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Towering above its competition in the Dallas-Fort Worth
market is KRLD-TV, Channel 4. Long holding a comfortable lead in its market, Channel 4, according to the
August, 1962, Nielsen Station Index, strengthened its
position in all areas of the report — ratings, homes
reached, and share of audience percentages.
Take advantage of this market domination.
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Realistic figures
Agencies, advertisers and other
users may find those "official" figures
on advertiser expenditures in network
television much more realistic beginning next year. Historically they've
been gross figures on time sales only.
Now talks are in progress looking to
possibility of ( 1 ) showing program as
well as time costs and (2) developing formula for converting them from
gross to discounted ("net") basis. Figures are compiled for TvB by LNA/
BAR in cooperation with networks.
It's understood all hands are agreed
on desirability of presenting discounted time-and-talent figures for each advertiser; job now is to devise acceptable system. Hope is to show for each
brand separate figures on talent costs,
time costs, total costs.
Renewal form impasse
Special FCC meeting last Monday
(Sept. 24) on proposed new program
reporting forms ended without final
agreement and was tabled subject to
recall by chairman. Considered was
tv renewal form proposed by Commissioner Frederick W. Ford (Broadcasting, Sept. 3) and proposed compromise plan submitted by staff which
incorporated parts of Ford form and
earlier staff proposals. FCC did decide
to have separate radio-tv forms. All
stations would be required to file copy
of program proposals for public inspection. Still at issue is whether tv
forms will have composite week
(omitted in Ford plan) and whether
program reports will be required annually or triennially.
Bryant-network clash fades
Clash between network lawyers and
Ashbrook Bryant, chief of FCC network study group, flared and faded
last week. Mr. Bryant had asked at
Sept. 14 meeting, among other things,
for each network's gross revenues
from domestic and international syndication rights to programs whether
or not shown on network. Network
attorneys balked arguing that since
programs were not shown on their networks, they had no bearing on network operations. Mr. Bryant, reportedly, threatened to go to full commission, but reportedly backed down
and agreed networks could furnish
revenue figures for only those programs which had been given network
play.
Can they scuttle tv?
Members of bar who want broadcast cameras barred from Billie Sol
Estes trial when it reopens Oct. 22

CLOSED

CIRCUIT.

in Tyler, Tex., are said to base hopes
on series of photographs depicting tv
and film cameras and tripods in dramatic way. It's reported defense
counsel had photographer take shots
and then bought his negatives. They
are expected to be basis of anti-tv
case when Texas judges meet in
Austin Oct. 5-6 (story page 66).
Pay tv setback?
Aside from IRS tax seizures and
theater box office complications in
wake of Patterson-Liston fight last
Tuesday, anti-pay tv crusaders contend
that event helps their cause and may
be solar plexus blow to toll system,
predicting setback from which it will
take years to recover. This premised
on notion that public won't be inveigled into paying money for events
that could end with one punch or for
sports features otherwise available
for free.
EIA squabble over uhf
Move by land mobile users to seek
reallocation of tv chs. 14 and 15 to
their use (see page 54) has sparked
internal hassle inside Electronic Industries Assn. First, mobile users section
couldn't get its parent division (Industrial Electronics) to go along with
action. Second, some manufacturers
are on horns of dilemma since they are
also big in tv receiver manufacture —
and if uhf really begins to roll (after
all-channel sets come on market)
there's bright future ahead. Generally,
where communications business looms
large, company goes along with raid on
television.
Although not spelled out in detail,
mobile users declaration of intent to
protect present chs. 14 and 15 permit e s ispremised on belief that this
will be only during transition stage;
FCC will, they are sure, reassign stations so mobile firms can use whole
band without sharing with tv.
Peace Corps and Mr. Meyers
Tedson Meyers, former administrative assistant to FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow, is on temporary duty
with Peace Corps in Bogota, Colombia. Mr. Meyers is serving as consultant for new tv system being established for Colombia and will help negotiate contracts. On way to Colombia, Mr. Meyers drove to Miami stopping at educational tv stations along
way in effort to recruit engineers and
technicians for Colombian project.

Satellite policy man
New official has been added to State
Dept. staff to explore foreign-policy
ramifications of communications satellites. He is William Gilbert Carter,
former official with Agency for International Development and before that
attorney with U. S. firm in Paris representing American companies in
Europe. Mr. Carter, who is serving
as assistant to G. Griffith Johnson,
assistant secretary for economic affairs, reportedly will have nothing to
do with tv programming carried by
satellites. His job is said to involve
only technical aspects of foreign-policy matters for which State is obliged
under Communications Satellite Act.
NAB's Comstock
Paul B. Comstock, NAB President
LeRoy Collin's man Friday on political affairs, in addition to handling
congressional liaison, also will be
NAB's witness before committees of
Congress except on important occassions when Collins himself will testify.
Mr. Comstock, who joined NAB Sept.
1, is former attorney from Bartow,
Fla., and has extensive contacts in
state, having been executive director
of the Florida Bar Association and editor of their bar journal for four years.
He also served as assistant to C. D.
Jackson, Time-Life executive when
latter was on executive staff of President Eisenhower at White House
(1953-54).
Free (for all) politics
At least $100,000 worth of political
time is being donated by Harry Maizlish's stations KHRM (FM) Los Angeles and KPAL Palm Springs, Calif.,
to any and all of 48 candidates for
political office in November elections.
Bernard F. Kamins, p.r. director for
Oct. 8 Nixon-Eisenhower dinner and
Oct. 16 Goldwater dinner at L. A.,
says United Republican Finance Committee of Los Angeles County figures
Maizlish contributons will save Republicans $50,000. Presumably Democrats will save same amount.
Broken records loom
Advance interest in upcoming NAB
fall conferences is greatest within
memory. Already 84 have pre-registered for Atlanta opener still fornight
away (Oct. 15-16). New York has
101 and Chicago 107 pre-registrations
whereas Washington has 64. Total advance registration figure is 557.
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WEEK

One facet of House subcommittee antitrust newspaper
investigation will be newspaper-broadcast ownership.
Minow reports no similar inquiry by FCC, which will continue case-by-case consideration. See . . .
CELLER

PLANS

PROBE

AIDS STILL STRONG

FINALE

to radio's overpopulation problem at an open FCC hearing
to be held Dec. 5-6. NAB and commission work out basic
details at meeting held last week. See . . .
CALLS

HEARING

FOR

REFLECTION

TWO
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BIG AGENCIES

EQUIP ... 34

"Herald-Traveler's" tv grant is affirmed by FCC in 4-1 vote,
with Minow dissenting. WHDH is favored for "commendable broadcast record" after rehearing caused by
charges of off-the-record FCC contacts. See . . .
BOSTON

CH. 5 TO 'TRAVELER'

... 42

Courtroom history was made last week as broadcasting
facilities were permitted to cover the preliminary Billie
Sol Estes trial in Tyler, Tex. There's an anti-broadcastmove stirring in Texas, however. See . . .
RADIO-TV

COURT

COVERAGE

... 66

It's Fall Conference time again. NAB has set up a busy
day-and-a-half program for the annual series which starts
Oct. 15 in Atlanta and moves on to three other eastern
cities before heading westward. See . . .

... 44
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Advertising agencies show off their electronic brains
to help in making media selection quicker and more accurate. Y&R and BBDO present systems to select, order,
bill; emphasize these are tools for decision. See . . .

... 72

Cross sees broadcasting's program future tied to public's cultural level. On eve of departure, commissioner
fears public utility concept for radio and tv if agency
accepts economic injury concept on grants. See . . .
A PAUSE

ASCAP-BMI

... 48

Industry and government will seek together a solution

FCC

ASCAP had knife sharpened for BMI during license
negotiations; tied rate reduction to disappearance or regulation of BMI. Negotiating committee will appeal court
ruling to Supreme Court. See .

... 30

Poised to go home, Congress has made impress on
broadcasting: all channel receivers, funds for etv, establishment of satellite corporation. House took stand on
daytimers and clear channel duplication. See . . .
87th CONGRESS'

BRIEF

... 27

Cold remedies due to be heavy in television's 1962-63
schedule. Estimate is that more of the buys will be for
network tv, less for spot in coming season. BromoQuinine and Coldene new to medium. See . . .
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 f\ |
FCC

vote

modifies

rule on signatures
In special circular vote late Friday
(Sept. 28), FCC liberalized controversial section of new rule requiring signatures of licensee officers on major applications.
Under change made Friday to new
rule adopted just 10 days ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 24), signatures are required only of heads of licensee and
ultimate corporate parent owning 50%
or more of stock.
Signatures of chief officers of intervening subsidiaries will not be required
and in absence of principal executive
officer of licensee or parent company,
highest ranking officer present may sign.
Earlier rule change had required signatures of chief executive officer of licensee, parent company, subsidiaries in
between and of station involved.
Unusual FCC action was taken Friday afternoon in answer to NAB plea
for reconsideration filed previous day
(see page 28). FCC official said immediate reconsideration was made because new rules become effective today
(Monday) and because agency did not
realize hardship earlier provision would
place on some licensees and their parent
companies.
"Nobody meant to be unreasonable,"
spokesman said. Rules change was handcarried to four commissioners who were
in offices Friday (Rosel H. Hyde,
Robert T. Bartley, T. A. M. Craven and
Frederick W. Ford), all of whom approved amendment.
Gulf Oil, NBC-TV
renew 'Instant News'
NBC-TV is announcing today (Oct.
1) that Gulf Oil Co., Pittsburgh, has
renewed its pact with network for
"Instant News Specials" in 1963. Under
agreement, Gulf has first refusal rights
for each news special as it is scheduled.
Oil firm has paid tab for 38 "Instant
News" telecasts since December 1960.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York.

ABC-TV, NBC-TV note
more election sales
Sales status Friday of tv network coverage of November election returns was:
ABC-TV— one-sixth sold; CBS-TV—
sold out; NBC-TV— five-sixths sold.
NBC-TV Friday announced sale of
one-twelfth each to Block Drug Co. and
Carter Products Inc., both through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. Earlier
in week, Purex Corp. purchased one-

Chicago
Henry's in
Henry's nomination
to E.FCCWilliam
was confirmed
by Senate
Friday without objection.
Memphis attorney who is to
succeed John S. Cross will be
sworn in as commission member
Tuesday (Oct. 2) at 9 a.m. in
FCC meeting room.
Supreme Court Justice Byron
R. White will administer oath of
office to Mr. Henry.
third sponsorship through Edward H.
Weiss & Co. Other NBC-TV sponsors
are Mercury Division of Ford Motors
and Lipton Tea with one-sixth each.
ABC-TV last week sold one-sixth of
its coverage to United Artists Corp.,
through Monroe Greenthal Inc., to promote motion picture "The Manchurian
Candidate."
CBS-TV announced complete sponsor
roster
27). in August (Broadcasting, Aug.
AFA board to study
10th district protest
Next meeting of Advertising Federation of America board of directors will
consider resolution of its 10th (Southwest) District expressing "deep concern
over the increasing concentration of
power in a relatively few persons" within AFA, Federation Board Chairman
George W. Head said last Friday.
Mr. Head, of National Cash Register
Co., said he would have no further
comment until board has met but
stressed that steps are being taken to
give
affairs.affiliated clubs more voice in AFA
Southwest District unanimously
adopted resolution requesting AFA assurance byDec. 3 1 that "the association
will be protected from the encroachment of centralized power." Failure to
receive such assurance will compel
member clubs to "separately and individually re-evaluate the desirability of
continuing association with AFA."
Times' uses shortwave
International (shortwave) broadcasts
using six frequencies will be employed
in new, special circulation push for internationally minded New York Times.
Now starting: 26-week schedule of 15
announcements weekly on WRUL New
York on behalf of Times (overseas edition) and aimed for audiences and potential readers in Europe and Africa.

agencies

set

$30 million merger
Post, Morr & Gardner and Keyes,
Madden & Jones, two of Chicago's
largest advertising agencies, have agreed
to merge. Consolidation would create
one of city's five top agencies, billing
more than $30 million.
The consolidation, however, is expected to add new accounts to bring
the total to around $40 million.
Post, Morr & Gardner billed about
$12 million in 1961. Major accounts
include Old Milwaukee and Burgermeister (two regional brands of Jos.
Schlitz Brewing Co.), Maybelline, General Finance Co. and Florsheim Shoe.
Name of new agency has not been
definitely decided, but speculation is
that it will be Post & Keyes.
Keyes, Madden & Jones Inc., division
of Russell M. Seeds Co., holding company, had billings of $20 million in
1961. KM&J's main account is Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Co., billing
about $7 million. B&W's main brands
are Belair and Walter Raleigh cigarettes.
Agency also has Field Enterprises Education Corp., Seeburg and others.
Spokesman for Post, Morr & Gardner said agencies (both have headquarters in Palmolive Building) will soon
integrate accounts and staffs.
Freeman Keyes, board chairman of
KM&J, will take over same position in
new agency. Carl Post, PM&G's president,binedwillunit.assume that job in the comPowell acknowledges
cancer treatments
Dick Powell, president of Four Star
Television, confirmed rumors Thursday
(Sept. 27) that he is undergoing treatment for cancer, but said he expects to
be fully cured.
Mr. Powell, who became ill during
broadcast guest appearances in East to
promote Dick Powell Show which he
introduces, sometimes stars in and produces for NBC-TV, said trouble originally was diagnosed as allergy. On his
return to Beverly Hills, his personal
physician made tests and found growths
on neck gland and in pocket in his
chest.
Actor-producer said he has been taking radiation treatments at medical center of U. of California at Los Angeles,
under supervision of Dr. Justin Stein.
He said he feels well enough to resume
work this week on six tv programs still
to be produced under his contract with
NBC-TV.
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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WEEK'S

Mr. Pinkham

Mr. MacLennan

HEADLINERS

Mr. Gury

Mr. Rodgers

Richard A. R. Pinkham, Jeremy
Gury, J. Ross MacLennan and Dan
Rodgers, senior vps and members of
board of directors of Ted Bates & Co.,
New tive
York,
elected
agency'sis execucommittee.
Mr. toPinkham
director of broadcast operations. Mr. Gury
is director of creative operations.
Messrs. MacLennan and Rodgers are

account group heads and Mr. MacLennan is also in charge of international
operations.
A. Leon Higginbotham Jr.,
Philadelphia lawyer, was nominated by President Kennedy last
Wednesday (Sept.
26) to seven-year
term on Federal
Trade Commission, succeeding
William C. Kern,
r. Higginbotham
whose term expired Tuesday,
President's
nomination.
Bothdayarebefore
Democrats.
Mr.
Higginbotham, 34, if confirmed by
Senate, will be first Negro to serve
on a federal regulatory agency. He
graduated from Yale with LL.B. degree in 1952 and was admitted to
Philadelphia Bar following year, serving for while as assistant district attorney for Philadelphia County. Mr.
Higginbotham, who has been president
of Philadelphia branch of NAACP
since 1959, has practiced law privately
in Philadelphia since 1954, specializing
in civil and appellate suits. For Federal government, he has acted as hearing examiner on conscientious objectors' commissioners.
cases for Dept. of Justice. FTC
has five

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

David Taft, 46, dies
Taft Broadcasting vp
David G. Taft, 46, died after heart
attack Thursday at Biddeford Pool, Me.,
while vacationing with his wife. He
was vice president of Taft Broadcasting
Co., Cincinnati. His brother, Hulbert
Taft Jr., is president of company.
Mr. Taft was also on board of directors of National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters. He was cousin of late Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio).
Taft stations are WKRC-AM-FMTV Cincinnati, WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columbus, WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala., and WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.
AFTRA strike ends;
WNDT (TV) resumes
Performers union strike against
WNDT (TV) New York officially ended Friday afternoon (Sept. 28). Agreement settling differences was signed in
third day of renewed negotiations (see
page 70).
Under
station's
agreement with
10

American Federation of Tv & Radio
Artists, election will be held at end of
six months to determine whether "scholars, scientists, journalists, lawyers and
other civic and community leaders who
appear in ch. 13 programs wish to
come under the entertainer union's jurisdiction," according to WNDT statement. AFTRA officials were not available for comment late Friday. WNDT
resumed program service Sept. 24, while
still strikebound.
FTC

sessions

set

on co-op advertising
Federal Trade Commission has announced conference on cooperative advertising concerning FTC interpretation
of discriminatory allowances (Closed
Circuit, Aug. 27).
Session, set Oct. 17 at 10 a.m., at
FTC, was requested by American Retail Federation, National Retail Merchants Assn. and others. All who plan
to participate must write FTC secretary by Oct. 15, citing reasons.
ARF spokesman said Friday that retail associations want to resolve legal

problem of interpreting Robinson-Patman Act on way co-op advertising pie
must be cut. Some manufacturers feel
FTC interpretation is so strict as to
lead to restraining or eliminating co-op
advertising entirely.
Seven

Arts announces

new sales of 'Fifties'
Seven Arts Assoc., New York, Friday announced 15 sales in addition to
earlier sale to three CBS-owned tv stations of its package of 93 Warner Bros,
and 20th Century-Fox films (see story,
page
63). purchasing Vols. 4 and 5 of
Stations
Seven Arts" "Films of the Fifties" are:
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.; WLACTV Nashville: WKZO-TV Kalamazoo,
Mich.; WB AY-TV Green Bay, Wis.;
WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C; WMTWTV Poland Spring, Me.; WTPA (TV)
Harrisburg, Pa.; WAPI-TV Birmingham, Ala.; WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y.:
WB EN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.; KONO-TV
San Antonio, Tex.; KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.; KSLA (TV) Shreveport,
La.; WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio, and
KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.
Senate

to receive

embassy radio bill
Embassy radio bill, already passed
by House, is expected to be reported
to Senate early this week by Senate
Commerce Committee.
Bill (HR 11732), requested by State
Dept., authorizes President to permit
foreign governments to establish lowpower radio stations at their Washington embassies in return for reciprocal
privileges given U. S. at their capitals.
State Dept. hopes to negotiate agreements with underdeveloped countries,
where commercial facilities for communication with Washington are inadeNew York City plans
quate.
to take over WUHF
WUHF (TV)
Newon York,
FCC's
perimental station
ch. 31,
will exbe
transferred to Municipal Broadcasting
System on Nov. 1.
Seymour N. Siegel, director of cityowned broadcast operation, announced
transfer clearance after city's board of
estimate approved funds Sept. 27 to
purchase transmitter and to lease quarters and antenna space in Empire State
Building.
Present call letters of uhf outlet will
be changed to WNYC-TV, affiliate of
WNYC-AM-FM New York. RCA,
which had leased tv transmitter to FCC,
is selling it to city for $384,000. Permanency of uhf facility in New York
was indicated by FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow in speech Thursday before International Radio-Tv Society.
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

He's a ladies' man ... a man's man . . .
a LAWMAN. Against tough network
competition over four years, John
Russell as Marshal Dan Troop won
an average 33.9 share of audience.
LAWMAN, co-starring Peter Brown
and Peggie Castle, is geared to win
big television audiences. Now available on an individual market basis —
156 half-hour episodes!
Warner Bros. Television Division. 666 Fifth Ave., New
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
"■Indicates first or revised listing
OCTOBER
*Oct. 1— Hollywood Ad Club, luncheon
meeting at the Roosevelt Hotel. "Baseball
Day" with guest speakers from the Los
Angeles Dodgers and the Los Angeles
Angeles. Stan Spero, vp in charge of sales,
KMPC Los Angeles, will be chairman of
the day. Hollywood Ad Club President Bob
Light will preside.
Oct. 1— Deadline for replies to FCC proposal to amend its rules to permit the use
of automatic logging devices.
Oct. 1-2 — Radio Advertising Bureau management
Glenwood Manor,
Overland Park, conference,
Kan.

B.M.O.C.
Kelly Lee is the Big Man
On Campus

with the

50,000 college students
in this vital segment of
the Southeastern

Raleigh- Durham

market.

NBC

50,000 Watts -680 KC
Dick Mason, General Manager
Gus Youngsteadt, Sales Manager
HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO. National Rep.
12

Oct. 1-2 — National conference of United
Press International Editors & Publishers,
Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco. Speakers
include Pierre Salinger, White House news
secretary; Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, chairman of board of Eastern Air Lines, and in
joint, nationally televised appearance, California gubernatorial candidates, Gov.
Edmund G. Brown and former Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
Oct. 2— Advertising Research Foundation's
eight annual conference, Hotel Commodore, New York. Keynote speaker will be
Birny Mason Jr., president of Union Carbide Corp. Subjects include "The cominvasion of media planning" and
"What puter's
contribution can communication
theory make to constructing and evaluating an advertising campaign?"
"Oct. 2-3— New Jersey Broadcasters Assn.
annual convention. Cocktail party-banquet
on Oct. 2; business meeting and luncheon
on Oct. 3. Colony Motel, Atlantic City, N. J.
Oct. 2-6— New York High Fidelity Music
Show, N. Y. Trade Show Bldg.
Oct. 3— Deadline for comments on FCC
proposal to change requirements for onduty operators at certain classes of radio
stations so that part-time duty by first
class radiotelephone operators would be
permitted, provide the operator requirements for routine operation of the transmitter are upgraded.
*Oct. 4 — American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers, west coast membership meeting, 5 p.m., Hollywood Palladium.
Oct. 4 — Deadline for reply comments on
FCC proposals to permit public inspection
of network affiliation contracts and to
amend rules relating to multiple ownership
of broadcast properties (postponed from
Sept. 4).
*Oct. 4— Radio & Television News Assn.
of Southern California, 13th annual awards
banquet at the Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles.
Radio and tv newsmen will be presented
traditional "golden mike" trophies for
achievement in various categories of newswriting, newscasting, commentary and
newsfilm coverage based on entries of material broadcast during the period July 1,
1961 to June 30, 1962. Judging will be conducted this year by a committee from the
Sigma Delta Chi journalism fraternity.
*Oct. 4-5 — Radio Advertising Bureau management conference, Western Hills Hotel,
Fort Worth, Tex.
*Oct. 5 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn. legislative seminar. Marott Hotel, Indianapolis.
*Oct. 5-6 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn. legislative seminar, Marott Hotel, Indianapolis.
NAB President LeRoy Collins is keynote
speaker at the Friday night dinner meeting. Vince Wasilewski, NAB vp, speaks
Friday morning at 10:00 a.m. Ward Quaal,
executive vp and general manager of WGN
Chicago, delivers the Friday noon luncheon
address.
♦Oct. 6— Semi-annual meeting UPI Broad-

casting Assn. of Connecticut, Yale Motor
Inn, Wallingford, Conn.
*Oct. 6 — UPI Broadcasters of Michigan, Inn
America, East Lansing.
Oct. 6-7 — Missouri Associated Press Radio-TvOzark,
Broadcasters,
Arrowhead Lodge.
Lake
Mo.
Oct. 8-10— Eighteenth annual National
Electronics
Conference center,
at Chicago's
new
lakefront exposition
McCormick
Place. Luncheon speakers on the first two
days of the conference will be Illinois
Governor Otto Kerner on Oct. 8, and Dr.
Henry T. Heald, director of the Ford Foundation and former president of Illinois
Institute of Technology, on Oct. 9. Dr.
10.
Jerome
Wiesner, special scientific advisor
to President Kennedy, will deliver final
luncheon address before the NEC on Oct.
Oct. 9— Eighth Wisconsin FM Station Clinic.
H. A. Engel, chairman, U. of Wisconsin,
Madison.
*Oct. 10 — International Radio & Television
Society, newsmaker luncheon. Hotel Roosevelt, New York. Dr. Samuel B. Gould of
WNDT (TV) New York, educational station, is speaker.
Oct. 10 — Hollywood Advertising Club, first
luncheon meeting of the 1962-63 season at
the Columbia Ranch in Burbank, Calif.
Joe Swavely, director of the commercial
film division of Columbia-Screen Gems,
will explore some of Hollywood's commercial production potentials in a talk entitled: "The sky isn't the limit." Robert
J.
Light,
HAG president,
will discuss plans
for the coming
year.
Oct. 11-12 — North
Dakota Broadcasters
Assn. 11th annual convention at The Plainsman Hotel, Williston, N. D.
Oct. 11-13 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
fall conference. Hotel Stafford, Tuscaloosa,
Ala., and U. of Alabama.
Oct. 12 — AWRT Educational Foundation
board of trustees meeting, Sheraton Hotel,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Oct. 12-14 — American Women in Radio &
Television board of director meeting,
Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
*Oct. 15 — Annual outing, Federal Communications Bar Assn., Washington Country
Club, Rockville, Md.
*Oct. 15 — -New deadline for comments on
FCC proposal to reallocate frequency bands
6425-6575, 10550-10680 and 11700-12200 mc.
Oct. 15-16 — Joint management and engineering meeting will be held by stations
of the Central Canada Broadcasting Assn.
at the Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
The two-day session will discuss programming, sales and technical developments.
*Oct. 15-19 — Audio Engineering Society,
14th annual fall convention at BarbizonPlaza Hotel, New York. Among papers to
be read: "Stereo Operational Experience
of WQXR-AM-FM New York," L. K. Kleinklaus, chief engineer; "Planning a New Fm
Stereo neerStation,"
LloydKMUZ
Jones, (FM)
chief Santa
engiand partner,
Barbara, Calif.; "Management's View of Fm
Stereo," A. J. Eicholzer, chief engineer,
WSYR-FM
N. Y.,
and and
"A TunePractical Guide toSyracuse,
Fm Station
Layout
up," Everett J. Gilbert, Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Oct. 16 — Second annual Southeast Radio-

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB Fall Conferences
15-16 — Dinkier-Plaza, Atlanta
18-19— Biltmore, New York
22-23 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
2S-26— Statler-Hilton, Washington
8-9 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
12-13 — Muehlebach, Kansas City
15-16 — Brown Palace, Denver
19-20 — Sheraton-Portland, Ore.
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Tv Seminar (SERTS), sponsored by Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters, on catv challenge to
broadcasters.
Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta,
Ga.
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Oct. 16 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America conference at the Henry Hudson
Hotel, New York City. Association ob
serves its 50th anniversary at its annual
New York conference held in conjunction
with the four-day New York Premium
Show which it sponsors at the New York
Coliseum, Oct. 15-18. Featured speakers will
be Bennett Cerf, president of Random
House; James Proud, past president of Advertising Federation of America; Dr. Kenneth D. Wells, president of Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge, Pa.; and William
Dunham, PAAA president.
Oct. 16 — League of Advertising Agencies,
dinner meeting at The Advertising Club,
New York. "How the smaller agency can
get new business in unexpected places."
Oct. 16 — Public hearings by the Canadian
Board of Broadcast Governors. Ottawa.
Oct. 17-18— Central Region meeting of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Hotel Ambassador West, Chicago.
"Oct. 17-19— Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, second annual general meeting. Coach House Motor Inn,
Milwaukee.
*Oct. 18 — Joint NAB-International Radio &
Television Society luncheon, Hotel Biltmore, New York. Gov. LeRoy Collins,
NAB's president, is speaker.
*Oct. 18-20 — Mutual Advertising Agency
Network's
final meeting for 1962 at Palmer
House,
Chicago.
*Oct. 18-20— National Educational Television & Radio Center, fall meeting of
station managers of affiliated stations, Park
Sheraton Hotel, New York City.
Oct. 19-20 — Wisconsin AP Radio-Tv Assn.
meeting being held in Madison, Wis.
Oct. 19-21 — New England chapter AWRT

OPEN
A break for fm
kESS
TELEVISION

PRIME
MINUTES
NOW
AVAILABLE
EXPERIENCED, IMAGINATIVE
PROGRAMMING
Before you buy television In the Pacific
Northwest, consider this one basic fact:
Only KTNT-TV in this area includes five major
cities in its "A" contour, (Seattle, Tacoma,
Everett, Bremerton, Olympia). KTNT-TV's tower
is ideally located to beam a clear signal to
all of this major market.
ask Paul H. Raymer Co.
about all the details.
Kffi

D
TELEVISION

PACIFIC NORTHWEST'S
GREAT INDEPENDENT
Studios in Seattle and Tacoma
14

editor: You have always given fm
very good coverage. I have just found
out a break for fm. . . .
All 1963 Ford automobiles and most
of the 1963 General Motors automobiles will offer an fm-am radio in their
new lines this week. This is not a converter, but a complete combination radio built into a dash.
Of course there have been fm converters before, but at last the car-buying
public will be able to purchase fm radios factory-installed on their new automobiles.— William O. Barry, WFMB
(FM) Nashville.
Reins or shackles?
editor: With regard to "Political scientist defends federal reins" [Government, Sept. Hyneman
10]. ... of
I don't
where Prof.
Indianaknow
U.
did his "contemplating the history of
pogroms
and genocide
But I do know
that if he in
had our
donetime."
only
the most superficial research into the
subject, he would have to be in sympathy with those who have a congenital
distrust of "government," with those

shire.
conference, Lovett's, Franconia, New HampOct. 19-21 — Pennsylvania AWRT conference, Brodhead Hotel, Beaver Falls, Pa.
Oct. 20 — UPI Broadcasters of Illinois, fall
meeting. St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield.
*Oct. 20-21 — Illinois News Broadcasters
Assn., fall meeting, St. Nicholas Hotel,
Springfield, 111.
Oct. 20-25 — Western Region convention of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Hilton Hawaii Village, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Phillip W. Wenig, president of Standard
Rate and Data Service Inc., New York,
will discuss "Missing Media Data — Its New
Importance to Advertising," in an open
session meeting. Joseph Maguire, president of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Seattle, has been added to the panel in a
closed business session, which will explore
"How to Make a Profit."
Oct. 21-22 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
fall convention. Granada Hotel, San Antonio.
*Oct. 21-23— North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, fall convention at Governor Tryon
Hotel, New Bern.
Oct. 21-25 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, 1962 annual convention. Hotel
Benjamin Franklin, Philadelphia.
Oct. 21-26— Society of Motion Picture &
Television Engineers 92nd convention at
The Drake in Chicago. Theme of the Chicago program and
is "Communications
— Television
Motion Pictures Progress
in Industry
and
Education."
*Oct. 22 — Deadline for comments on FCC
rulemaking involving changes in multiple
ownership
and duopoly rules (extended
from Sept. 20).
*Oct. 26 — International Radio & Television
Society, roundtable luncheon, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Oct. 26-28 — West Central area AWRT
conference, New Center for Continuing
Education, U. of Nebraska, Lincoln.

MIKE

®

who so stubbornly insist upon their
freedom of speech as guaranteed by the
First Amendment to the U. S. Constitution.
Every pogrom and genocide in my
lifetime has been instigated, aided and
finally
executed
"government"
which
first took
away byfree
speech from
its
subjects to quiet those who had a
healthy distrust of it.
Nowhere in recent history has a free
communications industry as a whole incited apopulace to pogroms and genocide. It is only after the free media
have been muzzled — and in some cases,
taken
over used
by theto "government,"
that
it has been
that end.
To imply that the "moderates in the
community" need big brother help and
support to make themselves heard is
an insult to every single responsible
publisher and radio and television station operator — Name withheld by request.
Opinion
on an opinion
editor: An editorial in Broadcasting,
Aug. 13 concerning a Canon 35 incident in San Francisco . . . concludes
with a suggestion that because of Canon
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962
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"Decision at 83rd Street" a penetrating
first-hand report on the integration
problems facing Chicago today, and a
provocative look at those most affected.
A prime-time "special" presented by
the wbbm-tv News Department.

"Battle for Asia: South Vietnam"
first of a three-part on-location
documentary
by Televi sion 2'
Foreign Editorprepared
Carter Davidson,
analyzing the government, people
and problems of an embattled nation
...a wbbm-tv News Department
"speciair seen in prime time.

"The Wasted Years" a specially
filmed on-the-spot report revealing
the hopeless monotony of prison
life and chances of regeneration at
Statesville penitentiary, a powerful
documentary-editorial broadcast
during peak viewing hours.

"Jeanne d'Arc: The Trial]'' an original
television drama by three Chicago
housewives, presented on "Repertoire
Theatre!' wbbm-tv's prime-time
workshop series devoted to original
dramas, classics, music, pantomime.

"Music for a City" Dr. Dieter Kober
conducting the Chicago Chamber
Orchestra, in an evening-hour concert
devoted to chamber works by Mozart J
Telemann and Heiden, originating
in the studios of wbbm-tv.

hat's
W
the big idea?

- ' ;J
-

-I *
1
L

In a nutshell: to present
to Chicago
rounded

audiences

a

picture of an

ever-changing world— its
accomplishments, needs
and aspirations focused in
meaningful
77?e Changing Face of the City" an
hour-long review of the architectural
achievements of Chicago's current
building boom, and their effects on
the city's people. Aired in prime time,
as part of Television 2's continuing
"I See Chicago" series.

Month

perspective.

after month, year

after year, CBS

Owned

WBBM-TV originates the
finest community service
programs in Chicago
television ... an abundance
of regularly-scheduled
series, as well as one-time
"specials" all locally
produced by Television 2's
own award-winning staff.
Documentaries,

dramas,

editorials, musicals

and

on-the-spot news reports
of local and international
events-the list is virtually
boundless and growing
bigger every day.
An encompassing sense of
what interests Chicagoans
most— and the ability to
deliver it— is a big reason
most Chicagoans prefer
'Special Report: AfricaY newsman
Frank Reynolds' two-part study of
the political, economic and social
tensions engulfing newly independent
nations, highlighted by exclusive
interviews and filmed footage gathered
during a 3-week tour of Africa,
broadcast in prime time.

WBBM-TV, the number one
television station for the
past 87 Nielsen reports.

"The Mikado" Gilbert & Sullivan's
operetta classic performed by the
students of Evanston (111.) Township
High School... and broadcast in
its entirety in 90 minutes of prime
evening time on wbbm-tv.

RAHALL

RADIO

STATIONS

KNOWN
for the company they
keep in prestige
advertisers!
KNOWN ....
for community
public service!
No.l
RADIO
Tampa - St. Petersburg,
Florida
Sam Rahall, Manager

No. 1
RADIO
Allentown-Bethlehem*
Easton, Pennsylvania
"Oggie" Davies, Manager

No.l
RADIO
Beekley,
West Virginia
Tony Gonzales, Manager

35, television would, on the occasion of
next Law Day U.S.A. observance, "be
well advised to celebrate it with, say, a
minute or two of silence." I assume
this "silence" would be intended to rebuke the ABA because of its failure to
modify Canon 35; actually it would
constitute a rebuke to the President of
the United States, the Congress, and the
patriotic motives behind Law Day.
It is surprising that such a suggestion should come from a reputable publication serving an industry which always has recognized its great public
service responsibilities. Equally surprising is the lack of awareness as to the
objectives of Law Day U.S.A. which
the editorial reflects. Rather than being
a "public relations device" ... its purpose is to acquaint Americans with the
basic values of our system of freedom
under law as contrasted to the tyrannies
of communism. Law Day occurs on
May 1, the same date on which May
Day is celebrated behind the Iron Curtain. Law Day is recognized as freedom's antidote to May Day. . . — Richard P. Tinkham, Chairman, standing
committee on public relations, Amercan Bar Assn., Hammond, Ind.
New proprietor
editor: . . . You mentioned that
WENY Elmira, N. Y., is owned and
operated by the Gannett Newspapers
[Week's Headliners, Sept. 17]. This
is no longer true and has not been so
for over a year. WENY is operated by
my associates and I in conjunction with
WOND Pleasantville-Atlantic City,
N. Y., and WMMB Melbourne, Fla.—
Howard L. Green, executive vice president, WENY Elmira, N. Y.
Geography

No.l
RADIO
Norristown-Philadelphia
Area
John Banzhoff, Manager
above stations represented
nationally by H-R . . . New York
aSs®
WQTY
our station coming up fast in
JACKSONVILLE, Florida
National Rep. The Boiling Co.
•
N. Joe Rahall, President
"Oggie" Davies, Gen. Manager
18 (OPEN MIKE)

lesson

editor: Thank you for the information
on page 34 of the Sept. 24 Broadcasting. Ihave never before seen a picture of the Hobart College campus in
the Bronx. Where has it been hiding?
Behind Hunter? — Robert G. Simon,
M-E Productions, New York.
[Hobart College is still in upstate New York
and Hunter is still in the Bronx, as the
writer of the article now well knows.]
Dallas digs in
editor: In reply to Allen D. Allen's
letter regarding jingles [Open Mike,
Sept. 10] ... I can assure Mr. Allen
that PAMS is signatore to all Trust and
Labor agreements of the AFM. Our
singers do not belong to AFTRA; however, an AFTRA card does not automatically endow a singer with any special talent. Our singers are all expert
singers as well as schooled musicians.
. . . The musicians we employ are professionals who have settled in Dallas

because of Dallas' thriving
and entertainment business. .
ranks only behind Nashville,
center. geles and New York as a

recording
. . Dallas
Los Anrecording

. . . We think agencies are important,
but if a radio station elects to buy a
custom jingle from PAMS for one of
its direct accounts, fine. Or, they may
refer us to the agency and we go from
there. . . . — Bob Farrar, director of
custom production, PAMS of Dallas.
Appreciative
editor: Marshall Hawks certainly hits
a handful of nails on the head [Monday
Memo, Sept. 10]. It is always good to
know that those closely associated with
radio and tv stations are interested
enough to point out our problems. It
would appear that radio and tv managers had best get off their big fat
chairs and do something about selling
radio and television as separate media.
— Stuart C. Brandy, general manager,
CJSP Leamington, Ont.
Rocks for Roslow
editor: I was quite interested in Mr.
Roslow's rebuttal [Open Mike, Sept.
17] to Mr. Rosen's comments [Monday
Memo,
Aug. 20].
I don't
how
far Mr. Roslow
has been
fromknow
Madison
Avenue, but us boys in the country have
found that when you throw a rock in
the brush, it's the hit hound that hollers
first and loudest. — Jack Neil, president
& general manager, KTRM Beaumont,
Tex.
On birth control
editor: "Perils of birth control" [Editorials, Sept. 24] (and other comments previously published along similar lines) seems designed to prejudice
the minds of broadcasters toward joint
NAB-FCC committee findings, even before recommendations are made.
You cite recent remarks by Gordon
McLendon as a champion joining your
cause. I cannot help but recall his
initial position (now reversed — perhaps
more because of current McLendon interests than because of a re-analysis of
the trade as a whole).
... I daresay that the NAB committee findings will more adequately express the industry's feeling than will
comments from any individual broadcaster, including the big city operators
you are quoting . . . — Kermit Edney,
president, WH KP-AM-FM Hendersonville, N. C.
No interruption
editor: . . . Broadcasting listed WIOS
as one of the stations which had a license revocation in 1962. . . .
In the interests of "equal time" . . .
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

NOTICE TO ALL EMPLOYEES
Commencing October 4, the regular
Wednesday morning water klatsch that
met last year to discuss the previous
night's "Alcoa Premiere" will meet
instead on Friday mornings.
This is
because "Alcoa Premiere" now will be
shown at 10:00 p.m. EST (9 :00p.m. CST)on a
new evening, Thursdays, over ABC-TV . The
top quality of this show, hosted by Fred
Astaire, is recognized by management,
but it would be appreciated if the
discussions about it would be held to
a minimum and everyone would get back
to work as soon as possible thereafter.

THE MANAGEMENT

BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

MAN ON
THE WAY

UP

I'm hopeful you'll publish this letter to
let the world know that WIOS, now
under ownership by Superior Broadcasting Co., is very much at work serving northeastern Michigan. Superior
Broadcasting Co. was licensed by the
FCC to continue service in the area . . .
and has continued without interruption
since Jan. 14, 1962, at which time the
former owner discontinued service under license revocation. . . . — Richard
A. Egli, general manager, WIOS Tawas
City, Mich.
Friendly advice

A

man

likes

who
to

generate

action

who believes that things are more
apt to happen in business when he
makes them happen, is probably
also a great believer in reading the
advertising in his businesspaper.
For he knows from experience that
when information featured in these
pages is acted upon it can help him
do his job better, help him get ahead
faster, help build profits for his
company.

That's one good reason why
advertisers find this publication so
effective. You, and other readers
like you, find the facts about their
products so useful in your work.
The fact is:
advertising in businesspapers
means business for you-and
for the advertiser.

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
20 (OPEN MIKE)

editor: . . . You summarize the findings of Motivation Analysis Inc. in a
CBS-sponsored survey into what ... is
most liked and disliked about radio
newscasters [Broadcast Advertising,
Sept. 17]. High on the list of what is
liked
news. is
. . .an objective treatment of the
I now ask you if the attached story
on Rep. Curtis and the Newburgh welfare skirmish in the same issue [Government, Sept. 17] meets that criteria?
If Broadcasting wants to make a
case out of cutting down the House
printing bill or abolishing the printed
Congressional Record it should have
the courage to say so — on its editorial
page. But to single out an individual
congressman and smear him with some
kind of a tar brush for using the Record
(as would any of his 434 colleagues) to
publish a view that may be unpopular
to you is a technique far removed from
objectivity. . . .
Rep. Curtis appears to have acted
thoughtfully and in a highly responsible manner. . . . Broadcasting should
attempt to honestly assess [his remarks],
not hold them up to ridicule.
. . . Please know that I write out of
a long admiration for you. . . . Certainly what I say, I say as a friend. — Jack
Angell, radio-tv services director, American Farm Bureau Federation, Chicago.
Free riders
Editor: Attention: How-ridiculous-canyou-get department. Why allow the
Good Housekeeping squeal (sic) of approval and/ or Parents magazine schmaward nonsense to appear on tv commercials?
When will we broadcasters wake up?
— Robert Rohrs, Topeka, Kan.
Religious radio
editor: Like to get in on the comment
about religious radio [Open Mike, Aug.
13]. KHOF . . . has broadcast a pure
schedule of fine sacred music and top
flight gospel programs for nearly six
years. It is well received and pays its
own way. . . . — V. Dale Smith, general
manager, KHOF Los Angeles.
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1, WYNR

was

radio stations ... in 17 days of new
third place and is a solid contender

IN

LAST

CHICAGO!

a sad last in Hooper among
McLendon

DAYS
WORLD!

programming,

the 7 fulltime Chicago

WYNR

has jumped

into

for first ... for instance look at these afternoon

figures:
STATION

STATION

WYNR

Chicago's unmistakable
radio station!

A

B

19.0%

17.1%

16.7%

response to the city's need for a fulltime Negro-oriented

The McLendon winners:
U.S. Sales
KLIF

WYNR

DALLAS

CHICAGO
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Americans are spending the biggest part of their income on food.
Food manufacturers are the heaviest advertisers in America.
People are spending more time watching television than eating.

Food advertisers invest more of their money in television than in all other media combined.
Supermarket dealers vote television the
Currently the CBS Television Network
most effective sales medium (including
has even more food advertising on order
newspapers, magazines and radio). for Fall than it had a year ago.
Within television, for the tenth straight year,
food advertisers are spending the largest portion
of their budgets on the CBS Television Network.

For the seventh straight year Americans are spending more time
watching the CBS Television Network than any other.

NO SUBSTITUTIONS, PLEASE

MONDAY
How

an

MEMO

investment

from ROBERT M. DAVIS, Davis, Johnson, Mogul & Colombatto, Los Angeles

firm

"Why fm?" That was the very first
question put to us when we placed our
proposed 1962 advertising campaign in
front of Ray Edwards, senior vice president of Glendale Federal Savings &
Loan Association.
The budget item did have a provocative sub-head: "Fm Test Campaign."
What was more, it called for an outlay
of many thousands of dollars in a relatively new medium. But on top of all
that, we weren't even recommending it
— we were proposing that the money be
spent to find out if fm would achieve a
particular purpose we had in mind —
namely, reach a particular kind of audience that we knew were "ripe" customers for Glendale Federal Savings &
Loan Association's 12 Southern California branches.
Let's Find Out ■ I believe that advertisers must do more pioneering, more
finding out for themselves what media
make sense for their particular needs,
not wait for the other fellow to try
the water first. Happily, Ray Edwards
is of the same mind. And so we proceeded.
For many years, fm station representatives had been knocking on our agency door with a story to tell. What they
had to say interested us as far as it
went. Geographic coverage: OK. Nature of programming appeal: well-defined. Number of fm sets being sold:
impressive and becoming more so every
month. Rate Card: impressively reasonable. Type of audience: little doubt that
fm listeners tended to be in the bettereducated, higher-income brackets (a
group from which most long-range,
high-interest savers come).
But from that point on, we were geting into "the misty mid-region of Weir."
What was less definite was how many
fm receivers there are in Southern California and how many listeners fm has
in any given quarter-hour. Nonetheless,
our interest ran high. While it is true
that our year-round advertising in am
radio, television, outdoor and newspaper provides the kind of mass audience
coverage that is both broad and effective, we wanted to accomplish one thing
more — to allocate part of our budget
from this time on to reaching out to
specific select groups. The Glendale
Federal research department's depth
surveys had produced a definite profile
of an "ideal" account holder which
matched almost perfectly the profile of
the typical fm listener.
So we decided to invest in the trialsaturation spot schedules on nine of
the Los Angeles area's 18 commercial
24

used

fm

radio

to reach

fm (non-simulcast) stations during a
six-week period beginning the middle
of June.
Question and Answers ■ The fm test,
we were sure, would produce the answers to some questions and provide indepth data that could not be acquired in
any other way.
1. The total volume of mail would
give us a fair idea of the fm audience
size.
2. Routing the inquiries through the
various stations carrying the schedule
would provide guideposts to the relative
pulling power of the various stations.
3. Comparing the mail with census
tracts would provide the income level
of the sample.
4. Comparison of the names of the
respondents to the mail-pull copy with
a list of new-account holders during
the period following the test campaign
would provide a dollars-and-cents evaluation of the cost per thousand new
accounts, which is of far greater value
than cost per thousand listeners. We all
knew those figures can be misleading.
5. The list of respondents would
provide a new mailing list of people
interested in their financial future.
The Direct Approach ■ Our copy approach was simple and straightforward.
The audience we were seeking was most
apt to respond to a conservative image,
a forward-looking but clearly stable institution.
For the mail offer, we selected a
paperback, How to Get More for Your
Money, by the widely recognized financial expert and columnist Sylvia Porter.
We worked closely with the stations to
pick the times for our schedules to take
advantage of their knowledge of their
own programming schedules.
We could have spent less on the test,
but we felt, and Glendale Federal
agreed, that if we stinted on the test

prime

prospects

budget and it did not prove successful,
we might have always wondered if we
had missed what was in fact a good bet.
It was worth it to spend a little more
to be sure of our results.
The Payoff ■ During the first few
days of the campaign not much happened; in the next few days a few responses began to trickle in. Then the
dam broke.
Glendale Federal's public relations
department, which took on the job of
mailing the books to the respondents,
reported complete disruption of normal
activities. And that's the way it stayed
for the next two months. Two book reorders later, three thousand requests
had been received by mail and another
500 had been requested at the 12 Glendale branches.
What made the results even more impressive was the fact that financial literature is notoriously hard to move
with mail-pull offers. And all we did
was make a tag-line offer. The greatest
percentage of the copy in our spots was
devoted to selling Glendale Federal itself.
During the month of July, Glendale
Federal showed a marked increase in
net savings. And August, usually a particularly slow month, was not far behind. There's little question that the fm
test campaign must be credited with a
significant percentage of these increases.
As this memo is being written we are
still receiving requests, although the
offer ended over two months ago.
The processing of the responses to
determine the answers to our other
questions will not be completed for a
month or two yet.
Like any agency, we want all the data
we can get from media.
But if they don't have all the answers
our clients need, then we go out and
get them for ourselves.

Robert M. Davis, at 36, is among the
youngest advertising agency presidents.
He took over the reins of Davis, Johnson,
Mogul & Colombatto only a few months
ago, but he had served as its vice president the previous three years and had
been with DJMC and its predecessor —
the Henry Mayers Co., since 1951. In
1959 Mr. Mayers turned the agency he had
founded in 1927 over to the present principals. Inthree years, billings have tripled
to just under $3 million a year.
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Whence decided to put our joliy Green Giant back in
"show business" as a big time TV star, we knew we
couid count on the WLW group to reach a giant's size sbj$£
of the viewing audience in their respective areas. These
stations not only put our Big Green message before the
greatest number of people, but follow-thru with buye
brokers, distributors, and store managers on tjj&firing

Call your WLW Stations' representative ... you'll be glad you did!
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Crosley Broadcasting Corporation

Why

The

Monkey

CHARLOTTE

MARKET

with

the

Metro...

TV

is First

in the Southeast
with 595,600

Homes*

Fables have persisted for years about how to judge a
market's size by the Standard Metropolitan Area concept.
Savvy Monkeys see no metro, hear no metro, speak no
metrocounts!
— because they know that it's the total TV Homes delivered
that
Speaking
Homes

of delivering, WBTV reaches 43.4%
than Charlotte Station "B".**

more TV

lists liisiii

mm

**NCS '61-Nightly
'Television Magazine-1962
Si: '

UJBTV
CHANNEL
3
CHARLOTTE

/ jefferson

standard

broadcasting

company

Represented Nationally by Television Advertising Tv^R I Representatives, Inc.
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■

Congressman

■

Minow

to explore

thinks

to continue

Owners of newspaper and broadcasting interests were put on notice last
week to prepare for an intensive investigation bya congressional watchdog who
is concerned about the concentration
of ownership, and the decline of competition, innews media.
The watchdog is Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D-N.Y.), chairman of the House Antitrust Subcommittee, and he discussed
his proposed investigation in a formal
address Thursday before the Overseas
Press Club, in New York.
The main burden of his remarks
dealt with the growing number of newspaper suspensions and the accompanying growth of newspaper monopolies —
and the
silencing
"voices"
that
results.
But of
he conflicting
made it clear
such
an investigation couldn't ignore ownership of radio and television stations.
Broadcasters Voices Important ■
"Radio and television," he said, "would

Newspaper

MONOPOLY

owner

stifles

ownership
conflicting

SET

of radio-tv
'voices'

considering licensees on case-by-case basis
Minow, who addressed the International
make it possible to preserve a variety
Radio & Television Society in New
of 'voices' despite the newspaper monYork on the same day that Rep. Celler
opolies inmost of our cities today. Acspoke, told a news conference the comcordingly," he added, "the subcommitmission would consider the question of
tee is concerned with the degree of
cross-ownership of broadcasting and
cross-ownership of radio and television
newspaper interests only on a case-bystations by newspapers."
case basis. He added that he knows of
Rep. Cellar didn't say when the sub- no such case that is pending.
committee would begin hearings. But
Wants Editorials ■ He also said that
he told a reporter before his speech that
the commission, in view of the declining
hearings probably would start in Janunumber of newspapers, wants radio and
ary. He said he might call as witnesses
radio and television owners who also
tv stations to editorialize on controversial matters, provided opportunities
had newspaper properties. He expected
the burden of the testimony would be
for reply are given those with "alternagiven by editors, reporters, publishers
tive points
of view."
Rep.
Cellar
first announced plans for
and journalism school professors,
among others. He wants the record to his investigation last January, in the
wake of the simultaneous folding of
reflect "all manner and shades of
the Los Angeles Examiner and the Los
No similar inquiry is being considered
Angeles Mirror. Since then, subcommittee staff members have been digging
by
the FCC, according to Commission
views."
Chairman Newton N. Minow. Mr.
for information on mergers and mon-

ownership

The newspaper ownership question has had a long and stormy history, but perhaps its most serious
period came in 1941 when the FCC
issued Order No. 79 (and later Order
79-A) proposing to bar newspapers
entirely from broadcasting.
After three years of investigations
and hearings (and the estimated expenditure of up to a quarter-million
dollars by the FCC and its staff),
the threatened bar against newspaper ownership was dropped when
the commission dismissed the proceedings.
Dismissed ■ In a Jan. 13, 1944
public notice, the FCC said it was
dismissing the proceedings and
unanimously agreed that it would
not adopt any general rule "with
respect to newspaper ownership of
radio stations." It said that instead
it would consider newspaper applicants for radio stations on a case-bycase basis. It added, however, that
the principle of the "diversification
of the media of mass communica-

one

newspaper

PROBE

faced

most

serious

tions" isa desirable standard.
At one point during the contentious battle, which not only involved
newspapers and their associations
but also members of Congress and
Congressional committees, the FCC
majority apparently was prepared
to adopt a rule accepting the existing
172 radio stations affiliated in newspaper ownership, but barring any
further publisher-owner facilities.
James Lawrence Fly, the combative, New Deal stalwart, was chairman of the FCC then. Implicit in
the newspaper ownership investigation, and leading to charges of
"politics," was the fact that most
of the country's newspapers were
anti-New Deal.
Led By Hough ■ The newspaper
defense was spearheaded by a special Newspaper Radio Committee
which was headed by Harold V.
Hough, WBAP Fort Worth, Tex.
(Fort Worth Star-Telegram) . Credited with leading the opposition within the commission was Commis-

threat

in 1941

sioner T. A. M. Craven.
The newspaper issue enjoyed a
period of quiet from then until it
flared anew when the FCC began
processing tv applications in 1952
following the lifting of the freeze.
It was never, however, a head-on
collision. In the battles for the early
tv stations, the "diversification issue"
was only one of a number considered
and no applicant was ever turned
down solely on this one point. Other
issues included local ownership,
previous broadcast experience, integration of ownership and management, program proposals, staffing
and equipment.
In the fall of 1954 the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. felt impelled to ask the FCC's Broadcast
Bureau whether newspaper ownership was a bar to tv station ownership. The Broadcast Bureau replied
there was no prohibition; that in
raising the question so consistently
in tv comparative hearings it was
only following policy.
■
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opoly control of news media, in preparation for hearings.
He said the investigation had already
turned up "a number of violations of
antitrust
laws," but he declined to elaborate on this.
The congressman got support for his
probe from Morris Ernst, well-known
civil-rights attorney, who offered his
services to the subcommittee. Rep.
Celler, however, didn't indicate whether
he would accept the offer.
Rep. Celler didn't predict what legislative result the investigation is likely
to have. But among the questions he
said his inquiry will raise are these:
Do certain business practices in the
newspaper industry result in unreasonable restraints of trade?
If so, should such restrictive practices
be exempted from the antitrust laws as
the necessary price for survival of the
daily press?
Do newspaper mergers confront the
advertiser with a shrunken choice of
rates, format and readers?
It was understood that this interest
extends to rates of all media in a town
when the newspaper and broadcasting
station are under common ownership.
He also wants to determine whether
mergers are inevitable under existing
conditions, what these conditions are,
and whether they can be changed.
No Definite Target ■ Rep. Cellar
is aware of the criticism to which his
probe could subject him and the subcommittee, and sought to silence it.
"We're not gunning for anybody, nor
are we concerned with anyone's politival views," he said. He also said he
wants it "crystal clear that every member of the subcommittee is deeply devoted to the fundamental guarantee of
our freedom" provided by the Constitutional command that Congress shall not

NAB objects to proposal
NAB asked the FCC last week
to postpone the effective date of a
new order requiring multiple officer
signatures on broadcast applications.
This rule change (Broadcasting,
Sept. 24) should be handled in a
separate proceeding, NAB counsel
Douglas A. Anello said in a petition.
The new FCC order also deleted
the previous requirement that broadcast applications be submitted under
oath. A bill passed by Congress,
and signed by the President, last
spring, eliminated the oath requirement. The new FCC rule is to become effective today (Oct. 1).
Under the revised regulation,
broadcast applications for new stations, major changes or transfers
28 (LEAD STORY)

SET

continued

interfere with the freedom of the press,
In response to questions after his
speech, however, he indicated that news
media content would not be entirely out
of bounds for the subcommittee's investigation. He said content would be
considered in attempting to determine

suppression of clashing opinions by the
growing concentration of media ownership. And the Supreme Court, he said,
has held that "government can intervene
to insure that private restraints shall
notInclog
communication."
this free
connection
he noted that the
FCC, in awarding licenses, may seek
to foster the widest possible dissemination of information from opposing
points of view. In radio and television,
as in newspapers, he said, the news
given
the public is subject to selection
and editing.

Newspaper Control ■ "Accordingly,"
he went on,com it e "it
is relevant
for the
the radio
subtoconsider
how far
or television 'voice' in our cities is subject to control by the newspaper 'voice.' "
Rep. Celler believes this kind of control is not only not insignificant, but is
growing. "As of September 1961," he
said, "68 monopoly newspapers controlled the only am radio station in
town, and in 10 communities, the only
daily newspaper controlled the only
television station. In four cities today,
the only daily newspaper also owns the
ifi
i
only radio and television station."
But he said the growth in the numRep. Celler
ber of television stations having newspaper or magazine affiliations is perhaps
whether it has been affected by a
merger.
more significant." He said this number
has grown from 41 (out of 97) in 1950
But he said the legal justification for
to 161 (out of 484) in 1962.
the kind of probe he intends is found
He said that although the number of
in court decisions holding that newsradio stations having the same kind of
papers are not exempt from ordinary
law, "so long as they remain free to affiliations "declined somewhat" during
the same period, 412 am stations (out
print what they please."
of 3,745) and 147 fm stations (out of
Furthermore, he said, he is not con811) now have such connections.
cerned with clashing editorial judgments
Explore Trends ■ "The subcommitor conflicting views of events. "You
whose craft is reporting the news and
tee," he said, "will explore the prevailwhose calling is the truth, can appreciate
ing trends in this area of cross-ownerthe advantages of competition in reporting the news, and the need for
The decline of daily newspaper comvariety in presenting the news."
petition, he said, "is a matter of longWhat concerns him, he said, is the
standing concern." But the problem, he
feels, became particularly acute during
ship."
the past year. "This year," he said, "we
have seen the largest newspaper conon signatures
solidations inour history in Los Angeles
must be signed by the principal ex— the second largest and fastest-growing
ecutive officer of the parent comcity. Newspapers have closed in Jackpany as well as the subsidiary firm
son, Miss., and Eugene, Ore. Newsand the operating head of the stapapers have merged in Milwaukee and
tion.
St.HePetersburg."
NAB's petition for stay declared:
said every merger this year, with
the exception of those in Los Angeles,
"It is our position that the Comresulted in a local newspaper monopoly
munications Act, the commission's
rules and regulations and its deand might, therefore, involve a violation
cisions make it abundantly clear
of the Celler-Kefauver Act. This act
that the full responsibility for the
holds that any merger substantially lesoperation of a broadcasting station
sening competition or tending to create
rests in the licensee, and this rea
monopoly
is a violation of the antisponsibility may not be abrogated,
trust laws. He noted that today there
no matter who might sign the appli"are only 55 cities with competing dailcation form." The requirement for
ies, as opposed to 552 such cities 40
additional signatures has nothing to
years ago," and that the number of
do with the removal of the oath
states having "not a single city with
from forms, NAB averred.
competing
rose from
10 in 1946 daily
to 23 newspapers"
in 1962.
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"During the past 4 years our toy sales have
increased over 300%. We attribute this spectacular
gain to our long-time use of WSOC-TV's award-winning
children's show, "Clown Carnival". Charlotte definitely
is the Carolinas' most important market for toy sales."
WILTON E. DAMON, Sales Manager,
Chapman-Harkey Co., Charlotte, N. C.

Advertisers with a stake in young America can bank on this-nowhere
in the Carolinas will you find children's program strength to match
that of WSOC-TV. This better television fare for small fry complements
the over-all program structure that is producing big sales successes
for channel 9 advertisers throughout the Carolinas. Schedule WSOC-TV
-one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC

and WSOC-TV
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are associated with WSB

CHARLOTTE
9-NBC
and ABC. Represented
by H-R
TV
C
S
W

and WSB-TV, Atlanta, WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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COLD
Record

AIDS

$24.6

million

STILL
in gross

ADVERTISING

STRONG
time

TV

billings last winter

in tv to be at least equaled, but spot's share
The record $24.6 million in tv gross Here's Hollywood. Gardner Adv., St.
time billings spent by cold remedy ad- Louis, BQ's agency, said the company
vertisers during the 1961-62 winter, will would be back with a "very extensive"
be at least repeated this year, and
spot tv drive in 1962-63 to supplement
the network venture.
may go even higher.
Coldene, a product of Pharmacraft
The continued spending was indicated last week by a spot check of cold
Labs entering its third year of national
distribution, is using network tv as the
remedy advertisers and their agencies.
major vehicle of its advertising plan.
However, one difference is apparent
this year: There may be somewhat less Participations in five prime-time ABCthan the $12.5 million recorded by TV shows have been ordered by Papert,
TvB-Rorabaugh last season in spot; Koenig, Lois Inc., Coldene's agency.
more in network ($12.1 million last The shows to used are Stoney Burke.
Combat, Hollywood Special, Wagon
year, according to TvB/LNA-BAR).
Two cold remedies will use network
Train and Ben Casey. Coldene, which
television for the first time this season
spent $745,000 in tv spot in 1961-62,
— Bromo Quinine and Coldene.
will supplement its new network schedule with a 20-market spot buy.
BQ, which spent $800,000 in spot
Anahist, a cold preparation from
last year, has bought participations in
Warner-Lambert, which billed $1.6 milthree NBC-TV daytime programs,
Merv Griffin Show, Say When and
lion in network last season and $878.-

Pharmaco uses Negro talent in tv commercials
model Dee Simmons demonstrates
A series of commercials featuring
the use of Artra cream. The Artra
all-Negro talent on a continuing
and Sulfur-8 commercials feature
basis in multiple markets is being
used by Pharmaco Inc., Kenilworth,
three Negro models, two young
women and a man. Only the hands
N. J. for its products — Artra cosmetics, Feen-A-Mint and Sulfur-8.
of a Negro model will appear in
In this scene from a commercial
the Feen-A-Mint commercial.
Noting that few television shows
on Pharmco's
Tv Gospel Time,
30

FOR

may drop
000 in spot, has ordered schedules on
two networks — ABC-TV and CBS-TV.
It has at least 50-week contracts for
ABC-TV's Cheyenne, Gallant Men and
Ozzie & Harriet, all nighttime shows,
and a 26-week campaign of daytime
participations. On CBS-TV, Anahist is
in two daytime news shows with alternate-week full sponsorship and has parMinute Plan.ticipations in the network's Morning
A Spot Decrease? ■ Anahist has begun to ask for spot tv availabilities, but
only in a few scattered instances. It's
indicated the product's budget may be
mostly destined for network, giving
weight to the possible decrease of spot
billings in favor of network. Ted Bates
& Co., New York, is agency for Anahist.
Whitehall

Labs'

Dristan products,

are directed toward the Negro market, and that use of Negro talent
in commercials is rare, Pharmaco,
which has advertised in Negro print
and broadcast media in the past,
decided to test television.
The ten commercials (7 Artra, 2
Sulfur-8, 1 Feen-A-Mint) were directed by Jack Spooner of N. W.
Ayer & Son, Inc., Philadelphia,
which is the agency of record and
which handles the Feen-A-Mint account for Pharmaco. Tucker Wayne
& Co., Atlanta, agency for Artra,
and Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, New York, in
charge of the Sulfur-8 account,
joined Ayer in the production of
the commercials, taped at WHYYTV Philadelphia.
Assisting in the production was
Miss Ophelia De Vore, marketing
consultant to Pharmaco and president of the Grace Del Marco Model
Agency, which supplied the models.
The commercials were introduced
yesterday (Sept. 30) on Tv Gospel
Time, a half-hour Sunday morning
program on stations in New York;
Charleston, S. C; Washington,
D. C. and Augusta, Columbus and
Macon, all Georgia (Broadcasting,
Sept. 24). The all-Negro program
will be added in 22 major markets
in January, if successful.
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962
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KRON-TV

television's biggest cold-remedy customer ($5.3 million gross time billings in
tv in 1961-62) will be back on the tv
screen in full force this fall despite last
season's sales drop. (The decrease in
Dristan's sales was due at least in part
to the introduction of new competing
products in the past couple of years,
such as Contac, Tri-Span and Coldene).
To beef up sales this winter, Whitehall moved its $3.5 million Dristan
tablets account from Tatham-Laird to
William Esty Co. in search of "fresh
thinking" (Broadcasting, June 11).
Tatham-Laird retains other Dristan
business, including Nasal Mist and
cough medicine.
All Dristan products will be advertised on the three tv networks as part
of a corporate buy made by Whitehall
for its other brands. The shows, by
network, are: ABC-TV — Lawrence
Welk Show (Vi), The Jetsons, 77 Sunset Strip and The Untouchables (all
participations), and daytime minutes;
CBS-TV — The Nurses, Have Gun,
Will Travel, Gunsmoke and To Tell the
Truth [nighttime], all alternate week
half-hours, and quarter-hour sponsorship in three daytime programs; NBCTV — Alternate week sponsorship of the
nighttime Price is Right for 26 weeks,
in addition to daytime participations.
No specific information was available
on Dristan's tv spot plans. It was
noted, however, that the product is now
in the midst of a national spot drive,
and reps have been asked for availabilities in several cities not being used now.
Contac Plans ■ Contac, a second-year
television user, which billed over $3
million last season, will have "substangreater billings
year, with
heavier tially"
schedules
in boththisnetwork
and
spot. Foote, Cone & Belding, agency
for the Menley & James product, said
it has placed a 26-week schedule of
day- and nighttime participations on all
three television networks.
A televison spot campaign is getting
under way in 50 markets around the
to back up Contac's network
country
effort.
Capsule summaries of advertising activity for other major cold remedy
products follows:
■ Tri-Span (Richardson-Merrell) :
Using television for the second time
this winter, Tri-Span plans day- and
nighttime participations on CBS-TV, as
well as fringe minutes and occasional
prime time spots in 40 local markets.
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
New York, Tri-Span's spot agency,
notes it has so far purchased one flight
of spot time, scheduled to run for 11
weeks in 1962. Morse International,
New York, is agency of record for
Tri-Span's network buys.
■ Vicks Medi-trated Cough Syrup
(Richardson-Merrell) : This product,
which last season spent almost $1 mil32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

The buyers
Company

of the $24.6

million in time

NETWORK 1961-62
SPOT
TOTAL
NETWORK 1960-61
SPOT
TOTAL
Whitehall Labs
Drial
$
$ 2,550 $ 2,550 $
$
$
Dristan Tablets 2,797,680 732,970 3,530,650 2,750,105 947,270 3,697,375
Dristan Nasal Mist 1,212,677 124,390 1,337,067 1,179,865 428,180 1,608,045
Dristan Cough Medicine 287,166 18,070 305,236 784,250 61,950 846,200
Primatene
144,670 144,670
122,060 122,060
Dristan Inhaler
17,741
17,741
TOTAL
$4,297,523 $1,022,650 $5,320,173 $4,731,960 $1,559,460 $6,291,420
Richardson-Merrell
Theracin
Vick Cold Tablets
Vick Double Cold
Tablets
Vick Cold Remedies
Vick Cough Syrup
Vick Nasal Spray
Trispan
Vick Vaporub
Vick Vatronol
TOTAL

Menley & James
Contac
Warner-Lambert
Anahist
Complex C
Centrex
Formula S
Narbain Syrup
Narbain Tablets
TOTAL
Grove Labs
Bromo Quinine Tablets
B-Q Liquid
Deconeel
Four Way Tablets
TOTAL

$ 69,374
2,400
18,930
1,888,170
992,506

(NO BREAKDOWN
AVAILABLE)

55,540
1,304,808
795,893
16,800

802,399
1,798,020
799,122
(NO BREAKDOWN
AVAILABLE)

$5,144,421

$3,399,541

$1,481,265 $1,685,870 $3,167,135
$1,637,114 $ 877,900
$2,055,702 $2,021,380 $4,077,082
26,850 $2,515,014
13,600
26,850
13,600
158,230
158,230
26,640
26,640
12,700
12,700
97,510
97,510
94,890
94,890
1,637,114 $1,268,000 $2,905,194 $2,055,702 $2,061,620 $4,117,322
$ 782,320 $ 782,320
1,470
19,920
1,470
19,920
456,323
955,210
1,411,533
456,323
$1,658,920 $2,215,243

879,930

5,410 1,194,499
283,219 911,280
5,410
283,219 $1,796,620 $2,079,839

Chesebrough-Pond's
102,850
Actin
Pertussin Cough Syrup $ 542,194
446,124
340,900
787,024
170,779
Pertussin Vapor Spray
476,644
27,220 $ 645,044
208,060
503,864
470,970
TOTAL
378,839
$1,464,962
$1,935,932
Pharmacraft Labs
Allerest
$ 293,750 $ 293,750
Coldene
745,060 745060
TOTAL
$1,038,810 $1,038,810
Johnson & Johnson
Arrestin
$ 461,841 $ 390,820 $ 852,661 $ 601,901
Creomulsion Co.
Colchek
9,480 $
9,480
Creomulsion
455,230
455,230
Creozets
910
910
910
Sinachek
466,530
TOTAL
910
466,530 $
Sources
— TvB/LNA-BAR
Network:

879,930

$ 83,180 $
389,900
9,330
$ 482,410 $

83,180
560,679
217,390
861,249

107,780 $ 107,780
737,730 737,730
845,510 $ 845,510
$ 264,140 $ 866,041
$

8,720 $ 8,720
292,200 292,200
4,450 4,450
5,030 5,03C
$ 310,400 $ 310.40C

Spot: TvB-Rorabaugh

lion in television (mostly in network)
will be in day- and nighttime shows on
CBS-TV, and daily announcements on
ABC-TV. In addition, Morse International, Vicks' agency, has reportedly
scheduled an 80-market spot tv drive.
■ Four- Way Cold Tablets (Grove
Labs) : This year Four-Way will use
participations
in NBC-TV's
daytime
schedule for about
26 weeks. Last
year,
the product billed almost $500,000 in
network. Spot tv, which has in the

past been its main advertising vehicle
($955,000 in 1961-62), will be used
this year in an estimated 100 markets.
Day minutes, breaks and IDs are
planned.
Tv spot spending is "probably" up
slightly, according to a spokesman for
Four-Way's agency, Donahue & Coe,
New York. Both spot radio and a
schedule on CBS Radio will add to the
product's advertising strength.
■ Pertussin and Actin (ChesebroughBROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

MAN IN THE GRAY
FLANNEL SUIT
Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones,
Frederic March

THE REVOLT OF
MAMIE STOVER
Jane Russell, Richard Egan,
Joan Leslie

THE OLD MAN
AND THE SEA
Spencer Tracy in
Pulitzer Hemingway's
Prize Novel.
Ernest

SAYONARA
Marlon Brando,
Red Buttons,
James Garner

Drama from 20th Century Fox in:
THE GIFT OF LOVE-starring Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack, and Evelyn Rudie
DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK-starring Marilyn Monroe, Richard Widmark, and Anne Bancroft
BIGGER THAN LIFE-starring James Mason, Barbara Rush, and Walter Matthau
Drama from Warner Bros, in:
A FACE IN THE CROWD-starring Andy Griffith, Lee Remick, and Anthony Franciosa
MIRACLE IN THE RAIN-starring Jane Wyman, Van Johnson, and Peggie Castle
HELEN OF TROY-starring Rossana Podesta, Brigitte Bardot, and Jack Sernas
AND . . . SUSPENSE . . . COMEDY . . . SCIENCE FICTION . . . BROADWAY . . . ACTION . . .
Seven Arts Volumes 4 & 5 have everything-everything to please your audiencestop stars— top stories— top directors— they're all in Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's"
"Money Makers of the 60's" Volumes 4 & 5 now available from Seven Arts.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue Yukon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse (P.O. Box 613). Skokie. III.
SEVEN ARTS
4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ORchard
ADams 9-2855
ASSOCIATED
LOS ANGELES: 3562 Royal Woods Drive STate 8-8276
TORONTO, ONTARIO: 11 Adelaide St. West • EMpire 4-7193
CORP.
For 50's"
list of seeTV stations
Arts' and
"FilmsData)of
the
Third Coverprogramming
SRDS (SpotSeven
TV Rates
Individual feature prices upon request.

What's in volumes

4 and 5 of Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's"?

Two

big

agencies

pack

electronic

Two heavy-billing advertising agen- The SIMAD process at BBDO
cies last week demonstrated their stands for "a system for the integralatest hardware — new computers — in tion of marketing and advertising
a continuing battle on Madison Ave- data." Basically, the system is made
nue to simplify by electronic means up of a three-step program: linear prothe highly complex and often highly gramming, media judgment and finsubjective act of media selection. ally the bread-and-butter processes
Young & Rubicam executives de- within an agency of estimating, conscribed their new "High Assay Media tracts, orders and billing.
Model" system as a major "break- No Inter-Agency Battle ■ Y&R
through in the field." BBDO said its showed its new system Sept. 25, and
newly installed Honeywell 400 com- BBDO its new machine on the next
puter now operating within its day. Neither agency appeared anxi"SIMAD" system is a logical exten- ous to set up inter-agency battling,
sion of the linear programming ap- though William Moran, a vice presiproach that the agency announced dent and manager of Y&R's research
nearly a year ago (Broadcasting, department, noted that his agency
Nov. 13, 1961).
had decided to "scrap linear programBBDO's and Y&R's computer proc- ming" (upon which BBDO bases its
esses are similar in that they both use system) in 1960.
high-speed methods to improve the Mr. Moran said that agency
mathematical bases upon which media dropped the principle of linear proselection can be made.
gramming "because of its limitations

George H. Gribbin, president and
chief executive of Young & Rubicam,

Pond's) : These products, which last
season billed almost $2 million in television, will be advertised this year on
all three networks. It's expected Pertussin and Actin will be a little heavier in
tv spot than last year (spot billing was
about $500,000 in 1961-62).
Network buys, placed for various
Chesebrough-Pond's products together,
include Hollywood Special Naked City
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

inspects the agency's new cornputor at its unveiling in New York.

and McH ale's Navy on ABC-TV; participations inCBS-TV's Morning Minute Plan and buys in seven afternoon
quarter-hour segments on that network;
and It's a Man's World, Saints & Sinners, The Virginian, Eleventh Hour,
Wide Country, Sam Benedict, Saturday
Night At the Movies, McKeever and
the Colonel, and National Football
League Highlights, all on NBC-TV.

hardware
in treating many important media
planning considerations." These, he
said, included "different frequency
patterns, the brand's market share
and brand switching patterns of the
brand's market." He said his agency had
gone "far beyond the linear scheduling concept."
the ofkeymedia
to Y&R's
approach
is He
the said
merits
concerned
for
the advertiser and "not just the size
of the circulation."
Young & Rubicam said its system
(uses a newly installed IBM 1620
computer) is still in an experimental
stage and has been under development
for the past four years. Three years
ago, Y&R placed a $1 million Remington Rand "Univac" in operation
for accounting and payroll needs.
The new IBM machine is rented for
$25,000 per year, and the BBDO
Honeywell installation for more than
$100,000. The price difference relates to importance of the machine to
the system — that is, each machine is
required to perform a much different
function.
BBDO Vice President Herbert
Maneloveg, who is in charge of media,
said that despite the Y&R reference
to scrapping linear programming, the
two agencies are on the same track
in improving media selection.
Just Another Tool ■ Mr. Maneloveg said the machines are simply
another tool in a continual search to
refine information as to who are
the clients' best prospects and which
are the media that can best speak
(and as exclusively as possible) to
these prospects.
Executives at both agencies denied
they were aiming for just "cost per
thousands" or circulation numbers.
BBDO said its system uses linear
programming to match profiles of
markets with those of media to develop the most effective media-marketing combinations. It's then up to
the media people (with the client) to

■ Arrestin (Johnson & Johnson) :
Arrestin, entering its third year of national distribution, will be advertised
on CBS-TV, both day- and nighttime,
in the Johnson & Johnson corporate
schedule which includes The Nurses
and Gunsmoke in prime time, and daytime quarter-hour segments.
A tv spot drive is planned for Arrestin in about 20 markets, but, says
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

Okayed

toy spots not

under FTC fire-NAB
Two tv commercials for toys made
by Ideal Toy Co., Jamaica, N. Y., officially approved by the NAB Code Authority, do not contain material involved
in a Federal Trade Commission complaint against the toy company, according to Edward H. Bronson, NAB tv
code authority manager.
The FTC had charged Sept. 23 that
Ideal had falsely advertised in tv commercials for Thumbelina dolls and
Robot Commando toys (Broadcasting,
Sept. 24). Mr. Bronson said Sept. 26
the NAB-approved commercials for the
Ideal
sions. toys had gone through two revi-

Charles H. Brower (I), president, and
T. C. Dillon, general manager of

BBDO, inspect data sheets from the
firm's new Honeywell 400 computor.

arrive at a media selection that considers the many variables "for which
only skilled human judgment provides a solution."
The speed of the computer permits
more time to be devoted to judgment
decisions, it was pointed out.
In a third phase, SIMAD features
the storing in the computer on tapes
of all relevant material appearing on
rate cards. The computer can print
out a detailed cost estimate at high
speed. The machine then can produce
contracts and insertion orders to
media; make necessary corrections
and issue appropriate checks to media
and invoices to clients as well as make
proper entries in the agency's books.
Y&R noted that it does not have
all the information needed on many
brands to make full use of its new
machine system but is using it in
limited operations. Estimates are made
where data is missing, it was indicated.
The agency also announced that

Mr. Moran will present a paper on
the Y&R system at the Oct. 2 meeting of the Advertising Research Foundation in New York.
Joseph St. Georges, a senior media
director at Y&R, said the new system would stimulate — and not inhibit
— "creative media planning" because
it would free the executive from statistical work, permit better development of media schedules and give a
more accurate evaluation.

the agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York, this schedule is still subject to
change.
Last season, Arrestin billed $391,000
in tv spot, and $462,000 in network.
■ Creomulsion (Creomulsion Co.):
This product, distributed mainly in the
southeast, southwest and middle west,
will begin its tv spot schedule about
Oct. 15. According to Tucker Wayne
& Co., Atlanta, Creomulsion's agency,
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

Y&R said the "practical" computer
system that can help the media man
to make decisions must provide for
data on the depth of potential, the
effectiveness of advertising exposure,
the effect of changes and frequency
and other elements which can "critiinfluence the picking of the best
media cally"
schedule.
J. Walter Thompson, New York,
meanwhile, is expected to be next up
to the computer firing line. It instal s a new RCA 301 computer system in 1963.

about half the buying is now comThe spot television campaign, 13
pleted.
weeks in length, will cover 45 markets
with daytime minutes and 20s, and
some special schedules of prime-time
spots. Last season, Creomulsion billed
$455,000 in tv spot.
In radio, Creomulsion will be advertised in 209 markets, with schedules
running 13 to 21 weeks.

In a list of approved toy commercials issued last week in the NAB Code
News, official code publication, several
dozen have been granted clearance after
examination of toys and comparison
with commercial claims. The NABapproved commercial for Thumbelina
was No. 57-60-R2 and for Robot Commando No.serial
55-60-R2.
"R2" portion of the
numberTheindicates
second revision.
Business

briefly...

Wm. Schluderberg-T. J. Kurdle Co.,
Baltimore (Esskay meats), has purchased through Van Sant, Dugdale &
Co., that city, a series of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. hour-long tv family
specials in five mid- Atlantic markets:
Baltimore
(WJZ-TV) , Washington,
D. C. (WTOP-TV), Lancaster, Pa.,
and Richmond and Norfolk, both
Virginia.
American Cyanamid Co., New York,
will sponsor Alumni Fun that will
match two teams of prominent alumni
for cash awards to their colleges. The
show starts on a to-be-determined Sunday in January 1963 on ABC-TV and
will be slotted in the 4:30-5 p.m. period. Program, with tv personality (to
be named) as host and moderator,
will be produced by Cleary, Moses,
Reid Productions, producer of College
Bowl on CBS-TV. Cyanamid's only
previous network tv venture was as
alternate week sponsor of CBS-TV's
Eyewitness last year. Agency: DancerFitzgerald-Sample Inc., New York.
Purex Corp., Lakewood, Calif., through
Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago, has
bought one-third sponsorship of NBCTV's election coverage from 7 p.m.
Nov. 6 to 1 a.m. Nov. 7.
E. R. Squibb & Sons, division of Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corp., New York,
starts a heavy campaign for its Vigran
vitamins Oct. 12, with participations on
five CBS-TV daytime and evening programs, to run through December. The
35
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shows include: CBS-TV's Mr. Ed, CBS
News with Harry Reasoner, Afternoon
News with Douglas Edwards, Fair Exchange and Password. Squibb, which
has been a sponsor of ABC-TV Evening
Report with Ron Cochran, has renewed
its ABC-TV buy for 1962-63. Agency:
Donahue & Coe, New York.
Pepsi-Cola Bottlers of the Delaware
Valley have bought a 13-week spot tv
campaign in the valley area of Pennsylvania and Delaware. Nineteen or 20
spots per week are planned. Agency:
J. M. Korn & Son, Philadelphia.
General Mills Inc. (through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago) and BristolMyers Co. (Young & Rubicam, New
York), have bought NBC News Morning Report, new series of five-minute
weekday newscasts beginning today
(Oct. 1), 10:25-10:30 a.m. EST, on
NBC-TV.
New firm to represent
western ABC affiliates
The formation of the executive staff
of ABC Radio Representatives, a new
rep firm which will handle ABC Radio
West (116 stations in 11 western states)
was announced last week.
According to Robert R. Pauley, ABC
Radio president and Jack H. Mann, vice
president in charge of ABC Radio's
Western Division, the new firm will
have offices in New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles.
Tony Rocco, formerly with American Radio & Television Advertising
Agency, and Saturn Productions, New
York, will be district representative in
New York. District representative for
Chicago will be Don Carroll, previously
midwestern representative for Hicks &
Greist Adv. John Paley, who will be
representative in Los Angeles, is former
account executive and merchandising
director of Lennen & Newell, Los
Angeles.
Rep appointments . . .
■ WFBL Syracuse, N. Y.: Advertising
Time Sales, New York, as national sales
representative.
■ WMAS Springfield, Mass.: Venard,
Torbet & McConnell, New York, as national representative.
■ WNDR Syracuse, N. Y.: Robert E.
Eastman & Co., New York, as national
representative.

■ KID Idaho Falls, Idaho: George P.
Hollingbery Co., New York, as national
representative.
■ WPOP Hartford, Conn.: Mid-West
Time Sales, Kansas City, Mo., as regional representative (St. Louis, Kansas
City, Memphis, Omaha, Des Moines
and Dallas).
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

BAR

DROPS

STATION

AD

CHECK

PLAN

Varying interpretations of NAB code cited as reason
On the grounds that the NAB television code's commercial provisions
mean different things to different people, Broadcast Advertisers Reports has
abandoned as impossible its plan to
issue "report cards" on individual stations' compliance with these provisions.
"After six months of serious effort to
produce such a report," BAR said in a
memorandum being made public today
(Oct. 1), "it is now BAR's conclusion
that the commercial standards provisions of the present NAB television
code cannot be applied on an industryBARwide basis."
said it found that each broadcaster interprets the code according to
his own lights and circumstances, and
that "because BAR is not in the business of code interpretation ... we have
felt obliged to abide by the stations'
interpretations."
Thus "we are faced with the possibility of as many codes as there are
stations, and under these circumstances
neither BAR nor anyone else can publish a uniform code compliance bulleBAR offered to produce, instead,

tin."
NIELSEN

RATINGS

First Report for September, 1962
(Based on two weeks ending
September 9, 1962) Rating
NIELSEN TOTAL AUDIENCE (t)
% U.S
Rank
TV Homes Homes
No.
1 Miss America Pageant 51.9
25,846
14,840
2 Lucy-Desi Comedy Hour 29.8
3 Ed Sullivan Show
14,442
29.0
4 Dr. Kildare
27.1
13,496
5 Wagon Train
13,496
27.1
6 Bonanza
27.0
13,446
7 Perry
12,998
Mason Show
26.1
Ben
Casey
12,749
8
25.6
9 Sat. Night at the
Movies
23.7
11,803
10 The Defenders
11,703
(9:00 p.m.)
23.5 Rating
NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE (t)
% U.S
Rank
TV Homes Homes
No.
19,073
1 Miss America Pageant 38.3
12.550
2 Lucy-Desi Comedy Hour 25.2
21.7
10.356
21.8
3 Dr. Kildare
4 Bonanza
10,807
5 The Defenders
21.4
(9:00 p.m.)
10,657
6 Perry Mason Show
21.3
10.607
7 Gunsmoke
(10:30
p.m.)
21.2
10,558
8 Ben Casey
21.0
10,458
9 Gunsmoke (10:00 p.m.) 20.7
10408
20.9
10 Wagon Train
10,309
Background: The following programs, in
alphabetical order, appear in this week's

different kind of report for the "many
broadcasters who, of course, are practicing very high standards which do
agree with the spirit of the NAB code."
This would be a quarterly report
showing how well a station complies
with its own commercial standards.
BAR said it would supply forms on
which stations could supply the specifics
against which their performance would
be measured by BAR's monitoring
operation.
This report, like the so-called "report
cards" that BAR had planned to issue,
would be distributed among advertising
agencies and stations.
Interpretation Problems ■ BAR cited
a number of problems it encountered in
code "interpretation":
"For example: What is prime time?
Can prime time for code purposes be
declared retroactively and differently
for individual days of the week, particularly after the disclosure of an incident acceptable only in non-prime time?
Some broadcasters said so.
"Also, we discovered that some
broadcasters sought to classify various
types of local-live presentations as

BROADCASTING tv ratings roundup. Information isin following order: program
name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.
Ben10-11Casey
p.m. (ABC-197) participating: Mon.
Bonanza (NBC-178); Chevrolet (CampbellEwald), Sun. 9-10 p.m.
Defenders (CBS-194); Allstate (Burnett),
Brown & Williamson (Bates), Lever (0-B-M),
Speidel (McCann-Marschalk), Sat. 8:30-9:30
Desi-Lucy Comedy Hour (CBS-180); General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-10 p.m.
Dr. Kildare (NBC-160); Sterling Drug (D-F-S),
L&M
p.m. (D-F-S), Colgate (Bates), Singer (Y&R),
Warner-Lambert (L&F), Thur. 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-199); Liggett Myers (D-F-S),
Procter & Gamble (B&B), S. C. Johnson
(FC&B), General Foods (B&B), Sat. 10-11
Miss America Pageant (CBS-205); Philco
(BBD0), Pepsi-Cola (BBD0), Toni (North),
Sat, Sept. 8, 9:30 p.m.— 12 midnight.
Perry Mason (CBS-185); Colgate (Bates),
Drackett
(Y&R), Philip Morris (Burnett),
p.m.
Sterling Drug (D-F-S), Quaker Oats (JWT),
Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Saturday Night at the Movies (NBC-132);
participating, Sat. 9-11 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-187); Colgate (Bates), RevIon (Grey), P. Lorillard (Lennen & Newell),
Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-186); R. J. Reynolds (Esty),
National Biscuit (M-S), Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
(t) Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
it) Homes
ute of the reached
program. during the average min-

'Women's Services' programs — where
Code commercial limitations 'may be
waived to a reasonable extent.' "
Regarding the Code's requirement
that "station break announcements shall
not adversely affect a preceding or following program," BAR said:
"If a network promo is cut, is that
program 'adversely affected'? If a network DB is started late, to accommodate extra station-break time, is that
program 'adversely affected'?
"And some stations apparently find
less offense in joining the network late
in the daytime than at night — sustaining
or not.
"It would seem that all such programs are 'adversely affected.' Not so,
according to several interpretations of
the Code. These are but some of the
inconsistencies we encountered."
The decision to cancel the "report
card" project was disclosed and explained ina memorandum sent by BAR
to the 243 television stations which it
monitors in assembling its regular advertising-information services for agencies, advertisers and stations.
The original plan had been to point
up code violators and their offenses in
monthly bulletins which would also
"grade" stations on the extent of their
compliance or non-compliance with the
Code's commercial provisions (Broadcasting, April 2).
Agency appointments...
■ Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn.,
Detroit, has named Campbell-Ewald
Co., there, as agency for its $2 million
account. Account moves from Keyes,
Madden & lones, Chicago.
■ Thermogas Co., Des Moines, and
First National Bank, Iowa City, appoint W. D. Lyon Co., Cedar Rapids,
as their advertising agency. The gas
distributor indicated it will use all media; the bank plans an expanded program through local and trade media.
■ Petrotek Corp., New York (Petrotek
liquid fuel additive and other petroleum
chemical products), names Academy
Marketing Corp., New York, for advertising, public relations and merchandising directed to automotive trade and
consumers.
■ Frontier Airlines, Denver, appoints
Broyles, Allebaugh & Davis Inc., that
city, as advertising agency for the airline's 10-state
service
in the Rocky
Mountain
west
andarea
midwest.
Burt
Morwood will be account executive.
Account will bill $300,000 in next 12month period, the airline said.
■ Volkswagenwerk, Germany, has appointed Doyle Dane Bernbach Gmbh,
Dusseldorf, as advertising agency for
the Volkswagen 1200.
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Avery-Knodel reorganizes, expands service
KNODEL, MCCARTY, KALTHOFF ASSUME TOP POSTS

Mr. Knodel

Mr. McCarty

Mr. Kalthoff

An expansion and reorganization of
Avery-Knodel Inc., New York, a national radio and television sales representative firm, will require new lettering on several office doors.
J. W. (Bill) Knodel, newly elected
president and former executive vice
president, announced today (Oct. 1)
that he will administer A-K affairs from
New York. Donald F. McCarty, former sales manager of the radio division, becomes director of radio sales
development and special services.
F. Robert Kalthoff, of the Chicago
office, has been named manager of
A-K's television division. He succeeds
Raymond M. Neihengen, who resigned.
Misses Emily lordan and Jacqueline
Gullat, both veteran employes, have
been elected secretary and treasurer respectively. Thomas J. White Jr., former executive vice president, and Philip

Schloeder Jr., former secretary-treasurer, have resigned. Both will continue in
consulting capacities.
John S. Stewart, who resigned from
the firm in November 1961 after nine
years service, has rejoined the company
and succeeds Mr. McCarty as sales
manager of the radio division. Robert
J. Kizer continues as vice president in
charge of television sales in the New
York office.
Two persons have joined the Chicago
division: Gale Blocki Jr., formerly with
John Blair, Radio Advertising Bureau
and Metromedia there, in the radio sales
department, and James M. McGreevy,
formerly of the advertising department
sales.the Chicago Tribune, in television
of

Want

reach with a large and vital part of the
total adult population than tv," Mr.
Sweeney said.
The quintile studies were done by R.
H. Bruskin Assoc., New York. They
covered 2,548 households throughout
the U. S., with the respondents ranked
in the order of the volume of tv viewing they reported. The list was then
divided into five equal parts ranging
from highest viewing to lowest.

RAB

more

tv viewers?

says try radio

RAB President Kevin Sweeney suggested last week that the best way to
reach television viewers may be by
radio.
He told an RAB management conference atDearborn, Mich., that nationwide quintile studies made for RAB last
spring showed that at least 40% of tv
viewers spend "far more time" with
radio than with television. "Almost
half the adult population is being servserted.iced better by radio than tv," he asThe "bottom 40% " of tv viewers, he
said, average 42 minutes a day with
television — "a figure far surpassed by
radio." More important, he said, members of this 40% may be better customers than the others.
"With these new adult quintiles,
which eliminated the concentration of
no-buy kids which have constantly
served to distort tv viewing data, it is
clear that radio has far more consistent

The company is opening an office in
St. Louis Nov. 1, said Mr. Knodel.

Cinzano to use tv in New York
Cinzano Vermouth, a product of the
National Distillers & Chemical Corp.,
New York, Sept. 24 started a television
campaign for the first time in its advertising history. The schedule consists of
20-second announcements in prime
time, on WABC-TV and WNBC-TV,
both New York.
For the second year, radio advertising has been purchased in Philadelphia,
Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Cinzano's agency is Fletcher
Richards, Calkins & Holden Inc., New
York.
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NOW

CLEARLY

AND

ARB

IN

VIEW

PROVES

IT!

SEPTEMBER 1 1 THROUGH 14, 1962, ARB TOOK A COINCIDENTAL
METRO RATING IN SYRACUSE. HERE ARE THE ENLIGHTENING
RESULTS.

TIME

WNYS-TV
11

5:00-5:30 P.M.

Superman

5:30-6:00 P.M.

Amos 'n' Andy

6:00-6:15 P.M.

Weather— News-Sports

6:30-7:30 P.M.

Adv. In Paradise

NOW, CLEARLY
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YOUR

10

STATION "X"
7
12

STATION "Y"
7

6
9

8

11

11

8

7

BEST BUY 1 CALL PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD

Auto
TVB

advertising

REPORTS

LEADER

IN BOTH

Tv automobile advertising rose 25.3%
in the first half of 1962, over the like
period in 1961, reports Television Bureau of Advertising. The leaders in total spot and network tv gross time billings by company and brand are General
Motors ($12,057,440) and Chevrolet
($6,127,842).
January-June billings for cars were

American Motors Corp.
Chrysler Corp.
Ford Motor Company
General Motors Corp.
Studebaker-Packard Corp.

on

tv

up

SPOT,

NETWORK

25%

for

IS GENERAL

$28,899,875, compared with $23,071,620 in the first half of 1961.
TvB's summary of auto tv expenditures notes that spot tv billings showed
a greater increase than network tv. Spot
billings for the period rose from $6,182,000 in 1961 to a first-half record $9,991,000 this year. Network billings were
$18,908,875, compared with $16,889,-

half

MOTORS

620 a year ago.
TvB says its totals include parent
company and dealer groups. Of the five
companies
reported,
only than
Chrysler's
total tv billings
was less
in 1961,
and of the top nine brands in tv only
Falcon and Corvair expenditures were
lower than in the first half a year ago.

TV GROSS TIME BILLINGS— -BY COMPANY- -JANUARY— JUNE
1962
Network
Total
Spot
Spot
$1,289,950
$ 277,626
$1,567,576
598,520
$ 769,420
1,188,048
2,585,460
3,773,508
2,713,100
6,049,550
1,818,840
8,762,650
2,787,450
12,057,400
9,269,950
1,990,700
667,220
47,330
1,056,319
1,103,649

1961
Network

Total

3,284,334
$
4,121,073
8,322,096

$3,882,854
769,420
5,939,913
10,312,796

$3,442,010
1,840,292
932,360

$4,784,660
3,387,412
1,116,910
769,420
1,067,834
574,496
680,750

667,220

TV TOP BRANDS— CARS
Chevrolet
Ford
Oldsmobile
Rambler
Plymouth
Buick
Mercury
Falcon
Corvair

$1,605,400
2,416,800
507,590
1,289,950
1,138,940
151,840
134,040
11,350
3,910
Sources: Network: TvB/LNA-BAR Spot:

Resorts right for radio,
says group rep firm
Radio is the medium to sell vacationing Americans while they play, according to J. A. Lucas Co., a Los Angeles
radio representative firm specializing in
resort markets.
Lucas is organizing two resort market
radio groups, one in the East and another in the West. Both are composed
of stations in markets with small permanent populations which increase
sharply in numbers during vacation
season.
Mr. Lucas says these markets are ripe
for such a radio group because, in his
view, tourists are not interested in resort
town newspapers and television is absent in many such places.
These stations are compatable in
their programming, said Mr. Lucas, and
they will use highway signs to indicate
their membership in the radio group.
"All stations will cross-plug each other,
and the areas where stations are located," he added.
Noting that varying vacation seasons
prohibit buys on all stations simultaneously, Mr. Lucas says his firm is making
40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

$4,522,442
2,935,203
1,815,885
277,626
169,098
1,081,066
949,583
1,004,477
1,006,096

$6,127,842
5,352,003
2,323,475
1,567,576
1,308,038
1,232,906
1,083,623
1,015,827
1,010,006

2,530

896,754
468,286
543,890
1,125,091
2,057,934

1,127,621
2,057,934

TvB/Rorabaugh

buys as flexible as possible. "A oneorder, one-invoice, one-check buy [can
purchase] a minimum of three stations
for any four weeks during the entire
year," he said.
Ogilvy lists qualities
of top ad agency

man

David Ogilvy, president of Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, New York, told a
Thursday luncheon meeting of the New

New

$1,342,650
1,547,120
184,550
769,420
171,080
106,210
136,860

products

testing

The following new products were reported last week to have entered spot
tv on at least a test basis. Their activity was detected by Broadcast Advertisers Reports, a national monitoring service, in its off-the-air taping of local television advertising and is described here
as part of a continuing series of newproduct casting
reports
compiled for Broadeach week.
Monitored during period ended Sept. 14.
Product: Sani Drain, drain cleaner.
Company: American Home Products.

York chapter of the American Marketing Assn. about the type individual
he thinks it takes to head a successful
advertising agency.
He must, among other things, be
creative (and illustrate his creative ability with an occasional piece of brilliant
copywriting); be niggardly in praising
staff members (so they'll really appreciate praise when and if it comes); be a
stern disciplinarian and father figure
at the same time; be a "good butcher"
(eliminate the amateurs, because it's
television
Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime and evening
minutes in New England.
Product: Welch Frozen Grape Bar.
Company: Welch Grape Juice Co.
Agency: Richard K. Manoff Inc., New York.
Schedule
West
Coast. & Markets: Daytime minutes on
Product: M&M's Fruit Chewies.
Company: M&M's
Candies Division, Food
Manufacturers
Co.
Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
Central Southern States.
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Utility company

puts

Television can sell products and
services, as the Pacific Gas & Electric
Co. well knows after more than 10
years of successful use of the video
medium. And now, through BBDO,
San Francisco, PG&E is putting tv
to a new use, to give a friendly warning to people who may be working
at heights near power lines.
The animated spot, produced by
Animation Inc., Hollywood, with AI
President Earl Klein as producer,
will start this week on The Biography of . . . dramatic documentary
series which PG&E is sponsoring on
KHSL-TV Chico, KSBW-TV Salinas, KFRE-TV Fresno, KERO-TV
Bakersfield, KIEM-TV Eureka and
KSBY-TV San Luis Obispo, all
Calif. PG&E also sponsors the syndicated film series in San Francisco,
but is not using the spot there.
The spot opens with a pair of

demoralizing to professionals to work
alongside them); be industrious (work
longer hours than his staff so it won't
complain about 63-hour weeks); and
make it obvious that he makes more
money than his subordinates (give them
a goal to work for).
Mr. Ogilvy said the reason most ad-

safety

warning

in television

spot

sel in this way:
"If you're putting up tv's
Shaking fruit from ripe fruit trees,
P-L-E-A-S-E look out for wires overhead!
Loading hay? Then watch your gear.
Moving pipe? Keep in the clear.
Justthose
be wires
sure overhead.
you don't get near
Dig a well or build a tower,
Spray those pests on tree or flower,
Just be wary of the power in those
rolling eyes, which are circled with
two letter "O's" and a "U" put underneath to form a face, with other
letters added to spell the words
"Look up" as the voice urges the
audience to "look up . . . and live!"
After pointing out that the electricity
in the lines will flow through any
metal (and sometimes wood) touching them, the voice goes into verse
with a rhythm background to coun-

vertising isso dull is that most ad men
are "so conventional" and are "rigid
men with closed minds incapable of
original thinking." And, many original
thinkers, he added, are "useless" because they can't put their thoughts
across or "sell" their ideas to cilents
and agency superiors.

overhead."depict the actions
Linewires
drawings
described in the jingle and at its conclusion the company's personalized
symbol, "Reddy," pops up behind a
telephone to invite anyone in doubt
about working near power lines to
"give us a call at PG&E. We're here
to help you." The spot closes with
a return to the graphic face, whose
eyes roll upwards and stay in that
position as the voice repeats the admonition: "Look up and live!"

Ullman appointed
Richard H. Ullman Inc., New York,
sales division of The Peter Frank Organization, has been appointed distributor for Music Makers Inc., in that
city, creators of musical commercials
for stations.

GOVERNMENT
of Massachusetts Bay.

5
CH.
BOSTON
WHDH-TV gets four-month

TO

TRAVELER'

license; Minow

dissents;

'commendable broadcast record' cited by majority
The long-awaited Boston ch. 5 deciapplicant and Massachusetts Bay Telesion, about which there had been much
casters Inc. had been given comparative
press speculation, was released by the demerits because of ex parte contacts
FCC last week as the agency reaffirmed
with then-FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey. The third applicant,
its 1957 grant to the Boston HeraldGreater Boston Tv Corp., was tarred in
Traveler (WHDH-TV).
In denying the applications of two
last week's decision because one of its
competing parties, the commission gave
principals "tried to conceal facts by givWHDH-TV a four-month license. The
ing untrue testimony" in the 1957 hearvote in the ex parte case, which was reing, according to the commission.
manded to the FCC by the courts to
WHDH-TV was favored "on its commendable broadcast record which more
investigate charges of improper conthan offset its comparative disadvantage
tacts by two of the applicants, was 4-1
in the area of diversification of mass
with Chairman Newton N. Minow writing a dissent twice as long as the decimedia
of communication." The comsion itself.
mission majority ruled that WHDH-TV
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde, Roband Massachusetts Bay "suffered equal
ert E. Lee, Frederick W. Ford and John
impairment of their comparative staS. Cross voted for WHDH-TV and the
tus" because of contacts made by
four-month license. The latter two is- WHDH-TV's Robert Choate (president
sued concurring statements.
of the tv station and publisher of the
In a 1960 FCC decision, the winning
Herald-Traveler) and Forrester Clark
42

In ings
comparing
Mr. Choate's twoandmeetwith Mr. McConnaughey
the
1957 testimony of Greater Boston General Manager Michael Henry concerning loss of his right to practice law in
Missouri in 1941, the FCC said the
activities of each reflects adversely on
their applications. And, the FCC said,
there is "no justification for assessing
a larger demerit against one applicant
than
the other." Issues ■ Thus, the FCC
Conventional
said, the decision must be made on conventional criteria since all three applicants
are
WHDH-TV's
ence and tarred.
past broadcast
recordexperiis of
considerable decisional significance, the
commission majority determined. The
agency gave Greater Boston a clear
preference in diversification but said the
"significance of this preference is diluted by the presence in the community
of very significant numbers of newspapers as well as am, fm and tv staThe tionmajority's
6Y2 page decision, to
s. .. ."
which only Commissioners Rosel H.
Hyde and Robert E. Lee subscribed in
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

"I

Can

Improve

Your
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wli
SAYS
DON
CARTER
Bo

. . . the biggest name in bowling and the biggest money winner,
ever! Won 13 major Championships plus a host of lesser tournaments. Holds world's record 4-game total ( 1084) ... only bowler
to
roll 25
"300" . .games
. . . voted
Bonders
Journal
. and many
others. Ail-American 9 times by

MASS APPEAL, f Or ail bowlers, men, women and children.
The World's largest participation sport.
authoritative, America s
"Mr. Bowler" explains problems on camera. Demonstrates
corrective tips.
clear, concise, combines
live shots with animation,
high-speed photography and
stop motion. Viewer sees ball
action, pin action. There's new
understanding, new enthusiasm ... a vital interest for
strong repeat audiences.
SERIES

flexible, 65 five-minute
shows permit across-theboard, or 15-minute programming. Or a perfect segment for
your present bowling show.

MERCHANDISING
. . . DonentedCarter's
book, worn
his patbowling glove
by
most bowling champs and other
items make excellent merchandising possibilities.

65 SHOWS
AVAILABLE
NOW

WRITE, WIRE
or CALL . . .
SATURN PRODUCTIONS INC.
207 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
Area Code 716, TL 3-741 1
Sales Manager, Frank Spiegelman
produced by Holland- Wcgman Productions

A

pause

WHAT

CROSS

for
THINKS

reflection
ABOUT

The departing member of the FCC
took issue last week with Chairman
Newton Minow. Far from being a
vast wasteland, said Commissioner
John S. Cross, television programming is tuned to the cultural level of
the country. And programming will
be improved only as the cultural level
rises.
Chairman Minow was not among
those who supported Mr. Cross for
reappointment.
Mr. Cross was interviewed by
Broadcasting in his last days of
service on the FCC. His successor,
E. William Henry, will probably be
sworn in this week (see page 50).
Mr. Cross, an Arkansas Democrat,
was a candidate for reappointment
and had the backing of his state's congressional delegation. He lost out to
Mr. Henry, a Kennedy campaign
worker, and he described himself last
week as one "whose own house fell
in on him." Among his observations:
■ A danger of public utility regulation threatens radio if economic criteria are used to control radio competition.
■ Mr. Cross opposes the FCC adoption, as part of its rules, of the restrictions on commercial time in the NAB
radio and television codes, but it is
probably legal for the FCC to take
that action.
■ The FCC knowingly uses the
"lifted eyebrow" technique of regulation, and it has some usefulness.
■ On the whole, the commission
does a good job, but it needs more
money and manpower.
Following are Mr. Cross's answers
to questions asked by Broadcasting:
How do you assess the over-all
quality of tv programming? Is it a
"vast wasteland?"
I think the over-all quality of tv
programming is good and is in keeping
with the over-all cultural level of the
country. I would, of course, like to
see a continual improvement of both.
In the final analysis, what do you
think will improve the quality of tv
programming? Of radio?

full, was followed by a 15 V2 page dissenting statement from Chairman
Minow. He attacked, point by point,
"in some detail," the factors the majority relied upon in favoring the HeraldTraveler application.
Chairman Minow said limiting the
44 (GOVERNMENT)
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Improving the cultural level of the
public. The broadcaster can play a
considerable role in this by trying to
lead his audience and occasionally
giving them something a bit different
from the regular fare. Of course, the
"leading" must be carefully done as
otherwise the broadcaster will find his
erstwhile followers have become disenchanted and switched over to his
competitor's station. Not many people
like to have cultural improvement
rammed down their throats.
Do you think there is any desire
or intent on the part of the FCC (including staff) to change broadcast programming?
I think everyone with responsibility
in broadcasting, and this, of course,
includes the broadcasters themselves,
would like to see a continual improvement in the quality of broadcast programming. However, this is somewhat
like saying you would like to see a
continual improvement in the morals,
education and general welfare of the
country. The question is: How do
you improve the program fare of this
country's broadcasting without at the
same time substituting your judgment
for that of the public? I for one think
the method outlined in the commission's policy statement of July 29,
1960, is the only way this can be done
in a democracy.
In a large country like ours where
the population is such a heterogeneous
mixture, what is one man's meat is
bound to be another man's poison.
Moreover, even assuming you reached
Utopian agreement on what was the
perfect program for, say, Boston, there
is no assurance that such a program
would be even acceptable — much less
satisfactory — for say Birmingham.
Accordingly, since the broadcaster
himself must operate his station in the
public interest, it is up to him to make
a diligent effort to ascertain the
needs of his service area and then to
program his station to meet those
needs. This is the essence of the
commission's policy statement and in
my view, this is as far as the comWHDH-TV license to four months
"may serve some salutary purposes" but
he questioned whether a grant to any
one of the three applicants "can be
said to be in the public interest. . . .
What the commission would permit in
four months, that is, the filing of new

FCC

exit
HE'S

LEAVING

mission (or anyone else) should inject
itself into this area.
Does the public really care about
the betterment of tv programming and
Chairman Minow's campaign?
Here the term "the public" means
180,000,000 people. From the lengthy
programming inquiry conducted by
the commission, it is very evident that
many people are intensely interested
in seeing an improvement in the daily
program fare. However, I am convinced that many other people are
either satisfied or have only a passive,
if any, interest in this subject. Which
group is in the majority and which in
the minority I do not know. However,
the mere fact that so many are greatly
interested should be an incentive to
the broadcasters and to the networks
to continue their efforts in this regard.
Is it proper for a member of the
FCC to "suggest" programming to
networks or licensees? To comment
on individual programs? On types of
programs?
I have tried to keep the "likes and
dislikes" of John Cross, citizen (where
only my personal preferences were
concerned), separate from those of
John Cross, commissioner (where the
overall public interest was concerned).
Consequently, I have neither suggested
nor commented on specific programming to networks or licensees despite
a number of suggestions that I do so.
Was the hearing on local tv programming in Chicago beneficial? Do
you predict there will be other hearings of this type?
I voted for that hearing. However,
on the basis of the results obtained,
I have doubts as to its benefits. I do
not know whether or not there will
be other such hearings, but my guess
is there may be under certain circumstances.
Do you think the tv networks are
too dominant over the industry?
How dominant is too dominant?
I only wish I knew. I think networks
not only perform a useful function,
but are an essential part of this country's broadcasting media. The main
applications, I would permit today. And
I would achieve that result without
placing WHDH in a preferred status
either as to its present rivals or* as to
anyInprospective
any event,applicant."
the chairman said,
there is no justification on the record for
BROADCASTING. October 1, 1962

criticism I have of the networks is
that their affiliates do not have sufficient opportunity to preview proposed
programs in detail prior to broadcasting them. The networks are aware
of this criticism, and are trying to
meet it. However, how to do this
without prohibitive expense in both
time and money is still quite a problem.
Do you advocate direct regulation
of the networks?
I'm on the fence on this one. I doubt
that the FCC could accomplish much
more with direct regulation than it
can now accomplish with its indirect
regulation through the owned-andoperated stations of the networks. In
any event, I am opposed to licensing
the networks because if that should be
done, where do you draw the line on
such licensing? Do you also license
the movie makers, the program packagers, and so on?
What changes do you think should
be made in the Communications Act?
Is there a need to completely redraft
the statute as some recommend?
The present act has had 28 years
of operation during which time many
amendments have been enacted in an
effort to improve it. To scrap all this
now and start anew would be an unfortunate and a retrogressive step, in
my opinion. Although I make no contention that the present act (as
amended) is perfect, I do not think it
should be scrapped. Instead, I think
it should be under continual study
and, as in the past, amended as
necessary to keep pace with changed
conditions or advancements in the art.
What is the future of rv allocations?
Will rv ever be switched to uhf? Will
the FCC return to deintermixture after
the congressional moratorium expires?
In my opinion, it will take 5 to 8
years to learn whether the all-channel
receiver legislation, enacted by this
Congress, will do the things it was
intended to do. If at the end of this
time uhf stations are still unable to
compete reasonably well with vhf stations, then a new crop of commissioners must again cope with this difficult and contentious problem. I do
not think tv will ever go to all uhf
because even then unless some new
breakthrough occurs you will still have
the uncomfortable situation where
changing a station from vhf to uhf

preferring WHDH-TV, an applicant
which engaged in ex parte attempts to
influence the FCC, over Greater Boston,
an applicant which has not. "Nor is
their any reason to dilute to the point
of insignificance the important policy
of diversification of ownership of mass
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

leaves around 10,000 square miles
that were formerly covered by the vhf
station without coverage by the uhf
station that replaced it. This usually
means that the folks in the rural areas
are left without any service in order
that
the "city folks" can get multiple
services.
Will the present NAB-FCC study
of radio station over population prove
beneficial?
The study has potential benefits
provided it is confined to tightening
up the engineering standards. If the
economic factors are allowed in, I see
real difficulty in store for broadcasters
in the future. Broadcasters take pride
in being a part of the free enterprise
system that has made our country
great and strong. Free enterprise
means competition. If the amount
of broadcast competition is regulated
on the basis of economics, then broadcasting loses its free enterprise character and enters the domain of the
public utility with all the additional
regulation on rates, hours and service,
and so on which that entails.
Were you ever exposed to any pressures which you considered improper
while you were a commissioner?
On two separate occasions (involving separate cases) I was approached
by an individual (a different one each
time) who attempted to put in a few
good words on behalf of "his friend."
Although my sharp questioning in
each case convinced me that these
ex parte attempts were innocently
made through ignorance, I nevertheless did not participate in the decision
on either case.
Is the FCC doing a good job? In
what areas of broadcast regulation
should the FCC do differently?
It is doing a fine job considering the
tremendous workload and the limited
number of people it has. In my view,
its remedial actions since the ex parte,
quiz, and payola scandals have done
much to redeem its respect in the
public's mind. My hope is that it will
some day have sufficient staff to perform its many functions adequately
and and also be able to engage in longrange planning. At present, it works
in large part on a crisis-to-crisis basis
— not from choice but because of personnel and budget limitations.
Can the quantity of commercial content be limited as Commissioner Robert

communication media to reach that result," he said.
All Lacking ■ Chairman Minow
charged the majority decision overemphasized Mr. Henry's "lack of candor"
in deciding among three applicants on
the premises that all three are "seri-

E. Lee has proposed?
It probably is within the commission's power to limit the quantity of
commercial content. However, I do
not favor this proposal because I think
that it would be bound to result in
inequities and injustice. Here again, I
would leave the decision to the broadcaster and the public. There is an
old saying that there is a limit to the
amount of potatoes you can put in
corned beef hash, and beyond that
limit the normal public just won't eat
it. I think this applies to commercials
■ — beyond so many, the public just
won't stand for it and will switch to
another station. However, that is not
to say that the public's capacity for
commercials is identical in all parts
of the country.
Does the FCC practice the "lifted
eyebrow" technique of regulation?
What do you think of this method?
Yes and I think the technique has
a certain limited usefulness.
Any last thoughts? Final words?
Advice? Warnings?
On "final words," I hope mine are
still many years away. I also hope to
collect fees in the future for advice so
will refrain from indulging myself
here. As for warnings, who wants
them — especially from someone whose
own house fell in on him.

ously lacking in character. But no matter which view of the facts is taken,
the public interest demands a reopening
of this proceeding to new applicants
and a new determination upon a new
45
record," the chairman said.
Mr. Minow could not "perceive any

FCC reception honors Cross on retirement
A reception attended by most of from right) are (1 to r) Commissioner Frederick W. Ford; Chairman
the FCC staff Wednesday marked
the retirement of Commissioner
Minow; Commissioners Robert T.
John S. Cross.
Bartley, Rosel H. Hyde, and T. A.
Chairman Newton N. Minow pre- M. Craven. Commissioner Robert
sented a scroll in tribute to Mr.
E. Lee (not shown) was unable to
Cross; the staff presented him a attend the reception.
Commissioner Cross, in accepting
Polaroid camera as a farewell gift.
The reception for over 100 per- the tributes, expressed appreciation
to the staff and his fellow commissons was held in the reception room
sioners, said he enjoyed his tenure
of the postmaster general in the
Post Office Building which also and added, "But as Harry Truman
houses the FCC.
used to say, 'If you can't stand the
With Commissioner Cross (second
heat, get out of the kitchen.' "
reason to regularize the status of the
present WHDH operation . . . thus
affording some semblance of a claim
that WHDH is entitled to rely upon
its past tv operation as a reason for
preferring
new applicants."
Chairmanit to
Minow
said he subscribed
to the 1960 decision which held that
Mr. Choate was guilty of "attempting
to establish a personal relationship with
a member of the commission with the
hope of creating a favorable bias . . ."
which might operate in favor of
WHDH-TV. He said the present decinotMiami
squarechs.
with7 and
the FCC's
views sionindoesthe
10 ex
parte cases, in which the grants to winning applicants were revoked because
of ex parte contacts.
Least Undesirable ■ In perhaps his
last vote on a major issue as a member
of the FCC, Commissioner Cross said
he concurred in the majority decision
"mainly to finalize this case which has
been pending for so long." He said that
he would have preferred to start a new
proceeding and to let new applicants
file.
"By concurring in the majority opina Hobson's
choiceion, Iamin admittedly
favor of themaking
least undesirable
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of the three demerited applicants,"
Commissioner Cross said. While the majority decision does not entirely meet
his views, it does maintain Boston service on ch. 5 and with a four-month license to WHDH-TV provides an opportunity for new applications, he said.
In a further concurring statement,
Commissioner Ford said the 1960 decision which found Mr. Choate guilty of
improper conduct is "unwarranted." He
said he originally endorsed that decision
with "great reluctance" but upon reevaluation repudiates that conclusion.
"I cannot conceive of an applicant of
Mr. Choate's age, background and experience believing that two lunches and
an invitation to a large banquet would
establish a personal relationship with a
commissioner which would influence
his vote," Commissioner Ford said of
the contacts with Mr. McConnaughey.
The Choate actions were an error in
judgment which must be weighed as a
comparative factor, Commissioner Ford
said, but that they do not involve a deficiency inhis character or significantly
affect his qualifications.
The Long Trail ■ The FCC granted
ch. 5 to WHDH-TV in April 1957 on
a 5-2 vote, with Commissioners Hyde

and Robert T. Bartley dissenting on
grounds the decision did not place
enough weight on diversification. (Commissioners Bartley, who did not hear
the latest oral argument a year ago, and
T. A. M. Craven did not participate in
last week's decision.)
Greater Boston and Massachusetts
Bay (Dumont, a fourth applicant,
dropped out) appealed to the courts.
The ex parte charges were aired before the House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee in the late spring of
1958. That July the court remanded
the case to the FCC because of the
House disclosures. Special Hearing Examiner Horace Stern ruled that Messrs.
Choate and Clark's actions had not been
improper but this decision was overturned by the FCC in July 1960. In
January 1961 the court, which retained
jurisdiction of the case, vacated the
grant to WHDH-TV and remanded it
again for a further comparative reevaluation.
Louisiana hearing set
on overlap questions
Louisiana is getting crowded with
radio stations, judging from an FCC
action last week setting two am applications for hearing on overlap issues.
In one case, James A. Noe has applied for a daytimer on 1270 kc in Lafayette, La. Mr. Noe also owns KNOE
Monroe, a construction permit for
WYNE Baton Rouge, and 99% of
WNOE New Orleans, all Louisiana.
The commission ordered a hearing to
determine whether the station proposed
at Lafayette would create a duopoly
situation with WYNE and WNOE within those stations' primary service areas.
The second hearing ordered by the
FCC is to determine whether the application of Avoyelle Broadcasting
Corp. for a daytime station on 1500 kc
in New Roads, La., is in duopoly conflict with the company's ownership of
KAPB Marksville and WLBI Denham
Springs, in that state.
Ivy gets dismissal
of ch. 9 application
The FCC has granted a request by
Ivy Broadcasting Inc. seeking dismissal
of Ivy's
application
for a new
station on ch.
9 in Syracuse,
N. Y.tv The
grant was made, however, with prejudice to Ivy, and cannot be resubmitted.
The remaining nine applicants, now
operating a station (WNYS-TV) on
that channel on an interim basis, are
retained in hearing status.
Ivy owns WOLF Syracuse, WTKO
and WEIV (FM) Ithaca, WOIV (FM)
DeRuyter, WMIV (FM) Bristol Center, WBIV (FM) Wethersfield, and
WJIV (FM) Cherry Valley, all New
York.
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962
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bills enacted

tv debates

Members of the 87th Congress, after
nine months of legislating and anxious
to get home for the election campaigns
now under way, are expected to adjourn this week. But the record of the
87th's second session in legislation affecting broadcasting has already been
written, and it's impressive.
Three major bills that could dramatically spur the development of television were passed — requiring manufacture of all-channel-receiving sets, providing federal aid for educational television, and creating a private corporation to own and operate the U. S.
portion of the proposed international
communications satellite system.
The House also adopted a resolution
blocking FCC plans to duplicate 13 of
the 25 clear channels. The resolution,
which calls on the commission to delay
such action for at least a year, also
urges it to authorize higher power for
the clear-channel stations than the present 50 kw limit.
Daytimer Bill. ■ The House also
passed a bill to permit daytime radio
stations in single-station markets to go
on the air before sunrise and authorize
the FCC to grant other daytimers similar privileges at its discretion. The
Senate
act Commerce
on it, but the
pressure
from thedidn't
House
Committee
resulted in a promise from the FCC
that it will reconsider daytimers' requests for additional operating hours.
One important gap in Congress' record is in political broadcasting. Despite
the enthusiasm over the Kennedy-Nixon
broadcast debates of 1960, Congress
failed to act on bills to repeal or amend
the equal-time law to permit broadcast
stations to give free time to major party
candidates without being required to
give equal time to representatives of
splinter groups.
Broadcasters were also disappointed
when, early in the session, the new
House speaker, John McCormack (DMass.), kept in force the long-standing
ban of his predecessor, the late Sam
Rayburn (D-Tex.), on radio-tv coverage of House committee hearings.
But these disappointments were overshadowed bythe affirmative action. The
all-channel receiver legislation alone
could have a profound effect on television's future development
New Life for Uhf ■ The measure,
which requires all sets shipped in interstate commerce to be equipped to receive both uhf and vhf signals, is intended to breathe new life into the
48 (GOVERNMENT)
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by Congress

unresolved

moribund uhf section of the spectrum
and thereby make possible a truly nationwide competitive television system
in which all 82 channels will be used.
The FCC requested the legislation,
as it has in past Congresses, and FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow described
it as the commission's No. 1 legislative
proposal. But what really greased its
way through Congress was the commission's plan, announced last year, to consider deintermixture of eight markets as
a way of attacking one part of the uhf
problem.
Congress had been cool to the allchannel-set proposal, but it was dead
set against any move to substitute uhf
for vhf channels. As a result, it had
little choice but to go along with the
all-channel bill as an alternative solution
to the uhf problem, particularly since
the Senate and House Commerce Committees had long demanded that the
FCC "do something" for uhf.
The legislation doesn't prohibit the
commission from undertaking deintermixture, aprohibition the Association
of Maximum Service Telecasters and
others had sought. But in passing the
bill, Congress exacted a promise from
the commission that it would forego
any deintermixture for at least five years
while the effectiveness of the act in
assisting uhf television is measured.
Etv Act ■ The Educational Television
Act should also help eliminate what
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the
House Commerce Committee calls "the
great waste of one of our most valuable
natural resources — the radio spectrum."
The act makes available $32 million in
matching grants to help states and localities establish etv stations, and its
supporters hope it will spur the development of a nationwide etv system.

Tv ads prey on children"This really is very, very shoddy
stuff — preying on a child's innocence
and inexperience." That was FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow's opinion about the morality of television
advertising aimed at children in an
interview published last week in
Look magazine.
Mr. Minow said he thinks the
worst thing is when an announcer
says 'only $9.95,' and then your
child comes in and says, "Daddy, it's
only '$9.95." He emphasized that

in '62

broadcast

session
matters

Of 309 assignments to etv, only 64
are in use, and although most are uhf
assignments, only 16 etv stations are
on channels in that band. Thus, the
all-channel legislation, which will put
uhf receivers into the hands of the public in increasing numbers, along with
the etv program, is being counted on to
contribute to a vast expansion of noncommercial uhf television.
If the all-channel receiver and etv
legislation is expected to influence the
future of television on earth, the Communications Satellite Act will help shape
it in space. The corporation provided
for in the act is yet to be formed, and
the satellite communications system itself is believed to be five years off. In
addition, some experts doubt communications satellites will be used extensively
for television.
International Tv ■ Nevertheless, the
success of the Telstar satellite in relaying television programs between the
U. S. and Europe so captured the imagination of people in this country and
abroad, that some in Congress feel that
communications satellites may be a way
to develop tv into an important international force.
Broadcasters took no part in the
lengthy congressional fight over the satellite bill. But it was no secret they were
relieved when the Senate filibuster
waged by liberals opposing private ownership of the satellite system was broken
and the administration-backed bill was
The Senate last Friday (Sept. 28)
confirmed without objection the nomination of President Kennedy's second appassedpointment to the FCC, E. William
Henry, a 33-year-old Memphis attorney, who will succeed John S. Cross.
One of Mr. Henry's first tasks as a

'Look'
tellsshameful."
/lin
"This owis really
Mr. Minow said he continues to
feel the effects of a "powerful broadcasting lobby," that he hears from
the lobbyists more than from the
said Telstar's imMr. Minow
portance will be in news, great
public.
events and great moments of history, rather than entertainment.
Economics will probably dictate that
it be used for reality, rather than
fiction, he said.
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Bill Roberts and Carl Coleman-Washington correspondents for five Time-Life Broadcast stations.
HOW

CAN A GRAND

RAPIDS

STATION

HAVE

A WASHINGTON

BUREAU?

The same way a station in Denver, Indianapolis, Minneapolis/St. Paul and San Diego can —
through the resources of Time-Life Broadcast. Bill Roberts and Carl Coleman cover Washington
for the Time-Life stations. They keep track of home-state senators and congressmen, follow up
news leads of special interest to their listeners. Each day they feed each of +he group's radio
stations the particular news that people in that area care about. They ship exclusive TV film,
too. Roberts and Coleman are two reasons why Time-Life Broadcast listeners and viewers stay
on top of the important news from Washington. And there are eighteen more reasons— the
skilled, specialized correspondents who man the Time Inc. Washington news bureau.
TIME-LIFE BROADCAST, INC.
KL2-TV-AM-FM DENVER, WOOD-TV-AM-FM GRAND RAPIDS, WFBM-TV-AM-FM INDIANAPOLIS, WTCN-TV-AM MINNEAPOLIS/ST PAUL. KOGO-TV-AM-FM SAN DIEGO
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The commissioner's trip to Capitol Hill
line of questioning toward the nominee.
E. William Henry, who is scheduled to take office this
week as an FCC commissioner, had a relatively pleasant
Mr. Henry, a 33-year-old Memphis attorney, who will
morning when he appeared before the Senate Commerce
succeed John Cross, was given a warm endorsement for
Committee Sept. 21 for the hearing on his nomination.
the FCC post by a fellow Democrat from Tennessee,
Sen. Estes Kefauver, shown at the right.
His wife, Sherrye, shown with him left above, was
The Commerce Committee unanimously approved the
given no cause to worry during the 35-minute session,
nomination in a poll of members taken Wednesday and
in which only two members of the committee participated.
Thursday. The Senate followed expectations and conSen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), shown with Mr. Henry
firmed the nomination Friday (Sept. 28).
in the center panel, presided, and never pressed a hard
commissioner will be to investigate reports that radio and television stations
are carrying hard-liquor advertising,
and submit a report to the Senate Commerce Committee.
Mr. Henry was asked to undertake
the task at that committee's hearing on
his nomination Sept. 21. Sen. Warren
G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), Commerce
Committee chairman, has warned that
legislation prohibiting stations from
carrying hard-liquor advertising might
be introduced if stations don't refuse
such advertising themselves.
Although Congress did deal with
several important broadcast matters,
two issues which had been expected to
stir considerable controversy during the
session never reached the stage of committee hearings. These involved a bill
to regulate networks and the investigation of broadcast ratings being conducted by the House Regulatory Agencies Subcommittee.
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate Communications
Subcommittee, introduced the networkregulation bill late in the first session
at the request of the FCC, indicating
that hearings would be held early in
the session that began in January. But
he later said his subcommittee wouldn't
proceed until the commission completed
its own investigation of network practices, and this study is still under way.
Ratings Study ■ The House subcommittee investigation of ratings, which
began at the staff level almost a year
ago, has amassed a mountain of information. But Rep. Harris, chairman of
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the subcommittee as well as the parent
Commerce Committee, was so burdened
with other legislative matters he was
unable to schedule hearings. When
they are held, either late this fall or
during the next Congress, they are expected to produce charges of fraud or
ineptitude against some rating services.
Hearings were held, however, by the
Senate Communications Subcommittee,
on proposals to loosen the bonds of the
equal-time law to permit broadcasters
greater freedom in covering elections.
A number of senators as well as broadcasting officials urged Congress to act
on the measures in time for the 1962
campaigns. But Subcommittee Chairman Pastore, who favors a relaxation
of the equal-time rule, determined that
the legislative signs were not favorable,
and let the proposals die.
Favorable action is expected next
year, when Congress faces demands for
legislation to permit radio-tv debates
between the 1964 presidential candidates. Efforts will be made to include
other candidates in the exemption from
the equal-time law.
FTC Bill Dies ■ A number of other
bills failed to make it through the legislative mill, including one requested by
the FTC. This would have permitted
that agency to issue cease and desist
orders pending completion of proceedings against a company accused of violating federal trade laws. The proposal
died in the House Commerce Committee.
Other items of unfinished business include FCC requests for authority over

catv systems, power to require licensees
to illuminate abandoned radio towers,
and power to invoke summary judgment in certain cases.
The Senate Juvenile Delinquency
Subcommittee completed its headlinemaking hearings on the effects of television sex and violence on children, but
has yet to issue a report. Subcommittee
Chairman Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.),
however, has expressed the view that
network officials have ordered programs
"beefed up" with unsavory material to
boost ratings, and he is expected to
introduce legislation next year providtices.ing for federal control of network pracHe has also indicated his subcommittee will resume its hearings next January if continued monitoring of the
new season's shows bears out his present impression that they are no improvement 10).
over last year's (Closed
Circuit, Sept.
Appropriations bill to JFK
An appropriations bill containing
$14,486,000 for the FCC for the fiscal
year that began July 1 was passed by
Senate and House last week and sent
to the President. The appropriation, a
compromise between Senate and House
figures, is $131,000 less than the commission requested. The omnibus bill
also contains $11,282,500 for the Federal Trade Commission, $564,000 less
than the FTC's request.
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CHECK
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THEN

BUY:

TERRE

HAUTE

WITH

—

WTHI-TV in combination with Indianapolis
stations offers more additional unduplicated
TV homes than even the most extensive use

This unique situation revealed here definitely

of Indianapolis alone.

facts and figures (yours for the asking) will

suggests the importance of re-evaluating your
basic Indiana TV effort . . . The supporting
show how you gain, at no increase in cost

More than 25% of consumer sales credited to

1 . Greatly expanded Indiana reach

Indianapolis comes from the area served by
WTHI-TV, Terre Haute.

2. Effective and complete coverage of Indiana's
two top TV markets

More than 25% of the TV homes in the combined Indianapolis-Terre Haute television area

3. Greatly improved overall cost efficiency

are served by WTHI-TV.
So, let an Edward Petry man document the foregoing
with authoritative distribution and TV audience data.

v
CHANNEL i
10
wthiTERRE

HAUTE,

INDIANA
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PLAN

NOW

FOR

GLOBAL

TV-MINOW

FCC head cites obligations of U.S. broadcasters at IRTES
All broadcasters must work together
to meet the grave new industry responsibilities imposed by international television, FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow told the International Radio &
Tv Executives Society in New York last
week.

represented here will be affected by this
new technology.
He said the government will not and
cannot censor international programs
but warned the penalty for irresponsibility will "be more serious for the nation than the revocation of a station

"It is time to make plans now," he
stressed. "Time to recognize the great
trust that the nation will place in your
hands. . . . Whatever your own role in
communications, you and every firm

At the FCC, the challenge of space
license."
communications
has been given top
priority over all other matters, he said,
and has given the agency a number of

important new responsibilities. (A new
FCC office on space communications
was established 10 days ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 24).
Among the things he is proud of, the
chairman mentioned activities in educational tv, the all-channel bill and New
York uhf experiment, network hearings,
advertising restrictions, interim tv services, the Chicago tv hearing, pay tv experiment, anti-trafficking rules, the new
fm rules, the study of am overcrowding
and fm stereo.
"We have both preached and practiced station responsibility for fulfilling
program promises to the public," Chairman Minow said. "We have done more
than lift an eyebrow. Where warranted,
we have lowered the boom."
Noting that the FCC has been criticized for some of its actions, he said
that what some of these critics "seem to
want is an FCC which mechanically
rubber-stamps license renewals every
three years — an FCC which sees no
evil, hears no evil and speaks no evil.
This kind of criticism is the best evidence that we are doing our job . . .
in the light of the public, not the private
The chairman pointed out that in his
speech
interest."to IRTES a year ago he suggested the tv networks rotate a daily
program for children. He said his proposal "disappeared" and that two networks have a children's show at the
identical time on Saturdays.
News Conference ■ Following his
speech, Chairman Minow held a news
conference during which he said there
are signs of improvement in tv programming, especially in news and children's shows. He maintained the industry does not program on a cultural level
as high as that of its audience.
FCC

adds

one

month

for f m rule comments

Ivan Tymoff, of Moscow Agencygrad, didn't make the Tricorn Club
Maybe you shouldn't blame Ivan. After all, some U.S.A. time buyers still don't
realize the No. 1 North Carolina market in population, households and retail sales
is that filthy rich "tricorn" of Winston-Salem, Greensboro and High Point. Ivan
had better know it's way up there in capitalists, communes and collective spending—or he'll really look bad to the membership committee of the Tricorn Club.
Now surely you don't want to be an Ivan in your agencygrad. You won't be if you
just remember those facts ... and order some time on WSJS-TV to boot. We like
to get paid in dollars — but we'll accept rubles if you believe in Uncle Sam, salute
the WSJS-TV tower, and swear allegiance to the Tricorn Club.
Source. ^ s Census

WINSTON-SALEM

TELEVISION
/ GREENSBORO/HIGH

POINT

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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Time to file comments on the FCC's
proposed overhaul of its fm rules was
extended by the commission last week.
The agency took note of its previous
announcement that no further time
would be given "barring unforeseen
circumstances."
However, the commission decided,
granting a comment deadline extension
from Oct. 1 to Nov. 1 would not "materially delay the final resolution" of
its fm proceeding.
Furthermore, the FCC agreed to note
comments against proposed reductions
of fm station power, particularly in
California. "In view of the widespread
publicity already given this matter in
that area [California], and the tremendous amount of mail the commission
has already received therefrom, it appears that an additional month should
BR0ADCASTIN6, October 1, 1962

WPEN
PHILADELPHIA

is

now

nationally

represented

RADIO

by. . .

SALES

COMPANY

Other leading radio stations represented by AM Radio Sales Company

are:

WBZ, Boston; ■ WIND, Chicago; ■ KYW, Cleveland; ■ WCAR, Detroit; ■ WOWO, Ft. Wayne;
■ KMPC, Los Angeles; ■ WLOL, Minneapolis; ■ WINS, New York; ■ KDKA, Pittsburgh;
■ KEX, Portland; ■ KSFO, San Francisco; ■ KVI, Seattle.
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be sufficient for the preparation and
submission" of further comments, the
FCC said.
Thirteen California fm stations met
in August and agreed to file individual
comments opposing any power reduction. A number of stations broadcast
announcements informing listeners of
the FCC proposal and soliciting inquiries about the plan. Those listeners responding to the announcements were
encouraged to write the FCC, citing
their expenditures for fm equipment,
the problems of reception they now experience and how a general power reduction would aggravate these problems.
5,000 Requests ■ J. B. Kiefer, president of KMLA (FM) Los Angeles, who
Mobile
GROUP

radio

users

helped organize the campaign, reported
last week that over 5,000 requests for
information have been received by the
participating stations, with indications
that most of the people who received
the information also wrote the FCC.
At Mr. Kiefer's instigation, the Los
Angeles City Council and Los Angeles
County Board of Supervisors passed
a resolution protesting any move to
reduce the power of the area's fm stations.
The new fm rules were effective Sept.
10, but the FCC has pending several
requests for reconsideration.
The request the FCC granted for a
deadline extension was made by Triangle Stations.
Reply comments are due Nov. 16.

seek

TO ASK REALLOCATION

A group of mobile communications
companies is preparing to ask for television uhf channels 14 and 15.
Seeking reallocation of the two 6-mc
bands is the Land Mobile Section of
the Electronic Industries Assn. The
group is acting independently of EIA
or of the EIA Industrial Electronics
Division of which it is a part.
Among the companies represented in
the section are General Electric, Philco,
and Motorola — all of which are also
heavily interested in selling tv receivers
to the public. Other members of the
land mobile users group are Bendix,
Collins Radio, Raytheon, Lockheed and
Western Electric. RCA, although a
member of the section, is opposed to
the move.
The petition will ask that the FCC
reallocate 470-482 mc to land mobile
use. Mobile users now have 35-40 mc
of frequency space in the 25-50 mc
area, the 150-174 mc band and the 450470 mc band.
"The present land mobile frequencies
are
saturated,"
Robert
M. lohnson,
GE,
chairman
of the
mobile
users FCC
liaison committee, said last week. "We
simply
have more
space." have
Landmustmobile
transmitters
grown, Mr. Johnson pointed out, from
700,000 transmitters in 1958 to 1.7
million transmitters today.
The use of 470-482 mc would give
the land mobile users a continuous
band beginning with 460 mc, he noted.
It is also feared, it was explained,
that tv operations on ch. 14 will spill
over and interfere with mobile communication systems in the adjacent 460470 mc band.
The petition will suggest, Mr. Johnson said, that existing ch. 14 and 15
grants be protected by forbidding any
communications system to commence
operations at less than 150 miles from
54 (GOVERNMENT)

uhf

chs.

14, 15

OF 6 MC BANDS
the stations' transmitter sites.
Sixteen Tvs Affected ■ There are five
tv stations licensed or authorized on
ch. 14 and 11 on ch. 15.
Those on ch. 14: WOOK-TV Washington, D. C; WFIE-TV Evansville,
Ind.; WWOR-TV Worcester, Mass.;
WIET (TV) Ithaca, N. Y. (educational): WMUB-TV Oxford, Ohio (educational).
Ch. 15: WOWL-TV Florence, Ala.;
WPFA-TV Pensacola, Fla.; WBLN
(TV) Bloomington, 111.; WANE-TV
Fort Wayne, Ind.; WFPK-TV Louisville, Ky. (educational); KPOB-TV
Poplar Bluff, Mo.; WICA-TV Ashtabula, Ohio; WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa.;
WHRO-TV Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News, Va.; WTAP-TV Parkersburg, W. Va.-Marietta, Ohio; and
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.
Among the services using the land
mobile frequencies are police, fire, forestry and other public safety services,
railroads, taxicabs, citizens radio and
other business and industrial users.
William J. Weisz, Motorola, is chairman of the land mobile section of EIA.
Atheist argues godless
should have equal time
Does an atheist have a right to "equal
time" under the FCC's rules on fairness
in treatment of controversial issues?
In 1946 the FCC said yes to Robert
H. Scott, an atheist. Mr. Scott demanded FCC license revocation proceedings
against three San Francisco stations because they refused him time under any
terms (Broadcasting, July 22, 1946).
The commission affirmed his right to
time but refused to revoke the licenses.
Last week the same Robert H. Scott
petitioned the FCC not to renew the
license of KNBC San Francisco on the

basis of the 1946 decision. That has
never been reversed, Mr. Scott argued,
and if Chairman Minow lives up to his
promise he will favor nonrenewal for
the NBC-owned outlet, he stated.
Mr. Scott related his negotiations
with Jack R. Wagner, KNBC program
manager, in attempting to set up a
latter-day test case:
Mr. Scott said he pointed out that
KNBC broadcasts programs by Protestant, Catholic and Jewish clergymen
and asked 30 minutes to broadcast a
program in favor of atheism. He cited
the FCC's 1946 decision to Mr. Wagner
and quoted a story appearing in
Newsweek at the time, which said public response favored continuation of
atheist prorams after Mr. Scott spoke
on KQW (now KCBS) San Francisco.
Mr. Wagner said he would consult
NBC lawyers on whether to grant the
request, then responded "We do not feel
we can justify devoting time to littleknown or highly unrepresentative religious sects or views" and that under
the FCC "fairness" doctrine "the topic
is without any particular topicality or
applicability to our service area and we
have not broadcast other programs
which have been directed against you
or
he the
was beliefs
told. you hold," Mr. Scott said
The doctrine that equal time must be
given atheists has never been reversed
but broadcasters violating it have never
been punished, Mr. Scott said.
KLOR-TV sale approved
as educational outlet
The transfer of KLOR-TV (ch. 11)
Provo, Utah, a commercial outlet, to
Brigham Young U. as an educational
station was approved by the FCC last
week. The station has been inoperative
and in bankruptcy since March 1960.
It
is licensed to A. Dean Jeffs, trustee
in bankruptcy.
Brigham Young U. (an arm of the
Mormon Church) is paying a total of
$150,000 for KLOR-TV, including
$10,000 for expenses of the previous
owner and $140,000 for equipment.
The sale was pursuant to a court order.
The commission restricted KLORTV's future operation (the station's
license also was renewed last week) to
non-commercial because of overlap
with KSL-TV Salt Lake City, which is
also controlled by the Mormon Church.
Rulemaking to reserve ch. 1 1 Provo for
etv will be announced later, the FCC
said.
In addition to KSL-TV, the Church
owns controlling interest (64%) in
KSL-AM-FM Salt Lake City and minority interests in KID-AM-TV Idaho
Falls, Idaho, and KBOI-AM-FM-TV
Boise, Idaho, all commercial operations.
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Performance

that

Counts...

Mr. V. J. Kasper, Owner-Manager of Station WILO, Frankfort,
Indiana, reports on the New Gates "Cycloid" FM Antenna:
^ / like the ease of installation and the workmanship of this new
Gates antenna. It's the performance that counts, though, and the
Cycloid ranks as the finest in this category. $y

Cycloid . . . the new Gates FM antenna featuring binary adjustment —
a major technological advance in ring type radiating elements.
Binary adjustment is an exclusive tuning arrangement (patent pending)
whereby the inductance of the ring is changed at the same time the
antenna is adjusted for capacitive tuning. The advantage is uniform
L/C for adjustment over the FM frequency range.
Other top engineering features include a special design for FM stereo
and improved monaural performance. • Lowest possible VSWR. • Top,
side or inside tower mounting. • Optional deicing with high or low power
heaters. *±1 db free space circularity. • Minimum windloading. • High

m

gain.
Cycloid
is the newest and most advanced FM ring antenna on the
market today. For complete engineering data, write for Brochure No.
Ill — yours for the asking.

Our 40th Year,
1922-1962

GATES RADIO COMPANY
tonal
Subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation i mil
IJ1 1 .'lnuil'l
ILLINOIS
Offices in: HOUSTON, NEWQUINCY,
YORK, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

GATES

FCC
WHYY

examiner

favors

Inc. for ch. 12

Hearing Examiner Walther W.
Guenther issued an initial decision last
week favoring the application of
WHYY Inc., over that of Rollins Broadcasting Inc., for a new tv station on ch.
12 in Wilmington, Del.
The deciding factor was the area's
definite need for non-commercial educational programming such as WHYY offered, according to the examiner. Mr.

POLITZ

Guenther found "the record establishes
that there is a distinctly greater need
for the educational-instructional programs proposed by WHYY than for the
additional entertainment programs proposed by Rollins. In so concluding no
judgment is passed on the value of entertainment programs, but where there
is a choice to be made as in the instant
proceeding the public interest would be
better served by a preponderance of
programs which educate and instruct
and, as to the latter, likewise entertain."
Preference was given to the WHYY

KNOWS

WHY

LISTENERS

PREFER

IN

ITS

WGY

25-COUNTY

COVERAGE

AREA

■ Characterizing WGY, 203,000* listeners consider WGY more "public spirited" . . . 228,000*
favor WGY as "most helpful" ... and 170,000*
specify WGY as having "best advertising." WGY
competes with 110 other stations for these listener preferences.
■ Only the Politz study tells advertisers who,
what, when, where and why people listen in
Albany, Schenectady, Troy, Northeastern New
York and Western New England. For the complete Politz survey on WGY's 25-county listening audience, contact WGY or your Henry I.
Christal Co. representative.
982-26
*Those expressing an opinion.
810
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WGY
A
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ALBANY-SCHENECTADY-TROY
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broadcast and public service record over
that of Rollins. WHYY was described
as having faithfully fulfilled its proposed programming on WHYY-FM-TV
(ch. 35) Philadelphia. The examiner
took the opposite view concerning Rol- I
lins, charging WAMS Wilmington in |
particular with misleading newscasts
and other violations. A question raised
as to WHYY's proposal to maintain
studios in both Wilmington and Phila- [
delphia was held by that station to be
not significant if a studio is maintained
in the principal city.
Ch. 12 is the only vhf assignment in
Delaware. Storer Broadcasting Co.
formerly operated WVUE (TV) on
that channel.
Other Rollins stations are WNJR
Newark, N. J.; WBEE Harvey, 111.;
WRAP Norfolk, Va.; WGEE Indianapolis, Ind.; WCHS-TV Charleston, W.
Va.; WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla., and
WPTZ (TV) Pittsburgh, N. Y.

el smove
chann
drop
to
FCC
want
(TV)
WTVW
WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind., has
asked the FCC to drop proceedings to
require WTVW to shift from ch. 7 to
ch. 31. The deintermixture case has
been in hearing for several years. The
Broadcast Bureau has recommended
that ch. 7 be shifted to Louisville, Ky.,
making the Evansville area all-uhf.
When the FCC terminated rulemaking to delete eight vhf stations in eight
markets (Broadcasting, Sept. 17), the
commission said it did not feel "selective deintermixture" is a general or
long-range solution to the tv allocations
problem, WTVW said. The commission promised Congress that a moratorium on deintermixture would be allowed
in order to assess the effect of the allchannel set legislation.
If the FCC will not terminate the
WTVW proceeding, the agency should
at least reserve final action for the
period of the moratorium, five to seven
years, to see how all-band set legislation
works out in Evansville, the station said.
Daytimers back plan
for emergency hours
Daytime Broadcasters Assn. told the
FCC last week it supports a commission proposal to provide for fulltime
operation
for daytimers but during
offered emergencies
one modification.
DBA asked that a proposed prohibition against broadcasting music during
emergencies be eliminated. The FCC
had suggested "a low level attention
signal such as a tone." Since keeping
listeners' attention during an emergency
is imperative, DBA said, a monotonous
tone would frustrate this intention but
music would keep an audience.
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Southern Textile Exposition Building, Greenville, S. C, to be completed in 1964, replacing
world-famous Textile Hall, home of the Exposition since 1915. The new structure is expected to
be the finest industrial exposition facility in the Southeast.

WFBC-TV
TEXTILE

SALUTES

THE

EXPOSITION,

22nd
Oct.

SOUTHERN
15-19,1962

The 1962 Southern Textile Exposition in Greenville, S. C, "Textile Center
of the World" will attract exhibitors and buyers of machinery and equipment
from the Americas, Europe and Asia. The biennial Exposition is unique in the
field of textile manufacturing ... a market place for new ideas and improved
methods for making the world's fabrics.
WFBC-TV's own market embraces the largest concentration of textile manufacturing, with 350 mills which employ 250,000 people. They make the fabrics
for America's apparel, household goods and industry.
WFBC-TV Dominates The Greenville-Spartanburg-Asheville Market
of 2 Million People, With $3 Billions in Incomes.

For complete data about the market, the ratings and availabilities, contact
the Station or Avery-Knodel.
The Giant of Southern Skies
-TV

GREENVILLE,

SOUTH

CAROLINA

CHANNEL
4
SERVING GREENVILLE, SPARTANBURG, ASHEVILLE
Represented Nationally by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Affiliated with WBIR-TV, Knoxville, Tenn.
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Democrats

inquire

about tv cutaways
The Democratic National Committee
has told the three television networks
that if there's any way of working out
a five-minute cutaway for local affiliates
to handle political broadcasts it would
like to sit down and talk about it.
The letter of inquiry last week to the
networks from Democratic National
Chairman John M. Bailey said that the
national committee had been receiving
inquiries about the availability of 5minutes during prime time and that if
there is a possibility of securing these
periods, the Democrats would like to
confer about it.
The Democratic move came a week
after all three tv networks informed the
Republican National Committee that
there is no way of working out such a
move (Broadcasting, Sept. 17). This
was based on the GOP's second suggestion— that networks tailor their
prime time programs to permit affiliates
to cut away during the last five minutes
for local political programs.
The Republicans last week announced
the results of a survey made at two
shopping centers in New York area
suburbs which showed, it was stated,
that most people would not object if
network variety shows were bobtailed
to permit the last five minutes to be

HEW to distribute KABC-TV film
Elton H. Rule, ABC vice presi- Washington, D. C, Sept. 20.
HEW will make prints of the film
dent and general manager, KABCTv Los Angeles (1), presents a for each of the fifty states. Produced
master print of a 30-minute film by the ABC o&o, the film features
urging teenagers not to drop out of ABC-TV personality Soupy Sales
school to Anthony J. Celebrez^e,
who presents the message to youngSecretary of the Department of
sters in an entertaining, though seriHealth Education & Welfare, in
ous, manner.

Eliminate

Propagation

From

TV

Your

Fades

Signal

WHAT IS A MICROMEG? It is a low- noise,
low-signal-level RF parametric amplifier. It
is available in several indoor and outdoor
models covering the UHF, 2000MC, and
6000Mc range. Power requirement: 110V
AC. A semiconductor varactor diode causes
amplification by pumping power from a
local RF source to the signal. APPLICATIONS include translators, remote pick-up
broadcasting, inter -city microwave links,
community antenna TV systems.
Please write for the full story.
Installing a Micromeg parametric amplifier is equivalent
to boosting transmitter power four to ten times.

Now you can end fades and washed-out
fringe-area signals simply by inserting a
Micromeg preamplifier between your
relay receiving antenna and the mixer.
Micromeg has the effect of boosting your
transmitter power four to ten times or of
increasing
of ato six-footantenna to the
one size
of 12
20 feet.diameter
In new
installations, a Micromeg will allow you
to space your repeater stations farther
apart
without deterioration of signal-tonoise ratio.

Micromega
Corporation
@
4134 Del Rey Ave., Venice, Calif. / EXmont 1-7137
Creator of advanced microwave systems and components for U. S. space and defense projects.
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used locally for political candidates.
The "limited" survey, involving 100
shoppers, took place at a Yonkers,
N. Y., and a Hempstead, N. Y., shopping center. The question "Would you
object if the last five minutes of some
of your favorite tv variety shows were
given to candidates for governor or
senator to discuss their positions on major issues?" Replying in the negative to
this question were 91 of the 100 pooled,
the GOP said.
In addition, the Republicans said,
eight out of 10 sponsors of "popular
evening musical and variety shows" expressed willingness to shorten their normal time on the air.
Further

look urged

when man 'takes Fifth'
The Broadcast Bureau last week
asked the FCC to enlarge issues in a
comparative am hearing to include the
character qualifications of a principal
in one of the applications who took
the Fifth Amendment several times
during the hearing.
The bureau said it has no quarrel
with the principal's right to invoke his
constitutional privilege and draws no
adverse inference from the fact he did
so. But the bureau said it feels the
questions that the witness refused to
answer were relevant and that no one
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

What market

do you want to sell on Main Street? To reach

Main Street U.S.A., turn at Mutual.

Whatever your market — teen age, young marrieds, blue-collar, executives — you'll find a buying
audience on Main Street U.S.A. And who owns Main Street? Mutual Radio. With 453 listenable
affiliates in Big Town, Littleville, Everywhere.

Want

some

action? Pick your market and head for

Main Street U.S.A. Check the signpost and turn at Mutual Radio. LANDMARK: Mutual Radio delivers 97 of the top 100 markets in America. Mutual Radio 13& A Service to Independent Stations.

mid Corp., of which he was an em-

is "compelled to seek a license before
this commission, he is required to answer all material and relevant questions
of counsel, and that refusal to answer
... is tantamount to refusal to answer

ploye.
Questioned about this suit in the
FCC hearing, Mr. Fox refused to answer on constitutional grounds.

questions of the commission."
The applicant in question is Rockland Broadcasting Co., seeking an am
station in Blauvelt, N. Y., mutually
exclusive with Rockland Radio Corp.
and Rockland Broadcasters Inc., both
seeking a Spring Valley, N. Y., station. Sidney Fox a principal of the
first-named, has been accused in New
Jersey District Court of conspiring to
sell confidential information of Cyana-

FCC grants etv permit,
assigns new channels
The FCC last week, through separate
actions, granted a new educational tv
station and made new uhf channel assignments.
San Mateo Junior College District,
San Mateo, Calif., was granted a construction permit for a new non-

Here's another "border situation" where an American television station gives you a valuable bonus
of Canadian coverage as well as a great and growing U. S. market.
It's WWTV, Cadillac-Traverse City, and our new
satellite WWUP-TV at Sault Ste. Marie!
WWUP-TV is a brand-new operation that adds
35.9% more television homes to WWTV's existing
saturation of most of Northern Michigan. Together
they now cover 874,100 people, with effective buying income of $1,304,145,000 annually!
Ask your distributors around here — ask your
Avery-Knodel man!

WKZO GRAND
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
CREEK
WJEF
RAPIDS
WJEF-FM GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV-FM CADILLAC
TELEVISION
WKZO-TV GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV//WWUP-TV
CADILLAC-TRAVERSE
SAULT STE. CITY
MARIE
KOLN-TV// KGIN-TV
LINCOLN, GRAND
NEBRASKA
ISLAND, NEB.
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WWTV/WWUPTV
CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY / SAULT STE. MARIE
CHANNEL 9
CHANNEL 10
ANTENNACBS 1214'
ANTENNACBS 1640'
• ABCA. A. T.
• ABCA. A. T.
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representative*

Call confusion claimed
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., last
week asked the FCC to stay and
reconsider the agency's grant of
the call letters WIIM-TV to the
interim corporation operating on
ch. 13 Grand Rapids, Mich.
(Broadcasting, Sept. 10).
The "likelihood of confusion"
between the two call letters would
cause injury to the viewing public
and to those having business with
the two tv stations as well as
weakening "the substantial value
and goodwill built up over the
years at great cost in the call letters
WJIM-TV," the Lansing station claimed.

commercial educational tv station to
operate on uhf ch. 14 in that city. The
station is to have a power of 14.7 kw.
In channel assignments: the FCC reserved ch. 49 Rutland and ch. 30 St.
Johnsbury, both Vermont, for educational use (those channels had been assigned commercial.); In Burlington the
reservation was shifted to ch. 22 from
ch. 16 and Windsor was assigned ch.
26 by deleting that channel from Hanover, N. H., and New London, Conn.
The FCC called attention to its plans
to examine the present assignment table
and allotment methods so as to enhance the use of uhf channels. There
was no final decision, but the commission stated that the action it did take
was so that etv plans of the U. of Vermont would not be delayed.
In addition to the above actions the
commission received a petition from
the Board of Regents of Eastern New
Mexico U., Portales, that educational
ch. 3 be shifted from Roswell to
Portales.
Interference
noted

I
|
I
|
I

|
j
|
J
j

lack

by Class IVs

Operation of Class IV local stations
on 1 kw during the daytime has not
produced objectionable interference on
adjacent channels nor has this increased
power brought foreign complaints, the
Community Broadcasters Assn. executive committee was told Sept. 24 at a
meeting in Washington. The Class IV
stations are seeking extension of the
1 kw power provision to night and presunrise operation. Originally they were
allowed only 250 w day and night.
Members of the executive committee are F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., CBA board chairman;
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Ohio, president; John R. Henzel,
WHDL
Olean, N. Y., secretary-treasurer.
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NOW

ON

WMAL-TV
A

NEW

CONCEPT

Audience-tested

IN

LATE

ONE HOUR

Plus Hollywood's

FINEST

11:15

PLAY

PROGRAMMING!

action, adventure, mystery SHOWS
FIRST-RUN

BROADWAY'S

SUN.

NIGHT

P.M.

FINEST

FEATURE

FILMS, and

PLAYS

THUS.

11:30

P.M.

OF
ADJURES

THE

RADISE

WEEK

. 11:30

P.

THRILLER

FRI. 11:30 P.H.
SAT. 11:15 P.M.
TUES.

11:30

P.M.
"Mogambo,"

SURFSIDE

"Don't Go

Near the Water," "Summer
Stock," "Bhowani Junction,"

6

WED.

"Above and Beyond," etc.

11 :30AM.

CHEMTE

tv
lwma
Washington,
D. C.
Evening Star Broadcasting Company
represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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NEXT

MOVE

IN

ASCAP

TIFF

Industry committee report explains court action,
cites anti-BMI attitude during negotiations
ASCAP's insistence on elimination or in tv stations' music-license rates if
regulation of its chief competitor in the broadcasters would give up BMI. The
All-Industry committee rejected the deal
music-licensing business has been — and
(Broadcasting, March 12 et seq.).
promises to remain — one of the critical
elements in efforts to get new tv music
Judge Ruled ■ When negotiations
licenses from the society.
toward an amicable settlement broke
This is evident in a review of negotidown two weeks ago, Judge Sylvester
ations and litigation to date, submitted
J. Ryan of the U. S. Southern District
Court in New York, who is presiding
to the All-Industry Tv Station Music
over this case and heard many of the
License Committee's subscriber-stations
last week by Hamilton Shea of WSVA
settlement negotiations, found ASCAP
Harrisonburg, Va., committee chairman.
could not be forced to issue the clearMr. Shea said final breakdown in ance-at-the-source form of license denegotiations for a settlement of the commanded by the All-Industry Committee
(Broadcasting, Sept. 17).
mittee's lawsuit came when ASCAP
took the position that it would seek an
This, noted chairman Shea, left the
increase in rates unless the settlement
committee with a choice either to forget
about source-clearance and ask the
provided for "divestiture or regulation"
of Broadcast Music Inc., its only major
court to fix rates under the same types
competitor.
of license now in use, or appeal Judge
Moreover, the report continued,
ASCAP has let it be known that it will Ryan's ruling. He continued:
"As to the first alternative, ASCAP
has indicated that it intends to seek a
"oppose any reduction" in ASCAP rates
"by litigating BMI's legality" and by rate increase and to oppose any reduccharging that a rate cut would make the
tion by litigating BMI's legality and
BMI-broadcaster relationship even more
claiming that a rate reduction would
"illegal" than now.
strengthen the alleged illegal relationship between the broadcasters and BMI
For years ASCAP has attacked BMI's
ownership by broadcasters and de- at ASCAP's expense.
manded its divestiture. Last spring in a
"We desire, if possible, to avoid being
settlement plan submitted to the presid- in the middle of a lengthy court fight
ing judge, ASCAP agreed to a 17% cut involving charges between ASCAP and
BMI, particularly in a proceeding to
which BMI is not even a party. Furthermore, we can offer no assurance of a
Top tune trade
substantial rate reduction in such a
A letter from a Washington
station's program director to
Soviet Premier Khrushchev, sent
last February, has resulted in a
"cultural" exchange of 10 popular
records between Moscow and the
Washington station.
Irv Lichtenstein of WWDC requested Russia's top 30 non-classical recordings and last week his
efforts were rewarded when a
package of 10 arrived at the station.
Titles of the Russian tunes
show a marked tendency to sentimental and pastoral themes (for
example, these titles: All Alone
I Stand in the Road, From a Far
Off Land, Evening Bells), while
the American selection reflects a
slightly noisier taste: You Beat
Me to the Punch, Alley Cat and
// / Had a Hammer.
WWDC began interspersing all
10 Russian hits in its normal
broadcast schedule last Thursday.
62

proceeding.
"Our committee believes that the
right to license based on the principle
of clearance at the source offers a sound
solution to the problem with which
we are faced, and that we should not
give up the fight without seeking an
appeal to the Supreme Court."
Unanimous Vote ■ Accordingly, he
said, the executive committee has voted
unanimously to use the authority
granted earlier by the full committee
and file an appeal. The full committee,
he recalled, voted last March to give
the executive committee authority to
appeal verse,ifas he
the had
judge's
opinion
were adindicated
it would
be.
The appeal is due to be filed shortly
by the New York law firm of Donovan,
Leisure, Newton & Irvine, counsel to
the committee.
"I sincerely hope you will now keep
a couple of things in mind," Mr. Shea
said in his report to the approximately
370 stations contributing to his committee's support.
"First, we are not going to the Su-

preme Court rashly. We feel that this
committee has exercised every possible
effort, short of collapsing, to bring about
a fair settlement through discussion and
negotiation. The fact that we have so
far been unsuccessful is due to factors
outside of our control.
"Second, your committee continues
to feel that the television stations of this
country are really entitled to the relief
for which we are asking, and that this
is the time when we ought to put up an
all-out battle to get it. Many station
operators whom we see or hear from
indicate that they agree with this feelHis report said it was "chiefly as a
result of the work of Chuck Tower" —
Charles H. Tower of Corinthian Broadcasting, vice chairman of the All-Industry Committee — that informal discussions between committee members and
ing." were resumed after the comASCAP
mittee's rejection of the March settlement plan.
Solve 'Overall' Problem ■ The report
also confirmed that in subsequent meetings Judge Ryan "indicated that the
objective should be to solve the overall problem," including the so-called
Schwartz case "and regulation of certain
practices and activities on the part of
BMI challenged
that18).
suit" (Broadcasting, July 16, inJune
The Schwartz case is a $150-million
suit filed 10 years ago by 33 ASCAP
songwriters seeking divorcement of
BMI from its radio-tv ownership. There
have been recurrent rumors that it
might be settled out of court.
In settlement conferences during the
summer,
Mr. was
Sheagiven
reported,
consideration
by the"careful
Judge
and counsel for ASCAP and BMI to
formulation of provisions regulating
BMI's practices that might be adopted in
lieu of divestiture and incorporated in
a decree which could then be entered
in the Schwartz suit.
"Hopes for this approach grew when
BMI's counsel, Judge [Samuel] Rosenman, offered to abide by a three-point
policy statement submitted by him.
ASCAP, however, wanted more, and at
achambers
meeting ofon allJuly
parties
in Judge Ryan's
9, settlement
talks
collapsed
ASCAP's
insisted on when
a list of
detailed counsel
provisions
that were unacceptable to BMI. Incidental y, atthe same meeting efforts on
the part of the Court and CBS counsel
to obtain a separate settlement of the
Schwartz suit were equally fruitless,"
said Mr. Shea.
The chairman's report did not further
describe the "three-point policy statement" offered by BMI counsel in the
settlement talks.
Minimum Terms ■ The committee
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

Now it can be told: the 'Emmett Kelly' filming saga
85 backdrops were stashed away in 000 to 15,000 feet of film each day.
On Sept. 21 the last film footage
In feature movies, the production
a second floor space in the studio,
was wrapped up on The Emmett
each labeled in relation to the scripts.
pace is about 1,000 feet of film shot
Kelly Show. The conclusion of filmMr. Brown said that the secret of
ing for the Seven Arts Associates'
for 2 minutes per day, it's said.
Opticals used, according to Mr.
new children's tv series at the New
the filming chore was "preparation."
York studios (on the west side of This paved the way for economy,
Brown, included "every trick in the
45th street) also represented a saga
book." Among these were split screen
speed and "studio personality."
Mr. Kelly said this was his first tv techniques: Mr. Kelly is seen shootof logistics and a unique film production.
ing himself off the screen; telephoning
series (he noted it takes him nearly
The series will consist of 39 onehimself
and playing checkers against
an hour to make up his clown "face"
himself.
half hour programs. Each will have
for the camera — he wears it through
Pantomime & Sound ■ All action
three Looney Tune cartoons from
the working day of 8:30 a.m.-5
the Warner Bros, package to which
p.m.). But he has appeared in tele- is pantomime, with elaborate sound
effects to be used. The different
vision (network tv appearances and
Seven Arts has the rights. The former Ringling Bros, circus clown does
"acts" relate to the point in the carcials).
a few appearances in tv commertoon when the reel starts to roll so
the lead-in, middle and ending for
Director
Brown
believed
that
he
each episode. This meant 117 difthat the kiddie viewers can be "inferent acts filmed over the Sept. 10- would be spending a couple months
jected" into the action, so to speak.
more editing the film and the series
21 period.
The new syndicated series will
be
offered
for sale to advertisers and
Each of the acts represented a
different characterization. A total of would be "in shape" by about Jan. 1 . to stations around the country.
The typical "act" had footage equalShown in the picture (1 to r) : Mr.
117 different scripts were written for
ing about 8-10 minutes of film (this
is cut to 2-4 minutes). It was esti- Kelly; Eric Albertson, producer,
the filming by Eric Albertson, producer for Seven Arts, and Mende
wearing the genuine gorilla overcoat;
mated that the 10-man crew ("hand
and Mende Brown, director.
Brown, director of the series. (Execpicked," said Mr. Brown) shot 10,utive producer: Donald Klauber,
vice president and national sales
manager of Seven Arts.)
The scripts were written, approved
by Mr. Kelly and rehearsed over a
five-month period. Mr. Kelly was
then appearing at Harrah's Lake Tahoe (Nevada) so that the scripts
were sent to him.
In addition, the great circus clown
filmed a series of "I'll-be-back" acts
(gets a penny weight card that promises he'll betabright
back, inora holds
up
a fortune
he finds
Chinese
cookie) .
Animal Kingdom ■ Each of the
acts is different and original, although one of his all-time "greats" —
sweeping up of the spotlight — is included. Of the 117 acts, 51 spots
were made with Mr. Kelly and an
animal (30 different animals). Some

chairman said his group had insisted
on minimum terms that would include
a "substantial" reduction in license fees,
retroactive to expiration date of the old
licenses last Jan. 1 ; willingness to sign a
10-year license agreement with ASCAP,
contingent on approval by the Justice
Dept.; and, if ASCAP accepted such a
license, an undertaking to get the same
sort of license for the same term and
with the same relative reduction from
BMI.
In the final negotiation, Mr. Shea
said, the committee offered to forego
retroactivity and "make the proposed
substantial reduction" in ASCAP rates
"effective only as to future payments."
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But this offer, too, was rejected in
ASCAP's insistence on some sort of
regulation over BMI, he asserted.
Mr. Shea meanwhile sought and received NAB permission to have AllIndustry Committee representatives parferences. ticipate in the coming NAB fall conHe said the representatives would be
Robert H. Smith of WCYB-TV Bristol,
Va., at the Atlanta meeting; Charles
H. Tower of Corinthian at the New
York and Washington meetings; Joseph
A. McDonald, associate counsel to the
committee, at the Chicago conference;
Mr. Shea at the Dallas and Kansas City
sessions, and William Grant of KOA-

TV Denver at the Denver and Portland,
Ore. meetings.
Three CBS stations
still hot for movies
There's no doubt that three CBSowned tv stations plan to continue their
heavy use of feature motion pictures.
WCBS-TV New York, WCAU-TV
Philadelphia and KMOX-TV St. Louis
announced Wednesday (Sept. 26) that
they had purchased 93 Warner Bros,
and 20th Century-Fox feature films just
released to tv by Seven Arts Assoc.
(Broadcasting, Sept. 24). This purchase is in addition to 73 post-'54 Columbia Pictures' features bought from
63

CBS-TV blocks 'Reports'
CBS-TV withheld a CBS Reports
telecast Sept. 26 from three tv stations in the South. The show that
night (7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT) carried
films shot in Mississippi on the dayto-day battle of the Southern Negro
to assert his voting right. The program was entitled "Mississippi and
the 15th amendment."
Stations which were not fed the
program are all in the Mississippi
coverage area: WTOK-TV Meridian;
Screen Gems earlier this month
(Broadcasting, Sept. 17).
It is conservatively estimated that
WCBS-TV alone is paying an average
of over $25,000 for each of the 166
features involved in the two deals (or
over $4.15 million). This reportedly is
the highest per picture price paid yet by
any tv station.
DRYSDALE

OR

SCHIRRA?

World series, space shoot
collide on NBC-TV schedule
NBC-TV's schedule makers learned
last week what "an embarrassment of
riches" means. The National Aeronautics & Space Administration rescheduled its six-orbit manshoot of astronaut Walter Schirra for Oct. 3 —
the day the World Series starts.
Since NBC has World Series rights,
its problem is to schedule its coverage
of these two events so they won't conflict.
Late last week, NBC officials were
beginning to have some idea of what
they may do. They expect, first, to
start pre-launch coverage at Cape Canaveral at 7 a.m., just as the other networks do. None of the tv networks
plan to stay with the flight throughout
the day, assuming the flight proceeds
normally, but all plan to give periodic
reports and return for protracted coverage during the re-entry and recovery
operations
The series opens this year in the National League winner's park, and that
means Los Angeles or San Francisco
and a starting time of 4 p.m. NYT, an
hour or so before astronaut Schirra's
re-entry might commence.
Between Inning Reports ■ Although
coverage plans are not definitely set, it
is expected that if the space flight were
going normally, NBC-TV would carry
the baseball game but offer reports on
the flight between innings. In addition,
the network was considering carrying
constant manshoot reports in a "crawl"
at the bottom of the screen during the
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in Miss, area
WWL-TV New Orleans; WREC-TV
Memphis.
The network did so, apparently
on advice of its legal staff, because
the program was adjudged to include
matter dealing with current judicial
proceedings in Mississippi (and thus
might be construed as prejudicial).
Current proceedings are pending in
courts there regarding alleged irregularities in registration for voting in
the state.

baseball pickups. In case of unusual
developments in the space probe, NBC
officials said, series coverage would be
interrupted to the extent necessary.
Three glimmers of salvation meanwhile could be discerned. One was
that the manshoot might again be rescheduled. Another, not recognized in
California, was that the opening game
might be rained out. A third was that
the National League race might end in
a tie that would result in a playoff that
would be decided in the first two playoff games.
Baseball authorities ruled that if the
race between the Los Angeles Dodgers
and the San Francisco Giants ended in
a tie, the World Series would be postponed from Oct. 3 to Oct. 4 to make
room for a playoff series on Oct. 1,
Oct. 2 and, if necessary, Oct. 3.
Home
revises

Entertainment
structure

Reorganization of Home Entertainment Co. as Home Entertainment Co. of
Los Angeles and formation of Home
Entertainment Co. of America to program and license franchise agreements
of Home Entertainment's system of pay
tv were announced last week by Oliver
A. Unger, chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of the Los Angeles company and chief executive officer of the new national organization.
William Sargeant, inventor of the
system of pay tv the company is promoting, was elected vice president of the
new company, in charge of technical
development and operations. Home
Entertainment Co. of America has acquired all the patents formerly held by
the Los Angeles company, whose stockholders accepted an offer to exchange
all of their shares for an equal number
of shares in the new company. Home
Entertainment Co. of America will
grant Home Entertainment Co. of Los
Angeles an exclusive franchise and
license for the metropolitan Los Angeles
area, including Santa Monica, where
arrangements for installation of the
company's pay tv system have been

completed. General Telephone Co. has
agreed to provide facilities for this service, with construction to start early next
year to meet the target date of Sept. 1,
1963, for the beginning of pay tv program service in that seaside city.
Simplicity and low cost are the outstanding features of the HEC pay tv
system, according to the company. Heart
of the system is the master control center, the size of a hi-fi tuner and costing
$1,000 compared with $30,000 for the
nearestment other
says. system, the company stateThe stockholders of the reorganized
Home Entertainment Co. of Los Angeles
elected nine board members, headed by
Mr. Unger. Other directors are: Mr.
Sargeant, vice president; Windell Corey,
president of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences; Alfred Crown,
motion picture executive; Aaron Frosch,
Maurice Hibbert and Leon Kaplan,
attorneys; Herbert Steinman, financier,
and Henry C. Rogers, president of
Rogers & Cowan, HEC's public relations
firm.
RCA

doubles

of West

room

Coast

units

The film recording and west coast opdepartment of RCA's
Broadcast and erations
Communications
Products
Division is doubling the size of its faciliing. ties with its move from 1560 N. Vine
St. in Hollywood to 2700 Olive St., j
Burbank, a few blocks away from
NBC's West Coast headquarters buildThe Burbank building, leased from
Loson Brothers Realty Co., contains
approximately 30,000 square feet of
floor area and has an adjoining lot with I
parking space for 150 cars. The department designs and produces film
sound recording equipment, tv film and
tape recorders, tv mobile units and
audio systems for movie and tv studios.
It also maintains a tv systems engineering group to provide design, assembly and installation supervision. Increased work load necessitated the j
move, according to Adron M. Miller,
manager, who said the new quarters
will be fully occupied by Nov. 1.
Internal Revenue

freezes

receipts of title bout
Internal Revenue agents seized all
receipts in the Sept. 25 title fight be- I
tween Floyd Patterson and Sonny Liston. Acting to satisfy tax claims against
the promoters, the government last
week froze proceeds estimated at more ;
than $5 million from 260 theatre tv
locations and gate receipts at the fight
in Chicago.
The crackdown was against Championship Sports Inc., promoter of the
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THE

GREAT

N*
CHARLESTON
HUNTINGTO
DEBATE ENDS tt

TOM

GARTEN

AND

AND

JOHN

DON

APRONS

THE

SUPERMARKET

TOM:

"Supermarket" it is, then, erstwhile opponent! And a more fitting appellation for the rich
and verdant 72 counties served by our station
WSAZ-TV, I know not!
JOHN: "Appellation," sir? It is a metaphor which
I should like to extend. Could we not think of ourselves asproprietors of this magnificent market by
virtue of the fact that we manage the one best
means of reaching it?
TOM: A most fruitful application, sir! And could
we not, by the same principle, point to our
market's $1,900,000,000 in retail sales as evidence
of well-stocked shelves ?
JOHN: Droll, Mr. Garten, droll! And I, in my
turn, should like to point to the well-heeled customers of Supermarket — those two millions who
enjoy some 4 billion dollars in annual income.
There is the wherewithal to fill many a bag and cart!
1. Vice President, General Manager, wsaz-tv
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DECIDE

SINCLAIR

TO

GO

DUSINESS

INTO

!!!!!!

TOM: We have, Mr. Sinclair, constructed an
allegory of breath-taking proportion! So let us
once and for all leave off this carping and quibbling
about whether Charleston or Huntington is heart
and hub. Rather, let us once again declare
the advertiser winner! He who, for
single price, probes well beyond both
metropolises!
JOHN: Agreed, sir! We are in business. The business of selling Supermarket. And to that end, might
we not say, "We deliver!"
TOM: And who is being droll now,
Mr. Sinclair? But you have a point!
We do deliver. A point which the Katz
Agency man will happily document!
WSAZ-TV, Channel 3, an NBC Primary'
Affiliate, Division: The Goodwill Stations, Inc.
2. Manager, Charleston Operation, wsaz-tv
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RADIO-TV
Texas

COURT

COVERAGE

judge abets electronic journalism,

admits radio-tv to Billie Sol Estes trial
The burst of radio and television into
sound-on-film mounted on tripods and
hand-held film cameras.
the national scene last week as courtroom journalists at the Billie Sol Estes
A descriptive story detailing the "fortrial in Tyler, Tex., provided temporary
est of equipment" and a microphone
encouragement to the industry's camthat "stuck its 12-inch snout inside the
paign against widespread courtroom
jury box" was carried in the New York
bans against radio and television.
Times Sept. 25, with benefit of threeAll the nation had an intimate view
column headline and photo on page 1.
of proceedings Sept. 24-25 as the Pecos,
The photo showed four film cameras on
Tex., defendant faced a Texas district
tripods and one live camera inside the
court at which Judge Otis D. Dunagan
bar (see photo opposite page).
presided. Over defense objections, the
Newspaper stories of this type plus
routine events of the trial were broadthe complaint by defense counsel tended
cast and still-photographed.
to offset industry satisfaction over Judge
But the long-range industry effort to
gain equal access with print media to Dunagan's grant of permission for
broadcast coverage. Now Radio Telepublic trials now faces several complivision News Directors Assn., NAB and
cations:
other industry groups are working on
■ A group of Texas Bar Assn. memof pooling facilities to show that
bers is attempting to have Canon 35 ways
trials can be covered without a forest
(antibroadcast rule of the American
Bar Assn. ) invoked when a new trial of of equipment.
Mr. Estes starts Oct. 22 in the same
When court opened Sept. 24 broadcourt.
casters were there with their tripods
set
up
and
cameras focused. Word had
■ Their main strategy is directed togone around some time ago that broadward the Oct. 4-6 meeting of the Judicast coverage would be permitted — at
cial Section of the Texas bar, to be held
at Austin.
least until the court ruled on any objection bydefense counsel. WFAA-TV
■ Judge Dunagan may bar broadcasthad two live cameras in the front of the
camera equipment from the courtroom
courtroom. These fed a WFAA-TV
when the case goes on trial again, if the van
stationed outside the courthouse.
judicial group decides to invoke Canon
The van supplied a signal to the station
35.
in Dallas, about 90 air miles to the
west.
■ The presence of seven cameras and
tripods along with microphones in the
Objection ■ As the trial opened councourtroom plus a row of still photograsel for the state said it was ready to
phers will be used to brand broadcasting
proceed
with the trial. John D. Cofer,
as a distracting element upsetting the
decorum of the trial.
Mr. Estes' chief counsel, promptly objected to the broadcast equipment, sayPublic's Eye ■ From the public's pering it would interfere with proper conspective, last week's broadcasts of the
duct of the trial and asking that all tv,
Estes trial were effectively produced.
movie and still cameras be removed.
All three networks used coverage based
Judge Dunagan replied in detail,
on two live cameras placed in the courtgiving
the background for his ruling
room by WFAA-TV Dallas, which had
that cameras could remain in the courta 15-man crew, tv tape equipment and
room. Mr. Cofer said he realized he
a live camera outside the courthouse.
In addition, a half-dozen film cameras
was "getting cranky" with advancing
took footage in the courtroom, both
years but felt the "grinding cameras

fight, and Graff, Reiner & Smith Enterprises Inc., which owned ancillary
rights to the bout (radio, films closed
circuit tv, etc.). The seizure could delay
payment of purses estimated at $282,015 for winner Liston and $1,185,253
for loser Patterson.
The revenue service explained that
all the theatres will be required to surrender the promoters' share of their
receipts to the government until all
tax liabilities involving the two pro66 (PROGRAMMING)

motion firms have been settled. GR&S
estimated that at least 700,000 theatre
seats were sold at an average price of
$6, or $4.2 million. The promoters
said gross gate receipts were $665,420.
TelePrompTer Corp., New York,
which supplied large screen projection
equipment and subleased lines to
GR&S, said it was not involved in the
tax claims and that it had already
been paid by GR&S. TelePrompTer also
purchased the catv rights from GR&S

made it almost impossible for me to
attend to the case and properly represent my client." He pointed around
the courtroom to the cameras and referred to the WFAA-TV van outside
"like at a football game."
Judge Dunagan is understood to have
been considering the merits of broadcasting inthe Estes trial for two months.
He has permitted equipment in his court
in the past and has not "encountered
any difficulty with it" or any detraction
from the witnesses or attorneys, he said
in overruling Mr. Cofer.
Citing tv's growth as a news medium,
he did not see "any justified reason why
it shouldn't be permitted to take its
proper seat in the family circle." In the
court, he explained, tv would be under
strict supervision. He noted he had
viewed in his home the day before, a
sermon from the First Baptist Church
in Dallas. "There wasn't any circus in
that church," he commented.
"They won't be creating a circus in
this courtroom," he said, calling the
importance of a fair and impartial trial
the paramount issue.
Live Only ■ Judge Dunagan laid
down rules prohibiting cameras inside
the bar, except the two live cameras.
He asked a KRLD-TV Dallas film
camera to leave his position but withdrew the request when it was explained
there was insufficient mike cord.
"Under proper supervision I am unable to see how it would prejudice the
defendant for the public to actually look
in and get an eye view of what's actually
going on," Judge Dunagan continued.
"They're going to be reading about it
in newspapers; going to be hearing about
it on radio. I do not care to discriminate between the news mediums." He
banned cameras on the second floor of
the courthouse outside the courtroom
to protect the defendant.
Recognizing the responsibility of
news media to the public, he said they
also have a responsibility to cooperate
with the court and not upset decorum.
At defense request, media men removed their courtroom identity badges
and put them in their pockets. The

and distributed the fight to 125 systems
serving about 250,000 sets. ABC Radio
broadcast the bout.
Film sales...
/ Search For Adventure (Banner
Films) : Sold to W J AC-TV Johnstown,
Pa., and WKBT (TV) La Crosse, Wis.
Now in 51 markets.
Bold Journey (Banner Films Inc.):
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How the Tyler, Tex., courtroom looked at Estes trial
court threatened to withdraw media
privileges if the right of access were
abused.
The courtroom was a small one, the
court noted, adding, "There would be
hundreds of people I think trying to get
in this courtroom to witness this trial
and I believe we'd have less confusion
if they can stay at home and stay out
of the courtroom and look in on the
trial than it would with all those people
trying to crowd in and push. ..."
Two post-trial developments added a
note of encouragement to broadcasters:
■ The board of directors of the Junior Bar Assn. of Texas unanimously
recommended Sept. 26 that Texas trial
judges retain full authority over their
courtrooms, including still and live
photographers.
■ Homa S. Hill, Fort Worth, chairman of the Texas Bar Assn. public
relations committee, recommended that
Texas judges ban Canon 35 from their
ethical document.
Available Light ■ All photographing
at the Estes trial was done in a small
courtroom by available light. KRLDTV Dallas had an Auricon sound-onfilm camera near one of the WFAATV live cameras. It was equipped with
Dupont 931 A film, 160 ASA rating
doubled to 320, and an f 2.2 zoom lens.

Pictures were good, according to Bill
Duke, KRLD-TV news-man. KSLA-TV
Shreveport, La., had a sound-on-film
camera. NBC and CBS had standby
sound-on-film cameras though their
pickups were taken from WFAA-TV's
live pickup. WBAP-TV Ft. Worth, had
a film camera.
Marshall Pengra, KLTV (TV) Tyler,
was credited by Mike Shapiro, WFAATV, with the major role in making
possible the presence of cameras at the
trial. Both had advocated stricter rules
for equipment, contending pools should
be set up for live and for film coverage
to keep the amount of equipment to a
minimum.
William G. Garry, WBBM-TV Chicago, newly elected president of
RTNDA, was in touch with members
of the association's board and the networks last week and with Howard H.
Bell, NAB vice president. They are
considering ways to provide coverage
with minimum pooled equipment if
cameras are allowed in the courtroom
when the case is heard Oct. 22. Mr.
Shapiro said WFAA-TV pickups are
available to anyone. Both emphasized
the problem was aggravated by the
large number of still photographers in
the courtroom and the way they ganged
up on the defendant outside the court

house.
Mr. Bell said he was hopeful ground
rules for courtroom radio-tv pickups
would be strengthened for any future
coverage. This, he added, would provide an answer to critics of broadcast
courtroom reporting.
'Giant Step' ■ Mr. Shapiro described
Judge Dunagan's ruling as "a giant step
in gaining proper recognition of television as a bonafide news medium."
Texas and Colorado are the only

Sold to WSIU-TV Carbondale, 111.;
KTVU (TV) Oakland-San Francisco;
WMBD-TV Peoria, 111.; KOOK-TV
Billings, Mont.; WIIM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich. Now in 88 markets.
Columbia Post-50 Feature Films
(Screen Gems): Group of 73 feature
motion pictures sold to WGAN-TV
Portland, Me. Now in five markets.

sold to WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C;
WPRO-TV Providence, R. I.; WOKR
(TV) Rochester, N. Y.; WSAV-TV
Savannah, Ga., and WTAF-TV Marion,
Ind. Now in 53 markets.

Stores, through Rippey Bucknum Henderson & Co., Denver, for KREX-TV
Grand Junction, Colo.; and to KEYT
(TV) Santa Barbara, Calif.; YVBOCTV Salisbury, Md.; and to CJCB-TV
Sydney and CJCH-TV Halifax, both
Nova Scotia. Now in 109 markets.

Cavalcade of the '60s, group I (Allied Artists Tv) : Feature film package
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The Story of . . . (United Artists
Tv) : Sold to WNHC-TV New Haven,
Conn.; WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa.; to
Tallahassee Federal Savings & Loan
Assn. for WCTV (TV) Thomasville,
Ga. -Tallahassee,
Fla.; to Safeway

two
acceptbeen
ABA's
Canonstates
35. that
Bothrefuse
statesto have
the
scene of historic trials at which broadcast media provided full coverage.
In a resolution adopted Sept. 24 at
the San Francisco convention RTNDA
emphasized
its trial
concern
the citizen's
right
to a fair
but for
expressed
deep
concern at American Bar Assn. delay in
conducting court-coverage experiments
using radio and tv. RTNDA has been
seeking
modification
of ABA's
35 ban against
broadcast
coverage Canon
from
the courtroom.
Unless ABA shows good faith in the
proposed experiments, RTNDA said
officially, it will be impelled to tell the
public
of the
lack of that
cooperation
in efforts
to bar's
demonstrate
use of
broadcast reporting tools and fair administration ofjustice are compatible.

Tarzan Features
Sold to KRDO-TV
Colo., and WILX-TV
Mich. Now in 138

(Banner Films) :
Colorado Springs,
G?
Lansing- Jackson,
markets.

Army's

'Big

Picture'

WITH

MARKS,

IT'S SET

4 HASH

The fall television season is beginning with six new programs on military
themes (see box), but the hoary granddaddy of all such television shows, The
Big Picture, is starting its 12th season
with a new look.
Produced by the U. S. Army at its
studios in Long Island City, N. Y. (the
old Paramount Pictures site), Big Picture will be featured this year on about
360 stations here in the U. S. and at
military installations overseas.
This year, Big Picture is being offered
with a new attitude — new for the Army,
that is. The Army's official tv program isin direct competition with popular network and syndicated features;
therefore its producers say it should be
promoted and regarded, now that it almost saturates the top 100 markets, as
professionally-produced and meaty tv
fare, something stations can sell around,
although not within.
The program began as a local experiment on WTOP-TV Washington, when
producer Lloyd W. Dennis Jr. (now
vice president and general manager of
WTOP-AM) okayed an idea offered
by then- 1st Lt. Rusty Bruton, who had
been recalled to the Army in July 1951
for the Korean crisis and stationed at
the Pentagon. Mr. Bruton, now production manager of WSB-TV Atlanta, recalled in an interview that he thought
television hadn't been doing "as good a
job on Korea as I thought it should at
that time."
Mr. Bruton suggested a program to
WTOP-TV which would use 20 minutes
of footage shot by the Army during the
Korean War, to be followed by instudio interviews with servicemen who
had been in the combat area shown on
film. Begun under the title The Blue
Badge, the series featured then-Col.
W. W. Quinn (now a lieutenant general and deputy director of the Defense

Networks

COMPETE

WITH

Intelligence Agency) as host-narrator.
WTOP-TV had agreed to a 13 -week
series, Mr. Bruton said, but after about
three episodes, he was summoned to
the office of Secretary of the Army
Frank Pace.
Command Performance ■ Puzzled,
the young lieutenant recalls his surprise
when Secretary Pace asked him if it
would be all right if the Army were

than

ever

NETWORK THEME
has in the can programs with Craig
Stevens, Gregory Peck, Henry Fonda,
James Arness, Dick Groat, Bud Wilkinson and Louis Jourdan. The Army says
Bob Hope has agreed to appear and
said Bing Crosby would, too. Arrangements are being worked out with other
personalities.
"We have been very fortunate lately
in securing the services of many celebrities as host-narrator . . . performing
virtually for nothing, accepting a small
mandatory fee," said Lt. Col. William
T. Ellington, chief of the Tele-Radio
Branch in the Army information office,
who formerly was a film producer for
the Department of Defense.
Tint Coming Up ■ Color is another
innovation
The season.
Big Picture's
tive effortinthis
Up competito eight
episodes will be shot in color, and will
be made available to stations with color

Lt. Col. Ellington
After saturation, then what?
to adopt his television series as the official Army television program.
"Yes, sir!" blurted Lt. Bruton.
The show was quickly moved to
WCBS-TV New York where it soon
became the syndicated, all film program
it now is.
Then-Capt. Carl Zimmerman was the
first host-narrator, and while that format has been used ever since, it returns
this season with a new twist. Bucking
tv's big name shows, Big Picture already

offer six series in martial mode

Network tv programmers are serving up an assortment of new shows
with military themes this season.
Three are on ABC-TV, three on
NBC-TV; CBS-TV has none at this
time. The entrees:
On ABC-TV: Combat (Tuesday,
7:30-8:30 p.m.), about World War
II; Gallant Men (Friday, 7:30-8:30
p.m.), also about World War II; and
McHale's Men (Thursday, 9:30-10
p.m.), a comedy about a PT boat
commander in the Pacific, also dur68 (PROGRAMMING)

TO

bigger

ing World War II.
On NBC-TV: Don't Call Me
Charlie (Friday, 9:30-10), adventures or misadventures of an Army
lieutenant who is a veterinarian and
stationed in Paris; McKeever and the
Colonel (Sunday, 6:30-7 p.m.), a
comedy about a retired Army officer
who is commandant of a military
school; and Ensign O'Toole (Sunday,
7 p.m.), a comedy about a Navy
officer's antics on a destroyer in the
Pacific.

equipment.
A committee of Army information
chiefs meets quarterly to draft program
ideas and set up shooting budgets. (Officially, about $15,000 per show, but
some have well exceeded that figure.)
The Army Pictorial Center takes over
from there, assigning story themes to
project officers and to civilian writers.
A pool of directors and camera teams
composed
of the
bothprograms
civiliansfrom
and script
GI's
then
produces
to print at a rate of one every nine days.
Crews shoot much film on location (and
may work on several shows at once to
library
the Army'sexamined
money),
savecombat
of
film but
is frequently
for pertinent footage.
No episode is distributed without a
final okay from the Pentagon. Some
shows have been held up for significant
revision.

The program is viewed now by more
persons than at any time in its 11 -year
are disthe Army.
history, said
covering arenewed
interest"Wein The Big
Picture," said Col. Ellington. "The
American people want a complete, factual report on what the U. S. Army
soldier is doing as he takes up his station along the frontiers of freedom
across the world," he explained. There
has been a steady increase in station
requests for the show since the Berlin
crisis and the reserve call-up.
The Army prints 124 copies of each
episode, about one print for each three
stations. A print shortage is overcome
by a re-run schedule. Shows for regular
summer re-runs are chosen by an Army
committee which selects the 13 best
episodes of a concluding season. The
program is in all of the top 100 U. S.
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WHY

A

BUY

WHOLE

HALF

ONE

A

PROCESSOR

COSTS

Model
700

ALLEN
ARE

YOU

LESS

WHEN

?

CUSTOM-ENGINEERED MODELS TO YOUR
SPECIFICATION FOR INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY USES.

REVERSAL

COMPLETE.

DOWN

TO

PROCESSORS
THE

LAST

ACCESSORY
CHEMICAL RECIRCULATION

Features include:

DAYLIGHT LOADING

■ ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED
INFINITELY VARIABLE SPEEDS UP
TO 60 FEET PER MINUTE

COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
OPERATION

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION

■ AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL

HEAT AND REFRIGERATION

LOW MAINTENANCE

COMPLETE PLUMBING

When you compare the prices of the completely self-contained ALLEN PROCESSORS against other makes (those with "hidden
extras"), you will be amazed at the money you can save. For full information on the model "700" (pictured) or other models available, call or write.
•delivery call.. col
„ ,
For immediate
lect.
# LEASE PLANS AVAILABLE
WHERE THE PROS GO...
CAMERA
EQUIPMENT
CO., INC.
FIRST IN, SALES, SERVICE. RENTALS AND REPAIRS
SUBSIDIARY OF CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
315 West 43rd St. • JUdson 6-1420

HIALEAH, FLORIDA
51 East 10th Ave. • TUxedo 8-4604

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
6510 Santa Monica Blvd. • Hollywood 9-8321

DEALERSHIP
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INQUIRIES INVITED
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KHJ-TV's

programming

strategy

pays

off in billings
stars to conduct the KHJ-TV showings of their greatest hit pictures to
a two-hour symphonic "Concert Under the Stars" atJuly
Hollywood
Bowl
(Broadcasting,
30).
More to Come ■ Now comes Phase
Three. Essentially, this is to get the
children
to tuneand
in KHJ-TV
at
4city's
each
afternoon
watch kid
shows until 7 p.m., when Art Linkletter's People Are Funny is supposed
to hold them on KHJ-TV and add
their parents, who are then (the
theory goes) ready to let the dial
stay at ch. 9 while they watch a onehour re-run of a program with a

Faces are wreathed in smiles at
KHJ-TV Los Angeles these days. A
look at the station's September business indicates a gross of about $470,000 for the month, or possibly more,
a gain of roughly 40% from the
same month last year. National billings of about $225,000 are some
60% ahead of a year ago; local billings of $245,000 or more run roughly 30% ahead of September 1961.
This auspicious start of a new tv
season coincides with some program
innovations that represent the third
phase of a continuing plan for survival instituted by Mai Klein, when
he took over at KHJ-TV in May
1960. Having come to the West
Coast seven-station tv market from
the other one, New York, on the
East Coast, where he had managed
WNTA-TV, Mr. Klein knew the
need for a workable plan to keep an
independent station alive and on its

querque, Big Picture is on each of the
four television stations there. In addition, itis distributed to troops overseas
through the U. S. Armed Forces Radio
& Tv Service.
The Army gets off-tv (troop information) mileage out of the prints, which
are shown in its post theaters and class
rooms, and provided free to service
clubs, schools and youth groups.
The first show of the new season
features President John F. Kennedy's
visit to West Point early this summer
and will be shown this week.
70

feet in a seven-station battle royal.
KHJ-TV had already established
itself as the movie station of Los
Angeles with a library of theatrical
motion pictures that provided most
of its programming. Mr. Klein promoted this with a vigorous MAYFE
(Movies are your finest entertainment) campaign. He offered special
packages of movies with special appeal to special audience segments
which certain types of advertisers
wanted to reach (Shirley Temple pictures for a toy manufacturer is one
example) and sales started to climb.
Phase Two was sports and specials.
KHJ-TV got the tv rights to the Los
Angeles Angels to give it 26 big
league baseball games each summer
and to the Los Angeles Lakers to
round out the sportscast schedule
with professional basketball during
the winter months. The specials have
ranged from getting old-time movie

Former

MCA

talent agents

now operate as IMA-UTM
United Talent Management Ltd. and
International Management Assoc., both
formed shortly after MCA dissolved its
talent agency this summer (Broadcasting, July 30), began operating as a
joint enterprise Sept. 26, according
to Edwin K. Greene, UTM president,
and Herbert T. Brenner, IMA president.
Some 26 former MCA employes are
associated in the IMA-UTM amalgama-

proved audience
appeal. onThere's
Adventures in Paradise
Monday,
Maverick on Tuesday and Sugarfoot
on Thursday, all fresh in syndication
after lengthy runs on ABC-TV; First
Night, a dramatic anthology series
originally onandCanada's
CBC,Boys,
on
Wednesday,
The Bowery
comedy movie series specially edited
for tv. By this time it's 8:30 p.m.,
when the Million Dollar Movie beMr. Klein and Don Balsamo, general sales manager, have been spreadgins.ing the story of KHJ-TV's new programming far and wide, starting with
summer cruises abroad the good ship
MAYFE for New York timebuyers
(Broadcasting, Aug. 27) and including "Tv's Shortest Pitch" to San
Francisco buyers (who were given
stopwatches to time it) in mid-September. In Los Angeles, huge moving vans, labeled "The Big Shows
Move
to Channel
and aAbertano,
six-footsix brunette
model,9,"Linda
helped radio spots and newspaper
space to pass the news along to potential viewers.
In the picture, Milt Klein, KHJTV salesman (no relation to Mai),
kneels in front of Miss Abertana,
who gets a little support from Sales
Manager Balsamo.

tion. Talent areas covered by the two
firms include tv, radio, motion pictures,
personal appearances, concerts, supper
clubs, fairs and special events. New
talent brought into either agency will be
covered
jointly by various departments
in
each company.
The companies' personnel will share
office space in New York (Time & Life
Bldg.) and on the West Coast (office
space is being sought in Beverly Hills).
UTM will maintain present offices in
Chicago and Las Vegas and will service
both agencies' clients.
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Photography Courtesy Reeves Sound Studios, Inc.
New

RCA

recorder

• Permits 50% Cost Reduction
in Tape Inventory
• Reduces Tape Storage Space
• Cuts Tape Distribution Expense

development
at 7Vi or 15

enables

you

ips — without

to operate

any RCA

sacrificing compatibility

This new engineering advance, available only for RCA TV Tape Recorders, combines
all the benefits of standard quadruplex recording with the savings of half-track recording. Itprovides for tape speed to be switchable from conventional 15 inches per second
to half speed at IV2 ips.
Since this new approach uses quadruplex recording, tapes are interchangeable with
other standard machines. Regular 2-inch tape is used. Standard editing techniques
are employed. There are no picture discontinuities. And there is no discernible difference in resolution. You get the same high quality that you are now getting from RCA
recorders.
HOW IT WORKS: A new RCA headwheel assembly and capstan motor make it
possible to use half-track recording and to cut tape operating speed in half. The new
recorded track is only 5 mils wide as compared with 10 mils for conventional recording.
As a result, twice as many tracks can be recorded on the same length of tape— permitting
twice as much programming to be packed on a standard reel.
See your RCA Broadcast Representative for complete details. Write RCA, Broadcast
and Television Equipment, Dept. N-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television

THE

FCC

calls

radio

MEDIA

birth-control

study

DEC. 5-6 SET AS DATES AFTER CONFERENCE WITH NAB GROUP
The mutual search of FCC and NAB
will produce information that will help chairman's idea "a splendid suggestion"
for an answer to the overpopulation
the Commission in consideration of pol- and promised NAB's cooperation. NAB
icies helpful to the industry and the officially endorsed the Minow proposal
problem plaguing radio stations culmiin a formal convention resolution.
nated last week in agreement for an
public," Mr. Meagher said.
open hearing scheduled Dec. 5-6, with
Among topics suggested by the chair"Many comprehensive research projDec. 7 available if extra time is needed.
man for mutual study were tightening
ects are under way. From what we now
Dates for the hearing were described
have learned there is good indication
of engineering standards, station mergers, the future of radio networks, the
by NAB as tentative because of a conthat substantial progress can be made
flict with NBC radio and tv affiliates
through establishment of stricter engi- number of commercials and financial
sessions set for Dec. 4-5 in New York.
neering standards and adherence to qualifications of applicants.
Agreement on an open hearing in them. NAB has no interest whatever
A detailed analysis of radio's comDecember was reached Tuesday at a in seeking to alleviate any of the
petitive problems was given in Broadtroublesome situations encountered in
joint luncheon meeting of staff groups
casting's Perspective 1962 report
(Broadcasting, Feb. 9). It showed
some areas if the price for relief would
representing the commission and association. The two had met last June 4. be some form of utility-type regulaexamples of important markets and the
In scheduling an open hearing, the
amount of revenue available to growBesides its staff studies, Mr. Meagher
ing numbers of radio stations.
Commission gives up its regular WedRetiring FCC Commissioner John S.
nesday (Dec. 5) meeting agenda. Sit- said, NAB may retain consultants to
Cross believes the FCC-NAB study may
help
ting en banc and flanked by staff peotion."prepare material for the hearing.
One study alone, he said, involves five produce helpful results if it centers on
ple, the FCC will hear witnesses seweeks of time for two people.
lected by NAB to present many aspects
tighter engineering standards. But he
sees a problem for broadcasters if they
of the overpopulation problem. The
A call for action to relieve radio's
open hearing provides an opportunity
overpopulation was sounded April 2 at let economic factors get into the studies,
for others interested in the crowded
the NAB convention by President Le- noting that free enterprise means comradio spectrum to offer their views.
petition (See Cross interview page 44).
Roy Collins (Broadcasting, April 9).
pointed to the hazards of letting
Both FCC and NAB are conducting
He called attention to a point of di- He
staff research into such matters as enminishing returns in station income as study.
public-utility type factors enter the
the radio spectrum becomes more
gineering standards, history of frequencrowded.
cy usage, white areas (not receiving
Representing
FCC at Minow
last week's
conference
were the
Chairman
and
primary service); number of communiMinow proposal ■ The next day
Commissioners T. A. M. Craven, Rosel
ties receiving one, two, three and four
Chairman Minow proposed "an insignals and similar matters.
formal, face-to-face shirtsleeves workH. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley and Frederick W. Ford; Kenneth A. Cox, chief,
NAB's role ■ NAB's role in the
ing conference" to discuss the present
overpopulation study is directed by art of radio broadcasting. "We are so broadcast bureau; James E. Barr, assistant chief, broadcast bureau, and James
George C. Hatch, KALL Salt Lake
busy grinding out grants of new liO. Juntilla, assistant to Mr. Cox; H. H.
censes that we need to step back and
City, chairman of the Radio DevelopGoldin, chief, research and education;
ment Committee, and John F. Meagher,
take a look at why we're doing it," he John Cushman, assistant to chairman;
added.
NAB radio vice president.
Gov. Collins promptly termed the Henry Geller, associate general coun"We're hoping the combined studies
sel.
For NAB: President LeRoy Collins;
Mr. Hatch; Carl Lee, Fetzer Stations,
Sowell opposes government economic controls
representing NAB Radio Development
Committee on engineering problems;
To demonstrate that broadcasting
"We want no 'soil bank' program
such as the farmer has been saddled
Douglas A. Anello, general counsel;
is suffering economically from overJames H. Hulbert, manager, broadcast
with and no plowing under of exist- crowding, he noted the addition of
personnel and economics; Vincent T.
ing stations," said F. C. Sowell, vice nearly 1,700 radio stations to the
Wasilewski, executive vice president;
president and general manager of national total over the past decade,
Paul Comstock, government relations
WLAC Nashville, in a state-of-thecoupled with the ever growing number of tv stations.
vice president, and Mr. Meagher.
industry message to the Tennessee
Assn. of Broadcasters last week.
He said station incomes have inMr. Sowell, an outspoken critic
WNDT (TV) back to air,
creased but not to a degree comof government interference in radio
mensurate with expenses, so that inbut strike continues
dividual operators are not realizing
and tv, suggested that the broadcastA performers union strike against
a reasonable profit.
ing industry's ills can best be cured
In his stand against government
by a natural economic elimination
WNDT (TV) Newark-New York conof stations in overcrowded markets.
tinued last week (Broadcasting, Sept.
subsidization of the industry he said,
He said this can be effective only if "The FCC could very easily solve
24), but the new ch. 13 etv station returned to the air Sept. 24 for the first
the FCC refuses to grant licenses to the problem of overcommercialization
on
existing
stations
by
paying
time since its inaugural program on
applicants for stations that have gone
off the air "for one reason or an- for the spots we don't broadcast.
Sept.
There16. were indications a formal pact,
But again I say we want no part of
other"
in
areas
already
saturated
with stations.
ending the jurisdictional dispute, would
subsidies."
be signed late last week. Representa72
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KONO-TV
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SAN

ANTONIO

tower in Bexar County, Texas

KONO-TV's new tower, 33 feet
taller than the Empire State Building,
will give wide
estimated

area

that 185,000

coverage.

It is

additional homes
will be covered.

THE

KLINE
One

"TOWER

PACKAGE"

contract with one

responsible

firm covers —
Tower, Lights, Erection
(elevator if desired)
—

that's the Kline "tower

package".

Towers are designed to meet all
conditions and RETMA specifications
are strictly followed.

// you want

to go up.. Up.. UP , call on

KLINE
KIMCO

TOWERS

P. O. Bex 1013
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WBAL's Broadcast Center
WBAL-AM-FM-TV Baltimore
dedicated its Broadcast Center last
week (Sept. 26) amidst a gathering
of industry and political dignitaries.
The $2 million structure is located
on a 4V2 acre hilltop site near the
city's population
and consolidates within its center
four levels
all the
stations' studios and equipment.
Former Maryland governor and
Baltimore mayor, Theodore R. McKeldin, was toastmaster at a dedication dinner in one of the Center's
three tv studios. NBC Newsmen
Chet Huntley and David Brinkley
joined the station vice presidents
and general managers, Brent O.
Gunts, WBAL-TV and Thomas S.
Carr, WBAL-AM-FM for the ceremonies.
Top executives of the Hearst Corporation, station licensee, also were
there: Richard Berlin, president of
the corporation; William Randolph
Hearst Jr., chairman of the board;
George Hearst Sr., vice president;
and D. L. Provost, vice president
and general manager of the radio
and television division.
Vice presidents and general managers of five Hearst stations attended, as did FCC Commissioner Rosel
Hyde, Broadcast Bureau Chief Kenneth Cox, NAB President LeRoy
Collins, Executive Vice President of
NBC Radio Wm. K. McDaniel,
NBC-TV Vice President and Directives of WNDT and the American Federation of Tv & Radio Artists resumed
negotiations last Wednesday. Progress
in drawing up the contract was reported to be slow.
WNDT started broadcasting at 8
p.m. Tuesday after station engineers,
members of Local 1212 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, crossed the AFTRA picket
line. Stagehands, members of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes, returned to work Wednesday
morning. AFTRA withdrew its pickets
late Tuesday, but the union said the
line could be re-established.
Donald F. Conaway, national executive secretary of AFTRA, explained the
union's position at a news conference
last Tuesday. He said negotiations had
broken off the previous day when agreement could not be reached on
AFTRA's claim of "traditional" jurisdiction over "moderators, m.c.'s and
program hosts." Both sides had agreed
earlier on a six-month "moratorium"
followed by a National Labor Relations
Board election among all persons who
had appeared on the station during the
74 (THE MEDIA)

opens

in Baltimore

Gov. Tawes, Mr. Carr, and Mr. Gunts
tor of Sales Dan Durgin, Maryland
Governor J. Millard Tawes, Sen. J.
Glenn Beall (R-Md.) and a long list
of other notables.
The center is fully equipped for
color tv and contains 70,000 square
feet of studio and office space.
Other features: one tv studio contains two bowling lanes; an electric
dumbwaiter speeds delivery of film
and tape between floors; two millionwatt transformers supply Center
power; a film and video-tape delegation system permits use of six film
projectors or four videotape units in
any combination.
Architect for the building was
Fulmer & Bowers, Princeton, N. J.;
Lewis C. Bowers & Sons Inc., Princeton, was contractor and technical design was by John T. Wilner, vice
president and director of engineering, The Hearst Corp.
six months, except staff announcers,
specialists who didn't appear more than
three times, government officials and
political candidates for office. He said
this proposal was "solely" AFTRA's
suggestion.
WNDT insists that its program moderators, hosts and m.c.'s will be generally "non-performers." Mr. Conaway
charged the station with "trying to
build a wall" between professionals and
so-called non-performers.
Wometco Inc. income
new quarterly report

up:

Wometco Enterprises Inc. reported
its net income for the third quarter of
1962 ending Sept. 8 was $400,834 (36
cents per share), up 34.8% over the
$297,462 (27 cents per share) net income for the same period last year.
Wometco's gross for the 1 2-week period
was $4,184,814, compared to $3,797,053 in the same period in 1961.
Wometco's net income for the first
36 weeks of 1962 was $1,317,031
($1.19 cents per share) compared to

$889,472 (80 cents per share) for the
1961 three quarters. Per share earnings
are adjusted for the 10% stock dividend
paid last January. Gross income for
the 36-week period was $13,099,915,
up 23.5% over the $10,610,656 in
1961. The interim report shows that
$933,551 (71%) of earnings has been
retained, and $383,480 (29%) has been
paid out in dividends.
Wometco owns WTVJ (TV) Miami,
Fla.; WLOS-AM-FM-TV Asheville,
N. C; KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.,
and 47.5% of WFGA-TV Jacksonville, i
Fla. The company also owns theatres
in Miami and West Palm Beach, the j
Miami Seaquarium, vending operations
in Florida, Panama and the Bahamas,
and holds the Pepsi Cola and Canada
Dry franchises in the Bahamas.
ABC Radio Network signs
nine more radio stations
ABC Radio last week announced
the addition of nine new stations and
the increase of a 10 kw affiliate to
50 kw.
KWJJ Portland, Ore., becomes the
network's 12th 50 kw outlet and is the
sixth announced in the past three
months. Robert R. Pauley said the new
high-power stations put it closer to
being a "balanced network," which he
defined as one with a "certain number
of 50 kw stations to umbrella its cover- (
age
tions.from within" by lower-powered staNew ABC Radio affiliates: WDSM j
Duluth, Minn. -Superior, Wis. (710 kc,
5 kw); CFKH Toronto, Ont. (1430 kc,
10 kw); WDSK Cleveland, Miss. (1410
kc, 1 kw day); WAGN Menominee,
Mich. (1340 kc, 250 w day, 250 w
night); WTIP Charleston, W. Va. (1240
kc, 1 kw day, 250 w night) ; KORK Las
Vegas, Nev. (1340 kc, 250 w); WJBS
Deland, Fla. ( 1490 kc, 250 w) ; WMAP
Monroe, N. C. (1060 kc, 250 w day);
and
KDOL Mojave, Calif. (1340 kc,
100 w).
ABC Radio now has 424 affiliates.
Happy with internship,
WDBJ-TV urges others
WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va., which
has just completed its first news internship program, is looking to next
year for possible expansion of the idea
into other station departments.
The station selected Clarence Renshaw, who with his classmates at the
Lee Memorial Journalism School,
Washington & Lee U., Lexington, had
been commuting 54 miles to the station for weekly classes. During the
summer Mr. Renshaw was integrated
into the WDBJ-TV news department,
where he eventually handled assignments normally assigned to regular
newsmen of the staff. He also aired
a daily five-minute newscast.
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KLYSTRONS

SK-220,

221, 222

6,000

Series

Hr.

Warranty

10,000
Life

H

I

r.

Expectancy!

Available now from your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor
—a full complement of high-reliability reflex Klystrons for local
oscillator and transmitter applications featuring:
Warranted prorated life of 6,000 hours' actual operation when
tubes are operated within specified ratings. (Coverage extends
to IV2 years after manufacturer's shipping date. Replacement,
if required, with prorated credit will be made through your
Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor.)
10,000 hours' life expectancy. Utilizing improved materials
and seals, Sylvania SK-220, 221, 222 undergo exceptionally
high bake-out temperatures to eliminate gas-developing contaminants, extend useful life.
Reduced maintenance requirements. Improved pre-tuning
methods minimize initial field adjustments. Extraordinary electrical stability combined with low temperature coefficient reduce
frequency adjustments throughout long life. Further, the requirement ofone hour's operation every six months of storage
is eliminated.
Gain the advantages of long life, reduced maintenance, reduced
cost per hour of operation offered by Sylvania SK-220, 221,
222 series. Delivery and price information are no more than a
phone
away atBOOKLET,
your SylvaniaSylvania
Industrial
Tube Distributor's.
For thecallFREE
Microwave
Products,
write to Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., 1 100 Main Street, Buffalo 9, N. Y.
Frequency
(mc)
5925-6225
6125-6425
6425-6575
6575-6875
6875--7125
7125-7425
7425-7750
7750-8100

Sylvania
Type
SK-220F,
SK-220E, 222F
222E
SK-220G, 222G
SK-220D,
SK-220C, 222D
SK-220B, 222C
SK-220A, 222B
SK-220Z, 222A
222Z

Frequency
(mc)
5250-5560
5860-6160
5985-6285
6285-6585
6505-6705
6705-7005
6955-7255
7255-7555
7550-7850

Type
Sylvania
SK-221H
SK-221K
SK-221F
SK-221E
SK-221G
SK-221D
SK-221C
SK-221B
SK-221A

Available at O.E.M. prices in quantities of 1-99
from your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor

SUBSIDIARY

GENERAL]

Of=

GENERAL
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New

educational

fm

network

EIGHT-STATION LINEUP HOPES
The new fm radio network operated
by the National Educational Radio &
Tv Center starts its first formal program
service today (Oct. 1). Educational
Radio Network, a division of the center,
will start broadcasting seven hours of
programs a day.
The fm network, which presently
includes eight non-commercial stations
from Boston to Washington, may expand to become eventually a national
service for am and fm non-commercial
stations, according to the center.
Educational Radio Network operates
as an interconnected system that was
developed a few months before the new
network joined the center under the
terms of a grant by the Ford Foundation
(Broadcasting, July 9). Stations are
interconnected for a two-way broadcast
using fm multiplexed subchannels, land
lines and off-the-air relay.
Donald Quayle, director, last week
said the program service will stress the
interconnected stations' capability of
getting authorities in Washington, Philadelphia, Boston and New York "sound
each other out on the meaning behind
the day's news in their field and let the
radio audience hear the discussion."
To emphasize the significance of this
type of service, Mr. Quayle said "many
radio stations restrict coverage of news

starts

today

TO GO NATIONWIDE
from Washington to no more than 40
seconds out of a five-minute broadcast
once each hour."
The new network's programs will include a nightly news broadcast from
Boston by Louis Lyons, curator of the
Nieman Foundation for Journalism;
talks (during the first week) by Willy
Brandt, Max Lerner, and Ralph Bunche;
discussions of classic and current books;
the
President's
news and
conference;
reviews
of science
businessweekly
news
and UN developments. Also featured
will be music and news background programming from abroad, produced by
the Broadcasting Foundation of America
(international division of NETRC).
Stations in the network: WGBH-FM
Boston; WFCR (FM) Amherst, Mass.;
WAMC (FM) Albany, N. Y.; WRVR
(FM) New York; WHYY (FM) Philadelphia; WAMU (FM) Washington;
WSCH (FM) Hartford, Conn., and
WAER (FM) Syracuse, N. Y. Network
studios at 10 Columbus Circle, New
York, will originate a few programs, but
most will be produced by the stations.
Mr. Quayle said that "by the end of
1963, we should be able to know
whether or not there is a place for a
national network of this type, a service
. . . calling on outstanding newsmakers
in all fields from coast to coast."

WIS

licensee buys

Florida catv system
Broadcasting Co. of the South made
its first move into community antenna
system ownership last week when it
bought a system in Ocala, Fla., for
approximately $250,000.
The 1 Vz -year-old catv system has
650 subscribers, but has a potential of
4,000. The Jerrold-built five-channel
system utilizes a 300-foot tower and
more than 43 miles of coaxial cable.
It picks up WJXT (TV) and WFGATV Jacksonville, WDBO-TV and
WLOF-TV Orlando, and WESH-TV
Daytona Beach.
Operating WIS-AM-TV Columbia,
S. C, and WSFA-TV Montgomery,
Ala., BCS also has applied for a catv
franchise in Florence, S. C. (Broadcasting, June 11). Opposing BCS for
the Florence franchise is Jefferson
Standard Life Insurance Co., owner of
WBTW (TV) Florence and of WBT
and WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
G. Richard Shafto, executive vice
president of the BCS stations, earlier
this summer acquired a personal interest in catv systems at Myrtle Beach,
Conway and Georgetown, all in South
Carolina (Broadcasting, June 25).
AP editors honor
3 broadcast groups
Associated Press Managing Editors
Assn. has awarded citations to several
radio and tv stations for their outstanding cooperation in the coverage of news
events.
KNBC San Francisco was named for
News Editor Bill Reddy's tip on the
escape of three convicts from Alcatraz.
WCYB-AM-TV Bristol, Va., received
credit for consistent and thorough dayto-day coverage of news in southwest
Virginia, under the direction of Robert
H. Smith, president-general manager,
and Walter Crockett, news director.
KRLD-AM-TV Dallas received a citation for News Director Edmund Barker's series of interviews with Vernon
Spears, a convict, who admitted that a
confederate probably carried a bomb
aboard an airliner which crashed into
the Gulf of Mexico.

WPEN gives sales story lowdown
Leading the discussion (standing) :
A weekend series of workshops
Erwin Rosner, WPEN general sales
sessions was held by WPEN Philadelphia to inform executives of Am
manager. Seated at the table directly
Radio Sales Co., a New York radio
in front of Mr. Rosner are (1-r) Wilrepresentative firm, about the sta- mot H. Losee, president of the sales
tion's sales story. The firm starts firm, and William H. Sylk, president
work for WPEN today (Oct. 1) of William Penn Broadcasting Co.,
WPEN licensee.
(Broadcasting, Sept. 24).
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Media reports...
Now on air ■ KLOM Lompoc, Calif.,
a daytimer, is to begin broadcasting
today (Oct. 1) with 1 kw on 1330 kc.
Clifford Trotter, president-manager,
formerly an account executive with
KCBS San Francisco, noted his station
is the first new one in his area since
the development of missile testing at
Vandenberg Air Force Base, resulting
in rapid growth for the Santa Barbara
County market.
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Better local spots mean more money for you.
And now you can produce them with your VTR.
It's possible with the Ampex Electronic Editor
operating with Ampex Inter-Sync. The Electronic Editor allows you to assemble, insert,
add effects or make changes electronically until
you get just what you want to see — all without
cutting an inch of tape. Add a Special Effects
Generator and you have every conceivable transitional effect at finger-tip control. There's no
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

need for specially trained film crews. Your own
staff can handle every job. Another Ampex accessory for better programming: Amtec— an
automatic time element compensator that gives
you geometrically perfect pictures. For more
information write the only company providing
recorders, tapes and memory devices for every
application: Ampex Corporation, 934 Charter
Street, Redwood City, California.
Sales, service throughout the world.
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FALL
NAB

CONFERENCES

meetings,

delegates

READY

IV2 days each, start in mid-month;

to pick sessions nearest them
his second autumn series.
NAB's annual Fall Conference series,
comprising eight meetings starting Oct.
The opening meeting at Atlanta will
15 at the Dinkler-Plaza Hotel in set the pattern for the series. The first
morning consists of a general assembly;
Atlanta, will be expanded into IVi-day
Gov. Collins will address a luncheon;
programs instead of the one-day-only
format tried out last year.
separate radio and tv meetings will be
The conferences are scattered around
held in the afternoon; a reception winds
key transportation centers in all parts
up the day (no dinner is scheduled).
of the country. NAB members can pick
General Assembly ■ A general asthe most convenient location, since the
sembly the second morning will end
meetings no longer follow arbitrary
up in a question-and-answer roundgeographical lines (see schedule in table. Adjournment is at noon, with
Datebook).
no second-day luncheon scheduled.
A 14-man NAB headquarters team
Entirely
NAB'sat Atwill make the conference circuit, which
lanta meetingseparate
will be afrom
tv meeting
the
winds up Nov. 19-20 in Portland, Ore.
Dinkler-Plaza, the Southeastern RadioThe staff will be aided by member
Tv Seminar on tv community antenna
broadcasters representing the radio and
problems. The seminar will open at
tv boards as well as Television Informa1:30 p.m., an hour-and-a-half after
tion Office and all-industry radio and tv the NAB conference closes (Broadcasting, Sept. 17).
copyright committees.
Two new NAB staff officials will be
Members of the NAB circuit-riding
squadron will include, besides Gov.
making their first fall conference loop —
Paul Comstock, vice president for Collins, Mr. Goldberg and Mr. Comstock: Vincent T. Wasilewski, executive
government relations, and Melvin Goldberg, new research director. President
vice president; Robert D. Swezey, direcLeRoy Collins will be participating in
tor, Code Authority; John F. Meagher,

4

permitted

Outstanding
Broadcast

Exclusive

Properties

A multiple station situation covering
the nation's richest suburban market.
Fair earnings, superior fixed assets, and
unlimited potential. $200,000 cash required, with unusually attractive financing on the balance.
Absentee owned daytimer in an excellent 2 station market. Reasonable earnings and fine potential. Has FM. 29%
down.
Powerful daytime AM, fulltime FM,
with only one competitor. Inexpensive
operation, grossing $90,000. 29% down.

EAST

$500,000
EAST

$175,000
EAST

$150,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
BEVERLY HILLS
WASHINGTON.D.C. CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
James W. Blackburn
G. Bennett Larson
William
B.
Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Bank of America Bldg.
Hub Jackson
Joseph M. Si trick
John
C.
Williams
1102
Healey
Bldg.
Gerald F. Hurley
9465 Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave.
RCA Building
Beverly
Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
lAckson 5-1576
FEderal 3-9270
Financial 6-6460
CRestview 4-8151
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radio vice resident; James H. Hulbert,
broadcast personnel-economics manager;
Douglas A. Anello, general counsel;
Howard H. Bell, vice president for planning and development; John M. Couric,
public relations manager; William Carlisle, vice president for station services;
Hollis Seavey, assistant to government
relations vice president; William L.
Walker, assistant treasurer, and Arthur
D. Stamler, audio-visual assistant.
The opening assembly will include a
discussion of NAB's new research project by Mr. Goldberg, with emphasis on
its significance to the industry. Mr.
Couric will speak on radio and tv
prestige from the station viewpoint and
review NAB public relations projects.
His topic is "A Rubber Hose Approach."
Mr. Bell will review news and information problems, including access to
public and courtroom proceedings. He
will explain NAB's role in coverage of
the Billie Sol Estes trial in Tyler, Tex.
Mr. Comstock, Mr. Swezey and Mr.
Anello will outline legislative and regulatory developments, tell about plans for
the future and discuss the broadcaster's
role in government relations.
Collins Speech ■ Gov. Collins will be
the principal conference speaker, appearing atthe opening day luncheon.
The afternoon radio session opens
with a review by Mr. Meagher of the
progress opment
madeCommittee,
by NAB's
DevelheadedRadio
by George
C. Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City. The
committee was formed earlier in the
year after FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow had proposed an industry-FCC
open discussion of radio overpopulation problems. The committee has been
directing preparation of economic and
engineering reports in preparation for
the open hearing, tentatively set for
Dec. 5-7 in Washington (see story
Mr.72).
Swezey will lead a discussion of
page
the radio code and the need to bring
more members into the code structure.
He will review the underlying causes of
code inertia. With Mr. Swezey will be
Richard H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh,
N. C, member of the Radio Code
Board. The quaint title of their presentation is, "The Road From WhangdeOther radio events will include talks
pootenawah."
by Mr. Meagher, "Radio, a Time for Appraisal"; byMr. Carlisle, "Training New
Employes"; by Mr. Hulbert, "Keeping
Good Employes"; by Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio, chairman of
the All-Industry Radio Copyright Committee, on radio music licensing, and a
national defense discussion by Mr.
Meagher.
The opening tv session includes:
"They'll Listen, if You Talk," Roy
Danish, director, Television Information
Office; tv code discussion by Mr. Swezey
and George B. Storer, head of the
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

Storer stations and member of the Tv
Code Board; "Television Service, 1970,"
Mr. Wasilewski, Mr. Anello and Mr.
Seavey; a uhf tv talk by Mr. Hulbert,
"What's in It for 'U'?" Final tv event
will be a review of the tv music licensing negotiations by Robert H. Smith,
WCYB-TV Bristol, Va., member of the
All-Industry Tv Station Music Licensing Committee. The committee is engaged in lengthy negotiations and litigation involving copyright fees for tv
(see story, p. 62).
Political issues and candidates plus
editorializing and controversial issues
will be discussed at the joint session
to be held the second morning of the
conference. A member of the NAB
Editorializing Committee, not yet selected, will appear along with Mr.
Anello. A roundtable will wind up the
conference with noon adjournment. No
luncheon is scheduled the second day.
WCIV

(TV) to go on air

in Charleston today
WCIV (TV) Charleston, S. C, was
scheduled to go on the air today (Oct.
1) as an NBC-TV affiliate and as the
third station in the market. The president of the new station is H. E. (Hap)
Anderson; William E. Lucas is the station manager and Everett Martin is
sales manager. Advertising Time Sales
is the rep firm.
The new station, assisted by its rep,
was host at a preview party Sept. 26
for the New York timebuyer corps at
The Charleston Gardens restaurant operated by Altman's department store.
Some 200 agency people were invited.
Pulse researchers
begin new profiles
The Pulse Inc., market research firm,
will
for theProfiles
company's
sixth begin
Pulse interviews
Tv Audience
next
month.
To be issued in January, the report
will describe audiences for each tv network program according to these demographic terms: age, family size, income, education, occupation, family
cycle and housewife occupation status.
Five products reports will be available showing audience profiles in these
categories: cigarettes, drugs, automotive,
cosmetics and soaps and detergents.
The interview sample will be composed of 1,750 U. S. homes. Closing
date for new subscriptions is Oct. 15.
Sacramento

sale off

Riley Gibson, president of KXOA
and KCNW (FM) Sacramento, has announced that negotiations for the sale of
the stations to Norwood Patterson,
KSAN San Francisco, for $750,000
(Changing hands, July 23), has been
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

5 of top 15 radio markets
Five of the top 15 radio markets
in the U. S. are fm (if am and fm are
considered separately), according to
new figures released by The Pulse
Inc. and Robert Richer Representatives Inc., both New York.
Los Angeles am, formerly number
two, is number three, behind New
York am, number one, and New
York fm, now number two, the
firms said.
San Francisco-Oakland, formerly
sixth has dropped to eighth.
"Not only does fm offer the circulation," said Robert E. Richer, president of the fm representative firm,
"but repeated surveys indicate the fm
audience has greater purchasing
discontinued and that the stations are
not for sale. Mr. Gibson also owns
KLIV San Jose, Calif.
Narragansett buys two more
Narragansett Capital Corp., Providence, R. I., small business investment
company, has bought two more community antenna systems. Both in Texas

SOUTHWEST

now fm
power and influence than practically
any other
segment of today's market." The figures:
Market
% of FM Set Count
Penetration
AM
New York
54.3
4,672,200
FM
New York
Chicago
54.3
2,594,400
Los Angeles AM
44.3
49.4
2,228,400
AM
2,062,754
1,264,194
49.4
50.6
Los Angeles
39.1
1,100,800
Boston
AM
968,972
Philadelphia'
Chicago
48.4
8. San Francisco AM
44.3
FM
919,422
9. Pittsburgh
FM
31.5
913,800
AM
10.
221,900
FM
11. St. Louis
AM
143,800
23.2
AM
Wash., D. C.
593,525
Philadelphia
41.7
494,300
12.
14.
13. Cleveland
44.34
452,144
San Francisco FM 48
445,000
39.1
15.
and bought by Texas Video Inc., a Narragansett subsidiary, were the 2,000subscriber system in Graham, and the
1,400-customer catv operation in Palestine. Charles Williams will continue as
manager of the Graham property, and
Chic Williams, of the Palestine operation. Narragansett already has controlling interests in catv systems in Barstow
and Laguna Beach, Calif.

STATIONS

FOR

SALE!

Single station market, daytime-only, radio facility with excellent
dial position. Both valuable studio office and transmitter land and
buildings are included in sale. 1961 owner cash flow was approximately $15,000.00. Priced at $125,000.00 with $25,000.00 down and
ten year pay out. Another H&L

Exclusive!

Long-time established, profitable, fulltime radio station in noncompetitive market. Had a 1961 profit of over $25,000.00 for owneroperator. Priced for a quick sale at $90,000.00 with $30,000.00
down and terms to be negotiated. Another H&L Exclusive!

AND
John

ASSOCIATES,

INC.

F. Hardesty, President

NEGOTIATIONS • APPRAISALS • FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO
John F. Hardesty
RichardD. Stebbins
A. Shaheen
Ray V. Hamilton
Dewitt Landis
John
1737 DeSales St., N.W.
1511 Bryan St.
Don
Searle St.
111 Sutter
Tribune Tower
ExecutiveJ. Boorom
3-3456
Riverside 8-1175
Warren
EXbrook 2-5671
)oe A. Oswald
DEIaware 7-2754
New Orleans
New York

FATES
BROADCAST

ADVERTISING

John L. Southard,
account supervisor at
Papert, Koenig, Lois,
joins Lennen & Newell, New York, as senior vp and management supervisor on
Colgate-Palmolive account. Before joining
Mr. Southard
PKL, Mr. Southard
was management supervisor on Procter
& Gamble account at Benton & Bowles.
Adrian Brown, creative director of
McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles, promoted to chairman of plans board and
member of board of management. Jonis
Gold, associate creative director, moves
up to creative directorship.
Richard McClenahan, on Frigidaire account at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York, joins Guild,
Bascomb & Bonfigli,
San Francisco, as
media director for
Foremost Dairies account.

Mr. McClenahan

Ted Baker, manager of Tacoma
office of The McCarthy Co. of Washington, Seattle, resigns to assume newly
created post of advertising manager of
United Pacific Insurance Co., effective
today (Oct. 1). The McCarthy Co.,
Los Angeles-based advertising agency,
is closing its Tacoma office Sept. 30 to
consolidate that office with its parent
Seattle branch. Mr. Baker had been
with agency since January 1959, when
office was opened.
Mrs. Sylvia Dowling, vp and copy
group head at Benton & Bowles, New
York, has been cited as "Outstanding
Businesswoman of the Year" by Abbe
Institute, New York philanthropic organization inadult education.
Robert N. Harris,
former executive vp
and director of marketing for Wrisley
Soap Co., division of
Purex Corp. Ltd.,
joins North Adv.,
Chicago, as vp and
director of business
Mr. Harris
consultation services.
Before joining Wrisley, Mr. Harris was
vp and account supervisor at Edward
H. Weiss & Co. for five years.
Alfred A. Whittaker, vp and director
of marketing of Bristol-Myers Products
Div., Bristol-Myers Co., named chairman of committee on planning and
evaluation of Assn. of National Advertisers, New York.
80

& FORTUNES

John W. Twiddy, senior media buyer
at MacManus, John & Adams, New
York, appointed director of media relations of Brand Names Foundation, that
city. Mr. Twiddy was media buyer
with Foote, Cone & Belding from
1955-59.
Michael Laurence, former pr director of Straus Broadcasting Group, New
York (WMCA New York, WBNY
Buffalo and Radio Press International)
elected vp of Continental Public Relations Inc., New York.
Shirley McWilliams, director of advertising and promotion of Rose Marie
Reid, Los Angeles
manufacturer of women's swimwear, elected vp in charge of
advertising, promotion
Miss McWilliams
and publicity. Miss
McWilliams joined company in 1952 as
assistant sales promotion manager. She
was named advertising manager in 1956
and director of advertising and promotion following year.
Peter Finney, formerly of ad agency
bearing his name in Miami, joins executive staff of Miami office of J. M.
Mathes Inc.
David M. Johnstone, for past year
senior account supervisor and creative
director of Herbert M. Kraus & Co.,
Chicago-based pr firm, elected vp.
Francis X. Callaadvertising States
directorhan,
of United
Life of New York,
national
appointed vertising
manageradof
Nationwide Insurance
Cos., Columbus, Ohio.
Mr. Callahan began
Mr. Callahan
his advertising career
as member of market research staff of
Grace Lines in New York. He later
joined Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Co. in New Jersey as copywriter and
in 1959 joined United States Life.
Lawrence Incandela named national
sales manager of contract appliance
manufacturing of Norge Div. of BorgWarner Corp., Chicago.

Fred F. Ebener, recently retired national sales manager of WOW-TV
Omaha, elected president of Bock
Omaha Travel Agency.
Patti Wilkus, former general manager of Academy Film Productions, and
Teresa White join radio-tv staff of R.
Jack Scott Inc., Chicago advertising
agency.
Carl Levin, former vp of Schenley

Industries, forms his own Washington
pr firm, Carl Levin Assoc., at 1632 K
St., N.W. Mr. Levin, who resigned
his post with Schenley effective today
(Oct. 1) but will continue to represent
firm in Washington, is former Washington and foreign correspondent of
New York Herald Tribune.
John McKee Jr.,
vp and supervisor on
Dodge account at
BBDO, Detroit, appointed assistant manager of Detroit office.
Mr. McKee, now second ranking vp in Detroit office, will assist
Mr. McKee
Robert E. Anderson,
Detroit manager, vp, and director of
BBDO's international advertising agency, in general administration of all advertising including
activities for company's
locally
based clients
Dodge passenger
cars and trucks, Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.
of Detroit, and Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel.
Hal Rorke, after 15 years in Chicago
as tv department head of J. Walter
Thompson, and as account executive
with McCann-Erickson and Keyes,
Madden & Jones, opens office at 6253
Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, to
perform part-time services for advertisers on assignment basis.
Richard H. Seeler, former pr manof McCullochmotors),
Corp.'s joins
Scottmedia
Div.
(Scottager outboard
department of Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis. Along with media duties, Mr.
Seeler
will
administer agency's public
relations program.
Miles J. Turpin, advertising, promotion and pr manager of Avery Label
Co., division of Avery Adhesive Products Corp., Monrovia, Calif., joins Los
Angeles office of Grey Adv. as manager of marketing services. Earlier, Mr.
Turpin was western division sales promotion manager of Tidewater Oil Co.
THE MEDIA
Douglas S. Cramer,
broadcast supervisor
on major tv accounts
at Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, New York,
joins ABC-TV, that
city, as director of
programfore planning.
Bejoining OB&M
Mr. Cramer
3Vz years ago, Mr.
Cramer was program supervisor of
Procter & Gamble Productions, where
he supervised that company's nighttime
programs and many of P&G-owned
asis also former
serials. HeLeonidoff,
daytime sistant
of Radio
to Leon
City Music Hall, New York.
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Mr. Cass

Mr. McRae

Cal Cass, account executive with
H-R Television, New York, appointed
manager of H-R's Atlanta office. Bill
McCrae, H-R's southern division manager for past two years, named midwestern radio sales manager of H-R's
Chicago office.
Jack Michael, WREC-AM-TV Memphis, elected president of Tennessee
Assn. of Broadcasters at organization's
meeting late last week in Nashville.
Regional vps elected: Carroll Wilson,
WIRJ Humboldt, west Tennessee; Virgil Trimm, WMTS Murfreesboro, middle Tennessee; Arthur Kelsey, WETB
Johnson City, east Tennessee. Alex
Bonner, WHBQ-TV Memphis, elected
secretary-treasurer. Board members
chosen: Charles W. Brewer, WHIN
Gallatin; W. H. Linebaugh, WATEAM-TV Knoxville; Stacey Mott,
WHUB Cookeville, and F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville.
Robert D. Kasmire,
coordinator of corporate information at
NBC, New York, appointed director of
corporate information.
Mr. Kasmire joined
NBC in 1959 as coordinator of special
projects in company's Mr" Kasmire
corporate planning department. Merryle S. (Bud) Rukeyser Jr., director of
news information at NBC, Washington,
appointed director of program publicity
for NBC Press Dept., New York. He
will supervise all publicity for NBC tv
and radio programs originating in New
York. Mr. Rukeyser succeeds Milton
Brown, who has been named coordinator of NBC News information services, New York. Malcolm H. Oettinger
Jr., staff writer with Broadcasting
magazine, Washington, has been designated coordinator of news information
for NBC, Washington, effective Oct. 8.
William A. Merrick, manager of
KBMN Bozeman, and Robert E. Davis,
manager of KCAP Helena, both Montana, elected vps and general managers
of respective stations. Both outlets are
owned by Western Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Merrick joined Western in 1956 as
sales manager. He was appointed station manager of KBMN in 1958. Mr.
Davis joined KCAP in 1961 in present
capacity.
Nathan Goetz, part-owner of BlackBROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

Station manager-emissary
Cecil Woodland, station manager of WEJL Scranton, has been
commissioned by Governors Lawrence of Pennsylvania and Rockefeller of New York to deliver letters from them to Mayors Willy
Brandt of West Berlin and HansJochen Vogel of Munich, Germany. The notes will be presented
at receptions in the German cities
during an inspection tour of facilities of Radio Free Europe early
in October. Mr. Woodland represents WEJL on the European
trip as a result of the station's
winning a national competition
for promotion of Radio Free
Europe for the third time.
The tour will include visits to
Lisbon and Geneva as well as the
German cities.

hawk Broadcasting Co., appointed general manager of WFAW-AM-FM Fort
Atkinson, Wis., licensee of station. Tom
Loughead, former station manager of
WWIS Black River Falls, joins WFAW,
in similar capacity.
William J. Brown, formerly with
WLCY St. Petersburg, Fla., and sales
manager of KQTV (TV) Fort Dodge,
Iowa, appointed general manager of
WQTY Arlington, Fla.
Gene LaBrie, formerly with World

Wide Broadcasting Div. of Metropolitan Broadcasting, New York, elected
vp of New York office of Concert Network and WNCN (FM) New York.
Stephen Trigg named general manager of KOSA Odessa, Tex. Stephen
Trigg is son of Cecil Trigg, president
of
Trigg-Vaughn Stations, licensee of
KOSA.
Albert E. Wilmarth apointed manager of WHAI-AM-FM Greenfield,
Mass. Mr. Wilmarth, who assumes post
formerly held by late Norman L.
Cloutier, has been serving as acting
manager since May of this year.
Charles Macatee,
account executive with
WMAL-TV Washington, promoted to national sales representative of WMAL-AMi
'
FM-TV.
He is sucL Mr. ,.%r
ceeded
George L.
Macatee
tv oufletbytoday
(Qct
„„ f. ^:
Griesbauer, who joins
1). Malcolm R. LaPlace, former news
director of WYLD New Orleans and
for past year New York regional sales
representative of Humble Oil & Refining Co., joins WMAL-AM-FM-TV
news department as reporter-photographer. Mr. Macatee joined WMAL in
1955 as tv production assistant. He
was appointed promotion director of
WMAL radio in 1956, and following
year moved to outlet's local tv sales
department as account executive.
Lee S. Abbott, for past eight years
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• Measures audio distortion, noise level and AC provides an accuracy of ±5% over a frequency range
voltages • Also a versatile vacuum tube voltmeter. from 20 cps to 200 KC. For noise and db measurements, the instrument is calibrated in 1 db steps
• Distortion levels as low as .1% can be measured
on fundamental frequencies from 20 to 20,000 cps, from 0 db to —15 db, the built-in attenuator proindicates harmonics up to 100,000 cps • Distortion in 10 vides
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steps. ranges from —60 db to +50 db
measurements can be made on signal levels of .1
volt to 30 volfs rms • The vacuum tube voltmeter
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• Provides a sine wave signal from 10 cps to db at 5 volts output • Distortion is less than .2%
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apolis as program director.
Joel Rose, former news director of
WCUE-AM-FM Akron, and recently
with WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, both
Ohio, returns to WCUE as program
director.
Volney Lamb Jr., former program
director of WIRL Peoria, 111., and for
past 10 months on active military service, returns to station in former civilian
capacity.
Ben Tracy appointed program director of KG ON Oregon City, Ore.

Teacher

and former

pupil get reacquainted

A Syracuse broadcaster whose radio station celebrated its 40th anniversary last month was surprised
when he received a good wish from
his kindergarten teacher, whom he
hadn't seen for more than 50 years.
E. R. (Curly) Vadeboncoeur,
president and general manager of
WSYR-AM-TV, received a note at
account executive with KRMG Tulsa,
Okla., joins KRAV (FM), that city,
as sales manager. KRAV (FM) is new
stereo station reportedly scheduled to
begin operating in November from
studios in First National Bldg.
James Parks, sales
director of NBCowned KRCA (TV)
Los Angeles, promoted to station manager. Mr. Parks joined
KRCA in 1953 as
sales manager and
was appointed to his
Parks
present post in 1961.
Previously, he was for 12 years ( 19411953) president of James Parks Co.
and packaged such radio programs as
The Quizseries.
Kids, Abie's Rose's and Arch
Oboler
Charles (Bud) Kennedy, formerly
with Advertising Assoc., Ft. Wayne,
Ind., appointed station manager,
WONE-AM-FM Dayton, Ohio.
Don Colee, vp and general manager
of WTTG (TV) Washington, accepts
appointment as Washington chairman
of 1962 March of Muscular Dystrophy.
Ron Gallina, former sales manager
of WDZ Decatur, appointed manager
of WIOK Normal, both Illinois. Thom
Brown, WAZY Lafayette, Ind., and
Roger Williams, WRAM Monmouth,
111., join WIOK as chief announcer and
82 (FATES & FORTUNES)

his home wishing "a happy 40th anniversary from your old kindergarten
teacher," Mrs. George W. Gray,
shown here.
Mrs. Gray, open
invitedhouse,
to the met
station's
anniversary
Mr.
Vadeboncoeur and said her "kindergarten pupil had learned his lessons well."
disc jockey, respectively.
Del Markoff, Todd Branson, Charles
Dyer and Maury Levin join WYNR
Chicago as account executives.
Richard A. Feleppa, member of advertising and promotion department of
WOR-AM-FM New York, named coordinator ofsales service for WOR-TV,
that city.
Douglas L. Manship, president and
general manager of WBRZ (TV) Baton
Rouge, La., elected president of Baton
Rouge Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Manship,ecutive
former
of chamber's
excommittee,vpassumes
office today
(Oct. 1).
Peter
R. Allen,
sales executive in Detroit office of John
Blair & Co., transfers
to repsales
firm's
York
staffNewin
similar capacity. Robert J. Ward, former
member of sales staff
Mr. Allen
of WCAR Detroit,
succeeds Mr. Allen in that city.
Neil E. Derrough, salesman with
Western Fibrous Glass Co. distributor of
electronics equipment), San Francisco,
joins sales staff of KCBS-AM-FM, that
city, as national sales representative.
Howard Dorsey, formerly with WGNAM-TV Chicago, joins WXLW Indian-

Bob Cooper, program director of
KVI Seattle, appointed program director and assistant general manager of
KEX-AM-FM Portland, Ore. Both stations are owned by Golden West Broadcasters. Dave Valentine, for past two
years with KVI news staff, named news
director of KEX-AM-FM, replacing
Pat Wilkins, who resigned to join news
department of KATU (TV) Portland.
Wallace F. Wurz,
chief engineer of
WTVH (TV) Peoria,
111., transfers to
KMBC - TV Kansas
City, in similar capacity, succeeding Henry
Goldenberg, who resigned. Both stations
Mr. Wurz
are licensed to Metromedia Inc. Mr. Wurz entered broadcasting with Milwaukee Journal Stations and served as chief engineer of
KXGI Fort Madison, Iowa, before joining WTVH as chief engineer in 1953.
Louveer H. (Lou) Stantz, former
chief engineer of WNBF Binghamton,
N. Y., appointed chief engineer of
WBJA-TV, that city. Since 1960, Mr.
Stantz has been in radio-audio-tv consulting and constructing business.
Norvell Gillespie, writer-broadcaster
on gardening subjects and one-time
garden director of NBC-TV, named
host of the Green Thumb Sunday noon
series on KRON-TV San Francisco.
Ruth Ashton, formerly for seven
years reporter-commentator with KNX
Los Angeles and CBS Radio Pacific
Network, has rejoined KNX. Her first
assignment is to interview guests of
particular interest to young housewives
on Question Please — A.M., Mon.-Fri.,
11:40 a.m.-12 noon.
Anne Blair, former Washington correspondent of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., joins broadcast division of Triangle Publications Inc. as hostess of
Window On Washington, weekly 15minute Sunday review and preview of
personalities and events in Nation's
Capitol.
Jerry Dexter, disc jockey at KMPC
Los Angeles, moves his The Dexter
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

Affair radio show to KLAC, that city,
with Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Los
Angeles signing as sponsor. Program
will be heard from 9:05 p.m. -12 midnight, seven days a week.
Don Friedman, former producer-director with WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa.,
named production manager of WOKR
(TV) Rochester, N. Y.
Dolores Wagner appointed head of
rating research department of KHJ-TV
Los Angeles. She was formerly with
A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago.
Varner Paulsen,
program director of
WIP Philadelphia, appointed program director for WNEWAM-FM New York.
Mr. Paulsen joined
WIP in 1946 as production manager. He
Mr. Paulsen
was named program
director in 1955. Both stations are
owned by Metropolitan Broadcasting,
New York.
Morton Stern, account executive
with Allied Outdoor Adv., appointed
merchandising manager of QXR Network. Prior to joining Allied, Mr. Stern
served as marketing director of The
Getschal Co., New York advertising
agency.
John J. O'Leary, former film manager of WNEW-TV New York, joins
WOKR (TV) Rochester, N. Y., as film
director.
Bill Shafer, formerly with KERV
Kerrville, joins staff of KBOP Pleasanton, both Texas, as salesman, news director and air personality.
Bob Vanche, program director of
KTAR-TV Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz., appointed director of station's newly created sports and special events department. Dick Covey, sales representative,
named program director, replacing Mr.
Vanche.
John E. Hinkle Jr.,
former chief accountant of Hearst
Corp.'s
WISNAM-FM-TV
Milwaukee, appointed
business manager of
Hearst's WTAE (TV)
Pittsburgh, replacing
James Gormly, who
Mr. Hinkle
becomes chief accountant of Hearst magazines in New
York City. Mr. Hinkle, treasurer of
Television City Inc. (licensee of WTAE
[TV]) and WCAE Inc. (WRYT-AMFM Pittsburgh), was also elected to
WTAE board of directors.
Pat Trese, member of New York
NBC News unit that developed Huntley-Brinkley Report, joins KYW-TV
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

AWRT

lists moderators

Chairmen of standing committees of American Women in Radio
& Television have been announced
by Martha Crane, president. They
are: bylaws — Evelyn Buckstein,
BMI, New York; eligibility — Jane
Barton, radio-tv-motion picture
bureau, New York State Dept. of
Commerce, Albany; industry information— Dene C. Raterman,
National 4-H Service Committee,
Chicago; membership — Patti Searight, WTOP Washington; nominations— Dorothy Reynolds, CBSTV, Chicago; publications — Evelyn Cole, Ted Bates, New York;
publicity — Cappy Petrash, NBC
Radio, New York; public relations— Mary Walker, Taylor-Walker Assoc., New York.
Cleveland, effective today (Oct. 1), as
news director.
Nancy Clark, formerly with KTVB
(TV) Boise, Idaho, as producer and
moderator of Periscope, series exploring
major problems of family life, joins
news department of KPIX (TV) San
Francisco. Miss Clark will share newscasting chores with KPIX newscaster
John Weston on The Noon News from
Sept. 24 through Oct. 31. Effective
Nov. 1, Wanda Ramey returns to
KPIX's The Noon News after leave of
absence.
Thomas E. Paro,
sales director of
WRC-TV Washington, promoted to station manager. Mr.
Paro, formerly with
NBC-TV Spot Sales
in New York, joined
Washington tv outlet
Mr. Paro
in his present capacity March 1, 1960. He began his
broadcast career in sales promotion department of Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

United

Press

Facsimile
United

tem, Chicago, in 1948.
Bob Schieffer, former newsman with
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex., and until recently on active duty with U. S. Air
Force, returns to station's news department. Ben Laurie, d.j. with KONO
San Antonio, joins KXOL, in similar
capacity.
Jimmy McClain, for past eight years
with WLAQ Rome, Ga., and former
host of radio-tv show, Dr. I.Q., joins
WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio, as host
of The Jimmy McClain Show, new
morning a.m.
program to begin Oct. 15,
9-10:15
Maurice R. Povich appointed publicity director of WWDC-AM-FM
Washington.
David A. MacFee,
program
WROW director
Albany,of
N. Y.,rectorappointed
diof program operations of WPATAM - FM Paterson,
N. J. Before joining
Mr. MacFee
WROW, Mr. MacFee
was assistant program
director of WPRO Providence, R. I.
All three stations are owned by Capital
Cities Broadcasting Corp., New York.
Arthur F. Kane, production supervisor at CBS News, New York, named
manager of live and video tape production. Gerald Slater succeeds Mr. Kane.
Robert Camfiord, film control officer,
named director on CBS News staff. He
is succeeded by Edward L. Lawson.
Frank Fitzpatrick, supervisor of film
traffic, appointed manager of administration for CBS News in Washington.
He has been succeeded by William
Covell. Clyde Bennett was designated
assistant supervisor of film traffic.
Sam Baiter, sports commentator and
columnist, joins KGBS Los Angeles
personality staff to host five-times weekly sports show at 8:10 a.m. In addition to his daily show on KGBS, Mr.
Baiter will continue with his sports col-
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GAC president resigns to enter biophysics field
Lawrence W.
will continue as a director of GAC
and will serve in advisory capacity.
Kanaga, president of General
Herbert J. Siegel, chairman of
board, assumes additional duties of
Artists Corp.,
New York, has
president and chief executive officer.
Mr. Kanaga has been president of
resigned as chief
GAC since 1957. Before that he was
executive officer
with RCA for 10 years and served
of talent agency.
as vp and general manager of RCA
He plans to enVictor Records.
ter graduate
school of as yet
Mr. Kanaga commented on his
Kanaga
undisclosed eastresignation: "This is a step I have
ern university to
long desired. I find myself chalpursue advance studies in field of
lenged by new assaults on the unknown and unhappy I know so little
biophysics (branch of physics dealing with living matter). Mr. Kanaga
when there is so much to learn."
umn for Los Angeles Herald-Examiner.
Austin Heywood,
for eight years in promotion department of
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, last four as director, and recently
account executive on
KCOP (TV) account
at Davis, Johnson,
Heywood
Mogul & Colombatto,
Los Angeles, joins KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles as manager of advertising, promotion and publicity.
Wink Martindale, national promotion
director of Dot Records as well as Dot
recording artist, joins KFWB Los Angeles as disc jockey. This is return to
d.j. field as he was formerly with KHJAM-FM Los Angeles and KRLA Pasadena in that capacity.
Alejandro (Alex) Nervo, Mexican advertising and tv writer-producer, joins
KMEX-TV, Los Angeles Spanish-language station which will begin daily
broadcasts on Sept. 30, as announcer,
newscaster and continuity director.
PROGRAMMING
Michael Abbott, for past eight years
producer and executive assistant to
David Susskind at Talent Associates,
elected vp in charge of tv activities at
Karzmar Productions, theatrical and tv
production and packaging company.
Initial projects on Mr. Abbott's schedule include tv comedy series, tentatively titled The Two Mr. Olivers written by Arnold and Lois Peyser, pilot to
be viewed in November, plus series of
video specials which he is currently
packaging.
Pat Somerset, Screen Actors Guild
executive, elected president of Hollywood AFL Film Council. Other officers: vp, Phil Fischer, AFM; secretary,
H. O'Neil Shanks. Screen Extras Guild;
treasurer, Edwin T. Hill.
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Dick Feiner, president of Teledynamics, New York, and Jerry Weisfeldt,
sales executive with NTA, that city,
join Four Star Distribution Corp., New
York, as sales representatives.
Murray Burnett joins WINS New
York as producer of Program PM, new
fall "talk" show. Mr. Burnett was producer-writer of Mike Wallace's PM
show on WNEW-TV New York in
1961. He also served as producer of
Monitor on WNBC New York from
1955 to 1961.
Donald G. Wolff elected vp in charge
of New York dramatic tv and motion
picture
Corp. department of General Artists
Everett C. Bradley,
former partner in
Robert Bragarnick
Inc., New York marketing counsellor firm,
elected vp and general
manager of Roy Winsor Productions, New
Mr. Bradley
York. Winsor organization produces Love
of Lifetime serials.
and Secret Storm, CBS-TV dayEd Rice, radio-tv writer-editor,
named story editor on DuPont Show of
the Week (NBC-TV, Sundays, 10-11
p.m. EDT).
Ed Grower, Dick DeMaio and John
Hoffman promoted to house producers
at Videotape Center, New York.
William Cartwright, film editor at
Wolper Productions, Hollywood, promoted to producer-director.
Alan Armer and Walter Grauman
named producer and director, respectively, of "Bird in Hand" segment of
The Untouchables as spin-off from ABCTV series. Harry Kronman wrote script,
being filmed at Desilu Culver Studios,
with Dane Clark, John Gabriel and
Joseph Schildkraut as guest stars.

johnny Green, Leith Stevens, Hugh
Friedhoffer, George Dunning and Richard Markowitz have been commissioned
to score new Empire series at Screen
Gems. At the same studios, Van Alexander, Emil Cadkin, William Loose and
Jack Cookerly will score Hazel, The
Donna Reed Show and Dennis the
Menace, and Frank DeVol is providing
music for My Man Higgins. Composers
were assembled by Irving Friedman,
president of The Primrose Co.
Stan Major, former program director
of WJJD-AM-FM Chicago and WPGCAM-FM Morningside, Md., joins Preview Productions, Van Nuys, Calif., as
associate producer.
Buddy
Faber, assistant to director
of
operations, Seven Arts
Assoc. Corp., New
York, named tv contract manager. He
succeeds Jeremy Hyman who has been
transferred to Seven
Mr. Faber
Arts' London office.
Before joining Seven Arts in February
1961, Mr. Faber was with United Artists and United Artists Assoc. since
1957. He entered tv film distribution
with Guild Films in 1954.
Stirling Silliphant, writer-producer
for Herbert B. Leonard Productions
(Route 66 and Naked City), reaches
agreement with Columbia Pictures and
its tv subsidiary, Screen Gems, to write
and produce feature films for Columbia
and create and supervise writing of tv
series for Screen Gems.
Rederof Boss
Leaf"
award
Motionawarded
Picture "Fig
Costumers
(IATSE Local 705, Hollywood) at
union's seventh annual Adam 'n' Eve
dinner dance Sept. 22 as best male tv
costumer for his work on The Dick
Powell Show. Hazel Hegarty received
statuette as best female designer for
Bonanza costuming and Ray Aghayan
won costume award in live tv category
for his contributions to tv spectacular,
Arthur Freed' s Hollywood Melody.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Thomas G. Lamphier Jr. elected to
newly created post of vp in charge of
corporate planning of Raytheon Co.,
Lexington, Mass. Before joining Raytheon, Mr. Lamphier was president of
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., division of
Fairbanks Whitney Corp.
Serge Bergen, former
neer of Kear & Kennedy,
opens his own consulting
Fairchester Drive, Fairfax,
273-2191.

senior engiWashington,
office at 103
Va. Phone:

Robert Y. Nevius, William T. Ellis
and Thomas H. Creighton III named to
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

Lee Hastings

Bristol is dead

Lee Hastings
Bristol, 69,
board chairman
of Bristol-Myers
Co., New York,
died Sept. 22 in
Point Pleasant
Hospital, Point
Pleasant, N. J.
Mr. Bristol
joined company's advertising department
in 1924, was elected vp in 1928, executive vpin 1945, president in 1949
and chairman in 1958. At time he
joined company it was small ethical
pharmaceutical company, and in
eight-year period, from 1920-28, became, in words of Mr. Bristol's older
brother Henry, "one of the largest
manufacturers of proprietary [drugs]
products in the U. S. and the miracle
was accomplished basically through

at 69

advertising."
In his first four years as advertising manager, Bristol-Myers spent $4
million on advertising and was one
of first companies to advertise on
radio, first using medium in 1925.
Mr. Bristol was chairman of The
Advertising Council, United Community Campaigns of America and
national brotherhood chairman of
National Conference of Christians
and Jews. In 1961, he was first recipient of Paul B. West award of
Assn. of National Advertisers.
On day of his death, Mr. Bristol
was to receive award as "citizen of
the year" in Sea Girt, N. J. Award
was accepted by his son, Lee H.
Bristol Jr., who recently resigned
position as director of public relations department of Bristol-Myers
Products Div., to become president
of Westminster Choir College,
Princeton, N. J.

staff positions at Washington headquarters of Electronic Industries Assn. Mr.
Nevius replaces Donald H. Stover as
staff director of industrial electronics
division; Mr. Stover will now devote
full-time to managing industrial relations department, Mr. Ellis becomes
manager of international department,
succeeding Tyler Nourse who becomes
full-time staff director of parts division.
Mr. Creighton will handle membership
recruitment for parts division.

promotion manager, succeeding David
C. Haynes, who resigned. Mr. Chapman will be responsible to J. D. Livingston, manager of Ampex International's
marketing services department, for
planning and coordinating Ampex advertising and sales promotion programs
in Europe, Great Britain, Canada, Latin
America, Australia and Far East.

Stuart E. Arnett,
former graphic products manager of RCA,
Burlington, N. J.,
named director of
marketing for ITT
Industrial Labs Div.
of International Telephone & Telegraph
Mr. Arnett
Corp., Ft. Wayne,
Ind. He will be responsible for government and commercial marketing of
ITT equipment, including new Videx
System of television transmission over
telephone lines.

Charles Leeson, vice chairman of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa,
and Mrs. Kate Aitken, veteran broadcaster and CBC director representing
southern Ontario, resign on expiration
of their three-year appointments. No
successors have yet been named by Canadian government.

William J. Miller, engineering manager in power tube department of General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.,
named manager of Lynchburg, Va., operation of GE's Auburn, N. Y., rectifier
components department.
INTERNATIONAL
Don McFarlane, local sales manager
of CJOC Lethbridge, Alta., promoted
to sales manager.
David J. Chapman, manager of exhibits and publicity of Ampex International, appointed advertising and sales
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

Alex A. Forbes named secretarytreasurer and comptroller of CHUM
Toronto.

William C. Bopp, radio-tv director

SUBSCRIPTION

of Stanfield, Johnson & Hill Ltd., Toronto advertising agency, joins Williams Drege & Hill Ltd., producer of tv
commercials,
that city, as producerdirector.
ALLIED FIELDS
Dr. Bernarr Cooper, Florida State U.,
granted year's leave of absence to join
state education department of The University of the State of New York, Albany, as associate in educational tv.
GOVERNMENT
Norman

m
/"*-«
.

Shavin,

Sunday editor of Atlanta (Ga.) JournalConstitution,
named
special assistant for
radio-tv in public in-

Peace Corps, Washmm
ton,. .
His func,.tion. of
ing.,,
—
fr
in
Mr. Shav
will
beionto coordinate
office
format
K
radio-tv programming designed to convey accomplishments of Peace Corps
volunteers. Mr. Shavin, former radiotv editor of Journal-Constitution, appeared regularly on radio as panelist
and host and, for more than a year,
appeared weekly on Sunday night segment of NBC's Monitor series.

Bernard Strassburg, assistant chief
of FCC's Common Carrier Bureau,
named director of newly created Office
of Satellite Communications (Broadcasting, Sept. 24). Mr. Strassburg,
who joined FCC's law department as
attorney in 1943, has for past two years
been principal participant in both legislative and regulatory programs relating
to communication satellites.
DEATHS
Bob Mann, 41, news director of
WQXI Atlanta, died Sept. 23 of heart
attack. Mr. Mann had been news director for past 18 months and had been
on WQXI's staff for past seven years.
APPLICATION

BROADCASTING
The Businessweekly of Television and Radio
£ Ii
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
10 m
o !
Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues $7.00
□ 104 weekly issues $12.00 □ Payment attached g- ■
□ 52 issues & Yearbook published next November $12.00 □ Please bill
city

company name
address

title/position*

oe. I
gi

state

H ■

Send to home address —
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INTERNATIONAL
$5
Budget

MILLION
cutback

numerous

SLASH

for balance

FOR

.

CBC

of fiscal year stops

expansion

projects within Dominion
of obsolete facilities and additions and
The Canadian government's austerimprovements has been cut by $1.75
ity program is cutting the capital and
million. The remaining $1.25 million
operating budget of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. by $5 million for budget cut will affect projects planned
or underway across the country.
the remaining six months of the CBC's
At Ottawa work has been lessened
fiscal year, ending next March 31. The
budget cut means postponement of a on the new headquarters building for
wide range of projects intended to im- which construction contracts have already been awarded. Planning of a new
prove and extend the national broadcasting service, CBC President Al French-language radio station at OttaOuimet announced on Sept. 21.
wa has been temporarily suspended.
A part of a $1 million operating
At Montreal planned power increases
budget cut is the elimination of the fm for CBF-FM and CBM-FM have been
suspended. In western Canada new 50
network of CBL-FM Toronto, CBOkw broadcast transmitters at Edmonton
FM Ottawa, and CBM-FM Montreal,
suspension of the CBC emergency
and Calgary ordered to replace CBX
broadcasting plan, and a slowdown in Edmonton, Alta., will be delayed.
filling normal vacancies.
International ad
Cuts in the capital budget will reduce
building plans for the CBC headquarcompetition underway
ters at Ottawa and cut plans for conInvitations to participate in the
solidation of broadcasting facilities at
third annual International Broadcasting
Toronto and Montreal from the numerAwards are in the mail to more than
ous studios now scattered about both
cities. This accounts for another $1
12,000 advertisers, advertising agencies,
tv and radio stations, producers and
million. The budget for replacement

The
expanding
world
The tv film salesman of today
needs to know Munich as intimately
as he does Denver, to be as familiar
with the situation in Manila as he is
with that in Des Moines, according
to Richard Dinsmore, vice president
and general manager of Desilu Sales
Inc., syndication subsidiary of Desilu
Productions. In the nine months since
the formation of Desilu Sales, it has
done business totaling $2.4 million,
Mr. Dinsmore announced at the organization's first international sales
meeting held in Hollywood Sept. 2426. And, he stated, 50% of the
organization's
sale of
tv films
has
come fromtotal
markets
outside
the
United States.
"The tight situation at home forces
us to look for markets abroad," Mr.
Dinsmore noted, commenting that
"fortunately the growth of tv in other
lands today is like that in the U. S.
five or six years ago. There are now,
or there soon will be, two new networks in the United Kingdom, one
new network in France and another
network in Germany. Manila now
has five tv stations on the air, will
soon have seven — and keep your
eyes on Ireland, Greece, Cyprus,
86

of

the

tv

Desilu's Dinsmore
Even better things to come
Singapore
and India
the Malay
Africa and
will Peninsula."
be tremendous tv markets, once they overcome
some of their immediate problems,

production companies in every country
in the world in which commercial
broadcasting is authorized.
Signed by Thomas W. Sarnoff, West
Coast vice president of NBC, this year's
IBA chairman, the brochures of invitation list the 14 categories in which entries are sought and awards will be
given, and sets forth the objectives of the
IBA as follows:
"To focus attention on the value of
the two broadcast media and the service
they render as an aid to advertising.
"To give proper credit to those who
have shown ingenuity and creativity together with honesty, propriety, and taste
in broadcast advertising.
"To encourage continued improvement in the use of broadcast media for
advertising with the resultant increase
in efficiency and effectiveness in moving
goods and selling services, which are
vertising.
the primary purposes of commercial ad"To promote the values of broadcast
advertising in order to gain wider acceptance oftelevision and radio as effective marketing tools among current as
well as potential users of these media.
"To recognize the international aspect
of advertising as an indispensable tool
in a free economy, and to encourage the

film

salesman

Mr. Dinsmore believes. "Look at
those land masses; look at that population; how can they miss?" He is
also optimistic over the future of
South America, once the current
wave of political unrest subsides.
"Southeast Asia is already a good
market," he said. He commented
that with 15 offices already established in only nine months, Desilu
Sales is prepared to give solid sales
coverage of all the markets for tv
films the world offers now or in the
future. "Within a year," he stated,
"there'll be a Desilu salesman visiting every tv market in the world
every
six to
eight ■weeks."
Funds
Galore
Operators of the
nine tv stations in West Germany are
in the unusual position — at least, it
would be unusual for most U. S. tv
broadcasters — of having almost more
money for programs than they need.
That's how George von Block, Desilu
Sales representative there, summed
up the situation. There are some
6.75 million tv sets in the country, he
said, each paying a license fee of five
marks a month, which with the income from commercials, gives each
station about $1 million a month to
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

use of broadcast media by creating an
atmosphere of good will and an opportunity for the exchange of information
and ideas among advertisers and broadcasters throughout the world."
Mr. Sarnoff also pointed out that
the competition is "unique because it is
the only worldwide competition for television and radio advertising." Last year,
he reports, the second IBA drew 1,648
entries, including 1 60 commercials from
14 countries outside the U. S. Seven
of the IBA trophy awards (top award
in each category) went to advertisers
whose commercials were broadcast in
one or more of these foreign countries:
Argentina, Australia, British Guiana,
Canada, Germany, Great Britain, Israel,
Japan, Malaya, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain and the
Union of South Africa.
The event is sponsored by the Hollywood Advertising Club as a contribution to the improvement of advertising
the world around. Entries received at
HAC administration offices — 6362 Hollywod Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. — will
be judged by industry professionals in
major cities such as London, Toronto,
New York, Chicago and Hollywood,
where the final judging will take place
the day before the awards banquet, Feb.
26, 1963, at the Hollywood Palladium.

spend on programming. The result is
lots of local live programming, he
said, and pretty good programming
too, with expenditures of $100,000
for a single program not unusual.
There are no quota restrictions on
the import of tv programs nor on the
amount of time they can have, Mr.
von Block said, but the majority of all
programming on German tv is German-produced, probably 70% to
75%, he estimated. U. S. tv filmed
programs account for most of the
rest, another 20% of the total German air time, with the final 5% split
up among others.
Commercial time on the German
tv stations is limited to 12 minutes a
day, all spots, with no program sponsorship, and all confined to the hour
of 7-8 p.m. This follows a couple of
hours of local programming and precedes the network programs which
start with a newscast at 8 each
evening. There are two network program services, giving the viewer a
choice of two programs, theoretically
of contrasting nature — e.g. "a comedy
opposite a dramatic program — but it
doesn't
reported.always work out that way," he
BROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

CANADIAN

RADIO

NETWORK

STARTS

CBC English programs to be aired by total of 79 stations
A new Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
baseball by Chrysler of Canada Ltd.
and Gillette Safety Razor Co. of CanaEnglish-language radio network of 79
stations begins operating today (Oct. 1)
da; Championship Fights by Dominion
with 112 hours of programming weekly.
Seven-Up Co.; and (on CBC-owned
The new CBC Radio Network replaces
stations only) the five-minute Bob
Goulet Show for Du Maurier Cigarettes,
the former CBC Trans-Canada and
CBC Dominion networks, which for and Portrait of a Star for Canada Packers Ltd.
several decades have been the only naRates are for a minimum of 5 mintional English-language radio networks.
The new network includes 24 CBCutes, and include quarter-hour, halfhour and hour shows. CBC has arowned stations and 55 privately owned
stations. Only 47 of the affiliates had
ranged its schedule mainly for halfhour shows, a few one-hour programs.
signed contracts as of last week, but the
CBC's radio network programs, both
other eight were expected to sign by
entertainment and public affairs type,
today. They are also 81 CBC loware in demand by U. S. educational
power unattended repeater stations carstations, some fm stations and a number
rying the network programs. Coverage
is expected to give CBC programs to of commercial stations.
90% of all English-speaking Canadians.
Broadcasters to take
The affiliates will be required to carry
a guaranteed weekly minimum of 26
RFE trip to Europe
hours and 7 minutes of national proA group of American broadcasting
grams, some sponsored. They can carry
officials and other businessmen will start
as many other programs as they desire
from the 112 hours the CBC provides
a 10-day inspection tour on Oct. 13 of
weekly to its own stations.
Radio Free Europe's facilities in West
Much of the programming will be Germany and Portugal.
Radio Free Europe Fund (private,
live from Toronto and other CBC production centers. CBC has retained a non-profit organization that seeks funds
number of actors, artists and producers,
to
support
RFE's said
broadcasts
to Iron
Curtain
countries)
the group
(25
some employed full-time, others on a
people) will arrive in Lisbon for an
freelance basis. Many of the daytime
inspection tour of the Gloria, Portugal,
programs are of light entertainment.
shortwave transmitter site, and will be
Evening programs deal more with seri- in Munich on Oct. 18 to look at RFE
ous music, public affairs talks, and
headquarters.
some university educational programs.
Among the broadcast officials schedThe programming will be on a standuled for the flight: Donald Albritton,
ard basis, most programs to be aired
WBUR Boston; Phyllis J. Ariano, adat the same time in each of the seven
ministrative assistant to the president,
time zones. Thus programs will be de- Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New
layed in the various western time zones
York; Henry Cassidy, foreign news
to go on at the same hour they are aired
in Toronto. They will be aired earlier in analyst, WNEW New York; John Coseastern areas. Thus national news will grove, director of publications, Broadcasting magazine, Washington; Charles
be heard everywhere at 10 p.m. local
H. Crutchfield, executive vice president,
time; similarly, programs of all types Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.,
will be broadcast at the time chosen for Charlotte, N. C.
maximum audience at the Toronto proAlso, Donald B. Curran, director of
gram headquarters. The only exception
advertising and publicity, ABC-owned
will be major sporting events or spestations, New York; Mrs. Lee Jeter, cocial programs of national and internaowner, KFLJ Walsenburg, Colo.; James
tional importance.
Lavenstein, administrative manager of
CBC is selling as many of its enternetwork programs, CBS-TV, New York;
tainment and cultural programs as posEvans Nord, general manager, KELOsible for use on the network. It does
TV Sioux Falls, S.D.; Ray Ruester, news
not sell news or public affairs programs
director, WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla.; Rusfor sponsorship. Among advertisers
sell Tornabene, manager of operations,
this season on the new network will be Pa.
NBC News, New York; Cecil WoodTexaco Co. of Canada, with Metropoliland, general manager, WEJL Scranton,
tan Opera from New York; Imperial
Oil Ltd., with national hockey broadRFE Fund staffers on the trip: Alexander J. Buttice, radio and tv director
casts; Colgate-Palmolive Ltd. and St.
Lawrence Starch Co., with the Tommy
(New York) ; John A. De Chant, special
Hunter Show; the Grey Cup football
representative (Washington); A. O.
Martin, regional director (Atlanta);
classic sponsored by the Canadian
York).
John P. MacBean, press director (New
Army, Mennen Co., Carling Breweries,
and Shick Razor Co.; World Series
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TELEVISION
Networks are listed alphabetically
with the following information: time,
program title in italics, followed by
sponsors or type of sponsorship. Abbreviations: sust., sustaining; part., participating; alt., alternate sponsor; coop, cooperative local sponsorships. All
times EDT. Published first issue in
each quarter.
SUNDAY MORNING
10- 11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Lamp Unto My Feet, sust.;
10:30-11 Look Up and Live, sust.
NBC-TV No network service.
11- 12 noon
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV
11-11:30 service.
Camera Three, sust.; 11:3012 No network
NBC-TV No network service.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 12-12:30 No network service; 12:3012:55 Washington Conversation, sust.; 12:551 News, sust.
NBC-TV No network service.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV 1-1:30 No network service; 1:30-2
Meet the Professor, sust.
CBS-TV 1-1:45 No network service; 1:45-2
NFL Kickoff, part.; 2-concl. NFL Football,
part.
NBC-TV 1:30-2 Religious Programs, sust.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TVStevenson
2-2:30 Directions
Adlai
Reports, '63,
sust.,sust;
alt. 2:30-3
with
Editor's
Choice,
sust.
CBS-TV Football.
NBC-TV No network service.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC-TV
3:30 AFL 3-3:30
Football,Issues
part. & Answers, sust.;
CBS-TV Football, cont.
NBC-TV No network service.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC-TV Football, cont.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 4-4:30 No network service; 4:30-5
This Is NBC News, sust.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 5-5:30 Amateur Hour, J. B. Williams; 5:30-6 GE College Bowl, GE.
NBC-TV 5-5:30 Update, Helena Rubinstein,
and Glenbrook; Bullwinkle, Gen. Mills,
Emenee Industries.

Specials scheduled

SHOWSHEETS

6- 7 p.m.
ABC-TV 6-6:15 No network service; 6:156:30
All-Pro
part.; 6:30-7 The
Valiant
Years,Scoreboard,
part.
CBS-TV 6-6:30 Twentieth Century, Prudential; 6:30-7 Password, part.
NBC-TV 6-6:30 Meet The Press, Wheeling
Steel
Co-op; 6:30-7 McKeever and the
Colonel,andpart.
7- 8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7-7:30 Father Knows Best, part.;
7:30-8 The Jetsons, part.
CBS-TV 7-7:30 Lassie, Campbell Soup; 7:308 Dennis The Menace, Best Foods, Kellogg.
NBC-TV 7-7:30 Ensign O'Toole, L&M, Ford;
7:30-8:30
WaltEastman
Disney's Kodak.
Wonderful World Of
Color, RCA,
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-10 Sunday Night Movie, part.
CBS-TV
Ed Sullivan Show, Colgate, Revlon,
P.
Lorillard.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Walt Disney Show, cont.;
8:30-9 Car 54, Where Are You?, P&G.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV Movie, cont.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Real McCoys, Ralston Purina;
9:30-10 True Theatre, Gen. Electric.
NBC-TV Bonanza, Chevrolet.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Voice of Firestone, Fire10:30-11 Howard K. Smith, Nationwidestone;
Insurance.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Candid Camera, part.;
10:30-11 What's My Line?, part.
NBC-TV Du Pont Show of the Week, du
Pont.
11- 11:15 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV CBSCarter.News with Eric Sevareid,
Whitehall,
NBC-TV No network service.
MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
6- 7 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV Continental Classroom, sust.
7- 8 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV Today, part.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV Captain Kangaroo, part.
NBC-TV Today, cont.
9- 10 a.m.
No network service at all
10- 11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
10-10:30
ICBS-TV
Loue Lucy,
part. Calendar, part.; 10:30-11
NBC-TV 10-10:25 Say When, part.; 10:25-10:
30 NBC News Morning Report, Gen. Mills,

for October,

ABC-TV:
Nov. 6: 7:30 p.m.-concl.
Election Returns, sust.
Nov. 25: 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Peter and the Wolf, sust.
Dec. 23: 9:30-10 p.m.
Year End Review, sust.
Dec. 31: 9-10 p.m.
Orange Bowl Parade, sust.
CBS-TV:
Oct. 26: 10:30 a.m.-Noon
Miss Teenage America, Colgate, Coty.
Nov. 6: 7:30 p.m.-concl.
Election Returns, part.
Dec. 9: 6-8 p.m.
The Wizard of Oz, Procter & Gamble.
Dec. 29: 1:30 p.m.-concl.
Gater Bowl Game, P. Lorillard (i/s).
Dec. 22: 2 p.m.-concl.
Blue-Bonnet
illard (J/g). Bowl Bowl Game, P. Lor-

NETWORK

November

Bristol-Myers; 10-30-11 Play Your Hunch,
11 a.m.-noon
ABC-TV
11-11:30 Tennessee Ernie Ford,
part.
part.; 11:30-12 Yours For A Song, part.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Verdict Is Yours, part.;
11:30-11:55
Nguos
sust The Brighter Day, part.; 11:55-12
NBC-TV
li-ll:30 The Price
11:30-12 Concentration,
part. Is Right, part.;
MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
EARLY EVENING AND LATE NIGHT
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 Jane Wyman Presents,
part.; 12:30-1 Father Knows Best, part.
CBS-TV 12-12:30 Love Of Life, part.; 12:3012:45 Search For Tomorrow, P&G; 12:45-1
Guiding Light, P&G.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 Your First Impression,
part.; 12:30-12:55 Truth Or Consequences,
part.;
1- 2 p.m.12:55-1 News, Gen. Mills.
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
1:30-2 As
NBC-TV
2- 3 p.m.

No network service.
1-1:30 College Of The Air, sust.;
The World Turns, part.
No network service.

ABC-TV 2-2:25 Day In Court, part.; 2:25-3
News, sust.; 2:30-3 Seven Keys, part.
CBS-TV 2-2:30 Password, part.; 2:30-3 Art
Linkletter's House Party, part.
NBC-TV 2-2:55 Merv Griffin Show, part.;
2:55-3
News, sust.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC-TV 3-3:30 Queen For A Day, part.;
3:30-4 Who Do You Trust?, part.
CBS-TV 3-3:30 The Millionaire, part.; 3:303:55 To Tell The Truth, part.; 3:55-4 News,
sust.
NBC-TV 3-3:30 Loretta Young Theatre,
3:30-4 Young Dr. Malone, part.
4-part.;
5 p.m.
ABC-TV 4-4:30 American Bandstand, part.;
4:30-4:50
Discovery
can Newsstand,
part.'62, part.; 4:50-5 AmeriCBS-TV The Secret Storm, part.; 4:30-5
Edge Of Night, part.
NBC-TV 4-4:30 Make Room for Daddy,
part.;
4:30-4:55 Here's Hollywood, part.
4:55-5
5- 6 p.m.News, Gen. Mills, Bristol Myers.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TVwork service.
5-5:10 News, sust.; 5:10-6 No netNBC-TV No network service.
6- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV service.
6-6:15 News, part.; 6:15-7:30 No
network
CBS-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
News,
7:15-7:30part.;
News, 7-7:15
part. No network service;
NBC-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7

& December

NBC-TV:
Oct. 14: 5:30-6 p.m.
Pre-Election Special, Savings & Loan
Foundation.
Oct. 21: 6-7 p.m.
The Auto Show, Reynolds Metals.
Oct. 24: 9-10 p.m.
Bob Hope Show, Timex, Chemstrand.
Oct. 26: 8:30-10 p.m.
Hallmark Hall of Fame, Hallmark.
Oct. 28: 5-5:30 p.m.
Pre-Election Special, Savings & Loan
Foundation.
Oct. 29: 8:30-9:30 p.m.
World of Jacqueline Kennedy, Purex.
Nov. 5: 10:30-11 p.m.
Pre-Election
Special, Savings & Loan
Foundation.
Nov.
6: 7 p.m.-concl.
Election
Returns, part.
Nov. 11: 9-10 p.m.
Danny Kaye Show, General Motors.
Nov. 17: 7-9 p.m.
Peter Pan, Procter & Gamble.

Nov.
2:30-4:30 sust.
p.m.
Boris18:Godunov,
Nov.
22:
10
a.m.-Noon
Thanksgiving Day Parade, Lionel,
Remco.
Nov. 22: 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Pat Boone Special, Mohawk Carpet.
Nov. 29: 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Bob Hope Show, Timex, Sara Lee.
Nov. 30: 10-11 p.m.
World of Benny Goodman, Purex.
Dec. 18: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Christmas Carol, Timex.
Dec.
23: 3:30-4:30
p.m. Visitors, sust.
Amahl
and the Night
Dec. 29: 1:45-4:45 p.m.
Blue-Gray Game, Gillette, Chrysler.
Dec.
29: 4:45-concl.
East-West
Shrine Game, Savings &
Loan Foundation, R. J. Reynolds, ColDec. 30: TBA
Pro-Championship Football Game,
gate.
Ford, Philip Morris, American Oil.
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Huntley -Brinkley Report, R. J. Reynolds,
American
Home Products; 7-7:30 No Network service.
11 p.m.-1 a.m.
ABC-TV 11-11:15 ABC News Final, Sun Oil.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 11-11:15 No network service; 11:15
p.m.-l a.m. Tonight, part.
MONDAY EVENING
7:30-9 p.m.
ABC-TV
Rifleman, 7:30-8:30
Procter & Cheyenne,
Gamble. part.; 8:30-9
CBS-TV 7:30-8 To Tell the Truth, Whitehall
Pharmacal, R. J. Reynolds; 8-8:30 I've Got
aShow,
Secret,Lever,
G-en. Gen.
Foods,Foods.
Toni; 8:30-9 The Lucy
NBC-TV
A Man's part.
World, part.;
8:30-9:30 7:30-8:30
Saints andIt'sSinners,
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV Stoney Burke, part.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Danny Thomas Show, Gen.
Foods; 9:30-10 Andy Griffith Show, Gen.
Foods.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Saints and Sinners, cont.;
9:30-10
Price is Right, P. Lorillard, Whitehall.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV Ben Casey, part.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 New Loretta Young Show,
Lever,
Ralston. Toni; 10:30-11 Stump the Stars,
NBC-TV
10-10:30
David 10:30-11
Brinkley's
Journal,
Pittsburgh
Plate Glass;
No network
service.
TUESDAY EVENING
7:30-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Combat, part.; 8:30-9:30
Hawaiian Eye, part.
CBS-TV 7:30-8 Marshall Dillon, local sales;
8- 8:30 Lloyd Bridges Show, Kaiser; 8:30-9:30
Red Skelton Show, Best Foods, S. C. Johnson, Lever, Philip Morris.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Laramie, part.; 8:30-9:30
Empire, Amer. Tobacco, Gen. Mills, Chrysler.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV
9-9:30 Hawaiian
10:30 Untouchables,
part. Eye, cont.; 9:30CBS-TV 9-9:30 Red Skelton, cont.; 9:30-10
Jack Benny, State Farm, Gen. Foods.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Empire, cont.; 9:30-10:30
Dick Powell Show, Reynolds Metals, American Gas, Kimberly Clark, Shulton.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Untouchables, cont.; 10:3011 Close-Up!,
Caesar
Sees It,Bell
Dutch& Howell,
Masters. alt. with As
CBS-TV
Garry
Moore
Show, Oldsmobile,
S. C. Johnson, R. J. Reynolds.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Dick Powell, cont.; 10:3011 Cfiet Huntley Reporting, Xerox, Mentholatum.
WEDNESDAY

EVENING

7:30-9 p.m.
ABC-TV
9:30
Going7:30-8:30
My Way,Wagon
part. Train, part.; 8:30CBS-TV
7:30-8:30
CBS
Reports,
Dobie Gillis, Colgate and
sust. part.; 8:30-9
NBC-TV The Virginian, part.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Going My Way, cont.; 9:3010
fosccoOur Man Higgins, Pontiac, Amer. ToCBS-TV 9-9:30 Beverly Hillbillies, Kellogg,
R. J. Reynolds; 9:30-10 Dick Van Dyke
Show, Procter & Gamble, P. Lorillard.
NBC-TV Perry Como's Kraft Music Hall,
Kraft.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV Naked City, part.
CBS-TV U. S. Steel Hour, U. S. Steel, alt.
with Armstrong Circle Theatre, Armstrong.
NBC-TV Eleventh Hour, part.
THURSDAY EVENING
7:30-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8 Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet, part.; 8-8:30 Donna Reed Show, Campbell Soup, National Biscuit; 8:30-9 Leave it
to Beaver, part.
CBS-TV 7:30-8 Mister Ed, Studebaker and
sust.; 8-9 Perry Mason, part.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Wide Country, part.; 8:309:30 Dr. Kildare, Alberto-Culver, Colgate,
Singer, Warner Lambert, Liggett & Myers,
Sterling Drug.
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9- 10 p.m.
ABC -TV 9-9:30 My Three Sons, Chevrolet;
9:30-10 McHale's Navy, part.
CBS-TV The
Whitehall, Johnson &
Johnson,
BrownNurses,
& Williamson.
NBC-TV
9-9:30
Dr.
Kildare,
cont.; 9:30-10
Hazel, Ford.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV Alcoa Premiere, Alcoa, alt. with
CBS-TV Alfred Hitchcock Hour, part.
NBC-TV Andy Williams Show, part.
FRIDAY EVENING
7:30-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 The Gallant Men, part.;
8:30-9 The Flintstones, part.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Rawhide, part.; 8:30-9:30
Route 66, Chevrolet, Philip Morris, Sterling.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 International Showtime,
part.; 8:30-9:30
Sing AlongBuick.
With Mitch, Ballantine,
R. J. Reynolds,
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV
9-9:30Procter
I'm Dickens— He's Fenster,
El
Producto,
77 Sunset
Strip, part. & Gamble; 9:30-10:30
CBS-TV
9-9:30 part.
Route 66, cont.; 9:30-10:30
Fair
Exchange,
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Sing Along, cont.; 9:30-10
Call Me Charlie, Scott Paper, Brown
&Don't
Williamson.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 77 Sunset Strip, cont.; 10:
30-11 No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Fair Exchange, cont.; 10:
30-11 Eyewitness, part.
NBC-TV The Jack Paar Show, part.
SATURDAY MORNING & AFTERNOON
8- 9 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV Captain Kangaroo, part.
NBC-TV No network service.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 No network service; 9:30-10
Ruff and Reddy, part.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Alvin and the Chipmunks,
part.; 10:30-11 Mighty Mouse, part.
NBC-TV 10-10:0 Shari Lewis Show, part.;
10:30-11 King Leonardo and His Short Subjects, part.
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV 11-11:30 Make A Face, Bradley,
Sears-Roebuck, Welch; 11:30-12 Top Cat,
Transogram, Chunky Chocolate.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Magic Land of Allakazam,
part.; 11:30-12 Roy Rogers, part.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 Fury, part.; 11:30-12 Marx
Magic Midway, Marx.
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 Bugs Bunny, Gen. Foods;
12:30-1 Magic Land of Allakazam, Marx,
Lakeside.

CBS-TV Room,
12-12:30sust.
Sky King, Nabisco; 12:30-1
Reading
NBC-TV 12-12:30 Make Room for Daddy,
part.;
12:30-1:30 Exploring, Kraft.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV
1-1:30 My Friend Flicka, Gen.
Mills; 1:30-2 No network service.
CBS-TV 1-1:15 CBS News, sust.; 1:15-45 No
network
service; 1:45-2 PreFootball Kickoff,
Union Carbide.
NBC-TV
1-1:30 Exploring, cont.; 1:30-2
2-Watch
3 p.m.Mr. Wizard, sust.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV Oil.
NCAA Football, Ford, Gen. Cigar,
Humble
NBC-TV No network service.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV Football, cont.
4-NBC-TV
5 p.m. No network service.
No network service at all.
5- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 5-6:30 ABC's Wide World of Sports,
part.; 6:30-7 No network service; 7-7:30
Matty's Funnies, Mattel.
CBS-TV 5-5:15 NCAA Scoreboard, Gen.
Mills, Bristol-Myers; 5:15-7:30 No network
service.
NBC-TV 5-5:30 National Football League
Highlights, R. J. Reynolds, Skill, Mennen,
Chesebrough-Pond's:
5:30-6 Captain
Gallant,
Gen.
Mills, Lionel, Shwayder
Bros., Schaper;
6- 6:15 News, sust.; 6:15-7:30 No network
service.
SATURDAY
7:30-9 p.m.

EVENING

ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Roy Rogers-Dale Evans
Show, part.; Mr. Smith Goes To Washington, Dalton, Norwich Pharmacal, R. J. Reynolds, U. S. Rubber.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Jackie Gleason Show: The
American Scene Magazine, part.; 8:30-9:30
The Defenders, Brown & Williamson, Lever,
All State, Speidel.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Sam Benedict, part.; 8:309 Joey Bishop Show, P. Lorillard, Procter &
Gamble.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV Lawrence Welk Show, J. B. Williams, Whitehall.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Defenders, cont.; 9:30-10
Have Gun, Will Travel, Amer. Tobacco,
Whitehall.
NBC-TV 9-11 Saturday Night At the Movies,
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV
10-10:50 Fight of the Week, Gilpart. lette; 10:50-11
Saturday Sports Final, Brown
& Williamson.
CBS-TV Gunsmoke, John. & Johnson, Gen.
Foods, Procter & Gamble, Alberto Culver.
NBC-TV Movies, cont.
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AUTHORIZATIONS,

As compiled by Broadcasting Sept. 20
through Sept. 26 and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC in that period.
This department includes data on
new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases,
rules & standards changes, routine
roundup of other commission activity.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
—construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf— very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis.— visual, kw— kilowatts, w-watts.
mc—
N— night.trans.
LS——
localmegacycles.
sunset, mod.D —— day.
modification,
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH—
specified
Announced. hours. * — educational. Ann.—
New tv stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
*San Mateo, Calif.— San Mateo Junior
College District Peninsula and Delaware.
Granted cp for new non-commercial educational tv station uhf ch. 14 (470-476 mc);
ERP 14.7 kw vis., 7.9 kw aur. Ant. height
above average terrain 330 ft.; above ground
93 ft. Estimated construction cost $243,957;
first year operating cost $54,900; no revenue.
P.O. address c/o Dr. Jacob H. Wiens, San
Mateo, Studio and trans, location San Mateo.
Geographic coordinates 37° 32' 12" No. Lat.,
122" 20' 2" W. Long. Trans. RCA TTTJ-1B;
ant. RCApared byTFU-24DL.
data preDr. Wiens. Engineering
Board of directors:
U. S. Simonds Jr., Robert A. Traver,
Eleanore D. Nettle, Raymond T. Whitney,
Carl E. Ward, (no financial interest by
board members.) Action Sept. 21.
Chicago, 111.— Weigel Bcstg. Co. Granted
cp for new tv station uhf ch. 26 (542-548
mc); ERP 250 kw vis., 125 kw aur. Ant.
height above average terrain 550 ft.; above
ground 580 ft. Estimated construction cost
$325,000; first year operating cost $250,000;
revenue $150,000. P.O. address 1275 N. Waukegan Rd., Lake Forest, 111. Studio and
trans, location Chicago. Geographic coordinates 41°GE
51' TT-25-A;
56" N. Lat.,
22" W.
Long. Trans.
ant.87°GE 38'TT-25-C.
Legal counsel Hogan & Hartson, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer David Steel
& Assoc., Washington, D. C. Principals:
Daniel J. McCarthy, Adam Riffel (each
44%), John Weigel (11%) and John M.
Duffy (1%). Messrs. McCarthy and Duffy
are attorneys; Mr. Riffel is grain broker
and bank director; Mr. Weigel is radio
and tv announcer. Action Sept. 19.
APPLICATION
*Indianapolis, Ind. — Butler University.
Uhf ch. 20 (506-512 mc); ERP 202.19 kw
vis., 109.22 kw aur. Ant. height above aver-

RECORD

APPLICATIONS
age terrain 412.5 ft., above ground 449.5 ft.
Estimated construction cost $800,203; first
year operating cost $78,000. P.O. address
Indianapolis 7. Studio and trans, location
Indianapolis.
39°
50' 37" N. Lat.,Geographic
86° 10' 19" coordinates
W. Long. Type
trans. RCA TTU-12A; type ant. RCA TFU24DL. Legal counsel Johnson and Weaver,
Indianapolis, consulting engineer John L.
Krom. Principals are Board of Directors of
U. Ann. Sept. 6.

EDWIN

Existing tv station
ACTION BY FCC
■ By memorandum
opinion & order,
commission (1) granted application
of Eugene
Tv Inc., for mod. of cp of station KVALTV (ch.
from
vis.13),
215Eugene,
kw andOre.,
aur. to115increase
kw to ERP
vis.
316 kw and aur. 158 kw, change trans,
location from IIV2 miles north northeast
of Eugene to presently licensed site at 3V2
miles south of that city, make changes in
trans, ant. and equipment and reduce ant.
height from 2,490 ft. to 1,476 ft., and (2)
denied opposing petition by Liberty Tv
Inc. (KEZI-TV, ch. 9), Eugene. Comr.
Bartley currednotin result.
participating;
Comr.25. Ford conAction Sept.
New am station
APPLICATION
MonticeUo, Fla. — Radio Monticello. 1090
kc. 1 kw D. P.O. address c/o WCHN Quincy, Fla. Estimated construction cost $14,283:
first year operating cost $45,000: revenue
$60,000. William S. Dodson is sole owner.
25 Dodson is sole owner of WCHN Quincy,
Mr.
and WBSC Bennettesville, S. C. Ann. Sept.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
■ By order, commission waived Sec. 1.354
of rules and accepted for filing application
of Tri-County Publication Service Inc.
(KUDU) to delete Oxnard from its present
dual
Calif. city
Actiondesignation
Sept. 25. of Ventura-Oxnard,
■ By memorandum
opinion
& order, Bcstg.
commission denied request
by Rollins
Inc., for waiver of Sees. 1.106(b) and 1.354
of rules and commission policy against accontingent applications,
returnedcepting
its tendered
application toand
change
facilities of station WBEE Harvey, 111., from
1570 kc. 1 kw, DA, D, to 1560 kc, 10 kw,
DA. D. Action Sept. 25.
WCAW creased
Charleston,
Va. — 250
Granted
daytime powerW. from
w to in-10
kw, with DA-N, continued operation on
680 kc, 250 w-N, condition; denied letter
requestnatebyapplication
WPTF forRaleigh,
N. Action
C, to desighearing.
Sept.
25.
KEOS, Plateau Bcstg. Inc., Flgstaff,
Ariz. — By order, commission, on showing
of compliance with exceptions to threeyear
rule,W. granted
control holding
from John
and Alicetransfer
F. Ross of
to
Jack P. Bird; transaction involves sale of

TORNBERG

& COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York— 60 East 42nd St, New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington— 711 14th St, N.W., Washington, D. C. • M 74531
90

100% stock to Mr. Bird for 5 acres of land
valuud at $5,000. Action Sept. 18.
KXEX Fresno, Calif.— Granted mod. of
cp to change trans, site, ant. and ground
systems and make other technical changes;
engineering
conditions.
sented. Action
Sept. 18. Comr. Bartley disAPPLICATIONS
KSON San Diego, Calif.— Cp to increase
daytime
1 kw Sept.
from 21.250 w and
install newpower
trans.to Ann.
WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.— Cp to change
ant. -trans, location and change from DA
night quest
and day (DA-1) to DA-N only. ReAnn. Sept.waiver25. of Sec. 1.354 and other relief.
WEXL Royal Oak, Mich.— Mod. of cp
(which authorized increase in daytime
power; install new trans, and DA, daytime)
to make changes in DA system and changes
in ground system. Ann. Sept. 17.
WFOR Hattiesburg, Miss. — Cp to increase
daytime power to 1 kw from 250 w, install
new trans., make changes in ant. system
(increase
tion. Ann.height)
Sept. 21.and change studio locaWHIT New Bern, N. C— Cp to increase
daytime power to 1 kw from 250 w, and
install new trans. Ann. Sept. 25.
New fm station
APPLICATION
Sidney, Ohio — Van Wert Bcstg. Co. 105.5
mc, age
ch.terrain
288, 1543 kw.
Ant. address
height Marsh
above Bldg.,
averft. P.O.
Van Wert. Estimated construction cost $12,100; first year operating cost $7,200; revenue
$42,000. Principals: Kenneth E. Kunze and
Raymond M. Waldron (each 25%), Stephan
S. Beard,
and 12.5%).
G. DaleApplicant
Wilson,
and
Merl George
Knittle W.
(each
owns WERT-AM-FM Van Wert and is applying for new am station in Sidney, both
Ohio, and Plymouth, Ind. Ann. Sept. 21.
Existing fm stations
CPS DELETED
■
WSHR
(FM)
Lakes Bcstg. Corp. Shorwood,
Cp forfeitedWis.—
andGreat
call
letters deleted for fm station on 100.1 mc,
ch. 261, 800 w. Ant. height above average
terrain 110 ft. Remote control of trans,
permitted. Ann. Sept. 21.
■ *WBAA-FM West Lafayette, Ind.— Purdue U. Cp forfeited and call letters deleted
for fm station on 99.1 mc, ch. 256, 35.7 kw
Ant. height above average terrain 194 ft.
Ann. Sept. 19.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WHHY-FM
Montgomery,Inc. Ala.— Broadcast
Service of Montgomery
WMIE-FM Miami, Fla.— WMIE Inc.
*WIAACamp.
(FM) Interlochen, Mich— National
Music
WYRE-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Golden Triangle Bcstg. Inc.; changed from WINE
(FM).
WLTN
Bcstg. Co. (FM) Littleton, N. H.— The Berlin
KTW-FM
Wash.— First Presbyterian ChurchSeattle,
of Seattle.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
■ Commission (1) renewed license of
KLOR-TV (ch. 11) Provo, Utah, which has
been off air since March 15, 1960 because
of insolvency, and (2) assigned licenses of
it and its auxiliaries to Brigham Young
University, to operate as noncommercial
educational station. Latter condition is because of overlap between KLOR-TV and
assignee's station
Lake City.
Commission
will KSL-TV
propose Salt
rulemaking
to
designate ch. 11 at Provo as noncommercial
educational. Consideration is $10,000 for
partial reimbursement of out-of-pocket exof predecessor
bankrupt
censee; newpendituresassignee
to obtain
some liof
present equipment for $140,000. Sale was
pursuant to court order. University now
controls KSL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City,
and has minority interests in KID-AM-TV
Idaho Falls, Idaho, and KBOI-AM-FM-TV
Boise, Idaho, all of which hold commercial authorizations;
and isfmlicensee
noncommercial educational
station ofKBYU
Provo. Action Sept. 25.
KCLB (FM), Lawrence W. Felt, CarlsGranted consideration
assignment of$10cp andto
Patrickbad, Calif.
F. —Michaels;
$500 for reimbursement of engineering
costs. No construction has started. Comr.
Bartley dissented. Action Sept. 25.
WYNK, Joel M. Hirsch, receiver, Baton
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFOCE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCGE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFOCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCOE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCOE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFOOB

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFOOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
Ceorge M. Sklom
19 E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFCCE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFCGE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
BUtler 1-1551

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuclcanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Rsgwt 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

JOHN H. BATTISON
& ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializingandin AM-FM-TV
applications
934-5 Munsey measurements
Building
Washington 5. D. C.
Dl 7-2330 Established 1954

contact
BROADCASTINC MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOOE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

SERVICE
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY

DIRECTORY
THE CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
ECPD Accred. Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, D.C.
Industry-approved home study and resiprograms including
in Electronic
Engineeringdence
Technology
Specialized
TV
Engineering. Write for free catalog.

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD
ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LP 5-5590

AM
FM
TV

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Sept. 26
ON AIR
CPS
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie
Cps.
Not on air
For new stations
3,692
60
150
432
958
67
172
149
499
62
88
655
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Sept. 26

Commercial
Non-Commercial

VHF
471
42

UHF
91
17

TOTAL
TV
562
59

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC August 31
'Sj&£i$Ui:
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

AM
3,712
55
136
3,903
379
185
564
374
61
435
0
0

FM
989
60
150
1,199
150
15
165
90
4
94
1
0

TV
4901
62
85
637s
58
65
123
45
11
56
0
1

'There are in addition, 10 tv stations which are no longer on the air but retain their
licenses. "Includes one STA.

Rouge, La. — Granted (1) renewal of license
to Miss Lou Bcstg. Corp. (Robert D. McGregor Herbert V. Brown and George R.
Ratliff); consideration $45,000. Action Sept.
25.
APPLICATIONS
KPCAment of license
Marked from
Tree,Kohn
Ark. —Bray,
Seeksdeceased,
assignJ. E. Singleton, and L. V. Bitter Jr. (each
Ys), d/b as Poinsett County Bcstg. Co.,
to Messrs. Singleton and Bitter Jr. and
Archie H. Bray, by will, (each Va), tr/as
same company. No financial consideration
involved. Ann. Sept. 24.
Seeks assignment
of WDSR
license Lake
from City,
AlfredFla.H.— Temple
and W. H.
Jones, receivers, to Mr. Temple and Alma
Horn Temple (55% and 45% respectively),
d/b as Deep South Radioways. Consideration $72,500. Mr. and Mrs. Temple own
laundry firm and were both previous
owners of WDSR. Ann. Sept. 21.
WFMQ Chicago, HI. — Seeks assignment
of license from Lester Vihon, sole owner,
d/b as individual, to same person tr/as
Lester Vihon & Assoc. Inc. No financial
consideration involved. Ann. Sept. 26.
KHAL Homer, La. — Seeks assignment of
license from Dr. Thomas M. Deas, Dr. J. F.
Rushton, and William M. Bigley (each V3),
d/b as Claiborne Bcstg. Corp., to Gene
Humphries, sole owner, tr/as Homer Bcstg.
Co. Consideration $20,000. Mr. Humphries
is 50% owner and manager of KVIN
Vinita, Okla. Ann. Sept. 26.
WKLW (FM)
Grand from
Rapids,
Mich.—W.Seeks
assignment
of license
Kenneth
Van
Prooyen, sole owner, to same person tr/as
Kentwood Bcstg. Inc. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Sept. 24
WMUS-AM-FM Muskegon, Mich— Seeks
acquisition of positive control by Charles
and Marion C. Boonstra (each 30.826%)
through purchase of stock from Harold H.
Smith (10,903 shares) by Greater Muskegon
Bcstrs., licensee, (8,177 shares) and Wesley
B. Tebeau (2.726 shares). Effect of transfer will be to reduce outstanding shares in
corporation from 41,646 to 33,469 which
would
Mr. and
Boonstra's
interest.increase
Mr. Tebeau
will Mrs.
pay Mr.
Smith
$6,250 and corporation will pay to same
$18,750. Ann. Sept. 25.
92 (FOR THE RECORD)

KFTW Fredericktown, Mo.— Seeks assignfromF. Robert
V}%ni
(100%) ofto CP
Robert
Neathery F.Jr.Neathery
(100%)
Consideration
that assignee
pay to assignor
cost incurred during construct
ion
of
staWillow Springs, KALM Thayer and KANS
Independence, all Missouri.
Ann. Sept. 25.
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y. — Seeks assignment of license from Jacques and
Jeanne DeMattos (each 50%), d/b as Upstate
Bcstg. Corp., to James Rogers III, sole
owner, tr/as WNBZ Inc. Consideration
$110,000. Mr. Rogers is salesman and announcer for WNBZ. Ann. Sept. 26
WOMP-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio— Seeks assignment of license from Howard C. Weiss
(100%), to same person tr/as Belmont
Bcstrs. Inc. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Sept. 26.
WZAK (FM) Cleveland, Ohio — Seeks assignment of cp from
(75%)
and J. William
(25%),William
d/b as O'Neil
Ohio Music
Corp., to Xenophon Zapis, Robert L.
Stumpf, Joseph F. Bauer, and Ohio Music
Corp. (each 25%), tr/as The Trans World
Bcstg. Corp. Mr. Zapis is attorney, Mr.
Stumpf is owner meat processing firm, Mr.
Bauer owns advertising agency, Ohio Music
is 53% owner WSKP Miami, Fla., and Mr.
O'Neil,
Ohio MusicAmalie,
and is sole
owner 75%
of owner
WSTA of Charlotte
St.
Thomas, V. I. Ann. Sept. 25.
KAGI Grants Pass, Ore.— Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation by Southern Oregon Bcstg. Co.
(83.33%) through purchase of stock from
N. Paul Hoff (presently 33.33%). Consideration $11,000. J. Edwin Arnold will hold
remaining 16.66% of stock. Southern owns
KGPO (FM) Grants Pass. Ann. Sept. 26.
KWFA Merkel, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of cp from David W. Ratliff, sole owner,
d/b as Taylor County Bcstg. Co., to company of same name tr/as corporation. No
25.
financial
consideration involved. Ann. Sept.
WNOR-FM Norfolk, Va.— Seeks assignment of cp from Louis H. Peterson, sole
owner, d/b as Norfolk Bcstg. Corp., to
same person tr/as as WNOR-FM Inc. Assigcountings
nment is forand nopurposes
facilitating ac-is
financialof consideration
involved. Mr. Peterson is owner of WNOR
that city. Ann. Sept. 24.

Hearing cases
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission on Sept. 21 directed preparation of document looking toward affirming
Feb. 12 initial decision which would grant
applications of San Juan Non-Profit Tv Assn.
for three new uhf tv translator stations on
chs. 73,Highway
77 & 83 to and
serve Huerfano-Bloomfield
Farmington-Bloomfield
Highway areas, New Mexico, from trans,
locations on Huerfano Peak by transmitting
programs of Albuquerque stations KGGMTV (ch. 13), KOB-TV (ch. 4) and KOATTV (ch. 7). Announcement of this preliminary step does not constitute commission action in such case, but is merely announcement of proposed disposition. Commission
reserves right to reach different result upon
subsequent adoption and issuance of formal
decision. Action Sept. 21.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING
Pender Bcstg. Co., Burgaw & Duplin
Bcstg. Co., St. Pauls, both North Carolina —
Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new am stations to operate on
1470 kc, 1 kw, D. Action Sept. 25.
James A. Noe, Lafayette, La. — Designated for hearing application for new am
station to operate on 1270 kc, 1 kw, D;
issues include Sec. 3.35 multiple ownership
and concentration of control determination.
Action Sept. 25.
Avoyelles Bcstg. Corp., New Roads, La.
— Designated for hearing application for
new am station to operate on 1500 kc, 1 kw,
D; issues include Sec. 3.35 multiple ownershiption.andComr.
concentration
of control
Hyde dissented.
ActiondeterminaSept. 25.
KVOE, Bluestem Bcstg. Inc., Emporia,
Kan. & KAYS, Inc., Hays, Kan. — Designated
for consolidated hearing applications to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1400 kc, 250 w-N;
granted
petition itbyparty
KWBBto proceeding,
Wichita, to also
extent of making
made KNCK Concordia, and KJCK Junction
City, parties. Action Sept. 25.
KGST Fresno Calif.— Designated for hearing application for increased power from 1
kw to 5 kw, continued operation on 1600 kc,
D, made KUBA Yuba City, who petitioned
for hearing party to proceeding. Action
Sept. 25.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission denied petition "for temporary relief" filed by Southwest States Inc. (KOSATV), Odessa, Tex., requesting stay of July
31 action granting application of Tri-Cities
Bcstg. Co. to move trans, location of KVKMTV, Monahans, to about 28 miles north of
that city in direction of Odessa and Midland, increase ant. height to 1,270 ft., and
increase visual ERP to 240 kw, with aural
ERP 120 kw. KOSA-TV has pending petition for reconsideration of the KVKM-TV
grant. Action Sept. 25.
■ By
Boston tv ch.modified
5 proceeding, decision
commission in
supplemented,
and
affirmed its previous April 24, 1957 and July
14, 1960 decisions and (1) reinstated cp
granted WHDH Inc., for new tv station to
operate on ch. 5 in Boston, Mass., and (2)
denied competing applications of Greater
Boston Tv Corp. and Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters Inc.; also granted licenses to
coverperiod
cp forof station
WHDH-TV
be issued
for
four months
only. to
It dismissed
as moot motion by WHDH to dismiss Greater
Boston application and petition by Greater
Boston for reargument. Action Sept. 25.
■ Commission scheduled oral arguments
on October 19 in following proceedings on
applications for tv stations in Terre Haute,
Ind.: ch. 2 — Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp. to
change facilities of station WTHI-TV to
ch. 2 from ch. 10, and Illiana Telecasting
Corp. for new station on ch. 2; ch. 10 —
Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp. for renewal of
license of station WTHI-TV on ch. 10, and
Livesay
Bcstg.
Inc.,25. for new station on ch.
10. Action
Sept.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ Granted petition by Pioneer States
Bcstrs. Inc., West Hartford, Conn., and
extended to Sept. 28 time to file exceptions
to initial decision in proceeding on its am
application. Action Sept. 24.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau,
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and extended time to Oct. 5 to reply to
joint request by Eastern Bcstg. System Inc.,
Brookfield, Colonial Bcstg. Co. and George
F. O'Brien, New Milford, and Fairfield Bcstg.
Co., Easton, all Conn., for simultaneous approval of agreement; dismissal of applicaand Fairfield;
and
grant tionsof of Colonial,
applicationO'Brien
of Eastern.
Action Sept.
21.
■ Granted petition by General Communications Inc. (KXKW), Lafayette, La., and
extended time to Oct. 4 to respond to petition by South Mississippi Bcstg. Co.,
Mississippi City, Miss., to delete issues in
proceeding on their am applications. Action
Sept. 21.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on application of Bootheel Bcstg.
Co., for new am station in Kennett, Mo.,
granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to
extent of adding issue to determine whether
Bootheel, in view of its proposals as to
staff, is qualified to operate its station in
manner proposed by its application, and
denied petition by Kennett Bcstg. Corp.
(KBOA), Kennett; Board Chmn. Berkemeyer issued dissenting statement to denial
of Bureau's
request needs.
concerning
ment of programming
ActionascertainSept. 21.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted motion by Risden Allen Lyon
and continued Sept. 20 evidentiary hearing
to date to be specified after commission has
acted on pending joint petition for approval
of merger agreement in proceeding on his
application and that of York-Clover Bcstg.
Inc., for new am stations in Charlotte, N.C.,
and York, S. C. Action Sept. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted joint petition by applicants
People's
Bcstg.Bcstg.
Co. (WPBC),
Minneapolis,
and Gabriel
Co., Chisholm,
both
Minnesota, and continued Sept. 28 hearing
to Nov. 7 in proceeding on their am applications. Action Sept. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Upon oral request of Los Angeles Bcstg.
Co. (KFAC), Los Angeles, Calif., respondent
in proceeding on am application of DolphPettey Bcstg. Co. (KUDE), Oceanside, continued Sept. 26 further hearing to Oct. 3.
Action Sept. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Scheduled certain procedural dates and
continued Oct. 16 hearing to Nov. 28 in
proceeding on am application of Hudson
Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WEOK), Poughkeepsie,
N.Y. Action Sept. 20.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion
■ Granted petition by D & E Bcstg. Co.,
and continued Sept. 28 further hearing to
Oct. 25 in proceeding on its application and
that of Great State Bcstrs. Inc., for new
am stations in San Antonio, Tex. Action
Sept. 24.
■ Pursuant to agreement at Sept. 25 prehearing conference in proceeding on am
application of New Madrid County Bcstg.
Co. (KMIS), Portageville, Mo., continued
Oct. 19 hearing to Nov. 13. Action Sept. 25.
■ Granted petition by Jefferson Radio Co.,
and extended time from Sept. 28 to Oct. 15
to file proposed findings of fact in proceeding on its application for license to cover cp
for new am station (WLXI) in Irondale, Ala.
Action Sept. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted petition by KDIA Inc. (KDIA) ,
Oakland, Calif., and continued date for exchange of engineering exhibits from Oct. 15
to Nov. 15, and hearing from Oct. 22 to Dec.
10 in proceeding on its am application.
Action Sept. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Chester F.
Naumowicz Jr.
■ Formalized by order certain agreements
and rulings made at Sept. 21 prehearing
conference and at subsequent discussion between counsel and hearing examiner in proceeding on applications of Edina Corp. and
Tedesco Inc., for new am stations in Edina
and Bloomington, Minn., scheduled certain
procedural dates, and continued Oct. 24
hearing to Nov. 19. Action Sept. 21.
■ Granted motion by Birch Bay Bcstg.
Inc. (KARI), Blaine, Wash., and extended
time from Sept. 21 to Nov. 2 to file proposed
findings arid from Oct. 5 to Nov. 16 to file
reply findings in proceeding on its am
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application. Action Sept. 21.
■ Denied motion by Reliable Bcstg. Co.
for continuance of Sept. 26 hearing in proceeding on its am application for new station
in Calhoun and that of Blue Ridge Mountain
Bcstg. Co., Ellijay, both Georgia. Action
Sept. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted petition by KWES Bcstg. Co.
for leave to amend its application for new
am station in Ceres, Calif., relating to its
staffing plans; application is consolidated for
hearing with am application of Western
Bcstg. Co. (KOLO), Reno, Nev. Action
Sept. 24.
■ Upon oral request of applicants and respondent, scheduled further prehearing conference for Sept. 24 in matter of revocation
of cp of Martin R. Karig for am station
WIZR Johnstown, N.Y. et al. Action Sept. 24.
■ Granted petition by Rockland Radio
Corp., for leave to amend its application for
new am station in Spring Valley, N.Y., to
correct depiction of its proposed 25 mv/m
contour; application is consolidated for hearing with Docs. 14510 et al. Action Sept. 21.
■ Granted motion by Delaware Valley
Bcstg. Co. (WAAT), Trenton, N.J., and continued Oct. 1 hearing to Oct. 15 in proceeding on its am application, et al. Action
Sept.
21.
■ Rescheduled
Oct. 9 hearing for Nov. 27
and scheduled deposition-reception session
for Oct. 11 in proceeding on applications of
La Fiesta Bcstg. Co. and Mid-Cities Bcstg.
Corp. for new am stations in Lubbock, Tex.
Action Sept. 21.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and further extended from Sept. 21 to Oct.
5 time to file proposed findings and from
Oct. 8 to Oct. 19 for replies in proceeding
on am application of KFNF Bcstg. Corp.
20.
(KFNF), Shenandoah, Iowa. Action Sept.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Sept. 25
KIPA, Big Island Bcstg. Co., Ltd., Hilo,
Hawaii — Granted transfer of control from
Jedd McClatchy and Thomas J. MacBride,
executors of estate of Alan H. Pollock, to
John P. and Gordon Pollock.
KHDN, Big Horn County Musicasters,
Hardin, Mont. — Granted assignment of cp
to
Hardin Bcstg. Co.; no monetary consideration.
K10EM Park Rapids, Minn.— Granted
mod. of cp to change frequency to ch. 10 for
vhf tv translator station.
KCLB tens(FM)
Carlsbad,dateCalif.—
Granted
ion of completion
to Feb.
1, 1963.exActions of Sept. 24
WFPA, George A. Gothberg Jr., Fort
Payne, censesAla.
— Granted
assignment
of lito Robert
H. Johnson;
consideration
$33,000.
WEFA (FM), Edward C. Fritz Jr., Waukegan,
ni. — Granted
assignment
WEFA Inc.;
consideration
$1,500. of cp to
WLAY Muscle Shoals, Ala. — Granted cp
to install old main trans, as alternate main
night and auxiliary day at main trans, site.
WTVMcense covering
(TV) changes
Columbus,
Granted liand Ga.—
redescription
of
studio location; condition.
WEW St. Louis, Mo. — Granted change in
remote control authority.
WRVR (FM) New York, N. Y.— Granted
cp to change type ant., make changes in
ant. system (increase height) , ant. height
to 460 ft. and ERP as 19 kw.
WHCO Sparta, 111.— Granted cp to install
new transmitter; conditions.
KWOA-FM Worthington, Minn. — Granted
cp to change frequency to 95.1 mc, class C
station, ERP to 39 kw, ant. height to 660 ft.,
install new tower (increase height) and new
ant.; remote control permitted.
WSEL Pontotoc, Miss. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WSEL
Pontotoc, Miss., to Jan. 17, 1963; WEFA
(FM) Waukegan, 111., to Feb. 28, 1963.
Actions of Sept. 21
WFMI
(FM)
Montgomery,
Ala.— Granted
SCA on multiplex
basis.
WRAK-AM-FM, WGAL Inc., Williamsport, Pa. — Granted assignment of licenses
to Wright Mackey Corp.; consideration
$200,000.
KIJV Huron, S. D.— Granted increased
daytime power on 1340 kc, from 250 w to 1
kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
w; conditions.

K07DW Gardiner, Mont. — Granted cp to
replace
translatorexpired
station. permit for new vhf tv
Video Utility Corp., Western shore of
Lake Washington and Seattle, Wash. —
Granted cp for new vhf tv translator station, on ch. 2, to translate programs of
KTNT-TV (ch. 11), Tacoma, Wash.
WHAV
Mass.— Granted cp to
install newHaverhill,
trans.
KEEL Shreveport, La. — Granted cp to
install new trans, as alternate main trans,
night.
KEVE-FM Golden Valley, Minn.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.
WLIN (FM) Detroit, Mich.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type ant. and make changes
in ant. system; and granted extension of
completion date to Dec. 31.
WDBC Escanaba, Mich.— Granted waiver
of Sec. 3.66(c)(4) of rules and permitted
operation from authorized remote control
Mimbres TV Assn., San Lorenzo, N. M.—
point.
Granted cp for a new vhf tv translator station on ch. 7, to translate programs of
KELP-TV (ch. 13), El Paso, Tex.
Actions of Sept. 20
WMNI Columbus, Ohio — Granted increased daytime power on 920 kc, from 500
w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation
with 500 w, change from DA-1 to DA-2, and
install new trans.; conditions.
K07AK Heber, Utah — Granted license for
vhf tv translator station.
WTVP (TV) WTVP-Metropolitan Bcstg.
Corp., Decatur, Champaign and Urbana, 111.
—to Granted
assignment
of licenses and cps
Metromedia
Die.
WBKB (TV) Chicago, 111.— Granted cp
to change trans, location, install new ant.
system, make changes in equipment and ant.
height to 890 ft.
W12AD Monticello, Ky.— Granted cp to
change frequency to ch. 12, type ant. and
make changes in ant. system.
KLID Poplar Bluff, Mo.— Granted cp to
change type trans.; conditions.
K11CL
Strater, Malta, Wagner, all Montana— Granted
mod. of cp to change type
trans, and make changes in ant. system.
K04CP, K04CO Sutton, Usibelli, Suntrana,
all Alaska — Granted mod. of cps to change
frequency to ch. 4, type trans., and make
changes in ant. system.
♦WJSP-TV Columbus, Ga.— Waived Sees.
3.685 and 3.613 of rules and granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to 144 kw vis. and 72.4
kw aur.; change trans, and studio locations,
ant. height
ant.
system. to 1510 ft., and make changes in
*KTXT-TV Lubbock, Texas — Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to 2.12 kw vis.
and 1.06 aur., minor change in trans, and
ant. location, change type trans., type ant.,
ant. structure and ant. height to 440 ft.
*WMVT (TV) Milwaukee, Wis.— Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to 14.4 kw-DA
and 7.8 kw-DA, ant. height 440 ft., and
make changes in ant. structure.
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.— Granted mod.
of cp to change height of auxiliary ant.
system (auxiliary trans, and ant.).
WZOK-FM Jacksonville, Fla.— Granted
request and cancelled license for fm station
WZOK-FM; call letters deleted.
■ Granted cps to replace expired permits
for following new vhf tv translator stations:
K07CU Virginia City Tv Booster Club,
Virginia City, Mont.; K07DH Ark Valley Tv
Inc., Lamar, Colo., specify type trans, and
make changes in ant. system; K11CW Park
Non-Profit Tv Inc., Livingston, Mont., specify trans, location, type trans, and make
changes in ant. system; K06AR Creede Tv
Assn., Creede, Colo., change ERP to 9.2 w
and make changes in ant. system; K06BR,
K08CP, K12CM
Elk Mountain,
Mountain Wvo.;
Tv Co.,
Encampment and Elk
K13FA
Juliaetta Tv Assn., Juliaetta, Idaho, and
specify frequency as ch. 13; K08EB Jeffrey
City Community Tv Assn., Jeffrey City,
Wyo., and specify frequency as ch. 8.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: KRAV (FM)
Tulsa, Okla., and change type ant., decrease
ant. height to 330 ft., and make changes in
ant. system; KOVE Lander, Wyo.; KSLO
Opelousas, La.; WAGC Centre, Ala., change
studio location and remote control permitted; KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.; KYSM
Mankato, Minn.
WGMZ (FM) Flint, Mich.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type ant. and transmission
line.
Continued on page 99
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(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2J>0 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads £20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Wanted: Sales manager for California 250
daylighter. Experienced and who can lead
men, set up merchandising, promotions,
and contests, and who can sell. Box 530P,
BROADCASTING.
General manager, successful, sales-minded.
Full responsibility. Northeastern suburban
resort area. Population 400,000. Salary plus
percentage
CASTING. of profits. Box 618P, BROADWanted station and sales manager, for
northeast 500 W daytimer. Must have local
sales experience. Good salary plus. Send
all information and photo in first letter to
Box 740P, BROADCASTING.
WTHI, radio, Terre Haute, Indiana, acceptapplications
for radio-sales
Top ing
salary
plus override.
Contactmanager.
George
A. Foulkes, Vice President, Sales.
General manager. New am-fm Highland
Park, 111. serving North Shore Chicagoland.
Experienced in sales, programming, management. Write fully. Eli Fink, 135 LaSalle,
Chicago.
Announcer dj with first fone, dominant
5000 watt station needs young hard working quality announcer. Fast pace morning
operation. Send tape, picture, experience.
$100 per
week. Radio Station KNPT, Newport, Oregon.
Station manager management of successful
daytimer open to Louisville, Mississippi.
First ticket desirable, but not essential.
Contact Joe Carson, P.O. Box 528, Meridian,
Mississippi.
Executive salesmen, management experience, proven sales background. Full time
travel. (Home weekends), protected localised territory. Residence in territory required; preference given residents of available territories; "Hlinois-Indiana-Michigan;"
"Dakota's-Minnesota-Wisconsin;" "Intermountain;" "Nebraska-Iowa-Kansas-Missouri;" Other territories also available. Openings quired.
immediately,
interviews
reExtensive personal
field training
provided.
Salary, commission-incentive plan. Earnings
Major Medical,
benefits.unlimited.
Resume, references,
pix; other
Community
Club Awards, Westport, Connecticut.
Sales
Christmas promotion. Amazing 6 ft. full
size mechanical, talking Santa Claus.
Beckons customers inside stores and to
product displays. Then voice gives sales
pitch. Use year-round in other promotions
as clown, chef, etc. Only $200.00. Box 532P,
BROADCASTING.
Tape recorder bargain. Brand new recorder
model #210 Reg retail $99.00. In unopened
factory carton, only $55.00. C.O.D. Box
533P, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for a salesman in the fabulous
Rocky Mountain
Salary
and KCOL,
commission. Write Ellisempire.
Atteberry,
Radio
P. O. Box 574, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Eastern Pennsylvania, salesmlnded manager, full time station, resume and performance Information prellminry to interview. $10,000.
per year plus profit sharing.
Box 629P,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Kansas small growing market radio station
needs young, but mature salesman. If you
would like to sell radio and the media,
and notmate rate
as card
a gimmick,
off ofthis
a legitiwith noand deal;
is it.
Draw against commission plus extra. Send
resume to Box 675P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced radio
salesman. Top commission, outstanding opportunity in major southwest market with
leading format operation. Send resume to
Box 713P, BROADCASTING.
Top radio salesman for Rochester, N. Y.
Send photo, experience, references. Box
715P, BROADCASTING.
Have an immediate opening for an experienced professional salesman. Unlimited
opportunity
attractive for
financialpermanent
arrangementposition
for theandright
man. Call the owner Mr. Lester at NO
3-0569 or write WOIA-AM & FM, Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
Attention, disc jockeys who sell your own
shows . . . put it on channel 21, Independent, progressive, Fresno market station
with rates that compare with radio. Late
night or afternoon. Extremely rewarding
commissions. Resume and pics to Harold
Gann, KDAS TV, Hanford, California.
Earn
. . . features,
sell radio'sincluding
hottest
capsuleextra
and money
5 minute
biggest show biz and sports names. Also
jingles and sales promotion ideas at lowest
prices. Write . . . Creative Services, Inc.,
75 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Illinois.
Announcers
Top Chain continually on lookout for top
airmen with format experience. Believable
personality,fications.and
To be creativity
considered important
send tapequaliand
resume to Box 834K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman, experienced. East
coast. Box 384P, BROADCASTING.
Excellent nouncer
opportunity
for experienced
anwith first ticket.
Established 1000
watt good nouncing
music
station.
Emphasis
on
anand news. Salary commensurate
with ability and experience. Box 591P,
BROADCASTING.
Will you be our funny morning showman
for $6,500 a year? Send complete resume,
photo, and airtape. Midwest. Box 621P,
BROADCASTING.
Top-rated station in medium-large market
in upper Midwest requires bright, fastMiddle-of-the-road
man. combines
morning
paced
semi-format
operation
best of the
hits with bright standards. Prefer man with
rating success in competitive market. If
you have
appeal
. thrive
gimmicks andadult
contests
. . .. .and
have ona thorough knowledge of music, you may be
our man. Rush tape, complete resume, and
rating
ING. history to Box 673P, BROADCASTHelp wanted, announcer, engineer, 1st class
ticket. Engineering ability. Desirable area.
Good salary, stable operation. Opening immediately. Send tape and resume to Box
676P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced capable announcer with mature voice, needed by Maryland independent, for music-news-sports shows. Send
tape and
resume including references. Boxcomplete
637P, BROADCASTING.

Engineer, first phone, with announcing and
board abilities. Do not apply unless willing
and able to work a board shift and have
excellent employment history and references. No drifters. Good educational background essential for this West Coast fm in
major
metropolitan market. Send complete
ING.
resume and tape. Box 705P, BROADCASTAnnouncer, mc, with sales ability and experience. Above average pay. Personal insouri. terview necessary. KLEX, Lexington, MisAnnouncer-Chief Engineer. Must have fine
voice and personality. Practical engineer
for new equipment. Abilities in programming, sales,sideration.
andAbovenews
given
careful
conaverage
salary
for good
man. Pleasant working and living conditions. One kilowatt, middle and pop proon news,
and special events.gramming.
68 Heavy
miles
west sports
of Washington,
D. C. Send complete resume, photograph,
and audition tape to Ken Gordon, WFTR,
Front Royal, Virginia.
Immediate opening, announcer, salesman.
Salary, commission. Send resume, tape,
photo. KVML, Sonora, California.
Lively, convincing announcer who can
make music show sound like live bandstand. WICY, Malone, New York.
Announcer-dj good tight board, fast pace
delivery.
We'reto No.
1 afternoons,
need
the
mornings
match.
Rush tapes,weresume
to: Bob Dell, WOLF, Syracuse.
Announcer first phone no maintenance.
State amount required. Mr. Zucker, WBZY,
Torrington, Conn.
Announcer-dj — -1st phone. Send tape and
resume. Start $80. KSYL, Adult Radio, P. O.
Box 1489, Alexandria, Louisiana.
Announcer,
1st Wisconsin.
phone for Area
new am-fm
Fort Atkinson,
applicantsin
preferred. Box 297, Monroe, Wisconsin.
Station in very small Virginia town looking
for
a fulitime
salesman with
and announcersalesman
or announcer
first class
ticket. Decency and responsibility prime
requirements. WMNA & WMNA FM,
Gretna, Virginia.
Montana middle road NBC station needs
experienced announcer first phone desired,
but not necessary for right voice. We require above average man with references.
Opportunity to join solid and creative station. Call collect Stan Stephens, 265-7841.
KJOM, Havre, Montana.
Are there some top grade announcers with
showmanship who like to work in a small
market in return for good money? New
Columbus, Nebraska station, to hit the air
about November 1st, wants complete staff
(1 ticket men). Send tape, resume, photo
to Ken Kilmer, KFXD, Nampa, Idaho.
Good voice for news and commercials
wanted by 5000 watt adult music station,
owned by NY Herald Tribune. $90 to start,
plus company medical plan. Send tape,
resume,
York. references: WGHQ, Kingston, New
WIOK needs good sounding first ticket dj
that swings. Send tape, resume, and salary
requirements to Tom Brown, Box 1440,
Normal, Illinois.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Need experienced first class phone for
leading north central station with old
ownership. Desire a man capable of maintenance, installation, production, and reCASTING.cording. No announcing. Box 535P, BROADAM-FM-TV
in largeof eastern
cityneed assistantstation
to manager
engineering.
He must be strong in the transmitter area
and have the personality needed at the
studios. This is a good opportunity for a
sharp young man who wants a future in
management. Box 703P, BROADCASTING.
"Somewhere there must be an experienced
First Class engineer who is good on maintenance AND announcing; who wants to
join a successful operation offering good
salary with steady increases and fringe
benefits; who would like to raise his family
in a small, modern town. We are a 5 kw
daytimer, non-directional, looking for such
a man as chief. Send photo, tape, complete
resume and references to Al Clark, KWYR.
Winner, South Dakota."
First phone engineer, some announcing experience. Contact Manager, WVMC, Box
450, Mt. Carmel, Illinois.
Wanted chief engineer, some announcing.
Good opportunity. Contact manager, WEAB,
Greer, South Carolina.
Qualified fm stereo multiplex chief engineer (first phone) immediately. Tremendous opportunity! Excellent living condiN. C. tions. Harry J. Hill, WQMG, Greensboro,
Wanted: Chief engineer for Class IV AM
and 34000 watt fm facility. Excellent working conditions. Announcing if you want.
Write
lina. WAIR, Winston-Salem, North CaroWanted Chief engineer, some announcing.
1000/250 WELL radio, Michigan Bank Building, Battle Creek, Michigan.
Announcer first phone no maintenance.
State amount required. Mr. Zucker, WBZY,
Torrington, Conn.
Chief Engineer-Announcer. Must have fine
voice and personality. Practical engineer
for new equipment. Abilities in programming, sales and news given careful consideration. Above average salary for good
man. Pleasant working and living conditions. One kilowatt, middle and pop proon news,
and special events.gramming.
68 Heavy
miles
west sports
of Washington,
D. C. Send complete resume, photograph
and audition tape to Ken Gordon, WFTR,
Front Royal, Virginia.
Production — Programming, Others
News director for leading Montana net
work station. Must be experienced in radio
news. If you have a nose for news can
write and read it, and can provide references proving your ability, send resume,
tape and picture to Box 534P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — now on air northeast. 9 years
experience. Write, gather, edit and film.
Box 604P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: A newsman who loves to work,
dig up local news, head a several man department, and sink roots in east coast
community. Personal interview necessary.
Box 617P, BROADCASTING.
Traffic clerk. Radio major midwest market.
Send biography, work history, and references to Box 624P, BROADCASTING.
Ohio prestige station wants news and special events man. Must be good newscaster.
Emphasis however will be on imagination,
development of news, car spot news, reports, and audio tape features. Send resume, picture, and tape, including news
cast, plus sample of skill with interview
and development of 2 minute monitor type
features. Box 674P, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Traffic assistants (2) girls experienced in
handling avails . . . and teletype machine.
Plush office, many extra benefits. Write or
call H-R TV. Reps, 375 Park Avenue, New
York, PL 9-6800, Miss K. Caldwell.
Traffic daily.
girl women's
must dowith
air
show
Salary director,
commensurate
ability. Must be available by October 25th.
Only experienced need apply to Jerry
Granger, Program Director, Radio Station
WWCA, Gary, Indiana.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
General salesmanager. Pushing sales curves
upward 14 years at local regional national
levels. Creative sales producer presently
employed. Top notch client and agency
contacts. Box 143P, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding record in management with
emphasis on sales desires change to medium or small market. Increase in sales
with
ne wideas my specialty. Box 505P,
BROADCASTING.
For sale: rare species of thoroughly experienced radio station manager, the selling
manager. First asking price, part ownership
in a station. Tired of making money for
everyone but himself. Willing to negotiate,
however, if offer attractive will consider
anything. Box 600P, BROADCASTING.
Manager will consider majority stock and
payout to build medium market station.
Solid earnings, references. Box 643P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, strong personal sales. Twelve years
management. Top character and owner refCASTING.erences. Highly qualified. Box 652P, BROADGeneral, sales manager. Outstanding salesman. Metro experienced. College, 38, married. Box 666P, BROADCASTING.
General Manager, fm. Strong on creative
quality programming, public relations, civic
leadership. Aggressive, idea man with faith
in quality and good taste. FM stereo experience. Box 686P, BROADCASTING.
Ready for management. Prefer two oi
three station market in south. 4 years as
sales manager. 12 years total radio experience. Young, family man. Box 689P,
BROADCASTING.
New 1963 model salesmanager never offered
before, fully qualified, not a test model
proven abilities. Available for delivery in
30 days. Smile then write. Box 711P,
BROADCASTING.
Enlightened, experienced executive will
manage station (s) for incentive minded
multi-person ownership. Top 75 markets.
Box 702P, BROADCASTING. Confidential.
Presently employed program director large
chain. Fifteen years experience includes
staff, AA baseball and college sports, acting manager. Desire management as sober
and conscientious as I am expected to be.
Married. Prefer medium market. Box 712P,
BROADCASTING.
General manager, presently employed in
large metro area. 12 years of successful
radio experience, including ownership. Emphasis on $ale$
and economy.
Seeking
complete
responsibility.
Interested
in radio
only, with opportunity for stock interest.
Available soon due to up coming ownership change. Box 716P, BROADCASTING.
General and/or sales manager. Experienced,
creative, professional. 38, college, marired.
Box 738P, BROADCASTING.
Working pair will take over entire management. 25 years advertising and promotional experience. First class ticket engineering capable of air show. Must be able
to havement.
fullGuarantee
say. Prefer
contract
plus bonus
on arrangeincrease
sales.
South
preferred.
Box
952,
Wildwood,
Florida.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Need
a man with
extrain sales-knowhow? Excellent
trackthat
record
Newspaper,
Radio and TV Program sales. Provable
record of turning two major market radio
stations into profitable operations. Am past
fifty and in excellent health. Will consider
sales or sales management in any market.
If Newspaper competition is your particular
problem,
CASTING. I can help you. Box 704P, BROADAnnouncers
My experience in fm stereo and network
operations is at your service. Box 608P,
BROADCASTING.
First phone announcer wants to be part of
Texas radio. Box 614P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 1st phone. Summer experience,
seeks
ING. solid opportunity. N.E. preferred.
Sales experience. Box 627P, BROADCASTAnnouncer dj. Family man. 2 years experiWill relocate
permanently.
Authoritativeence.sound.
Hard worker,
good board.
Box
656P, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately. Although only 24,
8 years experience in three major markets.
Extra strong knowledge of good music.
Married, will settle, have top references.
Can fit your format. Would like to move
up in market but am interested in more
money. Box 683P, BROADCASTING.
Western states, 33, 8 years experience.
Available
CASTING. immediately. Box 684P, BROADAnnouncer dj, good board, good sound, authoritative news. Will relocate anywhere.
Box 685P, BROADCASTING.
Disc-jockey, announcer, top 40. Radio school
graduate, will travel. Available anytime.
Box 687P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj. Veteran, family man, authoritative sound. Good board work, will
relocate. Box 693P, BROADCASTING.
Draft and recall free. Two years experience, single, 25. Deejay, news and play
by play: ice hockey, basketball, baseball
and football. Box 694P, BROADCASTING.
DJ; tight board; mature voice; experience;
dependable. Veteran, will relocate. Box
695P, BROADCASTING.
Mature, authoritative newscaster, radio or
television. Background in news editing and
rewriting. Excellent educational background. Box 696P, BROADCASTING.
Family man, 12 years experience. Located
in top 40 city. Top forty music preferred.
Box 697P, BROADCASTING.
Canadian announcer, singer, technician,
50,000 watter, strong news, good music
special events, tv experience. Prefers esCASTING. tablished New England. Box 699P, BROAD34 years old announcer/dj/writer. Prefer
medium market. No top 40. Good backCASTING.ground all phases. Box 700P, BROADNeed positive position in medium market.
3 years experience. Definite personality.
Box 709P, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive modern operation needs sharp,
swinging
tion and disc-jockey
can comply who
with knows
format producpolicy.
Air mail audition tape, background letter,
references. Box 714P, BROADCASTING.
Beginner announcer wishes position with
beautiful music station. Not top 40. Strong
on news. Radio school grad. Some college.
Army vet. Tape and resume on request.
Box 718P, BROADCASTING.
New England, experienced announcer, deejay. Strong on news, creative copy. Box
719P, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, authoritative newscaster, all
phases of broadcasting. Dynamic live wire.
Married,
will relocate. Resume and show
ING.
tape on request. Box 725P, BROADCAST95

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

Format top 40 personality jock. Six years
experience with Plough, Bartell, Storz.
Past year morning man Storz. Number one
hooper andgrammingpulse.
Also automation
proexpert. Strong
on ideas, strong
on production. Box 724P, BROADCASTING.

Play by play baseball. Former professional
pitcher, college graduate, 32, author of book
and articles, experienced in all sports production, interviews on 3 stations, can do
news, ablecopy
writing,willing
d.j. and
sales. Availimmediately,
to relocate.
Tape
and excellent references on request. Don
Weiskopf, 211 S. El Molino, Pasadena, California.
Announcer, d.j. some experience. Desire
community minded small market middle of
road or top pop station. Larry Nelson, 809
North Highland Avenue, Rockford, Illinois.
Houston Fm'er wants back in am. Two years,
experience heavy news. Jimmy Dean, HI
2-2139, Houston, Texas.
First phone deejay offers a lot of talent,
will travel. Box 735P, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Employed, beginning new
career. 28, college graduate, plus broadcasting school. No maintenance. Strong
sports. Impeccable character, background.
Administrative potential. Adult presentation. Tom Walters, 13506 Rye, Sherman
Oaks, California.
First phone announcer, 26 years old. College. Extensive knowledge of jazz, classical
and folk music. Clever mature personality.
Versatile, but no screamer. Production and
writing ability. Sincere interest and a hard
worker. Will send resume, tape, and photo
at once. Leonard David Levin, 13600 So.
3-5024.
Arcturus
Ave., Gardena, California. DAvis

Solid newsman seeks major market challenge. Over two years McLendon college
degree. Box 707P, BROADCASTING.
C/W man (presently employed) will exchange many years experience and $2000
for percentage/ownership. Thoroughly qualified. Let's mutually investigate. Box 720P,
BROADCASTING.

First class license, available at once. Utah,
Arizona,
CASTING. New Mexico. Box 681P, BROADNow available to you, Negro announcer dj.
Professional radio school graduate with
practical training in all phases of radio.
Needs steady position. Willing to work
hard, any market, any hours. Tight board.
Have 3rd phone. Bags packed, ready to
travel. Box 721P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, personality dj, news, play by
play, all sports. 4 years experience. Top
reference, college, veteran. Box 727P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer dj, crisp authoritative sound,
tight board production. Will relocate. Box
728P, BROADCASTING.
Announcing school graduate. Excellent
sound. Intelligent willing worker, veteran,
will relocate. Box 729P, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey wishes to relocate. Big sound,
tight board, dependable, married, not a
floater.
Radio station's delight. Box 730P,
BROADCASTING.
Swinging dj, crisp news, tight board, fast
pace show. Available immediately. Box
731P, BROADCASTING.
Top rated
deejay$125in minimum.
southwest major
market, married,
Box 741P,
BROADCASTING.
First phone personality, showmanship maturity, college, 5 years experience, No. 1
ratings, draft free. Minimum $140.00. Box
743P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted big station. No screamers. Just
cool radio, as it was in 1947. New York
state
ING. preferred. Box 744P, BROADCASTTop sportscaster.
play
by play,soon.
air personality. Bachelor.
Available
Will
listen to all. Prefer north or west. Solid
background. Box 746P, BROADCASTING.
The new radio big audience nights will
be for private life advice, what Michael
Jackson's
done (South
with itor for
can by
be
done for you
SW KEWB
preferred)
Robert
charming
witty, Get
wise,
in Europe.
him thru
BillShafto.
Maher He's
c/o
Mutual Broadcasting, 1440 Broadway, New
York 18, New York.
1st phone announcer, experience, play by
play, broadcasting school, college. Prefer
Rocky Mountain area. Available now. 2064
Geneva, Aurora, Colorado. EM 6-1711.
Announcer, 1 year experience, single 23,
service obligation completed. Write 219
Stone Ave., Lexington, Kentucky. Or call
2-4747 after six. David R. Spence.
Top man
wants top job. Rick O'Shay, Box
35832,
Dallas.
Personality, top 40 dj. Have swinging operaremotes, record
hops? 27.
Let's
years tion,
experience.
Married,
Boxtalk.
682P,3
BROADCASTING.
Trained deejay. Third phone. Would like
smaller market, any area. L. R. Smith,
2041 Midland Ave., Louisville 4, Ky. GLendale 2-1609.
Announcer dj, good news. Bud Hamod,
568 Mathews. Gary, Indiana.
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Technical
Chief engineer-am /fm, construction, operation maintennce of directionals. $175.00
minimum. Box 639P, BROADCASTING.
Young family man with first phone, over
3 years experience in radio engineering
and announcing, 3y2 years experience as
Electronics Proj. Eng. & Lab work, plus
military
instructor, Familiar
is looking for aservice
futureas inradar
broadcasting.
with all phases of radio. Will consider
late
ING. night show. Box 677P, BROADCASTPresently employed New York City but
looking for smaller market opening. Qualified Chief Engineer many years of planning,tenanceconstruction,
and mainAM or tv. installation
Minimum salary
$150.
Box 726P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced chief, combo. First class license. Available immediately. Recommendations. Telephone Mr. Downie, Dover, Delaware, 734-3271.
Conscientious Chief Engineer. Ten years
radio and television. Installations, maintenING. ance, directionals. Box 732P, BROADCASTEngineer; 1st phone, Kansas City area,
available immediately. Call GL 2-8063.
Production — Programming, Others
Experienced program director desires relocation. Ioffer: 13 years broadcast experience, proven record, ability, organizational
knowhow all phases; air trick included.
Good music operation only. Prefer east.
Box 605P, BROADCASTING.
Qualified man, 12 years experience, good
sound looking for p.d. position at top 40
station. Box 698P, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Young and aggressive,
will work hard. Have programmed top 40
station with number one rating in medium
market two years. Good on production,
run tight board, good ideas, wanting to
move up. Box 690P, BROADCASTING.
In need of
a good
or announcer? I have
overworking
7 years p.d.
experience
in all phases of broadcasting from rock
and roll to the classics. Currently have a
#1 rated show by 15 points (pulse) in a 16
station
CASTING.metro market. Box 706P, BROAD-

Top rated news director, caster. 15 years
experience in radio and tv journalism.
Also top camera, B&H, Bolex and Auricon.
Box 733P, BROADCASTING.
Versatility anyone? Former pr man, tv director, announcer seeks challenging position. Can write, talk, sell. Agreeable personality. Find out yourself. Write Ideas
Unlimited, 10 Codman Street, Boston 24.
Nine years California. Eight with one outfit.
All phases broadcasting. Solid references.
Age 32, family, college. Bill Gebeau, 121
Jamul, Chula Vista, California.
Director/td/cameraman seeks position in
bigger market. 3 years same station. Experience plus schooling in all phases of tv
production. Resume available immediately.
P. O. Box #6395, Bakersfield, California.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
Excellent opportunity for self starting salesman willing to work hard selling local accounts. Guarantee
with list.
commission
set-upin
with protected
account
Oldest UHF
country. sidered.
MenSend resume
with radio
experience
conto Dave Berlin, WSBA
TV, York, Penna.
KDAS-TV (indie) looking for two salesmen
to handle football, teenage, western and
special events, studio and live remote programs. Fresno area all UHF market. Extremely rewarding
againstGann,
living expense
draw. commissions
Contact Harold
Channel 21, Hanford.
Opening
for experienced
broadcast
man as member
of television
sales salesteam,
WTHI, TV channel 10, Terre Haute, Indiana.
Salary plus override. Contact George A.
Faulkes, Vice President, Sales.
Announcers
If you are a top flight on the air television
newscaster, we want you. Salary open.
Send resume and SOF or audio tape to
Redd Gardner, General Manager, KCRG
TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Personable, dependable announcer for large
Texas station. Box 598P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, mature voice, presentable appearance for southwest VHF. Box 602P,
BROADCASTING.
A CBS affiliate in sunny San Antonio,
Texas, seeking versatile staff announcer,
rush audio or video tape and job history
to, Program Director, KENS TV, Box #2171.
Technical
Immediate opening for experienced engineer. Must have first phone. Must be experienced with directional aray system and
all phases of the FCC technical requirements. number
This placement
is open— with
in Montana's
first
one station
number
one city,
fishing,
hunting
and living
facilities.
Call ortionwrite:
Jack
R.
Bolton,
StaKOOK, Radio Manager,Radio
Billings,
Montana.
250 kw UHF has need for engineer strong
on maintenance. Must have sufficient experience to assume full responsibility for
ING.
maintenance shift. Box 707P, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, October 1, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Experienced
for South
Texas
station.announcer-switcher
Box 595P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening first class tv engineer.
Maximum power VHF. Previous transmitter
experience desirable, but not requisite.
Salary dependent on background. Bill Smith,
Chief Engineer, KFDA TV, Amarillo, Texas.
Production — Programming, Others
Excellent producing opportunity with leading midwestern tv station, doing heavy live
program schedule. Producing experience required. Send detailed resume and salary
requirements
to Box 635P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman-photographer experienced in
gathering and writing news. Box 606P,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Sales promotions and research manager,
presently employed by network O&O tv station, in major market. Box 691P, BROADCASTING.
Four years tv operations— assistant general
manager. 37. Experienced all phases television operation, large and small marked.
Sales minded, highest references. W. H.
Bailey, 5510 Pinto Lane, Amarillo, Texas.
Fleetwood 5-1707.
Sales
Successful general sales manager looking
for larger market and more responsibilities.
If you anticipate a need in foreseeable
future College
I'd like
to begin
now.
graduate,
36, correspondence
not a drifter;
same station seven years. Box 710P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Employed, seasoned announcer seeks staff
position plus host assignment on live children's
and/orexperience
teen'sinshow.
commercial
both. Extensive
My good taste,
youthful appearance, intelligent attitude
valuable to prestige station searching for
clean-cut personality to compliment station image. Box 435P, BROADCASTING.
Weather girl experienced in major market.
Professional member American Meteorological Society. Box 636P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — completely experienced news,
weather, commercials, booth. Ten years
radio and tv. Available immediately, will
travel, tape, resume, photo, references
available
CASTING. upon request. Box 665P, BROADAnnouncer/emcee/writer. 34 years old, married. Good production background. Reliable,
energetic,
CASTING. professional. Box 701P, BROADOn comera newsman with experience as
reporter, and writer. Masters degree, tech
school trained. In service training, R.K.O.
general station. Married. Salary open. Resume and tape on request. Newsman, P. O.
Box 1335, Memphis, Tennessee.
Technical
First phone. Seven years technical film and
show experience. Desire start in tv. Prefer
midwest. B. Metsa, DeSoto, Wisconsin.
Engineer, first phone, experienced, amSeeking advancement.
West or midwest.bitious.
Box 688P,
BROADCASTING.
Eight years experience studio, 1st phone.
Tech
school graduate. Box 737P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman,
reporter,
newscaster. expert
Now reporter
major writer,
metropolitan
daily. Experienced all general news and
features. Want news-oriented television station which knows value of total commitment to news. Prefer east. Box 641P,
BROADCASTING.
News director, newscaster. Strong on air
personality, 8 years experience, mature,
administrative ability. Reliable and authoritative reporting that assures you of
news that ex-sells. Preference given south
and southwest. Box 678P, BROADCASTING.
Newsreel cameraman/photographer seeks
position with tv station or network. Ten
years experience. Advanced college degree
in
ING.film production. Box 679P, BROADCASTNews director, newscaster. Strong on air
personality, 8 years experience, mature,
administrative ability. Reliable and authoritative reporting that assures you of news
that ex-sells. Preference given south and
southwest. Box 678P, BROADCASTING.
News director. Proven administrative
ability coupled with top rated on the air
delivery in major markets. Extensive special events experience, including award
winning photography, from Capital Hill to
Cape
ING. Canaverial. Box 708P, BROADCASTFor Sale
Equipment
Sony newscaster m4. Used only thirty days.
New condition w/Mic & HD set. Cost
$395.00 — Sacrifice— $200.00 FOB, Medallion
TV,
fornia.Six thousand Sunset, Hollywood, CaliRCA fm transmitter model BTF 3B 3000
watt— $3000.00.
foot self
Truscon
tower &1844 section
RCA supporting
fm pylon
antenna $1500.00. Buy the package for
$4000.00. Phone Roger Sawyer, KGLO,
Mason City, Iowa. Area code 515-423-2540.
ST-101 Gates Spottape with accessories.
$700. IV2
years old. Like new. WILA, Danville, Virginia.
Presto A-93 recording amplifier: 161-A
equilization
control; pro
1-D lathe;
cutting120head;
O-cut 16" master
and rec240
lpi leadscrews; 45 rpm adaptor. Best offer.
Box 671P, BROADCASTING.
For Sale: Collins 26U-1 limiter. In use less
than six months. Perfect condition. Cost
$425.
Dakota.New. $300. KIMM, Rapid City, South
Ampex 400, portable case, excellent, $350.00
concertone 20/20 cases, excellent $225. Don
Warnock, KCMO RADIO, Kansas City, Mo.
Thermometer, remote electrical; used by
over 100 stations, enables announcer to
read the correct outside temperature from
mike position. Installed in less than an hour.
Send for brochure. Electra-Temp. Co., Box
6111, San Diego 6, Calif.
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters, orthicons, iconoscopes, audio, monitors, cameras. Electrofind, 440 Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.,
BC-604 crystals and Conelrad. Also A. M.
monitor service. Nationwide unsolicited
testimonials praise our products and fast
service. Eidson Electronic Company, Box
31, Temple, Texas.
Film scratches and dirt showing on your
tube? A lot of stations got rid of them by
usingPalmer
PiclearAve.,
— YouMamaroneck,
can too. Piclear,
8-9258.
905
N. Y. Inc.,
OW
Dismantling RCA 10DX transmitter. Let me
know what parts you need for sparescheap. Box 933, Wichita, Kansas.
35mm GPL PA200 telecast projector. Type
used by the networks. Excellent condition.
Priced right. Box 471P, BROADCASTING.

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
1 kw fm, rel 518B-dl transmitter now in
use. Final tubes — 4 x 500. Available soon.
$1800. Box 586P, BROADCASTING.
Measurement UHF Noise and Field strength
meter model 125 less antenna. $150. Western
Electric KS 5799L3 video monitor. $97.50.
General radio 916A Bridge. $275. Communications Service Inc., 3209 Canton
Street, Dallas, Texas.
Gates 101 Tape Unit. Needs cleaning and
adjustment. Holds 101 spots. $495.00. Sparta
Electroniclevard,
Corporation,
6430 Freeport BouSacramento, California.
One complete, ready to use, nothing else to
buy: G.E. Studio Camera chain, Houston
fearless tripod, 3 B&L lenses, G.E. Monitor,
Power supplies, channel amplifier. Write
WSIL TV, Harrisburg, Illinois.
Closed circuit and broadcast television
video monitors — model change and demo
units, used with new warrenty, 8", 14", 17",
21" — metal cabinets, 10 megacycle video —
price $150.00 each and up. Call or write
Miratel Electronics, Inc., 1st St. SE&Richardson, St. Paul 12, New Brighton, Minnesota-phone number ME 3-1742.
Xmission Line; Teflon Insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. able.
Quantity
discounts.
Stock1401
list Middle
availSierra- Western
Electric,
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guanantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
One used RCA type 5-D 5/1 kw broadcast
transmitter complete except for interconnecting cables. In excellent condition with
large stock of spare tubes and spare parts.
For technical information write or call,
L. A. Brogger, Chief Engineer, Radio station KUOM, University of Minnesota. For
bid blanks write or call, purchasing agent
University of Minnesota, 404 Morrill Hall,
Minneapolis 14, Minnesota.
RCA 3-bay, Channel 3 (or 2) TV antenna.
Real bargain. WSAV TV, Savannah, Georgia.
Collins tape cartridge machines $275. Gates
sta-levels $150. Sony stereo tape decks $50.
Box 125, Lafayette Hill, Penna.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Wanted arrislex, 16 mm blimps new or
used. Contact Box 625P, BROADCASTING.
1 kilowatt am transmitter in good condition.
KSJB, Jamestown, North Dakota.
General radio am frequency monitor, any
condition. John Randolph, WISE TV Asheville, North Carolina.
Wanted, four bay antenna (105.7), three
kilowatt transmitter. Have one kilowatt for
sale. Box 672P, BROADCASTING.
Will buy 1 kw late model fm transmitter
if immediately available. Send price, description, to: WLAG FM, Drawer 36, LaGrange, Georgia.
One used Altofonic background music tape
deck,
in good
condition. WWNS,
33,4 ips
speed. complete,
Give price
and condition.
Inc., Statesboro, Georgia.
12.5 kw transmitter for UHF tv. Call William L. Fox. TUrner 7-5400 or write BenzonEast, Jenkintown, Pa.
Will buy or trade used tape and disc recordequipmentetc.
— Ampex,
Magnecord,ingPresto,
Audio Concertone,
equipment for
sale.
Boynton
Studio,
10
B
Pennsylvania,
Tuckahoe, N. Y.
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Help Wanted — Management

Effective November 5th, all WANTED TO BUY STATION advertising will
require DISPLAY SPACE. FOR SALE STATIONS, as already indicated in our
masthead, also requires display space.
RATES:
-$20.00
One' time— - 19.00
13 times— - 17.50
26 times— - 15.00
52 times—
WANTED

TO BUY

inch
inch
inch

per
perINSTRUCTIONS

FCC firstperphone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gilham Road
Kansas City 9, Missouri.

Need immediately used 12 kw transmitter
UHF. nel.Specify
previous use and chanBox 747P, age,
BROADCASTING.

Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.

Want working partner to invest $10,000.00
to $20,000.00. Up to 50% of potential 1000W
full time station in good intermountain
market. Indicate financial ability and experience. Box 739P, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
"Sellingtraining
for Radio"
At last
here is the
a radio
sales
tool that
overcomes
big
fault of most such products . . it talks! No
more of the elaborate, expensive books
that never get read. The meat of the course
is presented on LP albums, 13 LP albums
along with
study week
material. brief
Cost of supplementary
the full thirteen
course: $130.00. Because of the tremendous
reception
we station
can makeby this
special offer:we've
Enrollhadyour
sending
shipping information and your check for
$130.00, if, after taking any of the lessons
you do not feel that this is the finest sales
training material you have ever heard,
simply cancel your enrollment and receive
a full refund of the balance of your enrollment fee. For example: If, after taking
4 lessons, you want to cancel, you get our
refund check in the amount of $90.00 by
return mail. You pay only for the lessons
you use! Order today. Station Services,
423 1st National Bank, Peoria, Illinois.
Wanted — religious broadcasters who will
buy top stations for $650 for daily 15
minute and $430 for weekly 30 minute program per year. Stations must meet your
approval. Box 670P, BROADCASTING.
Book review capsules 3-5 minutes made
available to stations at reasonable cost. Recently published and soon to be released
editions reviewed by authorized reviewers.
E.
S.
Corley
operating
Sim-Cor
& Co.,5,
2381 Lindmont
Circle, asN.E.,
Atlanta
Georgia.
Lambert Beeuwkes: Please contact Nick
Bleu. IMPORTANT. 3900 SW Freeway at
Milam, Houston, Texas. Ph: JA 3-6821.
Comedy! "Days, Dates and Data" is a collection of patter, bits, one-line fillers, program ideas, etc. Current sample $3.00 —
Show-Biz Comedy (Dept. B), 65 Parkway
Court, Brooklyn 35, New York.
28,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Hewlett, N. Y.
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Sales

perinch

Equipment
Recent model 5,000 watt fm transmitter
and associated remote control and monitor
equipment. Reply Box 742P, BROADCASTING.

Business Opportunity

Wanted: Production Manager,
also "Top 40" DJ's with production experience. Southeast Metro market. Send
tape, brief resume and salary requird to:
Box 717P, BROADCASTING.

Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins training now available in New
Orleans for FCC First Class License in 6
weeks. Nationally known for top quality
theory and laboratory instruction. Elkins
Radio School of New Orleans, 714 Masonic
Temple Building, 333 Saint Charles Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique graduates all over
the country. DJ instruction, alive, active
and new. September class open. 259 Geary
Street, San Francisco, California.
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you erating
license
in only
op5kw station.
One school
price with
includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N. Y.
OX 5-9245.
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
January 9. For information, references and
reservations, write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Ave., Burbank, California.
Six weeks courses in FCC first phone license, and in Announcing. Nine months
courses in Chief Engineer, Program Director, Owner-Manager.
and placement
service Guaranteed
since 1947. training
Keegan
Technical Institute, 207 Madison, Memphis,
Tennessee.

II/.W.V.'.W.V.W.WAW.
l'a
EXECUTIVE-SALES
■J Here's where your successful background
jj in radio-television management or sales
management will pay off. Need (2) ex•C ecutive type proven salesmen to manage
^ and travel Mid West and West Coast
S territories for old line radio-TV firm.
[C Primary consideration to residents of
■B areas. No ceiling on earnings — we pay
top money to top men. All expenses paid.
S Home weekends. Send resume and all
■C particulars with photograph first letter
s
Box 736P, BEOADCASTING
''.W/.V.W.V.VaV.'^V.'.V.'.v;'
Announcers
EADIO NEWSCASTEE
Group radio-tv station in major Eastern
market has immediate opening for mature
experienced writer-broadcaster for AM
news periods.
supervision of radioFuture
news can
and include
public affairs,
TV opportunities. Substantial starting
salary, outstanding benefits to right man.
Air mail tape and resume to
Box 653P, BROADCASTING

Wanted Announcer Salesman
for metro Virginia AM station, must have
good voice and good sales record. Base
salary and commission. This is a good opfor someone.
reference andportunityresume
to Send tape and
Box 678P, BROADCASTING
Technical
Northeast 50 kw clear channel needs studio
technician. Quality programming, large staff,
new modern facilities and prestige position
in this large market make this an outstanding opportunity for the right man.
First phone
required.
Good payresume
and company benefits.
Send complete
and
recent photo to
Box 654P, BEOADCASTING
Production — Programming, Others
experienced radioWANTED
producer, by 50,000 watt
station in Major Northeastern market.
Excellentdios working
conditions
in modern
stuwith best technical
equipment.
Superb employe benefits. Send complete
resume,ments to including minimum salary requireBox 722P, BROADCASTING
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Miscellaneous

Production — Programming, Others
IEISH TELEVISION — TELEFIS
EIREANN INVITES
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
POST OF CONTROLLER
OF PROGRAMMES
The Controller of Television Programmes
will be expected
to assist oftheprogramme
DirectorGeneral
in the formulation
policy, and will be responsible for the
planning, entaproduction,
and prestion of television supply
programmes.
Candidates must also possess proven
administrative and executive capacity
of a high order.
Desirable qualifications for the post
would include a wide educational and
cultural background, with special emphasis on entertainment and the arts, a
knowledge of Ireland and Irish affairs,
practical experience
in televisionandpro-a
gramming and administration,
[I
comprehensive
appreciation
of programme
V requirements.
Salary will be commensurate with the
qualifications of the successful candidate, but very attractive terms would
be available to the right person. Removal and re-settlement expenses are
also payable.
Typewritten applications, marked "Control er of Programmes," including particulars of age, qualifications and experience should be forwarded to:
Director-General
IRISH TELEVISION-TELEFIS
El RE ANN,
Donnybrook,
Dublin, 4,
IRELAND
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
An Opportunity
for a station (radio or tv) in need of
Experienced Management
Executive, strong on sales, desires to
return to field after several years on outside. Prior experience with large group
entity in several major markets, and includes promotion, programming, sales
(excellent record) and management.
Available immediately.
Box 723P, BROADCASTING
Announcers
buddy McGregor
is available. If you are aware of my
many innovations and outstanding ratings please call 751-8574, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Opportunity for TV salesman in one of
the fastest growing markets in the S.E.
Station going into full color operation on
November 15th. Protected account list
available. Base salary in top 4 figures
and commission. Only top experienced
tv salesmen need apply. All replies will
be kept confidential — all replies will be
acknowledged. Send background, present billing, etc., to Harry C. Barfield,
Station Manager, WLEX-TV, Lexington,
Kentucky, or telephone 4-8747.
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Colorful
RADIO MARKET SHEETS
and
COVERAGE MAPS
Address Radio Dept. on your letterhead for FREE information and samples.
EVEREADY ADVERTISING
1817 Broadway • Nashville 4, Tenn.
INSTRUCTIONS
□unmnmc
SIX WEEK COURSES
a, FCC first phone license
b, Announcer, Disc-Jockey
NINE MONTH COURSES
d, Chief Engineer
e, Program Director
f, Owner-Manager.
Guaranteed training and placement.
Our graduates are working in all categories. Write for school catalog
KEEGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
"Since 1947"
207 Madison, Memphis, Tenn.
EainwBuTOfflfflittmniraniinnniiHiiinmnii
For Sale
Station
Old established Washington State
station, medium-sized community.
Partnership change requires sale.
No brokers.
Write Box 527P, BROADCASTING
i GUNZENDORFERi
CALIFORNIA NORTHERN FUIXTIMER.
$94,500 with 814,500 down.
ARIZONA
NET, FUIXTIMER. §10,000
down. Asking $70.000.
CALIFORNIA
FULLTIMER,
with S12,000 down Asking $70,OO0.
FMPs $125,000, 165,000, 50.000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Rrokers Phone OL 2-8800
864 So. Robertson, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
To buyertiesorcontact.
sell Radio and/or TV propPATT MCDONALD CO.
P. 0. BOX 9266 - CL 3-8080
29%
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS 29%
Ala.
Pa
Ala.
Ca.
Fla.
N. Y.

single
daytime
10M
small
85M
125M
daytime
small
fulltime
davtime
65M
medium
60M
125M
medium
35M
daytime
13M
medium fulltime
230M
CHAPMAN
COMPANY50M
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
-STATIONS FOR SALEROCKY MOUNTAIN. Daytime facility. Absentee owned. Crowing market. Cross $1 03,000
down. last year. Asking $150,000 with 29%
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279

Continued from page 93
Actions of Sept. 19
■ Granted
license for following stations:renewal
KAKA of Wickenburg,
Ariz.;
KOWB Laramie, Wyo.; KPBM Carlsbad,
N.M.; KHFM (FM) Albuquerque, N.M.;
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz, (main trans, and
ant.); KVER-TV Clovis, N.M.; K70AO, City
of Boise, Boise City, Okla.; K70CB, K77AS,
K83AM Winter Garden Translator System
Inc., Carrizo Springs and Crystal City, Tex.
WBCO, Crawford County Bcstg. Co.,
Bucyrus,
Ohio — Granted
to Brokensword
Bcstg. Co.assignment of cp
KHYDmont, Calif.
(FM),
"Triumphassignment
Broadcasters,
Fre— Granted
of license
to Russell J. Hyde tr/as company of same
name.
WAKN, Aiken Electronics Advertising
Corp., Aiken,
S. C. — from
Granted
transfer
of control
Johninvoluntary
Mare to
Oliver R. Grace and Howard C. Broughton,
executors of estate of Mr. Mare.
*KSFX request
(FM) andSancancelled
Francisco,
Calif.—
Granted
license,
call
letters deleted.
Action of Sept. 18
WRIT Milwaukee, Wis— Granted mod. of
cp to use new trans, as daytime only and
retain licensed trans, as nighttime trans.
(2 main trans.).
Action of Sept. 17
KOKA Shreveport, La. — Remote control
permitted while using non-directional ant.
Action of Sept. 14
WGEM Quincy, 111.— Granted petition for
modif. of pre-sunrise operation condition
attached to July 3 grant of cp to increase
daytime power to 5 kw, to extent of aunon-DAfinalwith
1 kw
between 4thorizing
a.m.operation
and with
LS until
decision
in
Doc. 14419 or utnil further ordered to
first.
terminate such operation, whichever occurs
Actions of Sept. 5
WGMZ
(FM)
trol permitted. Flint. Mich.— Remote con■ Granted change in remote control authority fmfor following
non-commercial
educational
stations: KXKX
San Francisco,
Calif.; WWKS Macomb, 111.
Rulemakings
FINALIZED
■ By report & order, commission finalized
rulemaking, which was initiated by U.
of Vermont, and reserved for educational
use ch. 49 in Rutland and ch. 30 in St. Johnsbury (now commercial in those cities),
shifted reservation from ch. 16 to ch. 22 in
Burlington, and assigned ch. 26 to Windsor
by deleting that commercial channel from
Hanover, N.H., and New London, Conn.
Action Sept. 5.
PROPOSED
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission
by extending
Triangle Publications Inc.,granted
to petition
extent of
time
from Oct. 1 to Nov. 1 to file comments and
from Oct. 16 to Nov. 16 to file replies to
further notice of proposed rulemaking in fm
allocation proceeding. Commission stated:
"In our August
13 action
time to
October
1, we stated
that extending
barring unforseen
circumstances no further extension of time
would be granted, and we also pointed out
that our staff would continue to work on
tentative table of assignments, which would
be issued when ready whether comments
on idea
tableIf had
been
filedandandprinciples
consideredof orsuchnot.
not
considered before issuance of tentative
table, such comments would be carefully
evaluated before adoption of any final
table. Upon further consideration, we are
of view that public interest would be served
by extending time for filing comments until
November 1, 1962, and reply comments
until November 16. 1962, with respect to
various matters covered in further notice.
It appears that this will not materially delay
final resolution of this proceeding; in this
connection we will of course adhere to statement mentioned above, and tentative table
of assignments will be issued when ready.
With respect to possible reduction in power
of existing stations, area chiefly affected by
this possible course of action is California,
where informal requests for further time
originated." Action Sept. 25.
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Many college graduates have decided to
volunteer for two years of service in the
Peace Corps upon the completion of their
formal academic training. Their reasons
have been both practical and idealistic.
Perhaps such a decision would be the
right one for you.
As a Peace Corps volunteer, you can
make a valuable contribution in the worldwide battle against ignorance, poverty,
tyranny and disease.
By sharing your American skill, knowledge and know-how with the peoples of
rising nations, you can do something of
importance for human dignity and welfare, for world peace and freedom.

And you can do something for yourself as
well. By volunteering for service in the
Peace Corps in South America, Asia or
Africa, you make an important investment
in your own future, one that will add substantial y toyour professional competence
and stature. It can provide an opportunity
for experience and responsibility that will
pay dividends throughout your career in
the years ahead.
Teachers, engineers, mathematicians,
archeologists, doctors, nurses, agricultural specialists, and liberal arts graduates
in many other categories (probably including yours) are now being selected by
the Peace Corps. Placement tests (non-

Published as a public service in cooperation with The Advertising Council
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competitive) wil be given soon. Use the
coupon below to receive full information.
Please Corps.
send me full information about the '
Peace
-\|
j
I Name
M
I Address

F

!
|

I City
Zone State
I College
I Date of Graduation ,
Degree

I
i

j Field

I

Age

PEACE
CORPS
Washington 25, D. C.
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OUR

RESPECTS

Successful

to Albert James

tv: fine facilities

Some of the successful radio and
television stations in the Midwest today
might never have been boosted along
by the practical engineering ability of
A. James Ebel if the city of Waterloo,
Iowa, had allowed its movie houses to
operate on Sunday in the late 1920s.
That's not as far fetched as it seems.
When a sophomore in high school in
Waterloo, young Jim took his sister to
the movies one Sunday. Finding the
theatre closed he had to invent other
entertainment, so they visited studios
of WMT (now Cedar Rapids, Iowa).
"We saw the engineer turning the
knobs and I was enthralled," Mr. Ebel
recalls. The spark of interest caught
fire and after that the young man "hung
around" WMT so much he got tossed
out a few times until WMT's veteran
engineer, Paul Palmer, took him under
wing and gave him some engineering
books to study.
Long Service ■ Mr. Ebel's life career
in engineering and management was
born — a career that has led to his position as vice president and general manager of the Fetzer Stations' KOLN-TV
Lincoln and KGIN-TV Grand Island,
Neb., a post he has held since 1954.
Ch. 10 KOLN-TV, which the Fetzer
group acquired in mid-1953, is a basic
CBS affiliate. KGIN-TV, on ch. 11, is
a satellite of KOLN-TV. Together they
claim
"Lincoln-Land"
of 71
counties
in Nebraska coverage
and northern
Kansas.
In the intervening years Mr. Ebel has
served as engineer, teacher and broadcast engineering consultant, as well as
in important industry posts. Back in
1945 he was executive secretary of the
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters. More recently he served three
terms as chairman of the NAB Engineering Committee, now dissolved. He
also has served on the TASO (Television Allocations Study Organization)
committee and the advisory committee
for FCC's New York uhf test.
Mr. Ebel believes that "people are
the most important asset a television
station has." Staff quality must be enhanced along with facilities, he says,
because local personalities can be highly
effective and "good local live programming can pull ratings equal to most
network shows."
News is one of a tv station's strongest programs and requires an independent department that is well staffed, Mr.
Ebel feels. Accordingly, he has stressed
this policy at KOLN-TV. Weather,
sports and farm personnel are correlated within news there too. Public
service shows are vital, Mr. Ebel says,
but he demands quality as well.
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Ebel, vp. & gen. mgr., KOLN-TV

mixed

well

with

Viewer Will Decide ■ "If we present
a wide enough choice to the viewer and
have adequate research," Mr. Ebel says,
"I am confident we can depend on the
American people to see to it that we
have
high quality
Albert
James tv."
Ebel was born in
Waterloo May 30, 1913. His father was
teaching manual arts in high school
there. During his boyhood, young Jim
had the usual round of small jobs to
earn his spending money, including
weeding gladiolas for 15 cents an hour
on a commercial flower farm. But his
break into the "big money" circle came
after he won his commercial broadcast
operator's license in his junior year of
high school.
The next summer he jumped his
earning power with an engineering job
at KFJB Marshalltown, Iowa, to the
tune of $25 a week. His intensive selfinstruction and the encouragement of
the WMT crew had paid off, he felt,
but it was just the start. While in his
last year of high school he did some
remote engineering for WMT and after
graduation he worked a year as engineer and everything-else man, including
sports, at KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn.
Returning to Waterloo in 1931 Mr.
Ebel joined the engineering staff of
WMT and started his college education
in mathematics at Iowa State Teachers
College in nearby Cedar Falls. When
WMT moved to Cedar Rapids in 1935
he went along too, returning home in
May of that year to marry the girl next
door, Elouise Hanson. He continued his

Mr. Ebel
Good local live shows pull ratings

good

Lincoln, Neb.

people

college work at the U. of Iowa and received his B.A. in 1936.
New DA Trend ■ During this period
Mr. Ebel also was author of an article
in a technical publication which presented in detail the features of the new
directional antenna system of WMT,
engineered by consultant T. A. M.
Craven, now an FCC commissioner.
The article helped him get a job in
1936 at Purdue U. and its WBAA Lafayette, Ind. The U. of Illinois soon outbid Purdue for his services and Mr. Ebel
became director of engineering at WILL
Urbana, supervising that educational station's new directional antenna installation. It was an association that lasted
a decade, during which time he was to
complete his M.A. (1941), enter the
broadcast consulting field in addition to
his WILL post and also take on an assistant professorship in electrical engineering (1944-46).
Mr. Ebel joined WMBD Peoria, 111.,
and its sister operation, WDZ Tuscola,
111. (now Decatur), as director of engineering in 1946, continuing his consulting work on the side. He subsequently became part owner and president of KXIC Iowa City, Iowa, a new
station which he engineered, but gave
up this interest in 1953 when WMBD's
Charles C. Caley joined with John E.
Fetzer to file for a tv permit at Peoria.
Oft to Lincoln-Land ■ Later that year
Mr. Fetzer acquired KOLN-TV and
Mr. Ebel was sent to Lincoln to supervise installation of new and improved
technical facilities at a site 30 miles
west of the city. It was expected he
would return later to Peoria, but he became so involved in the Lincoln operation he was asked to continue as vice
president and general manager.
At KOLN-TV Mr. Ebel soon became
an active participant in many Lincoln
business and civic organizations. He
now is president of the Lincoln Chamber of Commerce and of the local symphony. He also headed the Lincoln
Centennial Corp. 1957-59 and presently
is a member of the state's centennial
planning group, working toward 1967.
Mr. Ebel supervised construction of
satellite KGIN-TV last year at its site
35 miles southwest of Grand Island.
'Saloon' Keeper ■ The Ebels have
four children: Marilyn E. (Mrs. Berman Stadius); James L., 22; Marjorie
A., 20, and Douglas H., 12. Mr. Ebel
enjoys golf and fishing in his off hours
and hopes one of these days to be able
to invite his friends to visit his "wild
west" saloon. It's a reconstruction project he has undertaken in the ghost town
of Midway, Colo., an abandoned mining center near Pike's Peak.
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EDITORIALS
Order

in the court

IT MAY have been a lucky break for television that the
trial of Billie Sol Estes was postponed. If the trial had
proceeded, television just might have booted the biggest
chance it has ever had to demonstrate that it deserves to be
admitted to court coverage.
Everything started out in television's favor. The trial
judge overrode defense objections to the presence of cameras and microphones and in so doing delivered as eloquent
an argument on television's behalf as anyone in television
itself could have devised. As court convened, however, the
physical arrangements of television equipment persuaded
some observers that the judge may have been precipitous in
saying television had reached maturity as a journalistic
medium. The arrangements permitted the New York Times'
reporter, Homer Bigart, to write:
"A television motor van, big as an intercontinental bus,
was parked outside the courthouse, and the second-floor
courtroom was a forest of equipment. Two television cameras had been set up inside the bar, and four more . . . were
aligned just outside the gates. . . .Cables and wires snaked
over the floor."
We have no doubt that Mr. Bigart, an unreconstructed
newspaperman, was pleased to be able to describe the mess
that tv had made of the courtroom. The regrettable part of
it was that television itself had provided his material. Those
who oppose television as a distracting presence in the courts
would have had their cause advanced by a continuation
of last week's tv arrangements.
The postponement of the trial to Oct. 22, for reasons
having nothing to do with television, will give broadcasters
a chance to tidy up their coverage plans of a trial that will
attract national attention. If a remote van is to be used, let
it be moved to a less obvious location. If live cameras are
to be used, admit the absolute minimum and pool their coverage. If it is possible to erect some kind of screening to
conceal both live and film cameras, by all means put up the
screens under the direction of the best stage manager obtainable.
In this case television is on trial with Mr. Estes. If tv
loses in this court it has dimmer prospects on appeal than
Mr. Estes will have if he loses.
Dead

end both ways

NOT long ago a high official of a television network
bucked an especially perplexing problem to a subordinate with the cheery word: "I'll be interested in seeing
how you work this out." In New York the phrase has become part of the language of junior executives who inherit
problems their superiors have been unable to solve.
It comes to mind now in connection with a problem that
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee has presented to the
NAB and its Code Authority. As reported in this publication last week, Mr. Lee, with support of Chairman Newton
Minow, has formally proposed that parts of the television
and radio codes be adopted as FCC rules. The NAB is now
put in the position of resisting that proposal while simultaneously urging upon broadcasters the necessity of enforcing
the codes. As the saying goes, it will indeed be interesting
to see how the NAB and its members work this thing out.
Mr. Lee proposes that the FCC embrace within its rules
the sections of the codes that prescribe the limits on air
time of commercials. Those sections were adopted by the
code boards, which are composed of practical broadcasters,
and have been publicly admired, and often observed, by the
102

many code subscribers. To object to government recognition
of the industry's own restrictions is to suggest that a set of
rules which is good if administered by broadcasters is bad if
administered by government. Or perhaps it is also suggested
that a difference in degree of enforcement is feared.
At this point the less said about the codes the better. If
the NAB responds to the FCC threat by intensifying code
enforcement and by loudly campaigning for more code subscribers, itwill be playing straight into the Lee-Minow
hands.
Widespread
to theformalities
codes' provisions
be obtained withoutconformity
the tiresome
involved will
in
the adoption of FCC rules. In the future, if another Lee
feels broadcasters need to be jogged, he can revive the
threat of government action and set off a new NAB campaign for code compliance.
The cycles can go on as long as broadcasters let them.
They can be stopped when broadcasters quit talking about
the codes and start broadcasting according to their own
consciences and convictions. By that process standards will
be elevated — but not at the expense of subservience to the
withering effects of centralized authority.
Autograph

hunt

FOR a day or two it looked as though the FCC had taken
the revolutionary step of simplifying the tedious job of
dealing with the government. As reported in this publication
last week, the commission announced it would no longer
require applicants to take an oath when signing applications.
But first impressions can't be trusted. Concealed in the
body of the actual order issued by the commission was a
new requirement that the public announcement had de-emphasized. From now on, the FCC has ruled, all major applications must bear the signatures of the principal executive
of the applicant and of its parent firm or firms. The justification isthat in this way the operating heads of parent comsidiary. panies cannot plead ignorance of the activities of a subLawyers see a nightmare of possibilities. For example,
if an NBC-owned station required a transmitter change,
would the applicant need the signatures of the station manager, of Robert Sarnoff, the chairman of NBC, and of Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, the chairman of RCA? The rule says it
would. If an amendment to the application became necessary, and amendments are needed more often than not,
the process would have to be repeated. From now on communications lawyers will be spending lots of travel time in
pursuit of the signatures of some of the biggest and busiest
executives in American business.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Slip him your report card while Debbie Drake's on. . .
he signed mine without looking!"
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REASONS

IT PAYS

TO

HANNEL

5!

WHY
I
BUY.

1— Local-level merchandising
support.
Top FM coverage in
All Eastern Michigan.

3— Every commercial gets
full-page, front-page
exposure.

4— Eastern Michigan's only
TV station telecasting
color daily.

5— Nearing 10 years of oneownership service to
Eastern Michigan.

SERVING
MARKET
BAY

THE ONE [£\G T0P 40
OF FLINT • SAGINAW •

CITY

AND

ALL

EASTERN
ICHIGAN

35 Cents
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Is best of all possible tv seasons

upon us?

Agencies see both big rewards, risks . . 29
Guaranteed

tv circulation

at local rates?

Ayer seeks sure thing for Sealtest

RADIO

31

mc

Lightning fast play! And just as fast as it
happens, millions of Radio listeners hear it.
Only Radio reaches sports-loving Americans at home, at work and on the road—
wherever they are, whatever they may be
doing. And Spot Radio lets you choose the
time and place to reach them. These great
stations will sell them your product.
®|f'
Edward

NEW YORK

♦ CHICAGO

Radio Division itm .
Petry &
The Original Station
. . Representative
• ATLANTA

Co., Inc.

• BOSTON

• DALLAS
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Translators: SPECIAL REPORT on tv's bonus
to national advertisers
69
Three-year subscription tv test authorized
for KTVR Denver
44
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America

KOB
Albuquerque WTAR Norfolk-Newport News
WSB
Atlanta KFAB
Omaha
WGR
Buffalo KPOJ
Portland
WGN
Chicago WRNL
Richmond
WDOK
Cleveland WROC .
Rochester
WFAA
Dallas-Ft. Worth KCRA
Sacramento
KBTR
Denver KALL
Salt Lake City
KDAL
Duluth-Superior WOAI
San Antonio
KPRC
Houston KFMB
San Diego
WDAF
Kansas City KYA
San Francisco
KARK
Little Rock KMA
Shenandoah
KLAC
Los Angeles KREM
Spokane
WINZ
Miami WGTO Tampa-Lakeland-Orlando
KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul KVOO
Tulsa
Intermountain Network
DETROIT
• LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO
• ST. LOUIS

CRC's

DO-IT-YOURSELF

JINGLE

KIT

ioMuUmIisMitUwU

JINGLE NOS:

you
YOU

ch..se your si9
write YOUR lyric

y0U

decide the Jjze

of the series

VOCAL ID's

INSTRUMENTAL ID's

YOU

FEATURE PROMOS

basic 20 of six vocal

NEWS

can choose the

ID's, six DJ openers,

WEATHER

a news, sports and

SPORTS

weather, and five

D. J. INTROS

instrumental, or any
combination you need.

REGARDLESS
YOUR

OF THE NUMBER

YOU BUY,

SI6 Will BE IN All OF

THEM.
2^

SEND

FOR

YOUR

DO-IT-YOURSELF

JINGLE

WRITE,

COMMERCIAL

KIT

PHONE

RECORDING

OR

TODAY!

WIRE

COLLECT

CORPORATION

3104 Maple Ave. • P. 0. Box 6726 • Dallas 9, Texas • Phone: Rl 8-8004

In Baltimore
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YOU GET "SELECTIVE" COVERAGE
at 68 radio in Baltimore!
Because WCBM programming aims exclusively at— and reaches— the adult
audience. These are your people— the adults with money to spend in the
huge Baltimore market. Adults have shown a longtime preference for
WCBM's programming . . . the intensive local news coverage gathered by
a fast-moving staff of legmen . . . likeable personalities . . . good music
. . . plus CBS radio features. No doubt about it, in Baltimore radio the best
spot to PRE-SELL

is . . .

oooo
A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE
10,000 WATTS ON 68 KC & 106.5 FM • Baltimore 13, IM
National Sales Representative
' 1 I I I i f li f Itm I f ( i y'
Metro Broadcast Sales
A SERVICE OF METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING
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THERE

IS ALWAYS

A LEADER,

and WGAL-TV

in its coverage area is pre eminent.

This Channel 8 station reaches not one community, but hundreds— including four important
metropolitan markets. Channel 8 delivers the greatest share of audience throughout its wide
coverage area. For effective sales results, buy WGAL-TV — the one station that is outstanding.

NBC

WGAL-TV

and

STEINMAN

■
I
Lancaster,
Reoresentative:

The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

_
Pa.

CBS
STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

New York

•

Chicago

•

Los Angeles

• San Francisco
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FTC readies rating move
That Federal Trade Commission
move against tv rating services
(Closed Circuit, July 30) may come
anytime now. Negotiations are still
being carried on by FTC lawyers and
rating services in attempt to issue both
complaint and consent order at same
time, but some research firms are balking at specifics of suggested order
which, they feel, give impression they
engage in unlawful or at least unethical practices. FTC under pressure
from Senate Commerce Committee
wants to show committee it's taking
action and is becoming anxious at
delays.
New Miami ch. 7 plan
Although Biscayne Television Corp.
(ch. 7 WCKT) Miami is prosecuting
appeal from FCC decision ordering its
deletion as outcome of oversight cases,
attorneys have conferred with FCC
Broadcast Bureau about plan looking
toward possible out-of-court settlement. Bureau, it's learned, thought
plan would be feasible but obviously
could not commit FCC itself. Attorneys, who represented certain parties
rather than Biscayne itself, discussed
plan contemplating sale of WCKT's
plant and equipment (excluding radio
station WCKR) to surviving applicant. Sunbeam Television Corp.,
headed by Sidney J. Ansin, Miami
realtor. Radio station would be reacquired by James M. Cox interests
and provision would be made by Cox
(Mimai Daily News) and Knight
(Miami Herald) interests for gifts to
Miami U. of all or part of proceeds
from sale of physical assets.
Under plan, Niles Trammell, president of Biscayne and operating head
of stations, would dispose of his 15%
interest on pro rata basis for cash, as
would other minority stockholders,
who include officials of Cox and
Knight interests. Plan, it's understood,
was outlined to Broadcast Bureau
official on basis of one under consideration but not finally executed. It
varies from earlier plan (Broadcasting, May 21) wherein proposal was
■made that owners of ch. 7 donate tv
station to Miami U. which, in turn,
would lease it to Ansin.
Rights to Instapoll
Deal's not been signed yet, but
group said to be "favored" for rights
to new audience research system, Instapoll (see story, page 42), is comprised of producer Ted Granik; Foster Furcolo, former Massachusetts
governor, and Leonard Key, presi-

CLOSED

CIRCUIT
OK

dent of Berkeley Films Inc., New
York. Developed by Teleglobe PayTv System Inc., Instapoll may be used
to poll viewers on issues as well as for
instantaneous viewer reaction to program itself and to commercials.
Political policy
New FCC policy on political broadcasts by commercial am-fm-tv stations (Closed Circuit, Sept. 24) expected to be released this week. Tentative approval was given by FCC last
Wednesday with order for redrafting
and document to be submitted for
final approval by members. Policy
statement will include salient points
made in earlier FCC directives on
political broadcasting plus examples
of rulings made since last guidelines
in 1960. Licensees will be expected to
be guided by examples in their decisions on political requests between
now and Nov. 6 elections. Second
statement, covering educational tv stations, will be considered by FCC at
Wednesday meeting. It will enunciate
for first time new FCC doctrine that
etv stations have obligation to carry
political telecasts.
Watchdogs watch tv
Senate Watchdog Subcommittee,
charged with responsibility for checking on fairness of broadcasters' political coverage, is stepping up its activities now that election campaigns are
well under way (see story, page 9).
Three television sets have been installed in subcommittee office, permitting staff to monitor news shows and
political broadcasts on all three networks. In addition, subcommittee continues to add to its file of complaints
about alleged broadcaster unfairness,
received either directly from candidates or supporters, or referred by
FCC. Subcommittee has recommended that thorough analysis be made of
radio-tv coverage of current campaigns before Congress considers proposals to loosen bonds of equal-time
law.
House newspaper probers
Staff of seven lawyers of House
Antitrust Subcommittee of Judiciary
Committee is assigned to upcoming
investigation of concentration of
newspaper ownership and decline of
competition, including newspaper
ownership of broadcast properties.
Chairman Celler (D-N.Y.) of both
full committee and subcommittee, personally isdirecting plans, expected to

get underway in January (Broadcasting, Oct. 1 ) . Staff will be augmented
soon by one or more experts in economics of newspaper publishing who
will be consultants to committee.
Heading staff is Stuart Johnson,
former New York attorney, who succeeded Herbert N. Maletz upon tatter's appointment to membership on
the U. S. Court of Claims. Others are
Louis Rosenman, associate counsel
who transferred this session from Senate Judiciary Committee, and Philip
Marcus, formerly attorney in Antitrust Div. of Justice Department.
Code problems shift
With first-run syndicated tv shows
virtually displaced by re-runs of former network properties, Hollywood
office of NAB Code Affairs has quietly shifted focus from programming to
commercials. Only two syndicated
series — UA's Ripcord and Filmaster's
Death Valley Days — remain on regular agenda. On network programs
procedure now is regular conferences
between code and network people.
Major headache for code men is
growing volume of programs filmed
abroad for American tv where standards are apt to be at variance with
those here. British audiences are
horrified at violent action which would
not disturb most sensitive American
viewers, while many Americans find
shocking earthy humor which to English is merely enjoyable comedy.
Radio shows

revived

Trend toward talk on radio already
is precipitating revival of vintage network programming with other revivals
in sight. The Shadow, granddaddy of
mystery thrillers, which ran on 250station Mutual network from mid-30s
through late 40s, has been sold on 18
major market stations in past two
weeks, with others in offing, according
to Charles Michelson, head of radiotv programming organization of same
name.
Also to be trotted out soon are revivals of Famous Jury Trials and
The Clock, both of which were on
ABC Radio network in pre-tv era.
The Shadow originally belonged to
Street & Smith, erstwhile publisher of
pulp magazines, which was acquired
by Conde Nasi, from which Mr.
Michelson procured revival rights.
Transcriptions are being transferred
to tape for new syndication.
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MOVERS

SHAPERS
OF A DYNAMIC
CITY
V
The influence of these men umbrellas
over the whole shape and face of their
city. Through their efforts — and the
efforts of others like them — San Diego
has boomed into the primary market
place it is today. And the boom is still
only a bud: visible proof of what is yet
to come. San Diego is a city on the
KOGO-TV-AM-FM-SAN DIEGO
move. It requires media on the move
TIME-LIFE BROADCAST, INC.
... to keep pace with this progress, to
k£s Represented nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.
translate this burgeoning populace into
a reachable market place. For you

James Dempsey, 40, directs the giant General DynamicsAstronautics
|
Division, builders of the USAF's Atlas.
West Pointer Dempsey was recently selected by Life
Magazine as "one of the 100 most important young
men in the United States."
6

AND

Builder-financier Robert M. Golden, President of M.
H. Golden Construction Co. — shown before the nowcompleted $3,000,000 Vacation Village resort hotel
on Mission Bay — is a uniquely important contributor
to the rapidly changing (and rising) face of San Diego.

A merchandising specialist since graduation from the
noted Wharton School, 1930, Leo Pollakoff oversees
one of San Diego's most vital retail outlets as general
manager of May Company's mammoth Mission Valley
Center Store.
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First appraisals indicate tv's new programming is above
usual level, according to views of 27 agencies in New
York. They believe new entries in program structure provide improved balance. See lead story . . .
TV BETTER

THAN

CIRCULATION

PAY

TV TEST

to cooperative advertising. There's danger that broadcast
media will suffer under this new policy.
TO

CO-OP

HALF-YEAR

... 34

Still another issue has arisen in the relationship between broadcasters and the courts. Now a U. S. attorney
has asked media to withhold "prejudicial information"
about defendants in a New York trial. See . . .
PLEA

TO WITHHOLD

DATA

... 85

Things were really popping in little Oxford, Miss., but
broadcasters did a comprehensive coverage job with few
casualties. Networks lost over $400,000 in revenues as
they followed situation closely. See . . .

... 44

Retailers and media are concerned over a recent Federal Trade Commission interpretation that poses a threat

THREAT

TV'S BANNER

... 31

Another test of pay tv is in the works. This time it's
at KTVR (TV) Denver which has the FCC's permission to
try out the Teleglobe system. Teleglobe delivers sound
into homes via telephone lines. See . . .
DENVER

As usual grocery and food advertisers are the frontrunners in tv billings for the first half of this year. TvB
breakdown shows how sponsors spent their money in tv
spot and network time. See . . .

EVER ... 29

N. W. Ayer has sent a task force into some of the major
markets in effort to buy spot tv with a guaranteed minimum circulation for Sealtest. Fifty-two-week spot schedule said to be involved in proposal. See . . .
GUARANTEED

BRIEF

MISS. COVERED

IN DEPTH

... 88

Remember the FCC's Chicago probe into programming?
Well, there's more to come but somewhere else. Commissioner Robert E. Lee made this prediction at meeting of
NABET members, feeling idea is worthwhile. See . . .
SECOND

ADS ... 51

FCC

ROAD

SHOW
50

SPECIAL

REPORT:

Advertising's mystery medium — the translators that feed
tv to communities far from stations — has been explored
by BROADCASTING. A minimum of 600,000 homes are
served by this little understood tv service. See . . .
TRANSLATOR'S

BIG AUDIENCE

TRANSLATORS
What is the future of translators? Those who install and
operate systems point to the need for higher power transmitting gear, perhaps operating unattended and using
unassigned vhf tv allocations. See . . .

... 69
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 29 f\ |

Senate

to check

tv,

radio in campaigns
Senate Watchdog Subcommittee will
spot check radio and television stations
in effort to gauge their fairness in presenting candidates in political campaigns.
In Senate speech Friday, Sen. Ralph
Yarborough (D-Tex.), subcommittee
chairman, said stations will be asked
after November elections for summary
of their record in presenting candidates
and selling time to them.
He said that in two thirds of Senate,
House and gubernatorial races, only
two candidates are running. Consequently, he added, many stations could
present face-to-face debates without
amendment to equal-time law.
Subcommittee is also interested in
amount of time sold to candidates. Subcommittee has been advised, Senator
said, some stations refuse to sell time
for political purposes.
Sen. Yarborough said spot checking
of broadcasters is to determine how
well freedom given them by 1959 liberalization of equal-time law is being
used.
National scafe tv set
for Maradel Products
Maradel Products Inc., New York,
cosmetics and toiletries firm, will go
into tv on national scale by end of year.
Maradel, formed in December 1961,
has signed Fran Allison, radio/ tv personality, to do commercials for its
Beaute-Vues Division. First commercials will be for Nutri-Tonic home
permanent.
George J. Abrams, president, said
Miss Allison may also be featured in
future commercials for products of
other Maradel divisions.
FTC lodges complaint
charging false tv ads
Federal Trade Commission Friday
announced complaint against Winston
Sales Co., Chicago, charging company
with using deceptive television advertising which misrepresents the quality
and price of kitchen knife company
distributes.
Tv commercial shows Winston kitchen knife cutting through "regular
two-inch box nail" without dulling edge.
Announcer says "this knife will never,
never get dull." FTC said knife will
become dull through normal use and
that demonstration of salesman cutting
through nail is false because back of
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FCC catches goof
Over 27 million sheets of paper
are printed annually by FCC duplicating division and rare goof was
made last week. Office reproduced agenda item for meeting
this week and it was mistakenly
attached to release announcing
FCC action on different matter.
Error was quickly caught by
Office of Information and item
was withdrawn prior to widespread distribution. Agenda item
concerned mutually exclusive applications for new am stations on
1450 kc in Fayetteville (by FranMack Broadcasting Co.) and
Spring Lake, both N.C. Staff
resume disclosed that Fran-Mack's
programming proposals had been
questioned because it did not propose discussion and talk shows.

knife is used and this doesn't prove
knife won't become dull.
FTC further charged that purported
"regular retail price" of $3 for knife and
$2.98 for "free" meat chopper are not
the amounts these items regularly retail
for in all trade areas where they are
offered for sale.
WPIX, WCAU-TV carry
NFL's only night game
National Football League's only night
game of season — Pittsburgh Steelers vs.
Philadelphia Eagles Oct. 6 in Pittsburgh— -was televised live by Sports Network Inc. for WPIX (TV) New York
and WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
WPIX carried game starting at 8
p.m., but WCAU-TV carried delayed
tape broadcast at 11:15 p.m., pre-empting late movie. Telecast was sold out
in both markets. Advertisers and agencies were P. Ballantine (Esty); Manufacturers Hanover Trust in New York
only (Young & Rubicam); Wildroot
(Bates); Zerex (BBDO); Rise shave
cream (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles); and Bromo Seltzer (BBDO).
Zenith's Truesdell sees
doubled color tv sales
Color television set sales for electronics industry should have "a minimum of a 100% increase in 1963,"
Leonard C. Truesdell, president of
Zenith Sales Corp., said Friday in talk
before annual meeting of Illinois State
Chamber of Commerce in Chicago. He

also said Zenith color sales are running
"well ahead of expectations."
Zenith is planning increases on all
product lines, "not only for the first
six months, but for the entire year of
1963." Mr. Truesdell said. As for 1962,
unit sales will be better than any of
past six years, he thought, and radio
sales, including foreign imports, will
score highest in history. Domestic radio unit sales will be best since 1948,
he said.
Charles H. Brower, president of
BBDO, told convention that six-letter
word "square" should be restored to
place of dignity and respect in American life since historically it has represented fair dealing, honest labor and
firm stand for principles. "This country was discovered, put together, fought
for and saved by squares," he asserted.
Senate faces dilemma
on space incorporators
Plan for bringing satellite incorporator nominations to Senate vote before Congress adjourns this week was
being formulated late Friday.
Main element in plan would involve
unusual procedure of presenting names
to Senate without holding public hearings on nominations.
Plan was under discussion Friday by
Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.), chairman of Senate Space Committee, and
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.L), acting
for Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.), chairman of Commerce Committee. Thirteen incorporator nominations, submitted to Senate by President
Kennedy Thursday (see story page 46),
were referred to those committees.
It was understood committee members would be asked to approve nominations on basis of biographical material to be compiled by staff members.
Westinghouse seminar
scheduled for radio
Special seminar on radio is set for
tomorrow (Oct. 9) at Americana Hotel, New York, under auspices of Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp. Sessions
will feature panel discussions and demonstrations on programming. Donald
H. McGannon, president, and other
WBC executives will join with broadcast spokesmen in day's activities.
Airtemp switches to C&W
Chrysler Corp. has moved its Airtemp Division account to Cunningham
& Walsh from Grant Advertising. Airtemp makes heating and air conditioning equipment.
■m
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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Anti-venereal

new post, Miss Stephenson will have
responsibility over business affairs activities and sales service and traffic.

Mr. Parnell

Mr. Grade

Lew Grade, deputy managing director of Associated Television Ltd.. London, elected managing director, effective Nov. 1. He succeeds to post resigned byVal Parnell, who will continue
with ATV as member of board and in
consultant capacity. Mr. Parnell also
will continue as producer of long-running ATV program, Sunday Night at
the London Palladium. Mr. Grade
founded Grade Theatrical Agency, with
offices in New York, Hollywood, Paris
and London. He formed Incorporated
Tv Co., now subsidiary of ATV, for
production of tv film programs for
U. S. and British markets. Independent
Television Corp. is subsidiary of ATV
and is distributor of its and other programs in U. S.
Marion Stephenson elected first
woman vp in history of NBC at board
meeting Friday (Oct. 5). Miss Stephenson, director of business affairs for
NBC Radio since 1959, was named
vp, administration, NBC Radio. Starting at NBC in 1944 as budget clerk in
advertising and promotion department,
she became budget manager of NBC
Radio in 1954. In 1956 she was named
senior operations analyst in staff budget
financial evaluation department. In

John T. Murphy, vp in charge of tv
operations for Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., elected executive vp. James H.
Burgess, vp of Crosley Broadcasting
of Atlanta and general manager of
WLWA (TV), that city, elected vp of
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. and appointed general manager of WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati. Mr. Murphy joined
Crosley in January 1949 as general
manager of WLWD (TV) Dayton,
Ohio. He was appointed to his present
post in March 1953. Mr. Burgess
joined Crosley Broadcasting as salesman in 1952 and later became sales
manager of WLWC (TV) Columbus.
In 1955 he was named national sales
manager of Crosley Broadcasting in
Cincinnati, and when corporation acquired WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Mr.
Burgess was appointed sales manager.
He was elected to his present post in
January 1961. Crosley Stations are
WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
WLWD (TV) Dayton, and WLWC
(TV) Columbus, all Ohio; WLWA
(TV) Atlanta, Ga., and WLWI (TV)
Indianapolis, Ind.

Five New York City tv stations
— WCBS-TV, WNBC-TV,
WABC-TV, WNEW-TV and
WUHF (TV)— will telecast city
department of health anti-venereal
disease tv messages as public service. Grey Adv. prepared messages
(20s and 10s).
Tv campaign opens today (Oct.
8) and was accepted by stations
after their stipulation was met —
that messages be in good taste.
Grey used symbolic approach in
visuals (wilting rose, teardrop from
young girl's
Productions, Neweye).
York Klaeger
filmed spots.

Lee say FCC soon will hold second
hearing on local tv programming (early
story page 50).
Union delegates, in unprecedented
action, re-elected George W. Smith to
third three-year term as international
president. Arthur Hjorth was re-elected
secretary-treasurer. Eugene Klumpp,
Local 25 and WBEN-TV Buffalo, was
elected international vice president, filling vacancy. Site for 1965 meeting will
be set later.
Collins, Lewis to be
BPA speakers in Dallas
NAB President LeRoy Collins and
William B. Lewis, board chairman, Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., will be principal
speakers at annual seminar of Broad28-31. casters' Promotion Assn. in Dallas Oct.

Mr. Burgess

Mr. Murphy

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

BPA also will hear speeches by Stephen Riddleberger, president of ABC
Radio; Norman E. Cash, president of
Television Bureau of Advertising; Roy
Danish, director of Television Information Office; and Edmund C. Bunker,
president of Radio Advertising Bureau.
Morse

FCC

waives

its rules

for public service spots
FCC informed Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. that announcements
for public service organizations need
not be logged as sponsored even though
groups have contributed funds to
SCBA.
SCBA had asked FCC for ruling on
question, noting that member stations
have for years omitted sponsor identification on such announcements even
though SCBA has received contributions from groups during same period
of time. SCBA pointed out that no relationship exists between contributions
and air time allotted.
In ruling applicable to all stations,
10

FCC said that though normally sponsor
identification would be required, "the
compelling public interest benefits
which
flow broadcasts
to non-profitallows
organizations"
from such
waiver of
rules, allowing air time for public service groups to be logged as sustaining
rather than sponsored.
Union

gives support

to tv expansion

in uhf

Resolution supporting move to expand tv in uhf band was adopted unanimously Friday as final action of 27th
triennial constitutional convention of
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes
and Technicians in Chicago. Union
earlier heard Commissioner Robert E.

Salisbury

dies

'Farm & Home' veteran
Morse Salisbury, 63, for many years
heard on NBC National Farm & Home
Hour, died Oct. 5 after long illness. He
had retired in 1961 as assistant to general manager of Atomic Energy Commission. As Dept. of Agriculture information specialist he had been active
in origination of farm program.
General Foods buys Silvers
General Foods Corp., through Benton & Bowles, will sponsor new (nonGI format) Phil Silvers tv series next
season and, according to current plans,
on CBS-TV. It will be half-hour and
like other GF-B&B arrangements, will
be advertiser-owned.
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you,

Lots of people feel the way you do about
the COLUMBIA POST-48's! And with
good reason. Movie after movie is packed
with the kind of entertainment that keeps
people glued to their sets no matter what.
Remember a few months back when more
than 3,000,000 New Yorkers stayed up
until 1 : 30 in the morning in order not to
miss a single minute of "The Caine Mutiny"? But, besides record-smashing per-

Mabel!

formances, one of the best indications we
have that the COLUMBIA POST-48's are
the outstanding feature film buy is the
fact that more than 100 stations have already bought them. So, if feature films are
a key factor in your station's programming
... if you'll settle for no less than the best,
then you want the COLUMBIA POST48's! Just ask Mabel. Or, better still, call
your Screen Gems representative!

Distributed Exclusively by
SCREEN
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Newark

Spectrum

ty and state governmental processes, the elegant life in old New York, "The Merchant of Venice" (2'/2 hours of New York's Shakespeare Festival).

/
There's really no city in the world like New York. Its charm, its variety, its vitality are
boundless. So are its problems.
It takes a television station of extraordinary stature to mirror a community this
big. ..to serve the needs of its complex, often troubled society. And that's CBS Owned
WCBS-TV, New York's most-viewed station month after month, year after year.
Originating a broad, comprehensive array of local community service activities,
Channel 2 produces prime-time specials and regularly-scheduled series which cover
the entire spectrum of life in the nation's most dynamic metropolis... from the problems of drug addiction to Shakespeare in Central Park.
Last month, the Chock Full O'Nuts Corporation, an advertiser closely identified
with New York and its people, signed a 52-week contract for sponsorship of multiple
WCBS-TV public affairs programming— the weekly "Eye on New York" broadcasts,
twelve prime-time half-hour documentaries and four hour-long special programs, and
the entire Election night local coverage. The largest sale of its kind ever made in New
York television, this contract provides uniquely tangible recognition of Channel 2's
leadership in — and service to— its community.
\T7Y"^F> C rTy\ T
Channel 2, New York

IN

MEMPHIS

THE

GOOD

MUSIC

STATION

IS

WMC
TYPICAL PROGRAM
SEGMENT
8:35-9:00 a.m., October 12, 1962
Under Paris Skies
— Henry Rene
Moments Like This
— Peggy Lee
Taking a Chance on Love
— Ted Heath
I Guess Vll Have to Change
my Plans
— Tony Martin
Linger Awhile
— Mitch Miller
Embraceable You
— Frederick Fennell

• Distinctive programming . . . different from any other Memphis station!
• News every half hour . . . covered
by Memphis' largest news staff!
• Weather casts ... at every quarter
past and quarter to the hour!
• No triple-spotting!
• More play-by-play sports coverage
than all other Memphis stations
combined!
WMC/MEMPHIS
NBC
buir
GROUP
790 KC
PLAN
MEMBER
5.000 WATTS
14

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
"Indicates first or revised listing
OCTOBER
Oct. 8-10 — Eighteenth annual National
Electronics
Conference center,
at Chicago's
new
lakefront exposition
McCormlck
Place. Luncheon speakers on the first two
days of the conference will be Illinois
Governor Otto Kerner on Oct. 8, and Dr.
Henry T. Heald, director of the Ford Foundation and former president of Illinois
Institute of Technology, on Oct. 9. Dr.
Jerome Wiesner, special scientific advisor
to President Kennedy, will deliver final
luncheon
address before the NEC on Oct.
10.
Oct. 9— Eighth Wisconsin FM Station Clinic.
H.
A. Engel, chairman, U. of Wisconsin,
Madison.
Oct. 10 — International Radio & Television
Society, newsmaker luncheon, Hotel Roosevelt, New York. Dr. Samuel B. Gould of
WNDT (TV) New York, educational station, is speaker.
*Oct. 11-12— North Dakota Broadcasters
Assn. 11th annual convention at The Plainsman Hotel, Williston, N. D. John Cranor,
executive vice president of the Greater
Northber Dakota
Assn., will
North beDakota's
Chamof Commerce,
the featured
speaker. His topic, "North Dakota Business
Climate."
Charles
Stone, radio
of
the NAB
Code M.Authority,
willmanager
give a
presentation on the NAB Radio Code. The
association will also hear a presentation
on radio editorializing. Bill Hill, program
manager of CKRM Regina, Saskatchewan,
and Bruce Hogle, CKRM news editor, will
present the story of their editorial campaign during the recent government medical care dispute in Saskatchewan.
Oct. 11-13 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
fall conference. Hotel Stafford, Tuscaloosa,
Ala., and U. of Alabama.
Oct. 12— AWRT
Educational Foundation
board of trustees meeting, Sheraton Hotel,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Oct. 12-14 — American Women In Radio ft
Television board of directors meeting.
Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
*Oot. 15 — Hollywood Ad Club, luncheon
meeting, Hollywood Roosevelt. Richard
Mathison, Los Angeles Bureau chief of
Newsweek magazine, will speak on "What
Makes
Southern
California
Harlan Palmer,
publisher,
WesternUnique?"
Advertising,
is chairman of the day. Robert M. Light,
HAC president, will preside.
Oct. 15 — Annual outing, Federal Communications Bar Assn., Washington Country
Club, Rockville, Md.
Oct. 15 — New deadline for comments on
FCC proposal to reallocate frequency bands
6425-6575, 10550-10680 and 11700-12200 mc.
Oct. 15-16 — Joint management and engineering meeting will be held by stations
of the Central Canada Broadcasting Assn.
at the Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
The two-day session will discuss programming, sales and technical developments.
Oct. 15-19 — Audio Engineering Society,
14th annual fall convention at BarbizonPlaza Hotel, New York. Among papers to
be read: "Stereo Operational Experience
of WQXR-AM-FM New York," L. K. Kleinklaus, chief engineer; "Planning a New Fm
Stereo neerStation,"
LloydKMUZ
Jones, (FM)
chief Santa
engiand partner,
Barbara, Calif.; "Management's View of Fm
Stereo," A. J. Eicholzer, chief engineer,
WSYR-FM Syracuse, N. Y., and "A Practical Guide to Fm Station Layout and Tuneup," Everett J. Gilbert, Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
*Oct. 16 — Deadline for entries to 18th annual Western Exhibition of Advertising &
Editorial Art. Send entries to Art Directors
Club of Los Angeles, 4315 W. 2nd St., Los

Angeles 4, California.
Oct. 16 — Second annual Southeast RadioTv Seminar (SERTS), sponsored by Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters, on catv challenge to
Ga.
broadcasters.
Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta,
Oct. 16 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America conference at the Henry Hudson
Hotel, New York City. Association observes its 50th anniversary at its annual
New York conference held in conjunction
with the four-day New York Premium
Show which it sponsors at the New York
Coliseum, Oct. 15-18. Featured speakers will
be Bennett Cerf, president of Random
House; James Proud, past president of Advertising Federation of America; Dr. Kenneth D. Wells, president of Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge, Pa.; and William
Dunham, PAAA president.
Oct. 16 — League of Advertising Agencies,
dinner meeting at The Advertising Club,
New York. "How the smaller agency can
get new business in unexpected places "
Oct. 16— Public hearings by the Canadian
Board of Broadcast Governors, Ottawa.
Oct. 17-18 — Central Region meeting of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Hotel Ambassador West, Chicago.
♦Oct. 17-19— Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, second annual general meeting. Coach House Motor Inn,
Milwaukee. Speakers will include H. W.
(Dutch) Cassill of Blackburn & Co., discussing "How Much Is Your Station
Worth?" and Robert E. Hill, assistant professor of business administration at Arizona State College,
examining "Dollars
and Decisions
in the Broadcasting
Industry." Mr. Hill will explain what cash flow
comparisons and return on investment
analysis
mean tomeeting
broadcasters.
Institute's
annual business
will include
the
election of five new members to the 15man board of directors. Officers for the
coming year will be named by the board.
*Oct. 18 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. luncheon at Michael's Restaurant,
Los Angeles. Speaker will be Sol Taishoff,
editor and publisher of Broadcasting and
Television magazines.
Oct. 18 — Joint NAB-International Radio &
Television Society luncheon, Hotel Biltmore, New York. Gov. LeRoy Collins,
NAB's president, is speaker.
Oct. 18-20 — Mutual Advertising Agency
Network'sChicago.
final meeting for 1962 at Palmer
House,
Oct. 18-20— National Educational Television & Radio Center, fall meeting of
station managers of affiliated stations, Park
Sheraton Hotel, New York City.
Oct. 19-20 — Wisconsin AP Radio-Tv Assn.
meeting being held in Madison, Wis.
Oct. 19-21— New England chapter AWRT
conference, Lovett's, Franconia, New Hampshire.
Oct. 19-21 — Pennsylvania AWRT conference, Brodhead Hotel, Beaver Falls. Pa.
*Oct. 20 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin
fall meeting at the Lorraine Hotel, Madison. Dinner speaker will be Prof. Verner
Suomi,
U. ofwill
Wisconsin's
New officers
be elected.space authority.
Oct. 20— UPI Broadcasters of Illinois fall
meeting. St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield.
Oct. 20-21— Illinois News Broadcasters
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB Fall Conferences
15-16— Dinkier-Plaza, Atlanta
18-19— Biltmore, New York
22-23— Edgewater Beach, Chicago
35-26— Statler-Hilton, Washington
8-9 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
12-13 — Muehlebach, Kansas City
15-16 — Brown Palace, Denver
19-20 — Sheraton-Portland, Ore.
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A

COMPLETE

NEWS

SERVICE

Whether it be reporting the manshoot direct from
Cape Canaveral, sending a news team to Guatemala,
or covering a murder 10 minutes from the studio,
the WLBW-TV Award-winning News Department
under the direction of Paul Frank is prepared with
the necessary equipment and manpower

to cover an

event or story with professional understanding
and adeptness.

A COMPLETE NEWS SERVICE to better serve South Floridians.
from the Palm Beaches to the Florida Keys.
SEGMENTS OF OUR AWARD WINNING NEWS SERVICE ARE STILL AVAILABLE.
CONTACT YOUR H-R REPRESENTATIVE FOR FULL DETAILS.

WLB
V CINCINNATI,
s»
Affiliated W-T
with WCKY 50KW
OHIO
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OTHER
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DESK

Television Colonels worked for advertising agencies for 70 years before they

joined us. Our Radio Colonels put in nearly half a century with companies

that

market goods and services. Altogether, we have been on the other side of the advertising desk for 173 years.
They were very productive years for many of us. Because of them, the PGW

Colonel

is very much at home with advertisers . . . and advertisers are at home to the Colonel.
That's why the Colonel is always on the go!

P

eters,

G

mffin.

Woodward,

mc.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
ATLANTA DETROIT
CHICAGO BOSTON
ST. LOUIS

FT. WORTH
MINNEAPOLIS LOS ANGELES
DALLAS
PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO

Jim

Uebelhart,

Assn., fall meeting, St. Nicholas Hotel,
Springfield, 111.
Oct. 20-25 — Western Region convention oi
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Hilton Hawaii Village, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Phillip W. Wenig, president of Standard
Rate and Data Service Inc., New York,
will discuss "Missing Media Data — Its New
Importance to Advertising," in an open
session meeting. Joseph Maguire, president of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Seattle, has been added to the panel in a
closed business session, which will explore
"How to Make a Profit."
*Oct. 21-22 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
fall convention. Granada Hotel, San Antonio. Speakers include Dave Morris, general manager of KNUZ Houston, who will
discuss fm broadcasting, and Sen. Ralph
Yarborough (D-Tex.), who will comment
on the Washington scene. New officers and
directors will be elected for 1963. Highlighting the discussions will be that of the FCC
warning concerning broadcast of controversial foreign matter — tv films and radio
broadcast . . . Section 317, 3.119, 3.289 and
3.654 — requiring a sponsorship announcement fully and fairly disclosing the true
identity of the person or persons furnishing such material.
•Oct. 21-23— North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, fall convention at Governor Tryon
Hotel, New Bern. James C. Hagerty, vice
president in charge of news, special events
and public affairs for ABC, will address
the association's
Oct. will
22 luncheon.
officers
and directors
be electedNewon
Tuesday, Oct. 23.
Oct. 21-25 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, 1962 annual convention. Hotel
Benjamin Franklin, Philadelphia. Mayor
James H. J. Tate will address the association at a banquet on Wednesday, Oct. 24.
Also participating in the Convention activities will be Dr. Allen H. Wetter, superPhiladelphia's
schools,
and Marthaintendent ofGable,
director public
of radio
and

WSPD-Radio's

OPEN

A/ewscaUe/u

Central Valley story

Consistently at the top in
popularity for 20 years . . . Building audience with each passing
year. For the last six years, for
example, Jim Uebelhart has held
an average share of audience of
more than 53% for his daily
newscasts (Pulse 1955-61).
This type of audience dominance
ALL DAY LONG is typical of
WSPD-Radio. Listener loyalty
like this makes your advertising
investment yield the greatest
possible return.

editor: Please rush 200 reprints of
Broadcasting's report on California's
Central Valley [Special Report, Sept.
17]. . . . — William W. Gamble, public
relations assistant, McClatchy Broadcasting Co., Sacramento.

Ask your Kafz representative
WS12

A STORE R STATION
National Sales Office
118 E. 57th St., N.Y. 22
18

MIKE

editor: Please send 100 reprints. . . . —
Carl L. Switzer, commercial manager,
KONG-AM-FM Visalia, Calif.
editor: Please rush 100 copies. . . . —
Bill Weaver, general manager, KROY
Sacramento.
editor: Please send 100 copies ... to
the attention of William B. Smullin
[president]. . . . — Frances R. Giffen,
KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.
(Reprints of Broadcasting's Special Report
on
are available
at 20California's
cents for aCentral
single Valley
copy; $17.50
per 100
copies; $27.50 per 200; $35.00 per 300: $42.50
per 400; $50.00 per 500; $85.50 per 1,000.)

WSPD
RADIO
TOLEDO

television for the Philadelphia school system.
Oct. 21-26— Society of Motion Picture &
Television Engineers 92nd convention at
The Drake in Chicago. Theme of the Chicago program and
is "Communications
—Television
Motion Pictures Progress
in Inand Education."
Oct. 22 —dustryDeadline
for comments on FCC
rulemaking involving changes in multiple
ownership
and
duopoly
rules (extended
from Sept. 20).
*Oct. 22-31 — International Television & Film
Exchange, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Oct. 26 — International Radio & Television
Society, roundtable luncheon, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Oct. 26-28 — West Central area AWRT
conference, New Center for Continuing
Education, U. of Nebraska, Lincoln.
*Oct. 26-31 — Board of directors, National
Community Television Assn. Special meetings Oct. 26 and 27 have been scheduled
for auxiliary services, industry relations
and standards committees. Executive committee will meet Oct. 28. Full board will
meet Oct. 29-31. Valley Ho Hotel, Scottsdale, Ariz.
Oct. 28-31 — National Community Television
Assn. board of directors' fall meeting.
Valley Ho Hotel, Phoenix, Ariz.
*Oct. 31 — International Radio & Television
Society, production workshop, Hotel Roosevelt, New York. Subject: international
radio and tv with the accent on commercials and techniques.
NOVEMBER
♦Nov. 1 — New deadline for comments on
FCC allocation rulemaking proposal
(changed
Nov.
16. from Oct. 1). Replies are due
Nov. 1— East Central region meeting of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Statler-Hilton, Detroit.

Between

the acts

editor: . . . We had fun watching
"Weary Willie" perform 117 new, different acts for our tv series of 39 halfhour children's programs, The Emmett
Kelly Show [Programming, Oct. 1],
During a break in production, Em-

mett picked up a copy of Broadcasting
and our photographer caught this scene
which I thought you would particularly
enjoy. . . . — Harvey Chertok, director of
advertising & publicity, Seven Arts Associated Corp., New York.
Spreading the money
editor:
ly is to
stations,
a major

. . . The greatest boon financialthe smaller, independent radio
particularly those surrounding
or metropolitan city. I refer to
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

I

adults

young

buy

the

most

!

young adults buy the
most cigarettes . . . and most
of almost everything

Young adults (under 50) buy 66% of all tobacco
products. This means that when you buy young adult
ABC Radio, you're buying cigarette advertising
geared to the market that buys most of what you sell.
That's because two years ago ABC Radio recognized
the potent economic force inherent in your young
adult market and did something about it. ABC Radio
consistently programs for young adults; promotes
Source: Life Magazine Study of Consumer Expenditures

to young adults; presents to the cigarette advertiser
(and virtually every other advertiser) the most compelling new "reason why" for network radio. It's
young adults with Flair, Sports, The Breakfast Club,
News and Special Events on ABC Radio. Remember,
when it comes to tobacco products, young adults
always buy the most. Your ABC Radio sales representative will be glad to give you the young adult facts
ABC

RADIO

O FIRST WITH YOUNG ADULTS

Commissioner Lee's proposal of a maximum number of commercials (seven)
allowed in each 15-minute broadcasting
period [Lead Story, Sept. 24].
Just imagine some of our larger stations remarking, "Sorry, our log is filled
to capacity. We must turn down your
schedule." The advertising agency begins
the mad race to locate the stations who
have available time, resulting in a fairly
even spread of radio advertising money
to include our smaller stations.
One of the best ideas the FCC has hit
upon !— Gerald O. Jones, general manager, KASK-AM-FM Ontario, Calif.
editor: . . . Commissioner Lee suggested 18 commercial minutes per hour,
including public service. Our station
could not successfully operate on a
schedule such as this, since it would be
necessary to cut overhead and our programming service would suffer. We are
a 500-watt smalltown station selling on
a regional basis to several small towns
and communities. ... We must do volume advertising to stay in business. Some
medium and large market stations can
solicit a conservative number of large
accounts who can spend big, run a good
schedule and get results. We have to
make our service available to everyone,
run all advertisers a pretty good schedule. .. .
Commissioner Lee mentions that a
stopwatch placed on a Washington area
station disclosed that over 30 minutes
of a single hour was devoted to commercial spot announcements. ... It is obvious that they are overdoing it. It is
also obvious that some big-powered station indowntown D. C. is screaming foul
to the commission. Isn't it also obvious
that if this station can be 50% commercial, maintain a listening audience and
get results, they must be providing a
pretty attractive service. . . .?
We are a small local daytimer. . .. .
But our problems are just as big and real
to us as the 50,000-watt major market
stations; and, personally, I think that we
deserve just as much attention. — Johnny
Mitchell, general manager, KWCL, Oak
Grove, La.

I

LEADS IN
SERVICE

LEADS IN
ACCEPTANCE

LEADS IN
AUDIENCE

Multiple media problem
editor : Regarding your editorial on the
remarks of Gordon McLendon and
Steve Labunski [Editorials, Sept. 17],
I'm convinced that these thoughts are
mirrored by many broadcasters, particularly those primarily in am and fm
and who are unaffiliated with newspapers, tv stations, networks or a combination thereof. There may be some overpopulation, but there certainly is room
for all types of radio stations and not all
of them can operate under a code set
forth by a favored few. . . .
I am considerably concerned about
the FCC's sudden and questionable de8R0ADCASTING, October 8, 1962

Bob Hoover, WIBC's Mobile News Chief, has covered
news in Indianapolis since 1919. City, county, state,
the police beat . . . Bob has worked them all during
his colorful career. Hoover has moved his headquarters
from the now-vacated Indianapolis Police Station to
the new City-County Building . . . better to cover the
fast-breaking news in this fast-growing city.
Hoover is one of seven men who staff WIBC Radio
News ... a staff that gathers and reports 223 newscasts weekly plus additional background programs
and consistent editorials. Listeners throughout Indiana
have stated their preference for WIBC Radio News
in qualitative studies conducted by Pulse.
WIBC Radio News is only one of the features that
has earned for WIBC the largest audience in Indianapolis and Indiana morning, afternoon and evening
with an average 7 AM to 10 PM audience in Indianapolis greater than that of the next four stations
combined.*
*PuIse Metropolitan Area Survey, April, 1962.
Pulse 46-County Area Survey, April, 1961.
C. E. Hooper, Inc., July, 1962.

2835 N. Illinois Street
Indianapolis 8, Indiana

50,000
WATTS

WIBC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana
JOHN

BLAIR & COMPANY
National Representative

WIBC IS A MEMBER OF
THE BLAIR GROUP PLAN
(OPEN MIKE) 21

:
termination that there are too many radio stations. . . . Any set of rules or
standards that is good for one station
could be a hardship for another. I am
not completely in sympathy with the
NAB Code, particularly where competition has multiple media advantages.
Monopoly of good communications facilities with low rates make it difficult
for
ket every competitor in the marI have an unhappy feeling that the
committee [NAB's Radio Development
Committee] is weighted with newspaper
and network affiliate people. . . .
I could very easily demonstrate that
most low rate structures stem from radio
rates changed by the multiple media
owner in the market. Two classic examples are WTMJ Milwaukee and KSD
St. Louis, both part of multiple media
complexes. Neither has realistically
priced its radio facilities in relation with
the market coreved. Both are in position
to charge low rates because of newspaper and tv station ownership, and, I
might add, even magazine sections within the newspapers.
Finally, I must observe that both NAB
and RAB have some real problems in
satisfying the diverse thinking within
their own membership. — Hugh K. Boice
Jr., vice president & general manager,
WEMP Milwaukee.

ALL

THE

U.S. set count

GREAT

editor: We would appreciate any information you might have regarding the
availability of the 1960 U. S. Census
of Housing Radio-Tv Set Counts reprint. .. . — Gloria Schmall, secretary to
William R. Brazzil, vice president-sales,
WTVJ (TV) Miami.
[The 1960 U.S. Census of House Radio-Tv
Set Counts is being reprinted at the present
time and Broadcasting will be glad to send
them as soon as they are available. The
price is 25 cents per copy. Address orders
to our Readers Service Department.]

ABC

SHOWS

Unduplicated coverage
makes WSUN

your

most

efficient buy in the Tampa
Bay market.

Tampa

- St. Petersburg

Get all the facts from
Natl. Rep. Venard Rintoul
& McConnell
S. E. Rep. James S. Ayers

All-night program
editor: . . . Your magazine wrote that
ch. 11 in Los Angeles is now showing
the country's only all-night program
[Programming, Sept 24]. Wow! I have
been doing that during the past four
The name of my show is the Jack
years.
Kogan Variety Theatre, my hours from
2:30 a.m. to 8 a.m. After that our station
resumes its regular telecasting.
My show features interviews with outstanding guests, of whom I have interviewed about 2,000. . . . Our show has
also found over 500 missing animals, discovered the whereabouts of lost children,
brought divorced people back together
and helped people with medical and
financial aid, employment, etc. . . . —
Jack Kogan, KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.
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WPEN
news

wins

more

in Associated

top awards

Press

Results of Associated

WOMEN'S
FIRST

NEWS
WPEN

station

...

Press Awards

OUTSTANDING
COMMENTARY

OUTSTANDING

&

Competition

than any other radio
in Pennsylvania

for

to Radio Stations ■ in Pennsylvania
OUTSTANDING
REPORTING

EDITORIALIZING

FIRST

WPBS

FIRST

WCAU

SECOND

WPEN

SECOND

WPEN

FIRST

WPEN

OUTSTANDING
NEWS OPERATION
FIRST

WCAU

SECOND

WPEN

You can't win 'em all, but we believe the above record supports our
claim that your commercial gets a pretty good break on WPEN.

WPEN
THE
REPRESENTED
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"ONCE

[THIS]

CROSSING

NEWS

NORFOLK-NEWPORT

THE

SAY,

EXPERTS

LEADING

WILL

BECOME

AND

MILLIONS

MARKET."

This new 17K-mile,

IS COMPLETED,

BURST

will give Norfolk-Newport

News

SOUTH'S

THE

Newsweek

$200 million Chesapeake

INTO

Magazine

Bay Bridge-Tunnel

industry a rapid transit highway to

the great Atlantic Urban Region— and also will make this area even
more attractive to new industry. Also it will provide a direct link
between the great industrial centers of the nation and the greatest
natural harbor in the world — Hampton
With 1,200 men

on the job, and construction more than half done,

already the effect is tremendous.

And this is happening to an area

that already was booming— growing at 2M
for the past decade !

What

Roads.

a place to put a TV

times the national rate

lewater

dollar

Metropolis!

Nearly a

million people and only three T
fa)

ABC

CD

CD

- 13

NBC-

10
CBS~
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The

computer

IVIEMO

can

from BERN KANNER' vP' manager of media, Benton & Bowles Inc., New York

be useful

Hard Goods.
Soft Goods.
Upon seeing the first phrase, we
think of automobiles manufactured in
Michigan, steel in Pennsylvania or the
multitudinous small and large appliances produced all over the country.
Soft goods, on the other hand, offers
Seventh Aveof New
an image
nue and the
otherYork's
areas that produce
the clothing we and our families wear.
A lexicographer or historian writing
in the year 2062 about the advertising
business of today would probably include these terms, along with such
phrases as "run it up the flagpole to see
who salutes," "the ball is now in your
court," "put it on the train and see if
it gets off at Westport," and other
descriptive terminology that rightly or
wrongly has become identified with the
advertising profession.
These expressions have been borrowed from engineers, mathematicians,
statisticians and other members of the
operations research fraternity who have
introduced a new and important technology to our business.
Hard goods now refers to the very
expensive "think" machines that some
refer to as "those computers." Soft
goods, obviously, is the marketing and
media data fed into the machines to
produce one or more optimum solutions.
Since the War ■ Although many of
us have become familiar with computer
usage only recently, these high speed
electronic wizards have been serving
the military and industry beneficially
and faithfully since World War II.
Many large advertisers such as S. C.
Johnson, General Foods, Texaco, Procter & Gamble and others have large
scale computer installations performing
varied and useful tasks. In fact, computer technology is moving along so
quickly that it threatens to leave behind
the input data or "soft goods" necessary
for proper use of these machines — at
least as far as marketing is concerned
and particularly as it applies to media
selection.
The swiftness of the computer's development and the recent announcements of its availability to the marketing fraternity have brought an eruption
within the industry that is much more
explosive than the many other tools,
guides and processes that have come
along in the past decade.
At one extreme we have those individuals towhom any announced change
26

when

its limits

or innovation is anathema, who have
constantly refused to believe that any
new thoughts or ideas could possibly
have a beneficial effect upon the business. The old war cries in favor of
"seat of the pants" and "from the
heart" are being raised again. These
extremists have been waging a losing
action for years and continue to do so
despite clearly demonstrated advances.
They refuse to believe that the day of
the "one man" operation is over and
that advertising has become so complex
that group operation, combined thought
and the proper use of every facility
available is required, as well as those
that can and must be developed.
Many of this skeptical group are
afraid of change because they do not
understand these new developments or
they are distrustful for more personal,
non-objective reasons.
Machine Worshipers ■ At the other
extreme are those who may be more
dangerous than the ones just described,
who believe that automation represents
the ultimate and sole direction for advertising. They are sold on the infallibility of a machine and the ease of
pushing a button to get desired results.
Their reaction has been a result of
the widespread and often inaccurate
publicity that has accompanied the exposition of linear programming, simulation or any other technology being
advanced on behalf of this subject.
To this second group computer technology represents a panacea with solutions that can be presented to management without fear of contradiction because of its machine derivation. These
individuals, impressed with the technological development of the machine
itself, place major emphasis on the
"hard goods" to the virtual exclusion of

are

recognized

the "soft goods." But how often have
we heard it said that the solutions that
we receive from the computer can be
only as good as the information that we
putTheintoPrevailing
it?
View ■ Happily, these
two extremist factions seem to represent aminority. In the vast middle and
representing various levels of understanding and sophistication, there is an
important third group which seemingly
understands the applications that may
be made through the facilities of computer technology — and who apparently
are aware of its advantages and limitations.
This group, I believe, fully accepts
the "hard goods" concept as an aid and
guide to optimum media selection. The
greatest concern of these individuals
quite rightfully is with the deficiencies
of marketing and media source material
for the computer to process — deficiencies of kind and of quality. They caution against the improper application of
this limited material lest the persons
who use the solutions presented by
these computers tend to forget about
limitations and inaccuracies and make
decisions based on the quantitative expressions supplied.
These people are not obstructionists.
They have been in the forefront of
many of the media and marketing innovations. Their concern is with the
ultimate use that is made of the optimum solutions that the computer spews
forth.
The "to be or not to be" of the computer is not one of their questions.
They merely ask that any action resulting from computer programs be
based upon sound and accurate input
data.
Is this wrong?

The function of computers in media selection isthe timely topic picked by Bern
Kanner, vp and manager of media at
Benton & Bowles, New York, who started
in the agency's mailroom in 1952. Mr.
Kanner early in 1953 served with the Procter & Gamble media group at B&B as
assistant buyer, buyer and then assistant
media director. He became associate
media director in 1959, was elected a vp
in June of last year and manager of media
in April 1962.
ill
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RPM ! Reach this Powerful
fluence of WELI

Market .

... our 1,115,200:

with the Reach, Power, Melli"interference-free population

deliver this market?

Responsibility to our million-

served !"
Why

does WELI

plus audience governs all WELI

programming.

Results in more sales-

power for your ad dollar! National: H-R Representatives, Inc.;
Boston. Eckels & Co.
*Source: Lohnes and Culver, Consulting Radio Engineers,
Washington, D.C.— in accordance with the service standards shown
in the FCC. Rules.
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WELI

The Sound of New Haven

5000 Watts / 960 KC
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Perhaps

we

these

into

can

squeeze

"track-tested"

IN FT. WAYNE:

you,

shows

NBC
CALL

TODAY!

SOUTH BEND
ELKHART

IN TV: WSJV-TV (28), South Bend-Elkhart; WKJG-TV (33), Ft. Wayne
RADIO: WTRC-AM and FM, Elkhart; WKJG-AM, Ft. Wayne
NEWSPAPERS: The Elkhart Truth (Eve.); The Mishawaka Times (Morn.)
John F. Dille, Jr., President
28

too, :

!

:

IN SOUTH BEND- ELKHART:
6:30 — 7:30 p.m.
Mon. thru Fri.

7 — 7:30 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.
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The men who buy the bulk of network television programming think this
season's is better than usual.
They say both the entertainment valj ues and the potential are high.
So, they say, is the risk to their clients. This, too, is high whether it be
for reasons of a bad buy to begin with,
a poor time period, an unpredictable
change in audience taste — or, as sometimes happens, for no accountable reason.
This evaluation represents a sampling
of opinion gathered from executives of
| 27 agencies in New York, all represented in buys on the networks.
The program executives were asked
in the Broadcasting canvass to base
their judgments of the 1962-63 nighttime schedules on initial performances,
knowledge of pilots and scripts seen
and read, and to render their verdicts
subjectively in the manner of program
critics — and before the ratings are in.
The Strong and the Weak ■ Only
the new offerings were judged. And on
the basis of these shows, in addition to
the general network programming already on the air, the agency officials
were asked to say which network in
their opinion holds the edge in overall
programming strength.
■ The verdict for tv in general: A
long way to go, perhaps, but a better
schedule in program balance and in
"image."
■ The verdict for networks: CBS-TV
received the preponderant share of
"first place" votes. Some went so far
I as to consider CBS-TV programming
i a "walkaway" but a significant segment
gave that network only an edge.
■ At least two shows, both on CBSTV, were singled out as sure "hits" for
the season — the new Lucy show (Monday, 8:30-9 p.m.) and the new Jackie
Gleason's American Scene Magazine
(Saturday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.) and several others were thought to have the
potential of unusual successes.
■ The executives' opinion on the
categories of programming — whether
one program type was being overdone
or treated too lightly — varied considerably. There was a feeling that the networks perhaps were too heavy on medical shows and too light on variety-revue
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
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CBS-TV received the agency nod for
its balance and for building on a
structure already strong at the close of
last season. In addition to Lucy and
the new Gleason vehicle, agency programmers mentioned The Nurses
(Thursday, 9-10 p.m.) as a strong entry. But this program also was considered by some as having built-in troubles
and some doubted that it would measure up to the mark.
Most programs received attention in
both extremes — as possible "hits" and
as possible "misses." But interestingly
enough, this did not hold true for either
Lucy or Gleason (the former show
ranked the highest of all).
Slow Starters ■ The executives cautioned, however, against too hasty conclusions. It was noted that ABC-TV.
for example, traditionally seems to get
off to a slow start but picks up steam
as the season progresses. Similarly, all
networks can cite programs in their
current schedules which became successes after starting out like candidates
for discard.
It also was noted that some networks,
especially ABC-TV, had not finished
unveiling their new entires when
Broadcasting made its canvass. In

Agency

analyst sees CBS

All three television networks have
improved their programming this fall
but the sweepstakes should go to
"CBS by half a length, with ABC
and NBC almost neck and neck at
the stretch," according to a pre-season analysis and forecast by the N.
W. Ayer & Son radio-tv department.
The report, disclosed last week,
reviewed the material on which
lames Cornell, Ayer program analyst, based his program-by-program
rating predictions in the October issue of Television magazine. It concluded that CBS-TV would rate first
on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday nights; ABC-TV on Wednesday and Friday evenings and

new

hits and

thought

FALL?

shows
flops

doomed

to fail

most cases, however, the agency programmers had seen pilots or been exposed to script or story line and thus
appeared to feel qualified to have opinions. One executive summed it this
way: "I could have given you my candidates for success or failure a month
One of the more than 30 executives
polled cautioned that some programs
will be strengthened after the initial
showing (or even as early as the postpilot stage) while others may weaken
after the first few episodes. Said this
man: "Everybody likes to play critic."
A program vice president at a major
ago."
agency felt CBS-TV gave the new Gleason show a "real try," providing a good
time period and a change of pace.
FewII agreed
ABC-TV's
War
action on
entries
— Gallant World
Men
and Combat — both one hour shows. As
many considered these a misfire as detected apossible
success through a season's
buildup.
More Comedy ■ A top tv agency
viewpoint expressed by a chief programmer: Tv's richness this season is
notable in its emphasis in comedy and
in star personalities.
A total of 26 shows were mentioned
at least once as having a strong chance

ahead

by half length

NBC-TV on Sunday night.
As a matter of record the report
also points out that NBC has 1 3 new
nighttime shows, CBS 10 and ABC 9
for a total of 32 (including some
that are essentially old shows with
new or expanded formats). Of the
new shows, 17 are hours (eight on
NBC, five on CBS, four on ABC);
14 are half-hours (five each on ABC
and CBS, four on NBC) and one is
90 minutes (NBC).
The remaining 65 nighttime programs, Ayer's report notes, consist
of 27 old programs in new time
periods and 38 shows remaining in
the same time slots they occupied
last season.

Agency executives were divided in
their comment on "The Jetsons"
(Sunday 7:30-8 p.m.) on ABC-TV. Some

for success. A total of 22 shows — and
many of these shows were also mentioned in the rollcall of 26 possible successes—were earmarked by the program experts as candidates for oblivion.
Among the shows mentioned as being in "trouble" were Saints & Sinners
and It's A Man's World, both on NBCTV; Gallant Men, Combat and Going
My Way, all on ABC-TV; and Fair
Exchange (though this also had a
strong following among other agency
voters) and the new Lloyd Bridges
Show, both on CBS-TV.
The Virginian, NBC-TVs new 90minute entry, received a mixed reception. Some thought its time period and
revenue potential plus improvement of
the show itself would definitely save it
and hypo its ratings; several, however,
simply scored the series as sure to be
in trouble.
Though some executives felt the
schedules this season are not particularly exciting or different from last year,
many more rated this reason as potentially better than last. Increasing
strength was noted by some in the
growing number of shows expected to
continue through the season.
'Virginian' Pros and Cons ■ NBCTV's The Virginian is the "world's
greatest" clinker to one programmer.
He felt the show's 90-minute length
made it "very difficult to do" and created aproblem for the writers: how to
fill the time. Conversely, another programming head felt The Virginian has
much more room for improvement, but
predicted the show eventually would be
a hit. He thought the show "too important aconcept" for the producers
to let it fail and that everything possible would be done to improve it as
the season progresses.
One agency executive, summing the
eternal problem of choosing a prospective hit show for his client, noted sim30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ply: "The viewing public defies analA question about show-type balance
brought some varied opinions — one
programmer thought the current barrage of war stories (Combat, Gallant
Men) would be failures. He said neither ysis."
of these shows could compare with
Victory at Sea which was a network
entry several years ago.
Other programmers felt there was
more situation comedy this season, but
less of the ideal-family type; this season's comedy entries contain more variety than those of previous years.
Little Wit ■ Holding the line at the
opposite pole was one programmer who
stated: "The schedule is much too
heavy." The shows, he thought, were
"too serious, somber, sober and heavyhanded," with "little wit."
Some of the agency opinions were as
mixed as they were apt to be in any
large viewing group. The lack of agreement on the prospect of any one show
climbing to the audience levels of last
season's Ben Casey seemed to add credence to one flat prediction that there
will be no "run-away" hits this season.
The sampling turned up comments
ranging from a veteran broadcast director's belief that the networks are showing more original thinking than they
have in the last several years to the
downgrading observation of a top agency official who charged: "All they've
done is lengthened the shows and doubled the mediocrity."
Variety Trend ■ The networks' addition of Jackie Gleason's variety show
was termed a constructive and positive
step by another. This executive believed the variety shows represent a
"risk" on the part of the networks but
that they will give excitement to the
medium.
"But who knows whether Gleason
will get bored or not?" he asked.

Comedy
a "good
chance"
this
year
but warhasshows
(Combat,
Gallant
Men) are "weak," said some. They
liked the looks of The Jetsons, The Lucy
Show, Our Man Higgins, Joey Bishop
in his new format, and others in the
comedy category. But war stories were
described as "limited": some executives
couldn't "see the public going for
them," but others were more optimistic. Onepromise
executivebutfeltwas
Ensign
O'Toolc
showed
handicapped

i

by its 7 p.m. Sunday time period.
"It's obvious that audiences are at
least
shows thisatyear"
in thesampling
opinion the
of new
an executive
one
of the top ten agencies. He cited the
ratings of the first two weeks on the
7:30 p.m. Wednesday time period. In
the first week The Virginian on NBCTV led, with CBS Reports' special on
teenage smoking second and ABC-TVs
Wagon Train in third place. The second week found the reverse true, with
Wagon Train back in the lead spot, he
said.
He thought this season is better than
last year's but that the schedule could
stand "a little more action" and less
situation comedy for the sake of better
balance. "An awful lot of stuntmen and
horses are out of work," he said.
It's a "comme-ci, comme-ca" season
with "nothing to get excited about" in
the eyes of another agency man: The
schedule is "pretty balanced," though
there is a "heaviness of one-hour
shows." Although he personally liked
the one-hour formats he wondered "if
the
viewing
greater
numberpublic
offeredwill
thisaccept"
year. the
Sameness ■ Critics of the new season's over-all schedule complained that
it represents little change from last
year's. An overabundance of "copyism,"
"sameness" in programs and too much
conformity in ratings were the most
frequently levelled charges. Some exBROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
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ecutives who noted an increase in "experimentation" added that there still
was not enough diversity to suit their
individual tastes.
One programmer, warning that new
shows were following "the same old
format," said that if programming continues to "display little originality"
television will "exhaust its audiences as
the movies did." Another executive,
noting "copyism" in medic shows and
westerns, felt this season may be overburdened byshows with a war theme.

Now

a

push

"In this case they did not even wait
for
the season to end to begin copying,"
he said.
Executives who saw improvement in
the new schedule noted a decline in
"violence" and better balance in programming. While they indicated there
was still need for efforts toward "diversity," they felt this season marks a
trend away from westerns and action
drama and toward good comedy and
public affairs shows.
The canvass of the agency program

for

AYER'S SEALTEST PITCH:
A leading national advertising agency
has sent a task force into major markets
to try to buy spot television with a guarantee of minimum circulation and to
buy both tv and radio at local rates.
The client last season sponsored a national television network show.
The agency is N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia, and the client is Sealtest
Foods Div. of National Dairy Products
Corp. In the 1961-62 season, Sealtest
sponsored the Bob Newhart Show on
NBC-TV.
The Ayer team has already met with
stations in Philadelphia and Washington,
D. C, and is scheduled to meet with stations in Baltimore this week and to go on
to other major markets. In Washington
last week the team engaged a hotel suite
and invited officials of stations to a
series of individual interviews. Members
of the Ayer task force were Theodore
Robinson, George Burroughs and
James Egan.
Whether Ayer had succeeded in buying any schedules could not be learned.
Local Rates ■ To both radio and
television stations Ayer reportedly has

Some observers feel "Lucy" (Monday
8:30-9 p.m.) and "Jackie Gleason's
American Scene Magazine" (Saturday
7:30-8:30 p.m.), both on CBS-TV, have
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

guaranteed

buyers began Oct. 3. Thus during the
survey period at least three new network shows were making their first
appearances: ABC-TV's Going My
Way and Our Man Higgins, both on
Oct. 3, and NBC-TV's Eleventh Hour,
also on Oct. 3. Still to make their debuts, both on ABC-TV: Gallant Men
on Oct. 5, and McHale's Navy on Oct.
11. All of CBS-TV's new shows had
made their initial appearances before
the survey of the advertising agencies
was started.

circulation

SPOTS MUST DELIVER SPECIFIED RATINGS
offered what it calls a 52-week spot Broadcasting reporter sought to interview the members of the Ayer task
schedule to begin in January 1963. In
force in Washington, he was referred to
many, if not all, of the interviews the
Ayer officials were said to have inquired
Leslie D. Farnath, the agency's media
whether the station had different rates
vice president, in Philadelphia. Mr.
Farnath denied that the task force on
for national and local advertising. To
stations with dual rates the argument has the Sealtest account was demanding
been presented that Sealtest competes
guaranteed circulation, but he said that
with local dairies and hence is entitled
a guarantee of cumulative rating points
to the local rate. Some stations with
had been volunteered by a Philadelphia
dual rates reportedly have been disposed
television station that he did not identito agree with that reasoning.
fy. As to requests for local rates he said:
Stations have also been asked if their
"All we are doing is checking radio
rate cards provided discounts for 52- and tv stations for the best buys for
week schedules. To those stations with
this account on a competitive basis with
discount structures confined to shorter
periods, the agency reportedly suggested
local
Thedairies."
Sealtest campaign for 1963 repan additional 10% discount.
resents acomplete change in advertising
Television stations have been asked
strategy, said Mr. Farnath. The orientation of its 1962 campaign was national,
to gurantee delivery of a minimum numhe
said. It will be local in 1963 and
ber of rating points for time periods in
which the Sealtest spots are broadcast.
mapped out market by market with radio, television and newspapers as the
If the guarantee were not met by the
media.
predetermined number of spots, the station would replay the commercials — at
"Efficiency, promotion, merchandising and ratings are the basics for the
no pay — until it built up the required
minimum.
campaign," Mr. Farnath said.
Every Now and Then ■ According to
Word From Headquarters ■ When a

the success potential. Lucille Ball
and her long-time partner in comedy
Vivian Vance (at left) are sponsored
by Lever Brothers Co. and General

Foods Corp. Jackie Gleason's photogenie helpers add much to the appeal
Saturday night
of his brand-new
show.

Lakeside,

a new

toymaker,

In a relatively short time, Lakeside Industries Inc., Minneapolis, has
(1) entered the toy field in a major
diversification, and (2) moved into
television, including its first use of
network, in a " big" way.
Kerker-Peterson, Minneapolis,
agency handling
the company's
advertising, notes that
Lakeside (the
toy subsidiary is known as Lakeside

gets

into tv in a big way

Toys Inc.) now has a tv budget 3Vi
times that of last year. Basically the
tv effort is on The Magic Land of
Allakazam!, which started on ABCTV Sept. 29 (Saturdays, 12:30-1 p.m.
EDT), and a supplemental spot program buy using Romper Room in
New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Spokane, Phoenix and
probably in San Diego.

In addition, Lakeside now has spot
tv in 29 markets, concentrated in late
afternoon periods. The toy line now
has 32 items (games and drawing
sets, arts and crafts and design packages).
Lakeside entered the toy market
at the toy fair in the spring of 1961.
The company, a manufacturer of display that
signs (it's
stillbegan
amongproducing
the top
ones in
field),
toys after a careful study of the potential.
Lakeside toys initially had been introduced on a small advertising budget, Kerker-Peterson said.
But things are different today. A
Lakeside promotion kit to dealers announces that Lakeside pre-sells over
32 million kids on tv, and notes the
ABC-TV lineup and the "strong support in local tv," plus Romper Room.
The kit says the toy firm is blanketing
the nation with "an advertising bar(including advertising in "adult
women"rage"magazines).
In the picture, Mark Wilson, who
stars in the Magic Land series, receives a new product line briefing
from Zelman Levine, president of
Lakeside, before the show's move
from CBS-TV.

proposals submitted to Philadelphia and
Washington stations, the Sealtest campaign isscheduled to start next January.
Ayer proposes flights of spots to run for
two weeks in each of the following
months: January, March, May, July,
November and December, and the
agency represents that schedule as a 52week campaign. The account is estimated to be worth a total of $1,500$2,500 per week (in those weeks described above) for all stations chosen in
a major market. One radio station official figured it would mean somewhere
between $200 and $400 a week for his
station if the business were accepted.
In his case it was not. A television operator who also rejected the Ayer proposals estimated the potential revenue
for his station would be about $20,000
a year.
To television operators, the Ayer task
force was said to have suggested that
between 130 and 150 rating points per
week would be an acceptable guarantee.
The number of spots the agency was
offering to obtain that guarantee could
not be learned. According to one version of the Ayer proposal, rating points
would be accumulated this way: If the
spot appeared in a period when the station had a rating of 20, the spot would
be credited with 20 rating points. At
the end of each week the total rating
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

points scored by the total spots broadcast would be calculated. If the total
fell below the stipulated minimum, the
station would continue to broadcast
spots until the minimum was reached.
From time to time other spokesmen
have suggested the desirability of
guaranteed circulation by radio and television. Their argument has been based
on the common practice among newspapers and magazines to base their rates
on circulation guarantees. Broadcasters
have resisted the proposal on a number
of grounds. One of their principal objections has been that broadcasting has
no measurement that is comparable to
the circulation figures for an issue of a
publication. According to the reasoning
of broadcasters, the size of the audience
of any station varies substantially from
program to program and from period to
period. To attempt specific correlations
between audience size and commercials
would, in the broadcaster view, create a
hopelessly costly accounting problem.
Business briefly...
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, will
advertise its Christmas gift line on
ABC-TV and a spot tv campaign in "selected areas." ABC-TV buys include
Saturday Night Fights, American
League Professional Football, Wide

World of Sports and participations in
Wagon Train. The advertiser reports
the Christmas promotion budget is $1.3
million in all media. Agency: Maxon
Inc., New York.
A. E. Staley Manufacturing Co., Decatur, 111., has ordered participation
sponsorship in the Tonight show and
four daytime programs over NBC-TV.
The daytime programs are The Merv
Griffin Show, Your First Impression,
Truth or Consequences and Loretta
Young Theatre. Agency: Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., New York, will
sponsor the MGM film, "The Wizard of
Oz," to be presented on CBS-TV for the
fourth consecutive year, Sunday, Dec.
9 (6-8 p.m. EST). Agency: Benton &
Bowles, New York.
Fisher Body Div. of General Motors
Corp., Detroit, has begun a spot radio
campaign in an estimated 20 markets.
The campaign, which will run through
early December, is intended to add support to the introduction of GM cars.
Agency: Kudner Adv., New York.
Homelite Corp., division of Textron
Inc., will co-sponsor Frank Hemingway
News
PST). through Sutherland Abbott on
ABC Radio West (7-7:15 a.m. PDT/
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
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ATLANTA'

WSBRADiO

Results are important to sports- loving Georgians. And WSB Radio gives
the sports reports first, fast and factually. The station's expert sports
staff presents penetrating features for the fans. Not just football,
but golf, baseball, basketball, and all other important sports events.
Georgia's best hunting and fishing reports are on WSB, too. Score a
touchdown . . . schedule WSB Radio.
Represented by
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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ADVERTISERS

Billings figures released Oct. 1 by
Television Bureau of Advertising give
a more detailed breakdown of the $759.3
million spent in tv spot and network
January- June of this year (Broadcasting, Aug. 27). This is 15.2% ahead of
the six-months mark a year ago.

a

banner

IN USUAL

PACE-SETTING

The new TvB compilation is by product category. This table shows food
and grocery product advertisers allocating $164.7 million in network and
spot television, or $12.6 million more
than
1961. the comparable six months in
'62 vs. '61
%
Network Tv Change

Total Tv
Spot Tv
AGRICULTURE $ 487,000 $ 487,000
273,000
Feeds, meals
273,000
214,000
Miscellaneous
214,000
ALE, BEER & WINE
32,731,424 28,673,000 $ 4,058,424
Beer & ale
25,462,000
29,273,722
3,811,722
Wine
246,702
3,457,702
3,211,000
AMUSEMENTS,
ENTERTAINMENT
1,484,072
998,000
486,072
AUTOMOTIVE
11,467,000
35,255,386
23,788,386
Anti-freeze
Batteries
27,000
347,426
374.426
Cars
18,908,875
28,899,875
9,991,000
Tires & Tubes
2.890,140
780,000
2,110.140
916,498
Trucks & Trailers
28.000
888,498
Miscellaneous acces641,000
sories &supplies
1.936,341
Automotive institutional
238,106
238,106
1,295,341
BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT, FIXTURES.PAINTS 10,006,234
1,455,000
Fixtures, plumbing,
8,551,234
24,685
95,685
71,000
supplies
414,000
Materials
4,088,507
3,674,507
Paints
2,249,420
510,000
1,739,420
197,000
Power tools
197,000
Miscellaneous
263,000
263,000
Industrial materials
institutional
3.112,622
3,112,622
CHEMICALS INSTITUTIONAL
CLOTHING, FURNISH4,407,000
7,025,871
ClothingINGS, ACCESSORIES
2,618,871
1,824,000
3,562,475
1,738,475
Footwear
1,926,272
1,491,000
435,272
Hosiery
1,170,324
87,324
1,083,000
Miscellaneous
366,800
357,800
9,000
CONFECTIONS &
26,796,000
SOFT DRINKS
15,657,245
42,453,245
14,897,000
Confections
10,310,905
25,207,905
Soft Drinks
11,899,000
17,245,340
5,346,340
CONSUMER SERVICES
26,245,543
14,093,543
12,152,000
408,411
Dry
cleaning & laundries
416,411
8,000
Financial
3,460,552
1,115,552
2,345,000
Insurance
7,356,407
10,321,407
2,965,000
Medical & dental
410,739
627,739
217,000
Moving,utilities
Hauling, Storage 493,600
76,600
417,000
Public
6,628,510
1.788,510
4,840,000
Religious,
political,
802,000
unions
805,898
89,000
3,898
Schools tj colleges
89,000
Miscellaneous services
469,000
2,933,426
3,402,426
COSMETICS & TOILETRIES 88,882,590
35,861 ,000 53,021,590
Cosmetics
9,158,505
3,294,505
5,864,000
Deodorants
6,591,948
3,933,948
2,658,000
243,159
113,000
356,159
Depilatories
Hair tonics & shampoos 23,339,906
14,554,906
8,785,000
Handlotions
& face creams,
2,411,000 5,745,971
8,156,971
Home
permanents &
coloring
3,894,000
9,893,649
5,999,649
Perfumes, toilet
waters, etc.
459,000
64,908
523,908
Razors, blades
6,907,791
1,503,000
5,404,791
Shaving creams,
lotions, etc.
4,220,170
14,620,000
,429,000
Toilet soaps
12,330,674
2,791,170
Miscellaneous
7,402,909
7,710,674
4,125,000
3,277,909
DENTAL PRODUCTS
28,151,561
10,195,000
17,956,561
Dentrifices
18,791,236
7
558,000
11,233,236
Mouth washes
6,306,760
2,484,000
3,822,760
Miscellaneous
3,053,565
2,900,565
153,000
DRUG PRODUCTS
25,454,000
47,951,670
73,405,670
Cold remedies
10,048,107
8,699,000
18,747.107
7,263,000
Headache remedies
13,611,265
20.874,265
3,988,558
Indigestion remedies
7,144,558
3,156,000
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR (network), TvB-Rorabaugh (spot).
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+

73.8
21.1
85.8
13.8
4.0
16.4
4.6
19.5

21.1
+ 25.3
18.7
41.6
43.3
+
41.6
+ 8.7
16.0
++ 133.4
14.4
63.4
++227.6
11.4
+
4.5
26.0
+ 25.7
66.5
31.3
+
+ 30.8
42.6
+ 35.4
+ 27.5
+825.4
+ 85.3
+ 30.9
+ 63.2
—- 13.4
1.3
+ 7.0
- 6.4
+ 24.4
- 13.4
+
+
+
+
+

25.4
42.9
47.8
34.3
57.5

++
+
+
+
+
++
+++
+

28.7
5.2
71.3
21.2
41.0
68.8
11.0
4.7
31.4
17.5
4.2
18.4
46.5
23.0

half-year

Laxatives
Vitamins
Weight
aids drug
Miscellaneous
Drugproducts
stores
FOOD & GROCERY
PRODUCTS
Baked goods
Cereals
Coffee, tea &
food drinks sauces,
Condiments,
appetizers
Dairy
products
Desserts
Dry foods, (flour,
mixes, rice, etc.)
Fruits & vegetables,
Macaroni,
noodles,
juices
chili, etc.
Margarine,
shortenings
Soups
Meat, poultry & fish
Miscellaneous foods
foods
Miscellaneous
frozen
Food stores
GARDEN SUPPLIES &
EQUIPMENT&
GASOLINE
LUBRICANTS
Gasoline & oil
Oil additives
Miscellaneous
HOTELS, RESORTS,
RESTAURANTS
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS,
CLEANSERS, POLISHES,
WAXES
Cleaners, cleansers
Floor & furniture
polishes,
Glass
cleanerswaxes
Home
dry cleaners
Shoe polish
Miscellaneous cleaners
HOUSEHOLD
EQUIPMENT— APPLIANCES
HOUSEHOLD
FURNISHINGS
Beds, mattresses,
springs
Furniture
& other
furnishings
HOUSEHOLD
PRODUCTS LAUNDRY
Bleaches, starches
Packaged
soaps,
detergents
Miscellaneous
HOUSEHOLD PAPER
PRODUCTS
Cleansing
Food wraps tissues
Napkinstissue
Toilet
Miscellaneous
HOUSEHOLD GENERAL
Brooms, brushes,
mops,glassware,
etc.
China,
crockery, containers

ROLE

Other product category heavyweights:
cosmetics ($88.8 million, an increase of
$18 million); drugs ($73.4 million, an
$11.4 million gain); tobaccos ($61 million, up $5.6 million).
In the TvB report, 26 of 32 product
categories showed gains. The figures:

Total Tv
6,435,478
6,526,132
3,885,663
9,487,467
305,000
164,711,032
21,489,644
25,790,512
28,432,564
9,228,743
11,449,917
3,499,603
10,693,642

Spot990,000
Tv
2,149,000
919,000
1,973,000
305,000
100,448,000
14,992,000
11,056,000
22,069,000

'62 vs. '61
Change
%
Network Tv - 3.8
4,286,478
2,966,663
5,536,132 + 7.7
7,514,467 + .8
+ 15.3
64,263,032
6,497,644 +++ 8.3
3.5
9.7
14,734,512
8.0

6,363,564
3,807,743
5,421,000
6,533,000
4,916,917
1 ,002,000
2,497,693
4,395,000 6,298,642

11,562,082
2,537,723
8,954,333
7,451,985
7,100,088
10,279,431
1,513,675
4,727,000
1,203,287

5,470,000
1 ,934,000
5,722,000
6,173,000
3,135,000
6,547,000
1,272,000
4,727,000

6,092,082
603,723
3,232,333
1,278,985
3,965,088
3,732,431
241,675

867,000

336,287

25,012,104
22,941,289
1,506,671
564,144
337,000

15,610,000
15,240,000
310,000
60,000
337,000

9,402,104
7,701,289
1,446,671
254,144

31,003,537
16,711,642
9,439,094
179,000
1 ,239,947
1 ,909,405
1 ,524,449

14,745,000
9,700,000
3,984,000
72,000
179,000

7,197,737

399,000
411,000
2,460,000

3,470,980
841,175

1,104,000
621 ,000

2,629,805

483,000

55,435,236
7,228,552
42,974,844
5,231,840
14,156,518
3,018,659
908,750
3,588,309
2,981,139
3,659,661

30,310,000
3,872,000
22,532,000
3,906,000

9,408,073
543,516
1,101,709

3,556,000
33,000
789,000

5,979,000
1,228,000
412,000
96,000
1,500,000
2,743,000

+ .8
++ 27.5
11.1
24.4
+ 13.9

- 31.6
+ 17.6
+ 108.5
19.4
10.4
+ 42.4
+ 15.6
— 49.4
+ 15.0
— 8.9
+ 25.6
+- 26.8
6.3
+- 41.2
3.3
+- 15.4
11.0

16,258,537 - 29.5
7,011,642
5,455,094
1,167,947
1,510,405
1,113,449
++820.9
3.0
5.1
4,737,737 +- 21.1
2,366,980
220,175
2.146,805 + 3.4
++ 29.4
1-4
25,125.236
3,356,552
+ 19.5
20,442.844
—
2.2
1,325,840 + 29.5
18.0
8,177,518 ++ 79.6
1,790.659
3,176,309 - 2.6
812,750 ++102.1
1,481,139
34.2
916,661
+ 130
5,852,073 + 35 7
510,516 + 52.8
312,709 + 29.4
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BUSIEST

THOROUGHFARE

Baltimore's busiest thoroughfare is not a street, at
all, but the deepwater channel that brings the big ships
from all the oceans into the Port of Baltimore past
historic Fort McHenry, where the red glare of bursting
rockets showed "the flag was still there ..."
September dawn in 1814.

one

Today this is a leading American port— third largest
in tonnage hauled— just as metropolitan Baltimore is
a key American market with nearly two million residents and a manufacturing complex that fills fleets of
outgoing ships, trucks and trains that service America
and the world.
WMAR-TV, serving most of Maryland and then
some, realizes the importance of her "busiest highway"
and has, for the past eleven years, featured a program
THE PORT THAT BUILT A CITY AND STATE,
making Baltimore and Maryland aware of this priceless
asset. Produced by Helen Delich Bentley, Maritime
Editor of The Baltimore Sun, and the staff of WMAR-

of public service programming at WMAR-TV, and
enjoys the enthusiastic sponsorship of the following:
American Export Lines
Arundel Corporation, The
Association of American Pilots
Baker-Whitely Towing Company
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co. (Shipping Div.)
Consolidated Engineering Co., Inc.
Curtis Bay Towing Company
First National Bank of Maryland
Herd, Robert C. & Co., Inc.
Langenfelder & Son, Inc., C.J.

Lavship of Baltimore, Inc.
Martin-Marietta Co., The
Maryland Port Authority
Maryland Shipbuilding and
Drydock Co.and Company
McCormick
Ramsay, Scarlett & Co., Inc.
Ruckert Terminals Corp.
SteamshipShipping
Trade Association
Terminal
Company
United States Lines Company
Western Electric Company
Western Maryland Railway Co.

All this adds up to more reasons why, in Maryland,
most people watch WMAR-TV.

WMAR-TV®
Channel 2-Sunpapers Television -Baltimore 3, Md.
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

Total Tv
Disinfectants.
deodorizers
Fuels, ( heating, etc. )
Insecticides,
rodenticides
Kitchen utensils
Miscellaneous
IN U 1 1 U 1 J }
PET PRODUCTS
PUBLICATIONS
SPORTING GOODS.
BICYCLES, TOYS
Bicycles & supplies
Toys & games
Miscellaneous
STATIONERY,
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
TELEVISION, RADIO,
PHONOCRAPH, MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
Radio & television sets
Records
Miscellaneous
THE

AD

Spot Tv

-HJi . -> 1 3
2,822,780
2,025,939
658,336
1 ,853,478
421 283
10,214,717
1,766,609
6,212,811
44,000
5,331,996
836,815
1,398,284
2,598,782
1,565,253
257,914
775.615

THINKERS

3738,000
j 1 ,UUU
863,000
122,000
654,000
121 000

'62 vs. '61
%
Network Tv Change g
2,084,780

+ 6.8

5,899,000
1,139,000

1,162,939
536,336
1,199,478
300 283
4,315,717
627,609

3,221,000
14,000
3,112,000
95,000
17,000

2,991,811
30,000 +103.2
3.4
2,219,996
741,815 ++ -122.2
18.9
+ 34.7
1,381,284

233,000
75,000
101,000
57.000
AND

2,365,782
1,490,253
156,914
718,615
THE

++ 129.8
9.1
+- 33.9
70.6
+292 4
+ 29.0

+ 94.9
+ 92.4
- 28.8
+392.5

Total Tv
TOBACCO PRODUCTS &
SUPPLIES
61,001,540
56,224,368
Cigarettes
Cigars,
pipe
tobacco
4,580,769
Miscellaneous
196,403
TRANSPORTATION
&
TRAVEL
3,851,889
Bus
Air
1 ,454,000
972,000
Rail
394,000
Miscellaneous
1,031,889

'62 vs. '61
— 8.2.3
%
Network Tv -Change
Spot Tv
17,398,000
16,156,000
1,066,000
176,000
3,248,000
972,000
1,454,000
394,000
428,000

43,603,540
40,068,368
3,514,769
20,403 + 10.1
+ 11.9
603,889

603,889
WATCHES, JEWELRY,
CAMERAS
7,076,866
1,144,000
5,932,866
Cameras, accessories,
329,000
4,736,266
4,407,266
supplies
945,248
Clocks
1 1 ,000
934,248
Jewelry & watches
591,352
Pens & pencils
730,000
730,000
6,000
6,000
Miscellaneous
68,000
659,352
MISCELLANEOUS
946,734
6,696,734
Trading stamps
5,750,000
487,774
3,214,774
2,727,000
Miscellaneous products
1 ,974,960
1,516,000
458,960
Miscellaneous stores
1.507,000
1,507,000
TOTAL
$759,303,615 $371,531,000 $387,772,615

COMPUTERS

Machines aid planning, won't replace us: researchers
the alchemist's cell, with the dried
The electronic computer's invasion
of the advertising business dominated
frogs-legs and the magical incantations.
The construction of such a theory is
the Advertising Research Foundation's
eighth annual conference, held last likely to be a lengthy and arduous task.
Tuesday (Oct. 2) in New York.
"The second is that contrary to popular mythology, the computer is no
Experts addressing the all-day meeting agreed that computers hold great substitute for thought. Without a
quantitative mathematical theory to
promise for advertising planners and
that rapid progress is being made in guide its application, a computer — exlearning how to use them. They also
cept for trivial data-sorting and arithmade clear that much more remains
metical operations — is useless. Frogslegs and incantations are cheaper, and
to be learned — but that in no event are
the machines apt to replace people.
possibly
as effective."
Human justDecisions
and Judgments ■
They could replace clerks, one speakWilliam
J.
Baumol,
professor
of ecoer suggested, but he didn't think they
nomics at Princeton U., said that in
would because computers are more expensive than clerks.
media planning "ultimate decisions and
Alec M. Lee, operations research di- judgments will always remain in human
rector for Trans-Canada Air Lines, re- hands," but that computers can prove
invaluable as aids. For instance, he
viewed work he has done in developing
a mathematical model for determining
said, they can eliminate media combinations that are not worth considering,
optimal media scheduling, and drew
and can organize the most promising
from it "two moral lessons":
"The first is that what we are all media combination possibilities "so that
management may choose among them
lacking is a coherent, significant and
indisputable mathematical theory of ad- more effectively."
vertising response. Advertising is where
"Unemployment does not threaten
chemistry was in the 14th century — in the media planner," he said, "because
the machine can never replace him — it
can only act as an efficient assistant in
his decision processes."
Name change
William T. Moran, vice president and
research
department manager of Young
The rep firm for ABC-owned tv
stations is now ABC Television
& Rubicam, described Y&R's new
Spot Sales Inc. The company,
"High Assay Media Model" system for
its media selection (Broadcasting,
established in June 1961, was
Oct. 1).
called ABC-TV National Station
Sales Inc. Offices are located in
"It will be some time yet before we
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
use the computer to make complete
San Francisco and St. Louis. Starecommendations as standard practice,"
tions: WABC-TV New York:
he said. "We have a great deal of learning to do, and so does the model. But
WBKB (TV) Chicago: WXYZTV Detroit; KABC-TV Los Anit can learn awesomely fast, especially
geles; KGO-TV San Francisco.
the way we are using it."
Mr. Moran foresaw these implica36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

+
+
++
+

12.3
8.8
10.3
22.7
7.4
15.7

24.5
+ 64.7
8.0
38.7
90.3
+ 40.8
+213.9
— 12.8
+ 15.2
+ 2.6

tions:
■ "We have a new era of competition— for media and for brands. To
the media salesman, as this researcher
sees it, it means back to selling editorial
values and the dynamics of media use
— as the numbers game is taken over
by computers.
■ "It will also mean the strengthening of the editor as the guiding hand
on the destinies of media. (I'm pretty
sure it will pay more to have distinctive
character than simply circulation.)
■ "To brands it means an era when
competition can be more purposeful
and devastating. Possession of practical
models, designed to reflect the organic
processes of the advertising business,
will encourage more daring and imaginative media strategies — strategies
which otherwise would appear to speculative to contemplate.
■ "And your competition can study
your media allocation on their computers and strike where you are most
People Count, Too ■ Richard F.
vulnerable."
Casey, senior vice president and research director of Benton & Bowles,
saidthehis current
companyattention
felt thatto "too
much
of
computers
is directed toward the machines themselves, not what is going into them."
He stressed the importance of "the
He said Benton & Bowles for several
element."
people has
years
been working with IBM, a
client, in a long-range effort to develop
"the best total application of computer
skills to the total marketing and advertising picture — not merely media selection, accounting and other individual
phases
Tests ofby our
B&B business."
and IBM in 1960, Mr.
Casey said, involved construction of a
mathematical model of "the entire marketing process,"
with provision
the
evaluation
of alternative
budget, for
media
and copy values.
"We feel that this experiment was
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

What's in volumes 4 and 5 of Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's"?

Broadway from 20th Century Fox in:
FOR HEAVENS SAKE-starring
Clifton Webb, Joan Bennett, and Robert Cummings
CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY-starring Dan Dailey
and Celeste Holm, and many more top hits contained
in Volume 4's 40 great "Films of the 50's."
Broadway from Warner Bros, in:
THE PAJAMA GAME-starring
Doris Day, John Raitt and Carol Haney
THE BAD SEED-starring
Nancy Kelly, Patty McCormack, and Eileen Heckart
NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS-starring
Andy Griffith, Nick Adams, and Myron McCormick
and many more top hits contained in
Volume 5's 53 great "Films of the 50's."
AND. ..SUSPENSE. ..COMEDY.. .SCIENCE FICTION...
ACTION. ..DRAMA...
Seven Arts Volumes 4 & 5 have everythingeverything to please your audiences-top starstop stories-top directors— they're all in Seven Arts'
"Films of the 50's""Money Makers of the 60's"
Volumes 4 & 5 now available from Seven Arts.
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

BERNADINE
Pat Boone, Terry Moore
Janet Gaynor

KISS THEM FOR ME
Cary Grant,
Jayne Mansfield

AUNTIE MAME
DAMN YANKEES
Rosalind Russell,
Tab Hunter, Gwen Verdon,
Forrest Tucker, Peggy Cass Ray Walston

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue YUkon 61717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse (P.O. Box 613). Skokie. III.
ORchard 4 5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 3562 Royal Woods Drive STate 8-8276
TORONTO, ONTARIO: 11 Adelaide St. West • EMpire 4-7193
For 50's"
list of seeTV stations
Arts' and
"FilmsData)of
the
Third Coverprogramming
SRDS (SpotSeven
TV Rates
Individual feature prices upon request.

a success," he continued. "Proper information fed to the machines enhanced creativity, allowed our creative
minds to concentrate on one or two
proper strategies instead of floundering
about 'by guess and by golly' with a
half-dozen, thus saving time and
money."
Mr. weCasey
said the
thatend"byof nothemeans
have
reached
road
in our efforts to find the proper longterm place for computers in advertising.
But we feel that we are now on the
right track as we continue to experiment with a wide diversity of products
and services trying to find the right
'people element' in this new age of
computers."
Frank Stanton, Benton & Bowles vice
president, stressed two potentials of the
model employed in the IBM tests: The
potential for stimulating creativity and
for "providing relief from some of the
problems commonly faced when constructing an advertising strategy."
Rep appointments...
- WAII (TV) Atlanta, Ga. (formerly
WLWA [TV]): Blair TV, New York,

as exclusive national representative.
■ KEWB

San Francisco: H-R Representatives, New York, as national sales
representative.
■ WVOX New Rochelle, N. Y.: Mort
Bassett & Co., New York, as special
representative, national sales.
■ KEFC (FM) Waco, Tex.: Hal Walton Assoc., New York, as national representative.
Agency appointments...
■ Schieffelin & Co., New York, has appointed Gardner Adv., that city, as advertising agency for its pharmaceutical
and laboratories division. Donald J.
Slattery Jr., Gardner vice president, will
be account supervisor.
■ Maccabees Mutual Life Insurance
Co., Detroit, to D. P. Brother & Co.,
that city, effective immediately.
■ E. & J. Gallo Winery, Modesto,
Calif., has named Carson/ Roberts, Los
Angeles, to handle the advertising for
its specialty wines: Thunderbird, Paisano, Ripple and Vin Rose.

Drug

firm

transfers

$3.2

million

account

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.,
Morris Plains, N. J., has shifted an estimated $3.2 million in billings from
Lambert & Feasley, the company's advertising agency subsidiary, to Lennen
& Newell Inc., New York. L&N has
been assigned to handle Richard Hudnut
cosmetics and toiletries, Du Barry cosmetics and toiletries, Ciri Perfumes,
Sportsman toiletries and Fizzies soft
drink tablets, all effective last week
(Oct. 1).
The continuing re-assignment of Warner-Lambert consumer products to new
agencies is believed to be based on a
decision to limit Lambert & Feasley's
activities to the parent company's ethical proprietary lines. Recent product
moves include the assignment of Listerine and Pro-Phy-Lac-Tic brushes to
J. Walter Thompson (Broadcasting,
Sept. 24). Several agencies are said to
have been interviewed in connection
with the expected departure of the Phillips Petroleum account from L&F. Listerine
account.was the agency's major broadcast
J. Walter Thompson last week said
that W. R. Hillenbrand, executive vice
president and director of Lambert &
Feasley, will join JWT on Oct. 14, and
assume account responsibilities as a
management supervisor.
Child 'cultural' show
attracts General Foods

ROMAN
RAVIOLI

PREVIEW:

... do as the Romans

Roman Products Corp., Hackensack, N. J. (frozen Italian foods),
makes full use of its name in its new
spot tv campaign. In 10-second spots
the time is shown and announced in
Roman numerals. Against this background shown above, announcer intones, "the correct Roman ravioli
time XXX past III (ex-ex-ex past
38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

do

eye-eye-eye)" Each announcement
features one of the products in the
Roman line. The spots are scheduled
for use in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh and Scranton-WilkesBarre, Pa. Agency for Roman Products Corp. is Smith/ Greenland, New
York.

Advertiser support of network tv programs of a cational"
so-called
"cultural"
or —"edunature for
children
but
which had seemed wanting last spring
when plans were afoot to produce the
shows (Broadcasting, June 19) — appears a reality for at least one such
series.
General Foods Corp. (Post division)
has signed on behalf of Post Sugar
Crisps and Alpha-Bits for Discovery
'62 on ABC-TV (started Oct. 1, Mon.Fri., 4:30-4:55 p.m.). The GF contract, through Benton & Bowles for
three days per week, makes that advertiser the ninth to sign. Other top
advertisers include Wrigley Gum, General Mills and Mattel Inc. For the fall
season, the show is more than 90%
sold, and before its opening program
had its time expanded from the original y-plan ed 20 minutes to the current 25 minutes.
The show is followed by a newscast
also aimed at youngsters in the 7-12
age group being sought by the series
itself. Discovery is concerned with a
variety of material, most of which is of
educational value (related reading lists
are provided on the program).
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

His

word

But don't take our word for it.
Take the word of one of the
current sponsors of "Arthur
Godfrey Time" on CBS
Radio, Amana Refrigeration,
Inc. Here is a sampling of what Amana
dealers throughout the country have
been reporting:
"We've spent thousands of dollars
over a period of 10 years promoting
Amana and yet people are now coming
in and saying that they never heard of

is worth

a thousand

Amana until the Arthur Godfrey
program" on CBS Radio.
"One of my salesmen sold a
'jfe* model FF105 in less than 15 minJH utes. The customer told him that
she purchased the refrigerator as a result of listening to Arthur Godfrey."
"And they come in to buy a quality
product,
not a cheap
one." Director of
Mr. Merlin
E. Morris,
Advertising for Amana, sums up :
"One of the strongest features of our

pictures

sponsorship of Arthur Godfrey is the
vast new audience he reaches. We are
finding evidence every day that Godfrey
reaches people and causes them to shop
and buy who are seemingly not motivated by anyyou're
other selling
advertising."
Whether
heavy appliances or low-cost, high-turnover items,
iflike
you've
got faster,
a top quality
you'da
to sell
Arthur product
would like
word with you. Arthur Godfrey on
THE CBS RADIO NETWORK

Statement Required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, as Amended
by the Acts of March 3, 1933,
and July 2, 1946 and June 11,
1960 (74 Stat. 208) Showing
the Ownership, Management,
and Circulation of Broadcasting, published weekly at Washington, D. C, for September
25, 1962.
1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor,
managing editor, and general manager
are:
Publisher and Editor — SOL TAISHOFF, Washington, D. C.
Managing Editor — ART KING, Bethesda, Md.
General Manager — MAURICE H. LONG, Chevy
Chase, Md.
2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation,
'its
name andthereunder
address must
be stated
and also
immediately
the names
and addresses
of- stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or
more of total amount of stock. If not owned by
a corporation, the names and addresses of the
Individual owners must be given. If owned by a
partnership or other unincorporated firm its name
and address, as well as that of each individual
member, must be given.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., Washington,
D. C. ; Sol Taishoff, Washington, D. C. ;
Betty Tash Taishoff, Washington, D. C. ;
Lawrence B. Taishoff, Washington, D. C. ;
Joanne T. Cowan, New York City.
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) None.
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting;
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the
affiant's full
as tostockthe
circumstances
andknowledge
conditions and
underbelief
which
holders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner.
5. The average number of copies of each
Issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the 12 months preceding the date
shown above was: 23,889
MAURICE H. LONG
Vice President and General Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 27th
day of September
SHEILA1962.A. KELLY
Notary Public
(Seal)
(My commission expires Oct. 31, 1963)
. . . about paid circulation
The surest barometer of the reader acceptance of any publication is its paid circulation.
People read business and trade papers for
news and ideas that will help them in their
Jobs, not fci- entertainment.
The purchase of a subscription Immediately
establishes a contractual relationship between
the subscriber and the publisher. The subscriber buys the publication and anticipates
news and features to keep him abreast of
developments in his own business. He expects
the publication to reach him regularly
throughout the subscription year. If reader
interest is not maintained, paid circulation
Is directly affected.
BROADCASTING for the past 12 months
averaged a paid weekly circulation of 23,889
(as sworn above In the ownership statement).
This is the largest paid circulation in the
vertical radio-tv publication field as confirmed by Audit Bureau of Circulations.
In fact, BROADCASTING has more paid
circulation than the combined totals of the
next three vertical publications in the field.
That's why the Intelligent advertiser always chooses BROADCASTING as his basic
promotional medium in the radlo-tv trade
field. He knows paid circulation is a true
reflection of the publication's value.
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Golden
BREAD

Indian

MIX MARKET

invades
EXPANDING

The Midwest is faced with an imminent Indian invasion. Not scowling
Indians with warpaint on their faces,
but smiling Indians on the wrappers
of Golden Indian bread. These Indians
brandish no tomahawks, wield no knives;
their target is taste buds, not scalps,
and their proven weapon is radio. With
it they are sure they can capture the
midwestern bread buyers as readily as
they have captivated those dwelling
on the Pacific Coast.
The story started a couple of years
ago when a new firm, A & H Enterprises, bought time on the Ben Hunter
midnight-to-morning program on KFI
Los Angeles introduce a new bread
that is "a delicious adventure in good
nutrition, blended from cracked whole
grains, soya protein, flaxseed meal and
afrom
sparkling
of honey,"
to bread
quote
one oftouch
the Golden
Indian
commercials.
The A & H principals were veterans of the baking business; they knew
that many bakers are night workers,
particularly the neighborhood bakers
they wanted to bake Golden Indian
bread and sell it to the public. These
bakers buy the mix in 100-pound sacks
from manufacturing distributors, who
prepare it from the A & H formula,
paying A & H a royalty for the preparation-distribution rights. An active
baker will use one 100-pound sack of
Golden Indian flour a week; the firm's
top retailer, a Los Angeles health food
store, turns three sacks into Golden
Indian bread each week.
From nighttime radio A & H spread
to daytime radio to reach the adult
woman, eager for good tasting food,
yet extremely aware of calorie content.
Carleton Fredericks, nutritionist on
KABC Los Angeles, has proved particularly successful at this assignment,
according to Jerry Smith, head of
Room

service

Radio sets have "spread all
over the house" according to a
new
survey.Radio Advertising Bureau
It reveals that 65.6% of U. S.
families have working order radio
sets in bedrooms; 55.8% in kitchens and 40.2% in living rooms.
The survey, conducted by R. H.
Bruskin Assoc., also notes that
there are 3.4 radios in the average
home; 184 million radios in working order and 97.9% of all homes
have working order radios.
The survey covers over 2,500
households.

Midwest

via radio

IN RADIO-ONLY CAMPAIGN
Gerald C. Smith Assoc., Los Angeles,
agency izing
forthatGolden
Indian bread.
some listeners
might"Realnot i
know where to buy a product not
carried by supermarkets, we offered
on our commercials to send them the
names of bakeries near their homes
where Golden Indian bread is available. By just making this statement,
with no giveaway or other gimmick,
not even a booklet, Mr. Fredericks has
pulled an average of some 65 letters
A & H prefers to use personalities
where it can get them and where it
a week."
can
afford to employ them; otherwise
straight sales talks are used in the day
and late night hours. The radio time
is purchased in flights of about a
month's duration, alternated with a
lay-off of the same length of time. In
addition to KFI and KABC Los Angeles, the company is now using KSON
San Diego in Southern California,
where the number of bakers baking
and selling Golden Indian bread has
almost reached 250.
Last spring, arrangements were made
to introduce the product into the Pacific Northwest with schedules on KGW
Portland, KBOI Boise, KGY Olympia,
KOMO Seattle and KIT Yakima. In
September, it moved into the San Francisco area via KFRC. The Midwest
is next, the advertising to start in Chicago and to expand gradually throughout the 15 states serviced by John W.
Allen Co., a manufacturing distributor
which will mix and distribute the
Golden Indian bread formula to the
participating bakers.
"Radio is the only advertising medium we have used," Mr. Smith says.
"It has done a fine job and has fitted
in with the advertising requirements of
A & H, which call for the maximum results from a small budget and which
provide for expansion only as it can
pay
for itself." about
When IV2
he years
took over
the advertising
ago,
the Golden Indian budget was about
$600-$700 a month. Today it runs to
about $2,000 a month.
The radio advertising is supported
by window streamers, counter cards
and headbands with rampant Indianstyle feathers for behind-the-counter
personnel. Cards and streamers are
adorned with the same smiling Golden
Indian face that appears on the cellophane bags in which the bread is packaged. In Seattle, some bakers have
begun using the mix for "Papoose
Muffins" and A & H and its agency are
watching sales closely to determine
whether this junior addition to the
Golden Indian tribe should be promoted in other markets.

j

j

j

1
I
1
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OASIS!

GOING back to fundamentals a little bit, we'd
like to remind you that the Red River Valley is one of the most fertile areas in America —
thousands of square miles of ancient lake-bed
with deep, rich soil — so fabulous that even the
Encyclopaedia Britannica comments on it. Look
up "Red River Valley," and see!

Fargo is the very heart and center of this
enormous and prosperous Valley. People listen
to WD AY Radio, all over the Valley — come in
from miles and miles around for shopping, recreation, big-ticket spending.
Ask PGW for the whole story. We know you'll
be fascinated.

WDAY
5000 WATTS • 970 KILOCYCLES • NBC
FARGO, N. D.
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
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INC., Exclusive National Representatives

AUDIENCE

POLLING

DEVICE

ANNOUNCED

Instapoll system offered to licensees by Teleglobe Pay-Tv
A new instantaneous tv audience survey service providing viewer reactions
on a qualitative basis is expected to be
announced in two weeks.
Called Instapoll, the system is an accidental byproduct of Teleglobe Pay-Tv
System Inc., New York, Ira Kamen,
Teleglobe executive vice president, said
last week. He said one of two interested groups will be assigned rights to
the system in a week or two. He said
the plan will prevent a conflict with
Teleglobe's pay tv interest but will still
provide Teleglobe an income from
royalties.
The FCC last week granted a threeyear test of Teleglobe's pay tv system
in Denver (see story page 44).
The idea for an automatic electronic
polling system came to Mr. Kamen
earlier this year. An engineer who has
been associated with several pay-tv systems, he developed the idea and began
conducting demonstrations for network
and agency research executives, engineers and program producers. His code
name for the system originally was
"Elmar" — Electronic Measurement of
Audience Reaction.

operation from the pay tv system. Instapoll could presently operate in any
community, Mr. Kamen said. A small
transistor device, costing about $10
is plugged into an extension telephone
outlet in the viewer's home but not
connected to a tv set or radio. The
instrument has a row of pushbuttons
which are pressed in response to questions asked either on the air or over a
special loudspeaker attached to the Instapoll device. Viewer reactions as expressed by pressing the buttons in accordance with instructions are received
via telephone lines in a central office,
where they can be read directly from
a tape or transferred to IBM cards for
sorting and tabulating. Each home can
be identified on the tape, and tabulations can be made according to the respondents' ethnic group, income, occupation or any other classification.
Mr. Kamen believes the new research
tool is potentially useful for product
research in test markets selected by
agencies, qualitative ratings of tv programs on local or multi-city basis, pilot
film tests, reactions to commercials and
instantaneous polls conducted on pro-

Teleglobe's automated billing system
for its pay tv system was the key that
opened the way for Instapoll, which
will function as completely separate

grams.
One of the two groups interested in
receiving the Instapoll license is headed by Theodore Granik, a tv-radio pro-

•

Mr. Kamen said the second group
program.
does not wish to be identified at this
time. A news conference and demonstration of Instapoll in New York are
planned by whichever group obtains
the system, Mr. Kamen said.
Among the advantages of Instapoll
over present rating services, according
to Teleglobe, is its claim that Instapoll
will be the first service to report whether the respondent "enjoyed" what he
was viewing. Using this system for
program rating enables the interviewer
to ask the respondent over a directwired speaker hookup to identify the
channel being viewed and to elicit personal reaction to the program material, i
Mr. Kamen said that "many times the
viewer selects a program which has 1
been highly touted, but which upon
viewing, he does not enjoy, but sees it
through anyway." This aspect could
change the philosophy of audience rating techniques, Mr. Kamen said.
PROUD'S 'RESIGNATION'
Former AFA head forced out,
he says; other side told, too
C. James Proud, former president of
the Advertising Federation of America
who was forced to resign his post in
August,
said last was
weekan the
"true cause"
of his departure
ultimatum
from
the AFA executive committee.
Mr. Proud, who has set up temporary headquarters in the Advertising
Club of New York, said in a statement Tuesday (Oct. 2), "My 'resignation' was indeed a pure euphemism
since it was demanded by a bare ma- J
jority of 7 out of 12 members of the
AFA executive committee in a meet- i
ing taking advantage of my absence
from the country Aug. 3. . . . Charges
of 'inefficiency and insubordination'
against me are quite without foundation, as is the
of 'weakness.'
As everyone
who charge
knows me
recognizes,
I was too aggressive, rather than too

;;

Sol Sagall (I), president of Teleglobe,
inspects the tape readout device of
the new Instapoll system with Ira
Kamen (r), executive vice president
and technical director of the firm.
Showing in the upper left corner are
the readout-tape perforations which
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ducer of forum-type shows. According
to Mr. Kamen, Mr. Granik is considering a tv forum show in which home
viewers are asked to express their viewpoints on controversial topics by pressing buttons. Their answers would be
reported within a few minutes on the

identify the preferences indicated by
the respondents in their homes. This
tape is subsequently fed into an IBM
tape-to-card converter and is sorted
and processed in accordance with an
IBM system developed for Teleglobe's
pay tv system.

An executive committee statement
said that group had been studying
and evaluating the performance of paid
AFA personnel for over three years.
weak."
During
sessions on apparent
this subject,
became all
increasingly
that "ita
change had to be made in the presidency," the statement continued.
Mr. Proud, under whose tenure AFA
established a Washington office in October 1959, said he was "poles apart"
from George W. Head, new chairman
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

ROCHESTER'S
NUMBER

ONE
This programming

STATION

did it:

l-MINUTE EDITORIALS
The only ones broadcast in Rochester. They include
station campaigns favoring Foreign Aid, urging
crosswalk observance, encouraging community improvement . . .

HITS

l-MINUTE SPANISH LESSONS
By Dr. D. Lincoln Canfield, Chairman of University of
Rochester's Department of Language and Linguistics.
l-MINUTE SERMONS
In the voice of Rochester's Dr. Harold J. Drown of
Rochester's 3rd Presbyterian Church.
l-MINUTE POLITICAL TALKS
1304 of them during the current campaign — one candidate
per hour — all sustaining.
LIVE COVERAGE OF CITY COUNCIL
Also, in capsule form. And, yes, we said live.
MUSIC
C. E. HOOPER, INC., JULY-AUGUST 1962
MONDAY-FRIDAY, 7 A.M.— 6 P.M.

Uncontested leader in all monthly Rochester Hooper

Surveys

since June, 1958. Uncontested,

EXCHANGE

WITH

RADIO

MADRID

Introduced, in English, in the voice of Spanish disc
jockey Pepe Palau. (Madrid hears Rochester's top tunes,
introduced, in Spanish, by BBF's general manager.)
...AND, OF COURSE, NEWS COVERAGE by
5 EXPERIENCED, EVER-TRAVELING REPORTERS,
AND POPULAR MUSIC PRESENTED BY 6 OF
THE

CITY'S MOST

SEASONED

BROADCASTERS.

during the same period, in Pulse.
Miles ahead in adult listenership.

BLAIR
GROUP
PLAN
MEMBER
F
BB N. Y.
ROCHESTER,
W
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registered, airmail letter dated Sept.
27 (and
Oct.
1). which he said he received
Gross

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
Total

January
February
March
April
May
June
July*
August

billings at tv networks
AUGUST
JANUARY-AUGUST
%
%
1961
1962
Change 1961
1962 Change
$14,484,650 $16,075,143 +11.0 $123,417,660 $132,474,200 + 7.3
20,574,159
25,060,344 +21.8 170,405,122
200,402,561 +17.6
20,326,919
23,138,711 +13.8 164,245,454
183,566,316 +11.8
$55,385,728 $64,274,198 +16.0 $458,068,236 $516,443,077 +12.7
MONTH BY MONTH 1962
ABC
CBS
NBC
Total
$16,673,662
$25,528,518 $23,578,579 $65,780,759
15,757,364
23,528,815 21,956,372 61,242,551
17,762,981
25,731,519 24,100,566 67,595,066
17,237,755
24,193,144 21,899,207 63,330,106
17,227,296
25,380,092 23,494,373 66,101,761
16,031,277
25,081,505 22,609,590 63,722,372
15,708,722
25,898,624 22,788,918
16,075,143
25,060,344
23,138,711 64,396,264
64,274,198

* July 1962 figures revised as of Sept. 28 1962.
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
of the board of AFA and advertising
and sales promotion manager of the
National Cash Register Co., Dayton,
Ohio, on the "posture AFA should take

on The
legislative
former matters."
AFA executive officer
said Mr. Head ordered him to vacate
his AFA office effective Sept. 28 in a

Mr. Head wrote, "As requested by
the executive committee I am immediately assuming all the duties of the
president," according to Mr. Proud.
Meanwhile, the Tenth AFA (Southwest) District has warned the organization itmay advise its individual duos
to "re-evaluate" their association with
AFA unless the district is reassured
of the organization's "grass roots" character (At Deadline, Oct. 1 ) . The district
it was were
"deeply
concerned"
that the said
directors
bypassed
by the
executive committee. Clarification also
was requested of the directors by the
Advertising Club of Boston.
In a statement issued last week, Mr.
Head recounted the manner in which
the AFA requested Mr. Proud's resignation, stating the executive committee
and the board of directors had unanimously approved the resignation recommendation.
Mr. Proud became president of AFA
July 1, 1957. He was with the organization for 15 years.

GOVERNMENT

New

pay

tv

test

FCC AUTHORIZES USE OF
KTVR (TV) Denver received FCC
approval last week to become the second tv station to conduct an experiment in subscription television broadcast over the airwaves.
The ch. 2 outlet was authorized to
test for three years the Teleglobe system, which broadcasts a normal tv
picture but sends the sound into homes
via telephone lines.
A home subscriber, if he wants to
hear the program being telecast,
turns on the sound with a special switch
and is billed only if the sound is on.
This system is different from the original
pay tv test now underway on WHCT
(TV) (ch. 18) Hartford, Conn., which
transmits a scrambled picture that is
decoded through a special device attached to the subscribers set.
The Teleglobe fee system was developed by Solomon Sagall, president
of Teleglobe Pay Tv System Inc., New
York, which has granted a 49-year
franchise of its system to TeleglobeDenver Corp. Teleglobe-Denver is twothirds owned by Macfadden-Bartell
Corp. and one-third by Teleglobe Pay
Tv Inc.
J. Elroy McCaw presently is the
sole owner of KTVR but community
antenna entrepreneur Bill Daniels has
an option to purchase the station for $2
44

set

for

Denver

TELEGLOBE SYSTEM OVER
million (Broadcasting, Feb. 5). A
spokesman said last week that Mr.
Daniels plans to exercise his option
"in the near future." Mr. Daniels
has agreed to continue the pay tv test
if the FCC approves his purchase of
KTVR.
Under terms of the FCC grant, the
pay tv test must begin within six months
and both Mr. Sagall and Gerald Bartell,
president of Macfadden-Bartell and
Teleglobe-Denver, said that every effort would be made to offer pay protime. grams over KTVR within the required
In
that
tests
last
had

March 1959, the FCC announced
it would accept applications for
of pay tv under rigid controls and
week's order found that KTVR
met all the requirements. Subscribers cannot be required to purchase
special receiving equipment; the franchise holder, Teleglobe-Denver, must
bear these costs. The subscriber will be
charged $10 for the required telephone
line connections (subject to refund if
the test is terminated in less than a
year) and a minimum monthly charge
cannot exceed $3.25. KTVR and Teleglobe said that program charges (with
feature films to be the main fare at the
start) will ordinarily range from $1 to
$2 but may go as high as $3.50 or as

KTVR (TV)
low as 25 cents for some shows.
Minimum Subscribers ■ Teleglobe
hopes to have 2,000 subscribers before
pay tv programming is begun over
KTVR, with fee programs to be offered I
between 9:30 and 11:30 p.m. at the
outset. The station plans ultimately to
offer pay programs up to 40 hours a
week, mostly during prime time, and
will operate as a regular commercial
station during other hours.
Macfadden-Bartell has agreed to put
$350,000 into Teleglobe-Denver to
finance the pay tv experiment. The
franchise holder will pay 5% of its
gross proceeds to the grantor (Teleglobe Pay Tv System Inc.), with a minimum annual payment of $25,000 for
the right to use the Teleglobe system.
The Denver company also must pay
Teleglobe $50,000 in 18 monthly installments beginning seven days after
the grant from the FCC.
Teleglobe-Denver will furnish KTVR
all the equipment necessary for the pay
tv test and will pay the station $1,500
weekly after the test begins. The franchise holder also is committed to pay
KTVR 20% of the net profits from
pay tv before taxes; an amount representing the difference between payments and the time costs computed at
KTVR's one-time national rate, and
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

OF
MARK
Ed Murphy
MUSIC

QUALITY
RADIO

CENTRAL

IN

NEW
YORK

Carol Johnson
WOMEN

Richard Hoffman
BUSINESS NEWS

Bill SPORTS
O'Donnell

Deacon Doubleday
FARM

Alan Milair
MUSIC
John Gray
MUSIC
FIRST

CHOICE

IN

A

Top personalities, top programming,

FIRST

RATE

MARKET

top facilities and top management

combine to insure advertisers a really effective selling job in WSYR's
18-county service area. WSYR's big margin of superiority is confirmed by
all recognized market coverage studies.
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Glenn was go, but stations
Licensees will have to check their
program logs again. The FCC last
week discarded six of the seven days
in its previously announced composite week for applications filed in
1963 (Broadcasting, Sept. 17).
Noting it has learned that programs "likely to have been broadcast throughout the U. S. on one or
more of the dates selected for the
composite week were atypical," the
FCC announced the following new
dates :
Sunday
Aug. 5, 1962
Monday
Sept. 25, 1961
Tuesday
Jan. 23, 1962
Wednesday
Nov. 15, 1961
Thursday
April 26, 1962
Friday
May 11, 1962
Saturday
Feb. 24, 1962
Earlier, the FCC had named Tues-

out-of-pocket expenses of the station
in excess of normal operating costs.
KTVR has a 5-year option to purchase 25,000 shares of Teleglobe stock
for approximately $2 per share.
Denver Area ■ Denver has a city
population of approximately 500,000
and the metropolitan area encompasses
929,000. It is served by three other
commercial vhf stations — KBTV (TV),
an ABC affiliate; KLZ-TV, CBS; and
KOA-TV, NBC.
In granting the KTVR application,
the FCC turned down protests filed by
the Denver Committee Opposed to Pay
Tv and a group of local theater owners.
The commission said that no substantial
and material questions of fact are unanswered and that a hearing on the
KTVR application, as requested by the
protestors, would serve no useful purpose.
Macfadden-Bartell owns WADO New
York, WOKY Milwaukee, KCBQ San
Diego, and KYA-AM-FM San Francisco. Besides KTVR, Mr. McCaw
owns KTVW (TV) Tacoma, Wash., and
50% of KELA Centralia-Chehalis,
Wash. Mr. Daniels owns a group of
catv systems and is president of Daniels
& Co., catv broker-management firm.
He also owns KFML-AM-FM Denver.
Mr. Bartell said that "to the fullest
extent that such programs are available ... we plan to offer the best of
legitimate theater, musical shows, opera,
ballet, concerts, renowned orchestras
and first-run movies." Mr. Sagall described his pay tv system as the simplest
technique now developed because no
signal scrambling is involved and no
extra attachments to the receiver are
necessary.
He said all the principals involved
are "extremely enthusiastic" over the
Denver test and said that city is the
"ideal place" for pay tv.
46 (GOVERNMENT)

get a red light
day, Feb. 20, 1962, as one of the
days to be used in the composite
week. This was the date that astronaut John Glenn orbited the earth
three times while most broadcast
stations kept an anxious America informed throughout the day (Broadcasting, Sept. 24). The new composite week incorporates only one
day from that previously announced
— Friday, May 11.
The commission also pointed out
that licensees may submit any additional program material desired if
they feel the composite week does
not adequately reflect their program
service to the public. All stations
seeking license renewals and major
changes in facilities must submit a
programming composite week.
Flick of a Switch ■ Mr. Sagall stressed
that the Teleglobe subscriber can first
see a picture of the pay tv program
offered before turning on the sound.
To do the latter, he merely turns on a
switch which will register in a central
control through holes punched in a
recording tape. Scanning equipment will
determine twice during each pay program if a subscriber has the sound
turned on, and on that basis he will
be billed monthly. He will be charged
for the program only if the sound is
up during both checks.
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented to the pay tv test by KTVR. He
questioned whether the grant makes the
station a more desired property and if
the proposed sale to Mr. Daniels constitutes trafficking in licenses.
The pay tv test by WHCT, which
began in June using the Zenith-developed Phonevision system, is still being
fought in the courts. That grant was
made following a hearing before the
commission, and the U. S. Court of
Appeals upheld the pay tv test over the
objections of a Connecticut theater
group. A subsequent appeal was made
to the U. S. Supreme Court where it
is now pending.
NABET

wants

voice in

Philco-NBC-RKO case
The National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians last week asked
the FCC for permission to participate in
the NBC-Philco-RKO General hearing
for NBC's renewal of ch. 3 WRCV-TV
Philadelphia,
Philco's
applicationandforthea
new station on
that channel,
NBC-RKO contract to exchange the
former's WRCV-AM-TV for RKO's
WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston.
The union said it wishes to intervene,
reserving the right to support or oppose

the applications as the record is developed and "depending on the attitude of
the applicants towards their contractual I
commitments" to NABET.
Philco filed last week a further pleading in its effort to induce the FCC to
request certain antitrust investigation
records concerning RCA-NBC from the 1
files of the U. S. Justice Dept. (Broadcasting, Aug. 27). Philco included in
its filing a letter from Lee Loevinger, assistant attorney general, antitrust division, in which he told Philco that any
request for information in the Justice
Dept. files should be made through the
FCC. He said the department would try
to supply material, if requested by the
commission,
"subject
to the obvious
culties involved
in releasing
grand diffijury
information or other documents of a
privileged
repeated
suggested
consider

or confidential nature." Philco
claims that the Justice Dept.
in court that the FCC should
antitrust material concerning

NBC in determining
the network's qualifications tobe a licensee.
A prehearing conference in the
proceeding was held Wednesday (Oct.
3) in which Hearing Examiner James
D. Cunningham outlined on which party
the burden of proof rests for each issue
of the hearing and the parties worked
out a schedule of procedure. A further
prehearing
has been scheduled for Oct.conference
11.
Incorporators

named

for satellite firm
President Kennedy last week named
13 incorporators
munications Corp.of the Satellite ComAmong those appointed who have
interests in broadcasting are: Edgar F.
Kaiser, Kaiser Industries; Philip L.
Graham, Washington Post; Leonard H.
Marks, Washington lawyer, and George
L. Killion, president of the American
President Lines.
Kaiser Industries owns KHVH-TV
Honolulu and KHJK (TV) Hilo, both
Hawaii. The Washington Post Co.
(which publishes the newspaper of that
name and also owns Newsweek magazine) owns WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington and WJXT (TV) Jacksonville,
Fla. Mr. Marks, a member of the Washington communications law firm of
Cohn & Marks, is a former assistant to
the general counsel of the FCC and a
few years ago was president of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. Mr. Killion is chairman of Loew's Inc.
(MGM), which owned WHN (later
WMGM but now WHN again) New
York for many years until sold to
Storer Broadcasting Co. early this year.
The incorporators will organize the
corporation, arrange for the sale of
stock, and start the corporation's activities in the field of space communiBROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

FAIR

was

off to

a highly

first hit among

be

here

EXCHANGE

at long

the

auspicious

new

last . .

Jack Gould, new york times
' 'Fair Exchange' should be a winner . . . The two families
are altogether reasonable and real human beings who
bring a note of charm and warmth to the readjustment
that attends the arrival of the young visitors in their
homes . . !'
Nick Kenny, new YORK mirror
"The only ornament of the plethora of premieres so far
this season is 'Fair Exchange! If the initial canto is any
augury, this could well be the situation comedy of the
year. It is the first series with a shred of originality!'
Jack Hellman, daily variety
"Fair Exchange' is a pure fun show... 'way out' comedy
has long been Cy Howard's forte and he hired a pair of
skilled hands to keep the big laughs pumping. The casting
is near perfect and this and the writing will carry the
show through . . !'

"Gracias,
amigos'

PRODDCTION-CBS
AxBESILD
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filmed

start ... the

dramas

— Jack Gould, new york

may

times

Ben Gross, new york daily news
'For more years than I care to mention I have been waiting for a situation comedy series which would be different
...Well, finally such a show came to CBS-TV in 'Fair
Exchange! the first hour-long weekly program of its kind
... it is certainly a good start . . !'
Bob Hull, LOS ANGELES HERALD EXAMINER
"Fair Exchange! the best new comedy of the season, seems
assured of becoming a pace-setter in the field of television
comedy ... It could switch the industry from its present
pre-occupation with dour dramas and wide-open-space
horse operas to longer and funnier comedies . . . Someone
at CBS seems to have remembered that people tune in
theif TV sets to be entertained . . !'
Hank Grant, Hollywood reporter
'Most importantly, the new series, 'Fair Exchange! is the
first situation comedy series to go the hour-long route
and significantly seems to justify its length It held
interest throughout with a premise which is a solid one
for comedy. . ','

TELEVISION

-FRIDAY

EVENINGS
47

"all programs

subject

to change

without

notice"

We expected Monday, October 1, to be a big day for

serious and the other a sports story— made our Mon-

NBC Television. It had to be. "David Brinkley's
Journal" was starting its new season with a full-hour
chronicling of corruption in highway -building. Johnny

day's television programming even more unusual.
The violence at the University of Mississippi (and
its aftermath) could not have been covered properly
without our cutting into and changing our prepared
schedule. This was done. Reports on the Southern crisis
reached NBC viewers throughout the day and evening.

Carson was making his debut as the star of "Tonight."
And our afternoon schedule was opening its doors to
the nighttime goings-on of "The Merv Griffin Show."
So we expected it to be quite a day. But two unexpected news happenings the day before -one grimly

On the "Today" show alone, there were five up-to-theminute newscasts on the situation. And in the evening,

sive coverage of this two-out-of -three series. (As you
may have heard, our cameras are also covering the

"It's A Man's World" was pre-empted for a special, fullhour program highlighted by exclusive interviews with
key figures in the controversy. First things first.
The other unexpected event was, happily, much
lighter in nature. In California, the National League
pennant race wound up in a surprising stalemate. A

World Series, just as they've done for 16 years).
As we say, this past Monday was on the unusual side.

play-off was to start the very next day between the
Dodgers and Giants. We hurriedly made room in our

empting of five hours for special news cov- 1
erage. But it's comforting to know that when U&Sfl

afternoon schedules to bring NBC viewers the exclu-

such days come, NBC's resources are ready. |

Even at this network, we don't often have a day that
embraces three major premieres and the sudden pre-

This is NBC, the largest single source of news, entertainment and information in the free world.

Second FCC road show seen in Lee's crystal ball
Commissioner Lee predicted that
Another Chicago-type FCC investigation oflocal tv programming will
no new inquiries into local tv probe held shortly after the first of the
gramming in a given city will be
held before the first of the year. One
year, Commissioner Robert E. Lee
drawback is the availability of key
predicted last Thursday (Sept. 4) in
a speech to the National Assn. of
staff personnel to prepare the FCC's
Broadcast Employes & Technicians
case. "We want to send our best men
(AFL-CIO), meeting in Chicago.
and
they official
are busysaid
on in
other
matters,"
an FCC
Washington.
Commissioner Lee presided over
Much of the discussion at the
the FCC's initial foray into local tv
three-day NABET convention was
programming offered by five Chicago stations (Broadcasting, March
devoted to the FCC's proposals to
relax its engineering rules so that
26, et seq.). He feels that inquiry
broadcast stations could contract for
benefited the FCC and the industry
and that it should be repeated in
the parttime services of a first-class
other cities.
engineer rather than being required
to have one fulltime on staff. NABET
It was learned last week that the
has filed pleadings with the commisFCC's Broadcast Bureau and a masion in opposition to the proposal.
jority of the commissioners agree,
and that the bureau has several cities
George W. Smith, international
under consideration for future hearpresident of NABET, told Commissioner Lee that his union also will
ings. The bureau, it was reported,
will recommend to the FCC "very
supply the FCC with "documentary
evidence of present technical deterisoon" that other hearings be held
oration inbroadcasting." Mr. Smith
and will suggest "several cities" as
possible sites.
said any lowering of present standThe markets under consideration
ards for technical supervision of
Mr.
Lee
were not disclosed ("We don't want
broadcast operations "would seriousto scare anybody," an FCC official
ly and adversely
affect
a station's
compliance
with FCC
operating
regsaid), but Commissioner Lee said
er Lee: two stations moved popular
that he would favor a two- or threeThe NABET official also cited the
local shows into prime time; there
station market much smaller than
possibility
of a Conelrad nuclear
ulations."
Chicago. The commission staff said
are now "obviously" more local documentaries on Chicago tv; the three
warning alert in which the lives of
it has "numerous indications" that
network-owned stations in Chicago
the Chicago hearing resulted in more
thousands of people within the readded more local, live programs.
ception area of a station might be put
and better local, live tv programin jeopardy because of inexperienced
ming in all time segments.
"This hearing didn't hurt anybody,"
Improvement Seen ■ Among the Commissioner Lee said. "The sta- or unqualified personnel handling
technical operations at the station.
"indications" cited by Commissiontions are happy; everybody is happy."
cations. The corporation was voted
by Congress several months ago and
sponsored by the administration. Half
its stock will be publicly owned; half
by common carriers. Three members
of its 15-man board will be appointed
by the President.
All of the incorporators named by
the President last week must be confirmed by the Senate.
FTC puts reins
on Rybutol ad claims
The Federal Trade Commission has
issued an order against the vitamin and
mineral product Rybutol which is more
restrictive in disallowing advertising
claims than past FTC orders in the vitamin field.
The commission adopted an initial decision recommending that Lanolin Plus,
a division of Hazel Bishop Inc., be required to explain in Rybutol advertising
that a great majority of people suffering
from symptoms such as tiredness, loss
of happiness and a sense of well-being,
etc., experience these symptoms from
50 (GOVERNMENT)

causes other than deficiencies due to a
lack of the nutrients contained in Rybutol. Furthermore, the FTC ordered, the
company must stop making claims that
Rybutol will provide strength, pep and
energy overnight.
Bureau asks WDOV fine
instead of revocation
The FCC's Broadcast Bureau last
week accepted a pleading by WDOVAM-FM Dover, Del., and recommended the station be given the maximum fine of $10,000 instead of having
it license revoked.
The station was ordered by the FCC
to show cause why its license should
not be revoked for making commercial
broadcasts after its regular hours during an emergency. The programs were
not entered in the programming log
and William S. Cook, vice president,
general manager, and minority stockholder, at first denied the violations
but later admitted them (Broadcasting, June 11).
In light of the admission of guilt by

WDOV, the bureau feels that there is
no need for an evidentiary hearing and
that the decision as to revocation is so
close it is better to invoke the maximum fine. The bureau earlier had
urged that revocation proceedings be
pressed
and WDOV's
plea dismissed
(Broadcasting,
July 30).
WDOV also confessed to practicing
double-billing
to the condemming
FCC's general notice toprior
licensees
such procedures, but said the practice
had been stopped and would not be
revived. Since the WDOV case was
the first to include double billing as an
issue, the bureau said, a fine and a
warning would be fair punishment.
FCC heeds ITA plea
on automatic logging
The FCC last week, in response to
petitions by ITA Electronics Corp.,
manufacturer of automatic logging
equipment, and others, separated from
a proposed overall logging rulemaking
the section permitting automatic program logging and granted that proposal
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

(Broadcasting, Aug. 27).
Other matters concerning maintenance of program logs will be considered with the overall revision of program form requirements, the commission announced.
ITA Electronics told the FCC that
it is practicable through automatic logging to retain complete program transcripts from which any desired information could be extracted and compiled. The company further said automatic logging could be used in conjunction with any new application forms.
The automatic logging proposal was
not opposed in many comments to the
FCC, although other features of the
commission's proposed application
forms were highly controversial.
High court set to hear
film distributors' case
The U. S. Supreme Court will hear
arguments next week on the antitrust
judgment issued against six major tv
feature film distributors more than 18
months ago.
Both the Dept. of Justice and the
six film distributors asked the Supreme
Court to reverse the ruling by U. S. District Court Judge Archie O. Dawson in
New York in 1961 (Broadcasting, Feb.
13, 1961).
In that ruling, Judge Dawson found
the film distributors guilty of block
booking and tie-in sales, requiring tv
stations to take unwanted feature films
in order to get rights to desirable films.
The judgment also banned conditions
that would require a multiple station
owner to take a package of films for all
his stations. The lower court ruling did
not forbid package sales, but did require
that films be individually priced.
The decision culminated an antitrust
suit filed against the following distributors in 1958, charging violations of the
Sherman Act:
Loew's Inc. (MGM features), Associated Artists Productions Inc. (Warner
Bros.), C&C Super Corp. (RKO), National Telefilm Assoc. (20th CenturyFox), Screen Gems Inc. (Columbia Pictures), and United Artists Corp. (independent).
Both the Dept. of Justice and the film
distributors appealed this decision. The
government claimed that the proposed
order did not go far enough in ensuring that tie-in sales would be prohibited.
The film distributors claimed the projected order was too stringent.
Pay Tv Docket ■ The only other major broadcast case before the Supreme
Court in the October term, which begins
today (Oct. 8), is the appeal of Connecticut theatre owners against the
FCC's authorizations to RKO General
to operate a pay tv test for three years
over WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.
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CO-OP

ADVERTISING

DEAD?

Retailers say interpretation of law vague,FTC to meet with manufacturers next week
A storm has been brewing in the
ranks of cooperative advertisers over
the Federal Trade Commission's stringent interpretation of that section of
the Robinson-Patman Act, which prohibits discriminatory advertising allowances. The storm should reach peak
intensity, it is expected, when the five
FTC commissioners meet with parties
who asked for a conference with the
trade commission Oct. 17 (At Deadline, Oct. 1).
Certain groups who requested the
conference feel this is an unusual and
promising opportunity to meet directly
with the FTC members, instead of dealing only with the staff; some spokesmen
told Broadcasting they hope to persuade the FTC to an interpretation of
the Robinson-Patman Act that cooperative advertisers can "live with."
The pertinent section of the R-P Act
says, according to the FTC: "if a seller
chooses to make payments to his customers for services or facilities such as
advertising, such payments must be
available on proportionately equal terms
to The
competing
customers."
newspaper
medium would be
the hardest hit by a cutback in co-op
advertising funds, according to Robert
Alter, manager, sales administration,
Radio Advertising Bureau. Radio advertising would also be greatly affected
however, he said.
Television, though, would experience less cutback at the local level with
the possibility that national spot and
network advertising on television would
benefit, according to Howard
Abrahams, TvB vice president in charge
of retail sales.
He explained that tv advertising by
retailers (department, drug, food
stores) accounts for a smaller part of
overall tv revenue than it does in other
media. Contrary to common belief,
however, he said some retailers tell
TvB it is easier to get co-op money
from manufacturers for use on television than for use in newspapers.
For the most part, retailers continue
to use most of their co-op ad funds in
newspapers.
If co-op funds should disappear as a
result of stricter FTC enforcement or
stricter rules, Mr. Abrahams predicts
that manufacturers might convert their
co-op funds to national campaigns. If
this happens, he sees the possibility of
a definite increase in tv advertising by
manufacturers now using the co-op
system.
Conference Genesis ■ The Oct. 17
co-op advertising meeting was requested
by the National Retail Merchants Assn.,

the American Retail Federation, and
others. The American Newspaper Publishers Assn. is also expected to participate.
The NAB said last week it does not
intend to actively participate in the
co-op conference but that the group
will keep an eye on developments and
be prepared to offer suggestions if
needed.
The trade commission has been
cracking down on co-op ad allowances
in a series of cases, covering a variety
of products. The FTC order that
triggered the conference request was
"designed to bring a large segment of
the apparel industry under broad cease
and desist orders^ aimed primarily at
the practice of manufacturers to engage in cooperative advertising with
retailers,"
according
tail Merchants
Assn. to the National ReThis association comprises more
than 10,500 retail apparel distributors,
including department, specialty and
chain stores. A spokesman said that
about one-third of the members' advertising budgets are in co-op.
If apparel manufacturers sign the
FTC consent order, they would be
forced to abandon or to severely limit
their participation in co-op advertising programs, Harold H. Bennett, president of NRMA, told the FTC. He said
the FTC orders were broadly phrased
in the general statutory language of
the Act and thus shed no light whatever on the alleged illegal practices;
that the "proportionately equal" payments provision of the act was so vague
that it is impossible to determine
whether a particular co-op plan is lawful, and that "exceedingly heavy statutory penalties" made any co-op plan
too risky for the average apparel manufacturer.
Limits Choice ■ Mr. Bennett said
that, as interpreted by the FTC, the
Act means that any co-op plan "must
provide something for each competitive customer. It would be unlawful,
for example, to limit the benefits solely
to customers purchasing $100,000 or
more of the sellers' goods annually or
only to those customers who can provide television advertising." Such restrictions, he claimed, have the effect
of dictating to the manufacturer the
kind of advertising campaign he can
carry out, by prohibiting a range of
choice.
Congress had no intention of outlawing cooperative advertising or other
joint promotional plans, Mr. Bennett
said, but the FTC, through sweeping

charged in the revocation order (Broadcasting, April 17, 1961).
WMPP waived its right to a hearing
but said its failure to report the transaction was unintentional and denied any
effort to conceal the transfer of stock.
An application for transfer was filed in
December 1960, the station said.
Mobile

users

ask

for chs. 14, 15
The FCC was asked last week to reallocate chs. 14 and 15 from television to
the
Oct. land
1). mobile service (Broadcasting,

The new

commissioner

takes over
Henry attended the FCC meeting but
E. William Henry (right) , who was
did not participate.
sworn in as a member of the FCC
Commisisoner Henry, a Democrat
last Tuesday morning (Oct. 2),
active in the 1960 campaign on bereceives congratulations from Suhalf of President Kennedy, replaces
preme Court Associate Justice Byron
(Whizzer) White, who presided at fellow Democrat John S. Cross. Mr.
Cross, an engineer, plans to establish
the Washington ceremony.
practice. Lonnie EmerCommissioner Henry, at 33, dis- a consulting
son and Bruce Longfellow, legal and
places Chairman Newton N. Minow
as the second youngest man ever to engineering assistants, respectively,
to Commissioner Cross, will remain
serve on the FCC (former Chairin the same positions on the staff of
man Charles Denny was 32 when ap- Commissioner Henry. Commissioner
pointed). The Memphis attorney
Henry also announced that Cross
said that "it is with a great deal of secretaries Lillian Watson and Frankpride that I become a bureaucrat . . . ie Fox will continue on his staff and
because a bureaucrat is a servant of that he is interviewing prospects for
his confidential assistant.
people."
theThe
ceremony was held before a
Mrs. (Sherrye) Henry was present
standing-room-only crowd in the when her husband took his oath of
office and the family (three small
FCC's meeting room. He thanked the
children)
still is house-hunting in
many FCC staffers present for attendWashington.
ing. On Wednesday, Commissioner

consent orders, would destroy this
means of product promotion.
In a recent FTC order, 16 toy manufacturers were told to stop "discriminating among competing customers in
paying allowances for advertising in
any printed buying guide distributed by
their customers." In 3 of the 16 cases
— Transogram Co., Ideal Toy Corp.,
and Mattel Inc. — the FTC charged that
the companies also granted allowances
"to certain named favored customers"
to finance tv advertising of their toys,
and that these allowances were not
made available on proportionately
equal terms to the companies' other
competing customers.
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Revocation
WMPP

dropped;

licensed for year

A license revocation proceeding the
FCC instituted against WMPP Chicago
Heights, 111., in 1961 was dismissed last
week and the commission granted the
station a one-year license.
The commission said a "misunderstanding" caused the station not to report a 40% transfer in stock and that
the violation was not enough to warrant
revocation. WMPP was granted in
November 1960 to Seaway Broadcasting Co. Before the grant there was a
transfer of stock to Charles J. Pinckard.
This transfer was not reported, the FCC

Mobile communications users on Oct.
1 petitioned the FCC to institute rulemaking to make the change to relieve
frequency congestion "seriously impairing" the communications links of police,
fire, highway maintenance, and emergency services for doctors and hospitals,
they said.
The petition was filed by the Land
Mobile Communications Section of the
Electronics Industries Assn.
The land mobile radio services have
grown from 86,000 transmitters in 1948
to 1.7 million this year, William J.
Weisz, chairman of the section, said. He
estimated that space must be found for
5 million transmitters by 1978.
Reallocation of chs. 14 and 15, Mr.
Weisz said, would make possible 240
new land mobile channels.
Tv chs. 14 and 15 (470-482 mc) are
at the very beginning of the uhf television band. Sixteen tv stations are authorized to operate on those two bands
— five on ch. 14 and 11 on ch. 15. The
petition points out that only three stations on ch. 14 and five on ch. 15 are
actually in operation.
The mobile users suggest that tv stations on chs. 14 and 15 would be protected bybanning the operation of a mobile service "within a reasonable distance" of any of those tv transmitters,
but only for an interim period until the
existing stations on the two uhf frequencies could move to other assignments,
they said.
It istanceunderstood
"reasonable"
disin the minds the
of the
mobile service
group is 150 miles.
Calling for a quick decision, the petition said: "It is also timely that this issue be determined now so that allchannel tv receivers which will be on
the market in the next few years may be
properly designed so as not to include
these channels." This is a reference to
the recent law requiring all tv receivers
sold in interstate commerce to be equipped for both vhf and uhf reception.
Three Bands ■ Mobile services (local
government, manufacturers, trucking,
taxicabs, citizens radio, etc.) are assigned
to three bands. They are 25-50 mc
band, 150-174 mc area and the 450-460
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

"And

there I was
on TV"
life, too!)
markets,
big as
(and in one of the ,top-40
interest in front of the set. That's why, in just 2H years,
Flint-Saginaw-Bay City, where else1? . . . That's where
some 25,000 area people have appeared on WJRT to
WJRT "programming from within" is aimed at people
in the market by people who know them and their
represent over half a thousand various interest groups.
interests best. By the Social Security Administration's
Results? An average nightly audience of 75,000 families.
John Brown, for instance, who runs the popular questionPeople, that is, who have $546 more annual income than
and-answer period on the "Almanac" show. Judging by
the national average.*
his mail, John's helped area people of all ages make longWhich boils down to a weekly figure of $10 extra for
range retirement plans. (And John's become so interested
deodorants
and shaving cream and breakfast foods. And
that he's invested in a 7,000-unit Christmas tree plantation for his later years.)
for whatever you sell on TV.
Nothing out of the ordinary for Channel 12, really.
Because we're committed to the view that keeping
people's interests in front of our cameras keeps their

Call Harrington, Righter and Parsons today. They're
big as life in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston,
Atlanta, Los Angeles and San Francisco.
'Metropolitan Flint, Saginaw, Bay City; from
Sales Management's "1962 Survey of Buying Power"

FLINT- SAGINAW-BAY CITY / ABC W
PRIMARY
/ DIVISION:
T THE GOODWILL STATIONS, INC.
JR
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mc area. If chs. 14 and 15 are reallocated
to the mobile services, this would give
them a contiguous band running from
450 mc to 482 mc.
Many of the individual radio services
in the Safety & Special Services group
are "suffering highly crowded conditions," the petition reads, requiring the
stacking of as many as 20-30 users on
the same frequency in the same area.
The most seriously affected area, according to Mr. Weisz, is Los Angeles, where
as many as 50 systems are "packed" into the same frequency.
Channel splitting has helped somewhat, the petition states, but is insufSLOW

START

SEEN

ficient for long term growth. The group
added:
"However, it is becoming increasingly clear that there is no frequency spectrum likely to be available in other frequency bands now in use by the Land
Mobile Radio Services. Channel splitting has been exploited to the limits of
the technical art as a ready source of additional spectrum for these services . . ."
Among the companies represented in
the Land Mobile section of EIA are
General Electric, Philco, Motorola, Collins, Bendix, Raytheon, Lockheed and
Western Electric. The only dissent from
the action was taken by RCA.
FOR

House cuts three-fifths of initial
The new federal educational television project appeared destined last week
to get off to a slow start. The Dept.
of Health, Education & Welfare, which
administers the project, is almost ready
to proceed. But Congress isn't — at least,
not at full speed.
The department's request for $4,989,000 to get the five-year $32 million program started was slashed by the House
last week to $2 million, and indications
were that the Senate Appropriations
Committee would recommend agreement with that figure. That committee,
however, was still working on its version of the appropriation measure late
Thursday.
The department has already drafted
rules and regulations to implement the
new law, which provides for matching
grants to states and localities that want
to establish etv stations. And HEW says
inquiries have been received from more
than 175 educational institutions, organizations and agencies.
But HEW Undersecretary Ivan A.
Nestingen, in asking the Senate Appropriations Committee last week to restore the $3 million cut, said many applicants now ready to proceed with
projects will be unable to do so under
the House-approved appropriation.
The original request contained
$4,750,000 for grants. Mr. Nestingen
said this would have provided for 35
projects. Twenty of these would have
been new stations; the remainder, expansions ofexisting stations.
Fewer Grants Possible ■ Under the
House figure, he said, the number of
grants would have to be reduced to 13
— eight for new stations and five for
existing ones. But, Mr. Nestingen
added, "in view of the need for new
stations," the available funds would
more likely be used to help start 10
new stations.
He said this means that "less than
half of the applicants now holding
construction permits from the FCC
could receive a grant."
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HEW

ETV

PROJECT

request

"The result is not economy," he
added, "for eventually the authorization
will be used. Instead, it is only long
and unnecessary delay in funding projects, which makes orderly and systematic development impossible and is
contrary to the intent of Congress when
the Act was passed."
But Sen. Spessard Holland (D-Fla.),
who presided at the hearing, indicated
an unwillingness to quarrel with the
House so late in the session over a
relatively minor difference of $3 million. "Maybe you can go to January
with the $2 million," he told Mr. Nestingen, adding that the department could
request supplemental appropriation
when Congress reconvenes.
The House action in approving the
$2 million recommended by its Appropriations Committee followed rejection
by voice vote of an effort by Rep.
John Ashbrook (R-Ohio) to eliminate
the appropriation entirely.
Rep. Ashbrook, who was supported
by Rep. Donald Bruce (R-Ind.), contended that the program could lead to
federal control of local etv stations.
They also argued that the FCC proposal
for using either the 1990-2110 or 2500-

2690 mc band for low-cost closedcircuit etv purposes would make the
federal program unnecessary.
Elimination Opposed ■ Rep. Albert
Thomas (D-Tex.), chairman of the
House Appropriations Subcommittee
that approved the $2 million appropriation, opposed the effort to eliminate it.
He warned members the federal etv
program was popular with the public
and recommended that HEW be given
funds to get it started.
Rep. Frank Bow (R-Ohio) first used
the FCC proposal as an argument
against the federal program during
House Appropriations Committee hearings on the HEW request (Broadcasting, Sept. 24). During the House debate, Rep. Bow said the $2 million provided in the House bill would be sufficient for HEW to proceed "on a proper
basis." He said HEW shouldn't push
ahead with the federal program until
more is know of FCC proposal.
Senate
FTC

confirms

nominee

The nomination of A. Leon Higginbotham Jr. to a seven-year term on the
Federal Trade Commission was confirmed by the Senate Friday.
The Senate acted a day after the
Senate Commerce Committee held a
hearing on the 34-year-old Philadelphia
lawyer's nomination and approved it
without a dissenting vote as did the
Senate Friday.
During the hearing, Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R. I.), chairman of the
Senate Communications Subcommittee,
disclosed his group has received a preliminary report from the FTC on the
broadcast rating investigation it has
been conducting for two years. But
he didn't discuss the details of the report, and staff members said it probably
won't be made public now.
tham will succeed WilMr.liam C.Higginbo
Kern, whose term expired two
weeks ago. Both men are Democrats.

FCC changes rules on notice requirements
Tv stations must focus their to the FCC.
cameras on announcers when airing
In other changes in the notificalocal notice of applications which
tion rules, the commission ( 1 ) gives
have been filed with the FCC or applicants seven instead of five days
to inform the FCC that local notice
designated for hearing, the commission said last week in changing its has been given; (2) makes clear
that international broadcast stations
rule requirements on local notice.
Such tv notices also must be given
are not subject to local notice reorally, the commission said, as opquirements; (3) makes provision for
posed to flashing a printed notice
stations which do not operate duron the screen. Under a 1960 amending the hours specified for such a
ment to the Communications Act,
notice to make appropriate announcements atother times; and (4)
applicants are required to publish
and/ or broadcast notice locally what
excuses educational stations from
the local broadcast notice during
facilities are being sought so that
the summer months.
the public can make its views known
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Girl

Watching

in Eastern

Iowa

T -/ET the American Society of Girl Watchers

also be 60 acres of commercial and educational

take heed. Watching a girl watch corn has it all

exhibits, free parking, and a special roped-off

over plain girl watching. More room to swing

area for Madison Avenue girl watchers.

your eyes. You could turn your head without

WMT. CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa

being seen. You could even whistle, verboten

Represented by the Katz Agency

though it be — it would sound like the wind rus-

Affiliated with WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids— Waterloo ;
K-WMT, Fort Dodge; WEBC, Duluth

tling atassel. Furthermore, the air's fresher, the
sky's bluer — and fuller of refreshing WMT
waves.

Our farm department (three farm-born college graduates and a girl) allows as how there's
nothing prettier than an Iowa farm girl in an
Iowa cornfield. See Exhibit A. This high-class
corn-watching is taking place on the site of the
1962 Iowa Mechanical Corn Picking Contest,
due October 9, on the Root and Stanerson farms
south of Belle Plaine. Like to enter? Bring your
own mechanical corn picker. Or, if you prefer
to be a mechanical corn picker watcher, stand
over there — with the 12,000 to 15,000 other
spectators expected. WMT

and the Belle Plaine

Jaycees sponsor the annual event. There will
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Exhibit A
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STEREO

What makes the listener turn the dial to your
FM

station? Superior programming and superior quality rendition. Programming at such
levels virtually demands highest fidelity transmission. To achieve such standards, the
unquestioned choice of knowledgeable FM
stations is RCA's unmatched Direct FM
Transmitter. RCA had "Direct FM" in its first
FM transmitter, built in 1941 — and in all the
FM transmitters built since then (over 500).

WITH

With their time-proven Direct FM exciter,
RCA FM transmitters supply the widest frequency response, with minimum distortion.
Such a system is simpler, requires fewer tubes,
and needs less adjusting. Consequently, RCA
FM transmitters have the finest sound, and are
easily tuned and maintained. Such performance is the happy result of RCA's long background of pioneering and achievement in the
world of radio.

5 Kw

I

THE

FIDELITY

RCA designs and builds its complete line of
FM transmitters to accommodate stereophonic signals and an SCA multiplex subchannel. For complete technical details on
any of
RCA
RCA
Dept.

RCA's Direct FM transmitters, see your
Broadcast Representative. Or write:
Broadcast and Television Equipment,
NB-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.
THE MOST

10 Kw

TRUSTED

OF

DIRECT

For STEREO the Easy Way...
With an RCA FM transmitter (any post-war model)
all you need to do is add the relatively simple
RCA BTS-1A Stereo Generator. No need to buy a
new exciter— the RCA BTE-10B Exciter, incorporated in all RCA FM transmitters since 1957, provides for SCA, too. (Those with earlier type exciters
need change to 10B only if they want SCA.)

NAME

IN RADIO

20 Kw

FM

California audience groups challenge KHJ-TV, KRCK, KLOA
Three California stations up for tion's proposed composite week in quate, NAFBRAT opined, and
license renewal were challenged last its 1959 renewal application. The
charged "significant deficiencies" in
week by independent organizations
religious and agricultural programcomplaint charged that KHJ-TV
promised to devote 79.2% of its
who charged program shortcomings.
ming, an "unhealthful saturation of
time to entertainment programs, but crime and violence" in entertainment
The groups asked that their complaints be considered with the sta- actually broadcast 91.1% entertain- programs, and repeated violation of
NAB commercial codes.
ment. The assocation said education's renewal applications.
National Assn. for Better Radio
tion promised was 5.6%, broadcast
The Assn. of University Women's
& Television, a viewer group dedi- 2.8%; talks, 6.1% proposed, 0.6%
branch said there is "little or no"
aired.
programming on either KLOA or
cated to improving radio and tv proKRCK with intellectual content; no
The group said KHJ-TV promised
grams, submitted a 57-page report
to carry no commercials longer than classical music; almost no semi-classevaluating the promises and perform90 seconds, but that 99 spots of
ical music; and virtually no inforance of KHJ-TV Los Angeles. The
mation or discussion programs. The
China Lake, Calif., branch of the greater length were broadcast.
Assn. of University Women criticized
The association's complaint also group said volunteers monitored the
stations. The complaint did not
the programming of the two radio enclosed and questioned commercial
continuity allegedly broadcast by mention the stations' programming
stations in Ridgecrest, Calif., KLOA
and KRCK.
KHJ-TV and noted a complaint of proposals to the FCC.
The news programming of KRCK
The former group claimed its "bait advertising" by the Better
and KLOA is generally good, the
Business Bureau against a KHJ-TV
monitor made notes about programadvertiser.
report said, but both stations carry
ming on KHJ-TV over the week of
KHJ-TV's news coverage is inade- too many commercials.
Aug. 10 for comparison with the staSOUTHERN

WINS

CH. 8

FCC cites experience, record
in North Carolina decision
Ch. 8 Greensboro-High Point, N. C,
was granted to Southern Broadcasters
Inc., one of four applicants, by the
FCC last week in a 3-2 vote. Southern, a combination of two dark uhf
stations and local High Point citizens,
was favored in areas of proposed programming, equipment, integration of
ownership with management, past experience and broadcast record.
Voting for Southern were Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley and T. A. M. Craven. Chairman
Newton N. Minow and Commissioner
Frederick W. Ford favored the application of TriCities Broadcasting Co.
Commissioners Robert E. Lee and E.
William Henry did not participate.
Staff instructions issued last spring
also looked toward a grant to Southern
(Broadcasting, April 16), but a March
1961 initial decision had favored TriCities. Other applicants included Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBTWBTV [TV] Charlotte, N. Co., WBTW
(TV) Florence, S. C, and 17% of
WFMY-TV Greensboro) and High
Point Tv Co.
Southern is 55% owned by WinstonSalem Broadcasting Co., 35% by principals in Sir Walter Tv Co. and 10%
by five local citizens. Winston-Salem
Broadcasting owns WTOB-AM-TV (ch.
26) Winston-Salem, N. C; KTHT
Houston; WSGN and 50% of WBMG
(TV) (ch. 42), both Birmingham, Ala.
James W. Coan is president of both
Southern and Winston-Salem Broadcasting and owns 11.64% of the latter.
Lennox P. McLendon, Southern vice
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president and 2.5% owner, votes an
additional 35% held by the Sir Walter
group under a trust agreement. He is
trustee for the stock owned by John
W. English, James R. McBrier, Lydia
McBrier Jarecki, Jean D. Jarecki,
George J. Mead, James B. Donovan,
Thomas Watters, Marie Watters and
John J. Boland Jr. Messrs. English,
Boland, Donovan and McBrier jointly
own WNAO-TV (ch. 28) Raleigh,
36.5% of WSEE-TV Erie, Pa., and
formerly owned WNAO-AM.
A condition of the ch. 8 grant is
that both groups dispose of all interests
in WTOB-TV and WNAO-TV.
TriCities is equally owned by Hargrove Bowles Jr., James G. W. MacLamroc, R. H. Nutt and Ralph C.
Price. Messrs MacLamroc and Price

each own 33VS96 of WKLX Raleigh.
High Point Tv principals include
George W. Lyles Jr. (president), 17%;
George E. Hutchens, 18%; David A.
Rawley, 18% ; Paul Ingie, 17% ; Dorothy
P. Terry, 18%; and Holt McPherson,
12%. Mr. Lyles owns 15% of WTNC
Thomasville, N. C, and Mr. Ingie owns
69% of WOHS Shelby, N. C. Mr. Rawley and Miss Terry have interests in the
Burlington (N. C. ) Times-News and the
High Point Enterprise. Mr. Ingie is
editor of the Enterprise.
The Southern grant will bring the
third vhf service to the GreensboroHigh Point-Winston-Salem area. Presently on the air are WFMY-TV (ch. 2)
Greensboro and WSJS-TV (ch. 12)
Winston-Salem.

CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST

MEASURE

PASSED

President gets bill restricting former government employes
Former government officials are to the former official would have to wait
be permanently barred from representone year after leaving government service before representing a private party.
ing private parties before the FCC and
all other government agencies in cases
Another provision prohibits full-time
government employes from assisting
with which
were "substantially"
involved
whilethey
in federal
service.
private interests in obtaining licenses
The ban is contained in a bill (HR
or other awards from the government.
8140) to strengthen and recodify a Under present law, they are barred
host of conflict-of-interest and bribery
only from participating in suits involvlaws relating to government employes;
ing claims for money. In the case of
former employes prosecuting suits with
it was given final approval by the Senate and House last week and sent to which they were directly involved while
the President.
on the government payroll, this ban at
present is in effect for only two years.
The
bill's
prohibition
extends
beyond
cases in which a former official was
The bill, requested by President
Kennedy, also:
"substantially" involved to those which
were "within the area of his official reProvides criminal penalties for anysponsibility" during the last year of his
one giving or accepting bribes in matgovernment employment. In such cases,
ters before federal agencies, congresBROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

sional committees or courts.
Authorizes the President to invalidate any transaction with the government which is clouded by a final conviction under the conflict-of-interest or
bribery statutes.
Although it tightens the restrictions
on activities of present and former fulltime employes, the bill gives some leeway to part-time officials in an effort
to make it easier for the government to
recruit special employes.
The bill also leaves untouched the
question of conflict-of-interest problems
affecting members of Congress — and
was criticized as a result in the Senate. Congressmen are now barred from
receiving pay for representing private
parties before government agencies and
the Court of Claims.
But Sen. Kenneth B. Keating (RN. Y.) said other possible conflicts-ofinterest, involving members of Congress
should be prohibited by law. He said
there should not be "a double standard of morality in government."
He said he would press for legislation
next year to bring members of Congress under the conflict of interest laws.
He also favors legislation to require
that all communications from congressmen dealing with matters before regulatory agencies be made a matter of
public record.
Only

reserved

etvs

would get U.S. money
Federal funds to be provided under
the new Educational Television Act
would be limited to stations utilizing
channels that the FCC has reserved
for etv under proposed rules for administering the appropriation.
This is a key provision in the rules
and regulations drafted by officials of
the Dept. of Health, Education and
Welfare to implement the $32 million
etv program enacted by Congress this
year. The program, which is to be
administered by the HEW secretary,
provides for matching grants to assist
states and localities establish etv stations.
The proposed limitation on assistance
is expected to lessen if not eliminate
the possibility of etv groups competing
with commercial operators for nonreserved channels.
The limitation, however, wouldn't
affect the eight etv stations already operating on non-reserved channels, or any
organizations that now have applications
pending before the FCC for etv stations on such channels.
An HEW official said these stations
and groups would be "grandfathered
in" under the draft prepared by HEW
officials in cooperation with representatives of etv groups.
The proposed rules and regulations,
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

DOMINANCE
in the
AUGUSTA
market
THE AUGUSTA TELEVISION AUDIENCE
MARCH 1962
AVERAGE QUARTER-HOUR HOMES REACHED SUMMARY
NETWORK OPTION TIME
AND LOCAL TIME
DAY-PARTS

STATION AVERAGE HOMES REACHED
WJBF
(NBC-ABC )

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
5:00 PM to 7:30 PM

Station "A"
37.40C

101800

MONDAY THRU SUNDAY
5:00 PM to 7:30 PM
7:30 PM to 1 1:00 PM
11:00 PM to Midnight

BROAD DAY-PARTS

36 t 100
39 . 200

lit 100
205.400
t 800

5i500

WJBF
(NBC-ABC )

Station
(CBS) A
5.400

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon to 6:00 PM

16.800
22 t300

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon to 6:00 PM

15. 100
20 t 500

5.600
8.200

43 i 400

18.700

13 i600

12. 100

6:00 PM TO MIDNIGHT

33 i 500

16.500

9:00 AM TO MIDNIGHT

25 1400

7.900

MONDAY THRU SUNDAY
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

10.900
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU

CHANNEL
AUGUSTA,
GEORGIA
call GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, national representatives
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How
and
Work

Western
Bell

Electric

Telephone

Together

to

Laboratories
Meet

Bell

Telephone

Companies'
Needs
Communications systems are constantly becoming larger and more complex as America grows. To
be able to meet expanding needs, it is necessary to produce communications equipment and develop
new processes quickly. That is why Western Electric people, who manufacture vital Bell System
communications products, and Bell Telephone Laboratories people, who carry out research and
development, work together with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company from the
very birth of the idea for a top-priority communications product or system.
To make products that meet the Bell System's standards of high quality, low cost, and compatibility with existing equipment requires the close cooperation of A. T. & T. planning, Bell
Laboratories development and W. E. manufacturing engineers. To help achieve this goal, branches
of Bell Telephone Laboratories have been established in 6 of Western Electric's major manufacturing locations, thereby permitting concurrent progress on final design and manufacturing capability.
The Laboratories staff works with W. E. manufacturing engineers in an integrated developmentmanufacturing effort that produces workable devices and new systems faster and more economically than ever before.
It is this daily, side-by-side working association of Western Electric and Bell Laboratories to
make equipment needed by the Bell Telephone companies that has given America the most reliable, low-cost communications services in the world. We work best because we work together.

TELEPHONE CENTRAL OFFICE, within W. E.'s Columbus, Ohio, plant and identical to those used by Bell Telephone
companies across the nation, enables Western Electric and Bell Telephone Laboratories engineers to try out new
equipment and proposed modifications in switching apparatus while they are still being developed. This in-plant lab
facility, employing almost 200 people, promotes speedier perfection of new communications devices and techniques.
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HEADQUARTERED at Murray Hill,
New Jersey, Bell Telephone Laboratories
is one of the most experienced industrial
research complexes in the U. S. More dian
1,500 Bell Labs people are located at 6 of
Western Electric's major manufacturing
locations across the nation. This permits
Western Electric engineers to become
involved in the final design stages
of new processes and products as soon as
specifications for manufacture are
initiated and to add their manufacturing
know-how to the final designs. The
result is the best possible communications
products at the lowest possible cost
for the benefit of Bell System subscribers
everywhere.

GIANT MODEL, 25 times the actual size of a developmental
transistor,
discussed
in the
LabsLabs
section
of W. staff
E.'s and
Laureldale
Plant by isMeade
Hower,
left,Bell
of the
technical
Robert
Lepiane, Western Electric product engineer. The remarkable
transistor came into being at Bell Laboratories in 1947,
revolutionizing the electronics industry.

TOUCH-TONE CALLING is an important innovation now being
tested in several towns and cities across the nation. The new telephone system was developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Then,
Bell Laboratories and Western Electric engineers worked together to
develop the manufacturing processes. Made in W. E.'s Indianapolis
Works, TOUCH-TONE equipment is designed to provide faster,
more convenient telephoning.
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INSPECTING
CRYSTALS
"grown" synthetically
for
oscillators
and QUARTZ
filters in Bell
System communications
equipment
at W. E.'s Merrimack Valley Works in North Andover, Mass.,
are Charles Andrew, left, and Nick Lias, both of Western
Electric. The development of this time- and money-saving
process on a mass-production basis was made possible through
traditional Bell Laboratories and Western Electric teamwork.
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Council to seek new

broadcast

The Administrative Conference of
the United States is going to be
asked by its council next week to
approve proposed changes in FCC
procedures that would have the commission encourage local participation in renewal hearings and in
local advisory groups working with
broadcasters to establish program
segments for "minority tastes." Also
to be suggested is that the FCC set
limits on the number of commercials per segment to quash "overcommercialization."
The proposals were a part of the
recommendations approved by the
council of the conference Oct. 2 at
an all-day meeting which reviewed
proposals on FCC procedures suggested by Prof. William K. Jones of
Columbia U. (Broadcasting, Sept.
24). His report was submitted to
the Committee on Licensing of the
which have the support of lower-level
HEW officials, are expected to be submitted to HEW Secretary Antony J.
Celebrezze for his approval this week.
In specifying that federal assistance
will be limited to stations that intend

restraints

conference, and then to the council
itself.
The full conference meets Oct. 16
in Washington.
The council also agreed to recommend that the conference:
■ Discontinue evidentiary hearings between two or more applicants for the same facility when only
one applicant shows pre-eminent
qualifications; and when two or more
applicants are equal, establish a procedure which would make the grant
by lot or to the first applicant who
filed.
■ Authorize hearing examiners to
rule on interlocutory appeals unless
new issues are presented.
■ Give the FCC power to investigate prospective purchasers of
broadcast properties to make sure
they have the same qualifications as
the commission found in the applito operate on reserved channels, the
authors of the regulations have attempted to define the intent of Congress. The etv act states that the HEW
secretary shall base his decision on
whether to approve a grant on criteria

EMMIE!
COLOR MOTION PICTURES
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY —
16 & 35MM.
FROM TELEVISION SIGNALS
LIVE OR VIDEO TAPE
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS

COLOR AND B&W
TRANSFERS
LOGOS SUBSCREEN PICTURES
FULL GEOMETRIC CORRECTION
CUSTOM CONTRAST RATIO
COMPLETELY INTERLOCKED
PLANT
COMPLETE
PRODUCTION SERVICES
SCRIPTS — DIRECTION
DESIGN— SETS — GRAPHICS
COLOR— BLACK AND WHITE

LOGOS,

ltd.

1017 NEW JERSEY AVENUE, S. E.
WASHINGTON 3, D. C.
TEL: 543-6076
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cant who received the initial grant.
In discussing renewal hearings,
the council recommended, as did
Prof. Jones, that the commission ask
local community organizations to
make presentations on the extent
to which a broadcaster has met the
needs of "minority interests as well
as the mass audience."
The council also accepted a suggestion that the FCC require a
minimum percentage of time for
public interest subjects — agriculture,
religion, public affairs, etc., and that
the agency help define over-commercialization byimposing "quantitative
limits within specified time periods."
The council will urge the "widepublication"
of renewal
dates.
The spread
council
is headed
by Judge
E. Barrett Prettyman of the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia circuit; Max D. Paglin,
general counsel of the FCC, is vice
chairman.

"designed to achieve prompt and effective use of all educational television
channels
available."
The actremaining
also requires
the secretary
to consider the need for an equitable
geographical distribution of etv facilities and for providing etv service
that will serve the greatest number of
persons in as many areas as possible.
The criteria embodied in the proposed rules and regulations state that
the secretary, in deciding on an application for a grant, will consider such
factors as:
■ The area and population to be
served.
■ The hours of proposed operation.
■ The general, educational and cultural needs of the area to be covered,
and the extent to which the station
would meet those needs.
FREQUENCIES WASTED?
Hill action near on funds
for study of federal use
Congress was expected to complete
action late last week on a $100,000
supplemental appropriation intended to
finance, among other things, a study
of whether government agencies are
making efficient use of the radio frequencies assigned to them. The study
could result in the release of frequencies
for non-governmental use.
The money would provide the recently appointed
municationsdirector
management a of
stafftelecomto help
carry out his duties of coordinating
executive branch activities in telecommunications and formulating policy in
this field.
Dr. Irvin Stewart, the director, feels
one of his functions is to investigate
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

congressional charges that some government agencies are holding onto frequencies they don't need. This suspicion
has been voiced by important members
of the Senate and House Commerce
Committees.
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.),
chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee, has been particularly concerned about the Defense Dept. in that
area, and Dr. Stewart says the department will be a principal object of his
study.
No Reviews Made ■ In appearing
before the House Appropriations Committee on the supplemental request, Dr.
Stewart said that although government
machinery exists for finding frequencies
to accomodate new services, a survey
has never been made of the frequencies
once they are assigned.
"There are those," he said, "who
want to use frequencies for non-government use — television for instance — who
maintain that if the government made
more efficient use of the frequencies
allocated to it then more frequencies
would be available for non-government
use."
EQUIP. & ENGR'G.
Triangle

sets

up

automatic logging
The Triangle Stations announced
plans last week to begin immediate
automatic logging, using the ITA Documentor recording system.
In announcing purchase of ITA recording equipment for 10 of the Triangle Stations, Roger W. Clipp, vice
president of the group, termed the commission's ruling permitting automatic
logging (see page 50) a farsighted
one which will aid stations in maintaining complete permanent record of
broadcast materials. ITA is owned by
Triangle.
Tests conducted with ITA Documentors has demonstrated that a full year's
broadcast material can be stored in
less than four inches of shelf space, he
said.
Henry E. Rhea, Triangle Stations'
director of engineering and president of
ITA, said the ITA Documentor is much
like a conventional turntable and can
be custom engineered to fit special
broadcasting needs. The machine records over 24 hours of program material on a single nine inch disc. It
comes equipped with a calibrated indicator that enables the operator to locate
and play back recorded material at any
spot on the disc.
The Triangle Stations that will use
the new Documentors are: WFIL-AMTV Philadelphia, Pa.; WNBF-AM-TV
Binghamton, N.Y.; WNHC-AM-TV
New Haven, Conn.; WFBG-AM-TV
Altoona, Pa., and KFRE AM-TV Fresno, Calif.
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Ed Coughlin, of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, passes the club hat to Bob.
Bob Rowell, of F., C. & EL joins the Tricorn Club
Our club hat is crowning some of the smartest market-media brains in the land.
It makes no difference whether they're adorned with crew-cuts, flat-tops, ivyleague-trims, Jackie K. bouffants — or just a flesh-tone expanse. Bob made the
club's exclusive ranks by winning this required quiz: 1. What is the Tricorn Market? 2. What is North Carolina's No. 1 metropolitan market in population, households and retail sales? Answer to both: the 3-city "tricorn" of Winston-Salem,
Greensboro, High Point. He then scored a triple parlay by knowing what state
ranks 12th in population. (Sure you knew it's North Carolina?) But the real money
winner is the marketing team that knows WSJS Television is the No. 1 sales producer inthe No. 1 market in the No. 12 state.
Source: y s Census
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produces!
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Adler sales up 85%
Adler Electronics Inc. reported sales
of $16,624,000 for the fiscal year ended June 30, an increase of 85% over
the prior year's sales of $8,963,000.
Net earnings increased 88% to $440,000 (65 cents per share), compared to
$234,000 (35 cents per share) a year
earlier. At the end of the 1962 fiscal
year, the company's backlog of orders
was $15,075,000, compared to $3,677,000 at the close of fiscal 1961. Net
worth increased to $2,711,000 from
$2,270,000 and working capital reached
$4,308,000 compared to $1,802,000.
New fm monitor offered

Beating the heat in Big D
"Individualized" air-conditioning
at WFAA-TV Dallas cools performers under hot spotlights.
Long a source of misery to performers, the intense heat generated
by spotlights has been counteracted
there by these specially-designed
flexible ducts attached to the air-

conditioning system. The ducts, four
in each of the station's three studios,
can be easily re-directed to follow a
performer's movements.
Designed by George Dahl and
Assoc. of Dallas, the ducts are each
10 feet in length and are lifted out
of the way when not in use.

THE
CODE

VIOLATION

CHARGED

Four radio subscribers charged;
Four radio stations which carried
hemorrhoidal remedy advertising stand
to lose their radio code seals. The four
were
the NAB's
Radioas
Code cited
Boardlastinweek
whatby was
described
part of a new "get tough" policy.
The unidentified quartet of radio stations was cited for seal revocation after
monitoring disclosed they were carrying
the hemorrhoid remedy commercials in
violation of a specific ban on such advertising inthe radio code.
An NAB announcement last week said
nine other radio stations also found
carrying advertising for the banned
product resigned from the code subscription to avoid being cited. These 1 3 were
in a group of 34 stations carrying the
remedy, it was explained. The other 21
cancelled this advertising and retained
their code status.
The product is Preparation H, handled by the Ted Bates agency in New
York.
Final action on the code explusions
must be taken by the NAB Radio Code
Board which meets Jan. 16, 1963, in
Phoenix, Ariz.
The code provision specifically banning hemorrhoidal remedies was added
64

TO

An fm modulation monitor, produced
by McMartin Industries Inc., Omaha,
type approved by the FCC, is now in
production, the firm has reported.
The equipment, TBM-4000, monitors
SCA multiplex modulation, crosstalk,
injection and frequency of two subcarriers simultaneously, said the McMartin company. Unit price is $1,495.
"A major design breakthrough is the
monitor's capability of separating either
stereo fm or monaural modulation from
SCA multiplex
by at least 60 db," according to the manufacturer.

MEDIA
STATIONS

nine others ditch code
to the radio code July 1, 1961. It is part
of the general provision prohibiting the
broadcast advertising of personal hygiene products.
The radio move follows by two years
the same action taken against 13 tv stations by the Tv Code Board for carrying the same type of advertising (Broadcasting, June 22,1 959 ) . In that case 1 7

At NAB Radio Code Board meeting
Oct. 1-2 in Washington, were (I to r):
John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president; Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta; Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.;
Cliff Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., chairman; Robert D. Swezey, NAB code
authority director; Richard 0. Dunning, KHQ Spokane, Wash.; Charles

other tv stations resigned from code subscription.
More Monitoring ■ The Radio Code
Board's action against the four stations
was taken at a meeting in Washington
last week. The Board also approved a
step-up in monitoring of radio stations
to check violations of the code, and the
addition of more administrative personnel for the code staff. The board made
plans for a code presentation at the NAB
fall conferences. A different code board
member is to attend each meeting.

M. Stone, NAB radio code director;
Lee Fondren, KLZ Denver. Board
members not in photo: Richard M.
Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis; Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester,
Mass.; Richard H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh, N. C All members attended except Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore, who is out of the country.
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Move

to all-color tv

predicted by Quaal
A veteran broadcaster predicted last
week that in 10 years black and white
television will be a thing of the past;
all tv will be broadcast in color.
The prophecy was made by Ward L.
Quaal, executive vice president and
general manager of WGN Inc. (WGNAM-TV Chicago).
In a speech to the Indiana Broadcasters Assn. in Indianapolis Mr. Quaal
said that although there still will be
monochrome receivers in homes, all
new sets, "even portables" will be color
sets.
By 1975, Mr. Quaal estimated, the
Chicago area will have 3.2 million color
units in operation. Chicago now has
an estimated 123,000 color sets. He
foresaw this jumping to 275,000 in
the next two years and to 800,000 by
1967.
He also predicted that the "big price
drop" in color receivers is four years
away.
The Indiana broadcasters also heard
NAB President LeRoy Collins urge
more radio and television coverage
of government and court proceedings.
He warned against government attempts
to muzzle news and tendencies to impose its "taste and judgment" on programming. Calling on broadcasters to
"discipline" themselves.
Ford fund announces
$109,800 in etv grants
The Ford Foundation, New York,
last Thursday (Oct. 4) announced
grants totaling $109,800 to various
educational television activities. The
grants:
Language Research Inc., $15,000 for
production of a film series for a visual
communications course at Harvard U.
Philadelphia Board of Education,
$30,000 for production of four experimental lessons on video-tape.
Southwestern Indiana Educational Tv
Council, $15,000 for a training program
in tv teaching.
U. of Tennessee, $12,500 to assist
planning in the use of three of the eight
tv channels reserved for etv in Tennessee.
Twin City Educational Television
Corp., $28,500 for production of an
eighth-grade course in earth and space
science.
U. of Utah, $8,800, for development
of a statewide etv plan.
WPEN

splits am, fm

WPEN-FM Philadelphia, effective
Oct. 1, "will be separately sold, separately programmed and separately advertised" from its AM partner said William B. Caskey, executive vice presiBROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

LOW

PRICE

. . .*621.
POWER

SOURCES
transistorized
power supply

WAY
SAVINGS
HECK
YOUR
2"
for the smallest — least expensive — best designed power supply available.
SPACE
Much-needed, costly rack
space requirement is cut to a
bare minimum. Unit, only 5V4"
high, can be stacked in multi-

pies without
tween. Saves dead-space
up to 85% beof
usual power supply space
needs!

Already priced below comparable vacuum tube units, VISUAL offers the Power Sources
PS4000C at a new low price
. . . due to increased acceptance and quantity production.

BEST DESIGN FOR
ECONOMY OPERATION
Proven semi-conductor design
requires less maintenance time,
less parts
replacement,
reduces power
costs up toand60%.

NEW LOW PRICE $62100
Due to industry acceptance
and widespread use by networks and leading independents, VISUAL can now offer
the Power Sources PS4000C
at this new reduced price.
Compare for 3-way savings.
For the best and most modern broadcast systems
and supplies, look to VISUAL-your SOURCE for
Superior Equipment from Specialist Manufacturers.
Write today for complete technical specifications.

VISUAL

ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

st 40th street • new york 18, n. y. • penn»yfvani« « 5Wr
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A

special report from

the investor-owned

ELECTRIC

FOR

power

AMERICA

WHY

America's farms and rural people will continue to
have plenty of electric power in the years to come.

HOW

the investor-owned

Today everyone in America
benefits from electric power on
the farm. And everywhere farmers are using more and more electricity, year after year. Nearly
98% of America's farms have
electric power, and most of the
rest can get it if they want it.

companies

POWER

RURAL

they do, without

companies

will make

certain that

the need to use taxpayers' money.

From about the turn of the

tric co-operatives to bring electricity tofarms across the nation.

century until 1935, the investorowned electric power companies,

Today the investor-owned com-

cooperating with equipment
manufacturers and farming

panies produce about two-thirds
of all the electricity used on the

groups, pioneered in electrifying
rural areas. Since then they have
worked together with rural elec-

A Rural Service Engineer of an investor-owned company
gives advice on "push-button" barn feeding— one of many
ways companies help farmers make better use of electricity.
66

electric light and

country's farms. Most of this
power goes to farms that the
companies serve directly. The

One of the millions of electrified farms served by investor-owned companies
glows by night in Kansas. Every day new ways are being found to replace
farm man-hours with kilowatt-hours.
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Today Investor-owned power plantslike this one generate electricity for millions In farm homes, too, electric power has taken drudgery from
of rural customers. Four million Americans all over the nation have their rural life. The farmer's wife, as well as the farmer, will be
savings Invested In such plants.
using much more electricity in the future.

rest is sold to co-operatives at
rates which average substantially
less than the usual wholesale

will be so great that only large,

taxpayers money and at the same
time eliminate a source of tax

ultra-modern systems will have
the capacity and versatility to
fill the need and keep costs down.

income to the government, since

plants and lines planned by the

To supply the energy demands

The nation's need for additional
electric power into the far future
can be met through plans the

of America's farms and cities,
American business has devel-

investor-owned companies have
already made to build new plants

oped, through free enterprise,
the greatest electric system in
the world. This system is made

and lines within the present sys-

price of electricity. The co-ops
in turn retail this power within
the areas they cover.

up of more than 300 separate, investor-owned companies. Working together they now serve
about four-fifths of America's
power users. Because many of
the companies are interconnected, they can take advantage
of the economies that come from

tem. They will increase America's
power capability 6 to 10 times
in the next 40 years.

without using taxpayers' money.
They will share the tax load a
growing America will face. They
will make America's electric system ever more economical, the
service ever better, the rates ever
more reasonable.

Washington is urging a lot of

There is no need to use tax

rural electric co-operatives to go
deeper into debt to build their
own electric plants by borrowing
tax money at subsidized interest
rates. (The rate is 2%, at present
—about half the cost of money

In years to come the demand
for electric power in America

to the government.) These federally subsidized plants will cost

ELECTRIC

investor-owned companies will
be financed on the free market,

Despite these plans, the Rural
Electrification Administration in

using the largest, most economical generating units.

INVESTOR-OWNED

co-ops pay no federal income tax.
On the other hand, the new

LIGHT AND POWER

COMPANIES

funds
serve
rural
sense

to build electric plants to
either urban, suburban or
areas. Nor does it make
to eliminate a source of

taxes. The investor-owned companies can supply all the lowcost electric power all the people
of America will ever need.

..serving more than 140,000,000 people across the nation
Sponsors' names on request through this magazine
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THE ROAD TO MARKET
MUST PASS MAIN STREET
To reach Main Street,
U.S.A., turn at Mutual.
Main Street, U.S.A. is the
big "buy-way"— the street
that sells through local
radio. Mutual owns Main
Street, U.S.A. lock, stock
and big town— with 453
local affiliates everywhere.
If you want to sell where
the buying is biggest, check
the signpost, turn at Mutual. LANDMARK: Mutual
delivers 97 of the top 100
Main Streets in America.
Mutual Radio 13M
A Service to Independent Stations

dent of the William Penn Broadcasting
Co., licensee.
As the first step to individualize the
operation of the fm station Mr. Caskey
named John E. Surrick as sales manager. Mr. Surrick is on transfer from
his position as national sales manager
at WPEN.
28.WPEN announced the change Sept.
Promotion

group

suggests officers
The list of suggested officers and
directors for the Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. was announced last week by
Don Curran, BPA president.
The list, suggested by the BPA nominating committee: president, Dan
Bellus, Transcontinent Television Corp.,
New York; first vice president, Clark
Grant, WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich., second vice president, Caley
Augustine, WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh.
For three-year terms on BPA's board
of directors: Clayton Kaufman, WCCO
Minneapolis; John J. (Chick) Kelly,
Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami; Stan
Cohen, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Paul
Lindsay, WIND Chicago. Recommended for the board for a one-year
term, replacing Mr. Augustine, was
George Rodman, KGO-TV San Francisco, and (for a two-year term, re-

placing Mr. Bellus) Art Garland, General Electric Broadcasting, Schenectady, N. Y.
The suggested list of officers will be
voted on at the BPA convention, which
begins Oct. 29 in Dallas.
Transcontinent dividend
The board of directors of Transcontinent Television Corp. has declared a
dividend of HV2 cents per share, payable Nov. 15 to stockholders of record
Oct. 31. This bring the total dividends
declared this year to 50 cents per share,
compared to 30 cents per share for
1961, TTC President David C. Moore
stated. TTC stations are WGR-AMFM-TV Buffalo, N. Y.; WDAF-AMFM Kansas City, Mo.; WNEP-TV
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; KFMBAM-FM-TV San Diego and KEROTV Bakersfield, both California, and
WDOK-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio.
WBRC

signs with Mutual

Taft Broadcasting's WBRC Birmingham, Ala., has signed as a Mutual affiliate and will carry MBS newscasts on
the half-hour with local and regional
news on the hour, according to MBS
stations vice president, Charles W. Godwin, and the WBRC general manager,
James E. Bailey. WBRC is on 960 kc
with 5 kw.

New home opened for WSIX-AM-FM-TV
WSIX AM-FM-TV Nashville de- Clement, former Tennessee governor
dicated its new Broadcast Center
seeking re-election; and Robert L.
late last month (Sept. 26-27), placing Coe, ABC-TV vice president.
"I don't know of another [center]
the three stations under one roof in
what it calls "the mid-South's only
broadcasting center housing am and
fm radio and television in one plant."
Among the guests who toured the
center were (shown here 1 to r) James
McCann, Peters, Griffin, Woodward
Inc., New York; Louis R. Draughon,
president of WSIX Inc.; Frank G.
68 (THE MEDIA— Continues on page 82)

quite like this," commented Mr. Coe.
"It's certainly one of the best dein the country."
The signedbuilding
contains 40,000
square feet of floor space and was
designed by George Burkhalter of
Burkhalter, Hickerson and Assoc.,
Nashville architects and builders.
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Translators

supply

uncounted

TWO MILLION VIEWERS, MOSTLY IN RURAL AREAS,
A major market for television adverThere's almost no literature or retisers, national in scope, is the least
search data dealing with this national
understood medium in the advertising
audience. Even the Federal Communispectrum.
cations Commission has trouble finding
many of the mountain-top and lakeside
It's the translator audience, consisting of hundreds of cities and communitranslators that pick up distant tv sigties far from large metropolitan centers
nals, give them an electronic kick and
that get their television by means of retransmit to eager communities that
otherwise would have no television.
automatic repeating stations.
This medium has a national circulaA weeks-long tour into some of the
tion estimated conservatively at 600,000
major translator concentrations leads to
television homes, or three-fourths the the belief an accurate tabulation — and
wired (catv) audience.
unfortunately this just isn't possible —
In terms
of people, that's nearly 2 might show a total of 750,000 tv homes
million
viewers.
delivered by translators, or nearly 2.5
Scattered Audience ■ Little is known
million people. Some estimates go as
around Madison Avenue about the high as 1 million homes. (See list of
major translator states, page 72.)
translator audience because it's so wideThis is the sum of more than 800
ly scattered. In fact, it's almost a mystery medium because so few have taken
small totals — a vast, scattered collecthe trouble to explore it.
tion of cities, tiny towns and small
communities. Few national advertising
The reason is simple — the scope and
nature of translator circulation can be agencies think in these terms and few
understood only by going out into the tv stations promote these audiences.
Small Town Boon ■ The translator
Rockies and Appalachians, the wooded
lakes of Minnesota and the isolated val- audience can be understood and appreleys of Washington, Oregon and Caliciated by talking to civic-minded citifornia.
zens of Bemidji, Minn., or Boulder,
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

audience

GET TV THIS WAY
Mont., or Wenatchee, Wash., or Eureka,
Utah. These communities owe their
television service to the loyal efforts of
local folk who have raised enough
money to mount a low-power, automatic tv repeater station atop a mountain or tower 10, 75 or maybe 200 or
more miles away from a television
broadcasting station.
There are 1,400 tv translators shown
on the official FCC records as of Sept.
13. By yearend there will be 1,600.
These unattended electronic kickers
serve one or more tv signals to 900
communities ranging in size from the
50,000 people in Butte, Mont., to a
half-dozen ranchers and wheat farmers
in the gentle rolling country across
northern Montana. Or they may provide video light to a blind spot within
a few miles of a major Pennsylvania tv
transmitter whose emissions won't bend
enoughhill.to get around or over a goodsized
Unfortunately the existence of a minimum 600,000 tv families served by
translators is appreciated by only a limited number of media men, mostly tv

.

The before-and-after benefits of a
translator system are shown on these
two photos taken in the lobby of the

GoldenernHotel,
O'Neil,
Nebraska.
At located
left isin northSioux
City, well over 100 miles away, direct

off-air pickup. At right, the image
after the town put in its own translator system.

station operators who know they have
important, extended circulation and by
technical people who make, sell and/ or
install the receiving and transmitting
gear.
Uncounted Audience ■ Actually, the
most frustrated of all broadcasters is
the tv station salesman from Duluth or
Salt Lake City who tells a Madison
Avenue timebuyer, "We deliver 25,000
to 30,000 tv homes by means of translators," only to be answered with a
polite nod or maybe a vacant stare. Yet
this same timebuyer will take a survey
report and make a major buying decision on the basis of a 25,000 differential in homes delivered.
Obviously translators have numbers
troubles.
Their homes-delivered figures simply
haven't been truly measured, according
to tv station operators who take the
trouble to cooperate with the civic
groups in International Falls, Minn,
(and Fort Francis across the river in
Canada), or Gunnison, Colo., deep in
the Rockies, or Lemon Cove, Calif., or
Cumberland, Md., or Fort Dodge, Iowa.
These two questions must be quickly
answered before the translator audience
can be appreciated:
Q — What is a translator?
A — It's a 1-w vhf or 10-to-100 w uhf
unattended transmitter that picks up a
distant tv signal, translates it to another
channel and rebroadcasts to an audience ranging out as far as 35 miles.
Q
—
ence? How big is a translator's audi-

A translator changes the signal to another channel to prevent interference;
a booster transmits on the same channel as the received picture, can cause
interference and is illegal if it's uhf.
Both amplify a distant signal and retransmit itto areas unable to pick up
the signal direct from the tv station. In
rugged terrain a high percentage of
houses are built in sheltered spots where
tv reception may be impossible without
the help of a translator or a wired community antenna (catv) system.
Each Signal Needs Translator ■ One
translator picks up one tv station signal
and rebroadcasts to its audience. Where
more than one signal is available, translators are located in bunches. They may
feed as many as four or more tv station
services to those within range; each signal requires its own translator.
Translator and catv operations are
competitive methods of providing signals from distant stations. Around the
nation they occasionally compete in the
same market — International Falls,
Minn., and Eureka, Utah, are examples.
But as a rule they don't live together.
Catv reached national scope a decade
ago as local capital financed the wiring
of communities, usually over 1,000
population, and delivered distant tv station signals for a house connection fee
up to $150 or more and a monthly
charge of anywhere from $1.50 to $9
or $10.
With the profit motive behind them,
catv operators grabbed off most of the
choice markets that couldn't get adequate signals from distant tv stations,
especially in the East.
But catv had several weak spots. It
needed a minimum of around 800 connections to make money; the delivered
signal was inferior in some places;
worst of all, only people living in

crowded centers were serviced, ignoring homes in outlying and rural areas
without access to tv.
The hard realities of catv economics
set up the opening for local booster
transmitters that would fan out 10 or
more miles with a signal that could be
picked up by anyone with an antenna
and tv set, plus a uhf converter where
uhf translators were used.
Boosters Easy ■ At first it was very
simple to put in a local vhf booster. An
isolated Colorado community, for example, had a tv repairman buy or build
one or more low-cost, low-power vhf
boosters. These were mounted on water
towers or mountain peaks or even in
trees. They simply picked up channel
2, for instance, and gave it an electronic
shot-in-the-arm.
Home owners were delighted at this
new entertainment and educational medium. At last they, too, had tv just like
city folks. These boosters were absolutely illegal so the FCC began to
take informal notice of their existence.
Before the commission was able to
start a partial count, the word had gone
around Capitol Hill in Washington that
hundreds of thousands of loyal voters
in the valleys back home were living
the new life thanks to illegal boosters
that were hidden in the brush or often
brazenly located out in the open, protected from blizzards inside sheds.
The FCC turned its official back on
boosters, as it has always done with
catv, despite many learned interpretations of the Communications Act by
attorneys and officials supported by
varying degrees of protocol. Finally a I
federal court issued an official rebuke, telling the FCC to make some
provision for tv service in remote
areas far from good reception. The
FCC complied, authorizing 10 w uhf j
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

A — It depends on power of translator, location and number of people
within viewing range.
Because the semantics of this tv medium are vague and inconsistent, it's
well to straighten out the difference between translators and boosters. It's this:
70 (SPECIAL REPORT: TRANSLATORS)
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translators, later 100 w. At insistence by Congress, FCC set up rules
that legalized vhf boosters. Many
booster operators refused to abide by
some of the FCC's rules. Soon Capitol Hill was besieged with phone calls,
telegrams, letters and indignant constituents. And soon the FCC was aware
that it had a dilemma on its hands —
the genuine need of keeping these onchannel boosters on the air without interfering with (a) tv reception in other
areas and (b) airplane beacons.
The chance of interference with beacons is often remote, many engineers
claim, but they know the FCC has a
job to do. And the FCC says it is anxious for people in remote areas to have
tv, keeping paper work simple.
Anyhow, legislators began making
speeches about the rights of their con-

AUDIENCE

continued

(See Colorado story, page 78.)
Here is a quick FCC chronology of
translator regulation : Experimental
grants permitted in 1951; uhf translators formally authorized May 24, 1956;
vhf translators replacing the old boosters authorized July 27, 1960; vhf fillin translators owned by tv stations limited to A and B contours (if no duplication), authorized July 3, 1962 (effective Aug. 15). This 1962 order unfroze
the applications of many stations for
vhf translators to fill-in blind spots.
Most States Have Them ■ Of all the
50 states, only eight and the District of
Columbia lack translator service, according to E. B. Craney, of Butte,
Mont., president of Tri-State Tv Translator Assn. Mr. Craney, former group
operator of radio and tv stations, listed
the eight non-translator states as Ala-

States leading in use of translators
A check of the FCC's official log tions, many of which are changes
shows these leading translator states bringing old equipment up to new
(including licenses, CPs and applicacommission specifications)
: by
served
Communities
Trans.
Channels
Translator*
CATV
Colorado
207
16
132
Montana
199
18
146
69
749
187
Utah
148
66
Washington
70
128
73
Oregon
42
21
114
Wyoming
79
26
California
100
72
New Mexico
21
78
Arizona
80
37
75
8
Nebraska
13
38
Texas
72
37
39
54
Idaho
37
60
34
24
Minnesota
52
30
45
5
South Dakota
*This list shows the number of translators (one channel each) and communities in the
states that have translators; it does not show source of input signals by states.
stituents in communities distant from
tv stations. The more they talked, the
more the voters leered in defiance of
Washington and its red tape.
Booster Snoopers Beware ■ There's a
documented story, now disclaimed by
its principal, that centers around an indignant western political figure who
told an FCC chairman that his state
would tolerate no booster snooping by
commission field men. If any were discovered, he said, the state wouldn't be
responsible for their fate; no district
attorney would prosecute, and no jury
would convict.
The ultimate FCC compromise was
the order grandfathering-in (legalizing)
all illegal boosters that would bring
equipment up to specifications by translating to another channel, installing a
code-dentification wheel and putting in
an automatic switch and other items.
72 (SPECIAL REPORT: TRANSLATORS)

bama, Connecticut (has one application), Florida, Georgia, Indiana, New
Jersey, Rhode Island and South Carolina. Tri-State comprises local operators of civic translator projects.
The basic philosophy behind all
translator projects was voiced by LeRoy
Abell, Tri-State vice president, this way,
"Why should we be second-class citizens just because our homes aren't in
station coverage areas? Why shouldn't
we have the blessings of this great medium in remote towns where we most
need its cultural and entertainment programs." Mr. Abell, who lives in Shelby, Mont., made the comment while
flying this observer on a tour of Montana translator installations that he
services with the aid of his Cessna
The parallel growth of translators
plane.
and catv systems was marked by rugged

individualism that often skirted the
niceties of polite decorum. Translator
lore, especially in the West, includes
many tales of catv operators who allegedly shot down mountainside power
lines leading to translator sheds or set
up oscillators to jam their tv signals.
And catv people have tales of purported sabotage by early booster operators.
Group Financed ■ The vast majority
of translator systems are financed by
such civic groups as Kiwanis clubs and
Junior Chambers of Commerce. In
several mountain states the legislatures
have enacted laws permitting political
subdivisions — school or tax districts,
for example — to vote bond issues or
tax levies so television can be brought
in by translators.
Since their beginning, translator systems not owned by tv stations or supported by public funds have had a serious financial problem. They have been
financed by non-profit companies
formed by volunteer workers who solicited funds— from $1,000 to $100,000
depending on type of installation. Then
they have faced the annual job of raising $5 to $10 a year per family to take
care of maintenance.
The greatest headache of all is the
problem of deadheads. Translator signals are non-selective; anyone within
range needs only a tv set and an antenna. Naturally translator communities have many homes — 50% in some
towns — that refuse to pay their share
of maintenance. Ingenious solicitation
methods are used by translator committees to get money out of these
homes, if they can be located. A favorite device of the deadhead is the attic
antenna.
National Community Television
Assn. strongly emphasizes the improvement in service supplied by its member
companies. Many of the catv operators
are installing music services and filling
as many as nine channels on subscriber
tv sets.
Catv Has Automatic Count ■ Catv
systems, of course, have an accurate
check on their subscribers — a physical
connection from set to street cable.
The average catv system has 1,000
subscribers, according to NCTA. Total
homes served are described as 792,800
from 991 systems in 45 states and
Virgin Islands.
The cost factor in building a local
translator system is based on price of
translator, protection from weather, access road to the site, receiving antenna
(often on a fabricated tower), building
of a power line, power consumption
and services of a maintenance man.
An example of translator cost is the
Emcee list — vhf 1 w (vhf to vhf translation) $1,195; vhf 1 w (uhf to vhf)
$1,495; vhf 10 w (export model),
$5,900; uhf 100 w, $6,200. The price
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
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Salt Lake-Ogden-Provo
is
6:30 to 10:00 PM Salt Lake-Ogden-Provo is ranked the nation's 51st market by ARB in prime time television
viewing.
me
me f'i
'n pr'
f
e
lSalt
All C
three
Lake stations have cooperated with
Just as network TV programs are relayed from coast
the
American
Research
Bureau to finance specialized
to coast along the AT & T Microwave Network, relay
studies on a county-by-county basis, not only for the
stations have been set up to carry signals crossnumber of TV homes per county (coverage), but
country from community to community in the vast
also for program viewing. During the 1962-63
Intermountain region. The picture carried 3,000 miles
season, the largest and most intensive research
from New York to San Francisco loses none of its
sample ever undertaken will be made by the American Research Bureau with a minimum of 50 returned
quality because microwave boosters relay the signal
usable
diaries per county from a total of 58 counties
along the entire Trans-Continental line. In the same
in six states. This means the Salt Lake-Ogden-Provo
way, signals from the three Salt Lake City stations
market will have as a minimum effective sample base
are carried via microwave relay stations to communapproximately 3,000 diaries. This means too that
ity antenna systems (CATV) in Utah, Nevada, Idaho,
you'll have an accurate report on Salt Lake teleMontana, Wyoming, and Colorado. The quality of
vision's impact on the cities, towns and counties in
the signal delivered in this way to thousands of
a region in which manufacturing, farming, missile
Intermountain homes in the Six-state area is equal
making, retailing, stock raising, mining, transportation and recreation combine to build one of the
to the quality of program service in Salt Lake, New
York, Chicago, or San Francisco!
nation's ten fastest growing markets . . .
A must on your MUST BUY list.
*Re-evaluated by ARB, Nov. '61 "Survey of All TV Markets."

Blair TV Associates

XCPX
Katz Agency, Inc.
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KSL-TV

KOTV

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
73

covers one translator repeating one tv
station signal. Emcee also has a "legalizer" unit to help illegal boosters conform to FCC requirements. It has provided over 500 vhf translators.
Uhf translators with higher power
and greater coverage are preferred in
many markets despite the $50 set-antenna conversion cost and the $10,000
to $100,000 needed for a translator system. Minnesota, for example, is mostly
uhf. Adler Electronics says it has
provided 99% of the uhf translators.
Uhf has no channel availability problem because uhf translators operate in

Translator
FCC

DECISIONS,

the ch. 70-83 portion of its band.
Need Permission ■ FCC's rules require translator applicants to get permission from stations and networks
whose programs they plan to rebroadcast. The Commission, by the way, is
far behind in processing translator applications, especially fill-ins.
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va., has a
long-pending FCC application to install
a 1 w vhf fill-in translator in neighboring Roanoke where it has a blind spot
caused mainly by Mill Mountain.
These are some of the high spots in
the development of an important na-

users

GROWTH

see

hope

tional medium whose extent can't yet
be accurately computed. There is
ample evidence, though, to show a basic
600,000 translator homes served; more
optimistic estimates reach 750,000; the
highest figure encountered among those
familiar with the translator medium was
1 million homes served, which is generally considered overoptimistic.
Who'll win the extended circulation
race — non-profit translators or moneymaking catv? The future is anybody's
guess (see story below). In any case,
it will be worth serious study by the
advertising professions.

for

future

OF CATV SYSTEMS MAY DETERMINE FATE
communities
that would like at least by earnest individuals who want their
The low-powered translators that
10
w
vhf
power.
They would like to areas to have television.
serve tv programming to 800 communiAll-C hannel Set Hope ■ A long-range
ties that otherwise might be video blind
be on equal terms with Canadian comare increasing in number. They face a
munities, where higher power vhf is al- hope of translator people is based on the
future subject to the decisions of the
lowed— as high as 500 w vhf in more
new law calling for exclusive manufacture of all-channel sets. This will simpliFCC, the growth of community an- than one instance.
Translator operators are handicapped
tenna wired systems and the quality of
fy the problem of installing 100 w uhf
equipment available.
by a lack of the profit motive and the translators, eliminating the need for $50
need of a national organization that set-antenna conversions. But the full
In a cross-country tour of translator
installations there is apparent a growcould match the powerful lobby of Naeffect of the all-channel set law won't be
ing interest in the use of higher power
tional Community Television Assn.
important for five years. Within a deSome volunteer groups are operating in
and improved equipment. The present
cade a high percentage of sets will be
1 w limit on vhf and 100 w on uhf
the mountain states, subject to the all-channel models.
Assorted solutions for the translator
translators is bitterly resented by many
money and energy that can be mustered
problem are offered by translator operators contacted in the mountain states,
where translators have been described
as surpassed in importance only by the
Class A Reception Extended
weather and sex. Translators are very
important, as personal inspection will
5000 Square Miles . . .
show. It's common in remote sections
to find 99% of homes with tv reception
where direct or translated signals can
WDSM-TV (NBC-ABC Duluth-Superior) in 1961 served an estibe picked up.
mated additional 5,000 square miles outside the normal Class B
Translators have gone a long way
contour with Class A reception. Additional installations are being
since early pioneers hitched together
constructed. Here is a run-down of Translators and CATV Syssome spare parts from a repair shop
tems now serving TV homes in Minnesota, Michigan, and Canada.
shelf, rigged a beer-can antenna on a
high tree and
started making tv-starved
neighbors
happy.
Minnesota — Eleven UHF Translator Stations
One CATV System.
E. B. Craney, president of Tri-State
Tv Translator Assn. with headquarters
Two applications pending.
in Butte, Mont., makes a strong case
for the use of idle FCC-assigned tv
Michigan — One UHF Translator Station.
channels by high-power translators as a
One application pending.
way to provide multiple program service
for all U. S. citizens.
Canada
— WDSM-TV serves four CATV Systems.
Craney Enthusiastic ■ A former
broadcaster, Mr. Craney cited the case
Duluth-Superior metropolitan area is the 2nd LARGEST MARKET
of CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alb., which
in size only to the Twin Cities in Minnesota and Milwaukee in
has a 500 w vhf unattended translator
Wisconsin. The additional Translator and CATV System Areas
in the Rockies. This equipment, based
on a 150 w GE transmitter, does the
naturally make this Trading Area more important to Television
work of 11 1 w translators by pushing
advertisers.
a strong signal through winding Burmis
Valley and Crows Nest Pass, according
For detailed information please contact WDSM-TV's National Repreto Norman Botterill, CJLH-TV mansentative PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc. or Bill Hurley in Minager (see photo page 75).
neapolis, Minnesota.
Vic Reed, chief engineer, said there
is no difficulty keeping the installation
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
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Craven Likes Translators ■ Commissioner Craven is known as the translator operator's best friend. He is
widely credited with pushing through
the FCC the grandfathering of the old
illegal boosters and is often called the
man who kept the booster operators out
of jail. He took the position that boosters (translators) were not broadcasting
stations but devices to help people receive television — in effect, a reception
radiation device. This Craven position
was not accepted by the commission but
it eventually agreed to legalize boosters
if they met requirements set up by the
commission.
The latest development in translators
is the entrance of factories and distributors into the financing end of the medium, according to B. W. St. Clair,
president of Electronics, Missiles &
Communications, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,
manufacturer of Emcee vhf and uhf
translators.
Addressing the Washington chapter
of Institute of Radio Engineers Sept. 28,
he said factories and distributors are
starting to handle fund raising in communities, collect pledges and maintain
equipment as well as to sell and install
it. They're also starting to supply equipment on a long-term basis, with leasepurchase contracts similar to the type
used in financing broadcast station
transmitters.

in trouble-free service. It's located on
a wind-swept mountain looking toward
the strung-out communities lying in the
circuitous valley. Most of the 10,000
valley residents have simple dipole antennas mounted on fences stuck in the
ground or attached to the sides of
houses. The Burmis translator uses a
slot antenna. The layout is neat and
efficient.
"We have eight tv allocations in Montana that are going to waste," Mr.
Craney said. "Obviously there wouldn't
be a serious interference problem from
the use of high vhf power or the allocations wouldn't have been made by
the FCC in the first place.
"By putting relatively low-cost unattended transmitters on these channels,
Montanans could received tremendously improved tv service. The Lethbridge
installation proves that transmitters can
be efficiently operated without personnel. Just stop and think what could be
done in Montana and other underserved states with high-power off-channel transmitters."
Some day, Mr. Craney added, these
automatic translators might develop into
satellites or full television stations.
Right now there's little desire to put
costly tv broadcasting stations in the
vacant channels. The sixth report and
order was adopted 10 years ago, Mr.
Craney reminded, and the channels are
still vacant. "Why not put them to
work?" he asked.
LeRoy Abell, Shelby engineer who
is Tri-State vice president, said the use
of higher power — 5 or 10 w — on vhf
translators would solve some of the
interference problems, improve signal
quality and extended the service area of
translators. He said many of the translator operators whose equipment he
services complain about the FCC's paper work.
A
Craney
added, "The
FCC Service
should ■beMr.more
concerned
over
the opportunity to provide tv service to
those who need it most — and enjoy it
most — when available."
FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
agrees that many vacant vhf assignments can be used to extend service, but
he said they should not be a barrier to
eventual use of the channels for local
broadcasting stations.
"Communities in these areas could
form nonprofit corporations to build
repeater stations without studios," he
said. "They might even grow into maximum power repeaters even if they
started out on a shoestring. But the use
of higher power than 1 w on vhf translators could bring chaos.
"In the course of time the repeater
stations on unassigned broadcasting
channels might develop into regular
broadcasting stations. But the repeaters
must be attended. I'm not satisfied that
automated, unattended vhf translators
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

How it's done in Canada. Vic Reed,
chief engineer of CJLH-TV Lethbridge,
inspects unattended 150 w GE translator that puts 500 w vhf signal into
winding Burmis Valley in Canadian
Rockies. It does work of 11 1 w vhf
translators.
of 100 w or more are practical at this
time. We need more information.
"Attended repeater stations could be
operated with minimum personnel and
expenses could conform to the economics of the area."
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Solution in Some Areas ■ Mr. St.
Clair believes a partially attended uhf
translator offers the solution for tv
service in many smaller cities and communities. These would pick up a broadcast station on an unattended basis much
of the day. One combo man could
comprise the staff, doing some local
programming each day and perhaps
selling some time when he had a few
spare moments. He would hold an engineering ticket, of course.
This type of translator might be built
for $35,000 (some translators now operating have cost $100,000).
Commissioner Robert E. Lee, the
FCC's most militant advocate of all-uhf
television, prefers uhf equipment for
translators. He argues that good technical service can be given with virtually
no interference problems. On the other
hand, vhf translators pose potential interference with direct reception from stations, and possibly with aviation beacons.
Fill-In Unit Advocate ■ I. S. Blonder,
board chairman of Blonder-Tongue
Labs. (Benco translators), sees "a tremendous future" in the use of fill-in
units. "Broadcasters have been lax in
their installation of low-power, fill-in
translators
within are
theirabout
coverage
he said. There
300 areas,"
Benco
translators around the nation.
Robert J. Myers, president of Industrial Television, Garden Grove, Calif.,
has proposed a national educational tv
network based on all-uhf broadcast stations and low-power vhf repeaters in
small communities and rural areas. He
said this plan would make at least six
tv channels available to nearly every
home, accommodating all network programs, an independent and two instructional stations.
Two equipment firms are field-testing
uhf on-channel translators for use in
filling holes in translator service areas
or reaching nearby spots not reached
by conventional translators. This equipment might sell for around $500. It
picks up translator service only, not
direct tv signals.

MINNESOTA
Translators

SOLVES

serve many

PROBLEM

smaller communities

with signals as good as big cities receive
Nearly eight months have passed part of a network of uhf and vhf translators that serve a score of communities
since the Bemidji Blackout.
in
Minnesota.
Bemidji through Junior
This bleak day in Minnesota — Feb.
20, when Col. John Glenn orbited the Chamber of Commerce instigation had
$50 shares of non-profit stock to
earth — won't be forgotten in a long sold
time by the 25,000 persons who live in 100 citizens and had received loans
from KDAL-TV and WDSM-TV, later
Bemidji, Cass Lake, Deer River and
repaid. First a 10 w uhf translator
Walker. They'll remember it because
system had been built but power was
their tv sets were dark, the translator
system having been shut off for lack of increased to 100 w.
funds.
All around the outlying areas in MinThe uhf translators that feed the
nesota's lake and pine country these
uhf and a number of small 1 w vhf transsignals of KDAL-TV and WDSM-TV
lators bring distant television to points
Duluth-Superior had been installed three
years earlier by local citizens who soli- northeast toward Fort William and Port
Arthur, Ont., on the north shore of Lake
cited funds to get facilities installed.
But the system costs $10,000 a year to Superior, and west to Bemidji and
beyond plus installations in the southmaintain and the local translator comern part of the state.
mittees had turned off the equipment
KDAL-TV and WSDM-TV are liuntil enough residents came up with $10
censees of 100 w uhf translators at
each.
Bemidji and the other towns on the Grand Marais and Grand Portage, a
service that makes tv possible for 90,000
translator system were seething when
Col. Glenn went into orbit and residents along the north shore.
Collection Problem ■ As in hundreds
they
watch
their tv who
sets.
Some couldn't
of the local
businessmen
of other markets where translators are
had worked hard to raise the transformed as civic projects there's always a
lator funds were besieged and badgcollection problem when maintenance
ered because their system was dark,
fees are due. Bemidji no longer charges
according to Emmett O'Meara, of a fee to join the system, merely asking
$10 for maintenance. KBUN, local raO'Meara's department store. They managed to get a technician who had the
dio station, and the Daily Pioneer have
translators operating by nightfall so been cooperative in the project. In 1960
network programming of the flight Bemidji won first prize in the United
could be viewed.
States from the Jaycees for its comNot for Long ■ Next day the system
munity development project.
was dark again. Not for long, however.
The Bemidji system has a potential
People started lining up to pay their of around 4,500 homes for the three
$10 maintenance fees when Northern
translators. There are 2,100 paid memNational Bank opened, Bill Howe,
bers and perhaps that many deadheads
cashier, recalled. Soon enough money
who avoid paying their share.
was in the till and the system was turned
There's an interesting setup at White
on again.
Pine in the copper country. Porky
The translators in Bemidji and other Mountain Television Co. built its translator with the help of a White Pines
towns in the four-translator system are
Copper Co. loan and a subscription
drive. Later the company donated its
coffee-vending franchise to the translator
Careful research on little-understood medium
group, with the income used for maintenance and repayment of the original
An important national advertising the Minnesota Lake country, the
Rockies and other main translator
medium — the tv translator audience
loan.
These stories are typical of the growth
— is regularly bypassed by most time- concentrations. He climbed mounof translator tv in the vastness of the
tains in Colorado and Utah, looked
buyers because it is so widely distriblake country. Up in the far north,
uted and so rarely counted even by at dozens of translator installations
along the Canadian border, another
the television stations that derive im- from the vantage point of private
planes, interviewed many civic groups
type of translator story is still in the
portant circulation in remote communities from these automatic signal that operate translator facilities,
telling stage — the competitive translator
boosters.
talked to home owners and inspected
and community antenna systems at International Falls.
Little is known about this trans- sites with servicemen.
lator audience in media circles. To
The catv was first in the market,
His findings tell the highlights of
this medium, dating back to the days
starting five years ago. The operator,
provide the first major compilation
International Cable Tv, is said to have
of bootleg boosters and looking into
of information on the subject Broadcasting sent J. Frank Beatty, senior the future. Several of the major concharged $150 for a connection. But
centrations are explored in detail.
along came a uhf translator system
editor, on a 6,500-mile trip out into
formed in 1959 by local labor union
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
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you're looking for a UHF Translator ... try EMCEE and see!
• New concept in Translator UHF
Circuitry increases reliability, ease
of tuning minimizes costs all along
the line.
• Full metering of all important
operating parameters, including
separate measurements of visual
and aural powers, visual measurement is true peak sync.
• Visual-^ural power ratio control
permits easy adjustment of ratio.
• Built-in Pla te Supply and Heater
Voltage regulator ends line voltage
variation problems forever.
This is just a sampling of the new
features available for the first time
ever in any translator.
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groups at the paper mills. That made a
difference. Now the cable connection
is $50 — or a uhf converter if the subscriber has been getting KDAL-TV and
WDSM-TV via translators.
Ed Christie, who directs the translator company, said 4,000 to 5,000
homes pay $10 a year to keep the system operating. The union group had
once planned to start their own tv station but found the project a little too
rich for the $100,000 it had raised.
He said the translator puts a good signal
into Fort Francis, Ont., across the river
and said the cable system was hurting
because of off-air reception. Color reception by translator is excellent, he
said. The black-and-white picture in
Mr. Christie's home was of top quality.
Annual Fee ■ Bill Saunders, operating
the cable system, said the annual subscriber fee is $60. He recently added a
24-hour background music channel. International Falls catv uses microwave
over the iron ridge at Virginia. The
translator system gets it from other
translators along the line.
Minneapolis stations, too, have big

TRANSLATORS

translator audiences. WCCO-TV claims
11,600 paid subscriptions out of a potential 16,800 translator homes.
Thus Minnesota gets television far
from A and B coverage areas, valuable
circulation that timebuyers seldom recognize.
The uhf translators in Minnesota
and four cities in Iowa cover an estimated 57,000 tv homes, according to
John Klindworth, president of Miratel
Inc. He said the firm has installed over
70 uhf translator systems. The highest
circulation figures are Fort Dodge, la.,
10,000 tv homes, and Spencer, la., 8,000
tv homes, he said. Nine out of 10 Miratel systems are sold under a maintenance contract.
The 100 w Fort Dodge translator is
owned by KRNT-TV Des Moines. It's
antenna equipment is mounted on the
tower of KQTV (TV) Fort Dodge, a
ch. 21 uhf station in a one-station market. The translator adds CBS to the
NBC-TV (primary) and ABC-TV (secondary) service of KQTV, operated by
Ed Breen.

DOT

COLORADO

Many communities like Lake City-no doctor,
but tv in home of each of its 108 winter residents
"We haven't any doctor in Lake City at least 30,000 homes are served by
translator television. A dawn-to-dusk
but we have tv in every home." Colo., air cruise will convince a translator
The president of the Lake City,
hunter the state has, as shown in FCC
(8,500 feet elevation) Chamber of Commerce, L. C. Ely, started up his jeep, records, a total of 207 translators that
serve one or more tv channels to 132
glanced over his dude-ranch cabins and communities and settlements. Some
gre
Uncompah
of
foot
headed along the
Coloradans put the figgeneral direc- moreure atoptimistic
Peak (14,301 feet) in the and
a minimum 50,000 homes served.
Lake San
tion of Slum Gullion Pass
The translator list includes clusters
Christobal so an eastern observer could
of ranchers and metropolitan areas such
take a look at mountain-style television.
as Manitou Springs, projecting out of
All 108 year-round residents of Lake
Colorado Springs. A three-channel
ranch
dozen
three
or
two
and
City
dwellers enjoy television thanks to a municipal translator system at Manitou
1 w vhf translator that picks up feeds the two local stations — KKTV
(TV) and KRDO-TV— and KCSJ-TV
KREX-TV Grand lunction, 100 miles
to the northwest on the western slope Pueblo. Manitou is blind because of a
in Cheyenne Mountain where the
of the Rockies. KREX-TV estimates it bend
local stations have their transmitters.
has 10,000 translator tv homes.
Seven Colorado communities are
The welcome signal put out by the
served by uhf translators. They are
one -channel translator atop Round Top
Durango, Animas Valley (near Dumountain (10,500 feet) reaches a marango in the southwest), Antonio, BayCounHinsdale
in
dwellers
jority of the
field, Leadville, Pagosa Springs and Sais
population
218
its
ty, which boasts
the smallest of any U. S. county (see lida.
FCC data show that KOA-TV Denphoto this page).
ver is translated in 46 communities;
Fish 10£ an inch ■ Hinsdale County
KBTV (TV) Denver in 9; KLZ-TV
has fine fishing in little Gunnison River,
a swift mountain stream, as well as in Denver in 6; KTVR Denver in 1;
KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs in 9;
cultivated ponds where dude ranchers
KRDO-TV Colorado Springs in 8;
fish
captive
the
for
pay 10 cents an inch
KREX-TV Grand Junction in 28;
that take their bait. It's the only place
KREY-TV Montrose, a KREX-TV
Dil
Continenta
the
where
S.
in the U.
semi-satellite, in 11. Other stations
vide crosses twice, Hinsdale claims.
But Lake City is only one isolated picked up in Colorado include KWHTcommunity in Colorado. Over the state TV Goodland, Kan.; KHPL-TV Hayes
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Among the evergreens 10,500 feet up
Round Top Mountain sits this tiny
shed housing a 1 w vhf translator that
provides tv service from KREX-TV
Grand Junction, Colo., to canyon-isolated Lake City, 100 miles away. (See
Lake City panorama on page 69.)
Center, Neb.; KDMC (TV) McCook,
Neb.; KGLD (TV) Garden City, Kan.;
KNOP-TV North Platte, Neb., and
KTVC (TV) Ensign, Kan.; all Albuquerque, N. M., stations. Salt Lake
City tv stations, which document a total
of more than 30,000 homes served by
translators, have the following Colorado
service listed on FCC's records; KSLTV, 7 translator communities; KUTV
(TV) 6; KCPX (TV) 5.
Found Pick-up Spot ■ The documentation isn't entirely clear, but around
little Lake City, Colo., they recall that
tv first came to the area in 1955. A
volunteer engineer had finally found a
spot on Round Top where both picture
and voice could be picked up. Hinsdale County bulldozed a road up Round
Top, 2,000 feet above Lake City, which
is at the 8,500-foot level. Remote from
Washington, Lake City was so busy
making money off dude ranchers in the
summer and minding the ranches plus
looking at television both summer and
winter that nobody had time to hire
a Washington lawyer who knows the
Communications Act and FCC rules.
Eventually bureaucracy caught up
with Lake City. Purvis Vickers, a dude
ranch operator at the foot of Round
Top, recalled what happened a couple
of years ago. "The government made us
throw out most of our equipment," he
said. "The rig was working fine until
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

all those unnecessary techthey imposed
nical standards on us, including that
code wheel and automatic switch. The
old translator worked better before we
legal."
and became
gadgets offered
added
Mr. the
Vickers
a neat point
worthy of study by political scientists
and the FCC: "If the government
wanted us to change a perfectly good
translator, then the government should
have paid for it. Our engineer, Wayne
it operating but we're
Fobare, keeps
bothered
by the signal identification
wheel."
Many Others Dependent ■ Lake City
is only one of two-score western Colorado communities that depend entirely
on translators for service from KREXTV and its semi-satellite, KREY-TV at
Montrose, 55 miles southwest of Grand
Junction. In Aspen, 100 miles east of
Grand Junction behind 10,000-foot
Grand Mesa, 450 known homes are
served by a 1 w translator recently
kicked up from Vs w, according to John
Oyharcabal, of M&M Electric Co. "The
1 watt isn't much better than the old
one," he recalled. The translator group
filed for its license in 1961 when boosters were legalized.
Little Lake City and its 108 population, plus another 32 ranchers who share
its electronic blessings, were able to
raise $1,450 to make their one-channel
translator legal. They need about $200
a year for maintenance.
Gunnison County has 11 translators.
Though it's located 130 miles from
Grand Junction, 130 from Pueblo and
200 from Denver, Gunnison citizens decided back in 1956 they wanted television. "They just did it," Charles A.
Page, Chamber of Commerce manager,
recalled. "They put in $10 a family." A
cable project flopped about that time
so the C of C got behind the translator
idea.
"Only about 50 families don't have
tv," Mr. Page said, "and some of these
are summer residents." Gunnison gets its
tv from KREY-TV. The chamber has
$30,000 assets in its translator treasury. "A girl does the billing," Mr. Page
explained. "She's good." Gunnison is
the home of Western State College, immountainside.mortalized bya huge white "W" on a
The translator that serves Aspen sits
atop Sunlight Mountain, 11,750 feet.
It's powerful 1 w signal also serves
Glenwood Springs, Carbondale, Basalt
and a lot of ranches.
More than 1,000 homes in the west
end of San Miguel and Montrose counties get their television from translators
installed with the help of Rural Electric
Assn.
In Rio Blanco County, Emcee has
provided equipment for a three-translator system.
This, type of loyalty makes television
possible in the Colorado mountains.
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
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small communities

get television by magnifying
Seven western states have over 500
communities that depend almost solely
on the ability of translators to pluck
faint tv signals out of the air and feed
them where they are wanted.
In Utah, Montana, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming and California
there are towns and settlements whose
thousands of homes are served by translators. Texas, New Mexico, Nevada,
Arizona and other states of vast acreage
have overcome television's limited
range and its limited ability to get behind mountains.
Utah provides the outstanding example of station cooperation to promote
the extended circulation provided by
translators and catv. A survey conducted jointly by KSL-TV, KUTV
(TV) and KCPX-TV shows that 30,575
tv homes in five states get them via
translators. This tops the 25,904 homes
that get Salt Lake tv by means of catv
wired hookups.
Extra Audience ■ The three stations
published the survey during the sum-

in seven

faint available
mer. It shows these
Translators
Colo.
843
Idaho
Mont.
1,784
Nev.

signals
added tv homes:
Catv
Total
843

5,760
3,976
9,321
9,321
Utah
2,660
24,097
1,650
19,826
4,310
12,148
Wyo.
4,271
Totals 30,575
56,479
25,904
5,462
6,686
In addition there are another 50,594
potential homes in catv communities
"expected to be added in normal
growth of systems, pending applications
and systems under construction."
The survey lists each translator licensee, towns served, number of homes
served by translator, signal translation
and call letters. Similar information
about catv systems is provided. It was
conducted for the three Salt Lake tv
stations by Catherine Dimas, of the
KUTV research department.
This is the only fully documented
research of the type encountered in a
tour of many of the major translator
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states and in dozens of telephone contacts in states not actually visited.
It's presented in a type of language
that advertising agencies understand.
No buyer can ignore 30,575 tv-home
circulation, 25,904 catv circulation or
the combined extended service of 56,479 homes. That's big business in any
market.
Volunteer Group ■ An effective volunteer organization is maintained in
the Montana-Idaho-Wyoming region by
translator operators. Called the TriState Tv Translator Assn., it is headed
by E. B. Craney, of Butte, Mont. With
his practical background in broadcasting, Mr. Craney keeps in touch with
translator operators in the region, observes technical changes and FCC developments, and keeps members posted
on catv and other topics.
But what translator people need most
is a national association that can match
the powerful 11 -man Washington organization of National Community
Television Assn. with 500 dues-paying
members (90% of catv connections).
Unluckily translators are mostly nonprofit, whereas NCTA members are
money-making business groups who
are willing to fight jointly to protect
their investment. When anything affecting catv is pending around Washington,
NCTA makes its national influence felt
with support of the grass-roots ties of
its members. It has not been idle as
the FCC continues to avoid regulation
of catv, though some catv people concede it's only a holding operation and
eventual regulation can be expected.
One of the larger translator installation and service operations is headquartered in Salt Lake — Electronic
Sales Corp. (ELSCO), headed by Lyle
O. Keys, former chief engineer of
KUTV. Most of the firm's installations include Emcee 1 w vhf translators. He and Garr Johnson, assistant
manager of ELSCO, have put vhf translators in high spots all over the mountain area. They have developed radiocontrolled translator standby equipment
that can keep systems operating even
when the trail up a mountain is blocked
by 20 feet of snow.
In Southern Utah school districts are
putting in translators and eventually
it's hoped every classroom and home
In this part of the state will be tvequipped. Some of the pickups are as
much as 180 miles from stations.
Beaver, for example, as first pickup
point passes on the translated signal to
Enoch, Kanaraville, Cedar City, Paravan and Panguitch.
The average distance reached by a
1 w vhf translator is 20 miles but
Medina picks up Milford 80 miles
away. ELSCO has installed 250 translators or more than 100 separate sys80 (SPECIAL REPORT: TRANSLATORS)

ers.
way. And that's where translators come
into the Salt Lake tv picture in a big

continued
tems. Mr. Johnson said the quality is
good and will continue to improve.
Color transmission is fine, he added.
Lofty Locations ■ The three Salt
Lake stations have their transmitters
above the 8,000-foot level, or an average of 4,000 feet above average terrain in the region (three times the
height of the Empire State Bldg.). Catv
systems serve many of the larger communities atfees ranging from $3.50 to
$10 a month but they don't reach
small centers or those living outside
congested areas or thousands of ranches A

N

A

D

A

An interesting example of catv-translator competition is found in Eureka,
Utah. The catv system charges $100
for a connection and $2.50 a month.
The new Emcee translator system installed by ELSCO is making its influence felt. A look at the competitive
pictures on home tv sets showed this
observer 1 w vhf translators on Eureka
mountain — a tough climb that shot a
pair of eastern shoes — are able to provide a top-grade image when properly
installed.
Montana, too, is blessed with dozens
of translator systems. Lacking a major
metropolitan center, its few tv stations
are widely separated. In Butte, for example, the town council financed a 1 w
vhf translator to bring in KMSO-TV
Missoula, supplementing the direct
service from the local KXLF-TV. Missoula has 28,000 population, Butte
50,000. But it's not unusual for a station to have a larger audience via translators than off the air. Butte's translator, while operating, is still on the
FCC's processing list. Butte also has
a cable system.
As in other states, a Montana threechannel 1 w vhf translator system can
be built for $6,000 upward depending
on local conditions.
Montana's translator circulation is
guessed at anywhere from 25,000 to
50,000. Actually Butte alone probably
has 15,000 tv homes that get the
municipal translator service. Idaho has
an estimated 35,000 translator homes.
Together these mountain states have a
minimum of 60,000 homes. Utah,
Montana and Idaho strongly prefer the
1 w vhf translators to uhf, citing the
effect of rugged terrain and the availability of choice spots for vhf translator
antennas.
Nobody has ever denied seriously
that the Rockies were reeking with illegal boosters during the 1950s. "They
were
crawling
the woodwork,"
one FCC
fieldoutmanof said.
But now
they're being
legalized.
or illegal,
western
states
want Legal
television
and

This map shows how Salt Lake City
stations get 56,479 tv homes by means
of translators (30,575 homes) and catv
(25,904 homes). Square symbols indicate translators, triangles are catv.
Lines show microwaves carrying Salt
Lake tv. Portions of Nevada, Wyoming and Montana are not shown on
this cross-section map.

they've been getting it, though in limlikemore
the
FCC ited
to amounts.
let downNowthe they'd
bar some
and permit the higher power they desperately want — on unused tv allocations, for example.
California has two-score communities serviced by 100 translators. Triangle Publications, operating KFRETV Fresno, has been actively promoting translator service for mountainshadowed communities. At Three Rivers and at Lemon Cove-Woodlake, Triangle donated a total of $13,000 worth
of equipment to the local tv committees. Service is provided a population
of 9,000 in the three markets.
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ican Research Bureau survey will be
conducted in translator areas.
ARB explained its translator-counting
role this way: "ARB assigns from four
to 10 sampling points to each outer area
county, and at least 20 points per metro
rating area. Individual sample locations
are chosen in ARB's regular systematic
sampling pattern designed to represent
every television-owning rural and urban
telephone home in a specified area."
Special Study ■ In its November 1962
and March 1963 U. S. sweeps, ARB will
conduct a special survey for the three
Salt Lake
"assuring
minimum of 25stations,
usable diaries
per acounty
The last half-mile of the trip up
Eureka Mountain, Utah, is negotiated
via footpath. Here are the receiving
antennas
Salt Lake
City's
tv stationsthatforpick
an upEmcee
translator

system that feeds the town of Eureka,
mountain-surrounded, and another
valley on the opposite side. The system was installed by Electronic Sales
Corp., Salt Lake City.

TWO
MEN'S
STAND
GAVE
TV TO MANY
Governors made possible booster service in western area
Two prominent Coloradans have observed the development of translators
with keen interest. They are Gov. Steve
McNichols and ex-Gov. Edwin C. Johnson, at one time chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee.
Both watched television spread over
most of the nation a decade and more
back, only to find that Colorado's towering mountains were partially blind
because of television's vulnerability to
rugged terrain.
Ex-Gov. Johnson made television and
governmental history when he defied
the FCC's rules, with their barriers to
local tv booster equipment, by issuing
a proclamation calling on a citizen, W.
R. Webber, "to continue to serve the
people of Steamboat Springs without
charge by 'boosting on-channel' the tv
signal of KOA-TV Denver to the extent
he has its permission to do so, and to
the extent that he does not interfere . . .
with interstate communications."
Signed in 1956 ■ This executive order
was issued Aug. 3, 1956 by the governor. It's impact was soon felt in the
halls of Congress and the corridors of
the FCC. The proclamation, the former
governor recalled as he sat high in a
roomy apartment overlooking Denver
and distant mountains, made this point,
"Mr. Webber's booster does not interfere electronically or otherwise in any
degree with any tv broadcast intrastate
or interstate or affect adversely the reception of any broadcast or telecast to
anyone anywhere."
Mr. Webber saw his duty as a Coloradan and loyal citizen of Steamboat
Springs. He operated an electronic business there, retiring in September. He
felt it was his duty to make tv available
in Yampa Valley by means of a booster
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

and with a gubernatorial proclamation
in
his hands, decided to obey the state's
mandate.
"It looked like either television or
Leavenworth
wouldSteamboat
get me forPilot
a while,"
he recalled. The
in its
Aug. 16 issue put it this way, "Mr.
Webber had to fight weather, interference and the FCC but with help of
other citizens he brought television to
Steamboat." Currently Mr. Webber is
president of Colorado Television Repeater Assn.
Gov. McNichols succeed Gov. Johnson and soon found himself neck deep
in booster crises. A favorite quote attributed to him at a session with some

throughout the entire survey area. All
diaries will be tabulated and included
in the Salt Lake market reports for those
two months." At the end of the March
1963 survey the total number of diaries
for the two sweep months (50 per county) will
,
be processed to produce a county-by-county coverage study.
The effect of this larger sample, ARB
said, will be to provide more precise
audience viewing data, particularly in the
counties served by catv and translators.
A. C. Nielsen Jr., vice president of
A. C. Nielsen Co., said the firm's local
station index (NSI) reflects total viewing in areas. "The index goes as far
as
and cables reach,"
Mr.stations,
Nielsentranslators
said.

MORE KANSANS
THAN ANY OTHER

VIEW KTVH
KANSAS TV*

FCC officials goes like this, "It will take
more than the U. S. Army to shut down
these boosters."
Mass Medium ■ Gov. McNichols said
he still feels tv is a mass medium and
calls it "inconceivable that its benefits
should not be equally available to every
citizen by the most convenient and inexpensive methods consistent with
sound technical procedures and safety.
It has long been my view that low-powered boosters are a most effective and
inexpensive means of providing tv program service to small clusters of people
in outlying areas."
Translator

audience

count to improve
Many tv stations claiming important
tv circulation in remote areas served by
translators claim national research services aren't able to reflect adequately the
extent of this audience. In Salt Lake
City, where the three stations cooperate
in translator promotion, a special Amer-

* Nielsen, February 1961
Diversified economy, stability, over $1,500,000,000 effective buying power, 290,000
TV families — all within the BIG UNDUPLICATED CBS COVERAGE OF KTVH. To sell
Kansas ... buy KTVH !

THE WICHITA HUTCHINSON STATION ■■■■^^ 1/ II KIH A H
KTVH^-
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To lessen confusion, it's WZZM-TV
Mark L. Wodlinger, vice president and general manager of the new
ch. 13 outlet being built in Grand
Rapids, Mich., announced last week
that call letters have been changed
from WIIM-TV to WZZM-TV.
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., had
requested the FCC to reconsider the
call letter assignment to the Grand
Rapids corporation, complaining of
a "likelihood of confusion" between
the two calls.
Mr. Wodlinger (1) is shown here
assisting Lon King of Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Inc. in crossing out the
old "confusing" call. "We certainly
don't want any viewers to be confused," Mr. Wodlinger said.
The ABC-TV affiliate has set Nov.
1 as the date it will be on the air.
The station is an interim operation by pending FCC
the applicants for the ch. 13 facility, final grantee.

H&B buys 3 translators
in Palm Springs area
One of the largest community antenna systems has bought three translators
operating in its territory and intends
to keep them operating to serve the

depth
the

Radio
most

determination of a

people beyond reach of its cable.
H&B American Corp., Beverly Hills,
Calif., owner of the Palm Springs,
Calif., catv system which carries the
seven Los Angeles tv stations to subscribers in the desert resort, paid
$40,000 to Frank H. Bennett for the

perception:

facts

through
Hundreds

three uhf translators. They will be
continued, Leon N. Papernow, operations vice president of H&B said, as
long as public needs exist. He said
that H&B feels it is part of its responsibility to continue the translator service for those areas where it is not feasible to extend its cable service.
H&B operates multiple catv systems
serving 70,000 subscribers in 30 communities in 12 states and Canada.
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of satisfied clients in the past

have depended on Blackburn's clear analysis
of the facts on changing markets before entering
into a media transaction. Protect your
investment, too, consult Blackburn.
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Everybody knows that portable radio
sets are used more in summertime than
in winter, but A. C. Nielsen Co. reported last week that for the first time
it can tell how much more. It put the
summer gain at 49 % .
Nielsen's first summertime NRIBPR,
for Nielsen Radio Index Battery Portable Report, showed total radio use is
about the same in summer as in winter,
averaging 20 hours 12 minutes per
home per week as against a coldweather 20 hours, 36 minutes. But the
change of seasons brings dramatic
changes in the sources of this listening.
Plug-in receiver usage during the past
summer dropped to 9 hours 32 minutes
a week as compared to 12 hours 13
minutes during last winter. Auto radio
listening didn't change much — an even
four hours per home per week during
the summer as against 4 hours 6 minutes in winter — but battery-portable
listening climbed to 6 hours 30 minutes,
almost 50 % ahead of its winter-time
average of 4 hours 18 minutes.
The figures do not include radio
listening done "at work" or at public
sets.
The amount of time spent listening
to portables at home (including porches
and yards) during a summer week
amounted to 4 hours 7 minutes or 64
% of the portable listening total. Thus
portables get substantially as much
home listening during the summer as
they get in all places during the winter.
The Nielsen battery-portable reports
are to be issued twice a year as part
of the package of Nielsen Radio Index
measurements of radio listening.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz.: Negotiations
near completion for sale by former Sen.
Burton K. Wheeler and family to Frank
Flynn group for $500,000. Mr. Flynn
recently was general manager and part
owner of KYOS Merced, Calif. Associated with Mr. Flynn are Charles Cahill and Paul O'Brien, both of Cheyenne, Wyo. The Wheelers own 49% of
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KTLN Denver, Colo. KRIZ operates
on 250 w fulltime on 1230 kc. Broker
is Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.
■ KSTB Breckenridge, Tex.: Sold by
Hugh M. McBeath to Frank Junell and
associates for $60,000. Mr. Junell has
interests in KBYG Big Spring and
KNIT Abilene, both Texas. Daytimer
KSTB is on 1430 kc and operates with
1 kw. Transaction was handled by
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.
APPROVED ■ The following transfer of
station interests was among those approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 95).
■ KVOG-TV Ogden, Utah: Sold by
Arch G. Webb and associates to Board
of Education of Ogden City for $170,000. Station, on ch. 9, suspended operation on Jan. 16. It will now be operated as a non-commercial, educational station.
$500,000 in loans set
for Wyoming catv firm
Wentronics Inc., a catv system firm
with headquarters in Casper, Wyo., has
arranged for loans totaling a half million dollars for further acquisition of
systems in the Rocky Mountain region.
Central Investment Corp., a Denver
lending institution, has agreed to provide $250,000 at 1Vi% interest with
maturities ranging from two to seven
years and with warrants to purchase
17% of the common stock of Wentronics. The First National Bank of
Casper has committed an equal amount
on a long-term basis.
The firm operates catv systems in
Casper and at Independence, Kan.
The Casper system was started in 1953
and has more than 4,200 monthly subscribers. The Independence system began operations in January 1962.
A portion of the Central Investment
Corp. loan will be used to make improvements on the present Casper system.
Outlet Co. revenues

New

Metro

METROMEDIA

Broadcast
UNIT OPENS

IVAB

FALL

appointments

HEADQUARTERS

New staff appointments by Metro
Broadcast Sales, the station representation unit of Metromedia Inc., were announced last week by H. D. (Bud)
Neuwirth, vice president and director.
The announcements coincided with official opening of the sales firm's national
headquarters at 3 E. 54th St., New
York.
Mr. Neuwirth said the operating staff
now totals 32 sales executives in New
York headquarters and six regional
offices: Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit,
St. Louis, San Francisco and Los Angeles. Appointments included:
Headquarters — Lawrence P. Fraiberg, assistant to Mr. Neuwirth.
Television Dept. (New York) — William Carpenter, Thomas Hardy, Charles
(Bud) Meehan, Gerard Mulderrig,
Norman Taylor and Douglas Yates, account executives. The department is
headed by John W. Doscher, eastern tv
sales manager, whose appointment was
announced previously.
Radio Dept. — Robert V. Coppinger,
New York office sales manager, supervises the department. His staff includes
John T. Bray, Walter Cortese, Robert

IT'S

Sales

IN NEW

YORK

Goldsholl, George Ponte and Herb
Weiss, account executives.
Philadelphia office — LeRoy Rizor,
account executive. Head of the office,
at 19th and Walnut Sts., is William
Dallman.
Chicago — Richard Kelliher, midwest
radio manager. Midwest tv manager,
announced earlier, is Thomas Tilson.
Office is at 400 N. Michigan Ave.
Noyes (Skip) French, Robert Glaser,
Carl Kiefel and Martin McAdams, television account executives. Gordon
Copeland and Robert Williamson, radio sales executives.
Detroit — Richard Janssen, account
executive under manager William
Lauer. Office is in the Fisher Building.
San Francisco — Graham Moore, account executive under manager Richard Schutte. Office is at 155 Montgomery St. Angeles — Robert Jones, account
Los
executive under manager Richard E.
Drummy
Jr. Office is at 3600 Wilshire
Blvd.
George N. Diederich is manager of
St. Louis office, at 915 Olive St.
Metro Broadcast Sales represents all tv

CONFERENCE

TIME!

. . . and we urge you to make plans right now to attend the one
scheduled nearest you. The agenda this year is chock full of subjects
of vital interest to both radio and television station operators. You
can not help but benefit from the open exchange of discussions these
meetings offer.
Additionally, these conferences will provide an opportunity for
us to get together in the event you want to discuss the sale or
purchase of a broadcasting property. We'll be represented at every
meeting, so please look us up — starting at the Dinkier-Plaza Hotel
in Atlanta next Monday.

up

The Outlet Co., Providence, R. I.,
department store which owns WJARAM-TV there, had total revenues of
$8,142,373 for the six months ended
July 28, compared to $8,118,119 for
the same period last year. Revenues
from broadcasting (less expenses),
service charges and other sources totaled $1,1 1 1,063, the company reported.
Net income after federal taxes for the
half-year was $336,347, compared to
$304,341 for the same period in 1961.
The board of directors declared a
dividend of 25 cents per share, payable Nov. 1 to stockholders of record
at the close of business Oct. 19.
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
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Newton, was named vice president.
Appointed to the executive board were
Glenn C. Jackson, general manager,
WTTM Trenton; Paul Alger, general
manager, WSNJ Bridgeton; Frank J.
Matrangola, general manager, WCMC
Wildwood; Gordon Giffen, general
manager, WKDN Camden, and Howard L. Green, general manager, WOND
Pleasantville.
WCCO program head
criticizes all-music

WHN to become Mutual's
Storer Broadcasting Co.'s WHN
New York signed last week as an
affiliate of Mutual, effective Oct. 14.
As part of the arrangement Storer
will get the use of Mutual's network
lines for two quarter-hours each day
— during periods when Mutual isn't
using them — for a closed-circuit exchange of programs and other material within the Storer group of stations. A daily newscast from Storer's
new Washington bureau may be fed
to the Storer stations in one such use
of the lines.
Officials said WHN would carry at
least seven of the 16 five-minute
newscasts Mutual offers each day on
the half-hour, plus The World Today and commentaries by Fulton
Lewis Jr. and George Hamilton
Coombs. In addition, the station
will excerpt other Mutual newscasts
for insertion into WHN's own news
programs.

and radio stations of the Metropolitan
Broadcasting Division of Metromedia,
plus WCBM Baltimore. The Metropolitan stations are WNEW-AM-TV
New York; KMBC-AM-TV Kansas
City; WTTG (TV) Washington; KOVR
(TV) Stockton-Sacramento; WTVH
Peoria and WTVP (TV) Decatur, both
Illinois; WIP Philadelphia, and WHK
Cleveland.
Officers, weather network
okayed at NJBA meeting
The executive board of the New Jersey Broadcasters Assn. has authorized
the employment of a full-time executive
secretary "to provide the sense of continuity so essential" to such an organi84 (THE MEDIA)

New York affiliate
George B. Storer, board chairman
and chief executive officer, said that
"networks hold an important place
in radio broadcasting, and we think
that Mutual deserves our cooperation in having a New York outlet for
its MBS
programming."
President Robert F. Hurleigh
said Mutual was "profoundly proud"
of the new arrangement. WINS, recently acquired by Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., has been the Mutual outlet in New York. WOR New
York has carried commentators
Lewis and Coombs.
At the signing (1 to r), sitting:
Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual president, and Lionel Baxter, Storer Radio Division vice president; standing:
Charles Godwin, vice president in
charge of Mutual stations; John C.
Moler, WHN president and general
manager; Stanton P. Kettler, Storer
executive vice president.

zation.
The board, meeting Oct. 3 in Atlantic City, on the last day of the two-day
annual NJBA convention, added that
"many . . . projects to further the purpose and program of the association
would require the services of such an
executive officer." One of the projects
is the association's FM Emergency
Weather Network, a weather report
feed through four key fm stations in the
state to all 32 member stations of the
association, which will be augmented
by a direct line to the U. S. Weather
Bureau station at Pomona, N.J.
Fred M. Wood, owner and general
manager of WMVB Millville, was
elected president of the association;
Ronald L. Hickman, manager, WNNJ

A Minnesota broadcaster says the allmusic station is a "wireless jukebox."
Val Linder, program director of
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, called on
broadcasters to operate full-service stations, not "limited service" outlets, in
a talk to the Minnesota Assn. of Broadcasters Sept. 28 in Minneapolis. He
urged broadcasters to furnish full-size
services — news, including on-the-spot
reports and background information,
commentary by the public itself, agricultural reports (where the area is agricultural), news on recreation, health,
hunting, fishing and national resources
conservation,
women's
and full weather
service. services, sports
The "single-program" operator — all
music, all talk or all news — has removed
himself from the "general stream of
modern radio," Mr. Linder said.
Mr. Linder had a word of praise for
the music formula broadcasters: "They
made a real contribution to the industry
for a short time. They alerted all broadcasters to an unmistakable trend which
some had overlooked. The newcomers,
with their emphasis on noisy music
were brash enough to kick stuffy oldtimers into new interest in their own

WNYS
medium." dedicates
in Syracuse

ch. 9

observance

WNYS (TV), third tv station in Syracuse, N. Y., was dedicated last Tuesday
(Oct. 2). The station officially opened
its studios and offices and presented an
inaugural program featuring tv stars,
government officials and community
leaders.
The new ABC-TV affiliate on ch. 9
was host to Troy Donahue and Connie
Stevens, stars of Hawaiian Eye; Don
Morrow, host of Camouflage, and Horace McMahon, of Naked City. Other
guests included Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, Syracuse Mayor William Walsh and
some 1,000 business and educational
leaders. The opening 90-minute live
show originated at the Kallet Theatre in
Shoppingtown, where the new station is
located. Public tours of the station's
facilities were conducted from Tuesday
through Saturday last week.
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In one of the few known requests of
its kind, New York radio and television
stations were asked by court officials
last week to withold the broadcast of
so-called "prejudicial
information"
defendants
in a current
trial there.about
The request was in a letter from U.S.
attorney Vincent L. Broderick in the
federal court trial of former teamsters
union President Dave Beck and other
defendants on charges of violating the
Taft-Hartley Act. Mr. Broderick said
U. S. District Judge Wilfred Feinberg,
presiding over the case, joined him in
the request. He said similar requests
had been sent to New York newspapers.
There was no indication of what action, ifany, might be taken against stations or newspapers which ignore the
request; at least some stations were reported planning to comply.
Mr. Broderick "specifically" asked the
stations not to broadcast anything about
past convictions or other "prejudicial"
material about any of the defendants
until Judge Feinberg rules as to whether
such material is admissible as evidence
in the case.
If the judge rules that such information is not admissible, the letter suggested, stations should not carry it until
the trial is over.
Beck's Status ■ Mr. Broderick said
some broadcasts and telecasts in the
New York area already have mentioned
Mr. Beck's "present status [as a prisoner] and his prior criminal record." As
a result, he continued, extended interrogations of the jury have been necessary
to learn whether members saw or heard
and were influenced by such broadcasts.
This process will have to be repeated
during the trial, he said, unless stations
refrain from reporting such information
until the judge has ruled that the jury
may properly hear it or, absent such a
ruling, until the trial is over. The letter
continued :
"The court has, of course, admonished members of the jury not to read
about the case or its subject matter in
the newspapers, and not to watch telecasts or listen to broadcasts about the
case.

"The court and this office, however,
are greatly concerned about the effect
which the publication of a defendant's
prior criminal record may have on the
constitutionally protected rights of that
defendant, irrespective of the court's
admonitions to the jurors, and of the
latters' good faith attempts to abide by
the court's directions.
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

screen
TO

WITHHOLD

data

in

'PREJUDICIAL

"We recognize and respect the right
of the press, and of radio and television
industry, fully to inform the members of
the public of the progress of judicial
proceedings in open court.
"We believe, however, that there is a
correlative responsibility on the part of
the broadcasting media and the press
not to publish material which will interfere with the rights of individuals standing trial. We believe that the publication of information concerning alleged
prior criminal activities of any defendant
may derogate from the rights of the
defendants.
"We suggest that there is a duty upon
the television and radio industry and
the press, which is a correlary [sic] to
the freedom which they enjoy, not to
publish information which may derogate
from the rights of the individual defendants in a case until the evidentiary
admissibility of such matter has been
determined by the trial judge.
"We specifically request that you refrain from publishing information which
refers to past criminal convictions, past
criminal activities, or other prejudicial
information concerning any defendant
on trial, until such information has been
reviewed by the court and referred to
the jury as legally admissible evidence,
or until the trial has been completed . . .
"This matter greatly affects the integrity, and the continued effectiveness,
of our judicial processes. We should
very much appreciate your cooperation,
to the end that justice may be served."
Rare But Precedented ■ The letter,
dated Oct. 1 , was regarded in broadcasting circles as a rare but not unprecedented request. A network legal authority said one very much like it was received, also from a U. S. attorney, a
few years ago. He could not recall the
details.
In Maryland in 1948 a Baltimore
supreme court rule against reporting
the confessions and criminal records of
defendants was overturned in an appeal
taken by five stations which had defied
the ban. The stations had been fined
for contempt after a hearing before
Circuit Judge John B. Gray Jr. Judge
Gray'slandruling
reversed by the MaryCourt of was
Appeals.
By York
coincidence,
lasta week's
action the
in
New
came at
time when
same Judge Gray, acting as chairman of
a special committee of the Maryland
Bar Assn., was planning a hearing dealing with media's rights in reporting
court trials. This hearing, set for Oct.

trial
INFORMATION'

1 1 in Baltimore, is to investigate the
desirability of a rule or law which
among other things would prohibit
broadcast or publication of jury deliberations. Itstems from a case in which
a Baltimore station broadcast a reconstruction ofthe jury's deliberations in a
murder trial.
The reconstruction in that case was
done with the help of some of the jurors.
It was broadcast after the jury had
returned a guilty verdict but before
sentence was imposed. Presiding Judge
Rosel Thompson proceeded to pass sentence, but asked Judge Gray a week ago
to head a special committee to look into
the advisability of stricter controls over
such matters.
The Maryland-District of Columbia
Broadcasters Assn. has been invited to
participate in the Oct. 1 1 hearing. The
invitation went to Joseph Goodfellow of
WRC-AM-TV Washington as vice president of the association, who was contactinglast
the group's
othertheir
board
members late
week for
views
on
the association's approach.
WSBT-TV
Over

Towers
The

South

Bend

Market
With a new 1047' tower
and 480,000 watts,
WSBT-TV is the most
powerful
station in Indiana and Michigan.
We
now serve an 8,000 sq.
mile area centered by the
rich South Bend-Mishawaka-Elkhart metro zone.
Within this WSBT-TV
market are over 1,000,000
residents! By rating (see
any ARB), plant and able
personnel
towers
over WSBT-TV
the South
Bend market. Get all the
facts before your next TV
buy in South Bend.
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Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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RUGGED,

That was NBC-TV

BUT

PROFITABLE

CONFLICT

coverage of baseball and Schirra orbits
NBC's fear of conflict between the Sons (Esty) and Kemper Insurance
six-orbit manshoot of astronaut Walter
Group (direct).
M. Schirra Jr. and the nine-inning conLast two games — Noxema Chemical
test on the baseball diamond proved
Co. (DCS&S), Block Drug (Sullivan,
well founded (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles), Dodge Div.
of Chrysler Corp. (BBDO), Hills Bros.
The network's "abundance of riches"
seemed to do it no harm, however, as Coffee Inc. (N. W. Ayer), Hormel
Meats (BBDO).
the national Arbitron ratings gave NBCTV a 17.8 rating (51% share of auFinal game only — Philip Morris Inc.
(Leo Burnett), Miles Labs Inc. (Wade
dience) to 11.0 (31% share) for CBSAdv.), Standard Brands Inc. (JWT),
TV and 4.5 (13% share) for ABC-TV
Lewis-Howex Co. (M-E) and Plymouth
during the 4-6 p.m. EDT period when
Div. of Chrysler Corp. (Ayer).
the astronaut was returning to earth.
Although the weather was perfect for
NBC-TV informed its baseball audiboth baseball and manshoots, there were
ence of the spaceman's progress through
some clouds in NBC-TV's coverage of
a "travelling" news sign running across
the baseball playoff. The second game,
the bottom of the tv screen and interwhich ran four hours and 18 minutes,
rupted the audio of the Dodger-Giant
game with a sound description of the ran into prime time on Tuesday, ending
at 8:25 p.m. EDT. An NBC spokesman
crucial re-entry period.
estimated it cost the network $250,000
NBC-TV provided about four hours
coverage of the manshoot, sponsored by to $300,000 to complete the game which
Gulf Oil, through Young & Rubicam,
resulted in the pre-emption of two network programs — The HuntJey-Brinkley
plus a 15-minute roundup at 11:15
p.m. EDT, sponsored by Procter & Report and Laramie.
Gamble, through Leo Burnett (see separate story below). NBC Radio covMAMMOTH
TV SPECIAL
ered the manshoot for about eight hours
Cantor hopes for $15 million
and 40 minutes over a 12-hour period.
Sold Out ■ Sponsorship of the baseto finance Salk institute
ball coverage was sold out on both
Plans for a two-hour, three-network
NBC-TV (19 sponsors) and NBC Radio (seven sponsors) by the final contest
tv spectacular program to raise $15
of the three-game playoff series.
million for the projected Salk Foundation research institute in La lolla, Calif.,
Radio sponsorship was highlighted by
the sale of one-quarter sponsorship 55- were announced last week by Eddie
Cantor.
minutes before the first game, to Schlitz
Brewing Co., through Leo Burnett, ChiThe program will be titled "Somecago. Schlitz advertising copy arrived at
to Remember,"
the ball park in San Francisco 14 mina news thingconference,
and Mr.
will Cantor
be made told
up
utes before game time. The second
of a dozen or so of television's "allgame was half-sold on NBC Radio and
time show stoppers," such as the Mary
the third game was a sell-out.
Martin-Ethel Merman duet on the Ford
Other NBC Radio sponsors (and
50th anniversary tv special of a dozen
agencies) in the second and third years ago, lack Benny and the Marquis
games: E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
Chimps, a routine from Danny Kaye's
(BBDO), Buick Motor Div. of General
first tv special and Polly Bergen's
Motors (McCann-Erickson), Chemical
Emmy-winning
performance in "The
Compounds Inc. (S. T. P. Motor Oil)
Helen Morgan Story." Edie Adams,
through Standart & O'Hern Adv. Agen- Perry Como, Bing Crosby, Sammy Davis
cy, Kansas City, Studebaker-Packard
Ir., ludy Garland, Phil Silvers and
Dinah Shore are other top stars who
Corp. (D'Arcy Adv.). Additional sponwill contribute from 7 to 10 minutes
sors in the third game were: Aetna
Casualty & Surety Co. (Remington Adv.,
of their past tv performances to the
Springfield, Mass.) and Whitehall Labs
program. No new material <is planned,
nor any live entertainment, Mr. Cantor
Div. of American Home Products Corp.
said.
(Anacin) (Ted Bates).
Mr. Cantor originated the March of
19 Tv Sponsors ■ NBC-TV sponsors
of the baseball playoff were:
Dimes crusade 25 years ago at the reAll three games — Liggett & Myers (J.
quest of President Franklin D. RooseWalter Thompson), Bristol-Myers Co.
velt, and his charitable fund-raising ac(Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield),
tivities during a long career are estimated at having produced more than a
Schick Inc. (Norman, Craig & Kumbillion dollars overall.
mel), Union Carbide Consumer ProdClearances for the use of the classic
ucts (William Esty), Chesebrough
tv
material have already been obtained
Pond's Inc. (Esty), Thomas Leeming &
from the performers and from AFTRA
Co. (Esty), Sterling Drug Inc. (DancerFitzgerald-Sample), . P. Ballantine & and AFM, Mr. Cantor said. The net86 (PROGRAMMING)

works have not been approached but
will be shortly by Harry Maizlish, owner
of KRHM(FM) Los Angeles and KPAL
Palm Springs, who is assisting the
veteran entertainer in preparing the special telecast which will honor Dr. Jonas
Salk, discoverer of the initial vaccine
against polio, by raising the money
needed to build his institute for research
for vaccines against other deadly diseases. Neither Mr. Cantor nor Mr.
Maizlish foresaw any difficulty in obtaining suitable network time, as they
are not pushing for an immediate broadcast date.
Mr. Cantor wants to have the broadcast introduced by President Kennedy
and Dr. Salk in an informal conversation and to have it concluded by Postmaster General J. Edward Day with
a request to all postmen throughout
the nation to pick up contributions for
the Salk Foundations as they carry the
mail to the country's homes and offices
the following day. Mr. Cantor said he
hopes to get Edward R. Murrow to
narrate the program and introduce the
participating performers. If this is imhimself. possible, he may handle the narration
No sponsorship of the two-hour
three-network special is contemplated,
Mr. Cantor and Mr. Maizlish said. Instead, they are planning for brief appearances on the show by the presidents
of 1 0 of the nation's leading companies,
each to present a check for $100,000 to
Mr. Cantor, so that the fund-raising
drive may have a nestegg of $1 million
to start it off before the program leaves
the air.
Less

tv coverage

given Schirra
While astronaut Walter M. Schirra
Jr. spent more time in space than his
American predecessors, the tv network
spent less television time covering his
activities.
ABC-TV and CBS-TV each devoted
about five hours of the day to live
coverage. NBC-TV, which also had a
baseball game on its schedule (see separate story), devoted around four hours.
An early estimate was that 98 million
people watched tv coverage of the manshoot at some times during the day.
Radio coverage was more extensive in
terms of time devoted to the manshoot
with ABC Radio devoting 5Vi hours,
CBS Radio about 9 hours, NBC Radio
eight hours and 40 minutes and Mutual
4 hours.
CBS-TV coverage was sponsored by
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
(through Young & Rubicam); NBC-TV
by Gulf Oil Co. (also Y&R); Mutual by
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
(placed direct, MBS is a 3M subsidiary).
Other radio-tv coverage was sustaining.
National Arbitron ratings of the
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

blastoff period (8-10 a.m. EDT) : NBCTV 14.0 (54% share); CBS-TV 8.1
(31% share) and ABC-TV 2.8 (11%
share). The same relative rating
positions were also in evidence at recovery time (see separate story on NBC
baseball-manshoot coverage, page 86).
Roach,

Case

in new

film production firm
Hal Roach Jr., former tv producer
and former business associate of Alexander L. Guterman (now in jail on stock
fraud and other charges) will produce
films for theatres and tv for a newly
formed company, Allied Producers of
America, Los Angeles.
Mr. Roach's association with the new
company was disclosed in a filing at the
Securities & Exchange Commission in
which APA seeks to offer 95,000 shares
of common stock at approximately $2
per share.
The president of APA, Carroll Case,
has also produced tv series, among them
Sugarfoot and Public Defender. Mr.
Case owns 52,000 shares of the 176,250
shares of common stock outstanding. Allied Producers of America told the SEC
it has a contract with Showcase Enterprises Inc. which provides for production of full-length motion pictures at a
cost of no more than $150,000 per picture.
Messrs. Roach and Case are listed as
the prospective producers. Mr. Roach's
tv production credits include My Little
Margie, Duffy's Tavern and Public Defender.
Official's earnings
$433,000 over year
Official Films Inc., New York, last
week reported earnings of $433,000 for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1962.
Net income after taxes amounted to
$205,000, or $0.07 per share on 2,829,328 shares outstanding on that date.
Comparative figures for last year are
not available, according to Official President Seymour Reed, because of Official's acquisition of several corporations
whose activities were reported for fiscal
years varying from that of Official.
Two years ago the company showed
substantial losses, but the present management has placed Official in a profit
position since then by reducing overhead, developing a strong sales organization and acquiring salable new properties, Mr. Reed said.
Official, a distributor and co-producer of tv films, has a catalogue of
36 series consisting of 2,604 shows running from one-hour to one-minute in
length. Official's latest half-hour series,
Biography, has been sold in more than
140 markets and is scheduled for a second year of production.
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ASCAP's eight-month take: $23.8 million
PLANS FOR CATV LICENSING REPORTED AT MEETING
For the period January through
August 1962, ASCAP took in a total
of $23,876,658, George Hoffman, treasurer, told a West Coast membership
meeting Thursday at the Hollywood
Palladium. Of that total, $23,585,658
came from license fees, he reported.
After expenses of $4,757,765 there was
$19,119,004 left for distribution to
members.
Stanley Adams, ASCAP president,
told the meeting that the society's membership now totals 5,805 active writers,
165 publishers and 269 non-participating writers, representing addition of 220
active writers, 165 publishers and 269
non-participating writers since the last
West Coast meeting on Feb. 27.
ASCAP is now on the threshold of
issuing licenses to a new class of music
users, the community television antenna
systems, according to a report by J. J.
Bregman, chairman of the executive
committee. Mr. Bregman also said that
with its recently acquired electronic
computing equipment, ASCAP will soon
start to process the logs of all four
radio networks as well as the three tv
networks.
Heretofore only CBS and NBC logs
have been processed, he said, but now
ABC and MBS logs will be added to
the base for calculating performances
of ASCAP music. It is planned to include sustaining programs as well as
the purely commercial shows in the
radio performance tabulations.
After President Adams had hailed
the successful passage of a bill to extend the present copyrights expiring
between the date the bill became law,
Sept. 19, 1962, and Dec. 31, 1965,
to the latter date, to give time for
amending the present copyright act
and to prevent them from dropping
into the public domain in the interim,
West Coast member Robert MacGimsey
urged further efforts along these lines.

"Public domain is the chief competitor
of ASCAP," he stated. Noting that BMI
now is getting three-fourths of the new
hit tunes and that the public domain
has been clipping the ASCAP list at
the other end, Mr. MacGimsey declared
that unless this is stopped, "in another
10 years the broadcasters will be able
to get along without us and to tell us
what they will pay us, if anything."
NBC

can document

facts,

Brinkley tells governors
NBC newsman David Brinkley said
last week that every fact on "The Great
Highway Robbery" {David Brinkley's
Journal, 10-11 p.m., EDT) "is supported byofficial records and every fact
on New
our program
be proved."
HampshirecanGov.
Wesley Powell
said the program contained "not an
iota of truth' in reports of dishonesty
in the state's interstate road-building
program. The governor demanded equal
time from NBC-TV and threatened to
go to the FCC unless the network replied promptly. As of Thursday, NBC
hadLate
said last
only Friday,
"No comment."
no official protest
against the Brinkley program had been
filed with the FCC.
Meanwhile, another irate chief executive, Vermont Gov. F. Ray Keyser,
sought all background research material
used in the premiere broadcast.
Vermont and New Hampshire were
among 22 states where Mr. Brinkley
said the General Accounting Office has
investigated rights-of-way purchases and
in
which wrong doing had been discovered.
"The FBI has found ~cTinte "lmhe
highway
programs
in Indiana,
'rHinois,
Maine, New
Hampshire,
Vermont
anlj}
Missouri. Its findings included pricesfixing, shakedowns and bribery," Mr1.
Brinkley said on the Journal telecast. ■ -; ^

ROCHESTER, N.Y. With a new, higher antenna
511 feet above average terrain
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you more reach— more homes
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complete

IN REVENUE

LOST BY NETWORKS; STATIONS COVER NEWS WELL
from a telephone in the chemistry
timer, is the only station other than a
There were a couple of narrow escapes, but tv and radio came out of last building. At one point the mob broke
wired operation on campus, WBCH.
Faced with the possibility of riot at any
in and grabbed up chemicals improweek's "battle" of Oxford, Miss., with
vised in missiles hurled at troops.
few scars and entered a chapter of
time, WSUH, which normally follows
In one of the few reports of a "swinging" format, switched to slow,
courageous and thorough coverage in
destruction to broadcast equipment,
its log of service to the public.
music Monday and dropped all its comthe WMPS news vehicle, a 1962 Ford
It was a two-fold story: the massive
mercials. Appeals for an end to disorder were delivered in a low key.
panel truck, was overturned and burned
programming efforts of the radio and
near the campus. The men evacuated
television networks and the equally
A strange turn of events occurred in
their vantage point shortly after they
fine job of individual stations in offering
Jackson, where, as in almost the entire
learned that rifle fire had killed two
on-the-spot coverage.
Magnolia State, moderate voices were
Tired broadcast newsmen tried to men, one the French newsman.
unheard until the middle of last week.
catch some sleep late last week bracing
In another instance, Charlie CadAccording to the New York Herald
themselves for the next events in the
well, a WMCT (TV) Memphis camerTribune's Milton Lewis, a leading Jackson businessman called on Gov. Ross
aman, tripped and fell on his camera,
violence-plagued saga of James H.
breaking a rib. Earlier, he had heard
Meredith's enrollment at the U. of
Barnett "to go to Oxford to stop the
Mississippi — the first such act by an
violence." He was William H. Mounger,
someone yell from the mob, "That's
apparent Negro.
Cadwell from Memphis — leave him
president of the Lamar Insurance Co.,
owner of WLBT (TV) and WJDX,
By Wednesday last week it was estimated that tv coverage of the campus
both Jackson. Mr. Mounger spoke for
Southern newsmen reported little difficulty
with
the
townspeople,
and
there
rioting and the day-by-day story had
alone."
eight minutes and said "We are
cost the networks more than $400,000
was but one major report of trouble get- about
part of the United States of America
in lost ad revenues. News stories were
and must obey the laws of the United
ting access to news. This was the complaint of a Los Angeles newsman (Al
aired from Oxford, Jackson and MemStates
of America
Wiman of KFWB) who objected to not
phis in a steady flow; special reports
At the
Networks . ■. ."
By Wednesday of
last week CBS-TV and NBC-TV said
pre-empted scheduled programming al- having enough time with Mr. Meredith
most nightly.
during a walking taped interview when
program pre-emptions for unsponsored
Sunday night in Oxford was the he was designated as radio pool reportreports had cost each $175,000. ABCer
on
Tuesday.
worst. Two men lost their lives, includTV's loss was smaller due to a single
ing a French correspondent. Lights
However, Steve McCormick of Mupre-emption of part of Voice of Firewere shot out during the rioting, and
tual Broadcasting System said he had
sot ne on Sept. 30 for President Kenno
trouble
and
that
authorities
were
newsmen were unable to reach the imtv appeal
for atopeaceful
admission ofnedy'sMr.
Meredith
Ole Miss.
His
provised news center and telephones
giving full cooperation to newsmen.
The
tv
networks
used
Jackson
and
set up in the administration building.
address also was carried by CBS-TV,
While the battle raged there, Don
NBC-TV and all the radio networks.
Memphis affiliates for their feeds. Remote equipment at the stations often
ABC maintained a staff of 22 persons
Stevens, news director of WMPS-AMwas turned over to the networks for
in the Oxford area last week for tv and
FM Memphis, and Harvey Tate, natheir own use.
radio coverage.
tional coordinator of news and public
In Oxford Itself ■ Within the little
affairs for Plough Inc. stations, fed live
ABC-TV's first special on the crisis
reports through the height of the riots
college town of Oxford, WSUH, a day- was scheduled for yesterday (Sunday).
Editor's Choice (2:30-3 p.m.) was to
tell the story through interviews with
students and local residents. A second
special program was planned for Howard K. Smith's News and Comment
program
explora-in
tion of the(10:30-11
causes ofp.m.),
racial anconflict
light of the unrest in Mississippi.
CBS news coverage in Mississippi
was launched Sept. 28 with a report on
Eyewitness,
followed by seven tv bulletins that weekend.

Rough going for WMPS
88 (PROGRAMMING)

truck in Oxford

President Kennedy's 10-minute address Sunday night was incorporated in
a half-hour special from 10 to 10:30
p.m., pre-empting Candid Camera. Correspondent Charles Collingwood anchored a live broadcast following the
President's talk, as well as on another
report Monday night (10:30-11 p.m.)
which pre-empted Stump The Stars.
NBC News mobilized newsmen from
New York, Chicago and New Orleans
to cover the swift-breaking events, resulting in three NBC-TV specials on
Sept. 29-30, numerous bulletins on tv
and radio and live reports on NBC
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Radio's Monitor '62.
The President's Sunday night talk
delayed for 15 minutes the DuPont
Show of the Week. When it ended at
11:15 p.m., NBC-TV showed its third
special of the weekend — a 15-minute
program summarizing late events.
Frank Jordan, manager, NBC News,
Chicago, coordinated all that network's
reports out of Oxford. A mobile tv
tape unit from WDSU-TV New Orleans
was rushed to Oxford on Sunday. Two
exclusive appearances, one by Attorney
General Robert Kennedy and the other
by Mississippi Governor Ross R. Barnett, were included in an NBC-TV
special on Oct. 1 from 7:30 to 8:30
p.m., pre-empting It's A Man's World.
Ralph McGill, publisher of the Atlanta
Constitution, also was interviewed on
the program.
Equal Time ■ Although the three
tv networks rejected a Sept. 30 bid by
Gov. Barnett for equal time to reply
to the President's speech, the Mississippian appeared in many news reports.
Mutual called on a staff of nine correspondents from affiliates in Birmingham, New Orleans and Jackson to feed
eyewitness accounts to the network. Two
special programs were aired the night
of Sept. 30, plus one on Oct. 1 and one
on Oct. 2. The programs were edited
by MBS President Robert Hurleigh.
Radio Press International correspondent Herb Brubaker supplied coverage
of the crisis to more than 100 radio
stations in the U.S., Canada and Australia.
KYW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland reported than an arrest threat was given Sept.
29 to their newsman Bud Dancy and a
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. newsman,
Bill Beatty, by Oxford Police Chief
James B. Jones. The two newsmen
said they were interviewing Negro reporter James Hicks of the Cleveland
Call-Post and New York Amsterdam
News when Mr. Jones joined the trio
and advised them that he was following
up on "citizen complaints" regarding
the use of private property to magnify
the Oxford situation. The newsmen
countered that they were on the sidewalk— public property. Mr. Jones was
said to reply that they would be subject to arrest if the interview continued.
Asked what the charge would be, the
police chief was quoted to say "for
inciting to riot." Mr. Hicks called an
end to the interview, expressing a desire
not to create a disturbance.
Film sales...
UA Showcase For The Sixties
(United Artists Assoc.): Sold to
WBAP-TV Ft. Worth; KGW-TV Portland, Ore.; KONA-TV Honolulu;
KATV . (TV) Little Rock, Ark.;
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C; WTVY
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(TV) Dothan, Ala.; KALB-TV Alexandria, La.; KPLC-TV Lake Charles,
La., and WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C.
Now in 61 markets.
Roaring 20 's (Warner Bros. Tv):
Sold to WHDH-TV Boston and WKSTTV Youngstown, Ohio. Now in 16
markets.
Maverick (Warner Bros. Tv) : Sold
to WXIX-TV Milwaukee; WKRG-TV
Mobile, Ala.; WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa.;
and WBTW (TV) Florence, S. C. Now
in 26 markets.
Sugarfoot (Warner Bros. Tv) : Sold
to WXIX (TV) Milwaukee and
WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala. Now in 21
markets.
Bronco (Warner Bros. Tv) : Sold to
WXIX (TV) Milwaukee. Now in 15
markets.
Surfside 6 (Warner Bros. Tv) : Sold
to WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.; WATETV Knoxville, Tenn.; and WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. Now in 28 markets.
Divorce Court (Storer Programs
Inc.): Sold to KBTV (TV) Denver;
WPIX (TV) New York; WROC-TV
Rochester, N. Y.; WFBG-TV Altoona,
Pa.; WFIL-TV Philadelphia; WZZMTV Grand Rapids, Mich.; KDAL-TV
Duluth, Minn.; KENS-TV San Antonio,
Tex.; KPAC-TV Port Arthur, Tex.;
KTVT (TV) Dallas-Ft. Worth; WNYSTV Syracuse, N. Y.; WCCO-TV Minneapolis; WSOC-TV Charlotte, N. C;
WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C; KTALTV Shreveport, La.; KMBC-TV Kansas City; KTVI (TV) St. Louis; KLRJTV Henderson-Las Vegas, Nev., and
KOLO-TV Reno. Now in 56 markets.
Boston Symphony Specials (Seven
Arts Assoc.): Sold to WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. Now in 26 markets.
Films of the Fifties (Seven Arts
Assoc.): Vol. 1 sold to WHIO-TV
Dayton, Ohio, and WTAF-TV Marion,
Ind. Now in 128 markets. Vol. 2 sold
to WHIO-TV, WTAF-TV and WAFBTV Baton Rouge, La. Now in 104
markets. Vol. 3 sold to WHIO-TV,
WTAF-TV, WAFB-TV and KIRO-TV
Seattle. Now in 79 markets.
ABC

Radio's short bout

still long on audience
ABC Radio's audience for the Floyd
Patterson-Sonny Liston heavyweight
championship fight Sept. 25 was the
largest for any commercially sponsored
event in broadcast history, Robert Pauley, ABC Radio president, said last
week.
Mr. Pauley said that the official audience figure of 67,783,000 persons were
supplied in a report from the Sindlinger
Co. Listeners outside of the continental

ment.
U.S. are not included in the measureAlthough the fight lasted only two
minutes and six seconds, ABC Radio's
fight program was on the air from 10:05
to 11:17 p.m. EDT. Mr. Pauley said
that all advertiser guarantees were fully
met and the network would not be
asked for any rebates. Sponsors were
Hudson Vitamins and Bristol-Myers.
The Mennen Co. sponsored the pre-fight
segment.
Warner, Van Bernard
sign working agreement
Warner Bros. Pictures and Van Bernard Productions Inc. (the latter firm's
president is Red Skelton) have announced jointly that the respective
production companies have entered into a partnership for the development of
tv and motion picture properties.
Guy della-Cioppa, executive producer
of Van Bernard's The Red Skelton
Hour on CBS-TV, and former vice
president of CBS-TV programs, Hollywood, will be in charge of project development for Van Bernard-Warner
Bros.
Van Bernard, which will operate offices at Warner studios and at CBS
Television City in Hollywood, will be
a separate unit with its own creative
staff. An announcement of properties
is expected shortly.
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Four

Star

profits

up

for 5th straight year
Four Star Television showed a net
after taxes of $734,077, equal to $1.20
a share, for the fiscal year ended June
30, up 13.4% over the net of $647,422,
equal to $1.06 a share, for the previous
year. This was the fifth consecutive
year in which profits increased over the
preceding year. Gross revenues for
1961-62 were $19,962,980, down
17.5% from the previous year's gross
of $24,193,715.
Annual report, issued by Dick Powell,
president, and Thomas J. McDermott,
executive vice president and chief executive officer, notes that the company has
six series, new or renewed, on the tv
networks in 1962-63, compared with
five for the 1961-62 season.
Texas bar to decide
on Estes tv coverage
The question of tv coverage of the
Billie Sol Estes case was left up to
Texas Bar Assn. members last week
by a Texas district judge who, however, completely eliminated live tv coverage of the trial.

Judge Otis D. Dunagan issued a ruling early last week stating that if the
Texas Bar Assn. does not invoke Canon
35 of the American Bar Assn., tv coverage will be permitted — but only on a
pool basis and only with a single film
camera without sound.
The judge named Marshall Pengra,
WLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex., where the
trial is to take place, to coordinate the
tv pool.
In the same order, Judge Dunagan
prohibited live coverage of the interrogation of prospective jurors or the testimony of witnesses. This is required,
he said, under Article 644 of the Texas
Criminal Code which specifies that no
witness may hear the testimony of another witness in the same case.
The pool arrangement for tv, the
judge said, is also applicable to press
photographers.
If the Texas Bar Assn. calls for invoking Canon 35, no tv or radio coverage of the trial, scheduled to be
resumed Oct. 22, may take place. This
would also apply to press cameras. Canon 35 prohibits cameras or microphones
at court trials.
Bar Meeting ■ The judicial section of
the Texas Bar Assn. began meeting in
FATES

BROADCAST

Mr. Clements

ADVERTISING

Mr. Libberton

James W. Beach,
Harvey W. Clements
and John A. Libberton elected vps of
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago. Mr.
Beach, broadcast supervisor, joined agency in 1961 in his presMr. Beach
ent capacity. Formerly, he was central division vp of
ABC and manager of network-owned
WBKB (TV) Chicago. Mr. Clements
joined FC&B as copywriter in 1947.
Three years later he was appointed
account executive and has since been
associated in that capacity with Kimberly-Clark, Kraft and Hallmark accounts. Mr. Libberton joined art department of Foote, Cone & Belding in
1946. In 1949, he was assigned to
radio-tv department as tv art director,
responsible for production of film commercials inNew York and Hollywood.
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Austin Oct. 5. A group of Texas attorneys is urging that the association
go on record against permitting tv or
radio coverage of the Estes trial.
At the first session of the trial, Sept.
24 and 25, Judge Dunagan permitted
live tv coverage of the proceedings over
the objections
of the plus
defendant's
lawyers. Seven cameras,
microphones
and a row of still photographers covered
Oct.
1).
the two-day
session (Broadcasting,
East End Productions
formed in New York
Three former CBS-TV production
executives have formed East End Productions Inc., New York, to film and
package tv documentaries and indus52nd trial
St. programs. It is located at 40 E.
The president is Charles Romine,
writer-producer of documentaries for
CBS-TV since 1946. The other former
CBS-TV
people: Charles R. Fagan and
David Moore.
East End has completed a half-hour
documentary, "The Other Side of Sonny Liston," is planning a True Action
and biographical series for 1963-64.

& FORTUNES

Mr. Libberton was named director of
agency's newly formed commercial
production department this year.
Daniel E. Welch, who resigned last
month as vp and account supervisor
on General Mills and Johnson's Wax
accounts at Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, joins Foote, Cone & Belding,
that city, today (Oct. 8) as vp and
account supervisor. He previously had
been with FC&B before joining NL&B.
His new account assignments have not
been made.
Robert H. Blend, executive art director of Mogul Williams & Saylor, New
York, elected vp.
William F. Craig,
associate director of
tv - radio department
at Young & Rubicam,
New York,, elected
vp. Before joining
Y&R, Mr. Craig was
in executive capacities at Grey Adv. and
William Morris Agency. He was also manager of daytime
radio and director of tv for Procter &
Gamble for 10 years.
Frank 0'Hare, account executive on
P. Lorillard Co. account at Lennen &
Newell, New York, elected vp of production and traffic department.
Sylvia Simmons, member of special
projects group at Young & Rubicam,

New York, named assistant to Edward
L. Bond Jr., executive vp and general
manager of Young & Rubicam.

\
Mrs. Korda
Mr. Field
Reva Korda and Clifford Field, vps
and copy group heads at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York, elected senior
vps. Mrs. Korda joined agency in July
1953 and Mr. Field in September 1955.
Both were elected vps in April 1958.
Karl W. Dahlem, corporate director
of pr for American Airlines Inc., New
York, elected assistant vp in charge of
public relations.
William Casey, account supervisor at
John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, elected
vp. Mr. Casey, formerly with Chicago
office of Foote, Cone & Belding, joined
Shaw in 1960.
Francis P. Delaney, media buyer,
and Dorothy Shahinian, assistant to
media director at Fuller & Smith &
Ross, New York, named associate media directors. Lucille Giorelli, supervisor of estimating, named media buyer.
Mary Meahan, formerly with Lynn
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Baker Inc., joins F&S&R as media
buyer.
John D. Metzger
appointed radio-tv director of Byer & Bowman Adv. Agency,
Columbus, Ohio. Mr.
Metzger, who has
been with B&B 11
A
*~

wfl|Hj
years as account ex„
ecutive, will be in
Mr. Metzger
charge of ^ radio
and tv creativity, production, talent and
time-buying. He was founder and first
station manager of WOUB-AM-FM
Athens, student educational station on
Ohio U. campus.

division; division sales manager in Atlanta, and regional sales manager in San
Francisco. Mr. Hodor joined company
in 1960 from Pillsbury Co. in Minneapolis.
Leo Parenti, former copy group head
at J. Walter Thompson, joins Chicago
copy staff of McFarland, Aveyard & Co.
Dale Dickson, formerly with George
Hartman Adv., named writer-producer
in creative department of Post, Morr &
Gardner, Chicago. He will work on
Old Milwaukee beer account.

John E. Rowan, formerly with
DArcy Adv., joins creative department
of Street & Finney, New York, to work
on Colgate-Palmolive account.
Donald C. Heath, vp and group supervisor of The Sackel- Jackson Co.,
Boston, elected governor of first district
of Advertising Federation of America,
succeeding David B. Tyler, Norton Co.,
Worcester, Mass. Gordon Schonfarber, Gordon Schonfarber & Assoc.,
Providence, R. I., elected first lieutenant
governor and James M. Connolly, John
Donnelly & Sons, Boston, named second lieutenant governor. Elected as
secretary was Katherine M. Ryan of
Providence, and re-elected treasurer was
Daniel M. O'Connell of Hartford,
Conn.

Mr. Coleman

Mr. Hodor

James A. Dodge,
vp in charge of marketing for milk products division of Pet
Milk Co., St. Louis,
promoted to vp-marketing of Pet Milk
Co. Albert M. Coleman and Albert G.
Mr. Dodge
Hodor elected vps of 'iumm.
Pet's milk products division. Mr. Coleman, who was general sales manager,
will serve as vp in charge of sales. Mr.
Hodon, general products manager, becomes vp in charge of product management. Between them, Messrs. Coleman and Hodor will assume duties formerly carried out by Mr. Dodge, in
previous post. Mr. Dodge joined Pet
Milk as salesman in 1938 in Chicago.
Mr. Coleman joined Pet in iy/7.
Among assignments he has held are
assistant sales manager of New York
^BROADCASTING, October 8,1962

Mr. Arnold

Mrs. Van Slyke

Mr. Bernstein

Mr. Roffis

zine. She has also been fashion and
beauty editor of Washington Star. Mr.
Roffis, assistant vp and media director,
joined Norman, Craig & Kummel in
June 1961. Previously he served as
media supervisor at McCann-Erickson
and media buyer at Maxon Inc. and
Compton Adv.
Tom
D. Scholts,
account supervisor in
Los Angeles office of
Wade
Adv., elected
vp. In addition to his
other responsibilities
at Wade, Mr. Scholts
supervises
two of
agency's major west Mr
coast accounts: Seven
Up Bottling Co. of Los Angeles and
Barbara Ann Baking Co., division of
Langendorf United Bakeries Inc.
Harold V. Lauth appointed pr manager for Washington office of Kaiser
Industries Corp. In his new position,
Mr. Lauth will direct pr activities Jor
all affiliated Kaiser companies including Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
Corp., Kaiser Steel, Kaiser Engineers,
Willys Motors and Permanente Cement. Before joining Kaiser Industries
in 1960 as assistant to pr coordinator,
Mr. Lauth was regional pr and advertising manager of Volkswagen.

Herbert Arnold, Helen Van Slyke,
Samuel Bernstein and Murray Roffis
elected vps of Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York-based advertising agency. Mr. Arnold joins agency as account
supervisor after seven years at Benton
& Bowles where he last served as vp
and supervisor on Instant Maxwell Coflee account. Mr. Bernstein, who has
been elevated to director of NC&K's
art department, joined agency in February. Before that he was with McCall Corp. Mrs. Van Slyke, copy plans
supervisor, joined NC&K last January
from Doyle Dane Bernbach. At one
time she was beauty editor and later
promotion director of Glamour maga-

e llian a decade

Frank

Fitzgerald

joins Warwick & Legler, New York advertising agency, as director of programming. Previously, Mr.
Fitzgerald spent five
years with NBC in
network sales and staMr. Fitzgerald
tion operations and
also four years with Ziv-United Artists.
Program development and evaluation
for all W&L clients will comprise his
principal functions.
Richard H. Bower, BBDO, New
York, joins new products department

C^onitructive Service
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of household products division of Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York.
James J. Egan and Al Paul Lefton
appointed timebuyers at N. W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia. Frederic D. Bell,
former Young & Rubicam copywriter,
joins
ment. Ayer's Philadelphia copy departRichard K. Burton,
former producer-director at WSLS-TV
Roanoke, Va., appointed radio-tv director of Houck & Co.,
advertising agency,
that city.
. Burton
H. Lawrence, former staff
analyst in marketing development department of Benton & Bowles, joins
Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York,
as marketing account executive.
Sidney

Arnold Carr, director of publicity and
promotion for Hanna-Barbera Productions, resigns to form his own pr firm,
Arnold Carr Public Relations, at 3487
Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood. Telephone: HO 6-8307. Mr. Carr will retain Hanna-Barbera and their seven tv
shows as clients.
THE MEDIA

secretary of Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters. Mr. DeSamper will continue
with Colonial in his present capacity,
and serve VAB on part-time basis.
Gary Sankey, former display salesman of Rochester (N.Y.) Democrat &
Chronicle, joins WHEC, that city, as
local sales representative. He succeeds
Steve Kronquest, who was appointed
local sales representative of WHEC-TV
Rochester.
Richard H. Burt, former vp and general manager of WDOE Dunkirk, and
Edgar R. Smith, former sales representative of WHAM Rochester, both
New York, join sales staff of WOKR
(TV) Rochester, N. Y.
Kenneth L. Ross joins sales staff of
KSDO San Diego, Calif. Previously, he
worked in pr department of San Diego
Gas & Electric Co., was salesman for
Prudential Life Insurance Co. and for
KFMB-AM-FM San Diego.
Dotty Abbott, program director of
WHER Memphis, Tenn., promoted to
general manager.
Bill Carroll, formerly with sales staff
of KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash., appointed sales manager of KHQ-AM-FM,
that city. Mr. Carroll joined KHQ
Inc. in August 1958.
Gene F. Seehafer, account executive
in Chicago office of CBS Radio network
sales department, transfers to New
York office in same capacity.

Mr. Boyle

Mr. Lahey

John A. Thackaberry, Los Angeles
manager, and Frank
L. Boyle, member of
New York sales staff,
elected vps of Robert
E. Eastman & Co.,
New York. Lee A.
Lahey, also on Eastman's New York sales Mr. Thackaberry
staff, was elected rep firm's secretary.
Al Carrel I, manager of Eastman's Dallas office, elected to firm's board of
directors. Mr. Thackaberry joined
Eastman in January 1959 and has been
Los Angeles manager since December
1960. Mr. Boyle joined rep as Detroit
manager in September 1959. He was
transferred to New York in February
1961. Mr. Lahey has been with Eastman since company was formed in
June 1958.
Hugh DeSamper, radio-tv manager
of Colonial Williamsburg Inc., appointed^ to newly created post of executive
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Edward A. (Al) Royster, midwestern
sales representative of Whlaye Co., taxi
advertising company in Louisville, Ky.,
joins WJW-TV Cleveland as local account executive.
Ted Froming appointed chief engineer of KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara,
Calif. Mr. Froming, one of original
engineers who put KEYT in operation
in 1953, succeeds Lloyd Jones who resigned to devote his time to new business venture in Buellton, Calif.
Donald W. Parker, for past two years
chief engineer of WHAM, WHFM
(FM) Rochester, N. Y., appointed
technical supervisor of WBZ-AM-FM
Boston. Previously, Mr. Parker was assistant chief engineer of WJPG Green
Bay, Wis.
Don Kelly, program director of
WPTR Albany, N. Y., resigns to join
KMBC-AM-FM Kansas City, in similar
capacity. Frank C. Visk joins WPTR
as continuity director.
Dr. John H. Haefner, professor of
social studies of University High
School, State U. of Iowa, Iowa City,
named associate for teacher education
on CBS-TV's College of the Air series.
He will appear on every fifth program

Economy.
of college-credit series, The American
John F. Casey, for past three years
program director of WMNS Olean,
N. Y., resigns to enter mass communications program of Syracuse U. Graduate School. Mr. Casey will also serve
as weekend program host of WSOQ
North Syracuse, N. Y.
Bill Pierson appointed morning news
editor of KBTR Denver, Colo.
George Kolpin, sales manager of Extended Market Plan (EMP) of CBSTV network sales department, New
York, resigns after 26 years with network to head his own radio station —
KDMO Carthage, Mo.
Nat Asch, radio-tv writer-producer,
joins WNEW-AM-FM New York, as
special projects director in program
department.
Crawford Rice, former director of
programs, news and public affairs of
WTVT (TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg,
Fla., joins KTVT (TV) Fort WorthDallas, Tex., as administrative assistant.
Both stations are owned by WKY-TV
Systems Inc. (WKY-TV Oklahoma
City-Oklahoma Publishing Co.).
Charles Kelly, station manager of
WCKT (TV) Miami,
Fla., elected vp of Biscayne Television
Corp., owners
and and
operators of WCKT
WCKR-AM-FM, that
r. Keliy
city. Mr. Kelly joined
staff of WCKT in
1956 as operations manager and was
promoted to station manager in 1958.
Prior to joining Biscayne Tv Corp., he
was general manager of WSUN-AMTV Tampa-St. Petersburg. Earlier, Mr.
Kelly served as assistant general manager of WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, and prior to that, program manager
of NBC-TV, Washington.
Paul K. Taff, executive producer of
children's programming for National
Educational Television & Radio Center,
New York, named assistant director of
programming.
Paul Yacich named producer-director at WDSU-TV New Orleans. He
joined station in 1946.
James Keough, sales manager of
WFEA Manchester, N. H., named director of merchandising for Knight
Quality Stations (WHEB Portsmouth.
WTSV Claremont, WTSL Lebanon and
WGIR Manchester, all New Hampshire, and WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.).
Les Keiter, for past 8V2 years sports
director of WINS New York, joins
WFIL-AM-FM-TV
Philadelphia, in similar capacity.
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Bill Flower, news director of WWCOAM-FM Waterbury, joins news staff
of WAVZ-AM-FM New Haven, both
Connecticut.
Leon M. Johnson Jr., former reporter
with Arizona Republican in Phoenix,
joins KLZ Denver as news writer.
Harry Frey joins news staff of WTHITV Terre Haute, Ind.
Robert M. Dooley,
former senior account
executive with CBS
Radio Spot Sales,
New York, joins radio-tv division of Triangle Publications Inc.
as general manager
of WNHC-AM-FM
Mr. Dooley
New Haven, Conn.
At same time, Carl Grande, WNHC
sports and special events director, was
promoted to assistant general manager.
Before joining CBS, Mr. Dooley served
as general sales manager of Blair Tv,
New York; general sales manager of
WOW-AM-FM-TV Omaha, Neb., and
administrative assistant to late John J.
Gillin Jr., president of Omaha stations.
Bud Foster, west coast sportscaster
who has broadcast all pre-season games
of Los Angeles Rams, appointed sports
editor of KGO-TV San Francisco.
Fred Knight, WAVY-TV Norfolk,
Va., joins announcing staff of WJZ-TV
Baltimore.
Richard S. Paul and Joseph R.
Jessen join announcing staff of
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va.
Chuck Heiser, member of merchandising department of WCAU-AM-FM
Philadelphia for past three years, promoted to merchandising director.
Jim Brown, news director of KGBAM-FM San Diego, joins news staff of
KPOL-AM-FM Los Angeles as field
reporter and commentator.
Jack J. Link, for
past three years general manager of
KIDO Boise, Idaho,
named general manager of Chem-Air Stations (KETO - AM FM Seattle, Wash.;
KPAM, KPFM [FM]
Mr. Link
Portland, Ore., and
KIDO Boise, Idaho), with headquarters
in Seattle. Before accepting KIDO position, Mr. Link was program director
of KING-AM-FM Seattle.
Philip Lenhart, newscaster at WPEN
Philadelphia, joins news staff of WCBSAM-FM New York.
Merle Pollis, former news director of
WEEP Pittsburgh, Pa., joins WJ ASBROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

AM-FM, that city, as general reporter.
Mr. Pollis will report, write and broadcast on regular news programs and
produce special news features and commentary for NBC-owned station.
Alberto Gandero joins WCKY Cincinnati as Latin American news correspondent.
Tony McFayden, air personality with
WTFM (FM) Lake Success, N. Y.,
appointed music director.
Tony Donald, air personality with
WNAV-AM-FM Annapolis, Md., joins
WABW, that city, in similar capacity.
Taylor Grant and Rege Cordic join
WCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia as air
personalities.
Marty Scott, former news director of
WNNJ-AM-FM Newton, N. J., and recently on active military duty, returns
to station as air personality.
Barbara A. Militello, member of pr
department of Straus Broadcasting
Group, New York, named assistant director of pr for Straus-owned WMCA,
that city.
John H. Kline, for
past three years general sales manager of
CBS-owned WCAUAM-FM Philadelphia,
resigns to accept post
of vp of White Oaks
Broadcasting Co. and
general manager of
Mr. Kline
KDEF-AM-FM Albuquerque, N M. Vern Rogers, pr
director of New Mexico National
Guard and former news director of
KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, appointed
news director of KDEF. Mr. Kline
joined WCAU in 1954.
Howard D. Sturm, recently retired
from active duty as U. S. Navy Commander, appointed manager of public
affairs for KRCA (TV) Los Angeles.
He served in various pr posts during
most of his 21 years in navy, with his
public service film, "Challenge to
Americans," winning this year's George
Washington Medal of American Freedom Foundation.
Simon Goldman, president of
WJTN-AM-FM Jamestown, WDOE
Dunkirk and WGGO Salamanca, all
New York, and WWYN Erie, Pa., is
one of seven incorporators of Morning
Star Publishing Co. of Jamestown,
N. Y., which was formed when city's
Sun Publishing Co. ceased operations
June 30. New tabloid, Morning Star,
has leased plant and equipment formerly used by Sun.
William D. Kosick, formerly with
Westinghouse-owned KDKA-AM-FM
Pittsburgh as news intern under company's summer scholarship plan and

recently on active duty with U. S.
Army, returns to station as news editor.
Vance L. Eckersley, since November
1961 consultant for
WTEV (TV) New
Bedford, Mass.,
named general manager of station. Mr.
Eckersley, former
practicing attorney
Mr. Eckersley
and certified public
accountant, has been active in tv since
1953 when he was appointed management representative of Scranton Broadcasters Inc. (WDAU-TV Scranton,
Pa.). Following year, he discontinued
his accounting and law practice to devote full time to Scranton Broadcasters.
Art Donovan, formerly with Baltimore Colts of National Football
League,
joins sports staff of WITH-AMFM
Baltimore.
Peggy Stoops appointed traffic manager of WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.
Miss Stoops joined station in August
1961 as copy writer.
R. Raymond Shannon Jr., for past
two years news reporter at WFMJ-AMTV Youngstown, Ohio, joins writing
staff of KDKA-TV Pittsburgh news
department.
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Wayne Seal, former program director of WQOK Greenville, S. C, joins
announcing staff of WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C.
Jerry Birge, news director of WJPS
Evansville, Ind., joins WTVW (TV),
that city, as sports director.
Bertram Libin, account executive at
WMAL-AM-FM Washington, resigned
Sept. 30 to form his own Washington
pr and sales consulting firm, Bertram
Libin & Co.
Norm Spaulding, formerly with
WGES (now WYNR) Chicago, and
Al Parker, radio-tv freelancer there,
join WAAF Chicago as disc jockeys.
Frank Moran, senior timebuyer at Ted
Bates & Co., joins
H-R Television, New
York, as account executive. Before joining Bates, Mr. Moran
was all-media buyer
at Young & Rubicam, New York.

Mr. Moran

Galen Scott and Kent Morgan join
WLPO LaSalle, 111., as air personality
and sports director, respectively. Mr.
Scott formerly served as program director of KOFO Ottawa, Kan. Mr. Morgan is former news and sports director
of KAFM (FM) Salina, Kan.
John Wilson, formerly with KHOUTV Houston-Galveston, Tex., and Bart
Darby, WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.,
join WDSU-TV New Orleans as air
personalities.

Robert Walker, news editor of
WZRH Zephyrhills, Fla., joins WBAX
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., as air personality.
Gene Davis, recently with KWK St.
Louis, joins personality staff of KMBC
Kansas City.

Arnone's former assistant, will be in
charge of publicity.

Sylvia Arnold, public service director
of WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, resigns to
become administrative assistant of
Cleveland chapter of American Institute of Banking. Allan Michaels, air
personality who has been assisting Mrs.
Arnold in public service office, assumes
added duties as public service director.
John Hartman, news stringer with

Loretta Lynn joins cast of Grand
Ole Opry of WSM Nashville, Tenn.

WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh, joins station's
public affairs department as photographer.
Pat Visik, assistant promotion manager of KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City,
appointed manager of station's new
sales promotion, development, and research department. Mr. Visik will handle KUTV's market research-analysis
and
will with
coordinate
services
clients station's
and otheradvertising
media.
William L. Means, formerly with
Portland Cement Co. and before that
with WICS (TV) Springfield, 111., and
WGN Chicago, named promotion director of WLS Chicago.
Tony Arnone, who left KHJ-TV Los
Angeles two months ago after three
years as pr director, returns to RKO
General-owned outlet today (Oct. 8)
as director of pr and exploitation. In
his new position, Mr. Arnone will concentrate on community pr and station
development.
Mona
Skager, Mr.

A prayer for broadcasters
A special invocation for broadcasters was delivered at the convention of the Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters byThe Rev. Elmo L. Roagosa,
director of information for the
Archdiocese of New Orleans. It was
forwarded to Broadcasting by Winston B. Linam, vice president and
manager of KSLA(TV) Shreveport:
"Heavenly Father
Let us stand by each day
That You, O God, may theme
this work
Yours and ours!
May Thy Holy Spirit guide us
in the programming of our
lives,
Make us ever aware that we are
always on camera,
That our every word is recorded,
That the picture of our lives may
always be in sync.
So we beg You, O Lord,
Take the controls,
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Cue us.
That words, sounds, notes microphoned
May ride the gains
Floating clear-channeled
through unmeasured space,
That just as a communications
satellite appeared in the skies
over Bethlehem to announce
Peace,
the
birth of the prince of
So likewise may Telstar be the
harbinger of a rebirth of
world peace in the 20th Century through world communication.
In this spirit, we pray
Bless us, O Lord and these Thy
gifts, we are about to receive
Which
from Thy Bounty,
Through Christ our Lord. And
may God provide for the
needs of others. Amen.

Mel Aldridge, former engineer-announcer with WCER Charlotte, joins
staff of WYSI Ypsilanti, both Michigan,
as engineer-disc jockey.

PROGRAMMING
Lawrence White,
former vp of daytime
programs, CBS-TV,
appointed director of
program
tion foradministraGoodsonTodman Productions,
New York. Mr.
White held CBS post
Mr. White
from February 1961
until his recent resignation. He was
previously associated with Benton &
Bowles for eight years, and earlier was
work.
producer-director for DuMont Tv NetErnest Walling, formerly in tv production atGrey Adv., BBDO and Fuller & Smith & Ross, elected vp and producer-director ofJames Love Productions, New York.
Fred Mogubgub, partner in Ferro,
Mogubgub & Schwartz, New York film
production firm, resigns to open his own
studio, Mogubgub Ltd., New York (loaction to be announced). FM&S will
keep
tice. its present name until further noRobert E. Melahn, Pelican Productions, New York, joins Rose-Magwood
Productions, that city, as vp in charge
of sales.
Dick Morrison, former vp of Richard
H. Ullman Inc., sales arm of The Peter
Frank Organization, Hollywood, establishes his own sales firm at 4924 Greenville Ave., Dallas 6, Tex. Mr. Morrison will represent Commercial Recording Corp., also of Dallas, in sales of
special jingle packages.
Don Joannes, formerly with western
division of ABC Films, appointed western division manager of 20th CenturyFox Television, with headquarters at
company's Western Ave. studios in
Hollywood. He replaces William L.
Clark, who transfers to New York to
assume post of eastern division manager. Mr. Clark will have expanded
responsibilities with tv stations, agencies and station representatives in New
York City and eastern territory.
John L. Galvin joins sales staff of
Consolidated Film Labs, Hollywood.
Alan Landsburg, production executive at Wolper Productions, Hollywood,
promoted to producer on The Biography of . . . series. Al Ramrus, writer
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and production executive, named associate producer on Biography series.
Donald McDougall and Thomas Carr
signed to multiple-picture directorial
pacts, and given immediate assignments
upon resumption of production of CBSTV's Rawhide series.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
James H. Kogen,
former chief engineer
of GPL Controls, subsidiary of General
Precision Inc., Chicago, appointed chief
engineer of expanded
research and development department of
Mr. Kogen
Shure Brothers Inc.,
Evanston, 111., manufacturer of microphones, high fidelity and electronic
components. Mr. Kogen, who is president of National Electronic Conference
for 1962, will direct all research, development, production design, specifications and model shop activities for
company's new products division.
William F. Chase and Harold I. Ross
appointed product managers of Allied
Electronics Corp., Chicago, industrial
sales subsidiary of Allied Radio Corp.
Mr. Chase becomes product manager
for semi-conductors, solar cells and
special purpose industrial tubes, replacing Ronald Kramer, who was re-

STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

As compiled by Broadcasting Sept. 27
through Oct. 3 and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC in that period.
This department includes data on
new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases,
rules & standards changes, routine
roundup of other commission activity.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH
—
specified
Announced. hours. * — educational. Ann. —
New tv stations
ACTION BY FCC
High Point, N. C. — Southern Bcstrs. Inc.
Granted application for new tv station to
operate on vhf ch. 8 (180-186 mc); ERP
316 kw vis., 158 kw aur. Ant. height above
average terrain 1269 ft., above ground
1252.5 ft. Conditioned that operating authority will not be issued until permittee
and its stockholders have divested all interest in, and severed all connections with,
WTOB-TV Winston-Salem and WNAO-TV
Raleigh, both North Carolina. Estimated
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

DEATHS

cently appointed marketing manager of
Allied Radio of California. Mr. Ross
succeeds Mr. Chase as product manager of transformers, test instrumentation, wire and cables.

Stanley J. Reulman, ern54,division
vp of
of westThe
Katz Agency and

Dr. John Gelb joins research staff of
Mincon Div. of Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles-based
firm specializing in magnetic tape data
storage and retrieval systems. Dr. Gelb
was formerly associated with such firms
as Fairchild Stratos, Magnavox Research
Labs, Electro-Optical Systems, Hughes
Aircraft and Bell Aircraft.

San Francisco
manager
of rep office,
firm's
died Sept. 24. Mr.
Reulman joined Katz
in Chicago in 1937.
Mr. ReulmaTi
He was appointed
manager of Los Angeles office in 1944,
and moved to similar post in San Francisco in 1951. His wife, Mabel, died
Aug.
vive. 19. Two sons and daughter sur-

G. C. Brewster, data systems and
services manager of RCA Electron
Tube Div., Harrison, N. J., appointed
administrative services manager for
same division.
ALLIED

Joseph Weinstein, 56, vp of Kal,
Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington advertising agency, died Sept. 27 at George
Washington U. Hospital after brief illness. Mr. Weinstein, born in Russia
and raised in Baltimore, Md., came to
Washington in 1927 and formed Joseph
Weinstein Adv. Agency. Following
service with Army Air Corps in World
War II, he returned to Washington and
subsequently joined Kal, Ehrlich &
Merrick as account executive.

FIELDS

Father John P. Donnelly of Spokane,
Wash., named director of bureau of information ofNational Catholic Welfare
Conference, Washington. Father Donnelly, who is director of Spokane diocese bureau of information and editor
of Inland Register, diocesan Catholic
weekly, replaces Msgr. John E. Kelly,
who resigned post Aug. 31 to become
pastor of St. James parish in Jamesburg,
N. J. Father Donnelly is member of
Sigma Delta Chi and Spokane Press
Club.

Howard W. Dunk, 70, former secretary of Premium Advertising Assn. of
America, died Sept. 25 at his home in
New York City. Mr. Dunk had been
head of his own office, now at 45 West
45th St., as consultant on premium
merchandising plans, since 1937.

FOR THE RECORD
_
APPLICATIONS
construction cost $715,755; first year operating cost $805,564; revenue $901,700. P.O.
address 300 S. Stratford Rd., WinstonSalem; trans, location 1.2 miles S.E. of
Sophia,
C. Geographic
35°
48' 46.5" N.
N. Lat.,
79° 50' 36" coordinates
W. Long. Type
trans. RCA TT-25BH; type ant. RCA TW18A-8. Legal counsel Welch, Mott & Morgan,
Washington, D. C, consulting engineer
Janskey & Bailey, same city. Principals:
Winston-Salem Bcstg. Inc. (55%) (interest
voted by James W. Coan, Albert L. Butler,
or Robert V. Brawley), Lennox P. McLendon (37%) (35% voted as trustee), and
others. Winston-Salem Bcstg. is licensee of

WTOB Winston-Salem, permittee of WTOBTV that city, WSGN-AM-FM Birmingham,
Ala., WLOW Portsmouth, WOTV (TV)
Richmond, both Virginia. Action Oct. 3.
APPLICATIONS
Chicago, 111. — Essaness Tv Corp. Uhf ch.
44
16.9 kw
vis., 84.5
kw
aur.(650-656
Ant. mc);
heightERPabove
average
terrain
631.3 ft., above ground 651.6 ft. Estimated
construction cost $553,417; first year opcost $375,000;
$300,000.Studio
P.O.
address erating
54 W.
Randolphrevenue
St., Chicago.
location to be determined; trans, location
Chicago.
Geographic
53' 05"
N. Lat., 87°
37' 47" W.coordinates
Long. Legal41° counsel
Cohn ing&engineer
Marks,Silliman,
Washington,
D.
C..
consultMoffet & Kowalski,

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York— 60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington— 711 14th St, N.W., Washington, D. C. • EN 7-8531
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same city. Principals: Essaness Tv Corp.
(60% through Essaness Theatres Corp.
owned 94% by Edwin Silverman), Harry F.
Chaddick, Charles Aaron, Robert M. Arnold,
Gardner H. Stern, and Justin G. Turner
(each 8%). Essaness Theatres owns a group
of companies operating movie theatres.
Mr.
is vp of WTTW Chicago. Ann.
Oct. Stern
3.
Hurley, Wis.— Alvin E. O'Konski. Vhf ch.
12 (204-210 mc); ERP 1.698 vis., 1.018 aur.
Ant. height above average terrain 427.5 ft.,
above ground 217 ft. Estimated construction
cost $123,163; first year operating cost
$100,000; revenue $125,000. P.O. address
House Office Building, Washington, D. C.
Studio and trans, location both Hurley.
Geographic coordinates 46° 26' 30" N. Lat.,
90° 11'man &25"
W. Long.
Legal counsel
Roberson,
Washington,
D. C,Spearconsulting engineer Creutz & Snowberger,
same city.
Rep. O'Konski
(R-Wis.)
Tenth
Congressional
District,
Wis., isandfromis
former owner of several radio stations.
Ann. Oct. 2.
Existing tv stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
■ By order, commission granted motion
by Gross Telecasting Inc. (licensee of
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.) and stayed Aug.
27 action of chief engineer which assigned
call letters WIIM-TV to ch. 13 Grand
Rapids Inc., interim permittee of ch. 13
in Grand Rapids, Mich., pending action by
commission on which
WJIM-TV's
for
reconsideration
raisespetition
substantial
question as to whether use of call sign
WIIM-TV would result in public confusion
in area which
stations.
Action will
Oct. be1. served by both tv
■ By order, commission affirmed an Aug.
31 Broadcast Bureau memorandum opinion
and Order which granted STA to New Orleans Television Corp. to operate station
WVUA-TV New Orleans, La., on ch. 12 from
site of its station WVUE ch. 13, at Jung
Hotel, New Orleans, for period ending Nov.
30, and which denied opposing pleadings by
St. Anthony Television Corp. (KHMA, ch.
11) Houma, La., and Capitol Bcstg. Co.
(WJTV, ch. 12) Jackson, Miss.; denied latter's application for review. Action Oct. 3.
SUBSCRIPTION TV
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted application of Gotham
Bcstg. Corp. for authorization to conduct
trial subscription tv operation over KTVR
(TV), ch. 2, Denver, Colo., for period of
three years under conditions for pay-tv
tests portspecified
thirdIn re-so
on subject inof commission's
March 23, 1959.
doing, commission denied opposing petition
by Denver Committee Opposed to Pay Tv
and group of local theater owners. Denver
test, which is required to start within six
months, will use Teleglobe system. This
system transmits visual portion of program
in normal way (without scrambling) and
it can be received on regular tv sets. However, aural portion is sent from station by
telephone lines to speakers in homes of

subscribers but not connected with their
tv sets. Record will be kept by punched
holestrolinunit tape
conwhich,onin subscriber's
turn, will bespeaker
transferred
to cards for billing purposes (see story in
Government section). Action Oct. 3.
New am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Robstown, Tex. — George Leon Gossage.
Granted cp for new daytime am station
to operate on 1510 kc, 500 w; conditions
and pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities precluded pending final decision in
Doc. 14419. Estimated construction cost
$13,665; first year operating cost $30,000;
revenue $35,000. P.O. address Robstown.
Dr. Gossage is sole owner. Ann. Oct. 3.
Hinton, W. Va. — David B. Jordan. Grant
cp for new daytime am station to operate
on 1380 kc, 1 kw and remote control permitted; conditions and pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities precluded pending final decision in Doc. 14419. Estimated
construction cost $13,300; first year operating cost $30,000; revenue $40,000. P.O.
address Box V, Grundy, Va. Mr. Jordan is
sole owner. Mr. Jordan is 25% owner
WNRG Grundy, and 24.6% stockholder in
Hazard Bcstg. Corp. Action Oct. 3.
Existing am stations
APPLICATIONS
KMRS Morris, Minn. — Cp to increase daytime power to 1 kw from 250 w. Ann. Oct. 1.
WPMP Pascagoula-Moss Point, Miss. —
Cp to change hours of operation from
daytime to unl., using power of 1 kw, and
install DA nighttime. Request waiver of
Sec. 1.354. Ann. Oct. 1.
KBST Big Spring, Tex. — Cp to increase
daytime power to 1 kw from 250 w and
install new trans. Ann. Sept. 28.
New fm stations
ACTION BY FCC
Warren Consolidated Schools, Warren,
Mich. — Granted cp for new low-power noneducational10 fm
station
operate on 91.5 commercial
mc with
watts.
Actionto Oct.
3.
APPLICATIONS
El Dorado, Ark. — Radio Enterprises Inc.
105.1 mc, ch. 286, 10.557 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 165.5 ft. P.O. address
Box 610, El Dorado. Estimated construction
cost $13,620; first year operating cost $1,200;
revenue $20,000. Principals: W. N. McKinney (94%)
E. Dorado.
Meinert Ann.
(5%). Oct.
Appli-1.
cant owns and
KELDR. El
Mount Dora, Fla. — Robert A. Lewis. 99.1
mc, ch. 256, 23.4 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 234 ft. P.O. address Box
956, Mount Dora. Estimated construction
cost $30,569; first year operating cost
$5,000;
of WVGTrevenue
Mount $6,000.
Dora. Mr.
Ann.Lewis
Oct. is1. owner
Columbia, HI. — Joseph L. Lepp Inc. 104.9
mc, ch. 285, 2.85 kw. Ant. height above

averagebia. terrain
ft. P.O. address
Estimated 229
construction
cost Colum$11,111;
first year operating cost $9,069; revenue
$12,600. Principals: Joseph L. Lepp (58%),
Mary
(39%) isand
Alvin by
H.
Maeys, Dorothy
Jr. (3%).Lepp
Mr. Lepp
employed
a railroad, Mrs. Lepp is housewife and
Mr. Maeys Jr. is attorney. Ann. Oct. 3.
Existing fm station
APPLICATION
WLIN (FM) Detroit, Mich.— Mod. of cp
(as modified, which authorized new fm
broadcast
station)
to change
location and remote
control
location studio
and change
station location to Lincoln Park, Mich.
Ann. Sept. 27.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KIZZ, Sunland Bcstg. Co., El Paso, Tex.
— By order, the commission, on showing of
compliance with exceptions to three-year
holding rule, granted (1) renewal of license
and (2) assignment of license from I. T.
and Anne H. Cohen, Norman L. and
Miriam W. Posen to Sunland Bcstg. Co.
Inc.; consideration $15,000 by 5 newcomers
for the Posens' 50% interest. Action Oct. 3.
KWLW, Chester C. Whittington, Nampa,
Idaho — By order, commission, on showof compliance
exceptions
to three-of
year ing holding
rule, with
granted
(1) renewal
license and (2) assignment of license to
KAIN Inc. (Doyle Cain and Howard
Nafziger);
$37,000broadcasting
and agreement not toconsideration
compete in radio
for
five
years
within
100
miles
of Nampa.
Action Oct. 3.
*KVOG-TV, United Telecasting & Radio
Co., Ogden, Utah — By order, the commission, on showing of compliance with exceptions to three-year holding rule, granted
assignment of cps to Board of Education
of Ogden City, Utah (Karl O. MacFarlane,
president);
$170,000.on The
tion, which consideration
suspended operation
Jan. sta16,
will
now
be
operated
as
noncommercial
educational station. Action Oct. 3.
KAPA, Willapa Bcstg. Co., Raymond,
Wash. — Granted assignment of license from
Robert E. Claunch, John W. Reavley and
R. W. Regan to Willapa Bcstg. Co., Inc.;
consideration $11,500 by Claunch and
ReavleyOct.
for3. Regan's one-third interest.
Action

APPLICATIONS
WNPT Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Seeks acquisitiontionof positive
controlL. ofHarris
licensee(59%
corporaby Edna Ruth
after
transfer, from William G. Harris (36% before transfer), through purchase of 30 shares
of stock from Mr. Harris. Consideration not
given in application. Ann. Oct. 3.
WHCN Hartford, Conn. — Seeks assignment
of license from Concert Network Inc. (T.
Mitchell Hastings 49.61% and more than
25 others), to WCHN Inc. (same persons).
Assignment is to facilitate financial procedures and there is no consideration involved. Assignor owns WBCN Boston, and
WXCN Providence, R. I. Ann. Oct. 3.
"5 I WBCN Boston, Mass. — Seeks assignment
of license from Concert Network Inc. (T.
Mitchell Hastings, 49.61%, and more than
25 others), to WCHN Inc. (same persons).
Assignment is to facilitate financial procedures and there is no consideration involved. Assignor owns WHCN Hartford,
SUBSCRIPTION
APPLICATION
Conn., and WXCN Providence, R. I. Ann.
Oct. 3.
KDLO-TV Florence, S. D. — Seeks assignBROADCASTING
The Businessweekly of Television and Radio
ment of license from Edmond R. Ruben,
N. L. Bentson, and Joseph L. Floyd (each
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
331/3%),persons
d/b astr/as
Triple-City
Bcstg.Bcstg.
Co., Co.to
same
Midcontinent
Please start my subscription immediately for —
No financial consideration involved. Applicant is owner of KELO-AM-TV Sioux
□ 52 weekly issues $7.00
□ 104 weekly Issues $12.00 □ Payment attached fFalls, KPLO-TV Reliance, and cp for new
□ 52 issues & Yearbook published next November $12.00 □ Please bill
w _ am station in Rapid City, all South Dakota.
Ann. Sept. 28.
WLAR Athens, Tenn. — Seeks assignment
of license to Helen M. Arterburn, executrix of estate of Lowell F. Arterburn (deceased), d/b as Athens Bcstg. No financial
title/ position*
consideration involved. Dr. H. M. Arterburn
company name
is part-owner of newspaper (Daily Post
Athenian) , and publishing firm. Ann. Oct. 3.
city
address
Tenn.corporation
— Seeks transfer
ofWLSB
controlCopperhill,
of licensee
from
state
Blaine and Clint Goss (66%% and 33>/3%
respectively) d/b as Copper Basin Bcstg.
Inc., to Robert P. Schwab (100%), tr/as
Send to home address —
same company. Consideration $30,000. Mr.
zone
Schwab is minority stockholder and genBRO AD CASTING, October 8, 1962
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO 6 TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Membtr AFOOE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCOE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C
Membtr AFOOE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFGCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCOE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose AFOOE
1-8360
Membtr

GUY C. HUTCHISON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFCCE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFCOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFCOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort BUtler
Worth 1-1551
18, Texas

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuckanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

BARKLEY & DEXTER LABS.,
INC.
Donald P. Wise
James M. Moran
Consulting, Research &
Development for Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St. Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Membtr AFOCS

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

SERVICE
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

DIRECTORY

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

SPOT YOUR
FIRM'S NAME
HERE .. .

To be Seen by 100,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
"ARB Continuing Readership Study

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Lie.
3,692
959
499

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 3
CPS
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Not on air For new stations
60
152
430
Cps.
173
151
66
62
89
656

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 3
Commercial
Non-Commercial

VHF
471

42
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC August 31
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

TOTAL
TV

UHF
17
91

AM
55
3,712
136
379
185
3,903
564
374
61
435
0
0

59
562

FM
989
60
150
15
150
1,199
165
90
4

TV
85
62
58
65
123
45
11
56
0
1

■ Granted petition by Cabrillo Bcstg. Co.,
San Diego, Calif., and extended to Oct. 1
time to reply to opposition of Helix Bcstg.
Co., La Mesa,
to Cabrillo'son petition
enlarge
issues Calif,
in proceeding
their amto
applications. Action Sept. 27.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in following am proceedings on
dates shown: Oct. 31 and Nov. 28: Pender
Bcstg. Co. and Duplin Bcstg. Co. for new
stations in Burgaw and St. Pauls, N. C; Oct.
31 and Dec. 4: James A. Noe for new station
in Lafayette,
La.; Nov.
9 and station
Dec. 5:inAvoyelles Bcstg. Corp.
for new
New
Roads, La.; Nov. 2 and Dec. 4: Bluestem
Bcstg. Inc. (KVOE), Emporia, and KAYS
Inc. (KAYS), Hays, Kan.; Nov. 2 and Dec.
6: International Radio Inc. (KGST), Fresno,
Calif. Action Oct. 1.
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
■ Uponmissedrequest
Philco ofBcstg.
its prior ofrequest
Aug. Co.,
31 disfor
issuance of subpoenas duces tecum in proceeding on NBC-RKO transfers and related
applications. Action Oct. 1.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ As 28result
hearingby examiner's
Sept.
oral ofmotion
Broadcast granting
Bureau
at prehearing conference on application of
Hugh Jordan Stock for new am station in
Riverton, Wyo., continued Oct. 17 hearing
to date
tion Oct.to1. be set in subsequent order. Ac-

By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Upon request of two of applicants in
proceeding on am applications of Saul M.
Miller, Kutztown, Pa., et al., scheduled
1
hearing conference involving all of
4901 further
940
remaining applicants for Oct. 10. Action Oct.
1.
■ Upon request of Bay Area Telecasting
7a Corp., scheduled
ference for Oct. 11further
in Largo,prehearing
Fla., tv ch.con-10
There are in addition, 10 tv stations which are no longer on the air but retain their 63 proceeding.
Action Sept. 27.
licenses. 'Includes one STA.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted request by Northfield Bcstg.
cial
or
noncommercial
educational
appliCo., Northfield, and, as to that applicant
of WGGA Gainesville, Ga.
manager
eral
and
Bcstg. Co., Hastings, extended
cant,
examiner
stated:
"As
to
vital
factor
Ann. Sept. 28.
of needs, record establishes that there is time Hastings
from Oct. 1 to Oct. 9 for final exchange
assignTenn.— Seeks
distinctly
greater
need
for
educational-inMemphis,
WHHM
of
nonengineering
and for
preH.
structional programs proposed by WHYY
liminary exchange ofexhibits
engineering
exhibits,
ment of cp and license from William
(49%), than for additional entertainment programs
Grumbles (51%) and Marie G. Copp
and
from
Oct.
10
to
Oct
16
for
further
inproposed by Rollins. In so concluding no
d/b as Mercury Bcstg. Inc., to Thomas W.
formal engineering
conference
inAlbert
proceeding
on
their
am
applications
and
Lea
ConInc.
judgment
is
passed
on
value
of
entertainWHHM
owner, tr/as
Shipp, sole
ment programs, but where there is choice
Mr. Shipp is majority
n $160,000.
sideratio
Bcstg. sota;
Co.in accordance
(KATE), Albert
all Minne-of
to be made as in instant proceeding public
with Lea,
agreement
ownertion.ofAnn. plastics
interest would be better served by preponSept. 28. manufacturing corporaparties,
Albert
Lea
shall
make
its
preliminderance of programs which educate and
ary exchange of engineering exhibits
and
KVWG Pearsall, Tex— Seeks assignment
instruct
and,
as
to
latter,
likewise
enterits
final
exchange
of
nonengineering
exJames
and
McKinley
E.
of cp from Arthur
hibits
on
Oct.
16
at
informal
conference;
tain."
Action
Sept.
27.
Uant
50%), d/ as McKinley-P(50%),
O. Pilant (each
dates
for
exchange
of
final
engineering
McKinley,
E.
Bcstg. Co., to Mr. A.
exhibits, for notification of witnesses, as
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING
L. McKinley
Clyde T. (Jr.) and Robert Garden
well as for hearing, remain as scheduled in
Bcstg.
Winter
(each 25%), tr/as
July 31 order. Action Sept. 28.
Service Bcstg. Corp., Kenosha, Wis. &
Co. Consideration $650. Mr. A. E. McKinley
Z-B Bcstg. Co., Zion, 111. — Designated for
owns furniture firm, Mr. C. T. McKinley
consolidated hearing applications for new
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Jr. is part owner of water drilling firm,
am stations to operate on 1500 kc,
and Dr. R. L. McKinley is Lt. Col. in U. S. daytime
■ Granted petition by Bartell Bcstg. Inc.
250 w, DA; made WAUX Waukesha, Wis.,
Army. Ann. Sept. 28.
party to proceeding. Chairman Minow and
(WOKY)
, Milwaukee,
Wis.,theand,
with cer-as
tain exceptions,
corrected
transcript
Commissioner Bartley dissented. Action Oct.
Rocky Mount, Va. — Seeks acquisiWKWS
30.
on by
tion of negative control of corporati
proposed
in
its
petition,
and,
on
Examiner's
Farmer
Kyle
E.
and
own motion, made additional corrections to
Kermit W. Salyer
stock from
(each 50%) through purchase of Salyer
transcript
on Bartell's
am
and
application inandproceeding
Don L. Huber,
Madison,
Dr. F. B. Wolfe (33.2%). Messrs.
Routine
roundup
Wis. Action Oct. 1.
will both pay $5,000 to Mr. Wolfe.
Farmer
Ann. Sept. 28.
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ Upon request by R. L. McAlister and
with consent
of Broadcast
Bureau,
tended time from
Oct. 1 to Oct.
8 to exfile
■ By memorandum opinion & order, denied
petition by Star Bcstg. Corp. (WFLS),
Hearing cases
replies to proposed findings and conclusions
Fredericksburg,
Va., inforproceeding
clarification
in proceeding
his application
and West-in
ern Bcstg. Co.on for
new am stations
largement of issues
on or
its enam
INITIAL DECISIONS
Odessa, Tex. Action Sept. 28.
application. Action Sept. 27.
■ Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
■ By memorandum opinion & order,
initial decision looking toward granting apBy Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
granted petition by Dutchess County Bcstg.
for new
Bcstg. Co.
plication of Wilkes
kw,
kc, 5 dayon 1520
to operate
time am station
Corp.,
Poughkeepsie,
N.
Y.,
for
leave
to
■ Denied, because of its untimely filing,
intervene in proceeding on am application
reduced to 1 kw during CH, in Mocksville,
motion by Center Bcstg. Co., Inc., for postof Hudson Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WEOK),
N C ; interference condition and pending
ponement of hearing in proceeding on its
Poughkeepsie. Action Sept. 27.
application
and stations
that of Mineola
Bcstg. Co.,
final decision in Doc. 14419 pre-sunrise
for
new
am
in Pittsburg
and
precluded.
facilities
daytime
with
operation
■
By
memorandum
opinion
&
order,
denied
Action Oct. 1.
motion by Cherry Bcstg. Co. (WDBO),
Mineola,
both
Texas;
on
examiner's
own
motion,
continued
hearing
to
Dec.
14,
and
Orlando, Fla., to enlarge issues in proceed■ Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
ing
on
application
of
Pinellas
Radio
Co.,
for
ordered
that
direct
case
exhibits,
engineerissued initial decision looking toward grantnew am station in Pinellas Park, Fla. Action
ing and non-engineering
ing application of WHYY Inc., for new tv Sept. 27.
exchanged
by No. 23. Actionalike,
Sept.are26. to be
station to operate on noncommercial educa■
Granted
petition
by
Greenville
Bcstg.
tional basis on commercial ch. 12 in WilBy Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Co. and extended to Sept 19 time to file opDel., and Bcstg.
denyingInc.,
competing
cation ofmington,
Rollins
seeking applisame
position to "appealF. from
ruling"
■ Pursuant
Sept.from
28 prehearing
facility for commercial use. In resolving
filed by Hayward
Spinks,adverse
in proceeding
ence, extendedto time
Oct. 23 to conferDec. 17
basic question of whether only tv station in on
their applications
for new
am stationsbothin for exchange
of exhibits, and rescheduled
Greenville
and Hartford,
respectively,
Wilmington, on only vhf channel allocated
Oct.
24
hearing
for
Jan.
7,
1963
in
proceedKentucky. Action Sept. 27.
to Delaware, should be granted to commerBR0AD CASTING, October 8, 1962
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ing on am application of Progress Bcstg.
Corp.1. (WHOM), New York, N. Y. Action
Oct.
By Hearing Examiner Chester F.
Naumowicz Jr.
■ Granted request of WWIZ Inc., to reopen
in proceeding
on itsof applicationsrecord
for renewal
of license
WWIZ
Lorain, Ohio, et al., and accept additional
exhibit evidence; received in evidence Exhibit A-39 and closed record. Action Oct. 1.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Reliable
Bcstg. Inc., and Blue Ridge Mountain Bcstg.
Co. for new am stations in Calhoun and
Ellijay, struck,
Ga., onforhearing
own
motion,
lack of examiner's
compliance with
statute and commission rules, so much of
record of Sept. 26 proceeding as constituted
hearing on Reliable's application; sustained
Broadcast Bureau's objections to receipt of
Reliable's
1, and Blue
Ridge'sAction
Exhibits 1 & Exhibit
2, and rejected
exhibits.
Oct. 1.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ After Sept. 27 prehearing conference in
proceeding on am applications of Western
Bcstg. Co. (KOLO), Reno, Nev., and KWES
Bcstg. Co., Ceres, Calif., scheduled certain
procedural dates and rescheduled Oct. 29
hearing for Dec. 3. Action Sept. 27.
■ Changed time of hearing from 10 a.m.,
Sept. 28 to begin at 9 a.m. on that date, in
proceeding on applications of Rockland
Bcstg. Co., Rockland Radio Corp., and Rockland Bcstg. Inc., for new am stations in
Blauvelt and Spring Valley, N. Y. Action
Sept. 25.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Oct. 2
*WETL (FM), School City of South Bend,
South Bend, Indiana, South Bend, Did. —
Granted assignment of license to South
Bend Community School Corp.
Pondosa TV Club, Medical Springs, Ore. —
Granted cp for new vhf tv translator station, on ch. 13, to translate programs of
KTVB(TV) (ch. 7), Boise, Idaho.
K02XHQ, Electronic Enterprises Inc.,
Newport,mental tvOre.
— Granted
cp for
station
to operate
on new
chs. 70experito 83
to air test and develop uhf translator signal
booster, to be followed by site testing for
demonstrating use of equipment; conditions.
Actions of Oct. 1
KIMN Denver, Colo.— Granted license
covering change
ant. with
trans,remote
location,
instal ation of new in
trans,
control
operation while using non-DA (daytime).
WCLT
stall newNewark,
trans. Ohio— Granted cp to inWYNR
Chicago,
Granted
install new alternate111.—
main
trans,cpattomain
trains sit&
KCOH
Tex—at Granted
cp to site;
install newHouston,
aux. trans,
main trans,
remote control permitted.
KEEN-FM San Jose, Calif. — Granted mod.
of cp to decrease ERP to 14.5 kw, change
type trans, and type ant.
WFAW
Fort Atkinson,
Wis.— Granted

EAD
MEN WHSOSPRAPERS
E
N
I
BUS
S
MEAN BUSINES

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

mod. of cp to side mount 4 bay fm ant. and
receiving
conditions. ant. on west tower of DA array;
WKYF
Greenville,
Ky.— Granted
mod.
of cp(FM)
to change
type trans.
■ Granted licenses for following vhf tv
translator stations: K12BV, Keyes Television
Assn., Keyes, Sturgis Area and U. S. Bureau
of
Plant, Okla..
lineMines
LionsHelium
Club, Texline,
Tex. K02AA, Tex■ Granted renewal of license for following low power stations: Old Pueblo Bcstg.
Co., Tucson, Ariz.; Utah State Uni. of Agriculture and Applied Science, Logan, Utah.
Actions of Sept. 28
KM AH (FM)
Hutchinson, authorization
Kan.— Grantedon
subsidiary
communications
multiplex basis.
KCAL Redlands, Calif.— Granted change
on 1410 kc from 1 kw-D, to 500 w-N, 5
kw-LS, install new trans., DA system
(DA-2), change ant. trans, and studio
(same as trans.) locations and make changes
in
ground system; delete remote control;
condition.
■ Granted renewal of license for following stations: KBBS Buffalo, Wyo.; KCUB
Tucson, Ariz.; KENM Portales, N. Mex.;
KENN Farmington, N. Mex.; KEST Boise,
Idaho; KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; KHFH Sierra Vista, Ariz.; KMIN Grants, N. Mex.;
KORT Grangeville, Idaho; KRAC Alamogordo, N. Mex.; KROE Sheridan, Wyo.;
KRSN,
KRSN-FM
Alamos,KTFI
N. Mex.;
KSYX Santa
Rosa, Los
N. Mex.;
Twin
Falls, Idaho; KTUC Tucson, Ariz.; KYND
Tempe, Ariz.; KZON Tolleson, Ariz.; KUER
(ED-FM) Salt Lake City, Utah; KOAT-TV
Albuquerque,
N. Mex.; KVOA-TV Tucson,
Ariz.; KUED (ED-TV)
Salt Lake City, Utah;
KABQ Albuquerque, N. Mex.; KASL Newcastle; KODI Cody; KRAL, Rawlins, all
Wyo.; nix,KLIX
Twin Falls, Idaho; KRIZ PhoeAriz.; WCOC
Meridian, Miss.;
Omaha, Nebr.; KTKT Tucson, Ariz. KMEO
KAGO, Gibson Radio Die, Klamath Falls,
Ore.— Granted
of licenses to
Co.
Bcstg. assignment
Klamath
*WRPN-FM Ripon, Wis.— Granted license
for noncommercial educational station
WRDW-TV
Ga.— Granted cp to
change trans, Augusta,
location, redescrib
e studio location, change type ant., make changes in
ant. system, increase ant. height to 1590 ft :
ERP to 300 kw vis. and 151 kw aur.
KWRE
install newWarrento
trans. n, Mo.— Granted cp to
WAIT
Chicago,
111.— Granted cp to install
aux. trans.
• K.C£N Kansas City, Kan.— Granted cp to
install
trans. old main trans, as alternate main
WTIP Charleston, W. Va.— Granted cp to
change ant.-trans. location, make changes
in ant. system (decrease height) and in the
ground system; conditions.
WSTR Sturgis, Mich.— Granted cp to
make changes in ant. system.
KRIO McAllen, Tex.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in daytime DA pattern
WSSB Durham, N. C— Granted mod. of
cp to change studio and trans, location and
make changes in ground system.
KUMU Honolulu, Hawaii— Granted mod.
of cp to change ant.-trans. and studio locations, make changes in ant. (increase
height)
and ground system and change type
trans.; conditions.
WLIN
(FM) Detroit, Mich.— Remote control permitted.
WSLC Clermont, Fla.— Granted authority
to operate with sign-off at 6:30 p.m. (exNov. cept10.for special events) for period ending
WPLI (FM) Riverside, Calif.— Granted
authority
Dec. 1. to remain silent for period ending
KWIX (FM) St. Louis, Mo.— Granted extension of authority to remain silent for
period ending Dec. 31.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: KWOR Worland, Wyo.; WYNZ Ypsilanti, Mich.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KUMU
Honolulu, Hawaii, to Dec. 27; WAAK Dallas,
N. C, to Dec. 31; KGRB West Covina, Calif.,
to Dec. 26; WHSL Wilmington, N. G, to
March 15, 1963; WHWH Princeton, N. J., to
April 6, 1963; KMSJ(FM) Minneapolis,
Minn., to April 1, 1963.
M. G. W. Television Assn., Die. Midland,
Md. — Granted cp for new vhf tv translator
station, on ch. 11, to translate programs of
WJAC-TV (ch. 6), Johnstown, Pa.
K & M Electronics Co., Columbus, Neb.
Granted cps for new uhf tv translator stations, on chs. 70 & 72, to translate programs
of KMTV(TV) (ch. 3) and KETV(TV) (ch.
7), both Omaha, Neb.

Actions of Sept. 27
■ ing
Granted
for followstations: renewal
KAJC(FM)of license
Alvin, Tex.;
KAZZ
(FM) Austin, Tex.; KBMO Benson, Minn.;
KCLN Clinton, Iowa; KCTX Childress;
KEBE Jacksonville; KEEE Nacogdoches;
KFMN(FM) Abilene; KFTV Paris; KGBC
Galveston (alternate main and auxiliary);
KIVY Crockett; KLBK Lubbock, all Texas;
KRCC (ED-FM) Colorado Springs, Colo.;
KROD El Paso; KSEL-FM Lubbock; KSFA
Nacogdoches; KSPL Diboll, all Texas; KSTT
Davenport, Iowa; KTFO Seminole; KTHT
Houston; KTLW Texas City, all Texas; KTRF
Thief River Falls, Minn.; KTRH, KTRH-FM
Houston;
KVKM-TV
KVOZ (TV)
Laredo; KWLD
Liberty, Monahans;
all Texas; WCIA
Champaign, 111.; WCPM Cumberland, Ky.;
WISC-TV Madison, Wis.; WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y. (main transmitter and antenna and auxiliary
transmitter)
; WREXTV Rockford,
111.; WSAR
Fall River,
Mass.
WMSK, Union County Bcstg. Co., Morganfield,
— Granted
of license to
Union Ky.County
Bcstg.assignment
Inc.
KTLW
Texas
City,
Tex.—
Granted
license
covering installation of trans.
WSRA
Milton,
Fla.—
Granted
cp
to install new trans.
KIXL-FM Dallas, Tex.— Granted mod. of
cp to increase ant. height to 390 ft. and
maketrolchanges
permitted. in ant. system; remote conKIRV Fresno, Calif.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WSTL Eminence, Ky. — Granted authority
to remain silent for period ending Dec. 31.
KTHE Thermopolis, Wyo.— Granted extension of authority to operate with signoff at 7:00 p.m. for period ending Dec. 31.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenKCDI
Kirkland, Wash., to March 4, 1963; KWFA
Merkel, Tex., to Feb. 28, 1963; KSTU Logan,
Utah, to Feb. 27, 1963; WCIN Cincinnati,
Ohio, to Feb. 1, 1963; WTIX New Orleans,
La., to Jan. 2, 1963.
Granted licenses for following uhf tv
translator stations: K80AY, K76BD, K72BF,
C L & O Translator System, Inc., Booker,
Continued on page 105

ROHN

TOWERS

STAND THE TEST!
Heavy ice loading, coupled with high
winds, is the severest of all tests for a
tower. It PROVES sturdiness and
sound engineering. Below is a ROHN
Communication Tower that clearly
withstood such a test.

For Towers That Can Stand Rigorous
Abuse, Call or Write. Complete engineering and erection service available.
ROHN

Manufacturing Co.
O. Box 2000
Peoria, Illinois
"Pioneer Manufacturer of
11
Towers of AllWORLD-WIDE
Kinds"
REPRESENTATIVES
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20£ per word — $2J)0 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4J00 minimum,
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicant!: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are seat at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Wanted station and sales manager, for
northeast 500 W daytimer. Must have local
sales experience. Good salary plus. Send
all information and photo in first letter to
Box 740P, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for management. Growing
group is looking for an aggressive professional who has developed radio knowhow
by experience.
Must bestereo
fully operation.
qualified salesman. Good music,
Box
807P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Selling manager for station in
medium midwest market. Great opportunity
with growing chain. Applicant must now
be manager, sales manager or top salesman— making
over Salary
$8,000 with
market
experience.
tied tocompetitive
override.
Man
who
can't
make
$12,000
can't
handle
job.
Potential
$18,000
plus.
Box
811P,
BROADCASTING.
Executive salesmen, management experience, proven sales background (age 30-45).
Full time travel. (Home weekends), protected localised territory. Residence in territory required; preference given residents
of availabl territories; "Illinois-IndianaMichigan ; " "Dakota's-M in n e s o t a-Wisconsin;" "Intermountain ; " "Nebraska-IowaKansas-Missouri;"
territories
also
available.
Openings Other
immediately,
personal
interviews required. Extensive field training provided. Salary, commission-incentive
plan. Earnings unlimited. Major Merical,
other benefits. Resume, references, pix;
Community Club Awards, Westport, Connecticut.
Sales
Christmas promotion. Amazing 6 ft. full
size mechanical, talking Santa Claus.
Beckons customers inside stores and to
product displays. Then voice gives sales
pitch. Use year-round in other promotions
as down, chef, etc. Only $200.00. Box 532P.
BROADCASTING.
Tape recorder bargain. Brand new recorder
model #210 Reg retail $99.00. In unopened
factory carton, only $35.00. C.O.D. Box
533P, BROADCASTING.
Eastern Pennsylvania, saleamlnded manager, full time station, resume and performance information preliminry to interview. $10,000. per year plus profit sharing.
Box 629P, BROADCASTING.
Kansas small growing market radio station
needs young, but mature salesman. If you
would like to sell radio and the media,
and notmate rate
as card
a gimmick,
off ofthis
a legitiwith noanddeal;
is it.
Draw against commission plus extra. Send
resume to Box 675P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced radio
salesman. Top commission, outstanding opportunity in major southwest market with
leading format operation. Send resume to
Box 713P, BROADCASTING.
Top radio salesman for Rochester, N. Y.
Send photo, experience, references. Box
715P, BROADCASTING.
Hard hitting, aggressive salesman wanting
to move up sales manager. Position open
immediately. Proven sales record required.
Rush tape, resume. Northeast. Box 775P,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Sales
Michigan daytimer needs announcer first
Southeastern, top rated metro station, needs
phone immediately. Opportunity knocking!
experienced salesman with management poContact: Manager, WIOS, Tawas City.
tential for immediate opening. Interested
area ried,
applicants
only.
Must
be
30-43,
marTop
forty swinger need resident voiced
have excellent references. Guarantee,
Must know production. If you
moving expenses, rapid advancement for speedster.
are
the
fastest in the southeast call or write
creative producer. Send photo complete
Jungle
resume to Box 826P. BROADCASTING.
Carolina. Jim, WZOO, Spartanburg, South
Salesman experienced only. Send full resume to Manager WNLK, Norwalk, Conn.
Opportunity for a salesman In the fabulous
Rocky Mountain
Salary
and KCOL,
commission. Write Ellisempire.
Atteberry,
Radio
P. O. Box 574, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Have an immediate opening for an experienced professional salesman. Unlimited
opportunity
attractive for
financialpermanent
arrangementposition
for theandright
man. Call the owner Mr. Lester at NO
3-0569 or write WOIA-AM & FM, Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
Earn
. . . features,
sell radio'sincluding
hottest
capsuleextra
and money
5 minute
biggest show biz and sports names. Also
jingles and sales promotion ideas at lowest
prices. Write . . . Creative Services, Inc.,
75 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Illinois.

Wanted immediately experienced sports
man. Prefer man from middle west or
Rocky Mountain area. Rush tape, resume to
KOLT, Scottsbluff, Nebraska.
Texas am-fm-tv operation looking for lively, mature, announcer for adult radio format. Possibility of some tv. Send resume,
photo, tape, references, salary requirement.
Jack Rye, KTSM, El Paso, Texas.
Announcer for morning shift. Must be able
to hold news and middle of the road music
programs. Ideal job for someone with a
years experience who wants to advance.
Vacation, sick leave and insurance benefits.
Contact: Paul D. Rahders, Program Director, KSDN, Aberdeen, South Dakota.
Announcer, mc, with sales ability and experience. Above average pay. Personal insouri. terview necessary. KLEX, Lexington, Mis-

Announcers

Announcer first phone no maintenance.
State amountConn.
required. Mr. Zucker, WBZY,
Torrington,

Experienced announcer, all types programs.
Special events, interviews and play by play
if adaptable. Box 441P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, with announcing and
board abilities. Do not apply unless willing
and able to work a board shift and have
excellent employment history and references. No drifters. Good educational background essential for this West Coast fm in
major metropolitan market. Send complete
resume
and tape. Box 705P, BROADCASTING.
Dallas good music station has opening for
top notch announcer with bright mature
delivery.sume, Send
tape, references.
picture, complete
reand personal
Box 764P,
BROADCASTING.
DJ for top ten market. If you're a showman
who
can getDADDY
the kids,
fail issue.
to answer
the MAD
AD don't
in this
Box
770P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone wanting to be
program director. Good voice, good delivery
and ideas required. Northeast. Rush resume,
tape, Box 776P, BROADCASTING.
Need combo man experienced announcer
with first phone. Maintenance negligible.
Established Wisconsin station. Send tape
and resume to Box 777P, BROADCASTING.
Qualified announcer for stereo multiplex
station. Must enjoy and know good music.
Permanent position. Ohio. Box 813P,
BROADCASTING.
Swinging fm only, needs first ticket man
with othersidered.
talents.
Beginner
will beWDRK,
conContact John
Kennedy,
Greenville, Ohio.
Announcer salesman for Florida station in
growth area. Permanent, good future, salary
plus commission. Resume, photo, minimum
salary ager.
requirements.
Also need traffic manBox 855P, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dj — 1st phone. Send tape and
resume. Start $80. KSYL, Adult Radio, P. O.
Box 1489, Alexandria, Louisiana.
Are there some top grade announcers with
showmanship who like to work In a small
market in return for good money? New
Columbus, Nebraska station, to hit the air
about November 1st, wants complete staff
(1 ticket man). Send tape, resume, photo
to Ken Kilmer, KFXD, Nampa, Idaho.
Must be capable doing good job. Good
music and news station. Personal interview.
Willing to work and cooperate. Send tape,
picture, and resume WBIE, Marietta,
Georgia.
Expanding operations at Indiana daytimer
and FM'er,
need of announcer
who might
have
possibilities
becoming
program
director. Must have
first phone.
WMRI,
Marion, Indiana. Phone NO 4-7396.
Technical
Wanted working chief engineer, must be
experienced, am and fm stereo. East coast
major plete.
market.
Installation
partially
Salary $135
per week.
Box com815P,
BROADCASTING.
Seeking good studio maintenance engineer.
Must know G. E., Dumont gear, and Ampex
VTR equipment. Send complete resume,
recent photo, and salary requirement. Box
824P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer first ticket experienced with directional equipment. Western Penna. Box
828P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Chief engineer for Class IV AM
and 34,000
watt fmAnnouncing
facility. Excellent
ing conditions.
if you workwant.
Write
WAIR,
Winston-Salem,
North Carolina.
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Swinging fm only, needs first ticket man
with other talents. Beginner will be considered. Contact John Kennedy, WDRK,
Greenville, Ohio.
Chief engineer or combo announcer, engineer capable complete technical responsibility main AM outlet Vermont station
group. Modern plant, good pay and company benefits. Contact General Manager,
WTWN, St. Johnsbury, Vermont.

Mature, selling, broadcasting manager availNow managing
profitable
stationable.
in midsouth.
Desires
greater small
challenge.
Available after notice. South preferred.
Box 659P, BROADCASTING.
New 1963 model salesmanager never offered
before, fully qualified, not a test model
proven abilities. Available for delivery in
30 days. Smile then write. Box 711P,
BROADCASTING.
General manager, exceptional salesman.
Creative. Leader. 38, married, college. Professional income expected. Write Box 755P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced man available over 15 years
in radio including executive, sales, and
programming.
Profitsmy mymeans.
goal!Write
Imagination and creativity
Box
761P, BROADCASTING.
General
manager
has resigned
position effective
December
1, 1962.current
Completely
trained and experienced in profitable management.
Salary not as Please
important
participation in ownership.
contactas now.
Box 774P, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager team will work,
lease or buy small station. Proven record
in management
sales. References furnished. Box 801P,andBROADCASTING.

Experienced d. j. announcer, married.
Friendly duction.
personality.
news tight
and proCan operate Seeks
own board
and
fast. Box 818P, BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others
Ohio prestige station wants news and special events man. Must be good newscaster.
Emphasis however will be on imagination,
development of spot news, mobile unit reports, and audio tape features. Send resume, picture, and tape, including news
cast, plus sample of skill with interview
and development of 2 minute monitor type
features. Box 674P, BROADCASTING.
Need experienced continuity writer for upper
midwest A-l station. Send resume to Box
778P, BROADCASTING.
Pittsburgh Station wants sharp Gal able to
write commercials that sell and who can
aid announcers in producing her copy on
tape. Excellent Salary. Reply Box 771P,
BROADCASTING.
Producer-Director for CBS midwest prefreeze VHF. Production standards high.
Director switches. Creative ability essential. Opportunity
administrativefor
position. advancement
Include full to
details
of experience. Box 803P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Must be experienced reporter
and on-air news personality. Also write and
moderate documentaries. Station in major
market with good news stories. Send resume and sample material of your work.
Box 813P, BROADCASTING.
New York area station wants experienced
newsman —sirable.
airGoodability,
sports to
knowledge
deopportunity
grow with
dynamic group of stations. Send complete
resume
CASTING.and tapes to Box 814P, BROADHave immediate opening on Illinois regional
production staff for a creative male writer
who has a good commercial voice. Box
852P, BROADCASTING.
Traffic
girl women's
must dowith
air
show daily.
Salary director,
commensurate
ability. Must be available by October 25th.
Only experienced need apply to Jerry
Granger, Program Director, Radio Station
WWCA, Gary, Indiana.
Immediate opening assistant night news director. Opportunity for young aggressive
responsible man, with sound education or
news background. Send tape, and resume
to WBEC, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
RADIO

Situations Wanted — Management
Successful station manager. Married,
family, major market radio experience.
Desires mid atlantic area. Top references,
Box 314P, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding record in management with
emphasis
on sales
desiresIncrease
change into sales
medium or small
market.
with new ideas my specialty. Box 505P,
BROADCASTING.
Successful in management and sales management. Four years experience in radio.
Present billing $100,000.00. Interested in
market in south or southwest. City with
population. from 100,000 to 200,000. Box 597P,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

Top sales ability. 12 years broadcasting (3
years tv); college, management, 37, avail,
immed.
CASTING.Now in Kansas. Box 808P, BROADCP holders, station owners: Experienced
"launching"
former
available
now.manager
Know alland
phases
stationowner
operation, 100 watts to 50 kw. Prefer smallmedium
market.
Box
829P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager available because station sold.
Top 75 markets. Sales background. Box
853P, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Hard hitting,
"tiger." 27,
Newspaper
magazine,
radio.hungry
Experienced,
College
business graduate. Relocate. Box 820P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer first phone looking for first job.
Strong
on news, sports. Box 816P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced first phone announcer desires position in California (will consider
other states). Young, 1 year college. Box
762P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer dj. Family man. 2 years experiWill relocate
permanently.
Authoritativeence.sound.
Hard worker,
good board.
Box
656P, BROADCASTING.
Draft and recall free. Two years experience, single, 25. Deejay, news and play
by play: ice hockey, basketball, baseball
and football. Box 694P, BROADCASTING.
DJ; tight board; mature voice; experience;
dependable. Veteran, will relocate. Box
695P, BROADCASTING.
Seeking better position in N.E. 5 years in
radio.
ING. Familyman. Box 759P, BROADCASTAnnouncer, engineer, 1st phone. 7 years experience. No noise. Good music only. Box
751P, BROADCASTING.
Seeking first position. Serious and enthusiastic,duction
college conscious.
graduate.
proOn Newsminded,
the spot rewrite,
musician. Box 805P, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting school graduate. Veteran,
strong news board. Available immediately,
will relocate. Box 817P, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer and control board
operator, married. Willing to travel and
settle down. Box 819P, BROADCASTING.
D. J. announcer, bright happy swinging
sound; authoritative newscaster; air salesman; tight production;
fast board-paceproduction;
want to settle.
Box 823P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer/dj, deep voice, seven years experience, first phone. Married. Rated number one in metro market. Box 825P, BROADCASTING.
If you need a sports announcer whom you
can trust with a newscast or dj show;
then hear me. I have 5 years experience
and not interested if your job pays with
ING.
experience gained. Box 833P, BROADCASTA good idea deejay announcer. Strong on
production. Tight board. Box 836P, BROADCASTING.
Combo — six years announcer, two years
engineer, employed, wish to advance in
midwest. Married, draft exempt. Desire
to
locate permanently. Box 851P, BROADCASTING.
Versatile, talented and humorous air performer. Professional radio man. Require
top pay. Box 854P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, Negro would like first position.
Have A.B. in Speech and Drama, also had
some journalism. Graduate of broadcasting
school. Would like position in western or
north western state. Box 856P, BROADCASTING.
Dependable, mature, experienced
with flawless production and
skills. If you need a good
tight board dj, you need me.
BROADCASTING.

announcer
production
progressive
Box R57P,

5 years experience in Twin Cities market
. . . pd, cellent
promotion,
announcing
. . . 3157
exreferences. Hugh
Cardenas,
Hampshire Avenue, Minneapolis 26, Minnesota. WEst 9-4537.
Announcer, young, versatile, and industrious. Personality, straight or top 40 dj
and authoritative on news. Now working in
large midwestern market. Contact Robin
Burns, 3090 North Haussen Court, Chicago
18, Illinois. MU 5-0287.
Staff announcer seeking position with
sound midwest station. Married, 24. Six
months experience. Write, James Nahrath,
6331 W. Mitchell, West Allis 14, Wisconsin.
Liston proved his left hook; put me in your
coverage ring and my six years experience
will knock out your competition and hook
you increased ratings. You can accept my
challenge by contacting Larry Wood, 371
Churchill, Ottawa, Canada.
Announcer, first ticket, all staff duties, some
college. Single. Southwest or west. Alworth, 3803 Graustark, Houston, Texas.
JA 4-9946.
Negro d.j. no experience. Prefer small
radio station white or negro station. William Pierson, 2128 Elmore Square, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. AT 1-4338.
Attention midwest stations, good announcer,
experienced, sincere, versatile. Strong on
commercials. Family man. Box 765P,
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
KDAS-TV (indie) looking for two salesmen
to handle football, teenage, western and
special events, studio and live remote programs. Fresno area all UHF market. Extremely rewarding commissions against living expense draw. Contact Harold Gann,
Channel 21, Hanford.

Announcer dj, good news. Bud Hamod,
568 Mathews, Gary, Indiana.
Four years experience: radio/television.
Married. Desires permanency. Will travel.
Phone: (516) WAlnut 2-5345.
Top announcer. 15 years experience all
sports and news. Best references. Prefer
west location.
"Gabby"
Barrus, 537 Circle
Drive,
West Cody,
Wyoming.
7 years as bright, breezy morning man.
Some p.d. work. Desire position with future.
East only. Brad Harris, 277 Van Siclen Ave.,
Brooklyn, New York. HYacinth 8-5479.

Personable, dependable announcer for large
Texas station. Box 598P, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Technical

Presently employed New York City but
looking for smaller market opening. Qualified Chief Engineer many years of planning, construction, installation and maintenance AM or tv. Minimum salary $150.
Box 726P, BROADCASTING.
Conscientious Chief Engineer. Ten years
radio and television. Installations, maintenING. ance, directionals. Box 732P, BROADCAST-

250 kw UHF has need for engineer strong
on maintenance. Must have sufficient experience to assume full responsibility for
maintenance shift. Box 707P, BROADCASTING.

Have third class license, working towards
first. Wants more experience, will travel.
Post Office Box 3537, Savannah, Georgia.
Now employed
engineer inseeking
permanent position.chief
Experienced
directional
and all maintenance. No announcing experience. Box 802P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer; 1st phone, Kansas City area,
available immediately. Call GL 2-8063.
Production — Programming, Others
Experienced, creative, female copywriter
desires position in progressive am station.
Wide experience in continuity, traffic, programming and commercial announcing.
Major and metro market experience. Box
812P, BROADCASTING
News director, major markets, fifteen years
experience, wishes to leave Los Angeles for
smaller metro area in order to become
more intimately involved in community
affairs. Box 750P, BROADCASTING.
Former West Berlin correspondent, Radio
Press International, degree, nine years local
through international radio-tv experience,
seeks medium
or small
newscaster. Experienced
as city
spot post.
news Noreporter
and deskman who concentrates on total
local, regional, national news, features and
documentaries. Seeks permanent settlement.
Married.
CASTING.Top references. Box 757P, BROADExperienced radio tv newsman now available. I'm a professional,
aggressive
broadcaster
not a rip and
reader. reporter13 years
gathering, writing, airing news and documentaries both mediums. Authoritative delivery, best references. Now seeking challenging job with midwest or southwest
progressive
CASTING. station. Box 772P, BROADAvailable now; Experienced continuity
writer. Will travel. Full particulars on request. Box 779P, BROADCASTING.
Attention choosy fm stations. Choosy announcer pd with major market am & fm
experience, knows both Buxtehude and
Marconi (1st ticket), will help put (or
keep) you tops in field. Box 800P, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster: Authoritative delivery, excellent voice. Responsible and mature knowledge current events, plus journalist writing
ability. Eleven years have been part of
top radio tv news departments, and created
radio department. Seek prestige eastern
station. Box 810P, BROADCASTING.
C/W man (presently employed) will exchange many years experience and $2000
for percentage/ownership. Thoroughly qualified. Let's mutually investigate. Box 720P,
BROADCASTING.
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Announcers

Experienced announcer-switcher for South
Texas station. Box 595P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced studio
maintenance man. Good advancement opportunities. Contact Howard McClure, Chief
Engineer, KLYD-TV, Bakersfield, California.
Chief engineer for midwest ETV station.
Duties include supervision of UHF transmitter, ampex videotape recorder and Kine
recording operations. Must have 1st calss
license — administrative ability, experience
with above equipment, college degree preferred. Box 756P, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Traffic assistant (2) girls experienced in
handling avails . . . and teletype machine.
Plush office, many extra benefits. Write or
call H-R T.V. Reps, 375 Park Avenue, New
York, PL 9-6800, Miss K. Caldwell.
Production director — working executive capable of creative production, supervision
all studio personnel. Must be experienced
tv director. Some writing experience helpful. Imagination and initiative essential.
Midwest, competitive market. Send picture,
resume. Box 760P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman-photographer experienced In
gathering and writing news. Box 606P,
BROADCASTING.
Production manager, southwestern VHF
seeks skilled director with leadership ability
to head production operations and make
our production absolutely tops in sharp 3station market. Will fill this position as soon
as right man found, no sooner, no later.
Tell your story to Box 847P, BROADCASTING.
News staffer for leading eastern vhf. Good
appearance alternate, precise news delivery
essential. Must be able to gather and write
news. Send photo, resume, film or video
tape at once. Box 850P, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Two years as operations manager; three as
production manager. Also experienced in
announcing, artwork, set design, photography. Desire an opportunity affording new
challenges and advancement. Box 763P,
BROADCASTING.
National, regional sales manager for good
southwest market. Invite scrutiny of background and record. Unhurried to make
mutually profitable association. Box 827P,
BROADCASTING.
General salesmanager. Pushing sales curves
upward 14 years at local regional national
levels. Creative sales producer presently
employed. Top notch client and agency
contacts. Box 143P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Confd)
Sales
Denver-West. Friend to friend personal
service. Hardworking, reliable, experienced,
sincere salesman, (also announcer). Turn
opportunity
CASTING. into a$$ets. Box 753P, BROADAnnouncers
Announcer/newsman experienced, tight
operation, draft free, seeks to relocate. Box
543P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
First class engineer, desires work in television station. DeVry Technocal institute
graduate with some radio and television
experience. James Lucas, Box 504 RD #1,
McClellandtown, Pa.
1st phone, ham, college, 5 years experience
various phases tv. Prefer San Francisco
Bay region.
adult radio operation. BoxWill
773P,consider
BROADCASTING.
Production, Programming, Other
Production manager. Reached top here. Desire producer/director job in major market
or production manager job with challenge
and opportunity. Eight years experience,
college. Can furnish references and portfolio of qualifications. Box 754P, BROADCASTING.
News director. Triple threat? You bet. (1)
Experienced reporter and administrator.
(2) Top rated newscaster. (3) Award winning news photographer. Box 768P, BROADCASTING.
13 year tv, radio administrative background
(10 years in state capital city). Interested
tv news, programming — but willing and able
to startBoxwhere
34, married. 304-9255488.
821P,needed.
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer or assistant. Ten years experience, maintenance, installation, video
tape, BA degree. Box 822P, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment
Used TV tower 750' or higher glavanized
guyed
suitable
support
bay channel
antenna tower top.
tSate12 condition,
where13
located, best cash price. C. K. H. Fisher,
Tower Sales & Erecting Co., 6100 NE
Columbia Blvd., Portland 18, Oregon.
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters, orthicons, iconoscopes, audio, monitors, cameras. Electrofind, 440 Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.
35mm GPL PA200 telecast projector. Type
used by the networks. Excellent condition.
Priced right. Box 471P, BROADCASTING.
One complete, ready to use, nothing else to
buy: G.E. Studio Camera chain, Houston
fearless tripod, 3 B&L lenses, G.E. Monitor,
Power supplies, channel amplifier. Write
WSIL TV, Harrisburg, Illinois.
Closed circuit and broadcast television
video monitors — model change and demo
units,
used with
new 10
warrenty,
8", 14",
21"
— metal
cabinets,
megacycle
video17",
—
price $150.00 each and up. Call or write
Miratel Electronics, Inc., 1st St. SE&Richardson, St. Paul 12, New Brighton, Minnesota-phone number ME 3-1742.
Xmission Line; Teflon Insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohmware.flanged
with 20
bullets
all hardNew— unused.
footandlength
for
$40.00. able.
Quantity
discounts.
Stock
list
availSierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Collins tape cartridge machines $275. Gates
sta-levels $150. Sony stereo tape decks $50.
Box 125, Lafayette Hill, Penna.
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For Sale
Equipment
General Electric 450/470 mcs Base station
$250; General Electric 450/470 mcs 6/12 volt
Mobile units, $175 each. Complete system,
base plus five Mobiles $985; Higley, 82 Lower
Main St., Matawan, New Jersey.
GE BT 22-A 5-10 kw transmitter in good
condition, now on air, available about Nov.
1.
200 ft. 17675/8 41st
rigidSt.,co-ax.
oxer.Florida.
M. N.
Barwick,
Miami Best
Beach,

ATTENTION

WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Wanted Orrisflex 16 mm blimps new or
used. Contact Box 625P, BROADCASTING.
Recent model 5,000 watt fm transmitter
and associated remote control and monitor
equipment. Reply Box 742P, BROADCASTING.
Need immediately used 12 kw transmitter
UHF. nel.Specify
previous use and chanBox 747P, age,
BROADCASTING.
General radio am frequency monitor, any
condition. John Randolph, WISE TV Asheville, North Carolina.
One used Altofonic background music tape
deck, complete, in good condition. 33,i ips
speed. Give price and condition. WWNS,
Inc., Statesboro, Georgia.
12.5 kw transmitter for UHF tv. Call William L. Fox. TUrner 7-5400 or write BenzonEast, Jenkintown, Pa.
WANTED

ADVERTISERS

Effective November 5th, all WANTED TO BUY STATION advertising will
require DISPLAY SPACE. FOR SALE STATIONS, as already indicated in our
masthead, also requires display space.
RATES:
One time — $20.00 per inch

Four Hughey Phillips 300 mm beacons and
eight side lights. Like new. One FisherPierce Photo Cell, new. $945. Write for details, WNLC, New London, Connecticut.
I kw am RCA BTA 1 mx. Good condition.
Traded in on new Bauer 5 kw transmitter.
Priced todustrial
sell.
BauerCarlos,
Electronics,
1663 InRoad, San
California.
Current mitters.
model
watton RCA
am transTaken in250trade
new Bauer
707s.
Bauer Electronics, 1663 Industrial Road, San
Carlos, California.
550 Foot Blaw Knox H-21 self-supporting
tower. Dismantled, ready to ship. $15,000.
Box 809P, BROADCASTING.
Must sacrifice. Two (2) G.P.L. Kine recorders (Model PA-303). One has a Mauer
sound recording head. Equipment in A-l
condition. Box 525P, BROADCASTING.
Ampex 300-2 Stereo console immediate
2495, or good 350 full tarack and $1700. 401
Ampex excellent $575. Ampex 375 fork
drive amplifier, like new $350. General
Electric console
console instruments,
4BC3A-2. $350.
Tektronix
scopes,
etc. Electronic
Development Laboratory, 43-07 23rd Ave.,
Long Island City 5, New York.

CLASSIFIED

13 times —

19.00 per inch

26 times —

17.50 per inch

52 times —

15.00 per inch

Miscellaneous
28,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Hewlett, N. Y.

YOUR

HANDY

Book review capsules 3-5 minutes made
available to stations at reasonable cost. Recently published and soon to be released
editions reviewed by authorized reviewers.
E.
Corley operating
Sim-Cor
& Co.,5,
2381S. Lindmont
Circle, asN.E.,
Atlanta
Georgia.

CLASSIFIED

AD ORDER

FORM

ISSUE DATE(s)
□ TF (until forbid)
RATES
□ Situations Wanted — 20# per word — $2.00 minimum (Payments in advance)
□ Help Wanted — 25<t per word — $2.00 minimum
□ Display ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space
Situations Wanted — (Payment in advance)
□ I"
□ 2"
□ 3"
□ 4"
□ other
□ All other classifications 30# per word — $4.00 minimum
(No charge for blind box number)
Indicate whether Radio or TV
HELP WANTED

□ Radio
FOR SALE

□ management
□□ sales
announcers
[3
technical
□ production-programming
SITUATIONS WANTED
□
□□
□
□

□ TV

□ equipmentTO BUY
WANTED
□ stations
□ equipment CATEGORIES
ADDITIONAL

management
sales
announcers
technical
production-programming

□ Instructions
□ Business Opportunity
□ Miscellaneous

COPY

TO BUY

Station
I want to buy station billing $2000 to $5000
monthly. Financing no problem. Several
years experience successful owner-manager.
Location portant.
open.
Educational
facilities imBox 758P,
BROADCASTING.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Pay off $35,000 note; settle other receivables
and take over powerful non-directional
facility on good frequency in major southern market; or buy 50% interest cheap
by assisting
refinancing.
Substantial
people only needin apply;
no nickel
millionaires
please. Box 830P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $
□ Bill
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Miscellaneous

RADIO

Lambert Beeuwkes: Please contact Nick
Bleu. IMPORTANT. 3900 SW Freeway at
Milam, Houston, Texas. Ph: JA 3-6821.

Help Wanted — Management

Commercials taped for small market stations using major market announcers.
Robert Best and Associates, 5801 Peabody
St., Hyattsville, Md. HA 2-3233.

Wanted: Production Manager,
also "Top 40" DJ's with production experience. Southeast Metro market. Send
tape, brief resume and salary required to:
Box 717P, BROADCASTING.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or In resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located In Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our offreeElectronics,
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
3123 Gilham
Road
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Elklns Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality Instruction In laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elklns Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elklns training now available in New
Orleans for FCC First Class License in 6
weeks. Nationally known for top quality
theory and laboratory instruction. Elklns
Radio School of New Orleans, 714 Masonic
Temple Building, 333 Saint Charles Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elklns Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.. Atlanta,
Georgia.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks Intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elklns School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
San Francisco's
Chris Borden
Modern
Radio Technique
graduatesSchool
all overof
the country. DJ Instruction, alive, active
and new. September class open. 259 Geary
Street, San Francisco, California.
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you license in only school with operating 5kw station. One price includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N. Y.
OX 5-9245.
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours Instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
January 9. For information, references and
reservations, write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Ave., Burbank, California.
Six weeks courses in FCC first phone license, and in Announcing. Nine months
courses in Chief Engineer, Program Director, Owner-Manager. Guaranteed training
and placement service since 1947. Keegan
Technical Institute, 207 Madison, Memphis,
Tennessee.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
CREATIVE PROGRAM ANNOUNCERS
EXCLUSIVE NEW MODEL FM
Must have exelt. music BG, original program ideas to pioneer FM Stereo in
highly competitive TV & AM market.
Top salary for top exper. Pref. Family
man for growth opport. Start Dec. Write
letter
only.Vegas,
KRGN-FM,
Street, Las
Nevada. 310 Fremont

■mi mini ■■mm iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Experienced manager who can run an
Hast Coast daytime station without ratings,zation
and andwhostaff.
willSalary
build a$12,000.
good organiSend
full particulars
and
picture,
terial that must be returned. but no maBox 859P, BROADCASTING
i llllllllllllllll 1 1 Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IS
Sales

EXECUTIVE-SALES
Here's where your successful background
in radio- television management or sales
management will pay off. Need (2) executive type proven salesmen to manage
and travel Mid West and West Coast
territories for old line radio-TV firm.
Primary consideration to residents of
areas. No ceiling on earnings— we pay
top money to top men. All expenses paid.
Home weekends. Send resume and all
particulars with photograph first letter
to:
Box 736P, BROADCASTING

... A TOP RADIO
SALESMAN !
The man KBTRadio is looking for is
presently employed and desires to move
up theket.sales
ladder
to the watts
Denverat MarKBTRadio
is 5,000
710
with a modern adult format and ABC
and
InterMountain
If you're
not afraid
of a realNetworks.
challenge and
hard
work, have ideas and like to make calls,
send
complete
resume
and
sales
record
in first letter to:
Jackson Fleming
GENERAL MANAGER
KBTRadio
1089 BANNOCK STREET
DENVER, COLORADO

Production — Programming, Others
WE ARE LOOKING FOR A UNIQUE WOMAN
She is a rare combination of intelligence, charm and talent. She is a TV
news reporter who can handle feature
material, hard news reporting, and host
a half-hour weekly public affairs program. She is a perceptive interviewer
. . . knowledgeable in current affairs . . .
ambitious.
If you meet these qualifications or
know someone who does, we would like
to hear from you. We have an extremely
interesting position open for a talented
news woman in our major east coast
station.
Box 834P, BROADCASTING

WANTED PROGRAM MANAGER
for CBS radio affiliate in large upstate New
York market. Want a man who can deliver
a solid, responsibly, but not stodgy sound.
More important — a wide open track for advancement. This is a station operated by
an expanding group. Track record and
references in first letter.
Box S06P, BROADCASTING

WANTED

WNOE NEW ORLEANS
is lookingmotionfor
creative, dependable
proand continuity
director. Must
have experience in fast-taste, bright and
tight production ; Ideas and ambition,
and air sential.
quality
preferred
esThe man voice
we want
has— anotbackground which will stand through investigation.

Announcers

WANTED—

A

MAD

Contact James A. Noe Jr.
or Ken Elliott,
WNOE
New Orleans

DADDY

A very special station in a TOP TEN MARKET wants a way-out
DJ, who can play to the kids. Already have excellent pop music
men,
don't
reply and
if you're
dares so
to be
different
makesnormal.
it come Weoff. want a showman

who

Show us on tape how you would capture a million teenagers!
Great
fame and much bread waiting if you're crazy enough to earn
it.
Reply Box 769P, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

For Sale

RADIO

Stations

Situations Wanted — Sales
EXPERIENCED
Top 50 market salesmanager. 9 station
market. 8 Age
years29,in married.
radio, 3 Successful
as salesmanager.
sales & salesmanager record. Announcer.
Well rounded experience. Salary area
$9,000-$10,000.
Box 848P, BROADCASTING
LOOKING
MAJOR
MARKET announcer/dj
currently working nites desires days
. . pd experience. Send inquiries to:
Box 752P, BEOADCASTING
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Sales
yiiiiiiiiiiii[]|iiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiint]iiiiiiiiiuit]iig
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY ==
=I
TV SALESMAN
= Mature aggressive salesman with four- =
= teen years experience in advertising =
= public rlations, and magazines wants to =
□ reocate with television station in D. C, jj
= Maryland, or Virginia.
S
|
Box 858P, BROADCASTING I
r;iiiiiiiiiic3iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiic;iiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiic3ini^.
Employment Service
JOBS
We are the largest agency in the world
specializing in the recruitment and selection
of broadcast personnel at all levels.
BROADCAST PERSONNEL
16 East 52nd St., New York, N. Y.
INSTRUCTIONS
illllllllllllClllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIICllllllllllllKllllU
|
SIX WEEK COURSES j
3 a. FCC first phone license
=
= b. Announcer, Disc-Jockey =
| NINE MONTH COURSES |
H c. Chief Engineer
=
S d. Program Director
=
0 e. Owner-Manager.
f
E Guaranteed training and placement, g
S Our graduates are working in all cate- 5
□ gories.
H
1
Write for school catalog 5
| KEEGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE f
=
1947"
"SinceMemphis,
| 207 Madison
|
Tenn. g
HiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiirjiiuiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiniitimiiiiiuuraiifS
EMERSON

COLLEGE

Fully accredited liberal arts
college. Specialization in
radio, TV, theatre arts,
speech, speech and hearing
therapy. B.A., B.S., M.A.,
M.S. degrees. Day, evening,
summer sessions. Broadcasting, announcing, writing,tion.radioElectronic
and TVproduction
producstudio, theatre, FM radio
station, speech and hearing
clinic. Outstanding opportunities fessional
for achieving
competencepro-in
acting, directing, and script
writing for radio and TV.
Coed. 81st year. For catalog write: Director of
Admissions.
EMERSON COLLEGE
303 Berkeley St., Boston 16
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

"Within 150 miles of Chicago. Daytime independent now billing $100,000 yr. in stable, rapidly expanding
industrial market. Excellent staff,
key personnel. $165,000, attractive
cash discount. Details to qualified
principals
only, BROADCASTING
no brokers."
Box 766P,
i n !■"□"■ a ■"■"■"■"■"■"■"■"al,B"iiHB"BBiiBn™BBaBii™i
GULF COAST
5 KW well established station in one of
largest Gulf Coast markets. Extremely
advantageous terms to good operator
financially qualified.
Box 745P, BROADCASTING

NORTHEASTERN
DAYTIMER
$45,000 down plus $80,000 terms. You 1
can pay for this station out of earnings I
wthin eight years!
Or save $20,000 and eight years of
interest by buying for $105,000 cash.
Box 767P, BEOADCASTING
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
iGUNZENDORFER.
WESTERN STATES TELEVISION STAION. Asking S 443, OOP.
CALIFORNIA FTJLLTIMER. §48,000 with
812,000 down.
$10,000 down for ARIZONA NET FULLTIMER. Asking $70,000.
FM's $50,0OO, 90,000, $125,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Brokers Phone Oh 2-8800
864 So. Robertson, Los Angeles 35, Calif*
To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
patt Mcdonald co.
P. O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
terms
60M
daytime
85M
10M
daytime
18M
65M
daytime
125M
daytime
fulltime
230M
125M
35M
terms
50M
daytime
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
Ala
Pa
Ca
Fla
N.Y.
N.C.

single
small
medium
medium
medium
metro

-STATIONS
SALENORTHEAST.
Exclusive.FOR
Full time
station.
Gross billing now averages $6,000 a month.
National business over $1,500 a month. Owns
land and studio building. Asking $120,000
with 29% down, ill negotiate.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279

Continued from page 99
Follett and Darrouzett, all Tex.; K73AU,
K75AV, K83AO, Greenbelt TV Translator
System, Inc., Wellington and Dodson, both
Tex., and input Channel 71 for K73AU,
primary station KVII(TV), Channel 77, for
K75AV, and input Channel 80 for K83AO;
K72BH,latorK77AX,
K80AZ,Texas.
Fort Mason TransSystem, Mason,
Actions of Sept. 26
■ Remote control permitted for following
stations:
Bellingham,KTIX
Wash.Seattle, Wash.; KGMI-FM
License renewal
SHORT TERM
■ By memorandum
opinion
order, which
commission dismissed April
1961 & order
had directed Seaway Bcstg. Inc., to show
cause why its cp for WMPP Chicago
Heights, 111., should not be revoked, and
granted that station one-year license. This
action was taken on representation by permittee, who waived hearing, that initial
failure to report approximate 40-percent
transfer of stock in 1960 was due to misunderstanding byWilliam S. Martin, officer
of then new permittee, and that covering
application was later filed. In granting
short-term license, commission opined that
WMPP will adhere to its promise to be
diligent takes.
in Action
avoiding
Oct. 3. any such future misRulemakings
PROPOSED
■ Commission invited comments to protoward
amendingto
Part 2 posed
of rulemaking
table of looking
frequency
allocations
provide new or changed designations of
emissionsof and
formulas
for necessary
widths
emission
to conform
to theband1959
Geneva radio regulations. Action Oct. 3.
AMENDED
■
By
order,
commission
editorialof
changes in its rules relatingmade
to giving
local notice of filing or designation for
hearing of broadcast applications, to clarify
certain portions of Sees. 1.359 & 1.362 and
to make those sections internally consistent
and consistent with each other. The amendments: (1) Allow applicants 7 (instead of
5) days in which to file with commission
statements setting forth information about
local notice given; (2) make clear that
international broadcast stations are not subject to local notice requirements of Sec.
1.362; (3) add new paragraph (g) to Sec.
1.362 to permit local notice for translator
stations to be given in same manner as
special treatment afforded them in Sec.
1.359(g);
(4) reflect
fact hours
that some
stationsto
do
not operate
during
specified
give notice,
and
make
provision
for
broadcast of notice at other times; (5) excuse
educational stations not operating during
summer months from local notice broadcast requirement during those months they
are off air; also permit operating educational stations to satisfy local notice requirement by broadcasting
without
cation in newspaper,
if station
is onlypublione
of its broadcast service located in comand (6)
adds provision
which re-tv
quiresmunity;notice
broadcast
over operating
stations to be given orally with camera
focused on announcer (as opposed, for exto flashing
notice on tv
screen). ample,Action
Oct. printed
3.
b By memorandum
opinion
&
order, com-of
mission amended pertinent sections
broadcast program logging rules to permit
automatic logging under prescribed conditions. This subject was part of rulemaking proposal in Doc. 14187. Other
matters in that proceeding concerning revisions of logging requirements to obtain
factual program information will be dealt
with at later date, since those decisions
are largely dependent upon resolution of
more basic considerations posed in Doc.
13961 concerning program information required by certain broadcast forms. ITA
Electronics Corp. petitioned for severance
from Doc. 14187 and adoption of rules permitting automatic program logging. It contended that it is practicable, through automatic logging, to retain complete program
transcripts
any desired
information from
could be which
extracted
and compiled
and that such automatic logging could be
used tion
in forms.
conjunction
Action Oct.with3. any new applica(FOR THE RECORD) 105

All

about

in 12

time...

hours

Involved in time buying?
Broadcast sales? Traffic? Work

Chances

in New York for a rep, network, agency or advertiser?^
are you've got problems. We've got answers— in the 1962-'63

Time Buying and Selling Seminar. The new TB & SS is "all about time."
It's a one-of -its-kind, 12-hour course in the business side of broadcasting, designed
to help make your work easier and provide the know-how that can mean faster advancement.
Curriculum : Covers everything from the basics to the nuances of time buying and selling.
Sessions: Eight, 5:30 to 7:00 p.m., every Tuesday starting October 30. Instructors: Industry executives representing advertiser, rep, agency and network operations, f Enrollment
is limited to 75. So use the coupon below today to reserve your place. (The check you send is
tax-deductible. But then it's probably also a step toward a higher tax bracket.) <I If you
prefer to first see a program listing the Seminar subjects, call Claude Barrere, International
Radio and Television Society, PL 8-2450.

Enroll me Immediately in the 1962-'63 IRTS Time Buying and Selling Seminar (Fee: $15)
Name.

Check enclosed
Please bill me

_Firm_

Address.

TIME BUYING AND SELLING SEMINAR • INTERNATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION SOCIETY . 444 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22.N.Y.
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OUR

RESPECTS

People

to Stephen

in radio

must

At a dinner party last February at
the Friars Club in New York there was
one man present who would have been
excused if he had rubbed his eyes — to
either wipe away a tear of gratitude or
to be sure they were not playing tricks.
That man was Stephen C. Riddleberger, who 20 years before had started
in the broadcast business as an energetic
page in NBC studios in New York.
At the Friars Club testimonial — and
it was for Mr. Riddleberger — his management peers at ABC and the managers
of each of the owned radio stations had taken time out during a series
of owned-and-operated station management meetings to congratulate the
newly elected president of the ABC
Radio owned stations division.
This moment in a 20-year career remains ahighlight for Mr. Riddleberger,
who has not forgotten how to be humble.
20 Years at Networks ■ Mr. Riddleberger's experience of two decades in
broadcasting is divided equally between
ABC and NBC.
Although his background includes
radio and tv, much of the time he's lived
and breathed radio, which makes one
wonder what Steve thought about, or
talked about, during the other 22 years.
(He will be 42 years old this November).
But there's no doubt as to what Mr.
Riddleberger, the owned stations and
their managements are up to now in
radio.
Each station has been staffed with
expert men, Mr. Riddleberger explains,
and programmed individually after considering community and business aspects. He notes ratings and billings
reflect the effort placed behind a
lengthy period of preparation, pointing
out that in 1962 there's been an average
gain of 30% in business over 1961 and
all stations have substantially increased
in audiences.
Mr.be Riddleberger's
might
best
described as functions
liaison between
ABC management and the stations. He
reports to Simon B. Siegel, executive
vice president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. and ABC.
There is some personal philosophy
to which Mr. Riddleberger adheres:
"People in radio today must be dedicated to the medium — they must believe
in it and be willing to work exhaustively
at it. Radio management is a profession for experts — haphazard operations
will result only in disaster. I find it
much more difficult to find a competent
radio man than recruit people for any
other positions in broadcasting."
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962

C. Riddleberger
be dedicated

to the

medium

He points precisely to the heart of
the fascination that holds him to broadcasting with such deep conviction.
The Changing Challenges ■ Mr. Riddleberger finds the magnetism of broadcasting work in its variety, there's little
or no "routine," he says. "We deal
with a commodity of time that is perishable. It's imperative for one to act decisively and quickly."
Stephen Cuddy Riddleberger was
born in Brooklyn, on Nov. 28, 1920.
He attended Columbia U. where he
majored in government and economics.
In 1941, he joined NBC as a page.
He fondly recalls those days as among
my In"happiest
memories."
1946, following
a stint with the
field artillery in the European Theatre
of Operations, Mr. Riddleberger advanced to the financial department of
the radio recording division at NBC.
The Move to ABC ■ Three years
later, he was in budget operations, joining ABC in March 1952 as radio
budget officer; becoming assistant administrative manager of the tv program department in June, 1953; in
cost control administration in May,
1954; business manager of the radio
network in 1955, and administrative
vice president of the radio network in
the Spring of 1957.
In November 1957 Mr. Riddleberger
was made vice president and controller;
and in February 1959 was advanced to

vice president for the owned and operated stations (tv and radio). In February of this year, he was elected to
the presidency of the owned radio station division.
Steve Riddleberger's close association
with the broadcast business was maintained in wedlock. In 1949, he married
the former Cornelia Bartz (of Hornell,
N. Y.) who worked at NBC, and later
joined the tv-radio production department at Warwick & Legler.
His associates at ABC recognize that
Steve Riddleberger has a lighter side
that tickles their funnybone. His name
has been subject of good-natured ribbing from his colleagues (from whom,
incidentally, Steve gets a full measure
of loyalty and friendship).
For example, there's the little skit
prepared (on audio tape) for that
Friars Club dinner in which a group
spells out his last name in the manner
of "Mickey Mouse Club."
It's freely bandied about that Steve's
habit
of intentionally
stirring
a "debate"
and thus
new and fresh
thinking
on a
problem by taking the opposing side
has added a pet phrase of his to the
ABC lexicon. The phrase: "Now let
me be the devil's advocate in this . . ."
or "I'll play the devil's advocate in the
Mr. Riddleberger is probably one of
..." and genteel proponents
argument
the
more kindly
to ever argue on the side of the "devil."
Other Activity ■ Mr. Riddleberger
spends most of his waking hours with
the intricacies of radio programming,
operation and station prestige. But he
also finds time to pitch in on two other
service fronts:
In broadcasting, he's concerned particularly with the Radio Advertising Bureau where he serves on the board; and
with the Bedside Network which provides help in programming for the
handicapped, using radio techniques at
Veteran Hospitals.
In Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J., the community
where the Riddlebergers live, Steve is
active in school and church affairs and
in cub scouting. They have two children, Thomas, 10, and Alice, 6.
As for other than radio interests, Mr.
Riddleberger devotes himself to a fair
amount of symphony listening, theatre
going and reading on politics and government. (He's a devotee of James
Bond mysteries, the Ian Fleming series
reading appear
list.) on President Kennedy's
which

ABC's Riddleberger
Time is a perishable commodity

Of his faith in ABC radio-owned stations there's no "mystery": This year,
he asserts, will be "our stations' best
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EDITORIALS
Fair warning
AN

atheist demanding time on a San Francisco radio
station has confronted the FCC with an embarrassing
reminder of one of the more ridiculous actions of its past.
The atheist, Robert H. Scott, is asking the FCC to refuse
a license renewal to KNBC San Francisco which has denied
him access to its microphones. The same Mr. Scott in 1946
demanded the revocation of three San Francisco licenses,
and although he failed in that request he did get from the
FCC a judgment that he was owed time to air his views
because the stations had broadcast the views of clergymen.
It will be interesting to see how the present FCC responds
to Mr. Scott's new gambit. His argument is that he must
be given time on KNBC because the station has carried
broadcasts by Protestant, Catholic and Jewish clergymen.
The FCC's "fairness doctrine," which obliges broadcasters
to air opposing views on controversial issues, fits his case,
Mr. Scott says, and whatever we may think of atheism we
must agree with him.
The range of conflicting views on questions of religion is
almost limitless, and the holders of each are protected in
their beliefs by the U. S. Constitution. If the "fairness doctrine" means anything, the FCC must rule that anyone who
represents any body of serious opinion on the subject of
religion is entitled to air time if the subject is treated at all.
But of course the fairness doctrine doesn't mean anything,
no matter how often it may be invoked by an FCC that operates in the illusory belief that fairness provides a definitive
criterion of judgment. What is "fair" to a Catholic may be
unfair to a Jew. Was the northern newspaper coverage of
the Mississippi riots "fair"? For an interesting contrast in
answers to that question, ask it of Bobby Kennedy and
Ross Barnett.
As a practical matter a judgment of "fairness" or "unfairness" by the FCC represents nothing more than the combined prejudices of a voting majority of commissioners.
Whichever way the FCC majority may rule on Mr. Scott's
petition, it will be ruling foolishly indeed if it tries to base
its ruling on the fairness doctrine. What it ought to do is
to face up to the admission that fairness cannot be reasonably defined and that the government has no business trying
to define or invoke it.
To be utterly fair, a station ought to throw open its
microphones to all comers who have anything to say on any
controversial subject that happens to come up in any program. The absurdity of such an arrangement is evident. And
so is the absurdity of the fairness doctrine.
Celler ownership investigation
PUBLISHERS identified with broadcast station ownership
would be well advised to prepare themselves for next
year's scheduled investigation by Representative Emanuel
Celler's House Antitrust Subcommittee. Unattractive as that
prospect may be, it is just as well that it be met head-on:
to allow the condition that provoked the overall investigation to fester could only worsen the ultimate reckoning.
Newspaper and magazine ownership of television and radio stations is not the underlying reason for the inquiry. Mr.
Celler describes the problem as "the concentration of ownership and the decline of competition in news media."
The undeniable fact is that many newspapers and consumer
magazines are in trouble. It is also a fact that those publishers with vision and foresight who diversified their operations or who pioneered in radio and television have, for the
most part, been better able to weather the economic disturbances that have plagued the publishing field.
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A fair and impartial search for the facts by the Celler
committee could be helpful.
We expect the inquiry will show that there would have
been many more newspaper consolidations or failures and
that even additional magazines would have gone under had
it not been for the income derived from affiliate radio stations before television's advent, and from television since it
became a profitable medium. This was underscored during
the big depression in the 1930's when about one-fourth of
the radio stations were newspaper-connected.
Conditions have changed since the FCC, in 1944, wisely
and unanimously agreed that it would not adopt any general
rules with respect to newspaper ownership of radio stations,
but decided to consider applicants on a case-to-case basis.
As we said, conditions have changed — but for the better.
Whereas radio stations used to be mostly appendages of
newspapers, now they mainly operate as separate divisions or
entities. Combination newspaper-station rates, or special
discounts for use of both media, may have been common
practice in the first generation of newspaper ownership but
are virtually non-existent today. Prudent business and the
antitrust laws augur against such practices now.
Conditions have changed in other ways, too, as broadcasting emerged as a profession, capable of standing on its
own feet. Whereas in the early days newspaper-owned stations were the elite of broadcasting, they are no longer either
in the majority or in a distinct class unto themselves. For
the most part they are still among the best-operated stations,
but there are numerous independent and group ownerships
that are just as efficiently operated and which perform on
equal footing in news coverage and in editorializing.
The void created by the decline in competing newspaper
editorial voices is being amply filled by editorializing on the
air. Not infrequently, stations owned by newspapers now
will take editorial positions diametrically opposed to their
printed counterparts.
These and other essential facts will emerge if publishers
and broadcasters are given adequate opportunity to present
their cases before the Celler committee. Partisan politics or
the editorial content of newspapers, magazines or stations,
should not be allowed to enter the proceedings and, indeed,
could not under the First Amendment. The committee's
concern is with competition in reporting and commenting
on the news. The committee will find that it exists probably
to a greater degree than at any time in our nation's history.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Before you take over client contact on our cigarette
show, Philbrick, there's one little thing I want to talk to you
BROADCASTING, October 8, 1962
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transmitters

THE TUBES THAT MADE UHF-TV PRACTICAL. Today, the majority of "on-air" UHF-TV transmitters—operating in the range from 470 to 890 Mc— use RCA-6448's and -6806's in
grid-driven power amplifiers. They are the industry's champion beam power tubes for
reliable, high power UHF-TV.
In installations from coast to coast, UHF telecasters know that the output power and
high efficiency of these tubes remain essentially the same as they were on the first day of
installation. Some broadcast engineers report tube costs of less than 35 cents per hour.
Telecasters get low-cost operation with RCA-6448's and -6806's on any UHF-TV
channel.
These tetrode designs incorporate a coaxial electrode structure, ceramic-metal seals,
and thoriated tungsten filaments. This kind of advanced technology makes them highly
versatile tubes for use in black-and-white or color TV.
The appeal of long life and low cost operation per "on-air" hour has placed RCA6448's and -6806's in the forefront of UHF-TV power tubes with the majority of station owners.
FOR FAST SERVICE ON THESE TYPES CALL YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR OF BROADCAST TUBES
RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N.J.

The new edition of RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES (TT-5) has been
extensively revised and contains
data on over 180 tube types. It includes maximum ratings, characteristics, typical operating values,
and power-tube circuit-design
considerations, as well as tables
for quick, easy tube selection.
Also included are circuit diagrams for transmitting and indus
trial applications and new design
information on linear rf amplifiers
for single-sideband service. Available from your RCA Electron
Tube utor
Distribor RCA
Commercial
Engineering.
Optional
Price: $1.00 List

The

Most Trusted
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in Electronics

35 Cents
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THE

JOHNSTOWN-ALTOONA
MARKET
Here's an area where industry is making multimillion dollar investments in plants and equipment .. . where major utilities are expanding . . .
where highway construction, and school building
public works programs are at an all-time high.
All these factors are pumping new vitality into
payrolls and purchasing power.
IT'S TIME TO PUT WJAC-TV TO WORK

FOR YOU!

In this Johnstown-Altoona Market, your best
salesman is WJAC-TV— the station that reaches
more of the people, more of the time. And, as
you well know, the more calls you make, the
more sales you garner.

Get all the marketing facts from
Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

Affiliated with WJAC- AM - FM
The Johnstown Tribune-Democrat Stations

Working with the League of Women Voters
in August, KTVI brought together candidates
seeking the office of County Supervisor.
For one prime-time hour, viewers telephoned
questions to the League at our studios. The
candidates replied on camera. After the program, St. Louisans were better equipped to
make an informed decision.
Follow-up: This month, before November
elections, six more prime-time programs in
the "Call the Candidate" series. Another
reason why the Spirit of St. Louis is reflected on KTVI— and why that spirit is New.
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Best bet: Collins will stay
Now they're speculating about NAB
President LeRoy Collins running for
his old office of governor of Florida
in 1964 but, at this stage, indications
are he won't. In Oct. 9 Tampa
Tribune, political writer Vernon Bradford said Mr. Collins "might make
an unprecedented bid again for the
job if there was enough pressure from
friends." Gov. Collins repeatedly has
said he isn't candidate and intends
staying with NAB.
Gov. Collins now is winding up
second year of his three-year contract
as NAB president at $75,000 per year,
plus allowances. Prior to NAB's
winter board meeting Jan. 13-18 at
Camelback in Phoenix, top-level board
committee will negotiate with him on
extension of his contract beyond January 1964 in keeping with provision
for year's advance notice. Even though
all hasn't been serene, there's no
doubt that Gov. Collins can get contract extension for asking. Board committee comprises Clair McCollough,
Steinman Stations, joint board chairman; and chairmen and vice chairmen of radio and television boards:
Willard Schroeder, WOOD Grand
Rapids, Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM
Washington for radio; William B.
Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids,
James D. Russell, KKTV Colorado
Springs for television.
Spinning their wheels?
Clear channel stations which plan
to file applications for higher power
(see page 27) will be wasting their
time and money, says one highly
placed FCC official. Official said applications would be unacceptable for
two reasons: (1) freeze currently in
force against applications for major
changes in facilities of existing am
stations (which FCC last week refused
to reconsider, see page 46); (2) they
would entail lifting of limit on powers
in excess of 50 kw — House resolution
urging higher powers notwithstanding.
Some clear channel outlets have discussed application proposal with FCC
and were advised not to file, official
said.
FCC held special meeting last
Thursday on clear channels and instructed staff to draft document proposing denial of petitions for reconsideration ofbreakdown of 13 clears.
Also discussed were conflicting Senate and House resolutions on maximum permissible powers. While applications for new stations to duplicate clears would be allowed during
freeze, FCC intends to hold them in

CLOSED

CIRCUIT-

suspense until year's grace sought in
House resolution has expired in July
1963. FCC is bothered by language
of proposed order denying reconsideration and seeks to find way "out of
the congressional dilemma." Thus
far approval in principle only has been
given.
Battle for 14, 15?
Mobile communications group leading forces seeking uhf chs. 14 and 15
from tv may not realize it but broadcast engineers familiar with their operations are all set to rebut their contentions, i.e., 450-470 mc band, now
allocated for mobile users, is not
being fully used; number of circuits
can be doubled if channel splitting
were authorized, and some areas assigned to railroads, fire safety services, etc. are sparcely occupied and
could be transferred to heavy users
like taxicabs or industry systems.
Busy Telstar
Though eventual tv use of space
satellites is expected to be primarily
for big events, a la last week's opening of Ecumenical
Council, tvAT&T's
Telstar
has been averaging
usage
about once every two days. AT&T
records show it was used for transatlantic black-and-white tv 37 times
between July 10 launching and Sept.
28; for color tv five times and for
radio six. Usage ranged from four
or five minutes to well over halfhour per pass. AT&T authorities
haven't developed rates and decline
to estimate what this usage — provided
free — would be worth in money.
Meanwhile Telstar's usable periods
have been gradually shortening; it is
due to be out of reach for any use
from Sept. 23 until early January,
when it will begin edging back into
range time.
Filmways proposal
Negotiations said to be underway
whereby
Filmways'
production
ties in New
York will
be leasedfacilifor
tv commercials. Under terms, subject
to approval of board and by stockholders, principal employes would
lease and run facilities. Bulk of Filmways' operation now is in Hollywood,
accounting for % of its gross. West
coast offices direct four areas of activity: Motion picture production; tv
film programs {Mr. Ed and Beverly
Hillbillies on CBS-TV ) ; co-production
of tv commercials with MGM; overseas sales (tv film and commercials).

Educational politics
Staff proposed FCC directive that
educational tv stations should make
their facilities available for political
broadcasts (Closed Circuit, Oct. 9)
has run into stiff opposition among
commissioners. New directive for
commercial stations was released last
week (see page 107) and etv statement was on meeting agenda but
passed over. Staff is still working on
final draft of policy statement but
officials said its chances of being released soon are no better than even.
Equal exposure
New and fresh approach to "equal
time" precept evolved by WBML
Macon is arousing interest of Georgia
legislators and may be emulated elsewhere. When Macon Telegraph attacked
Georgia's senior
Richard B. Russell
(D.), senator,
last Tuesday.
Oct. 9 because of his stand on U. of
Mississippi integration crisis, George
W. Patton, general manager, offered
senator equal exposure on WBML.
Eight-minute taped reply was carried
four times on same-day.
Senator Russell, leader of southern
block, said he was pleased to be given
opportunity to answer newspaper and
was most favorably disposed to use
of time to answer printed attack. Mr.
Patton reports other stations in area
have indicated they will adopt same
method and Mr. Patton said he intends to pursue policy in his single
newspaper ownership market.
Children and tv research
Government officials are expressing
concern over delay in getting proposed
long-range research project on television's effect on children underway.
Plans for project, to be sponsored by
Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare, were announced in July by former HEW Secretary Abraham A. Ribicoff (Broadcasting, July 9). First
step is to be series of conferences in
which educators and specialists in television and child welfare will outline
research projects. But steering committee appointed to make arrangements for these conferences, has been
unable to agree on methods. Group
has held two meetings, both largely
fruitless. Another is scheduled for
next month. Government official hinted if that is unsuccessful in settling
"many issues" remaining, HEW may
be forced to reconsider entire project.
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A quarter-century power famine
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Here's a laudable idea: "Put a dent in the dumbness of
the American people." This is the plan of American Freedom Network, proposing an information program service
for radio on exclusive-market basis. See . . .
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An expanding international market for U. S. tv programs
may reach a $52-million peak in 1962, judging by a close
look at this market. There are signs, too, that the future
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What's needed in satellites, according to Gerald Gross
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Live tv will cover only the preliminary routine when the
second Billie Sol Estes trial opens in Tyler, Tex., but
silent film will be allowed during testimony; live tv will
pick up summations by counsel. See . . .
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U. S. investors are taking a close look at the expansion
of television in other countries and backing their knowledge with investment money, according to a depth study
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Congress passed a bill last week on obscenity in the
District of Columbia; brings protests from media who see
danger in giving the police important censorship powers.
President asked to veto measure. See . . .
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What does tv programming need? Less incest, says
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are often better than programs. See . . .
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facing broadcasting. Commissioner Rosel Hyde, who has
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27
I

ASCAP,
STATIONS

court to head off tv fee delinquents
IN ARREARS WOULD LOSE MUSIC LICENSES

Television stations as much as 60
days behind in their payments to American Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers will get one-month formal
notice
they to
don't
settletheir
up,
ASCAP andcanthen,
ask ifcourt
cancel
licenses to use ASCAP music.
This procedure, it was learned Friday, was suggested by U. S. Judge Sylvester J. Ryan in meeting earlier in
week with counsel for ASCAP, networks, and All-Industry Tv Stations Music License Committee. ASCAP, which
had complained that 91 tv stations are
in arrears, supplied list of 59 which it
said were at least two months behind
as of Oct. 1. Other 32, not listed, were
said to be one month in arrears.
Officials of all-industry committee
plan to advise stations about ASCAP
charges and court-approved procedures.
ASCAP tv licenses are under court
jurisdiction because old licenses were
extended by court order for duration
of current litigation over new contracts.
ASCAP counsel assured court that
its 59-station list included no cases
where arrears might be due to misunderstandings, disputes over accounting, etc. Judge Ryan said that if station and ASCAP disagree on amounts
due, station should pay what it thinks it
owes and let court, if necessary, determine balance.
Through letters from all-industry
committee, first group of alleged delinquents will get closer to 60 days
notice than 30, because court order
specified that ASCAP shall not send
its notices for 30 days, or until Nov. 10.
Committee letters are expected to be
mailed in next few days.
Procedures emerged from Wednesday
meeting of counsel and Judge Ryan,
who is presiding over current ASCAP
license litigation in U. S. Southern District Court in New York. Meeting also
produced these results:
■ Over ASCAP's opposition, Judge
Ryan granted all-industry station committee's motion to sever its case from
that of networks. This move, not opposed by networks, makes it unnecessary for them to participate in stations'
proposed appeal to Supreme Court on
question of stations' bid for new type
of license (Broadcasting, Sept. 17).
■ Judge Ryan accepted proposal made
by CBS and endorsed by ASCAP that
rate hearing on network music licenses
be delayed until after stations' appeal
and then combined with hearing to set

rates for stations. This has effect of
avoiding two separate rate proceedings,
since one will be necessary for stations
whether or not they win appeal to Supreme Court.
■ Judge Ryan denied CBS motion
to require ASCAP to put 20% of its
tv receipts into reserve fund from which
to rebate broadcasters if they win rate
reduction (Broadcasting, Sept. 9, 17).
Judge Ryan held that ASCAP is financially responsible and that he doesn't
want to pre-judge question of reduction
of or increase in rates by seeming to
anticipate a reduction.
Senate

asked

to drop

policy limiting clears
Senate has been asked to reconsider
its 1938 resolution recommending that
FCC
kw. limit power of am stations to 50
Sen. Stuart Symington (D-Mo.), in
Senate speech Thursday, cited military
need for higher-powered clear-channel
stations as one factor justifying reversal.
He quoted Air Force officials as stating that higher power would strengthen
its system of survivable communications. System, called Brecom (Broadcast Emergency Communications System), provides teletype communications between military posts through
commercial clear-channel stations without interrupting regular broadcasts
(Broadcasting, May 28).
Sen. Symington noted House resolution, approved in July, recommended
higher power for clear channels (see
story, page 27). He said he hopes
Senate would take similar action in
next session.
Bland

succeeds

McLean

as Quality Radio head
Quality Radio Group Inc. announced
election of Thomas (Al) Bland Friday
as president to succeed Scott McLean,
who resigned when Crosley Broadcasting Corp. transferred him to New York
as tv sales manager. Mr. Bland is vice
president and general program manager
of Crosley. Other officers and directors
continue unchanged.
FCC members plan
tour of defense posts
Four members of FCC, headed by
defense Commissioner Robert T. Bartley, will tour defense installations in
West next week under auspices of Air

Force. They will leave Washington
Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 24, and return following Saturday. Also on trip
will be Commissioners Frederick W.
Henry. Robert E. Lee and E. William
Ford,
Commissioner Henry received his
first assignment from FCC last week —
as second alternate defense commissioner, replacing Chairman Newton N.
Minow. Commissioner Lee, who was
head of defense lor several years, is first
alternate to Coir.missioner Bartley.
Newhouse

transacts

for Omaha
properties
Negotiations for purchase of Omaha
World-Herald (and its KETV [TV])
are under way with group publisherbroadcaster Samuel I. Newhouse, it
was acknowledged Oct. 12.
Newspaper board met Friday but
did not immediately accept offer; it
will be considered further, it was said.
Offer amounts to $40 million, it was
understood, but newspaper is said to
have cash assets of $8 million. Transaction also would include multi-story
medical building owned by newspaper.
World-Herald, founded in 1885, is
only newspaper in Omaha; it publishes
morning and afternoon editions. Weekday circulation is over 250,000.
Acquisition of five-year-old KETV
(ch. 7 with ABC affiliation) would
give Newhouse group its fifth vhf television outlet; it also owns three radio
outlets.
Newhouse stations: WSYR-AM-FMTV Syracuse, N. Y.; WAPI-AM-FMTV Birmingham, Ala.; 50% of KOINAM-FM-TV Portland, Ore.; 25% of
KTVI (TV) St. Louis, Mo., and all
of WPTA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa. (uhf,
on ch. 27).
Mr. Newhouse earlier this summer
paid $42 million for New Orleans
Defenders
Three advertising agency executives are scheduled to appear
today
15) ona.m.
CBS-TV's
Calendar(Oct.
(10-10:30
EDT)
to discuss advertising's place in
U. S. economy. They are Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., president
of M-E Productions; David
Ogilvy, chairman, Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather, and Nicholas Samstag,
former promotion director of
Time Inc. who now heads his
own agency.

more AT DEADLINE page 10
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Lee Moselle
has succeeded
Rodney Erickson
as president of
Filmways Inc.,
New York. Mr.
Moselle has been
member of Filmways board and
partner in law
firm of Katz,
Mr. Moselle
Moselle & Schier,
general counsel to
Filmways. Mr. Moselle also becomes
chief executive officer, taking over procompany's
administrative
affairs fromduction
Martin
Ransohoff,
chairman
of board and production chief. Mr.
Erickson, whose contract with Filmways will end in November, is expected
to become associated with development
of broadcast properties. He also retains
stock ownership in Filmways, which
has four network tv shows on air —
Beverly Hillbillies, Mr. Ed, Shell's
Wonderful World of Golf and Make a
Face.
Dave Lundy, executive vp of Blair
Television Assoc., named president of

Blair
new &"unified''
sales
divisionTelevision,
of John Blair
Co., Newtv York
representation firm. Ed Shu rick, executive vp of Blair-Tv, resigns (see story,
page 34).
Sigurd
Larmon,
71, S.board
chairman of
Young
Rubicam, New& York,
will retire at end
of this year. Mr.
Larmon had been
chief executive
officer of Y&R
until earlier this
Mr. Larmon

year, and served
as president of
agency from 1942 to 1959. George H.
Gribbin succeeded him as president of
Y&R, and earlier this year as chief executive officer. Mr. Larmon, who has
been with agency since 1929, was elected president and chief executive officer
in 1942 to succeed Raymond Rubicam
on latter's retirement. He entered advertising as account executive with N. W.
Ayer. Philadelphia, in 1925.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

it is presenting filmed documentary on
Berlin tunneling operations Oct. 31 (see
story page 70).
State Department official confirmed
CBS account. Robert Manning, assistant secretary for public affairs, said department, after hearing of CBS plans
for documentary, urged network to
drop them.
He said department felt that filming
of escape would involve risk for American correspondents and cameramen
and, "by loosening secrecy, enhance
risk of injury, capture or death for the
would-be escapees." He also said such
activities could "complicate the delicate
Berlin problem itself."
Westinghouse Electric
signs consent order
Westinghouse Electric Corp. agreed
Friday (Oct. 12) to consent judgment
which forbids company from engaging
in any plan to restrict export of radio
and tv receivers into Canada.
Order stems from 1958 complaint
by Dept. of Justice against Westinghouse, General Electric and Philips of
Eindhoven charging that three companies tied up Canadian rights to manufacture radio and tv sets through patent
pool for past 36 years.
Previously Philips agreed to consent
order; suit against GE is still pending.

Shut-down
Times-Picayune and States Item.
Newhouse newspapers are Syracuse
(N.Y.) Post-Standard and HeraldJournal, Newark (N.J.) Star-Ledger,
Jersey City (N.J.) Jersey Journal, Long
Island (N.Y.) Press and Star-Journal,
Staten Island (N.Y.) Advance, Harrisburg (Pa.) Patriot and News, Portland
(Ore.) Oregonian and Journal, St.
Louis (Mo.) Globe-Democrat, Birmingham (Ala.) News, Huntsville (Ala.)
Times, Denver (Colo.) Post, New Orleans (La.) Times-Picayune and StatesItem, and Springfield (Mass.) News
and Union (minority).
Mr. Newhouse has substantial interests in Conde-Nast Publications Inc.
and Street & Smith Inc.
Newhouse newspaper empire was one
of those mentioned by Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N.Y.) in discussion of newspaper investigation which he intends to
have his antitrust subcommittee begin
in January (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
Probe also will consider newspaper ownership of tv and radio stations.
WGBS gets night boost
from 10 kw to 50 kw
FCC announced Friday that it has
approved nighttime increase in power
by WGBS Miami from 10 kw to 50 kw.
WGBS, owned by Storer Broadcasting
Co., is on 710 kc, 50 kw day, with
directional antenna both day and night.
10

Visual to distribute
ITA broadcast

gear

Visual Electronics Corp. was appointed Friday as exclusive distributor
of all broadcast equipment manufactured by ITA Electronics Corp., Lansdowne, Pa. Included in ITA line are
transmitters, audio consoles and Documentor recording system that can be
used for automatic logging.
ITA is subsidiary of Triangle Publications which also owns WFIL-AM-TV
Philadelphia; WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton, N. Y.; WNHC-AM-TV New
Haven, Conn.; WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, Pa., and KFRE-AM-TV Fresno,
Calif.
CBS

bows

drops show

to U.S. plea,
on Berlin

CBS-TV stopped preparation of documentary on tunneling operation under
Berlin Wall when informed of U. S.
"national interest" in such projects, according to Richard S. Salant, president
of CBS News.
Network confirmed report published
Friday (Oct. 12) but would not comment further. Mr. Salant was quoted
as saying that CBS News in early August had dropped its plans when State
Department made its feelings known.
NBC-TV revealed Thursday (Oct. 11)

WBAI(FM)

expected back on air
WBAI (FM) New York, off air
since midnight, Oct. 9 because of transmission difficulties, was expected to
resume broadcasting over weekend
(Oct. 13).
Announcements of WBAI's condition were broadcast by stations WNYCAM-FM, WFUV (FM) and WMCA,
all New York.
U.S.-British tv drama
set for co-production
New effort in producing tv dramatizations for near-simultaneous showing
to American and English audiences being announced today (Oct. 15) by
NBC-TV and Associated Rediffusion.
drama tois "Shannon's
(byFirst
A. J.such
Cronin),
be cast with Way"
U.S.
star in lead and British actors in all
other roles. It'll have exteriors filmed
in Scotland, and final taping Nov. 28
at AR's studios in London.
U.S. will see program as one of
Dupont Show Of The Week presentations on Dec. 16, 10-11 p.m. EST.
Show will be seen in same month in
England, Scotland and Wales over AR's
programming facilities. Lewis Freedman named producer; director and talent selections still to be made. Other
such international co-productions are
being considered, it was said.
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962
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WSPD
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Television
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in Toledo

-just

New

colonial headquarters

WSPD-TV

mirrors
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the

face

of

Toledo
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Toledo

has

faith

inWSPD-TV

WSPD-TV's impressive new facilities are dramatic proof of the faith that WSPD-TV has in
Toledo. WSPD-TV believes in Toledo, and Toledoans believe in WSPD-TV. Toledo's faith in
WSPD-TV is the result of 14 years of imaginative and community-minded programming.
Toledoans like what they see and hear on WSPD-TV. They look to WSPD-TV for leadership
in thought, in news, in editorial opinion, in entertainment. When you come down to basics,
isn't that what a television station is for?

The gracious lobby at WSPD-TV.

This spacious studio serves advertisers
with modern technical facilities.
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MARKET

LARGEST

IN

U.S.-A SEPARATE, INDEPENDENT AND DISTINCT MARKET

*Nassau-Suffolk (Long Island)
accounts for more Food Sales
than 32 states and its $31/4
Billion Retail Sales out-ranks
the following major metro
markets:
Dallas
Philadelphia
Detroit
St. Louis
Cleveland
Milwaukee
Seattle
Washington, D.C.
Boston
Minneapolis
Houston
Pittsburgh
Kansas City
San Francisco
Baltimore
Atlanta
Long Islanders listen, and are
loyal to WHLI because WHLI provides exclusive programs and
services that are vital to residents of Long Island.
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AM 1100
FM 98. 3
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LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
Jlonj Ldmd
PAUL GODOFSKY, Pres. Gen. Mgr.
JOSEPH A. LENN, Exec. Vice-Pres. Sales
REPRESENTED by CILL-PERNA
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A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
♦Indicates first or revised listing
OCTOBER
Oct. 15-16 — Joint management and engineering meeting will be held by stations
of the Central Canada Broadcasting Assn.
at the Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
The two-day session will discuss programming, sales and technical developments.
Oct. 15-19— Audio Engineering Society,
14th annual fall convention at BarbizonPlaza Hotel, New York. Among papers to
be read: "Stereo Operational Experience
of WQXR-AM-FM New York," L. K. Kleinklaus, chief engineer; "Planning a New Fm
Stereo neerStation,"
LloydKMUZ
Jones, (FM)
chief Santa
engiand partner,
Barbara, Calif.; "Management's View of Fm
Stereo," A. J. Eicholzer, chief engineer,
WSYR-FM Syracuse, N. Y., and "A Practical Guide to Fm Station Layout and Tuneup," Everett
Gilbert, Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar
Rapids, J.Iowa.
Oct. 16 — Second annual Southeast RadioTv Seminar (SERTS), sponsored by Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters, on catv challenge to
broadcasters. Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Oct. 16 — Premium Advertising Assn. of
America conference at the Henry Hudson
Hotel, New York City. Association observes its 50th anniversary at its annual
New York conference held in conjunction
with the four-day New York Premium
Show which It sponsors at the New York
Coliseum, Oct. 15-18. Featured speakers will
be Bennett Cerf, president of Random
House; James Proud, past president of Advertising Federation of America; Dr. Kenneth D. Wells, president of Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge, Pa.; and William
Dunham, PAAA president.
Oct. 16 — League of Advertising Agencies,
dinner meeting at The Advertising Club,
New York. "How the smaller agency can
get new business in unexpected places."
Oct. 17-18 — Central Region meeting of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
Hotel Ambassador West, Chicago.
Oct. 17-19— Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, second annual general meeting. Coach House Motor Inn,
Milwaukee.
Oct. 18 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. luncheon at Michael's Restaurant,

OPEN
Heart of America story
editor: . . . Excellent stories on Missouri and the Midwest . . . you have
done a very good objective job. —
William R. Brown, research director,
Missouri State Chamber of Commerce,
Jefferson City.
editor: We would appreciate very much
if you would give us permission to reprint the article about Topeka — "Topeka
State Hub, Nation's Center" — from the
"Heart of America" story. We would like
to mail the article to our 1 ,600 chamber
members. — Wayne Dawson, executive
vice president, Topeka Chamber of
Commerce.
[Permission granted, provided proper credit
is given to Broadcasting.]
editor: . . . Interesting and informative
by one of the most penetrating observers

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB Fall Conferences
15-16— Dinkler-Plaza, Atlanta
18-19— BUtmore, New Yerk
22-23— Edgewater Beach, Chicago
25-26— Statler-Hllton, Washington
8-9 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
12-13 — Muehlebach, Kansas City
15-16 — Brown Palace, Denver
19-20 — Sheraton-Portland, Ore.

Los Angeles. Speaker will be Sol Taishoff,
editor and publisher of Broadcasting and
Television magazines.
Oct. 18 — Joint NAB-International Radio &
Television Society luncheon, Hotel Biltmore, New York. Gov. LeRoy Collins,
NAB's president, is speaker.
Oct. 18-20 — Mutual Advertising Agency
Network'sChicago.
final meeting for 1962 at Palmer
House,
Oct. 18-20 — National
Educational Television & Radio Center, fall meeting of
station managers of affiliated stations, Park
Sheraton Hotel, New York City.
Oct. 19-20 — Wisconsin AP Radio-Tv Assn.
meeting being held In Madison, Wis.
Oct. 19-21— New England chapter AWRT
conference, Lovett's, Franconia, N. H.
Oct. 19-21 — Pennsylvania AWRT conference, Brodhead Hotel, Beaver Falls, Pa.
Oct. 20 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin
fall meeting at the Lorraine Hotel, Madison. Dinner speaker will be Prof. Verner
Suomi,
U. ofwill
Wisconsin's
New officers
be elected.space authority.
Oct. 20 — UPI Broadcasters of Illinois fall
meeting, St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield.
Oct. 20-21 — Illinois News Broadcasters
Assn., fall meeting, St. Nicholas Hotel,
Springfield, 111.
Oct. 20-25—Assn.
Western
convention
American
of Region
Advertising
Agencies,of
Hilton Hawaii Village, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Phillip W. Wenig, president of Standard
Rate and Data Service Inc., New York,
will discuss "Missing Media Data — Its New
Importance
to Advertising,"
in an presiopen
session meeting.
Joseph Maguire,
dent of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Seattle, has been added to the panel In a
closed business session which will explore
"How to Make a Profit."

MIKE ®
who ever visited us. — Eugene S. Thomas,
vice president-general manager, KETV
(TV) Omaha.
[Reprints of Broadcasting's Special Report,
"Heartable of
Transition,"
are availfor 25America
cents ain single
copy, $20.00
per
100 copies; $37.50 per 200; $54.00 per 300;
1,000.]
$72.00 per 400; $87.50 per 500; $150.00 per
Estes coverage
Editor: Your [Oct. 1] editorial on the
Billie Sol Estes trial is titled "Order in
the Court." Personally, I think the
editorial is "out of order." You have
singled out live television and, without
mentioning our call letters, this station
as the cause prompting adverse newsNothing
therpaper
from criticism.
the truth.
. . . could be furWFAA personnel, in cooperation
with Marshall Pengra of KLTV (TV)
in Tyler, began almost a month prior
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962
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better
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These'are the films that consistently win the top ratings* in all of these top markets: New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,
San Francisco, St. Louis, Mobile, Indianapolis, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Buffalo, and many others.
Ask your Allied Artists TV sales representative for the fabulous facts and figures about: (1) Bomba.The Jungle Boy
(2) Cavalcade of the 60's Group I (3) The Bowery Boys (4) Science Fiction Features (5) Cavalcade of the 60's Group n.
♦Source ARB

(^^^^ Allied Artists Television Corp., 165 West 46th St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., PLaza 7-8530

Lesson

for Americans

You're looking at sixth graders at work in a
Moscow classroom.
They were photographed by five ABC -TV
men who went to the Soviet Union to film a
report on Soviet education for the muchpraised Bell & Howell Close-Up! series.
They were the first American television crew
to film this key aspect of Soviet society.
And they returned with a superb television
story— Meet Comrade Student.
The program, presented on ABC Television,
September 28th, was called by the New York
Herald Tribune "an unprecedented service
in acquainting us with the challenge evident
in the Soviet drive for mass education."
A challenge it is. And a lesson. And clearly
a triumph for American television in the
crucial area of public affairs.
Meet Comrade Student advances most
notably Bell & Howell's responsibility
as a corporate citizen in a democracy. A
responsibility well served by such previous
Close-Up! programs as Cast the First Stone
and Walk in My Shoes.
Meet Comrade

Student is also very much in

keeping with ABC's bold, honest approach
to reporting the great issues of the day.
Such programs as Editor's Choice, Adlai
Stevenson Reports, Issues & Answers soundly
document the merits of this approach.
Here then is a forthrightness, a new creative
ferment characteristic of ABC's total
communications effort. In entertainment, in
enlightenment. In hard news, in soft music.
In comedy, in commentary.
People like it. And advertisers — being
people — likewise.
ABC

Television

Network

to the September trial making arrangef We've
ments to be on hand with our live
been in
equipment to televise this activity of
No.
the No. 1
nationwide importance. Many trips,
almost daily, were made to Tyler.
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I we went to Tyler in the first place.
— Mike Shapiro, general manager,
WFAA-AM-FM-TV Dallas.
MID-MICHIGAN'S
[The editorial intended no singling out of
live tv or any station in criticizing the
presence
of excessive equipment at the
BIG
No. 1 BUY
court session. It suggested that if television
were to cover the trial after it resumed
RADIO
(it was
not involving tv postponed
coverage) ,fora reasons
coordinated
effort
among broadcasters was needed to make
equipment as inconspicuous as possible.
For further developments see story in
Programming, this issue.]

WISL
1320
Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
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Editor: Your story on the Estes trial
[Programming, Oct. 1] lists several
stations on hand, but omits any mention of KTAL-TV Shreveport, even
though the picture used shows Paul
Meighan, news editor . . . and Steve
Alexander with sound camera. . . .
KTAL also had a crew of one to
ten people on the scene throughout
the entire incident at Oxford, Miss.
Our cameraman, Fred Deckard, was
one of those attacked by the mob; his
station wagon, movie camera and lighting equipment were totally destroyed,
but the film he had just taken survived
and provided a dramatic highlight to
our extensive coverage. . . . — Walter
M. Windsor, general manager, KTALTV Shreveport, La.
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Blair-TV
is pleased to
announce that it
is now the exclusive
national representative
forDickFairbanks'WAII-TV
—serving Atlanta— the nation's
23rd market. Blair has long been
associated with Mr. Fairbanks and is
proud of a pleasant and successful representation of his top Indianapolis radio
property— WIBC

— for over 20 years.

Blair-TV's dynamic growth and
outstanding service to its clients
continues to attract an
increasing number of
top properties to
television's most
influential list of
stations and
markets.
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WAII-TV the "Eyes of Atlanta"
BLAIR-TV— A BLAIR TELEVISION CO.
717 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y.
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WNBC-TV,

New York— KRCA-TV,

WNBQ-TV,

Chicago-WMAL-TV,

WANE-TV,

Ft. Wayne-WBRE-TV,

Los Angeles
Washington, D.C. 0.
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TV FILM SYNDICATION PLaza 9-7500 and principal cities everywhere

MONDAY

How

Mister

MEMO

Magoo

lights bulb

Mister
Magoo,
UPA Pictures
famed
cartoon
character,
is at workInc.'s
for
General Electric light bulbs once again
— selling for us right now on tv stations
in about 175 markets, placed through
BBDO here.
Obviously we think he's done a good
job for us and we want to keep him
working in his nearsighted but effective
way for GE bulbs. But just why
Magoo?
When we first selected Mister Magoo
for our merchandising campaigns, we
had been looking for a new program
which would meet these criteria:
( 1 ) It had to be flexible, able to peak
in key selling seasons without loss of
overall continuity or impact; (2) it had
to be fresh and excite general sales enthusiasm; (3) it had to provide a cohesive element for our total point-ofpurchase bulb selling plans, had to have
solid retail tie-in possibilities, and (4)
it had to have a different marketing approach and provide some extra values
and still reach the most consumers at
the lowest cost.
Before Magoo ■ Before adopting the
Mister Magoo spot tv format, we used
many combinations of network tv, radio
and space advertising. Although we
were able to peak our efforts during key
periods for bulb sales, often much of
the ad expense was spread generally
throughout the year. We peaked, but
we really never could saturate a market during short, key buying periods.
There is some merit to every timing
pattern, but in the new Mister Magoo
spot tv approach we wanted to try
short-period, concentrated promotions
that would create maximum interest and
enthusiasm — from GE salesman to retailer to housewife. In 1959 we tried
a series of spot commercials in test
markets (without Magoo) running up
to 30 per week. The reaction looked
good.
Then we signed Mister Magoo to sell
bulbs and started the first saturation
program in the spring of 1960. Our
idea was to concentrate the campaigns
in four-week periods in spring and fall,
the two major bulb-buying times.
The fumbling, bumbling Mister
Magoo is a real asset in building consumer and retailer interest. To keep the
Magoo spots fresh, we build each promotion around a different theme for
each four-week period. The theme
coincides with a current event or subject of general interest.
For example, railroading holds a
natural interest for most of us from
22

from MARTIN R. KING, General Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland

sales

for General

our first electric train set. This fall's
campaign has Mister Magoo doing his
humorous sales job in a railroad theme
with a promotion called the "GE Value
Line." The railroading and "Value
Line" approach also lets us coordinate
our light bulb advertising with the company-wide "Accent on Value" promotion for all GE products.
In past campaigns, Mister Magoo has
kept sales interest high with episodes
set in political, football and space travel
themes.
The 'POPS' Approach ■ When you
gain salesmen's enthusiasm, you're on
the road to good tie-ins. And such
salesman-retailer approval is our
"POPS" marketing approach. This
POPS "Point-of-Purchase-Selling" concept recognizes that all marketing, advertising, manufacturing and other activities must dovetail at the point of
purchase
it's POPS
only there
that five
the
bulb can — besince
sold.
involves
elements: product, packaging, merchandising, displays and advertising.
The cohesive factor we sought and
found in our Magoo theme introduces
the advertising elements into the other
categories at the point of purchase.
For instance, we feature Mister Magoo
on special display merchandisers for
light bulbs which retailers put up to
tie in with current campaigns. In addition there is a wide assortment of store
streamers, display cards, banners, signs,
badges for personnel and special attention-getters.
The Mister Magoo spot tv approach
is obviously helpful and it offers a few
extra values in this effort and in increasing our overall effectiveness. For example, timing is important. We and the retailers want to coincide with the peak
selling seasons. The spot approach,
with its timing flexibility, lets us con-

Electric

centrate efforts in those seasons. It lets
us pinpoint specific markets, for with
few exceptions the spots are placed
station by station.
In addition, by concentrating most
of our spots in daytime periods we
reach our major customer, Mrs. Housewife, more efficiently. Indeed, nonprime-time spot broadcasting presents
more opportunities for minute-spots
and greater selection of times to further broaden our choices of day or
time of day.
We don't stop just with two spot tv
campaigns a year. We back up the
spots with Mister Magoo space ads in
top circulation publications.
You will also find Mister Magoo at
work for us at other times of the year,
selling consumers on GE bulb values
through
of media.
no doubta variety
that Mister
MagooWe've
has
laughed the way to continued interest
and enthusiasm, so necessary for successful sales programs.
Award Winner ■ Last year alone,
Magoo's efforts in tv and in our other
"POPS" activities earned such recognition as these: two firsts from men and
a first and third place from women as
best-read ads in issues of Saturday Evening Post and Life; an International
Broadcasting Award for the "Soup
Bowl" commercial as one of the best of
the year; a fourth award from the
Cleveland Advertising Club for outstanding merit; citation as one of the
top 27 television commercials by Advertising Age; a second
award Age;
for
merchandising
from "Vaspa"
Chain Store
and an award for merchandising excellence from Food Topics.
The combination of Mister Magoo,
"POPS" and our sales force works.
They sell light bulbs and that, simply,
is "why Magoo."

Martin R. King, manager of advertising
and sales promotion for GE's Large Lamp
Department, has been with that company
since 1946, his duties ranging from news
bureau work to publicity, public relations
and advertising, and including assignments at Schenectady and New York before his present post. He became advertising manager in 1955. Mr. King is a
graduate of Dartmouth College. He served
in the Marine Corps during World War II.
He is married and father of five.
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We're giving Detroit's 44th National Automobile Show the full WJR treatment! Why
shouldn't we — the way our Great Lakes audience
lives, breathes, eats and sleeps automobiles!
Between

October 20 and 28, hundreds

of

thousands of them will be seeing the '63's at
Cobo Hall. And hearing about them from their
favorite people on WJR. Rest assured, Jim Wood,
Automotive Editor Ray Engle, Bud Guest, J. P.
McCarthy, Lee Murray, George Kendall, and
Jack Harris (left to right) won't leave a celebrity
uninterviewed or a bolt unturned.

AUTO

SHOW

While we apply this task force coverage to all the
big events in these parts, the automobile is still
our favorite subject. We have most of the adult
listeners in a 100-county area — an area that buys
10% of the nation's cars. So it's no wonder that
automotive manufacturers favor us as an advertising medium.
Naturally, this 5th richest market buys a lot of
other things, too. Why not your product? Your
Henry I. Christal representative will be happy
to make the necessary arrangements. Or you can
write to us directly.

DETROIT
WIR
760 KC^/50,000 WATTS
THE GREAT VOICE OF THE NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE
26
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resolution
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not
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of July

gave

members

A 24-year-old ceiling on the power
that standard radio broadcast stations
are allowed to use is going to be attacked next week.
The first move to break out of the
50 kw limitation imposed on radio stations in 1938 is expected to take place
Oct. 22 when the first group of applications asking for 500,000 to 750,000
watts are due to be filed with the FCC.
The applications will be filed by a
number of clear channel stations. They
are expected to be followed in a matter
of weeks by a second group of Class
1-A stations now weighing the move.
In all, 13 Class 1-A radio stations are
expected to ask for higher power, ranging from 500 kw to 750 kw.
High Power Resolution ■ The action
is pinned on the resolution passed by
the House last July which called on the
FCC to permit am radio stations to use
power higher than 50 kw if found in
the public interest (Broadcasting,
July 9).
The same House resolution asked
the FCC not to duplicate any of the 24
clear channels for at least one year.
In 1961 the FCC issued a final order
in its clear channel proceedings, begun

Trouble

FOR

to apply
clear

of CCBS,

for 500

channels

candidates?

FCC

has

answers

POWER
to 750

kw

go ahead

considering

in 1945, breaking down 13 of the 1-A
channels. This order has not been put
into effect pending commission resolution of a petition by the clear channel
stations to reconsider the duplication.
Stations due to file for higher powers
soon are:
KFI Los Angeles (640 kc), WSM
Nashville (650 kc), WLW Cincinnati
(700 kc), WGN Chicago (720 kc),
WSB Atlanta (750 kc), WJR Detroit
(760 kc), WHAS Louisville (840 kc),
WHO Des Moines (1040 kc), KSL Salt
Lake City (1160 kc).
Others having power boosts under
serious consideration:
WBAP Fort Worth and WFAA Dallas (820 kc), WHAM Rochester
(N.Y.) (1180 kc), WOAI San Antonio
(1200 kc).
All of these stations are members of
the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
(CCBS).
Plans of the other Class 1-A clear
channel stations not members of CCBS
were not known, but it is known that
they, too, have higher power under
study. These include network owned
stations and Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. stations.

Radio and television stations were presented a new
political broadcasting primer by the FCC last week with
the expressed hope that it will eliminate the need for
agency rulings on Sec. 315 (equal time) of the Communications Act during the present campaigns.
The 28-page policy statement, titled "Use of Broadcast
Facilities By Candidates for Public Office," is in the
process of being mailed to all licensees. It includes prior
rulings made by the FCC on Sec. 315 questions, including
several made since the September 1960 policy statement.
New problems undoubtedly will arise, the commission
said, but experience has shown that previous rulings will
help broadcasters and candidates to understand their
rights and obligations under Sec. 315. In this way many
complaints to Washington can be avoided. "We do not
mean to preclude inquiry to the commission when there
is a genuine doubt," the FCC said.
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

HIGHER

same

move

Network clears are: WNBC New
York (660 kc) and WMAQ Chicago
(670 kc), both NBC; WBBM Chicago
(780 kc), WCBS New York (880 k0,
KMOX St. Louis (1120 kc), WCAU
Philadelphia (1210 kc), all CBS; WLS
Chicago (890 kc), ABC.
WBC stations are: KDKA Pittsburgh
(1020 kc), WBZ Boston (1030 kc),
and KYW Cleveland (1100 kc).
ABC's WABC New York (on 770
kc) is also considered a Class 1-A station, but last year the FCC made permanent a 20-year temporary arrangement whereby KOB Albuquerque,
N. M., also operates on 770 kc. Both
stations now, however, are protecting
each other with directional antennas.
Some stations intend to propose the
use of directional antennas.
Million Dollar Costs ■ It is estimated
that the move to higher power will cost
each of the stations making the plunge
at least $500,000 for the transmitter
alone. Additional expenses, which may
bring these totals for each broadcaster
to $1 million or even higher, would be
incurred if new antennas, towers and
transmitter building are required.
Higher power is required, the clear

to 87

problems

The document lists 87 prior rulings by the FCC, Sec.
315 of the act and commission rules on political broadcasting. Just 24 hours after the statement was issued,
Sen. Ralph Yarborough (D-Tex.) took the floor of the
Senate to express "regret" that the FCC had not amended
its political broadcasting rules.
Last spring, the Senate Freedom of Communications
Subcommittee (of which Sen. Yarborough is chairman)
had urged the FCC to amend its rules in this area
(Broadcasting, April 23). The senator inserted the
FCC document into the Congressional Record and urged
"those candidates who are subjected to unfair treatment
under these rules" to bring their complaints to his subcommittee.
Full text of FCC

primer, page 107
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CLEARS

TO ASK

FOR

HIGHER

channel stations will say, to provide
better radio signals at night to rural
areas now underserved by nighttime
broadcast services. The CCBS has estimated in documents filed with the FCC
in the clear channel proceeding that
there are over 25 million people in 1.7
million square miles who receive their

Roy Battles
Director CCBS
only usable nighttime broadcast service from clear channel stations.
By using higher powers the 1-A stations will claim that millions of people
in the so-called "white" areas will, for
the first time, receive not only a better
single broadcast service, but will be able

WLW

broadcast

continued

to receive two and even three usable
broadcast signals.
Another need for higher power, according to the clear channel stations, is
the fact that in the last 20 years the use
of electricity on farms has quadrupled.
This has created more man-made noise
and has deteriorated the rural radio
service. Higher power will help overcome this obstacle to clear reception, it
is contended.
Defense Aid ■ A major argument in
favor of greater power, the clear channel stations declare, is the work they
are doing for civilian defense and
emergency military communications.
A major defense requirement, it is
pointed out, is for saturation broadcast
coverage of the entire United States in
the event of an atomic attack. This is
a necessity, it is said, not only for
warning, but also for post attack information and instructions.
The clear channel stations have been
participating in emergency communications tests with civilian defense and
military officials. Successful demonstrations have shown that point-to-point
telegraph communications can be accomplished by multiplexing the am
carrier. This has been done successfully
in three projects sponsored by the Department of Defense: "Restore," "Brecom" and "Seacom." All of these involve the use of clear channel stations
to establish teletype communications
links, in one case from SAC headquarters in Omaha to the east coast, and in

with 500 kw power for four years

Only one commercial radio station ever used more than 50 kw
power. This is the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s WLW in Cincinnati,
which operated with 500 kw from
1934 to 1938.
Under an experimental grant from
the FCC, the Cincinnati Class 1-A
station invested almost $400,000 in
equipment (transmitter, tower, antenna and building and land) and
saw its technical operating and
maintenance expenses shoot up from
roughly $80,000 a year as a 50 kw
station to over $220,500 a year with
500 kw.
According to testimony placed in
the record in 1938 during the FCC's
hearings on higher power, the WLW
primary contour remained relatively
the same, although there was some
increase in secondary coverage. At
night, however, with its stronger signal intensity via skywave, listeners in
remote areas received much better
reception than they received from
the same station using only 50 kw.
28 (LEAD STORY)

POWER

James D. Shouse, now chairman
of Crosley Broadcasting Corp., was
then vice president and general manager of WLW. At that time, Crosley
also owned WSAI Cincinnati.
In recommending denial of WLW's
request for renewal of its 500 kw
operation, a special FCC board of
commissioners found in 1938 that
the station had no further need for
the higher power operation in order
to experiment along proposed lines,
that there was some interference
from WLW on 700 kc to WOR New
York on 710 kc, and that WLW's
wider coverage was a significant factor in some loss of business to other
radio stations blanketed by the 500
kw signal (although the commission
pointed out these stations did make
a profit).
The commission's action came after the Wheeler resolution had
passed the Senate, recommending
that 50 kw be the ceiling on all radio stations in the country.

another from San Francisco to a radar
shore. plane several hundred miles offpicket
So significant does the military consider this ability for emergency communications that the Department of
Defense testified in favor of higher
powers on the clear channels during
hearings before the House Commerce
Committee earlier this year.
In its battle against any duplication,
the clear channel group has stated that
notwithstanding the growth in the number of full-time radio stations (from
723 in 1938 to 1,963 as of July 2 of
this year), the number of people receiving their only usable signal via
skywave service has remained almost

J. H. DeWirt Jr.
WSM Nashville
Chmn. CCBS Engineering Committee
constant — 28.5 million in 1938 and
25.1 million as of 1961.
Salud Amigos ■ The clear channel
spokesmen have warned often that if
U. S. stations don't increase their power
on the nighttime clear frequencies,
many Latin American countries will
take advantage of this less than full use
and usurp the frequencies. If this happens, itis pointed out, the white areas
in the U. S. will suffer.
A corollary to this argument is that
if clear channel stations are permitted
to go up to 500 kw or 750 kw, the
U. S. story will be better told (via
stronger signals) in Latin American
countries whose people will be able to
hear direct American broadcasts easily
for the first time.
The Senate resolution in 1938 which
expressed
the radio
"sense station
of the operate
Senate" with
that
no
American
more than 50 kw was authored by
former Sen. Burton K. Wheeler (DMont.). Sen. Wheeler took this step
at the request of regional and local
radio stations which feared that high
powered clear channel stations could
blanket the U. S. to the economic detriment of other stations.
The leader of the broadcast interests
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

Members

of Clear Channel

Edwin M. Craig
WSM Nashville, chmn.

Victor A. Sholis
WHAS Louisville

fighting increased power 24 years ago
was E. B. Craney, until recently a
multiple broadcaster. Mr. Craney sold
his stations last year but retains other
broadcast interests.
Duplicate 13 ■ In its 1961 report
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18, 1961), the
FCC decided to duplicate 13 of the 24
clear channel frequencies, leaving the
other 11 untouched. It also said that
because of the 1938 Senate resolution,
it could not at that time decide on the
question of higher power.
Stations proposed to be duplicated
are: WMAQ, WGN, WJR, WABC,
WBBM, WCBS, WLS, KDKA, WBZ,
CLEARS
Protected

TOPS

channels,

Broadcasting

Service

Executive

Harold Hough
WBAP Ft. Worth

Ward Quaal
WGN Chicago

KYW, KMOX, WHAM and WCAU.
In its final decision, the commission
said that by adding 13 new stations, a
first nighttime groundwave service
would be brought to more than 600,000
people. CCBS disputes this. The clear
channel group maintains that only
250,000 people will receive a first nighttime groundwave service. This means,
CCBS contends, that the FCC is derogating these 13 frequencies to bring a
nighttime groundwave service to less
than 2.5% of the 25 million now relying on the nighttime skywave signals
of the clears as their only usable nighttime service.

FOR

skywave

20

YEARS

gave 60 stations vast

Committee

James Shouse
WLW Cincinnati

each of the 21 1-B frequencies at night
and these two are widely separated.
Over 1,500 other stations operate on
the clear channels also, but except for
about 100 all are daytime stations required to cease broadcasting at local
sunset. The 100 remaining must reduce power and use directional antennas at night to protect the clears whose
frequencies they are using.
The purpose of the clear channel operation in the early days of broadcasting, and today, is to furnish nighttime
service to rural and remote areas where
local stations are minimal at night.
Night Phenomena ■ Radio waves
travel through the ether in two ways.
During the day they travel along the
ground. Signals going upward pass on
through the atmosphere and are lost in
space. At night, they also travel along
the ground, but a phenomenon occurs
about 30 miles up that acts as a giant
radio mirror reflecting radio waves for
vast distances. This is the ionosphere,
a layer of electrically charged particles.
It is this "skip" activity that permits
clear channel stations to be heard
thousands of miles away.

audience? only service to much of rural America
By the time tv arrived on the scene,
Advertisers and agencymen may
have forgotten but for two decades ra- this number had grown to 900-odd.
These 60 clear channel stations are
dio was the prime and only broadcast
medium in the country. And, during divided into two parts. Twenty-five stathat time 60 clear channel stations were
tions operate on 24 Class 1-A frequenthe giants of broadcasting.
cies; they are the only stations on that
Obviously if all of today's 3,600
From 1930 to 1950 — give or take a particular frequency at night. Two sta- radio stations were to remain on the air
tions, WBAP Fort Worth and WFAA
few years on either side — the clear
at night, the resulting skywave reflections would rain a cacaphony of radio
Dallas, share one of these Class 1-A
channel stations reigned supreme. They
signals down on the listener that would
frequencies.
were the big voices of the air. With
Thirty-five stations are Class 1-B out- be as intolerable as unregulated traffic
50 kw power, their programs and comlets; only two of them are permitted on on the Los Angeles freeways.
mercials rang loud and clear during the
day, and rose to a roar at night. The
shout at night resulted from the fact
that these were the only stations on
Review board makes its first am grant
their frequencies during those hours,
Neil N. Levitt was placed in a application had been opposed by
and with the skywave phenomenon ocsmall niche of FCC history last week
KSEL (950 kc) Lubbock, Tex., on
curring after dark the clears were heard
as the beneficiary of the first grant
interference grounds.
1,000 and more miles away. During
of a new am station (960 kc, 1 kw
The decision was drafted by board
the day their voices ranged 100 miles
daytime in Roswell, N. M.) by the member Joseph Nelson with Chairor more from the transmitter.
commission's new review board.
man Donald Berkemeyer and HorIt was these stations that carried the
A unanimous board finalized an
ace Slone concurring. The review
most popular programs, the national
board was established last summer
April 6 initial decision recommendadvertising — both network and national
ing a grant to Mr. Levitt, an action
to lighten the work load of FCC
taken several months earlier than is members and is empowered to make
spot — that brought to the 25 million
listeners in rural America their only
such grants. An appeal may be
customary under former procedures
nighttime service.
which would have required action
taken
ever. to the full commission, howby the full commission. The Levitt
Only 700 Outlets ■ Of course at that
time there were only 700-odd stations.
n
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ADMEN
Agency

ARISE,

URGES

head assails television program

ADVERTISING

WEISS
producers

for skimpy ideas, urges revolt by agency creators
Edward H. Weiss, board chairman
of the Chicago advertising agency bearing his name, challenged creative
writers and producers of television commercials last week to fight for the acceptance of new ideas which they can
contribute to improve tv programming.
He said a trend toward creative inbreeding among program producers is
stifling tv.
Speaking Tuesday before the Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago, Mr.
Weiss charged there is today "a shameful waste of talent in the whole structure of originating, writing, producing
and presenting television programs."
He said the wall between agency commercial creative talent and the program
creative talent must be knocked down
and the free exchange of ideas encouraged.
Mr. Weiss
Mr. Weiss pointed to his agency's
Ad copy often excels program
success with its Purex specials for women as an example of what can occur to
the benefit of all concerned. The pro- group' and who want no interference
with their methods, who seem to resent
gram idea came from an agency copywriter.
what they consider any 'infringement'
of their prerogatives to turn out the
Mr. Weiss criticized the frequent
aloofness of those who create and pro- same programs with a different title
duce tv's programming. He called them
each season."
aartists
"relatively
small band"
of writers,
and directors
who work
for the
Leo Burnett adopts
network or package producing groups
and who too often feel they themselves
computer processes
are the "serious talents" while the agenAnother major broadcast agency, Leo
cy people are "mere commercial hacks."
Burnett
Co., Chicago, is adopting elecBetter Than Programs ■ The irony,
tronic computers to speed up media
he said, is that in many cases "the combuying and accounting processes.
mercials on tv and radio are better than
Burnett disclosed Thursday that its
the programming itself. They are more
new IBM 1401 RAMAC system has
imaginatively written, more skillfully
taken most of the clerical routine out of
presented and more artistically unified."
broadcast
buying and billing. It is the
The agency executive considered it
climax
of
an experimental system initia "ridiculous state of affairs that the
ated nearly two years ago.
men and women capable of creating
Earlier, Young & Rubicam and
these commercials are not called upon
to lend their minds and talents to the BBDO, both New York, unveiled details of their new computer systems
programming end of the industry." Mr.
(Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
Weiss said he is not suggesting that
present programmers relinquish their
system automates
much and
of
theBurnett's
clerical functions
of television
present roles, but he does feel "it must
not be, it cannot be, a closed corporaradio spot buying but does not of itself
make media judgments, the agency
tion."
Television lags behind all other mass
said. The system has completely eliminated the staff position of broadcast
media in soliciting and encouraging
estimator, a job which normally has a
fresh material from new sources, Mr.
high turnover because of the tedious
Weiss observed; yet, it is as important
routine, the agency said.
as any of them.
Tv should encourage new idea
Tom Wright, vice president and
media director of Burnett, said tv and
sources, he said, and stop being almost
radio spot schedules are the natural se"a private preserve of those writers and
lection for the initial automation becreative people who belong to the 'in
30

cause of the varied discount structures
and volumes of paperwork. The system's chief advantage, he said, is the
computation of discounts and extension of end rates.
After the agency decides on a spot
announcement purchase, the information is fed into the IBM 1401 system.
Since the RAMAC memory unit already has stored basic frequency discount levels, the computer can then
add the new information and determine
applicable billing rate levels.
The system provides data and complete printed forms for the handling of
five functions that previously were
time-consuming for agencies: The contract with the tv or radio station, the
schedule of advertising for the agency's
client, the invoice to the client, paysis. ment to the vendor, and billing analyMemory Calendar ■ The system also
features a "canned memory" calendar
to adjust for variances of contract
schedule years among stations. The calendar also accommodates clients who
wish to buy spots in flights or to pick
up frequency
ous schedules. billing rates of continuBurnett's system now is programmed
for handling four full contract years for
each of the agency's clients up to 525
tv stations and 3,700 radio stations.
Mr. Wright said that "in the old
days we needed several weeks to prepare a detailed broadcast estimate for
a client. Today it's a matter of minutes
or seconds for computation and printing by our programmed computer method." Former end-of -month routines
such as producing updated and corrected commercial announcement schedules consumed two or three days on
Burnett's earlier RAMAC 305 data
processing equipment, Mr. Wright said,
and "now it takes 2Vz hours."
Burnett also expects to use its new
system to evaluate research data on the
effectiveness of advertising themes and
related marketing strategy problems.
The computer more effectively processes
the complex mathematical data and statistical analyses involved in such consumer research, it was explained.
Wayne gets S. S. S.
A $1 -million advertising account has
been assigned to Tucker Wayne & Co.,
Atlanta, Ga., by the S. S. S. Co. (drug
firm) of the same city. S.S.S. Tonic, a
product with a 136-year history, devotes
its advertising budget to newspapers,
radio and television and other principal
media. The Wayne organization has
become increasingly active in the drug
and medicinal advertising field, according to Tucker Wayne, executive committee chairman of the agency.
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Round one: WRAL-TV announces change to ABC
Television, effective August 1. Round two: Switch is
made and ARB study of Raleigh/Durham metro audience isauthorized. Round three: WRAL-TV the winner!
ARB telephone coincidental reports WRAL-TV the dominant station with king-sized 49% share of audience.
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Two area stations split what's left. Ringside comment:
Your commercial has Sunday punch impact seven
days a week on Champion Channel Five. See your H-R
man for the complete ARB report and for suggestions
how to K.O. your competition in the nation's 50th tv
market. .. Channel 5/Raleigh-Durham/North Carolina

WRAL-TV

Data Source: Raleigh-Durham ARB Nighttime
Telephone Coincidental August 15-21, 1962
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Coca

Cola

calls double-tv

Coca Cola and Pepsi-Cola led the
way to greater soft drink tv billings
in the first half of 1962, according to
a study released Friday (Oct. 12) by
Television Bureau of Advertising.
Soft drink advertising on tv has
increased 48.3% this year. Gross
time tv billings in the January-June
period were $15,733,348, compared

formation

against

with $10,607,385 in the '61 period.
TvB's report puts billings for spot
tv at $11,409,030 in the first half,
up 47.3% from last year's $7,747,050. Network billings went up
51.2%, $4,324,318 vs. $2,860,335.
Coca Cola, which has doubled its
tv expenditures this year, again was
the leading advertiser in the bottled

soft

DAVE

LUNDY

arms

APPOINTED

become
PRESIDENT,

Blair-TV and Blair Television Assoc.,
television sales divisions of John Blair
& Co., New York representation firm,
have been "unified" under the name of
Blair Television, it was announced last
week by John Blair, president.
Dave Lundy, executive vi;e president
of Blair Television Assoc., was appointed president of the new sales arm and
will be its active operating head. Ed
Shurick. executive vice president of
Blair-TY, is leaving the firm to go into

Mr. Lundy
34
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Blair Television
OPERATIONS

HEAD

cattle farming, a long-time interest.
(Mr. Shurick owns Nutmeg Farms,
Bridgewater, Conn., and heads Shurick
Research Foundation, which specializes
in cattle research.)
Frank Martin, sales manager in the
New York office of Blair-TV, will be
executive vice president of Blair Television. Jim Theiss will continue as vice
president and sales manager of Marketing Div. stations.
Mr. Blair also announced plans to
expand Blair Television offices in New
York and Philadelphia with additional
sales specialists.
Industry-U.S, unit
to study advertising
The impact of advertising on the
growth of the nation's economy is to
be explored by an industry-government
task force. The project was approved
at an Oct. 5 meeting of the Advertising
Committee of the Dept. of Commerce,
including members from the industry
and department officials. The committee serves in an advisory role to Secretary of Commerce Luther H .Hodges.
The need for a joint study of advertising's relationship to the economy has
been under consideration since early in
the summer. Peter Allport, Assn. of
National Advertisers, is committee
chairman. He said the project should
move ahead rapidly when the task force
is formed. Both committee and depart-

rivals

or canned soft drink category. Pepsi's
tv billings rose by more than $1.3
million this year. Tv's share of all
measured advertising from the category topped the 50% level for the
first time in 1961, when total network and national spot billings from
companies and bottlers for the full
year were $21,529,427.

BOTTLED/CANNED SOFT DRINKS ONLY
FIRST HALF
1962
Network
Spot
Total
Network
Coca Cola Co.
$1,639,413
$5,694,450 $7,333,863 $858,117
Pepsi Cola Co.
1,360,818
2,935,930 4,296,748 744,478
Seven-Up Co.
995,986
337,240 1,333,226 677,400
Royal Crown
691,810
691,810
Canada Dry Corp.
208,640
268,000
476,640 433,980
Dr. Pepper
119,461
298,770
418,231 146,360
Cott Beverages
276,200
276,200
Schweppes, Ltd.
249,690
249,690
Category $4,324,318 $11,409,030 $15,733,348 $2,860,335
Sources: Spot— TvB-Rorabaugh; Network— TvB/LNA-BAR

Blair tv sales

drink

1961
Total
$2,976,360
Spot
2,222,890
265,660
396,250
183,600
273,970
250,880
262,320
$7,747,050

2,967,368
$3,834,477
943,060
396,250
617,580
420,330
250,880
262,320
$10,607,385

men t members will select members of
the
group.
Two key topics are being considered
— the relationship between advertising
investment and the gross national
product, and the connection, if any,
between advertising investments and
business cycles.
Mr. Allport said the advertising committee feels the relationship between
advertising and the government will be
improved if industry segments can present their views on pending legislation
or inter-governmental plans to the department for study in the early stages
of policy formulation. Daniel L. Goldy,
administrator of the Business & Defense
Services Adm., said advertising industry views would be welcomed and suggested viewpoints be supported with
substantive data.
Members participating in the Oct. 5
meeting were Mr. Allport; William K.
Beard, Associated Business Publications; Charles B. Burkhart, Outdoor Advertising Assn.; John Crichton, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies;
Robert F. DeLay, Direct Mail Advertising Assn.; Emerson Foote, Advertising Federation of America; William
Heimlick, Assn. of National Advertisers; John G. Jones, Direct Mail Advertising Assn.
Herbert Laager, Agricultural Publishers Assn.; William H. Leick, American Newspaper Publishers Assn.;
Charles H. Lueck Jr., National Editorial Assn.; Thomas C. Roberts, Assn. of
Better Business Bureaus; Ralph Thomas, Advertising Specialty National
Assn., and Donald J. Wilkins. Advertising Federation of America. LeRoy
Collins, NAB member, did not attend.
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It's what's still left on Saturday

and there's 27% more of it (on the national average)
in Ohio's Third Market — and no medium — but none
— covers it as thoroughly as WHIO-TV, AM, FM.
Ask George P. Hollingbery

Associated with WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte North Carolina
WHIO

Additional morsel for thought:
Dayton has been Ohio's fastest growing major
metropolitan area during the past 20 years.
Source: U.S. Census of Population 1960.
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DAYTON,

OHIO

• WHIO

• AM

FM

said, "and the Sure-Fit cash registers
began ringing the very next morning,
with Impact belt sales to motorists who
said they'd heard about these belts on
the radio the night before."
Summer

tv viewing

sets
in '62
Summerrecord
television viewing
set a new
record during 1962, according to Television Bureau of Advertising. So did
the amount spent by advertisers during
the summer on network tv. At the
same time, the network cost-per-thousand declined for the fourth consecutive year.

RKO General acts as host
Key executives of some 15 major
advertising agencies were the guests
of RKO General Oct. 4 at an exhibition inNew York that illustrated
the past, present and future of General Tire & Rubber Co.'s 12 divisions.
All were featured during the fiveday (Oct. 1-5) presentation to leaders representative of the various
divisions. The exhibition in the
Sherry-Netherland Hotel introduced
General Tire's corporate "Big G"
logo as it has been adapted to each
division.
Shown in the photo are (1 to r) :

KABC

listeners hit

by kayo commercial
The right commercial for the right
product on the right station at the right
time is a good buy, no matter what it
costs.
That truism was proved anew last
month, when a one-minute radio spot
was purchased by Ray Brown Automotive Inc., through Walker-Saussy Advertising of Los Angeles, for $1,000,
making it one of the higher-priced commercials in local radio history.
The station was KABC Los Angeles.
The time was 7:30 p.m. PDT, Sept.
25, immediately preceding the broadcast of the Patterson-Liston heavyweight
championship fight on ABC Radio and
KABC, the only running account available to the general public because television coverage was restricted to closed
circuit telecasts in theatres with high
admission charges.
The product was Impact, an auto
seat belt manufactured by Ray Brown
Automotive.
The commercial made the point that
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

to 15 agencies
Sidney P. Allen, director of agency/
client relations for RKO General
National Sales; S. Heagan Bayles,
board chairman and chief executive
officer of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles; and Hathaway Watson,
vice president of RKO General in
charge of the Broadcast Division.
Stations in the ownership group are:
WOR-AM-FM-TV New York, KHJAM-FM-TV Los Angeles, CKLWAM-FM-TV Detroit, WNAC-AMFM-TV Boston, WHBQ-AM-TV
Memphis, KFRC-AM-FM San Francisco and WGMS-AM-FM Washington, D. C.

referees always tell fighters before a
fight to protect themselves at all times
but protection is even more important
to people driving or riding in automobiles. It noted that Ray Brown, which
has been making Impact seat belts
since 1951, designs and builds them,
not to the minimum 3000-pound test
requirement, but to the maximum 5000pound requirements of the U. S. government. "In fact, they are used by the
U. S. government and armed forces."
The spot concluded: "So don't go
into the ring — that 'four-wheeled,
square-circle' car you drive, without
Impact seat belts in your corner. In
fact, in every corner of the car. You
can get them from new car dealers or
your neighborhood Sure-Fit stores."
The Los Angeles area listeners — totaling just about 1 million according to
a special Pulse survey, heard the commercial and, having heard, acted on its
advice, Robert Anderson, president
Walker-Saussy Advertising of Los Ansaid. "There
was dealers,
an immediate
reactiongeles,from
new car
several
placing prompt calls to wholesalers to
order a supply of Impact belts," he

Daily viewing per TV home
JUNE - AUGUST
1962
4 hrs. 20 min.
1961
4 hrs. 17 min.
1960
4 hrs. 10 min.
1959
4 hrs. 9 min.
1958
4 hrs. 10 min.
Change
1962/1958—
viewing
up 10 min. per
TV home per day
Source: A. C. Nielsen
Network TV Cost per 1,000
JULY - AUGUST
All Nework Programs
1962
-35.9%
2.32
1961
1960
2.38
3.04
1959
3.59
1958
$2.30
% Change 1962/1958
Source: A. C. Nielsen
Homes Using
TV—Morning
During Average Minute
JUNE - AUGUST
*1958
Afternoon
12N-6PM
7AM-12N
(000)
(000)
M-F
M-F
10,371
1962
1961
1960
5,553
9,911
5,675
1959
4,927
9,266
% Change
4,791
8,722
Evening
8,299
4,343
1962/1958
Total Day
*1958
6 PM - 1 AM
7 +25.0%
AM - 1 AM
+27.9%
(000)
(000)
M-S
1962
11,662
17,150
1961
11,162
16,162
1959
15,323
1960
10,411
10,205
15,308
14,577
% Change
*August only
1962/1958
9,632
The A. C. Nielsen
Co. changed their+21.1%
reporting
+17.7%
procedures August 1958.
Source: A. C. Nielsen
Network Gross Time Billings
JUNE • AUGUST
1962
$192,357,400
1961
167,543,100
1960
159,616,100
1959
142,271,800
1958
126,397,100
% Change 1962/1958 — h52.2%
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
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YOU'RE IN
THE NAVY NOW
Gary Cooper, Jack Webb,
Eddie Albert

AS YOUNG
AS YOU FEEL
Marilyn Monroe,
Monty Woolley, David Wayne

PRINCE AND
THE SHOWGIRL
Marilyn
Monroe,
Laurence Olivier,
Sybil Thorndike

INDISCREET
Cary Grant,
Ingrid Bergman,
Cecil Parker

Comedy from 20th-century Fox in:
BELLES ON THEIR TOES-starring Jeanne Crain, Debra Paget, and Myrna Loy
LET'S MAKE IT LEGAL -starring Claudette Colbert, MacDonald Carey, and Marilyn Monroe
DOWN AMONG THE SHELTERING PALMS - starring William Lundigan, Jack Paar, and
Mitzi Gaynor-and many more top comedies all contained in Volume 4's 40 great
"Films of the 50's".
Comedy from Warner Bros, in:
TOP SECRET AFFAIR - starring Susan Hayward, Kirk Douglas, and Jim Backus
ONIONHEAD- starring Andy Griffith, Walter Matthau and Joey Bishop
THE GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND - starring Natalie Wood, Tab Hunter, and James Garnerand many more top comedies all contained in Volume 5's 53 great "Films of the 50's".
AND. ..SUSPENSE. ..BROADWAY.. .SCIENCE FICTION. ..ACTION. ..DRAMA...
Seven Arts Volumes 4 & 5 have everything- everything to please your audiences —
top stars -top stories -top directors - they're all in Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's",
"Money Makers of the 60's" Volumes 4 & 5 now available from Seven Arts.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue Yukon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse (P.O. Box 613), Skokie, III.
SEVEN ARTS
ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charleston Drive ADams 9-2855
ASSOCIATED
L.A.: 3562 Royal Woods Dr., Sherman Oaks, Cal. STate 8-8276
TORONTO, ONTARIO: 11 Adelaide St. West EMpire 4-7193
CORP.
For 50's"
list of see
TV stations
programming
Arts' and
"FilmsData)of
the
Third Cover
SRDS (SpotSeven
TV Rates
Individual feature prices upon request.

What's in volumes 4 and 5 of Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's"?

COMMERCIAL

PREVIEW:

Two problems faced Mogul Williams & Saylor in the creation of its
first network tv commercial for Paknit. a new shrinkage control treatment for knitwear. The agency
wanted, first, a memorable tv debut
in terms of audience identification
of a completely new concept, and
second, circumvention of the taboo
againstby showing
men's underwear
worn
a live model.
The completed one-minute Paknit spot, which appeared for the first
time Tuesday (Oct. 2) on NBCTV's Tonight, demonstrates the

"What's the most old-fashioned
thing a man can wear today?"

Putting squeeze

on production

agency's approach to both problems
— squeeze action technique. G.
Emerson Cole, associate creative
director of the agency, said audience
impact was achieved with a light,
airy touch in keeping with the "not
overly serious aspect of men's underwear." The technique also allows
for simulation of movement without
violating the taboo.
The spot utilizes fast-moving vertical and horizontal lines as a visual
device to suggest shrinkage and nonshrinkage. An original musical track
written by Jerry Jerome provides a

strong pace-setting rhythm. Announcer Bill Nimmo offers a voiceover commentary that is verbally
linked to the musical beat.
Pak-nit was developed by Compax Corp., a division of Tubular
Textile Machinery Corp., Woodside,
N. Y. The Tonight schedule is complemented with print drives by Paknit licensees, including leading brand
name manufacturers of men's underwear. The commercial was produced
for Mogul, Williams & Saylor by
Paul Kim & Lew Gifford Productions, New York.

"Knit underwear that shrinks and

"But now there's a new kind of

shrinks. . . ."

underwear . . . Pak-nit."

Business briefly . . .
Buick Motor Div., General Motors
Corp. and Celotex Corp. have purchased sponsorship of ABC Radio's new
weekend sports commentary shows featuring Sam Huff and Robert Bragen.
The new weekend shows are heard at
12:25, 4:25, 9:25 and 10:25 p.m. Advertising agency for Buick is McCannErickson, Detroit, while MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., New York, represents
Celotex.

in one-minute commercials on CBSTV's daytime programs: Calendar, I
Love Lucy, Pete and Gladys, and The
Real McCoys, as well as in magazines
and newspapers.

Reynolds Metals Co. through Lennen
& Newell Inc., New York, and Clinton
E. Frank Inc., Chicago, have purchased
sponsorship of the 44th National Automobile Show over NBC-TV next Sunday (Oct. 21) (6-7 p.m. EDT). The
color tv special will take a tour of the
automobile show at Detroit's Cobo
Hall for a preview of the 1963 cars
and other advances in the auto industry.

General Foods Corp. (regular
Maxwell House Coffee), through
Ogilvy, Benson and Mather, New
York, has gone into public service broadcasting in a big way in
southern California by buying
full sponsorship of two primetime one-hour documentaries on
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles for
the full 1962-63 season: the
monthly KNXT Reports and
alternate weeks of Viewpoint and
Los Angeles Report. For the same
product, the company also is
using a campaign of spot announcements on KNXT's weekday early morning (6:30-7)
Odyssey classroom series.

Reddi-Wip, through McCann-Erickson,
Los Angeles, today (Oct. 15) starts the
most intensive 10-week advertising and
promotion campaign in the history of
this aerated dessert topping, with the
offer of a free pumpkin or mince pie
to consumers. Offer will be advertised
38
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problems

Libby, McNeil & Libby has purchased
one-sixth sponsorship of NBC-TV's coverage of the November election returns.

Documentary

buys

The Libby buy, through J. Walter
Thompson Co., completes sponsorship
Oct.NBC-TV's
1).
of
coverage (At Deadline,
Kitchens of Sara Lee Inc., Chicago,
has bought one-half sponsorship of a
Bob Hope special on NBC-TV Nov.
29. All six of Mr. Hope's NBC-TV
specials are now sold out. Sara Lee
agency: Hill, Roger, Mason & Scott
Inc., Chicago.
Georgia Pacific Plywood Corp., Portland, Ore., in a reported first network
tv buy, purchased weekly participation
in NBC-TV's Sports International With
Bud Palmer, and one-quarter sponsorship of the network's coverage of the
Sugar Bowl and Senior Bowl football
games. Sports International will be telecast Saturdays, 3:30-5 p.m. NYT,
starting Jan. 12, 1963. Agency: McCann-Erickson.
American Dairy Assn., Chicago, has approved new increased operating budget
for 1963 of $7.4 million, of which over
$4.85 million will be spent in consumer
advertising, including tv and radio. Ad
budget is 10% increase over current
year. ADA is sponsoring Adventures
of Gzzie and Harriet on ABC-TV. ADA
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

agencies are Campbell-Mithun and
Compton, both Chicago.
Morton Manufacturing Co., Lynchburg,
Va., for Chap Stick and Chap-ans, has
bought network tv for the first time.
In addition to a schedule on NBC Radio and spot radio and tv, products will
be advertised on seven ABC-TV daytime participation shows. Agency:
Lawrence C. Gumbinner, New York.
Also in Advertising . . .
Now in Austin, too ■ Read-Poland Inc.,
advertising-public relations agency, Fort
Worth, has opened an office in Austin
at 1410 Lavaca St. Maria Pratt is in
charge.
Air Force Procurement Office, Olmstead (Pa.) Air Force Base, has renewed athree-year contract for recruiting advertising with MacManus, John
& Adams Inc., New York. Billing is
estimated at $2 million. Included in
the recruiting activities are one tv show
and several radio programs. Stations
that carry the shows donate the time.
Pulses ■ The Pulse Inc., New York
audience research firm, has added nine
agency subscribers: Compton Advertising and Edmundson & Richards, both
of Los Angeles; Potts-Woodbury Inc.,
Kansas City; Winius-Brandon Co., St.
Louis; Edwin Bird Wilson Inc., New
York; Robert M. Gamble Jr., Washington, D. C; Curran-Morton Advertising,
Phoenix; Robert C. Wian Enterprises,
Glendale, Calif., and Jervis Brady, Canton, Ohio.
Agency moves ■ Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, has moved its New
York office to new quarters at 575 Lexington Ave. Phone number remains the
same: Plaza 1-3979. Henry L. Buccello
is manager of the New York office.

himself been in the broadcast field in
Canada and the U. S. George W. Irwin,
vice president of Cooke/ Irwin, is a
veteran of Southern California advertising. He has been most recently with
Eisamen, Johns & Laws, Los Angeles.
The new agency's telephone number in
Beverly Hills is Crestview 1-7213.

Grant Adv. to Cunningham & Walsh,
New York.

Rep appointments...
■ KMED-AM-TV Medford, Ore.:
George P. Hollingbery Co., Chicago,
as national representative, effective Oct.
1.

"Universe," a documentary on space,
will be shown for the first time on tv to
support the retail introduction of J. P.
Stevens' new fabric Hockanum Plus-X.
Stevens will sponsor the 30-minute
special on WPIX (TV) New York,
WGN-TV Chicago, and WJBK-TV Detroit. The program will be shown twice
on each station between now and
Nov. 14.
According to Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden Inc., New York, Stevens'
agency, the program will include two
IV2 -minute commercials in each presentation.

■ KLYD-TV Bakersfield, Calif.: Blair
Television Assoc. as its national sales
representative, effective Nov. 1.
Agency appointments . . .
■ Airtemp Division of Chrysler Corp.,
Detroit, transfers its account from

New

products

Space half-hour on tv
to launch new fabric

testing

The following new products were reported last week to have entered spot
tv on at least a test basis. Their activity was detected by Broadcast Advertisers Reports, a national monitoring service, in its off-the-air taping of local television advertising and is described here
as part of a continuing series of newproduct reports compiled for Broadcasting each week.
Monitored during period ended Sept. 28.
Product: Hawaiian Punch frozen bars.
Company: Pacific Hawaiian Products Co.

Ratings guide ■ Advertising Research
Foundation, New York, has issued a
free booklet, "The Intelligent Man's
Guide to Broadcast Ratings," by Martin
Mayer (author of Madison Avenue,
U.S.A.). The 25-page booklet, which
suggests areas for industry-sponsored
research and offers condensed versions
of present rating methods, was underwritten byABC, CBS and NBC. Copies
are available from ARF at 3 E. 54th St.
Cooke/lrwin agency opens
A new national advertising agency,
Cooke/ Irwin Inc., has begun operations
at 9465 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills,
Calif. An eastern office will be opened
Nov. 1 at 145 E. 52nd St., New York.
Ralph Kent Cooke, president, is the
nephew of Donald Cooke, New York
station representative and owner of
KRLA Pasadena-Los Angeles, and has
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

■ Edward Dalton Co. has appointed
Kenyon & Eckhardt as agency for
Metrecal in Brazil.

television

Agency: Atherton-Privitt, Los Angeles.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
New England.
Product: Seamist window cleaner.
Company: Trader Mfg. Co.
Agency: Bauer, Tripp & Foley, Philadelphia.
Daytime
andSchedule
10's in &theMarkets:
mid-Atlantic
area.minutes, 20's
Product: Prestopop Popcorn.
Company: Blevens Popcorn Co., subsidiary of
American Snuff Co.
Agency: Victor & Richards, New York.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
Southcentral states.

SAT

With the 1963 auto lines emerging,
Humble Oil Co. is using this motif
in commercials
on the Saturday
NCAA football telecasts on NBC-TV.

Filmed by Keitz & Herdon Inc., Dallas,
the shots were made on a Michigan
test track. Humble agency is McCann-Erickson Inc.
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ANTI-OBSCENITY

IN

Bill passed

empower

by Congress

would

to close down newspapers,
District of Columbia Broadcasters
and newspapers, supported by NAB and
the American Civil Liberties Union,
were up in arms last week over congressional approval of a bill to outlaw the
publication or distribution of obscenity
in the District.
WTOP-AM-FM-TV, WWDC, the
Washington Post and Times Herald,
and the Washington Daily News editorialized against it and urged a Presidential veto. WMAL-AM-TV planned
to take the same editorial stand on
Sunday (Oct. 14).
LeRoy Collins, president of NAB,
and Lawrence Speiser, director of the
ACLU Washington office, also recommended aveto in separate letters to the
President.
Opponents of the measure (HR 4670)
said they are afraid it will endanger the
freedom of communications media in
Washington, and give police unrestricted
power to restrain broadcasters, commentators and newspapers.
The bill, which had aroused no previous controversy although the original
versions of the proposal were introduced
in the Senate (as S 1426) and House
more than a year ago, passed both
chambers with little debate on Oct. 4.
President Kennedy has until Oct. 19 to
sign or veto it. With Congress expected
to adjourn Friday (Oct. 12), he could
also "pocket veto" the bill by not signing it.
Main Objections ■ A chief target of
the bill's critics is a section authorizing
any policeman to seize all money, vehicles, fixtures, equipment or stock "used
or
to be used"
in the sale,of showing,
manufacture
or distribution
obscene
material, or the advertising of obscene
material or exhibitions.
The ACLU letter said this would give
every local policeman authority to disrupt and close down any newspaper,
broadcasting station, motion picture or
"live" theatre he feels has given rise to
the proscribed behavior.
Some surprise at the furor was expressed by staff members of the Senate
District Committee who worked on the
measure. Fred L. Mclntyre, a committee counsel who has had experience as a
prosecutor for the District court, said
the bill won't make "one iota" of difference. He said it would give police no
power they are now without in criminal
matters. The purpose of the bill, he
said, is to clarify these powers and prescribe procedures for District court disposal of confiscated property.
40

D.

_

C.
policemen

stations, say critics
Present District law prohibits the
sale, distribution, or exhibition of anything that is "obscene, lewd or indecent," or the advertising of such material. But it doesn't specify police authority for making seizures or the court
procedures for disposing of the confiscated property.
Law Broadened ■ The bill also would
broaden the existing statute to make
it a crime to televise, edit, write, publish, or perform in anything that is
"obscene, lewd or indecent," as well as
to distribute, exhibit or advertise such
material. The penalties for these offenses
would be the same — a fine of $50 to
$500 or a maximum of one year's imprisonment, orboth.
The bill approved by Congress omits
one section of the original House version
that critics said would have banned such
classics as "Romeo and Juliet." The discarded language would have prohibited
"publication of scandals, whoring, lechery, assignations, intrigues between men
and women, and immoral conduct of
Mr. Mclntyre said it would have been
more
helpful to Congress if criticisms
persons."
had
been voiced earlier. He said the
seizure provision was in the original
bills introduced last year but that
neither communications media representatives nor the ACLU testified at
the hearings held by the Senate and
House District Committees.
The bill is the result of a compromise
worked out in conference by Reps.
John Dowdy (D-Tex.) Fernand J. St.
Germain (D-R. I.) and William J.
Harsha Jr. (R-Ohio), and Sens. Vance
Hartke (D-Ind.), Benjamin J. Smith II
(D-Mass.), and Jack Miller (R-Iowa).
WTVW

petition opposed

by Broadcast Bureau
The Broadcast Bureau has asked the
FCC to ignore a plea by WTVW (TV)
Evansville, Ind., calling for termination
of deintermixture proceedings which
would shift WTVW from ch. 7 to ch.
31, and reallocate ch. 7 to Louisville,
Ky. (Broadcasting, Sept. 24).
In promising a moratorium on the deintermixture to Congress, in exchange
for all-channel set legislation, the FCC
specifically exempted four long-pending
cases, among them Evansville, the bureau said.
The reason for continuing the Evansville proceeding is not merely because
it "has gone this far," as WTVW
claimed, the bureau contended, but to

complete "a voluminous record" which
shows the need of Louisville for another vhf channel and the competitive
disadvantages of two uhf stations in the
area to WTVW. Although the FCC has
no mandate from Congress ordering
termination of the Evansville proceeding, the agency may consider evidence
from WTVW on loss of service to listeners in making a final decision, the
bureau said.

i

In a separate action, the commission 1
ordered WTVW to submit supporting
affidavits to clarify a June petition asking that the record be reopened and
cantaining allegations concerning the
operation of WLKY (TV) Louisville,
Ky., (ch. 32). The FCC further asked
that ABC, which rebutted WTVW's allegations, submit, through the Broadcast Bureau, affidavits supporting its
position by Oct. 9, with WTVW to reply
with its supporting evidence by Oct. 19.
NCTA

blasts

Cox
'persuasion'
The National
Community Television
Assn. charged last week that Kenneth A.
Cox, chief of the FCC's Broadcast
Bureau, persuaded the FCC to reverse
its earlier decision that it had no jurisdiction over community antenna systems.
In a "friend of the court" brief filed
with the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia in the
Carter Mt. case, NCTA charges that
Mr. Cox urged the FCC to interpose
consideration of economic impact on
existing tv stations because that was the
position he took when he was special
counsel to the Senate Commerce Committee ago.
during its tv investigations several years
Before he became Broadcast Bureau
chief in 1961, the NCTA claims, neither
the Broadcast Bureau nor the Common
Carrier Bureau objected to an examiner's initial decision recommending the
grant of the Carter Mt. application. It
was only after Mr. Cox joined the FCC,
the NCTA brief relates, that the Broadcast Bureau reversed its position, argued
against the grant and the Common Carrier Bureau, and convinced the commission to adopt its views.
Over the years, the NCTA brief maintains, the commission has held it had
no jurisdiction over catv; its reversal
of this policy at the urging of Mr. Cox,
it says, makes the decision arbitrary and
capricious, a "government of men rather
thanTheof NCTA
laws." also asked the court to
permit it to participate in argument. Under the rules it has no such authority as
amicus curiae.
Impact on Tv ■ The Carter Mt. case
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Proudly
the

136
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Broadcasting
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T
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Stations

Membership

ONE

TIME!

This is the largest number of membership
applications approved at a single time since
AP first offered membership to broadcasters.
All 136 stations applied for membership since
the election of 41 stations on April 17th of
this year.
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ftKO

GENERAL

NATION'S LARGEST MOST POWERFUL INDEPENDENT RADIO-TV CHAIN
With a fluid flexibility, RKO-General delivers the right
That's why RKO-General
stations are basic to any national
advertising
buy.
audience, in the right places and in the right frame of
mind for your specific message. Whatever your product
Facts, figures and effective results await you when you
or sales approach, RKO-General can build a made-to-order
call your local RKO-General station or your RKO-General
combination radio and TV audience in six of the top ten
National Sales Division man. Call now . . . you'll be that
much ahead.
markets plus one of the South's richest areas.
Want breadth? RKO-General blankets regions where 70
million consumers live, work and buy. Want depth? RKOGeneral's imaginative and adult programming
brackets the areas of affluence to reach the - — ;"
people most likely to reach for your product. ^ff(
Your message hits hard because it doesn't m m —
have to fight listener apathy. It goes
straight to big-buy, big-wallet audiences that
react fast in the RKO-General target markets.

NATIONAL SALES DIVISION OFFICES
New York: Time & Life Building . . . LOngacre 4-8000
Chicago: The Tribune Tower
644-2470

■i^^
0
m

HO 2-2133
Hollywood: 5515 Melrose
San Francisco: 415 Bush St. . YUkon 2-9200
Detroit: Guardian Bldg. . WOodward 1-7200

l*i^m
Atlanta: 1182 W. Peachtree N.W., TR 5-9539
™.
Dallas: 2533 McKinney St
Rl 2-5148
^tm Denver: 1150 Delaware St. . . . TAbor 5-7585
A GENERAL TIRE ENTERPRISE
«|

NEW YORK WOR-AM/FM/TV
I Wll
DETROIT cklw am/fm/tv BOSTC
ST
BO-am/fmON
SAN FRANCISCO kfrc

LOS ANGELES khj-am/fm/tv
THE YANKEE NETWORK
v oRK
-am/fm/t
wnac^eT
MEMPHIS WHBQ-AM/TV
Ctw
WASHINGTON,
D.C. wgms -am/fm

involves a private common carrier, Carter Mt. Transmission Corp., which
sought FCC permission to establish a
microwave relay system to deliver Billings, Mont., Casper, Wyo., and Idaho
Falls, Idaho, tv programs to a catv system in Riverton, Lander and Thermopolis, all Wyoming. This application
was originally granted, but was postponed when KWRB-TV Riverton, Wyo.,
protested. A hearing followed and a
grant was recommended by the hearing
examiner. The commission last year,
however, reversed the examiner and
turned down the application on the
ground that Carter Mt.'s operations
would have a harmful impact on the
Riverton station.
Carter Mt. has appealed, and NCTA's
filing last week was in support of the
attempt
decision. to overturn the commission's
WHK Cleveland renewed,
but FCC adds condition
•
•
•
•
•

DAIRY
POTATO CHIPS
BOTTLER • PACKAGED MEATS
BAKERY
SUPER MARKETS
DRUG CHAIN • FROZEN FOODS
GAS STATIONS
CANDY

They need the
"SELL" in
•JUNIOR
AUCTION
COPYRIGHTED
A live 30 minute copyrighted
television show that has
thousands of youngsters
selling sponsors products.
JUNIOR

AUCTION

Now in 32 markets!
Your market may
be open . . . contact

MIKE

FADELL CO., Inc.
603 SECOND AVE. SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 2, MINN. • FE 3-3416

COPYRIGHTED
Ouniop.Au'otioiJ
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WHK Cleveland was granted a renewal of license by the FCC last week,
with a condition and a warning to
properly log programs.
The renewal was conditioned to a
final decision in the ch. 9 tv ex parte
proceeding in Orlando, Fla. John
Kluge, president of Metromedia Inc., licensee of WHK, was a principal of
WLOF-TV at the time it won the channel in Orlando; he later sold his stock
and took charge of Metromedia.
The FCC also warned WHK to comply strictly to the classification of educational programs, though the commission accepted the station's explanation
of past misunderstandings. Chairman
Newton Minow voted to defer action;
Commissioner Rosel Hyde concurred in
the action but dissented to the letter
sent to Metromedia.
State Dept. schedules
foreign-policy briefing
President Kennedy, Secretary of State
Dean Rusk, FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow and other high government
officials will participate in a foreignpolicy briefing session for television,
radio, and the press to be held in Washington today and tomorrow (Oct. 15,
16).
Invitations to the briefing have been
extended by Secretary of State Rusk to
news
representatives in all parts of the
country.
The conference, on "Five Goals of
U. S. Foreign Policy," is the fifth
in a series of national meetings for
media representatives held in Washington over the past 18 months. The purpose of the meetings is to help the
State Dept. inform the public on U. S.
foreign relations.

KEYC-TV
with

short

spanked
renewal

KEYC-TV Mankato, Minn. (ch. 13),
received a reprimand from the FCC
last week: a one-year renewal, prompted
by a and
sharp
in KEYC-TV's
staff
localreduction
live programming.
Last May KEYC-TV proposed to cut
its staff, become a complete satellite
of KGLO-TV Mason City, Iowa, and
move its main studio to Mason City.
Another proposal by KEYC-TV,
promptly scotched by the FCC, was to
shut down its Mankato studio pending
the commission's decisions on its other
requests. The commission said it was
deluged by letters from Mankato protesting KEYC-TV's cutback in local
live programming, staff reductions and
proposed abandonment of the Mankato
studio.
Since 1960, KEYC-TV has reduced
its staff from 35 to 16; its local live
programs from 107 to approximately
20 hours per week; and its production
staff from 17 to 5, according to the
FCC. KEYC-TV failed to notify the
FCC of these reductions, the commission charged.
"The Commission believes that your
actions in reducing local live programming and staff substantially, without
prior notification to the Commission,
and during a period when requests
were pending before the Commission
for authority to operate as a satellite
of station KGLO-TV Mason City, Iowa,
fall far short of the degree of responsibility which the Commission has a
right to expect of its licensees, and also
raise a question as to whether your
proposals for local live programming
now before the Commission have been
made
good faith."
The inrenewal
granted by the FCC
stipulates a broadcast schedule approximately the same as that originally
employed by KEYC-TV. Commissioners
Rosel Hyde and T. A. M. Craven preferred a three-year renewal, though
they concurred.
O'Konski seeks ch. 12
Rep. Alvin E. O'Konski (R-Wis.)
has applied to the FCC for a new
tv station on ch. 1 2 in Hurley, Wis. The
new station has a proposed power of
1.698 kw.
Rep. O'Konski has no broadcast interest at present, but he formerly owned
WOSA Wausau and WLIN (FM) Merrill, both Wisconsin. He also held a
construction permit for WOSA-TV
Wausau, which was later deleted.
Rep. O'Konski represents the Tenth
Congressional District of Wisconsin.
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now

A

NEW

on

WM

CONCEPT

Audience-tested

IN

LATE

ONE HOUR

Plus Hollywood's

FINEST

11:15

PLAY

THE

MON.

NIGHT

PROGRAMMING!

action, adventure, mystery
FIRST-RUN

BROADWAY'S

SUN.

AL-TV

P.M.

OF

FINEST

FEATURE

SHOWS

FILMS, and

PLAYS

THUD.

11:30

ADJfJjg&RES

WEEK

11:30

P.M.

RADISE

P.

THRILLER

FRI. 11:30 P.M.
SAT. 11:15 P.M.
TUES.

11:30

P.M.
"Mogambo,"

"Don't Go

SURFSIDE
Near the Water," "Summer
Stock," "Bhowani Junction,"
6
"Above and Beyond," etc.

WED.

11:30

tv
lwma
Washington,
D. C.
Evening Star Broadcasting Company
represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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SUDDEN

AM

FREEZE

WAS

NO

WHIM

FCC justifies stand, denies reconsideration pleas
commission also returned 10 tendered
Surprise was the intent of the FCC
last spring in ordering a freeze on the applications and dismissed eight which
were inconsistent with present interim
acceptance of any more applications
criteria.
for new am stations or major changes
in existing stations.
Standing alone, many of the requests
for waivers appear to have merit, the
Lack of advance warning was necessary, the commission said last week in FCC said. But all must be denied because
to grant wholesale waivers would obdenying 28 petitions for reconsideraviously destroy the purpose of the freeze,
tion and/or waivers of the freeze order
the
majority
ruled.
(Broadcasting, May 14). "It was concluded that if a freeze were to be put
In his dissent, Commissioner Hyde
into effect, it must be done without
pointed out the prospective applicants
delay since, on the basis of past experi- had prepared their proposals under FCC
rules and procedures in existence for
ence, itwas expected that any substantial postponement would result in a flood many years. Yet, after spending considerable sums of money, they were
of several hundred hastily prepared apdenied without notice or an opportunity
plications," the FCC said.
to comment, he said.
A footnote to the commission's order,
which has not as yet been released,
Disputing the majority, he maintained
pointed out that the agency could have
the new criteria does prescribe new allocations principles and therefore constisimply withheld any action on am applications pending the planned study
tutes asubstantive change in FCC rules.
of am broadcasting. The freeze and
Therefore, he said, the commission
suspension of past procedures was far should reconsider its freeze order and
with the Administrafrom "arbitrary and capricious" as act intivecompliance
Procedures Act.
claimed by the petitioners, the FCC
The am freeze was imposed as the
said, "but, in the present context, a
completely necessary measure directly first step in an all-inclusive study of am
linked to the discharge of our statutory
broadcasting, first set out at the NAB
convention last spring (Broadcasting,
obligations."
April 9).
Several prospective applicants affected
by the order immediately said they
Exempted from the freeze are appliplanned to appeal the decision to the
cations for ( 1 ) new Class II stations on
courts.
the 13 clear channels broken down by
Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde issued the FCC a year ago; (2) an increase in
a strong dissent, as he did at the time power for existing Class IV stations up
the freeze was imposed, in which he to 1 kw; (3) new stations (except 100
accused the majority of violating the
Administrative Procedures Act.
Substantive or Procedural ■ In denyKeep it down
ing the pleas for reconsideration, the
FCC ruled that the am freeze constitutes
WDOV-AM-FM Wilmington,
Del., has asked the FCC to keep
a procedural change rather than a subin mind that it is a small station
stantive amendment of rules and therefore an opportunity to file comments is
in a relatively small market in assessing any fine. The station has
not required. It is clear, the majority
admitted broadcasting commercial
opinion maintained, that the purpose of
the freeze was not the establishment of
programs after its required signoff hour during an emergency.
new allocation standards but, to the
The WDOV petition called atcontrary, simply the creation of "conditions under which formal rulemaking
tention to a petition by the Broadcast Bureau which recommended
proceedings can be effective, efficient
a fine rather than a license reand meaningful."
vocation. The bureau formerly
A formal rulemaking proceeding is
had
urged
revocation (Broadnecessary to "correct the deteriorating
casting, July 30). However, the
situation in standard broadcast allocalatter petition of the bureau sugtions," the FCC said, and such a study
gested the maximum forfeiture to
"possibly of extended nature could have
be
invoked
(Broadcasting, Oct.
8).
little meaning if we continued to allocate new stations under old rules, thus
In pleading for a small fine
intensifying the very problems which we
WDOV stated that it has shown
seek to remedy."
poor profits of late and experiThe FCC order denied pleas for reenced adverse publicity because
consideration bythe Federal Communications Bar Assn. and over two dozen
of the commission's actions
prospective applicants for new stations
against it.
or changes in existing stations. The
46 (GOVERNMENT)

watt Class IV's) which would bring a
first primary service to at least 25% of
the proposed coverage area and which
would not cause objectionable interference to an existing station.
In addition, application now pending
will be carefully screened "to avoid unnecessary aggravation"said.
of theEight
am problem, the commission
such
conflicting applications were dismissed
by Atlasttheweek's
time order.
the freeze was imposed,
the FCC also announced plans to adopt
a nationwide table of allocations for fm
and urged prospective applicants for
am stations to instead consider fm.
The am rules now being re-evaluated
have been in existence virtually unchanged for over 20 years.
Channel

switch tying up

KERO-TV

renewal

efforts

The FCC has advised KERO-TV
(ch. 10) Bakersfield, Calif., that its application for renewal of licenses will be
returned should the courts deny its appeal, seekingdelate
a stay ch.
of the
decision
10 commission's
(Broadcasting, Julyto23).
In a deintermixture case the commission substituted ch. 23 for ch. 10 in
Bakersfield and gave KERO-TV until
Dec. 1, 1962, the expiration of its license, to shift. However, the FCC said
that until the courts make a decision on
KERO-TV's appeal it will take no further action on the applications.
KERO-TV is owned by Transcontinental Television Corp. which is also
licensee of WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo,
N. Y., KFMB-AM-FM-TV San Diego,
Calif., and has 60% interest in WNEPTV Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Pa., and
WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas City, Mo.
Hill okays

REA

plan

to finance c-c etv
The Rural Electrification Administration would be permitted to finance construction of rural closed-circuit educational television systems under legislation approved by Congress.
The bill (HR 10708) broadens the
definition
of "telephone
in the
Rural Electrification
Act service"
to permit
the
federal agency to lend money to rural
telephone companies to provide such
television service. Under present law,
"telephone service" means only voice
transmission.
The bill, however, expressly prohibits
loans for catv systems, television service other than that intended for educational purposes, and radio or television broadcasting services.
REA telephone company borrowers
had requested the legislation to enable
them to provide closed-circuit television
service to rural schools in their areas.
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In growing

WFGA-TV

Jacksonville

IS

THE

STATION

TO

WATCH

What a busy, growing place Jacksonville is these days!
And what a hold WFGA-TV is taking on metropolitan
Jacksonville's television audience! The March, 1962
ARB gives WFGA-TV a big 50% share of audience in this
$1,400,000,000 North Florida-South Georgia market. Get
the full story of WFGA-TV's latest gains in popularity and
dominance from your PGW Colonel. Contact him today.
3STV

a

WFGA-TV
JACKSONVILLE
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC.

WHN

JOINS

MUTUAL!

WHN has moved to Mutual, bringing a brand new, brand-conscious audience in
7 key Eastern states! It's an adult, affluent audience, attracted by enlightened radio
programming. Only WHN presents Total Information News — complete coverage of
local and world events with comment by such outstanding personalities in their
field as: Fulton Lewis Jr., Bill Stern, George Hamilton Combs, Whitney Bolton, Leo
Durocher, Tony Marvin and more. As well as Mutual's award-winning program "The
World Today"!
And WHN plays The Sound of Music your audience likes to hear. Only the most
listenable music presented by Bob and Ray, Dick Shepard, Hans Andersen, Lonny
Starr and Dean Hunter.
So remember WHN — all 50,000 watts of it. Your station to reach the best of
New York City and beyond. Remember Mutual, too. It's the largest radio network in
the world. It's your road to Main Street, U.S.A.

50,000 WATTS
WHN
1050
STORER RADIO IN NEW YORK
THE SOUND OF MUSIC /
TOTAL INFORMATION NEWS.
mutual Radio Im
A SERVICE TO INDEPENDENT STATIONS
WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO NETWORK

A warning on log classification errors
A one-minute spot announcement
Service" category; another maneuver
specifically outlawed by the FCC is
on school safety preceeding an hourlong music show does not mean the the computation of the total time
of non-commercial spots according
time may be logged as educational,
to their subject matter, including the
the FCC warned last week, and such
time in their respective categories
logging imprecisions in the future
(Religious, Agricultural, Educationwill be "viewed as serious violaal, etc.).
tions."
The commission emphasizes that
In a stern reminder to all licensees,
the commission noted that "an in- the ruling against such practices does
not constitute a denigration of noncreasing number" of renewal apcommercial spots, only that such
plications are being submitted to the
spots
may
not
legally be computed
FCC which contain logging figures
as
"programs."
The
FCC warns that
improperly computed. All too often,
the FCC says, non-commercial spot renewal applications provide for an
announcements are being logged as accounting of the number of noncommercial spots and non-entertainprogram material in direct violation
ment programs of short duration
of commission rules.
that are not non-commercial spots
In addition to the mistake menshould be separately logged.
tioned above, the commission noted
The commission emphasizes that
other errors occurring with everit "expects its licensees to be candid
increasing frequency: one illegal in their representations with respect
practice is to include the total to programming ..." and that pendamount of time devoted to noning applications with logging violations of the types described above
commercial spots in the "Talks"
should be amended.
category or to a special "Public

Sponsor

omission

MINNEAPOLIS

inadvertent,

TV OUTLETS,

say

stations

NAB TAKE ISSUE WITH FCC
arrived shortly before broadcast time.
All four of the Minneapolis-St. Paul
tv stations cited by the FCC for failure
WTCN-TV said its program director,
to identify the sponsor of a one-minute
monitoring at home, had noted the omisannouncement have told the Commission of sponsor identification the third
sion the omission was inadvertent and
time it was broadcast and added that the
due to special circumstances. The FCC
station had broadcast explanatory ancitation, issued Sept. 5, said the stations
nouncements atapproximately the same
are liable to fines of $500 each (Broadperiods the following day. The sponsor
casting, Sept. 10).
was the Downtown Council of Minneapolis. KSTP-TV and WCCO-TV
Replies were submitted to the comcarried the spot twice; KMSP-TV telemission by KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV,
cast itonly once.
KMSP-TV and WCCO-TV.
NAB formally objected to the FCC
Uhf reservations sought
charge in a letter Oct. 1 1 from Douglas
A. Anello, general counsel. The associaby three etv groups
tion asked permission to take part if
The FCC has received petitions from
oral argument is held, basing the request on the significance of the case to three educational broadcasters to make
all of broadcasting.
several channel changes for the sake
The four replying stations took the of non-commercial television in different sections of the U. S.
same position as NAB in contending
the main issue is wether the conceded
The Bay Area Educational Tv Assn.,
licensee of KQED (TV) (ch. 9) San
violations were willful or repeated,
bringing them within the scope of the Francisco, asked the commission to
reserve ch. 38 in that city for educaforfeiture provisions of the Communications Act.
tional use. Bay Area pointed out that
the channel is the last available uhf in
Each station explained that an order
the area which is not only the sixth
for a taped one-minute spot to be broadlargest market in the U. S., but one of
cast the evening of Feb. 22, 1962, had
the fastest growing areas as well.
arrived around 5 p.m. or later when
The Board of Education of School
supervisory and/or daytime personnel
District No. 10 of Tacoma, Wash., rehad left for the day. Nighttime personquested that the commission amend its
nel had been of the opinion the identification was inherent in the spot, which
rules to reassign ch. 20 to that city
50 (GOVERNMENT)

from Seattle. The petition further
stated that if the allocation is made
the organization would make application to change the facilities of its
KTPS (TV) to ch. 20 from the present
operation on ch. 62.
A third petition, by the National
Educational Tv & Radio Center, requested that the commission institute
rulemaking proceedings to reassign ch.
14 to Chattanooga from Athens, both
Tennessee, and reserve it for non-commercial educational use. NET said that
ch. 55 in Chattanooga should be retained for educational use when the
need arises.
At the present there are no commercial applicants for ch. 38 in San Francisco or for chs. 14 and 55 in Athens
and Chattanooga respectively.
Broadcast spokesmen
ask Sec. 315 repeal
The broadcast rights of political candidates do not need special legal protection but would be safeguarded by
the general "fairness doctrine" that applies to all broadcast operations, R.
Peter Straus, president of WMCA New
York and Radio Press International,
said last week.
Mr. Straus and Leon Brooks of the
Washington legal department of CBS
argued for repeal of the equal-time provisions of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act in a debate with counsel for
the American Civil Liberties Union and
an officer of the Conservative Party of
New York State.
Allen Schwartz, ACLU counsel, advocated amodification of Sec. 315 to
insure that minority parties get broadcast opportunities "commensurate with
their stature" but not necessarily equal
to the opportunities granted to major
parties. Prof. Charles Rice of Fordham
U., vice chairman of New York State
Conservative Party, contended that Sec.
315 is necessary and should be retained.
The debaters appeared in a program
transcribed for presentation last night
(Sunday, Oct. 14) on WKCR-FM New
York, the radio station of Columbia U.
Land mobile radio help asked
Land mobile radio operators have
been called to a meeting in Washington
for this Thursday (Oct. 18) to support
the petition filed two weeks ago with
the FCC asking the reallocation of chs.
14 and 15 to land mobile use (Broadcasting, Oct. 8). The invitation was
issued by William J. Weisz, Motorola,
chairman of the land mobile communications section of the Electronic Industries Assn.
"If the petition [for reallocation] is
to be successful," Mr. Weisz said, "concerted, active support is necessary from
all land mobile user organizations."
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O-Vation Music — Programatic's sparkling new adult music with a
new, audience-building format is now available through Telesynd, international distributor of outstanding television films.
Telesynd's national distributing organization makes it possible for
broadcasters everywhere to enjoy the many benefits of O-Vation
Music. You will get quality adult music at minimum cost, reduce studio
overhead and enjoy a new dimension in local programming flexibility.
O-Vation is available to only one station per market. Make it yours.

PROGRAMATIC
Automated For Economy
Precision-automated O-Vation Music features 8-hour
tapes of new and exciting instrumental and vocal arrangements, programmed to today's adult audiences,
performed by top talent and reproduced in true tonal
quality. Programatic start-stop automation provides
for pre-selected news breaks, commercials, local
broadcasts— -lets you inject your own "personality"
into every program.
E3 TELESYND AND PROGRAMATIC
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES OF WRATHER CORPORATION

Telesynd
136 East 57th Street, New York 22, New York
I would like
to have
the full me.
story on how Programatic's
O-Vation
Music
will benefit
NAME

,
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THE

government,

COMBINATION,

SAYS

The FCC's senior member in years
of service is fed up with the government's accretion of power over broadcast programming. Last week he let
go a free-swinging attack on present
FCC policy and on broadcasters who
are acquiescing to it.
In a speech prepared for delivery
Oct. 13 to the Utah Broadcasters
Assn. FCC Commissioner Rosel H.
Hyde issued his dissent to the current
trends in government regulation and
laid open the fallacies of the arguments supporting them. For the usually mild Mr. Hyde, an FCC member
since 1946, it was an unusually strong
presentation. He went so far as to
suggest that if present trends continue,
radio and television can easily become
the kept mouthpieces of whatever political leaders happen to be in power.
In the present policy of broadcast
regulation Mr. Hyde has found
"amazing conflicts and contradicThe integrity of government can be
tions."
maintained only if government actions
are subjected to examination by free
media of journalism, said Mr. Hyde.
Yet there is strong sentiment in government for suppression of the programming freedom of radio and television.
Among the intellectual elite, said
Mr. Hyde, there is a demand for government intervention "in the name of
better programs" to elevate public
tastes. To this elite a program that
the public likes is by definition an inferior program, for it cannot meet the
level of taste that the elite has preOPERATOR

RULES

Stations favor relaxations,engineers oppose proposals
FCC proposals to change requirements for on-duty operators at certain
types of radio stations met mixed reaction in comments submitted to the
commission fBroadcasting, Aug. 6).
Generally, those stations which would
be affected by the change favored the
proposals and engineers and operators
opposed them.
NAB favored the FCC's plan to
allow licensees of non-directional am
stations which have power up to 10
kw and fm outlets which have power
up to 25 kw the option of employing a
part-time first-class operator or a fulltime one as under present rules. But
the trade group opposed a provision for
52 (GOVERNMENT)

docile

industry

HYDE, CAN LEAD RADIO-TV TO OBLIVION
scribed as its ultimate goal for the television and radio programming justify their aims by saying that broadcasters use frequencies that are part
public.
Good Questions ■ "Should the public have the right to make controlling of the public domain. Said Mr. Hyde :
judgments as to broadcast program
"I think this argument tends to overlook the fact that the frequencies as
content and quality," asked Mr. Hyde,
"or should this be a function of the such would be useless without sub- ,
stantial investments in plant and the
Federal Communications Commission?
still larger investments and risks involved in the production of a product
"Should the decisions in this area
be made through the process of pub- whose value in the market is generally fleeting and always subject to many
lic acceptance or public rejection; or
is this an area for the application of uncertainties.
authoritarian power?
"It seems to me," Mr. Hyde continued, "that the argument that the
"It might be supposed that it would
be impossible to employ both of these government must intervene in program matters because the frequencies
opposing concepts. However, the
commission, in considering applica- belong to the public is another illogitions for new stations and for renewal
cal combination of opposing concepts.
of station licenses, undertakes to pass Wouldn't it be more reasonable to
urge that the right of choice should
judgment on your over-all program
performance with due attention to
go Another
with theargument
ownership?"
for authoritarian
spots and categories while at the same
control,
said
Mr. Hyde, is that the
time disavowing any interest in particulars.
public is in no position to make a
"And the industry, in general, al- choice of programs and that the government must assume the duty of
though there are some who object,
assuring
that
the public gets what it
seems
to acquiesce
the practice."
Broadcasters,
Mr. inHyde
suggested,
ought to have. Aside from the conare showing a docility that is unique
flict between that argument and "Jeffamong the media.
erson's confidence in the judgment of
"What do you suppose would hap- the people," said Mr. Hyde, the prac- |
pen," he asked, "if similar authority tical problems involved in government,
were asserted with respect to publi- program surveillance are hopelessly
cation of newspapers, magazines and complex.
the production of plays and movies?
"There are good reasons to question
whether any administrative agency,
No such interference with the public's
right to make its own choices would however large its budget, could actually examine and pass upon the approbe Counter-Arguments
tolerated."
priateness and quality of the program
■ Those who
services of some 5,672 stations in over
believe in government influence over

complete inspection of such stations'
transmitters six days a week as unnecessary and a financial hardship for
some stations.
The Birmingham local of Radio
Broadcast Technicians & Engineers
(IBEW) expressed the sentiment of
many operators in saying the proposals offer no improvement in radio
service, and make likely further degradation of service.
One FCC proposal would upgrade
the person making routine transmitter
inspections from permit holder to thirdclass operator (a license requiring a
written test). The union said permit
holding in the past has not been restricted to experienced operators and
has been merely a means for "unscrupulous" licensees to get around FCC rules.
Under the new rule, such holders could
simply take out a third-class license,

the union local said.
On relaxation of the fulltime firstclass operator rule, the union said an
operator could contract with a dozen
or more stations have a rubber stamp
made, and go from station to station
stamping logs, timing and signing them.
The West Virginia Broadcasters
Assn., agreeing in essence with NAB,
supported the proposals but suggested
that a weekly transmitter inspection
would suffice.
One engineer said the new rules
would increase the "off air" time of
many stations, particularly those with
old equipment. Another said the plan
would put high power or directional
stations at a financial disadvantage.
KITN Olympia, Wash., said a firstclass license does not insure competence
and that this type operator cannot be
justified by the average small station.
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I,
2,200 communities," said Mr. Hyde.
Futility and frustration are the inevitable results of a serious effort to appraise the programs of so many stations. Yet the process has been going
I on since the FCC issued its program
policy statement of July 1960.
Pressure to Conform ■ In its 1960
statement the FCC spoke of program
balance and listed 14 categories of
programming it said were usually
necessary to be represented in a
broadcast schedule if the public interest is to be served. As licensees reshape their programming to fit the
FCC's specifications, Mr. Hyde sees
these questions being raised:

FCC's Hyde
Cites contradictions in present policy

Ad

people

worry

about drug bill
The drug control bill signed into law
by President Kennedy last week has
some advertising industry people
worried about the possible consequences
of the section on prescription-drug advertising.
The act, intended to assure the distribution ofbetter and safer medicines,
will affect only advertising directed
to physicians — material contained in
medical journals or direct-mailing
pieces. But advertising association representatives fear it might set a precedent for other products.
As passed by Senate and House, the
act requires that an advertisement of a
prescription drug carry "in brief summary" the properties of the product,
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

"Do you think that schedules designed to please Washington would
nity?
necessarily please the local commu-

be corrupted in their function as "an
electronic
"It has press."
been recognized," he said,
"that an unsubservient communications service can be a bulwark of
democracy ... In a society which
looks toward the public as the final
authority it is, of course, essential that
the public be as fully informed and
advised as possible. Historically it
has been considered a function of the

"Do you think that encouraging
members of the public to look to
Washington for an answer to their
program wishes rather than to the
stations, sponsors and other producers
will give desired results?
"Would surveillance even in a limited supervisory sense conduce to the press to provide this service uninhibited and uncontrolled.
freedom of expression, the exercise of
imagination, and in general the stim"In those societies which exist unulation of creative results; or would it
der dictatorships you always have exrather conduce toward repetition, imactly the opposite situation. As everyitation of what has been accepted, and
one knows, control of sources of information isan essential characteristic
in general to dull conformity?"
Protection Policy ■ The process of of all such systems.
conformity that has already been gen"I think it is appropriate to ask
whether it is possible to reconcile any
erated, Mr. Hyde thinks, may be one
reason why some influential radio degree of program subservience to
broadcasters have asked the governgovernment with the duty of mainment to provide protection against
taining an alert, constant watchfulcompetition. Distinctions among staness with complete reporting of matters favorable and unfavorable as to
tions diminish in the "look-alike and
the doings of government. It might
hear-alike results" of the broadcastbe suggested that there is an inherent
ers' programming "with an eye toward
conflict or opposition as between repthe licensing authority," said Mr.
resentatives of government who are
Hyde.
The NAB and FCC will soon be- naturally interested in maintaining the
gin conferences to look for ways to best possible image before the public
solve what the NAB has already de- and the observer whose function is to
cided is the "overpopulation" of ra- obtain and report matters as they are,
dio stations. To Mr. Hyde it is "dis- favorable or unfavorable."
Broadcasting, said Mr. Hyde, must
turbing" that a free enterprise like
broadcasting should be seeking eco- be uninhibited, and its messages
nomic protection through limitations
"amenable only to the judgment of
on competition.
not what your government
"I can understand objections to ov- the"Seek
ercrowding or overabundance of like can public."
do for you in terms of setting
guidelines and prescribing program
services,"
lastold
week.
"But what
has
becomehe said
of the
assertion
that elements," he told the broadcasters,
"but rather seek what you can do for
there is always room at the top?"
Price of Subservience ■ What trouyour government and do for your
bles Mr. Hyde most of all is the country in terms of providing unsubdanger that radio and television will
servient communication of truth."
including side-effects, contra-indications
and effectiveness.
This provision is more acceptable to
the advertising industry than a version
in the original Senate bill which would
have required disclosure of all such
properties in detail.
But such organizations as the Assn.
of National Advertisers had urged that
advertising be exempted from the fulldisclosure requirement provided it informs readers they can get data about
a drug's properties upon request to the
maker.
The House bill, as originally reported
by the House Commerce Committee,
carried the ANA proposal. But it was
defeated in a floor fight, and the compromise amendment providing for disclosure "in brief summary" was
adopted. It prevailed in the conference

that reconciled differences with the
Senate bill.
Another provision in the House bill
that remains in the final version forbids
regulations requiring prior Food and
Drug Administration approval of advertising content "except in extraordinary circumstances."
The
ANA, in opposing the Senate
version, said there is not time nor space
enough in broadcast or print media for
an advertiser to give "extensive dissertations concerning his product." To
require him to do so, the ANA said,
is to forbid him from advertising at all.
As signed by the President, the act is
still not satisfactory to advertising representatives. As one of them has expressed it,"We don't like the government saying what's supposed to go in

an ad."
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10

million

could

a

pin

people

hear

drop

... if everybody in WLW-land tuned in WLW. Because it's the
Nation's Highest Fidelity Radio Station—capable of broadcasting the softest pianissimo to the loudest crescendo with
incredible clarity, thanks to the revolutionary WLW-AM
transmission developed by Crosley Broadcasting engineers.
Just another example of the many WLW advancements which
have made WLW a leader in the industry for 40 years to consistently rank among the top leaders of the more than 4400
U.S. Radio Stations in audience, programming and
technical accomplishments.
WLW offers the best from the NBC and ABC Networks, plus
power-packed local personalities, helicopter traffic reports,
radar weather reports, Comex news system, farm coverage
from its own farm, and many more attractions built on
long-range planning and achievement . . . not on here-todaygone-tomorrow promotions and gimmicks.
So when selecting Radio time, call your WLW

Representative

first. You'll be glad you did.
And listen for that pin dropping!
RADIO
CINCINNATI
covers over 2,500,000 radio homes in 212 counties

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation

HARTFORD

PAY-TV

FOES

LOSE

AGAIN

Supreme

Court refuses to review lower court ruling
owners asked the Supreme Court to
The FCC's right to approve pay tv review.
operations under limited test conditions
was confirmed last week when the U. S.
Second Test ■ It was only two weeks
Supreme Court refused to review a ago that the FCC granted the second
application for a pay tv test. It gave
lower court ruling upholding the FCC's
grant to RKO Phonevision Co. to permission for ch. 2 KTVR (TV) Denver to test out the Teleglobe system of
broadcast Phonevision pay tv over its
ch. 18 WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.
pay tv for the same three-year period
The court rejected without comment
granted to RKO Phonevision.
a petition for review by a group of
In the Teleglobe system, the picture
Connecticut theatre owners who have is broadcast as usual, but the sound is
opposed the Hartford proposal since it piped to subscribers via telephone lines.
was first filed with the FCC.
The system in Denver will be operRKO has been operating WHCT as
ated by Teleglobe Denver Corp., owned
a subscription tv station since June. two-thirds by Macfadden-Bartell Corp.
Feature films are the basic program of- and one-third by Teleglobe Pay Tv
ferings in prime evening hours. The Inc. Macfadden-Bartell, which has
programs are broadcast in scrambled
agreed to put $350,000 into the test, is
form and subscribers must have de- also the owner of the Bartell group of
coding equipment which rights the pic- stations.
ture and sound.
Bill Daniels, Denver broker speThe FCC grant to RKO Phonevision,
cializing in community tv systems and
a subsidiary of RKO General Inc., was
also a principal in catv management,
made in February 1961, following a holds an option to purchase KTVR for
full-scale hearing before the full com$2 million. He has agreed to continue
mission inOctober 1960. Opposing the the pay tv test when and if he takes
grant were the Connecticut Committee
over the station. Mr. Daniels also owns
Against Pay Tv and Stanley Warner,
KFML-AM-FM Denver. KTVR is now
owned
by J. Elroy McCaw.
Loew's, Connecticut Theatres, Manchester Drive-in Theatre and Outdoor
Theatres Corp.
Tax ruling on translators
The theatre group appealed the comNon-profit corporations that operate
mission's grant to the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Washington. Last March, tv translators are exempt from federal
the three-judge court unanimously up- income taxes under a ruling issued last
week by Internal Revenue Service.
FCC's action (Broadcasting,
Marchheld the12).
Translators provide tv service to comIt was this decision that the theatre
munities remote from tv stations (see

Arlington station has war plan of action
The threat of the cold war turning
selections." News, it is emphasized,
will be broadcast only from UPI (the
hot means more than digging fallout
news service to which WAVA subshelters; it also means that broadcasters must have a plan for action.
scribes) and recognized official
sources. Commercials will be cut to
One broadcaster who has done something about this is Arthur W. Arunsponsor identification only. Executives of the station will rotate 24del, owner of WAVA-AM-FM Arlington, Va.
hour duty, with two men on duty at
all times (an announcer-engineer and
In a "Nuclear War Plan," issued
a news director).
to station employes, Mr. Arundel
Under an attack condition,
lists the activities and responsibilities
of all members of his staff under two
WAVA will proceed into a Conelrad
conditions: (1) nuclear warfare in position, with the WAVA president
another part of the world or a land
and chief engineer only to remain at
battle breaking out between U.S. and
the station throughout the duration
Soviet troops, or an otherwise criti- of the attack. The announcer on
cally dangerous situation between
duty at the time will remain at his
the U.S. and the Soviets, and (2)
post; all other employes are excused
any attack on the continental United
to follow individual or family civil
States.
defense plans and to report back to
the station after the attack is over
Under the first condition, WAVA
and
there is no danger of radioactive
goes on a "war alert" basis, broadfallout.
casting a"calm format of total hard
news facts interspersed only with
be Friday as usual,"
Mr."Payday
Arundelwill
states.
brief, relaxing Americana musical
56 (GOVERNMENT)

translator
special report, Broadcasting, Oct. 8).
IRS held such translator operations
are tax free because they are civic and
their signals are available to the entire
community and supported by voluntary
memberships and gifts. It was explained
that organizations charging regular payments such as community antenna operations are operated solely for the
benefit of members or subscribers and
are not civic leagues entitled to tax
exemption.
Translator groups must file Form
1024 with a district revenue office to be
entitled to tax exemption.
Move to Indianapolis
denied to WTTV (TV)
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.
(ch. 4), lost its attempt to shift to Indianapolis when the FCC last week
denied rulemaking which proposed to
authorize the reallocation of ch. 4.
The commission said it would not be
justified in adding a fourth commercial
vhf station to Indianapolis at the expense of Bloomington, which would
lose its only local outlet and its only
Grade A tv service. The FCC majority,
Chairman Newton N. Minow and Robert E. Lee dissenting, also said the record does not justify the reservation of
ch. 4 (or another Indianapolis channel)
for educational tv "at this time." (When
the rulemaking was announced, the
FCC also invited comments on whether
ch. 4 or another commercial vhf should
be reserved for etv in Indianapolis
[Broadcasting, Dec. 11, 1961].
But, the commission said, a city the
size of Indianapolis needs an etv station and if ch. 4 were moved to Indianapolis "it might very well be that the
public interest would require its reservation. .. . All we conclude here is that
— as compared to the value of ch. 4 as
a local outlet for a commercial operation in Bloomington — we would not be
justified in moving the channel to Indianapolis and reserving it for educational purposes."
Atlantic trading suspended
The Securities & Exchange Commission last week temporarily halted all
trading in the common stock of Atlantic
Research Corp., Alexandria, Va. Atlantic Research owns Jansky & Bailey
consulting engineering firm which it
bought in 1959 when it acquired General Communications Corp. The SEC
claims that
holders Atlantic's
showed a net report
income toofstockover
$1.4 million, whereas consolidated
financial statements filed with the commission show a loss of $1 million. The
suspension is in effect for 10 days.
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962
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SHORTS

SIGHTED

MGM

Don't forget to keep an eye on your supply of
short subjects. They add spice and interest to
any schedule — fill out uneven spots — create
fresh formats and new audiences. Flexibility at
low cost. Take a long look at these interesting
short subjects from MGM Television:
The Passing Parade
Pete Smith Specialities
Crime Does Not Pay
Our

Gang
MGM

Comedies
Cartoons

Billy Bang Bang Movies
for details and availabilities in
your market call MGM-TV today
TELEVISION
NEW YORK: 1540 BROADWAY. JU 2-2000 . CHICAGO: PRUDENTIAL PLAZA, 467-5756 • CULVER CITY: MGM STUDIOS, UP 0-3311
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would reintroduce their proposals next
FCC donates uhf antenna
The FCC has formalized its gift
of the commission's uhf test antenna
atop the Empire State Building to
the City of New York.
In a letter to Mayor Robert F.
Wagner the commission stated, "We
are pleased, of course, that your
great city is the beneficiary of these
circumstances (that the antenna has
been declared unusable surplus by
the government) and that some great
good may still flow from our investment therein."
The "great good" will be the
operation of a noncommercial tv
station, WNYC-TV, on ch. 31— the
assignment used by the FCC for ex-

Congress

tightens

BUT VOA, INTERNATIONAL

to City of New York
perimental WUHF (TV). The test
antenna was built especially for that
channel and would cost the government more to dismantle than it
would bring as scrap. WNYC-AMTV is licensed to City of New York
Municipal Broadcasting System.
The FCC granted permission to
the city Sept. 17 to modify a previous construction permit to operate
on ch. 31, and thus make possible
the use of the antenna when available. The new operation began Oct.
1.
The FCC's use of ch. 31 was a
$2 million operation to test uhf
television reception in that area.

USIA

purse

TV SERVICE

The Voice of America and the International Television Service fared well
at the hands of congressional appropriations committee in the second session of
the 87th Congress. But their parent organization the U. S. Information
Agency, ran into difficulties in requests
for funds to build transmitters to carry
VOA broadcasts.
The Congress last week passed a bill
containing $146,725,000 for the USIA.
This was $11,235,000 less than the
agency asked. But if USIA follows
the recommendations of the House Appropriations Committee, it will not reduce any of the expeditures it had proposed for the Voice of ITV. The
agency had requested $22,999,600 for
VOA and $3,782,600 for ITV activities.
The same bill contained $8,750,000
for modernizing radio transmitters in
Dixon and Delano, both Calif., and
Bethany, Ohio, and for engineering research. The agency had requested $11,260,000 for this purpose, but didn't
object to the cut, largely because the
government has already entered the
fourth month of its 1963 fiscal year,
which began July 1.
A supplemental appropriations bill
approved by the House and expected
to be passed by the Senate late last
week contains $9,600,000 for 10 250
kw shortwave transmitters to be built
either in the Philippines, if site negotiations with that government are successful, or the Ryukyu Islands.
The amount is $13,059,000 less than
the agency requested for the project,
but the House Appropriations Committee said the sum would provide all that
USIA plans to obligate during the current fiscal year.
USIA had also asked for $7,375,000
58

strings

DO WELL

to build a million-watt shortwave transmitter in Thailand. But this request,
contained in the foreign aid bill, was
slashed to $1,600,000 in the compromise bill passed by Senate and House.
WRVB-FM faces fine
on transfer charges
WRVB-FM Madison, Wis., faces a
$1,000 fine, the FCC announced last
week, because of an unauthorized assignment of license.
Paul A. Stewart, owner of the station, filed in Wisconsin for incorporation in 1960 without notifying the
FCC, although as early as 1959 the
commission had told Mr. Stewart the
proper procedure for assignment of license.
The formal change in assignment of
license is from Stewart's original company, Paul A. Stewart Enterprises, to
Paul A. Stewart Enterprises Inc.
WRVB-FM has 30 days to reply to
the notice of forfeiture. Commissioners
Rosel Hyde and Robert Bartley dissented, the latter issuing a statement
of his belief that a revocation order
should be released.
Congressmen propose
to cut tv set tax
Two congressmen propose to ask
their colleagues next year to cut the
manufacturers' excise tax on television
sets from 10% to 5%, if they survive
the elections.
Reps. Silvio Conte (R-Mass.) and
James A. Burke (D-Mass.) introduced
such proposals Oct. 5, too late for consideration inthe 87th Congress. But both
said last week that, if re-elected, they

Rep. Conte's bill (HR 13362) applies
to radios, phonographs and other entertainment equipment, as well as tv sets.
year.
But he said its purpose is to bring down
the cost of the vhf-uhf receiver that set
makers will begin producing exclusively
in 1964 under the all-channel-set legislation enacted this year. He said the
all-channel set would cost $25-$60
more than the vhf-only receiver.
Rep. Conte said it would be several
years before the all-channel-set law
could have its intended effect of spurring the growth of uhf television. As a
result, he added, the excise tax on sets
should be reduced to prevent the new
law from having "an unfavorable effect
on consumers" and from posing "a
serious threat" to set makers.
He also said his proposed 50% tax
reduction would bring the tax rate on
tv sets and radios in line with that on
other electrical appliances.
Rep. Burke, a member of the taxwriting House Ways and Means Committee, is opposed
to manufacturers'
excise taxes
in general.
He said they
are unfair to businesses that also must
pay the federal 52% corporation tax.
Besides his bill dealing with tv sets
(HR 13361), Rep. Burke has introduced
excise-tax-cutting measures affecting
other industries.
Another measure pending would
eliminate the excise tax on all-channel
sets but retain it on vhf-only sets. That
bill (HR 12745), introducd by Rep.
John B. Anderson (R-Ill.) last summer
(Broadcasting, Aug. 6), was intended
to equalize the cost between all-channel
and vhf-only receivers.
NAB-FCC talks cover
on-air editorials
Ways of promoting on-air editorializing by broadcast stations were discussed
Oct. 9 at an NAB-FCC luncheon where
commissioners were briefed on longrange broadcast plans to develop new
voluntary guidelines for stations that
would include the handling of political
issues and candidates.
Representing NAB at the luncheon
were Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., chairman of the association's editorializing committee; Frank
J. Abbott Jr., WWGP Sanford, N. C,
and Frederick S. Houwink, WMALAM-FM-TV Washington. Appearing
for the FCC were Chairman Newton
N. Minow and Commissioners Robert
T. Bartley and Frederick W. Ford.
The conference was held as part of
an Oct. 8-9 meeting of NAB's Editorializing Committee, held in Washington. Other committee members who attended were A. Louis Read, WDSU
New Orleans; Rex G. Howell, KREXBROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

Always
In

the

Central

the

Winner

New

York

Market!

more homes
Delivers 50%*

There's no beating the best. It isn't
as if nobody tried. Competition is keen

than

— and, to give credit where it's due,
competitive programming often merits
real praise.

Station

B

But when you consider that the programming
service of WSYR-TV is under the direction of
executive personnel with an average of 19 years
broadcasting experience right here in Central New
York, a top talent staff with an understanding of its
job and its audience, and a firmly established
tradition of being several laps ahead of the field —
staying ahead comes kind of naturally. M
WSYR-TV does work at it, however,
steadily and conscientiously. The
results speak for themselves.

WS

YR

♦

Channel 3
•
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
•
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA,
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IN
PORTLAND
OREGON...

IT'S
EYE-CATCHING
"TV-timed" housekeeping is a
pretty common practice nowadays. In Portland, and 34 surrounding Oregon and Washington
counties, many women have it
timed so close that their betweenchores breaks coincide perfectly
with their favorite TV shows. This
timing is fortunate for KOIN-TV,
the station Nielsen credits with
most total daytime homes. This
means it's a good deal for KOINTV's clients, too.

FCC reorganizes counsel's
Two divisions of the FCC's Office
of General Counsel were reorganized
last week along lines recommended
last winter in a management survey
of the commission.
Both divisions — Administrative
Law & Treaties and Regulatory
(changed to Enforcement & Defense)— are headed by assistants
general counsel. Both jobs are
vacant now. Paul McDonough and
John O'Malley are acting chiefs of
administrative law and regulation,
respectively.
The general counsel's rulemaking
AM-FM-TV Grand Junction, Colo.;
and George Whitney, KFMB-TV San
Diego, Calif.
Committee members who will discuss
editorializing at the NAB Fall Conferences (story page 97) are: Mr. Read,
Atlanta and Chicago; John F. Dille
Jr., WTRC-AM-FM and WSJV(TV)
South Bend-Elkhart, Ind., Chicago and
Dallas; Mr. Howell, Denver; Mr. Whitney, Portland, Ore. Mr. Dille was unable to attend the Washington meeting.
The FCC last week...
■ Invited comments on a proposal by
the regents of the University of Idaho
to reserve ch. 12, now commercial, instead of the present ch. 15 for non-commercial educational use in Moscow,
Idaho. The FCC proposes to retain ch.
15 in Moscow for commercial use.
■ Allowed KLRJ-TV (ch. 2) Henderson, Nev., to identify itself as Las
will allow KLRJ-TV's
The FCC
Vegas.studio
main
and transmitter
to remain
3 miles outside Las Vegas, but emphasized that KLRJ-TV must live up to its
promise to continue complete service to
Henderson. Commissioner Robert Bartley dissented.
■ Received a petition from WFUN
South Miami, Fla., seeking to dismiss
its application to relocate the station
in Miami Beach. The FCC last July

Channel 6, Portland, Oregon
One of America's
stationsgreat influence
Represented Nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER &
PARSONS, INC.
Give them a call, won't you?
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ordered a hearing to determine if "local
self-expression" would be served by the
relocation (Broadcasting, Aug. 6),
and WFUN's petition states that the
inaccessibility of the present studio can
best be relieved by constructing a new
main studio in South Miami.
■ Renewed the license of WJRT
(TV) (ch. 12) Flint, Mich., and dismissed competing application for same
facility filed by Lake Huron Broadcasting Corp. (WKNX-TV Saginaw,
Mich.). At same time, FCC refused to
approve applicants' joint petition requesting approval of an agreement
whereby Lake Huron would dismiss its
application and WJRT would not op-

office divisions
and coordination functions were reas igned tothe Law and Treaties Division, which will interpret and research the rules and draft proposed
changes. The Regulatory Division
was renamed the Enforcement and
Defense Division because of the increased scope of national defense activities within the office, the FCC
said.
John Harrington, chief of FCC's
Complaints & Compliance, is scheduled to become assistant general
counsel for enforcement and defense
(Closed Circuit, Sept. 24).
pose a Lake Huron petition to shift ch.
11 to 20).
Bay City, Mich. (Broadcasting,
Aug.
Did

Theriot

divest?

FCC asks question
Has Leo J. Theriot — who had his license as a broadcaster revoked — really
divested himself of all interests in KLFT
Gold Meadow, La.? This question and
several others were raised by the FCC
in enlarging the issue in the controversy between two applicants for that
station.
John A. Egle and KLFT Radio Inc.
(Clerville Keif Sr. and Edward T.
Diaz), are mutually exclusive applicants
for the Gold Meadow frequency following the revocation of Mr. Theriot's license for violating FCC rules (Broadcasting, March 19).
In enlarging the issues the FCC
wishes to determine if there are any
agreements or understandings between
Mr. Theriot and KLFT Radio which
have not been disclosed to the commission. KLFT Radio and Mr. Theriot
have made an agreement whereby the
former shall purchase the physical assets of the station for $30,000, but there
has been no agreement made concerning collateral or default of payment
provisions, according to the FCC. Mr.
Egle said he had unsuccessfully sought
to purchase the station's equipment
(Broadcasting, April 23) for $27,500,
but the price was suddently raised to
$53,125 without explanation.
Further, the FCC wants to know if
any agreements between Mr. Theriot
and KLFT Radio were designed to
make the former an undisclosed principal in the corporation.
KLFT has not filed an opposing petition to Mr. Egle's charges and hence
the commission stated that it must accept the allegations concerning the business relationship of Mr. Theriot and
the opposing applicant as correct pending a hearing.
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962
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Mr.
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Missouri,
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About
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Owner-Manager

on the New
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All

New

of Station

BC-1G

1 KW

"BIG

KLID,
AM

G"

Poplar

Bluff,

Transmitter:

t€ / like everything about my new Gates BC-1G. I especially like the fact that it uses triodes in the
final and modulator, and that the RF driver is modulated, too. I am also very pleased with the
cathode follower, direct coupled driver in the audio circuit and the audio feedback circuit. $J

This all new BC-1G transmitter - the "BIG G" kilowatter
from Gates — combines rigid day-in and day-out dependable
operation with the most satisfying fidelity of transmission
ever achieved in a 1 KW transmitter.
It's new from top to bottom, inside and out — with big features that give full-time top performance. For instance:
Silicon rectifiers used in all power supplies for lifetime reliability without tube change, 833A tubes — the most reliable
power tube available — used in both R.F. and modulator circuits, and a new convectional cooling system designed to
greatly lengthen component and tube life.
And to make your dial spot light up with that "million dollar
sound," Gates engineers have concentrated on low intermodulation distortion. The combination of a cathode follower audio
driver, an unusual over-all feedback system, low leakage
reactance in the modulation transformer and modulating the
R.F. driver as well as the power amplifier has resulted in an
unusually rich, "clean" fidelity of transmission that will make
your listeners sit up and listen.
Other special features make a BIG difference in the new
"BIG G". For the complete story — write for Brochure
No. 112 today.

Our 40th Year, 1922-1962

GATES
RADIO COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in: HOUSTON, NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Sales: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. • 13 EAST 40th ST. • NEW YORK CIT

SUPREME

COURT

REFUSES

N.J.

CASE

Won't review denial based on lack of program study
If the FCC wants an applicant to matter "which is being raised more and
make a survey of the community he's more in hearing cases." The bureau and
applying for, there's no way out. It's KBOA charge that the Bootheel (100%
got to be done.
owned by William L. Miller) programThis is the obvious result of last
ming proposals are virtually identical to
those of KHSJ Hemet, Calif. Mr. Miller
week's decision by the U. S. Supreme
a 50% owner of the KHSJ appliCourt refusing to review the FCC's ac- was
cation.
tion last year when it turned down an
Both the appellants also want an issue
application for an fm station in Elizaadded to determine whether Mr. Miller
beth, N. J.
The Supreme Court refused to dis- misrepresented the facts in his Bootheel
turb alower court ruling upholding the
application.
FCC's right to require that a study
be made and that failure to do so permits the commission to deny the appli- It's a greenlight
cation. The lower court ruled last for Crosley, WIBC
March (Broadcasting, April 2).
Two conditions laid down by the
Some see the Supreme Court ruling
FCC
in approving an agreement beas giving the FCC more power over
tween Crosley Broadcasting Co. and
programming.
WIBC Inc. for ch. 13 Indianapolis
It was the programming proposals by have been met, the commission said
Suburban Broadcasters that tripped up
last week in terminating the case.
the applicant last year when it applied
In so doing, the FCC finalized its
for the New Jersey fm. Reversing an
September grant of ch. 13 (WLWI
examiner's favorable initial decision,
[TV]) to Crosley (Broadcasting, Sept.
the commission voted to deny the appli17) and the dismissal of the WIBC
cation because it said no study had been
Indianapolis application. The commismade of the community by the applision said that it had received ( 1 ) notice
cants.
that the purchase of Crosley's WLWA
A key factor in the case was the com(TV) Atlanta by WIBC has been finalized and (2) a WIBC request that its
mission's contention that the proposed
programming for Elizabeth was similar
ch. 13 application be dismissed.
to programming proposals by the same
Crosley reimbursed WIBC $100,000
group for Alameda, Calif., and Berwyn,
for expenses incurred by the latter in
111. The group received a grant for processing its ch. 13 application and
Alameda, but withdrew its Berwyn ap- WIBC in turn purchased WLWA (now
plication.
WAII [TV]) for $3.3 million. A year
The FCC action was taken on 4-2 ago, the FCC had reversed a 1957
vote, with Commissioners Rosel H.
Indianapolis grant to Crosley and
awarded ch. 13 to WIBC.
Hyde and John S. Cross dissenting.
Commissioner Frederick W. Ford did
Chairman Newton N. Minow and
not participate.
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley, who
along with Commissioner Frederick W.
This FCC decision was unanimously
upheld by the appeals court in the DisFord dissented to the Crosley-WIBC
trict of Columbia. The court turned
agreement, abstained from voting in
down both major arguments by the ap- last week's action.
plicant: that the FCC does not have
the statutory authority to require a sur- Army looks for agency
vey of the community, and that in doing so the commission violated the First
The Secretary of the Army has anAmendment.
nounced that the national advertising
Flairs Anew ■ Meanwhile at the FCC
contract for the Army Recruiting Service covering the period July 1, 1963, to
last week an intramural dispute erupted
June
30, 1964, is under consideration.
between the agency's Review Board and
Broadcasting Bureau on the issue of The contract will be awarded next
whether an applicant had surveyed local February and will include two renewable one-year options.
programming needs. The bureau appealed tothe full commission the review
The Army's Office of Personnel Operations in Washington says that the
board's refusal to add such an issue in
a hearing on the application of Bootheel
scope of the account and the variety
Broadcasting Co. for a new am station
of services required make it desirable
in Kennett, Mo.
to limit competition for the contract to
KBOA Kennett also appealed the nationally recognized agencies with an
domestic billing of $10 million
board's decision to the FCC. The bu- annual
or more.
reau charged the board's decision (on a
Agencies interested in the contract
2-1 vote) modified FCC policy on a
82 (fiOVEKNMEHD

will be required to complete a questionnaire which will provide data on
their organization, experience and ability.
The current account for promoting
Army recruiting, scheduled to expire
June 30, next year, has been held by
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., New
York, since July 1960.
The amount of the contract during
the current fiscal year is approximately
$1 million.
NBC

plea questions

atheist's standing
Atheist Robert H. Scott is not a party
of interest and has no standing to protest the renewal application of KNBC
San Francisco, NBC (licensee of the
station) told the FCC last week in urging that Mr. Scott's request for a hearing be dismissed.
Mr. Scott had asked for a hearing because KNBC had refused him time to
give the atheist viewpoint in reply to
religious programs broadcast by the station (Broadcasting, Oct. 1). Even if
the protestant did have standing, NBC
said, his petition is without substantive
merit and should be dismissed for this
reason.
He failed to show that KNBC broadcast any programs directed personally
against Mr. Scott or that the station was
wrong in its judgment that atheism is
relatively insignificant as an issue in San
Francisco, NBC said. "Mr. Scott desires
to create a controversy and there is no
basis in law or sound public policy
requiring a licensee to accommodate
anyone's desire to create a public controversy," NBC told the commission.
The reasons for denying Mr. Scott
time on KNBC "were completely consistent with its obligations as a broadcast
licensee," the network maintained.
$3

million

for etv

approved by Senate
Supporters of the new federal educational television project were heartened last week by the Senate approval
of an appropriations measure providing
$3 million to get the five-year, $32
million program started.
The figure, contained in a supplemental appropriations bill the Appropriations Committee reported to the
Senate last week, is $1,989,000 less than
requested by the Department of Health,
Education & Welfare, which administers
the program. But it is $1 million more
than approved
by the House (Broadcasting, Oct. 8).
HEW

officials said the amount allowed by the House for the matching
grants authorized by the etv statute
would have provided for grants for
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ROCHESTER,

NEW

YORK

WARREN DOREMUS, Director of Public Affairs, WHEC-TV
STANDS

FOR

PUBLIC

SERVICE

In every Television community
seems

especially conscious
In Rochester,

there is ONE

AT

station that

of its civic responsibilities.

New

York, that station is WHEC-TV.

Highlighting our extensive and continuous
programming

are TWO

produced
Department,

"ROCHESTER

MONTHLY

PUBLIC

REPORTS"

Doremus,

• A Day in the Life of a TV News Department
• Behind the Scenes of a Modern Police Bureau
• Wheels, Wings and Rails — city transportation
crisis
'62
• The Graduate — the future facing the class of
• Adventure — SCUBA Diving

FEATURES

Public Affairs

Director . . .

"FACE

A documentary series dealing with important
social, economic and cultural matters — employing sound film, videotape and live techniques.
Programs have embraced such subjects as:

Public Service

SERVICE

and directed by the WHEC-TV
Warren

WHEC-TV

THE

COMMUNITY"

A discussion series with subjects of current interest and
importance to people of the Rochester area, ranging from
panels and interviews to political debates in the traditional
form. Subject matter has included:
• Integration in a Northern City
• Medicare for the Aged
• The High School Drop-Out
• Emotionally Disturbed Children
• Current Elections — National, State, Local
Among the guests: Governor Rockefeller, Ambassador
Lodge, Supreme Court Justice Douglas, Governor Brown of
California, Eleanor Roosevelt and local civic leaders.

TO REACH DEEP INTO THE PROSPERITY OF R0CHE5TER, NEW YORK,
YOU CAN NOT CHOOSE A MORE

RESPONSIBLE

VOICE THAN

\A/upr-T\/
CHANNEL
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10, ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

. . .

only 10 new etv stations. The department's request
almosta total
$5 million
was intended
to offinance
of 35
grants for new and existing etv stations.
The Senate acted on the supplemental bill on Thursday (Oct. 11).
Senate and House conferees were
scheduled to meet Friday (Oct. 12) to
iron out differences between the figures
approved by each chamber.
False

statements

charged to Davis
Licenses of KMAC-KISS (FM) San
Antonio should not be renewed because
the
W. Davis,
madeowner,
false Howard
statements
to the"wilfully"
FCC in
a 1954 tv comparative hearing, the
Broadcast Bureau charged last week.
The bureau statement came in proposed findings following a three-year
proceeding on the KMAC-KISS renewal
CHARLIE

applications. The hearing was ordered
to determine Mr. Davis' character
qualifications because of FCC findings
in the contest for ch. 12 San Antonio
Davis).
(awarded to KONO-TV over Mr.
There is a question whether Hearing Examiner Walter Guenther will
accept the bureau findings, however, as
last summer he refused to extend the
deadline for their filing (Broadcasting,
July 9). The findings were due June 25
and in submitting them last week the
bureau asked that they be accepted.
During the tv hearing, Mr. Davis "demonstrated that he was lacking in credibility and candor, that he wilfully made
financial misrepresentation," the bureau
charged. This included ballooning his
assets, creating non-existing assets, concealing his liabilities and otherwise withholding vital information, the bureau
said, "all of which formed a pattern of
deception designed to deceive the commis ion .. ."

GADDY

"The best on the air salesman I have ever had" —

Senate
13 MEN

fails to act

EXPECTED

on

space

TO GET INTERIM

firm

nominees

APPOINTMENTS

says James B. Womble, President of Womble

of Hargett

Street, exclusive men's clothiers of Raleigh.

Measure of a Great
Radio Station

Raleigh- Durham

NBC

50,000 Watts -680 KC
Dick Mason, General Manager
Gus Youngsteadt, Sales Manager
HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO. National Rep.
64 (GOVERNMENT)

The 13 men nominated by President
Kennedy two weeks ago to be the incorporators ofthe proposed communications satellite corporation (Broadcasting, Oct. 8) will probably have to
settle for recess appointments from the
President. Congress adjourned last
week before their names could be submitted to the Senate for confirmation.
The effort by the Senate Space and
Commerce Committees, which handled
the nominations, to send them to the
Senate before adjournment collapsed
Wednesday night. Sen. Robert S. Kerr
(D.-Okla.), Space Committee chairman,
notified President Kennedy that the
pressure of the closing days made it
impossible for the committees to act on
the nominees.
As a result, the President is expected
to give the 13 nominees recess appointments, and then to resubmit their names
to the Senate after Congress reconvenes in January. The incorporators
will set up the private corporation authorized by Congress to own the U. S.
portion of the proposed communications satellite system.
Broadcast Connections ■ Five of the
nominees have broadcasting interests.
They are Edgar F. Kaiser of Kaiser Industries, which owns KHVH-TV Honolulu and KHJK (TV) Hilo, both Hawaii; Philip L. Graham, publisher of
the Washington Post and Times Herald, which, along with Newsweek magazine, WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington
and WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla., is
owned by the Washington Post Co.;

Leonard H. Marks, a member of the
Washington communications law firm
of Cohn & Marks; George L. Killion,
president of American President Lines
and chairman of Loew's Inc. (MGM),
which owned WHN (later WMGM but
now WHN again) New York for many
years until selling it to Storer Broadcasting Co. this year; and Bruce Sundlun, secretary and general counsel of
The Outlet Co., which owns WJARAM-FM-TV Providence, and which is a
50% stockholder in Salt City Broadcasting Corp., one of the applicants for
ch. 9 Syracuse, N. Y.
The other nominees are David M.
Kennedy, chairman of the National
Bank and Trust Co., Chicago; Sidney
J. Weinberg, of New York, a partner in
Goldman, Sachs & Co., a Wall Street
investment firm, and director of a dozen
companies; A. Byrne L. Litschgi, a former Washington attorney now with the
Tampa, Fla., firm of Coles, Himes and
Litschgi; Beardsley Graham, of Lexington, Ky.,
of Spindletop
searchpresident
Inc.; Leonard
Woodcock, Reof
Grosse Point Park, Mich., a vice president of the United Automobile Workers
of America and a member of the board
of governors of Wayne State U.; Sam
Harris, a New York attorney and director of the Rio Algom Mines Ltd.,
and Callahan Mining Co.; George J.
Feldman, counsel, vice president and
member of the board of The Mastan
Co., of New York; and John T. Connor, president and director of Merck
& Co., of Rahway, N. J .
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SHIPMENTS
LEAVE SOONER,
Buses
Daily
Runninq Time
5 lbs.
New York30
2 hrs.
Philadelphia
$1.25
1.75
Chicago7
7
hrs.
35
mins.
Cleveland
Los AngelesSan Diego

GET THERE
15 lbs. 25 lbs.
$1.40
2.00

$1.65
2.25
1.45

38

2 hrs. 30 mins.

1.15

1.25

ChicagoSt. Louis

8

6 hrs. 10 mins.

1.70

1.90

CincinnatiIndianapolis

9

2 hrs. 45 mins.

1.35

1.55

FASTER,

COST

LESS,

TOO!

2.15
1.80

Rates subject to change without notice.
Greyhound Package Express notonly saves you time and
money, it could be the answer to your inventory control
problems, too. Packages very often arrive the same day
shipped. They travel in spacious compartments on
regular Greyhound buses. That means you can ship
any time... twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week,
weekends and holidays. Ship C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid,
or open a charge account. Be sure to specify Greyhound
Package Express. It's there in hours., .and costs you less!
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CALL YOUR LOCAL GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL
T0DAY...0R MAILTHIS CONVENIENT COUPON TO:
GREYHOUND PACKAGE EXPRESS
140 S. Dearborn Dept.
St., Chicago
3, Illinois
8-K
Gentlemen: Please send us complete information on
Greyhound Package Express service.. .including rates
and routes. We understand that our company assumes
no cost or obligation.
NAME-TITLECOMPANYADDRESSCITY

-STATE.

-PHONE-

_J
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Dent for 'dumb' public new
PROGRAM SERVICE FOR RADIO OPENS
The American Freedom Network, an
information programming service "dedicated to the broadcasting industry"
is soliciting U. S. radio stations with
an offer of market exclusivity.
The organization describes itself as
"a strictly non-profit, non-political, but
informational" radio service, "most of
which will be suitable for local sale."
The policy of the American Freedom
Network follows a "positive approach,
as opposed to irresponsible denunciation," its introductory brochure states.
Located in Bonita, Calif., the new
organization says it will provide taped
programming to broadcasters on a
weekly basis for the price of a station's
open, hourly one-time rate.
"I want to see if I can put a dent
in the dumbness of the average American who is too apathetic to see what's
going on," said Morris C. Allen, a San
Diego businessman who is chairman of
the firm's board of directors and apparently the man who is backing the
venture. "The FCC insists we give both
the right and the left but we will emphasize right field and try to bring out

BIGGER

stuff that the ordinary news channels
give
said. the silent treatment to," Mr. Allen
Supporters ■ The venture's brochure
lists congratulatory comments from Dr.
Fred Schwarz, president of the Christian
Anti-Communism Crusade; Rep. Bob
Wilson (R-Calif.), who is also a partner
in Champ, Wilson and Slocum Advertising Agency, San Diego; and
Thomas J. Anderson, publisher of Farm
and Ranch With Southern Agriculturalist, Nashville.
Jonathon Kirby, executive director,
was news director at WAVI Dayton,
Ohio, for 15 months prior to his departure in July to set up the Bonita
organization. The average station lacks
the facilities to provide provocative discussion programs on the air in prime
time, Mr. Kirby contends. His firm's
programs fill this gap, he said.
H. K. Crowl, president and general
manager
of WAVI,
is the that
service's
first subscriber,
said who
last week
Mr.
Kirby is "basically a conservative," but
that in repeated efforts to offer balanced
viewpoints on controversial issues while

than

PORTLAND,
One

network aim
IN CALIFORNIA

OREGON

Buy Delivers

IDAHO
- MONTANA
plus 1 1 counties in Wyoming
at lower cost per thousand
SKYLINE TV NETWORK delivers more TV homes
than the highest rated station in Portland — at
less cost per 1,000. SKYLINE delivers 92,300*
nighttime homes every quarter-hour Sunday
through Saturday. Non-competitive coverage.
One contract — one billing — one clearance. Over
267,880 unduplicated TV homes in 5 key markets. Interconnected with CBS-TV and ABC-TV.
IDAHO— KID-TV Idaho Falls MONTANA — KXLF-TV Butte
KUX-TV Twin Falls KFBB-TV
KOOK-TV Great
BillingsFalls
KBLL-TV Helena
Satellite to KXLF-TV

TV NETWORK
P.O. Box 2191
Idaho Falls, Idaho

Call Mel Wright, phone area code 208-523-4567
or your nearest Hollingbery office or Art Moore in the Northwest
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at WAVI, he sent copies of editorials
to "the known opposition" and asked
their comments for use in later broadcasts. Mr. Crowl said he thinks it is
important for the venture's success that
it offer opposing views.
The John Birch Society tried to
identify itself with Mr. Kirby when he
was at WAVI, but was rejected, Mr.
Crowl claims.
Mr. Kirby was given an "Americanism Award" by the American Legion
Third District of Ohio in June.
Others ■ Other persons the firm lists
in its brochure include Mr. Allen, a
73-year-old Bonita real estate broker
active in civic and patriotic affairs;
Keath G. Allen, director of research
and programming, and a former radio
continuity and editorial writer; William
R. Richards, a member of Hayworth,
Erickson & Richards, a San Diego law
firm; and James S. Duberg, an attorney
practicing
Vista, Calif.,
"well
known forinhisChula
participation
in public
andAmerican
civic activities."
Freedom Network offers
each week: Viewpoint, a 15-minute
commentary by Mr. Kirby; a 15-minute
report by Mr. Kirby containing materials from political newsletters and
other sources; five vignettes, each about
5 minutes long and two featurettes,
each longer than 15 minutes.
This is some of what was heard on
an audition tape furnished by the organization:
■ Sen. John Tower (R-Tex.) urging
U. S. recognition of a Cuban government in exile and a U. S.-financed invasion of Cuba.
■ Excerpt from a news conference
in which President Kennedy stated an
invasion of Cuba would not be in the
country's best interests.
■ Jonathon Kirby reading comment
on the Berlin situation from Washington
Report, a bi-weekly newsletter published by the American Security Council, described by its Washington editor
as a business league.
■ An excerpt from a speech by Dr.
Schwarz.
■ An assurance that the new service
doesn't "overlook the viewpoints of the
liberals and conservatives."
The service also offers personalized
ID's. Many features are tagged with
reminders that reprints are available.
Research

seeks

why

of 'pay' in pay tv
Research in the Hartford (Conn.)
pay-tv experiment is aimed at finding
what sort of programs people will pay
money for, not what kind they will
merely sit still for, John J. Henderson
told the Yale School of Drama in a
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In

THE

P.M.

BIG

TO

TUES

WED

MON

HAVE

KHJ-TV
THURS

FRI

ART LINKLETTER • People Are Funny
FIRST

ADVENTURES
7:30

Angeles:

SHOWS

MOVED

7:00

Los

IN

MAVERICK

PARADISE

NIGHT
Formerly
"General Motors

SUGARFOOT

First time
on TV

8:30

Presents" MOVIE . . .
. . . . MILLION DOLLAR
Los Angeles' highest rated program for over 8 years !

10:30

TRAILS WEST
(Death Valley Days)

...AND

SO

HAVE

THE

According to ARB*, KHJ-TV
INDEPENDENT

IN LOS ANGELES

BOWERY
BOYS

VIEWERS!

is now THE
IN PRIME

NUMBER

ONE

TIME! During the

very first week debut of the big new shows, Channel 9
reached more viewers than any other local station!

KHJ-TV
NATIONAL SALES DIVISION
Time & Life Building
Rockefeller Center
New York 20, N.Y.
LOngacre 4-8000

Tribune
Tower
Chicago
Illinois
TEL: 6442470

5515 Melrose Avenue
Hollywood 38
California
Hollywood 2-2133

415 Bush Street
San Francisco 8
California
YUkon 2-9200

speech last Wednesday night.
Mr. Henderson heads John J. Henderson &Assoc., New York, a research
firm hired by RKO General and Zenith
Radio Corp. to conduct studies as part
of their pay-tv test in Hartford.
Pay television is not involved in "the
race for boxcar numbers," he said, and
added: "We are not so much concerned
with what the most people are willing
to watch night after night. Pay television, because it is pay television, will
never have that kind of bland popularity. It will never be viewed because the
viewer has nothing better to do.
"We are researching to find out what
is so intensely interesting to people that
they will be willing to lay out money
to have it in their living rooms . . .
specific tastes, interests and needs of the
people in Hartford which are not now
being satisfied by other media. We are
not researching to find program ideas
that everybody will watch [but] program ideas that will meet the interests
and tastes of various segments and . . .
satisfy the unfulfilled needs."
WESTINGHOUSE

CLINIC

New radio shows disclosed;
managers discuss techniques

KABC
conversation
RADIO
79
Owned £ Operated by American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc.
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Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. announced eight new radio programs at
an all-day radio programming seminar
in New York last week. They consist
of four continuing series and four onehour specials and will be broadcast on
all Westinghouse-owned radio stations
in evening time starting Oct. 20. The
shows will also be syndicated to other
stations.
The seminar also presented four
panel discussions: talks by radio critics
about what they want to hear and
what's wrong with radio; by agency and
advertiser executives on "Which Programming Makes Sound Business?"
program directors "What Do Programmers Want?" and three station managers— Steve Labunski of WMCA, Harold Neal Jr. of WABC and Elliot Sanger of WQXR, all New York City —
on their management methods.
Mr. Labunski said he attempts to
reach, appeal to and stimulate his station's audience by staying abreast of
or ahead of broadcast trends. Citing
the "public interest and necessity" provisions of station licenses, Mr. Neal
said he aims in his activities to make
his station "a necessity" to its audience
by serving the public interest through
entertainment and the public necessity
through information. Mr. Sanger strives
to preserve individuality in his station's
too
to programming.
approach
much
imitation
in radio, heThere's
said, and
though his station has used the same
basic "good music" formula for 26

years, it has "constantly changed" its
methods of presentation.
The managers' panel was moderated
by Mike Wallace.
Poor Promotion ■ The radio industry has done a "poor job of promoting
many of its exciting new concepts of
programming," according to Miles
David, Radio Advertising Bureau vice
president and moderator of the panel
on "Which Programming Makes Sound
He noted there is more documentary
and
informational material on radio
Business?"
than broadcasting "has made clear."
Also on the panel were Carl Schuele,
president of Broadcast Time Sales; Wilmot Losee, president of AM Radio
Sales Co.; Daniel Whitney, vice president and creative director of Reidl &
Freede Inc.; Leslie Dunier, vice president-director of radio-tv for Mogul
Williams & Saylor, and Clark Sutton, director of advertising for First Federal
Savings & Loan Co., Pittsburgh.
Mr. Schuele cited two basic methods
of using radio — "mass programming,"
for broad exposure, and "select programming," for on-target exposure. He
indicated that agencies tend to treat all
stations alike with little regard to individual markets and audience composition. To reach specific audiences, he
said, agencies should provide more commercials for the same product.
The Critics ■ Newspaper and magazine writers criticized radio programming for not "involving" the audience,
ignoring "responsible programming"
and appealing only to a "mass audiMembers of the panel were Maybelle
Joyce, Christian Science Monitor;
Berenice Connor, McCall's; Terry
Turner, Chicago Daily News; Win
Fanning,
ence." Pittsburgh Post-Gazette; and
John McMillan, Sponsor Magazine, who
served as moderator.
Participating in the panel on what
programmers want were George
Skinner, programming consultant, The
Katz Agency Inc.; William Schwarz,
program manager, WNBC New York,
and Robert Whitney, Mars Broadcasting Inc., Stamford, Conn.
The new Westinghouse radio series
announced at the seminar are: America
Sing, with Eddie Bracken; Words in
the News, with Dr. Bergen Evans;
Africa: Peace Corps Plus One, an examination of the Peace Corps on its
first anniversary, and The Voices and
Sounds of World War II, written and
produced by Bud Greenspan.
The new specials: Chickie, the Cops!,
a study of crime on both sides of the
law; Prison Riots Plus Ten, a comparison of penal institutions 10 years
ago and today; Man of the Century,
a biography of Sir Winston Churchill,
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YOU

MAY

NOISE*LOUDEST
THE
AR
HE
BUT...
WKZO
Radio
Is
Heard
Most
R
VE
NE

in Kalamazoo
WKZO RADIO MARKET
COVERAGE AREA • NCS '61

and Greater

- Battle Creek
Western

Michigan!

Count the decibels!— NCS '61 credits WKZO Radio
with more circulation than any radio rival; with 40.4%
more than all other Kalamazoo stations put together.
More:
Pulse (Sept. '61) shows WKZO Radio outrating
all competitors in Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater
Western Michigan in all 360 quarter -hours surveyed.
Still more:
Greater Western Michigan is growing fast.
Sales Management has predicted that Kalamazoo alone will
outgrow all other U.S. cities in personal income and
retail sales between 1960 and '65.
Let your Avery-Knodel man tell you the rest of the story.
%When Krakatoa (Indonesia) erupted in 1883, the explosion was heard
loudly 3,000 miles away.

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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ings & Loan Assn., for over six years.
Jose, can you see?
Spanish-speaking viewers will be
able to watch baseball from Puerto
Rico on tv this season and hear the
Spanish-description via radio.
Baseball from Puerto Rico will be
presented in condensed taped versions for the first time in broadcasting as a regular feature on radio over
WHOM New York and on tv over
WPIX (TV) in the same city. The
games will be an attraction on the
year long Schaefer Circle of Sports
and Twisted Minds, a study of schizophrenia.
The WBC radio stations are WIND
Chicago, KDKA Pittsburgh, WOWO
Ft. Wayne, KYW Cleveland, WBZ
Boston and WINS New York.
Felton's sixth series
based on Mead book
Tv rights to the Shepard Mead book,
The Four Window Girl, or How to Make
More Money Than Men, have been purchased byMGM-TV, to be produced by
Norman Felton, director of program ing, as a half -hour comedy series.
This gives Mr. Felton six new projects
being developed for his Arena Productions, in addition to serving as executive
producer of two series now on NBC-TV,
Dr. Kildare and The Eleventh Hour. The
projects he has in preparation include:
Ship's Doctor, half -hour comedy drama
with Arthur Rose writing the pilot; The
Lieutenant, with Gene Roddenberry
writing; Time of Decision, Howard Rodman writing; Sister Mike, John T. Dugan
writing; and The Mosaic, Jerry McNeely
writing. The past four are all 60-minute
programs.
'Lawman' in syndication
Warner Bros. Television Division
simultaneously has announced the release for syndication of 156 half-hour
episodes of Lawman and sale of the
package to six stations. According to
Joseph Kotler, vice president, Warner
Bros. Television Div., the series has
been sold to WNEW-TV New York;
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; WWJ-TV
Detroit; KHOU-TV Houston; KPTV
(TV) Portland, Ore.; and KFDX-TV
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Skelton asks $500,000
What is believed to be the highest
re-run price in tv history ($500,000)
was asked of NBC last week by Red
Skelton. In a suit filed Monday (Oct.
8) in Los Angeles Superior Court, Mr.
Skelton alleged that his guest appearance on NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show
of Nov. 13, 1961, was rebroadcast
March 12, 1962, not only without his
70 (PROGRAMMING)

series, sponsored by F & M Schaefer
Brewing Co.
While tv will do an English version of the ball games, the radio
commentary will be in Spanish.
The games will be heard on radio
on Fridays at 10 p.m., Saturdays at
5 p.m. and Sundays at 1:30 p.m.
They will be seen on tv on Sundays
only from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. There
will be 60 games on radio and 13
on tv.

permission but after he had expressly
refused a request to authorize the rebroadcast. The comedian asks $250,000
damages from NBC for disregarding
his rights and repeating his taped performance for its own benefit. He asks
the second $250,000 as punitive damages and for the "sake of example."
Program

notes...

Tape for "show-me" state ■ Missouri
Forum, a weekly series on state and
national political topics aired on
KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo., is audiotaped for replay each week on 32 Missouri radio stations. The program features the governor of the state with
his "Governor's Report" once a month,
and national officials and dignitaries in
intermittant weeks.
West German episodes ■ Wolper Productions will produce two programs of
the documentary The Story of . . .
series in West Germany. Alex Grasshoff will leave for there within the next
week to scout for subjects.
Infringement suit ■ Shapiro, Bernstein
& Co. and new World Music Corp.,
both members of American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers, have
filed suit for copyright infringement
against KOOS Inc., owner of KOOS
Coos Bay, Ore. It's alleged that two
songs were performed by station without permission.

Aviation and the economy ■ "Mr.
Withers Stops the Clock," a 16-mm
sound, color film demonstrating how
aviation is related to the economy, has
been released by Association Films,
New York. The 28-minute film was
produced by Paul Alley Productions
in association with Air Transport Assn.
of America.

Hour of news ■ WABC-TV New York
joins the growing list of tv stations with
daily one-hour news round-ups, beginning next Monday (Oct. 22). The 6-7
p.m. time period will be called The Big
News and will include the 15-minute
ABC-TV Evening Report with Ron
Cochran moved from 6 to 6:30 p.m.

Discussion programs ■ The Center for
the Study of Democratic Institutions is
offering radio stations programs resulting from meetings of the group on such
areas as the economic order, political
process, science and technology, communications, law, labor and war and
peace. The programs may be purchased
at a special introductory offer of $5
per tape or $60 for a series of 13. Some
of the titles are "Democracy and the
Emerging Nations," "The Technological
Order," "Britain vs. the Common Market," "Capitalism and Democracy and
Ghana; A Case Study." For information, write to the center, Box 4068,
Santa Barbara, Calif.

BERLIN

New production firm ■ Pinafore Productions, a new television producing
company, has been formed by Jean
Dalrymple. The company has secured
the rights to books by Emily Post and
is producing a tv program called Emily
Post Says, on etiquette and good taste.
Pinafore Productions is located at 130
W. 56th St., New York. Telephone:
JUdson 2-0514.
Agency named again ■ Marcus Advertising Inc., Cleveland, has been appointed sales representative for all foreign
and domestic sales of the Bishop Fulton
J. Sheen television series. Marcus has
handled the series in the Cleveland area
for their client, Womens' Federal Sav-

TUNNEL

TV SAGA

NBC-TV goes underground,
records escape of 59 refugees
A special 90-minute NBC-TV documentary about the digging of a 450foot tunnel into East Berlin to deliver
59 men, women and children from
behind the Berlin Wall will be presented Wednesday, Oct. 31 (7:30-9
p.m. EDT). "The Tunnel," will be
sponsored by Gulf Oil Co. and will
pre-empt The Virginian on that date.
Reports that costs of digging the tunnel were borne by NBC were denied by
Reuven Frank, who supervised the
coverage. At a news conference describing the program last Thursday
(Oct. 11), Mr. Frank pointed out that
NBC "paid only for the privilege of
taking pictures.
"If we hadn't paid, the tunnel would
have
been of
dug,"
added.after
NBCit said
it learned
thehetunnel
had
been under construction for about a
month.
The special will show films of the
underground work by a group of West
Berlin students as well as pictures of
the first escapees to come out of the
passageway into a factory cellar in
West Berlin.
Mr. Frank was assisted by Piers
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EUREKA!

You'd think that a local businessman who is getting outstanding results from
his investment in KRNT-TV advertising would keep it to himself, like a gold prospector who had hit a rich mother lode.
But, it seems, one man can't keep from exclaiming to another "Eureka! I have
found it." Result? Nearly 80%

of the local television dollar in this major 3-station

market is invested on KRNT-TV,

a one-rate station. Amazing? It's a true testi-

monial byFCC figures ! It's been true since KRNT-TV

signed on more than 7 years

ago.
Des Moines' largest buyer of local television time spends more than 90%
his advertising budget on our station. Been doing it for years, too.

of

The best salesmen we have are satisfied local sponsors, who spend "the critical dollar" that must come back many fold the next day in profit from added sales.
Like we've been telling you in these pages for a long time, Think — 'tis the till
that tells the tale.

If you're not selling like you should in Iowa's capital and biggest city, you
ought to be selling on KRNT-TV. We sell results. People believe what we say.

KRNT-TV
Des

Moines
Represented

Television

by the Katz

Agency

An Operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Inc.
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ikELO-LAND
CAN

TV..

COVER

IT!

Anderton, NBC News correspondent in
West Berlin, and Gary Stindt, chief,
NBC News Film, Central Europe. Mr.
Anderton will do the narration.
Film coverage of the tunnel work
began last June. Peter Dehmel, a 26year-old NBC News cameraman from
West Germany, volunteered to film the
hazardous underground work while
his brother Klaus acted as lightman.
Some 6,000 feet of film was shot by
Mr. Dehmel, lying on his back with
the camera on his shoulder and chest.
An equal amount of film was shot by
Harry Thoess who filmed the Berlin
scene at street level.
Digging lasted four month. Work
was impeded twice by breaks in Berlin
water mains.
Seven Arts announces
new series on boxing

How does an advertiser go about capturing a market
that's 73,496 square miles big?
Through what magic, short of Telstar, can Big as it is, this husky slice of America is
a tv commercial be projected so that it one market entity. Its distribution flow,
will be viewable at the same split-second shopping habits, product preferences and
in every city, town and tv home of such trademark loyalties are economic characteristics held in common. Yet because of
a vast area — the Sioux Falls-103 County
trading zone? Through KELO-LAND TV. its extraordinary size, no one medium existed for selling it as a single market until
How does KELO-LAND TV - and only engineering skills (and a barrel of money )
KELO-LAND TV - do the job? Your sales created the KELO-LAND TV Hookup.
message placed on KELO-tv SIOUX
FALLS whips out automatically, simul- To tackle this market piecemeal through
taneously through KDLO-tv and KPLO-tv
"packages" of unrelated stations
(our electronically connected stations) to so-called
results merely in your leaving choice portions of it untouched — whole counties
cover every tv home in all 103 counties.
327,700 tv homes. More than 1,148,100 free for your competitors to take unopposed. Only KELO-LAND TV delivers
men, women and children. They call their the KELO-LAND
Market to you intact!
heartland KELO-LAND, because KELOLAND TV serves them all.
And at the cost efficiency of a single buy!
NO CAMPAIGN IS A NATIONAL CAMPAIGN WITHOUT

CBS • ABC
kelOland
KELO-tv SIOUX FALLS and interconnected KDLO-tv & KPLO-tv
Joe Floyd, Pres. • Evans Nord, Executive Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr. • Larry Bentson, Vice-Pres.
Represented nationally by H-R In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans
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A new half-hour series of boxing
programs has gone into production for
tv. Seven Arts Assoc. Corp., New
York, has announced the start of production on The World's Amateur Boxing Championships, which include
bouts in 10 weight divisions sanctioned
and supervised by the Amateur Athletic Union of the U. S.
Les Keiter, sportscaster and recently
appointed sports director of WFIL
Philadelphia, was named host and ring
announcer for the video-taped series.
Participating boxers will be appointed
by the AAU from among Golden
Gloves, Olympics, AAU and local boxing champions from weight divisions
approved by the International Olympic
Committee.
Film sales...
True Adventure (Teledynamics
Corp.): Sold to WPLX (TV) New
York, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WGNTV Chicago and WAVE-TV Louisville.
Now in 33 markets.
Bachelor Father (MCA Tv) : New
off -network series of 157 episodes sold
to WNBC-TV New York; KRCA (TV)
Los Angeles; WANE-TV Ft. Wayne,
Ind.; WMAL-TV Washington, D. C;
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre-Scranton, Pa.,
and WNBQ (TV) Chicago. Now in
six markets.
Bowery Boys Features (Allied Artists Tv) : Sold to KTAL-TV Shreveport,
La.; WFRV (TV) Green Bay, Wis.;
KVOO-TV Tulsa and KONO-TV San
Antonio, Tex. Now in 24 markets.
The Lone Ranger (Telesynd) : Sold
to KELP-TV El Paso, Tex.; WKSTTV Youngstown, Ohio, and WLOS-TV
Asheville, N. C. Now in 58 markets.
United Artists Features (United Artists Assoc.): Sold to KPIX (TV) San
Francisco. Now in 212 markets.
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Doubleday bases book
on White House tv tour
A new book based on CBS-TV's
award winning "A Tour of The White
House with Mrs. John F. Kennedy" has
been released by Doubleday & Co.
The book, bearing the same title as the
broadcast, was written by Perry Wolff
and includes large portions of Mrs. Kennedy's dialogue with CBS news correspondent Charles Collingwood as well as
150 black and white and eight pages of
full color photographs by William
Warnecke.
In addition to re-creating the pattern
of the tv tour, the book also has extensive annotations, anecdotal materials and
shorts essays giving background to Mrs.
Kennedy's remarks.
Chosen for distribution by the Better
Homes & Gardens Book Club, the book
contains 256 pages and will retail at
$7.95.
BOOK NOTES
For The Young Viewer, edited by
Ralph Garry, F. B. Rainsberry. Charles
Winick. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New
York; 181 pp. $5.95.
This new book will provide a vast
reservoir of children's television programming ideas that broadcasters can
adapt to local needs and facilities.
For the Young Viewer describes 425
programs aired during the 1960-61 and
1961-62 seasons by 223 tv stations in
146 communities from 45 states and
the District of Columbia. The book is
edited from data obtained in a survey
made by the Television Information
Office, New York.
Editors of the book were Ralph
Garry, professor of educational psychology, Boston U. (chairman of committee of editors); Frederick B. Rainsberry, national supervisor of school
broadcasts, Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., and Charles Winick, consulting
research psychologist, Columbia U.
A special paperback edition of For
the Young Viewer is being distributed
by TIO to tv stations, libraries, universities and other educational institutions, and community, government and
religious leaders. The hardbound edition will be available to the general
public at $5.95.
When It's Laughter You're After, by
Stewart Harral. U. of Oklahoma Press,
Norman, Okla.; 414 pp., $4.95.
A collection of some 4,000 short
stories, ad libs, gags and jokes arranged
in easy-to-find order, collected and
compiled by one of the nation's busiest
after-dinner speakers. Stewart Harral
gives here some of his secrets for
winning an audience and keeping them
laughing. A valuable book for amateur or professional speakers.
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

WAVE-TV
28.8%

— 28.8%

gives

more

more

MOTORISTS

viewers/

Since Nov.-Dec., 1957, NSI
given WAVE-TV

you

minimum!

Reports have never

less than 28.8% more viewers

than Station B in the average quarter-hour of
any average week!
And

the superiority during those years has

gone as high as 63.6% more viewers!
More viewers = more impressions == more sales!
Ask Katz for the complete story.

CHANNEL

3 • MAXIMUM

NBC

POWER

• LOUISVILLE

The Katz Agency, National Representatives
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FUTURE
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BROS.

TV

CURRENT
ON NETWORK TV: M 77
SUNSET STRIP ■ THE CHEYENNE
SHOW ■ HAWAIIAN EYE ■ THE GALLANT
MEN
■ JACK WEBB'S "TRUE"
■ NEW SERIES IN
PREPARATION 8 THE KEY — dramatic insights into life behind the walls of a major penitentiary ■ READY FOR THE PEOPLE— based on exclusive file material from the offices of America's
District Attorneys S BLACK CAT — the adventures of a PBY Navy Patrol
Bomber in the Pacific from Pearl Harbor to the Japanese surrender ■
REBEL WITH A CAUSE — the conflicts of a dedicated but unorthodox high
school teacher ■ G 18 — the Jack Webb production based on records of a Los
Angeles receiving hospital
■ TROUBLE ALONG THE WAY — the trials of a
Protestant football coach at a Catholic College — a Jack Webb Production ■ BRING
'EM BACK ALIVE — based on the Frank Buck movie series, featuring new authentic
footage shot in Africa H NINE TO FIVE — the excitement and glamor of the gleaming
skyscraper world of the career executive ■ JETPORT — a series based on the inside
stories of operations at the world's busiest international
airport
S A COMEDY
SERIES — as yet unnamed, to be co-produced with Red Skelton's Van Bernard
Productions, under the supervision of Guy della Cioppa.

BOOM
Optimistic
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U.S. investors

slower

payoff,

Foreign television looms more and
more as a major investment market
for U. S. broadcasters.
They now have money and knowhow invested in stations and/or supporting services in some 25 countries
dotting all of the world's continents but
one — Antarctica.
The current size of this market is
suggested by two statistics: There are

but

see

speedy

most

are

TELEVISION?
profits, conservatives
hunting

among the owners of ABC Television,
the British programming contractor.
Theer seems little doubt that foreign
tv, as an investment market, is on the
way up. There are some clear differences, however, as to how fast it will
move.
"We're sitting on the edge of a real
boom,"
says one knowledgeable investor.

additional

buys

vesting in a number of carefully selected foreign stations than by putting
the same amount into a U. S. station
— even though in most cases they limit (or are required by local laws and
regulations to limit) their foreign-station investments to relatively small
minority interests.
One authority estimated that pay-out
on carefully screened foreign station
investments may be achieved in five or
six years as against perhaps 20 to 25
years in the case of the multi-milliondollar prices involved in U. S. television station sales today.
Others, again taking the more cautious approach, warned specifically and
clearly against expecting short-term

Radio-Tv City on the outskirts of Osaka
contains four tv and eight radio stu-

dios and broadcasts as JOOR-AM-TV.
ABC has an interest in the operation.

currently approximately 40 free-world
countries offering some sort of commercial television, and these countries
have close to 44 million television sets.
The countries include those with government-operated systems — Iraq, Colombia, Italy, Austria — which permit
some degree of limited commercial tv.
By the standards U. S. broadcasters
are accustomed to, the average tv market in most foreign countries is still
far from big. Market set counts as low
as 5,000 homes are unusual, perhaps,
but not unique. Except in Canada,
Britain and Japan, saturation is at best
some distance away.
Thus it's clearly a market with much
growth potential. The biggest question
comes in trying to forecast the probable
rate of growth.
The Big Investors ■ Thus far, the
chief U. S. investors in the foreign
broadcasting market have been the
three tv networks and, more recently,
Time Inc.'s Time-Life Broadcast International. But the field also includes
such others as Screen Gems and
Bartell Broadcasting (MacFadden-Bartell), both of which own stations outside the U. S.; ex-NBC executive Al
Capstaff, who has a community antenna set-up in operation in the Virgin
Islands, and Warner Bros., which is
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

Another export takes a much more
conservative, long-range approach:
"The development of television
throughout the world is more or less
falling into a pattern of state operation
rather than private operation. This
leaves, broadly, a strictly minority — a
very minority — position from which
you hope to gain benefit by identification and some small income in terms

The Gambling Element ■ Even the
profits.optimistic experts appeared agreed
most
that in foreign investments there are
elements of gamble, some serious, that
are not normally present in television
investments in this country. These include:
■ The absence of any real assurance
of (1) political and (2) economic stability in many countries. These often
depend on each other; when political
stability fails, economic stability falls
— and vice versa.
■ The extreme importance in many
countries of being on the right side

of dividends while you're making some
contribution to the more rapid development of television throughout the
A More Optimistic View ■ Whether
itworld."
has any significance in terms of their
respective outlooks, the more optimistic viewpoint represents a company
which is approaching the break-even
point on its foreign investments; the
more cautious view comes from one
that already is making a profit (but has
been an overseas investor somewhat
longer). Both companies are currently
examining prospects for further investment.
Some investors feel that, with the
FCC's limitations on station ownership
in the U. S. and at the prices currently commanded by tv stations here, their
best profit potential lies overseas.
The reason that they can get a
quicker pay-out on their money by in-

Time-Life owns a minority interest in
CLT Beirut, Lebanon, which telecasts
on channels 7 and 9.
(SPECIAL REPORT: INTERNATIONAL TV) 75

Foreign

broadcasting
interests
of U.S. firms
Three radio stations in El Salvador:
vision Del Norte in Monterrey, MexHere are the principal foreign broadYSEB San Salvador, YSDR Santa
casting interests of leading U.S. broadico; "an equity investment" in Radio
Ana and YSDM San Miguel, which
casters and programmers, as compiled
Caracas, radio-tv network in Venezumake up Cadena Radial Salvadorena.
— in most cases — from the companies
ela; "a 10% investment" in QTQ
ABC International also has invested
Brisbane, Australia; a contract as
involved. One exception is the data on
NBC: NBC officials declined for comin Telerama S. R. L., a production
managing agent for the Nigerian Television Service; a license to invest in
petitive reasons to give detailed infor- company in Buenos Aires. In addiradio and tv stations being planned in
tion it represents but owns no stock
mation on their foreign interests and
activities; the information shown here in Teleonce, ch. 11 in Buenos Aires;
Kenya; a management and representation contract with TWW, independent
was compiled from an article in the TV-2 Panama City, Panama (ch. 2)
spring issue of Electronic Age, a publi- and CFTO-TV Toronto (ch. 9) and
British program contractor; a "representation agreement" with Regie No.
cation of NBC's parent, RCA. All CJCH-TV Halifax, Nova Scotia (ch.
companies are reluctant to give figures 5), the last named including satellite
1 , advertising representative of French
on the extent of their interests; in the stations at Annapolis Valley, Digby
commercial interests, and "an arrangecase of investments in foreign stations, and Amherst.
ment" with Italy's RAI Network inhowever, most are minority interests,
volving "plans for the development
CBS Inc.
many reportedly in the 10 to 20% area.
of a second RAI Network."
Is one of the leading owners of
Screen Gems
ABC International Television Inc.
Producciones Argentinas de Television
Owns WAPA-TV San Juan, Puerto
Owns minority interests in and rep(Proartel), program production comresents:
Rico (ch. 4) and has an interest in
pany in Buenos Aires which serves
the ch. 13 station there and a number
A. I. C. Dubbing Company in Sao
TG-Bol-Tv Guatemala City, Guatemala (ch. 3).
of other South American stations, and Paulo, Brazil.
YSEB-TV and YSDR-TV San Sal- in Panamericana Television (Pantel),
Time-Life Broadcast International
a production company in Lima, Peru,
vador, El Salvador (chs. 6 & 8).
which
serves
ch.
13
in
Lima,
among
Owns minority interest in CLT
HRTG-TV Tegucigalpa, Honduras
others.
Beirut, Lebanon (ch. 7 & 9). The
(ch. 5) and associated relay station
(ch. 9), covering San Pedro Sula.
Owns a minority interest in Trini- station is slated shortly to acquire
Advision, a separate company which
dad & Tobago Television Co., owner
YNSA-TV Managua, Nicaragua
handles its sales, as a subsidiary.
of the new ch. 2 station in Trinidad,
(ch. 8).
Owns half interest in DuMont-Time
TI-TVCR San Jose, Costa Rica West Indies.
Production Co. in Cologne, Germany.
Has a mutual assistance agreement
(ch. 7).
Last week acquired minority interHCPTVE-2 Guayaquil, Ecuador
with Italy's RAI Network under which
(ch. 4).
est in Producciones Argentinas TeleCBS furnishes engineering aid in return for help in programming.
Venevision Tv Network in Venevision (Proartel), production comzuela, consisting of ch. 4 in Caracas;
pany,
in Buenos Aires.
MacFadden-Bartell Corp.
ch. 9, Central Coastal Region; ch. 9,
Virgin
Islands Tv Cable Corp.
Owns Telecuracao at Curacao,
Valencia and Maracay; ch. 6, BarNetherland
Antilles
(ch.
8)
and
is
Owns and operates catv system at
quisimeto; ch. 9, Lake Maracaibo,
St. Thomas, V. I. Company is headed
and ch. 4, Metropolitan Maracaibo.
building a station at Aruba, also Netherland Antilles (channel to be as- by Albert L. Capstaff, former proDZBB-TV Manila, Philippines (ch.
signed).
7).
grams vice president for NBC Radio,
who is associated with Bob Hope in
JOEX-TV (network) Tokyo, Japan
NBC International
plans for a radio station in San Juan.
(ch. 10).
JOOR-TV Osaka, Japan (ch. 4).
Has "financial arrangements and
Warner Bros.
Tele Orient in Beirut, Lebanon (ch. associations" with ch. 9 in Buenos
11).
Has about 25% interest in ABC
Aires and in Mar Del Plata, ArgenTelevision,
British commercial proNWS-9 N. Adelaide, Australia (ch.
tina; "arrangements" with the Tapatia
9).
gramming contractor.
station in Guadalajara and with Telepolitically. The alternative may be severe restrictions or even expropriation.
The most outstanding victim in this respect probably was Goar Mestre, former Cuban broadcaster now associated
with CBS in the ownership of production companies in Buenos Aires and
Lima. When the Castro government
came to power in Cuba it confiscated
Mestre radio-tv properties reportedly
valued at $15 million.
■ The danger of programming without sufficient knowledge of the customs and cultures of the country and
the needs and desires of the audience.
To avoid this risk — and also, no doubt,
76 (SPECIAL REPORT: INTERNATIONAL TV)

to steer clear of official complaints —
U. S. investors usually seek local partners and let them take charge of programming.
■ The temptation to "run things" too
much from U. S. headquarters. This
not only gives the nationals the impression that they are not trusted, but frequently results in mistakes.
■ Drawing "too sharp" a contract
with the nationals — making their guarantees to you so high, for instance,
that the terms cannot be met or can
be met only with the greatest difficulty.
In their non-film activities overseas
the three networks have taken different

Large ABC Holdings ■ ABC appears
approaches.
to have by far the most extensive holdings, claiming interests in some 20 tv
stations in 11 countries and associations with at least four other tv stations in three other countries, plus some
radio and production-company interests
above).
(see company-by-company breakdown
In addition to handling the company's foreign
ABC Internationalinvestments,
Television Inc., headed
by
president Donald W. Coyle, offers a
program-buying service which is used
by all stations on its list except those
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

A cure

for uncommon

cold

Dunk an orange into liquid oxygen, then drop it on the
floor and it will shatter like glass. A vital component of
missile propulsion, liquid oxygen is so cold that it
crystallizes many substances on contact, and embrittles
some metals used for normal liquid storage vessels.
But because both industry and national defense are
using more and more liquefied gases at hundreds of
degrees below zero, there was an urgent need for a constructional alloy steel that would retain its strength at
extremely low temperatures. United States Steel worked
with Chicago Bridge & Iron Company and The International Nickel Company to demonstrate the suitability
of a remarkable new steel for cryogenic applications.
Developed by International Nickel, it'scalled 9% Nickel
Steel and is the most economical material available for
pressure vessels that hold liquefied gas as cold as
minus 320°F. It is easily fabricated into the storage
vessels, intermediate containers, pipes and production
equipment for America's growing industrial requirements. America grows with steel.

United
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States

Steel

in Australia and Canada, and serves as
international sales representative for all
except its Australian station. The sales
representation is handled by an organization of four salesmen headed by
Charles Dwyer.
ABC emphasizes — as the other networks emphasize about their own operations— that associated foreign stations are not and cannot be used as a
"captive market" for network-distributed film programming. ABC says that
actually
more film
programming
from the it's
NBCbought
and CBS
arms than
from ABC Films in its purchasing for
overseas stations.
ABC International is reported to be
making money now — 2V2 years after it
was set up and about 2Vi years before
it had been expected to reach the
break-even point.
CBS Conservative ■ CBS, through
president Merle S. Jones' CBS Television Stations Div., appears to be taking a much more conservative approach
than either ABC or NBC — but its foreign investments, too, are believed to be

Overseas

well inside the black-ink columns of
the ledger.
CBS is a partner with Goar Mestre
in the ownership of a program production company in Lima, Peru, and
with Mr. Mestre and Time Inc. in a
production company in Buenos Aires.
CBS also owns a minority interest in
the new ch. 2 station in Trinidad,
West Indies, and has a "mutual assistwork. ance" pact with RAI, the Italian netNBC, while declining to give detailed information, is reported to have
financial interests in Mexico, Argentina, Australia, Venezuela and Peru,
with management contracts in England
and Nigeria. The English contract is
with TWW, independent program contractor, and runs to 1964. The Nigerian contract is with the Nigerian
Television Service's new ch. 10 station.
NBC 'Management Services' ■ NBC
puts the emphasis on "management
services" ranging from design layout to
installation of equipment, training of
personnel and, if the client wishes, di-

program

sales

hit

rection of the station's operation.
As a "by-product of management,"
authorities report, NBC will make a
minority financial investment if this is
needed and desired.
NBC International, under director
Joe Klein, is a division of NBC Enterprises, which is headed by George
A. Graham Jr. There appears little
doubt that it is a profitable operation;
qualified sources indicate that it has
made money for most of the five years
since its formation in 1957.
Like the network operations, Time
Inc.'s Time-Life Broadcast International Inc., headed by President Sig Mickelson, is actively seeking new prospects
for investment. Last week it found its
latest: the Proartel program production firm in Buenos Aires, in which it
became a partner with CBS and Mr.
Mestre. It already owned an estimated
2% of CLT Beirut, Lebanon, and about
50% of the DuMont-Time (DMT) production firm in Cologne, Germany. It
reportedly is near — if it has not already
reached — the break-even point.

$52

million

ANNUAL GROSS UP $8 MILLION IN 1962; EVEN BIGGER GAINS PROMISED
The world market for U. S. television
in the words of one key distributor,
figures are, net income results are reprograms, which is expanding at a
ported to be even more formidable.
"we got there first with the most and
steady and substantial pace, is expected
Though there are understandable variations from company to company, many
Television is growing throughout the
to reach a peak of approximately $52
million in gross sales in 1962, a gain of distributors acknowledge that overseas
world,
but citing precise statistics can
the best."
$8 million over 1961.
sales account for at least 40-50% of the be difficult and even misleading. For
example, the latest published figures of
net income of overall syndication (marThis glowing picture of the international tv distribution field emerged after 82).
ket-by-market) sales (separate story, p. the United State Information Agency
show that at the end of 1961 there were
talks with officials of leading U. S. distribution companies and at the two
2,047
transmitting stations (excluding
Overseas sales have been rising steadthe U. S., Armed Forces and Canada),
trade associations — the Television Proily in different parts of the world, keyed
gram Export Assn. and the av division
to an upsurge in the number of sta- including all types of outlets such as
of the Motion Picture Export Assn.
tions (meaning more customers for U. S. relay and experimental stations. It is
The business outlook for the future is films) and to a rise in set ownership
estimated that at least 400 new transmitting stations will be added in 1962.
even brighter. Industry projections are
(meaning higher prices generally for
that the 1963 gross should rise to about
programs). The U. S. has been the
Originators Important ■ But several
$62 million.
film officials note that the significant
prime outside source for programming
number for the seller centers around
(largely film but some tape), because,
Net is Good ■ Impressive as gross
originating stations. Italy is cited as a
case in point. It has approximately 550
transmitting stations stretched across
the country but sales are made only to
Tv costs, sets in use in leading tv countries
the two networks and two individual
Average Price
Sets In Use
stations. In Canada, the CBC-TV and
the commercial network are the two
(each half-hour episode)
(in Millions)
United Kingdom
$2,800
12
prime customers, although more and
Canada
$3,000 (English)
5
more, individual stations of the CBCTV and the commercial network are
$2,250 (French)
Japan
$800
12
buying film.
Australia
$1,300
1.5
Authorities estimate that for practical
Germany
$3,000
6.7
Latin America (minus Brazil)
$3,800
5
purposes there are 300 potential clients
Italy
$600
3.3
for film programs, embracing networks
Price applies to a single network run in the country, except Latin America where figure
in a country, individual stations within
is projected for all stations, except those in Brazil. In Germany, approximately $1,500 is
the networks and single stations in a
spent by the distributor to dub each episode; in Latin America distributor bears about $800
particular nation. In the Communist
in dubbing expenses. In other countries there is no dubbing or it is performed by the
bloc, only Hungary and Poland buy a
buyer. Set figures are estimates as of Sept. 15, 1962.
limited number of U. S. films. But film
exporters agree that the number of
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962
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This is how the title of "Twilight
Zone" appears to the viewer in countries where Spanish is the language.
The series (CBS Films) is now in 21
countries overseas and has been
dubbed in Spanish, Japanese, Portugese, German and Italian.
originating stations and networks is increasing and will expand even more
within the next few years.
A better index of the growth of tv
abroad is set ownership. It reached 54
million at the end of 1961, and, on
the basis of present growth, should
reach 58 million by the end of the year.
As overseas set circulation expands, the
prices paid for programs tend to rise
(although, in some highly competitive
markets, such as the United Kingdom,
this does not necessarily follow).
The new areas of opportunities for
the U. S. distributors in the immediate
future are the emerging nations that
will be starting television services; countries in which tv already is established
but in which station facilities are being
expanded; and nations in which tv set
ownership is proliferating. The African
nations are typical of the first example,
Australia of the second, and Japan of
the third. There are countries, too,
which combine two or more of these
characteristics.
Wide Distribution ■ U. S. television
programs are being sold in more than
70 countries, according to distribution
officials, but in some nations buying is
so sporadic and limited, 55 are considered active buyers. During 1962,
television service began in Eire and is
scheduled to start in Kenya, Taiwan
and Singapore. Next month stations are
scheduled to open in Trinidad and
other outlets are being planned for
other nations in Africa and Southeast
Asia.
Admittedly, revenues from the so-

AMERICAN SALES & SERVICING AGENCY
122 East 42nd Street, New York City
MUrray Hill 2-4500 Guy Bolam, Pres.
I. M. Craigmilc, v.p. Finance; I. R. O'Crowley,
v.p.
Law;FarC. East.
A. Heller,
Rep., Sydney;
Europe;
Kaz Int'l.
Fujita,
Assoc.FieldTokyo;
Paris; London; Milan; Wexlar; Copenhagen; Luxembourg; Antwerp; Bruxelles (R & D & Mktg.
Europe & Far East).
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called underdeveloped nations will be
skimpy for some time to come. Based
on prices currently received in similar
population areas (Lebanon, $30-$35 per
half hour program and Haiti, $20 per
half-hour program), distributors are
aware that sales in the new tv nations
will not represent a financial windfall
by any stretch of the imagination. But
past experience has taught American
distributors that a limited market can
develop into a flourishing one as set
distribution widens.
The two geographical areas that distributors are eying carefully are Japan
and Australia. Both are in boom periods. Japan has more than 60 tv stations on the air and others in the planning stages. There are almost 12 million tv receivers in Japan and this total
is being supplemented by more than
200,000 a month. Australia has more
than 50 stations on the air and other
outlets are planned for the remainder
of this year and next year. There are
more than 1.5 million receivers there
in an area that has more than 10 million people.
Best Markets ■ The consensus is that
Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia, Japan, and Latin America as a
whole are the most lucrative markets
for the U. S. distributor. It is noteworthy that these are the nations in
which commercial television flourishes.
In other areas, advertising either is extremely limited or does not exist.
In both Italy and Germany, for example, commercials are used sparingly,
and are placed in a special daily program. These "sell" programs are popular and bring in handsome revenues and
advertisers are "waiting in line" for
time periods, according to U. S. sources.
Distributors are awaiting with considerable interest the emergence of a
full-scale, second television network in
Germany. It was scheduled to go on
the air this summer, but its start has
been delayed until early next year.
Germany is considered a prime prospect for the future, and an expansion
in television facilities, distributors point
out, will engender competion for programming and lead to higher prices.
The inviting vistas offered by overseas distribution have led U. S. companies to strengthen this area of their
activities. This is accomplished by two
major routes: licensing network programs abroad concurrent with their
presentation in the U. S. and selling
programs which have been shown here
previously on networks or on a stationby-station basis (the latter method is
more widespread).

GROWING
START

with 1 kw

You're in a growing FM market, and you want equipment
that will easily and economically grow with you. □ Start
with the Collins 830D-1A
1,000immediate
watt transmitter.
get
benefit You'll
from
its stability; clean, accessible
design; operating and adjusting
convenience, and styling that
will complement the decor of
the most modern station. Adding stereo will require only
minutes. □ Growth is important to you, and your next
logical step. For the logical
approach to FM growth, call
Collins. Contact your Broadcast
Sales Engineer today.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY. Cedar Rapids • Dallas
• Los Angeles • New York

Top Marketers ■ Distributors are inclined to believe that Screen Gems is
the top international marketer, and sales
of film series and feature motion pictures are expected to gross about $12
million abroad this year. MCA, which
79
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SALES

entered the global field more recently,
is reported to be a close contender to
SG. Behind these leaders are said to
be CBS Films, NBC Films and United
Artists Television (not necessarily in
that order). It must be noted that SG
and MCA derive a goodly portion of
their sales from features and CBS Films
and NBC Films from the sale of news
and public affairs programs.
Virtually every distributor is active
in the international field. In recent
months, U. S. distributors have redoubled their efforts in this field.
Among the larger companies operating
in the global area are ABC Films, 20th
Century-Fox, MGM-TV, Warner Bros.
TV, Official Films, United Artists
Assoc,. Desilu Film Sales, Four Star
Television, Seven Arts Assoc., Fremantle International, National Telefilm
Assoc., William Morris Agency, Danny
Thomas Enterprises Inc.
The increased tempo in overseas
markets has had an effect that some
distributors regard as deleterious. A
feeling among some marketers is that
the flood of U. S. programs offered
abroad has reached torrential proportions and has created a strong "buyer's

HIT $52

MILLION

continued

market." It is known that distributors
have held informal talks on this subject,
but have not taken any concrete steps
to withhold available programs from
the market.
Prime Market ■ The United Kingdom
is cited often as the examplar of this
economic rationale. Despite griping by
distributors about certain conditions existing in the UK, the inescapable fact
is that the British Isle is a prime market.
Programming from outside the UK
constitutes about 14% of the schedule.
A U. S. tv program carries a price tag
of approximately $2,500 per half hour,
which is a substantial sum in comparison with the remainder of the world
market but is low compared to value
received, according to U. S. sources.
They point out that a comparable
British-produced half-hour brings in
$8,000 or more on United Kingdom
television. Conceding that the 86%
spread in which the producer can operate is a significant factor, some Americans contend that if our product wasn'/
"dumped" on the UK market so ir
discriminately, prices would be considerably higher. Even more to the
point, they complain, prices in Britain

actually have been reduced slightly over
the past four years, though sets in use
have risen from 8 million to 12 million
in that period.
This is only one of the problems that
the American film distributor is going
to face abroad in the future. Though
the outlook is bright in an expanding
television economy, distributors point
to these other considerations that are
likely to stiffen competition:
■ Increased activity by foreign producers-distributors, particularly the
British, in the global market.
■ The likelihood that unions involved
with tv films, particularly the Screen
Actors Guild, will demand a residual
formula on programs sold abroad, similar to the one already gained by the
American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists covering taped shows.
1964).current SAG pact expires in June
(The
■ The continued use of quotas and
other restrictions by some nations of
the world.
The competition from foreign producers-distributors has already begun
but, according to U. S. film officials,
"it hasn't hurt us yet." The British are
in the vanguard of this movement, particularly the BBC-TV, which has been

Residual talent fees don't apply to overseas7 sales
SAG spokesman acknowledged that
The relatively high return on sale
the union had sought to impose a
of film programs abroad, reported to
residual clause for films sold abroad
be at least 40-50% of most syndiduring the last negotiations with
cators' net income, is said to stem
producers in 1960, but eventually
from the comparatively low cost of
agreed to withdraw this demand. He
selling operations (as compared with
domestic sales) and to a more adsaid it was "highly probable" that
this demand would be incorporated
vantageous position vis-a-vis residin the 1964 negotiations with the
ual fees to talent, particularly actors.
producers of entertainment films, adResidual fees, in accordance with
the latest contract signed by producding that SAG was "very much
ers with the Screen Actors Guild,
conscious" of the growth of the international market. (The American
apply to film programs carried in
Federation of Television & Radio
the U. S., Canada and Mexico but
not in the rest of the world. This
Artists has an overseas payment formula for live and taped shows sold
can add a substantial financial burabroad, but few of these shows acden to domestic syndication.
tually are sold in foreign markets.
Residual Limits ■ A spokesman
Mr. Reed
Distributors claim the residual payfor the Screen Actors Guild in Holment is one factor in choking off
lywood noted that residual fees on in a recent report from SAG that
sales of shows overseas.)
tv entertainment films apply up to these fees in August reached a recThough actors are the largest
the sixth run (or the fifth re-run) of
ord high for a single month — $758,beneficiaries of residual fees on
an episode, and a performer may
073. SAG's fiscal year starts on
filmed series, writers, directors and
earn up to 140% of the minimum
Nov. 1, and for the period ending
fee. Some performers in demand
last Aug. 31 residuals amounted to musicians also share in this disbursement. Seymour Reed, formerly
$4,799,826. A conservative estimate
establish their own residual paytreasurer and now president of Offiment scales in contracts with pro- is that residuals will be in the neighducers. The fees are 35% of the
cial Films, estimates that from
borhood of $6 million for the fiscal
minimum for the first re-play; 30%
year ending on Oct. 31. (This figure $7,O00-$8,000 is required to obtain
does not include residual fees on residual clearances on an average
for the second, and 25% for each
half-hour filmed series for six runs
of the third, fourth and fifth.
feature films carried on tv or re-run
but
noted the figure is lower for
payments
for
commercials.)
The growing importance of refewer runs.
siduals in syndication is illustrated
Due to Come Up Again ■ The
80 (SPECIAL REPORT: INTERNATIONAL TV)
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selling in the world market for 2Vi
years and claims to have sold its programs in almost 90 markets.
The British commercial television
organization that has been successful
in the world market has been Associated TeeVision, which reports it has
placed its programs in more than 40
markets, including the U. S. through its
subsidiary, Independent Television
Corp., New York. Only last month
Granada TV announced it had formed
a subsidiary company, Granada (Overseas) to produce and sell programs in
the world market.
U. S. producers-distributors complain
that their British counterparts have a
"built-in" advantage. The BBC-TV,
they point out, is subsidized and doesn't
have to show a profit; hence, it can sell
at low prices. The commercial producers and distributors in the UK,
called programmers, also have a distinct
edge over U. S. distributors, they insist.
Only a handful of programmers direct
the design of commercial tv in the UK,
and in this "monopoly position" enjoy
"huge profits," U. S. marketers claim.
They too can sell their programs
cheaply in the world market.
British Pressure ■ Americans also
claim that British officials have been
voicing strong suggestions that U. S.
networks and stations buy more British
programs and hint pointedly that U. S.
films may not enjoy the welcome mat
unless this buying and selling becomes
"a two-way street."
The competition from abroad is expected to be largely from Britain, although there are indications that Canadian producers will aim for the world
market. This is likely to take the form
of co-production with either American
or British producers. In this connection
two Canadian companies, Pied Piper
Ltd. and Allan Wargon Ltd., recently
entered into a co-production agreement
with ITC to produce in Canada 39 halfhours of a color series, "Mr. Piper,"
which will be carried over CBC-TV
and in the United Kingdom and offered
throughout the world.
The labor union development is one
which American producers would prefer not to discuss. SAG officials frequently have said that some formula
must be devised to pay actors appearing in films which are sold abroad. At
present, residual payment is made on
films shown in this country. Distributors fear that overseas fees would raise
costs to the point that it would impede
sales abroad.
They point out there is a scarcity of
tape programs (except news and documentaries) on overseas television stations, and attribute this circumstance,
in large part, to AFTRA's and talent
agents' demands for residual compensation.
"We hear so much about our 'presBR0ADCASTIN6, October 15, 1962

You've established your FM operation in a growing market
and now it's time to match this growth — increase from a
kilowatt to ten. □ You own a Collins 830D-1A and have
been enjoying its stability, design and operating conveniences. All you need do now is add on a final power
amplifier cabinet, making the 830D the driver unit. You
now have an 830F-2A 10,000 watt transmitter. Since the
cabinets are identical in design, your new transmitter is twice
as good looking. And adding stereo still takes only a few
minutes. □ You're taking the logical approach to FM
growth, which can be described in detail by your Broadcast
Sales Engineer. Call Collins today. □ COLLINS
COMPANY*

RADIO

Cedar Rapids 'Dallas • Los Angeles • New York

tige' shows not being carried abroad,"
one
noted.
"But ininresidual
many
cases distributor
it would cost
us more
fees than a price we could get in a
market. If we're forced to pay residual
fees on tv films shown abroad, the
actor is going to get the same amount
of money he gets now for working in a
live or taped show — exactly nothing.
Because we can't sell them."
Other Problems ■ The final roadblock
to acceptance of U. S. programs abroad
—quotas and other restrictions — are
likely to be around for a long time.
Americans may argue that U. S. programs are "superior" and "popular"
with the viewers, but it is understandable that governments abroad want television in their countries to retain some

DISTRIBUTION

of the national flavor and protect the
employment continuity of performers,
technicians and executives.
Through the TPEA and the tv division of the Motion Picture Export
Assn. the easing of quotas and the
raising of dollar availabilities will be
pushed. As the undisputed leader in
the global film export field, the U. S.
industry, to quote one distributor, "has
got to expect criticism and resentment
from some operators abroad."
But the overall feeling of the distributors is that the U. S. film industry will
prosper and flourish in international
markets simply because America knows
how to produce programs that will provide the most entertainment for most of
the people.

RIGHTS

VITAL

About one-third, taken from top, key to profits;
of $52 million total $20 million was for selling
The key to the money drawer in taken "off the top" in foreign sales (in
television film sales overseas lies more
domestic sales, residual payments come
in the distribution rights than in the out before the distribution fee is commuch more widely publicized profit- puted).
participation rights. Or, in the words
Thus a $30,000 foreign sale — ■
typically the first-run foreign return
of one highly placed sales official, "The
from a single-hour negative — can yield
distribution fee is the jugular we're all the
distributor $12,000. Print costs and
reaching for."
Among leading producers there is a other expenses may come to $3,000,
fear that efforts to get to this jugular
leaving $15,000 to be divided by the
owners. If the profit participation is
will develop into a full-scale battle,
50-50, each gets $7,500, as compared
with networks seeking to become major producers in order to "control the to the distributor's $12,000. And if
one of the profit participants is also
negative" and therefore the distribution.
the distributor — as is usually the case
Importance of the distribution fee — his total share, then, is $19,500 of
comes not only from its size (35 to 40 the $30,000 sale.
On a total basis, distribution fees on
percent) but from the fact that it's
A program is in progress at a Proratel
studio in Buenos Aires. The major tv
program production firm is partially
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owned by CBS Inc. and Time Inc. Its
president is Goar Mestre, a broadcaster well known in America.

this year's estimated $52 million in foreign tv film sales will come to about
$20 million.
There are no figures on how this
$20-million pie is split up.
Producers understandably cling to
distribution rights for their properties
if they have strong sales organizations
of their own. The major motion picture producers, foreign sales arms predating television, to a great extent have
dominated the syndication of U. S. television programming abroad.
Just how big these inroads are remains a matter for speculation.
The networks reportedly have agreed
to furnish dollar figures on their revenues from (1) overseas distribution,
(2) domestic distribution and (3) profit
participation
part(Closed
of FCC'sCircuit,
yearsold
network as
study
Oct. 1). The figures are to cover past
several years and are slated for submission to FCC by Oct. 31; but there
were indications that they would be
accepted as "private" exhibits and nobody was betting that FCC will make
them public.

Time's

international

ownership expanded
Time Inc. expanded its international
tv interests last week by acquiring an
interest in Producciones Argentinas de
Television, S. A. (Proartel), a major
television program production firm in
Buenos Aires.
Time bought part of the interest held
by Proartel president Goar Mestre and
thus became a partner with CBS Inc.,
Goar Mestre & Asociados and local
Argentine interests in ownership of the
production firm. Extent of the acquisition and amount paid for it were not
officially disclosed but it was understood that Time's interest was in the 10
to 15% area.
programs
ch.Proartel's
13 in Buenos
Aires are
and carried
ch. 12 onin
Cordoba, Argentina, as well as a number of other stations throughout the
Spanish-speaking countries.
Time's entry in the South American
tv market was announced last Tuesday, coincident
Proartel's
second
anniversary.
In with
Buenos
Aires for
the
anniversary were Frank Stanton, CBS
president; Merle S. Jones, president of
CBS Television Stations Div.; Weston
C. Pullen Jr., vice president of Time
Inc. and head of its broadcast operations; Sig Mickelson,
president Inc.,
of TimeLife Broadcast
International
and
Mr. Mestre.
In addition to the Time-Life radio
and tv stations in the U. S., Time Inc.
owns a minority interest in CLT Beirut,
Lebanon, and half interest in DuMontTime, a program producion company
in Cologne, Germany.
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

GROWN!

. . . FROM

1 to 20 kw in THREE

LOGICAL

STEPS

Business has been good. Your markets and your FM operation have moved up together.
And because of your approach to equipment, it has grown easily — and economically
— with you. □ You started with a 1 kw Collins transmitter. On your first expansion,
you added a final power amplifier, and then had two cabinets and 10 kw of power.
□ Now

you can add another final power amplifier and a diplexer to your existing

equipment and you're ready for 20,000 watts. An extra feature: A patch panel allows
you to cut back to 10 kw should either of the amplifiers need servicing — and your
station is never off the air. □ The design, operating and styling features remain the
same only multiplied. Your Collins Broadcast Sales Engineer has all the details — ask
him about the complete FM line, from 250 watts to 20 kilowatts. Call Collins now,
and grow logically with equipment designed for it. □ COLLINS
• Cedar Rapids • Dallas • Los Angeles • New
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Agencies
AAAA

REPORTS

expanding
TENTH

OF

U. S. advertising agencies are in the
throes of an expansion overseas, opening new offices and adding new associations while noting a continued gain
in international billing.
And a canvass of the dominating
U. S. agencies overseas indicates that
in those countries where tv (and often
radio) is commercial, total billing
shoots up — a major share of it in
broadcasting. In Great Britain, for
example, it's as high as 50-60% on
the average.
The American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies finds member agency offices
in countries outside the U. S. now
accounting for 10.84% of the total
gross billing volume of all member
agencies. This represents a 22% increase over last year.
The 4As in 1952 recorded 41 branch
offices overseas. Today, 10 years later,
the figure is at 134. And these do not
include the growing number of overseas affiliations.
There are about 340 member 4A
agencies and these include every major
U. S. agency with but few exceptions.
The member agencies together account
for three-quarters of the total advertising placed in the U.S.
On a billing basis, the top 10 U. S.
agencies in the international field are
J. Walter Thompson; McCann-Erickson; Young & Rubicam; Grant Adv.;
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Foote,
Cone & Belding; Ted Bates & Co.;
BBDO; Compton Adv. and Benton &
Bowles. Last year they accounted for
an estimated $370 millions in non-

MEMBERS'

overseas
BILLINGS

FROM

domestic billing.
The agencies trace their burst of
activity overseas — it gathered steam in
1960 and has been continuing at a rapid
rate — to several developments.
Among them: a growth of commercial television in countries abroad;
the impetus of the Common Market in
Europe and in the world; the continued
marketing expansion overseas of U. S.
companies and/or their subsidiaries.
Spreading umbrella-like is the American know-how — the U. S. agency which

branches
OFFICES

ABROAD

tising for foreign clients.
But it is tv that is hastening the
movement of many agencies abroad.
Its limits, of course, are set only by the
rate of commercial growth. Thus, the
obvious climb in tv billing by agencies
abroad follows the path of commercial
development of the medium. These
areas mainly are centered in the United
Kingdom, Japan, Italy, West Germany,
Australia and a sprinkling of other outlets over the world.
In the respect that it takes money to

Four agency roads for overseas business
The U. S. agency seeking busi- U. S. agency seeks out a foreign
ness overseas usually takes one
agency that is ascertained as best
of these four courses when set- qualified to service a specific account or accounts but on an inting up shop in foreign countries:
dividual basis.
(1) Ownership — the agency
(4)
Function
as an export
can invest in its own office, or
agency
—
in
this
context,
the U. S.
open a subsidiary. These usually
agency
through
its
offices
in this
are wholly-owned.
country places advertising abroad
and direct.
(2) Mutual-exclusive representation— the agency has no ownMost large agencies functionership and no stock. A mutual
ing abroad use all four avenues.
agreement for representation of J. Walter Thompson, however,
its clients is struck with a for- for the most part sticks to the
eign advertising agency.
first avenue (ownership), except
(3) Account
affiliation — the in a few supplemental instances.
is employing its executive corps overseas, and in the process, changing methods of advertising placement and billing. All of the majors among U. S.
advertisers abroad also handle adver-

advertise on tv, commercial tv overseas
is no different than in the U. S. But
there is a startling contrast for the
U. S. tv advertiser abroad:
(1) There are advertisers who seek
more commercial tv time than is
available.
(2) The advertiser as a consequence
usually
hasn'tseldom
a chance
at the
seat;
in fact,
can he
take driver's
a back
seat and more often he's lucky to go
along for the ride.
This unusual seller's market in television overseas — alluded to by some as
a "runaway" for the medium's commercial operators — hardly resembles
the more flexible economic role encountry.
joyed by the U.S. advertiser in his own

Natives in Lagos setting up antennas
for the Nigerian Television Service.
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This is the federal network for which
NBC International is managing agent.

High Hurdle ■ But once this hurdle
is passed — along with other numbing
problems of language barriers, native
customs, currency difficulties, changing
market conditions (for his particular
product) and tv facilities (even these
are far from "static") — the marketing
"race" can be fast and profitable.
But just how profitable for some
agencies it's difficult to assess. The
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

big U.S. agency abroad is just as apt
to be moving ahead of his billing potential by anticipating expansion of
U.S. companies abroad. The timing
can be off, as well as nicely attuned.
As one high-placed executive in charge
of his agency's international operations
explains :
"There are financial problems. The
record is strewn with losses (of U.S.
agencies entering overseas markets). An
operation in a foreign country can be
useful but may not look good on the
profit statement.
"There are nationalistic currents to
master, the language barrier to crack,
billing is on a reduced rate (compared
to what the agency is familiar with in
this country) and the media rates are
often of chaotic structure."
Pros & Cons ■ As in most business
endeavors, there are favorable points
balancing the disadvantages. For example, in Great Britain there are no program costs for the advertiser to worry
about. But he must pay extra for a
"fixed spot" position in peak periods
(generally from 7-10 p.m.). The "surthe rate. charge" runs as high as 80-95% of
It is the waiting line for prime time,
however, that has a unique position in
commercial tv's "foreign affairs." In
England, peak commercial time is hard
to get — there's a waiting period. It's
a similar situation in Japan, where business isplaced on "sponsored networks"
made up of three to 25 stations with
the "key station" (any one of four in
Tokyo, four in Osaka or three in Nagoya) working with the ad agency clearing time. (There are at least 50 commercial tv stations in Japan.) Prime
time roughly falls between 6:30-9:30
p.m. (Called "golden time" by the
Japanese.)
Advertiser demand is unbelievable
by U.S. standards in Italy where only
a limited amount of commercial time is
set aside. A Y&R account man, stationed in Europe, reports an average
18-month wait for the new advertiser in
Italy.
It is not much better in West Germany. An account man in Frankfurt
(also with Y&R) notes that advertisers
there must place commercials some 12
months ahead of the schedule's starting date. In West Germany, moreover,
an advertiser must resign himself to
obtaining only half of what he seeks in
tv. Commercials are permitted only
in an hour segment (7-8 p.m.) in which
a maximum of 16 commercials is
permitted.
Italy gets tougher when the advertiser finally gets his buy: they are normally "must" for 26 weeks but the advertiser cannot be on more than twice
in these weeks, and in addition his
spots are rotated.
Because of the high demand and
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

Only last Monday (Oct. 8), Ted Bates
& Co. opened its newest overseas
agency affiliation — Ted Bates Werbegesellschaft mbH. — in Frankfurt,
West Germany. Principals in the
Frankfurt opening (I to r): Robert P.

Eaton, new agency's general manager;
Rosserman; Fritz
Reeves,
Bates'
boardcreative
chairK. Wolff,
director,
operations of Frankfurt agency; J. Ross
MacLennan, senior vice president of
Bates' international operations.

limited supply, the return to commercial operators is the envy of even the
most profitable tv enterprise this side
of the Atlantic. In West Germany,
where the going price is about $3,000
per half-hour film (see table, page 78),
the cost of a single 60-second "spot"
is $15,000 to the advertiser on a "national" basis.
Big Four ■ In England, most tv advertising revenue (about 90% of business placed) comes through the big
four programmers: Associated-Rediffusion Ltd.; Granada Tv Network Ltd.;
Associated Television Ltd., and ABC
Television Ltd. While time is purchased in this fashion in England,
clearances in Germany and Italy usually go station-by-station and are normal-

ly an agency function.
As commercial tv mushrooms and
other business attractions lure more
U.S. agencies abroad, American agency
methods are making headway. The
U.S. pattern in Britain, hastened by tv
methods of mass selling, is causing a
rapid changeover there to the U.S.
agency compensation system that employs aconventional 15% commission,
billed by the media.

America's Television Bureau of Advertising is well aware of the great expansion in overseas tv. Norman E.
Cash, president of TvB, is presently on
a European tour of tv facilities. He
is holding meetings in England and
other European countries.

(At one time, "agencies" in Great
Britain acted as brokers, pocketing discounts and other such increments, a
practice still prevalent in France. One
executive from overseas calculated that
British agencies in the past received
whatever they could, as high as 40%
in "commissions" in known instances.)
is a rundown on the "top 10"
agencies in international field.
U.S.Here
J. Walter Thompson Co. is the largest international billing agency. Last
year it handled some $125 million
worth of advertising through its 38
branch offices in 22 countries (plus a
few places where it has representation).
An agency executive last week predicted international billing this year is
"running ahead" of 1961.
JWT's first overseas office was in
London in 1899. Later it was closed
and then reopened in 1919, and it has
been active ever since. Today, in fact,
the London office is among JWT's largest overseas (also the Frankfurt, Germany, office where JWT reinstated its
operation after World War II, and in
Canada — Toronto and Montreal). In
England, tv accounts for substantial
billing: more than half of the total
JWT places through the London office.
The first big wave of JWT foreign
office openings came in the 1920s. But
"size" is deceiving, too: In India, JWT
is large in the number of people but

AGENCIES

EXPANDING

OVERSEAS

not necessarily in volume; in some
Latin American offices, currency factors work against high dollar volume.
The JWT advertiser list is formidable, including such giants as Ford,
Pan American, Eastman Kodak, Scott
Paper, Aluminum Ltd., Kraft Foods,
Standard Brands, Chesebrough-Pond's,
Beecham Products, Champion Spark
Plug, Douglas Aircraft, Lever Bros,
(actually a subsidiary of Unilever), and
such British firms as Rowntree & Co.
(candy).
McCann-Erickson has been aggressively seeking out the international field
in the past few years and this year may
be billing at the rate of $130 million.
Estimated M-E foreign business
billed last year totaled $98 million.
M-E has 42 offices in 21 countries, sees
tv "growing rapidly" in the operation,
particularly in London and Germany
and has Coca-Cola, Nestle, General
Motors, Colgate-Palmolive and Esso
among its overseas clients.
An approximate $40-million billing
operation overseas last year, Young &
Rubicam continues to make billing
headway, maintaining the agency as
No. 3 internationally among its U.S.
competitors. In the last four years
alone, Y&R sources report the agency
has quadrupled its personnel abroad.
Y&R maintains 10 main offices
abroad (including Canada) and has
other worldwide representation through
45 affiliations or associations. In Japan, for example, Y&R and Dentsu,
one of the world's largest agencies,
maintain a loose or "informal" account
relationship though Dentsu also places
account business for other U.S. agencies where there's no conflict.
Y&R's big accounts internationally
include many companies such as General Foods Corp., Beech-Nut, Life Savers, Sanforized Div. of Cluett, Peabody
& Co., Procter & Gamble (nearly all of
P&G's budget in Great Britain is in
television), Bristol-Myers and Kaiser
Aluminum (many of these through a
foreign subsidiary).
By some measure, Grant Adv. is
bigger overseas than it is in this coun-

ABC

International
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continued

try: in 1961 for example, it's estimated
that the agency billed $26.5 million
internationally, or $1 million more than
the $25.5 million handled for its clients
in the U.S. The agency is spread over
a total of 31 foreign branch offices (including Canada) and has 36 affiliations
with overseas agencies.
Grant reportedly expects its international billing this year to be some 10-15
% higher. A substantial portion of that
increase will be in broadcast (perhaps
as high as 40%). According to Grant
sources, tv is regarded as a "growing
medium" abroad and commercial tv as
"still very young."
A sample of its major U.S.-based
clients on the international billing
scene: Colgate-Palmolive (uses a lot of
radio and tv where it is available);
Coca-Cola (Grant handles in South
Africa, Hong Kong and India), TWA
in certain countries, Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co., General Electric, Mobil
Petroleum, Shaeffer Pen and First National Bank of New York.
The six international offices of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., bill
nearly $30 million a year (some $24
million in 1961. A very small part of
it, however, is in broadcast. It operates
three offices in Great Britain (London,
Glasgow and Newcastle), two in Canada (Toronto and Quebec) and one in
Sweden (Stockholm). Later this year,
EWRR will open an office in Cologne,
Germany.
The agency's London office, which
employs about 500 people (more than
any single EWRR office in the U.S.),
services such American firms as Procter & Gamble, Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., Quaker Oats Co. and S. C. Johnson & Son.
Foote, Cone & Belding last year
billed close to $19 million overseas, and
will be near $22 million in 1962. FC&B
has four overseas offices and 85 affiliations in 84 countries. TWA, General
Foods, Kraft, S. C. Johnson & Son,
Kimberly Clark, Clairol, R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco (German subsidiary and
brand) are among its clients.
Ted Bates & Co. last week added a

Tv

A major presentation on television
and its "unlimited international possibilities" has been Television
scheduled Inc.
by
ABC International
for Oct. 31 in New York.
Officials said leaders in international broadcasting, advertisers
and agencies, industry and government will participate in the meeting,

BRANCHES

sets

presentation

Frankfurt, Germany, office to its list
of four international branches, in an
overseas business sprint. The other
four are in Paris, London, Toronto and
Montreal. Together they bill between
$30-35 million annually, with an estimated 40% in broadcast. This contrasts with an estimated $13 million in
1961 and indicates a substantial international billing increase for 1962.
Major accounts include Mobile Oil
Co. (Paris), Mars Ltd., Colgate and
Pakistan Airlines (London) and Kimberly-Clark and Boyle-Midway (Canadian offices). The new Frankfurt bureau
will help service the Mobile and Pakistan Airlines accounts.
BBDO's branch offices total six
(BBDO international) with 97 affiliations or associations in 54 nations. The
agency's $12.4 million in international
billing last year is certain to be substantially higher in 1962. In England,
at least a third of the billing is in
television.
Accounts overseas include General
Mills (Betty Crocker Products), Chesebrough-Pond's (entirely in tv), Coty
and Skol Lager (this is a British brewery that is rated among the biggest in
the area). Other accounts include Dupont, Timex, U. S. Travel Service, all
through the Milan office; North American Aviation, Remington and the Sheraton Hotels, via Frankfurt; International
General Electric and the New York
Dept. of Commerce, through Paris.
Compton Adv., New York, which
has minority interests in GarlandCompton, London, and Nixon-Compton, Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane,
all Australia, currently is working out
contract arrangements for the creation
of seven new European corporations.
These corporations will represent
seven new offices for Compton, New
York and Garland-Compton, London —
Paris, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Brussels, Frankfurt, Milan and Luzanne.
They will be operated under the Garland-Compton name.
International billings for Compton
are almost $10 million (over 20% increase) of which just under 60% is in
broadcast.
Garland-Compton
clients include

in New

a breakfast session described as "the
first of its kind under the banner of
world-wide television." It will be
held at the new Americana Hotel.
"Because of the vital need for a
clear understanding of the possibilities international television opens
to us, ABC International felt that
such a meeting is essential at this

York

Oct.

31

time," said President Donald W.
Coyle. His company, said to be
the largest for international commercial tv, is associated with 21 stations in 14 foreign countries.
Informal discussions will follow
ABC International's presentation, a
Visualscope showing titled "Worldvision — Your Passport to the Future."
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What color tape playback system takes up only 5lA" of rack space?

Ampex Colortec* color adapter eliminates a complete
extra rack of electronics: it fits into a 514" panel on your
Videotape* recorder. It gives you color. Bright, beautiful
color— with full bandwidth luminance and chrominance
signals. Sharp black and white, too. And it's accurate to
3 parts per billion. The luminance and chroma are never
separated but are processed together
so that the picture is synchronous to
3.58 mc subcarrier to within ± 3 nano*TM Arnpex Corp. seconds. Furthermore, it's the only !
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AMPEX

Colortec.

color recovery system that meets N.T.S.C. standards.
Operation? Extremely simple with only two principal
controls. What do these facts indicate? Simply this: even
if you aren't contemplating color transmission yet,
Colortec color tape playback system should figure in
long-range plans. For details write the only company
providing recorders and tape for every
application: Ampex Corporation, 934
Charter St., Redwood City, Calif. Sales,
service engineers throughout the world.
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Rowntree & Co., Procter & Gamble and
Alberto-Culver. Nixon-Compton has,
among other accounts, Ampol Petroleum, the Associated Chambers of Manufacturers of Australia and the Melbourne Stock Exchange.
Benton & Bowles now has some $10
million in international billing (about
$6.8 million estimated in 1961). About
$9 million of B&B's overseas business
is in the United Kingdom, of which an
estimated $5.5 million is in television
(B&B handles some of the P&G business there). Another heavy-tv advertiser in England is J. Lyon & Co. Ltd.
(English-based). Among other top
B&B international accounts: S. C. Johnson & Son, Philip Morris, Sarong Ltd.
(International Latex in the U.S.), Florida Citrus Commission.
Radio

listening

is on

Colgate-Palmolive, Coca-Cola, Max
Factor (in Japan) and Gillette are international conscious. Colgate has
"invaded" Japan — called a "second U.S.
invasion" in a century by some American observers — on behalf of its toothpaste. What makes this "attack" so
different is C-P's head-on collision with
native, more familiar brands. C-P is
known as a broadcast-oriented advertiser, using commercial radio throughout the world, and commercial tv, too,
where it is available.
In Japan, P&G and Lever are nibbling at the market, and close observers
expect these two giant tv advertisers to
move soon. Japan also has an interesting
competitive battle between U.S. Cola
advertisers (among them Coca-Cola,
Pepsi-Cola and Royal Crown Cola).
the

DAILY BBC SAMPLING SHOWS
A million more people in Britain now
are listening to radio on the average
day than in 1961. The current total is
an estimated 26,300,000, well over half
the population.
The average person's radio listening
hours have jumped from 7.25 to 7.28,
representing a 7% increase in listening
for the entire population.
Evening radio listening has continued
to decrease as more people buy or rent
tv sets. The radio increase is between
9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The rise in listening has been detected by the BBC's audience research
department. The study includes the
growing number of out-of-home radio
users. The department questions 3,000
adults and 1,000 children every day, or
1.5 million every year. The basic question is always the same: "What programs did you listen to, or view, yesterIt is asked by 300 trained interviewday?"
ers over the country who are given
quotas of people to interview categorized by sex, age, social class, and occupation. The aim is to sample not only
the population as a whole but also important sections of it.
Adults may be interviewed any time
of day, but children's interviews (conducted only by women) are confined to
4:30-6:30 p.m. — in specified homes,
with parental permission, among children over the age of 5 who happen to
be in.
Program Logs ■ Programs listened to
are recorded on individual log sheets
which are mailed in every day. An informant may not be checked as listening to a program if he has heard less
than half of it. The interviewer is
warned to be wary of the informant
who says he "usually listens" to a given
program for he may not have heard
yesterday's. But background listening
88 (INTERNATIONAL)

rise in Britain

RADIO-TV PREFERENCES
is counted unless the informant can
remember no details at all.
As a check on interviewer honesty a
random 5% of those listed by the interviewer are written to and asked to confirm that the interview took place.
Research results are distributed to
BBC executives in several forms:
(a) The audience barometer — it estimates daily audience of each BBC program throughout Britain and in each
BBC region.
(b) The daily chart of tv audiences
— it compares audiences for BBC and
commercial network programs, and
gives total audience, those who can
receive only BBC-TV programs, those
who can receive both, and a breakdown
of the latter category for each region.
(c) The children's audience supplement— it deals only with programs intended for children, indicating the audience size in three age groups, 5-7,
8-11, and 12-14. Each month there is
a summary of children's audience
trends in the 5 p.m.-6 p.m. and 6 p.m.9 p.m. periods.
(d) The audience research bulletin —
it summarizes listening and viewing
trends weekly and notes findings of
special interest. At the end of each
quarter, long-term trends are reviewed.
(e) The audience research reference
book — it incorporates material of long
term significance. Additional pages up
date material from time to time.
Audience opinions ■ An important
side of audience research to BBC is
listeners' and viewers' opinions. A
survey may show a series is gaining or
losing audiences but can't show why.
Two programs may be heard by an
equal number of people, yet one is
liked more than the other. Then there
are programs for minority audiences.
The audience research department continuously seeks listeners' and viewers'

opinions.
The panel method is used for this
in-depth rating, separate for the radio
and tv networks. There is a 700-member viewing panel; a listening panel for
two of the three radio networks with
600 members in each of the seven BBC
regions, and the highbrow Third Programme network has a 1,000-member
So the panel will be broadly representative ofthe customers of each netpanel.
work, listening panel members serve
about 15 months and viewing panel
members three. The panel member receives weekly batches of questionnaires
on selected programs and is specifically
requested to view and listen as usual
regardless of membership.
If the member has seen or heard a
program on which there is a questionnaire he reports on it. Some questionnaires seek the panel members' opinions
on additional specific facets of a program such as the acting, production and
script of a play.
Total reactions ■ Every questionnaire
seeks "your reactions to the broadcast
as a whole." The member does this by
awarding a mark from a five point
scale which goes A+, A, B, C, and C— ,
ranging from exceptional enjoyment to
extreme dislike, distaste or boredom.
The answers provide data for a program's appreciation index from 4 to 0.
Most questionnaires use a choice of
set answers for each item for rapid
tabulation but the more elaborate ones
are summarized to present prevailing
attitudes while also showing minority
feelings. Apt verbatim quotations are
often added to illustrate attitudes.
Special investigations have included
surveys of the Gaelic speaking population, the use made by farmers of agricultural programs, the incidence of vhf
listening, car listening, tv programs for
women, the leisure habits and interests
of young
people,
and the
use
and
attitudes
towards
the public's
BBC news
programs. commercial
Limited

tv

planned by Malaya
Malaya plans to begin television
in that country within 18 months. The
new service will be operated under the
aegis of the Ministry of Information &
Broadcasting, according to the Malayan
embassy in Washington, D. C.
As a result of government studies the
following proposals have been tentatively adopted:
channels
of transmissions will be two
started
in Kuala
Lumpur,
the capital, with future expansion when
practicable; the 625 line picture system
employing band I and band III will be
adopted as this would facilitate exchange of programs; commercial advertising will be accepted although sponsored programs will be discouraged.
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NOW

A PROFESSIONAL

THE

PALM

OF YOUR

SO SIMPLE
CAN

USE

PHOTO

LIGHT

THAT

FITS

HAND...

Optional accessories quickly
adapt
Professional
Photo SUN
Light GUN
for every
indoor
lighting need.

ANYONE
Accessory holder. Adapts
SUN GUN Professional Photo
Light ritoety of specialized
accept the wide
vaoptional
accessories.

IT

COOLING VENTS
for instant
escape of heat.

Daylight filter. Corrects
color temperature of basic
3400°K lamp to permit use
with daylight type color film.
Eliminates need for conversion filters
camera, re-of
taining fullor.efficiency
expensive camera lenses.

ADJUSTABLE HEAD
tilts for bounce
lighting, is calibrated
30°
and 90°
abovebelow
horizontal.
Control arm makes
it easy to tilt and
lock head at any angle
SILICON RECTIFIER
LIGHT SWITCH
has dimmer control for
modeling and setup
lighting levels, is
conveniently located
on handle for
instant light control.

Snoots. Provide a finely controlled beam for spot highlighting of small areas. Two
sizes-large, and special opticaJ "Sniper Snoot."
BARNDOORS
of ruggedized
constructionaluminum
for
easy
adjustment
and
placement of light.

original equipment
Also includes:
flood lens
Dual-purpose lens affords choice of 110°
xbeam
48° orfor60°broader
x 54°
light coverage of subject area.
PORTRAIT LENS
Made of specially
tempered glass for
close-up work. Softens light and reduces
contrast.

12-FOOT CORD

UNIVERSAL BRACKET
fits all cameras.
Special
mounting bi-position
hole allows
unit to be located at
the rear
side oforcamera.
30° to the

SUN
GUN
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTO LIGHT
Here's the finest in professional photo lighting.
Professional photographers across the country
are using it to shoot their commercial productions—both movies and stills.
This SUN GUN® Professional Photo Light takes
the place of studio lights 10 times bigger, 10
times heavier, 10 times more expensive. It pro-

Super-Spread Lens. Spreads
beam to match field of extrawide-angle camera lenses.
LEU
Large Barn Doors. Permit
horizontal control of light
beam to conform to specific
area lighting requirements
or toera keep
lens. light out of cam-

3

£
Specialverts3200
K filter. Con-of
color temperature
light for use with Type B
color film.

Diffusing
Filter. soft,
Spun-glass
scrim provides
even,
diffused
light
for
close-up
work. Includes removable
spread lens.
duces 5000cost
watts
of exposure
1000 studio
watts'
electrical
— does
the workat only
of much
lighting equipment easier and better.
Good? So good it won a 1962 Academy Award.
Want to know more about this new SUN GUN
Professional Photo Light? Ask your photo dealer
— or mail the coupon below.

f^L^ MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION ^

Carrying
case. ofForSUNconvenient carrying
GUN
and accessory lenses.

Sylvania Lighting Products
Division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
730 Third Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Please send me free technical information on the new
SUN GUN Professional Photo Light.
Name

SYLVAN
I
A
SUBSIDIARY OF=
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRON IDS
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Labor Party supports
Pilkington report
The annual convention of the Labor
Party has unanimously approved a resolution backing the Pilkington Report.
It urged Labor members of Parliament
to support immediate implementation
of the report's main proposals — the reorganization ofcommercial television,
a second network for BBC-TV and the
introduction of color television.
A representative of the Assn. of
Cinematograph, Television and Allied
Technicians wanted to soften the resolution by cutting out the words "immediate implementation of its [the report's] main proposals." He suggested
instead a call to BBC for union recognition. He said his union agrees with
many of the Pilkington attacks on commercial tv but doesn't accept the report's view that BBC-TV is in the clear.
The basic fault with the commercial
network, he claimed, is that "every
penny spent on program content was
resented" because it cut profits.
The ITA, he said, operated as "the
tool and not the master of the companies and merely shifting the balance
as Pilkington recommended would
achieve no practical results. We have
to halt the attitude that programs are
sandwich fillings between commercials."
The union spokesman called for a
punitive profits tax on the commercial
tv companies which could be used for
general broadcast development, including the activities of BBC.
A Musicians' Union representative
said the Pilkington Report did not state
what the role of tv should be. "In our
view television . . . should be used to
bring events to the public as they are
P&G

PUTTING

MORE

happening. It should not be a medium
for home cinema and the display of
American and other foreign television
The Labor Party's national committee welcomed the Pilkington Report as
films."
an indictment of Conservative policy.
The committee wants local radio to be
run as a public service and not on a
commercial basis. It also favored tighter controls on content and timing of
commercials and a cut in total advertising time. The use of some of the commercial network's profits to finance
bility.
BBC-TV was put forward as a possiMonte

Carlo tv fete

scheduled Jan. 10-19
The Third Annual International Television Festival of Monte Carlo will be
held Jan. 10-19, 1963, in Monaco. Fifteen countries participated in last year's
festival.
A change has been made in festival
regulations to permit programs aired
during the 1962 calendar year to be submitted to the festival committee by the
Dec. 15 deadline. (The eligibility period
in the previous two festivals was Nov. 1Dec. 3 1 of the following year) .
Denmark

exhibition

opens next week
Film salesmen and buyers from
around the world will get a chance to
meet without the glamor of film festivals
beginning next Monday (Oct. 22). The
International Television & Film Exchange will open in downtown Copenhagen, Denmark, with an exhibition
hall, closed-circuit tv and screening
STRESS

ABROAD

Good year in foreign investments spurs expansion plans
Procter & Gamble has announced an and special operations (Geneva), Euexpansion in its international business
gene W. Gilson.
P&G owns manufacturing units in
organization by setting up four new
operating divisions and appointing ex10 foreign countries and has plants under construction in another three. The
ecutives to head them. The managers,
all former associate directors of the
are alsoin manufactured underproducts
its supervision
12 other
P&G overseas division, will report to company's
countries,
in
plants
partially
owned by
Donald H. Robinson, P&G's vice president-overseas operations.
P&G or in plants of licensed manufacturing agents.
Procter & Gamble is generally regarded as one of the top advertisers
The company's annual report for fis(through its subsidiary companies) in
cal 1961-62 showed $20 million in net
commercial television where it exists earnings from overseas operations and
overseas. Domestically, P&G is no. 1 noted that the international business
in allocation of advertising funds to had an "unquestionably favorable eftelevision.
fect" on the balance of payments in
The divisions and managers to head
the U. S. In the past five years, P&G
claims to have sent about $9 million
them: Asia and Latin America (headquarters in Cincinnati, Ohio), Charles
(U. S. dollars) overseas to finance busiM. Fullgraf; Britain, Canada and
ness development programs, but reports
Scandinavia (Cincinnati), William M.
$48 million in overseas business were
Ittman; European Common Market
returned as dividends to the parent
company.
(Brussels), Thomas C. Bower: export
90 (INTERNATIONAL)

equipment for various sizes and types
of film.
After this fall, the Exchange will be
open for 10 days each April and October.
The opening program includes a display
of early and modern movie and tv equipment and an exhibit of a U. S. tv satellite.
Radio-tv advertising
on rise in Canada
National radio and television advertising were both up the first half of
this year, according to estimates made
by Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto market
research firm, and published in the
Toronto advertising weekly, Marketing.
Radio advertising was up 8.2% to $9,918,768, and television advertising up
22% to $27,705,036.
Foods and food products were largest
advertising group in radio with $2,920,384 and also in television with $7,133,603. Drugs and toilet goods came second in both media with $1,508,617 in
radio and $5,707,684 in television.
N.Y. international
to hear EBU

meet

president

Themeeting
European
Broadcasting
Union's
first
outside
Europe will
take
place in New York, Oct. 22-27. Its opening session at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
will be addressed by EBU President Olof
Rydbeck, director
Broadcasting
Corp.general of the Swedish
Other speakers at the opening meeting
will be Jean D'Arcy, director of radio
and visual division, United Nations office of public information, and John F.
White,
"president,
Television
& Radio National
Centre. Educational
Closed business meetings will be held
at the Carnegie Endowment Bldg., 345
E. 46th St.
On Oct. 24, the EBU delegation will
fly to Washington as guests of the U. S.
Information Agency and meet with President Kennedy and other government officials. They will see the Andover, Me.,
Telstar tracking station in operation on
Oct. 27.
Canadian set sales up
in first seven months
Sales of made-in-Canada radio and
sets were up the first seven months
this year as against last year, according to a report by the Dominion Bureau
Statistics, Ottawa.
Television sales totaled 202,834 in
the January- July 1962 period, as against
160,446 in the 1961 period. Radio
sales were 328,848 against 292,122.
Imports of radio sets in the first three
months of this year totaled 113,518
transistor type, 35,346 home receivers
and 4,537 radio-phonograph combinations; 7,391 tv sets were imported in
the period.
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Airtime comes only once per program. Priority handling of tapes, films and platters is a must . . . and it's assured
only when you insist on shipment by Air Express. There is only one Air Express— the coordinated service of R E A
Express and all 38 scheduled U.S. airlines. It's top priority, right after U.S. mail and passengers, everywhere in
the U.S.A., Puerto Rico and Canada. 13,000 R E A Express trucks provide speedy door-to-door service. Cost? Low:91
5 lbs. travel 1,000 miles for $3.53. For shipping or receiving, specify Air Express. It's as close as your phone.
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LOCAL REA
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FOR AIR EXPRESS SERVICE
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One

global

system

One, single, integrated, global
satellite communication system, with
the United Nations managing the
system. This is the proposal suggested by Gerald C. Gross, secretary-general of the International
Telecommunications Union, Geneva.
Capt. Gross makes the recommendation ina discussion
on "Space
Communications:
The Need
and
Scope for Action" published by Telecommunication Journal, organ of the
ITU. The document was prepared as
a review of the subjects that he feels
should be included in the Oct. 7,
1963, conference in Geneva which
was specially scheduled to deal only
with the assignment of space frequencies.
It is Capt.must
Gross'deal
viewalso
that with
the
conference
realities that will be involved in the
discussion next year. He urges that
they be met and answered at the
same meeting.
Warning of the dangers of dual
systems, the ITU secretary-general
urges a "single universal space communication system." Economically,
Abroad

in brief...

Made-in-Japan ■ The Tokyo Broadcasting System has announced it will offer
for distribution throughout the world
various programs produced and telecast by TBS. The programs offered
will include Japanese dramas, mystery

for

all, ITU

as well as from an international aspect, more than one system would
be disastrous, Capt. Gross says. He
adds:
". . . if the nations of the world
do not agree to plan for a single
space communications system, it is
unlikely that there will be any viable
international space communications
systems at all, at least for a very
Most of the countries to be relong time."
presented at next year's conference,
he warns, will not look kindly on
giving up some of their frequencies
for a space system in which they
have no immediate interest. "These
countries will need to be convinced,"
he says, "that they are making a
wise investment, especially since this
particular investment represents an
initial sacrifice [the giving up of
present
frequency
UN Arm
■ The assignments]."
need for international management is evident, Capt.
Gross says, once the idea of a single
international system is accepted. The
remaining question is what organization shall carry out this work.

chief urges
Although there is no doubt, he
says, that the technical operations
of space vehicles will belong to the
nations that launch and own them,
"it is obvious, in view of the tremendous technical and economic issues involved, that the people of the
world cannot be satisfied with anyless than
a U.N. agency."
Therethingare
two possibilities,
he goes
on. One is to establish a new agency,
such as the International Civil
Aviation Organization or the International Atomic Energy Agency. On
the other hand, he said, there is the
ITU, also a UN arm, which has been
in existence for 97 years handling
international telecommunications.
Capt. Gross was appointed secretary-general ofthe ITU on Jan. 1,
1960, and is the first American to
hold the post. He served as deputy
secretary-general from 1945 to 1958
when he became acting secretarygeneral. His term expires in 1965.
He is a captain in the naval reserve
and was FCC assistant chief engineer from 1928 until called to active
duty in January 1943.

shows, music programs by symphonic
orchestras and documentaries. Distributor is K. Fujita Assoc. Ltd., 26 Kotohira-cho, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo,
Japan.
Benedict
in England
■ MGM-TV's
new
fall series,
Sam Benedict,
has been

licensed by Granada-Tv for telecast in
the United Kingdom. The one-hour series began Sept. 19 over the commercial
network in England. The program was
licensed earlier to Procter & Gamble
of Canada Ltd. for showing over Canadian television (CTV) throughout
Canada.

THE MEDIA
ABC Radio lineup forms in New England
TO OFFER REGIONAL NEWS: WORL BOSTON KEY STATION
The formation of a new ABC Radio
New England network tentatively
scheduled to begin on Dec. 1 was announced last week.
The network has 15 charter affiliates
and WORL Boston is designated as the
"key station." The station's general
manager and executive vice president,
George Gray, in addition to his station
responsibilities, will direct the operation, which will be affiliated with ABC
Radio.
The regional network's goal is to obtain 30-35 stations. It will extend existing ABC Radio lines to feed the member stations in markets not now served.
The initial programming plans anticipate
about three regional news periods a
day, and closed-circuit feeds of "actualities" that affiliates can excerpt for use
92

in their own newscasts.
The new regional operation will be
represented in national sales by the
new rep firm, ABC Radio Representatives. The rep also sells nationally for
ABC Radio West (116 stations in 11
western states). ABC Radio President
Robert R. Pauley said the new rep firm
is not accepting requests from other
stations for individual representation.
Hush

on jury musings

hit by broadcasters
Broadcast media opposed a suggested
ban on use of information about jury
deliberations at a hearing held Oct. 11
in Baltimore by a committee of the
Maryland Bar Assn. Circuit Judge John

B. Gray Jr. is chairman of the committee, which is concerned about broadcasting and publishing of what goes on
in the jury room.
The problem arose in Maryland, it
was explained at the hearing, after
WBAL-TV Baltimore had recreated
jury deliberations in a murder trial, using some of the jurors as principals. The
broadcast occurred after the defendant,
Melvin Davis Reese, had been found
guilty but before sentence had been
pronounced by Presiding Judge Rosel
Thompson.
Radio-tv spokesmen at the hearing
said it often is in the public interest
for the public to know how a verdict is
reached. Among those representing
broadcasting were Robert B. Cochrane,
WMAR-TV; Charles Roeder, WCBM;
and Galen Fromme, WBAL, all Baltimore; and Robert Cahill, of the NAB
legal staff. Mr. Cahill said NAB had
been instrumental in setting up liaison
committees to work out court and indusBROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

try problems.
One proposal suggested at the hearing was the issuance of instructions by
a trial judge to jurors directing them
not to talk about the case during the
trial or afterward.
The bar committee will submit its
report to the bar association. A New
York judge has requested media not
to publicize information about the prior
record of Dave Beck, once president of
the teamsters union, and other defendants (Broadcasting, Oct. 8).
Writers

Guild starts

picketing WHN New York
Writers Guild of America, East Inc.,
New York, set up picket lines at WHN
New York early Thursday (Oct. 11).
WGA in taking strike action against
Storer Radio Inc., owner-operator of
WHN, formed picket lines at the company's premises at 400 Park Ave. and
at the transmitter site in New Jersey.
Radio branch members of WGA had
voted to strike Sept. 24.
WHN has five WGA newswriters but
the strike order, according to a guild
spokesman, prohibits all guild members
from rendering services or material to
Storer Radio Inc., and such parent or
other companies which control or are
controlled by Storer.
Evelyn F. Burkey, chief WGA negotiator, called the contract provisions
Storer offered "completely unacceptable
and far below the going rates and standards for radio newswriters in New
York. No negotiations have been held
since late August.
WHN said its news operation would
be handled indefinitely by internal personnel, and replacements for the news
writing staff might be hired depending
on how the strike situation develops.
No other unions were reported to be
involved.
Birmingham

etv gets

$17,000 from WAPI-TV
A check for $17,000 has been given
to the Alabama Educational Tv Commission by commercial station WAPITV Birmingham, Ala. to help pay for
a new transmitter for WBIQ-TV, ch.
10 etv station of the same city. The
check will be used to match the new
federal aid to etv funds when this
money becomes available.
The ch. 10 station has been programming since 1955.
In addition to WBIQ-TV the state
of Alabama (AETC) owns and operates WCIQ-TV Mount Cheaha and
WDIQ-TV Dozier and is constructing
WAIQ-TV in Montgomery.
Programming for these stations originates atAuburn U., the U. of Alabama
and in a Birmingham studio maintained
by the six Jefferson County school systems.
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Radio-tv to carry pre-trial coverage
BUT IT'LL BE DIFFERENT WHEN JURY CHOOSING BEGINS
When live coverage of preliminary
Opening courtroom events at the trial
of Billie Sol Estes, starting Oct. 22 in courtroom proceedings is stopped, probably about Oct. 23, one silent film
Tyler, Tex., will be covered by live television and radio as well as silent film camera each will be allowed AP, UPI,
cameras but live coverage will stop each of the three networks and the
when selection of the jury begins.
Tyler station. This will be a possible
WFAA-TV Dallas will have two live total of six silent cameras.
tv cameras inside the bar at about the
At the end of the trial, it's anticipated
same position they occupied at the first live broadcast coverage of the prosecution and defense summations will be
trial, which ended after two days of
allowed. Since about 100 witnesses are
legal skirmishing (Broadcasting, Oct.
1, 8). Judge Otis D. Dunagan placed
scheduled to appear, the taking of testibroadcast coordination at the second
month. mony may run two weeks or even a
trial in the hands of Marshall Pengra,
WLTV (TV) Tyler, after ruling that
A proposal to invoke Canon 35
(courtroom coverage ban) of the
only silent films would be allowed durAmerican Bar Assn. in the state of
ing testimony.
The Texas Criminal Code, Article
Texas was bypassed at an Oct. 19-20
644, specifies no witness may hear the meeting of the judicial section, Texas
testimony of another witness in the Bar Assn. An effort had been made to
same case. This provision was adopted
bring nual
up meeting
the subject
at thebut
section's
anin 1925.
in Austin
the plan
was
not
brought
before
the
meeting.
Mike Shapiro, WFAA-TV general
manager, said WFAA-TV's live coverage will be fed by concealed equipment
Equipment lack delays
over direct line to Dallas headquarters
WCIV(TV)
operation
where it will be made available to any
WCIV (TV) Charleston, S. C,
station or network desiring the service.
which intended to begin operations on
No cables will be visible in the courtch. 4 Oct. 1 (Broadcasting, Oct. 1),
room, he said. Audio is to be taken
was
not on the air as of Thursday (Oct.
from the courtroom's p. a. system.

WITH
WBT RADIO
YOU FOCUS
ON THE
ONE WHO
PAYS THE
BILLS
"Nice looking car, Jimmy.
Who
boughthisit father
for you?"
Probably
in
the background. ..one of
the nation's adults who
receive and control 98%
of the U.S. income. In
the WBT48-county basic
area, adults receive
and control most of the
$2,690,786,000 worth of
spending money. . . and
WBT radio has the highest percentage of adult
listeners. Clearly, the
radio station to use for
more sales is the one that
reaches more adults . . .
WBT
RADIO
CHARLOTTE
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented nationally
by John Blair & Company.
Sources: U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
Spring 1961, Area Pulse and
Sales Management's Survey of
Buying Power. 1960
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10) because of delays in delivery and
installation of transmitting and studio
equipment, explained William E. Lucas,
station manager.
Mr. Lucas said he is unable to pinpoint the date the station will start regular operation, but he explained that
the situation is "on a day-to-day basis,"
and scheduled activity will start as soon
as an FCC proof of performance can
be established.
WCIV is the third station in the
Charleston market and is an NBC-TV
affiliate. Harold E. Anderson, of Columbia, S.C, is president of The First
Charleston Corp., owner and operator
of WCIV. The staff includes: Mr.
Lucas, Everett Martin, sales manager,
and Steve Thomas, operations manager.
$550,000 asked from CBS
CBS was sued for $550,000 last week
on charges that "My Dark Days,"
broadcast on CBS-TV as one of the
General Electric Theatre series, was
"substantially similar" to the motion
picture,
"Underground
U.S.A.,"ofwhich
was based
on the adventures
Paul
and Marion Miller as undercover agents
for the FBI. The Millers and Ronald
Reagan, host of the tv series, were
named as co-defendants with CBS in
suits charging infringement of the
movie's copyright filed in Los Angeles

we
a

give

the

Superior
producer
$500,000
a writer,

Court by James R. Beardsley,
of the picture, who asked
damages, and Alyce Canfield,
who asked for $50,000.

NBC,

RCA

to track

voting via computer
A complex system of computers, reporting centers and data transmission
links to provide minute-by-minute
trends and early projection of voting
results has been developed by RCA to
furnish NBC-TV with extensive coverage of the elections Nov. 6.
The system consists of five electronic
computers, a reporting team of political
and data processing specialists and a
series of data communications relay
units. Known as "Operation Ballot
1962," it was demonstrated last Tuesday (Oct. 9) at RCA's electronic data
processing center, Cherry Hill, N. J.
In addition to compiling returns in
all congressional contests and key gubernatorial elections, the RCA data
systems will also provide early projections of the post-election makeup of the
House of Representatives; the split of
seats in the Senate; and the outcome
of the gubernatorial races in New York,
Michigan, and California, including
predictions of the candidates' pluralities.

facts

thorough

airing

Media transactions present a risk as well as an
opportunity

when all of the

facts are available through our penetrating
of the ever-changing market.

BLACKBURN

&

Company,

Inc.

RADIO • TV • CATV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WASH., D. C.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
BEVERLY HILLS
Jamet W. Blackbam
H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
jade V. Harvey William B. Ryan Stanley Whitaker G. Bennett Larson
Joseph M. Sitrick Hub Jackson |ohn C. Williams Bank of America BMg.
RCA Boildioc 333 N. Michigan Ave. Cerard F. Hurley 9465 Wilshire Blvd.
FEderal 3-9270 Chicago, Illinois 1102 Healey Bldg. Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460 lAckson 5-1576 CRestview 4-8151
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quarters.
Lesch to be honored
for human

rights aid

George H. Lesch, president and
chairman of Colgate-Palmolive Co.,
will be honored "for distinguished leadership in behalf of human rights" by
advertising and broadcasting professions
at a dinner sponsored by the Joint Defense Appeal on Oct. 30 at the Plaza
Hotel, New York.
Dore Shary, playwright and stage and
film producer, will be a featured speaker at the dinner and Hugh Downs, network announcer, will serve as toastmaster.
The dinner will represent the high
point of the campaign in the advertising
and broadcasting fields to raise funds
B'rith.
for
the human relations programs of
the American Jewish Committee and
the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

to both buyer and seller. But

the risks are considerably narrowed
knowledge

Returns funneled into NBC's election
headquarters in New York from wire
services and 1,000 NBC reporters at
key centers will be tabulated and used
by newscasters headed by Chet Huntley
and David Brinkley. These returns will
be relayed to the Cherry Hill Center by
DaSpan, an RCA-developed data communication unit, which will feed the
information into the computers in the
form of perforated tapes.
At the same time late reports from
areas where trend shifts are apparent
will be received at Cherry Hill and
transferred to paper tapes again for the
computers.
The computers will produce printed
projections of election results after comparing the latest information with previously compiled voting performances.
The projections then will be reported
on the air by NBC commentator Richard Harkness who will be stationed near
the computers. All data received at
Cherry Hill will be relayed by another
DaSpan link to RCA's data center in
New York, where analyses will be
turned out and relayed to studio head-

Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ WDEE Hamden, Conn.: Sold by
Aldo DeDominicis and Vincent deLaurentis to C/G Associates Inc., with
Stuart M. Cadan, president, and Richard S. Greene, secretary-treasurer, for
$200,000 plus consulting fees. Mr. Cadan was originally associated with the
sellers when they founded WNHC-TV
New Haven. WDEE operates on 1220
kc with 1 kw daytime. Transaction was
handled by George Romano of the
Howard Stark organization.
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■ KEYE Perryton, Tex.: Sold by Carl
Ellis and associates to group headed
by Frank Junell for $160,000. Mr.
Junell has interests in KBYG Big
Spring and KNIT Abilene, both Texas.
KEYE operates on 1400 kc with 250 w
fulltime. Broker was Hamilton-Landis
& Assoc.
APPROVED ■ The following transfer of
station interests was among those approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 106).
■ WINN Louisville, Ky.: Sold by Glen
A. Harmon, Glenn Snyder, Oldham
Clarke, Charles M. Wheeler and Jesse
L. Chambers to Garvis Kincaid for
$500,000. Conditioned on Mr. Kincaid
disposing of his interest in WFKY
Frankfort, Ky. Mr. Kincaid also owns
WVLK-AM-FM Lexington, WCMIAM-FM Ashland, both Kentucky, and
WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla.
WJMY, Detroit area uhf,
starts ch. 20 operations
WJMY (TV) Allen Park, the Detroit area's first commercial uhf tv station, began operations on ch. 20 last
week (Oct. 7).
The station is owned by Triangle
Broadcasting Co. which is headed by
Robertexecutive
P. Spanos,
corporation's
chief
officer.theAlbert
Vanden
Bosch, broadcast consultant, is general
manager and is in charge of promotion and news. Triangle is owned by
12 persons and is seeking a total of
five uhf stations in the U. S. of which
WJMY is the first to go on the air,
Mr. Vanden Bosch said.
Other WJMY executives are Henry
Faber, president; Michael Clarke, commercial manager; Mike Hawley, program manager and Gerald Dawes,
chief engineer.
Highest hourly rate is $300. According to an October 1961 survey,
Mr. Vanden Bosch said, there are more
than 150,000 uhf receivers in the Detroit area.
Couric urges radio for inns
Hotels and motels should take advantage of the "big, fast-moving audience served by radio, a big and fastmoving medium," John M. Couric,
NAB public relations manager, said in
a talk before the Eastern States HotelMotel & Restaurant Show at West
Springfield, Mass., Oct. 9.
Radio, as the warmest, most direct
and most personal of all media, should
be made available in every hotel and
motel room, Mr. Couric said, if guests
are to feel less like strangers and more
at home. "Radio can be that plus service that makes the difference between
the traveler who stops and goes, and
the tourist who comes and visits," he
said.
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

SAYS

MAN

ABOVE

SCIENCE

Stanton notes role of mankind
Unless Telstar is used to "link minds
in some significant way," it is "utterly
worthless," according to CBS President
Frank Stanton, who notes that the
"miracle of Telstar" ought not to exist
"only
a scientific
marvel."
Dr. as
Stanton
referred
to Telstar as an
example of technology being harnessed
for man's enlightment at a sesquicentennial (150-year) convocation lecture
prepared for Oct. 12 delivery at Colby
College in Waterville, Maine. He talked
on the heritage of the mind in a civilization of machines.
Dr. Stanton based his theme on the
conviction that only by becoming more,
and not less, human can man rise above
the machine he uses and above the
complexities, rigidness and mechanization that can accompany scientific and
technological advances.
In another reference to tv, Dr. Stanton raised the question of why critics,
despite "the wide impact and obvious
contributions of the 1960 presidential
debates," worry about the "consequences of the actions and appearances"
of the candidates as involving tv itself
rather than placing the concern on the
human factor. "Isn't it man that is

EXCLUSIVE

IN

TELSTAR

in technological advance
being worried about here, rather than
science?" he asked.
He noted, too, that in the first major
tv interview with Nikita Khrushchev
in the U. S. (in 1957 on CBS-TV),
"some, and among them men in high
places, considered this communications
triumph a desecration of the American
living room." Dr. Stanton added,
"some people just don't want communication or information."
Code can eliminate
'schlocks-Carlisle
NAB's Radio Code "will go up in
smoke" unless more stations, both NAB
members and non-members, subscribe
to and observe the program and commercial standards, William Carlisle,
NAB station services vice president, said
Oct. 12 in an address to the Alabama
Broadcasters Assn.
Mr. Carlisle told the ABA meeting
at Tuscaloosa there is nothing about the
code that is potentially harmful or dangerous to responsible broadcasters. Instead, he said, it can insure future operational and
freedom in
radio. only
He added,
"It
is the one
perhaps
way that

BROADCAST

PROPERTIES

WEST

-Major network VHF TV station serving growth
area. Assets of $900,000.00 and sales of over
$1,000,000.00. Priced at $2,500,000.00 with 29%
down.

SOUTHWEST

-Fulltime radio station with owner-operator profit
of over $25,000.00. Priced at $90,000.00 with
$30,000.00 down.
-Land-building included with single station market radio property that grossed $90,000.00 in
1961. Total sale price is $90,000.00— all cash.
-Good cash flow to owner-operator on gross of
$120,000.00— plus. Requires 29% down on total
price of $200,000.00.

MIDWEST
EAST

AND
John

ASSOCIATES,

INC.

F. Hardesty, President

NEGOTIATIONS • APPRAISALS • FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO
John F. Hardesty
Richard A. Shaheen
Dewitt Landis
Ray V. Hamilton
Don
Searle St.
John D. Stebbins
1737 DeSales St., N.W.
1511 Bryan St.
111 Sutter
Tribune Tower
Executive
3-3456
Riverside
8-1175
Joe A.Oswald
Warren J. Boorom
EXbrook 2-5671
DEIaware 7-2754
New Orleans
New York
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Court to award that station $150,000
damages because KOA-TV did not
carry a $615 schedule of spot announcements and to order KOA-TV to
carry the Miss Teenage Colorado show
on Oct. 13 as scheduled.

Inc's
Gener
RKO incom
eal rises
net
The net income of RKO General Inc.
and its consolidated subsidiaries for the
nine months of fiscal 1962 ended Aug.
31 was $4,041,921, it was reported last
week. This compares with $3,744,152
for the same period in the 1961 fiscal

Newspaper

gives tv tower

When Hawaii's planned etv channel begins operations, it will use a
300-foot television tower donated to
the U. of Hawaii by the Hawaiian
Broadcasting System, which is owned
by the Honolulu Star-Bulletin
(KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu, KHBCAM-TV Hilo, KMAU-TV Wailuku
and K70BW Lihue, all Hawaii).
Shown here at the tower presentation are Chinn Ho (1), president
of the Star-Bulletin and Hawaiian
Broadcasting System, Dr. Lawrence
H. Snyder (r), president of the unithe vast majority who are good radio
broadcasters can finally rid themselves
of the schlock operators in their midst
who make all this excessive regulation
appear necessary to the FCC and others.
He defined a schlock operator as one
who consistently programs "20 to 30
spots an hour, day in and day out, and
who acts as if he has a license to steal
instead of to serve."
It's necessary for broadcasters, he said,
"to come up with our own solutions,
our own changes, and not leave a
vaccuum into which anyone, including
the federal government, can move."
Kentuckians protest
'turnpike radio' plans
"Turnpike Radio" systems in which
programming is made available to auto
radios by means of signals transmitted
along major highways would provide
"detrimental, unlicensed competition to
standard broadcast stations," according
to a resolution adopted at the Oct. 2-4
meeting of Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,
held in Paducah.
The resolution, directed to Gov. Bert
Combs and state highway officials,
stated no applications for such a system
have been filed in Kentucky but have
appeared in neighboring states.
KBA
awarded
"Kentucky Mike"
96 (THE MEDIA)

for Hawaiian etv
versity, and Joseph Herold, general
manager of KGMB and the broadcasting system.
The gift was made "as a token of
appreciation to the public school system for what it has done for Hawaii ..." Mr. Ho told Dr. Snyder
at the presentation.
KGMB-TV is using the tower until its new 420-foot structure is completed on Kapiolani Boulevard. The
300-footer will be dismantled and
reconstructed on the university campus.
honors to James Caldwell, WAVE
Louisville, retiring president, and Mike
Layman, WSFC Somerset, Ky.
KICM

sues KOA-TV

over teen-age contest
KICM Golden, Colo., has filed a
$150,000 damage suit against KOATV, NBC affiliate, over what it charges
is the latter's refusal to carry the Colorado portion of the Miss Teenage
America contest.
KICM, which promotes the contest in
Colorado, said KOA-TV had agreed not
only to televise the state pageant 'live,'
but also agreed to carry spot announcements advertising the contest. Jerry
Fay, KICM station manager, says
KOA-TV reneged on its contract.
KICM later contracted with KTVR
(TV), local independent station, to
carry the show.
Ralph Radetsky, general manager of
KOA-TV, said when the tv station first
saw the KICM broadcast copy, ". . . it
became clear that this was an all-out
radio station promotion contest." He
continued that it is not KOA policy to
lend implied endorsement to any contest over which it cannot exercise supervisory control.
KICM has asked Denver District

The RKO General income figures
were given in a financial report by the
General Tire & Rubber Co. for the fiscal
year.
three quarters of 1962. General Tire &
Rubber owns RKO General. The parent company reported consolidated net
sales of $667,908,409 and estimated income after provision for federal income
taxes, of $17,201,394 (99 cents per
share). For the same 1961 period, General Tire & Rubber had net sales of
$563,936,813 and income of $18,061,334 ($1.07 per share). General Tire &
Rubber owns also Aerojet-General
(rockets and missiles) .
Station editorials get
affirmative reaction
According to a survey of Wisconsin
radio and television stations made by
Jack Newman, director of the University of Wisconsin News Service, both
listeners and broadcasters regard station
editorializing favorably. Answers from
42 of the 100 stations that received
questionnaires indicated that 26 did air
editorials while 16 did not.
A majority of stations said that their
editorials were broadcast on an occasional basis, from one to five days a
week. Most average one to five minutes and are repeated two to six times.
The poll showed that most editorial
topics concerned local and state issues;
eight stations said they made editorial
comment on national problems, while
only six aired opinions on world issues.
Broadcaster to broadcaster
Broadcasting interests were involved
last week in the sale of a Kentucky
newspaper. The Frankfort State Journal was sold by John H. Perry (WESHTV Daytona Beach, Fla.) to the Dix
interests, publishers-broadcasters. The
sales price was not announced.
The Dix group (Albert V., Robert
C, Raymond E. and Gordon C. Dix)
owns WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.;
WWST-AM-FM Wooster and WKNTFM Kent, both Ohio, and WRAD
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

Radford, Va. It also publishes the
Martins Ferry-Bellaire Times-Leader,
Wooster Daily Record, Defiance Crescent-News, Ravenna-Kent Evening Record, all in Ohio. Perry newspapers include the Daytona Beach Journal
among others in Pensacola, Deland,
Ocala, Panama City, Palm Beach,
Leesburg, Palatka and Melbourne, all
in Florida. The Kentucky transaction
was handled by Blackburn & Co.
Panel program fair,
WIBW tells farmers
An angry delegation of 140 farmers
converged on WIBW Topeka, Kan.,
Oct. 3 in protest against an Oct. 1 panel
program on the withholding of livestock
from market, a serious question in the
Midwest. The group talked two hours
with Thad M. Sandstrom, WIBW general manager, and staff members including Wilbur Levering, farm director,
and Charles Ross, associate director.
The group contended the position of
National Farmers Organization had not
been fully presented on the program,
which included representatives of meat
packers and NFO as well as lawyers.
Threats not to use products advertised
on the station were made.
Mr. Sandstrom explained the station
has a policy of impartial treatment and
had portions of the program played
back to the delegation. He said the
station felt it had covered the situation
objectively and need not provide reply
time to NFO as one element of the
program.
Lucas radio purchase plan
To help timebuyers with purchases
in radio for California coverage, J. A.
Lucas Co., a Hollywood station representative firm, has formed two groups,
JaLco No/Cal, consisting of KDAN

Eureka, KONG Visalia-Tulare, KTOB
Petaluma, KQMS Redding, KAGR
Yuba City, KPER Gilroy-Hollister and
KIBS Bishop, and JaLco So/Cal, made
up of KGEE Bakersfield, KBUC Riverside-Corona, KCMJ Palm Springs,
KKAR Pomona, KGUD Santa Barbara
and KRCX Ridgecrest.
In announcing the formation of the
intrastate groups, Mr. Lucas said that
in addition to a group purchase discount, the one-contract, one-billing arrangement would save time and expense
for agencies. The minimum for a group
rate is a three-station purchase, but stations from the second group may be
added to the primary buy to earn the
lower rate scale.

RAHAU

RADIO

STATIONS

KNOWN ....
for the company they
keep in prestige
advertisers!
KNOWN ....
for community
public service!
No. 1
RADIO
Tampa - St. Petersburg,
Florida
Sam Rahall, Manager

Tv news techniques
shown in film series
A group of five 16mm sound films
which demonstrate some techniques
used in television news coverage has
been produced by members of the Radio-Television News Directors Assn.
and is available from Carroll McCaughey, news director, WSOC-TV
Charlotte, N. C.
Films were developed by Mr. McCaughey for a television workshop at
the news directors' convention in San
Francisco last month (Broadcasting,
Sept. 24).
The five topics:
■ Reporting election results without
interrupting regular programming; produced by Mr. McCaughey.
■ Interviews and panel shows for tv
by long distance; two clips, one by Alex
Gifford of WDSU-TV New Orleans
and another by Robert H. Young,
WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind.
■ Use of the wireless microphone;
Dick John, WKY-TV Oklahoma City.
■ Courtroom techniques; produced by
Ray Miller and Chuck Pharris, KPRC-

No. 1
RADIO
Allentown- BethlehemEaston, Pennsylvania
"Oggie" Oavies, Manages

No.
Beckley,1
RADIO
West Virginia
Tony Gonzales, Manager

No. 1
NAB fall conferences open
Southeastern broadcasters meet
today (Oct. 15) in Atlanta for the
opening conference of NAB's annual regional series. Eight sessions,
each IV2 days, will feature the
schedule, which winds up Nov. 19-20
in Portland, Ore.
The conference series moves on
to New York Thursday and Friday.
In Atlanta sessions are being held
at the Dinkier-Plaza Hotel; in New
York at the Biltmore.
The first day's program includes
reports by staff members; the main
address will be delivered at luncheon
by NAB President LeRoy Collins.
Staff reports will cover research,
editorializing, legislation, regulation,
public relations, labor problems and
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

today in Atlanta
the NAB radio and tv codes (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
Agendas for the series call for
concurrent radio and tv meetings
the first afternoon. Topics include
radio overpopulation, management
affairs, community antenna tv systems and operation of the codes.
National defense obligations of
broadcasters will be discussed by
Ernest C. Thelemann, of the FCC
staff.
Spokesmen for all-industry radio
and tv music licensing committees
will review copyright developments.
Tv delegates will hear a presentation by Roy Danish, director, Television Information Office. Sessions
conclude at 12 noon the second day.

RADIO
Norristown-Philadelphia
Area
John Banzhoff, Manager

above stations represented
nationally by H-R . . . New York
also
WQTY
our station coming up fast in
JACKSONVILLE, Florida
National Rep. The Boiling Co.
N. Joe Rahall, President
"Oggie" Davies, Gen. Manager
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How tv-and lack of it-trimmed Curtis
Matthew J. Culligan, president of also will begin accepting advertising.
Frances R. Horwich, the Miss
Curtis Publishing Co., last week gave
New York agency officials his ideas
Frances of NBC-TV's Ding Dong
School until this past August, has
on why his company got into financial trouble.
been named director of children's
activities for Curtis. She is the third
One of the main errors, he thinks,
was Curtis' failure to enter tele- former NBC employee hired by
vision at the close of World War II. Curtis since Mr. Culligan (a former
Other errors: trying to be self- NBC executive vice president) assumed the company presidency. The
contained operation (printing on its
own presses with its own paper)
other two are J. M. Clifford, Curtis'
new executive vice president of
and failure to enter the newsweekly
finance and operations, who was
and specialty magazine field. These,
he said, have been affected less by executive vice president at NBC
until 1961; and James E. Fuchs, who
tv than mass magazines.
Later in the week, Curtis an- was NBC-TV account executive for
special program sales before joining
nounced plans for a television series
built around editorial matter from
Curtis as assistant to Mr. Culligan
and general corporate executive.
its Jack and Jill magazine and creaCurtis already owns one tv series,
tion of a line of Jack and Jill merchandise. The magazine, which has NBC-TV's Hazel, and reportedly
not carried advertising in the past plans to develop still more tv probut has been a profitable operation,
grams.
TV Houston.
■ Use of still pictures on television;
produced by WSOC-TV and includes
clips from WTVD (TV) Durham,
WBTV (TV) Charlotte and NBC-TV
("Meet Mr. Lincoln").
Maryland organizing
machinery for etv
Responsibility for educational television in Maryland has been assigned
to the State Board of Education by Gov.
J. Millard Tawes. There is no etv station presently licensed in the state, but
Maryland has been active in the use of
some open and closed circuit etv on
the local school level, notably a fiveyear Ford Foundation experiment involving the entire public school enrollment of Hagerstown.
As suggested by the board and the
U. of Maryland, the governor also
established an Educational Television
Advisory Committee to be named later.
It will include seven persons representing the state, the U. of Maryland,
the Baltimore City Department of Education, the Maryland Library Assn.,
the Maryland-D. C. Broadcasters Assn.
and two members to be named by the
committee to represent non-public institutions of higher learning and state
cultural institutions.
It has been learned that Dr. Wesley
N. Dora, director of research and development on the state board, will represent that body.
Permanent

research unit

A new NAB standing committee on
research was named Oct. 11 by President LeRoy Collins to work with Mel98 (THE MEDIA)

vin A. Goldberg, NAB vice president
and research director, in a long-range
project.
Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., was named chairman.
Others: William Schroeder, WOODAM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., NAB
Radio Board chairman, and Nathan
Lord, WAVE Louisville, representing
NAB radio members; Charles H.
Crutchfield, WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N. C, and William Grant, KOA-TV
Denver, representing NAB tv stations;
Thomas K. Fisher, CBS; David C.
Adams, NBC; Simon B. Siegel, ABC;
Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS, representing
networks. Two more members to represent non-broadcast groups will be
named.
Media

reports...

ABC affiliate ■ WBBR East St. Louis,
111., today (Oct. 15) becomes an affiliate of ABC Radio. The station, formerly WAMV, operates on 1490 kc
with 500 w. It is owned by Stanlin Inc.
Till tingles ■ Sales department of KNX
Los Angeles rang up total billings in
excess of $125,000 during the week of
Sept. 24, James Ingraham, general sales
manager, has announced. Total of 19
spot and local accounts signed during
the week included several political campaigns and considerable automotive
business.
Law on the air ■ WCCO-TV Minneapolis has presented to the Library of
Congress a 16mm film print of "There
Ought to be a Law," a segment of
WCCO Television Reports, which dealt
with efforts by the Minnesota legisla-

ture to pass tougher laws to reduce
traffic deaths. The program, written
and produced by James Dooley, tv public affairs director, earned a National
Safety Council award for WCCO-TV.
The world's largest ■ WSBT-TV South
Bend, Ind., began operation last month
from a new 830-ft. tower topped by a
new 117-ft. antenna, designated by
RCA as the world's largest uhf tv antenna. WSBT-TV is on ch. 22 with
480 kw ERP visual and 240 kw aural.
Old station, new home ■ KVOR Colorado Springs, Colo., a CBS affiliate in
its 40th year of broadcasting, will move
from downtown Colorado Springs to
the Broadmoor Hotel, just outside the
city. The move, scheduled for completion by December, is designed to gain
a more direct access to the source of
news material by moving to the center
of activity, said Sheldon Singer, vice
president and general manager.
New location ■ Blackburn & Co., Beverly Hills, Calif., media broker, has
moved to new quarters at the Wilshire
Beverly Centre. The firm, still in Beverly Hills, was formerly located at 9441
Wilshire Boulevard.
Regional sales office ■ KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles has opened regional sales
offices at 68 Post St., San Francisco,
with Ed Hawkins, formerly account
executive at Lennen & Newell, Los Angeles, heading the staff. As western
sales and marketing manager, Mr.
Hawkins has charge of an area including San Francisco, Seattle, Portland and
the Western states. Telephone number
1-3705.
of
the San Francisco office is Sutter
Fm in K.C. ■ David C. Croninger, vp
and general manager of KMBC Kansas
City, Mo., has announced the opening
of KMBC-FM. The new station, on
99.7 mc, operates with a power of 4.25
kw, using stereo multiplex equipment.
QXR adds one ■ WFMM-FM, Baltimore independent, has joined the QXR
fm network. The station will broadcast
QXR programming after 8 p.m. daily
and all day Sunday.
AP adds 136 stations
A record total of 136 broadcasting
stations were elected to Associated
Press membership last week, according
to Oliver
Gramling, AP's assistant general manager.
The 136 stations had applied for
membership since the election of 41
stations last April 17.
The new members, representing stations in 40 states, bring the number
of radio and tv stations now in AP
to 2,371 in 50 states.
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RCA
REPORTS

third-quarter
profits
soar
upward
NET UP 66% OVER 1961; MAY HAVE BEST OVERALL YEAR
through increased computer sales and
RCA's
the third
quarter
of believe RCA is nearing realization of
1962
wereprofits
66% for
ahead
of those
in the
the best year in its 43-year history."
rental
Net profit for the third quarter rose
same period of 1961, according to a
The income."
statement concluded: "On a
to
$10.3 million (56 cents a share) on
steadily broadening scale, RCA is constatement last Tuesday (Oct. 9) by
Gen. David Sarnoff, board chairman,
record sales of $411.6 million. Earnverting pioneering into profits."
ings in the same 1961 period were $6.2
and Elmer W. Engstrom, president.
They said that "barring a severe re- million (32 cents a share) on sales of Pair of echoing balloons
$368.3 million.
versal of current economic trends, we
set for New Mexico tests
Profits for the first nine months of
Two Echo-type passive reflector balthis year are 44% ahead of 1961's first
loons for reflecting radio waves were
three quarters: $34.3 million ($1.88 a
Uhf set output
tested last week at the White Sands
share)
million
shows an increase
Missile Range in New Mexico. The
($1.29 aagainst
share).1961's
Sales $23.8
this year,
up
tests are preliminary to orbiting a rigid
16%,
stand
at
$1,265
billion
compared
Manufacturers are priming the uhf
balloon sometime next year.
billion in last year's compump and a sizable increase in all- with $1.09
The first balloon, a non-rigid, 136
parable period. (For the entire year
channel tv receivers is expected to be
pound
sphere, will be lofted Oct. 16. The
1961, RCA's earnings of $1.95 a share
on the markets where they can be sold
second balloon, weighing 500 pounds,
were only 7 cents a share more than
by Christmas.
will be sent into flight two days later. The
year's nine-month total.)
The present rate of vhf-uhf set pro- thisThe
statement said the profit report
object is to determine how much induction runs about 8-10% of the total
ternal pressure must be applied to the
reflects
movement
tv production. By Christmas, according
in color "atv continued
and other strong
home instrument
rigid balloon to maintain its smoothness
to several manufacturer radio-tv sales
after inflation. The balloons will be flown
sales [color tv sales increased 110%
chiefs, this proportion should reach
in
the
first
nine
months],
the
record
at 20-25 mile heights and destroyed
15%.
after a short flight.
pace
being
set
by
NBC
.
.
.
and
conAnd, it was pointed out, as uhf marEcho I was put into orbit in 1960
tinued progress . . . being made in the
kets open up, more and more producand is still circling the earth. It proved
reduction of data processing costs
tion will be in the all-channel set.
Rumors that a company or two
planned to concentrate solely on allchannel tv sets beginning with the new
year could not be confirmed.
Spokesmen for some major manufacturers (RCA, Admiral, Philco, Warwick, Emerson, Olympic) all said that
production of all channel receivers
would increase in proportion to the
market for them. One sales executive
said
has noticed
of thehemarket
for uhf ain"strengthening"
recent months
and observed he was sure all manufacturers would follow the market on this
item.
Admiral receivers (all but the two
low end leaders) are field convertible
to uhf via a $30 retail kit using what
is called a "switch tuner."
Sears, Roebuck has been advertising
in markets with uhf stations that regular Silvertone tv receivers (made by
Warwick) are available with uhf for a
$30 differential.
Jerrold sales, profits up
Jerrold Corp., Philadelphia, last week
reported that sales and net operating
profits for the six months ended Aug.
31 reached new first-half highs.
The diversified electronics company
had net operating profits of $190,312
(9V2 cents a share) compared to $11,150 (six-tenths of one cent a share)
in the same period of 1961. Sales this
year were $10,413,495 against $5,953,074 in 1961's first half.
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THE COMMUNITY

DEPENDS

ON W0C

FOR LEADERSHIP

The Davenport School System is appreciative of WOC's interest in the
well-being and education of the community's children. To this end, WOC
has provided open forums, informational programs, and extensive news
coverage of all aspects of school life. It is good citzenship such as displayed by WOC that makes our community one of which we are proud.
DR. ANTHONY MARINACCIO
Superintendent
Davenport Public Schools
RADIO
AM
- FM
WO€
Exclusive National Representatives — Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
DAVENPORT, IOWA
THE QUINT CITIES / DAVENPORT • BETTENDORF • ROCK ISLAND « MOLINE • EAST MOLINE

Italian antenna

maker

opens New Jersey office
CO. EL. (Complementi Elettronici
S. P. A. Milan, Italy) a manufacturer
of broadcasting and communications
antennas, has announced the opening
of a sales office in the U. S. The new
CO. EL. outlet in Westfield, N. J., will
be headed by R. J. Rainey, former manager of broadcast and television marketing for RCA's international division.
CO. EL.'s entire line of products will
be sold in the U. S. including low and
high band and uhf tv antennas, vsb filters, notch diplexers, filterplexers, harmonic filters, 10 mc bandwidth fm antennas, rigid transmission line, microwave parabolic antennas and passive
reflectors, waveguides, parabolic tracking and radiotelescope antennas and
short-wave fixed and rotating high
power log periodic antennas.
Sony introduces new portable tv in U.S.
Sony Corp. of America intro- set with an eight-inch picture tube
was introduced by Sony in 1960.
duced its second "miniaturized"
portable tv unit in the United States The new "Micro TV" unit has 24
transistors and operates on its own
two weeks ago (Oct. 1) at the opening of its new exhibit center in New
rechargeable battery, car or boat battery or regular house current (AC).
York. The Japanese-imported allSony will use local co-op tv and ratransistorized, all-battery unit, with
dio spots as well as national magaa suggested retail price of $229.95,
zine and newspaper coverage to supweighs eight pounds and has a fiveport introduction of its new prodinch picture tube. Its size is l5/s
uct. Its new exhibit center is lowide x AVa- high x llA inches deep.
cated at 585 Fifth Ave., New York.
A battery-operated, transistorized tv
the feasibility of using the 10-story high
balloon as a radio reflector. However,
as time passed it lost its surface smoothness which in turn detracted from its
ability to reflect radio signals.
Last July, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration tested a
method of sending up a satellite balloon folded in a canister, with the balloon ejected into orbit and inflated at
the same time. Although successful,
radar measurements indicated the
sphere was not perfectly smooth. A
previous attempt to launch a folded
balloon failed when the sphere ruptured during inflation.
Airborne tv study out
A total of 75 airborne tv stations
could saturate the United States with
television coverage if their co-channel
separation is 600 km. If the co-channel separation is increased to 1,000 km,
only 27 flying tv stations can be accommodated. These are the significant
findings of Martin T. Decker, National
Bureau of Standards engineer, in a
study of tv coverage in the presence of
co-channel interference, underwritten
by the Ford Foundation. The engineering report, now available from the
100 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

Office of Technical Reports, Department of Commerce ($2), assumes a
three-channel system, a "lattice" system of allocations, and an airplane
height of 7,500 ft. The Ford Foundation isunderwriting a major portion
of the Purdue U. airborne educational
tv operations.
1962

set sale pace

keeping
ahead
'61
Both tv and
radio ofproduction
and
distributor sales are up for the eight
months of 1962 compared with the
same period in 1961, Electronic Industries Assn. reported last week.
For the third month this year, distributor sales of tv receivers edged over
the half-million mark in August.
Production and sales for the eight
months:
PRODUCTION
Period
Tv
Radio
Jan.-Aug. 1962
*4,132,603 **11,652,448
Jan.-Aug. 1961
3,699,188
9,952,790
SALES
Jan.-Aug. 1962 3,692,017 ***6,570,544
Jan.-Aug. 1961 3,366,805 6,023,224
Includes 348,667 tv sets with uhf compared
to 205,011 in same period last year.
**lncludes 4,103,170 auto and 626,154 fm radios compared to 3,153,293 auto and 473,799
fm
radios in the same period last year.
***Does
not include auto radios.

Technical topics...
Record sales ■ Reeves Soundcraft
Corp., New York, reported record sales
of $5,446,000 for the eight months
ending Aug. 31 against $4,120,000 in
the same period of 1961. Hazard E.
Reeves, president, predicted sales for
the year ending Dec. 31 will exceed
$8,5 million and sales for 1963 will be
about $12 million.
Fact book published ■ The new, 1962
Electronic Industry Fact Book, a 70page text including 78 tables and charts,
has been issued by the Electronic Industries Assn. The new edition, available from EIA for $2 per copy, covers
the entire $12.1 billion electronics industry. It includes a section on consumer products.
Webcor changes ■ Webcor Inc., Chicago, has consolidated all marketing, advertising and sales functions of its consumer product divisions at 5610 W\
Bloomingdale Ave., there. Electronics
division also has been relocated there.
Gates gear ■ Gates Radio Co., Quincy,
111., has introduced a new 1-kw am radio transmitter, Model BC-1G, which
is available with either silicon or tube
rectifiers. Gates claims the low intermodulation distortion objective achieved
in the transmitter's design results in
cleaner sound and improved fidelity.
Earnings rise ■ Harris-Intertype Corp.
(of which Gates Radio Co., is a division) reported net shipments for the
fiscal year ended June 30 of $89,126,000 compared to fiscal 1961's total of
$83,556,000. Earnings after taxes
amounted to $6,606,000 ($3.54 cents per
share) compared to previous year's
$6,140,000 ($3.30 per share). HarrisIntertype had its annual stockholders
meeting Oct. 1 1 in Cleveland.
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ADVERTISING

Mr. Wilson
Frederic F. Manley, Charles G. Partington and John H.
Wilson Jr. elected vps
of BBDO Inc. Mr.
Manley is creative director in agency's
San
Francisco
office. Mr.
Partington is senior
Mr. Partington
account executive in
New York. Mr. Wilson is supervisor
of Dodge passenger cars account in
BBDO's Detroit office.
Richard J. Newman, former advertising manager of Chock Full O' Nuts
Corp., New York, elected vp of Garfield Adv. Assoc., Detroit. He will head
agency's New York office.
Betsy Browdn, Vivian Koenigsberg
and Peter Greeman, copy group heads
at Norman, Craig & Kummel, New
York, elected assistant vps.
Lewis F. Bonham, president of Miles
Products, and vp of Miles Labs Inc.,
Elkhart, Ind., joins Norwich Pharmacal
Co., New York, as executive assistant
to president.
David Reider, vp and associate copy
chief at Doyle Dane Bernbach, New
York, appointed copy chief. He replaces Mrs. Phyliss Robinson, who relinquished post "because of the demands of motherhood." Mrs. Robinson will continue on DDB staff as "a
major copywriter." Mary Wells, vp,
named associate copy chief.
Robert W. Allrich,
former vp and general manager of
Keyes, Madden &
Jones, Chicago, elected vp and account supervisor at John W.
Shaw Adv., that city.
William R. Reder and
William H. Buckman Mn Allrich
join Shaw as account executives. Mr.
Reder was formerly vp for advertising
and marketing at Radiant Mfg. Co. and
prior to that with Waldie & Briggs, Chicago. Mr. Buckman previously was
with Lilienfeld & Co.
Cliff Lewis, former advertising and
publicity director of Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, named director of Grant
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962
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Adv. Agency's newly established travel
and resort account group. First Grant
Hollywood-based clients to receive this
service are Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, and Schine Western Skies Hotel,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Larry G. Spangler, account executive
at Fred Niles Communications Center,
Chicago, appointed supervisor of radio
and tv programs.

Chicago. He formerly was with Buchen
Co., that city, and earlier advertising
research director of Toni Co. Philip
J. Dahlberg, former director of Franklin-Mautner Assoc., Milwaukee, joins
RRHH's Chicago pr affiliate, Corporate
Public Relations Inc., as account executive.

Harry F. Renton, executive on Corn
Products Co. account at Lennen &
Newell, New York, named to new post
of tv coordinator on same account.
Louis C. Lasday, former vp with
Pittsburgh office of Gibbons Adv., joins
Jay Reich Adv., that city, as account
executive.
John E. Woods and Jeff McGrath,
both formerly with Young & Rubicam,
join Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York,
as executive on Lestoil account and tv
copywriter, respectively. Dick Snider,
art director in F&S&R's San Francisco
office, named tv art director. At Y&R,
Mr. Woods had worked on General
Foods account.

Mr. Beneman

Mr. Harmon

Jay B. Beneman and Lester J. Harmon, account supervisors at Wermen
& Schorr, Philadelphia advertising agency, elected vps. Mr. Beneman, who
joined W&S in 1955, also serves as
chairman of agency's plans board. Mr.
Harmon joined W&S in 1957 as director of radio-tv. He moved to, account
work in 1959.
Si Bloom, former copy chief at Feldman & Kahn, Pittsburgh advertising
agency, joins radio-tv staff of Fuller &
Smith & Ross, that city.
Betty Fleming, formerly with Grey

"IT

Mr. Buccello

PAYS

TO

Mr. Franklin

Henry L. Buccello, Ben Franklin
and John H. Rolfs elected to board of
directors of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
San Francisco. Mr. Buccello is manager of New York office and vp and
supervisor on Best Foods account. Mr.
Franklin is vp and general manager of
agency and Mr. Rolfs is vp and treasurer. Latter two are in GBB's San
Francisco headquarters.
Tom Scott, account executive at
Cunningham & Walsh, Los Angeles,
joins Smock, Debnam & Waddell, that
city, in similar capacity. Mr. Scott was
active on Van Camp sea food account
at C&W.

use

So says
KTYE"
Lee Edwards
VOLKSWAGEN
DEALER
in Monroe, La.

OVER IOO LOCAL
ADVERTISERS USE
KTVE REGULARLY
TO GET SALES
RESULTS & PROFITS

Robert H. Leonhart and Walter H.
Zippier, both formerly with Leo Burnett Adv., join Detroit office of Young
& Rubicam as account supervisor and
account executive, respectively.
Edward F. Lindner, formerly with
Benton & Bowles, joins creative department of Street & Finney to work on
Colgate-Palmolive account.
Lee D. Carlson appointed media director and manager of media department of Roche, Rickerd, Henri, Hurst,

CH

ANN

/
EL

lO

ELDORADO MONROE GREENVILLE
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY:
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
CECIL BEAVER SOUTHERN REP.
1/
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Adv., and Bert Marcus, previously with
McCann-Erickson, join art department
of Kudner Agency, New York. Miss
Fleming will be art buyer and stylist;
Mr. Marcus will serve as art group
supervisor.
Harry H. Averill,
national sales director of McFadden-Bartell Corp. broadcast
properties, joins Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, as
"a
key
He will beexecutive."
active in
Mr. Averill
areas of national and
retail sales and in RAB member development. Mr. Averill was assistant to
president of CKLW Windsor, Ont.Detroit, Mich., for 12 years before
joining Bartell organization in October
1960.
Teet Carle, publicity director of Paramount Studios, joins Cleary-StraussIrwin & Goodwin, Los Angeles pr firm,
as senior account executive.

Mr. Weber

William H. Weber,
for past nine years account executive with
CBS-owned KMOXAM-FM St. Louis,
joins Richard C.
Lynch Adv., that city,
as vp and account
executive.

Richard C. Larko
and Stuart Shryer join Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago, as merchandising
supervisors. Mr. Larko formerly was
national advertising manager and merchandising manager for Norge appliances and Norge's activity in coin-operated drycleaning industry. Mr. Shryer
formerly was editor of Food Business
magazine.
Frank J. Bardack, former senior
copywriter at Arndt, Preston, Chapin,
Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia, joins S. E.

SUBSCRIPTION

Dover, WCNS, WCNO [FM] Canton,
Pa.). Ohio; WKJF [FM] Pittsburgh,
both

Officers installed
George Lewin, news director
of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, was
installed as president of Radio &
Television News Assn. of Southern California for 1962-63 Oct.
4 at organization's 13th annual
awards banquet at Biltmore Hotel,
Los Angeles. He succeeds Sam
Zelman, west coast bureau manager for CBS News and news director of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles. Other new officers are:
Barney Miller, news director of
KNX-AM-FM Los Angeles, vp;
Jacqueline d'Leau Brown, Los
Angeles pr firm of Taylor, Bergen,urer.
Lynn Board
& Lee,
secretary-treasmembers
are: Ed
Conklin, KRCA (TV); Pat
O'Reilly, KNXT (TV); Milton
Fishman, KABC-AM-FM, Eugene Hoffman, radio-tv coordinator, Los Angeles County Board
of Supervisors; Norman Alley,
Telenews; Jack Latham, KRCA
(TV). (All stations, Los Angeles.)
Zubrow Co., that city, as copy chief.
Charles Schiappacasse, formerly
with Clinton E. Frank Inc. and Campbell-Ewald Co., joins Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, as copywriter.
THE MEDIA
Bill Ellis, formerly with WSNWAM-FM Seneca, elected vp of WFNL
North Augusta, both South Carolina.
Robert G. Clarke, commercial manager of WKJF (FM) Pittsburgh, promoted to general manager, replacing
William L. Humphries, who has been
transferred in like capacity to another
station in Greer Group (WAJR-AMFM
Morgantown, W. Va.; WJER

APPLICATION

BROADCASTING
The Bus'messweekly of Television and Radio
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues $7.00
□ 104 weekly issue* $12.00 □ Payment attached
□ 52 issues & Yearbook published next November $12.00 □ Please bill

company name
city
addr

title] position*
state

Send to home address —
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John P. (Jack) Sholar, station manager of WJHG-TV Panama City, Fla.,
resigns upon purchase of half interest
in Western Carolina Tribune, weekly
newspaper of Hendersonville, N. C.

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Henderson
C. George Henderson, general sales
TV
Charlotte,
N. C,
manager
of WSOC-

elected vp and general manager. He replaces Larry Walker,
who retired Oct. 1.
Mr. Walker had been
Mr. Walker
with WSOC-TV since
1953. Before joining WSOC-TV in
1957, Mr. Henderson was general sales
manager of Crosley Broadcasting Stations. Henry Sullivan, general manager
of WSOC-AM-FM since 1958, elected
vp and general manager of radio outlet.
J. Michael Collins, director of development, and Anthony R. Cherubini,
director of instructional broadcasting,
WNED-TV (educational ch. 17) Buffalo, N. Y., to assistant station manager
and program manager, respectively.
Gene Litt, since
July 1955 account executive with CBS Radio Spot Sales in New
York, appointed general sales manager of
CBS-owned WCAUAM-FM Philadelphia.
He replaces Jack
Mr. Litt
Kline, who recently
resigned to join White Oaks Broadcasting Co., Aubuquerque, N. M. (Fates
& Fortunes, Oct. 8). Before joining
CBS in 1955, Mr. Litt had served as
timebuyer with Kenyon & Eckhardt and
Newell-Emmett in New York. He be1942. gan his career with The Biow Co. in
Jack Gregory, assistant sales manager of KGO-TV San Francisco, promoted to sales manager.
Paul Levitt, casting director, program development department, CBSTV, Hollywood, appointed Hollywood
director of daytime programs.
Calvin P. Copsey, member of local
sales department of KNBC-AM-FM
San Francisco, appointed account exBROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

ecutive in San Francisco office of NBC
Radio Spot Sales. First employed by
NBC in 1957, Mr. Copsey has had
previous service with NBC Spot both
in San Francisco and in Chicago.
Franklin C. Wheeler, member of San
Francisco tv sales staff
of The Katz Agency,
appointed manager of
that office, succeeding
Stanley J. Reulman,
who died Sept. 28.
Mr. Wheeler was acMr. Wheeler
COunt executive at
Cunningham & Walsh, San Francisco,
before joining Katz in January 1959.
Gilbert Keith, KTTN Trenton, and
Robert Tibbitts, KWOS, KRCG-TV
Jefferson City, re-elected chairman and
vice chairman, respectively, of Missouri
AP Radio-Tv Assn. at organization's
annual meeting Oct. 7.

Mr. Ross

Warner

Award

selection

Lawrence W. Davee, president
of Century Projector Corp.,
named recipient of Samuel L.
Warner Memorial Award, presented annually by Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers.
The Warner Medal recognizes
outstanding contributions in the
design and development of new
and improved methods and/or
apparatus for sound-on-film motion pictures, including any step
in the process. Mr. Davee conceived the idea for a transistorized theatre sound system with
transistorized switching and supported its engineering development. He also promoted the design and installation of improved
70-mm projection equipment
which is contributing to improve
picture quality.
The Warner Award will be presented to Mr. Davee at an awards
session to be held Tuesday evening, Oct. 23, during the
SMPTE's 92nd semi-annual convention at the Drake Hotel in
Chicago.

Mr. Mounsey

Duncan Mounsey, executive vp and
general manager of WPTR Albany,
N. Y., elected vp and general manager
of Rand Broadcasting of Tampa-St.
Petersburg Inc., owner and operator of
WINQ Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.
Martin Ross, WPTR station manager,
named assistant manager of WINQ.
Robinson
project officer
ter in Long
formerly with

B. Brown, until recently
with Army Pictorial CenIsland City, N. Y., and
Voice of America as producer-director in Washington, joins
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul as assistant program promotion director.
John L. Sullivan,
veteran California advertising executive,
joins KMLA (FM)
Los Angeles as vp in
charge of sales. Mr.
Sullivan's
background
includes service
with
BBDO as radio-tv director and member of
plans board and as director of sales
and marketing for Barker Bros, chain
of retail furniture stores.
Mr. Sullivan

Norman Gorin, since 1955 producerdirector with CBS News, Washington,
transfers to New York, effective today
(Oct. 15), in similar capacity. Mr.
Gorin is succeeded by Robert Camfiord,
former film control officer with CBS
News in New York.
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ALLIED

FIELDS

John Hawkinson, vp, treasurer and
director of Central Life Assurance Co.,
Des Moines, Iowa, elected president of
Television Shares Management Corp.,
investment manager and principal
underwriter for Television-Electronics
Fund, Chicago. He succeeds William
H. Cooley, who continues as director
of management company and vp and
director of fund.
Warren J. Boorom has resigned from
tv-radio brokerage firm of HamiltonLandis & Assoc. He was assigned to
firm's Washington office, working primarily out of New York. His new

association as well as successor at Hamilton-Landis are expected to be announced shortly.
PROGRAMMING

Mr. Benton

Mr. Everote

Warren Everote and Charles Benton,
president and vp, respectively, of Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, elected to
board of directors of parent Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc., Chicago. Mr.
Benton, who recently succeeded Wilbur
S. Edwards to his present post, was
also elected to boards of directors of
Britannica Films and F. E. Compton &
Co. Mr. Benton joined Britannica
Films in 1953. After two years in production he became producer in 1955
and assistant to Maurice B. Mitchell,
then president of film company and
now president of Encyclopaedia Britannica, in 1958. Mr. Everote, elected
president of Britannica Films earlier
this year (Fates & Fortunes, April
30), has been with company in various
capacities since 1946. From 1955, until
his election as president, he served as
vp
tion.in charge of research and producGeorgia Hanni, an attorney and for
past eight years executive administrator
for Los Angeles chapter of AFTRA,
accepts post of executive director of
Composers & Lyricists Guild of America, Los Angeles. Elsa Clay, who has
served as CLGA's executive secretary
since its formation, will continue in
guild's office as assistant to Miss Hanni.
Shirley Hartman, who recently resigned as production coordinator with
Parthenon Pictures, appointed admin-

a smart

addition,
io ana
laewsroom

istration head of Animation Inc., Hollywood. In addition to her administration
duties, Miss Hartman will also function
as coordinator of sales, publicity and
certain creative services.
Don Taylor signed by Four Star Television to direct The Phil Ford-Mimi
Hines Show, first of company's projected series for 1963-64 season. Filming
was scheduled to begin Oct. 9 at Four
Star.

Mr. Starzel

Mr. Gallagher

Frank J. Starzel, general manager of
Associated Press for past 14 years, announced his retirement effective today
(Oct. 15). Wes Gallagher, assistant
general manager for past eight years,
has been named his successor. Mr.
Starzel, who will continue as consultant
to AP, plans to retire to his farm near
South Londonderry, Vt. His announcement followed by two weeks that of
Executive Editor Alan J. Gould, who
is to retire Feb. 1 after 21 years in
AP's top news post. Mr. Starzel joined
Luxury Living!
Sensible Location!
Specify The New Weston, in the
heart of the advertising and
broadcasting belt, as your intown address. Our splendid
rooms and suites make an ideal
environment for living or entertaining. Theatres, clubs, shops
are advantageously close, now
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED.

r

is
e d-,s«og«

New 'or*
W orld-Famous
NEW WESTON BAR &
ENGLISH DINING ROOM
Here you rub shoulders with
the smartest people any time
of day. Come in for cocktails
and hot canapes. The cuisine is
skillfully prepared to Continental tastes. Try it some day soon
... at lunch or dinner.
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Top executive realignment
Glenn E. Wallichs, president of
Capitol Records Inc., elected board
chairman in realignment of top executive personnel. Alan W. Livingston, vp, becomes president of CRI
in addition to his presidency of four
subsidiaries: Capitol Records Distributing Corp., Capitol Records International Corp., Ardmore Music
Corp. and Beechwood Music Corp.
Daniel C. Bonbright, president of
EMI Corp., Capitol's electronic subsidiary, and Capitol Records Club,
has been elected vice chairman of
the parent company. Mr. Wallichs,
who continues as Capitol's chief executive officer, in becoming board
chairman fills position that has been

AP in February 1929. He began newspaper work during World War I on his
father's weekly, The Le Mars (Iowa)
Globe Post. Mr. Gallagher has been
with AP since 1937, and directed AP
field staff of war correspondents covering 1944 allied invasion of France.
Paul West, producer of The Donna
Reed Show, has entered into long-term
contract with Screen Gems as creator,
writer and producer of tv series.

at Capitol Records
vacant since 1947, when Buddy de
Silva, who founded Capitol with Mr.
Wallichs and Johnny Mercer in
1942, resigned for health reasons.
Robert A. Schaefer, former vp of
Technicolor, Eversharp and Papermate, has been elected treasurer of
CRI. Walter Theiss was reappointed general controller of all Capitol
companies and treasurer of several
subsidiaries. George R. Jones, in
charge of manufacturing and engineering, was elected a corporate vp.
James W. Abyless, vp, appointed to
new post of executive consultant to
chairman. Lloyd W. Dunn and Robert E. Carp were re-elected corporate
vp and secretary, respectively.
Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia,
named advertising manager of The
Jerrold Corp., parent company of Jerrold Electronics (community antenna
systems), Harman-Kardon Inc. (high
fidelity components), Technical Appliance Corp. (antennas), Pilot Radio
Corp. (receivers and components) and
Analab
ments). Instrument Corp. (test instru-

Jerry Goldsmith has been signed to
compose title theme for The Best
Years, hour-long series being produced
by Revue Studios for ABC-TV.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
H. Leslie Hoffman, president of
Hoffman Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, reappointed chairman of Electronic Industries Assn.'s spectrum committee. Committee represents electronic
manufacturers in seeking to achieve
consolidation of government administration of the radio spectrum. Other
committee members: W. P. Corderman,
Litton Industries; Robert W. Galvin,
Motorola; Richard P. Gifford, GE; William B. Lodge, CBS; David B. Smith,
Philco; Robert C. Sprague, Sprague
Electric; J. R. Veitch, RCA. Members
ex officio are F. R. Lack, EIA engineering unit; Donald G. Fink, Institute of
Electrical & Electronic Engineers.
Louis W. Clark, advertising manager
for Alabama branch of General Electric Appliance Co., appointed advertising and sales promotion manager of
GE's audio products department in
Decatur, 111. He succeeds Vincent F.
Novak, recently named advertising
and
sales promotion
managerN. ofY. GE's
tv receiver
unit in Syracuse,
Selman M. Kremer, for past six years
advertising and promotion manager of

Mr. Macrae

R. M. Macrae, vp
and general manager
of distribution division of RCA Victor
Co. Ltd., Montreal,
appointed staff vp for
southwestern distributor and commercial
relations of RCA. He
succeeds H. R. Maag,

who retires before year's end.
William Karnes, former vp, chief engineer and technical advisor of Americantenna Corp. (catv system), Denver,
Colo., named manager of Telesystem
Services Corp.'s regional technical office
in Dallas, Tex. Before joining Americantenna, Mr. Karnes was field engineer for Jerrold Corp., Philadelphia.
Austin J. White, midwest regional
manager of Sylvania's sales branch, resigns to join Chicago branch of Olympic Radio & Tv Div. of Lear Siegler
Inc. as general manager, replacing
Murray Krieger, who resigned. He will
be responsible for all sales and administrative functions of Olympic's wholly
owned Chicago sales subsidiary. Mr.
White served with distributorships for
Crosley, Bendix and Philco before joining Sylvania sales branch in 1958 as
general manager. In 1961 he was
named Sylvania's midwest regional
manager.
Denis Waitley appointed advertising
and pr manager of Electronic Specialty
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Co., Glendale, Calif., developer and
manufacturer of systems for communications, power control and space applications. For past two years, Mr. Waitley has held similar post with EMI-US,
electronics subsidiary of Capitol Records. Earlier, he was with Ampex
Corp.
Ray Unrath named
marketing manager of
McMartin Industries
(electronics manufacturer), Omaha, Neb.
Mr. Unrath has been
in electronics industry for 1 1 years, last
five with McMartin
Mr. Unrath
where he served two
years as southeastern district sales manager at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and two
years southern regional sales manager
at Dallas, Tex. Prior to joining McMartin he was with Admiral Corp.,
Delco Radio and NBC.
J. Gordon Schontzler, regional manager of Philco Corp.'s Lansdale (Pa.)
division, named marketing product
manager for Mountain View (Calif.)
operation of Raytheon Co.'s semiconductor division. In this newly created
post, Mr. Schontzler will conduct coordinated marketing programs for operation's silicon diodes, transistors, and
integrated circuits. Mountain View operation was formerly Rheem Semi-conductor Corp., subsidiary of Rheem
Manufacturing Co., before it was purchased by Raytheon year ago.
INTERNATIONAL
Colin Golby, Masius & Ferguson
Ltd., London, appointed managing director of Schwerin Adv. Research Ltd.
of Great Britain. He succeeds A. J.
Hemming, who joins Miles Labs Ltd.
Gerald de Groot, British Market Research Bureau Ltd., joins Schwerin of
Great Britain as research director.
Michael Hind-Smith, national program director of CTV Television Net-

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies for
membership in Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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NAT AS creates
Ted Cott,
Oakland Productions, New
York, and executive vp of
National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, appointed chairman of

new

committee-Ted Cott selected
berger, ABC News; Louis Edelman,
T&L Productions; Richard Reinauer,
American Medical Assn., and Jean
Bartel, tv performer and talent

academy's newMr. Cott
ly formed international relations committee. Others serving with
Mr. Cott are: Hubbell Robinson,
CBS; Mort Werner, NBC; Joseph
Stamler, ABC;
Lewis Shollen-

The new committee has been
agent.
formed, according to Robert F.
Lewine, president of Emmy Award
organization, so that the National
Academy,
the tv,
important growth"recognizing
of international
may
be continuingly responsive to this
new frontier and a leader in developing constructive relationships
with those practicing the arts and
sciences of tv in countries around
the world."

work Ltd., Toronto, elected vp in
charge of programming. Mr. HindSmith joined Canadian network at its
inception 18 months ago in his present
capacity.

sales manager of CFCF-TV Montreal,
and Robert Elsden, national sales manager of CFPL-TV London, Ont., join
All-Canada
in senior posts in new division.

Andrew Jaeger,
member of executive
sales staff of ZivUnited Artists, New
York, named Latin
American sales supervisor for United Artists Television, with
Mr. Jaeger
headquarters in Mexico City. He succeeds
Ira D. Beck, who resigned to go into
private business.

John Wilson, former senior staff announcer atCKGM Montreal, promoted
to promotion supervisor.

Bruce Gordon has been appointed
sales director of Desilu Sales Inc. of
Australia, eleventh foreign branch office
for tv program syndication firm. Mr.
Gordon, formerly with TCN (TV)
Sydney, will represent Desilu Sales in
Australia, New Zealand, Malay Peninsula, Singapore and Indonesia.
Edward J. Roth, director general of
Radio Eireann Authority, Dublin, Ireland, announces his resignation, effective by end of 1962, to join Associated
Television Ltd., London, in January
1963, as deputy managing director. He
will, however, continue to serve REA
in consultative capacity. Prior to joining Radio Eireann two years ago in his
present capacity, Mr. Roth worked with
NBC for number of years as tv management consultant.
Ralph Foster, former Toronto film
producer, named advertising and pr director of CTV Television Network Ltd.,
that city.
Robin Armstrong, former manager
of tv time sales of All-Canada Radio &
Television Ltd., Toronto, named director of station rep firm's new business
development division. Robert Johnson,

Andy McDermott, Toronto radio station representative, named director of
Toronto Sales & Marketing Club.
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DEATHS
Henry J. Zittau, 70,
senior vp and treasurer of United Artists
Assoc., died Oct. 5 at
his New York City
home after brief illness. Mr. Zittau, well
known in tv and motion picture financing
Mr. Zittau
circles, was vp of Associated Artists Productions until it was
absorbed by UAA. He was European
banker — in his native Prague, and in
Vienna and Paris — before coming to
U. S. in 1941,
Jack Dolph, 67, network and advertising executive, died Oct. 2 in San
Diego, Calif. Mr. Dolph, producer and
writer for Fred Waring for 29 years,
formerly was in charge of CBS Pacific
_
STATION

Radio Network office in San Francisco.
He also served with N. W. Ayer & Son
in Philadelphia. Mr. Dolph was father
of Jack Dolph, director of CBS-TV
Sports, and Edward Dolph of Lennen
& Newell.
Reed Browning, 46, veteran announcer, died Oct. 8 at UCLA Medical
Center after long illness. Mr. Browning had been staff announcer for ABC
in Los Angeles since 1943 and more
recently conducted Night Line, lateevening telephone discussion program
on KABC-AM-FM Los Angeles.
Lulu McConnell, 80, comedienne on
many radio programs probably best remembered for her contributions as
panel member of // Pays To Be Ignorant, died Oct. 9 in Hollywood.
Larry MacDonald, 40, morning personality on WELF (FM) Glen Ellyn,
FOR

THE

APPLICATIONS
Shoecraft is sole owner of new station,
As compiled by Broadcasting Oct. 4 KIKO
Miami, and KATO Safford, both
through Oct. 10 and based on filings, Arizona. Action Oct. 10.
authorizations and other actions of the
ACTION BY REVIEW BOARD
FCC in that period.
Roswell, N. Mex.— Neil N. Levitt. Granted
This department includes data on cp for new am station to operate on 960
kc, 1 kw-D; conditioned that pre-sunrise
new stations, changes in existing sta- operation with daytime facilities is precluded pending final decision in Doc. 14419.
tions, ownership changes, hearing cases, Estimated
construction cost $12,635; first
rules & standards changes, routine
year operating cost $32,500; revenue $37,800.
address Box 1669. Phoenix, Ariz. Mr.
roundup of other commission activity. P.O.
Levitt is employed by KHAT Phoenix.
(This
first Oct.
decision
issued by Review
9.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp Board.) isAnn.
—construction permit. ERP — effective radiAPPLICATION
ated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
Eminence, Ky. — J. W. Dunavent. Cp for
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
new am station to be operated on 1600 kc,
mc
— megacycles.
N — night.trans.
LS ——
with power of 500 w-D. In lieu of constructlocal
sunset, mod.D —— day.
modification,
ing new facilities, applicant requests use
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloof present facilities of WSTL, non-operacycles. SCA — subsidiary communications autive station, that city. Mr. Dunavent is forethorization. S A — special service authorizaclosing on mortgage on equipment, land and
tion. STA — special temporary authorization.
buildings
required for operation of proSH
—
specified
hours.
*
—
educational.
Ann.
—
Announced.
posed station. First year operating cost
$45,000; revenue $55,000. Applicant requests
that license renewal hearing for WSTL be
New am stations
consolidated with hearing on application
by him for new station. Ann. Oct. 8.
ACTION BY FCC
Winslow, Ariz. — Willard Shoecraft.
Existing am stations
Granted cp for new am station to operate
on 1230 kc, 250 w unl.; conditions. P.O.
ACTIONS BY FCC
address 326 Hight St., Globe, Ariz. Estimated construction cost $9,700; first year
■ By decision, commission granted following seven applications to increase dayoperating cost $14,000; revenue $18,000. Mr.

TORNBERG

& COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York— 60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • UU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 54164
Washington— 711 14th St, N.W., Washington, D. C. • D1 74531
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William H. Whitaker, 42, account executive at WRCV-TV
Philadelphia, died
Oct. 8 at his home in
Media, Pa. Mr. Whitaker had been member of sales department of NBC-owned
Mr. Whitaker
station since November 10, 1958. He had been associated
with WRCV-TV as cameraman from
1947 to 1952 when station was identified as WPTZ (TV). Mr. Whitaker had
also been on staffs of WFIL-TV and
WIP-AM-FM, both Philadelphia, and
WVUE (TV) New Orleans, La.

RECORD

AUTHORIZATIONS,

EDWIN

111., died Oct. 7 of heart attack. Mr.
MacDonald is former farm service
broadcaster
at WGN and WLS, both
Chicago.

time power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
nighttime operation with 250 w: 1230 kc —
Easton Publishing Co. (WEEX), with DA,
Easton, Pa.; Westchester Bcstg. Corp.
(WFAS),Bcstg.
WhiteCo. Plains,
1240 kc— Md.;
The
Shore
(WCEM),N. Y.;
Cambridge,
Eastern Radio Corp. (WHUM), Reading,
Pa.; Long Island's First Station Inc.
(WGBB), Freeport, N. Y.; Eastern States
Bcstg. Corp. (WSNJ), Bridgeton, N. J.;
and Francis J. Matrangola (WCMC), Wildwood, N. J., to increase power on 1230 kc,
unl., from 100 w to 250 w, each with interference condition, and (2) denied applications for new AM stations on 1230 kc, 100 w,
unl., of Ocean County Bcstrs., Toms River,
N. J., and Harlan Murrelle and Assocs.,
Lakewood, N. J.; (3) dismissed application
of WFPG Inc., for new station with same
facilities at Toms River; and (4) disposed
of related
in accordance with decision. Actionfilings
Oct. 10.
APPLICATIONS
KEXO Grand Junction, Colo. — Cp to increase daytime
and install
new power
trans. from
Ann. 250Oct.w 4.to 1 kw
WINK Fort Myers, Fla. — Cp to increase
daytime
install newpower
trans.from
Ann. 250Oct.w 4.to 1 kw and
WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla. — Cp to increase
daytime
install newpower
trans.from
Ann.250Oct.w 4.to 1 kw and
WSNT Saundersville, Ga. — Cp to Increase
daytime
install newpower
trans.from
Ann. 500Oct.w 4.to 1 kw and
WMTE Manistee, Mich. — Seeks cp to replacethorized
expiredincrease
permit,
as mod.,
in daytime
powerwhich
to 1 aukw
and installation of new trans. Requests
waiver of Sec. 1.323(b) for acceptance for
filing. Ann. Oct. 10.
KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz. — Seeks assignment
of license from Richard B. Wheeler (33.3%),
John L. Wheeler (33.3%) and Burton K.
Wheeler (33.4%), d/b as Radio Denver Inc.,
to
Frank Flynn
J. O'Brien
(12.225%),
Charles(31.05%),
Cahill Paul
(7.675%),
Helen
K. Fleutsch (8.175%), Reno T. Ferrero
(16.35%), J. Hise (8.175%), E. G. Shlvely
(8.175%), and James Uhle (8.175%), tr/as
Shamrock
Bcstg. Inc. Stockholder
of assignor is surrendering
stock in assignor
(for which he paid $475,059) in exchange
for assets of station KRIZ. Assets are being
acquired by assignee corporation, newly
formed signorby
stockholder
for Denver,
purpose. Colo.
Asis licensee
of KTLN
Mr. Flynn owns and manages KYOS
Merced,
Mr. O'Brien
works for R.stateT.
of Wyo.; Calif.;
Mrs. Fleutsch
is housewife;
Ferrero owns electric company; Mr. Hise
owns turkey farm; E. G. Shively owns
shoe 10.store; Mr. Uhle is accountant. Ann.
Oct.
KDLR Devils Lake, N. D. — Cp to increase
daytime
install newpower
trans.from
Ann. 250Oct.w 4.to 1 kw and
Continued on page 115
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OF TROUBLE-SAVING

A guide for all broadcast licensees in
dealings with political candidates during
the current campaign was released last
week by the FCC. It consists of a history of Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act and past FCC interpretations and
rulings on political questions raised
under the section. It supersedes all
previous FCC statements on the subject
and will be mailed to all licensees.
The full text follows:
FCC 25297
62-1019
Public
—E
OctoberNotice
3, 1962
USE OF BROADCAST FACILITIES BY
CANDIDATES FOR PUBLIC OFFICE
This Public Notice is a compilation of the
commission's
interpretive rulings
under
315
of the Communications
Act of
1934,Sec.as
amended, menting
andthat section
the commission's
of the act rules
and implebrings
up-to-date and supersedes all prior public
notices issued by the commission entitled
"Use of Broadcast Facilities by Candidates
for Public Office." The Commission has carefully reviewed both its Revised Public Notice (Oct. 1, 1958; FCC 58-936), and its supplement thereto (Sept.
8, I960;
FCC 60-1050)to
which contained
the 1959
amendments
Sec. 315 of the act, the amendments to the
commission's
rules made
and additional
Significant rulings
subsequent rulings.
to the
1960 supplement have been added, and editorial and other revisions have been made
with respect to some of the interpretations
previously published. Where appropriate,
cumulative rulings have been cited. Included
herein are the determinations of the commission with respect to problems which have
been presented to it and which appear
likely1 the
to be
involved contained
in future herein
campaigns.
While
information
does
not purport to be a discussion of every problem that may arise in the political broadcast field, experience has shown that these
documents have been of assistance to candidates and broadcasters in understanding
their rights and obligations under Sec. 315.
The purpose of this notice is to apprise
licensees, candidates, and other interested
persons of their respective responsibilities
and rights under Sec. 315, and the commission's rules,herein
when are
situations
similar toIn those
discussed
encountered.
this
way, resort to the commission may be obviated in many instances and time — which is
of great importance in political campaigns
— will be saved. We do not mean to preclude
inquiry to the Commission when there is a
genuine doubt as to licensee obligations and
responsibilities to the public interest under
Sec. 315. But it is believed that the following document will, in many instances, remove the need for such inquiries, and that
licensees will be able to take the necessary
prompt action in accordance with the interpretations and positions set forth below.
We emphasize that this discussion relates
solely to obligations of broadcast licensees
under Sec. 315 of the act. It is not intended
*A few of the questions taken up within
have been presented to the commission informal y— that is, through telephone conversations or conferences with station representatives. They are set out in this Public
Notice because of the likelihood of their
recurrence and the fact that no extended
commission discussion is necessary to dispose of them; the answer in each case is
clear from the language of Sec. 315.
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to include the wholly separate question of
the treatment by broadcast licensees, in the
public interest, of political or other controversial programs or discussions not falling
within the specific provisions of that section.
With respect to the responsibilities of broadcast licensees for insuring fair and balanced
presentation of programs not coming within
Sec. 315, but relating to important public
issues of a controversial nature including
political broadcasts, licensees are referred
to the commission's "fairness doctrine" as
enunciated in its report, "Editorializing by
Broadcast Licensees" (Vol. L Part 3, R. R.
91-201), and the cases cited therein. We are
of the view that the 1959 amendments to the
act constituted an affirmation and codification by the Congress of the commission's
"fairness doctrine."2 With regard to programs not coming within the "equal opportunities" provision of Sec. 315, but relating
to important public issues of a controversial
nature, including political broadcasts, it is
particularly important that licensees recognize that the specific obligations imposed
upon them by the provisions of Sec. 315 of
the Communications Act with respect to
certain types of political broadcasts do not
in any way limit the applicability of general
public interest concepts to political broadcasts not falling within the "equal opportunities" provision of Sec. 315. On the contrary, in view of the obvious importance of
such programming to our system of representative government, it is clear that these
precepts as set forth in the report referred
to
and inof the
commission's
Reportto
andabove
Statement
Policy
with respect
programming, issued July 29, 1960, are of
particular applicability to such programming.
We have continued the question-and-answer format as an appropriate means of
delineating the Sec. 315 problems. Wherever
possible,
decisions
or rulingsreference
are madeto socommission's
that the researcher
may, if he desires, review the complete text
of the commission's ruling. Copies of rulings may be found in a "Political Broadcast" folder kept in the Commission's Reference Room.
Citations
"R. R." refer to
Pike and
Fischer,
Radio inRegulations.
I. The statute. Sec. 315 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, provides as
follows:
Sec. 315. (a) If any licensee shall permit
any person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that
office in the use of such broadcasting stations: Provided, That such licensee shall
have no power of censorship over the material broadcast under the provisions of this
section. No obligation is hereby imposed
upon any licensee to allow the use of its
station by any such candidate. Appearance
by a legally qualified candidate on any —
(1) bona fide newscast,
(2) bona fide news interview,
(3) bona fide news documentary (if the
appearance of the candidate is incidental to
2In amending Sec. 315 in 1959 so as to
exempt appearances by legally qualified
candidates on certain news-type programs
from
the "equal
was stated
in theopportunities"
statute that provision,
such actionit
should not
"construedwithas the
relieving
broadcasters, in be
connection
presentation
of newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries, and on-the-spot coverage of news
events, from the obligation imposed upon
them under this act to operate in the public
interest and to afford reasonable opportunity
for the discussion of conflicting views on
issues of public importance." (Public Law
86-274, Approved Sept. 14, 1959, 73 Stat. 557.)

BROADCASTS

the presentation of the subject or subjects
covered by the news documentary), or
(4) on-the-spot coverage of bona fide
news events (including but not limited to
political conventions and activities incidental thereto), shall not be deemed to be use
of a broadcasting station within the meaning of this subsection. Nothing in the foregoing sentence shall be construed as relieving broadcasters, in connection with the
presentation of newscasts, news interviews,
news documentaries, and on-the-spot coverage of news events, from the obligation
imposed upon them under this act to operate in the public interest and to afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of
conflicting views on issues of public importance.
(b) The charges made for the use of any
broadcasting station for any of the purposes
set forth in this section shall not exceed the
charges made for comparable use of such
station for other purposes.
(c) The commission shall prescribe appropriate rules and regulations to carry out
the provisions of this section.3
II. The commission's rules and regulations
with respect to political broadcasts. The
commission's rules and regulations with respect to political broadcasts coming within
Sec. 315 of the Communications Act are set
forth in §§3.120 (am), 3.290 (fm) , 3.590 (noncommercial educational fm) , and 3.657 (tv),
respectively. These provisions are identical
(except for elimination of any discussion of
charges in §3.590 relating to non-commercial
lows:
educational
fm stations) and read as folBroadcasts by candidates for public office
— -(a) Definitions: A "legally qualified candidate" means any person who has publicly
announced that he is a candidate for nomination by a convention of a political party
or for nomination or election in a primary,
special, or general election, municipal, county, state or national, and who meets the
qualifications prescribed by the applicable
laws to hold the office for which he is a
candidate, so that he may be voted for by
the electorate directly or by means of dele3Sec. 315(a) was amended to read as above
by Public Law 86-274, approved Sept. 14,
1959, 73 Stat. 557.
Public Law 86-677, approved Aug. 24, 1960,
74 Stat. 554, suspended the equal opportunity
provision of Sec. 315(a) for the period of
the 1960 Presidential and Vice Presidential
campaigns with respect to nominees for the
offices of President and Vice President of
the U. S. It provided:
That that part of Sec. 315(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, which
requires any licensee of a broadcast station
who permits any person who is a legally
qualified candidate for any public office to
use a broadcasting station to afford equal
opportunities to all other such candidates
for that office in the use of such broadcasting station, is suspended for the period of
the 1960 presidential and vice presidential
campaigns with respect to nominees for the
offices of President and Vice President of
the U. S. Nothing in the foregoing shall be
construed as relieving broadcasters from the
obligation imposed upon them under this
Act to operate in the public interest.
(2) The FCC shall make a report to the
Congress, not later than March 1, 1961, with
respect to the effect of the provisions of this
joint resolution and any recommendations
the Commission may have for amendments
in the Communications Act of 1934 as a result of experience under the provisions of
this joint resolution.
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gates or electors, and who:
(1) Has qualified for a place on the ballot
or
(2) Is eligible under the applicable law
to be voted for by sticker, by writing in his
name on the ballot, or other method, and
(i) has been duly nominated by a political
party which is commonly known and regarded as such, or (ii) makes a substantial
showing that he is a bona fide candidate for
nomination or office, as the case may be.
(b) General requirements. No station license is required to permit the use of its
facilities by any legally qualified candidate
for public office, but if any licensee shall
permit any such candidate to use its facilities, it shall afford equal opportunities to
all such other candidates for that office to
use such facilities: Provided, That such licensee shall have no power of censorship
over the material broadcast by any such
candidate.
(c) Rates and practices. (1) The rates, if
any, charged all such candidates for the
same office shall be uniform and shall not
be rebated by any means direct or indirect.
A candidate shall, in each case, be charged
no more than the rate the station would
charge if the candidate were a commercial
advertiser whose advertising was directed to
promoting its business within the same area
as that encompased by the particular office
for which such person is a candidate. All
discount privileges otherwise offered by a
station to commercial advertisers shall be
available upon equal terms to all candidates
for public office.
(2) In making time available to candidates
for public office no licensee shall make any
discrimination between candidates in
charges, practices, regulations, facilities, or
services for or in connection with the service rendered pursuant to this part, or make
or give any preference to any candidate for
public office or subject any such candidate
to any prejudice or disadvantage; nor shall
any licensee make any contract or other
agreement which shall have the effect of
permitting any legally qualified candidate
for any public office to broadcast to the exclusion of other legally qualified candidates
for the same public office.
(d) Records: inspection. Every licensee
shall keep and permit public inspection of a
complete record of all requests for broadcast time made by or on behalf of candidates
for public office, together with an appropriate notation showing the disposition made
by the licensee of such requests, and the
charges made, if any, if request is granted.
Such records shall be retained for a period
of two years.
(e) Time of request. A request for equal
opportunities must be submitted to the licensee within one week of the day on which
the prior use occurred.
(f) Burden of proof. A candidate requesting such equal opportunities of the licensee,
or complaining of non-compliance to the
commission shall have the burden of proving that he and his opponent are legally
qualified candidates for the same public office."
In addition, the attention of the licensees
is directed to the following provisions of
§§3.119, 3.289 and 3.654, which provides in
identical language:
(b) In the case of any political program
or any program involving the discussion of
public controversial issues for which any
records, transcriptions, talent, scripts, or
other material or services of any kind are
furnished, either directly or indirectly, to a
station as an inducement to the broadcasting
of such program, an announcement shall be
made both at the beginning and conclusion
of such program on which such material or
services are used that such records, transcriptions, talent, scripts, or other material
'On July 31, 1959, the commission amended
§§3.120, 3.290, 3.590 and 3.657 of its rules
(FCC 59-757) by adding subsections (e) and
(f).
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continued

or services have been furnished to such station in connection with the broadcasing of
such program: Provided, however, That only
one such announcement need be made in the
case
of any
such which
program
of five minutes'
duration
or less,
announcement
may
be made either at the beginning or the conclusion of the program.
(c) The announcement required by this
section shall fully and fairly disclose the
true identity of the person or persons by
whom or in whose behalf such payment is
made or promised, or from whom or in
whose behalf such services or other valuable
consideration is received, or by whom the
material or services referred to in paragraph
(b) of this section are furnished. Where an
agent or other person contracts or otherwise makes arrangement with a station on
behalf of another, and such fact is known to
the station, the announcement shall disclose
the identity of the person or persons in
whose behalf such agent is acting instead of
the name of such agent.
(d) In the case of any program, other
than a program advertising commercial products or services, which is sponsored, paid
for or furnished, either in whole or in part,
or for which material or services referred
to in paragraph (b) of this section are furnished, by a corporation, committee, association or other unincorporated group, the
announcement required by this section shall
disclose the name of such corporation, committee, association or other unincorporated
group. In each such case the station shall
require that a list of the chief executive officers or members of the executive committee or of the board of directors of the corportion, committee, association or other unincorporated group shall be made available
for public inspection at one of the radio
stations carrying the program.
III. "Uses", in general. In general, any use
of broadcast facilities by a legally qualified
candidate for public office imposes an obligation on licensees to afford "equal oppornities" to all other such candidates for
the same tuoffice.
Sec. 315 of the act was amended by the
Congress in 1959 to provide that appearances by legally qualified candidates on
specified news-type programs are deemed
not to be a "use" of broadcast facilities
within the meaning of that section. In determining whether a particular program is
within the scope of one of these specified
news-type programs, the basic question is
whether the program meets the standard of
"bona fides." To establish whether such a
program is in fact a "bona fide" program,
the following considerations, among others,
may be pertinent: (1) the format, nature
and content of the programs; (2) whether
the format, naure and content of the program has changed since its inception and,
if so, in what respects; (3) who initiates the
programs; (4) who produces and controls
the program; (5) when the program was
initiated; (6) is the program regularly scheduled; and (7) if the program is regularly
scheduled, specify the time and day of the
week when it is broadcast. Questions have
also been presented by the appearances on
news-type broadcast programs of station
employees who are also legally qualified
candidates. In such cases, in addition to the
above, the following considerations, among
others, may be pertinent to a determination
of the applicability of Sec. 315: (1) what is
the dominant function of the employee at
the station; (2) what is the content of the
program and who prepares the program?;
(3) to what extent is the employee personally identified on the program? In the rulings
set forth below, wherein the commission
held that the "equal opportunities" provision
was applicable, it should be assumed that
the news-type exemptions contained in the
1959 amendments were not involved.
A. Types of uses.
1. Q. Does Sec. 315 apply to one speaking
for or on behalf of the candidate, as contrasted with the candidate himself?
A. No. The section applies only to legally

qualified candidates. Candidate A has no
legal right under Sec. 315 to demand time
where B, not a candidate, has spoken
against A or in behalf of another candidate.
(Felix v. Westinghouse Radio Stations, 186
F. 2nd 1, cert. den. 341 U.S. 909.)
2. Q. Does Sec. 315 confer rights on a
political party as such?
A. No. It applies in favor of legally qualified candidates for public office, and is not
concerned with the rights of political parties, as such. (Letter to National Laugh
Party, May 8, 1957.)
3. Q. Does Sec. 315 require stations to
afford
"equal in
opportunities"
use of
their facilities
support of orinin the
opposition
to
a
public
question
to
be
voted
on
in an
election?
A. No. Sec. 315 has no application to the
discussion of political issues, as such, but is
concerned with the use of broadcast stations
by legally qualified candidates for public
office. In the 1959 amendment of Sec. 315,
relating to certain news-type programs,
Congress stated specifically that its action
was
not to bein construed
. . asthe relieving
broadcasters,
connection ".with
presen- I
tation of newscasts, news interviews, news
documentaries, and on-the-spot coverage of
news events, from the obligation imposed
upon them under this Act to operate in the
public interest and to afford reasonable
opportunity for the discussion of conflicting
views
on issues
of public importance."
commission
has considered
this statementTheto
be
an affirmation
its "fairness
doctrine,"
as enunciated
in itsof Report
on Editorializing
by Broadcast Licensees.
B. What constitutes a "use" of broadcast
facilities entitling opposing candidates to
"equal opportunities"?
4. Q.cures airIftime
a legally
qualified
candidate
sebut does
not discuss
matters
directly related to his candidacy, is this a
use of facilities under Sec. 315?
A. Yes. Sec. 315 does not distinguish between the uses of broadcast time by a candidate, and the licensee is not authorized to
pass on requests for time by opposing candion the basis
the licensee's
tiondates
of whether
the oforiginal
use was evaluaor was
not in aid of a candidacy. (Letter to WMCA,
Inc., May 15, 1952, 7 R.R. 1132.)
5. Q. Must a broadcaster give equal time
to a candidate whose opponent has broadcast in some other capacity than as a candidate?
A. Yes. For example, a weekly report of
a congressman to his constituents via radio
or television is a broadcast by a legally
qualified candidate for public office as soon
as he becomes a candidate for reelection,
and his opponent must be given "equal opities" for time
on the air.in Any
"use"
of a station portunby
a candidate,
whatever
capacity, entitles his opponent to "equal
opportunities." (Letter to station KNGS,
May 15, 1952, 7 R.R. 1130; see Q. and A. 15;
for a joint Congressional Report, see also
letter to Sen. Joseph S. Clark, Jan. 25, 1962;
and
for a KSHO-TV,
judge's report,
to station
April see
24, also
1961.)telegram
6. Q. If a candidate appears on a variety
program for a very brief bow or statement,
are his opponents entitled to "equal opportunities" on the basis of this brief appearance?
A. Yes. All appearances of a candidate,
no matter how brief or perfunctory, are a
"use" of a station's facilities within Sec. 315.
7. Q. If a candidate is accorded station
time for a speech in connection with a ceremonial activity or other public service, is
an opposing candidate entitled to equal
utilization of the station's facilities?
A. Yes. Sec. 315 contains no exception
with respect to broadcasts by legally qualified candidates carried "in the public interest" or as a "public service." It follows
that the station's broadcasts of the candidate's speech was a "use" of the facilities
of the station by a legally qualified candidate giving rise to an obligation by the station under Sec. 315 to afford "equal opporities" to other
dates fortunthe
same legally
office. qualified
(Letter tocandiCBS
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[WBBM], Oct. 3, 1952; Letter to KFI, Oct.
31, 1952.)
8. Q. If a station arranges for a debate
between the candidates of two parties, or
presents the candidates of two parties in a
press conference format or so-called forum
program, is the station required to make
equal time available to other candidates?
A. Yes. The appearance of candidates on
the above types of programs constitutes a
"use" of the
licensee'sand,
facilities
by legally
qualified
candidates
therefore,
other
candidates for the same office are entitled to
"equal
opportunities."
(Letterto toJulius
HaroldF.
Oliver, Oct.
31, 1952; Letter
Brauner, Oct. 31, 1952. However, see S. J.
Res. 207 [P.L. 86-677] [suspension statute],
fn. 2, supra; and III, C, infra, concerning
news-type programs.)
*9. Q. Where a candidate delivers a nonpolitical lecture on a program which is part
of a regularly scheduled series of lectures
broadcast by an educational fm station, is
that station required to grant equal time to
opposing candidate?
A. Yes. Unless the candidate's appearance comes within the category of broadcasts exempt from Sec. 315's "equal opportunities"use
provision,
must be
granted. The
to equal
which time
the candidate
puts this broadcast time is immaterial. (See
Q. and A. 4, supra.) (Telegram to station
WFUV-FM, Oct. 27, 1961.)
10. Q.cessful
Arecandidates
acceptance
speeches by
for nomination
for sucthe
candidacy of a particular party for a given
office, a use by a legally qualified candidate
for election to that office?
A. Yes, where the successful candidate
for nomination becomes legally qualified as
a candidate for election as a result of the
nomination. (Letter to Progressive Party,
July 2, 1952, 7 R.R. 1300; but see Sec. 315
ra][4].)
11. Q. Does Sec. 315 apply to broadcasts
by a legally qualified candidate where such
broadcasts originate and are limited to a
foreign station whose signals are received
in the U. S.?
A. No. Sec. 315 applies only to stations
licensed by the FCC. (Letter to Gregory
Pillon, July 19, 1955.)
12. Q. A candidate for the Democratic
nomination for President appeared on a
network variety show. A claimant for
"equalbeen
opportunities"
showed
his name
had
on the ballots
in thethatDemocratic
presidential primary elections in two states;
that the network had shown him in a film
on a program concerned with the various
1960 presidential candidates; and that he was
continuing his efforts as a candidate for the
Democratic nomination. Would the claimant
be entitled to "equal opportunities?"
A. Yes, since the appearance of the first
candidate was on a program which was not
exempt fromquirement of Sec.
the "equal
re315 and opportunities"
the claimant had
shown
a "legally
candidatethatfor hethe was
nomination
for qualified"
the same
office. (Telegram to NBC, July 6, 1960.)
13. Q. If a station owner, or a station advertiser, or a person regularly employed as
a station announcer were to make any appearances over a station after having qualified as a candidate for public office, would
Sec. 315 apply?
A. Yes. Such appearances of a candidate
are
a "use"
to
KUGN,
April under
9, 1958;Sec.to 315.
KTTV,(Letters
Jan. 23,
1957, 14 R.R. 1227; to Kenneth Spengler, Nov.
19, 1956, 14 R.R. 1226b, respectively; and
letter to Jack Williams, May 18, 1962. But
cf. letter to KWTX Broadcasting Co., March
16, 1960; Brigham vs. FCC, 276 F. 2d 828
[C.A. 5], April 19, 1960 and Q. and A. 18.)
14. Q. When a station, as part of a newscast, uses film clips showing a legally qualified candidate participating as one of a
group in official ceremonies and the newscaster, in commenting on the ceremonies,
mentions the candidate and others by name
and describes their participation, has there
been a "use" under Sec. 315?
A. No. Since the facts clearly showed that
the candidate had in no way directly or
BR0ADCASTING, October 15, 1962

indirectly initiated either filming or presentation of the event, and that the broadcast
was nothing more than a routine newscast
by the station in the exercise of its judgment as to newsworthy events. (Letter to
Allen Blondy, Feb. 6, 1957, 14 R.R. 1199; cf.
CBS, Inc. [Lar Daly case], 26 FCC 715, 18
R.R. 701 [1959] and letter to Lar Daly, Sept.
9, 1959, 18 R.R. 750.)
C. What constitutes an appearance exempt
from the equal opportunities provision of
section 315?
*15. Q. Does an appearance on a program
subject to the equal opportunities provision
of Sec. 315attain
such as
a Congressman's
Weekly
Report,
exempt
status when
the
Weekly Report is broadcast as part of a
program not subject to the equal opportunities provisions, such as a bona fide newscast?
A. No. A contrary view would be inconsistent with the legislative intent and recognition of such an exemption would in effect
subordinate substance to form. (Letter to
Congressman Clark W. Thompson, Feb. 9,
1962, 23 R.R. 178.)
*16. Q. Are appearances by an incumbent-candidate in film clips prepared and
supplied by him to the stations and broadcast as part of a station's regularly schednewscast, "uses" within the meaning
of Sec.uled 315?
A. Yes. Broadcasters of such film clips
containing appearances by a candidate constitute uses of the station's facilities. Such
appearances do not attain exempt status
when the film clips are broadcast as part of
a program not subject to the equal opportunities provision, for the reasons set forth
in Q. and A. 15, above. (Letter to Congressman Clem Miller, June 15, 1962.)
17. Q. A sheriff who was a candidate for
nomination for U. S. Representative in Congress conducted a daily program, regularly
scheduled since 1958, on which he reported
on the activities of his office. He terminated
each program with a personal "Thought for
the Day." Would his opponent be entitled to
"equal opportunities?"
A. Yes. In light of the fact that the format and content of the program were determined by the sheriff and not by the station,
the program was not of the type intended
by Congress to be exempt from the "equal
opportunities"
requirement
ter to station WCLG,
April of27, Sec.
1960.)315. (Let18. Q. A local weathercaster who was a
candidate for re-election for representative
in the Texas Legislature was regularly employed by an am and tv station in Texas.
His weathercasts contained no references to
political matters. He was identified over
the air while a candidate as the "TX Weatherman." Would his opponent be entitled to
"equal opportunities?"
A. No. The Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit,
the weathercaster's
ance didrulednotthatinvolve
anything but appeara bona
fide effort to present the news; that he was
not identified by name but only as the "TX
Weatherman;" that his employment did not
arise out of the election campaign but was
a regular job; and that the facts did not
reveal any favoritism on the part of the
stations or any intent to discriminate among
candidates. (Letter to KWTX Broadcasting
Co., March 16, 1960; Brigham vs. FCC, 276 F.
2d 828 [C.A. 5], April 19, 1960.)
19. Q. A Philadelphia tv station had been
presenting a weekly program called Eye on
Philadelphia. This program consisted of personalities being interviewed by a station
representative. Three candidates for the
office of mayor of Philadelphia, representing
different political parties, appeared on the
programs. Would a write-in candidate for
mayor be entitled to "equal opportunities?"
A. No, since it was ascertained that the
appearances of the three mayoralty candidates were on a bona fide, regularly scheduled news interview program and that such
appearances were determined by the station's news director on the basis of newsworthiness. (Telegram to Joseph A. Schafer,
Nov. 2, 1959.)
*20. Q. A New York television station had

been presenting a weekly program called
Search Light. This program consisted of
persons, selected by the station on the basis
of their newsworthiness, interviewed by a
news reported selected by the station, a
member of the Citizens Union (a permanent
participant initially selected by the station),
and a station newsman who acted as moderator. Two candidates appeared on the
program and were interviewed. Is a third
opposing candidate entitled to "equal opporA. No. The format of the program was
such as to constitute a bona fide news intertunities?"
view pursuant to Sec. 315(a)(2), since the
program
was regularly
der the control
of the scheduled,
licensee, was
and unthe
particular program had followed the usual
program
man,
Nov.format.
1, 1961.)(Telegram to Ethel B. Lob•21. Q. A Washington, D. C, television
station had been presenting a weekly program
City Side.
program by
con-a
sistedcalled
of persons
being This
interviewed
panel of reporters. The panel was selected
by the station and the persons interviewed
were selected by the station on the basis of
newsworthiness. Three candidates for the
Democratic nomination for the office of
governor of Maryland were invited to appear on the program and one of them accepted. Would a fourth candidate for the
same nomination, not invited by the station
to appear, be entitled to "equal opportuniA. No. It was determined that City Side
was a regularly scheduled, weekly, live,
news-interview program on the station for
approximately six years; that the normal
format of the program consisted of the interview of a newsworthy guest or guests by
a ties?"
panel of reporters; that the appearances
on the program were determined by the
station on the basis of newsworthiness; and
that it was on this basis that the three candidates were invited to appear. Such a program constitutes a bona fide news-interview
program
pursuantLuthardt,
to Sec. 315(a)
gram to Charles
Sr., May(2).12, (Tele1962).
*22. Q. A New York television station
had been presenting a weekly half-hour
program series for over two years. The program, New York Forum, was presided over
by a station moderator and consisted of
interviews of currently newsworthy guests
by a panel of three lawyers. The guests
were selected by the station in the exercise
of its bona fide news judgment and not for
the political advantage of any candidate for
public office. The local bar association suggested the lawyer-interviewers to be used
on a particular program but their final selection remained
subject to the
approval. The Democratic
and station's
Republican
candidates for the office of governor of New
Jersey had appeared on separate programs
in the series. Would a third party candidate
be A.entitled
to "equal
opportunities?"
No. Such
a program
is a bona fide
news interview and, as such, appearances on
the program are exempt pursuant to section
315(a)(2). (Telegram to Socialist Labor
Party of New Jersey, Nov. 2, 1961.)
23. Q. Certain networks had presented
over their facilities various candidates for
the Democratic nomination for President on
the programs
Meet News
the Press,
Face the Said
Nation and College
Conference.
programs were regularly scheduled and
consisted of questions being asked of prominent individuals by newsmen and others.
Would a candidate for the same nomination
in a state primary be entitled to "equal
A. No. The programs were regularly
opportunities?"
scheduled,
bona fide news interviews and
were of the type which Congress intended
to
exempt from
"equal
opportunities"
requirement
of Sec.the315.
(Letter
to Andrew
J. Easter, April 28, 1960; letters to Charles
V. Falkenberg, May 12 and June 13, 1960;
and letter to Congressman Frank Kowalski,
July 10, 1962.)
24. Q. A candidate for the Democratic
nomination for President was interviewed
on a network program known as Today. It
was shown that this was a daily program
emphasizing news coverage, news documen109
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taries and on-the-spot coverage of news
events; that the determination as to the content and format of the interview and the
candidate's participation therein was made
by the network in the exercise of its news
judgment
not that
for the
the questions
candidate'sasked
politicaland
advantage;
of the candidate were determined by the
director of the program; and that the candidate was selected because of his newsworthiness and the network's desire to interview him concerning current problems
and events. Would the candidate's opponent
be entitled to "equal opportunities?"
A. No, since the appearance of the candidate was on a program which was exempt
from
"equal
opportunities"
requirement
of Sec.the315.
(Telegram
to Lar Daly,
July 6,
1960.)
*25. Q. Does the appearance of a candidate on any of the following programs constitute a"use" under the "equal opportuniprovisionsto ofKnow,
Sec. 315:
Meet Cloakroom,
the Press,
Youth ties"
Wants
Capitol
Tonight, and PM?
A. The programs Meet the Press and
Youth Wants to Know were specifically referred to during the Senate debates on the
1959 amendments as being regularly scheduled news interview programs of the type
intended to be exempt from the "equal
opportunities"
Sec. 315. isThus,
if
the format provision
of these ofprograms
not
changed in any material respect, appearances by a candidate on such programs
would not constitute a "use" under Sec. 315.
(See also Q. and A. 23.) As to the Tonight
program, see Q. and A. 12. (Letter to Senator Russell B. Long, June 13, 1962.)
*26. Q. A New Jersey television station
had been presenting for approximately two
and one-half years a weekly program called
Between the Lines. This program consisted
of interviews by a station moderator of persons involved with current public events in
New Jersey and New York. The incumbent,
candidate for re-election to the state assembly, appeared on the program. Would
his opponent be entitled to "equal opportunities?"
A. No. The commission ruled that ". . .
the program in question is the type of program Congress intended to be exempt from
the
equalto time
requirements
of Sec.
(Letter
George
A. Katz, Esq.,
Nov.315."2,
1960.)
*27. Q. The Governor's Radio Press Conference is a weekly 15-minute program
which has been broadcast approximately
two years employing essentially the same
format since its inception. In the program,
the governor-candidate is seated in his
office and speaks into a microphone; each of
the participating stations has selected a
newsman, who, while located at his respective station, asks questions of the governor
which the newsman considers to be newsworthy. The questions are communicated to
the governor-candidate by telephone from
the respective stations and the questions
and thecated togovernor's
communithe stationsanswers
by thearemeans
of a
broadcast line from his office to the stations.
The questions and answers are taped both
by his office and each of the participating
stations, and no tapes are supplied by the
governor to the stations. Questions asked of
the governor and all of the material, including his answers, are not screened, or
edited by anyone in his office or on his behalf. The program is unrehearsed and there
is no prepared material of any kind used by
the governor or by anyone on his behalf.
The newsmen are free to ask any question
they wish and each program is under the
control of the participating stations. Does
the appearance of the governor-candidate on
said program constitute a "use" under the
"equal opportunities" provision of Sec. 315?
A. No. Since the program involves the
collective
participation
of the
stations'is newsmen, is prepared
by the
stations,
under
their sole supervision and control, has been
regularly scheduled for a period of time,
and was not conceived or designed to fur110 (FOR THE RECORD)
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ther the candidacy of the governor, it was
held to be a bona fide news interview program and, therefore, exempt from the "equal
opportunities"
to Gov. Michael provision
DiSalle, of
JuneSec.8, 315.
1962.)(Letter
The Governor's
Forum program
has*28.
beenQ. broadcast
for approximately
eight
months by several participating stations. In
this program, the governor-candidate is
seated in his office and speaks into a microphone. The program consists of his answers
to and questions submitted by the listening
public. Questions asked are either telephoned or written to the stations or directly to his office. The questions which are
telephoned or written to the several stations
are forwarded to the pricipal participating
station, which then selects the questions,
edits the questions, and accumulates them
on a tape. The questions telephoned or written to the
selected
and governor's
edited by hisoffice
officearefor likewise
taping.
The tape or tapes containing the questions
are played in his office and the questions
and the cordedGovernor's
are then
on a master answers
tape prepared
by rehis
office. Additional questions are asked of the
Governor by the principal station's newspresentprior
in the
governor's
office, Onto
amplifyman,any
question
and answer.
occasion, further editing of the tape has
been
made The
by the
by the
stations.
tapegovernor's
is sent tooffice
eachor of
the
participating
stations
by
the
governor's
office. There is no prepared material or rehearsal by the governor's office. Would the
appearance by the governor-candidate on
the above program constitute a "use" under
the "equal opportunities" provision of Sec.
315?
A. Yes. Such a program is not a newsinterview program as contemplated by Sec.
315(a) (2). This conclusion has been reached
since the selection and compilation of the
questions, as well as the production, supervision, control, and editing of the program
are not functions exercised exclusively by
the stations. (Letter to Gov. Michael DiSalle, June 8, 1962.)
*29. Q. CBS Television Network presented
a one-hour program entitled The Fifty Faces
of '62. The program consisted of a comprehensive news report of the current off-year
elections and campaigns. It included a brief
review of the history of off-year elections,
individual and group interviews, on-the-spot
coverage of conventions and campaigns, and
flash-backs of currently newsworthy aspects
of the current campaigns and elections. In
addition to the appearances on the broadcast
of private citizens, voters, college students,
and candidates, there were approximately
twenty-five political figures, none of whom
was on camera for more than approximately
two or three minutes. Some of the candidates appearing on the program mentioned
their candidacy; others, including the minority leader of the House of Representatives, who appeared in that capacity and
discussed the prospect of his party in the
fall elections, did not discuss their candidacies. The determination as to who was
to appear on the program was made solely
by CBS News on the basis of its bona fide
news judgment that their appearances were
in aid of the coverage of the subject of the
programs and not to favor or advance the
candidacies of any of those who appeared,
such appearances being incidental and subordinate to the subject of the documentary.
Is the appearance on the program of a candidate, in his capacity as minority leader of
the House of Representatives, a "use" withthe "equal opportunities" provision of
Sec.in 315?
A. No. Such a program is a bona fide
news documentary pursuant to Sec. 315(a)
(3).in isThe
appearance
of the
candidate of
thereincidental
to the
presentation
the
subject covered by the documentary and the
program is not designed to aid his candi(Telegram to Judge John J. Murray,
June 12.dacy.1962.)
*30. Q. A television station had been presenting since 1958 a weekly 30 minute pro-

gram concerning developments in the state
legislature with principal Democratic and
Republican party leaders of both houses of
the legislature participating. At the close of
each legislative term, the station televised a
one hour summary of the legislature's activities, using film and recordings made during its meetings. Is the appearance, in the
latter program, of an officer of the state legislature, who is also a candidate, in which
he and others express their views on the accomplishments of the legislative session a
"use" under
vision of Sec.the315?"equal opportunities" proA. No. For the reasons stated in Question
and Answer 29, above.
31. Q. A former President expressed his
views with respect to a forthcoming national convention of his party. A candidate for
that
party'sconference
nominationto forcomment
Presidentoncalled
a press
said
views, which conference was broadcast by
two networks.
Wouldnomination
said candidate's
opponent for the same
be entitled
to A."equal
opportunities"
No, since
the appearance of the first
candidate was on a program which constituted "on-the-spot coverage of bona fide
news
events",
pursuant &toFalkenberg,
Sec. 315(a)(4).
(Telegram
to Falkenberg
July
7, 1960.)
IV. Who is a legally qualified candidate?
32. Q. How can a station know which
candidates are "legally qualified"?
A. The determination as to who is a legally qualified candidate for a particular public
office within the meaning of Sec. 315 and the
commission's
ruleslawmust
be determined
by
reference to the
of the
state in which
the election is being held. In general, a
candidate is legally qualified if he can be
voted for in the state or district in which
the election is being held, and, if elected, is
eligible to serve in the office in question.
33. Q. Need a candidate be on the ballot
to be legally qualified?
A. Not always. The term "legally qualicandidate"appear
is not onrestricted
to persons
whosefiednames
the printed
ballot;
the term may embrace persons not listed
on the ballot if such persons are making a
bona fide race for the office involved and
the names of such persons, or their electors
can, under applicable law, be written in by
voters so as to result in their valid election.
The commission recognizes, however, that
the mere fact that any name may be written in does not entitle all persons who may
publicly announce themselves as candidates
to demand time under Sec. 315; broadcast
stations may make suitable and reasonable
requirements with respect to proof of the
bona fide nature of any candidacy on the
part of applicants for the use of facilities
under Sec. 315. (§§3.120, 3.290, 3.657, esp.
subsection [f ] ; letters to Socialist Labor
Party, Nov. 14, 1951, 7 R.R. 766; Julius F.
Brauner,
May 26,
28, 1941
1952, [Mimeo
7 R.R. 1189;
Press Release of Nov.
55732].)
34. Q. May a person be considered to be
a legally qualified candidate where he has
made only a public announcement of his
candidacy and has not yet filed the required
forms or paid the required fees for securing
a place on the ballot in either the primary
or general elections?
A. The answer depends on applicable state
law. In some states persons may be voted
for by electorate whether or not they have
gone through the procedures required for
gettingself. Intheir
on the ballotofit-a
such names
a state, placed
the announcement
person's candidacy — if determined to be
bona fide — is sufficient to bring him within
the purview of Sec. 315. In other states,
however, candidates may not be "legally
qualified" until they have fulfilled certain
prescribed procedures. The applicable state
laws and the particular facts surrounding
the announcement of the candidacy are determinatives. (Letter to Senator Earle C.
Clements,
2, 1954;
see also subsection [f] ofFeb.
§§3.120,
3.290,and3.657.)
35. Q. May a station deny a candidate
"equal opportunities" because it believes
that the candidate has no possibility of being elected or nominated?
A. No. Sec. 315 does not permit any such
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subjective determination by the station with
respect
to a candidate's
nomination or election.
(Letter tochances
Julius F.of Brauner,
May 28, 1952, 7 R.R. 1189.)
36. Q. When is a person a legally qualified candidate for nomination as the candidatedent ofof atheparty
for President or Vice PresiU. S.?
A. In view of the fact that a person may
be nominated for these offices by the conventions of his party without having appeared on the ballot of any state having
presidential primary elections, or having
any pledged votes prior to the convention,
or even announcing his willingness to be a
candidate, no fixed rule can be promulgated
in answer to this question. Whether a person so claiming is in fact a bona fide candidate will depend on the particular facts of
each situation, including consideration of
what efforts, if any, he has taken to secure
delegates or preferential votes in state primaries. It cannot, however, turn on the licensee's evaluation
the Julius
claimant's
chances
for success.
(Letterof to
F. Brauner,
May 28, 1952, 7 R.R. 1189; and see also subsection (f) of §§3.120, 3.290, 3.657.)
37. Q. Has a claimant under Sec. 315 sufficiently established his legal qualifications
when the facts show that after qualifying
for a place on the ballot for a particular office in the primary, he notified state officials
of his withdrawal therefrom and then later
claimed he had not really intended to withdraw, and where the facts further indicated
that he was supporting another candidate
for the same office and was seeking the
nomination for an office other than the one
for which he claimed to be qualified?
A. No. Where a question is raised conqualification,
incumbentcerning aclaimant's
on him tolegal
prove
that he isit inis
fact legally qualified. The facts here did not
constitute an unequivocal showing of legal
qualification. (Letter to Lar Daly, April 11,
1956; letter to American Vegetarian Party,
Nov. 6, 1956.)
38. Q. If a candidate establishes his legal
qualifications only after the date of nomination or election for the office for which he
was contending, is he entitled to equal opportunities which would have been available had he timely qualified?
A. No, for once the date of nomination or
election for an office has passed, it cannot be
said that one who failed timely to qualify
therefor is still a "candidate." The holding
of the primary or general election terminates the possibility of affording "equal opportunities,"claimant
thus mooting might
the question
what rights the
have beenof
entitled to under Sec. 315 before the election. 1956;
(Letter toletter
Socialist
Party,
Dec. 13,
to LarWorkers'
Daly, Oct.
31,
1956; 14 R.R. 713, appeal sub.nom. Daly v.
U.S. Case No. 11,946 [C.A. 7th Cir.] dismissed as moot Mar. 7, 1957; cert. den. 355
U.S. 826.)
39. Q. Under the circumstances stated in
the preceding question, is any post-election
remedy available to the candidate, before
the commission, under Sec. 315?
A. None, insofar as a candidate may deretroactive
"equal opportunities."
this sire
is not
to suggest
that a station But
can
avoid its statutory obligation under Sec. 315
by waiting until an election has been held
and only then disposing of demands for
"equal
Question opportunities."
and Answer 38.) (See citations in
*40. Q. A, a candidate for the Democratic
Party nomination for President, appeared on
a variety program prior to the nominating
convention because of the prior appearance
of B, his opponent. After the closing of the
convention, A claimed he was entitled to additional time in order to equalize his appearance with that afforded B. Would A be
entitled to additional time?
A. No. A licensee may not be required to
furnish the use of its facilities to a candidate for nomination for President after the
112 (FOR THE RECORD)
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convention has chosen its nominee. (Telegram to Lar Daly, Nov. 3, 1960.)
41. Q. When a state attorney general or
other appropriate state official having jurisdiction tohasdecide
candidate's
legal qualification
ruled a that
a candidate
is not
legally qualified under local election laws,
can a licensee be required to afford such
"candidate"
"equal opportunities" under
Sec.
315?
A. In such instances, the ruling of the
state attorney general or other official will
prevail, absent a judicial determination.
(Telegram to Ralph Muncy, Nov. 5, 1954;
1956.) to Socialist Workers' Party, Nov. 23,
letter
V. When are candidates opposing candidates?
42. Q. What public offices are included
within the meaning of Sec. 315?
Under theto commission's
315
is A.applicable
both primaryrules,
and Sec.
general
elections, and public offices include all offices filled by special or general election on
a municipal, county, state or national level
as well as the nomination by any recognized
party of a candidate for such an office.
43. Q. May the station under Sec. 315
make time available to all candidates for
one office and refuse all candidates for another office?
A. Yes. The "equal opportunities" requirement of Sec. 315 is limited to all legally qualified candidates for the same office.
44. Q. If the station makes time available
to candidates seeking the nomination of one
party for a particular office, does Sec. 315
require that it make equal time available to
the candidates seeking the nomination of
other parties for the same office?
A. No, the commission has held that while
both primary elections or nominating conventions and general elections are comprehended within the terms of Sec. 315, the
primary elections or conventions held by
one party are to be considered separately
from the primary elections or conventions
of other parties, and, therefore, insofar as
Sec. 315 is concerned, "equal opportunities"
need onlydidates be
afforded legally
canfor nomination
for thequalified
same office
at the same party's primary or nominating
convention. The station's actions in this regard, however, would be governed by the
public interest standards encompassed within the "fairness doctrine." (Letters to
KWFT, Inc., Oct. 22, 1948, 4 R.R. 885; Arnold
Peterson, May 13, 1952, 11 R.R. 234; WCDL,
April 3, 1953; Senator Joseph S. Clark, Jan.
25 and April 13, 1962; and telegram to Dr.
Edward J. Leuddeke, Oct. 25, 1961.)
45. Q. If the station makes time available
to all candidates of one party for nomination
for a particular office, including the successful candidate, may candidates of other
parties in the general election demand an
equal amount of time under Sec. 315?
A. No. For the reason given above. (Letter to KWFT, Inc., Oct. 22, 1948, 4 R.R. 885.)
VI. What constitutes equal opportunities?
(a) In general.
46. Q. Generally speaking, what constitutes "equal Sec.
opportunities?"
A. Under
315 and §§3.120, 3.290, and
3.657
the any
commission's
rules, in
no charges,
licensee
shall ofmake
discrimination
practices, regulations, facilities, or services
rendered to candidates for a particular
office.
47. Q. Is a licensee required or allowed to
give time free to one candidate where it
had sold time to an opposing candidate?
A. The licensee is not permitted to discriminate between the candidates in any
way. With respect to any particular election it may adopt a policy of selling time,
or of giving time to the candidates free of
charge, or of giving them some time and
selling them additional time. But whatever
policy it adopts it must treat all candidates
for the same office alike with respect to the
time they may secure free and that for

which they must pay.
48. viseQ.a candidate
Is it necessary
for a station
ador a political
partyto that
time has been sold to other candidates?
A. No. The law does not require that
this be done. If a candidate inquires, however, the facts must be given him. It should
be noted here that a station is required to
keep a public record of all requests for time
by or on behalf of political candidates, together with a record of the disposition and
the charges made, if any, for each broadcast. (§§3.120 [d], 3.290 [d], 3.657 [d]; and
telegram to Norman William Seemann, Esq.,
May 18, 1962.)
*49. Q. If a station desires to make its
facilities available on a particular day for
political broadcasts to all candidates for the
same office, is one of the candidates precluded from requesting "equal opportunities" at a later date if he does not accept
the station's initial offer?
A. This depends on all of the circumsurrounding thewhether
station'sthe offer
time and,stances
particularly,
stationof
has given adequate advance notice. The
commission has held that a four day notice
by a Texas station to a congressman while
Congress is in session does not constitute
adequate advance notice and the congressman is not foreclosed from his right to request "equal KTRM,
opportunities."
Neil, station
April 18,(Letter
1962.) to Jack
*50. Q. With respect to a request for time
by a candidate for public office where there
has been no prior "use" by an opposing
candidate, must the station sell the candidate the specific time segment he requests?
A. No. Neither the act nor the commission's rules contain any provisions which
require a licensee to sell a specific time segcandidate for public office. (Let1962.)ter tomentMr.to a Bill
Neil, station KTRM, March 9,
*51. Q. Istime
a station
to sellasto toa
candidate
which required
is unlimited
total time and as to the length of each
segment?
A. Neither
act nor requiring
the commission's
rules
contain the
provisions
stations
to sell unlimited periods of time for political broadcasts. S ec. 315 of the act imposes no obligation on any licensee to allow
the use of its station by any candidate. Commission's programming statement contemplates the use of stations for political broadcasting. Where the station showed that sale
of limited time segments to candidates was
based on its experience and the interests of
viewers in programming diversification, no
commission action was required. (Telegram
to J. B. Lahan, May 18, 1962; and telegrams
to Grover C. Doggette, Esq., May 22 and
23, 1962. CL, letter to station WLBT-TV,
April 17, 1962 and letter to station WROX,
May 2, 1962, where the commission indicated
that a public interest question would be
raised if the station failed to provide any
broadcast time to candidates in a major
electioneragebeing
area.) held within the station's cov52. Q. If a station offers free time to opposing candidates and one candidate declines to use the time given him, are other
candidates for that office foreclosed from
availing themselves of the offer?
A. No. The refusal of one candidate does
not foreclose other candidates wishing to
use the time offered. However, whether the
candidate initially declining the offer could
later avail himself of "equal opportunities"
would depend on all the facts and circumstances. (Letter to Leonard Marks, June 13,
1956, 14 R.R. 65.)
53. Q. If one political candidate buys station facilities more heavily than another, is
a station required to call a halt to such
sales because of the resulting imbalance?
A. No. Sec. 315 requires only that all
candidates
be afforded
"equal
opportunities"
to
use the facilities
of the
station.
(Letter to
Mrs. M. R. Oliver, Oct. 23, 1952, 11 R.R. 239.)
54. Q. Can a station contract with the
committee of a political party whereby it
commits itself in advance of an election to
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

furnish substantial blocks of time to the
candidates of that party?
A. Neither
315 nor from
the commission's
rules
prohibit Sec.
a licensee
contracting
with a party for reservation of time in advance of an election. However, substantial
questions as to a possible violation of Sec.
315 would arise if the effect of such prior
commitment were to disable a licensee from
meeting
its "equal
obligations
under Sec.
315. opportunities"
(Letter to Congressman
Frank M. Karsten, Nov. 25, 1955.)
*55. Q. Where a television station had
previously offered certain specified time
segments during the last week of the campaign to candidate A, who declined the purchase, and then sold the same segments to
A's opponent, was the station obligated under Sec. 315 to accede to A's subsequent request for particular time periods immediately preceding or following the time segments
previously offered to him and refused by him
and subsequently sold to his opponent?
A. No. But the time offered to candidate
A must be generally comparable. The principal factors considered in this situation
were: (a) the total amount of time presently
scheduled for each candidate; (b) the time
segments presently offered to candidate A;
(c) the time segments presently scheduled
for candidate A's opponent and previously
rejected by candidate A; (d) the time segments now scheduled for candidates for other offices, if any, and previously rejected by
candidate A;to and
(e) candidates
the station'sforpossible
obligations
other
office.
(Telegram to Major General Harry Johnson, Nov. 1, 1961.)
56. Q. If a station has a policy of confining political broadcasts to sustaining time,
but has so many requests for political time
that it cannot handle them all within its
sustaining schedule, may it refuse time to a
candidate whose opponent has already been
granted time, on the basis of its established
policy of not cancelling commercial programs in favor of political broadcasts?
A. No. The station cannot rely upon its
policy if the latter conflicts with the "equal
opportunities"
requirement
Sec. 315.
(Stephens Broadcasting
Co., of
11 F.C.C.
61,
3 R.R. 1.)
57. Q. If one candidate has been nominated by Parties A, B, and C, while a second candidate for the same office is nominated only by Party D, how should time be
allocated as between the two candidates?
A. Sec. 315 has reference only to the use
of facilities by persons who are candidates
for public office and not to the political
parties which may have nominated such
candidates. Accordingly, if broadcast time
is made available for the use of a candidate for public office, the provisions of Sec.
315 require
"equalwhoopportunities"
afforded eachthat
person
is a candidatebe for
the same office, without regard to the number of nominations that any particular
candidate may have. (Letter to Thomas W.
Wilson, Oct. 31, 1946.)
(b) Comparability.
Q. ifIs it
a station's
Sec.
31558.met
offers a obligation
candidate under
the same
amount of time an opposing candidate has
received, where the time of the day or week
afforded the first candidate is superior to
that offered his opponent?
A. No. The station in providing "equal
opportunities"
must consider
of
the time segment
allotted the
as desirability
well as its
length. And while there is no requirement
that a station afford candidate B exactly the
same time of day on exactly the same day
of the week as candidate A, the time segments offered must be comparable as to desirability.
59. Q. If candidate A has been afforded
time during early morning, noon and evening hours, does a station comply with Sec.
315 by offering candidate B time only during early morning and noon periods?
A. No. However, the requirements of
comparable time do not require a station
to make available exactly the same time periods, nor the periods requested by candiBROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

1958.) date B. (Letter to D. L. Grace, July 3,
60. Q. If a station broadcasts a program
sponsored by a commercial advertiser which
includes one or more qualified candidates as
speakers or guests, what are its obligations
with respect to affording "equal opportunities" to other candidates for the same office?
A. If candidates are permitted to appear
without cost to themselves, on programs
sponsored by commercial advertisers, opposing candidates are entitled to receive comparable time also at no cost. (Letter to Sen.
A. S. Mike Monroney, Oct. 16, 1952, 11 R.R.
451; and telegram to WWIN, May 3, 1962.)
61. Q. Where a candidate for office in a
state or local election appears on a national
network program, is an opposing candidate
for the same office entitled to equal facilities
over stations which carried the original program and serve the area in which the election campaign is occurring?
A. Yes. Under such circumstances an opposing candidate would be entitled to time
on such stations. (Letter to Sen. A. S. Mike
Monroney, Oct. 9, 1952.)
62. Q. Where a candidate appears on a
particular program — such as a regular series
of forum programs — are opposing candidates
entitled to demand to appear on the same
program?
A. Not necessarily. The mechanics of the
problem
of "equalof opportunities"
mustwhile
be
left to resolution
the parties. Aiad
factors such as the size of the potential audience because of the appearance of the
first candidate on an established or popular
program might very well be a matter for
consideration by the parties, it cannot be
said, in the abstract, that "equal opportunities" could only be provided by giving opposing parties time on the same program.
(Letter to Harold Oliver, Oct. 31, 1952; letter to Julius F. Brauner, Oct. 31, 1952.)
63. Q. Where a station asks candidates A
and B (opposing candidates in a primary
election) to appear on a debate-type program, the format of which is generally acceptable to the candidates, but with no restrictions as to what issues or matters might
be discussed, and candidate A accepts the
offer and appears on the program and candidate B declines to appear on the program,
is candidate B entitled to further "equal
opportunities"
use of the
cilities within inthethemeaning
of station's
Sec. 315 fa-of
the act? If so, is any such obligation met
by offering candidate B, prior to the primary, an opportunity to appear on a program of comparable format to that on which
candidate A appeared, or is the station
obligated to grant candidate B time equal to
that used by candidate A on the program in
question unrestricted as to format?
A. Since the station's format for reasonable in structure and the station put no restrictions on what matters and issues might
be discussed by candidate B and others who
appeared on the program in question, it
offered
B "equal
opportunities"
in the usecandidate
of its facilities
within
the meaning
of
Sec.
315
of
the
act.
The
further offer to candidate B, priorstation's
to the
primary, of its facilities on a "comparable
format" was reasonable under the facts of
the case, consistent with any continuing obligation to afford candidate B "equal opportunities" inthe use of the station which
he may have had. (Letter to Congressman
Bob Wilson, Aug. 1, 1958.)
*64. Q. A licensee offered broadcast time
to all the candidates for a particular office
for a joint appearance, the details of which
program were determined solely by the
licensee. If candidate A rejects the offer
and candidate B and/or other candidates
accepts and appears, would candidate A be
entitled
to "equalof opportunities"
because
the appearance
candidate B and/or
otherof
candidates on the program previously offered by the licensee to all of the candidates?
A. Yes, provided the request is made by
the candidate within the period specified by
the rules. The commission stated that li-

censees should negotiate with the affected
candidates and that where the offer was
mutually agreeable to such candidates,
"equal opportunities" were being afforded
to the candidates. Where the candidate rejected the proposal, however, and other
candidates accepted and appeared, the comstated: "Where
licensee permits onemission
candidate
to use the
his facilities,
Sec.
315 then — simply by virtue of that use —
requires tunthe
to 'afford
equal foropporities to alllicensee
other such
candidates
that
office in the use of such broadcasting station.' This obligation may not be avoided
by the licensee's unilateral actions in picking a program format, specifying participants other than and in addition to the
candidates, setting the length of the proof taping,
the the
timepackage
of broad-to
cast,gram,etc.,the time
and then
offering
the candidates on a 'take it or leave it — this
is my final offer' basis. For . . . Sec. 315
provides that the station 'shall have no power of censorship over the material broadcast.' (Cf. Port Huron Broadcasting Co., 4
R.R. 1.)
Clearly,above
the would
'take constitute
it or leavesuchit'
basis
described
prohibited censorship, since it would, in
effect, be dictating the very format of the
program to the candidate — and thus, an imfacet of clear
'the material
broadcast.'
We wish portant
to make
that the commission
is in no way saying that one format is more
in the public interest than another. On the
contrary, the thrust of our ruling is that
the Act bestows upon the candidate the
right to choose the format and other similar
aspects of 'the material broadcast', with no
right
'censorship' and
in Cooperative
the licensee."
Cf.
Farmersof Educational
Union
of America, North Dakota Division vs.
WDAY,
Inc.,Oct.
360 5,U. 1962.)
S. 525. (Letter to Nicholas Zapple,
In affording
opportunities,"
may65. aQ.station
limit the"equal
use of
its facilities
solely to the use of a microphone?
A. A station must treat opposing candidates the same with respect to the use of
its facilities and if it permits one candidate
to use facilities over and beyond the microphone, it must permit a similar usage by
other qualified candidates. (Letter to D. L.
Grace, July 3, 1958.)
VII. What limitations can be put on the
use of facilities by a candidate?
66. Q. May a station delete material in a
broadcast under Sec. 315 because it believes
the material contained therein is or may be
libelous?
A. No. Any such action would entail
censorship which is expressly prohibited by
Sec. 315 of the Communications Act. (Port
Huron Broadcasting Co., 12 FCC 1069, 4 R.R.
1; WDSU Broadcasting Co., 7 R.R. 769.)
67. Q. If a legally qualified candidate
broadcasts libelous or slanderous remarks, is
the station liable therefor?
A. In Port Huron Broadcasting Co., 12
FCC 1069, 4 R.R. 1, the commission expressed an opinion that licensees not directly participating in the libel might be absolved from any liability they might otherwise incur under state law, because of the
operation of Sec. 315, which precludes them
from preventing a candidate's utterances.
In a ingsubsequent
rulin the Port case,
Huronthecasecommission's
was, in effect,
affirmed, the Supreme Court holding that
since a licensee could not censor a broadcast under Sec. 315, Congress could not
have intended to compel a station to broadcast libelous statements of a legally qualified candidate and at the same time subject
itself to the risk of damage suits. (Read:
Farmers Educational & Cooperative Union of
America vs. WDAY, Inc., 79 S. Ct. 1302 [Oct.
1958] 89 N.W. 2d 102, 164 F. Supp. 928.)
68. Q. Does the same immunity apply in
a case where the chairman of a political
party's
committee,
himself ofa
candidate,campaign
broadcasts
a speech not
in support
a candidate?
A. No, licensees are not entitled to assert
the defense that they are not liable since
the speeches could have been censored without violating Sec. 315. Accordingly, they
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werebroadcast.
at fault in(Felix
permitting
such speeches
be
vs. Westinghouse
Radioto '
Stations, 186 F. 2d 1, cert. den. 341 U. S,
909.)
'\ ~
*69. Q. A candidate prepared a 15-minute
video tape which contained the opinions of
several private citizens with respect to an
issue pertinent to the pending election. If
the station broadcast such program in
which the candidate did not appear, would
the immunity afforded licensees by Sec. 315
from liability for the broadcast of libelous
or slanderous remarks by candidates be
applicable?
A. No. The provision of Sec. 315 prohibiting censorship by a licensee over material broadcast pursuant to Sec. 315 applies
only to broadcasts by candidates themselves.
Sec. 315, therefore, is not a defense to an
action for libel or slander arising out of
broadcasts by non-candidates speaking in
behalf of another's candidacy. Since Sec.
315 does not prohibit the licensee from censoring- such a broadcast, the licensee is not
entitled to the protection of Sec. 315. (Letter
to Mr. William P. Webb, April 24, 1962.)
70. Q. If a candidate secures time under
Sec. 315, must he talk about a subject directly related to his candidacy?
A. No. The candidate may use the time
as he deems best. To deny a person time on
the ground that he was not using it in furtherance of his candidacy would be an exercise of censorship prohibited by Sec. 315
(Letter to WMCA, Inc., May 15, 1952, 7 R.R.
1132.)
71. Q. If a station makes time available to
an office holder who is also a legally qualified candidate for re-election and the office
holder limits his talks to non-partisan and
informative material, may other legally
qualified candidates who obtain time be limited to the same subjects or the same type
of broadcast?
A. No. Other qualified candidates may
use the facilities as they deem best in their
own interest. (Letter to Congressman Allen
Oakley Hunter, May 28, 1952, 11 R.R. 234.)
72. Q. May a station require an advance
script of a candidate's speech?
A. Yes, provided that the practice is uniformly applied to all candidates for the
same station
office using
facilities,
and
the
does the
not station's
undertake
to censor
the candidate's
H. A. 11Rosenberg, Louisville,talk.
Ky.,(Letter
July 9,to 1962,
R.R.
236.)
73. Q. May a station have a practice of
requiring a candidate to record his proposed
broadcast at his own expense?
A. Yes. Provided again that the procedures adopted are applied without discrimination as between candidates for the same
office and no censorship is attempted. (Letter to H. A. Rosenberg, Louisville, Ky., July
9, 1962, 11 R.R. 236.)
VIII. What rates can be charged candidates for programs under Sec. 315?
74. Q. May a station charge premium
rates for political broadcasts?
A. No. Sec. 315, as amended, provides that
the charges made for the use of a station by
amade
candidate
"shall not use
exceed
the stations
charges
for comparable
of such
for75.other
purposes."
Q. Does the requirement that the
charges to a candidate "shall not exceed the
charges for comparable use" of a station
for other purposes apply to political broadcasts by persons other than qualified candidates?
A. No. This requirement applies only to
candidates for public office. Hence, a station may adopt whatever policy it desires
for political broadcasts by organizations or
persons who are not candidates for office,
consistent with its obligation to operate in
the public interest. (Letter to Congressman
Charles C. Diggs, Jr., March 16, 1955.)
76. Q. May a station with both "national"
and "local" rates charge a candidate for
local office its "national" rate?
A. No. Under §§3.120, 3.290 and 3.657 of
the
station
chargecommission's
a candidate rules
more a than
the may
rate not
the
station would charge if the candidate were
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a commercial advertiser whose advertising
was"in the
directed
to promoting
its business
same area
as that within
which withpersons may vote for the particular office for
which such person is a candidate.
77. Q. Considering the limited geographical area which a member of the House of
Representatives serves, must candidates for
the House be charged the "local" instead
of the "national" rate?
A. This question cannot be answered
categorically. To determine the maximum
rates which could be charged under Sec. 315,
the commission would have to know the
criteria a station uses in classifying "local"
versus "national" advertisers before it could
determine
are "comparable
In
making what
this determination,
the charges."
commission does not prescribe rates but merely requires equality of treatment as between 315
broadcasts and commercial advertising. (Letter to Congressman Richard M. Simpson,
Feb. 27, 1957.)
78. Q. Is a political candidate entitled to
receive discounts?
A. Yes. Under §§3.120, 3.290 and 3.657 of
the
rules,same
political
candidates
are commisison's
entitled to the
discounts
that
would be accorded persons other than candidates for public office under the conditions specified, as well as to such special
discounts for programs coming within Sec.
315 as the station may choose to give on a
non-discriminatory basis.
79. Q. Can a station refuse to sell time
at discount rates to a group of candidates
for different offices who have pooled their
resources to obtain a discount, even though
as a matter of commercial practice, the station permits commercial advertisers to buy
a block of time at discount rates for use by
various businesses owned by them?
A. Yes, Sec. 315 imposes no obligation on
a station to allow the use of its facilities
by candidates, and neither that section nor
the
rules of
require
a station
sell commission's
time to a group
candidates
on toa
pooled basis, even though such may be the
practice with respect to commercial adver1954.) tisers. (Letter to WKBT-WKBH, Oct. 14,
80. Q. If candidate A purchases ten time
segments over a station which offers a discount rate for purchase of that amount of
time, is candidate B entitled to the discount
rate if he purchases less time than the
minimum to which discounts are applicable?
A. No. A station is under such circumstances only required to make available
the discount privileges to each legally qualified candidate on the same basis.
81. Q. If a station has a "spot" rate of two
dollars per to"spot"
announcement,
rate
reduction
one dollar
if 100 or with
more a such
"spots" areandpurchased
on a bulk
time sales
contract,
if one candidate
arranges
with
an advertiser having such a bulk time contract to utilize five of these spots at the one
dollar rate, is the station obligated to sell
the candidates of other parties for the same
office time at the same one dollar rate?
A. Yes. Other legally qualified candidates
are entitled to take advantage of the same
reduced rate. (Letter to Senator A. S. Mike
Monroney, Oct. 16, 1952.)
82. Q. Where a group of candidates for
different offices pool their resources to purchase a block of time at a discount, and an
individual candidate opposing one of the
group seeks time on the station, to what rate
is he entitled?
A. He is entitled to be charged the same
rate as his opponent since the provisions of
Sec. 315 run to the candidates themselves
and they are entitled to be treated equally
with their individual opponents. (Report
and Order, Docket 11092, 11 R.R. 1501.) (Cf.
Question and Answer 60; and telegram of
WWIN, May 3, 1962.)
83. Q. Is there any prohibition against the
purchase by a political party of a block of
time for several of its candidates, for allocation among such candidates on the basis of
personal need, rather than on the amount
each candidate has contributed to the party's campaign fund?
A. There is no prohibition in Sec. 315 or

the
commission's
against the
above
practices.
It would rules
be reasonable
to assume
that the group time used by a candidate
is, for the purposes of Sec. 315, time paid
for by the candidate through the normal
device of a recognized political campaign
committee, even though part of the campaign funds was derived from sources other
than
the candidates'
to Edward
de Grazia, contributions.
Oct. 14, 1954). (Letter
84. Q. When a candidate and his immediate family own all the stock in a corporate licensee and the candidate is the
president and general manager, can he pay
for time to the corporate licensee from
which he derives his income and have the
licensee make a similar charge to an opposing candidate?
A. Yes. The fact that a candidate has a
financial interest in a corporate licensee
does dernotSec. affect
the licensee's
obligation
315. Thus,
the rates
which unthe
licensee. may charge to other legally qualified candidates will be governed by the rate
which the stockholder candidate actually
pays to the licensee. If no charge is made
to the stockholder candidate, it follows that
other legally qualified candidates are entitled to equal time without charge. (Letter
to Charles W. Stratton, March 18, 1957.)
IX. Period within which request must be
made.
*85. Q. When must a candidate make a
request of the station for opportunities equal
to those afforded his opponent?
A. Within one week of the day on which
the prior use occurred. (Subsection [e] of
§§3.120, 3.290, and 3.657 of the commission
rules; and telegram to WWIN, May 3, 1962.)
*86. Q. A U. S. senator, unopposed candidate in his a party's
been
broadcasting
weeklyprimary,
programhadentitled
Your Senator Reports. If he becomes opposed in his party's primary, would his opponent be entitled to request "equal opportunities" with respect to all broadcasts of
Your Senator Reports since the time the incumbent announced his candidacy?
A. No. A legally qualified candidate announcing his candidacy for the above nomination would be required to request "equal
opportunities"
a particular
broadcast
of Yourconcerning
Senator Reports
not later
than one week after the date of such broadcast.ponentsThus,for the
any nomination
of the incumbent's
opwho first day,
announced his candidacy
on a particular
would not be in a position to request "equal
opportunities" with respect to any showing
of Your Senator Reports which was broadcast more than one week prior to the date
of such announcement. (Letter to Sen.
Joseph S. Clark, April 16, 1962.)
X. Issuance of interpretations of Sec. 315
by the commission.
87. Q. Under what circumstances will the
commission consider issuing declaratory orders, interpretive rulings or advisory opinions with respect to Sec. 315?
A. Sec.cedure 5(d)
Administrative
Act, Titleof 5,theU.S.C.A.,
provides Prothat
"The agency
is
authorized
in
its
cretion, with like effect as in thesound
casedis-of
other orders, to issue a declaratory order to
terminate a controversy or remove uncertainty." However, agencies are not required
to issue such orders merely because a request is made therefor. The grant of authority to agencies to issue declaratory
orders is limited and such orders are authorized only with respect to matters which
are required by statute to be determined
"on the record after opportunity for an
agency
See Attorney Procedure
General's
Manual hearing."
on the Administrative
Act, pp. 59, 60; also, In re Goodman, 12 FCC
678, 4 Pike and Fischer R.R. 98. In general,
the commission limits its interpretive rulings or advisory opinions to situations where
the critical facts are explicitly stated without the possibility that subsequent events
will alter them. It prefers to issue such
rulings or opinions where the specific facts
of a particular case in controversy are before it for decision. (Letter to Pierson, Ball
& Dowd, June 18, 1958.)
•An asterisk denotes a new question and
answer (not included in previous political
broadcasting statements) .
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Continued from page 106
WEUC Ponce, P. R. — Cp to increase daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install
new trans. Ann. Oct. 4.
New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
St. Louis, Mo. — The Pulitzer Publishing
Co. Granted cp for new class C fm to operate on 107.7 mc, ch. 299, 100 kw. Ant.
height above average terrain 849 ft. P.O.
address 1111 Olive St., St. Louis. Estimated
construction cost $63,000; first year operating cost and revenue to be figured with
am and tv operation. Principals: applicant
company is complex of individuals and
other firms having ownership interests. The
Pulitzer Publishing Co. is licensee of KSDAM-TV patch) .Action
(and publishes
Oct. 10. St. Louis Post-DisManchester, N. H. — Knight Radio Inc.
Granted cp for new class B fm to operate
on 101.1 mc, 5 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 920 ft. P.O. address 490 Commonwealth Ave., Boston. Estimated construction cost $21,000; first year operating cost
and revenue to be figured jointly with am
operation. Norman Knight sole owner of
new station and WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.
Action Oct. 10.
APPLICATIONS
Panama City, Fla. — Mus-Air Inc. 92.9 mc,
ch. 225, 90.8 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 743 ft. P.O. address Box 561, Panama
City. Estimated construction cost $38,900;
first year operating cost $25,000; revenue
$27,000. Principals: John T. Patronis and
Jimmy T. Patronis (each 50%). Both are
part owners of restaurant. Ann. Oct. 5.
Clarion, Iowa — Wright County Radio Co.
95.7 mc, ch. 239, 48.7 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 126 ft. P.O. address Box
930, Henryetta, Okla. Estimated construction cost $650 (broadcast equipment to be
rented & included in operating cost) ; first
year operating cost $29,377; revenue $36,000.
Marvin L. Hull is sole applicant; is gen.
man. of KHEN Henryetta. Ann. Oct. 4.
Big Rapids, Mich. — WBRN Inc. 92.1 mc,
ch. 221, 3 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 78 ft. P.O. address Big Rapids. Estimated construction cost $9,800; first year
operating cost $13,800; revenue $15,000.
Principals: John A. and Elaine E. White
(80% jointly) and Marjorie Denison (20%).
Principals also hold majority interest in
WBZI Brazil, Ind. Ann. Oct. 5.
*Geneseo, N. Y. — State University of New
York. 88.1 mc, ch. 201, 8 w. Ant. height
above average terrain 32 ft. P.O. address
Albany, N. Y. Estimated construction cost
$2,000; first
yearof operating
cost $1400.
cipals: board
trustees. Ann.
Oct. 5.Prin♦Meadville, Pa.— Allegheny College. 88.1
mc, ch. 201, 330 w. Ant. height above average terrain 79 ft. P.O. address Box 28,
Meadville. Estimated construction cost $10,364; first year operating cost $2,125. Principals: officers of college. Ann. Oct. 5.
Existing fm station
APPLICATION
*WIPR-FM San Juan, Puerto Rico— Mod.
of cp (as modified, which authorized change
in frequency, increase in effective radiated
power; installation of new trans.; installation of new ant. and make change in ant.
system) to change frequency from 91.5 mc,
ch. 218 to 91.3 mc, ch. 217. Ann. Oct. 5.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WINN, WINN Bcstg. Corp., Louisville, Ky.
— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2)
assignment of license and cp to Kentucky
Central Bcstg. Inc. (owned by Bluegrass
Bcstg. Co. Inc.); consideration $500,000;
conditioned
assignment
mated until that
assignee
disposesnotof beall consuminterest
in WFKY Frankfort, pursuant to prior
commission consent. Bluegrass is licensee
of WVLK-AM-FM Lexington, and owns
WFKY Frankfort, WCMI-AM-FM Ashland,
and WHOO-AM-FM
Orlando, all Florida.
Action
Oct. 10.
KAJI, Helmer Inc. Little Rock, Ark. —
Granted assignment of license to Glen A.
Harmon; consideration $105,000. By letter,
reminded Harmon of past laxity in logging
programs by WINN (of which he was president, general manager and 45% owner)
and, that, consequently, expects KAJI operation to comply. Action Oct. 10.
KRAL, Rawlins Bcstg. Co., Rawlins, Wyo.
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—ofByrules
order,andcommission
waived Sec.of1.365
granted assignment
cp
and
license
to
Radio
Twelve-Forty
Inc.
(owned by Northern Wyoming Bcstg. Co.);
consideration $52,152. Northern Wyoming
is licensee of KBBS Buffalo, and KASL
Newcastle, both Wyoming. Action Oct. 10.
KYSN, KYSN Bcstg. Co., Colorado
Springs, Colo. — By order, commission, on
showing of compliance with exceptions to
three-year holding rule, granted (1) renewal of license and (2) transfer of control
from WKID Bcstg. Co. to Donald T. Harding Jr.; consideration $26,250 which includes $6,250 for 23.8% interest in transOct. 10. feror's station WKID Urbana, 111. Action
WQSR (formerly WQSY), Entertainment
and Amusements of Ohio Inc., Solvay, N. Y.
— By order, commission, on showing of
compliance with exceptions to three-year
holding rule, granted assignment of license
to WQSR Inc. (Malcolm Richards, Jean N.
Erickson
and considerations.
Sophie S. Morrison)
000 and other
Action for
Oct.$30.10.
APPLICATIONS
KSEA (FM) San Diego, Calif.— Seeks assignment of cp from Alex M. Victor (100%),
d/b as Seaboard Bcstg. Inc., to Clinton Dan
McKinnon and Michael Dee McKinnon
(each 50%), tr/as Broodmoor Bcstg. Corp.
Consideration $5,000. Assignee also operates
KSON San Diego. Ann. Oct. 9.
KTUX Pueblo, Colo.— Seeks assignment
of license to H. Myers Bumgardner (100%),
trustee in bankruptcy, from Wayne D.
Costner, sole owner, d/b as Steel City
Bcstg. Inc. Ann. Oct. 5.
WSOL from
Tampa,WPIT
Fla.— Inc.
Seeks toassignment
license
Rust Craftof
Greeting Cards Inc., sole owner of WPIT
Inc. No financial consideration involved, as
assignment is for purpose of corporate
integration and simplification. Assignor is
large corporation with no majority stockholder. Rust Craft Greeting Cards Inc. is
sole owner of Rust Craft Bcstg. Co., licensee of WSTV-AM-FM-TV Steubenville,
Ohio; WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.;
and WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn. Assignor
also 40% owner of WVUE-TV New Orleans,
La. Present proposed liquidation of assets
of WPIT Inc. also involves WPIT-AM-FM
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,10. and WRDW-TV Augusta,
Ga. Ann. Oct.
WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.— Seeks assignment of license and cp from WPIT Inc. to
Rust Craft Greeting Cards Inc., sole owner
of WPIT Inc. No financial consideration involved, as assignment is for purpose of
corporate integration and simplification.
Assignor is large corporation with no majority stockholder. Rust Craft Greeting
Cards Inc. is sole owner of Rust Craft
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WSTV-AM-FM-TV
Steubenville, Ohio; WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.; and WRGP-TV Chattanooga,
Tenn. Assignor also 40% owner of WVUETV New Orleans, La. Present proposed
liquidation of assets of WPIT Inc. also involves WPIT-AM-FM Pittsburgh, Pa., and
WSOL Tampa, Fla. Ann. Oct. 10.
KGHL-AM-TV Billings, Mont.— Seeks assignment of license from P. N. Fortin (50%)
and Warren J. and Kenneth L. Hancock
(each 25%, d/b as Midland Empire Bcstg.
Co., to Paul Crain, Dan Snyder (each 30%),
Mr. Fortin (12.5%), Messrs. Hancock (each
6.25%), Thor Myhre, Bjarne Johnson, and
James Battine (each 5%), tr/as CrainSnyder Tv Inc. Consideration $745,000. Mr.
Crain owns 42% KQTY Everett, Wash., 25%
KQDI Bismarck, N. D., 50% KUDI Great
Falls, Mont., sole owner KUDY Spokane,
Wash., and 38% of KRTV (TV) Great Falls.
Mr. Snyder is 51% owner of KRTV (TV)
Great Falls. Ann. Oct. 10.
KGHL Billings, Mont. — Seeks assignment
of
licenseTv from
above
principals
Crain-G.
Snyder
Inc., to
George
C. and ofWilda
Hatch (each 50%), tr/as Copper Bcstg. Co.,
through 100% ownership by Salt Lake City
Bcstg. Inc. Consideration $204,285. CrainSnyder expects no financial gain from
transaction. Assignment is contingent upon
grant of KGHL-AM-TV from Midland Empire to Crain-Snyder.
licensee
of KALL Salt Salt
LakeLake
City.CityAnn.is
Oct. 10.
KATL Miles City, Mont. — Seeks transfer
of control of licensee corporation to Robert
J. Scanlan (81.16%), son and executor of
estate of Sarah M. Scanlan (deceased). No
financial consideration involved. Mr. Scanlan is vp, general manager and publisher
of
Oct.Miles
4. City Star, daily newspaper. Ann.
KPTL Carson City, Nev. — Seeks assignment of license to Capital Bcstg. Co. of
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Nevada from John E. Vernor (100%). Mr.
Vernor remains sole owner, as assignment
is for operational and business reasons and
involves no consideration. Ann. Oct. 5.
WENE Endicott, N. Y.— Seeks assignment
of license to Southern Tier Radio Inc. (G.
Allan and Florence B. Bengtson, each 50%)
from Ottaway Stations Inc. (James H, Ottaway, 40%, and Ruth B. Ottaway, 30%; also
Mr. Ottaway and Nikolai Sokoloff as coexecutors under will of Mrs. Ruth O. Sokoloff, 30%). Consideration $177,500. Assignors
own WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa., and WDOS
Oneonta, N. Y. Ann. Oct. 9.
WLFH Little Falls, N. Y— Seeks assignment of cp and license to Carmen Hentosh
Gaines (100%), executrix of estate of
Walter T. Gaines (deceased). No financial
consideration involved. Ann. Oct. 5.
N. D.corporation
— Seeks transfer
ofKNDC
controlHettinger,
of licensee
from
D. J. Schults (115 shares), Gary Hendricks
(9 shares), Ralph Shults (1 share), and
Jonas Johnson (8 shares), d/b as Hettinger
Bcstg. Co. (191 shares issued), to Sturgis
Radio Inc. (Leslie J. Kleven, 56.4% owner,
Marguerite E. Kleven, 35%, and Clarence
Glover and Russell Molstad, each 4.3%)
and Kenneth L. Hirsch (each 66V2 shares).
Remainder of shares held bv Cecil Clark,
57. and Allen R. Mclntyre, 1. Consideration
$21,812. Sturgis Radio Inc. is owner of
WBHB Sturgis, S. D.; Mr. Hirsch is employed byOct
Meyer
N. D. Ann.
5. Bcstg. Co., Williston,
WPIT-AM-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Seeks assignment of cp and license to Rust Craft
Greeting Cards Inc. from WPIT Inc.,
wholly-owned subsidiary of Rust Craft
Greeting
Cards asInc.
No financial
tion involved,
assignment
is forconsiderapurpose
of corporate integration and simplification.
Assignorjority
is stockholder.
large corporation
with Greeting
no maRust Craft
Cards Inc. is sole owner of Rust Craft
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WSTV-AM-FM-TV
Steubenville, Ohio; WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.; and WRGP-TV Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Assignor
also La.
40% Present
owner of proposed
WVUETV New
Orleans,
liquidation of assets of WPIT Inc. also involves WSOL Tampa, Fla., and WRDW-TV,
Augusta, Ga. Ann. Oct. 10.
KDSJ Deadwood, S. D. — Seeks assignment of license from John, Eli, and Harry
Daniels
331/3%),
as The
Heart of (each
the Black
Hillspartners
Station, d/b
to Messrs.
Eli and Harry Daniels (each 50%), tr/as
same company. No financial consideration
involved, as assignment involves gift from
father to sons. Assignees each have Ms interest in KRSD-AM-TV Rapid City, S. D.
KRSD-AM-TV Rapid City, S. D.— Seeks
assignment of license and cp from John,
Ell, and Harry Daniels (each V3), partners
d/b as The Heart of the Black Hills Station, to Messrs. Eli and Harry Daniels
(each 50%), tr/as same name. No financial
consideration involved, as assignment involves gift from father to sons. Assignees
each have V3 interest in KDSJ-AM-TV
Deadwood, S. D.
— Seeksandassignment
of KTFY
licenseBrownfield,
to Mike A.Tex.Barrett
Elma R.
Barrett (each 50%), d/b as Morton Bcstg.
Co., from Mr. Barrett (100%), tr/as Terry
County Bcstg. Co. No financial consideration involved, as purpose of assignment is
to give Mrs. Barrett, recently divorced,
same ownership interest as formerly enjoyed as wife. Identical action being taken
on Mr. Tex.
Barrett's
other9. station, KRAN
Morton,
Ann. Oct.
KRAN
Morton,
Tex.
— Seeksandassignment
of license to Mike Barrett
Elma R.
Barrett (each 50%), d/b as Morton Bcstg.
Co., from Mr. Barrett (100%), tr/as same
company. No financial consideration involved, as purpose of assignment is to
give Mrs. Barrett, recently divorced, same
ownership interest as formerly enjoyed
as wife. Identical action being taken on
Mr.
KTFY Brownfield, Barrett's
Tex. Ann.other
Oct. station,
9.
WWRJ White River Junction, Vt. — Seeks
assignment of license to Edward J. Sanborn, Charles P. Fellows, Charles R. Milne,
Bernard R. Cote, and John W. Brockway
(each 20%), d/b as Inter-State Bcstg. Corp.,
from Philip C. Smith and DuRay Smith
(each 25%), Shirley Z. Smith and Vera
Smith (each 24'/2%) and two others, tr/as
White River Enterprises Die. Consideration
$35,000. Mr. Sanborn is majority stockholder
in oil distributing firm; Mr. Fellows owns
electrical firm; Dr. Milne is dentist; Mr.
Brockway is attorney; Mr. Cote is insurance agent, in past has worked for
WMOU-AM-FM
N. H., and other
stations. Ann. Oct.Berlin,
5.
116 (FOR THE RECORD)

Hearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
a Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
issued initial decision looking toward grantingtionsapplications
am stato operate foron new
1050 daytime
kc of Oakland
Radio Station Corp. with 500 w in Oakland,
Md., and Dennis A. Sleighter and Willard
D. Sleighter with 250 w in Everett, Pa.,
and Franklin Bcstg. Inc., to increase power
of station WCEF Parkersburg, W. Va., on
1050 kc, D, from 1 to 5 kw, all conditioned
that pre-sunrise operation with daytime
facilities
is precluded
decision in Doc.
14419, and pending
additional final
condition
attached to Oakland and Sleighter grants.
Action Oct. 10.
D Hearing
Basil P. toward
Cooper (1)
issued initial Examiner
decision looking
granting application of Eliades Broadcast
Co. for new am station to operate on 1540
kc, 10 kw, reduced to 1 kw during critical
hours, D, in Hopewell, Va., conditioned
that pre-sunrise operation with daytime
facilities is precluded pending final decision incationDoc.
appliof 154014419;
RadioandInc.(2)fordenying
new station
to operate on same frequency with 10 kw,
DA, D, in Richmond, Va. Action Oct. 10.
a Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
issued initial decision looking toward granting applications of Vernon E. Pressley for
new am station to operate on 920 kc, 500
w, D, in Canton, N. C, and Folkways Bcstg.
Inc. to increase power of station WTCW
Whitesburg, Ky., from 1 kw to 5 kw, continued operation on 920 kc, D, both conditioned thatfacilities
pre-sunrise
operation
with daytime
precluded
pending
final
decision in Doc. 14419, and additional condition to Pressley
grant
to
curb
any
objectionable interference to WWIT Canton,
N. C. Action Oct. 9.
■ Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of WFYC Inc. to increase
power of station WFYC Alma, Mich., from
1 kw to 5 kw, with DA, continued operation on 1280 kc, D; condition and presunrise operation with daytime facilities
precluded
14419. Actionpending
Oct. 4. final decision in Doc.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING
Fran-Mack Bcstg. Inc., Fayetteville, N. C,
and Radio Smiles Inc., Spring Lake,
N. C. — Designated for consolidated hearing
applications for new am stations to operate
on 1450 kc, unl. — Fran-Mack with 250 w
and Radio
Smiles
with 250
w-N, 500
made
WFVG
Fuquay
Springs,
N. w-LS;
C, a
party to the proceeding. Action Oct. 10.
Franklin County Bcstg. Inc., Owensville,
Mo. & KYRO, Franklin County Bcstg. Inc.,
Potosi, Mo. & KLPW, Franklin County
Bcstg. Die,solidated
Union,
— Designated
for conhearing Mo.
applications
of Franklin
for new am station to operate on 1220 kc,
250 w, D, KYRO for change of frequency
from tion1280
kc w,
to D,
1310andkc, KLPW
continued
operawith 500
for change
of frequency from 1220 kc to 1280 kc, continued operation with 1 kw, D; issues include Sec. 3.35 multiple ownership and
concentration
tion Oct. 10. of control determination. AcValparaiso Bcstg. Co., Porter County
Bcstg. Co., Porter County Bcstg. Corp.,
Valparaiso, Ind. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new daytime am stations to operate on 1500 kc —
Valparaiso with 500 w (250 w-CH), Porter
County Bcstg. Co. with 1 kw, DA, and
Porter County Bcstg. Corp. with 250 w,
DA; issues include Sec. 3.35 multiple ownership and
of control
nation concentration
in connection with
Porter determiCounty
Bcstg. Corp. application; made WJRC
Joliet, 111., party to proceeding. Action
Oct. 10.
■ By natedseparate
order, hearing
commission
desigfor consolidated
applications
for new
daytime
stations
on
930
kc
of
way Bcstg. Co. with 5 kw in Buena ParkVista
and Griffith Bcstg. Corp. with 1 kw in
Lynchburg, Va.; made WFMD Frederick,
Md., who objected to Parkway application,
and the Federal Aviation Agency parties to
proceeding. Action Oct. 10.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By report and order, commission denied
proposals to move ch. 4 from Bloomington
to Indianapolis, Ind., or to reserve that
channel or another of vhf channels assigned
to Indianapolis for educational use. In terminating that
rulemaking
proceeding,
sion concluded
it would
not be commisjustified
in making the shift, in view of obvious
disadvantages involved of removal from

Bloomington of its only vhf assignment,
its only local outlet and its only grade A
or better signal. It held that only by remaining as Bloomington assignment can
ch. 4 be expected to serve truly as outlet
meeting particularly needs of that comOct. 10. munity for local self-expression. Action
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
approved tr/as
agreement
between John S.(1)Townsend,
Commercial
Service Co., and Parkway Bcstg. Co., applicants for new daytime am stations to
operate on 930 kc in Buena Vista, Va.,
whereby Townsend will withdraw his application upon reimbursement by Parkway
of
$1,929,
dismissed
Townsend application. and
Action(2) Oct.
10.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted request by WarsawMount Olive Bcstg. Co., Warsaw, N. C,
and assigned new file number as of January
to application
Wendell-Zebulon
Radio24 Co.
to increaseofpower
of station
WETC Wendell-Zebulon, N. C, on 540 kc,
D, from 250 w to 5 kw with DA, which
was amended January 24 to specify new
DA system. WETC had filed petition April
18 to accept amendment to its application
with
retention
its present
file number
BP-15165.
Actionof Oct.
10.
■ By order, commission denied petition
(later
for Review")
by
St. retitled
Anthony "Application
Television Corp.
directed
against certain language concerning its
failure to construct tv station KHMA (ch.
11) Houma, La., which was contained in
Aug.
Broadcast
Bureau's
opinion31 and
order which
(1) memorandum
granted special temporary authority to New Orleans
Television Corp. to operate station WVUATV New Orleans, La., on ch. 12 from site
of its station WVUE, ch. 13, at Jung Hotel
in New Orleans, for period ending Nov.
30 and which (2) denied opposing pleadings
by St. Anthony and by Capitol Bcstg. Co.
(WJTV, ch. 12), Jackson, Miss. After review, commission found no error in Aug.
31 memorandum opinion. Action Oct. 10.
■ By letter, commission advised Transcontinent Tv Corp., licensee of KERO-TV,
ch. 10, Bakersfield, Calif., that, should
court
deny that deintermixture
station's requestcase,
for comstay
in Bakersfield
mission
proposes
to
return
Transcontinent's
applications for renewal of licenses of
KERO-TV and aux. (On March 22, 1961,
commisison substituted ch. 23 for ch. 10 to
make Bakersfield all-uhf, effective Dec. 1,
1962, concurrently with expiration of KEROTV's license on ch. 10. On July 19, 1962,
court ofcisionappeals
affirmedsubsequently
commission'sasked
deand KERO-TV
court rehearing and stay.) Action Oct. 10.
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission denied petition by Springfield Television Bcstg. Corp. (WWLP), Springfield,
Mass., and Connecticut Tv. Inc. (WHNBTV), New Britain, Conn., respondents, for
review and other relief directed against
examiner'slicationsruling
Triangle toPub-be
Inc., to permitting
show interference
received by its proposed operation of
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn. Comr. Ford
not participating. Action Oct. 10.
■ By memorandum
opinion
& order, Music
commission denied request
by Melody
Inc., for production of commission documents and witness in proceeding on its application for renewal of license of am station WGMA Hollywood, Fla. Action Oct. 10.
■ By order, commission denied petition
by Des Plaines-Arlington Bcstg. Co., Des
Plains, 111., for additional 10-minute time
for its oral argument on Oct. 29 in am
consolidated
proceeding in Docs. 12798 et al.
Action Oct. 10.
■ By order, commission (1) granted reWIBCtv Inc.
to dismiss
its applicationquestforbynew
station
to operate
on ch.
13 in Indianapolis, Ind., and (2) terminated
proceedings in Docs. 8908 & 10948 which
were left openopinion
in commission's
Sept. 13
memorandum
& order approving
agreement by Crosley Bcstg. Corp. and
WIBC and granting Crosley application,
subject to fulfillment of two conditions.
The conditions were (1) receipt of notice
from applicants that related purchase by
WIBC lanta,
of Ga.,Crosley's
station WLWA
has beentv completed,
and At(2)
the concurrent filing by WIBC of request
to dismiss
ch. 13been
application.
ThoseMinow
conditions its
have now
met. Chmn.
and Comr. Bartley abstained from voting;
Comr. ment.
Ford
Action concurred
Oct. 10. and issued state■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding
applications
of The
Goodwill Stationson Inc.
for renewal
of licenses
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of tv station WJRT (ch. 12) and aux.,
Flint, Mich., and Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp.
for new station on that ch. in Flint, comapplicant's
jointofpetition
insofar asmission
it denied
requested
approval
agreement but granted it to extent of (1) dismissing Lake Huron application; and (2)
grantingmissed renewal
of license
of WJRT,
disas moot previous
petition
by WJRT
to dismiss Lake Huron applications; and
terminated
tion Oct. 10.proceeding in Docs. 14608-9. AcBy
order, Bureau
commission
granted petition
Broadcast
and extended
to Oct.by8
time to file application for review of Sept.
25 action by Review Board which granted
in part and denied in part petitions to
enlarge issues in proceeding on application
of Bootheel Bcstg. Co. for new am station
in Kennett, Mo. Action Oct. 5.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ Granted petition by Radio Americana
Inc. and extended to Oct. 11 time to file
•exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
on its am application for new station in
Baltimore, Md. Action Oct. 5.
■ Granted petition by General Communications Inc. (KXKW), Lafayette, La., and
extended to Nov. 5 time to file response to
petition to delete issues filed by South
Mississippi Bcstg. Co., Mississippi City,
Miss., in
tions.proceeding
Action Oct. 5. on their am applica■ Granted petition by Pioneer States
Bcstrs. Inc., and extended to Oct. 1 time
to file exceptions to initial decision in
proceeding on its application for new am
station in West Hartford, Conn. Action
Oct. 4.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Wyman N.
and Willa M. Schnepp, Joint Tenants, and
Valley Bcstg. Co., for new am stations in
Abilene and Beloit, both Kans., respectively
in Docs. 14719-20, granted request by Valley
to extent of accepting notice of late apown motion,
that portionpearance;ofon Board's
Sec. 1.362(b)
of rules waived
which
requires publication "immediately following release of the Commission's order specifying the time
and place
of hearing"
permit late
publication
of hearing
notice.to
Action Oct. 4.
■ Board Chairman Berkemeyer granted
motion by McAlister Bcstg. Corp., party
respondent, and corrected Sept. 10 transcript
of oral argument in proceeding on am application of Neil N. Levitt, Roswell, N.
Mex. Action Oct. 4.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications for new am stations of Rockland Bcstg. Co., Blauvelt, and
Rockland Radio Corp., and Rockland Bcstrs.
Inc., both Spring Valley, N. Y., in Docs.
14510 et al., (1) denied motion by Broadcast Bureau and request of Rockland Bcstg.
Co. to enlarge issues, and (2) added issues
to determine whether overlap of the 2 and
25 mv/m contours would occur between
proposals of Rockland Bcstg. Co. and Rockland Radio Corp. and station WADO New
York City, in contravention of Sec. 3.37 of
the rules and, if so, whether circumstances
exist which would warrant waiver of that
section. Action Oct. 2.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 24 time to respond
to petition to enlarge issues and request
for additional issue filed by Charles County
Bcstg. Inc., La Plata, Md., in proceeding
on its am application, et al. Action Oct. 2.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Oct. 4 time to file response
to petition of William L. Ross for reconsideration and grant without hearing or
in the alternative for mod. of order and
consolidation
of proceedings
application for new
am station onin Ross'
Riverton,
Wyo. Action Oct. 2.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Granted petition by Atlass Bcstg. Inc.
(KKHI), San Francisco, Calif., for dismissal of its application to increase daypower continued
on 1550 kc,nighttime
DA-2, fromoperation
10 kw
to 50 timekw,
with 10 kw; dismissed application with
prejudice
tion Oct. 5.and terminated proceeding. Ac■ Granted petition by General Communications Inc. (KXKW), Lafayette, La., and
extended to Nov. 5 time to file replies to
pending petition of South Mississippi Bcstg.
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Co. to amend its application for new am
station in Mississippi City, Miss.; continued
Oct. 12 prehearing conference to Nov. 13,
and continued Oct. 15 hearing to date to
be specified by presiding hearing examiner
in
on their applications. Action
Oct.proceeding
5 .
By Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham■ Corrected in various respects transcript
of Sept. 17 and Oct. 3 prehearing conferences in proceeding on NBC-RKO transfers
and related applications. Action Oct. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted request by Northfield Bcstg.
Co. and extended for two weeks procedural
dates established in July 31 and Oct. 1
Orders in proceeding on its application for
new am station in Northfield, Minn., et al.;
time for further engineering conference
extended from Oct. 16 to Oct. 30, and
commencement of hearing from Oct. 29 to
Nov. 13. Action Oct. 4.
■ Granted motion by Eastern Shore
Microwave Relay Co., and continued Oct.
5 hearing on its application for common
carrier point-to-point microwave relay station in Salisbury, Md., pending action by
the Commission on a petition for reconand grant
filed. ActionsiderationOct.
4. without hearing to be
By Hearing Examiner
Huntting Annie Neal
■ Granted motion by Shelby County
Bcstg. Co., and severed from consolidated
am proceeding in Docs. 14298 et al., for
separate hearing, its application to increase
power of station WSVL Shelby ville, Ind.;
receivedrecord;
in evidence
Shelby'sareExhibit
and
closed
and parties
given 3leave
to file proposed
findings
of
fact
and
conclusions within 20 days after record is
closed, and reply findings within 10 days
from filing date or dates of any such proposed findings. Action Oct. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Charles
County Bcstg. Co. Inc., Dorlen Bcstrs. Inc.,

and Radio Vienna for new am stations in
La Plata and Waldorf both Maryland, and
Vienna, Va. (Docs. 14748 et al.), denied
petition by Charles County for leave to
amend its application to specify DA operation in lieu of non DA operation heretofore
proposed, and denied its request for return
of its proffered amendment. Action Oct. 4.
■ On own motion, and with agreement of
counsel, continued Oct. 8 prehearing conence to Oct. 9Radio
in proceeding
on application offerSmith
Inc. (WNUE),
Fort
Walton Beach, Fla. Action Oct. 4.
■ Granted petition by Dorlen Bcstrs. Inc.,
for leave to amend its application filed Jan.
3 for new am station in Waldorf, Md., to
supplement financial information contained
therein;
is consolidated
for hearing withapplication
Charles County
Bcstg. Inc.,
and
Radio Vienna for new am stations in La
Plata, Md., and Vienna, Va. Action Oct. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Dismissed as moot Oct. 4 motion by
Cherryville Bcstg. Inc. to continue hearing
heretofore scheduled for Oct. 4 in proceeding on its application for new am station
in Cherryville, N. C; by order released
Oct. 4, hearing was rescheduled for Oct.
23. Action Oct. 5.
■ Upon request
of applicant
and with
concurrence
of other
parties, rescheduled
Oct. 4 hearing for Oct. 23 in proceeding on
application of Cherryville Bcstg. Inc., for
new am
in Cherryville, N. C. Action Oct.station
4.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
by Broadcast
Bureau
and■ Granted
accepted petition
its late filed
proposed findings
of fact and conclusions in proceeding on
applications of Beacon Bcstg. System Inc.
and Suburban
Bcstg. Inc. for and
new Jackson,
am stations in Grafton-Cedarburg
Wis. Action Oct. 4.
■ Granted petition by Ubiquitous Corporation and severed from consolidated am proceeding in Docs. 14166 et al., to be conin separate
proceeding
its application forsiderednew
am station
in Hyde
Park,
N. Y.; scheduled further hearing on Ubiquitous' application for Oct. 10. Action Oct. 4.

AMCI

antennas

TV
and FM
• Omnidirectional TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Vestigial Sideband Filters
• Coaxial Switches
and Transfer Panels
• Power Dividers and other Fittings
Write for information and catalog.
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to decrease ERP to 27 kw, increase ant. permitted.
height to 195 ft. and make changes in ant.
Actions of Oct. 8
system; remote control permitted; and
waived Sec. 3.208(a)(2) of rules to permit
KQAL-FM,
Jack L. Katz Enterprises Dae,
main studios to be located at KORK(AM)
Omaha,
Neb.
—National
Granted Weekly
assignment
license
site
in
Thunderbird
Hotel,
Highway
91,
and
SCA
to
Inc.of(KMEO,
Las Vegas.
Omaha); consideration $68,000.
WFLM (FM) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.—
KLUV, Haynesville Bcstg. Co., HaynesGranted cp to change ant. height to 145 ville,
La. — Granted assignment of license
ft., main studio and trans, location and from
Norrie A. Parker, Paul A. Newell,
make changes in ant. system.
K. Eugene Chance and A. T. Moore to
Warren B. Smith, Don J. Davis and John
WVOR (FM) Rochester, N. Y.— Granted
mod. of cp to decrease ant. height to 350 J. Shields, d/b as company of same name;
ft., change type trans, and type ant. and consideration $11,000.
make changes in ant. system.
KTIL, Tillamook Bcstg. Co., Tillamook,
WJOL-FM Joliet, HI.— Granted mod. of Ore. — Granted assignment of license to
Beaver Bcstg. System Inc.; consideration
cp to make changes in trans, power output.
KFMB San Diego, Calif.— Granted mod.
of cp to use aux. trans, at main trans, $80,000.
KANS, transfer
KANS Inc.,
Independence,
Mo. —E.
Granted
of control
from Ruth
site, with DA at night.
Brown,
executrix
of
estate
of
Kenyon
KLUK Evanston, Wyo. — Granted extenand Henry R. Flynn to
sion of authority to operate 6:30 a.m. to Brown, deceased,
and Sherley Bott; Ruth E. Brown
6:30 p.m. for period ending Jan. 31, 1963. Richard
to sell her 60% interest for $50,000, and
WUPY (FM) Lynn, Mass.— Granted extenFlynn
his 40%$125,000,
interestsubject
for $75,000—
total
sion of authority to remain silent for period
consideration
to certain
ending Dec. 31; condition.
adjustments.
Boca Raton Bible Conference Grounds
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: KNCO-FM
Inc., Boca Raton, Fla. — Granted cp for new
Garden City, Kans., and change type ant.;
class C fm station to operate on 99.9 mc,
ERP 100 kw and ant. height 450 ft.; remote
condition; WRWJ Selma, Ala.; WPDR Portcontrol permitted.
age, Wis.; WRKB-FM
and change
type ant. Kannapolis, N. C,
WMKT (FM) McKenzie, Tenn.— Granted
WIOS Tawas City, Mich. — Denied request mod. of cp to change ERP to 7.1 kw, ant.
for mod.
or
deletion
of
pre-sunrise
condiheight
to 290 ft.,
and
tion attached to March 15 grant of cp for studio location,
typechange
trans, ant.
and-trans,
type ant.
new daytime am station to operate on 1480 and make changes in ant. system.
kc, 1 kw, DA.
WKWS, Radio Franklin Inc., Rocky
Mount,
Va. — each
Granted
acquisition
of negaActions of Oct. 4
tive control
by Kermit
W. Salyer
and
K13CL Somerset, Colo. — Granted cp to E. Kyle Farmer through purchase of stock
from Dr. F. B. Wolfe.
replace
expired
permit
for
vhf
tv
translator
station.
KAGI, acquisition
KAGI Dae,of Grants
Ore. by
—
K04BQ Sunburst, Mont. — Granted mod.
positivePass,
control
of cp to change principal community to Granted
Southern
Oregon
Bcstg.
Co.
through
purSunburst and Sweetgrass, both Montana
chase of stock from N. Paul Hoff.
and Coutts, Alberta, Canada; change trans,
WMUS, WMUS-FM, Greater Muskegon
location
to
\'z
mile
south
of
Sweetgrass;
Muskegon,
Mich. — Granted
actype trans, and make changes in ant. Bcstrs. Inc.,
positive
control
Charlesgroup)
and
system of vhf tv translator station.
Marion C.quisition ofBoonstra
(as a byfamily
K08DJ Mitchell, Neb.— Granted extension
through sale of stock by Harold H. Smith
of completion date to Nov. 15.
to company of same name.
WEAL Greensboro, N. C. — Remote conK05AF Mlna and Liming, both Nev. —
trol permitted; conditions.
license for vhf tv translator sta■ Granted licenses covering changes in Granted
tion.
WRNW
(FM) Mt.
Y.— Granted
the
following
stations:
*KRMA-TV
Denver,
to Kisco,
move N.
studio
location
Colo.,
and WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.; mod. of license
conditions.
and remote control point.
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
WQAM
Fla. change
— Granted
cp site.
to intranslator stations: Sunburst Television
stall new Miami,
trans, and
trans,
Assn,. on chs. 2 and 6, Sunburst and SweetKIQS
Willows,
Calif.—
Granted
cp
to
make
grass, both Montana, to translate programs
in ground system; conditions.
of KRTV(TV) (ch. 3) and KFBB-TV (ch. change
KWTX
Waco,
Tex.—
Granted
mod.
of
cp
5), both Great Falls, Montana; Flintstone
to specify main trans, as main nighttime
Community Television Inc., on ch. 13. Flintand use presently authorized trans,
stone, Md., to translate WMAL-TV (ch. 7) trans,
as main daytime trans. (2 main trans.).
Washington, D. C.
WQAM
Miami, Fla.— Granted mod. of cp
Actions of Oct. 5
to move aux. trans.
KLRJ-TV Henderson, Nev. — Granted exHarrison Bcstg. Corp., Harrison, Ark. —
tension of completion date to Oct. 30.
Granted cp for new class C fm station to
operate on 102.9 mc, ERP 10 kw, and ant.
KOAP-FM Portland, Ore. — Granted exheight 630 ft.; remote control permitted.
tension of authority to operate Monday
WHHY Montgomery, Ala. — Granted cp to through Friday for period ending Dec. 31.
change ant-trans, location and make changes
KDWC (FM) West Covina, Calif.— Granted
in ground system.
extension of authority to remain silent for
KDIX
Dickinson,
N.
D.—
Granted
cp
to
period ending Nov. 5.
install new trans.
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
KUSN
St.
Joseph,
Mo.
—
Granted
cp
to
intranslator stations: Willow Creek Chamber
stall new trans, as aux. trans.
of
Commerce, on ch. 10, Willow Creek,
KJEF Jennings, La. — Granted cp to make
Calif., to translate programs of KVIQ-TV
changes in ant. system; condition.
(ch. 6) Eureka, Calif.; Moffat County, on
KDRO Sedalia, Mo.— Granted cp to chs.
8 and 12, Maybell and Williams Fork
change trans, and studio location.
Rural
Colo., to translate KOA-TV
WVLN-FM Olney, HI. — Granted cp to (ch. 4) Area,
Denver, Colo.
change type trans.
■Granted
mod.
cps to change type
WEKY Richmond, Ky.— Granted mod. of trans, for followingofstations:
KALF Mesa,
cp to change type trans.
Ariz.; WMBT Shenandoah, Pa.
■ Granted licenses for following noncomActions
of
Oct.
9
mercial educational tv stations: WETA-TV
Washington,
D. kw
C; WGTE-TV
Toledo,
WINT, Winter Haven Bcstg. Co., Winter
and ERP 0.355
vis. and 0.195
kw Ohio,
aur.;
Haven,
— Granted
of license
WFSU-TV
Tallahassee,
Fla.,
and
correct
coto
WinterFla.Haven
Bcstg.assignment
Inc.
KOKA Shreveport, La. — Granted cp to
ordinates; WGTV Athens, Ga., and ERP
use main nighttime trans, as aux. trans,
WNOR-FM,
Norfolk
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Nor288 kw vis. and 144 kw aur.; KWCS-TV
folk, Va. — Granted
assignment of cp to
day only; remote control permitted.
WNOR-FM
Inc.
Ogden, Utah, and change trans, and studio
(FM)ERP
Effingham,
HI.— and
Granted
cp location; WSIU-TV Carbondale, 111., and
KETO-FM Seattle, Wash.— Granted cp to
toWSEI
decrease
to 9.4 kw
replace
change type ant.; KCSD-TV Kansas City, move
ant. -trans, location, change type ant.,
trans.
Mo.; KAET
Phoenix, Ariz., and redescribe
make
changes in ant. system (increase
trans,
site.
WJAQ
Jackson,
Miss.
—
Granted
cp
to
inheight),
increase ant. height to 1,150 ft.;
stall new alternate main nighttime trans,
KDTH Dubuque, Iowa — Granted request
ERP
17
kw; remote control permitted.
and aux. day trans, at main trans, site.
for mod. of presunrise operation condition
■ Remote control permitted for following
August
grant
of cp
to in- stations:
KFNVstall Ferriday,
to in-to attachedcreaseto daytime
KALL Salt Lake City, Utah (main
power17 to
1 kw,
to extent
new trans, La.
and— Granted
change cp
name
transmitter)
; conditions; KSD St. Louis,
authorizing
operation
with
non-DA
with
George W. Wilson tr/as Miss-Lou Bcstg. Co. 1of kw
Mo.; conditions; WXLW Indianapolis, Ind.;
between 4 a.m. and local sunrise
conditions; WYOU Tampa, Fla.
WBON (FM) Milwaukee, Wis.— Granted
until
final
decision
is
reached
in
Doc.
14419
cp to make changes in trans, equipment
or until directed to terminate such opera■ Following
stations were
ex(change exciter).
tensions of completion
dates granted
as shown:
tion, whichever occurs first.
KXKX(ED-FM)
San Francisco, Calif., to
KORK-FM Las Vegas, Nev.— Granted cp
KSEI Pocatello, Idaho — Remote control
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962
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BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Oct. 2
WRMN Elgin, HI.— Granted requesont for
atise operatiofon cpconditi
mod. oftachedpresunr
to increase
to March 15 grant to
extent ot auriavtime power to 1 kw, non-DA
with 1 kw
on with
thorZg operati
sunrise until
and local Doc.
n 4 na.m.
betweedecisio
14419 . or
is reached in
final
te such operation,
termina
to
d
directe
until
ver
occurs first.
whiche
cps for following vhf tv trans. Granted
ch. 2,
lator stations: City of Creighton on ms
of
te progra
Creighton, Neb., to translaIowa;
Comand
City,
Sioux
9),
KVTV (ch.
sburg,
William
munity Tv Service on ch. 2,
Ky. toN. transla
C. te WLOS-TV (ch. 13), Asheville,
(FM) Kenosha, Wis— Remote conWAXO
trol permitted.
WGPR (FM) Detroit, Mich— Granted
change in remote control authority.
Actions of Oct. 3
Chicago, HI. — Granted SCA
x basis.
multiple(FM)
onWFMQ
WJEM, Lowndes County Bcstg. Co.,
Ga- Granted assignment of liValdosta,
censes from Sue N. and J. E. Massey Jr.
and J. C. Johnson to J. C. Johnson, tr/as
company of same name; Masseys to sell
their 60% interest to Johnson for $66,000.
Co., Greenville, N. C. —
WGTC cpBcstg.
for new class B fm station to
Granted
mc, ERP 20 kw, and ant.
107.5
on
operate
height 340 ft.
♦Board of Trustees, Elmhurst College,
Elmhurst, 111.— Granted cp for new class D
10
fm
w. station to operate on 88.7 mc, with
♦Trustees of Hamilton College, Clinton,
N. Y. — Granted cp for a new class D fm
station to operate on 88.7 mc, with 10 w.
KXKW, General Communications Dae,
Lafayette,
nega-to
tive controlLa.—
fromGranted
Paul H.transfer
Kurzwegof Jr.
Paul H. Kurzweg Jr., Victor J. Kurzweg
Jr., Dr. Frank T. Kurzweg, Loraine K.
Chadwick and Shirley Louise Kurzweg (as
family group).
KOIL, KICN (FM), Central States Bcstg.
Inc., Omaha, Nebr., KISN, Star Bcstg. Die,
Vancouver,
Wash.W.— Burden,
Granted J.
transfer
of control from Don
P. Wilkerson
and Marie Downing to Star Stations Dae;
and transfer of control of station KISN
from Don W. Burden, J. P. Wilkerson,
John F. Davis and Gerald E. Weist to Star
Stations Inc., without prejudice to whatever action commission may deem necessaryrently
to take
curexisting as
withresult
respectof toproblems
station KISN.
Beach Booster Club, Beach, N. D. —
Granted
vhf tv translator
tion on cp
ch. for4, new
to translate
programs sta-of
KUMV-TV (ch. 8) Williston, N. D.
Pagosa Springs Television Assn., Pagosa
Springs, Colo.
— Granted
cp 70.
for to
newtranslate
uhf tv
translator
station,
on ch.
programs of KGGM-TV (ch. 13) Albuquerque, N. M.
WALY, WALY Dae, Herkimer, N. Y. —
Granted assignment of license to Mohawk
Bcstg. Corp.
WLAR Athens, Term. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation of new trans.
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted license
covering use of main trans, and ant. as
aux. trans, and ant. at main trans, site.
WWMT (FM) New Orleans, La. — Remote control permitted.
WESY
stall newLeland,
trans. Miss. — Granted cp to inKGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex. — Granted cp
to change type vis. trans.
WTIL new
Mayaguez,
P. R. — Granted cp to
install
main trans.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCOE

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. ).
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFOCE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFOCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engfneers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19
E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFCCE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
BUtler 1-1551

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuckanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

SPOT YOUR

To be Seen by 100,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
"ARB Continuing Readership Study

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOCE

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOCE

JOHN 6. HEFFELFINGER

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
103 AM-FM-TV
S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

FIRM'S NAME
HERE .. .

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

confocf
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022

SUMMARY
Lie.
3,714
989

AM
FM
TV

506

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 10
CPS
ON AIR
Not on air
64
Cps.
66
132
68
148
89

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
430
161
114

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

Miscellaneous

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 10
VHF
471
48

Commercial
Non-Commercial

TOTAL
TV

UHF
86
22

70
557

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC September 30
AM
66
3,714
131

Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

195
352
3,911
547
64
357
421
0
0

retain
ch. 15Oct.
in that
use. Action
10. city for commercial
PETITIONS FILED
Parts 2 & 9 Aeronautical Radio Inc. and
Air Transport Assn. of America, Washington, D. C. (9-28-62)— Requests amendment
of parts 2 & 9 so as to extend for five
years, beyond Feb. 15, 1963, availability of
frequency band 420-460 mcs for use by
radio (absolute) altimeters installed and
in use aboard aircraft.
Part 2 Land Mobile Communications Sec.
of Electronic Industries Assn., Washington,
D. C. (10-1-62)— Requests amendment of
rules trum
so nowasallocated
to reallocate
spec-to
as tv frequency
chs. 14 & 15
Land Mobile Radio Services.

989
FM
143
13
68
1,200
148
161
3
87
1
902

TV64
506
659
66
89
11
114
48
38
1
491

■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission denied 28 petitions and other requests for reconsideration or waiver of
commission's
10, 1962 imposing partialaction
freezeofonMayapplications
for
new am stations or major changes in existing am stations pending reexamination of
am rules. Most of the requests came from
applicants for new stations. By separate
letters, commission
denied
reconsideration orwaiver
of amrequests
partial for
freeze
and returned following 10 applications: For
new stations — Leeward Bcstg. Corp.,
Waianae, Hawaii, and Lake Bcstrs. Inc.,
St. Ignace, Mich. For changes in existing
stations— WL AM Lewiston, Maine; WQTE
Monroe, Mich.; WCVP Murphy, N. C;
KVOR Colorado Springs, Colo.; WARI
Abbeville, Ala.; KFKF Bellevue, Wash.;
WKDE AltaVista, Va., and KITE Terrell
Hill, Texas. By further letters, commission
returned eight applications inconsistent
with am interim criteria: DuPage County
Bcstg. man,
Inc.,
Elmhurst,
111.; Richard
HerFayetteville,
W. Va.;
Dawson E.County
Bcstg. prises,
Corp.,
Cozad,
Neb.;
Fleet
EnterGreenville, S. C, and Challie Yates,
Catlettsburg, Ky., all for new stations; and
WPGA Perry, Ga., and KLIZ Brainerd,
Minn., for changes in existing stations; also
KDEY Boulder, Colo., for change in DA
system. Action Oct. 10.
Processing line

Jan. 9, 1963; KCEE Tucson, Ariz., to Dec.
3; WCSM Celina, Ohio, to April 6, 1963.
License renewal
WHK Cleveland, Ohio — Granted renewal
of license conditioned to commission determination in Orlando, Fla., tv ch. 9
proceeding
involving
Metro-of
Media to Mid-Floridarelationship
Tv Corp.,of one
Orlando applicants. By letter to MetroMedia, commission
accepted WHK's
explanation of misunderstanding
of instructions with respect to classification of educational programs but warned station about
future compliance. Chmn. Minow voted
to defer action pending decision in Docs.
11081 & 11083. Comr. Hyde concurred in
action but dissented to letter. Action Oct. 10.
Rulemakings
■ By

report

FINALIZED
and order, commission

finalized rulemaking in Doc. 14591 and (1)
shifted ch. 2 from Henderson to Las Vegas,
Nev., and (2) mod. the license of Southern
Nevada Radio and Television Co. (which
petitioned for the move) to specify location of its station KLRJ-TV on that ch.
in Las Vegas instead of Henderson; also
waived tinued
Sec.location
3.613andof operation
rules to permit
conof its main
studio and trans, at its site 3 miles outside
of Las Vegas. In so doing, the commission
placed particularthat
reliance
KLRJ-TV'sto
representations
it willon continue
give complete service to Henderson. Comr.
Bartley dissented. Action Oct. 10.
PROPOSED
■ By notice
of
mission invited proposed
comments rulemaking,
to proposalcomby
the financial vice president of University
of reserve
Idaho, inch.behalf
university's regents,
to
12 (nowof commercial)
instead
of
present
ch.
*15
for
use
in
Moscow.
its own motion, commission proposes Onto

For Convenient,
Low-Cost Remote Control

SPECI FY

SYSTEMS

Please send me, at no obligation, a suggested Remote
Control Plan for my Transmitter, Make Model No.
.Title.
Name_
Station.
Address.
City.
.State.
General

Electronic

Lrborrtories, Inc.
01 195 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.
120 (FOR THE RECORD)

C-108-1C

■ Notice is hereby given, pursuant to
Sec. 1.354(c) of commission rules, that on
Nov. 14,
1962,in standard
tions listed
attached broadcast
appendix applicawill be
consideredcessing.
as Pursuant
ready toandSec.
available
for pro-&
1.106(b)(1)
Sec. 1.361(c)
rules,with
application, in orderoftocommission
be considered
any
application appearing on attached list or
with any other application on file by close
of business on November 13, 1962, which
involves conflict necessitating hearing with
application on this list, must comply with
interim criteria governing acceptance of
standard broadcast applications set forth
in note to Sec. 1.354 of commission rules
(adopted May 10, 1962) and be substantially
complete
and tendered
for filingD.at C,
offices
of commission
in Washington,
by
whichever date is earlier: (a) close of
business on November 13, 1962, or (b)
earlier effective cut-off date which listed
application or any other conflicting application may have by virtue of conflict
necessitating hearing with applications appearing on previous lists. Applications from
top of processing line:
■ Valparaiso, Ind. — Northwestern Indiana
Radio Inc. 1080 kc, 250 w-D (BP-5574).
■ WSIV Pekin, 111.— Pekin Bcstg. Co. To
1140
kc, 5 kw-D; from 1140 kc, 1 kw-D
(BMP-2561).
■ Wyandotte, Mich. — Woodward Bcstg. Co.
850 kc, 5 kw, DA-1, unl. (BP-5827).
■ Loretto, Pa. — St. Francis College of
Loretto, Pa. 1400 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-11517).
■ WHOF Canton, Ohio — Douglas Properties Inc. To 1060 kc, 5 kw-D, DA; from
1060 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-12256).
■ Palm Desert, Calif. — Palm Desert Bcstg.
Co. 1270 kc, 500 w-D, DA (BP-12596).
■ WCRA Effingham, 111.— Effingham Bcstg.
Co. To(BP-13407).
1090 kc, 1 kw-D; from 1090 kc, 250
w-D
WVLN
Co.
To■ 740
kc, 1Olney,
kw-D, 111.—
250 Illinois
w(CR), Bcstg.
DA; from
740 kc, 250 w-D (BP-13495).
■ WAYE Baltimore, Md.— Erway Bcstg.
Corp. To 860 kc, 1 kw-D. DA (Baltimore,
Md.) ; from 860 kc, 500 w-D, DA (Dundalk,
Md.) (BP-13818).
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■ Saranac, Mich. — Grand Valley Bcstg.
Co. 1520 kc, 250 w-D, DA (BP-14487).
a Santa Clara, Calif.— George B. Bairey.
1430 kc, 1 kw, DA-1, unl. (BP-14934).
a WTIK Durham, N. C— W & W Bcstg.
Inc. To 1310 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-2,
unl.; from 1310 kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS, DA-N,
unl. (BP-14935).
a Liberty, Ky.— Patrick Henry Bcstg. Co.
1560 kc, 250 w-D (BP-14936).
■ WAIR Winston-Salem, N. C— Holiday
Bcstg. Corp. To 1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS,
unl.; from 1340 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-14937).
■ WBUY Lexington, N. C— Davidson
County Bcstg. Co. To 1440 kc, 1 kw, 5 kwLS, DA-N, unl.; from 1440 kc, 5 kw-D
(BP- 14938).
■ Deer Lodge, Mont. — Powell County
Bcstg. Co. 1400 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-14940).
■ Dimmitt, Tex.— High Plains Bcstg. Co.
1470 kc, 500 w-D, DA (BP-14941).
■ Lawrence Park, Pa. — Greater Erie
Bcstg. Inc. 1530 kc, 250 w-D (BP-14945).
■ KVOL Lafayette, La.— Evangeline Bcstg.
Inc. To 1330 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-N,
unl.;
14947).from 1330 kc, 1 kw, DA-N, unl. (BP■ Donelson, Tenn. — The Donelson Bcstg.
Co. 1390 kc, 1 kw-D, DA (BP-14950).
■ Rensselaer, Ind. — Jasper County Bcstg.
Corp. 1560 kc, 250 w-D (BP-14951).
■ KWAM Memphis, Tenn.— KWEM Inc.
To 990 kc, 10 kw-D, DA; from 990 kc, 1
kw-D (BP-14952).
■ South Charleston, W. Va.— William D.
Stone. 1410 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-14954).
■ Selma, N. C— Charles Franklyn Barry
Jr. 1510 kc, 500 w-D (BP-14955).

■ WOIC Columbia, S. C— Speidel Bcstg.
Corp.
To 1320 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-N,
14957).from
unl.;
1320 kc, 1 kw, DA-N, unl. (BP■ Millinocket, Maine — Mid-Maine Bcstrs.
Inc.
kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, SH (BP14963) 1240
.
■ KVOW Riverton, Wyo.— Riverton Bcstg.
Inc. To 1450 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.; from
1450 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-14964).
■ Lebanon, Va. — Clinch Mountain Bcstg.
Co. 1380 kc, 500 w-D (BP-14969) .
■ Fort Pierce, Fla. — Indian River Tv Inc.
970 kc, 1 kw-D, DA (BP-14970).
■ Fontana, Calif .—Stanley Helfman. 1470
kc, 500 w-D, DA (BP-14972).
■ KTEM Temple, Tex.— Bell Bcstg. Co.
To 1400 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.; from 1400
kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-14977).
■ KWEB Rochester, Minn.— Northland
Radio Corp. To 1270 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS,
DA-2,
14979). unl.; from 1270 kc, 500 w-D (BP■ Valparaiso, Ind. — Porter County Bcstg.
Co. 1500 kc, 1 kw-D, DA (BP-14980).
■ Valparaiso, Ind. — Porter County Bcstg.
Corp. 1500 kc, 250 w-D, DA (BP-14982).
■ WTRO Brownsville, Tenn.— McQueen &
Co. To 1330 kc, 500 w-D (Dyersburg, Tenn.);
to 1330 kc, 500 w-D (Brownsville, Tenn.)
(BP-14984).
■ WPLB Greenville, Mich.— Flat River
Bcstg. Co. To 1380 kc. 500 w, 1 kw-LS,
DA-N,
unl.; from 1380 kc, 500 w-D, DA
(BP-14993).
■ San Juan, P. R. — Mid-Ocean Bcstg.
Corp.
14994) . 1190 kc, 10 kw, DA-2, unl. (BP-

FANFARE

■ KKAN
tral Bcstg. Phillipsburg,
Inc. To 1490 Kan.—
kc, 250North
w, 1 CenKw14995).SH; from 1490 kc, 250 w, SH (BPLS,
■ Clinton, Mo.— Golden Valley Bcstg. Co.
1350 kc, 1 kw-D, DA (BP-14998).
■ Greenwood, Miss. — William E. Hardy.
1540 kc, 500 w-D (BP-15000).
■ WNLC New London, Conn. — Thames
Bcstg. unl.;
Corp. from
To 1510
kw, w,10 unl.;
kw-LS,cp
DA-2,
1490 kc,kc, 5 250
for 1510 kc, 5 kw, DA-2, unl. (BMP-9659).
■ KUKA San Antonio, Tex.— Por Favor
Inc. To 1250 kc, 1 kw-D; from 1250 kc,
500 w-D (BP-15003).
■ Springdale, Ark. — Austus Johnson. 1590
kc, 500 w-D (BP-15006).
■ Rockdale, Tex. — Rockdale Bcstrs. 1510
kc, 500 w-D (BP-15007).
■ Elizabethton, Tenn. — Holston Bcstg.
15012).
Corp. 1520 kc, 1 kw, 500 w (CH), D (BP■ WIVI
I.— Radio
can West Christiansted,
Indies Inc. ToV. 970
kc, 1 Amerikw, 5
kw-LS,
unl.;
from
970
kc,
1
kw,
unl. (BP15015).
■ Sparta, N. C— Alleghany Bcstg. Co. 1390
kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15017).
■ Phoenix, Ariz. — Eastside Bcstg. Co. 1540
kc, 10 kw-D, DA (BP-15022).
■ WESR Tasley, Va— The AccomackNorthampton Bcstg. Co. To 1330 kc, 5 kwD; from 1330 kc, 1 kw-D, DA (BP-15024).
■ KNOT Prescott, Ariz. — Thunderbird
Bcstg. Co. To 1450 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS,
unl.; from 1450 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15025).

®

A-Buy stations mail
fish kits to agencies
"Don't let the big one get away!"
warns a message attached to each of 350
"Instant Fish" kits mailed recently to
timebuyers and ad managers to promote the A-Buy group of California
radio stations: KLYD Bakersfield,
KPAY Chico, KIDD Monterey-Salinas,
KVIP Redding, KCKC San Bernardino,
KEEN San Jose, KIST Santa Barbara,
KSEE Santa Maria, KSRO Santa Rosa
and KSTN Stockton.
The kit includes a package of fish
eggs, a tank and a package of fish food.
An A-Buy reminder may be read
through the tank: "A pool of effective
California coverage."
Earlier mailings for A-Buy have included aminiature Mercury space capsule, an ant farm (with livestock), a
passport to VIMland (Very Important
Markets covered by A-Buy stations),
a first aid kit and a simulated breakfast
food package. Bob Blum, KEEN San
Jose, A-Buy president, reports that the
response to the mailings (created by
Gerth, Brown, Clark & Elkins, Sacramento) has been very good.
Six-week fm drive
planned by Triangle
Four fm outlets owned by Triangle
Stations will begin a six-week circulation drive next month on a season
theme, "This Christmas give fm, the
gift of matchless music."
Each of the Triangle fm stations will
use more than 300 spots on the Christmas theme with provision for dealer
mentions. Point of sale material will
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A mass anti-polio Sabin oral vaccine innoculation bolstered by heavy
media publicity (KCBS San Francisco was designated official broadcast information center) resulted in
vaccination of 76% of the San Francicso Bay area population, according to KCBS.
Throughout Sunday, Sept. 23, the
innoculation day, KCBS featured
seven doctors who answered listeners'
telephoned questions about the medbe supplied by the stations. Tie-in advertising isscheduled in all media, Triangle announced.
The campaign begins Nov. 5 on
WFIL-FM Philadelphia, WFBG-FM Altoona, Pa., WNBF-FM Binghamton,
N. Y., and KRFM (FM) Fresno, Calif.

ical effort. Clinic and traffic information, plus broadcasts from sites of
vaccination centers also were aired.
Several special radio programs
earlier in September provided medical information in the "KO Polio"
campaign.
Jules Dundes, KCBS general
manager and a CBS vice president,
his wife and their daughter Sue,
received their vaccine during the sixcounty area innoculations.
KSFO

helps quake victims

San Francisco, an area where earthquake devastation is part of its own
history, was the scene last month for
a radio-promoted drive to collect money
Continued on page 127
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads £20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require displayspace.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Wanted station and sales manager, for
northeast 500 W daytimer. Must have local
sales experience. Good salary plus. Send
all Information and photo in first letter to
Box 740P, BROADCASTING.
Major market key station of successful
Negro chain is looking for a dynamic sales
manager. If you are a radio salesman with
a successful record this is your opportunity
to move into management with a growing
chain. Box 900P, BROADCASTING.
Opening
manager
of single
ket. Radioforstation
showing
profitstation
with margood
sound and extra potential in Southern
state. All replys confidential. Please send
full
background first letter. Box 914P,
BROADCASTING.
General Manager. Thriving Florida market.
Must haveagement
at experience
least three
actual manbackedyears
by proven
sales
record.
Salary
and
commission.
Box 941P,
BROADCASTING.
Washington, D. C. area. Bright young man
with well balanced radio experience for
management in rapidly growing regional
station group. Hard work and its rewards.
Interview required. Write qualifications,
President, WAVA, 203 World Center Building, Washington 6, D. C.
Executive salesmen, management experience, proven sales background (age 30-45).
Full time travel. (Home weekends), protected localised territory. Residence in territory required; preference given residents
of available territories; "Illinois-IndianaMlchigan ;" "Dakota's-M 1 n n e s o t a- Wisconsin;" "Intermountain;" "Nebraska-IowaKansas-Missouri;"
territories
also
available.
Openings Other
Immediately,
personal
Interviews required. Extensive field trainprovided. Salary,
commission-incentive
plan.ingEarnings
unlimited.
Major medical,
other benefits. Resume, references, plx;
Community
Club Awards, Westport, Connecticut.
Sales
Announcer-salesman. Strong on selling, but
must be adequate mike man. A real opportunity to become a vital part of a growing New Jersey Station. Box 384P, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding opportunity for aggressive
young Ohio salesman with drive and confidence. Adult programming in major midwest market. Guaranteed draw commensurate with background, and commission
prospects
good for
five-figure
earnings.
Send experience,
details
and references.
Box 837P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio salesmen that are interested in working Hammond, Indiana for
a fulltime well respected AM station. Because of major change in station, we want
men that can and must earn over $10,000
per year. Time is of the essence. Write
giving details to radio WJOB, Hammond,
Indiana, Attention Ben Siegel.
Wanted, salesman. Excellent starting pay.
Long-range opportunity. Write Manager,
WRIS, P. O. Box 1050, Roanoke, Virginia.
Salesman experienced only. Send full resume to Manager WNLK, Norwalk, Conn.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Radio time salesmen. Immediate opening
for experienced man. Guarantee with comresume or missions.
call Excellent
Harryopportunity.
J. Dowd, Send
Manager,
WPOR, Portland, Maine.
Have an immediate opening for an experienced professional salesman. Unlimited
opportunity
attractive for
financialpermanent
arrangementposition
for theandright
man. Call the owner Mr. Lester at NO
3-0569 or
write WOIA-AM & FM, Ann
Arbor,
Michigan.
Experience necessary, good commission and
salary, benefits and security. Small single
market station. Send personal resume to
WPRW Manassas, Virginia.
Immediate opportunity for aggressive salesEastern
leading
marketEaston,
area.
Write man inDick
Lee,Shore's
Manager,
WEMD,
Maryland.
Enterprising free lance men. Increase your
income with channel 21, progressive, independent Fresno area station in all UHF
market, with low overhead and rates comparable to radio. We are interested in securing reliable men capable of selling, producing and presenting your own shows in
sports, variety, or special events . . . studio,
film, or live remote. We have all these
facilities and the time. After your talent
and/or$1500
salespercommission
we're happy
with
month forfees,
a nightly
hours,
or will be glad to arrange a highly rewarding commission. Consider your present
gross billing, then send resume, references,
and pictures to Harold Gann, KDAS-TV,
Hanford, California. Phone LUdlow 4-4431
or LUdlow 2-9301.
Announcers
Dallas good music station has opening for
top notch announcer with bright mature
delivery.sume, and
Send
tape, references.
picture, complete
repersonal
Box 764P,
BROADCASTING.
Need combo man experienced announcer
with first phone. Maintenance negligible.
Established Wisconsin station. Send tape
and resume to Box 777P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with varied experience and first
phonetion.ticket
southwest network staBox 832P, for
BROADCASTING.
Group
station a offering
liberal operated,
company mid-south
benefits needs
combo
first phone announcer. Fast pace, mature
sound, perform studio maintenance only.
Send tape and resume to Box 880P,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for announcer with first phone,
Texas network station. Box 835P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer . . . d.j. swinger, Eastern marING. ket, tape, resume. Box 840P, BROADCASTImmediate opening. Need bright, alert announcer who can follow top 40 format.
Capable of doing news and sports. Permanency. Virginia-Tennessee. Box 923P,
BROADCASTING.
Virginia daytimer needs experienced announcer with first phone. Four station market.ance.
BrightGoodformat
maintensalary operation.
for right Noman.
Send
tape and resume immediately. Box 890P,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Excellent opportunity for experienced announcer with first ticket. 21 year old established station in Great Lakes area emphasizes professional broadcasting and production. This is a 1,000 watt, full time, fine
frequency. Salary commensurate with
ability. Send photo, tape and resume to
Box 899P, BROADCASTING.
Opening near future for experienced all
round broadcaster with medium market,
modified top 50 Penna. Station, part of
expanding group in NEUS. Family man
with good references, willing to relocate
required. Beautiful community near several large metropolitan areas. Send audition, resume,
snapshot, recent earnings to
Box 901P,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent Pennsylvania opportunity for the
right man. D.j. news man with at least one
year experience. Happy, bright format, pop
records, not creamer. Excellent stability,
family man preferred. Send tape and salary
expectations,
immediately. Box 934P,
BROADCASTING.
Mature announcer needed for central Michigan station. Consider beginner with good
voice and potential. Send tape and resume.
Box 935P, BROADCASTING.
Southeastern Arkansas daytimer needs married, experienced, good music announcer.
Box 936P, BROADCASTING.
Flagship station of midwest Stuart Radio
Group has
announcer. Sendimmediate
resume andopening
tape: OrvforKoch,
KFOR, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Top forty swinger need resident voiced
speedster. Must know production. If you
are the fastest in the southeast call or write
Jungle
Carolina. Jim, WZOO, Spartanburg, South
Wanted immediately experienced sports
man. Prefer man from middle west or
Rocky Mountain area. Rush tape, resume to
KOLT, Scottsblufr, Nebraska.
Texas am-fm-tv operation looking for lively, mat.
mature,
announcer
forPossibility
of somefortv.adult
Sendradio
resume,
photo, tape, references, salary requirement.
Jack Rye, KTSM, El Paso, Texas.
Expanding operations at Indiana daytimer
and FM'er,
need of announcer
who might
have
possibilities
becoming
program
director. Must have
first phone.
WMRI,
Marion, Indiana. Phone NO 4-7396.
New d.j. comedy. Professional package
$5.00. Box 92, Kansas City 17, Missouri.
Announcer with first ticket. KGHM, Brookfield. Mo. Phone CL 8-4477 days, CL 8-4123
nights.
Solid position immediately for eager, young
combo personality. Married, college preferred.
phoneContact
a mustRobert
but L.no Wilson,
maintenanceFirstrequired.
WKVA, Box 432, Lewistown, Pennsylvania.
Announcer with 1st phone for quality music
station.
Single,WSHO,
between637 20-40.
TapesStreet,
and
resume only.
Common
New Orleans, Louisiana.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

Need good announcer, production minded
and preferably with a first class ticket.
Immediate opening. Al Kahn, WAGE Radio,
Liumbertown, North Carolina.
Chicago suburban. First phone, permanent,
immediate. Experienced, tape please. $125
minimum. WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Openings for beginning announcers. Send
tape and resume to Ralp L. Hooks, Dixie
Stations, Box 46, DeRidder, Louisiana.
Announcer dj with first phone. Dominant
5,000 watt station needs young, hard working quality announcer. Fast pace morning
operation. Send tape, picture, references.
$100 per week. KNPT, Newport, Heart of
Beautiful Oregon Coast.

Ohio cialprestige
newsnewscaster.
and speevents man.station
Must wants
be good
Emphasis however will be on imagination,
development of spot news, mobile unit reports,
audioandtapetape,
features.
Sendnews
resume,andpicture,
including
cast, plus sample of skill with interview
and development of 2 minute monitor type
features. Box 674P, BROADCASTING.
Need experienced continuity writer for upper
midwest A-l station. Send resume to Box
778P, BROADCASTING.
Producer-Director for CBS midwest prefreeze VHF. Production standards high.
Director switches. Creative ability essential. Opportunity for advancement to administrative position. Include full details
of experience. Box 803P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted competent secretary, who knows
Chicago radio and television. Broadcasting
or advertising agency experience. Write
or better yet call David Taylor, Director
of Personnel, WGN, INC., LAkeview 8-2311.

Technical
Chief engineer directional western Pennsylvania. State experience and salary requirement. Box 863P, BROADCASTING.
Excellent position open for chief engineer
radio station WBIG, Greensboro. Only aggressive qualified engineer capable of asresponsibility need
apply.
Referencessuming
and background
will be
thoroughly
checked. Address application to Allen
Wannamaker, General Manager, WBIG,
Greensboro, North Carolina.
Chief engineer or combo announcer, engicapable AM
complete
hility neermain
outlettechnical
Vermontresponsistation
group. pany
Modern
plant,
good
pay and
combenefits. Contact General
Manager,
WTWN, St. Johnsbury, Vermont.
"Rare
competentHudson
youngValley
first
ticket opportunity
engineer announcer.
250, one station market going kilowatt.
Work with intelligent, creative staff. Resume, tape, Box 926P, BROADCASTING.
Needed chief engineer transmitter and
maintenance. KFFA, Helena, Arkansas. Contact Sam W. Anderson, Manager. Phone
Hickory 4-2361.
Leading 5 kw nighttime directional station has opening for alert young transmitter engineer thoroughly versed all
phases am transmitter operation and maintenance. Excellent opportunity for successful applicant to learn and advance to Chief
Engineer under overall technical director
after reasonable training period. WSAV
Ttadio and Television, Savannah, Georgia.
"Wanted:
A newsman
loves tomanwork,
dig up local
news, headwhoa several
department and sink roots in east coast
community. Personal interview necessary.
Box 617P, BROADCASTING.
Major Armstrong? Urgently need details,
his brilliant fm work, names of associates,
location today. Box 910P, BROADCASTING.
Combo
man? radio
We need
you!is Mid
America's
most active
station
looking
for a
top notch first class, engineer announcer.
If you fill the bill, rush your audition tape
and resume to: Norman C. Haagenson, ManWROZ Radio, P. O. Box 441, Evansville, ager,
Indiana.

YOUR

HANDY

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Commercial manager, presently employed,
married, thirty three, 8 years experience.
Seeking agerial
managerial
or commercial
position in medium
market inmanthe
southwest or midwest. Also announcer,
graduate of sales, public relations courses,
civic minded and ambitious. Box 844P,
BROADCASTING.
Married, tinuous
sober,
no "drifter."
Fifteen
years radio
and tv. Top
mc conand
personality man. TV production and directing. Presently employed as radio production manager and personality. Desire position with larger concern. Age ... 38.
Box 865P, BROADCASTING.
Manager available. Experienced all phases.
Good commercial record. Knows station organization. Excellent references. Will consider fm operation. Will relocate. Box 874P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager available because station sold.
Top 75 markets. Sales background. Box
853P, BROADCASTING.
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□ TF (until forbid)
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COPY

Production — Programming, Others
Applications are being accepted by southwestern Michigan's
ratedwork,
station,
WHFB,
Benton Harbor,
for top
music
news,
and
sports. Emphasis placed on successful experience in the mentioned categories. This
is a middle of the road station, with adult
appeal. Send tapes (no returns) and resume,
c/o Dick Hedges, WHFB, Benton Harbor,
Michigan.
Program director creative, sincere hard
worker, air shift, extraordinary oppty, top
rated top 40, large east city, tape, resume.
Box 839P, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening on Illinois regional
production staff for a creative male writer
who has a good commercial voice. Box
852P, BROADCASTING.
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(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $
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□ Bill

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Management
Ready for management. Experienced in all
phases; deejay, news, first phone. Member
IRE. Will diligently serve as assistant in
large or manager in medium. Currently
with top rated 5 kw aims. Box 894P,
BROADCASTING.
Young man 30, with family, 10 years experience and 1st phone, desires managers
position at small station in south east. Best
of references and would invest. Call 3885200, Columbia, Tennessee. Box 939P,
BROADCASTING.
If you are in trouble, or if you have a dog,
how about using my 20 years background
in radio. Last 9 in sales at same station.
Prefer eastern United States. Age 38,
college graduate. Only solid operation will
be considered. Salary arrangement can be
based on
ences onperformance.
request. BudResume
Ward, and
Boxrefer333,
Laurinburg, North Carolina.
Former newspaper man and college prof
wants to be your ad salesman. Prefers big
country town in central or midwestern
states. Wm. H. Wilson, 7903 Highway 51,
Millington, Tennessee.
Top sales ability. 12 years broadcasting (3
years tv) ; college, management, 37, avail,
immed.
CASTING.Now in Kansas. Box 808P, BROADTv/radio asst. to retiring mgr. or president.
Dun and Bradstreet calls me an excellent
salesman. mirationCompetitors
for my abilitieshavealso.expressed
Selection ad-of
personnel and persuasive psychological
motivation of people, my strength. Re-organizing where needed with new ideas and
equipment for economical operations, my
specialty. 24 years experience Manager,
Salesman, Program Director, Operations
Manager, Sports, News and Staff Announcer,
copy writer and Office boy. Episcopalian
churchman, community leader listed in
state who's who. Meet you in Denver when
you say. Call
307-634-5056
or wire
Manager,
Box area
1590,codeRoute
#2, Cheyenne,
Wyoming.
Announcers
Announcer dj. Family man. 2 years experiWill relocate
permanently.
Authoritativeence.sound.
Hard worker,
good board.
Box
656P, BROADCASTING.
Draft and recall free. Two years experience, single, 25. Deejay, news and play
by play: ice hockey, basketball, baseball
and football. Box 694P, BROADCASTING.
Seeking better position in N.E. 5 years in
radio.
ING. Familyman. Box 759P, BROADCASTAre you looking for something different?
A Biondi, a cousin Bruce, a real live personality that listeners talk about? Canadian top 40 air personality with tv is
looking state side. Present management
will stand behind all fantastic claims.
Box 838P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newscaster-dj, authoritative
news. Easy to work with. Not a floater.
Looking for long term job. Box 481P,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone, fair announcer, experience, consider all, prefer Chicago midwest. Box
845P, BROADCASTING.
Available November fifteenth. First phone
combo man for twenty years. Heavy on
play by play and news. No rockers, south
preferred. Box 864P, BROADCASTING.
Showman first phone. Draft exempt. Will
travel anywhere. Married. Box 866P,
BROADCASTING.
Top rated deejay, four years medium major
market, excellent references. Box 867P,
BROADCASTING.
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Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Attention Maryland and the District. Why
is a bluebird blue? So you can tell him
from an elephant. Original or is it, aborginal. Early morning personality d.j. creative humorous style. First phone. Box
879P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer and control board
operator, married. Willing to travel and
settle down. Box 819P, BROADCASTING.
Authoritative voice with two years in radio,
network experience, desires permanent
position, salary commensurate with living
expenses. Will relocate anywhere. Tape on
request, all replies answered. Box 869P,
BROADCASTING.

First phone personality, showmanship maturity, college, 5 years experience, No. 1
ratings, draft free. Minimum $140.00. Box
743P, BROADCASTING.
Top announcer. 15 years experience all
sports and news. Best references. Prefer
west
"Gabby"
Barrus, 537 Circle
Drive, location.
West Cody,
Wyoming.

Announcer 1st phone. 5 years experience in
radio tv. Family man. 30 years old. Adult
music. Want position with future. Would
like sales opportunity. Prefer West Coast.
Box 872P, BROADCASTING.
Major market talent . . . showmanly prime
time performer seeking progressive organization. Top operations only. Box 883P,
BROADCASTING.
Professional talent for quality station. Music
is hobby, journalism was major. 11 years
radio-television. Garroway style. Responsible, 30, East, references. Box 904P,
BROADCASTING.
Professional announcing school graduate.
Would like opportunity for security on first
radio job, in return for loyalty and willingness. Large family, now 37 years old. Box
905P, BROADCASTING.
Dignified announcer, many years experience.
Minimum one hundred twenty five weekly.
No junk stations. Presently employed. Prefer West, dependable. Box 887P, BROADCASTING.
20 year old Negro broadcasting school gradstrong on rock
roll and deliveringuate;
commercials;
will and
go anywhere;
eager;
anxious to get started. Will accept minimum
salary.
Reply
to
Box
888P,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone; 24. Experience; local news, remotes, studio maintenance, production.
Pops, top 40. North or northeast. Box 889P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced veteran available now midwest,
29, married.
Interested? Phone 513-592-8369.
Box
891P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer dj, beginner, announcing school
and college graduate, home in Ohio, 23,
single, will travel. Middle of road, operate
own board, resume and tape on request.
Box 892P, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey,thoritativeannouncer,
tight board,
aunews. Bright modern
d.j. style.
Top quality sound. Top 40 or good music;
will relocate. Box 895P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, good tight board, married,
will relocate. Box 897P, BROADCASTING.
DJ announcer, desires permanency. Experienced, will relocate. Married. References.
Box 898P, BROADCASTING.
Attention southern and southwestern top
40 outlets. First phone dj currently employed in major market now available.
Experienced P.D. Good voice, authoritative
news, tight board, dependable performances,
excellent
CASTING. references. Box 907P, BROADTop salesman C & W personality. Seven
voices. News, sports, production, desires
change from Maryland to Florida area. Tape
will
prove versatility. Box 920P, BROADCASTING.
Latin American coverage from Virgin Islands by five year newsman. Box 922P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcing school graduate. Mature, authoritative sound, tight board. Veteran
available immediately. Will relocate. Box
729P, BROADCASTING.
Femme, dee-jay, all the way. Tales to unING. ravel, can travel. Box 931P, BROADCAST-

7 years as bright, breezy morning man.
Some p.d. work. Desire position with future.
East only. Brad Harris, 277 Van Siclen Ave.,
Brooklyn, New York. HYacinth 8-5479.
Pa., N. J., Md., announcer, dj, first phone.
Family, college, military fulfilled. Light experience on 5 kw. Age 23, need $90 to start.
Contact Charles Sidebottom, 1557 Meadowbrook Road,
TUrner
7-1950. Meadowbrook, Penn. Phone
First class deejay with first class ticket.
A swingin'
gentleman with heavy experience. Available
area code
312. now. Telephone 328-7650,
Broadcasting school graduate, wants play
by play
Will relocate anywhere.
Box
932P,experience.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer/dj, 1st phone. Wants job with
future. Dependable, family, prefers east
coast. Box 933P, BROADCASTING.
Large chain pd. Fifteen years AA baseball,
college sports,
employer
references. Like staff.
small Present
city. Base
$120. Box
937P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Have 1st phone and 2 years, 1000 watt.
Consider any job, any place. Box 902P,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone. Dependable for transmitter shift.
No car, directional experience. Box 908P,
BROADCASTING.
Radio tv announcer, seeks position in East.
ING.
Married.
One child. Box 909P, BROADCASTChief engineer, or assistant. First phone.
20 years experience, am-fm construction,
supervision, pendable.
maintenance,
operation.
DePrefer southern
California,
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado. Box 912P,
BROADCASTING.
Presently employed New York City but
looking for smaller market opening. Qualified Chief Engineer many years of planning,tenanceconstruction,
and mainAM or tv. installation
Minimum salary
$150.
Box 726P, BROADCASTING.
First phone operator with true interest in
engineering
desires
Chicago
area employment. Call Dave
Collins,
Evanston,
Illinois.
GR 5-7834.
Conscientious chief engineer. Ten years
radio and television. Installations, maintenance, directional. Box 732P, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Experienced, construction,
maintenance — am/fm, directionals, proofs,
all powers. Box 915P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer, directional and
studio. Extensive construction and layout.
Capable chief engineer. Box 918P, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Attention fm stations (mid America). Young
and aggressive person desiring programming
traffic, or operations position. 3 years college, 4 years
educational
radio,guides,
1 year sales,
commercial radio,
worked with
ING.
and programming. Box 873P, BROADCASTNewscaster reporter. 14 years experience,
seeks newscaster position with multi manned news operation. Radio journalism degree. Tape, resume. Prefer midwest. AvailING. able immediately. Box 911P, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Production — Programming, Others
Former West Berlin correspondent, Radio
Press International, degree, nine years local
through international radio-tv experience,
seeks medium or small city post. No newscaster. Experienced as spot news reporter
and deskman who concentrates on total
local, regional, national news, features and
documentaries. Seeks permanent settlement.
Married.
CASTING.Top references. Box 757P, BROAD-

Help Wanted— Sales
Enterprising free lance men. Increase your
income with channel 21, progressive, independent Fresno area station in all UHF
market, with low overhead and rates comparable to radio. We are interested in securing reliable men capable of selling, producing and presenting your own shows in
sports, variety, or special events . . . studio,
film, or live remote. We have all these
facilities and the time. After your talent
and'or$1500
salespercommission
we're happy
with
month forfees,
a nightly
hours,
or will be glad to arrange a highly rewarding commission. Consider your present
gross billing, then send resume, references,
and pictures to Harold Gann, KDAS-TV,
Hanford, California. Phone LUdlow 4-4431
or LUdlow 2-9301.

Situations Wanted — Sales
Top tv time salesman in small market. May
I try your larger market? Solid financial
and
trade references. Box 928P, BROADCASTING.

Available now; Experienced continuity
writer. Will travel. Full particulars on request. Box 779P, BROADCASTING.
Attention choosy fm stations. Choosy announcer pd with major market am & fm
experience, knows both Buxtehude and
Marconi (1st ticket), will help put (or
keep)
you tops in field. Box 800P, BROADCASTING.
Air newsman, now working in radio with
some tv experience, would like to break
into full time tv news job. Versatile; top
notch reporter, strong journalism background. Box 842P, BROADCASTING.
Personality, writer, promotion man ready
to work for west coast station. 9 years experience radio and agency field. Currently
employed. Box 877P, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced all formats.
Good track record. Solid promotion background. Will consider all offers. Will relocate. Box 875P, BROADCASTING.
Programming
of America's
most talented problems?
big marketOneperformers
will
deliver
solid
success.
Box
884P,
BROADCASTING.
News director. Suitable major market or
network. Presently with top rated am in
350,000 market. Overseas experience, AP,
London Times. Offer authoritative news;
believeable delivery. Beeper, re-write, etc.
First phone. Area $150 according to fringe.
Box 893P, BROADCASTING.
I want out. Aggressive agency tape producer
with firm film foundation wants public
affairs challenge. 24, family. Salary open.
Box 913P, BROADCASTING.
Tops copy, disk jockey, idea girl. Great!
Hire
me, don't wait. Box 930P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director desires relocation. I offer: 13 years broadcast experience, proven record, ability, organizational
knowhow all phases; air trick included.
Good music operation only. Prefer east.
Box 605P, BROADCASTING.
Production supervisor. Prominent group
station in southeastern capital city seeks
man thoroughly experienced in television
production — preferably person now holding
position of Production or Operations supervisor. Will supervise operational staff of
twenty-five, and will be responsible for all
production aspects of the station. Applicant
must be a leader, creative and very strong
in television production and its administration. Management considers this department
head level position a key assignment. If
you have a successful background in this
area of television and want to move forward with a prestige station, please send
a complete resume and recent photograph
to Box 870P, BROADCASTING.

Technical
Seeking good studio maintenance engineer.
Must know G. E., Dumont gear, and Ampex
VTR equipment. Send complete resume,
recent photo, and salary requirement. Box
824P, BROADCASTING.
250 kw UHF has need for engineer, strong
on maintenance. Must have sufficient experience to assume full responsibility for
maintenance shift. Salary open. Wire or
Phone M. H. Lamb, WIMA TV, Lima, Ohio.
TV engineer. Leading station has opening
for transmitter
operator.
ence not necessary,
but Actual
must tv
haveexperifirst
class license and ability to learn quickly
under
guidance
Chief Engineer. WSAV-TV,
Savannah,
Georgia.
Engineer with first class license. TV-AM-FM
centralsary.Pennsylvania.
Experience
not necesContact Glenn Winter,
WSBA,
York,
Pennsylvania, Phone 2-5531.
250 kw UHF has need for engineer strong
on maintenance. Must have sufficient experience to assume full responsibility for
maintenance shift. Box 707P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced studio
maintenance man. Good advancement opportunities. Contact Howard McClure, Chief
Engineer, KLYD-TV, Bakersfield, California.
Television and radio station needs men for
studio operation. Must have first class F.C.C.
license. Call or write H. B. Mouatt, WHECTV, Rochester 4, New York.
First class radio and telephone operator
wanted. Write to Lloyd Chale, Chief Engineer, KCND-TV, Pembina, North Dakota.
Wanted, experienced engineer for position
with full power VHF channel 2 station in
Montana's
largest and
metropolitan
area, close
to good hunting
fishing. Maintenance,
operation, planning and installation. Pleasant working conditions in ultra modern
new studios. For information call 252-5611
or write to Grant French, KOOK-TV,
Billings, Montana.
Production — Programming, Others

Traffic continuity girl available immediately. Major market experience. College. 9617
E. 33rd, Independence, Mo. CL 2-4978, Linda
Hunt.

Wanted creative copywriter for CBS-TV
station Southeast. Experienced only. Send
resume and
samples
of your
creative
mercial work
with first
letter.
Box com878P,
BROADCASTING.
Traffic assistant (2) girls experienced in
handling avails . . . and teletype machine.
Plush office, many extra benefits. Write or
call H-R T.V. Reps, 375 Park Avenue, New
York, PL 9-6800, Miss K. Caldwell.
News opening WGEM-TV, channel 10,
Quincy, Illinois. NBC-ABC. Send complete
resume, photo, tape, rewrite material, and
references. Call 222-6840. Area Code 217. Ask
for Program Director or Manager.
TELEVISION

Reporter: 10 years radio and newspaper
experience. Currently with prestige corporation. Specialize in mobile and on the spot
coverage. UPI special award. St. Paul, Minn.
Call 739-9644, Winchell.

Situations Wanted — Management
Ziv experienced. Management experienced.
Creative. Outstanding salesman. 38, married, college. Box 906P, BROADCASTING.
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Announcers
Personable, dependable announcer with mature voice. Presentable appearance. Experience inPrefer
sales,South
programming
and engineering.
or Southwest.
Consider
all. Box
885P. BROADCASTING.
Employed mature announcer. Four years
television, additional radio. Married, 26,
responsible, relocate. $135 plus. Box 903P,
BROADCASTING.
Children's show personality on radio for
years. Newsman, sports, desires southern
television. Now employed. Box 919P,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Native Californian, first class license, desires broadcasting experience. Interested
primarily in learning transmitter and microwave equipment. Permanent position. Box
896P, BROADCASTING.
First phone engineer, two years experience,
additional two years tv engineering school,
also eight years technical experience in
allied field. Desires steady permanent position in large or medium market progressive
tv, station in midwest with prerequisite,
good
starting wage. Box 917P, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman — now on air northeast. 9 years
experience. Write, gather, edit and film.
Box 604P, BROADCASTING.
13 year tv, radio administrative background
(10 years in state capital city). Interested
tv news, programming — but willing and able
to start where needed. 34, married. 304-9255488. Box 821P, BROADCASTING.
Promotion manager with top market experience. Familiar with film and studio
operations. Excellent references. Will relocate. Box 876P, BROADCASTING.
Director producer working in top thirty
midwest market desires relocation. Seven
years reliable
experience.
Best of
references. Responsible,
university
graduate,
family. Box 924P, BROADCASTING.
News director. Top rated, award winning,
major market newscaster. Extensive public
affairs, special events experience. Best refCASTING.erences, kines available. Box 925P, BROADProgram director, production manager, producer, director, account executive seeks
permanent program director assignment.
Medium market. Exciting 10 years tv background. Mature, able and qualified: prefer
west or midwest. Box 929P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, 10 years reporter, writer, newscaster. Radio newspaper background. Seeks
television operation where can gather,
write, film, broadcast news. Professional
delivery, best references. Box 938P,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment
For sale, one Western Electric 1 kw transmitter Douherty circuit. Used 10 years at
WBZA. In excellent condition. Price $1500.
Contact W. H. Hauser, WBZA, Boston
Schafer 1200 GM automation system complete with music bridge integrator, 8 Ampex
units with P.E. cell cuing and 150 blank
window cued tapes. Less than one year
service. Half original price. Box 871P,
BROADCASTING.
125

Miscellaneous

Equipment
One Western Electric 5 kw transmitter,
model 405B-2 in good condition. Make an
offer. Box 881P, BROADCASTING.

Condenser service. The top tunes condensed
to one minute for those crowded segments.
Initial fee of $25.00 delivers top twenty,
weekly service fee of $6.00 keeps you up
to
date. Send check to Box 882P, BROADCASTING.

INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.

For sale . . . one GE 3 kw amplifier, model
number BT-3A. A-l condition and like new
Phone 388-5200 or
$3500.00.
appearance.
388-7433
Columbia,
Tennessee.

"Stinger Series" Forty musical cappers,
stings, punctuators, newly recorded in Hi-Fi
and pressed on to pure vinyl just $9.95.
Station
Illinois. Services, 1st National Bank, Peoria,

Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license In
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.

R.E.L. mod. and freq. monitor in use presAvailmc makes333proof.
101.9 WCLM,
ently onshortly,
Michigan,
North$650.
able
Chicago, Illinois.

Comedy!lection "Days,
and Data"fillers,
is a procolof patter, Dates
bits, one-line
gram ideas, etc. Current sample $3.00 —
Show-Biz Comedy (Dept. B), 65 Parkway
Court, Brooklyn 35, New York.
30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books. Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
Book review capsules 3-5 minutes made
available to stations at reasonable cost. Recently published and soon to be released
editions reviewed by authorized reviewers.
E. S. Corley operating as Sim-Cor & Co.,
2381 Lindmont Circle, N.E., Atlanta 5,
Georgia.

For Sale— (Cont'd)

Four Hughey Phillips 300 mm beacons and
Fishernew. One for
Like $945.
lights. new.
eight side
deWrite
Photo
Pierce tails
WNLC, Cell,
New London, Connecticut.
I kw am RCA BTA 1 mx. Good condition.
Traded in on new Bauer 5 kw transmitter.
Priced to sell. Bauer Electronics, 1663 Industrial Road, San Carlos, California.
Current mitters.
model
watton RCA
am transTaken in250trade
new Bauer
707s.
Bauer Electronics, 1663 Industrial Road, San
Carlos, California.
Must sacrifice. Two (2) G.P.L. KineMauer
recorders (Model PA-303). One has a
in A-l
Equipment
head.
recording
sound
condition. Box 525P, BROADCASTING.

Commercials taped for small market stations using major market announcers.
Robert Best and Associates, 5801 Peabody
St., Hyattsville, Md. HA 2-3233.

Lend me $3,000 now, I'll pay you $10,000
over
ING. five years. Box 868P, BROADCAST-

1960 Gates remote tuning equipment. Complete with rack, etc. WIVY, 1639 Atlantic
Blvd.,
2521. Jacksonville, Florida. FLanders 9-

AGENCY-ADVERTISER

transmittv equipment including
Am, fm,
ters, orthicons,
iconoscopes, audio, monitors, cameras. Electroflnd, 440 Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.

Local sales position available for right man
with Advertising Agency, 705 Olive Building. Can make $139.72 to $205.17 weekly
radio and tv. St. Louis 1, Missouri.

Closed circuit and broadcast television
video monitors — model change and demo
units, used with new warrenty, 8", 14", 17",
21" — metal cabinets, 10 megacycle video —
price $150.00 each and up. Call or write
Miratel Electronics, Inc., 1st St. SE&Rlchardson. St. Paul 12, New Brighton, Minnesota-phone number ME 3-1742.
Xmission Line; Teflon Insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New— unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. able.
Quantity
discounts.
Stock1401
listMiddle
availSierra-Western
Electric,
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Wanted optical system parts for Dumont
type 5363- A Cinecon units. Lenses and
prism needed, new or used (if in good
condition). Will buy complete 5363-A assembly if necessary.
Great Falls,
Montana. KFBB-TV, Box 1139,

Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you erating
license
In only
opSkw station.
One school
price with
includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.

Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
January 9. For information, references and
reservations, write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Ave., Burbank, California.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or In resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located In Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our offreeElectronics,
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
3123 Gilham
Road
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license In six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins training now available in New
Orleans for FCC First Class License in 6
weeks. Nationally known for top quality
theory and laboratory instruction. Elkins
Radio School of New Orleans, 714 Masonic
Temple Building, 333 Saint Charles Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
ATTENTION

San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique graduates all over
the country. DJ instruction, alive, active
and new. September class open. 259 Geary
Street, San Francisco, California.

Train now In N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N. Y.
OX 5-9245.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

For Sale. Two Ampex Intersync units,
Series 01 and 02. Good condition. Price reasonable. Contact Wm. Parpisek, KCRA-TV,
310 - 10th Street, Sacramento 14, California.

Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.

Six weeks courses in FCC first phone license, and in Announcing. Nine months
courses In Chief Engineer, Program Director, Owner-Manager. Guaranteed training
and placement service since 1947. Keegan
Technical Institute, 207 Madison, Memphis,
Tennessee.
RADIO
il

Help Wanted — Management

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mill in m
Experienced manager who can run an
East Coast daytime station without ratings,zationand andwhostaff.
willSalary
build a$12,000.
good organiSend
full particulars
and
picture,
terial that must be returned. but no maBox 859P, BROADCASTING
if
i lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISERS

Portable cases for ampex 350/51-2 state
price. Moore, 541 Seneca, Bethlehem, Penna.
WANTED TO BUY

Effective November 5th, all WANTED TO BUY STATION advertising will
require DISPLAY SPACE. EOE SALE STATIONS, as already indicated in our
masthead, also requires display space.
RATES:

Station

One time — $20.00 per inch

Will purchase an FM station if reasonably
priced. Box 916P, BROADCASTING.

13 times —

19.00 per inch

Wanted to buy: Small or medium market
AM station in Connecticut. Box 886P,
BROADCASTING.

26 times —

17.50 per inch

52 times —

15.00 per inch
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Management

For Sale

OFFERING A CHALLENGE
To a creative, alert program manager
who will
"talk" forprogramming
news,
etc.,strengthen
and life ratings
an Eastern
network AM-PM station in a top-rated
market. Send resume an dsalary required to
Box 940P, BROADCASTING

"Within 150 miles of Chicago. Daytime independent now billing $100,000 yr. in stable, rapidly expanding
industrial market. Excellent staff,
key personnel. $165,000, attractive
cash discount. Details to qualified
principals
only, BROADCASTING
no brokers."
Box 766P,
-wvwwwwwwwwwyvwc

Sales
fiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiuiiliiiiiaiiiiiuiii^
I
BROADCAST
1
|
SALES ENGINEERS
§
|
WANTED
|
5 Immediate opportunity for sales engi- §
5 neers to manage broadcast equipment 5
1 sales in the following territories: 5
5
Pennsylvania £
i
°ni°
1
S The main requirement is a broad back- S
5 ground in radio, combined with some =
= sales experience. Also, must be aggres- 5
5 sive, responsible, and with a deep de- E
E sire to sell equipment. Excellent start- =
5 ing salary with an attractive incentive g
§ program and all travel expenses paid. =
E Become part of the dynamic expanding fj
S sales organization of a nationally known 5
5 Midwest broadcast equipment manu- {=
E facturer. Send resume immediately to S
§ Box 92 IP, BROADCASTING. |
»ii[iiiiiiiiiiiii[}iiiiiiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiimiiiii^
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales

Opportunity for TV salesman in one of
the fastest growing markets in the S.E.
Ik Station going into full color operation on
V" November 15th. Protected account list >»
(available. Base salary in top 4 figures I)
and commission. Only top experienced (
J tv salesmen need apply. All replies will
(I be kept confidential — all replies will be
) acknowledged. Send background, pres\i ent billing, etc., to Harry C. Barfield,
\ Station Manager, WLEX-TV, Lexington,
f| Kentucky, or telephone 4-8747.
INSTRUCTIONS
|jllllllllll|[]||||||liiiii[]|llllllllll|t]|||||||||||inilllliiiliii[]||||||||iilie3lltg
I
SIX WEEK COURSES
3 a. FCC first phone license
=
= b. Announcer, Disc-Jockey =
I NINE MONTH COURSES (
S c. Chief Engineer
=
f§ d. Program Director
S
§ e. Owner-Manager.
H
= Guaranteed training and placement. =
S Our graduates are working in all cate- =
□ gories.
=
1
Write for school catalog 1
§ KEEGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 1
I=
"Since Memphis,
1947"
207 Madison,
Tenn. 5E
iiiiiiiimiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiii»iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiii
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Station

FLORIDA
North — Fulltime — Excellent Earnings
Central — Daytimer — Good Terms
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns
SOUTH FLORIDA FULLTIME
Excellent Facility — Good Market — Sizable
RealProperty.
Estate — Priced at Sellers Investment
in
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns
To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
patt Mcdonald co.
P. O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
Ala
Pa
Ga
N.Y.
Fla
N.C.

single
small
medium
medium
medium
metro

terms
85M
daytime
60M
10M
daytime
18M
65M
daytime
125M
daytime
fulltime
35M
125M
230M
terms
daytime
CHAPMAN
COMPANY50M
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
STATIONS
SALESOUTHWEST.
Serves FOR
a growing
market.
Daytime. Part-time "home" ownership.
Daytime, fixed sign-on. Gross *40,000 annually. Ideal for man and wife team. Asking mi$70,000,
t er site. 29% down. Includes transJACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279
For Best Results
You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED

AD

in
Wmim BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

Continued from page 121
for a special Iranian CARE fund to
assist injured and homeless Iranians displaced by the quake that killed thousands in that Middle East country during early September. KSFO San Francisco's Don Sherwood added a light
touch to the collections, offering birthday gifts he received to be auctioned
with receipts going to the CARE fund.
Among guests on a special auction
broadcast were Tom Perry, regional
CARE director and Jazad Kowsar,
Iranian Consul General.
D.C. outlets in UGF push
Almost the entire roster of radio and
television
stations
in the hour
nation's
capital broadcast
a special
program
which signaled the start of the United
Givers campaign early this month.
Twenty-two radio and five television
stations carried a live feed from
WMAL-AM-FM-TV, which originated
and produced the program at a downtown hotel. Four of seven daytime stations presented broadcasts at a later
time.
Drumbeats

. . .

In memoriam ■ WSPD Toledo personnel, who had worked with (Uncle) Jules
Blair when he conducted Kiddie Karnival on that station over the past 27
years, produced a 30-minute memorial
program following his death last month.
The show included voice tapes with
Teresa Brewer and other persons who
received an early break on his program.
Wind book ■ WTVT (TV) Tampa-St.
Petersburg, Fla., is preparing viewers
for the hurricane season by distributing
free a 32-page book, Hurricanes, produced by the station, which describes
wind storms and precautions for evading damage or injury during their fury.
WTVT says 17,000 copies have been
distributed this year, 47,000 since the
book was first offered in 1958.
Bottle collectors ■ KSDO San Diego,
Calif., is helping local youngsters earn
sports equipment for their boys clubs
by working with local soft drink bottlers
who offer prizes for collecting empty
soft drink bottles. Money from the returns isused to buy sports gear.
An Ohio market story ■ ECM (entire
Cleveland market), a study of that
metropolitan market representing Ohio
counties where 25% or more of the
homes are said to listen to a Cleveland
radio station, is available from Fred
Walker, KYW Cleveland sales manager.
Station tour ■ A group of 1 1 1 persons,
most of them advertising agency time
buyers, were flown to Pittsburgh Sept.
20 for a two-day tour of KDKA-TV.
The tour was hosted by Henry V.
Greene, station sales manager.
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. . . that's how quickly ARB Overnight Surveys deliver needed audience data. It's also
an important reason more and more stations, agencies and advertisers depend upon ARB
during crucial periods of change in television scheduling.
Whether it's a change in competitive strength, in audience reaction to a new program
or the need for additional decision-making data, practical telephone coincidentals deliver
overnight results for any market, at almost any time. Yet, they are flexible enough
that, at low cost, surveys can be tailored to deliver additional information on programtype preference, personality identification or comAMERICAN
mercial preference at the same time.
RESEARCH
ARB Coincidentals make television planning
complete. You have the information you need, when
you need it — overnight !

division
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Discover the full advantages available in this fast, reliable ARB
representative for a copy of ARB Overnight Surveys.
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to Carl Joseph

'Nothing is impossible
Carl J. Meyers is such a modest man
you must tug and tug to get him to talk
about his varied engineering accomplishments before becoming vice president and manager of engineering and
operations for WGN Inc., the Chicago
Tribune's subsidiary operating WGNAM-TV there.
But his considerable human warmth
and practical skills long ago earned him
more nicknames, friends and professional respect than would be necessary
to rank him a broadcast pioneer, one of
the molders of the complex "nuts and
bolts" that make modern radio-tv work.
WGN-Inc.'s new $3.3 million MidAmerica Broadcast Center stands today
in northern Chicago as the climax of
his technical design achievement. And
just early this month top Tribune and
WGN officials surprised him with a
major luncheon to honor his 50th year
in radio and his 38th with WGN.
Setting the Pace ■ "Nothing is impossible with electronics." That's the motto
Mr. Meyers has made practical in his
experience, even though he humbly
avers, "I'm not an inventor, just a
darned engineer who grew up with this
business." Radio-tv's leaders, however,
credit him with much more than that.
Carl Joseph Meyers was born Jan. 9,
1902, at Owensville, Ohio, one of seven
children. The family soon moved to
Cincinnati and young Carl went through
public schools there and worked in his
spare time to earn money for his radio
wireless hobby.
He had been bitten by the radio bug
when he was but 10 and most of his
spare hours and nickles went into the
neighborhood radio clubs popular then.
Many of these included older boys and
young men who tutored the junior
members and helped them learn the
wireless code and principles of this
promising new art.
Top Level Help ■ During high school
years his radio club corresponded with
government agencies on equipment design and he recalls long-hand letters
from such pioneers as Dr. Lee De Forest answering their questions. By 1916
he had won his "ham" license and in
late 1918 he earned his commercial
license.
Early in 1919 Mr. Meyers joined a
New York firm which did maintenance
work on the radio gear of ships of the
United States Lines, including early
voice equipment. He soon found himself in his own business making custom
yacht installations and home radio
receivers.
In 1922 Mr. Meyers was asked by
Chicago friends to join them in a business venture under the name of Radico
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Meyers,

vp-engineering,

with electronics'
to develop and make radio sets. He
built a station for them, WGAS, and
later that year left Radico, acquired the
license for WGAS himself and moved
it to Chicago's Marigold Gardens with
the new call of WW AY. While operating this station with "subsidies" obtained from talent agents and orchestra
leaders working there, Mr. Meyers met
the wealthy criminal lawyer, Charles E.
Erbstein, who hired him to develop his
amateur radio interests into a regular
broadcasting facility.
Building Bigger ■ Late that year Mr.
Meyers began to transform Mr. Erbstein's WTAS Elgin, 111., into one of the
country's most powerful stations, to be
heard coast to coast — pumping as much
as 2.5 kw into the tubes when they
would take it. Soon radio engineers
came from all over the U. S. to see his
water cooling rig that used Model T.
Ford radiators to dissipate the heat generated by the early tubes.
In this early period Mr. Meyers also
helped others develop other Midwest
stations, including WDAP Chicago atop
the Drake Hotel, which became WGN
ship.
in 1924 under Chicago Tribune ownerThe Tribune hired Mr. Meyers for
WGN on Oct. 1, 1925, and promoted
him to chief engineer on Christmas Day
of that year. He immediately began
design and construction to achieve even
greater power and built WGN's next
transmitter at Elgin across from WTAS

WGN

Inc.

(also soon acquired by the Tribune and
eventually merged into WGN).
Meanwhile his handiwork in remotecircuit design had helped develop to a
fine art, regular band, sports and special
events pickups all over the Chicago
area and major out-of-town events, too
— football classics, Indianapolis auto
races and Kentucky Derbies.
Mr. Meyers also pioneered in early
recordings, aluminum discs cut by a
diamond needle and played back by a
cactus thorn. By the mid- 1930s his engineers were cutting acetate masters to
syndicate programs as well known as
the many popular network shows which
WGN originated live in those days
through systems engineered by Mr.
Meyers and his staff.
Auto Radio Practical ■ In 1928-29
high-ranking Tribune officials loaned
Mr. Meyers to the Chicago Police Department to develop squad car radios
which he believed could greatly enhance
law enforcement effectiveness. It was a
secret project. When finally disclosed
it was so outstandingly successful that
law officials from all over came to study
and duplicate. It attracted auto industry men as well, for it proved auto
radios could be practical for John Q.
Public, too.
During the early 1930s Mr. Meyers
headed the communications facilities
committee for Chicago's World's Fair,
out of which came innovations of mobile and special shortwave gear for radio. Then in 1935 WGN opened its
extensive studios in Tribune Tower, all
designed by Mr. Meyers.
During World War II Navy Commander Meyers labored in Washington,
D. C, on secret aviation uses for radar,
tv and guided missiles. When he returned to WGN he asked to be excused
from intensive fm plans to devote full
time to development of tv, research he
had begun in 1927.
Tv Opens New Era ■ The fruitage:
WGN-TV took the air in early 1948
and soon Mr. Meyers' numerous technical developments and component designs became standards for the industry. Within two years his crews had
22 cameras and three remote units to
work their heavy schedules of live studio shows and remotes.
Mr. Meyers married Madelon Lagerstrom of Elgin in 1926. They have one
son, Jack, now 34, also at WGN-TV.
Mr. Meyers gave up flying his own
planes before World War II, but he still
enjoys photography as a hobby. His
top avocation though is showing his
granddaughter a good time at his lodge
on the Chippewa Indian Reservation in
Wisconsin with the rest of the family. 129
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EDITORIALS
Now

the world

I T'S time for the broadcasting community — advertisers,
I agencies and broadcasters — to take a good look at the
overseas market.
The advertising business — agencies in a position to know
report — is in the midst of its greatest world expansion (see
Special International Report in this issue). Few go so far
as to see in the current growth of international tv the reason
for this advertising explosion, but all admit it is fortuitous
that television is becoming a worldwide medium at a
time when so many important advertising budgets are
available. Wherever commercial television is on the air
it will obviously get a major share of those budgets.
There are now some 40 countries with commercial tv. In
25 of these U.S. networks, group owners and others are
investors in stations and related services. While these
partial station ownerships are of necessity minority holdings
most stockholders seem pleased with their prospects of
making money. Many are looking for additional investments
in the belief that they can get a faster pay-out from foreign
stations than they can from U.S. outlets. Most stations
abroad sell for less than the going rate on those in important
American markets.
Overseas programming revenue for Screen Gems, MCA
and other American film distributors is expected to top
$52 million this year, up $8 million from 1961. Here
again the market seems to be improving, with promise of
even bigger revenues to come. The larger agencies report
increased broadcast billings from their overseas offices.
Television is, of course, further advanced in some
countries than in others. It has progressed fastest where it is
allowed to be commercial and to derive sustenance from
advertising revenue.
Indeed commercial television is rapidly becoming global
in its coverage. To the advertiser whose markets extend
abroad, tv already is a basic medium. At its present rate
of development it will soon be the basic medium.
Freedom

from

numbers

TWO mandates — one a law and the other an ethic — stand
in the way of broadcasting's full-fiedged acceptance as a
responsible medium of journalism.
This session of Congress will adjourn without having
acted on repeal or suspension of Section 315 — the political
section of the Communications Act requiring equal time to
qualified candidates for public office.
And 1962 will be recorded as a no-gain year in the quest
of broadcasters for equal access in coverage of court trials
which would come through abandonment of the legal
profession's Canon 35, despite repeated demonstrations that
television and radio can be well-mannered, efficient and
unobtrusive members of the reporting profession.
Important progress had been made in the drive toward
repeal of Section 315. But mistakes also were made in
this bi-election year by individual broadcasters who aroused
some incumbents seeking reelection by take-it-or-leave-it
ultimatums to debate with their lessor known opponents.
Thus the drive for outright appeal must begin from scratch
at the next session.
Because 1963 will be an off-year, without the emotional
involvements of incumbent-candidates, the atmosphere
should be better for outright repeal. But it won't come easily.
For Canon 35 it has been a year of disappointments and
postponements. The American Bar Assn. had dawdled and
delayed experiments that were to demonstrate the ability
of broadcasters to report without disturbing court decorum.
And, within the past fortnight, careful plans for controlled
live television coverage of the Billie Sol Estes trial at
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Austin went awry because of the intrusion of other broadcast-camera and newsreel equipment. There followed an
edict by the presiding judge banning live coverage of
direct testimony because the Texas criminal code specifies
that no witness may hear the testimony of another witness
in the same case.
To the surprise of no one in broadcasting, the Estes trial
was played up in newspaper coverage as a fiasco. Actually
the WFAA-TV live pick-up of what proved to be a routine
legal joust between prosecution and defense counsel was
efficient and without untoward incident.
Section 315 and Canon 35 will be at the top of next
year's agenda for broadcasters' full membership in the
profession of journalism. The tribulations of 1962 should
inspire broadcasters to redouble their efforts.
Research

with a reason

SOME $12 billion a year is being spent on advertising in
this country, and everybody in advertising supposes that
this must have a massive effect on the U.S. economy. Nobody, however, has ever known what influence advertising
really exerts on general business conditions. This basic
question will be explored in a study to be jointly undertaken
by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce and representatives of the
advertising business.
It will be difficult to isolate advertising from other
business energies and arrive at a precise measurement of
advertising effects. It should be possible, however, to
obtain more information than has been available up to now
— assuming, of course, that the study group is objective,
competent and adequately financed.
The purposes of the study, as described in detail elsewhere in this issue, are important enough to justify contributions from the government and from all the private
groups that have special interests in advertising. In the
latter broadcasting must certainly be included, although it
was missing at the meeting of the advertising committee of
the Dept. of Commerce in which the study was approved.
The NAB, which like all other media and advertising associations isa member of the Commerce committee, was not represented in an attendance that included officials of the
American Newspaper Publishers Assn., the Direct Mail
Assn., the Outdoor Advertising Assn., two business magazine associations, the Agricultural Publishers Assn., the
ANA, the AAAA and the Advertising Federation of
America.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Is this one of those long crawls you're always griping
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Community

service

is

an

every

day

activity

John Kienitz, Professor of Art History at the University of Wisconsin, Karel Yasko,
State Architect and President of the Madison Art Association, and Don Andresen,
Director of Public Affairs, WISC-TV.

WISC-TV
meets

Brought to Madison by a grant from the CBS
FOUNDATION
to the Museum of Modern Art,

cultural

"Portraits from

responsibility

The Collections of The Museum

of Modern Art" was seen by thousands at the
University of Wisconsin Center Building this
month. The exhibit was presented by the Madison
Art Association.
WISC-TV takes pride in promoting such educational and cultural events through programs
and public service messages

to Channel

3 viewers

throughout our coverage area in Wisconsin,
nois and Iowa.

WISC-TV
MADISON, WISC.

Illi-

Represented Nationally by Peters, Griffin. Woodward, Inc.
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Bulk buying in spot tv: some of big spenders

Killed: a proposal that would

are turning to it

FCC

Harper proposes

new

agency incentive plan:

profit-sharing with clients

T"\#

is

31

history

32

as

in programming

field

44

NAB's fall series of regional conferences
off to a running start
72
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it

happens

Feel the impact of history as it's made. No
other medium has such power to move people.
U.N. coverage is only one way TV accepts
its responsibilities in helping us to a better
understanding of the world we live in. These

• DALLAS • DETROIT

KOB-TV
Albuquerque
WSB-TV
Atlanta
KERO-TV
Bakersfieid
WBAl-TV
Baltimore
WGR-TV
Buffalo
WGN-TV
Chicago
WFAA-TV
Dallas
KDAt-TV Duluth-Superior
WNEM-TV
Flint-Bay City
KPRC-TV
Houston
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
KARK-TV
Little Rock
KCOP
Los Angeles
WISN-TV
Milwaukee
KSTP-TV .. .Minneapolis-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville
WVUE
New Orleans
WTAR-TV, .Norfolk-Newport News
KWTV
Oklahoma. City
KMTV
Omaha
KPTV
Portland, Ore.
WJAR-TV
Providence
WTVD
Raleigh-Durham
WROC-TV
Rochester
KCRA-TV
Sacramento
KUTV
Salt Lake City
WOAI-TV
San Antonio
KFMB-TV
San Diego
WNEP-TV. .Scranton-Wilkes Barre
KREM-TV
Spokane
WTHl-TV
Terre Haute
KVOO-TV
Tulsa

Television Division
Edward

stations are proud to be part of Television's
presentation of history in the making.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON

have placed

• LOS ANGELES

Retry & Co., Inc.
The Original Station
Representative A

• SAN FRANCISCO

• ST. LOUIS

IT'S
BIG

'S

AGGIE

40™
BIRTHDAY!

WNAX-570
THE

CELEBRATES

POWERFUL
BIG AGGIE

VOICE

LAND

OF

40th
BIG

YEAR

AGGIE

AS

LAND

It's been 40 years now since folks in Big Aggie Land first
heard the powerful voice of WNAX-570 . . . This month
Big Aggie is celebrating her 40th birthday and her booming voice is stronger than ever. During the past 40 years
Big Aggie has become a way of life to the 2^ million farm
rich residents of Big Aggie Land. So much of a habit that
over 80% of them listen to WNAX-570 three to seven
times each and every week, year in and year out. The only
way you can reach and sell the residents in five-state Big
Aggie Land which is, by the way, America's 40th radio
market is on WNAX-570. See your Katz man. Let Big Aggie
do the rest!
THE KATZ AGENCY, inc.

PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Sioux City, Iowa, Sioux Falls and Yankton, South Dakota
Represented by Katz

PEOPLES
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
WNAX, Yankton. S. Dak
KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa
WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD, Worthington,
ColumbusWTTM,
Trenton. N.J. Ohio
WMMN, Fairmont, W.Va

A question of major interest to South Florida parents: Should it be
Teachers or TV? Which will benefit the children of the community
more: small, personal-attention classes — or the mass-instruction
techniques of TV

education — or a combination

of both?

On Wednesday, September 26th, WCKT presented an in-depth
documentary investigation of the facts. Interviews with some of
the people involved . . . educators, parents and students . . . were
presented by the WCKT News Department, along with analytic
commentary on the current usage of this new educational medium.
Classroom TV Challenge was another example of WCKT's
of citizenship through showmanship.

BISCAYNE TELEVISION CORPORATION
WCKT- CHANNEL 7 . MIAMI . WCKR-RADIO 61
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THE

CHANNEL

is unique
television
favorite

MARKET

is a rich, buying

market.

WGAL-TV

in its extensive, multi-city coverage of the area. This
station is outstanding because it is far and away the

with

expenditure

8

many,
on

this

many

thousands

Channel

8 station

of viewers.
will

pay

Your

advertising

rewarding

returns.

Lancaster,
NBC

STEINMAN

LGA
W
Channel
8
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc.
4

•

New York

and

Pa.

CBS
STATION

Clair McCollough. Pres.
•

Chicago

•

Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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Commercial

limit and Lee

Lively discussion promised for FCC
meeting Wednesday (Oct. 24) on proposal of Commissioner Robert E. Lee
to adopt as FCC rule those portions
of NAB codes setting maximums on
time devoted to commercials (Broadcasting, Sept. 24). Item, passed over
for several meetings, will be called up
this week, and Commissioner Lee is
preparing strong argument for its
adoption. He has support of Chairman Minow in proposal to ask for industry opinions. Otherwise plan
would be killed within agency, and
no public announcement made.
Tax facts spur sales
Spurt in station sales is seen from
now until Jan. 1 when new depreciation recapture provision goes into
effect which will close tax benefits for
sellers — particularly those holding major tv or radio properties where depreciation rates are substantial. Station brokers feel new tax law provision may make sales less attractive
after several years. Key to sudden interest by prospective sellers is new law
which requires that depreciation sum
paid in year of sale be considered
normal income, taxable at 52% rate,
rather than as capital gains, at 25%
rate, as now.
10-inch GE portable
Decision not firm yet but General
Electric plans introduction of transistorized portable tv set with 10-inch
screen next spring. GE says its new
interest is sparked by current rise in
Japanese miniature tv portables in
U. S. If GE goes ahead it will be first
U. S. company to compete importantly
with small screen imports.
Thanks for nothing
Crude form of payola has cropped
up in one important market. Disc
jockeys received individualized letters
in envelopes containing $20 bills. Letters, signed with girl's name and giving return address, thanked d.j.s for
playing certain record and added: "I'll
drop in to see you soon." Record had
never been played by many d.j.s who
got letters.
In cases that have come to light,
payola didn't work. All six d.j.s at one
station turned letters and money over
to manager who sent the $120 back
to sender by registered mail, with letter explaining acceptance would violate anti-payola law. Indications are
this was local incident. Address of
payola sender was in same town where
known recipients worked.

CLOSED
NAB

CIRCUIT

search for site

NAB's search for new Washington,
D. C, location has narrowed down to
one-two-three basis with decision expected to be announced within week.
Grapevine has lot next door to present
association headquarters at 1771 N St.,
N.W., as number one choice. This is
lot purchased several years ago by
National Presbyterian Church. Purchase would make possible utilization
of this land together with that on
which present NAB headquarters
building now sits so that a large office
structure could be erected. Second
choice, now apparently out of running, was lot near new International
Inn on Thomas Circle. Location,
rather than steep increase in real estate
values since Inn was built, turned several members of committee against
this site. Third lot considered is west
of Connecticut Avenue.
Fm power fight
Fm Broadcasters of Southern California, who feel FCC plan to reduce
fm power ignores area's unique geographical makeup and its effect on
signal propagation, plan to carry fight
to preserve present power to courts,
if necessary. Leading makers of fm
receivers reportedly have pledged substantial donations which, with stations'
own contributions, would provide war
chest in excess of $250,000.
Mississippi probe called off
FCC plan to conduct on-the-spot
investigation of Mississippi radio-tv
stations' handling of integration riots
was killed by Dept. of Justice. FCC
Chairman Newton Minow had ordered
tv investigators to Mississippi to determine if stations had complied with
fairness doctrine in coverage and editorials of integration of university.
Upon learning of plan, Deputy Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach
(chief of Justice delegation in Mississippi) asked investigation not be
made on grounds it could cause more
trouble. FCC men originally scheduled to leave Washington Oct. 12.
Radio tool
What authorities regard as important new radio sales tool was shown
off under unusual circumstances last
week and is slated to be given wide
distribution shortly. It is study conducted by CBS Radio Spot Sales, and
it undertakes to show that for advertisers there's much more to radio than
so-called "traffic time." Specifically it

shows that for long stretches, weekend
radio delivers almost as much male
audience as the highest (and usually
most expensive) weekday traffic periods. Tried out on selected agencies
and clients, study was so well received
that Spot Sales officials took unusual
step of letting their competitors in on
it, too. Some 35 reps heard presentation and got kits at unpublicized session in New York last week.
Ethnic outlet for L.A.
Los Angeles can expect second
"ethnic" television station soon. It will
be now dark ch. 22 KBIC (TV) programmed primarily for Negro and
other minority audiences — but not for
Latin American sector which is already
being served by ch. 34 KMEX-TV
there. Assets of dormant uhf have
been sold by John Poole, pioneer uhf
proponent, to group of Nashville,
Tenn., principals for $180,000, which
is about what Mr. Poole spent on
equipment. Station operated for short
time, but never full-scale commercial.
Nashville group, including H. C.
Young Jr., Jerome Glaser and Martha
W. Mills (flour), own WENO Madison (Nashville), Tenn.; WGUS North
Augusta, S. C; WYAM Bessemer.
Ala., and WDBM Statesville, N. C.
Bernstein to Berlin
Lester Bernstein, vp, corporate information atNBC, has made rush trip
to West Berlin, presumably in connection with controversy stirred by network's filming of digging of escape
tunnel under Berlin wall and its plans
to go ahead with resulting telecast (see
story page 62). NBC won't comment
on Bernstein trip, but it's believed his
mission is to reassure West Berlin city
government that telecast of The Tunnel won't injure interests of city or
individuals involved.
Streibert to RFEF?
Theodore C. Streibert is expected to
be named president of Radio Free
Europe Fund (Crusade for Freedom).
Mr. Streibert left vp and general managership of WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul last August to become
consultant to International Div. of
Time-Life Broadcasting. He was first
director of U. S. Information Agency,
1953-57. Leslie R. Shope is RFEF
president; Charles H. Kellstadt, former board chairman of Sears, Roebuck, continues as fund's board chairman. Mr. Streibert's appointment
may follow his return from RFE trip
to Munich (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
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puzzle:

Sports

Weather
News

ABC
World News

Backstage

Virginia

Maryland

Capitol
Report

Nine newscasters — Ron Cochran, Len Deibert, Keith McBee, Ed Meyer, Joseph
McCaffrey, Louis Allen, Felix Grant, Johnny Batchelder, and Steve Gilmartin —
cover ABC World News, Virginia, D.C., Sports, Maryland, Business, Backstage,
Weather News and Capitol Report on WMAL-TV's hour-long daily news roundup.
Puzzle: Match newscaster to news subject from the following fictitious personal
information*
Allen and Batchelder beat the Md. newsman at golf. The Va. newsman
lives in the same part of town as McBee and Allen. McCaffrey, the
backstage reporter, the D.C. newscaster and the world news reporter
play bridge together. Gilmartin, Grant, Batchelder, the world news
reporter and the D.C. newsman are bachelors; the others are married.
The Va. newsman is a brother of the Md. newsman's wife. The sports
newsman got passes to a football game for Mr. and Mrs. McBee, and for
Batchelder, Deibert, and the weatherman. Meyer and the weatherman
are soccer fans; Deibert and the world newsman like tennis. The sports
reporter is engaged to Grant's sister. Meyer, his wife, Batchelder and the
backstage reporter like Bossa Nova. The weatherman has three daughters, the Va. newscaster has two sons, and McCaffrey has a boy and a
girl. The Capitol reporter's wife gave a party for Mrs. Allen. McCaffrey
is taller than the backstage, sports and business newscasters, but McBee,
Deibert, Cochran and Allen are taller than he is. The Md. newsman
fishes with McCaffrey and Meyer.
Send in your work sheet, showing the logical steps taken. Winners will receive a
newsworthy prize.
'■'For accurate biographies of our talented news staff and current availabilities on
our well-watched Evening News Report, check H-R.

v
al-t
wm
Evening Star Broadcasting Company
Washington,
D.C.
represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,

Washington, D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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WEEK

IN

Move toward bulk buying of tv spots by national advertisers seen gaining headway. Following long-time practice
of P&G are half dozen leading advertisers with others
weighing advantages of mass commitments. See . . .
BULK

BUYING

WINS

SUPPORT

... 31

Marion Harper suggests new fee plan for special situations: let agency get cut of profits from business brought
in by advertising campaigns. Interpublic president offers
idea at AAAA meeting in Chicago. See . . .
HARPER

PROPOSES

SHARING

... 32

BRIEF

Tv's block booking ban argued before U. S. Supreme
Court. Government asks for more stringent terms in
judgment; distributors point to few tie-in contracts unearthed and ask that entire suit be dismissed. See . . .
SUPREME

COURT

HEARS

PLEAS

... 60

Four Star stockholders hold family-type meeting on
studio lot, are more interested in Dick Powell's medical
prognosis than in business matters like revenues and
profits, which are bright according to officers. See . . .
FOUR

STAR

STOCKHOLDERS

MEET

... 68

Government lawyers turn down suggestions that FCC get
deeper into programming through helping establish local

Retailers buck crackdown on co-op allowances at Federal Trade Commission meeting but manufacturers express

citizens advisory committees, publishing criteria for "minority" tastes, setting limit on commercials. See . . .
REJECT PLAN FOR FCC ... 44

satisfaction with agency's attack on "discriminatory" practices. FTC chairman expresses faith in advertising. See . . .

Broadcasters lay down barrage of questions for Ken Cox
and get some down-to-earth answers, leading to suggestion they be compiled as "catechism." Atlanta dialogue
touches also on editorializing, politics and codes. See . . .

Big to-do about freedom tunnel tv showing, with officials
of U. S. State Dept., West Berlin, West Germany, East Germany frowning on telecast. But NBC says it plans to put
program on Oct. 31 as scheduled. See . . .

NAB

SERIES

OFF

RUNNING

... 72

NAB is going to sponsor programming clinics next year
so broadcasters can improve local originations and head
off threatened government controls, Collins tells meetings.
Improve the product plan unveiled. See . . .
COLLINS

ANNOUNCES

CLINICS

FTC

NBC'S
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The

one

on

the

left is our

We publish this in the interest of all those Denver U. basketball fans who wonder what ever happened to Jack Hauser.
This is to let you know where he is . . . what he is.
As our commercial manager, Jack is the man who helps you
make your advertising dollar go further in the Dallas-Fort
Worth market.
Valuable tip to national advertisers! Use Jack as a local
extension of your sales department while you're getting an
important promotion underway. Jack not only knows the eccentricities of the market, he probably knows your distributors,
dealers or other retail-level people by name. Trust him to imbue
them with an enthusiasm that makes your campaign pay off at
the point of sale.

commercial

manager

Noteworthy, too, is Jack's ingenuity in searching out the
right schedule, custom-tailored to your individual need. For
example, the orbit plan, which he recently introduced to Texas.
When you go into "orbit," your spot revolves through each
week's programming. From a competitive advertiser's viewpoint, your messages literally appear to be all over the station.
Currently, this plan is sold out, so Jack has had to come
up with other plans of equal merit. Feel free to call or write
him for specifics. Postscript: unfortunately, no autographed
reprints (suitable for framing) of the Police Gazette cover
are available. After all, fellas, it's
been a long time since 1948.
WFAA-TV
Channel 8 ABC — WFAA-AM-FM-TV Communications Center. Broadcast services of The Dallas Morning News. Represented hy Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 j» T
Complete coverage of week begins on page 31 f\ \

Tunnel1 still on
despite U.S. blast
NBC's plans to telecast special program on digging of Berlin escape tunnel
remained firm Friday despite stiff State
Dept. comment on tunnel operation
(see story, page 62).
NBC officials, following meeting to
discuss State Dept. statement said program is still scheduled for Oct. 31.
NBC statement disclosed that William R. McAndrew, executive vp, NBC
News, met with Robert Manning, assistant secretary of state for public affairs, to discuss program on Wednesday.
NBC statement said Mr. Manning
never asked network to cancel program,
and that Mr. McAndrew was "gratified"
department recognized this was editorial
decision for NBC News.
Statement also said Mr. Manning
never used "harsh terms" employed by
Lincoln White, State Dept. press officer,
on Friday. Mr. White repeated, in substance, views first expressed by another
department official late Thursday.
Mr. White, however, later issued
"clarifying statement" which said department doesn't contend showing of
film will risk any lives. He said network had given assurances film had
been edited to prevent identifications,
except in cases where permission to be
shown was given.
NBC said it is still holding talks with
State Dept. and West Berlin officials
(see Closed Circuit).
ABC-TV changing horses
but locale's the same
Although tv season is only few weeks
along, first network move in changing
prime-time schedule one notch has been
disclosed. ABC-TV will drop Cheyenne,
Warner Bros. -produced western in
Monday 7:30-8:30 slot, effective Jan.
7, and replace it with another Warner
Bros.-produced western, The Dakotas.
In daytime schedule, ABC-TV is
moving Camouflage (game program)
out of 12:30-1 p.m. and establishing
Father Knows Best re-runs in its place.
Tennessee Ernie Ford, who is on at
1 1-1 1 : 30 a.m., moves to noon. The Jane
Wyman Show re-runs go in at 11 a.m.

'Open End' appropriate,
Metromedia tells FCC
David Susskind Open End program
of over year ago which discussed Frank
Sinatra clan was "appropriate for the
audience to which it was intended,"
Metromedia Inc. told FCC Friday in re-

Too close kinship
FCC last Friday told WJR Detroit that Socialist Labor Party
gubernatorial candidate James
Sim is entitled to "equal opportunity" air time. This is first commission decision on Sec. 315 of
Communications Act since recent
omnibus policy statement (Broadcasting, Oct. 15).
WJR had pleaded that its coverage of debate between Republican George Romney and Democratic Gov. John B. Swainson,
sponsored by Economic Club of
Detroit, was regularly scheduled
news report and thus was exempt
from equal time rule. FCC, however, said event being covered was
incidental to political debate, entitling Mr. Sim to equal time from
WJR.

Kennedy

vetoes

on anti-obscenity
President Kennedy has vetoed controversial bill aimed at controlling publication or distribution of obscene material in District of Columbia.
In memorandum of disapproval on
Friday, he said bill (HR 4670), which
Washington broadcasters and newspapers had urged him to veto, raises
"grave constitutional" questions.
He cited 1961 Supreme Court case,
which he said "seems clearly to make
the search and seizure provisions of this
bill unconstitutional."
President said he agrees with Congress that District of Columbia residents
should be protected against dissemination of indecent material. But he said
that because of constitutional questions.
Congress should reconsider bill.
Powell group

ply to query as to whether performers
drank liquor on show.
FCC inquiry was made Oct. 2 after
complaint from member of Congress.
Metromedia, which tapes and syndicates
program, said it was unable to determine if liquor was consumed on camera
but that no employe of licensee (show
was taped at Metromedia's WNEW-TV)
gave alcoholic beverage to panelists.
There was buffet, Metromedia said, and
during intermissions panelists could obtain drink there.
"These individuals performed in the
manner that one would expect in a program devoted to a light, humorous subject," Metromedia said. Their actions
were not unlike appearances presented
to public by panelists on other tv shows,
licensee maintained. Panelists were
Jackie Gleason, Toots Shor, Joe E.
Lewis, Richard Gehman, Marya Mannes and late Ernie Kovacs.
MacEvoy International
to operate in Madrid
First U. S. advertising agency in
Spain will start operating today (Oct.
22). Called MacEvoy International
S. A., it is headed by Dennis MacEvoy,
former Reader's Digest-International
vice president. Its managing director is
Edward D. Brown Jr., former account
executive for Ted Bates & Co., New
York. Agency expects minimum billing
of $1 million during year beginning
Jan. 1 form U. S., Spanish, and other
European accounts. Headquarters of
new firm is in Madrid.

bill

to probe

alleged radio-tv bias
Whether Puerto Rican and Negro
performers are discriminated against
when they seek employment in radio,
television and other performing media
will be subject of congressional hearing
beginning in New York Oct. 29.
House Education and Labor Committee, headed by Rep. Adam Clayton
Powell (D-N. Y.), plans to hear witnesses from management, labor and public.
Rep. Powell said hearings will be exploratory only, and said they "will be
conducted in a friendly atmosphere."

'World-Herald'
Newhouse

studying
offer to buy

Directors of Omaha World-Herald
are scheduled to meet Wednesday
(Oct. 31) to consider offer by Samuel I.
Newhouse to purchase newspaper and
its tv adjunct, KETV (TV), in that city.
Mr. Newhouse, owner of multiple
newspaper and broadcast properties, reportedly offered $40 million for assets
of Omaha publishing company (Broadcasting, Oct. 15). In addition to newspaper and tv station, World-Herald
owns medical building in Omaha.
Extra Metromedia

dividend

Board of directors of Metromedia Inc.
announced Friday (Oct. 19) it has declared extra dividend of 10 cents per
share for 1962 in addition to its regular semiannual dividend of 10 cents per
share. Extra dividend is payable Nov.
30 to stockholders of record on Nov. 16.
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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Capt. Leberman in 1948 founded
what is now KING-TV Seattle, Wash.,
(using call letters KRSC-TV). He sold
station to Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt in 1949
for $375,000.
Cowles Magazines & Broadcasting
owns KRNT-AM-TV Des Moines,
Iowa, and publishes Des Moines Register and Tribune and Look magazine.

HEADLINERS

Dick Powell
elected board
chairman, Thomas J. McDermott,
president, and
George A. Elber,
executive vp, of
Four Star Television, North
Hollywood, Calif.
Mr. Powell was
formerly president and held
this office since formation of company
in June 1959. Mr. McDermott, former
senior vp in charge of radio-tv at Benton & Bowles, joined Four Star in 1959
as executive vp and chief executive officer. He had joined B&B in 1942 as
producer of radio programs, was elected vp in charge of radio-tv in 1953, and
appointed to his later post of senior vp
and member of board of directors in
1958. Mr. Elber, former senior partner

Filmways,

Mr. Elber
in N. Y. law firm of Davis, Gilbert,
Levine & Schwartz, joined Four Star in
1960 as first vp and business manager.
Thomas J. King, executive vp and
assistant general manager in charge of
central region (11 midwestern states)
for McCann-Erickson, Detroit, named
executive vp in charge of central region (see story
M-E's Chicago office
expansion,
page on36).

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
Santa Maria requests
correction on ch. 12
Santa Maria Telecasting Corp., one
of two applicants for ch. 12 Santa
Maria, Calif., Friday asked FCC to
order second applicant (Central Coast
Tv) to inform public that Central has
not been awarded channel.
Unusual request was made because
Sept. 17 proposed findings by Broadcast Bureau recommending grant to
Central were broadcast and printed in
Santa Maria as final grant by FCC,
Santa Maria said. Applicant said
KCOY, owned by three Central Coast
principals, and KHER, both Santa
Maria, made such announcements.
Petitioner charged these announcements and newspaper articles were "deceptive or erroneous and have created
embarrassment,
hardship
and injury."
Santa
Maria asked
that Central
Coast
be required to announce factual situation on KCOY and to release similar
announcement to other media.
Grand jury discharged
in MCA investigation
Possibility of government criminal
action against MCA ended Friday (Oct.
19) with discharge of special grand
jury in Los Angeles which was impaneled Nov. 20, 1961, to consider
whether such action were justified.
Leonard Posner, attorney for Antitrust Division of Dept. of Justice, who
conducted investigation and prosecuted
civil action that was concluded after
10

MCA

withdrew from talent representation field to concentrate on tv and motion picture production, said jury heard
over 150 witnesses and studied "at least
20,000 ofdocuments"
during its 11
months
service.
With the end of the investigation that
began some two years ago, Mr. Posner
announced his resignation from government service. After taking California
State Bar exam, he will be associated
with Beverly Hills law firm of Zagon,
Aaron & Schiff.
Cowles

studies plan

to buy 'Family Circle'
Special meeting of stockholders of
Cowles Magazines & Broadcasting Inc.
has been called for Oct. 30 at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel to create
new class of preferred stock and redesignate present issued and unissued
capital stock as common stock.
New issue of 6,000 shares of 5% voting, cumulative preferred stock ($100
par value) and 312,500 shares of common stock (including 29,053 shares
held in treasury) will be used in proposed acquisition of Family Circle Magazine, women's service publication distributed principally through supermarkets.
Meeting will also elect two additional
directors, nominees being Palmer K.
Leberman and Carl J. Schaefer, principal owners of Family Circle Inc. If
Family Circle acquisition fails, both
have agreed to resign from Cowles
board.

Sutherland

sign production deal
Filmways Inc., New York, and John
Sutherland Productions Inc., Los Angeles, will shortly sign "mutually advantageous" tvcommercials production
deal, according to Lee Moselle, newly
appointed chief executive officer and
president of Filmways.
Arrangement has Sutherland entering
New York market with Filmway's key
personnel headed by Fred Raphael and
use of Filmways' facilities. Filmways,
meanwhile, would concentrate its commercial production in California under
subsidiary, Filmways of California Inc.
Filmways' plan, which is subject to
stockholders approval in December, is
tied in with its expansion of motion
picture and tv program production on
West Coast (Closed Circuit, Oct. 15).

WGN-TV
of 8 mm

plans test
film on news

WGN-TV Chicago plans to use 8mm
film, silent and sound, on its 10 p.m.
news show tonight (Oct. 22).
Using standard Fairchild 8mm sound
camera with zoom lens, station has
modified standard Fairchild Cinephonic
8mm sound projector for one-time
demonstration timed to coincide with
opening of 92nd annual convention of
Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers in Chicago.
Bruce Dennis, manager of news,
WGN Inc., says if and when professional 8mm projection equipment becomes available, overall production
costs can be reduced by at least 50%
yet both picture and sound quality is
comparable to present 16mm quality.
The ball is over
Sunday night listeners to
"WCBR East Bronx, N. Y.," had
to find new source of entertainment last night (Oct. 21).
Station, which had been operating on 1620 kc Sunday nights
from 8-11 p.m., programming
rock 'n' roll music, was project of
two teenage Fordham U. students.
"WCBR" had been heard in
Rhode Island and Delaware, according to FCC engineers who
tracked down locale of unlicensed
three-month-old operation.
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

a statement
permanent

NO

MORE

THAN

of

policy

25

STATIONS"

Only one television station representative operates on
this credo. Only one television station representative has
never changed its limit of the number of stations it
would represent: H-R Television, Inc.
H-R stations know where they stand. No hind-quarter
treatment. All receive equal, personal attention and service. And profit by it. We enjoy this close relationship. So
do our stations. We intend to continue it.
Therefore, we now reaffirm this vital, bedrock policy
that undeniably stands alone in the changing field of
major station representation . . . knowing that responsible, profitable representation depends upon crack-andcrevice knowledge of each station . . . each market . . .
each competitor; a knowledge acquired only through
limited list representation.
// yours is an important television station, in
an important U.S. market, you should hear
the complete H-R story. Call Frank Pellegrin,
PLaza 9-6800 in New York.
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SOMETHING
HAS
TO

BEEN
THE

NEW
ADDED

GREAT

COLUMBIA

POST-4

8

s!

There's a new look to the COLUMBIA P0ST-48's-73 topquality feature films, most of which were produced between
1956 and 1961, have been added to the original group of
over 200 COLUMBIA

P0ST-48's.

And quick as you could say "From Here To Eternity," four of
the Columbia Broadcasting System's owned and operated stations, WCBS-TV New York, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WBBM-TV
Chicago and KMOX-TV St. Louis (already happily signed up for
the original group) snapped up these new COLUMBIA releases!
For further details, contact your Screen Gems representative.

Distributed exclusively by
SCREEN

W

GEMS,

inc.

1. FROM HERE TO ETERNITY 2. THE EDDY DUCHIN STORY 3. OUR MAN IN HAVANA 4. THE LAST ANGRY MAN 5. THE MAN INSIDE 6. THE KEY
7. THIS ANGRY AGE 8. BITTER VICTORY 9. THE GARMENT JUNGLE 10. AUTUMN LEAVES 11. MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT 12. OPERATION MAD BALL
13. TANK FORCE 14. PARADISE LAGOON 15. FACE OF A FUGITIVE 16. THE LONG HAUL 17. FULL OF LIFE 18. THEY CAME TO CORDURA 19. ALL
THE YOUNG MEN 20. THE BURGLAR 21. I AIM AT THE STARS 22. SURPRISE PACKAGE 23. JUBAL 24. COCKLESHELL HEROES 25. STORM
CENTER 26. PICKUP ALLEY 27. KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO 28. THE TWO-HEADED SPY 29. THE WHOLE TRUTH 30. BELL, BOOK AND CANDLE

KCEN-TV
CHANNEL
6

OFFERS

OPEN
Radio's success
Editor: Very good reporting on
"What's radio's success secret?" [Lead
Story, Sept. 17]. . . . Even had the television boys reading the article with
interest. . . . — Jim Hofmann, KID
Idaho Falls, Idaho.
editor: I would appreciate ... 20 reprints of "What's radio's success secret?"
[Broadcast Advertising, Sept. 17]. I
feel that this article is "must" reading for
our radio people. . . . — Redd Gardner,
general manager, KCRG-AM-TV Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
(This article was not reprinted but some
tear
copies have been forwarded to Mr.
Gardner.)

AUDIENCES
IN THE
WACO-TEMPLE
MARKET
center of Texas'
population density
Waco-Temple Market ARB Mar. '62

Midway between Dallas,
Fort Worth, Houston and
San
Antonio,
maximum
100 KCEN-TV's
KW Power
on Channel 6 offers greatest coverage in the market
and assures:
LOWEST COST per 1000*
FAR LESS duplication*
CHANNEL
I
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE - WACO
BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
14

Davis 'Monday Memo'
Editor: Our sincere congratulations to
Robert M. Davis, his advertising agency
and Glendale Federal Savings & Loan
Association for having the courage to
experiment with fm [Monday Memo,
Oct. 1], It is most refreshing to find
people who are willing to buy a medium
on the basis of past performance and
potential rather than the same old
numbers. . . . — Roy A. Eisner, general
manager, KQIP (FM) Odessa, Tex.
Mutual coverage
Editor: An error is noted in respect
to Mutual's role in the radio coverage
of the events at the University of
Mississippi [Programming, Oct. 8].
Editing programs is not a function
carried out by Mutual President Robert F. Hurleigh, as the story mistakenly
reported.
In our report to Broadcasting, we
highlighted that Mr. Hurleigh broadcast
a strong editorial on Oct. 1 concerning
the riot the previous night. . . . Mr.
Hurleigh's daily public service editorials .. . have received wide acceptance from our 502 affiliates. . . . —
Frank Zuzulo, director of public relations, Mutual Broadcasting System,
New York.
Heart of America story
editor: . . ."Heart of America in transition" [Special Report, Sept. 24] hits
the nail right on the head. . . . What impressed me most was the grasp ... of the
situation in the Midwest, and in Kansas
in particular. [It] accurately and forcefully portrayed the evolution that is taking place here . . . the gradual shift from
an agricultural to an industrial base. . . .
— Thad M. Sandstrom, general manager,
W1BW-AM-FM-TV Topeka.
editor: . . . The story was excellent on
other cities but Scottsbluff should have
been included. Population of the
Scottsbluff-Terrytown-Gering strip is
21 ,000. Eleven panhandle counties have

MIKE ®
1,773,650 livestock; one feed lot alone
can handle 50,000 head of cattle. . . .
Our area is famed for some 500,000
acres of choice irrigated land. Our immediate area includes three major meat
packing plants, six sugar refineries, five
livestock feed plants, the Midwest's largest steel fabricating plant and numerous
oil wells. — George H. Haskell, general
manager, KNEB-AM-FM Scottsbluff,
Neb.
editor: ... At a meeting of all Tall
Corn Network stations there was great
enthusiasm and appreciation for your
excellent survey of the Midwest market.
Congratulations. — George J. Volger,
general manager, KWPC Muscatine,
Iowa.
editor: ... In the references to transportation facilities little if any mention
was given to interstate bus transportation or to motor freight carriers. . . .
The bus lines carry more passengers
than the railroads and airlines combined. .. . Central Bus lines division of
Continental Trailways is one of the
largest non-aircraft payrolls in Wichita.
... In Kansas City Continental is
building a 24-story office building. —
Ted M. Howell, president Ad Pr Inc.,
Dallas.
editor: Congratulations on the "Heart
of America," particularly on the Nebraska part. We have had many fine comments from community leaders. — A.
James Ebel, vice president-general manager, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
[Reprints of Broadcasting's Special Report,
"Heartable forof 25America
Transition,"
are availcents ain single
copy, $20.00
per
100 copies; $37.50 per 200; $54.00 per 300;
1,000.]
$72.00 per 400; $87.50 per 500; $150.00 per
FCC & editorializing
editor: May I quote from my correspondence of November 1961 to the
chairman of the NAB Editorializing
Committee prior to its meeting in Washington on Dec. 11, 1961.
"We are editorializing on WBML and
it is our firm conviction that our trade
association should consider some stand
that would urge the FCC to refrain
from looking into or trying to analyze
the content of an editorial. Their reference as to "whether the broadcast of
such editorials were presented in a fair
and responsible manner" leads into
avenues of various
terminations. . . and impossible deWe made this suggestion to the committee,
response:
solved:butThatsothefar,FCCno will
never "Reconcern itself with the content of an editorial by a broadcast station and further
resolved that the FCC should concern
itself only with the fact that the liBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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ordinary

television

station

Chester

"If WIS-TV were an ordinary television
station, we would not be wasting our
paper and ink," said the Chester (S.C.)
Reporter in a recent editorial. "But
WIS-TV is one of the pioneer stations
in the South, and the only one, so far as
we know, that has consistently tried to
meet its public service obligations with
energy and imagination."
We thank our media colleague heartily.
We

don't think we are alone in recognizing our responsibilities, but we will continue to try to justify this kind of unusual
praise, with unusual performance.

WIS
NBC

TELEVISION

/ Columbia,

South

Carolina

Charles A. Batson, Managing

Director

a station of -*d~BCS^
The Broadcasting

Company

of the South

G. Richard Shafto, Executive Vice President
WIS television: Channel 10, Columbia, S.C.
WIS radio: 560, Columbia, S.C.
WSFA-TV: Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala.
All represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

. . .

(S.C.) Reporter

censee offered equal time for an opposing view." — George W. Patton, vice
president, WBML Macon, Ga.
Iron-clad contract?
editor: A survey should be taken to
find out how much revenue is lost each
year in radio and television by firms
who cancel before the expiration of
their contracts. I think our industry
needs a tremendous public relations job
to enforce the contractual agreements
of sponsors and their products. ... In
other fields . . . people are not as apt
to "get out of" a contract as in radio
and tv.
Something has to be done ... to
protect not only ourselves but those
purchasing time with us. If a sponsor
is contracted for 10 weeks, we should
be given the chance to prove our worth
during this period. But when he becomes dissatisfied after four, and cancels, who benefits? He hasn't received
the business anticipated, and it becomes
that much harder to resell him in the
future. . . . — Rich Newman, KBTV
(TV) Denver.

MERGENCE
m
OF

A

POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT
IN SEATTLE,

TACOMA

Screen announcers?
editor: Three cheers for Blake Tabor of
Leesburg, Fla., for his excellent analysis
of the sad plight of radio! [Open Mike,
Aug.
20]. [Open
Tom Jordan's
comments
also valid
Mike, Sept.
24]. are
My estimate of an announcer is not
the amount of his experience, but his innate ability; this should be determined
by a screening board. These boards
should be set up by each state broadcasters association.

kQZ

D
TELEVISION

PRIME
MINUTES
NOW
AVAILABLE
EXPERIENCED, IMAGINATIVE
PROGRAMMING
Before you buy television in the Pacific
Northwest, consider this one basic fact:
Only KTNT-TV in this area includes five major
cities in its "A" contour, (Seattle, Tacoma,
Everett, Bremerton, Olympia). KTNT-TV's lower
is ideally located to beam a clear signal to
all of this major market.
ask

Paul H. Raymer
about all the details.

Co.

TELEVISION
PACIFIC NORTHWEST'S
GREAT INDEPENDENT
Studios in Seattle and Tacoma
18 (OPEN MIKE)

In addition to Mr. Tabor's suggestions, may I suggest that radio needs
humor? Not the wise-guy announcer
kind but the kind that we enjoyed when
Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Fibber McGee
& Molly, Edgar Bergen, Eddie Cantor,
etc., were on the air. Couldn't these
transcriptions be taken out of mothballs
and syndicated? — Si Willing, general
manager, KMAR Winnsboro, La.
The wrong rep
editor: ... In the report on international tv [Special Report, Oct. 15]
you indicate that ABC International
Television Inc. owns minority interests
in and represents TG-BOL-TV Guatemala City, Guatemala (ch. 3).
Intercontinental Services Ltd. has
represented Station TG-BOL-TV since
Oct. 1, 1959, and continues to be its
representative in the U. S., even though
ABC has acquired a small equity in the
station. — Jeanette F. Sytsma, vice president, Intercontinental Services Ltd.,
New York.
[ABC sents
International
Television
Inc. Central
repreTG-BOL-TV
the affiliated
American
Televisionand Network
for network
sales; sentsIntercontinental
Services
the station for spot
sales.] Ltd. repre-
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R. Levi
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BEST

BUY!

THESE

THREE

HOUR

SHOWS

|t*SS:;;f

1
NEW

MGM Television offers a balanced value in fullhour programming for selective station needs.
Adventure, drama, action and mystery. Dozens
of top name guest stars. Suited for early evening, weekend and late night schedules. Adaptable for prime presentation and as economical
spot carriers. A reasonable investment. The best
buys of the hours are from MGM-TV (producer
of three current leading network hours on
NBC-TV: "Dr. Kildare," "Sam Benedict" and
"The Eleventh Hour"). For details and prices in
your market contact MGM-TV today.
Markets now playing MGM-TV off-network hours:
Amarillo • Baltimore • Bellingham • Charleston, S. C. • Cincinnati • Dallas-Ft. Worth"
Decatur • Denver • El Paso • Ft. Wayne • Honolulu • Indianapolis • Las Vegas • Los
Angeles • Louisville • Madison • Miami • Milwaukee • Minneapolis • Mobile • New
Orleans • New York • Phoenix • Portland, 0. • Rockford, III. • San Francisco
Scranton • Stockton • Terre Haute • Twin Falls • Washington • Wichita

■■■ ?
,- fas W• 181
1mi%j;.■'Has
ON
YORK: 1540 BROADWAY. JU 2-2000 • CHICAGO: PRUDENTIAL PLAZA, 467-5756 . CULVER CITY: MGM STUDIOS. UP 0-3311
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METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING TELEVISION
WNEW-TV New York
WTTG Washington, D.C.
KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo.
KOVR Sac.-Stockton,Calif.
WTVH Peoria, Illinois
WTVP Decatur, Illinois
METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING RADIO
WNEW New York
WIP Philadelphia.Pa.
WHK Cleveland.Ohio
KMBC Kansas City,Mo.
FOSTER AND KLEISER
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
Offices in California,
Washington and Oregon
METRO BROADCAST SALES
Station Representatives
WORLDWIDE BROADCASTING
WRUL Radio, New York

International

accord

These six world-famous figures reached agreement on

at least one subject: Each has appeared on "Open End," television's finest discussion program, for an extended
two-hour conversation with host David Susskind. Produced by Metropolitan Broadcasting Television, "Open End"
is one of many features on national, foreign and local issues presented each week on Metromedia's Television,
Radio and International Broadcasting Stations. Our Foster and Kleiser Outdoor Division, turns to its community
responsibilities in similar fashion by providing an extensive number of poster panels and painted bulletins each
year for vital public service campaigns throughout California, Washington and Oregon. Metromedia, a diversified
communications company, dedicated to a "quality operations" philosophy, presents the finest in entertainment,
information and education to people living in an area covering two-thirds of the world, jy^ EXROME

D LA.

MONDAY

The
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tie-in ad campaign

in half.
You"Cutcanyour
haveadvertising
the same budget
schedule
and
impact for 50% off."
It's difficult to envision the advertiser whose eyes wouldn't light up upon
hearing an agency proposition such as
this. Yet, such a proposal falls neither
within the realm of fantasy, nor does
it require a sudden increase in the purchasing power of the American dollar.
It is a marketing windfall that can occur
for those advertisers who are ready and
willing to employ a technique called
"tie-in" advertising.
Essentially, a tie-in campaign is a
joint venture between two related products. Our agency has established its
reputation primarily in the food field,
and we have found that such products
are particularly suited to this type of
promotion. The technique, we believe,
can be extended beyond the food field
with equally successful results and can
be used with both limited budget products and large scale advertisers.
Competition for Space ■ Supermarket food products compete fiercely for
shelf space. Many are natural complements to each other since they are
on the family dining table. Ham and
eggs, waffles and syrup — or a variety
of other combinations — will always be
identified closely by the consumer.
These complementary combinations
can be exploited with tie-in campaigns,
which, if properly conceived and
executed, can be much more effective
than an individual campaign going it
alone.
While there are no pat formulas for
a joint campaign, there are certain preconditions, majorit
a
y of which should
exist before two products are committed
to togetherness.
Products selected for a tie-in should
be closely identified in the consumer
mind (and obviously they should be
in no way competitive), especially
when tv commercials are planned, since
tv facilitates visual demonstrations of
products in use.
Product distribution should run along
parallel lines. A joint campaign will be
more effective if the products are distributed through approximately the
same network of brokers, wholesalers
and retail outlets. Trade advertising will
then be more effective than if scattered
among two unrelated distribution channels.
Similarly, point-of-purchase displays
will be less effective if the two products
22

from DOUGLAS WARREN, vice president, Smith/ Greenland Co., New York

shows

two

heads

can

are sold through different types of retail
outlets.
Similar Objectives ■ The overall
marketing objectives of two products
must be similar before they are mated
in a joint campaign. If one is attempting to command the major share of the
teen-age market and the other is seeking success among senior citizens, a
major conflict will arise when media
selection and other decisions are to be
made. Products also should be matched
to insure that regional appeal is directed
at similar portions of the nation.
Perhaps the most important criteria
in the success of a tie-in campaign is
a complete understanding of the respective roles and responsibilities of the
two products to be featured in the campaign. No questions can remain unanswered atthe outset. This calls for a
sophisticated level of cooperation and
liaison work between the two advertisers involved and their agencies.
Experience indicates that expenses
should be shared 50-50. Too often, the
agency initiating or proposing a joint
project becomes saddled with the bulk
of the creative work (an arrangement
neither equitable nor successful). If the
agencies involved have worked together
with success in the past, it is sometimes possible to devise an intelligent
division of labor (one might take responsibility for creative work while the
other takes charge of media selection
and trade promotion).
Naturally, both agencies retain the
right to veto any "harmful" proposal.
Tie-in Advantages ■ The major value
of a joint campaign is its ability to
make ad dollars travel farther. To borrow Department of Defense terminology, tie-in is a method of yielding "more
bang for a buck." By spending half as

be

better

than

one

much money for an equivalent amount
of tv or radio time, advertisers have an
added fund to exploit the campaign
through point-of-purchase displays,
trade promotions and other efforts.
We have found that tie-in campaigns
provide more than double the value of
the traditional type of campaign. In
virtually every instance, results as a
whole have been greater than the sum
of the individual efforts contributed by
each party. Commercials are more
plausible because they can be demonstrated visually against a broader background of products-in-use.
From a merchandising point of view,
a joint campaign provides extra arms
and legs to circulate the campaign message through all channels of distribution.
Two sales forces can talk it up. Packaged goods can profit from tie-ins by
doubling the impact at point-of-sale.
One of our most successful joint campaigns is a current one involving our
client — Downyflake Foods — and Vermont Maid, a maple-syrup producer.
(Broadcasting, Sept. 24).
Downyflake, the nation's largest
maker of pre-baked, frozen waffles, pancakes and French toast, has advertised
on tv in the
toastersRecognizing
its pop-in
major
markets.
thatnation's
syrup
is a closely complementary product,
Vermont Maid with a
we approached
tie-in
proposal.
The tv campaign has had a significant
impact on New York area sales of both
products and represents one of our most
successful joint promotions.
With advertising costs continually rising and the competitive situation — particularly among consumer products —
growing more difficult each day, we believe that the tie-in will become an increasingly more popular marketing tool.

Douglas Warren, vice president in charge
of food accounts, Smith/Greenland Co.,
New York, joined that agency in 1959 as
account executive for Downyflake Foods.
Previously, he was advertising director at
Seabrook Farms Co. His first advertising
post was with Lang, Fisher & Stashower
Inc., Cleveland, where he started new
product entries nationally for Carling beer
and other food and beverage products.
Before that he was a feature writer on the
"Cleveland Plain Dealer."
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a responsive audience. Perhaps that's
why our stations are continually
moving

forward . . . marking

not just time.
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A DIVISION

People

progress,

watch.

know.

NEWSWEEK
OF THE WASHINGTON

STATIONS
POST COMPANY

WTOP-TV, WASHINGTON,

D.C.

WJXT, JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
WTOP RADIO, WASHINGTON, D.C.
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The

Story

of The

PGW

Colonel. . . A

Best

Seller For

More

ON

Than

THE

30 Years

GO!

HE

KNOWS

OF

PGW

THE

THE

Radio Colonels devoted

our company.

OTHER

SIDE

STREET

48 years to selling print media

The Television Colonels were with the networks

before Joining
for 48 years.

Altogether, we've had 132 years on the other side of the media street.
They were instructive years— and because of them, all PGW

Colonels have a better,

broader understanding of media values— and how to evaluate them,
That's why the Colonel is always on the go!

P

ETERS,
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BIFFIN,
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OODWABD,
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Station Rm/>m9entativ&&
YORK
CHICAGO

\

ATLANTA

I

BBTROIT
ST. LOUIS

FT. WORTH
DALLAS

MINNEAPOLIS
PHILADELPHIA

LOS ANOELBS

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
♦Indicates first or revised listing

NCS '61 Radio— 50% and over penetration

WRTA-BADIO
50,000 Watts AM, 1140 KC
200,000 Watts FM, 94.5 MC
Richmond, Virginia

National Representative:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
26
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OCTOBER
Oct. 20-25 — Western Region convention of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
Hilton Hawaii Village, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Phillip W. Wenig. president of Standard
Rate and Data Service Inc.. New York,
will discuss "Missing Media Data — Its New
Importance
to Advertising,"
in an presiopen
session
meeting.
Joseph Maguire,
dent of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Seattle, has been added to the panel In a
closed business session which will explore
"How to Make a Profit."
Oct. 21-23 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, fall convention at Governor Tryon
Hotel, New Bern. James C. Hagerty, vice
president in charge of news, special events
and public affairs for ABC, will address
the
association's
Oct. will
22 luncheon.
officers
and directors
be electedNew
on
Tuesday, Oct. 23.
Oct. 21-25 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, 1962 annual convention. Hotel
Benjamin Franklin, Philadelphia. Mayor
James H. J. Tate will address the association at a banquet on Wednesday, Oct. 24.
Also participating in the convention activities will be Dr. Allen H. Wetter, superPhiladelphia's
schools,
and Marthaintendent ofGable,
director public
of radio
and
television for the Philadelphia school system.
Oct. 21-26 — Society of Motion Picture &
Television Engineers 92nd convention at
The Drake in Chicago. Theme of the Chicago program and
is "Communications
— Television
Motion Pictures Progress
in Industry
and
Education."
Oct. 22 — Deadline for comments on FCC
rulemaking involving changes in multiple
ownership and duopoly rules (extended
from Sept. 20).
*Oct. 22-26 — European Broadcasting Union
meets in New York (Carnegie International
Center, except for opening session at Waldorf-Astoria) and in Washington (New
State Dept. Bldg. on Oct. 24).
Oct. 22-31 — International Television & Film
Exchange, Copenhagen, Denmark.
*Oct. 25 — Connecticut AP Broadcasters Assn.
meeting at the Yankee Silversmith, Wallingford, Conn.
Oct. 26 — International Radio & Television
Society, roundtable luncheon, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
*Oct.
26-28 — Eastern
Conference ofWomen
Women'sof
Advertising
Clubs (Advertising
New York host club). Commodore Hotel,
New York. Through cooperation of Advertising Federation of America, advertising
men will be able to attend.
Oct. 26-28 — West Central area AWRT
conference, New Center for Continuing
Education, U. of Nebraska, Lincoln.
Oct. 26-31 — Board of directors, National
Community Television Assn. Special meetings Oct. 26 and 27 have been scheduled
for auxiliary services, industry relations
and standards committees. Executive committee will meet Oct. 28. Full board will
meet Oct. 29-31. Valley Ho Hotel, Scottsdale, Ariz.
♦Oct. 28-31 — Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
convention, Holiday Inn Central Hotel,
Dallas, Tex. NAB President LeRoy Collins
will be keynote speaker. Other speakers
include: William B. Lewis, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston;
Mike Shapiro, WFAA-TV Dallas-Fort Worth;
Stephen Riddleberger, ABC Radio: Bill
Michaels, Storer Broadcasting Co.; Norman
Cash, TvB; Roy Danish, TIO; Edmund C.
Bunker,
Stations. RAB; and John F. Box Jr., Balaban
*Oct. 31 — ABC International Television Inc.,
breakfast-meeting Visualscope presentation

showing development of tv. Americana Hotel, New York.
♦Oct. 31 — Hollywood Ad Clubs Shirtsleeves
Session on "Agency Presentation That
Sold,"
Hollywood
12-3 p.m.KTLA
Jack
Donahue,
generalRoosevelt,
sales manager,
(TV) Los Angeles, chairman of panel of advertisers.preside.
Jack O'Mara, TvB West Coast
manager, will
Oct. 13 — International Radio & Television
Society, production workshop. Hotel Roosevelt, New York. Subject: international
radio and tv with the accent on commercials and techniques.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1 — New deadline for comments on
FCC (fm allocation rulemaking proposal
(changed
Nov.
16. from Oct. 1). Replies are due
Nov. 1 — East Central region meeting of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Statler-Hilton, Detroit.
*Nov. 4-10 — Second annual National Country
Music Week of the Country Music Assn.,
Nashville, Term. Network tv specials, heavy
record label promotion, local radio and tv
saturation and the second annual presentation of the C&W Hall of Fame honorees
keynote the affair. Roy Horton, an executive with the Southern Music Publishing
Co., New
is the Country Music Assn's.
C&W
WeekYork,
chairman.
*Nov. 5-7 — French-Language Broadcasters'
convention at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel,
Montreal. The first morning of the convention will be devoted to cultural aspects
of media, with discussions on the economic
factors in the afternoon. The second day
will be entirely given over to the advertising agencies. The final day will consist
of ACRTF business meetings and elections.
♦Nov. 8-9 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention, Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus, Ohio.
Nov. 10-25 — World Economic Progress Assembly and Exposition under International
auspices. Special sectors devoted to radio
and tv. McCormick Place, Chicago.
*Nov. 12 — Georgia School Day of the Air,
2-3 p.m. simultaneous, state-wide salute by
150 GAB members to schools and education.
*Nov. 12 — Screen Actors Guild, annual general membership meeting, 8 p.m., Beverly
Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
*Nov. 12-13 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting, Sheraton Chicago Hotel, Cocktail
party reception will be held on Nov. 11 at
5 p.m.
♦Nov. 12-14 — Fall radio meeting, Electronic
Industries Assn. King Edward Hotel, Toronto, Ont. Two sessions on radio and tv
receivers are scheduled, both on Nov. 14.
Among papers to be delivered: Report on
receiver installations, New York City uhf
project, Jules Dietz, FCC; characteristics of
rf transistors for am/fm automobile radio
sets, Robrecht Bosselaers and Slig Gertzis,
Amperex; present and future unsolved radesigners' problems,
D. Hasty and
H. B.dio Dorsey,
Bendix; uhfE. translators
for
extending tv coverage, Stanley P. Lapin,
Adler Electronics; high performance fm/am
automobile receiver, P. S. Manson and M.
Slavin, Bendix.
♦Nov. 12-15— National Assn. of Railroad &
Utilities Commissions, Roosevelt Hotel, New
Orleans. FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
will speak on space communications.

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

SAB Fall Conferences
22-23— Edgewater Beach, Chicago
25-26— Statler-Hilton, Washington
8-9 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
12-13 — Muehlebach, Kansas City
15-16 — Brown Palace, Denver
19-20 — Sheraton-Portland, Ore.
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First

in

Milwaukee

4

...and

still first!

Station Image, more than any single quality, has made
Channel 4 Milwaukee's number one TV station . . .
in the eyes of both viewers and advertisers. This "Total
Image" is the sum of these parts:
PROGRESSIVENESS — The history of television in
Wisconsin is literally the history of WTMJ-TV. It
was the first station in Wisconsin on the air . . . with
network shows . . . with color. And it's first in coverage
(a population area of 4,468,903 people).
EXPERIENCE — Most of WTMJ-TV's people have
worked more than 15 years in television and form
Wisconsin's largest, most experienced station staff in
live and network programing.
QUALITY PROGRAMING Program policies of good
taste are traditionally practiced in local production
and in selection of network programing.
HIGH-STANDARD ADVERTISING POLICIES— Ad
vertising rates are clearly stated and explained in an
official Rate Card, with rates the same for all. WTMJTV does not "triple-spot," will not accept advertising
it feels would be objectionable.
PROGRAM VARIETY — WTMJ-TV believes in programing to meet its community's varied needs: entertainment, information, education. Included in its
balanced schedule are daily high-quality live shows
and the station's own feature and news programs.
For more detailed information on what makes up the
Total Image of WTMJ-TV, write:

WTMJ-TV
THE MILWAUKEE
JOURNAL STATION
WTMJ-AM-FM
NBC in Milwaukee
Represented by: HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS — New York,
Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston, St. Louis, Los Angeles

WTMJ-TV, Channel 4
in Milwaukee, went
on the air
December 3, 1947
... 4 years before
any other station
in Wisconsin . . .
the 11th commercial
TV station in the
entire country.

Perhaps you haven't seen Atlanta lately?
new twenty-million-dollar airport. And you
view the variety of elegant modern homes,
that have expanded this new metropolis

You'd be amazed the moment you step off the plane into our
would have to bring your market estimates up to date when you
shopping centers, churches, office buildings and major industries
since 1949 (the year WAGA-TV began telecasting).

Outstanding test market — Here is a sophisticated Southern city — acclaimed as a favorite test
market — that has jumped 54% in population in thirteen years ... to over a million!
Here is a booming city, an expanding five-county industrial market unique in the Southeastern region
— a culture-conscious area that enthusiastically supports opera, concerts, theater, and art festivals.
New Atlanta blends the customs and tastes of residents who have come from all parts of the nation.
Only 23% of its citizens are natives. The result is a genuinely cosmopolitan city.
Atlantans prefer WAGA-TV — If you're judging Atlanta television stations by outmoded standards, you may be surprised to discover that Atlantans have kept pace with the new preferences in television programming. Because Atlanta is different, the Storer station has found the difference and created
the programming to fit! Now the Atlanta station most respected and most viewed by adults is WAGA-TV.
Such respect and discriminating attention have been earned through WAGA-TV's exclusive daily
editorials on important local issues, complete PANORAMA NEWS coverage, and quality public interest
programming unapproached by other stations in the market. The Storer programming philosophy continues. . ."famous on the local scene . . . for public service."
Result? Advertisers prefer and specify WAGA-TV in the 23rd market!
SRDS ranks Atlanta 23rd in retail and automotive sales, 24th in population, 25th in food, apparel and passenger car sales among metropolitan areas; 23rd in the nation as a television market with WAGA-TV delivering the metro plus 61 more counties with 50% or more net weekly circulation? Small wonder WAGA-TV is
overwhelmingly favored by local and regional advertisers— the people who know stations and ♦7.960
our ARB
market
Coverage best!
Study
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■

Path
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■

General

■

Lever

by P&G

Foods,

Bros,

studying

principal advertiser known to be using
it a few months ago, a half-dozen or
more are reported employing the bulkbuying technique now — and still others
are weighing its possibilities.
P&G, television's No. 1 spender, has
used the technique extensively for over
the past four years. Essentially, the system involves a commitment on the part
of an advertiser to buy a certain number of announcements (usually 520,

of NAB

now

NEW

followed

Colgate-Palmolive,

A movement toward "bulk buying"
is gaining headway in spot television,
stirring salesmen's hopes that it may
counter-balance the older tendency
among advertisers to schedule their campaigns in seemingly shorter and shorter
flights.
The bulk-buying approach is far from
new but appears to be winning new adherents, principally among the multiplebrand advertisers who represent spot
tv'sWhere
biggestProcter
spenders.& Gamble was the

Opening

WINS

by other
American

SUPPORT
big spenders
Home

follow

lead

for Bristol-Myers
advertiser, Lever Bros., is undertaking
1,040, 1,300 or more) over a 52-week
a major study of the pros and cons of
period.
The Difference ■ Unlike the year-long
volume buying, and a presentation on
sponsor who contracts for a specific the subject is being prepared for Bristolnumber of announcements each week,
he may schedule a varying number each
Myers.
Stations have been prepared for sevweek, depending on his seasonal and
eral years for this type of business. An
other requirements. The sponsor will estimate from an official of one to»earn discounts in accordance with plans multi-brand national advertiser is mat
offered by the station, but will be shortapproximately
the nation's
television stations 60%
make ofprovision
for bulk
rated if the total number of announcements contracted for is not reached
buying with appropriate discounts.
prior to the end of the 52 weeks.
Advantages Seen ■ Though there are
In addition to P&G, advertisers which
obvious advantages to advertisers in
were reported to have used this volume
bulk buying, there are certain disadbuying approach are General Foods,
vantages, too. These latter factors, representation officials concede, have imColgate-Palmolive, American Home
Products and various cigarette brands.
peded the acceleration of this practice.
Among the plusses cited for this
Colgate-Palmolive was mentioned by
technique were:
several sources as having devised am■ An advertiser earns normal disbitious plans in this area, and is undercounts, but is not committed to buy a
stood to be widening its participation.
The keener interest in this concept is specific number of spots each week.
illustrated by reports that another major
■ He is enabled to concentrate a large

regional

plan; presentation

meetings

Two new faces in Atlanta television were greeted at the
first NAB Fall Conference — Joseph M. Higgins, general
manager, and Richard M. Fairbanks, who took over WLWA
(TV) from Crosley, changing call letters to WAII (TV). L to
r: Mr. Fairbanks; Fred Fletcher, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C;
Andrew Haley, Washington attorney; Mr. Higgins; Walter
Brown, WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C; George B. Storer,
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

brings

broadcasters

together

head of Storer stations and member of NAB Tv Code
Review Board (see special story, page 76); A. Louis Read,
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans, member, NAB Editorializing
Committee. The new one-and-one-half day format proved
effective for the meetings. (BROADCASTING'S full report
on both the Atlanta and the New York regional meetings
is carried in this issue, beginning on page 72.)
31

Harper
proposes
A revolutionary new form of advertising agency compensation — a
share of the profits that their ad programs help create — was envisioned
last week by Marion Harper, president and chairman of Interpublic
Inc.; in a sense the agency would becated. come a "co-entrepreneur," he indiThe new agency compensation
form would probably apply only to
special situations, he said, and would
not replace the traditional 15% system. The new method would evolve,
he indicated, because of the refinements taking place in advertising
measurement and "accountability"
procedures which would enable the
agency to prove that its advertising
program contributed in a measurable
way to a given record of sales.
AAAA Hears Harper ■ Speaking
Wednesday in Chicago before the
25th annual meeting of the Central
Region of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Mr. Harper predicted that under such an arrangement of compensation, an agency
might share in the profit realized
through a sales volume exceeding a
specified level. The arrangement
might call for basic compensation of
the agency for out-of-pocket expenses, he said, so that "if a product
failed to sell at a certain level, the
agency, while not participating in
profit, would have the protection of
being compensated for its basic
costs."
Mr. Harper, who also is board
chairman of the AAAA, said he believes other benefits will flow to both
agencies and advertisers because of
the current drive toward more accurate accountability. He predicted

number of announcements during periods when his advertising needs are
urgent and cut back when his requirements are less stringent.
■ The bulk system reduces "paper
work" to a minimum for the advertiser,
the agency, the rep and the station.
■ It provides the advertiser with a
franchise for his announcements
throughout the year and protects him
against a "freeze-out" in a critical advertising period.
Agency officials emphasized there
was one main disadvantage to volume
buying. Spot television's strongest selling point for years, they emphasize, has
been its flexibility.
The bulk practice leans in the direction of inflexibility in that it commits
an advertiser to buy announcements
32 (LEAD STORY)

agencies
share
in profits
increased professionalism in advercides combined," he said.
S. J. Rosenstein, board chairman
tising, greater emphasis on advertising as a profession in universities, of Tower Marts International, rethe staffing of agency media departminded the. 4-A of the "tremendous
ments with computer technicians and
importance" of nationally advertised
greater opportunities for women ex- brand names to the successful operaecutives.
tion of today's discount chain. Discount store operation by and large
The two-day central region 4-A
meeting also heard John H. Piatt, is self-service, he noted, which means
Piatt & Fowler, and formerly senior high volume that can be achieved
vice president of Kraft Foods, sound
only when most of the merchandise
an alarm over the high number of "sells itself."
advertising accounts which switch
In discussing his prediction of the
agencies annually. He noted that last
profit-sharing compensation plan for
year alone no less than 260 major
agencies, Mr. Harper said the idea is
account changes took place, repreplausible
"The
crucial
area asforrevolutionary.
competition today
resenting billings of some $322 mil- as
lion.
and in the future," he said, "will be
This record of switches "is deplor- far less in production than in marketable," Mr. Piatt said, "and is symping ideas." Companies compete
tomatic of some things that must be through
marketing strategies more
deeper and more serious than the today than they do through their
manufacturing systems or access to
changes
themselves."
Advertisers
Warned ■ Mr. Piatt
raw materials or financing, he oburged advertisers in their own self- served.
interest to "indulge in periodic selfRewards Earned ■ "It would seem
examination." He felt that the too- reasonable
for those who contribute
common practice of making the
so essentially to a company's added
agency the whipping boy "is a red success," he continued, "to earn reherring that obscures fundamental
wards related to their contribution —
causes of business downtrends or
on some mutually satisfactory basis.
Douglas L. Smith, advertising and In this way,
agency'sits client
refailures."
lationshipthe
would change
emphasis
merchandising director of S. C. Johnson & Son, related a case history of from personal service to shared enterprise. An agency might thereby
the introduction and marketing of
the company's insecticide product,
Raid, a heavy television advertiser.
Johnson decided to introduce Raid
in 1954, he recalled, and devoted
great attention to a careful copy development program and large test
market campaign, after which the
product went national. "Last year
Raid outsold the next three insecti-

throughout the year, even though he
may want to eliminate spot television
entirely for a certain period.
Another built-in obstacle is that only
certain advertisers require the advertising frequency prescribed to earn the 52week discount. Representatives and
agency executives specified them as advertisers with multiple brands (food,
detergents, pharmaceuticals, cigarettes)
and possibly regional advertisers that
are consistent spot tv users, such as
breweries.
There was no unanimity of opinion
among agencies as to the prospects for
more widespread use of bulk buying.
On the whole, agencies with clients in
the multiple-brands believed that this
approach would spread. On the other
hand, other agencies felt there was a

become a 'co-entrepreneur.' "
This would be made possible
through accountability, Mr. Harper
explained, "through methods relating
to cause and effect and through the
qualifying of influences that have always been matters of opinion or estiThe development would put pres-

movement
away from annual commitments.
mate."
Two Viewpoints ■ One source noted
that these two attitudes are not necessarily irreconcilable. He explained that
the "big spender" conceivably could
move into bulk buying to benefit from
its advantages, whereas the less affluent
advertiser could concentrate on "shorttermers," investing during the most propitious periods, utilizing spot for specific promotions.
The big advertiser viewpoint was
summarized this week by a top media
executive at a large agency: Large companies with multiple brands like the 52week contract because close study shows
that it will save money. Spot rates at
many tv stations have risen at a higher
level proportionately at the one-time
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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sure on the agency to develop advertising closely aligned with the client's objectives, he said, and would
encourage the agency to take a broad
marketing rather than parochial view
of its activities.
Such a plan also would be welcome to the advertiser, Mr. Harper
felt. If "some specified advertising
performance contributed to a million-dollar increase in profits," the
advertiser should be willing to share
part with the agency that would be
credited with bringing it about.
Mr. Harper predicted that a workable system of accountability for advertising and other communications
programs would evolve sometime between now and 1970. But it wasn't
too long ago, he noted, that the possibility of measuring advertising in relation to sales would have been considered visionary, except in certain
cases like direct mail or premium offers. Agencies also confined research
chiefly to copy and media.
Will Be Possible ■ "But it will now
be possible, with the help of the social sciences and mathematics, to
measure advertising as a single influence, isolated from all the many
variables involved in carrying on a
business," Mr. Harper said. "We will
have the computer to process a complex flow of information; and we'll
have a body of professionals able to
apply operations research and linear
programming techniques to marketing communications. We will be in
a much better position to answer the
advertiser's question, "what do I get
for what I spend?"
Mr. Harper said today's stress on
accountability was articulated largely by the Assn. of National Advertisers' project "X" and was the outcome of an "almost universal delevel as compared with frequency plans.
The ultimate result should be to bring
more money into the spot tv field.
In rebuttal, the media chief at another large agency with single-brand
clients claimed that volume buying mitigates against flexibility. He said his
agency utilized spot tv for specific promotional campaigns, rather than for
a long-range advertising effort.
Billing Aspects ■ He agreed that
long-term buying facilitated the billing
process but added: "We would say that
flexibility and merchandising ability are
the main factors we look for in spot.
We put convenience and bookkeeping
down in eight and ninth places."
Station representatives wanted to
make it abundantly clear that the volBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

mand by business. Management
asked for yardsticks to judge its marketing communications in much the
wayMr.it Harper
audits other
said expenditures."
he feels that an
accountability procedure will be part
of every communications program

Mr. Harper
before too long. "It will include
carefully defined goals and clearly
established benchmarks for measuring accomplishment.
"For many products — notably,
capital goods — we may never determine arelationship of advertising to
sales; but we will be able to assign
values to action that contributes to
sales — as for example, spreading
knowledge of a certain product characteristic; promoting traffic in dealer
stores; or measuring advertising's effect on a product's life-cycle. We
will then be able to present 'reports
of stewardship' employing yardsticks
that create greater confidence in our
recommendations for a following

said the greater stress on accountability would also bring about a higher
level of agency professionalism.
Accountability will also have an
impact on creativity, Mr. Harper
said, because "it will require more
of it, and more that will be pointed
sharply toward measurable results."
Mr. Harper predicted that accountability will bring about change
in the structure, function, and personnel opportunities of advertising
agencies as well. The organizational
form of larger agencies will continue
to change, he said, and bigger agencies "will set up a number of smaller
units based on the principal marketing functions — advertising, promotion, packaging, public relations, and
so on. Smaller agencies may share
or pool resources for measuring their
performance and for providing specialized services. This may lead them
either to merge or group themselves
into voluntary associations in order
to afford the skills and tools they
need to compete.
"We will see more specialization
of talents and an increasing trend to
the formation of smaller 'think'
units. We will make more discriminating distinctions in advertising
skills and in experience with specific
Mr. Harper
also foresaw a change
categories."
product
in the personnel requirements of various agency departments. Media
functions,
example,
he said, "will
be in the for
hands
of technicians
and
mathematicians."
The computer will speed the trend,
Mr. Harper said, since it will spill
out more information about specific
prospects;
andthinking
we'll recognize
present habits of
about markets
in generalized masses as exorbitantly

More Professional ■ Mr. Harper
ume year."
buying plans on a guaranteed 52week basis did not represent a departure from the rate cards. They emphasized that only normal discounts applied
in accordance with the various plans
offered by the stations.
They expressed the hope that more
and more advertisers would utilize this
approach, explaining that in recent
years the length of campaigns undertaken by many clients has been for
shorter durations. Several executives
noted that this practice added to the
"paper work" involved in processing a
spot order, and accordingly to their
overhead.
Representatives were cagey about the
number of advertisers they had signed
for year-long contracts, explaining that
they did not want to tip their hands to

expensive."
competitors. They gave the impression
that more sponsors were involved in
such plans than have been disclosed.
No Formal Requests ■ The consensus
was that representatives rarely made
formal presentations for this type of
business and preferred to negotiate informally with clients and their agencies.
In this connection, several agency executives observed that they were cautious about recommending volume buying to many of their clients. The reason for this reluctance was explained by
one media official in this way:
"For years we have been telling clispotin because
so flexible.
You ents
canto usemove
and out,it's
depending
on
your
markets.advertising needs in particular
"Now if we go in and bear down on
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the client to buy spot on a year-round
basis, he could become annoyed conceivably and say, 'Are you out of your
mind? This is just like buying network.'
Accordingly, we have to be careful and
choose the right time and the right
client."
National representatives reported that
stations welcomed the annual business
because it guaranteed them certain sales.
But one rep official pointed to a cloud
that could crop up in this silver lining.
"Generally speaking, bulk buying
should be advantageous to a station.
But it is possible that it could work out
poorly for particular stations on certain
occasions. As an example, let us say
that an advertiser contracted for 1,040
spots a year and decided to concentrate
them in the fall, winter and early spring.
They would use the early spring and
summer periods only sparingly. This
would leave them dry at a time when
they needed the business and filled up
at a time when they could get business.
"I know that a few stations were concerned about this when P&G started
this practice a few years ago. But,
fortunately, the P&G commitment was
spread fairly evenly throughout the year,
so there was no real sweat. But it
could happen."
Concedes tv's fault,
but doesn't know cure
There are too many commercials on
tv, according to David Ogilvy, board
chairman of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
but how the number can be reduced
"without bankrupting the networks and
the stations, I don't know."
Mr. Ogilvy made his comment last
Monday morning (Oct. 15) on CBSTV's Calendar program, which, for that
day, was devoted to a discussion of the
advertising business. Appearing with
him were Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver,
president of M-E Productions, and Nicholas Samstag, head of his own agency.
Mr. Ogilvy felt most criticism of advertising today is of television advertising. "It's so interruptive and it's so
inescapable, and there's too much of
it . . ." He made an analogy, however,
with Sunday newspapers, saying if
"there were no advertisments it would
be a pretty dull newspaper."
Mr. Weaver compared U. S. tv advertising with the British system, noting in
that country, "you either have entertainment or you have advertising." He
thought the placing of different commercials ina series, one after the other,
"is thoroughly interesting." He condemned the American system, the "discipline of the quarter-hour station breaks
and the cutaways and the you'll-nextsee and brought-to-you-by, and all that
monkey business." He added that the
British system saves about 50% of the
"waste time" and "concentrates" on ad34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Spotting the spots
A similarity between the bulk
buying campaigns of Procter &
Gamble and other major advertisers (see story page 31) and that
proposed by Sealtest Foods Div.
of National Dairy Products Corp.,
through its agency, N. W. Ayer
& Son (Broadcasting, Oct. 8),
is their ability to place their
spots during particular seasons of
the year. Although the campaigns
are described in both instances as
52-week schedules, it is possible
in either case to select seasons
when the spots must appear.
In the Sealtest campaign television stations are asked to place
the spots for two weeks in January, March, May, July, November and December. In the bulk
campaigns placed by other major
advertisers, the advertiser, or its
agency, would be allowed to select
the time of year in which the
spots would run.
Although P&G has followed
this plan for four years its schedules have run consistently
throughout the entire 12 months.
Whether other advertisers will
follow this example is giving stations and representatives considerable concern.
vertising.
The M-E executive added that "we
get certain . . . sponsorship values that
you can't get in England." He referred
to the deficiencies of drop-in advertising, saying there are "certain kinds of
needs
don'tsummed
fulfill." up the point
Mr. [they]
Samstag
by saying the "English system in part
would help certain elements in our
broadcast business very much."
'Redbook' editor notes
tv entertainment role
Magazines can no longer compete
with television at the entertainment
level, Robert Stein, editor of Redbook
magazine, told a group of advertising
and agency executives in Chicago last
Friday (Oct. 19).
Mr. Stein said: "Television has taken
over the function of soothing and entertaining millions." He called it "suicidal"
for a magazine to try to compete on
that basis.
He said the magazines that enjoy the
greatest acceptance are those that are
doing the best job of serving a particular group of readers; the magazines experiencing the greatest difficulty are
those that have become bland and
pointless in an attempt to please everyone. Attacking the "myth" that any

magazine can be edited according to a
formula, he said that "trying to repeat
your successes is the surest guarantee
of eventual failure."
Mr. Stein concluded that "intelligent
readers buy a magazine because it continually offers them information and
insight that they find nowhere else —
not because it offers pleasant diversion."
Sucrets

tv spending

to hit $1.5 million
The Quinton Co. Div., Merck & Co.,
Rahway, N. J., is investing an estimated
$1.5 million in spot tv for a fall-winter
cold season campaign to promote itsnew line of Sucrets antiseptic lozenges
and gargle. The advertising effort,
which began last week, is concentrated
in the top 100 markets.
The initial advertising thrust on behalf of Sucrets is using tv exclusively,
with 60- and 20-second announcements
in prime time, late afternoon and early
evening periods, particularly on news
and weather programs. The agency for
Quinton is Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, New York.
A. James Barker, advertising director
of Quinton, cited several reasons for
the selection of spot television for the
campaign,
including
the medium's
flexibility, itspower
of visual
demonstration
and
its
ability
to
reach
women
shoppers
efficiently.
The new Sucrets line is the first group
of products to be promoted by Quinton
since the consumer products division
was
by Merck & Co. last
July established
1.
Business briefly . . .
Pharmaco Inc., Kenilworth, N. J., will
support the national introduction of a
completely redesigned package for
Chooz antacid in chewing gum form
with a radio-tv campaign. Schedules,
starting this month, have been purchased on ABC Radio and Mutual, in
addition to tv spot in major markets.
Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, PhiladelLiggett & Myers Co. has bought halfsponsorship of the one-hour special,
Polaris
Submarine: Journal of an Unphia.
dersea Voyage, to be presented on
NBC-TV, Wed., Dec. 19 (10-11 p.m.
EST). Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York.
Buxbaum Co., Canton, Ohio, will introduce two new floor mats with a heavy
schedule of one-minute tv spots starting Oct. 21 on WEWS (TV) Cleveland.
The test campaign will last six weeks
with local store tags slated for all spot
announcements. Buxbaum later plans
to extend its tv advertising to other
major markets. Agency: Curtice York,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
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"Charlotte's
carousel

provides

in

toy

sales'

WSOC-TV

ride

to

300%

-Wilton

■ ■ 12

increase

Damon

"During the past 4 years our toy sales have
increased over 300%. We attribute this spectacular
gain to our long-time use of WSOC-TV's award-winning
children's show, "Clown Carnival". Charlotte definitely
is the Carolinas' most important market for toy sales."
WILTON E. DAMON, sales Manager,
Chapman-Harkey Co., Charlotte, N. C.

Advertisers with a stake in young America can bank on this-nowhere
in the Carolinas will you find children's program strength to match
that of WSOC-TV. This better television fare for small fry complements
the over-all program structure that is producing big sales successes
for channel 9 advertisers throughout the Carolinas. Schedule WSOC-TV
-one of the great area stations of the nation.

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R
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WSOC

and WSOC-TV
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are associated with WSB

and WSB-TV, Atlanta, WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

M-E

EXPANDS

Agency

moves

in new

IN

CHICAGO

lineup of executive

talent

as Harper emphasizes market area's potential
McCann-Erickson Inc. announced a Mills account.
major expansion and strengthening of
■ Frank E. Simpson, vice president
its Chicago office last week (Oct. 18). for marketing, joined M-E after leaving
Leo Burnett Inc., where he was marThe biller
advertising
agency,
1961'sin No.
radio
and fifth
ranked
total1
keting supervisor for eight years.
broadcast billings last year, has opeChester L. Posey, senior vice president who managed the Chicago office
rated afully-staffed Chicago operation
since 1924, but new moves, intended to from January 1958 until last week,
improve its competitive position, have
is being transferred to the firm's home
added four senior executives in recent
office in New York where his new assignment will be announced next week,
weeks, plus a vice president for marketing, bringing the total staff to 148 M-E said.
people.
T. J. office
King, where
former heheaddirected
of M-E's
Detroit
the
firm's service to General Motors, has
been named executive vice president in
charge of the central region (11 midwestern states).
"We regard the Chicago area as the
world's second largest advertising market," said Marion Harper Jr., president
of Interpublic Inc., parent company of
M-E. Its growth potential is just being
realized, he said. Many midwestern
companies are contemplating expansion
into overseas markets, he added.
"To make ourselves more fully competitive with those agencies headquartered here, we have put in place an
outstanding group of professionals," Mr.
Harper said.
Who's Who ■ The recent M-E moves
in Chicago:
■ Amnion B. Godshall, senior vice
president, has been appointed acting
chairman of the board of management,
which is responsible for the operation
of the Chicago office. Mr. Godshall is
a longtime M-E executive who formerly headed the agency's service to the
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey). Other
members of the management board:
■ William R. Kinnaird, senior vice
president and director of account service, a Chicago native who has been
with the firm since January 1954.
■ Martin Koehring, senior vice president and director of creative services.
Mr. Koehring, winner of several creative awards, has been with the firm
since April 1955.
■ Bernard J. Gross, senior vice president in charge of account planning. A
native of Chicago and former executive vice president of the Edward H.
Weiss & Co., Mr. Gross is a specialist in
package goods marketing and new
product introductions.
■ Otis L. Hubbard Jr., senior vice
president, account service, joined M-E
two months ago and was a vice president at Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc.,
where he was in charge of the General
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Research

service plans

qualitative studies
The Pulse Inc. is emphasizing its
qualitative research studies Dr. Sydney
Roslow, Pulse's director, said last week
in announcing new projects the measurement firm has underway.
The new projects were discussed by
Dr. Roslow at a Pulse luncheon in New
York that bestowed a "Man of the
Year Award" to George B. Storer (see
story, page 86).
The firm has begun on: "Radio Pulse
LQR-100" studying qualitative performances by leading radio stations by time
periods in 100 top markets; "Telepulse
PDQ" based on a one-day diary that
will elicit qualitative data for every

COMMERCIAL

PREVIEW:

Miss Edie Adams, whose two-year
contract with Muriel Cigars calls for
her to appear in tv programs and
commercials for the advertiser, is

local tv program in 25 markets surveyed; "Dimension '62" that will qualitatively study the total U. S. radio audience, and aProfiles.
sixth edition of Pulse's
Tv Audience
The latter profile analyzes network
tv programs in 60 demographic and
product-use categories.
Rep appointments...
■ WHP Harrisburg, Pa.: The Katz
Agency Inc., New York, as national
representative.
■ KRKD Los Angeles; WNAD Oklahoma City, and WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.:
Weed Radio Corp., New York, as national representative.
■ KAVE-TV Carlsbad, N. M.: Devney
Organization Inc., New York, as national representative.
Agency appointments...
■ Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis,
appoints Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield Inc., New York, as agency
for 4-Way Cold Tablets, 4-Way Nasal
Spray, and Decongel, a decongestant
gel, in test markets. The firm also appoints Gardner Advertising Co., St.
Louis, as agency for Fitch Dandruff
Remover Shampoo and related products. Both appointments are effective
Jan. 1, 1963.
■ Nebraska State Centennial Commission names Ayres & Assoc. Inc., Lincoln, Neb., as advertising agency and
pr consultant.
Edie performs

for Muriel

featured in a group of "minute musicals" prepared by the firm and its
agency, Lennen & Newell Inc., New
York.
Miss Adams (shown here) sings
and dances in the commercials,
which will be shown on Murielsponsored programs (a series of eight
half-hour specials titled Here's Edie
on ABC-TV and participations in
Stoney Burke on the same network).
An L&N executive said commercial costs were "very expensive —
probably the most expensive on the
air." The half-hour specials will be
shown once each month in a time
period shared by As Caeser Sees It,
another half-hour series starring Sid
Caeser and sponsored by Dutch
Masters Cigars (which, like Muriel,
are manufactured by Consolidated
Cigar Co.).
The commercials were produced
at MPO studios in Hollywood. Ernie
Motyl was producer for L&N; Tom
Brady was copywriter and Ed Flynn,
musical director.
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ITY

QUAL

WAP

I -TV

WBEN-TV

BIRMINGHAM

.... BUFFALO

WJRT

. . . The Birmingham News

NBC

. . . The Buffalo Evening News

CBS

FLINT . . . Goodwill Stations, Inc

WFMY-TV.

. . . GREENSBORO

WTPA

. . . . HARTFORD

WJ AC -TV

JOHNSTOWN

WAT E -TV

KNOXVILLE

WHAS-TV...

. LOUISVILLE

WCKT

CBS

. . . Harrisburg Patriot

ABC

. . . Travelers Broadcasting Service Corp

CBS

. . .The Johnstown Trib une-Democrat

NBC

. . . Wate, Inc

NBC

. . . The Courier- Journal and Louisville Times

CBS

. . . MIAMI . . . Biscay ue Television Corp

WTMJ-TV
WMTW-T

. . . Greensboro News Company

HARRISBURG

WTIC-TV.

ABC

MILWAUKEE

NBC

. . . The Milwaukee Journal

V. . . MT. WASHINGTON

KET V

OMAHA

KOIN-TV

PORTLAND,

WRVA-TV

RICHMOND...

KS LA-TV

SHREVEPORT

WS YR-TV

SYRACUSE

NBC

. . . Mount Washington TV, Inc

ABC

. . . World-Herald Corporation
OREGON

ABC

. . . Mount Hood Radio & Television Corp

Richmond Television Corporation

CBS
ABC

. . . The Shreveport Journal

CBS

. . . Syiacuse Herald Journal— Post Standard

NBC

SERVICE

HARRINGTON,
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Two Markets in One:
Giant 12^ County Coverage
TOP

ACCEPTANCE!

That's what

you want for your sales story. That's
what you get on WCCO RADIO, whose
67% share of audience is twice as large
as all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations
combined! What's more, WCCO RADIO'S
quarter-hour audience is greater than
that of any other station of the CBS
Radio Network. Powerful WCCO RADIO
delivers two markets in one: the fivecounty Twin Cities metro area plus 119
non-metro counties. Adds up to 124
counties with nearly 4 million population,
more than $6.9 billion buying income
and $4.8 billion retail sales. The only
way to cover it all— at the lowest cost
with the highest acceptance — is with
WCCO RADIO, one of the great
stations of the nation.

TWICE.

as

all other

Minneapolis

as

many

- St. Paul

listeners

stations

combined!

WCCO
RADIO

Minneapolis • SL Paul
Northwest's Only 50,000- Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station
spot
Represented by t#A#W*»*

SALES

4As

Pacific

conference

AGENCY PEOPLE MOVE WEST
The 1962 Pacific conference, western
region, American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, now in session at the Hilton
Hawaiian Village in Honolulu, Hawaii,
opened Saturday (Oct. 20) with a welcoming cocktail party that was followed
by other social events on Sunday, climaxed with the governor's reception
and banquet. This morning (Monday)
begins with an executive session for
members only, to be addressed by John
H. Critchton, AAAA president, and
John W. Davis of Honig-Cooper &
Harrington, San Francisco, chairman of
the AAAA western region.
Irving E. Stimpson of Baker & Stimpson Adv., Seattle, will chair the first
business session of the meeting, concluding part of this morning's agenda
on "How To Make a Profit." Speakers
are: Mr. Davis; Paul Jordan of Hixson
& Jorgensen, Los Angeles; Louis E.
Scott, Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles; and Joseph Maguire, Constantine
& Gardner, Seattle.
Tuesday's business agenda includes
a welcoming address from Hawaiian
Gov. William F. Quinn, a talk on
"International Growing Pains" by
James Delafield, president, General
Foods International Div., and one on
"Yen for the American Market" by
Lane Fortinberry, managing director of
the Time-Life Tokyo bureau. Raymond
B. Milici of Milici Adv. Agency, Honolulu, will preside.
Alvin Kabaker of Compton Adv.,
Los Angeles, will preside at the second
Tuesday session, which will hear talks
by Alfred J. Seaman of Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York,
on "Let's Assume You're a Genius";
Fred Lyon of Fred Lyon Pictures, San
Francisco, "Creativity — Myth or Magic?"; Charles H. Brower, BBDO, New
York, on "Smile When You Call Me
Creative."
Wednesday morning's program starts
with Jack W. Smock of Smock, Debnam & Waddell, Los Angeles, presiding
over a meeting to be addressed by
Pierre D. Martineau, research director,
Chicago Tribune, on "Is This Advertising Necessary?" and by George Mason,
director of economic development, state
of Hawaii, on "What Makes Hawaii
Grow?" King Harris, Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, San Francisco,
will preside at the second Wednesday
session, with talks by Proctor Mellquist,
editor, Sunset Magazine, on "The Futility of Playing It Safe"; A. J. Bremner,
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, on
"How Do You Know It's Creative?";
Milton Caniff, King Features Syndicate,
on "The Dancing Girls in Front of the
Tent."
The meeting's closing day, Thursday
40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

opens

in Hawaii

FOR FOUR-DAY

CONVENTION

(Oct. 25) begins with Jess Shinn, Richard G. Montgomery & Assoc., Portland, presiding over a session addressed
by Richard F. Casey, Benton & Bowles,
New York, on "Tests for Test Marketing"; Dr. Daniel Starch of Daniel
Starch & Staff, on "Measuring Product
Sales Made by Advertising"; Phillip W.
Wenig, SRDS-Data, on "Missing Media
Data
— Its Kraft,
New Smith
Importance."
B. Kraft,
& Ehrig, Donald
Seattle,
will preside over the final business session whose speakers will be L. F.
Ohliger Jr., advertising vice president
of Hunt Foods & Industries, on "How
to Get the Most Out of an Agency
Without Really Trying"; Barton A.
Cummings, Compton Adv., New York,
on "Why I Should Choose Advertising
Again"; John H. Hoefer, Hoefer, Dietrich & Brown, San Francisco, on "All
That Glitters Is Not Gold."
Phillips
names

Petroleum
JWT

agency

In a continuing re-assignment of accounts held by Lambert & Feasley, New
York, Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla., last week named the J.
Walter Thompson Co. as its agency, effective Oct. 15. The account bills an
approximate $5 million, of which about
$2 million is in spot tv.
Phillips is the latest of several clients

to move from L & F, following the decision of the agency's parent company,
the Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical
Co., to restrict the agency's activity to
W-L.
technical and trade advertising for
J. Walter Thompson has obtained a
total of $10 million in business from
former Lambert & Feasley clients. They
are Phillips and two Warner-Lambert
products, Listerine antiseptic and toothpaste, and Pro-Phy-Lac-Tic brush products, which bill an estimated total of
$5 million (At Deadline, Sept. 24).
Warner-Lambert also assigned an estimated $3.5 million from L & F to Lennen & Newell, New York, covering
Richard Hudnut cosmetics and toiletries,
Du Barry cosmetics and toiletries, Ciri
Perfumes, Sportsman toiletries and
Fizzi soft drinks (Bboadcasting, Oct.
8).
Winter Games

sales by K&E

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, was
named last week by the Organizing
Committee of the 1964 Olympic Winter
Games to undertake sale of the television rights to North, Central and
South American, Japanese and Australian tvnetworks and stations. A bidding competition will be held in the
Alps surrounding Innsbruck, Austria.
Negotiations for the rights will be supervised by Giancarlo Rossini, K&E
vice president — international, and
James S. Bealle, vice president and tvradio director.

Slight change in diet: canary to crow
Because he moved a little too far
Mr. Sweeney, who in 1961 successfully predicted radio would
out on the limb last spring and overestimated radio's dominance over tv reach more Americans than tv for
all 1 3 summer weeks, last spring said
viewing during the summer, Kevin
flatly that in 1962 radio would be
the number one broadcast medium
for 16 weeks, from June till October.
Based on official figures from Sindlinger
Co., radio's
dominanceweeks,
this
summer& lasted
14 consecutive
adiction.
new record but short of the pre"I die hard," Mr. Sweeney said.
"But for a few percentage points in
early June and late September, the
16-week prediction would have been
right on the nose. To mix a zoological metaphor, rather than dining on
crow, I would now be the cat that

B. Sweeney, president, Radio Advertising Bureau, ate crow last week
(see cut). Between bites of a crowshaped chocolate cake, the radio
drum beater explained where he
went wrong.

ateMr.
the canary."
Sweeney noted that fall tv
shows were promoted harder and
earlier than ever this year, an indication that tv is "painfully aware of
the great inroads radio has made into
its audience."
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DON'T BOTHER
TO KNOCK
Marilyn Monroe,
Richard Widmark,
Anne Bancroft

THE MAN
THE BAD SEED
WIND ACROSS
WHO NEVER WAS
Patty McCormack, THE EVERGLADES
Clifton Webb,
Nancy Kelly, Burl Ives, Emmett Kelly,
Gloria Grahame, Eileen Heckart Christopher Plummer,
Stephen Boyd
Gypsy Rose Lee

What's in volumes

4 and 5

of "Seven Arts' Films of the 50's"?

Suspense from 20th-century Fox in:
FIVE GATES TO HELL-starring
Neville Brand, Dolores Michaels and Patricia Owens
GORILLA AT LARGE-starring
Cameron Mitchell, Anne Bancroft and Lee J. Cobb
A LIFE IN THE BALANCE-starring
Ricardo Montalban, Anne Bancroft and Lee Marvin—
and many more suspense films all contained in
Volume 4's 40 great "Films of the 50's."
Suspense from Warner Bros, in:
HOME BEFORE DARK-starring Jean Simmons,
Rhonda Fleming, and Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
TOWARD THE UNKNOWN-starring
William Holden, Lloyd Nolan and James Garner
7 MEN FROM NOW-starring
Randolph Scott, Lee Marvin, and Gail Russelland many more suspense films all contained in
Volume 5's 53 great "Films of the 50's."
AND . . . BROADWAY . . . ACTION . . . DRAMA . . .
SCIENCE FICTION . . .COMEDY . . . MYSTERY...
Seven Arts Volumes 4 & 5 have everythingeverything to please your audiences-top starstop I
stories-top directors-they're all in Seven Arts'
"Films ofI
theP
50's" "Money Makers of the 60's"
Volumes 4 & 5 now available from Seven Arts.
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse (P.O. Box 613), Skokie, III.
4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charleston Drive ORchard
ADams 9-2855
L.A.: 3562 Royal Woods Dr., Sherman Oaks, Cal. STate 8-8276
TORONTO, ONTARIO: 11 Adelaide St. West EMpire 4-7193
For 50's"
list of seeTV stations
Arts' and
"FilmsData)of
the
Third Coverprogramming
SRDS (SpotSeven
TV Rates
Individual feature prices upon request.

$20

MILLION

PROMOTION

Gift Stars Inc. announces

national coupon

plan;

Six-week tv 'blitz' in all major markets seen
matching chairs with Gift Stars.
A major new gift coupon program,
with plans for a $20 million national
Mr. Carlson said the launching of
promotion campaign, was announced
Gift Stars nationally will be backed by
Thursday (Oct. 18) in New York.
the "strongest advertising-promotion
Gift Stars Inc., Minneapolis, which program
in a concentrated period of
will start test marketing its coupon plan time in the history of American merchearly next year on about 40 products,
andising." He said it will involve a $20
expects to distribute 11 billion coupons
million campaign including radio, tv,
in 1964, its first full year of operation.
direct mail, billboards and print media.
The company said the coupons will
The Gift Stars national promotion,
build loyalty for national brands carried
handled by Campbell-Mithun Inc.,
in some 370,000 food, drug and spe- Minneapolis, will include: more than
cialty stores.
25,000 tv commercials in all major
Sharing in the Gift Stars presenta- markets, intended to reach 1.4 billion
tion was the Minneapolis-Honeywell
homes in six weeks, and radio spots,
Regulator Co., Minneapolis, which in- 105 million home impressions in sevtroduced a new electronic data processen weeks, the firm said. This introing system called the Orthoscanner.
ductory program, following smallerGift Stars has ordered the system for
radio-tv campaigns in test marprocessing of its large-scale coupon pro- scale kets,
subsequently will be supported in
gram.
the advertising programs of the parGift Stars reported that housewives
ticipating manufacturers.
will buy products using the plan at regular prices, collect the coupons from
HARKEN TO THE PUBLIC
the labels or inside the packages, and
forward the coupons to Gift Stars. Keep customer wants in mind,
Curtis L. Carlson, Gift Stars owner and
Burger tells marketing group
president, emphasized that the coupons
will not compete with trading stamps,
Hastily conceived, hard-sell product
whose aim is to build "store loyalty" or advertising, such as is now beginning
"chain loyalty." He said that if, for ex- to appear as sales departments strive to
ample, a customer obtains a card table
with trading stamps, she can obtain meet their quotas before the end of the
fourth quarter of 1962, can wreak
havoc with a company image that has
been carefully built over a long period
by a well-planned program of public
relations and institutional advertising,
Chester Burger, president of Communications Counselors Inc., warned at a
dinner meeting of the Southern California chapter, American Marketing
Assn., Wednesday (Oct. 17) in Los
Angeles.
"Price promotions, deals, contests
and so on can make an immediate impact on sales," Mr. Burger declared,
"but they cannot be permitted to do
so at the expense of the company's
reputation for quality, customer service

The model peeking over several mythical packaged products holds a prototype of the series of Gift Stars coupons which will be promoted in what
is said to be a $20 million advertising
campaign.
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

and integrity."
Mr. Burger, whose firm is the public
relations branch of Interpublic Inc.,
told his audience that many companies
in their product advertising seem to
ignore the finding of research that the
public forms its opinions of a company
primarily from its products. "Properly
done," he said, "a company's institutional advertising and public relations
should benefit the sale of each of its
products, just as the company's product
advertising and publicity should benefit
the reputation of the company itself.
"Yet, today, some companies are pro-

moting their products in a way they
would never use to promote themselves.
They would not allow their president
to perform as a circus barker, nor would
they cheapen the appearance of their
buildings with loud and tasteless signs.
But some of them today are contributing to this very effect with their advertising and publicity."
Preoccupied ■ The main trouble, Mr.
Burger said, is that top management is
often so wrapped up in its own concerns (to set a new sales record or a
high net profit or just to beat the competition) that it forgets to listen to the
public and to find out what the company's customers — and the others it
would like to have as its customers —
really want when they plunk their
money down on the store counter. Too
often the manufacturer assumes that
price is the only or at least the major
consideration of the purchaser, when in
reality what he is looking for is some
product characteristic that will satisfy
his needs, Mr. Burger said.
"Listen to what the public has to
say about you and your competitors,
about your products and theirs," he
urged. "And be concerned about what
you hear." He cited the Bell Telephone
System as an outstanding example of a
company which has carefully thought
out its relations with the public, not
only in its advertising and publicity, but
in every phase of its dealings with the
public at every level, from making a
phone call to investing in AT&T stock.
Also in advertising...
Blair sales office moves ■ John Blair
& Co., New York, has moved its Detroit sales office to new quarters at 11
Boulevard West Building in that city.
Telephone: 871-3060.
New offices ■ Bennett & Chase & Co.,
New York ad agency, is moving to new
offices at 333 E. 46th St. Telephone
number remains Plaza 2-1055.
Group names Ally ■ The Fair Campaign Practices Committee has named
Carl Ally Inc., New York, to handle a
special advertising program in connection with this year's local and congressional elections. Special public service
spots for radio and tv will be used for
the two weeks prior to election day.
The FCPC advertising series is directed
at calling attention to unsavory smear
tactics.
New research firm ■ Marketing Evaluations, a new consumer research company, has been formed by Jack Landis
and Henry Brenner. Mr. Landis was
formerly director of developmental research at J. Walter Thompson, and
manager of research at NBC. Mr.
Brenner is president of Home Testing
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Institute of TvQ, and will also continue
in that capacity. Address 50 Maple
Place, Manhasset, N. Y. Telephone:
Manhasset 7-7510.
New edition ■ American Women in
Radio & Television has released the
1962-63 edition of its member directory. The 150-page directory, circulated to the organization's 1 ,600 women
broadcasting personnel, contains advertising for the first time. Revenues from
the sale of ads in the directory will defray printing and publishing costs, and
help AWRT-sponsored projects.
Florida's

abundance

adds cash to ad kitty
An all-time record advertising and
merchandising program of $12.5 million, amounting to 90% of the total
1962-63 fiscal year budget, was adopted
here last Wednesday (Oct. 17) by the
Florida Citrus Commission.
With a record crop of oranges and
large crops of grapefruit and tangerines
on the trees, according to Dept. of Agriculture estimates, the advertising taxes
on fruit (based on number of boxes
used commercially) will provide nearly
twice as much money for promotion as
was expected last spring. Doubling of
the orange tax — from five cents per box
to ten — accounts for most of the anticipated increase.
Florida's estimated crop includes
118,700,000 boxes of oranges, 37,500,000 grapefruit and 4,500,000 tangerines.
More than half the promotion funds
will be used for consumer advertising,
with an estimated $6,766,000 available.
Merchandising and allied promotional
activity will account for an estimated
$5,685,660. Benton & Bowles, New
York, handling the orange account, will
spend more than three-fourths of the
ad money, while Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, recently employed by the commission to share in the business, will
place advertising for grapefruit, temples,
tangerines and tangelos.
Media plans have not been completed
by the agencies, but print and tv will
be used extensively. For oranges, Benton & Bowles indicated that newspaper
and magazine advertising will run from
November through June, with tv spots
used heavily in November and December.
The commission yesterday also employed a Florida agency to stage a
$32,000 "Sell Florida First" campaign,
designed to encourage added use of
citrus by Floridians and tourists. The
efforts of Fry, Hammond, Barr and
Rollinson Inc., of Orlando, will be directed at restaurants, hotels, chain
stores, gift fruit handlers and others
within the state.
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Times' takes to tv to counter Tribune'
The New York Times, for the past had a "subconscious" effect that
year the target on television of sub- hastened the Times into the fray.
tle needling by the competing mornsponsors twice
WCBS-TV's
ing Herald Tribune, is fighting back
1 1 The
p.m. Tribune
news program
a week
and runs spot fights on other New
with an estimated $200,000, threeYork area stations from time to time.
month, tv campaign of its own.
The Times has just started its tv It's estimated yearly tv expenditure
counter-attack in New York by tell- is just under $500,000, according to
ing viewers: "It's so much more in- an executive at Papert, Koenig, Lois
teresting [or scintillating or authoriInc., the Tribune's agency.
The Times has scheduled ID's,
tative] and you will be too."
The Herald Tribune, which pre- 20's, and 60's on WABC-TV, WCBSceded the Times into tv (its campaign
TV, WNBC-TV, WOR-TV and
started in the fall of 1961) uses a WNEW-TV, all New York, through
theme that some have interpreted to the end of the year.
A BBDO spokesman noted the
refer to Times: "Who says a good
Times
has suspended radio advertisnewspaper casting,
hasMay to
be
dull?"
(Broad14).
ing temporarily to devote a greater
A spokesman for BBDO, the portion of its ad budget to tv.
The Times commercials are being
Times agency, said last week the
spotted evenings and weekends mainpaper's
entry
into
tv
on
a
major
scale
had been planned for three years,
ly, in various types of programs to
cover the largest possible audience.
but he added that the Trib's schedule

This 10-second commercial for the
"New York Times" consists of stopmotion frames shown quickly in sequence. As the model undergoes
a series of transformations, the
voice-over says: "It's so much more
scintillating,
and you
will produced
be too."
The
commercials
were
by Ferro, Mogubgub & Schwartz,
New York. Richard Mercer of
BBDO was creative supervisor; Bill

Guess, copywriter; Jack Goldsmith,
art director, and Jack Silverman,
producer. Other versions are adaptations of the basic theme. Some
suggest that the "Times" makes
readers more "authoritative" or
more "scintillating." All are intended to show
"Times"
widens the
scope that
of itsthe
readers
and
the "Tribune" is wrong in saying a
43
good newspaper has to be dull.

New

testing television
Schedule & Markets: Day and night minutes in
The following new products were re- North
Central area.
ported last week to have entered spot
Product:
Tinti Mate Hair Color Rinse.
tv on at least a test basis. Their activCompany: Helena Rubinstein.
ity was detected by Broadcast AdvertisAgency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York.
ers Reports, a national monitoring servSchedule & Markets: Nghttime minutes in
East
Central area.
ice, in its off-the-air taping of local teleProduct: Cinch Shoeshine Pads.
vision advertising and is described here
Company: C-Jons Manufacturing Co.
as part of a continuing series of newAgency: Ad Plans, Detroit.
product reports compiled for BroadSchedule & Markets: Day-and-night-minutes
casting each week.
and 20s in New England.
Monitored during period ended Oct. 5.
Product: Caprex
Hair unknown).
Preparation.
Company:
(GermanMen's
company
Product: Nu-Soft Powder Package.
Company: Best Foods Div. of Corn Products
Agency: Simons-Michelson, Detroit.
Co.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
North Central region.
Agency: McCa'nn-Erickson, New York.
More

products

sponsors

buy TAC,

co-op film library says
Television Affiliates Corp. (TAC)
announced last week that three additional advertisers have bought the TAC
library of public affairs-cultural tv programming for showing in local markets. New advertisers are the Fuel Oil
Dealers of Central Florida, which has

purchased the library for WESH-TV
Orlando, Fla.; Peoples Bank of Lebanon for WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa., and
the Liberty Life Insurance Co., Greenville, S. C, for WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C.
Robert Weisberg, TAC vice president, reported that five new stations
signed last week as TAC members,
raising the total to 46. They are WTVW

(TV) EvansviUe, Ind.; K1MA-TV
Yakima, Wash.; KREX-TV Grand
Junction, Colo.; KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs, Colo., and KTAR-TV Phoenix.
Initial renewals of TAC membership
for a second year have been received
from WLAC-TV Nashville and WRALTV Raleigh, Mr. Weisberg added.
AFA, AAW

discuss

ad improvements
Two advertising groups agreed last
week to make new cooperative efforts
on standards and legislation and to
urge their members to meet jointly at
a conference early next year.
Meeting in Chicago Oct. 14-15, the
joint commission of the Advertising
Federation of America and the Advertising Assn. of the West set up a
new national committee for self-regulation and improvement of advertising
and recommended that AAW provide
some financial support for the AFA
bureau in Washington.
Member clubs of both groups were
urged to participate in the annual midwinter conference in Washington Feb.
6, 1963.

GOVERNMENT

Killed:
BY

NARROW

plan
VOTE

for

ADVISORY

A move to get the FCC into the
programming field was stopped last
week but only by the slimmest of
margins.
The Administrative Conference of
the United States voted 28-24 not to
accept the recommendations of its Committee on Licensing which suggested
that the FCC encourage local groups to
participate in license renewal proceedings, require broadcasters to deal with
local public and private bodies on profor "minority
specify
the amountgramming of
time to bodies,"
be devoted
to
various categories of public interest programming, and impose a quantitative
limit on the number of commercials
within specified time segments.
The recommendations were part of
a series dealing with FCC procedures,
suggested initially by Prof. William K.
Jones of Columbia U., New York
(Broadcasting, Sept. 24). The recommendations were reviewed by the Conference's licensing committee and, after
some revisions, submitted to the governing council of the Conference earlier
this month (Broadcasting, Oct. 8).
The full membership of the Confer44

FCC
GROUP

program
REJECTS

control

PROFESSOR'S

ence last week adopted various other
recommendations concerning FCC procedures. Among these: (1) that the FCC
establish criteria for granting applications permitting the agency to choose
one out of several applicants for the
same facility without the necessity for
a hearing; (2) that the commission cease
using evidentiary hearings where there
is no controversy on the facts; (3) that
hearing examiners be given the right
to rule on interlocutory appeals; (4)
that the FCC "fully publicize and subject to some form criteria
of public
discussion"
the programming
it actually
uses
in considering original applications or
in renewal considerations; (5) that the
Communications Act be amended to
permit the FCC to look into the qualifications of prospective station purchasers to make sure buyers have the
same qualifications the commission
found significant when it made the
original grant.
All of the recommendations and suggestions are solely for consideration by
the FCC. The Conference has no standing to take any binding action.
Warning of Effect ■ The Administra-

PROPOSAL

tive Conference is composed of representatives ofgovernment regulatory and
administrative agencies and practitioners
before these agencies. It was established
last year with the blessing of President
Kennedy. The idea of such a conference
was broached first during President
Eisenhower's term of office.
The Conference's purpose is to discuss common problems relating to administrative procedures and to recommend courses of action to federal agencies. Judge E. Barrett Prettyman of the
District of Columbia Circuit Court of
Appeals is chairman of the Conference.
Max D. Paglin, general counsel of the
FCC, is vice chairman.
The Conference was persuaded to
veto the programming ideas by three
Washington lawyers and one hearing
examiner. Strong arguments against
adopting the recommendations were
voiced by Donald C. Beelar, William
C. Koplovitz and Earl W. Kintner, and
by J. D. Bond, a former FCC hearing
examiner now with Atomic Energy
Commission.
Mr. Beelar warned that the disputed
recommendations
would "inevitably
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

We
few

THIS

still

a

availabilities!

is just to remind you that even though

WDAY-TV

got

is possibly the most nearly-sold

(late afternoon) —

even in our News, Weather

-out station in the Northwest, this situation

and Sports (and at Noontime) — we can often
come up with a real BANG for you!

changes back and forth almost constantly.

'bout
NOWit? might be the very time to ask PGW.

How

Even in our extremely popular "Party Line"

WDAY-TV
AFFILIATED WITH NBC • CHANNEL 6
FARGO, N. D.
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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INC.,
45

lead the FCC into the subject matter
of programming" where it is forbidden
by the Communications Act and the
First Amendment.
Mr. Koplovitz called attention to the
FCC requirement already in existence
which calls on broadcasters to publish
and broadcast a notice that their license is up for renewal, thus virtually
inviting local citizens to make their
comments known to the FCC.
Mr. Kintner, former chairman of the
Federal Trade Commission, urged that
the Conference drop the recommendations because they involve matters of
enforcement, and that should be the
province of the FCC, not of a group
of general administrative experts.
Defends Suggestion ■ Prof. Jones defended the recommendations on the
ground that they merely recommend a
method of "clarifying" the criteria already used by the FCC.
The disputed recommendations:
"[That the FCC] Encourage the participation oflocal interests in the process
of considering the prior performance of
broadcast licensees at renewal time, by
providing by general rule (reflecting appropriate difference between radio and
television) for:
"(a) Clarification of the obligation of
broadcasters to meet the needs of minority interests as well as those of mass
audiences, perhaps by requiring that a
specified minority of program time shall
be devoted to agricultural, educational,
religious, public affairs, and other minority interest programming, as defined
in the substantive policies of the Commission.
"(b) Clarification of the obligation of
broadcasters to avoid excessive commercialization, perhaps by imposing a
quantitative limit on the number of
commercial announcements broadcast
within specified time periods.
"(c) Widespread
publication
of the
renewal
date and related
information
under (a) and (b) above, in the communities served by each broadcaster.
"(d) Encouragement of local groups
to precipitate, and participate in, hearings on renewal applications. Such
groups might include private, voluntary
organizations of segments of the listening public; state and municipal instrumentalities; and perhaps advisory groups
established by the Commission on an
experimental basis to represent the listening public in specific communities
or areas of the country.
"(e) Encouragement of broadcasters
to consult with any such participating
groups, but only as to the obligations
defined under headings (a) and (b)
above. Limitations upon the authority
of participating groups would be essential to avoid the risk of local censorship of programming."
46 (GOVERNMENT)

Etv program blocked by Senate-House feud
communications a staff to determine
The federal educational television
project has stalled before ever get- whether government agencies are
ting started, a victim of a Senate- making effective use of their freHouse fight over appropriations
quencies. Both versions contained
matters.
$9.6 million for construction of ten
A $550 million supplemental bill, 250-kw transmitters to beam Voice
of America broadcasts to the Far
containing funds for etv and other
East.
government programs, was abandoned in the final hours of the 87th
The etv item was a relatively
minor one— $2 million in the House
Congress after Rep. Clarence Cannon (D-Mo.) blocked it from going bill and $3 million in the Senate verto conference for a reconciliation of
sion. The Dept. of Health, Educadifferences between Senate and House
tion & Welfare, which is to adminisversions.
ter the program, originally had
Rep. Cannon, chairman of the sought $4,989,000, to get the proHouse Appropriations Committee,
gram started.
Five-year Program ■ Congress last
refused to grant the necessary unanimous consent for the conference
spring approved a bill authorizing
because of Senate efforts to add some
HEW to make up to $32 million
available on a matching-funds basis
public works projects to the bill. No
House members were disposed to to states and localities for the establishment and expansion of etv stafight to save the measure.
tions. The program is to run five
Affected also were a proposed
study of government use of radio
But since Congress has departed
frequencies by the Office of Emergenwithout making funds available,
cy Planning and the U.S. Informayears. must wait until a new suppleHEW
tion Agency's transmitter-construction
mental bill can be put through the
program. The Senate had approved
88th
Congress,
which convenes on
$118,000, and the House $100,000,
January 9.
to provide OEP's director of tele-

GE

asks

rulemaking

for tv stereo sound
General Electric Co. last week asked
the FCC to institute rulemaking looking toward the adoption of compatible
stereophonic sound standards for television.
Tv stereo "will provide the public
with an exciting new service" on existing tv stations without disturbing the
monophonic sound system now available," GE said in asking for the rulemaking. The broadcast licensee and
electronics corporation said that it has
completed laboratory development of
a compatible stereo tv system and has
conducted limited field tests which
proved successful.
GE said that, since there are several
acceptable stereo sound systems for tv,
it is necessary for the FCC to adopt
a single set of standards. As an appendix to its petition, GE explained with
diagrams the proposed transmission
standards for its system of tv stereo
sound. No changes in allocation standards nor in good engineering practice
are necessary except those dealing with
the method of modulation of the aural
transmitter, GE said.
Under the GE system, a tv station
using stereo sound simply substitutes
the stereophonic signal for the monophonic sound at the input of the audio
transmitter. The stereo signal may be

generated in several different ways,
GE said, and submitted diagrams of
one multiplex system.
In conducting its lab and field tv
stereo tests, GE used KE2XHX, its
experimental tv station. Field tests were
conducted under actual operating conditions,
strong co-channel
terferenceincluding
from a Canadian
station. inGE is the licensee of WGY and
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y.
The FCC adopted rules for fm stereo
in April 1961 but has twice refused to
consider rulemaking to permit am stations to transmit stereophonic sounds.
Motorola asks waiver
for certain tv sets
Motorola Inc. has requested that the
FCC exempt tv sets located in schools,
hospitals and other institutions, motels,
and like places from an all-channel receiver rule. This would also include
situations where a central antenna supplies the signal to the receivers.
Motorola stated that sets built for the
above mentioned uses are not the same
as sets constructed for public sale. Furthermore, these sets can be identified
and sold only for the specific purpose
for which they were designed.
Motorola added that exemption could
also apply to FCC plans to establish a
new class of etv service for transmission to multiple location for channels
in the 1990-2110 mc band.
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Trail

"First" For Extra Sales Imp
I

Jack

Douglas

in association with

presents

Jkross

Totally new! Completely true! Entirely different! "Across the Seven Seas"
changes all your ideas about the silent world of documentaries, travelogs, and
adventure shows. Here's a new standard in commercial entertainment! A new
dimension of realism! A new series that anticipated the impact of Telstar in
boosting America's interest in travel-adventure to an all-time high! A new
format to attract and sell the entire family! A new way to build higher ratings
in your market!
Beautiful . . . every program a quality major production, in breath-taking
color. Bold . . . startling adventure and people from other worlds, now seen
and heard for the first time. Believable . . . ingenious sound equipment records
people talking, singing, performing — a "first" in documentary programming—puts this new series in a class by itself.

Jack
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around
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the
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world

travel-adventur
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exciting
formats

new

in one

great

series

'SUNDOWN'
a tour of the world's
most exciting cities
after the shadows fall!
'ADVENTURE'
fascinating exploits
of modern-day
Marco Polos!
'AT HOME ABROAD'
colorful, true travels
to the four corners
of the earth!
'THE FABULOUS FIFTY'
unusual journeys
throughout
the 50 states!

half-hour
color "specials"
AVAILABLE
including:
Paradise After Dark!
j .._...cr» to Africa!
The Open City!
Three Men On A Raft!
Honeymoon At Sea!
Sin, Sex, and Samurai!
ALL NEW! ALL TRUE!
ALL IN COLOR!

tows,
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brings
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fascinating
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for

people
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Success

is a

Jack

Douglas

Tradition

Inarch for/lctomturc
(Distributed by Banner Films)
AN OPEN LETTER TO BROADCASTERS FROM BASIL GRILLO
President

J^ngdom

of the Jsje a

SetmtXeague Boots
(Distributed by Screen Gems)
"It may seem like quite a jump for our company from BEN CASEY to
ACROSS THE SEVEN SEAS. Actually, aside from the wide differences in
format, the two programs have much in common.

(Distributed by Banner Films)

"Before deciding to join Jack Douglas in this venture, we at Bing Crosby
Productions had the opportunity to inspect numerous completed episodes
of the series. We were unanimously and enormously impressed with the
quality of the series — quality which, according to reliable film specialists,
is unmatched in the field of non-fiction. It is a handsome product — the best
of its type made anywhere. Equally important from our point of view, it is
wholesome, colorful, absorbing family entertainment. It is a series capable

meet
Sugggss
(Distributed by ITC)
II

of achieving high ratings, and serving as an ideal showcase for any sponsor's

(Distributed by Ziv-UA)

products.
"We are proud of our association with ACROSS THE SEVEN SEAS, and I
personally am pleased to reaffirm our support of this bright and impressive

Top ratings! Sales impact!
Blue Chip sponsors all the way:
American Home Products, Ralston-Purina,
Swift & Co., Sears & Roebuck,
Best Foods, Ford, Procter & Gamble, Colgate,
and dozens of others.

Jack Douglas series."

NOW!

(Etie$even$m$
Call, wire or write:
The Jack Douglas Company
8833 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood 69, California
(OL 5-7790)
Foreign Distributor
International Television Film
Distributing Company, Inc.
63 14 La Mirada Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
>1962, Jack Douglas Co.. Hollywood, Calif. Printed in U.S.A. 8/62
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BENEFITS— DIXON

Manufacturers favor, retailers oppose crackdown on co-op ads
Paul Rand Dixon, chairman of the is too vague, at least in relation to the
Federal Trade Commission, is seeking
apparel industry, for a confident judgment as to whether a particular cooperto quiet fears that the agency's campaign against allegedly discriminatory
ative advertising campaign is legal. As
advertising allowances in the apparel in- a result, he said, manufacturers might
dustry will seriously curtail or kill off decide to forego a campaign rather than
cooperative advertising.
risk violating a consent order.
The National Assn. of Retail Cloth"If any agency of government is
iers & Furnishers also expressed conaware of the benefit of advertising it's
cern that the FTC campaign would dry
the Federal Trade Commission," he
said last week. "We appreciate the val- up cooperative advertising.
ueedofthat
cooperative
He wish
addBut Mr. Dixon said that was the assothe FTC advertising."
has neither the
ciaton's
— that the commission
nor authority to eliminate it. But he is obligedproblem
to enforce the law. He said
emphasized that the FTC will move
manufacturers who sign the consent
against discriminatory allowances in order can request commission approval,
whatever industry they are found.
in advance of any cooperative adverMr. Dixon made the comments durtising program they want to adopt. This
ing an all-day FTC conference on co- would protect manufacturers from viooperative advertising which has been
lating the law unwittingly, he said.
requested by the American Retail FedGrocers Back Law ■ In addition to
eration, the National Retail Merchant's
apparel manufacturers, support for vigAssn. and other retail groups worried
orous enforcement of the Robinson-Patabout the commission's crackdown on man Act came from the National Assn.
cooperative advertising practices in the of Retail Grocers. Henry Bison Jr.,
apparel industry.
general counsel for this group, said
The FTC campaign is an attempt
FTC guides issued in 1960 have proven
to obtain agreement from 149 ap- beneficial to businessmen in the food
parel manufacturers that they will cease
trade who want to avoid violating the
practices the commission feels violate
law. He also said that, instead of hurtthe Robinson-Patman Act. That statute
ing cooperative advertising, the Robinson-Patman Act has made it more effirequires that manufacturers' allowances
for cooperative advertising given to one
cient for suppliers.
retailer be made available on proporOfficials of TvB and the Radio Adtionately equal terms to that retailer's
vertising Bureau believe that any sharp
competitors.
curtailment of cooperative advertising
FTC Backed ■ Although the pro- would hurt newspapers more than any
posed consent orders are aimed at manother medium. But radio would also
ufacturers, representatives of manufacbe affected, since the bulk of its adverturing groups favored the FTC camtising revenue comes from local retailpaign. They said strict FTC enforceers. Local advertising is the smallest
ment would protect them against de- source of revenue in television, TvB
mands from large retailers for special noted.
advertising benefits.
Sidney S. Korzenik, counsel for 23
FTC dismisses cases
trade associations in the garment producing industries, said that the term on ad allowances
"cooperative advertising" doesn't corTwo complaints involving charges of
rectly describe the arrangement by
which manufacturers make allowances
discriminatory advertising allowances
to retailers in the apparel industry. He were dismissed by the Federal Trade
Commission last week.
said "coerced advertising allowances"
would be a more apt term.
In one, the FTC dismissed a comOne of the major opponents of what
plaint against American Radiator &
Standard
Sanitary Corp., New York,
he called "the use of sweeping consent
that it knowingly had induced and
orders" against allegedly discriminatory
advertising allowances was Harold H. received allowances from its suppliers
Bennett, president of the Merchants
to help underwrite a tv program and
that it knew these allowances were not
Association, which has a membership
of 10,500 department, specialty, chain made available to other customers of
and variety stores. He said the practical the suppliers. The tv program was not
identified.
effect of executing such orders would
An FTC hearing examiner found that
be "to eliminate, or at least substantially limit, the participation of those who
the company was guilty of the charge,
sign them in cooperative advertising
but the commission remanded the case
to
the hearing examiner because FTC
programs."
Law Called Vague ■ He said the law attorneys had shown only that the
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

WHAT MARKET DO YOU WANT
TO SELL ON MAIN STREET?
To reach Main Street,
U.S.A., turn at Mutual.
Whatever your market — teen
execuage, young marrieds,
tives—you'll find a buying
audience on Main Street,
U.S.A. And who owns Main
Street? Mutual Radio. With
453 1istenable affiliates everywhere. Pick your market
and head for Main Street,
U.S.A. Check the signpost
and turn at Mutual Radio.
LANDMARK: Mutual Radio
delivers 97 of the top 100
Main Streets in America.
mutual Radio Hi
A Service to Independent Stations
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Government

briefs newsmen
Some 500 radio-tv and newspaper
editors, commentators and reporters
were given foreign-policy briefings
by President Kennedy and other government officials at a conference sponsored by the State Dept. last week.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk (at
left in photo) is shown with James
Waldrop (at right), news commentator for WJXT (TV) Jacksonville,
Fla., and Al Crouch, news director
for KQV Pittsburgh.
Among other officials who briefed
the newsmen were Newton N. Minow, FCC chairman; Gen. Maxwell
Taylor, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff; Ambassador Adlai Stevenson, U. S. representative to the
United Nations.
allowances were solicited and received,
but not that they were discriminatory.
In the second round, the hearing examiner, according to FTC Commissioner William Kern, refused to permit
commission attorneys to introduce
further evidence to prove this point.
In the second case, the FTC adopted
a hearing examiner's initial decision
granting a motion to dismiss charges
against Jefferson-Travis Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y., a subsidiary of Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp., which makes
cabinets for Emerson tv sets. At one
time it distributed Emerson appliances
to retailers. The FTC charged that
Jefferson-Travis had then granted discrimatory prices and advertising allowances to favored retail customers. Since
the firm no longer is engaged in this
activity, and there is little likelihood
of it resuming, no useful purpose would
be served by prosecuting, the FTC said.
Transcontinent

seeks

uhf

in Bakersfield, Calif.
David C. Moore, president of Transcontinent Television Corp., licensee of
KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif., announced last Thursday (Oct. 18) that the
company will apply for ch. 23 in that
city, complying with the efforts of the
FCC to make Bakersfield all uhf.
Up until Mr. Moore's announcement
KERO-TV had been seeking a license
renewal on ch. 10, resisting the commission's deintermixture efforts in Bakersfield. (Broadcasting, Oct. 15 and
July 23).
Mr. Moore stated that the change
from vhf to uhf operation, will "necessitate sizeable capital expenditures."
However, the company's successful
operation of WNEP-TV ScrantonWilkes-Barre, Pa., on ch. 16 "provides
a basis for projecting in Bakersfield
52 (GOVERNMENT)

on foreign policy

judgment," WMCA
Character

satisfactory results that will not significantly change the company's net financial picture," said Mr. Moore.
Transcontinent is licensee — in addition to the two mentioned stations — of
WGR-AM-FM-TV (ch. 2) Buffalo,
N. Y., KFMB-AM-FM-TV (ch. 8) San
Diego, Calif., WDAF-AM-FM-TV (ch.
4) Kansas City, Mo., and WDOK-AMFM Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Moore said
that in addition to the three vhf stations
presently owned, the company is actively "seeking to acquire such additional facilities" as commission multiple-ownership rules will allow.
WMCA

scheduled interview program, a fourth
candidate for the same office would not
be entitled to equal time.
"Should the commission have contrary views, we would hope to learn
what other theories and practices might
be substituted for such programming

supplies answer

from FCC's own book
WMCA New York used the FCC's
own words last week to explain to the
commission why the station refused to
let Socialist Labor Party gubernatorial
candidate Eric Haas appear without
another candidate on the Barry Gray
Show.
The Gray program is "a nightly live
news and discussion program" and is
"clearly exempt" from Sec. 315's equal
time requirements, WMCA said in answering the complaint of Mr. Haas.
David Jaquith, Conservative Party candidate for governor, was interviewed on
the Gray Show and Mr. Haas also was
to appear on a separate night. However, when WMCA informed the Socialist candidate that a third gubernatorial aspirant was scheduled to appear
with him, Mr. Haas declined and asked
to appear alone.
WMCA refused and Mr. Haas filed a
protest with the FCC. In its reply to
the commission, WMCA cited example
21 of the FCC's recent politicial broadcasting policy statement (Broadcasting, Oct. 15) which ruled that when
three candidates appear on a regularly

told the FCC.
review

set

in six am applications
A consolidated hearing on six am
applications was ordered by the FCC
last week to determine the character
qualifications of the principals involved.
This issue was raised, the commission
said, because of "various ownership
changes" of WHEY Millington, Tenn.,
since July 1959.
Either a present or former owner of
WHEY is a principal in one or more
of the applications set for hearing last
week. They include:
■ Tipton County Broadcasters (Robert C. Whiteley Jr. and Katherine
Whiteley) for renewal of license of
WKBL Covington, Tenn.
■ Shelby County Broadcasters Inc.
(Robert C. Whiteley and John M.
Latham) for renewal of license of
WHEY.
■ Earl W. Daly, trading as Jonesboro
Broadcasting Service, for a new station
on 1600 kc in Jonesboro, Ark.
■ Day-Phil Broadcasting Co. (Earl
W. Daly, Sam C. Phillips and Ben L.
Enochs) for a new station on 1300 kc
in Blytheville, Ark.
■ Earl W. Daly, trading as West
Helena Radio Service, for a new station
on 1520 kc in West Helena, Ark.
■ Huntingdon Broadcasting Co.
(John M. Latham, Thomas D. Haywood and Hamilton Parks) for a new
station on 1580 kc in Huntingdon,
Tenn.
Commission records show that
WHEY was first licensed in August
1958 to Mr. Daly. The FCC approved
the sale of the station in July 1959 to
Robert Watson and Fred Thomas, who
in turn sold WHEY in March 1960 to
Messrs. Whiteley and Latham. In October 1960, separate applications were
filed, and later withdrawn, seeking approval of transfer for Mr. Whiteley's
50% and later Mr. Latham's 50% to
Eugene P. Vance.
Messrs. Whitelev and Latham are the
current owners of record of WHEY.
In ordering the hearing, the FCC said
that the various transfers and applications involving WHEY "raise questions
concerning unauthorized assumption
and transfer of control, false representations, trafficking ... in this proceeding."
Twenty-one
hearing issues
were included in the
order.
The hearing will be held in Millington at a date to be announced later.
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M I: K C I K
in
WBEN-TVLAND

you'll

reach

you'll

find

more

TV

in all of

homes

than

Missouri

If you're from Missouri — you'll want to be shown. Here are the facts:
The WBEN-TV coverage area includes 14 counties in Western New
York, four counties in Northeastern Pennsylvania and the extensive
and growing Canadian Niagara Peninsula.
This is WBEN-TV land — a vast market that puts your product in
sight and sound of more than 800,000 U. S. and 700,000 Canadian
households. (March, 1962 ARB figures).
This is a market

with millions of people who

tune to WBEN-TV

regularly. This station is a major selling medium
10th Largest Market.

in the Nation's

For still more reasons why your TV dollars count for more on WBEN
TV call us or our representatives.
National Representatives : Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

CH
an E
affiliateN
of WBENAM-FMV
-T
WB
The Buffalo Evening News Stations
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CBS in Buffalo
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SBA provides new word on broadcaster loans
Commensurate with this is a second
In response to an FCC comstipulation that if an SBIC is to be
munique informing the Small Business Administration that some of its a holder of convertible preferred
lenders had made agreements with stock, convertible debentures or notes
broadcasters that were unacceptable
or stock options, it, too, must not
to the commission, the SBA has is- be represented on a board unless
sued a directive stating terms under
and until conversions take place or
which loans may be made to sta- options are exercised.
Accordingly, a third warning read,
tions and applicants.
The SBA letter said that to be in no stockholder may possess a vote
accordance with the Communicagreater than the interest it holds
tions Act and commission rules small
dictates. Without prior commission
consent, no creditor may exercise
business investment companies
(SBIC) must follow five points.
any control of a station that is not
An SBIC which lends money to in accord with its ownership.
A fifth provision warned against
a corporate broadcast licensee or applicant but will not have voting
any ownership change or transfer of
stock, must not be represented on the
control of a broadcast property withboard of directors or have a voice in
out first seeking the consent of the
commission.
the station operation, SBA said.

under the circumstances," the stations
charged. If a private party attempted
the same thing, the petition would be
denied "out of hand . . . and the petitioner would be rebuked for his arrotinued. gance," the rebuttal to the bureau conIn asking that the proposed findings
be accepted late, the bureau ignored the
extraordinary delay and its only purpose in submitting findings was to place
them before the examiner who "might
unwittingly" consider them, KMACKISS said. The findings should be
physically returned to the bureau so
that they will not appear in FCC files,
the stations said.
The bureau recommended that Mr.
Davis' licenses not be renewed because
of a commission finding that Mr. Davis
made false statements in a 1954 tv comhearing for ch.
tonioparative
(Broadcasting,
July 129).San AnKFYR

Satellite
ORGANIZING

incorporators
SESSION

FOLLOWS

The organization of the corporation
that will own the U. S. part of the proposed international communications system will get under way in a meeting
in Washington today (Oct. 22) between
FCC officials and the 13 men named
by the President as incorporators.
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, the
commission's space expert, and Bernard Strassburg, head of the FCC's
Office of Satellite Communications, will
brief the incorporators.
President Kennedy gave the incorporators recess appointments last week.
That procedure became necessary when
Congress adjourned before the Senate
could act on the nominations (Broadcasting, Oct. 15).
In a letter to each of the incorporators, the President said the sale of common stock should have priority. "Prime
consideration of the incorporators with
respect to the flotation of stock will be
to insure the widest possible ownership
by private investors," the President said.
The officials
call forcame
today's
FCC
frommeeting
one of with
the
incorporators, Philip L. Graham, publisher of the Washington Post (PostNewsweek stations). He was named
by the President to serve as interim
chairman until the incorporators can
adopt rules of procedure.
FCC's Office of Satellite Communications was established to implement
the regulatory authority over the corporation designated by Congress.
The FCC has been preparing for two
international conferences — in New Delhi, in January, and Geneva, next fall —
that will consider space communications.
54 (GOVERNMENT)

to hold
RECESS

meeting
APPOINTMENTS

A high government official, whose
identity was not authorized for publication, predicted last week that the corporation, once it is operating, at first
will adopt a mixed system of low- and
medium-altitude satellites to provide
space communications. But eventually,
he added, the high-altitude Syncom system will probably be used.
The merits of each system have been
debated by scientists and in Congress.
The low altitude system, of which Telstar is a forerunner, would require 3040 satellites and expensive ground stations; the high-altitude system needs
only three satellites and relatively inexpensive stations to provide world-wide
service.
The official stressed, however, that a
great deal of work has already been
done on the low-orbit system and that
the boosters needed to lift a Syncom
satellite into its 22,300-mile-high orbit
are not yet available.
San Antonio

outlets

charge Bureau 'abuse'
KMAC-KISS (FM) San Antonio has
asked the FCC to "physically return"
tendered proposed findings of the
Broadcast Bureau recommending that
the stations' licenses not be renewed
(Broadcasting, Oct. 15). KMAC said
that filing of the document 105 days
late and after Hearing Examiner Walter Guenther had denied an extension
constitutes "an arrogant and gross
abuse" of FCC processes.
The bureau action is "highly prejudicial" to KMAC-KISS owner Harold
W. Davis and "is highly improper

is cleared

of libel charge
A North Dakota broadcaster has
won an acquittal in a libel suit brought
because of a radio editorial.
The suit was filed four years ago by
LeRoy Walker of Bismarck, N. D.,
against Meyer Broadcasting Co., licensee of KFYR in that city. Mr.
Walker asked for $5,000 general damages and an addition $5,000 for punitive damages.
The action stemmed from an editorial broadcast by the station critical of
the John Birch Society and other extremest right-wing organizations. Mr.
Walker wrote to the station, implying
that its stand was dictated by the Farmer's Union, an advertiser on the station. KFYR read Mr. Walker's letter
on the air, and subsequently editorialized on Mr. Walker's charges. It was
this last editorial which, Mr. Walker
claimed, libeled him.
After two hours of deliberation, a
county district court jury returned a
verdict in favor of KFYR.
In testimony to the jury, William
Ekberg, president and general manager
of Meyer Broadcasting, and Robert
MacLeod, manager of KFYR, both
stated that Walker's letter merited an
integrity.
editorial reply to defend the station's
In addition to KFYR, Meyer Broadcasting also owns KFYR-TV also in
Bismarck, KUMV-TV Williston and
KMOT, Minot, all in North Dakota.
KXTV (TV) must bargain
with AFTRA members
A National Labor Relations Board
panel by a split vote last week upheld
a hearing examiner's ruling that KXTV
(TV) Sacramento, Calif., must bargain
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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NBC • ABC — REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
OUTLET COMPANY STATIONS IN PROVIDENCE - WJAR-TV, FIRST TELEVISION STATION IN RHODE ISLAND — WJAR RADIO IN ITS 40th YEAR
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in good faith with the San Francisco
local of the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists (AFL-CIO)
(Broadcasting, April 9).
The board of three members split 2-1
in affirming the examiner's ruling. One
member, Philip Ray Rodgers, dissented;
he would have dismissed the case because the union demanded that two
staff directors with supervisory duties
be included in a unit representing nontechnical employes. The majority held
that this was no cause for dismissing
the complaint.
AFTRA members went on strike
against the station Sept. 26, 1960.
The station has filed an appeal against
the decision with the U. S. Court of
Appeals in San Francisco.
Toothpaste

ad

is ok,

says FTC in 3-2 vote
By a one-vote majority, the Federal
Trade Commission last week decided
that a Pepsodent toothpaste tv commercial showing how the dentifrice can
clean tobacco stains from teeth is not
deceptive.
The FTC dismissed charges against
Lever Bros, and its advertising agency,
Foote, Cone & Belding, when it upheld an initial ruling last August by
one of its examiners that the commercial was not misleading or deceptive
and that FTC attorneys had failed to
prove that it was.
The advertisement showed a "smoking machine" which deposited a smoke
stain on a white glass plate when a
cigarette inserted in the machine was
"smoked." The stain was then brushed
away with Pepsodent.
The original FTC complaint, filed in
1960, charged that the commercial was
not a valid exhibition of proof that
Pepsodent can remove tobacco stains
from the teeth of all smokers and especially the accumulated stains from the
teeth of habitual smokers.
The examiner ruled that the demonstration represented only that Pepsodent
has the ability to remove fresh or recent
tobacco stains from the teeth. FTC
attorneys appealed this ruling to the
full commission. Last week's 3-2 vote
resulted.
The majority, Commissioners Sigurd
Anderson, Philip Elman and William
Kern, held that the complaint should
be dismissed because of failure of proof.
Dissenting were Chairman Paul Rand
Dixon and Commissioner Everette MacIntyre. They contended that the commercial implied that the toothpaste
could remove accumulated tobacco
stains as well as recent ones.
The majority did not file a written
opinion.
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Showdown
in NBC, Philco dispute arrives
LONG FEUD NEARS END AS FCC HEARING BEGINS
Today (Monday) is D-Day for NBC
and Philco Broadcasting Co. in their
running battle over ch. 3 in Philadelphia, now held by NBC's WRCV-TV.
Also participants in the hearing beginning today before FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
are RKO General Inc., which hopes to
acquire WRCV-AM-TV in exchange for
its WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston, and
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
NBC is required to dispose of
WRCV-TV by Dec. 3 1 under terms of
a consent decree with the Justice Dept.
The network acquired the Philadelphia
properties from Westinghouse in a
1955 exchange of its am-tv stations in
Cleveland, which led to a Justice antitrust suit against NBC with the consent
decree following in 1959.
Philco is fighting 1957 and 1960 license renewal applications of WRCVTV and has filed a competing application for ch. 3. Standard comparative
issues are included among the 20 issues
in the hearing, which is expected to
continue for several weeks.
Examiner Cunningham laid down
ground rules for the hearing last week,
specifying that Philco will begin today
an effort to show that NBC and parent
RCA have, since Jan. 1, 1954, engaged
in anti-competitive practices "which reflect adversely on its qualifications to
own and operate broadcast stations."
NBC will then present testimony on the
same issue against Philco and its parent,
the Ford Motor Co.
Westinghouse was made a party to
the proceeding after protesting the possible loss of an NBC affiliation for its
WBZ-TV Boston if the network's application to acquire WNAC-TV is approved. WBC has since asked to drop
out as a party, but the FCC's review
board refused the request (Broadcasting, Sept. 24). This action has been
appealed to the full commission.
First witnesses to be called by Philco

Original etv deleted
KSAC-TV (ch. 8) Manhattan,
Kan. — the first educational tv
station granted by the FCC — had
its authorization cancelled and
call letters deleted last week for
failure to prosecute its application.
Kansas State College was
granted a construction permit for
ch. 8 in July 1953 but KSAC-TV
never got on the air. It is the fifth
etv station to be deleted by the
FCC but the first assigned a vhf
channel.

will be two executives of Westinghouse
Electric Co., parent of WBC. They are
Board Chairman E. V. Huggins and
Chris Witting, vice president for the
radio-tv set manufacturing division, who
was president of WBC in 1955 when
the exchange of Philadelphia-Cleveland
properties
made
with witness
NBC. Another was
scheduled
Philco
this
week is Charles D. Thieriot, president
of the Chronicle Publishing Co.
(KRON-TV San Francisco-Oakland).
After the antitrust issues have been
settled, the hearing will turn to the
1957 renewal of WRCV-TV, which has
been remanded to the FCC by the
courts and made a part of the hearing.
The burden of proof here — whether the
renewal was in violation of FCC rules —
also will fall on Philco, with WBC and
Philco jointly sharing the burden under
the next issues to be considered:
whether NBC has improperly used its
power of network affiliation in negotiations for stations in Boston, Philadelphia and San Francisco-Oakland.
Mobile

users

push

chs.

14-15 plans
Manufacturers of mobile communications equipment last week urged all
users of their gear to back them up in
their request to the FCC to reallocate
chs. 14 and 15 to land mobile
television
usage.

About 50 representatives of mobile
communications users met in Washington and were exhorted by William J.
Weisz, Motorola vice president and
chairman of the Electronic Industries
Assn. Land Mobile Communication Section, to write to the FCC and to "your
Robert M. Johnson, GE manager of
Congressmen."
government
sales and services, seconded
this appeal and added that the group
wants to "make each of you a walking,
talking fighter for additional land moMobile
communications manufacbile frequencies."
turers on Oct. 1 asked the FCC to take
chs. 14 and 15 away from television
and assign the 12 mc band to their use
(Broadcasting, Oct. 8). The mobile
services already have a band in the
450-460 mc area of the radio spectrum.
Chs. 1 and 15 run from 470 mc to 482
mc. They also are assigned frequencies
in the 25-40 mc region and in the 150174 mc area.
The petition to the FCC, filed by the
EIA section, claims that land mobile
communications services require the
additional frequencies because of the
in the three bands alof forspace
scarcity located
this use.
At the meeting last week, Jeremiah
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The "station wagon" set — as well as the sedan, compact, import, sports and used car sets — cram whatever space is available with 2 billion dollars in merchandise annually. WOC-TV's market coverage area
. . . the largest between Chicago and Omaha, Minneapolis and St. Louis ... is a major distribution center
and a recognized test market.
WOC-TV

is more than a member

of the com-

munity . . . it's a member of the family. With
responsible local programing, WOC-TV has
created a loyal audience that responds with
enthusiasm.
Such attention carries a tremendous impact
on the 2 billion dollar market covered by the
WOC-TV signal. The average household has
an effective buying income of $6,091* and part
of what and why they spend is activated by what
they see and hear on WOC-TV.
The image and impact created by WOC-TV
is given impetus by an effective sales co-ordinating staff that establishes and maintains constant liaison between the advertiser and his
retail outlet.
For full information about WOC-TV,
PGW Colonel . . . today!

see your

"*Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power — 1962'

Exclusive National Representatives — Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
DAVENPORT, IOWA
THE QUINT CITIES / DAVENPORT • BETTENDORF • ROCK ISLAND • MOLINE • EAST
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THE

EFFICIENT

RCA

25

KW

WAY

Transmitter.

7k
7*
This is the new TT25DH designed with
compact
half plus
the
usual floorwalk-in
area. cabinet
Diplexedusing
circuits
air-cooled tubes and transformers assure
the ultimate in reliability and troublefree performance.

. .

TO

GET

Plus

RCA

316

KW

Traveling

Wave

ERP!

Antenna

This
Wave"results
antenna
design
based "Traveling
on slot radiators
in improved
signal effectiveness, excellent circularity,
low VSWR, high power handling capacity
and low wind load. Simplicity of construction means virtually no maintenance and it
is resistant to lightning damage.

This RCA "package" provides the most efficient and most economical combination of
antenna gain and transmitter power. The 25
KW transmitter, with an antenna gain of
15-18, provides an ERP (Effective Radiated
Power) of 316 KW. A carefully designed
vertical radiation pattern satisfies requirements for close-in as well as jar-out coverage.
It's the "easiest way to get 316 KW." Compared to other transmitter-antenna combinations this one (a) uses only half the transmitter
power; (b) requires only a fraction of the

usual floor space; (c) cuts operating costs in
half; (d) requires lower capital investment.
RCA offers single-source supply, undivided
responsibility, and matched equipment. RCA
supplies all hardware — arranges for installation, ifdesired. And RCA is on call for service
24 hours a day.
Your RCA Broadcast Representative is ready
to help you work out the best proposition to
fit your requirements. Call him, or write RCA,
Broadcast and Television Equipment, Dept.
ND-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television

Courtney, a Washington attorney representing the National Assn. of Motor
Bus Owners, raised a question about
the EIA group's action. He objected,
as did some others, at the filing of the
petition by the EIA section without
prior consultation with using organizations. He said a unified users' organization might have a different proposal to
make to the FCC.
Mr. Weisz responded that lack of
user unity had made consultation difficult prior to the filing of the petition.
Mr. Weisz also informed the group
that member companies of the EIA
section had agreed to back the drive
with a public information campaign.
One of the reasons for seeking the
uhf frequencies now, Mr. Weisz explained, isthat the mobile users want to
persuade the FCC to move quickly before too many stations are granted
these channels and before all-channel
tv sets are put on the market.
He noted that mobile communications
groups still are seeking additional vhf
channels, but, he said, the vhf stations
have "one of the most powerful lobbies
in Washington"
and success in that area
is
dubious.
Most of the uhf stations now operating on chs. 14 and 15 — there are 14
stations either operating or with grants
on those two channels — are in small
cities, Mr. Weisz emphasized: they are
not operating in the major metropolises
which is where the need for additional
land mobile frequencies is most acute.
He also stated that mobile users have
accepted channel splitting to its most
extreme form and there is nowhere else
to go for added channels.
Onlymobile
one of
the companies
land
section
has refusedin EIA's
to go
along with the petition; this is RCA.
Among the using groups represented
at the meeting were police, fire, business
and other industrial associations.
Etv assignments made
in Chicago, New Mexico
New educational tv channels were
assigned to Chicago and Hatch, N.
Mex., by the FCC last week, Chicago
getting its second such assignment.
The Chicago Educational Tv Assn.,
operator of educational tv station
WTTW(TV) (ch. 11) in Chicago had
asked the FCC to reserve a second
channel. The commission obliged last
week by assigning Chicago the previously commercial, but unsought, uhf
ch. 20.
Simultaneously with the Chicago
grant, the FCC deleted commercial ch.
12 from Silver City, N. M., and reserved it for non-commercial educational use in Hatch, where it will help
New Mexico State U. implement a
statewide program for educational tv.
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Supreme
GOVERNMENT,

Court

hears

DEFENDANTS

The U. S. Supreme Court was asked
last week to find block booking of feature films to television stations illegal.
The case was argued Oct. 16 on appeal from a 1960 federal district court
decision holding that six distributors
of pre- 1948 motion picture feature
films engaged in tie-in sales in forcing
tv stations to take unwanted films in
order to get pictures they desired.
One station, said Daniel M. Friedman
of the solicitor general's office, had
to accept more than 700 pictures in
order to get the 500 it wanted. In
another instance cited by Mr. Friedman, aHuntington, W. Va., station had
to accept a number of unneeded foreign
language films in order to get the group
it wanted.
Fighting to overturn the lower court
ruling was a battery of lawyers headed
by Louis Nizer, famed New York attorney. Representing Loew's Inc., one
of the defendants, Mr. Nizer argued
that the antitrust violations were so insignificant that the suit should be dismissed. Only two out of 202 contracts
between Loew's and tv stations, only
four out of 221 contracts by Associated
Artists Productions Inc., only three out
of 411 contracts by United Artists and
only two out of 1,500 contracts by
Screen Gems were found to involve
tie-in violations, Mr. Nizer emphasized.
Loew's distributes MGM films, AAP
distributes Warner Bros, films; United
Artists, independent producers; Screen
Gems, Columbia.
The other two defendants are National Telefilm Assoc., distributor of
20th Century-Fox features, and C&C
Super Corp., handling RKO films.
Copyright Question ■ Mr. Nizer
noted that the lower court found no
dominance by the six distributors in the
field and no coercion of buyers. He
acknowledged that the films were all
copyrighted, but he emphasized that
these films were in competition with
8-9,000 other films, also copyrighted.
The copyright angle was broached
first by Justice Byron R. White. If a
product is copyrighted or patented, there
is no need to prove dominance in the
field in order to win an antitrust conviction.
Mr. Nizer also argued that tv stations were primarily interested in the
price of film packages, not in the content. The bargaining between distributor
and tv station, Mr. Nizer said, was on
Other attorneys for the defendants
price.
made much the same argument.
Mervin J. Pollack, representing C&C
Super Corp., maintained that his client

block
APPEAL

booking
LOWER

COURT

pleas
RULING

could not be found guilty of block
booking violations because it did not
sell its packages for cash, but for spot
announcements. C&C sold its films to
stations in return for spot time, Mr.
Pollack explained, and the spot times
were turned over to International Latex
Co. in exchange for financing.
New Justice Arthur J. Goldberg
raised a question about the connection
between the 1941 Paramount consent
decree, which forbade motion picture
producers from block booking films for
theatrical exhibition, and films for tv.
In the former, he observed, feature
films were the sole product used by the
exhibitors; in tv, this is not the case.
Appealed by Both ■ Both the government and the movie distributors appealed the federal district court ruling.
They both also appealed from the
judgment issued by the district court.
Mr. Friedman claimed the court did
not go far enough in banning tie-in
sales. In one example he cited a Baltimore station which sought 10 "Selznick
pictures" and was quoted a price of
$61,000. The price for a package of 46
pictures, including the 10 Selznick fea000. tures, Mr. Friedman stated, was $62,This illustration was used by the government counsel to press for more
stringent terms in the injunction. Mr.
Friedman said the government feels distributors should be forced to put prices
on individual pictures based on production and selling costs. Pictures must be
offered individually, he said, and a discount may be offered for purchase of
a package, but the package price must
selling.a relationship to the savings in
bear
The antitrust suit was filed by the
Department of Justice in 1957. After
a court trial, New York U. S. District
Judge Archie O. Dawson found instances of block booking and tie-in
sales by each of the six defendants

FTC member

sworn in

A. Leon Higginbotham Jr., a
34-year-old Philadelphia attorney,
was sworn in last week as a member of the Federal Trade Commission. Supreme Court Justice
Byron R. White administered the
oath of office. Mr. Higginbotham
was named by President Kennedy
to a seven-year term to succeed
William C. Kern. Both Mr. Higginbotham and Mr. Kern are
Democrats.
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(Broadcasting, Dec. 12, 1960). He
issued judgments two months later
(Broadcasting, Feb. 13, 1961) prohibiting all six distributors from conditioning the sale of one feature film on
the purchase of another. He also banned
any condition whereby a group tv station owner must buy the same film for
all his stations. Any price differentia]
between the package price and the price
for individual films, Judge Dawson
ordered, must not have the effect of a
tie-in. He did not ban package film
sales or a better differential in pricing
for a package as against individual films
for television.
One of the objections by the government was that the judge did not ban
the practice of offering a package to
one station in a market on an all-ornothing basis and, if unaccepted by the
first station, offering it on the same
basis to other stations in the same market— before breaking the package down
into individual films.
Other objections by the government
to the decree: it does not prohibit "unreasonable" differentials between the
price of the package and the price for
separate pictures; it failed to require that
distributors must provide an adequate
description of every film offered in advance of negotiations.
Fm plan encounters
four more dissidents
The FCC's proposed fm allocations
rules came under new fire last week.
Three fm stations and an engineering
firm voiced their discontent in petitions
filed with the commission.
The deadline for comment on the
FCC's proposed revision of fm rules,
including a nationwide table of allotments, has been extended from Oct. 1
to Nov. 1 (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
WTVB-FM Coldwater and WOIAFM Saline, both Michigan, attacked the
allocations proposal as an arbitrary
"yardstick."
feelsubstitute
the proposed
rules
are an Both
inferior
for a
"more reasoned approach of engineering judgment," and that the FCC proposal neglects a careful consideration
of the individual needs of each community. A fixed table will tend to
"freeze" the "unequal distribution of
fms
in major city areas," the stations
contended.
WSLS-FM Roanoke, Va., took the
proposed allocations rules to task because of the reduction in power for
some stations. WSLS-FM opposed any
power reduction for existing fms now
in excess of the class power allotted
under the proposed rules.
Kear & Kennedy, a Washington,
D. C, engineering firm, opposed the
new fm rulings, substantially supporting
the contentions of WSLS-FM.
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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There's no beating the best. It isn't
as if nobody tried. Competition is keen
— and, to give credit where it's due,
competitive programming often merits
real praise.
But when you consider that the programming
service of WSYR-TV is under the direction of
executive personnel with an average of 19 years
broadcasting experience right here in Central New
York, a top talent staff with an understanding of its
job and its audience, and a firmly established
tradition of being several laps ahead of the field —
staying ahead comes kind of naturally.
WSYR-TV does work at it, however,
steadily and conscientiously. The
results speak for themselves.

:ARB MARKET REPORT
MARCH, 1962
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NBC'S 'TUNNEL'
OFFICIALLY
REBUKED
Will be aired despite State Dept., German governments
NBC-TV's filming of the construction
of an escape tunnel under the Berlin
wall has drawn sharp reactions from the
State Dept. and the governments of
East Germany, West Berlin and West
Germany.
Despite the controversy, NBC said last
week it was proceeding with plans for
showing the 90-minute special, The
Tunnel, on Oct. 31 as scheduled (Broadcasting, Oct. 15). The network expressed confidence its decision would be
justified by the telecast.
There were the developments last
week:
■ The State Dept. said it has told
NBC that television coverage of tunnel
operations
undesirable were
and not"risky,
in the irresponsible,
best interests
of the U. S." But a department spokesman said the question of whether the
film should be shown "is for NBC to
decide."
■ The West Berlin City government
told U. S. officials there that it would
"regret the showing of the film." It
said the broadcast would not be "in the
best interest" of the city. Some of the
students who dug the tunnel were reported to fear the film would disclose
their identities.
■ The East German government announced that all those who participated
in making the film would be barred
from East Germany. That government's
Interior Ministry said NBC had financed "an attack against the frontier"
of East Germany. NBC declined comment on this development.
■ The West German government,
through its embassy in Washington,
informed the State Dept. it shared
West Berlin's concern about the showing
of the film. The views of the West Berlin and West German governments were
transmitted to NBC, according to the
State Dept.

NBC Reply ■ NBC said it was confident that the State Dept. and the West
Berlin city government would, when
fully informed about the program, agree
that it "will not be injurious to the interests of the governments and individuals involved."
The network also said that "at no
time did NBC receive a request from
any government agency to withdraw
from film coverage of the digging of a
tunnel under the Berlin wall."
The statement said the network had
an "informal conversation with a State
Dept. representative who expressed some
concern over such journalistic coverage"
and that the network carefully evaluated
the matter.
The network said it recognized the
tunnel operation — "already well underway when we were approached" by the
students to film their work — "entailed
clear risks." But, the statement said,
"in weighing the State Dept.'s concern
— as in determining originally to cover
the story — we concluded that the meticulous precautions taken in carrying out
our coverage effectively avoided any addition to the risks already implicit in the
students' project.
"Our confidence in this independent
journalistic decision has been fully justified by events." the statement added.
"The tunnel was completed without any
breach of security or injury to anyone,
and 59 people escaped to freedom. And
we believe our enterprise has been rewarded by an extraordinary 90-minute
television document of major news significance."
The network's figure of 59 escapees
through the 450-foot tunnel was contradicted by reports from West Berlin
and the State Dept. that put the number
at 29.
U. S. Not Informed ■ A State Dept.
official conceded that the department

New package features
A new 84-unit package of "adult
entertainment" feature films has been
put into national tv syndication.
Walter Reade-Sterling Inc., New
York, which started a sales campaign
for the package last week, announced
immediate sales to WOR-TV New
York and WGN-TV Chicago.
Saul J. Turell, president of ReadeSterling, noted that the introduction
of mature programming of the type
represented
"Cinema of
70"a is
no
more than anin extension
trend
62

'adult entertainment'
already evident in the motion picture
business. He said the so-called "speialty" film which a few years ago
might play 50 theatres across the
country, now often books thousands
of successful engagements, "proving
the national audience for this kind
of material is there."
Among the films in the package,
called "Cinema 70," are: "Room at
The Top," "The Entertainer," "General Delia Rovere," "Make Mine
Mink," "Gervaise," and "Ballad of a

had not asked NBC to "withdraw" from
its tunnel project, but said that was only
because U. S. officials were not aware
the network was actively engaged in
such an operation.
He said it was learned later that the
filming had been in progress at the time
a State Dept. representative informed
the network that the department considered involvement in tunnel projects to
be "not in the best interest of the U. S."
The question of whether NBC will
show the film "in the face of protests
from West Berlin, including that city's
senate, and representations from the
Federal German Republic's embassy in
Washington, is for NBC to decide," the
spokesman said.
"I think our view of the question is
quite clear," he added.
The department first expressed its
views to NBC about television escapetunnel operations after it had won an
agreement from CBS last August to
drop a similar project involving a different tunnel (At Deadline, Oct. 15).
50%

of 'Hercules' cost

recouped-Trans-Lux
Trans-Lux Television Corp. already
has recouped one-half of the production costs of The Mighty Hercules cartoon series through pre-release sales in
10 domestic and overseas markets,
Richard Carlton, Trans-Lux tv vice
president
for sales, announced last
week.
The series, currently in production,
will consist of 130 5 Vi -minute episodes
and is being offered for an October
1963 start. Mr. Carlton reported that
sales have been made to WPIX (TV)
New York, WBZ-TV Boston, KDKATV Pittsburgh, KYW-TV Cleveland,
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, KOGO-TV
San Diego, WGR-TV Buffalo, KHVH
(TV) Honolulu, WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul and Transglobal Television
Inc. of Japan.

films
Soldier." "Bread, Love and Dreams"
(with Gina Lollobrigida) , "The Apu
Triology," "The Seven Samurai,"
"Ugetsu" and "Gate of Hell" (last
three Japanese), "The Roots" (Mexican), "Battle of the Sexes" (with
Peter Sellers), "Kanal" (Polish),
"Expresso Bongo" (with Laurence
Harvey), "It Happened in Broad
Daylight," "School for Scoundrels"
(with Terry Thomas and Allistair
Sim), "The Long, the Short and the
Tall" and "The Roof."
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Daystar

would

poll opinion

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AID
A plan for communicating directly
with tv viewers and local opinion leaders through a new non-profit organization called ANTENNA, for Analysis of
Nationwide Television Entertainment
and News, is outlined in a letter sent by
Leslie Stevens, executive producer of
Daystar Productions, to chambers of
commerce asking for names of opinion
molders in their communities.
Mr. Stevens writes, "It now becomes
imperative for all who are involved in

leaders

on

tv

ASKED IN 'ANTENNA' PLAN
television — from the production company which makes the show to the viewer who sees it and to the local retailer
who sells the sponsor's product — to be
concerned with television's image and
to be aware of the international impact
of that image.
"Whether television, as a commercial
medium, will ever reach its finest capacity is dependent in a large part on
the viewer. Thus, it is proper for Daystar Productions, as an independent tel-

evision production company, to establish direct communication with the
viewer
and withwrote
local chamber
opinion makers,"
Mr. Stevens
officials.
"Your response," he asserted, "will influence our future, the future of the
entire television industry, the future of
the independent and affiliate tv stations
in your area and the future of every
merchant and retailer in your area who
sees in television a powerful sales medium.
"This letter is a specific request for
your cooperation in helping us learn
from your citizens. Our motives are
purely informational. We want to learn
what
residents
don'tto like
about your
television;
whatlike
theyandwant
see
andMr.whatStevens
they don't
see." for
asked want
each tochamber
the names and business addresses of up
to 25 influential people such as newspaper publishers and editors, tv editors, critics and columnists, women's
page editors, editors of important local
trade publications, principal clergymen
and church leaders, educators, school
administrators, PTA leaders and civic
and business leaders. The extent of
the
response,
the extent
of he
the said,
effort "will
to bedetermine
directed
toward your city as a basic source of
audience
information."
Mr. Stevens
could not be reached at
his Hollywood headquarters last week
for amplification of his plans concerning the ANTENNA project. Daystar
produces the Stoney Burke series which
started on ABC-TV this fall. The company has a half-dozen new tv programs
in development in association with
United Artists Television and ABC-TV.
Collins oks tv fare,

John McGowan, of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, gives Bruce the "club hat "
Bruce Curtis, of Leo Burnett, joins the Tricorn Club
Membership in the Tricorn Club separates the men from the boys when it comes
to market savvy. Bruce got tapped by correctly answering these two profound
questions: (1) What is the Tricorn Market? (2) What is North Carolina's No. 1
metropolitan market in population, households and retail sales? In case you're
pining to make this elite fraternity, the answer to both questions is the combined
three-city "tricorn": Winston-Salem, Greensboro, High Point. You'll pass magna
cum laude if you also know North Carolina is our 12th state in population. So —
what does knowing the No. 1 market in the No. 12 state add up to? A sure sales
scoop for clients. Maybe a raise from the boss. At the least, an official hat from
the Tricorn Club.
Source: U S. Census,

WINSTON -SALEM
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TELEVISION
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POINT

but hopes for better
NAB President LeRoy Collins is
"happy" with the season's new tv programs, but says there is, as always,
room for improvement.
Gov. Collins made this observation
in a recorded interview produced by
Radio Press International for broadcast
over more than 100 U. S. and Canadian radio stations over the weekend. He
noted that ultimately the viewer exercises the prime control over what is
broadcast for him, and added that there
is a strong influence on the broadcaster
to "get better and better."
He said that as viewer, he was "irritated" by the practice of networks
scheduling public service programs simultaneously. He pointed out that networks are fearful of collaborating on
their scheduling because they feel it
might violate antitrust regulations, but
he said he was not in agreement with
that attitude. Gov. Collins said he has
urged networks to collaborate when
scheduling public service shows.
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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AUDIMAX

FOR

NOTHING...

Quadruple radiated program power
Sound much louder and clearer

do

BUSINESS

PERFORMANCE

Increase your potential audience

And

CAN

you

make

if you

could . . .

Offer the sponsor more listeners per dollar
Increase listener loyalty
Sound much better than competitors
Reduce operating costs

it all for as little as $495.00?

stations- more

Here's how: Audimax is your assistant broadcast engineer—an electronic brain that boosts your station's
radiated program power and market coverage,
greatly improves sound, and improves operating efficiency by automatically controlling program levels
with near-human intelligence and superhuman speed
and accuracy— all without objectionable side effects
and distortion.
Audimax differs in concept from ordinary level
controls (limiters, compressors, AGC's, etc.) and accomplishes what they attempt to, without the additional problems they introduce. With such devices,
the gain is always either rising or falling. With fast
recovery times, pumping sounds occur. Slowing the
recovery time allows short bursts of sound to put
"holes" in the program. Audimax, instead, works
like a competent engineering assistant.
Automatic Gain Riding— When levels are too high,
Audimax quickly and inaudibly lowers the gain without thumping— When levels are too low, Audimax
raises the gain without pumping. With explosive
sounds, (e.g., pistol shots, barking dogs) Audimax
momentarily corrects the gain, then instantly returns to previous level, without leaving "holes."
When levels are correct, the gain remains constant.
Audimax's exclusive platform mode of operation
preserves short-term dynamic fidelity.

Automatic Program Control— Audimax's exclusive logic monitors the incoming signal and compares it with previous program information in its
memory, deciding whether to raise, lower or mainBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

and more every day-do!
tain constant gain. The result: Perfect levels every
time. Gated Gain Stabilization— Audimax also recognizes noise and background effects and maintains
constant gain during pauses, eliminating unnatural
fade-out of the background effects and disturbing
swish-up of background noise, completely preserving the natural sound of dramatic programs, sportscasts, etc. Return-to-Zero Feature— In standby conditions Audimax waits, and when convinced that the
program has ended, slowly drops to normal gain.
Magnified Modulation and Market CoverageWhile performing control functions automatically,
Audimax boosts overall levels— to 6 db higher than
normal manual methods— quadrupling radiated program power and potential audience. You "stand out"
on the dial, your programs sound louder, clearer and
better than ever before, increasing listener loyalty.
All this means more value for the sponsor, and a
vast increase in your money -making potential.
Prove it for yourself. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Order your Audimax today !
Audimax II RZ
$625.00
Audimax I without Gated Gain Stabilization and Return-to-Zero feature . . . $495.00
LABORATORIES
STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT
A DIVISION OF COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
Another product of CBS Laboratories contributing to
better Broadcasting.
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WBC-TV
specials aimed at family, children
SANTANGELO PROGRAMS FEATURE VARIED FARE
A new series of 13 one-hour taped
tv programs, prepared for "family" and
children viewing, was announced in
New York last week by Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.
The specials for young people will be
seen twice each month on WBC's five
tv stations starting this month, and will
be syndicated to other stations. Two
weeks earlier, WBC announced a series
of 10 half-hour taped shows (Legacy
of Light) that WBC tv stations are telecasting this fall. Both the latter, a religious programming series, and the children's programming are slated for
prime-time viewing.
Westinghouse stations are WBZ-TV
Boston, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, KYWTV Cleveland, WJZ-TV Baltimore and
KPIX (TV) San Francisco.
Both series are produced by Michael
R. Santangelo of WBC. The half-hour
Legacy programs, each correlating the
precepts of the Ten Commandments
and the moral issues of our time, were
produced in association with the Union
of American Hebrew Congregations.
The Legacy series also can be telecast by other stations at a nominal fee
and is part of a continuing Westinghouse project in the area of religious
programming. Last year, WBC produced Face of the World, a group of
13 programs, in cooperation with the
Jesuit Missions, and Man and His Problems, an examination of the Presbyterian faith.
Classics and Art Forms ■ The programs illustrate the Commandment
theme with adaptations of such classics
as Oedipus Rex, Anna Karenina, Brothers Karamazov and Hedda Gabler and

GOP,

Democratic

senators

The "great debate" of the current
congressional political campaign will
be "Humphrey vs. Scott" on NBCTV and NBC Radio, Monday, Oct.
29 (8:30-9:30 p.m. EST).
Appearing as spokesmen for their
parties: Sen. Hubert Humphrey (DMinn.) and Sen. Hugh Scott (RPa. ) . They were selected for the appearance by the national chairmen
of the two major parties. Neither is
a candidate for office in the current
campaign.
William R. McAndrew, executive
vice president, NBC News, said the
network's debate proposal "affords
a fresh opportunity to advance the
public interest ... in the off-year
political
campaign
The format
for process."
the 1962 debate
will have an opening statement of
66 (PROGRAMMING)

In WBC-TV's "Legacy of Light" production of "Oedipus," Thomas Hill
(I), Paul Bedford (c) and Myrna Kaye
wear masks of tragedy.
utilize such art forms as ballet, drama
and opera. The series was scheduled
to begin Oct. 21 (Sunday) in New
York on WOR-TV and is to continue
there weekly for the next nine weeks.
First in the monthly children's series
is Magic, Magic, Magic, starring magician Milbourne Christopher in a capsule history of the magical art. Julie
Harris and Zero Mostel appear as his
Other programs taped: First Concert,
guests.
to debate

on NBC

eight minutes by each spokesman
and a closing summary of three minutes by each. The remaining time
the speakers will answer questions
from four NBC News correspondents, with questions alternated between both participants. Each answer will be limited to two-and-ahalf minutes, with comment by the
other spokesman limited to one-anda-half minutes.
Sen. Humphrey, Senate Majority
Whip, was first elected to the Senate
in 1948. Sen. Scott was national
chairman of the GOP in 1948-49
and was elected to the Senate in
1958.
William B. Monroe, NBC director
of news in Washington, will be executive producer of the program,
from NBC Washington.

a concert of popular classics performed
by the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Robert Shaw, who also
supplies a commentary before a live
audience (taped by KYW-TV); Black
Nativity, a "Gospel song-play" seen on
Broadway last Christmas season; Baird's
Eye View, history of puppets narrated
and demonstrated by puppeteer Bil
Baird; People and Other Animals, a
zoological tour by Ivan Sanderson,
noted naturalist.
Telecast Twice ■ Richard M. Pack,
WBC's vice president for programming,
said the children's programming series
is being scheduled by the five Westinghouse tv outlets in early evening hours
for family viewing and that a second
telecast of each program will be placed
in an earlier time slot. WBC added the
shows were not only for youngsters but
also suitable for "the young in heart."
The series explores the entertainment
arts and cultural areas.
The new Westinghouse series that
uses well-known artists and personalities to interpret the arts has been in
preparation for some time and was first
reported in June ("Children's Tv Goes
to College," Broadcasting, June 18).
Stereo

series starts

in ten major markets
Ampex Stereo Time, a half -hour fmstereo musical program sponsored by
Corp., began a 26-week schedAmpex
ule in ten markets throughout the country last week. The program, which includes pre-recorded Ampex stereo commercials, will have the same format on
each of the ten outlets, but its music
will be selected by individual stations.
Stations carrying the show are KPEN
(FM) San Francisco, WVCG-FM Miami, WDTM (FM) Detroit, WQXRFM New York, WFLN-FM Philadelphia, WASH (FM) Washington, D. C,
KVIL-FM Dallas. KFMU (FM) Los
Angeles, WKFM (FM) Chicago, and
WBCN (FM) Boston.
Cunningham & Walsh Agency, San
Francisco, is handling the account for
Ampex.
WINS

New York signs Faulk

John Henry Faulk has signed with
WINS New York to host Program
PM, a new Monday-Friday series (1011:30 p.m.) beginning Nov. 12.
Mr. Faulk's last radio series was with
CBS in 1957. He won a suit against
Aware Inc., in June (Broadcasting,
July 2) in which he charged that he had
been dismissed from the CBS show and
blacklisted in radio and tv because of a
pamphlet that erroneously linked him
with Communist front organizations.
On Program PM, Mr. Faulk will do
interviewing and location taping of activities in the New York City area.
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Rochester

TV. . .

(a look into the Rochester TV future

with Ervin F. Lyke, President of W ROC -TV Channel 8)
• BIGGER AUDIENCES
FOR WROC-TV
Forget the population growth in the Rochester area and
there will still be a bigger TV audience because of the addition of a new channel. This has been the pattern in cities
all across the country. With a larger audience Channel 8
will continue to have more viewers. In survey after survey,
WROC-TV is the No. 1 station in Rochester.
• MORE

COLOR

TV

VIEWERS

Sales of color TV sets are way up. With 70% of WROCTV's nighttime shows and 50% of afternoon programs in
color, more area viewers are tuning in Channel 8 — the only
Rochester station carrying a regular color schedule.
• WROC-TV

WILL

CONTINUE

TO

BE

ROCHESTER'S NO 1 STATION
This prediction is based on a number of key factors: 1)
Continuing surveys; 2) NBC's strong fall and winter programing; 3)Color TV, exclusive on Channel 8; 4) WROCTV's exciting local news, weather and sports shows.

Among Top Color TV Shows ONLYon Channel
Empire
Saturday Night Movie
Meet the Press
Virginian
Hazel
Walt
Disney's World
Bonanza
Andy Williams
Price is Right
Sing Along with Mitch
Jack Paar
Brinkley's
Journal
Tonight
Perry Como
Laramie

BUY
MORE

THE

PEOPLE

STATION
WATCH

8

NEW $400,000 transmitter
makes viewing great
on Channel 8

WROC
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Represented by
[Edward I Petry & |Co., Inc.
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Four

Star

BUT THEY

stockholders

SEEMED

MORE

INTERESTED

The Star
annual
stockholders'
meeting
Four
Television
was the
kind of
of
affair that could happen only in Hollywood.
It was a meeting where stockholders
expressed more interest in their president's x-rays (which showed Dick
Powell's
cleared up)
than over malignancy
the outlook 85%
for increased
net
profits (15-20 cents a share better in the
new fiscal year than in the one ended
June 30).

Pittsburgh's

WIIC

profit story
IN POWELL

X-RAYS

Staged Tuesday (Oct. 16) at Studio
9 on Republic's lot in North Hollywood
with about 100 persons in attendance,
the
meeting opened
Mr. Powell's
announcement
that with
the score
in the
first half of the eighth inning of the
final World's Series game was: "One to
nothing. with
Yanks.an Terrible,
and
closed
invitationisn't
to it?"
remain
seated to watch a screening of "Doomsday Boy," the Dick Powell Show that
would be broadcast that evening on

promotes

Spot availabilities:
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hear

NBC-TV ("You can go home and
watch something else tonight, or turn
the set over to the kids").
It was a meeting where top executives referred to each other by their
first names and the president told a
stockholder who complained about a
lack of corporate publicity in financial
papers that "you don't read enough."
Mr. Powell
explained
last year'sgross
increased profits
with decreased
revenues by saying "It's fees. We charge
ourselves fees to make our own product." When this didn't seem to satisfy
the shareholders, he continued: "The
number of shows really doesn't matter.
It's the kind of shows. My own show
is one of the highest-priced in the business, and if we didn't make a profit
on Along
it, we'dwith
be crazy."
all this folksiness, the
usual business of the meeting got done.
The nine directors were re-elected for
another year. The executive vice president reported that Four Star was doing
rather well with its programs this season
with six shows totaling four hours a
week comedies
on the tv and
networks,
"a safe mix,"
two
four dramas,
four
half-hours and two hours and "so far
they all look pretty good and we expect two or three to do very well." With
Robert Taylor coming back next year
and Jackie Coogan and David Niven
and Charles Boyer also on the 1963-64
agenda, things look good for next year,
too, said Tom McDermott, executive
vice president in charge of production.
He reported the company has sold one
series to a network ("but we can't talk
about it because the i's aren't dotted
on the contract yet") and has finished
others for ABC-TV and CBS-TV ("that
we made as a daytime show but they
like it so much they're going to put it
on at night").
George Elber, first vice president, reminded that the $1.20 per share earned
by Four Star in the year ended June
30, up from $1.06 a share the year
before, was the fifth straight year of
increased net earnings. The outlook for
the current fiscal year, he said, is that
network programs will produce about
the same revenue but that the firm's
new syndication arm will raise the company's net profits to $1.35 or $1.40.
Although Four Star Distribution Corp.
was formed only in July, "really too
late to do much for this season." and
the sales force is not yet fully organized,
syndication sales to date total nearly
$750,000, Mr. Elber reported. With
"the largest unused syndication library
in the business," more than 1,100 halfhour films and more than 100 hours,
the syndication outlook is splendid, he
said.
Mr. Elber also noted that BNP Records, a recording subsidiary named
for the initials of Mssrs. Boyer, Niven
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

j Superb
Mr. William

performance
B. Neal, General

reports on the NEW

. . .

Manager

of Station KSYN-FM,

Gates EXECUTIVE

Transistorized

Joplin, Missouri,

Console:

/ would like to congratulate Gates Radio Company for the superb performance of our new
console. This is the most versatile piece of equipment we have in our two stations here in Joplin. 99

grams are not broadcast, the two output channels
may be used to feed either a monophonic signal
to two transmitters simultaneously, or for two
completely different programs.

Mr. Neal's report cites the superb performance and
versatility of the world's most extraordinary audio
console . , , the EXECUTIVE ... an entirely new,
completely transistorized audio system from the
exclusive Gates Solid Statesman line. Gates firmly
believes that no • other console — anywhere — can
match the EXECUTIVE'S galaxy of facilities,
precision workmanship and highly advanced
transistorized circuitry.

Typical frequency response is ±1.5 db 20 to 20,000
cps in program circuits, with typical harmonic
distortion at 0.5% maximum, 20 to 20,000 cps
at +8 dbm output.

The EXECUTIVE is designed for either full 10channel stereo operation or monaural AM, FM and
TV dual channel broadcasting with stereo inbuilt
for your future needs. Here is unparalleled versatility in program originations: Compatible AM signal simultaneous with FM stereo program, or full
stereo program to FM transmitter and monaural
program to the AM transmitter. When stereo pro-

One familiarization run and you'll be right at home
with the EXECUTIVE'S clean, straight-forward
control panel. So simple to operate! Each control
function is clearly identified and systematically
positioned for split-second instinctive response.
This "feel-of-the-board" balance is accentuated by
the new large control knobs — exclusively designed
for Gates.

There's more— much more — to the EXECUTIVE

story. Write today for Brochure No. 107.

GATES
RADIO COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in: HOUSTON, NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Sales: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. • 13 EAST 40th ST. • NEW YORK CITY

and Powell) is issuing an album, "Wall
Street Speaks to Chet Huntley," that
should be of great interest to every
investor in the stock market.
Mr. Powell said that when the company's stock dropped three or four
points on the news of his illness, he was
very concerned at this indication that
people thought Four Star was a oneman company. "It is not and it never
has been," he declared. This is why he
had asked the board to elect Mr. McDermott president and Mr. Elber executive vice president, while making himself board chairman, Mr. Powell explained. "This is a young man's business," said the company president. He
had great praise for the creative and
executive ability of these two executives, as well as their junior associates.
His illness did not prompt the suggestion, Mr. Powell stated.
Having mentioned his illness (the
word cancer was never spoken), Mr.
Powell reported that the "malignant
tumor" in the upper part of his right lung
is responding to treatment. "I'm not a
damn bit scared and I'm whipping it,"
he asserted. His appearance made his
words readily believable, some observed.
When word came that the latest x-rays
showed an 85% reduction in the size
of the tumor, "I got a little drunk that
night," he confessed.
There were other questions, such as
what about dividends, and answers,
such as the opinion of the board that
for the present it was better to use cash
to build the company, although a stock
dividend is a distinct possibility. But
the good report of Mr. Powell's physical
progress was what most stockholders
had hoped to hear.
They heard.
At a directors meeting following that
of the stockholders, Mr. Powell was
elected chairman of the board; Mr. McDermott was elected to the presidency
vacated by Mr. Powell, and Mr. Elber
was named first vice president, succeeding Mr. McDermott (see Weeks Headliners, page 10).
Film sales...

WHBF-TV Rock Island-Davenport,
111. Now sold in 40 markets.
Top Rank (25 feature films by J.
Arthur Rank) (National Telefilm Assoc.
Inc.): Sold to KOMO-TV Seattle,
KHQ-TV Spokane, KATU(TV) Portland, Ore., WCSH-TV Portland, Me.,
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif., WOI-TV Ames,
Iowa, and WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio.
Now in 50 markets.

WSB's

'Mike Award'

NAB President LeRoy Collins
(1) congratulates Frank Gaither,
WSB Atlanta general manager, as
the Georgian learns his station has
been named the 1962 recipient of
the Broadcast Pioneers' "Mike
Award" for typifying the group's
standards for excellence in community service.
The announcement was made
last week at the 1962 NAB fall
conference held in the Georgia
capital city Oct. 15-16.
The "Mike" will be presented
to WSB next year at the annual
Broadcasters' Foundation dinner
in New York City Feb. 25.

WBZ-TV Boston; KONO-TV San Antonio; WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.;
WDEF-TV Chattanooga; KFYR-TV
Bismarck, N. D.; KSLA-TV Shreveport; KGNS-TV Laredo, Tex.; KFBCTV Cheyenne; KELO-TV Sioux Falls,
S. D., and WKOW-TV Madison, Wis.
Now in 147 markets.

Broadway Goes Latin (ITC) : Sold
to WAST (TV) Albany, N. Y.; KTVT
(TV) Ft. Worth; WBRE-TV WilkesBarre-Scranton, Pa.; WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.; WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla.;
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.; WLOS-TV
Asheville, N. C; WBOC-TV Salisbury,
Md., and WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.
Now in 1 1 markets.

Red Rocket (Space Age Productions
Inc.) : Sold to WNEW(TV) New York;
WTTG(TV) Washington; KMBC-TV
Kansas City; KOVR(TV) StocktonSacramento; WTVH(TV) Peoria, 111.;
WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul;
KP AC-TV Port Arthur and KGNCTV Amarillo, both Texas; and KPTV
(TV) Portland, Ore. Now in nine markets.

Biography (Official Films) : Sold to
First Pennsylvania Banking & Trust Co.
for Philadelphia; American National
Bank for Mobile, Ala.; Liberty National
Bank for Oklahoma City; Michigan National Bank for Lansing; Walker Bank
& Trust Co. for Salt Lake City and
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Probe series (National Telefilm
Assoc. Inc.): Sold through Cline Agency, Boise, Idaho, to Idaho First National
Bank for scheduling on yet-to-be-designated stations in Boise and Idaho Falls;
CBS-TV affiliate KXLY-TV Spokane,
Wash.; WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla.; and

Thriller (MCA Tv) : Sold to WISNTV Milwaukee; KOTA-TV Rapid City,
S. D.; KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.;
KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho; WKY-TV
Oklahoma City; and WLUC-TV Marquette, Mich. Now in 49 markets.
Films of the Fifties (Seven Arts
Assoc.): Vols. 4 and 5 (93 Warner
Bros, and 20th Century-Fox feature
films) sold to WSB-TV Atlanta; KPRCTV Houston; WJ AC-TV Johnstown,
Pa.; WALA-TV Mobile, Ala.; WEEKTV Peoria, 111., and KOLO-TV Reno.
Now in 24 markets.
Checkmate (MCA Tv) : Sold to
WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C; WSJV-TV
South Bend, Ind.; WKY-TV Oklahoma
City; KALB-TV Alexandria, La.;
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.;
WXIX (TV) Milwaukee, and WSBATV York, Pa. Now in 41 markets.
Science Fiction Features (Allied
Artists Tv) : Sold to WPRO-TV Providence, R. I.; WTEN (TV) Albany,
N. Y.; KRIS-TV Corpus Christi, Tex.;
WOKR (TV) Rochester, N. Y.; KTALTV Shreveport, La., and WTCN-TV
Minneapolis. Now in 66 markets.
Frontier Circus (MCA Tv) : Sold to
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C; WOODTV Grand Rapids, Mich.; WLKY
(TV) Louisville, Ky., and WSJV-TV
South Bend, Ind. Now in 24 markets.
Program notes...
New TAC affiliate ■ KATV (TV) Little
Rock has become a subscriber member
of Television Affiliates Corp. (TAC),
New York.
Dividend ■ The board of directors of
Paramount Pictures has voted a quarterly dividend of 50 cents per share on
common stock payable Dec. 14, 1962,
to stockholders of record Nov. 29,
1962.
Office move ■ H&S Productions recently announced the opening of new offices
at 13273 Ventura Blvd., Studio City,
Calif. It undertook the shift in conjunction with a new expansion plan.
Stations buy music service ■ Programmatic service, produced by Muzak and
distributed by Telesynd, has been
bought by 75 stations to date. The
service enables radio stations to broadcast several hours of music and other
features automatically.
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WJR

UNCOVERS

THE

We're giving Detroit's 44th National Automobile Show the full WJR treatment! Why
shouldn't we — the way our Great Lakes audience
lives, breathes, eats and sleeps automobiles!
Between

October 20 and 28, hundreds

of

thousands of them will be seeing the '63's at
Cobo Hall. And hearing about them from their
favorite people on WJR. Rest assured, Jim Wood,
Automotive Editor Ray Engle, Bud Guest, J. P.
McCarthy, Lee Murray, George Kendall, and
Jack Harris (left to right) won't leave a celebrity
uninterviewed or a bolt unturned.

AUTO

SHOW

While we apply this task force coverage to all the
big events in these parts, the automobile is still
our favorite subject. We have most of the adult
listeners in a 100-county area — an area that buys
10% of the nation's cars. So it's no wonder that
automotive manufacturers favor us as an advertising medium.
Naturally, this 5th richest market buys a lot of
other things, too. Why not your product? Your
Henry I. Christal representative will be happy
to make the necessary arrangements. Or you can
write to us directly.
DETROIT

7SO
KC^/50,000
WJR

WATTS

THE GREAT VOICE OF THE NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE
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Atlanta,
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New

biggest

York

OFF

sessions

concern;

The 1962 version of NAB's Fall Conference series took a new turn last week
in Atlanta and New York — basic and
sometimes heated discussions of station
operating problems. A new lVi-day
format at these first two of eight conferences provoked floor exchanges on
editorializing, politics, codes and a wide
range of FCC problems.
At Atlanta the Monday-Tuesday conference featured a one-man FCC roundtable with Kenneth A. Cox, chief of the
commission's Broadcast Bureau, in the
middle. Broadcasters pelted him with
queries about the way they should run
their stations. He replied with explanations of commission requirements and
also offered personal opinions on some
of the touchy issues.
Attendance at Atlanta set an all-time
record for a southern NAB conference
with 269 delegates registered. At Dallas
last year the conference opener drew

Cox

MEDIA

TO

find

GOOD

station

discussions

operating

felt most

197 registrations.
The IVi-day format proved popular
with many broadcasters. A number
felt the frank question-answer exchanges
with Mr. Cox were the most valuable
part of the meeting. Broadcasters'
questions were the practical rather than
the policy type usually submitted to
commission members at NAB's annual
conventions.
As the Atlanta meeting closed Frank
Gaither, WSB Atlanta, proposed that
the observations made by Mr. Cox, plus
any similar exchanges later in the conference series, be packaged in the form
of a sort of catechism. Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB executive vice president, said some such plan is being considered.
On to Chicago ■ The autumn conference series continues today (Oct.
22) at the Edgewater Beach Hotel,
Chicago, and the first half of the series

.to the adult KFMB RADIO audience! Big
audience, attentive listenership close the sale
for you. Pulse and Nielsen say KFMB has more
adult listeners than any other station in the
better part of Southern California.
KFMB
RADIO
SAN

DIEGO

In Television: WSR-TV Buffalo
Represented by
•SanWDAF-TV
Kansas
City
Diego • KERO-TV •BaKFMB-TV ^"^Vp^iVc^T^
• WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes Ba.
380 MADISON AVENUE
NEW
72

START

|n Radio: KFMB & KFMB-FM San
Diego • WDAF & WDAF-FM Kansas
City • WGR & WSR-FM Buffalo
YORK 17, NEW YORK

problems

valuable

closes Oct. 25-26 at the Statler Hilton
Hotel, Washington. The second round
of four conferences starts Nov. 8-9
at the Sheraton-Dallas Hotel, in Dallas.
In his Atlanta comments last week
Mr. Cox said the FCC's new program
forms, as now being considered, may
specify that short promotional announcements for upcoming programs
need not be logged as commercials even
if the sponsor's name is mentioned, unless the promotions are part of the contract.
He said the commission will need
visual renditions of automatic logs for its
internal use. As to the controversial
rule dealing with signatures of executive officers in filings, he explained the
commission desires signatures of those
in final authority and whoever is responsible for broadcast operations where
the licensee, for example, is a subsidiary company. He suggested a commonsense interpretation, noting there
shouldn't be a question "if the topranking
man is
signs
the application."
The FCC
concerned
about the
shape fm is taking, he said, noting the
trend toward 100% musical programming with no news, public affairs
or religious programming in some cases.
He recalled some applications justify
this format by explaining these programs are already available in the community. "We realize it's a lot cheaper
justMr.to Cox
program
music,"
he said.
answered
specific
questions
dealing with editorializing and politics.
What NAB's Doing ■ NAB staff
officials, led by President LeRoy Collins, described association activities.
Gov. Collins was the principal speaker
at the opening-day luncheons held in
Atlanta and New York (see story
page
The76).agenda format was based on
staff presentations the first morning;
Gov. Collins' speech; separate radio and
tv sessions the first afternoon, with a
chance for discussion; evening reception, and finally the editorializingpolitical
question-answer session the panel
secondandmorning.
At the Atlanta meeting NAB Vice
President John F. Meagher said he is
getting tired of hearing the old saw,
"The airways belong to the people." He
based his answer on this premise, "No
frequency is worth anything until a
broadcaster puts a program on the air."
Mr. Meagher discussed the radio overBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

What

compact

can

do everything

a console

The Ampex PR-10 gives you all the features, all the
performance of a console recorder. Even remote control.
And it's all wrapped up in a suitcase-sized package.
That means you can take a complete recording studio out into the field, into the
school, the church, industry — anywhere you
need it. The PR-10 features positive pushbutton controls; record-safe switch; and separate erase, record and playback heads. And
there's room for an optional 4-track stereo or
additional playback head. There's also a new
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

recorder

can?

AMPEX

PR-10

electro-dynamic clutch system to g've you fast, gentle
starts and lower braking tension. If you want to monitor
on-the-spot, the PR-10 has A-B switches, VU meters,
phone jacks, output circuits. Moreover,electrical alignmentcontrols are accessiblethrough
the front panel. You get all this plus a new
Ampex "FourStar"oneyear warranty. For data
write the only company with recorders, tape &
memory devices for every application: Ampex
Corp., 934 Charter St., Redwood
City, Calif. Worldwide sales, service.
73

NEW
COVERAGE
WPBN-TV
Traverse City, Mich.

You Also Buy
WTOM-TV
Cheboygan, Mich.

TOWER- 1, 129 feet
LOCATI ON - 35 miles
Traverse City
south of
•
EQUALS - More TV
Homes.
•
LOWER COST PER
THOUSAND.
•
(Grade B)
RE
BEFO
TV Homes 62, 128
Retail Sales$297,079,000
•
AFTER (Grade B)
TV Homes-116, 905
Retail Sales000
$531, 362,
•
NEW BONUS (Grade C)
TV Homes-216,909
Retail Sales$9!6, 497, 000

Paul
NE3 Bunyan Network
LES BIE0ERMAN President ^3
SOREN MUNKHOF

General Manager
national representatives
VENARD. PINTOUL & McCONNELL
74 (THE MEDIA)

President LeRoy Collins opened his
second NAB Fall Conference circuit
last week at Atlanta. Four NAB board
members took part in the program.
L to r: James L. Howe, WIRA Fort
Pierce, Fla; Ben B. Sanders, KICD

Spencer, Iowa; Gov. Collins; Robert F.
Wright, WTOK-TV Meridian, Miss., and
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio,
who is also chairman of the AllIndustry Radio Music Licensing Committee.

population problem, also reviewed by
Gov. Collins. They told of staff research
under way in preparation for a December conference with the FCC.
Community antenna system problems
were explained by Douglas A. Anello,
NAB general counsel, who reviewed
legal issues and pending litigation. The
future of uhf and what the industry
can expect were outlined by James H.
Hulbert, manager of the broadcast management department (story page 78).
In a brief radio code discussion at
Atlanta, Robert D. Swezey, NAB code
authority director, said he can't agree
that the codes may be heading toward
censorship. Asked why the radio code
board "expelled four stations," he observed, "I can't understand how any
reasonable station manager can be put
in that position." He said he sometimes isn't certain about the wisdom of
banning a particular product in the
codes.
Editorializing ■ The editorializing
discussion at Atlanta was led by Daniel
W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.,
NAB editorializing committee chairman,
and A. Louis Read, WDSU-AM-TV
New Orleans.
John M. Couric, NAB public relations manager, called on broadcasters to
join industry efforts to improve relations with the public. He explained
how the NAB Speakers Bureau has already drawn requests for more than 40,000 copies of the list of 400 prominent
radio and tv executives who are available for speaking engagements.
A new joint program recently set

up by NAB and the General Federation
of Women's Clubs will enable the association toreach some 1 1 million club
women,
he said.
public
relations activities
were NAB's
described
as based
on the use of media to build the media.
Observance of Radio Month last May,
he said, exceeded all past years under
the new slogan "Radio, the Sound CitiMr. Couric listed other projects —
distribution of tapes of the historic Pablo Casals state concert at the White
House; guidelines for station cooperation with the Weather Bureau in issuing
hurricane warnings; a series of publications aiding broadcasters in serving the
zen."
public and revival of the hotel-motel
"Look for a Room With a Radio" camMr. Swezey flatly opposed a proposal
by
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
paign.
and others that NAB code limitations
on commercials be incorporated into
the FCC rules. "I haven't any question
that Commissioner Lee's proposal would
have teeth in it," he said, "but I would
much prefer that the industry use its
No Danger ■ He advocated a stronger self-regulatory apparatus but opposed any over-centralization of the
code authority
its been
director.
casionally the cryin has
raised "Octhat
own."
the code authority represents a peril to
the industry as a potential censor and
stifler of creative talent," he said. "I
honestly think this is specious nonsense
and doubt that anyone can point to a
single instance in which we have
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

thwarted or impeded any legitimate
broadcast effort. On the other hand,
day by day we have aided and accelerated the broadcast access of program and commercial material in a
legitimate form."
Referring to the charge that a drive
for stronger self-regulation might induce the government to enforce censorship of its own, he said, "There is
great danger of increased government
regulations only if the industry demonstrates that without government intervention itis incapable of enforcing its
own standards."
George B. Storer, head of the Storer
station group and member of the NAB
Tv Code Review Board, recalled that
the late Wayne Coy, while FCC chairman, had said when the code was being drafted that the commission could
be expected to look askance at a station
that abuses an NAB code.
Mr. Storer described the development of his group's Quality Control
system of monitoring its radio and tv
stations by tape. He conceded this move
to improve programming had revealed
a few "rather barren" areas and urged
the code authority to increase its monitoring.
Mr. Storer reviewed problems facing the radio code board, the need for
greater industry participation and the
benefits of code subscription. He appeared at both the Atlanta and New
York meetings.
In the television code presentation
in New York, Mr. Swezey was joined
by William D. Pabst of KTVU (TV)
Oakland, Calif., chairman of the NAB
Code Review Board, and Stockton Helffrich, director of the code office in New
York.
Mr. Pabst urged code subscribers to
relay their ideas on code matters to
their code board members so the board
can have the benefit of all possible viewpoints. He also urged broadcasters to
submit station logs to the code authority for review, assuring them that in
this way they can get valuable information on the interpretation and application of code principles.
Catv Developments ■ A community
antenna system discussion by Mr.
Wasilewski, executive vice president,
and Mr. Anello, general counsel, reviewed growth of catv and the status
of pending litigation (see Southeastern
Seminar on catv page 79). Both indicated that legislation specifically empowering the FCC to regulate catv may
be introduced again in Congress by the
FCC. Mr. Wasilewski warned that catv
would set up a wired facility for pay
tv to take over.
William Carlisle, NAB vice president
for station services, discussed the results of a survey covering training of
employes.
Howard Bell assistant to the NAB
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

DOMINANCE
in the
AUGUSTA
market
THE AUGUSTA TELEVISION AUDIENCE
MARCH 1962
AVERAGE QUARTER-HOUR HOMES REACHED SUMMARY
NETWORK OPTION TIME
AND LOCAL TIME
DAY-PARTS

STATION AVERAGE HOMES REACHED
WJBF
(NBC-ABC )
Station "A"

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
5:00 PM to 7:30 PM

37(40C

10(800

MONDAY THRU SUNDAY
5:00 PM to 7:30 PM
7:30 PM to 11:00 PM
11:00 PM to Midnight

BROAD DAY-PARTS

36i 100
39 1200

11(100
20(800
5(400

5(500

WJBF
(NBC-ABC )

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon to 6:00 PM

22 i 300

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon to 6:00 PM

15i 100
20i500

Station A
(CBS)
5(400

16 I 800
7(900

5(600
8.200

MONDAY THRU SUNDAY
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight
6:00 PM TO MIDNIGHT
9:00 AM TO MIDNIGHT

43 i 400
13t600

18(700
12( 100

33.500

16(500

25(400

10(900
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU

CHANNEL
AUGUSTA,
^
call
GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY GEORGIA
COMPANY, national representatives
15

Collins

announces

NAB

Local broadcast programming
needs to be improved and NAB will
meet the problem by holding a program clinic early next year, Gov.
LeRoy Collins told the first two NAB
Fall Conferences held last week in
Atlanta and New York (roundup
story, page 72).
The program clinic is needed because stations have been falling back
on network service and standardized
program formats, he said.
This project was included in Gov.
Collins' luncheon talks at the two
conferences. Setting the conference
theme, he pointed to the intraindustry problems of the membership; reviewed FCC relations;
stressed that broadcasting is "not a
public utility or common carrier as
are the railroads and phone companies and airlines"; and suggested
ways to improve relations with the
public.
Gov. Collins noted there is "controversy over the NAB's handling of
its government relationships" but
said lack of controversy would be "a
fairly sure sign that we are doing
nothing." He said he has been "at
variance with the thinking of some
broadcasters and others connected
with the industry."
Some of the industry's troubles
with the government, he said, have
arisen because "not all broadcasters
are good broadcasters . . . and the
price which good broadcasters are
having to pay is the collection of
some restrictions imposed by government to curb the excesses of irresponsible broadcasters. This is
President, reviewed trends in news programming and technology, and called
on stations to keep abreast. He pointed
to the advantages of providing adequate manpower for station news operations.
Arthur D. Stamler NAB audio-visual
assistant, is handling production for
the programs. William L. Walker, assistant treasurer, is in charge of convention arrangements.
Making his first appearance before
an NAB assembly, Paul B. Comstock,
NAB government affairs vice president,
urged station executives to take a more
active part in the industry's relations
with the government. He said they
could engender "deeper understanding
and sympathy in Congress for proband aspirations
of the
broadcasters."
Mr.lemsComstock
cited
continued
attacks of books and magazines on
broadcasting and their charges that public morality is being broken down by
76 (THE MEDIA)

will hold

program

one of the ironies of a regulated inGov. Collins contended the surest
way
to avoid more regulation is to
dustry."
decrease the need for it by improving thetake
quality
of performance.
should
strong
stands against "We
the
government if as and when it moves
or threatens to move in any manner
which would unlawfully impinge
upon the rights of free broadcasters," he said. "But we also believe
the government deserves our support
and respect when it is pursuing a
lawful course clearly in the public
interest.
"We further believe that the government owes to every broadcaster the obligation to help him create
those conditions under which he
can operate profitably and render the
maximum service to the public with
the facilities he operates.
Against this background, Gov.
Collins said, NAB last year induced
the FCC to discuss in an open conference the proposed logging and application and renewal forms so
broadcasters themselves could state
their needs.
"I also proudly call your attention
to the radio development study which
currently is under way," he said.
"This is an effort of great mutual
interest, and much mutual effort,
between NAB and the FCC." He
explained the problem had arisen
from overlicensing of new radio stations in some markets because of
loose engineering standards or lax
administration, with the number of
stations licensed increasing 300%
"an insatiable greed for money on the
part of station owners, absence of
aesthetic quality of programs and other
shortcomings." He scoffed at their
charges that broadcasting has a powerful lobby in Washington. Station owners should be more politically active,
he said, noting they can still do this
and treat all candidates fairly in presenting them on the air, he said.
Network Regulation ■ Hollis Seavey,
of the NAB legislative staff, predicted
network regulation will come up at the
next session of Congress and said an
FCC study staff has been analyzing
commission hearings on the subject.
Community antenna tv regulation, defeated in the Senate by one vote, will
come up again, as will the subject of
ratings and proposals to let daytime stations operate between 4 a.m. and sunrise.
Mr. Seavey recalled that the House

clinics

next

year

while profits declined 80%.
In discussing the program clinic
to be held next winter, he said, "I
think the need is apparent for much
greater emphasis upon individual
station programming competence.
So much help has come from the
networks — so much faith has been
placed in so-called tried-and-true
standardized program forms — that
many broadcasters are finding themselves short of capability to meet
growing specialized local program
Equal-Access ■ In his New York
speech President Collins also served
notice that NAB intends to "step up
needs."
the
fight" for radio-tv access to
court proceedings, despite the American Bar Assn.'s opposition.
"We are going to take our case to
the people themselves, community by
community," Gov. Collins asserted.
"And we invite the individual lawyers
for whom the ABA does not speak
in Mr.
this Collins
regard clearly
to join meant
with us."
the fight
for equal access to include rights to
cover congressional proceedings and
against what he called "unjustified
use of the security label and the
hazy doctrine of executive privilege
[and] the substitution of the pat
'handout' for first-hand inquiry by
Elaborating on his speech, he told
newsmen
the press."that NAB would ask member stations to contact local judges,
congressmen and other officials in
their quest for border coverage
rights. He said stations might also
editorialize on this subject.
adopted a resolution suggesting the desirability ofhigher power on clear channels. Clears have proposed that they
be allowed 500 kw or more power
(Broadcasting, Oct. 15). He felt action will be taken by Congress to suspend Sec. 315 in the 1964 campaign.
Other topics mentioned were possible
hearings on newspaper ownership of
stations; Federal Trade Commission issuance of temporary cease-and-desist
orders and liquor advertising bills.
Melvin A. Goldberg, NAB research
vice president, said the association is
undertaking a series of broad studies
that will cover the impact of news,
broadcasting's role in community life
and education; its relationship to politics; needs of the public as people become better educated; new work and
play patterns;
and roles;
measurement of taste; definition
entertainment
the
changing place of women in the modern scheme; and improved patterns of
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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lack revenues sufficient to pay high
salaries.
Mr. Hulbert listed four causes of
staff turnover — Over-promising by management attime of hiring; lack of training for new employes; poor supervision,
and finally the fact that stations are
often dark, dreary and dirty. He said
staff members should be active in community and civic affairs. He suggested

Group of speakers at NAB Atlanta
meeting (I to r): Vincent T. Wasilewski,
NAB executive vice president; Robert
H. Smith, WCYB-TV Bristol, Va., member, All-Industry Tv Station Music Li-

censing Committee; Richard H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh, N. C, member
NAB Radio Code Review Board; Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven, chairman, NAB Editorializing Committee.

audience measurement, including inhome, out-of-home, fm, auto and portable listening and viewing. His department has headquarters in New York.
The radio music licensing discussion
was handled at both Atlanta and New
York by Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio, chairman of the AllIndustry Radio Music License Committee.
Radio stations' licenses for the use
of ASCAP music will expire at the end
of next vear, and the time to start

getting ready for new negotiations is
now, Mr. Mason said.
Mr. Mason reviewed the history of
ASCAP-radio relationships through the
last negotiations, which resulted in approximately 9% reduction in the
ASCAP rates paid by radio stations.
He distributed forms on which broadcasters could pledge financial support
to the committee in its negotiations for
new contracts.
Litigation ■ Robert H. Smith, WCYBTV Bristol, Va., a member of the AllIndustry Tv Station Music Licensing
Committee, discussed current litigation
involving ASCAP fees. Charles H.
Tower, Corinthian Stations, handled the
presentation in New York.
Mr. Tower, who is vice chairman
of the all-industry tv group, reported
on
in that
group's litigation
for progress
new ASCAP
tv licenses,
which is

for your tower BQUM
v
requirements
^
deck SYSTEMS

A complete tower I
erection service
currently awaiting appeal to the U. S.
that has these
Supreme Court.
He said the committee feels that telespecial advantages: j
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NAB

board members who participated in the New York meeting included Gordon Gray, WKTV (TV)
Utica, N. Y., NAB Board Chairman
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations; John R. Henzel, WHDL Olean,
N. Y., and Carleton D. Brown, WTVL
Waterville, Me. (See photo for board
representatives at Atlanta).
Mr. Hulbert, manager of the NAB
broadcast department, suggested ways
to make station employment more attractive and reduce turnover. "Radio
seems to be caught in the cycle of trying to hire new employes at the front
door as they are walking out the back
door," he said, adding that most stations

that management have "exit interviews"
when employes leave "to find out why."
Roy Danish, director of Television Information Office, told how TIO is
"bridging gaps of understanding between the television industry and its
various
He added
that "a
lot
of work publics."
must be done
to inform
those
whoThearetv interested
screens inbut49ignorant."
million homes
can't adequately explain the medium to
the public, he said, "because uphappily
our critics are leaders whose judgments
are too seldom questioned because people lack the information for careful
consideration of these criticisms."
Mr. Danish urged broadcasters to
respond to questions from their communities. He said TIO has researched
and answered 14,000 requests for information on tv subjects. These come
from educational, legislative, civic, community and religious organizations and
members as well as from broadcasters.
He listed TIO functions such as slide
presentations, an index of source material in its library, a compilation of
programs for children and a series of
lectures on tv.
WHAT'S

AHEAD

IN UHF

Hulbert predicts growth
to change face of television
Uhf is coming and will grow steadily,
despite present management complacum. ency about the prospects for that mediSo predicted James H. Hulbert, manager of the NAB broadcast management department, at the NAB Fall Conferences held last week in Atlanta and
New York (see page 72).
Stations will go on the air as the
percentage of sets that will receive uhf
builds up, he said, explaining that the
impact of the new all-channel set law
will be felt long before the ban on vhfonly sets goes into effect May 1, 1964.
"Uhf will provide marginal competition for established stations at first
but the competition will increase and
another said.
network seems likely," Mr.
Hulbert
"Uhf may change the entire face of
our industry," he said, adding that an
approaching reallocation will provide
space for as many as 2,400 stations
compared to the 540 now on the air.
But nobody expects there will be 2,400
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

tv stations operating, he said, because of
the high cost of running a tv station.
All Uhf by 1972 ■ Mr. Hulbert cited
predictions that 22% of all tv sets will
have uhf tuning by May 1965, 34%
in 1966 and 100% by 1972. The increase is already under way, he noted.
"There is little doubt that as the
percentage of sets capable of receiving
uhf builds up, stations are going to
come on the air," he said. He offered
data indicating a small-city uhf station
may have losses of $300,000 before
reaching a break-even stage, of over
$1 million in the case of big-city stations. The Kaiser uhf station in Detroit isestimated to cost $1.2 million to

JOINT
Huddle

Markets likely to be picked first by
uhf applications, he said, will be those
with one or two stations where a network affiliation may be obtainable; alluhf markets with high uhf set saturation,
and large markets where they can hope
for enough revenue to exist.

MEETING

on common

operators

build, and a $50,000 operating loss is
expected the first year, he said.
Mr. Hulbert suggested these trends:
an increase from 472 operating vhf
stations to about 500 by 1970; a few
uhf stations on the air two years after
the 1964 all-channel set requirement;
about 20 to 30 new uhf stations a year,
totaling about 250 uhf operations by
1970.

proposed

ON

problems

CATV?

of broadcasters

at Atlanta

seminar

Y'all Can Brang
Yer Geetar, too, Cause
This'ns Gonna Be

Uh Reeuul Swangin'
BPA Doin's
In Bee-Ug D

and catv

last week

A joint meeting of broadcasters and
community antenna interests to resolve
conflicts was proposed Oct. 16 at the
Southeast Radio-Tv Seminar held in Atlanta under auspices of the Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters.
The get-together was suggested by
William Dalton, president of National
Community Antenna Assn. Hollis Seavey, of the NAB government affairs department, said he would submit the
plan to a meeting of NAB's CATV
Committee Nov. 1 in Washington.
Messrs. Dalton and Seavey were
among six panelists who led discussions
of the catv-broadcaster problem at the
seminar. The half -day seminar was held
after NAB's first Fall Conference finished at noon Oct. 16.
Discussion was spirited and at times
blunt as opposite positions were stated.
Raymond E. Carow, WALB-TV Albany, Ga., tv vice president of GAB,

presided. Broadcaster delegates directed
sharp questions at Mr. Dalton on the
way catv operators bring added competition into their markets.
Kenneth A. Cox, chief of the FCC
broadcast bureau, took a firm stand on
behalf of catv regulation by the FCC
and predicted the commission would
make another attempt at the next session of Congress to obtain legislative
authority to regulate catv.
Mr. Cox said he personally felt catv
poses a threat to the development of
local station service and to expansion of
the uhf band when all-channel sets
reach a higher concentration.
"I favor one unified regulation of
communications through the FCC," Mr.
Cox erly
said,
adding
he didn't could
see how
ordnational
competition
develop

Panel participants at the catv seminar
in Atlanta (I to r): Charles Batson,
WIS-TV Columbia, S. C; Kenneth A.
Cox, chief, Broadcast Bureau, FCC;
Fred Weber, vice president, Rust Craft
Broadcasting Co.; R. Russell Eagan,
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

Washington attorney; Hollis Seavey,
assistant to vice president, government affairs, NAB; William Dalton,
president, National Community Television Assn., and Raymond E. Carow,
WALB-TV Albany, Ga., moderator.

when one segment (catv) is not regulated.
Broadcasters at the seminar frequent-

Whyncha pack yer bag, bring the
leetle lady and all the young'uns
and stay a spell.
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"adjuncts to a tv receiver." He warned
that a broadcaster invitation for federal
regulation of catv could create common

WMAR-TV to build Television Park
Ch. 2 WMAR-TV Baltimore has large modern shopping center.
Carson M. Cornbrooks, of Fisher,
set early 1963 as its goal for opening its new $2.5 million plant.
Nes, Campbell and Assoc., of Baltimore, is the architect. The strucTo be named "Television Park"
ture will total 65,000 square feet of
(model shown here), it will be located at 6400 York Rd., opposite a
space.
ly emphasized the fact that catv operators have no public service obligations
of the type inherent in broadcasting
through FCC regulation and that cable
operators were giving a wide variety of
services such as special sports events for
fees, pay tv, background music and local tv program service including sale of
commercial time. It also was charged
that catv systems have been known to
drop out commercials of tv stations, replacing them with their own commercials, and that local signals have been
deliberately degraded on catv. Several
broadcasters said cable systems had refused to carry a local station or
switched it to another channel and substituted adistant station on this local
channel.
Mr. Cox commented that national
ratings survey only principal towns in
a county. As a result, he said, survey
figures can give "complete distortion"
where there is channel juggling.
As to the FCC's authority, he said
Good

Music

that when it finds a case where there
can be competitive injury to a broadcaster and injury to the public through
the impact of a cable system, "that is
the commission's business." He reminded that to some extent the FCC regulates catv through microwave licensing
when cable systems apply for microwave facilities. He was concerned because some combination microwave and
cable systems extend the reach of tv
stations far beyond original FCC concepts.
There was discussion over the possibility a tv broadcaster with a group of
stations could extend his reach beyond
multiple ownership limits by operating
cable systems in other markets but Mr.
Cox suggested this matter should be
kept in perspective since one group operator might already be able to serve
20% of the nation.
Mr. Dalton stressed that catv operators claim no proprietary right in their
signals, describing them essentially as

Station

Availabilities Wanted
PROMINENT RECORD COMPANY WANTS TO BUY TIME
ON GOOD MUSIC STATIONS STARTING AT ONCE!
We have beautifully produced 15 minute programs featuring famed announcer
Milton
Gross in
andevery
the top
World's
MostWe Beautiful
Music.
Now running
leading
50kw stations
market.
are finding
it difficult
to locate onadditional
stations which have switched to good music. If you program adult music, light
classical, albums, etc., we would like to hear from you. We buy time at rate card.
This
week isto not
start.a "PI" deal. We buy time, usually a minimum of 4 quarter hours a
Write or wire at once: BILL EYNON
Great Moments Of Music
420 Lexington Avenue, New York
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problems.
Mr. Seavey said NAB had been
watching closely the growth of catv
along with diversification of service and
entry of broadcasters into the field. He
said NAB does not oppose catv but
feels it should be subject to regulation.
Charles Batson, WIS-TV Columbia,
S. C, observed that NAB is looking for
help from the FCC and ASCAP. He observed the search surprised him, since
he once had been NAB public relations
director. Catv, he said, is filling the gap
where tv service is lacking and he commented on the public demand for improved tv pictures. His company,
Broadcasting Co. of the South, has
bought a catv system in Ocala, Fla.,
and is planning expansion into Brunswick, Ga., and Florence, S. C. G. Richard Shafto, executive vice president,
owns catv in Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Mr. Batson predicted more broadcasters will get into catv and anticipates
more catv programming in the fields
of time signals, weather and finally news
programming. Asked about the catv operator's role in markets where the
broadcaster-owner has a good signal, he
said his company is planning Florence,
S. C, cable operation though it has a
primary signal in the market, yet will
bring in two other NBC services from
Wilmington and Charlotte, N. C.
Fred Weber, Rustcraft Broadcasting
Co., spoke critically of catv with the
topic, "Free Tv Yes, CATV, No." He
told of long-standing "inequities" at
Clarksburg, W. Va., and the unpleasant
effects of market fractionalization. Local stations sometimes have competitive
program duplication from one, two or
even three cable signals, he said, adding
that small-market stations may be inuncables. dated by distant stations brought in via
R. Russell Eagen, Washington communications attorney, reviewed the history of broadcasting-catv litigation. He
mentioned the Salt Lake City-Twin
Falls case and other court rulings of interest to broadcasters and catv.
Mr. Cox observed he wasn't opposed
to catv where it extends tv service without adverse impact on broadcasters,
praising catv's contribution in areas
without
service. television or with only a single
Plough reports net
up in radio, drugs
Sales and profits of the broadcast
properties owned by Plough Inc., drug
products manufacturer and group radio
station owner, are showing "substantial
improvement" over 1961, Abe Plough,
president of the company bearing his
name, said last week in reporting estiBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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COLLINS

mated sales and earnings for the nine
months of 1962.
Subject to year-end audit, the net
sales of Plough Inc. for the nine months
ended Sept. 30 were $38,750,000 and
net income after taxes $2,850,000
($1.06 per share). This compares to
net sales of $36,400,000 and net income of $2,560,000 (95i/2 cents per
share) for the same period in 1961.
The per-share earnings in 1961 are adjusted for a 2 for 1 stock split last July.
Plough stations are WMPS-AM-FM
Memphis, WJJD-AM-FM Chicago,
WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore, WPLOAM-FM Atlanta and WCOP-AM-FM
Boston.
RADIO-TV

APPRECIATING

Station values on the rise,
financial managers advised
Radio and television stations are
more valuable properties now than ever,
broadcasting financial executives were
told in Milwaukee last week.
H. W. (Dutch) Cassill, partner in
Blackburn & Co., national media
broker, speaking to the second annual
general meeting of the Institute of
Broadcast Financial Management, said
that although "there is no formula"
for such values he estimates radio stations are worth five to six times their
cash flow — tv 10 to 15 times that sum.
(Cash flow is the amount left in the
cash register after the costs of operation and taxes are deducted from gross
revenues. It includes net income,
amortization and depreciation allowances and in many instances such fringe
benefits as travel, entertainment and
other prequisites of ownership.)
Radio station values have been enhanced by an FCC freeze on new outlets, renewed advertiser interest in the
medium, improved management, the nation's rising economy, and the fact that
"most
stations are making money," said
Mr. Cassill.

strong points are a scarcity of channels,
the unlikelihood of there being more
networks and more competition and a
heavy volume of national spot business,
the Chicago broker said.
According to cash profit flow figures,
he said, tv properties are worth more
than radio because the visual medium
attracts more big money investors, has
less competition and is getting big national spot business.
How broadcasting financial management can be improved by cash flow
comparisons and return on investment
analyses was explained by Robert C.
Hill, assistant professor of business,
Arizona State U.

TV Rosy, Too. ■ Television's financial

New officers elected at last week's

New WITI-TV tower dedicated in Milwaukee
George B. Storer Jr., president of leg to entertainment and Milwaukee
Mayor Henry Maier marked the
Storer Broadcasting Co., has dediother leg for community affairs.
cated one leg of WITI-TV MilwauWisconsin Gov. Gaylord Nelson
kee's new 1,078-foot tv tower to
(1) also attended the affair and con"the most important facet of our
gratulated Mr. Storer (r), both
service, news and editorials."
shown here with Roger W. LeTom Moore, ABC-TV network
Grand (c), station general manager.
vice president, had dedicated one

an a decade of (^onitructive Service
In d3roadcaiteri and tke d3roacailina J^nduitry
HOWARD

E.

STARK

Brokers — Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET
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meeting included: chairman of the
board, Henry W. Dornseif, WCCO
Minneapolis-St. Paul; president, Thomas
A. Carroll, Time-Life Broadcast Inc.;
vice presidents, Richard S. Stakes,
WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, D.C.,
and Charles A. Hart, WHDH-AM-FMTV Boston.
New directors: John C. Herklotz,
auditor and controller, WGN Inc.; V.
James Moore, KBTV(TV)-KBTR Denver; Milton C. Ritzlin, comptroller,
Balaban Stations; and B. V. Schnider
Jr., financial
lications Inc.vice president, Ridder PubMore

for tv stations

to be offered

by TIC

The Television Information Committee will expand its advisory services to
tv stations and will take a more active
part in industry association meetings,
Clair R. McCollough, committee chairman and general manager of the Steiman Stations, announced in New York
last week.
The Television Information Office has
produced or distributed for stations four
slide presentations, a half-hour film, a
12-lecture course, three major publications and more than 300 articles, talks,
pamphlets and books.
Mr. McCollough noted that the committee had approved plans as outlined
by Roy Danish, TIO's director, for inBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

creased staff visits to stations. These
staffers include Carl Burkland, general
manager, and Ben Wickham, manager
of station services.
Also mentioned is a newly-published
study of children's tv programming,
For the Young Viewer, prepared by
TIO. This book has been well received,
Mr. McCollough said. A paperback
"broadcasters' edition" was published
Oct. 8, and McGraw-Hill is releasing a
general edition today (Oct. 22).
New TIO station sponsors since last
April are KBTV(TV) Denver; KRNTTV Des Moines; KLTV (TV) Tyler,
Tex.; KVOO-TV Tulsa; KWWL-TV
Waterloo, Iowa; KTHV (TV) Little
Rock, and WKBW-TV Buffalo. The
number of station sponsors now totals
152.
Mr. Danish reported that a new and
final slide kit in the "Television in the
U.S.A." series soon will be released.
Entitled "Television: Advertising" it
will contain 36 slides and a script on
advertising in general and tv advertising in particular.
Discussion also included such projects as publication of two bibliographies
— one on freedoms, responsibilties and
regulation in tv, and another on tv and
education — and a cooperative project
(TIO and the National Council for Social Studies) for publication of a
teachers' manual on the use of tv programming in teaching history, political
science, economics and civics.
Goodwill gross, net up
for first nine months
Goodwill Stations Inc. reported gross
revenue of $5,669,172 and net income
of $456,146 (67 cents per share) for
the first nine months of 1962 in an interim report issued Oct. 15.
These figures compare with $4,254,533 in gross revenue and $221,926 (33
cents per share) in net income for the
comparable 1961 period.
Cash flow generated from operations
was listed at $1,114,221 for the 1962
nine months as against $630,375 for
the same period in 1961. The 1961
figures include income from WSAZAM-TV Huntington, W. Va., only from
May 1, the date of acquisition.
Comparative results for both years
are shown for 671,415 shares outstanding; this reflects the additional 37,462
shares issued earlier this year. The
Goodwill Stations' report states that
WJR Detroit is planning to file for 750
kw pursuant to a resolution passed by
the House recommending that the FCC
consider boosting the ceiling on standard radio power (Broadcasting, Oct.
15). The Goodwill Stations also owns
WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich.
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

NABET,

KTTV

(TV)

sign

new

contract

THERE'S NO WAGE RISE, BUT BENEFITS ARE ADDED
The new contract between KTTV
is of only one year's duration — from
(TV) Los Angeles and the National
July 1, 1962 to June 30, 1963— in contrast to previous two-year pacts.
Assn. of Broadcast Employes and TechIn addition to holding the wage
nicians isunusual if not unique among
scale at its present level the union
recent labor agreements in the broadcasting industry; it requires no wage in- agreed to a "daily call" under certain conditions, that is, the right
creases for any of the station's 69 engito employ extra engineers by the day,
neering employes.
The terms of the KTTV-NABET
where formerly a week's call was the
pact, it was learned last week, call for minimum. The new contract also pera continuation of the present wage scale
mits the station to rehire a regular engineer who has been laid off for a
of $210 a week for regular technical
employes who have been at the station
shorter period than his seniority enfor four years or more, with somewhat
titles him to. A four-year man, for inhigher pay (as high as $245) for superstance, isentitled to four week's notice
visory personnel and somewhat lower
of a lay-off and formerly if he were laid
(as low as $110) for newer employes.
off by the station he could not be reThe fact that no other tv station in
engaged for a temporary period less
Southern California gives its staff engi- than that duration, regardless of whether
his services were needed for the full
neers any higher take-home pay was unfour weeks. Under the new contract,
doubtedly astrong factor in persuading
"it shall not be considered a violation
union negotiators to accept a no-increase contract from KTTV.
of this agreement to give such engineer
The NABET negotiators did not go the amount of notice equal to the period of temporary re-employment."
away empty-handed from the bargainThe new agreement also recognizes
ing table, however. Under the new
the fast-changing nature of television
agreement, overtime payments (which
programming by permitting assignment
continue at IVi times the regular pay
schedules, showing time in and out, to
for all time after eight hours) become
double base scale after 12 hours, in- be posted as late as "6 p.m. from the
fourth day before the beginning of the
stead of after 14 hours as was formerly
the case. The extra pay for working
work week," or Wednesday of the previous week, in place of the fifth day
within the "turnaround time" between
(Tuesday) which was previously the last
normal working periods is now $3.50 an
allowing posting time. A work schedhour instead of $2.50, with a $10-anule showing days off must still be posted
hour bonus for work time within the
by 6 p.m. Tuesday, however.
first four hours of the "turnaround"
period and $5-an-hour for the fifth and WOMP, WHAI to CBS Radio
sixth hours on regular work days.
Two new affiliates will join CBS RaTravel expenses are upped from $10
dio during the last week in October:
to $12.50 a day (and from $7.50 to
WOMP Wheeling, W. Va., and WHAI
$9.50 for part of a day). Meal periods
Greenfield, Mass. WOMP, joining the
during overtime hours are extended
from 30 to 60 minutes. Accumulated
network Oct. 25, operates on 1290 kc
sick leave now totals seven instead of with 1 kw. WHAI, operating on 1240
five weeks, with a maximum of nine kc, has 250 w power. It will become
an affiliate Oct. 29. WOMP replaces
weeks that a KTTV engineer can take
on full pay in any calendar year.
WWVA
affiliate. as Wheeling's CBS Radio
And, importantly, the new contract

IN ROCHESTER, N.Y. With a new, higher antenna
511 feet above average terrain,
CHANNEL 10 now gives
you more reach — more homes
—with Rochester area coverage
second to none I
WME
O
- TV
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BASIC CBS
National Rep. H-R TELEVISION, Inc.
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ward political control of broadcasting
"is bound to be hastened in the next
KLZ-TV helps oust 'irresponsible' student editor
and the school when the dean of
"A pattern of editorial irresponsistudents, Arthur H. Kiendl, anbility" was cited by the University
of Colorado president, Quigg Newnounced that a university committee had decided that is should not
ton, as the reason for firing the unistifle free expression of opinion.
versity newspaper's editor, Gary
Althen, 21, of Wheat Ridge, Colo- Dean Kiendl was given equal time
rado.
by the station to answer the editorial.
The editorial policy of the paper
The university daily subsequently
came under fire at the beginning
published
an article attacking former
when a philosophy student's article
criticizing a book written by Sen.
President Eisenhower in language
Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.) ap- which Mr. Newton termed "objecpeared. At that time KLZ-AM-TV
Denver editorialized on the article
Mr. Newton formerly had retionable."
and demanded that the university
quested that the school's
Student Publications
fire Mr.Board
Althenof
president "explain to an anxious
but the board refused to do so. The
public why irresponsible conduct
[was] equated with freedom of ex- university regents then gave Mr.
Newton authority to appoint three
A tiff arose between the station
more members to the board.
pression."

New

Communications

Act

urged by editor Taishoff
Broadcasters were urged last week to
seek a new law to replace the Communication Act of 1934.
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher of
Broadcasting and Television magazines, told the Southern California
Broadcasters Assn, in Los Angeles

check

our

before
a

Thursday (Oct. 18) that FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow "is the all-time
hot-rodder of FCC history." Stiff regulatory measures and fines were instituted under former Chairman Frederick F. Ford, Mr. Taishoff said, and
Chairman Minow "quickly discovered
the accelerator on Ford's machinery,
and he hasn't lifted his foot from it
since." He warned that progress to-
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Taishoff reported that a commitfewMr.months."
tee of the Federal Communications
Bar Assn. has been making progress
on preliminary drafting of a new communications act. Such legislation "must
start from scratch and establish a national policy that will provide maximum freedom to the creative energies
of broadcasting," he said.
The broadcasters presented a plaque
to Mr. Taishoff, inscribed: "To Sol
Taishoff, in grateful recognition of your
dedicated devotion to radio broadcasting. Southern California Broadcasters
Assn." The plaque was presented by
Charles E. Hamilton, station manager
of KFI Los Angeles, SCBA chairman.
Contempt of Congress
denied by Liveright
Herman Liveright, former program
director of WDSU-TV New Orleans,
pleaded not guilty Oct. 12 in federal
district court in Washington. He was
one of three asserting their innocence
after they were re-indicted by federal
grand jury on charges of contempt of
Congress. Bond was set at $1,000 and
posted. Date for trial will be set at a
later date.
Mr. Liveright had been sentenced to
three months in jail and fined $500 for
refusing to answer questions before the
Senate Internal Security Committee.
The U. S. Supreme Court, however, set
aside the conviction on the ground
earlier grand jury indictments had not
spelled out the subject under congressional inquiry at the time.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ WRUL New York, N. Y. (international shortwave station) : Sold by Metromedia Inc. to International Educational Broadcasting Corp. (Mormon
Church) for $1,750,000 (see page 94).
■ KRE-AM-FM Berkeley, Calif.: Sold
by Arthur Westlund and associates to
Dickens J. Wright Assoc., New York,
for $500,000. Mr. Wright was a major
stockholder in WPAT-AM-FM Paterson, N. L, sold last year to Capital
Cities Broadcasting Corp. for over $5
million. KRE operates full time on
1440 kc with 1 kw day and 250 w
night. KRE-FM operates with 19.5 kw
on 102.9 mc. Broker was Lincoln
Dellar & Co. and R. C. Crisler & Co.
■ WCCB-TV Montgomery, Ala.: Sold
by Harold E. Anderson and associates
to group of local businessmen including
Tine W. Davis and Aaron Aronov for
a consideration in excess of $250,000.
Mr. Davis is executive vice president
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

of Winn-Dixie Stores Inc. (supermarkets); Mr. Aronov is a realtor and
land developer. WCCB-TV operates on
ch. 32 and is affiliated with ABC.
■ KFDA Amarillo, Tex.: 25% interest
sold by Mrs. Charles B. Jordan and
associates to Wes Ninemire for $15,000.
Mr. Ninemire is general manager of
KFDA, which is a 5 kw fulltimer on
1440 kc.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers of
station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 101).
■ WGFM-AM-FM Fitchburg, Mass.:
Sold by David M. Myers to George
Chatfield for $310,000. Mr. Chatfield
for 18 years was advertising manager
of Lever Bros. He was also a director
of Benton & Bowles and the William
Esty Co., of which he was executive
vice president. Purchase includes the
Muzak contract for Worcester County.
■ WISE Asheville, N. C. : Sold by Harold H. Thorns to Charles J. McGuire
and John Lee Davenport for $150,000.
Mr. McGuire is part owner of WGAT
Gate City, Va.
■ WLBB Carrollton, Ga.: Sold by
estate of T. K. Vassy, Roy Richards
and R. D. Tisinger to James H. Faulkner and associates for $134,100. Mr.
Faulkner's group owns WBCA Bay
Minette, Ala.
GOVERNMENT

INROADS

Head table at the annual luncheon
given by The Pulse Inc. included Dr.
Sydney Roslow, director, The Pulse;
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of
the board, RCA Inc., Clair McCollough,

general manager, Steinman Stations;
James Lawrence Fly, former chairman
FCC, and Ed Churchill, chairman of
the board, Donahue & Coe, New York
ad agency.

Federal Trade Commission requirements that separate metropolitan and
total-area ratings be published for radio
stations.
He stressed the importance of editorializing by stations, but said that even
Storer Broadcasting's editorial board
"has chosen to be cautious" in dealing
with controversial national issues because "we know where our licenses

protection in our efforts through the
enactment of appropriate legislation by
congress so as to insure our tenure of
licenses issued by future communications commissions which might not be
so friendly to this phase of broadcast-

come
from."
"Currently,"
he continued, "we are
blessed by a commission which has
encouraged editorializing by radio and
television stations. But we need further

WESTERN

VHF

In presenting
The Pulse's
annual
award
to Mr. Storer,
Pulse Director
Sydney Roslow hailed him "for bringing responsibility in broadcasting to the
level of a high art."
"While carrying out his responsibilities to the investing, listening, managing."
ing, laboring, governing, educating and

TV

STATION!

Storer expresses concern
at 'Man of Year' acceptance
Government "encroachment" on radio-tv program policies was seen as a
cause for concern last week by George
B. Storer, chairman and chief executive
officer of Storer Broadcasting Co. He
also said that editorializing by radio and
television should not only be encouralso "protected"
law. 500
Mr.aged butStorer
addressedby some
broadcasting and broadcast advertising
leaders at a luncheon at which he was
named "Man of the Year" by The
Pulse Inc. (see stories page 86). The
luncheon was held Wednesday at New
York's Plaza Hotel.
Maintenance of programming standards, he said, is best assured by "the
terriffic forces of competition." He
added: "While gentle prods from time
to time from high-ranking persons in
government, education and other pursuits are desirable, even perhaps necessary, yet let us not tamper with the
basic safeguards to freedom of speech
and selection of program material."
Mr. Storer cited KOA Denver — a
station to which he often listens for
livestock reports but in which he has no
ownership — as an example of a station
being "penalized" for public service by
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

Located in a solid-economy, fast-growth market in the
West, this major network affiliated VHF television station
has assets of approximately $900,000.00 including its
own land and building. Will show good cash flow this
year on gross sales of $l,000,000.00-plus. Capable of
doing much better under more aggressive ownership.
Priced at $2,400,000.00 on basis of 29% down and
reasonable terms to responsible buyer. Another H&L
Exclusive.
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Storer,
LONG

RECORD

builder

of

stations

OF

OWNERSHIP MARKED BY MANY
George B. Storer, named "Man of a record-setting amount.
More notable and far nervier, howthe Year" by The Pulse Inc. at its annual honors ceremony last week (see
ever, was his all-out entry into television, when he got FCC construction
page 85), has a background of radio-tv station ownership that is prob- permits and put three major television
stations on the air within an eightably the most diversified in broadcasting history.
month span in 1948-49. The stations
A man devoted to the principle of were WSPD-TV Toledo, WJBK Detroit and WAGA-TV Atlanta. Assoupgrading both the service his stations
give and the markets they serve, Mr.
ciates claim no other independent operator ever matched that construction
Storer has owned or headed the ownrecord. They acknowledge, too, that
ership of some 34 different radio and
tv stations and station authorizations
financing it was one of the more diffiin his 35 years in the business. Storer
cult projects in Mr. Storer's long
Broadcasting Co., of which he is career.
The Big Difference ■ It was also a
founder, chairman and chief executurning point, changing Storer Broadtive officer, currently owns 17 — seven
am, five fm, five tv.
casting (then known as Fort IndusBuilds Markets ■ Storer has a rectry Oil Co.) from a relatively small
ord of buying stations not considered
company to one of the largest in broadcasting. Storer added the two other
big money makers and in many cases
television stations in its current linemoney-losers, then improving them —
up, WJW-TV Cleveland and WITI-TV
and their service — to the fullest possiMilwaukee,
by purchase in 1954 and
1958.
ble extent. Because of the FCC's multiple ownership restrictions, he also
concluded a long time ago that the
George Storer was born in Toledo
on Nov. 10, 1899. He planned to go
only practical way to expand his company was to upgrade the markets he to Yale for engineering training to preserved.
pare him for the family steel business.
But World War I deflected him to
This evolved into his policy of conCornell.
tinually trying to improve his marWithout parental permission he
kets and to improve each of his
headed for Canada to enlist in the
properties within each market. The
result unavoidably has been station
RAF; decided that a 17-year-old with
sales as well as purchases. For in- one deaf ear didn't have much chance
stance, with two exceptions each ac- of making it, and so returned home
quisition inhis current lineup of sev- and enlisted, at his father's suggestion, in the Student Army Training
en radio markets required that he relinquish aprofitable property in some
Corps. The SATC, 1917's equivalent
of ROTC, shipped him off to Cornell,
smaller market. The exceptions:
WSPD Toledo, the first station he to which he gladly returned when the
war was over and he had been disever bought, and WGBS Miami.
charged (rank: supply sergeant).
The Right Investment ■ While in
At peacetime Cornell he combined
many cases buying unprofitable stations, he has not hesitated to lay out a course in engineering with one in
big money when he thought the in- journalism while also trying out for
the track team and the editorship of
vestment was right. The most recent
example was his purchase earlier this the Cornell Daily Sun (an article,
year of WMGM New York (now
"The Sex Life of the Lamprey," won
him the latter job).
WHN) for a sum of $10,950,000—

student publics," Dr. Roslow continued,
"Mr. Storer led in the building of an
organization which operates five television stations and seven radio stations

torney and former FCC chairman;
Allen B. Du Mont of Du Mont Labs;
and Harry Bannister, former station
and network executive.

and other properties."
Mr. Storer paid tribute to Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff of RCA, one of the head
table guests, as "founder" of the radio
and television industry, and also praised
the accomplishments of other guests including Clair Mc Collough of the Steinman Stations; James Lawrence Fly, at86 (THE MEDIA)

Radio-tv botching
Estes trial-Collins
Broadcasters have not properly
planned coverage of the Billie Sol Estes
court trial in Tyler, Tex., NAB President LeRoy Collins said Oct. 15 in a

ACHIEVEMENTS
He made the dean's list in engineering, but his other activities produced the inevitable result: something
had to give. His French gave. "I was
kicked out," says George Storer in impeccable English.
Suspended ■ Actually he was suspended until the February term, but
he never got back. He had worked
summers in the family business, and
he returned to the plant now, in 1920,
but he had to assume an active management role when his father became
ill and step into the presidency of the
company, Standard Steel Tube Co. of
Toledo, when his father died in December of that year.
He never completely lost his affinity for the steel business, although he
left it temporarily in 1927 after his
company merged with another to become a division of Republic Steel
Corp. He went back to Toledo and
joined with other members of his faOil Co.mily in founding the Fort Industry
Fort Industry Oil grew out of an
idea that struck him while looking out
his office window. Below, trucks were
unloading gasoline at a service station
near some railroad tracks. How
simple, he thought, to run a short
railroad siding into the service station,
unload directly from a tank car, avoid
the trucking costs and pass the saving
along to the customer.
Soon there were six Toledo and
seven Cleveland service stations, all
with their own sidings and all selling
Speedene, the name given to the gasoline. Speedene gave Mr. Storer his
first radio station — and gave the station its name.
CBS Affiliate ■ Investigating radio
as a means of promoting the oil business. Mr. Storer negotiated for time
on WTAL Toledo and wound up buying the station. That was 1928. He
renamed the station WSPD to signify
Speedene, and within a year had in-

news conference held during the NAB
Fall Conference at Atlanta. The second Estes trial starts today (Oct. 22).
"I am not criticizing any specific
broadcaster," Gov. Collins said, "but
the industry should use judgment and
discretion to minimize the presence of
cameras and mikes in the courtroom,
taking advantage of modern technolRecalling photos of the first Tyler
trial, he said, "Eight cameras are not
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

creased its 50 watts to 250 and signed
it on as the eighth member of the new
CBS network.
Meanwhile, Mr. Storer had left
Fort Industry's oil business to the primary direction of his co-founder, partner and brother-in-law, the late J.
Harold Ryan, while he himself went
back into the steel business.
He took a sales job with American
Metal Products of Detroit, revised its
product line and about a year later,
in 1928, bought it out. He paid about
$300,000, approximately a year later
had it showing $650,000 profit. During this period Henry Ford, one of
his customers, became a friend of the
young steel executive. The company
is now known as Standard Tube Co.
and is still controlled by Storer Broadcasting.
Oil Dropped ■ In 1931 he sold the
oil business (and dropped "oil" from
Fort Industry's corporate title). He
also bought WWVA Wheeling, W.
Va. and launched a series of programming changes including the famed
WWVA Jamboree, a Saturday-night
feature throughout Storer's 30-year
ownership of the station.
In the early 1930s he was operating
WMCA New York under a lease arrangement and trying to develop an
east coast network called American
Broadcasting System. The darkening
depression and his wish to expand his
own station interests put an end to
both New York ventures. Between
1935 and 1940 he acquired WMMM
Fairmont, W. Va.; WLOK Lima,
and WHIZ Zanesville, both Ohio, and
WAGA Atlanta. In 1944, WGBS Miami became the seventh station in the
group, the maximum allowed by the
FCC.
The corporate name was changed
from Fort Industry to Storer Broadcasting Co. in 1952, and its stock was
listed on the New York Stock Exchange in 1954.
Long a Leader ■ Storer has a long
record of radio-tv leadership. In 1941
he was named assistant chairman of
the Broadcasters Victory Council,
which drew up the policies governing

proper or necessary."
Gov. Collins commended Judge Otis
D. Dunagan for his appreciation of the
role broadcasting plays in the modern
scheme. Judge Dunagan has laid down
coverage rules permitting WFAA-TV
Dallas to cover the second trial live
prior to jury selection and after testimony has been taken (Broadcasting,
Oct. 15). He will allow a half-dozen
silent film cameras during testimony.
Howard H. Bell, NAB vice president
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wartime operations of U. S. radio stations.
He assisted in the re-drafting of
NAB bylaws with the advent of television, helped NAB develop its television department and was chairman
of the committee to select its first
television head. He also, among other
assignments, had a prominent hand in
developing the NAB Television Code.
His interest in standards and practices also is evidenced in the Storer
Quality Control & Broadcasting Division, which monitors all Storer radio and television stations to insure
that each is meeting its responsibilities to the public and complying with
regulations and standards.
During World War II Mr. Storer
joined the Navy as a lieutenant commander. His knowledge of materials
and allocations helped reorganize the
Navy's ground establishment in Chicago in a tour of duty that also included service on the West Coast and
later in Washington as chief of the
contracts division and Navy member
of the production executive committee. He returned to inactive duty in
1945 as a commander.
Autonomy ■ Mr. Storer believes in
giving each station autonomy. His
operating credo is: "Find the right
people to manage the property; then
let them manage." To make sure that
the "right people" are found, he still
personally interviews every key department head before he joins the
company.
His greatest current interest is in
programming.
Mr. Storer has four sons, all active
in Storer Broadcasting; last year the
eldest, George Jr., was elected president after 15 years with the company.
Mr. Storer and his wife, the former
Dorothy Manville Kiggins, alternate
between their home in Miami Beach
and their ranch at Saratoga, Wyo.,
which is probably his biggest nonbroadcast interest.
On the ranch he is constructing a
championship golf course and home
sites and raising prize Black Angus
cattle. But on the ranch also is a

Mr. Storer
small bunkhouse bearing a sign: "western office, Storer Broadcasting Co.,"
and here Mr. Storer attends to company business each day until at least
1 o'clock and frequently until 4:30
or 5. By that hour, because of time
differences, the Storer offices in the
East
are normally closed for the day,
anyway.
Mr. Storer is an ardent golfer (he
currently shoots to a ten handicap),
fly fisherman and boating enthusiast.
At one time he owned the Miami Marlins in the Triple-A baseball league
and sought a franchise in the National Football League. Storer Broadcasting owns a minority interest in the
Detroit Lions NFL team, whose fate
he follows closely.
He also devotes much interest to
Camp Storer, a YMCA recreation
center near Toledo which was started by his family; is a member of the
Miami Orange Bowl Committee and
executive vice president of the Miami
Heart Institute, to which he and his
sister, Mrs. J. Harold Ryan, recently
donated a new geriatrics wing in memory of their mother. He also supports
Mount Sinai and is a member of the
board of St. Francis hospital in Miami Beach and the Toledo Hospital
Building Fund.
His corporate associations and club
memberships are both numerous.

for planning-development, expressed
fear that the courtroom will be full of
tripods and gear. He said NAB had
been anxious to help finance a camera
booth in the courtroom to provide completely concealed facilities.
KGW-TV back on air
KGW-TV Portland, Ore., lost its
648-foot tower in the Oct. 12 storm
that whipped the West Coast but was
back on the air Oct. 16.

A local tower fabricator furnished
the station with a 180-foot mast and a
new antenna was obtained in Seattle.
The rush job is turning out a satisfactory signal, viewers report. Station
Manager Walter Wagstaff praised his
engineers for their round-the-clock efforts to get the station back on the air
within
a three-day
period.
"I thought
we would
be dark for
at least
a week
because the old tower was completely
demolished," he said Friday.
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EQUIPMENT
ENGINEERS

SEE

FM

STEREO

& ENGINEERING
IMPROVING

Audio experiments bearing fruit, New York meeting told
Audio
Engineering
Society's 14th
annual convention
and exhibition
in New
York last week stressed the latest developments infm stereo broadcasting, with
some 20 papers and several of the
nearly 20 exhibits devoted to the subject.
Typical of the engineers' comments
regarding stereo was that of Charles K.
Chrismon, chief engineer, WHOO-AMFM Orlando, Fla., who said, "We haveto
been well justified in our decision
pioneer fm stereo in central Florida.
Listener response and sales of stereo receiving equipment have been gratifying
forand continuing." He said he "looks proward to the time when our entire
gram schedule will be in stereo because
stereo, we feel,on is as superior to monaural transmissi as is a Rolls Royce to
the horse and buggy."
Charles N. Duncan, chief engineer,
KGB-AM-FM San Diego, Calif., noted
that "it is rather obvious that there is
much to be learned and improvements
to be made" in multiplexing and continued, "We have a great deal of confidence inwhat we are doing and what
we will be able to do in the future."
Mr. Duncan pointed out that KGB-FM
is one of three stations in the San Diego
area that have been broadcasting full
time multiplex-stereo for almost a year.
He said this relatively large amount of
stereo programming has given the public afair chance to evaluate this system.
Everett L. Dillard, general manager
of WASH-FM Washington, D. C, said:
"In reviewing our experiences . . . any
good engineer can properly install and
operate
stationcare
equipment."
He
said the stereo
extra time,
and ingenuity
Honors to Back
Dr. Frank Gerard Back, known
as the "father" of the zoom lens,
will be the recipient of the 1962
Progress Award by the Society of
Motion Picture & Television Engineers.
Dr. Back is president of
Zoomar Inc., which came into existence as a result of his research
into varifocal lens design conducted at his laboratory in Glen
Cove, N. Y. He is also a partner
of the Television Zoomar Corp.
and owner of the Research Institute in Salzburg, Austria.
Dr. Back will receive the medal
at an awards session to be held
Oct. 23 at the SMPTE's convention in Chicago.
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will "repay itself in the knowledge that
the public is being given a thrilling new
dimension in sound."
A guide to "practical preparation for
fm stereo multiplexing" was presented
by E. J. Gilbert and K. A. Blake of the
Broadcast Field Service Division of Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
They
told the engineers
to be
"critical"in
of themselves
and their
methods
stereo transmission. It is not necessary
to program 100% in stereo and the
listener doesn't expect it. But when you
are transmitting the two channels, use
good program material, whether it be
live, tape or disc, and give thought to
the small details that make the big dif"Stereo Operational Experience of
ference."
WQXR-FM New York" was described
by Louis J. Kleinklaus, chief engineer
of the New York Times radio station.
He said that 15 months of fm stereo
broadcasting have shown the results
generally have been as predicted. The
deficiencies in signal strength for fm
stereo have usually been made up by
receiving antenna improvements, he
said. Experience has shown that stereo
equipment can be made as reliable as
other professional broadcast equipment;
that it will not require any more attention than a monophonic installation
once operation and maintenance patterns are devised and followed, and that
adjustments over relatively long periods
of time have been confined to touching
up the performance of the over-all
system.
G. R. Marek, vice president and general manager of the RCA Victor Record
Div., spoke Thursday (Oct. 18) at the
annual convention banquet. His speech
was titled "Sound — History and Fu-

New from Ampex
Ampex Corp., Redwood City,
Calif., last week introduced its
new wide-track magnetic tape
master recorder at the Audio EnNew York.gineering Society's convention in
Called "Model 330-3," the
three-channel recorder which uses
one-inch tape on 14 inch reels is
a modification of the earlier
Model 300.
Major modifications include
two heavier torque motors on the
transport, speeds of 15 and 30
inches-per-second, a fluid-damped
flywheel which reduces flutter, an
improved recording amplifier power output, and fixed azimuth
heads.
The price: $7,500 unmounted
or $7,875 console mounted.
turer stated 10% discounts would be
authorized in orders of two or more

New television prompter
ture."
built by WOC engineers

prompters.

A group of broadcast engineers at
WOC-AM-FM-TV Davenport have developed the Palmer Prompter, a mechanical device attached to a tv camera and which rolls a performer's script
just above lens level.
Priced at $79.50 each, the prompters
may be purchased outright. They provide up to 30 minutes of continuous
script printed in Vi-inch letters, reports
the manufacturer, Palmer Enterprises,
PCC Box 555, 1000 Brady St., Davenport, Iowa.
The mechanism fits RCA, GE and
Dumont cameras and is designed for
standard teletype paper. The manufac-

More sidebands ■ The American Radio
Relay League has issued a revised and
expanded version of Single Sideband for
the Radio Amateur, available with illustrations, charts, tables, formulae, schematics and photographs at $2.

Technical

topics...

Wide-banders ■ Jerrold Electronics
Corp., Philadelphia, offers a new line
of wide-band microwave equipment for
the 12 kmc band recently allocated by
the FCC for private industrial and commercial users. The most immediate applications are in catv, according to
Robert H. Beisswenger, Jerrold vice
president and general manager.
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FANFARE
'WHIRL

SERIES' PITCH
are wooed over
people
Agency
by WJZ-TV get-acquainted plan

The "Whirl Series" is over.
WJZ-TV Baltimore's nine-month
project to familiarize local advertising
agencies with a new look in the station's programming ended this month
with a Civil War Centennial party
which included a cannon salute from
Ft. Carroll in Baltimore Harbor.
Believing it needed face-to-face contact with agency people, the sales department worked with the Westinghouse
station's promotion department to create
five events intended to provide an opportunity for personal contact, yet not
be "hard sell" in nature. Thus the
"Whirl Series," which included a bowling tournament, gambling party, golf
tournament, swimming party and the
finale, a Civil War affair.
"The promotion department gave us
exactly what we needed, an event that
got our sales department, talent, and
management to know agency people and
vice versa," said Robert L. Bryan, sales
manager, in summing up the program
last week.
"We got our points across in a subtle
fun and the station's reway through
lationship with the local agencies was
greatly aided by the series," Mr. Bryan
added.
Bowling First ■ The project began
with a bowling tournament in February
and prizes for best, worst and luckiest
bowlers. Teams were integrated with
agency and WJZ people. Each frame
contained a program sales message (such
as a Boomtown frame). The event drew
about 50 to 100 agency people, WJZ
reported, as did the second affair, "Las
Vegas Night."
party took place in WJZ's main
That with
gambling devices imported
studio
from Nevada. Station personnel wore
appropriate costumes — eye shades,
sleeve garters — and a deputy sheriff was
there to "keep the games honest." Using chips they'd won during the gambling, players bid their winnings in an
auction for a three-day vacation for two
in Las Vegas, the most successful gambler winning the trip.
Duffers and Pros ■ WJZ sponsored
a golf tournament for the Baltimore
area agency people and again offered
prizes — skill, booby and otherwise.
Again the "pitch" was played down,
the station said. The plan was for
people to become acquainted. A swimming party followed, featuring refreshments, dancing and swimming contests.
More than 150 guests attended, the
station said.
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Taft shows graphic coverage demonstration
What they came up with was
Officials of Taft Broadcasting Co.
viewed by Chicago agency media
wanted to get the message about
the improved signal of the new tall executives (shown here). It's a 65tower of WKRC-TV, the Taft sta- foot-long calibration chart, showing
in contrasting colors both the old
tion in Cincinnati, across to agency
buyers. They had the usual flat map
and new signal patterns in a mile-bymile field intensity graph. The presshowing the new and old coverage
patterns. But to tell the story, they
entation was arranged by Taft's national sales representative, the Katz
wanted something dramatically different.
Agency Inc.
The project ended with an all-day
Civil War Centennial affair at Baltimore's Ft. Carroll. A cannon salute
heralded the guests' arrival aboard an
excursion boat. Station personnel wore
Civil War period clothing. Amid afternoon contests, guests were treated to
an oyster roast, and dancing followed
until sundown.
"I doubt very much if we have made
a sale because of the series, but it certainly has put us on a more friendly
basis with the agency representatives by
showing that WJZ-TV is interested in
them," Mr. Bryan said.
The station plans a similar program
next year, said Jim Frost, promotion
manager.

United

Press

Facsimile
United

WKMI

In Kalamazoo, the weather really is
on WKMI. The station began providing
Kalamazoo and Michigan telephone
weather reports for local dialers last
week (Oct. 15). Information is obtained
by wire from the U. S. Weather Bureau
in Grand Rapids. Telephone recordings are changed each six hours. The
24-hour service is not sustaining —
WKMI reports it's sold commercial segments to local sponsors who've bought
six-hour packages, giving them a brief
commercial message on each call received over a six-hour period. WKMI
anticipates 2,000 calls a day. The system can handle 3,000.

International

Newspictures

Press

sells telephone weather

Movietone

k

and

]

Newsfilm

Build Ratings

J
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ry last month.
A two-hour, 60-unit WIIC parade
through the city's Golden Triangle
area climaxed three days of Golden
Triangle Days bargains and the celebration of the U. of Pittsburgh's
175th anniversary.
An hours pyrotechnics were
WIIC's added salute to the Pittsburgh
anniversary affair.
Members of the Pittsburgh Golden
Triangle Assn., a merchant group,
indicated large crowds of shoppers
came into their stores during the promotion. "The day the dam broke,"
said an association bulletin, which reported some business was up 50%
over a similar period last year.
WIIC used radio and newspaper
advertising as well as its own on-air
promotion. Richard Chamberlain
(Dr. Kildare) made a personal ap-

WIIC

sets off promotion

A spectacular nighttime fireworks
display sponsored by WIIC (TV)
Pittsburgh added vivid highlights to

Poster cleanup drive
In Gadsden, Ala., thousands of political posters had been left all over town
creating what WGAD Gadsden, considered an unsightly mess. So the station
launched a cleanup campaign, offering
six record albums and a transistor radio
to the boy or girl who brought to the
studios the most political posters from
utility
poles on.
and other places they'd
been hanging
The contest brought in more than
3,000 posters, almost half from the
diligent winner, Ollie Clanton, who collected 1,217 of them.
WHTN-TV covers beauty show
The pagentry leading to and the
crowning of Miss U. S. A. (California's
Amedee Chabot, 17) at Huntington W.
Va., by that city's Miss Jo Ann Odium,
former Miss U. S. A., was videotaped
and televised by WHTN-TV, that city,
last month. O. W. Myers, vice president
and general manager of WHTN, is on
the Miss U. S. A. Pageant board of directors and helped arrange the contest
finals in Huntington, attended by about
7,000 persons. Miss U. S. A. will represent this country in the Miss World
Pageant in London next month.
Southern 'safety-thon' urged
The Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
which says it was the originator of
"safety-thon weekends," statewide
90 (FANFARE)

fireworks

in Pittsburgh

a major promotion for its fall programming tied to a shopping bargain
campaign and a university anniversabroadcast-sponsored traffic safety campaigns, isseeking response to a suggestion that a group of broadcast associations in Southeastern states coordinate
a region-wide "safety-thon," to be held
next year, perhaps on July 4 or Labor
Day. Jack Williams, executive secretary of the GAB, said, "The power of
radio and television in our region to
promote safe driving would, we are
sure, convincingly be shown by a reduction of deaths, injuries and acciDrumbeats . . .
dents."
Cover up ■ WPRO Providence, R. I.,
reports it distributed more than 250,000
school book covers to students in its
coverage area this fall, the fourth consecutive year it has offered the covers.
Election facts ■ WSB Atlanta, Ga.,
has followed up its coverage of the
Democratic gubernatorial primary with
a mail piece called "The Political
Primer." The booklet, in first-grade
language for humorous effect, explains
methods used by WSB to accomplish
fast election reporting.
Apple sauce ■ WOWO Ft. Wayne,
Ind., is giving away baskets of Indiana
apples to listeners every half-hour in
celebration of National Apple Week.
WOWO says it has received 15,000
post cards from apple lovers so far.
Stereo ■ Miami Mayor Robert King

pearance.
Caley E. Augustine, WIIC public
relations and promotion director, arranged with the Pittsburgh PostGazette for 7,500 copies of a front
page
replatedFALL
withSEASON"
a ''WIIC
LAUNCHES
banner headline over stories about NBC
and WIIC's fall programs.
High has proclaimed Oct. 24-Nov. 3
Stereo Week in support of an area promotion by dealers and local am-fm
stereo broadcasters. A 48-page color
section on stereo will appear in the
Miami News, reports Arthur E. Zucker,
owner of WAEZ-FM.
Hula hulabaloo ■ KABC-TV Los Angeles last month treated San Francisco
area advertising people to a Luau
aboard an 18,000-ton ocean liner
chartered between Hawaii-bound trips.
Train.
A"A"week
before, KABC-TV took more
than 300 advertising people to the races
at Del Mar aboard a train renamed the
POFF ■ KLEO Wichita, Kan., is promoting chuminess with listener contests
based on a teaser campaign for POFF
(plain old fashioned friendliness).
Crazee chapeaus ■ WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, received more than 200
entries in its "Most Unusual Hat Contest," and presented Mrs. Norman
Bryar, of Worthington, with a portable
tv set for her winning entry which symbolizes satellites spinning around the
earth. Sally Flowers, co-host with Gene
Fullen on Dialing for Dollars, is wearing a new entry on the program each
day this fall.

- WTHI-AM-FM-TV
bureau
Speakers
has formed a speakers
Haute
Terre
bureau providing specialists from the
station who discuss broadcasting servBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

ice, programming and public interest.
Talks can be tailored to the group
served, according to Sheldon Fisher,
publicity director.
Do-it-yourself ■ The Minnesota Chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy Assn.
credits WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St.
Paul's Popeye & Pete, a children's program with Dave Lee, for the production
of more than 700 individual, fund-raising carnivals conducted by area children who raised an estimated $3,000.
Mr. Lee, a veteran broadcaster, also is
administrative assistant at Northwestern
Hospital in Minnesota.
Hoot 'n holler ■ KHER

Santa Maria,

Calif., which acknowledges horn blasts
from passing auto listeners, has personalities' contesting for the most honkers.
The station says it's being honked at
by trucks, golf carts and bicycles. One

Bagel and a twist ■ KUKA San Antonio and a local bakery conducted a
13 -week dance contest at a local theatre featuring
"Thecash
Twist."
included $750 in
and Prizes
transistor
radios.

family
drove by with a sign, "Honk,"'
said KHER.
Strap in ■ KTVU (TV) Oakland-San
Francisco, asked to encourage installation of auto safety belts by the San
Leandro Junior Chamber of Comobliged on Captain
Satellite's
afternoonmerce,program.
The Jaycees
sold
538 belts in two days and asked KTVU
to "hold off" announcements until it
could get a fresh supply of belts.

Humor adviser ■ Ray M. Hinton,
Marietta, Ga., has been named their
"adviser of humor" by Bob Van Camp
and Jimmy Dunaway, WSB Atlanta
personalities. Mr. Hinton has been
sending cheerful items to WSB for five
years, and added Audrey Tittle, women's program director, to his list by
submitting a biblical study of her last
name.

INTERNATIONAL

Storm

warnings

hoisted

in

Canada

CAB HEAD PREDICTS GOVERNMENT
INQUIRY INTO BROADCASTING
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement
Canadian broadcasters are in for a Ottawa, urged broadcasters to publicize
reported through Doug Trowell, CKEY
their activities constantly, not just when
difficult regulatory time until the outdated Canada Broadcasting Act is they are being investigated.
Toronto, that its financial position was
Martin S. Fliesler, WOR New York,
sound, that of 336 members, 147 were
changed, Don Jamieson, CJON-AMTV St. Johns, Nfld., and president
described the development of adult
radio stations and 46 television staCanadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
talk programming, pointing out that tions.
charged last week. Speaking at a it required the right people to make it
Tuesday sessions were devoted to
closed session of the Central Canada
successful from an audience and a sales development and the importance
Broadcasters Assn. meeting at the
of good broadcast commercials.
profit standpoint.
Royal York Hotel, Toronto, on Monday, he forecast another big government examination of the broadcasting
industry within a year, but felt that instead asober study by competent peoEliminate Propagation
Fades
ple was needed.
Mr. Jamieson said that Canada, too,
From Your TV Signal
was having a population explosion in
radio and television stations, especially
in the Atlantic Coast region. More
advertising money had to be spent in
radio if the increasing number of stations were to exist, he added.
About 300 management executives
and 150 engineering representatives of
Ontario and English speaking Quebec
WHAT IS A MICROMEG? It is a low-noise,
Now you cansignals
end fades
stations attended the twelfth annual
RF parametric amplifier. It
fringe-area
simplyandby washed-out
inserting a low-signal-level
is available in several indoor and outdoor
Micromeg preamplifier between your
two-day meeting. Keynote of the conmodels covering the UHF, 2000-Mc, and
relay
receiving
antenna
and
the
mixer.
6000Mc range. Power requirement: 110V
Micromeg has the effect of boosting your
vention was "Profiting from Progress."
transmitter power four to ten times or of AC. A semiconductor varactor diode causes
CAB delegates last week also elected
amplification
by pumping power from a
increasing
of ato six-footantenna to the
one size
of 12
20 feet.diameter
In new
local RF source to the signal. APPLICAWilliam McGregor, CKCO Kitchener,
installations, a Micromeg will allow you
TIONS include translators, remote pick-up
broadcasting,antenna
inter-city
microwave links,
Ont., as association president, succeedto space your repeater stations farther
community
TV systems.
apart
without deterioration of signal-toing John L. Moore, CHLO St. Thomas,
Please write for the full story.
noise ratio.
Ont. Gordon Keeble, CHIC BrampInstalling a Micromeg parametric amplifier is equivalent
to boosting transmitter power four to ten times.
ton, Ont., was elected first vice president; Karl Monk, CHOK Sarnia, Ont.,
second vice president; Frank Murray,
CJBQ Belleville, Ont., secretary-treasurer. Directors elected were Gene
Plouffe, CJIC Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.;
Wes McKnight, CFRB Toronto; and
Don Martz, CFCF-TV Montreal. Representatives on national CAB elected
were Allan Waters CHUM Toronto,
and Dick Misener CFCF-AM-TV Montreal.
Micromega
Corporation
@|
4134 Del Rey Ave., Venice, Calif. / EXmont 1-7137
Keynote speaker, veteran broadCreator of advanced microwave systems and components for U.S. space and defense projects.
caster Ernest Bushnell of CJOH-TV
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DATELINE:

Foreign

The

syndication

film

offers

The foreign market today constitutes
the most promising area for expansion
of television film distribution and at the
same time presents the greatest challenge. The importance of the revenue
produced by sales abroad has been recognized for some years and, happily
for all concerned, expansion in tv set
ownership is steady, following the pattern set by tv in its early growth period
in the U. S.
By the same token, this international
expansion introduces new and constantly changing problems. Any export business is acutely sensitive to day-by-day
developments in any given country.
Television film distribution is no exception. Chiefly, these problems are concerned with quotas; frozen or fluctuating currencies, or internal problems
peculiar to each nation.
But notwithstanding these problems,
positive signs of growth in television
station facilities and constantly increasing set circulation offer a more encouraging outlook today than ever before.
This is not to say or imply that the
foreign potential is going to be the distributors' great panacea but it is going
to aid enormously in production recoupment and additional profits for producer and distributor alike.
Market Rank ■ Were I asked to rank
the foreign markets in order of dollar
importance to U. S. distributors, I
would rate them more or less as follows: 1. England; 2. Canada; 3. Japan;
4. Australia and 5. Italy. Latin America, as a unit, would rate second or
third, although individual country sales
possibilities may not be as large as they
are in some of the other countries I
have just listed.
While this listing is a purely personal
selection, dramatic changes within the
next few years are indicated. Many of
Desilu's foreign sales executives and I
believe that in time the two most im-

market

immense

rewards,

portant individual foreign markets may
well be West Germany and Brazil. West
German television today is singularly affluent and will expand shortly. Brazil,
while much smaller and currently the
center of a particularly difficult currency situation, is a booming, exciting,
growth country. Let's look at each of
these two nations in a little more detail.
It is quite possible that the tv stations
in West Germany are today the "fattest" in the world. They enjoy a dual
income, sharing in license fees paid by
the public as well as commercial revenue. This enables the stations to spend
enormous sums for one-shot productions and also inhibits, to a degree, today's sales potential for U. S. films.
Six in West Germany ■ This situation, however, will change. West Germany today has six stations, plus satellites. A new network will be in operation by the end of the year or shortly
thereafter and live production facilities
will no longer be able to serve both existing and new stations. This will increase the market for U. S. film product. With its booming economy and
additional stations West Germany may
eventually be the single most important
foreign market in tv program distribution, especially since the country has no
quota system.
In discussing Brazil, we are dealing
with futures — and far more distant futures than apply to West Germany.
Brazil is a nation which at the moment
is undergoing rather severe growing
pains; but these same growing pains
will, in time, result in a truly important
market for U. S. film product. Even
today, after the costs of dubbing into
Portuguese, Brazil produces a good
The principal problem a distributor
profit.
must cope with in Brazil today is its
currency. Unlike other countries which

mm.
Richard Dinsmore, vice president and sales
manager of Desilu Sales Inc., began his professional life as a musician in the staff orchestra of NBC. After serving with the Merchant Marine he opened a recording studio
in San Francisco. When tv hit the Coast he
began producing local live programs in partnership with Lee Giroux, now an NBC-TV staff
announcer in Hollywood. In 1950 he moved
from live to film as western sales manager
of Screen Gems, a position he held until his
resignation last year to head Desilu Sales.
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but

by Richard Dinsmore

many

problems

do business on the basis of the U. S.
dollar, Brazilian laws provide business
must be carried on in its own currency,
the cruzeiro, one of the most wildly
fluctuating currencies in the world. Additional laws provide that no funds may
be taken out of the country until six
months after date of deposit and the
sole protection a distributor has is that
the price of the cruzeiro is pegged at
its value as of the date of deposit. Even
so, losses may result because deposits
may be made for an extended period
after a contract has been signed and
the value of the cruzeiro may fall during that interval.
Other Markets ■ Let's now hopscotch
the world for a quick look at other major markets. In England, the British
Broadcasting Corporation will probably
put its second network on the air sometime during 1963. This will open most
important
sales possibilities
for American distributors
since the BBC
has no
quota system and seems dedicated to
all-out measures to compete with the
commercial stations in England. Although there has been no official confirmation, British television executives
also anticipate that within a reasonable
period its
after
BBC's
second
network
makes
debut,
another
independent
network will follow. This — if it happens— will also provide additional sales
outlets, subject, of course, to the quota
system which restricts these stations to
giving no more than 14% of their air
time to programs made outside the
Commonwealth.
France and Italy offer parallel situations not only because both maintain
completely government-operated television services but because in each country there is only one buyer. However,
a French sale is still of considerable importance as the French dub, once completed, opens up sales in Canada, Belgium, Luxembourg, Monte Carlo, Algiers and Switzerland. We at Desilu,
incidentally, have just made what I believe is the most unique sale in France.
The network bought our series, Guestward Ho, and is running it as a 15-minute strip at 5:45 p.m., just ahead of the
news. It should command an enormous
audience. Incidentally, France and
Italy, while alike in many ways,
have different dubbing policies. Italy
does its own dubbing; in France the
distributor must dub. This is also true
for Spanish and Portuguese dubbing for
Latin America.
Spending Limited ■ The main problem facing U. S. distributors in Japan
stems from that country's policy of an
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

annual dollar allocation. Each year
Japan's Finance Ministry hands down
an edict setting forth the amount in
dollars Japanese stations may spend for
film imports. Obviously, the stations
must buy as much programming as
possible for those dollars and thus they
have the benefit of a strong bargaining
position. Japanese stations may also buy
additional shows and pay for them in
yen but these payments must remain
frozen within the country.
These are, it seems to me, the key
highlights in the foreign field. Other
markets will open up steadily — Hong
Kong, for example, which is now rather
limited will have new facilities within
a year, opening up a market for sales
to stations serving the oriental audience
there, rather than primarily the English
audience as now holds true. (In case
you're curious, we expect the new Hong
Kong facilities either to do their own
vertical subtitles or off-camera narration.)
All of which proves one point. The
days when a tv film distributor had to
concern himself with only continental
U. S. sales have gone forever.
Canadian board sets
color tv discussion
The advent of color telecasting in
Canada is to be discussed at the January
meeting of the Board of Broadcast
Governors, vice chairman Carlyle Allison said at Montreal Oct. 9.
He said the BBG will hear presentations at the meeting and consider possible timing of the introduction of color
television; that the BBG has delayed
the use of color tv in Canada because
it wants to be sure the experiment will
be successful.
The BBG feels, he said, that after
nine years of color tv in the U. S., it
has progressed rather slowly with only
about a million color sets now in use.
The price of color receivers in Canada,
about $750 for the cheapest, is a big
handicap to its use. A number of
Canadian independent tv stations are
ready to use color programs as soon as
the BBG gives them permission.

A

GLOBAL

30-nation study shows

Grundig, a major West German
home receiver and tape recorder manufacturer, says it has developed a device
for the transmission of tv signals by
light waves. A Kerr cell, which splits
light waves modulates one half of the
split wave and uses phase difference for
the transmission of modulation signals,
is the nucleus. A band of 100 mc is
applied with the experimental transmitter, providing a beam of light to carry
15 simultaneous tv programs or 20,000
telephone conversations.
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EXPENDITURES

United States with 76.7%

Tv advertising expenditures in the
U. S. account for more than threequarters of all tv advertising investments in the free world, according to
an analysis of data compiled by the
International Advertising Assn. and released Friday (Oct. 19) by Television
Bureau of Advertising.
U. S. expenditures were $1,615,000,000, or 76.7%, of total tv spending of
$2.1 billion in the nations surveyed.
IAA's data included 30 nations, of
which 18 had tv advertising.
Some countries have a higher percentage of tv advertising than the U. S.,
which ranked sixth in percentage of
total advertising expenditures. American companies spent 13.6% of their
total advertising in tv. Ahead of the
U. S. were: Iran with 59.6%; Peru
27.5%; Japan 26%; Curacao 18.9%,
and United Kingdom 18.8%.
TvB said that the United Kingdom
ranked second behind the U. S. in total

of total

expenditures in tv with $232,815,000
(pounds converted to dollars) followed
from
yen). $138,523,000 (converted
by Japan's
Television as a percentage of total advertising
expenditures
(Nations ranked
by percentages)
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Country
Year of data
Iran
1959
Peru
1961
Japan
1961
Curacao
1961
United Kingdom
1961
United States
1961
Australia
1961
Lebanon
1961
Argentina
1959
Austria
1961
Portugal
1961
Brazil
1960
Canada
1961
Colombia
1961
Germany
1961
Finland
1961
Spain
1960
Belgium
1961

% in tv
59.6
27.5
26.0
18.9
18.8
13.6
13.1
13.0
10.7
10.5
10.0
9.3
9.1
8.7
8.5
3.2
2.0
0.2

Percentage of total television advertising dollars*
(Nations ranked by dollars)
Country
Rank
Data Year
% of total
1961
United States
1.
$1,615,000,000
1961
United Kingdom
232,815,000
76.7
3.
6.6
1961
11.1
Japan
1961
S. Dollars**
2.
U.138,523,000
4.
Canada
50,875,000
1.6
5.
Australia
1961
33,012,000
0.3
6.
1961
2.4
Peru
1960
7.
Brazil
6,188,000
9.
6,118,000
8.
1959
Argentina
Portugal
4,050,000
1961
0.3
Germany
10.
Austria
3,750,000
0.2
1961
1961
3,600,000
11.
0.2
3,030,000
1961
Finland
0.1
12.
0.2
13.
2,635,000
0.1
Colombia
1961
1960
2,300,000
0.1
14.
15.
Lebanon
0.0
1,360,000
1961
660,000
Iran
Spain
1959
0.0
16.
1961
476,000
Curacao
17.
268,000
18.
Belgium
1961
205,000
TOTAL:
100.0
0.0
$2,104,865,000
0.0
*
From
a
summary
of
advertising
expenditures
prepared
by
the
International
Advertising
Assn.—
Analysis
by TvB.1962.
** Mid-July
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Grundig has tv by light wave
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BUSINESS BROKERS FOR TV & RADIO PROPERTIES
LICENSED SECURITIES DEALERS
UNDERWRITING — FINANCING
CINCINNATI—
Sth/3rd Bank Building, 381 -777 S
Richard C. Crhler — Paul E. Wagner — Alex Howard
LOS ANGELES —
Lincoln Dellar 6 Co., 691 Siene Way, GR 2-7S94
NEW YORK —
733 Third Avenue, MUrray Hill 7-8436
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MORMONS
Only commercial

BUY

WORLDWIDE

international

sold by Metromedia

station in U. S.

Inc. for about

The Worldwide Broadcasting division of Metromedia Inc. has been sold
to International Educational Broadcasting Corp., of which the Mormon
Church is the principal stockholder, it
was announced last week by John
Kluge, president and chairman of Metromedia and James B. Conkling, president of IEBC. The sales price was said
to be approximately $1.75 million in
cash.
The transaction is subject to FCC
approval.
Worldwide Broadcasting operates the
nation's only commercial, international
shortwave radio station, WRUL, which
has headquarters in New York and operates five transmitters located at
Sciutate, Mass., with a combined power
of 4 million watts. Its signals are
beamed into South America, Europe,
Africa, and parts of Asia.
WRUL will continue as a commercial operation. Mr. Conkling stressed
that the station will not be used in any
extensive way for the propagation of
the Mormon faith. He noted that it
now carries programs sponsored by the

SURE-FIRE RECIPE!
for Sales Success
in Los Angeles
POWER Now 50,000 and 100,000
Watts respectively for AM
and FM stations. You get 2
for the price of 1.
MUSIC Beautiful music around the
clock attracts adult listening audience.
NEWS On the hour, headlines on
the half hour.
AM 1540 • FM 93.9
LOS ANGELES
REPRESENTED BY PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

$1.75

million

Mormon church and several others, but
said there will not be "too much reRalf ligious
Brent,programming."
president of WRUL, has
been requested by the new owner to
continue in his present capacity.
The board of directors of IEBC includes Mr. Conkling, former president
of Columbia Records and a former vice
president and a director of CBS; Howard J. Stoddard, board chairman of the
Michigan National Bank; Isaac M.
Stewart, vice president of the Union
Carbide Corp.; Arch L. Madsen, president of Radio Service Corp. of Utah,
licensee of KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake
City; J. Willard Marriott, board chairman and president of Hot Shoppes Inc.,
Washington; David M. Kennedy, board
chairman of Continental Illinois National Bank & Trust Co., Chicago, and
Lee S. Bickmore, president of the National Biscuit Co.
Broadcast holdings of the Church of
Latter Day Saints (Mormon Church)
through the Corporation of the President include KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake
City, KID-AM-TV Idaho Falls and
KBOI-AM-TV Boise, both Idaho. The
Corporation of the President owns
65.2% of the KSL stations; KSL owns
23.3% and Zion Securities Corp. (a
subsidiary of the corporation) 16.9%
of KID stations; KSL owns 12.5% of
KBOI stations.
WRUL was acquired by Mr. Kluge
from its original owner, Walter Lemmon, two years ago for approximately
$1 million. The programming on the
station is multi-lingual and is largely
informational.
Mr. Kluge said Metromedia will concentrate its broadcasting and media
activities in the U. S. The company
owns and operates WNEW-AM-TV
New York; KMBC-AM-TV Kansas
City; WTTG (TV) Washington; KOVR
(TV) Sacramento-Stockton; WTVH
(TV) Peoria, 111.; WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111.; WIP Philadelphia and WHK
Cleveland. It also owns Metro Broadcast Sales, a station representative company for its stations, and Foster &
Kleiser Outdoor Adv.
West
needs

German

color tv

only money

to go

Some West German broadcast engineers and equipment manufacturers indicate recent color tv relay and broadcasting experiments show that technically, the situation for color tv is
But the obstacle remaining is lack
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Short sellers
CJSP Leamington, Ont., has
started new two-second flash commercials. They are question and
answer, with male and female
voices. An example: "Have a
headache? Take Alka-Seltzer."
Stuart C. Brandy, station manager, believes that long sales messages on radio are not always
necessary for well-known products. The two-second commercials are designed to augment a
more orthodox schedule by increasing reach and frequency.
They are being sold on a basis of
10 daily for 30 consecutive days.
of money. Stations say their budgets
are so tight there is no money for regular color tv programming. Another
obstacle is an absence of internationally uniform color transmission standards. Quoted prices for color receivers
made in Germany are $750, or about
three times the cost of black and white
sets.
The latest figures show set saturation
in West Germany is still low; about
34% of all homes, including West Berlin, now have at least one tv set; radio
saturation is 87%.
Abroad in brief...
Down Under ■ Commercial Producers
Inc., Boston, creator of musical commercials for radio stations in the U. S.
and Canada, is expanding into Australia. The company was to establish a
national sales organization in Sydney,
effective Oct. 15 under direction of
Noel Franzin.
Folding ■ Pilkington Report's recommendation and government's white paper in support has caused 11 of the 15
British commercial tv companies to decide to cease publication by next March
31 of "advertising magazines," short
tv programs containing several commercials presented in an entertainment
form.
WHIP THE HAZARD OF
LIBEL, SLANDER,
INVASION OF PRIVACY, PIRACY,
VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT
WITH 1) Good Practices
2) Good Care
3) Good Insurance.
YOU
handle
No.
1 andSPECIAL
No. 2 —andWE'LL
look
after No. 3 with our
UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY, built to do it satisfactorily
and quite inexpensively!
For details and rates, write
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth. Kansas City. Mo.
New York. Chicago, San Francisco.
IllSt.
John Jackson
175 W.
100 St.Bush
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ADVERTISING

Mr. Johannsen
James E. Fasules,
Willard S. Johannsen
and Bradley M. Wyatt
Jr., account executives with Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago, elected vps. Mr.
Fasules joined NL&B
research department
Mr. Wyatt
in 1953, and moved
to account staff three years ago. Mr.
Johannsen, previously in trade publication field, joined agency in 1957. Mr.
Wyatt, formerly with Marsteller Inc.,
joined NL&B in 1959.
Jack E. Rice Jr., senior vp of Cunuingham & Walsh, New York, elected
to agency's board of directors. In addition to account responsibilities, Mr.
Rice is director of C&W's new business
development.
T. Beverly Keim, director of advertising for Wynn Oil Co., Azusa, Calif.,
joins Soma Adv., Portland, Ore., as vp
and general manager. No successor has
been named by Wynn Oil.
John Hendricks, creative director,
and Orville G. Poole, art director, Advertising Assoc. Inc., Richmond, Va.,
elected vps. Other AAI appointments:
Tibor (Jack) Csaky, assistant vp and
media director; Ann Wood Perkins, assistant vp-production; and Ramona
Hansen, treasurer.
F. William Beckinsale, secretary-treasurer of Monroe F.
Dreher Inc., New
York-based advertising agency, joins The
Griswold - Eshleman
Co., Cleveland-based
advertising agency, as
Mr. Beckinsale
vp in charge of finance. Mr. Beckinsale had previously
served as business manager in charge
of finance and administration for Ford
Foundation's communication division;
manager of CBS where he administered
production and operation units; and
manager in accounting and administration with British Broadcasting Corp.
Charles W. Beam, Lewis G. Hackley, Dale Sass and Harry Lloyd join
Swanson, Sinkey, Ellis, Lincoln, Neb.,
advertising agency, as account execuBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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tive, creative writing director, production manager and staff artist, respectively. Messrs. Beam and Sass were
formerly with Allen & Reynolds, Omaha; Mr. Hackley was with Spencer
Chemical Co., Kansas City, and Mr.
Lloyd joins SSE from Scientific Data
Systems, Los Angeles.
John J. Destler, formerly with Young
& Rubicam, joins Chirurg & Cairns,
New York, as account executive.
William J. Connelly Jr., former
north-central area manager of Screen
Gems, appointed advertising manager
of Heritage House Products (successor
to Seaboard Seed Co.), subsidiary of
Diamond Alkali Co., Cleveland. Before joining Screen Gems, Mr. Connelly was with MCA-Tv, and earlier in
advertising department of Pittsburgh
Press for five years.
Avram Butensky, media supervisor
at Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, New
York, named associate media director.
Leonard Kay appointed media services director of George H. Hartman
Co., Chicago-based advertising agency.
Mr. Kay joined Hartman from McCann-Erickson's
Chicago office in November 1960.

vertising manager of Music City, joins
staff of Arnold Carr Public Relations,
Hollywood.
Seaborn C. Langley Jr. elected vp of
Harvey - Massengale
Co., southern operating division of Street
&based
Finney,advertising
New Yorkagency. Mr. Langley,
Mr. Langley
who joined S&F in
March 1961 as account executive, will continue to service
accounts and be responsible for division
operations. Prior to joining agency, he
was southern trade relations representative for Saturday Evening Post.
THE

MEDIA

Norman BoggS, president and general manager of KGIL San Fernando,
Calif., resigned last week after disagreement over operating policy between him
and Richard D. Buckley, majority
owner. Mr. Boggs is former vp of
RKO General and vp-general manager
of KHJ Los Angeles, posts which he
resigned in August 1960 to become
president, part-owner and general manager of Buckley-Jaeger Broadcasting

CONTINENTAL'S 50 KW
SOUND OF QUALITY
Mr. Weltzien Mr. Dolan
Robert F. Weltzien and Donn C.
Dolan, account supervisors at Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York, elected
vps. Both are assigned to Clairol account. Mr. Weltzien was with Benton
& Bowles before joining FC&B in 1958.
Before joining agency in 1959, Mr.
Dolan was with Dowd, Redfield &
Johnstone.
Marilyn Perkins appointed media
buyer at Hoag & Provandie, Boston
advertising agency.
Marvin Sloves, for past two years
with research department of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, named director of
research at Earle Ludgin & Co., that
city.
Ruth Lareau, copywriter at Compton Adv., joins creative services division
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, in
similar capacity.
Joe Giordano, formerly with Young
& Rubicam, joins copy department of
Papert, Koenig, Lois, New York.
Fran Balzer, former publicist with
KHJ-TV Los Angeles and assistant ad-
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Leo Burnett

promotes

of ch. 4 outlet since January 1959. Before entering tv in 1952, he was general
advertising manager of San Antonio
Light Co. Mr. Preis has served as station manager of WOAI radio also since
January 1959. He had 10 years program, sales and management experience
before
1951. joining WOAI radio in April

five of its executives

Mr. Tennant
Mr. Hovel Mr. Frantz
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Matthews
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, today committee; C. Peter Frantz, who
(Monday) announced following pro- continues as manager of creative review committee, named to newly
motions and new assignments: Don
created position of administrative
Tennant, vp in charge of tv commercial department, becomes vp in vp-creative services division; R. E.
charge of creative services division
(Tommy) Thompson, chairman of
and member of executive committee;
creative review committee, elected to
Cleo Hovel, vp in charge of tv copy
agency's board of directors, and
and art, promoted to vp in charge of John Matthews, who continues as
tv commercial department succeedvp in charge of print copy department, becomes member of executive
ing Mr. Tennant and is also named
committee.
member of agency's creative review
Corp. of California, which had just received approval of purchase of KGIL.
No successor has been named.
Vic Siman, former owner and general manager of KMGM Albuquerque,
N. M., named general manager of
KFIF Tucson, Ariz. Ernie Davis appointed KFIF program director.
William 0. Dahlsten, general manager of WLPO La Salle, 111., assumes
same duties at KAWA Waco-Marlin,
Tex., replacing Patt McDonald, who
resigned to become management consultant. KAWA is owned by M-L Radio Inc., corporation with same corporate officers as La Salle County
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WLPO.
Dan McKinnon, president of KSON
San Diego, Calif., assumes added duties
as general manager, replacing Benton
Paschal!, who resigned. Jim Daris appointed station's program director.
George C. Hatch, board chairman;
Lynn L. Meyer, president; Jack F,

FREE!

3-MINUTE

Paige, executive vp; Ernest W. Campbell, treasurer, and George McMillan,
secretary, were all re-elected to their
respective positions with Intermountain
Network, Salt Lake City. Intermountain board of directors, also all re-elected, includes: Wilda Gene Hatch, KALL
Salt Lake City; Jack Richards, KOAL
Price, Utah; Reed Bullen, KVNU Logan, Utah; and Messrs. Hatch, Meyer,
Paige, Campbell and McMillan.

Mr. Preis
Mr. Cheviot
Edward V. Cheviot elected vp and
station manager of WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex., and Rex Preis elected vp
and station manager of WOAI radio.
Mr. Cheviot has been station manager

PROGRAM

TAPES

Free three minute radio news tape or script deals with new
and interesting consumer products, with no mention of brands,
trade or store names. Titled "What Will They Think of Next?",
these informative programs are now being used by 24 of the nation's leading stations as a saleable 4:30 show, or cut-in on news
and women's programs. For audition tape or sample script and
full information, write
DEPT. 703PP, SEARS, ROEBUCK
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AND CO., CHICAGO

7, ILL.

Robert H. Eubanks, general manager
of KQDI Bismarck, resigns to become
general manager of KUTT Fargo, both
North Dakota. John Estes named general manager of KQDI, replacing Mr.
Eubanks.
Ed McLaughlin,
manager of spot radio
for Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, San Francisco, named general
sales manager of
KGBS Los Angeles,
succeeding Dale Peterson,
Mr. McLaughlin
turnedwhoto has
KRHMre(FM) Los Angeles. Mr. McLaughlin entered sales field in 1958 with KTIMAM-FM San Rafael, Calif. Following
year he joined KLX (now KEWB) Oakland, Calif., as account executive, where
he remained until November 1960 when
he joined PGW's San Francisco office.
Kershaw Burbank, director of development for Educational Broadcasting
Corp., New York, owner of WNDT
(TV), that city, elected vp for development. G. Edward Hamilton, assistant
general manager and director of engineering, elected vp for engineering.
Richard Weininger elected board
chairman and director of Reeves Broadcasting & Development Corp., New
York.
Ralph L. Glazer, eastern sales manager of CBS Spot Sales, New York,
named national radio sales manager of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New
York. Mr. Glazer succeeds Walter
Schwartz, who is now assistant general
manager of WINS New York. WBC
radio stations are WINS, WBZ-AM-FM
Boston, KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh,
KYW-AM-FM Cleveland, WIND Chicago and WOWO Ft. Wayne.
Hugh
M. Smith,
WCOV - AM - TV
Montgomery, elected
president of Alabama
Broadcasters Assn.
last week. Other officers elected: James
E. Stewart, WHEP
Mr. Smith
Foley, vp-radio; C. P.
Persons Jr., WKRGTV Mobile, vp-television; Hal Kirby,
WWWR Russellville, secretary-treastary. urer. Mrs. Angie Young, U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, is ABA staff secreBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

KBA elects slate
William M. Whittaker, WMOR
Morehead, elected president of
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., succeeding James M. Caldwell,
WAVE Louisville. Other officers
elected: Art Grunewald, WCTT
Corbin, first vp; Charles W. Startton, WNGO Mayfield, second vp;
Al Temple, WKCT Bowling
Green, secretary-treasurer. Others
elected to association's board of
directors: William F. Russell,
WSON-AM-FM Henderson; and
Thomas Kerr, WTCO Campbellsville. Sam Livingston, WPSDTV Paducah, joins KBA board as
at-large representative of Kentucky tv stations.
William 0. Tulloch, local sales manager of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, promoted to director of regional sales,
newly created position.
William L. McGee,
western division manager of Independent
Television Corp., joins
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, as tv account
executive
in rep office.
firm's
San
Francisco
Before joining ITC in
Mr. McGee
1959, Mr. McGee
was in spot sales division of NBC.
John Norman and Frank Nardi, both
with production and research department of WGN-AM-TV Chicago, promoted to newly created positions within
department. Mr. Norman becomes supervisor of tv sales service and Mr.
Nardi, supervisor of radio sales service.
William Schrank named director of
radio-tv research for Avery-Knodel,
New York, succeeding John F. Wade,
who resigns to join broadcast division
of Triangle Publications as director of
research for WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, effective Nov. 1. Mr. Schrank,
who has directed radio research for
Avery-Knodel since 1960, formerly
served as research director of Radio
Advertising Bureau, New York.
MEN WHO READ
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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Paul M. Hancock,
regional station relations manager of NBC
Radio, New York,
named sales manager
for eastern office of
NBC Radio. Howard
G. Gardner, sales development manager of
Mr. Hancock
NBC Radio, appointed director of sales administration and
development. Robert C. Hitchens,
manager of sales presentations, named
director of sales planning. Succeeding
Mr. Gardner as sales development manager is Joseph Kelly, analyst in sales
development department. Jack Bernstein, writer in sales presentation department, succeeds Mr. Hitchens as
sales presentations manager. Herbert
Brotz, budgets manager, appointed
manager, business affairs.
Charles Peterson, former program
director of KALL Salt Lake City, joins
WSGN Birmingham, Ala., in similar
capacity. Warren Merrin, member of
WSGN sales staff since 1958, promoted
to sales manager.
Don Menke, manFM-TVager of WFBM-AMIndianapolis,
elected president of
Indiana Broadcasters
Assn., succeeding
Jack Douglas, WFIETV
Evansville.
IBA's
newly
elected board
Mr. Menke directors
are: John
BabCOCk, WLWI (TV) Indianapolis;
Robert McConnell, WISH-TV Indianapolis; Reid Chapman, WANE-TV
Fort Wayne; Les Spencer, WBKVAM-FM Richmond; Martin S. Williams, WFMS (FM) Indianapolis, and
Mr. Douglas.
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25 capsule visits to Santaland. An
ideal Christmas campaign for deportment stores, super markets,
discount houses, etc.

CHRISTMAS!

Rodger H. Bubeck, member of sales
service staff of KOB-TV Albuquerque,
N. M., promoted to local account executive.
Michael E. Drechsler, former operations manager of WRYM New Britain,
joins WDRC Hartford, both Connecticut, as account executive.
Harold Heath, assistant manager of
WHO - AM - FM - TV
Des Moines, resigns
to join WOC - TV
Davenport, both Iowa,
as sales manager. Mr.
Heath was formerly
with WOC-TV from
Mr. Heath
1944 to 1955 as announcer, sportscaster and tv salesman.
He joined sales staff of KRNT-TV Des
Moines in 1955, and in 1961 moved to
WHO stations.
Steve Chaseman, copy chief at Kal,
Ehrlich & Merrick Adv., Washington,

CTIONS
4141 Office Parkway
Central Park Plaza
Dallas 4, Texas

Home

Theatres

Inc. elect officers and directors
John W. Allyn, co-owner of Chi- elected to HTI board of directors:
cago White Sox, elected president of Col. D. H. Byrd, Ling-TemcoHome Theatres Inc., organization
Vought, Dallas; E. 0. Cartwright,
formed last month to advance de- vp of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
velopment of Telemeter system of & Smith; Stanlet Durwood, Durwood Theatres, Kansas City; David
pay-tv in southwestern U. S. Other
Grundfest, board chairman of SterHTI officers: Loyd B. Sands, executive of Hunt Oil Co., vp; R. A. Lite,
ling Stores, mid-south chain of 90
outlets; Leonard Phillips, general
representing Winthrop Rockefeller,
secretary; and A. B. Cobb, banker of manager of Midwest Video Corp.,
Little Rock (catv operator), and
Little Rock, Ark., treasurer.
The officers were elected followMessrs. Allyn, Sands and Lile.
Other HTI principals include:
ing two-day meeting of principal
stockholders of HTI at research labs John Wayne; Dick Powell; Walter
of International Telemeter Co., Santa
Hussman, president of Midwest
Monica, Calif. (ITC is subsidiary of Video; Frank Newell, Little Rock
insurance executive, and Trammel
Paramount Pictures Corp.).
At same time following were
Crow, Dallas building contractor.
joins creative services division of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as copywriter.
Norman Henry Kudlick, sales representative for Heritage Group, joins Fine
Music Hi-Fi Broadcasters, New York,
fm station representative, as sales representative.
Norman A. Lunenfeld, account executive, promoted to
manager of NBC
Merchandising, New
York. Before joining
NBC, Mr. Lunenfeld
was promotion manager of C. J. LaRoche
Mr. Lunenfeld
& Co., that city.
Norman Wain, former president of
his own advertising agency, Norman
Wain Assoc., joins sales staff of WHKAM-FM Cleveland. Prior to forming
his own agency in 1960, Mr. Wain was
radio-tv director of Wyse Adv. Inc.,
Cleveland. Ron Riley, air personality
with WLS Chicago, joins WHK's announcing staff.
William B. Swartz named retail sales
manager of WHOF Canton, Ohio.
Michael J. Digennaro, of Wall Street
firm of Hawkes & Co., New York, joins
The Devney Organization, that city, as
sales representative.
John M. (Jack) Snyder, former sales
manager of WFBG-AM-FM Altoona,
Pa., appointed to newly created post
of director of business development for
WFBG-AM-FM-TV. Mr. Snyder is
succeeded by George Mahon, account
executive with WFBG-TV.
Richard Christenson, formerly with
WAGA-TV Atlanta, joins WXIX (TV)
Milwaukee as operations director.
Edward Schoeler, member of engineering staff of WLKW Providence,
98 (FATES & FORTU&NES)

R. I., promoted to chief engineer, replacing T. Kenneth Prior, who resigned
to join engineering staff of WTEV
(TV) New Bedford, Mass.
Dick Kortes, floor director at WISNTV Milwaukee, promoted to fulltime
director.

Alma Connelly, traffic director; John
Castellano, Tampa art department;
Larry Pacifico and Earl Warden, Tampa engineers; Manny Lucoff, Tampa
studio director; Lewis Greenough, St.
Petersburg studio engineer; Dick Crippen, Ron Dorsey, John Fournier, Tampa production department; Bud Sweazy,
Tampa film department; Wilhelm Stoltz
and Dave Badgley, St. Petersburg production department. Above are new
staff appointments in Tampa and St.
Petersburg studios of WEDU (TV)
(educational ch. 3) Tampa, Fla.
James J. Kilian joins sales staff of
WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore, Md.
Ray Rice, news director of WACE
Springfield-Chicopee, Mass., promoted
to program director.
James L. Snyder,
for past four years
chief of Washington
news bureau of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.,
named
national
news WBC's
director. WBC Stations
are: KDKA-AM-FM-

Chase, former
The Ralph H.
advertising agenChicago as pro-

AM-FM-TV Boston; WJZ-TV
BaltiWBZ- Mr- Snyder
TV Pittsburgh;
more; WINS New York; WIND-AMTV Chicago; KYW- AM-FM-TV Cleveland; WOWO Fort Wayne; and KPIX
(TV) San Francisco.

Joel B. Fleming joins KTCA-TV St.
Paul, Minn., as producer-director.
Joe Pete McNeil appointed production manager of WHBQ-TV Memphis,
Tenn., replacing Stan Porter, who
transfers to WNAC-TV Boston as executive producer. Both stations are
owned by RKO General.
Richard
F. Carr

Howard Keegan, producer-director
at WMAQ-AM-FM Chicago since
1935, named program manager, succeeding Robert Brown, who resigned.

Arthur C. (Bud)
writer-producer with
Jones Co., Cincinnati
cy, joins WBKB (TV)
ducer.

appointed program director of WIP-AMFM Philadelphia, succeeding Varner Paulsen, who was named
program director of
WNEW New York.
Both WIP and
Mr. Carr
WNEW are Metropolitan Broadcasting stations. Before
joining WIP, Mr. Carr was program
director of WCUE-AM-FM Akron,
Ohio.
Joe Clementi, air personality with
WORL Boston, promoted to production director. Jimmie Fidler, Hollywood veteran, named WORL's show
business editor. Steve Brown, formerly
with WAIR Winston-Salem, N. C, and
Paul James, formerly with WPROAM-FM Providence, R. I., join Boston
outlet's personality staff.
Charles R. (Chuck) Sanford named
assistant news director of WGAN-AMTV Portland, Me.

Lilly Perez, formerly with Aceros del
Norte Steel Corp., Mexico City, named
program manager of KMEX-TV (Spanish-language uhf ch. 34) Los Angeles.
Bert Granet, executive producer at
Desilu Productions, joins CBS-TV,
Hollywood, in similar capacity. Producer of Desilu Playhouse and The
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Show, Mr.
Granet will produce number of pilots
for CBS-TV, including some of his own
creation which will be made by his own
company on co-production deal with
network.
Ernest N. Whitmeyer, production
manager of WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich.,
joins WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.,
in similar capacity. Mr. Whitmeyer replaces Jack Quigley, who resigned to
join staff of KMBC-TV Kansas City.
George A. Scharmen appointed news
director of Mullins Broadcasting Co.
(KBTV [TV] and KBTR Denver).
Prior to joining KBTV, Mr. Scharmen
was news director of KENS-TV San
Antonio.
Theodore W. Potter, formerly with
WLPM Suffolk as program director,
joins news department of WTAR-AMBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

State AP news officials
Don Decker, news director of
WTRY Troy, elected president of
New York State AP Broadcasters
Assn., succeeding Glenn Williams, former news director of
WSEN Baldwinsville (now public
information director of Onondaga
Community College). Elected vp
was Warren Doremus, director of
news and public affairs for
WHEC-AM-TV Rochester. Morris Paxton, chief of AP's Albany
bureau, re-elected secretary-treasurer. Arnold Albright, new director of WHEN Syracuse, elected
to board of directors. Re-elected
to board were Floyd Keesee,
WMBO Auburn, and Frank Dobisky, WCLB Ogdensburg.
FM Norfolk, both Virginia. Lyle T.
Johnston Jr., formerly with KRCG-TV
Jefferson City, Mo., joins WTAR-TV
announcing staff.
Delwin H. Enzminger, assistant director of marketing division of San Francisco Examiner, joins KNBC-AM-FM,
that city, as merchandising and promotion manager. He succeeds Richard J.
Schade, who was promoted to KNBC
account executive.
Charles H. Park Jr., program director of WBRB-AM-FM Mount Clemens,
re-elected to one-year term as president
of UPI Broadcasters of Michigan.
Jack Belt, former news director of
WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga., appointed
news director of WLOS-TV Asheville,
N. C.
Bob Terry named news director and
community projects director of WWVAAM-FM Wheeling, W. Va.
John Clark joins KBOI-TV Boise,
Idaho, as newscaster.
Clyde Davis, former assistant director of news department of KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City, joins news staff
of KOA-TV Denver.
Art Lane, formerly with WLEE Richmond, Va., joins news staff of WCBMAM-FM Baltimore, succeeding John
Katz, who resigned.
Alan Wasser, news editor of WNEWAM-FM New York, joins WINS, that
city, in similar capacity.
Russ Benedict, for past three years
sports announcer with WTVT (TV)
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla., joins WTVJ
(TV) Miami as sports reporter.
Keeve Berman, for past year parttime news reporter and disc jockey with
KQV Pittsburgh, appointed to station's
announcing staff on fulltime basis in
addition to production work.
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

Bob Homberg named chief photographer of WITI-TV Milwaukee.
Al Leibert, formerly with WKATAM-FM Miami Beach, Fla., joins
WINZ Miami as air personality.
Scott Avery, for past five years publicity director of WKTV (TV) Utica,
N. Y., appointed publicity director of
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles.
David D. Matson, former production
assistant at WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
awarded assistantship in communications department of Temple U., that
city. Part of new assignment includes
supervision
Temple's educational radio station, ofWRTI.
Roberto Iglesias returns to KWKW
Pasadena-Los Angeles, Spanish-language station, where his program
Digalo por Telefono is being broadcast
Mon.-Fri., 7-8 p.m., started Oct. 8.
Steve Bailey,
sportscaster - producer
at KMPC Los Angeles, named to newly
created post of director of station operations. Appointment
gives Mr. Bailey adMr. Bailey
ministrative responsibilities within all departments ofKMPC as well as top coordinating post for sports features on
all Golden West Stations: KMPC Los
Angeles; KSFO San Francisco; KVI
Seattle, Wash., and KEX-AM-FM
Portland, Ore.
Jay Randolph, eldest son of Sen.
Jennings Randolph (D-W.Va.), joins
WJPB-TV Fairmont, W. Va., as news
and sports director.

Wilner's 74 wins
Morton H. Wilner won the
Broadcasting Magazine golf trophy with a low net score of 74
at the annual outing of the Federal Communications Bar Assn.
Oct. 15 at Shadyside Grove, Md.
Mr. Wilner is senior partner of
the Washington law firm of Wilner, Bergson, Scheiner & Lassence. Low gross score of 78
was made by Marvin P. Singman,
with the Washington firm of
Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin &
Kahn. The doubles tennis round
robin was won by the team of
Gilbert H. Hatfield, FCC personnel officer, and Andrew M. Ockershausen, station manager of
WMAL Washington.

(Santa Rosa, Calif.) of Office of Civil
Defense, Department of Defense.
Sheldon Fisher appointed publicity
director of WTHI-AM-FM-TV Terre
Haute, Ind. For past two years, Mr.
Fisher has been responsible for WTHIFM's broadcast operations.
PROGRAMMING
Michael Laurence, vp of Continental
Public Relations, New York, elected to
board of directors of Robert Lawrence
Productions, that city, and will serve
in capacity of executive vp in charge
of corporate relations and production
development. Mr. Laurence was formerly with Straus Broadcasting Group
and Radio Press International where he
served as pr director.

Frank Bell, Larry Vance and Mike
Scott join KONO San Antonio, Tex.,
as air personalities.

Jack Garrison, midwest sales manager of National Telefilm Assoc., joins
Teledynamics Corp., New York, as
midwest sales manager, with headquarters in St. Louis.

Verne Paule, former general manager of KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.,
and WJPS Evansville, Ind., appointed
public information officer for Region 7

David Shuirman, former president
and general manager of KSFE Needles,
Calif., named regional membership executive for Associated Press, with head-
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quarters in Denver. Mr. Shuirman will
represent AP in Colorado, Utah and
Wyoming.
GOVERNMENT
Lillian (Kip) Watson, secretary in
offices of former FCC Commissioners
Clifford J. Durr, Frieda Hennock, Richard Mack and John S. Cross, appointed
confidential assistant to Commissioner
E. William Henry. Frankie Fox, also
former Cross secretary, remains in
Commissioner Henry's office.
INTERNATIONAL
Jim McConnell, McConnell-Eastman
& Co. Ltd., London, Ont., elected president of Canadian Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, succeeding Don McRobie,
Cockfield, Brown & Co. Ltd., Montreal.
Kenneth Anderson, Walsh Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto, elected first vp; Robert Baker,
Baker Adv. Ltd., Toronto, elected second vp; and Hal Roach, McKim Adv.
Ltd., Toronto, as secretary-treasurer.
Alan L. Bell was re-appointed general
manager of Toronto headquarters.
D. A. Brown, advertising manager of
Colgate-Palmolive Ltd., Toronto, elected vp in charge of advertising.
Bill Harmon, associate producer on
Four Star Television's McKeever and
the Colonel series, resigns to accept
position as managing director of new
tv station in Sydney, Australia. Mr.
Harmon left Four Star Oct. 20 for Sydney to assume management of NLT
Productions, which will become third
Sydney tv channel.
Robert Lockhart, news director of
CFBC St. John, N. B., promoted to
station manager, succeeding Bob Bowman, who resigned.
John Simpson, production manager
of CFAM Altona, Man., named program director of CFPA Port Arthur,
Ont.

SUBSCRIPTION

CTSC expands board
Five new members have been
elected to board of directors of
Community Television of Southern California, organization
formed to work toward bring noncommercial educational tv station
to Los Angeles. New directors
are: James Cantlen, vp of Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph; Richard
A. Grant, president of California
Portland Cement Co.; Dr. Simon
Ramo, vice chairman of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge; Elden
Smith, vice chairman of Security
First National Bank; Maynard J.
Toll, senior vp of Los Angeles
County Bar Assn., and Jack
Corp.
Wrather, president of Wrather

ALLIED

FIELDS

Donald A. Norman, former general
manager of KRCA (TV) Los Angeles
and recently executive vp of Television
California, applicant for ch. 2 in Oakland, joins New York headquarters of
Broadcast Clearing House, centralized
billing company, as sales coordinator.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

John S. Auld, director of marketing
for defense products
division of Fairchild
Camera & Instrument
Corp., Clifton, N. J.,
promoted to general
manager of Allen B.
Du Mont Labs, also
Mr. Auld
division of Fairchild.
He succeeds Charles J. O'Donnell, who
resigned. Mr. Auld, who joined Du
Mont in 1953, will be responsible for
Du Mont's industrial elecof (electronic
operationtronics
instrumentation, 2way mobile radio, closed-circuit tv systems and electronic automotive test
equipment) and electronic tube diviAPPLICATION

BROADCASTING
The Businessweekly of Television and Radio
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues $7.00
□ 104 weekly issues $12.00
□ 52 issues & Yearbook published next November $12.00

□ Payment attached
□ Please bill

title, position*

company name
city
address

state
Send to home address —
100 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Zone

sions (cathode-ray tubes, direct view
storage tubes, power tubes etc.).
Paul Hunter, former vp and general
manager, elected president of Olympic
of Western New York, Buffalo, wholly
owned sales subsidiary of Olympic Radio & Television Sales Corp., division
of Lear Siegler Inc., Long Island City,
N. Y. Mr. Hunter joined Olympic in
1955. He was elected vp and general
manager of Buffalo branch in 1958.
Donald L. Stevens,
director of product
planning for TRW
Computers Co., divi£ ^
sion ofWooldridge
Thompson
Ramo
ML «—
Inc., Los Angeles,
Mr. btevens
promoted
Dan L McGto
urk)general
who
eeding
resigned
position
ager> succ
T manexecutive
venaccept
Mr Steto
with Scantlin Electronics. Prior to joining TRW, Mr. Stevens was with Burroughs Corp. for 1 1 years in various
capacities, among them manager of applications engineering, manager of product specifications,
vanced planning. and director of ad-

A. J. D'Apolite, senior market analyst
at Sprague Electric Co., North Adams,
Mass., joins Electronic Industries Assn.,
Washington, as manager of semiconductor and parts marketing services.
Richard J. Cleary, formerly with
Collins Radio, Richardson, Tex., joins
McMartin Industries, Omaha, as assistant chief engineer.
Donald R. Smith, former station
manager of WMBR-AM-FM Jacksonville, Fla., joins Broadcast Electronics
Inc. (Sportsmaster tape cartridge equipmanager.ment), Silver Spring, Md., as business
DEATHS
Arthur L. Milk, 56,
retired vp in charge
of government
relations for Sylvania
Electric Products,
New York, died Oct.
1 1 in Coca Beach,
Fla. Mr. Milk joined
Mr. Milk
Sylvania in 1925. In
1947, he established
Sylvania's government relations department in Washington, becoming its director. Mr. Milk was elected vp in
1955. Upon his retirement in 1960,
he became consultant for Sylvania, serving as special representative of company in Cape Canaveral, Fla., area.
James F. Clancy, 82, retired advertising manager and pr director of WTICAM-FM Hartford, Conn., died Oct. 10
in Hartford Hospital. Mr. Clancy retired from station in 1947.
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FOR THE
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AUTHORIZATIONS,

As compiled by Broadcasting Oct. 11
through Oct. 17 and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC in that period.
This department includes data on
new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases,
rules & standards changes, routine
roundup of other commission activity.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A— special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH
— specified hours. * — educational. Ann. —
Announced.
New tv station
APPLICATION
Paterson, N. J. — Transcontinental Properties Inc. Uhf ch. 37 (608-614 mc); 114 kw
vis., 61 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 1270 ft., above ground 1285 ft.
Estimated construction cost $532,800; first
year P.O.
operating
$425,000;
revenue
000.
addresscost4 W.
58th St.,
New $425,York
19, N. Y. Studio location Paterson; trans,
location New York (Empire State Bldg.).
Geographic coordinates 40° 44' 55" N. Lat.;
73° 59' 09" W. Long. Type trans. RCA TTU12A; type ant. RCA TFU-24DM. Legal
counsel McKenna and Wilkinson, Washington, D. C, consulting engineer Gautney
& Jones, same city. Principals: Herbert
Scheftel & Alfred B. Burger (each 50%).
Transcontinental owns 50% of Plains Tv
Corp. licensee of WICS (TV) Springfield,
WCHU ville,(TV)
Champaign,
WICD Plains
(TV) Danall Illinois,
and through
Tv,
sole owner of Connecticut Tv Inc., owns
50% WHNB-TV New Britain, Conn. Transcontinental also has 291/3% interest in Tv
Chicago, joint venture, applicant for new
tv station on ch. 32 in Chicago. Messrs.
Scheftel and Burger have interests in
motion picture theatre firms and Industrial
Publishing Co. (publishes trade papers).
Ann. Oct. 17.
Existing tv stations
ACTION BY FCC
WDAU-TV
Scranton, Pa— Waived sec.
3.652(a) of rules to permit identification as
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre
station. Commissioner Bartley dissented. Ann. Oct. 17.
CP DELETED
*KSAC-TV Manhattan, Kan.— Cp cancelled and call letters deleted and pending
application for extension of time dismissed
pursuant
to sec. was
1.312(b)
commission's
rules.
KSAC-TV
first of
non-commercial
etv station granted by commission, July
23, 1953 (see story Government). Ann. Oct.
17.
APPLICATION
WEEK-TV Peoria, III.— Cp to change frequency from ch. 43, 644-650 mcs to ch. 25,
536-542 mcs; ERP from vis. 371 kw, aur.
186 kw to vis. 357 kw (horiz.), aur. 179 kw
(horiz.); redescribe trans, and studio locations; modify present trans.; change type of
ant. to G.E. TY-25-C; change in ant. system & ant. height above average terrain
to 712 ft. Ann. Oct. 15.

RECORD
construction cost $9,940; first year operating
cost $14,630.
Principals
members.
Action
Oct. 11.are college board
Central Conservative Baptist Theological
Seminary, Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted cp
for new class C fm station to operate on
100.3 mc;
Ann.
Oct. ERP
17. 22.5 kw; ant. height 210 ft.

APPLICATIONS
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KGEE Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted increased daytime power from 500 w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N;
remote
control
permitted; conditions. Ann.
Oct. 17.
WGBS Miami, Fla. — Granted increased N
power from 10 kw to 50 kw, continued operation on 710 kc with 50 kw-D, DA-2;
engineering conditions. Ann. Oct. 12.
WGEM Quincy, III.— Set aside Sept. 14
temporary
withlocal
non-DA
with 1 kw grant
betweento 4operate
a.m. and
sunrise; without prejudice to request for authority to operate during pre-sunrise hours
with new daytime DA system at 1 kw,
provided showing is made that no increase
in interference over that with former 1 kw,
DA operation will result. Ann. Oct. 17.
KIFG Iowa Falls, Iowa— Denied petition
for mod. of pre-sunrise operation attached
to May 14 cp. Ann. Oct. 17.
WITH Baltimore, Md. — Rescinded action
of Sept. 26 authorizing remote control (alternate main trans.). Ann. Oct. 17.
WFMD Frederick, Md.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans. Ann. Oct. 17.
WHOL Allentown, Pa. — Granted renewal
of license for am station. Ann. Oct. 17.
WMNT Manati, P. R. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1500 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w; conditioned to pre-sunrise operation
with daytime facilities precluded pending
final decision in Doc. 14419. Ann. Oct. 17.
APPLICATIONS
WSLC Clermont, Fla.— Mod. of cp (as
modified which authorized new am station) to change hours of operation from
unl. to limited: Non.-Sat. 5:45 a.m. to 6:30
p.m.; Sunday 8:00 a.m to 6:30 pm. Ann.
Oct. 12.
KLTF Little Falls, Minn.— Cp to increase
power from 500 w to 5 kw and install new
trans. Ann. Oct. 11.
KBTC Houston, Mo. — Requests standard
early morning sign-on time of 5:30 a.m.
each month of year. Station has cp for
1250 kc, 500 w-D.
WKPA New Kensington-Tarentum, Pa.
— Mod. of license to change station location
from New Kensington-Tarentum to New
Kensington, both Pennsylvania, and delete
2nd main studio in Tarentum. Ann. Oct. 16.

APPLICATION
San Juan, P. R. — Continental Bcstg. Corp.
107.9 mc, ch. 300, 100 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 39 ft. P.O. address Box V,
Hato tionRey,
San Juan.
construccost $30,379;
first Estimated
year operating
cost
$25,800; revenue $18,500. Carmina Mendez
is 100% owner. Mrs. Mendez is also sole
owner of WHOA San Juan and 20% owner
of cp for ch. 13 tv station in Fajardo,
P. R. Ann. Oct. 16.
Existing fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WDGO (FM) Janssen Bcstg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio — By order, commission, on showing of compliance with exceptions to threeyear holding rule, granted transfer of
control from Marc A. Wyse, Douglas G.
Oviatt Jr. and Richard Janssen to Robert
D. Conrad and Cecil K. Patrick; consideration $38,000. Commissioner Bartley dissented
and issued statement; Commissioner Henry
not participating. Ann. Oct. 17.
*KTOY (FM) Tacoma, Wash.— Granted
cp to replace expired permit for change
in
location
newant.trans.
Ann. and
Oct.ant.
17. height and install
APPLICATION
WITN-FM Grifton, N. C— Mod. of cp
(which authorized new fm station) to
change frequency to 93.3 mc ch. 227 from
98.5 mc ch. 253, increase ERP to 100 kw
from 1.8 kw, install new ant. and trans,
and change studio and station location to
Washington, N. C. Ann. Oct. 16.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WHCN
(FM)
Hartford,
Granted
assignment of license
fromConn—
T. Mitchell
Hastings (49.61%) and more than 25 others,
d/h as Concert Network Inc., to WHCN Inc.
(same persons). Assignment is to facilitate
financial procedures and no consideration
is involved. Assignor owns WBCN (FM)
Boston and WXCN (FM) Providence, R. I.
Ann. Oct. 11.
WLBB, Carroll Bcstg. Inc., Carrollton,
Ga. — Granted transfer of control and assignment of license from Millicent SheU Vassy,
executrix of the estate of T. K. Vassy, deceased, Roy Richard and R. D. Tisinger to
Southwest Alabama Bcstg. Inc. (WBCA
Bay
Minette,
Ann. Oct. 17. Ala.); consideration $134,100.
WBCN (FM) Boston, Mass.— Granted assignment of license from T. Mitchell Hastings (49.61%) and more than 25 others,
d/b as Concert Network Inc., to WHCN
Inc. (same persons). Assignment is to facilitate
procedures
and owns
no consideration financial
is involved.
Assignor
WHCN
(FM) Hartford, Conn., and WXCN (FM)

New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Thousand Oaks Bcstg. Co., Thousand
Oaks,station
Calif. —toGranted
newmc;classERPA
fm
operatecponfor92.7
3 kw; ant. height minus 20 ft. Dismissed
as moot opposing petition by KNX-FM
Los Angeles. Ann. Oct. 17.
*Terre Haute, Ind. — Indiana State College
Board. Granted cp for new class C fm to
operate on 89.7 mc, ch. 209, 310 w. Ant.
height above average terrain 130 ft. P.O.
address, c/o college, Terre Haute. Estimated

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations

New am station
;r h
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
f;
ACTION BY FCC
New
York—
60
East 42nd St, New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242'
Kealakekua, Hawaii — Maunaloa Bcstg. Inc.
790 kc, 1 kw. P.O. address Box 816. EstiWest
Coast—
1357
Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FB 54164
mated construction cost $28,725; first year
Washington— 711 14th St., N.Wn Washington, D. C. • Dl 7-8531
operation cost $36,000; revenue $42,000.
Maunaloa Bcstg. Inc. is group headed by
W. H. cern.
Greenwell
Ann. Oct. 17.Ltd., lV/3%, ranching conBROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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Providence, R. I. Ann. Oct. 11.
WISE, Arlington-Fairfax Bcstg. Inc.,
Asheville, N. C. — Granted assignment of
license to Davenport-McGuire Bcstrs, Inc.
(Charles J. McGuire and John Lee Davenport); consideration $150,000. McGuire has
interest
in WGAT Gate City, Va. Ann. Oct.
17.
WXCN (FM) Providence, R. I.— Granted
assignment of license from T. Mitchell Hastings (49.61%) and more than 25 others, d/b
as Concert Network Inc., to WHCN Inc.
(same persons). Assignment is to facilitate
financial procedures and no consideration
is involved. Assignor owns WHCN (FM)
Hartford, Conn., and WBCN (FM) Boston.
Ann. Oct. 11.
KDLO-TV Florence, S. D. — Granted assignment of license from Edmond R. Ruben,
N. L. Bentson, and Joseph L. Floyd (each
33'/3%),
d/b
Triple-City
Bcstg.Bcstg.
Co., Co.to
same persons astr/as
Midcontinent
No financial consideration involved. Applicant is owner of KELO-AM-TV Sioux
Falls, KPLO-TV Reliance, and cp for new
am station in Rapid City, all South Dakota.
Ann. Oct. 15.
ACTIONS BY FCC
by Broadcast Bureau
WMPP, Seaway Bcstg. Inc., Chicago
Heights, 111. — Granted transfer of control
from Charles D. Buford and Eugene H.
Dibble III to William S. Martin and Charles
J. Pinckard. Consideration $19,180. Ann.
Oct. 15.
WFGM-AM-FM Fitchburg, Mass.— Granted
assignment of am license from John M.
Meyers (100%), d/b as Wachusett Bcstg.
Corp., to George I. Chatfield (100%), tr/as
WFGM Inc.; granted assignment of fm license from John M. Meyers (100%), d/b as
Music Service Corp., to George I. Chatfield
(100%), tr/as Music Service Corp. of
Worcester
Ann. Oct. 15.County. Consideration $310,000.
APPLICATIONS
KLYD-AM-TV Bakersfield, Calif— Seeks
transfer of control of licensee corporation
from Lincoln Dellar (41.18%), Edward E.
Urner (23.54%), Bryan J. Coleman (17.64%)
and Maurice St. Clair (17.64%), d/b as
Kern County Bcstg. Co., to Lincoln and
Sylvia Dellar (each 50%), tr/as Dellar
Bcstg. Co. Consideration $117,720. Mr. and
Mrs. Dellar own KROY Sacramento (each
50%) and majority interest in KACY Port
Hueneme
(each 371/2%), both California.
Ann.
Oct. 11.
KTRG Honolulu, Hawaii — Seeks transfer
of control of licensee corporation from
Maurice J. Sullivan (36.3%); Alister W.
Macdonald & John E. Porter (each 11.7%);
Henry Chun Boon, John H. Fujieki, Takeshi
Yokono, Richard Fujieki, Frederick H.
Shintaku & Clarence Chun Hoon (each
2.8%); Albert T. Teruya, Frank J. Hata &
Minoru Hata (each 5.9%); and Wallace
Teruya (5.8%), d/b as Ala Moana Bcstg.
Inc., wholly owned by Hawaiian Pacific
Die, to same persons tr/as Hawaiian Paradise Park Corp., sole owner of Hawaiian
Pacific Inc. No consideration, as transfer
is for business reasons. Ann. Oct. 17.
WFKY Frankfort, Ky.— Seeks assignment
of cp and license from Ken Hart (1900
shares). G. D. Kincaid (7,720 shares), Frank
G. Trimble (1,895 shares), Ralph G. Worster
(1,260 shares) and John T. Rutledge (610
shares), d/b as Frankfort Bcstg. Co., whollyowned by Bluegrass Bcstg. Co. (13,395
shares issued), to William C. Clay Jr. & R.
J. Reynolds (each 45%) and William R.
Reynolds (10%), tr/as Capital Bcstg. Corp.
Consideration $150,000. Messrs. Clay & R. J.
Reynolds (each 38%) and William R.
Reynolds (10%) also are majority owners
of WMST Mount Sterling, Ky. Ann. Oct. 16.
KMNF Albuquerque, N. M. — Seeks assignment of cp from James T. Reeves (50%),
Richard C. Knoth and E. L. Morgan (each
25%), d/b as KMF Bcstrs., to Mr. Reeves
(66%%) and Faron Young (33»/3%), tr/as
KMF Bcstrs. Consideration $1,500. Mr.
Reeves is entertainer, Mr. Young one of his
associates. Ann. Oct. 17.
KFLY Corvallis, Ore. — Seeks assignment
of cp and license from David E. Hoss
(100%), d/b as Mid-Land Bcstg. Co., to
James L. & Cecil C. Hutchens (each 50%),
tr/as Radio Bcstrs. Inc. Consideration $40,000. Mr. Hutchens owns theater and music
system firm: Mr. C. C. Hutchens is partowner of Desert Sun Publishing Co., (Desert
Sun, Palm Springs, Calif.), also oil firm.
Ann. Oct. 17.
WEEX-AM-FM Easton, Pa.— Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation from
102 (FOR THE RECORD)

J. L. Stackhouse (10.078%); Adele S. Fretz
(31.902%); Henrietta A. McPherson, executrix of estate of Anna M. Snyder, deceased (11.069%); George F. Coffin, executor of estates of Chester Snyder & Daniel
W. Snyder Jr. (43,472%); and Henrietta
A. McPherson individually (.063%), d/b as
Easton Publishing Co., to voting trusteeship consisting of J. L. Stackhouse, Adele
S. Fretz, Henrietta A. McPherson, and
George F. maining
Coffin3.410%Jr.ofNo stock
consideration.
belongs Re-to
Catharine McGrath & John H. McGrath Jr.,
executors for estate of J. H. McGrath.
Ann. Oct. 16.
WHJB Greensburg, Pa. — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation from Sara
A. Brennen (45%), H. Kenneth Brennen
(18%), Margaret M. Brennen (19%) and
Mary Thelma Bregenser (18%), d/b as
WHJB Inc., to Robert H. Burstein (33%),
John M. Wolf & Irwin D. Wolf Jr. (each
16%), Irving A. Wechsler, John J. Laubach
Jr. & Melvin A. Goldberg (each 10%), and
Leonard E. Laufe (5%). Consideration $140,000, plus or minus the difference between
assets and liabilities of corporation. Mr.
Burstein is partner in investment firms;
Mr. J. M. Wolf is investor; Mr. I. D. Wolf
is retailer; Mr. Wechsler is partner in
accounting firm; Mr. Laubach is attorney;
Mr. Goldberg is part-owner of appliance
firm,
manager of WKPA New Kensing16. ton,past
Pa.; Mr. Laufe is physician. Ann. Oct.
KBBO Yakima, Wash. — Seeks assignment
of license from James J. Christenson, Fred
G. Maloney and Kye Harris (each 33V3%),
d/b as Yakima Bcstg. Co., to same individuals, tr/as Yakima Bcstg. Co., newly incorporated. No financial consideration, as
only change is incorporation, contingent
upon FCC approval. Ann. Oct. 17.
Hearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision in proceeding on applications for new daytime am stations in
Ellenville,
N Y., looking
toward of(1)Ellenville
dismissing individual
applications
Bcstg. Co. (1370 kc, 500 w) and Ulster
County Bcstg. Co. (1570 kc, 250 w), (2)
denying individual application of Catskills
Bcstg. Co. (1370 kc, 500 w) as constituted
prior to acceptance of amendment reflecting
merger of Catskills and Ellenville; and (3)
granting application of Catskills Bcstg. Co.,
as amended
to reflect
merger
of three
individual applicants,
for new
station
to operate
on
1370
kc,
500
w,
conditioned
that
presunrise operation with daytime facilities
precluded. Action Oct. 17.
■ Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Shelby County Bcstg. Inc.
to increase daytime power of station WSVL
Shelbyville, Ind., from 250 w to 1 kw and
change from DA-1 to DA-2, continued operation on 1520 kc, 250 w-N; conditioned that
pre-sunrise
operation
with final
daytime
facili-in
ties is precluded
pending
decision
Docket 14419. Action Oct. 17.
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward denying for default applications of Robert O.
Edwards, Lewiston Orchards, Idaho, and
Clarkston Bcstrs., Clarkston, Wash., for new
am stations to operate on 1480 kc, 1 kw, D.
Action Oct. 15.
■ Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
initial decision looking toward denying application of WIVY Inc. to change facilities
of station WIVY Jacksonville, Fla., from
1050 kc, 1 kw, D, to 1080 kc, 1 kw, unl.,
with DA-1. Action Oct. 12.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
designated following
appli-to
cations for consolidated
hearing, am
owing
common
questions
of
fact,
on
issues
including character qualifications of Earl W. Daly,
Robert C. Whiteley, Jr., and John M.
Latham, arising from successive ownership
changes in station WHEY Millington, Tenn.,
from 1958, when it was originally licensed
to Daly, through 1960: 1. Robert C. Whiteley, Jr., and Katherine Whiteley, d/b as
Tipton County Bcstg., for renewal of license
of station WKBL Covington, Tenn.; 2. Shelby County Bcstrs. Inc. (Robert C. Whiteley
and John
M. Latham),
renewal Tenn.;
of license of station
WHEY for
Millington,
3. Earl W. Daly, tr/as Jonesboro Bcstg.
Service, for new station on 1600 kc, 500 w,
D, in Jonesboro, Ark.; 4. Day-Phil Bcstg.
Co. (Earl W. Daly, Sam C. Phillips and Ben
L. Enochs) for new station on 1300 kc, 500
w, DA, D, in Blytheville, Ark.; 5. Earl W.

Daly, tr/as West Helena Radio Service, for
new station on 1520 kc, 250 w, D, in West
Helena, Ark.; and 6. Huntingdon Bcstg. Co.
(John M. Latham, Thomas D. Haywood and
Hamilton Parks) for new station on 1580 kc,
250 w, D, in Huntingdon, Tenn. Facts of
record and other information available to
commission concerning various ownership
changes and applications for ownership
changes for station WHEY raise questions
concerning unauthorized assumption and
transfer of control, false representations,
trafficking, and other determinations included in the 21 hearing issues in this proceeding. The consolidated hearing will be
held in Millington at time and place to be
later specified. Made stations KLCN Blytheville, Ark., and WHDM McKenzie, Tenn.,
who petitioned against Day-Phil and Huntingdon applications, respectively, and WKBJ
Milan, Tenn., parties to proceeding; denied
petition by KWCB Searcy, Ark., opposing
Day-Phil application on interference
grounds. Action Oct. 17.
ORAL ARGUMENTS
■ Commission scheduled following am
proceedings for oral argument on November
19: Strafford Bcstg. Corp. (WWNH), Rochester, N. H.; Courtney Bcstg. Co. and
Winfield Bcstg. Co., Winfield, Kans.; KSTP
Inc. (KOB), Albuquerque, N. Mex., and
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. (WABC), New York, N. Y.; and
Inter-Cities
tion Oct. 17. Bcstg. Co., Livonia, Mich. AcOsage Programmers, Bartlesville, Okla.,
Cherokee Bcstg. Co., Pawhuska, Okla. —
Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new daytime am stations to
operate on 1500 kc of Osage, with 1 kw and
Cherokee, with 500 w; made KLEO Wichita,
Kans., party to proceeding. Action Oct. 17.
William S. Cook, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
KCHY, Charles W. Stone, Cheyenne, Wyo.,
KDAB, Denver Area Bcstrs., Arvada, Colo.
— Designated for consolidated hearing applications of Cook for new am station to
operate on 1530 kc, 1 kw, D, KCHY to
change operation from 1590 kc, 1 kw, D, to
1530 kc, 1 kw-N, 10 kw-LS, DA-2, and
KDAB to change facilities on 1550 kc from
10 kw,KDAB,
D, to and
50 kw-LS,
10 kw-N, DA-2;
made
KLAK Lakewood,
Colo.,
who petitioned against KDAB, parties to
proceeding with respect to their existing
operations. Action Oct. 17.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order in
proceeding
on applications
new Norwood,
am stations of Massillon
Bcstg. forInc.,
Ohio, and Covington Bcstg. Co. and Kenton
County Bcstrs,
Covington,Massillon
Ky., commission grantedboth
reconsideration
ofrequest
June by
29 denial of for
its
previous request to add contingent standard
comparative issue, and substituted standard
307(b) and contingent standard comparative
issues. Commissioner Bartley abstained
from voting. Action Oct. 17.
■ Byizedreport
commission
finalrulemakingandin order,
Doc. 14689
and reserved
uhf ch. *20 (now commercial but unapplied
for) in Chicago, 111., for noncommercial
educational use. The Chicago Educational
Television Association, which operates educational tv station WTTW on ch. *11 in that
city, ond
hadchannel
petitioned
reservation
secto meetforneeds
for thatof area.
Action Oct. 17.
■ Byizedreport
commission
finalrulemakingandin order,
Doc. 14745
and assigned
ch. *12 to Hatch, N. Mex., for educational
use there, and deleted that commercial
channel from Silver City. The Board of
Regents, New Mexico State University,
sought tional
reassignment
to Hatch onefor segment
educapurposes to implement
of statewide educational program. Action
Oct. 17.
■ By letter, commission denied request by
Broadmoor Bcstg. Corp. for waiver of sect.
3.21(c) of rules precluding operation on
class IV channels with power in excess of
250 w within 62 miles of Mexican border,
and returned its tendered application to increase daytime power of station KSON San
Diego, Calif., from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
operation on 1240 kc, 250 w-N. The letter
stated: "Since KSON is located within approximately 10miles of the Mexican border,
your proposal is clearly in contravention of
the above-mentioned
the Commission Rules and the section
bilateralof Agreement
of January 1957 with Mexico concerning
radio castbroadcasting
band. In view inofthethe standard
foregoing,broadand
since the
provisions
of
International
Agreements are not legally subject to waiver
by
the Commission, your request is hereby
denied and your application is returned
herewith." Action Oct. 17.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. ).
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C
Member AFOOE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience In Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFOCB

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19
E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFCCE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee1426
Bldg.G St.,
Executive
N.W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VI R N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM—
FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
BUtler 1-1551

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuckanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regeni 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCCE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

BARKLEY & INC.
DEXTER LABS.,
Donald P. Wise
James M. Moran
Consulting,forResearch
&
Development
Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St.
Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOOE

Service
Directory

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

contocr
BROADCASTINC MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Lie.
3,718
995
507

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 17
ON AIR
CPS
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Cps.
Not on air For new stations
62
133
429
62
151
159
64
89
115

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 17

Commercial
Non-Commercial

VHF
471
48

UHF
86
22

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC September 30
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
and order in
■ By memorandum opinion
of Edina Corp.
ng on applications
proceedi
new am stations in
and Tedesco Inc. for
a,
Edina and Bloomington, both Minnesot
respectively, (1) granted petition byofEdina
addto extent
for enlargement of issues event
that Bloome, in ed under
to determin
ing issue ington,
sect.
Minn., is preferr
307(b) issue, whether proposal of Edina
(a) be in substantial compliCorp ancewould
rewith sect. 3.188(b) of rules with with
spect to Bloomington and (b) tocomply
Blooming
respect
with
rules
of
sect. 3.30 if not, whether circumstanceston and,
of sect.
exist which would warrant waiveraction
on
3 30 of rules; and (2) deferred
ng
trafficki
of
addition
for
request
Edina
issue to applicant Tedesco, pending action
by People's
on petition
in Docs.Co.14527-8
Minn.,
Minneapolis,
(WPBC),
Bcstg.
and Nicholas and Victor J. Tedesco, d/b as
Gabriel Bcstg. Co., Chisholm, Minn.,l for
nt and dismissa of
of agreeme
approvalapplicati
on. Action
Oct. 15.
Gabriel
deorder,Bcstg.
m opinionby and
memorandu
a By ferred
action on petition
KFNF
Corp. (owned by Nicholas and Victor J.
Tedesco) for mod. of hearing issues in proceeding on its application to move station
KFNF from Shenandoah, Iowa,
to Council
Bluffs and increase power, pending action
(see 15.
above item) in Docs. 14527-8. Action
Oct.
■ Granted petition by Cabrillo Bcstg. Co.,
San Diego, Calif., and extended to Oct. 8
time to file reply to Helix Bcstg. Co., La
Mesa.
Calif.,issues
opposition
to Cabrillo's
petition
to enlarge
in proceeding
on their
am
applications. Action Oct. 15.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Oct. 17 time to respond to
"Motion
for BillCo.of (WBUX),
Particulars"
filed by
WBUX Bcstg.
Doylestown,
Pa.,
in
proceeding
on
WBUX
application.
Action Oct. 15.
■ Scheduled oral argument for October
22 in proceeding on am applications of
People's
Bcstg.Bcstg.
Co. (WPBC),
Minneapolis,
and Gabriel
Co., Chisholm,
both
Minneapolis. Action Oct. 12.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
104 (FOR THE RECORD)

AM
3,714
131
66
195
3,911
352
547
64
357
4210
0

TOTAL
TV
557
70

TV
989
FM
143
13
68
1,200
148
1613
871
902

64
506
659
66
89
114
11
48
38
49
1
1

proceeding on applications of Hayward F.
Spinks
and Greenville
Bcstg.
for new
am stations
in Hartford
and Co.Greenville,
both Kentucky, respectively, denied appeal
by Spinks from examiner's action reopening record,
Greenville's
request,
and admitting atevidence
of bank loan
commitments
identical to those introduced at hearing but
bearing
date of July 1, 1963. Action Oct.expiration
11.
■ By memorandum
opinionBcstg.
& order,
dismissed motion by David
Co. Inc.
(WSDC), Mocksville, N. C. (not a party),
to reopenceedingrecord
and enlarge
issues
in proon application
of Wilkes
Bcstg.
Co.
for new am station in Mocksville. Action
Oct. 11.
■ Granted and
petition
by Higson-Frank
Radioto
Enterprises
extended
to Oct. 18 time
file reply to Broadcast Bureau exceptions to
initial decision on Higson-Frank application
for new
tion Oct. am
11. station in Houston, Texas. Ac■ Granted petition by Radio Americana,
Inc., and extended to Oct. 18 time to file
exceptions
Initial
its application for atonew
AM Decision
station inon Baltimore,
Md. Action Oct. 11.
■ Granted joint petition by Eastern Bcstg.
System Inc., Brookfield, Conn., Colonial
Bcstg. Co., New Milford, Conn., George F.
O'Brien,Co.,
alsoEaston,
New Milford,
and extended
Fairfield
Bcstg.
Conn., and
time to Oct. 19 to file supplemental data to
their request for approval of agreement,
and to Nov. 2 for response thereto, in proceeding on theirareapplications
for new
am
stations which
in consolidated
hearing
with Ubiquitous Corp., Hyde Park, N. Y.
Action Oct. 11.
■ By memornadum opinion & order in
proceeding
on application
of John
Egle
and
KLFT Radio
Inc. for new
am A.
stations
in Golden Meadow, La., granted petition by
Egle to extent of adding five new issues
based upon relationships between principals
of KLFT Radio and Leo Theriot. Action
Oct. 9.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Dismissed with prejudice for failure to
prosecute application of Paynesville Bcstg.

Co. for new am station in Paynesville,
Minn., and retained in hearing status aplication of Harry Newby
for dismissed
new am sta-as
tion in pCambridge,
Minn.;
moot petition by North Star Bcstg. Co.,
respondent, Action
for dismissal
application.
Oct. 16. of Paynesville's
■ Granted
motion
by Santa from
MariaOct.
Tele-17
casting Corp., and extended
to Nov 5 time to file reply findings in proceeding on its application
Centralto
Coast Television
for new tvand
stations
operate
on
ch.
12
in
Santa
Maria,
Calif.
Action Oct. 15.
■ Extended certain procedural dates and
continued Nov. 5 hearing to Nov. 19 in
proceeding
on applications
ProgressCo. Valley Bcstrs. Co.
and Shakopeeof Bcstg.
for
new am stations in Shakopee, Minn., and
dismissed as moot joint petition by applifor extensions
of procedural dates.
Action cantsOct.
12.
■ Continued Oct. 15 hearing to date to be
specified by presiding hearing examiner in
proceeding on am applications of Delaware
Valley Bcstg. Co. (WAAT), Trenton, N. J.,
et al. Action Oct. 12.
■ Granted petition by Rounsaville of
Miami Beach Inc. for dismissal of its application for authority to relocate main studio
of station WFUN South Miami, to Miami
Beach, Fla.; dismissed application with
prejudice
tion Oct. 11.and terminated proceeding. Ac■ Canceled hearing session scheduled for
Oct. 11 and scheduled it to be conducted in
connection with formal hearing on Nov. 27
in proceeding on applications of La Fiesta
Bcstg.
and Mid-Cities
Corp.,
for
new amCo.stations
in Lubbock,Bcstg.
Texas.
Action
Oct. 9.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
by Broadcast
and■ Granted
continuedpetition
from Oct.
10 to Nov. Bureau
9 date
for filing of proposed findings of fact and
conclusions in proceeding on application of
Stuart W. Epperson for new am station in
Winston-Salem, N. C. Action Oct. 10.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Oct.
10 prehearing conference, continued Oct. 16
evidentiary hearing to Dec. 17 in proceeding
on
Ray Fuchs
and
C. M.applications
Rouse for of
new Alfred
am stations
in Grants
and Milan, both New Mexico. Action Oct.
10.
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
■ Corrected in various respects the transcript of October 11 prehearing conference
in
proceeding
on applications
NBC-RKO inbroadcast
transfers
and related
Dockets
13085 et al. Action Oct. 15.
■ Issued ground rules to govern evidenhearing commencing
22 on appliNBCRKO tiary
broadcast
transfers andOct.related
cations in Dockets 13085 et al., and scheduled Philco
Bcstg. Action
Co. as Oct.
first12.party to introduce evidence.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted petition by Wide Water Bcstg.
Inc., and extended time from Oct. 11 to
Oct. 22 for filing proposed findings in proceeding on its application and Radio Voice
of Central New York Inc. for new am stations in East Syracuse, and Syracuse, both
New York. Action Oct. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted petition by KSAY Bcstg. Co.
and set date of Dec. 10 for the exchange of
exhibits, and scheduled hearing for Dec. 17
in San Francisco, Calif., in proceeding on
its application for renewal of license of am
station KSAY San Francisco. Action Oct. 11.
■ On own motion, continued indefinitely
hearing scheduled for Oct. 22, in proceeding
on application
renewal of license ofofKSAY
station Bcstg.
KSAY Co.
San forFrancisco, Calif. Action Oct. 8.
■ As result of agreements reached at Oct.
8 prehearing conference in proceeding on
am applications of Levy County Bcstg. Co.,
Williston, Fla., and Thomas County Bcstg.
Inc. (WKTG), Thomasville, Ga., scheduled
certain procedural dates, and continued
Nov. 1 hearing to Nov. 26. Action Oct. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted petition bv Wright and Maltz
Inc. (WBRB). Mt. Clemens, Mich., and continued from Oct. 12 to Nov. 13 time to exchange engineering exhibits, and continued
Oct. 19 hearing to date to be set by subsequent
orderAction
in Oct.
proceeding
on its am application.
16.
■ Upon motion by Broadcast Bureau and
with consent of all parties, continued further prehearing conference from 10:00 a.m.,
Oct. 11, to 2 p.m. on the same date, in Largo,
Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding. Action Oct. 10.
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By Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Oct.
10 prehearing conference in Huntsville, Ala.,
tv ch. 19 proceeding, scheduled certain profurther
prehearing
conference forcedural
Oct.dates,,30,
and hearing
for Jan.
16,
1963. Action Oct. 11.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Oct.
9 prehearing conference in proceeding on
applications of Jesus Vargas Candelaria,
International Bcstg. Corp., and Mauricio
Alvarez-Martin for new am stations in
Bayamon and Carolina, both Puerto Rico,
scheduled certain procedural dates and
hearing for Jan. 7, 1963, in Washington,
D. C. (unless the place of hearing is hereafter changed at request of parties). Action
Oct. 11.
■ Upontinued Oct.oral
request ofconference
all parties,to con12 prehearing
Oct.
22 in proceeding on am application of Storer
Bcstg.
Oct. 10. Co. (WJBK), Detroit, Mich. Action
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ On own motion, scheduled hearing conference for Oct. 22 in proceeding on application of Triangle Publications Inc. (WNHCTV) , New Haven, Conn. Action Oct. 16.
■ Granted petition by Hudson Valley
Bcstg. Corp. (WEOK), Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
and changed certain procedural dates in
proceeding on its am application; hearing
scheduled for Nov. 28 to remain unchanged.
Action Oct. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ On own motion, continued Nov. 13
hearing to Dec. 11 in Wilmington, N. C, tv
ch. 3 proceeding. Action Oct. 10.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau,
and extended time from Oct. 10 to Nov. 9
for filing proposed findings and from Oct.
26 to Nov. 26 for filing replies in proceeding
on am son,applications
Don L.Inc.
Huber,
Madiand Bartell ofBcstrs.
(WOKY),
Milwaukee, Wis. Action Oct. 10.
Bv Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Denied cational
petition
Rochester Area
Televisionby Association
Inc.Edufor
leave to amend its application for new tv
station to operate on ch. 13 in Rochester,
N. Y., to show amendment to its bylaws
concerning check-writing procedure, and
rejected samendment;
olidated for hearing in application
Dockets 14394is etconal.
Action Oct. 16.
■ Granted petition by Newton Bcstg. Co.,
and continued Dec. 3 hearing to Dec. 10 in
proceeding on its application and Transcript
Press Inc. for new am stations in Newton
and Dedham, both Massachusetts. Action
Oct. 10.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Continued Oct. 16 further hearing to
Oct. 23 in proceeding on applications for
renewalYork,
of licenceWPOW Inc.Polytechnic
(WPOW),
New
N. Y., ofRensselaer
Institute (WHAZ), Troy, N. Y., and Debs
Memorial Radio Fund Inc. (WEVD, main
and aux.), New York, N. Y. Action Oct. 16.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Oct. 18 on
petitions by South Florida Television Corp.,
and Civic Television Inc., for leave to
amend with respect to financial proposals
their applications for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 10 in Miami, Fla., with
argument
to precede
prehearing
ence already
scheduled
for thatconferdate;
applications are consolidated for hearing in
Miami tv ch. 10 proceeding in Docs. 14775
et al. Action Oct. 12.
■ Continued further hearing from Oct. 19
to Oct. 23 in proceeding on applications of
WIDU Bcstg. Inc., and AL-OR Bcstg. Co.
for new am stations in Asheboro and Mebane, both North Carolina. Action Oct. 12.
■ Continued further hearing from Oct. 23
to Nov. 19 in proceeding on applications of
KWEN Bcstg. Co. and Vidor Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
for new am stations in Port Arthur and
Vidor, both Texas. Action Oct. 12.
■ Granted petition by Jefferson Radio Co.
and extended time from Oct. 15 to Oct. 22
to file proposed findings in proceeding on
its application for license to cover cp for
new am station (WIXI), in Irondale, Ala.
Action Oct. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted motion by Olney Bcstg. Co.
and changed certain procedural dates in
proceeding on its application and James R.
Williams for new am stations in Olney,
Texas, and Anadarko, Okla.; informal engineering conference Nov. 8. Action Oct. 10.
■ Rescheduled Oct. 15 hearing for Nov. 15
in proceeding on applications of Sheffield
Bcstg. Co. and J. B. Fait Jr. for new am
stations in Sheffield, Ala. Action Oct. 10.
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By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Upon request
Peninsular
Bcstg.
Co.,
continued
Oct. 15 byfurther
hearing
to Oct.
17, for taking of testimony of remaining
witness of MKO Bcstg. Corp., scheduled
Oct. ing29witness
for taking
of testimony
remainof Peninsular
and, as ofpreviously
noted on record, presentation and evidence
relative to financial issues and of rebuttal
evidence, if any, shall commence on Nov. 5
in Grand
ing. ActionRapids,
Oct. 15.Mich., tv ch. 13 proceedBy Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Pursuant to agreement of counsel,
scheduled further prehearing conference for
Oct. 17 in proceeding on applications of
John A. Egle and KLFT Radio Inc. for new
am stations in Golden Meadow, La. Action
Oct. 15.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Oct. 15
*KBGL (FM), Idaho State College, Pocatello, Idaho — Granted license for fm station.
KHFM licenses
(FM)
Albuquerque,
N. M.—of
Granted
covering installation
new trans.; and installation of old main
trans, as aux. trans, at main trans, site.
WSIX-FM Nashville, Tenn.— Granted license covering installation and change in
type trans.
WFMTcense (FM)
Chicago,
covering use
of old111.—
mainGranted
trans, lias
aux.
trans.
ERP
34
kw;
remote
control
permitted.
*WUOT covering
(FM) Knoxville,
Granted
licenses
installationTenn.—
of new
aux.
trans.; and changes in ERP, ant. height,
ant. trans, location, changes in ant. system
and installation of new ant.
KEFC (FM) Waco, Tex.— Granted license
covering
-trans,
and studioof
location, change
decrease ininant.ERP,
installation
new ant. and changes in ant. system.
K06DE Hailey, Idaho— Granted cp to
changelatorfrequency
to ch. 6 for vhf tv transstation.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WVNO-FM Mansfield, Ohio; KCHO
Amarillo, Texas; WPFR Terre Haute, Ind.;
WIAM-FM Williamston, N. C, and specify
type ant.
Actions of Oct. 12
Homestead Television Translators Inc.,
Lonaconing, Md. — Granted cp for new vhf
tv translator station, on ch. 12, to translate
programs
of WJAC-TV (ch. 6) Johnstown
Pa.
KSOM (FM) Prell Enterprises, Tucson,
Ariz. — Granted license for fm station and
specify type trans.
KFRD license
Rosenberg-Richmond,
Tex.main—
Granted
covering use of old
trans, as alternate main trans. D.
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark. — Granted license
covering
old mainmaintrans,
aux. trans.installation
D and as ofalternate
DN. as
KMUZ (FM) Santa Barbara, Calif.—
Granted license covering installation of
new ant. and changes in ant. system.
RTFS Texarkana, Tex. — Granted license
covering change in ant. -trans, location,
changes
in ground
system
ment of remote
control
point. and establishWHAM Rochester, N. Y.— Granted mod.
of licenses
change studio
mote controlto permitted
(main location;
and aux.).reKAFE (FM) San Francisco, Calif.—
Granted cp to replace expired permit to
changetion,ERP,
height,
remote ant.
control
point,trans.
type-studio
trans, locaand
ant.; condition.
WCBC
(FM)
Catonsville,
Md.—
Granted
mod. of cp to change main studio and trans,
locations, type trans, and type ant. and
make changes in ant. system; remote control permitted; conditions.
WEXL Royal Oak, Mich.— Granted mod.
of cp to make changes in DA(D) system
(specify two tower array instead of three),
and make changes in ground system.
KAFE (FM) San Francisco, Calif.—
Granted mod. of cp to make changes in
trans,
tion. equipment and trans, power; condiWMPP Chicago Heights, 111.— Waived Sec.
3.30(a) of rules and granted mod. of cp to
specify main studio location as 14th and
Ellis Streets, East Chicago Heights.
KABL Oakland, Calif .—Granted extension of completion date to March 25, 1963.
KPOL-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
request and cancelled SCA on 41 kc.
■ Granted
licenses
for following
stations: KVRD
Cottonwood,
Ariz.;amKKIT

Taos, N. Mex.; KVEG Las Vegas, Nev., and
specify
studio and remote control point;
trol.
KLME Laramie, Wyo., and specify studio
location same as trans.; delete remote con■ Granted licenses for following vhf tv
translator stations: K11CK Puerco Community Tv Repeater Assn., Sanders, Ariz.;
K08BK, K10BR, K13BV Mantua City Corp.,
Mantua, Utah; K08BC Springer Community
Tv Club, Springer and rural area, N. Mex.;
K13DL Chief Joseph Community Services
Inc., Bridgeport, Wash., and specify type
trans.; K07DK, K11DR, K12CZ Box Elder Tv
Club of Carter County, Capitol, Eastern
Carterbion,County,
AlMont., and Lower
specify Box
type Elder
trans.; and
K10BK,
K12BJ Big Sandy Tv Club, Big Sandy,
Mont.,son Television
and specify
trans.;andK11BA
AlliAssn.,type
Allison
rural area,
Colo.; K11EG Parker Hill T. V. Assn., Del
Norte, Colo.; K02BM, K06BN, K09CR Wagon
Mound Tv Club, Wagon Mound, N. Mex.;
K08BO, K12BQ Washington County Television Dept., Virgin and Toquerville, Utah;
K07AV, K11AQ Stanford Tv Assn., Stanford,
Mont.; K02AX Chipita Park Tv Club, Chipita
K06AJK11EN
Cliff -Gila
V. Club,
CliffPark,
-Gila, Colo.;
N. Mex.;
Star T.Valley
Tv
System
Inc.,
Afton,
Wyo.;
K05BR
The
Key
Club of Dunsmuir, California, Dunsmuir,
Castella and Mt. Shasta, all California.
■ Granted licenses covering installation
of new trans, for following stations: KHOM
(FM) Turlock. Calif.; KEED-FM Springfield-Eugene, Oreg.; KFRD (main) Rosenberg-Richmond, Tex.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
power and installation of new trans, for
following stations; KAIM Honolulu, Hawaii,
and remote control permitted; KAHU Waipahu, Hawaii, and change in frequency,
ant. -trans, location, changes in ant. and
ground systems; remote control permitted.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: WTEV(TV)
New Bedford, Mass., and change type ant.;
WMUS-FM Muskegon, Mich., and change
type ant. and specify ERP as 2.85 kw.
Actions of Oct. 11
KRNR Roseburg, Ore. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1490 kc, from 250 w to 1
kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
w; conditions.
■ Granted renewal of license for following
stations:
KBUD
Texas; KEPS
KCCT Corpus Christi;
KCYLAthens,
Lampasas;
Eagle
Pass; KERV Kerrville, all Texas; KQTV
(TV) Fort Dodge, Iowa; KSLT (FM) Tyler.
Tex.; KTAN (alternate main and aux.)
Tucson, Ariz.; KTFS Texarkana; KTOD,
KTOD-FM Sinton; KTRN (alternate main
and aux.)
Falls; all
KTXT-FM
Lubbock; KUKAWichita
San Antonio,
Texas; WCTT
Corbin,land, Ky.;
WNOB-FM
SCA, Fla.
CleveOhio; WOKB
Winter and
Garden,
WTWV
(TV)
Tupelo,
Miss.—
Granted
cense for tv station; specify ERP as 27.2 kwlivis. and 13.8 kw aur., ant. height 520 ft.
WPTV cp(TV)
West Palm
Beach, atFla.—
Granted
to install
aux. trans,
new
main trans, and ant. location.
K08CF, cpsK10CL,
K12CEexpired
Scofield,
UtahGranted
to replace
permits
for
new vhf tv translator stations, make
changes mitting
in ant.ant.
system
and
change
transdescription.
K11FL Buena Vista, Colo.— Granted cp
to change frequency to ch. 11, principal
community to Buena Vista, Salida and Poncha Springs, all Colorado, type trans., and
make changes in ant. system.
WLBW-TV Miami, Fla.— Granted cp to
install
cation. aux. ant. at main trans, and ant. loWSYR Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted cp to
install new trans, as alternate main trans,
at
main trans, site; remote control permitted.
WMUU-FM Greenville, S. C— Granted cp
to increase ERP to 100 kw, decrease ant.
height to 355 ft., change type trans, and
type
tions. ant.; remote control permitted; condi■ Granted cps to install new trans, for
following stations: WLIP Kenosha, Wis.;
WEBJ Brewton, Ala.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: WLIP-FM
Kenosha, Wis., and change type ant.; remote control permitted; WLKB Decatur,
Ga., and change main studio location and
specify remote control from main studio.
WRMN Elgin, HI. — Set aside Oct. 2 temporary grant to operate with non-DA with
1 kw between 4 a.m. and local sunrise and,
'n
lieu
authorized such operation
with 500 thereof,
w.
Continued on page 111
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 pet word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Major market key station of successful
Negro chain is looking for a dynamic sales
manager. If you are a radio salesman with
a successful record this is your opportunity
to move into management with a growing
chain. Box 900P, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for western N.Y.S. regionalexcellent earnings. Send photo and parCASTING.ticulars immediately. Box 954P, BROADWashington, D. C. area. Bright young man
with well balanced radio experience for
management in rapidly growing regional
station group. Hard work and its rewards.
Interview required. Write qualifications,
President, WAVA, 203 World Center Building, Washington 6, D. C.
Executive salesmen, management experience, proven sales background (age 30-45).
Full time travel. (Home weekends), protected localised territory. Residence in territory required; preference given residents
of available territories; "Illinois-IndianaMlchigan ;" "Dakota's-M i n n e s o t a- Wisconsin;" "Intermountain;" "Nebraska-IowaKansas-Missouri;"
territories
also
available.
Openings Other
immediately,
personal
interviews required. Extensive field trainprovided. Salary,
commission-incentive
plan.ingEarnings
unlimited.
Major medical,
other benefits. Resume, references, pix;
Community Club Awards, Westport, Connecticut.
Sales
Aggressive young station manager wanted
by new owner of metropolitan, progressive
Georgia market radio station. (1) Must be
familyord of man,
(2) Strong
on sales,employers,
(3) Reclongivity
with previous
(4) Must be hungry for success and responsibility. The right man will get a fair percentages and an opportunity for eventual
partial ownership. Unless you are a strong
creative salesman do not apply. Box 16R,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help Wanted— Sales
Immediate opening for experienced radio
salesman. I need a salesmanager, and the
man I hire will get the promotion if he
has the ability. Dick Taylor, KHUM, Santa
Rosa, California.
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of Jim
Luby, formerly of Daytona Beach radio,
please have him call Ed Sperry collect at
Boynton Beach, Florida, 2-4-6-8.
Enterprising free lance men. Increase your
income with channel 21, progressive, independent Fresno area station in all UHF
market, with low overhead and rates comparable to radio. We are interested in securing reliable men capable of selling, producing and presenting your own shows in
sports, variety, or special events . . . studio,
film, or live remote. We have all these
facilities and the time. After your talent
and/or$1500
salespercommission
we're happy
with
month forfees,
a nightly
hours,
or will be glad to arrange a highly rewarding commission. Consider your present
gross billing, then send resume, references,
and pictures to Harold Gann, KDAS-TV,
Hanford, California. Phone LUdlow 4-4431
or LUdlow 2-9301.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Announcer-salesman. Strong on selling, but
must be adequate mike man. A real opportunity to become a vital part of a growing New Jersey Station. Box 384P, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for leading station. Salary plus
commission. Announcing experience necessary. KTOE, Mankato, Minnesota.
Announcers
Announcer with varied experience and first
phonetion.ticket
southwest network staBox 832P,forBROADCASTING.
Group operated, mid-south station offering
liberal company benefits needs a combo
first phone announcer. Fast pace, mature
sound, perform studio maintenance only.
Send tape and resume to Box 880P,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for announcer with first phone,
Texas network station. Box 835P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer . . . d.j. swinger. Eastern marING. ket, tape, resume. Box 840P, BROADCASTExcellent opportunity for experienced announcer with first ticket. 21 year old established station in Great Lakes area emphasizes
and production. This professional
is a 1,000broadcasting
watt, full time,
fine
frequency. Salary commensurate with
ability. Send photo, tape and resume to
Box 899P, BROADCASTING.
Southeastern Arkansas daytimer needs married, experienced, good music announcer.
Box 936P, BROADCASTING.
Radio traffic director for quality adult operation. Duties include supervision of log
preparation,
contacts
national advertisers, agencies,
stationwith
representatives
and
clients. Sales ability and accuracy important. Give full details of experience and
business references. Box 956P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for announcer in progressive mid-Michigan station. News experience helpful. Operate tight board. Good
music. Send tape and resume to Box 986P,
BROADCASTING.
Texas station needs mature morning man.
Medium market, $450 per month to start.
Send
tape and resume to Box 989P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening. Top southeastern regional station needs deejay with strong
teen appeal to handle late afternoon air
trick and personal appearances. Send tape,
resume, references immediately. Box 999P,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Jackson,encedMichigan
new announcer.
daytimer. Experinumber one — staff
WRST,
Box 380, Jackson, Michigan.
Wanted 2 experienced announcers with or
without 1st ticket. Send tape all information first letter. No collect calls please.
Al Drew, WCNF, Weldon, North Carolina.
Jefferson 6-3115.
Man to handle traffic and some announcing.
If you type, have some knowledge of radio
and have a decent announcing voice, we
will give you opportunity for experience.
Contact Al Stanley, Manager, WTSB am-fm,
Lumberton, North Carolina.
New d.j. comedy. Professional package
$5.00. Box 92, Kansas City 41, Missouri.
Announcer with first ticket. KGHM, Brookfield, Mo. Phone CL 8-4477 days, CL 8-4123
nights.
Announcer with 1st phone for quality music
station. only.
Single,WSHO,
between637 20-40.
TapesStreet,
and
resume
Common
New Orleans, Louisiana.
Four station group operating in Louisiana
and Texas nouncers.
hasRush tape,
opening
for beginner
resume,
and photo an-to
Ralph
Hooks,
Dixie
Stations,
Box 46, DeRidder, Louisiana.
Technical
Excellent position open for chief engineer
radio station WBIG, Greensboro. Only aggressive qualified engineer capable of asresponsibility need
apply.
Referencessuming
and background
will be
thoroughly
checked. Address application to Allen
Wannamaker, General Manager, WBIG,
Greensboro, North Carolina.
Chief engineer-announcer, thriving New
York
excellent
community
must state
run station
clean, inwell
maintained
shop.—
Send tape,
photo,
and
state
salary
pected. Box 960P, BROADCASTING. exImmediate opening for 1st class engineerannouncer. Good voice essential. Good market. Good station. Send audition tape and
resume to Box 987P, BROADCASTING.
Technican able to perform video switching.
Salary in excess of $140. Reply to, Gerity
Broadcasting Co., 5700 Becker Road.
Sagana, Michigan.
Needed chief engineer transmitter and
maintenance. KFFA, Helena, Arkansas. Contact Sam W. Anderson, Manager. Phone
Hickory 4-2361.
Combo active
man? radio
We need
you!is Mid
America's
most
station
looking
for a
top notch first class, engineer announcer.
If you fill the bill, rush your audition tape
and resume to: Norman C. Haagenson, ManWROZ Radio, P. O. Box 441, Evansville, ager,
Indiana.

Dominent western Illinois station desires
mature announcer who runs tight board.
Send picture,
and salary requirements. Box 15R,tape,
BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others

Announcer with first phone. Adult, good
music station going to 5000 watts. Write
Don C. Wirth, WNAM, Neenah, Wisconsin.

Have immediate opening on Illinois regional
production staff for a creative male writer
who has a good commercial voice. Box
852P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others
Program director creative, sincere hard
worker, air shift, extraordinary oppty, top
rated top 40, large east city, tape, resume.
Box 839P, BROADCASTING.
Morning personality for adult format, good
music, top production station. Strictly a
quality operation . . . excellent opportunity
for right man to build a strong following
in
this midwest market. Box 957P, BROADCASTING.

Management

Newsman — professional radio journalist
dedicated to the proposition that his job
depends on getting local news first. We
have equipment do you have desire and
ability?
CASTING.Eastern regional. Box 3R, BROADExpanding operation needs 2 men for air
work, prefer some news gathering experience. Top rated, Florida east coast. Prefer
mature, permanent applicants. Resume,
tape, to Box 5606, Daytona Beach, Florida.
Applications are being accepted by southwestern Michigan's
ratedwork,
station,
WHFB,
Benton Harbor,
for top
music
news,
and
sports. Emphasis placed on successful experience in the mentioned categories. This
is a middle of the road station, with adult
appeal. Send tapes (no returns) and resume,
c/o Dick Hedges, WHFB, Benton Harbor,
Michigan.
I am looking for a man who is already
doing local news or one who would like
to gather, write and deliver local news for
WTSB-AM-FM, Lumberton, N. C. Contact
Al Stanley, Manager.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Ready for management. Prefer two or
three station market in south. 4 years as
sales manager. 12 years total radio experience. Young, family man. Box 689P,
BROADCASTING.
Husband wife managerial team. Experienced complete automation. Guarantee
double gross. Box 948P, BROADCASTING.
White hunter, looking for man with tiger
by tail. Will rescue harrassed owner or
mgr. via cash injection and outstanding
skills. Sales, writing, announcing talent.
12 years broadcast and outside industry.
Administrative and financial ability. Photo
and tape will slay beast. Phone: (203) DA
2-4232 or Box 964P, BROADCASTING.
Gen. Mgr. major mkt. experience. Masters
degree. Hungry. Mid Atlantic mkt. Box
965P, BROADCASTING.
Manager available. Experienced all phases.
Good commercial record. Knows station organization. Excellent references. Will consider fm operation. Will relocate. Box 874P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager available because station sold.
Top 75 markets. Sales background. Box
853P, BROADCASTING.
Have you considered a switch to a country
music format but lacked an experienced
general manager? I will be available soon
due to ownership change. Past success can
be measured in sales results, with emphasis
on economy! 12 years of radio experience,
including ownership. Box 978P, BROADCASTING.
Let me build your new station for you. I'll
save you more experience.
than you'll pay
me. 15 referyears
construction
Excellent
ences, available immediately. Box 981P,
BROADCASTING.
General manager. Same organization 14
years. Desires change. Experienced all
phases. Excellent character and credit
references.
$15,000 per Dec.
plus 1st.
overide
station net. Available
Boxon 982P,
BROADCASTING.
Selling career broadcaster, 12 years in the
business. Fully equipped with ideas and
ambition. 35, responsible family man. Box
988P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

Need a selling manager? Offering thirteen
year, documented sales and administrative
success record. Want full responsibility
only. Qualified, mature and employed. Box
995P, BROADCASTING.
Good sales manager wants to work for
owner who wants to grow. Fully capable
of complete management responsibility.
Small to medium markets. Box 998P,
BROADCASTING.
Am ripe for a beginning management or
assistant
management
mature but not
old, settledapprenticeship:
but not stagnent,
firm but open-minded, resolved but fair,
a leader but no order-giver. I function best
in a position and thereby can give you best
dollar value. 7-years rounded am, fm, tv
experience, including sales. No speculators,
please. If you are not interested in me specifically, and are not ready to hire right
away, don't
reply. No
interview
preferred,
my rockers.
expense. Personal
Box 6R,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Service and sales . . . five years all phases
radio, rock to Bach. Three years production
director. Dale Carnegie course graduate.
Married, sober, college. Minimum $125. Box
650P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Experienced announcer and control board
operator, married. Willing to travel and
settle down. Box 819P, BROADCASTING.
Authoritative voice with two years in radio,
network experience, desires permanent
position, salary commensurate with living
expenses. Will relocate anywhere. Tape on
request, all replies answered. Box 869P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer dj, beginner, announcing school
and college graduate, home in Ohio, 23,
single, will travel. Middle of road, operate
own board, resume and tape on request.
Box 892P, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, announcer, tight board, authoritative news. Bright modern d.j. style.
Top quality sound. Top 40 or good music;
will relocate. Box 895P, BROADCASTING.
Mapor-market jock. Hates to go back to
work, but mother-in-law insists. John
Garner, 730 S. 2nd, McAlester, Okla. GA
3-1220.
Announcer and happy d.j. Operate tight
board. Authoritative newscaster experience.
Box 947P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Beginner, young, radio school.
No
rock, nor top 40. Box 951P, BROADCASTING.
Employed major market classical and/or
good music first phone announcer, music/
program director will air mail pertinent
information to forward thinking stations
only. West coast most desirable — But. Box
952P, BROADCASTING.
D.J. announcer — dependable, experience.
Speaks French, English. Married, mature
sound.
Not a floater. Box 962P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newscaster for adult radio or
tv in the northeast. Authoritative, mature
delivery, knowledge of good music, family
man. Seventeen years radio, three years
tv. Box 963P, BROADCASTING.
Look for the Best? Highly experienced,
d.j. newsman interviewer, play by play
sportscaster, salesman. Interested in major
market only. Try a winner. Box 966P,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, eight years experience,
reb, format, gospel. Clear news delivery.
Box 967P, BROADCASTING.
Radio tv announcer, seeks position in East.
Married. One child. Box 909P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Stop! Radio and tv — five years top experience. Want radio — love it. Box 973P,
BROADCASTING.
Major-market jock available. Station sold,
foremat changed from platters to preachers.
John Garner, 730 S. 2nd, McAlester, Okla.
GA 3-1220.
DJ for formula station modern. Cheerful.
Tight production. References. Tape. Box
976P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/ dj. Versatile personality, modern
middle road programming. Experienced.
References. Box 977P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj with bright sound and experience in top 40 and middle of the road
music formats, available now. Prefer Michigan
area
but
will travel. Box 983P, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer . . . The soft spoken man
with the big voice seeks initial position.
Mature, broadcasting school and college
graduate.
Creative writer. Box 985P,
BROADCASTING.
Capable young personality for fast to
medium format. Solid background. Box
992P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer salesman. Wants real opportunity
to
sink roots. East coast. Box 994P, BROADCASTING.
Deejay/program director top 40. Fast and
tight board; good production ideas; first
phone; veteran; married; will relocate. Box
996P, BROADCASTING.
#1—47% pulse, currently top 50. Seeking
top 20 market. Box 997P, BROADCASTING.
Major-market jock. Have personality, will
travel. Write, call, or send smokesignal.
John Garner, 730 S. 2nd, McAlester, Okla
GA 3-1220.

Large chain pd. Fifteen years AA baseball,
college sports, staff. Present employer references. Like small city. Base $120. Box
937P, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-chief engineer, 5 years experience, all phases, 1st phone, vet. 37, married
Guy Saleme, 1058 Boranda, Mountain View
California, 96-8-3259.
White R &
jock; fresh sound, married,
hard worker,B tight
board. Boyd Magers,
715 Y2 E. Bridge, Blackwell, Oklahoma.

Swingin' live wire top forty type radio and
tv personality ready
make money for
your operation. Five to
years major market
background and musical programm
ing know
how man available now. Contact Bob Montgomery, 160806 Lkwd. Hts. Blvd., Cleveland
7, Ohio.
Fight unemployment, hire me! John Garner,
730 S. 2nd, McAlester, Okla. GA 3-1220.
Modern format jockey desires position with
pro station, west. Experienced pd, newsman, and production. Box 1R, BROADCASTING or 614-362-8402.
Personality, dj, 8 years experience. Mature.
Family. Wants major market. Presently
employed. Box 5R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer DJ, experience, sports minded
too. No floater or prima dona. Box 8R
BROADCASTING.
Now ket.
working
No. one station major marSeeking new
time slot. Swinging top
forty. Box 9R, BROADCASTING.
Announcing school graduate. Mature authoritative sound, tight board. Will relocate
Box 10R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer and/or pd, resonant authoritative sound. Twelve years experience, news.
Top rated dj, swing, not rock, tight production, veteran, married. Phone 312-465-6559.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Young man. 24, married, college graduate,
1st phone license, graduate Elkins Broadcasting School. Have had radio experience.
Will be discharged from Army November
12th. Interested in job in the South with
good future. Richard A. Sharpe, 1810
Atascadero Drive, Columbia, South Carolina.
Wanted: $50,000.00 year job with living
expenses paid. Rolls Royce with former
Miss Universe for chauffer, furnished. Will
consider other offers. John Garner, 730 S.
2nd, McAlester, Okla. GA 3-1220.
Young, ambitious have work in the providence market as a newscaster. Box 11R,
BROADCASTING.
West. Smooth as cream with team. We
dream radio beam. Box 12R, BROADCASTING.
Traveling, of locale west of Syracuse,
please drop a line. Box 13R, BROADCASTING.
DJ, announcer, newscaster. Married, experienced, dynamic personality. Fast, tight
board. Authoritative newscast. Box 14R,
BROADCASTING.
Breezy first phone morning deejay. 10 years
experience. Have been chief, pd, news d.
Box 18R, BROADCASTING.
Teen, age
16, needs employment.
license or experience.
Henry Mavin,No 9325
Beacon Street, Cleveland 5, Ohio.
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Attention midwest and southwest: Available immediately — a top rated radio and
tv man, 36 with 15 years experience all
phases of radio. Former manager of 5 kw
sw success story. 2 years on camera announcing experience. Expert in public relations, personnel and management. Best references— good credit. Family and college
man. You check me — I'll check you. Write
Box appointment.
954P, BROADCASTING. I'll call for
for
News director. Writer, producer, newscaster. Unique air style. Production minded.
Network top indy experience. Industrious,
resourceful, creature. Box 972P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman top background reporting, writing. Experienced on mike-camera. B.S. degree communications, family. Want major
market radio and/or tv, which places high
priority on news operation. Box 19R,
BROADCASTING.
Combat ready tank is present office. Desire
more spacious working area in mid December. Will bring 4 years experience, college
degree, and one wife to good news opportunity. Prefer east coast, but will travel.
Box 2R, BROADCASTING.
Attention choosy fm stations. Choosy announcer pd with major market am & fm
experience, knows both Buxtehude and
Marconi (1st ticket), will help put (or
keep)
you tops in field. Box 800P, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced all formats.
Good track record. Solid promotion backWill consider
all offers. Will relocate.ground.
Box 875P,
BROADCASTING.

First phone desires change, prefer east of
Mississippi River. Presently employed as
assistant to chief on am, fm, multiplex.
Two and a half years experience am. fm
and tv. Write Box 979P, BROADCASTING.
Looking for a permanent position. 9 years
tv, 5 years radio experience. Married. Box
945P, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, large southwest directional,
12 years experience, 10 years present job.
Combo, excellent construction technical,
sports, remotes, sober, good family man.
Send all rpelies to Box 968P, BROADCASTING.

Experienced program director desires relocation. I offer: 13 years broadcast experience, proven record, ability, organizational
knowhow all phases; air trick included.
Good music operation only. Prefer east.
Box 605P, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer position desired in Montana
or northwest. Experienced in directionals,
proofs,
and maintenance. Box 970P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — Sales

Have first phone, slide rule, will travel.
Some radio experience, excellent recommendations, prefer fm only, outside of
the south. No announcing experience, $95
per week minimum. For resume write,
Grady Carolina.
Dixon, 503 Snow Hill St., Ayden,
North
Experienced chief engineer in am-fmdirectional seeking new employment. No
announcing. $125 per week. Box 22R,
BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Chief engineer with directional and announcing experience seeking permanent
position. Southern states preferred. Married
with one child. Contact Jack Stanley, 1143-A
Parsonage St. Ext., Elizabeth City, N. C. or
phone 6764 after 6:30 P.M. (EST).
Production director three years. Five years
all phases radio, rock to Bach. Dale Carnegie
course graduate. Married, sober, college.
Minimum $125. Box 651P, BROADCASTING.
Radio's
most comedy
versatileman,
man sports
seeks director,
change.
Top original
special events, play by play in metropolitan
radio,
also some sales. Box 993P, BROADCASTING.
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Reporter: 10 years radio and newspaper
experience. Currently with prestige corporation. Specialize in mobile and on the spot
coverage. UPI special award. St. Paul, Minn.
Call 739-9644, Winchell.
TELEVISION

Opening for aggressive television salesman
at top station in 3V market. Salary plus
commission. Excellent opportunity for right
man.
Send resume to Box 969P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sales manager television. CBS
station in medium sized eastern market.
Immediate opening. References. Excellent
opportunity with well established successful
station. Reply Box 974P, BROADCASTING.
Enterprising free lance men. Increase your
income with channel 21, progressive, independent Fresno area station in all UHF
market, with low overhead and rates comparable to radio. We are interested in securing reliable men capable of selling, producing and presenting your own shows in
sports, variety, or special events . . . studio,
film, or live remote. We have all these
facilities and the time. After your talent
and/or
salespercommission
we're hours,
happy
with $1500
month forfees,
a nightly
or will be glad to arrange a highly rewarding commission. Consider your present
gross billing, then send resume, references,
and pictures to Harold Gann, KDAS-TV,
Hanford, California. Phone LUdlow 4-4431
or LUdlow 2-9301.
VHF in medium southeast market has opening for local salesman. Guarantee with
commission. Send resume with recent
photograph to Box 984P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
On-camera announcer experienced in both
scripted and ad lib commercials. Capable
of hosting live programs, commentaries,
and conducting interviews. On-camera representative for important prestige accounts. Some contacts with clients involved. Excellent potential in pre-freeze
VHF CBS station, serving 500,000 homes.
Send film if available or photo with tape
and resume to Box 958P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Engineer with first class license. TV-AM-FM
central Pennsylvania. Experience not necessary. Contact Glenn Winter, WSBA, York,
Pennsylvania, Phone 2-5531.
Production — Programming, Others
Wanted creative copywriter for CBS-TV
station Southeast. Experienced only. Send
resume and samples of your creative commercial work with first letter. Box 878P,
BROADCASTING.
Director-Studio supervisor. Modern television production center has opening for
man thoroughly grounded floor, props,
lightning and camera who now feels
qualified to assume some directing along
with other studio responsibilities. WSAVTV, Savannah, Georgia.
Production supervisor. Prominent group
station in southeastern capital city seeks
man thoroughly experienced in television
production — preferably person now holding
position of Production or Operations supervisor. Will supervise operational staff of
twenty-five, and will be responsible for all
production aspects of the station. Applicant
must be a leader, creative and very strong
in television production and its administration. Management considers this department
head level position a key assignment. If
you have a successful background in this
area of television and want to move forward with a prestige station, please send
a complete resume and recent photograph
to Box 870P, BROADCASTING.
Program director to plan, create and execute all live local commercial, public service, and documentary programming, on basic
CBS station in midwest. Must have administrative and creative experience and
ability.mentExcellent
for manageadvancement.opportunity
Starting salary
$10,000
to $15,000. Many fringes including stock
option plan and profit sharing. Send complete resume, samples of creative work,
references, to Box 4R, BROADCASTING.
News opening WGEM-TV, channel 10,
Quincy, Illinois. NBC-ABC. Send complete
resume, photo, tape, rewrite material, and
references. Call 222-6840. Area Code 217. Ask
for Program Director or Manager.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Announcers
Attention tv-radio operations. Several years
radio experience in all phases. Some tv.
Mature, dependable with good character
and ability. Box 946P, BROADCASTING.
Professional announcer. Nearly 20 years
broadcasting including 3 years tv. College
graduate with community theatre experience. Seeking employment at creatively
managed
CASTING. tv station. Box 990P, BROADFirst phone engineer, two years experience,
additional two years tv engineering school,
also eight years technical experience in
allied field. Desires steady permanent position in large or medium market progressive
tv, station in midwest with prerequisite,
good
starting wage. Box 917P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

Miscellaneous

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

For Sale— (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others
13 year tv, radio administrative background
(10 years in state capital city). Interested
tv news, programming — but willing and able
to start where needed. 34, married. 304-9255488. Box 821P, BROADCASTING.
Promotion manager with top market experience. Familiar with film and studio
operations.
references. Will relocate. BoxExcellent
876P, BROADCASTING.

Equipment
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters,
iconoscopes, 440
audio,
monitors, orthicons,
cameras. Electrofind,
Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.

Newsman, 10 years reporter, writer, newscaster. Radio newspaper background. Seeks
television operation where can gather,
write, film, broadcast news. Professional
delivery, best references. Box 938P,
BROADCASTING.
Production manager. Reached top here. Desire producer/director pob in major market
or production manager job with challenge
college. Can furnish references and portand opportunity. Eight years experience,
folio
of qualifications. Box 754P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman seeking return to small town from
one of largest. 12 years experience all phases
radio-tv. Only responsible, community conscience stations need apply. Box 975P,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment
Continental 1 kw, UHF tv transmitter,
model PA-715, complete with tubes, without
sideband filter, very clean and in working
order, $3500, Ruth Higdon WAFG-TV,
Huntsville, Ala., 539-1783.
RCA professional disc recorder type 70-B.
Original cost approximately $1500. Good
condition,
at broadcast
station. Makepresently
offer . used
. . trade
considered.
K-KIS, Pittsburg, California.
Recording equipment, Ampex 601; Presto
6N; RCA 77DX: misc. New condition &
reasonable. J. A. Campbell, 2919 Bryant
North, Minneapolis 11, Minn.
16mm Bolex. Latest reflex model w/fader.
3 lenses plus pan cinor 200m. Many accessories. Guaranteed perfect. Cost over $1100.
Best cash offer takes. 1707 Santa Rosa, San
Luis Obispo, California. LI 3-4758.
Will sell to best offer, a complete Gates
M-5214 RDC-10 remote control and metering
units. Used 3 years, no trouble, perfect
condition, complete for studio and transmitter use, has modulation meter for studio.
Also 180 feet Andrews H.O. transmission
line with standard fittings. Sell together or
separate, for quick sale will take best offer.
KHBR Hillsboro, Texas P. O. Box 317.
Phone JU 2-3431, Manager.
Closed circuit vedecon camera GPL PD 150,
demonstrator, excellent condition, $800, 501
East William David Pkwy., Metairie, La.
Attention newsmen. Moltawk recorder, w/2
mikes. Many accessories. New condition.
Cost over $475. Best ridiculous cash offer
takes. 1707 Santa Rosa, San Luis Obispo,
California LI 3-4758.
Aircooled 5 kw some pares good condition.
Post war model. Immediate availability.
Asking
CASTING.$6,000. Write Box 953P, BROADFor sale . . . one GE 3 kw amplifier, model
number BT-3A. A-l condition and like new
appearance. $3500.00. Phone 388-5200 or
388-7433 Columbia, Tennessee.
For Sale. Two Ampex Intersync units,
Series 01 and 02. Good condition. Price reasonable. Contact Wm. Parpisek, KCRA-TV,
310 - 10th Street, Sacramento 14, California.
FM transmitter, RCA 250 Watt, also 5.2
gain antenna. Make offer. KJAZ, Berkeley
5, California.

Closed circuit and broadcast television
video monitors — model change and demo
units, used with new warrenty, 8", 14", 17",
21" — metal cabinets, 10 megacycle video —
price $150.00 each and up. Call or write
Miratel Electronics, Inc., 1st St. SE&Richardson, St. Paul 12, New Brighton, Minnesota-phone number ME 3-1742.
Xmission Line; Teflon insulated, l?i" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
For sale, one Western Electric
mitter Douherty circuit. Used
WBZA. In excellent condition.
Contact W. H. Hauser, WBZA,

1 kw trans10 years at
Price $1500.
Boston

Schafer 1200 GM automation system complete with music bridge integrator, 8 Ampex
units with P.E. cell cuing and 150 blank
window cued tapes. Less than one year
service. Half original price. Box 871P,
BROADCASTING.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Wanted optical system parts for Dumont
type 5363-A Cinecon units. Lenses and
prism needed, new or used (if in good
condition). Will buy complete 5363-A assembly if necessary.
Great Falls,
Montana. KFBB-TV, Box 1139,
5 kw transmitter. Send full specifications
and price. Box 971P, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Condenser service. The top tunes condensed
to one minute for those crowded segments.
Initial fee of $25.00 delivers top twenty,
weekly service fee of $6.00 keeps you up
to
date. Send check to Box 882P, BROADCASTING.
"Stinger Series" Forty musical cappers,
stings,
punctuators,
in Hi-Fi
and pressed
on to newly
pure recorded
vinyl just
$9.95.
Station
Services,
1st
National
Bank,
Peoria,
Illinois.
WANTED

TO BUY

Station
TV station wanted. Southwest, Arizona preferred. High volume, sound business, excellent potential. Full particulars to Agent:
Box 949P, BROADCASTING.
ATTENTION

30,000 Professional Comedy Lin?s! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
Commercials taped for small market stations using major market announcers.
Robert Best and Associates, 5801 Peabody
St., Hyattsville, Md. HA 2-3233.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located In Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
40-page 1505
brochure.
Grantham
Schoolourof free
Electronics,
N. Western
Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins training now available in New
Orleans for FCC First Class License in 6
weeks. Nationally known for top qualitj
theory and laboratory instruction. Elkins
Radio School of New Orleans, 714 Masonic
Temple
Building,
333 Saint Charles Avenue.
New Orleans,
Louisiana.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta.
Georgia.
Announcing
consolepractical
operation. Twelveprogramming,
weeks intensive,
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all over
the country. DJ instruction, alive, active
and new. September class open. 259 Geary
Street, San Francisco, California.
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you erating
license
in only
op5kw station.
One school
price with
includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N. Y.
OX 5-9245.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISERS

Effective November 5th, all WANTED TO BUY STATION advertising will
require DISPLAY SPACE. FOR SALE STATIONS, as already indicated in our
masthead, also requires display space.
RATES:
-$20.00
- 19.00

inch

One time— - 17.50
13 times—
- 15.00
26 times—

inch
inch
inch

52 times—
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INSTRUCTIONS — (Cont'd)
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
January 9. For information, references and
reservations, write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Ave.. Burbank. California.
Six weeks courses in FCC first phone license, and in Announcing. Nine months
courses in Chief Engineer, Program Director, Owner-Manager. Guaranteed training
and placement service since 1947. Keegan
Technical Institute, 207 Madison, Memphis,
Tennessee.
~
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£ Experienced manager who can run an
East Coast daytime station without ratings,zation
and who
willSalary
build a$12,000.
good organiand staff.
Send
full particulars
and
picture,
terial that must be returned. but no maBox 859P, BROADCASTING
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIK
s

OFFERING A CHALLENGE
To a creative, alert program manager
who will
"talk"forprogramming
news,
etc.,strengthen
and life ratings
an Eastern
network AM-PM station in a top-rated
market. Send resume an dsalary required to
Box 940P, BROADCASTING
Sales
WANTED

... A TOP RADIO
SALESMAN !
The man KBTRadio is looking for is
presently employed and desires to move
up theket.sales
ladder
to the watts
Denverat MarKBTRadio
is 5,000
710
with a modern adult format and ABC
and afraid
InterMountain
If you're
not
of a real Networks.
challenge and
hard
work, have ideas and like to make calls,
sendfirstcomplete
in
letter to:resume and sales record
Jackson Fleming
GENERAL MANAGER
KBTRadio
1089 BANNOCK STREET
DENVER, COLORADO
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Unusual opportunity at East Coast major
market station. Excellent draw, commission and expenses. Small market experience preferred.
Box 7E, BROADCASTING

RADIO

SITUATIONS WANTED

Situations Wanted — Sales

Production — Programming, Others

Detroit Representation
Without the costly expense of a branch
office your firm or client can operate in
Detroit or the entire Midwst. Full or
part-time basis. Seasoned, mature advertising executive available on a retainer. I can give top-flight professional
representation. . . . Sales, Monitoring,
Research, Public Relations, Media Selection, Writing,
Contacts,
etc. Allfollowed
replies
answered
in strict
confidence
by personal interview if desired.
Box 959P, BROADASTING

REAL RADIO MAN
is seeking opportunity with a future in broadeasting or allied field. Stable, personable, and
creative thinker with unlimited energy and ability. Contact P. OB. 12004, New Orleans 24, La.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
ATTORNEY
Opportunity available in New York
for attorney with FCC background,
radio-tv. Submit resume including
salary requirements: Box 599, 1501
Broadway, New York 36, New York.

HUNTLE

Major market jock available due to
sale of station and complete change
of format by new owners.
John
730 S.Garner
2ndOkla.
McAlester,
GA 3-1220
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales

Opportunity for TV salesman in one of
the fastest growing markets in the S.E.
Station going into full color operation on
November 15th. Protected account list
available. Base salary in top 4 figures
and commission. Only top experienced
tv salesmen need apply. All replies will
be kept confidential — all replies will be
acknowledged. Send background, present billing, etc., to Harry C. Barfield,
Station Manager, WLEX-TV, Lexington,
Kentucky, or telephone 4-8747.

Y ?

Even they haven't interviewed the
people I have i.e., "Rudolph" the
you know what nosed Reindeer, the
Xmas Seals, Santa Claus, Mrs. Claus
— mater of fact, everyone in Santaland. I'd like to Xmascast for you
— See my color ad in "Fates &
Fortunes" or call Holly B. Jolly —
Pams of Dallas — TAylor 7-0901.

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Announcers

Y-BRINKLE

Miscellaneous
AUDIO TAPE DUPLICATOR
Ampex
High — Speed
Guaranteed
HighestDuplicators
Quality
Lowest Prices
Complete Packaging & Mailing Service
OMAHA RECORDING STUDIO
2963 Farnam, Omaha, Nebr.
ATTENTION FORMER WDSU
(NEW ORLEANS) EMPLOYEES!
WDSU union
is planning
an "On- the-Day.
Air" For
rethis Thanksgiving
details, current addresses of all former
WDSU announcers and talent should
be sent to Stanley Holiday, WDSU, 520
Royal St., New Orleans 16, La.
For Sale
Equipment
AMPEX
Videotape Splicer,
like new. For sale $550.00.
Peter DeMet Productions
1317 W. Belmont Ave.
Chicago 13, 111.

Announcers
WANTED AIR PERSONALITY
Station
in
top
major
market
needsknows
all-around,
bright, happy-sounding
man. Notand a mature
"Rocker"at
but we want uptempo man who
tight production
and can soundairexciting
the same time. Must have quality voice and able to take direction and follow our format to the
letter. If forward
you are complete
not experienced
in "Bigtime"
broadcasting,to don't apply. If you qualify and are
interested
resume and
air-check immediately
Box 21R, BROADCASTING
Production — Programming, Others
PROGRAM DIRECTOR WANTED
Major market group owned station in first 5 cities needs dynamic highly experienced PD.
Must be creative and tops in productions. Capable of breathing life into exciting (non-rock)
fast-paced operation. Great opportunity for man who knows his business. Don't waste our
time best.
or yours
you aremantrulyon aair."Pro."
Market and
veryinterested,
competitiverush
— andcomplete
we mustresume,
have
the
Shouldunless
be capable
If qualified
tapes, samples of work, salary desired to
Box 20R, BROADCASTING
110

Have used 250 watt transmitters
in stock —
Cafes
Gates BC-850GY's
BC-250C-Ts
Collins
Raytheon300C's
RA-250
CE 4BT20-A1
Can supply as is, or tuned and
tested to your frequency. Call
or wire Franz Cherny, Gates
Radio Company, Phone Area
Code 217, 222-8202.
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INSTRUCTIONS

For Sale

Continued from page 105

KRAL Rawlins, Wyo. — Granted extension
of completion date to March 27. 1963.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completionGa.,datesto as March
shown : 11,
*WEGATV Savannah,
1963;
KUSU-TV Logan, Utah, to April 11, 1963;
FOR SALE
*WIPR-FM San Juan, P. R., to March 13,
1963; WTCM Traverse City, Mich., to April
50 KILOWATT STATION
21, 1963; WIOU Kokomo, Ind., to Dec. 1;
Fulltime facility in major west coast
KTHO
Tahoe Valley, Calif., to April 10,
market. Asking $875,000 with excellent
1963; WJBT Wheeling, W. Va., to Dec. 15;
terms available to qualified buyer. I) KPRK
Livingston, Mont., to Nov. 30; WHOT
Campbell, Ohio, to Jan. 2, 1963; WLOB
Box 17R, BROADCASTING
Portland,
Me.,Minn.,
to April
14, 1963;
WCCO-FM
Minneapolis,
to April
6, 1963;
WABJ
Adrian, Mich., to Feb. 28, 1963.
,GUNZENDORFERi
Actions of Oct. 10
CALIFORNIA FULLTIMER with network.
WDOW Dowagiac, Mich. — Granted request
$12,000 down. Asking $48,000.
for mod. of pre-sunrise operation condition
TELEVISION
STATION — WESTERN
attached
to July 18 grant of cp to increase
STATES. Asking $443,000.
daytime power to 1 kw, to extent of auARIZONA
NET FULLTIMER. $10,000
thorizing operation with non-DA with 500
down. Asking $70,000.
w between
4 a.m.inandDocket
LR until
sion
is
reached
14419final
or deciuntil
FM's $125,000, $50,000, $90,000.
directed
to terminate
such operation, whichEMPLOYMENT SERVICE
ever occurs
first.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
The Baca Tv Co., Richards, Campo and
Licensed Brokers Phone OL 24800
>5iWWAWW^mw.V.VAV#
Regnier, all Colo. — Granted cp for new vhf
tv translator station, on ch. 12, to translate
864 So. Robertson, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Looking ?
»■
~u
Professional radio and TV placement »■
programs of KCSJ-TV (ch. 5) Pueblo, Colo.
"« ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL ■*
Southern Oregon Bcstg. Co., Klamath
„*_■
Cost-to-coast
with
Midwest
saturation
Falls, Ore. — Granted cp for new uhf tv
Free details on request. ■
translator
station, on ch. 72, to translate
on
any
Station is 1000 watts, 1480,
^
Write:
programs
Broadcast Employment
Service «J
\
Falls,
Oreg. of KOTI(TV) (ch. 2) Klamath
daytime.
Regional
Channel
allows
sign
4825 10th Ave. So. Mpls, 17 Minn. \
time after 4:00 A.M.
TA 5-3T58
TA 5-3782
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: Creede Tv Assn., on chs.
Inquiry should be to:
4
& 7, Creede and Masonic Park, Colo., to
H. M.BoxBumgardner
translate programs of KGGM-TV (ch. 13)
1122
For Sale
Albuquerque,
N. Mex.; Edward E. Shultz,
Pueblo, Colorado
on ch. 11, Estes Park, Colo., KRMA-TV (ch.
telephone Lincoln 2-2671
Stations
6) Denver, Colo.; The City of Ainsworth,
on Ch. 9, Ainsworth, Nebr., KHAS-TV (ch.
5), Hastings,
Nebr.;area
Highsouthwest
Point Tvof Assn..
on
ch. 11, Rural
Fort
Davis, Texas, KOSA-TV (ch. 7) Odessa,
Texas; Ukiah Tv Assn., on ch. 3, Ukiah,
1 MIDWEST DAYTIMER |
FOR SALE
Oreg., KHQ-TV
6) 5,Spokane,
Gillette
Tv Assn., (ch.
on ch.
Gillette, Wash.;
Wyo.,
5 Grossing approx. $70,000. Excellent 3
KOTA-TV (ch. 3) Rapid City, S. Dak.;
Daytimer major metropolitan
% facilities. Good growth picture. Full J
Clyde Community Tv, on ch. 3, Clyde,
S details to qualified principals. 2
market.
Kans., WIBW-TV (ch. 13) Topeka, Kans.;
The
Key Club of Dunsmuir, California, on
2 Box 980P, BROADCASTING. $
Profitable operation.
chs. 9 & 13, Castella, Calif., KVIP-TV (ch.
7)
Redding,
and KHSL-TV (ch. 12) Chico.
both California.
Box 950P, BROADCASTING
WXRF Guayama Bcstg. Inc., Guayama,
P. R. —trolGranted
transferto ofRafael
conEXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY IN
from Rafaelinvoluntary
Fuster Fuster
Fuster
Gonzalez,
administrator
of
the
estate
COLORFUL COLORADO'S SECof Rafael Fuster Fuster, deceased.
OND LARGEST CITY! 1000 W.
Pacific Northwest
Breckenridge Volunteer Fire Dept.,
DAYTIMER, KTUX, PUEBLO.
Breckenridge and Blue River VaUey, Colo.
AVAILABLE AT A FRACTION
Major Market Station. $150,000
— Granted
cp for
new translate
vhf tv translator
tion, on ch.
5, to
programs sta-of
OF ITS TRUE VALUE. A FINE
down
Required,
liberal
payout
KBTV
(TV)
(ch.
9)
Denver,
Colo.
OPPORTUNITY FOR SOMEONE
on balance. No brokers.
KIMAstall newYakima,
Wash. at
— Granted
cp to site
inWHO WANTS TO OPERATE HIS
aux. trans,
main trans,
OWN STATION IN A REAL
Box 971P, BROADCASTING
(DA-N).
GROWTH AREA. PRICED NOT
WEZB, Radio Birmingham Inc., BirmingMUCH HIGHER THAN THE
ham, Ala. — Granted involuntary assignment of license to Frank Blackford, reNEW EQUIPMENT COST. CONwithout prejudice
to whatever
TACT H. MEYERS BUMGARDtionceiver,
commission
may deem
necessary ac-to
To buy or sell Radio and/or TV proptake in connection with problems currently
NER, TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTerties contact.
existing
for renewal
CY, BON DURANT BUILDING,
of
licensein ofpending
station application
WEZB.
patt Mcdonald co.
PUEBLO, COLORADO. PHONE
KLFF, Crown Bcstg. Co., Mead, Wash.—
LINCOLN 22671.
P. O. BOX 9266 - CL 3-8080
Granted
KLFF Inc.mod. of cp to change name to
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: KDFN DoniTHE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEphan, Mo.; WCCM Traverse City, Mich.;
single
Ala
VISION AND RADIO MANAGE85M
KKOK Lompoc, Calif.
terms
daytime
18M
small
60M
Pa
10M
MENT CONSULTANTS
■ Following stations were granted extenCa
medium daytime
ESTABLISHED 1946
sions of completion
dates asto shown:
125M
Fla
medium daytime
35M
FM
Port
Arthur, Texas,
April 6,KPAC1963;
daytime
65M
N.Y. medium fulltime
230M
Negotiations Management
terms
KWKW Pasadena, Calif., to Jan. 27, 1963;
125M
N.C.
metro
WBAL Baltimore, Md., to April 15, 1963.
daytime
Appraisals
Financing
CHAPMAN
COMPANY50M
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
Rulemakings
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
1182
W.
Peachtree
St.,
Atlanta 9, Ga.
Washington 7, D. C.
PETITIONS FILED
■ Bay Area Educational Tv Assn., San
Francisco,
(10-10-62)ch.— Requests
TEXAS. Exclusive daytime.
has averj="STATIONS
FORCrossSALE
—
CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONS
ment so asCalif.
to reserve
38 at San amendFranaged $60,000.00 for past three fiscal years.
cisco
for
non-commercial
educational use.
For Buying and Selling
Operated remote, site leased for less than
■ National Educational Tv & Radio Cenit would cost to own. Asking $55,000.00
RADIO and TV STATIONS
ter, Washington, D. C. (10-10-62)— Requests
with 29% down ad balance on excellent
in the eastern states and Florida
amendment
so Athens,
as to reassign
ch. 14 to Chatterms.
tanooga from
both Tennessee,
and
W. B. CRIMES & CO.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
reserve
channel
for
non-commercial
educa2000 Florida Avenue. N.W.
tional use, and that commission continue
Washington 9. D. C.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
reservation
of presently
ch. *55
DEcatur 2-2311
in
Chattanooga
to provide assigned
second channel
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279
when needed for educational use.
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962
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SIX WEEK COURSES
H a. FCC first phone license
§
= b. Announcer, Disc-Jockey B
| NINE MONTH COURSES §
= c. Chief Engineer
§
H d. Program Director
1
g e. Owner-Manager.
1
§ Guaranteed training and placement. =
= Our graduates are working in all cate- s
5 gories.
§
1
Write for school catalog S
I KEEGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE I
1
"Since 1947"
=
B
207 Madison, Memphis, Tenn. s
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Stations

"Film

docs

the

unusual!"

BONG-G-G-G-G . . . goes the gong ! Barely have the echoes died
. . . before the proposition (happy shaving !) has been sharply highlighted byANIMATION (a flitting bird who knows his way about)
and PHOTOGRAPHY. Each was done separately, then combined
with utmost accuracy to show razor, shaver and bird to best selling advantage— all on Eastman film, with prints on Eastman printstock. Two steps — negative and positive, both Eastman — both of
vital importance to sponsor, network, local station and viewer.
Moral: Plan carefully and ... go Eastman — all the way!
For further information, get in touch with
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY,

Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division, 130 East Randolph Dr., Chicago ! 4, III.
West Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
For the purchase of film, W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the sale and
distribution of EASTMAN Professional Films for motion pictures and television,
Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

rety Kazor Compi
AGENCY: Maxon Inc. PRODUCER: MPO Videotronics;
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., Cartoon Division

OUR

RESPECTS

But

for the

to John

W. Burgard,

depression,

John W. Burgard, of Louisville, Ky.,
thinks television programs are full of
"junk." Too many bumpers, previews,
titles and credits are crowding into time
he says would better be used for the
entertainment portions of programs.
This tall, slim Kentuckian has been
attempting to convince the networks
and his fellow advertisers that the
"clutter" situation ought to be changed
(Broadcasting, March 5). If there's
a wasteland in television, it's that time
between the program content of adjacent television shows, says he.
Mr. Burgard has a vested interest in
the clutter hassle. He is vice president
in charge of advertising and a director
of Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville, and as such is responsible
for about $30 million his firm annually
invests in advertising, more than 80%
in television. B&W sponsors or participates ineight network television programs in prime time, three in daytime,
and uses a large spot tv budget.
Mr. Burgard is a co-chairman of an
Assn. of National Advertisers study
group which timed some network programs and reported chunks of up to 10
and 1 1 minutes of promos, commercials
and credits separate the entertainment
portions of successive network tv programs.
The networks have listened to Mr.
Burgard's pleas for relief with a sympathetic ear, he reported last week. But
he
thinks
it's a problem for the
individual now
advertiser.
A Graduate Engineer ■ The networks
might never have had to grapple with
this forceful executive were it not for
the depression. He was a graduate
engineer then who joined B&W after
working with construction firms and
the Pennsylvania Railroad. "It was the
depression, and I was glad to get anything," he recalls. Mr. Burgard moved
from "anything" in 1932 to a B&W
vice presidency in 1955.
The only son of a Louisville dentist,
John Williams Burgard was born Aug.
13, 1910. He was graduated from Virginia Military Institute with honors and
a Bachelor of Science degree in civil
engineering in 1931.
Soon after his start with B&W in the
accounting department, the advertising
department was shifted from New York
to Louisville. Casting his engineering
background aside, he moved into the
new department, and with the exception of a four-year, high-level stint in
the sales department (during which he
was elected a vice president and director of the firm [1954-1958], he's been
BROADCASTING, October 22, 1962

he'd

vp-advertising,

be an

B&W

engineer

associated with B&Ws advertising ever
since.
Fourth Largest ■ The nation's fourthlargest producer of cigarettes with eight
major brands, B&W is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of British-American Tobacco
Co. Ltd., of London, and has been a
good customer of broadcast advertising
for many years. Mr. Burgard recalls an
early venture, Plantation Party, which
was sponsored on radio in the '30s by
Bugler, a roll-your-own cigarette tobacco whose sales jumped 500% in the
first 13 weeks of sponsorship. Other
pre-war B&W shows included Uncle
Walter's Doghouse, People Are Funny
and Red Skelton (when the redhead
wasn't so well known).
Mr. Burgard's early advertising
career was interrupted by AV2 years
service in the Army Air Corps during
World War II. First a state-side public
relations officer, he maneuvered a transfer to the headquarters of the Eighth
Air Force in England as RAF liaison
and as U. S. representative of a team
setting up a unified air-sea rescue service.
Medal Winner ■ Later he established
a similar system for the Mediterranean
Allied Air Forces in only six weeks,
an effort which earned him the Legion
of Merit. Promoted to colonel, he set
up and was chief of a world-wide rescue
service for the Air Force. He represented the U. S. at an international civil
aviation conference in Montreal, after
which he was awarded both the Army
and Navy commendation medals.
Mr. Burgard came back to B&W in
January 1946 as advertising manager.
He was named vice president of sales

Tobacco

Corp.

yet
in 1955, then returned to advertising,
also as a vice president, in 1958. He
is responsible as well for B&W packaging and public relations.
Hard Worker ■ John Burgard works
long hours. At his desk at 8 a.m. daily,
he often doesn't leave for home until
late. "So much of the working day is
spent on the telephone and in meetings
that if you want to do any constructive
thinking, you have to wait until the
place
quiet," he his
said.attitude toward
He isattributes
work and personal discipline to his
training at VMI. During his early days
at B&W, he recalls, the advertising
manager went out of town, leaving John
with specific instructions for a course
of action which quickly met the disapprovalbawled
of B&W's
personally
John president,
out. John who
assumed
full responsibility. The absent manager
rior's respect and long-time friendship,
learned
youngexecutive
man's action
and
informed ofthethesenior
that John
was merely following orders. The incident earned Mr. Burgard his supeHome Town Girl ■ He married the
former Miss Gloria Lewis, of Louisville,
Nov. 30, 1946. They have two sons,
John W. Jr., 14, and Lewis Alexander,
12. The Burgards live in Rolling Fields,
a Louisville suburb. Active in the Episcopal Church, the B&W executive devotes much of his leisure time to his
family, professional associations and
gardening.
His pride is a bluegrass lawn covering almost 3A of an acre around his
house. Unlike golf, it gives him a feeling of accomplishment, he says, and
keeps him close to his family. He leaves
the flowers to his wife, but tends the
shrubs himself and has been fighting a
successful war against crabgrass. ("It
wouldn't dare come back into our
yard," said Mrs. Burgard.)
Mr. Burgard is a member of ANA,
the Advertising Club of Louisville and
is on the industrial development committee of the Louisville Chamber of
Commerce.
Clutter Cure ■ Looking ahead in the
tv "clutter" fight, he says it's up to
advertisers to determine for themselves

Mr. Burgard
Advertisers should cope with clutter

the
"clearing
the air."
Some advisability
firms have ofresearch
programs
on
this subject now, he said.
His own efforts with network contracts on B&W tv shows have borne at
least one ripened fruit. The contract
for Don't Call Me Charlie (9:30-10
p.m., NYT, NBC-TV) "is just about
in accordance with our wishes," he said.
The future, he indicated, is not dim.
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EDITORIALS
Short views
TELEVISION critics, a predictable lot, have greeted the
new television season with their customary lack of enthusiasm. On the whole, however, they have seemed less
caustic this year, and in the spirit of being thankful for
small favors we welcome this as grudging acknowledgement
that programming is a little better.
Unfortunately, most critics in summing up the new season
are mistaking a part for the whole. They have given primary importance to the mass-entertainment programming
and thus failed to give credit for the irregularly scheduled
productions which in many respects represent television at its
finest. They have reviewed these programs, often in praiseful terms; yet they speak of the new "season" as if they had
forgotten this special programming exists.
The so-called bread-and-butter programming pays the way
for all the rest, and we doubt that even the critics expect
it to glow and glisten like a work of art. This regular programming needs no special defense here — the multi-million
audiences it attracts are its own testimonial — but the critics
are unfair to build an entire season's image around it.
Within a few weeks television has covered the Mississippi
integration conflict in both straight news reports and documentaries, has presented opening night at New York's
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, covered the Schirra
manshoot, offered a National League play-off and the World
Series, sampled political campaigns and examined the Russian educational system — among many other special programs. In the weeks and months ahead it will present more
documentaries, more classical music, more drama, more
sports, more news of what's going on in the world.
These extras represent great television. They are what
the critics historically have asked for. They are an inseparable part of the new television season, and they give every
promise of making it the finest yet.
Enterprising journalism
IT is understandable that the State Dept. would be disturbed
by its discovery that television newsmen had been filming
the digging of escape tunnels beneath the Berlin Wall. We
must side with NBC-TV, however, in the network's decision
to proceed, against State Dept. pressures, with an Oct. 31
broadcast of the news documentary, "The Tunnel."
The State Dept. has explained that it succeeded in aborting a CBS News program on the same subject last August
by persuading that network that its filming of a tunnel
project "involved risks for the American correspondents and
cameramen; that, by reducing secrecy, it . enhanced the risk
of injury, capture or death . for would-be escapees; and that
such activities could well complicate the delicate Berlin
problem."
Later, when it got wind of the NBC-TV program, the State
Dept. "expressed views to NBC authorities similar to those
expressed to CBS."
No one can quarrel with the State Dept.'s appraisal of
the risks that the newsmen of both networks ran in undertaking to film actual tunneling and escape operations. But
a serious question may be raised about the degree of
influence the State Dept. brought to bear in an effort to
discourage journalistic enterprise.
According to all available evidence, NBC-TV's Berlin team
acted with discretion and courage. Through assiduous legwork, the newsmen made contact with a group of West
Berliners who had already begun to dig. With unusual
patience and endurance, cameramen filmed the digging for
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four months and were there to make pictures when the first
escapees came through. Security was never compromised.
The
State Dept.
did abandoned.
not hear of NBC-TV's coverage until
the tunnel
had been
To judge by State Dept. reports, the CBS newsmen were
not as lucky. Details are lacking, but the implication is
that word of the CBS project leaked while it still was going
on. If that were the case, CBS News had no choice but
to give the project up. To proceed with it might easily
have led to the unhappy ends the State Dept. feared.
As matters have turned out, we'd say both NBC and CBS
acted with enterprise and an awareness of their great responsibilities. No more can be asked of any journalists.
Blitzing uhf
INDUSTRIAL electronic equipment manufacturers (with
the exception of RCA) are mounting a blitz to wrest uhf
channels 14 and 15 from television. Eyeing a lush market
in land mobile equipment for various non-broadcast uses, the
manufacturers are cloaking themselves with the argument
that public safety, health and other services need the spectrum space and are suffering from congestion in their presently assigned areas.
Actually, many of the services involved do not need their
own communications systems but could use common carriers. Moreover, broadcast engineers are prepared to show
that existing assignments are not being fully used and that
the technique of channel-splitting could be employed to
double existing capacity.
We doubt whether the FCC will be deluded. Ch. 14 and
15, being the lowest, are the best in the uhf band. Hence
they will be in greatest demand in those areas to which
they are allocated in the effort to encourage uhf expansion.
To shift these channels as proposed would negate the
moratorium on deintermixture agreed to by the FCC to give
uhf the opportunity to get off the ground. Moreover, with
the increased demand for both commercial and educational
uhf stations, the factor of scarcity in desirable markets would
be aggravated. Even now some crowding in uhf is evident
in the New England area which, because of its compactness,
always is first to feel the allocations pinch.
The pressures being built up by the land-mobile interests
are formidable. It will take equally strong action by broadcasting to resist them.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"She can't come to the phone now . . . she's tied up with
her doctor!"
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Rev. Richard W. Albert, Trinity Lutheran Church, Grand Rapid
The

new

faces

of

peace

Rev. Richard W. Albert and his bright new church share a
common goal with Chief Prichett of Albany, Georgia — the
fight for peace in a world throbbing with tension. Each is news.
The depth in which we report what they do is one of the ways
we try to keep our listeners and viewers among the bestinformed, best-entertained people in the world. We
draw regularly from the talents and facilities offered
by NBC

and Time-Life Broadcast and supplement

these with the work of our own award-honored editorial staff.
How well we succeed in informing and entertaining is reflected by our high ratings. More important, we believe, is
the respect and confidence we have earned from the two
million WOODlanders we serve.

WOOD
AM- FM
TIME-LIFE BROADCAST.

TV
INC.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

WOOD • THE STATION WITH 2,000,000 CLOSE FRIENDS Kr3| NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES • THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

Equally at home "on-the-scene" or "on-the-air", versatile Don Perrie frequently reports to
WWJ's
WWJ listeners right from the scene of news events. Weekday evenings, he hosts
popular "Phone-Opinion" program . . . where Detroiters express their views on timely and
often controversial subjects. Perrie is another key figure in the great WWJ News operationthe only local service that includes:
• 13-Man Broadcast News Staff— Michigan's Largest
• Newsgathering Resources of The Detroit News
• NBC Correspondents in 75 Countries

|

\

THE

WWJi^wf
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News

•

WWJ-TV
National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

I
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Threat of war hobbles broadcasting coverage
of military, adds other restraints

31

Westinghouse, KRON-TV licensee depict NBC
as bully boy in station sales talks
48

Need for a worldwide radio-tv organization
cited at EBU sessions
70
Want the male audience? Use weekend
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special report advises
44
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Censorship ahead?
There is no "censorship" in present
national emergency, White House
News Secretary Pierre Salinger was at
pains to explain to news media chiefs
last week, but plans are going forward
and may be announced shortly for
Office of Censorship similar in many
respects to one operated under ex-AP
chief Byron Price during World War
II. Remnants of old Office of Censorship have survived during intervening
years under leadership of Price's right
hand man, Theodore F. Koop (CBS
vice president), with some of original
executive personnel kept on standby
basis. Present crisis finds Koop out
of country on vacation, but some
other executive reserves have been in
Washington for consultation.
One who was reported called to
Washington is experienced newspaper
executive who has served in top spots
on several western papers and currently edits Democratic paper in Southwest. In World War 11 he was known
<is able censorship executive with
strong leanings toward print, rather
than broadcast media. A hard-nosed
reporter, he would be valiant fighter
on side of releasing most news possible and might prove thorn in side of
military men and others who like to
bottle up information.
Sales strength in '63
Tv networks look forward to continued solid sales strength in first
quarter of 1963. Already for that
three month period, ABC-TV is 80%
sold, CBS-TV is 92% and NBC-TV
at least 90% sold in prime time. This
sales pace appears to set aside any
initial fears of sudden let-down in
network sales after first of year.
Code proposal at bat
Special FCC meeting will be called
to consider proposed rule making of
Comm. Robert E. Lee that NAB
codes setting limits on number of
commercials per time segment be
adopted as FCC rules (Closed Circuit, Oct. 22.) Item was on agenda
last week but passed over because of
unusually short meeting. Date of
special session has not been . set, but
officials said it probably would not be
this week. Present thinking of majority of commissioners indicates plan
will be defeated without request for
comment from industry.
Job security
Unless some
hitch develops,
change in NAB
seeable future.

wholly unexpected
there won't be any
presidency in foreFor months Florida

CIRCUITCLOSED
political circles had speculated that
gence Agency. Ownership of station,
which is not licensed by FCC, has
LeRoy Collins, NAB president, would
run for governorship in 1964. Word
since changed hands (new owner is
now is that Collins, who was Florida
Vanguard Co., of Miami).
governor before he joined NAB, has
By having Radio Americas carry
VOA programs, that agency has some
told supporters he definitely won't run.
Vernon Bradford, political writer for assurance that Cuba will not receive
Tampa Tribune, who has been conconflicting reports from U.S. This
sistently reporting possibility of Colwas not case during Cuban invasion,
lins rerun, has taken him out of list when differences in broadcasts by
of possible contenders.
Radio SWANN and VOA caused considerable confusion among Cubans.
Next step for Gov. Collins is renegotiation ofhis contract with NAB.
ABC Radio rate boost
Three-year contract (at $75,000 per
year plus allowances) that became
ABC Radio, it's reported, may
effective in January 1961 provides for adopt hike in its rates — pro-rated as
to periods when network is obtaining
renegotiating with NAB board committee next month, as soon as current
increased audience. Though still unseries of NAB regional meetings is
der consideration, plan would increase
over.
rates from 8 to 35% depending on
programming. Attractions such as
Combination rates
Breakfast Club and news would take
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) may
higher rise in rates.
revive old bugaboo of combination
rates in his promised probe into al- Color interest
leged news monopolies (BroadcastOne indication of color's "immediing, Oct. 1). It's now confirmed that
acy" as advertising factor in network
congressman is soliciting data on subtv may be number of series proposed
ject in effort to tie down any city or
for color in 1963-64 season. It's remarket where cross-ownership of stavealed, for example, that ABC-TV
tion and newspaper has led to asking
expects several pilots to be filmed in
"combination" advertising rate of nacolor. CBS-TV admits it is receptive
tional advertiser.
to color programming contingent on
advertiser investment. NBC-TV this
Sound and Billie Sol
season has about 68% of nighttime
Final portions of Billie Sol Estes
schedule in color.
trial will be covered with sound cameras. Ban on sound during taking of Ready for action
testimony is due to archaic Texas law
Ready for final FCC decision is
which prohibits one witness from
ch. 9 Orlando, Fla., ex parte case in
hearing testimony of another. Silent
which Mid-Florida Tv Corp. (WLOFfilming will continue through picking
TV) is fighting to retain 1957 grant.
of jury (see page 62) and testimony
Examiner's initial decision recomof witnesses. Sound can be picked up
mended that ch. 9 be given to WORZ
for summations by both sides and
Inc.
because
of alleged attempts to
charging of jury by judge. At that
influence
FCC
on behalf of Midtime question will arise whether staFlorida by others than WLOF-TV
tions wish to provide live broadcasts
principals. Item was on agenda at
to viewers. This in turn may depend
special meeting Friday but was not
on decision of WFAA-TV Dallas,
considered because of time devoted to
which has most extensive remote
Sec. 315 matters (see story, page 9).
equipment in area.
Also passed over at same meeting
Eleventh station
was sale of WAVY-AM-TV PortsNumber of commercial stations
mouth-Norfolk, Va., to Gannett Inc.
broadcasting into Cuba for Voice of for $4.5 million. Sale was consummated over year ago but came under
America is actually 11, not 10, as reinvestigation because of protest of
ported by agency (see story page 34).
Station not mentioned by VOA is Beachview Broadcasting Inc. and later
agreement between Beachview and
Radio Americas, 50-kw outlet on
Swan Island, off coast of Honduras.
WA VY-TV. Beachview has agreed
Formerly known as Radio SWANN,
not to appeal if transfer is approved
and station, in return, is to pay former
station was prominent in news during
abortive invasion of Cuba in 1961. At
$98,750 for expenses incurred in losthat time, it was reported operating
ing fight
March
12).for ch. 10 (Broadcasting,
under directions of Central Intelli-
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has brought us."
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Cuban crisis hatches new responsibilities for broadcasters. White House issues reporting "guidelines," but
insists this is not censorship. Conelrad is still in effect.
Florida stations used to saturate Latin America. See . . .
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JOB' IN PHILLY

echoed privately by EBU's Rydbeck. See . . .
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GROUP?

ARE
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Tv audience due to top newspaper circulation in year,
TvB predicts as it releases details showing that tv homes
have doubled in decade. There are now 50 million tv
homes, with 59 million sets in use. See . . .
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WESTERN
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NBC,

RKO

propose

temporary exchange
NBC and RKO General on Friday
asked FCC to approve temporary exchange of Philadelphia and Boston stations to meet Dec. 31 deadline to carry
out antitrust consent decree provision
requiring network to divest itself of its
Philadelphia stations (WRCV-AM-TV ) .
Joint petition includes memorandum
by Philadelphia U. S. District Judge
William H. Kirkpatrick that he would
withhold
ruling
for
extension of
Dec. on
31 NBC's
deadline motion
until FCC
acts on petition.
Judge Kirkpatrick mentions that
U. S. Department of Justice has informed him it will oppose motion when
and if it is set down for argument.
NBC asked for extension Oct. 23.
In its petition to FCC, NBC and
RKO General ask that hearing orders
be modified "to the limited extent" of
providing for Commission consent,
while litigation continues, to a conditional exchange of the broadcast facilities.
If commission approves this move,
joint petition
says,
"the that
suggested
ditions .. . will
insure
neither conthe
proper resolution of the issues of this
proceeding nor the rights of the parties
will be prejudiced or affected in any
way. Likewise, the Commission's full
freedom of decision . . . will in no way
be impaired."
Hearing on NBC-RKO General exchange— as well as on renewal of licenses for network's Philadelphia stations— began last week. It resumes Oct.
3 1 (see page 48) .
Frudeger sells WIRL
to Smalls: $750,000
Sale of WIRL Peoria, 111., by Robert
Frudeger to Len and Burrell Small for
$750,000 plus $60,000 for agreement
not to compete has been announced.
Smalls own WKAN Kankakee, WRRR
Rockford and WQUA Moline, all Illinois. Seller keeps $90,000 cash receivable. WIRL is fulltime on 1290 kc with
5 kw. Broker was Norman & Norman.
Storer nine-month net
nearly $4.5 million
Storer Broadcasting Co. reported net
earnings of $4,499,919 ($1.85 per
share) for first nine months of 1962
compared to $2,735,085 ($1.11 per
share) for same period in 1961. Included in 1962 profits is capital gain
(net after taxes) of $911,492 resulting

dio-tv operators should "remember that
many advertisers bitterly opposed (and
some still do) the regaining of program

Ready Teddy?
Much has been said about family of President Kennedy — and
now it has been made part of
official complaint to FCC. Addition of more rock-and-roll programming byBoston radio station
caused complainant to ask commission:
"Are the people of Massachusetts, the home of the next three
Presidents of the U. S., to be deprived of better programming?"
It's understood FCC has not replied as yet.
from sale last January of WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va.
Effective Oct. 1, Storer paid off balance due Loew's Theatres Inc. on notes
given on purchase of WHN New York
in January. For this purpose, company
borrowed $5 million from banks, payable over five year period.
Storer's net earnings for third quarter
of 1962 as $881,553 (36.1 cents per
share) compared to $702,584 (28.4 cents
per share) for same quarter last year.
Storer stations: WJBK-AM-TV Detroit, WJW-AM-TV Cleveland, WSPDAM-TV Toledo, WITI-TV Milwaukee,
WAGA-TV Atlanta, WIBG Philadelphia, WGBS Miami, WHN New York
and KGBS Los Angeles. It also publishes Miami Beach Sun.
Commercials

control

suggested by Lewis
Agency executive William B. Lewis
of Kenyon & Eckhardt is proposing that
broadcasters exercise greater control
over scheduling and content of commercial messages. His proposal is contained
in major speech prepared for delivery
Broadcasters' Protoday (Oct.
motion Assn.29)
in at
Dallas.
Mr. Lewis, board chairman of K&E,
is prepared
to right
suggest
"that control
broadcasters have the
to better
the content and scheduling of the commercials they broadcast. . . . They
should exercise that right to the extent
of lowering the decibel count of the
more obnoxious hogcallers and of banning outright the commercials in palpably bad taste which irritate, antagonize,
or nauseate large segments of the viewing and listening public."
He said that if it's fear of "retribution" from advertisers that might constrain broadcasters from placing more
stringent controls on commercials, ra-

control
by theComplaints
networks. .■ . Mr.
." Lewis
Audience
said main body of complaints FCC receives from audiences are those from
audiences which concern "commercials
in Complaints,
one way or another."
he said, are not just from
minority groups
but "comewholargely
from
viewers
and listeners
otherwise
find American broadcasting entirely to
their
Yet,liking."
he asserted, "they [advertisers]
still keep increasing the millions of
dollars
they spend
Mr. Lewis
said in
he tv."
did not propose
cutting down number of commercials —
"I, too, know on which side my bread
is buttered" — but that fewer complaints
on numbers would be received from
audiences "if the more flagrant program
interruptions were eliminated."
GLOBAL TV PROGRAMS
U.S. associates of EBU
to consider liaison unit
U. S. "study group" has been formed
to consider feasibility of establishing
"an administrative structure on this
side of the Atlantic" to advance worldwide cooperation in broadcasting.
Group, whose formation was announced Friday at close of European
Broadcasting Union's conferences in
New York (see page 70), is composed
of five U. S. associate members of
union who served as host committee for
conference: ABC, CBS, NBC, National
Educational Television & Radio Center
and U. S. Information Agency. John
F. White, NETRC president, will continue as chairman.
Group's first meeting was set for
Dec. 5. One of first questions it will
have to decide, authorities said, will relate to eligibility for participation, not
only among U. S. broadcasters, but presumably also Canadian and Mexican.
Problem Areas ■ Study group will
pick problems on which to work with
union broadcasters, also suggesting
questions on which they think North
American group could be especially
helpful.
"Coordinated collaboration between
European and North American broadcasters for the coverage of international news events" is expected to be one of
many results of last week's meetings
with U.S. associates, union's president,
Olof Rydbeck, said in news conference
Friday afternoon.
"Among the number of other pro^^■K
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company, and William Self, production
head, succeeds him as director of all tv
activities. Mr. Self was director of program administration for CBS-TV in
Hollywood before joining the film company. Earlier he produced Schlitz Playhouse of Stars, Frank Sinatra Show and
was executive producer for CBS-TV.
Mr. Levathes entered television in 1948

Snyder
James G. Cominos, vp of
Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, for 1 1
years, and Kenneth C. T. Snyder, with agency
for nine years
and manager of
its Hollywood ofCominos
fice for past year,
elected senior vps.
Mr. Cominos, who was elected to agency's board of directors in 1958, continues in charge of radio-tv programs.
Mr. Snyder continues in Hollywood
and also acquires new title of radio-tv
creative projects director. He became
head of NL&B's broadcast commercial
department in 1958. Albert A. Klatt,
vp and director of print creative department, promoted to vp and creative
director.
Peter Levathes, president of 20th
Century-Fox Television, has left the

by creating television's first news program, supervising its production by
Movietone News and selling it to R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. for broadcast on
NBC-TV as Camel News Caravan.
Elmer
0 .
Wayne,
vp of
ABC and general
manager of
KGO - AM - FM
San Francisco, resigns to become
executive vp and
general manager
of Texas State
Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Wayne
(operators of
KENS - AM - TV
San Antonio). Mr. Wayne, who
was elected vp of ABC last April,
joined KGO as general manager in July
1960 after serving as general sales manager of KFI Los Angeles since June
1959. Previously, he was with WJRAM-FM Detroit since 1951 as sales
manager and was elected vp in charge
of sales in November 1956. In addition to his duties at ABC, Mr. Wayne
was also president of San Francisco
Radio Broadcasters Assn.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

posals in the program field," My Rydbeck said, "special mention should be
made of a project of truly international
programming" to celebrate the first anniversary of the launching of Telstar
communications satellite. Among such
proposals being considered, he said, are
CBS-TV's plan for special Town Meeting of the World program via Telstar
and one advanced by Radio-Tele-Luxembourg.
Marcel Bezencon, director-general of
Suisse Radio-Television and chairman
of union program committee, expressed
hope that there would be wide exchange of major and "magnificent"
programming among countries. He
thought "great many" exchanges would
be possible if legal problems can be
solved.
Film, Tape Exchanges ■ Though it
was felt most program exchanges would
be
by film centered
or tape, great
deal of week's
attention
on satellites.
Mr.
10

Rydbeck said procedures for tv via
Telstar had been adopted "in principle,"
with final arrangements to be worked
out jointly by European and North
American broadcasters.
Sec. 315 decisions
affect California
In special meeting Friday, FCC denied petitions by NBC and CBS for
reconsideration of decision (see page
50) that Robert L. Wyckoff, Prohibition Party candidate for governor of
California, is entitled to equal time.
Time for Mr. Wyckoff was ordered because of telecast of debate between
Democratic Governor Pat Brown and
his Republican opponent, Richard
Nixon.
FCC ruled, on 4-1 vote (Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde dissented), that
debates were never intended to be exempt from Sec. 315.
FCC also told KTTV (TV) Los An-

geles to comply with fairness doctrine
and that it must determine spokesmen
for viewpoint of Democratic candidate
for governor. Agency had ruled that
more than 20 broadcasts of Tom Duggan had violated fairness doctrine in
advocating Mr. Nixon. KTTV already
had announced program presenting
Democratic spokesman.
Telemeter discussing
extension to catv
Possible extension of Paramount's
Telemeter pay tv system to catv operations was indicated Friday (Oct. 26)
by Howard Minsky, president of International Telemeter.
Mr. Minsky said he has met with
three owners of large catv groups to
discuss "co-operative" plan, pointing
out "compatability" of system with
catv. Plan was described as extension
beyond present Telemeter concept that
has grown out of Toronto experiment,
which he called "proven prototype."
In his first news conference as president, he said four southwestern cities
have been designated for Telemeter by
Home Theatres Inc., Little Rock, newly
formed pay-tv group (Broadcasting,
Sept. 17). He declined to identify either Home Theatres' cities or catv owners.
Ideal denies charges
its tv toy ads deceive
Ideal Toy Co. has denied virtually
all Federal Trade Commission charges
that its television advertising for "Robot
Commando" and "Thumbelina" doll is
deceptive and unfairly exploits children
(Broadcasting, Sept. 24).
Toy company avers that since November 1961 it has arranged "hundreds" of telecasts showing two toys on
"dozens" of tv stations "without complaint from any other federal agency
or by any official or quasi-official state
or municipal agency, by any trade or
consumer organization, by any toy
wholesaler, jobber, dealer or retailer,
or by any significant number of individual members of the general public."
Ideal continued: "All statements,
representations and depictions by respondent with respect to its "Robot
Commando" and "Thumbelina" doll
have been fair and circumspect and fully cognizant of respondent's responsibility to the consuming public, including the children for whom such toys
are designed ..."
FTC complaint claimed "Robot
Commando" is not activated by blowing into microphone or by sound of
voice,
and from
that "Thumbelina"
dollmove
will
not move
side to side or
its arms while lying on side as claimed
in tv commercials.
Ideal asks that FTC dismiss complaint as baseless.
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He's a ladies' man ... a man's man . . .
a LAWMAN. Against tough network
competition over four years, John
Russell as Marshal Dan Troop won
an average 33.9 share of audience.
LAWMAN, co-starring Peter Brown
and Peggie Castle, is geared to win
big television audiences. Now available on an individual market basis —
156 half -hour episodes!
Warner

Bros.

Television

Division. 666

Fifth Ave., New

York

19 • CI 6-1000

ORTHICON
THE

RCA

ELECTRON

TELEVISION

ITS

...25

TUBE

FIRST

Years

THAT
REAL

GAVE
EYES

Ago

In a laboratory at RCA a bank of dazzling lights flashed on
camera focused on the scene . . . and scientists witnessed the
est, brightest television picture ever seen on a receiver screen.
and there, a whole generation ago, an RCA Orthicon camera
set the stage for practical television broadcasting.

... a
clearThen
tube

But the world of the dramatic electron tube is never still at RCA.
The technology of the Orthicon advanced. And the name changed.
Pictured here is the modern tube — the RCA

Image Orthicon. Extra-

sensory inits perception, this remarkable camera "eye" can translate all the hues of the rainbow into living color television in the
home. It can split the infinite shadings of light from white to black
— produce TV pictures rivaling superb photography. It captures
action in the noon-day sun. It "sees" by the light of the moon.
Today, the Image Orthicon is bringing entertainment and education into more than 40 million homes across the land. Tomorrow,
it will reach many millions more.
In the future, as in the past, RCA electron tube technology will
continue to create new tubes for new uses — for home entertainment, for industry, medicine, and national defense.
RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION

Television was introduced to America at the New York World's Fair in 1939.
An RCA television camera tube picked up the scene.
The

Most

Trusted

in Electronics

Name

Good
Music
rings up sales in Southern California with
KFAC am and KFAC fm on your schedule (two 24-hour stations at one
low rate). Renewals definitely spell out our story: 48 KFAC advertisers now
in their 2nd to 22nd continuous year, with 14 hitting 10 years or longer! For
solid sales impact in Los Angeles, call KFAC or the George P. Hollingbery
Company now.
n

The Music Stations for Southern California
AM-FM
24-hour simultaneous AM-FM at one low cost
<_J Represented by the George P. Hollingbery Co.

PRUDENTIAL

SQUARE

•

LOS

ANGELES

BOOK

The Great Debates, Edited by Sidney
Kraus. Indiana U. Press, Bloomington,
Ind. $7.95. 439 p.
In the Presidential Debates of 1960
something entirely new in political campaigning was introduced to the American people. Conservative estimates place
a total of 80% of the adult population
of the U. S. in the audience of at least
one of the debates. Some 55% are
estimated to have seen and heard all
of them.
"It is not the main purpose of this
book to recommend that such debates
be either continued or discontinued,"
says Mr. Kraus in his preface, "but if
intelligent future decisions [on such debates] are to be made, some sort of
evaulation is necessary. It is equally important to provide future researchers
and historians with an overview of this
notable event in the history of communications. With these two tasks in
organized this compilahave
I
mind,
tion . . ."
In this volume 30 experts in communications, political analysis and opinion
evaluaresearch attempt to provide that rs
tion. The list includes researche and
professors associated with some of the
nation's leading universities and such
practical broadcasters as Elmer W.
Lower, director, news and public affairs, NBC News; Robert W. Sarnoff,
chairman of the board, NBC and Dr.
Frank Stanton, president, CBS Inc.
The results of 31 known research
studies of voters' reaction to the debates
are reported and analyzed.
A verbatim text of all four debates
is included. Any student of political
campaigning, particularly the advantages and disadvantages of face to face
appearances of opposing candidates, will
benefit by reading this carefully prepared volume.
The Computer in Advertising, a collection of papers presented in a series
of seminars sponsored by Central Media
Bureau. Published by the Assn. of National Advertisers, New York. 128 pp.
to ANA members; $5 to non-mem$2
bers.
Problems and potentials of the computer in advertising are examined in
the papers compiled and published here
under the auspices of the advertising
administrative control committee of the
Assn. of National Advertisers. The papers were presented originally in a series
of seminars conducted last March and
April by Central Media Bureau (Broadcasting, March 19 et seq).
Titles and authors include "What if
the Computer Works? The Challenge
to Marketing Management," by David
B. Hertz, McKinsey & Co.; "DevelopBROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

NOTES
ing an Advertising Expenditure Strategy," Robert S. Weinberg, International
Business Machines Corp.; "How the
Electronic Computer Works," J. Presper
Eckert, Remington Rand Univac Division; "The Use of Computers in Advertising Today," John C. Maloney, Leo
Burnett Co.; "Economic Evaluation of
Agency Electronic Data Processing Systems," Arthur B. Toan Jr., Price Waterhouse & Co.; "Automation at Young &
Rubicam," George N. Farrand, Young
& Rubicam; "The Shape of Advertising
To Come: 1972," Herbert W. Robinson,
C-E-I-R Inc. Introduction is by Kenneth C. Schonbarg, president of Central
Media Bureau.
The Pyramid Climbers, by Vance
Packard. McGraw-Hill, New York.
339 pp. $5.
The American corporate executive is
the species under study in Mr. Packard's fourth book. Following The Hidden Persuaders, The Status Seekers,
and The Waste Makers this self-appointed critic of American business takes a
"non-reverent look at the nation's most
exploited class of steady jobholders —
the hustling, well-packaged executives
striving to move up the slippery slopes
of Noting
enterprise."
that increasing numbers of
young men are committing their lives
to business, Mr. Packard offers a cynical review of what they may expect,
noting that more often than not they
will stop advancing far short of the
peak of their particular corporate pyramid. Based on four years of research
in 35 states and parts of Canada, the
book compares the business systems of
12 countries outside of North America.
Writing of the experiments now underway in the hope of producing better
corporate leaders and a more humane
corporate environment the author sees
an almost overpowering danger of continued authoritarianism in large enterprises. The book points its spotlight at
the conflicts, taboos, lures, pitfalls,
spurious values and rewards offered in
American business life today.

CHARLIE

GADDY

"The best on the air salesman I have ever had" —
says James B. Womble, President of Womble of Hargett
Street, exclusive men's clothiers of Raleigh.

Journalist, Eyewitness to History, by
Herbert Brucker. The MacMillan Co.,
New York; 211 pp., $3.50.
A newspaperman's story of the newspaper business, this book will also have
some appeal for the newsman whose
medium is television or radio. Herbert
Brucker, editor of the Hartford Courant, tells with lively good humor how
the modern newspaper is put together,
the duties of reporters, copy desk, news
executives and editorial writers. He
explains the rewards of journalism as
a career and something of the complexity and fascination of the field.

Raleigh- Durham

NBC

50,000 Watts -680 KC
Dick Mason, General Manager
Gus Youngsteadt, Sales Manager
HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO. National Rep.
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Ed Murphy
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Top personalities, top programming,
top management

IN

YORK

A
MARKET
top facilities and

combine to insure advertisers a really

effective selling job in WSYR's

18-county service area.

WSYR's big margin of superiority is confirmed by
all recognized market coverage studies.

A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing
OCTOBER
Oct. 26-31— Board of directors, National
Community Television Assn. Special meetings Oct. 26 and 27 have been scheduled
for auxiliary services, industry relations
and standards committees. Executive committee will meet Oct. 28. Full board will
meet Oct. 29-31. Valley Ho Hotel, Scottsdale, Ariz.
Oct. 28-31 — Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
convention, Holiday Inn Central Hotel,
Dallas, Tex. NAB President LeRoy Collins
will be keynote speaker. Other speakers
include: William B. Lewis, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston;
Mike Shapiro, WFAA-TV Dallas-Fort Worth;
Stephen Riddleberger, ABC Radio; Bill
Michaels, Storer Broadcasting Co.; Norman
Cash, TvB; Roy Danish, TIO; Edmund C.
Bunker,
Stations. RAB; and John F. Box Jr., Balaban
*Oct. 29— Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at
Hotel Roosevelt. Commdr. Edward Whitehead, president, Schweppes (USA) Ltd., will
speak on "The Schweppes Saga."
*Oct. 30 — Industry Film Producers Assn.
meeting at 8 p.m. in KTTV (TV) studios
in Hollywood. John R. Vrba, vp and manager of KTTV Productions, will host session
on video film, with top experts as speakers.
Oct. 31 — ABC International Television Inc.,
breakfast-meeting Visualscope presentation
showing development of tv. Americana Hotel, New York.
*Oct. 31— Hollywood Ad Club shirtsleeves
Session on "Agency Presentations That
Sold,"
Hollywood
12-3 P.M. KTLA
Jack
Donahue,
generalRoosevelt,
sales manager,
(TV) Los Angeles, will be chairman of a
panel including: Edson Small, general manager, Computer Division, Clary Corp.; Gail
H. Anderson, assistant advertising manager,
Sunkist Growers; Gene Alfred, advertising
manager, Harvey Aluminum; Ralph Pansek,
director of advertising, Calusa Chemical Co.;
Ralph Pinkerton, general manager, California Avocadomanager,
Advisory TvB,
Board.
O'Mara,
west
will Jack
be chairman
of thecoast
day.
*Oct. 31 — Sixth Annual Petry Promotion
Seminar. WFAA-AM-TV Communications
Center in Dallas, Tex.
*Oct. 31 — Western States Advertising Agencies Assn., agency operations luncheon, Nikabob Restaurant, Los Angeles. Richard Nevins, Southern California member of the
State Board of Equalization, will discuss the
California sales tax as it affects advertising
agencies.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1— New deadline for comments on
FCC (fm allocation rulemaking proposal
(changed
Nov.
16. from Oct. 1). Replies are due
Nov. 1— East Central region meeting of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Statler-Hilton, Detroit.
*Nov. 1-3 — First Nationwide Educators' Conference on Space Program, Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago, 111. Educators representing
more thanwith
300 scientists
colleges andfromuniversities will meet
seven
major NASA field centers to study the relationship
NASA national
and educational
institutions ibetween
n meeting
space goals.
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, deputy administrator
of NASA, will address a dinner meeting on
the first evening of the conference on the
subject of "The Role of the University in
Meeting National Goals in Space Exploration." Attendance at all sessions is limited
to educators.

5
16

KW

•

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

•

570

KC

Nov. 4-10— Second annual National Country
Music Week of the Country Music Assn.,
Nashville, Tenn. Network tv specials, heavy
record label promotion, local radio and tv
saturation and the second annual presentaBROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

38,480,000

Bell

Pay

a

Checks

System

Year

The Bell System employs 740,000 men
and women — more than any other
business. On the basis of a weekly
wage payment, that's 38,480,000 pay
checks a year.
So the Bell System is not just communication services for millions of
people and important projects for the
defense of the nation.
The human side is jobs and opportunity for hundreds of thousands of
men and women and billions of
dollars in wages every year. The 1961
total was $4,312,000,000.
It is an important and indispensable part of the purchasing power and
prosperity of the nation.
BELL

TELEPHONE
SYSTEM

Owned by more than two million Americans

Size is more than big figures. It's jobs and wages and families
and homes. Many thousands of Bell System men and women are
promoted every year. More than 300,000 own stock in the company.
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He's the star, making the mornings bright, light and lively. With
today regulars Jack Lescoulie,
Frank Blair and Pat Fontaine,
he's delivering news and information...Yes. Weather... Yes. Entertainment-Sure! Andadvertising messages. ..in the style that
has earned him the reputation
as one of the most appealing
personalities in broadcasting.
The new today is a first class
showcase for advertising. It attracts an adult audience. . .
6,200,000 men and women every
morning, Monday-Friday.
It attracts a high income audience... 52% of its viewing families
earn more than $7,000 a year.
It attracts a hard to reach audience...today is seen by a high
percentage of working housewives, who are not home for
the average daytime program.
So wake up to the new today,
the golden
opportunity
for the
early-bird
advertiser.

South Bend clocks are usually turned back in late
October, but not this year. Year around

Eastern

Standard Time has opened a new selling period for
WSBT-TV national advertisers.
This new early evening prime slot (Mon.-Sat.) features a 15 -minute

segment

of WSBT-TV's

new

show, "The World at Six.", Walter Cronkite's CBS
News and seven syndicated film programs. Let these
top-notch film shows

carry your sales message

Everglades, Ripcord, M-Squad,
Third Man and The Islanders.

—

Dragnet, Story of,

A few red hot participating minutes are still available. See your Raymer man for details. Also, get
the latest facts on The New
Our new

World

of WSBT-TV.

1047 ft. tower has opened new markets

. . . over 1,000,000 potential viewers with $2 billion
in spendable income. The WSBT-TV
big, too rich to overlook!

market is too

V
SOUTH BT
BEND,
INDIANA
-T
WS
one of cbs'
Channel 22
HIGHEST- RATED
STATIONS
PAUL H. RAYMER, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
20 (DATEBOOK)

tion of the C&W Hall of Fame honorees
keynote the affair. Roy Horton,
an executive with the Southern Music Publishing
Co.,
is the Country Music Assn's.
WeekYork,chairman.
C&W New
*Nov. 5— Hollywood Ad Club,
n at
Hollywood Roosevelt. James T. luncheo
Quirk, publisher, Tv Guide, will speak on "Television
Criticism,
or Shooting Fish in a Barrel Is a
Wonderful Sport if You Don't Happen to be
in the Barrel at the Time." Martin Lewis,
west
coast promotion
ntative, TV
Guide, will be chairman represe
of the day.
Nov.
— French
age Broadcasters'
convent5-7
ion at the -Langu
Queen Elizabe
Hotel,
Montreal. The first morning of th
the convention will be devoted to cultural aspects
of media, with discussions on the economi
factors in the afternoon. The second dayc
will be entirely given over to the advertising agencies. The final day will consist
of ACRTF business meetings and elections.
*Nov. 8— International Advertising Assn.
meeting, Los Angeles Press Club. Morris C.
Johnson and Robert J. Cooley, vice presiof General Milk Co., Carnation Co.'s
foreigndents affiliate,
will be featured speakers.
Anyone interested in international marketing and advertising is invited. For reservations, call Bob Dellinger, Hollywood 1-9231.
Nov. 8-9— Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention, Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus, Ohio.
*Nov. 8-10— Assn. of National Advertisers,
annual meeting, The Homestead, Hot
Springs, Va. Subjects include "Talent Union
Negotiations," by Harry Schroeter of National Biscuit Co., chairman of ANA broadcast committee, and Guy Farmer, ANA consultant and former NLRB chairman; "Tv's
Power: The Advertiser's Responsibility and
Opportunity," Merrill Panitt, editor, Tv
Guide; "Opportunity for Increased Advertising Efficiency Through Improved Agency
Management and Client Relations," John
Crichton, president, A AAA; "The ANA Program for 1963," Peter W. Allport, president,
ANA. Other features
include
tape
demonstration of improvement invideo
quality of
commercials and money-saving techniques.
Other speakers include John Veckly, U. S.
Steel, chairman of ANA; Roger Bolin, Westinghouse Electric Corp.; Max Banzhaf, Armstrong Corp.; Clinton E. Frank, Clinton E.
Frank Inc.; Barton Cummings, Compton
Adv.; Gilbert H. Weil, ANA general counsel.
Nov. 10-25 — World Economic Progress Assembly and Exposition under International
auspices. Special sectors devoted to radio
and tv. McCormick Place, Chicago.
Nov. 12— Georgia School Day of The Air.
2-3 p.m. simultaneous, state-wide salute by
150 GAB members to schools and education.
Nov. 12 — Screen Actors Guild, annual general membership meeting, 8 p.m., Beverly
Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Nov. 12-13— Dlinois Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting, Sheraton Chicago Hotel, Cocktail
party reception will be held on Nov. 11 at
5 p.m.
Nov. 12-14 — Fall radio meeting, Electronic
Industries Assn. King Edward Hotel, Toronto, Ont. Two sessions on radio and tv
receivers are scheduled, both on Nov. 14.
Among papers to be delivered: Report on
receiver installations, New York City uhf
project, Jules Dietz, FCC; characteristics of
rf transistors for am/fm automobile radio
sets, Robrecht Bosselaers and Slig Gertzis,
Amperex; present and future unsolved radesigners' problems,
D. Hasty and
H. B.dio Dorsey,
Bendix; uhfE. translators
for
extending tv coverage, Stanley P. Lapin,
Adler Electronics; high performance fm/am
automobile receiver, P. S. Manson and M.
Slavin, Bendix.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov

NAB Fall Conferences
8-9 —Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
12-13 — Muehlebach, Kansas City
15-16 — Brown Palace, Denver
19-20 — Sheraton-Portland, Ore.
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radio
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been
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brought

reach

every

of

budget

Until now ... all Pulse local qualitative
research in radio was conducted on assignment
by individual companies . . . who shared
the cost with no one.
But now Pulse takes qualitative research out of the
realm of luxury . . . and into syndication.

NOW

GETTING

RADIO

UNDERWAY —IN

PULSE

100

TOP

MARKETS

FACTORS: by station. . . by time period
1. Age
2. Sex
3. Occupation

Local. . . W Qualitative. . . Radio
LQR-100

4. Size of family

Write, wire or phone George Sternberg, Director of Sales
1>
THE
jULSE, INC.
730 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., Phone : JUdson 6-3316
If you want to know not just how many, but how good . . . Pulse qualifies
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GOING

UP!

OPEN MIKE •
Weekend radio
editor: We were thrilled to see the
CBS creative research promoting weekend values [Closed Circuit, Oct. 22]
and also appreciate your publicity on
subject [also see story in Broadcast
Advertising, this issue].
Our company has long recognized
the merits of weekend radio. In 1958
we developed our Family Plan package,
which combines weekend and nighttime
with Drive Time. This package has
been extremely effective in selling weekend time along the very lines confirmed
by the fine CBS Radio Spot Sales research. Many of the leading national
spot accounts . . . are regular purchasers. . . . — Robert E. Eastman,
Robert E. Eastman & Co. Inc., New
York.

Daytona Beach
Orlando

NOW

FLORIDA'S
THIRD
MARKET
AND
SPACE AGE
CENTER
OF THE WORLD

Translator report
editor: This well-researched report on
translators [Special Report, Oct. 8]
should open the eyes of many an agency timebuyer to the performance of
these repeaters. — Emanuel Strunin, public relations director, Adler Electronics,
New Rochelle, N. Y.

f
WESH^V

^

for Orlando
Daytona

Beach

Cape Canaveral
22

editor: Your coverage of the translator-booster area in tv was terriffic.
Agencies and their clients should be
particularly grateful. . . . — Hal Holman,
Hal Holman Co., Chicago.
editor: . . . Catv is attempting ... to
break our market. . . . Montana could
very well have six more live, local tv
stations were it not for the catv people.
Tri-State Tv Translator Assn. has the
right idea in the high-power translator.
. . . Only in this manner will it be possible for Montana to have local tv service. ... It is unfair ... to have to fight
competition from Seattle and Salt Lake
City and, in fact, from Canada.
KXGN-TV is currently serving only
two translator clubs in eastern Montana. .. . We have plans for a power
increase and further translator activities.
With the duplication of catv all is for
naught.
. . . With the addition of high-powered, unattended translators, many local stations could be easily swayed into
opening satellite operations. ... It
would be a matter of very little time
before the operators would be making
the relatively small additional investments to put a studio into operation
and truly serving these communities
with local, live programming. . . . —
Gerry Robbins, general manager,
KXGN-AM-TV Glendive, Mont.
editor: ... I read your translator
story and thought the job of reporting
was extremely objective. I wish you
had had more time to take a look,
along with community antenna opera-
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said...

". . . to speak of cabbages and kings and the new television season."
How will the BIG off-network shows fare in the local markets? How are they
being programmed? How many viewers will they attract? MCA TV, which broke
the time barrier several months ago with the first off-network BIG ones for
local station programming, reports on the following pages what the stations
are doing with three of the BIGGEST.
audience

measurement

For first ratings, consult your favorite

service. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised.

PURCHASED
AND
PROGRAMMED
DAYTIME
Station
Chattanooga
WRGP-TV
Minneapolis
WCCO-TV

City

Rep.
H-R
P-G-W

EARLY EVENING
Boston
WBZ-TV TVaR
Denver
KLZ-TV Katz
£1 Dorado
KTVE V, R, & Mc
Eugene
KVAL-TV Hollgb.
Kansas City
KMBC-TV Metro
Mobile
WALA-TV Boiling
PRIME TIME
Cleveland
KYW-TV
Decatur
WTVP
Los Angeles
KTTV
WTVJ
Miami
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
WTVH
Peoria
Portland, Me. WCSH-TV
Rochester
WH EC-TV
Sacramento
KXTV
San Francisco KTVU
WRGB
Schenectady
Toledo
WTOL-TV

TVaR
Metro
Blair
P-G-W
Katz
Metro
Katz
H-R
H-R
H-R
Katz
H-R

LATE
Cincinnati
Ft. Worth
Green Bay
Philadelphia
Portland, Ore.
Washington, D.C.
Watertown

NIGHT
WCPO-TV
WFAA-TV
WLUK-TV
WFIL-TV
KPTV
WMAL-TV
WCNY-TV

NOT YET
Alexandria
Altoona
Asheville
Chicago
Colorado
Springs
Detroit
Elkhart
Ft. Wayne
Grand Rapids
Harlingen
Harrisburg
Honolulu
Indianapolis
las Vegas
Milwaukee
New York
Phoenix
Rockford
San Diego
Seattle
Tampa
Tucson
Wilkes-Barre
Youngstown

SCHEDULED

Petry
Blair
Young
Blair
Petry
H-R
Boiling

Weed
KALB-TV
Blair
WFBG-TV
P-G-W
WLOS-TV
Petry
WGN-TV
KKTV Boiling
WXYZ-TV Nat. S.S.
WSJV-TV Adv.T.S.
WPTA Young
WOOD-TV Katz
KGBT-TV V,R,&Mc
WHP-TV Blair
KONA-TV NBC S.S.
WTTV Young
KSHO-TV Forjoe
WXIX Gill-Perna
WPIX P-G-W
KPHO-TV Katz
H-R
WREX-TV
XETV
Blair
Weed
KTNT-TV
Katz
WTVT
KVOA-TV Avery-Kn.
WB RE-TV Boiling
WFMJ-TV Boiling

GREATEST GUEST- STAR LIST
IN TV HISTORY!
Jack Benny
Scott Brady
Lloyd Bridges
Sid Caesar
Cyd Charisse
Joseph Cotten
Angie Dickinson
Dan Duryea
Joan Fontaine
Charles
Laughton
Julie
Le London
eM
ar
vi
n
^
^

^

^

J

^

i

Jane Wyman
Keenan Wynn
Many, Many

mcsi
TV FILM SYNDICATION
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tepF I

WITH THESE GREAT

PURCHASED

GUEST STARS
Mort Sahl

City

AND

PROGRAMMED
Rip Kelly
Torn
Nancy
Tom Poston
Elizabeth Montgomery
Mildred Dunnock
Phyllis Thaxter
Larry Blyden
John Carradine
Robert Middleton
Sidney Blackmer
John Newland
Otto Kruger
Fay Bainter
And...
Many, Many More

67

FULL

HOURS

iVAILABLE

FOR

LOCAL

PROGRAMME

ncp.
PRIME TIME
Station
Los Angeles
KTTV
Sacramento
KXTV
San Francisco KTVU
Watertown
WCNY-TV
LATE NIGHT
Amarillo
Charleston
KVII-TV
Cincinnati
WCHS-TV
Denver
WCPO-TV
KBTV
Detroit
El Paso
WWJ-TV
Ft. Wayne
KROD-TV
WPTA
Green
Bay
Ft. Worth
WFAA-TV
Houston
WLUK-TV
Odessa
KTRK-TV
Philadelphia
KOSA-TV
Scranton
WFIL-TV
Seattle
WNEP-TV
Shreveport
KOMO-TV
Washington,
KTBS-TV
York,
Pa. D.C. WMAL-TV

Dan
Blair
Boiling
H-R
H-R
Boning
Diair
Diair
Boiling
Young
r-u-W
Petry
D P IJtf
r-b-W
Young
Petry
Hollgb.
Boiling
Blair
Katz
Katz
H-R

WSBA-TV
Petry
Blair
NOT YET SCHEDULED
Blair
Altoona
Chicago
Buffalo
WFBG-TV
WBEN-TV H, R&P
Harrisburg
WGN-TV
Fresno
Blair
KFRE-TV Crosley
Petry
Honolulu
S.S.
WHP-TV NBC Blair
Indianapolis
KONA-TV
Las
Vegas
Young
Forjoe
Milwaukee
KSHO-TV
Minneapolis
WLW-I
WISN-TV
New Orleans
KMSP-TV
WPIX
New York
Blair
WDSU-TV
P-G-W
Blair
Pensacola
Hollgb.
Phoenix
WEAR-TV
Tucson
KVOA-TV
Hollgb.
KOOL-TV Avery-Kn.
Twin Falls
Wichita
KLIX-TV
P-G-W
Wichita Falls KARD-TV
Blair
KSYD-TV

On The Networks
CHECKMATE was sponsored by such leading
advertisers as KimberlyClark, Pepsi-Cola, Lever
Bros., Revlon, Quaker
Oats, Dow Chemical,
Liggett & Myers, Brown
&Palmolive.
Williamson, ColgateTHRILLER represented
American Tobacco,
DuPont, Max Factor,
Pillsbury, Bristol-Myers,
Helene Curtis, Bulova
Watch, Beech-Nut.

mca
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Re
PURCHASED
AND

PURCHASED
City
AND

PROGRAMMED

PROGRAMMED

City

DAYTIME
Station

Houston
Portland, Me.
Yakima

KTRK-TV*
WGAN-TV*
KNDO-TV

LATE NIGHT
Rep.
Petry

Dallas Bay
Green

Blair
Weed

Madison
New York
San Diego

EARLY EVENING

Petry
Atlanta
WSB-TV
Katz
Bangor
WLBZ-TV
Katz
Baltimore
WMAR-TV
TVaR
Boston
WBZ-TV
Petry
Buffalo
WGR-TV
Charleston,
W. Va.
Blair
WCHS-TV*
Chattanooga
H-R
WRGP-TV
Cleveland
Storer
WJW-TV
Detroit
WXYZ-TV Nat.Petry
S.S.
Kansas City
WDAF-TV* H
Knoxville
WATE-TV
,Hollgb.
R, & P
Los Angeles
WCKT
H
Miami
KTLA*
R,Petry
&P
Nashville
WSM-TV*
Blair
New Haven
WNHC-TV
Katz
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
Omaha
KETV
H, R, & P
Blair
Philadelphia
WFIL-TV
Phoenix
KOOL-TV Hollgb.
Katz
San Antonio
KONO-TV* Hollgb.
Spartanburg
WSPA-TV
Blair
St. Louis
KTVI
Petry
Tulsa
KVOO-TV* V,R&Mc
Washington, N.C.WITN-TV
PRIME TIME
Beaumont KFDM-TV P-G-W
El Paso KTSM-TV Hollgb.
Ft. Wayne WKJG-TV Adv. T.S.
Paducah WPSD-TV Adv. T.S.

Station
KRLD-TV* Adv.T
WLUK-TV Youn
WISC-TV* P-G-V
WNEW-TV
Petr.
XETV Blai

NOT YET SCHEDULED
KGNC-TV Kat
Amarillo

NOW

Saginaw
Bowling
Bay City- Green
Charlotte
Chico-Redding
Davenport

AVAILABLE

Evansville
Hattiesburg
TO

LOCAL

THE

FIRST

TIME

UNDER

ITS

ORIGINAL

NEW YORK
598 Madison Ave., PLaza 9-7500
ATLANTA 1371 Peachtree St. N.E., TRinity 5-8388
CHARLOTTE
519 E. Trade St., P.O. Box 1503
FRanklin 7-5360
CHICAGO 425 N. Michigan Ave., DEIaware 7-1100
CINCINNATI
426 Transportation Bldg.
307 E. Fourth St., PArkway 1-1144
CLEVELAND 1172 Union Commerce Bldg.
CHerry 1-6010
DALLAS
2311 Cedar Springs, Riverside 7-7536
MINNEAPOLIS
1415 Northwestern Bank Bldg.
FEderal 3-5552
NEW ORLEANS
504 Delta Bldg, 524-5956
SEATTLE
101 Jones Bldg., MUtual 2-4567

WSOC V.R&MH-F
KHSL-TV
WOC-TV P-G-V]
WEHT-TV
WDAM-TV
KTRG
KID-TV

Honolulu
Idaho Falls
Jackson, Mich.
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
WILX-TV
Las Vegas
KSHO-TV
WIMA-TV
Lima
Minneapolis

STATIONS
FOR

WNEM-TV Petr;
WLTV

TITLE

WRITE
WIRE:

Your
Weet
Skylr
Meeke
Yoi
Forjoe
Meekej

Norfolk
Pensacola
Portland, Ore.
Roanoke

WVEC-TV
Kat
WCCO-TV P-G-V1
WEAR-TV Blai
KOIN-TV H, R&F
WDBJ-TV P-G-Vj

Spokane
Tacoma-Seattle
Weslaco
Wilkes-Barre
Youngstown

KXLY-TV H-fl
KTNT-TV Weed
KRGV P.H.Rayrr !
WBRE-TV Kat!1
WFMJ-TV Bollinr,

ST. LOUIS

Chemical Bldg. Room 11721 Olive St., CEntrall
TORONTO
180 University Ave., EMpire 3UNIVERSAL CITY
Revue Stu
LONDON
MEXICO CITY

TRiangle
139 Piccadilly,
Londor7-1
MAyfai Hamburgo No. 70, Mexico

MUNICH
Maximilianstrasse 8, 22-'/
PARIS 49 bis Avenue Hoche, WAgram 92|
ROME
11 Via Tevere, 860..
SYDNEY

M.L.C. Bldg., Victoria Cross, No. Sydnt
New South Wales, 92-07?

29 Nagata-ct'
Suite 881,Tokyo,
TOKYO Hotel2 New
581-2K
Chiyoda-ku,
chomeJapan,

tors, at some very high-type installations in the area that you covered — as
some of those you mentioned. —
as
well
William Dalton, president, National
Community Television Association,
Washington.
Three-in-one issue
editor: . . . What with the complete
text of the commission's "Use of broadcast facilities by Candidates," "Special
Report on Foreign Television," and the
summation of Mr. Hyde's
excellent
talk
to the Utah broadcasters in your
Oct. 15 issue, it is no wonder that
Broadcasting is the textbook in so
many broadcasting courses in colleges
and universities across the country.
. . . Could our group subscription
for our students start with the Oct. 15
issue so that students will have this
most valuable issue for permanent reference?— Worth McDougald, head, radio-television, Henry W. Grady School
of Journalism, University of Georgia,
Athens.
The U.S. set count
editor: I understand you have set
count information available. We would
like to have the total set count for our
area, particularly Franklin and Benton
counties. — Bob Young, sales manager,
KORD Pasco, Wash.
[The U. S. Census Bureau's 1960 count of
the country's radio and tv sets was published last winter and spring by Broadcasting as released on a state-by-state basis,
together
with this magazine's
county-bycounty computations
of set saturation.
This
state and county information has now been
published in its entirety in a booklet, "Vital
Statistics
for All Service
Fifty States,"
available
from
our Readers
Department
at 25
cents per copy.]

L£ADS IN
^ _
AGGEPTANCE

Broadcasters universally seem to downgrade — even
apologize for the presence of teenagers in their audience. WIBC refuses to subscribe to the theory. We
like kids . . . both for the contributions they make
today and for the leadership they'll give this community in future years. We're particularly proud of
the Indiana kids who, one year ago, accepted the
WIBC challenge and successfully carried out the nation's first "Teenagers March Against Leukemia."
On September 9, 1962, Indianapolis and Indiana
teenagers again answered WIBC's call for volunteers
and doubled their first year's collections.

LEAD S IN

in our
numberthatteenagers
glad to proud
We're equally
We're
their parents
are audience.
included
m tne audience of Indiana's most listened-to station
day and night. Hooper shows that WIBC's Indianapolis audience from 7 AM to 10 PM is greater than
that of the next four Indianapolis stations combined.
Teenagers? We love 'em! They are tomorrow's adults.
Pulse Metropolitan Area Survey, April, 1962.
Pulse 46-County Area Survey, April, 1961.
C. E. Hooper, Inc., July, 1962.

Radio's good old days
editor: ... I believe that rebroadcasts
of some of radio's great old shows
would still attract a large, loyal and
vociferous audience. ... I arranged
to broadcast a short series of dramatic
preparations on WQSR earlier this year.
... I contracted to broadcast The
Shadow again. I knew I was not alone
because I took my case to the listeners.
... I have the replies! They have come
in from adults and teen-agers, parents
and teachers. . . . These people not
only remember most of their favorite
shows but lament their loss.
The Shadow is a resounding success
in competition with tv football and
"Top 40" radio. My mail now contains pleas for more of the same. . . .
The networks won't make available any
of their old broadcasts and seem disinclined to do anything themselves. Just
recently we have seen the demise of
Suspense and Johnny Dollar on CBS.
Why won't the networks make some
shows available for syndication and let
individual stations decide for themselves
whether to carry a particular series. . .?
— Ray Boyce, operations manager,
WQSR Syracuse, N. Y.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

AUDIENCE

2835 N. Illinois Street
Indianapolis 8, Indiana

50,000
WATTS

WIBC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana
JOHN

BLAIR & COMPANY
National Representative

i

WIBC IS A MEMBER OF
THE BLAIR GROUP PLAN
(OPEN MIKE) 27
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Boring

from

MEMO

within:

from THEODORE

must

Mark Epernay, who may be real,
wrote in a recent issue of Esquire magazine about an alleged new tool of psychiatric measurement called the McLandress Coefficient, developed by one
Dr. Herschel McLandress, who I'm
reasonably sure is not real. The Coefficient purports to measure "the longest span of time during which a subject's thoughts may remain centered on
some substantive phenomenon other
than his own personality." (JFK's alleged score: 29 minutes; Nikita K's: 3
minutes; Nixon's: 3 seconds.)
Gospel or gag, if we applied the
McLandress Coefficient to the trade
magazine advertising of radio and tv
stations, we'd require a new measure
of time — something like a micro-micromicro second. Station advertising
reaches the full flowering of its preoccupation with self in the radio-tv counterpart of a picture of the factory, with
a shot of the owner in orbit above the
factory, and, perhaps, a quotation from
"Our Creed." It is, mostly, dull. Advertising trade press editors have little
to fear in the competition that takes
place for a reader's attention between
editorial and advertising. Even the dullest story is a marvel of fascination compared with many ads nearby — and I
yield to no one in my capacity to be
bored by some editors.
Some station advertising can be safely predicted to offer nothing but readymade monotony to those for whom it
is intended; it is also reasonably safe
to say that no copywriter would prepare
such an advertisement with that purpose in mind.
But copywriters aren't always in control of copy. The instant an ad has
to tell how our station outrates poor
old Station B (based on "independent"
research, of course), its author has undertaken aboring ad. When an ad's
principal burden is to show that our
station has a bigger market (based on
"independent" research) than NYC and
Los Angeles combined, its boredom
burden approaches 100%. When the
subject is the acquisition of another
award ("coveted," of course) from
some obscure mutual admiration society, the object, admitted or not, is
dignified boredom. Why does a station
manager who face to face is urbane,
witty and informal, suddenly become a
dignified Secretary of State addressing
the United Nations when confronted
with a draft of a station ad?
Bare Facts? ■ Timebuyers are people.
I doubt if anyone will invoke Section
315 to refute that statement (unless

trade

D. MANDELSTAM,

magazine

Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc, Washington

ads

it's some overwrought sales manager —
and who would think of consulting a
sales manager about an ad?) Yet the
magazines are full of station ads which
assume that time-buyers are computers.
Facts? Sure a timebuyer wants facts.
Scratch him with a survey and he'll yell
for facts. He won't pay much attention
to them if they appear in an all-fact
ad, but he'll keep asking for facts.
I think the best way to get a fact
to him in a magazine ad is to sneak
it into his mind. He's a human being
(down, sales manager!); he reads what
interests him; sometimes he's interested
in an ad, and in spite of all that the
editor can do to distract him with news
and information, he reads an ad — because itcrept into his mind, not because
he saw that WWW-TV had 276 quarterhour wins in the last Preakness.
Even a boring ad is better than none;
many
stations
just don't
advertise.
once saw
the results
of a survey
basedI
on questionnaires to stations of various
sizes in widely scattered geographical
locations. That was about three years
ago, but for what it's worth, the average
trade magazine expenditure was well
under one percent of non-network national time sales. One-third of the tv
respondents and 40% of the radio
respondents operated without an annual
budget, "planning" from day to day
and from crisis to crisis. Obviously this
situation is bad because it breeds bad
advertising ("We don't need it good;
we need it Monday.") It breeds dissatisfaction with advertising ("We tried
a couple of trade ads once; didn't sell
anything.")
Pinpointing ■ The last comment suggests a misunderstanding of the role
of trade magazine advertising. Sales increases are noble targets, but they're beyond the range of trade guns alone.
Only programming, a sales staff, ad-

miss

their

mark?

vertising and national reps, working together under the station manager,
should be expected to improve sales.
An ad objective should be less sweeping, more specific.
If you're a radio or tv station manager whose station has a trade magazine
program, write down what your ads
are supposed to accomplish. Ask your
national sales manager to do the same
— and your program manager, promotion manager, national rep, and agency
account exec. Allow no comparison of
answers. You'll probably have to write
your
Thisfrom
is good.
He'll
have national
time to rep.
recover
the shock
of being consulted.
Transfer the man who writes "increase sales" to the motor pool. If that's
what you wanted to write, fall back
and regroup, rethink, or transfer yourself to the motor pool. Try again. Using the signs of the zodiac, pigeon
wings, tea leaves, or whatever other
source you endorse, perhaps even logic;
develop a realistic goal, explain it to
your staff and agency, plan ahead, inyour budget, and take the noboredomcreasepledge.
Qui Vive ■ What are realistic goals?
To increase awareness of an obscure
market; to let timebuyers know about
the place your station occupies in the
hearts of your countrymen; to publicize
your news operation; to change "Never
heard of his station" when your salesmen call on prospects to "I'll see him
soon as I can." Obviously, you can't
aim at several targets simultaneously.
And your goals change. Techniques too.
But you don't
have to be heavy-handed,
whatever
the goal.
I decided before starting this memo
that I would not preach. However, as
Don Marquis is supposed to have said
when he fell off the wagon, "I conquered my damn will power."

Theodore D. Mandelstam is copy chief of
Henry J. Kaufman & Associates, Washington, D. C, advertising and public relations
agency. Except for time out for World
War II, he has been at HJK&A since 1940.
He became copy chief in 1951 and a member of the firm in 1955. A graduate of the
U. of Wisconsin (1930), he spent nine
years in what he calls stir (department
store merchandising) before joining Kaufman, the only agency for which he has
worked.
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"Steve Allen Show
"Steve Allen Show
hit 8.8 Nielsen within 80% sold out after
13-weeks in 7-station only 10 days in
L.A. market!"
Stretch Adler, VP &
Bill Grumbles,
Pres.
Syracuse!"
Gen. Mgr., KTLA
&Gen.Mgr.,WNYS-TV

"Steve Allen Show
47% ahead of nearest
competition in
Bob Dillon,
VP &
Des Moines!"
Gen. Mgr., KRNT-TV

"Steve Allen Show
completely sold out
Monday through
Les Lindvig, VP,
Friday in Phoenix!"

"Steve Allen Show
building a tremendous
following in Portland,
Oregon!" Al Sturges,

WBC Program Sales
has an audition tape
for you. Call or wire
collect for THE
STEVE ALLEN SHOW

Pgm. Mgr., KATU-TV

KOOL-TV

WBC

PROGRAM
SALES
A SUBSIDIARY OF
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING CO., INC.
122 East «nd Street, New York 17, N. Y • Contact Mike Roberts MUrray Hill 7 0808

Stations now carrying The Steve Allen Show: Baltimore. WJZ-TV; Boston, WBZ-TV; Cleveland, KYWTV; Columbus, WTVN-TV; Des Moines, KRNT-TV; Grand Rapids, WZZM-TV; Indianapolis,
WLW-I; Kansas City, KMBC-TV; Los Angeles, KTLA; Minneapolis, WCCO-TV; New Haven, WNHC-TV; New York.WPIX; Phoenix, KOOL-TV; Pittsburgh, KDKA-TV; Portland (Me.), WGAN-TV;
Portland (Ore.).KATU; Reno, KOLO TV; St. Louis, KTVI; San Francisco. KPIX; Seattle. KIRO-TV; Springfield (Mass.), WHYN; Syracuse, WNYS; Tucson, KOLD-TV; Washington, D.C.,WTOP-TV.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962
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WFIL

STATIONS

TELEDRAMA

AWARDS

',,1 .

Bra?

^^^
^^^ writing in the broadcast arts, the WFIL
^
s
creative
j
"^
Stations in Philadelphia have established cash awards totaling $3,500
To encourage

for writers of the best dramatic scripts for television submitted in
nationwide and area competition before the end of 1962.
An award of $2,500 will be granted for the best original script
submitted by an amateur or professional writer-resident of the
United States.
An award of $1,000 will be granted for the best original script
submitted by any writer residing within the broadcast area served by the
WFIL Stations (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, or Delaware).
The WFIL Stations Teledrama

Awards

program is presented in

association with the WFIL Studio Workshop, created to provide opportunities
for broadcast experience to amateur and professional performers.
Teledrama

Awards applications and further details may be secured

by writing Jack Steck, Director, WFIL Studio Workshop,

46th and

Market Streets, Philadelphia 39, Pennsylvania.

TRIANGLE
WFIL-

30

AM

ST ATION S
• FM

• TV
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BROADCASTERS
■

Long

list of military

■

Networks

■

Stations

information

will try to comply
reminded

Broadcasters, along with everyone
else, found themselves in a different,
grimmer kind of world this week. The
President's decision to "quarantine"
Cuba put the country on something
close to a war footing, and presented
radio and television with new responsibilities and problems that will test
them for the indefinite future.
The White House last week asked
broadcasters, newspapers and magazines to exercise "caution and discretion" in handling certain types of information the Defense Dept. considers

NEAR

Conelrad

but

WAR

barred

by White

all retain

system

House

final decision

is still in effect

essential to national security (see text,
page 33). FCC Defense Commissioner
Robert Bartley reminded broadcasters
that, contrary to what appears to be a
widespread impression, the Conelrad
system of emergency communications
is still in effect — a reminder that was
underlined on Friday by an all-network
test of the system (see story, page 39).
In addition, 10 commercial radio
stations are willing recruits in the Voice
of America's effort to broadcast news
of the Cuban crisis to the people of
that land. The eight standard-wave

Responding to the urgent summons of White House News
Secretary Pierre Salinger these network news chiefs
hurried on Tuesday, Oct. 23, to a 6 p.m. conference. Present at the meeting in the secretary's White House office
were (I to r) William R. McAndrew, NBC; James C. Hagerty, ABC; Blair Clark, CBS and representatives of UPI,
AP and of the White House correspondents. Mr. Salinger
explained that in the interest of national security certain
information should be blacked out. Denying that the
request was censorship, the White House secretary asked
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

FOOTING

and two shortwave stations are serving
as
for VOA programming origi34).outlets
nating in Washington (see story, page
News Secretary Pierre Salinger, who
issued the White House memorandum
listing 12 categories of information the
Defense Dept. feels should not be
publicized, emphasized that censorship
is not involved — not even the kind of
self-censorship that was in effect during
World War II and the Korean conflict
(see page 33).
Nevertheless, some newsmen corn-

for the cooperation of all news media. The media officials
adjourned to another room where they were greeted by
the President, who said that he hoped something satisfactory could be worked out. The news men asked that the
points made by Mr. Salinger be put in writing. At the
close of the meeting the conferees agreed to call the
attention of their affiliates to the security guidelines. The
White House memorandum (see page 33) listing the information which the White House feels should be withheld in the public interest was issued the following day.

BROADCASTERS

NEAR

WAR

plained that the White House memorandum was more comprehensive than
the rules by which news media policed
themselves during wartime.
Preliminary Steps ■ The guidelines
issued last week by the White House
appear to be a— preliminary and updated portion of the standby code of
censorship approved by the then Office
of Civil and Defense Mobilization in
1958 (Broadcasting, Aug. 4, 1958;
May 8, 1961).
Although that code is a complete
and definite regulation to be put into
effect upon an attack on the United
States, the memorandum issued last
week makes many of the same points
as to troop movements, military unit
identifications, location of aircraft, and
other military matters.
In reminding broadcasters to brush
up on their Conelrad procedure, Commissioner Bartley said that system will
remain in effect until the government
comes up with something better.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff last spring
decided that Conelrad, which is designed to prevent enemy planes from
coming in on a radio signal, is no
longer necessary in an age when destruction can be borne by ballistic
missiles. Since then, the FCC has
been pressing the Defense Dept. for a
list of new requirements on which an

FOOTING

continued

improved communications system could
be established. The commission will
issue a rule making as soon as the
Defense Dept. provides the necessary
information.
But in the meantime, Commissioner
Bartley said, in case of an alert, all fm,
tv and am stations not a part of the
Conelrad system are required to leave
the air. Only the am stations that are
in the Conelrad system are to remain
on the air to permit the President and
other government officials to address
the people.
New Urgency ■ Conelrad, however,
has long been a part of the broadcaster's
life. Commissioner
Bartley's
minder that
it is still in effect
took reon
new urgency only because of the Cuban
crisis.
But the White House memorandum
requesting "discretion" on the part of
newsmen in reporting on matters affecting national security is likely to cause
some problems. It was issued on
Wednesday, a day after a hurriedly
called meeting at the White House in
which Mr. Salinger conferred with news
executives of the three tv and radio
networks, the two wire services and two
White House reporters.
When it was released, the networks
reacted with some caution. They said
they would comply with its request,

but emphasized that the final decision
on what was broadcast rested with
them, not the government. Some network officials also noted that they
couldn't control news activities of their
affiliates.
NBC sent copies of the memorandum
to its stations with the recommendation
that they should try to comply. CBS
sent copies to its bureau chiefs, producers, editors and correspondents
along with a note from its network
news president, Richard Salant, saying
CBS reserves the right to make the
final judgment on what is broadcast.
ABC Closed-Circuit ■ ABC, in a
closed-circuit tv and radio feed to its
affiliates, said it would do its best to
abide by the White House request and
urged them to do the same. But news
chief James C. Hagerty said the network would use its own editorial judgment in deciding what to broadcast.
Mutual sent a copy of the memorandum to its correspondents with the
added comment that it was "voluntarily" complying with the White House
request and that it would make the
final decision on what was used.
Late Wednesday night, NAB reproduced the entire Salinger memorandum
and sent it out to all radio and tv licensees.
Mr. Salinger,
aware ofsmacking
newsmen'sof
sensitivity
to anything
censorship, insisted that the White
House request is not binding and that
the memorandum is simply intended
for guidance.
As in the self-censorship days of
World War II and Korea, however,
machinery has been established to
deal with questions from newsmen uncertain as to whether information they
security.
have
come across is "vital" to national
Questions can be directed to a special Cuban desk located in the Defense
Dept.'s public affairs directorate. It is
being manned by representatives of
the three military services on a roundthe-clock basis. Orville S. Splitt is chief
of the news directorate.

An estimated 70 million watched
President Kennedy as he addressed
the American people on the Cuban
crisis a week ago. All three television
networks carried the telecast. Additional millions were in the radio audience. This can be compared to the
32 (LEAD STORY)

60 million who watched the actual
launching of the Glenn manshoot on
Feb. 20. About 135 million watched
television sometime during the Glenn
coverage telecast. In New York city
A. C. Nielsen reported 3,171,000 homes
tuned to the Kennedy address.

Salinger at NAB ■ Mr. Salinger carried his campaign for self-restraint on
the part of newsmen into the NAB
regional fall meeting in Washington.
His remarks were off the record, but
it was understood he assured his listeners that there would be no harrassment of broadcasters or other newsmen.
A simple test broadcasters could use
before broadcasting military information, Mr. Salinger reportedly suggested,
is to ask themselves: "Is this informahelpfulconference
to the enemy?"
If tionthe
delegates were
troubled by the new White House
memorandum, they didn't show it during Mr. Salinger's appearance. Although
he asked for questions, not a hand was
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Types of information which White House
At a White House conference last plans or capabilities, or information
week radio and television representwhich would reveal the level of sucatives and newspapermen were precess of United States intelligence efsented with a memorandum for their
forts or operations with respect to
Cuba or the Communist Bloc.
guidance in the present national
emergency. The text of the mem5 ) Details as to numbers or moveorandum follows in full:
ments of United States forces, including naval units and vessels, aircraft,
The following information is considered vital to our national security missile forces or ground forces, amand therefore will not be released by
munition, equipment, etc. Announcement may be made of such unit
the Department of Defense. Despite
this fact, it is possible that such in- movements after the movement has
formation may come into the pos- been completed.
session of news media. During the
6) Degree of alert of military
current tense international situation, forces.
the White House feels that the pub7) Location of aircraft or supportlication of such information is coning equipment. Presence of aircraft
trary to the public interest. We ask observable in the public domain may
public information media of all types be confirmed.
to exercise caution and discretion in
8) Emergency dispersal plans of
the publication of such information.
aircraft and units including dispersal
1 ) Any discussion of plans for emcapabilities, times, schedules or logistical support.
ployment of strategic or tactical
forces of the United States includ9) Official estimates of vulneraing types of equipment and new or
bility to various forms of enemy acplanned location of command or
tion, including sabotage, of United
control centers or detection systems.
States Armed Forces and installa2) Estimates of United States tions.
capability of destroying targets, in10) New data concerning operational missile distribution, numbers,
cluding numbers of weapons required, size and character of forces operational readiness. Estimates of
required, ability of these forces to effectiveness of strike capability of
penetrate defenses, and accuracy or missile forces.
reliability of our forces or weapon
11) Details of command and consystems.
trol systems, including new or
3) Intelligence estimates concernplanned command posts and faciliing targets or target systems, such as
ties, estimates of ability to survive
numbers, types and locations of aim- enemy attack, security measures, etc.,
ing points in the target system, enemy
including sea or airborne command
missile and bomber forces, etc.
4) Intelligence estimates of enemy
12) Details of airlift or sealift caposts.

raised.
In justification of the government's
decision to provide guidelines for news
media, a spokesmen cited what he considered two breaches of security by a
morning network news and events program. In one case, a newscaster interviewing one of the Navy dependents
evacuated from Guantanamo, asked a
series of detailed questions dealing with
the number of ships at that Cuban base,
their positions and identifications.
In the other, a newsfilm was shown
of a troop convoy rumbling over one
of the bridges of the Florida keys. The
spokesmen suggested that the unit was
identified in the clip.
White House Meeting ■ Present at
the meeting in Mr. Salinger's office on
Tuesday evening were Mr. Hagerty;
Blair Clark, general manager and vice
president, CBS News; William R. McAndrew, executive vice president, NBC
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

News; Wes Gallagher, general manager of the Associated Press; Mims
Thompson, president of United Press
International; Lyle Wilson, Washington bureau chief, UPI; William L.
Beale Jr., Washington Bureau chief, AP;
Merriman Smith, White House correspondent, UPI; A. Whitney Shoemaker,
White House correspondent, AP; and
Benjamin McKelway, editor of the
Washington Star and president of the
AP.
During the meeting, Mr. Salinger
outlined the government's concern
about the publishing or broadcasting
of matters vital to national security
and asked that the news media abide
by the administration's request for
restraint. At one point, President Kennedy joined the conferees and expressed
the hope that a mutually satisfactory
agreement might be reached.
At the conclusion of the meeting,

would

not

release

White House News Secretary Pierre
Salinger called radio and television
news directors and newspaper representatives tothe White House
last week to ask their cooperation
in the present period of national
emergency. Information considered
vital to national security was outlined in this memorandum.
pabilities, including size and nature
of forces to be lifted, time limits
for such lifts, and supply capabilities,
with respect to possible specific areas
of operation.
Editors having doubts about information and wanting to establish
whether or not it is within the purview of this memorandum should
contact the News Desk, Department
of Defense, at OXford-5 -3 201, Washington, D. C. Such advice will be on
an advisory basis and not considered
finally binding on the editor(s).

the conferees asked Mr. Salinger to
put in writing the points he had
covered,randumand
resulted.Wednesday's
Mr. McKelway,memowho
acted as spokesman for the group, told
Mr. Salinger all news media would
do their best to comply with the government's request.
The memorandum, however, has
caused resentment among some newsmen, who take it as a reflection on their
professionalism.
Theyto report
feel they
don't
need to be told not
anything
that would compromise national security. Furthermore, it was pointed out,
much of the information the Defense
Dept. says should not be made public
is of a type the government has made
available in the past, such as the distribution of U. S. ballistic missiles. As
a result, newsmen see the memorandum
as posing problems for them in the days
and weeks ahead.

Commercial

stations

magnify

TEN OUTLETS CARRY PRESIDENT'S SPEECH, OTHER
Ten commercial radio stations have
cooperate last Monday by White House
thrown their facilities into the Voice of News Secretary Pierre Salinger. Their
participation began at 7 p.m. edt that
America's all-out effort to saturate
Cuba and Latin America with news of
night when they carried the President's
speech in English, then translated into
the U. S.-imposed quarantine of Cuba
Spanish and Portugese.
and its world-wide repercussions.
One station was added to the VOA
In an unprecedented link-up with
VOA transmitters, the stations are "network" on Wednesday, when
KAAY Little Rock, a 50 kw station
carrying daily the Voice programming
aimed at the Caribbean — Spanish lan- heard in Cuba, called Voice Director
guage broadcasts of news, commentary,
Henry Loomis and offered its services.
The standard-wave stations that went
repeats of the President's speech and
developments at the Organization of on the air Monday for the Voice are
WGBS (10 kw at night), WMIE (10
American States meeting in Washington and the United Nations Security
kw at night), and WCKR (5 kw), all
Council in New York.
Miami; WKWF (500 w) Key West;
WWL (50 kw) New Orleans, WSB
Salinger Request ■ The commercial
stations — seven standard wave and two
(50 kw) Atlanta, and WCKY (50 kw)
shortwave — agreed to participate in the Cincinnati. The shortwave stations are
VOA campaign after being asked to WRUL New York and KGEI San

RADIO,
Networks,

TV

COVER

CRISIS

stations offer special programs,

background features, frequent news reports
Television and radio networks and
Pickups from Washington, Miami,
Key West and key centers in the U. S.
stations intensified their news coverage
of the Cuban crisis last week with spe- and throughout the world were frequent, eliciting late news and reaction
cial programs, bulletins and reports of
to
fast-breaking
developments.
"last-minute developments."
Newsmen were placed on overtime
NBC-TV has scheduled a special 90schedules as background features, news
minute program, Clear and Present
Danger, for Wednesday (Oct. 31) from
flashes, and added news programs were
placed on network and station sched- 7:30-9 p.m. An NBC presentation, the
ules. Reports from stations throughout
program will pre-empt The Virginian.
the country indicated that many which
Through last week NBC-TV carried
several 15-minute specials, sponsored
normally sign off at midnight or 1 a.m.
remained on the air throughout the by the Gulf Oil Corp.
night and planned to operate on a 24CBS-TV, which spotlighted various
hour basis until further notice.
background programs on Cuba during
Viewer and listener interest in the the week, devoted its entire CBS WashCuban crisis was high. One industry
ington Report program yesterday (Oct.
estimate placed the number of viewers
28) to a discussion of last-minute developments in the crisis. A half-hour
who watched President Kennedy's telecast on Monday at 70 million (both on CBS news special, U. S. Quarantines
networks and individual stations). There
Cuba, was carried on Monday under
were no estimates of the radio audience
sponsorship of The Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co.
which listened to the President's speech,
but it undoubtedly added millions to
ABC-TV presented an analysis of the
the tv total.
President's remarks on Monday from
Tv and radio stations and networks in- 11:10-11:30 p.m. and carried coverage
from the UN Security Council several
terrupted programs at intervals throughout the week to flash significant news
times daily. ABC radio devoted exdevelopments.
tensive coverage to Security Council sessions, broadcasting entire proceedings
UN Covered ■ Extensive coverage
was provided by networks and stations
on Tuesday (4-8: 15 p.m.).
of sessions of the United Nations SeLocal tv and radio stations over the
curity Council, pre-empting regularly nation concentrated on developing
scheduled shows on these occasions.
stories of community interest tied in
with the Cuban crisis. Reaction from
Network tv coverage amounted to more
than two hours a day and radio to more
governmental and military officials and
than four hours a day.
the man in the street were highlighted.
34 LEAD STORY)

Voice

PROGRAMS TO CUBA
Carlos, Calif.
All Night ■ Most of the stations are
broadcasting VOA programming nightly, from dusk to dawn. WMIE, however, which normally carries 17 hours
of Spanish - language programming
throughout the day for Miami's large
Spanish-speaking population, has turned
all of this time over to VOA. KAAY
is carrying the Voice programming
from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m.
WRUL is broadcasting 23 hours a
day for the Voice and KGEI is carrying the programming from 4 p.m. until 10 p.m., its normal broadcast day.
The original nine stations received
telegrams from President Kennedy the
first night they went on the air for
VOA, thanking them for their cooperation and calling it "a splendid public
service in the interest of the nation."
Another volunteer in the VOA cause
Monday night was WGN Chicago, a
50 kw station that can be heard in
Cuba. The station broadcast the last
portion
of theatPresident's
whichin
was aimed
the Cubanspeech,
people,
English and Spanish, a total of 10 times
from 11:05 p.m. Monday to 5:30 a.m.
Tuesday. Ward Quail, executive vice
president and general manager of the
station, said the entire speech was also
broadcast in English three times.
There is a possibility that additional
stations might be recruited. Mr. Loomis
said that Roy Battles, director of the
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service,
told him the member stations of his organization are ready to help.
"Getting in Fine" ■ But Mr. Loomis
said the present effort, in which the
commercial stations are augmenting
VOA shortwave transmitters aimed at
Cuba, is sufficient. He said there has
been some jamming of the frequencies
used by the Miami stations, but that
Cuba lacks the facilities to jam all of
them. "We're getting in fine now," he
said. But he added that if the need
arises, he would call on the clear-channel stations.
Although all of the stations expressed
an eagerness to participate in the VOA
saturation effort, their cooperation is
costing some of them as much as $1,500 a day in advertising revenue losses.
Mr. Loomis, however, gave assurances that the broadcasters wouldn't be
expected to bear an "unfair" burden.
He
said the
hasn't hadplan,
time but
to
consider
a agency
reimbursement
added that when the crisis subsides an
effort would be made to develop one
that was equitable to all.
He said the attitude of the broadcasters has been "excellent — they recBROADCASTING, October 29, 1962
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CITY
IOWA
When you see an Iowa license on a large and shiny automobile,
don't jump to the conclusion that the owner is a "city businessman" or his wife.
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average farm income of $14,700 per year, that's the way it is out
here in Iowa.
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UJHOTV
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Result: Iowa farm families can and do make as many consumer purchases as their city counterparts in New York,
Chicago, or anywhere else. In addition, of course, they buy
farm equipment, feeds, fertilizers and a wide variety of other
strictly farm products.
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WHO-TV covers almost everybody — both farmers and city
folks — in Central Iowa. Ask PGW !
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The chances are 50-50 that it's an Iowa farmer's car. With an
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PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.,
National Representatives
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UJHOTV

COMMERCIAL

STATIONS

MAGNIFY

ognize that this is an emergency public service." But he said "if they are
called on the carry VOA programming
for a long time, something will be
done" for them. No one would attempt aprediction last week as to how
long the stations would be asked to
carry the VOA programs.
Not Worried ■ None of the stations
contacted during the first few days of
their VOA service expressed any concern about revenue losses. And J.
Leonard Reinsch, executive director of
the Cox stations, owners of WSB, said
last week that station wouldn't seek any
reimbursement.
Mr. Reinsch, as communications
consultant to the White House and
chairman of the U. S. Advisory Commission on Information, had a hand
in setting up the plan by which
advance notice, they were unable
to give adequate warning to their
The idea for using commercial stations to carry VOA programs originated with Mr. Loomis, who had long
felt that, in the event of a Caribbean
crisis, the U. S. should speak with one,
all-powerful voice.
It isn't known how long the plan has
been under consideration, but, reportedly, at least one of the stations was
notified more than a month ago to
stand by for a request from the VOA
for the use of its facilities.
In Chairman's Office ■ Arrangements
for recruiting the nine commercial stations were made Monday afternoon, at
a meeting of Messrs. Reinsch and
Loomis, FCC Commissioner Newton
N. Minow and Robert Bartley, FCC
defense commissioner, in Mr. Minow's
office.
Messrs. Minow and Bartley called
the stations to alert them for a White
House call, which came from Mr. Salinger. He asked them to reserve their
facilities that night for the VOA. All
the stations promptly agreed, and land
lines linking them to VOA studios in
Washington were installed.
Since the stations were given so little
advance notice, however, they were unable to give adequate warning to their
listeners. As a result, their switchboards were flooded with calls all night
from confused listeners asking about
the Spanish-language broadcasts. The
stations were allowed to broadcast announcements on the hour explaining
the nature of the special programming,
but it wasn't until the next day that the
stations' audiences were fully aware of
what was happening. Most of the stations reported that the reaction of their
local listeners then was "very good,"
"fine," "very gratifying." WSB said its
listeners expressed "pride" the station
was being utilized by VOA.
36 (LEAD STORY)

VOICE

continued

Although no one seems very worried
about it, there is a possibility the VOA
is acting illegally in employing stations
licensed by the FCC to broadcast in
the U. S. The U. S. Information AgenPraise from chairman
"Broadcasters acted in the highest standards of public interest," in
turning over their facilities for the
U. S. government to broadcast its
message to the people of Cuba,
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow said Thursday.
In a brief talk to those attending the NAB regional meeting in
Washington Thursday, Mr. Minow related how the United States
Information Agency asked the
FCC to determine which stations
in southern Florida could best
cover Cuba, how this was done,
how he called all nine stations and
told them they would be receiving
a call from the White House, and
how all nine cooperated to the
fullest when Pierre Salinger,
White House news secretary,
called an hour later. In every instance, Mr. Minow told NAB
members and guests at the NAB
luncheon, Mr. Salinger spoke to
either the owner or the general
manager of the station.
Studies show, Mr. Minow said,
that there was less jamming of
the commercial radio channels
than the Voice of America shortwave broadcasts.
cy, the VOA parent organization, is
forbidden by law to carry on any of its
activities in the U. S.
A VOA spokesman conceded some
question about this might be raised.
But the defense that would be offered
by the agency, the spokesman explained, isthat the stations have "volunteered" for this activity, that the
VOA "didn't take them over."
Other USIA Activities ■ The use of
the commercial stations is only one element in a maximum USIA effort to
tell the world about the Cuban crisis.
On Thursday, 52 VOA transmitters
totalling 4,331 kw were used in an effort to crash through Communist jamming to Eastern Europe.
The transmitters were massed for
8V2 hours to carry a half-hour program dealing with the Cuban crisis
that was repeated seven times in English and Communist bloc languages.
The programs were beamed at their
targets at night, when reception is best.
This radio barrage, over 80 different
frequencies, was the heaviest mounted
by the VOA since its "Sunday Punch"

of Nov. 5, 1961, when a similar effort
was made to inform the Iron Curtain
countries of world-wide reaction to the
Soviet resumption of nuclear testing.
In other USIA actions:
A video tape of the President addressing the nation was transmitted to
Europe by Telstar Tuesday morning.
Films of the Presidential address,
dubbed in foreign languages, have been
air expressed to posts throughout the
world for showing in USIA centers, by
mobile field units and on television.
Spanish-language short-wave- broadcasts to Cuba have been tripled to 24
hours a day and the number of frequencies used upped from five to 11.
Russian-language broadcasts, half an
hour each morning and evening, are
being broadcast to Cuba for the benefit of the Soviet personnel there.
Conelrad's offical,
broadcasters told
networks
"undoubtedly"
willFm bedefense
used in
the event
of a war
emergency, but they should await official instructions from the FCC, Kenneth W. Miller, U. S. Conelrad supervisor, told a meeting of radio broadcasters during the NAB regional meeting in Washington last week.
Emphasizing that Conelrad is the only
official emergency broadcasting system,
Mr. Miller told interested broadcasters
that the first word they get on an alert
will be, as scheduled, from their wire
service news printers. Stations should
also continue to monitor off-air Conelrad alert circuits, he said. AP and UPI
news tickers will bring additional information and instructions to radio and
tv stations which subscribe, he added.
When a Conelrad alert is ordered, all
am, fm and tv stations are under orders
to go off the air. Standard broadcast
(am) stations in the Conelrad net then
return to the air and are the only ones
authorized to broadcast during the alert.
In several states, however, fm stations
have formed themselves into emergency
non-broadcast communications networks and these are the nets about
which Mr. Miller spoke.
Mr. Miller's instructions clarified several scrambled situations in which some
broadcasters had been informed by local
civilian defense officials that Conelrad
is no longer the official emergency
operation.
WAVA Arlington, Va., President
Arthur W. Arundel told Mr. Miller
that he had been instructed by his local
civil defense director to tell his listeners
to keep tuned to their local radio stations. This same official, related Mr.
Arundel, declared that Conelrad had
been superseded by a new policy whereby all radio stations were to remain
in operation during an air or missile
attack.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Georgia's Governor Nominate Carl Sanders is shown in a victorious handshake. The reporter on the phone is WSB-TV's Dick Goss.

When things happen in the South, WSB-TV provides the
feeds for NBC network news. Whether the President visits
Huntsville

. . . encephalitis

strikes Orlando

...

or

Georgia elects a new governor.. .NBC gets it from WSB-TV
When the South makes

news . . . NBC depends on WSB-TV!

Represented by
^^^^^^
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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RADIO

NETWORKS

TEST

Stations warned that emergency
The four radio networks — ABC,
CBS, MBS and NBC— held a special
Conelrad closed-circuit test of emergency broadcast system facilities last
Friday afternoon (12:45 p.m. EDT).
The exercise included a special message to all station managers, chief engineers and news directors. Network stations were asked to record the message
for the benefit of independent stations
in their communities.
The test's text follows:
"Attention all station managers, chief
engineers and news directors:
"This is a special test of the emergency
broadcast system facilities. Because of
the current international situation, the
test is being utilized by the national industry advisory committee to bring you
a special alerting message. Despite

CONELRAD

system is still in effect
some inaccurate news reports, the
emergency broadcast system and one
of its major elements, Conelrad, are
still in full operation.
"Should conditions warrant the issuance of a radio alert, all stations will
be required to follow the standard procedures for Conelrad conditions. Stations should review immediately all
procedures for converting to their
Conelrad frequency — if they hold a national defense emergency authorization
— or for going off the air if they are
not Conelrad stations. Stations also
should check at once on the condition
and state of readiness of all regular,
standby and emergency facilities, as
well as all personnel who would be involved in any emergency activities.
"All stations have copies of an emerBROADCAST

Western
CRICHTON

AAAA

POINTS

TO

Advertising in the West is growing
faster than in other sections of the
U. S., western agency people were told
in Hawaii last week by the head of the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
A need to recruit competent members
in the West for the AAAA, was stressed
by John H. Crichton, president, during
a closed executive meeting of the
group's 1962 Pacific Conference, western region, in Hawaii Oct. 20-25.
At the business sessions Oct. 22,
James Delafield, president and general
manager of General Foods International
Div., New York, suggested to the delegates that U. S. advertisers concerned
about multiple-spotting and back-toback conflicts might take a look at television elsewhere. He cited tv in West
Germany where commercials are packaged in a solid half hour once each day.
"Agencies
are on their
to produce commercials
that mettle
can withstand
this
cluded.brand of competition,'* he conHighlights of other speeches:
Creativity ■ "We get ads and commercials that are gems by exactly the same
process by which we get gold and other
precious things — by mining and refining," said Charles H. Brower, president
of BBD&O, in "Smile When You Call
Me Creative!" Deciding what to tell
consumers is mining; working out the
exact message is refining, Mr. Brower
said.
"The right way to treat creative
people," he concluded, is not by pampering them but by "giving them more
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

"This message has been brought to
you by the National Industry Advisory
Committee as a test of the emergency
broadcast system."

ADVERTISING

meeting

ADVERTISING

gency standby script, distributed some
months ago by the Federal Communications Commission. This is the first
information your station will broadcast
in an alert, so it is mandatory that the
script be kept in a readily accessible
place that is constantly manned — such
as the newsroom, master control or
transmitter. Stations are requested to
get in touch, at once, with local Civil
Defense officials to refresh plans for
liaison and cooperation in policy, planning and operations. Do not wait for
the civil defense people to come to you
— since it is the stations that have final
responsibility for what is on the air, let
it be you, the stations, that take the
first step toward meeting this responsiformed.bility of keeping the public fully in-

GROWTH

hears
AT

of

HONOLULU

needs
CONVENTION

facts, by outlining their jobs more
clearly, by separating the mining from
the refining and giving them a hand
out of the awful confusion to which

proach the consumer in the United
States — answers which you are better
qualified
to give said.
them than anyone,"
Mr. Fortinberry

we have sentenced them."
Help Wanted in Japan ■ "It would
take the help of the CIA to round up
enough American advertising agency

Former agency executive L. F.
Ohliger Jr., now vice president and advertising manager of Hunt-Wesson
Sales Co., said the way to "get the
most out of an agency without really

types [in Tokyo] for a hand of bridge,"
Lane Fortinberry, Asia managing director, Time-Life International, said:
"My impression is that there are
many millions of advertising dollars
now lying dormant in Japan for export
advertising simply because they have
not yet been given answers to basic
marketing problems on how best to apNIELSEN

RATINGS

First Report for October, 1962
Rating
(Based on two weeks ending Oct.
7, 1962)
NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE (t)
No.
% U.S. Homes
Rank
TV Homes (000)
1 Lucille Ball Show*
34.8 17,330
2 Andy Griffith Show*
32.8 16,334
3 Danny Thomas Show* 32.5 16,185
4 Beverly Hillbillies 31.3 15,587
4 Bonanza
31.3 15,587
4 World Series-Sun.*
31.3 15,587
7 Red Skelton 30.3 15,089
Night* 26.2
28.1 13,994
98 Opening
Hazel
13,048
10 Jack Benny
25.8 12,848
(t) Homes reached during the average minute of the program.
*interval.
Telecast only one week of this report

trying"
is to: the responsibilities of the
■ Specify
advertising function.
■ Unify the agency-client advertising
organization.
■ Simplify the agency's operating
Not All Gold ■ John H. Hoefer,
problems.
Lucille Ball Show (CBS-179); General Foods
(Y&R), Lever (JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Jack Benny (CBS-182); State Farm (NL&B),
General Foods (Y&R), Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
Beverly Hillbillies (CBS-180); Kellogg (Burnett), R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Wed. 9-9:30
Bonanza (NBC-203); Chevrolet (CampbellEwald), Sun. 9-10 p.m.
Andy Griffith (CBS-187); General Foods (B&B),
Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
p.m.
Hazel (NBC-144): Ford (JWT), Thur. 9=30-10
Opening
Night (all-star
variety Mon.
special)
8-9 p.m.
177);
General
Foods (Y&R),
Sept.(CBS24,
Red Skelton (CBS-195); Best Foods (L&N),
S.
p.m.C. Johnson (FC&B), Philip Morris (B&B),
Lever (BBD0), Tues. 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Danny Thomas (CBS-185); General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
World Series (NBC-221); Gillette (Maxon),
Chrysler (Burnett), Sun. Oct. 7.
Copyright 1962 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Burden

of

To the parent,

to any normal

one of the most

depraved

is the child molester.
impulses

behind

understood
On

Shame

of all criminals

Yet the hidden

his heinous

offense

are

by very few.

Friday, September

to 10:30

adult,

pm, KNXT

14, from

broadcast

9:30

"Burden

of

Shame," a locally-produced documentary
which probed a major social problem, child
molesting.

Narrated

the program

used

Whitmore,

the actual words

voice of a convicted
statements

by James
offender,

and

as well as

by law officials, probation

officers and psychiatrists.
Shocking?

Disturbing?

But the citizens
recognized

Unavoidably, yes!

of Los Angeles

the need

for candor:

clearly
"Burden

of Shame" was seen by a prime-time
audience as big as that of the other two
network stations combined!* And the
critics added their note of approval. The
Los Angeles

Herald-Examiner

called it

an ". . . unusually well done program
on a subject too often shoved into the
background." While Variety hailed "... an
excellent effort [that] should be seen by
every

parent

with

'Burden of Shame"
active, responsible
contribute
And

Los Angeles9
the "number

one

daughter."
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more

can

of a community.

reason

why

KNXT,

most popular station * is also
one source of worthwhile

programs."** j^j^-^-rp
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Tv

to

top

newspaper

U. S. tv homes have doubled in
the past decade. The Television
Bureau of Advertising in a report
today (Oct. 29) noted tv homes now
total 50 million.
There were 1 million homes with
tv sets in 1949, 10 million by 1951
and more than 25 million tv equipped homes by 1953, TvB said in
compiling figures showing the number of sets in use (59 million) and
other circulation data.
TvB predicted that total tv "circulation" will surpass that of the
newspapers within the next year.
The bureau said that in the last full
year reported (1961), newspaper
circulation totaled 59.3 million.
Except for the South, all areas in
the U. S. now have more than 9
out of 10 homes tv-equipped. The
North
East
1962 (Sept.)
1962 (Jan.)
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1954
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1951
1950
1949

Rep appointments . . .
■ CKPR-TV Port Arthur-Fort William,
Ont., Canada: Young Television Corp.,
New York, as U. S. representative.
■ KBEA Kansas City, Mo.; KOME
Tulsa, Okla., and WMIN Minneapolis,
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

year
Newspaper
Circulation
NA
59.3
NA
58.9
58.3
57.4
57.1
57.8
54.5
56.1
55.1
54.0
54.0
53.8
52.8

Source: A. C. Nielsen (tv); "Editor & Publisher" (newspaper)
Central and 85% in the South. The
figures: 94% of all homes have tv
figures
are based on A. C. Nielsen
in the Northeast; 92% in the East
Co. data.
Central and Pacific; 91% in West

East
West
% Tv Penetration by Territory
Central
Central
92
91
90
91
92
90
83
89
89
86
87
89
70
83
77
60
82
66
55
72
55
40
43
28
27
19
8
7

president, Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown
Inc., speaking on "All That Glitters Is
Not Gold," said the "glitter" is the
growth of the West and that the advertising agencies which would get the
"gold" would be those with the knowhow to get to the consumer, who can
measure the effectiveness of an ad, can
stay solvent in a tightening profit picture and keep ahead of a growing manpower problem.
The Pacific convention in a closed
session changed the start of its fiscal
year from April to October to coincide
with the national organization. The
present governors and officers will serve
until elections in March next year.

circulation
within
'Millions)
Total
Homes
Homes
%
90
TV
54.9
49.8
91
54.3
49.0
53.1
88
46.9
52.0
87
45.2
86
51.4
44.0
84
50.6
42.5
79
49.5
72
48.6
39.3
47.6
63
35.1
30.2
56
46.7
26.1
20.4
45.6
44
44.8
15.1.7
34
23
9.8
43.0
43.9
8
3.4
2
41.5

South
85
85
81
79
77
68
76
53
26
38
46
15
7
2

Pacific
91
92
86
89
83
88
83
74
64
54
20
44
319
January each year

Minn.: Spot Time Sales Inc., New
York, as national representative.
■ WPEN-FM Philadelphia, Pa.: Robert
Richer Representatives Inc., New York,
as exclusive national sales representative, effective Nov. 1.
BRAND

USE

VARIES

"C" by
% Penetration
"B"
County Size

"A"
93
94
93
93

92
91
88
90
92
89

92
91
89
84

84
77
72
61
25
49

82
60
80
47
72
21

"D"
83
68
75

83
89
88
85
81
79
71

6
35

44

82

22
57

73
71

34

61

13
5
2

■ Pacific Adult Radio Stations, Eugene,
Ore.: David Miles, PAR managing director, as representative in PortlandSeattle area.
■ KXOA Sacramento, Calif.: Bernard
Howard & Co., San Francisco.
BY

MARKETS

TvAR comparison shows area-by-area preference disparities
New evidence of wide variations in
product usage and brand preference
The report
market
basis." includes such market disacross the country is revealed this week
parities asSan Franciscans' strong preference for regular coffee while Boston
in Television Advertising Representais an above-average instant-coffee martives Inc.'s 1962 TvAR Brand Comparison Report.
ket, and the preference for filter cigarettes in Charlotte and Jacksonville and
The findings "point up the fact that
there are more peaks and valleys in for non-filter cigarettes in Pittsburgh
and Cleveland (see picture of chart on
U. S. marketing than in the Alps,"
Larry Israel, TvAR president, said. He
page
The44).
study provides comparisons for
noted that "since all marketing is local, more
than 500 individual brands in 12
it is essential for advertisers to tailor
major product categories in the eight
their media approach on a market-byBROADCASTING, October 29, 1962
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THAT'S

NUB

OF

of
CBS

males?
RADIO

Weekend time is prime radio time
for advertisers who want to reach men.
That's the point of a new study by CBS
Radio Spot Sales, released last week
after an unusual showing by Spot Sales
to 35 of its competitors (Closed Circuit, Oct. 22).
The study compared weekend and
weekday listening patterns of male audiences in nine major markets and
found that in many Saturday and Sunday time periods practically as many
men are listening as during the highest
peak weekday periods.
Maurie Webster, vice president and
general manager of CBS Radio Spot
Sales, urged advertisers to get more for
their money by adding weekend radio
to weekday schedules.
"Weekend radio offers a new and
effective way to reach and sell men,"
Mr. Webster asserted. "With generally
lower time costs on Saturday and Sunday than on weekday 'drive times,' traditionally the first choice of advertisers
seeking large male audiences at modest
expenditure, you can obtain even more

major markets where there are TvARrepresented stations. Field work was
conducted in March and May by The
Pulse Inc., which used in-home personal
interviews among a sample of more

A chart showing variations among
cities in consumption of filter and
non-filter cigarettes is demonstrated
here by Robert M. Hoffman (I), market44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

SPOT

Use
SALES

weekend

STUDY

AVAILABLE

men per advertising dollar by expanding your schedules to include the weekend time periods.
"Further, by providing more than
100 additional days for reaching men
each year, weekend radio improves
your ules
opportunity
to obtainforbetter
schedof announcements
cumulative
male
audiences."
Nielsen
Data ■ The study was based
on listening data supplied by A. C.
Nielsen Co. for early 1962. This period
was chosen to avoid the heavy weekend
sports months when male audiences
would be unusually large. Late winter
also "reflects fairly stable program
schedules in both radio and tv, avoiding the summer periods where tv viewing is generally
The
markets below
studiedradio
werelistening."
nine in
which there are CBS-owned or represented radio stations: Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Portland (Ore.),
San Francisco and Los Angeles. The
study produced a similarity of findings
that "indicates the same situation exists

than 4,800 families — an average of
600 families in each of the eight metropolitan areas.
Other Peaks ■ Other differences uncovered in the survey: Hershey, the

ing and research vice president of
Television Advertising Representatives Inc., and Robert M. McGredy (r),
executive vice president.

radio
TO

ALL

across the country," Mr. Webster reThe findings were given to advertiser
ported.
and
agency executives. Then they were
presented to leading station representation organizations in New York on the
theory that all radio would benefit from
this at least temporary lowering of normal competitive barriers. A total of 35
executives from 29 station rep firms attended the presentation.
"When a study is conducted which
reveals new and even more effective
ways of utilizing radio advertising," Mr.
Webster explained, "we in the station
representative field can best serve by
making the results available to the entire industry."
The
study covered nine of the ten
markets represented by CBS Radio Spot
Sales — all of the stations are Nielsen
subscribers and this could authorize
use of Nielsen audience data. The audience figures included out-of-home listening to automobile radios as well as inhome listening to plug-in sets, but did
not include battery-powered radios.

leading milk-additive in the 1961 Brand
Comparison Report in all eight markets, has relinquished its first position
to Nestle in Boston and San Francisco.
Lipton's tea is in first place in the
TvAR markets, though its popularity
varies from 27% of tea-drinking famcisco.ilies in Pittsburgh to 91% in San FranBaltimore continues to lead in the
beer and ale category with 52% reportingforepurchases
the survey.during the two weeks beAmong canned dog food brands,
Ken-L-Ration, which ranks No. 1 in five
markets, is seventh in San Francisco
and fourth in Boston. Among dry dog
foods, Gravy Train leads in five, ranks
second in Washington and third in Boston and Cleveland.
Gasoline-brand rankings fluctuate,
Esso leading in Boston, Baltimore,
Washington and Charlotte; Gulf in
Jacksonville and Pittsburgh; Sohio in
Cleveland and Chevron in San Francisco.
TvAR stations in the eight markets
are: WBZ-TV Boston, WJZ-TV Baltimore, WTOP-TV Washington, WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, KYW-TV
Cleveland and KPIX (TV) San Francisco. Copies of the report can be obCity. tained by writing to Robert M. Hoffman, TvAR, 666 Fifth Ave., New York
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Best radio times to reach men
(Greater New York consolidated area, 17 counties)
7:30 AM
M-F
100%

80

Note: Metro area only
total
including
male audience
"auto plus"
Source: NSI Jan.-Feb. 1962;
NR1 auto plus report, MarchApril 1961
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This chart shows how closely in one
weekend
radio's
York) its
city (New rivals
major audience
male
best weekday
totals— and exceeds the weekday
totals for a big block of the day. CBS
Radio Spot Sales, which conducted
the study, said similar patterns were

Agency appointments...
■ Pacer International Corp., New York,
has named Sy Rosen Adv., that city, to
handle $1 million ad campaign for new
Pacer photocopy machine. Spot tv in
major markets is planned to start before
end of year.
■ Pacific Vitamin Corp. (Fulvita vitamins) has named Grey Adv. Inc., Los
Angeles, as its advertising agency, effective Nov. 1. Spot tv, spot radio and
newspapers will be used. Ted McDonald will be account executive; Earl Kennedy, director of client services, account
supervisor.
■ Elizabeth Arden Sales Corp., New
York, has appointed Fletcher Richards,
Calkins & Holden, that city, as its advertising agency, effective Dec. 31.
■ Oregon Toro Distributors Inc., Portland, names Geyer, Morey, Ballard
Inc., Portland, for advertising and promotion of Toro mowers and other
equipment in Oregon and southwestern
Washington.
■ Rayco Automotive Products Stores,
Washington, D. C, and Wilmington,
Del., names Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick
Inc., Washington, D. C, to handle advertising for their line of automotive
accessories.
■ Breuninger Dairies, Philadelphia, has
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962
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found in all nine major markets examined, though in some markets Saturday audiences exceeded Sunday's,
in some cases Sunday's dominated,
and in others the two days ran nip
and tuck throughout the entire weekend.

announced the appointment of Clements
Co., that city, for advertising, merchandising and public relations. Effective
date was Oct. 15.
TvB

annual

meet

set

for N.Y. Nov. 14-16
Television Bureau of Advertising has
set Nov. 14-16 for its eighth annual
meeting keyed to the theme, "The
Chain of Demand." It will be held in
New York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
The meeting agenda will include a
new presentation for members, advertisers and agencies entitled "Jericho —
The Wall Between Us."
Speakers will include Paul S. Willis,
president of the Grocery Manufacturers
of America, and Amory Houghton Jr.,
president of Corning Glass Works.
Winners of the TvB competition for
outstanding station-market presentations
will be announced Friday morning.
The Friday schedule also includes a
ceremony honoring past TvB board
chairmen and TvB's first president,
Oliver Treyz, vice president-international sales, Warner Bros. Board members to be honored: A. Louis Read,
present TvB board chairman and executive vice president, WDSU-TV New
Orleans; Richard A. Moore, TimesMirror Broadcasting; Clair McCollough, president, WGAL-TV Lancaster,

Pa.; W. D. Rogers, Texas Telecasting;
Lawrence H. Rogers II, vice president,
Taft Broadcasting; Roger W. Clipp, vice
president, Triangle Stations; Otto
Brandt, vice president, KING (Seattle)
Broadcasting Co., and Glenn Marshall
Jr., president, WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.
Preparation H
incident closed
NAB announced last week the end
of the hemorrhoid advertising crisis in
radio. Cliff Gill, chairman of the NAB
Radio Code Review Board, announced
that three of the four radio stations recommended for expulsion from the radio
code had agreed to drop the prohibited
advertising. The fourth station has resigned from the code.
The actions taken by the four stations eliminates the necessity of filing
formal charges with the Radio Board of
Directors. This action was recommended by the radio review board
earlier
Oct. 8). this month (Broadcasting,
The four stations were among 34 radio code subscribers which had been
warned about carrying the interdicted
hemorrhoidal advertising. Twenty four
dropped the advertising or refused to
carry it; 10 resigned from the code.
The product is Preparation H, handled by the Ted Bates agency in New
York.
Business briefly . . .
R. T. French Co. and Norge Sales
Corp. have renewed their sponsorship
of ABC-TV's Tennessee Ernie Ford
Show. Agencies: J. Walter Thompson
(French) and Clinton E. Frank
(Norge).
Argus Camera Co., Chicago, has bought
participations
ABC
Radio'sthrough
Notre
Dame
Football in(Sat.
afternoons
Dec. 1). Agency: John W. Shaw Adv.,
Chicago.
The Lego System by Samsonite, a toy
item test-marketed in 14 cities last year,
has bought participations in NBC-TV's
Captain Gallant children's program.
Agency: Grey Adv., New York.
Remco Industries Inc. and Food Manufacturers Inc., both New York, have
signed for NBC-TV's coverage of the
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade,
Thur., Nov. 22 (10 a.m.-noon EST).
Agencies: Webb Assoc. (Remco), and
Ted Bates (FMI).
Monroe Auto Equipment Co., Monroe,
Mich., has bought one-half of Mutual's
broadcast of the Army-Navy game Saturday, Dec. 1 (1:15 p.m., EST). The45
second half of the broadcast is available to affiliates for local sales. Monroe's agency: Aitkin-Kynett Adv.,
Philadelphia.

MPO

plans

commercials

production

center

BIG, COMPLETE NEW YORK UNIT TO OCCUPY FIVE FLOORS
An autonomous film commercial
The production facility, located on
production center is under construction
five floors of a building at 222 E. 44th
St., will also contain a casting office,
in New York by MPO Videotronics
Inc.
hairdressing salon, make-up rooms,
The production center, being built at carpentry shop and dressing rooms, as
an estimated cost of $2.5 million, will well as three oversized freight elevators
contain facilities for start-to-finish
capable of carrying trucks to any floor
planning and production of a film or for unloading.
commercial. The new MPO center,
MPO notes the production center
scheduled for Jan. I, 1963, occupancy,
will be used almost exclusively for producing tv commercials, but government,
will contain nine sound stages, property
and scenery construction and storage,
industrial and public relations films will
also be shot there.
optical, editing and special effects deLast year, MPO reported it had a
partments, processing labs, sound redollar volume in excess of $8 million.
cording equipment and screening rooms.

the heart of the American tv system
"and any world-wide effort which
ignoresland, it
is making
a mistake."
Enghe noted,
is rapidly
approaching
a highly developed commercial system
and the U. S., he thought, might learn
from it. Example: more widespread use
in the U. S. of multiple commercials
with a compensating reduction of the
number of interruptions.
He also made a point of the inability of many major advertisers to
find a position on commercial tv in
England because of the existence of
but one commercial tv facility in that
country (Broadcasting, Oct. 15). He
said England's commercial tv now is
billing at the rate of nearly £ 10 million
a year ($28 million).
Commercials

in

6th FLOOR

The largest of nine sound stages in
the new MPO production center in
New York is pictured at top left. The
studio, extending above to the next
floor, measures about 100 feet x 100

feet and will have a clear ceiling
height of nearly 30 feet. The other
studio on the sixth floor is set up
especially for commercials demonstrating homes.

Big tv, radio drive
set for Krona blades

the new year, will back up the network
tv effort; it will also be supported with
space in general and farm magazines
and Sunday newspaper supplements.
Drug trade papers will announce the
public campaign plans to retailers in
November and December.

Television, both network and spot,
and spot radio will be the leading media
to be used by Schick Safety Razor Co.
in a major advertising drive for
double-edge Krona blades on which
more than $2.5 million will be spent
in the first quarter of 1963, through
Compton Advertising, Los Angeles.
Starting Jan. 1, 1963, the company
becomes a co-sponsor of two one-hour
ABC-TV series, Stoney Burke (Mon.,
9-10 p.m.) and Combat (Tues., 7:308:30 p.m.), which Schick reports will
produce 15 million male impressions a
week. Spot tv and radio campaigns,
concentrated in the first 13 weeks of
46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Commercial

touch

in world tv, Cash

needed
says

Global tv exchanges must be commercial as well as cultural, Norman
E. Cash, president of Television Bureau
of Advertising, said last week on return from a tour of European tv facilities.
Mr. Cash said that advertising is

production . . .
Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial when available.
Commercial Recording Corp., 3104 Maple St.,
Dallas, Tex.
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph, four
60's for radio. Tom Gwin, prod. mgr. Agency:
Tucker Wayne & Co., Frank Ennis, agency prod.
Thruston Morton for Senator (Sen. of Ky.)
one 60. Tom Gwin, prod. mgr. Agency: Staples
Advertising, Harold Finley, acct. exec, at agency.
Film Five Inc., 18 E. 50th St., N.Y. City.
Lever Bros. (Shield Dryodorant) one 60, film.
Walter Bergman, prod. mgr. Agency: J. W.
Thompson, Max Glandbard, agency prod.
Quality Bakers of America (Sunbeam Bread,
Dreikorns Bread) three 60's, eleven 20's, ten
10's, live & anim. film. Walter Bergman, prod,
mgr; agency prod., Robert Pollock.
Gerald Schnitzer Productions, 5746 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
R. G. Dun Cigars, one 60, film. Jerry Schnitzer, dir. Agency: W. B. Doner & Co. David Russell, agency prod.
Faygo Cola, one 60, one 20 and ID, film.
Jerry
Schnitzer,
Agency:
Co. David
Russell,dir.
agency
prod. W. B. Doner &
Also in advertising...
Expansion move ■ Mort Bassett & Co.,
special representative for five New
York area radio stations, has opened a
Chicago office at 400 N. Michigan Ave.
John Erickson and John Shelton have
joined the firm in Chicago. Mr. Erickson was formerly with Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, Chicago. Mr. Shelton was
with Chicago sales office of WOR New
York.
$42 billion market ■ BBDO has issued
a one-volume source book, Institutional
Market. This market is said to account
for $42 billion annually in goods and
services.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

EUREKA!

You'd think that a local businessman who is getting outstanding results from:
his investment in KRNT-TV advertising would keep it to himself, like a gold prospector who had hit a rich mother lode.
But, it seems, one man can't keep from exclaiming to another "Eureka ! I have
found it." Result? Nearly 80%

of the local television dollar in this major 3-station

market is invested on KRNT-TV,

a one-rate station. Amazing? It's a true testi-

monial byFCC figures ! It's been true since KRNT-TV

signed on more than 7 years

ago.
Des Moines' largest buyer of local television time spends more than 90%
his advertising budget on our station. Been doing it for years, too.

of

The best salesmen we have are satisfied local sponsors, who spend "the critical dollar" that must come back many fold the next day in profit from added sales.
Like we've been telling you in these pages for a long time, Think — 'tis the till
that tells the tale.

If you're not selling like you should in Iowa's capital and biggest city, you
ought to be selling on KRNT-TV. We sell results. People believe what we say.

KRNT-TV
Des

Moines
Represented

Television

by the Katz Agency

An Operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Inc..
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'MUSCLING

Westinghouse

makes

with station exchange
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
agreed to trade its Philadelphia tv station to NBC, in what was characterized
a "muscling job," in 1955 only because
of a fear of the loss of network affiliation, two Westinghouse executives
told an FCC hearing last week.
And Charles Thieriot, president of
the Chronicle (San Francisco) Publishing Co., licensee of KRON-TV
there, told the same hearing that NBC
made a January 1960 offer to purchase
KRON-TV that was so low ($8 million) it was "confiscatory."
This testimony was given last week
before FCC Chief Hearing Examiner
James Cunningham as the hearing began on (1) the exchange of NBC's
WRCV - AM-TV Philadelphia for
WNAC-AM-TV, WRKO-FM Boston
(owned by RKO-General Inc.); (2)
the renewal applications of WRCVAM-TV (ch. 3), and (3) the application of Philco Corp. for a new tv station on ch. 3 in Philadelphia.
The proceeding is a direct result of
a 1959 consent decree which required
NBC to dispose of WRCV-TV by Dec.
31 of this year. NBC acquired the
Philadelphia properties in 1955 in an
exchange with Westinghouse for network owned am-tv stations in Cleveland, which led to an antitrust suit
against NBC filed by the Justice Dept.,
with the consent decree following.
Applications for approval of the
RKO-NBC exchange were filed in
June 1960, along with RKO's purchase of WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington from NBC for $11 million and the
acquisition by NBC of KTVU (TV)
San Francisco-Oakland for $7.5 million.
E. V. Huggins, executive vice president of Westinghouse Electric Corp.
and board chairman of WBC, and
Chris J. Witting, Westinghouse vice
president for consumer products and
president of WBC at the time of the
exchange with NBC, were called as
witnesses to testify on that exchange
in public for the first time.
They both were subpoenaed — as was
Mr. Thieriot — by Philco, which has the
burden of proof under the first of 20
issues in the hearing, i.e.: Whether
since Jan. 1, 1954, NBC and its parent
RCA have been adjudged guilty of antitrust violations or has engaged in anti48

JOB'
that

IN

allegation

PHILADELPHIA

against

NBC

in connection

as FCC opens three-pronged hearing
Philadelphia market and such a negoticompetive practices, as charged.
ation or such a proposal as was put to
WBC 'Surprised, Shocked' ■ Messrs.
Huggins and Witting both testified that us by NBC had been put to us by
another operator, I don't think we
they were "surprised and shocked"
when told at a Sept. 28, 1954, meet- would have made the arrangement."
At the September meeting were
ing with NBC that the network desired
to acquire Westinghouse stations in Messrs. Huggins and Witting for WBC
Philadelphia and Boston in exchange
and Robert Sarnoff, then NBC presifor network outlets in Cleveland and
dent and now board chairman, Joseph
Washington.
Heffernan and Charles Denny, both
Asked by the examiner if the Phila- NBC vice presidents, for the network.
delphia-Cleveland exchange was a vol- According to Mr. Huggins, "We were
advised — I believe Mr. Sarnoff was the
untary act on the part of Westinghouse
(which received $3 million to boot), speaker — that NBC had determined to
Mr. Huggins replied, "It was not a own (tv) stations in five of the biggest
voluntary act by us. We would have markets . . . and that in connection
much prefered to retain Philadelphia
with that to dispose of their stations in
and Boston, both."
Mr. Cunningham later put the following question to Mr. Witting:
"Would you say that Westinghouse in
the final analysis would not have agreed
to the exchange ... if NBC did not
have . . . the power to grant or withhold network affiliations?"
Mr. Witting: "If NBC were not in
authority but were simply another operator who wanted a station in the

Cleveland
and Washington."
Wants Made
Known ■ To accomplish this, the network spokesmen told
WBC they would like to exchange
WNBK-TV Cleveland and WRC-TV
for WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia and
WBZ-TV Boston, both owned by Westinghouse and affiliated with NBC-TV.
According to the WBC witnesses, they
were told by the NBC representatives
that if Westinghouse did not go along,

Charles Thieriot, president of the Westinghouse's Chris Witting tells an
Chronicle Publishing Co., felt an NBC
FCC hearing that he was "shocked
offer for KRON-TV San Francisco of and
surprised" when informed that
WBC's Philadelphia and
$8
was "confiscatory" and NBC
Bostonwanted
tv stations.
moremillion
of an ultimatum.
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the network would "take other means
to achieve end results by way of affiliation or otherwise."
WBC allegedly was told the stations
would lose their NBC affiliations if
the exchanges were not made but Mr.
Huggins said he did not recall which
of the three NBC representatives made
this statement.
Vulnerable in Philadelphia ■ After
considering the proposal, Mr. Huggins
said he went to General David Sarnoff,
board chairman of RCA, and told the
general that WBC would be willing to
negotiate the Philadelphia-Cleveland exchange if the Boston affiliation would
be left untouched. The general agreed
to this and called his son Robert
Sarnoff, into the meeting and told him
to proceed on this basis.
Mr. Huggins said Boston was only
a two-station market so WBZ-TV could
get CBS affiliation if NBC acquired
the second station there (RKO's
WNAC-TV) but that WBC was "vulnerable" in three-station Philadelphia.
He said Westinghouse did not consider ABC-TV a desirable affiliation at
the time because it was not competitive nationwide.
Both Messrs, Huggins and Witting
testified on the lengthy negotiations involved before agreement was reached
in the spring of 1955. They said WBC
explored affiliation possibilities with
NBC in other cities where Westinghouse might acquire stations in the
future, including Toledo, Ohio; Ft.
Wayne, Ind.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Portland
Ore.; Pittsburgh, and Indianapolis Ind.
Huggins and the General ■ Mr. Huggins said he went to see General
Sarnoff again in November 1954, to
seek a commitment for an NBC affiliation with the planned WBC station
in Pittsburgh (now KDKA-TV, a CBS
affiliate since 1957). The general felt
the swap negotiations were dragging,
according to Mr. Huggins, and refused
a Pittsburgh commitment short of
agreement in Philadelphia-Cleveland.
When the swap was agreed to in
May 1955, Mr. Huggins received a
letter from General Sarnoff assuring
WBC that this completed the network
"plans for station ownership in the
east." Mr. Huggins said he took this
to mean NBC would acquire a station
in San Francisco and that WBZ-TV
would retain its NBC affiliation.
Under cross-examination by NBC
counsel, Mr. Huggins said it was a
"breach of faith" when NBC moved
to acquire a Boston station. He said
the alleged commitment in Boston was
not reported to the FCC because it
was not a "consideration [in the Philadelphia-Cleveland deal] in the legal
sense.
Mr. Huggins denied that WBC tried
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

to get NBC to sign a "gentlemen's
agreement" promising continued affiliations in several cities. "It is so
contrary to everything done . . . that
I could
not accept
." he
He admitted
that that
WBC . .did
not said.
feel in
"dread or fear of the loss of network
affiliation" in several other disagreements with NBC-RCA. Cited were
patent licensing disputes; WBC's dropping of NBC Spot Sales as representative; WBC radio stations dropping NBC
affiliations ("it didn't make us love
each other any more"); shift of the
KDKA-TV affiliation to CBS.
Parent Advertising ■ The witness
agreed that parent Westinghouse Electric was placing $4 million annually in
advertising on CBS-TV when the negotiations were in progress and none
on NBC-TV and said there was no obligation to place any of it with NBC.
"We very carefully segregated our
broadcasting operations from Westinghouse Electric operations and we do
not
said. let one impinge on the other," he
Both Mr. Huggins and Mr. Witting
testified under cross-examination that
WBC explored the possibility of general affiliations with CBS rather than
agree to the Philadelphia exchange and
that they talked to Dr. Frank Stanton,
CBS president, about the subject. They
denied any attempt to obtain a promise
from CBS for affiliations beyond the
permissible two-year contracts.
It was brought out that NBC first
offered $1 million and WNBK-TV for

WPTZ and that WBC asked $4 million
to boot. The $3 million figure was derived by a formula applying five times
the difference in annual earnings before taxes, Mr. Huggins said.
He agreed that Westinghouse was
not "pressured" to accept an unfair
cash difference. "The pressure was not
on the ultimate price," he said.
Heffernan Arranger ■ Mr. Witting
said the first approach on the exchange
was made by Mr. Heffernan who arranged the September 1954, meeting.
He said NBC wanted to discuss a problem that existed between NBC and
Westinghouse and gave no other details in asking for the meeting.
After disclosing their proposition,
Mr. Witting said the NBC spokesmen
"indicated that in light of our longterm relationship, they would prefer
to do business with us but that, should
we not care to go along with this proposal, they had had discussion with
others that led them to believe that
they could acquire a station in Philadelphia and another station in Boston.
"They laid down what they wanted
and we were surprised; we were
Mr. Witting said he went to see
General
shocked."Sarnoff the next day because
of the belief the proposal was "something that was generated on the Bobby
Sarnoff level . . . and that perhaps the
general
awareto ofconfirm
these plans."
He
said was
he not
wanted
that it
was basic RCA policy.
He agreed that he termed the pro-

E. V. Huggins (r), board chairman of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., waits for
a ruling from FCC Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham before answering
a question last week on the 1955 exchange of WBC and NBC stations in Phila49
delphia and Cleveland. Mr. Huggins said the swap was not a "voluntary act"
on the part of Westinghouse.

posal a "muscling job" and said General Sarnoff just smiled and did not
reply. Mr. Witting said that he later
became the chief negotiator for WBC
and that some two dozen meetings were
held with NBC before details of the
exchange were worked out.
Mr. Witting, who testified the day
after Mr. Huggins, said he agreed
in principle with the latter's testimony.
He said "it was a matter of my personal knowledge" that WFIL-TV Philadelphia could be purchased and that
he talked to General Sarnoff about the
possibility. Also, he said, he knew that
WNAC-TV was "conceivably available"
but that the price reportedly was in
the area of $15 million "which seemed
to be an outrageously high sales price."
This general knowledge, coupled
with the statements of the Sarnoffs, led
WBC to believe that NBC could acquire both WFIL-TV and WNAC-TV
in 1954, Mr. Witting said.
KRON-TV and NBC ■ Mr. Thieriot's
testimony dealt with NBC attempts to
purchase KRON-TV in 1954 and 1959,
primarily in the latter instance. He
said KRON-TV spokesmen met with
NBC Vice Presidents P. A. (Buddy)
Sugg and Thomas Ervin, general counsel, Nov. 30, 1959, at the request of
Mr. Sugg. NBC disclosed that it
wanted to purchase KRON-TV and
also that it was negotiating with ch. 2
KTVU (TV) Oakland-San Francisco,
according to Mr. Thieriot.
He said the Chronicle was "reluctant" to consider selling KRON-TV
but that it also was "unhappy about
the possible alternative," loss of the
NBC affiliation. Therefore, he said he
told Mr. Sugg to make a proposal and
he would submit it to the Chronicle
board.
After several contacts between
Mr. Thieriot and Mr. Sugg, during
which the Chronicle refused to suggest
an acceptable price, KRON-TV received a letter, dated Jan. 8, 1960,
from Mr. Sugg offering $8 million for
the station and setting a deadline of
Jan. 18 for acceptance.
The Chronicle president said that
he considered the Sugg proposal an
"ultimatum" because of the short deadline and a price so low as to be "confiscatory" and not in good faith with
previous negotiations. He said he felt
NBC already had made a deal for
KTVU (which it later contracted to
purchase for $7.5 million, since canceled) because of these two factors.
On Jan. 14, the Chronicle turned
down the NBC offer as "completely out
of the question" and Mr. Thieriot told
Mr. Sugg if NBC wanted to acquire
KRON-TV to forget about the deadline and negotiate a new offer.
He said at the hearing last week
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that $15-$ 16 million would have been
considered a fair price (based on 5-6
times annual earnings before taxes)
but that he never suggested a price to
NBC because it was the network which
wanted to buy — not the Chronicle
which was anxious to sell. He later
denied a contention that KRON-TV
has at any time been placed on the
market by the Chronicle.
In answer to a question from Broadcast Bureau counsel Ernest Nash, Mr.
Thieriot said that a $19 million offer
for KRON-TV had been received —
and rejected — in 1961. He did not
disclose who made the offer.
NBC did not make another offer to
the Chronicle and the negotiations
were broken off following a series of
letters between Messrs. Thieriot and
Sugg. Soon after NBC contracted to
purchase KTVU, the Chronicle filed a
competing application with NBC's application for renewal of WRC-TV and
also lodged an antitrust suit against
NBC. Both of these counter actions
were dropped by the Chronicle after
the KTVU purchase was dismissed.
Hearing Recesses ■ Following Mr.
Thieriot's testimony last Wednesday,
the hearing recessed until Wednesday
of this week. Philco has subpoenaed
Donald McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., but he is
out of the country until Nov. 9.
Philco last week subpoenaed several
RCA documents which relate to patent
antitrust cases but NBC has announced
its intention to move to quash all or
part of the subpoena. The examiner
has given NBC until tomorrow (Tuesday) to file its motion to quash. In
addition, Philco has asked the FCC to
obtain documents from the Justice
Dept. relating to the antitrust suit
against NBC in the Westinghouse exchange. The commission has not as
yet acted upon this request.
Daly suits slapped

down;

he'd sought $95 million
Perennial splinter candidate Lar Daly
was turned down by the U. S. Court
of Appeals in Chicago Wednesday (Oct.
24) in his efforts to collect damages
of more than $95 million from the
three television networks and a group
of 17 Illinois stations. The court upheld
an earlier ruling by the U. S. District
Court dismissing Mr. Daly's suits which
sought monetary compensation for alleged infractions of Sec. 315, the equaltime provision of the Communications
Act.
The appeals court found no basis in
law for financial recompense under sec.
315. "No private right is created for a
candidate for public office," the court
said. The appeals court also upheld the
lower court's finding that in any event

the statute of limitations also had expired in all three suits before they were
instituted.
In one suit Mr. Daly sought compensatory damages of $146,075 and
exemplary damages of more than $25
million from CBS Inc. Because he was
refused equal time by CBS-owned
WBBM Chicago in connection with the
city's Feb. 24, 1959, primary election
for mayor. The two other suits involved equal-time claims arising out of
the 1956 Presidential primaries.
Three

clears

ask

power of 750 kw
Three Class 1-A clear channel radio
stations last week asked the FCC for
authority to operate with powers of
750 kw and asked the commission to
waive its freeze on the acceptance of
applications for new am stations or
major changes in facilities.
Applying for 750 kw last week were
WSM (650 kc) Nashville, WJR (760 kc)
Detroit and WLW (700 kc) New
Orleans. Several other clear channel
stations also have plans to make the
same requests for power increases above
the presentcasting,maximum
of 50 kw (BroadOct. 15).
WJR said that its proposed operation with 750 kw would bring an improved nighttime skywave service to
all states of the continental U. S. except California, Florida, Nevada, Oregon and Washington. WSM said its
proposal would improve service in all
continental states except Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada,
Utah and Arizona.
Also last week, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. asked the FCC to deny the
applications for a new fulltime station
by John A. Barnett on 1020 kc in Roswell, N. M., and by KCRA Sacramento
to change from 1320 kc to 1030 kc.
WBC said that such grants may adversely affect the use of higher power
in the future by two of its stations
WBZ (1030 kc) Boston and KDKA
(1020 kc) Pittsburgh. WBZ and KDKA
occupy two of the clear channels which
the FCC plans to duplicate with a
second fulltime service.
CBS, NBC

ask new

look

at decision on Wyckoff
Both NBC and CBS last week asked
the FCC to reconsider its ruling that
Robert L. Wyckoff, Prohibition Party
candidate for governor of California,
is The
entitled
"equalthattime."
FCCto ruled
Mr. Wyckoff is
entitled to appear on California stations owned by the networks and independent stations which carried a
debate between California Gov. Pat
Brown and Republican candidate RichBROADCASTING, October 29, 196?

there

and

itfS here.

New

AMOCO@

120

Super

was

a place

for a better

tire

Tire. American Oil Company thought: How about a

tire that you could just put on your car and forget about? A tire far tougher than anybody else's— one that
would ride like satin and wear like a tank tread. So we got to work and designed such a tire, according to
what our dealers told us you wanted. We drove it over a test track in Texas heat for hours at a screaming
120 mph. Didn't even faze it. If you think a tire this great costs more, you're right. Worth it, though.
Buy a set of AMOCO

120 Super Tires at your American Oil dealer's and nowhere else. Then

forget them. You expect more from American— and you get it. AMERICAN

OIL COMPANY
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ard M. Nixon. The FCC based its ruling on a similar ruling in the Michigan
governor's
race (Broadcasting, Oct.
22).
NBC and CBS maintained that the
Brown-Nixon debate was arranged by
others and would have occurred
regardless of whether it was covered by
tv. They maintained it was a bona fide
news event exempt from Sec. 315 of
the Communications Act. The networks said the Brown-Nixon debate
is substantially different from the situation involved in Michigan and CBS
maintained that if the latter decision
stands and is generally applied it will
severely and unduly restrict coverage of
political campaigns by radio-tv.
FCC lists proposals
on space frequencies
A third notice of inquiry, listing draft
proposals by the U. S. for international
frequency allocations in space communications, was released by the FCC last
week. The order makes changes in an
earlier proposal released for comments
in June 1961.
The commission said the final proposal, after comments have been received, will be used by the U. S. as the
basis for discussions with other countries prior to the 1963 Space Conference of the Telecommunications Union
next fall. Last week's order was developed in consultation with other government agencies, industry and telecommunications experts of other countries.
Comments are due by Dec. 14 and
replies by Jan. 9, 1963.

It's only money
Two members of the FCC staff
will receive their first pay checks
next week which will be equal, before deductions, to the salaries of
six of the seven commissioners.
Under a federal pay raise which
became effective Oct. 14, General
Counsel Max Paglin and Chief
Engineer Ed Allen get $20,000,
topped only by FCC Chairman
Newton Minow's $20,500.
Mr. Paglin is the only Civil
Service Grade 18 on the commission staff and $20,000 is both the
top and bottom for him. As chief
engineer, Mr. Allen is a Grade 17
but he is at the top of that level
which calls for a $20,000 maximu .
The next highest FCC staffers
are George Turner, chief of Field
Engineering & Monitoring Bureau, and Curtis Plummer, chief
of safety and special services, who
are paid $19,500 under the new
scale. Both Grade 17's, they will
be eligible for the top pay of
$20,000 next year.
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Comments
oppose 'arbitrary'
COHN & MARKS, OTHERS SAY PLANNED
The FCC's proposal to put strict
limits on the degree of overlap by commonly owned stations was charged to
be arbitrary and unnecessarily rigid by
the majority comments filed with the
commission last week (Broadcasting,
July 16).
The proposed overlap or "duopoly"
rules are intended to prevent dual coverage by commonly owned stations
"which might result in relatively few
persons or groups having an inordinate effect ... on public opinion at
the
regional level,"July
the 23).
commission said
(Broadcasting,
Cohn & Marks, a Washington, D. C,
communications law firm, set the pace
by calling the FCC's plan to have definite engineering criteria judge overlap
situations unreasonably rigid. The law
firm said that the commission must
judge each case before it according to
the particular facts involved — what may
be true for one service area may not
prove true in another case. The Columbia Broadcasting System Inc. agreed
in kind with Cohn & Marks.
The American Tv Co. Inc., American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,
Storer Broadcasting Co., and many
others all commented that rigid standards are not in the public interest.
Stressing that its comments relate to
am broadcasting only, Cohn & Marks
said that standards designed only to cut
down the FCC's work load should not
be adopted. The firm agreed that the
multiple-ownership restrictions "have
worked well" but simply because they
have resolved a problem by arbitrary
fiat. However, as in the instant case,
consideration should be given to other
factors, Cohn & Marks maintained.
Rule by Fiat ■ The basic fault in the
proposed order is that nowhere does it
cite any harm which has come to the
public from the present duopoly rules,
the lawyers said. It only bases an assumption on speculation that extension
of multiple ownership criteria from
2 mv/m to 1 mv/m "'will somehow
benefit the public."
A growing tendency of administrative
agencies to solve difficult problems by
reducing solutions to fixed standards "is
a dangerous sign — it foretells the abdication of administrative responsibility
and/or the fossilization of human judgment," Cohn & Marks told the FCC.
More and more FCC rules of late
have been directed toward administrative expedition without any attempt to
decide individual cases on their own
and unique merits, the firm said.
Mixed-up Argument ■ For the FCC,
on the one hand, to freeze new am

overlap
RULE TOO

limits
RIGID

grants because of an alleged over population in radio and, on the other hand
as in the instant case, to argue by implication that the "scarcity of radio sta- j
tions requires more rigid standards is 1
. . . incongruous." If there is in fact
an overpopulation of radio stations, then
the rules should be relaxed rather than
tightened, Cohn & Marks said.
Cohn & Marks pointed to the FCC's
own records in refuting the commission's stated need for promoting "diversification of program and service
viewpoints." The record will show, said
the firm, "that there is a marked trend
of multiple station owners to program
each of their stations separately, and,
as a matter of fact, . . . frequently
broadcast different kinds of editorials
on their different stations." Taft Broadcasting Co. said that increased newspaper ownership of radio and tv and
and editorializing (as argued in FCC
proposal) argue against adoption of
the new rule.
That the present rules are 20 years
old and that the commission should
consider "revision, is in itself proper,"
according to Cohn & Marks. However,
"Change — for change's sake alone — is
not
a valid
reason to change rules."
the law
firm said.
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres charged that the FCC would
not be fulfilling its role as an administrative agency under the proposed
rules. By developing rigid rulings the
commission is defeating its very purpose, it pointed out. Cohn & Marks
said the new rules reflect a common
trend to see things as black or white,
when in reality many things exist only
in the realm of the grey.
The National Broadcasting Co. urged
that if the rule is passed, it should not
apply to pending applications nor to
future applications, for ownership
changes where the overlap of commonly owned stations is not substantially
increased. However, the company said
that the proceedings are unnecessary
because the FCC already has means to
judge duopoly cases.
Frontier Broadcasting Co. said that
if the rules are unnecessarily adopted,
provisions need to be made to allow a
satellite station to be established within a reasonable distance of its parent
station. In the area in which it operates its stations (Wyoming and Nebraska) itwould not be economically
possible to operate each station independently of the other. Wichita Television Corp. made similar comment
and Fetzer Broadcasting concurred.
Cascade Broadcasting Co. suggested
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that the FCC concern itself with the
ownership of broadcast facilities by
newspapers when both are in the same
community.
Community Broadcasters Association
Inc. told the FCC that the new rule
would include Class IV radio stations
with all classes of am services and
would not be consistent with the commission's motive of having a class that
covers only the area of one community.
Overlapping should not be restrictive
issue and should be studied on a market
serviced basis, the group said. WGAL
Lancaster, Pa., agreed and said that if
the commission wished to increase the
nighttime power of class IV stations,
as it did allow during the daytime, it
would be prohibited by the new rule's
engineering criteria.
WAPA-TV San Juan, P.R., which is
making plans to relocate its antenna
site, pointed out to the FCC that under
the new rule it would have to have a
1 1 1 mile separation from WOLE-TV
Aguadilla, in which it has one third
interest, however the island of Puerto
Rico is 109 miles in maximum dimension. The station charged that the FCC
was in violation of the Communications Act (Sec. 307(b)) if it adopts
an arbitrary set of rules to determine a
service area, CBS concurred with this
view.
Out of all the comments received
by the FCC only one agreed with the
ruling proposal. KISD Sioux Falls,
S. D., said that the present rules do
little but prevent common ownership
in the same community. Through a
loose interpretation of them, the FCC
has often granted applications and created overlaps.
WMUR-TV backs down
from proposal to move
WMUR-TV (ch. 9) Manchester,
N. H., said last week that station no
longer believes it to be in the best interest to move its transmitter toward
Boston and asked the FCC to dismiss
its application toward that end.
Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick recommended denial of the proposed move in an initial decision nearly
a year ago (Broadcasting, Dec. 25,
1961). He ruled the proposed move
would mean a loss of tv service to "substantial populations and areas" while
bringing a new service to a relatively
small area near Boston.
The site proposal (17 miles southwest of Manchester) and about 35
miles from Boston) appears to be intended to provide service "to the large
population centers" in Massachusetts,
including Boston, said the examiner. An
oral argument on the application,
scheduled before the full FCC, was
cancelled last week by the commission.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962
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WHERE THE BOOM S THE LOUDEST Television's growth has
sloived in recent years, but it hasn't stopped yet by a long shot.
In some markets it seems only to have started, as witness the
special report in this issue. It's an exclusive tabulation of Television's Fastest Fifties— the markets in which TV home growth
is outstepping the rest of the country in both actual numbers
and percentage gains.
WHERE

NEWSPAPERS ARE HURTING MOST Although they remain the dominant local advertising medium') neivspapers are
falling behind on the national front. There aren't many signs
that the trend is likely to change, either, as television commends
the national advertising lead and magazines step up their competitive pace. This is the second in Television's series on The
Media Competition.
THE FREEDOM OF TASTE Three years ago this magazine printed
an article by Victor M. Ratner concerning television, the criticism
of its shortcomings by the cultural elite, and why the twain
didn't meet. His statement— reprinted in this issue— rings as true
today as it did then; if anything, events of the past months have
made it even more meaningful . The editors believe that readers
who've seen it before will find it useful to be reminded of what he
had to say, and that new readers will be glad they've come across
it.

CLOSEUP: PAPERT, KOENIC, LOIS Few will challenge the statement that PKL is the "hottest" agency in advertising today. It's
growth from scratch a few short years ago has been little less than
phenomenal, and its decision to sell stock to the public— implemented this fall— has turned the industry's attention full upon
it. This is the story of a new kind of advertising agency and the
neiu breed of ad men who head it.
PLUS the unusual regular departments: FOCUS ON BUSINESS . . . PEOPLE
. . . and NEWS; PLAYBACK — comment & criticism about tv; TELESTATUS — exclusive estimates of tv homes and tv penetration by county.
N.B. TELEVISION MAGAZINE is edited for an audience that comprises all people who contribute work or
money to television and who are serious enough about it
to spend an hour or two a month enlarging their knowledge of television. It is distinguished by thoughtful
writing and fine illustration set in a handsome format.
START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

WITH

THE NOVEMBER

Television Magazine, 444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Enter one year subscription for —
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NAB SEEKS END TO HOUSE TV BAN; WILL FIGHT PROGRAM
HEARINGS
The House of Representatives iron ence to the resolution introduced by Va., stated in announcing the results
munity.
curtain against broadcasters may be on
Sen. Jacob W. Javits (R-N. Y.) to per- of an informal poll taken in his comthe way to being breached. At least
mit broadcast coverage of Senate sesresponsible House officials have agreed
sions. Broadcasters now have permisMr. Ferguson's station polled 90 peoto talk about it.
sion to cover Senate committee hearple. Eighty-seven were familiar with
ings.
the tv code. Nine of these felt that a
This was the cheery message brought
to radio and tv broadcasters last week
station subscribing to the code meant
The Governor's remarks were made
during a luncheon speech on Thursday
by NAB President LeRoy Collins.
"better programming." Five indicated
Gov. Collins told broadcasters at(Oct. 25). Among the guests at the they felt that this meant the station
tending the NAB regional meeting in head table were four FCC commission"curbed violence." Eighteen expressed
ers: Chairman Newton N. Minow,
the opinion that code stations miniWashington Oct. 25-26 that he and
Howard Bell, NAB vice president and
Rosel H. Hyde, T. A. M. Craven and
mized "too many commercials, too long
assistant to the President, had in the Frederick W. Ford.
commercials,
loud were
commercials."
More thantoo251
registered
past few weeks spoken to House SpeakOther
highlights
of
the
NAB's
Washfor the Washington meeting. The next
er John McCormack and Rep. Howard
ington meeting:
■ Commercial time standards in the day and a half session is scheduled to
Smith (D-Va.), chairman of the House
Rules Committee, about the possibility
tv code will be subject to major re- be held at the Sheraton-Dallas Hotel,
of the House modifying its ban on
view and possible amendment when the Dallas, Tex., Nov. 8-9.
Tv Code Review Board meets in Debroadcast coverage of committee meetAt Chicago ■ Governor Collins told
ings.
broadcasters at the Chicago regional
cember, according to Edward H. Bronson, Tv Code manager.
Rep. Smith has agreed, Gov. Collins
meeting Monday that if the FCC atObject of the review, he said, will be
said, to hear broadcasters early in the
tempted another "Chicago-type" pronext session on a proposal to modify
gram hearing somewhere else in the
to find an answer to the "almost never-

Getting together in Chicago prior to the NAB regional
conference in that city:
Left photo (I to r)— Payson Hall, Meredith Broadcasting
Co., member of Tv Board; George Frechette, WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.; Joe McDonald, of the law firm of
Hennessey & McDonald, Washington, D. C; John F. Dille,
the ban on House hearings. Gov. Collins stressed that this is without any
commitment by Rep. Smith.
The three television networks, the
NAB president disclosed, have agreed
to share the expense of equipping a
House hearing room "in such a way
that radio and television will be able
to demonstrate beyond doubt broadcasting's ability to cover such a proceeding without obtrusiveness or interference with its purpose."
Gov. Collins also said he was "encouraged to feel that the broadcaster
may soon be accorded greater access
in Congress . . ." This was in refer54

WTRC-AM-FM and WSJV (TV) Elkhart, lnd.; Tom Barnes,
WDAY Fargo, N. D., and Douglas Anello, NAB Washington.
Right photo— Wi Ilard Schroeder (left), WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., chairman of the Radio Board, and
Louis Read, WDSU New Orleans, member of the Editorializing Committee.

ending
riddle" of time
shaping
a uniform
set
of commercial
standards
that
will be equitable for all stations.
Involved is a long-standing internal
debate among broadcasters on the inequities of confining in the same commercial time-limitation mold small stations and large stations, network stations and independent stations, smallmarket stations and mayor-market stations, and stations in a market with
few outlets and stations in a market
with a large number of outlets.
■ Almost nine out of 10 people
know about the tv code. Robert W.
Ferguson, WTRF-TV
Wheeling, W.

country the association would fight it
vigorously.
"We in NAB will be glad to join any
affected licensee in resorting to any
legal recourse which may be available
to prevent such an invasion of the
rights
and Collins
integrity said.
of broadcasting,"
Governor
His pledge
drew spontaneous applause.
Governor Collins recalled that the
NAB did not hesitate to protest the
Chicago tv program inquiry at the time
it was initiated. "It was and still is my
judgment that it was indefensible for
the FCC to bring a group of television
stations to a local, side show, public
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WARREN DOREMUS, Director of Public Affairs, WHEC-TV
STANDS

FOR

PUBLIC

SERVICE

In every Television community
seems

especially conscious
In Rochester,

there is ONE

New

are TWO

produced
Department,

"ROCHESTER

REPORTS"

A documentary series dealing with important
social, economic and cultural matters — employing sound film, videotape and live techniques.
Programs have embraced such subjects as:

station that

York, that station is WHEC-TV.

MONTHLY

PUBLIC

Doremus,

Public Service

SERVICE

and directed by the WHEC-TV
Warren

WHEC-TV

of its civic responsibilities.

Highlighting our extensive and continuous
programming

AT

FEATURES

Public Affairs

Director . . .

"FACE THE COMMUNITY"
A discussion series with subjects of current interest and
importance to people of the Rochester area, ranging from
panels and interviews to political debates in the traditional
form. Subject matter has included:

• A Day in the Life of a TV News Department
• Behind the Scenes of a Modern Police Bureau
• Wheels, Wings and Rails — city transportation
crisis
'62
• The Graduate — the future facing the class of
• Adventure — SCUBA Diving

• Integration in a Northern City
• Medicare for the Aged
• The High School Drop-Out
• Emotionally Disturbed Children
• Current Elections — National, State, Local
Among the guests: Governor Rockefeller, Ambassador
Lodge, Supreme Court Justice Douglas, Governor Brown of
California, Eleanor Roosevelt and local civic leaders.

TO REACH DEEP INTO THE PROSPERITY OF R0CHE5TER, NEW YORK,
YOU CAN NOT CHOOSE A MORE

RESPONSIBLE

VOICE THAN

. . .

\A/HFH-T\/
vv
new
i
w
Television, In
CHANNEL
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transistorized tv set manufactured by
Sony Corp. of America (Broadcasting, Oct. 15). Melvin A. Goldberg,
NAB vice president and director of research, had brought the set to the
morning session to point out a possible
trend toward personal tv. At the noon
break broadcasters gathered about the
set to watch WBBM-TV Chicago's interview of Sen. Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.),
filmed within the hour, as he prepared
to jet back to the capital at the President's request.
For Code Membership ■ At a radio
session Monday, Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta, and member of the radio code
These broadcasters got together during the NAB regional conference in
Washington: (I to r) Harry Karr and
Joe Goodfellow, both WRC-AM-FM-TV
Washington; Clair McCollough, Stein-

man stations and chairman, joint
NAB board; William A. Schudt Jr.,
CBS Radio; Robert W. Ferguson,
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.; Donald W.
Severn, Ted Bates Agency, New York.

whipping post, when their applications
for
said. license renewals were pending," he

tel, hit a total of 292 registrations, with
guests at the Monday evening reception pushing the total well over the 300
mark.
The Chicago session was virtually a
duplication of the Atlanta and New
York meetings as far as NAB staff
presentations were concerned, but there
were some changes in broadcaster panel
participants from the earlier meetings.
A proposal that NAB and code memberships be one and the same highlighted the tv session Monday. Radio
topics dominated the Tuesday morning open question forum.
Discussion of broadcast issues outside of the formal meetings seemed to
fall automatically to second rank as atfocused nation
on President
address tention
to the
MondayKennedy's
evening
and on world reaction Tuesday to the
Cuban crisis.
The crisis news Monday morning
provided a unique stage for demonstration of the new tiny battery-portable

Another example of the NAB's current government relations posture was
cited tatebyto call
Mr. to
Collins:
"I did notof hesithe attention
the
President a few days ago our strong
feelings of opposition to H.R. 4670
passed by the last Congress which
would have authorized a police officer
of the District of Columbia, without
warrant or adjudication by any court,
to close down a broadcasting station or
a newspaper or printing press. It is to
the President's great credit that he
vetoed this bill, which I don't believe
the members of Congress adequately
understood as it took form in the
murky atmosphere of the fevered rush
toward adjournment."
Urges Calm ■ The NAB President
said there "seems to be rather widespread supposition these days that freedom can be achieved and made secure
through the simple means of sound and
fury." He argued that "the bedrock of
freedom is calm, hard constructive effort by those who would be free." He
continued:
"I am concerned about the attitude
of many broadcasters toward the government. realize
I
the enormous loss a
licensee would suffer if his license were
not renewed. But I frankly think that
the danger of losing licenses is grossly
magnified beyond all reason. I do not
feel that broadcasters should react with
cries of anguish as some do when they
get a letter from the FCC asking for an
explanation of some trivial matter — or
when some commissioner makes a
speech — or when some trade magazine
editor sounds off and views with alarm."
Attendance Over 300 ■ Attendance
at the day and one-half Chicago meeting, held at the Edgewater Beach Ho56 (THE MEDIA)

Gathered to hear the latest news on
the Cuban crisis are these broadcasters at the NAB Washington meeting
(I to r): Frederick S. Houwink, WMALAM-FM-TV Washington; Paul A. Loyet,
WHO-AM-FM-TV
Des Moines; Ben

review board, gave a hard-sell "commercial" presentation in behalf of radio
code membership.
He cited the very low cost of membership and emphasized the revenue
gains that could result from code support by means of a tape presentation
containing code endorsements from
agency, advertiser, representative and
station spokesmen.
At the television session, Lawrence
H. Rogers, Taft Broadcasting Co., Cincinnati, and member of the tv code
review board, repeated Mr. Ellis' theme
and said code membership is of "strategic commercial value" to the broadcaster, as well in government relations and prestige value. He also asserted itwas his personal opinion that
the "mutually exclusive situation" of
separate NAB and code memberships
is "assinine" and said he will propose
to NAB that this be changed.
Joseph A. McDonald of Hennessey
& McDonald, Washington, associate
counsel of the All-Industry Tv Station
Music Licensing Committee, reported
that a total of 59 stations are in arrears for two months or more in their
payments to ASCAP.
He indicated this condition of payment laxity is shocking in view of the

Strouse, WWDC-AM-FM Washington
(holding small Japanese radio); Mrs.
Virginia Pate, WASA Hacre de Grace
(Md.);
C. Tom
Garten,
WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington
(W.Va.);
Roger
W. Clipp,
Triangle Stations, Don Mercer, NBC.
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THIS

A LITTLE
COPPER
POUND
CAN
SPAN

Drawn into a spider-like thread
.0016 inches in diameter, a single
pound of copper becomes 125,000
feet long. Despite the fact that
you can hardly see it, this fine
wire has many practical uses —
windings for missile synchromotors, for extremely small relays,
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

GOES
A LONG
WAYA DISTANCE
OF
24
MILES

solenoids, and transformers. The

than a penny. In motors, genera-

metal cost is small — about 31
cents a pound at copper refinery

tors, underground cables — wherever electrical conductivity must

prices. Even after the complicated
process of rolling, drawing, and
finishing through multiple
diamond dies, 100 feet of this
enamel-insulated wire costs less

be high because space is at a premium— copper is at its best. G2206A

AnacondA
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pending industry litigation involving
ASCAP fees. He warned of the impression of the industry this payment
failure is giving to the court.
Session on Editorializing ■ During
the Tuesday morning session on editorializing, John F. Dille Jr., Truth
Pub. Co., Elkhart, Ind., and member
of the NAB editorializing committee,
reported that since the March conference on this subject there has been
"substantial reduction in editorializing's
primary obstacles — ignorance, fear and
inhibitions." He said broadcasters now
realize that "no alarm need be felt if
a station gets a letter of inquiry from
the FCC on an audience complaint."
Mr. Dille said he believes that if stations' editorials generate letters of both
complaint and perhaps praise "we may
wind up with the best relationship between the commission and broadcasters in our history."
Missouri

governor

lauds 'talk' programs
Approximately 100 radio and television operators attending the Missouri
Broadcasters Assn.'s annual fall meeting heard Gov. John M. Dalton praise
the efforts and service of broadcasters
in his state.
Gov. Dalton's remarks, which highlighted the Oct. 19 meeting, specifically mentioned the growing number of
interview programs and their value in
probing the attitudes of public figures.
The "talk" program, he said, "is a service in behalf of democracy."
Robert Hyland, vice president CBS
Radio, general manager of KMOX Radio and president of the Missouri association since 1960, who presided at the
session, reminded the broadcasters of
the "absolutely awesome" power that
they have been entrusted with and of
their responsibility to use it with discretion. Mr. Hyland will be succeeded
as president of the Missouri group by
Don C. Dailey, general manager of
KGBX Springfield. (For a complete
list of new officers see Fates & Fortunes, p.79).
Representatives of three Missouri advertising agencies: Gardner Advertising, St. Louis, Potts-Woodbury, Kansas
City and Dixon Baker Assoc., Springfield, participated in a panel discussion
on agency evaluation of stations.
In a later closed, round-table discussion the association members turned to
management problems. Legal questions
and current FCC policy in relation to
political advertising were considered.
Metromedia

record net

Metromedia Inc. has reported a
record net income of $1,292,691 (72
cents a common share), for the first
58 (THE MEDIA)

N.Y. uhf findings may revolutionize tv-Wagner
If preliminary findings in the
ference" inuhf and vhf signal clarity
FCC's uhf tests in New York hold within a 25-mile radius of the transmitter, but that beyond that point
up, "the entire national pattern of
the
uhf
signal experienced considertelevision can be affected" through
the
ably more drop-off.
tions.addition of additional uhf staIf these findings are "corroboThis report was offered last week
rated," he said, New York City could
add
half a dozen stations to its
by New York Mayor Robert F.
Wagner. The experimental station
present seven and many one-station
markets could be given additional
(ch. 31 WUHF) on which the FCC
channels.
conducted
the betests
withovertheto city's
assistance will
turned
New
The mayor offered this report in
York's Municipal Broadcasting sys- welcoming delegates to the European
tem on Nov. 1.
Broadcasting Union conference that
Mr. Wagner said preliminary find- opened in New York last Monday
(see story, page 70).
ings indicated "no significant dif39 weeks of the year ended last Sept.
30, as compared with $402,278 (24
cents a share), for the corresponding
period last year. Gross revenue for the
1962 period was placed at $38,200,266,
as against $34,542,552 for the same 39
weeks in 1961. The earnings reported
do not include a capital gains of $3,212,325 net of taxes. This resulted from
the sale of several outdoor advertising
companies owned by Foster & Kleiser
Advertising, a subsidiary of Metromedia.
Capital

Cities

net

shoots up 63%
Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp.
last week reported its net income after
taxes for the first three quarters of
1962 as $990,169 (83 cents per share),
up 63% from the same period last year
of $606,410 (51 cents per share). Net
broadcasting income for the nine
months of 1962 reached $10,947,768
compared with last year's $6,637,160.
Cash flow generated from operations
was put at $1,923,051 for the 1962
period; at $1,207,042 for the 1961
period.
Capital Cities stations are WROWAM-FM and WTEN (TV) Albany,
and WKBW-AM-TV Buffalo, both New
York; WCDC (TV) Adams, Mass.;
WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C; WPROAM-FM-TV Providence, R. L; WPATAM-FM Paterson, N. J.
Teaching for schools,
not tv, NAEB told
Instructional tv programs have no
place on commercial tv stations, Charles
A. Siepman, New York U. School of
Communications, told members of the
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters last week.
Programs that are intended to teach,
Prof. Siepman said, should be left
solely to schools and colleges.
In a reference to music and commen-

tary on tv, Professor Siepman said that
suchtime.
programs
valuable
air
Programs"squander"
which do not
need
visual display should be left for radio,
he stated.
Broadcast education in the university
curriculum does not meet basic broadcasting needs, Charles H. Tower, executive vice president, Corinthian
meeting.
Broadcasting Corp., told the NAEB
Mr. Tower enumerated the requirements for the graduate-applicant, together with comments on the university's relationship to each of the requirements. He said a "conscientious,
creative
and
personality"
should head thecooperative
list.
The NAEB group heard H. H.
Goldin, chief of the FCC's Economics
and Education Division, discuss the
pending revision of the tv table of allocations which, he said, may result
in the addition of 1,500 assignments
in the uhf band. This is exactly what
the educators requested when they submitted their survey of educational tv
channel needs to the FCC earlier this
year, he pointed out.
Texas

convention

draws 133 members
The fall convention of the Texas
Assn. of Broadcasters in San Antonio
last week (Oct. 21-22) was the best
tary.
attended in many years, reports Bonner McLane, TAB executive secreThe Texans elected new officers,
passed around awards, and participated in round-table and workshop discussions of broadcasting problems.
Attendance included 133 members
and 46 wives, Mr. McLane said.
James McGinnis Henderson, general
counsel of the Federal Trade Commission, discussed the relationship of
broadcasting and the FTC and emphasized broadcasters' responsibility for
handling advertising in such away as to
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

make government intervention unnecessary. Henderson extended his remarks
to include all media.
The broadcasters elected new officers: president, Jack Roth, KONO
San Antonio; vice president, Wendell
Mayes Jr., KCRS Midland; and
secretary-treasurer, Lee Glasgow,
WACO Waco.
Directors: Tony Bridge, KMHT
Marshall (one-year term); Jay Harpole, KVOU Uvalde; Dave Morris,
KNUZ Houston; Bill Hicks, KSOX
Raymondville (am); Warren Woodward, KTBC Austin (fm); and Roy
Bacus, WBAP-TV Ft. Worth-Dallas
(tv).
Two awards were presented:
■ WOAI-TV San Antonio won the
Pitluck Award (community service)
for its year-long coverage and expose
of activities by loan sharks in that
city.
■ KTBC-TV Austin won the Elkins
Educational Award Trophy for general work in support of education and
for carrying etv programs in commercial time for two months this season

The

wondrous
plan

the

bee

filling

does
of the

plan

and

comb

when the city's new etv channel was
late getting on the air.
Hagarty

hits news

access inequities
James Hagarty, addressing the North
Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters last
week, decried inequities between various
new media in their abilities to obtain
information.
Mr. Hagarty, vice president in charge
of news, special events and public affairs for ABC and former news secretary to President Eisenhower, denounced inparticular the availability of
stories, for a price, to large news outlets
to the exclusion of less affluent voices.
In this connection he mentioned the
Berlin wall tunnel reporting and the
sale by the original U. S. astronauts
of their story to Life.
The two-day convention in New
Bern, N. C, which met last Monday
and Tuesday, also adopted a resolution
backing the Cuban quarantine.
Other activities at the meeting were
a broadcast promotion panel, led by J.
Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, a talk
by Frank Mclntyre, KLUB Salt Lake
City, on the NAB code, and a panel
discussion of fm radio conducted by
E. Z. Jones, WBBB Burlington.
New officers of NCAB, elected at
the convention were Jack Starnes,
WBAG Burlington, president, Harry
Severance, WVOT Wilson, vice president for radio and Earle Gluck, WSOCTV Charlotte, vice president for television. Mrs. Doris B. Potter, WKBC
North Wilkesboro, was re-elected as
secretary treasurer of the association.
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Your advertising planning can be greatly simplified by using BEELINE RADIO. You reach all of Inland California and Western
Nevada with the five McClatchy stations. In fact, the McClatchy
stations reach more radio homes than any other combination of stations at the lowest cost per thousand. (Nielsen Coverage Service
1961, SR&D)
McClatchy

Broadcasting

Company

delivers more for the money in Inland California-Western Nevada
PAUL H. R AY M E R CD. — NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
KOH RENO • KFBK SACRAMENTO . KBEE MODESTO • KMJ FRESNO • KERN BAKERSFIELD
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WJR,

CBS

Current

changes

cause

of 1959

RADIO

REUNITED

in compensation

defection

system

removes

by Detroit station

One of the most celebrated schisms
in the history of network and affiliate
relationships was healed last week.
WJR Detroit rejoined the CBS Radio
network, effective Dec. 30.
The announcement by President
Worth Kramer of The Goodwill Stations Inc., WJR licensee, and President
Arthur Hull Hayes of CBS Radio,
marked the resumption of a relationship which lasted 24 years before it
was broken in May 1959 (Broadcasting, Nov. 24, 1958, et seq) .
The split came when CBS Radio
adopted its then-new Program Consolidation Plan (PCP), which among other
things changed the network's method
of compensating affiliates. Instead of

tures, had been adopted at the request
of affiliates and approved by virtually
all of them. A few weeks ago — again
at affiliate requests — the so-called "barter' feature was virtually eliminated in
a series of changes which become effective the first of the year (Broadcasting, Sept. 17).
Hole Filler ■ Since May 1959 WJR,
one of the nation's oldest and bestknown radio outlets, has operated as
an independent. Its reaffiliation — as a
primary affiliate — will fill a major hole
in the CBS Radio lineup, for the network has been operating without an
affiliate based in Detroit.
It currently has seven Michigan affiliates. Whether some of these will be
leaving the network lineup at the end
of the year could not be learned immediately. The Michigan affiliates are
WABJ Adrian, WLEW Bad Axe,
WJEF Grand Rapids, WKZO Kalamazoo, WJIM Lansing, WHLS Port Huron, and WSGW Saginaw.
The negotiations that returned WJR
to CBS Radio affiliation included the
same officials who had participated in
the fruitless talks that ended in disaffiliation four years ago. In addition to
Messrs. Kramer and Hayes, they were

AB-PT

HEADING

FOR

John Patt, chairman of the board of
Goodwill Stations, and William A.
Schudt, affiliate relations vice president
of CBS Radio.
WJR is on 760 kc with 50 kw and
operates 24 hours a day. WJR-FM will
duplicate all CBS Radio programs carried by WJR, officials said.
Petry, PGW slate
seminars in Dallas
The sixth annual Petry Promotion
Seminar will be held in Dallas on Wednesday (Oct. 31) at the conclusion of
the Broadcast Promotion Assn. convention which started yesterday (Sunday). More than 25 promotion managers and other executives of Petryrepresented stations are expected to participate.
Subjects to be explored are "promotions of the year," a review of successful station efforts in sales, audience and national promotion; the use
of broadcast media in promotion, and
fall programming promotion. The meeting will hear a report on radio-tv crosspromotion based on a survey of Petryrepresented radio-tv operations.
Promotion directors of radio and tv
stations represented by Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Inc. will also have their
own seminar in conjunction with the
BPA convention. PGW and station
executives will meet tonight (Oct. 29)
at the Holiday Inn to hear reports on
successful local promotions.

RECORD

YEAR

Net operating profits highest for quarter, nine months

The handshake between CBS Radio
President Arthur Hull Hayes (left) and
Worth Kramer, president of The Goodwill Stations Inc., makes the reunion
of CBS Radio and WJR Detroit official.
paying them in money, the network
gave them free programs which they
could sell to local and regional advertisers, keeping the proceeds.
WJR officials branded this system
"'barter" and disaffiliated after giving
the six-month notice required by contract. The station had been a CBS
Radio affiliate since September 1935,
and WJR officials said they left "with
regret and no little reluctance" because
of long-standing "personal regard for
the fine people" of CBS, but they were
convinced
hurt
radio. the "barter plan" would only
CBS Radio officials countered that
PCP, including its compensation fea60 (THE MEDIA)

American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres Inc. last week announced that
estimated net operating profits (excluding capital gains or losses) for the third
quarter of 1962, and for the year's first
nine months, are the highest in the company's history.
Leonard H. Goldenson, AB-PT president, in a report to stockholders, said
third-quarter profits of $2.45 million
(56 cents a share) increased 30%
over the $1,886 million (43 cents a
share) of 1 961 's third quarter.
Net operating profits for the first
nine months rose to $8,003 million
($1.83 a share) this year from 1961's
$7.58 million ($1.74 a share). (During the first nine months of 1962 there
was a capital loss of $97,000 compared
to last year's capital gain of $6,178
million. Net profit per share for the
first nine months, including capital gains
or losses, was $1.81 in 1962 compared
with 1961's $3.17).
Mr. Goldenson commented that the
third quarter earnings reflect "continued
record earnings for the ABC Broad-

casting Division." Theatre business, he
said, "improved substantially" over the
earlier periods of the year and was
about "comparable" to the third quarter
of 1961. All other AB-PT operations,
he concluded, are "ahead of last year."
WJBC

more

than ready

for logging decision
The FCC's order of Oct. 5 on establishing rules to permit automated program logging has been welcomed by
WJBC-AM-FM Bloomington, 111.
The station's manager, Timothy R.
Ives, reports that WJBC-FM has been
using automatic logging equipment since
December 1961, in a field test program
with Automatic Tape Control Inc. of
Bloomington.
Mr. Ives said that the logging system
meets the requirements of current rules
governing automated logging, permits
immediate inspection of printed logs
and enables the stations booking department to bill directly from this record.
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FM

GROUP

Magnavox

SEEKS

PROMOTION

agreeable to trading initial financing for spots

The National Assn. of FM Broadcasters (NAFMB) is attempting to
raise $150,000 to open a New York
office and give fm promotion the fulltime professional attention the group
believes it needs.
Magnavox Co., manufacturer of
radio and television receivers and
phonographs, has indicated willingness
to go along with an NAFMB plan by
which Magnavox would put up the
cash through its agency, Kenyon &
Eckhardt Inc., New York, if at least
150 member fm stations provide free
commercial time for the Indiana firm
(either six spots a day for six months
or four spots a day for nine months).
By Thursday (Oct. 25), at least 75
stations had reported they would agree
to the plan, according to the NAFMB
Washington office.
But there is resistance, notably from
the QXR Network (41 stations) which
says the Magnavox money is being
diverted from normal spot purchases
for the NAFMB's special purpose. A
QXR spokesman said the group approves of NAFMB*s aims, but disapproves the particular plan.

we

ARM

like

to

Nine of NAFMB's
Board rMajority
13-membe
board ■approved
the K&E
plan at a special meeting in New York
Oct. 15-16. It was learned that one
possibility which has been raised is that
member stations not participating in the
plan might be assessed the cash value
of the spots.
This is what NAFMB would do with
the $150,000:
■ Hire a full-time national sales prosalary). motion director (at about $25,000
■ Establish a New York office similar
in function to RAB and TvB, but
directed to the fm medium.
■ Conduct a research program "of
genuine value to our membership."
■ Offer a series of creative presentations to agencies and national accounts
for the presale of member stations.
■ Expand NAFMB Report to a
monthly basis.
Failure to market the Magnavox
campaign or something like it would
be a significant setback to fm broadcasting and NAFMB in the opinion of
the Washington office, which said the
agreement of at least 75 stations to par-

put

facts

"out
in
the
open99
before
we
recommend
Hundreds of satisfied clients in the past have depended
on Blackburn's clear analysis of the facts on changing
markets before entering into media transactions.
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ticipate bythat date — only a week after
stations were notified of the campaign
— is a sign that the program can be
successful.
Any Taker ■ The plan was presented
to K&E by NAFMB for any client who
might become interested. John E.
Shima, K&E media group head, reports
Magnavox is "enthusiastically behind
[the] plan" and has authorized $150,000
for
purpose.
"new,"
not this
diverted
from The
other money
media, issaid
Mr.
Shima. The firm advertises its fm line
almost exclusively in newspapers.
In outlining his group's opposition,
a QXR Network spokesman said none
of its 41 stations would participate
(only eight are members, but NAFMB
is soliciting new memberships to help
obtain 150 participants). The plan is
"harmful to the image of the fm industry," the spokesman said. If Magnavox were to buy the campaign at normal rates and stations subsequently decided voluntarily to contribute the
funds to the association, the QXR Network would have no objection, he explained.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KOL-AM-FM Seattle, Wash.: Sold
by Archie Taft Jr., Mrs. Marie Storm
Taft and William L. Simpson to Mark
Goodson and Bill Todman for $900,000. The Messrs. Goodson and Todman own the tv packaging firm bearing
their names ("What's My Line?", "The
Price Is Right," "I've Got a Secret"
among others). Harris Katelman, executive vice president of Goodson-Todman Assoc. Inc. in charge of Pacific
Coast operations, said no changes in
personnel or policy are planned. The
Taft group also owns KLYK Spokane,
KBKW Aberdeen and KRKO Everett,
all Washington. KOL is a fulltime independent on 1300 kc with 5 kw. KOLFM operates on 94.1 mc with 5.8 kw.
Broker was Lincoln Dellar & Co.
■ KASK-AM-FM Ontario, Calif. : Sold
by Daily Report Co. to group headed
by J. W. O'Connor and Frank Babcock
for
$150,000.
Messrs.in O'Connor
and
Babcock
have interests
WBOW Terre
Haute and WHUT Anderson, both Indiana; WJRL Rockford, WCVS Springfield and WPEO Peoria, all Illinois.
KASK operates fulltime on 1510 kc
with 1 kw. KASK-FM is on 93.5 mc
with 1 kw. Broker was Edwin Tornberg & Co.
■ KDOT Reno, Nev.: Sold by Paul
Schafer to group headed by Dr. Richard Brown, Reno psychiatrist, for
$60,000. Others in buying group include Ronald Staight, San Francisco
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

business consultant; Robert Foster, radio and tv columnist for the San Mateo
(Calif.) Times, and Ridge Harlan, San
Francisco advertising man. KDOT operates on 1230 kc with 250 w fulltime.
Broker was Edwin Tornberg & Co.

casting and Development Co.
Defense attorneys for Cowles contended that the contract was neither
adopted nor assumed when the company acquired the station.
Greater Huntington Radio defense

APPROVED ■ The following transfers of
station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 85).

attorneys contended that their client's
obligations under the contract ended
when the sale of the property was consummated.
Judge Watkins delayed handing down
a decision concerning the suit between
Petry and Greater Huntington Radio
until both litigants file facts of find-

■ WFOX Milwaukee, Wis.: Sold by
Howard A. Miller, Milton T. Salstone
and Marvin McDermott to Jack T. Raymond and Marine Capital Corp. for
liam E. Henry
abstained.
Bartt
ey°%s
sen°eTc
■ WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw, Mich.:
Sold by Mrs. Fred Knorr and associates
to Kenneth Hugh MacDonald for
$300,000. Mr. MacDonald was with
WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich. Other Knorr
stations: WKMH-AM-FM DetroitDearborn, WKMF Flint, WKHM Jackson and WELL Battle Creek, all Michigan.
■ WALE Fall River, Mass.: Sold by
George L. Sisson Jr. and J. Roger Sisson to Milton E. Mitler for $245,000.
Mr. Mitler formerly owned WADK
Newport and WYNG Warwick, both
Rhode Island. J. Roger Sisson will remain with WALE in an executive capacity.

DRU

MB EATERS
IN DALLAS
Collins to kickoff three-day BPA convention,image(s), nuts and bolts of promotion

Governor LeRoy Collins, NAB president will keynote the annual convention
of the Broadcasters Promotion Assn.
today (Oct. 29) in Dallas. A full slate
of speeches and workshop sessions are
planned for the three-day gathering.
An examination of topics to be discussed indicates a stress on the theme
of the image or images which broadcasting presents today. Various peripheral subjects of mutual interest to broad-

$50,000.00
Petry

litigation

heard

in Huntington

A U. S. District Court jury in Huntington, W. Va., deliberating on a $200,000 damage suit brought by Edward
Petry & Co., New York, against two
Huntington broadcasting interests,
found for one of the defendants Thursday (Oct. 25). Federal Judge Harry E.
Watkins of the Southern District of
West Virginia took under consideration
the suit as it related to the second defendant.
The jury found for the Cowles
Broadcasting Co., in the civil action
brought by the station representative
firm. Judge Watkins heard without a
jury that part of the litigation pertaining to the Greater Huntington Radio
Corp., now inactive.
Petry attorneys moved for a judgment against Cowles notwithstanding
the jury verdict favoring the defendant
and asked for a new trial.
Petry contended that an exclusive
representation contract with WHTNTV was breached when Cowles Broadcasting Co. purchased the station in
1960 from Greater Huntington Radio.
The television property has since been
resold by Cowles to the Reeves BroadBROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

ings and points of law applicable to
the case.
Only two witnesses were called to
the stand for testimony in the jury
trial. Edward Petry, president of the
firm bearing his name, testified for his
company and Robert Tincher, of New
York, former general manager of
WHTN-TV for Cowles Broadcasting,
testified for the defense.
Attorneys for both the plaintiff and
the defendants noted that the case
hinged not on the contract itself, but
rather on legal interpretations.

SUNNY

on tap

casters and advertisers also are scheduled for review.
Two of the first day's speakers, William B. Lewis, chairman of the board.
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., New York,
and Jack Harris, general manager,
KPRC-TV Houston, will examine from
their respective vantage points; "Broadcasting's Image: What Is It Today?
What Can We Do To Improve It?"
The philosophies of three television

(or less) DOWN!

WEST — Based on cash flow record, this fulltime radio station can pay out .$185,000.00 total price in % of
required time. $50,000.00 down!

SOUTHWEST

— Fulltime radio station with owner-operator profit
of over $25,000.00. Priced at $90,000.00 with
$30,000.00 down.

NORTHWEST

—Daytime-only facility grossing $45,000-plus annually. $5,000.00 in cash and accounts receivable included. Total price of $57,500.00 with $16,000.00
down.
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stations will be presented by general
managers Marcus Bartlett, WSB-TV
Atlanta; A. Louis Read, WDSU-TV
New Orleans; and Mike Shapiro;
WFAA-TV Dallas in a discussion
titled "Building the Station Image."
Lionel F. Baxter, vice president, radio operations, Storer Broadcasting Co.;
John F. Box, executive vice president
and managing director Balaban Stations,
St. Louis; and Jay Watson, WFAA program director, will address the subject
of significant trends in radio. Their
talks will be directed to ways of personalizing this medium.
Thoughts of management concerning
promotion problems will be presented
by several broadcast executives, among
them; Stephen Riddleberger, president,
ABC Owned Radio Stations.
Other topics for presentation and
group discussion will include personal
appearances, press releases, sales promotion, fm promotion, uhf promotion,
trade advertising, merchandising, market data, contests and stunts.
Presentations will be made by the
Television Bureau of Advertising and
by the Radio Advertising Bureau.

Transcontinent's

net

ahead of '61
40%
Net income of Transcontinent Television Corp. jumped 40% for the first
nine months of this year compared to
the same period in 1961. For the first
nine months of 1962 ended Sept. 30,
Transcontinent's net income was $1,117,862 compared to the same 1961
period's $798,341. The earnings for
the 1962 period are equivalent to 63
cents per share on 1,766,212 shares of
common; this compares with 45 cents
per share on the 1,768,612 shares outstanding then.
Gross revenues (less agency commis ions) of TTC for the nine months
of 1962 reached $11,265,933. This
compares to the 1961 period's $11,185,097.
Results for the first three-quarters
of 1962 reflect the operations of three
stations not included in the figures a
year ago. These are WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Pa., which became
a wholly owned TTC subsidiary Feb.

1, and WDOK-AM-FM Cleveland,
Ohio, purchased May 1. The 1961
figures include revenues from WROCFM and TV Rochester, N. Y., which
TTC sold in November of last year.
TTC stations, in addition to those
mentioned above, include: WGR-AMFM-TV Buffalo, N. Y.; WDAF-AMFM-TV Kansas City, Mo.; KFMB-AMFM-TV San Diego and KERO-TV
Bakersfield, both California.
New

Charleston

makes

delayed

vhf
debut

WCIV (TV) Charleston, S. C, began service last Tuesday (Oct. 23).
Delays in delivery and installation of
equipment prevented an earlier sign-on,
said William E. Lucas, station manager
(Broadcasting, Oct. 15).
The ch. 4 station is equipped for
color and is affiliated with NBC-TV.
WCIV is owned by The First
Charleston Corp. Harold E. Anderson
of Columbia is president of the New
station.

PROGRAMMING
'Girls' in 10 markets
ITC
HAS
Stations would

'AFTER
HOURS'
PLAN
program past normal signoff time;

pay for ITC shows

only if sponsors come in
a list of some 37 different program
Tv film program distributor Indeseries. Some of these might be such
pendent Television Corp. last week
ITC-held series as Halls of Ivy, Tugoffered to supply programs to stations
without charge for telecast in hours
boat Annie and The Last of the Mowhich come after the normal sign-off hicans.
time. ITC said that in this way it
Spokesmen last week said it was too
early to determine how much or the
hoped to "loosen" the "tightening
squeeze that has virtually eliminated air nature of station and/ or advertiser retime available for local advertisers and
sponse to the offer of supplying programs for telecasting after normal signlocal-originated programs."
off hours.
It's explained, however, that the plan
is primarily experimental and one that
By taking advantage of the offer,
is to be worked out on a market-bysaid ITC, a station can extend its
market basis. ITC feels, according to schedule to a 24-hour operation with
Abe Mandell, executive vice president
"no increase in program costs." It's
for the company, and other of its pointed
out, however, that a station
spokesmen, that some benefit could ac- would increase its operational costs —
crue to the distributor in the share of an argument that ITC counters by sugrevenue gained if and when advertisers
gesting the possibility of increased
revenue.
participate.
But as long as the programs are
sustaining, the arrangement of no
Film sales...
charges would continue.
Letters Mailed ■ ITC last week beM-Squad (MCA Tv) : Sold to WISgan sending letters to stations and dis- TV Columbia, S. C; WD AY-TV Fartributors advising them of the plan and
go, N. D.; WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich.; WLUC-TV Marquette, Mich.;
inviting their participation.
Under questioning, ITC people said KYTV (TV) Springfield, Mo., and
KWTX-TV Waco, Tex. Now in 114
markets.
the plan wouldn't apply to "first-run
programs" nor in cases where residual
payments are to be made on the series.
The Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp
Conceivably ITC could select from
(ABC Films) : Sold to Parker & Assoc.
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The Leave It to the Girls daytime tv panel program has been
sold in 10 markets by United Artists Television, announces M. J.
Rifkin, executive vice president,
which recently acquired distribution rights to the series. The halfhour series began this fall on
WNBC-TV New York and was
placed into syndication several
weeks ago by the company.
Sales were completed to KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, WBKB (TV)
Chicago, WRC-TV Washington,
WWJ-TV Detroit, WGR-TV Buffalo, WFAA-TV Dallas, KPRCTV Houston, KVOO-TV Tulsa,
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio,
and WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
The series, produced on film by
Ted Bergmann and Martha
Roundtree, is available for dayweek time
basis.showing on a five-times-a-

(Ziegler Meats) for WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.; Ackerman Assoc. (Evans
furniture) for WKY-TV Oklahoma
City; Fuller & Smith & Ross (McCullough chain saws) for WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga., and to KALB-TV Alexandria, La. Now in 110 markets.
Restless Gun (MCA Tv): Sold to
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif., and
KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo. Now
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Wan

ted!..

A

Very

Suddenly, it will be Christmas . . . and you will be
wanting a very special gift for a very special person.
And, suddenly, you learn that television programs
can now be heard in you car. Yes . . . this instrument,
indeed, is the very special gift for this very special
person.
Of course, this very special person may be you
you have missed so many programs while traveling
(and so have the wife and kids) . And, if you are in
television or advertising. . .well, you just naturally
deserve one ... in fact, you are rather ill-equipped
without it.
The instrument we are talking about is our
IAudioMonitor |- • it receives television sound
The

Special

Gift!

through your AM car radio . . . without a special
antenna. It is presently being used by network and
independent television stations in principal cities in
the U.S.A. and Canada. (Just ask them how exciting
this new instrument is . . . and how well it performs.)
Christmas comes early for us because we just will
not mass-produce this instrument ... it is manufactured with extreme care for professional performance. So, you must place your order now . . . unless
this very special person would be satisfied with
only a gift certificate at Christmas time.
Yes . . . this is a very special gift, because it is the
only instrument of its kind on the market.
Write, wire, or call us today — or very soon . . .

MobilSound
Corporation
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
321 South McClelland — P. 0. Box 951 — Santa Maria. California

in 29 markets.
Cavalcade of the 60's (Allied Artists
Tv) : Groups I and II, consisting of 72
feature films, and an additional 10 features sold to KYW-TV Cleveland.
Group I is now in 54 markets; group
II is in 17 markets.
Films of the Fifties (Seven Arts
Assoc.): Vols. 4 and 5 (93 Warner
Bros, and 20th Century-Fox Features)
sold to WBBM-TV Chicago; WTIC-TV
Hartford, Conn., and WDAU-TV
Scranton, Pa. Now in 27 markets.
Love That Bob (MCA Tv) : Sold to
WEWS (TV) Cleveland; KOTA-TV
Rapid City, S. D., and WNDU-TV
South Bend, Ind. Now in 30 markets.
Dragnet (MCA Tv) : Sold to WSOCTV Charlotte, N. C; KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.; WISC-TV Madison, Wis.;
WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va.; WSBT-TV
South Bend, Ind.; KXLY-TV Spokane;
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.; and
KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex. Now in 82
markets.
Bachelor Father (MCA Tv) : Sold
to KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; KGWTV Portland, Ore., and WDBO-TV
Orlando, Fla. Now in nine markets.
Columbia Features (Screen Gems) :
Newly released group of 73 motion pictures sold to WSYR-TV Syracuse,
N. Y.; WAPI-TV Birmingham, Ala.;
WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.; KENSTV San Antonio, Tex.; WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., and KPHO-TV
Phoenix, Ariz. Now in 10 markets.
Post '48 group of 210 Columbia Features has been sold to WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio; WRDW-TV Augusta,
Ga.; WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.;
KDAL-TV Duluth, Minn.; KERO-TV
Bakersfield, Calif.; KENI-TV Anchorage and KFAR-TV Fairbanks, both
Alaska, and KTVO (TV) Ottumwa,
Iowa. Now in 108 markets.

CBS-TV

gets Kaye
for weekly series
Danny Kaye, who has made only
special appearances on tv, will star for
the first time in a weekly series next
season on CBS-TV. The series will be
a one-hour, weekly "comedy-variety"
vehicle. A "multi-million dollar" contract was concluded last week by James
T. Aubrey Jr., CBS-TV president, and
the star.
It was noted that Mr. Kaye has consistently resisted offers for a regular
series during the past 15 years, and all
networks have sought his services for
a weekly show. He will be in 40 weekly
one-hour shows on CBS-TV. Mr. Kaye
was on CBS-TV in December 1956, in
a filmed account of his world trip on
66 (PROGRAMMING)

Order— and cameras— in the court
The Billie Sol Estes trial resumed
son Collins, chief engineer of the
in Tyler, Tex., last week and tv Tyler tv station.
news cameramen had their own vanDuring the course of the trial last
week, Mr. Pengra was called to the
tage point, screened from general
stand in connection with defense
view to meet objections by defense
motions to bar all cameras from
counsel. The adjacent photo was
the courtroom. He was asked about
taken from a position in the witness
box. To the left can be seen a por- KLTV's live coverage of the trial
when it began last September and
tion of the judge's desk.
Defense attorneys nevertheless ob- queried about commercial "interjected to the presence of tv photographers, but were overruled by
John D. Cofer, Estes' chief counJudge Otis T. Dunagan. The first
sel, at one point in the proceedings
ruptions."
took
the stand to declare that he
week of the trial was spent in selecting jurors and arguing motions.
had seriously considered withdrawThe slot in the camera booth was
ing from the case because cameras
to be allowed in the court
originally 13% -inches wide (as were
shown in photo), but this was later room.
narrowed to six inches on orders
"This situation I'm put in seriously interferes with my ability to
of Marshall Pengra, KLTV (TV)
Tyler,
who
is
the
coordinator
for
tv
render
my best
service to my client,"
coverage.
Mr. Cofer
testified.
The elevated tv booth is covered
on the outside with mahoganystained plywood which matches the
interior of the court room. It was
designed and installed by a KLTV
crew under the supervision of Hud-

behalf of UNICEF (repeated in 1957,
and again in 1961).
Entertainment appearances on CBSTV, both under General Motors sponsorship, were in September 1960, and
November 1961. A third GM-sponsored special is scheduled for Sunday,
Nov. 11 (9-10 p.m. est) on NBC-TV.
Program

notes...

'Hollywood Special' segment ■ Globe
Video News, subsidiary of Globe
Photos, Hollywood, will produce a halfhour documentary, "Hollywood Goes
Independent," for ABC-TV's Hollywood Special series. Program will feature The Mirisch Co. as illustration of
the evolution of the independent production company. Charles B. Bloch will
produce the show, with Jack Lemmon
narrating
fromBernard
Arthur directing.
Knight's script
and
Herbert
Equipment sale ■ S.O.S. Photo-CineOptics Inc., New York, has purchased
the entire equipment inventory of Paramount News, an inactive subsidiary of
Paramount Pictures Corp. The transaction, which is said to involve more
than $500,000 in original equipment
cost, gives S.O.S. the largest supply of
cameras, lenses, recording amplifiers,
magazines, tripods, etc. in New York
City, according to J. A. Tanney, company president. The equipment will be
made
available to film companies

"It outrages my personal code of
ethics. I don't think I should be required to go to trial under these
conditions.
"This doesn't look like a court
room to me. It looks like a motion

through S.O.S.'s rental department.
ASCAP award ■ The American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers
has established an ASCAP Award for
organizations and individuals as a symbol of the
of their
workorganization's
in behalf of recognition
American
music. The first recipients will be Lawrence Welk and Mitch Miller. The
award is in the form of a statue of the
Pied Piper.
Air Force documentary ■ "Operation
Wurtsmith," a documentary filmed and
telecast by WNEM-TV Flint-SaginawBay City, Mich., on the inner workings
of Wurtsmith Air Force Base in that
area, is being distributed to U. S. Air
Force bases around the world. The documentary was produced by WNEMTV's Nick Schneider. Randy Hippler
directed and Gary Jones wrote and narrated the program.
Marilyn documentary ■ Wolper Productions, Los Angeles, is planning immediate production of an 80-minute
feature titled "Marilyn," dealing with
the life and tragedy of Marilyn Monroe. The film will treat the subject in
a serious and entertaining manner
using footage from private collections,
news-films, still photos, some of her
motion pictures and exclusive material
photographed by Wolper Productions.
Elmer Bernstein has been signed to
BROADCASTING, October 29, t962

picture
theatre."said the trial had asMr. Cofer
sumed the characteristics of a show
to entertain the public . . . "like
The Defenders or Perry Mason."

The sound for the four cameras
in the booth was picked up by two
microphones, one in front of the
judge,
witness. and the other in front of the

compose and conduct an original score
for the show.

and 202 secondary categories. The
films are for sale to the public.

Chief Exec, series ■ Four Star Television, Hollywood, plans production of
a series on "stories behind favorite
Presidents." According to Tom McDermott, executive vice president of
Four Star, the production company has
signed a contract with William Davidson, author of the recently published
book, Six Great Presidents.

Weekly news review ■ Frank Edwards,
veteran broadcast newsman and commentator, this week (Oct. 29) starts a
15-minute weekly review of the news
exclusively for the American Freedom
Network, service offering radio stations
news and comment on important affairs
from various points of view.

Hampton Show ■ United Broadcasting
Co., New York, reports that Lionel
Hampton will do a radio series for
UBC's seven radio stations. The series
will include two half-hour shows per
week and will be available for syndication in cities not serviced by UBC.
Revival ■ KMOX St. Louis says it's
seeking to bring drama back to local
radio with the introduction Oct. 28 of
Theatre Workshop, locally produced
series in cooperation with area colleges
and universities. Workshop is broadcast
Sunday
part offorthethat
station's
new finenights
arts asformat
time
period.
Government films ■ Norwood Films, a
division of Norwood Studios Inc.,
Washington, D. C, has released a catalogue of U. S. government films available for distribution. The catalogue
lists 2,076 films, arranged in 21 major
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Film firms start work
on exhibit in Chicago
Four working committee were named
last week for Television Film Exhibit
—1963. The exhibit will be held by
film distributors in Chicago from March
30-April 3, 1963, during the NAB
convention (Broadcasting, Sept. 24).
The committees and personnel: business affairs, Harvey Chertok of Seven
Arts Assoc.; Robert Weisberg, Television Affiliates Corp.; Robert Yamin,
United Artists Television; publicity,
Gene Plotnik, King Features Syndicate;
Keith Culverhouse, MGM-TV, and Joe
Fusco, Official Films; entertainment —
Leo Gutman, Four Star Distributing;
Donald Klauber, Seven Arts Associates;
Gordon Hellman, Warner Bros. Television; rules — Barry Lawrence, Allied
Artists Television; Leonard Firestone,
Four Star Distributing, and Joseph
Kotler, Warner Bros. Television. Alan

Providing coverage for the three
networks are WFAA-TV Dallas,
ABC; KRLD-TV Dallas, CBS; and
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, NBC. The
fourth position is used by KLTV.

Silverbach of 20th Century-Fox Television has been added to the executive
committee.
World

crisis delays

telecast of 'Tunnel'
NBC has decided to postpone telecasting its documentary showing the
construction of an escape tunnel under
the Berlin Wall "because of the critical
international situation" that developed
last week. The 90-minute program, entitled The Tunnel, had been scheduled
for Oct. 31.
The network has been criticized by
the State Dept. for filming the construction of the tunnel and it received protests from the governments of West
Berlin and West Germany. But until
the Cuban crisis erupted, the network
indicated it would show the film as
scheduled (Broadcasting, Oct. 22).
Last Tuesday, however, the network
announced it "has concluded in its own
judgment that this is not an appropriate
time to broadcast its documentary program showing the construction of a
tunnel under the Berlin Wall and the
escape of East German refugees."
NBC said the State Dept. has not
asked the network to refrain from showing the film and has said it would not
do so. Network officials emphasized
that the broadcast is being postponed,
not canceled.

EQUIPMENT
NEW

VISTAS

FOR

SMALL

& ENGINEERING

SCREEN

TV

More U.S., Japanese setmakers ready transistorized lines
More television set manufacturers
They will carry the Channel Master
are introducing transistorized small- brand name.
screen models into the American marSony Corp. of America has begun
ket.
marketing the smallest of the miniaturized units, a model with a five-inch
Among the set makers with miniaturized sets already on the market or picture tube, which may be operated
planned for introduction later this year by regular house current or rechargeable battery (Broadcasting, Oct. 15).
or early 1963 are at least three Japanese companies and two American
A set with an eight-inch picture tube
firms.
was marketed by Sony in 1960.
A spokesman for General Electric
A six-inch set, operated on house unit
said the company is seriously thinking or battery, made by Hayakawa Electric
of introducing a 10-inch set next year Co., Osaka, Japan, will be introduced
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 22). Although by Sharp Electronics Corp., New York,
he declined to expand on GE's plans, in January. This company also plans
he indicated that interest in the small- to market an eight-inch battery set in
screen market has been increased by re- mid-November.
cent Japanese entries.
Another Japanese distributor, StarChannel Master Corp., Ellenville, lite Electronics, New York, which has
N. Y., plans to introduce an eight-inch an 8Vi-inch set on the market, is planreceiver made by Sanyo Electric Co.,
ning to introduce an 8-inch model in
December.
Osaka, Japan, in about eight weeks.
Although other manufacturers are
getting into the act, trade observers
doubt that transistorized tv will ever be
as "hot*' an item as transistorized radios. Price is the big factor, they claim,
since most transistorized tv models are
still in the $200 and above category.
Others note that Americans prefer large
screen sets, price notwithstanding.
Defenders claim, however, that the
small-screen transistor models are more
practical since they do not overheat
and that they have a "longer life."
A transistorized 19-inch tv set was
introduced by Motorola several years
ago.
RCA

now

transistor

New film-tv recorder
Vue-Tronics Inc., a Los Angeles
electronics firm, has introduced a
new video film recorder which it
says provides professional broadcast recording quality.
The recorder, RK-120, shown
here, permits dubbing through microphone inputs, horizontal synchronization, automatic or line-byline control for video tape transfers and polarity reversal, said the
manufacturer.
Housed in a two-bay 48-inch
rack, the RK-120 is priced at
$22,000.
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turning

out

recorders

RCA's Camden, N. J., plant last
week shipped its first fully transistorized tv-tape recorders. The first two
units for commercial broadcasting went
to ABC-TV's new Washington news
program facility.
In the non-commercial area, the first
of the new recorders was delivered to
the Navy Photographic Labs, Washington, for use in producing training films.
A regular shipping schedule to customers in the U. S. and abroad began
shortly after the initial orders were
filled.
Volume production is underway on
the new TR-22 recorder and RCA said
it is committed to a two-shift production schedule "well into next year" to
fill commercial, military and foreign
orders already received.
In the $60,000 price range, the TR-

22 is capable of recording program material in color with the addition, within the single console, of a color equipment module. Stabilized circuits assure uniform picture quality over long
periods of operation and free operators
from the constant attention that was required by early tv-tape recorders, according to RCA's
Broadcast
munications Products
Division.and ComEngineers
for 8 mm

hear
filmed

case
news

The use of 8mm sound-on-film cameras may eventually cut news and film
costs for tv stations by 50% . This
word was given the semi-annual convention of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers in Chicago last week.
The use of 8mm for tv news work
was demonstrated Monday night by
WGN-TV Chicago. WGN-TV used
a new 8mm sound-on-film amateur
camera produced by Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Corp. (Light weight,
completely self-contained, $269 with
single lens and $359 with zoom lens)
that day to film material for its regular 10 p.m. newscast.
Although earlier controlled tests by
Fairchild and WGN-TV had showed
8mm definition comparable to the conventional 16mm newsfilm, Monday
night's 8mm display was not rated up
to full expectation. A grain problem
noted on the 8mm film telecast was
ascribed to outside processing difficulties.
The televised 8mm test was supervised by Dick Hance, WGN news executive producer, who was optimistic
about the small film's eventual potential. But he cautioned that the newscast use was only for the purpose of
practical experiment. He did not think
regular amateur gear would stand the
rigors of normal daily news operation
although it is fine for the hobbyist.
At present there is no professional
8mm equipment for use in tv. None of
the SMPTE exhibitors indicated any
plans to produce such gear. Among
basic problems to be settled first is
whether the sound will be optical or
magnetic stripe. Both sides of this issue have strong advocates.
To broadcast the 8mm newsfilm at
WGN-TV a standard Fairchild Cinephonic 8mm projector was modified
and projected into the regular vidicon
chain. The shutter of the projector
was redesigned with a five-blade shutter
to eliminate "shutter bar" when projected into the vidicon chain. The
standard motor also was replaced with
a synchronous motor to control speed
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Timing belts were substiprecisely.
tuted for the smooth belt drive to the
shutter and a two-inch 8mm projection lens was designed to replace the
standard 13mm lens in the projector.
The lens modification enabled the image
size to be matched to the vidicon camera through a tv multiplex unit.
The film stock used in the WGNTV 8mm test was DuPont 930 and
931 perforated for 8mm and pre-striped
for magnetic recording. Mr. Hance
said the only other equipment change
needed was a set of 8mm rewinds for
the station's 16mm editing equipment.
General Tel's income
sets new firm records

cardioid pattern with 25 db front-toback sensitivity, specially designed for
broadcast, recording and entertainment
use, is now available, according to
Superscope Inc., Sun Valley, Calif. The
C17B is complete with power supply,
connecting cable and carrying case and
is 3% inches long by Vs inches in
diameter.

six months totaled $142,601 (52 cents
per share) as compared with a loss of
$146,953 for the same period in the
previous year. James L. Lahey, president of Entron, attributed the higher
business level to a 35% increase in
sales of Entron products to catv systems
and to the completion of major construction projects.

Entron gains ■ Entron Inc., Silver
Spring, Md. (maker of catv and other
equipment), reported net sales and revenues of $1,519,644 for the six months
of its fiscal year ended Aug. 29. This
is a 127% gain over $668,979 net sales
and revenue for the same period in
fiscal 1961. Net income for the 1962

Studio lamp ■ General Electric announces a1250 w, 208 volt pencil-thin
incandescent light using an iodine cycle
and intended for studio or outdoor use.
Over-voltage operation — up to 240
volts — provides up to 30% more light
than is produced " 'by^tl 1500 w quartziodine lamps, GE said. lflllli'lBl1

Net income of General Telephone
& Electronics Corp., New York, set
new records in the third quarter of
1962 and
in the year's
first nine
months.
Consolidated
net income
for
the nine months rose more than 14%
to $59.2 million (79 cents a common
share) compared with $51.8 million
(70 cents a share) in the same period
of 1961.
Third quarter consolidated net income in 1962 was $20.8 million (27
cents a share) compared with 196 1 's
similar period income of $17.8 million
(24 cents a share).
Donald C. Power, chairman and
chief executive officer of GT&E, stated
that net income of subsidiary Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., for the first
nine months of 1962, was up 44%
over last year.
Technical

topics...

Sales up ■ International Rectifier
Corp., El Segundo, Calif., producer of
solid-state rectifiers and related semiconductor devices, had record high sales
of $17,882,213 for the fiscal year ended
June 30, up 23.2% from the previous
year's sales of $14,512,735, the company has reported. Earnings after taxes
were $1,207,282, or 50 cents a share,
compared with earnings of $1,108,216,
or 46 cents a share, a year ago.
New CBS Labs entry ■ A transistorized
video distribution amplifier, model VA1, has been introduced by CBS
Labs, Stamford, Conn. Designed especially for tv broadcasting, military and
industrial video systems, the new solidstate package contains eight plug-in
amplifiers and two power supplies. Capacity is 24 outputs at approximately
$100 per output. The package occupies
IVa inches in a standard mounting rack.
The VA-1 is available on 90-day delivery. Plug-in amplifiers are also sold
individually.
Compact mike ■ A small, condenser
Sony microphone with a uni-directional
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Harry Straw, of the dry hair ads, didn't make the Tricorn Club
Harry wasn't in the lifeless scalp commercials. He just buys TV spots for them.
He just didn't know that North Carolina's No. 1 metropolitan market is the prosperous three-city "tricorn" . . . Winston-Salem, Greensboro, High Point ... No. 1
in population, households and retail sales. Knowing those facts is all it takes to
crack this exclusive club, Harry. Then schedule WSJS Television, of course— which
is the No. 1 way to saturate the Tricorn Market (and the surrounding rich area
thrown in). You get a Club hat with feathers, Harry, if you also remember North
Carolina is the 12th state in population ... and that no self-respecting spot
schedule can ignore the No. 1 market in the No. 12 state! You'll be a real
smoothie with clients and account execs, Harry, when you join the Tricorn Club
— provided our official hat can fit onto your tousled wig.
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INTERNATIONAL
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WORLD

Telstar's

advent

RADIO-TV
enhances

proposals

ORGANIZATION?
for global

association

during European Broadcasting Union's first sessions in U.S.
Administration, FCC and NAB, among
With Telstar as the spur, talk over
"international contacts" should be esothers.
tablished and that they would try to
the need for an international broadcasting organization dominated the
Global Aspects ■ Virtually all the work out a "mutual understanding and
public speakers emphasized the global casters.
arrangement" with American broadpublic sessions of the European Broadcasting Union in New York last week
status of television and directly or indirectly advocated formation of a world
and figured prominently in the private
■ Donald W. Coyle, president of
broadcasting organization.
business meetings as well.
ABC International, told delegates that
■ NBC Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff
There was no official word on plan"future development of worldwide telening for a world organization pending
vision is at stake" and also solicited
proposed the creation of a "World
completion of the final meeting and
Broadcasting Union" and suggested that their participation in an ABC plan to
make programming available to other
a news conference slated Friday after- the Europeans establish a study group
to investigate and make recommendacountries — a proposal that brought unnoon (see At Deadline). The union's
official protests from CBS and NBC
president, Olof Rydbeck, made clear in tions.
■ CBS President Frank Stanton en- authorities on grounds that it violated
several public appearances, however,
dorsed this and similar proposals but a three-network agreement to avoid
that the wish to set up "machinery
"commercial pitches" to the European
for intercontinental contacts" was evi- suggested that the European group's
U.S. and Canadian associate members
guests. ABC authorities insisted Mr.
dent throughout the private sessions.
first look into the feasibility of setting Coyle had violated no understandings.
"This week is historic in international
broadcasting," Mr. Rydbeck, who also up "some sort of administrative struc■ Jean D'Arcy, director of the radio
heads the Swedish Broadcasting Corp.,
ture or machinery" on this side of the and visual services division of the
said in an informal talk on Thursday,
Atlantic to facilitate tv program ex- United Nations office of public information, characterized the union's meeting
as
one
which "reallytelevision
attests to and
the
birth of international
forsees the creation of a worldwide
■ John F. White, president of Natelevision."
tional Educational Television & Radio
Center, and chairman of the American

ABC's Coyle
CBS' Stanton
NBC's Sarnoff
EBU delegates hear spokesmen from three networks
fourth day of the five-day meeting.
Some 60 delegates from 19 countries attended the union's sessions, the
first held outside Europe since the organization was formed 12 years ago.
Representatives of U.S. organizations
which are associate members of the
union participated
in the
ations. These include
ABC,week's
CBS,deliberNBC,
the National Educational Television &
Radio Center, the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters, and the
U.S. Information Agency.
The public sessions were limited primarily to the opening meeting on Monday morning, luncheons at which the
individual networks were hosts, and
portions of a one-day visit to Washington for meetings with officials of the
USIA. National Aeronautics & Space
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change between this and other continents. He also disclosed that CBS-TV
is considering a Town Meeting of the
World program which would be fed by
Telstar next spring.
■ ABC authorities were reported to
have proposed in a private session that
broadcasters of the U.S., Canada and
Mexico form a North American Broadcasting Assn. which generally would
function on this continent as the
union does in Europe. One of the
union's chief activities is in the operation of Eurovision. which exchanges
live tv programming among European
countries, but it also functions in many
other ways in both radio and tv.
■ President Rydbeck indicated on
different occasions that the union's
European members feel some sort of

planning committee
for the union's
conference, saw in worldwide
television
an instrument for international understanding and peace.
The conference opened Monday
morning with addresses by President
Rydbeck (see condensed text, page 74)
and Messrs. White and D'Arcy. Mr.
Sarnoff spoke at a luncheon given by
NBC on Monday, Mr. Coyle at a
luncheon by American BroadcastingParamount Theatres on Tuesday, and
Thursday.
Dr. Stanton at a luncheon by CBS on
"The age of global television is upon
us," Mr. Sarnoff said in proposing
formation of a World Broadcasting
Union.
Suggests Study ■ He suggested that
the union set up a study group to examine the prospects and, hopefully,
propose steps to be taken. He hoped
the union would see fit to invite "appropriate participation" in such a study
group by non-members of the union
and by non-European associate members.
"I can pledge to you the full cooperation of NBC in such a project,"
Mr. Sarnoff asserted. The three networks are among the European organiBROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

zation's associate members.
Mr. Sarnoff felt that the World
Broadcasters' Union, like the European
organization, should be for broadcasters, not governments, and should
be non-political. It would "be open to
broadcasters of every nationality on
earth, for its usefulness would rest in
large part on its universality," and
should be committed to the "spirit of
free expression and open channels between nations."
Organized Approach ■ CBS President Stanton said he "strongly" endorses Mr. Sarnoffs and other proposals for an organized international
approach to the study of world tv
broadcasting.

for distribution to its Latin American
stations "at no cost."
Mr. White, of the National Educational Television & Radio Center, concentrated primarily on tracing the evolution of broadcasting and the U. S.
system. The commercial system provides less-balanced program fare than
a controlled system, he said, but in
the process it leads to another benefit:
"This very lack [of balanced programming] has made it possible for a
new kind of television system to be
born here — a noncommercial system
devoted solely to cultural, informational
and educational programming.
International Tv's Birth ■ The UN's

YOU'RE

But "preliminary to an international
union," he suggested, the European
group's associate members in the U. S.
and Canada should investigate machinery to expedite the exchange of
programs between this and other continents.
Dr. Stanton told the EBU that

ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

"through Telstar we now can, and
should, bring together the best minds,
the most informed, most articulate,
most concerned spokesmen of all peoples to explore these urgent matters
[from atmospheric testing of nuclear
weapons to trade barriers], together
and face to face, with all our countries
sitting in as witnesses." He continued:
"CBS is now studying the technical
conditions — the obit path and duration
of usability — under which Telstar can
be used this coming spring, as it approaches its first anniversary, for the
Town Meeting of the World.
Best Programs ■ In his speech ABC
International's President Coyle called
upon the union's members to make
their
other "best
nationsprogramming"
of the world. available to
"We at ABC propose to seek out
each member delegation of this conference for the purpose of discussing
what product can be made available
to world markets," he said.
He said ABC International's 22 associated stations overseas were asked
to send representatives to New York
this week, "at which time, with your
cooperation, we shall expose them to
the program offerings of the EBU
member organizations. The results, we
believe, will represent a great step
forward for international television in
its most vital and meaningful sense."
UN Show Purchased ■ Mr. Coyle
did not indicate in his speech whether
the European broadcasters and ABC
would be paid for any programming
thus contributed or handled, or whether
stations using the programming would
be charged. He did announce that ABC
International, in cooperation with the
UN. has purchased International Perspective, a new documentary series,
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Mr. D'Arcy characterized the meeting
as one which "really attests to the birth
of international television and foresees
the creation of a worldwide television."
Mr. D'Arcy suggested that existing
and proposed regional groups of broadcasters might serve as "a light superstructure" or Federation of Regional
Organization. These groups include
the African Nations Radio & Television
Union formed a month ago and the
Asian Broadcasting Union which is
contemplated, along with the European Broadcasting Union, the International Radio & Television Organization and the Inter-American Assn. of
Broadcasters.
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KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV!

. . . covering a bigger,
better Lincoln - Land

AVERAGE HOMES
MONDAY THROUGH SUNDAY
March, 1962 ARB 10:00 P.M.
KOLN-TV/ KGIN-TV
69,200
Omaha "A"
59,100
Omaha "B"
52,700
Omaha "C"
42,200

RADIO
WKZO K& LAM AZC0- BATTLE CREEK
WJEF GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM
WWTV-FM GRAND
CADILLACRAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
TELEVISIONGRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZ0-TV
SAULT STE. CITYMARIE
WWTV//WWUP-TV
CADILLAC-TRAVERSE
KOLN-TV//KGIN-TV
LINCOLN, GRAND
NEBRASKA
ISLAND, NEB.

There are two top TV markets in
Nebraska. Miss the big, rich area called
Lincoln-Land and you'll miss more than
half the buying power of the entire state.
Lincoln-Land is now rated the 76th
largest market in the U.S.*, based on the
average number of homes per quarter
hour delivered by all stations in the
market. The 206,000 homes delivered by
Lincoln-Land's KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV are
essential for any advertiser who wants to
reach the nation's most important markets.
Ask Avery-Knodel for the full story on
KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV— the Official Basic
CBS Outlet for most of Nebraska
and
*ARB Ranking
Northern Kansas.

KOLN-TV
CHANNEL100010 •FT.316.000
TOWER WATTS

KGIN-TV
CHANNEL1069II •FT. 316,000
TOWER WATTS

COVERS LINCOLN-LAND— NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representative
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Peace Corps etv project in Colombia to start by Jan. 1
associate director for plans and
Training of U. S. volunteers for hesitant to go ahead without a firm
evaluation in Washington. But no
word from the host country.
a Peace Corps etv project in Colombia is scheduled to begin by Jan.
The corps personnel will be in personnel assignments will be announced until the project reaches
1, depending on establishment of a two groups.
central Colombia government agency
About 10 volunteers will work in final form, Mr. Haddad said.
At present, Mr. Haddad is in
to coordinate that country's tele- the studio under a paid staff director
vision system.
with 10 Colombian counterparts
charge of the corps* embryonic etv
The project, possibly a forerunner
(producers and directors training to program; however it is anticipated
of others throughout the world
take over and replace the yanquis) . a professional etv administrator with
(Broadcasting, Aug. 13), will inin international teleIn the field (classrooms) about 50 a background
volve at least 60 volunteers directed
vision may be selected to coordinate
volunteers will instruct Colombian
by a professional television executive
all corps etv projects — if others deteachers in the use of etv. This
who has etv experience.
velop. Several nations expressed congroup of volunteers will be selected
tinuing interest in etv at the corps
Tedson J. Meyers, former adminfrom more than 460 young U. S. world conference in Puerto Rico
istrative assistant to FCC Chairman
men and women applicants who are Oct. 10-12, said Mr. Haddad. A
Newton N. Minow, and now a spetotal of 42 nations, 10 international
cial consultant to the corps, re- college-educated but do not have
enough etv experience to qualify for organizations and eight private
turned from Colombia Oct. 19 and
reported the only obstacle is the ab- in-studio assignments, the corps ex- agencies were represented.
He said the only effect the Cuban
sence of a government decision to
plained.
Director Picked ■ The Colombian
crisis is expected to have on the
set up a tv agency. The Colombian
Colombian etv project is one of
government changed regimes in the etv staff director has been chosen,
summer and the Peace Corps is said William F. Haddad, Peace Corps
priority.

U.S., Japanese

tv outlets

KTVU (TV) CREW FOLLOWS UP
Taking a cue from the ties their
respective cities established this month,
KTVU (TV) Oakland, Calif., and RKB
(TV) Fukuoka, Japan, have inaugurated links as sister-stations.
They have so far assisted each other
in preparing programs intended to introduce the citizens of both cities to
each other's way of life.
The first program exchange took
place in Japan when about 45 delegates
from Oakland were received in ceremonies Oct. 1 3 at Fukuoka, an indus-

Two representatives of KTVU (TV)
Oakland appeared on a national Japanese telecast during sister-city and
sister-station ceremonies in Japan
(see story). Seated (l-r): Moritoshi
Kabashima, RKB Fukuoka newsman;
72 (INTERNATIONAL)

exchange

programs

SISTER-CITY CEREMONIES
trial seaport (population 650,000) on
the westernmost Japanese Island of
Kyushu. Quentin T. Kelly, KTVU director of press and publicity and Claud
Mann, feature reporter assigned to film
the city and the ceremonies, were
KTVU representatives.
They presented Hidezo Kaneko,
president of the RKB Mainichi Broadcasting Co. Ltd., a half-hour film of
the San Francisco Bay area requested
by the Japanese station.
In return, Mr. Kaneko assigned the

KTVU personnel 12 newsmen (from
his 50-member news department) who
shot film for the Americans, presenting
Kelly.
them with 4,000 edited feet, said Mr.
KTVU will broadcast two hour documentaries using the Fukuoka material
on Nov. 11 and 20.
Mr. Kelly reported last week that
KTVU is planning to welcome RKB
representatives to Oakland early next
year. Meanwhile, the stations are exchanging news film and other program
material. Personnel exchanges also are
being considered, he said.
U.S. image-building
called too restrictive

Hiromichi Ito, information advisor and
interpreter, Fukuoka American Cultural Center; Quentin T. Kelly, director, press and public relations, KTVU,
and Claud Mann, KTVU feature reporter.

Television Program Export Assn. has
claimed that U. S. efforts to present a
"favorable" image behind the Iron Curtain are curtailing the number of American entertainment programs being carried there and allowing more time for
Soviet films.
John G. McCarthy, TPEA president,
reported that he had made a formal
protest to the Informational Media
Guarantee Division of the United States
Information Agency and had requested
that IMG reconsider its criteria for
U. S. programs in Poland and Yugoslavia. Mr. McCarthy said that IMG
officials noted a possibility that the new
criteria set up by IMG had been applied
"too stringently" and they promised to
reconsider "previously made negative
decisions." The IMG division guarantees the convertibility of foreign currency into U. S. dollars for approved
programs sold by U. S. distributors.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962
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Bluff,

Transmitter:

a I like everything about my new Gates BC-1G. I especially like the fact that it uses triodes in the
final and modulator, and that the RF driver is modulated, too. I am also very pleased with the
cathode follower, direct coupled driver in the audio circuit and the audio feedback circuit. »

This all new BC-1G transmitter - the "BIG G" kilowatter
from Gates — combines rigid day-in and day-out dependable
operation with the most satisfying fidelity of transmission
ever achieved in a 1 KW transmitter.
It's new from top to bottom, inside and out — with big features that give full-time top performance. For instance:
Silicon rectifiers used in all power supplies for lifetime reliability without tube change, 833A tubes — the most reliable
power tube available — used in both R.F. and modulator circuits, and a new convectional cooling system designed to
greatly lengthen component and tube life.
And to make your dial spot light up with that "million dollar
sound," Gates engineers have concentrated on low intermodulation distortion. The combination of a cathode follower audio
driver, an unusual over-all feedback system, low leakage
reactance in the modulation transformer and modulating the
R.F. driver as well as the power amplifier has resulted in an
unusually rich, "clean" fidelity of transmission that will make
your listeners sit up and listen.
Other special features make a BIG difference in the new
"BIG G". For the complete story — write for Brochure
No. 112 today.
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GATES

DATELINE:

How

the

EBU

Europe

is fostering

The development of European television after the war coincided in time
with [the] urge among the peoples of
Europe to get together, to learn to know
each other better and to exploit together the spiritual and material vast
resources of their continent. The only
way of mastering the difficulties which
had to be overcome, if the full potentialities of European television were to
be realized, was by close cooperation.
However, it would be a mistake to believe that the organization of the exchange of television programmes is the
only important task of the European
Broadcasting Union.
I would like to stress the strictly practical and professional nature of our operations. The EBU keeps entirely clear
of politics. Our members are broadcasting organizations, not states or governments, and they retain complete authority over their own activities.
The member organizations working
together do not only represent countries
with greatly differing traditions, political and economic systems. Their status
within society and in relation to the
state also varies greatly. There are state
run and owned organizations, independent public corporations, or private companies; there are monopolies and there
are competing organizations; there are
federally organized systems, there are
organizations financed by license fees
or by advertising or both. From what
I say you will realize that it is no concern of the EBU what the position of a
member organization is within its
country or how it is organized or
financed. The task of the EBU is to
further the common interests of all its
members in the purely professional
field, whatever their legal status.
On this solid foundation of a real
community of interests it has been possible to develop an organization which

by Olof Rydbeck

the

of television

works effectively and with a high degree of harmony in spite of the great
differences of backgrounds of our members. Ido not think it is going too far
to say that the EBU has become an
indispensable institution to all its members.
The History of EBU ■ Founded in
1950, the EBU is the direct descendant
of the International Broadcasting
Union, created in Geneva in 1924, and
as such can rightly claim to have been
associated with the development of
broadcasting from the origins of sound
radio to the subsequent rise of television with its global perspectives of
international cooperation which we are
dealing with today.
Active membership is restricted to
the broadcasting organizations of the
European broadcasting zone which are
members of the International Telecommunication Union, but, as you well
know, organizations belonging to countries outside this zone may be admitted
as associate members.
Today the EBU has 27 active members, belonging to 25 countries. The 23
associated members are broadcasting
organizations from the following countries: Australia, Congo (Leopoldville),
Burma, Canada, Ceylon, Ghana, Haiti,
Japan, Morocco, New Zealand, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Rhodesia and Nyassaland,
Union of South Africa, the U.S.A. and
Volta. Thus in all the EBU has 50
members from 42 different countries.
The EBU derives its income mainly
from the subscriptions of its active
members and the contributions of its
associate members.
The General Assembly of the EBU
meets once a year and is the supreme
body of the Union. The administrative
council, which meets twice a year, consists of eleven administrators who represent the members of the EBU collec-

Olof Rydbeck is currently completing his
first term as president of the European
Broadcasting Union, was recently re-elected
for a second two years. He has been director
general of the Swedish Broadcasting Corp.
since 1955. Before that he was in the Swedish foreign service, starting in 1939. His assignments included service in the U. S.
(1948-49). The accompanying article presents
the text, somewhat condensed, of his address
opening the EBU sessions in New York last
week (also see page 70).
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tively, and deals not only with administrative matters but with all questions of
policy, decisions on finance, etc.
We have three permanent committees, the technical committee with
E. L. E. Pawley, BBC, as chairman;
the programme committee, whose chairman is M. Bezencon, Societe Suisse de
Radiodiffusion, and the legal committee
with M. Lenoble, Radiodiffusion-Television Francaise, as chairman. These
committees have a number of working
parties and study groups engaged in
the study of various questions particularly in the field of television, including
a group concerned with the organization and co-ordination of the programme activities, mostly inside our
Eurovision exchanges. This group, the
planning group, is presided over by
Mrs. J. Spicer from the BBC.
The EBU has its headquarters and
administrative office in Geneva. The
director of the administrative office,
Charles Gillieron, also performs the
duties of secretary general and Georges
Straschnov is also a director and the
EBU's legal adviser. The Technical
Centre of the EBU, under its director,
Georges Hansen, has its offices in Brussels and its technical installations at
Jurbise, near Mons.
Responsible for Eurovision ■ The
programme commission promotes and
co-ordinates the work related to international exchanges and originates a
wide variety of activities, which have a
direct bearing on the international
scene. In one field the programme
committee is specially active, namely in
the field of Eurovision.
The Eurovision network links by now
17 European countries. The creation
of Eurovision has made a profound impression on millions of Eurovision viewers in Europe.

The theory underlying the Eurovision
transmissions over the network pertains
to a real programme exchange. Each
Eurovision member contributes towards
the cost of the operation and overhead
but contributes in principal with programmes free of programme costs and
m consequently obtains programmes free
of programme costs. What a member
spends and what benefit it obtains will
roughly, during a certain period, come
to the same.
In special study groups the programme commission deals with many
questions; e.g., school television, news,
programmes for children, agricultural
programmes, etc.
The EBU technical committee is rei
sponsible for the co-ordination between
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

the members and it takes up all technical problems of common interest to
all broadcasting organizations, such as
better use of the frequency bands and
wave propagations on these bands,
standardization of recordings of radio
and television programmes for international exchanges, interference counter measures, improvement of longdistance television transmissions, characteristics tobe adopted in stereophonic
transmission, colour television, etc.
The legal committee is a body that
determines the actions to be taken by
the EBU concerning standardization
and simplification of the legal conditions. One of the most important aspects of the work of this committee is
undoubtedly the field of copyright, both
on the national and on the international
plane.
The administrative office in Geneva
is the headquarters of the Union,
where in principle all matters except
technical questions will be handled; that
means general legal and programme
questions.
The most spectacular activity of the
Technical Centre in Brussels is in the
field of Eurovision. The Centre is in
charge of the technical arrangements
for most of the international exchanges
of television programmes. Another aspect of the work of the Technical
Centre is the monitoring of broadcasts
on the various frequency bands, in particular on long and medium waves. The
Receiving and Measuring Station at
Jurbise picks up all broadcasts capable
of being heard in Belgium and its observations permit the Technical Centre
to publish lists of stations at regular intervals.
The scope of the EBU's work, which
is wide and varied, is reflected in its
periodical, The EBU Review, published
in two separate English and French editions, part A technical and part B general and legal.
EBU Not Limited ■ The EBU has
been created primarily to meet the
needs of European broadcasters but
from the very beginning it has established relations with broadcasting or-
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ganizations in other continents and
been happy to receive many of them
as associate members. The European
character of our union has never been
allowed to mean a limitation in our
range of interests. Both short term self
interest and a long term assessment of
the likely future development of broadcasting have pointed in the same direction towards the need for an ever closer
cooperation not only within Europe but
between broadcasters all over the world.
If anybody should have had any doubts
about this before, the recent successful
programme exchanges via Telstar will
have dispelled them.
However, the EBU members in
Europe wish to approach all the new
possibilities and all the new problems
confronting us in the same empirical
spirit and the same practical way in
which we have dealt with our European
problems. Let us examine the situation
in all its aspects and apply whatever
solutions which we consider likely to
lead to what will always be our chief
aim: to further the possibilities of a
free and increasing flow of programme
matter from country to country, from
continent to continent.
Other countries' gains
evoke BBC concern

precedented amount of data on listening to western broadcasts in Russia was
obtained from several hundred contacts
in that country. These showed listeners
to BBC Russian programs located in
over 60 cities. The reasons most frequently given for listening were a desire to get reliable and accurate news
to compare with Soviet sources, and
curiosity about life and events in the
West, the report says.
BBC's net income from listener
licenses was $102,849,228, an increase
of $8,985,343 on the previous year,
according to the BBC document.
Sales

up 40%

abroad

for Independent Tv
Independent Television Corp., New
York, last week indicated that overseas
sales will account for more than 40%
of the company's total gross this year,
compared to 35% of the gross in 1961.
The company said its projection for
the year is based on a 40% increase
in international sales for the first nine
months of this year over figures for the
corresponding period in 1961, when the
company sold 43,272 half-hours of 49
different properties in 57 countries
throughout the world.
Independent said sales are "literally

The supply of tv equipment by an industrial country to an emergent nation
not only results in sales of the former's
tv programs but boosts its general export trade to the new nation as well.
That is the conclusion drawn by the
British Broadcasting Corp.'s just-issued
annual report and accounts for 1961-62.
The report sees this as a danger to
British exports since many tv stations
in developing countries are owned or
managed by American and other nonBritish companies.
Discussing the aim of television, the
report says it should be able to bring
live programs from greater and greater
distances. It welcomes the development
of the Eurovision network and the advent of Telstar.
The rapid growth in overseas shortwave broadcasting by China which now
"rivals the Voice of America" is noted
by the report which describes the arrival of China as an international broadcaster as "a political event of great magnitude." For the first time the Communist world has two oracles of comparable importance, the BBC said.
BBC considers the ending of the
British special programs service in the
U. S. as "particularly damaging." In
1961, the last full year before the service ended, the broadcasting of BBC programs by U. S. stations reached an alltime record of 13,889 hours. They were
used by 1,500 stations.
The report reveals that in 1961 an un-
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booming" in Latin America, where it
claims to be represented by more programming than any other distributor.
The company cited the sales of 4,400
half-hours of programming to Mexico
this year. All of its programs have been
sold to Argentina. In Brazil, recent
sales of Whiplash, William Tell, and
the third years of Lone Ranger, Fury
and Lassie make a total of 28 of the
company's 24
properties
air. Peru
purchased
series. onThethe Dominican
Republic signed for 16 shows in the last
month.
Similar sales success in Canada also
was reported. Contracts for 35 series,
representing some 6,500 half-hours of
syndicated programming, have been
signed in Canada. Currently on the
CBC-TV are Sir Francis Drake, Supercar, Ghost Squad, a group of "drama
specials" and the Jo Stafford Show.
The
company's
music-variety
Broadway
Goes new
Latin,
which has series,
been
sold in more than 30 U.S. markets, will
soon enter international markets' with
Spanish and Portuguese versions currently in production.
The company called its contract with
the United Arab Republic one of the
most important sales of the year. The
contract adds 650 half-hours of ITC
programming to those previously sold,
bringing the total to more than 1,000.

WTRF-TV

STORY
BOARD

WALLSTREET MIX-UP! Try it
. . . the new drink called
"Stocks-on-the-Rocks," despite
the low spirit content, it delivers a powerful kick dead
"Real center.
George!"*
wtrf-tv
ANY MAN resting on Wheeling
his laurels is wearing
them in the wrong place! _
Wheeling wtrf-tv
PARTY STUPOR! Hostess: "Honey, what will
I do with the party leftovers?" Host: "Call
a cab!"
wtrf-tv Wheeling
PARTY WHOOPER! Two drunks blundered into
aOnegirl'slostdormitory
the way
his headon and
ran; home
the one
othernight.
remained calm and collected.
Wheeling wtrf-tv
YES,
a guy isanddown
on hisat luck
if heWE'D
gets SAY
seasickness
lockjaw
the
same
time.
wtrf-tv Wheeling
THATAWAY ! Hear about the girl who was
attacked right in the middle of Broadway?
She thought it was Grand!
Wheeling wtrf-tv
GEORGE AND THE DRAGON was the name of
the restaurant. One night a hungry bum
knocked at the back door and asked for a
bite to eat. The woman angrily slammed the
door in his face. A few minutes later, he
knocked again and when she answered, he
quickly asked, wtrf-tv
"May Wheeling
I speak with George?"
*GEORCE AND THE BRANDWAGON is the
name of this
about successful
advertisers story.
who haveIt'sREPutable
Hollingbery
arrange spot schedules hitched to a bonus
merchandising Brandwagon rolling in extra
profits in the Wheeling-Steubenville Industrial Ohio Valley. Get the exciting details of
the WTRF-TV picture and revealing developments from Rep George and his Wheeling
Brandwagon
braggin' cohorts.
Ask 'em
for
aframeables,
set of WTReffigies,
our Adworld
close-up
too.
CHANNE
SEVEN
76 (INTERNATIONAL)

WHEELING,
WEST VIRGINIA

Non-CBS

Blackburn burns
Walter J. Blackburn, owner of
CFPL-AM-FM-TV London, Ont.,
and the daily London Free Press,
was in no mood to thank the
guest speaker at the Ottawa, meeting of the Canadian Institute of
Communications in mid-October.
The guest speaker was Sir Harry
Pilkington, who headed the recent British royal commission on
broadcasting. In his address Sir
Harry had advocated a withdrawal of newspaper interests
from station ownership. He felt
that "there is at least a possible
threat to democrarcy in capricious
selection of news and its treatment, and also the unwillingness
of the press and broadcast media
to criticize the output of one another if they are in the same
Mr. Blackburn refused to thank
hands."
the
speaker after reading an advance copy of the address. He
also refused to allow his name to
stand for re-election as an executive member of the institute.
The programs will be made available to
all Arabic-speaking nations, including
Iraq, Morocco, Libya, Iran, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, Lebanon, Sudan and
Aden.
Independent also announced a record production budget of $15 million
for new programming. Soon to be released are Man of the World, starring
Craig Stevens; The Saint, starring Roger
Moore; Fireball XL-5, featuring puppetlike creatures in the Supermarionation
process; Fractured Flickers, starring
Hans Conreid, and Mr. Piper, a children's series of 39 half-hours in color.
Latin American

stations

in public affairs project
NBC International Inc. Public Affairs Assn. has been inaugurated in
Latin America. The plan calls for Latin
American tv stations (outlets in Argentina, Guatemala, Panama, Puerto Rico
and Venezuela have already joined) to
present at least one NBC public affairs
program each week.
Alvin Ferleger, sales manager, NBC
International, noted that in the past,
"interest in our programs was mostly in
the field of entertainment." He went
on to say advertisers, as well as the general public now recognize "the growing
importance" of public affairs programming abroad.
The Public Affairs Assn. has already
been activated in Japan, Australia, the
Philippines and Hong Kong.

service

urged for Gaspe
On the grounds that French-language
viewers in the Gaspe Peninsula area of
eastern Quebec should be able to see
programs other than those of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., an applicant for a new television station at
Ste. Anne des Monts argued against
granting satellite transmitters in the
area to CHAU-TV Carleton, Que., and
CKBL-TV Matane, Que. Tv Transgaspesienne Inc. was applying for a ch.
4 station with 100 kw video and 55
kw audio power at the Oct. 16 hearings
of the Board of Broadcast Governors
at Ottawa.
In other hearing actions, CJSS-TV
Cornwall, Ont., requested the BBG to
be allowed to become a satellite of
CJOH-TV Ottawa, following losses of
$500,000 in three years of operation
as an independent. Part of that time
it was affiliated with the CBS-TV network. Local residents, including Cornwall Mayor Nicolas Kaneb, argued
against the request on the grounds that
if the CJSS-TV owners were not prepared to do at least one hour of local
programming, the franchise should be
made available to others. He felt that
the trend towards big city stations
would mean the disappearance of local
stations.
CKAR Huntsville, Ont., and CHSJ
Saint John, N. B., asked to be relieved
of their affiliation with the CBC radio
network on grounds the stations were
losing necessary advertising revenue for
the minimum 26 hours 7 minutes of
weekly reserved time they had to give
CBC programs.
Tv service to start
In Trinidad Thursday
Tv transmissions will begin on the
Caribbean island of Trinidad on Nov.
1. Programs will be provided by the
Trinidad & Tobago Television Co. with
headquarters at Television House, Port
of Spain, Trinidad.
Shareholders in the company are
Rediffusion (West Indies) Ltd., Scottish Television Ltd., CBS Inc., and the
Trinidad and Tobago government.
It is estimated that there will be 7,000
tv sets in use by the end of this year
and 30,000 at the end of 1964.
The main 5 kw visual, 2 kw aural
transmitter will operate on ch. 2 on 525
lines and is located on the Montserrat
Hills approximately in the center of the
island. The site is 1,000 feet above sea
level.
Programs will telecast every evening
from 6 till 10. Time sales outside Trinidad are handled in the U. S. A. by Intercontinental Services Ltd., 20 E. 46
St., New York City.
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ADVERTISING
George T. Murphy,
president of Personal
Products Div.. Johnson & Johnson, New
Brunswick. N.J., since
1951, elected president and director of
Revlon Inc., succeeding Charles Revson,
Mr. Murphy
who becomes chairman of board and remains chief executive officer. Mr. Revson has been
president of Revlon since company was
founded in 1932.

William Y. E. Rambo, advertising
manager of Procter-Silex Corp., elected
vp and director of marketing at Weiss
& Geller, New York advertising agency.
John A. Thomas, senior account executive at Ogilvy. Benson & Mather,
New York, elected vp.

Edward J. Ives, formerly of Endicott
Johnson Shoe Corp., joins Chirurg &
Cairns, New York, as executive on
American Viscose and General Analine
& Film Co. account.
William C. Dekker,
vp-media director of
Lambert & Feasley.
New York, joins
Fletcher Richards,
Calkins & Holden,
that city, as vp-media
director. Before joining L&F in 1961, Mr.
Dekker
Dekker was with Mcas
director
of
Cann-Erickson, serving
media
director.
broadcast media and vpWilliam W. Kennedy, senior account
executive at Foote. Cone & Belding,
joins Los Angeles office of Grey Adv.
as account supervisor.
James W. Nea, former creative consultant with Renner Inc. and The Aitkin-Kynett Co., both Philadelphia, joins

& FORTUNES

Ladd, Wells & Southward. Chicago advertising agency, as copy director.
Wilbur Kurtz, of Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga., elected governor of Seventh
District of Advertising Federation of
America, and William B. Houck, of
Houck & Co., Roanoke, Va., elected
governor of AFA's Third District at
those districts' annual conventions,
held recently in Nashville, Tenn., and
Columbia, S. C.
Jim Joiner, art director of Young &
Rubicam, and Jim Infantine art director of T. N. Palmer & Co., join Fuller
& Smith & Ross, New York, as art
directors.
Ernest W. Kurtz Jr.
appointed new products marketing manager of Grove Labs,
St. Louis, division of
Bristol-Myers Co. Mr.
Kurtz, with Grove for
13 years, had served
as brand manager and
Mr. Kurtz
new products coordinator prior to his new appointment.
Eileen Nolan, formerly of C. J. LaRoche Inc., New York, joins Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, that city, as
copywriter.
Ernest Hartman, for four years senior producer at Doyle Dane Bernbach,
New York, named to newly created
post of associate director of radio-tv
commercial department. Thomas Connolly Jr., formerly of Leo Burnett, Chicago,
DDB inMills
New account.
York as executive onjoins
General
Wendell Eastling promoted to media
director of Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis. Mr. Eastling, who joined
Knox Reeves in 1954, has held positions there as budget and rate supervisor, media analyst, radio-tv timebuyer,
assistant media manager, associate account executive as well as account executive on various products. Most re-

cently he has been executive on General Mills" Wheaties account.
Don R. Lyons, radio-tv director of
Kircher, Helton &
Collett, Dayton, Ohio,
based advertising
agency, elected vp in
charge of radio-tv.
Mr. Lyons has been
active in radio since
1937 when he was
Lyons diemployed as announcer, production
rector, and writer at former WSMK
Dayton. In 1948 he joined WHIO-TV
Dayton as production director and was
later named program director. Mr.
Lyons joined KH&C in 1955.
George T. Laboda, director of radio
and television for Colgate-Palmolive
Co., New York, elected to board of
directors of International Radio i Television Society, that city. He replaces
Roger M. Greene, who resigned.
John M. Edgerton, formerly of Lennen & Newell, New York, joins Papert,
Koenig, Lois, that city, as tv producer.
James K. Jurgensen elected vp in
charge of media and
radio-tv production of
Lilienfeld & Co.. Chicago. Mr. Jurgensen
joined Lilienfeld in
1955 as tv writerproducer. Previously,
Jurgensen
he was radio-tv director of Harper Adv. Agency. St. Paul.
Charles H. Kellstadt, retired board
chairman and chief executive officer of
Sears Roebuck & Co., renamed national
chairman of Radio Free Europe Fund,
private American organization that supports Radio Free Europe. As fund
chairman he will direct 1963 nationwide campaign to solicit $11 million
from American people and industry.
Arthur R. Roberts,
since 1958 account
executive with Clinton E. Frank Inc.,
Chicago, promoted to
account supervisor.
Prior to joining Frank,
Mr. Roberts was with
Roberts
Keyes, Madden &
Jones, that city.
Robert E. Tufts, formerly with Foote,
Cone & Belding and Young & Rubicam,
joins Geyer, Morey, Ballard, Chicago,
as production manager, succeeding
Jack E. Seibert, who has been appointed account service representative. Allan
Halverson, former manager of Portland,
Ore., office of David E. Evans & Assoc.,
joins
GMB's Portland
management
capacity. office in account
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Herbert F. Solow,
director of daytime
programs for CBS,
Hollywood, joins
NBC-TV as director
of daytime programs,
West Coast. Mr. Solow was program director of California
Mr. Solow
National Productions,
in New York and Los Angeles, before
joining CBS in August 1960. From
1953 to 1956, he was talent agent, representing tv producers and packagers,
at William Morris Agency, New York.
Edythe Klinger, account executive at
KGBS Los Angeles, appointed sales director of KRHM (FM) Los Angeles
and KPAL Palm Springs, Calif. Both
stations are owned by Harry Maizlish.
Lester Meyers and Helen Quirk named
office managers of KRHM and KPAL,
respectively. At same time, Los Angeles firm of McCormick & Hewitt was
engaged as business management consultants for Maizlish properties.
William O'Donnell, formerly with
KXOK St. Louis, joins CBS Radio Spot
Sales, that city, as sales manager. Ronald M. Gilbert, account executive in
rep firm's New York headquarters, promoted to sales manager.
Don C. Dailey, general manager of
KGBX Springfield,
elected president of
Missouri Broadcasters
Assn. Harold Douglas, KMMO Marshall, elected vp, and
William Bates,
Mr. Dailey
WDAF - TV Kansas
City, elected secretary-treasurer. Elected to board of directors: James F.
Collins, KFMO Flat River; William
Natsch Jr., KWOS Jefferson City; William McKibben, WIL St. Louis; Robert
Hyland, KMOX St. Louis, and Messrs.
Dailey, Douglas and Bates.
Richard D. (Rick) Buckley, program
director of KG1L San Fernando, Calif.,
elected vp and general manager, succeeding Norman Boggs, who resigned
two weeks ago as president and general manager (Broadcasting, Oct. 22).
Mr. Buckley had been director at NBC
in New York for three years before
joining KGIL. Harold Arkoff, KGIL
sales manager, elevated to vp in charge
of sales. Richard Korsen, who has
been with ABC in New York in various
program capacities, joins KGIL as program director. May DeLape, with
KGIL for past three years, named office
manager.
George Miller joins sales department
of WITH-AM-FM Baltimore, Md., as
account executive.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

McKinstry to direct A-K's new St. Louis office
William D. McKinstry,
media buyer at Gardner
Adv., appointed director
of new St. Louis office of
Avery - Knodel, radio - tv
representative firm. Office
will open in Syndicate
Trust Bldg., 915 Olive St.,
effective Nov. 1. Edward
W. Lier, director of tv
Mr. McKinstry Mr. Lier
Mr. Larson
sales development, named
assistant tv sales manager in rep with Avery-Knodel, joined comfirm's New York office. Alfred J.
pany after service with Shell Oil
Larson, salesman, named director of Co. He will be working directly
special services for television, with
under supervision of Robert Kizer,
New York tv sales manager. Mr.
headquarters
York office. in Avery-Knodel's New
Lier will continue to have overall responsibility for development of sales
Mr. McKinstry was on-the-air
promotional material for rep firm.
personality for WMIX-AM-FM Mt.
Vernon, 111., in 1958. In October
Mr. Larson, veteran salesman with
1959 he joined Gardner Adv. where
Avery-Knodel, will continue to call
on clients on behalf of tv stations
he has been media buyer to present
represented by company.
time. Mr. Lier, nine-year veteran
Verne Wright named sales manager
of WFB M-AM-FM Indianapolis. Mr.
Wright, who joined WFBM stations in
May 1959, previously served as Muzak
sales engineer.
E. Gary Morrison, president of Western Pipe Line Inc., elected chairman of
board of trustees of Southwest Texas
Educational Television Council, licensee of KLRN (TV) (educational ch.
9) San Antonio, Tex. Mr. Morrison
succeeds W. W. Jackson as chairman of
board which makes policy for San Antonio etv station.
Don Howe, with H-R Television Inc.,
New York, since May 1960, appointed
assistant sales manager in charge of
systems and procedures.
William C. Wendt, manager of member service department of Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, joins Metromedia Inc., that city, as manager of
corporate advertising.

AUTO

Ward L. Quaal, executive vp and general manager of WGN
Inc., received first Kiwanis Citizen Responsibility Citation for
his work in developing Good Practices
Code of NAB and
Mr. Quaal
contributions to betterment of broadcast industry. Presentation was made by Merle H. Tucker,
president and general manager of
KGAK Gallup, N. M., and president
of Kiwanis International, at luncheon
in Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
The Kiwanis meeting was attended by
more than 250 newly elected district
governors and other officers throughout
U. S. and Canada.
Roy Hall, account representative at
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, joins sales
department of CBS Radio Network,
New York, as account executive.

LOG

ERAL ELECTRONIC
LABORATORIES, INC.
MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.
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previously
was associated
with KCPX's
sales staff from
1956 to 1959.
Arthur J. Beaudin, formerly of
United Fruit Co., joins Knight Quality
Stations of New England as merchanliaison grocers.
between group's five radio
stationsdisingand
Bennett 0. Scott,
formerly with WIND
Chicago for 19 years
in various sales capacities and most recent-

Storer's co-founder, late J. Harold Ryan, honored
chase WTAL Toledo in 1921.
In special ceremonies Oct. 1 1 in
WTAL
later
became WSPD, the first
Toledo, Storer Broadcasting Co.'s
WSPD-TV dedicated its new facili- of the Storer stations. WSPD-TV
remains at the 136 Huron St. locaties to the late J. Harold Ryan, radiotion where it has been since its first
television industry pioneer and cofounder of Storer Broadcasting Co.
sign-on in 1948. The building, which
During the dedication ceremonies,
has been completely remodeled to
George B. Storer Sr. (1), chairman
Colonial style architecture, as is traditional for all Storer stations, was
of Storer Broadcasting Co., Mrs.
officially named the J. Harold Ryan
Frances Storer Ryan (c), widow of Bldg.
J. Harold Ryan, and Toledo Mayor
Ohio Gov. Michael V. DiSalle,
John W. Potter, discuss WSPD-TV's
contribution to Toledo. WSPD,
George B. Storer Jr., president of
which began broadcasting in 1921, is Storer Broadcasting Co., and Toledo
area civic leaders were among others
the original Storer station.
Mr. Ryan, a successful Toledo
who took part in the special dedication ceremony which was televised
businessman, joined his brother-inlaw, George B. Storer Sr., to pur- by the station.
William Day appointed station manager of KALB-FM Alexandria, La.
Walter D. Melson, former manager of
KALB-AM-FM, continues as station
manager of KALB, in a move whereby
both stations will program separately.
Edward M. Tripplett, formerly of
NBC, joins Broadcast Time Sales, New
York, as account executive. Before
joining NBC, Mr. Tripplett was associate producer at KTRK-TV Houston.
Jack Hardingham, formerly head of
his own market development firm, joins
The Meeker Co., New York, as director of tv sales development.
Marvin Gottlieb, account executive
with KQV Pittsburgh, joins sales staff
of KDKA-TV, that city.
Octavia Dowrick and Dianne Walsh
join sales, development and promotion
department of George P. Hollingbery
Co., New York, as statistical research
supervisor and promotion supervisor,
80 (FATES & FORTUNES)

respectively. Miss Dowrick comes to
Hollingbery from Morse International
where she worked as time buyer on
Vicks Vaporub, Lavoris and Vicks
Cough Syrup. Miss Walsh was formerly with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample as
assistant to vp-media director.
Ralph L. Glazer, eastern sales manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales, New
York, named national radio sales manager of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
that city. Mr. Glazer is succeeded by
Ronald M. Gilbert, account executive
with CBS Radio Spot Sales since 1960.
Mr. Glazer's association with CBS was
incorrectly reported in Fates & Fortunes, Oct. 22.
Richard K. Fife, former general manager of KGHF Pueblo and assistant
station manager and sales manager of
KRDO-AM-TV Colorado Springs, both
Colorado, joins KCPX-TV Salt Lake
City as account executive. Mr. Fife

ly general
ager sales
there, manjoins
WFMT (FM) Chicago today (Oct. 29)
Scott
as sales manager. Ray
Norstrand relinquishes his duties as
WFMT commercial manager but continues inhis previous capacity as assistant manager and assistant publisher of
WFMT's magazine, Perspective.
Ken Stuart, program director of
KATR Eugene, Ore., promoted to manager, succeeding David Miles, who
earlier was appointed managing director in charge of national and regional
sales of Pacific Adult Radio. Bruce
Nidever appointed KATR's assistant
manager and Bob Bailey, formerly in
charge of sales for KSHA Medford,
Ore., joins KATR as commercial manager.

Bernard P. Bohunicky, assistant chief
engineer of WNACTV Boston, promoted
to chief engineer, re-

Mr. Bohunicky

placing Harry is
Whittemore, who
now
chief engineer for all
RKO tions.General
staMr. Bohunicky,

formerly with NBC in New York,
joined WNAC-TV in June 1955 as assistant to Mr. Whittemore. He was appointed assistant chief engineer in
March 1961.
S. L. (Stretch) Adler, vp and general
manager of Paramount Tv Productions,
Hollywood, and KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, accepts invitation to serve on exboard of Free
Broadcasters'
Committeeecutive
for Radio
Europe which
begins its 1963 international relations
campaign in early January. Others serving on board are: Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, Dr. Frank Stanton, and Leonard Goldenson.
Charles M. Smith Jr., chief accountant at ABC, joins Strauss Broadcasting
Group, New York, as treasurer.
Bob Mahlman, manager of Detroit
office of Daren F. McGavren Co.,
named manager of rep firm's Chicago
office, replacing Mike McNally, who has
resigned. Harvey Glor, salesman in ChiDetroit.cago office, replaces Mr. Mahlman in
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Bruce Fleming, formerly with XETV
(TV) Tijuana-San Diego, and Al
Levine, WFAA-TV Dallas-Ft. Worth,
appointed account executives at KOGOTV San Diego, Calif. Keith Nicholson,
director of promotion, research, pr and
sales department of KUTV (TV) Salt
Lake City, named promotion director
of KOGO-AM-FM-TV. Jay Grill, general sales manager of KOGO-TV, elected president of Greater San Diego
Sports Assn. for coming year.
Paul Heyn, engineer at WBBM-AMFM Chicago for more than 20 years,
named general supervisor of technical
operations.

WAIR-AM-FM Winston-Salem, N. C,
and Pat Allen join WITN as staff announcer and continuity writer, respectively.

Wellington 0. (Bud) Sawyer, former
air personality with WORL Boston, appointed assistant to program director of
WGAN-AM-TV Portland, Me. Mr.
Sawyer's primary duties will be with
station's music policy.
Frank Lewis, former sales service
representative of WITN (TV) Washington, N. C, named production manager, replacing Bob McCoy, who has
been elevated to assistant director of
operations. Lexa Upton, former secretary to WITN office manager, named
promotion assistant to Hal Wilson, director of operations. Lee Nolan, former sportscaster and disc jockey at

Democratic

party leader

J. B. Fuqua, president of WJBF
(TV) Augusta, Ga., and owner
of WROZ Evansville, Ind., was
elected chairman of the state
Democratic party last week at the
Georgia Democratic Convention
held in Macon. The day before
he was nominated without opposition for the state Senate seat
from his home town of Augusta.
Mr. Fuqua has previously
served for three terms in the
Georgia House of Representatives
and had been elected unopposed
to a fourth term. He resigned
from his House seat in order to
run for one of the new seats in
the reapportioned state Senate of
Georgia.
Mr. Fuqua has been a business
and civic leader in Augusta for
many years and was one of the
key men this summer in the campaign of Gov. Elect Carl Sanders,
also of Augusta.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962
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Robert Best, former station manager and program director of WABW
Annapolis, Md., severs all relations
with station in order to devote full-time
to operations of Robert Best & Assoc.,
Hyattsville, Md., producer of radio-tv
broadcasts of major league baseball
games. Firm also tapes commercials
for small-market radio-tv stations.
Gus Gabriel, assistant sales manager of
The American Tobacco Co., New York,

Tom Thacker appointed program director of KIXZ Amarillo, Tex. Arthur
Van Home joins KIXZ's sales staff and
Tom Wall, Thomas Gray and Dean
Robertson named staff announcers.
Steve Trivers appointed program director of WCOP-AM-FM Boston.

RADIOATTENTtON

joins
staff of
WSIXAM - FM
Nashville,
Tenn., as account executive.
Mr. Gabriel

James Callan, formerly of Pezrow Sales
Co., joins WABC-AM-FM New York
as director of marketing and business
development. John W. Owen, of AveryKnodel, joins station as director of advertising and promotion.
Joseph L. Hall, tv and motion picture director with Army Pictorial Center, Long Island City, N. Y., joins
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh as director.
John A. McCollom appointed to newly created post of night supervisor of
WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington.
Jules E. Laventhol promoted to film
editor of CBS Reports. Mr. Laventhol
has been assistant editor and worked
on several documentaries including
"Harvest of Shame" and "Biography of
a Bookie Joint."
Marv Albert, air personality with
WNDR Syracuse, N. Y., joins CBS
Radio, New York, as writer-producer.
Ward Andrews joins news staff of
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, replacing Clyde Davis, who has joined news
department of KOA-TV Denver. Prior
to joining KWTV, Mr. Andrews was
newsman at KVOA-TV and KOLDTV, both Tucson, Ariz.
Alan DePetro, former member of
news staff of WKBN-AM-FM-TV
Youngstown, Ohio, and recently with
WTOL-TV Toledo and ABC in New
York, returns to WKBN news staff.
John A. Bloomquist, former broadcast newsman-personality, accepts technical post with Douglas Aircraft Co.,
Palmdale, Calif.
Arthur Dawson, formerly with Long
Island Radio Network, joins WPATAM-FM Paterson, N. J., as marketing
manager. Norman F. Flynn, Radio Advertising Bureau; Frederick V. Krais Jr.,
U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co. and
J. Courtney McGroarty Jr., Manufac-
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ney as Detroit branch manager. Mr.
Courtney has been with Philco since
1929 in various sales and marketing
PROGRAMMING
posts.
Stanley Dudelson,
former sales manager
of syndication for
Screen Gems, elected
president of M&A
Alexander Productions,
York. Before hisNew association
with Screen Gems,
Mr. Dudelson
Mr. Dudelson was
with United Artists and RKO-Radio
Pictures. M&A Alexander syndicates
300 feature films and 100 cartoons to
television.
Newhouse

stations help etv in Birmingham

That's a check for $17,500
Charles F. Grisham (r), vice president and general manager of WAPIAM-FM-TV Birmingham, is presenting to Raymond Hurlbert, general
manager of Alabama Educational
Television Network.
WAPI, with its gift, is helping the
Alabama etv group increase the
power of WBIQ (TV) Birmingham
(ch. 10) from 42.5 to 316 kw
(Broadcasting, Oct. 15).
The federal government would
turers Hanover Trust Co., New York,
join WPAT as account executives.
Chuck Hinton, outfielder of American League Washington Senators baseball club, joins WUST Bethesda, Md.Washington, D. C, as off-season sportscaster. Mr. Hinton will appear daily at
5 p.m. on Bill (Duke) Johnson show.
Bruce Taylor, air personality and assistant news director of KCJB Minot,
N. D., joins KXAB-TV Aberdeen,
S. D., as sports director and weatherman. Frank Winslow, KCJB air personality, moves to KUTT Fargo, N. D.,
in similar capacity.
Dick Reynolds appointed music director of WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia,
succeeding Richard Carr, who was promoted to program director. Joseph J.
Moran, Delaware Valley radio personality, succeeds Mr. Reynolds on station's 1-6 a.m. morning show.
Ric Thomas, former station manager
of KLYK Spokane, Wash., and Jack
Angel, former program director and
announcer with KOLO Reno, Nev.,
join announcing staff of KEX-AM-FM
Portland. Ore.
Cecilia Pedroza named director of
publicity for KWKW Pasadena, Calif.
82 (FATES & FORTUNES)

match WAPI's $17,500 donation
under provisions of the etv assistance
program signed into law this year.
Funds for this purpose, however,
have not yet been appropriated by
Congress.
The WAPI stations are owned by
Newhouse Broadcasting Co., which
also owns WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse, WPTA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.,
50% of KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland, Ore., and 25% of KTVI (TV)
St. Louis.

EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

Edward J. Gannon elected vp-operations manager of Machlett Labs,
Springdale, Conn., subsidiary of Raytheon Co., Lexington, Mass. Others
elected to new corporate posts: Rodney
E. Nelson, vp-marketing manager;
Thomas H. Rogers, vp and x-ray product line manager; and John F. McGovern, treasurer in addition to his post of
controller. Dr. Howard D. Doolittle
promoted to technical director.
Mark E. Richardson II, former trial
attorney with Federal Trade Commission, joins Electronic Industries Assn.
today (Oct. 29) as assistant general
counsel. Mr. Richardson, who will
function under supervision of EIA
General Counsel John B. Olverson, has
been member of FTC legal staff since
January 1957. He received his LL.B.
degree from George Washington U.,
Washington, D. C, in 1956.
J. C. Courtney Jr., branch manager
of Philco Distributors Inc., Detroit, appointed assistant sales and marketing
manager of Philco Corp.'s consumer
products division in Philadelphia. Gordon Bahl, former distributor branch
manager for RCA Victor and RCA
Victor Whirlpool, replaces Mr. Court-

Roy Huggins, vp in charge of production at 20th Century-Fox Tv, appointed executive producer of Revue
Studios' The Virginian, 90-minute color
weekly series on NBC-TV. He succeeds
Charles Marquis Warren, who completed 13th program of series, thereby
fulfilling his contractual obligations to
Revue. Mr. Huggins created Maverick
and 77 Sunset Strip tv series at Warner
Bros., where he spent five years before
moving to 20th Century-Fox Tv.
Phillip Conway, sales representative
in eastern states for ABC Films Inc.,
New
York, appointed eastern division
manager.
Jerry Kurtz, former eastern sales account executive for Television Enterprise Corp., joins National Telefilm
Assoc. as eastern sales manager. Mr.
Kurtz York
will offices.
be headquartered at NTA's
New
Mike Gurney, former western division manager of World Broadcasting

Cuban crisis expert
Dr. Michael S. Pap, director
of the Institute for Soviet & Eastern Europe Studies of John Carroll U., Cleveland, joins news
staff of WERE-AM-FM, that city.
Dr. Pap, associate professor of
history and political science at
John Carroll, will act in an advisory capacity and as a contributing editor for WERE during the
Cuban crisis.
In hiring Dr. Pap, WERE
stated that it was striving to bring
to its listeners a more complete
understanding of the current
Cuban crisis, its effects on our
nation and the world, and its
meaning in past, present, and future world affairs.
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System, appointed director of national
and international sales department of
Mel Blanc Assoc., Hollywood producer
of humorous commercials.
Tom Breen, former station manager
of KCRA (TV) Sacramento, Calif.,
joins Wolper Productions, Hollywood,
as producer of "Story of a Country
Doctor," dramatic documentary in The
Story of . . . series. Stan Atkinson,
former public affairs producer and
newscaster at KCRA, signed by Wolper
to direct telefilm for series producer
Mel Stuart. Messrs. Breen and Atkinson were executive producer and director-writer, respectively, on "The Village
that Refuses to Die," hour-long documentary syndicated by Desilu.
Donald F. Williams, formerly with
Fred Astaire Studios in New York in
sales-promotion, appointed sales director of Paragon Productions, Washington, producers of scientific, technical
and industrial films and tv commercials.
Jerry Ward, who recently directed documentary film, "One Man's War," for
viewing at Venice 1962 Documentary
Film Festival, promoted to production
director.
Keith Fuller, general executive with
Associated Press in New York, named
supervisor of personnel department and
AP Newsfeatures. He succeeds Wes
Gallagher, recently appointed AP's general manager (Fates & Fortunes, Oct.
15). Garven Hudgins, Newsfeatures
supervising editor, named director of
APN photo production.
Douglas Keyes, currently completing
editing of "West" segment of The Virginian which he wrote, produced and
directed at Revue Studios, has been
given directorial assignment of hourlong tv tour of Monaco with Princess
Grace to begin filming Nov. 5 in color
for broadcast Feb. 17, 1963, on CBSTV.
Bud Otto, script supervisor at Four
Star Tv, North Hollywood, Calif.,
named associate producer of McKeever
and the Colonel series.
Jack Barry, veteran program producer-emcee recently signed by KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles to create, produce
and emcee new properties, will make his
west coast tv debut Nov. 5 as host of
new participation show, Kidding
Around, on KTLA, Mon.-Fri., 10:3011 a.m. Mr. Barry for 10 years was on
NBC-TV with Juvenile Jury and for
five years on ABC-TV with Life Begins
At 80.
Helen Hansen, production supervisor at Animation Inc., Hollywood
producer of animated films, promoted
to production manager.
William Kosh joins James Love Productions, New York, as supervising
editor.
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AFTRA

re-elects Gilmore

Art Gilmore, Los Angeles tv
announcer, re-elected national
president of American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists.
Jud Conlon, Los Angeles singer,
elected national recording secretary. Victor Jory, tv and motion
picture actor, appointed to AFTRA's Los Angeles local executive board to fill vacancy created
by recent death of Will Wright.
Los Angeles AFTRA members
elected to union's national executive board include: Tyler McVey,
local president; Ken Carpenter,
Frank Nelson, Lurene Tuttle,
Jack Edwards, John M. Kennedy,
Alice Backes, Peggy cordon,
Don Rickles, William Reeve, Roy
Glenn and Forrest Lewis.
Allan Davis, field tv representative of AFTRA's Los Angeles
chapter, appointed executive administrator of transcription and
recording department, succeeding
Georgia Hanni, who resigned.
Art Linkletter, radio-tv personality,
accepts chairmanship of National
YMCA Week, Jan. 20-27, 1963. Mr.
Linkletter is also member of National
YMCA's physical education committee.
INTERNATIONAL
Harry Campbell, railway labor union
officer of Ottawa, and Claude Gagnon,
Quebec City lawyer, appointed by Canadian government to fill two vacancies
on Board of Broadcast Governors. Vacancies were caused earlier this year
by resignations of Dr. Eugene Forsey,
labor official of Ottawa, and Dr. Guy
Hudon of Quebec City, who resigned
because BBG did not grant tv license to
government-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at Quebec City.
Ernie Mott, chief engineer of CJADAM-FM Montreal, elected chairman of

engineering section of Central Canada
Broadcasters Assn. at annual meeting
in Toronto on Oct. 16. He succeeds
Scott Reid, chief engineer of CKNXAM-TV Wingham, Ont. Bob McBean,
CHIC Brampton, Ont., elected secretary-treasurer, and Jasper Smith,
CFRB-AM-FM Toronto, to manufacturers' liaison officer.
Gerald Acton, radio bureau supervisor of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, Ottawa, to become manager of
CAB's new program exchange department in Toronto.
W. D. Whitaker, former commercial
manager of CHML Hamilton, Ont.,
elected president of O'Keefe Brewing
Co. Ltd., Toronto.
DEATHS
William Custer Pritchard, 37, president of WGIL Galesburg, 111., and publisher of Galesburg Register Mail, died
Oct. 21 at Galesburg Hospital following
illness of five months.
William G. Greene, 58, vp and treasurer of New York advertising firm of
G. M. Basford Co., died Oct. 15 at
Good Samaritan Hospital, Suffern, N.Y.
Mr. Greene joined Basford Co. in 1922.
William Haworth, KFI Los Angeles
announcer and Southland radio personality, died Oct. 17 in Victory Hospital
following brief illness. Mr. Haworth,
who entered radio in 1913 in Kansas
City, has been resident of Los Angeles
since 1938 and newsman with both
CBS and MBS there. He joined KFI in
March 1950.
Charles T. Manning, 69, retired field
division engineer with Federal Communications Commission, died Oct. 5 from
injuries sustained in an auto collision in
Kokomo, Ind. Mr. Manning joined
FCC's predecessor, Federal Radio Commission, in New York office in 1922
from RCA. He was appointed regional
manager for Alaska in 1948 and retired
from active service in 1954.
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FANFARE
CALIF.

CONTEST

TO

Move may presage association
The NAB has taken a tentative first
step toward resuming its sponsorship
of a nationwide youth contest. The
association announced last week that
it would award trophies to the winners
of a statewide essay contest in California among junior high school students
on "What Radio Means to My Community." The contest, to be conducted
during the current school year, will be
under the auspices of the California
Federation of Women's Clubs and NAB

GET

NAB

ASSIST

return to such sponsorships
President LeRoy Collins said the contest in California could lead to its extension to other schools in a nationwide undertaking.
NAB for over a decade sponsored the
"Voice of Democracy" contest among
high school students. The sponsorship
was dropped last year.
The California contest is the second
step in a joint program between the
11 million-member General Federation
of Women's Clubs and the NAB, announced last July. The first move was
the publication last August by NAB
of a list of speakers on broadcasting
available to organizations; this was distributed to all its chapters by the federation. Athird project now in preparation is a compendium of standards to
be
used
women's
clubs stations.
in makingA
awards toby local
broadcast
fourth activity, also under preparation,
is a study guide on broadcasting for
distribution to the women's clubs.
Postal roulette
proves successful
David Lyman, program director at
WQUA Moline, 111., reports a smashing
response to his station's "postal roulette"
contest. Mr. Lyman pre-selected 175
mystery post offices. Listeners were told
to clip the postmarks from their incoming mail and send them to the station.
The first person submitting a postmark from one of the mystery post offices received a prize. Over the threeweek contest period, WQUA said it
took in 60 to 70 thousand postmarks
and had 120 winners.

6'2"s for KGW 620
KGW Portland personality
Rick Housely is heaven-bound in
the arms of two 6-foot-2-inch
models helping KGW promote its
620 frequency and introduce a
new format, "The Station with
the Happy Difference."
The girls are giving away 620
nickels a day in the downtown
area, grist for the city's parking
meter mill. They're also operating a "discount" money exchange,
dispensing five cents for one and
a dime for a nickel.
Bolstering an all-media campaign which includes a heavy outdoor showing are on-air promotions on KGW and companion
KGW-TV.
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United Fund aided by tv unity
A 90-minute television spectacular,
the "United 'Fun-for-All,' " spotlighting Philadelphia's United Fund drive,
was video taped at WCAU-TV, that
city, for showing successively in 30minute segments on each of the city's
three commercial tv stations Saturday
(Oct. 20). Local and national tv performers appeared, marking what the
UF called the first time three local
stations have pooled their performers
and prime time to present an hourand-a-half spectacular on behalf of a
health and welfare campaign. UF
credited George A. Koehler, WFIL-TV
station manager and chairman of the
fund's radio-tv committee, with initiating the program, developed with Arthur

Winning cover
This pen and ink drawing by
J. Jackson Dillinger, a U. of
Maryland art major, was judged
best of more than 500 entries submitted in the WGMS-AM-FM
Washington, D. C, contest to select a cover for the October issue
of its monthly Guide to Good
Listening. Mr. Dillinger was
awarded a stereo radio phonograph
system for his Halloween-inspired
musical spooks.

A. Watson, WRCV-TV station manager
and John A. Schneider, CBS vice president and WCAU-TV general manager.
Drumbeats

. . .

Bighearted beard grower ■ Buddy Holiday, WCKR Miami morning disc jockey, refused to shave until listeners contributed enough trading stamps to provide a school bus for the Hope School
for Mentally Retarded Children.
WCKR says 120,000 stamps were contributed within 1 1 days of the announcement, including donations from
three stamp firms.
Life savers ■ Detroit Mayor Jerome P.
Cavanagh, whose two-year-old son was
saved by mouth-to-mouth resuscitation,
teamed with the YMCA and WXYZTV, that city, and recorded a filmed
spot offering free instructions. Russell
E. Elliot, YMCA assistant general secretary, said 32,000 requests have been
received.
Hi, son ■ WAVY Portsmouth, Va., has
invited the dependents of men aboard
the U.S.S. Enterprise to record messages at the station for their relatives in
service. Aboard the Enterprise, tapes of
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crew messages are being recorded and
sent back to WAVY for broadcast.
Portions of WAVY newscasts also are
sent to the carrier.
Gift horse ■ WAAY Huntsville, Ala.,
has offered its listeners the chance to
look their "gift horse" in the mouth.
Listeners are to send postcards to the
station stating the exact time and location at which they would like to meet
the "gift horse." The location must be
a sponsor's
Each and
weekthe a horse
post
card
is drawn store.
at random
shows up at the place and time that that
card indicated. If the listener is there
to meet the horse, he receives a $100
prize.
'Trouble spot' maps ■ Listeners to
WRUL New York, international commercial short-wave radio station, are
being offered maps of world "trouble
spots" such as the Berlin Wall and
Cuban ports by the station's Spanishlanguage Revisando el Panorama (Reviewing the Scene) program (Mon.Fri., 8:30 p.m.). There were more
than 500 requests for the Berlin map,
including 50 from Cuban listeners. The
second map, of Cuban ports, was then
offered.
Arkansas traveler ■ KATV (TV) Little
Rock-Pine Bluff sponsored an air-filled
balloon's appearance at the Arkansas
Livestock Exposition earlier this month.
Moored 200 feet above the midway,
the balloon was lettered with KATV
signs and dropped 5,000 promotional leaflets (one carrying a number
worth $100). When not anchored, the
lighter-than-air craft carried adven-

WSGN's Peterson big roar
Entering a field of expertise from
which few amateurs survive to become professionals, bearded program director Charles Peterson, of
WSGN Birmingham, tried taming
lions during the Zamora Temple
Shrine Circus. Mr. Peterson made

STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

As compiled by Broadcasting Oct. 18
through Oct. 24 and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC in that period.
This department includes data on
new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases,
rules & standards changes, routine
roundup of other commission activity.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis.— visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH
— specified hours. * — educational. Ann. —
Announced.
Existing tv stations
CPS DELETED
WNAO-TV
Raleigh, N. C— Sir Walter
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seven veils and the black leather jacket
and blue jeans Marlon Brando wore
in "The Wild One."
Pro mothers-in-law ■ KQV Pittsburgh
is turning the tables on mothers-inlaw and will provide $500 travel money
for the woman who is the subject of a
winning letter answering, "Why does
your mother-in-law deserve a trip"

turers on uncharted "free flights," one
concluding in a briar patch.
Wardrobe models ■ To highlight its
"Move Masterpiece" evening film series,
KETV (TV) Omaha hired models to
wear 11 costumes worn by movie stars
in films featured in the series. The
wardrobe included Rita Hayworth's
"Salome" suit from her dance of the
FOR

THE

in Birmingham
four performances with trainer Chet
Juszyk's jungle cats (see above),
producing authentic background material for WSGN's on-air promotions
of the circus. Note Mr. Peterson,
unarmed, wields four-leg stool and,
inexplicably, a 10-foot pole.

RECORD
New am station
ACTION BY FCC
Winfield, Ala.— John Self. Granted cp for
new daytime am station to operate on 1300
kc, 500 w; condition that presunrise operation precluded with daytime facilities pending final decision in Doc. 14419. P.O. address Box 597, Hamilton, Ala. Estimated
construction cost $18,854; first year operating cost $25,000; revenue $40,000. Mr. Sell

APPLICATIONS
Raleigh Tv Co. Cp cancelled and call letter
deleted, at request of permittee, for new
commercial tv station on ch. 28 that city.
WTOB-TV Winston-Salem, N. C— Winston-Salem Bcstg. Inc. Cp cancelled and
call letter deleted, at request of permittee,
for
new
commercial
tv station on ch. 26 in
that city.

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York— 60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington— 711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D. C. • M 7-4681
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Is sole owner. Mr. Self is attorney. Action
Oct. 24.

Thompson
(1.87%).
ChemicalAnn.
CityOct.
is 19.
licensee of WTIP
Charleston.

Existing am stations
APPLICATIONS
WTTB Vero Beach, Fla. — Cp to increase
daytimenewpower
1 kwOct.from19. 250 w and
install
trans.to Ann.
WFPR Hammond, La. — Cp to increase
daytime power to 1 kw from 250 w and
install new trans. Ann. Oct. 19.
WLW Cincinnati, Ohio — Cp to increase
power to 750 kw from 50 kw and make
change in transmitting equipment. Requests
waiver of Sec. 1.354 of rules. Ann. Oct. 23.
ACTIONS BY FCC
WRUL Scituate, Mass. — Granted waiver
of rules
and authorized
operating
schedule of international
broadcast
station
on
specified frequencies from Nov. 4, 1962 to
March 3, 1963. Action Oct. 24.
KFGQ Boone, Iowa— Waived Sec. 3.189
of rules and granted increased power on
1260 kc, D, from 250 w to 1 kw; condition
and pre-sunrise operation with daytime
facilities precluded pending final decision
in Doc. 14419. Action Oct. 24.

Ownership changes
APPLICATIONS
KTCSment ofFort
assignlicenseSmith,
from Ark.
B. —M.Seeks
Salyer
Jr.,
Jerry J. Salyer, and Omar C. Thompson
(each 25%), Paul A. Keesee and Leon C.
Nance (each 10%) and Lovelle Morris
(5%) d/b as KTCS Radio Co., to Mr. Thompson (30%), Mr. Morris and Bill Harper
(each 25%), Messrs. Nance and Keesee
(each 10%), tr/as Big Chief Bcstg. Co.
Consideration $40,000. Ann. Oct. 19.
WSOR Windsor, Conn— Seeks sale of
stock of licensee corporation by Sydney
E. Byrnes (63%), Robert B. Chatfield
(25.9%), and Nathan M. Silverstein (11.1%),
d/b as Tobacco Valley Bcstg. Co., to Ellis
T. Stearman (8%), Gilbert Manheim (5%),
Lois Byrnes (1%), and Mr. Silverstein
(14%). Messrs. Byrnes and Chatfield will
then have 51% and 21% respectively.
Shares transfered in agreement are from
treasury
of corporation,
with Ann.
no consideration to any
one individual.
Oct. 23.
WSDB Homestead, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license from J. Abney Cox and
Albert F. Adams (each V3) and Sam
Clammer
and Western
Bcstg.Die,Co. to(each
\'&),
d/b as South
Dade Bcstg.
Richard
M. and Marjorie E. Gillaspy (each 50%),
tr/as Seven League Productions Inc. Consideration $144,500. Western Bcstg. is owned
by Altus Times-Democrat Inc. (Altus
Times-Democrat) which has 50% of KWHW
Altus,tion Okla.
is film producfirm. Ann.Seven
Oct. League
23.
KVNI
Coeur of
d'Alene,
— Seeks transfer of control
licenseeIdaho
corporation
from
Rex Koury (66.33%), Howard F. Flynn
(33.0%),tively and
wivesB. (.34%
and .33%
respecto Duane
Hagadone
(50%)
and
Scripps League Newspapers Die. (50%), tr/as
Lake City Printing Co. (The Kootenai County
Leader). Consideration $9,350. Mr. Hagodone
has extensive
newspaper
publishing
interests in the west;
Scripps League
(Edward
W. Scripps 52%) is holding company for
firms publishing newspapers. Scripps League
owned, at
times, radio and tv interests.various
Ann. Oct. 22.
WMBR-FM Jacksonville, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license and SCA from WMBR
Inc., wholly owned by WWDC Inc. (Leslie
Katz and Benjamin Strouse. executors of
estate head
of Jr.Joseph
Katz), totr/as
RobertGood
C. White(sole owner)
Music
Inc. Consideration that $7,500 rental for one
year
lease.
Good
Music
operates
WKTX
Jacksonville. Ann. Oct. 22.
Fla. —H.Seeks
transfer
ofWIPC
controlLake
fromWales,
Kenneth
Berkley
(825
shares) and Thecla G. Berkley (400 shares),
to Charles D. and Elizabeth B. Bishop
(jointly 51%). James A. Sebesta (29%), and
George W. Friend Jr. (20%). Consideration
$60,000. Mr. Bishop is presently vp and
general manager of WIPC and Mrs. Bishop
is instructor of radio-tv pr at Webber
College. Mr. Friend Jr. is 40% owner WPLA
Plant City, Fla. Ann. Oct. 23.
WDBQ Dubuque, Iowa — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation from O. A.

New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
Bluffton, Ind. — Wells County Radio Corp.
100.1 mc, ch. 261, 3 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 50.75 ft. P.O. address Box
321, Bluffton. Estimated construction cost
$11,036; first year operating cost $15,000;
revenue $22,000. Principals: Herman Zeps
(55%), CD. and David Butler, T. W. Kehoe,
and Paul Gebele (each 10%), and Robert
Ehler (5%). All principals are sundry local
businessmen, having no other broadcast interest than application. Ann. Oct. 23.
Morganton, N. C. — Nathan J. Cooper. 92.1
mc, ch. 221, 3 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 145 ft. P.O. address Box 698,
Morganton. Estimated construction cost
$16,703; first year operating cost $7,520;
revenue $6,500. Mr. Cooper is sole owner
and
Oct. is23. licensee of WMNC Morganton. Ann.
Wausau, Wis. — WRIG Inc. 92.9 mc, ch.
225, 91 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 478 ft. P.O. address 529 Third St.,
Wausau. Estimated construction cost $32,850; first year operating cost $3,000; revenue
$5,000. (Both operating cost and revenue
figured in addition to am operation.) Principals: Duey E. and Julia Wright (each
50%). Mr. and Mrs. Wright own WRIG
Wausau. Ann. Oct. 22.
ACTION BY FCC
by Broadcast Bureau
Charleston, W. Va. — Chemical City Bcstg.
Co. Granted cp for new class B fm station
to operate on 105.9 mc, ch. 277, 42 kw. Ant.
height above average terrain 540 ft. P.O.
address Box 3032, Charleston. Estimated
construction cost $20,750; first year operating cost and revenue to be figured
jointly with am operation. Gus and
Penelope Zaharis (46.74 and 23.30% respectively), Olga Zaharis (22.37%), Melvin and
Bernard Burka (each 3.36%), and A. G.
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Friend Jr. (59.6%), M. D. Price Jr. (24.8%),
and R. B. Tennant (14.9%). 10 Hart N.
Cardozo Jr. (84.62%) and Philip T. Kelly
(15.38%) d/b
Dubuque
Bcstg.Jr.Co.is Considerationas$155,000.
Mr. Cardozo
sole
owner of KATE Albert Lea, Minn. Ann.
Oct. 23.
— Seeks Jr.
assignment
of WDBQ
license Dubuque,
from Hart Iowa
N. Cardozo
(84.62%)
and Philip T. Kelly (15.38%) d/b as WDBQ
Bcstg. Co., to same persons tr as Dubuque
Bcstg. Co.
consideration
involved. No
Transferfinancial
is contingent
upon grant
of application for transfer of control to
Messrs. Cardozo Jr. and Kelly (see above
article). Ann. Oct. 23.
WKYW Louisville, Ky. — Seeks assignment of license from Radio Kentucky Die.
(ownership not available) to The Polaris
Corp.Trust
(50%),
Bank
and
Co., Merchants'
Didianapolis,National
Ind. (trustee
for 37.2%) and Ferris E. Traylor (12.8% and
votes shares of Merchant National Trust)
d/b as Producers Inc. Consideration $305,300. The Polaris Corp. is data processing
firm, shares in Producers voted by John
H. Kelly. Mr. Kelly is 50% owner WFOX
Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Traylor is 47% owner
WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind.
KYFM (FM) Oklahoma City, Okla. —
Seeks transfer
of control
of licensee
corpo-E.
ration from Bernard
Groven
and James
McCarthy
(each
32.5%)
to
Mercantile
National Life Ins. and Carl Bagwell (each
32.5%).sume Consideration
that transferees
asliabilities of corporation.
Other owner
of KYFM Inc. (licensee) is Cleeta J.
Rogers (35%), and owns 25.2% of Mercantile
National,
brother
C.)
is presidentMissandRoger's
also 25.2%
owner(Bobby
of latter
firm. Ann. Oct. 23.
KSTB Breckenridge, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Hugh M. McBeath,
sole owner, to Frank Junell and Dossie M.
Wiggins (each 40%) and Jefferson D.
Sandefer IH (20%), d/b as Breckenridge
Radio Inc. Consideration $60,000. Mr. Junell
is
25% owner of KNIT Abilene and KBYG
23.
Big Spring,
both Texas,
and had Ann.
.75% Oct.
interest in KBST-TV
Big Spring.
ACTIONS BY FCC
WTNT, Tallahassee Appliance Corp.,
Tallahassee, Fla. — Granted assignment of
license to WTAL Radio Inc. (C. W. and
Esther F. Hogan and G. Miller McCuen) ;
consideration $115,000. Assignee stockholders own WLBG Laurens, and WLBGFM Laurens-Clinton, S. C. Action Oct. 24.
WTAL, WTAL Inc., Tallahassee, Fla. —
Granted hassee
assignment
of license
TallaAppliance Corp.
(F. W. to
Hazelton,
Hurley W. Rudd and Donald C. Price);
consideration $175,000, conditioned that assignment not be consummated until assignee disposes of its interest in WTNT
24.
Tallahassee.
Assignee stockholders also
own WPAX Thomasville, Ga. Action Oct.
WFOX, Wisconsin Bcstrs. Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted
control
from Howard
A. Miller,transfer
Milton T.of Salstone,
and Marvin McDermott to Fox Bcstg.
Corp. (Jack T. Raymond and Marine
Capitalficer of Marine
Corp.); Capital
consideration
$385,000.
OfCorp. has
minority
interest in Post Pub. Co., sole stockholder
of WEAU-TV Eau Claire, and Green Bay
Newspaper Co. (Press Gazette), licensee of
WJPG Green Bay. Comr. Bartley dissented;
Comr. Henry abstained from voting. Action
Oct. 24.
WALE Narragansett Bcstg. Co., Fall
River, Mass. — Granted assignment of licenses to Keynote Bcstg. Inc. (Milton E.
Mitler); consideration $245,000. Action
Oct. 24.
ACTION BY FCC
by Broadcast Bureau
KBMY, Billings Bcstg. Co.. Billings, Mont.
— Granted assignment of licenses from
Kenneth Nybo, Elizabeth H. Brown. Charles
B. Sande, Ben N. Forbes, Genevieve NelA. L. Labar,
Neal H..B. and
Rock-to
wood son,Brown
Jr., Keith,
and Barbara
Bixby
Messrs. Nybo and Nelson, d/b under same
name; consideration
$65,625
siderations. Action Oct.
24. and other conHearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
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PROFESSIONAL

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFOOE

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE
COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
j
Member AFOOE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. 1.
Member AFOOE
GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Bldg. National
i 930 Warner
Washington
4, D. C. 8-7757
Member AFOOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO O TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg,
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFOOE
Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGGE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFOOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFOOE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
IN WOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9. TEXAS
MEIrose AFGOG!
1-8360
Member

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINCTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFOOE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFOOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFOOE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFOOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFGGE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
BUtler 1-1551

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuckanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFOOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

SPOT YOUR

To be Seen by 100,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
'ARB Continuing Readership Study

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Box €8, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOOE

!
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COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

s

FIRM'S NAME
HERE.. .

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

confocr
BROADCASTINC MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022
87

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Lie.
3,725
997
509

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 24
ON AIR
CPS
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Cps.
Not on air For new stations
55
134
428
60
152
161
60
89
115

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 24
Commercial
Non-Commercial

VHF
471
48

UHF
84
22

TOTAL
TV
555
70

tion by Great Plains Bcstg. Corp. for waiver
of May 10 am partial freeze order adopting
interim criteria governing acceptance of
am applications; and (2) returned as unacceptable its application for change of
facilities of KCCR Pierre, S. D., from 1590
kc, 1 kw, D, to 1240 kc, 250 w-N, 1 kw-LS.
Comr. Hyde dissented. Action Oct. 24.
■ By order, commission granted in part
petition by Evansville Tv. Inc., to extent of
extending to Nov. 13 time to file reply and
affidavit ordered by commission on Oct. 3 in
proceeding on order to show cause why its
authorization for WTVW (TV) should not
be modified to specify operation on ch. 31
instead of ch. 7 in Evansville, Ind. It also
accepted verified statement of Kentuckiana
Tv Inc. (WLKY), Louisville, Ky., filed Oct.
22 which pertains to matters alleged in
petition of Evansville to reopen record in
this proceeding. Comr. Henry not participating. Action Oct. 24.
■ Cancelled oral argument previously
scheduled for Nov. 5 in proceeding on application of United Tv Co. of New Hamptionshire
Oct. 24.(WMUR-TV), Manchester, N. H. AcRoutine roundup

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC September 30
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

issued initial decision looking toward granting application of WEZY Inc. to increase
daytime power of WEZY Cocoa, Fla., from
500 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1350
kc,
1 kw-N,
DA-N; with
conditioned
presunrise
operation
daytime that
facilities
is14419.
precluded
pending
final
decision
in
Doc.
Action Oct. 24.
■ Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Rockland Bcstrs. for new
am station to operate on 910 kc, 1 kw, DA,
D, in New City, N. Y.; conditioned that
pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities is precluded pending final decision in
Doc. 14419. Action Oct. 22.
■ Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Elbert H. Dean & B. L.
Golden for new am station to operate on
1240 tion
kc,Oct. 250
22. w, U, in Lemoore, Calif. AcDESIGNATED FOR HEARING
Potomac Bcstg. Inc., Keyser, W. Va.—
Designated for hearing application for new
daytime am station to operate on 1390 kc,
1 kw. Action Oct. 24.
Richard Tuck Enterprises, Arlington, Tex.
— Designated for hearing application for
new am station to operate on 1240 kc, 100
w, U; issues include Sec. 3.35(a) multiple
ownership consideration; made KVSO Ardmore, Okla., and KOCA Kilgore, Tex.,
parties to proceeding. Action Oct. 24.
■ By memorandum
opinion by
& order,
commission granted petition
Demopolis
Bcstg. Co., Inc. (WXAL), Demopolis, Ala.,
to extent of (1) setting aside June 27
grant of application of Bigbee Bcstg. Co.
for new daytime am station to operate on
1350 kc, 5 kw, DA, in Demopolis, and (2)
designating Bigbee application for hearing
on issues to determine whether there are
adequate revenues to support more than
one am station in that city without loss
or degradation
of service,
finan-to
cial qualifications
and its applicant's
efforts made
ascertain programming needs and interests
of area; waived rules to permit consideration of reply pleading by WXAL and made
it party to proceeding. Chmn. Minow con88 (FOR THE RECORD)

AM
3,714
131
66
195
3,911
352
547
64
357
421
0
0

989
FM
13
68
143
1,200
148
161
3
87
90
1
2

TV
506
89
659
64
66
114
11
48
38
49
1
1

curred in result; Comr. Hyde dissented;
Comr. ment.
Ford
Action concurred
Oct. 24. and issued state■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission designated for consolidated hearingtionsapplications
new kcdaytime
am stato operate for
on 1530
of Continental
Bcstg. Co., with 1 kw, DA, in Hamden,
Conn.; Garo W. Ray, 250 w, Seymour,
Conn., and Connecticut Coast Bcstg. Co.,
10 kw, DA, Bridgeport, Conn.; made WFYI
Mineola, N. Y., and WDEE Hamden, who
petitioned against Continental, parties to
proceeding. Action Oct. 24.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By letter, commission denied request of
Producers Inc., proposed transferee of
WDUL Tv Corp. (WHYZ-TV, Channel 10),
Duluth, Minn., for waiver of Sec. 1.309 of
rules and for acceptance for filing of its
application for modification of cp of WHYZTV to specify
new trans, site; returned apOct. 24. plication as unacceptable for filing. Action
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Queen City
Radio Station and Cannon Bcstg. Co. for
new am stations in Tullahoma and Woodbury, Tenn., respectively, granted petition
by Cannon and dismissed with prejudice
Queen City application for noncompliance
with requirements of Sees. 1.140 and 1.362
(b) of rules concerning written appearance
and publication of notice of hearing; rein hearing
Action tainedOct.
24. status Cannon application.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of WIDU Bcstg.
Inc.,
and inAL-OR
Bcstg.
for newN. am
stations
Asheboro
andCo.,
Mebane,
C,
respectively, granted request by WIDU for
waiver of Sect. 1.362 of rules and accepted
its publication of local notice of hearing
which was erroneously specified as June 4
instead of May 31. Action Oct. 24.
■ By memorandum opinion & order,
granted plicantpetition
Pinellasin Radio
apfor new amby station
PinellasCo.,Park,
Fla., for waiver of Sec. 1.362 (b) of rules
and permitted its late publication of local
notice of hearing. Action Oct. 24.
■ By letter, commission (1) denied peti-

ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ Granted petition by Radio Americana
Inc. and extended to Oct. 23 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on
its application for new am station in Baltimore, Md. Action Oct. 19.
■ Granted petition by Dorlen Bcstg. Inc.
and extended to Nov. 8 time to respond to
oppositionsceedingto
motion to strike
in pro-of
on itsits application
and that
Charlestions inCounty
Bcstg.
Inc.,
for
new
am
staWaldorf and LaPlata, Md., respectively; and granted petition by Dorlen and
extended to Nov. 8 time to respond to
appeal
hearingCounty.
examiner's
Oct. 12 from
by Charles
Actionruling
Oct. filed
19.
■ By memorandum opinion & order,
granted motion by Wright & Maltz, Inc.,
and enlarged issues in proceeding on its
application to change hours of operation of
WBRB Mt. Clemens, Mich., from daytime to
unl. with
DA-2, to determine
whether
because of interference
received, its
nighttime
proposal would be consistent with Sec.
3.24(b) ofstancesrules
and, if not,waiver
whether
circumexist warranting
of that
sec.
Action Oct. 18.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Oct. 30 time to respond to
petitionbamatoBcstrs.delete
AlaInc., issue
and tofiled
Nov.by 9 North
for replies
in Huntsville, Ala., tv ch. 19 proceeding.
Action Oct. 18.
■ Granted petition by KWK Radio Inc.,
and extended to Nov. 19 time to file exceptions to initial
decision
in proceeding
revocation of license
of KWK
St. Louis,on Mo.
Action Oct. 18.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on application of Geoffrey A.
Lapping for new daytime am station to
operate on 1260 kc, 500 w, in Blythe, Calif.,
(1) denied petition by respondent KYOR
Inc. (KYOR),
for dismissal
of application and Blythe,
termination
of hearing
for
failure to comply with publication requirements; (2) struck from record petition by
Lapping
to deny by
KYOR's
petition;
and (3)of
granted
Lapping
for waiver
17. 1.362 petition
Sec.
(b)
and
permitted
his
late
publication of local notice of hearing. Action Oct.
■ Denied petition by Swanco Bcstg. Inc.
of Iowa (KIOA), Des Moines, Iowa, requesting permission
to participate
in Oct. by
22
oral argument
in proceeding
on petition
People's
Bcstg.
Co.
(WPBC),
Minneapolis,
Minn., and Nicholas and Victor J. Tedesco,
d/b as Gabriel Bcstg. Co., Chisholm, Minn.,
for approval of agreement and dismissal of
Gabriel application. Action Oct. 17.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted motion by Douglas County
Bcstg.
Oct. 17 byto
Oct. 22 Co.,
time and
to fileextended
oppositionfromto petition
Five Cities Bcstg. Inc., to enlarge issues in
proceeding on their applications for new
am stations in Austell and Douglasville, Ga.;
scheduled further prehearing conference in
proceeding for Oct. 23. Action Oct. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ As result of agreements reached at Oct.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

r

18 prehearing conference in proceeding on
applications of Semo Bcstg. Corp. and
Brownsville Bcstg. Co. for new am stations
in Sikeston, Mo., and Brownsville, Tenn.,
scheduled certain procedural dates, and rescheduled Nov. 15 hearing for Jan. 7, 1963.
Action Oct. 18.
By Hearing Examiner
Guenther Walther W.
■ Pursuant to ruling made at Oct. 18
further prehearing conference, scheduled
hearing cations
forof Desert
Oct. 31Bcstg.
in proceeding
on appliInc., for additional
time to construct KANT-FM, Lancaster,
Calif., and for assignment of license of that
station to Manuel Martinez. Action Oct. 18.
By Hearing Examiner
Huntting Annie Neal
■ On own motion, made various corrections to transcript of record in proceeding
on
applications
Young
Church
of Air Inc.,ofandTheWJMJ
Bcstg.People's
Corp.,
for new fm stations in Philadelphia, Pa.
Action Oct. 18.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ By separate mem. opinions & orders in
Miami, Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding, granted
petitions by (1) South Florida Tv Corp. and
(2) Civic Tv Inc., for leave to amend their
applications to show sufficiency and availability of funds, respectively. Action Oct. 23.
■ Upon request by Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, continued Oct. 23 further hearing
to Nov. 9 in proceeding on its application
for renewal of license of station WHAZ
Troy, N. Y., et al. Action Oct. 22.
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Oct. 22 to Nov. 6 date
to file proposed findings in proceeding on
application
of Jefferson
Co. for
license to cover
cp for Radio
new am
station
(WIXI) in Irondale, Ala. Action Oct. 22.
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Oct. 19 to Oct. 29 date
to file proposed findings and conclusions
Santa Fe, N. M., tv ch. 2 proceeding. Action
Oct. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted in part petition by Northern
California Educational Tv Assn. Inc., extended from Oct. 24 to Nov. 21 time for
exchange of direct cases, and continued
Nov. 13 hearing to Dec. 3 in Redding, Calif.,
tv ch. 9 proceeding. Action Oct. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Chester F.
Naumowicz Jr.
■ Granted petition by Pinellas Radio Co.
for leave to amend its application for new
am station in Pinellas Park, Fla., to reflect
withdrawal of partners Francis G. Bonsey
anl Edward P. Landt and to change application to that
William amended
D. Mangold
as individual, andofretained
application
in hearing status. Action Oct. 19.
■ Scheduled further prehearing conference
for Oct. 23 in proceeding on applications of
Edina Corp. and Tedesco Inc., for new am
stations in Edina and Bloomington, Minn.
Action Oct. 18.
■ Upon request by applicant, continued
certain procedural dates, and rescheduled
Nov. 13 hearing to Dec. 17 in proceeding on
application of Pinellas Radio Co. for new am
station in Pinellas Park, Fla. Action Oct. 18.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Oct. 23
WLWI
(TV)
Indianapolis, Ind.— Granted
license for TV station.
KSHE (FM) Crestwood, Mo.— Granted license covering installation of new trans.
KOKX Keokuk, Iowa — Granted license
covering change to non-directional operation
daytime (DA-2 to DA-N) and remote control
operation while using non-directional ant.
WARK-FM Hagerstown, Md. — Granted license covering increase in ERP, change in
transmitter location and studio location and
changes in transmission line; delete remote
control.
*WAERcovering
(FM) changes
Syracuse,in N.
Y.— Granted
license
frequency,
ERP
and ant.
height,
change
in
ant.
-trans,
tion, installation of new ant. and changesloca-in
ant. system.
WDOT use
Burlington,
Granted
license
covering
of old mainVt. —trans,
as auxiliary
trans, daytime and alternate nighttime at
main
tion. trans, site with remote control operaKFOR Lincoln, Neb. — Granted license
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

covering use of alternate main trans, as auxiliary trans, daytime and alternate trans,
nighttime with remote control operation.
KHULcense covering
(FM) installation
Houston, Tex.—
of newGranted
ant. liKJAZ
(FM) Alameda, Calif.— Remote control permitted.
■ Granted licenses covering installation of
new trans, for following stations: KFAB
Omaha, Neb.; KIJV Huron, S. D.
WCIV (TV)
Charleston,dateS. toC— April
Granted
extension
of completion
23,
1963.
■ Granted
licenses
for
following
am
staLa. tions: KGLE Glendive, Mont.; KWLA Many,
■ Granted
licenses
for following
fm stations: KMOD-FM
Midland,
Tex.; KTPM
Sun
City,
Ariz.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new
trans, for following stations: KWLC Decorah, Iowa; WDOT (main), Burlington,
Vt.;
WBTAconditions;
Batavia, N.KOVC
Y. Valley City, N. D.;
Actions of Oct. 22
WSAM-AM-FM, Knorr Bcstg. Corp., Saginaw, Mich. — Granted assignment of cp and
license to sideration
Kenneth
$300,000. Hugh MacDonald; conWDUN-AM-FM, Northeast Georgia Bcstg.
Co., Gainesville, Ga.— Granted acquisition
of positive control by John W. Jacobs Jr.
(now 49.1% owner) through purchase of
29
lan additional
for $6,134. shares from L. Donald QuinWNYC-TV
New York, N. Y.— Granted license for tv station.
WAMW Washington, Ind.— Granted license
covering installation of new trans, change
in
tion.studio location and remote control operaWDEV Waterbury, Vt.— Granted license
covering use of daytime auxiliary trans, as
alternate main night at main trans, site.
WAIL Baton Rouge, La. — Granted license
covering installation of old main trans, as
auxiliary trans, at main trans, site.
WAAY Huntsville, Ala— Granted licenses
covering installation of new trans.; and use
of old main trans, as auxiliary trans. (DAN) at main trans, site.
WCSScenseAmsterdam,
covering use of N.
old Y.—
mainGranted
trans, lias
auxiliary trans, daytime and alternate main
nighttime at main trans, site.
KWOScense Jefferson
covering use City,
of oldMo.—
mainGranted
trans, lias
auxiliary
trans,
at
main
trans,
site
with remote control operation.
WBSA Boaz, Ala. — Granted license covering increase in power.
■ Granted licenses for following am stations:
KJPW Waynesville, Mo.; WAGL Lancaster, S. C.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new
trans, for following stations: WAOV Vincennes, Ind.; KRUS Ruston, La.; WACE
Chicopee, Mass.; KWNO Winona, Minn.;
KLID Poplar Bluff, Mo.; KICK Springfield,
Mo.; WDAD
hannon,
W. Va. Indiana, Pa.; WBUC BuekKBTC Houston, Mo. — Denied request for
deletion of pre-sunrise condition attached to
Dec. 13, 1961 grant of application for new
am station to operate on 1250 kc, 500 w, D.
Actions of Oct. 19
WOMP-AM-FM, Howard C. Weiss, Bellaire, Ohio — Granted assignment of licenses
to Belmont Broadcasters, Inc.
KANA Anaconda, Mont. — Granted license
covering change in frequency, power and
hours, installation of new trans, and changes
in ant. and ground system.
KKHI-FM San Francisco, Calif .—Granted
license covering installation of new ant. and
change in ant. height.
KNUZ Houtson, Tex. — Granted license
covering use of old alternate main trans, as
auxiliary
daytimeat only
as alternate maintrans,
nighttime
main andtrans,
site;
remote control permitted.
KWVR Enterprise, Ore. — Granted mod.
of license to change studio location and
remote control point.
KOMO Seattle, Wash. — Remote control
permitted (main) ; conditions.
Bishop Translator Service, Bishop, Calif.
— Granted
cp 79,
for new
uhf tv translator
tion, on ch.
to translate
programs sta-of
KABC-TV (ch. 7), Los Angeles, Calif.
KLFY-TV Lafayette, La— Granted mod.
of cp to change transmission line and filterplexer.
■ Granted
following
stations: KBTClicenses
Houston,forMo.;
WBRL amBerlin,

N. H.,moteand
controlspecify
point. studio location and re■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power for following stations: WXLI
Dublin, Ga.; KCAP (main) Helena, Mont.,
and installation of new trans.; WSTR Sturgis, Mich., and installation of new trans,
and changes in ant. resistor.
■ Granted licenses covering use of old
main trans, as auxiliary trans, at main
trans, site for following stations: KCAP
(main) Helena, Mont.; KAYC Beaumont,
Tex.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KLUEFM Longview, Tex., to April 21, 1963, condition; K08CN, Peoples Tv Assn., Inc., Ephrata, Soap Lake, Moses Lake, Larson Air
Force Base, Wash., to April 19, 1963; KAITTV Jonesboro, Ark., to Dec. 20; WNSH-FM
Highland Park, 111., to May 15, 1963; KCKG
Sonora, Tex., to April 15, 1963; WDVR (FM)
Philadelphia, Pa., to April 14, 1963; WGPCFM Albany, Ga., to Jan. 10, 1963.
K12DJ Conrad, Mont. — Granted cp to replacestation.
expired permit for new vhf tv translator
K73AW Quitaque and Turkey, both Texas
— Granted cp to replace expired permit for
new uhf tv translator station, on ch. 73, to
translate programs of KVII-TV (ch. 7),
Amarillo, Tex.
KLTF Little Falls, Minn.— Granted request for mod. of pre-sunrise operation condition attached to June 5 grant of cp to increase daytime power to 5 kw, to extent of
non-DA
withuntil
500
wauthorizing
between operation
4 a.m. andwithlocal
sunrise
final decision is reached in Doc. 14419 or
until directed to terminate such operation,
whichever occurs first.
Richard E. Abraham, Iron Mountain,
Mich.
Granted cp for new uhf tv transWis. —lator
station, on ch. 77, to translate programs of WFRV (TV) (ch. 5), Greenbay,
Actions of Oct. 18
KCKG Sonora, Tex. — Granted authority
to operate sign-off at 6 p.m. except for
special
events for period ending Jan. 20,
1963.
KLYK
Spokane,to remain
Wash. — silent
Granted
sion of authority
for extenperiod
ending Dec. 31.
Pahokee,
Fla. — Granted
ofWRIM
authority
to remain
silent forextension
period
ending Dec. 31.
■ Granted licenses for following vhf tv
translator stations: K05BL, K13DF, Lame
Deer Community Tv Club, Lame Deer,
Mont.; K03AW, K06BU, K09DC, K11DI,
Glenwood Tv Committee, Glenwood Springs,
Colo.; K04AA, K12AC, Lovell Byron Cowley
Tv, Lovell, Wyo.; K07EE, Forks Tv Club
Inc., Forks, Wash.; K07AT, Roy McLeod,
Philipsburg, Mont.; K09AP, Silverton Tv
Assn. ersInc.,
Colo.;& K09DR,
Tv ViewAssn.,Silverton,
San Mateo
Ambrosia
Lake,
N. M.; K04AL, Decker Tv Translator Assn.,
Decker, Mont.; K09DL, Marathon Tv Co.,
Seward, Alaska; K05AB, K12AE, Town of
Powell,
Powell,Ashley,
Wyo.; N.K07AF,
ley Tv Assn.,
D. K13AJ, AshKIFG Iowa Falls, Iowa — Granted license
for am station and specify studio location;
remote control permitted.
WACA Camden, S. C. — Granted license
covering ductiinstallation
on of ant. height. of new trans, and reWDUZ Green Bay, Wis. — Granted license
covering installation of old main trans, as
auxiliary trans.
K12BG Yampa, Colo.— Waived Sec. 1.323
(b) of rules and granted cp to replace extion. pired permit for new vhf tv translator staK07CL, K09CG Choteau, Mont.— Granted
cps translator
to replace stations.
expired permits for new vhf
tv
WGNP Indian Rocks Beach, Fla. — Granted
mod. of cp to make changes in DA and
ground systems.
KMOD-FM Midland, Tex.— Granted authority to remain silent for period ending
Dec. 31.
■ Following
stations
granted K83AR,
extensions of completion
dateswereas shown:
School District No. 4 and New Mexico Dept.
of Education, Tularosa, N. M., to April 27,
1963; WGAL-TV (auxiliary trans.), Lancaster, Pa., to April 17, 1963; WGNP Indian
Rocks Beach, Fla., to Feb. 28, 1963; KPER
Gilroy, Calif., to Jan. 24, 1963; KRAD East89
Continued on page 95

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads £20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• Ail other classifications 300 per word— $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales Su, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Major market key station of successful
Negro chain is looking for a dynamic sales
manager. If you are a radio salesman with
a successful record this is your opportunity
to move into management with a growing
chain. Box 900P, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for western N.Y.S. regionalexcellent earnings. Send photo and parCASTING.ticulars immediately. Box 954P, BROADStation manager with aggressive sales ability. New England station with excellent
potential. Good salary and incentive. Write
full details. Box 29R, BROADCASTING.
Northeastern city (population 40,000) has
one radio station in need of two people —
manager and sales manager. Young, outstanding salesmen with managerial talents
and aspirations wanted by mature radio
operators to take over smallest of group
of stations. Salary, profit sharing — five figures. Organization offers real future. Send
complete
CASTING. resume to Box 89R, BROADWashington, D. C. area. Bright young man
with well balanced radio experience for
management in rapidly growing regional
station group. Hard work and its rewards.
Interview required. Write qualifications,
President, WAVA, 203 World Center Building, Washington 6, D. C.
Executive salesmen, management experience, proven sales background (age 30-45).
Full time travel. (Home weekends). Protected localised territory. Residence in territory required; preference given residents
of available territories; "Dakota's-Minnesota-Wisconsin;" "Intermountain;" "Nebreska-Iowa-Kansas-Missouri;" Other territories also available. Openings immediately, personal interviews required. Extensive field training provided. Salary, commis ion-incentive plan. Earnings unlimited.
Major medical, other benefits. Resume, references, pix; Community Club Awards,
Westport, Connecticut.
Sales
Announcer-salesman. Strong on selling, but
must be adequate mike man. A real opportunity to become a vital part of a growing New Jersey Station. Box 384P, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — can you sell for high commisnation's
4th largest
market
Y.
area.sion inFM
stereo?
You can!
Box— N.82R,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen; liberal salary plus commission,
car necessary. WPAC, Patchogue, New York.
Two salesmen needed by number one rated
station in the heart of Texas. Must be able
to see in competitive market. Will be paid
commission against guarantee. Growing
station with winning sound. Grow with it.
Bill Dahlsten, General Manager, KWWA,
Box 482, Waco, Texas.
Salesman wanted by progressive, good
sounding station 75 miles from Chicago.
Station 15 years old. Part of community,
successful, rates number one in six county
area. Commission against guarantee. Pension
plan, hospital insurance, fringe benefits.
Base of a growing organization that will
let you grow with it. Write Bill Dahlsten,
General Manager, WLPO, LaSalle, Illinois.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Salesman for leading station. Salary plus
commission. Announcing experience necessary. KTOE, Mankato, Minnesota.
Northern California local needs combo
who can sell, salary plus commission, nice
area,
send all first letter. Box 93R, BROADCASTING.

Opportunity for capable, ambitious firstticket combo man with one-station market
250. Friendly community, middle of the
road format. Tape, resume to Box 62R,
BROADCASTING.
Our one kilowatt station in Illinois is looking for man with news and good pop music
experience. He should have at least 2 years
in midwest radio. Send tape, picture, complete resume and references. Box 74R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with 1st class ticket. Mature
voice. Send resume and tape, or call radio
1740.
station
KOLR, Sterling, Colorado at 522-

Salesman wanted. No. 1 station, medium
market. The opportunity is great, $10,000
or more if you are willing to work. Enclose
record of past performance. Box 96R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer with varied experience and first
phone ticket for southwest network station. Box 832P, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for announcer with first phone,
Texas
network station. Box 835P, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for experienced announcer with first ticket. 21 year old established station in Great Lakes area emphasizes professional broadcasting and production. This is a 1,000 watt, full time, fine
frequency. Salary commensurate with
ability. Send photo, tape and resume to
Box 899P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for announcer in progressive mid-Michigan station. News experience helpful. Operate tight board. Good
music. Send tape and resume to Box 986P,
BROADCASTING.
Texas station needs mature morning man.
Medium market, $450 per month to start.
Send tape and resume to Box 989P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening. Top southeastern regional station needs deejay with strong
teen appeal to handle late afternoon air
trick and personal appearances. Send tape,
resume, references immediately. Box 999P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone. Adult, good
music station going to 5000 watts. Write
Don C. Wirth, WNAM, Neenah, Wisconsin.
Announcer-salesmen. Leading major market
am-east coast with policy of using announcer-salesmen ne ds 3 good men. Excellent income. No. 1 station in market. Major
group
operation.
Box 31R, BROADCASTING.
Newsman-announer for sharp operation located on Great Lakes. Want man who can
gather, write and air local and area news.
Must be able to run board if needed. Send
tape, all details, picture with 1st letter.
Box 35R, BROADCASTING.
Country music announcers — need two — one
with first ticket — both must be country boy
personality types with plenty of southern
phrases. Must be able to meet and charm
clients. Short hours, long pay. Send resume.
Box 41R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with Program Director abilities to revise and revive a lagging FM
Station from 5:30 P.M. to midnite. Station is simulcasting with AM during daytime hours. Must have mature voice, experience in producing programs with adult
appeal and ability to conduct interviews
and discussion programs. Send tape and
resume, including church status to Box 56R,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer with first class ticket is needed
by a western New York daytimer. This is
an excellent opportunity for the right man
to grow with a good sound organization.
Apply directly to Tom Kroh, Manager,
WLSV, Wellsville, New York.
Quality CBS radio station seeking applications from quality announcers with first
class licenses. Expanding am adding fm.
Fine opportunity to continue education at
beautiful East Carolina College. J. T. Snowden, Jr., WGTC, Greenville, N. C.
Mature morning man for progressive station
with opportunity. $433.00 per month to start.
No collect calls. KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.
Announcers. DJ, news or copy combination.
Car necessary. WPAC, Patchogue, New
York.
New York metropolitan area growing stationenced
has staff
morning
slot with
open; solid
seekscommand
experiannouncer
of
basics.
pleasant
airbroadcasting's
voice, polished
newsMustandhave
commercial
delivery, also able to assume creative and
responsible duties in program department
which produces extensive public affairs and
specialallyevents
We'recomplete
musicmiddle ofprogramming.
the road. Send
resume and audition tape to Box 88R,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening. Need mature voiced
dependable
announcer
can deliver
selling commercial.
Must who
be good
board man.
Better nantthan
average
salary
on
areas.
Domistation. Send recent tape, photo and
complete resume of experience and personal
qualifications to Hal Barton, WTAD and
KHQA TV, Quincy, Illinois.
Top 40 man for WRBC Jackson, Mississippi.
Must
be from Mgr.
Miss, or Alabama. Contact
Herb Guthrie,
Bright dj for afternoon traffic show. Good
music prestige station. Must be strong on
commercials with knowledge of news. Job
security for right man. Send tape, resume,
photo, to Jack Hurst, Program Director,
WGST, Atlanta, Georgia.
The top rated station in Peoria, Illinois, is
adding a drive time personality. Must be
experienced, top rated and bright sounding.
Also adding mobile news man. Must be
experienced, and have a feeling for local
news. Send tape and complete resume to:
WIRL, Peoria, Illinois.
Flagship station of midwest Stuart Radio
Group has
announcer. Sendimmediate
resume andopening
tape: OrvforKoch,
KFOR. Lincoln, Nebraska.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Man to handle traffic and some announcing.
If you type, have some knowledge of radio
and have a decent announcing voice, we
will give you opportunity for experience.
Contact
Al Stanley,
Manager, WTSB am-fm,
Lumberton,
North Carolina.
New d.J. comedy.
Professional package
$5.00. Box 92, Kansas City 17, Missouri.
Employed announcer interested
as newsman?
We'll
train
you.
position,
good
voice,
writing
sential.
Send tape,
background,
photo. KSIB, Creston, Iowa.

moving up
Permanent
ability
esreferences,

Top "morning man." We want you if you
know you're plus
good!!incentive
Top ability
you
$9600-$12,000
planwillon getrating
points produced I Rush tape and resume.
Suite
sota. 226, 76 S. 8th St., Minneapolis, MinneWIRK, West Palm Beach, Florida needs
professional
man tape
for top-rated
format,
morning show.air Send
of dj, news
and
production work.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Radio newsman must be able to gather
news. Should be competent, newscaster and
good interviewer. Contact Tom Frawley,
WHIO, Dayton.
News Director, must be air man, to write
and present news on Adult-Listening Station in Mid-West. Only hard workers need
apply. Must have ability to delve into
community affairs, produce documentaries
and write editorials. Send tape and resume
including
CASTING. church status to Box 54R, BROADFull-time Newsman for reliefer in two-man
News operation, to work night shift. Must
be News writer and Newscaster. Must have
experience in covering council and board
meetings. Excellent opportunity for up and
coming Newman to get into aggressive
News operation. Send tape and resume, inCASTING.cluding church status to Box 55R, BROADContinuity and traffic girl-some air work.
KDDI, Cody, Wyoming.

Cape Canaveral day-timer adding announcer-salesman. Al around man needed.
WRMF, Titusville, Florida.
Experienced announcer for general staff
work including two-hour good music show
daily. Write, rewrite and deliver regional
news. Good basic salary and periodic increases. Long established NBC affiliate.
Operations
Manager, WBRE, Wilkes Barre,
Pa.
Technical
Chief engineer, directional, West Virginia
need aggressive qualified maintenance engineer who has experience or is interested in
gaining experience in automation. Some
announcing ability helpful but not essential.
State experience and salary requirements.
Box 47R, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first ticket, experience with directional and maintenance. State salary requirements. Western Penna. Box 71R,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first ticket. Experience not reCASTING.quired. Pennsylvania. Box 72R, BROADChief engineer, am-fm, eastern metropolitan
area. Salary $150 a week for good man.
Send resume, education and experience with
picture. Box 87R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for new 5 kw daytimer, 2
tower directional. Target date: Jan. 1, 1963.
Send resume including character and job
references to General Manager, WTTT, P.O.
Box 503, Amherst, Mass.

YOUR

HANDY

Help Wanted— (Confd)
Production — Programming, Othen
Int'l Broadcasting Org. with headquarters
NYC requires news editor with fluency
Russian language, extensive background In
radio, news and/or journalism. Assignment
western Europe. Salary commensurate with
experience. Overseas allowances including
full housing. Submit detailed resume; Include other language proficencies and salary
history. Box 51R, BROADCASTING.
Southern radio station wants a news editor
willing caster,
to work.
Must be
experienced
news-a
have previous
experience,
possess
mature voice and authoritative delivery.
You'll
solid,
pioneering
resume, join
tape a and
recent
photo tostaff.
Box Send
7KB,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman to gather, write, deliver local
news. KODI, Cody, Wyoming.
I am looking for a man who Is already
doing local news or one who would lite
to gather, write and deliver local news for
WTSB- AM-FM, Lumberton. N. C. Contact
Al Stanley, Manager.
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Chief engineer — news station, Chicago area.
KW fm-am directional. State experience
and
salary. WNSH, Box 1430, Highland Park,
Illinois.
Immediate
announcer.
ket. Good
resume to

opening for 1st class engineerGood voice essential. Good marstation. Send audition tape and
Box 987P, BROADCASTING.

Combo active
man? radio
We need
you IsI Mid
America's
most
station
looking
for a
top notch first class, engineer announcer.
If you fill the bill, rush your audition tape
and resume to: Norman C. Haagenson, ManWROZ Radio, P. O. Box 441, Evansville, ager,
Indiana.

(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
NAME
COMPANY

Production — Programming, Others
Immediate opening for local news editor
and broadcaster. WVOS, Liberty, New York.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $
□ Bil

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Number one station in southern market
wants young, aggressive, man to head copy
and production department. Must be clever,
capable, and hard working. Immediate
opening and assurance of permanent employment for right man. Station atmosphere
is
excellent. Contact Box 25R, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening on Illinois regional
production staff for a creative male writer
who has a good commercial voice. Box
852P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — professional radio journalist
dedicated to the proposition that his job
depends on getting local news first. We
have equipment do you have desire and
ability? Eastern regional. Box 3R, BROADCASTING.
Expanding operation needs 2 men for air
work, prefer some news gathering experience. Top rated, Florida east coast. Prefer
mature, permanent applicants. Resume,
tape, to Box 5606, Daytona Beach. Florida.
Production assistant who can edit music
and speech tapes, has knowledge of mike
placement and recording equipment and
1st phone; announcing ability desirable.
Send sample work if possible. Will not be
returned. Box 99R, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Must have experience
and successful history in top 40 type format
operation. Must be a deligent worker and
capable of directing a dj staff towards a
clean, sharp sound. Must be a self starter,
sharp in ideas and be able to handle responsibilities with full authority. Send complete resume with references and salary
requirements to David Mendelsohn, General Manager, WTRX, P. O. Box 1330, Flint,
Michigan. Replies will be kept confidential.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Capable and highly versatile professional
seeking management of absentee owned
station. Know radio from every angle. First
phone. Plenty of experience, honest, reliable, sober, used to hard work and long
hours. Box 39R, BROADCASTING.
Need a selling manager? Offering thirteen
year, documented sales and administrative
success record. Want full responsibility
only. Qualified, mature and employed. Box
995P, BROADCASTING.
Good sales manager wants to work for
owner who wants to grow. Fully capable
of complete management responsibility.
Small to medium markets. Box 998P,
BROADCASTING.
Management — sales management — sales consultation. Fifteen years sound experience
station management and direct sales management, local, retail, regional, package
deals and saturations. Highest industry references from station management and
ownership. Box 91R, BROADCASTING.
Sales executive. Seeks managerial broadcasting or rep position in New York, Denver Seattle or San Francisco. Presently in
New York. Formerly advertising manager,
national advertising trade publication. Also
experienced in times sales. Box 83R,
BROADCASTING.
35 year old announcer-p.d.-salesman. Many
years radio and television. Looking for position in management, or with view to same.
Box 61R, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Service and sales . . . five years all phases
. radio, rock to Bach. Three years production
director. Dale Carnegie course graduate.
Married, sober, college. Minimum $125. Box
650P, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Exceptional salesman. Big league experience. Recently general manager. 38, college.
Box 73R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Salesman: desire permanent relocation in western or mid-western Kentucky, military completed, 22, married, 3
yrs experience, credit and employee reference checks invited, prefer morning show
plus sales. Tight board, good news, James
W. Beck, RR #2. Owensboro, Kentucky.
Announcers
Announer/dj. Swinging modern sound.
Cheerful. Competent copy writer. Experienced. Box 26R, BROADCASTING.
I've been called "Beatnik," "Bohemian,"
"Rebel." Within that framework, I have the
ability to select music and comment so an
audience will pay attention ... all in low
key. I communicate. Got guts enough? Box
28R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer would like job in radio but will
take any job available at station. Willing
to start at bottom and given some chance
in radio. Willing to work hard and small
salary. Box 32R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced North Dakota announcer. Wants
job out of state. Young single but want to
settle in position with future. Plan marriage
anxious for criticism radio school graduate.
Box 34R, BROADCASTING.
Interested Waco Texas area, will consider
California, 3 years experience California
radio. Strong sports, news, music, sales.
Salary at least $500. No ticker — no rock.
Box 36R, BROADCASTING.
Mid-twenties, college degree, three years
experience in all phases commercial radio.
Can handle news, continuity, board shift.
Pleasant, mature delivery. Former civic
club president. Available immediately. Prefer Florida, but all offers considered. Complete resume, tape, photo, references availING. able on request. Box 40R, BROADCASTDJ/personality. Popular adult programming.
Good production gimmicks. Day. Night. Box
27R, BROADCASTING.
Number one air personality with major/
metro experience
desires production.
position in progressive station. Quality
Box
38R, BROADCASTING.
Bright, Happy, morning man. Great on
news.
Will work hard. Box 46R, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, talented, versatile. College graduate, ex-professional. Married.
Good market. Dick Hagen, SY 1-5754. Box
48R, BROADCASTING.
Sincere young man seeks start. Ambitious,
hard worker. Speech background, some colING. lege, third phone. Box 50R, BROADCAST-

First phone-announcer, newscaster with
stress on hard hitting news and sports.
Experienced dj with personality. Now working as combo man in west. Box 67R,
BROADCASTING.
Major market announcer/dj. PD experience.
Very adaptable. Married. 1st phone. Box
70R, BROADCASTING.
NY am or fm opportunity wanted. 28, B.S.
Two years service announcing over ABC
affiliate. Box 75R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, mature, employed tv announcer. 9years, including radio. Married,
27, consider radio, relocate. Box 77R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer and control board
operator, married. Willing to travel and
settle down. Box 819P, BROADCASTING.
D.J. announcer — dependable, experience.
Speaks French, English. Married, mature
sound.
CASTING.Not a floater. Box 962P, BROAD-

Negro announcer, with good news, shows,
experience.
capabilities. Thinking man. BoxUnlimited
52R, BROADCASTING.
Available mid-November, dj, single, 21,
exempt, 3 years in radio, 2 years college,
tight, fast-pace
combo,news
sales,
some eager.
production, ideas, local
editor,
Will relocate. Day or night, swing, need
top money. Tape, photo, and resume. Box
53R, BROADCASTING.
Disc-jockey announcer, top 40. Radio school
graduate, will travel. Available anytime.
Box 57R, BROADCASTING.
4 years experience. Interested in sports but
equipped
for anything.
all phases.
College, graduate,
married, TVfamily,
employed.
Want
ING. to move up. Box 58R, BROADCASTFirst phone, program director or newsman.
Six
experience
"modern format"
radio.years
Married.
Box 59R,in BROADCASTING.
Available — Negro announcer d-j. Professional radio school graduate. Willing to work
hard. Any market. Will relocate. Box 62R,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dj with bright sound and experience in top 40 and middle of the road
music formats, available now. Prefer Michigan
area
but
will travel. Box 983P, BROADCASTING.
Teen, age
16, needs employment.
license or experience.
Henry Mavin,No 9325
Beacon Street, Cleveland 5, Ohio.
I'll trade
my 1st for
phone
and to
2 yrs.
competitive experience
chance
attend
4 yr.
college in your area. West or Midwest. 22.
Married. Original, entertaining, adult sound
but can play to the kids too. News. Copy.
Production. Willing to learn sales. If you
want versatility with class contact Box 33R,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster, d.j. operate fast board, tight
production. Authoritative news, not a prima
dona, not a floater. Will travel. Box 79R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer/program director with top 40
and good music experience. First phone/
good production ideas/veteran/married. Box
81R, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer; young, college graduate,
mass communications major, A.F.R.S., experienced. News, d.j.,immediately.
personality Box
or moder
formats. Available
98R,
BROADCASTING.
Unusually capable music, news announcer.
6 years. Eye future pd, east. Mr. Bob Feriss,
630 Dumont Ave., Brooklyn 7, New York,
HYacinth 8-1075.
C/W disc jockey available immediately due
to ownership change. 6V2 years major Kansas City market. 30 years old. Will relocate.
12 years experience in country music. Guy
Smith,
CL 4-7524.133 S. Fuller, Independence, Mo.
Announcer- Salesman: desire permanent relocation in western or mid-western Kentucky, military completed, 22, married, 3
yrs experience,
credit prefer
and employee
ence checks invited,
morning refershow
plus sales. Tight board, good news, James
W. Beck, RR #2, Owensboro, Kentucky.
Attention coastal areas. Twelve years major
markets, authoritative adult broadcast. First
phone. $125 week minimum. AM, FM, or
both. Steve Marko, 128 South Lake Street,
Los Angeles 57, California. White, age 37.
Disc jockey experienced in announcing and
very tight on production. Can handle any
type
format.525Phone
EVergreen
Schneider,
Druango,
Toledo,2-7230.
Ohio. Gary
First phone, three years experience, top
forty, nights or graveyard shift preferred.
Will relocate anywhere, good on news
weather, production, with tight board. $80.
Minimum for right place. Bob Geer, 830 W.
Woodard St., Denison, Texas. HO 5-3611.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, ten years experience in all
phases of radio seeks permanent position
in north. Family man. Contact Bob Germain, Colrain, Massachusetts. Phone NAtional 4-3460.
Doesn't anybody need a third phone? Well,
I need you.
One Gunn,
year's1913experience
— tapes
available.
Duane
Mary, Lansing,
Michigan.
Announcer, dj, experienced, talented. Seeking position in northeast U.S. Strong on
top 40 and record hops. Contact Joe Swing,
259 N. Midland Ave., Nyack, New York.
Technical
First phone. 8 years directionals, maintenance, studio. Can announce, sell. Box 60R,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, announcing, experienced and
qualified. Write Ron Toller, Box 2726,
Marathon Shores, Florida. Phone 305-7435882.
First phone eight years, all phases, employed, PArkway 9-5345, Sparta, New Jersey.
Capable, conscientious chief engineer.
Twelve years radio, television. ConstrucING. tion experience. Box 94R, BROADCASTKirst phone desires change, prefer east of
Mississippi River. Presently employed as
assistant t© chief on am, fm, multiplex.
Two and a half years experience am, fm
and tv. Write Box 979P, BROADCASTING.
Have first phone, slide rule, will travel.
Some radio experience, excellent recommendations, prefer fm only, outside of
the south. No announcing experience, $95
per week minimum. For resume write,
Grady Dixon, 503 Snow Hill St., Ayden,
North Carolina.
Experienced chief engineer and announcer,
first class ticket. Available immediately.
Start $90. Phone Wilmington, Delaware,
OLympia
mornings 9-12 only, ask
for
Room 6-6611,
411.
Production — Programming, Others
Have Hooper will travel. Creative pd/air
personality desires position in progressive
station. Box 37R, BROADCASTING.
Production director three years. Five years
all phases radio, rock to Bach. Dale Carnegie
course graduate. Married, sober, college.
Minimum $125. Box 651P, BROADCASTING.
News director. Writer, producer, newscaster. Unique air style. Production minded.
Network top indy experience. Industrious,
resourceful,
CASTING. creature. Box 972P, BROADAttention choosy fm stations. Choosy announcer pd with major market am & fm
experience, knows both Buxtehude and
Marconi (1st ticket), will help put (or
keep)
you tops in field. Box 800P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director desires relocation. Ioffer: 13 years broadcast experience, proven record, ability, organizational
knowhow all phases; air trick included.
Good music operation only. Prefer east.
Box 605P, BROADCASTING.
Major
Now
radio
843P,

market newscaster. College graduate.
handling responsible, fast breaking
news desk. Good references. Box
BROADCASTING.

News-mature
experience distinctive
includes regularstyle.
net Decade's
feeds. Box
68R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Excellent small market news director desires position, midwest or Florida. Jim
Finch, 201 Hudson St., Storm Lake, Iowa.
For bright, creative radio copy that sells
contactence.me.
Top BROADCASTING.
30 metro market experiBox 95R,
TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Currently
employed
in large
eastern
west because
of wifes
health.
Over marten
ket, but must relocate in west or southyears radio an dtelevision. Professional approachrecting.in announcing,
production
All material upon
request and
and diall
replies
prom->tlv answered. Box 92R,
BROADCASTING.
Technical

Help Wanted— Sales
Opening for aggressive television salesman
at top station in 3V market. Salary plus
commission. Excellent opportunity for right
man.
Send resume to Box 969P, BROADCASTING.
VHF in medium southeast market has opening for local salesman. Guarantee with
commission. Send resume with recent
photograph to Box 984P, BROADCASTING.
On-camera announcer experienced in both
scripted and ad lib commercials. Capable
of hosting live programs, commentaries,
and conducting interviews. On-camera representative for important prestige accounts. Some contacts with clients involved. Excellent potential in pre-freeze
VHF CBS station, serving 500,000 homes.
Send film if available or photo with tape
and resume to Box 958P, BROADCASTING.

Just out of USCG. Want to learn tv or
radio. Have
1st. Miss.
Ready$100/w
to start
anywhere west of
callwork
or write,
Judd Strong, 3647 56th St., Sacramento,
California. GL 6-1647.
Experienced all phases studio activity especially production aspects, technical directing, tv switching, operating all types cameras, audio consoles and telecine equipment,
arranging lighting and scenery, handling
floor manager chores. Graduate RCA TV
institute. Ambitious to succeed in chosen
profession. Will relocate anywhere. Box 84R,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone engineer. Experienced all phases
wishes larger operation east. Box 90R,
BROADCASTING.

Technical

Production — Programming, Others

Engineer first class ticket — excellent opportunity pilot station growing chain — WBJATV, Binghamton, New York. Phone or wire
Chief Engineer Lou Stantz— 724-2978 or 2638.
Engineer with first class license. TV-AM-FM
central Pennsylvania. Experience not necessary. Contact Glenn Winter, WSBA, York,
Pennsylvania, Phone 2-5531.
Wanted experienced tv studio engineer.
Must have 1st phone. State experience and
salary requirements first letter. Box 78R,
BROADCASTING.
250 Kilowatt UHF has need for engineer.
Strong on maintenance, must have sufficient
experience to assume full responsibility for
maintenance shift. Salary open. Wire or
phone M. J. Lamb, WIMA Television, Lima,
Ohio.
Chief engineer with experience backup,
heavy on maintenance, willing to work. We
have G.E. tv transmitter and cameras. Need
immediately. Contact John H. Marshall, Jr.
KICA TV, Clovis, New Mexico. Also need
assistant
chief with maintenance experience.
Technician for tv studio work. Personal
interview required. WICS-TV, East Capitol
Avenue, Springfield, Illinois. Attention J.
Merritt, 523-528-0465.

Film director, six years experience, desire
midwest location, available now. Box 30R,
BROADCASTING.
Production manager. Reached top here.
Desire producer/director job in major market or production manager job with challenge and opportunity. Eight years experience, college. Can furnish portfolio and
references
of qualifications. Box 745P,
BROADCASTING.
13 year tv, radio administrative background
(10 years in state capital city). Interested
tv news, programming — but willing and able
to start where needed. 34, married. 304-9255488. Box 821P, BROADCASTING.
Ten years experience in radio major markets. News, dj, pd, first phone. Family.
Want Grey,
permanent
t.v., talent,
tech DU
or both
Kirt
Los Angeles,
Phone
5-6712— ■
or Box 43R, BROADCASTING.
Director — currently employed at NYC channel, 5 years experience in commercial and
educational broadcasting and allied fields;
seeks directing position in northeastern
area. Box 85R, BROADCASTING.
35 year old announcer-p.d. -salesman. Many
years radio and television. Looking for
position in management, or with view to
same. Box 61R, BROADCASTING.
Radio newsman wants to move any phase
of TV. Excellent background especially for
court andfor legislative
coverage.
NowBoxairingwriting
major market
station.
65R,
BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others
Program director to plan, create and execute all live local commercial, public service, and documentary programming, on basic
CBS station in midwest. Must have administrative and creative experience and
ability.mentExcellent
for manageadvancement.opportunity
Starting salary
$10,000
to $15,000. Many fringes including stock
option plete
planresume,
andsamples
profit sharing.
Send work,
comof creative
references, to Box 4R, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
SITUATIONS WANTED
Sales
Highly experienced program and time salesman seeks opportunity in competitive market. Have successfully sold syndicated shows
past nine years in major and small markets
to regional and local advertisers. Previously
had newspaper space and radio sales management background. Mature, excellent
health. Can make you money. Write Box
80R, BROADCASTING.

Director-producer working in midwest
capital city desires relocation with future.
Six years creative experience. Leadership,
reliability. Best references. University
graduate, family. Box 66R, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters,
iconoscopes, 440
audio,
monitors, orthicons,
cameras. Electrofind,
Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.
Closed circuit and broadcast television
video monitors — model change and demo
units, used with new warrenty, 8", 14", 17",
21" — metal cabinets, 10 megacycle video —
price $150.00 each and up. Call or write
Miratel Electronics, Inc., 1st St. SE&Rlchardson, St. Paul 12, New Brighton, Minnesota-phone number ME 3-1742.

WANTED

For Sale
Equipment
Good lkw Raytheon transmitter, RA 1000-A,
$1500 at sight. Being replaced by 5 kw
transmitter. Phone J. S. Booth, CO 7-3121,
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.
Recording
Clearance
sale check
price
of 30 for $13,blank
plus 16".
postage.
Send cash,
or C.O.D. order to Sam Dudas, Box 215,
Doerun, Georgia.
Federal 101C field intensity meter with
calibration curves, operation manual. Excellent condition. $300.00. Contact Jack
Pearson, WFAS, P. O. Box 711, White Plains,
New York.
Xmission Line; Teflon insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Continental 1 kw, UHF tv transmitter,
model PA-715, complete with tubes, without
sideband filter, very clean and in working
order, $3500, Ruth Higdon WAFG-TV,
Huntsville, Ala., 539-1783.
IRE issues most 1913 — almost complete 1917
thru 1962 — some bond. General Binding
combo-punched and binder-machine. 1962
model 12PB. Mrs. Lynne C. Smeby, Day
call CO 5-4666; night call OL 2-8520. 4545
Fairfield Drive, Bethesda 14, Maryland.
shafts— life new. Contact WENY, Elmira,
Two rust model 08-11A Linear motor and
New York.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Field strength meter for use in broadcast
band. Contact Glenn Winter, WSBA-TV,
York, Pennsylvania.
5,000 watt fm transmitter wanted. Must be
in good condition. Other pertinent equipment will be considered. Box 42R, BROADCASTING.
WANTED: Used general radio type 1931-A
modulation monitor in good condition.
Write Chris Bauer, WHBL, P.O. Box 27,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Used tv tower 750 feet or higher galvanized
guyed suitable support 12 bay channel 13
antenna tower top. State condition where
located best cash price. C. H. Fisher, Tower
Sales & Erecting Co., 6100 NE. Columbia
Blvd., Portland 18, Oregon.
1 kw fm transmitter and tower. 150 to 200
ft. WEFA Inc. 4440 North Clark St., Chicago
40, Illinois.
ATTENTION

TO BUY

Station
Small market radio station Georgia, Florida,
Alabama. $10,000 down. At least breaking
even. No brokers. Confidential. Box 49R,
BROADCASTING.
TV station wanted. Southwest, Arizona preferred. High volume, sound business, excellent potential. Full particulars to Agent:
Box 949P, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Special rates to religious broadcasters 6 to
9Carolina.
am daily. WMDE, Greensboro, North
"Stinger Series" Forty musical cappers,
stings,
punctuators,
in Hi-Fi
and pressed
on to newly
pure recorded
vinyl just
$9.95.
Station
Services,
1st
National
Bank,
Peoria,
Illinois.
30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. L Radio
approved.
Request
Elkins
License
School,free2603brochure.
Inwood
Road, Dallas. Texas.
Elkins training now available in New
Orleans for FCC First Class License in 6
weeks. Nationally known for top quality
theory and laboratory instruction. Elkins
Radio School of New Orleans, 714 Masonic
Temple
Building,
333 Saint Charles Avenue,
New Orleans,
Louisiana.
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you erating
license
In only
op5kw station.
One school
price with
includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.
Announcing
consolepractical
operation. Twelveprogramming,
weeks intensive,
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of ChicagoSix weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISERS

Effective November 5th, all WANTED TO BUY STATION advertising will
require DISPLAY SPACE. FOE SALE STATIONS, as already indicated in our
masthead, also requires display space.
RATES:
One time — $20.00 per inch

94

13 times —

19.00 per inch

26 times —

17.50 per inch

52 times —

15.00 per inch

Instructions — (Cont'd)
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement.
Geary St. Free illustrated brochure. 259
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N. Y.
OX 5-9245.
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
January 9. For Information, references and
reservations, write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Ave., Burbank, California.
Six weeks courses In FCC first phone license, and in Announcing. Nine months
courses In Chief Engineer, Program Director,
Owner-Manager.
and placement
service Guaranteed
since 1947. training
Keegan
Technical Institute, 207 Madison, Memphis,
Tennessee.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
AM-TV Exclusive Broadcast Personnel
Service. 600 stations cross-country. Get free
application. Write, Broadcast Employment
Service. 4825 10th Avenue So., Minneapolis
17, Minn.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management

WANTED
PROGRAM
For

number

one

TOP

DIRECTOR
rated fulltimer.

Good Eastern market. Long time
ownership. Send proof and full details fast. Salary plus rating incentive.
Box 45R, BROADCASTING
\
SITUATIONS WANTED
Production — Programming, Others
HUNTLEY-BRINKLEY?
Even they haven't interviewed the
people
you
knowI have
what i.e.,
nosed"Rudolph"
Reindeer, the
the
Xmas Seals, Santa Claus, Mrs. Claus
— mater of fact, everyone in Santaland. I'd like to Xmascast for you
— See my color ad in "Fates £r
Fortunes" or call Holly B. Jolly —
Pams of Dallas — TAylor 7-0901.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Continued from page 89
Grand Forks, Minn., to March 24, 1963.
■ Granted licenses covering and increase
in daytime power for following stations:
KPND Pampa, Tex.; KDEC Decorah, Iowa,
and installation of new trans.
WKMI Kalamazoo, Mich. — Remote control permitted while using non-DA.
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: City of Cabool, on ch.
13, Cabool, Mo., to translate programs of
KTVI (TV) (ch. 2), St. Louis, Mo.; Presidio
Tv Co., on ch. 11, Shatter, Tex., KOSA-TV
(ch. 7), Odessa, Tex.
•24.
License renewals
■ Granted renewal of licenses of KHOW
Denver, Colo.; KNOX Fort Worth, Texas,
and WKDA Nashville, Tenn. Action Oct.
KZON Tolleson, Ariz.— Rescinded Sept.
24.
28 grant of renewal of license. Action Oct

Production — Programming, Others

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

ATTENTION
RADIO STATIONS
Would you like to have the popular Italian Program, "Echoes of
Italy," on your station? Over
8,000,000 Italo-Americans in the
U.S.A., listen every Sunday to this
original, personality program, produced and announced by Maestro
Nino Bellassai. For many years,
Advertising Agencies, National
and Local Sponsors nave made,
"Echoes of Italy," the successful
media for advertising. For information— write to Maestro Nino
Bellassai — 24 Wall St., Norwalk,
Conn.
I
I
f
■

AUDIO TAPE DUPLICATOR
Ampex High Speed Duplicators
Guaranteed — Highest Quality
Lowest Prices
Complete Packaging & Mailing Service
OMAHA RECORDING STUDIO
2963 Farnam, Omaha, Nebr.
INSTRUCTIONS
SIX WEEK COURSES
a. FCC first phone license
b.NINE
Announcer,
Disc-Joclcey
MONTH
COURSES

TELEVISION

Opportunity for TV salesman in one of
the fastest growing markets in the S.E.
Station going into full color operation on
November 15th. Protected account list
available. Base salary in top 4 figures
and commission. Only top experienced
tv salesmen need apply. All replies will
be kept confidential— all replies will be
acknowledged. Send background, present billing, etc., to Harry C. Barfield,
Station Manager, WLEX-TV, Lexington,
Kentucky, or telephone 4-8747.

Gates BC-850CY's
Gates BC-250C-l's
Collins 300C's
Raytheon RA-250
CE 4BT20-A1
Can supply as is, or tuned and
tested to your frequency. Call
or wire Franz Cherny, Gates
Radio Company, Phone Area
Code 217, 222-8202.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

(r

FINALIZED
■ ByizedReport
and
commission finalrulemaking in Order,
Doc. 14688
and shifted
uhf ch. 22 from Cambridge to Salisburg,
Md., as petitioned for by William H. Porter
It deferred consideration of substitute channel in Cambridge until decisions are reached
in Doc.
is concerned with future 14229
methods which
of assigning
on uhf
channels. This will afford stations
Maryland State
Board of Education or any other qualified
educational organization time in which
complete plans which may involve educa-to
tional channel in Cambridge. Action Oct 24

gories. Write for school catalog
KEEGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
"Since 1947"
207 Madison, Memphis, Tenn.

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Station

For Sale

ESTABLISHED MIDWEST
DAYTIME STATION
1000 watts, good frequency & coverage
of compound
market $250-million
able income. $195,000
with 25% spenddown,
balance over several years to financially
responsible buyer prepared to complete
transaction. Details to principals only.
Box 86R, BROADCASTING

Station

J)

Have used 250 watt transmitters
in stock —

}
S
'it'
1

c. Chief Engineer
§
d. Program Director
jj
e. Owner-Manager.
1
Guaranteed training and placement.
Our graduates are working in all cate-

Help Wanted— Sales

Equipment

PETITIONS FILED
■ Board of Education, Tacoma School
District #10, City of Tacoma, Wash., requests amendment of rules so as to reassign
ch. 20 to Tacoma from Seattle.
■
Purdue
Lafayette, Ind., requests
amendment ofU.,rules
so as to assign chs. 41 &
51 to Lima, Ohio, by deleting ch. 44 from
Piqua, Ohio, and ch. 51 from Logansport,
Ind. Ch. 73 in Lima to be deleted.
■ General Electric Co. requests institution of rulemaking proceedings looking towards adoption of compatible stereophonic
soundcasttransmission
standards for tv broadservice.

Miscellaneous

Young, experienced man wants
position with progressive organization. Experience includes announcing, sales, p.d., promotion,
continuity, and station management. Presently employed as
general & sales manager of inthe-black FM independent. Willing to start at bottom of large
organizatio nand work up or
start at top of small station.
Salary pen. Prefer West or
Southwest.
Box 69E, BROADCASTING

For Sale

Rulemakings

FOR SALE
50 KILOWATT STATION
Fulltime facility in major west coast
market. Asking $875,000 with excellent
terms available to qualified buyer. |^
Box 17R, BROADCASTING
Pacific Northwest
Major Market Station. $150,000
down Required, liberal payout
on balance. No brokers.
Box 971P, BROADCASTING
To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
PATT Mcdonald co.
P. O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS

single
daytime
Ala
85M
terms
Pa
small
60M
10M
medium daytime
125M
Ca
18M
medium
daytime
Fla
125M
35M
N.Y. medium daytime
fulltime
230M
65M
terms
N.C. metro
daytime
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
50M
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
STATIONS FOR SALE
NORTH WEST CENTRAL. Daytime. Cross
averages between $8,000 and $9,000 monthly. Cash tlow between $2,000 and $3,000
monthly. Asking $160,000 with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279

FROM

EDITORIAL

TO:

staff

DESK

Got a letter today that points out an error we've
made by calling BAND-AID Adhesive Bandages
just
Band-Aids.
The letter emphasizes concern for the
legal protection of a valuable and long-standing
trademark.
They state BAND -AID is an adjective,
not a noun, and should always be followed by the
product name, i.e., BAND-AID Adhesive Bandag
es
or more specifically, BAND-AID Sheer Strips,
etc

We don't make a practice of catering to
whims,
this concerns the legal problem of protecting
a
trademark.
Let's try to cooperate. Thanx

but

OUR

RESPECTS

Enthusiasm

to Ruth Avery

for her

work

"The most eminently successful people are those who love what they are
doing," according to Avery Gibson.
Perhaps this philosophy is a bit of
truth: Miss Gibson, who enthusiastically states, "I love my job," was made
.a vice president of H-R Representatives
Inc., at the tender age of 32.
Hardly typical in appearance of a
station rep executive, the tall, willowy
Miss Gibson is none-the-less a hardworking, pace-setting company official.
She joined H-R eight years ago as
the second person in a two-person promotion department; now, as vice president of research, promotion and sales
development, she supervises 18 staff
members in a department expanded under her aegis.
Miss Gibson, who has retained her
feminine demeanor in spite of the rigors
of the business world, notes she changed
the tenor of H-R sales meetings when
she started attending: "All the jokes the
clients had brought on their New York
trips suddenly couldn't be told."
A Native Washingtonian ■ Miss Gibson was born in Washington, D. C., on
Nov. 23, 1926. (She readily admits her
age, noting that in the past, in order to
get a job, she had to add years — Now
she's willing to settle for the accurate
count.) After finishing high school in
Washington, she continued her education at the U. of North Carolina, majoring in communications, and graduating
in 1949 with an AB degree.
While a full-time student at the
Chapel Hill college, 19-year-old Avery
worked for WDUK (now WTIK) Durham, N. C, during her school lunch
hour selling time and emceeing a daily
disc jockey show. She notes she made
more money on that part-time job than
she did in her first professional job.
In addition to her activities at the
station, Avery found time to belong to
the school's dramatic society, yearbook
and campus newspaper staffs, and Delta
Gamma, a social sorority.
Shortly after she graduated from college, Miss Gibson went to work for
WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C, then
owned by the Dumont network, where
she wrote scripts and operated the transmitter among other things. "There
wasn't a job you didn't have to do,"
she comments about working in the
early days of tv.
After six months with the station she
was transferred to the promotion department of Dumont's New York headquarters.
She quit, she reports, after working
seven days a week for an entire year.
BROADCASTING, October 29, 1962

Gibson

made

all obstacles

surmountable

Back to Dixie ■ Limping back to
North Carolina, Miss Gibson worked
for a short time at a station in Burlington when she was tapped by WTOB
Winston-Salem. She did continuity and
promotion at the station before she went
to WTOB-TV, the radio station's uhf
sister. "There were tremendous probsays. lems in keeping uhf alive there," she
WTOB-TV was represented by a
four-year-old company called H-R, and
in 1954, Miss Gibson returned to New
York as assistant to H-R's promotion
director. (WTOB-TV suspended operation in 1957).
Six months later she became research
director. Soon her department had
grown too big to handle by herself, and
an assistant was hired. Three years ago
she was elected vice president of a department encompassing both research
and sales promotion.

average of 30 pieces of work a day are
produced in sales development, she
notes proudly.
In addition, H-R now predicts stations' future performance, as well as
giving
"This
one through
reason
researchpast
and history.
promotion
willislive

The growth of Miss Gibson's sales
development unit is due at least in part
to methods she established. Her department supplies H-R salesmen with research materials "in order to eliminate
the duplication of work that's usually

The ambitious Miss Gibson is curpheasants!")
rently chairman of Television Bureau
of Advertising's Research Advisory
Committee, and is a member of the
Radio-Tv Research Council, Station

of sales."
part
When
she joined H-R, the firm had
no system of handling rating reports.
Now there are definite groups — formalized procedures for helping salesmen.
After all, she points out, her department's main function is to supply salesmen with useful sales information. An

the computer age — machines can't predict the future." Aids ■ Miss Gibson has
Programming
also developed a programming advisory
service for H-R stations. By studying
market reports and trends, the representative can advise stations on programming ahead of its competitors. Under
Miss Gibson's guidance, the firm has
developed procedures for rate card increases— where, when and how much.
Miss Gibson has been married for
five years to Murray Davis, a space
salesman for Fairchild Publications.
They have a house at 6 Pheasant Run in
Larchmont, N. Y. ("We really do have

Representatives' Assn. Research Council,
International Radio & TelevisionandSociety.
Hard-driving Miss Gibson, who has
been called "a company woman through
and through," is "proud to be associated with the broadcasting industry."
The people in it, she thinks, are "some
of the nicest, brightest and most creative." She adds there is "lots of integrity
in this business."
Broadcasting's future? Miss Gibson
says, "Time increases my pride. The
jobs radio and television stations are
doing for their communities get better
every year, especially in news programMiss Gibson thinks her "most definite influence" in business was Frank
Pellegrin (H-R executive vice president). When she joined H-R eight years
ming."
ago,
Miss Gibson says she was relatively
shy and retiring.
"He [Mr. Pellegrin] wanted me to
get out and do things. Now I can get
up and speak to large groups of people

Miss Gibson
H-R salesmen's big helping hand

andAnfight
for whatatI believe."
associate
H-R took note of
Miss Gibson's business acumen: "She
has a retentive mind for facts and
figures, as well as complete empathy
for station and buyer problems." He
points to her "quick grasp of essentials
— she really gets to the nub of the
problem," and he adds, "with a warm,
friendly disposition,"

EDITORIALS
Curtain

of silence

A FORM of voluntary censorship has been imposed by
the White House, although that isn't what the White
House calls it. By any name it is a form of censorship that
cannot work to the satisfaction of anyone but the most rigid
thinkers in the military.
The 12 categories of information that the White House
has embargoed cover almost any military subject of imaginable interest. A news director who takes the rules literally
would think twice before sending a cameraman to cover a
weekend outing of a troop of Boy Scouts.
The practical effect of the White House memorandum, if
it is observed, will be to discourage the reporting of all military information except that which is handed out by the
Defense Dept. And the information to be expected from that
source is apt to be scant. In its opening sentence the memorandum explains that the 12 categories of information are
"considered vital to our national security and therefore will
not be released by the the Dept. of Defense."
It is understandable that an ambiguous censorship-without-censorship was imposed, for the condition that precipitated itis ambiguous, a sort of war-without-war in which
the nation has had little experience. As a short-term expedient, the system of censorship that is now in effect may
be acceptable. If the condition that requires censorship
continues, however, the system will have to be tidied up.
What radio, television and the other news media must guard
against is the extension of the current system beyond the
period in which it can be justified.
As long as there is a real danger of direct confrontation
by American and Soviet forces in the Cuban blockade or
other trouble zones no journalist can seriously object to
reasonable restraints on his reporting of military information. That situation is unlikely to continue very long; it will
either worsen or improve. If it improves, all censorship
ought to be abandoned. If it worsens, a workable form of
censorship ought to be devised.
In the unhappy event of a continuing emergency, an
office of censorship ought to be established as a part of the
civil government, as it was during World War II. To put
the Defense Dept. in charge, as it seems to be now, would
guarantee public ignorance of matters the public ought to
know about. Military censors must take orders from military commanders, and commanders are ill-equipped by training or disposition to judge where true security ends and
arbitrary suppression begins.
Censorship and enlightenment are contradictory terms,
but if there must be censorship, let it come as close to
enlightenment as possible. It will tend in that direction only
if administered by someone with a genuine belief in the
virtues of an open society and with a status that removes
him from subservience to the military or to the apparatus
of political administration that happens to be in power.

it to the regional meeting of the NAB in Washington. When
he had summed up the purposes of the memorandum, he
volunteered to answer questions. Not one was asked.
■ The day after the President announced the Cuban
quarantine NBC-TV decided to postpone an Oct. 3 1 broadcast
of its news documentary on the digging of an escape tunnel
under the Berlin Wall. Until then the network had resisted
pressures of the government to quash the program. The
documentary contains no military information.
■ During the integration crisis at the U. of Mississippi —
before any formal censorship existed — FCC Chairman Newton Minow was all set to dispatch investigators to make
sure that Mississippi stations were being "fair." He was dissuaded by the Justice Dept. which said nothing about the
propriety of government surveillance of news programming
but argued that the presence of more federal agents in the
area might increase political tensions there.
Cracks

in the eggheads

ANY television critic worth his vitriol knows that there
are certain recurrent situations from which, in a pinch,
he can derive a few satisfying smirks even if all else fails.
One of these occurs whenever a world crisis impends and
the United Nations works overtime.
If television does not cancel commercial programming
and carry the UN sessions live, the critic can flail away happily at the failure of broadcasters To Meet Their Public
Service Responsibilities. For the alert critic this situation
also has the advantage of being reversible. If television does
go to the UN, a few viewers are sure to complain, and the
critic can poke fun at them and, by indirection, belittle the
regular programming which was replaced.
Having gone through this niggling cross-fire many times,
commercial broadcasters may draw a moment of innocent
fun from the plight in which critics found themselves last
week. The System backfired. An educational station —
WNDT (TV) New York — cancelled regular programming
to make UN pickups and got a torrent of abuse; in fact
some 350 viewers protested. Where, they wanted to know,
were the old Charlie Chaplin films that had been scheduled?
The critics could report this, but they couldn't get their
hearts into it. Having for so long touted the superiority of
educational tv programming — and by association the superiority of educational tv viewers — they couldn't revel in it as
they might if a crass commercial station were involved.
It isn't easy to call a fellow viewer a lunkhead.

At best, the censor's job will be distasteful to himself and
those he censors. At worst, it can close a society that has
been open since its birth. If the latter is to be the case,
there is little reason for the U. S. to insist that Russia take
its missiles out of Cuba or, indeed, for Russia to maintain
them there.
IT would be possible to place more confidence in the
I media's desire to resist editorial restraint and in the government's disinclination to impose it if these three recent
incidents had not occurred:
■ The morning after he had issued the White House
memorandum requesting voluntary censorship, Pierre Salinger, the White House news secretary, agreed to explain
98

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Stick around, Al . . . I think we're going to get a damned
good news shot!"
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PRC

- TV

People

try

and

it

they

like

it

jResult :
!KPRC-TV

is first in sales in

Houston. Next time you're
thirsty for sales try the one
fine TV

station sold everywhere)

at popular
"HEY

prices. Just say . . .

PETRY,

KPRC— TV."

ALSO BREWERS OF
KPRC-TV,
CHANNEL
2, HOUSTON
Represented
Nationally
by
Edward
Petry & Co.
COURTESY OF THE CARLING BREWING COMPANY

KPRC

RADIO

First

in

Hoosiet
Hearts
James Whitcomb Riley, beloved
Hoosier Poet, whose nostalgic
verses about childhood and farm
life are still treasured by
Americans everywhere.

First

in

Hoosier

"When the frost is on the punkin," more than at any other time of
year, Americans remember our Hoosier Poet, James Whitcomb
Riley, as they enjoy anew his beloved Halloween Poem, "Little
Orphant
Here inAnnie."
Indiana, he will be remembered in a special way this
year, in a half-hour television broadcast presented as part of
our new documentary series, "Our Hoosier Heritage."
Developing this series took two years of hard work . . . but
it was a labor of love, for we are Hoosiers to the core. And
programs like this — as well as outside activities, such as our
annual Antique Auto Tour and our annual train pilgrimage to
the "Circus City Festival" at Peru, Indiana — keep us in touch,
close touch, with our audience.
We like that. Our audience likes it. And, as you well know if
you are among them, our advertisers like it.
You're not ? Then find out now about the special place we
have in Indianapolis and the rich satellite markets surrounding
the metro area. Just ask your KATZ man.

Homes

TIME-LIFE
BROADCAST
INC.

America's 13th TV Market
with the only basic NBC coverage of 760,000 TV set
owning families. ARB Nov., 1961. Nationwide Sweep.

35 Cents

BROADCASTING
THE
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OF

TELEVISION

AND

RADIO

NOVEMBER
More comedy, drama, big names

in 1963-64;
23

that's indicated trend in tv
Program, commercial

standards closely akin

to image-building, BPA told

58

New

5, 1962

York trial run convinces many

that uhf

wi» work anywhere

70

The Sec. 315 muddle:

current rulings only

add to the confusion
48
COMPLETE INDEX PACE 7

RICHMOND

j:

ilver

Congratulations
to

Virginia

and

Anniversary

on

25

the

years

of

outstanding

radio broadcasting
Radio Division
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CRC'S
STILL

DO-IT-YOURSELF
JINGLE KIT IS
AVAILABLE
IN SOME
MARKETS!

If you want exclusive rights in your area to the most talked about jingle
series in the industry better get in touch with CRC today! Where else can
YOU choose YOUR own sig, write YOUR own lyrics and decide the size of
YOUR series?
With CRC's series
six DJ openers, a
combination YOU
REGARDLESS OF
OF THEM.

DON'T

30 you can actually choose the basic 20 of six vocal ID's,
news, sports and weather, and five instrumentals or any
need.
THE NUMBER YOU BUY, YOUR SIG WILL BE IN ALL

DELAY

—

tofflttf, PHONE

WIRE-COLLECT...

COMMERCIAL

RECORDING

BUT

DO

OR

IT TODAY!

CORPORATION

3104 Maple Ave. • P. 0. Box 6726 • Dallas 9, Texas • Phone: Rl 8-8004

PRE-SELL

HER

ON

68

RADIO

IN

BALTIMORE!

The intelligent young housewife . . . building a good homelife for her growing
family ... is a prime market for you in Baltimore. PRE-SELL

her on WCBM

.. .

the radio station that programs for adult preferences! Baltimore's fastestmoving news staff . . . warm, friendly personalities . . . good music . . . plus
CBS Network features give her— and her husband— the kind of radio they like
best. And in Baltimore that means

WCBM

... the spot to PRE-SELL

in this

huge radio-conscious market!
National Sales Representative

A SERVICE OF METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING
oooo
A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE
•
10,000 Watts on 68 KC & 106.5 FM
•
Baltimore 13, Maryland
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140,386,000

drug

sales*

•SALES MANAGEMENT "Survey of Buying Power" 6,10 62

THE

CHANNEL

is unique
television
favorite

MARKET

is a rich, buying

market.

WGAL-TV

in its extensive, multi-city coverage of the area. This
station is outstanding because it is far and away the

with

expenditure

8

many,
on

this

many

thousands

Channel

8 station

of viewers.
will

pay

Your

advertising

rewarding

returns.

Lancaster,
NBC

and

STEINMAN
WGAL-TU
Channel
8
I
W
Representative:

The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

•

Chicago

Pa.

CBS
STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.
•

Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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Customers' man
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
is trying to enlist powerful advertising
agency support in his campaign to
embrace, within FCC rules, NAB radio and tv code restrictions on number and placement of commercials.
At his request "secret" meeting was
held with several leading agency executives inNew York headquarters of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies last Friday. Also present was
FCC Chairman Newton Minow who
has endorsed Lee proposal for official
government adoption of commercial
codes.
Identity of agencymen who met
with Messrs. Lee and Minow could
not be learned, but coincidentally it
was reported that new, high-level Special Broadcast Policy Committee has
been set up by AAAA to handle
broadcast questions outside normal
scope of A AAA's
and RadioMedia
Administration andTvBroadcast
Committees. New committee expects
to deal with such problems as government relations affecting broadcasting,
awards, color tv, pay tv, uhf, other
new developments. Among members
of new committee: Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver Jr., of McCann-Erickson
(chairman); Dan Seymour, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; Dick Pinkham. Ted
Bates & Co.; Lee Rich, Benton &
Bowles, and Bob Foreman, BBDO.
Unready reserve
Voice of America, which has been
using commercial stations to get its
story of Cuban crisis into Caribbean
(see page 44), has had 1 -megawatt
standard wave transmitter gathering
dust in New York warehouse since
1952. Henry Loomis, VOA director,
says it can't be pressed into service in
present emergency because it's of
no more use "than guns of a battleship without the battleship." He explained itwould take year to build
facility to house transmitter. Another
1 -megawatt transmitter has been built
by Continental Electronics Co., of
Dallas, but that one is destined for
United Arab Republic.
VOA is, however, using own resources to strengthen its daytime
broadcasting punch aimed at Cuba.
Mobile 50-kw standard wave transmitter is being installed on Florida's
Marathon Key to augment VOA
broadcasts on commercial stations.
Most of these are carrying VOA programs dusk-to-dawn. Mobile unit is
housed in two 20-foot truck-trailer
vans that can be hauled wherever
needed. Power is supplied by diesel
generators.

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

Up for grabs
Return by FCC to Avco procedure of accepting competitive bids
in station sales may be sought by
agency in legislation to be recommended to Congress. That is one of
important proposals before FCC this
week. Practice of accepting competing bids in station sales formerly was
in FCC rules but was banned in 1952
amendments to Communications Act.
Senate report at that time said Avco
procedure was "unwise invasion by a
government agency into private business." FCC itself had dropped practice few months before it was banned
by statute. Other major legislative requests under study by FCC are network and catv regulation authority.
Orlando case
Grant of ch. 9 (now WLOF-TV)
Orlando, Fla., to Mid-Florida Tv
Corp. would be reaffirmed by FCC
under instructions given to FCC staff
last week (at same meeting in which
FCC decided to quit announcing staff
instructions [see story, page 52] ) . Proposed action would reverse decision of
examiner who year ago recommended
revocation of grant and disqualification of Mid-Florida on grounds of ex
parte contacts with former FCC Commissioner Richard A. Mack.
Orlando case was remanded by
Court of Appeals to FCC for rehearing, and FCC decision, when final,
will be in form of report to court.
FCC instructions favoring Mid-Florida reportedly were based on judgment that none of company's principals knew of or sanctioned contacts
with Mr. Mack. Watching case with
interest is multiple-owner Metromedia
Inc. which has received several license
renewals conditioned on final action
on Orlando. John Kluge, head of
Metromedia, was original stockholder
in Mid-Florida but sold interest
(25%) in 1959 to Joseph Brechner,
WLOF-TV president and largest
stockholder (43%).
Martin-Crosby specials
Clairol Inc. will sponsor Christmas
Eve special, starring Mary Martin and
Bing Crosby, on ABC-TV. One-hour
show, which will be taped in Hollywood early next month, is set for
high-rated Ben Casey time slot (Mon.
10-11 p.m.). It's learned Miss Martin's
guest shot was made possible by
"lapse" in her contract with NBC-TV,
which said new contract is in negotia-

tion. NBC-TV said her appearance on
ABC-TV is reciprocal agreement, calling for Mr. Crosby as guest on original music special for Miss Martin next
season on NBC-TV. Agency: Foote,
Cone & Belding Inc., New York.
Social note
Anybody wanting FCC policy decision on broadcast matters last Thursday would have had to go to New
York. Following FCC representatives
attended New York Mayor Robert
Wagner's
reception
takeover of
WUHF celebrating
(TV), ch.city's
31
station that FCC used for uhf experiment (see story page 70) : Commissioners Minow, Hyde, Ford, Lee and
Henry; Max Paglin, general counsel;
Kenneth Cox, Broadcast Bureau chief;
Ed Allen, chief engineer; Bud Weston,
George Smith and Arthur Gladstone
of Mr. Lee's staff; Arnold Skrivseth,
project chief of WUHF test; and Sidney Lines, George Walda and Daniel
Hutton of chief engineer's office. Trip
was official, so travel was at federal
expense. Not all FCC travelers stayed
overnight.
Information package
New approach aimed at attracting
major national advertisers into sponsorship of local public-affairs programming on so-called "subscription"
basis will be unveiled shortly. Devised by NBC's WNBC-TV New
York, it'll let 10 non-competing advertisers join in sponsorship of five publicaffairs programs per week for 52
weeks, at $25,000 per advertiser. Station manager Peter M. Affe expects to
start showing it to agencies soon.
More on little business
House Small Business Committee's
inquiry into whether small advertisers
seeking television time are discriminated against by tv practices may be
given new life in 88th Congress. Subcommittee which began, but never
completed, hearings on question last
year (Broadcasting, Dec. 11, 1961)
is expected to issue report within two
weeks recommending that hearings
be resumed with special attention given
to network option-time practices.
When committee is reconstituted at
start of new Congress, subcommittee
conducting probe will have new chairman. Rep. Dale Alford (D-Ark.), who
headed unit, decided against seeking
reelection after his district was eliminated in reapportionment. Instead, he
became candidate for gubernatorial
nomination, and lost.
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versus
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1961

PERCENT CHANGE
+ 29.9%

+ 26.1%

Output of Gas

Foreign Commerce*

+ 20.5%

+ 69.6%
Baltimore City Building Permits

+ 33.2%

Baltimore County Building Permits
New Passenger Car Sales, City

+ 10.9%

+ 1.0%

and County

+ 2.5%
Deep Draft Vessel Arrivals

Exports*

+67.2%

Imports*
Import Metallic Ores**
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Imp
o
Aut
*4 months latest available **7 months latest available
Statistics reprinted through the courtesy of the Baltimore Association of Commerce and the Maryland Port Authority.
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WEEK

More comedy, drama (both live and film) on books for
the 1963-64 tv season as networks begin blueprinting
schedules with emphasis on big name personalities.
Danny Kaye and Phil Silvers shows ready. See . . .
MORE

COMEDY,

DRAMA

NEXT

... 23

Agencies develop lists of possible programs for next
season. One house already has 82 items, many of them
spinoffs. A spinoff is a single program taken from existing series with potential for new series. See . . .
SPINOFFS

LEAD

PROGRAM

PARADE

... 26

Uhf works in New York City; it will, therefore, work anywhere. These expressions come from engineers and officials who are close to year-long $2 million experiment.
Government turns over ch. 31 to city. See . . .
UHF

WORKS,

IT'S AGREED

BEWILDERS

MANAGING

NEWS

Networks preparing for election tomorrow with array of
computers, tabulators, calculators — but back of all this
equipment stand men, more than 10,000 of 'em, manning
radio and tv posts to report, analyze. See . . .
NETWORKS

... 50

READY

FOR

ELECTION

... 52

Promotion men hear Lewis advocate magazine concept
of advertising clusters. Higher programming and commercial standards needed, BPA members told at Dallas
meeting, to help build right station images. See . . .
HIGHER

STANDARDS

BUILD

IMAGE

... 58

Creative man must be given leeway and responsibility,
AAAA group is told at Detroit meeting. "Committee thinking" is scored as unproductive and wasteful. Smith
and McCall address joint meeting. See . . .
HARNESSING

CREATIVE

MAN

... 34

Eight commercial and two shortwave radio stations continue to carry Spanish-language VOA programs to Cuba
and Latin America. Dusk-to-dawn broadcasts "absolutely
essential," Voice director says. See . . .
VOA

... 48

Newsmen boiling at administration's use of news as
element in U. S. moves in Cuban crisis. Sylvester admission stirs freedom of news issue; meeting with media
representatives is urged by RTNDA president. See . . .
PENTAGON

BRIEF

... 70

Flurry of conflicting interpretations of equal time law
has broadcasters — and their attorneys — perplexed. Recent
FCC rulings on what is and what isn't exempt program,
rattle those who thought they understood Sec. 315. See . . .
SEC. 315 CONFUSES,

IN

BROADCASTS

CONTINUE

... 44

ABC International serves 14 million sets in 17 countries;
hopes to create worldwide network of active associates.
Coyle tells of overseas advertising possibilities at agency
presentation in New York. See . . .
ABC

SHOWS

OVERSEAS

LINEUP

... 72

DEPARTMENTS
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CLOSED CIRCUIT
COMMERCIALS IN PRODUCTION
DATEBOOK
EDITORIAL PAGE
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 ft T
Complete coverage of week begins on page 23 f\ §

Networks

protest

Pentagon

news

policies

CBS'S SALANT, NBC'S McANDREW ASK END TO RESTRAINTS
Network news chiefs late last week
forces. He suggested that Mr. Salinger
meet with news media representatives
sharply criticized government information-control policies in Cuban crisis "to discuss how this matter should
(also see story, page 50).
properly be handled in any future
Richard S. Salant, president of CBS
Mr. McAndrew, in telegram to Mr.
News, and William R. McAndrew, ex- emergency."
ecutive vice president of NBC News,
Sylvester, expressed NBC News' "strentook particular exception to Pentagon
uous" objection to limitations imposed
spokesman's statement that news is be- by Defense Dept. on "free flow of information tothe American public."
ing used as part of government's "weapHe said "manipulation and control
onry."
of the news by our government, howBoth news executives urged removal
ever admirable the motive, is a dangerof restrictions imposed on newsmen
ous device. . . .
covering crisis developments.
James C. Hagerty, vice president in
"We urgently request that the restrictions ... on free and independent
charge of news for ABC, did not issue
gathering and reporting of information
statement. But he said he has expressed
be completely and promptly removed."
"disapproval" of government information procedures in telephone conversations with Pierre Salinger, White House
FCC deadlock delays
news secretary, and Arthur Sylvester,
Assistant Secretary of Defense, PentaOhio political case
gon spokesman.
FCC quorum split right down middle
Defense Dept. news policies were
Friday on political broadcasting quescriticized also by Rep. John S. Moss
tion and wired parties involved that it
(D-Calif.), chairman of House Freeis
divided
(2-2) and unable to reach
dom of Information Subcommittee. He
decision without further study.
called them "disturbing" and promised
Question involved proffered program
critical review by subcommittee of govof John M. Briley, Ohio Republican
ernment procedures for releasing in- candidate for U. S. Senate — turned
formation intimes of crisis.
down by two stations — in which he
Mr. Sylvester, in replying to criticism
had used taped voice of his opponent,
of Pentagon news policies, denied there
Sen. Frank Lausche (D-Ohio).
has been any distortion, deception or
Split, with general counsel and
manipulation in government handling
of news. Mr. Sylvester, in reply to Lee
Hills, president of American Society of
Ratings catharsis?
Newspaper Editors, added "We have,
News may not break for sevof course, protected national security
eral weeks yet, but three tv rating
and the lives of the military personnel
services
have reached agreement
directly involved in the current crisis.
with staff of Federal Trade ComThis is our primary concern in releasing
mission and have actually signed
the news."
draft of consent orders.
Mr. Salant, who made his comments
These deal primarily with makin telegram to Mr. Salinger, urged
ing public probable and possible
"prompt" removal of "guideline restricerrors in sampling, computations
tions on full and free reporting which
and analysis — even possible elewere requested by the White House"
ment of dishonesty by interview(Broadcasting, Oct. 29).
ers. Three services are American
He said this is "particularly imperaResearch Bureau, A. C. Nielsen
tive" if Pentagon spokesman's stateand The Pulse Inc.
ment that use of news is part of governPapers now go to full FTC
ment's "weaponry" reflects administrawhere, because of great interest in
tion policy.
subject, agreements are expected
White House guidelines viewed in
to get more than pro-forma going
context of this statement, he added,
over. FTC interest in tv rating
"combine to raise grave doubts in the
services was sparked by Sen. Warpublic mind that full information is
ren G. Magnuson and his Combeing reported."
merce Committee (Closed CirHe also noted that reporters have
cuit, Oct. 8, July 30).
not been permitted to report "directly
on the field activities" of U.S. armed

Broadcast Bureau also taking sides,
centered on whether Sec. 315 or Sec.
325 (rebroadcast rights) prevails. Sen.
Lausche's remarks had been aired by
WOSU Columbus, Ohio, and inserted
in Briley tv program by Republican.
KYW-TV Cleveland and WSPD-TV
Toledo refused to air show (other stations did use it) on grounds WOSU
denied permission to rebroadcast.
With four commissioners present,
Chairman Newton N. Minow and
T. A. M. Craven accepted general
counsel's argument that Sec. 315 prevails and that program should have
been telecast. Commissioners Rosel
Hyde and Robert Bartley (with Broadcast Bureau) argued that Sec. 325 took
precedence and stations could not carry
Briley film without approval of WOSU.
FCC wired KYW-TV, WSPD-TV
and Mr. Briley that it was unable to
make ruling because of 2-2 vote (Commissioners Frederick Ford, Robert E.
Lee and E. William Henry were not in
offices Friday). Agency did not say
whether another emergency meeting
would be held with more members present prior to election tomorrow.
Race

picketing

set for Madison

Ave.

Madison Avenue agencies will be picketed next Friday (Nov. 9) in protest of
alleged discrimination against Negroes
in advertising industry, congressional
hearing in New York was told in final
session Nov. 2 (see story, page 68).
Caleb Peterson, president of Hollywood Race Relations Bureau, in testimony before House Education & Labor
Committee, said Bureau will have 25-50
pickets on 10-block stretch of Avenue
where they will be seen by agency personnel as they leave work.
Mr. Peterson's testimony followed
two ad agency spokesmen, who indicated that use of Negroes and other
minorities in sales messages is responsibility of clients, but said agencies
would welcome and act on practical
suggestions.
Frederick W. Frost, manager, commercial art and production, Young &
Rubicam, replied "no" to Committee
Chairman Adam Clayton Powell Jr.'s
question of whether "clients ever ask
not to use Negroes." Mr. Frost said
national advertising is directed to "majority audience" and agencies will continue
use whites."
John L. "tendency
Owen, todirector
of broadcast,
Foote, Cone & Belding, said he knew of
"no special circumstance or policy of
discrimination" against minorities.
hm
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Theodore C.
Streibert, former
vp and general
manager of Time
Inc.'s WTCNAM-TV Minneapolis St.
Paul
and more recently consultant to
International Div.
of Time-Life
Broadcast, Inc.
Streibert
elected president
of Radio Free Europe Fund (Crusade
for Freedom Inc.) (Closed Circuit,
Oct. 22). He succeeds Col. Leslie R.
Shope, who resigned. Mr. Streibert
was first director of U. S. Information
Agency (1953-57) and is a director of
Free Europe Committee. In 1957, he
became associated with Rockefellers'
International Basic Economy Corp. He
held that post until 1960. Mr. Streibert
was a founder of MBS in 1934, elected
president of WOR New York in 1945
and also served as board chairman of
Mutual.
Arthur H. McCoy, executive vp
of radio division
of John Blair &
Co., elected president of Blair Radio, New York.
Mr. McCoy
joined Blair organization inMay
1955 as sales executive. He was
Mr. McCoy
elected vp and
sales manager of radio branch in May
1957, and elevated to executive vp in
September of that year.
Edgar P. Smith, assistant to president
of Time Inc. for past two years, joins
Time-Life Broadcast Inc., New York,
as vp. His duties will include administration and creative development in
broadcast division. Mr. Smith is former assistant managing editor of For-

tune and managing editor of Architectural Forum. Time-Life Broadcast Inc.
owns and operates KLZ-AM-TV Denver; WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis-St.
Paul; WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis;
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and KOGO-AM-TV San Diego, Calif.,
and is participant in tv enterprises in
Lebanon, Argentina, Germany and
Pakistan.
James L. Ferguson, associate
advertising manager for paper
products division
of The Procter &
Gamble Co., Cinjoins Lennen &cinnati,Newell
Inc., New York,
as senior vp on
P. Lorillard Co.
Mr. Ferguson
account. Mr. Ferguson joined P&G in 1950 after graduation from Harvard Business School.
Other positions he held at P&G are
assistant brand manager on Gleem
toothpaste and brand manager for Lilt
home permanents.
Charles E.
Jones, former administrative vp
and board member of PottsWoodbury, Kansas City advertising agency, and
since 1961 general sales manager of WHB
Mr. Jones
Kansas City, rejoins P-W as
president and chief executive office,
succeeding J. B. Woodbury, president
since 1954. Mr. Woodbury remains as
chairman of board of directors, post
he has held since 1956. Mr. Jones was
Potts-Woodbury vp for eight years,
serving as account supervisor and new
business manager.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
Reps' marketing role
described by Burke
Scope of station representation has
widened to include marketing role,
Robert A. Burke, marketing and sales
development director — west, Young
Television Corp., said at seminar of
western stations represented by Young.
At San Francisco meeting Nov. 2,
Mr. Burke told group of station executives that "this new role has been
created to keep pace with advertiser and
agency needs. In the use of spot tv, it
10

is incumbent on us as representatives —
as salesmen — as marketing men — to
speak with an intimate, first-hand knowledge of your
market."tour
Mr. ofBurke
has
been on
three-week
western
markets.
Fuller & Smith

& Ross

named by Yale & Towne
Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc., New
York, has been appointed by Yale &
Towne Manufacturing Co., New York,
as agency for major divisions of the

viewers

The Untouchables will drag
out gangsters and machine guns
again in attempt to regain former
high ratings, according to Desi
ductions.
Arnaz, president of Desilu ProEfforts to "comply with the
overall atmosphere" (general reduction of violence in tv programming this season) caused
drop in series popularity, Mr.
Arnaz indicated. Script changes
were not caused by network or
other (Washington) pressures, he
said.
The Untouchables portrays violent era, Desilu boss said; violence
is point of view.
FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow told Mr. Arnaz about six
ed.
months ago that "he loves The
Untouchables," producer report-

lock and building hardware firm.
FSR will handle, effective Jan. 1,
1963, Yale Materials Handling Division, Yale Lock and Hardware Division, Towne Hardware Division and
Corporate Advertising; Banklock Service Division, and Yale & Towne International.
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, which formerly serviced
these divisions, will continue to handle
four other Y&T subsidiaries.
Other Y&T agencies are Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago;
Buchen Adv. and Albert Frank-Gunther Law, both New York; Boylhart,
Lovett & Dean, Los Angeles; and Sander-Werbung,
Hugo Sander, kg., Dusseldorf,
Germany.
FCC

members

split

on WAVY-AM-TV

sale

Spirited and lengthy discussion was
held by FCC last week on pending $4.5
million sale of WAVY-AM-TV Portsmouth-Norfolk, Va., to newspaper publisher-multiple owner Gannett Inc.
It's understood FCC tentatively plans
to order hearing, although issues and
type of inquiry are not decided. Complicating case is protest by Beachview
Broadcasting Co., competing applicant
with WAVY-TV at time of original ch.
10 grant, and subsequent agreement
whereby WAVY-TV would pay Beachview $98,750 in expenses in return for
agreement not to appeal sale if apIt was reported payment to Beachproved.
view did not enter into last week's debate and consensus is that agreement
will not be approved.
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Eighteen reasons why the KAY-TALL News Department is UNMATCHED in
the Ark-La-Tex ... for COVERAGE of the news . . . MANPOWER to reach it . . .
EQUIPMENT to handle it . . . and EXPERIENCE with it!
KTAL-TV News now presents the area's ONLY FULL-HOUR TV Newscast . . .
• . . NEWSCOPE, 5:30-6:30 P. M., Monday through Friday, with Huntley-Brinkley,
Local News, Regional News, Opinion, plus
EXCLUSIVE Radar Weather - In - Motion!
BLAIR

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
CHANNEL 6 NBC FOR
SHREVEPORT

The

Embassy

of

Peru

His Excellency Sefior Don Fernando
Berckemeyer,

Ambassador

of Peru

to the United States, and Serlora
de Berckemeyer,
Room

in the Drawing

of the Embassy . . .

another in the WTOP-TV
on the Washington

series

diplomatic scene

Represented by TvAR
POST-NEWSWEEK
STATIONS
A DIVISION OF
THE WASHINGTON POST COMPANY

Photograph by Fred Maroon

What

kind of harvest

do you

want?

The show was great. It gave the sponsor the joy of soaring ratings
and congratulations all around.
So he expected the commercial to bring in a bumper crop of sales.
Instead, he found it brought forth a lemon.
Today, more than ever, TV commercials must start with a great selling idea
. . . expressed with skill, imagination, and persuasive facts.
We have a green thumb for this sort of thing. And it has helped to yield
many a rich harvest in sales and profits for Ayer clients.
N W. AYER

& SON, INC. The commercial is the payoff

DATEBOOK
sets, Robrecht Bosselaers and Slig Gertzis,
A calendar of important meetings and
Amperex; present and future unsolved raevents in the field of communications
designers' problems,
D. Hasty and
H. B.dio Dorsey,
Bendix; uhfE. translators
for
extending tv coverage, Stanley P. Lapin,
•Indicates first or revised listing
Adler Electronics; high performance fm/am
automobile receiver, P. S. Manson and M.
NOVEMBER
Slavin, Bendix.
Nov. 5 — Hollywood Ad Club, luncheon at Nov. 12-15 — National Assn. of Railroad &
Hollywood Roosevelt. James T. Quirk, pub- Utilities Commissions, Roosevelt Hotel, New
lisher, TvorGuide,
will Fish
speakin ona Barrel
"Television
Orleans. FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
Criticism,
Shooting
Is a will
speak on space communications.
Wonderful Sport if You Don't Happen to be
in
the
Barrel
at
the
Time."
Martin
Lewis,
'Nov.
13 — Broadcast Pioneers, 20th anniwest coast promotion representative, TV
versary dinner, Madison Room, Biltmore
Guide, will be chairman of the day.
Hotel, New York.
Nov. 4-7 — French-Language Broadcasters'
'Nov, 13 — Academy of Television Arts &
convention at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel,
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., CBS Television
Montreal. The first morning of the conCity; Vox Pop sesison of tv critics; Bert
vention will be devoted to cultural aspects
Granet and Henri Bolinger, coordinators.
of media, with discussions on the economic
Nov. 13-14 — Eastern annual conference of
factors in the afternoon. The second day
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
will be entirely given over to the adverAmericana Hotel, New York.
tising agencies. The final day will consist
'Nov. 14-16 — Television Bureau of Adverof ACRTF business meetings and elections.
tising eighth annual meeting. Speakers in'Nov. 8 — Los Angeles Advertising Women
clude Paul S. Willis, Grocery Manufacturers
luncheon meeting, Blossom Room, Hollyof America, and Amory Houghton, Jr.,
wood Roosevelt
"A Way
FunnyToThing
Corning Glass Works. Winners of stationHappened
To MeHotel.
On The
The
market presentations to be announced Nov.
Sponsor"
will
be
Mel
Blanc's
speech
at
the
16. Past
TvB Oliver
chairmen
12 noon luncheon. Reservations may be first
president,
Treyz,andto. association's
be honored.
had by calling LAAW at Triangle 7-9186.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City.
Nov. 8 — International Advertising Assn.
— National Sigma Delta Chi conmeeting, Los Angeles Press Club. Morris C. *Nov. 14-17vention,
Mayo Hotel, Tulsa, Okla. Jenkin
Johnson and Robert J. Cooley, vice presi- Lloyd Jones, editor of the Tulsa Tribune,
will be keynote speaker. Merriman Smith,
dents of General Milk Co., Carnation Co.'s
foreign affiliate, will be featured speakers.
UPI White House correspondent; Elmer W.
Anyone interested in international marketLower, general manager of NBC News; and
ing and advertising is invited. For reservaClaude M. Blair, vice president-space comtions, call Bob Dellinger, Hollywood 1-9231.
munications, American Telephone & Telegraph Co., will address the convention.
*Nov.
8-9
—
NAB
fall
conference,
SheratonDallas, Tex.
Mr. Blair will speak Nov. 16 on "Telstar
and the Future of Communications."
*Nov. 8-9 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall
*Nov. 15 — Southern California Broadcasters
convention, Columbus Athletic Club, ColumAssn. luncheon
meeting
Michael'svp,Restaubus, Ohio. FCC Commissioner Ford to speak.
rant, Hollywood.
Ted atFactor,
Doyle
Dane Bernbach, will be the speaker.
Nov. 8-10 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
annual meeting, The Homestead, Hot *Nov. 15-16 — NAB fall conference, Brown
Springs, Va. Subjects include "Talent Union Palace,
Denver.
Negotiations,"
by chairman
Harry Schroeter
National Biscuit Co.,
of ANA ofbroad*Nov. 17 — Career Conference, sponsored by
cast committee, and Guy Farmer, ANA con- Advertising Women of New York Foundation Inc., Hotel Commodore, New York.
sultant and former NLRB chairman; "Tv's
McCall, vice chairman of the board,
Power: The Advertiser's Responsibility and David
C.
J.
LaRoche Inc., will address college
Opportunity," Merrill Panitt, editor, Tv
juniors and seniors on "What You Can Do
Guide; tising
"Opportunity
for
Increased
AdverEfficiency Through Improved Agency
Advertising."
Management and Client Relations," John For
*Nov. 19 — Deadline to file reply comments
Crichton, president, AAA A; "The ANA Pro- at
FCC on amendment of Parts 2 and 4 of
for 1963," features
Peter W. include
Allport, video
president,
the rules to establish a new class of etv
ANA. gram Other
tape service
in the 1990-2110 mc or 2500-2690 mc
demonstration of improvement in quality of frequency
band.
commercials and money-saving techniques.
Other speakers include John Veckly, U. S. *Nov. 19-20— NAB fall conference, SheratonSteel, chairman of ANA; Roger Bolin, West- Portland, Ore.
inghouse Electric Corp.; Max Banzhaf, Armstrong Corp.; Clinton E. Frank, Clinton E. Nov. 20 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters annual fall meeting at the Sheraton-Portland
Frank Inc.; Barton Cummings, Compton
Portland, Ore. NAB President LeRoy
Adv.; Gilbert H. Weil, ANA general counsel. Hotel,
Collins will be guest banquet speaker. (This
Nov. 10-25 — World Economic Progress Asis
a
corrected
schedule. Original OAB meetsembly and Exposition under international
ing was slated for Nov. 16-17.)
auspices. Special sectors devoted to radio
*Nov. 27 — Academy of Television Arts &
and tv. McCormick Place, Chicago.
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place not set;
Nov. 12 — Georgia School Day of The Air.
"Meet the Creative Team of Gallant Men
2-3
p.m. simultaneous,
state-wide
salute by with William T. Orr, executive producer of
150 GAB
members to schools
and education.
Warner Bros., as coordinator.
Nov. 12 — Screen Actors Guild, annual gen- *Nov. 27-29 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
eral membership meeting, 8 p.m., Beverly
committee, section, division and board
Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
meetings. Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco.
*Nov. 12-13— NAB fall conference, Muehle*Nov. 28 — Open meeting of American Sobach, Kansas City.
ciety of Magazine Photographers, AuditoriNov. 12-13 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn. fall
um of Foreign Policy Assn., New York, 8
meeting, Sheraton Chicago Hotel, Cocktail
p.m. Gabe Pressman, WNBC New York, and
party reception will be held on Nov. 11 at Morris Ernst, attorney, will discuss Canon
5 p.m.
35, ruling of American Bar Assn. which
forbids
Nov. 12-14 — Fall radio meeting, Electronic
rooms. the taking of photographs in court
Industries Assn., King Edward Hotel, Toronto, Ont. Two sessions on radio and tv
— The Advertising Research Founreceivers are scheduled, both on Nov. 14. 'Nov. 29dation,
midwestern conference, "The Ideas
Among papers to be delivered: Report on Behind Agency
Computers." Ambassador
receiver installations, New York City uhf West Hotel, Chicago.
project, Jules Dietz, FCC; characteristics of
rf transistors for am/fm automobile radio
Nov. 30— Academy of Television Arts &
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IN

MEMPHIS

HAVE CHANGED
...AND SO HAS
WMC
RADIO

"And if elected, I promise to ... 11 Over the
years the words remain the same, but the number of Mid-Southern people hearing the candidates has changed. Radio has taken polities out
of the town square and into your home, and
WMC Radio will be at your service again this
year. With important elections scheduled in
Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas, WMOs
microphones
willnewsmen
carry willthereport
candidates*'
speeches
and its
the results minutes after the polls close.
Yes times have changed and so has WMC,
hut the leadership you've learned to expect
during WMCs nearly 10 years of broadcasting
coutinues without change.

WMC/MEMPHIS
NBC
790 KC
5,000 WATTS

BLAIR
GROUP
MEMBER 15
PLAN

THIRTEEN

BRIGHT

NEW

PROGRAMS

NOW

AVAILABLE!

DSyfcY^GOHATH

A TOTAL

OF 39 WEEKS

OF HIGHLY-RATED

PROGRAMMING

"WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST IN ITS FIELD, THE HIGHEST RATED
PROGRAM IN ITS TIME PERIOD IN NEW YORK MARKET." TakKako,
WABC-TV***"CERTAINLY IS POPULAR." Kendall Smith, WTIC-TV,
#arf/ord*"DESERVES A STANDING OVATION." Louis Lang, WIS-TV,
Columbia, S. C.**"BEST WE'VE EVER SEEN." Fred Noble, KRGV-TV,
Weslaco, re.ras*****"GREAT!" Joe Hudgens, KRNT-TV, Des Moines
A TELEVISION PRODUCTION OF THE LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA

Sciences
annual
lampoon
"close-up,"
American Hotel.
Imperial
Ballroom,
New York.
DECEMBER
*Dec. 6-7 — 13th national conference of IRE
(Institute of Radio Engineers) professional
group on vehicular communications at the
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, Calif. Some
40 exhibits of base and vehicular radio
equipment
together
with its
control elements,
microwave
links,related
frequency
measure equipment, etc., will be an important part of the overall conference
agenda. Special guests will be the membership of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers pending the 1963 merger
of these two engineering societies.
*Dec. 7 — Second annual Chicago awards
banquet of American College of Radio, Frievening,Seven
Grandawards
Ballroom,
Hilton dayHotel.
will beConrad
given
to radio stations; seven to individuals including the radio man and woman of the
year, and one award has been created for
the best live or transcribed radio commercial.
*Dec. 10— Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place to be
announced; BBC documentary film, "Television and the World," Collier Young, coordinator.
*Dec.creative
11 — Assn.
of National
first
workshop.
Hotel Advertisers'
Plaza, New
York. Management techniques in using
creativity in advertising will be subject
of the meet. Among the presentations
scheduled for the workshop session are
"How Can A Client Stimulate Maximum
CreativewillEffectiveness
His Agency?,"
which
be presentedFrom
by Wilson
Shelton
of Compton Adv.; "Guideposts for the
Selection of Creative People" (John Dale.
"A Goodin Creative
Elliott &andCo.);
Dale, Pitfalls
Idea—
Precautions
Getting
Management Approval," (John B. Hunter,
Co.); "Coordinating
Goodrich
B. F.Efforts
Jr.,
Elements
of Marketing
Creative
(Ben Wells, SevenCompany"
the
Within
on the [CreaUp Co.); "How to Capitalize
tive] Idea with Salesmen, Dealers and
Customers" (Robert Bragarnick, Bragarnick
Inc.), and "How to Stimulate and Direct
(Max Banzhaf, ArmEffectivestrongCreativity"
Cork Co.).
*Dec. 12 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. 25th anniversary banquet and Christmas party at Beverly Hills Hotel. FCC
Comr. Robert Bartley will be guest of
honor.
*Dec. 18 — International Radio & Television
Society's annual Christmas Party. Proceeds
to Veterans Hospital Radio & Tv Guild
& Tv FoundaInternational
and the
tion. Hotel
Roosevelt, Radio
New York.
*Dec. 18— Los Angeles Town Hall luncheon
at Biltmore Hotel. Newton N. Minow, FCC
chairman, is guest speaker.
*Dec. 19 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood Palladium, 8 p.m. FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow will participate
in panel discussion of "What Is Right and
What liam
Is Dozier,
WrongScreen
with Gems
Television,"
Wilvp, as with
chairman.
Other panel members to be announced.
*Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual fall conference, Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh. Theme of the conference is "Marketing inistration
Transition."
and from
regmaterials mayInformation
be obtained
the American Marketing Assn., 27 East
Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.

How to schedule DAVEY AND GOLIATH

GET

IN TOUCH

WITH

YOUR

LOCAL

COUNCIL

OF CHURCHES

or, write, wire, or call collect The Broadcasting and Film Commission
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.
475 Riverside Drive, New York 27, N. Y. Riverside 9-2200, Extension 2251
16 (DATEBOOK)

JANUARY 1963
*Jan. 10-19— International Television Festival of Monte Carlo, Monaco.
*Jan. 12 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
board of directors meeting, Cherry-Plaza,
Orlando, Fla. Orlando broadcasters will
host a "hospitality hour" at 6 p.m. Board
meets at dinner, 7 p.m. FAB members are
invited to send President Joe Field or
Executive Sec. Ken Small suggestions for
items to go on agenda.
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the time of hurricanes, tornadoes and
bad weather we have clocked as many
as 1,200 calls and it has been a life
saver to station personnel in eliminating
calls on the regular trunks. — Charles
C. Castle, general manager, WARN
Fort Pierce, Fla.
TAB station awards
editor: A slight amplification of your
story on the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters convention [Media, Oct. 29].
You say that two awards were presented. There were two more: KCOR
San Antonio won the 1962 TAB award
for best on-the-scene news coverage and
a second award for best musical spot
for local advertiser. This was the first
time in history that a Spanish-language
station had won anything in the TAB
competitions. . . . — Arnold Hartley, Key
Broadcast Management Inc., New York.
[Broadcasting's
original
saidceremony
the two
awards
were made
in astory
special
apart
from
TAB'S
general
awards
program,
but that qualification was excised by an editor a little too eager to save space. More
than 20 other awards were made in the general TAB honors ceremony.]
BOOK

NOTES

Index to Top-Hit Tunes, 1900-1950,
compiled by John H. Chipman. Bruce
Humphries Publishers, Boston. 249 pp.
$10.
Broadcasters who carry those programs that regale audiences with the
country's
hit tunes
of yesteryear
find this book
a valuable
addition will
to
their library. Listed both alphabetically
and chronologically are around 3,000
titles from the "Golden Age of Melody"
(1900-1950). The alphabetical section
also carries the musical key, composer
and author, publisher and original publication date and the names of films or
musical comedies in which pertinent
songs were featured. There is a shorter
list of the songs which appeared from
1600 to 1900 and are "still in the repertory."
"Variety Music Cavalcade," by Julius
Mattfield, with introduction by Abel
Green, editor of "Variety." PrenticeHall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; 709
pp. $12.50.
This revised and enlarged second edition of Variety Music Cavalcade is a
musical reference for the entertainment
field. It chronologically and alphabetically lists the music which enjoyed
a degree of popularity in the U.S.
from 1620 to 1961, and outstanding
political and cultural events contemporary with the songs. Also included:
composer, lyricist, publisher, copyright
date and owner and the kind of performance inwhich it was originally presented. First published in 1950, the
book is an aid to musical programming
and writing in the broadcasting, publishing and film industries.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

LEADS IN
ACCEPTANCE

LEADS IN
SERVICE

LEADS IN
AUDIENCE

2835 N. Illinois Street
Indianapolis 8, Indiana

Offices and shops were closed . . . weekend vacationers
were gone . . . the city was settling down for a quiet
weekend. WIBC staff members were not yet ready
for the weekend. Four of them were being honored
simultaneously by community service organizations
for services rendered.
WIBC staff members are not honored every Friday
night but the service is there nonetheless. Seven days
a week . . . twenty-four hours a day community service isin action with special campaigns, spot announcements, programs, features and committee assignments
— all designed to further the cause and tell the story
of service in our community.
Community service . . . Indiana's largest radio news
staff . . . top-rated air personalities and sports news
are but a few of the features that have given WIBC
the largest audience morning, afternoon and evening
in Indianapolis and Indiana.* WIBC has a greater
7 AM to 10 PM audience in Indianapolis than the
next four Indianapolis stations combined.**
*Pulse 46-County Area Survey, April, 1961.
*Pulse Metropolitan Area Survey, April, 1962.
** C. E. Hooper, Inc., July, 1962.

50,000
WATTS

WIBC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana
JOHN

BLAIR & COMPANY
National Representative

WIBC IS A MEMBER OF
THE BLAIR GROUP PLAN
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OPEN MIKE
No rate-cutting

•

editor: Your "to-the-point" reporting
of the NAFMB-Magnavox Corp. arrangement is very much appreciated.
The NAFMB has gone to great lengths
to indicate this is not rate cutting. The
donated spots would be a part (in a
sense)
of the membership dues structure.
I'm very happy to report . . . that
non-member fm stations are joining
NAFMB now that additional concrete
evidence of fm promotion can be of aid
to all of us. . . . — Will Collier Baird
Jr., secretary, National Assn. of Fm
Broadcasters, Washington.
International tv story
Bob

Vaughn

Bob is another reason why
. . . more advertisers are
investing more dollars on
WSUN radio than at any
time in our 35-year history!
His voice keeps Tampa

Bay

area traffic moving smoothly
on our Home
Show

and Highway

each weekday afternoon. Put this authoritative

voice to work selling your
product in the Tampa
Market.

Bay

One of the Nation's Great Stations

5 KW
620 KC
TAMPA— ST. PETERSBURG
Broadcasting 24 hours daily!
Get all the facts from
Natl. Rep: VENARD, TORBET & McCONNELL
S. E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
18

editor: I'm very favorably impressed
with the report on international tv
[Special Report, Oct. 15]. This will
prove most useful for a seminar which
I conduct in international communications. . . . — John H. Larch, professor
of broadcasting, School of Public Relations and Communications, Boston
University, Boston.
Results
editor: May we express our appreciation for the fine write-up you gave us
[The Media, Sept. 10]. The news item
in your publication has already accounted for several placements . . . —
Fulton Nash, manager, Radio and Televisoin Employment Center (RATEC),
Houston.
Visual aid
editor: Has anyone thought of preparing avisual demonstration for radio
or tv sales? As many of you know,
insurance companies spend small fortunes on these visuals which in one
sense make an intangible into a tangible.
Although I've seen these presentations for specific programs or adjacencies, I've never seen one designed primarily to sell our product — radio and/
or tv.
I would appreciate hearing from anyone who may have devised or used
such a presentation. It could be useful
in combatting other competitive media
such as newspapers. — Truman H. Walrod, general and sales manager, KRSDTV Rapid City, S.D.
Weather

calls

editor: Re your article concerning the
WKMI telephone weather [Fanfare,
Oct. 22] . . . we at WARN have furnished this service fo our listeners for
about two years on a commercial basis.
Our average number of calls in a 24hour period is about 500. . . . During
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PULLING

POWER-SELLING

OF

POWER

DEMONSTRATED

RESPONSE

AMAZING

IN

T0--

"HAWAI

IAN

Outsells all other stations ... and in less time, too . . .

If ever we had proof of our own strength, this Hawaiian Vacation promotion
was it. In quantity, in quality. Here was action. Fast action. An $80,000 sale,
outpulling, outselling every other radio station in town — and in less time.
Customers are customers, whether they buy Hawaiian vacations or packaged
goods. You'll find more of them and in a better buying mood on WPEN.

IF

YOU

HA

VE

A

PRODUCT

TO

SELL

YOU'LL
BE
INTERESTED
IN
THESE
STATISTICS
OF THE HAWAIIAN
HOLIDAY
1,000 inquiries were received in the first 28 days. Within 45 days, the
Travel Agency received 45 deposits ... a month later a Northwest jet took
off with a pay load of 100 passengers . . . cost of the tour was $800 per
person . . . average conversion of inquiry for a trip of this nature is 1%.
The WPEN conversion was 10% . . . each guest spent $400 over and above
the cost of the trip on luxuries and extra services, more than any other
group ever handled by the Travel Agency.

wtminr
N 7 2 1U S

It's obvious . . . if you're thinking
of selling Philadelphia, start
where the selling is easy ... on
P
Represented
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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MONDAY
How

MEMO

tv is helping

from C- W- PLATTES- marketing manager, GM's Big G Cereals

to tell about

General Mills' Big G cereals are leaning heavily on television this fall to
carry the torch for what we hope will
be a major breakthrough in merchandising directed to children. Frankly, the
idea at issue closely parallels Newton
Minow's "vast wasteland" barb aimed
at tv programming — except that now
we're directing our attention toward
what may be a similar "arid area" in
cereal premiums for children.
For many years our Big G cereals,
in common with the rest of the industry,
have used package backs, reinforced by
all the media at our command, to pitch
the usual child-interest items as selfliquidators or in-package premiums. Included have been such items as cut-out
masks, exploding submarines, toy automobiles, ad infinitum. In every instance
the primary goal has been to flag the
child's attention and achieve the sale
of the product.
Something Was Lacking ■ About a
year ago, in September 1961, the
thought occurred to some of us that although our programs were reasonably
successful, they weren't making much
of a contribution to the child's development. Would it be possible, we speculated, to forge an educational instrument that would still have maximum
attention value? If this were achieved,
we could substitute something really
worthwhile for the usual gadgets and
gimcracks and probably enhance the
public relations image of the company
with parents as well. Besides that, we
certainly would gain stature with milions of children if we had the right
combination.
The area of natural history seemed
to be the number one choice. For instance, the University of Minnesota's
neat little Museum of Natural History
plays host to 250,000 children every
year. They come to gawk and stare at
the birds and animals. They attend the
Sunday lectures in droves, with Pop
and Mom. What is more, they support
a lively sale of museum publications. A
survey showed that the same was true
at the state conservation department,
where 200,000 youngsters wrote in last
year requesting data on native flora and
fauna.
Wild Life Stamps ■ So Dr. Walter J.
Breckenridge, director of the Minnesota
museum, and Jim Kimball, who heads
the state game and fish department,
were signed as consultants. They came
up with an idea for a stamp album
containing monographs on representative North American birds and animals.
The stamps, in five colors, are approximately 2V2 x 3V2 inches, and each
20

a hot

premium

is to be pasted by the child adjacent to
the monograph on the particular species.
The text was colorfully written by Dr.
Breckenridge, and the whole package
was valued at about $2. But Big G
cereals offer it for 30 cents and a box
top. Forty-five million packages extol
the offer in some 300,000 grocery outlets during an eight-week fall period.
The package-backs are carrying a
sample of the stamp book into American homes, where an average 3.8 persons read each cereal package as it returns again and again to the breakfast
table. The reader impressions are astronomical, and the educational impact
of the natural history material is proving to be likewise. This is borne out
by consumer response, which has been
so overwhelming that we have raised
our initial printing order on the book
from 250,000 to one million.
Plus Razzle-Dazzle ■ There is no
question but that the campaign has been
helped tremendously by television, the
most razzle-dazzle advertising instrument yet developed for children. Our
one-minute commercial will appear 21
times on the Wheaties American Football League post-game network shows,
our NBC-TV Sunday Bullwinkle Show,
our Saturday morning King Leonardo,
Discovery on weekday afternoons, and
our Rocky spot operation, which is currently in 45 major markets across the
land on what amounts to a five-daysa-week basis. In addition, My Friend
Flicka carries the commercial on ABCTV Saturdays.
The commercial opens up on an
American eagle in dramatic flight. The
flight is suddenly arrested and the eagle
becomes a stamp in the album. The
commercial quickly moves on to an
exposition of representative stamps depicting abear, jaguar, moose, etc., and
then describes the offer succinctly and

for a cold

cereal

with a lot of impact. A full schedule of
Metro and Puck, plus independents, described the offer in the Sunday comics
Oct. 14 and 21.
We're attempting to plant an oasis
in an area that has been pretty dry
insofar as high-quality material with
educational overtones is concerned. It
stems from a conviction that we as a
business have an obligation, a responsibility to enhance character development and good citizenship at every
turn in the road.
Only the Beginning ■ If the response
in the next month or two continues to
be as encouraging as it has been so far,
we intend to step up this type of quality
promotion. I think children should be
shown that life is more than just four
walls and paved streets. There is a
whole world of nature out there to fascinate and entertain them. We would like
to use the visual magic of television to
bring some of that absorbing material
to them.
We are discussing with Jay Ward,
whose animated cartoon studio produces the Bullwinkle and Rocky shows,
the possibility of a natural history
series for tv. Our idea is to present
"life stories" of North American wild
creatures, using animation with live
footage in color to supplement the
stories at critical points.
We would also like to send television camera crews to remote places
around the world, where animal and
bird life persists in spite of natural
obstacles. In the distant future is the
possibility of factual stories about great
naturalists like Darwin, Huxley and
Audubon, and discoveries in nature that
altered the course of human events.
With a little cultivation, our tiny
oasis may turn the juniors' "vast wasteland" into a flowering garden of learning, excitement and fun.

Cyril W. Plattes joined General Mills in
1947 as a public relations staff assistant
and worked in the company's nutritional
and economics education programs in elementary schools. He was appointed public relations director in 1954, creative advertising services director in 1957, group
advertising director for cereals in 1958,
cereals and pet foods advertising manager
in 1959, and cereals and pet foods marketing manager of General Mills earlier this
year.
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Ratings
The

RPM,

Programming

Merchandising

sales-action station in Connecticut.

Reach this Powerful

Market

Big-buy

WELI!

. . . our 1,115,200* "interference-free

population served !"
Why does WELI deliver this market?
plus audience governs all WELI

Responsibility to our million-

programming.

Results in more sales-

power for your ad dollar! National: H-R Representatives, Inc.;
Boston : Eckels & Co.
*Source: Lohnes and Culver, Consulting Radio Engineers,
Washington, D.C. — in accordance with the service standards shown
in the FCC Rules.
WELI
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The Sound of New Haven

5000 Watts / 960 KC

Two

balanced
(And

The

test

markets

Communicana

live

Group

by

reaches

these
them

words.

both.)

You don't pick a test market by its general store philosophy — rather by its
general store sales. But you do seek balance. Factories and farms. Money earned
and spent. Plus loyalty to local media. Look how these markets measure up:
FT. WAYNE, INDIANA TEST MARKET
BALANCE: Known cross section of manufacturing and agriculture. Among top ten test
markets in America for frequency of use.

POPULATION: (SRDS — 1/1/62 est.) Metro
Area: 238,300. City and RTZ: 568,782.

SOUTH BEND-MISHAWAKA-ELKHART
BALANCE: Combines diversified manufacturing with rich farming. Typical, stable, and
frequently used test site for U.S. Government.
BUYING INCOME: South Bend is 1st in
Indiana. $2 ,250 per capita; $7,242 per household.
(Indianapolis has $2,118 and $6,729.)
POPULATION: Metro Area: South Bend,
242,500; Elkhart, 109,600. City and RTZ: South
Bend, 530,924; Elkhart, 133,593.

ISOLATION: Buying center for 15 counties,
105 miles from Toledo, 116 from Indianapolis.

ISOLATION: Market-place for 7 counties (2 in
lower Michigan). Chicago is 90 miles away.

BUYING INCOME: Ft. Wayne, 2nd in Indiana,
has $2,238 per capita; $7,232 per household.
(Compares with $1 ,967 and $5,979 for USA.)

Market-test these towns through The Communicana
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Group. They live here!

IN TV: WSJV-TV (28), South Bend-Elkhart; WKJG-TV (33), Ft. Wayne
RADIO: WTRC-AM and FM, Elkhart; WKJG-AM, Ft. Wayne
NEWSPAPERS: The Elkhart Truth (Eve.); The Mishawaka Times (Morn.)

CALL

TODAY!

John F. Dille, Jr., President
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DRAMA
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The programming accent in the 196364 television season will be on more
comedy, more live and film drama and
a continuing trend to big-name personalities.
This is the expectation of network
program planners, who currently are
blueprinting nighttime entertainment offerings afull season ahead.
Conversely, these planners as well as
other program developers indicate fewer new series in the western and actionadventure vein finding slots on network
schedules next season. There's also a
continuing move toward color, though
still mostly confined to NBC-TV.
These indicators highlight projections

format

NBC

eye

NEXT

will both

will continue

prime

time

expand

in ,63-,64

principal

advocate

for proposed

for the 1963-64 season as compiled by
Broadcasting editors last week from
interviews with network and production
company officials, who are in the midst
of preparations for a new entertainment
season.
There's little at present to report on
sales though it is known that the bluechips of General Foods, Procter &
Gamble and Lever Bros, size are lining
up properties in order to secure first
crack at desired positions on the schedule.
Advertiser Contracts ■ It's common
knowledge that General Foods has a
new Phil Silvers comedy show ready to
insert in the CBS-TV lineup next sea-

SEASON

new

series

son, and reportedly the newly announced Danny Kaye one-hour series
of 40 shows next season already has
sponsor interest. (One report has Reynolds Metals buying into it).
Next year's programs are either in
the pilot, script or idea stage by this
first week of November. Pilots on many
series already have been completed.
Each of the three networks is participating in the production of approximately 15 pilots and, when others independently produced are added, the
total number is expected to reach 75
or more.
It is too early to indicate the exact
direction in which programming will

Prestige speakers help to 'make1 BPA's Dallas convention
Closing its most successful convention Broadcasters Promotion
Assn. elected Dan Bellus (1), director of advertising and promotion,
Transcontinental Television Corp.,
as its new president. Retiring president is Don B. Curran (r), director
of advertising and publicity for ABC
o&o tv stations. The Dallas meeting was highlighted by a distinguished program of speakers including Edmund C. Bunker, president-elect Radio Advertising Bureau; Stephen Riddleberger, president of ABC Radio o&o stations;
Mike Shapiro, general manager,
WFAA-AM-TV Dallas; Louis Read,
WDSU-TV New Orleans; John F.
Box, Balaban Stations; LeRoy Collins, NAB president; Robert M.
Hoffman, v. p. TvAR; Marcus Bartlett, WSB Atlanta; J. Donald Ratchford, D'Arcy Adv.; David E. Partridge, advertising-sales promotion
manager of Westinghouse; James C.
Hanlon, WGN-TV Chicago; Norman E. Cash, president TvB, and
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston.
Most talked about and controversial was the address of William
which bunch commercials at the and promotion departments was reB. Lewis, board chairman of Kenflected in seminar discussions. For
beginning
and the end of programs.
yon & Eckhardt, who saw advanCloser ties between management
tages in British commercial practices
complete report see page 58.
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head next season. A compelling factor
will be the fate of this year's shows.
Many of the prepared programs (also
see story, page 26) for next season may
be drafted if needed as replacements
before this season ends. But the emphasis on particular types of shows for
pilot production provide a strong clue
to network strategy.
On the basis of present pre-planning,
one authoritative prediction is that CBSTV will move even more strongly into
the name personality comedy area;
NBC-TV putting more emphasis on the
drama and personality music-variety
offerings and ABC-TV accenting situation comedy and action-adventure formats.
Each network is scheduling program
types which have previously been iden-

Drama Ahead ■ Both NBC-TV and
CBS-TV are primed to expand the live
and film drama area. Programming
heads at these networks believe there
is a void here that should be filled.
NBC-TV leans to live or taped drama.
Both NBC and CBS appear to favor
the development of more dramatic
shows dealing with meaningful topics.
CBS-TV is blueprinting a weekly
half-hour series, The Fighters, that will
dramatize incidents in American history; Revue Studios is co-producing
with Daniel Mann a half-hour series
titled Peace Corps and NBC-TV is cofinancing (with Four Star Productions)
a pilot for a 60-minute series on the
activities of the Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare that would star Robert Taylor. Neither CBS-TV nor NBC-

On the planning board at NBC-TV is
a new half-hour situation comedy
built around Ann Sothern (I). The
series, pilot of which was completed

for NBC-TV by Goodson-Todman Productions, istentatively titled "Attaboy,
Mama!" ABC-TV expects to slot "The
Roosevelt Years" (r) in prime time
TV would elaborate on their plans for
live-tape dramas, but they are reportedly under development.
On the basis of pilot production,
there seems to be a continuing trend
to one-hour format for dramatic programs and half-hour for situation comedies. The increase in drama indicates
an expansion in the one-hour length
next season.
Two other noticeable trends: increased activity in pilot production by
Four Star and United Artists Television,
and an expansion in the number of
"spin-off" pilots, principally from Four
Star and UATV. United Artists Television looms as the favorite contender
to replace Warner Bros, as the principal supplier of ABC-TV programming
during 1963-64 (also see separate
story, page 26).
Balanced Programming ■ The networks are aiming for a more balanced

tified with the others. CBS-TV, for example, will have some action-adventure shows; NBC-TV will have its share
of situation comedies, and ABC-TV of
filmed drama. In short, there will be
overlapping of program formats in the
effort of all networks to achieve "balance."
The big-name comedy thrust is evidenced by CBS-TV's plans to star Danny Kaye in a regular one-hour series
and Phil Silvers in a weekly vehicle,
by NBC-TV's development of an
Ann Sothern series, Attaboy, Mama,
and the Bill Dana Show. Next year's
CBS-TV schedule is likely to include
such names as Lucille Ball, Jack Benny,
Andy Griffith, Red Skelton, Danny
Thomas, Danny Kaye, Dick Van Dyke
and Phil Silvers. In addition, NBC-TV
is known to be interested in developing
regular weekly series for both Jerry
Lewis and Milton Berle.
24
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programming schedule next season, although preliminary signposts point toward NBC-TV and CBS-TV moving
closer toward accomplishment than
ABC-TV. The latter network is likely
to have fewer name-comedy personalities, live and film drama and musical
variety, and will be proportionately
heavier
in situation comedy and actionadventure.
The future of the first-run motion
picture as staple network fare is uncertain. There was no unanimity of
opinion as to the role feature films will
play in network schedules in 1963-64.
ABC-TV and NBC-TV both now program feature films weekly.
Documentary-public information programming appears destined for a slight
increase. ABC-TV expects to expand
this type of programming and NBC-TV
and CBS-TV plan to "hold the line" at

next season. The series would depict
the Churchillian era. The scene here
shows World War II leaders at the
Yalta Conference.
what they consider a satisfactory representation ofinformational shows.
Costs of programs intended for network exposure will rise approximately
6%, but this is what programmers regard as a "customary" annual increase.
Color Sights ■ An increase in color
programs is anticipated by network program executives, but they agreed that
the extent of expansion in this area depends on advertiser interest. NBC-TV
will continue to be the leader in color,
but both ABC-TV and CBS-TV are
expected to extend their color production during 1963-64.
Mort Werner, vice president in
charge cf programming for NBC-TV,
reported there will be a trend toward
more live programming in 1963-64 than
during this season, which, he said,
shows an increase in live shows over
last year. Without disclosing specific
plans, Mr. Werner indicated that NBCBROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

Examples of name stars which CBSTV will feature next year are Phil
Silvers and Jack Benny (I). General
Foods will sponsor a new Phil Silvers

comedy series next year. ABC-TV already has "The Best Years," a campus
drama featuring Jason Evers as Prof.
Joseph Howe, Nancy Hadley as his

TV was particularly interested in developing additional live-tape drama and
filmed dramatic programs that rely not
on the purely action-adventure format
but on high-quality story values.
"We at NBC-TV think there is an
audience and advertisers for the more

live and film dramatic shows and informational programs.
Mr. Werner said NBC-TV is paying
attention, as are other networks, to spinoffs for pilots of new shows, and mentioned the network is interested in several off-shoots from Dr. Kildaire, Sam
Benedict and The Dick Powell Show.
ABC-TV's View ■ Thomas Moore,
vice president in charge of ABC-TV,
said the network will concentrate on
the development of situation comedy
and action-adventure series for next
season. He noted that ABC-TV does
not have the "star program" in effect
at the ether two networks and therefore must build in areas in which it
can muster strength.
"We like to appeal to the young adult
family with growing children," he commented. "We feel that action-adventure
and situation comedy, if well done, can

mature dramatic programs," Mr. Werner asserted. "We feel there will be
more of the "in-depth, dramatic proTV show.grams," such as The Defenders, a CBSMr. Werner said NBC-TV was actively developing personalities, who
could be starred in the future on live
or filmed shows. He mentioned Bill
Dana in this connection, but declined
to name others at this time.
He noted NBC-TV is moving closer
and closer to a balanced schedule,
pointing out it has a reasonable share
of situation comedies, musical variety,

On the planning board at NBC-TV is
a new half-hour comedy built around
comedian Bill Dana (I). It will be produced
by Sheldon
Reynolds and
Danny Thomas. Danny Kaye (c) signs
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

up with CBS-TV for a 1963-1964 series,
He worked out the details with James
T. Aubrey (seated), president of CBSTV. Contract covers 40 shows and is
described as in the "multi-million-

wife, Mary, and Henry Jones as Dean
Baker (r), in production for presentation on the network in the 1963-1964
season.
attract responsive audiences."
During this season and next, according to Mr. Moore, ABC-TV will make
a special effort at gaining prominence
in the so-called early prime-time (7:308:30 p.m.), and build from there in the
8:30-10 p.m. period. It will concentrate on "soft spots," as they develop.
He believes that ABC-TV is at least
30 days ahead of last year in program
development for '63-64 and that the
schedule
will be "firm" as early as the
end
of February.
Sales Build-Up ■ Mr. Moore predicted that 1963-64 will be "the best" in
history for network sales. He expects
an added $50 million to go into the
medium. The reasons for this upsurge,
he said, are the adding of new products
by advertisers, larger advertising budgets, increased desire to use network tv
and expanding sponsorship for infor-

dollar class." NBC-TV plans a weekly
hour-long series next year starring
Robert Taylor (r) in a dramatic series
with the Dept. of Health, Education
and Welfare as a background.

r
mational programming.
Buying, he said, already has begun
by the large advertisers. He named
those which already have bought or
soon will stake out their investments in
network tv — General Foods, Procter &
Gamble, Lever Bros., Pillsbury and
Alberto-Culver. He said these advertisers buy for "positioning," while those
who wait until next spring or summer
look for "the bargains" at the expense
of favorable time periods.
CBS-TV's Thrust ■ Hubbell Robinson Jr., senior vice president in charge

of programming for CBS-TV, believes
CBS-TV's major thrust in '63-64 will be
in drama. He noted the network already is supplied with a sizable complement of live variety shows (Ed Sullivan and Gary Moore, for example);
comedy personalities (such as Andy
Griffith, Lucille Ball, Jackie Gleason,
and others) and informational programs (CBS Reports, Eyewitness and
Twentieth Century).
Mr. Robinson said CBS-TV will aim
for drama series, either live-tape or
film, that, will uphold a point of view

and that will reflect American culture
and society. But they should be "oridirectly toward
entertainment."
For ented
1963-64,
he added,
there will be
more "big names" on CBS-TV than
ever before. He noted that in addition
to the current roster of stars, both Danny Kaye and Phil Silvers will be spotlighted in regular series next year.
"We feel that for next year, CBS-TV
will continue to provide the great
change of pace in programming which
has distinguished
us in the past," Mr.
Robinson
commented.

Spinoffs
lead
'63-'64
program
parade
SINGLE EPISODE OF OLD SHOW SUGGESTS SERIES, AGENCY LIST SHOWS
More than 10 months in advance of
men in the canine corps; another Parke
spinoff on Lloyd Bridges' show; Irna
the 1963-64 season, program buyers
Phillips Show, an hour serial for day- Levy vehicle, My Daughter's Guy, a
time or evening schedule.
have compiled lists of programs under
half-hour series with script "in the
development or in idea form. One
works";
Mysterywhodunits
Theatre,withone-hour
Flight Surgeon, one-hour Powell
series of classic
Jackie
such list at a major advertising agency
that's a military transport series
Cooper,
Charles
Boyer,
David
Niven
office in New York presents a total of —spinoff
a Sam Peckinpah project; Father
and
a
fourth
star
to
appear
in
an
alter82 programs.
Brown, a half-hour series, Marc Brannating pattern (produced by Mr.
del
writing
a
script;
Ford
and
Hines,
This agency's list gives such data as
Cooper and Buck Houghton with Anprogram type, working title, stars and
aTVhalf-hour
comedy
that's mentioned
tied to ABC-as
thony Bouche as story consultant).
network involved, where the informawith Artie
Stander
Parole, one-hour show produced by
tion is available. The 82 programs repwriter; Happy Island, one-hour series Joe Layton with Les Pine writing and
resent some of the shows which have
based on a New York excursion boat,
Dr. Abbott Kaplan of UCLA consultbeen developed for 1963-64 and is far created by Jule Styne with Hank Garing; People Will Talk, half-hour show
from complete. To fill out the list, son the writer; Luxury Liner, one-hour
that would star Arthur Godfrey and
programs from other sources are in- Powell spinoff described by the agency
tied to CBS-TV with Quigley and
cluded in this roundup.
as a "wet Wagon Train," which would
Heatter listed as producer (pilot reOf the 82 programs being developed,
have running characters of a captain,
ported finished); Project X, hour ad16, or about 1 out of every 5, are
doctor and first mate of a round-theventure and Powell spinoff, already tied
spinoffs. A spinoff is an episode within
world liner — Chris Knopf named as to NBC-TV, pilot being filmed at
a series currently on the air, produced
not only for its entertainment value to writer; Metropolis, one-hour Powell
Air Base (but show's locale
spinoff tied to NBC-TV and with six Vandenberg
will change) and Collier Young is
the series but also as a possible theme
to eight running characters in the producer and Michael Rennie, the star;
(or pilot) for a future series.
among them a district attorney,
an hour series on startling moments in
The spinoff, a growing practice in tv series'
social worker, judge, politician and
the lives of various U. S. Presidents
film production, has two advantages:
family psychiatirst.
would be titled 1600 Pennsylvania
( 1 ) it reduces the financial risk because
Ave.; an hour series on courtroom
Mr.
Tooley's
Mondays,
half-hour
some, and sometimes all, pilot producdrama for NBC-TV possibly.
series created by Parke Levy; Monroe
tion costs are absorbed, and (2) it enIs A Dog, half-hour comedy about two
ables the producer (or network or adThe Losers, a spinoff on the Powell
vertiser) to get at least some semshow and already tied to NBC-TV;
blance of audience reaction.
an hour series for NBC-TV called 333
Independence about the Dept. of
The agency list, as grouped by comHealth, Education & Welfare with Robpany.
Four Star:
ert Taylor; an hour version of The RifleAdamsburg, an hour adventure story,
man (now a half-hour on ABC-TV)
and produced by Gardner, Levy, Laven;
with script and story lines available;
Two Girls from Iowa, a half-hour
Admiral's Daughter, 30-minute spinoff
comedy with Bill Manhoff writing; Two
on Ensign O'Toole now on NBC-TV;
Ballad Theater, 30-minute adventure
Guys from Tokyo, also a half-hour
series. Untitled are three half-hour
and spinoff on Lloyd Bridges' Show on
series, one a situation comedy that
CBS-TV; Border Line, an hour advenwould be developed for Martha Raye;
ture and spinoff on The Dick Powell
another that would star Tom Ewell
Show now on NBC-TV.
(Artie Stander reported as writing);
Bureau of Missing Persons, an hour
Craig Stevens portrays an adventurand a third, a half-hour series about
spinoff on Powell, tied to NBC-TV,
ous photographer-reporter whose asthe Peace Corps for which James
signments take him to the far reaches
produced by Aaron Spelling, stars Rory
Michener would supply a number of
Calhoun, with script by Ellis Kadison;
of the earth in Independent Televistory
lines and act as story consultant.
Capitol Hill, half-hour adventure spinsion Corp.'s new series, "Man of the
World." ITC has 26 one-hour episodes
off on the Lloyd Bridges' vehicle;
United Artists-Television:
Colossus, one-hour show tied to NBCready for release either for network
or syndication entry. The action is
Bordertown, one-hour series tied to
TV and written by Dick Simmons;
Dog Watch, a half-hour adventure
laced with music by Henry Mancini.
ABC-TV and a spinoff from that net26 (LEAD STORY)
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What's Discretionary Income'?

It's the allowance
older people get

and there's 27% more of it (on the national average)
in Ohio's Third Market — and no medium — but none
— covers it as thoroughly as WHIO-TV, AM, FM.
Ask George P. Hollingbery

Associated with WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOCTV, Charlotte North Carolina
WHIO
Channel J Dai/Ion

Additional morsel for thought:
Dayton continues to lead the state's eight
major cities with the highest weekly gross
earnings. (Dayton Daily News — 8/12/62)
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Those were valuable years— to all of us Because of them, every PG^
more about the product he sells—and presents it more usefully
That's why the Colonel i» always on the go!
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Pioneer Station Representative* Since 1939
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'63-'64 PROGRAM PARADE continued
work's Stoney Burke, telling a story of ing Years, a David Wolper 30-minute
two policemen serving along the U. S.- series with pilot being made; Pioneer
Go Home, 30-minute series said to be
Mexican border; Charlie Weapon, onehour spinoff on Stoney Burke and also
tied to CBS-TV; Tac Reynolds, half or
hour spinoff from Burke and aimed for
said to be associated with ABC-TV
with Richard Basehart considered for ABC-TV, about stock car racing with
an 18 or 19-year-old in the lead;
the lead; Patty Duke Show, half-hour
Science Fiction, in half-hour form for
series slated for ABC-TV, script written
by Sidney Sheldon with pilot slated to ABC-TV possibly with Alex Singer directing and Frank Mossi writing.
go before the cameras last week (on
Nov. 1).
George Scott Show, one-hour series
said to be set for CBS-TV that has
Inside Danny Baker, one-hour show
tied to ABC-TV and reportedly to be pilot dealing with coal mining terrifilmed by last week and described as
tory and some film shooting on location in West Virginia Nov. 15 and
Mel Brooks property with Don Richardson to direct; Kincaid, another oneJules Bricken as producer; a half-hour
hour vehicle (Burke spinoff) aimed for comedy starring Walter Matthau and
Anne Jackson and said to be aimed for
ABC-TV and based on youth center
ABC-TV with Jerry Davis producing,
background with humor of the movies'
Dead End Kids, with Bob Barbash
Harvey Orkin writing and Jack Smith
or Arthur Hiller directing.
writing and producing; Luxury Ship,
one-hour series with ABC-TV ties and
Bing Crosby Productions:
An hour adventure series developed
Leslie Stevens writing and Walter
Pidgeon, the star.
by Jack Douglas called Across the
Seven Seas; Coogan, a half-hour series
Magnificent Seven, one-hour series
with a World War II background and
that would be produced by Friedkin
and Fine with John Sturges involved
"tied" to ABC-TV; Destiny Day, onehour adventure anthology created by
in the property's basic creation; Pass-

Gil Raston and ABC-TV mentioned.
Screen Gems:
SG and ABC-TV are producing 30minute Archie situation comedy based
on the cartoon strip, with John Simpson playing Archie and Sherrill Holridge and Roland Winters supporting,
Harry Ackerman as executive producer
and Winston O'Keefe producing with
filming to start in mid-November;
Farmer's Daughter, a half hour comedy
based on the motion picture with Peter
Kortner named producer, and Ingar
Stevens, William Windom, the stars;
Grindl, half-hour comedy also produced by Mr. Kortner and Imogene
Coca with a pilot said to have been
filmed.
Postmark, a half-hour action-adventure tied to ABC-TV and pilot being
filmed with stars James McArthur and
Fenady) .Anderson (producer is Andy
Warner
MGM-TV:
Johnathan Croft, one-hour anthology
based on lead fashioned after an adventurer-writer-traveler such as Ernest
Hemingway, and with David Friedkin
and Morton Fine as producer-directors;
Goodbye Mr. Chips, half-hour series
based on the feature film with Howard
Bailey writing; Travels of Jamie McPheeter, half-hour situation comedy coproducedStudios:
with ABC-TV.
Revue
Health Club, 30-minute comedy
about a health club catering to men
and women which may be developed
by Nat Hiken; Jig Saw, one-hour series
based on missing persons bureaus; No.
1 World Airways, hour adventure about
operations-problems of people at Los
Angeles airport; The Best Years, coproduced
and set
for ABC-TV
next
season asbyhour
anthology
originally
spinoff from Alcoa Premiere (ABCTV); The Lab, one hour series about
solving major industry production probBirch. lems developed by Rodenberry and

A newsreel exclusively for
Filmvideo Releasing Corp. will
distribute in January 1963 a children's "newsreel" tv program, consisting of 150 five-minute episodes.
Titled Kiddie Camera, the series
is being offered to stations on a library basis. Maurice Zouary, Filmvideo president and executive producer of the program, pointed out
the five-minute shows can be integrated into existing children's tv
programming on stations.
Filmvideo is a major supplier of
background news film material and
controls more than 18 million feet
30 (LEAD STORY)

the kiddies
of film. Kiddie Camera has been
produced from film in its library and
new material will be added from
time to time, Mr. Zouary said.
Segments in the series spotlight
such featurettes as a five-year-old
motorcyclist, youthful acrobats, the
youngest licensed airplane pilot (12lear-old Roland Frazier of Milldale,
Conn. See picture), an 18-month-old
ice skater, a junior rodeo, an animal
school and a visit to a circus in
Mexico. Joseph Mawra is producer
of the series. Narration is provided
by youngsters.

20th Century Fox:
Misty, half-hour family situation
based on feature film; Peyton Place,
hour or half-hour series that Paul
Monash is developing (also a motion
picture and novel); The Commuters,
one-hour anthology; Three Coins in the
Fountain, half or full-hour series
based on that motion picture with Hal
Kantor as executive producer and Mel
Shavelson, writer-story supervisor.
12 O'Clock High, one-hour adventure based on 1950 feature film with
Beirne Lay Jr. writing; an untitled
western of hour length being developed
by Charles Larson.
company): Productions (Garry Moore's
Redwing
Allen & Rossi, a half-hour situation
comedy starring Marty Allen and Steve
Rossi written by Vincent Bogert, Ernie
Rosen and Coleman Jacoby with Mario
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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The reformer curses the commercial
the pragmatist regards the commercial
essary evil"; today's economic
commercial
interest.

as "necessary".

as "evil";
as a "nec-

realist hails the

. . and in the public

Advertising is public persuasion— an effort to
"T

get someone

HO

SE

to do something— an extension of the

face-to-face persuasion that is as old as Eve seekv|>

D

ing Adam. In a complex society advertising is an
indispensable substitute for this personal salesmanship. Ithelps create mass demand
mass

production, mass

standard

-

COMMER

employment

and in turn
and a high

of living.

Corinthian believes it more

than coincidence

that the increases in gross national product and
consumer

sales in the past decade have correlated

so closely with the growth of television viewing and

CIALS!"

television advertising. The television commercial
has become

the vital ingredient of a mass produc-

tion and mass consumption

economy.

It combines

public persuasion with face-to-face personal selling.
So the next time your mother-in-law
the commercials,

remind

vital economic

her that THEY

curses

SATISFY

needs.

* Demand-producing

Responsibility in Broadcasting
THE
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Lewis as executive producer; Curly,
half-hour situation comedy about rascal
grandpa with Bud Grossman writing.
Marterto Productions:
My Fifteen Blocks, half-hour adventure about a policeman and starring
Jan Murray with script by Ellison and
Stewart and Sheldon Leonard, the executive producer, and pilot already before cameras; untitled half-hour comedy
starring Bill Dana as Jose Jiminez and
tied to NBC-TV with Mr. Leonard the
executive producer.
Others on the agency's list: Cress
Delanhanty, half-hour family situation
based on Jessamyn West's book; Justice
Is Done, half-hour adventure by Bob
Joseph; Memo, Broadway play also by
this name expected to open with MacDonald Carey in lead and tv rendition
would be half-hour comedy based upon
play about tv executives; Model
Agency, half -hour series developed by
George and Lillian Sidney; My Favorite Martian, half-hour fantasy-comedy
produced by Jack Chertok, written by
John Green and starring Ray Walston
and already filmed.
Penny, half-hour comedy based on
comic strip that CBS-TV is developing
with its rights owned by Henry Jaffe
and Jerry Stagg; See Mike Cramer,
hour adventure created by Richard
Maibaum and said to be financed by
Bob Hope's company.
Four untitled vehicles complete the
agency compilation: half -hour "shaggy
dog" story created by Ackerman and
Burrows being developed; hour travel
agency adventure also Ackerman-Burrows; Goodson-Todman's half-hour science series based on Walter Reed Hospital produced by Logos Ltd. and narrated by Dave Garroway, and a situation comedy co-produced by Warner
Bros, and Van Bernard Productions
(Red Skelton's company) with Guy
della Cioppa as executive producer.
In addition, there are titles of other
programs or story ideas under development reported from various sources.
For example:
MGM-TV:
One-hour The Human Comedy starring Arthur O'Connell; half-hour Bells
Are Ringing, a situation comedy based
on the musical with Cara Williams
mentioned as the possible star; The
Lieutenant, one-hour dramatic vehicle
about a peace-time marine, and Mr.
Novak, a half-hour situation comedy
about a high-school teacher.
Desilu Productions:
Joe Sent Me, a half-hour situation
comedy developed by Cy Howard; another half-hour situation comedy called
Oh Nurse that would star Glynnis
Johns; a half-hour Trade Horn with
Ethel Merman possibly; Higher Horizon, an hour series; Lady With a Lamp,
an hour anthology about immigrants
who become successful.

Independent Television Corp.:
Five new series in production for
network or syndication sales. They are
Man of the World, 26 one-hour episodes starring Craig Stevens as a photographer-reporter on assignment in
various world locales; The Saint, 39
one-hour episodes starring Roger Moore
as the fictional fighter against crime;
Fireball XL-5, 34 half-hour episodes
aimed for a children's audience —
puppets in action with a space ship;
Mr. Piper, 34 half-hours in color with
four segments in each episode, for
children, and Scarlet Hill, 130-halfhours stripped to five episodes per
story for Monday-through-Friday showing— a dramatic series of life in the
town of Scarlet Hill.
Goodson-Todman has finished a pilot
in association with NBC-TV starring
Ann Sothern. The half-hour comedy
series is tentatively titled Attaboy,
Mama. G-T also is working on a pilot
with CBS-TV, O'Hara and the Angels,
based on an original concept of Bud
Austin, executive vice president, east
coast, of G-T. Other film, live and
tape programs are said to be "in deWarner
Bros. TV:
velopment."
The Key, a half-hour prison
drama; Killer Diller, a half-hour situation comedy; Rebel Without a Cause,
a half-hour action-adventure series
about high school students, and Nine
to Five, a half-hour drama series dealing with a business organization in New
York.
Filmways:
Capri, a 90-minute weekly dramatic
series being filmed in Italy and starring
Rory Calhoun; Ma and Pa Kettle, a
half-hour situation comedy, and Goggle, a half-hour comedy drama series
based on the Vance Flagerman novel.
There are of course still other properties developed by networks working
with independent producers. Even this
list does not cover all program ideas,
scripts or series.
Groucho grosses $2V* million
The Best of Groucho, now in its second year of syndication, has grossed
$2.25 million for NBC Films. The
show, which consists of 250 half-hour
segments, is now being shown by 88
U. S. tv stations.
New sales of the program were made
to WINK-TV Fort Myers, Fla.; WRTM
(TV) Rochester, N. Y.; WAVY-TV
Norfolk, Va.; WNBF-TV Binghamton,
N. Y.; WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.; WRCTV Washington, D. C; WXIX-TV Milwaukee, Wis.; WSOC-TV Charlotte,
N. C; WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.;
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.; WHEN-TV
Syracuse,
Louis, Mo. N. Y., and KPLR-TV St.
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Encouraging
advertising's
creative
men
BRINGING IDEAS TO PRODUCTION IS SUBJECT OF AAAA DETROIT TALKS
The creative man should learn the cli- issues. They take up the time of the
The importance of the agency creative man and of individual responsifew people who consistently do the serient's business activities and problems
and be given full responsibility for
ous work. This is frustrating and diffibility rather than "committee" thinking
were stressed Thursday in Detroit by creating effective advertising, he said.
cult for the productive creative man."
two speakers before the annual meetMr. McCall said artificial competi"Good work and high morale come
ing of the East-Central region of the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
They were Gail Smith, director of
advertising and market research, General Motors Corp., and David B. McCall, vice chairman of C. J. LaRoche
& Co., New York.
Mr. Smith said an agency creative
person should receive "mature" treatment and be allowed to talk freely to
the client. He should be in an atmosphere in which he knows "he has the
freedom to fail," or his creative output
otherwise will be merely safe and dull,
Mr. Smith said.
Nor should the creative man be suffocated with "echelon upon echelon of
r. Harper
Mr. McCall
Mr. Smith
associates who have critical authority
but not critical ability," Mr. Smith said.
from hard, solitary labor. No good
By the time a campaign idea has passed
tion is practiced in some agency creative departments where two groups are
through the layers upon layers of re- campaign has ever come out of a conassigned
to work on one problem.
ference room," Mr. McCall said.
view "the original idea is not only mal"For a business that is continually
formed
but
probably
malfunctional,"
he
Creative people work best "in an atsaid.
screaming about the profit squeeze," he
mosphere of responsibility," he said,
Mr. McCall favored fewer creative
"and like to see the fruit of their labor."
said, "advertising has a remarkable
people and harder work for them, be- number of people who clutter the scene.
They don't like to "play games" in a
They go to meetings. They confuse
cause they are "happier" when busy.
competition where "half the labor is

Ford

dealers

blaze

Auto dealers are tv's best customers at the local level, according to
a survey of Television Bureau of
Advertising's member stations and
material compiled by Broadcast Advertisers Reports.
A check of 26 major markets in
May showed that 249 auto dealers
used tv compared with 139 food
stores, which placed second in local
tv (see table).
In 95 markets, a total of 927
local auto dealers advertised on tv
in the first half of 1962. The findings
are reported in a brochure for TvB
members entitled "How Tv Makes
Customers Out of Strangers for 927
Automobile Dealers."
Ford dealers led in tv usage, with
171 companies on tv in 95 markets.
Chevrolet dealers ranked second,
with 157 dealers on tv.
TvB noted that increased use of
video tape has made local auto dealer
34

way

in use

advertising on tv "more extensive,
less expensive, more timely and flexible, more skillfully produced and
more productive than most observers
realized."
LEADING DEALER BRANDS ON TV*
(January-June 1962)
BRAND
NUMBER
Ford
Chevrolet
157
171
73
Pontiac
Chrysler-Plymouth-Valiant
Rambler
Dodge
49
Foreign
69
44
61
43
Oldsmobile
13
37
Mercury-Lincoln
Buick
Studebaker
Cadillac
356
Used/Unspecified
TOTAL
927
169
Sources: 1. Survey of TvB member stations.
2. Broadcast Advertisers Reports
(BAR), 1-3 monitored weeks,
January-June 1962, 77 markets.
* Exclusive of dealer associations.

of

local

tv

RETAILERS USING LOCAL TELEVISION
Automobile
dealers
Food stores
Department stores
Clothing stores
Furniture stores
Restaurants
Laundries and dry cleaners
Appliance stores
Floor covering dealers
Drug stores
Shoe stores

249*
139
95
86
80
71
32
26
25
22
12

^Excluding
association "factory"
campaigns. spot tv and dealer
Source: BAR. Based on tv activity during
one monitored week in May 1962, in
the following cities: Green Bay,
Miami, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Oklahoma City, Providence, San Antonio, Toledo, Birmingham, Boston,
Greenville - Spartanburg - Asheville,
Hartford, Memphis, Norfolk, San
Francisco, Spokane, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia', Seattle, Shreveport,
Tulsa, Baltimore, Des Moines, Jacksonville, Richmond, St. Louis, Washington.
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This

here

Heaven

AVE
H

Valley
on

you ever been to Fargo, on business

or to hunt them squawk-voiced pheasants?

If you haven't, you've no idea about how rich
we live. The Encyclopaedia Britannica says that
the Red River Valley, with its deep, alluvial soil,
is one of the richest areas anywhere. Look up

is

Earth!

"Red River Valley" and see for yourself.
That's doubtless why WDAY Radio is one of
the nation's most fabulous producers for radio
advertisers — often outranking big clear-channel
stations. If you've never heard the full story
from PGW, you ain't hardly never heard nothing
yet. Get it!

WDAY
5000 WATTS • 970 KILOCYCLES • NBC
FARGO, N. D.
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
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INC., Exclusive National Representatives
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Avocado group's radioand commercials
both sell,
East
Kansas City.
Much educate
of the radio copy
suggested
The avocado — a nearly pearshaped
The avocado growers had three recipes for avocados and sought to
tropical fruit — sold almost like hot
cakes in the East this summer pri- aims in the campaign:
explain that the black California avo■ To sell avocados.
marily because of a heavy spot radio
cados are indeed tasty and prefercampaign.
« To promote black avocados (the able.
fruit is tastiest when black, not green
The newly-formed California AvoIn Philadelphia, where more
cado Advisory Council spent $80,- as some housewives believe).
money was spent in radio than in
■ To increase the awareness of the other Eastern markets, WIP
000 through its agency, McCannErickson, and pushed sales to an es- avocados in the East.
earned praise from Donald H. Ross,
Radio Selective ■ Radio was
timated 240% increase in five maraccount supervisor and vice chairchosen after a study of all media
kets east of the Mississippi River.
man of M-E's plans board, Los
The council used about 3,600 because it enables an advertiser to
Angeles
division. "WIP can take the
reach a specialized audience, the lion's share
spots on 16 stations in Philadelphia,
of credit" for the greatWashington, Cincinnati, Cleveland
est percentage increase of sales of
agency explained.
any Eastern market, Mr. Ross said.
WIP went all out to promote avocados. There were meetings with
produce buyers and specialists in
area chain stores and with the avocado distributors to coordinate promotion. Restaurants were asked to
feature avocados, and in return received free air mentions. WIP selected a"Miss Avocado" to talk to
newspaper food editors (she was a
housewife-model), and the station
featured listener contests (avocado
seed decorations and recipes). WIP
also ran 200 free promotional spots
suggesting uses for the fruit.
Next Year ■ The radio venture
was the first major advertising in the
East by the avocado growers. Their
plans for next year call for radio in
a supplementary role with magazines.
Western markets will be added. M-E
motivational research indicates the
best potential customer for avocados
Crafted from an avocado seed, was the winning entry submitted in is the housewife with above average
"Speedy Avocados," alias WIP Phil- the station's all-out avocado pro- income, intelligence and education —
adelphia personality Joe McCauley,
motion this summer.
a fairly sophisticated adult girl.

wasted," he said.
The agency-advertiser relationship is
undergoing change, however slowly, as
a result of profit pressures and many
other forces, Marion Harper Jr., head
of Interpublic Inc. and chairman of
the AAAA, said in a speech Thursday.
He said the biggest change in the
relationship in the past 10 years is that
its focus now is more on profits than
on sales.
Although his speech dealt at length
with profits and the profit squeeze, Mr.
Harper did not renew formally his proposal of a few weeks ago that agencies
should be allowed, at least under centain circumstances, to share in the
profits of their clients (Broadcasting,
Oct. 22).

New York City and featuring Arthur
Godfrey, on CBS-TV, Friday, Feb. 1
(8:30-9:30 p.m. EST).
White King Soap Co., Los Angeles
(White King D) with $100,000 earmarked for the campaign, started a
schedule of spot announcements on 92
radio stations in nine western states.
Fletcher, Richards, Calkins & Holden,
Los Angeles, is agency.

Business briefly . . .
Menley & James Labs through Foote,
Cone & Belding, and Quaker State Oil
Refining Corp., through Kenyon & Eckhardt will sponsor "Sounds of The
City," a special highlighting sounds of
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Clairol Inc., New York (hair coloring
and other hair products), on Nov. 30
will sponsor one hour of the annual
Hollywood Deb Star Ball on KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles. Presented by Hollywood Makeup Artists & Hair Stylists

Westinghouse
Electric Corp. has
bought half-sponsorship of The Polaris
Submarine: Journal of an Undersea
Voyage, on NBC-TV Wed., Dec. 19
(10-11 p.m. EST). Agency: McCannErickson Inc., New York. Liggett &
Myers earlier had bought the other
half.

Guild Nov. 24 in the Paladium Ballroom, fourteen finalists will be designated as Hollywood Deb Stars of 1963.
This is the first time the event has been
televised. Agency is Foote, Cone &
Belding, N. Y .

Agency appointments...
■ Riviera Manufacturing Co. (furniture), Los Angeles, appoints Beckman,
Koblitz Inc. as agency for its $350,000
account.
■ C. F. Sauer Co. (spices, salad products), Richmond, appoints Liller Neal
Battle & Lindsey, that city, as its agency.
■ Perk Foods Co., Chicago, has named
Stern, Walters & Simmons there as
agency for all sales territories except
West Coast division of Perk Dog Food
Co. Account was formerly handled by
Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago.
■ Gold Seal Products Co. (pet foods),
Birmingham, appoints Noble-Dury &
Assoc., Nashville, as agency.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

OUR

THANKS

TO

ASSOCIATION

FOR

THE

COLORADO

ITS

JUSTICE

SECOND

BAR
ANNUAL

AWARD

The Colorado Bar Association established its annual
JUSTICE AWARD in 1961, to be presented to the
medium . . . "that best explains the role of the law
and the Courts to the American Public." In 1961 and
again in 1962 this award was presented to the KLZ
stations in Denver.
The JUSTICE

AWARD

presentation read in part...

"It is particularly significant that at a time when the
need was never greater to explain the role of the law
and the courts to the American Public that KLZ Radio
and Television have unselfishly answered this need
through the radio program "Party Line" and the
brilliant television documentary dealing with court
reform."
This
is another example of KLZ Radio and Television's
dedication to public service programming of real
significance.

KLZ-AM-FM-TV

cbs

in denver

President,
KLZ-AM-FM-TV
Hugh B. Terry
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time-life

broadcast

inc.

President,
Colorado Bar Assoc.
Harrison Loesch

3T

HOW

TV

Magnetism

STIRS

SUPERMARKET

SHOPPERS

to buyer and seller shown in surveys
14.5% in 1961.
Supermarkets that advertise on television attract customers from wide
The Pegnataro's study, Mr. Abraareas, and shopping centers have inhams said, showed that soon after tv
creased their tv usage by 115% since
advertising started in October 1961,
1960.
24% of the housewives travelled more
These findings are from a special sur- than one mile to shop at the New
vey by the International Council of Haven store. After eight months of tv,
in June 1962, 33.7% travelled more
Shopping Centers in cooperation with
than one mile.
Television Bureau of Advertising, and
In suburban Hamden, 68.2% of the
from a special study by Pegnataro's
Supermarkets in New Haven and Hamshoppers travelled more than one mile
den, Conn., in cooperation with TvB.
at the start of tv usage in October last
Both studies were presented by Howard
year,, but the figure had increased to
P. Abrahams, vice president for local 76% by June.
sales, TvB, at an ICSC promotion meeting last week in New Orleans.
Shopping centers get
Among the findings in the ICSC
study on shopping centers:
radio's story too
Of those shopping centers which are
tv advertisers, 93% indicated that inShopping center executives meeting
dividual stores within the center are in New Orleans last week were advised
also independent tv users. Of the shop- by Radio Advertising Bureau to reevaluping centers which have been tv adverate their present "under-promoted" ad
tisers, 19 % continued with the medium
programs.
once they started in tv.
Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president,
The report said 43.4% of the centers
presented documented arguments for
used spot reminder campaigns, 26.8%
expanded radio use, and cited a series
of case histories of shopping centers
saturation campaigns, 19.5% program
sponsorship and 17.1% program par- showing how they are dramatically inticipation (total more than 100% to
creasing their sales and traffic through
include multiple usage).
heavy use of the medium.
Dusk Into Dark ■ Mr. Abrahams
He pointed out that "the very geognoted that shopping centers favor early
raphy of most centers makes concentration on standard promotional techniques
evening and prime time, primarily because they "want to reach the family ridiculous. The 'outside' suburban and
as a whole, sell it as a whole." Chil- trading center communities that are the
dren's shows rate highest with local per- target of most shopping centers are
sonality programs second for both
missed by most daily newspapers even
participation and sponsorship. The av- with their zoned sections." He said that
erage shopping center placed 12.1% of centers with small budgets concentrated
its advertising budget in tv in 1960,
in newspapers "abandon" chances of

New

of medium

products

testing

The following new products were reported last week to have entered spot
tv on at least a test basis. Their activity was detected by Broadcast Advertisers Reports, a national monitoring service, in its off-the-air taping of local television advertising and is described here
as part of a continuing series of newproduct reports compiled for Broadcasting each week.
Monitored during period ended Oct. 26.
Product: Fling Support Hosiery.
Company: Fling Hosiery Div., Bauer & Black.
Agency: Tatham-Laird, Chicago.
Schedule & Markets: Day and night minutes in
North Central region.
Product: AKRO "Mr. Inside" Nylon Mat.
Company: Buxbaum Co.
Agency: Curtice York Adv., Mount Vernon, N.Y.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

television

North Central area.
Product: Golden Glow Safflower Salad Oil.
Company: Best Foods Div., Corn Products Co.
Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
New York.
Schedule & Markets: Day and night minutes
on Pacific Coast.
Product: Dynaf-lets Vitamins.
Company: Hoffman-La Roche.
Agency: Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
Atherton, New York.
& Markets:
in Schedule
South Central
area. Daytime 10-second spots
Product: Sego Dietary Soup.
Company: Pet Milk Co.
Agency Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
Southeastern and Northeastern U.S.
Product: Magic Finish Spray Sizing.
Company: Sta Nu Corp.
Agency: Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
North Central region.

RAB offers help
Radio Advertising Bureau last
week offered its help to major retailers in the New York area in
the event of a newspaper shutdown. Miles David, RAB vice
president for administration, wired
store presidents and advertising
executives an offer for materials
on the use of the medium should
a strike materialize.
The Newspaper Guild of New
York on Nov. 1 struck at the
Daily News, one of seven newspapers in the city. Negotiations
were in progress with publishers
of all seven. There was a possibility that the walkout would
spread to the other papers if an
early settlement is not reached.
The guild seeks a 10% general
wage increase and other gains.

hitting their target.
Mr. Sweeney also warned the executives of increasing competition from
newly-built centers and discount houses,
which will 'cut sharply into the business
of the normal under-promoted shopping
Commercials
center."

in

production . . .
Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial when available.
Joe Feagins
York
City. Productions, 104 East 30th St., New
Kinneyvideotape
Shoe Co.,andtwojingles.
60's forAgency:
tv, two Frank
60's forB.
radio,
Sawdon Inc. Joe Feagins, agency prod.
Raymond Scott Enterprises Inc., 140 West 57th
St., New York City.
Procter & Gamble Co. (Ivory) one 58, music
score. Charles Barclay, prod. mgr. Agency: Compton Advertising Inc. Ruth Davis, agency prod.
DX Sunray Oil Co. (Super Boron) one 58, tv
music score. Charles Barclay, prod. mgr. Agency:
Gardner Advertising Co. Ralph Pasek, agency
Philip Morris buys CCA plan
prod.
Philip Morris Inc. has bought a Community Club Awards campaign for
Philip Morris Commanders on a multimarket basis through Leo Burnett Inc.
The
1963 schedule
and callsruns
for through
about 10February
spots a t'
week in most markets, CCA announced
last week.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

President and General Manager, WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.
"There is no question about it, we think Seven Arts' 'Films
films available. We purchased Volume 1 to get leadership
Volumes 2 and 3 became available we bought them because
us continue to maintain our position as the top television

of the 50's' are the best
in the market, and when
we knew they would help
station in Rhode Island*

We have just recently added Volumes 4 and 5 of Seven Arts* 'Films of the 50'sf to
our library, assuring us of dominance in this market for a long time to come.

1;

iU I B

11 I

vay to get numbers is to run the best films. Seven
have always done very well for us rating wise, and as for sponsors
and have been for some time."
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon 6-171?
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse (P.O. Box 613), Skokie, 111.
ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charleston Drive
ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 3562 Royal Woods Drive, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
STate 8-8276
TORONTO, ONTARIO; 1 1 Adelaide St. West EMpire 4-7193

For list of TV stations programming Seven Arts' '"Films Of the SO's" see Third Cover SRDS tSpot TV Rates and DataJ
Individual feature prices upon request

Growers urge 'Know Your
The New York and New England
Apple Institute and the Western
New York Apple Growers Assoc.,
through their advertising agency,
Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York,
launched a heavy spot radio and
newspaper "Know Your Apples"
campaign in New York, New England and selected Eastern markets.
Officials of the apple institute,
Monte Marvin (1), secretary, and
Rockwood Berry (r), executive vice

RADIO

USERS:

Apples' on radio
president, are shown here sampling
the product (Macintosh, in this
case) with Miss Valerie O'Brien, of
the Hoyt radio and tv department.
Four New York City radio and
three tv stations are being used in
a three-week campaign. Radio also
is being used in New England, the
Albany-Schnectady-Troy area, Pittsburgh, Erie and Scranton, Pa.,
Youngstown, Ohio, and Miami,
Tampa and St. Petersburg, Fla.

INFINITE

VARIETY

BCH check shows wide use, flexibility of medium
The variety of products which radio
serves and the speed and flexibility
with which it can adapt to their needs
are pointed up in a study reported last
week by Broadcast Clearing House.
The study found that 58 products
were represented in 100 radio orders
picked at random from the BCH centralized billing operations. The orders
were placed by 41 advertising agencies
in 12 cities.
In this cross-section of the spot radio
business almost 20% of the orders
were on the air within a week after
they were placed, and 80% were on in
less than six weeks. At the other extreme, one was placed five months and
another nine months in advance of
start time.
The campaigns covered in the randomly selected orders tended to be relatively short — a distinguishing feature
of many spot radio campaigns in the
last few years. Seventeen called for less
than a week of announcements, and
81 called for less than eleven weeks.
One of the 100 orders was for a firm
52-week schedule and one was placed
on a till-forbid basis.
The three main advertiser categories
represented were automotive (perhaps
40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

in spot

at least partly because the analysis was
begun during the new-car introductory
season); food (with emphasis on such
cold-weather lines as macaroni and
spaghetti); and drugs (again focused on
cold- weather lines).
Half From New York ■ BCH's study
found that New York agencies placed
exactly half of the 100 orders. Reflecting the automotive influence, Detroit
ranked second as a point of origination
with 16 orders, while Los Angeles was
third with nine. Chicago and San Francisco tied for fourth place with seven
orders each.
Philadelphia originated four orders
and Kansas City two, while Boston, El
Paso, Cleveland, Baltimore and Atlanta placed one each.
The 50 orders that originated in New
York were placed by 18 agencies on
behalf of 27 products.
D. P. Brothers & Co., Detroit, placed
eight of the 100 orders to head the
list of business originations. BBDO and
J. Walter Thompson Co., both New
York, were next with seven each. They
were followed by Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, New York, with
six, and Ted Bates & Co. with five.
Automotive products accounted for

30 orders; food products for 27; drugs,
14; agriculture, cigarettes and real estate, 4 each; airlines and apparel, 3
each; beer and trading stamps, 2 each;
and insurance, finance, stereo equipment, magazines, religion, sports and
oil-and-gas, 1 each.
The 100 orders on which the study
was based were drawn at random from
the initial orders flowing through Broadcast Clearing House, which offers a
centralized billing service for spot radio.
Details of the orders — product names,
expenditures, etc.- — could not be disclosed, BCH officials said, because this
data is not seen even by the BCH staff,
but goes directly to the processing
center which Bank of America operates for BCH.
Broadcast Clearing House spokesmen
say the company currently is working
with 46 agencies which handled approximately 85% of all spot radio billings in 1961. BCH is headed by John
E. Palmer, president, and Lee P. Mehlig, executive vice president.
Pulse

offers

service

for agency machines
The Pulse Inc., market research organization, has begun syndicating qualitative data by time periods for all major
radio stations in 100 top radio markets.
Syndication of the research data is
planned to meet the demand of advertising agencies which have installed or
plan to install electronic computing
equipment. Among these are BBDO,
Leo Burnett, J. Walter Thompson and
Young & Rubicam.
study,(Broadcasting,
"LQR-100," announced
lastThemonth
Oct. 22),
will show numbers reached, occupation
of male listeners, audience composition
by age and sex family size. The 100
markets will be studied on a schedule
which will provide one look at each
market in a 12-month period.
Dr. Sydney Roslow, Pulse director,
said this marks the first time syndicated
qualitative research has been made available in radio.
International

Latex

shifts four products
International Latex Corp., New
York, has re-assigned various products
to new agencies effective Feb. 1, 1963.
Ted Bates and Young & Rubicam will
each receive from $3-4 million in billing as a result.
Ted Bates was assigned Playtex Living Bras and new Living Girdle. Y&R,
already handling Sarong for another
division of International Latex, gets
Playtex Girdle and Playtex $2.50 Bras.
Lynn Baker Inc. will continue to handle Playtex Nurser, and Reach McClinton
Inc. will lose its Playtex business (bras).
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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Rochester

TV. . .

(a look into the Rochester TV future

with Ervin F. Lyke, President of WROC-TV

Channel 8)

• BIGGER AUDIENCES
FOR WROC-TV
Forget the population growth in the Rochester area and
there will still be a bigger TV audience because of the addition of a new channel. This has been the pattern in cities
all across the country. With a larger audience Channel 8
will continue to have more viewers. In survey after survey,
WROC-TV is the No. 1 station in Rochester.
• MORE

COLOR

TV

VIEWERS

Sales of color TV sets are way up. With 70% of WROCTV's nighttime shows and 50% of afternoon programs in
color, more area viewers are tuning in Channel 8 — the only
Rochester station carrying a regular color schedule.
• WROC-TV

WILL

CONTINUE

TO

BE

ROCHESTER'S NO 1 STATION
This prediction is based on a number of key factors: 1)
Continuing surveys; 2) NBC's strong fall and winter programing; 3)Color TV, exclusive on Channel 8; 4) WROCTV's exciting local news, weather and sports shows.

Among Top Color TV Shows ONLY on Channel
Empire
Saturday Night Movie
Meet Hie Press
Virginian
Hazel
Walt
Disney's World
Bonanza
Andy Williams
Price is Right
Sing Along with Mitch
Jack Paar
Brinkley's
Journal
Tonight
Perry Com©
Laramie

BUY
MORE

THE

PEOPLE

8

STATION
WATCH

WROC
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

NEW $400,000 transmitter
makes viewing great
on Channel 8

TV
CHANNEL
BASIC
iEDADCAST

NBC

Represented by
(EdwardYpetry &Yco., Inc.)
www
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professional and intuitive judgments
about those subtle aspects of advertis- j
ing of which we have so little concrete
knowledge [and] can be more important thanAngstadt.
many of our known facts," I
said Mr.

TV'S 'GREAT' FUTURE
World of tomorrow discussed
at ad women's

conference

"Television is good today; tomorrow
it will be great." William R. Gibbs, vice
president of J. Walter Thompson, addres ing ajoint meeting of the Eastern
Conference of Women's Advertising
Clubs and the Advertising Federation of
America last week, predicted tv's growth
in the next ten years:
■ Tv will be world-wide, with the
commercial not only functioning as a
selling device but also as a teaching
device.
■ The European Common Market
will equal our gross national product not
by 1970 as usually predicted, but by
1968, and tv commercials will figure
prominently as Europe's products compete with ours and ours with Europe's
in reciprocal markets.
■ By 1975, black and white tv will
be a novelty; color tv will be the standard.
■ Media planning and timebuying will
become a computer operation and computer training classes will become required for media people.
■ Pay tv will be a "new industry
within itself, neither similar to, nor
competitive with, free tv."
Defends Tv ■ Referring to criticism
leveled at tv programming and commercials, Mr. Gibbs said, "In spite of
the brickbats, no industry has ever
offered so much to the public directly
in entertainment, news and education,
and no industry has aided the free enterprise system so precious to us as has
Elaborating on television's national
tv."
economic role and strength in marketing, he pointed out that 69% of the
products now offered on tv were nonexistent 14 years ago.
Alfred de Jonge, vice president of
international operations for Benton &
Bowles Inc., told the gathering "our client successes or failures will be our successes or failures." It is the agency's
job to stir sales of American-made products in the European Common Market,
he said.
Warning that techniques in selling
American goods to American consumers
must be adapted to the European customer, Mr. de Jonge said, "our leadership position in advertising . . . will
quickly be challenged by expanding Euadapt. ropean agencies" if U.S. agencies fail to
Pointing to an influx of American
advertising and advertising agencies in
Europe, Mr. de Jonge said, "European
manufacturers [are using] advertising to
a degree which would have been unheard of just a few short years ago as
they strive to protect their share of mar42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Tv

Lashbrite's saleslady
Actress Linda Darnell has
agreed to be the tv spokeswoman
for Maradel Products' Lashbrite
eye beauty line. Here Miss Darnell
completes the arrangements with
George J. Abrams, Maradel president (1), and Stanley Leifer, advertising manager. Miss Darnell
is to appear in a Lashbrite spot
tv campaign beginning early next
year. Mogul, Williams & Saylor
Inc., New York, is the agency.
ket in a new area of competition with
American
brands." ■ "There are silent
Silent Revolutions
revolutions changing the minds of men
— because they are living in a changing
world," noted Miss Jean Rindlaub, vice
president of BBDO.
"Watch the population shifts, . . .
the news of the week, the news that
radio is on its way back, that media
men are rediscovering magazines, that
color tv is getting bigger, that diet patterns are changing . . . read the news
of the world with a weather eye out for
What's-In-It-For-Me?" she suggested.
Roger A. Purdon, president of Kudner Adv., called for a "return to the
good old kind of intuitive thinking which
built [the advertising] business." He
noted a "large and growing tendency"
today to let computers plan advertising.
Intuitive thinking, contrary to some
beliefs, is "usually in complete harmony
with . . . research," Mr. Purdon said.
". . . isn't [intuitive thinking] the net
result of years of continuous personal
research, observation and informationgathering, all brought into focus by his
. . skill of analysis and communication?" he asked.
Advertising research was called the
"handmaiden" of advertising judgment
by Earle K. Angstadt Jr., senior vice
president of Young & Rubicam.
Research data compiled by "decision
systems" computers is "responsive to

households

90%

ARB report states
The percentage of U. S. households
equipped with one or more television
sets has inched closer to a saturation,
according to a report released last week
by the American Research Bureau. The
total tv households as of Jan. 1, 1962:
49,029,100—90% of the total 54,469,900 U. S. households estimated by the
Standard Rate and Data Service, representing an increase of 1,143,100
above last year. The tv household statistics are updated from U. S. Census
figures.
The figures are available in a countyby-county breakdown of the 50 states
published by ARB and which will be
used in all of the research firm's reports for September-December this year.
New York State continued to lead the
nation in total tv homes (4,927,000),
but
California was a close second (4,821,100).
Two smaller Eastern states ranked
highest in percentage of tv penetration:
Rhode Island and New Jersey, both
with 96%.
No

peril on

Crichton

the

Hill,

tells admen

The advertising business has not told
its story well in Washington and faces
difficult problems there, but it need not
fear
President
John "legislative
Crichton ofpersecution,"
the American
Assn.
of Advertising Agencies said last week.
In a speech prepared for delivery
at a Friday luncheon of the Detroit
Adcraft Club, Mr. Crichton estimated
that out of about 200 bills introduced
in the last session of Congress that
could "conceivably" have affected advertising, al but six were favorable to
positions generally taken by the advertising business.
"If we make clear what advertising
has done and can do; if we make clear
to government — and to some businessmen— that advertising is an inseparable
part of our business structure; if we
continue to contribute to our national
growth and to a strong free enterprise
economy," he said, "then I should
think that no government will be inclined to change what is essentially a
very
He productive
did suggestworking
that in relationship."
some of its
actions regarding television commercials
the Federal Trade Commission "has
somehow
become
trivia."
He noted that
some engaged
of these incases
are
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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awaiting court rulings.
"One cannot avoid feeling that the
power and majesty of the U. S. government could be better employed than in
a debate over the validity of a prop
in a commercial where there is no indication that the public was misled as
to
the qualities of the product," he declared.

though many could exist without advertising, "they would not be so cheap,
and probably they would not be as
Nielsen

to offer

new viewer data
good."
A. C. Nielsen Co. said today (Nov.
5) that with its October-November National Audience Composition Report it
is providing a "key viewer index" that
will provide additional data on family
members viewing tv.
The new qualitative audience data
report will cover all regularly scheduled
sponsored network programs and many
special telecasts and will summarize
viewer information by both programtype and time periods.

Mr. Crichton suggested that government should have some self-interest in
supporting the free-enterprise communications system because these facilities
are of "paramount importance" to government: "the quick news flash, the
televised press conference, the speech
to the nation, the editorial comment,
the magazine article — all play an important part in the government's plans."
These facilities are advertising-supported, Mr. Crichton continued, and

Nielsen said the report will offer
the advertiser a "precise tool for matching program viewers to product consumption and purchase patterns."
The report indicates demographic material in percentages. For example, the
percentage of homes where the lady of
the house is watching and, broken down
further, what age group she may be in.
There are of course several other categories, such as head of house, whether
an adult is watching and if so, of which
sex, etc.
The new data will come from an expanded sample of 2,200 homes by
means of the Nielsen RecordimeterAudilog technique. Reports are based
on four weeks of viewing and will be
published five times a year and offered
as an optional service of the Nielsen
Television Index.

GOVERNMENT

Ten
AM,

stations

SHORTWAVE

continue

OUTLETS

Ten commercial radio stations were
in their second week last week as outlets for Voice of America programs
aimed at Cuba, with the end to their
unprecedented service not yet in
sight (Broadcasting, Oct. 29).
The decision on whether to use the
stations to augment VOA's shortwave
broadcasts is made on a day-to-day
basis by VOA Director Henry Loomis
in consultation with Donald Wilson,
deputy director of the U. S. Information Agency, and other administration
officials.
But Mr. Loomis said the need for
the commercial outlets — eight standard
wave and two short wave — would remain as long as the Cuban crisis is
acute. The concentrated effort to penetrate Cuba with VOA Spanish-language
programs of news and commentary "is
absolutely essential," he said. "There
should be no let up."
Mr. Loomis, who is in frequent contact with the stations, said there was
no indication any of their owners or
managers are beginning to chafe under
the burden they are carrying for VOA.
Rather, he said, "They are increasingly
aware of the problem, and are proud
of their contribution" to the Voice's
effort. All of the commercial stations
are linked up with VOA transmitters,
and most are carrying a dusk-to-dawn
schedule of VOA programs.
The government has promised to
reimburse the stations, but a plan for
this won't be worked out until the
crisis is ended.
Pastore Praise ■ The stations were
praised last week by FCC Chairman
44

PRAISED

FOR

Voice
THE

HELP

Newton N. Minow and Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R.L), chairman of the Senate Communications Subcommittee. Mr.
Minow, who helped make arrangements
for use of the commercial facilities by
the VOA, submitted a report on the
operation to Sen. Pastore.
In it, Mr. Minow said the request
was unprecedented and the response
was "a remarkable demonstration of our
radio community's willingness to co-

broadcasts
IN CUBAN

CRISIS

operate fully with the government . . .
during this period of national emerSen. Pastore, in releasing the report,
included the FCC in his praise. "The
speed and efficiency with which the Federal Communications Commission
moved
gency."in making the arrangements and
the full cooperation of the broadcasters
. . . was a fine demonstration of how
effectively government and private en-

Cuba giving U.S. some radio troubles
Cuban radio broadcasts have been
country), there has been little cointerferring with several southern
operation from the Cubans.
Mr. Barr said that no official
area radio stations, according to the
FCC and afflicted broadcasters.
study of the interference problem
has been made, but that there could
WMAL Washington, D. C, complained that CMQ Havana has been be "no end of interference" the
causing distressing interference to Cubans could make. Complaints to
the station. The Havana station the Castro government have been
made through the Swiss Embassy,
operates, on the same frequency
but to no avail.
(630 kc) as WMAL, with a power
Harold Green, WMAL program
of 50 kw using a directional antenna,
under the North American Regional
manager, said there has been interference since last winter. Mr. Green
Broadcasting Agreement.
CMQ, however, has apparently
indicated that if the problem became
too bad WMAL might have to apply
switched to a non-directional antenna
for a new frequency.
and stepped up its power, said James
WPLO Atlanta, Ga., which operBarr, assistant chief of the FCC's
ates on 590 kc, has also complained
Broadcast Bureau. This is in violation of NARBA, but the Cuban ob- of similar interference from Cuban
servance of the treaty has been gen- origins. Other frequencies being molested are 640, 760, and 720 kc.
erally inconsistent, Mr. Barr stated.
Mr. Barr said that there are no
Although Cuba entered the agreement 10 years before the U. S. known complaints from other mem(which signed just prior to breaking
ber nations in NARBA, possibly bediplomatic relations with the island
cause they are farther from Cuba.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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CHARLESTON
HUNTINGTON
DEBATE IMS IS

TOM

GARTEN

AND

AND

JOHN

DON

APRONS

THE

SUPERMARKET

TOM:

"Supermarket" it is, then, erstwhile opponent! And a more fitting appellation for the rich
and verdant 72 counties served by our station
WSAZ-TV, I know not!
JOHN: "Appellation," sir? It is a metaphor which
I should like to extend. Could we not think of ourselves asproprietors of this magnificent market by
virtue of the fact that we manage the one best
means of reaching it?
TOM: A most fruitful application, sir! And could
we not, by the same principle, point to our
market's $1,900,000,000 in retail sales as evidence
of well-stocked shelves ?
JOHN: Droll, Mr. Garten, droll! And I, in my
turn, should like to point to the well-heeled customers of Supermarket — those two millions who
enjoy some 4 billion dollars in annual income.
There is the wherewithal to fill many a bag and cart!
1. Vice President, General Manager, wsaz-tv
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DECIDE

SINCLAIR

TO

GO

INTO

BUSINESS!!!!!!

TOM: We have, Mr. Sinclair, constructed an
allegory of breath-taking proportion! So let us
once and for all leave off this carping and quibbling
about whether Charleston or Huntington is heart
and hub. Rather, let us once again declare
the advertiser winner! He who, for a
single price, probes well beyond both
metropolises!
JOHN: Agreed, sir! We are in business. The business of selling Supermarket. And to that end, might
we not say, "We deliver!"
TOM: And who is being droll now,
Mr. Sinclair? But you have a point!
We do deliver. A point which the Katz
Agency man will happily document!
WSAZ-TV, Channel 3, an NBC Primary
Affiliate, Division: The Goodwill Stations,
2. Manager, Charleston Operation, wsaz-tv
4%

terprise can cooperate . . . and is
deserving of high praise," he said.
Originally, nine stations became VOA
outlets when asked by White House
News Secretary Pierre Salinger to help
the agency beam President Kennedy's
Oct. 22 speech to the Caribbean. They
are WCKR, WGBS and WMIE, all
Miami; WSB Atlanta; WWL New Orleans; WCKY Cincinnati; and WKWF
Key West; and international short-wave
stations KRUL New York and KGEI
Belmont, Calif.
KAAY Volunteers ■ Two days later,
KAAY Little Rock offered its services
and became part of the VOA network.
In addition, WGN Chicago, on its own
initiative, stayed on the air throughout
the night of Oct. 22-23, transmitting
the president's speech repeatedly in
English and Spanish. All 1 1 stations
were cited by Sen. Pastore and Mr.
Minow.
Mr. Minow's report disclosed that,
initially, the VOA had a list of only
five stations powerful enough to put
strong signals into Cuba. Mr. Minow
said that FCC Defense Commissioner
Robert Bartley and George Turner,
chief of the FCC Field Engineering and
Monitoring Bureau, were able to suggest four more. Mr. Minow, who had
been in New York on Oct. 22 to
address the European Broadcasting
Union, was called back to Washington
that day to help in recruiting the commercial stations for the VOA.
The programs the 10 commercial stations are beaming to Cuba — mostly
news, commentary and analysis of the
Cuban crisis — are being widely received, according to Mr. Loomis. He
said FCC monitoring indicates some
jamming of WGBS, WMIE, WKWF
and WWL. But, he said, Cuba lacks the
facilities to jam all of the frequencies
being used.
In another aspect of the propaganda
was being waged by radio, Radio Free
Europe is devoting almost its entire
schedule of broadcasts to Eastern Europe to the Cuban crisis. In the seven
days following President Kennedy's
speech, RFE broadcast 160 hours of
special programming on the Cuban
situation behind the Iron Curtain. RFE
operates 28 transmitters to offset the
Communists' 2,500 jamming stations.
KFUR

quits ch. 2 fight

The FCC granted KFUR-TV Santa
Fe, N. M., dismissal of its application
to move to ch. 2 in lieu of operating
on ch. 11, and retained in hearing
the competing application of New
Mexico Broadcasting Co. Inc. for a new
tv station on ch. 2.
An agreement between KFUR-TV
and New Mexico will reimburse the
former applicant $3,000 as partial cost
of legal and engineering fees.
46 (GOVERNMENT)

Protests

to proposed

fm

allocations

voiced

NAB SAYS ASSIGNMENTS WOULD CURB MEDIUM'S GROWTH
The FCC received over 50 filings last
mission's proposal were drawn from
week at its deadline for comments on
there. California, from the 40th parallel
its proposed fm allocations rule. The
south, would be Zone I-A under the
deadline had been extended from Oct. 1 new rules. KRON-FM San Francisco
to Nov. 1 (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
urged the deletion of the new zoning
The commission has proposed the and the making of all California Zone
adoption of a definitive table for fm
II. This would resolve any need for
allocations. The proposal establishes
power cutbacks and would not hinder
three zones in place of the present two,
new allocations, the station said. KPEN
and stations operating with more power
than their class calls for under the new
(FM), same city, said the new rules
offered no legal or factual reason for
zoning, may have to cut back (Broadcasting, July 30 and Aug. 6).
reducing existing facilities.
The NAB charged that the proposed
The NAB, making a study of 19 fm
stations serving the Los Angeles area,
table of assignments is too rigid and
could cause more problems in the fu- noted that the majority of those stations would not be able to comply with
ture of a growing fm industry than now
the 3.16 mv/m principal city signal
exist. NAB suggested that the comto make a remission "augment its 'go-no-go' ap- requirement if they hadantenna
height.
duction in power or
proach with a specified mileage separation plan rather than through a table of Such reduction would "undoubtedly result in several so-called 'white areas'
assignments."
The NAB noted that in the commissaid.
service," NAB
lacking fmwent
on to say that many of
NAB
sion's initial plan it rejected the idea of
reinstating a table of assignments such
the stations that would be afflicted have
as was in effect from 1945 to 1958 be- been pioneers in fm broadcasting and
cause of the difficulty in providing for in providing such service to their comassignments not planned for in the munities.
table of assignments. To make such
It was the opinion of the NAB and
assignments the commission had to others that existing facilities should be
resort to lengthy rulemaking proceedclause";
a "grandfa
be
ings and the system was soon dropped.
protectede by
hardshiptherwould
great
otherwis
wrought.
However, said the NAB, "The commission has offered no explanation nor
reasons why these same difficulties
Dropping of u permits
would not prevail today."
clears way for N.C. vhf
A table of assignments would not
Two North Carolina uhf tv permitprovide the flexibility needed "for fultees have been deleted, according to the
FCC.
filling the future potential of fm" NAB
said, and would not be in the public
The two are WNAO-TV (ch. 28)
interest.
Finally the association said that if a Raleigh and WTOB-TV (ch. 26) Winston-Salem, owned by Sir Walter Tv
table of assignments should be adopted,
Co.
and
Winston-Salem
Broadcasting
all interested parties should be given
further time for commenting before it Inc., respectively. The two companies,
doing business as Southern Broadcasters
is finalized. A table cannot be evaluInc., were granted a construction perated unless it is available for study,
mit on ch. 8 in Greensboro-High Point,
NAB added.
N. C, conditioned that both groups disThe NAB, backed by many fm stainterest in WNAO-TV and
pose of all (Broadcasting,
tions and interested parties, opposed
WTOB-TV
Oct. 8).
the commission's suggestion that Class
The ch. 8 grant is owned 55% by
B stations in Zone I and I-A and Class
C stations in Zone II be required to principals of Winston-Salem, 35% by
the principals of Sir Walter and 10%
reduce power or antenna height if operby
five local citizens.
ating in excess of maximum power permitted under new rules (Broadcasting,
commissi
the bring
g with will
, Southern
Oct. 1).
In complyin
condition
a on's
third
vhf service to the Greensboro-High
Under the existing rules Zone I sta- Point- Winston-Salem area. Presently on
tions (the Mid-Atlantic states) were
the air are WFMY-TV (ch. 2) Greensclosely restricted in power, but Zone II
boro, and WSJS-TV (ch. 12) WinstonSalem.
stations (the remainder of the country)
were allowed and encouraged to operate
WTOB-TV suspended operation in
at more than maximum power to proMay
1957 and WNAO-TV ceased opvide wide area service, the NAB said.
eration in the following December.
This was particularly true of Cali- Both stations retained their construction
fornia, and many replies to the compermits in the interim.
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does
a big job for our members
says NORMAN
E. CASH, President, TV Bureau

"Since we have an RCA TV Tape Recorder, sales managers
of stations can go before their TV Cameras and tape reviews
of their programs, personalities and opportunities — then send
them here for playback before reps and prospective advertisers. Our conference room with closed circuit facilities can
be used to present sales pitches with the impact of TV itself.
As a result, one station made a $30,000 sale . . . one rep's
sales totaled $150,000 ... a station gr6up sold $65,000 worth
of television ... all through our RCA TV Tape Recorder."

You're really shooting for sales when you use RCA Taping
equipment. With RCA, you get superb picture quality and
outstanding operating convenience, in a completely matched
line of equipment, for finest all around performance. Regardless of what model you choose, you know that it is backed by
superior engineering and service. Call the RCA Broadcast
Representative with complete confidence. Or write RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Dept. 0-22, Building 15-5,
Camden, New Jersey.

The Most Trusted

Name

in Television

PERSPECTIVE

Sec.
LATEST

315
FCC

ON

THE

confuses,

EDICTS

ON

A welter of Sec. 315 (equal time
and fairness) complaints, inquiries,
counter charges and decisions have
poured in and out of the FCC the
past two weeks.
In the resultant turmoil, broadcasters and their Washington counsel
have become more confused than
ever on what they can and cannot
program politically; on what is and is
not exempt from Sec. 315; on who
is and isn't a legally qualified candidate.
The FCC's political broadcasting
statement of three weeks ago, citing
87 Sec. 315 rulings and interpretations, has been of little or no value
to stations and to attorneys in advising clients (Broadcasting, Oct. 15).
Citing FCC equal time decisions
over the past 10 days, a veteran communications attorney said last Thursday that he no longer knows how to
advise stations on Sec. 315 matters.
Before these decisions, which he
charged give no clear guidelines for
the FCC rulings, the attorney said
that he had no hesitation on advising
a client that such-and-such an appearance was exempt.
Referring to an FCC ruling on his
station, WMCA New York, President
R. Peter Straus charged that it means
"the American electorate will hear
less and less newsworthy discussion
around election time. . . . The ruling
is the consequence of a law which
must be repealed — a law which forces
broadcasters to put obscure candidates
representing splinter parties on an
equal footing with serious, newsworthy candidates."
Last Tuesday, the commission ruled
that WMCA must give "equal time"

FCC

ADAMANT

NEWS

ON

EQUAL

TIME

bothers,
ONLY

COMPLICATE

to Eric Hass, Socialist Labor Party
candidate for governor of New York,
following the appearance of Conservative Party candidate David Jaquith on
WMCA's Barry Gray Show. Attorneys did not quarrel with the decision the commission reached but
with the fact the FCC merely stated:
"On the basis of the information submitted, it does not appear that you
(WMCA) have established that this
is In
an its
exempt
program."
decisions,
the FCC has not
answered arguments made by the stations as to why appearances by candidates have not been "uses" under
315, many stations and attorneys
charge. They maintain the decisions
cannot be used as guidelines when
similar cases arise. "Can you tell me
what is or what isn't an exempt news
interview from the WMCA opinion?"
an attorney asked.
In the California and Michigan
gubernatorial races, the commission
has ruled that splinter party candidates were entitled to equal time
because stations carried debates between the two major candidates arranged by others. In both states,
counsel had advised the broadcasters
that such a program was exempt from
Sec. 315 as on-the-spot coverage of
a bona fide news event.
"No," said the FCC. These were
"debates" and thus clearly not exempt
from equal time demands.
Quick Action ■ As opposed to previous years, the commission staff has
been acting with dispatch the past
two weeks to resolve complaints. Late
last week when there was no time for
telegrams and letters, the FCC turned
to the telephone to relay complaints

CBS-TV

PAY

PLAN

Agency tentatively finds against it but to accept pleadings
A "tentative conclusion" that CBSTV's amended incentive compensation
plan for affiliates violates FCC rules
was reached by the agency last week.
However, the commission said, CBS
and its affiliates have until Dec. 18 to
file pleadings attempting to convince
the FCC otherwise. The tentative conclusion was reached by the commission
in an order refusing to reconsider its
decision of last May (Broadcasting,
June 4) that the original plan tended to
prevent CBS affiliates from accepting
48 (GOVERNMENT)

bewilders

programming from other networks, syndicators and independent sources.
Three weeks later, the network asked
the FCC to reconsider but at the same
time amended the compensation plan
(Broadcasting, June 25) in a move to
meet commission objections. In its new
order, the FCC agreed the CBS contract no longer inhibits inter-network
competition but raised questions as to
the effects of the plan on clearances
for other than network shows.
"The commission believes that the

THINGS

to broadcasters and to get the stations' justifications for their actions.
"Thank goodness next Tuesday
[tomorrow]
is election
harried FCC official
who is day,"
on the afringe
of the FCC team said last week.
Working fulltime (60 hours a week)
on 315 matters for the past several
weeks have been Ed Brown, chief
of the FCC's renewal branch, and
Stan Kaufman. Several others, including Kenneth Cox, chief of the
Broadcast Bureau, Sylvia Kessler, acting chief of renewals and transfers,
Bud Slosberg, assistant general counand attorneys
on Mr.
staff sel,
have
been devoting
extraBrown's
hours
to political matters also.
And last week, Review Board member Joseph Nelson also was called
in. Until moving to the board last
summer, Mr. Nelson was the acknowledged FCC expert on all Sec. 315
matters and had acted in that capacity for several years.
Flood of Complaints ■ The complaints handled by the FCC this year
have been heavier than for any election in the past, it was reported. Both
Messrs. Brown and Kaufman refused
to estimate the number, saying that
so many have been handled that
there is no way to keep count.
Another source reported, however,
that 15-20 equal time or fairness inquiries have been received daily at
the commission for the past few
weeks. A major portion of these was
settled "out of court" between the
station and the complaining candidate.
Others were decided in staff actions
while a few went to the full commission. The FCC, in fact, has had at
least three special meetings on Sec.
inevitable effect of the plan is to hinder
affiliates from rejecting the programs of
CBS which they believe to be unsatisfactory, unsuitable, or contrary to the
public interest or from substituting programs of greater local or national importance said
for CBS
the commission
last offerings,"
week. Accordingly,
the commission told CBS-TV and the
affiliates under the plan that they have
until Dec. 18 to file comments arguing
otherwise.
MST opposes exceptions
to all-channel law
Maximum Service Telecasters Inc.
told the FCC last week that there
should be no exceptions to the allBROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

315 matters over the past 10 days
(one was scheduled last Friday).
During 1960, the commission received approximately 200 complaints
prior to the November election. Up
to August of this year, some 75 had
been handled on the various primary
elections.
As of last Friday morning, several
equal time and fairness demands still
were unresolved. One involved a
question of whether two Ohio stations
| had "censored" a proposed broadcast
by Republican senatorial candidate
John M. Briley. At least five other stations had carried the program, in
which Mr. Briley had taped-in com| ments made by his opponent Sen.
Frank Lausche (D-Ohio) on a WOSU
j Columbus program.
Exemption Amendment ■ The 1959
amendment to the Communications
Act which exempted bona fide newscasts, interviews, documentaries and
on the spot coverage of news from
Sec. 315 has resulted in a major portion of this year's complaints.
Most broadcasters like the amendment— short of outright repeal — much
better than the pre- 1959 Sec. 315 because they feel it gives them more
leeway in political programming.
Many stations program widely in the
political area in an effort to help inform the public even though they
realize such programming can and
does in many instances, lead to
splinter demands for time.
"We couldn't do in 1958 what we
are doing today," an executive said
last week. "I think there is a tremendous improvement in political programming as a result of the 1959
amendment. It's just the minority or
fringe candidates which cause all the
trouble for the conscientious broadcaster."
A smaller industry element is unhappy with the new freedom granted
channel tv receiver legislation.
MST said Congress passed the bill
requiring that tv sets be capable of receiving all channels, it didn't provide
for exceptions. MST said that the commission should therefore deny petitions
by Motorola and Philco seeking exceptions for sets used in hotels, public
institutions and similar situations.
(Broadcasting, Oct. 22).
MST stated that neither Motorola nor
Philco
has shown
any "overriding
public interest
considerations
which would
warrant the requested exemptions." The
group also said it would cost too much
for the government to police the manufacture of special sets and their distribution.
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in 1959. These broadcasters do not
like the problems which might arise
and preferred the old method of just
ignoring all candidates' newsworthy
actions. They do not like the added
responsibility of programming their
stations so as to inform the voters, it
is charged.
The FCC did not completely endorse the 1959 amendment because of
a fear resultant complaints would increase its administrative burden. John
C. Doerfer, commission chairman at
the time, favored outright repeal of
the equal time yoke but he was the
only commissioner to publicly express
such an opinion.
Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
reportedly has informed his colleagues that he now would like to see
Sec. 315 repealed as it relates to
equal time and to make broadcasters
accountable under the fairness doctrine— added in the 1959 amendment. The FCC presently is considering legislation it will recommend
to Congress in 1963 (see Closed
Circuit, page 5) and there currently
is nothing on Sec. 315. Commissioner
Ford, however, has served notice that
he may attempt to add a proposed
bill repealing the equal time yoke.
In FCC actions the past 10 days,
he has put forth the strongest voice
for a strict and literal interpretation
of Sec. 315. In a vote much closer
than the 4-1 count indicates, Commissioner Ford was the leader in denying
CBS and NBC reconsideration of a
staff ruling that a minor party candidate for governor of California was
entitled to equal time (Broadcasting,
Oct. 29).
Congress, Too ■ Actively watching
this year's coverage of the political
races is the Senate Watchdog Subcommittee. The subcommittee has
established monitors and tape recorders in Washington to check the

Philco-NBC hearing
calls McGannon
Donald H. McGannon, president of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., is to
take the witness stand today (Monday)
as the FCC hearing resumes in the
many-sided Philco-NBC controversy
over ch. 3 Philadelphia (Broadcasting,
Oct. 29).
Involved in the hearing before Chief
Examiner James D. Cunningham are
(1) the
AM-TV
TV and
by RKO

exchange of NBC's WRCVPhiladelphia for WNAC-AMWRKO-FM Boston (owned
General); (2) renewal appli-

networks' every offering and plans to
question all stations on their news
coverage and time sold after the
election. This same subcommittee,
created in time to police the 1960
elections, held lengthy hearings in
1961 on coverage the previous year.
Subcommittee counsel Creekmore
Fath said last week that complaints
received on 315 this year by the Senate group are higher than the number
received during the 1960 campaign.
With a presidential election coming in 1964, congressional hearings on
Sec. 315 undoubtedly will be held
next year. Equal time was suspended
for the 1960 Presidential and vice
presidential races and such is also a
possibility for two years hence. Many
broadcasters fought for outright repeal in 1959-60 but accepted the suspension as a workable compromise.
More and louder and stronger voices
for repeal will be heard next year and
the groundwork for such a campaign
already is underway. Yesterday (Sunday), WMCA followed Mr. Hass' ordered appearance with a panel discussion on Sec. 315. Participants were
Washington attorney Marcus Cohn,
Justin Feldman, campaign manager
for Robert Morganthau, Democratic
candidate for governor, Nicholas Atlas, campaign coordinator for Louis
Lefkowitz, Republican Attorney General of New York who is seeking reelection, and Edwin H. James, vice
president-executive editor of Broadcasting and Television magazines.
Chicagoan Lar Daly, the No. 1 user
of Sec. 315 in the past, reentered the
fray last week with a demand on
Chicago stations. Mr. Daly contended
that he is a legally qualified write-in
candidate for the U.S. Senate in Illinois. Late Thursday, Mr. Daly said he
had not received a reply from any of
the stations or the FCC and announced
plans to seek an "urgent" ruling.
cations of WRCV-AM-TV (ch. 3), and
(3) the application of Philco Corp. for
a new tv station on ch. 3 in PhiladelPhilco attorney Henry Weaver has
announced on the record that Mr.
phia.
McGannon will be questioned concerning alleged NBC overtures to WBC
after the network had been ordered in
a 1959 consent decree to dispose of
WRCV-TV. The network acquired its
Philadelphia stations in a 1955 exchange with Westinghouse and this
transaction resulted in a Justice Dept.
anti-trust suit against NBC which led
to the consent decree.
Other Westinghouse witnesses testi-

Pentagon

charged

The censorship and "directed"
news philosophy of the Kennedy administration, put into effect two
weeks ago during the Cuban crisis,
drew sharp and challenging objections last week by broadcast and
newspaper newsmen.
William Garry, WBBM-TV Chicago, president of the Radio Television News Directors Assn., wired
Arthur Sylvester, assistant secretary
of defense for public affairs, asking
for alinemeeting
the of
guiderestrictions"to. .review
. because
the
inherent danger in the present Defense Department's policy of managing the news."
Lee Hills, president of the American Society of Newspaper Editors,
telegraphed Mr. Sylvester that the
latter's statements have come as "a
deep shock to responsible newspaper
editors."
Newspapers in stories and editorials castigated the concept which lies
behind Mr. Sylvester's acknowledgement that the administration considers news as part of the "weaponry" in the crisis.
At week's end neither Mr. Sylvester nor Pierre Salinger, White
House news secretary, had budged
from their positions. In fact on Friday, Frederick Kuh, Chicago SunTimes Washington correspondent,
reported that Secretary of State Dean
Rusk was at the point of instituting
the same bars that were put into
effect at the Defense Dept. last week.
Two-Pronged ■ What was all the
fuss about? Basically, the confrontation by newsmen of two iron curtains placed on newsgathering at the
Defense Dept.
Two weeks ago, the military issued
a 12-point guide to its officials and
to news editors of all media referring to information which might be
of value to enemies of the United

fied two weeks ago on the negotiations
which preceded the 1955 WBC-NBC
swap of Philadelphia-Cleveland facilities. While it was the first public testimony on the case, much of the information brought out already was in the
hands of the FCC and the Justice Dept.
No witnesses were called in the case
last week with only a brief meeting
held Wednesday.
Under terms of the consent decree,
NBC must cease operating WRCV-TV
by Dec. 31. The network and RKO
have asked the commission to approve
SO (GOVERNMENT)

with

managing
news
One of the major complaints ever
since the Cuban crisis broke Oct. 22
is the paucity of detailed operational
news from the Defense Dept. or the
White House. Newsmen are given
"official" statements and officials refuse to amplify, clarify or illuminate.
In some instances misleading information has been fed to newsmen.
The theory behind this attitude, it
has been explained, is that the government, inthe ambiguous situation
Mr. Sylvester
Mr. Garry
that is involved, "must speak with
States (Broadcasting, Oct. 29).
Shocked and angered newsmen
Last week, the Defense Dept. is- blasted
one voice."
the Sylvester order, the adsued a second order, this time to its
ministration's philosophy and warned
own military and civilian personnel,
instructing them to report daily to that such is the type of controlled
news used by the Russians and other
public relations officers the substance
dictatorships. News media must not,
of each interview and telephone conMr. Hills warned, be used as an
versation with a media (newsman)
implement to mislead the public.
representative.
Mr. Garry's telegram to Mr. SylSuch a report would not need to vester:
be made if a representative of the
"In view of the fact radio and
public information office is present
television
and the press have cooperat the interview, the directive stated.
ated wholeheartedly in this current
This was clearly intended, it is un- crisis to protect the national security,
derstood, to dry up out-of-channel
it comes as a shock to read your
sources used by newsmen.
statement that 'news flowing from
Mr. Sylvester, a former Washing- actions taken by the government is
ton correspondent for the Newark
part of the weaponry' in the total
(N. J.) Evening News, turned up response
to the Cuban crisis.
the burners in the ensuing furor
"We recognize the self-imposed
when he explained:
responsibility of all news media in
" News flowing from actions taken time of grave national emergency,
by the government is part of the but your statement most certainly
weaponry of the cold war ... In the will prompt the American public to
kind of world we live in, the gen- question the validity of the informaeration of news by actions taken by
tion it is receiving in this critical
the government becomes one weapon
period of our history.
in a strained situation. The results,
"We of the Radio Television News
in my opinion, justify the methods
Directors Assn. suggest representatives of the news media meet with
This touched the raw nerves of you at the earliest possible moment
we S.used."
U.
newsmen accustomed to getting to review the guideline restrictions
the hard news not only from official set forth earlier because of the inhandouts but also from their own
herent danger in the present Defense
digging.
Dept. policy of managing the news."

a temporary exchange of the Boston
and Philadelphia stations pending a
final decision in the current hearing.
Also pending before the FCC is a
Philco application for temporary authority to operate on ch. 3.
Last week the FCC dismissed a request by Philco that the agency obtain
Dept. of Justice files, for Philco use,
on three antitrust suits against NBC
(including the ch. 3 case) and parent
RCA. However, Examiner Cunningham last week issued a subpoena requiring that much of the same informa-

tion be turned over to Philco by NBC.
An oral argument on NBC motion to
quash this subpoena and another directed toward RCA patent files has
been scheduled for Wednesday.
Westinghouse
round

in tax

loses
fight

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s
nine-year legal battle to have a network affiliation contract considered a
depreciable asset for tax purposes has
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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suffered another court reverse.
The U. S. Court of Appeals in Philadelphia, in a ruling filed Oct. 19, upheld a Tax Court finding issued in the
case last year that an automatically renewable two-year affiliation contract
has "an indeterminate useful life" and
therefore is not a depreciable asset. (At
Deadline, Sept. 4, 1961).
The case grew out of WBC's purchase
of WPTZ (TV) (now WRCV-TV and
owned by NBC) Philadelphia from
Philco Corp. for $8.5 million, in 1953.
The sales agreement allocated $5 million of the purchase price to the station's NBCmonths
affiliation,
had seven
to which
run. at the time
WBC, in its income tax returns for
1953 and 1954, depreciated the $5
million over a 55-month period — the
seven months remaining plus two renewable terms of two years each — on
the assumption that affiliation contracts
can be expected to be renewed twice.
NBC acquired the station from Westinghouse in 1956 in a station exchange
now involved in an FCC hearing.
IRS Said No ■ The Internal Revenue

FCC to cloak docket case instructions
Instructions by the FCC to its
out giving any reasons for the new
staff in adjudicatory and other dockpolicy.
Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
et cases will no longer be made
public effective immediately, the reportedly motivated the FCC acFCC announced last week.
tion. The commissioners reportedly
The practice of making known
felt that announcement of their preits intentions in docket cases prior
liminary decision made it extremely
to a final decision was started by hard for them to issue a different
the commission in February 1957
final decision even though they reserved the right to do so. The staff
in a move to halt the premature disinstructions did not give the individclosure of FCC actions. Last week's
ual votes of commissioners nor reaorder, a two-sentence announcement,
sons for the planned decision.
stopped the five-year practice withService disallowed this depreciation,
and the issue was subsequently taken
to the Tax Court.
In appealing that court's decision,
WBC argued that a business contract
with a specific term and provision for
renewal is limited to that term and
those renewals "reasonably certain to
occur." The company added that the

"maximum period of renewal was to
In its
decision, however, the Appeals
Jan.
1, 1958."
Court held that WBC had failed to
show that, based on experience in the
television industry, the number of renewals of affiliation contracts could be
estimated with "reasonable certainty,"
as required by Treasury Regulations.
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Networks
COMPUTERS,

ready

MANPOWER

The print media reporter's main tools
are a pencil and paper. The broadcast
reporter's main tools encompass a wide
range of implements.
In tomorrow night's coverage of the
1962 election, the three television networks and the four radio networks will
haul out a vast multi-million dollar apparatus to give the American public the
fastest and most accurate election returns ever attempted.

LINED

equipment
UP

52

election

U.S. VOTING RETURNS
will use the IBM RAMAC 1410; NBCMore than 10,000 people — reporters,
editors and technicians — will be in- TV will use five RCA computers. ABCvolved in the coverage. The majority TV and CBS-TV computer equipment
will be spread throughout the country,
will be stationed in New York; NBCreporting the latest election figures to TV equipment will be at RCA's Cherry
Hill, N. J., center.
the networks' headquarters in New
York.
No Predictions ■ Of the three tv networks, CBS-TV claims that its comAs in past election coverage, electronic computers will be very much on
puter equipment will not be used to
the scene. ABC-TV will use a Minnea"predict" the final outcome of various
election contests. The computers, CBS
polis-Honeywel 40 machine; CBS-TV

NBC-TV's Chet Huntley and David Brinkley look over
network's Studio 8-H as it's prepared for tomorrow's
Election Night.

TO

for

REPORT

ABC-TV anchorman Ron Cochran confers with director
Mac Hemion in front of map which will serve as Mr.
Cochran's backdrop.
BROADCASTING. November 5, 1962

a new American
Ace
When the sky was first used for war, the job of
aerial interception could be handled by daredevil youths with 30 caliber machine guns and
canvas-covered biplanes. Today, interception
is a job that has to be handled by a different
kind of Ace, a machine that is half electronic
brain and half bomb— the Nike-Zeus. It's a
supersonic Ace that can intercept an airplane
or a missile traveling at thousands of miles an
hour. To build it, American missile men needed
a light but exceptionally strong metal for the
motor case. United States Steel research scientists provided the material— an alloy steel rolled
into wider, longer, thinner sheets than any ever
rolled. In a new process called "sandwich rolling" the alloy steel is placed between two
heavier plates of carbon steel, heated, then
rolled into the strong, lightweightsheets needed
for a missile's skin. This is one example of why
steel is the most vital material in our growing
missile program. America grows with steel.

TRADEMARK
SS) United
(U
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States
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Tv campaigning (and
Television is an essential part of
any modern political campaign, Richard Nixon told a news conference
Monday (Oct. 29) night. The former vice president of the United
States, now campaigning for election
as governor of California, stated:
"Television is here to stay. Any candidate today has to learn to use the
medium and to use it effectively."
Using it effectively means either
debates or telethons and in Mr. Nixon's case it has meant the latter. He
has conducted seven telethons during
the last month of the campaign, six
of three hours each and the final one
last Saturday (Nov. 3 ) for five hours
in Los Angeles, where KTTV (TV)
originated it to a statewide tv-radio
hookup.
"Debates are better because they
get larger audiences," Mr. Nixon
said, "but telethons are effective in
getting you into the homes of the
voters." His use of telethons came
after he and Gov. Edmund G. Brown,
incumbent who seeks re-election,
were unable to get together on terms
for face-to-face tv debates. However
effective, telethons are grueling experiences for a candidate, he declared. Because it takes the candidate into the living rooms of viewers, it forces him to adopt an in-

and IBM officials claim, will be used
only to help network analysts "determine" the outcome of chosen important
races.
NBC, which won the ratings race in
the last election coverage in 1960, is
basically relying on the same equipment
and studio layout it used at that time.
ABC-TV and CBS-TV have made heavy
financial expenditures for a non-presidential election year, pointing out that
the equipment purchases can be used,
like NBC's, in future election coverage.
CBS-TV spent a reported $250,000
on new automated equipment to show
the voting tabulations in various contests on the home screen (see picture).
ABC-TV also has new automated equipment. At ABC-TV, election coverage
was reportedly budgeted for an outlay
of $400,000. The budget has already
been over subscribed in what is admitted
to be the network's first serious attempt
to compete with its rivals in coverage
of a national election.
NBC-TV
will first
use time
its "Dewline"
procedure for the
in a national
election. The scheme was first used
in the New York mayoralty election
last year and again in the Massachusetts
54 (PROGRAMMING)

the

FCC's

authority)

as Nixon sees it
question regarding any angle of the
campaign. This means an immense
amount of preparation. I never
schedule anything else on the day of
No Letup o Mr. Nixon said that
a telethon."
during
a telethon he stays on camera
throughout, never leaving the stage,
never pausing even for a drink of
water. "You've got to do your homework and have all the answers in
your head. You've got to be able to
talk extemporaneously and effective-

Mr. Nixon

Television has given an added importance to a candidate's appearance,
as well as to his ability to extemporize
effectively, Mr. Nixon commented,
adding: "I'm not sure this is good.
Tv may be putting too much emphasis on a candidate's appearance
and
on
his the
glibness
these aren't
necessarily
primeandqualities
of a

formal conversational approach.
Notes, TelePrompTers, idiot boards
are taboo and so are charts and
graphs and other visual aids.
"You don't come into a living
room and when someone asks a question, pull out a chart and say 'I just
happened to have this with me.'
You've got to be conversational and
you've got to be ready to answer any

When he is using paid political
time,
the candidate can control the
statesman."
situation if he is prepared for all
contingencies,ly."
Mr. Nixon said, but
when he appears on a news program,
usually in a clip of a film made during a rally or informal speech at a
station or supermarket or in an interview, his exposure is normally a matter of seconds and how he appears

primary earlier this year. It reports
voting in key precincts of important
races and purports to show the results
in these races at an early hour.
The Anchors ■ David Brinkley and
Chet
will be NBC-TV's
anchor
men; Huntley
Walter Cronkite
will be anchor
man for CBS-TV and Ron Cockran
will handle this chore for ABC-TV.
CBS-TV and NBC-TV will break
their coverage into four areas — East,
South, Midwest, and West. ABC-TV
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Page boys have been eliminated from
the task of posting election returns.
CBS-TV spent over $250,000 for equipment to automatically post the vote.

coverage will be broken into six areas — ■
New England, East, South, Midwest,
Rocky Mountains and West.
Coverage for the radio network
brethren of the three tv networks will
rely on the vote gathering of their
respective nounced
tv that
networks.
Mutual has will
anits commentators
cover the election beginning at 5:05
p.m. EST. Charles Bacheldor in Washington, D. C,anchor
will bemen:
Mutual's
man. Other
ABC anchor
Radio,
Art Van Horn and Don Gardiner; CBS
Radio, Dallas Townsend; NBC Radio,
Morgan Beatty and Robert McCormick.
Locals using computers
for election coverage
The networks will trot out more
electronic gear than ever before to
help bring election returns into quick,
accurate focus tomorrow night (Nov.
6). But they won't have a monopoly
on computers, the latest rage in the
bi-annual dopester derby.
At least four local stations reported
last week they would be using electronic computers to help evaluate local
returns: WRCV-AM-FM-TV PhiladelBROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

is up to the cameraman and, especially, the news editor. "Never underestimate the power of the man who
selects
the clip," he warned other
candidates.
Asked about the FCC "suggestion"
to KTTV that it take steps to provide
time to the Democrats to compensate
for the outspoken pro-Nixon views
I of its late evening personality, Tom
Duggan (see Perspective on the
News, page 48), the Republican
candidate called the action "indefensible." "The FCC is saying, 'We're
going to analyze the opinions of every commentator on the air,' and I
don't like it. I believe that tv should
be as free as the newspaper in saying
j how it feels about political issues
and candidates."
Knifery ■ "Duggan's trouble is that
he's not as subtle as the others. Huntley and Brinkley have been chopping
me up for years. Bill Lawrence on
ABC cuts my guts out every chance
he gets. But I wouldn't dream of
asking for equal time. But Duggan
made the mistake of suggesting that
he's for me, when Wyman (Eugene
Wyman, chairman of the California
I Central Democratic Committee)
went to school with Minow."
(As a result of the FCC "suggestion," KTTV on Oct. 24 started
a 15-minute Election 1962 series
featuring Democratic spokesmen, inserted into Mr. Duggan's 90-minute
I period each evening through Nov. 5.

phia, WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit, WISNTV Milwaukee and WCCO-AM-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Film sales...
Stagecoach West (Four Star) : Sold
to WNEW-TV New York. Now in two
markets.
The Law and Mr. Jones (Four Star) :
Sold to KREX-TV Grand Junction,
Colo. Now in five markets.
Target: The Corrupters (Four Star) :
! Sold to WNEW-TV New York and
| KMSP-TV Minneapolis. Now in six
j markets.
Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre
(Four Star): Sold to KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore. Now in three markets.
The Detectives (Four Star) : Sold to
WNEW-TV New York; KMSP-TV
Minneapolis; KTAR-TV Phoenix, Ariz.,
and KGW-TV Portland, Ore. Now in
13 markets.
Trails West (Robeck & Co.) : Sold to
WLBW-TV Miami; KSHO-TV Las
Vegas; KOIN-TV
Portland, Ore.;
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

KBTV (TV) Denver; KSD-TV St.
Louis; WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C;
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; WXEX-TV
Richmond-Petersburg, Va.; KLTV
(TV) Tyler, Tex.; KIMA-TV Yakima,
Wash.; KOLO-TV Reno; WEAR-TV
Pensacola, Fla.; KVOS-TV Bellingham,
Wash.; WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.;
KREM-TV Spokane; WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.; KQTV (TV) Ft. Dodge, Iowa;
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.; KMMT
(TV) Austin, Minn.; KBES-TV Medford, Ore.; WKZO-TV Kalamazoo,
Mich.; WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y.;
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.; KBMT
(TV) Beaumont, Tex.; KTAG-TV
Lake Charles, La.; KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; KXMC-TV Minot, N. D.;
WSJV (TV) Elkhart, Ind.; WOWL-TV
Florence, Ala., and KXMB-TV Bismarck, N. D. Now in 70 markets.
Films of the Fifties (Seven Arts
Assoc.): Vols. 4 and 5 sold to WOCTV Davenport, Iowa; WTVT (TV)
Tampa, Fla.; KLFY-TV Lafayette, La.,

ASCAP

and KSHO-TV Las Vegas. Now in 30
markets. Vol. 3 was also purchased by
WTVT, and is now in 83 markets.
Hanna-Barbera Cartoons (Screen
Gems) : Sold to WTEN (TV) Albany,
N. Y.; WCIV-TV Charleston, S. C;
WTVC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn.;
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.; WITN-TV
Washington, N. C; KLFY-TV Lafayette, La.; WWL-TV New Orleans;
WMID-TV Midland, Tex.; WJRT
(TV) Flint, Mich.; WHO-TV Des
Moines; KETV (TV) Omaha; KARDTV Wichita; KBTV (TV) Denver;
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif.; KVALTV Eugene, Ore.; KCRL-TV Reno,
Nev., and KING-TV Seattle. Now in
51 markets.
Science Fiction Features (Allied Artists Tv) : Sold to WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ga.; KATC-TV Lafayette, La.;
WISN-TV Milwaukee; WLAC-TV
Nashville, and WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
Now in 71 markets.

EXPANDS

FEE

Etv's 'free-for-nothing' use of music
rights society also seeks cash from
ASCAP may soon start charging educational television stations for their
use of its music, President Stanley
Adams indicated last week.
Up to now, he reminded the semiannual east coast membership meeting
in New York last Wednesday, the Performing Rights Society has been granting free licenses to etv just as it did
to commercial television in tv's early
days.
Now etv is beginning to take on "substantial proportions" in both education
and broadcasting, and ASCAP members cannot be expected to spend time
creating for it without "financial encouragement," Mr. Adams asserted.
He sold the members they would get
reports from time to time on ASCAP's
progress in connection with etv, "and
we do intend to make progress."
He said the next report also would
deal with ASCAP's plans for licensing
community-antenna television operations. Existence of such plans was disclosed at the west coast membership
meeting last month (Broadcasting,
Oct. 8).
Mr. Adams also reviewed the society's plans to start soon to process the
logs of all radio networks in computing
performances on which to base distributions to members. In the past
ASCAP has processed the logs of all
three tv networks but only two radio
networks, NBC and CBS. Acquisition
of new electronic computing equipment
will enable the society to add ABC and

POLICY

may end;
catv systems

Mutual logs to those processed and to
include sustaining as well as commercial programs in the radio tabulations.
President Adams reported briefly on
litigation between television broadcasters and the society over new music
license terms. The case is currently
awaiting appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court by television stations seeking
licenses which would not require them
to pay ASCAP directly for music used
in
future syndicated programs and feaet seq).
ture films (Broadcasting, Sept. 17,
Most of the three-hour meeting dealt
with members' protests, especially regarding the society's systems for measuring music performances and for distributing payments to members.
ASCAP's revenues from licenses, as
reported earlier, were placed at $23,585,658 for the first eight months of
this year.
MCA

to finance

Broadway

shows

MCA Inc. plans to become active in
the financing of Broadway shows as a
means of acquiring the television, motion picture and record rights to the
productions.
Lew R. Wasserman, MCA president,
said last week the company plans to invest in both musical and dramatic
presentations. He noted that MCA
merged recently with Decca Records,
55

records of the federal and state governThe NBC executive charged that the
network is being subjected to an organized letter-writing campaign on the
part
of highway contractors, suppliers
ments."
and officials. He said "the thrust of
these complaints seems to be an objection to the fact that we would broadcast
a program dealing with wrongdoing in
highway construction at all."
Sextant, 'Life' sign
tv production plan
Sextant Inc., New York, and Life
magazine have joined to produce network tv programs, according to Robert
D. Graff, Sextant president, and C. D.
Jackson, publisher of Life.
Under the agreement, Sextant will
act as Life's exclusive tv production
partner, with responsibility for developing and creating programs from the
magazine's
visual and editorial material
files.
Humphrey-Scott debate a la Kennedy-Nixon
tional committee chairmen of their
NBC-TV and radio networks presented anationwide debate between
respective parties. The Senators discussed issues within a format resemtwo non-office-seeking representatives
of the major political parties last
bling the fourth Nixon-Kennedy deMonday (Oct. 29).
bate of 1960; four-minute opening
Sen. Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania
statements, questions from a panel
of four newsmen and three minutes
(1) spoke for the Republicans; Sen.
Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota (r) for closing remarks. Edwin Newman (c), NBC News, was program
presented the Democratic Party viewpoint. They were chosen by the na- moderator.
which owns a controlling interest in
Universal Pictures, and said the company is active in tv productions through
a subsidiary, Revue Productions. He
said that one or more of MCA components may participate in the financing
of shows.
"We are not interested in financing
plays just to make money out of their
Broadway runs," Mr. Wasseman observed. "We want to get basic materials
for our company. ... Of course, if the
plays make money, we won't object."
MCA probably will not be active in
the Broadway season already begun, but
will begin its financing next year, a
spokesman said.
New shows being readied
by Westinghouse am, tv
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. programmers said last week that a new
radio series, America Sings (Broadcasting, Oct. 15), would be produced
in a tv version and released possibly
by the spring.
WBC also said that a new "South
America Project" — now being gathered
by camera crews — may come up initially with three hours of programming
filmed in three countries. Most likely
56 (PROGRAMMING)

this informational programming will
be scheduled in "takes" throughout the
broadcast day on WBC tv stations
and "exposed" in all types of programming segments.
Brinkley roads show
defended by McAndrew
NBC has restated its stand that a
program dealing with irregularities in
highway construction was an accurate
presentation.
In a point-by-point response to Bureau of Public Roads' criticism of the
program, NBC last Tuesday (Oct. 30)
told Rex Whitton, Federal Highway
Administrator, that an Oct. 1 David
Brinkley's Journal program, "The Great
Highway Robbery," had been prepared
by "a team of experienced NBC News
personnel with no axe to grind and no
commitment except to report the facts
as they found them. (Broadcasting,
William R. McAndrew, executive
8)"
vice
in charge of NBC News,
Oct. president
said in a letter to Mr. Whitton:
"What Mr. Brinkley did was to report and document wrongdoing in the
building of highways. Most of the information was developed from official

Sextant, which has just completed
FDR, a 26-segment series, showing on
ABC-TV next season, has also produced
Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years
for ABC-TV, and Noah and the Flood
for CBS-TV.
Program notes...
Free radio series ■ Around the World,
a transcribed series of seven 4Vi -minute news and travel interview programs
recorded on location in five continents,
is available to interested radio stations
as a public service at no cost by the
radio-tv division of U. S. Rubber Co.
Distribution is handled by Empire
Broadcasting Corp., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Mental health ■ WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, announces a new series,
Frame of Mind, with Dr. Alice Schriver
of Woman's College, Greensboro. Discussion topics include frustrations of
young mothers, new approaches to
mental health, problems of senior citizens, etc. The series, which began early
last month, is shown Mondays at 9:15
a.m. and will continue for 10 weeks.
New chief ■ W. B. H. Legg Jr. has become the new owner of Paragon Productions, Washington, D. C, producers
of scientific, technical and industrial
films and tv commercials. Mr. Legg
had been previously associated with
Paragon as sales director and associate
producer.
Reviewing stand offer ■ Robert W.
Thomas, producer of Northwestern
University's Reviewing Stand, has announced the availability of the program
to stations not in the Mutual Broadcasting System, pending approval by that
network and N.U. MBS has carried the
show for the past 28 years.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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Educational materials, both printed and visual, based on findings from research, on conferences with educators, and classroom testing, are made available to teachers of food and nutrition,
home economics, health education, and science classes at elementary, high school, and college
levels.
All professional and educational materials are approved by consultants who are recognized
authorities in their respective fields of nutrition, home economics, health, and audio-visual education.
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INC.

135 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 3
A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition
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Broadcasting promotion executives
must have the support of higher programming and commercial standards if
they are to do a better job of building
the radio and tv station and industry
images. This conclusion came out of
the seventh annual seminar held Oct.
29-31 by Broadcasters Promotion Assn.,
meeting at Holiday Inn Central, Dallas.
With a record attendance of 350,
BPA started off its three-day seminar
by hearing a major address by a leading
agency executive, William B. Lewis,
board chairman of Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Mr. Lewis made a powerful plea for
better commercial practices in radio
and television, proposing adoption of
the English or "magazine" concept of
bunching commercials to reduce the
number of program interruptions
(Broadcasting, Oct. 29).
The commercial-cluster idea drew
mixed reaction from management executives who participated in the WFAATV Dallas Let Me Speak to the Manager program (see story, page 65, also
see story on reaction in New York,
page 62).
Many Panels ■ BPA's three-day meeting included two-dozen panel sessions
in which guest speakers and association
members worked over the practical
problems that face promotion men. Unusual management participation marked
the seminar, reflecting the closer ties
developing between the front office and
promotion department heads. The
three tv networks held affiliate confer-

work, seventh annual BPA meet told
ences and social events.
how commercial tv interests in England
Opening the BPA seminar Oct. 29, made a profit of $70 million before
Mr. Lewis made a strong plea for im- taxes in 1961 compared to $24.7 million for the three U. S. networks.
provement of tv's image by promotion
men, with improved programming and
Mr. Lewis expects important results
commercial techniques offering the from an NAB public reaction study to
be conducted by Melvin A. Goldberg,
basis for promotional effort. The widespread usage of millions of tv sets sug- NAB research vice president. If the
study produces standards to guide
gests tv's image is good right now with
the preponderance of viewers, he said. broadcasters, he said, "it will be the
most important step forward the broadHe lauded radio, calling it "a worthcasting industry has taken in its brief
while service of news and music, generating no great excitement, but pre- but turbulent history."
senting as many and as uninhibited
Bunker Urges Seminar ■ Edmund C.
commercials as the FCC and FTC will Bunker, president-elect of Radio Advertising Bureau, advocated an annual
allow without license revocation."
seminar of radio promotion executives
Aimed at Tv ■ His criticism of comto be held under RAB auspices. He
mercials was directed mainly at tv, and
he called for stricter control of comoffered the idea as a "trial balloon,"
mercial content and scheduling. He
he
said, explaining, "the national sales
said broadcasters should exercise the techniques
developed by RAB might
right of control "to the extent of lowering the decibel count of the more obnoxious hog-callers, of banning outright the commercials in palpably bad
taste which irritate, antagonize or nauseate large segments of the viewing and
listening public, and of adopting a
scheme for eliminating program interruptions which has proven profitably
feasible in England."
The rewards, he said, will be a material increase in the value and image of
the medium in the eyes of critics, the
public and advertising customers. He
illustrated the idea with K&E commercials and with excerpts from British and
Italian programs, citing figures showing

thenRAB,
be exposed
. . radio
."
he said, tohasstation
alwaysmensold
on the local and national levels and
would continue to make available the
local tools needed to do a truly professional job of promoting and selling radio. He felt the seminar might provide
"that important something extra which
can put promotion men in a position
to take advantage of all of the discoveries the radio industry has made in our
Mr. Bunker outlined RAB's Radio
Test Plan, which takes "a long, hard
look
at a prospect's marketing probbehalf."
Service in Crisis ■ LeRoy Collins,

lem."

Head table reception at BPA convention included (I to r):
Frederick S. Gilbert, Time Inc. Broadcast Div.; Norman E.
Cash, Television Bureau of Advertising; Marcus Bartlett,
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WSB Atlanta; Jim Terrell, KTVT (TV) Dallas-Fort Worth;
Edmund C. Bunker, Radio Advertising Bureau; Stephen
Riddleberger, ABC Radio.
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NAB president and keynote BPA speaker, reviewed the industry's role of service during the Cuban crisis. He advised
promotion "to tell the good story" of
the public service activities of their
stations and their acceptance of responsibility as journalists and discussers of
controversial issues.
"Tell the good story of the broadcaster's fight to advance the freedom
of broadcasting," he urged, adding that
progress must not be stifled by the
strictures of government or any other
force in or out of broadcasting.
"The too-often unjustified use of the
security label and the hazy doctrine of
executive privilege, the substitution of
the pat handout for first-hand inquiry
by the press — these are trends, often
well-intentioned, which should be reversed," he said. "Only in the rarest
of cases can the closed-door policy of
government operation be justified.
"Yet the U. S. Supreme Court, under
which our Constitution is the final bulwark of defense against all assaults
upon the freedom of expression — continues to cling tenaciously to its anachronistic tradition of overcloister and
excludes broadcast coverage from all its
proceedings." He criticized, too, rules
of criminal procedure that forbid coverage of a federal trial under threat of
jail for contempt.
Trade Campaign ■ In a discussion

CARTRIDGE
WITH

of management's concept of promotion,
Stephen Riddleberger, president of
ABC Radio o&o stations, described a
trade advertising campaign and merchandising effort on behalf of the stations. He explained the interest of station managers in the campaign. Last
year, he said, $75,000 was spent on advertising, with more to be spent in the
future. Don B. Curran, retiring BPA
president, "was hired to tell the story
of ABC Radio as a group," he said. He
described the ABC-Paramount complex
as "the largest entertainment empire in
theFrederick
world." S. Gilbert, general manager
of the Time Inc. broadcast division, said
programs are sterile without exploitation. He was appalled at the minuscule
promotion money spent to further the
broadcasting business. Bill Michaels,
regional vice president of the Storer
Stations, said all promotion managers
in the organization have department
head ranking. A lot of promotion
money is wasted, he said. "Have a
plan to offer management and be prepared to argue for it," he suggested.
Shapiro Describes Ad Theme ■ Mike
Shapiro, general manager of WFAAAM-TV Dallas, told how the stations'
"Quality Touch" image had been promoted. "The series did much to make
WFAA-AM-TV recognized in the industry— by broadcasters, account exec-

utives, timebuyers, clients and most
everyone else who came in contact with
the ads," he said, but added an obligation was created to maintain a quality
standard in all phases of our operation.
He said management must see that employes have a "public relations desire"
at all times. The station's Let Me Speak
to the Manager program has been important in developing station image and
he warned such a program should not
be used as a purely promotion gesture.
"Shoot straight with the answers," he
said, "and don't talk down your competitors." (See program story, page 64.)
Louis Read, WDSU-TV New Orleans, stressed the importance of combining the entertainment and community service phase of broadcasting. He
reviewed the station's experience with
editorializing and its news emphasis. The
station has begun a special caravan project, sending personalities and equipment
inot outlying communities.
Imagination Wanted ■ John F. Box,
executive vice president and managing
director of the Balaban Stations, called
for "more originality and less imitation" in radio programming and commented there is danger that "everyone
willLionel
soundF. alike."
Baxter, radio vice president
of the Storer Stations, said, "Never
freeze a format; there is no way in the
world to conduct a station without this

RECORDER

BUILT-IN

EXTRAS
500 compact recorder-playback unit

Compact models for flexibility
Rack mounted models with
chassis slides
Sealed plug in relays
Plug in tape decks
Unitized amplifiers
Heavy Duty Hysterisis
Synchronous Motor
Rated for continuous duty
Field tested — field proven
Guaranteed for one year!
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS
8800 Brookville Road, Silver Spring,
Maryland, JU 8-4983
Sold Nationally by:
VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.,
356 W. 40th St., N.Y., N.Y.
CANADA: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.,
250 Sidney St., Belleville, Ontario.
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rule." He said there is too much intraindustry fighting. "I would rather take
a nickel from newspapers than $ 1 from
a competitive radio station," he said.
Bob Watson, KGNC Amarillo, Tex.,
said the main job an operator faces is
to decide he will be first in his market
and then do what's necessary to accomplish the goal. He said the three KGNC
farm specialists traveled 75,000 miles
in the station's territory last year and
added that "Cotton John," editor-inchief, knows 50% of the farmers in the
area by their first name.
Market Data Needed ■ Broadcasters
should supply market data for agency
guidance, Robert M. Hoffman, vice
president of Television Advertising Representatives, told a panel on market
information. He said the manner of
presentation is important and said the
agency wants to know how and why
the station and market is different.
Jack Taylor, research director of
Tracy-Locke Adv. Agency, Dallas,
cryptically summed up the market data
with his private formula: "GI + GO, or
Garbage In equals Garbage Out." He
explained it this way, "Information
•which we receive from you, unless it is
right or factual, does not give us much
to go on and may cause us to fail in
covering your market."
E. Boyd Seghers Jr., broadcast media
director of Knox-Reeves-Fitzgerald,
New Orleans, said agencies need to

Stations

High spot of BPA convention in Dallas
was address by William B. Lewis,
chairman of board, Kenyon & Eckhardt. BPA speakers on opening

morning included (I to r) Mike Shapiro, WFAA-TV Dallas; Jack Harris,
KPRC-TV Houston; Mr. Lewis; Dean
Linger, Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.

know what is different about a station.
"Include the source on all material presented, because the agency cannot quote
an unreliable or unknown source," he
said.
Promotional Victim ■ The problem
of personal appearances, a frequent
headache for promotion men, was
worked over by both talent and management. Actor Sebastian Cabot, star
of Checkmate and Stump the Stars, said
that as a victim of these promotional
appearances, he had some gripes, mainly that promotion managers often don't
stick to agreed itineraries and some-

times quibble over small food and drink
bills. He appeared in a red-and-white
checker suit symbolic of Ralston Purina
Co. packaging.

DO

Eli Henry, ABC-TV, told of unusual
twists for celebrity appearances. He
suggested promotion managers get fresh
ideas by visiting West Coast stars and
set up telephone interviews with radiotv editors. Caley Augustine, WIIC
(TV) Pittsburgh, said the background
of stars should be studied before setting
up a time schedule for celebrities. Murray Weissman, CBS-TV Los Angeles,
discussed types of actors available for

Have
Personality!
In the case of the Paul Bunyan stations,
the personality is that of its founder and
president, Les Biederman.
A northern Michigan broadcast pioneer,
Les built his seven stations - one community at a time .
The stations carry the "stamp" of Les
Biederman.
A local busines sman recently
referred to Les as the "conscience of the
community" and as "guardian of the public
trust", because of his community and
editorial stands.

LES BIEDERMAN, PRESIDENT

THE

PAUL

W PBN-TV •WTOM-TV
■ Paul Bunyan Bldg., Traverse

This is the
This is the
the "trust"
(and in the

image of Les and of his stations
kind of image that established
of the audience in the station
products it sells).

BUNYAN

STATIONS

• WTCM*
WMBN^WATT
#WATC • WATZ
City, Mich.
Venard, Torbet and McConnell, Inc . I
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appearances and what a station should
do in handling appearances.
It takes a year-round campaign for a
uhf station to compete in an area dominated by a big vhf outlet, according
to Howard V. Wry, WHNB-TV West
Hartford, Conn. Fred Foerster, WBRETV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., said the station
must erase the mental or written parenthesis which puts uhf after its call letters. The fact that the market is alluhf "equalizes things as far as getting
theDavid
viewer R.goes,"
he said.
Klemm,
Balaban Stations,

The
OF

Dan Bellus, Transcontinent
Television Corp., was elected
president of Broadcasters Promotion Assn. Oct. 30 at the Dallas
convention. He succeeds Don B.
Curran, ABC-Radio, who becomes an ex officio board member.
Clark Grant, WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., was elected
first vice president; Caley Augustine, WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh, second vice president. Elected to
the board were George Rodman,
KGO-TV San Francisco; Art
Garland, General Electric Co.
stations; Clayton Kaufman,
WCCO Minneapolis; John J.
Kelly, Storer Stations; Stan
Cohen, WDSU-TV New Orleans;
Paul Lindsay, WIND Chicago.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

QUALITY

CENTRAL

urged broadcasting promotion people
"to take advantage of their free air time
and treat it as carefully as though planning a major advertising campaign."
On-air promotion should be the broadcaster's most powerful tool, he said.
He proposed BPA hold regional meetings.
Sales Details ■ Details of sales promotion were outlined in a panel by
Dick Paul, WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va.;
Lila Gordon, KTRK-TV Houston, and
William H. Steese, sales promotion
manager of Edward Petry & Co. Mr.
Steese described preparation of 1,000
printed pieces prepared by this station
representative firm and showed how
special presentations are used. Charles
Cash, WSB-TV Atlanta, was moderator.
Marcus Bartlett, WSB Atlanta, told
a panel on station image that the station practices "the hat trick — putting
on a hat and meeting people." He
mentioned employe loyalty, strong local
programming and promotion, believable
advertising rates and the "White Columns" building in Atlanta as factors
that help build station image.
Press releases were discussed by Lila
Gordon, KTRK-TV Houston, who
commented on the lack of contact between promotion managers and the

Bellus new BPA president
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Top personalities, top programming, top facilities and'
top management combine to insure advertisers a really
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Participants in a BPA market data panel were (I to r):
E. Boyd Seghers Jr., Knox Reeves-Fitzgerald; Jack Taylor,
Tracy-Locke Co.; Robert M. Hoffman, Television Advertising Representatives, and F. C. Strawn, KCMO-TV Kansas
City, moderator.
working press. Paul Menneg, Rogers
& Cowan, Beverly Hills, Calif., pointed
to the importance of the printed word
in tv program promotion. He cited a
survey by "a major tv advertiser" showing that 4.5% tuned in because of tunein advertising; 35.7% as a result of
highlight and best-bet listings; 55.6%
as a result of newspaper publicity. J. J.
Graham, Advertising Age, said press
releases should be written for the anticipated audience, not for people receiving the releases.
Bob Brock, Dallas Times-Herald
radio-tv editor, complained about the
volume of unnecessary or throw-away
mail and advised use of attention-getting releases as opposed to the hardnews approach.
Merchandising ■ J. Donald Ratchford,
promotion manager of D'Arcy Advertising Agency, told a merchandising
panel that merchandising is not a primary consideration. But he added
"there may be two or more stations in
a given market that deliver everything
the buyer is looking for in an advertising way. This being the case, merchandising becomes the key factor in making a decision on which one gets the
business."
Donald K. Lutenbacher, assistant advertising manager of Jackson Brewing
Co., New Orleans, suggested broadcasters, promoters and merchandisers
can best aid advertisers by making the
retailer more aware of the product.
George Sperry, WGR-TV Buffalo,
said every station should make certain
its merchandising capabilities are known
to the station sales department, station
representatives and agencies. He said
direct mail is often is a waste.
Westinghouse Way ■ During a panel
titled "Toutin' the Greenhorn," David
E. Partridge, advertising-sales promotion manager of Westinghouse stations,
showed a series of advertisements for
the 11 stations in the group. Station
budgets were pooled to pay for the
62 (THE MEDIA)

Ways to personalize radio were reviewed at a BPA panel
by (I to r): Bob Watson, KGNC Amarillo, Tex.; Lionel F.
Baxter, Storer Stations; John F. Box, Balaban Stations,
and Roy Pederson, WDAY Fargo, N. D., who was moderator
of the panel.

campaign, he said, with all WBC advertising controlled at headquarters.
James C. Hanlon, WGN-TV Chicago, said "trade advertising reflects
what you are and what you do," providing an effective door-opener for
salesmen. He stressed the importance
of continuity and repetition. He said
photos of important Chicago points
dominate WGN-TV advertising whereas in Duluth, Minn., the emphasis is
on the size of the market — 250,000
homes and "bigger than you think."
James H. Knight, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va., reviewed station experiences in promoting a market of this
size. "Eight years ago buyers did not
know where Wheeling was located, and
trade publications played an important
part in getting this message to the buyers," he said. "The market has finally
succeeded in getting on most of the
timebuyers' lists. . . . The station has
achieved what it set out to do, first to
build a market and second to sell the
Market Sale ■ James W. Evans,
station."
WTAR-TV
Norfolk, Va., panel moderator, said, "Six years ago the station
ADVERTISERS

DISLIKE

Poll shows little enthusiasm

set out to sell the area as a single market." He said, "Other stations joined
the effort later. The plan has been successful and additional advertising
money is coming into the market.
Trade advertising builds an important
franchise
station."
At an for
fm any
panel
discussion Irene
Runnels, KBOX Dallas, called on fm
broadcasters to join in community promotion. "Many fm stations do not
realize the importance of their community role," she said, suggesting intensive promotion of fm as a radio
medium. Lee Segall, KLXL-FM Dallas,
was critical of am-fm simulcasting. He
cited the quality factor of fm. Homer
Griffith. KAZZ (FM) Austin, said he
promotes
fm "like
an am
station." BPA
At the final
sessions
Wednesday
panels considered contests, stunts and
exploitation; public interest policies,
newspaper and tv guide advertising and
on-the-air promotion.
The 1963 BPA convention will be
held Nov. 17-20 at the Jack Tar Hotel,
San Francisco. The 1964 session will
be held in Chicago and in 1965 Washington will be the site.
LEWIS

PROPOSAL

for clustering commercials

A general disinclination to support
the proposals of Kenyon & Eckhardt
board chairman William B. Lewis was
noted in a spot check of advertising
spokesmen in New York last week.
Mr. Lewis advocated broadcasters
exercise greater control over scheduling and content commercials and proposed they consider clustering commercials between programs (At Deadline,
Oct. 29, see story page 58).
Top executives at major agencies
had comments ranging from a cryptic
"ridiculous" to a detailed rebuttal.
Media men felt Mr. Lewis' ideas of
clustering commercials was not practi-

cal in an agency-client relationship
that places a premium on obtaining a
"reasonable hope of the advertiser
registering
on the
viewers."
Advertising
practitioners
generally
seem to believe that in tv (or radio) a
commercial stands to lose attention
when grouped with several others.
Executives saw Mr. Lewis' proposal
as unrealistic because in tv, the advertiser puts money down on the line
for just that extra, "isolated" attention
an
tains.individually-placed commercial obAudience Catch ■ Said one executive:
"It's the job of media buying to catch
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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AMF

Awards

reporting in the field of physical recreation."

Each year AMF, in cooperation with the National
Recreation Association, honors journalists and
broadcasters who help create better understanding
of projects in physical recreation ... by focusing
attention on individuals or groups active in the field.
The $1,000 awards are made in four major
communications categories: newspaper, magazine,

Send uscompetition,
yourbest workclip
(orathecolleague's).'!'.,
1 962
award
coupon and enter
mail the
to AMF.
You'll be sent an entry blank and details of the annual
awards. All entries forwork published orbroadcast during
1962 must be received by March 15, 1963.

radio and television. This year's award winners:
Newspaper— $1,000 to reporter Dennis Wittman,
The Journal-News, Hamilton, Ohio; Magazine —
$1,000 divided among several authors on Boys'
Life; Radio-$ 1,000 to producer Ray Starr, WRFB
Tallahassee, Fla.; Television— $1,000 to producer
John F. Pival, WXYZ-TV, Detroit, Mich.

AMF Awards, American Machine & Foundry Company
261 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me entry blank and details on the AMF Awards for
reporting in the field of physical recreation.
NameStation or Publication-

American Machine & Foundry Co. (R(T|F)
261 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.
\y
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People want entertainment, Harris tells BPA
ernment should control the printing
Broadcasters must meet head-on
the critics who generalize on specific of books to protect the public from
points to condemn tv programming,
trash or mediocrity, or sex and vioaccording to Jack Harris, general
lence. One of the things that disturbs me about the attitude of the
manager of KPRC-TV Houston.
Addressing the opening session of critics, both in and out of Washingthe Oct. 29-31 Broadcasters Promoton, is their labeling of most protion Assn. in Dallas, he reminded
grams as mediocre and their assumption that entertainment per se is bad.
broadcasters that programming must
be continually improved. But, he In my opinion, a principle function
contended, FCC Chairman Newton
of television is to entertain."
Television's image problem, he reN. Minow's wasteland really has
minded, lies not with the vast mabeen a means "that has enabled
America to grow and prosper and
jority of Americans but with a relaremain free in these troubled times.
tively small minority. He said a
Preferred Programs ■ "I believe
group of protestors "like very little
that is on television and incidentally
the American people have earned
their right to the kind of entertainwatch little, if indeed any. Unfortunately this small group represents
ment they prefer, and do not subscribe to the idea, dictated by a a very important segment, far outWashington bureau, that times are
weighing the measure of their numbers— the most important single
tooMr.
serious
for said
frivolity."
Harris
the critics who
group in this country — professional
"want ofthetelevision
government
to change
the people, top executives, magazine and
face
to suit
their own
newspaper editors, upper-echelon
ideas have never suggested that govmen in government."
the audience where it exists, throughout the program," thus questioning Mr.
Lewis' call for fewer or no interruptions within programs.

we
a

give

the

thorough

A spokesman for a major tv advertiser said studies have been made with
the idea of determining just how far
apart commercials should be in a sched-

facts
airing

Media transactions present a risk as well as an
opportunity to both buyer and seller. But
the risks are considerably narrowed

when all of the

He conceded some specific criticism of sex and violence is justified
in specific instances but said "as a
generalization it is hardly realistic.
Few plots can be written to hold interest without conflict and possibly
some violence. The crux of the question isgood taste, not the elimination
of sex and violence from all tv
scripts as some Washington politicians appear to advocate."
Ratings Chastized ■ Mr. Harris
blamed "an enslavement to ratings
for a sameness and in some instances
a blandness in programming service
which I think is the most responsible
criticism that has been levelled
against
our industry."
His problem
with professional and
amateur critics, he explained, "is
that they have little faith in the
public. They advocate those programs that are 'good for the people'
and leave unsaid the tacit assumption that it is they who know and
therefore will decide what is good
for the public."
ule and that Mr. Lewis' proposal would
go against the findings. An agency
executive added, "we feel positive the
bunching of commercials would reduce
theThe
effectiveness
of any
same view
wasone."
reflected by
broadcast research experts who said
they knew of no studies which compare
the effectiveness or attention-getting
qualities of commercials when presented
in clusters.
They thought such scheduling might
make it a lot easier for viewers to leave
the room for a sandwich or a beer. An
agency spokesman seconded this
thought, when he noted: "We don't
buy advertising in movie houses because we found quite clearly that when
advertising messages were strung together, people left their seats to buy
popcorn in the lobby."

facts are available through our penetrating

Changing

knowledge

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:

of the ever-changing market.

BLACKBURN
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NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON, D.C.
lames W. Blackburn
jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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& Company, Inc.
CATV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
• FINANCING • APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA BEVERLY HILLS
H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
William B. Ryan Stanley Whitaker G. Bennett Larson
Hub (ackson lohn C. Williams Bank of America Bldg.
333 N. Michigan Ave. Gerard F. Hurley 9465 Wilshire Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois 1 102 Healey Bldg. Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460 lAckson 5-1576 CRestview 4-8151

hands

■ KETV (TV) Omaha, Neb.: Omaha
World Herald, which owns KETV, sold
to Peter Kiewit Sons Co. for reported
$41.4 million. This is $400,000 more
than price offered by newspaper
publisher-broadcast group owner S. L
Newhouse last month (Broadcasting, Oct. 15). Newspaper understood
to have $8 million in cash assets. Kiewit company is Omaha-based construction firm with projects all over the
world. Transaction, effective Dec. 31,
was approved by stockholders Oct. 31.
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KETV on ch. 7, with ABC affiliation,
was founded in 1957.
■ WIRL Peoria, 111.: Sold by Robert
Frudeger to Len and Burrell Small for
$750,000 plus $60,000 consultant's fee
for five years. The Smalls own the
Kankakee Journal stations — WKAN
Kankakee, WRRR Rockford and
WQUA Moline, all Illinois. Seller keeps
$90,000 receivables. WIRL is fulltime
on 1290 kc with 5 kw. Broker was
Norman & Norman (corrected item).
■ KITE San Antonio, Tex.: Sold by
trustee in bankruptcy of Townsend
Growth Fund Inc. to lester Broadcasting Co. for $395,000 in cash and assumption of liabilities amounting to
$135,000. lester Broadcasting is principally owned by Mrs. Barbara J. Burns, wife of Howard L. Burris, onetime
owner of KLBS Houston (now KILT)
and KTEN Sherman, both Texas. Mrs.
Burris is a minority stockholder in
KWTX-AM-TV Waco, Tex. KITE operates on 930 kc with 5 kw daytime
only. Sale is subject to court approval
and is open to other bidders; a hearing
is scheduled to be held in the U. S.
District Court, New York, Nov. 19.
Sale was handled by Blackburn & Co.
■ KBLF Redbluff, Calif.: Sold by Victor Industries, Chico, Calif., to group
headed by William Baumgarten for
$120,000. Mr. Baumgarten is the present KBLF station manager. KBLF operates on 1490 kc with 1 kw daytime
and 250 w nighttime. Broker was Lincoln Dellar & Co.
■ KFLY Corvallis, Ore.: Sold by Mrs.
Frances Hoss to lames L. Hutchens for
$42,000. Mr. Hutchens is an engineer.
Station operates fulltime on 1240 kc
with 250 w. Broker was Blackburn &
Co.
Cowles buys 'Family Circle'
Stockholders of Cowles Magazines
& Broadcasting Inc., Des Moines, Iowa,
voted last week to approve acquisition of Family Circle magazine at a
special meeting in New York (At
Deadline, Oct. 22). They also elected
two additional members to the company's board of directors: Palmer K.
Leberman and Carl J. Schaefer, principal Family Circle owners.
To purchase the magazine, CMBI
stockholders approved a plan to create
a new issue of 6,000 snares of 5%,
voting, cumulative preferred stock
($100 par value) and 312,500 shares
of common stock, including 29,053
shares now held in the company treasury.
Cowles owns KRNT-AM-TV Des
Moines and publishes Look magazine
and the Des Moines Register and Tribune.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

Cash suggests trying 'bunched' commercials
QUICK OPPOSITION FROM BROADCASTERS ON PROGRAM
Tryout of the magazine concept of
Jack Harris, vice president-general
bunching commercials was suggested
manager of KPRC-TV Houston, said
last week by Norman E. Cash, presi- he was not sold on the British idea.
dent of Television Bureau of Advertis"Good commercials never bring coming, but he drew fast opposition from
plaints," he said.
a pair of broadcasters. (A similar idea
Loud Commercials ■ In a discussion
was expressed before the BPA convenof overloud commercials, panel memtion by William B. Lewis, Kenyon &
bers agreed they originated with the adEckhardt board chairman.)
vertiser. Mr. Harris suggested viewers
Mr. Cash made the suggestion on the write stations and advertisers since the
Let Me Speak to the Manager program
loud commercials are delivered that way
of WFAA-TV Dallas, taped Oct. 30 to the station.
during the Broadcasters Promotion
Assn. convention at Dallas for airing
Nov. 4.
Petry-list stations
Back from Europe ■ Explaining he like cross-plugging
had just returned from England and
France, Mr. Cash said the bulking of
Cross-plugging of promotion announcements byjointly operated am
commercials in England causes fewer
and
tv
stations
received a vote of apinterruptions. "Maybe we should ignore
proval at the sixth annual tv-radio
the clock face," he said.
Marcus Bartlett, general manager of seminar held Nov. 1 in Dallas by Edward Petry Co. Representatives of all
WSB-TV Atlanta, another of the seven
Petry-represented
broadcast stations met
broadcasters on the program, asked, "If
with several Petry executives.
we did that, how would we get around
Charles Cash, promotion and pubthe NAB codes?" Mike Shapiro, WFAATV general manager who moderates the
licity director of WSB-TV Atlanta, announced results of a survey of all 32
program, observed that the public objects to the number of interruptions, not Petry stations. It showed that 17 of 19
the length of time.
stations with am affiliates are practicing

WHAT

IS

YOUR

STATION

WORTH?
Since May 1st of this year we have formally appraised over $16,100,000.00
worth of broadcast properties.
Of the 13 stations involved (AM and TV), one was appraised for the
purpose of their obtaining a sizeable bank loan. Another for insurance
reasons. A third as a basis for helping to settle an estate — and a number
of the others because the owners wanted to establish sale prices.
We will be happy to provide you with a realistic evaluation of your
holdings documented in an attractively bound report.
Our services are thorough and the prices reasonable.

& ASSOCIATES, INC.
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APPRAISALS . FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES
SAN FRANCISCO
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Dewitt Landis
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cross-plugging. The survey also showed
that 43% of all Petry tv stations use
other radio stations in their coverage
areas. Eighty-four percent of promotion
executives in the Petry-represented list
spoke enthusiastically of the importance
of cross-plugging in the overall promoFlorida CD-Cuba appeal
ESTIMATED 95% HEAR SPECIAL
With the center of a world crisis located just 90 miles off their coast, Florida broadcasters cooperated last week
in blanketing their state with a special
appeal for civil defense preparations
from Gov. Farris Bryant and national
and state civil defense officials.
Florida Assn. of Broadcasters officials
estimated that 95% of the state's residents heard the program, which was
broadcast from 7 to 7:30 p.m. Monday
(Oct. 29), under FAB auspices. They
said 21 television stations and "135 to
140" of the state's radio stations carried
the broadcast either direct or on a delayed basis.
Lee Ruwitch, immediate past president of FAB and executive vice president and general manager of WTVJ
(TV) Miami, said the cooperative effort was unprecedented. "Never before
in the history of broadcasting has a
governor's
voice ofbeen
by such
a vast network
radiocarried
and television
stations," within a state, he said.
Appearing with the governor were
Steuart L. Pittman, U.S. assistant secretary of defense for civil defense, and
Col. Hiram Tarkington, state civil defense director. The officials, whose remarks were taped after Soviet Premier
Khrushchev agreed to withdraw Soviet
missiles from Cuba, said that although
the immediate crisis had passed, there
was still a need for the state to proceed
with civil defense preparations. They
pointed to Florida's proximity to Cuba,
and warned the situation in the Caribbean was still critical.
The first request for Florida broadcasters' cooperation in carrying a broadcast by the governor was received Saturday night (Oct. 27) by Mr. Ruwitch.
Gov. Bryant and Mr. Pittman telephoned him from the White House,
where they had been conferring on the
Cuban crisis. They said they wanted to
address the state by television and radio as soon as possible, and Mr. Ruwitch
immediately began seeking the necessary
clearances for a Sunday night broadcast.
After the conciliatory Khrushchev
message to President Kennedy Sunday
morning, however, plans for the broadcast were cancelled, and arrangements
were made for the officials to present
a message on the continuing need for
civil defense preparations on Monday
66 (THE MEDIA)

tion effort that is made.
Petry executives at the Dallas seminar
were Ben Holmes, radio vice president;
Bill Steese, radio promotion manager;
Jack Carter, tv presentations director;
Dave Milam, Dallas tv manager, and
Barney Broiles, Dallas radio manager.

broadcast statewide
SHOW FROM TALLAHASSEE
night instead.
The program was taped at WFSUTV, an etv station in Tallahasse, the
state capital, then flown to WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, where it was fed into the
radio and television network lines of
ABC, CBS, NBC and Mutual.
R&D firm issues bought
by Gross Telecasting
Gross Telecasting Inc., licensee of
WJIM-AM-FM-TV Lansing, Mich., has
announced the purchase of $750,000 of
AVi%, 10-year, convertible debentures
of Aero Geo Astro Corp., Alexandria,
Va.
Aero Geo Astro is engaged in research, development and fabrication for
military and aerospace firms of radar,
satellite and antenna systems, power
supplies, command receivers, beacons
and missile transponders, as well as
engineering services. It has eight facilities in five states and its sales this
year were at the rate of $7 million.
Gross Telecasting, whose 1961 revenues were $2.5 million, sells over the
counter at current $20-$22 bid and
asked. Aero Geo Astro, also over the
counter, has been selling in the $5-$6
range. Harold F. Gross, president of the
broadcasting firm, was elected to the
board of Aero Geo Astro.

NAB

catv

committee

MOVE FOLLOWS SUGGESTION
The NAB staff has been instructed to
"explore" the possibility of a meeting
between broadcasters and catv operators.
In a carefully worded directive,
NAB's community television committee, told the association staff to meet
with the staff of the National Community Television Assn. "to see if there
is any common ground for discussion
of broadcaster-catv
problems"
by representatives ofthe two
associations.
This was the first move by NAB
following the suggestion that the two
groups get together to try to iron out
their difficulties. The suggestion was
first made by William Dalton, president of NCTA, at the Georgia Assn.

Ch.

13

Grand

Rapids

in razzle-dazzle

bow

WZZM-TV (ch. 13) Grand Rapids,
is out of the planning stage and on the
air after three months of exceptionally
intensive promotion.
Under the direction of Mark Wodlinger, vice president and general manager, the new ABC-TV affiliate, through
the Wallace Blakeslee agency, Grand
Rapids, is conducting advertising which
includes 13 radio stations carrying 50
spots a week for 52 weeks, 250 billboards, $10,000 worth of newspaper
ads, and distribution of a myriad of
novelty promotional items.
A "triakaidekophile" teaser campaign
has received heavy response. (Triakaidekophilism is an unusual fondness
for the number 13.)
WZZM-TV officially went on the air
at 6:30 p.m. last Thursday (Nov. 1)
with a special program introducing Mr.
Wodlinger. This was followed by a
special film of ABC-TV programming
prepared for the premiere. A capsule
presentation of local news, sports, entertainment and public service programming to be televised as part of the
local schedule was offered by news
director Jack Hogan.
The regular ABC-TV evening lineup
was carried at the conclusion of the
The new station, represented by
premiere.
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, is operating
under an interim board of directors
representing West Michigan Telecasters
Inc., Grand Broadcasting Co., MKO
Broadcasting Co. and Peninsular Broadcasting Co. pending an FCC grant to
one of the four.

may

meet

AT GEORGIA

with

NCTA

SEMINAR

of Broadcaster's seminar on catv in
Atlanta (Broadcasting, Oct. 22).
At the same time, NAB committee
chairman Eugene S. Thomas, KETV
(TV) Omaha,
that thetalks
decision to have emphasized
the staff explore
"in no way changes the NAB's determination to work for catv regulatory legislation in the next Congress."
Continues Opposition ■ Meanwhile
continued opposition to legislation affecting the catv industry was affirmed
by the NCTA board meeting last week
in Scottsdale, Ariz. The NCTA board
not only reaffirmed its stand against
the need for any legislation, according
to Mr. Dalton, but also that the "areas
of incompatibility" between catv operaBROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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MORE

PEOPLE

BUY ZENITH

THAN

ANY

OTHER

TV

in New York City. Rep. Powell congratulated Mr. Lowman on CBS-TV's
regular use of Negroes in The Defenders and The Nurses.
George H. Fuchs, NBC vice president
in
personnel, said, "There
can charge
be no ofdiscrimination
because of
race, creed, religion or national origin
against anyone seeking employment
with the company." He said RCA's employment practices manual, which dates
back to 1919, states the basic employment policy
of RCA and its subsidiaries,
including
NBC.

Members of NAB's catv committee at
their meeting in Washington last week
(seated, I to r): Eugene S. Thomas,
KETV (TV) Omaha, chairman, and Fred
Weber, WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio.
Standing (I to r): Alfred R. Beckman,

ABC; Richard A. Forslinger, CBS; Wilnam C. Grove, KFBC-TV Cheyenne,
Wyo.; Henry B. Clay, KTHV (TV) Little
Rock, Ark.; Dwight W. Martin, WDSUTV New Orleans; C. Howard Lane,
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.

tors and broadcasters have been so reduced there is no necessity for such a
move now.
The NCTA board, however, by
unanimous resolution backed its president's offer to meet with NAB and
stated it "encourages and offers assistance" in clarifying and overcoming

catv-broadcaster problems.
A. J. K. Malin, owner of a catv system in Laconia, and of WWNH Rochester, both New Hampshire, and a
past president of the NCTA, is chairman of the special industry relations
committee
sociation. of the cable operators' as-

TV

NETWORKS

DENY

NEGRO

BIAS

Rep. Powell hears pro and con testimony in New York
The tv networks told a congressional
Davis and Hilda Simms — testified on
committee last week about their efforts
Monday (Oct. 29) that it was virtually
impossible for Negro performers to
to stop discrimination against minoriearn a steady living in the U. S. theatre,
ties in employment practices.
Their prepared statements, however,
motion
picture or broadcasting industries.
ran into counter-arguments from Negro
witnesses.
Theodore Fetter, ABC vice president
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell Jr. (D- and program director, said his network
N.Y.) presided over the House Commitcurrently has "non-white employes in
tee on Labor & Education hearing in many diverse, creative and technical
New York. The network executives
capacities, including managerial positions. . . . ABC encourages the hiring
testified along with producers, perof the best talent available regardless
formers, union officials and other representatives of the performing arts.
Mr. Fetter submitted a list of 19
Advertising agency executives and
of color."
models were scheduled to appear Friday
programs carried by ABC-TV and ABC
morning (Nov. 2), the last session of Radio during the past two years that
the five-day hearing that began Oct. 29. employed featured Negro performers
Rep. Powell said he plans regional
and personalities.
Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS Inc. vice
hearings early in 1963 and will seek
legislation to prevent abuses.
president-personnel, said CBS now employs approximately 250 Negroes on
Negro Testimony ■ Three well-known
its permanent staff in 42 job categories
Negro actors — Sidney Poitier, Ossie
68 (THE MEDIA)

Mr. Fuchs said NBC program executives have "constantly inquired"
the
outside producers what each is ofdoing
in casting Negroes and members of
other racial minorities, "subject to
their availability and competence as performers in many varied roles."
Several union spokesmen indicated
negotiations have started to strengthen
their respective codes to assure equal
opportunities. Union witnesses were
Donald F. Conaway, national executive
secretary of American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists; Alfred J.
Manutin president of Local 802, American Federation of Musicians; Dwight
Weist, president of the New York
branch of Screen Actors Guild; and
Joey Adams, president of American
Guild of Variety Artists.
Howard Sanders, account executive
of WWRL New York, charged that
radio stations which program for the
Negro are responsible for "perpetuating
the stereotype of the Negro." He said
advertising agencies are "able to segregate the Negro market from the total
market," and the FCC permits this
"double standard."
Ed Sullivan, CBS-TV personality,
said his program has had "no major
trouble" in 15 years of presenting Negro
performers. Rep. Powell asked if threats
of southern boycotts prevent the use
of Negroes on tv. Mr. Sullivan said:
"This is completely untrue, because
otherwise our show would have gone
WIS

licensee awarded

Florence

catv permit

A bid by the Broadcasting Co. of
the South for a franchise to operate
a catv system in Florence, S. C, was
approved unanimously by the Florence
City Council last week (Oct. 31).
The off."
firm was opposed by Jefferson
Standard Broadcasting Co., which on
Aug. 20 acquired controlling interest
in a competing application submitted
by Communication Systems of Huntington, N. Y. (James Y. Nishimura).
Spencer Kennedy Labs., an electronics
equipment manufacturer, retained a
12.5% interest, as did Mr. Nishimura.
Installation of the catv system would
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

open Florence to service by eight tv
channels, including two uhfs.
The city council indicated a reason
for its preference of the winning applicant isan absence of equity interest
in the firm by an equipment manufacturer, afactor which the city thought
would enable the franchise holder to
select equipment impartially.
The Broadcasting Co. of the South
owns WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S. C;
WSFA-TV Montomery, Ala.; and
Video Corp. of Ocala (Fla.), a catv
system. G. Richard Shafto, executive
vice president, has personal interests
in cable systems located in Myrtle
Beach, Conway and Georgetown, all
South Carolina.
Jefferson Standard owns WBT and
WBTV (TV) Charlotte and WBIG
Greensboro, all North Carolina, and
WBTW (TV) Florence.
Policy editor at NBC
named to N.Y. post
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of New
York has appointed George Norford,
policy editor for NBC, as a consultant
to the State Commission for Human
Rights, effective Nov. 1. Mr. Norford
has been granted a one-year leave of
absence by NBC.
Mr. Norford's "primary goals," as
outlined by the governor, "will be to
work with the networks through the
commission toward the improvement of
the image of minority groups on tv and
to increase the opportunities for Negro
and other minority group actors within
the industry."
KSL-AM-TV appoints PGW
Appointment of Peters, Griffin,
Woodward as national representative
for KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake City is
being announced today (Nov. 5) by
Arch Madsen, president of Radio Service Corp. of Utah, owner of the stations, and H. Preston Peters, president
of PGW. KSL-TV operates on ch. 5
with maximum power. KSL has been
on the air since 1922 and operates at
1160 mentkcis effective
with 50 onkw.Nov.
PGW's
1. appointNational Audience Board folds
The National Audience Board, New
York, which Peter Goelet founded in
1954 to "serve as a catalyst between
the public and the broadcaster," has
ceased operations.
The board has been financed and
directed by Mr. Goelet, who said last
week that the organization's increased
recognition had not been matched by
a sufficient increase in revenue and
that he could "no longer afford to
carry the load."
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ABC

RADIO

PLANS

8%-35%

RATE

BOOST

The reason: better facilities, clearances, more demand
ABC Radio will raise its rates to ad- 34% increase in weekday newscast
vertisers 8% to 35% effective next
clearances since Oct. 1, 1960, and
clearance hikes in that period of 19%
Jan. 1, with a six-month protection
in weekend news, 11% in Flair and
for existing clients (Closed Circuit,
Oct. 29).
6% in Breakfast Club. He noted also
that since the first quarter of 1961,
Robert R. Pauley, ABC Radio president, in announcing the rate increase
ABC Radio's dollar volume has gone
today (Nov. 5), said the percentage
up Mr.
63%.Pauley said that in the past two
hike will depend on the program and
time period and is being instituted be- years the network's affiliate roster has
cause of an improvement in station fa- grown from 362 to 420, the total including prominent additions in power,
cilities and clearances in addition to
audience and community standing.
greater advertising demand.
Details have yet to be worked out
Rates will be determined by "time"
on time periods but it's indicated that
factors such as "total market time, comthe 7-9 a.m. period — or "commuting
muting time, family information time,
time" — will probably have the highest
housewife time, shoppers' time and
percentage increase.
mobile market time." Mr. Pauley said
Definitive percentage increases and
the move should bring radio rates up
a rate card are expected soon.
to a more realistic level while marking
a first step toward ABC Radio's ob- MBS adds W. Va. outlets
jective of obtaining "greater prosperity"
Two West Virginia stations have
for
radio as well as for the network's
affiliates.
joined Mutual. They are WCAW Charleston, which became an MBS affiliate
Cites Greater Value ■ Mr. Pauley
said he doubts that there will be ad- Oct. 26, the same day it increased its
vertiser resistance because the network
daytime power to 10 kw. The station,
previously
250 w fulltime, is on 680 kc.
is "delivering far greater value" than
in the past. Suggesting where the in- WKWK Wheeling, on 1400 kc with
creases will come, Mr. Pauley cited a 250 w, joined the network Oct. 25.
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Signal

WHAT IS A MICROMEG? It is a low- noise,
Now you can end fades and washed-out
RF parametric amplifier. It
fringe-area signals simply by inserting a low-signal-level
is available in several indoor and outdoor
Micromeg preamplifier between your
models covering the UHF, 2000Mc, and
relay
receiving
antenna
and
the
mixer.
Micromeg has the effect of boosting your
6000Mc range. Power requirement: 110V
transmitter power four to ten times or of AC. A semiconductor varactor diode causes
amplification by pumping power from a
increasing
of ato six-footantenna to the
one size
of 12
20 feet.diameter
In new
local RFTIONSsource
to the signal.
installations, a Micromeg will allow you
include translators,
remoteAPPLICApick-up
broadcasting,
inter-city
microwave
links,
to space your repeater stations farther
community antenna TV systems.
apart
without
deterioration
of
signal-tonoise ratio.
Please write for the full story.
Installing a Micromeg parametric amplifier is equivalent
to boosting transmitter power four to ten times.

Micromega
Corporation
@
4134 Del Rey Ave., Venice, Calif. / EXmont 1-7137
Creator of advanced microwave systems and components for U. S. space and defense projects.

EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

Uhf
works,
it's agreed
after
N.Y.
test
CITY TAKES OVER CH. 31 AS WNYC-TV IN OPTIMISTIC CEREMONIES
A lot of people are covinced that uhf York City's non-commercial Municipal
than vhf antennas, which helps overcome noise, but if they are moved only
will work anywhere, particularly after Broadcast System, said at the same oca few inches it can make the difference
casion:
"The
use
of
WUHF
for
munica year's trial run in New York.
between a good, clear, sharp picture
Some are willing to put up money to
ipal purposes leads to only one concluand an inadequate picture.
back that belief — for instance, New
sion: uhf 300
works!"
Some
other officials, educators
York City, which last week laid out
■ The New York experiment corroboand broadcasters attending the Gracie
$384,000 in taking over the ownership
rates closely the conclusions of Television Allocations Study Organization
of WUHF (TV), the experimental sta- Mansion ceremony made similar comments. A consensus of government and
tion operated on ch. 31 for a year by
(TASO) — uhf works as well as vhf
the FCC from the top of the Empire
up to about 40 miles from the transnon-government engineers who worked
State Building, where all of the seven
on the project indicates agreement with
mitter. It begins to deteriorate rapidNew York vhf stations have their an- that sentiment.
ly, however, from that distance on. At
tennas.
70 miles, uhf becomes virtually nil,
It Works ■ One engineer said simply:
WUHF was used to determine how
whereas ch. 2 is still fairly good and
"It works." Another put it this way:
ch. 7 usable.
uhf will work among the skyscrapers and
"Where vhf can be received, uhf can
industrial environment of what is ad- be received just as well. Where vhf has
TASO was an industry-sponsored
technical
group which in 1957 and 1958
mittedly the toughest broadcast terrain
trouble, so does uhf." A third exstudied the differences between uhf and
for uhf in the country. The government
plained: "There are variations, of vhf. It determined that uhf and vhf
confined its measurements to 5,000 re- course, but it's a standoff. There are
ceiver locations within a 25-mile radius
signals are comparable within 30-40
areas where uhf reception is troubleof the transmitter.
some. But the important thing is that miles of the transmitter; beyond this
distance, however, uhf suffers increasThe New York City bet was sup- there are areas also where vhf reception is a problem. They cancel each
ported by FCC Chairman Newton N.
ing deterioration.
Terrain Trouble ■ TASO warned that
Minow. At ceremonies Nov. 1 at the
terrain features are much more critical
Other
transfer of ch. 3 1 from the government
other
out." comments by those who
worked on the test in New York:
in uhf than vhf. It was this finding that
to New York, he said:
■ In areas where reception of the persuaded the FCC to choose New York
"[Channel 3 l's] success in the most
for its test, the agency feeling that if it
difficult reception area of the country
three channels (the FCC took measurements on chs. 2, 7 and 31) is difficult, worked in New York, admittedly the
shows that uhf will work anywhere and
ch. 31 was sometimes the easiest to most difficult city in the country for uhf,
paves the way for the growth of comit would work anywhere. The commismercial and non-commercial tv."
remedy. That's because uhf receiving
sion persuaded Congress to appropriate
antennas not only have a higher gain
Seymour N. Siegel, director of New
$2 million for the test.
■ The belief that uhf installations will
require elaborate outside antennas has
been disproved. The antenna factor is
comparable; where vhf can be received
with an indoor antenna so can uhf.
Where an outdoor antenna is needed
for vhf, so is it required for uhf.
Uhf does have one critical problem,
not known to vhf, tuning, it's noted.
Whereas vhf receivers are equipped with
switch tuners, uhf receivers and converters have continuous tuners. That
means the public must learn to handtune and in uhf this can mean the difference between a sharp picture and none
at all.
Last July the FCC made public the
results of the first 800 measurements
made in the New York City test. These
findings,
although preliminary, stand up
MGM Telstudios buys new RCA tv cameras
with few variations, it is understood.
George K. Gould (r), president of have improved circuitry based on 10
In its July report, the FCC indicated
MGM Telstudios Inc., looks over years experience in which RCA
that a passable or better picture was
the new RCA studio tv camera with built and shipped more than 2,000
received from ch. 31 in 77% of the lotv cameras of the 10 type. Among
cation with an indoor antenna and in
C. H. Colledge (1), RCA Broadcast
95% of the locations with an outdoor
& Communications Products Divi- the improvements, according to Mr.
Colledge, are better picture quality,
antenna. This compares to 88% and
sion vice president-general manager.
MGM Telstudios has ordered four greater reliability, ease of set-up pro98% respectively for ch. 2, and 90%
of the TK-60 cameras which use a
cedures and greater simplicity of
and 97% for ch. 7.
4Vi-inch image orthicon tube and operation.
Pictures were graded as excellent
(Grade 1), fine (Grade 2), passable
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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(Grade 3), marginal (Grade 4), inferior (Grade 5) and unusable (Grade 6).
Other Checks ■ Besides the FCC
checks, measurements beyond the 25mile perimeter were made by the Assn.
of Maximum Service Telecasters. AMST
is an organization of existing stations
using maximum authorized power
(most of them vhf). The AMST tests,
including the checking of color broadcasts, are continuing under special arrangements with New York City.
The locations used in the FCC test
were chosen by the Bureau of the Census to ensure a proper random selection.
Receiver installations were made by the
Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia,
which also made field strength measurements and supervised the grading of pictures. Measurements were submitted to
the FCC without evaluation. The commission in turn forwarded the readings
to the National Bureau of Standards
where they are being fed into a computer for final conclusions.
In buying the equipment of the station, now renamed WNYC-TV, New
York officials figure they are getting $1.3 million worth of equipment for the $384,000 paid to
RCA. The figure is based mainly on the difference in what the federal
government paid RCA for leasing the
50 kw transmitter and the value of
that equipment today. WNYC-TV radiates 890 kw of visual power.
FCC officials have announced they
are turning back to the U.S. Treasury
about $250,000 of the $2 million they
received to run the New York uhf test.
All the FCC members were present
at the New York takeover ceremonies
except Robert T. Bartley and T. A. M.
Craven.
Appreciation ■ Commissioner Robert
E. Lee, the FCC member who pushed
hardest for the New York test, presented
certificates of appreciation to Mayor
Robert F. Wagner and Mr. Siegel for
the city's cooperation in the experiment.
Mr. Minow handed the mayor the license for WNYC-TV and a replica of
the title to the antenna and other equipment.
Mayor Wagner thanked the FCC and
others who participated in the uhf operation. Speaking particularly to New
York broadcasters, he said he has "only
words of praise for the sense of responsibility" they have shown.
WNYC-TV, Mayor Wagner said, will
continue to be experimental in terms
of techniques and programming. The results will be made available to other
broadcasters, he said.
Describing the aims of the new station, Mr. Siegel said they will range
well beyond exclusively educational objectives. He added:
"It must be this new outlet's effort to
move its cameras across the entire spectrum of life in the city, and our proBR0ADCASTING, November 5, 1962

This is what the July report showed:
Overall Picture Quality
Percentage of locations where grade is equal or better
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gram plans will be unique in scope.
Telecasts of such municipal activities
as the training programs of the police,
fire, health and hospital departments
... to name but a few, are well within
the province of the public interest because they serve the ultimate benefit
of the population as a whole.
"It will be as much a part of our
responsibility to explore the problems
of minorities among us as it will be to
feature the outstanding events in the
city's many concert halls.
"We will bring as much care to special programs for such groups as the disabled, our senior citizens, our pre-school
children and our high school dropouts,
as we will bring to our full coverage
of the sessions of the United Nations.
"It is not WNYC-TV's intention
to make its product a mere duplication of the efforts of educational programming. It is the range
of our objectives that will make our operation unique and it will always be
clear that the city's tv station is concerning itself with municipal activity
in all its variety."
Police Lineup ■ One of the functions
already in use on ch. 31, even as it was
being used by the FCC in its testing
program, is a regular police lineup originated from police headquarters in Manhattan and transmitted over the air to
police precincts throughout the five
boroughs. Using a Teleglobe scrambling
device, the daily police lineup cannot
be received by the general public. General viewers receive an audio signal to
indicate that there is no defect in the
operation of their sets.
Technical topics...
Scope-O-Trol ■ The Acme Electric
Corp., Cuba, N. Y., announces an improved version of their Scope-O-Trol,
an instrument particularly useful in
connection with oscilloscope observations. The new design includes restyled
operating panel, new enclosure, more
precise regulating components and improved circuitry.
Jerrold introduces ■ Jerrold Electronics
Corp. has announced a new video
sweep generator (Model 1015) covering the 1 kc to 15 mc range for testing
frequency response of crystal filters and
similar networks. The generator, priced
at $2,540, comes in three types: wide
sweep, narrow sweep and c.w.

TelePrompTer
buys

Conley

Corp.
firm

TelePrompTer Corp., New York, announced last week completion of the
17).
acquisition
of Conley Electronics Corp.,
Evanston, 111., (Broadcasting, Sept.
The company was purchased for
about $1 million, according to Irving B.
Kahn, chairman and president of TelePrompTer. The New York firm, a catv
owner and hi-fi components maker, also
completed refinancing of a long-term
debt through a 6% six-year loan of $2.4
million from the Continental Illinois
National Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago.
Conley Electronics will operate as a
wholly-owned subsidiary, retaining its
present management, Mr. Kahn said.
AS?
(
) Wherever
They Live..
Within the 8,000 sq.
miles that encircle
South Bend live 1.3
million people. And
wherever they live in
this area the powerful
WSBT-TV signal can
reach them, thanks to
our new 1047 ft. tower and 498,200 watts.
Get the facts on The
New World of
WSBT-TV. It's a $2
billion market, and
growing!

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
Channel
22
T-TV
LWSB
^Poul H. Raymer, National Representative
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INTERNATIONAL

ABC

shows

INTERNATIONAL

ARM

off
MAKES

With the help of a big screen, an orchestra and dancing girls, ABC International introduced U. S. advertising
leaders to its overseas television advertising possibilities in a major presentation in New York last Wednesday.
President Donald W. Coyle told an
estimated 900 agency, advertiser and
government guests at a breakfast session
at the Americana Hotel that ABC International, now three years old, currently serves 14 million tv sets in 17 nations.
"Our overall goal," he added, "is the
creation of a world-wide broadcasting
network of active associates, and we
are only on the threshold of the future."
Mr. Coyle announced new ABCI associations with four broadcasting organizations in four countries at the
bringing the total to 26 stameeting,
tions in 17 countries (see below). ABCI
holds minority interests in most of these
stations; it has lent money to some
others. It represents most of them
for network and spot sales, and also in
the buying of programming (Broadcasting, Oct. 15).
Low Costs ■ Mr. Coyle told advertisers that the costs are "flexible and
down to earth." He gave some examples:
"With ABC International you can
order a one-minute program participation in prime time, once weekly for 52
weeks on the six-station Central Ameri-

Executives of overseas stations associated with ABC International Television Inc. are shown with Donald W.
Coyle, president of ABC International.
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its

overseas

SALES

PRESENTATION

can network for approximately $8,800
per year. Or you can enjoy the impact
of full sponsorship of a half-hour film
program
in all of ABC
International's
Latin American
markets,
including
Central America, Panama, Ecuador,
Venezuela and Argentina, for an entire
year for $125,000, including time and
talent.
"You can reach up to 10.5 million
homes sive
in microwave
Japan, through
Japan's with
exten-a
relay system,
fully sponsored half-hour film program
for only $6,500 a week. Or your message can reach the heart of the Middle
East with Tele-Orient, with a popular
half-hour live program for 1,500 Lebanese pounds — about $500 a week.
"In addition to these low rates, advertisers on ABC's family of stations enjoy
liberal frequency discounts, and for
added convenience, payment can be
made in U. S. dollars or local curABC authorities listed close to 50
major
rency."advertisers and 30 agencies which
they eignsaid
already have
used ABC's fortv advertising
facilities.
U. S. vs. Overseas ■ In a large-screen
Visualscope presentation, "ABC Worldvision: Your Passport to the Future,"
Mr. Coyle and his associates traced the
growth first of U. S. television and then
of television overseas.
He estimated the current world tv set
count at 117,475,850, distributed as

L to r: Rene Picado, Costa Rica; Jose
Rosenbaum, Ecuador; Alberto Vilar,
El Salvador; Coyle; Carlos Reyes,
Costa Rica; Peter Simoncini, Buenos

tv
TO

900

I

lineup
U.S. ADMEN

follows:
North America 61,665,000; Western
Europe 29,929,450; Far East 12,736,500; Mexico and Central America 389,700; South America, 3,009,000; Near
East 292,000; Africa 95,500; others
9,358,700.
Television's international growth is
so rapid that statistics can't keep up,
Mr. Coyle asserted. "Last year alone,"
he said, "the free world's television
capacity increased by 442 stations and I
almost 9 million homes."
He also noted that free-world television outside the U. S. had grown
from 22 stations serving 1 million sets
in 1951 to 133 stations and 7 million
sets in 1955; 1,224 stations and almost
36 million sets in 1960, and 1,700 stations and 57 million sets this year.
Representatives of most of the for- |
eign stations with which ABC is associated were on hand for the presentation, which also included assurances by
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of the
parent AB-PT, that AB-PT is 100% i
behind ABC's international operations.
ABC International adds
four overseas groups
New associations with four broadcasting organizations in four countries
were announced last week by ABC International.
The new associates were listed a&

Aires; Ramon Casanova, Consul-General of Argentina; Fernando Mitjans,
Argentina, and Robert Crawford, Toronto, Canada.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962:

Ryukyus Broadcasting Co. in the Ryukyus Islands (KSAR-TV on Okinawa,
ch. 12, which ABC International said
j has a potential audience of 47,000
sets) ; Shamrock Network in Saskatchewan and Manitoba in Canada (CKOSTV Yorkton, chs. 3, 6, 7, and 8; with
audience potential placed at 60,000
sets); Western Nigeria Radiovision
Service (WNTV Ibadan-Lagos, ch. 4,
lj with set count placed at 10,000 sets;
also WNBS Radio in same cities); and
Televisao Excelsior of Brazil (ch. 9 in
Sao Paulo, set count reported at 750,000) and ch. 2 in Rio de Janeiro (set
count put at 500,000).
Officials said ABC has announced a
minority ownership interest in the Okinawa station that it is a sales representative for but has no financial interest in
the Shamrock network; that it represents
the Nigerian and Brazilian stations for
sales, program buying and as a consultant and, in the case of the Nigerian
outlets, also has an option to buy a
minority interest.
U.S. tv standards
proposed for world
Universal adoption of U.S. tv technical standards for visual part of transmission has been proposed in Chicago
before Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers by M. W. S. Barlow, CFCF-TV Montreal, Que. Other tv
standards such as audio, channel spacing, allocations, etc., would remain same
in each country, he said, and virtually
no adjustment would be needed in home
tv receivers or transmitters.
Four versions of 625 lines-50 fields
now used abroad will convert to U.S.
525-line system more satisfactorily than
vice versa, he said. Switch to 525 lines
would greatly aid international program
exchange. Foreign sets convert to
program 525 lines, 60 cycles by simple
adjustment of vertical hold, he explained.
2,000

overseas

sales

reported by ABC-TV
Britain's ABC Television Ltd. has
sold 2,000 programs throughout the
world during the first nine months of
1962. In this figure is a recent distribution deal with Desilu Production Inc.
covering the sale of Journey of a Lifetime throughout North America. Negotiations are continuing with Desilu
to distribute the religious series in
South America.
Lakeside Television Inc. of New
York has signed a distribution contract for 39 segments of Time to Remember.
Seven Arts Corp. has taken the Armchair Theatre series for distribution in
North America and elsewhere.
Contracts also have been completed
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

At the wall in West

Berlin

Broadcasters get close-up view of
infamous Berlin wall at Potsdamer
Platz in West Berlin, Oct. 22, during
the 10-day inspection tour of Radio
Free Europe's facilities in West Germany and Portugal. (Broadcasting,
Oct. 1).
David Grozier (with microphone),
RFE Munich staff, interviews Phyllis
J. Ariano, administrative assistant to
the president, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New York; and Henry
Cassidy, foreign news analyst,
WNEW New York.
Others in picture (1 to r) : James
Lavenstein, administrative manager
of network programs, CBS-TV New
York; Theodore C. Streibert, President of RFE fund, New York; C.
with Television International Enterprises for the showing of Flying Doctor, Journey of a Lifetime and several
plays from Armchair Theatre on stations in Kenya, Sierra Leone, Trinidad

Rodney Smith, director RFE Munich;
John P. Cosgrove, publications director, Broadcasting Publications, Washington; Donald B. Curran, director of
advertising and publicity, ABCowned stations, New York; Cecil
Woodland, general manager, WEJL
Scranton, Pa.; Ray Ruester, news director, WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla.;
Russell Tornabene, manager of operations, NBC News, New York;
Donald Albritton, WBUR Boston,
Mass.; and Mrs. Lee Jeter, co-owner,
KFJL Walsenburg, Colo.
Not present when picture was taken: Evans A. Nord, KELO-TV Sioux
Falls, S. D., and Charles H. Crutchfield, Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co., Charlotte, N. C.
and Gibraltar.
ABC-TV programs have also been
sold to stations in Malta, Australia,
Thailand, Yugoslavia, New Zealand,
Belgium and Finland.
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Olds (WINS New York), and Leonard
Mauger (Amalgamated Tv Services of
Australia) agreed that American-made
commercials are more effective with a
European audience when they stress
the picture story.
It was noted, however, that the final
trend will be somewhere in between:
Too much stress on the visual can be a
deterrent to "sell." The American
agency, it was asserted, must find a
happy medium of commercial effectiveness abroad by combining copy and
picture to the European taste.
Most U. S. commercials would insult the European audience, it was asserted, because of its higher degree of
"sophistication": the European tv commercial can be more subtle and more <
symbolic than the American, with similar impact.

BBDO

briefs visiting overseas broadcasters
vice president in charge of television,
A group of 21 overseas broadand Segundino D. Tecson, program
casters in the U. S. to study broadcasting received a detailed account
development director of CEBU
Broadcasting Co. in the Philippine
of
BBDO's
tv-radio
operation
at
the
Islands.
New York offices last week.
The visitors are in the U. S. at the
At the Oct. 25 meeting were (1 to
invitation of the State Department.
r) Aaron Beckwith, a vice president
Syracuse U. is handling the fourin BBDO's tv programming; Mrs.
Ghodsi Rahbari, news announcer and month tour that includes Washington, Syracuse, Boston, New York and
producer of Radio Iran; Bob Forevisits with stations elsewhere around
man, executive vice-president-creative
the country.
services, BBDO; Herminio Traviesas,

STRESS

FOR

EUROPEAN

COMMERCIALS

Emphasize 'picture' rather than copy, IRTS workshop told
New York Corp., emphasized this basic
The accent is on "concept" instead
difference between U. S. and European
of "script" in European commercials,
commercials: European commercials
according to the panel at an Internastress the picture story instead of the
tional Radio & Television Society production workshop in New York Oct. 31. do.
copy story as U. S. producers usually
Pete Miranda, eastern director, radiotv department, Campbell-Ewald Co.,
The other panel members, Don LaVine (McCann-Erickson Inc.), Mark
and Sidney Berry, president of Carson
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The panel also discussed "run-away
production,"
the practice
of filming
abroad commercials
for American
tv.
Agency producers were warned by the
panel, "If you go to Europe to save
money, don't." Cost they said, is not
a big factor in
film ')
commercials.
It going
should abroad
be doneto only
if the location is needed to give a cercial. tain creative touch to the tv commerCBS

Films makes

nine-ply sale to Japan
CBS Films has completed new sales
or renewals of nine CBS-TV entertainment programs in Japan and has renewed its news and public affairs contract with the Tokyo Broadcasting Systern, it was announced last week by
Willard Block, international sales manager of CBS Films.
The sales included The Nurses, The
Defenders, Perry Mason, Rawhide,
Trackdown, Twilight Zone, Have Gun,
Will Travel, The Millionaire and Tom
Terrific. All of the sales were made
either to Nippon Hoso Kyokai, Nippon
Educational Television Co. Ltd., or
Tokyo Broadcasting System. Under the
agreement with TBS on news and public affairs shows, such CBS-News produced series as Twentieth Century, Eyewitness, CBS Washington Report and
various news specials are broadcast regularly by TBS.
Mr. Block, who returned recently
from a sales trip to the Far East, predicted that within two years Japan,
with the possible exception of Canada,
will become the most important foreign market for U. S. tv film distributors. He offered these reasons: prices
for "first-class" tv shows continue to
rise in Japan; set circulation is booming and now is in excess of 11 million;
restrictions on the number of programs
that can be imported are expected to be
lifted within two years.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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Hollinger and Phillips
win RAB audience quiz
Two Atlanta, Ga., media executives

teers appeared before the KFRC microphone to solicit contributions.
News effort ■ WTAR-AM-FM-TV
Norfolk, Va., has published a pamphlet
titled "Contact," explaining to the public its programming policy and stressing the activity of the station's public
affairs and news department. The 24page booklet is heavily illustrated with
photos and sketches of WTAR personnel in on-the-job situations.

j sweepstakes
won the Radio
Advertising
Bureau'sof
to estimate
the extent
I of
radio's
audience
superiority over that
television
last summer.
The winners, Martin Hollinger, media
supervisor, Burke Dowling Adams, and
Avrilla S. Phillips, media buyer, Liller
Neal Battle & Lindsey, predicted the
14-week span from early June through
late September and came within a few
thousand of the exact audience margin
between the two media. They received
$250 and $100, respectively.
Sindlinger & Co. placed radio's audience ahead of tv's during that period
by 7,494,929.
Drumbeats

Popeye makes rounds ■ The star of
King Feature
Syndicate's
toon series Popeye,
hastelevision
launchedcar-a
round of department store performances. A live Popeye show for toy departments has been held in stores in
Pennsylvania and will travel to stores
in Rhode Island and Long Island later
this month.

. . .

Radio book ■ The KRLA Story— 1962,
a 54-page spiral-bound volume issued
by that Pasadena, Calif., radio station,
illustrated with a minimum of text,
portrays KRLA's activities "in the public service" during the past year.
Career builders ■ Two Philadelphia
area youngsters have been awarded a
full year's tuition by WPEN, that city,
to the School of Broadcasting Video
Arts. Miss Mary D'Angelo and David
Klahr wrote winning letters on why
they wanted careers in broadcasting.
Calorie counters ■ KCMO-AM-FM-TV
Kansas City, Mo., awarded $500 in
scholarships last month to young
owners of winning steers in KCMO's
annual calf contest. More than 3,000
Missouri and Kansas 4-H and FFA
members have participated since the
contest began in 1959.
Jumping station ■ WXYZ Detroit
joined with Michigan sky diving clubs
and helped raise almost $500 for the
United Foundation Torch Drive through
sponsorship of a two-day sky diving
contest, "Sky Dive for the Torch
Drive."
Mail madness ■ KPEN (FM) San
Francisco announced its fifth anniversary Oct. 27 with five successive promotional mailings to advertising agencies and representatives which were to
be collected for a do-it-yourself promotion kit. It included a candle (for
a birthday cake), a penny ("dough" for
the birthday cake) and a staple to keep
the kit together.
Your own description ■ WABC New
York is asking listeners to send in descriptions ofthemselves, including color
of hair and eyes, weight and height. If
the listener's description matches an
arbitrary one the station has selected
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

Floyd's floater
This balloon ascension over Mt.
Rushmore, Black Hills, S. D.,
earned a freedom bond citation
last week for Joseph L. Floyd,
president of Midcontinent Broadcasting Co., who served as publicity committee chairman in South
Dakota for the 1962 Freedom
Bond Drive, which the Treasury
department said "set an outstanding record of Savings Bond purThe ascension was reported by
the
tv networks and the wire servchases."
ices, Mr. Floyd said. He is president of KELO-AM-TV Sioux
Falls, KDLO-TV Florence and
KPLO-TV Reliance, all South Dakota.

the listener wins foreign money, totalling between $300 and $400 (according to current exchange rate). The
money consists of 100,000 Italian lira,
1,000 Indian rupees, 100 Japanese yen,
2 Hong Kong dollars and a Swedish
krona. The contest, which will continue
until Nov. 12, will pay the foreign
money to as many people as fit the
station's description. Meanwhile, the
selected description is in a vault at a
Chinatown bank.
Rich remote ■ San Francisco's United
Crusade had $350,000 in pledges after
KFRC personalities (that city) completed an 11 -hour broadcast in support
of the drive in a window of the Emporium department store. Civic officials,
show business stars and crusade volun-

Romper party ■ KMBC-TV Kansas
City reports almost 1,600 pre-school
children and their mothers attended
the eighth birthday party of the station's Romper Room, held in the station's studios and an adjacent theatre
on Oct. 4, which was proclaimed
"Romper Room Day" by Mayor H.
Roe Bartle. "Miss Virginia" Hassenflu
was cited for her work by Mr. Bartle.
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ADVERTISING

William M. Weilbacher, vp and director of research for
Dancer - Fitzgerald Sample, joins C. J.
LaRoche & Co., New
York, as senior vp.
James K. Graham,
associate radio-tv diMr. Weilbacher
rector of Reach, McClinton & Co., New York, promoted
to director of radio-tv, succeeding
Werner Michel, who resigned.
Bill Humphreys joins staff of Dean
& Slaughter Adv., Minneapolis, responsible for midwestern division. His sales
responsibility will include The Dakota
Salesmaker Radio Stations.
Peter Revson, account executive at
Mogul, Williams & Saylor, named brand
manager for Maradel Products Inc.,
New York cosmetics and toiletries manufacturer.
John
T. Bruce,
manager of Portland,
Ore., office of Geyer,
Morey, Ballard, elected vp. Mr. Bruce
joined GMB last April
and was made manager of Portland office
one month later. He
Mr. Bruce
was national accounts
marketing executive with DArcy Adv.,
New York, before joining GMB.
John W. Thorne III, former assistant
executive on General Electric account
at Young & Rubicam, New York, and
with advertising staff of GE's audio
products department since July 1960,
named manager, portable phonograph
advertising.
Lawrence C. Puchta, with Young &

FATES & FORTUNES °
Rubicam, New York, since earlier this
year, named account supervisor.
Robert Varian, brand manager at
Lehn & Fink, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, as account executive.
Stanford Karp, former service executive at Ellington & Co., joins Morse International, New York, as account executive for Vicks cough syrup and
Vicks Formula 44.
John A. Bartels, formerly head of his
own sales promotion-pr firm, Idea
House, joins Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee, as account executive.
Michael Sasanoff,
director of radio-tv
creative department
of Lawrence Gumbinner Inc., joins
Henry R. Turnbull
Inc., New York, as
creative vp. Mr. Sasanoff is former tv
Mr. Sasanoff
creative director at
The Biow Co., and was at one time art
director and writer in Warner Bros,
animation department.
Prof. George T. Clarke, New York
U., New York, named director of club
service department of Advertising Federation ofAmerica. Prof. Clarke is also
director
of AFA's bureau of education
& research.
Robert S. Weinberg, manager of
marketing research for IBM, New York,
named chairman of operations research
discussion group of Advertising Research Foundation, that city.
Charles F. Seefeldt, formerly with
research departments of J. Walter
Thompson and Gordon Best Co., joins
George H. Hartman Co., Chicago, as
assistant director of marketing services.

Special committee named to recommend AFA president
Nine members of board of direc- Women's Clubs; Donald Heath, govtors of Advertising Federation of
ernor, First District; Frank Baker,
America, New York, have been ap- governor, Second District; Wilbur
pointed to committee to recommend
Kurtz, governor, Seventh District.
new AFA president. Committee was
Representing company members:
Robert Gray, director of advertising,
named by George W. Head, chairHumble Oil Co.
man of AFA board.
For associations: John Crichton,
Special committee has goal of
making its recommendation to board
president, Assn. of American Adverso that new president can take office
tising Agencies.
For media: Edward Von Tress:
by Jan. 1, 1963.
Named to committee representing
vp, Curtis Publishing Co.
AFA member clubs: William Knight,
For agency members: Emerson
chairman, Council of Clubs; Edna
Foote, president, McCann-Erickson
Inc.
Johnson,
chairman,
Council of
76

Margaret Auchstetter, radio-tv timebuyer with Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, and Laura Oulberger, supervisor
of estimating and contracts at McCannErickson, Los Angeles, join media department of Carson-Roberts, Los Angeles, as broadcast buyer and assistant
broadcast buyer, respectively.
J. Edward Fry, for
past ant two
assistto vp years
in charge
of
sales of Noxzema
Chemical Co., Baltimore, Md., promoted
to product manager,
newly created position. In his new ca-

Mr. Fry

sponsibilities will include
management
pacity, Mr. Fry's
reand development of Noxzema's new
products. He will work with William
Hunt, vp, who heads company's new
products development division. Mr.
Fry was formerly affiliated with Bristol
Myers Co.
Fred A. Narciso, faculty member at
Philadelphia Conservatory of Music,
joins copy department of N. W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia.
Sally Talbert appointed timebuyer
and production supervisor of Byer &
Bowman Adv. Agency, Columbus,
Ohio.
Harry Petro, New York tv production coordinator and pr advisor, joins
staff of Mann Scharf & Co., Los Angeles prfirm, in similar capacity.
E. J. (Jerry) Ade, president of his own
pr consulting firm for past six years,
joins Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York,
as director of agency's pr department.
Roger
C. eastern
Bumstead,
former
division media director of MacManus,
John & Adams, joins
Kelly, newspaper
Nason, New
York,
rep
firm, as vp-director of
media planning and
Mr. Bumstead
media relations. Arthur F. Dermody, who had been media
director of Kelly, Nason, retired Nov. 1 .
Mann Scharf, pr counsellor who dissolved his partnership with Al Stern
last month, forms Mann Scharf & Co.
to handle both commercial and theatrical pr accounts as well as product promotion. New firm is located at 9056
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 69.
Telephone: Crestview 4-6222.
Jack Perlis, head of his own New
York pr firm, appointed consultant on
informational media to Festival of Performing Arts, tv series produced by
James Fleming and David Susskind.
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William M. Scruggs
Jr. elevated to sales
director of WSOCTV Charlotte, N. C,
and J. Russell McElwee, tv outlet's local and regional sales
director, assumes added duties of new business manager, newly
created post. Mr.
Scruggs has been with
WSOC-TV for past
four years, serving as
promotion manager,
southern sales manager, and, currently,
national sales manager. Mr. McElwee
Mr. McElwee
has been with WSOCTV since station became operational in
April 1957.
Abe Jacobowitz, vp in charge of engineering for Communications Industries Corp., Newark, N. J., and Sidney
Liebowitz, New York attorney, elected
to board of directors of CIC. CICowned stations are WJRZ-AM-FM
Newark; WACE Springfield-Chicopee,
Mass.; WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y.;
WKST New Castle, Pa., and WKSTTV Youngstown, Ohio.
James M. Gaines,
president and general
manager of Southland
Industries Inc., owners and operators of
WOAI-AM-TV San
Antonio, Tex., elected
to board of directors
of Lone Star Brewing
Mr. Gaines
Co., filling unexpired
term of late R. G. Kneedler. Prior to
moving to San Antonio, Mr. Gaines
served in executive capacities for 13
years with NBC in New York.
David Maxwell, sales manager of
KLYD-TV Bakersfield, Calif., elevated
to vp and general manager. William
Walker, KLYD-AM-FM station manager, elevated to vp and general manager of radio outlets. These appointments replace executive functions of
Edward Urner, who resigned Nov. 1 as
general manager of Kern County
Broadcasting Co. (licensee of KLYDAM-FM-TV) in order to devote fulltime to personal business interests.
Paul Blanshard Jr., former radio-tv
director at U. of Pennsylvania and for
past two years in Africa where he was
resident representative for American
Friends Service Committee in Nigeria,
appointed general manager of WFMZ
(FM) Allentown, Pa.
K. S. Gordon, for past 22 years general manager of KDTH Dubuque,
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

News

group elects slate

Don Newberg, WJBC-AM-FM
Bloomington, elected president of
Illinois News Broadcasters Assn.,
succeeding Bill Miller, WTAXAM-FM Springfield. Other officers: Dave Davis, WKRS Waukegan, vp; John Cramer, WILLAM-FM Urbana, treasurer; and
Donald E. Brown, U. of Illinois,
executive secretary. Elected directors: Bruce Dennis, WGN
Chicago; Richard E. McGee,
WMIX-AM-FM Mt. Vernon;
Chuck Hippler, WSOY-AM-FM
Decatur, and Mr. Miller.

Iowa, resigns to join Interstate Power
Co. of Dubuque, effective Dec. 1. Mr.
Gordon served as president of Tall
Corn Radio Network and of Iowa
Broadcasters Assn.
Gideon Klein, former sales manager
of KCMT (TV) Alexandria, Minn.,
joins KROC-TV Rochester, Minn., in
similar capacity. Don Herrick joins
KROC-TV sales staff.
George A. Edgar, for past three years
station manager of KETO-FM Seattle,
assumes same duties at KETO-AM
which plans to go on the air next month.

William A. Courtenay III, former
editor of Live Better Electrically , electric utilities magazine for consumers,
named director of farm sales for WFILAM-FM-TV Philadelphia.
G. E. (Buck) Hurst, formerly of
KABL San Francisco, joins Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, that city, as manager-radio.
Jules Dundes, vp
of CBS Radio and
general manager of
KCBS-AM-FM, elected president of San
Francisco Radio
Broadcasters Assn. for
1962-63 term, sucDundes
ceeding Elmer 0.
Wayne, who resigned
two weeks ago (Week's Headliners,
Oct. 29) as ABC vp and KGO-AMFM general manager. William B.
Decker, general manager of KNBCAM-FM, elected association vp, and
Lewis H. Avery, vp and general manager of KYA-AM-FM, assumes post
of secretary-treasurer, vacated by Mr.
Dundes.
Tony C. Malara, announcer at
WWNY Watertown, N. Y., promoted
to sales manager.
Charles Esposito, former general
manager of WGOH
Grayson, Ky.,

New!
INSTRUMENTS
for

AUDIO

MEASUREMENTS

Model 210

Model 410
MODEL 410 DISTORTION METER
• Measures audio distortion, noise level and AC provides an accuracy of ±5% over a frequency range
voltages • Also a versatile vacuum tube voltmeter. from 20 cps to 200 KC. For noise and db measure• Distortion levels as low as .1% can be measured
ments, the instrument is calibrated in 1 db steps
on fundamental frequencies from 20 to 20,000 cps, from 0 db to —15 db, the built-in attenuator proindicates harmonics up to 100,000 cps • Distortion
vides additional ranges from —60 db to +50 db
measurements can be made on signal levels of .1 in 10 db steps.
volt to 30 volts rms • The vacuum tube voltmeter
MODEL 210 AUDIO OSCILLATOR
• Provides a sine wave signal from 10 cps to db at 5 volts output • Distortion is less than .2%
100 kc • Output level within ±1 db when working at 5 volts output from 50 to 20,000 cps, slightly
into 600 ohms (reference 5 kc) • Power output, higher at higher output and frequency extremes.
variable to above 150 mw • Hum and noise, —70
These instruments are supplied with many B.C. station installations
for FCC Proof-of Performance tests.
BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Inc.
^adio Communication Squipment Since 1932
BRISTOL. PENNSYLVANIA
• STiUwell 8-5581
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to newly created post of station manager. Other staff appointments: Harold
Thorn, director of production; Dowel!
Bushnell, chief announcer; and William
Murphree, promotion director. Larry
McHale, KALB-TV's operations manager and program director, joins
WSAV-TV Savannah, Ga., as program
director.
George Schmidt
elected vp and eastern
sales supervisor of
Radio Tv Representatives, New York. Mr.
Schmidt, formerly
with WOR New York,
joined
rep executive
organization as sales
five years ago.

AWRT honors chapter president at New Hampshire meet
r: Miss Broman; Julie Fuller,
Kitty Broman WWLP (TV)
Springfield, Mass., and president of WTAG-AM-FM Worchester, Mass.,
New England chapter of American
and AWRT eastern area vice president; Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Women in Radio & Television, was
presented with an award for her out- of FCC and principal speaker at the
convention; and Edythe Meserand,
standing contribution to broadcast
of New York, and first AWRT namedia at organization's fall conference held in Franconia, N. H. L to
tional president.
named general manager of WNVL
Nicholasville, Ky.
Tommy Acevedo, former assistant
manager and production manager of
WISA Isabela, Puerto Rico, resigns to
become general manager of WRJS San
German, Puerto Rico. Diego A. Aviles,
WISA staff announcer, promoted to
Mr. Acevedo's former positions.
Warren M. Kelly named station manager of WBJA-TV Binghamton, N. Y.
Station, an ABC-TV network programming affiliate, which has scheduled target date of Nov. 11.
Jack C. Long, national sales manager

of WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala., joins
WSIX-TV Nashville, Term., in similar
capacity.
Richard Carleton Meeker, account
executive at KNXT (TV) Los Angeles,
joins west coast office of Adam Young
Inc., that city, as account executive.
B. J. (Bob) Rodgers, former sales
manager of WHIH Portsmouth, Va.,
joins sales staff of WHHM Memphis,
Tenn.
Edward Wooten, merchandising-promotion director and account executive
at KALB-TV Alexandria, La., named
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zone

Mr. Schmidt

Frank Ridolphi, administrative assistant of WSFA-TV Montgomery, joins
WTVT (TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg,
Fla., as business manager.
James A. Stabile, vp and associate
general attorney of NBC, New York,
elected to board of directors of National
Multiple Sclerosis Society, that city.
Ted Reinhard, manager, NBC-TV
co-op sales, New York, named regional
manager, NBC station relations. Mr.
Reinhard joined NBC as guest relations staff in 1956, and has been sales
service
representative with NBC-TV
sales service.
Tom Butler, station
manager of KCIN
Victorville, Calif., appointed general(FM)
manager of KDUO
Riverside, Calif.
William J. Murray,
tv sales manager of
Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.'s New York
office, named national sales manager
of WMEX Boston. He will have his
headquarters in New York.
Rusty Bruton, program and production manager of WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla., joins WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.,
as production manager, replacing Mark
Toalson, who has taken leave of absence.
T. Ray Cline, WPTA (TV) Roanoke,
Ind., joins WTAF-TV Marion, Ind., as
production manager. WTAF-TV was
scheduled to have gone on air Nov. 3.
Bill Gormly, formerly with WFILAM-FM Philadelphia and WOW-AMFM Omaha, joins WITH-AM-FM Baltimore as production director.
John L. O'Donnell named news director and community projects director
of WWHG-AM-FM Hornell, N. Y.
Loren J. Kallsen, newsman at KSTPTV Minneapolis, joins WINS New York
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

Steve Arvin, newscaster at KGBS
Los Angeles, promoted to director of
news operations. Alan Lisser, formerly
with KBIG Avalon, Calif., joins
KGBS's news staff.
Rear Admiral A. W. McKechnie
(USN Ret.) joins KOGO-AM-TV San
Diego, Calif., as special news consultant during Cuban situation. Admiral
McKechnie was added in order to provide broader news coverage for San
Diego area and particularly for large
number of military families in area.
Dave Perry, member of news department of WESC-AM-FM Greenville,
S. C, promoted to news director, succeeding K. C. (Casey) Jones, who resigned to join Greater Greenville
Chamber of Commerce.

Mr. Haddix

Charles E. Haddix,
former president of
California Spot Sales
Ltd., San Francisco,
and general manager
of west coast operations of Forjoe Tv
Inc., appointed station manager of KAIL
(TV) Fresno, Calif.

Forrest McBride, formerly with
WBIR Knoxville, Tenn., joins WSLXTV Nashville, Tenn., as staff announcer.
Joe Phillips, former news director of
WJRL Rockford, 111., joins WISN-AMFM Milwaukee as announcer.

WBC's

Mr. McGannon

Robert F. Ferrante.
news assignment ed»
tor of WNAC-AM
TV Boston, promote
to news director o
WNAC-TV. Williar
Whalen will contimu
to direct WNAC an
Yankee Networl
Mr. Ferrante
News Service opera
tions. Mr. Ferrante joined WNAC-TA
in June 1957 and in 1959 was appoini
ed to his present post. He will continut
to produce, write and direct station doc
umentaries and special programs.
Elmer 0. Wayne, former ABC vt
and KGO-AM-FM San Francisco ger
eral manager, joins Texas Star Broad
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

president of
Westinghouse
Broadcasting
Co., New York,
will be recipient
of the third
CARTA Award,

by TeleviCatholic Apostolate ofgiven
Radio,
sion & Advertising, New York.
Award will be made at 15th annual CARTA communion breakfast at New York's WaldorfAstoria Hotel on Sunday, Nov.
11. Award
is given
for "significant achievement
in elevating
the
standards of good taste, moral
values and ethical practices in the
industry." Ben Duffy received
1960 award and Danny Thomas
received it in 1961.
casting Co. (operators of KENS San
Antonio) as executive vp and general
manager. Broadcasting, Oct. 29 issue
erroneously reported that KENS-TV
was operated by Texas Star Broadcasting Co., whereas the tv outlet continues
under ownership and operation of Express Publishing Co., San Antonio, Tex.
John F. McCarthy,

Bernard Morris, former news director of WCAR Detroit, joins news department of WJBK-AM-FM, that city.
Nathan Rutstein, former news editor with WNEW-TV New York, joins
WJRZ-AM-FM Newark as director of
news. Richard J. Jennings, director of
news and special events, named director
of special events, and Harold (Hal)
Gold, community relations director, has
also been assigned supervision of public
affairs programming.

McGannon lauded
Donald H.
McGannon,

Mr. McCarthy
executive.

formerly with Commercial Recording
Corp., Dallas, joins
WROW-AM-FM Albany -Schenectady Troy, N. Y., as local
sales manager. Julian
Brown stein joins
WROW
as account

John Gary joins WDSU-TV New
Orleans as air personality.
Erv Williams, for past three years
with WRNL-AM-FM Richmond, Va.,
joins WSEN Baldwinsville, N. Y., as
air personality.

Pat Wilson, formerly with WYAK
(FM) Sarasota and WTRL Bradenton,
both Florida, joins WTVT (TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg as announcer.
Ray Kinnamon and Buzz Walker,
former air personalities at WTJH East
Point, Ga., join WYZE Atlanta in similar capacity. Mr. Kinnamon will also
serve as program director.
Richard K. Helledy, account executive at Blair Television Assoc., Chicago,
joins Chicago office of Storer Television
Sales in similar capacity. Before joining Blair, Mr. Helledy was with Chicago office of George P. Hollinbery Co.
Robert C. King, WJBK Detroit newsman, promoted to director radio news.
Before joining WJBK in 1959, Mr.
King was newsman at CKEY Toronto,
WTAC Flint, WKMH Dearborn and
WWJ-TV Detroit.
Steve Shannon, since March 1961
assistant to Frank Fogarty, executive
vp of Meredith Broadcasting Co., in
Omaha, Neb., named director of pr for
Meredith Syracuse Radio Corp. and
Meredith Syracuse Tv Corp., operators
of WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse, N. Y.
Mr. Shannon has been with Meredith
seven years.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Frank X. Banko, advertising coordination manager of RCA Electron Tube
Div., Harrison, N. J., named manager
for distributor advertising and sales
promotion. Harvey M. Slovik, manager
of publications and editorial services in
same division, appointed manager for
equipment
advertising and sales promotion.
Charles H. Donahue appointed to
newly created post of magnetic tape
sales director for Burgess Battery Co.,
Chicago.
Dr. Brian Dale, former manager of
theoretical and device research for
Transitron Electronic Corp., joins semiconductor division of Sylvania Electric
Products, Woburn, Mass., as manager
of advanced device research.
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Stanley B. Resor, retired JWT

board chairman, dies

Stanley B.
Resor, 83, who
retired last year
as board chairman of J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York,
died Monday,
Oct. 29, at LeRoy Hospital,
New York.
Mr. Resor
Mr. Resor
joined JWT in
1908Cincinnati.
when he opened
agency's
office
in
He moved
in 1912
to

Charles E. Raymond (who had originally hired Mr. Resor) and Harry
E. Ward purchased Thompson Agency when founder J. Walter Thompson retired. Mr. Resor then became
president of agency, and served in
that capacity until 1955 when he became board chairman.
Mr. Resor was one of founders of
Assn. of American Advertising
Agencies
in 1917 andHe was
president in 1923-24.
was4A's
member

New York office as vp and general
manager.
In 1916, Mr. Resor,

Alfred Holtum appointed chief of antenna design group of
Andrew Corp. (antennas, antenna systems and transmission lines), Chicago.
Mr. Holtum joined
Andrew organization
Mr. Holtum
in 1957 as chief engineer of company's
affiliate.to
In October
1961 he California
was transferred
Chicago to direct company's government research and development department. Mr. Holtum succeeds Dr. Richard Yang, who has joined faculty of
Illinois Institute of Technology. Dr.
Yang will continue his service with
Andrew on part-time basis.
G. H. Myers, field salesman for eastern district office of RCA Electron
Tube Div., Newark, N. J., retired Oct.
31. Mr. Myers began in radio-electronics field in 1916 as production manager with General Electric Lamp
Works, Harrison, N. J., and has been
with RCA since 1930 when it acquired
Harrison plant.
GOVERNMENT
John E. Dunn and Willis 0. Freitag
join engineering department of U. S.
Information Agency, Washington. Mr.
Dunn formerly served as senior electronics engineer with Westinghouse
Electric Corp. Mr. Freitag was formerly engineer with Red Skelton tv
studios, CBS-TV, Hollywood, and chief
engineer of KRKD-AM-FM Los Angeles and KTYM-AM-FM Inglewood,
Calif.
PROGRAMMING
Robert Grant appointed radio-tv director of newly created Hollywood
office of Shield Productions, Chicago.
Location is 1539 N. Vine St., Holly80 (FATES & FORTUNES)

of first jury to select winners of Advertising Awards founded by Edward Bok and was recipient of its
Gold Medal Award as "advertising
man of the year" in 1948.
wood 28. Telephone: Hollywood 27600.
Richard Restler, former assistant to
treasurer of Screen Gems, joins TransLux Television Corp., New York, as
assistant to vp.
Fred W. Friendly,
executive producer of
CBS Reports, named
to produce TownMeeting of the World,
specialtionallive
internaforum program
planned by CBS-TV
for next spring. Panelists on both sides of
Atlantic are slated to take part, with
program being relayed to viewers in
both Europe and America via Telstar
communications satellite (Broadcasting, Oct. 29).
Mr. Friendly

Penny Stewart, former production
assistant on Jazz Scene, U.S.A., appointed associate producer of syndicated video series which is now being
filmed
in Hollywood
by Steve Allen's
Meadowlane
Productions.
Charles Naylor, arranger, composer,
conductor and pianist, joins Phil Davis
Musical Enterprises, New York, as assistant creative director.

Vern Furber, regional sales representative in Canada and U. S. for
Romper Room, syndicated tv kindergarten, promoted to director of Canadian operations.
INTERNATIONAL
Maitland Jones, vp
and associate creative
director of Donahue
& Coe, New York,
named creative director of Smith-Warden
Ltd., London. Mr.
Jones, who joined
Donahue & Coe, in
Mr. Jones
1960, has also served
as creative director of Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, New York, and
Hutchins Adv., also in that city. Prior
to those posts, he was vp at J. Walter
Thompson, and copy supervisor at
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
D. A. Clarke, commercial manager
of CHCA-TV Red Deer, Alta., appointed general
TV Halifax,
N. sales
S. manager of CJCHJohn J. White, former vp and general manager of Forjoe & Co., New
York, and for past year with Weed &
Co. as sales executive for Canadian
radio and tv stations, appointed national sales manager of CTV Television
Network Inc., New York. CTV Television Network Inc. is American subsidiary of CTV Ltd., responsible for
sales of new Canadian private network
in U. S. Previously, Mr. White was
sales executive with H-R Television for
two years and from 1954 to 1956
served as radio-tv director for PepsiCola Co.
Terry Yarwood, program director
with Southern Television Ltd., joins
BBC-TV to work on Tonight current
affairs program.
Elaine Grand, former freelance interviewer on CBLT (TV) Toronto and
CBC tv network and for past six
months doing tv programs in England,
named panelist on CBC tv network
program, Flashback, originating at
CBLT.

Robert Weenolsen, broadcast supervisor on Rheingold Beer account at
Foote, Cone & Belding for past nine
years, joins Videotape Center, New
York, as executive producer.

Allan Muir, member of production
department of CFRN Edmonton, Alta.,
named publicity and promotion director
of CFRN-TV.

Eddy Mason signed to compose-conduct-arrange hour-long NBC-TV special
to be filmed aboard nuclear powered
polaris submarine, George Washington,
to be telecast Dec. 19 at 10 p.m.

ALLIED

Maxine Anderson, former producer
at North Adv., joins Gerald Schnitzer
Productions, Hollywood, as producer
and fashion design head.

FIELDS

Gerard F. Hurley, formerly in charge
of market research and promotion in
Washington office of Blackburn & Co.,
media
transfers
company's
Atlanta brokers,
office where
he willto concentrate
on brokerage. Replacing Mr. Hurley
in Washington office is Mrs. Dolores
Newcomb Poe, formerly of Billboard
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

and other trade publications.
Jo Whitehead, formerly with Doug
Bailey Adv., Rockville, Md., appointed
assistant director of radio-tv department
at George Washington U., Washington,
D. C.
Marion Corwell, former manager of
educational tv at Henry Ford Museum
and Greenfield Village, Dearborn, appointed media specialist for Dearborn
(Mich.) Public Schools.

DEATHS
John T. Battle, 60, motion picture
and tv writer, died Oct. 20 in Hollywood, following heart attack. Former
radio writer for Orson Wells in New
York, Mr. Battle recently contributed
to such tv series as Bonanza and Adventures inParadise.
Frank Raymond Holloway, 46, commercial manager of KPLC Lake
Charles, La., died Oct. 18 at Veterans
Hospital, Alexandria, La. Mr. HolloFOR

STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

As compiled by Broadcasting Oct. 25
through Oct. 31 and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC in that period.
This department includes data on
new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases,
rules & standards changes, routine
roundup of other commission activity.
Abbreviations: DA— directional antenna, cp
—construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH
—
specified
Announced. hours. * — educational. Ann. —
New tv stations
ACTION BY FCC
*Chatsworth,
Ga.—
of and
Education. Waived
Sec.Georgia
3.613 Board
of rules
granted cp for uhf ch. 18 (494-500 mc);
ERP 180 kw vis., 90 kw aur. Ant. height
above average terrain 1,850 ft., above
ground 330 ft. Estimated construction cost
$476,624; first year operating cost $82,000.
P.O. address State Office Bldg., Atlanta 3.
Studio and trans, location Chatsworth. Geographic coordinates 34° 45' 06" N. Lat., 84°
42' 54" W. Long. Type trans. GE TT-25-A;
type ant. GE TY-25-B. Legal counsel Arent,
Fox, Kintner, Plotkin & Kahn, Washington,
D. C., consulting engineer A. Earl Cullum
Jr., Dallas. Principals are State Bd. of Ed.
members. Applicant is permittee of following stations: *WXGA-TV Waycross,
♦WEGA-TV Savannah, *WJSP-TV Columbus, and is applicant for vhf channel assignments for etv network. Ann. Oct. 31.
APPLICATION
Honolulu, Hawaii — University of Hawaii.
Vhf ch. 11 (198-204 mcs); 145 kw vis., 87
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
minus 382 ft., above ground 408 ft. Estimated construction cost $819,910; first year
operating cost $323,600. P.O. address 1801
University Ave., Honolulu. Studio location
and trans, location both Honolulu. Geographic coordinates 21° 17' 44" N. Lat.,
157" 51' 06" W. Long. Type trans. RCA
TT25CH; type ant. RCA TF6AH. Legal counsel Donald H. C. Low, Dep. Atty. Gen.,
State of Hawaii, Honolulu; consulting engineer Dan Hunter, same city. Principal is
corporate body of University of Hawaii.
Ann. Oct. 31.
Existing tv station
ACTION BY FCC
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson, Kan.— Granted
renewal of license; engineering conditions.
Action Oct. 31.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

THE

way, who entered broadcast field in
1936, had been associated with KOMA
and KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,
WOAI San Antonio, and KGUL Port
Lavaca, Tex. He joined KPLC four
years ago.
Miss Marian Shairk, administrator
in advertising records section at CBS
Radio, New York, until her retirement
in 1960, died Oct. 16 after long illness.
Miss Shairk had been member of CBS
Radio staff for 20 years.

RECORD

APPLICATIONS
Existing am station
APPLICATION
WSM Nashville, Tenn. — Cp to increase
power to 750 kw from 50 kw and install
new trans. Petition for waiver of rules
and acceptance of application. Ann. Oct. 29.
New fm stations
ACTION BY FCC
Bluefield, Va. — Daily Telegraph Printing
Co. Granted cp for new class B fm station
to operate on 104.5 mc; ERP 5.9 kw; ant.
height above average terrain 1,170 ft. P.O.
address c/o John C. Shott, 412 Bland St.,
Bluefield. Estimated construction cost $20,789; first year operating cost $24,000; revenue $12,000. Principals: Hugh I. Shott,
estate of Jim H. Shott, Lillian S. Brandt
(each approx. 33%) and others. Assignee
also owns WISH-AM-TV Bluefield. Ann.
Oct. 31.
APPLICATION
♦Northern Michigan College, Marquette,
Mich.— 90.1 mc, ch. 211, 336 w. Ant. height
above average terrain minus 36.6 ft. P.O.
address Marquette. Estimated construction
cost
Ann. $7,038;
Oct. 30.first year operating cost $4,050.
Existing fm stations
APPLICATIONS
WDIF Buffalo, N. Y.— Mod. of cp (which
authorized new fm station) to change ant.trans. location from 424 Main St., Buffalo,
N. Y., to Buffalo Ave.. Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
change studio location from 424 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y., to Hotel Niagara, Niagara
Falls,trolN.fromY.,
operate
trans, decrease
by remoteERPcon-to
studio
location,
19.4 kw, decrease ant. height above average
terrain to 346 ft., change type ant. and
change station location to Niagara Falls,
N. Y. Ann. Oct. 30.
WBLK Depew, N. Y.— Mod. of cp (which
authorized new fm station) to decrease
ERP to 50 kw, increase ant. height above
average terrain to 393 ft., change type
trans, and ant., change ant.-trans., change
studio location and change station location

EDWIN

to Buffalo, N. Y. Ann. Oct. 30.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KTUX
Pueblo,
Colo. — Bumgardner
Granted assignment
of license to H. Myers
(100%),
trustee in bankruptcy, from Wayne D.
Costner, sole owner, d/b as Steel City
Bcstg. Inc. Ann. Oct. 30.
of WKEN
license Dover,
from J.Del.
Olin— Granted
Tice Jr. assignment
(51%) and
George H. Breivogel (49%), d/b as Coastal
Carolina
Corp.,S. toParsons
Drew J.(35%),
T. O'Keefe
(65%) andBcstg.
Howard
tr/as
Capital Bcstg. Corp. Consideration $87,500.
Mr. O'Keefe has 60%Pa.;
interest
in WBCB-Is
AM-FM
Mr. Parsons
educator. Levittown,
Ann. Oct. 31.
WKBX, William A. Jacob, trustee for
Mid-Florida Bcstg. Inc., Kissimmee, Fla. —
Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of cp and license to Osceola
Bcstg. Inc. (Howard R. King and Rodney
B. Walker); consideration $35,000 to Automation Equipment Leasing Corp. for equipment; assignee to lease equipment for $887
per month. King has 51% interest in WELC
Welch, W. Va. Station has been silent since
Sept. 10, 1960. Action Oct. 31.
WOKB Winter
Fla.— Granted
signment of licenseGarden,
from John
B. Cook asJr.
(100%) to John H. (65%) and Charlotte B.
Everbach (35%), d/b as Everbach Bcstg.
Inc. Consideration $150,000. Mr. Everbach
is presently vp & gen. mgr. of WTMP
Tampa; Mrs. Everbach is representative of
WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky. Ann. Oct. 29.
WSRO, William F. Brewin, Marlboro,
Mass. — Granted assignment of license to
County Bcstg.
(29 original
holders before Corp.
reorganization
and stockChair
City Bcstg. Corp.); latter to pay $10,000
for 70 percent interest. Chair City owns
WGAW Gardner, Mass. Action. Oct. 31.
WLFH Little Falls, N. Y.— Granted assignment of cp and license to Carmen Hentosh
Gaines (100%), executrix of estate of
Walter T. Gaines (deceased). No financial
consideration involved. Ann. Oct. 29.
APPLICATIONS
KTHOment of cpTahoe
Seeks (37.5%),
assignfrom Valley,
Phillip Calif.—
N. Harrold
Albert W. Nelson (20%), Kenneth E.
Gallagher and Orville G. Harrold (each
7.5%). Donald C. McBain (20%), Robert W.

TORNBERG
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Pendergrass (5%) and Edward S. Adams
(2.5%), d/b as Harrold Bcstg. Co., to A. W.
Nelson (30.25%), K. E. Gallagher (16.40%),
D. C. McBain (39.6%), R. W. Pendergrass
(11%) and E. S. Adams (2.75%), tr/as
Emerald Bcstg. Co. O. G. & P. M. Harrold
are retiring, and no financial consideration
is involved other than reimbursements of
expenses. Ann. Oct. 31.
WLDS-AM-FM Jacksonville, HI. — Seeks
transfer of control of licensee corporation,
Jacksonville Radio and Television Bcstg.
Corp., from W. A. Fay (40.6%), Emily J.
Fay, William L. Fay, Robert A. Fay (each
5%), Helen W. Hackett, Ruth W. Curtis and
William E. Walton (each 16.3%), d/b as JackJournal-CourierNewspapers
Co., to same
sons tr/assonville
Jacksonville
Inc. perNo
consideration. Ann. Oct. 29.
WIRL Peoria, 111. — Seeks assignment of
license from Robert W. Frudeger (100%),
d/b as Frudeger Bcstg. Co., to Burrell L.
Small & Len H. Small (each 41.73%) and
others, tr/as Twelve Ninety Radio Corp.,
wholly owned subsidiary of Kankakee Daily
Journal Co. Consideration $750,000. Kankakee Daily Journal Co. also sole owner of
WKAN Kankakee, 70% of WQUA Moline,
and
Ottawa
Ottawa, all
Illinois.
Ann. Republican-Times,
Oct. 29.
WROK-AM-FM Rockford, 111. — Seeks
transfer of control of Rockford Newspapers
Inc., parent corporation of licensee corporationToddRockford
Bcstrs.
Inc., trustee,
from E. toKen-E.
neth
(28%),
voting
Kenneth Todd (72%), individually and as
trustee. Request consideration be withheld
from disclosure. Corporation publishes
Rockford StarAnn.andOct.
Register-Republic,
two
newspapers.
29.
WLAW Lawrenceville, Ga. — Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, Radio Gwinnett Inc., by Stephen
B.
McGarity
now E.33 Gradick
'/3%) from
Eathel
Holley (100%,
and Leslie
Jr.
(each
33I/3%).
Consideration
$39,000.
Ann.
Oct. 31.
WSER Elkton, Md. — Seeks assignment of
cp from L. Edward Pamphilon, Glen L.
Musser & Howard S. Frazier (all 33.16%)
and Harry J. J. Bellwoar Jr. (.052%), d/b
as Suburban Bcstg. Corp., to Russell H.
Morgan (70%), E. Elwood Baumgardner

TYPE TRC-3
TRANSmiTXER
REMOTE

CONTROL

* Simple, reliable, direct, all-relay,
pushbutton control.
* Single meter reads in "Percent of
Normal."
* Specified by major networks and
the majority of unattended 50 KW
stations in the United States.
Write for details today

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Box 17040 • Dallas 17, Texas
/Z-/=ir>^r Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
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and Howard E. Koontz Jr. (each 15%), tr/as
WSER Inc. Consideration $7,000. Mr. Morgan
owns 1.67% WBMD Baltimore, and Mr.
Morgan (46.9%), Mr. Baumgardner and
Mr. Koontz (each 3.54%) own majority interest in WTTR Westminster, Md. Ann. Oct.
26.
KYTV-TV
Seeksstock
trans-of
fer of controlSpringfield,
of 50% ofMo—
voting
licensee corporation, Springfield Tv Inc.,
from Lester L. Cox (749 shares) and wife,
Claudine B. Cox (1 share), and Lynn E.
Bussey (749 shares) and wife, Virginia Cox
Bussey (1 share), to same persons d/b as
Grand Prairie Investment Co., of which
they are sole owners, in same proportion.
No consideration. Mr. Cox is part-owner of
KOAM-AM-TV Pittsburg, Kan. Ann. Oct. 30.
WENO Madison, Tenn. — Seeks transfer of
negative control of licensee corporation,
Central Bcstg. Corp., from Walter A. Duke
(50%) to Cohen T. Williams (14.11%), Joe
D. Williams (8.77%), trust fund for two
children of C. T. Williams and four children of J. D. Williams (24.04%) and more
than 15 others, d/b as Martha White Mills
Inc. (50%). Consideration $175,000. Other
50% of WENO is owned by H. C. Young
Jr., who also shares ownership of WGUS
North Augusta, S. C, with Martha White
Mills. Ann. Oct. 30.
KVKM-TV Monahans, Tex. — Seeks assignment of cp and license from John B.
Walton, J. B. Walton & J. Ross Rucker
(each 331/3%), d/b as Tri-Cities Bcstg., to
John B.No Walton
tr/as Tri-Cities
Bcstrs.
financial(100%),
consideration
involved,
as J. B. Walton, father of John B. Walton,
plans to receive assets of corporation in
lieu of debt it owes him and transfer assets to son as gift. Messrs. Walton, Walton
& Rucker are also owners of KVKM
Monahans (see below). Ann. Oct. 29.
KVKM Monahans, Tex. — Seeks acquisitiontion,
of positive
Monahans control
Bcstrs., ofby licensee
John B. corporaWalton
(100%, presently 32%) from J. Ross Rucker
(36%) and J. B. Walton (32%). No financial
consideration involved, as J. B. Walton,
father of John B. Walton, plans to receive
assets of corporation in lieu of debt it
owes him and transfer assets to John B.
Walton as gift. Messrs. Walton, Walton
& Rucker are partners in KVKM-TV Monahans (see above). Ann. Oct. 29.
KEYE Perryton, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from Carl Ellis, Jessie Stewart
& Virby Conley (each 82 shares) and Irvin
R. Buchanan (4 shares), d/b as Great
Plains Bcstg. Co. (250 shares issued), to
Dossie Marion Wiggins & Frank Junel]
(each liam35%),
T. D.(10%),
Wiggins
and Radio
WilJ. Wallace
tr/as (20%)
Perryton
Inc. Consideration $37,500. D. M. Wiggins
is part-owner of bank and two businesses;
F. Junell is part-owner of KBST-TV Big
Spring. KNIT Abilene, and KBYG Big
Spring, all Texas; W. J. Wallace is partowner of KBST-AM-TV, KEDY-TV and
KBYG, all Big Spring, Texas; T. D. Wiggins is farmer and auto dealer. Ann. Oct. 29.
Hearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward granting application
of Ubiquitous
for D,newin
am station
to operate
on 950 kc,Corp.
500 w,
Hyde Park, N. Y.; interference conditions
and pending final decision in Doc. 14419
pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities
precluded. Action Oct. 26.
■ Hearing
Examinerlooking
Herberttoward
Sharfman
issued initial decision
denying
application of KDOK Bcstg. Co. to change
operation of station KDOK Tyler, Texas, on
1330 kc from D to unl. time with 500 w-N,
DA-N. continued daytime operation with 1
kw. Action Oct. 26.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order in
proceeding
on applications
new am Ohio,
stations of Massillon
Bcstg. Inc.,forNorwood.
and Covington Bcstg. Co. and Kenton County
Bcstrs., Covington, Ky., commission granted
petition
Kenton
County toareextent
of mak-to
ing clearby that
all parties
permitted
make new coverage and interference showings and havein remanded
rights of proceeding;
cross-examination
and rebuttal
denied
that portion of petition for reconsideration
and for enlargement of issues. Commissioner
Bartley abstained from voting. Action Oct. 31.
■ Commission gives notice that Aug. 31
initial decision which looked toward granting
application of Williams County Bcstg. System
for new am station to operate on 1520 kc,

500 w, 250 w (CH), D, in Bryan, Ohio, conthat pre-sunrise
operation
with daytimeditioned
facilities
is precluded
pending
final
decision in Docket 14419, became effective
Oct.
22
pursuant
to
sec.
1.153
of
rules.
Action
Oct. 30.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ Bynied,memorandum
opinionfactual
and order,
defor lack of required
showing,
joint request by Mineola Bcstg. Co. and
Center Bcstg. Inc., applicants for new am
stations in Mineola and Pittsburg, Texas,
respectively, for approval of proposed agreement whereby
would be
dismissed
and Center's
Mineolaapplication
would reimburse
Center not more than $2,000 as partial reimbursement of expenses incurred in connection with latter's application. Action Oct.
30.
■ By memorandum opinion and order in
proceeding
of York-Clover
Bcstg. Co. on
to applications
change facilities
of WYCL
York, S. C, from 1580 kc, 250 w, D to
1540
kc,
1
kw,
D,
and
Risden
Allen
new daytime station on 1540 kc, 1Lyon
kw, forin
Charlotte, N. C, directed WYCL to comply
with provisions of Sec. 1.316(b)(2) concerning publication of intended withdrawal of its
application and subsequent merger with
Lyon, so that other persons may be afforded
further opportunity to apply for facilities
specified in WYCL application. Action Oct. 30.
■ By memorandum opinion and order in
proceeding
on applications
of K operation
& H Tv Sta-of
tion for mod.
of cp to specify
station KFUR-TV on ch. 2 in lieu of ch. 11,
and New
Mexico onBcstg.
new tvFe,station to operate
ch. 2,Inc.
bothforSanta
N.
Mex., granted their joint request for approval
of agreement
tion would bewhereby
dismissedKFUR-TV's
and New applicaMexico
would reimburse KFUR-TV $3,000 as partial
reimbursement of expenses incurred in connection with
latter's
application;
dismissedin
application
with
prejudice;
and retained
hearing
status
New
Mexico
application.
Action Oct. 29.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Oct. 31 time to file its response to petition
for Inc.
deletion
or mod.
issues filed
by KAYS
(KAYS),
Hays,of
in
proceeding
on
latter's
application
and
that
of Bluestem Bcstg. Inc. (KVOE), Emporia,
both Kansas. Action Oct. 29.
■ Grantedto Oct.
petition
by Louis
Handloff
and
extended
29 time
to reply
to partial
opposition and statement in reply to petition
for reconsideration filed by Alkima Bcstg.
Co. and Howard Wasserman in proceeding on
their applications for new am stations in
Newark,
Oct. 26. Del., and West Chester, Pa. Action
m Granted petition by Ouachita Valley
Radio Corp. and extended to Nov. 5 time to
respond to petition to enlarge issues and
consolidate proceedings filed by Broadcast
Bureaution forin new
proceeding on Ouachita's applicaAction Oct. 26. am station in Camden, Ark.
■ Granted petition by NBC and dismissed
its petition filed Aug. 13 for change of issues
in proceeding
on NBC-RKO
fers and related
applicationsbroadcast
in Docs. trans13085
et
al.
Joseph
N.
Nelson
not
participating.
Action Oct. 25.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFOOE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Creat6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6. D. C.
Member AFOOE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
IN WOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9. TEXAS
MEIrece 1-8360
Member AFOOE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFCOE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18. Texas
BUtler 1-1551

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuckanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

BARKLEY & DEXTER LABS.,
INC.
Donald P. Wise
James M. Moran
Consulting, Research &
Development for Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St. Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOOE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

SERVICE
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

DIRECTORY

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No STANDARD
Collection — ACTUARIAL
No Commission
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LP 5-5590

conrcrcr
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Lie.
3,728
1,012
508

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 31
ON AIR
CPS
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Cps.
Not on air For new stations
52
134
428
45
153
161
59
90
115

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Oct. 31
Commercial
Non-Commercial

VHF
471
48

UHF
84
22

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC September 30
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

Inc.
a Granted petition by Rollins Bcstg.excepto file
Nov. 26intime
and extended
tions to initial todecision
Wilmington, Del.,
tv ch. 12 proceeding. Action Oct. 25.
■ Granted joint petition by Eastern Bcstg.
System Inc., Brookfield, Colonial Bcstg. Co.,
New MilF. O'Brien,
George Bcstg.
New Milford,
ford,
and Fairfield
Co., Easton,
all
Connecticut, and extended to Oct. 26 time to
file supplemental data to joint request for
approval of agreement, and to Nov. 9 to
respond to such data in am consolidated proce ding in Docs. 14166 et al. Action Oct. 25.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in following am proceedings on
dates shown: Nov. 23 and Dec. 12: Potomac
Bcstg. Inc., Keyser, W. Va.; Nov. 23 and Dec.
28: Continental Bcstg. Co., Hamden, Conn.,
et al.; Nov. 23 and Dec. 17: Richard Tuck
Enterprises, Arlington, Texas; Nov. 23 and
Dec.
Bigbee
Action18:Oct.
29. Bcstg. Co., Demopolis, Ala.
■ Granted petition by Wide Water Bcstg.
Inc. and extended from Oct. 22 to Oct. 26
time to file proposed findings in proceeding
on itstral application
Voicestations
of Cen-in
New York Inc.andfor Radio
new am
East
Syracuse
and
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
Action
Oct. 26.
■ Ordered,
in interest on
of expediting
position of proceeding
applicationsdis-of
Western Bcstg. Co. and R. L. McAlister for
new am stations in Odessa, Texas and with
consent of all interested parties, that Hearing Examiner Chester F. Naumowicz Jr. will
associate with Examiner Isadore A. Honig,
who presided in proceeding, in preparation
of initial decision and both will participate
in said decision. Action Oct. 26.
■ Denied petition by International Bcstg.
Corp. for change in place of hearing from
Washington, D. C, to San Juan, P. R., in
proceeding on its application, Jesus Vargas
Candelaria and Mauricio Alvarez-Martin for
new am stations in Carolina and Bayamon,
both Puerto Rico. Action Oct. 25.
■ Ordered that examiner Charles J. Frederick, in lieu of Isadore A. Honig, will pre84 (FOR THE RECORD)

FM
989
68
13
143

TOTAL
TV
555
70

AM
66
3,714
131
195
3,911
352
547
64
357

1,200
148
161
3

TV
506
64
89
659
66
114
48
38
11

4210
0

90
871
2

49
1
1

side as hearing examiner in proceeding on
am application of Smith Radio Inc. (WNUE),
Fort Walton Beach, Fla.; that Examiner
Chester F. Naumowicz Jr., in lieu of Isadore
A. Honig, will preside as hearing examiner
in proceeding on applications of Charles
County Bcstg. Inc. and Dorlen Bcstrs. Inc.
for new am stations in LaPlata and Waldorf,
both Maryland; and that examiner Arthur
A. Gladstone, in lieu of Isadore A. Honig,
will preside as hearing examiner in proceeding on am application of Washington Bcstg.
Co. (WJPA), Washington, Pa. Action Oct. 25.
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in following proceedings on dates
shown: Nov. 23 in Washington, D. C, and
Jan. 23,dated1963
in Millington,
Tenn.: consoliam proceeding
on applications
for
renewal of licenses of Tipton County Bcstrs.
(WKBL), Covington, and Shelby County
Bcstrs. Inc. (WHEY), Millington, both
Tennessee, et al.; Nov. 19 and Dec. 11: am
applications of William S. Cook, Colorado
Springs, Colo., et al, Osage Programers,
Bartlesville, and Cherokee Bcstg. Co., Pawhuska, both Oklahoma; Nov. 15 and Dec. 10:
on complaint by Thornell Barnes Co. against
Illinois Bell Telephone Co. Action Oct. 23.
■ Scheduled further evidentiary hearing
for Nov. 5 in proceeding on applications of
Kent-Ravenna Bcstg. Co., Joseph P. Wardlaw
Jr. and Portage County Bcstg. Corp., for
new am stations in Kent and Canton, both
Ohio. Action Oct. 23.
■ Granted municative
petition
Modern
Air Com-of
ElectronicsbyInc.
for dismissal
its application for new am station in Lincoln,
Nebr., but dismissed application with prejudice, and retained in hearing status remainingtion applications
involved in proceeding. AcOct. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Pursuant to ruling made at Oct. 23 prehearing conference in proceeding on applications of Five Cities Bcstg. Inc. and Boiling
Branham, tr/as Douglas County Bcstg. Co.
for new am stations in Austell and Douglasville, both Georgia, respectively, denied petition by Five Cities to enlarge issues to permit
inquiry
sufficiency
of Branham's
funds,
without into
prejudice
to right
to renew request
after comparative aspects of two proposals

are placed in issue and Five Cities has had
reasonable opportunity to ascertain what
Branham proposes in way of construction
and tion
operation
Oct. 25. of Douglasville station. Ac■ Scheduled Nov. 27 for evidentiary hearing in proceeding on applications of Wyman
N. and Willa M. Schnepp and Valley Bcstg.
Co. for new am stations in Abilene and
Beloit, both Kansas. Action Oct. 23.
By Hearing Frederick
Examiner Charles J.
■ Granted petition by Monroeville Bcstg.
Co., Monroeville, Pa., and extended from
Oct. 25 to Oct. 29 time to file replies to proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
law in proceeding on its am application and
that of Miners Bcstg. Service Inc. (WMBA) ,
Ambridge-Aliquippa, Pa. Action Oct. 29.
■ Waived time requirement of Sec. 1.140
(e) of rules and accepted appearance of
respondent Deep South Bcstg. Co. (WBAM),
Montgomery,
Ala., in County
proceeding
am Inc.
application of Thomas
Bcstg.on Co.
(WKTG), Thomasville, Ga. Action Oct. 29.
■ On own motion, continued indefinitely
Nov. tions5 of Hershey
hearing Bcstg.
in proceeding
on Reading
applicaCo. Inc. and
25.
Radio
Inc. for new fm stations in Hershey
and Reading, both Pennsylvania. Action Oct.
By Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone
■ Upon request of all parties in Huntsville,
Ala., tv ch. 19 proceeding, continued Oct. 30
prehearing
conference to Nov. 13. Action
Oct. 29.
■ Continued Nov. 23 prehearing conference
to Nov. 26 in proceeding on applications of
Tipton
County
Bcstrs.
for renewal
of license
of
station
Covington,
Tenn.,
et al.
Action
Oct. WKBL
26.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Oct.
22 prehearing conference in proceeding on
application of Storer Bcstg. Co. (WJBK),
Detroit, Mich., scheduled certain procedural
dates, and set hearing for Nov. 19. Action
Oct. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ In proceeding on applications of Desert
Bcstg. Inc. for additional time to construct
station KANT-FM Lancaster, Calif., and for
assignment of cp of that station, denied apcontinuance
of hearing
from Oct.plicant's31petition
to for
at least
Nov. 19,
and on
own motion (1) in event applicant fails to
petition
Review
Board byof Nov.
2 fornotice
acceptance of late
publication
hearing
on
assignment
application,
continued
hearing
Nov. 5 to be held on issues bearing only onto
application for additional time to construct,
or (2) if applicant files subject petition by
Nov. 2, continued hearing to date to be fixed
by Examiner after action by Review Board.
Action Oct. 29.
■ Granted motion by Hastings Bcstg. Co.,
and held in abeyance applicable procedural
dates, established by Oct. 5 order, in proceeding on its application and Northfield
Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Hastings
and Northfield, both Minnesota, and Albert
Lea
Bcstg.KATE
Co. toAlbert
increase
power
of station
Lea, daytime
Minn., pending
disposition by Review Board of Oct. 19 joint
petition by Northfield and Hastings for approval of agreement looking toward withof Northfield's
application
and petition bydrawalNorthfield
to dismiss
its application,
and further order of Hearing Examiner to
be
issuedOct.as 26.
result of Review Board's action.
Action
■ Onment forown
scheduled
oral Bcstg.
arguOct. motion,
26 on petition
of Desert
Inc. for continuance of hearing in proceeding on its applications for additional time
to construct station KANT-FM Lancaster,
Calif., and for assignment of cp of that
station to Manuel Martinez. Action Oct. 24.
■ Onuled forown
changed
sched2:00 motion,
p.m., Nov.
2, tohearing
9:00 a.m.,
on
that
date,
in
proceeding
on
am
application
of International Radio Inc. (KGST), Fresno,
Calif. Action Oct. 24.
■ Pursuant to ruling made at Oct. 22
hearing conference in proceeding on application of Triangle Publications Inc. (WNHCTV),
Haven, Conn.,
further
hearingNewconference
for Oct.scheduled
24. Action
Oct.
22.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
requestNov.by 5 Peter-Mark
Bcstg.
Co.,■ Granted
and continued
hearing conference
to Nov. 7 in proceeding on its application
and Progressive Bcstg. Corp. for new am
stations in Vandalia and Highland, both
Illinois. Action Oct 29.
■ Scheduled hearing conference for Nov.
5 in proceeding on applications of Progressive Bcstg. Corp. and Peter-Mark Bcstg. Co.
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for new am stations in Highland and Vandalia, both Illinois, respectively. Action Oct.
25.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion
■ On own motion, reopened record and
scheduled further hearing for Jan. 14, 1963,
in proceeding on applications of WIDU Bcstg.
Inc. and
AL-OR Bcstg
Co. for new
stations in Asheboro
and Mebane,
N. C. amAction
Oct. 29.
■ Granted
by Rensselaer
nic Institute,request
and extended
to Oct.Polytech31 time
to file replies to comments of Broadcast
Bureau re petitions for leave to amend
filed by three applicants in proceeding on
applications for renewal of licenses of WPOW
Inc. (WPOW), New York, N. Y.; Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute (WHAZ), Troy, N. Y.,
and Debs Memorial Radio Fund Inc. (WEVD
main and aux.), New York, N. Y. Action
Oct. 29.
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau,
and extended from Oct. 29 to Nov. 5 final
date for filing proposed findings in Santa
Fe, N. Mex., tv ch. 2 proceeding. Action
Oct. 26.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Denied petition by Syracuse Television
Inc. on its own behalf and on behalf of all
applicants save Syracuse Civic Television
Association Inc. to reopen record to afford
them additional opportunity to present
testimony of two witnesses in Syracuse,
N. Y., tv ch. 9 proceeding. Action Oct. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Chester F.
Naumowicz, Jr.
■ Formalized by order certain agreements
made at Oct. 29 further prehearing conference in proceeding on applications of
Edina Corp. and Tedesco Inc. for new am
stations in Edina and Bloomington, Minn.,
continued certain procedural dates, and rescheduled Nov. 19 hearing for Jan. 3, 1963.
Action Oct. 29.
■ Granted petition by Cannon Bcstg. Co.,
and substituted following dates for those
specified in Sept. 18 order in proceeding on
its application for new am station in Woodbury, Tenn.: informal exchange — Nov. 30;
formal exchange — Dec. 24; notification of
witnesses
— Jan. Oct.
2, 1963
14, 1963. Action
29. and hearing — Jan.
■ Upon request of parties, continued Oct.
26 prehearing conference to Oct. 29 in proceeding on applications of Edina Corp. and
Tedesco Inc. for new am stations in Edina
and Bloomington, Minn. Action Oct. 25.
■ Scheduled further prehearing conference for Oct. 26 in proceeding on applications of Edina Corp. and Tedesco Inc. for
new am stations in Edina and Bloomington,
both Minnesota. Action Oct. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Rescheduled Oct. 26 hearing for Oct. 31,
and canceled Nov. 13 prehearing conference
in proceeding on am application of General
Communications Inc. (KXKW), Lafayette,
La. Action Oct. 26.
■ Scheduled further hearing for Nov. 26
in proceeding on applications of Hayward F.
Spinks and Greenville Bcstg. Co. for new
am stations in Hartford and Greenville,
both Kentucky, respectively. Action Oct. 25.
■ By memorandum opinion and order in
proceeding on applications of Central Coast
Television and Santa Maria Telecasting Corp.
for new tv station to operate on ch. 12 in
Santa Maria, Calif., dismissed petition for
relief by Santa Maria Telecasting implying
that Central Coast was responsible for certain broadcasts and newspaper items erroneously announcing or suggesting that commission has Action
already Oct.
granted
application.
25. Central Coast's
■ Granted petition and supplement by
Delaware Valley Bcstg. Co. (WAAT), Trenton, N. J., to extent of accepting Oct. 8
amendment to its application, which would
make changes in DA system, and removed
amended application from hearing docket
and returned to proceeding line; retained in
hearing status applications of Asbury Park
Press Inc. (WJLK) , Asbury Park, and City
of Camden (WCAM), Camden, both New
Jersey, and scheduled further hearing for
Oct. 30. Action Oct. 24.
■ Granted petitions by South Mississippi
Bcstg. Co. for leave to amend its application
for new am station in Mississippi City,
Miss., to (1) reflect resignation of Holton
D. Turnbough from certain corporate officerships and directorships, and disposition by
him and his wife of certain corporate stockholdings; and (2) to change operation proDA-D, allfrom
5 kw, hours;
1 kw
(C.H.), posedtoon 1520
1 kwkc,during
daytime
removed amended application from hearing
and returned to processing line; retained in
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

hearing statusmunications
application of General ComAction Oct. 23. Inc. (KXKW), Lafayette, La.
■ Issued memorandum of rulings made at
Oct. 10 and 19 oral arguments denying petitions by Radio Station WRSA Inc. for leave
to amend its application for new am station
in Troy, N. Y., to permit applicant to prove
its financial qualifications; date for appeal
from denials would date from release of
this memorandum; application is in conam proceeding
in Docs. 14617
et al. ActionsolidatedOct.
23.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Oct. 30
KXII (TV), Texoma Bcstrs. Inc., Ardmore, Okla. — Granted license for tv station.
KBBO, Yakima Bcstg. Co., Yakima, Wash.
— Granted assignment of license from James
J. Christenson, Fred G. Maloney and Kye
Harris to company of same name.
WQDY Calais, Me. — Granted acquisition
of positive control by John H. Vondell Jr.
through
purchase of stock from Wesley J.
Wentworth.
WILDcense toBoston,
Granted and
mod. remote
of lichange Mass.
studio— location
control point.
WLBH-FM
install
new ant.Mattoon, HI.— Granted cp to
WPHBant. Philipsburg,
Pa— Granted cp to
move
and trans, location.
KROD El Paso, Tex.— Granted cp to make
changes in nighttime DA system.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: WTCN
Minneapolis, Minn., to Dec. 15; KUDL Kansas
City, Mo., to Feb. 1, 1963; WVIC (FM) East
Lansing, Mich., to May 15. 1963.
Actions of Oct. 29
KBAB, The James R. and Barbara J.
Roberts Co.,
Granted assignment of cpIndianola,
to CharlesIowaL.— Hamilton
Sr.
and Mildred B. Hamilton (husband and
wife) ; consideration $3,500.
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.— Granted extension of completion date to April 29, 1963.
Actions of Oct. 26
WHAG, Regional Bcstg. Co., Halfway,
Md. — Granted license for am station.
WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.— Granted license covering installation of new trans,
and change in studio location.
WILI Willimantic, Conn. — Granted license
covering installation of old main trans,
as aux. trans, daytime and alternate main
nighttime at main trans, site with remote
control operation.
WJLB Detroit, Mich. — Granted license
covering use of old main trans, as alternate main nighttime trans, and aux. daytime at main trans, site with remote control operation.
*WKSU-FM Kent, Ohio— Granted license
covering change in frequency, ERP, ant.trans. location, studio location, remote control point and ant. height, and installation
of new trans, and ant.
WGAU-FM Athens, Ga.— Granted license
covering change in frequency, installation
of new ant. and increase in ERP.
WGBI-FM Scranton, Pa. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, and ant.,
and changes in ant. system and ant. height.
WKAQ-FM San Juan, P. R.— Granted license covering change in ERP and ant.
height,
and installation of new trans, and
ant.

■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WFNY Racine, Wis.; WKBC-FM
North Wilkesboro, N. C; WIL-FM St.
Louis, Mo.; condition; WIST-FM Charlotte.
N. C, and change type trans.; WKTM
North Charleston, S. C, and specify type
trans.; *WICR Indianapolis, Ind.
■ Granted licenses for following vhf tv
translator stations: K07CU, Virginia City
T. V. Booster Club, Virginia City, Mont.;
K06AC, Stacey TV Club, Volborg, Mont.;
K12BL, Town of Holyoke, Colorado,
Holyoke, Colo.; K02BO, K03AU, K04BN,
K05BG, K06BS, K07CT, K08CQ, K09CU,
K10CY, K11DB, K12CO, K13CY, County of
Wayne,
Torrey, Utah.
Loa, Hanksville
and
RuralTeasdale,
Wayne County,
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
power and installation of new trans, for
following stations: WKAI Macomb, 111.;
WJLBton, N. (main)
ClayM., and Detroit,
changes Mich.;
in ant.KLMX
and ground
systems; WJTN (main) Jamestown, N. Y.;
WIBU Poynette, Wis.; WHVF Wausau, Wis.;
WHBU
trans. Anderson, Ind., and specify type
■ Granted licenses covering use of old
main trans, as aux. trans, at main trans,
site for following stations: WJRI Lenoir,
N. C; WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.
■ Granted licenses covering changes in
ant. system for following stations: WFIDFM Rio Piedras, P. R.; WFLS FredericksNorthburg, Va. Tillamock T. V. Translator Inc.,
Rockaway and vicinity, Ore. — Granted cp
for new uhf tv translator station, on ch. 77,
to translateOre.programs of KOIN-TV (ch. 6)
Portland,
Actions of Oct. 25
■ Granted SCA on multiplex basis for
following stations: KZAM (FM) Seattle,
Wash.;
tion. WMVA-FM Martinsville, Va.; condiamKCAD
station.Abilene, Tex. — Granted license for
KMAPcense for (FM)
Dallas,(specify
Tex.— main
Granted
lifm station
studio
and remote control point).
WGIV Charlotte, N. C— Granted license
coveringlocation,
change changes
in hours inof ground
operation,system,
ant.trans.
installation of DA-N and new trans., and
operation by remote control while using
non-DA.
KMAPcense (FM)
Dallas, Tex.—
licovering changes
in ERPGranted
and ant.
height, installation of new ant. and redescription of studio and remote control
site.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new
trans, for following stations: WFKY Frankfort, Ky.; WGAP Maryville, Tenn.; WISP
Kinston,
C, and
changechanges
in ant.-trans.
location, N.
studio
location,
in ant.
system and deletion of remote control.
■ Granted licenses covering use of old
main trans, as aux. trans, at main trans,
site for following stations: WGGG Gainesville, Fla.; WFIX Huntsville, Ala.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown:
WCUE Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, to Jan. 24,
1963; KETX Livingston, Texas, to Jan. 2,
1963; WEUP Huntsville, Ala., to Jan. 2,
1963; WNSH Highland Park, 111., to May
15, 1963; WCHI Chillicothe, Ohio, to Jan.
16, 1963; WELW Willoughby, Ohio, to Jan.
Continued on page 91
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25(* per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales Su, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, fl.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help Wanted — Management
Major market key station of successful
Negro chain Is looking for a dynamic sales
manager. If you are a radio salesman with
a successful record this is your opportunity
to move into management with a growing
chain. Box 900P, BROADCASTING.
Combination manager-commercial manager
wanted for single station Virginia market.
Must have good sales record. Box 148R,
BROADCASTING.
Executive salesmen, management experience, proven sales background (age 30-45).
Full time travel. (Home weekends). Protected localised territory. Residence In territory required; preference given residents
of available territories; "Dakota's-Minnesota-Wisconsin;" "Intermountain;" "Nebreska-Iowa-Kansas-Missouri;" Other territories also available. Openings immediately, personal interviews required. Extensive field training provided. Salary, commis ion-Incentive plan. Earnings unlimited.
Major medical, other benefits. Resume, references, pix; Community Club Awards,
Westport, Connecticut.
Sales
Salesman needed. Good west Texas market.
Sky the limit. Salary and commission. Must
be capable and reliable. Give details first
letter. Box 113R, BROADCASTING.
All country California medium market daytimer needs salesman. Excellent working
conditions. 1st ticket helpful but not necessary. KVRE, 2555 Bennett Avenue, Santa
Rosa, California.
First phone combination man wanted by
Florida daytimer. Work in sales or announcing. Send resume and tape to WFTN,
P. O. Box 10, Ft. Walton Beach, Florida.
No phone calls please.
Announcer-salesman. Strong on selling, but
must be adequate mike man. A real opportunity to become a vital part of a growing New Jersey Station. Box 384P, BROADCASTING.
Two salesmen needed by number one rated
station in the heart of Texas. Must be able
to sell in competitive market. Will be paid
commission against guarantee. Growing
station with winning sound. Grow with it.
Bill Dahlsten, General Manager, KAWA,
Box 482, Waco, Texas.
Salesman wanted by progressive, good
sounding station 75 miles from Chicago.
Station 15 years old. Part of community,
successful, rates number one in six county
area. Commission against guarantee. Pension
plan, hospital insurance, fringe benefits.
Base of a growing organization that will
let you grow with it. Write Bill Dahlsten,
General Manager, WLPO, LaSalle, Illinois.
Salesman wanted. No. 1 station, medium
market. The opportunity is great, $10,000
or more if you are willing to work. Enclose
record of past performance. Box 96R,
BROADCASTING.
Pre-sold accounts in central Illinois need
imaginative servicing. Commission, with
chance of advancement on performance.
Write Manager WEIC, Charleston, Illinois.
Announcers
Washington D.C., exceptional opportunity
for experienced local newsman. Send tape
and background. Box 149R, BROADCASTING.
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Announcers

Announcer and combination engineer-announcer wanted for small Virginia market.
Send
tape with resume. Box 147R, BROADCASTING.

Jackson,encedMichigan
new announcer.
daytimer. Experinumber one — staff
WRST,
Box 380, Jackson, Michigan.
Staffing new NBC outlet, northern Arizona.
Require announcers, salesmen, sportscaster,
bookkeeper-receptionist. KEYNO, Box 1543,
Globe, Arizona.
Help! Combo 1st phone emphasis on announcing, WTHM, Box 1530, Lapeer, Michi-

Announcer-salesmen. Leading major market
am-east coast with policy of using announcer-salesmen ne ds 3 good men. Excellent income. No. 1 station in market. Major
group operation. Box 31R, BROADCASTING.
Top Chain continually on lookout for top
airmen with format experience. Believable
personality and creativity important qualifications. To be considered send tape and
resume to Box 834K, BROADCASTING.
Top 40 dj's. Tape and details at once.
Steady, good working conditions. Box 115R,
BROADCASTING.
Good music format station in major eastern
market has excellent opening for announcer. Must have tight production board
ability with warm mature voice. Experience
required, working knowledge of production tapes useful. Send resume and tape
to Box 107R, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for capable, ambitious firstticket combo man with one-station market
250. Friendly community, middle of the
road format. Tape, resume to Box 62R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. If you are aboveaverage and want creative work with pros,
we offer a steady job with fringe benefits
and profit
sharing.
Eastern fulltime-regional.
Box 123R,
BROADCASTING.
Number one rated CBS affiliated station in
the high plains area needs a good announcer with a first class license— accent on
announcing. Send tape, resume to Box
129R, BROADCASTING.
Central Kentucky daytimer has permanent
position open for announcer in solid music
and news operation. Send resume and audition tape. Box 134R, BROADCASTING.
Adult good music format station on Floridas
gold coastnouncerneeds
goodMustall bearound
anwith ticket.
strong staff
on news
and versatile on commercials. No personality kids, no maintenance, only experienced need apply — good salary. Box 158R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first phone, engineering unimportant. Good pay, good morale, top rated
power station. Good opportunity. Write,
phone, KAHR, Redding, California.
Flagship station of midwest Stuart Radio
Group has
announcer. Sendimmediate
resume andopening
tape: OrvforKoch,
KFOR, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Announcer for 6:00 PM to midnight shift on
leading station in booming Black Hills market. No rock and roll. Thirty-eight hour,
six-day work week. Good salary, plus fringe
benefits. Send complete resume and tape
with first letter to: Norm Heffron, KOTA
P.O. Box 1752, Rapid City, South Dakota.
Immediate opening combo man no maintenance required. Opportunity for person
who prefers announcing. WBEC, Pittsfield,
Mass.
Quality CBS radio station seeking applications from quality announcers with first
class licenses. Expanding am adding fm.
Fine opportunity to continue education at
beautiful East Carolina College. J. T. Snowden, Jr.. WGTC, Greenville, N. C.

Chief engineer-announcer position opening
soon. Present engineer being promoted
within chain. Applicant must be sober, dependable, and commucinty minded. Above
gan.
averagemarket
pay andstation.
opportunity
progressive
small
Send inresume
to J.
Ardell Sink, General Manager, WKSK, West
Jefferson, North Carolina.
Great opportunity. Our extensive, expandsports coverage
demands
a top-notch
sportsing back
up man. Play
by play
covering
all sports
on
one
of
the
nation's
tions, also dj work. Send resume, great
tape staand
photo to WMBD RADIO, Peoria, Illinois.
We need a morning man who is willing to
work. He must have experience, be dependable, and looking for a position with
rapid advancement. In return we will give
him a free room, at one of the best motels
on the east coast, with Indoor and outdoor
swimming pool, free tv, putting green and
restaurant — plus $65 a week to start. Our
station is 20 minutes from Washington D.C.
in Charles County, Maryland. Send resume
and tape to WSMD, Waldrof, Maryland.
Immediate opening. Need mature voiced
dependable announcer who can deliver selling commercial. Must be good board man.
Better than average salary on areas. Dominant station. Send recent tape, photo and
complete resume of experience and personal
qualifications to Hal Barton, WTAD and
KHQA TV, Quincy, Illinois.
Top 40 man for WRBC Jackson, Mississippi.
Must Guthrie,
be from Mgr.
Miss, or Alabama. Contact
Herb
The top rated station in Peoria, Illinois, Is
adding a drive time personality. Must be
experienced, top rated and bright sounding.
Also adding mobile news man. Must be
experienced, and have a feeling for local
news. Send tape and complete resume to:
WIRL, Peoria, Illinois.
Cape Canaveral nouday-timer
adding
anncer-salesman. Al around man
needed.
WRMF, Titusville, Florida.
Technical
Engineer, first ticket. Prefer combo, but
not necessary. Write resume to WINI, P. O.
Box 336, Murphysboro, Illinois.
Chief engineer, am-fm, eastern metropolitan
area. Salary $150 a week for good man.
Send resume, education and experience with
picture. Box 87R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — news station, Chicago area.
KW fm-am directional. State experience
and
salary. WNSH, Box 1430, Highland Park,
Illinois.
Combo man — not over 24 hours per week
boardwork.
paper engineed. Must beNotableinterested
to handlein maintenance.
tucky. tape, qualifications and salary reSend
quirements to WNVL, Nicholasville, KenBROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others
Have immediate opening on Illinois regional
production staff for a creative male writer
who has a good commercial voice. Box
852P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — professional radio journalist
dedicated to the proposition that his job
depends on getting local news first. We
have equipment, do you have desire and
ability?
CASTING.Eastern regional. Box 3R, BROAD-

Sales

Production assistant who can edit music
and speech tapes, has knowledge of mike
placement and recording equipment and
1st phone; announcing ability desirable.
Send sample work if possible. Will not be
returned. Box 99R, BROADCASTING.
Southern radio station wants a news editor
willing to work. Must be experienced newscaster, have previous experience, possess a
mature voice and authoritative delivery.
You'll join
solid,
pioneering
resume,
tapea and
recent
photo tostaff.
Box Send
76R,
BROADCASTING.
Mobile newsmen. Should also know announcing, top 40 station. Steady. All inCASTING. formation first letter. Box 114R, BROADNewsman with good background for major
upstate New York market . . . Albany,
Schenectady and Troy. Send resume and
tape. Box 161R, BROADCASTING.
Radio newsman must be able to gather
news. Should be competent, newscaster and
good interviewer. Contact Tom Frawley,
WHIO, Dayton.
Continuity and traffic girl-some air work.
KDDI, Cody, Wyoming.
Immediate opening for local news editor
and broadcaster. WVOS, Liberty, New York.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Need a selling manager? Offering thirteen
years, documented sales and administrative
success record. Want full responsibility
only. Qualified, mature and employed. Box
995P, BROADCASTING.
Capable and highly versatile professional
seeking management of absentee owned
station. Know radio from every angle. First
phone.able,Plenty
of experience,
sober, used
to hard workhonest,
and relilong
hours. Box 39R, BROADCASTING.
35 year old announcer-p.d.-salesman. Many
years radio and television. Looking for position in management, or with view to same.
Box 61R, BROADCASTING.
Riding a dead horse? Mgr. with imagination
and know-how. Proven record in small,
medium, and metro markets. Have worked
with the best. Get back in the race — write
Box 116R, BROADCASTING.
Native midwesterner now on west coast.
Eighteen years heavy, highly successful
sales and management experience — seven in
radio and tv station management/ownership. Available as management executive.
Finest
ing. references. Box 124R, BROADCAST-

Will relocate. Arizona preferred. Now selling for large midwest station. Box 105R,
BROADCASTING.
Sales engineer desires position broadcast or
electronic manufacturer. Have proven sales
record with major firm. Aggressive, responsible, sober. Will relocate. Box 126R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced broadcast salesman desires position with radio station. Possibility of buying in at future date. Box 143R, BROADCASTING.
Director or sales development for group
operations — specialist in developing major
sales presentations, market research project and impliment sales plans for group
or individual stations. Top experience in all
phases radio and television. Box 156R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
salesman
or dependable,
sales manager, radio ortime
tv. Top
billings,
neat, married, producer. South California,
only. 28006 Acana road, Pkias Verdes Estates, California. Phone 377-4256.
Announcers
Announcer dj. Family man. 2 years experience. Will relocate permanently. Authoritative sound. Hard worker, good board. Box
656P, BROADCASTING.
Polished air personality. Willing worker,
available at once. Have third phone. Box
64R, BROADCASTING.
Seeking first position. Trained, college graduate, draft exempt. Musician, mature, enthusiastic, production conscious. Rewrite,
on the spot. Box 106R, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer seeks relocation. Three
years experience in radio and television
announcing, engineering and construction.
College
CASTING.and first phone. Box 110R, BROADDisc jockey announcer. No floater or prima
dona; sincere; creative; wants to settle,
some experience; tight board. Box 119R,
BROADCASTING.
Just what you've been looking for. A new
personality for women's programs, training includes
singing and
with courses
band, mc'ing,
semester
of college
in all
phases of announcing. Own car; willing to
travel. Box 121R, BROADCASTING.
2 years in radio sales; would like to get
job as announcer /dj. Have 2 years as rodeo
announcer. Single; age 22. Will locate.
Contact: Jim Andrews, 4810 N. Mueller St.,
Bethany, Oklahoma. Phone Su 9-5205.
Family man seeks first position as anRadio schoolWill
graduate.
WantTape,
securitynouncer.
and future.
relocate.
resume. Write or call W. W. Fentress, 2305
6-6570.
Dixie Hwy., Louisville 16, Ky. SPring
Young 44 year old announcer available.
Sports, news and music. Your advantage to
contact D. J. McNally, 138 Market, Mt.
Clemens, Michigan, for tape.

CP holders, station owners; Experienced
"launching"
manager,
former
owner, experiavailable now. Know
station
operation,
ence to 50kw. Manager, assistant or pd.
Prefer
small-medium market. Box 146R,
BROADCASTING.

Announcing school graduate: Ohio college
grad; 25, military finished, news and sports
announcer looking for first job. Eager and
willing to work hard. Prefer Ohio and
Penn., but will relocate anywhere. Tape
and resume on request. Write or phone Bob
Hutton, 91 Lloyd Road, Montclair, New
Jersey. PI 4-6385.
Announcer/program director with top 40
and good music experience. First phone/
good production ldeas/veteran/married. Box
81R, BROADCASTING.

Creative! Exceptional salesman! Successful
general manager. 38, college, married. MiniING. mum five figures. Box 136R, BROADCAST-

Negro announcer; young, college graduate,
mass communications major, A.F.R.S., experienced. News, dj., personality or modern
formats. Available immediately. Box 98R,
BROADCASTING.

Results in management, with know-how and
getting the job done. Not a desk man. Will
prove
sales can be made. Box 139R, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, dj, experienced, talented. Seeking position in northeast U.S. Strong on
top 40 and record hops. Contact Joe Swing,
259 N. Midland Ave., Nyack, New York.
Large chain PD desires quality operation,
sober management. Fifteen years sports,
staff, administrative. Phone George, 501782-5951, write Box 937P, BROADCASTING.
Wide awake morning man. . . versatile dependable, willing to follow direction. Box
122R, BROADCASTING.
Top rated personality, real pro. Am used to
being number one. Program director, news
director, experience. Married. Box 130R,
BROADCASTING.
Aspiring announcer wants that first job.
Speech background, some college, third
phone. Box 131R, BROADCASTING.
Attention choosy fm stations — choosy anncrpd with major market am & fm experience,
knows both Buxtedude and Marconi (1st
ticket), will help put (or keep) you tops in
field. Box 133, BROADCASTING.
No. 1 rated teen-jock desires return to Ohio
radio. Wife and child to support — payments
to make therefore, job helpful. Can your
stationBROADCASTING.
use a 50% hooper? I've got it Box
135R,
Experienced first phone announcer desires
position in northern California (stations
near San Francisco preferred). Box 138R,
BROADCASTING.
Attention Baltimore — one of America's funniest or isHe itwasmostrecently
ignorant
dj's a isjobnowat
available.
offered
NBC in the animal cracker division. As this
original or is it aboriginal showman once
said "remember friends, if you must be
blue begram inaadvance.
bright blue!"
He heprepares
Oh yes,
has a profirst
phone,
but
who
cares
about
"them
Live shipment guarenteed! Boxgrapes?"
144R,
BROADCASTING.
No substitute for experience. Six years all
phases. Best references including Boston.
Prefer New England. Tapes available. Box
145R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/ dj, newscaster. Experience,
tight productional fast board. Family man.
Will re-locate. Box 151R, BROADCASTING.
Young man 24, beginner seeks start as a
radio announcer. Box 152R, BROADCASTING.
9 years experience — announcing, play by
play and p.d. 28, college graduate and
married. manding
Seeking
station and
deexcellent sportsminded
character, versatility
dependability. Box 154R, BROADCASTING.
Positively need employment. Have ability,
experience,
and good references. Box 163R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj . . . married 3 years experience-network affiliates. Wants to settle
down with station that offers fuure. Box
164R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, engineer, 1st phone, 5 years experience. No echo, no shout. Good music
only. Box 165R, BROADCASTING.
Major college sportscaster, seeks basketball
play by play. Presently working football
in large
market. Prefer east, southeast. Boxeastern
166R, BROADCASTING.
Manager needs job for versatile announcer
in midwest,
of changeswith
within
station. We havebecause
an announcer
3 years
experience available immediately. Tight
production, board, news, play by play,
drawt exempt, Hugh Dickie, Manager,
WTMB Tomah, Wisconsin.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Have first phone, experienced, will travel.
Prefer southwest. High I.Q., veteran, no
drifter. Keith Balfour, 6239 Stefani Drive,
Dallas 25, Texas. EM 1-0337.
Announcer and/or p.d. Brigh sound, 7 years
experience. Will boost ratings. Any format.
Brad Harris, 277 Van Siclen Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Hyacinth 8-5479.
Due to format change we have available for
immediate placement top Negro Gospel
personality. For information phone WABQ,
Cleveland, Ohio — CHerry 1-7555. Burt Noble.
Experienced 1st phone announcer. Experienced in programming, news, and farm director. Also copywriter, remote and interviews. 36, family, prefer Iowa. References
furnished. Dwaine Brewington, 104 Maple
Street, Janesville, Iowa. VAlley 6-2624.
Young man looks for advancement. Three
years broadcast experience, two years chief
engineer. Box 112R, BROADCASTING.

We want to place experienced combo man,
now employed, available soon. Announcer,
chief tails
engineer's
background,
For decontact WCUB,
Manitowoc,vet.Wisconsin.
Capable, conscientious chief engineer.
Twelve years radio, television. ConstrucING. tion experience. Box 94R, BROADCAST-

YOUR

HANDY

First phone desires change, prefer east of
Mississippi River. Presently employed as
assistant te chief on am, fm, multiplex.
Two and a half years experience am, fm
and tv. Write Box 979P, BROADCASTING.
First phone license. Two years 1000 watt
station.
CASTING.No announcing. Box 157R, BROADHave 1st class ticket, radio-tv servicing and
comm. school graduate. 2 years college, 2
years as technician. Eastern Pa. only. Box
160R, BROADCASTING.

CLASSIFIED

AD ORDER

FORM

ISSUE DATE(s)
□ TF (until forbid)
RATES
□ Situations Wanted — 20# per word — $2.00 minimum (Payments in advance)
□ Help Wanted — 25$ per word — $2.00 minimum
□ Display ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED to BUY
advertising require display space. Situations Wanted — (Payment in advance)
□ I" □ 2"
□ 3"
□ 4"
□ other
□ All other classifications 30? per word — $4.00 minimum
(No charge for blind box number)
Indicate whether Radio or TV
HELP WANTED
□ management
□ sales
□ announcers
□ technical
□ production-programming
SITUATIONS WANTED
□ management
□ sales
□ announcers
□ technical
□ production-programming

□ Radio
FOR SALE

□ TV

□ equipment
WANTED TO BUY
□ stations
□ equipment
ADDITIONAL CATEGORIES
□ Instructions
□ Business Opportunity
□ Miscellaneous

Situations Wanted — (Confd)

Production — Programming, Others
Experienced announcer-dj, available now.
Bud Hamod, 568 Mathew, Gary, Indiana.
Ready late Jan. for radio/tv broadcasting,
producing,
public affairs
and/or women's
interest to utilize
my background
in news
reporting European work travel, broadcasting, education and interpretative work for
community health, counseling youth services and travel promotion. Single, 35. Box
140R, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — considered outstanding journalist
in gathering, editing, airing by current am
employer in major market. Family man;
mid 30's;
re-locate
to tv or radio operation. Boxwill137R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director desires relocation. Ioffer: 13 years broadcast experience, proven record, ability, organizational
knowhow all phases; air trick included.
Good music operation only. Prefer east.
Box 605P, BROADCASTING.
Young newsman, 4 years experience, gathering, writing, reporting. Prefer northeast
ING.
or mid-Atlantic. Box 155R, BROADCASTBroadcasting's finest copywriter is available. Male. Commercial voice. Outstanding
production. Box 108R, BROADCASTING.
For bright, creative radio copy that sells
contact me. Top 30 metro market experience. Box 95R, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
TV ownership opportunity for aggressive
part-owner-manager
for Spanish
new tv language
application west coast. Prefer
knowhow. Substantial market. Complete
engineering site, financing available. Only
modest cash needed for association. Telephone 503-364-4975, or reply to Box 162R,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Immediate opening, aggressive, experienced
local sales manager, CBS, ABC, NBC, affiliations, single station market, 35,000 sets, the
man we want must be strong in sales ideas,
able to lead and handle men, and like civic
activities. He wants a permanent position,
he is most likely presently employed in a
two or three station market of medium size.
This station is located in the heart of
Idaho's ofwonderland.
Good and
troutsnow
fishing,
all
kinds
hunting, water
skiing,
and all other outdoor recreation close by.
Good guarantee commission on own sales
plus over-ride. Send complete resume, references, picture, etc., to Gordon Glasmann..
KLIX TV, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Announcers

COPY

Announcer — opening for thoroughly professional versatile announcer capable of doing
local level
vision,sports
Savannah, show.
Georgia.WSAV Radio-TeleTechnical
(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
NAME

COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $
83

□ Bil

Wanted experienced tv studio engineer.
Must have 1st phone. State experience and
salary requirements first letter. Box 78R,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer with experience backup,
heavy on maintenance, willing to work. We
have G.E. tv transmitter and cameras. Need
immediately. Contact John H. Marshall, Jr.
KICA TV, Clovis, New Mexico. Also need
assistant chief with maintenance experience.
Technician for tv studio work. Personal
interview required. WICS-TV, East Capitol
Avenue, Springfield, Illinois. Attention J,
Merritt, 523-528-0465.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Immediate
opening duty
for experienced
neer. Transmitter
plus studio engiand
transmitter maintenance. C. A. Parrott,
Chief Engineer, WTVM, Columbus, Georgia.
Desire to add experienced engineer with
first phone for 5kw am and fm. Collins,
Gates, Muzak, and IGM automation install
smaller SCA installations, help service
them. Salary 95 weekly plus extra for each
SCA installations. State age, experience,
military status, references, education, and
photo. Write KBIM, Box 910, Roswell, New
Mexico.
Competent studio engineer with VTR exwanted byposition.
progressive
VHF Chief
station.perience
Permanent
Contact
engineer, WJBF, Augusta, Ga.
Expert television engineer, familiar with
Gates low power television transmitter,
needed. No six week license boys need aponly aallwell
trained technician
wanted.ply,Give
information
including ispicture
and salary requirements in first letter. Send
to Gene Hendryx, KVLF-TV, Alpine, Texas.
Wanted, experienced engineer for position
with full power VHF channel 2 station in
Montana's
largestand
metropolitan
area, close
to good hunting
fishing. Maintenance,
operation, planning and installation. Pleasant working conditions in ultra modern
new studios. For information call 252-5611
or write to Grant French, KOOK-TV,
Billings, Montana.
Production — Programming, Others
Production manager, southwestern VHF
seeks skilled director with leadership ability
to head production operations and make
our production absolutely tops in sharp 3station market. Will fill this position as soon
as right man found, no sooner, no later.
Tell your story to Box 847P, BROADCASTING.

Six months television experience backed
by three years of radio. Write Box 111R,
BROADCASTING.

Midwest tv station needs experienced continuity writer. Send samples, photo, resume,
salary expected. Box 132R, BROADCASTING.
Newsman needed at once. Cover beat and
telecast same. Will consider experienced
radio man who is ready to break into television. Send tape, photo, resume and salary
expected
Lima, Ohio.to Sam Fitzsimmons, WIMA-TV,
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Native midwesterner now on west coast.
Eighteen years heavy, highly successful
sales and management experience — seven in
radio and tv station management/ownership. Available as management executive.
Finest
ING. references. Box 124R, BROADCASTPreferably southwest! Solid background in
management (general and commercial).
Full knowledge every phase broadcasting.
Top-notch record with leading film distributor. Very best references. Available at once.
Contact Ray Dorsey, 335 Littlejohn, Beaumont, Texas. Phone TE 8-0103.
Sales
Need Help? A tv sales manager with 11
year National Rep. and station experience
in Network and National-local spot sales
is now available. Top industry references
will guarantee ability and background.
Check and see! Box 159R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Children entertainer. Over 12 years experience including 6 years tv. Experienced in
tv production, hosting live shows, ad-lib
commercials and client contact. Presently
employed. If your station demands personality with bright program and high ratings,
I'm your man. Box 128, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 10 years radio and tv including
sports — family man. Box 142R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

Production — Programming, Others
Director, U.
writer,
announcernow.
wantsBoxposition
western
S. Available
118R,
BROADCASTING.
35 year old announcer-p.d. -salesman. Many
years radio and television. Looking for
position in management, or with view to
same. Box 61R, BROADCASTING.
Director . . . for major eastern market.
Must have creative ability, at least one
year directing experience, thorough knowledge and strong background in tv production. Good educational background necessary. Send complete resume. Box 153R,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment
Film scratches and dirt showing on your
tube? A lot of stations got rid of them by
using Piclear — You can too. Piclear, Inc.,
905
8-9258.Palmer Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y. OW
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.,
BC-604
Conelrad. Also
A. M.
monitorcrystals
service.andNationwide
unsolicited
testimonials praise our products and fast
service. Eidson Electronic Company, Box
31, Temple, Texas.
Thermometer, remote electrical; enables
announcer to read the correct outside temperature from mike position. Range 0-120
deg. F. Installed in less than an hour. Send
for brochure. Electra-Temp. Co., Box 6111,
San Diego 6, Calif.
Transformers— 3 only — 4000VDC, 600 ma.,
CCS. honor
Chicagothe P-4353.
New.received.
$200.00 each.
We
will
first POs
FOB Los
Alamos Sales Company, Box 795, Los
Alamos, New Mexico.
Recording blank 16". Clearance sale price
of 30 for $13, plus postage. Send cash, check
or C.O.D. order to Sam Dudas, Box 215,
Doerun, Georgia.
Xmission Line; Teflon insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. able.
Quantity
discounts.
Stock1401
list Middle
availSierra-Western
Electric,
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Continental 1 kw, UHF tv transmitter,
model PA-715, complete with tubes, without
sideband filter, very clean and in working
order, $3500, Ruth Higdon WAFG-TV,
Huntsville, Ala., 539-1783.
Used Schaffer automation unit mounted in
cabinet type rack, consisting of American
Concertone tape recorder with new Capstan
drivemotor; one silence sensing unit, one
automatic tape cue unit, one 25 cycle oscillator, one 25 cycle discraminator, one relay
power supply. Total price $500 F.O.B.,
KBLL Helena, Montana.
2-444'
self supporting,
blaw knox
in excellant
shape, insulated,
and towers',
lighting
equipment. John J. Hoke, phone RE 2-9350,
U.S. Tower & Const., Petersburg, Virginia.
For sale: Gates 101 Spotmaster, in service
less than one year. Excellent condition,
complete. Best offer over $500.00. Radio
Station WJAK, Jackson, Tennessee.
Best offer buys RCA 311-A frequency monitor 1230 crystal. Frequency conversion inNebraska. structions supplied. KHAS Radio, Hasting,

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
Model 250C-1 Gates 250 watt transmitter,
$895.00; in perfect condition; level-devel,
turntables, cartridge playbacks, antenna
tuning unit, unused transmitting tubes,
etc. A great savings. Box 167R, BROADCASTING.
Magnecord PT6-J amplifier and PT6-A
mechanism. In good condition. $250 for both
units. GL-7-D21 tubes. $100.00 each. WFMB,
Nashville, Tennessee.
Andrew
452, 220 feet.
condition.3Y8"
$675 coax,
FOB tupe
Pennsylvania.
Box Good
125R,
BROADCASTING.
Seeburg 100 library unit, new condition,
purchased
similar
"Autotrans" unit.from
ComesGates,
complete
withto Seeburg
control-amplifier unit, which cost over $100
additional. New cost over $425. Complete,
with inbuilt limiter, ready for your multiplex installation, $315.00. WTVB, Coldwater,
Michigan.
For Sale: Two Blaw-Knox self-supporting
towers 444 ft. high. In excellent condition.
Presently in place in Denver area. Buyer
would assume cost of dismantling and shipimmediately.
What's your
offer? ping.
P.O. Available
Box 5007,
Denver, Colorado.
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmiticonoscopes, 440
audio,
moniAve., ters,
N.Y.C.
tors, orthicons,
cameras. Electrofind,
Columbus
Closed circuit and broadcast television
video monitors — model change and demo
units,
used with
new 10
warranty,
8", 14",
21" — metal
cabinets,
megacycle
video17",
—
price $150.00 each and up. Call or write
Miratel Electronics, Inc., 1st St. SE&Richardson, St. Paul 12, New Brighton, Minnesota-phone number ME 3-1742.
Good, one kw Raytheon transmitter RA
1000— A, $15,000 at site, being replaced by
5 kw XTR. Telephone: J. S. Booth, Chambersburg, Pa. CO 4-7121.
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
Will buy or trade used tape and disc recordingcord,
equipment
—
Ampex.
MagnePresto, etc. Audio Concertone,
equipment for
sale.
hoe, N. Y.
Boynton Studio, 10B Pennsylvania, TuckaWanted— GE BMI-A fm, frequency and
modulation monitor any condition. Martin
Williams, 7401 East 14th Street, IndianField
apolis. strength meter for use in broadcast
band. Contact Glenn Winter, WSBA-TV,
York, Pennsylvania.
5,000 watt fm transmitter wanted. Must be
in good condition. Other pertinent equipment will be considered. Box 42R, BROADCASTING.
WANTED: Used general radio type 1931-A
modulation monitor in good condition.
Write Chris Bauer, WHBL, P.O. Box 27,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Used tv tower 750 feet or higher galvanized
guyed suitable
support
bay channel
antenna
tower top.
State12 condition,
where13
located best cash price. C. H. Fisher, Tower
Sales & Erecting Co., 6100 NE. Columbia
Blvd., Portland 18, Oregon.
Transmitter for UHF, either 1 kw or higher
power. Give specifications, condition and
price-will pay cash. WIBF, Jenkintown,
Pa. TUrner 7-5400.
Studio equipment for tv, also microwave
equipment.
Give all
detail andPa.price-will
7-5400.
pay cash. WIFB,
Jenkintown,
TUrner
Miscellaneous
Special rates to religious broadcasters 6 to
9 am daily. WMDE, Greensboro, North
Carolina.
"Stinger Series" Forty musical cappers,
stings, punctuators, newly recorded in Hi-Fi
and pressed on to pure vinyl just $9.95.
Station
Illinois. Services, 1st National Bank, Peoria,
89

Miscellaneous

ATTENTION

Christmas in Europe — 10 three and four
minute vignettes for station use or time
sales. Woman's
voice. per
Audition
mailing
costs.
Sale: $7.50-$25
stationforaccording
to power. Box 141R, BROADCASTING.
30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins training now available in New
Orleans for FCC First Class License in 6
weeks. Nationally known for top quality
theory and laboratory instruction. Elkins
Radio School of New Orleans, 714 Masonic
Temple Building, 333 Saint Charles Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you license in only school with operating 5kw station. One price includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Altanta,
Georgia.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement. Free illustrated brochure. 259
Geary St.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results.
Day and evening classes. Placement assistance. Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43
N. Y. OX 5-9245.
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phonehours
operator
license and
in six
Over
420
instruction
overweeks.
200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
Januaryences9,and April
24. For information,
refer-B.
reservations,
write William
Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Ave., Burbank,
California.
Six weeks courses in FCC first phone license, and in Announcing. Nine months
courses in Chief Engineer, Program Director, Owner-Manager. Guaranteed training
and placement service since 1947. Keegan
Technical Institute. 207 Madison, Memphis,
Tennessee.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
IMMEDIATE NEED!
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application NOW
BROADCAST
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
4825 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis 17, Minn.
90

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISERS

Effective November 5th, all WANTED TO BUT
require DISPLAY SPACE. FOE SALE STATIONS,
masthead, also requires display space.
RATES:
-$20.00
- 19.00
One time— - 17.50
13 times—
- 15.00
26 times—
52 times—

PROGRAM

TOP

DIRECTOR

For number one rated fulltimer.
Good Eastern market. Long time

inch
inch
inch
inch
TELEVISION

Help Wanted — Management

WANTED

STATION advertising will
as already indicated in our

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
per— Programming, Others
Production
per

per — Program Men
Film men
per
NEGRO
TV
Do you have program ideas
or material for Top Market
TV?

ownership. Send proof and full details fast. Salary plus rating incentive.

Not interested in high cost
extravaganzas
We

Box 45R, BROADCASTING

Production — Programming, Others
WANTED
CREATIVE RADIO WRITER

want novel, unique approach to Specialized TV
H. C. (Cal) Young, Jr.
4552 Franklin Road
Nashville, Tennessee
TW 5-5401 Or CY 7-8035
Sales

50,000 watt midwesterner interested in
writer to:
*Write Imaginative Commercial copy
*Research and Write Documentaries
*Write Unique Station Promos
Rush sample copy, pictures, resume and
and salary expected to
Box 109R, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
Production — Programming, Others
1
—
m
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=
g=
g
H
B
™
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WE ARE LOOKING FOR A UNIQUE WOMAN
She is a rare combination of intelligence, charm and talent. She is a TV
news reporter who can handle feature
material, hard news reporting, and host
a half-hour weekly public affairs program.
She is a perceptive
. . . knowledgeable
in current interviewer
affairs . . .
ambitious.
If you
meetwhothese
or
know
someone
does,qualifications
we would like
to hear from you. We have an extremely
interesting position open for a talented
news
station. woman in our major east coast
Box 834P, BROADCASTING

Opportunity for TV salesman in one of
the fastest growing markets in the S.E.
Station going into full color operation on
November 15th. Protected account Hst
available. Base salary in top 4 figure*
and commission. Only top experienced
tv salesmen need apply. AD replies will
be kept confidential— all replies will be
acknowledged. Send background, present billing, etc., to Harry C Barfield,
Station Manager, WLEX-TV, Lexington,
Kentucky, or telephone 4-8747.

Technical

ENGINEER
First phone licensee. Minimum two
years experience in TV. Write or wire
chief
Georgia.engineer, WRDW-TV, Augusta,
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

Miscellaneous

TELEVISION
SITUATIONS

WANTED

ei ra S3 O

Production — Programming, Others

WE BUY AND SELL UNUSED
BROADCAST PARTS
SAVE 10% AND MORE
Audio & Linear Taper AB Pots,
Tubes, Capacitators, Meters, Connectors PC, UG, XIR, TJA, MS, AN, DPD
and many
cast parts. other hard to find broadA-OK ELECTRONICS
P. O. Box 3850
Hollywood, California
Hollywood 5-8774
WWW
W1

SOUTH FLORIDA
Desire employment with major Radio
or Television station in the greater
Miami area.
Experienced announcer, programming
and news reporting with major market
stations. Excellent references. Now employed in New York area market. If
interested available for interview.
Box 150R, BROADCASTING
INSTRUCTIONS
EMERSON 1 COLLEGE
Fully accredited liberal arts
college. Specialization in
radio, TV, theatre arts,
speech, speech and hearing
therapy. B.A., B.S., M.A.,
M.S. degrees. Day, evening,
summer sessions. Broadcasting, announcing, writing, radio and TV production. Electronic production
studio, theatre, FM radio
station, speech and hearing
clinic. Outstanding opportunities fessional
for achieving
competencepro-in
acting, directing, and script
writing for radio and TV.
Coed. log81st
For cata-of
write:year.
Director
Admissions.
EMERSON COLLECE
303 Berkeley St., Boston 16

j

RADIO

WANTED GOOD BUY IN
COMPLETE TV STUDIO
EQUIPMENT
Must be in A-l condition
H. C. (Cal) Young, Jr.
4225 Frankling Road, Nashville Tennessee
TW 5-5401 or CY 7-8035
For Sale

TV

Station
SPEECH
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

THEATRE

For Sale
Equipment
WE BUY AND SELL UNUSED
XLR-3-13BROADCAST
connectors PARTS
$10 a dozen.
J" Tubes 4-400A $35 each; $65 a pair.
/ SAVE 10% OR MORE — We welcome
J your inquiry on all special purpose
ic and transmitting tubes.
\n
A-OK ELECTRONICS
u\
P. O. Box 3850
Hollywood,
California
Hollywood 5-8774
% P*A

kTA

- MAT

IC

• Continuous Duty Rated
• Compact, Modern, Functional Design
• Proven Reliability
^ PA kTA
ELECTRONIC
CORPORATION
6430 FREEPORT BOULEVARD
SACRAMENTO 22, CALIFORNIA ,
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962
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FLORIDA FULLTIME
Power — Good earnings — Station
Priced Right — Good Terms
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns
FLORIDA — SOUTHEAST
Fulltime — One of Florida's fastest
growing areas — Excellent terms
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns
To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
patt Mcdonald co.
P. 0. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
10M
60M
Ala
terms
single
daytime
85 M
Pa
small
medium daytime
Fla
Ca
18M
daytime
125M
65M
50M
N.Y. medium
medium daytime
fulltime
230M
metro
35M
125M
NX.
daytime
terms
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

Continued from page 85
9, 1963; WAQE Towson, Md., to Feb. 6, 1963
WRST Jackson, Mich., to Jan. 2, 1963
KCJH Arroyo Grande Calif., to Dec. 15
WISN Milwaukee, Wis., to April 21, 1963
KGBM Honolulu, Hawaii, to Dec. 31; WFTL
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., to Dec. 31; WJAC
Johnstown,
Pa.,to toJan.
May9, 8,1963.
1963; KFYR Bismarck, N. D.,
Junior Chamber of Commerce, Neligh,
Neb. — Granted cps for new vhf tv translator stations, on chs. 13 and 2, to translate
programs of KTIV (TV) (ch. 4) Sioux City,
Iowa and KOLN-TV (ch. 10) Lincoln, Neb.
Actions of Oct. 24
WRBL-FM
Ga.— Granted SCA
on multiplex Columbus,
basis.
WJTN-FM Jamestown, N. Y. — Granted
licensementcovering
(change typechanges
trans.). in trans, equipWKRC-FM Cincinnati, Ohio — Granted license covering changes in ERP, ant. height
and ant. system and installation of new
ant.
WAMO-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted license covering changes in ERP, ant. height,
type trans, and type ant.; remote control
permitted.
WBLY-FM Springfield, Ohio— Granted license covering changes in trans, location,
type trans, and ant., ERP and ant. height,
and specify type trans.
WITH, WITH-FM Baltimore, Md— Granted
licenses covering increase in D power, instal ation of new trans., change ant. -trans,
location, and make changes in ant. and
ground
system;
use trans,
of oldsitemain
aux. trans, at main
withtrans,
remoteas
control operation; use of alternate main
trans, as aux. trans, at main trans, site;
and changes in ERP, ant. height, ant.trans. location
stal ation of new and
ant. ant. system, and inWAGY-FM Forest City, N. C— Granted
license covering
in ERP and instal ation of new increase
trans.
KLIR-FM Denver, Colo. — Granted license
covering
new
trans.change in ERP and installation of
KEWI Topeka, Kan. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. patterns.
KTUX Pueblo, Colo.— Granted authority
to remain silent for period ending Jan. 2,
1963.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WMNI-FM Columbus, Ohio, and
change main studio location to Grove City,
Ohio (trans, site); WEDA-FM Grove City,
Pa.; KCLO-FM Leavenworth, Kan., and
specify type ant.; WAPC-FM Riverhead,
N. Y.; WILO-FM Frankfort, Ind.; WBEUFM Beaufort, S. C; WBUD-FM Trenton.
N. J.; KRSI-FM St. Louis Park, Minn.;
WAVQ Atlanta, Ga.; WBT-FM Charlotte,
N. C; KLZ-FM Denver, Colo., and specify
type trans. Action of Oct. 19
Barton Television Translators Inc., Barton, Md. — Granted cp for new vhf tv translator station, on ch. 13, to translate programs of WJAC-TV (ch. 6) Johnstown, Pa.
For Sale— (Cont'd)
Station
FLORIDA MAJOR MARKET
Fulltime
earnings — Located in a
terms —areaGood
growth
— Priced sensibly with liberal
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns
-STATIONS FOR SALETEXAS. Exclusive daytime. $60,000 annual
gross. Asking
$55,000
cellent terms on
balance.with 29% down. ExSOUTHWEST. Full time. Serves growing
market. Gross $40,000. Asking $70,000.
29% down. Includes site.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Daytime. Absentee
owned. Cross $103,000. Asking $150,000,
29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279
(FOR THE RECORD) 91

how do you answer the hunger in a child's
eyes, if he lives thousands of miles away?
By joining CARE's Food Crusade, you
span the world to help feed hungry school
children, orphans, refugees, disaster victims, the aged and sick, poor families.
what you do is share our farm abundance— staples donated by the U. S. Food for
Peace program. CARE adds other foods,
packs various units to match country
needs. Every $1 you give sends one
package — delivered with your name and
address, to bring a personal message of
friendship from the American people.
where need is urgent, CARE

delivers your

gifts. Multiply the dollars to your heart's
content. You cannot specify persons, but
you may choose any of these places:
Colombia, Cyprus, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Greece, Haiti, Hong Kong, Iran,
Israel, Jordan, Korea, Macau, Mexico,
Pakistan, Poland, Sierra Leone, Turkey,
West Berlin, Vietnam, Yugoslavia.

□

CARE to choose country; or

Q

I prefer

Space contributed by this publication as a public service
92
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OUR

RESPECTS

A one-time

to Robert
track

star

"A serious young man, intent on getting places in a hurry." That's a business associate's thumbnail description
of Robert L. Dellinger, vice president
of Grant Advertising Inc. and general
manager of the agency's Los Angeles
office. Judging from the fact that he
has held this position for nearly two
years and that his 33rd birthday is still
a month away, one could say that Mr.
Dellinger's intention is paying off rather
handsomely.
In defiance of the currently popular
philosophy of getting ahead in advertising without really trying, Bob Dellinger
believes in giving every assignment the
old college try. In his case, this is a
very good try indeed. When he was an
undergraduate at Indiana U., Bob was
captain of the track and cross country
teams and an All-Big-Ten mile and
two-mile runner.
No Time To Waste ■ Bob's love of
speed is not confined to the cinder
track. When he travels to Washington,
New York or Chicago he goes by jet to
get there and back the same day. One
of his office's accounts is Tidewater International, whose affairs frequently
take Bob to Europe. "When things
break
says. right, I'm back in four days," he
"Unlike the vertical agencies with big
centralized staffs, Grant is a horizontal
agency, with a cadre of specialists in
each of its thirty-eight offices who are
available to other Grant offices and
their clients when their counsel is needed," Bob explains. "In our New York
office, the specialties are fashions and
food; in Chicago's it's packaged goods
and out here on the Coast it's aerospace. The significance of this approach
is that there is a great growth potential
with Grant."
The reason that aerospace is the specialty of Grant/Hollywood is chiefly
Bob Dellinger himself. It was at a
meeting of the Aerospace Writers Assn.
that he met the manager of Grant's
Hollywood office, who hired him as
public relations director. Bob's expertise inaerospace enabled him to land
the Marquardt Corp. account for Grant
and at the same time move himself into
an account executive's berth.
Radio To The Rescue ■ Marquardt,
manufacturer of various electronic and
aerospace systems, is constantly on the
look-out for top personnel. Young Dellinger put his mind to work on the
problem, came up with Engineering
Report, a five-minute radio program
broadcast at 6:55-7 a.m. each weekday,
as an answer.
"With some 50 engineering and scientific categories — each with its trade
BROADCASTING, November 5, 1962

Lee Dellinger
has never forgotten the value of speed
journals, society meetings, pamphlets
managing editor of the humor magazine. He was also campus advertising
and direct mail — we learned that it is
extremely difficult for engineers to keep
representative for L. Strauss & Co., Inup-to-date with the rapidly advancing
dianapolis menswear store, and a sorority house hashslinger. Perhaps the prestechnology." Mr. Dellinger wrote in a
Monday Memo (Broadcasting, June
sure of these money-earning activities
was responsible for his record-breaking
29, 1959) : "Why not then an engineering-to-science news digest which the track career. "I didn't have time to
engineers and scientists could listen to walk, so I ran every place and was alwhile
driving
work?"
recalls.ways in top condition," he laughingly
At that
time toEngineering
Report had
had some 500 broadcasts on KFI Los
Graduated in February 1952, Bob
Angeles. Last week, three and a half heard that Brown-Forman, Louisville
years and 1300 broadcasts later, it was
distiller, was testing candidates for its
executive
training program. He took
still informing KFI's early morning
listeners about new technological de- the tests, did so well he was hired on
velopments, reminding them of scienthe spot . . . and went to work unloadtific and engineering society meetings
ing grain from freight cars.
Four months later, his education in
and, in a brief commercial, adding that
Marquardt always has a place for a top the way grain is turned into whiskey
man. One year ago, the program was
was interrupted for a tour of Korean
also placed on WGMS in Washington,
War duty as an Air Force lieutenant.
D. C.
He returned briefly to Brown-Forman,
"Radio is a fine medium which is too then headed for Los Angeles, where
he found a job in the advertising departoften overlooked," Mr. Dellinger comments, "but today television is the prime
ment of General Electric's apparatus
advertising medium. Whenever we
sales division. There he developed the
have a package goods item to advertise
interest in aerospace that subsequently
we start there and fill in with other
led to his joining Grant Advertising in
June 1956.
A Hustling Lad ■ Robert Lee DelSpeed has
Ahead
Dellinger's
linger
media."was born Dec. 14, 1929, in New
riseFull
at Grant
been ■ asBobrapid
as even
Albany, Ind., on the Ohio River across
he could wish. In February 1958 he
from Louisville. He went to high school
was made a vice president and account
in nearby Jeffersonville, earning his way
supervisor. After a year as head of the
as sports editor of the Evening News
agency's
Dallas office, he returned to
and as a stringer for both AP and UP.
Hollywood as chairman of the plans
At Indiana U. Bob wrote a daily col- board and No. 2 man to John Cody.
umn for the college newspaper and was
When Grant lost the Dodge account
and a merger with Robinson, Fenwick
& Haynes (a local Los Angeles agency)
failed to jell, Mr. Cody resigned and
Bob became general manager. That
was December 1960; since then the
Hollywood staff has increased from
four
12, one
the million.
office's local billings to
more tothan

Grant's Dellinger
Puts emphasis on radio and tv

Bob Dellinger is unmarried. Organization work fills his out-of-office hours.
He is president of the International Advertising Assn.'s Los Angeles chapter;
past president of the Junior Ad Club;
a governor of the Arthritis Rheumatism
Foundation (for whom he is running a
telethon next February); a director of
the Thalians; on the executive committee of the domestic trade division of the
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce;
past president, Indiana Alumni Assn.;
past director, Big Ten Club of Southern
California; active member of Aerospace
Writers Assn., International Society of
Aviation Writers. He also belongs to
the Jonathan Club, and to the Racquet
Club of Palm Springs (where he can
still play seven sets of singles in a day
and come up smiling).
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EDITORIALS
But first a message

(or messages)

. . .

A PERSUASIVE argument for the clustering of television
commercials in time reserved for that purpose has been
made by William B. Lewis, chairman of the board of Kenyon & Eckhardt. It is a radical change that he proposes,
and it is resisted, as must be expected, by most of those in
the broadcast advertising business to whom this publication
talked last week.
Yet Mr. Lewis is not entirely alone in his attraction to
the notion that commercials ought to be confined to breaks
between programs as a means of avoiding program interruptions. Variations of that arrangement are already in effect
in some foreign television systems. The one that has received the most attention here is Britains', and it was used
by Mr. Lewis as support for his argument that American
television could adapt the cluster system with profit. The
commercial tv system in Britain, he said, serves 11,500,000
homes and made a profit of $70 million in 1961. The three
U. S. television networks, serving 49 million homes, made
only $24.7 million profit in 1961.
Mr. Lewis also argued that the British system had been
proved effective in its advertising impact. Television has
become the main selling medium in England, he said, and
advertiser confidence in the cluster system is demonstrated
by the report that prime time is sold out through 1963.
There seems to be no doubt that clustering has worked
in Britain. Without testing it, there is no way to know
whether it would work here. Indeed little is known about
the effects of the limited amount of clustering that is already
practiced on U. S. television.
Among advertisers and agencies in this country there is a
general conviction that commercials tend to lose identity
when presented in groups. There is also the conviction that
American viewers turn their attention elsewhere when commercial breaks come on and that it is necessary to outwit the
audience by inserting advertising messages at unexpected
intervals in programs. To our knowledge, no body of research exists to support these widely held convictions.
Surely there would be no harm, and just possibly there
would be great good, in an experiment to discover the true
effects of various kinds of commercial placements. This is
a research gap that ought to be filled. The NAB has announced its intentions to broaden its research activities. A
good start could be a study of advertising scheduling.
What 'on-the-spot' really means
IN ITS recent rulings on application of the political broadcasting law, the FCC has moved farther and farther
toward the assumption of final editing authority over radio
and television journalism. If the trend is allowed to continue
in future election campaigns, broadcasting will be corrupted
into a soap box available to any candidate, no matter how
absurd his cause or how trivial his prospects.
It is evident that the commission is determined to do
whatever it can to negate the liberalization of the law that
was achieved in the amendment of Sec. 315 in 1959. By
ever-narrowing administrative interpretations, the FCC is
building a set of rules that are clearly intended to minimize
the freedoms the 1959 amendment sought to guarantee.
The actions of the commission demonstrate how an administrative agency can bend the law to suit its purposes.
The 1959 amendment exempted newscasts, news interviews,
news documentaries and on-the-spot coverage of news events
from application of the equal time requirements for political
candidates. It is in judging whether disputed programs fall
within those categories of exemption that the FCC has fig94

ured a way to inhibit the exercise of sound editorial judgment by broadcasters.
Take, for example, the commission's decision that Robert
L. Wyckoff, Prohibition Party candidate for governor of
California, must be given equal opportunity by broadcasters
who carried a debate between the major candidates, Edmund
Brown and Richard Nixon, before a convention of United
Press International in San Francisco. The contention of
broadcasters was that the broadcast of the Nixon-Brown
debate was on-the-spot coverage of a news event. The debate
had been arranged by UPI, would have been held whether
broadcast or not, and was an event of indisputable news
interest since it was the first face-to-face confrontation of
the two candidates.
The commission ruled that the broadcast was not exempt
from Sec. 315 with this explanation: "Whether the appearance of a candidate is designed by him to serve his own
political advantage and such appearance is ultimately the
subject of a broadcast program encompassing only his entire
appearance, such program cannot be considered to be onthe-spot coverage of a bona fide news event simply because
the broadcaster deems that the candidate's appearance (or
speech) will be of interest to the general public and, therenewsworthy."
In fore
another
decision requiring WJR Detroit to give equal
time to an obscure candidate for governor of Michigan, the
FCC provided one definition of what it thought did constitute on-the-spot coverage of a news event. "Where a congressman seeking reelection appeared in connection with a
ribbon cutting ceremony for a new highway or bridge, such
an appearance would be incidental to the actual news events
being reported and would be exempt."
From these decisions, broadcasters now have a handy
guide to the practice of journalism during political campaigns. Never mind how important the election, how significant the issues, how interested the public may be in the
principal candidates, avoid coverage of all occasions in
which these vital subjects may be intelligently explored.
While newspapers and magazines report, without obstruction
the information that the public needs to know, let radio
and television restrict their journalistic enterprise to coverage of ribbon-cutting ceremonies.
It is essential to the growth of broadcasting as journalistic
instruments and to the enlightenment of the public that the
FCC be removed from its desired role as news and program
director of American radio and television. The revision of
the Communications Act, including its Sec. 315, becomes
more necessary every day.

"Right now your camera's on a safety man backed up
against my competitor's billboard . . . what kind of product
protection is that?"
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NOW

IS

THE

TIME

IN

TO

BE

FLORIDA

In 1961, more than 12 million people left snow
shovels behind to visit sunny Florida.
83% of these families traveled by automobile
and more of them turned their car radios to
powerful W-GTO
station.

than to any other Florida

The tourist season is here again, and families
by the thousands are heading for Florida.

THEREFORE...

NOW

TO

IS

SELL

THE

TIME

FLORIDA

Located in beautiful Cypress Gardens, a major tourist
attraction and the fastest growing interurban area in the
nation, W-GTO Radio serves and sells 2,554,000 permanent residents within its half-millivolt area in addition
to the tremendous
tourists.

bonus coverage of active-buying

To sell all Florida, your best buy is . . .

THE MOST
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NATION:

50,000

COMBINATION
WATTS

AT 540

IN
kc

RADIO
CYPRESS

GARDENS

FLORIDA
FLORIDA
DIVISION OF HUBBARD
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY

BROADCASTING, INC.
EDWARD
PETRY
&

CO.

RCA's
Meet

Image

Industry's

Image quality and TV-Camera Tube
quality go hand in hand. And the star
performers in the quality department in
any TV function are RCA Image Orthicons and RCA Vidicons. In both lines,
RCA has the widest range of tubes in the
field, plus unmatched performance and
reliability characteristics.
RCA introduced the first Image Orthicon in 1946; the first Vidicon in 1952.
Over the years, RCA research and development continue to set the "standards"
of image quality for studio, closed-circuit, and remote TV. While no one camera tube possesses all of these characteristics, some of the RCA standards in-

Orthicons
Demands

and

Vidicons

for Image

clude: highest sensitivity, highest resolution, lowest lag, highest signal-to-noise
ratio, finest registration capability, greatest freedom from spurious signals, and
the most uniform tube-to-tube product.
These families of RCA TV-Camera
Tubes include units for low-light-level
work, others that double for indoor and
outdoor operation, and for color and
black-and-white. There are tubes for superior successive recording of tapes and
tubes
to suppress
undesirable
effects."TV Ghost" and other
Whatever your station requirements,
there's an RCA Image Orthicon or an

Quality

RCA Vidicon to provide superior TVpickup for your specific application. For
information on specific types, see your
authorized RCA Distributor of Broadcast Tubes. RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N. J.
Recently sent to TV-station
Chief Engineers throughout
the country, this attractive,
two-color brochure, RCA
Camera Tubes— 1 CE-262,
contains pertinent information and illustrations pointing out some of the superior
design features found in
RCA TV Camera Tubes. Additional copies may be obtained through your local
distributor.

The Most Trusted Name in Television

35 Cents

W£
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KPRC-TV,
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KPRC-TV.

IMMEDIATE
TO BE

HOUSTON?

SURE
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GET

—
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MESSAGE
AND

ACTION,

CAN'T.
ALWAYS

IMMEDIATE
SELL

NO

OVER

ONE

EVER

COMPELS
RESPONSE.

KPRC-TV.

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS (ROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE

COURTESY OF WESTERN UNION

MEN

AT

WORK

IN

THE

JOHNSTOWN-ALTOONA
MARKET

You have to believe in the potential of an area
that believes in itself. In this Johnstown-Altoona
Market, leading industries and major utilities are
plowing millions of dollars into modernization and
expansion-public and private projects are going
forward at full speed. The result— a real boost in
family buying power---a receptive audience for
your sales story.
IT'S TIME TO PUT WJAC-TV TO WORK

FOR YOU!

The most potent, persuasive salesman in this
Johnstown-Altoona Market is WJAC-TV--the
station more people watch, more of the time. And,
doesn't it stand to reason---the bigger the audience,
the greater the number of live prospects for your
product? Tell 'em . . . and sell 'em . . . via
WJAC-TV!

Get all the marketing facts from
Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

AKilmted w.lh WJAC - AM - FM
The Johnstown Tribune-Democrot Stations

"the St. Lout's Story"
. . . is the latest project of the award-winning KTVI
Public Affairs team. Locally conceived, written and
filmed, "the St. Louis Story" is a twelve-part
documentary, exploring municipal, social and
civic organizations at work in the growing St. Louis
area. From special schools for exceptional children
to the complexities of air terminal operation, each
program will document growth, change and people.
Once a month in prime time, St. Louisans see their
city from a fresh point of view. "The St. Louis
Story" is another example of KTVI programming
serving the viewer by adding dimension to the city
in which he lives.

BLAIR -TV
ST.
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LOUIS

KRLD-TV
dominance

continues

its long-established

in the Dallas-Fort

Worth

market

pattern
. . . The

of
NSI

Average Week & Four-Week Cumulative Report for August,
1962, shows that Channel 4 is 22.3% ahead of Station B
in Homes
ahead

Reached,

of Station
This

further

52.8%

you

of Station C, and 119.6%

D.

is conclusive

when

ahead

buy

proof

that your

KRLD-TV.

Sales representative will be happy
dominance for YOU.
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ad

dollar goes

Advertising

to offer a schedule

represented nationally by
Advertising Time Sales, Inc.
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Time
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r
I
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■
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STATIONS
Clyde W, Rembert, President

POWER
MAXIMUM
4

TV-TWIN

to KRLD

radio 1080, CBS

outlet with 50,000 watts
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KSYD

to Harron?

Negotiations reportedly are under
way for purchase of KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex., by Paul Harron and
associates. Mr. Harron is principal in
WKTV (TV) Utica, N. Y., and president of World Broadcasting System,
Philadelphia, radio programming service. Although confirmation was unobtainable, price being talked for KSYDTV was said to be in $2.2-2.4 million
range. Station is on ch. 6, CBS-TV
affiliate and owned by KSYD Television Co., Sidney A. Grayson, president. Hamilton-Landis reportedly is
broker.
Baltimore hearing?
Pleased over results of Chicago local tv programming hearing, FCC staff
is prepared to recommend new hearing in three-station eastern tv market.
FCC has not yet been consulted but
will be asked to approve hearing in
Baltimore. Three stations there are
WBAL-TV (owned by Hearst papers),
WJZ-TV (Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.) and WMAR-TV (Baltimore
Sunpapers) .
Major-market

pay-tv

Stepped up activity in pay-tv, particularly bywire, is predicted in wake
of last week's decision of Arkansas
Supreme Court ordering Southwestern
Bell to supply lines for pay-tv, using
International Telemeter system in Little Rock. Although further appeals
by theatre owners are indicated, reports in informed circles were that
Telemeter immediately would pursue
project in larger market — either Dallas or Houston — for wired project,
working with programming groups on
franchise basis and utilizing Bell lines.
Court decision also may expedite
other pay-tv projects, including plan
of Richard A. Moore, former president of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, to
launch major market systems in West.
Now associated with him, it's learned
is Paul McNamara, former Telemeter
executive. Still unconfirmed is report
that Edwin Pauley, Los Angeles millionaire industrialist, part owner of
ch. 2 KTVU (TV) San Francisco, and
part-owner of Los Angeles Football
Rams, is silent partner in Moore venture.
Harping on Harper plan
There's noticeably little talk among
top national advertisers about recent
suggestion of Marion Harper, head
of Interpublic and chairman of 4A's,

CIRCUITCLOSED
purchase from group which includes
that agency compensation system perJ. EIroy McCaw, Seattle broadcaster.
haps ought to be changed to cut agenNegotiating transaction is Bill Dancies in on client profits (Broadcastiels, Denver broker and station owner
ing, Oct. 22). One leading student
of agency-client relationships put it and pioneer in catv, with J. Leonard
this way in conversation at Assn. of Reinsch, executive director of Cox
National Advertisers convention last broadcasting properties. Cox recently
acquired 4,500-connection system in
week: "It's not safe to say anything
Lewistown, Pa., for $660,000.
will never happen — after all, we're
going to the moon soon. But we're a Are listeners lost?
long way from being able to measure
advertising effectiveness accurately
Commercial radio stations that have
enough to divide profits on the basis
been used by Voice of America for
Spanish-language broadcasts to Cuba
are wondering if they can recapture
// any one change is evident in re- regular nighttime audiences when they
lationships
between
advertisers
and
it."
of
revert to normal programming — peragencies, it's in that question of adhaps this week (see story page 42). For
vertiser-agency relationships — and parpast
three
weeks any listener tuning
ticularly agency compensation. Few
stations at night has heard only Voice
years ago compensation issue dominated ANA conventions. Leading ad- programs. What worries stations is
that listening habits may
vertisers were calling for at least re- possibility
have been changed so drastically that
view of traditional media commission
recovery of pre-crisis ratings may take
months.
system, and in self-defense 4A's members spent lot of time talking up virtues of commission method. Now
shoe has changed feet. There've been
C-P buys 'Girls'
some pay-system changes on individColgate-Palmolive, it's reported, has
ual client-agency basis, but now it's committed itself to Harry's Girls, halfhour series, for scheduling on NBCagencies who're talking out loud about
further revisions. In addition to Mr.
TV in 1963-64 season. This buy is
Harper's proposal (see above), 4A's
through D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis and
President John Crichton devoted full- New
York. Among C-P products
dress speech at ANA last week to narhandled
by D'Arcy: Wildroot Hair
row agency profits and troublesome
Tonic and Halo Shampoo. Program
client-relations problems, in process
has been plugged by MGM-TV, its
suggesting new changes to give extra
producer, for past three years, and,
money to agencies for handling newas one close observer puts it, "It just
product introductions (see page 34).
refused to die." Harry's Girls is comedy based to degree on MGM-TV's
Lee's code crusade
motion picture "Les Girls." Format
has
American male performer and
FCC field bureau has been monitorthree
girls touring European continent
ing commercials of stations all over
with song-and-dance act.
country at behest of Commissioner
Lee, as part of his crusade to have
FCC adopt commercial limitations of
New junior G-man
NAB code. He said no support was
William Ray, onetime station ownwon for plan at meeting with advertiser and NBC newsman in Chicago, reing agency executives in New York
portedly has been picked by FCC
(Closed Circuit, Nov. 5) but he in- Chairman Newton Minow to be
sisted they did not flatly reject idea.
FCC's new boss investigator as chief
He argues restrictions will help smallof important Complaints & Complier stations acquire national accounts
ance Div. of FCC Broadcast Bureau
—
succeeding
John Harrington who
when major outlets are "sold out."
has
been
tapped
for assistant general
Cox to acquire 2nd catv
counsel (Closed Circuit, Sept. 24).
In final stages are negotiations for
acquisition by James M. Cox interests of second catv system — 9,500connection Aberdeen, Washington facility— for about $1.5 million. Miami
Valley Broadcasting Corp. (WHIOAM-FM-TV Dayton; WSOC-AM-TV
Charlotte) is Cox company making

Both appointments need full FCC approval. Two other selections to fill
key staff vacancies also have been
tentatively made: Robert Greenberg,
of legal staff, to be assistant general
counsel and William Jensen, attorney
in Opinions & Review, to be chief of
that division.
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WEEK

FCC's Ford has new suggestion for Congress on Sec. 315
— repeal it, and give FCC responsibility for assuring broadcasters' fairness to all candidates. Political parties and
others could help write rules for fairness, he says. See . . .
LEAVE

POLITICS

TO

TV HEARING

AFTERMATH?

VOICE

IN UNION

TALKS

temporary swap with RKO. Court becomes network's last
hope for avoiding $20 million loss. See . . .
VETOES

NBC-RKO

SWAP

ENDED

RADIO-TV

PUT

DODGE

OVER

... 29

Golden West Broadcasters will take plunge into pay-tv —
but not until after two-year study of various subscription
systems. Norman Boggs, ex-president of KGIL San Fernando, named to head GWB pay-tv activities. See . . .
GOLDEN

WEST

TO TRY

PAY

TV ... 68

Idea of direct space-to-home broadcasting may not be
as fantastic as most observers believe. This is view of
one engineer who forsees satellites powerful enough to
reach home receivers of entire continents. See . . .
SPACE-TO-HOME

TV? . . . 66

Last week's election held many surprises, but its net
affect on Senate and House Commerce Committees, of
most interest to broadcasters, is minimal. Most members
of those committees will be back in 88th Congress. See . . .

... 40

Supreme Court also goes against distributors of films
offered for television. Ruling banning block booking violation of antitrust law permits stations to buy films they
want and reject "dogs." See . . .
FILM BLOCK BOOKING

in Dodge's history. New radio campaign begins today in
top 65 markets. See . . .

... 34

NBC's hopes of meeting deadline for disposing of Philadelphia properties is jarred as FCC rejects proposal for

FCC

Dodge finds radio-tv "dependable" in campaign to promote 1963 line: last month was said to be best October

... 47

Joint committee formed to look out for interests of advertisers and agencies in contract negotiations with
broadcast talent unions; actual dickering will be left to
agency representatives. See . . .
NEW

BRIEF

FCC ... 27

FCC's Chicago hearing only whetted FCC's curiosity
about local television. Commission is considering asking
all network-owned stations what efforts they make to
ascertain local programming needs. See . . .
LOCAL

IN

THE

ELECTION'S

EFFECTS

... 46

With two mobile 50 kw transmitters being installed on
Florida's Keys, Voice of America begins to talk of releasing from service 10 commercial stations that have been
broadcasting its message into Cuba. See . . .

... 62

VOICE

TO

DEMOBILIZE

... 42
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Kansas
STERLING
ASKS

ABOUT

STORE

sales— or any retail category. And, it's easy to
cover Kansas economically and effectively. One
market, the WIBW area, delivers 48.3% of the
retail drug sales. One media group delivers this
market. To insure the success of your Kansas
campaign, put your major emphasis on WIBWLAND-"the best of Kansas."

DRUG

SALES

stands up well in your analysis of drug

IN

KANSAS

RETAIL

WIBW

RADIO

1960

AREA

$43,781,000

DRUG

:

WIBW

•

1960

SALES

TV AREA
$31,505,000

9

....
=. ■
FsUsaiULLMasKac:!. ;

:

TOPEKA

I

1960

ONLY

$7,363,000

1961 $46,510,000
\
1961 $35,045,000
I
1961 $7,786,000
Net Increase
$2,729,000 • Net Increase
$3,540,000 I Net Increase $423,000
Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, June 1962
Here

are

the

wibw

a

RADIO

9

VITAMINS

TOPEKA, KANSAS
RADIO
5000 Watts at 580
CBS
RADIO
NETWORK
®TV-Channel
13
CBS -NBC -ABC
FM

RADIO

97.3 Megacycles

your

Kansas

sales

need...

The drug trade knows that you know Kansas
when you schedule WIBW Air Media. Merchandisable at all trade levels. Use all three—
WIBW-Radio, TV and FM-or the combination
that best fits your distribution pattern. Call
Avery-Knodel or the WIBW office for rates and
detailed coverage information.

Division of Stauffer Publications
Represented Nationally by

C^l)

OF SEAL
GOOD
PRACTICE

MODEL
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 A"T"
Complete coverage of week begins
on page 27 f\ |
NABET

made

party

to NBC-RKO
hearing
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians was admitted by
FCC Review Board as party Friday to
hearing on proposed exchange of NBC's
WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia for RKO
General's WNAC - AM - TV - WRKO
(FM) Boston (earlier story, page 40).
NABET contended it's party of interest because it has collective bargaining agreement for 12 WRCV-AM-TV
employes and RKO has refused to give
assurances for continuance of pension
and welfare plans. Review Board agreed
that NABET members may suffer "injury of a direct, tangible and substantial
! nature."
Former FCC patent attorney William
H. Bauer asked permission to testify in
j hearing ". . . respecting the status of
RCA's patent misuses through the commission's technical standards. . . ." Mr.
Bauer testified in 1958 before House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee and
his charges led to recommendations
I that changes be made in FCC rules.
ANA

clinic studies

tv commercial effects
Special visual effects and their importance intelevision commercials were
studied in clinic session at Assn. of National Advertisers convention Friday
(early story p. 34).
Commercials of more than dozen
companies — including Ford, Chevrolet,
Hertz, Maxwell House and Bank of
America — were shown as examples of
"tricks" and other film effect that can
add to commercial effectiveness. Session was headed by Robert Bergmann,
information director of Film Producers
Assn., and Robert Eskridge, director of
advertising and promotion for Ralston
Division of Ralston Purina Co.
New videotape techniques were to be
presented Saturday morning in special
demonstration by Video-Tape Productions of New York. Company President Howard Meleghan; Vice PresidentGeneral Manager John B. Lanigan and
Sales Manager Herbert W. Hobler also
were scheduled to show "cost-saving
ideas and equipment innovations."
Idaho tv outlets file
economic protests
Two existing tv stations Friday lodged
economic injury protest at FCC on
pending applications to transfer construction permits of KGTV (TV) (ch.
10) Pocatello and KBYN (TV) (ch.
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Nielsen stakes
Happiest tv agency in New
York is Benton & Bowles. It can
chortle over current Nielsen top
10 tv program list (see page 39).
B&B is agency of record on five
of 10 shows listed: Ben Casey
on ABC-TV for Procter & Gamble, Danny Thomas, Andy Griffith, Red Skelton Show and Dick
Van Dyke Show all on CBS-TV.
As agency of record it has supervision of programs for advertisers.
B&B also has another in top 15 —
Gunsmoke on CBS-TV.
13) Twin Falls, both Idaho. Permittee
Sam Bennion seeks transfer to corporation owned by himself, E. W. McRoberts, C. N. Lane and five others for
$23,000.
KIFI-TV Idaho Falls and KLIX-TV
Twin Falls both claimed operation of
Bennion stations would result in economic injury to them. Stations charged
Mr. Bennion had abdicated responsibility, trafficked in construction permits
and made no effort to construct either
station (both granted 1960).

'Opry' booster Craig
honored at Nashville
Edwin W. Craig, board chairman of
National Life & Accident Insurance Co.,
operating WSM-AM-TV Nashville, was
honored Friday at 37th anniversary celSanctified jazz
There's no rule saying religious
radio programs have to be "dull,"
so WINS New York public affairs department is planning "entertaining" religious series.
The Two Worlds of Jazz, onehour program, begins Sunday,
Nov. 18 (10-11 p.m.) will feature jazz authority Nat Hentoff as
host, with weekly participants
Father Norman J. O'Connor, director of radio-tv-film, Paulist
communications; and Rev. John
Gensel, pastor, Advent Lutheran
Church, New York.
They are known respectively
as "The Jazz Priest" and "The
Jazz Minister." Clergymen will
discuss all aspects — secular and
non-secular — of jazz and illustrate their discussions with "generous" amounts of jazz music.

HCAHI
HVIET'
\J t/\L/LliM t

ebration of Grand Ole Opry. Station,
music personnel and others associated
with Opry honored Mr. Craig for his
role in development of famed country
music program (early story, page 64).
Gov.-elect Frank Clement presented
scroll to Mr. Craig describing him as
"old mandolin picker." He warned
governors of New York and California
that
are losing their leadership in
musicthey
industry.
Members of Country Music Assn.
elected Gene Autry, broadcaster-vocalist, as president, succeeding Kenneth
Nelson, Capitol Records. Wesley Rose,
Acuff-Rose publishing house, was elected board chairman. Others: Steve
Sholes, RCA Victor, first vice president;
Bud Brown, Acuff-Rose, second vice
president; Jack Loetz, Columbia Records, third vice president; Frances Williams Preston, BMI, secretary.
NAFMB,

Magnavox

to consider fm deal
National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters
meets early this week with Magnavox
Co., set manufacturer, and Kenyon &
Eckhardt, their agency, in hopes of concluding deal whereby Magnavox would
pay $150,000 toward establishment of
NAFMB promotion arm in New York
in exchange for spot time on about
150 fm stations throughout U.S.
(Broadcasting, Oct. 29).
More than 120 fm stations in 102
markets had approved plan by end of
week, including 37 in top 25. Two
uncommitted large Southern markets
were being urged to join late last week.
It's up to Magnavox whether station
list will satisfy earlier requirement for
150. NAFMB sources say "it looks
Overpopulation
talks
promising."
postponed to January
"Shirtsleeves working conference" between NAB and FCC on radio's alleged overpopulation problems has been
postponed at request of association.
Originally scheduled for Dec. 5-6, sessions have tentatively been postponed
until second week in January. NAB informally asked for delay because its
special committees had not had time to
prepare.
Streibert,
McGannon
to Free Europe board
Three new members were elected to
Free Europe Committee Inc. board of
directors it was announced in New
York Friday (Nov. 9). They are Don— — :-i more AT DEADLINE page ''18
9
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HEADLINERS

Robert S. Tyrol, vp in charge of sales
for WTIC-AM-FM Hartford, elected
president of Connecticut Broadcasters
Assn. Other officers elected: Herbert
C. Rice, general manager of WILI
Willimantic, vp, and Howard W. Maschmeier, general manager of WNHC-TV
New Haven, secretary-treasurer.
Mr. Keyes

Mr. Clyne

Stanley J. Keyes Jr., president of
Adams & Keyes Inc., New York, becomes senior vp of Maxon Inc., Detroit-based advertising agency, effective
Jan. 1, 1963, at which time Adams &
Keyes will be dissolved. C. Terence
Clyne, who joined Maxon as a director
last January, named executive vp in
New York office (see story, page 30).

Wayne C. Marks, president of General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y.,
elected to newly created position of vice
chairman of board of directors. C. W.
(Tex) Cook, executive vp-operations,
succeeds Mr. Marks as president.
Arthur E. Larkin Jr., vp and general
manager of GF's Maxwell House Div.,
was elected to succeed Mr. Cook as executive vp-operations. Thomas S.
Thompson, assistant general manager,
Maxwell House Div., succeeds Mr.
Larkin as general manager.

Marion Harper, 73, advertising executive for 50 years and one-time coowner of Blackman Co., New York
(now Compton Adv.), died Nov. 7 in
St. Petersburg, Fla. He was father of
Marion Harper Jr., board chairman of
Interpublic Inc., New York.
Arnold Katinsky, promotion director
of WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia, named
manager of station promotion and services for Metro Broadcast Sales, New
York, sales arm of Metropolitan Broadcasting Co., licensee of station.

Mr. Marks

Mr. Cook

Mr. Kramp

Mr. Gramling

Louis J. Kramp, general executive
with Associated Press, New York,
named assistant general manager in
charge of AP relations and services in
broadcast field. He replaces Oliver
Gramling, founder and head of AP's
radio-tv operations, who asked to be
relieved of administrative duties for
health reasons. Mr. Gramling will continue on AP's executive staff undertaking special radio-tv projects. Mr.
Kramp joined AP in 1942 and was
named general executive in 1956. Mr.
Gramling joined AP in 1927.
Bert Briller, vp for affiliate communications and member of executive
committee of ABC-TV, New York,
joins MPO Videotronics Inc., that city,
as assistant to president. He will head
MPO's activities in tv programming.
Mr. Briller has been with ABC-TV for
nine years and was with Variety before
joining ABC-TV.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
aid H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Theodore
C. Streibert, president of Radio Free
Europe Fund (Week's Headliners,
Nov. 5); Robert D. Murphy, president
of Corning Glass International and
former U.S. under secretary of state for
political affairs.
Two western ad firms
reveal working links
Two pioneer Rocky Mountain area
advertising agencies announced their
mutual working affiliation Friday, although no ownership merger is planned

10

at this time . They are Ball & Davidson,
Denver, and Udevitz-Dunne & Co.,
Cheyenne, Wyo. Presidents of each will
serve on plans board of other. Arrangement will allow more effective client service in area, they explained.
New

small tv sets

introduced by GE
General Electric has introduced
three new 22-pound, 16-inch tv sets,
with suggested retail prices of $149.95.
Announcement today (Nov. 12) also
says company will continue marketing
16-inch Escort models introduced in
July at retail of $170 to $175.

Sarnoff report 'good'

Dec. 19 deadline

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff's
"post-operative" condition was
"good" on Nov. 9. This report
from Roosevelt Hospital in New
York City was similar to that
issued day before and just after
RCA board chairman underwent
surgery for removal of his gall
bladder.

for chs. 14-15

set

papers

Noting that "complex matters" are
involved, FCC Friday granted additional 15 days for filing of comments
on proposal to reserve uhf chs. 14 and
15 for land mobile users (see early
comments, page 48). New deadline of
Dec. 19 was granted at request of several educational groups.

Australian programs
offered to tv market
TCN in Australia is blueprinting
plans to "crack" world market with
some of its programs, concentrating on
developing top-quality entertainment
specials.
First is one-hour program taped in
England spotlighting Australian opera
star, Joan Sutherland. Program is being considered for one of two U. S.
networks now negotiating with Charles
Michelson representing TCN. Sutherland programin will
be carried
on TCN's
six stations
Australia
on Nov.
18.
Bets are down
Networks now have their sights
on individual new shows they
think could be hit programs for
them this season. CBS-TV is
placing odds on Beverly Hillbillies (now No. 1 in top 10) and
new Lucy Show; NBC-TV on Virginian, and ABC-TV on Combat.
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...in any crowd
ONE

ALWAYS

STANDS

OUT!

\

...and in the Birmingham

television

mar-

ket WAPI-TV is always that one.. .because:
WAPI-TV offers the cream of NBC and CBS.
WAPI-TV owns every major feature film package
available.
WAPI-TV staffs one of the largest, most experienced, best equipped full-time news operations
in the Southeast.
Make your outstanding
that stands out...

buy... the station
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THINK

Why does the largest local television advertiser spend over 90%
vertising budget on KRNT-TV? And why has he for several years?

of his ad-

Try to think like the owner does.
If it was all your own money and all your own sweat and tears that had built
up an outstanding business, and that business was all you had between your family
and the poor house, you'd soon find out the best television station to use. If it was
a question of sink or swim, you'd swim or you wouldn't have been smart enough to
start the business in the first place. You would want advertising effectiveness — want
it real bad . . . have to have it. You could take or leave alone all that jazz about
ratings, total homes, cost per thousand and on ad infinitum. You'd seek to buy sales
at your dealers' cash registers for your advertising dollar. Every moment would be
the moment of truth for your advertising because you had to eat on the results.
Well, that's the way this local advertiser thinks and acts and so do many more
like him here in Iowa's capital city.
Think of this . . . nearly 80%

of the total local television dollar is spent on

this one-rate station and has been since the station's inception. In a three-station
market, too, by government figures! Such popularity must be deserved!
Think — Tis the till that tells the tale.
If you seek to sell your good goods in this good market, this is a good station
for you to advertise them on. People believe what we say. We sell results.

KRNT-TV
Des

Moines

Television

Represented by The Katz Agency
An Operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Inc.

DATEBOOK
Advertising Women of New York FoundaA calendar of important meetings and
tion Inc., Hotel Commodore, New York.
events in the field of communications
David McCall, vice chairman of the board,
C. J. LaRoche Inc., will address college
•Indicates first or revised listing
juniors and seniors on "What You Can Do
For Advertising."
NOVEMBER
*Nov. 19 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon,
Blossom Room, Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.
Nov. 10-25 — World Economic Progress AsDr. Sydney Roslow, The Pulse Inc., New
sembly and Exposition under international
York, will address the luncheon. His topic
auspices. Special sectors devoted to radio
and tv. McCormick Place, Chicago.
will be: "What Are You? Man or Machine:
Glimpsewillintocomment
the 70's."directly
In addition,
Dr.
Nov. 12— Georgia School Day of The Air. ARoslow
on local
2-3 p.m. simultaneous, state-wide salute by problems in the broadcasting field, and will
150 GAB members to schools and education.
answer questions posed by a panel of local
Nov. 12 — Screen Actors Guild, annual gen- advertising executives. Allen Klein, maneral membership meeting, 8 p.m., Beverly
ager of Pulse Pacific Inc., west coast production and sales office for the company,
Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
will
be
luncheon chairman.
Nov. 12-13— NAB fall conference, Muehlebach, Kansas City.
Nov. 19 — Deadline to file reply comments
at FCC on amendment of Parts 2 and 4 of
Nov. 12-13 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn. fall the
rules to establish a new class of etv
meeting, Sheraton Chicago Hotel. Cocktail
service in the 1990-2110 mc or 2500-2690 mc
party reception will be held on Nov. 11 at frequency
band.
5 p.m.
19-20 — NAB fall conference, SheratonNov. 12-14 — Fall radio meeting, Electronic Nov.
Portland, Ore.
Industries Assn., King Edward Hotel, Toronto, Ont. Two sessions on radio and tv 'Nov. 20 — Detroit Station Representative
receivers are scheduled, both on Nov. 14.
meeting, Sheraton-CleveAmong papers to be delivered: Report on Assn.,landluncheon
Hotel, Cleveland. FCC Commissioner
receiver installations, New York City uhf Robert E. Lee is guest speaker.
project, Jules Dietz, FCC; characteristics of
rf transistors for am/fm automobile radio Nov. 20 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters annual fall meeting at the Sheraton-Portland
sets, Robrecht Bosselaers and Slig Gertzis,
Portland, Ore. NAB President LeRoy
Amperex; present and future unsolved ra- Hotel,
Collins
will be guest banquet speaker. (This
designers' problems,
D. Hasty and
H. B.dio Dorsey,
Bendix; uhfE. translators
for is a corrected schedule. Original OAB meetextending tv coverage, Stanley P. Lapin,
ing was slated for Nov. 16-17.)
Adler Electronics; high performance fm/am
automobile receiver, P. S. Manson and M. *Nov. 23-25 — National Assn. of Television
& Radio Farm Directors (NATRFD) conSlavin, Bendix.
vention at Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 12-15— National Assn. of Railroad & Grace Sundell, of Sundell & Assoc., ChiUtilities Commissions, Roosevelt Hotel, New
cago, will discuss Friday., Nov. 23, "The
Orleans. FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
TRFD and his Income Tax." Chester Lauck
will speak on space communications.
of "Lum 'n Abner" fame will also address
the convention on Friday. Sandra Lee
Nov. 13 — Broadcast Pioneers, New York
Tibeau, the 1963 Dairy Princess, will be
Chapter, 20th anniversary dinner, Madison
honored guest at Nov. 24 breakfast. Later
Room, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
that day, panel discussions will consider
Nov. 13 — Academy of Television Arts &
Canadian vs. American broadcasting, and
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., CBS Television
also
discussionTedon Hyman,
whether North
TRFD's Carolina
should
City; Vov pop session of tv critics; Bert
editorialize.
Granet and Henri Bolinger, coordinators.
State College, will report on farm broad*Nov. 13-14 — Eastern annual conference,
casting in Brazil. Peace Corps Director
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
Sargent Shriver will speak Sun., Nov. 25,
and there will be a panel on good taste in
at Americana Hotel, New York. Pay-tv,
farm commercials.
color-tv
costs and
of
tv advertising
will be"magazine
explored inconcept"
Oct. 13
27 — Academy of Television Arts &
afternoon session by panel moderated by Nov.
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place not set;
Richard A. R. Pinkham of Ted Bates &
"Meet the Creative Team of Gallant Men
Co. and composed of Michael Dann, CBSwith William T. Orr, executive producer of
TV; Sheldon Leonard, T&L Productions;
Warner
Bros., as coordinator.
Lee M. Rich, Benton & Bowles, and Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., McCannNov.
27-29
— Electronic Industries Assn.,
Erickson. Other sessions will deal with
committee, section, division and board
computers, advertising strategy, measuring
meetings. Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco.
advertising achievement, account manageNov. 28 — Open meeting of American Soment, copy and art.
ciety of Magazine Photographers, AuditoriNov. 14-16 — Television Bureau of Adverum of Foreign Policy Assn., New York, 8
p.m. Gabe Pressman, WNBC New York, and
tising eighth annual meeting. Speakers include Paul S. Willis, Grocery Manufacturers
Morris Ernst, attorney, will discuss Canon
of America, and Amory Houghton, Jr., 35, ruling of American Bar Assn. which
Corning Glass Works. Winners of stationforbids
rooms. the taking of photographs in court
market presentations to be announced Nov.
16. Past TvB chairmen and association's
*Nov. 28 — Maine Assn. of Broadcasters anfirst president, Oliver Treyz, to be honored.
nual meeting at the Augusta House, AuWaldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City.
gusta, Me. Principal speaker will be NAB
Nov. 14-17 — National Sigma Delta Chi conPresident LeRoy Collins, whose address
vention, Mayo Hotel, Tulsa, Okla. Jenkin
will be broadcast live by a preliminary
Lloyd Jones, editor of the Tulsa Tribune,
lineup of 25 radio outlets in Maine, New
will be keynote speaker. Merriman Smith,
Hampshire and Vermont. Officers for the
UPI White House correspondent; Elmer W. new
season will be elected.
Lower, general manager of NBC News; and
Nov.
29 — The Advertising Research FounClaude M. Blair, vice president-space communications, American Telephone & Teledation, midwestern conference, "The Ideas
graph Co., will address the convention.
Behind
Agency
Computers." Ambassador
West Hotel,
Chicago.
Mr. Blair will speak Nov. 16 on "Telstar
and the Future of Communications."
Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts &
Nov. 15 — Southern California Broadcasters
Sciences
annual
lampoon
"close-up,"
American Hotel.
Imperial
Ballroom,
New York.
Assn. luncheon
meeting
Michael'svp,Restaurant, Hollywood.
Ted atFactor,
Doyle
DECEMBER
Dane Bernbach, will be the speaker.
Nov. 15-16 — NAB fall conference, Brown
Dec. 6-7 — 13th national conference of IRE
Palace, Denver.
(Institute of Radio Engineers) professional
Nov. 17 — Career Conference, sponsored by group on vehicular communications at the
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OFFICE
BECOMES

BOY

PRESIDENT!

PROVES

WHLI

sland

-4TH

MARKET

LARGEST

IN

U.S.-A SEPARATE, INDEPENDENT AND DISTINCT MARKET
*Nassau-Si!ffolk(Long Island)
accounts for more Drug Sales
than 23 states and its %VM
Bilion Retail Sales out-ranks
the following
major metro
markets:
Dallas
Philadelphia
Detroit
St. Louis
Cleveland
Milwaukee
Washington, D.C.
Seattle
Boston
Minneapolis
Houston
Pittsburgh
Kansas
City
San Francisco
Baltimore
Atlanta

Long Islanders listen, and are
loyal to WHLI because WHLI provides exclusive
services that are programs and
dents of Long Island.vital to resi-

w iMC£ ofi
► 10,000 WATTS
AM 1100
FM 98.3
WHLI
HIMPSTfAO
LONG ISLAND, N Y
PAUL GODOFSKY, Pres. Gen. Mgr.
10SEPH A. LENN, Exec. Vice-Pres. Sales
REPRESENTED BY Gill-Perna
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now, this was a basic question
upon
1173011 acr
advertisers planning
and
attempting
to evaluate
a network
radio camSHADOWS
paign and the full scope of a network
radio
audience... Any
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Audience!
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The vast consumer reach of automobile radio and of
transistor radio had to be utilized as an undetermined plus factor to radio in the home, as it was
used over a decade and a half ago • 41 MILLION
PEOPLE
(not houses) drive to work regularly and
there are nearly 47 MILLION
CAR
RADIOS
in the country
today. • It is readily admitted that noteworthy
numbers
of
transistorized radio sets are listened to daily in and out of the
home
in every community
coast to coast. • Yet the answers to
questions vital to planned, creative advertising as: WHO
is listening? HOW MANY
are listening? WHEN
do they listen?
WHERE
do they listen? WHAT
do they hear?— these answers
have, until now, remained conspicuous by their absence!
NOW, ABC RADIO has inaugurated a reliable RADIO ACTIVITY
SERVICE
through SINDLINGER
& COMPANY,
INC., that will
provide these answers for ALL NETWORK
RADIO
programming regardless of where or when it is listened to and regardless of the size or type of the radio unit.
THE
RADIO
ACTIVITY
SERVICE
is founded on a national
consumer
sample of at least 24 THOUSAND
PEOPLE
every
month. A different national sample is taken every day, seven
days a week in 187 representative markets, 287 A through E
and rural counties. • REPORTS
WILL
BE PUBLISHED
MONTHLY
and will reflect total listening in terms of people
of all radio programming.
• MALE
AND
FEMALE
LISTENERS
over the age of 18 will be reflected separately and in total for
the entire country and by geographic region — East, Middle West,
West, South. »THE
PER
CENT
OF TOTAL
POPULATION
over
18 years of age listening to any program will be shown in each
report. • BUYING
PLANS
AND
PRODUCT
USE of ABC Radio
and other network audiences will be available on special order.
THE
SINDLINGER
TELEPHONE
INTERVIEWING
METHOD
has been carefully developed over the past eleven years. Its
reliability for accuracy has been repeatedly proven to some of
the country's leading business concerns who have utilized its
results: CHRYSLER
CORPORATION
• FORD
MOTOR
COMPANY
WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC
CORPORATION,
E.I. DUPONT
DE
NEMOURS
COMPANY*
CAMPBELL-EWALD
COMPANY,
CHASE
MANHATTAN
BANK*
FEDERAL
RESERVE
BOARD©
FORTUNE
MAGAZINE"
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY^
SCOTT
PAPER
COMPANY.
NEW
YORK
STOCK
EXCHANGE
« IRVING
TRUST
COMPANY*
U.S. STEEL
CORPORATION
o GENERAL
MOTORS
CORPORATION"
NATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL
BOARD*

THE
FIRST RADIO
ACTIVITY
SERVICE
REPORTS
are avail
able now through ABC Radio. Additional information, general
or technical, will be supplied in full upon request. «It is the
sincere belief of this network that the radio branch of the broadcasting industry is a powerful and effective selling force for
American
manufacturers. It is also our belief these manufacturers and their advertising agencies must have available to
them regular and reliable information upon which to determine
realistically the truly vast reach of Network Radio Today. *THE
has been
SERVICE
ACTIVITY
RADIO
SINDLINGER
inaugurated by ABC Radio to provide this information
so that advertisers can fully utilize this medium's ability to sell the millions of heretofore uncounted
consumers it reaches every day.

WAVE-TV

gives

28.8%

SHOPPERS

—28.8%

more

more

viewers,

Since Nov.-Dec., 1957, NSI
given WAVE-TV

you

minimum!

Reports have never

less than 28.8% more viewers

than Station B in the average quarter-hour of
any average week!
And

the superiority during those years has

gone as high as 63.6% more viewers!
More viewers = more impressions = more sales!
Ask Katz for the complete story.

CHANNEL

3 • MAXIMUM

NBC

POWER

• LOUISVILLE

The Katz Agency, National Representatives
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Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, Calif. Some
40 exhibits of base and vehicular radio
equipment together with its related control elements, microwave links, frequency
measure equipment, etc., will be an important part of the overall conference
agenda. Special guests will be the membership of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers pending the 1963 merger
of these two engineering societies.
Dec. 7 — Second annual Chicago awards
banquet of American College of Radio, Friday evening, Grand Ballroom, Conrad
Hilton Hotel. Seven awards will be given
to radio stations; seven to individuals including the radio man and woman of the
year, and one award has been created for
the best live or transcribed radio commercial.
Dec. 10 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place to be
announced; BBC documentary film, "Television and the World," Collier Young, coordinator.
Dec. 11 — Assn. of National Advertisers'
first creative workshop, Hotel Plaza, New
York. Management techniques in using
creativity in advertising will be subject
of the meet. Among the presentations
scheduled for the workshop session are
"How Can A Client Stimulate Maximum
CreativewillEffectiveness
His Agency?,"
which
be presentedFrom
by Wilson
Shelton
of Compton Adv.; "Guideposts for the
Selection of Creative People" (John Dale,
Dale, Elliott & Co.); "A Good Creative
Idea — Pitfalls and Precautions in Getting
Management Approval," (John B. Hunter,
Jr.,
B. F.Efforts
Goodrich
Co.); "Coordinating
Creative
of Marketing
Elements
Within the Company" (Ben Wells, SevenUp Co.);
the [Creative] "How
Idea withto Capitalize
Salesmen, onDealers
and
Customers" (Robert Bragarnick, Bragarnick
Inc.), and "How to Stimulate and Direct
EffectivestrongCreativity"
(Max Banzhaf, ArmCork Co.).
Dec. 12 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. 25th anniversary banquet and Christmas party at Beverly Hills Hotel. FCC
Comr. Robert Bartley will be guest of
honor.
Dec. 18 — International Radio & Television
Society's annual Christmas Party. Proceeds
to Veterans Hospital Radio & Tv Guild
and the International Radio & Tv Foundation. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 18 — Los Angeles Town Hall luncheon
at Biltmore Hotel. Newton N. Minow, FCC
chairman, is guest speaker.
*Dec. 19 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood Palladium, 8 p.m. FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow will participate
in panel discussion of "What Is Right and
What liam
Is Dozier,
WrongScreen
with Gems
Television,"
Wilvp, as with
chairman.
Other panel members are Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver, board chairman of McCannErickson Corp. (International) and president of M-E Productions; Frank P. Fogarty,
executive vp, Meredith Broadcasting Co.,
operators of KCMO-TV Kansas City, KPHOTV Phoenix, WHEN-TV Syracuse and
WOW-TV Omaha; Hubbell Robinson, senior
vp in charge of network programs, CBSTV, and Rod Serling, writer-narrator of
CBS-TV Twlight Zone. Three additional
industry leaders will be recruited to complete the panel.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual fall conference, Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh. Theme of the conference is "Marketing inistration
Transition."
and from
regmaterials mayInformation
be obtained
the American Marketing Assn., 27 East
Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.
JANUARY 1963
Jan. 10-19 — International Television Festival of Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Jan. 12 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
board of directors meeting, Cherry-Plaza,
Orlando, Fla. Orlando broadcasters will
host a "hospitality hour" at 6 p.m. Board
meets at dinner, 7 p.m. FAB members are
invited to send President Joe Field or
Executive Sec. Ken Small suggestions for
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

Jack Markward, WOOD-TV's station manager and director of sales, welcomes Mark Wodlinger, general manager of WZZM-TV to Grand Rapids.
That's Markward on the right, Wodlinger on the left and Willy Wood in the background.

Shake

hands

and...

We have a new competitor in Grand Rapids — WZZM-TV,
Channel 13, ABC. While we can't honestly say we're ecstatic
about a third station coming into the market, we concede the
increased competition will be healthy in the long run for viewers, advertisers and stations. Our relationship with our

established competitor, WKZO-TV, has been mutually cordial
for more than 1 1 years. And, we welcome WZZM-TV to join
us in providing more and even better television to the viewers
and advertisers we serve here in the nation's 27th TV market.

WOOD
AM- FM TV
TIME-LIFE BROADCAST, INC.
WOOD • THE STATION WITH 2,000,000 CLOSE FRIENDS

Grand Rapids, Mich.

NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES ■ THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.

items to go on agenda.
*Jan. 17 — South Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn., Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia, in
conjunction with the meeting of the South
Carolina Broadcasters Assn. Panelists will
discuss how to make full use of the AP
news report — and how to make that report
better by sharing in news gathering. Lamar
Caldwell, WHSC Hartsville, will discuss
the survey made by the Wire Study Committee.
*Jan. 17-19 — 16th annual convention of the
South Carolina Broadcasters Assn. at the
Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia, S. C.
BOOK
The Television Program: Its Direction and Production, by Edward Stasheff and Rudy Bretz. Hill & Wang, New
York: 335 pp. $6.95.

of the audience
7-station metro

in a

market

It's true. The whooping big Hooper
(*Jan.
thruWILS
Mar.Radio
'62) 63.6%
taken in ofLansing gave
the
7:00 til noon audience (59.5% noon
til 6:00 p.m.).
Seven stations share a third of the
audience
took 3.2%.(33.2%) and "all others"
63.6% Three times the audience
2$$$$$$ of the second largest local
28WILS? station. More than twice
<vS8c/x audience of all local
xaxXw
stations combined.
21 '°°/o
lie!!
'['■{■■"■'}>(' STATION

LANSING Metro (3 counties)
■ 14th in $ sales per household
■ State Capitol
■ Michigan State University
■ Oldsmobile plus other industry
MID-MICHIGAN'S BIG
NO. 1 RADIO BUY

1320 (5000 WATTS)
Representatives:
Yenard, Torbet & McConnell, Inc.
20

This is a completely revised edition,
with new material making up more
than half its pages, of the widely popular 1951 book of the same name by the
same authors.
The most obvious change is deletion
of chapters on writing in the original
volume plus subsequent revisions. The
authors explain that writing needs more
than secondary treatment, that whole
books on it are available and that by
omitting it from this edition "we have
been able to provide more material,
and more advanced material, on production theory and practice" than was
possible in the earlier edition.
Among the subjects are program formats; shots and lenses; terms, cues and
directions; pictorial composition; creative uses of cameras lighting; and
special effects. There are eight appendices covering camera set-ups for different types of programs. Sections of
the author's out-of-print Television
Scripts for Staging and Study also are
incorporated.
Mr. Stasheff, formerly with WPIX
(TV) New York and television supervisor for the New York City Board of
Education, is now associate professor
of speech at the U. of Michigan, teaching radio and tv writing and production. Mr. Bretz, formerly with CBSTV and WPIX, is now a program and
production consultant and head of the
educational television office of the U.
of California.
The Art of Publicity, by Le Roy
Stahl, The Brings Press, T. S. Denison
& Co., Minneapolis. 245 pp. $3.95.
Mr. Stahl's book, "designed for the
person who must take up the work of
publicity without much previous background," is a basic primer of which
more than a third is devoted to broadcasting. Itis aimed more toward helping amateur publicists in smaller market stations, operating with limited
equipment. It is definitely not the last
word on this subject, and he may rankle
broadcasters with such offerings as this
from a suggested sample radio announcement: "MAYOR: This is Mayor

*Jan. 22-24 — Eighteenth annual Georgia
Radio-Tv Institute, co-sponsored by GAB
and U. of Georgia, Athens.
FEBRUARY
*Feb. 11-13 — Electronic Sales-Marketing
Assn. first annual convention, Americanna
Hotel, New York City. A. D. Adams, vice
president and general manager of New
York office of Burton Brown Adv., will be
convention chairman. For convention applications and more details, industry members are asked to contact Alex White,
ESMA executive director, P. O. Box 1,
Bellerose, L. I., N. Y.
NOTES
Billoughby — speaking to you on behalf
of the coming drive for the Community
Chest. As most of you know — who
have been reading the papers lately —
there has been an alarming increase in
juvenile
."
Noon crime.
on the. .Third
Day, by James
Hulbert. Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
New York. 366 pp. $4.95.
Jim Hulbert, NAB manager of the
Department of Broadcast Management,
has made Washington politics the basis
for his fast-paced first novel. The plot
centers around Sen. John Burnett who,
after 26 years in the capital, votes for
a controversial labor reform bill and
finds his seat in serious jeopardy when
he loses much of his union support.
Woven
the are
storya number
of the senator's
fight for into
survival
of lesser
stories — the complicated routine of a
senator's office in an election year; the
aspirations of the home state governor,
a protege of the senator, who hopes to
win his
job;histhe
union president's
lems with
membership,
his wifeproband
his girl friend. The author's years in
the capital have given him the background needed to give such a novel an
authentic Washington setting.
Chases' Calendar Of Annual Events,
1963, compiled by Harrison V. and
William D. Chase. Apple Tree Press,
Publishers, Flint, Mich. 56 pp. $1
(Quantity discounts available).
From Ground Hog Day to the most
serious commemorative occasions the
Chase brothers have put together a
compendium of special days, weeks and
months in the coming calendar year.
This chronological listing of 1,064
events and observances should be useful
to broadcasters for general information
purposes and in timing of promotional
schemes.
Fisherman's Beach, by George Vukelich. St. Martin's Press, New York;
186 pp., $3.95.
A first
novel
about and
a fisherman's
beach
on Lake
Michigan
the family
that controls it. George Vukelich is a
disc jockey with a nighttime program
on a Wisconsin station, known as Papa
Hambone. He has contributed to The
Atlantic Monthly and served as creative writing instructor at the U. of Wisconsin.
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

A

PRIME

FEATURE

Every feature film purchase of a station is expected to
create business above and beyond its cost of being
aired. Some features will do this better than others —
because of inherent drawing power and in the way they
are scheduled.
Example No. 1. A study of 12 markets found that when over 40% of the feature

FOR

PROFIT

films were post '48's the average feature carried 22% more spots than the older
pictures. And the more post '48 films in the market, the more business all features
did. Are you programming the better features of the Fifties?
Example No. 2. A study of five stations which aired feature films within prime

nllfi '■:!;;;; J:.:- «<,:;s5:;0g*

evening time showed that by scheduling a top post '48 premiere at this hour, profit
potential for the time period could be increased at least 25%. Have you considered
this type of scheduling of top post '48 films for more profit ?
Details of these two surveys are available from your MGM Television salesman.

The big pictures are from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer...
Today the 30/61 and 30/62 post '48 features. Tomorrow the 30/63's.
TELEViSI
NEW YORK: 1540 BROADWAY,ON
JU 2-2000 • CHICAGO: PRUDENTIAL PLAZA, 467-5756 • CULVER CITY: MGM STUDIOS, UP 0-3311
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MONDAY

Before

looking

MEMO

ahead,

Once upon a time there were four
radio networks. A lot of people listened to their stations. These were
happy people because the radio stations
broadcast big stars. Some — Jack Benny,
Fred Allen, Eddie Cantor — were already big names from vaudeville,
movies and theater. Others — Kate
Smith, Bing Crosby, Guy Lombardo —
were made big by radio. As I said,
listeners were happy because these big
stars came into their homes "live" to
entertain them.
Advertisers were reasonably happy,
too, in those days. They were known
as "sponsors" then because they did
just that. They paid for all the time
and talent and literally owned the stars
and shows. Thus, when the star delivered acommercial or a lead-in and
generally identified with the product by
means of title and mentions throughout
the show, advertisers really had something going for them — and at those
prices, too. When people went to the
grocer's on Monday and asked for a
can of Eddie Cantor coffee, they got
their Chase & Sanborn and not a blank
look.

Well, I'd say the broadcasters then
were pretty smart boys. They developed
an entertainment-advertising medium
like nothing that had ever gone before.
Network radio, as it was, was unique
unto itself.
Great Expectations ■ Then along
came television. For a while it looked
as if the broadcasters were going to continue to be smart. They seemed to follow the same programming "feel" that
existed in radio. Milton Berle, Sid
Caesar, Arthur Godfrey, were "live"
friends coming into the viewer's home
at the moment they were performing.
Even the costs weren't too unreasonable.
But as this was going on, the broadcasters were beginning to forget the success formula that carried them from
their infancy — through the depression
— and into the fabulous fifties. They
went "Hollywood."
At first it wasn't easy. Each time
they approached the hallowed halls of
the Brothers Warner, MGM, Fox, etc.,
the tirades and invectives hurled against
the television industry were something
to behold. But the broadcasters were
a dauntless lot who didn't know their
own strength. They kept crawling back
for more abuse even while their own
infant was rapidly eating away the
foundations of the motion picture industry.
Then one day the Brothers Warner,
22

from SYLVAN TAPLINGER, partner, Taplinger, Gladney Co., New York

a look

backward

could

et ah, suddenly saw a vision — television
— and decided to condescend to consider "tainting" their pocketbooks with
tv money. And how "tainted" their
pocketbooks became is— well, it should
just happen to you and me!
Second Hand ■ Now, where does that
leave the viewer? Aside from Ed Sullivan, who comes into his home "live"
(perhaps that's largely the answer to the
perennial question, "What makes Sullivan tick?"), the viewer is left alone with
his ghost shadows in their versions of
the B movies that helped close theaters.
Gone are the friends of radio and
earlier television who took the time and
trouble to come into his home at the
same moment he was listening or
watching. Tv, rather than growing into
the personal entertainment-sales medium it should be, has instead grown
gigantically impersonal. It is, for the
most
and "canned."
Andpart,
the cold
advertiser?
Many, like A&P coffees which owned
a full hour weekly show in radio, or
Florsheim shoes or Nestle's chocolate
bars or Robert Burns cigars, which
owned weekly half-hour shows, or
Wrigley's gum, which owned their own
nightly 15-minute show — are out of
network broadcasting. Most of the
others scrounge around for rating points
via one-minute purchases on Hollywood's best (?).
And woe is the advertiser — and his
agency — who is locked into a flop film
series that is already in the can. Gone
is the integrated commercial, the sponsor identification, the star endorsement
and viewer appreciation. As to the
latter, I can just visualize customers

be

helpful

rushing to buy a product in appreciation for its one-minute spot on Frontier
Circus, The Dakotas, or the like!
The Vital Spark ■ For my own part
I'll practice what I preach. In guiding
the television destinies of Timex
watches from its start, I always tried
to put them into "live" personality
shows — Steve Allen, Jerry Lewis, Dean
Martin, etc. We did our commercials
"live," integrating the stars into them.
On occasions when the show was on
film we still integrated the star into our
live commercials.
For example, when Bob Hope filmed
a Timex special in Casablanca in July
for an October air date, we had Hope
on film removing his watch and throwing it across the ocean to land "live" on
John Cameron Swayze's desk. In another instance, Hope — filmed four
months before — conversed back and
forth with a "live" Swayze, covering
such timely topics as the World Series
and other events happening at that
moment. As for viewer appreciation,
the Timex Jazz Specials brought in
thousands of letters, word of mouth
reactions AND sales.
The moral of this story? There really
isn't any except that the addition of
pictures really doesn't change the psychology of home entertainment. The
home viewer
hisfor"live"
friends
but has still
had wants
to settle
the
weather girls and agitated daytime "fun
show" m.c.s. I have a hunch, though,
that a few new Ben Bernies with all
the lads would be enthusiastically welcomed in millions of homes if the
broadcasters would find one. Yowsah,
Yowsah, Yowsah!

Sylvan Taplinger conceived and
executed the Timex Watch product punishment commercials and
saw that company assume leadership in its field. He served as vice
president in charge of tv and radio for W. B. Doner Advertising.
Before this he was associate
head of broadcast activities for
Kenyon & Eckhardt. Last month
he joined Norman Gladney to
form Taplinger, Gladney Co., 415
Madison Ave. The firm will specialize in creative marketing,
emphasizing tv-radio.
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* Every rating service shows K-JEM reaching the second largest adult audience— all day— at 50% the cost of Station B"
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High time
T
WLW-

MIKE

•

editor: Why don't you start a regular
feature like the New York Times Quote
of the Day. I've got a candidate for
Quote of the Week on tv, maybe of the
"Let's have a nice hand for Herbert
year:
Hoover!" Ed Sullivan, on the Richard Rodgers tribute bash at Carnegie
Hall. — Richard Krolik, Time - Life
Broadcast Inc., New York.
Map mishap

has

editor: I was shocked to see in your
magazine evidence of the greatest political steal in history [The Media, Nov.
5.] — and coming as it did on the day

made

CINCINNATI

NUMBER

COLOR

1

MARKET

— with over 55 hours of weekly
color programs, including 30 hours
of NBC Network and 25 hours of
WLW-T's own local originations
. . . averaging Vz of WLW-T nighttime shows in color!
— with WLW-T survey proving
color commercials 3Vi times more
effective than black and white
commercials!
— with the many WLW-T technical contributions to the color television industry!
So there's
a potatofthegold
for
advertisers
end waiting
of the
WLW-T color rainbow.
Call your WLW

Representative . . .

you'll be glad you did!
The other dynamic WLW Stations
WLW-I WLW WLW-D WLW-C
Television Radio Television Television
Indianapolis Dayton Columbus
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation
24
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Broadcasting-Telecasting Bldg., 1735 DeSales
St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Telephone
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Editor and Publisher
Sol Taishoff
Editorial
Vice President and Executive Editor
Edwin H. James
Editorial Director (New York)
Rufus Crater
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Editor
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Larry Michie,
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— with more color TV sets per
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any other U. S. city!
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Comptroller
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before the 1962 general
it even worse.
ABC-TV has pulled
mandering coup of the
the entire state of Kansas

election makes
off the gerryage in trading
for Nebraska!

Say it isn't so! — Ed J. McKernan Jr.,
president & general manager, KVOE
Emporia, Kan.
[ABC tiondiscovered
the mistake
before
day and switched
the names
backelec-to
their rightful owners.]
Clagett's solution
editor: I note with interest your
news item about a statement by David
Ogilvy, president of Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, that there are "too many commercials" on tv. . . . It is not the
mere number of commercials ... it
is harsh, annoying sounds, both human
and mechanical — particularly jazzed up
volume — that at times threatens to
knock your head off.
. . . Why doesn't the industry subdue
announcements, control sound volume,
avoid unnatural sounds; in short, refine
away all this harsh listening? This may
enable the industry to have even more
commercials — and more revenue — without offending anyone. — John F. Clagett,
attorney, Washington.
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The Nation's LEADING
Independent TV Station

Baseball's great center fielder, S. F. Giant Willie Mays, displays
his ease and grace in robbing another batter of a sure hit. San Francisco Examiner photographs by Charlie Doherty.

SAN FRANCISCO
Represented by H-R Television, Inc.

• OAKLAND

Delbert L. Mills, Vice President
RCA, Indianapolis
Noble L. Biddinger, guiding influence
for successful 1962 "Starlight Musicals"
Mrs. Frank E. McKinney, Chairman of
the 1962 "500 Festival" committee

The

voices
most

influence

dynamic

Indiana's

market

Mid-Indiana — Indianapolis and its 55 surrounding counties — has the industrial, business and
civic leadership that makes its market places vibrate with sales-productive action. To help these
voices reach the prosperous homes and families in

WFBM Stations devote their power and influence
to each advancing move for progress. If your

this widespread super-market of the Midwest, The

messages in Mid-Indiana.

THE
26

that

WFBM

S TAT IONS
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

products or services deserve a share of this market's
$3,000,500,000 sales volume, use the voices of
The WFBM Stations to broadcast your selling

TIME-LIFE
BROADCAST
Represented Nationally by The KATZ Agency

,nc.
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FORD

WANTS

■

Commission-governed

■

Far-reaching

■

Election

political

over

but

POLITICS

LEFT

fairness

would

questionnaire

unresolved

With the 1962 elections barely recorded in history, and with some races
still undecided at the weekend, Sec. 315
of the Communications Act already is
being put forth as the No. 1 broadcasting topic in the new Congress.
FCC Commissioner Frederick W.
Ford sounded the keynote last Friday
(Nov. 9) when he called for the repeal
of the political broadcasting section of
the Communications Act. In a speech
before the Ohio Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting in Columbus (also see story,
page 74), the former FCC chairman
said the industry should be permitted to
provide political time and present news
of candidates under a doctrine of fairness rather than mechanical formulas
that, he thinks, works injustices.
Equal time and fairness are so intertwined that one cannot be divorced
from the other and should be treated
as one, he said.
Urges FCC Control ■ At the time
Sec. 315 is repealed, Commissioner
Ford suggested that Congress should
give the FCC the authority to make

doctrine

is prepared

complaints

rules and interpretations based on the
fairness doctrine to make sure that all
political candidates get an even shake
from broadcasting.
To guide the FCC in establishing
such rules, he suggested that "an appropriate congressional committee
(Commerce of either house)" convene
representatives of the networks, national
political parties (including splinter
parties), NAB, the commission and
others to write into legislative history
as many examples as possible to
achieve fairness in political campaigns
and in the broadcast of controversial
issues.
Commissioner Ford's proposal for
legislation would apply to all issues of
controversial importance, not only
political broadcasting.
More Questions ■ Even as Commissioner Ford was making his speech, the
FCC staff was preparing a questionnaire
on political broadcasting to be sent to
all stations (see page 28). It will cover
all time sold or provided free during
the primaries (many early last spring)

The hat that's always in the ring
No candidate has created more
unanswered last week.
Considerably livelier action was
disturbances in political broadcasting than Lar Daly, a Chicago resi- precipitated in 1959 by a request for
dent who runs for some kind of office time by Mr. Daly. At that time a
almost every time an Illinois elec- candidate for mayor of Chicago, he
demanded, and was granted by the
tion is held. Mr. Daly, who often
campaigns in an Uncle Sam suit (see FCC, equal opportunities for tv exposure after the incumbent mayor,
picture), was at it again on the eve
who was running for re-election, was
of last week's elections.
A week before voters went to the shown in news film clips. The uproar that his enforced appearance
polls Mr. Daly demanded that Chicreated led Congress to adopt the
cago stations give him time as a writein candidate for U. S. senator from
1959 amendments exempting various
Illinois. (To be listed on the ballot kinds of news programs from Sec.
315.
in the senatorial race he would have
had to submit petitions bearing 200
Mr. Daly's record in last Tuessignatures in each of 50 counties, a
day's election was in the tradition of
condition Mr. Daly did not meet.)
his political success: Everett Dirksen,
incumbent Republican, 1,859,958;
Mr. Daly sent a copy of his demand
to the FCC, but it was temporarily
Sidney R. Yates, Democrat, 1,715,swallowed up in the flood of last- 891; Mr. Daly, write-in independent,
minute Sec. 315 cases and was still 0, as of Thursday night.
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

are

TO

replace

FCC
Sec.

315

by staff

still unprocessed

as well as the general elections and is
being prepared pursuant to a request
from Sen. John Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Communications Subcommittee.
The FCC questionnaire of two years
ago covered only the time from Sept. 1
to the November 1960 election. Sen.
Pastore also asked the FCC for legislative recommendations it might have
regarding Sec. 315.
Although the election was Tuesday,
a harried FCC political broadcasting
staff still was working on unresolved
complaints late last week. As Commissioner Ford noted in his speech, "we
have just completed one of the most
trying political campaigns that the
broadcast industry has ever experienced.
Many new and difficult questions arose
during this campaign which involved
not only the more or less rigid mechanical formula . . . contained in Sec.
315, but also the imprecise formula of
the fairness doctrine. . . ."
Equal time and fairness, "fanned by
the ingenuity and resourcefulness of

■
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Licensees

will get one,

At least one — possibly two — political broadcasting questionnaires will
be sent to all broadcasting licensees
from Washington in the near future.
The FCC already has compiled an
eight-page "test" designed to elicit
the activities of all am, fm and tv
stations in both the primary and general elections of 1962.
And, the chief counsel of the Senate Subcommittee on Freedom of
Communications said last week that
the Watchdog Subcommittee may
submit questions of its own to broadcasters if the FCC queries do not
cover all the information it wants.
The subcommittee has been monitoring radio-tv coverage of the campaign (particularly on the network
level) and has invited complaints
from candidates on any grievances
with the industry.
A letter from Sen. John Pastore
(D-R. I.), chairman of the Senate Communications Subcommittee,
prompted the commission staff to
hastily draft a questionnaire for all
licensees. Just two weeks ago, Sen.
Pastore asked for information from
the FCC on how well Sec. 315
worked, complaints received by stations and the commission and their
disposition and any recommendations
for legislation the FCC might have.
The commission plans to turn to
the licensees to get the information
sought by the Senate. The questionnaire has not as yet been presented
to the full FCC for approval and it
also must be approved by the Budget
Bureau before being mailed to licensees. It is in three parts (overall
political activities of station, use of
facilities by candidates for specific
offices, and problems faced by station and suggested solutions) and is

campaign managers," have combined
to present the industry with unsolvable
headaches, Commissioner Ford told the
Ohio meeting. "It has also pointed up
to me the necessity for reconsideration
of this complex problem . . ." he said.
Amendments Fail ■ The 1959 amendment exempting certain types of news
shows from Sec. 315 (under which two
elections have been held with the section suspended for the 1960 presidential and vice presidential campaigns
only) has only added problems of interpretations for broadcasters and the
FCC, Commissioner Ford said. For example, he pointed out the FCC now is
called on to decide whether certain talk
and variety shows are exempt as bona
fide news; whether debates constitute
28
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two,

political questionnaires

similar to questions asked of stations
covering the 1960 campaigns.
A special industry committee met
with FCC staffers last Tuesday (Nov.
6) to discuss the proposed draft.
After the meeting, the NAB immediately sent a memorandum to all
members telling them the questions
were coming. The next day the
commission made a similar announcement.
The 1960 questionnaire was mailed
to all licensees in August and covered only the two months prior to the
general election. This year's questionnaire, however, will not be received by stations until several weeks
after the general elections and will
also solicit information from the
primaries which began last spring.
Estimates Accepted ■ Stations will
be told that estimates will be accepted
when precise information is not available and the NAB promised members that it will "urge the necessity
for reasonableness in the quantity
and type of information to be requested." Members of the industry
committee which met with the FCC
included Douglas Anello and Paul
Comstock of the NAB, Howard
Monderer, NBC Washington attorney, Ben Strouse, president of
WWDC Washington; Tom Carr,
vice president of WBAL Baltimore,
and John S. Booth, president of
WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.
Sen. Pastore asked that the commission report back to his committee
as soon as possible. The FCC currently is considering its legislative
proposals for 1963 and at this time
does not contemplate seeking any
change in Sec. 315 (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 5). Commissioner Frederick W.

on-the-spot coverage; when the fairness
doctrine applies, among others.
"I wonder what would happen if the
spokesman for one candidate demanded
an opportunity to reply free to paid
spot
announcements
by his opponent's
supporters
on the ground
that they
raised controversial issues not covered
by Sec. 315 but by the fairness doctrine," Commissioner Ford asked. "This
one problem . . . points up how inextricably entwined broadcasts by candidates and the fairness doctrine have
Two Problems ■ Under the present
become."the commission is unable to
statute,
control two political broadcasting problems which Commissioner Ford indicated should be covered by the new

Ford, however, called for repeal of
the section in a speech Friday (see
story, page 27) and has served notice
on the FCC that he may request the
agency to submit such legislation.
The Senate Communications Subcommittee held hearings on political
broadcasting early last summer but
no legislation was ever reported out
of the Pastore group. Further hearings are planned this year after the
FCC has submitted its report.
Objections ■ At the FCC-industry
meeting last week, the broadcasting
spokesmen unanimously objected to a
series of questions asking for a distribution of total political program time
by segments of the day and length of
programs. Such a breakdown would
unfairly cast an unfavorable light on
the industry, they felt. A commission spokesman said the question
was being redrafted.
The questionnaire also will require abreakdown (for both primary
and general elections) on the total
amount of time devoted to political
broadcast revenues received from
individual parties; whether station
editorialized in favor of a candidate;
total time used by individual candidates for Congress and governor;
time donated to political broadcasts;
program time purchased by commercial sponsors; total number of
political announcements.
Part III of the questionnaire asks:
"Did the station encounter any significant problems in selling or making
time available without charge for appearances of political candidates? If
yes, describe such problems and any
suggested solutions which could be
accomplished by revision of the Communications Act or the commission's
rules and regulations."
statute he favors. He expressed concern over early election returns from
the East reaching the Western states
before their polls close. "A good many
voters like to be on the winning side
and will follow an early trend which
could have a decisive effect in a close
election," he maintained. This practice
can leave the industry open to charges
that it is interfering with the election
processes in the West, he said.
"The second problem we do not
reach is that of money," Commissioner
Ford said. In practice, he said, the
candidates with the most money get
the most exposure on radio and tv. If
this continues, "we may soon be selecting all of our public officials from those
with large bank accounts who are willBROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

ing to spend it rather than from those
who can best serve the public interest."
Before leaving Washington for Columbus last week, Commissioner Ford
stressed that he is advocating neither
mandatory free time nor government
payment of campaign costs — ideas
favored by others including some in
Congress.
The Conclusion ■ Because of all these
problems, Sec. 315 must either be repealed or revised in such a way as to
correct its present inadequacies, Commissioner Ford said. Moreover, he continued, more specific guidelines are
needed to reduce the number of questions submitted to the FCC and to enable the commission to resolve more
quickly those complaints it does receive.
Commissioner Ford said his proposed
congressional - FCC - industry - political
committee can be effective in solving
political
vexing problems
and the broadcasting's
interrelated fairness
doctrine.
"It will permit the people most experienced with political broadcasts and controversial issues to write the guidelines
. . . and yet not freeze into inflexible
statutory language all of the details," he
said.

Commissioner Ford
Official Washington did not receive
copies of the commissioner's solution
for political broadcasting until late Friday afternoon and there was very little
immediate reaction. The official FCC
position, however, has been that Sec.
BROADCAST

315 is necessary to assure fairness in
political broadcasting. Former Chairman John C. Doerfer proposed the repeal of all equal-time requirements in
1959 and Commissioner Ford indicated
that was his "second choice" at the
same time.
Sen. Pastore, and possibly also the
House Communications Subcommittee,
are expected to hold hearings on Sec.
315 during 1963. The Senate Watchdog Subcommittee, headed by Sen.
Ralph Yarborough (D-Tex.), also will
play a prominent role in any congressional consideration of Sec. 315 next
year. Sen. Yarborough has in the past
been outspokenly critical of broadcasting's cries for freedom from the equal
time provision and plans a series of
questions of his own to stations on this
year's coverage.
There is a strong feeling in Congress
that the industry cannot be trusted as
a whole to treat all candidates alike.
The problem, they say, is on the local
and state level and not nationally. One
official pointed out that there could
very possibly be a third candidate for
President in 1964 with substantial backing which would mitigate against any
repeal of Sec. 315.

ADVERTISING

Radio-tv
key
to early
Dodge
success
AUTO MAKER ENJOYS BEST OCTOBER WITH TV LEADS, RADIO FOLLOWS
The Dodge Division of Chrysler
car. The commercials emphasize the
The Dodge promotion started Sept.
Corp. last week concluded a television
Dodge "dependable" theme in new
18 with
two weeks new
of "teaser"
commercials to announce
car introduction
campaign introducing its 1963 autolyrics written to the music of last year's
campaign.
mobile line. The campaign continues
dates and to promote the new "comon radio for the next five weeks.
The radio commercials were propact" Dart. The teasers were followed
duced by Robert Swanson Productions,
Dodge, said to have had the best
by commercials showing the new
New
York,
with
Tom
Anderson
of
models
from all angles (see cuts).
October in its history this year, begins
the new radio campaign today in the BBDO, advertising agency for Dodge.
In November, a third series of commercials, in color, featured the Dodge
Dodge departed this year from recent
top 65 markets with 110-120 commercials aweek in the top 10 markets and
standard car on a horse breeding ranch
campaigns by beginning its broadcast
promotion before the 1963 models went
up to 50 commercials a week in other
in Death Valley, Calif., and showed
on the market.
markets.
family.
the
Dart automobile surrounded by a
A second change in the broadcast
While the tv campaign promoted
both the standard Dodge automobile
The tv campaign was produced by
format was inauguration of the campaign on television instead of radio,
Screen Gems in Hollywood in associaand the new "compact" Dart model,
radio is being used only for the larger as had been the practice.
tion with Harry Grey, BBDO producer,

29
The Dodge commercial in October-November
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Tv commercials for the new Dart

COMMERCIAL

PREVIEW:

"If men would fight to the end
over you, blame it on Tweed." That's
the theme of a Christmas test-market
tv campaign scheduled in four markets for the Lentheric product. The
10- and 20-second spots, taken from
a print advertisement, have been
ordered in Milwaukee, Buffalo,
Seattle and New Orleans, beginning

and Ernie Thompson, Dodge director
of advertising. Don Dolen of BBDO
was copy director while George Olden
and Larry Berger contributed the artwork.
WNBC-TV

offers

'subscription' plan
A "subscription" plan for selling
local public-affairs programs to national
advertisers was announced last week
by Peter M. Affe, manager of NBC's
WNBC-TV New York.
The plan offers 10 non-competitive
national advertisers an opportunity to
join in presenting five programs a week
for 52 weeks at $25,000 per advertiser
(Closed Circuit, Nov. 5).
Each "subscriber" will be identified
visually at the opening and close of
each show. Two 60-second messages
will be scheduled in each program, one
at the start and one at the end, and
these positions will be rotated among
the "subscribers" so that in ten weeks
each company's message will have appeared in both opening and closing
positions of each of the five programs.
The commercial messages are expected to be institutional, Mr. Affe
said, in keeping with the nature of the
programming. The $25,000 "subscription" fee is a flat price, not discountable, and covers a firm 52 weeks.
Mr. Affe noted a growing attraction
to information programs among both
viewers and advertisers. He said
WNBC-TV's plan, called "Pathways,"
offers a select group of business organizations an opportunity to join in a program of community service.
Jay J. Heitin, WNBC-TV national
30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Weapons choosers choose girl who chooses Tweed
Nov. 27 and running four to five director, and Dorothy Perillo was
weeks.
copywriter.
The "If men would fight" theme
Lentheric's agency, Altman, Stolis used for the radio portion of a
ler, Chalk Adv., New York, reported
commercial that shows a duelling
it bought
"about The
10" comsta- scene that is interrupted by a young
tions in thespots
four onmarkets.
mercial was filmed at Elliot, Unger
lady. As the video dissolves to a
& Elliot studios in New York. Lee picture of a bottle of Tweed, the
Batlin was ASC producer and art Christmas message is delivered.

sales manager, said the plan is being
marketed through a six-part mailing to
top-level advertiser and agency executives. Mailings to clients will go to the
board chairmen, presidents and advertising vice presidents, while agency
mailings go to radio-tv vice presidents,
account executives and media directors.
The3 hours
five programs
"Pathways"
total
15 minutes.inThey
are live
and are presented on weekends: Dorothy Gordon's Youth Forum (Sun., 1212:30 p.m.) a panel geared for the
high-school and college levels; Direct
Line (Sun., 2:30-3 p.m.), in which
viewers interview public officials; Open
Mind (Sun., 3-4 p.m.), panel discussions; Dialogue (Sun., 4-4:30 p.m.), discussions of cultural pursuits of viewers,
and Recital Hall (Sat, 6:15-7 p.m.).
presented in cooperation with the Juilliard School of Music.
MAXON

INC.

TO

New Cleveland agency
Bud Wendell, Cleveland advertising
and broadcasting executive, has joined
Charles L. Getz as partner in the newly
formed advertising and public relations
agency, Wendell & Getz Cleveland.
Mr. Wendell started his own agency
in 1952 but left in 1957 to join KYW
Cleveland as program manager and air
personality for two years. More recently he was with Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. in New York as an associate
producer of the Mike Wallace Show
and coordinator of nighttime radio
Mr. Getz had been a partner of Wain
programs.
& Getz Assoc. and prior to that was
public relations director of KYW for
four and a half years. The new agency
is at 1176 Union Commerce Bldg.,
Cleveland 14.

ABSORB

A&K

ACCOUNTS

Key personnel and about $5 million billings are moving
The acquisition of top accounts and
key executives of Adams & Keyes Inc.
by Maxon Inc. was announced last
week by Lou R. Maxon, president. The
move takes effect Jan. 1, 1963, when
Adams & Keyes will be dissolved.
The accounts involved are Revere
Copper & Brass, Stauffer Chemical Co.
and the Allegheny Power System, which
were said to bill a total of $5 million.
Revere spends about $500,000 annually
in tv for its houseware products and
Stauffer approximately $150,000 a year
in radio for its agricultural chemicals.
In the change-over, Stanley Keyes
Jr., president of A&K, will become sen-

ior vice president of Maxon. Alfred
A. Anthony, a senior vice president and
creative director of A&K, and Thomas
A. Gullette, vice president and account
executive at the agency, will serve
Maxon as vice presidents. John C.
Lawton and Troy Ferguson Jr., vice
presidents and account executives at
A&K, will join Maxon as account
supervisors.
Mr. Keyes said that Revere, Stauffer
and Allegheny were the three dominant
accounts at the agency and indicated
that smaller accounts already had been
transferred to other agencies.
Mr. Maxon also announced that
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

Round one: WRAL-TV announces change to ABC
Television, effective August 1. Round two: Switch is
made and ARB study of Raleigh/Durham metro audience isauthorized. Round three: WRAL-TV the winner!
ARB telephone coincidental reports WRAL-TV the dominant station with king-sized 49% share of audience.
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Two area stations split what's left. Ringside comment:
Your commercial has Sunday punch impact seven
days a week on Champion Channel Five. See your H-R
man for the complete ARB report and for suggestions
how to K.O. your competition in the nation's 50th tv
market. .. Channel 5/Raleigh-Durham/North Carolina

WRAL-TV

Data Source: Releigh-Durham ARB Nighttime
Telephone Coincidental August 15-21, 1962
31

C. Terence Clyne, who joined Maxon
as a director last January, has been
named executive vice president in the
New York office. Earlier Mr. Clyne
had been a top-level executive with
McCann-Erickson, heading its radio-tv
operations and serving as chairman of
M-E Productions.
Radio 'public service'
succeeds for Chevron
A public service-type campaign by
the California Oil Co. (Chevron gasoline) with spot radio the primary
medium was termed "highly successful"
last week by the company's agency,
BBDO New York. The campaign urged
the installation of automobile safety
belts at "a reasonable price" ($5.95)
and at a "convenient location" (Chevron gas stations).
About $1 million was allocated,
$650,000 in spot radio and the rest in
magazines and tv. The campaign began
last May in radio and magazines and
continues through November. The tele-

Why regional reps?
When a regional broadcast sales
representative walks into an advertising agency, "he is selling against
a station man who knows only his
own problems, rarely knows the clients, and never knows the client's
problem
outside
his own last
market,"
said Leonard
F. Auerbach
week.
Mr. Auerbach is president of Ohio
Stations Representatives Inc., Cleveland, one of the 70 or so regional
representative firms selling radio and
television time in the U.S. His sixyear-old firm represents 41 radio and
four television stations in Ohio — all
on a straight commission basis.
"We originally found, when we
started in the business, that many
stations wanted to add to their rate
card because of the existence of a
representative." That's no good, he
said, "it looks to the advertiser as
though it costs more to do business
with us" if other-than-local rates are
higher.
if we were
another "We're
salesmanpaidon just
the asstation
sales
staff, and we pay for our own long
distance
calls, too," Mr. Auerbach
added.
Real "Pros" ■ A regional representative offers experienced selling
skills and a thorough knowledge of
his market, his client — and the agency client's problems as well, he explained. "This extra know-how is
something stations just don't have
enough of, and they don't have the
time to sell the regional advertisers
the way the representative does.
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

vision effort consisted of a one-week
drive on 15 stations which carried the
World Series coverage. More than 100
radio stations in the Northeast are
carrying the Chevron safety-belt messA spokesman for BBDO said that by
ages.
the end of the year more than 250,000
safety belts will have been installed,
and added: "We are highly pleased by
the results of this campaign." He said
the spot radio campaign originally was
scheduled to end in late September,
but was "so effective" it was extended
through November.
Computers in advertising
subject of ARF program
The use of computers in advertising
will be the subject of three presentations at the Advertising Research
Foundation's midwestern conference in
Chicago on Nov. 29.
Under the direction of Leonard Kent,
vice president and director of research,
Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc., Chic-

tells— then

Leonard F. Auerbach, president of
Ohio Stations Representatives Inc.,
Cleveland, presenting "yellow
books" of station information to
Mrs. Joan Stockhaus, radio-tv buyer
at McCann-Marschalk Co., Cleveland advertising agency.
"If a representative in New York
makes sense where you're selling
against other representatives, then it
certainly makes sense regionally
where we're just selling against the
local salesman," said Mr. Auerbach.
"And some local salesmen just don't
know how to sell," he added.
A representative keeps an eye on
advertisers and their budgets, the
Ohio salesman maintained, and he
knows which stations to offer. "We're
called on by large and small agencies
for market information and for sta-

ago, the program will consist of:
■ (1) What contributions can communication theory make to constructing and evaluating an advertising cam■ (2) Practical media models: What
must they look like?
paign?
■ (3) Year-long media planning for
clients.
A two-hour discussion and question/
answer period will follow the presentations.
Principle speakers will be: Clark L.
Wilson and Herbert Maneloveg, BBDO;
Richard F. Casey and Frank Stanton,
Benton & Bowles; Frank S. Scalora,
Service Bureau Corp., and William T.
Moran, Young & Rubicam.
Rep appointments...
■ WCNS Canton and WJER Dover,
both Ohio: Prestige Representation Orresentative. ganization, New York, as national rep■ WHIM Providence, R. I.: Adam
Young Inc., New York.

gets more regional
tion information and we're relied on
to give the straight unbiased answers
. . . often
in markets
have
a station.
. . .where
This we
kinddon't
of
service can't be performed by one
representative
in a 'rep market,' "
he
said.
New Business ■ "We have been
able to prove in many multi-station
markets that we can get business for
stations which they've never had before," Mr. Auerbach said.
An Akron station, which is so
close to Cleveland that an Auerbach
man commutes, "pays us greater
commissions each month than they
pay their top local man because they
knowsaid.that we can do more for them,"
he
Mr. Auerbach prods his clients to
tell him what they're doing, and
what's going on in their markets.
This information is valuable, enabling
representatives to anticipate advertising and to provide agencies with
information they might not otherwise have. "We provide them with
the information they need . . . with
all the baloney extracted," he said.
Expansion ■ Last week, Ohio Stations expanded. It opened Penn State
Reps in Pittsburgh, with Jack DeHaven, a former salesman for 12
years with WWSW-AM-FM Pittsburgh as general manager. The new
Pennsylvania operation will keep Mr.
Auerbach on the road even more,
although he plans other additions to
his four-man staff.
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"Orkin, world's largest pest
control firm, is in business
to sell pest and termite
protection to homes and
industry. An important factor
in
amazing growth
has Orkin's
been broadcast.
Since the
day WSOC-TV went on the
air we have scheduled them
each year. Results speak for
themselves. In the Charlotte
market, results mean
WSOC-TV."
LEON ROBBINS, Adv. Mgr.
Orkin Exterminating Co., Inc.
Atlanta, Georgia

Orkin Exterminating Company's new home office on Piedmont Road in Atlanta will be ready for occupancy in 1963.
Nearby neighbors get to know a lot about you. Fast. So when you are
scheduling in the Carolinas, take a lead from Southeastern advertisers
and agencies who know the Charlotte market best. Go strong with
WSOC-TV. You'll like the personal support and follow-through our
staff people give you. You'll like the sales our big audience gives you.
WSOC-TV is one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC and WSOC-TV
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

are associated with WSB

CHARLOTTE 9— NBC and ABC.

Represented by H-R

and WSB-TV, Atlanta, WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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talent pacts
Lewis H. Titterton, Compton Adv., and
A joint policy committee to oversee
which in the past have negotiated agreements covering both programs and Herminio Traviesas.
the interests of advertisers and agencies
commercials.
Two Meetings ■ The importance of
in next year's broadcast talent union
negotiations has been formed by Assn.
Expire Next Year ■ Current contracts
broadcast union negotiations to the naof National Advertisers and the Ameriexpire in November 1963 but negotiation's leading advertisers was reflected
can Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
tions are expected to start early in the in ANA's schedule of two convention
The creation of the committee was
fall.
sessions on the subject: one Thursday
afternoon, one Friday morning. Both
reported last Thursday at the ANA anHarry Schroeter of National Biscuit
sessions were closed.
nual meeting at The Homestead, Hot
Co., chairman of the ANA broadcast
Springs, Va. It emerged as one of the committee and newly elected chairman
Last week's committee announcement
highlights of a two-day program that
of the ANA itself (see below), and was by Guy Farmer, consultant to the
also delved into such diverse subjects
committee. It appeared to add little to
David Miller of Young & Rubicam,
as public and government attitudes
were
named
co-chairmen
of
the
joint
last winter's disclosures — except the
toward advertising, computer influences,
names of the committeemen. But aupolicy committee.
and agency-advertiser relationships.
thorities said much attention was being
Other members, representing ANA,
The new committee — which was
given the whole question to make sure
are
Kenneth
Baumbusch,
American
formed, officials stressed, in line with
Home Products; E. P. Genock, East- ANA members fully understand its implans announced nine months ago
portance and are aware of the proWilliam R. Gurganus,
(Broadcasting, March 5) — would be Procterman &Kodak;
cedures being followed.
Gamble; Daniel Ladd, P.
concerned primarily with the broadLorillard Co.; Palmer D. McKay, Sun
In the past, agencies have particicast unions' television commercials
pated in SAG-AFTRA negotiations as
code, providing overall guidance but Oil; Alfred L. Plant, Block Drug; Gail
Smith, General Motors; and John
"observers,"
while advertisers have foldelegating responsibility for actual nelowed the negotiations unofficially,
gotiations to advertising agency repre- Tyner, Bristol-Myers.
though closely.
sentatives.
Agency members with Mr. Miller
After current contracts were negotiare
David
W.
Dole,
Leo
Burnett
Co.;
The unions involved are the Ameriated in 1960, a number of agencycan Federation of Television & Radio
Hugh L. Lucas, Campbell-Ewald; June
advertiser sources charged that the netArtists for tape and the Screen Actors
McNamara, M-E Productions; Hildred
works agreed to substantial increases in
Guild for film. Presumably the negotiaSanders, Honig-Cooper & Harrington;
union
fees for spot tv commercials
tion of program codes with these unions
Harold J. Saz, Ted Bates & Co.; Wilwhile successfully avoiding major hikes
liam Schneider, Benton & Bowles;
would remain with the networks —
affecting network programming.
Do It Yourself "» Without commentBroadcast committee chief heads ANA
ing officially, networks let it be known
they would not object if agencies or
advertisers or both wanted to take over
the commercials code negotiations.
The ANA-AAAA announcement last
week said that although the joint committee would let agency men handle
the negotiations, other interested industry groups including networks, film
producers and advertisers might also
participate.
Other convention highlights:

Mr. Allport

for tv commercials

Mr. Schroeter
Mr. Smith
As
head
of
the
association Mr.
Harry F. Schroeter, advertising and
marketing vice president of National
Schroeter succeeds John Veckly, adverBiscuit Co., was named chairman of
tising director of U. S. Steel.
the Assn. of National Advertisers last
Douglas L. Smith of S. C. Johnson &
Son was elected ANA vice chairman.
Thursday
at ANA's has
annual
Mr. Schroeter
beenmeeting.
head of
Peter W. Allport was re-elected president.
ANA's broadcast committee and is cochairman of the new joint committee
Six new directors were named: Richard Borden, Atlantic Refining Co.;
set up by ANA and American Assn. of
James S. Fish, General Mills; T. M.
Advertising Agencies to oversee broadcast talent union negotiations.
Hunt, Alcoa; John B. Hunter Jr., B. F.
With his election as ANA chairman,
Goodrich Co.; George H. West, Cona new broadcast committee chairman
solidated Electrodynamics Corp., and
Ernest P. Zobiun, Vick Chemical Co.
probably will be selected.
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Frank B. Senger, chairman of the
School of Journalism at Michigan State
U., reported that a study of student
complaints about advertising found
77.5% of the "objectionable" ads were
in magazines, 14% on tv, 6% in newspapers and 2.5% in radio.
Mr. Senger cautioned, however, that
"college students do surprisingly less
television viewing than the rest of the
population — studies and dates interfere
with television on the campus."
He thought
magazines
received more than
their may
share have
of the
criticism because, in the study, students
had to submit the ads they criticized,
and it is easier to tear an ad out of a
magazine than to reconstruct a commercial.
The product categories whose adBROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

vertising drew the most criticism, Mr.
Senger said, were health and beauty
aids (20.8% of the criticisms); drugs
(15.7%); foods and beverages
(14.7%); household supplies (8.7%).
The principal criticisms, totaling almost three-fourths of all received, fell
into one of these categories: (1) unbelievable medical claims, (2) use of
"blatant sex," (3) exaggeration, and
(4) general unbelievability.
Hard to Find ■ In general, however,
Mr. Senger said the students "agreed
that it was more difficult to find objectionable ads than they had suspected it
would be."
A man whose job is to seek out misleading ads, Charles A. Sweeny, chief
of the Federal Trade Commission's
Division of Food and Drug Advertising, meanwhile told ANA that it and
his agency have "just about the same
objectives: improving the image of advertising."
Mr. Sweeny denied FTC is "antiadvertising": "In baseball," he said,
"an umpire is not accused of being antibaseball when he calls a batter 'out'."
He said FTC's actions against vitamin advertisers during the past year
have not led other vitamin companies
to amend their advertising. "It is
apparent," he said, "that we face the
wearisome task of proceeding against
the advertisers one by one."
Gilbert Weil, ANA general counsel,
warned against what he called a government trend that may in time require
so much "affirmative disclosure" in
consumer advertising as to amount to
"a bill of specifications" as to the products' contents, leaving little or no time
in commercials (or space in print advertising) todevote to selling the product.
Peter Langhoff, vice president and
director of research for Young & Rubicam, predicted that one of the eventual
results of the computer age in advertising will be "redesign of media vehicles and new approaches to medi*
selling, with emphasis being placed on
values rather than gross numbers."
Computer Review ■ This was one of
a series of forecasts he offered after
a review of the use of computers in
advertising, particularly at his own
company (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
The advertisers interest and perhaps
responsibility should be to "keep his
advertising media healthy," Merrill
Panitt, editor of TV Guide, said in a
speech Thursday morning.
He noted that broadcasters get their
revenues from advertisers, not the public, and that newspapers and magazines
similarly are getting less and less from
subscribers and more from their advertisers.
This situation, coupled with rising
media costs, could intensify pressures
on all media to "appeal to advertisers,
BROADCASTING. November 12, 1962

Mr. Crichton

Mr. Langhoff

possibly at the expense of informing
and
entertaining the public," Mr. Panitt
asserted.
He said this is already evident, and
asked:
"If radio stations in some areas are
nothing more than wireless juke-boxes,
doesn't this concern national advertisers?
"If nearly a third of the nation's television stations refuse to sign and abide
by provisions of the television code,
aren't advertisers concerned?
"If magazines become preoccupied
with sex in blatant attempts to grab
circulation (and what kind of circulation can it be?), shouldn't advertisers
wonder how healthy the magazine is?"
John Crichton, president of the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, told the advertisers some things
he thought they ought to know about
agency problems — and what the advertisers could do to help solve them.
Among these problems: lack of advertiser understanding of the range and
depth of agency services; inadequate
communications which prevent an
agency from knowing all it ought to
know about clients' problems; the need
for elaborate agency account organizations to match "over-structured" client

organizations; new-product work and
how to make it pay; instability in the
agency-client relationship — and the
ever-present question of making a profit.
In 1961, Mr. Crichton noted, agency
profits averaged 2.49% of gross income,
or 44/100ths of 1% of billing. He
pointed out that the percentage has
been declining steadily for the past
several years.
Recalling the observation of Fairfax
Cone of Foote, Cone & Belding that the
agency business is the only one where
"your inventory goes down in the elevator every night." Mr. Crichton reported that payroll accounts for 70%
of agency expenses. Rent, he said, takes
about 7%, profit-sharing 1%, entertainment less than 2%, and taxes and
other expenses 17%.
He offered this quote by an agency

Is ad man's

entertainment

The Martini luncheon is disappearing from Madison Avenue. In
fact, it may never have existed.
That's one conclusion to be taken
from a report John Crichton, president of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, made to the Association ofNational Advertisers.
Showing where agency money
goes, Mr. Crichton invited his audi-

executive to explain agencies' "apprehension over profit":
"If an agency gets a million-dollar
account, and most agencies will never
see one, and staffs for it at even onehalf of the average rate during the 90day period before billing begins, two or
three or even four years may pass before that account is actually profitable
and the agency has recouped its investment— if the agency is in an average

fund imaginary?
ence of clients to focus for a moment
on "entertainment." It amounts, he
said, to less than 2% — actually
1.72%
of agencies' gross income
(not of— billing).
"This is far smaller than most gossip would make you think," he observed. "Also, it is trending down.
It is now about one-fifth lower than
it was five years ago.
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position on the profit scale."
Mr. Crichton called upon advertisers
to let their agencies know if they become dissatisfied — to give them notice
and a chance to improve before firing
them.
"No one disputes the right of the
advertiser to change his agency," he
said. "The request is only this: that
there be a good reason, that the agency
management be told what it is and have
some opportunity to correct the situation."
He renewed AAAA officials' suggestion that at least six months' notice be
given agencies in terminating their services. He also renewed the suggestion
by Marion Harper of Interpublic, chairman of AAAA, that advertisers extend
the "marketing year" to 36 months,
allocating advertising budgets on a
three-year basis, to permit better advance planning.
Commercials
production

in

. . .

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and approxiand production manager,when
available.
mate cost of commercial
Niles Communications Centers Inc., 1058 W.
Washington Blvd., Chicago 7.
Purex Co. Ltd. (Blu-White) one 60, film. Harry
Lange, prod. mgr. Agency: Edward H. Weiss &
Co. Rolf Brandis, agency prod.
Dixie Crystal Sugar, five 60's, film. Walt
Topel, prod. mgr. Agency: Burton Wyatt & Co.
Burton Wyatt, agency prod.
Insurance, two 2:30's,
prod. mgr. Agency: Meldrum
Ticho, Life
CharlesCentral
film.Union
& Fewsmith. Bruce Stauderman, agency prod.
American
Dairy Assn.
cream) two
60's,
film.
Harry Lange,
prod. (sour
mgr. Agency:
Compton.
Bob Berg, agency prod.
Community Fund of Chicago, two 60's, two
30's, two 20's, two 10's, film. Harry Lange,

Admen prefer self-policing, says Crichton
Advertising wants to cooperate
■ Has positive values invaluable
with government, but prefers self- to telling a sales story.
regulation, said John Crichton, pres■ Makes a contribution to ecoident of the American Assn. of Adnomic growth, an especially importvertising Agencies, in a speech to
ant factor in expanding world trade.
the Adcraft Club of Detroit Nov 2.
■ Builds sales, profits and revenues.
The injunctive powers sought by
■ Is basically opposed to governthe Federal Trade Commission were
ment regulation.
opposed by AAAA this year because
Mr. Crichton also outlined three
"we thought FTC's present powers
were sufficient," Mr. Crichton ex- problems facing advertising in Washington: "tax deductibility of adverplained.
tising aimed at legislation, defense
"If one looks fairly at the highlypublicized cases involving television contractor advertising, and the possibility of independent Internal Revcommercials in which the FTC became engaged two years ago, it
enue Service action on advertising's
seems impossible not to feel that in allowance as a cost of doing busimost of them the FTC has somehow
have not told our story well
become engaged in trivia," he said. in "We
Congress or in the executive
In a speechShould
entitledKnow
"WhatAbout
the
Government
branch," he said. "Congressmen, and
government officials generally, tend
Advertising," the AAAA president to
think of advertising as something
said the government ought to recness."
ognize that advertising:
apart from the rest of business," he
continued. "Of course it is not. It
■ Is essential to an industrialized,
expanding consumer economy.
is inseparable."
prod. mgr. Agency: Direct. Bernard Roloff,
agency prod.
Rath Packing Co. (meats) two 20's, one 10,
film. Harry Lange, prod. mgr. Agency: Earle
Ludgin & Co. Don Hockstein, agency prod.
Quaker Oats Co. (Ken-L-Ration) two 60's, two
20's, film. Harry Lange, prod. mgr. Agency: J.
Walter Thompson. Mike Horwitz, agency prod.
Riceland Rice, three 20's, film. George Jarrett,
Agency: Noble-Dury & Assoc. W. S.
prod.
Graham,mgr.agency prod.
California Foods (Del Monte Products) three
60's, film. Ed Morgan, prod. mgr. Agency: McCann-Erickson.
Stewart-Warner (Alemite C-D-2) One 60, film.
George Jarrett, prod. mgr. Agency: MacFarlandAveyard & Co. Grant Atkinson, agency prod.
Van Praag Productions. 1600 Broadway, New
York.
Studebaker Corp. (full line of cars) four 60's,
film.Felice,
Dan Karoff,
Joe
Agency prod.
prod. mgr. Agency: D'Arcy.

testing television
South Central area.
The following new products were reProduct: Golden Ladle Spaghetti Mix.
ported last week to have entered spot
Company: Lipton Division of Lever Bros.
tv on at least a test basis. Their activAgency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
ity was detected by Broadcast AdvertisNew York.
ers Reports, a national monitoring servSchedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
ice, in its off-the-air taping of local tele- Pacific Northwest.
vision advertising and is described here
Product: Post Count Off Cereal.
as part of a continuing series of newCompany: General Foods.
Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.
compiled for Broadreports
product casting
each week.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
Pacific Coast area.
Monitored during period ended Nov. 2.
Product: Aqua Velva Shave Cream.
Product: Posieron Cough Syrup.
Company: J. B. Williams Co.
Company: Sauter Labs.
Agency: Parkson Adv., New York.
Agency: Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
Schedule & Markets: Day and night minutes
Atherton.
Schedule & Markets: Nightime minutes in in Rocky Mountain area.
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New

products

Ad Council

honors

six campaign workers
Six volunteer campaign coordinators
and seven advertising agencies were
cited Nov. 8 for "outstanding public
service to the national welfare" at the
awards luncheon of the Advertising
Council.
James A. Barnett, Purex Corp., received acouncil award for serving 10
years as a campaign coordinator. Fiveyear citations went to A. H. Thiemann,
New York Life Insurance Co.; Ted
Bates & Co.; Leo Burnett, and J. Walter
Thompson.
First-year awards went to William C.
McKeehan Jr., Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.; Young & Rubicam; Robert
M. Gray, Humble Oil & Refining; Grey
Adv.; H. George Wolfe, Merck Chemical Division; Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield; BBDO; Joseph F. Anderson, and Dictaphone Corp.
Also in advertising...
FC&B signs ■ Foote, Cone & Belding's
Chicago office has signed as first tenant
for new $25 million building to be
constructed there on Michigan Avenue
opposite the Wrigley Bldg. by Equitable
Life Assurance Society. Building is to
be finished in early 1965 and FC&B
will have 9th through 12th floors.
WSAAA scholarships ■ Scholarships in
advertising and marketing are being
offered to two outstanding students at
major colleges and universities in the
Los Angeles area by the Western States
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

BANJO

BILLY

Kids love him — adults, too! Banjo, along with Captain Jack and all the "gang", travels to
scintillating, imaginative places in his daily "cruise" aboard the "Funboat" —
from the Land of Moog, populated by giants, to a South Seas island paradise; from the
bottom of the ocean to miles above the earth on a wonderful magic carpet.
Banjo is in great demand for public appearances and has been seen riding on many
unusual vehicles — elephants, horses, donkeys, old fashioned high wheel
bike, and the Banjo Billy landboat. Not only is Banjo in demand in person, but from
9 to 10 AM, Monday through Friday, television sets
from the Palm Beaches to the Florida Keys
are tuned to Channel 10.

Represented by
\ Television, Inc.

Sponsors know it because their products sell on Banjo Billy's Funboat
MIAMI
FLORIDA
WLBW-TV
Affiliated with WCKY 50KW CINCINNATI, OHIO
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your product, Channel 8 moves
goods.
WGAL-TV
unique in its
S"is"
LE
SA
FOOD
m
extensive, multi-city coverage of its large and prosperous coverage area. This television
station is outstanding because it is far and away the favorite with many, many thousands

Whatever

of viewers. Your
returns.

advertising expenditure on this Channel 8 station will pay rewarding

Lancaster,
NBC

Channel
Representative:
38

The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

8
•

New York

I
•

CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

■
Chicago

and

Pa.

•

Los Angeles

•

San Francisco
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Advertising Agencies Assoc. Scholarships are for $500 each, according to
Macy Baum, WSAAA scholarship chairman. Applicants are required to submit
a paper on "the role of advertising in
the American business economy." This
is the fourth annual scholarship program sponsored by the WSAAA.
Council on crisis ■ An educational
campaign using radio and tv has been
prepared by the Advertising Council,
New York, to spread understanding of
the present world situation. Radio and
tv kits are being sent to all the networks
and stations with announcements
created by Young & Rubicam, New
York.
K&E grant ■ A grant of $1,000 has been
awarded by Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, to the school of business administration of American U., Washington,
D. C, for retailing research.
Advertising for advertisers ■ Clarence
Jones, president and owner of WQIZ
St. George, S. C, gives his advertisers
extra mileage by circulating lists of his
advertisers to listeners (more than 1 ,000
each month) and urges patronage of
those establishments in special air promotion.
Quarterly dividend ■ Directors of
Chirurg & Cairns Inc., New York and
Boston advertising agency, have voted
a quarterly dividend of 12.5 cents a
share. It is payable Dec. 1 to stock-

% Kernel

Kenner's tagline
Kenner Products Co., Cincinnati toy manufacturer, is putting a
uniform ending on all its tv commercials. To create association
between all Kenner ads and to
establish the Kenner name with
its complete line of toys, a four
and one-half second animated
"tag" is used at the close of
all Kenner tv spots. The short
film pictures a long-beaked goony
bird (see above) which skids
across the screen and comes to a
screeching halt shouting a Kenner
slogan. The goony bird is being
used in 17 different Kenner commercials. The film was produced
at Robert Lawrence Studios, New
York. Leonard M. Sive Assoc.,
Cincinnati, is agency for Kenner.
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NIELSEN

RATINGS

Second Report for October, 1962
(Based on two weeks ending Oct. 21, 1962)
NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE (t)
INO.
Homes
%
U.S.
TV Homes (000)
Rank
1 Beverly Hillbillies
2 Lucille
Ball Show
33.7
16,783
15,388
30.9
3 Ben Casey
30.8
4 Bonanza
15,338
14,940
30.0
29.0
5 Red Skelton
28.8
14,442
6 Candid Camera
28.8
14,342
6 Danny Thomas Show
14,342
28.7
Griffith Show
14,293
1098 Andy
Dr. Kildare
26.0
12,948
24.8
Dick Van Dyke
12,350
(t) Homes reached during the average minute of the program.
Copyright 1962 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Background: The following programs, in
alphabetical
this week'sInBROADCASTINGorder,
tv appear
ratings inroundup.
holders of record on Nov. 15. Announcement of the dividend was made
by
Wallace
L.
Shepardson, C&C president.
New office for PGW ■ Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Inc., New York, last Monday (Nov. 5) opens new offices in
Chicago. Located in the Prudential
Plaza since 1957, the Chicago office has
taken larger quarters on the 25th floor
of the same building.
Business briefly . . .
Philip Morris Inc. for Commanders has
purchased test campaign through Community Club Awards on CCA radio stations in eight markets that will run
through February. About 10 spots per
week are being used on each station.
CCA is providing centralized billing for
purchase. Agency is Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago.
Magnavox Co., New York, fully sponsored NBC-TV's A Stage for Excellence: The National Cultural Center,
yesterday (Nov. 11). Agency: Kenyon
& Eckhardt Inc., New York.
DuPont, Union Carbide Co. and National Biscuit Co. have signed as participating sponsors of NBC-TV's Eleventh Hour (Wed., 10-11 p.m. EST).
Agencies: BBDO (DuPont); McCannErickson (Nabisco), and William Esty
Co. (Union Carbide).
Film-Makers forms in Chicago
The Film-Makers Inc., a new tv commercial production company, has been
formed in Chicago. The new organization is located at 615 N. Wabash
Ave.
Lincoln Scheurle, former commercial
producer for J. Walter Thompson, Chi-

formation isin following order: program
name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.
Lucille Ball Show (CBS-179); General Foods
(Y&R), Lever (JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
p.m. (ABC-239); participating: Mon.
Ben10-11
Casey
Beverly Hillbillies (CBS-180); Kellogg (Burnett), R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Wed. 9-9:30
Bonanza (NBC-203); Chevrolet (CampbellEwald), Sun. 9-10 p.m.
Dr. Kildare (NBC-178); participating, Thur.,
8:30-9:30 p.m.
p.m. Camera (CBS-183); Bristol Myers
Candid
(Y&R), Lever Bros. (SSC&B, Sun. 10-10:30
Andy Griffith (CBS-187); General Foods (B&B),
Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-195); Best Foods (L&N),
S.
p.m.C. Johnson (FC&B), Philip Morris (B&B),
Lever (BBD0), Tues. 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Danny Thomas (CBS-185); General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Dick Van Dyke (CBS-165); P&G (B&B), P.
Lorillard ((L&N), Thur., 9:30-10 p.m.
cago, is president and creative director
of the company. Edward E. Katz, former financial vice president for Fred
A. Niles Communication Centers, is
board chairman and general manager.
Tv

tape

sparking

local business— TvB
Television Bureau of Advertising's
member stations are using tape facilities to increase local business, a survey
shows. Besides being a production tool,
vertising.
tv tape is widely used for selling adOut of 190 stations in the study,
three-quarters, or 144, have tape facilities. Of those with tape installations,
71% report increases in local business
because of tape and 51% report savings
in manpower. TvB, which uses its own
tape facilities for sales meetings to
orient agencies and representatives, said
49% of the equipped stations use tape
for sale meetings.
TvB's study found that 86% of the
stations with tape installations use tape
for preparing sales presentations for
prospective advertisers; 79% prepare
commercials for prospective advertisers.
New station group formed
The Lark Network, a new station
group in north Louisiana and southern
Arkansas, has been formed, Ollie Bales,
manager of KUZN West Monroe, La.,
announced. Billing will be handled by
Grant Webb & Co., New York station
representative, and will be on one rate
card with one bill. Affiliating with
Lark: KCKW Jena, KMAR Winnsboro,
KRUS Ruston, KVCL Winnfield and
KWCL Oak Grove, all Louisiana, and
KAGH Crosett and KDMS El Dorado,
both Arkansas.
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GOVERNMENT

FCC
NETWORK

vetoes
EYES

DEC.

temporary

NBC-RKO

swap

31 DEADLINE FOR DISPOSAL OF WRCV-AM-TV
forfeiture on the part of the network
performance, it has acted with utmost
NBC's plan to exchange WRCV-AMTV Philadelphia for RKO General
and that it has taken every step possi- expedition to comply. . , ." Mr. Segal
told the court.
ble to comply. The consent decree was
Inc.'s radio-tv stations in Boston to
Financial experts have estimated that
signed in 1959 following a Justice civil
comply with a consent decree entered
into with the Justice Dept. reached the suit alleging that NBC had violated the the loss to NBC would be in excess of
antitrust laws when it acquired the $20 million if it were to forfeit the
critical stage last week.
Philadelphia stations, the NBC attorney
The FCC last week refused to ap- Philadelphia stations in 1955 from
prove a temporary exchange of the Bos- Westinghouse.
said. "Further, NBC would also be
Bernard G. Segal, NBC attorney from
severely handicapped in its ability to
ton-Philadelphia properties which would
the Philadelphia firm of Schnader, Harcompete with . . . CBS and ABC. . . .
have enabled NBC to comply with terms
rison, Segal & Lewis, told the court in The present competition between the
of the decree requiring it to dispose of
three networks would be drastically reWRCV-AM-TV (ch. 3) by Dec. 31, an affidavit that NBC would never have
duced. And these results would occur
1962. Unless the U. S. District Court
signed the decree without an understanding that it would not be required
although NBC has complied with the
in Philadelphia grants an extension of
the deadline or the FCC revises its to forfeit the Philadelphia stations.
decree insofar as it was in its power
decision of last week, NBC will face
"The Dec. 31, 1962, date was never
intended to be a fixed and inflexible
forfeiture of the stations — an estimated
to Ifdo NBC
so. . does
. ." not receive other stadeadline which, without fault by NBC,
$20 million loss.
tions in exchange for WRC-AM-TV,
he said, the penalty would be more
Also last week, the commission denied a request by Philco Broadcasting
severe than any that has ever been imCo. for temporary authority to operate
posed under any divestiture decree even
on ch. 3 Philadelphia. Philco is conafter finding of criminal guilt, "let alone
testing the proposed exchange and has
under a consent decree that was represented by the government as being fair
applied for a regular construction permit on ch. 3 in a contest against
andNBCequitable
sides."
said thatto itboth
was not
guilty of the
WRCV-TV's renewal application.
An FCC hearing in the case, which
antitrust charges which led to the decree and that it entered negotiations
began Oct. 22, continued last week with
testimony from Donald McGannon,
only to avoid costly and long-drawn-out
president of Westinghouse Broadcastlitigation. At the very outset of talks
with Justice, NBC said it stressed that
ing Co., and three executives of NBC's
parent, RCA, on patent licensing matit would never agree to a consent deters.
cree which would result in a forfeiture
NBC has asked the Philadelphia
of any of its stations.
court for an extension of the consent
NBC contended that the Justice Dept.
decree deadline — a move opposed by
agreed that no forfeiture would be reboth the Justice Dept. and Philco. The
quired and that the Dec. 31 deadline
court, however, said two weeks ago that
was suggested by network negotiators.
it would not act on the motion pending
NBC "firmly believed . . . there would
a decision by the commission on the
be no problem in obtaining a reasonable
joint NBC-RKO request for an interim
extension," Mr. Segal said.
exchange. RKO stations involved aTe
Purpose Defeated ■ In a reply to
NBC, Justice told the court in a brief
WNAC-AM-TV and WRKO-FM, all
Boston.
filed Nov. 2 and made public last week
In denying both the NBC-RKO and
that the requested extension "would dePhilco pleadings, the commission said
feat the purpose of the divestiture proMr.
McGannon
visions. .. . The germane directives of
that it could not make a finding that the
"I said he must be joking"
the judgment are unequivocal and ab"extraordinary" relief sought is necessary at this time for the continuation
solute— the defendants must get out of
the Philadelphia tv station business by
of an existing service. If the court re- would become a means to bring about
fuses to extend the Dec. 31 deadline
Dec. 31, 1962, and stay out for nine
a forfeiture," he said. The date (which
and WRCV-TV is faced with imminent
gave NBC over three years to secure
darkness, it was reported NBC could
The thereafter."
judgment does not condition
FCC approval of a transfer) was noth- years
come back to the FCC for relief.
ing more than the best estimate of the compliance on FCC approval of the
The commission denied the NBCreasonable time necessary for such ac- transfer, Justice said, and NBC is atRKO pleading less than two weeks aftion, he said.
tempting to substitute divestiture at an
indefinite future date. Justice charged
ter it was filed and just two days after
Mr. Segal pointed out that within
the Broadcast Bureau, Philco and Westnine months of the consent decree, it NBC deliberately risked unfavorable action or inaction by the FCC in agreeing
inghouse allfiled oppositions. NBC and
sought FCC approval of the even-up
RKO were not afforded an opportunity
Boston-Philadelphia swap even though to the deadline. The network's grounds
the NBC stations were more valuable.
to submit replies to the oppositions.
for modification are legally insufficient
and any economic hardship resulting
Hands Tied ■ In its plea to the court
"Certainly no one then contemplated
for an extension, NBC said that the that NBC should be severely penalized,
from the decree was forseen when the
consent decree does not contemplate a where far from procrastinating in its judgment was agreed to and there is no
40
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THE
MANAGING

ASSOCIATED
EDITORS
Amtrds ihs

PRESS
ASSOCIATION

CITATION
FOR OUTSTANDING PARTICIPATION IN THE ASSOCIATED CRESS
NEWS REPORT

WCyS

WCYB

Radio -TV

%adio~cTV

continues

So says the Associated Press Managing Editors
Association in awarding us the highest national

to

Tennessee

serve

up

the

best

state associations. In the thriving,

growing 37-county Tri - Cities area, WCYB
Radio-TV is the authoritative voice of news.
recognition for "consistent and thorough dayWCYB-TV
(first in TV coverage); WCYBto-day coverage of news." One of the three
broadcast mediums in the United States to reRadio (first in Radio coverage). And, the
ceive this Associated Press citation (others:
TRI -CITIES (Bristol, Johnson City, KingsKRLD Radio-TV, Dallas and
port) is the 19th largest metro
KNBC Radio, San Francisco),
county area in the Southeast! Serve
WCYB Radio-TV has also received
up the best total audience for your
awards this year for excellence of
tri-cities "r» v«|
advertising dollar on WCYB. Food
WCYB-TV
for thought?
news coverage from Virginia and
BRISTOL, VA. ]

Gen. Offi ces: Bristol, Tenn-Va. □ Represented by The MEEKER Co. / In the Southeast by James S. Ayers Co.
»
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equitable basis for a modification, Justice maintained.
There is no recognizable inequity
in insisting that "NBC's continued exploitation of the Philadelphia market
be terminated by the agreed date,"
Justice said. "In fact, NBC's timely departure isessential to the basic aims of
the instant judgment — establishing competitive conditions in Philadelphia free
from any interference by NBC . . . and
ending NBC's enjoyment of the fruits
of its allegedly illegal conduct. These
underlying conditions of the judgment
have not been changed by NBC's inability to accomplish an advantageous

stations in three of them — Boston
(WBZ-TV), Pittsburgh (KDKA-TV)
and San Francisco (KPIX [TV])."
After consulting with Westinghouse
officials, Mr. McGannon said he told
Mr. Adams at a second meeting that
WBC could see no value in "upgrading"
from Boston to Philadelphia. "I smiled
and said he must be joking about Pittsburgh," said Mr. McGannon. Pittsburgh is the home of the parent Westinghouse Electric. As to San Francisco,
it is a city "in which we wanted to
said.
operate a tv station," Mr. McGannon

disposal."
Justice said WRCV-AM-TV are presently earning $5 million annually and
will have returned to NBC by Dec. 31
more money than the network has invested in the properties.
The court has not given any indication when it will rule on the NBC request for an extension. In postponing
argument on the petition, the court
said NBC should properly seek relief
from the FCC first. That relief now has
been denied.
Meanwhile, in Washington ■ Mr.
McGannon, who became president of
WBC shortly after the WestinghouseNBC swap was agreed to in 1955, told
the FCC hearing that NBC approached
WBC shortly after the consent decree
was signed in 1959. David Adams,
NBC executive vice president, told him
NBC wanted to acquire stations in two
cities selected from Boston, Detroit,
Pittsburgh and San Francisco, Mr. McGannon said.
"Mr. Adams' was exploring with me
WBC's attitude in entering into [an
exchange for Philadelphia] since of the
four markets he mentioned, we had tv

Voice

Trouble network
The Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters, spurred by Gov. Mark
Hatfield, has asked the FCC to
call a meeting of key communications experts in that state to
discuss the establishment of an
emergency communications network.
Gov. Hatfield believes such a
system could warn and inform
Oregon citizens in time of any
major disturbance, such as storm,
fire or enemy attack. State officials recently decided to locate
the communications center for
such a network in the basement
of the Capitol Building in Salem.
Gov. Hatfield has indicated to
Ted Smith, president of OAB,
that the government will help the
OAB establish the proposed network.
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to demobilize

10

In testimony three weeks ago, Westinghouse executives said that they
agreed to the 1955 trade with NBC because of a fear of losing NBC affiliations, but Mr. McGannon said that
was not a factor in 1959 because ABCTV had become competitive as a third
network. Also, he said, there was a
"strong psychological element" which
was missing in 1959. "Bluntly stated,
enough is enough," he said. "We had
been through Philadelphia and Cleveland. We weren't going to go through
Boston and Philadelphia and ad infini-

commercial

stations

Two mobile 50 kw transmitters will replace present hookup
tum."
The 10 stations, which are linked up
The Voice of America hopes to bewith VOA transmitters, have been
gin demobilizing this week the 10 commercial radio stations that have been broadcasting Spanish-language programs
broadcasting its Spanish-Language pro- of news, commentary and analyses of
grams into the Caribbean since the the Cuban crisis since President KenCuban crisis began three weeks ago.
nedy's Cuban "quarantine" speech Oct.
22 (Broadcasting, Oct. 29). They are
All 10 may be released within two
weeks.
WCKR, WGBS and WMIE, all Miami;
This was disclosed last week by WSB Atlanta; WWL New Orleans;
WCKY Cincinnati; KAAY Little Rock;
Henry Loomis, Voice director, in confirming reports that two mobile 50 kw
and WKWF Key West; and the international shortwave stations WRUL
transmitters were being installed in Florida. He said he hopes they will serve as New York; and KGEI Belmont, Calif.
Waive Rules ■ The FCC on Oct. 30
replacements for the commercial stations.
waived its rules to permit WRUL to
One of the transmitters, located on
operate through the night. The station,
which normally broadcasts from 10 a.m.
Florida's Marathon Key, is VOA property (Closed Circuit, Nov. 5), and to 1 1 p.m., had been operating on the
will operate on 1180 kc. The other longer schedule since the crisis began
under special FCC permission. The
is U. S. Navy equipment, and Mr.
Loomis declined to divulge any details waiver extends through Jan. 20.
about it. But it was understood that
The only break in the solid dusk-tothe transmitter will be located on one
dawn schedule of VOA broadcasts carof the Florida Keys near Marathon.
ried by the standard wave stations ocConnect With Voice ■ The two transcurred Tuesday night, when special armitters will be connected by land lines
rangements were made to enable them
with VOA studios in Washington, and to broadcast election results for their
will broadcast day and night. This local audiences.
Half-Hour of Election News ■ Mr.
would provide greater flexibility than
that offered by the commercial stations,
Loomis said that some of the standardwave stations broadcast 30 minutes of
most of which broadcast a dusk-todawn schedule.
election news every hour on the hour,
Mr. Loomis said it's hoped that, be- the remaining, 30 minutes every hour on
the half hour. This schedule, which
cause of the transmitters' location and
permitted at least half the network to
power, coupled with the directional anbe carrying VOA broadcasts at all
tennas they'll utilize, the mobile transmitters will broadcast a stronger signal times, was maintained until midnight,
into Cuba than that provided by the when all 10 stations resumed carrying
commercial stations.
VOA programs exclusively.
Weakest Go First ■ The installation
Mr. Loomis reported that, even after
of the transmitters was expected to be more than two weeks of VOA service,
completed by the weekend (Nov. 10- the morale of the stations' management
remains high. He said they have willing11). "As they come on," Mr. Loomis
ly given up broadcasting features of
said, the Voice would "probably release" the two commercial stations de- great interest to their listeners when retermined by engineering tests to be
minded of VOA's need for their facilibeaming the weakest signal into Cuba.
ties.
At the same time, he said, the Voice
"They're completely understanding,
would "probably reduce" the amount of completely
public-service minded," he
said.
time it uses on the remaining stations.
The
government
has given assurances
Within two weeks, he said, it's hoped
that all 10 can be released entirely.
that the stations will be reimbursed for
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

WJXT in Jacksonville eliminates all argument
about the most efficient advertising medium
with eye-catching figures on the picture in
the total market: 210% more homes outside
the metro area ... 30% more homes
inside Jacksonville ... 22 of the top 25
programs . . . but! why go on and on? No
matter how you look at it, more people look
at WJXT
. the dominant medium in the
entire North Florida/South Georgia
regional market!
Source; July 1982 NSI

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
*~
~. ^

JRepresented hy TvA R

POST-NEWSWEEK
STATIONS
A DIVISION OF
THE WASHINGTON POST COMPANY

lost advertising revenue and out-ofpocket expenses connected with their
VOA service. A plan, however, has not
yet been worked out.
Mr. Loomis said he would like the
stations themselves to "sort this thing
out among themselves" and then submit a proposal for reimbursement to
the agency.
Freezer firm agrees
to amend advertising
The Federal Trade Commission announced last Friday (Nov. 9), that
Town and Country Food Co. Ft.
Wayne, Ind., has consented to an order

prohibiting it from advertising practices which they have been using in
various media including radio and television.
The commission had taken issue
with pricing and savings claims and
other "misrepresentations" the company
had been using to sell home freezers,
food and freezer food plans. The FTC's
complaint alleged that contrary to the
concern's advertising, purchasers of the
freezer food plan ( 1 ) do not save
enough money on the purchase of food
to pay for the freezer, and (2) are required to pay interest or finance charges
in addition to the price of the freezer,
food and tax.

Pete Holland, of S.S.C.&B., joins the Tricorn Club
How come? He's wise, that's how. Wise to the fact that North Carolina's
No. 1 metropolitan market (in population, households and retail sales) is that
combined three-city "tricorn" . . . Winston-Salem, Greensboro, and High
Point. Want to join the Tricorn Club? You're probably eligible already, if
you're also wise that North Carolina is the No. 12 state in population. And
in
market inupper
crust12today,
doesn't
ignore out,
the
No. the
1 market
the No.
state! myAnddeah,
whileone
yousimply
have your
lorgnette
remember WSJS Television is your best sales entree to all this Confederate
m0neySource: U. S. Census
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Ted VanErk, of Peters-Griffin-Woodward, "hats" Pete with Club symbol
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The order was contained in an agreement between the respondents and FTC
staff counsel, which the commission accepted. The agreement is for settlement only and does not constitute admission of violation of the law.
Arkansas
backs

high

wired

court

pay

tv

Pay tv scored a victory in Arkansas
last week when the state supreme court
upheld a Public Service Commission
ruling which ordered Southwestern Bell
Telephone Co. to feed subscription
tv over its lines in Little Rock.
In a unanimous decision the state
court denied objections by Arkansas
theatre owners who held subscription
television to be contrary to the public
interest and outside the jurisdiction of
state agencies. The theatre owners
claimed jurisdiction belongs to the FCC.
Pay tv is planned in a 10,000-home
section of Little Rock by Midwest
Video Corp., parent company of a
group of community television systems
in that area. Midwest, among whose
principals is C. Hamilton Moses, former chairman of the Arkansas Power
& Light Co., holds a franchise to use
the Telemeter system. Telemeter is
owned by Paramount Pictures Inc., and
utilizes a coin box at the receiver to
unscramble the video and audio program. The programs are sent to subscribers' homes on wire lines.
Midwest last year asked the Public
Service Commission to require Southwestern Bell to permit the transmission
of pay tv over its lines. The Arkansas
commission approved. A lower state
court upheld the decision.
Mr. Moses said Midwest will not
begin construction of the pay tv cable
system until the theatre owners have
exhausted all legal remedies. Spokesmen for the theatre owners said they
probably will file a petition for rehearing before the Arkansas court.
No auto log favorite,
commission explains
The FCC has clarified its recent
stand on automatic program logging
(Broadcasting, Oct. 8) in emphasizing the rulemaking does not favor
"a particular system of automatic proThe new rule allows stations to log
gram logging."
automatically if they wish, the commission said, but neither imposes an obligation to do so nor acts as an endorsement for "any particular manufacturer."
Originally one of the least controversial parts of a proposed overall
logging rulemaking, the new logging
rule was adopted separately Oct. 3 and
was adopted largely at the urging of
ITA Electronics Corp., a manufacturer
of automatic logging equipment.
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962
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PHONE, WRITE OR WIRE TELESYND TODAY!

Precision-automated O-Vation Music features 8-hour
tapes of new and exciting instrumental and vocal arrangements, programmed to today's aduftaudiences,
performed by top talent and reproduced in true tonal
quality. Programatic start-stop automation provides
for pre-selected news breaks, commercials, local
broadcasts— lets you inject your own "personality"
into every program.
E3 TELESYND AND PROGRAMATIC
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES OF WRATHER CORPORATION

Telesynd
136 East 57th Street, New York 22, New York
1 would like
to have
the full me,
story on how Programatic's
O-Vation
Music
will benefit
NAME
ADDRESSCITY

,

-STATE.

The
elections'
effects
on
broadcasting
FEW COMMUNICATIONS
LEGISLATORS NIPPED BY FALL POLITICAL FIRE
Most of the Senate and House members primarily responsible for an impressive record of broadcast legislation
in the 87th Congress — the members of
the Senate and House Commerce Committees— will be back to serve in the
88th.
Every member of the Senate committee who sought reelection last week
was successful. With the exception of
Rep. Peter F. Mack Jr. (D-Ul.), the
same was true of the House committee.
As a result, barring juggling of committee assignments when Congress organizes in January, there will be few
new members of the two committees
which were largely responsible for enactment in the last Congress of the allchannel-receiver, educational-television,
communications-satellite and FCC-reorganization bills.
Since the Democrats scored a net gain
of four seats in the Senate, they will
increase slightly their majorities on committees in that chamber. On the Commerce Committee, the line-up is now
1 1-6. The party alignment on the House
committees should remain the same —
20 Democrats and 13 Republicans in
the case of Commerce.
One significant change, however, will
be in the chairmanship of the House
committee's Communications Subcommittee. Rep. Morgan Moulder (DMo.), chairman in the 87th Congress,
didn't seek reelection.
Next Chairman ■ Rep. Walter Rogers
(D-Tex.) is the next ranking Democrat
on that subcommittee and is expected
to succeed him. But Reps. John Bell
Williams (D-Miss.), Kenneth A. Roberts (D-Ala.), and Harley Staggers
(D-W. Va.) outrank him on the full

committee and would have a prior
claim to the subcommittee chairmanif they' wanted
exercise however,
it. Both
Reps. ship Williams
and toRoberts,
have other subcommittee chairmanships.
Among the winners last week were
the chairmen of the two committees,
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
and Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.). Sen.
Magnuson, a member of Congress since
1937 and of the Senate since 1944,
won by about 47,000 votes out of some
900,000 cast. This was a narrower margin than he was expected to post over
his relatively unknown opponent, Richard G. Christensen, a 32-year-old Lutheran minister.
Rep. Harris, who in 1 1 previous campaigns for the House had never faced
Republican
opposition,
was Arkansas'
biggest
winner
in defeating
Warren
Lieblong, a school supply salesman
from Pine Bluff, by a 4-to-l margin.
The lone election day casualty on
either committee. Rep. Mack, was beaten by another incumbent, Rep. Paul
Findley, a Republican. Their districts
were thrown together as a result of
Illinois reapportionment.
The House Commerce Committee
lost another member when Rep. Peter
Dominick (R-Colo.) a one-term congressman, gave up his House seat to
make a successful run for the Senate.
He defeated the Democratic incumbent,
John A. Carroll.
Sen. Carroll himself is known to
broadcasters as chairman of the Senate Administrative Practice & Procedure
Subcommittee, which in previous congresses held hearings on bills intended
to assure high ethical conduct of administrative agency personnel.

Butler Gone ■ The only certain vacancy on the Senate Commerce Committee involves the seat of Sen. John
Marshall Butler (R-Md.), who has been
in the Senate since 1950 and is ranking
minority member on the committee. He
didn't seek reelection.
The members of that committee who
joined Sen. Magnuson in winning another term are Sens. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.), George A. Smathers
(D-Fla.), Frank J. Lausche (D-Ohio),
Norris Cotton (R-N.H.), and Thruston
Morton (R-Ky.). The hold-over members of the committee are Sens. John
O. Pastore (D-R. I., and chairman of
the Communications Subcommittee),
Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), Ralph
Yarborough (D-Tex.), Clair Engle (DCalif.), E. L. Bartlett (D- Alaska),
Vance Hartke (D-Ind.), Gale W. McGee (D-Wyo.), Hugh Scott (R-Pa.),
Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.) and Winston L. Prouty (R-Vt.).
The House Commerce Committee
members who won reelection along with
Rep. Harris are Democratic Reps. Williams, Roberts, Staggers, Rogers, Samuel N. Friedel (Md.), Torbert H. Macdonald (Mass.), George W. Rhodes
(Pa.), John Jarman (Okla.), Leo W.
O'Brien (N. Y.), John E. Moss (Calif.),
John D. Dingell (Mich.), Joe M. Kilgore (Tex.), Paul G. Rogers (Fla.),
Robert W. Hemphill (S. C), Dan Rostenkowski (111.), James C. Healey
(N. Y.), Horace R. Kornegay (N. C).
And Republicans Reps. John B. Bennett (Mich), William L. Springer (111.),
Paul F. Schenck (Ohio), J. Arthur
Younger (Calif.), Harold R. Collier
(111.), Milton W. Glenn (N. J.), Samuel
L. Devine (Ohio), Ancher Nelsen
(Minn.), Hastings Keith (Mass.), Wil-

Sen. Magnuson
Rep. Harris
Sen. Capehart
Rep. Mack
Reapportionment victim
GOP opposition was buried Clear channels lose a friend
Election night wasn't dull
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k¥<t S. Curtin (Pa.), Abner W. Sibal
(Conn.), and Vernon W. Thomson
<Wis.).
Capehart Defeated » In another election result, the unexpected defeat of
Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.) removes
a powerful supporter of clear-channel
broadcasters from Congress. Sen. Capehart, a member of the Senate since
1945 and a former commerce committee member, opposed FCC plans to
duplicate the clears and had urged, instead, higher power for them. Sen.
Capehart's connection with radio goes
back to the early days of the medium
"when he founded Capehart Inc. to
manufacture radios.
Three men with broadcasting connections sought election to state-wide
office. The only successful aspirant,

Offspring

of

that

Any hopes by the tv networks that
the FCC's hearing in Chicago on
local tv programming could be relegated to history are about to be
shattered by the same commission.
The FCC soon will vote on sending questionnaires to all network
owned tv stations with the "primary
purpose ... to ascertain the policies
and practices of the network stations
in the broadcast of local programs."
The seven-page quiz (including instructions) grew out of the Chicago
hearing and will be on the FCC
agenda for possible approval at this
week's meeting.
Also in the forseeable future is
the possibility that the same questions
will be asked of all stations owned
by multiple licensees. This proposal,
however, is not before the FCC at
this time but there is some thought
that stations owned by the networks
should not be singled out. In
addition, it was pointed out that
many of the same problems in the
selection of local programming by
stations owned by the networks are
present where a non-network licensee
operates a group of stations.
However, if the questionnaire is
sent to all multiple-owned stations,
approval of the Budget Bureau is
needed — one of the factors prompting the commission staff to single
out the network outlets at this time.
As presently drafted by the staff,
the questionnaire asks for a detailed
statement describing the efforts and
activities by the network stations
(except in Chicago) to ascertain
the needs and interests of the public
for local programming. The stations
are instructed to contact 10 types of
civic leaders and organizations (plus
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

Rep. William Scranton (R-Pa.), is being
talked of as a possible GOP Presidential
contender in 1964 as a result of his victory in the Pennsylvania gubernatorial
election. Fred Seaton lost in his bid
to become governor of Nebraska, and
Alvin Bentley was defeated for congressman-at-large from Michigan.
Rep. Scranton is 1.4% owner of
Transcontinent Tv Corp., which owns
KFMB-AM-FM-TV San Diego, WGRAM-FM-TV Buffalo, KERO-TV Bakersfield, WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas
City, WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre,
and WDOK-AM-FM Cleveland.
Fred Seaton, who was Secretary of
Interior in President Eisenhower's cabinet, is vice president and director and
owns 535 of 1,200 shares of common
stock in KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.; pres-

ident and director and owner of 1 13Vi
of 329 shares of common stock in
KHAS Hastings, Neb.; president and
director and in control of 140 shares
of stock in KHAS-TV, that city; and
president and director and owner of
179 out of 500 shares of common stock
in KMAN Manhattan, Kan.
Mr. Bentley is vice president and director and owner of 300 of 900 common shares in WKNX-AM-TV Saginaw, Mich.
FCC

defends

Cox

against NCTA
attack
The FCC last week came to the defense of its Broadcast Bureau chief,
Kenneth A. Cox, charging that a court
brief filed against the FCC is "largely

Chicago

local tv hearing?
contained in a code of broadcasting
"others") in reply. These include
standards and practices) which guide
public officials, educators, religious
the operation of the station? If yes,
groups, ethnic groups, labor, business, cultural, entertainment, etc.
attach a copy of such policy statements, or a summary thereof if
Names, Too ■ Names and posipolicies are not in written form. Detions of persons contacted also are
scribe station policies and practices
to be submitted in reply. The statedesigned
to implement such programment "shall include but need not be
limited to any efforts [by the station]
and advertising
The ming
stations
are askedstandards."
to describe
(1) to make a canvass of the listenthe facilities, staff and equipment
ing public and (2) to consult with
available for the development, procivic leaders and others who bespeak
duction and presentation of local
the interests of the community or
programs. Under this question is incommunities served. . . ."
cluded the name and title of each
The station is asked if it maintains
person engaged in any phase of local
a complaint file and, if so, the numprogram presentation.
ber and nature of those received durAnother commission question reing past year on local programming.
quires alisting of all local programs
A series of questions order "a between Nov. 1, 1962, and Nov. 1,
description in reasonable detail of
1963, as to classification (talk, relithe policies and practices estabgion, agriculture, entertainment, published by the network licensee to
lic service, etc.). Also, the licensee is
enable the management of each stastate
"theseby protion to plan, devise and provide a asked to
grams have
beenwhether
developed
the
program schedule to serve the needs
station in cooperation with, or to
and interests of the local commeet the needs of, specific community." In this connection, the limunity organizations." In addition,
censee must submit the names of all
the local programs are to be identipersons who participate in programfied as to day, time and number of
ming decisions and the extent of their weeks scheduled.
authority and who has final authority
During the month of October,
in case a conflict occurs.
1962, the network stations also are
Stations are asked if local manageasked the number of public service
ment has authority to refuse network
announcements they broadcast. In
shows and, if so, to cite examples
addition, each station is permitted to
with descriptions of the network and
"supplywill
anyassist
additional
informationin
local shows involved.
which
the commission
NAB, Notice ■ Although all networks and their owned stations are
subscribers to the NAB codes, this
question is asked: "Do you have established policies with respect to programming and advertising standards
(whether developed by station or

understanding the policies and practices of the station in serving the
needs of its community for local
programming." The FCC even submits an example of a program which
might provide an "opportunity for
local self expression."

based upon scandalous material" and
constitutes
a "personal attack" upon
Mr.
Cox.
The brief in question (Broadcasting, Oct. 15), was filed by the National
Community Tv Assn. in behalf of
Carter Mountain Transmission Corp.,
a common carrier first granted, then
denied an application to carry Idaho,
Wyoming and Montana channels.
NCTA charged that Mr. Cox swayed
the FCC from its traditional position
of claiming no jurisdiction over catv,
causing the FCC's "capricious" action.
NCTA alleged no fact that indicates
"any
impropriety"
Mr. Cox,
the
commission
told thebycourt.
Mr. Cox
"acted in complete accord with his
duties and responsibilities," the agency
brief said, and the charges made against
him are "nothing but irrelevant inThe FCC concluded its defense of
nuendo."
Mr. Cox by asking the court to rule
out any "further participation in the
case" by NCTA.
•
•
•
•
•

POTATO CHIPS
DAIRY
BOTTLER • PACKAGED MEATS
SUPER MARKETS
BAKERY
DRUG CHAIN • FROZEN FOODS
GAS STATIONS
CANDY

They need the
"SELL" in
JUNIOR
AUCTION
COPYRIGHTED
A live 30 minute copyrighted
television show that has
thousands of youngsters
selling sponsors products.
JUNIOR

AUCTION

Now in 32 markets!
Your market may
be open . . . contact

MIKE

FADELL CO., Inc.
603 SECOND AVE. SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 2, MINN. • FE 3-341$

Junior. AtfoTiofi
COPYRIGHTED
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Land mobile users proposal
would deter uhf, FCC told
Three Broadcast groups opposed a
proposal to allocate television chs. 14
and 15 for land mobile radio use in
comments to the FCC last week.
The Land Mobile Section of the Electronic Industries Assn. initiated the proposal by asking the FCC to provide
470-482 mc for land mobile use
(Broadcasting, Oct. 1). Ch. 14 operates on 470-476 mc, and ch. 15 on
476-482 mc range. The EIA unit had
held the present facilities are overcrowded.
That request drew opposition from
the Maximum Service Telecasters Inc.
and others. "It would fly in the face of
the will of the Congress, explicitly
declared at the last session, that maximum development of all 70 uhf television channels is to be encouraged,"
MST said.
It would hurt uhf development as
chs. 14 and 15 are the two most desirable uhf channels, the organization
said. Indiana Broadcasting Corp. concurred and called it a poor reward to
uhf pioneers "to shunt them off to the
channels."
Both uhfMST
and Indiana noted the
upper
1959 study by the Television Allocations Study Organization which emphasized the greater effectiveness of the
lower uhf channels over the upper.
The TASO results show that the effective distance for chs. 14 through 40 is
about 40 miles and for chs. 41 and up
is only about 30 miles.
Workhorse channels ■ MST gave
these figures on the utilization of the
lower uhf channels: as of Oct. 4, 1962,

of 196 uhf tv authorizations 148 (75%)
are on channels below ch. 40 or 39%
of all uhf channels; 56 (29%) are on
channel 20 or below, or 10% of all
channels; only 12% of all authorizations are above ch. 50, or 30% of the
channels. MST calculated that the average uhf channel load is 2.8 authorizations, and that there are 5.7 on chs.
14 through 39. "The low uhf channels
are thus the workhorse channels of the
uhf band." MST said.
MST said land mobile users have not
made extensive use of the 450-470 mc
band because they consider it less well
adapted for all-around use than the
lower frequencies.
Manufacturer Interests ■ MST
charged that the Land Mobile Section
does not speak for mobile users but
only for the manufacturers of such
equipment. It also pointed out that the
recent all-channel receiver legislation
"is replete with express statements that
the purpose ... is to facilitate maximum development of all 82 channels."
Triangle Publications Inc. argued that
the proposed allocations are a "contradiction" tothe FCC plans to develop
the uhf spectrum.
Only American Telephone & Telesupported
requestgraphbut
saidLand
evenMobile
then Section's
the two
channels couldn't provide the frequency
space that land mobile services require. AT&T said more FCC investigation isneeded and referred to
the company's proposals in the 1959 inthe development of the 25890 mcquiry forband.
Two

balk

of WHHM

at transfer
Memphis

Two minority stockholders in
WHHM Memphis last week asked the
FCC not to approve an application for
transfer of the station on the grounds
their rights as stockholders had been
violated and that the consideration
($160,000) was below the fair market
Joseph P. Trantino and Victor Musprice.cat, trading as Vic-Tran Co., charged
the terms of the sale were designed to
serve the interests of two persons (William H. Grumbles, president, 51%, and
Marie Copp, over 45% ) contrary to the
interests of the licensee corporation,
Mercury Broadcasting Inc. Two weeks
ago, Vic-Tran filed suit in Chancery
Court of Shelby County, Tenn., seeking
a permanent injunction against the sale
to Thomas W. Shipp and last week the
FCC was asked to either dismiss the
application or withhold action pending
court action.
Vic-Tran charged that Mr. Shipp,
who owned WHHM in 1959-60, took
control of the station last May in violaBROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

TOPS

IN

THE
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ARB station circulation totals March, 1962, show KTBS-TV, Shreveport, Louisiana, with more
viewers than its two competitors:
KTBS-TV 3
Channel
TV Home Potential
Net Weekly Nighttime
Net Weekly Total
Average Daily Nighttime
Average Daily Total

258,600
..... 225,200
237,700
131,200
165,800

Station
Y

Station
Z

257,700
221,400
230,000
128,300

239,500
210,500
220,500
122,500
154,900

155,800

KTBS-TV reaches 1.9-billion dollar four-state market of 1.5 million buyers with exclusive ABC
programming. Its performance, as indicated above, is an important reason more spot buyers are
specifying KTBS-TV, Channel 3, Shreveport, Louisiana.
Sources: Sales Management's 1962 Survey of Buying Power; ARB Station Circulation Totals (March 1962)
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tion of FCC rules. The minority stockholders claimed that Mr. Shipp advanced funds to the station, hired and
fired employes, signed checks, and performed other functions associated with
management.
Mr. Grumbles, Vic-Tran said, left
Memphis several weeks ago and has
not exercised supervision of the station
since, although still retaining the title
of president. (Mr. Grumbles currently
is general manager of WNYS [TV]
Syracuse, N. Y.). Messrs. Trantino and
Muscat said that they purchased 20
shares in the WHHM licnsee from Miss
Copp. The transfer was filed for FCC
approval in September.
ETV

REQUESTS

Shifts in Neb., Kan. allowed;
Pa. asks similar allocations

CHARLIE

GADDY

"The best on the air salesman I have ever had" —
says James B. Womble, President of Womble of Hargett
Street, exclusive men's clothiers of Raleigh.

Raleigh- Durham

NBC

50,000 Watts -680 KC
Dick Mason, General Manager
Gus Youngsteadt, Sales Manager
HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO. National Rep.
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Tv channel allocations — proposed,
granted and denied — played a prominent role in the FCC's business last week,
as two states were allotted channels for
etv networks, another state asked for a
similar rulemaking, and assorted channel shifts were appraised by the commission. A rundown of the happenings:
■ Nebraska received 6 channels for
its proposed statewide etv network in
addition to KUON-TV (ch. 12) Lincoln, among which were ch. 16, unapplied for, in Omaha; and chs. 13 in
Alliance and 9 in North Platte (both
presently commercial). Other assignments were ch. 3 to Lexington, ch. 7 to
Bassett, and ch. 25 to Albion. FCC also
assigned two commercial channels to
Nebraska, Albion receiving ch. 8 and
Superior ch. 4.
■ FCC simultaneously with the
Nebraska actions provided for a similar
statewide etv network in Kansas, shifting ch. 8 from Manhattan (etv station
KS AC-TV Manhattan recently surrendered its cp) to Hutchinson and reassigning ch. 1 1 from Lawrence to
Topeka. Topeka also received ch. 48.
Other assignments: ch. 9 to Lincoln,
ch. 3 to Lakin, ch. 21 to Chanute and
ch. 33 to Oakley. Having moved these
channels, the commission found it necessary to delete commercial ch. 9 from
Garden City, substituting ch. 13, and
commercial chs. 21 from Ottawa and
20 from Independence.
■ Pennsylvania's Dept. of Public Instruction, in a move similar to the
earlier proposals of its midwestern sister
states, asked the FCC to allocate channels for a statewide etv network. Channels eyed were: 39 in Allentown, now
commercial; 36 in Altoona; 3 in Clearfield (Pa. State U. has asked the FCC
for the same allocation); 65 in Harrisburg; 68 in Scranton; and 71 in Shamokin (this would mean the deletion of
commercial ch. 65). According to the

petition, the proposed channels are all
in areas presently void of etv reservations.
■ FCC shifted ch. 26 from Richmond, Ind., to the site it occupied prior
to 1960, Anderson, Ind. Previously
used by WCBC-TV Anderson, the channel was shifted at the request of James
A. Chase and William J. Wheat, who
want to apply for a cp using ch. 26 and
the technical equipment and site of
WCBC-TV. The station suspended
operation in 1958.
■ The commission denied a proposed
ch. 3 shift from Sterling, Colo., to
Cheyenne, Wyo., on the grounds that
the present tv channel assignments in
those cities should not be disturbed.
■ The same Sterling, Colo., channel
was noted in the commission's refusal
to grant a shift of ch. 3 from Alamosa
to Colorado Springs. FCC said the shift
would violate the commission rules on
short-spacing.
■ FCC invited comments on its proposed allocation of channels in South
Dakota, which would add commercial
ch. 1 1 to Lead, etv ch. 9 to Rapid City,
and switch the etv reservation in Pierre
from ch. 22 to ch. 10.
Ch.

8 losers

file

court, FCC pleas
Three unsuccessful applicants for ch.
8 in North Carolina's Winston-SalemGreensboro - High Point triangle
launched attacks on the FCC's decision
of last month which granted the vhf
facility to Southern Broadcasters Inc.
(Broadcasting, Oct. 8).
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.
and High Point Television Co. both
filed appeals with the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Washington. TriCities
Broadcasting Co. asked the FCC to reconsider the decision.
Jefferson Standard, owner of WBT
and WBTV (TV) Charlotte and WBIG
and 19% of WFMY-TV Greensboro,
all North Carolina, and of WBTW
(TV) Florence, S. C, argued that the
commission
failed
to state it"rational"
reasons for the
conclusions
reached
in ranking the applicants and in weighing the significance of the comparative
differences.
Jefferson Standard also maintained
that TriCities should be disqualified because one of its principals was, with
his family, a large stockholder in Jefferson Standard. Jefferson Standard had
promised to dispose of its interest in
WFMY-TV if granted ch. 8.
High Point called the FCC criteria
in its decision "inherently contradictory . . . inequitable . . . [and] unreasonable." High Point said the decision
disregards the Communications Act
provision for equitable distribution of
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962
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There's no beating the best. It isn't
as it nobody tried. Competition is keen

than

— and, to give credit where it's due,
competitive programming often merits
real praise.

Station

B

But when you consider that the programming
service of WSYR-TV is under the direction of
executive personnel with an average of 19 years
broadcasting experience right here in Central New
York, a top talent staff with an understanding of its
job and its audience, and a firmly established
tradition of being several laps ahead of the fieldstaying ahead comes kind of naturally. /
WSYR-TV does work at it, however,
steadily and conscientiously. The
results speak for themselves.
Get the Full Story from
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER
& PARSONS

WS
NBC

YR
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T

V

Affiliate
Channel 3
•
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
•
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA,
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astronaut

r
facilities, because Southern is primarily
owned by a Winston-Salem group.
A Drop-in ■ Ch. 8 was dropped into
the North Carolina tri-city area in 1958.
In 1961, an FCC examiner's initial decision favored a grant to TriCities. Last
month the FCC voted to make the grant
to Southern. Three commissioners
(Hyde, Craven, Bartley) voted for
Southern and two (Minow and Ford)
for TriCities. Commissioners Lee and
Henry did not participate.
Southern is 55% owned by principals of the now-deleted uhf outlet,
WTOB-TV Winston-Salem, headed by
James W. Coan.
It is 35% owned by stockholders of
the deleted uhf, WNAO-TV Raleigh,

SECRET

PROBE

OF

N.
men.C, and by four High Point businessTriCities is owned equally by Hargrove Bowles Jr., James G. W. MacLamroc, R. H. Nutt and Ralph C. Price.
Messrs. MacLamroc and Price each
own one-third of WKIX Raleigh, N. C.
High Point principals include George
W. Lyles Jr. as president, and Paul
Ingie, David A. Rawley and Dorothy
P. Terry. Mr. Lyles owns 15% of
WTNC Thomasville, N. C, and Mr.
Ingie 69% of WOHS Shelby, N. C.
Mr. Rawley and Miss Terry have interests in the High Point Enterprise
and the Burlington (N.C.) Times-News.
Mr. Ingie is editor of the High Point
Enterprise.

PENTAGON

SECRECY

Rep. Moss to investigate, but just what is under wraps
The staff of the Government Infor- vester's statement that news is part of
mation Subcommittee is investigating
the government's "weaponry" in the Cuban crisis — which caused newspapers to
the government's controversial news dissemination policies in the Cuban crisis. charge the government is attempting
Sam Archibald, staff director, said to manage the news. Richard S. Salant, president of CBS News, said the
investigators have questioned information officers — including those at the pol- Sylvester statement makes it "imperative" that the government remove the
icy-making level— at the White House,
Defense and State Depts. about policies restrictions the White House asked
newsmen to impose on themselves in
broadcasters and newspapermen have
the5).Cuban crisis (At Deadcovering
criticized (Broadcasting, Nov. 6).
line, Nov.
He said a report will be submitted
The Defense Dept. said it may set
to Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.), sub- up a centralized office to establish
committee chairman. He said the report will enable the subcommittee to standards for classifying and declassifying information.
decide — if it's reconstituted in the next
A spokesman said the office would
Congress as expected — whether to hold
hearings.
help "increase the flow of news."
The Moss subcommittee has urged
There is some question about how
creation
of such a centralized office,
much will be made public in the inholding it would permit reporters to
quiry.
appeal for declassification of informaMr. Archibald said details have been
tion they do not feel should have a
given the staff, but the information
secrecy label.
involves military security and he can't
release it. He said if hearings are held,
the classified nature of the material
Harkins asks ch. 20
would require the subcommittee to hold
most of its hearings behind closed for Phoenix pay tv
doors.

KABC
conversation
RADIO
79
Owned S Operated by American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc.
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Opportunity To Explain ■ But he said
hearings will enable government information officers to explain their acts and
the subcommittee to "weigh the adequacy" of the administration's information policies.
Rep. Moss has said his subcommittee
will review government plans for releasing information under varying conditions of emergency. Mr. Archibald
said Rep. Moss wants to know if there
is such a system in existence or if policies are improvised as situations arise.
The Pentagon has been criticized for
requiring that personnel report the substance of interviews with reporters to
supervisors. The State Dept. has a
similar order.
Another controversial point is Assistant Secretary of Defense Arthur Syl-

A former broadcaster-theater owner
last week asked the FCC to allocate
ch. 20 to Phoenix and announced plans
to apply for a pay tv station there if
the channel assignment is made.
Dwight Harkins, a pioneer in fm multiplexing who developed a system in
wide use, made his request of the commission in a one-paragraph petition.
He said he proposed to operate a pay
tv outlet only, with no commercials or
free programming at any time.
Mr. Harkins said he would use a pay
tv system he has invented, different
from all other systems proposed or in
use. "I would rather not expose the
technical
this audio
time," and
he
said. But details
he said...
bothat the
video signals would be scrambled.
Ch. 20 is not currently assigned to
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

KANSAS

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

KTVH — WICHITA- HUTCHINSON .. KTVC — ENSIGN
KAYS -TV— HAYS
KLOE-TV — GOODLAND

• 1 ,202,200 people — four times
the population of Nevada.

KLOE -TV

• times
368,740the households
households — of31/2
Wyoming.

KAYS- TV
KANSAS
KTVH

• 332,700 TV homes — three
times greater than in Vermont.
• $2,225,301,000 consumer
spendable income in this new
major market.

KTVC

• Exclusive CBS-TV Coverage!
• One buy covers Kansas,

KBS

NEW
KBS
TOTAL
HOUSEHOLDS
COUNTIES
KANSAS:
Barber
2,880
Barton
10,070
Butler
12,360
Chase
1,350
Cheyenne
1,510
Clark
1,160
Comanche
1,130
Cowley
12,370
Decatur
1,910
Dickenson
7,240
Edwards
1,670
Ellis
5,840
Ellsworth
2,560
Finney
4,750
Ford
6,530
Geary
8,140
Gove
1,170
Graham
1,690
Grant
1,470

Gray
TOTAL
77-COUNTY
TV HOMES
HOMESTV HOMES
PER CENT COUNTIES
HOUSEHOLDS HOMES PERCENT
84
1,340
Greeley
1,130
650
540 83
700
2,290 80
Hamilton
960
73
9,320 93
Harper
Harvey
76
3,290
10,880 88
2,790 85
83
1,030 83
6,850
8,260
Haskell
880
760
1,250 88
930
720 77
Hodgeman
Kearney
1,020
790 70
890
780 86
88
69
2,790 90
Kingman
84
10,410 83
3,090
Kiowa
1,580
Lane
83
960
830 86
1,470
1,010
6,020 86
Lincoln
73
78
1,430
1,910
900 74
1,390
5.190 89
Logan
76
Marion
1,210
80
2,040
4,830
3,750
McPherson
87
4,120
7,680
Meade
5,840 95
5,760 88
1,730
Mitchell
1,650 76
2,940
7,140
Morris
2,220 76
850 88
73
2,480
Morton
87
810
1,890
1,470
Ness
83
1,020
1,240 84
1,750
1,460 79

TOTAt
TV HOMES MARKET
MAJOR
TOTAL
TV HOMES
KBS
COUNTIES
HOUSEHOLDS
HOMES
PERCENT
HOUSEHOLDS
HOMES PERCENT
COUNTIES
75
Norton
82
600
440 73
Stanton
2,650
73
920
70
2,170
Osborne
Stevens
Trego
87
1,850 72
Sumner
2,550
Ottawa
Phillips
1,320
Pawnee
85
Thomas
600
2,360
8,390
7,270
1,710 70
2,590
3,040
2,270
1,710
Pratt
Wallace
470 78
2,040 87
2,920
1,630
4,100
Rawlins
3,580 81
820
620
1,250
Wichita
90
1,550
Reno
19,360
COLORADO:
17,420
1,260 89
77
Rice
830
720
86
4,530
Baca
4,040
530 76
64
Rooks
2,620 86
Rush
Cheyenne
3,030
1,960
85
63
Kit Carson
Russell
2,030
1,740
1,340 37
3,690
Lincoln
Saline
3,030
17,330
15,080
1,680
Prowers
60
2,120
Scott
1.340
1,330 85
1,580 100,040 82
91
4,000
Yuma
110,200
TEXAS
Sedgwick
2,380
87
2,130
Seward
84
2,890
970
680 64
Sheridan
5,040
4,240 85
Lipscomb
Sherman
Ochiltree
1,210
74
2,150
2,490
1,060
82
332,700
1,830 85
368,740
80
Smith
79
Stafford
KBS TOTAL
2,710
2,210
2,590
2,190
2,920
86
LAIR
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any city in Arizona and will fit into
Phoenix with no engineering problems,
Mr. Harkins said. He formerly owned
KTYL-AM-FM Mesa, Ariz, (sold in
1958) and theaters in Arizona from
1932-61. Mr. Harkins holds the Muzak
franchise for Phoenix and in the 1950's
equipped more than 75 U. S. fm stations for multiplexing. He presently
owns an electrical repair firm in Phoenix.
Appeals court backs
FCC cutoff date
The U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington last week upheld the FCC practice of announcing a cut-off date afterwhich the agency refuses to accept
mutually exclusive applications to those
already pending. A unanimous court
turned down an appeal by Century
Broadcasting Corp. which in 1961 had
sought to apply for a new am on 1510
kc in Jeannette, Pa.
Century tendered its application after
the announced cut-off date had expired
and the court ruled the FCC was
within its rights in refusing to accept
the application. The court noted that
Century did not file its application
until four months after competing applications had been set for hearing.

NIXON

IN DEFEAT

Radio, tv get his praise,
but newspapers are blasted
Richard M. Nixon, in a bitter farewell to public life, assailed the press
last week for the way it reported his unsuccessful campaign for governor of
California, but he had high praise for
television and radio.
The former vice president, in conceding the election to Gov. Edmund G.
(Pat) Brown, told a televised news conference:
" I think that it is time that our great
newspapers have at least the same objectivity, the same fullness of coverage
that television has. And I can only say
thank God for television and radio for
keeping the newspapers a little more
Mr. Nixon singled out only one newshonest."paper reporter — Carl Greenberg of the
Los Angeles Times — as having given
him coverage he considered fair, objective and complete.
To the assembled reporters, he said:
"You won't have Nixon to kick around
Nixon also swiped at the FCC.
anyMr.longer."
Declaring that he didn't think publishers
should tell their reporters how to write

The day Dad gives Jimmy his first shaving gear is a big one for both of them.
The father in the background is one of the nation's adults, who receive and
control 98% of the U. S. income.* In the WBT 48-county basic area, adults
receive and control most of the $2,690,786,000 worth of spending money**
. . . and WBT radio has the largest number of adult listeners. Clearly, the
radio station to use for more sales is the one that reaches more adults . . .
WBT RADIO CHARLOTTE. Represented nationally by John Blair & Company.
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
*U.S. Dept. of Commerce **Spring 1961, Area Pulse and Sales Management's Survey of Buying Power, 1960
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their stories, he added: "I don't believe
the FCC or anybody else should silence
the
voice raised in the wilderness"
in hisonebehalf.
This was an apparent reference to
the FCC inquiry to KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles about complaints that that station's Tom Duggan had spoken out
strongly
Nixon's
candidacy.inAssupport
a resultofof Mr.
the inquiry,
the station added a 15-minute program
to its schedule to present the Democratic
viewpoint.
This FCC action was attacked last
week in a front page column of the
Hollywood Citizen News. Dave Heyler,
the author, called the action "the most
diabolic and vicious attack on free
speech ever perpetrated on a free Amer-

WLYH-TV

to identify

as Lancaster-Lebanon
The FCC reallocated ch. 15 from
Lebanon, Pa., to Lancaster-Lebanon
last week (Nov. 7) (For the Record,
page ica."
92). The action permits WLYHTV Lebanon to establish main studios
in Lancaster and is the latest in a series
of maneuvers affecting the CBS-TV
lineup in the Central Pennsylvania area:
WLYH-TV will become a CBS-TV
affiliate for the Lancaster-Lebanon area
effective Jan. 1, 1963, and will be interconnected with two other uhf stations
which were linked to carry CBS programs last May: WHP-TV (ch. 21)
Harrisburg and WSBA-TV (ch. 43)
York (Broadcasting, May 21, and
Closed Circuit, April 9). WLYH-TV
will maintain its Lebanon studios, according to Roger W. Clipp, vice president of Triangle Stations, WLYH-TV
licensee.
WGAL-TV (ch. 8) Lancaster, now
primary NBC-TV and CBS-TV, will
drop CBS.
KRCK denies group's charges
A complaint by the Ridgecrest,
Calif., chapter of the American Assn.
of University Women against the programming of KRCK, that city (Broadcasting, Oct. 10), contains "inadvertor misstatements,"
the station
told enttheerrorsFCC
several weeks ago.
Victor M. Farel, KRCK owner, said
that the survey by the AAUW unit is
"quite unrepresentative" of the station's
overall programming. He said KRCK
does feature classical and semi-classical
music, contrary to misstatements of
AAUW, and has "numerous" opinion
and informational and public service
programs.
He said the intellectual and cultural
programs of the station have failed to
obtain
support of the complaining
AAUW the
group.
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Nerve

Center...

Mr. Pat Casey, Chief Engineer of Station WEW,
new Gates President Dual Channel

St. Louis, Missouri, reports on the

Transistor Audio Console:

Our purchase of the Gates President Console was based on the versatility of the pushbutton
control system, the new transistorized circuitry, and the excellent frequency response and distortion specifications

Zke President dual channel transistor console ... as dramatically new in function and design as a missile-launching control system. Its mission: complete
coordination of modern broadcasting's fast moving format with a totally new
touch-control nerve center.
Poised for instantaneous reaction, twenty-four illuminated touch-control
keys give you precise fingertip command of multiple input circuits — replacing switches and knobs spread across the control board. This consolidated
nerve center handles many combinations of turntables, tape machines and
projectors with complete control coordination. This is today's audio control
for today's operating demands. It is as advanced as the dial phone over the
old "Number please?".
Other special features include large "feel-of-the-board" control knobs on all
eight mixing channels, a total of 45 inputs, multi-position VU meters, Gates
exclusive Solid Statesman transistor amplifiers and a fully interlocked cueintercom system.

Let us send you Brochure No. 106. It tells the complete story.

r 2 3

' 8 9 W

on
H 12

GATES
RADIO COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
in: HOUSTON, NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON,
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. • 13 EAST 40th ST. • NEW
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Desi

leaves

Desilu;

Lucy

in

SHE'S BUYING HIS 26% SHARE: NO REASON GIVEN
Desilu Productions Inc. announced
No reason was given for Mr. Arnaz's
last Thursday (Nov. 8) that Desi Arnaz
action. A spokesman for Desilu declined
has resigned as president and director
to provide any details in addition to the
of the corporation and his shares in prepared announcement.
Those close to the Desilu situation,
the company will be purchased by his
former wife, comedienne Lucille Ball.
seemed agreed that Mr. Arnaz wished
to devote full time to his other interests.
Immediately after Mr. Arnaz's resig- He owns a Palm Springs hotel, a ranch
nation, Lucille Ball was elected presiand other real estate.
dent by Desilu's board of directors.
Miss Ball and Mr. Arnaz were marOther members of the board are Jerry
ried for almost 20 years before their
Thorpe, vice president for programdivorce of a few years ago. They were
ming; W. Argyle Nelson, vice president
for production and studio operations;
co-stars of one of the highly popular
and Edwin E. Holly, vice president for series in the early days of television,
/ Love Lucy.
administration and finance.
Mr. Arnaz holds 300,350 shares of
The figure of $20 million comes up as
a magic number in the tale of Desilu
Desilu stock. The company announcement said Miss Ball will purchase Mr.
and its two now business-separated partners. When they divorced in 1960, the
Arnaz's shares at a price said to be
"considerably in excess of the current
couple reportedly split what's estimated
market price." (Desilu is traded on the to be $20 million gained from their tv
American stock exchange and its price enterprises.
The sum also comes up in connection
in recent weeks has ranged from $7 to
with
a reported attempt of a large elec$8.50 per share.) When Mr. Arnaz's
shares are acquired, Miss Ball will hold
trical concern to purchase Desilu Stua total of 600,650 shares, 52% of the
dios not long ago. It was said then that
$20 million was the selling price asked
total shares of the stock of the comby Mr. Arnaz and Miss Ball (now Mrs.
pany, aDesilu official said.

control
FOR

RESIGNATION

Miss Ball

Mr. Arnaz

dian).
Gary Morton — he is an actor-comeDesilu has been successful in tv,
starting with / Love Lucy that for years
reigned tops in the popularity poll, and
in the still on-network series The Untouchables (ABC-TV) and a new "hit"
comedy, The Lucy Show starring Miss
Ball but minus her former bandleader
husband.
The action in Hollywood came a
week after a published interview with
Mr. Arnaz quoted him as suggesting
that The Untouchables went downhill
once its character was changed to comply with policies of reducing violence in
tv film content. And that he planned to
reintroduce violent elements (At Deadline, Nov. 5).
Another show produced for the tv
networks is Fair Exchange on CBS-TV.
Desilu in fact is generally conceded to
be in one of its "most successful" years
in television. Some 90% of Desilu's
three-studio facility (with 36 sound
stages) is being used. About nine other
network productions are produced by
independent firms at Desilu.
Tv Affiliates Corp.
offers program

Agencymen

attend

second

A second "no-pitch" preview of a
new Warner Bros, motion picture,
"Gypsy," was held for agency and
broadcasting executives Oct. 29 and
30 in New York. Some months ago,
the Warner Bros, tv division held a
similar preview showing of "The
Music Man."
The idea of the preview is to entertain agency buyers and broad58

Warner preview
casters with the movie product from
the same firm that syndicates tv series.
In this photo (1 to r) are the media
and radio-tv chiefs of Doyle Dane
Bernbach: Al Petcavage, vice president and media director, and John
Egan, director of radio-tv programming, appearing with their host,
Joseph Kotler, vice president of the
tv division.

aids

Television Affiliates Corp. announced
last week it is adding a new service for
subscriber stations, consisting of local
programming and production aids.
TAC functions primarily as an exchange for the distribution of locallyproduced informational-cultural programs to members. Under its new service, TAC will send subscribers two
reels, one of which includes 10 representative weather shows and the other,
10 news programs. Robert Weisberg,
TAC vice president, said the project refrom the last
organization's
ence insulted
Chicago
August and conferadded
that exchange of ideas will be extended
to other areas, including children's and
women's programming.
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ITC

SHARE-REVENUES

PLAN

Distributor offers 'after hours' tv programming
to stations in return for percentage of revenues
Independent Television Corp. thinks
it has hit a nerve that "touches upon
an The
industry-wide
problem."
film distributor
said last week
its "after hours" plan has caught the
attention of a number of tv stations,
some outlets in major markets. The
plan offered to supply programs to stations without charge for telecast in
hours which come after the normal
sign-off time (Broadcasting, Oct. 29).
Any revenue gains from sale of time
to advertisers would be shared with
ITC.
Latest development, said Abe Mandell, ITC's executive vice president, is
a flood of requests from stations asking
for further information.
Mr. Mandell notes that "it seems
as if almost every station has some
problem that it believes can be answered
by our offer.
"An Arizona station asked if we
would accept acres in a new land development in return for programs.
There are stations that have no interest
in telecasting later at night but would
like to start earlier in the morning.
"Some have been thinking of cutting
back their telecast schedule because of
the difficulty in selling late-night time."
Help Wanted ■ Mr. Mandell said
the latter stations asked to be included

an analysis is made based on each market's nature and size; the current programming situation and the "ITC history" in the area. The station then is
advised of programs available to it and
the formula for sharing revenue should
any sales be derived. The film distributor provides free prints and asks the
station to pay shipping charges plus a
nominal handling charge.
Meany

foundation

plans

annual show on NBC-TV
A new foundation named in honor
of George Meany, AFL-CIO president, will sponsor an annual program
on NBC-TV's The Eternal Light series.
The establishment of the George
Meany Foundation
"further
the
understanding
of the to
ethical
principles

Mr. Mandell
in ITC's plan so they could continue
on a 24-hour schedule. Others (in
Seattle and Philadelphia, for example)
had found full-time programming too
costly but are willing to try again via
the ITC-proposed route, particularly if
some revenue might be revived.
ITC said after an inquiry is received

MADISON
AVE.

by which nounceall
live,"(Nov.
was and inNewmoral
YorkmenFriday
9).
The foundation was created by trade
union friends of Mr. Meany within the
Herbert H. Lehman Institute of Ethics.
The network program was announced
as one of the foundation's first projects.
This year's program, devoted to the
life of William Green, late president
of the American Federation of Labor,
will be seen Nov. 25 (Sun., 1:30-2 p.m.
EST). The Eternal Light is produced
under the auspices of The Jewish Theological Institute.
NBC-TV's 'Virginian'
extended to 1963-64
The 90-minute Virginian on NBCTV (Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.) has been
extended for a full season, Revue Productions said last week.
The extension apparently settles in
part the question asked by program experts as to whether the series would
prove successful
casting, Oct. 8). as a concept (BroadAlso announced were production
plans for a pilot in a proposed series
for ABC-TV by Warner Bros, for the
1963-64 season and called Ready for
the People. The series filming starts
today (Nov. 12) on location in Brooklyn. It is being produced in cooperation with the National District Attorneys' Assn. Kings County (Brooklyn)
District Attorney Edward Silver is offering his assistance.

WLOF-TV

get cartoons with editorials
by the news department. Virginia
Cartoons in tv editorials? "Why
not?" asked Joseph L. Brechner, gen- Peck, staff artist and graduate of
eral manager of WLOF-TV Orlando,
Florida's Ringling School of Art, dewho is an inveterate doodler himself.
velops them into final art.
The result (see cartoon) is the
This cartoon illustrated an editorial urging increased advertising efregular use of cartoons in WLOFTV editorials. Roughs are furnished
forts by Florida's citrus industry.
60 (PROGRAMMING)

viewers

Heller-Ferguson Inc.
set up in Hollywood
Heller-Ferguson Inc., a new consultant and programming firm, has been
formed by Hugh Heller as president and
general manager and Allyn Ferguson,
vice president in charge of production.
Headquartered at 1800 North Argyle
Ave., Hollywood, the firm is an outBROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

"And

there I was,
on
life,too!)
big as
markets,
(and in one of the top-40

Flint-Saginaw-Bay City, of course . . . where Helen
Luther sandwiches March of Dimes and Salvation Army
work in with her daily duties as housewife and mother
of three. And where this Civil Defense Director gave
area residents the lowdown on near receiver warning
systems and sandbag shelters on WJRT's well-attended
"In Our Opinion" discussion show.
You see, like most communities, industrial FlintSaginaw-Bay City has an abiding interest in defense
and post-attack survival. But these are just a few of the
many interests which abound here — ranging from scuba
diving to Little League and coin collecting.
Splendid opportunity, we think, for WJRT's "program-

TV"

ming from within" concept. And, in fact, in the past 30
months over 25,000 area people have appeared before
Channel 12 cameras to talk about these and half a
thousand other interests.
Splendid opportunity for you, too, if you advertise on
TV. Because households here (75,000 of them watch
WJRT on the average night) have an extra $10 of weekly
income*. Or nearly $550 more each year than the
national average household to spend for cars, boats,
houses or whatever you sell.
Let Harrington, Righter and Parsons carry it from there.
Call them in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston,
Atlanta, Los Angeles or San Francisco.
* Metropolitan Flint, Saginaw, Bay City; from
Sales Management's "1962 Survey of Buying Power'

FLINT-SAGINAW-BAY
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CITY / ABC
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GOODWILL

STATIONS, INC.

Final

curtain

U.S. SUPREME

COURT

falls
UPHOLDS

Broadcasters now have a green light
to choose among feature films offered
for tv showing. The U. S. Supreme
Court last week unanimously ruled that
six distributors of pre- 1948 films for
tv violated the Sherman Act when they
forced tv stations to take packages containing films they didn't want.
The court not only prohibited block
booking; it added more stringent provisions to a lower court's proposed
judgment to prevent the practice.
The decision, announced Monday,
was notable in three other respects: It
was the first written by freshman Justice
Arthur J. Goldberg; it was the first
decision of the court's new term, and
it came only 20 days after the case
was argued (Broadcasting, Oct. 22).
Supreme Court decisions usually come
three or more months after argument.
Last week's ruling brings to a close
a government antitrust suit against six
feature film movie distributors, brought
in 1957. That suit resulted in a guilty
verdict by federal Judge Archie O.
Dawson of the U. S. District Court in
New York in 1961. He found the defendants had violated the antitrust laws.
Judge Dawson proposed not only to
forbid block booking and tie-in practices, but also to require distributors to
put a price on individual films.
The movie distributors appealed that
verdict as well as some of the provigrowth of Archer Productions, producers of radio and television programs
and commercials, now owned by Mr.
Ferguson and with which Mr. Heller
was formerly associated. The two firms
will operate as separate entities.
Besides producing radio and tv commercials for advertisers and agencies,
the new firm will offer its programming
services to stations direct as a package.
(Programming aids, comedy and promotion materials, where needed, and
disc jockey and personality talent on
request). It will also create an image
type of station-community identification
similar to those now being serviced by
the firm to more than 35 outlets. On
order only, they are from five seconds to
IV2 minutes in length and consist of
from a small jazz combo to huge orchestra.
Mr. Heller was program director of
Golden West Stations (KMPC Hollywood, KSFO San Francisco, KEX Portland, KVI Seattle) before organizing
his new firm which is being retained by
the stations on a consultant basis. Mr.
Ferguson was an orchestrator for name
singers.
€2 (PROGRAMMING)

on

block

ORDER

BANNING

sions of the judgment. The government
also appealed the judgment, holding it
was not strong enough.
The distributors affected: Loew's Inc.
(MGM features), Associated Artists
Productions Inc. (Warner Bros.), C&C
Super Corp. (RKO), National Telefilm Assoc. (20th Century-Fox), Screen
Gems Inc. (Columbia) and United
Artists Corp. (independent productions).
Horrible Example ■ In discussing the
illegal contracts, Justice Goldberg illustrated the practice by citing the experience of WTOP-TV Washington,
D. C. WTOP-TV paid $118,800 for 99
AAP features, but had to take some
"dogs" to get some good films. "To get
'Treasure of the Sierra Madre,' 'Casablanca,' 'Johnny Belinda,' 'Sergeant
York' and 'The Man Who Came to
Dinner,' " Justice Goldberg said,
"WTOP also had to take such films as
'Nancy Drew, Troubleshooter,' 'Tugboat Annie Sails Again,' 'Kid Nightingale,' 'Gorilla Man' and 'Tear Gas
Because the films are all copyrighted,
Justice
said, "the requisite
"
Squad.' Goldberg
economic power is presumed." He thus
answered an argument that since the
films were only a small part of the tv
stations' programming,
the seller's
dominance of the market must
be shown
before a tie-in practice can be ruled
Screen

Gems

net

up,

though gross is down
The net income of Screen Gems Inc.
for the fiscal year ended June 30
amounted to a record high of $3,466,294 ($1.37 a share) compared with
$2,665,371 ($1.05 a share) for the previous fiscal year, it was announced last
week by A. Schneider, president.
The record income was despite a
decline in gross to $52,188,900 for $55,821,052 in fiscal
1961. showed
The company's
consolidated
statement
that in
the 1962 fiscal year, Columbia Pictures
Corp. and affiliated companies were paid
$5,961,698, while in the 1961 fiscal
year Columbia was paid $10,328,401.
Columbia Pictures holds 89% of Screen
Gems stock.
Jerome Hyams, executive vice president and general manager of Screen
Gems, noted that the outlook for the
1963 fiscal year is promising. He said
contracts for film programs to be delivered in fiscal 1963 amount to $25.1
million, 15% higher than at the end of
the previous year. In addition, Mr.

booking
FILM

SALES

DEVICE

illegal in such cases.
"Moreover, there can be no question
in this case," Justice Goldberg said,
"of the adverse effects on free competition resulting from appellants' illegal
block booking contracts. Television stations forced by appellants to take unwanted films were denied access to films
marketed by other distributors who, in
turn, where foreclosed from selling the
stations." Nor can there be any question as to the substantiality of the commerce involved. The 25 contracts found
to have been illegally block booked
involved payments to appellants ranging from $60,800 in the case of Screen
Gems to over $2.5 million in the case
of Associated Artists. A substantial portion of the licensing fees represented
the cost of the inferior films which the

stations were required to accept. "These
anticompetitive consequences are an apt
illustration of the reasons underlying
our recognition that the mere presence
of competing substitutes for the tying
product, here taking the form of other
programming material as well as other
feature films, is insufficient to destroy
the legal, and indeed the economic,
distinctiveness of the copyrighted prodParamount Decree ■ Answering the
argument
uct. ..."that the 1948 Paramount case
(which held block booking in theatrical
exhibition to be illegal) does not apply
Hyams said, SG has a record number of
534 half-hours and 132 hour programs
for re-run release.
Screen Gems owns WAPA-TV San
Juan, P. R., and through WAPA-TV
holds one-third interest in WOLE-TV
Aguadilla, P. R. Screen Gems bought
the San Juan properties last April for
$1.5 million. The company also is buying KCPX-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City
from Columbia Pictures for approximately $2.5 million. Columbia Pictures
bought the Salt Lake City stations in
1959 for $3.1 million.
Screen Gems also owns the Cellomatic Corp. (audio-visual products) and
is associated with a local group in seeking a tv license for Sydney, Australia.
In a notice of the annual stockholders
meeting to be held Nov. 27 in New
York, the following aggregate renumeration of officers was listed:
A. Schneider, president, $52,000; Leo
Jaffe, chairman of finance committee
and first vice president, $30,083.17;
Jerome Hyams, executive vice president
and general manager, $52,000; and the
following vice presidents — William Do^
zier, $54,960; John H. Mitchell, $55,BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

to tv, Justice Goldberg stated: "Enforced block booking of films is a vice
in both the motion picture and television industries, and that the sin is
more venal (in dollar amount) in one
than the other does not expiate the
guilt for either."
Justice Goldberg also refused to accept the explanation offered by C&C
Super Corp. that its practices were different from the other distributors and
therefore that company should not be
found
stated:
". . .betheavoided
thrust
of
the guilty.
antitrustHe laws
cannot
merely by claiming that otherwise illegal
conduct is compelled by contractual obligations."
C&C Super had maintained that it
bought the RKO features with cash advanced bythe International Latex Corp.
International Latex, it was explained,
required that tv stations buying the films
pay for them with spot time to be used
by International Latex.
In the judgment issued by Judge
Dawson, film distributors are prohibited
from conditioning the sale of one feature film on the purchase of another.
They are also banned from conditioning
the sale of films to a group broadcaster
on condition he also purchase the motion pictures for all his stations. Any
price differential between the package
and the individual films, Judge Dawson
ordered, must not have the effect of a
tie in. He did not bar package film sales
or a better price for the package as
against single films.
The government complained that this
order does not ban the practice of offering a package to one tv station in a
000; Harry Ackerman, $70,200; William Sackheim, $57,200. The amounts
given for Messrs. Schneider and Jaffe
represent payments made by Screen
Gems to Columbia Pictures for onethird the salaries paid to these two
officers who are employed by both
Columbia and Screen Gems. The other
officers also have employment contracts
which provide for deferred benefits after
they leave the company.

'Auction' debuts in color
on WGN-TV schedule
When WGN-TV Chicago added
Junior Auction to its fall schedule this
season, it marked the first color telecast
of the live, half-hour children's program. Other stations programming the
show for the first time are KVOO-TV
Tulsa and KODE-TV Joplin, Mo.
Among renewals for the fall season:
WJBK-TV Detroit, WDAF-TV Kansas
City, Mo., WSPD-TV Toledo, KMTV
(TV) Omaha, WLAC-TV Nashville,
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., KOCO-TV
Oklahoma City, KARD-TV Wichita,
Kan., WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn.,
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

market on an all or nothing basis, and,
if unaccepted, offering it on the same
terms to other stations in the same
market — before breaking the package
down into individual films. The order,
the government also complained, does
not bar "unreasonable" differentials between the package price and individual
film prices, and it does not require that
an adequate description of every film
in a package be furnished tv stations
in advance of negotiations.
To close these loopholes, Justice
Goldberg ordered that the judgments
require ( 1 ) distributors to quote individual film prices at the same time
that they offer packages to tv stations;
(2) that they be prohibited from establishing prices for individual films
that do not bear a cost relationship
to savings made on package sales, and
(3) that distributors be prohibited from
stalling with one tv station while they
attempt to sell the same package to
other stations in the area. Under the
Supreme Court decision they would be
permitted "briefly to defer licensing or
selling to a customer pending the expeditious conclusion of bona fide negotiations already being conducted with
a competing station on a proposal
wherein the distributor has simultaneously offered to license or sell films
either
individually
or indissents
a package."
There were two
to the
changes in the judgment orders. Justice
John M. Harlan objected, calling the
changes "comparatively trivial glosses"
upon the District Court's decree. Justice
Potter Stewart joined Justice Harlan in
his dissent.
WIBW-TV Topeka, WBOY-TV Clarksburg and WTAP-TV Parkersburg, both
West Virginia, WDAU-TV Scranton,
KYTV (TV) Springfield and KOMUTV Columbia, both Missouri.
Film sales...
The Golden Age of Hollywood: Silents Please (Walter Reade-Sterling) :
Sold to WPIX (TV) New York: KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles; KPIX (TV) San
Francisco; KIRO-TV Seattle; WTCNTV Minneapolis-St. Paul; KTVR (TV)
Denver; WGR-TV Buffalo; WTTV
(TV) Indianapolis; KCRA-TV Sacramento, KBAK-TV Bakersfield and
KNTV (TV) San Jose, all California;
WILX-TV Jackson, Mich., and WCAXTV Burlington, Vt. Now in 1 3 markets.
Allied Artists' Westerns (Allied Artists Tv) : Package of 145 western features sold to WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
Films of the Fifties (Seven Arts
Assoc.): Vols. 4 and 5 sold to WTAE
(TV) Pittsburgh and WNEM-TV Bay
City, Mich. Now in 31 markets. Vol.
3 sold to WCNY-TV Watertown, N. Y.

Tagging along
NBC Films' Hopalong Cassidy
has a steady commercial sidekick
in Fresno, Calif.
Last week's renewal by Producers' Dairy Assn., that city,
was for the 10th straight year.
Clifford sales
Ogden,head,
NBC said
Films'another
West
Coast
familiar note is KJEO-TV Fresno,
which has carried the series for
all but 2 of the 10 years.

WFAA-TV

sends

camera

back to Tyler court
The Billie Sol Estes trial returned to
live television coverage last week after
a hiatus imposed on the medium by a
Texas law which specifies that no witness may hear the testimony of another
witness in the same case (Broadcasting, Oct. 1, 15).
During testimony only film cameras
were allowed but last Monday WFAATV Dallas, whose equipment was used
to feed the trial proceedings to the
three major networks, returned its camera to the Tyler, Tex., courtroom of
District Judge Otis Dunagan.
The camera was placed inside a specially constructed booth at the rear of
the courtroom and precautions were
again taken to insure that broadcasting
sible.
equipment
was as unobtrusive as posCoverage of the trial ended last
Wednesday when Mr. Estes was convicted of swindling and sentenced to
an eight-year prison term.
RCA Records shifts promoters
RCA Victor Records has expanded
its radio and tv relations department to
increase artist promotion.
In the new expansion, Stan Pat has
been promoted to manager, West Coast
radio and tv relations and artist promotory. tion. Mr. Pat formerly covered the
Chicago-Milwaukee-Minneapolis terriAugie Blume, who previously represented RCA Victor artists in BaltimoreWashington,
will move into Mr. Pat's
former territory.
New MGM-TV post-1948s
ary.MGM-TV will release a third group
of 30 post- 1948 feature films in JanuThe new package, titled the 30/63
group, will include "The Blackboard
Jungle," "Silk Stockings" and "Go for
Broke." The two earlier offerings were
released in 1961 and in January of
this year.
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BMI passes out honors at WSM's
The growth of Nashville as a center
of the music business was shown last
weekend as more than 3,000 disc
jockeys, musicians, publishers, composers and record executives met there.
Over 250 top songwriters, publishers,
artists and recording officials were
guests of Broadcast Music Inc. Thursday night at its annual awards dinner.
The awards were presented by Robert
J. Burton, BMI vice president, and
Frances Williams Preston, BMI's southern representative.
BMTs open-door policy for composers is given much credit for Nashville's growth as a music center where
writers outside Tin Pan Alley can have
their works performed.
The weekend included a series of
events during the 1 1th annual country
music festival of WSM Nashville, whose
37-year-old Grand Ole Opry is evidence
of worldwide interest in folk and western music, and the fourth annual convention of Country Music Assn., whose
700 members represent various facets
of the music industry.
WSM's festival opened Friday with
a welcome by John H. DeWitt Jr.,
president. Governor-elect Frank Cle-

MUSIC

EVENTS

country music festival
ment of Tennessee was the principal
speaker. WSM was the host Saturday
at the 37th anniversary performance
of Grand Ole Opry.
Ken Nelson of Capitol Records, who
reported to the membership as CMA
president, said tv stations and networks
are showing more interest in country
music. A CMA survey of all tv stations that brought a 50% response
showed 70 stations are using live country talent, 32 are using country music
films only and 28 are using both film
and live talent, a total of 130 tv stations performing country music. Of
the stations 83 use gospel and religious;
88 use no country music; and 56 are
not interested.
The CMA survey showed that 57
stations are interested in using wellproduced country music films, 39 are
"possibly" interested, 16 said no, 15
said doubtful, 3 are interested if the
films are sponsored and 2 would accept free films. Canadian stations
showed a marked interest in country
music.
Surveying radio stations, CMA found
that two of 74 fulltime country music
stations changed their format in the
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last year. This was more than offset
by the addition of 23 new fulltime
country music stations, making a total
of 97 stations on a fulltime basis including some 50 kw stations. CMA is
preparing a radio kit to aid stations
and advertising agencies in using and
promoting country music.
Douglas to produce
color commercials
An independent television film series
producer has announced his firm will
produce color film commercials.
Jack Douglas, president of Jack
Douglas Co., Hollywood, said last week
he has formed Jack Douglas Sales Co.
to produce films for industry and "specialized productsWaring,
and services."
Miss Winifred
formerly with
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., will be supervisor. Larry Krasner, sales manager for
the Douglas organization, will direct the
sales arm. Headquarters will be at
8833 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 69.
No financial tie-in
The proposed establishment of Filmways-Sutherland Assoc. by Filmways
Inc. (Broadcasting, Oct. 22) will not
involve a financial interest by either
company in the other, Martin Ransohoff, chairman of Filmways, said last
week.
The Sutherland organization will
lease certain Filmways' facilities in New
York and "take-over" personnel who
have been engaged in tv commercial
production, Mr. Ransohoff pointed out.
Fred Raphael, former production executive at Filmways, has been named president and general manager of the new
company.
Program notes...
New office location ■ Sextant Inc., New
York production firm, has consolidated
its production offices at the Time & Life
1-7611.in New York. Telephone is LT
Bldg.
Trans-Lux earning up ■ Trans-Lux
Corp., parent company of Trans-Lux
Television Corp., has reported unaudited not profits of $532,235 (72 cents
per share) on 743,037 common shares
outstanding for the first nine months of
1962. This compares with a net profit
of $465,815 (63 cents per share) on
the same number of shares for the corresponding period of 1961.
Spanish series ■ A new series of 260
half-hour Spanish musicals for radio
called Lucho Gatica Canta is being syndicated byTele-Radio & TV Sales, New
York. The program, featuring Lucho
Gatica, Latin American singing star,
will be offered to Spanish-programmed
stations in the U. S. and Puerto Rico.
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

Hey!

We've
changed
our
name

to

KNBG!

Psssst! We've changed our name. KRCA/4 Los Angeles is now
KNBC/4 Los Angeles. And we've moved to more modern television
facilities in the NBC studios here. Of course, our transmitter stays
exactly where it is. And we'll continue to provide the same strong
coverage in the ever-growing Los Angeles area. We wouldn't have
it any other way. Come to think of it, neither would our viewers. LOS
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962
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GE

engineer

& ENGINEERING

envisions

space-to-home

tv

HE FEELS LOW-COST SYSTEM FEASIBLE FOR VAST, UNDEVELOPED AREAS
Direct television transmission from
With that amount of power, and the that tongue make it the lingua franca
space to the home set, struck off the gain coming from a directional antenna,
of the continent," he explained.
list of feasible uses of communications
he says, home receiver antennas would
Other objections to space-home telenot have to be much more elaborate
satellites by most top ranking engineers
casts, such as time differentials and cultural differences, are not germane, Mr.
and communications specialists, has one
than some used now by many tv viewers in suburban areas.
champion.
Haviland emphasizes, because he is talkMr. Haviland warns that the system
ing only of broadcasting to one sector
Robert P. Haviland, engineer, satelof the world at a time.
he has in mind is a minimum service,
lites and space systems, General ElecHe agrees with the bearish views on
tric Co., Philadelphia, admits that he "something like two hours a day." The
limit is necessary to conserve power in this subject enunciated most recently by
sometimes feels like a pygmy among
the satellite.
FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
giants.
and AT&T scientist John R. Pierce — but
He agrees the U. S. has no space
Mr. Haviland, who specializes in future developments in the space field for vehicles powerful enough to orbit a only as they apply to the United States.
satellite big enough to accommodate a
GE, made his suggestion public for the
"In this country," he said, "we have
a comprehensive and mature system of
10 kw transmitter, although he thinks
first time at the Television Symposium
television
and we do not need wide area
last summer in Montreux, Switzerland.
the time may not be far away for that
coverage from such a unique system
development.
His ideas have been reported with some
He feels the transmitting elements for as direct space transmission. This might
prominence in Sweden and India.
also be true of Europe. So I agree with
10 kw, with suitable revisions in design,
Simply stated, Mr. Haviland's belief
is that there is a possibility space satel- could be carried in a 500-pound spaceCraven and Pierce there. But I'm talklites can be used as transmitters in the
craft. The power supply under present
ing about areas of the world where television, and radio too in most respects,
sky to cover whole continents with tv. conditions would require 10,000 pounds,
He mentions, for instance, such wide
although new designs for solar silicon
is on the threshold of coming into servand undeveloped areas of the world as cells could reduce the amount to half.
Perhaps the most exciting of Mr.
If there were nuclear power, the power
South America, Africa and Asia, where
television is almost non-existent.
supply element would need only 1,000
Haviland's
ideastheis cost
how will
relatively
est he thinks
be formodhis
"You get a Syncom satellite up and, to 2,000 pounds, he said.
So far, U. S. space communications
with the proper power and beaming of
project.
"I about
say we$35 can
coverto South
America for
million;
cover
satellites weigh less than 200 pounds.
its antenna, you can cover all of South
Telstar,
radiating
about
2.5
watts,
America," Mr. Haviland says.
major continents of the world, I'd
weighs 170 pounds, and is orbiting the the
Syncom is the term for a synchronsay
$200
to $500 million." This
ous communications satellite orbited
earth 500 to 3,500 miles up. Relay, the wouldice."paymillion
for the entire program —
from research and development to a full
22,300 miles above the earth so that its government's communication satellite
scheduled to be placed into orbit next
he
says. system over a 10-year span,
operating
rotation is the same as the daily rotation of the earth. Thus it remains in year, will radiate 10 watts and will
Not Official ■ His views are not the
the same relative position above a par- weigh about the same as Telstar. It will
orbit 800 to 5,000 miles above the official GE policy, Mr. Haviland emticular point on earth.
earth.
Power and Directivity ■ Mr. Haviphasizes, but he notes that GE's top
In about two years, the National
land figures a transmitter radiating 10
management has not objected to his expressions
on this subject.
kw, with a directional antenna, could
Aeronautics & Space Administration excover the South American continent.
Mr. Haviland joined GE 15 years
pects to put its first Saturn booster,
capable of lifting 20 tons to a 300-mile
ago,
after servingduring
in the World
Navy's War
BureauII
of Aeronautics
height, into operation.
as
a
lieutenant
commander.
Honors for Goldsmith
Esperanto, Anyone? ■ One of the
major obstacles against the feasibility
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, honof worldwide space telecasts to home
GE will devise
orary vice president of RCA, has
viewers is language.
been elected a Benjamin FrankMr. Haviland doesn't think this holds
lin fellow of the Royal Society of
water for his system, at least in South
pay-tv set fittings
Arts of England.
General Electric Co. has contracted
America.
"If
we
beam
our
signals
down
Dr. Goldsmith joined RCA in
to a single continent, which is what I to design consumer equipment for a
1919 as director of research and
am talking about, there is no real prob- pay-tv system developed by Home
lem. Take South America, for instance.
was responsible for the developEntertainment Co. of America, for use
ment of the first commercial raExcept for Brazil, everyone speaks
with existing television sets.
dio with only two control knobs
Under the system, transmission of
Spanish. Therefore we'll use Spanish.
and a built-in speaker. He has
And for Brazil, perhaps certain pro- programs will be directly to subscribing
also made contributions to dehomes with signals carried through
grams in Portuguese."
velopment of the first color tv
In other
parts of the world, Mr.
cables installed by local telephone
tube to be used commercially.
Haviland acknowledges that language
companies.
He is co-founder of the Instimay be a problem. In Africa hundreds
GE is designing the metering device
tute of Radio Engineers and was
which will compute the charges for
of dialects are spoken, and in Asia even
president of that organization in
programs watched and a push button
thousands, he agrees. "We would have
1928.
selector which will allow the viewer to
to pick the most popular or the most
basic language and by broadcasting in switch back and forth between regular
66
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puzzle:

Separate

the

IVIen

from

the

Girls

—

{Algebraically)

A group of guys and gals from WMAL-TV's Sales Department,
working overtime on a knotty problem,* went to supper in a neighborhood beanery. Their bill came to $12. (This was for food only;
no cocktails or other potables were served. These dedicated young
people wanted to keep clear heads for their clients.)
"Let's just split it even all around," came the generous offer from
the heaviest consumer in the group.
"Let's not," demurred the local Galahad. "If we men pay the two
gal's share and then split it, it'll only cost us 50 cents more apiece."
How many men were there in the group? (No value judgments,
please. Treat the term "men" in its narrowest biological sense.)
The ability to make lightning calculations of this sort has enormous
practical application, so work this out on the back of an old restaurant check and send it along. A small but interesting prize will
come your way.
*Solve your clients' problems without working overtime with WMALTV's widely discussed, widely watched, hour-long, daily 6:30 P.M.
Evening Report. Compiled by Washington's largest, most experienced,
best equipped news staff, the Evening Report is a "must" for wellinformed Washingtonians, a great buy for well-informed sponsors.
Check H-R for current availabilities.
Puzzle adaptation courtesy Dover Publications, New York 14, N. Y.

v
al-t
wm
Evening Star Broadcasting Company
Washington,
D. C. represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL
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and WMAL-FM,

Washington, D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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commercial programs and one of the
two planned channels offering subscription programs.
Home Entertainment Co. of Los
Angeles, franchised by HECA, has
signed commitments with the General
Telephone Co. of California to install
the cable system in Santa Monica, Calif.,
where operation is scheduled to begin
in 1964.
Zenith sales, earnings
reaching new records
Zenith Radio Corp.'s sales and earnings for the third quarter and the first
nine months of 1962 were at new
highs stemming from continued increases in sales of tv-radio and other
products the company said Thursday.
The nine-month earnings rose 17% to
nearly $11.6 million on sales of $227
million, up 21% from last year's previous high for sales.
Zenith claimed its monochrome tv
set unit sales achieved "the highest
percentage of industry sales in history,"
but declined specifics. Late in October,
however, Zenith announced sale of a
million units several weeks earlier this
year than last.

GOLDEN
Preliminary

WEST
organization

Technical topics...
New Norelco ■ North American Philips
Co., New York, has introduced a
Norelco four-track stereo recording and
playback transistorized tape recorder
featuring the new fourth speed of 15/16
per second for up to 32 hours of recording on a standard 7-inch reel.
Called the Continental 401, it records
stereo and monaural. Suggested list
price is $399.50.
Sweep generator ■ A new sweep generator which is designed to simplify
optimum alignment of video tape recorders is being distributed by Visual
Electronics Corp., New York, for Allen
Electronic Corp., Palo Alto, Calif.
Adler earnings up
Alder Electronics Inc., New Rochelle,
N. Y., manufacturer of uhf translators
among other broadcast and electronic
apparatus, reported net earnings after
federal taxes of $440,000 (65 cents per
share) for the fiscal year ended June
30. This is an 88% increase over the
1961 net earnings of $234,000 (35
cents per share). Per share earnings
are based on 671,754 shares outstanding at the June 30 date compared to

TO
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MEDIA
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PAY

TV

is set up but two-year

study is planned before group goes into operation
Los Angeles, KSFO San Francisco,
Golden West Broadcasters, owneroperator of four major market radio KEX Portland, Ore., and KVI Seattle,
stations plus a majority interest in the Wash. Gene Autry, GWB chairman,
Los Angeles Angels, baseball team, is owns KOOL-AM-FM-TV Phoenix and
KOLB-AM-TV Tucson. Robert O.
adding
to itsthisinterests.
GWB's
intentionpayto tv
invade
new field
was
Reynolds is Golden West president.
Two- Year Study ■ Mr. Boggs, who
revealed last week with the appointresigned last month as president of
ment of Norman Boggs as general manKGIL San Fernando, Calif. (Broadof this phase
GWB's
The agerdivision
does ofnot
even activities.
have a
casting, Oct. 22), will begin his new
formal name as yet but Golden West
duties by exploring every aspect of
Subscription Television or Golden West
subscription television, from Zenith's
Pay Tv are under consideration.
Chicago test of broadcast service and
Golden West stations are: KMPC
Paramount's Palm Springs cable sys-

Mr. Autry

Mr. Reynolds

Mr. Sigmon

Mr. Boggs

670,504 shares last year.
Sales for the year were $16,624,000,
an 85% increase over the prior year's
$8,963,000.
Set output and sales
continue upwards
Production and sales of tv and radio
sets reached new highs in September,
the Electronic Industries Assn. reported
last week. In tv, 731,517 sets were produced and 731,100 receivers sold by
distributors. In radio, a total of 2,196,371 sets were made and 1,255,346,
excluding auto radios, were sold by distributors. These were the highest figures
in both categories for the year so far.
Cumulative totals for the nine months
of the year:
PRODUCTION
Period Tv
Radio
lan.-Sept.
4,864,120* 13,848,819**
Jan.-Sept. 1962
1961 4,393,768
12,001,488
SALES
lan.-Sept.
Jan.-Sept.
1962
1961 4,423,117
7,433,380
* Includes 418.966 4,050,107
sets with uhf tuners
compared to 246,264 similarly equipped for
same period last year.
** Includes 4,990,274 auto and 791,587 fm
radios
compared
3,744.786 auto andyear.583,973
radios auto
for tosame
*** fm
Excludes
radios.period last
7,825,890***

tern in the mid-1950's to the current
tests in Toronto (using the Paramount
wired system) and Hartford (with a
scrambled broadcast signal) At the
conclusion of his research, for which
up to two years is allowed, Mr. Boggs
will make recommendations to GWB
for its own pay tv operation.
"We expect Mr. Boggs to dig into
everytivephase
of pay Loyd
tv," GWB's
vice president,
Sigmon,execusaid
last week. "When he is through we
want firm recommendation as to what
kind of system we should have, what
kind of program service we should offer
and what the economics of the operabe." reported that he had
Mr.tion should
Sigmon
reached a number of tentative conclusions regarding pay tv as a new
GWB operation, but he emphasized
that these are subject to drastic alteration if they are not upheld by Mr.
Bogg's research. "For instance, our
present thinking is to distribute our
program service to subscribers via the
broadcast method, using a uhf band to
transmit scrambled signals unscrambled
at the receiving end by a coded device
of some sort. But we don't intend to
close our minds to wire or any other
method which may turn out to be more
Printed Circuit ■ If the scrambled
signal
procedure is followed, Mr. Sigfeasible."
mon said, the unscrambler would probBROADCASTING, November 12, 1962
Mi

. . not luck
makes THIS the outstanding
and ONLY complete master
clock system in broadcasting today.

FAVAGJ

reports J. E. Newman, Chief
Engineer for Roanoke's WDBJTV, a Favag master clock system user since early 1961.
"The dependable, precise step
seconds movement has proved
ideal for our broadcast requirements."

From the master clockmaker of
over 100 years— the standardbearer, by which Swiss watches
are timed for accuracy— comes
a completely integrated system of master clocks with the
widest selection of secondaries.

The gracefully-styled master
Favag clock enhances the dePrecision-engineered for:
cor of Newman's private office,
ACCURACY
while acting as the nerve-center for the station's clock
RELIABILITY
system.
FLEXIBILITY
at Low Installation Costs to you.
ACCURATE:
Guaranteed within 5 seconds per
month. Sweephand advances in onesecond intervals. All secondaries advance simultaneously. All studio clocks
FAVAG systems now in operation by leading
constantly on-target.
broadcasters in New York; Pittsburgh, Los
RELIABLE:
Angeles; Roanoke; Hartford; Hollywood; Baltimore; Ames; Montreal; Ottawa; and Halifax.
Entire system, (all secondaries), unaffected by sudden power outages. No
- ; extra batteries for secondaries.
FLEXIBLE:
This Favag secondary, located
System can drive program automation
in the announcer's console, has
unit, assuring perfect synchronization
with the studio clocks. Choice of 38
an oil bath movement for comstyles for secondaries— from traditional
silence. Other
secondariesplete
are located
in the
Film
to modern, any decor.
Projection VTR room, the main
studio, the Master Control
LOW-COST INSTALLATION:
room and in the news editing
Simple
—
economical!
No
extra
power
lines to each clock. Easy maintenance.
room.
Pendulum is free of typical clockwork
mechanisms. No clock specialists reAdditional Favag secondaries are
quired!
throughout the building in corriAND MOST IMPORTANT-YOU CONTROL YOUR OWN SYSTEM!
dors, offices, control rooms and
the WDBj reception area.
Whether you are building a new studio, planning it,
or simply disturbed over current maintenance and
breakdown problems— contact your Visual Engineer
Stations using Favag Master Clock Systems
for a precision-made system, economically "packWJAC
for youron needs.
Or write
VisualSystem.
for comWTIC
pleteaged"details
the FAVAG
MastertoClock
KSD-TV
WMAR
WGAL
WNEW-TV
CFTM-TV
CFCF
WBAL
KNXT
CBS-TV
VISUAL
ELECTRONICS
WTAE
CJCH-TV
CORPORATION
WPIX
WOKR
CJOH
WTEV
WOI-TV
WNYS
KWBE
WDBJ-TV

THE ROAD TO MARKET
MUST PASS MAIN STREET
To reach Main Street,
U.S.A., turn at Mutual.
Main Street, U.S.A. is the
big "buy-way"— the street
that sells through local
radio. Mutual owns Main
Street, U.S.A. lock, stock
and big town— with 453
local affiliates everywhere.
If you want to sell where
the buying is biggest, check
the signpost, turn at Mutual. LANDMARK: Mutual
delivers 97 of the top 100
Main Streets in America.
mutual Radio Ifi
A Service to Independent Stations

ably be a card bearing printed circuit,
not unlike those used to open the gates
of parking lots which some companies
maintain for their employes. The cards
would be changed monthly, the old
card being sent in by the subscriber
when he receives a new one for the
month ahead. The returned cards would
be used in billing, he said, adding that
quite possibly this would be handled
by a credit card organization, whose
other services might also be made available to GWB pay tv subscribers. Preliminary talks with Diners' Club executives have evoked considerable interest,
Mr. Sigmon reported.
Instead of mounting a descrambling
device on the present tv sets of subscribers, Mr. Sigmon suggested that
GWB install new tv sets with a fixed
dial permanently tuned to the pay-tv
frequency, leased to subscribers in
much the same way the telephone
companies rent their instruments to
the users of their service. There would
be an installation charge of some kind,
but he said he had no idea what it
would be, pending exploration of the
cost of manufacturing the one-channel
receivers.
If a cable is used in place of a broadcast channel to deliver programs to paying viewers, the cable can also be used
profitably to provide other services during hours when it is not needed for
pay tv. Mr. Sigmon pointed out that
the circuits in the cable could be utilized for reading gas and/ or water
meters, with computing equipment recording the reports of usage and automatically making out the bills for the
gas and water consumers.
Buttons for Reaction ■ With its own
receiving sets, GWB could add buttons enabling subscribers to register
their pleasure or displeasure with what
they are viewing, Mr. Sigmon noted.
The sets could also include a clock
device to register tune-on and tune-off
times "giving us a built in rating system of our own as well as providing
a record of viewing for billing purAs to billing, he said that under consideration isa combination plan which
offers the subscriber a chance to buy
allposes."
the station's programming for a
fixed monthly fee, all of one type of
programming (sportscasts, for example), also for a fixed fee, or individual programs individually priced.
The program plans for the pay
television service are extremely nebulous, Mr. Sigmon stated, but he noted
that sports programming will undoubtedlyforplayour
an important
son
interest inpart.
pay "One
tv isreato
protect our investment in the Angels."
Stage shows from New York and Las
Vegas presented live or on tape would
have high audience interest, he believes,
and he added that color receivers
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would be available to subscribers for a
slight extra fee.
During times when pay programming is not offered, the station may
offer educational features or other public service programming, unscrambled
and available without charge not only
to subscribers to the pay-tv service but
to any owner of a tv set able to receive
GWB's uhf channel. "All of this is
going to cost
he declared.
wouldn't
want money,"
to inaugurate
a pay "I
tv
service in Los Angeles, say, unless a
minimum of $10 million was available.
And to provide the kind of service that
will make subscribers good pay customers— and happy to be so — is going
to take a lot of professional know how,
both in the programming and technical
phases of the service."
A potential partner in GWB's contemplated subscription tv program service is Autry-Sigmon Communications,
a microwave relay carrier system designed to serve West Coast community
antenna systems. ASC, owned by Mr.
Autry and Mr. Sigmon, has recently
received a grant to build and operate
a microwave relay connecting Los Angeles with San Luis Obispo (about halfway between Los Angeles and San Francisco) and is applying for a second
such relay between San Luis Obispo
and the Bay City to provide L. A.-S. F.
service. Conceivably, KMPC, which
now feeds play-by-play broadcasts of
the Angels during the summer and the
Los Angeles Rams, pro football team,
in the fall-winter season, to a special
radio sports network, could supply
closed circuit video coverage of these
games to catv operators as an introduction of pay-tv sports programming
into the catv communities along the
coast. The Golden West station in San
Francisco, KSFO, could similarly provide coverage of the San Francisco
Giants and the pro football 49ers of
that city, to whom it now gives regional
radio coverage. This kind of tv service,
or any kind for that matter, would
have to be arranged for by new contracts, as the Golden West stations
presently have only radio rights to the
baseball and football games.
Earl Cullum of Dallas, Tex., is consulting engineer for GWB's new pay-tv
project. Dowe, Lohnes & Albertson
serve as Washington legal counsel for
this as well as the organization's other
interests.
KALF goes on air in Mesa
KALF Mesa, Ariz., held its grand
opening Oct. 27 with an afternoon
open house at 930 Country Club
Drive. The new station operates with
10 kw daytime on 1510 kc. Its mail
address is P.O. Box 1510 and phone
is 964-5641. Sheldon Engel is president
and general manager. KALF is licensed
to Maricopa County Broadcasters Inc.
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YOU

MAY

VER
NEBUT...

WKZO-TV MARKET
COVERAGE AREA • NCS '61

*CHJUMS
SEEJU
WKZO-TV
Can Make Your Sales

Grow

by Leaps and Bounds

Greater Western

in

Michigan!

If you want the greatest area coverage in Michigan
outside Detroit, WKZO-TV will head your list.
NCS '61 tells why.
Daily, nightly, weekly, WKZO-TV
reaches more homes than any other Michigan station
outside Detroit. 456,320 homes, to be exact, in 30
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana counties. It's
a market SRDS credits with annual retail sales of over
two and one-half billion dollars.
Avery-Knodel has all the dope. And if you want all
the rest of outstate Michigan worth having, add WWTV,
Cadillac /WW UP -TV, Sault Ste. Marie to your
WKZO-TV schedule.
^Kangaroos can cover 42 feet at a bound, clear heights of 10}^ feet.

WKZO KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM
WWTV-FM GRAND
CADILLACRAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
TELEVISION
WKZO-TV GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV//WWUP-TV
CADILLAC-TRAVERSE
SAULT STE. CITY
MARIE
KOLN-TV// KGLINCOLN,
NEBRASKA
IN -TV GRAND
ISLAND, NEB.
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WKZ0TV
100,000 WATTS
• CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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EDITORIAL

BY

NAB

hears that several heads

Dallas meeting

COMMITTEE?

board chairman, and LeRoy Collins,
NAB president.
The price for the property (6,900
square feet) at the corner of 18th &
N Sts., northwest Washington, was not
announced. It is understood to be about
$425,000.
The deed, filed with the District of
Columbia Recorder of Deeds on Nov.
6, carries D. C. recordization stamps in
the value of $2,125. This is supposed
to represent 0.5% of the purchase price.
The property, now used as a parking
lot, was bought from the National
Presbyterian Church, located across
N Street from the present NAB headquarters building. The church bought
the land in 1953.
There are no specific building plans
and no date has been set for beginning
construction. There has been some
thought given to construction of a single
new building covering both the present
and the newly purchased land. This
would require razing the present headquarters, at 1771 N St.
NAB moved into its present building
(a converted private town house) in
1946, buying the land and building
from the Canadian Military Mission.
The land is over 7,000 square feet.

may be better than one in preparing editorials
Southwest broadcasters were urged Collins said he thought some of the
last week to consider breaking away
Californian's statements were a great
compliment to broadcasters but that his
from the personal journalism traditioncomments about a biased press were,
ally associated with newspaper editorials
and experiment with a committee sys- while understandable, not excusable
tem to determine editorial viewpoints.
(see story, page 56).
Formal presentations at the Dallas
Newspaper-owned stations need not
necessarily reflect the positions of their meeting were similar to those made at
"parents," but ought to establish their earlier fall conferences in Atlanta, New
own stands on issues, some of which
York and Chicago. The next conference is scheduled at the Muehlbach in
may conflict with the parent newspaper
point of view, members attending the Kansas City Nov 12, 13.
NAB fall conference in Dallas were
told Friday (Nov. 9).
The speaker was John F. Dille Jr., Next-door property
president of the Communicana Group
purchased by NAB
Stations (WSJV-TV, WTRC-AM-FM
both South Bend-Elkhart, and WKJGThe search for a new headquarters
AM-TV Ft. Wayne, all Indiana) and
for NAB ended last week.
Truth Publishing Co., of Indiana. The
The association announced purchase
combination newspaperman-licensee, a of the property next door to its present
member of the NAB editorializing combuilding in Washington, D. C. (Closed
mittee, was a participant on a newsCircuit, Oct. 22). The announcement
paper editorializing panel.
was made by Clair R. McCollough,
Favors Differences ■ "I think shades
of difference or diametric difference are
all right," Mr. Dille said. He asked
whether an editorial couldn't represent
many voices, a consensus of the board
Radio's best listeners have high incomes
of directors, staff or even of members
PULSE
SURVEY EXAMINES ABOVE-$7,500-FAMILY AUDIENCE
of the community.
In another discussion of editorials,
A study of the U. S. radio audience
■ The unduplicated radio audience
NAB President LeRoy Collins told the released last week indicates that rela- consists of 38,455,000 radio homes
conference at a Friday luncheon that
tively high income families make up (77.2%) on an average week day.
the association would publish early next the largest segment of "heavy" radio
■ The average total number of hours
listeners.
year a revised edition of its booklet on
listened per family per weekday is 4:
editorializing which would contain an
"Dimension "62," prepared by The
54% at fixed, in-home sets (2.2 hours);
25% at movable in-home sets (1 hour);
"expanded set of broad guidelines to Pulse Inc., New York, for four national
13% at auto sets (0.5 hours) (these are
help the growing number of broadcastradio representative firms "as a coners who speak their convictions on imMarch figures — out-of-home listening
tribution to the industry," represents
2,000 in-house interviews conducted
would presumably be greater during the
portant issues." also revealed that NAB
Gov. Collins
March 20-31, 1962. It characterizes the summer); 8% at other places (undewould sponsor a local programming
fined) (0.3 hours).
audience by age, income, sex, educaseminar which would include the fields
tion, place of listening (at home, in
of news gathering, reporting and inter- car, etc.) and provides an hour-by-hour
pretation during the annual state presi- breakdown of who's listening from 6 Peak years for radio
a.m. to midnight.
dents conference in Washington next
February.
A few highlights:
just ahead— Sweeney
On Nixon ■ Asked at a news con■ Of the 54,662,000 households in
Kevin B. Sweeney, Radio Advertising
ference to comment on former Vice
the U. S. (reported by the U. S. Bureau
of the Census), 49,844,000 are radio Bureau president, claims radio's growth
President Richard M. Nixon's remarks
in the late 60's and early 70's will be
concerning press responsibility, Gov
homes.
based on its "ability to capture virtually
■ Of these radio homes, 14,081,000
all adults for an average of nearly two
(28.3%) fall into the $7,500 or above
hours
a day through its simple availaverage annual income group.
KNBC to LA.
ability." He told the San Diego Advertising Club last Wednesday (Nov. 7) that
■ These high income radio families
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles bemake up 35.4% (4,411,000) of those
radio is "probably two or three years
came KNBC yesterday (Nov.
from
its greatest growth as an advertisfamilies
which
do
the
"heavy
listening."
11), second change in call letters
(Pulse defines "heavy listening" as 11.8
for NBC-owned station, which
hours total per family per week-day).
Comparing the outlook for radio with
started on the air as KNBH. Netof medium."
other media, the RAB executive
■ High income families also make up that ing
work's radio station in San Fransuggested that newspapers will have
30.8% (3,838,000) of those homes charcisco concurrently changes its call
"the most serious growth problem from
acterized as "light listeners" (averaging
from KNBC to KNBR.
1965 on, because there is apparently no
day).
1.3 hours of total listening per weeksolution to the economics of their dis72 (THE MEDIA)
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Catch-

2

"Don't waste your time," Doc PhD told him.
"There must be other stations in Eastern
Iowa."
"We disappeared them."

"Read me your last line back."
"Read me your last line back."
"Not my last line — your last line."
"We disappeared them."
"How can you disappear a station?"
"Atrophy."
"A trophy as in coveted award?"
"No. Atrophy as in a tv set's front end."
"Where?"
"In Eastern Iowa. The Darwin of the air
waves* has chronicled evolution at work.
Because WMT-TV (Channel 2) (CBS television for Eastern Iowa) is number one in
share of audience in all time periods from
sign-on to sign-off, Sunday through Saturday,
many channel selectors of the front ends of
sets in the area have atrophied."
"There must be a catch."
"Yeah. Catch-2, as Eastern Iowans do."
*ARB. The Katz Agency, our national reps, has additional anthropological and technical data.
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OAB

tribution problem." He said general
magazines are "scrambling to stay
alive," and he predicted an early demise
for "one women's magazine and one
general weekly." Television, he said,
"certainly is no longer a new frontier
for circulation."
"Tv must solve a problem not unlike
that of the newspapers and magazines,"
Mr. Sweeney declared. "Too few families account for too much of its viewing time. Just as half of the families
account for virtually all the circulation
of most of the magazines, more and
more of the 60% tv families are apparently piling up most of the hours in
tv viewing." Forty percent of the adults
in tv homes are increasingly inactive.
Half of them are spending less than a
half hour daily with their tv set. And
these adults are hypo-active consumers,
not old fogies. They are the cream of
the market for a wide range of consumer
products — coffee, automobiles.
Two more for ABC

before
a

First,puterhe
age." said, keep informed about
what's going on; find out all you can
about electronic data processing as a
system.
Second, he suggested that stations
urge TvB and RAB to make arrangements to work with agencies and research services to coordinate data requirements and find out and evaluate
from the point of view of the over-all
spot medium, the input data, the value

"ratings/9

buying

broadcast

or

too,

selling

property

Join the hundreds of satisfied clients who have
benefited from Blackburn's Total Fiew of TV and other
media. Our analysis of the ever-changing market puts
all of the facts — pro as well as con — in proper perspective.

BLACKBURN
RADIO • TV •
NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON, D.C.
James W. Blackburn
lack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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MEN

The value of the radio salesman and
the usefulness of the computor were
among the subjects explored last Thursday (Nov. 8) at the opening of the
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall meeting. The two-day session in Columbus
also heard FCC Commissioner Frederick
W. Ford urge the repeal of the political
broadcasting section of the Communications Act (see story, page 27).
Computers are here to stay and
broadcasters are going to have to learn
to live with them, Daniel Denenholz,
vice president and director of research
and promotion, The Katz Agency Inc.,
New York, told the OAB.
He offered four suggestions to help
station operators adjust to the "com-

Radio

our

ABOUT

AND

Denenholz, Harrison, Ford address Columbus

Two Pacific Coast stations have
joined ABC Radio. KREM Spokane,
Wash., became an affiliate Nov. 6. It
operates on 970 kc with 5 kw fulltime.
KNGL Paradise, Calif., on 930 kc with
500 w daytime, joined the network Oct.
28.

check

TOLD

&

Company,

Inc.

CATV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
• FINANCING • APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA BEVERLY HILLS
H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
William B. Ryan Stanley Whitaker C. Bennett Larson
Hub Jackson John C. Williams Bank of America Bldg.
333 N. Michigan Ave. Gerard F. Hurley 9465 Wilshire Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois 1 1 02 Healey Bldg. Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460 JAckson 5-1 576 CRestview 4-81 51

MACHINES
meeting

judgments and assumptions being fed
into the machines vis-a-vis other media."
Third, Mr. Denenholz urged broadcasters not to "risk the danger of shortchanging your medium because of insufficient data." He said that in selfprotection
broadcasters
be data
"realistic about
furnishing should
audience
. . . to satisfy reasonable agency requirements— once they are clearly deHis final suggestion was that broadcasters encourage research designed to
replace subjective assumptions with obfined." jective facts.
Formula for Sales ■ The radio salesman of today can be successful if he
knows intimately both his medium and
the products to be advertised, Thomas
Harrison, vice president, Blair Radio,
Chicago, told the meeting.
He indicated
thatis the
salesman
of the past
gone."blue-sky"
The two
most important characteristics of the
radio salesman of today are enthusiasm
for his medium and a keen knowledge
of radio and advertising. He noted that
Blair salesmen work closely with other
units in the representative organization,
such as research, planning, promotion
and advertising, to achieve what Mr.
Harrison calls the "creative" sell.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KVON Napa, Calif.: Sold by Jack L.
and Alyce M. Powell to Jan-Lar Inc.
for $275,000. Jan-Lar is owned equally
by Lawrence B. Scheer and Janice
Lynn. Mr. Scheer is a reporter for
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles and Miss
Lynn is an actress. Station is fulltimer
on 1440
kc, 500 w. Broker was Blackburn & Co.
■ KBIC-TV Los Angeles: Sold by John
Poole to Martha W. Mills and H. C
Young Jr. for $180,000. Mr. Young Jr.
along with Walter Duke owns WENO
Madison, Tenn.; Mrs. Mills plans to
buy Mr. Duke's half interest in WENO.
The Young Jr. and Mills combined
ownership of KBIC-TV will then be
transferred to Central Broadcasting
Corp., licensee of the Madison station,
making that company the parent (95% )
of KBIC-TV licensee Central Broadcasting of California. KBIC-TV, now dark,
operates on uhf ch. 22, with 540 kw.
APPROVED ■ The following transfer of
station interests was among those approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

The Record, page 88).
■ KSUM Fairmount, Minn.: Sold by
John E. Hyde Jr. and associates to
Charles V. (Jr.) and Elizabeth R.
Woodard for $250,000. Mr. Woodard
Jr. is former business manager of
WIND Chicago. Station operates on
1370 kc, 1 kw.
Network
strong

radio

in new

looks
study

Robert A. Pauley, ABC Radio president, and Albert E. Sindlinger, president
of Sindlinger & Co., asserted last week
that network radio is reaching three
times the audience previously estimated.
They drew this conclusion from the
first results of studies being conducted
for ABC Radio by Sindlinger.
In releasing the data, Mr. Pauley
pointed up Sindlinger 's figures showing
that increased audiences are being attracted not only to ABC Radio but
other network radio shows (Sindlinger
sample is based on 28,000 interviews
per month, with its make-up changing
as compared to a fixed panel).
Sindlinger's appointment to service
ABC Radio was announced Sept. 11
and details released then on the methods used (Broadcasting, Sept. 17).
ABC Radio, in the meantime, announced its intention to raise rates at
the start of next year (Broadcasting,
Nov. 5). Its increased audiences are
cited as one of the basic reasons for
the rate hike.
Mr. Pauley said that the network
next week will start a series of crosscountry presentations showing the new
data to agencies.
Washington

state, county and city governments to
keep their records and meetings open
to newsmen and the public. He said 25
states have adopted one or both of
SDX's model laws for open records
and open meetings.
He said President Kennedy has expressed "doubt as to whether the fundamentals of the problem are susceptible
of being dealt with by statute." Similar
responses came from congressmen, he
said.
Mr. Newton thought the fight by tvradio newsmen and of photographers
to cover trials and hearings received
"a serious setback" from the tightening
of a ban on photo and broadcast coverage by federal judges and from the general "atmosphere of antagonism" among
lawyers at the annual meeting of the
American Bar Assn. last summer.
The report cited examples of tv-radio
coverage bans in the Indianapolis milk
price hearing by the Federal Trade
Commission and train derailment hearing by the Interstate Commerce Commis ion atMissoula, Mont.
AB-PT buys Florida site
Florida's Silver Springs, a scenic
tourist attraction, has been acquired by
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., New York.
Silver Springs, located near Ocala,

$50,000.00
SUNNY

WEST

AB-PT sold its interest in Disneyland last year, but continues to operate
food concessions in the amusement

Phononews
park.
latest news

reported
medium

A new advertising medium which
operates like the telephone companies'
time and weather reports is being introduced to broadcasters in the Southwest by Jack Roth, president and general manager of KONO San Antonio.
Although the system, called Phononews, reportedly has operated in San
Antonio
a year,
Mr. last
Roth week.
wouldn't
talk
aboutfor the
venture
He
said he isn't ready to release information.
But others say he has been offering
the system to stations as a new way
to sell advertising time. One Texas station reportedly has already bought rights
to use the system.
They say it works this way: a station records late news items, plus paid
advertising and station promotions, and
hooks the recording to a telephone ex-

(or less) DOWN!

— Based on cash flow record, this fulltime radio station can pay out $185,000.00 total price in % of
required time. $50,000.00 down!

SOUTHWEST

— Fulltime radio station with owner-operator profit
of over $25,000.00. Priced at $90,000.00 with
$30,000.00 down.

NORTHWEST

-Daytime only facility grossing $45,000-plus annually. $5,000.00 in cash and accounts receivable included. Total price of $57,500.00 with $16,000.00
down.

shirked

news problem— SDX
Neither the White House nor the
Congress seems ready to take positive
steps to find an answer to "the major
American problem" of secret government in Washington, the annual report
of the Freedom of Information Committee of Sigma Delta Chi, national
journalistic society, concluded Friday.
Close contact during the year with
the federal government, study of government news policies and an exchange
of letters with President Kennedy and
congressional leaders disclose that there
has been "no major change in the
bureaucratic censorship" carried on
through the withholding of records and
information from the public, according
to V. M. Newton Jr., committee chairman. Mr. Newton is managing editor
of the Tampa (Fla.) Tribune.
Mr. Newton was encouraged by gains
in the campaign for laws requiring
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

Fla., is the second attraction center in
Florida acquired by AB-PT. The company also owns Weeki-Wachee Spring,
near Tampa.

1

& ASSOCIATES, INC.
NEGOTIATIONS

APPRAISALS • FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO
Dewitt Landis
John F. Hardesty, Pres.
Richard A. Shaheen
Ray V. Hamilton
Don Searle
John D. Stebbins
1737 DeSalesSt., N.W.
Joe A. Oswald
111 Sutter St.
John
H.
Hicks
Tribune Tower
Executive 3-3456
75
1511 Bryan St.
DEIaware 7-2754
EXbrook 2-5671
Riverside 8-U75

change. In the meantime, listeners have
been told the telephone number to dial
to hear the latest news.
It's understood that stations buying
Phononews pay a royalty for the idea
and the name.
The Texas station understood to have
purchased Phononews is said to have reported 38,000 daily calls during the
peak of the Cuban crisis and a daily
average of some 10,000.
The system now appears in some
danger of losing its news sources. Mr.
Roth originally relied on regular United
Press International service and AP for
Phononews items. But UPI has since
informed Mr. Roth its service may not
be used for this purpose. Last week,
AP said it is considering whether its
contracts permit its news to be employed
for Phononews.
UPI believes Phononews ought to
pay a proportionate share of the cost
of covering the news. The news service
feels that Phononews is a "new" news
medium that competes with broadcasters and publishers who are paying,
wire-service subscribers. UPI also said
last week that its news coverage is available to Phononews in the same manner
it is to broadcasters and newspapers —
on a contractual basis.
Mr. Roth didn't appear worried last
week about UPFs position. He indicated
his major concern at the moment is in
reaching agreements with various telephone companies around the country
to clear the way for wider distribution
of Phononews. .
Improved status
shown in H&B report
H & B American Corp., Beverly
Hills, Calif., operating 22 community
antenna tv systems in the U. S. and
Canada, last week said that its operating earnings before depreciation (cash
flow) in the fiscal year ended July 31,
1962 were $1,186,035 or 46 cents a
common share as compared with $322,008 or 13 cents in the like 1961 period.
David E. Bright, president, in his report said the company's goal in the next
12 months is the addition of some 10,-

000 new subscribers to the present 68,800 through continued growth in its
operation and from the construction of
new cable systems.
Revenues for fiscal 1962 were $3,845,768, double the $1,928,773 generated by the company's community
antenna television systems the previous
year, Mr. Bright said. H&B American
now is devoted exclusively to the catv
field.
Net income in 1962 after depreciation
and amortization charges but before
special items was $66,214 and with
special items was $225,928. This compares to a net loss in 1961 after
depreciation and amortization but
before special items of $41,455 and a
net loss with special items of $259,188,
Mr. Bright's report said.
The special items are retroactive adjustments with respect to renegotiation
refunds, federal income tax and expenses of prior years, and expenses incurred in connection with proposed
public financing.
Kentucky's etv goal:
tv in every classroom
Televised classes in every classroom
in the state by 1963 is the stated aim
of the Kentucky Authority for Educational Television. The chairman of the
authority, Roy Owsley, admitted this
goal is "a little too optimistic" but he
foresees substantial completion of the
plan by that time.
A survey will be launched soon to
determine the location of microwave
stations for a proposed network. An
appropriation of $1 1,990 has been made
by the state for the survey and the contract has been awarded to Collins Radio
Corp., Dallas.
The state network, which will cost an
estimated $5.4 million, will have 1 1 assignments. Main production facilities
will be at the U. of Kentucky, Lexington.
UNESCO asks help of radio-tv
George V. Allen, chairman of the
U. S. National Commission for UNESCO and former director of the U. S.
Information Agency, is asking broad-

Sarnoff resting well after second operation
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
stones. The General's age was given as
the reason the two phase operation was
chairman, underwent surgery on Nov.
necessary.
8 for the second time this year. RCA
RCA said the operating surgeon was
said Gen. Sarnoff's "post-operative conDr. Howard A. Patterson and that Gen.
dition isgood, and he is resting comSarnoff's personal physician, Dr. Corfortably."
nelius H. Traeger, attended. Another
The Nov. 8 operation at Roosevelt
Hospital in New York City was the doctor acted in a consulting capacity
(Dr. Isidor Ravdin).
second phase of a two-phase operation,
Gen. Sarnoff is 71 years old. He was
according to doctors and was for the
removal of his gall bladder. The July elected president of RCA in 1930, and
25 surgery was for the removal of gall chairman of the board in 1947.
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casters to support observance of Human Rights Week (Dec. 10-17).
One-minute film clips of U. S. Attorney General Robert Kennedy delivering
a message on the theme of human rights
will be sent to television stations along
with a letter asking cooperation in publicizing the special week.
3M

notes

12%

in operating

rise

revenue

Total operating revenues of Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.
(which owns the Mutual Broadcasting
System) were up 12% for the first
nine months of this year, compared to
the same period last year. For the three
quarters of 1962, net sales and other
operating revenues reached $505,759,118, which compares to the 1961 nine
months' $452,298,927.
Net income after taxes for the threequarter mark was $58,815,685 ($1.13
per share), which compares to $53,496,604 ($1.03) for the similar period
in 1961. The 1962 net figures are based
on 52,017,557 shares; the 1961, on
51,722,837 shares.
Sales for the third quarter this year
were the highest in the company's history: $171,246,746, compared with
$158,723,022 for the third quarter of
1961. Net income was $20,065,425 (39
cents per share), compared to $19,027,421 (37 cents per share) for the
same period last year.
Marion uhf starts
WTAF-TV Marion, Ind., began regular operations on ch. 31 Saturday (Nov.
3), Eugene C. Thompson, president,
announced last week.
Studios and transmitter are in the
Elks Building, located in Marion's central business district. Robert Fincannon is general manager. Weed Television Corp. is representative.
Media

reports...

BPA changes schedule ■ Broadcasters'
Promotion Assn. is changing the schedule for the annual BPA on-the-air promotion awards competition for members to Dec. 15 as deadline for entries
with winners announced in February.
The later date was made necessary due
to heavy promotion work load carried
by all stations in the fall, according to
Dave Partridge, chairman of the BPA
awards committee.
New location ■ KTTV (TV) Los Angeles has moved its New York sales
office to 555 Madison Ave., New York
22. Phone is Murray Hill 8-8555.
Charles Young, KTTV national sales
director, heads the New York office.
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AMPEX
Who

helps you put superior

spots before your sponsors'

Better local spots mean more money for you.
And now you can produce them with your VTR.
It's possible with the Ampex Electronic Editor
operating with Ampex Inter-Sync. The Electronic Editor allows you to assemble, insert,
add effects or make changes electronically until
you get just what you want to see — all without
cutting an inch of tape. Add a Special Effects
Generator and you have every conceivable transitional effect at finger-tip control. There's no
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eyes?

need for specially trained film crews. Your own
staff can handle every job. Another Ampex accessory for better programming: Amtec — an
automatic time element compensator that gives
you geometrically perfect pictures. For more
information write the only company providing
recorders, tapes and memory devices for every
application: Ampex Corporation, 934 Charter
Street, Redwood City, California.
Sales, service throughout the world.

INTERNATIONAL
WHAT

THEY

CHARGE

FOR

TV

OVERSEAS

ABCI releases rate cards of foreign stations it represents
A quick look at the commercial rates
being charged by television stations in
many parts of the world was provided
last week in rate cards released by ABC
International.
The cards, reflecting recent changes
in a number of cases, detail the rate
structures of most of the foreign stations represented — and in a number of
instances partly owned — by ABCI. They
were released by Charles P. Dwyer,
ABCI sales manager. One radio rate
card also was included.
Some of the highlights are presented
below. These show gross rates (before
discounts) for basic time units in the
highest-priced periods of the day (usually evening time but in some cases also
including about two hours in midday).
ABCI officials have pointed out that
U. S. advertisers may pay in U. S. dollars or in local currency.
Central American Television Network (TGBOL-TV Guatemala, YSEB-TV and YSDR-TV San
Salvador, HRTG-TV Honduras, YNSA-TV Nicaragua,
TI-TVCR Costa Rica and TV-2 Panama)— Hour,
$639; participations, rates on request.
TV-2 Panama (ch. 2)— Hour, $80; minute, $22.
YNSA-TV Managua, Nicaragua (ch. 6)— Halfhour, 337.50 Nicaraguan cordobas or $45; minute, 30 cordobas or $4 (7.50 cordobas equal $1).
CVT (VeneVision) Network, six-station lineup
in Venezuela'
4 and ch.
9 in9 Agua
Caracas;
Picacho,
ch. 6 (chs.
Terepaima,
Lindach.and9
ch. 4 Maracaibo)— Half-hour (26 minutes) 3,900
Venezuelan Bolivares; minute, 16,000 Bolivares
(4.76 Bolivares equal approximately $1).
JOOR-TV Osaka, Japan (ch. 4)— Hour, 600,000
Japanese yen; 30 seconds, 120,000 yen (360
yen equal approximately $1).
CFTO-TV Toronto, Canada (ch. 9)— One hour,
$1,400; one minute, $335.
CJCH-TV Halifax, N. S. (ch. 5)— Hour, $400;
minute, $90.
Ch. 11, Beirut, Lebanon— Hour, 1,100 LebJapan

Beaumont buys into
Aljanvic, Paris agency
George B. Beaumont, former vice
president of Benton & Bowles Inc., New
York, and a former director of Benton
& Bowles Ltd., London, has purchased
an interest in Aljanvic S. A., Paris advertising agency.
Mr. Beaumont will share financial
control and management of the agency
with its current managing director,
Jean-Pierre Liger. Aljanvic's name is
being changed to Liger, Beaumont &
Aljanvic.
Mr. Beaumont has been active in

enters family of space communicators

Another country is joining the
group of nations which plan space
communications systems. Japan has
signed a "Memorandum of Understanding" with the U. S. National
Aeronautics & Space Administration
under which both nations agree to
cooperate in testing experimental
communications satellites launched
by NASA.
This brings to six the number of
nations which have or plan to have
ground stations for communicating
via satellites. The others are Great
Britain and France, where stations
are already operative, and Italy,
Germany, and Brazil, where stations
are under construction.
Next year NASA hopes to launch
78

anese pounds; one-minute spot, 270 Lebanese
pounds (2.98 Lebanese pounds equal $1).
Nippon Educational Television, Tokyo, Japan
(ch. 10)— Hour, 750,000 Japanese yen; minute,
90,000 yen (360 yen equal approximately $1).
DZBB-TV Manila, Philippines (ch. 7)— Hour,
400 Philippine pesos; 26-second spot, 88 pesos
(3 pesos equal approximately $1).
LS-84 (Teleonce) Buenos Aires (ch. ID— Halfhour, 30,000 Argentine pesos; minute, 6,000
pesos. (Recent free rates, approximately 100
pesos equal $1.)
HCPTVE2 Guayaquil, Ecuador (ch. 4)— Hour,
1,250 Ecuadorian sucres; minute, 192 sucres.
(25.53 sucres equal approximately $1.)
YSEB-TV (ch. 6) and YSDR-TV (ch. 8) San
Salvador, El Salvador— Half-hour, 147.69 Salvadorean colones; minute, 30 colones. (2.50
colones equal approximately $1.)
HRTG-TV Tegucigalpa, Honduras (ch. 5)— Hour,
150 Honduran lempiras; minute, 18 lempiras.
(2 lempiras equal $1.)
TI-TVCR San Jose, Costa Rica (ch. 7)— Hour,
498.75 Costa Rican colones or $75; minute,
99.75 colones or $15 (6.65 colones equal approximately $1).
Radio
CKFH Toronto (1430 kc, 10 kw day, 5 kw
night)— 10 minutes, $45; 10 spots a week,
$18.5 per spot.

the firstlites.
of These
a series
will of
be "Relay"
placed satelin a
5,000-to-6,000-mile equatorial orbit.
The relay satellite is being built for
NASA by RCA. Later next year,
NASA plans to launch a Syncom
satellite in a 22,300-miles-high orbit;
its rotation will be synchronous
with the earth's and it will appear
fixed above a particular point of the
earth. Syncom is being built by
Hughes Aircraft.
Meanwhile, AT&T's Telstar satellite continues its 3,500-miles-high
orbit, but communications between
the U. S. station at Andover, Maine,
and Great Britain and France will
be suspended six weeks beginning
Nov. 26 for maintenance work.

account and agency management during the past five years in London,
Brussels and Paris, where he supervised
advertising on Procter & Gamble
brands. Before moving to Europe in
1957 he
worked
New
York
office.for five years in B&B's
Mr. Liger has been with Aljanvic for
16 years and has been managing director since 1955.
LB&A expects to bill about $2 million in 1963. Clients include Max
Factor, KLM and the Florida Citrus
Commission.
CHSJ, CKAR can't quit
CBC radio, says BBG
CHSJ Saint John, N.B., and CKAR
Huntsville, Ont., must serve as affiliates
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s
new English-language radio network,
the Board of Broadcast Governors
ruled at Ottawa Oct. 30.
The two stations had requested disaffiliation for economics. The BBG
denied the request and they must
carry the minimum of 26 hours and 7
minutes of CBC programs weekly, some
sponsored and some sustaining in evening time.
Television rebroadcasting station licenses, with transmitters of 5 w were
granted to CHAU-TV Carleton, Que.,
at Port Daniel, Que., on ch. 5; at
Chandler, Que. on ch. 5; at Gaspe,
Que., on ch. 10; at Santa Anna, N.B.,
on ch. 5; and at Perce, Que., on ch.
5 with 154 w video and 77 w audio
Similar rebroadcasting facilities were
granted
power. to CKBL-TV Matane, Que., at
Murdochville, Que., on ch. 9 with 5
w, on the understanding that the service is to be expanded with more such
stations in the area.
CKAM-TV Upsalquitch Lake, N.B.,
has been granted permission for a 5 w
tv rebroadcasting station on ch. 12 at
Gaspe West, Que. Arrow Lakes TV
Society is recommended for a ch. 4
station with 3.3 milliwatts power at
Nakusp, B.C. The new station will pick
up the programs of KXLY-TV Spokane,
Wash.
CFCY Charlottetown, P.E.I., has
been recommended for a power increase
on 630 kc from 5 kw to 10 kw.
A new tv station at Chicoutimi, Que.,
licensed to John Murdock, will go on
the air with 61 kw instead of the original 68 kw video power, and the same
34 kw audio; its antenna will be 440
feet instead of the originally planned
431 feet above average terrain.
CHED Edmonton, Alta., is getting a
power increase from 10 kw day and 1
kw night to 10 kw on 630 kc.
CFTK
Terrace, B.C., has been
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ALL Package Courtesy of Lever Brothers Company

PRODUCE

SELL

IT

IT

TODAY

TOMORROW

ANYWHERE

IN

THE

U*S*A

WITH

35^1 Anniversary
1927-1962
first and finest Air Shipping service

Airtime comes only once per program. Priority handling of tapes, films and platters is a must . . . and it's assured
only when you insist on shipment by Air Express. There is only one Air Express— the coordinated service of R E A
Express and all 38 scheduled U.S. airlines. It's top priority, right after U.S. mail and passengers, everywhere in
the U.S.A., Puerto Rico and Canada. 13,000 R E A Express trucks provide speedy door-to-door service. Cost? Low:
5 lbs. travel 1,000 miles for $3.53. For shipping or receiving, specify Air Express. It's as close as your phone.
CALL YOUR
LOCAL REA
EXPRESS OFFICE FOR AIR EXPRESS SERVICE
n
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granted change of frequency from 1140
kc to 590 kc, and power from 1 kw
to 1 kw day and 250 watts nighttime.
CFAX Victoria, B.C., was denied an
application for an fm station on 100.3
mc and a frequency change and power
boost from 1 kw on 810 kc to 10 kw
on 1070 kc because of unsettled conditions in the broadcasting market in
Victoria.
Because CBC has applied for a 10 kw
station at Fredericton, N.B., two applicants for stations here on 970 kc
and 900 kc have been turned down. The
BBG feels that Fredericton cannot support three stations in the city where
CFNB is now the only station.
CJSS-TV Cornwall, Ont., ceases to
be a local station and becomes a rebroadcasting station of CJOH-TV Ottawa, Ont., as a result of BBG decision
to allow CJOH-TV to purchase CJSSAM-FM-TV. BBG will review the situation in 1965 when the CJSS-TV license comes up for renewal.
CHFI-FM Toronto, Ont., has been
temporarily denied the right to form
an fm network, pending new regulations for fm broadcasting now being
studied. A planned CBC-FM network
of CBL-FM Toronto, CBO-FM Ottawa,
and CBM-FM Montreal, has been allowed to terminate because of Canadian
government austerity measures.
A French-language radio network has
been sanctioned by BBG to the CBC
with three CBC stations in Quebec
province, 26 independent stations
throughout Canada, and 14 CBC repeater stations in eastern Canada.
CFPL charged by board
CFPL London, Ont., is one of four
Candian stations being charged by the
Board of Broadcast Governors in court
with overcommercialism infractions of
the Canadian Broadcasting Act. CFPL
is charged with exceeding the 1,500minutes weekly limit of commercial
time by a total of 60 minutes during
one week.
It is BBG's first court charge against
any station. The other three stations
have not yet been identified by the
BBG.

Radio-tv

use

rises

in UK for quarter
Greater use was made of tv and radio during the July-September quarter
in Britain than in , the corresponding
period last year.
Figures Department
issued by show
BBC's that
Audience
Research
during
the three months ended Sept. 30, a
total of 31 million people viewed one
or more programs on the average day
compared with 30.4 million a year ago.
The number who watched BBC-TV
only rose from 8.7 million to 9.7 million and the number who watched only
the commercial network fell from 11
million to 10.4 million.
Viewers with multi-channel sets (i.e.,
able to get both tv networks) spent
44% of their time watching BBC-TV
and 56% watching the commercial network programs. In July-September last
year the proportion was 39% for BBCTV 61% for the commercial network.
The total time spent in viewing was
similar to a year ago — about 12 hours a
week for each person.
The report shows that the total number of people with tv sets has increased more than a million over the
year to 42,080,000 and more than
86% of the population can now tune
to tv. The number of people with multichannel sets went up more than 2.25
million and there was a decrease of
over a million in sets that can pick up
only BBC-TV. The audiences for BBCTV have climbed; the daily average is
5.2 million compared with 4.7 million
last year. The commercial network audiences have gone down a little, averaging
6 million against 6.2 million a year ago.
More people used radio and listened
longer. The number who listened to
any BBC radio during the average day
rose 1.1 million to 25.5 million. The
amount of listening between 7 a.m. and
11 p.m. rose from 7.5 to 8 hours a
week per person. The total number of
people with radios went up over the
year nearly half a million to 46.3 million. Most of them also had tv sets
and the number with radio only has
fallen to 6 million.

Pakistan tv demonstration
Pakistan is seeing television for the
first time through a station and 200 receivers built and supplied by Time-Life
Broadcast, New York, and Philips Electric Co., London, England, for the Karachi Trade Fair. The fair began on
Oct. 13 and closes Dec. 13.
Almost 78 hours of the scheduled
programming has been supplied to the
Pakistan government by Screen Gems,
New York. The programs include Father Knows Best, Huckleberry Hound,
The Flintstones, Rin Tin Tin and Shirley Temple Storybook.
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Canadian unions merge
The Assn. of Radio and Television
Employees of Canada (ARTEC), representing 2,300 employes of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. in 12 locals,
has joined the National Union of Public Service Employes (NUPSE), effective Nov. 1 . The merger was announced
at Montreal and Toronto, respective
headquarters for the two unions.
NUPSE has 30,000 members in 116
locals. The merged union hopes to invade the realm of independently owned
radio and television stations.

FCC

Approves Automatic Program Logging

On Oct. 5, 1962, the FCC issued an
order to establish rules permitting
automatic program logging. This is a
significant move for broadcasters.
Automatic programming is being used
more and more by stations to improve
production, conserve manpower, and
make air personnel available for more
profitable pursuits than just routine
control board operation. However,
much of the value of automation is
lost if personnel is still restricted to the
board for logging procedures.
ATC has developed a system which
automatically prints all required logging data directly from ATC magnetic
tape equipment. On the opposite page
is a reproduction of the schedule of
WJBC-FM, Bloomington, Illinois, and
the printed verification. This station
has been field-testing the ATC system
since Dec. 1961. Similar systems have
now been purchased by WHBF, Rock
Island, Illinois, and WBNS, Columbus, Ohio.
CP AUTOMATIC TAPE CONTROL, INC.
209 E. WASHINGTON ST.
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS ,
\}\m

mm

Send coupon today for
free 38 page illustrated
management analysis "Planning
for Automated Radio Programming." Included isaProgram
full explanation
of ATC's Automatic
Logging system.
Name^
Title_
Address _
City

Station_

_State_
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Uninvited
SOUND

White

TRUCK,

House

PETITIONS

FANFARE ®
caller not greeted

UNWELCOME

A television film producer learned
last week that White House guards and
Washington police aren't accustomed
to Hollywood publicity stunts — and apparently aren't interested in a closer
acquaintance with the subject.
Jay Ward, partner in Jay Ward Productions, producers of The Bullwinkle
Show (Sunday, 5:30 p.m., NBC-TV),
drove a gaudily painted truck, loud
speakers blaring an outrageous song,
the "Moosylvania Anthem," into a
White House driveway Thursday (Nov.
8) to present a petition to the President
urging creation of a State of Moosylvania (for Bullwinkle, a dull-witted
moose featured in the program).

IN DRIVEWAY

"You can't go in there," Mr. Ward
says he was told by an irate guard.
"And turn off those loud speakers!"
Informed the Californian sought to petition the President, the guard said an
appointment was required. Before the
producer could drive away, however,
he'd been chewed out by at least two
other guards. Two passengers who had
gone along for the ride (WRC-TV
Washington's Mrs. Pat Humphrey, tv
promotion coordinator, and a reporter)
indicated they'd apparently picked the
wrong day to visit the President.
Efforts to arrange an appointment by
telephone failed, Mr. Ward reported,
but he promised to continue his efforts
by correspondence. Meanwhile, he was
able to pay a social call on FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow, although he
presented no petitions.
Mr. Ward is concluding a 30-day
cross-country driving tour during which
he is plugging his statehood movement
at local television stations.
Drumbeats

. . .

School salute ■ Georgia broadcasters
are marking Broadcast Education Week
(Nov. 11-17) and Georgia School Day
of the Air (Nov. 12) with special programming. The Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters has announced a $500 annual
radio-tv scholarship as a contribution to
the state-wide educational effort.

Pretty corn pusher
Gloria Bartl, 20, WXYZ-TV
Detroit's "Miss Award Movie,"
distributed popcorn at area newspaper offices to signal the start of
its run of the post '48 Screen Gem
Columbia-Universal film package.
The corny goodies were tagged
for area newspapermen: "To be
eaten by [writer's name] only
when watching Award Movie on
ch. 7."
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Special tour ■ A "see-through-feeling"
tour of the KMBC-TV Kansas City
studios was conducted last month by 13
students in the fifth and sixth grades at
the Kansas State School for the Blind.
Prepared for an examination of a Free
for All studio set, the children were
surprised to learn they also made a live
appearance on the show.
All outdoors ■ KABC-TV Los Angeles
reports its outdoor advertising campaign
on a "Set Your Watch" theme for its
program lineup, in cooperation with
ABC-TV, marks the largest use of billboards (12) by a broadcast advertiser
in that area.
Fore! ■ Four champion U. S. golfers
played an exhibition round Nov. 4 at
the KTVH (TV) Wichita, Kan., benefit
for the National Institute of Logopedics,
whose main facilities are in that city.
A Wichita team of Jim Vickers, former
national collegiate champion, and John
Stevens, Missouri Valley Conference
champion, combined for a one-underpar 70 to beat Labron Harris Jr., national amateur champion, and R. H.
Sikes, U. S. Public Links champion.

Tightest fit wins? ■ KEX Portland,
Ore., will help open the ski season at
Timberline Lodge, Mt. Hood, Nov. 24
and 25 with a weekend "Winterfest,"
featuring gag contests, a "Pray for
Rain" dance, mountain climbing and a
"Miss Stretch Pants" competition.
Cottage small ■ KDKA Pittsburgh has
awarded a modern "A" frame cottage
in the Bear Rocks resort area to Mr.
and Mrs. C. F. Ferguson of Youngwood, Pa., the winners of the station's
"Sound Around" contest during celebration of KDKA's 42nd anniversary.
0n-track promo ■ KCBS, KGO-TV and
KRON-TV, all San Francisco, con-

Jack for Boys' Clubs
KEWB Oakland has donated
$6,132.46, the sum KEWB earned
on a record album, "KEWB
Disc/Coveries,"
to the Boys' Clubs
of America.
KFWB Los Angeles, which
like KEWB is owned by CrowellC oilier Broadcasting Corp.,
turned over the profits from a
similar album in January to the
Hollywood
Chapter of the Boys'
Club.

vertedinto
three
of the
city's famed during
cable
cars
rolling
advertisements
a celebration of the Municipal Railroad
System's 50th anniversary.
Longhair info ■ Listeners to WTLB
Utica, N. Y., a "top 40" station, have
been hearing a series of one-minute
discussions about classical and modern
music and the composition of symphony
orchestras by Joseph Henry, Utica symphony conductor. The educational tips
promote symphony ticket sales.
Listen here ■ WKBW Buffalo reports
100,000 respondents to a listening contest in which they sent 300,000 mailers
to homes in Niagara and Erie County.
Listeners were instructed to send in
entry blanks cut from the mailers and
listen for their names on WKBW. The
winner received a $2,500 free shopping
spree. for seeing ■ Ad Man's Guide to
Sights
Boston is being distributed by WBZ-TV
Boston to agency and media people.
The guide includes phone numbers and
addresses of production firms, stations,
hotels, talent agencies, and other information.
Last chance ■ The Charles L. Burrow
Co., Portland, Ore., sales representative
firm, will welcome agencies and advertisers Nov. 15 at "The Last Fourth
of July Picnic of the Year."
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FATES
BROADCAST

ADVERTISING

William L. Ballard
and David C. Loomis,
account group heads
at Ted Bates & Co.,
New York, elected
senior vps. Mr. Ballard, who joined Bates
in 1959 and was elected vp following year,
was formerly with
John W. Shaw Adv.,
Chicago. Mr. Loomis
joined Bates in 1955
and became vp in
1956. He was formerly at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York.
Jack Northrup, genMr. Loomis
eral manager of
grocery products division; L. C. Bruce,
director of advertising and marketing
research; and William R. Tincher, special assistant to president of Purex
Corp. Ltd., Lakewood, Calif., elected
vps. Edwin M. Burke, president of
E. H. Ludlow & Co., Peapack, N. J.,
elected to Purex Corp.'s board of directors, succeeding Frank G. Burke Jr.,
who resigned.
D. J. (Bud) Olister, former sales manager of Regal Beer and sales and advertising manager of Papoose Food Products, elected vp of Ronny Caire Adv.
Agency, New Orleans.
Francis C. Kerr, former executive
director of Frozen Potato Products Institute and Frozen Pea Council, joins
Henry Senne Adv., Chicago, as vp and
director of creative group for grocery
products field.
Ruth Cerrone, former vp and copy supervisor at Lennen &
Newell, joins Cunningham & Walsh in
New York as vp in
copy department.
John Voulgaris, of
BBDO, and Donald
Miss Cerrone
Spector, of Lawrence
Gumbinner Adv., have also joined
C&W's copy staff. Donald Knoob, promotion art director at Conover-Mast
Publications, joins C&W as art director.
Robert B. Harris, advertising manager of Gluek Brewing Co., Minneapolis, promoted to general manager in
charge of sales and advertising, effective Dec. 15. Harlow G. Harris, vp in
charge of marketing, resigns effective
that date. Before joining Gluek, Robert
Harris was executive on Gluek account
at United Breweries of America. Earlier, he was sales promotion and merBROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

& FORTUNES

chandising director for Friendly Group
of radio-tv stations in Steubenville,
Ohio.
John Ormond, publicist previously
with Walt Disney Studios and Jerry
Lewis Productions, joins Mann Scharf
& Co., Los Angeles pr firm, as associate.
Martin L. Nierman,
executive vp of Edward Petry & Co.,
New York, re-elected
to board of directors
of Television Bureau
of Advertising, that
city, for new two-year
term. Mr. Nierman
Mr. Nierman
was re-elected to position by sentative
vote membership.
of TvB's station repre-

of Gersten & Smith Inc.; Norman Vale,
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles;
and Theodore Angelus, formerly with
BBDO, join Lennen & Newell, New
York, as executives on Colgate-Palmolive account.
James D. Killins,
senior copywriter, and
Johnior art MacClure,
sendirector, Geyer,
Morey, Ballard Inc.,
Detroit, elected vps.
Both work on American Motors Corp. account. Mr. Killins was
also named associate
creative director.

W. Ware Lynch appointed vp and
manager of newly established New
York branch office of Jack Wyatt Co.,
Dallas-based advertising and pr firm.
H. Eugene Dickhuth and Sallie Kreda

Carl Ewert Jr., advertising and pr manager of entific
Advanced
SciInstruments
Inc., Minneapolis,
joins copywriting staff
of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, St. Paul,

join Wyatt's
Newin York
account executives
chargebranch
of east ascoast
financial pr and marketing and sales
promotion, respectively. Wyatt's New
York City office is located at 225 E.
46th St.

Minn. Mr. Ewert's
major responsibilities will be in connection with EWRR's work for Control
Data Corp., Twin Cities-based manufacturer of high-speed, digital computers and St. Paul Port Authority.

Jack Clyde Moser,
tv production manager of WAVY-TV
Norfolk - Portsmouth Newport News, Va.,
appointed radio - tv
production director of
McCurry, Henderson,
Enright, vertising
Norfolk
agency. ad-

JACKSON,

r. MacClure

MISSISSIPPI

Mr. Moser

William L. Morrison, director of administration and assistant secretarytreasurer of Radio Advertising Bureau,
New York, joins Advertising Research
Foundation, that city, in administrative capacity.
Bill Greene, for
past two years with
Electrical Products
Corp., Seattle, appointed general manager of Choate Advertising Service, that
city.
Agency
recently
m
moved to downtown
Mr. Greene
location at 715 Logan
Bldg., Seattle 1. Telephone: MA
4-3520. Tom Herbert, who formerly
operated his own pr firm, joins Choate
as pr and publicity director. Other
Choate appointments: Jack Armstrong,
for past four years producer-directorwriter with KIRO-TV Seattle, to radiotv director, and Pat Kale named art
and production director.
Howard F. Gersten, former principal

OVER
64
COUNTIES

1%

MILLION
PEOPLE

QUOD
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
63

George T. Maniates, for three years
art director with Hill, Rogers, Mason &
Scott, Chicago, joins Clinton E. Frank
Inc., that city, in similar capacity.
E. James Charlesworth, account executive at Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, has been transferred to agency's New York office. Mr. Charlesworth
has been with NL&B for 1 1 years.
Humphrey Sullivan, associate pr director of Lever Bros., New York, promoted to pr director. He succeeds
J. E. Drew, who retired.
THE

MEDIA

James P. Clarendon II, former advertising manager of Life
en Espanol in Mexico
City, joins Time-Life
Broadcast Inc., New
York, as manager of
Latin American operations. Ti m e - L i f e
Mr. Clarendon
Broadcast recently announced its participation in Proartel,
Argentine tv program production company. Mr. Clarendon has been with
Time Inc. for eight years.
Stephen A. Machcinski, vp and general sales manager of Young Television
Corp., New York, has replaced Edward

WITHIN A STONE'S THROW *
OF COMMUNICATIONS ROW! #
FOR TRAVELERS AND GOURMETSf
A Bigger and Better

HOTEL
Madison Avenue at 52nd Street
NEW YORK CITY
Just steps from anywhere...
now with 500 individually decorated rooms and suites — and
completely air conditioned.
Color brochure available.
The magnificent new
B iARBERRY
17 E. 52 St.
Your rendezvous for dining
deliberately and well...
open every day of the week
for luncheon, cocktails,
dinner, supper.
PLAZA 3-5800 • TWX: 212-867-4936 d
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N.Y. pioneers

plan job help

Peggy Stone of Radio-Tv Representatives, New York, and Jay Victor of Jay Victor & Assn., Newark,
have been named by the New York
Chapter of Broadcast Pioneers to
head a project to help find jobs for
members who are out of work.
They will not assist employed
members in finding new jobs but
will seek opportunities for Pioneers
who lose jobs "without cause."
Committees will be formed representing the various fields within the
organizations — reps, agencies, etc.—
Shurick, formerly of Blair Television
Inc., as chairman of television trade
practices committee of Station Representatives Assn., New York.
Alexander P. (Kal) Hunter, assistant
to vp of broadcast division of King
Broadcasting Co., Seattle (KING-AMFM-TV), named station manager of
KREM-AM-FM-TV Spokane, effective
Dec. 3.
Don E. Fuller, former regional and
local sales director of WSIV (TV) Elkhart-South Bend, Ind., promoted to
commercial manager. Mr. Fuller will
continue to handle national sales for
WTRC-AM-FM Elkhart. Both stations
are owned by Truth Publishing Co.
Roy Shapiro, senior
analyst in research department of ABC,
New York, joins Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., that city, as
assistant director of
research. Mr. Shapiro
fills vacancy created
Mr. Shapiro
past summer when
James Yergin assumed research directors post vacated by Melvin Goldberg,
who left WBC to become vp and research director of NAB. Prior to joining ABC, Mr. Shapiro held marketing
research post at Benton & Bowles.
Merrill Myers, manager of publicity
for CBS News and Public Affairs, appointed manager-corporate information,
CBS Inc., New York.
Robert A. Mortensen, executive vp
of WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh, elected vp
of Phoenix Press Club.
Jack Murphy, station manager of
KOOL-TV Phoenix, elected president
of Phoenix Press Club.
Robert J. Zimmerman, sales manager of KRUX Glendale, Ariz., assumes added duties of station manager.
Dan Millikin joins WNOP Newport,
Ky., as sales manager. Ray Scott named

to pass upon the legitimacy of requests for assistance. When an application has cleared the appropriate
committee, companies in the applicant's field will be queried to find
what openings are available. The
identity of the applicant will be kept
confidential until he and a prospective employer are brought together.
Miss Stone may be reached at
Radio-Tv Reps, 7 E. 47th St., New
York, and Mr. Victor at Victor &
Assoc., 1225 Raymond Blvd., Newark, N. J.
program directer, and Dean Miller joins
as air personality. Ty Williams, WNOP
air personality, assumes added duties
as promotion and publicity manager.
F. Proctor Jones,
sales manager, promoted to director of
sales for WNAC Boston and Yankee Network. Thomas F.
Bateson, vp, continues
in
WNACMr. Jones
TV charge
sales. ofMove
was
made to completely
divide responsibilities for sales in both
radio and tv. Mr. Jones joined Yankee
in April 1950 in sales service department. In January 1955 he was named
assistant sales director, and two years
later promoted to national sales manager for WNAC-AM-TV and Yankee
Network. In October 1961 Mr. Jones
assumed
for firm's local
radio
salesresponsibility
as well as national.
Robert A. Stuart, former advertising
representative of Curtis Publishing Co.
in Midwest and Southwest, joins Chicago tv sales staff of The Katz Agency.
Ray Padden joins Los Angeles office
of Venard, Torbet & McConnell, radiotv rep firm, as account executive.
Charles C. Allen,
general manager of
radio-tv department at
Kudner Agency, joins
ABC-TV, New York,
as director of sales
service for tv network. Mr. Allen was
with BBDO for 11
Mr. Allen
years before joining
Kudner in 1959.
Martin K. Hawthorne, formerly with
WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, joins WJWAM-FM, that city, as account executive.
Jim McQuade, manager of financial
and administrative services for WCBSAM-FM New York, named radio acBROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

count executive, replacing Bob Hoskins, who has joined CBS Radio Spot
Sales. Win Gould, WCBS sales service
manager, becomes manager of financial
and business services, and Don Steffens,
coordinator of WCBS Yankee baseball
broadcasts, appointed sales service
manager.
Robert J. Brewster,
formerly with McCann-Erickson, Chicago, as vp andand
radio-J.
tv director

Mr. Brewster

Walter Thompson Co.
there as radio-tv
group head, joins
NBC-TV, Chicago, as
account executive.

Doug Setterberg, commercial manager of KETO-FM Seattle, named commercial manager of KETO-AM.
Aline Daly appointed sales service
director of KMOX-AM-FM St. Louis.
Miss Daly, with 12 years broadcast
business experience in St. Louis market,
had previously served at KMOX as director of advertising and sales promotion, and as availabilities manager.
Alan B. Boesger, sales representative
for F. W. Dodge Corp., joins WGARAM-FM Cleveland as national sales
representative.
Jack V. Arbib, former sales executive
with NBC Films and
Cellomatic Div. of
Screen Gems, joins
Blair-Tv, New York,
as sales executive.
Mr. Arbib has also
served as circulation
sales manager of New
York Daily News.
Richard Lewis, for past five years
operations and program director of
KSDO San Diego, Calif., resigns to join
American Freedom Network, Bonita,
Calif., as director of programming and
production. In addition Mr. Lewis will
head newly formed commercial production and programming service, utilizing Freedom Network's studio, recording, and high-speed dubbing facilities. Keath G. Allen named AFN's research and special projects director.
Ron Zimmer appointed director of
programming for KPRO Riverside,
Calif. Mr. Zimmer, former program
manager of KBIS Bakersfield, Calif.,
joined KPRO in June 1961.
William N. Ellison, for past three
years program director of CJSS-TV
Cornwall, Ont., joins WBJA-TV Binghamton, N. Y., in similar capacity.
Richard J. Lamoreaux, former operations director of WOOD-FM Grand
BROADCASTING, November 12, 196Z

YMCA honors Minow
Newton N.
Minow, chairman of Federal Communications Commission, will be
given special
citation byYoung
Men's Christian
Mr. Minow
Assn. of Greater New York in recognition of
his "important contribution to
education of nation's youth,
through his significant support
and encouragement of educational
The award will be presented at
television."
annual dinner of YMCA of
Greater New York to be held today (Nov. 12) at Hotel Astor.

Rapids, Mich., appointed assistant program and production manager of WWJTV Detroit.
Tony Donald and Herb McMurray
named program director and commercial manager, respectively, of WABW
Annapolis, Md.
Donald M. Schulman appointed director of Casper Citron Show on
WRFM (FM) New York.
R. Lee Gray, formerly in charge of
production and special events at
WOKY Milwaukee, named production
supervisor at WIND Chicago.
Douglas H. Rand, formerly with
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
joins WBBM Chicago as merchandising
manager, succeeding Charles Harley,
who transfers to station's local sales
staff as account executive.
Betty Ann True appointed merchandising director of WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Howard Stalnaker,
KPHO - TV, elected
president of Metropolitan Phoenix Broadcasters for 1963, succeeding Gene Spry,
KPHO radio. Other
officers elected: Ray
Odom, KHAT, vp;
Mr. Stalnaker
Hayes Stewart,
KTAR-TV, secretary-treasurer. Elected
to board of directors: James Ross,
KOY-AM-FM; John Redfield, KIFN;
Bill LaDow, KTVK .(TV), and Mr.
Spry.
Bob Martin, former program director
of WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., joins
WCUE-AM-FM Akron, Ohio, as director of traffic and continuity. Dick Fain,
Fred Meeks and Ed Kalail join

WCUE's announcing, news and sales
staffs, respectively. Dick Kenyon,
WCUE account executive, promoted to
local sales manager.
Richard Bell, art director at W. G.
Spencer Adv., Los Angeles, joins promotion department of KNXT (TV),
that city, as art director.
Pat McGee, former assistant manager and news director of WBZY Torrington, Conn., joins WRYM Newington, Conn., as news correspondent and
analyst. Henri E. Campisi, WRYM account executive, assumes added duties
as special events coordinator. Frank
Michaels, with WRYM for past year,
appointed program director.
Charles M.SiasJr.,
for past six years sales
manager of WABI
Bangor, Me., appointed to newly created
position of state-wide
sales manager for
Hildreth Radio Network (WABI - AM Mr. Sias
FM Bangor, WPOR
Portland, and WAGM Presque Isle).
Wanda Ramey, who left KPIX (TV)
San Francisco several months ago to
give birth to her first child, returns to
caster.
station's Noon News show as co-news-
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Joseph Brush, formerly with
WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, joins
news staff of WGR-AM-FM Buffalo,
N. Y.

Johnson & Dickinson Adv., Milwaukee,
joins WISN-TV, that city, as assistant
to Robert L. Meyer, director of publicity-promotion.

Graham E. McDade, formerly of
Seattle World's Fair promotion department, joins KING-AM-FM, that city,
as promotion manager. Robert C. Dinsmore to KING-TV as scenic designer.
Jon-Henri Damski joins KING-FM as
account executive.

Harold E. Carpenter appointed local
sales manager of
WPRO - TV Providence, R. I. Mr. Carpenter, who joined
WPRO sales staff in
March 1959, formerMr. Carpenter
ly served as commercial manager of
WNBH-AM-FM New Bedford, Mass.

Steve Armstrong, former air personality at WJAB Westbrook, Me., joins
WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla., as announcer-newsman.
Dick Wahl, former news director of
KGBS Los Angeles, joins announcing
staff of KNX-AM-FM, that city.
Mrs. Lois Zeiher, editorial assistant
and columnist for Wantagh Citizen and
Bel Imore Home News, both Long Island weekly newspapers, joins publicaffairs staff of WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, N. Y.
Ernie Schultz,
member of WKY-TV
Oklahoma City news
department since joining station in August
1955, promoted to
news director, succeeding Dick John,
who resigned.
Mr. Schultz
Hugh Harper, for
past three years member of pr staff of
Philco Corp., Philadelphia, joins KYWTV Cleveland, effective today (Nov.
12), as pr director.
Laddie Schaeffer, former program
director-disc jockey with WFJX Fort
Jackson, S. C, joins WLIR (FM) Garden City, N. Y., as air personality.
Ray Ramsey, air personality with
KREM-AM-FM Spokane, joins KEXAM-FM Portland, Ore., in similar capacity. Bob Blackburn appointed KEX
sports director.
David A. Boyle, formerly with Baker-

United

Press

Facsimile
United

Irwin Spiegel named promotional
specialist in New York office of AveryKnodel, radio-tv sales representatives.
Ken Maiden, public affairs director
of WGBS-AM-FM Miami, named promotion manager, succeeding John P.
Hanly, who resigned to join Harris,
Buggeln & Brumby, advertising agency,
that city. Mike O'Neil succeeds Mr.
Maiden as public affairs director.
Jay Neely, former announcer and
newscaster with WITH-AM-FM Baltimore, joins announcing staff of WJZTV, that city.
Peter Kraus joins WLIS Old Saybrook, Conn., as staff announcer.
Marge Injasoulian, former secretary
and assistant to promotion director of
WISN-TV Milwaukee, named promotion director of KOOL-AM-FM-TV
Phoenix.
Richard J. Braun appointed promotion manager of KBTV (TV), KBTR
Denver. Mr. Braun, formerly assistant
promotion manager, will in his new
duties place all advertising for dual
broadcast operation.
PROGRAMMING
Joseph C. Bernstein, former vp and
partner in Wylde Films, New York,
named general manager of New York

International

Newspictures

Press

Movietone

and
Newsfilm

Build Rat
ings
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film studios of Fred Niles Communication Centers Inc. He will supervise
both sales and production.
Merwin Bloch, previously with Donahue & Coe Adv. as copywriter on
MGM and Columbia Pictures accounts,
joins advertising department of Paramount Pictures, New York, working
under supervision of Jerry K. Levine,
advertising manager. Mr. Bloch had
also done free-lance writing for motion
pictures, radio and tv in New York and
Hollywood.
W. R. Higginbotham elected vp and
producer
tone NewsofInc.,MovieNew
York, unit of 20th
Century - Fox Film
Corp. handling
newsreels,
short subjects
and other film proMr. Higginbotham
duction. He succeeds
Edmund H. Reek. Mr. Higginbotham,
who was with UPI since 1935, joined
UPI-Movietone tv news film operation
in 1951. He was European news manager of UPI, then United Press, from
1945-49.
Monroe Glasberg named manager of
special services for Warner Bros. Records, with headquarters
in company's
New York
offices. In addition
to coordinating sales with eastern distributors,
Mr. Glasberg will maintain sales liaison
with company's Canadian licensee, The
Compo Co., and coordinate Warner
Bros. Records' activities in premium
field. Matt Gilligan appointed operations manager. He will report to Ed
West, treasurer, and will be responsible
for purchasing and inventory control,
with headquarters in Burbank, Calif.
William Hooper, Al Shore and Buddy
Brooks, all formerly of Ziv-UA, join
Four Star Distributors, New York, as
sales representatives.
Lou Melamed, former associate producer of Car 54, Where Are You?,
joins Television Graphics, New York,
as tv commercial producer.
John A. Carroll, since 1960 manager
of United Press International bureau in
Pittsburgh, named Pennsylvania manager of UPI, succeeding Frank L. Berkopec, current night bureau manager in
Pittsburgh. Mr. Carroll joined UPI, then
United Press, in 1950.
William C. Barnard, chief of Associated Press bureau in Dallas, named
general executive in New York, assigned to membership relations. Robert
H. Johnson, chief of Indianapolis AP
bureau, replaces Mr. Barnard in Dallas.
William Richardson, chief of Albuquerque, N. M., bureau, moves to Indianapolis, and Howard Graves, regional membership executive in Portland, Ore., named Albuquerque bureau
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

NAB's Broadcasting Engineering subcommittees
Parker, CBS-TV network, New York,
Subcommittees of Broadcast Engineering Conference were named by and Mr. Towner.
Leslie S. Learned, Mutual BroadConference Committee Chairman Orcasting System, appointed chairman
rin W. Towner, WHAS Inc., Louisville, Ky., to nominate recipient of of Luncheon Speakers Committee.
Other members are J. B. Epperson,
1963 Engineering Award of National
Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co.,
Assn. of Broadcasters and to recomCleveland, and Jack Petrick, KETV
mend luncheon speakers for con(TV) Omaha, Neb.
ference, which will be held in ChiIn addition to subcommittee memcago, March 31 -April 3, as part of
bers, those on Broadcast Engineering
NAB's annual convention.
Conference Committee are William
George Bartlett, NAB manager of S. Duttera, NBC, New York; James
E. Gray, WYDE Inc., Birmingham,
engineering, was appointed chairman
Ala.;Albin
R. Hillstrom, KOOL-AMmemOther
of Awards Committee.
FM-TV Phoenix; and Frank Marx,
sPost-New
Hunt,
M.
Clyde
bers are
week Stations, Washington; James D. ABC, New York.

chief. William H. Heath, formerly of
KCHS Hot Springs, N. M., and member of Associated Press bureau in AlDetroity
AP's
buquerque, N. M.,S. joins
, formerl
Stevens
bureau. William
with WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y., and
former acting assistant city editor of
Syracuse Herald-Journal, joins AP in
Albany, N. Y.

Jess Oppenheimer, independent Hollywood producer, named chairman of
Hollywood branch of National Acad& Sciences' liemy of Televisionm Arts
brary and museu project. Evelyn F.
Burkey, executive director of Writers
Guild of America, East, is co-chairman
in New York, with Lillian Broan, head
of radio-tv department of George Washington U., Washington, D. C, as cochairman in that city.
Sidney Ginsberg
appointed assistant vp
of Trans-Lux Pictures
Corp., Trans-Lux Distributing Corp., TransLux Television Corp.,
and Trans-Lux Television (E.S.) Corp. In
newly created post,
Mr. Ginsberg
Mr. Ginsberg will
function as assistant to Richard Brandt,
president of Trans-Lux Corp. Harry
Semels, formerly with National Screen
Service Corp., joins Trans-Lux Tv
Corp. as production head.
Robert E. Miller, tv director formerly
on assignment in New York on U. S.
Steel Hour, has been signed by MGMTv to direct initial episodes of its new
series for ABC-TV, The Human Comedy.
Philip Sterling, assistant publicity
director of CBS Radio, named collaborator with Bella Rodman on Fiorello
La Guardia, new biography published
by Hill & Wang, New York.
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

ALLIED

FIELDS
William Thomas
named chairman of

journalism and communications department of Point Park
Junior College, Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding Dr. Benjamin
Fine, former educaMr. Thomas
tion editor of New
York Times, who established department at Point Park two years ago. Mr.
Thomas has served on instructional and
administrative staff of journalism and
communications department since 1961.
Robert Shultz, formerly with American Research Bureau and more recently
with Radio Advertising Bureau, New
York City, joins TvQ, of Home Testing
Institute, Manhasset, N. Y., as senior
account executive. Herbert Altman,
client contact supervisor, assumes added
duties of client service director.

ods. Prior to joining Du Mont divisions.
Mr. Daugherty was with Dynamics
Corp. of America as general manager
of Reeves Instrument Corp., Farmingdale, N. J.
Chester A. Snow
Jr., former chief engineer of Gray Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn., named
chief engineer of
Gray Research & Development Co. (broadMr. Snow
cast equipment
facturer),manuNewington,
Conn. Mr. Snow's new duties will center around design and production of
professional tone arms, turntables,
equalizers
dustrial use.and slide projectors for inErwin J. Arendt, formerly with RCA
Victor, appointed general sales manager
in Chicago for Sylvania Home & Commercial Electronics Corp., marketing
subsidiary of Sylvania Electric Products,
New York. Mr. Arendt is responsible
for marketing of Sylvania tv sets, radios
and stereo hi-fi phonographs in Chicago
and Peoria, 111., markets.
Edmund J. Goehring named general
sales manager of Hart Manufacturing
Co. (switches, relays, motor controls),

ROHN

TOWERS

STAND THE TEST!
Heavy ice loading, coupled with high
winds, is the severest of all tests for a
tower. It PROVES sturdiness and
sound engineering. Below is a ROHN
Communication Tower that clearly
withstood such a test.

Colin Kemper, survey manager for
Chicago Tribune, joins Market Facts
Inc., Chicago, as study director.
Rex L. Campbell, program manager
of KSL-AM-FM Salt Lake City, joins
U. of Utah, that city, as assistant director of radio and tv services. University
operates KUED (TV) (educational ch.
7) and KUER (FM) Salt Lake City.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

Roger M. Daugherty appointed manager of communications department of
Allen B. Du Mont Labs, division of
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.,
Clifton, N. J. He will direct national
marketing organization for Du Mont/
Fairchild two-way mobile radio systems,
closed-circuit tv, and combined systems
using microwave, facsimile, data-processing, display, and other readout meth-

For Towers That Can Stand Rigorous
Abuse, Call or Write. Complete engineering and erection service available.
ROHN

Manufacturing Co.
P. O. Box 2000
I Peoria, Illinois
"Pioneer Manufacturer of

Towers of AllWORLD-WIDE
Kinds"
REPRESENTATIVES
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Hartford, Conn. Mr. Goehring formerly was key accounts sales representative
for Oak Manufacturing Co., Crystal
Lake, 111., which acquired Hart Manufacturing inJuly 1962.
L. Gunter promoted to chief engineer
of new products department and manager of patent department, and R. W.
Carr to manager of applications engineering section of Shure Bros. Inc.,
Evanston, 111., manufacturer of microphones, high fidelity and electronic components. Mr. Gunter formerly served
as chief engineer of design and development, and Mr. Carr was manager of
development.
Joseph T. Dougherty, of E. I. du Pont
de Nemours & Co., New York, elected
to board of governors of Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers, to
complete unexpired term as financial
vp, succeeding Ethan M. Stifle, who was
elected executive vp in recent society
national election. Byron Roudabush,
president of Byron Motion Pictures Inc.,
Washington, elected to SMPTE board

of governors for eastern region, replacing Mr. Dougherty. Edward A. Winkler,
of Eastman Kodak Co., New York,
named chairman of national membership committee, also replacing Mr.
Dougherty.
INTERNATIONAL
Geoffrey C. Lewis,
former general sales
manager of CKOC
Hamilton, Ont., appointed general manager of newly formed
Canadian division of
International Community Club Awards.
ICCA opened offices
in Toronto on Nov. 1.

Russell

FOR THE
STATION

DEATHS

Mr. Lewis

Max Rosenzweig appointed equipment sales manager of electronic tube
section of Canadian General Electric
Co. Ltd., Toronto. Gordon Lee named
electronic tube section's distributor sales
manager.
Derek

appointed British

APPLICATIONS
for tv station to operate on uhf ch. 47
As compiled by Broadcasting Nov. 1 cp
(668-674 mc); ERP 220 kw vis., 110 kw aur.
through Nov. 7 and based on filings, Ant. height above average terrain 340 ft.,
authorizations and other actions of the above ground 365 ft. Estimated construction
cost $263,003; first year operating cost $100,000; revenue $100,000. P.O. address 509 N.
FCC in that period.
Tuscumbia. Studio location TusThis department includes data on Main St., cumbia;
trans, location Sheffield. Geo.
coordinates 34° 46' 37" N. Lat., 87°
new stations, changes in existing sta- graphic
40'
34"
W.
Long.
Type trans. RCA TTUtions, ownership changes, hearing cases,
12A; type Kear
ant. RCA
TFU-24DM. Washington,
Consulting
engineer
&
Kennedy,
rules & standards changes, routine
D. C. Mr. Darby is sole owner and licensee
roundup of other commission activity. of WVNA Tuscumbia. Action Nov. 7.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
APPLICATIONS
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
Cleveland, Ohio — Cleveland Bcstg. Inc.
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
Uhf ch. 19 (500-506 mc); ERP 235 kw vis.,
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
117.5 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 646.45 ft., above ground 465.9 ft.
mc
— megacycles.
N — night.trans.
LS——
local
sunset, mod.D —— day.
modification,
Estimated construction cost $431,735; first
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilo- year operating cost $200,000; revenue $150,cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au000. P.O.
address
Cleveland. Studio
and 1500
trans,Chester
locationAve.,
Cleveland.
thorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
Geographic coordinates 41° 20' 28" N. Lat.,
SH
— specified hours. * — educational. Ann. —
81° 44" 29' W. Long. Type trans. GE TTAnnounced.
25A; type ant. GE TY-24B. Legal counsel
Spearman
and Roberson, consulting engiNew tv stations
neer George P. Adair, both Washington,
D.
C.
Principals:
there are over 15 stockACTION BY FCC
holders having small interests. Applicant is
licensee
of
WERE-AM-FM
Cleveland and
Tuscumbia, Ala. — Elton H. Darby. Granted
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Marion Harper, 73, advertising executive for 50 years and one-time coowner of Blackman Co., New York
(now Compton Adv.), died in St.
Petersburg, Fla., on Nov. 7. He was
father of Marion Harper Jr., board
chairman of Interpublic Inc., New
York.
Herbert Manning, 49, recently news
director of CKGM Montreal, died Oct.
27 of heart attack in Vancouver, B. C.
James DeLine, 46, host of Jim DeLine Gang show on WSYR-AM-FMTV Syracruse, N. Y., died Nov. 3 of
coronary attack at his home in North
Syracuse.

RECORD

AUTHORIZATIONS,

EDWIN

Broadcasting Corp. representative in
Ottawa, Ont. George Young named tv
assistant in BBC's Toronto office.
Gordon Walker, formerly of AllCanada Radio & Television Ltd., Toronto, appointed retail sales manager of
CFRC Calgary, Alta.

WLEC-AM-FM Sandusky, both Ohio. Ann.
Nov. 1.
Oklahoma City, Okla.— KLPR-TV Inc. Uhf
ch. 19 (500-506 mc); 32.1 kw vis., 16.1 kw aur.
Ant. height above average terrain 435 ft.
Estimated construction cost $108,201; first
year P.O.
operating
$345,600; Morris
revenueBeasley,
$365,565.
address cost
c/o Lovelle
Box 4248, Oklahoma City. Studio location
& trans, location both Oklahoma City. Geocoordinates
27' 58"ITAN. TVU-1A;
Lat., 97°
31' 03" W.graphic
Long.
Type35° trans.
type ant. Alford 1044S. Legal counsel W.
Howard Payne, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer Commercial Radio Equipment
Co., same city. Principals: Lovelle Morris
Beasley, Omer Carl Thompson and William
Toombs Richardson (each 25%), Leon C.
Nance (20%), and Mark H. Webb (5%).
Messrs. Nance, Beasley and Thompson are
stockholders
Ann.
Nov. 7. in KTCS Fort Smith, Ark.
Existing tv station
ACTION BY FCC
KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif.— Waived Sec.
3.652(a) of rules to permit identification as
Salinas-Monterey
station.
dissented. Action Oct.
31. Comr. Bartley
New am station
ACTION BY FCC
Fort Campbell, Ky. — Fort Campbell Bcstg.
Co. Granted cp for new am station to
operate on 1370 kc, 500 w-D; conditioned
to presunrise operation with daytime facilities precluded pending final decision in
Doc. 14419 and that station identification
be madevatelytoownedclearly
it is ispri-in
civilianindicate
activitythatwhich
no way sponsored by or in any manner
connected with the Army or other federal
agency. P.O. address Circle Drive, Hopkinsville, Ky. Estimated construction cost $23,560; first year operating cost $28,000; reve$40,000. Principals:
Breathitt(each
Jr.,
J. S. nueMcCallum,
and GaryE. H.T. Latham
331,/3%).
Mr.
Breathitt
Jr.
is
attorney,
Mr.
McCallum is sole owner of WCBL Benton,
Ky., Vs owner KMIS Portageville, Mo., and
WTRB Ripley, Tenn., Mr. Latham owns
motel. Action Nov. 7.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KGIL San Fernando, Calif. — Granted inBROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

creased1 nighttime
on 1260 kc,daytime
DA-2,
from
kw to 5 power
kw, continued
operation with 5 kw; conditions. (Will
operate with 5 kw DA nighttime pattern
during SH of KPPC.) Chmn. Minow and
Comr. Ford dissented and voted for hearing. Action Oct. 31.
WRUL Scituate, Mass. — Granted waiver
of rules and modified operating schedule
of international broadcast station on specified frequencies from Nov. 4, 1962 to March
3, 1963. Action Nov. 6.
KRGI Grand Island, Neb. — Granted increased daytime power on 1430 kc, from
1 kw to 5 kw, continued nighttime operation with 1 kw, DA-N; remote control
permitted;erationconditions,
pre-sunrise
opwith daytime and
facilities
precluded
pending final decision in Doc. 14419.
Comrs. Bartlev and Ford dissented. Action
Nov. 7.
LICENSE DELETED
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission (1) dismissed incomplete application of Gordon J. Forsyth, receiver of
KLIL Inc., for renewal of license of am
station KLIL Estherville, Iowa, (2) ordered
that license to operate KLIL (1340 kc, 100
w, U) be deemed to have expired, and (3)
deleted those call letters. Applicant did not
respond to various sections in application
form, and failed to submit required information requested by commission. Mitchell Bcstg. Co., which requested dismissal
of KLIL renewal application, has pending
application for new station to operate on
1340 kc, 250 w, U, in Estherville, which
was ready for processing on Sept. 10 last.
KLIL has been off the air since July 11,
1961. Action Nov. 7.
APPLICATIONS
WQXT Palm Beach, Fla.— Cp to increase
daytime power to 1 kw from 250 w and
install new trans. Ann. Nov. 1.
KBOI Boise, Idaho — Cp to change frequency from 950 to 670 kc; increase power
to 50 kw from 5 kw; change from DA-N to
DA-CH; install new trans., change site,
make changes in ant. system and ground
system
control operation
of trans.andAnn.delete
Nov.remote
1.
WUNO Rio Piedras, P. R. — Mod. of license to change station location from Rio
Piedras to San Juan, P. R. Ann. Oct. 5.
WINA Charlottesville, Va. — Cp to change
frequency to 1070 kc from 1400 kc; increase
power to 5 kw unl. from 250 w-1 kw LS;
installAnn.
new Nov.
trans.;1. install DA-N and change
site.
New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
♦Moscow, Idaho — Regents of U. of Idaho.
Granted cp for new fm to operate on 91.7
mc; ERP 1.25 kw; ant. height above average terrain minus 56 ft. P.O. address U.
of Idaho. Estimated construction cost $1,900; first year operating cost $1,000. Principals: regents of U. of Idaho. Ann. Nov. 1.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa — WMT-TV Inc.
Granted cp for new class C fm station to
operate on 104.5 mc, ch. 283, 20 kw. Ant.
height above average terrain 500 ft. P.O.
address Paramount Theatre Bldg., Cedar
Rapids. Estimated construction cost $37,700;
first year operating cost $15,000; revenue
$10,000. Principals: William A. Porter is
sole owner and licensee of WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids7. and WEBC Duluth, Minn. Action
Nov.
APPLICATIONS
Idaho Falls. Idaho— PK's FM Inc. 100.5
mc, 40 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 574 ft. P.O. address Eugene A. Piquet,
North Yellowstone Highway, Idaho Falls.
Estimated construction cost $33,714; first
year operating cost $32,520; revenue $36,000.
Eugene A. Piquet is over 99% owner. Mr.
Piquet is electrician. Ann. Nov. 7.
Dubuque, Iowa — Dubuque Bcstg. Co. 105.3
mc, ch. 287, 14.94 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 341 ft. P.O. address 9th &
Main Sts., Dubuque. Estimated construction
and operating costs are purchase price of
WDBQ and fm facilities; revenue $2,700.
Principals: Hart N. Cardozo Jr. (84.62%)
and Philip T. Kelly (15.38%). Mr. Cardozo
Jr. is sole owner WDBC Escanaba, Mich.,
and KATE Albert Lea, Minn. Mr. Kelly is
manager WDBQ Bcstg. Co. Both are transferees (same ownership as above) in WDBQ
Dubuque
for transfer of control. Ann.application
Nov. 1.
Prestonsburg, Ky.— Stephans Industries
Inc. 103.7 mc, ch. 279, 100 kw. Ant. height
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above average terrain 625.6 ft. P.O. address
c/o D. C. Stephens, Prestonsburg. Estimated
construction
cost $21,445;
first year
operating cost $24,000;
revenue
$42,000.
Mr.
Stephans is sole owner and licensee of
WPRT same city. Ann. Nov. 2.
Wapakoneta,
Ohio249,
— West
Inc.
97.7 mc, ch.
3 kw.Central
Ant. Bcstrs.
height
above average terrain 150.6 ft. P.O. address
30'/2 N. Detroit St. Xenia, Ohio. Estimated
construction cost $13,300; first year operating costErnest$21,000;
revenue
Principals:
J. Rogers
(75%)$24,000.
and Harry
B. Miller (25%). Mr. Miller is owner WHBM
Xenia Mr. Rogers is retired farmer. Ann.
Nov. 2.
Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Lawrenceburg
Bcstg. Co. 106.3 mc, ch. 292, 3 kw. Ant.
height above average terrain 203 ft. P.O.
address Box 353, Jackson, Tenn. Estimated
construction cost $10,950; first year operating cost $8,400; revenue $11,350. Principals: The National Bank of Commerce of
Jackson, Tenn., trustee for A. R. Robinson,
deceased (75%), Harold Simpson (12.5%),
Frank M. Davis and Kenneth Marston (each
6.25%). Lawrenceburg is licensee of WDXE
that city. Ann. Nov. 2.
Existing fm station
APPLICATION
KPSR Palm Springs, Calif— License to
cover cp which authorized change of
frequency from 92.1 mc to 100.7 ch. 264;
increase ERP from 1 kw to 4 kw and make
changes in trans, equipment. (Delete change
of studio location and operation by remote
control.) Aug.
Ann. 16).Nov. 5. (Station deleted,
effective
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WNPT Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation by Edna Ruth L. Harris (59% after
transfer, from William G. Harris (36% before transfer), through purchase of 30 shares
of stock from Mr. Harris. Consideration not
given in application. Ann. Nov. 7.
WDSR Lake City, Fla.— Granted assignment of license from Alfred H. Temple
and W. H. Jones, receivers, to Mr. Temple
and Alma Horn Temple (55% and 45% respectively), d/b as Deep South Radioways.
Consideration $72,500. Mr. and Mrs. Temple
own laundry firm and were both previous
owners of WDSR. Ann. Nov. 7.
WDEB, Johnston Bcstg. Co., Pensacola.
Fla. — By order, commission, on showing of
compliance with exceptions to three-year
holding rule, granted assignment of license
from Rose Hood Johnston, individually and
as executrix of estate of George Johnston
Jr., to Wheeler Bcstg. Inc. (Mel and Vinny
Wheeler);
consideration $125,000. Ann.
Nov. 7.
Fla.— Granted
assignment
ofWSOL
licenseTampa,
from WPIT
Die. to Rust
Craft
Greeting Cards Inc., sole owner of WPIT
Inc. No financial consideration involved, as
assignment is for purpose of corporate
integration and simplification. Assignor is
large corporation with no majority stockholder. Rust Craft Greeting Cards Inc. is
sole owner of Rust Craft Bcstg. Co., licensee of WSTV-AM-FM-TV Steubenville,
Ohio; WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.;
and WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn. Assignor

also 40% owner of WVUE-TV New Orleans,
La. Present proposed liquidation of assets
of WPIT Inc. also involves WPIT-AM-FM
Pittsburgh,
Pa., 31.
and WRDW-TV Augusta,
Ga.
Action Oct.
WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.— Granted assignment of license and cp from WPIT Inc.
to Rust Craft Greeting Cards Inc., sole
owner of WPIT Inc. No financial consideration involved, as assignment is for purpose
of corporate integration and simplification.
Assignor is large corporation with no majority stockholder.
Rust Craft
Greeting
Cards Inc.
is sole owner
of Rust
Craft
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WSTV-AM-FM-TV
Steubenville, Ohio; WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.; and WRGP-TV Chattanooga,
Tenn New
Assignor
also La.
40% Present
owner of proposed
WVUETV
Orleans,
liquidation
of
assets
of
WPIT
Inc.
also
involves WPIT-AM-FM Pittsburgh, Pa., and
WSOL Tampa, Fla. Action Oct. 31.
111. — Granted
assignment
of WFMQ
license Chicago,
from Lester
Vihon, sole
owner,
d/b as individual, to same person tr/as
Lester Vihon & Assoc. Die. No financial
consideration involved. Ann. Nov. 7.
KSUM Fairmount, Minn. — Granted assignlicenseE.from
Hvde and
Jr.
(82.9%),ment of John
HydeJohn
Sr. E.(17%),
Katherine Hyde (.1%), d/b as KSUivi Btcis.
Co., to Charles V. Woodard Jr. (50%),
Elizabeth R. Woodard (49.8%) and John T.
Miller (.2%), tr/as Woodard Bcstg. Inc.
Consideration $250,000. Mr. Woodard Jr.
is former business manager of WIND Chicago; Mrs. Woodard is housewife; and Mr.
Miller is part owner of advertising firm.
Ann. Nov. 7.
KTRC Minneapolis,
Minn. Albert
— Granted
assignment of license from
S. and
Patricia W. Tedesco (85% and 15% respectively), d/b as Hennepin Bcstg. Assoc., to
same persons
tr/as asinvolved.
corporation.
No financial consideration
Mr. Tedesco
owns Broward County Bcstg., licensee of
WIXX Oakland Pk., Fla., and 75% of North
American Bcstg. Co., licensee of WMNI
Columbus, Ohio, and KDUZ Hutchinson,
Minn.; Mrs. Tedesco owns 15% of North
American. Ann. Nov. 7.
WZAK (FM) Cleveland, Ohio— Granted
assignment
cp from
William
(75%) and J.ofWilliam
(25%),
d/b asO'Neil
Ohio
Music Corp., to Xenophon Zapis, Robert L.
Stumpf, Joseph F. Bauer, and Ohio Music
Corp. (each 25%), tr/as The Trans World
Bcstg. Corp. Mr. Zapis is attorney, Mr.
Stumpf is owner meat processing firm, Mr.
Bauer owns advertising agency, Ohio Music
is 53% owner WSKP Miami, Fla., and Mr.
O'Neil,
Ohio MusicAmalie,
and is sole
owner 75%
of owner
WSTA of Charlotte
St.
Thomas, V. I. Ann. Nov. 7.
WPIT-AM-FM Pittsburgh, Pa— Granted
assignment of cp to license to Rust Craft
Greeting Cards Inc. from WPIT Die,
wholly-owned subsidiary of Rust Craft
Greeting
Cards asInc.
No financial
tion involved,
assignment
is forconsiderapurpose
of corporate integration and simplification.
Assignorjority
is stockholder.
large corporation
with Greeting
no maRust Craft
Cards Inc is sole owner of Rust Craft
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WSTV-AM-FM-TV
Steubenville, Ohio; WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.; and WRGP-TV Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Assignor
also La.
40% Present
owner of proposed
WVUETV New
Orleans,
liquidation of assets of WPIT Inc. also in-
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volves WSOL Tampa, Fla., and WRDW-TV,
Augusta, Ga. Action Oct. 31.
WLAR Athens, Tenn. — Granted assignment of ecutrix
license
Helen
M. Arterburn,
exof estateto of
Lowell
F. Arterburn
{deceased),
d/b
as
Athens
Bcstg.
No
financial consideration involved. Dr. H. M.
Arterburn is part-owner of newspaper
{DailyNov.
Post 7.Athenian), and publishing firm.
Ann.
WLSB
Cooperhill,
Tenn. —corporation
Granted transfer of control
of licensee
from
Blaine and Clint Goss (66%% and 33V3%
respectively) d/b as Copper Basin Bcstg.
Inc., to Robert P. Schwab (100%), tr/as
same company. Consideration $30,000. Mr.
Schwab is minority stockholder and general manager of WGGA Gainesville, Ga.
Ann. Nov. 7.
APPLICATIONS
WTHG Jackson, Ala. — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation, Jackson
Bcstg. Inc., from T. H. Gaillard Jr. (100%
before, 20% after) to Rowdy McGee (57.6
shares) and Lennettee Horton & Fred
Huggins (each 19.2 shares). Consideration
$37,500. Mr. McGee is sole owner of WJAM
Marion, Ala.; Lennette Horton is employed
by WTHG; Mr. Higgins is employed by
WCTA Andalusia, Ala. Ann. Nov. 7.
KJKJ Flagstaff, Ariz. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Joseph E. Patrick and Joseph
A. Brandt (each 50%), d/b as Dateline
Bcstrs., to same persons in same percentage
tr/as Dateline Bcstrs. Inc. No consideration.
Both applicants presently work for KRUX
of cp from Joseph E. Patrick (50%) and
Glendale, Ariz. Ann. Nov. 1.
KBVM Lancaster, Calif. — Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, Tri-County Bcstrs. Inc., by Donald
D. Lewis (80%, presently 40%) from George
Patton and Roy N. Hinkel (each 20%). Consideration $9,553 and liquidation of debts.
Other stockholders: Don P. Park & D. Dean
Roper (each 10%). Ann. Nov. 7.
KVON Napa, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
license and cp from Jack L. Powell and
Alyce M. Powell (each 50%), joint tenants,
to Lawrence B. Scheer and Janice Lynn
(each 50%), d/b as Jan-Lar Inc. Considera-
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tion $275,000. Mr. Scheer is reporter for
KTLA-TV
Miss Lynn is actress.
Ann.
Nov. Hollywood;
1.
WMMB Melbourne, Fla. — Seeks transfer
of control of licensee corporation from
Harlan G. Murrelle, John T. Stethers,
Howard L. Green, Albert E. Theetge, Donald
M. Simmons and Myron W. LaBarr, d/b as
Indian River Radio Inc., to Franklin A.
Hardy & John C. Palmer (each 33V3%),
Robert E. Haskins, Thomas F. Fitzpatrick,
& Wilson M. Meeks (each 111/9%). Consideration $220,000. Mr. Hardy is auto
dealer; Mr. Palmer is in real estate; Messrs.
Haskins & Fitzpatrick are lawyers; Mr.
Meeks is sociologist. Ann. Nov. 1.
WKOS from
Ocala,Robert
Fla.— L.
Seeks
assignment
license
Gillam
(100%) of
to
same person d/b as WKOS Die. No financial
consideration involved as assignment is for
business purposes. Ann. Nov. 7.
WTHRment of Panama
City, Robert
Fla.— Seeks
assignlicense from
D. Sidwell
(100%), receiver, to C. H. Grider & Joe W.
CoUins (each 49.5%) and Ethel W. Grider
& Stella H. Collins (each .5%), d/b as
Radio Gulf Inc. Consideration $20,500. Mr.
Grider is stockholder in WIMO Winder.
WFDR Manchester, both Georgia, and
WGSW Greenwood, S. C. Mr. Collins is
businessman. Ann. Nov. 7.
— Seeks
of WGOV
license Valdosta,
from W. H.Ga.Keller
Jr. assignment
(498 snares
of 10,000 shares outstanding) d/b as GeorgiaFlorida Radio and Tv Co., to E. D. Rivers
Jr. (99.98%), Marie R. Rivers and Hubert
E. Ulmer (each .01%) tr/as WGOV Inc.
Consideration that there is cancellation of
$100,000 mortgage note. Mr. Rivers Jr. is
owner of WGUN Atlanta, WEAS Savannah,
both Georgia, and KWAM Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. Keller Jr. is owner of WCRY Macon,
Ga. Ann. Nov. 2.
Muskegon
Heights,
Mich. Kuiper,
— Seeks William
assignment of cp from
William
Eugene Kuiper and Peter J. Vanden Bosch
(each V3), d/b as Muskegon Heights Bcstg.
Co., to W. Kuiper & W. E. Kuiper (each
V2), tr/as same company. Consideration
$1,300. Messrs. W. & W. E. Kuiper also
share ownership of WDOW Dowagiac and
WKPR Kalamazoo, both Michigan, and are
stockholders in WFUR-AM-FM Grand
Rapids, Mich. Ann. Nov. 7.
KQTE Missoula, Mont.— Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation from Marion
E.
(87 shares),
William
J. StrothmanDixon
(77 shares),
Donald
Haines,
L. A.
Dixon, Mabel Ginoff, and Lester Madsen
(each 10 shares), to Lewis Vetere (60.4%).
Consideration $5,000 to transferors. Mr.
Vetere is owner catv system (Vetere Motor
& Tv Inc.) and automobile dealership. Ann.
Nov. 2.
WTKO Ithaca, N. Y. — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation from Ellis
E. Erdman (76.5%), George and Janice B.
Abbott (each 11.75%) to Ellis E. and Phebe
Erdman (each 25%) and George and Janice
Abbott (each 25%), d/b as Ivy Bcstg. Die.
Consideration of 235,900 shares no par
common stock to Mr. Erdman, and 32,050
each to Mr. and Mrs. Abbott. Ivy plans to
recapitalize with issuance of 1,500,000 shares
no par common and recall of current outstanding shares. Ivy owns WOLF Syracuse,
WMIV (FM) South Bristol, WOIV (FM)
De Ruyter, WJIV (FM) Cherry Valley,
WBIV (FM) Wethersfield, and WEIV (FM)
Ithaca, and is applicant for new tv station
on ch. 9 Syracuse, all New York. Ann.
Nov. 2.
WJIV-FM Cherry Valley Township, N. Y.
— Seeks acquisition of positive control of
licensee corporation by Ellis E. and Phebe
W. Erdman, as family group (51.1%),
through purchase of unissued stock by
transfer of control of WTKO Ithaca, N. Y.,
to Ivy Bcstg. Die. (See application of
WTKO). Other stockholders in Ivy after
recapitalization: George and Janice B. Abbott (each 15%), Robert Davidson, William
A. Dillon Jr., David B. Slohmm (each 3.8%),
Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and Samuel
Zatcoff (each 2.5%). See reference for
other ownership. Ann. Nov. 2.
WOIV-FM De Ruyter Township, N. Y —
Seeks acquisition of positive control of
licensee corporation by Ellis E. and Phebe
W. Erdman, as family group (51.1%),
through purchase of unissued stock by
transfer of control of WTKO to Ivy Bcstg.
Die. (See application of WTKO). Other
stockholders in Ivy after recapitalization:
George and Janice B. Abbott (each 15%),
Robert Davidson, William A. Dillon Jr.,
David B. Slohmm (each 3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and Samuel Zatcoff
(each ship.
2.5%).
See reference
for other ownerAnn. Nov.
2.
WEIV-FM Ithaca, N. Y— Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation by Ellis E. and Phebe W. Erdman, as

family group (51.1%), through purchase of
unissued stock by transfer of control of
WTKO to Ivy Bcstg. Inc. (See application
of WTKO). Other stockholders in Ivy after
recapitalization: George and Janice B.
Abbottliam A. (each
RobertB. Davidson,
WilDillon 15%),
Jr., David
Slohmm (each
3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and
Samuel Zatcoff (each 2.5%). See reference
for other ownership. Ann. Nov. 2.
WMIV-FM South Bristol Township, N. Y.—
Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation by Ellis E. and Phebe W.
Erdman, as family group (51.1%), through
purchase of unissued stock by transfer of
control of WTKO to Ivy Bcstg. Inc. (See
application of WTKO). Other stockholders
in Ivy after recapitalization: George and
Janice B. Abbott (each 15%), Robert Davidson, William A. Dillon Jr., David B.
Slohmm (each 3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte
Shoonover and Samuel Zatcoff (each 2.5%).
See reference for other ownership. Ann.
Nov. 2.
WOLF Syracuse, N. Y. — Seeks acquisition
of positive control of licensee corporation
by Ellis E. and Phebe W. Erdman, as family group
of un-of
issued(51.1%),
stock by through
transfer purchase
of control
WTKO to Ivy Bcstg. Inc. (See application
of WTKO). Other stockholders in Ivy after
recapitalization: George and Janice B.
Abbottliam A. (each
RobertB. Davidson,
WilDillon 15%),
Jr., David
Slohmm (each
3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and
Samuel Zatcoff (each 2.5%). See reference
for other ownership. Ann. Nov. 2.
WBIV-FM Wethersfield Township, N. Y.
■— Seeks acquisition of positive control of
licensee
corporation
by Ellisgroup
E. and (51.1%),
Phebe
W. Erdman,
as family
through purchase of unissued stock by
transfer of control of WTKO to Ivy Bcstg.
Inc. (See application of WTKO). Other
stockholders in Ivy after recapitalization:
George and Janice B. Abbott (each 15%),
Robert Davidson, William A. Dillon Jr.,
David B. Slohmm (each 3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and Samuel Zatcoff
(each 2.5%). See reference for other ownership. Ann. Nov. 2.
WCSM Celina, Ohio — Seeks assignment of
cp from Marshall Rosene (100%) to Mr.
Rosene (50%), C. Oscar Baker (25%) and
Richard E. Hunt (25%), tr/as WCSM Radio
Inc. No consideration, as Mr. Rosene desires
benefits of broadcast experience of Messrs.
Baker and Hunt, who also own WPTW-AMFM
In addition,
Mr. Huntmaj.is
sole Piqua,
owner Ohio.
of WCBY
Cheboygan;
owner of WCRM Claire; and V3 owner of
WMAB Munsing, all Michigan. Ann. Oct. 31.
KUGN-FM Eugene, Ore. — Seeks assignment of construction permit and license
from KUGN Inc. to State of Oregon, acting
through State Board of Higher Education.
No financial
consideration involved. Ann.
Nov.
2.
WERI Westerly, R. I. — Seeks assignment
of license from Augustine L. Cavallaro
(62&%) and Augustine L. Cavallaro Jr.
(37V2%),Corp.,
d/b toasWilliam
Rhode E.Island-Connecticut
Radio
Matthews (60%),
Louise M. Matthews (30%), and Joan M.
Russell & Christopher B. Russell (each 5%).
Consideration $35,000. Messrs. Mathews &
Russell are associated with Young & Rubicam Inc.,
Ann.
Nov. N.
7. Y.; Mrs. Russell is teacher.
WFCT
Fountain
City,
Tenn. — Seeks
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. Me NARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCOE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFOOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bid*.
STerllng 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L Dillard, Gem. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Enjr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCOE

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCOE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9. TEXAS
MEIroM I-S360
Member AFCOi!

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

GEO P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFCCE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM—
FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
BUtler 1-1551

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuclcanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regenf 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

SPOT YOUR

To be Seen by 100,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
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HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
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JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

FIRM'S NAME
HERE.. .

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

contact
BROADCASTINC MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022

6:30 a.m.) except that KTW will operate
on Sunday evenings between local sunset
and 11:15 p.m., and between 6:30 a.m. and
local sunrise on Sunday mornings during
period from Nov. 1 to Feb. 28. Agreement
SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
also provides that KWSC may operate on
Sunday evenings between sunset and 11:15
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Nov. 7
p.m. if KTW does not, and that KWSC may,
upon
90 days notice, preempt Sunday 6:30
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
a.m.
to sunrise
period. Commission's
Lie.
Not CPS
on air
For new stations
16 decision
was, accordingly,
modified to Jan.
re546
flect agreed-to
hours
of
operation.
Com127
66
Cps.
missioner
Henry
not
participating.
Action
3,727
164
148
Nov. 7.
FM
115
74
64
1,016
TV
46
513
■ By order in proceedings on applications
of KSTP Inc. for mod. of cp of station
KOB
Albuquerque, N. Mex., and American
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Bcstg.
-Paramount
Theatres
renewal
of licenses
of station
WABC Inc.
and foraux.,
New
Compiled by FCC, Sept. 30
York, N. mission
Y. (docs.
6584
and
14225),
comgranted
petition
and
accepted
TOTAL
amendment to change corporate name from
TV
KSTP Inc. to Hubbard Bcstg. Inc. and
VHF
UHF86
closed record. Action Nov. 7.
557
Commercial
471
21
47
■ By memorandum
opinion
& order,
comNon-Commercial
mission granted petition
by The
Torrington
Bcstg. Co. Inc. for waiver of Sec. 1.351(c)
of rules to permit further processing of its
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
TV
application to change facilities of station
WTOR
Torrington, Conn., from 1490 kc,
Compiled by FCC Oct. 31
250 Petitioner
w, U, to 610
500 w-N, 1 kw-LS,
DA2.
has kc,demonstrated
that further
FM
processing
of
its
application
for
610
kc,
and
73
AM
even grant thereof, would have no effect
Licensed (all on air)
66
46
65
3,727
512
1,017
upon matecommission's
determination
ulti66
Cps on air (new stations)
146
126
usemission
of feels
clear
channel
kc, andof comit would
be640purposeless
to
Cps not on air (new stations)
195
waiver and require petitioner to
Total authorized stations
682 refuse
13
658
await
outcome
of
proceeding
which
can
3,919
1,209
114
have no possible effect upon consideration
148
48
352
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)1
of its application.
Commissioner
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
161
547
curred and issued statement.
ActionLeeNov.con-7.
stations
new
for
Total applications
3
11
hearing)
in
■ By memorandum opinion & order, comApplications for major changes (not
87
38
mission waived Sec. 1.354 of rules and ac64
357
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
421
90
cepted for filing application of The LBJ Co.
changes
major
for
Total applications
0
0
0
to
change
trans, site and ant. system of
Licenses deleted
station KTBC Austin, Tex. Applicant stated
1
0
2
49
Cps deleted
that there is substantial possibility of imminent loss of trans, site due to change in
'Figures on applications for new stations and major changes not in hearing and in hearing
ownership of land; that because of great
released.
yet
ot
population
expansion and rising land costs
are for September-, October figures
in Austin area, only economically feasible
includes 3 stations operating on unreserved channels. All figures as of September.
land is rural areas east of Austin requiring
nighttime DA to cover city. Action Nov. 7.
■ By memorandum
opinion of& Sec.
order,1.85(h)
commission waived provisions
of
rules
to
permit
consideration
of
reply
of
KDOTtion Reno
corporation,
Nov. 7. parties to the proceeding. AcScranton-Wilkes-Barre Fine Music Bcstg.
transfer of control of licensee
L
k
Frederic
from
Inc.,
Inc.
(FM
sfation
WYZZ),
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,
ee
Tenness
Radio
WAPF McComb, Miss. — Designated for
50%)
opposition to its petition for review,
Allman & Robert K. Richards (each ation
hearing application to increase power from to
and reconsideration of July 5
Consider
1
5 kw, continued operation on 980 rehearing
to J Olin Tice Jr. (100%). stockhol
der in kc,kwD; toissues
grant of application of Princeton Bcstg.
$56 219. Mr. Tice is majority
include 3.35 multiple ownerService Inc. to change frequency of station
WKTC
determinations; made KREB ShreveCayce, S. C;, N.
WCAY
WKEN^ port ship
Y.; andCharlotte
and WJMR New Orleans, both La., WPRB (FM) Princeton. N. J., to 103.3 mc,
C; WBAZ
N.
Dover,
Del. Ann.Kingston
Nov. 6.
parties
to
the
proceeding.
Action
Nov.
7.
and denied that petition and affirmed
nt
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn.— Seeks assignme
grant.orCommission
concludedof
d Designated for hearing application of WPRB
s (100%),
that no (FM)
substantial
material questions
of license from John R. StephenGeorge
Mitchell
Bcstg.
Co.
for
new
am
station
to
M. operate on 1340 kc, 250 w, U, in Estherville,
Bcstg. Co., to(each 33\3%)
Richland
d/b as Jr.
fact
have
been
presented
by
pleadings
and
& Dee L. Hoover
Martin
Iowa; made KELO Sioux Falls, KIJV Huron,
that petitioner failed to establish that grant
and Alma S. Myers & Allene W. Cane (each
both
South
Dakota,
KROC
Rochester,
KWLM
wouldlic beinterest,
primaconvenience
facie inconsistent
pub162'3%) tr/as The Richland Bcstg.is Co.
and with
necessity.
both Minnesota, and KHUB Frere- Willmar,mont. Neb.,
Mr. Stephens
ation $130,000.
Considertiring
Commissioner
Henry
not
participating.
Acparties
to
the
proceeding.
Acy
tion
Nov.
7.
presentl
are
tion
Nov.
7.
owners
new
and all
Ann. Nov. 7.
employed by WKSR.
North Atlanta Bcstg. Co., J. Lee Fried■ By reportin& doc.
order,14613
commission
finalized
WAGE Leesburg, Va.— Seeks assignment
man, North Atlanta, Ga. — Designated for rulemaking
and shifted
ch.
of license from James H. & Valeria H. consolidated
hearing applications for new
26 from Richmond to Anderson, Ind., where
TidV.
A.
and
jointly),
(69%
on
stations to operate on 680 kc, 5 kw. DASymingt
it
formerly
was
assigned.
James
A.
Chase
& John R. Gill (each 15.5%), d/b as am
more
1, U; made WQXI Atlanta, Ga., WCTT
and William J. Wheat had petitioned for
in same perCorbin, Ky., and WPTF Raleigh, N. C, channel
WAGE Inc., to same persons Inc.
return so they may apply for cp
No concentages tr/as Radio WAGE
parties
to
proceeding.
Action
Oct.
31.
e reausing that channel and technical equipment
ideration, as change
sons. Ann. sNov.
6. is for corporat
and
site ofAction
former
WCBC-TV in
OTHER ACTIONS
Anderson.
Nov.station
7.
M Roanoke, Va.— Seeks assignWLRJ-F
b By decision, commission adopted Feb.
ment of license from Lee Hartman (100%),
12 initial decision in docs. 14188-14190 and
Equip■ By reportin & doc.
order,14668
commission
finalized
& Sons SoundHartman
d/b as Lee Hartman
rulemaking
and reallocated
Lee
granted
applications
ofnewSan uhf
Juantv Non-Profit
ment, to same person tr/as
T-V
Assn.
for
three
translator
inch.
15
from
Lebanon
to
Lancaster-Lebanon.
tion
& Sons Inc. No financial considera
Pa. At same time, it modified license of
stations on chs. 73, 77 and 83 to serve Farmfor business purassignme
volved, as Ann.
ington-Bloomfield Highway and HuerfanoTriangle
Inc.. which
had ofpetiposes.
Nov. 7.nt is
Bloomfield Highway areas, N. Mex., from
tionedPublications
for change, to specify
location
its
station WLYH-TV at Lancaster instead of
trans, locations on Huerfano Peak by transLebanon, conditioned that it complies with
mitting programs of Albuquerque stations
Hearing cases
KGGM-TV (ch. 13), KOB-TV (ch. 4) and main studio location requirements of Sec.
INITIAL DECISION
3.613 within 90 days. WLYH-TV does not
KOAT-TV (ch. 7). Commissioners Ford and
intend to change its trans, site or abandon
Henry not participating. Action Nov. 7.
F French
.Hearing Examiner Millard
studios, and commission exgrant■ By order, commission granted joint its Lebanon
looking toward
issued initial decision
pects it to continue its service to Lebanon.
Market Bcstg Inc. petition by Washington State University
ing application of Fifthstation
Craven abstained from votand The First Presbyterian Church of Commissioner
WGSM Huntpower of
to increase
ing; Commissioner Ford not participating.
kw to Seattle and modified licenses of their
ington N. Y., on 740 kc, D, from 1 condiAction
Nov.
7.
shared-time
stations
KWSC
Pullman
and
non-DA);
kw-CR,
(1
DA
with
kw
5 tion and pre-sunrise operation with daytime
KTW Seattle, both Washington, to specify
■ By memorandum opinion and order in
pending final decision m
precluded
facilities
operating hours in accordance with agreeproceeding
on NBC-RKO
Docket 14419.
Action Nov. 6.
fers and related
applicationsbroadcast
in docs. trans13085
ment entered into by these licensees. Two
et al., commission dismissed pleading by
stations will operate pursuant to commisPhilco Broadcasting
Co.
requesting
comDESIGNATED FOR HEARING
sion's Jan. 16 decision in docs. 13442-4
mission to obtain from Department of
(KWSC licensed to operate unlimited time,
Bay, Nev— DesMiller, Crystal
but not during the hours 11:15 p.m. to 6:30 Justice material in department files perM. hearing
Verne ignated
application for new am
for
a.m. daily, and KTW licensed to operate
tinent tobythree
anti-trust
operate on 1240 kc, 250 w-N 1 during daytime hours only and during
cuted
U. S. cited
against
RCA insuits
two prosecases
station to
made KROY Sacramento and KSUE
kw-LS;
and
RCA
and
NBC
in
third.
Action
Nov. 1.
nighttime
hours
after
11:15
p.m.
and
before
Susanville, Calif., who opposed grant, and
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Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ Granted motion by Debs Memorial
Radio Fund Inc. and dismissed its petition
to modifycation forissues
in proceeding
applirenewal
of licenseon ofits station
WEVD New York, N. Y., et al. Action Nov.
2.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 15 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on
application of Wilkes Bcstg. Co. for new
am station in Mocksville, N. C. Action
Nov. 2.
d In consolidated
am proceeding
amplications of The Denison
Bcstg. Co. on(KDSN),
Denison, Iowa, et al, granted petition by
Lancaster County Bcstg. Co.. Lincoln, Neb.,
to strike appearance of David N. Osborne
and hold
that applicant
of default,
extent of dismissing
with prejudice
for to
failure
to
prosecute
Osborne's
application
for
new
am station in Lincoln. Action Nov. 2.
■ Granted petition bv Miami Television
Corp. and Civic Television Inc. and exto Nov. 2 time
to file
opposition tended
to petition
by L.
B. their
Wilson
Inc.
(WLBW-TV) to enlarge issues in Miami,
Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding. Action Nov. 1.
■ Granted motion by Speidel Bcstg. Corp.,
and extended
Nov. 13intime
to file exceptions to initial todecision
proceeding
on its
application and Greene County Radio, for
new am stations in Kettering and Xenia,
Ohio, respectively. Action Nov. 1.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham

B Scheduled prehearing conference for
Dec. 4 and hearing for Dec. 27 in proceeding on applications of North Atlanta Bcstg.
Co and
J. Lee Atlanta,
FriedmanGa.forAction
new Nov.
am stations in North
5.

By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Ende
Commun■ Granted petition byof Laramie
to probehalf n,allet parties
on applicatio
ity Tv Co.
al, for cps for
its
on
ceeding
new vhf tv translator stations in Laramie,
and extended from Nov. 5 to Nov. 13
Wyo ,for
time
parties to file proposed findings
and from Nov. 26 to Dec. 4 for replies.
Action Nov. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted motion and supplement by
Thomas County Bcstg. Inc. (WKTG) ,
Thomasville. Ga., and changed date for
exchange of exhibits from Nov. 8 to Dec.
10, cancelled Nov. 20 date for notification of
witnesses, and changed Nov. 26 hearing to
further prehearing conference, at which
conference revised hearing schedule will
be arranged, in proceeding on Thomas
County's am application. Action Oct. 31.
■ Granted petition by Minn.,
People'sandBcstg.
Co.
continMinneapolis,
(WPBC),
ued Nov. 7 hearing to Jan. 18, 1963, in proceeding on its application and Gabriel
Bcstg. Co. for new am station in Chisholm,
Minn. Action Oct. 31.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ By order formalized agreements and
rulings made
at Nov. 2 prehearing conference in proceeding
on am applications
of Bluestem Bcstg. Inc. (KVOE), Emporia,
and KAYS Inc. (KAYS), Hays, both Kans.,
and scheduled certain procedural dates
and rescheduled Dec. 4 hearing for Jan. 16,
1963. Action Nov. 2.
■ Granted petition by Harry Newby for
leave to amend his application for new am
station in Cambridge. Minn., to reflect
another source of credit with respect to
his financial qualifications. Action Nov. 1.
■ By order formalized ruling made at
Oct. 31 prehearing conference in Largo,
Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding, continuing Nov.
13 hearing to Nov. 27. Action Oct. 31.
■ In proceeding on application of Poplar
Bluff Bcstg. Co. (KWOC), Poplar Bluff,
Bureau obMo (1) sustained of Broadcast
KWOC Exhibit 1 and
jection to portion
not be received in evithey
that
ordered dence,
and (2) closed record and ordered
proposed findings to be filed by Nov. 26
and replies by Dec. 6. Action Oct. 31.
By Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone
■ Continued Nov. 15 prehearing conference to Nov. 20 in proceeding on applicaServiceam Bcstg.
Corp.in and
Z-B Bcstg.
Co. fortions of new
stations
Kenosha,
Wis.,
and Zion, 111. Action Oct. 30.
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ By order formalized agreements reached
and rulings made at Nov. 2 prehearing
conference
in proceeding
am (KGST),
application of International
Radioon Inc.
Fresno, Calif., scheduled certain procedural
dates and continued Dec. 6 hearing to Dec.
19. Action Nov. 5.
■ Granted request by Finley Bcstg. Co.
(KSRO), Santa Rosa, Calif., and extended
time to Nov.
26 forevidence,
the exchange
KSRO's
written
rebuttal
and ofcontinued
Nov. 20 hearing to Dec. 3 in proceeding on
application of Bay Shore Bcstg. Co. for new
am station in Hayward, Calif. Action Oct.
30.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
a Granted petition by Kent-Ravenna
Bcstg. Co., and continued Nov. 5 hearing to
Nov. 9 in proceeding on its application for
new am station in Kent, Ohio, et al. Action
Oct. 31.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Upon request by applicants, continued
Nov. 16 further hearing to Dec. 21 in proceeding on applications for renewal of licenses
morialof WPOW
Radio FundInc.
Inc.(WPOW).
(WEVD Debs
main Meand
aux.), both New York City, and Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute (WHAZ) , Troy, N. Y.
Action Nov. 2.
b On own motion, continued Nov. 9 further hearing to Nov. 16 in proceeding on
applications for renewal of license of WPOW
Inc. tion
(WPOW),
Oct. 30. New York, N. Y., et al. Ac■ Upon request by applicant, changed
certain procedural dates and continued Nov.
13 hearing to Dec. 17 in proceeding on am
application of New Madrid County Bcstg.
Co. (KMIS), Portageville, Mo. Action Oct.
30.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted petition by respondent KYOR
Inc. (KYOR), Blythe, and continued Nov.
5 hearing to Jan. 21, 1963, in proceeding on
application of Geoffrey A. Lapping for new
am station in Blythe, Calif. Action Oct. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Granted petitions by Grand Bcstg. Co.,
West Michigan Telecasters Inc., MKO Bcstg.
Corp., and Peninsular Bcstg. Co. to amend
their applications in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
tv ch. 13 casioned
proceeding
to reflect changes
ocby their participation
in interim
operation on that channel; permitted Grand
Bcstg. Co. to withdraw certain portion of
proferred amendment. Action Nov. 2.
■ Dismissed petition by Eastern Bcstg.
Systemtion Inc.
for am
leave station
to amendin its
applicafor new
Brookfield,
Conn., which is consolidated for hearing in
Docs. 14166 et al; proposed amendment
would accomplish no more than to reflect
filing of agreement among parties presently
matter of record. Action Nov. 1.
■ Made corrections in various respects to
transcript of record in Corpus Christi, Tex.,
tv ch. 3 proceeding. Action Oct. 31.
■ By Order formalized certain agreements
reached at Oct. 31 prehearing conference in
proceeding on applications of Pender Bcstg.
Co. and Duplin Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Burgaw and St. Pauls, N. C, respectively concerning certain procedural

dates, and continued Nov. 28 hearing to
Jan. 3, 1963. Action Oct. 31.
By Hearing
Examiner Jr.Chester F.
Naumowicz
■ Granted
petition record
and motion
by appli-in
cant and reopened
and received
evidence its exhibit 2A, closed record, and
continued from Nov. 2 to Nov. 16 date to
file proposed findings and from Nov. 16 to
Nov. 30 for replies in proceeding on am application of Birch Bay Bcstg. Inc. (KARI) ,
Blaine, Wash. Action Nov. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Scheduled further conference for Nov.
8 to discuss question of advertising of application of Genkar Inc. for new am station in Gouverneur, N. Y., which is consolidated for hearing in revocation proceeding against Martin R. Karig (WIZR), Johnstown, N. Y., and other related applications.
Action Nov. 5.
■ Upon request by Central Coast Tv, and
without objection by other parties, further
extended from Nov. 5 to Nov. 9 time to file
reply findings of fact and conclusions in
proceeding on its application and Santa
Maria Telecasting Corp. for new tv stations to operate on ch. 12 in Santa Maria,
Calif. Action Nov. 1.
■ On concurrence of all counsel, scheduled further prehearing conference for Nov.
5 in proceeding on applications of Rockland
Bcstg. Co. for new am station in Blauvelt,
N. Y., et al. Action Oct. 31.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Action of Oct. 8
KQAL-FM
Omaha,
of license and SCA. Neb. — Granted renewal
Action of Oct. 31
WKBX Kissimee, Fla. — Granted extension
of completion date to Jan. 31, 1963.
Actions of Nov. 1
*KOAP-TV State of Oregon, Portland,
Ore. — Granted license for tv station.
WWL-TV New Orleans, La. — Granted cp
to make changes in ant. system (relocation
of tower, no change in coordinates) and
change ant. height to 1000 ft.; condition
and without prejudice to such action as
commission may take with respect to pending applications for renewal of license
(main trans, and ant.) .
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted cp
to install aux. ant. system near main trans,
and ant. location; condition.
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.— Granted
mod. of cps to change trans, location to
near Prospect, Conn., and make changes in
ant. structure;
date
to May 1, and
1963.extension of completion
K04CT,
Oakridge,
Ore.— to
Granted
mod.
of cpsK02CY
to change
frequency
ch. 4
and type trans., and frequency to ch. 2 and
type trans, for vhf tv translator stations.
WINB Red Lion, Pa. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, for international
broadcast station.
Actions of Nov. 2
KGBC Galveston, Tex. — Granted involuntary transfer of control (98% of stock) from
James W. Bradner Jr., deceased, to Lenore
Continued on page 99
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(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<* per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25£ per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
sface.
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted — Management
Sales
Announcers
The man I need is intelligent, ambitious,
Salesman-announcer. Must be strong on Morning man — experienced with bright
sound and board savvy. Permanent posicreative, mature, and ready to settle down
selling and able to handle mike. Opporttion with well established 5,000 watt fullunity to handle play by play sports. Write
in a lifetime career; a happy family man,
time station near Philadelphia. WCOJ,
Chuck Mizner, Manager, KIKO, Globe30-40 years old; willing to relocate; an enCoatesville,
Pennsylvania.
Miami,
Arizona.
gineer with first phone ticket, but also has
had at least five years experience in sales
KGNO,
32
years
old, 5,000 watts, in the
Salesman — can you sell for high commisand/or
types and and
is familiar withmanagement.
fundamental Heaccounting
good
famous "Cowboy Capitol of the World,"
sion
in
nation's
4th
largest
market
—
N.
Y.
area,
FM
stereo?
You
can!
Box
82R,
DodgetactCity,
Kansas,
needsProgram
announcer.
Conbusiness procedures. He and wife must be BROADCASTING.
Herschel
Holland,
Director.
willing for him to travel 2 states spending
3 or 4 nights a week away from home.
Salesman-announcer, experienced, emphasis
If this is you, write me full details of your
Opportunities, AM or TV announcers and
on sales and servicing established accounts.
past performance and education plus your
combomen. 636 stations nationwide, maQuality
small
market
radio.
Good
salaryjority Midwest. Free application. Broadhopes for
the future.
Convince
me and
I'll commission. Send complete data, audition
finance
personal
interview.
The man
I select
cast Employment Service, 4825 10th Ave.
will receive a comfortable base salary plus tape,
in
confidence.
Box
240R,
BROADSo.,
Minneapolis
17, Minn.
CASTING.
lucrative incentive compensation, retirement benefits, insurance, travel expenses,
Number one rated CBS affiliated station in
and unlimited advancement opportunity.
Washington, D. C. Exceptional opportunity
Box 183R. BROADCASTING.
the high plains area needs a good anfor local salesman. Good draw, commission
nouncer with a first class license — accent on
expense account. Box 234R, BROADannouncing. Send tape, resume to Box
Station manager with proven sales back- and
ground. Midwest station with room to grow. CASTING.
129R, BROADCASTING.
Excellent salary and incentive. Box 221R,
BROADCASTING.
Sales and management positions, 636 sta- Announcer, first phone, engineering unimtions, accent on Midwest. Free registration,
portant. Good pay, good morale, top rated
Aggressive young station manager wanted
professional
placement. Write: Broadcast
power station. Good opportunity. Write,
by new owner of metropolitan, progressive
Employment
Service.
4825
10th
Ave.
So.,
phone, KAHR, Redding, California.
Georgia market radio station. (1) Must be Minneapolis 17, Minn.
familyord of man,
(2) Strong
on sales,employers,
(3) Reclongivity
with previous
1st phone operations director, complete
Announcers
(4) Must be hungry for success and responcharge of continuity, administrative ability,
sibility.
The
right
man
will
get
a
fair
permature voice for midday modified top 40
centage and an opportunity for eventual
3
hour air trick. We are a part of 7 station
Swinging midwest top 40, #1 in market
partial ownership. Unless you are a strong
major
market chain. Fringe benefits include
creative salesman do not apply. Box 16R,
needs experienced
jock with involved.
first ticketSend
im- retirement program. Present opening in
BROADCASTING.
mediately. No engineering
midwest market of over half million. Box
173R, BROADCASTING.
ING. resume to Box 200R, BROADCASTImmediate opening for general manager of tape,
KPSO, Falfurrias. Good profit sharing plan
for right man. Previous long time manager
with first phone for single staTop flight R & B jock for traffic times. Top Announcer
leaving because of family problem. Send
tion market in Michigan. Hard work, long
full information in first letter to Box 1240, northern market. Must pass rigid personal
hours,
personal
satisfaction guaranteed with
investigation. Good opportunity for right salary open. Box
Raymondville, Texas.
179R, BROADCASTING.
man. Tape and resume. Box 209R, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Announcer with 1st class ticket capable of
some maintenance — mature voice. Send
First phone combination man wanted by Illinois daytimer needs versatile announcer
tape, photo, resume or apply to WBUX,
Florida daytimer. Work in sales or anfor
good
music
and
news.
Salary
comensuDoylestown,
Pennsylvania.
nouncing. Send resume and tape to WFTN,
rate
with
other
abilities.
Box
216R,
BROADP. O. Box 10, Ft. Walton Beach, Florida.
CASTING.
No phone calls please.
We need a morning man who is willing to
work. He must have experience, be depenTwo salesmen needed by number one rated
Immediate
opening
for
daytime
announcer.
dable, and looking for a position with
station in the heart of Texas. Must be able
to become program director.
rapid advancement. In return we will give
to sell in competitive market. Will be paid Opportunity
him
a
free
room, at one of the best motels
Address
Ellis
Atterberry,
KCOL,
the
#1
stacommission against guarantee. Growing
tion in Fort Collins, Colorado.
on the east coast, with indoor and outdoor
station with winning sound. Grow with it.
swimming
pool,
free tv, putting green and
Bill Dahlsten, General Manager, KAWA,
restaurant — plus $65 a week to start. Our
Announcer engineer. Limited experience
Box 482, Waco, Texas.
station
is
20
minutes
from Washington D.C.
acceptable. KVMA, Magnolia, Arkansas.
in Charles County, Maryland. Send resume
Salesman wanted by progressive, good
and
tape
to
WSMD,
Waldrof,
Maryland.
sounding station 75 miles from Chicago.
WSPT, Stevens
Point,
Wisconsin,
top-rated
Station 15 years old. Part of community,
Nielson
station
in
the
area
wants
adult
successful, rates number one in six county
New d.j. comedy. Professional package
morning man, must be up tempoed, bright
area. Commission against guarantee. Pension
$5.00. Box 92, Kansas City 41, Missouri.
strong news. Able to assume authority.
plan, hospital insurance, fringe benefits.
Send
tape
resume,
salary
other
information
Base of a growing organization that will to: Peter A. Barnard, WSPT, Stevens Point,
Announcer, 1st class ticket for quality stalet you grow with it. Write Bill Dahlsten.
tion in east. Excellent facilities, good group,
Wisconsin.
General Manager, WLPO, LaSalle, Illinois.
wonderful living area. Send details first
letter to Box 225R, BROADCASTING.
Detroit radio station. Good growth potenWanted . . . staff announcer for fast-paced
tial. Prefer outstate Michigan time sales- good
music station. Send picture, tape and
man
who
wants
to
move
into
a
large
marTechnical
resume
ket. Box 198R, BROADCASTING.
Indiana. to WANE radio . . . Fort Wayne,
Outstanding opportunity for aggressive
Wanted engineer, first ticket transmitter:
young midwestern salesman with drive and
Good voice needed by fifteenth. First ticket
Experience not required. Pennsylvania.
confidence. Adult programming in a million essential
but no maintenance. Beginner
Write Box 227R, BROADCASTING.
plus market. Guaranteed draw commensuReply to Bart Rainey, Bastrop,
rate with background, and prospects good considered.
Louisiana.
for five figure earnings. Ability to engage
Needed two engineers with first class license
in part time announcing would enhance
for VHF transmitter and video. Contact
earnings capability. Send experience, de- Country music announcers — need two — one
WECT,
Wilmington, North Carolina.
tails and references. Box 220R, BROADwith first ticket — both must be country boy
CASTING.
personality types with plenty of southern
First class studio transmitter engineer. No
phrases. Must be able to meet and charm
FM only
announcing. Chicago area. Box 176R,
man. 40% wants
of sales.mature
WRNW,salesman/businessThe Crossroads,
clients. Short hours, long pay. Send resume.
BROADCASTING.
Mt. Kisco, New York.
Box 41R, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief Engineer, announcer, thriving New
York state station in excellent community.
Must run clean, well maintained shop. Send
tape, photo, and state salary expected. Box
202R, BROADCASTING.
West's tions
leading
institubuilding Christian
its secondeducational
station. Christian
chief engineer wanted; must thoroughly
know FM plus be a qualified announcer.
Top equipment, working atmosphere, and
security. Send resume, tape, and salary requirements air mail to Manager, KBBW-FM,
Box 15224, San Diego 15, California.
Needed! Radio and TV technicians, or
combomen. 636 stations nationwide, majority Midwest. Free application. Broadcast
Employment Service 4825 10th Ave. So.,
Minneapolis 17, Minn.
Production — Programming, Others
Where are you? New York City radio station looking for a news man (writer-broadcaster) and a personality who can appeal to
the adult mind. Somewhere there are eager,
mature, talented, aggressive men who have
attained stature under demanding conditions .. . and are up to the responsibility to
receive final recognition where thoughtful
men calface
America's
and are
most excepcritiaudience.
If youlargest
feel you
tional send a tape and biography. Starting
salary and growth potential to match challenge. Box 189R, BROADCASTING.
News director to gather, write and air news
in midwest medium size city near scenic
lake country. Must have mature voice and
ability to write editorials. Excellent opportunity. Send tape and resume to Box 190R,
BROADCASTING.
News editor-journalism graduate who wants
to head a real-live local news department.
Must know news. Best available n<=ws
equipment. CBS affiliate. Kentucky. Box
193R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Need a selling manager? Offering thirteen
years, documented sales and administrative
success record. Want full responsibility
only. Qualified, mature and employed. Box
995P. BROADCASTING.
Results in management, with know-how and
getting the job done. Not a desk man. Will
prove
sales can be made. Box 139R, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesman announcer 14 years experience all
phases radio, including sales manager, presently employed as announcer-sales for tv,
desires relocate south-southwest. Available
two weeks notice. Stations with turn over
ING. not apply. Box 241R, BROADCASTneed
Eight radio stations too many for market of
50,000 desire to move now, have three years
in radio selling and announcing, can do own
copy, have third phone. All offers considered, call 323-5691, 2218 C Street, Bakersfield, California . . . Robert Holland.
Experienced broadcast salesman desires position with radio station. Possibility of buying in at future date. Box 143R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Swingin'
live wire
top to
fortymake
type money
radio and
tv
personality
ready
for
your operation. Five years major market
background and musical programming know
how man available now. Contact Bob Montgomery, 160806 Lkwd. Hts. Blvd., Cleveland
7, Ohio.
Teen, age
16, needs employment.
license or experience.
Henry Mavin,No 9325
Beacon Street, Cleveland 5, Ohio.

If you have basic writing abilities and a
good commercial voice we will help you
develop into a polished production writer.
Send resume and audition tape immediately
to Box 852P, BROADCASTING.

Young Negro
disc-jockey
announcer.
School
trained.
No floater.
Granger,
2237 First
St.,
New Orleans, Louisiana.

Wanted at once — sharp traffic gal. Quality
station with stable management. WPBC,
Adult radio, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

First phone personality, showmanship maturity, college, 5 years experience, No. 1
ratings, draft free. Minimum $140.00. Box
743P, BROADCASTING.

Newsman write, gather local news. Cover
city council, write editorials. Must have
experience. Excellent salary. Send resume,
WMOH, Hamilton, Ohio.

Announcer/dj. Versatile personality, modern
middle road programming. Experienced.
References. Box 211R, BROADCASTING.

Radio newsman must be able to gather
news. Should be competent, newscaster and
good interviewer. Contact Tom Frawley,
WHIO, Dayton.

Experienced newsman/salesman. Family
man looking for permanent position. Box
213R, BROADCASTING.

Mature on
newsman
who remotes,
can "dig"andfor special
news.
Heavy
beepers,
features. Board experience preferred. Sidney
King, KATI, Casper, Wyoming.
Phoenix, Arizona successful fulltime facility
needs outstanding news director. Excellent
opportunity for man who is experienced in
gathering and writing, and can deliver
authoritative, mature, creative commentary.
Must have stable background. Rush tape
and resume: Program Supervisor, Box 5178,
Phoenix.

Top sportscaster, air personality available
immediately. Will consider all offers. Now
emploved top drawer market. Box 215R,
BROADCASTING.
C & W program director and dj seeking
position because of ownership and format
change. Presently employed in Kansas City.
12 years experience in tv and radio. Directing, producing, copy and announcing. Jack
W. Call, 3413 Vermont, Independence, Mo.
CL 2-9259.

General manager. Over 30 years experience
all phases. 8 years management. Creative,
civic
and sales minded. Box 231R, BROADCASTING.

Announcer 26, married, 1st phone, 3 years
announcing experience, 2 years Twin Cities
board engineering. Tom Booker, 1111 South
1st Street, Sillwater, Minn. Phone 439-3129.
Your night time audiences need Robert
Shafto —wise,
the "phone-me
and talk
aboutFresh
it"
man,
witty, cultured,
kind.
from foreign corresponding in Europe. Get
tape from: Bill Maher. c/o Mutual B'cast.
System,
1440 B'way,
New York 18, S. W.
state
or south
preferred.

General and/or sales manager. Dynamic.
Experienced. Creative. Minimum five figures. An outstanding salesman. 38, married.
Box 191R, BROADCASTING.

Negro disc jockey announcer, tight board,
excellent news. Refreshing dj style. Tremendous potential. Top 40 or good music.
Box 203R, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, first phone, solid news and
sports,
looking for start. Box 186R, BROADCASTING.
DJ, announcer, newscaster. Married, experienced, Available
fast-tight board.
Authoritative
cast.
immediately.
Box news199R,
BROADCASTING.
Attention Michigan stations! Experienced
announcer. Low, resonant voice with
smooth delivery on commercials and news.
Family man, knowledge of music, seeks
secure position with adult programming
station. Box 201R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 2 years experience in news,
sports, dj show and programming. Tight
board and friendly delivery. Box 235R,
BROADCASTING.
Capable and versatile married man, wishes
to relocate in southern market. Now employed.
form of good
references . Can. furnish
. adult highest
programming,
news delivery, color man for all sports.
(Would like to throw my hat in the sportscasting ring.) Faithful and hard working.
Box 236R, BROADCASTING.
Attention medium, metro, or major marSwingin' dj,in family
man of
withradio10
years kets.
experience
all phases
and some tv. Looking for position with
future. Box 237R, BROADCASTING.
Play by play basketball, college graduate,
five years broadcasting college sports, including news, announcing, available immediately. Box 238R, BROADCASTING.
Attention New England — looking for adult
music station (not classical). Now at 5000 w.
Broad. School Grad. Will send resume and
air check tape on request. Box 242R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, ten years experience in all
phases of radio seeks permanent position
in New England. Family man. Contact Bob
Germain, Colrain, Massachusetts. Phone
NAtional 4-3460.
Bright,
happy large
sounding
morning
man doing
seeks
new medium,
market.
Currently
radio and tv. Sharp production, plav bv
play, prefer midwest. All areas considered.
Box 204R, BROADCASTING.
Dj, newscaster presently employed desires
professional radio and/or tv combo; chance
to work into tv. Speech degree; 1st ticket.
Westcoast/southwest. Minimum $125. No
rock. Married. Tape, resume. Box 205R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, dj. Good news,
record hopes, available now. Box 206R,
BROADCASTING.
Jockey/personality, with proven past record.
Looking to settle down. Excellent credit
and character references. Know music. All
inquires
answered. Box 207R, BROADCASTING.
Professional sports man desires top sports
job in midwest or south. College network
preferred. Available after January 15th.
Would consider pd job in combination. Curstation.
For complete detailsrently
write managing
Box 219R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer dj. Family man. 2 years experiWill relocate
permanently.
Authoritativeence.sound.
Hard worker,
good board.
Box
656P, BROADCASTING.
Announcing school graduate: Ohio college
grad: 25, military finished, news and sports
announcer looking for first job. Eager and
willing to work hard. Prefer Ohio and
Penn., but will relocate anywhere. Tape
and resume on request. Write or phone Bob
Hutton. 91 Lloyd Road, Montclair, New
Jersey. PI 4-6385.
Negro announcer; young, college graduate,
mass communications major, A.F.R.S., experienced. News, d.J., personality or modern
formats.
Available immediately. Box 98R„
BROADCASTING.
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Negro
school
Tape
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
dj seeks start. Professional radio
graduate. After xmas will start.
on request. Box 244R, BROADCAST-

Medium paced, bright, tight announcer/
production man. Will travel anywhere. Box
170R, BROADCASTING.
Female d.j. announcer. Continuity writer.
Do woman-type
program,
or traffic assignments. Box 171R,
BROADCASTING.
Attention getter + keeper = 1 top 40 dj. 8
years major metro experience. Medium
swinger. Only top 100 markets need apply.
$170 minimum. Box 172R BROADCASTING.
Mature young 1st phone announcer-sales.
Family man, need security. Prefer combo
work in Texas or Oklahoma. Box 174R,
BROADCASTING.
Top rated southeastern major market deejay. Five years experience— married. Box
175R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc-jockey — young, experienced, looking for good sound, a place to
settle, with advancement opportunities.
Box 180R, BROADCASTING.
Texas market. Three year mature top forty
personality and newsman. First phone.
Strong production. Married. Jay Lindsay,
1016 Woodlawn, San Antonio, Texas.
Experienced announcer/d.j. First phone,
married, top rated morning man in metro
market.
Minimum $500.00. Box 182R
BROADCASTING.
TV meteorologist professional member AMS,
personable experienced forecaster, also will
sell
time. Tape available. Box 184R, BROADCASTING.
Attention choosy fm stations — choosy anncrpd with major market am & fm experience,
knows both Buxtedude and Marconi (1st
ticket), will helo put (or keep) vou tops in
field. Box 133R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/dj, newscaster. Experience,
tight production fast board. Family man.
Will re-locate. Box 151R, BROADCASTING.
9 years experience — announcing, play by
play and p.d. 28, college graduate and
married. Seeking sportsmlnded station demanding excellent character, versatility and
dependability. Box 154R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Engineer eleven years, chief five. Installations, directionals.
Competent. South only
Box 230R,
BROADCASTING.
Have first phone, slide rule, will travel.
Some radio experience, excellent recommendations, prefer fm only, outside of the
south. No announcing experience, $95 per
week minimum. For resume write, Grady
Dixon, 503 Snow Hill St., Ayden, North
Carolina.
Experienced first phone engineer/announcer.
Versatile. Midwest. Box 195R, BROADCAST-

Chief or maintenance engineer, experienced,
including directional. R. Allen, Box 111
Twining, Michigan.

Production — Programming, Others
Desire program dj position in Carolinas.
Creative production, unafraid of work. Not
now, nor expect to be underpaid buttonpusher.
Married. References. Box 197R,
BROADCASTING.
Attention New York City area! Modern
program director-air personality . . . track
record of top ratings. Presently programming number one station in east. Seeks
position with progressive operation. Box
228R, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting's
finest copywriter
is available. Male. Commercial
voice. Outstanding
production. Box 108R, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
For bright, creative radio copy that sells
contact me. Top 30 metro market experience. Box 95R, BROADCASTING.
News director. Now associate producer
New York net. Former foreign correspondent, network newscaster. All-round
experiencechildren.
every Top
phasereferences.
radio-tv, Wants
news.
Married,
out New York area, settle west, dependable,
sober, thrives on work. Aim: awardwinning
newsroom.
Don't only.
write Box
if expect
bargain price.
Contract
239R,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
We have an opening for an aggressive,
creative television salesman. Excellent opportunity attractive compensation with one
of
nation's
groupBROADCASTING.
operators. Mid
Atlantic
area.leading
Box 210R,
Immediate opening, aggressive, experienced
local sales manager, CBS, ABC, NBC, affiliations, single station market, 35,000 sets, the
man we want must be strong in sales ideas,
able to lead and handle men, and like civic
activities. He wants a permanent position,
he is most likely presently employed in a
two or three station market of medium size.
This station is located in the heart of
Idaho's ofwonderland.
Good and
troutsnow
fishing,
all
kinds
hunting, water
skiing,
and all other outdoor recreation close by.
Good guarantee commission on own sales
plus over-ride. Send complete resume, references, picture, etc., to Gordon Glasmann,
KLIX TV, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Technical
Wanted experienced tv studio engineer.
Must have 1st phone. State experience and
salary requirements first letter. Box 78R,
BROADCASTING.
Desire to add experienced engineer with
first phone for 5kw am and fm. Collins,
Gates, Muzak, and IGM automation install
smaller SCA installations, help service
them. Salary 95 weekly plus extra for each
SCA installations. State age, experience,
military status, references, education, and
photo.
Mexico. Write KBIM, Box 910, Roswell, New
Competent studio engineer with VTR exwanted byposition.
progressive
VHF Chief
station.perience
Permanent
Contact
engineer, WJBF, Augusta, Ga.
250 Kilowatt uhf has need for engineer.
Strong on maintenance, must have sufficient
to assume
full responsibilities forexperience
maintenance
shift. Salary
open. Wire
or phone M. J. Lamb, WIMA, Television,
Lima, Ohio.
Production — Programming, Others

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Sales
Need Help? A tv sales manager with 11
year National Rep. and station experience
in Network and National-local spot sales
is now available. Top industry references
will guarantee ability and background.
Check and see! Box 159R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Thoroughly versed, employed tv announcer.
Authoritative voice, 9 years broadcasting.
Married, 27, responsible, relocate. Box 187R,
BROADCASTING.
10 years tv-weather/children's
personality.
Versatile
staffer. VTR available,
married.
Box 208R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced first phone xmtr studio technician. Versatile. Midwest. Box 194R,
BROADCASTING.
First phone. Experienced studio, control
operations. Wants larger station. Northeast.
Box 229R, BROADCASTING.
First phone engineer, two years experience,
additional two years tv engineering school,
also eight years technical experience in
allied field. Desires steady permanent position in large or medium market progressive
tv, station in midwest with prerequisite,
good starting wage. Box 917P, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Production manager. Reached top here. Desire producer/director job in major market
or production manager job with challenge.
Can furnish references and portfolio of
qualifications. Eight years experience, college. Box 754P, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director-cameraman. Young, creative,
high-powered
talent with
available
December. Desire
opportunity
imaginative
station expanding in news and public
affairs. Experienced in all phases tv/motion
picture/radio production. For resume write
Box 178R, BROADCASTING.
Director, writer, announcer wants position
western U. S. Available now. Box 118R,
BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
Field strength meter
for use in broadcast
band. Contact Glenn Winter, WSBA-TV,
York, Pennsylvania.
WANTED: Used general radio type 1931-A
modulation monitor in good condition.
Write Chris Bauer, WHBL, P. O. Box 27,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Six sections of 6Vs inch 75 ohm teflon
transmission line and six 6V8 inch flanged
90° elbows. Please state condition and price
in replies. Write George R. Townsend,
WWLP,
785-1201. P.O. 2210, Springfield, Mass., or call

Production manager — perhaps operations
manager for right background. Should be
able to direct, announce as well as coordinate and supervise production of commercials. Midwest area. Box 217R, BROADCASTING.

Studio equipment for tv, also microwave
equipment.
Give all
detail andPa.price-will
7-5400.cash. WIFB,
pay
Jenkintown,
TUrner

TELEVISION

Needed — $3,000. Return in five years at 10%.
Investment secured. Box 196R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — Management

Miscellaneous

Is there a need for a mature tv manager
from top 10 market with vast local and
regional sales record, 3 major broadcasters.
Write Box 218R, BROADCASTING.
General manager. 6 years successful small
market tv management. Seeking opportunity in larger operation. Mature, strong
sales,
ING. employed. Box 232R, BROADCAST-

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Special rates to religious broadcasters 6 to
9 am daily. WMDE, Greensboro, North
Carolina.
Christmas in Europe — 10 three and four
minute vignettes for station use or time
sales. Woman's voice. Audition for mailing
costs. Sale: $7.50-$25 per station according
to power. Box 141R, BROADCASTING.
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Miscellaneous — (Cont'd)
30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
Comedy!lection "Days,
and Data"fillers,
is a procolof patter, Dates
bits, one-line
gram ideas, etc. Current sample $3.00. ShowBiz Comedy Service (Dept. B), 65 Parkway Court, Brooklyn 35, New York.
For Sale
Equipment
Continental 1 kw, UHF tv transmitter,
model PA-715, complete with tubes, without
sideband filter, very clean and in working
order, $3500, Ruth Higdon WAFG-TV,
Huntsville, Ala., 539-1783.
One new Fisher-Pierce photo cell, fourHughey Phillips 300 mm beacons, eight side
light. Make offer. WNLC, New London,
Connecticut.
Transformers— 3 only— 4000 V-DC
CCS. honor
Chicagothe P-4353.
New.received.
$200.00
will
first POs
Alamos Sales Company, Box
Alamos, New Mexico.

600 ma.,
each.
We
FOB Los
795, Los

Xmission Line; Teflon insulated, 15,8" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
Used Schaffer automation unit mounted in
cabinet type rack, consisting of American
Concertone tape recorder with new Capstan
drivemotor; one silence sensing unit, one
automatic tape cue unit, one 25 cycle oscillator, one 25 cycle discraminator, one relay
power supply. Total price $500 F.O.B.,
KBLL Helena, Montana.
2-444'
self supporting,
blaw knox
towers',
in excellant
shape, insulated,
and lighting
equipment. John J. Hoke, phone RE 2-9350,
U.S. Tower & Const., Petersburg, Virginia.
Seeburg 100 library unit, new condition,
purchased from Gates, similar to "Autotrans"
unit. Comesunit,complete
with over
Seeburg
control-amplifier
which cost
$100
additional. New cost over $425. Complete,
with inbuilt limiter, ready for your multiplex installation, $315.00. WTVB, Coldwater,
Michigan.
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters, orthicons, iconoscopes, audio, monitors, cameras. Electrofind, 440 Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.
One Western Electric 5 kw transmitter,
model 405B-2 in good condition. Make an
offer. Box 881P, BROADCASTING.
Rust, 108-OE control unit, 108-14C am monitor preamplifier, 108-1E transmitter unit,
$450 for three units. WDUZ, Green Bay,
Wisconsin. Hemlock 5-5331.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins training now available in New
Orleans for FCC First Class License in 6
weeks. Nationally known for top quality
theory and laboratory instruction. Elkins
Radio School of New Orleans, 714 Masonic
Temple Building, 333 Saint Charles Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana.

INSTRUCTIONS
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement.
Geary St. Free illustrated brochure. 259
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results.
Day and
classes. Placement
ance. evening
Announcer Training
Studios, 25 assistW. 43
N. Y. OX 5-9245.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.

PUBLIC

COURT

SALE

OF

Instructions — (Cont'd)
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets youerating
license
in only
op5kw station.
One school
price with
includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile. Ala.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Altanta,
Georgia.
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone
operator
license and
in six
Over
420 hours
instruction
overweeks.
200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
Januaryences9.and April
24. For information,
refer-B.
reservations,
write William
Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Ave., Burbank,
California.

RADIO

STATION

KITE

KITE • Independent • Standard radio broadcasting station
• Located at Terrell Hills and San Antonio, Texas • Only
good music station serving Greater San Antonio area •
Power 5,000 watts daytime and 1,000 watts nighttime
• Frequency 930 kilocycles • Operating schedule 5 A.M.
to 1 A.M. (Next day) • Owns 12% acres at transmitter
and towers site at Terrell Hills close to San Antonio •
Leased offices in Kallinson Building, 535 S. Main Avenue,
San Antonio • Well equipped • Profitable operation • Tax
advantages.
A hearing will be held by the Court in Room 1105,
United States Court House, Foley Square, City, County
and State of New York, on November 19, 1962 at 10:30
A.M., E.S.T., or any adjournment thereof to consider and
act upon:
1. An agreement which has been made with Mr. Howard L. Burris, subject to the
approval of the Court to sell KITE in the form stated below, at a base price of
$395,000 cash net, plus or minus the defined net income (or loss) of KITE for the
period of July 1, 1962 to the closing date; and
2. ANY BETTER OFFER which may be made before or at such hearing.
The agreement with Mr. Burris, the balance sheets and profit and loss statements,
the books of account, records and other pertinent documents of KITE are available for
inspection in New York City.
The sale will take the form of transfer of 100% of the capital stock of KITE
Broadcasting Company, a Delaware corporation which owns KITE, and transfer of two
unsecured demand notes, liabilities of Kite Broadcasting Company, in the unpaid principal
sum of $82,333.34, with accrued interest of $2,291.38 as of September 30, 1962. It will
be accompanied by the resignations of all the directors and officers of Kite Broadcasting
Company. The buyer will thus be vested with stock ownership of KITE, and with control
of
of its assets, subject to all of its liabilities, including the above notes and their
tax all
advantages.
No other offer will be considered unless accompanied by a $50,000 deposit on account
of
the
the formand ofdelivered
a bank to
cashier's
check constituting
NewwillYork
City
funds, purchase
drawn or price
duly inendorsed
the Trustee.
No other offer
be considered unless the Court is satisfied as to the financial and other ability of the offerer
to complete the transaction. Any better offer shall be made on the same provisions and
conditions as those contained in the agreement with Mr. Burris; with such modifications
as to price and otherwise as may be required to reflect such better offer. The balance
of the purchase price will be payable on the closing date, to be fixed by notice after
approval of the transaction by the Federal Communications Commission.
Published pursuant to order of the United States District Court for the Southern
District In
of proceedings
New York, for
madethe"Inreorganization
the matter ofof aTOWNSEND
FUND,
Debtor.
corporation GROWTH
under Chapter
X ofINC.,
the
Bankruptcy Act, File No. B375/61."
For further information write or phone the Trustee.
Dated, New York, N. Y.
October 26, 1962
LESLIE KIRSCH
Trustee
350 Fifth Avenue
New York 1, New York
Telephone: LOngacre 4-4140
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SITUATIONS WANTED

Help Wanted — Announcers

Sales

TOP RADIO

IF YOU WANT SALES
LET'S GET TOGETHER NOW!
BECAUSE I LIKE MONEY!
You furnish the opportunity, and I will furnish
the sales. Sober hard-working with over 20 years
in film sales, tv, radio and ad agency, top producer in syndication, can furnish good references, financed to travel.
Box 243R, BROADCASTING

MORNING

MAN

WANTED

Experienced, bright personality, willing to work. Immediate opening.
Middle of the road format. Central
Virginia area station. TV opportunity.
Send tape, ^Jioto, and complete resume to:
Box 224R, BROADCASTING

MISCELLANEOUS
CHRISTMAS

& clients
PERFUME foris staff
correct.
Smart prestige
packaging. New WEST WIND. Sparkling, genuine, lasting. High fashion
quality. Intuitive. Clear plastic gift oval
on satin platform. STURDY self-mailer.
$1 ea. $12 doz. $85 hundred.
THE PERFUMERY
ROSEMEAD, CALIFORNIA

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
EXECUTIVE SALES . .
Television and Film Productions
Experienced
ma.i with
proven, Excellent
successfulopporproduction or agency
background.
tunityoffornational
the rightandman.
producers
local Established
programs. New,
modem offices and studios in Chicago area. Only
top,
salesmen,
figure experienced
earnings need
apply. accustomed
Commission toagent5guarantee.resumes
All replies
Forward
to; will be kept confidential.
Box 219R, BROADCASTING.

For Sale
Station
NEW ENGLAND
Fulltime
facility
in one station
market. Network
affiliated.
1000 watts,
N.D. Est. over 10 years. Owner
retiring.cellentAsking
terms. No $125,000
brokers. with exBox I85R, BROADCASTING

Technical
Technical

WANTED:
GOOD ENGINEERS
Top Salary, Retirement Plan, Full Company Paid Insurance. WAIM-WCACFM, WAIM-TV.

Electronics Engineer
(closed circuit color t.v.)
"Well-known
drug electrical
company or
is looking for recentPhila.
graduate
electronics engineer for its closed circuit
color television group. Will assist in the
research and development of new t.v.
techniques. Will also be a t.v. crew member participating in medical color television presentations. Opportunity for
varied travel. Company offers modern
facilities, progressive policies and broad
benefits. Send complete resume including
salary to.
Box 188R, BROADCASTING

Production — Programming, Others
WANTED
CREATIVE RADIO WRITER
50,000 watt midwesterner interested in
writer to:
*Write Imaginative Commercial copy
*Research and Write Documentaries
*Write Unique Station Promos
Rush sample copy, pictures, resume and
and salary expected to
Box 109R, BROADCASTING
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RAY-EYE
PRODUCTIONS
FILM AND VIDEOTAPE
PRODUCERS, WILL MOVE
INTO EXPANDED STUDIOS
IN EVANSTON, ILL.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
ENGINEERS TALENT
CAMERAMEN ARTIST
PHOTOGRAPHER
Send resumes to:
Rudy Wright
Ray-Eye Productions
222 W. 75th St.
Kansas City, Mo.
ENGINEER

FOR SALE:
Daytime station in Arkansas town of
12,000. Fixed sign on time. $40,000.
Don't reply unless financed.
Write Box 117R,
BROADCASTING

2

First phone licensee. Minimum two £
years experience in TV. Write or wire •
sf engineer, WRDW-TV, Augusta, •
Georgia.
chii
Production — Programming, Others
^lllllll[|||||||l!lllllllll!ll!lllllllllll!!llllllll!lllllll!!llllllllllllllllllll!
EAST COAST
1
MAJOR MARKET
1 NEGRO RADIO NEWS EDITOR g
gS deep
Experienced
wire-editorial
writer, g§
phone "Live"
technique.
Tape, picture,
g success story to
1
Box 127R, BROADCASTING
lllllllllllllllllll
WANTED

TV NEWSMAN

Prominent group tv station in important major market seeks journalisticly trained or experienced newsman for both live and film on-camera
news assignments. Submit recent
photo and references to:
Box 18 1 R, BROADCASTING

GIFT

IBBDBBIDI! E E D C D II D D ■ II ■ ■ 13 I
SACRIFICE
TO SETTLE ESTATE
1,000 watt daytime station in fast-growing
city on Eastern Coast of Florida. All offers
consideredstantial cabut
sh. purchaser must have subBox 226R, BROADCASTING
_
GUNZENDORFER._
WESTERN
STATES
— TELEVISION
STATION. Asking 8433,000.
CALIFORNIA
FTJLLTIMER. $30,000 with
817,000
down.
810,000 DOWN
FOR ARIZONA NET
FTJLLTIMER. Asking 870,000.
FM's S65,000, 8100,000, S125,0OO.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed
BrokersLos Angeles
Phone OL35,2-8800
864 So. Robertson,
Calif.
NEW 1,000llllllllllllllllllll
|
g Watt daytimer in Pacific N. W. j§
M $100,000.00. Terms. No brokers j|
gW please.
Qualified buyers only need g
reply.
1
Box 222R, BROADCASTING
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
^iiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiniii^
|
CALIFORNIA COAST
§
i§ Fulltime single market station in 5
3 choice living area and growth coun- if
| try now grossing $80,000 which g
§ good operator should double in two c
3 years. Real estate and accounts re- 1
§ ceivable included in total price of ||
= $155,000 with low down and good 3
S terms to qualified buyer.
I
|
Box 233R, BROADCASTING I
iiiiillllCiiiiiilillillEiiiiiilllllllCiliiiliiiiiiinilllllllllllCiiiiiiiiiiiilCJllllli^
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Continued from page 93
C. Bradner.
WWRJ extension
White River
Junction,
Vt.—
Granted
of authority
to remain
silent for period ending Nov. 30.
KELE-FM
Phoenix, toAriz.
— Granted
tension of authority
remain
silent exfor
period ending Jan. 31, 1963; condition.
WSLC Clermont, Fla. — Granted extension
of authority to operate 5:45 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
weekdays and 8:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Sundays, for period ending Dec. 31.
WRUF-FM Gainesville, Fla.— Granted extension of authority to remain silent for
period ending Jan. 10, 1963.
■ Granted cps and licenses for following
new low-power stations: WTAR Radio Tv
Corp., Norfolk, Va.; Memphis Community
Television Foundation, Memphis, Tenn.
a Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: KJKJ, Dateline
Bcstrs.,
Flagstaff,
Pilant Bcstg.
Co., Ariz.;
Pearsall,KVWG,
Tex. McKinley■ Following
stations
were
granted WKWK
extensions of completion dates as shown:
Wheeling, W. Va., to Dec. 31; KABL Oakland, Calif., to April 28, 1963; WTHM Lapeer, Mich., to March 22, 1963.
Actions of Nov. 5
WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C— Granted
cps to change trans, and studio locations,
type ant., ant. height to 770 ft., and make
changes in ant. system and other equipment (main trans, and ant. and alternate
main driver) ; condition; and change location of aux. ant. system to proposed main
location.
WGAN-TV
Portland,
Me.—trans,
Granted
install aux. trans,
at main
site. cp to
Tex.— Granted cp
to KTAL-FM
install newTexarkana,
ant.
WCMR-FM Elkhart, Ind.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type transmitter.
■ Waived Sec. 1.323 (b) of rules and
granted cps to replace expired permits for
following
new vhfDeadwood
tv tra'nslator
K12DF, K10DU,
T. V.stations:
Club,
Deadwood, S. Dak.; K13BR, Two Dot T. V.
Repeater Association, Big Elk Valley, Lebo
Valley and Two Dot, Mont.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KLRJTV Henderson, Nev., to Dec. 1; KOMY-FM
Watsonville, Calif., to April 3, 1963.
Actions of Nov. 6
WORG Orangeburg, S. C— Granted cp to
install new trans, as alternate main trans.
For Sale— (Cont'd)
Station
To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
patt Mcdonald co.
P. 0. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
Ala
single daytime
terms
85M
Pa
small
60M
10M
Ca
medium daytime
18M
daytime
65M
125M
medium daytime
Fla
35M
N.Y. medium fulltime
230M
125M
N.C. metre
terms
daytime
50M
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
— STATIONS FOR SALE
NORTH WEST CENTRAL. Daytime. Cross
$8,000-$9,000 monthly. Cash flow profit
$2,000-$3,000
with 29% down.monthly. Asking $160,000
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. Metropolitan daytime. An ideal place to raise a family.
Growth real, not imagined. Asking $125,000
with 29% down.
PASIFIC NORTHWEST. Exclusive. Daytime.
Absentee owned. Cross $42,000 last year
but has done better. Asking $75,000 including real estate and other assets. 29%
down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279
BROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

at
main trans, site; remote control permitted.
WDEA Ellsworth, Me.— Granted cp to
install old main trans, as aux. trans.; remote control permitted.
KEYL Long Prairie, Minn. — Granted cp
to replace
to increase
daytime power,expired
install permit
new trans,
and specify
type
trans.Boston, Mass. — Granted cp to inWEZE
stall new aux. trans.; remote control permitted during non-DA operation.
KMHL
Minn. as
— Granted
cp toat
use formerMarshall,
main trans,
aux. trans,
main trans, site.
KRBE (FM) Houston, Tex.— Granted cp
to replace expired permit for changes in
ERP, ant. height, type ant. and ant. system.
WWCO-FM Waterbury, Conn.— Granted
mod. ofchanges
cp to inchange
ant. -trans,
location,
make
ant. system
and decrease
ant. height to minus 140 ft.; remote control
permitted.
WPRT Prestonsburg, Ky.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
KING-FM Seattle, Wash.— Granted request and cancelled SCA on multiplex basis.
■ Granted cps to install new trans, for
following stations: WRUF-FM Gainesville,
Fla.; KPRSmington, Del.Kansas City, Mo.; WDEL Wil■ Granted cps to install new main trans,
for following stations: WEZE Boston, Mass.,
and remote control permitted during nonDA operation; WKNT-FM Kent, Ohio.
■ Following stations were granted extentions of completion dates as shown: WWCOFM Waterbury, Conn., to April 15, 1963;
WZAK
(FM) Cleveland, Ohio, to May 15,
1963.
WRIG Wausau, Wis. — Granted cp to use
old main trans, as alternate nighttime
trans, and aux. daytime; remote control
permitted.
Processing line
■ Notice is hereby given, pursuant to
Sec. 1.354 (c) of commission rules, that on
Dec. 11, 1962, standard broadcast applications listed in attached appendix will be
considered
readyto and
essing.asPursuant
Sec. available
1.106 (b) for(1)procand
Sec. 1.361
(c)
of
commission
rules,
cation, in order to be considered
withappliany
application appearing on attached list or
with any other application on file by close
of business on Dec. 10, 1962, which involves
conflict necessitating hearing with application on this list, must comply with interim
criteria governing acceptance of standard
broadcast applications set forth in note to
Sec. 1.354 of commission rules (adopted
May 10, 1962) and be substantially complete
and tendered for filing at offices of commis ion in Washington, D. C, by whichever
date is earlier: (a) close of business on
Dec. 10, 1962, or (b) earlier effective cutoff date which listed application or any
other conflicting application may have by
virtue of conflicts necessitating hearing with
applications appearing on previous lists.
Attention of any party in interest desiring
to file pleadings concerning any pending
standard broadcast application pursuant to
Sec. 309 (d) (1) of Communications Act of
1934, as amended, is directed to Sec. 1.359
(i) of commission rules for provisions governing time of filing and other requirements
relating to such pleadings. Applications
from top of processing line:
■ Hendersonville, N. C. — Hentrol Bcstg. Co.
1580 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15026).
■ Montgomery, Ala. — Fine Music Inc. 1500
kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15029).
■ WHIL Medford-Everett, Mass.— Conant
Bcstg. Inc. To 1430 kc, 5 kw, KA-N, unl.
(Medford-Everett) ; from 1430 kc, 5 kw-D
(Medford) (BP-15030).
■ KFIV Modesto, Calif— Modesto Bcstg.
Co. To 1360 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.;
from 1360 kw, 1 kw, DA-N, unl. (BP-15033).
■ Plymouth, Ind. — Van Wert Bcstg. Co.
1050 kc, 250 w-D, DA (BP-15034).
■ KASL Newcastle, Wyo. — Northeast Wyoming Bcstrs. Inc. To 1240 kc, 250 w, 1 kwLS,
from 1240 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP15036)unl.;
.
■ St. Ignace, Mich. — Mighty-Mac Bcstg.
Co. 940 kc, 5 kw-D (BP-15037).
■ East Lansing, Mich. — Wright Bcstg. Co.
1540
15044).kc, 5 kw-D, 1 kw (CH), DA (BP■ WMOP Ocala, Fla. — Andrey B. Letson.
To 900 kc, 5 kw-D; from 900 kc, 1 kw-D
(BP-15045).
■ Burley, Idaho— Tel-Ad-Rad Inc. 1490 kc,
250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl. (BP-15050).
■ Cozad, Neb.— Tri-Cities Bcstg. Co. 1580
kc. 1 kw-D (BP-15052).

■ Midland, Tex.— Mid-Tex Radio. 1510 kc,
1 kw-D (BP-15054).
■ Larned, Kan. — Hoagland-Downie. 1510
kc, 1 kw-D, 500 w (CH) (BP-15056).
■ Cape Girardeau, Mo. — Missouri-Illinois
Bcstg. Co. 1220 kc, 250 w-D (BP-15057).
■ Virginia Beach, Va. — Princess Anne
Bcstg. Corp. 1600 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15058).
■ Myrtle Beach, S. C— Grand Strand
Bcstg. Corp. 1520 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15059).
■ WHYN Springfield,
den-Hampshire Corp. To Mass.—
560 kc, The
1 kw, Hamp5 kwLS,
DA-1,
unl.;
from
560
kc,
1
kw,
DA-1, unl.
(BP-15066).
■ KAMD Camden, Ork. — Camden Radio
Inc. To 910 kc, 500 w, 5 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.;
from 910 kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS, DA-N, unl.
(BP-15067).
■ Roswell, N. Mex.-F. F. Moore Jr. 1320
kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15068).
■ WHBL Sheboygan, Wis— WHBL Inc. To
1330 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.; from
1330 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl. (BP-15069).
■ WOKJ Jackson, Miss— Ni-Mac Bcstg.
Inc. To 1590 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-N, unl.;
from 1590 kc, 5 kw-D (BP-15071).
■ Port Washington, Wis. — Great Lakes
15074)
Bcstg. . Corp. 1560 kc, 250 w-D, DA (BP■ WAPE Jacksonville, Fla. — Brennan
Bcstg. Co. To 690 kc, 10 kw, 50 kw-LS,
DA-N,
from 690 kc, 10 kw, 25 kw-LS,
DA-N, unl.;
unl. (BP-15079).
■ WRKD Rockland, Me.— KNOX Bcstg.
Inc. To 1450 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.; from
1450 kc, 250 kw, unl. (BP-15081).
■ KCEE Tucson, Ariz. — Associated Bcstrs.
of Tucson Inc. To 790 kc, 500 w, 5 kw-LS,
9774).
DA-2, unl.; from 790 kc, 5 kw-D, DA (BMPb Greensburg, Ind.— Tree Bcstg. Co. 1330
kc, 500 w-D (BP-15084).
■ Perrv.
Fla. — Eugene Ketring. 1310 kc, 1
kw-D
(BP-15085).
■Carthage, Miss. — Meredith Colon Johnston. 1480 kc, 500 w-D (BP-15088).
■ WALO Humacao, P. R.— Ochoa Bcstg.
Corp. To 1240 kc. 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.; from
1240 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15090).
■ WEBJ Brewton, Ala. — Brewton Bcstg.
Co. To 1240 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.; from
1240 kc, 250 w, SH (BP-15091).
■ KPKW Pasco, Wash.— Century Bcstg.
Corp. To 1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.; from
1340 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15097).
■ WBRX Berwick, Pa. — Columbia County
Bcstrs. Inc. To 1280 kc, 1 kw-D; from 1280
kc, 500 w-D (BP-15098).
■ KXAR Hope, Ark.— Hope Bcstg Co. To
1490 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, SH; from 1490 kc,
250 w, SH (BP-15100).
■ Dalton, Ga. — Cherokee Bcstrs. 1530 kc,
10 kw-D, DA (CH) (BP-15105).
■ New Albany, Ind.— M. R. Lankford
15106).
Bcstg. Co. 1290 kc, 500 w, DA-1, unl. (BP■ WSTA Charlotte Amalie, V. I.— V.I. Industries Inc. To 1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS,
unl.; from 1340 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15113).
■ WJAZ Albany. Ga.— James S. Rivers Inc.
To 960 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.; from
960 kc, 5 kw-D, DA (BP-15114).
■ Blountville, Tenn.— C. M. Taylor. 1520 kc,
1 kw-D, 500 w (CH) (BP-15115).
■ WAML Laurel, Miss. — New Laurel Radio
Station Inc. To 1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS,
unl.; 1340 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15116) .
■ WIGL Duluth, Minn. -Superior, Wis. —
Radio Superior Inc. To 970 kc, 1 kw-D
(Duluth-Superior) ; from 970 kc, 500 w-D
(Superior)
■ Harriman,(BMP-9832).
Tenn. — Harriman Bcstg. Co.
970 kc, 500 w-D (BP-15122).
■ KCOR
San
can Radio Inc. Antonio,
To 1350 Tex.
kc, — 5Inter-Amerikw, DA-N,
unl.; from 1350 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-2,
unl. (BP-15123).
■ WALE Fall River, Mass. — Narragansett
Bcstg.. Co. To 1400 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.;
9842)
from 1400 kc, 250 w, 500 w-LS, unl. (BMP■ Muncie, Ind. — Muncie Bcstg. Corp. 990
kc, 250 w-D. DA (BP-15125).
■ Crowley, La. — Rice Capital Bcstg. Co.
1560 kc, 1 kw-D, DA (BP-15130).
■ WASA Havre de Grace, Md.— The Chesapeake Bcstg. Corp. To 1330 kc, 5 kw-D, from
1330 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15134).
■
Paoli,
Ind.— King & King. 1560 kc, 250
w-D (BP-15136).
■ WCGC Belmont, N. C— Central Bcstg.
Co. To 1270 kc, 500 w, 5 kw-LS, DA-N, unl.;
from 1270 kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS, DA-N, unl.
(BP-15138).
■ KLIZ Brainerd, Minn. — Brainerd Bcstg.
Co. To 1380 kc, 5 kw, DA-N, unl.; from 1380
kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15140).
■ WNJH Hammonton, N. J. — Hammonton
Bcstg. Co. To 1580 kc, 1 kw-D; from 1580
kc, 250 w-D (BP-15141).

Chrysler
every
for

Corporation
part

5 years

on

this

or 50,000

Chrysler Corporation makes possible this new warranty*
by your authorized Chrysler Motors Corporation Dealer,
covering all major parts of the engine, transmission, torque
converter, drive shaft, universal joints, rear axle, differential,
and rear wheel bearings. It pays for labor as well as parts.
It comes with our 1963 Plymouth, Valiant, Dodge, Dart,
Chrysler and Imperial cars, and Dodge trucks. It can be
transferred to the new owner if you sell your car.

warrants
page
miles.

It lasts for 5 years or 50,000 miles, making your car more
valuable at trade-in time.
The only thing we ask is that you have your car serviced
at reasonable intervals. (You'd probably do that anyway.)
This broad new protection is a result of establishing and
maintaining the highest engineering and production standards, combined to give you another great automotive "first''
from Chrysler Corporation.

*Your authorized Chrysler Motors Corporation Dealer's Warranty against defects in material and workmanship on 1963 cars has been expanded to include parts
replacement
or repair,casewithout
charge for
partsmanual
or labor,clutch);
for 5 years
50,000 mile's,
comes joints
first, on(excluding
the enginedustblock,
head rear
and axle
internal
parts; transmission
and internal
partsrequired
(excluding
torqueor converter,
drivewhichever
shaft, universal
covers),
and
differential, and rear wheel bearings, provided the vehicle has been serviced at reasonable intervals according to the Chrysler Motors Corporation Certified
Car Care schedules. Trucks are included, but are subject to additional limitations of 1500 hours operation if mileage does not accurately reflect the extent
of actual use and operation of parts covered by the warranty. Coverage will not apply to trucks subjected to prolonged power-take-off or off-highway use.
CHRYSLER
CORPORATION
100
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OUR
He

RESPECTS
has

to Morris S. Novik

dedicated

his life to people

Few broadcasters have kept as vigilant an eye on the extent of station participation in the 1962 political campaigns as M. S. Novik. As a publicservice radio-tv consultant, he has made
it his business the last few months to
help stations carry out their publicservice role at the local political level.
A 30-year radio veteran, Mr. Novik
has definite opinions about a station's
responsibility to its audience.
Mr. Novik believes "good" radio
management requires the allocation of
political time in the same way as other
commercials. "It can be not only a
public-service feature, a basis for a
good story in the next morning's paper,
but also a good audience builder. But
the station must be on the level and
cannot
play favorites."
He insists
that no station can take
the position that it will not clear time
for politics. That may be within the
law, he says, but it is not good public
relations. "Radio and tv stations will
not be able to get away forever with the
excuse that the good time is sold.
"Radio and tv cannot beg for the
privilege of broadcasting hearings of
legislative committees without assuming the proper responsibility during
election time."
Grew Up in New York ■ Morris S.
(initial only, no middle name) Novik
was born Nov. 15, 1903, in Nevel,
Russia. Coming to America a dozen
years later with his parents, he grew
up on New York's Lower East Side.
In the
earlyactivities
1920's heof became
interested in the
the Socialist
movement that was growing in popularity. This association, from which he
divorced himself when Communists began to assert control of the organization, led to his appointment in 1927
as director of Unity House, supervising the cultural and educational work
of the Pocono Mountains summer resort of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union.
Working there in the production of
musical shows and similar amateur program ventures prepared Mr. Novik for
a career in professional theatrical circles. From 1927 through 1936 he spent
summers at Unity House and, beginning in 1928, winters in New York as
director of the Discussion Guild. All
was going well until radio rushed the
demise of the guild in 1932.
Can't Beat Radio ■ In 1932, Mr.
Novik saw that radio could offer a
much greater platform than all the
auditoriums combined, for discussions
of contemporary public affairs. On
Sept. 10, that year, he joined WEVD
New York, owned by The Debs MemBROADCASTING, November 12, 1962

and

the

orial Radio Fund Inc. He was the
station's program director until 1938,
with responsibility for all non-Yiddish
nighttime programs.
His most successful program, The
University of the Air, was an outgrowth
and extension of the forums he had
been staging earlier.
He had been in radio for only one
year when he accepted an additional
post that was to launch him in the consultant field. The Social Security Board,
in 1933, named him the radio specialist
in charge of its first registration camIn 1936, Mr. Novik introduced
paign.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. to
radio advertising. He sold B&W on the
idea of sponsoring WEVD's coverage of
the American Federation of Labor convention in Tampa, Fla. The commercials for Avalon cigarettes emphasized
that the brand was "union made."
Turns Non-commercial ■ Mr. Novik
shifted from commercial to non-commercial radio in 1938, becoming director of communications for New York
City and director of municipal station
WNYC. Mayor Fiorello La Guardia
later appointed
him the city's Durfirst
commissioner
of communications.
ing World War II, Mr. Novik assisted
the mayor in his weekly Italian language program that President Roosevelt
had asked Mr. La Guardia to broadcast
to Italy via the BBC.
In 1940, he became executive secretary of the National Assn. of Edu-

issues

affecting

them

cational Broadcasters, a post he held
until 1948. In 1945 he was a member
of the ETO mission of 12 broadcasters
that toured European installations of
the armed forces and advised on the
utilization of radio facilities.
Mr. Novik and his younger brother
Harry acquired WLIB New York in
1950, which they established as a Negro
programming station. Five years later
Morrie resigned as president of WLIB
to become owner and president of
WOV New York, specializing in Italian
programming. He sold WOV in 1959,
but has kept his interest in WLIB.
President Harry Truman appointed
Mr. Novik to the Paris UNESCO conference of 1952, and the following year
Mr. Novik was a participant at the
UNESCO London conference to assist
European countries starting in tv.
Since 1946 he has been radio-tv consultant to the AFL (since 1955, AFLCIO), which sponsors news commentator Frank Morgan's broadcasts on ABC
Radio. Mr. Novik has produced the
program since it started in 1949.
Last May Mr. Novik was appointed
to the U.S. Advisory Commission on
Information. He also is presently program consultant to Ohio State U.'s
Radio Institute and is a frequent lecturer on communications at universities.
He maintains an office in the apartment
house where he also resides with his
wife on New York's West 23rd Street.
He married the former Manya Davidson on Sept. 13, 1930. They have no
children.

Consultant Novik
Capitol Hill hearings have benefited from his expertise
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EDITORIALS
The

outlook

from the 88th
FROM now until the new Congress convenes in January
the pundits and the politicians will expound on the
crazy-quilt pattern of last Tuesday's elections. Each party
will discern clear signs of victory in the presidential sweepstakes two years hence.
Some candidates will grouse about radio and television
treatment, alleging 315 violations. The FCC will harass
stations with questionnaires and other unconscionable demands for information — much of it non-existent and most

of it none of the government's business.
What concerns broadcast licensees, advertisers and agencies most is the complexion of the 88th Congress and its
probable disposition toward radio and television. Their
search for improvement will prove futile.
The elections brought no significant changes in congressional alignments. The chairmanships of both the Senate
and House Commerce Committees, which ride herd over
both the FCC and the Federal Trade Commission, will continue with their 87th Congress occupants — Sen. Warren G.
Magnuson of Washington and Rep. Oren Harris of Arkansas. Similarly no significant changes are indicated on subcommittees specifically charged with communications and
advertising matters.
If anything, the hand of the New Frontier has been
strengthened. There aren't likely to be any changes in the
regulatory philosophies of the FCC or the FTC.
Tougher regulation is indicated, particularly by the FCC.
Regulation will become increasingly stringent if the broadcasters do not fight back. The most docile broadcaster
now must realize that acquiescence leads only to subservience.
Watch and ward society
THE mechanism for government enforcement of the NAB
radio and television codes, without the formality of
government regulation, could be seen in action last week.
In an address last Thursday at a regional NAB meeting
in Dallas, LeRoy Collins, the association president, exhorted
broadcasters to subscribe and adhere to the codes. "It is
our responsibility," Gov. Collins said, as he has at all the
regional meetings of the past month, "to improve our codes
to the point that any eligible broadcaster will be embarrassed not to be publicly identified as a member."
On the same day, bv what must be presumed to have
been coincidence, the FCC was giving serious consideration
to the adoption of sections of the NAB codes as FCC rules.
The commission postponed voting on the matter, but it
listened for more than an hour to Commissioner Robert E.
Lee, the principal advocate of the proposal.
Mr. Lee and his like-minded colleagues, it is now plain,
have at last discovered in the NAB codes a ready-made
apparatus for imposing their will upon broadcasting. T^ey
can argue, as they have, that since the codes were written
and approved by broadcasters themselves, broadcasters cannot object if the government endorses those standards. The
response of the NAB has been the obvious one: The only
reason the FCC is thinking of adopting parts of the codes
in its own rules is that, under self-regulation, many stations
pay no attention to them. To head off the FCC threat,
code subscriptions must be vastly increased and code compliance enforced with more vigor by broadcasting's own
code authorities.
This sequence of threat and response can be
indefinitely with the probable result that more
stations will subscribe to the code and cede more
power to the NAB code authority. At any time
102

continued
and more
and more
that code

subscriptions decline or enforcement weakens, the FCC can
revive the threat of assuming jurisdiction.
Mr. Lee's proposal cannot at this time attract a majority
of FCC votes. At best, it is conjectured, he can muster
three: his own, Chairman Newton Minow's and, possibly,
one from the newly appointed member, E. William Henry.
At this point he needs no more than three, for three are
enough to emphasize the existence of the threat of government intervention and to persuade at least some broadcasters to take refuge in Gov. Collin's sanctuary.
Either way the present course veers, it must eventually
arrive at one destination: a powerful, central code authority
to which all broadcasters pay allegiance under threat of
FCC reprisal of some kind.
Another course would seem to be more desirable if radio
and television are to avoid being forced into a state of faceless conformity that requires all stations to sound or look
alike. What is needed is the courage to ignore Mr. Lee's
threats and to be prepared to resist the FCC if he can ever
persuade enough members to issue rulemaking orders.
How

many

voices?

THE 10 commercial radio stations that have scrapped
their regular nighttime schedules to carry Voice of
America broadcasts to Cuba fully deserve the praise they
have received. Theirs has been an act of patriotism in a
time of national danger, and no one will begrudge the points
they may have made with an FCC that set up the arrangement.
It in no way demeans the service these 10 have rendered
to suggest that undesirable precedents may have been set.
Who is to say when another emergency will arise or how
broadcasting might seem useful to the government? Ten
commercial stations have been used as vehicles to transmit
propaganda to Cuba. What is the difference between that
and the use of other stations, in a troubled time, to transmit
propaganda to Mexico, say, or Canada or even the U. S.?
The Voice of America undeniably provides a useful service that was improved by the inclusion of the 10 commercial
stations in its broadcast structure. As a permanent policy,
however, the Voice — and the American system of private
broadcasting — would be better served by an expansion of
the Voice's own facilities. As reported elsewhere in this
issue, a start has been made in that direction with the instal ation ofVoice stations in and near Florida.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Remember that famous western star . . . the one in all
those stories of the early West?"
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In the past month
which

is an essential

here is a list of departments

have received such special public service

coverage: Highway,

Motor Vehicle, Conservation,

Agricultural, Industrial, Health, Civil Defense,
Natural

WISC-TV
MADISON, WISC.

Resources, and all Elective offices.
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Radio-tv's 50 biggest agencies
again led by JWT
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with
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their
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for that "last word" impression. These great stations
will sell your product.
Radio Division /
Edward

NEW YORK

Petry & Co., Inc.
The Original Station
k Representative A

♦ CHICAGO
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• BOSTON
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The Hiss rhubarb: everyone gets into the act

moves

Americans are a people on wheels and Radio goes
these mobile millions everywhere— even to where
product is sold. Only Radio talks to shoppers in
cars and only Spot Radio lets you choose time and

findings underscore

of uhf signal

Harper joins crusade against the high noise
levels of commercials
52
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KOB
Albuquerque
WSB
Atlanta
WGR
Buffalo
WGN
Chicago
WDOK
Cleveland
WFAA
Dallas-Ft. Worth
KBTR
Denver
KDAL
Duluth-Superior
KPRC
Houston
WDAF
Kansas City
KARK
Little Rock
KLAC
Los Angeles
WINZ
Miami
KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul
Intermountai

• DETROIT

• LOS ANGELES

America

WTAR
Norfolk-Newport News
KFAB
Omaha
KPOJ
Portland
WRNL
Richmond
WROC
Rochester
KCRA
Sacramento
KALL
Salt Lake City
WOAI
San Antonio
KFMB
San Diego
KYA
San Francisco
KMA
Shenandoah
KREM
Spokane

WGTO Tampa-Lakeland-Orlando
KVOO
Tulsa
n Network
• SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS

THE

KVTV,
SIOUX

PEOPLES

Channel
CITY,

CHOICE!

9

IOWA

Outstanding local and regional coverage of the
1962 elections by KVTV, Channel 9, Sioux City
firmly established KVTV, as the "Peoples
Choice" in farm and industry rich Siouxland.
Over 200 people worked round the clock to
bring KVTV'S "instant-action" local returns to
the 250,000 TV sets of Sioux City and of Siouxland. KVTV'S experienced news team supplied
instant interpretation as trends became apparent. U. S. Senator Jack Miller (R) Iowa was on

KVTV newsman Charles Powell (right) and Sen. Jack Miller, (R) Iowa
analyze
Iowa election
and
Nebraska
contests results
receivedin KVTV's
similar election
attention.center. South Dakota

hand to explain what statewide and national
results would mean to the people of Iowa.
Every exciting phase of the election received the
same thorough attention that folks have learned

HVTVCH9^turns J"

to expect when they turn to KVTV, Channel 9.
To sell Sioux City and the farm rich Siouxland
area surrounding Sioux City add KVTV, Channel
9 to your schedule. KVTV, Channel 9 is the
station people look to for news, entertainment
KVTV newsman Charles Harness (left) gives rundown of critical races
in Iowa, while newsman Larry Roderick stands by waiting to give
latest Nebraska and South Dakota returns.

and leadership. See your Katz man and buy
the "Peoples Choice."
I

CHANNEL 9 • SIOUX CITY, IOWA
CBS • ABC

THK K ATZ AGENCY. IK

PEOPLES
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
KVTV
Sioux City, Iowa
WNAX
Yankton,
Cleveland,South
Ohio Dakota
WGAR
WTTM
Columbus-Worthington,
WRFD
Trenton, New (ersey Ohio
Fairmont, West Virginia
WMMN

"TELAMIGO"—
ENGLISH /SPANISH
NEWS
SIMULCAST
war against Castro and Communism in the
Three months ago, WCKT instituted TELAMIGO
Western Hemisphere.
— a simulcast in English and Spanish, of its
6:00 and 11:00 p.m. news programs, broadcast
Miami's Cuban population is informed with
simultaneously from the WCKT television stuthe facts, ably gathered and presented by the
WCKT news force. The scores of thousands who
dios and over a local Spanish-language radio
make up Miami's Latin-American community
station to Miami's growing Cuban population.
It was well-timed. TELAMIGO pre-dated the
are aware of each day's fast-moving developments. TELAMIGO, which made this awareness
boiling point of the Cuban crisis by some six
possible,
is just one of many public services
weeks— in that time WCKT's program of "douin WCKT's continuing program of citizenship
ble exposure" did much to bring the people of
and showmanship for South Florida.
two languages closer together in the simmering
♦Spanish translation of DOUBLE EXPOSURE

BISCAYNE TELEVISION CORPORATION
WCKT— CHANNEL 7 ■ MIAMI . WCKR-RADIO 61
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WGAL-TV

your

sales

Lancaster-Harrisburg- York-

Lebanon market. Why? Because WGAL-TV blankets these key metropolitan areas
and is the favorite by far with viewers in many other areas as well. Your cost per
thousand

viewers?

Less than

that of any combination

of stations

in the area.

Lancaster,
NBC

and

STEINMAN
Channel
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc.
4

New York

CBS
STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

8
•

Pa.

•

Chicago

•

Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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Prime time public service
Tv stations that do not have locally
produced and regularly scheduled public service discussion programs in
prime time are very likely to get "letof inquiry"
from orFCC
when filing
for terlicense
renewal
transfer.
Such
letters questioning whether programming of entertainment shows in evening hours meets needs of public now
are being written by FCC staff. Solid
Sunday afternoon of public service
shows will not forestall letter — FCC
staff "lifted eyebrow" technique requires they be slotted in prime time.
Stations that balk are being told by
FCC staff: "take us to hearing then,
if you are sure you are operating in the
public interest." As result, major-market stations have amended applications
to accede to staff views.
RAB-NAB

meeting

Look for increasing cooperation between RAB and NAB. Top-level meeting with that objective has been quietly scheduled for next Monday (Nov.
26) in Washington. It'll bring together NAB President LeRoy Collins,
Board Chairman Clair R. McCullough and members of NAB radio
board, with RAB Chairman Frank
Fogarty (WOW Omaha), President
Kevin Sweeney and President-elect Ed
Bunker, and members of RAB executive committee. They hope to agree
basically on two things: (1) Areas
where they can work together, and (2)
Areas where one or the other, but not
both, ought to operate.
Omaha

next stop?

Omaha, Neb., with three tv stations,
has probably won dubious honors of
hosting next FCC hearing on local tv
programming in "competition" with
Baltimore (Closed Circuit, Nov. 12)
and Buffalo, N. Y. At least, this is
recommendation to be made by Broadcast Bureau at regular FCC meeting
this week. Possible cities for hearing
(following Chicago) have been narrowed to these three in bureau deliberations, and Omaha was picked because
of contention its stations offer less local programming than those in Baltimore and Buffalo.
Public and private statements of
FCC members on Chicago hearing indicate vote on Omaha proposal will
be close, probably 4-3. Omaha stations are KETV (TV) (ch. 7, ABC),
owned by Omaha World-Herald;
KMTV (TV) (ch. 3, NBC), licensed
to May Broadcasting Co., and Meredith Publishing Co.'s WOW-TV (ch.

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

6, CBS). KETV and World-Herald
are being sold to Peter Kiewit Sons
Co. for
Nov.
5). $41.4 million (Broadcasting,
Do computers

influence vote?

Effect that computer-based projections of election results may have on
elections themselves is expected to be
center of widespread attention between now and 1964 campaigns. Networks showed fortnight ago that by
sampling key areas and speeding their
findings through computers they could
accurately declare winners — in many
cases while "winners" were still trailing in total returns. Aside from common complaint that this takes all the
fun out of election night, there's more
serious question of what influence, if
any, such projections may have in
western areas where voting is still in
progress.
One stated fear is that network projection of victory for national candidate, while polls are still open in some
states, will cause voters there to climb
bandwagon or impel party leaders
into bigger-than-otherwise last-minute
drives. There's feeling, even among
broadcasters, that basic personal right
is also involved. Said one: "I'd hate to
live in Hawaii and know there was no
point in my voting at all — that the
winner was known before I had a
chance to vote." Among remedies being talked about: (1) delay, by law,
start of ballot-counting, or (2) revise,
also by law, voting hours to put them
"in phase" with varying time conditions, so that inequities in vote-counting hours will be minimized.
Anti-pay tv strategy
Unsuccessful in attempts to bar pay
tv via court action, theatre owners
have decided that their best bet is to
try to persuade Congress to legislate
ban on over-the-air subscription tv.
Anti-pay tv theatre forces feel they
have good chance, since at one time
House Commerce Committee seemed
on verge of banning FCC action on
subject pending outcome of congressional hearing. Theatre owners tried
to halt Hartford broadcast pay tv test
and Little Rock wire fee service, but
lost in each case.
Newspaper

ownership

With newspaper ownership of radiotv stations to be under attack in congressional hearings next year (Broadcasting, Oct. 1), FCC's Broadcast

Bureau also is getting into act. Bureau
"reluctantly" conceded to FCC approval of sale of WSIV Pekin, 111.,
last week for $150,000 (see Changing
Hands, page 94) to F. F. McNaughton family, which also owns Pekin
Times. Bureau said it is not in public
interest for only newspaper in town to
own only radio station, as in this instance, and that it shortly would pro
pose rulemaking to prohibit such combines in future.
In 1952 amendments to Communications Act, House passed section that
would have prohibited such "discrimination" by FCC against newspaper
ownership. Section was dropped by
Senate-House conference committee
as "unnecessary." Conference report
said that under present law, FCC cannot adopt rules which would "arbitrarily deny" any application solely because applicant is associated with
newspaper.
Two schools of thought
Several prominent NAB members
who have interests in community antenna systems as well as stations are
thinking about protesting NAB's campaign to get catv regulated by government. There's talk of meeting of these
broadcasters to discuss tactics. At very
least, they're expected to tell NAB its
catv policy runs counter to views of
some influential members.
Delinquency explained
Staff of Senate Juvenile Delinquency
Subcommittee has completed lengthy
report on subcommittee's year-long investigation ofsex and violence on television. Report, which has been submitted to subcommittee chairman
Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.), is believed to point up possible harmful effect of such programming on children,
and to recommend legislation to deal
with it. Primary purpose of suggested
legislation would be to open up competition among programming suppliers
(Closed Circuit, Feb. 5). If Sen.
Dodd approves report, it will be circularized among subcommittee members
for their reaction.
Subcommittee, meanwhile, is due to
lose its chief counsel in next few
weeks. Paul L. Laskin, who has held
that position since February 1961, has
not yet submitted formal resignation,
but says he intends to leave subcommittee before end of year. He has not
disclosed his future plans.
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CHOOSES
The Nation went to the polls on November 6th and made its choices.
And viewers in Maryland made their choices, too, that same evening in
the important matter of getting the fastest and fullest election returns.
They voted overwhelmingly for Channel Two.
In a special Election Night survey made by the American Research
Bureau, Sunpapers Television led all Baltimore Television Stations by wide
margins.
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WEEK

The winner again: J. Walter Thompson Co. For the fifth
straight year JWT leads the broadcast billings field with
an estimated $133 million. A BROADCASTING boxscore
of agencys' timebuying. See lead story . . .
JWT TOPS AGENCY FIELD ... 27

Now an agency spokesman joins the cry against high
noise levels for commercials. Marion Harper says advertising itself should turn them down or accept a ceiling.
Meantime public protests continue. See . . .
TUNE

DOWN

THE

SHOWS

ITS EFFICIENCY

AGAINST

ABC-TV

GETS

week as annual meeting dealt with tv's ability to convey
important messages to the public. See . . .
NOW

IN BLACK
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BE TOLD

... 58

years came out of a federal appellate court last week —
a reversal of a labor board secondary boycott ruling in a
case involving KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif. See . . .
COURT

BACKS

KXTV ... 72

Technical miracles have marked the evolution of video
tape. Now come two more breakthroughs — continuous
movement animation and stop-frame animation processes.
Major savings in time and costs are claimed. See . . .
TV TAPE

BREAKTHROUGHS

... 70

All media should get together in a joint move to gain
greater access to news sources and promote freedom of
information, NAB President LeRoy Collins told NAB Fall
Conferences at Kansas City and Denver. See . . .
NAB

WATCHDOG

GROUP

... 90

When Illinois broadcasters get together they discuss
many of the same topics other state groups talk about.
Last week they wanted to know, for example, how small
markets can get more national money. See . . .
ILLINOIS BROADCASTERS

... 96
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IT CAN

One of the most important court decisions in recent

... 62

Mutual's out of the red. The hobbling effect of television's spectacular growth a decade ago has been overcome by this 500-affiliate radio network. President Hurleigh tells how profit point was reached. See . . .
MUTUAL

There's need to bring manufacturers closer to consumers, Television Bureau of Advertising explained last

... 86

ABC-TV had a hot one last week — a documentary about
Richard M. Nixon. The squawks were prompt and numerous after Alger Hiss was interviewed, among many others,
by Howard K. Smith in political analysis. See . . .
OUTBURST

BRIEF

GAIN ... 52

The truth about uhf keeps coming out a bit at a time,
judging by the decade-long effort of proponents to prove
its ability to serve. New FCC data show 25-mile reception
is equal to vhf service. See . . .
UHF
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... 94
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KTAL-TV Panorama Weather Center features latest RCA Radar,
Weather-in-Motion symbols, plus "live" instrumentation.

KTAL-TV staff meteorologist sights on "pieball'
balloon used to measure winds-aloft

A vast ocean of air perpetually in motion . . . this is WEATHER!
IN SHREVEPORT — as elsewhere — WEATHER is an important news-maker ... and KTAL-TV
treats it so!
KTAL-TV is the only television station in the area with its own staff meteorologist, Col. George
Sickels (USAF-Ret.) . . . the only station using weather-radar to forewarn viewers of rain, hail,
tornados,
entation. frontal movements . . . the only station with dynamic "Weather-ln-Motion" presKTAL-TV RADAR WEATHER — an important news-maker — is seen twice nightly as a part of
NEWSCOPE, the Ark-La-Tex' most complete TV News!
For availabilities see
BLAIR

CHANNEL

6

TELEVISION National Representatives
NBC

FOR

SHREVEPORT

"Where News Comes First — "
8
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27
Sponsor
RTNDA

HEAD

pressure
WARNS

threat

concerns

SDX OF DANGER

Sponsor pressure that followed Nixon broadcast over ABC-TV constitutes
"one of the gravest threats to freedom
of expression on the air" in opinion of
Bill Garry, news director, WBBM-TV
Chicago, speaking as president of Radio-Television News Directors Assn.
Participating in panel on radio-tv opportunities atSigma Delta Chi national convention in Tulsa last Friday (see
page 64), Mr. Garry said sponsors cannot exert control over editorial content
of news programs. Economic sanctions,
however subtly imposed, he added,
might force stations to avoid controversial areas. Sponsors buy time to
promote sale of their products or services. "Any change in this policy might
alter the entire structure of broadcasting," he said.
Mr. Garry asserted it is not his purpose to defend judgment of network or
of commentator Howard K. Smith in
airing of Nixon program but rather to
defend their constitutional rights to program as they please.
Merriman Smith, White House correspondent for UPI, said at Friday's
session that news reporters should learn
to be more accurate in taking notes and
should write "a little faster and a little
harder because right behind them is a
man with a tape recorder. All of us in
our business should be more selective in
what we print and put on the air."
Named as Fellows of journalistic society, its highest tribute, were David
Lawrence, editor of U. S. News &
World Report and veteran syndicated
columnist; Alan J. Gould, retired executive editor of Associated Press; Joseph C. Jahn, editor of Sayville (Long
Island) Suffolk County News and past
president of International Conference
of Weekly Newspaper Editors.

newsmen

TO FREE SPEECH

Wells Memorial Award, highest honor which society can bestow on a member, was given George Wolpert, Milwaukee publicist and former newspaper
editor.
Meanwhile, at meeting of National
Editorial Assn. and Missouri Press
Assn. in St. Louis, Clark Mollenhoff,
of Washington bureau of Cowles Publications, said restrictions during Cuban
crisis reduced newsmen to relying on
government handouts.
State Dept. Press officer Lincoln
White defended department's directive
requiring department officials to report
all interviews with newsmen. It's purpose, he said, is to aid newsmen in
seeing officials (see story page 80).
Gordon Gray elected
TvB board chairman
Gordon Gray, president of WKTV
(TV) Utica, N. Y., was elected chairman of Television Bureau of Advertising on Friday (Nov. 16) at New York
annual meeting (see page 58). He succeeds A. Louis Read, executive vice
president, WDSU-TV New Orleans.
C. George Henderson, vice president
and general manager, WSOC-TV Charlotte, N. C, was elected treasurer, succeeding Mr. Gray. Jack Tipton, station
manager, KLZ-TV Denver, was elected
secretary, succeeding S. Payson Hall,
president, Meredith Broadcasting Co.
Four directors were elected to TvB
board for new two-year terms. They
are: Larry Carino, general manager,
WJBK-TV Detroit; Donald L. Chapin,
vice president of national sales, Taft
Broadcasting Co.; E. James Ebel,
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., and George
Whitney, vice president, Transcontinent
Television Corp.

FTC to ask reports from toy advertisers
Federal Trade Commission issued
practices and to transmit to agency
copies of all advertising and samples
traditional Christmas season warnof toys referred to.
ing today (Nov. 19) on misleading
advertising of toys for children, but
Agency also has directed moniwith this snapper:
tors, who scan newspaper and magazine advertising and listen and watch
FTC has authorized staff to inall radio and tv commercials, to
vestigate advertising of individual
toy manufacturers and dealers by intensify efforts and to report suspicious representations immediately
ordering submission of special reports. These orders, to be issued
to staff attorneys who have been
soon, will direct respondents to file put on holiday season alert for fast
sworn statements regarding their action.

AT

DEADLINE

New directors succeed Glenn Marshall Jr., president, WJXT (TV) Jacksonville; A. W. Dannenbaum Jr., vice
president in charge of sales, Westinghouse Broadcasting; Mr. Hall, and
Harold P. See, general manager, KRONTV San Francisco.
John Vrba, vice president, KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, and Mr. Tipton
were re-elected to board for new twoyear terms.
MGM
net

in tv down

over $2 million
MGM announced Friday net income
of tv division declined to $7,556,000
in fiscal year ended Aug. 3 1 from $9,743,000 in 1961.
Annual report showed rise in gross
revenue of MGM-TV to $21,174,495
from $18,014,611. Production of series
and commercials accounted for $12,397,243 of gross against $6,686,777 last
year. Report noted year marked first
time production department contributed
profit to tv division.
Gross income received from licensing of feature films and shorts fell to
$8,777,252 from $11,327,834 because
of expiring exhibition contracts of pre1949 pictures.
Costs of production, distribution and
administration for all tv operation totaled $13,618,608 in 1962 compared
with $8,271,325 last year.
MGM-TV has new Sam Benedict and
The Eleventh Hour series on NBC-TV,
plus Dr. Kildare, now in second year.
Emerson introduces
four 23-inch tv sets
Four new 23-inch tv models originally intended for January introduction
were released over the weekend by
Emerson Radio, Jersey City, to fill
backlog of orders, according to Leo W.
Hahn, director of sales.
New models include two upright
consoles and two low-boys. One unit
has suggested retail price of $199.95;
others have open list.
All-Canada expands to U.S.
All-Canada Radio and Television
Ltd., Toronto, representing 33 radio and
22 tv stations in Canada, announced expansion into U. S. last week with temporary offices at New Weston Hotel,
New York. Firm is headed here by Reo
Thompson, general manager. Seeking to
represent its station list in U. S., AllCanada is receiving consultation from
Broadcast Development Corp., New
York, firm which assists in station acquisition.
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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OPPOSITION

TO

CLEARS

Michigan regional ams move
against 750-kw aspirants
Grass roots campaign to bar clear
channel stations from boosting power
tenfold (Broadcasting, Oct. 15) has
begun. Group of Michigan regional operators has undertaken letter writing
program seeking to amalgamate actions
of all regionals.
First step in attack, all on informal
basis, is to place regional's side of argument before state congressional delegations. Next step is to prepare more
formal oppositions if, as and when FCC
prepares to move. Pending before FCC
are four applications asking for power
boosts up to 750 kw. Michigan meeting
of dozen regional representatives took
place Nov. 1 at Lansing. Among those
present: Elmer A. Knopf, WFDF Flint;
Willard Schroeder, WOOD Grand
Rapids; Les Biederman, WTCM Traverse City; Eugene F. Cahill, WBCK
Battle Creek; Howard H. Wolfe,
WKNX Saginaw; Gene Milner, WTAC
Flint, and E. L. Byrd, WILS Lansing.
Members of group agreed that each
would write to other regionals to urge
action.
Form letter suggests that state organizations be formed to oppose clear channel power increases; warns that national
advertisers will be inclined to buy few
clear channel outlets with higher powers to detriment of regionals; that resulting revenue losses will force regionals
to cut local programming, particularly
news coverage.
Letter ends with suggestion that, if
developments dictate, national organization be formed to represent common
interests of regionals.
Kaiser pays $76,000
to Jones for KBAY-FM
Kaiser Industries, which just received
grants for uhf stations in San Francisco
and Corona (see For the Record,
page 105), has signed agreement to
buy KBAY-FM San Francisco from
Rogan Jones. Price is reported to be
$76,000. Kaiser Industries already
owns KHVH-TV Honolulu and KHJK
Hilo, both Hawaii. KBAY-FM operates on 104.5 mc with 29 kw. Broker
in transaction was Wilt Gunzendorfer
& Assoc.
No NBC

comment

on libel suit

NBC had no comment Friday on
$500,000 libel suit filed by State of New
Hampshire last week which charged network used "libelous, false and defamatory statements" in Oct. 1 episode on
David Brinkley's Journal ("The Great
Highway
Oct. 8). Robbery") (Broadcasting,
10

KYW-AM-TV
African addition
Interpublic Inc. is moving into
African market.
Marion Harper Jr., Interpublic
president, is announcing today
(Nov. 19) that negotiations have
been completed for purchase of
AFAMAL group of agencies
(formerly called African Amalgamated Adv.) which has annual
billing of $10 million. Headquarters isin Johannesburg and
offices are in Durban, Port Elizabeth, Capetown and Salisbury.
Mr. Harper said that with acquisition of AFAMAL, Interpublic will have 76 offices in 27
countries. Overseas billing, he
said, has grown from $20 million
in 1952 to estimated $120 million in 1961.

Voice crisis hookup
gets more trimming
Plan for further reduction in use of
commercial radio stations to broadcast
Voice of America programs into Cuba
was disclosed by agency Friday (see
early story page 78).
Spokesman said agency planned to
discontinue use of 8-9 p.m. EST spot
on standard wave stations still on VOA
network, but to retain use of segments
normally revoted to Spanish-language
broadcasts.
This was understood to mean that
WCKY Cinncinnati and WCKR Miami,
which do not carry Spanish-language
broadcasts, were to be released from
network.
Stations remaining in VOA service
and amount of time to be used by
agency are WWL New Orleans, two
hours; WGBS, one hour; WKWF Key
West, six hours; and WMIE, 1% hours,
reduced from 17 hours of regularly
scheduled
Spanish-language broadcast
time.
RAB to disperse
field service men
RAB plans to step up its field-service
work after first of year by moving its
field-service members into the field.
Currently these five members are
headquartered in New York, make
regular trips to their various regions to
serve current members, solicit new
ones, occasionally make presentations
to local advertisers.
Plan now is to add one member,
maybe two, and have all move into
their respective regions. It'll not only
save travel fares but give more time
for member-contact. Once each quarter
they'll return to New York for management conferences and briefings.

CONTINUES

Supervisory heads carry on
after 4 a.m. AFTRA strike
KYW-AM-TV Cleveland, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. stations, were
operating normal news, information and
entertainment services Friday (Nov. 16)
after American Federation of Television & Radio Artists called 4 a.m. strike.
WBC said supervisory personnel were
maintaining operations without interruption. Itsaid union refused arbitration and started picketing without waiting to hear new offer prepared by management.
Before strike was called, WBC said,
management had proposed contract
with $5 to $7.50 increase in fees paid
for live spot announcements; "just
clause" for discharge; two-year pact increasing weekly base pay of $150 by
$10 first year and another $10 second
year; additional $520 per year for each
of three news writers; flat rate for each
performance.
Average (annualized) earning of
AFTRA employes of stations is $14,100, station said, with five employes
paid between $20,000 and $30,000 and
majority paid between $10,000 and
$20,000.
Frank Tooke, WBC area vice president, said discharge of employe Ken
Bichl Oct. 25 was not in issue, matter
having been referred to arbitration.
NAB supports FCC
in microwave denial
NAB upheld right of FCC to deny
microwave relay application to carry tv
programs to three Wyoming community
antenna systems in brief filed at commission over weekend.
In friend-of-court action, NAB contended commission had right to consider
effect "that a grant in one use of radio
might have upon the implementation of
its national
policyFCC
respect
Brief
contended
actionto isanother."
reasonable exercise of administrative discretion having logical relationship to facts
of case.

Ride for NBC
NBC

News

News has prospect of

getting ride on famed Orient Express for tv documentary showing scenes from behind Iron Curtain. Plan includes filming of
such countries as Bulgaria, Rumania and Yugoslavia, rarely seen
on tv.
Production of program is reported already underway but filming on actual train journey has
yet to be worked out.
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Have

of

you

ever

heard

our

"Party
Line"?
Valley.
It
is producing big results for some big
don't want to spoil it by trying to comWE
advertisers. For example, we recently offered a
press the whole story of our "Party Line"
Party Line Pattern Book, at $1 a throw. Result:
program into this brief space.
14,928 copies!
Suffice it to say here that "Party Line" is a
Ask PGW, will you? They have the whole story
participating program on the most popular TV
of
this spectacular program.
station anywhere near the great Red River

WDAY-TV
AFFILIATED WITH NBC • CHANNEL 6
FARGO, N. D.
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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INC.,
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We

cover

a wide

range

of sports.

If centaur racing should ever be revived in
Greece, you'll see it on ABC

Television.

We're now covering just about everything
else in the known sports world.
From

The World

Barrel Jumping

Championship at Grossinger's to The
Grand Prix at Monte Carlo. From The
Orange Bowl in Miami to The Sumo
Wrestling Championships in Tokyo.
One program alone— Wide World of Sports
—ranges the globe to provide sports
buffs with some 85 hours of armchair
activity annually.
To this, now add Fight of the Week;
American Football League; Challenge Golf,
starring Arnold Palmer with Gary
Player; Professional Bowlers Tour; plus
sundry specials.
Total: over 275 hours of sports viewing
on ABC Television.
To cover it all, and cover it right, is no
mean athletic feat in itself. In September,
we had some 225 men— sports announcers,
commentators, engineers, camera crews,
etc.— out in the field with 54 cameras
and 18 video tape machines, scattered all
the way from Newport, R. I.,
to Melbourne, Australia.
We treat sports as it should be treated.
As news. Covered in full, in depth. And
in all its global variety.
This furnishes

ABC

watchers

with a

constantly fresh look at the sports
picture. And ABC advertisers with a
constantly intrigued audience.
ABC

Television

Network

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing
NOVEMBER
*Nov. 19 — Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn. dinner meeting at SheratonWest, Los Angeles, 6 p.m. "Forecast for
'63" given by the presidents of three media
associations: Bob Light of Southern California Broadcasters Assn.; Ray Husted of
Magazine Representatives Assn. of Southern
California; Hal Tucker of Los Angeles
Newspaper Representatives Assn. George
McConnell, Anderson-McConnell Adv.
Agency, will preside.
Nov. 19 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon,
Blossom Room, Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.
Dr. Sydney Roslow, The Pulse Inc., New
York, will address the luncheon. His topic
will be: "What Are You? Man or Machine:
ARoslow
Glimpsewillintocomment
the 70's."directly
In addition,
Dr.
on local
problems in the broadcasting field, and will
answer questions posed by a panel of local
advertising executives. Allen Klein, manager of Pulse Pacific Inc., West Coast production and sales office for the company,
will be luncheon chairman.
Nov. 19 — Deadline to file reply comments
at FCC on amendment of Parts 2 and 4 of
the rules to establish a new class of etv
service in the 1990-2110 mc or 2500-2690 mc
frequency band.
Nov.
19-20—Ore.NAB fall conference, SheratonPortland,

Sales Management
Survey of Buying Power — 1961

WRVA-R4DI0
50,000 Watts AM, 1140 KC
200,000 Watts FM, 94.5 MC
Richmond, Virginia

National Representative:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.'

Nov. 20 — Detroit Station Representative
Assn., luncheon meeting, Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel, Cleveland. FCC Commissioner
Robert E. Lee is guest speaker.
•Nov. 20 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters annual fall meeting at the Sheraton-Portland
Hotel, Portland, Ore. The OAB, for the
fifth consecutive general election year,
will host the incumbent and newly elected
members of the Oregon State Legislature
at a meeting.
receptionNAB
concluding
association's
fall
PresidenttheLeRoy
Collins
will be guest speaker at the reception
banquet. Luncheon speaker will be Max
Wales, head of the advertising curriculum
at the University of Oregon School of
Journalism. On the afternoon speaking
program is Richard Montgomery Jr., of the
Portland, Ore., advertising and pr firm of
Richard G. Montgomery & Assoc., who will
lead off the afternoon program schedule.
New OAB officers for 1963 will be elected.
Nov. 23-25 — National Assn. of Television
& Radio Farm Directors (NATRFD) convention at Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Grace Sundell, of Sundell & Assoc., Chicago, will discuss Friday., Nov. 23, "The
TRFD and his Income Tax." Chester Lauck
of "Lum 'n Abner" fame will also address
the convention on Friday. Sandra Lee
Tibeau, the 1963 Dairy Princess, will be
honored guest at Nov. 24 breakfast. Later
that day, panel discussions will consider
Canadian vs. American broadcasting, and
also
discussionTedon Hyman,
whether North
TRFD's Carolina
should
editorialize.
State College, will report on farm broadcasting in Brazil. Peace Corps Director
Sargent Shriver will speak Sun., Nov. 25,
and there will be a panel on good taste in
farm commercials.
Nov. 27-29 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meetings. Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco.
♦Nov. 28 — Hollywood Ad Club Shirtsleeves
Session, "The Name of the Game is Moving
Merchandise," 12 noon-3 p.m., Hollywood
Roosevelt. Ira Laufer, vp and general manager, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., will moderate
panel discussion of radio sales successes.
Panel members: Jim Fulton, vp, Seaboard
Finance; King Harris, vp, Fletcher Richards,
Holden; Ed O'Neill,
account Calkins
executive,& McCann-Erickson;
Warren
Hillgren, advertising manager, Wilshire Oil
Co., Los Angeles.

Nov. 28 — Open meeting of American Society of Magazine Photographers, Auditorium of Foreign Policy Assn., New York, 8
p.m. Gabe Pressman, WNBC New York, and
Morris Ernst, attorney, will discuss Canon
35, ruling of American Bar Assn. which
forbids the taking of photographs in court
rooms.
Nov. 28 — Maine Assn. of Broadcasters annual meeting at the Augusta House, Augusta, Me. Principal speaker will be NAB
President LeRoy Collins, whose address
will be broadcast live by a preliminary
lineup of 25 radio outlets in Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont. Officers for the
new season will be elected.
*Nov. 28-Dec. 2— First International Communications Fair, Coliseum, New York City.
*Nov. 29 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place not set;
"Meet the Creative Team of Gallant Men
with William T. Orr, executive producer of
Warner Bros., as coordinator.
Nov. 29 — The Advertising Research Foundation, midwestern conference, "The Ideas
Behind
Agency
Computers." Ambassador
West Hotel,
Chicago.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences
annual
lampoon
"close-up,"
American Hotel.
Imperial
Ballroom,
New York.
DECEMBER
*Dec. 1 — Deadline for entries for third International Broadcasting Awards competition of Hollywood Ad Club. Entries should
be sent to IBA, P. O. Box 38909, Hollywood
38, Calif.
*Dec. 3-6 — NBC Affiliates Convention opens
Dec. 4 at Americana Hotel, New York City,
preceded
hospitality-orientation
evening
of Dec. 3.byTentative
agenda: Dec. 4,
radio
affiliates meeting, 9:30 a.m., followed by
luncheon for all affiliates at Royal Ballroom; Dec. 5, tv affiliates closed meeting,
9:30 a.m., Versailles Ballroom; luncheon
for all affiliates, Imperial Ballroom; tv
affiliates meeting, 2 p.m. and annual banquet, 6:30 p.m., both at Royal Ballroom.
Dec. 6-7 — 13th national conference of IRE
(Institute of Radio Engineers) professional
group on vehicular communications at the
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, Calif. Some
40 exhibits of base and vehicular radio
equipment
together
with its
control elements,
microwave
links,related
frequency
measure equipment, etc., will be an Important part of the overall conference
agenda. Special guests will be the membership of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers pending the 1963 merger
of these two engineering societies.
Dec. 7— Second annual Chicago awards
banquet of American College of Radio, Frievening,Seven
Grandawards
Ballroom,
Hilton dayHotel.
will beConrad
given
to radio stations; seven to individuals including the radio man and woman of the
year, and one award has been created for
the best live or transcribed radio commercial.
Dec. 10— Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place to be
announced; BBC documentary film, "Television and the World," Collier Young, coordinator.
Dec. creative
11 — Assn.workshop,
of National
first
Hotel Advertisers'
Plaza, New
York. Management techniques in using
creativity in advertising will be subject
of the meet. Among the presentations
scheduled for the workshop session are
"How Can A Client Stimulate Maximum
CreativewillEffectiveness
His Agency?,"
which
be presentedFrom
by Wilson
Shelton
of Compton Adv.; "Guideposts for the
Selection of Creative People" (John Dale,
Dale,— Pitfalls
Elliott &andCo.);
"A Goodin Creative
Idea
Precautions
Getting
Management Approval," (John B. Hunter,
Jr.,
B. F.Efforts
Goodrich
Co.); "Coordinating
Creative
of Marketing
Elements
Within the Company" (Ben Wells, SevenUp Co.); "How to Capitalize on the [CreaBROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

High-rise apartment houses spark the new surge of building in South Florida.
Only

the

sunshine

covers

South

Florida

better

than

WTVJ

WTVJ

South Florida's Largest Daily Circulation

WTVJ®
A WOMETCO

WLOS-TV
WOMETCO
[ENTERPRISES]
INC.

ENTERPRISES, INC. Station
■DS-TV

Represented Nationally

by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

Always
In
New

the

the

Winner

Central

York

Market!

There's no beating the best. It isn't
as if nobody tried. Competition is keen
— and, to give credit where it's due,
competitive programming often merits
real praise.
But when you consider that the programming
service of WSYR-TV is under the direction of
executive personnel with an average of 19 years
broadcasting experience right here in Central New
York, a top talent staff with an understanding of its
job and its audience, and a firmly established
tradition of being several laps ahead of the fieldstaying ahead comes kind of naturally.
WSYR-TV does work at it, however,
steadily and conscientiously. The
results speak for themselves.

BOOK

NOTES

Yankee From the West, by Burton
K. Wheeler (with Paul F. Healy).
Doubleday & Co., New York. 430 pp.
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Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N.Y.
Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
16

tive] Idea with Salesmen, Dealers and
Customers" (Robert Bragarnick, Bragarnick
Inc.), and "How to Stimulate and Direct
EffectivestrongCreativity"
(Max Banzhaf, ArmCork Co.).
Dec. 12 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. 25th anniversary banquet and Christmas party at Beverly Hills Hotel. FCC
Comr. Robert Bartley will be guest of
honor.
*Dec. 14 — Comments due at FCC on proposed allocation of frequencies for space
communications.
Dec. 18 — International Radio & Television
Society's annual Christmas party. Proceeds
to Veterans Hospital Radio & Tv Guild
and the International Radio & Tv Foundation. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 18 — Los Angeles Town Hall luncheon
at Biltmore Hotel. Newton N. Minow, FCC
chairman, is guest speaker.
Dec. 19 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood Palladium, 8 p.m. FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow will participate
in panel discussion of "What Is Right and
What liam
Is Dozier,
WrongScreen
with Gems
Television,"
Wilvp, as with
chairman.
Other panel members are Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver, board chairman of McCannErickson Corp. (International) and president of M-E Productions; Frank P. Fogarty,
executive vp, Meredith Broadcasting Co.,
operators of KCMO-TV Kansas City, KPHOTV Phoenix, WHEN-TV Syracuse and
WOW-TV Omaha; Hubbell Robinson, senior
vp in charge of network programs, CBSTV, and Rod Serling, writer-narrator of
CBS-TV Twlight Zone. Three additional
industry leaders will be recruited to complete the panel.
*Dec. 19 — FCC deadline for comments on
the proposal to reserve chs. 14 & 15 for
land mobile use.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual fall conference, Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh. Theme of the conference is "Marketing inistration
Transition."
and from
regmaterials mayInformation
be obtained
the American Marketing Assn., 27 East
Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.

RIGHTER

& PARSONS

$5.95.
The shape of modern broadcasting
was profoundly influenced by former
Sen. Burton K. Wheeler as chairman of
the Senate Commerce Committee and
as one of the early western progressives.
Older broadcasters will recall vividly
the tongue lashings and pats on the back
they received from this militant politician. They will remember his unrelenting fight against what he felt were
monopoly tactics by the networks.
Sen. Wheeler writes in this memorable book that he received "the most
satisfaction" as chairman of the Commerce Committee where he used his influence "in the exciting new field of
communications."
Like his predecessor, Sen. Clarence
Dill, he encouraged development of CBS
because he felt Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, head of RCA, "wanted a radio
monopoly,
he laterheads
did in
He often warned asnetwork
theytv."were
indulging in too many soap operas and
too much jazz and told them they
should use the airwaves to elevate, not
degrade, the taste of the public.
Praise for Minow ■ Sen. Wheeler said
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

DENVER...
GREAT

Robert T, Person, President of the Public Service Company of Colorado
This investor-owned utility, with a 305% increase in capital investment since 1950, paces the area's dramatic growth.

Since 1950 Denver's population has increased 52%.
Official planning predicts the present census will
be doubled by 1970. This is the dynamic growth
that has made Denver the hub of the exciting young
west. Industry and education flourish under the
guidance of men dedicated to progress . . . men
who are the movers and shapers of the destiny of
this aggressive Rocky Mountain area. KLZ Radio and
Television are proud to contribute to the development of DENVER — GREAT CITY ON THE MOVE!

KLZ-AM-FM-TV
CBS®
1ME-LIFE

DENVER

BROADCAST,
INC.
Represented nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.

CITY

ON

THE

MOVE!

he congratulated FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow for his "vast wasteland"
speech
and criticism
violence. as
"HeI
was trying
to alert of
thetv industry,

Affluent
listeners...

At.44/M. . . KPOL delivers to
advertisers the same type
of adult audience that pays
$5 per seat to enjoy
beautiful music at the
Hollywood Bowl.
This is the lowest adult
cost-per-thousand offered by a
Los Angeles radio station.
KPOL music is a delightful
combination of semi-classical,
musical comedy and
everlasting favorites among
popular tunes.
It's the type of music
that appeals to affluent adults.
Proof— a recent survey
shows that the average KPOL
family income is 20.1%
higher than the Los Angeles
County average.
Result— a long list of
advertising success stories.
For details, call
Fred Custer at WE 8-2345.

KPOL
1540 AM (93.9 FM)
re-presented by Paul Raymer Company
18 (BOOK NOTES)

had done two decades earlier," he said,
adding, "unless the industry improves
the quality of its programming, the people of the United States will demand
censorship of both radio and television."
As to networks, he said they occupied positions of great power and could
compel a local station to carry a soap
opera or dance band. "FCC, at my
prodding," had undertaken a study (in
1941) of the problems involved, leading to network monopoly rules that
"kicked off another great uproar." Congressional hearings followed.
The rules became effective but "despite the calamitous predictions they
have not destroyed network broadcasting and the country has undoubtedly
benefited from their adoption." He
noted that RCA was forced to give up
its Blue Network.
Opposed 500-kw Outlets ■ Chairman
Fly favored licensing 10 or 12 stations
of 500 kw, Sen. Wheeler said, but he
opposed the idea because they would
have all the best programs and thus get
all the business.
He covered the political broadcast
problem this way: "I made clear my
concern about 'equal time' in a conversation with M. H. (Deke) Aylesworth,
then president of NBC, and Ed Craney,
owner of a Butte, Mont., station. I said
a station which gave free time to one
political candidate should give the same
amount of time to all his rivals who had
legally qualified themselves candidates.
"This posed the question of whether
a Communist was entitled to the same
degree of fairness. Aylesworth recalled
that in 1932 NBC had broadcast both
the Republican and Democratic conventions. The Communist Party then
demanded that its convention should be
aired. Aylesworth said they solved the
problem by broadcasting the speech of
William Z. Foster, one of the betterknown commie leaders, but not those of
his comrades. I agreed with this deOn Government Operation ■ Sen.
Wheeler
cision." wants to avoid government operation of broadcasting in this country,
he
said, continuing,
"That'sfewwhywhoI are
am
so anxious
for the chosen
licensed to operate our airwaves to live
up to their responsibilities to the public.
It is the only way to preserve private
ownership."
FDR toprobably
couldn't
been
elected
a third term
had have
not radio
been invented, he said, noting that newspapers were almost unanimous in their
opposition
"A President
not cover 48to orhim.
50 states
unless he canhas
electronic help," he said. "People will
believe what they read in the papers,
in the absence of contrary information."
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In the course of this typical day
Station Manager Ed Pfeiffer
» helps develop new format for
News-Weather-Sports shows
at 6 and 10 p.m. (Makes note
to set up screening for local
ad agencies and advertisers.)
» has phone conference with
program department of rival
network regarding loan of
mobile cruiser for two-week
10,000-mile taping trip.
» goes over equipment maintenance
costs with chief engineer,
i has lunch with Petryman and client
adding
weight spot
to rep's
for important
buy. proposal
j • hires new commercial manager
from Chicago after interviewing
scores of prospects.
• decides to send reporting
team to Pecos, Texas (object:
station-produced documentary
on the Billie Sol Estes case).
• works on countless small and large
jobs
that operation
ultimately ...
affect
the station's
physical
its profit
.. .
its responsibility to the community.
All of which necessitates an
occasional pause for Pfeiffer
to get his second wind. For alas,
he has one more place to go.
Tonight, another awards banquet
for his boss, Mike Shapiro.*
Mr. Our
isPfeiffer
a

pfireball

WFAA-TV
Channel 8 abc
WFAA-AMFM-TV
Communications Center
Broadcast services of
The Dallas Morning News
Represented by
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
* Most recent — 1962 Man of
the Year — from .
Associated Broadcasters
of Texas.

This man

makes

$23,000

He owns

his own

home

He owns

two cars.

a year.

in San Francisco.

He is a drifter.

His company transferred him all over the country. Spot
to spot. Chicago, Atlanta, Memphis. Now, suddenly, he
has a permanent post. San Francisco.
But. He has been a comer-and-goer. An involuntary
drifter. And because of this, he has developed a detached
attitude toward communities. He has become a non-participant. spectator.
A
He is now in the Bay Area with the
chance to sink a deep tap root. But this area is growing
like a flood-tide. The magnetism of California has attracted
hundreds of thousands of new residents: They have
brought with them a similar apathy for their new community. The Bay Area is a community of strangers.
WESTINGHOUSE
KPIX • San Francisco
WBZ • WBZ-TV • Boston
WINS -New York
WJZ-TV • Baltimore

Problem. How do you change this "Community of
Strangers" to a community of neighbors?
Here's what one TV station, KPIX, is doing. One hundred and ten hours of uncommonly enterprising programming have been allocated to probe the Bay Area's
problems; to dramatize its culture, its traditions; to make
the Bay Area citizens care about their community, their
common heritage, their responsibilities as neighbors.
The ability to influence people, project ideas and move
products is characteristic of theWestinghouse Broadcasting CompanyStations. Stations that demonstrate daily that
community responsibility evokes community response.

BROADCASTING COMPANY
KDKA • KDKA-TV • Pittsburgh
KYW • KYW-TV • Cleveland
WOWO • Fort Wayne
WIND • Chicago

OPEN

MIKE

The translator report
editor: . . . Excellent coverage of
translator systems [Special Report,
Oct. 8]. Of course I was particularly
interested in your material on the Gunnison and Lake City area. It was great.
You certainly did a wonderful job in
researching. . . . — Charles A. Page,
manager, Gunnison County Chamber
of Commerce, Gunnison, Colo.
For hot local sales
editor: How to sell more local time
is a question faced by all radio. The
problem was solved by WTIK Durham
with a new station-designed "Sales Motivation Guide" for local time salesmen.
After three years we find that this
system has produced at least 20% more
local sales. We tried everything, including scaled commissions and bonus
plans, but nothing worked until we
found the perfect solution. It stays
hot month after month, and like the
electric light, is real simple once you
have it.

LEADS IN Great things are happening in Indianapolis. From a
sleepy town of some 400,000 in 1938 when WIBC
PROGRESS took to the air, Indianapolis has grown to a bustling
720,000. New office and government buildings, industrial plants, shopping centers and miles of new
homes are graphic evidence of growth. Still to come
are seven Interstate highways, more than any other
American city. Pictured above are the first 30-story
units of the $40 million high-rise Riley Center
apartment project. Working day and night, these
units are to be completed in 1963. A total of 13
major buildings is proposed.

Any station wanting details for next
year should write us (at P.O. Box 1571,
Durham, N. C. Phone 682-9263). I'll
be glad to send information to managers.— H. Tom Morris, general manager, WTIK Durham, N. C.
Photo mixup
editor: I want to thank you for the
comprehensive
story of tvGolden
West's
move into subscription
[the media,
Nov. 12]. It was an excellent article
I'd like to raise one small quib-

LEADS IN WIBC is mighty proud of the growth in Indianapolis . . . the hub of the $5 billion market we serve.
AUDIENCE For that reason we are also working day and night
to provide the increased broadcast services that a
growing community requires. This day and night
effort has earned for WIBC the largest audience
morning, afternoon and evening in Indianapolis and
Indiana.*
*C. E. Hooper, Inc., July, 1962
Pulse Metropolitan Area Survey, April, 1962.
Pulse 46-County Area Survey, April, 1961.

2835 N. Illinois Street
Indianapolis 8, Indiana

50,000
WATTS

WIBC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana
JOHN

22

BLAIR & COMPANY
National Representative

WIBC IS A MEMBER OF
6 THE BLAIR GROUP PLAN

ble . . . . Golden West's president, Bob
Reynolds, was the "victim" of a photo
mixup. . . . — John Asher, advertising
& promotion director, Golden West
Broadcasters, Los Angeles.
[A photograph on file of Robert F. Reynolds,
sports director of WJR-AM-FM Detroit,
was mistakenly used for Robert O. Reynolds, Golden West president, shown here.
Our apologies.]
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murk

The

tasteless diet of "no

comment"

and "too controversial" is poor fare
for a broadcaster to grow on. The
station that stimulates rather than
stupifies is too
the
and
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realm
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rarity. In
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MONDAY

MEMO

from DONALD C. GRAVES, vp, Zimmer, Keller & Calvert, Detroit

Some
problems in broadcasting from an agencyman's viewpoint
There is a saying that the world is nalized because they won't sell their But by the very nature of our human
content with words and few take the wares at more than one fixed price; the society, we also know that sooner or
later we must change. We must change
trouble to look into the nature of things.
are often
hurt cut
because
cloth who
is too
to fitthethe"local"
need
for a purpose . . . and that purpose in
The author is unknown, but certainly reps
radio is for the sake of change. This
rather than the right; not to mention
not his intended meaning.
the agency which is suddenly asked to is one of the few businesses where "for
Let's look at some areas that deeply
affect broadcasters, agencies and their accept a penalty for services it is pre- the sake of" is all the justification necessary to do it— assuming, of course, that
pared to give stations.
clients and deserve our "looking into
No one has ever yet been able to what we do builds audience and makes
the nature of things."
Broadcaster and agency relations: explain the need for the dual rate sys- sales opportunities available.
But it is not enough just to produce
tem— only why it exists and the difficulThe very tone of that lead line is so
ty in eliminating it. The proof that a an audience. The guidepost of numbroad as to invite hundreds of words
bers indicates the great strength of the
single rate system works best for all
of vague pontification of which a summodern radio sound. However, the
can be found in the hundreds of marmary might be, "Love thy neighbor as
sameness of this sound throughout a
kets, large and small, where it flourishthyself." But far better would be these
day on a given station suggests cause
es. The lost art of local experimentawords: "Know better thy neighbor and
for mutual alarm. If it is true that
something other than commercials is
thyself."
tion: What's happened? Is our commerAn industry is the sum total of its
the fundamental service sought by the
cial
demand
so
great
we
can't
stretch
any
great strengths and great weaknesses.
more for a new or a better or a different?
listener, then, to a great extent, the
Unless we're aware of one another's
listener is prepared emotionally for a
In our early days of television we ran
strengths and weaknesses, how can we
commercial by its carrier . . . the music
fast
with
two-folds
and
staple
guns
and
work most efficiently and effectively for made wondrous new things happen that format or whatever. And if the carrier,
our common goal — helping make sales the networks could enhance and develop
for our mutual client, the advertiser?
further. In radio we searched with by its lack of variation, invites secondary listening habits, then the commerThe only way to do it is for those
sound and system and trial and error
cial, too, must fight — not only for the
of us who work with the stations and
to extend that most personal of all sale, but for attention — to an extent
the networks to consider it part of our media.
greater than we have a right to expect
responsibility to know better what goes
Where else but at the local level can
of it in its few short seconds of active
on over there — to know the basic this creative research take place? The
exposure. Give me six listeners who
strengths of their system and be able methods and the talents of those in are actively engaged in listening to ten
to take advantage of them; to know the front of and behind the cameras and listeners who are passively or merely
basic weaknesses so we can work
mikes can be extended further only subconsciously aware. Better still, why
around them, if need be, or help shore
not ten who are active? Radio can do
them up, if possible. The same goes for through the facilities of the still and al- it ... It did it for a generation!
ways
most
important
element
in
broadyou in broadcast as it relates to us. We
I certainly appreciate the opportunity
cast today — the local station.
The real future of broadcast rests to express a few thoughts about our muhave weaknesses and we know it. It's
up to you to help us face them, to work
tual concerns. The ideas expressed,
with the things not yet tried and not
with them and, when possible, improve
however, are my own.
them.
yetThe
done.passive listening habit: This,
To you in the radio and television
field, my thanks for all you have made
Double rate system: I've seen what to me, is the most monstrous concern
possible for me to learn from you in
is, in my opinion, the genuine injustice facing radio today. As businessmen, we
of double rates from both sides of the can all understand the temptation when
the past . . . and for all I have yet to
street. To me the double rate system
something is working to keep doing it. learn from you in the future.
continues to be one of the most serious
problems our combined industry faces.
No one benefits from it, not even the
recipient of the so-called local rate. We
Donald C. Graves is vice president
have all seen too many regional and
and account supervisor at Zimnational compaigns destroyed by the
mer, Keller & Calvert Inc., Dethoughtless application of a rate structroit. He is also a member of the
ture that contradicts every yardstick of
good practice.
agency's executive committee and
plans board. The food and bevThe whole marketing group is affecterage account group that Mr.
ed: the manufacturer whose confidence
Graves heads is involved in all
in his agency and media is disturbed
phases of broadcast activity. He
because he must contend with the rehas been closely associated with
sulting turmoil, suspicion and unrest of
radio and television for 15 years.
branches, franchises and brokers; the
Initially a creative man, he joined
brokers, wholesalers and franchise
Zimmer, Keller & Calvert in 1955
holders who are forced to invest otheras an account executive.
wise valuable selling time in "shopping"
and who are unwisely encouraged to
make decisions with rates as the only
guidepost; the stations that are pe24
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...WABC

proudly

lent

Before the first note of music was heard, New York's Lincoln
Center had been a community undertaking which involved
many people. One member of that community, WABC Radio,
knowing the financial obligations still facing the Center, utilized over 100 prime time newscasts to urge its listeners to
attend the fund raising concerts at Philharmonic Hall. When
this first permanent building of Lincoln Center opened its
doors, thousands of New Yorkers attended. Thousands more
heard the dramatic story of Lincoln Center told by the people
who shared in its conception on WABC's documentary series
"Challenge '62." Thus, in New York, WABC extended a wel-

a

helping

hand!

coming hand to its new neighbor— Lincoln Center. This community action programming on the part of WABC is typical
of the way the six ABC Owned Radio Stations respond to the
needs of their communities. It is also a good reason why each
ABC Owned Radio Station has won deep community respect.
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Top 50 cut-off rises
J. Walter Thompson Co. this year
set new highs in billing with an estimated $133 million in the radio and
television combination.
The record level tops JWT's $126
million in 1960, the previous high, and
is $8 million ahead of the pace the
agency set in 1961.
In its billing thrust upward Thompson broke a few previous records for
the 1 1 consecutive years Broadcasting
has surveyed the leading broadcast
agencies.
The agency has been No. 1 for five
straight years, another first. In the
years 1952-62, BBDO was on top in
1952 and 1953. Young & Rubicam
reigned supreme three years in succession (1954-56). McCann-Erickson was
No. 1 in 1957 and JWT took over from
then on.
New Firsts ■ Thompson's new peaks
made it the first agency to reach the
$123 million level in tv only, and the
first to attain $97 million in network
tv. Its combined radio-tv total this year
is more than three times the broadcast
volume reported in 1952 by the then
leader, BBDO ($40 million). BBDO
itself this year billed 2Vi times its 1952
total, or $100 million, in radio-television combined.
JWT was well ahead of the nearest
contenders. Ted Bates & Co., which in
the past enjoyed a marked rise each
year in its radio-tv billing, for the first
time appeared to be at a plateau. But
its $115 million was high enough to
rank it in second place.
BBDO, which similarly leveled off,
maintained its No. 3 spot by billing
$100 million. But just behind it was
Leo Burnett, which scored the highest
increase of any agency over its 1961
mark, up nearly $23 million, from
$75.6 million in 1961 to $98.5 million
in 1962.
Burnett modestly attributed its spectacular and sustained rise to higher tv
billings, both network and spot. Significantly, the agency's broadcast share
of overall billing went up from last
year's 59% to a new total of 68.2%.
Its new ranking in the No. 4 spot compares with seventh place last year.
The prominent displacement from the
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

50

to put

at $115
from

$7

FOR

radio-tv

million,

FIFTH

total

BBDO's

to $7.7

million,

top echelons of this year's top 50 radiotv agency list: McCann-Erickson, which
reporting in at $66.3 million dropped
from fifth to 10th place. M-E for 1962
broke out the billing separately of its
sister agency, McCann-Marschalk. But
had the totals been combined, as they
were in 1961, M-E still would have declined to seventh place.
Also on the level maintained by
Bates, BBDO and Burnett was Young
& Rubicam which billed $97.2 million
and is in the No. 5 spot. Next in rank
but on a lower level: Benton & Bowles,
No. 6 with $84 million, and followed
closely by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample at
$75 million; William Esty at $72 million; Compton with $71 million, and
then McCann-Erickson.
Television's continued rise as an advertising medium made it the sturdy
leader in the upward climb of most
agencies reporting an improvement in
their position.
Radio, however, continued to get less
attention among the top 50 but remained once again a high billing medium for such majors as N. W. Ayer,
BBDO, William Esty, JWT, Young &
Rubicam and McCann-Erickson.
At the lower end of the top 50, the
ever-increasing "median" in combined

The biggest agencies
In...

at $126
$100

YEAR
million

million

survey

third

shows

radio-tv billings lifted the "cut-off" level
from $7 million in 1961 to $7.7 million this year. Two agencies, Honig,
Cooper & Harrington and Fletcher
Richards, Calkins & Holden, though
close to or just over the $7 million mark
in radio-tv this year failed to place in
the 50 list.
Following, in alphabetical order, are
brief individual descriptions of the
agencies in 1962's top 50 list:
N. W. Ayer & Son: Combined tv-radio
billing $65 million; $45 million in television ($20.5 million in network, $24.5
million in spot); $20 million in radio
($2.5 million in network, $17.5 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 40%.
Ayer has posted a gain of some $2
million over 1961 radio-tv billings. The
agency's tv-radio share of overall billing remains a stable 40%. The biggest
account acquired this year was U. S.
Rubber Tire Co. ($5 million in total
billings). Other new accounts: Pharmaceutical Industry Advertising Program
and the Elliot Co., Div. of Carrier Corp.
No accounts were resigned or lost.
Major Ayer clients in network tv:
Corning (Alfred Hitchcock, Mr. Ed,
Saturday Night at the Movies) ; Ameri-

in these categories

Billings

. . . Total broadcast billings

Agency . . .
J. Walter Thompson

...Total television billings

J. Walter Thompson

$133 million
$123 million

. . . Tv network billings

J. Walter Thompson
Ted Bates
N. W. Ayer

$97 million
$47.7 million

. . . Tv spot billings
. . . Total radio billings

$20 million

. . . Rad;o network billings
. . . Radio spot billings

Campbell-Ewald
N. W. Ayer

. . . Biggest gain during year

Leo Burnett

$4 million
$17.5 million
up $22.9 million
27

can Telephone & Telegraph {Bell Science Series, Bell Telephone Hour) ;
Plymouth (Fair Exchange, Ozzie & Harriet, It's a Man's World, Roy Rogers,
Saints & Sinners, Eleventh Hour, Untouchables, Saturday Night at the Movies); Breck (Going My Way); Johnson & Johnson's Arrestin (Gunsmoke,
The Nurses); Insurance Co. of North
America (Saturday Night at the Movies,
Sunday Night Movie), Du Pont Lucite
(Show of the Week).
Ayer's active tv spot clients are Atlantic, Cannon, Corning, Du Pont, Bissell, Hills Bros., Howard Johnson, First
Pennsylvania Co., Ohio Oil, Michigan
Bell, Sealtest, Pharmaco, Johnson &
Johnson and Breck.
The following clients are radio advertisers in network and/or spot: Atlantic,
Du Pont, Howard Johnson, Castle &
Cook, First Pennsylvania, Hills Bros.,
Steinway, Philadelphia Bulletin, Lees
carpets, Plymouth-Valiant, Ohio Oil,
Michigan Bell, Sealtest, Hamilton, Pharmaco and Breck.
Ted Bates & Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $115 million; $110.5 million in
television ($62.8 million in network,
$47.7 million in spot); $4.5 million in
radio ($60,000 in network, $4.44 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 83%.
Bates, the second biggest broadcast
agency, leveled off in 1962. After
climbing a total of $22.5 million in
broadcast in 1960 and 1961, the agency's tv-radio billing has declined $2.5
million from last year's $117.5 million.
Despite this drop, Bates' broadcast share
of total billing is the same as a year
ago, 83%. Its client list also has remained stable, with no major accounts
lost or acquired.
Bates' top dozen network tv clients
are: American Chicle (ABC-TV's Untouchables, Gallant Men and others);
American Home Products, participations in 22 daytime and nighttime programs, including the Sugar Bowl football game; Brown & Williamson, nine
shows and two bowl games, and Carter
Products, minutes in CBS News shows,
and nine ABC-TV series.
Colgate-Palmolive is in 11 network
series and three bowl games. Continental Baking (Captain Kangaroo);
Food Manufacturers (Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade on NBC-TV) ; Louis
Marx, six daytime series on three networks; Mobil Oil, in four ABC-TV
series; C. Schmidt & Sons (Make That
Spare) ; Standard Brands, ABC-TV daytime programming and CBS-TV's Morning Plan; Warner-Lambert, ABC-TV
daytime, CBS-TV Morning Plan, two
CBS-TV news shows and four ABC-TV
nighttime series.
Bates' leading spot tv users: American Chicle, American Home Products,
28 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

TOP

50

AGENCIES

All dollar figures are millions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

J. Walter Thompson
Ted Bates
BBDO

31.
32.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
■50.

I

84
98.5
$133

Leo Burnett
Young & Rubicam
Benton & Bowles
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
William Esty

97.2
75

Compton
McCann-Erickson
N. W. Ayer
Lennen & Newell
Foote,
D'Arcy Cone & Belding
Grey
14. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
15. Kenyon & Eckhardt
16.
17.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Billing
Combined
Broadcast

!

115
100

7.
9.
10.8.
11.
12.
13.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

■ ■■■■■■

Norman, Craig & Kummel
Campbell-Ewald
Campbell-Mithun
Needham, Louis & Brorby
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Cunningham & Walsh
Maxon
Wade
Gardner
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan
Doyle Dane Bernbach
Tatham-Laird
Parkson
W. B. Doner
McCann-Marschalk
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
Geyer, Morey, Ballard
Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Fuller & Smith & Ross
Grant
Donahue & Coe
D. P. Brother
Post, Morr & Gardner
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton
Clinton E. Frank
Edward Weiss
Reach, McClinton
North
Papert, Koenig, Lois
Mogul, Williams & Saylor
Warwick & Legler
MacManus, John & Adams

71
66.3
72
60.5
65
57.3
39
47.8
46.5
40
34.2
32
28.6
23.98
23.7
23
22.05
21.8
20.65

:

19.7
19.6
16.3
15.6
13.6
14.5
13.6
13.1
12.6
12.2
12
11.9
11.2
11.2
10
11
10.2
9.6
9.54
9.15
8.7
8.9
7.7

NOTE: For top 50 rankings of former years see
BROADCASTING Yearbook.
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AND

Total
1V
$123
110.5
83
93.1
88.1
82
67
60
70.7
51.8
45
58
51.6
42
42
39
30
31.1
26
21.86
18.12
22.6
17.5
20.3
21.3
16.22
17
16.3
13.3
14.3
14.5
8.5
9
10.3
8.4
7.9
10.3
9
10
8.7
7.8
9
9.5
8.2
1 9.1
9.35
9.1
6.8
5.7
5.4

Tv
Network
$97
62.8
53
59.2
64
49
41
54
40.7
34.9
20.5
42
40.3
29.7
35
23
12
19.6
21
12.65
14.26
9.8
8
19.25
13.7
3.97
3.9
12
7
7.2
13.7
4
3.3
6.1
3.9
5.6
8.5
1.5
5.4
8.7
3.2
1.5
7
5
4.8
5.58
6.5
2.9
4.85
3.3

Tv
bpot
47.7
$26
30
33.9
24.1
33
26
6
30
16.9
24.5
16
11.3
12.3
7
16
18
11.5
5
9.21
3.86
12.8
9.5
1.05
7.6
12.25
13.1
4.3
6.3
7.1
0.8
4.5
5.7
4.2
4.5
2.3
1.8
7.5
4.6
4.6
7.5
2.5
3.2
4.3
3.77
2.6
3.9
0.85
2.1

THEIR

Total
Radio
174.5
$105.4
9.1
2
8
12
0.3
14.5
20
2.5
5.7
5.8
4.5
1
9
3.1
6
6.74
5.86
1.1
5.5
1.75
0.5
4.43
2.7
3.3
3
1.3
5.1
4.6
2.8
4.2
4.6
1.9
3
1.9
2.5
3.4
2
0.7
1.8
0.5
0.19
0.05
2.1
3
2.3

1962

Radio
Network
0.06
21.3
3.5
1
2 $2
2
0.1
0.7
2.5
0.7
0.3
20.1
4
1.38
1.37
0.1
0.5
0.35
0.22
0.7
0.9
0.2
0.5
0.1
2.2
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.9
0.5
0.9

2
0.7

RADIO-TV

Radio
Spot
4.44
15
$ 8
4.1
5.6
1
106
0.2
13.8
17.5
2.5
5
5.8
4.2
0.9
7
3.1
2
5.36
4.49
1
51.4
0.5
4.21
2
2.4
3
1.1
4.6
4.5
2.8
2
4.4
1.5
2.5
1.6
2
2.5
1.5
0.7
0.9
0.5
0.19
0.05
2.1
1
1.6

BILLINGS
Billing
Droaacdbi
Broadcast
Share of
Billing
Change
- 2.($)
5
Total
0.
47%
From 19618
Agency's
83%
40%
$+ 8
68.2%
47%
75%
70%
+22.9
+ 1.5
80%
70%
40%
40%
59%
54%
62%
50%
60%
44%
70%
33%
52%
53%
47%
55%
63%
82%
41.5%
70%
34%
25%
61%
85%
80%
37%
81.4%
28%
52%
25%
40%
35%
33%
69%
55%
50%
51%
40%
56%
70%
49%
36%
16%

1
+ 5.7
t
+12.4
+12
++ 23.8
+ 5.8
+ 0.8
+ 0.3
+ 9.5
-+10.6
4.82
- 0 4.5
+ 8.7
+ 9.6
++++
+

3.6
73.05
2.5
0.6
2.04
1.5

- 3
+ 05
- t0.9
+ 1
+
++

0.4
0.1
21.9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
108
9
11
12
13
15
14
16
17
18
20
19
21
22
23
25
24
26
28
27
30
29
31
32
34
35
36
37
38
40
39

+ 0.1
+- 34.5
0.4
+ 0.2
+
+
+

0.2
*
0.6
0.5
*
0

42
43
45
44
46
47
48
50
49

indicates agency was not listed in top 50 last year.
fAgencies McCann-Erickson and McCann-Marschalk,
formerly totaled together as McCann-Erickson, are
now separated in accord with the agencies' policies
(see capsules).
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TOP

50 BROADCAST

AGENCIES

American Sugar, Brown & Williamson,
Carter Products, Chase National Bank,
Colgate-Palmolive, Food Manufacturers, International Latex, Louis Marx,
Mobil Oil, National Biscuit, C. Schmidt
& Sons, Scott Paper, Standard Brands,
Warner-Lambert and Waterman-Bic.
Theicanagency's
spot radio
users:
AmerChicle, American
Home
Products,
American Sugar, Brown & Williamson,
Colgate-Palmolive, Continental Baking
and Standard Brands.
BBDO: Combined tv-radio billing $100
million; $83 million in television ($53
million in network, $30 million in
spot); $17 million in radio ($2 million
in network, $15 million in spot); tvradio share of overall billing: 40%.
BBDO is at the total dollar level
it reached in last year's upward thrust.
And the network-spot relationship has
changed only a bit: Network tv is up
a shade and spot down slightly. Radio
surprisingly is up some $200,000.
This agency still leads from strength
— a total domestic billing at the $250
million mark. In network tv alone,
BBDO ranks with the very top of the
majors. During the year, the agency's
client list remained steady. It lost Chun
King, Sheaffer Pen and the General
Mills' Cake Mixes account but picked
up A. C. Gilbert, Alberto-Culver (heavy
in tv), Olin Mfr., Fabro and U. S.
Travel Service.

continued

BBDO's major network tv accounts
include DuPont {Show of the Week on
NBC-TV), Campbell (Lassie on CBSTV), U. S. Steel (U. S. Steel Hour on
CBS-TV), Armstrong Cork Co. (Circle
Theater on CBS-TV, General Electric
(General Electric True on CBS-TV),
Pepsi-Cola, American Tobacco, Lever
Bros., Philco, Schaefer Beer, Philco
Warner-Lambert, Alberto-Culver Liberty Mutual, Dodge, Gallo Wine and
Autolite.
These are the advertisers also heavy
in spot tv, particularly Campbell, Pepsi,
American Tobacco, Lever, WarnerLambert, Alberto-Culver and Dodge,
among others.
Radio spending comes from such advertisers as Rexall, Pepsi, American
Tobacco, Campbell, Schaefer Beer,
Dodge and Gallo.
Benton & Bowles: Combined radio-tv
billing $84 million; $82 million in television ($49 million in network, $33
million in spot); $2 million in radio
($1 million in network, $1 million in
spot); share of overall billing: 75%.
A continued strong showing in network tv program buying and spot billing has kept Benton & Bowles in the
front ranks of broadcast agencies. General Foods, Procter & Gamble, S. C.
Johnson, Philip Morris, Texaco, Florida
Citrus Commission and Norwich Pharmacal Co. are among the advertisers

1. America's rise to a world power was not the result
of chance. 2. And in the future keen minds will be
needed with the best possible college education, if
we are to hold our role of leadership. 3. But shortages

providing most of the radio-tv billings.
B&B is about $1 million above
last year's pace. In network tv, the
agency has moved up some $6 million
despite P&G's Tide account loss that
was effective last March. Spot tv is
down a few million. Much of this sluggish movement can be attributed to
Norwich's billing switching from spot
to network this year, and Tide's loss
to spot as well as to the network totals
of B&B.
The agency is agency of record for
Rifleman and Ben Casey on ABC-TV
for P&G; on Red Skelton Show on CBSTV for Philip Morris and S. C. Johnson; on the Jackie Gleason vehicle on
CBS-TV for Philip Morris; on Dick
Van Dyke on CBS-TV for P&G, and
on Danny Thomas and Andy Griffith
Shows both CBS-TV and both for
General Foods.
In addition, the agency participates
in several other nighttime and daytime
shows on behalf of its blue-chip network tv advertiser list. Spot tv advertisers include P&G, General Foods,
Parliament (Philip Morris brand), S.
C. Johnson among others. Philip Morris and Norwich have been more active
in radio.
D. P. Brother & Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing: $11.2 million; $8.7 million in
television (all in network), $2.5 million
in radio ($500,00 in network and $2
million in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 33%.
Brother's broadcast billing continued

are closing in around our colleges — we need more
facilities and competent professors. 4. The cost of
leadership is going up. Give to the college of your
choice.

Ayer-made commercial urges viewers to support U.S. colleges
A new tv announcement in supers to "give to the college of your
times as many people saw the mesport of higher education has been
sages in the first six months as
Noting the extent of exposure for watched the top 15 shows in any
prepared by N. W. Ayer & Son, Philone week.
choice."
adelphia, volunteer agency in assothe
organization's announcements in
ciation with the Advertising Council
Voluntary contributions to the
the past, Ayer said tv home impresfor the Council for Financial Aid to
sions in the campaign from January
1,032
colleges, universities, profesEducation Inc., New York. The
to July 1962 are equal to 63 weeks
sional and specialized institutions
commercial is part of the continuing
of the highest rated shows on the that participate in the program have
air, or, stated another way, four
campaign that is calling upon viewpassed $1 billion, Ayer reported.
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One of the world's great conductors, Eugene
Ormandy, leading the Philadelphia Orchestra in a full-hour television concert of American music. Produced by Philadelphia'sTVIO
at the city's world famous Academy of Music,
"Eugene Ormandy's Sound of America" was
seen in prime evening time on all five CBS
Owned stations. And subsequently, as part
of CBS Television Stations' second InternaCBS TELEVISION

STATIONS,

tional Program Exchange, it was enjoyed by
millions more viewers in eight other nations.
Imaginative, venturesome-the Eugene
Ormandy broadcast is just one example of
local programming of extraordinary stature
and scope. But Philadelphians have long
known who consistently broadcasts programs of the highest interest and the widest
appeal. CBS Owned WCAU-TV. . . that's who!
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about the same during 1962 except the
agency spent no money this year in
spot television. It bought Garry Moore
Show for Oldsmobile and Laramie for
AC Spark Plug.
In radio Brother used Lowell Thomas on CBS for Oldsmobile and bought
spot for this account too, as well as for
AC Spark Plug, Harrison Radiator and
GM Guardian Maintenance.
Brother resigned the Holiday Inns
account and acquired Macabbees Mutual Life Insurance Co., GM Ternstedt
Division and General Motors Corp.'s
public relations institutional.
Leo Burnett Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $98.5 million; $93.1 million in
television ($59.2 million in network,
$33.9 million in spot); $5.4 million in
radio ($1.3 million in network, $4.1
million in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 68.2%.
Burnett once again raised its broadcast billing and broadcast share by significant amounts this year, attributable
entirely to much higher network and
spot tv billings. Radio buying fell off
by nearly $1 million.

Burnett's total tv spending jumped
nearly $24 million this year to a new
high of $93.1 million, with the agency's
broadcast share increasing to 68.2%
over last year's 59%.
Burnett's network tv spenders include
Kellogg with Dennis the Menace, Beverly Hillbillies, To Tell the Truth and
What's My Line? and Philip Morris with
Alfred Hitchcock Presents, CBS NewsWalter Cronkite, Rawhide and Route
66. Others include Allstate with The
Defenders, Campbell Soup Co. with
Loretta Young Theatre, Pillsbury with
Ed Sullivan Show and Fair Exchange
and Procter & Gamble with Car 54,
Gunsmoke and Search for Tomorrow.
All of these clients are spot tv adver-

Dairy saves
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tisers too, with Kellogg using Huckleberry Hound, Yogi Bear and Quick
Draw McGraw syndicated properties
each on more than 150 stations. Other
spot tv accounts include Commonwealth Edison, Green Giant, Hoover,
Motorola, Pure Oil, Santa Fe, Schlitz,
Star-Kist and Sunkist.
Burnett's radio account list includes
Allstate, Campbell, Green Giant, Kellogg, Philip Morris, Pillsbury, Procter
& Gamble, Schlitz Brewing, Star-Kist
and Sunkist.
Accounts dropped by Burnett this
year include Chrysler Corp. (corporate), Cracker Jack Co., Sugar Information Inc. and Tea Council of U. S. A.
Burnett acquired the account of Hilton
Credit Corp.
Campbell-Ewald Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $32 million; $26 million in television ($21 million in network; $2
million in spot); $6 million in radio
($4 million in network, $2 million in
spot); television-radio share of overall
billing: 33%.
Campbell-Ewald's broadcast spending continued at about the same level
this year as last. Chevrolet is running
with Bonanza, My Three Sons and
Route 66 on network tv and news
shows on both CBS and NBC radio
networks plus participations on the Keystone network. Chevrolet also is using
radio spot.
Also placing network tv through
Campbell-Ewald are United Motors
Service for Wide World of Sports and
various football bowl games. Florida
Citrus Commission for Price Is Right,
Make Room for Daddy and Play Your
Hunch and General Motors Corp. for
a Danny Kaye special. Spot tv advertisers include National Bank of Detroit
and Delco Products. United Motors
Service also is a major radio network

hay in Baltimore

A 90-minute television program
rather than an open house is the way
Green Spring Dairy of Baltimore has
decided to show off its expanded and
modernized plant.
A tape and film television commercial will guide viewers through
the plant during a showing on
WBAL-TV Baltimore of "The Golden Age of Comedy," a film feature
chosen for its appeal to adults and
children. Other commercials will be
directed toward selling dairy products. (The last pitch concludes with a
pie in the face for the announcer.)
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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tv tour
The dairy selected television on
the recommendation of Emery Advertising Corp., its agency, which
suggested tv would be cheaper than
a tour and open house and that
through the visual medium half a
million persons might see what Green
Spring Dairy had accomplished
rather than the five thousand or so
expected to attend an ordinary open
house.
Other savings were expected from
future use of film shot for the tour
commercial in showings before civic
and school groups.

and spot advertiser.
During the year Campbell-Ewald
picked up the Florida Citrus Commission and dropped Goebel Brewing.
Campbell-Mithun: Combined tv-radio
billing $28.6 million; $21.86 million in
television ($12.65 million in network,
$9.21 million in spot); $6.74 million in
radio ($1.38 million in network, $5.36
million in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 52%.
Campbell-Mithun increased both its
broadcast billing and broadcast share
of overall billing in 1962, principally
in television. The agency's tv-radio
spending jumped $9.6 million over 1961
and its broadcast share moved up to
52% from a previous 48%.
Major clients in network tv include
American Dairy Assn. with Ozzie &
Harriet, Hamm's Sing Along With
Mitch and Wilson Sporting Goods'
string of golf specials. Gold Seal Co.
has participation in the NBC-TV Tonight Show plus various others on CBSTV and ABC-TV while Pillsbury's list
includes Ed Sullivan Show, Pillsbury
Bake-Off, As the World Turns, Houseparty, Password, Millionaire, Edge of
Night plus participations on ABC-TV
and NBC-TV programs.
Campbell-Mithun's tv-radio spot list
includes Admiral, American Dairy
Assn., Bubble Up Corp., Chun King,
Gold
Co.,Iowa
Hamm's,
Des
MoinesSeal
Bank,
Power Iowa
& Light,
Kroger, Lake Products, Larsen Co.,
Mishawake, Montgomery Ward, National LP Gas, Northern States Power,
Northwest Airlines, Northwestern National Bank, Pillsbury, Top Value,
Tradewell Stores and Wilson Sporting
Goods. Tv spot list also includes Trane
Co., Minnesota & Ontario Paper, Maito-Meal and Lorvic Corp.
Campbell-Mithun dropped Helene
Curtis during the year; acquired Toro
Mfg. Co., Chun King, Dairy Queen National Development Co. and Malaya.
Compton Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing $71 million; $70.7 million in television ($40.7 million in network, $30
million in spot); $300,000 in radio
($100,000 in network, $200,000 in
spot);
tv-radio
share of overall billing
is estimated
at 70%.
Compton expanded its participation
in radio-tv from 65% to 70% of its
overall expenditures and, accordingly
placed an additional $12 million in these
media in 1962 as compared with 1961.
Network television picked up $12 million over the 1961 level.
The heavy network spenders at
Compton are Procter & Gamble and
Alberto-Culver, both of whom participate in a host of daytime programs and
several nighttime programs. P&G advertises on ABC-TV's Wagon Train and
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A scene from Gilbert & Sullivan's operetta
classic, "The Mikado," as performed by the
students of Evanston Township High School,
and broadcast during 90 minutes of prime
time on Chicago's Television 2, as part of its
regular "Repertoire Theatre" series. Reception? Fit for an Emperor! Variety, for example, called the show "Remarkable. Superb."
And then went on with special applause for
CBS TELEVISION

STATIONS,

"the handsome mounting of the production,
the impeccable staging, first-rate setting and
costumes, and near-perfect camera work."
A perceptive eye for what's happening on
the local scene — that's what makes community service programming effective, exciting.
And that, among other things, is what makes
CBS Owned WBBM-TV the year-in, year-out
favorite station of viewers in the Chicago area.
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Men at Work and Alberto-Culver on
Wagon Train and ABC-TV's Combat.
Other nighttime network sponsors include Gulton Industries, American
Dairy Assn., Schick Safety Razor Co.
(see story p. 62) and Consolidated
Cigar Co.
Important spot radio-tv advertisers
are P&G., Alberto-Culver, Nalley's
Foods, Quaker Oats, Guild Wines and
Wilson Meats.
Cunningham & Walsh: Combined tvradio billing $23 million; $17.5 million
in television ($8 million in network,
$9.5 million in spot); $5.5 million in
radio ($500,000 in network, $5 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 55%.
Broadcast billing at Cunningham &
Walsh continued to decline with tv off
$3.5 million and radio down $2 million.
Top network advertisers are Andrew
Jergens and
with Sinners,
participations
NBC-TV's
Saints
11th inHour,
Wide
Country, Saturday Night At The Movies, The Virginian and Jack Paar Show,
as well as daytime series; American
Home Products with daytime participations and American Machine & Foundry. A heavy spot radio account is
Salada Tea.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample: Combined
tv-radio billing $75 million; $67 million
in television ($41 million in network,
$26 million in spot); $8 million in radio ($2 million in network, $6 million
in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 70%
D-F-S again showed substantial gains
in its broadcast billings, with increases
in both radio and tv. While the agency
lost Coty and Swift (Pard Dog Food)
during the year, it acquired American
Cyanamid, Standard Oil of California
and Brown Foreman. Among the agency's largest broadcast users is Sterling
Drug with time in Perry Mason and
Route 66 on CBS-TV and Dr. Kildare
and Sam Benedict on NBC-TV. Other
major broadcast users are Fritos with an
extensive daytime participation schedule
on NBC-TV as well as buys in the
Virginian and Wide Country and General Mills with time in Captain Gallant. These advertisers as well as P&G,
Falstaff Brewing, Peter Paul, and Best
Foods division of Corn Products also
use spot tv and radio.
D'Arcy Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing
$39 million; $30 million in tv ($12 million in network, $18 million in spot);
$9 million in radio ($2 million in network, $7 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 44%.
D'Arcy's radio and tv expenditures
jumped more than $10 million in 1962,
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attributed largely to allocating a larger
portion of its spending into these media.
Its broadcast share increased from 35%
in 1961 to 44% in 1962.
The agency acquired two broadcastoriented accounts during the year —
Knox Gelatin and Colgate-Palmolive
(Wildroot) — which added $5 million
to D'Arcy's overall billing and retained
its old-line accounts. D'Arcy strengthened its spot television investment by
about $6 million.
The agency was represented in nighttime tv on CBS-TV's Mr. Ed for Studebaker Packard, and on CBS-TV's Perry
Mason,
DobieshowGillis
and NBC-TV's
Mitch Miller
for Colgate
(Halo).
Advertisers active in daytime tv and
spot radio and tv were such clients as
Colgate-Palmolive
(Halo), Anheuser-

CandyGram for tv
Television will be the major
medium in the 1963 advertising
of CandyGram, accounting for
about 85% of the company's advertising budget, which Irving
Reiss, executive secretary, said
would be $300,000 to $400,000.
The new campaign, started last
week in 28 cities, uses a new
musical jingle and a newly-created animated tv commercial.
After the holiday push, the firm
plans an expanded tv schedule of
20-second spots and I.D.'s. CandyGram distributes gift-box chocolates through Western Union.
Cole Fisher Rogow, Beverly Hills,
Calif., is the CandyGram agency.

Busch, Gerber Baby Foods and American Oil Co. Other advertisers active
in spot tv and radio were Royal Crown
Cola and Lenox China.
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield
Inc.: Combined broadcast billing $19.7
million; $17 million in television ($3.9
million in network, $13.1 million in
spot); $2.7 million in radio ($700,000
in network, $2 million in spot); share
of total agency billing: 70%.
DCSS' broadcast billing jumped $1.5
million in 1962 over 1961 despite the
loss of the Better Vision Institute account, atv user. The agency acquired
several new broadcast clients, including Quinton Co. (Sucrets) and Airwick
Brands Inc.
DCSS has three brewing company accounts, Naragansett Brewing, Jackson
Brewing and Geo. Wiedemann Brewing,
which used network tv on a regional
basis in 1962. Other network tv accounts are Chesebrough-Pond's Cutex

Div. (occasional participations on various networks), Noxema Chemical Co.
(participations on NBC-TV), and Bristol-Myers Co. (mainly sports programs
on all three networks).
Spot tv clients included Grove Labs,
Kimberly-Clark, Shelton Inc., BristolMyers,
Chesebrough-Pond's,
C. F.
Mueller Co.,
Jackson Brewing, Eastman
Chemical Co., and Quinton Co.
Bristol-Myers and Grove Labs used
network radio (CBS and ABC). These
advertisers also used spot radio, along
with Chesebrough-Pond's, Eastman
Chemical, Jackson Brewing, Mueller
Co., Narragansett and Wiedemann
Brewing companys.
Donahue & Coe: Combined radio-tv
billing $11.9 million; $10 million in tv
($5.4 million in network, $4.6 million
in spot); $1.9 million in radio ($300,000 in network, $1.6 million in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 35%.
Donahue & Coe's broadcast billing
fell a shade ($100,000) below its 1961
level, with radio accounting for the loss
while both network and spot tv showed
slight gains.
The agency's top tv network advertisers are Grove — 4 Way Cold Tablets
{Today, Tonight); E. R. Squibb & Sons
(Mr. Ed, Password, ABC Evening Report); School Mfg. Co. (Queen For A
Day, Day In Court, Who Do You Trust,
Play Your Hunch, Merv Griffin); Corn
Products' Bosco (Dennis the Menace).
Major clients in spot tv are Arnold
Bakers, Bosco, Squibb, River Brand
Rice, Grove, Quker City Chocolate &
Confectionery Co., top radio clients are
Arnold Bakers, Bankers Trust, Acnotabs, Grove and Burlington Hosiery.
W. B. Doner: Combined tv-radio billing
$13.6 million; $8.5 million in television
($4 million in network, $4.5 million in
spot); $5.1 million in radio ($500,000
in network, $4.6 million in spot); tvradio share of overall billing: 80%.
Though two new clients this year
wereinginwas broadcast,
billat the same Doner's
level astv-radio
a year ago.
It's broadcast share of 80% was also
the same as in 1961. No major accounts
left the agency this year.
Doner's leading tv advertisers included National Brewing, Ohio Oil's
Speedway Gas and oil products, DWG
Cigar Corp., Atlantic Brewing and Hubley Toys, a new client. Another new
client, S. S. Kresge Co.'s K-Mart Div.,
entered spot radio. Beer clients participated in network tv baseball and football telecasts. Doner's clients are divided among offices in Detroit, Baltimore, Chicago and Philadelphia.
Doyle Dane Bernbach: Combined broadcast billing $16.3 million; $13.3 million
in television ($7 million in network;
$6.3 million in spot); $3 million in radio
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

The brand-new Delacorte amphitheatre in
the heart of New York's Central Park, scene
of Channel 2's historic 21/2-hour broadcast
of "The Merchant of Venice." The first presentation bya commercial television station
of a complete play by Shakespeare direct
from the theatre of origin, the program drew
a mammoth audience of 1,600,000 viewers,
leading all New York television stations durCBS TELEVISION

STATIONS,

ing the peak viewing hours of 8:30 to 11 pm.
The broadcast— pace-setting, compelling
— is an example (one of many!) of community
service programming that consistently captures the spirit and imagination of audiences
in the nation's largest, most dynamic metropolis. Programming New Yorkers find only on
(where else?) . . . CBS Owned WCBS-TV, the
leading station year after year after year.
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(all spot); broadcast share of total billing: 25%.
DDB's broadcast billing jumped $5
million in 1962. It acquired several
new broadcast accounts, including
Crown Zellerbach Corp., General Mills,
Rival Packing, Cracker Jack Co., Better
Vision Institute and Avis Rent-A-Car
Corp.
The agency ordered participations in
network tv programs for Polaroid,
Chemstrand and Chicopee Mills. Polaroid had evening shows on all three
networks, while Chemstrand participated
in various NBC-TV and ABC-TV daytime programs and Judy Garland and
Bob Hope specials. Chicopee Mills was
in ABC-TV daytime shows. Cracker
Jack Co. was in the Tonight show on
the NBC-TV network.
Spot tv users, through DDB, included Thorn McAn Shoe Co., Dreyfus
& Co., Coffee Growers of Colombia,
Chemstrand, Buxton, General Mills,
Rainier Brewing, Crown Zellerbach,
Laura Scudder and 5-Day Labs, among
a number of others.
Spot radio clients were Thom McAn,
Auto Assoc., Brundage Motors, Import Motors, World-Wide Motors, West
End Brewing, American Airlines and
Sicks' Rainier Brewing.
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan: Combined tv-radio billing $19.6 million;
$16.3 million in television ($12 million
in network, $4.3 million in spot); $3.3
million in radio ($900,000 in network,
$2.4 million in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 34%.
EWR&R dropped more than 3 million in radio-tv billing from its 1961
pace, reflecting a dip of more than $5
million in network investment by its
clients. Both spot tv and radio expenditures rose slightly in 1962.
Carnation Milk was an active network advertiser on It's a Man's World,
The Virginian and Art Linkletter's
House Party. Other advertisers in this
area were Chicken O' The Sea (tuna
fish), Wrigley, Minnesota Mining &
Mfg. Co.'s Thermo-Fax and Revere
Camera. Among EWR&R spot advertisers were Carnation, Wrigley, Chicken
O' The Sea and Thermo-Fax.
Foote, Cone & Belding: Combined tvradio billing $57.3 million; $51.6 million in television ($40.3 million in network, $11.3 million in spot); $5.7 million in radio ($700,000 in network, $5
million in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 54%.
FC&B's tv-radio share of billing is up
3 % over last year. Network tv expenditures are up a hefty $10.5 million, while
spot tv has decreased $5.4 million. Network radio billing is down, but spot
radio increased $1.2 million.
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The agency's network tv advertisers
moved more heavily into daytime programming this year, with nine out of
12 major network clients in both daytime and nighttime tv. New accounts
acquired in 1962: Kraft Foods' dinner
and paste goods products (added to
other Kraft foods), Peoples Gas, Light
& Coke Co., General Electric Computers, Harvey Aluminum, Nalley's Inc.,
Union Sugar Div. of Consolidated Foods
and California Wine Advisory Board.
Tidewater Oil was resigned in June.
Network tv clients and some of their

Powell, Jack Paar); Lever (Bob Hope
specials, Loretta Young, Red Skelton);
S. C. Johnson (Red Skelton); Menley
& James (Eleventh Hour, Jack Paar,
Dick Powell, Arthur Godfrey specials,
Valiant Years, CBS Reports) ; Paper
Mate (I've Got a Secret, Loretta
Young); Purex (Purex specials); Sunbeam (77 Sunset Strip, Tonight, Gallant Men, Ben Casey), and Kraft
(Kraft Music Hall).
Tv spot advertisers include Armour,
Kimberly-Clark, General Foods, Sunkist
Growers, Angostura-Wupperman, Savarin coffee, Clairol, Lever, Dole Pineapple, Paper Mate, Purex, Trans-World
Airlines, Zenith Radio, B. F. Goodrich
and Menley & James. Radio advertisers,
(mainly spot) are: Savarin, TWA, Equitable Life, Angostura, Lever (Imperial
margarine).
Clinton E. Frank Inc.: Combined radiotv billing $10.2 million; $9.5 million in
television ($7 million in network, $2.5
million in spot); $700,000 in radio (all
spot); share
mated 50%. of total agency billing esti-

'Challenge' on radio
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
has placed its new Challenge
series on seven radio stations:
five CBS owned outlets and two
CBS Radio Spot Sales clients.
The 10-week series, commentaries by Eric Butterworth on today's norms of living, is being
heard each week night on WCBS
New York, WBBM Chicago,
KNX Los Angeles, KCBS San
Francisco, KMOX St. Louis,
KOIN Portland, Ore., and WTOP
Washington, D. C.
Shown here: Maurie Webster
(1, seated), vice president and
general manager of CBS Radio
Spot Sales, studies the contract
with Ted Estabrook, president of
Kenilworth Adv. Looking on are
Angelo Petruzzello (1), assistant
to Longines-Wittnauer's advertismanager,Spot
and Sales
Ed O'Berst,
CBS ingRadio
account
executive.

nighttime programs: Armour (Ben Casey, Combat, Naked City, 77 Sunset
Strip); General Foods {Andy Griffith,
Danny Thomas, Gunsmoke); Hallmark
Cards (Hallmark Hall of Fame) ; Clairol
(Candid Camera, Defenders, Jack Paar,
Eleventh Hour, Dr. Kildare, Password) ;
Kimberly-Clark (Andy Williams, Dick

Clinton Frank's broadcast billing is
up $200,000 in 1962, and during the
year it added Norge Sales Corp. to its
client list. Network tv clients and some
of their major shows are Reynolds
Metals (Dick Powell Show, All-Star
Golf and Auto Show); Wurlitzer Co.
(Today Show); Toni Co. (daytime participations and Alfred Hitchcock,
Ichabod & Me, and I've Got a Secret) ;
Kemper Insurance (All-Star Golf and
ABC Evening Report), and Norge Sales
Corp. (Ernie Ford Show).
Spot tv users included Toni, Bosch
Brewing, Continental Oil and Norge.
Spot radio clients are Allied Florists
Assn. of Illinois, Bosch Brewing, Continental Oil, Dean Milk Co., Kemper
Insurance,
O'Brien Paint Co. and Reynolds Metals.
Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.: Combined
radio-tv billing $12.2 million; $10.3
million in television ($8.5 million in
network; $1.8 million in spot), $1.9
million in radio $400,000 in network;
$1.5 million in spot), percentage of
overall billing, 25%.
FSR, while gaining several major
clients in 1962 (including Lestoil Products, Hires Root Beer, American Chicle
Co., Renault Inc., and Libbey Glass),
dropped $.9 million in radio-tv billings
from last year. Aluminum Co. of America, FSR's biggest network tv client,
sponsors Alcoa Premiere on ABC-TV.
Other network tv clients include Lehn
& Fink, Coats & Clark, National Cotton
Council and Lestoil Products.
McCulloch Corp., Mellon National
Bank, Lehn & Fink and Hercules
Powder Co. are spot tv users. Lehn &
Fink and Alcoa also use radio, along
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Circa 1880, when scores of amateur orchestras flourished throughout the St. Louis area.

as part of a general revitalization program
for the entire St. Louis community.

A colorful era recalled recently on "Theme
with Variations," Channel 4's recreation of
St. Louis' rich musical past seen in prime
time. Narrated by Earl Wrightson, this locallyproduced program served to underscore an
urgent plea by Mayor Raymond R. Tucker
for a heightening of civic cultural activities,

The city's past made meaningful in terms
of its present and future— this is community
service at its vital, practical best. And this
is one of the things St. Louis audiences look
for, and get, when they look at CBS Owned
KMOX-TV, Mid-America's favorite television
station month after month, year after year.

CBS TELEVISION
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with National Gypsum Co., Elger and
Hires Root Beer.
Gardner Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing $20.65 million; $16.22 million in
television ($3.97 million in network,
$12.25 million in spot); $4.43 million in
radio ($220,000 in network, $4.21 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 41.5%.
Gardner put $2 million more into
broadcast billings this year but the
agency's overall broadcast share slipped
a few points because of even greater
non-broadcast billing growth.
Ralston Purina Co., Anheuser-Busch
Inc. and Grove Labs, are major accounts in both broadcast media, including spot and network. Sunray DX Oil
Co. is a network tv advertiser too.
Gardner's other spot tv clients include
Southwestern Bell Telephone, Pet Milk
Co., Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.,
Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Co., J.

Fast move
A Ford automobile tv commercial, specially produced to hail
the company's record October
sales volume, was aired in New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles
less than 20 hours after taping.
Taping of the commercial began at Videotape Center in New
York on Nov. 2 at 1 p.m. The
commercial was released at 8:45
p.m. and was seen on NCAA regional football games the next afternoon in the three cities.

Colonna Bros, and Joe Lowe Corp.
Other radio spot accounts include the
same advertisers plus Kirsch-No Cal
Corp., Romanoff Caviar Co., Vanity
Fair Paper Mills and the consumer division of West Chemical Products Inc.
During 1962 Gardner acquired W. A.
Scheaffer Pen Co., Grove Labs' Fitch
Dandruff Remover Shampoo and Schieffelin & Co. The agency resigned Arel
Inc., Barton Mfg. Co.'s Dyanshine
Polish and Procter & Gamble Co.'s Jif
Peanut Spread and Duncan Hines Special Baking Mixes.
Geyer, Morey, Ballard Inc.: Combined
tv-radio billing $12.6 million; $8.4 million in television ($3.9 million in network, $4.5 million in spot); $4.2 million
in network ($2.2 million in network,
$2 million in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 28%.
The Geyer agency, which this year
changed its name (from Geyer, Morey,
Madden & Ballard) and moved to new
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and larger quarters in New York, has
also experienced a year of major growth
with the acquisition of 21 new clients.
Though the agency's total billing has
increased, not all of the new clients are
in broadcast. Its tv-radio billing has
gone up slightly, but the broadcast
share of total billing has dropped from
32% to slightly over 28%.
Geyer's chief network tv participants
are American Motors, B.T. Babbitt and
Lehn & Fink Products, all of which
also use tv spot. Other clients in tv
spot: DeKalb Agricultural Assn., Max
Factor, Rambler Dealers Assns., and
Sinclair Refining. Among the radio
users: J. I. Case, I. J. Grass Noodle,
Irish International Airlines and Union
Pacific Railroad.
Additions to the client roster in 1962
include: Assn. of American Railroads,
Celina Mutual Insurance Group, Max
Factor (12 product lines), I. J. Grass
Co., John Morell & Co.'s Broadcast
Foods Div., and Ocean Products.
Grant Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing
$12 million; $9 million in television
($1.5 million in network, $7.5 million
in spot); $3 million in radio ($500,000
in network, $2.5 million in spot); tvradio share of overall billing: 40%
Grant's total broadcast billing has
been shrinking during the past few
years. One account, however, has been
expanding both its spot and network
buys in both radio and tv. Dr. Pepper
is on ABC Radio and all three tv networks, chiefly with participations. Other
broadcast accounts include Penick &
Ford, Comet Rice, Pacific Airlines,
Packard-Bell and Doric Co. which operates amotel chain.
Grey Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing
$40 million; $39 million in television
($23 million in network, $16 million
in spot); $1 million in radio ($100,000 in network, $900,000 in spot) ; tvradio share of overall billing: 60%.
Grey added almost $10 million in
broadcast billing, following a new business spurt that included the following
accounts: Tidewater Oil Co., Knomark
Inc. (Esquire Shoe Polish), Procter &
Gamble (Jif Peanut Butter), BristolMyers (Trushay), Westinghouse Electric Corp. (Portable Appliances Div.)
and Diamond Crystal Salt Co.
The dramatic jump was in television,
which rose $17 million over 1961,
while radio billing dipped to $1 million
from slightly more than $8 million last
year. Grey's
major Pulp
clients
in spotCorp.,
television are Hudson
& Paper
P. Lorillard, Martinson Coffee, Ward
Baking, Greyhound Corp., Phillips-Van
Heusen Corp., Ideal Toy and R. H.
Macy & Co.

Its more important network clients
are RCA Victor on NBC-TV's Wonderful World of Color; Revlon on The
Ed Sullivan Show; Mennen on various
ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV daytime and nighttime shows; P. Lorillard
on various ABC-TV and NBC-TV daytime shows; Block Drug on various
ABC-TV, NBC-TV and CBS-TV nighttime programs and Esquire Polish on
a number of NBC-TV and ABC-TV
daytime shows.
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli: Combined
tv-radio billing $13.1 million; $10.3 million in television ($6.1 million in network, $4.2 million in spot); $2.8 million in radio (all in spot) ; tv-radio share
of overall billing: 84%.
Expanded activity in spot radio and
television by such clients as Foremost
Dairies, Ralston Purina, Skippy Peanut
Butter and billing
CarlingbyBeer
raised GB&B's
broadcast
approximately
$2
million in 1962. Foremost, which
shifted to the agency in the latter part
of 1961, accounted for a large portion
of the GB&B radio-tv increase.
The agency's principal broadcast accounts are Ralston Purina on CBSTV's Stump The Stars and The Real
McCoys and Best Foods (Skippy Peanut Butter)
DennisShow.
The
Menace
and onTheCBS-TV's
Red Skelton
Among other clients in spot broadcasting are Clougherty Packing Co., Pacific
Northwest Bell Telephone Co.. and
Mother's Cake & Cookie Co.
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.: Combined radio-tv billing $12.5 million;
$7.9 million in television ($5.6 million
in network, $2.3 million in spot); $4.6
million in radio ($200,000 in network,
$4.4 million in spot); share of total
agency billing: 52%.
Gumbinner's broadcast billing jumped almost $2 million in 1962. The
agency attributes the jump mainly to
increased use of the broadcast media,
especially network tv, by existing clients.
Network tv advertisers included
American Tobacco Co. for Dual Filter
Tareyton cigarettes (half of Bachelor
Father, ABC-TV, and participations on
six ABC-TV and NBC-TV prime time
shows); Block Drug Co. (daytime participations on ABC-TV and NBC-TV,
and some nighttime minutes on NBCTV); Whitehall Labs for Neet (daytime
segments on CBS-TV and NBC-TV).
Also, Chesebrough-Pond's for Q-Tips
(daytime segments on CBS-TV); ChapStik (daytime participations on ABCTV), and Bourgeois for Evening In
Paris products, (an upcoming Christmas
campaign scheduled for participations in
NBC-TV evening hours and ABC-TV
daytime).
Gumbinner's spot tv clients, included,
among others, Roi-Tan Cigars and Dual
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why?

To bring to Los Angeles' IV2 million school
children a better understanding of their government, its history and function, KNXT produced "For Which We Stand," a two-part
filmed record of 12 Southern California students' experiences on a KNXT-sponsored
tour of the nation's capital. Summing up the
enthusiastic reaction of local audiences and
critics alike, the Los Angeles Herald-ExamCBS TELEVISION

STATIONS,

iner saluted the two hour-long programs as
"an uplifting show for all Americans."
Only a mass medium like television can
make community service so meaningful, for
so many. And in Los Angeles, only Channel
2 does the job so well. Which is one reason
why the number one television station with
viewers throughout the nation's second market is-has always been-CBS Owned KNXT.

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

Beyond
the

question,

CBS

television
can
your

stations

help

sales

answer

problems

in 5 of the
U.S.

Owned

biggest
markets.

howP

Take a tip from some of today's biggest, most successful advertisers and their
agencies. They know that the unvarying high quality and community-awareness of local programming on the 5 stations is a major reason for the stations'
consistent popularity. It also helps to explain their atmosphere of trust and
believability, which
You, and

adds

immeasurably

your product, can

to the impact

benefit mightily from

of your sales message.

the CBS

Owned

television

stations' unique combination of prestige plus popularity. Call orwrite us. ..we'll
be glad to show you how! ® CBS TELEVISION STATIONS NATIONAL SALES
Representing CBS Owned WCBS-TV New York, KNXT Los Angeles, WBBM-TV Chicago, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, KMOX-TV St. Louis.
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Filter Tareyton (both American Tobacco Co.), Browne Vintners, Cherry
Kiafa, Bourgeois, Q-Tips and Block
Drug.
Network radio users were Chap-Stik
(NBC and CBS); Block Drug (NBC),
and Redbook magazine (ABC).
Spot radio clients included Dual
Filter Tareyton and Roi-Tan, ChapStik, Q-Tips, Block Drug, Browne
Vintners, Kolmar-Marcus, and BercutRichards (Sacramento Tomato Juice
products).
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
Atherton Inc.: Combined radio-tv billing $11 million; $9 million in television
($1.5 million in network, $7.5 million
in spot); $2 million in radio ($500,000
in network, $1.5 million in spot), radiotv share of overall billing: 55%.
KHCCA jumped $4.5 million in
broadcast billing over 1961, largely due
to new broadcast clients: Norcliff Labs,
Isodine Corp., Great American Industries, Maradel Products, E. R. Squibb
and Tropicana Products.
Network tv users were Norcliff,
Carter Products, Maradel and Pharmaco
Inc. Spot tv advertisers included (in
addition to the four network users)
Roche Labs, Shulton Inc., Smith Bros,
and Great American Industries.
Carter Products, Grandway Discount
Centers, Economics Labs and Maradel
Products were among the important radio advertisers.
Kenyon & Eckhardt: Combined tv-radio
billing $46.5 million; $42 million in television ($35 million in network, $7
million in spot); $4.5 million in radio
($300,000 in network, $4.2 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing
estimated at 50%.
K&E this year maintained its broadcast billing level and will wind up with
an estimated $300,000 more than the
1961 total.
Network tv clients included Mercury
automobile (such shows as Wagon Train
on NBC-TV and now on ABC-TV, Ben
Casey on ABC-TV and NBC-TV's
movies); Ford Motor's (corporate)
sponsorship of Leonard Bernstein and
the New York Philharmonic specials;
Metrecal (CBS Reports, Going My Way
and Combat); Brylcreem (Beecham
Products) participations on ABC-TV
shows; Nabisco (Virginian on NBCTV), Shell Oil Co. (Bernstein youth
concerts on CBS-TV and Wonderful
World of Golf on CBS-TV and now on
NBC-TV).
Major spot advertisers included
Hazel Bishop-Lanolin Plus, Pabst Brewing, Metrecal, R. T. French and American Chicle (Clorets). Chief account
acquisitions included R. T. French,
Magnavox (which also is in network tv)
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and Hazel Bishop business; the main
loss was Max Factor.
Lennen & Newell: Combined tv-radio
billing $60.5 million; $58 million in television ($42 million in network, $16 million in spot); $2.5 million in radio (all
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 59%.
Billing at L&N jumped by almost $3
million over the 1961 level because of
a larger investment in network tv by
the agency's clients. Both spot tv and
spot radio expenditures declined slightly from 1961.
L&N's
pace-setting
advertisers
in network tv were
P. Lorillard
on the
Ed
Sullivan Show, Price Is Right, Dick Van
Dyke Show, Jack Paar Show and Follow
The Sun; Corn Products on Dennis The
Menace, Red Skelton Show and The
New

RAB awards

Radioprogram
Advertising
Bureau's
awards
for regional
and
national radio advertisers will be
enlarged in 1963 in a move to
honor outstanding local advertisers as well.
The bureau last week announced that it will present award
plaques to local advertisers whose
use of radio is considered "unusual, original and a highly effective way to solve individual marketing problems." The awards
will be made periodically throughout the year, after the RAB board
passes on nominations made by
RAB member stations.

Flintstones; Colgate-Palmolive on Dr.
Kildare and Rawhide; American Gas
Assn. on Dick Powell Show and Laramie; Consolidated Cigars on Wide
World of Sports as well as the Edie
Adams' specials.
Spot Advertisers were Lorillard, Armstrong Rubber Co., The McCormick Co.
and Colgate. Corn Products was active
in network radio.
MacManus, John & Adams: Combined
tv-radio billing $7.7 million; $5.4 million in television ($3.3 million in network, $2.1 million in spot); $2.3 million in radio ($700,000 network, $1.6
million in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 16%.
As the activity
past several
years, on
MJ&A's
broadcast
again centers
three
major clients — Pontiac, Dow Chemical
and Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing. The agency's radio-tv billing is at
the approximate level of a year ago, but
there has been a shift to spot tv. While
tv spot billing has gone up $1.2 million.

network tv and radio billing declined.
Broadcast
about 1%. share of total billing is down

1

Network tv advertisers include Pontiac (Our Man Higgins), Dow and 3M
(Sam Benedict and Jetsons) and 3M |
also is in NBC-TV's Tonight and Today
programs. Clients in tv spot: Pontiac,
Cadillac, Good Humor and Wolverine.
Minnesota Mining, which owns Mutual,
has daytime participations on Mutual. i
Pontiac and Cadillac also use spot radio.
New accounts this year: Brunswick
Boats and Shakespeare Co. (fishing
equipment) .
No accounts were lost.
Maxon Inc.: Combined tv-radio billing
$22.05 million; $20.3 million in television ($19.25 million in network, $1.05
million in spot); $1.75 million in radio
($350,000 in network, $1.4 million in
spot);
tv-radio
share of overall billing
estimated
at 63%.
Maxon increased both its broadcast
billing and its broadcast share this year
and continued proportionately very
heavy in network television, chiefly Gillette Safety Razor Co. and H. J. Heinz
Co. Gillette continued heavy in sports,
including the World Series and football, but also shows like Wagon Train
and Surfside Six.
Heinz' tv network list includes Play
Your Hunch, Concentration, Loretta
Young, Here's Hollywood, Price Is
Right, First Impression, Truth or
Consequences and Make Room for
Daddy. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. has
Brinkley's Journal, Mohawk Carpet
has a Thanksgiving Day special and
General Electric has College Bowl.
Spot tv clients include Gillette, D. L.
Clark Co., Heinz, Pfeiffer Brewing Co.
and Jacob Schmidt Brewing Co.
Maxon's radio account list includes
Gillette, Heinz, LaChoy Foods, Pfeiffer
Brewing, Jacob Schmidt Brewing and
Staley Mfg. Co. Maxon acquired no
major new accounts during the year,
dropped Hires Root Beer.
McCann-Erickson: Combined tv-radio
billing $66.3 million; $51.8 million in
television ($34.9 million in network,
$16.9 million in spot); $14.5 million in
radio ($700,000 in network, $13.8 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 40%.
For the first time, McCann-Erickson
billing does not include that of McCannMarschalk, which is listed separately in
this compilation. Both agencies are subsidiaries of Interpublic Inc. and, up to
this year, their billing information was
consolidated.
Unrelated to this separation, McCann-Erickson's billing in the broadcast
media has been declining for the past
several years. Noteworthy is that its
radio-tv share has dipped to 40% of its
overall expenditures, reflecting a smaller
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Few products are like the safety pin . . .
so good to start with that they never
have to be basically changed.
At Young & Rubicam, people are always on
the lookout for ways to make good products
better, just as they are always trying
to make

good advertising better.

Both are important if you are interested
in keeping ahead of your competition.
YOUNG

& RUBICAM,

Advertising
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investment by agency clients in network
tv. It must be stressed that McCann's
overall billing has not dipped and is
approximately the same as 1961.
Amongtv McCann's
more& Howell
important
network
clients are Bell
on
ABC-TV's Close-Up; Corn Products on
CBS-TV's Dennis The Menace and The
Red Skelton Show; Helene Curtis Industries on the Jack Paar Show; General
Motors (Buick) on NBC-TV's Sing
Along With Mitch; National Biscuit Co.
on ABC-TV's Wagon Train; U. S. Borax
& Chemical Corp. on NBC-TV's Loretta
Young dramatic series, and Westinghouse Electric Corp. on ABC-TV and
NBC-TV special programs.
Its long list of daytime network tv
advertisers includes California Packing
Corp., Corn Products, Minute Maid Co.,
National Biscuit Co. and U. S. Borax.
Spot radio and television advertisers include Allied Chemical Co., Coca-Cola
Co., Derby Foods, Nestle Co., Humble
Oil & Refining Co., Ocean Spray Cranberries Inc. and Swift & Co. Network
radio advertisers were General Motors
(Buick), Nestle and the Savings & Loan
Foundation.
McCann-Marschalk: Combined tv-radio
billing $13.6 million; $9 million in television ($3.3 million in network, $5.7
million in spot); $4.6 million in radio
($100,000 in network, $4.5 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing; 37%.
McCann-Marschalk, a subsidiary of
Interpublic Inc. and for the first time
listed separately from McCann-Erick-

Color tv with mortgage
Color tv in the MinneapolisSt. Paul area is getting a big
boost by one of the largest home
development builders in the area,
KSTP-TV there reports. A KSTPTV advertiser, Vern Donney Builders, is including an RCA colortv receiver and antenna installation in each new home ($13,000-to-$24,000 range) and expects to sell some 1,200 colorequipped houses in the next year.

son's billing in Broadcasting's annual
survey, deserves a place in the top 50
based on its own total.
M-M's network tv advertisers are
Hartford Fire Insurance Group, which
is in football bowl games on CBS-TV;
Scripto Inc., a participant in such
shows as Mr. Ed, Cheyene, Checkmate
and Saturday Night at the Movies;
Speidel Corp. another participant in
nighttime vehicles (Ben Casey and The
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Defenders among others) , and the Up/ohn Co. (mostly daytime network
shows). Spot advertisers include Fanta
Beverage, Genesee Brewing, Gray Drug
Stores, Standard Oil Co. (Ohio) and
Tidy House Products (Pillsbury), all
in tv, and the same companies plus National Airlines and International Nickel
among others in radio. The agency
picked up Chun King — a broadcast
user — during the year and resigned the
National City Bank of Cleveland and
the SSS Co.
Mogul Williams & Saylor: Combined
tv-radio billing $8.9 million; $6.8 million in television ($2.9 million in network, $3.9 million in spot); $2.1 million in radio (all in spot) ; tv-radio share
of overall billing: 49%.
MW&S' broadcasting billings fall
$400,000 short of a year ago. The tvradio share is down by 1%. Knomark
Inc.'s Esquire Shoe Polish left the
agency in December 1961, but several
new accounts came in this year.
Network tv advertisers include Adam
Hats in Tonight, Bonomo Candy in
Captain Gallant, Griffiin Shoe Polish in
Price Is Right, Walter Cronkite, Secret
Storm, Have Gun Will Travel and Untouchables. Griffin was a new account
this year, but it was later resigned.
Spot tv users: Rayco, Transogram,
Maradel Products, Ronzoni Macaroni,
Breakstone Foods, Rite Diet Bread, National Shoes, Bonomo, Chatbourn-Gotham, Rootes Motors and Griffin. Spot
radio advertisers: Rayco, Rootes Motors, Howard Clothes, Ronzoni, Breakstone, Rite Diet, National Shoes, Barney's Clothes, Barricini Candy and Gem
Oil.New clients include Maradel Products
Inc., Chadbourn-Gotham Inc., Martin
Fabrics and Finesse Products Inc.
Needham, Louis & Brorby: Combined
tv-radio billing $23.98 million; $18.12
million in television ($14.26 million in
network, $3.86 million in spot); $5.86
million in radio ($1.37 million in network, $4.49 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 53%.
NL&B dropped nearly $5 million in
television billing this year, mostly in
network, while picking up slightly in
radio spending. The tv-radio share of
overall billing this year also slipped a
bit from 1961's 55%.
The Chicago-based agency, however,
continues strong in network tv with
Campbell Soup Co.'s Lassie and Donna
Reed Show; Humble Oil Refining Co.'s
(Enco) Wide World of Sports and
NCAA Football; the Johnson's Wax
programs, Garry Moore Show, Red
Skelton Show, Talent Scouts and Comedy Spot; Kraft Foods' Kraft Music
Hall with Perry Como and Kraft Mys-

tery Theatre;
Mills' Father
of
the Bride
and General
daytime shows,
and State
Farm's Jack Benny Show and Who in
the World.
NL&B spot tv accounts include
Campbell Soup, General Mills, Household Finance Corp., Kraft Foods,
Greater New York-New Jersey Metropolitan Rambler Dealers Advertising
Assn., State Farm Insurance Cos. and
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey).
RadioGeneral
advertisers
include
Campbell
Soup,
Mills,
Humble
Oil, '
Household Finance, International Minerals and Chemical Corp., Johnson's
Wax, Massey-Ferguson Inc., N. Y.N. J. Rambler Dealers and State Farm. 1
During 1962 NL&B picked up two i
new broadcast accounts, General Mills,
and N. Y.-N. J. Rambler Dealers, and
dropped three, Rival Packing Co.,
Renault Inc. and Peoples Gas Light &
Coke Co.
Norman, Craig & Kummel: Combined
tv-radio billing $34.2 million; $31.1 million in television ($19.6 million in network, $11.5 million in spot); $3.1 million in radio (all in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 70%.
Norman, Craig & Kummel showed a
substantial increase in broadcast billing,
jumping about $9 million from a year
ago. Among its heavy network advertisers were Colgate-Palmolive with participations inPerry Mason, Jackie Gleason and a daytime schedule; Chesebrough-Ponds in Eleventh Hour, McH ale's Navy, Saints & Sinners ,It's A
Man's World, Saturday Night At The
Movies, Wide Country, Sam Benedict;
and Hertz, Revlon and Schick.
North Adv.: Combined radio-tv billing
$9.54 million; $9.35 million in television
($5.58 million in network, $3.77 million in spot); $190,000 in radio (all
spot); broadcast share of total agency
billing: 56%.
North's network tv clients in 1962
were The Toni Co. and Gillette Labs,
both divisions of The Gillette Co. Their
products were advertised on the Loretta
Young Show, I've Got A Secret, Alfred
Hitchcock Hour, Miss America Pageant, Fair Exchange, and various dayand nighttime participations on all three
tv networks.
Spot tv clients were Toni, Lanvin Perfums, Isodine Pharmacal and Gillette
Co. (for Thorexin). Lanvin was among
the spot radio clients.
New accounts acquired during the
year included Perfect Plus Hosiery Inc.,
Isodine Pharmacal, Thorexin, BoyleMidway division of American Home
Products, Chemway Corp. and Sherman
House, a Chicago hotel.
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc.: Combined tv-radio billing $23.7 million;
$22.6 million in television ($9.8 million
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Why

WSLS-TV

Volumes

Seven

Bought

1, 2, and

3 of

Arts' "Films

of the

50's"

says Horace Fitzpatrick:
Vice President and Manager, WSLS-TV, Roanoke, Va,
"Our purchase of the Seven Arts' Volumes 1, 2, and 3 was no
'happy accident.' Our WSLS-TV Program Screening Committee,
which passes on all TV films used by WSLS-TV,
previewed the Seven Arts' Volumes and gave them the highest
recommendation. As it turned out they were 100% correct . , .
the Seven Arts' presentations enabled our station to take
its position as the leading station in the Roanoke
market in important time spots and has given WSLS-TV the

NY

FILMS

EVER

shown on the station. We feel the Seven Arts"Films of the 50's*
will enable us to maintain our top ranking position
in the Roanoke market, particularly in the important
Saturday, Sunday and mid-day areas where they have proved
so successful to date."

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS. LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse (P.O. Box 613). Skokie. III.
ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charleston Drive
ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 3562 Royal Woods Drive. Sherman Oaks. Calif.
STate 8-8276
TORONTO, ONTARIO: 11 Adelaide St. West EMpire 4-7193
For list of TV stations programming Seven Arts' "Films of
the 50's" see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)
individual feature prices upon request.

there's news and there's

You can give the headlines in a minute. Do a
quick fill-in in five.
Or you can give New York the kind of a news
show the big city deserves. The Big News. One solid
hour, every weekday, 6-7 PM.
Not just the top of the news. Not just the outline.
But all the news in all its dimensions. The first
complete report of the day. International, national,
metropolitan news. Sports and weather.

And not just the words either, delivered by a
stand-up announcer. But the sights and sounds
brought to you by news reporters and brought to
life by features and personalities.
Which is why The Big News is hour news.
If you haven't caught it, do so. You'll agree, we
think, with the N.Y. Herald Tribune's appraisal:
"...fairly bubbled with urgency, impact and interest!'
As well it should. Bill Beutel and Jim Burnes, a

most personable new news team, do the metropolitan news. Ron Cochran does the international
and national news. Howard Cosell is on sports.
Rosemary Haley on the weather.
Again from the Herald Tribune:". ..most exciting
new contribution to the local TV scene we've seen
From this kind ofexcitementsmartNewYorkers
get
to be smarter. Smart sponsors happier.
in months."
Qtfit
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in network, $12.8 million in spot); $1.1
million in radio ($88,000 in network,
$1 million in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 47%.
Significant gains are noted in OBM's
tv billing this year. Spot tv is up $6.1
million and network tv is up $1.5 million, for a total tv increase of $7.6 million over a year ago and the total broadcast share up 11%. Radio billing has
declined $600,000 from 1961. The
agency's new accounts include American Express, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines and U. S. Travel Service. No accounts were lost this year.
OBM's network tv clients include
Lever {Defenders), Bristol-Myers {Ben
Casey, Untouchables, Naked City) and
such participating advertisers as General Foods, Shell Oil and Pepperidge
Farm products.
Clients contributing to the agency's
spot tv increase include Bristol-Myers,
General Foods (Maxwell House coffee),
Lever Bros., Shell, Helena Rubinstein,
Tetley Tea, Pepperidge Farm, Schweppes and Berkshire Knitting Mills. Radio spot advertisers are American Express, Tetley and Shell.
Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc.: Combined
radio-tv billing $9.15 million; $9.1 million in television ($6.5 million in network, $2.6 million in spot) ; $50,000 in
radio (all spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 70%.
PKL, a three-year-old agency, joins
the top 50 list for the first time in 1962.
Some of its major clients in network tv,
and their shows, are: Pharmacraft Labs
{Combat, Stoney Burke, Sunday Night
Movie, Ben Casey and Wagon Train, all
ABC-TV); Consolidated Cigar {Sid
Caesar, Combat and Stoney Burke, all
ABC-TV) ; Xerox Corp. {Chet Huntley
Reporting, NBC-TV); Martin-Marietta
Corp. (network specials), and Ronson
Corp. {Jack Paar Show, NBC-TV).
Spot tv clients include Pharmacraft,
New York Herald-Tribune, First National Bank of Miami and Consolidated
Cigar Corp.
PKL, which has no clients in network
radio, has several spot radio clients:
Park & Hagna Inc., Pharmacraft, Renault-Peugeot distributors, and Restaurant Assoc., among others.
PKL gained three major broadcast
accounts in 1962, Martin-Marietta,
Pharmacraft Labs' Fresh (deodorant)
and Ting
(athlete's foot remedy), and
Clark
Oil Co.
Parkson Adv.: Total broadcast billing
$14.5 million; $14.5 million in television ($13.7 million in network; $800,000 in spot); no reportable radio billing, tv share of overall billing: 85%.
Parkson is house agency for J. B.
Williams Co., which this year increased
48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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its network spending about $900,000.
This reverses last year's trend of decreased network spending and also reverses the downward trend of Williams'
tv spending which had dropped about
$3 million in 1960 and 1961. This
year,
advertiserHour
was and
in What's
My
Line?,theAmateur
Lawrence
Welk and had participations in ABCTV and CBS-TV daytime programs. J.
B. Williams also had sponsorship in
CBS-TV's weekly baseball games and
ABC-TV's football schedule. Spot tv
spending increased about $100,000.
Post, Morr & Gardner Inc.: Combined
tv-radio billing $11.2 million; $7.8 million in television ($3.2 million in network, $4.6 million in spot); $3.4 million in radio ($900,000 in network,
$2.5 million in spot) ; tv-radio share of
overall billing: 69%.
Post, Morr & Gardner is another
agency that is continuing to increase in
broadcast buying, both television and
radio. Three clients currently are in
network tv. These include Maybelline
Co. with Saturday Night at the Movies,
Dr. Kildare, International Show Time
and Jackie Kennedy's Tour of Asia;
Dumas Milner Corp. in Price Is Right,
Young Dr. Malone, Merv Griffin Show,
Play Your Hunch and Your First Impression, and Old Milwaukee Beer in
NBC-TV's Baseball Game of the Week
plus a Wisconsin regional network for
Vince Lombardi Show and Green Bay
Packers films.
Spot tv accounts include those above
plus Burgermeister Brewing Corp., Frito-Lay and Florsheim Shoes. Three accounts currently in network radio include General Finance Corp., Campana
Corp. and Burgermeister. All of the accounts are in spot radio too as also is
Comstock Foods. PM&G lost no accounts during the year and added Burgermeister, Frito-Lay, Compton Encyclopedia and Moews Seed Co.
Reach, McClinton Co.: Combined tvradio billing $9.6 million; $9.1 million
in television ($4.8 million in network,
$4.3 million in spot); $500,000 in radio
(all spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 40%.
The slight increase in billing for
Reach, McClinton was the result of the
acquisition of Lever Bros. Breeze detergent, which used both spot and network tv. Other network tv advertisers
were Prudential Life Insurance with
Twentieth Century; Breck, with network tv specials; International Latex,
with daytime network participations,
and Lever's Praise. Spot tv users were
International Latex, Isodine and Praise.
Prudential also used spot radio.
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles:
Combined tv-radio billing $47.8 mil-

lion; $42 million in television ($29.7
million in network, $12.3 million in
spot); $5.8 million in radio (all in
spot); television-radio share of overall
billing: 62%.
Though SSC&B's tv-radio share of
total billing decreased from 66% to
62% this year, the agency assigned $6.6
million more than last year to television. The spot radio figure is the same
as last year . New accounts this year
are Beacon Co. and Boyle Midway. No
major accounts left the agency.
SSC&B clients using a combination
of network and spot tv and spot radio
are American Tobacco, Bulova, Carter
Products, Lever, Thomas J. Lipton,
Noxema Chemical, Sperry & Hutchinson and Vick Chemical Div. of Richardson-Merrill. Advertisers in both spot
tv and spot radio: Beacon, Whitehall
Labs Div. of American Home Products,
Best Foods Div. of Corn Products and
Duffy-Mott Co. Block Drug, which uses
network and spot tv, is the only major
client not using spot radio.
The agency's
tv buys&
include
Dinah major
Shore network
for Sperry
Hutchinson, Ben Casey and 77 Sunset
Strip for Noxema, Going My Way for
American Tobacco, Candid Camera for
Lever, and Andy Williams Show for
Whitehall.
Tatham-Laird Inc.: Combined radio-tv
billing $15.6 million; $14.3 million in
television ($7.2 million in network, $7.1
million in spot); $1.3 million in radio
($200,000 in network, $1.1 million in
spot);
61%. tv-radio share of overall billing:
T-L, during 1962, lost the $2.5 million account of Whitehall Labs' Dristan
tables, although it retained Dristan Mist
and Inhaler. Other Whitehall Labs and
Boyle-Midway accounts at T-L used
network tv, along with Procter &
Gamble and the Wander Co.
Whitehall and Boyle-Midway, both
divisions of American Home Products
Corp. used spot tv along with Bauer &
Black, General Mills, Abbott Labs,
Procter & Gamble, the Wander Co.,
Libby. Coffee and Libby, McNeill &
Duncan
Whitehall Labs was T-L's sole network radio user. Spot radio clients were
Duncan Coffee; Libby, McNeill &
Libby, and Procter & Gamble.
Duncan Coffee (Butter-Nut Brand)
was a new account acquisition in 1962.
J. Walter Thompson: Combined tv-radio
billing $133 million; $123 million in
television ($97 million in network, $26
million in spot); $10 million in radio
($2 million in network, $8 million in
spot);
tv-radio
share of overall billing
estimated
at 47%.
This year was a fairly stable one for
J. Walter Thompson with no significant
account moves. Its increase in billing
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962
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is attributed largely to the broadcast-active accounts JWT acquired during the
middle and latter part of 1961, including Chesterfield-Oasis-Duke and Liggett & Myers filter brands, which spend
about $25 million annually.
JWT's estimated broadcast billing reflects primarily its heavy investment in
television, notably in network. As usual,
the agency has a host of network television advertisers. A representative list
includes RCA and Eastman Kodak on
the Walt Disney program; Ford Motor
on The Virginian; Seven-Up on International Showtime; Scott Paper on Don't
Call Me Charlie; Quaker Oats on Sam
Benedict; Lever on the Lucille Ball
Show and Christine's Children; Liggett
& Myers on Saturday Night At the
Movies, Dr. Kildare and Eyewitness.
Among JWT's top spot advertisers
are Ford and various Ford dealer associations, Seven-Up, Lever, Standard
Brands, Quaker Oats and Champion
Spark Plug.
Wade Adv.: Combined radio-tv billing
$21.8 million; $21.3 million in television ($13.7 million in network. $7.6
million in spot); $500,000 in radio (all
spot); broadcast share of total billing:
82%.
Wade had two clients in network tv
in 1962, Miles Labs and Toni Co. Spot
tv clients were Miles, Toni, Bond Stores,
Barbara Ann Baking Co. and J. J. Newberry Co.
Spot radio users were Miles, SevenUp and Barbara Ann Baking.
Wade acquired three new accounts
during 1962 — Eldon Industries, Ambassador Hotels, and Herrud & Co.
William Esty Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $72 million; $60 million in television ($54 million in network, $6 million in spot); $12 million in radio ($2
million in network, $10 million in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 80%.
Esty's main broadcast clients were
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (with sponsorship in 10 prime-time programs on
three tv networks, tv spot, network and
spot radio); Union Carbide (with sponsorship innine network tv programs and
spot tv); Dristan Cold Tablets (nine
network tv prime-time shows and
spot tv) ; Chesebrough-Ponds; Ballantine
Beer, and Thomas Leeming.
During the year, Esty lost the Nescafe
Instant Coffee account and picked up
Dristan Cold Tablets.
In overall billings, Esty showed a
slight gain. A $12 million increase in
tv-radio billings reflects increased use
by Esty clients of broadcast media (tvradio share increased from 70% to
80%) and also makes allowance for an
adjustment of underestimated 1961
billings.
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continued

Warwick & Legler Inc.: Combined
broadcast billing $8.7 million; $5.7 million in television ($4.85 million in network, $850,000 in spot) ; $3 million in
radio ($2 million in network, $1 million in spot); broadcast share of total
agency billing: 36%.
Warwick & Legler is back among the
top 50 broadcast agencies in 1962 after
a one-year absence. Although the agency gained two new accounts during the
year (Bank of Commerce of New York
and Mail Pouch Tobacco Co.), the billing increase can be attributed mainly to
larger broadcast budgets of older accounts.
Approximately
85% ofClients
W&L'susing
tv
spending
was in network.
network tv are U. S. Time Corp. (Bob
Hope specials, Mr. Magoo Christmas
Special, and participations in prime-time
NBC-TV schedule); Revlon Inc. (Ed
Sullivan Show, CBS-TV); Ex-Lax Inc.
(daytime participations on ABC-TV),
and The Mennen Co. (nighttime participations on all three networks, National
Football League Highlights and NBA
Basketball, both NBC-TV, and Make
That Spare, ABC-TV).
W&L's spot tv clients in 1962 were
Ex-Lax and Jacob Ruppert Brewery.
The Mennen Co. used network radio
(news and sports programs and participations on all four networks), along
with Ex-Lax (participations on all four
networks), and Jacob Ruppert Brewery
(regional network).
Ruppert, Mennen, Ex-Lax and Mail
Pouch Tobacco used spot radio.
Edward H. Weiss & Co.: Combined tvradio billing $10 million; $8.2 million
in television ($5 million in network;
$3.2 million in spot); $1.8 million in
radio ($900,000 in network; $900,000
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 51%.
Although the Weiss agency initially
was listed with $10.1 million in broadcast billing for 1961, a later revision
by
the
lion. agency set the total at $9.8 milWith this recalculation, Weiss this
year was up $200,000 over 1961 and
the table of the top 50 reflects the adjustment.
The agency's network tv clients included Helene Curtis (NBC-TV shows
such as 87th Precinct, Dick Powell, Saturday night movies, Virginian and Jack
Paar; the impressive list of Purex specials and election night coverage, also all
NBC-TV), and Wishbone salad dressing (a Lipton product) in daytime programs. Spot users were Helene Curtis,
Little Crow Milling, Mogen David and
Wishbone, all tv; Carling Brewing,
Corina Cigars and Sealy Mattress (tvradio) and Midas Mufflers (radio).
Network
radio users were Midas,

Mogen David Wines and Standard Knitting Mills.
Young & Rubicam: Combined tv-radio
billing $87.2 million; $88.1 million in
television ($64 million in network,
$24.1 million in spot); $9.1 million in
radio ($3.5 million in network, $5.6
million in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 47%.

|
;
j
;

With its broadcast share up 2.5% '
over 1961, Y&R's billing rose by $1.5 1
million over last year. An agency observer noted that both the Chrysler and
International Latex accounts, which will j
bill a total in excess of $15 million, do
not become effective until the end of
1962 andtotals.
will be reflected in next year's
billings
Network advertisers at Y&R included
General Foods on I've Got A Secret,
The Lucy Show, The Danny Thomas
Show, The Andy Griffith Show and The
Jack Benny Show; Kaiser Industries on
The Lloyd Bridges Show; Bristol-Myers
on The Virginian, Ben Casey, Laramie
and Naked City; Drackett Co. on Perry Mason; Singer Sewing Machine on
Dr. Kildare, and General Electric on
General Electric True. Nighttime minute sponsors include American Home
Products, Goodyear Tire & Rubber and
Sperry Rand Corp. Daytime tv advertisers included Beech-Nut Life Savers,
Procter & Gamble and Drackett. These
network sponsors also were active in
spot tv, as were Time Inc., Lipton Tea,
Armour and Gulf Oil.
Blue-collar

\
I
i

|

men

like radio— RAB

j

The nation's blue-collar workers are
heavy, consistent radio listeners with increasing purchasing power, according
to a new Radio Advertising Bureau report on this consumer group.
The report, titled "Listening Habits
of Blue-Collar Men," is the result of
a survey conducted in more than 2,500
households in 48 states and the District i
of Columbia. It is one of a series of
consumer group reports planned by r
RAB over the next few months.
Radio reaches 9 out of 10 blue-collar
workers every week, RAB found. On
the average, wage earners listen to radio two hours and 44 minutes each
weekday, compared to 38 minutes a
day spent with newspapers.
A marketing profile of the category,
which is included in the report, shows
that nearly half of all non-farm households with incomes of $5,000 or more
are blue-collar homes. The average
wage ofmore
production
creased
than 40%workers
in the has
last in10 I
years. In 1961, blue-collar workers
controlled 52% of non-farm discretionary spending power, the report
said.
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TUNE

DOWN

Commercials
tells AAAA

noise

eastern

level alienating
meeting

The growing mass of advertising
messages confronts the advertising business with the choice of voluntarily keeping the "noise level" down — or accepting some sort of ceiling on their total
volume.
This warning was issued last week
by Marion Harper Jr., head of Interpublic Inc. and chairman of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. It
stemmed from projections indicating
that total advertising volume will double
in the next ten years.
Mr. Harper told the AAAA eastern
region's annual meeting in New York
that it is "unrealistic" to think the public will "extend unlimited tolerance to
advertising in order that competitors
may out-shout each other to the point
of acute earache."
Mr. Harper speculated that television
might solve its "volume" problem by
playing silence against sound. He said:
"When the number of commercials
increases to a specified limit, there's a
tendency toward shouting. This, to repeat, will not solve the problem of substantially greater volume — which may
in time come to television through additional facilities. What seems to be
needed is greater skill in the contrasting use of sound and silence."

Will tv eventually

URGES

public,

on
Greater selectivity in the choice of
media was suggested by Mr. Harper as
one way in which advertisers can meet
the challenge of achieving "higher volume with relatively less noise." He said:
"They must concentrate to a greater
degree upon markets that offer the
greatest direct potential. The reason
for much of the present noise level of
advertising is that a large proportion
of commercials and advertisements goes
to people who have no interest in the
products advertised. Greater concentration on specific markets can contribute

to the general quiet."
New Media ■ He suggested that "new
communications media may help." He
singled out color tv as offering the prospect of "greater effectiveness without
raising noise levels."
Mr. Harper spoke at a closed meeting which opened the AAAA eastern
region's two-day meeting Tuesday morning. The session also heard AAAA
President John Crichton offer a private
evaluation of progress and problems in
the agency business.
The meeting was one of eight which
explored topics ranging from the future
of television (see separate story, this

Charles P. Bowen Jr., president
of Booz, Allen & Hamilton, a management consulting firm well known
in broadcasting, had been talking
about "life cycles" of products. He
suggested, in answer to a question,
that
in hiscould
view bethedetermined.
"life cycle" of
television
Fellow panelist Edgar J. Scherick,
sales vice president of ABC-TV, protested. "I don't think you can say,"
he asserted, "that a soap company,
a television network and hula-hoops
have
same sort
of life cycle."
Mr.the Bowen
wondered
if Mr.
Scherick would have "said the same
thing about the radio networks 20
years
Mr. ago."
Scherick replied that radio
networks "are not dead," that they

not only are performing a valuable
service but are in or approaching
the black-ink of profitable operations once again.
Mr. Bowen did not describe his
view of tv's life cycle, but said that
for products generally the cycle has
five parts and "can be readily and
rather accurately determined." The
five parts: introduction, growth, maturity, saturation, decline.
He said each stage in the cycle
calls for different advertising strategy. Also,
he added,
"a aproduct
has both
a sales
curve and
profit
curve. The profit curve of the product will turn down before the sales
curve and will often turn down
while sales are still climbing.
"If you gear your thinking and
planning to the profit curve, you
will have more lead time for decisions and adjustments. Your programs will be more effective and
your service to your clients will be
more highly valued."

HARPER

Interpublic

in discussions

wane? future not definite

Does television have a "life cycle?"
A dispute over that question
brewed during a panel session at the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies'New
eastern York.
annual meeting last
week in
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GAIN,

ad

head

volume

growth

page) to computers, account management, copy and art, measuring advertising achievement — and the effects of
the mounting volume of advertising
whose dangers Mr. Harper described.
In a session on long-range effects of
continuing growth in advertising volume, Edgar J. Scherick, ABC-TV network sales vice president, told the agency men that now is not too early to
start developing prime-time network television franchises for the 1970s.
"The ability to buy specific audiences
in network television, with all its concomitant advantages, is present today
and will appreciate in the years to
come," he asserted.
"Can any of you afford to enter the
1970s without a strong franchise position in network tv? Your need for the
medium will be greater because your
need to differentiate yourself will be
greater because of brand proliferation.
I believe you will inevitably come to
network television to help accomplish
Creativity vs. Piggyback ■ Mr. Schertook agencies to task for calling
goals."
yourick also
for greater creativity in commercials
while helping to "depreciate the milieu
in which these very commercials will
be carried." He asked: "Will our problem of improving program quality, or
your problem of enhancing advertising
effectiveness, really be solved by the
This session, presided over by Richard S. Lessler of Grey Adv., also heard
Charles
P. Bowen Jr., president of the
piggyback?"
management consulting firm of Booz,
Allen & Hamilton, offer some severe
forecasts:
Mr. Bowen thought it "rather dubious practice" to expect the past rate of
gain in advertising expenditures to continue in what he called today's "nature
economy." "The odds favor a lessening of the growth rate, or even a plateauing of the growth, more than they
favor
continuing growth at past rates,"
he
asserted.
He thought it likely that the portion
of the sales dollar going to advertising
will be reduced. "This," he added, "will
put a more severe revenue strain on

advertising agencies."
Mr. Bowen also felt that the profit
squeeze in industry would lead advertisers to take more direct charge of their
advertising, require agencies to justify
their plans more carefully and prove the
results more convincingly, and in genBROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

KLYD-TV, Bakersfield, California, announces

the appointment

of Blair Television Associates

as exclusive national representative. Bakersfield is in the lead as one of the fastest-growing
markets, in the fastest-growing state. Soon Bakersfield's potential will be boosted even more
when it becomes a completely "U" market. Blair Television Associates, representative of
America's most dynamic television stations, is proud to be associated with KLYD-TV in booming
Bakersfield. BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES, 717 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, New York.
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eral surround advertising with "a far
more rigorous and quizzical management environment than in the past."
Instant Creativity ■ These factors, he
continued, could lead advertisers to retain agencies almost solely for their
"creativeness and the speed with which
this creativeness can be put to work
for the company."
"Media relations," he continued, "will
doubtless become less important" and
"may even be taken over by the larger
companies," making it necessary for
agencies to "shift their entire structure
to accommodate these changes."
Computers and their uses in advertising were examined by media vice
presidents of four major agencies:
Thomas A. Wright of Leo Burnett Co.;
A. C. DePierro of Geyer, Morey &
Ballard; Herbert Maneloveg of BBDO,
and Bernard Kanner of Benton &
Bowles.
Mr. Wright described the mass of detail that can be handled by the computer after media strategy has been set.
"The machine can do its part without question," he asserted. "The issues
which require the utmost of care and
study are the underlying theoretical
framework on how advertising works.
". . . When we ask the machine to
handle complex questions, we must be
far more careful about the implications
of the answers . . .
"The devastating fact of computers
is that when you feed nonsense into
one end of the machine you get nonsense out of the other end.
"And we need far more, and far
Tv

gets

too

Computers for AH ■ GMB's Mr. DePierro, in explaining "How a Mediumjective."
Sized Agency Uses Data Processing —
and Plans for the Future," maintained
that agencies of all sizes can find ways
to use data processing equipment effectively and economically.
He thought a medium-size agency
would find it impractical to lease computer equipment of its own, but could
more profitably use the facilities of a
computer service bureau, as is the practice of his agency.
He also felt that while computers
have limitless possibilities, too much
attention is being paid to their "most
sophisticated, advanced stages" and not
enough to "the thousand and one valuable aids that are possible and available
to the media departments of agencies
from the intermediate stage of the computer as well as through less sophisticated programming
machines."
Linear
and simulation,
two leading techniques currently in use
with computers in advertising, were examined by Mr. Maneloveg of BBDO
and Mr. Kanner of Benton & Bowles.
"The aim of BBDO's . . . linear programming," said Mr. Maneloveg, "is to
reorganize and discipline our thinking,

for P&G in Buffalo
and WBEN-TV, on CBS.
Procter & Gamble Co., television's
top spender (in both network and
The advertiser has some of It's A
spot), is pulling its network tv ad- Man's World and Eleventh Hour in
addition to a sampling of the dayvertising out of Buffalo. The agencies and networks involved said last
time schedule on NBC-TV.
P&G advertising in Buffalo goes
week there have been no proposals
out of ABC-TV and NBC-TV on
for settling P&G's annoyance over
an impending rate increase on all Jan. 1.
The hikes range from 25% to
three network-affiliated tv stations
there.
35% on the hourly rate.
What was characterized at the
Spokesmen at advertising agencies
time as a "breakthrough" in efforts
handling
network
commitmentsP&G's
indicated the
advertiser
has to get the networks to recognize for
no intention of backing away from
rate purposes the English-speaking
its decision.
"foreign" audiences of U. S. borderarea affiliates was accomplished last
The impasse was created when
P&G asked the stations to recind an
by Capital
WKBW-TV.
announced rate increase that will June
ABC-TV
decided Cities'
to credit
WKBWTV with English-speaking Canadian
bring their prime-time hourly gross
rate to about $2,000. But the net- homes it reaches and thus approved
works set the network rate and
a rate increase from $1,500 hourly
to $2,000 (At Deadline,
spokesmen indicated they do not in- base
June 25).
tend to change plans now.
Effective dates of the increases
It was this action of recognizing
Canadian audiences as an addition
come at Jan. 1 or a few months
to the U. S. which is generally
later (as in the case of CBS-TV).
credited with having spurred on the
The stations are WKBW-TV, an
rate increases.
ABC affiliate; WGR-TV, on NBC,
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steep

more accurate, market and media data
than we now have.
"To be really useful in handling complex media problems, the machines need
reliable data on the effectiveness of actual exposure of advertising to real individuals in real households.
"We are all working toward this ob-

to make sure our precious few advertising dollars go where they can do the
most good and show our clients exactly where it goes. Every solution is
different because each product's market profile is different . . .
"In an era of rising costs the media
planner
a new
challenge.
not
how muchhasmass
he buys,
but howIt'slittle
waste. Linear programming shows us
how to minimize waste."
He cautioned that agencies going into the computer field will probably "be
spending more, a lot more at the outset." But he felt that clients "will benefit with better advertising directed in
a better way to the right people," and
that
in theforlong
run clients
"the agencies
who
do this
their
will benefit
Simulation ■ Mr. Kanner stressed
simulation's capacity to analyze the
reach and frequency of media schedules,
enabling agencies to pick the plan that
best suits client purposes.
"Simulation," he continued, "opens
a new
too." horizon and places emphasis
upon individuals rather than households. You can imagine . . . the degree to which we can concentrate and
pinpoint desired potential in almost any
combination of geographic or demographic characteristics. We shall probably see still greater reliance placed
upon local and regional marketing conHe did not think that computer op." "of any sort" will eliminate the
cepts . .erations
media function. Rather, he thought
Thus, it is indicated that CBS will
continue to feed these shows into
Buffalo, but without P&G advertising
(effective in March). Should the
station be unwilling to program a
show without the P&G commercials,
it could cancel the show.
At ABC-TV, the P&G-sponsored
Rifleman (the whole show is P&G
sponsored) conceivably might not
be played in that market. P&G has
advertising in — but not for the full
show — of Ben Casey, DickensFenster, Cheyenne and Wagon Train
on ABC-TV.
NBC-TV's fully P&G-sponsored
nighttime vehicle is Car 54, Where
Are You?
It was not certain late last week
as to how far the P&G pullout will
The advertiser on CBS-TV, for
example, does not have full sponsorship of any one prime-time program
(half of Dick Van Dyke, alternateweek half-hour of Gunsmoke and
pieces of the daytime As The World
Turns and Edge of Night and full
sponsorship
of Search for Tomorrow
go.
and Guiding Light).
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computers would raise the media function to greater prominence and prestige
in the agency and with clients.
Account Man's Role ■ The role of
the account executive in a client-agency
relationship was assessed by spokesmen
representing three different viewpoints.
From the client's viewpoint, Gail
Smith, director of television advertising,
General Motors Corp., said the basic
source of conflict in the "business marriage" of client and agency is failure
in communication.
He suggested that account men compare their present work with the promisestionsinto the
the client.
agency's original presentaIf the advertiser cannot work with
the account team, Mr. Smith said, "it's
better to change teams within the agency than to change agencies." Mr. Smith
said "the rush to computers ... is this
year's hula hoop in some agencies. Advertisers buy human brains, they don't
buy computers."
From the agency creative viewpoint,
Robert L. Foreman, executive vice president in charge of creative services,
BBDO, emphasized the need for facts
and reasearch that account executives
can provide for copy direction. He said
creative people say they don't like research, "but the closer they get to it the
more they will use it as a guide."
From the agency management viewpoint, Brown Bolte, vice chairman of
the board, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, offered a seven-point guide to
show how the senior account executive
can be more effective.
His guideposts are: bring management into the act; deliver a total agency service (to the client); be a coach
(for problem solving at all levels); be
a teacher (with good material) ; have
guts (to hold the line against client demands) ;put client profits first, and,
lastly, operate as the owner of the shop
(with concern for operating costs and
profits by creating no workloads that
are unnecessary.)
A session on print production enabled a newspaper representative to give
the back of his hand to television.
Theodore Barash, vice president and
promotion director of The Bureau of
Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Assn., said that while television
gained $1.5 billion in sales volume between 1949 and 1961, newspapers gained
$1.7 billion. "More advertising dollars
(retail and national) are invested in
newspapers," he said, "than radio, tv,
magazines and outdoor combined."
In other sessions four leading agency
creative people described conditions
under which they work best (under
pressure, most agreed, but with variations), and a group of research and
management experts examined the haz56 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ards, difficulties and advantages of setting advertising goals and measuring
advertising achievement.
On the creative panel were Jean
Wade Rindlaub, BBDO; Judson H.
Irish, Foote, Cone & Belding; Robert
Gage, Doyle Dane Bernbach, and
Stephen O. Frankfurt, Young & Rubicam.

Research panelists were Russell H.
Colley consultant and author of the
Assn. of National Advertisers' Defining
Advertising Goals; Elmo Roper, Elmo
Roper Assoc.; Kennett Hinks, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; Jack Landis, marketing evaluations; Robert Sorenson,
D'Arcy Adv., and Timothy Healy, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.

END OF 'NETWORK
MONOPOLY'
SEEN
AAAA panel discusses where tv programming is going
A panel exploring the direction of buying has placed responsibility on the
network tv programming found agreenetworks to finance pilots of new proment last week that there was concern
grams and this circumstance has tended
about rising production costs and that to minimize consultation with agencies
and advertisers.
there was no immediate threat to free
television from pay tv. But there was a
All Creative Talent ■ Lee M. Rich,
variance in opinion on how programsenior vice president in charge of proming can be improved and whether
gramming and media for Benton &
Bowles,
urged
that networks call on
the networks were, in essence, a "monthe creative talents of all elements of
opoly"
that
tended
to
stifle
creative
endeavor.
the industry (agency, advertisers and
producers) in formulating programs.
The panel was part of the American
He said the magazine concept has conAssn. of Advertising Agencies' eastern
centrated control of programming at
region meeting in New York (see story
the three networks. Although this
page 52).
may be practicable for some
Sylvester L. Weaver, president of pattern
advertisers, he added, it should not be
M-E Productions, a division of Interthe only pattern and "thought should
public Inc., forecast that the advent
of uhf stations within the next five
be given toward limiting it."
On another subject, Mr. Rich said
that in the near future, at least one of
years will end the "technological monof the that
three uhf
tv networks.
voiced opoly"
belief
will result Hein the tv networks will come up with a
guaranteed cost-per-thousand formula.
He indicated this approach would assist
the
formation
of
a
"blue-chip
network"
specializing in quality programming.
an advertiser whose show did not attain
Other points made by Mr. Weaver:
a certain audience and provide some
television is "losing a lot of the light measure of protection against the "great
viewers," who invariably are "the best risks" of network sponsorship.
clients for the advertiser"; television
Mr. Dann interjected: "I've heard
networks should consider the judgments
rumors about guaranteed cost-perthousand.
But perhaps a premium rate
of others (advertisers, agencies, proshould be paid to the network whose
ducers) inplanning for programs; minor participation
buying
is "only
one
programs
better than
expected." protool uteof
the advertiser;
it can
be good
Sheldon doLeonard,
independent
or bad, depending on the objectives of
ducer of The Danny Thomas Show,
The Andy Griffith Show and the Dick
the advertiser."
Van Dyke Show, said that costs would
Michael Dann, vice president, CBScontinue to rise and cited the constant
TV programs, New York, disputed the
claim made by Mr. Weaver and other
demands of writers, directors and performing talent. He feared this factor
panelists that the networks constitute
would make it "even more difficult" for
a "monopoly" in programming. He conindependent producers to operate in
tended that even with the "magazine
the future, claiming that the profit
concept," networks listen to executives
at agencies whom they respect. He
margin for such entrepreneurs as himnoted that the advent of participation
self is "getting smaller and smaller."

L. to r: Moderator Pinkham, Messrs. Dann, Leonard, Rich and Weaver
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In growing

Jacksonville

WFGA-TV

THE

IS

STATION

TO

WATC

Wherever you look, you can see rapid growth in metropolitan
Jacksonville. New buildings, new industries are springing up
everywhere. And keeping pace is dynamic WFGA-TV. As Jacksonville grows, so does WFGA-TV's audience. ARB (March)
gives WFGA-TV a great big 50% share of audience, and in a
1.4-billion-dollar market, that's a lot of sales potential. Contact your PGW Colonel and get full details about WFGA-TV
and this prosperous North Florida - South Georgia market.
WOMETCO
[ENTERPRISES]
INC.

WFGA-TV
JACKSONVILLE

a

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD, INC.

Now

it can

be

told

TVB TELLS MANUFACTURERS
The spotlight at Television Bureau of
Advertising's eighth annual meeting in
New York, Nov. 14-16, was on new
uses of tv advertising to bring manufacturers closer to consumers — and on
a proposal to raise TvB dues.
Keyed to an overall theme of "The
Chain of Demand," a new presentation
and several speeches emphasized that
industry needs tv advertising to tell a
company's story and ideas as well as
convey sales product messages.
One manufacturer, Amory Houghton Jr., president of Corning Glass
Works, saw color television as the
"medium for the future" and tv as holding potential as a "major news medium"
for industrial announcements (see story,
page 59).
A new TvB presentation encourages
industry to use tv advertising regardless
of the number of people who buy the
products they make.
Introduced to manufacturers, advertising agencies and TvB members at the
bureau's Friday morning session, the

HOW

(to
TO

PUT

Mr. Cash

public)
THEIR

BUSHELS

new research shows that tv has become "industry's best way of informing
its own employes, stockholders and the
general public all at the same time."
"Jericho . . . the wall between us,"
as TvB calls its project, cites evidence
that industry "must remove the wall of
indifference that separates industry from
the public." Or, stated another way,

tv

UNDER

Mr. Willis

Awards go to KDKA-TV, KOLN-TV, KNXT, WTVJ
Winners of Television Bureau of (part of presentation shown in picture), and WTVJ (TV) Miami.
Advertising's competition for outTvB conducts the competition to
standing station-market presentations
stimulate the creation and use of
were announced Friday (Nov. 16)
audio-visual
presentations as the
at theYork.
bureau's annual meeting in
New
most effective way a local station
can tell its story. Judges for the
TvB presented awards to KDKAevent were from 14 New York adTV Pittsburgh; KOLN-TV Lincoln,
Neb.; KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles
vertising agencies.
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on

A LIGHT

Mr. Read

"don't expect the public to know what
Profits
■ Manufacturers of
youMore
haven't
told them."
products for industry can improve their
profits by going to the public, not as a
question of corporate image, but as a
question of corporate survival, TvB believes. "Between 1956 and 1961, profits
of the top 500 industrial corporations
increased only 1% while those who
went toward the public through advertising but still kept their distance by
spending less than half their advertising
dollars in tv increased their profits
6%. ... Of those top 500 investing
more than half their total advertising
dollars in tv, net profits increased 50%."
Though not claiming that tv is responsible for the increase in profits,
TvB considers the use of tv as a reflection of alert management's decision to
become more closely associated with
the public.
Norman E. Cash, TvB president, in
a speech prepared for delivery Friday,
at the bureau meeting, dwelled on economic facts which indicate that industry profit levels rise or fall in relationship to media expenditures.
Mr. Cash said the top 50 national
advertisers over the past five years had
41% of all measured media expenditures. In addition, these leading advertisers "had one-fourth of all profits
reported
for U. ofS.allbusiness
1961."
He said profits
business inrose
but
5% and sales 9% in the five-year periods, while the leading advertisers
showed a profit gain of 18.6% and a
sales gain of 12.6%.
A Fortune magazine article of four
years ago was the point of departure
for Mr. Cash's talk, which he titled
"The theLight
That article,
Must Not
He
said
Fortune
whichFail."
forecast
an early failure of commercial tv as an
advertising
vehicle,most
was ofsingled
out "because itcoalesces
the arguments
which have been used against tv (and
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

other media, too, indirectly) through
the years and even now." Reviewing
the progress of the tv industry since
the article appeared, Mr. Cash noted
that in tv's share of expenditures from
the top 100 advertisers increased from
49% in 1958 to 56% in 1961.
The Grocers' Side ■ Speaking before
the Grocery Manufacturers of America merchandise forum in New York
on Thursday (Nov. 15), Mr. Cash said
the grocery industry has neglected to
tell consumers about "investments for
research, testing, new products, quality
control
and many
other that
things."
Mr. Cash
concluded
consumers

make a living out of fault finding and
harassing industry. And our fine communications facilities and free speech
make it possible for them to get their
story told." He said that use of radio
and tv should create a better public
attitude, the advertising would be more
effective and the advertiser would get
more for his advertising dollar. He also
urged broadcasters to tell both sides of
the story when reporting news affecting
the food industry.
Higher Dues? ■ TvB Chairman A.
Louis Read proposed at the memberNov. undertake
16 that thea bureau's
board shipofmeeting
directors
study of

stealing
tv of is
Why
The prospect
television
supplanting newspapers and magazines
as the major news medium for American industry when it has significant
announcements to make was seen
last week by Amory Houghton Jr.,
president of Corning Glass Works.
It was primarily
announcement
of its for
new Coming's
Chemcor
glass-strengthening process that his
company sponsored the two-hour
"Opening Night at Lincoln Center"
on CBS-TV Sept. 23, Mr. Houghton
said. He left no doubt that Corning
considered that sponsorship — and related promotion — highly successful.
But he displayed even greater enthusiasm for color television. Color,
he speculated, may represent as big
an advance over black-and-white
system of television as television itself was over radio.
Speaking at the Thursday luncheon
session of TvB's annual meeting in
New York (see page 58), Mr.
Houghton said the "one disappointment" in the Lincoln Center program was the inability to present it
in color. CBS was willing, he said,
but a combination of circumstances
made colorcasting of the event physically impossible.
must learn that these investment dollars have a direct effect on the lowering of costs. He urged the industry to
go directly to the public with facts that
"will protect products from ignorance
and unfair controls."
Paul S. Willis, president of the Grocery Manufacturers and the featured
speaker at TvB's annual membership
luncheon Nov. 16, echoed Mr. Cash's
earlier warning that the food industry
"must do a better job of communicating
with the American people."
"Why is it necessary to move communications upto the top for priority
attention?" Mr. Willis asked. "Because
in this country we have people who
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Coming's

ket during 1963; advance its documented sales success film library by 100% ;
deliver at out-of-pocket print costs all
past and future sales success reports;,
increase its commercial film library;
and join and actively participate in all
prominent business associations.
At special ceremonies Nov. 16, TvB
saluted past board chairmen and the
first president of the bureau, Oliver
Treyz. Mr. Cash, who made the presentations, cited the following individuals "for outstanding service to the-,
television
Richardindustry":
A. Moore, Times-Mirror
Broadcasting; Clair R. McCollough,

s glass envelopes for
affection
RCA with the
color tubes, among other things.
Production Capacity ■ Color set
sales this year, he asserted, are "completely dependent on production capacity,
— and
productionnot consumer
of glass demand"
envelopes,
he
estimated, will come to about 500,000 units. He added: "We're gearing up right now to produce over one
million color bulbs in 1963."
He displayed color and black-andwhite prints of the Corning commercials from the Lincoln Center program side-by-side to show the TvB
audience "the impact we could have

Coming's Houghton
Only color could have made it better

Mr. Houghton said his experience
indicated that if properly planned,
the tv program and its message are
"only one of many important advantages acorporation can garner
through
had." the proper build-up and use
of television." Color, he added,
"can do a job" impossible before.
"I can't help but feel in looking
back at what we did versus what we

Color television is now moving "at
geometric speed," Mr. Houghton
asserted.
His company supplies

could
have done,"
he perhaps
said, "that
color television
provides
the
most promising advertising medium
this communication-mature country
of ours has ever seen."

the membership dues structure, calling
the present structure inadequate for the
bureau's growing activities.
Instead of continuing a dues structure based on member stations' quarterhour rates, Mr. Read said that since the
announcement has become the standard
unit of time sale in tv, "it would seem
logical that the dues might bear some
relationship to this more practical figure." Such a plan, he said, would provide the additional revenue for the bureau to expand "a number of vital
areas." Among these are:
Increase sales personnel in Chicago
and Los Angeles; open a Detroit office;
hold sales clinics in every member mar-

WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; W. D. Rogers, Texas Telecasting; Lawrence H.
Rogers II, Taft Broadcasting; Roger
W. Clipp, Triangle Stations; Otto
Brandt, King Broadcasting; Glenn
Marshall Jr., WJXT (TV) Jacksonville,
Fla.; A. Louis Read, WDSU-TV New
Orleans; and Mr. Treyz.
Agency appointments . . .
■ Allen Organ Co., electronic organs,.
Macungie, Pa., names N. W. Ayer &
Son
1963.Inc., Philadelphia, effective Jan. 1,
■ Hoffman Beverage Co., New York,
has appointed Cunningham & Walsh,
New York, effective Jan. 1.
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New

All-Transistor

f/ie

RCA

A "new generation" is on its way! Dozens of these fullytransistorized console-model TV tape recorders are
coming off production lines in Camden, going to U.S.,
Canadian, and European users . . . NOW!
The first of these striking new-generation units went to
Washington— two for ABC's new facility there, and one
for the Navy's Photographic Labs. The fourth and fifth
air-jetted to England and France; then units to CFPL
in Canada; to WBRE-TV in Wilkes-Barre; to KCRLThe

Most

Trusted

TV Tape

J

TR-22's

Recorder

TV, Reno, Nevada; to WEAT-TV,
Florida . . . and so it goes!

West Palm Beach,

Shipments of these compact, solid-state recorders are
scheduled well into next year. Camden facilities have
been stepped up to a two-shift basis to fill commercial
and military orders as fast as possible. Order now!
See your RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write
RCA Broadcast & Television Equipment, Dept. oc-22,
Building 15-5, Camden, New Jersey.
Name

in Television
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An

angry

outburst

rises

against

ABC

NIXON SUPPORTERS, ANTI-COMMUNISTS PROTEST HISS INTERVIEW
A torrent of criticism hit ABC-TV
ported ABC-TV and its right to broadcism of Nixon and the "allegedly biased
cast the news and documentaries.
and distorted nature of the special prolast week after Alger Hiss was inter■ Sen. Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.)
gram." It asked detailed comments by
viewed on a news program entitled "The
return wire. No reply had been sent the
wired the FCC asking an investigation.
Political Obituary of Richard M. NixFCC late Thursday.
■ Richard S. Salant, CBS News preson." At week's end the protests showed
Triangle received an FCC request
no signs of abating.
ident, voiced distress at pre-broadcast
Not in recent times had a television
efforts to suppress the program and
to explain its "alleged arbitrary refusal
program created as violent a reaction.
post-broadcast efforts to punish ABC.
to carry the program." WFIL-TV Phila■ The Illinois state senate criticized
A small wave of protests that started
delphia and WNHC-TV New Haven,
the network for the program, voicing
before the show went on swelled to huge
Conn., are Triangle-owned stations affiliproportions afterward. Before the week
ated with ABC-TV.
"a sense of outrage over the Alger Hiss
was over ABC was threatened with adRoger W. Clipp, Triangle vice presiappearance." It demanded a public apoldent, replied that Triangle considered
vertiser defections and government inogy "to all patriotic, freedom-loving
the programs in bad taste, especially on
vestigations.
Americans" in Illinois.
Veterans Day.
Against the tumult ABC's commentaAdvertiser Protest ■ Schick's request
"We substituted our own documentor, Howard K. Smith, stood by his de- to cancel came from Patrick J. Frawley
cision to put Mr. Hiss on the air, and
Jr., Eversharp board chairman, who said
taries for the program," Mr. Clipp told
he was backed by his network news
ABC-TV had used "poor taste and judgment in presenting a convicted perjurer
involved in the passing of U. S. secrets
to the Communists as a critic of the former vice-president of the United States."
The Schick contract, placed through
Compton Adv., includes participations
in Stoney Burke and Combat, effective
in January. The business was reported
to represent about $1 million.
In refusing to cancel, Vincent A.
Francis, ABC-TV vice president in
charge of sales for the western division,
sent Mr. Frawley a telegram noting,
"We value our relationship with you and
your company, and of course we regret
that you feel as strongly as you do about
that broadcast. However, we cannot

Mr. Hagerty
chief, James C. Hagerty, and his sponsor, Nationwide Insurance Co.
The story became more complicated
as the days passed. Here are some of the
highspots of the events that followed
the Nov. 1 1 Nixon documentary:
■ Kemper Insurance and Schick Safely Razor Co., division of Eversharp,
-told ABC they wanted to cancel their
contracts in protest against the Nixon
•program. ABC-TV at the weekend was
holding fast to its refusal to cancel
either of the contracts.
■ The FCC had received approximately 400 telegrams and letters at the
weekend. It had asked ABC-TV to explain its position. The commission also
asked the Triangle Stations to tell why
Ihey wouldn't carry the program.
■ NAB President LeRoy Collins sup62

grant
your request."
Kemper
Insurance, through Clinton
E. Frank Adv., Chicago, is a participating advertiser on ABC-TV's early evening news show. Kemper notified the network itwould pull its advertising immediately (effective Nov. 15), but ABC-TV
replied that the advertiser was expected
to fulfill its contract.
William Gillogly, ABC-TV central
division vice president, notified Buckingham W. Gunn, senior vice president
at the Frank agency, that the network
regarded the agency's letter on behalf of
Kemper as being "in complete breach of
the agreement between us . . . and we
intend to hold you fully responsible for
any and all sums due to us for the sponsorship." Mr. Gillogly noted that the
contract for 26 weeks started Oct. 27,
and he described the agreement as "firm
andFCC
non-cancellable."
in the Act ■ The FCC entered
the controversy Nov. 13 by sending
ABC-TV a telegram saying it had received complaints about the broadcast
protesting cancellation of a previously
scheduled Veterans Day feature, the appearance of Alger Hiss, the Hiss criti-

Mr. Smith
the commission. WFIL-TV carried instead a Telstar documentary prepared
by Triangle and the U. of Pennsylvania.
WNHC-TV replaced the Nixon program
with "The Opinionated Man," a forum
program that included members of the
Yale U. faculty.
Letter of Explanation ■ Walter H.
Annenberg, head of the Annenberg
properties and Triangle, said in a letter
published by his Philadelphia Inquirer
that he had first heard ABC-TV planned
to replace its Veterans Day program
the afternoon before the Nixon report.
"It seemed to me that the use of a spy.
convicted of perjury in the infamous
Chambers-Hiss episode, to sit in judgment on a distinguished American who
loyally served his country in war and in
high public office, would be repugnant
to most viewers." He said the decision
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

was in no way influenced by a pro-Nixon attitude, citing an editorial in the Nov.
9 Inquirer that had censured Mr. Nixon
for his attacks on the press following
his defeat in the California governorship race.
WKRC-TV Cincinnati and WTVN
(TV) Columbus, both Ohio, refused to
carry the Nixon program Sunday night
but reversed their stand later in the
week. The two Taft stations made the
decision to cancel because of the lastminute change. They carried the controversial program later in the week after reviewing it.
Hagerty Stands Pat ■ As ABC-TV
news head, Mr. Hagerty was in the
middle of the controversy. He supported
ex-President Dwight Eisenhower's denial of a charge that he (Gen. Eisenhower) had attempted to keep Alger
Hiss off the program. Mr. Hagerty, who
was White House news secretary under
President Eisenhower, said his former
boss had merely phoned him to inquire

about the nature of the broadcast.
Mr. Hagerty issued the following
statement Thursday: "Of course I have
been considering making a further statement on the Howard K. Smith program
of last Sunday in response to many communications for and against the program. .. . But I want to make this quite
clear. If I do, what I will have to say
will not be an answer to any pressure or
influence upon myself or ABC from
any outside source, human or economic.
Right now I have no other comment to
Mr. Smith took this position: "Mr.
Hiss
is news, and we're in the news busimake."
nes. I'm not running a Sunday School
platform."
his program
as
moderate He
and defended
considered.
The Hiss
statement was "relevant to our subject"
and so it was used, Mr. Smith said. He
explained that Mr. Hagerty had suggested to him that he not talk about the
television program. "Let's sit tight, we're
winning," Mr. Smith quoted Mr. Hager-

Bruce Russell in Los Angeles Times
'Perjurer's hour'

What Hiss said about Nixon on Smith's program
Alger Hiss was one of four per- dedicated to serving the public and
can't but feel that political motivasons interviewed on Howard K. doing a real job for the country,
played awas
veryasked
real by
part."
Mr.tion Hiss
an ABC
and I think that is really his most
Smith's program Nov. 11. The others
news
staffer
who
interviewed
him:
were Jerry Voorhis, a California
outstanding characteristic."
Mr. Hiss figured importantly in "Do you have any feelings of hostilcongressman whom Richard Nixon
defeated to begin his national politi- Mr. Nixon's life when the latter was
ity toward
Mr.
Hiss:Mr."I Nixon?"
don't think I have
cal career; Rep. Gerald Ford (R- a member of the House Un-American Activities Committee. Mr. Hiss,
Mich.), a longtime friend and supany feelings
of hostility.
I don't
accused as a Communist spy, was
have
any feelings
of great personal
porter of Mr. Nixon, and Murray
later tried, convicted and jailed for warmth or affection. I regard his
Chotiner, Los Angeles lawyer who
actions as motivated by ambition, by
managed Mr. Nixon's campaign
What Hiss Said ■ The full text personal self-serving, which were not
against Mr. Voorhis and that against perjury.
of the interview with Mr. Hiss on
directed at me in a hostile sense, so
California Gov. Edmund (Pat)
Brown.
that I feel that what he was engaged
Mr. Smith's program follows:
in was something beyond his scope
An analysis of the transcript of
Mr. Hiss: "My impression of him
and size. He was responding to a
the program showed that Mr. Hiss
[Mr. Nixon] as an investigator was
situation in this country, an ugly
said about half as much as Mr.
that he was less interested in develChotiner. Messrs. Voorhis and Ford
oping the facts objectively than in period, an ugly time, and riding it
rather than actually creating it, I
had approximately equal exposure.
seeking ways of making a pre-conthink. If it hadn't been Mr. Nixon,
ceived plan appear plausible. More
At the opening Mr. Smith presentperhaps someone else would have
ed short excerpts of each interview:
interested, in other words, in moldtried to jump into the same situaing appearances to a point of view
Mr. Voorhis: "He was a clever
that he began with than in objecopponent, able opponent, welltion and benefit by it."
One Small Part ■ The Hiss case
financed opponent, incidentally, and
tively developing the facts of the
situation.
I think I have a right to say that he
was only one phase of Mr. Nixon's
"This feeling grew increasingly
career discussed in Mr. Smith's prowas quite a ruthless opponent."
throughout
the
hearings.
I
sensed
it
gram. Others that were given emRep. Ford: "I think his principal
fairly early, and then became more
quality — his best asset — is his comphasis
were Mr. Nixon's first elecand more convinced of it as the
tion to Congress, his successful camplete and superb intellectual capacpaign for the Senate in 1950, his
hearings progressed. Well, I think
ity. I think he is one of the most
election as vice president in 1952
he was politically carried along.
brilliant people I have ever known
Whether the initial motivation was
after his "Checkers" television speech
in the political arena."
explaining the political fund he had
political, I certainly don't think that
Mr. Hiss: "I had the increasing
been given by California supporters,
he was unaware of the political
feeling beginning quite early in the
boost, the political soaring up into
hearings that he was more interested
his service as (in Mr. Smith's words)
outer space that the hearings and
"possibly the most active and influ— let's put it this way, less interested
in developing facts than he was in the subsequent trial provided for
ential vice president ever," his loss
of the election for President in 1960
him. He has called the whole situapresenting some kind of pre-conby only one-tenth of one percent of
tion his first crisis, by which I asceived case."
sume he means his first vaulting in- the vote, and his loss this month of
Mr. Chotiner: "I think that this
is a case of a man who has been
to a major political position. No, I the California governorship.
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ty as reporting to him.
Shown Support ■ Earlier in the week
Murray D. Lincoln, president of Nationwide Insurance, said his company
had agreed in advance not to attempt
to censor any of the Smith shows in
any way (Broadcasting, Sept. 17).
a year's contract
ide signed
broadcasts after closely
the Smith
forNationw
following his program on ABC-TV,
the contract involving nearly $3 million.
Mr. Lincoln said last week that a
number of protests regarding the Nixon
program had been received before air
time. "We advised Mr. Smith and the
network of the number and substance
he said, "but it was
protests,"
of these
made
clear
that Nationwide recognized
that the responsibility for the show
rested solely with the ABC network.
"We do, however, join Mr. Hagerty
in deploring the fact that some of our
citizens were inclined to judge the program before they had seen it. We are
even more disturbed by the action of
those station owners who cancelled the
program not only before they had seen
the show but before they had even seen
a script of it. . . . Certainly, considering the enormous power and influence
of tv, such action is opposed to the
classic American principle of freedom of
speech."
Dodd's Outrage ■ Sen. Dodd sent ABC
a telegram of his FCC mesage, attributing his protest to "personal disgust and the countless objections by
Connecticut citizens." He termed the
timing of the program on Veterans
Day weekend "incredible" and said the
ABC action was an affront to patriotism as well as fairness and good
taste. A Democrat, he said all Americans "should honor Nixon for the role
he played in the Hiss case."
Gov. Collins, speaking Nov. 15 during the NAB's fall conference at Denver (story page 90), backed ABC in
the controversy. "The broadcaster has
a duty to the people to be creative and
virile," he said, "and he is bound to
that will displease some."
position
takeHe a said
he was not personally aware
of any pressure by advertisers against
the network. "If any pressure has been
brought, it is indefensible and censorship of a very evil kind," he said. "I
stand four square behind the broadcaster. Broadcasters have to stand up
like good newspapers and do what
they think best despite the brickbats."
Desilu Sales acquires
'Rod Rocket' rights
Desilu Sales has acquired distribution
rights to Rod Rocket, all-color space
age cartoon series of 130 episodes of
3Y2 minutes, which can be programmed
as daily five-minute broadcasts or as
64 (PROGRAMMING)

daily or weekly 15-minute shows. Morgan-Forman Productions, Hollywood,
produced the series for Space Age Productions.
A new live daytime strip, International Tv Bingo, is being put into distribution by Desilu Sales, which has set up
special crews to work with stations and
sponsors to start the program in each

MEDIA

LINES

FADE

city.
high
select
mark

The copyrighted format employs
speed electronic equipment to
the numbers which home players
on cards obtained from the station or, more probably, from retailers
of the advertised product. Jay Ward,
producer of Bullwinkle, has created and
produced animated openings and closings for International Tv Bingo.

IN

NEWS

SOCIETY

Broadcasting figures big in Sigma Delta Chi meeting
Broadcast journalism and journalists
received prime time and attention at
the 53rd annual convention of Sigma
Delta Chi, professional journalism society, in Tulsa, Nov. 14-17.
Ted Koop, Washington vice president
of CBS Inc., and national secretary of
the 16,000-member journalism society,
was slated for election to first vice presiand president-elect
Saturday'sas
closingdent session.
He will beat installed
president at the next annual convention
in Norfolk, Va., in November 1963.
Gardner (Mike) Cowles, president of
Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting
Inc., was named honorary president to

CBS's Koop
slated for society presidency
succeed Paul Miller, president of Gannet newspapers and their owned radio
and television stations. Re-elected as a
regional director was lames Bormann,
news director, WCCO Minneapolis.
Walter Burroughs, president of
Orange Coast Newspapers, Costa Mesa,
Calif., moved from first vice president
to president for the new fiscal year. He
succeeded Buren McCormack, vice president-editorial director, Wall Street
Journal. Orange Coast Newspapers is

a subsidiary of the Los Angeles TimesMirror Co., which owns KTTV (TV),
Los Angeles.
Tv News Impact ■ Elmer Lower, general manager, NBC News, New York,
told the mixed audience of 550 newspaper and magazine writers, broadcast
newsmen, public relations men, journalism school teachers, and undergraduate
journalism
is no
journalistic students
force in that
the "there
world today
which swarms all over the big story
and delivers it to the public with the
effect and impact that television does."
He cited case histories of the coverage of the orbital flights, the Cuban
crisis, and this month's elections as
current examples of television's prowess.
Disclaiming that he was downgrading
newspapers, he said that broadcast coverage underscored the need for newspapers to provide greater depth and
analysis. Newspaper must change their
concepts, he said, because the people
"will not be satisfied with a newspaper
laid on their doorsteps which reports
what they have learned before 1 1 p.m.
the preceding night."
Coverage of this month's elections,
Mr. Lower disclosed, cost the NBC network $650,000.
Louis Harris, marketing and public
opinion analyst and consultant to CBS
News in last month's general election
coverage, dispelled the notion that computers used by CBS were for "stunt" or
showmanship purposes. "The machines
are operational tools," he continued. By
using them, he said, CBS was able to
call the results early and correctly.
Undergraduate awards in radio or tv
news writing went to Robert Yearick,
Perm State U., first place, and Joseph
Angotti, Indiana U., second place.
First place for radio or tv public service
in journalism went to Tom Baldwin, U.
of Iowa; second place went to Donald
Kinney, Montana State U.
A panel discussion on careers in
journalism covered all media. Participants in the radio and television panels
were James Byron, WBAP-AM-FM-TV
Fort Worth; Bruce Palmer, KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City, and Bill Garry,
WBBM-TV Chicago.
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SHIPMENTS
LEAVE SOONER,
Buses
Daily
5 lbs.
Running Time
New York30
2 hrs.
Philadelphia
$1.25
1.75
Chicago7
7
hrs.
35
mins.
Cleveland
Los AngelesSan Diego

38

GET

THERE

15 lbs.

25 lbs.

$1.40
2.00

$1.65
2.25

2 hrs. 30 mins.

1.15

1.25

1.45

ChicagoSt. Louis

8

6 hrs. 10 mins.

1.70

1.90

2.15

CincinnatiIndianapolis

9

2 hrs. 45 mins.

1.35

1.55

1.80

Greyhound Package Express notonly savesyoutime and
money, it could be the answer to your inventory control
problems, too. Packages very often arrive the same day
shipped. They travel in spacious compartments on
regular Greyhound buses. That means you can ship
any time. . .twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week,
weekends and holidays. Ship C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid,
or open a charge account. Be sure to specify Greyhound
Package Express. It's there in hours... and costs you less!
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FASTER,

COST

LESS,

TOO!

CALL YOUR LOCAL GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL
TODAY...OR MAIL THIS CONVENIENT COUPON TO:
GREYHOUND PACKAGE EXPRESS
140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, Illinois
Dept. 8-L
Gentlemen: Please send us complete information on
Greyhound Package Express service. ..including rates
and routes. We understand that our company assumes
no cost or obligation.
-TITLENAMECOMPANYADDRESS—
CITY

-STATE.

-PHONE65

WBZ
outlets plan political-social project
COMBINED PROGRAMMING-AUDIENCE ACTION TO BE USED
In a major departure from tradi- nights from New England Life Hall
tional concepts of local public affairs
starting Nov. 26. Separate one hour
radio and television documentaries will
programming, WBZ-AM-FM-TV Boston announced last week it will devote
be broadcast Nov. 25 to explain overall
portions of its program time in the plans for Focal Point.
next 12 months to a combined utiliThe three forums, as explained by
Mr. Swartley, include:
zation of broadcast media and "audi■ Morality — to deal with the relaaction" to
political and
social enceaction
in stimulate
Massachusetts.
tionship between the so-called common
Going beyond its own programming
morality and morality in government.
— an ambitious project titled Focal
■ Modernization — to explore the
Point — Government 1963 — WBZ will constitutional and statutory changes
give viewers an opportunity to follow
needed to revitalize government.
through on the impetus it hopes its
■ Manpower — to seek ways of changradio and television broadcasts may
ing citizen apathy to constructive citizen action.
impart by participation in civic projects.
Plans for citizen participation and
Plans to launch Focal Point in 6V2
other programs in the project were to
hours of evening television and radio
be announced soon, Mr. Swartley said.
time, featuring a dozen political, acaAmong panelists who will appear
demic and business leaders Nov. 25-28,
the three-day series: U.S. Attorney
were revealed at a news luncheon in in
General Robert F. Kennedy; NAB
Boston Wednesday (Nov. 14).
President Leroy Collins; Clark Mollen"It is a Herculean task that entails
hoff, author and columnist, Des Moines
changes in the constitution, the general
Register and Tribune, Minneapolis Star
laws, the political parties and the pub- and Tribune; Carl J. Gilbert, chairman
lic's thinking," said W. C. Swartley,
of the board, The Gillette Co.; Archiarea vice president, Westinghouse
bald MacLeish, poet-dramatist; and
Broadcasting Co., owner of the WBZ
Earl P. Stevenson, chairman, National
stations.
Committee on America's Goals and
"Our first job, of course, is simply
Resources and president, Greater Bosto get people to see the basic problems
ton Chamber of Commerce.
involved," Mr. Swartley said.
What's Planned ■ Mr. Swartley outMGM-TV acquires 'Holy Land'
lined three areas for separate 90-minute discussions which will be moderMGM-TV New York, has acquired
ated by Erwin D. Canham, editor of "Christmas in the Holy Land," a onethe Christian Science Monitor, and
hour color special originally telecast by
broadcast live on three succeeding
CBS-TV in 1961. The travel special,

produced by Art Linkletter's production
company and starring Mr. Linkletter
and his family, is being made available
to stations and advertisers for local telecast this Christmas.
Stations which have already licensed
the special program include WNBCTV New York, KHJ-TV Los Angeles,
WBAP-TV Dallas-Ft. Worth and
WFMY (TV) Greensboro, N.C., according to Richard A. Harper, MGMTV director of syndicated and feature
film sales.
125 collegiate outlets
exchange

More than 125 college radio stations
are participating in a taped program exchange administered by the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, reports Robert Freedman, a director of
the nationwide service.
IBS grew out of the merger in September of College Broadcasting Affiliates (66 member stations) and the old
IBS (78 members), a 22-year-old collegiate program network. In addition
to its program exchange, IBS provides
engineering consultation, promotional
services, a monthly newsletter and personnel placement in professional broadcasting. About 25 students were placed
in jobs at broadcasting stations during
a pilot program conducted by College
Broadcasting Affiliates earlier this year.
IBS officers are President William
Malone, Board Chairman Richard
Cromton, and vice presidents George
Abraham and David Borst. Offices are
at Bethlehem, Pa.
Negro

Among guests at WBZ-AM-FM-TV Boston's luncheon announcing "Focal
Point — Government 1963" (see story
this page) were Massachusetts Sen.
Leverett Saltonstall (c) and SenatorElect Edward M. Kennedy (second
from I), who met there for the first
66 (PROGRAMMING)

time since the Nov. 6 elections. Others
pictured: Donald H. McGannon (I),
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. president, Paul G. O'Friel (second from r),
WBZ-AM-FM general manager, and
W. C. Swartley (r), WBC area vice
president.

tape programs

variety show

sponsored by Posner
Indicative of a growing interest in
the ethnic market (Broadcasting,
Sept. 3), a new series of variety tv
shows featuring Negro entertainers, has
been sold directly to an advertiser —
Posner's Distributing Co., New York,
makers of cosmetics. The series was
sold by Pathe News.
The new series of 13 half-hour programs was produced at the Apollo
theater, a center of Negro entertainment
in New York City, and is called Posner
Presents: Showtime at the Apollo.
Slated for telecast next January in
prime time, the series will be placed
initially in the New York area and then
in 30 other markets in the South and
Midwest. Two independent and one
network-owned station in New York are
reported to have approved and are interested in scheduling the series.
Among the entertainers featured are
Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Nat King
Cole, Dinah Washington, Sara Vaughn,
and Lionel Hampton.
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TV

WROC-

ROCHESTER'S
FIRST

TV

STATION

TV.

It is the preference of Rochester area viewers for
WROC-TV that makes us Rochester's Number 1
station. Here are a few reasons for this leadership.
EXCLUSIVE!
ROCHESTER'S ONLY
COMPLETE BROADCAST SERVICE.
The WROC Broadcast Center houses all three
communication mediums — WROC-TV Channel 8
with NBC affiliation . . . WROC Radio 1280 with
NBC affiliation, and WROC-FM with QXR affiliation.
EXCLUSIVE!
ROCHESTER'S ONLY
STATION WITH REMOTE FACILITIES.
WROC-TV is the only station that operates a remote unit housing all the essential equipment to
give live on-the-spot telecasts such as church services, news events, athletic events, meetings.
EXCLUSIVE!
ROCHESTER'S
STATION WITH DEPTH NEWS

EXCLUSIVE!
ROCHESTER'S
STATION TELECASTING COLOR

ONLY

PROGRAMS. 70% of WROC-TV's nighttime
shows and 50% of the afternoon programs are
being broadcast in full, living color.
Finally, with our new $400,000 transmitter our
signal is sharper than ever. Just a few reasons why
MORE PEOPLE WATCH WROC-TV.

ONLY

COVERAGE. Three fully equipped newsmobiles are ready to cover any events of local interest
and are available 24 hours a day.
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A Message from Ervin F. Lyke, President WROC-TV

Represented b\i
Edward I Pelry 41Co., Inc.
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SAG

won't

raise

ante

for movie

films

CHANDLER CITES 'LOW EMPLOYMENT'; TV TO COME
Screen Actors Guild will not ask for unions of various countries. Next January, in Toronto, he announced, SAG
any increases in wage scales from the
producers of theatrical motion pictures representatives will meet with delegates
when negotiations start for a new confrom British
Equity,
the Canadian CouncilActors'
of Authors
& Artists
and
tract to replace the present pact which
expires Jan. 31, 1963. Neither will the American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists to consider what steps
SAG ask for working condition changes
should be taken to coordinate union acthat would have the effect of making
tions in the field of international tv.
the employment of actors more costly
Mr. Dales also reported on meetings
to the movie producers.
The decision to stand pat on their with AFTRA which are continuing to
present financial terms was made at the study the basic contractual wage scales,
annual membership meeting of SAG,
terms, working conditions and re-run
held last Monday (Nov. 12) at the fees of the two unions and their impact on the economies of television.
Beverly Hilton Hotel in Beverly Hills,
Members during the fiscal year which
Calif. After extended debate, the members endorsed the recommendation of ended Oct. 31 received $6,499,712 in
residuals on tv entertainment films and
their board and voted to make what SAG
violation claims, of which $6,President George Chandler called "a contract
053,665 was in residuals, a new record,
decision that is not only the best course
it was reported at the meeting. Since
for actors in these times of low employment, but a decision that could set a 1953, SAG has distributed to its members $28,240,962 in tv residuals, a sum
precedent in our industry — and in all
that does not include reuse payments
industry."
Whether this move will constitute a for tv commercials nor fees for the use
on television of old theatrical pictures.
precedent for the next SAG negotiations with the producers of tv films re- In a detailed report on residuals, Chesmains to be seen. The tv contract runs
ter L. Migden, assistant national executive secretary, said that second and
until June 30, 1964, by which time the
SAG thinking may have changed as third runs are responsible for more than
radically as it has since the spring of 71% of all tv residuals.
Frank Faylen, SAG treasurer, report1960, when the screen actors staged a
ed a total income for the year of $859,five-week strike against the movie
makers to enforce their demands. Also,
the prevalence of out-of-the-country
production that has plagued the motion
picture business, cutting down employment in Hollywood, has been a serious
factor in the production of tv films.
Traditionally, the SAG contract with
the theatrical film producers sets the
pattern for its other agreements, including tv, educational, industrial and
all other non-theatrical pictures. But,
as President Chandler informed the
Guild's members, this new no-increase
stand is an unprecedented break with
traditional policies.
Mr. Chandler, who was re-elected
president of SAG for another one-year
Remember him?
term, reaffirmed the Guild's long-standing position on employment by pledgThis sinister-looking fellow is
ing that the organization "will fight with
currently seen on WISN-TV Milthe full strength of our union against
waukee trying to scare up an
any discrimination in equal job opporaudience for his newly distributed
tunities for any actor because of race,
program, The Shadow, now heard
creed, color or national origin." In all
on WISN, that city, and in 17
future contract negotiations, he said,
other markets. Charles MichaelSAG will insist on clauses guaranteeing,
son Inc., New York, a veteran
equal employment opportunities for
radio distributor, thinks the raNegro actors and members of other midio drama form isn't dead, and
nority groups.
he's trotting out some of the faJohn L. Dales, national executive secvorite oldies for a new generation
retary, told the SAG members that Telof listeners.
star has created a change in the interAlso on his list are Famous
national communications picture that
Jury Trials and The Adventures
will inevitably alter the traditional reof Sherlock Holmes.
lationships between the entertainment
68 (PROGRAMMING)

402, with expenses of $777,771. Guild's
surplus now totals $858,745, he said.
SAG has 14,315 paid-up members at
the present time.
The SAG Health & Welfare Plan,
paid for by producer contributions, has
paid actors a total of $911,500 in its
first 18 months of operation, Bert Jacobson, executive of the plan consultants, Martin E. Segal Co., reported.
The pension plan, which began paying
benefits on Jan. 1, 1962, has received
employer contribution of $3,825,000 to
Oct. 31.
The absence of wage demands does
not mean that the Guild will have nothing to discuss with the motion picture
producers when the new contract negotiations commence. For one thing,
there's pay tv. The SAG "board and
staff are keeping up-to-date on all developments in this field," President
Chandler reported. "When direct production for pay television becomes imminent, we will be better prepared than
we are today to know what the actor is
entitled to and what we must secure for
him. To this end, we shall insist on
the right to reopen the contract at any
time rent
for SAGsuch
negotiations."
curcontract
lumps payThe
tv with
theatrical pictures as embodying an extension of the theatre box-office into
the home. It also provides for the reopening of the contract if pay tv should
develop to the point of having a "mathe yet
theatrical
which terialit effect
hason not
done. box office,"
There are also some problems in connection with collections for the health
and welfare and pension funds to be
worked out, Mr. Chandler said, plus
"other technical and legalistic points to
be discussed and some suggestions from
members that will be presented."
Official

to produce

two half-hour series
Official Films Inc. announced last
week it is allocating $2 million over
the next 12 months for the production
of two half-hour series intended for
syndication.
Seymour Reed, president, reported
that the funds will be used to produce
a new cycle of Biography programs,
which have been sold in more than 150
markets, and a second half-hour series,
which will be produced on the West
Coast. Mr. Reed said he would reveal
details on the second series early next
year, at which time a pilot will be made.
Official Films, he added, also has acquired for distribution a group of eight
short color films, Songs for Christmas,
which are being offered for sale to stations during the holiday season. The
films run from 90 seconds to three minutes in length.
A special presentation, Marilyn Monroe, which has been produced for OfBROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

In

Detroit.

Political reporter for WWJ

. .

News, Ven Marshall kept on the heels of Michigan candidates

throughout this year's grueling campaign— helped voters assess the candidates and the
issues. Marshall also holds down regularly scheduled newscasts, writes and narrates many
public affairs "specials" for the great WWJ
includes:

News operation— the only local service that

• 13-Man Broadcast News Staff — Michigan's Largest
• Newsgathering Resources of The Detroit News
• NBC

WWJ

Correspondents

1

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
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news
STATIONS

in 75 Countries

f

WWJ-TV
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National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

Tv tape animation
proves
economical,
quick
tions President Howard S. Meighan
They can also be combined with live
Two major breakthroughs toward
and associates at the Assn. of Naanimation on video tape were antional Advertisers convention on Oct.
nounced last week by Videotape ProThe process
was describedthan
as "genductions of New York.
erally more economical
cell
10 (Broadcasting, Oct. 12). Furperformers."
ther details were made available last
One is a continuous-movement
[stop-frame] animation and always
week, and formal announcement of
animation process developed by Animuch
rapid."
the Aniforms process was being sent
In more
the Videotape
Productions
forms Inc., which has been signed
out
over
the
past
weekend
by
Mr.
demonstration for ANA, Mr. Meigto an exclusive working arrangehan, lohn Lanigan, vice president
ment by Videotape Productions of Meighan and Aniforms President
New York.
George P. MacGregor.
and general manager, and Herbert
W. Hobler, sales manager, presented
The other is a stop-frame animaFilm Too ■ Aniforms' exclusive
film and tape versions of the same
arrangement with Videotape Production technique developed by Amtions is for the use of its process in commercials to demonstrate "the
pex, pioneer in video tape recording
matchless, superb quality of picture
and part owner of the New York
video tape, according to Mr. Macproduction firm.
Gregor. He said Aniforms Inc. in- and sound that tape can bring to the
tends to develop the technique in
The Aniforms technique is curtelevision
the film field.
One of screen."
these involved a tape prorently being demonstrated at Videotape center in New York and is
The Aniforms process was induction
of Maxwell House Coffee's
available for use in commercials
vented by Morey Bunin, noted tv "cup and a half" commercial. Mr.
Hobler said the tape version took
puppeteer. It employs dummy forms
and programs now. The stop-frame
two-and-a-half hours to produce and
process was described as still in which are articulated and tape-recorded or filmed while in motion,
cost $54 as against 1 8 months of
"experimental" form but showing
such promise that officials expect it giving the appearance of animation
experimenting and a total cost of
to be operational in from four to six (see cuts).
$40,000 to produce the commercial
months time.
The announcement by Messrs.
originally on film.
He did not explain how the trick
First disclosure of the two develMeighan and MacGregor said that
effect was created on tape, except
opments was made in a special
'Aniform characters can play against
real, or cartoon, or miniature sets.
demonstration by Videotape Producthat it was "done electronically and

ficial by Art Lieberman, will be offered
for network sale late next month, Mr.
Reed said. Elmer Bernstein has completed an original score for the halfhour special.
NBC-TV News plans
15 color specials
NBC-TV will present at least 15
news specials in color during the 196263 season, the network announced. The
color shows represent nearly one-third
of the 50 major news specials to be
telecast by NBC.
Among the color specials being prepared byNBC News are: "Shakespeare:
Soul of an Age," Friday, Nov. 30 (7:308:30 p.m. EST); "Polaris Submarine:
Journal of an Undersea Voyage," Wednesday, Dec. 19 (10-11 p.m. EST),
and "Projection '63," Sunday, Jan. 6
(10-11 p.m. EST).
Film Sales . . .
Surf side 6 (Warner Bros. Tv) : Sold
to WTEV (TV) Providence, R. I.;
WRVA-TV Richmond, Va., and
WHEC-TV Rochester, N. Y. Now in
31 markets.
People Are Funny (NBC Films):
Sold to KCRA (TV) Sacramento,
Calif.; WRC-TV Washington; KTRKTV Houston; WFMJ-TV Youngstown,
Ohio; WKBT (TV) LaCrosse, Wis.;
70 (PROGRAMMING)

WCKT

(TV) Miami; KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M.; WDXI-TV Jackson,
Tenn.; WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C;
WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.; WTTV
(TV) Indianapolis, and WAST (TV)
Albany, N. Y. Now in 42 markets.
Maverick (Warner Bros. Tv) : Sold
to WSTV-TV Wheeling, W. Va.;
WNBF-TV Binghampton, N. Y., and
WKST-TV Youngstown, Ohio. Now in
29 markets.
The Roaring 20's (Warner Bros. Tv) :
Sold in Providence, R. I., and WFMYTV Greensboro-Winston-Salem, N. C.
Now in 18 markets.
Sugarfoot (Warner Bros. Tv) : Sold
to WKST-TV Youngstown, Ohio. Now
in 22 markets.
Lawman (Warner Bros. Tv) : Sold
to KBTV (TV) Denver and WLBT
(TV) Jackson, Miss. Now in eight markets.
Bachelor Father (MCA Tv) : Sold to
WCIV (TV) Charleston, S. C; KPRCTV Houston; KJEO-TV Fresno, Calif.,
and WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio. Now
in 13 markets.
Program

notes...

Two Soviet programs ■ "The Death of
Stalin" and "The Rise of Khrushchev,"
two programs in the NBC White Paper
series, will be presented on Sunday, Jan.

27 and Sunday, Feb. 3 (both 10-11
p.m. EST) respectively. The programs,
produced by Fred Freed, will examine
internal affairs in the Soviet Union
documented with first-hand reports
from persons who were eyewitness to
developments on the Russian scene.
New kind of 'hero' ■ QM Productions,
Hollywood, is scheduled to begin production on Nov. 27 on a pilot of a
new half-hour series, The Fugitive,
which features a man fleeing from the
law as the "hero." The cast has not
been chosen. QM Productions, which is
headed by Quinn Martin, is producing
the series for United Artists Television.
Free-of-charge ■ A series of 13 radio
programs featuring top-name authors
has been produced by the New American Library, for distribution to stations
free-of-charge. The series, called The
Writer Speaks, will include as its guests
Irving Stone, Norman Mailer, Ayn
Rand, Erskine Caldwell, James Jones,
C. P. Snow, Theodore Jones, Ian Fleming and Gore Vidal. The format of the
programs will vary from interviews to
poetry readings to monologues. The new
American Library publishes Signet and
Mentor paperback books.
New program ■ Girl Talk, a new daytime tv program featuring women personalities isbeing released for syndication by ABC Films, effective Dec. 3.
Virginia Graham will moderate the
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mechanically, involving several tv
cameras."
Price Range ■ Mr. Hobler said the
price of tape commercials has varied
from a low of $300 apiece (a series
of nine Occident Pre-sifted Flour
commercials, featuring commedienne Pat Carroll, taped in one
morning at a cost of $2,700 exclusive of talent) to $16,000 or more.
But he sees "no reason why at least

80% of the time" the advertiser
should not save money by using
tape instead of film.
Mr. Lanigan told the ANA audience that more than 300 stations
are equipped for video tape; that
editing, "once primitive," is now
commonplace; that location shooting, once impractical, is now frequently done — that, in fact, "about
the only thing we have left to do

in tape" is the stop-frame animation
that Ampex is now developing.
He estimated that almost 20%
of current commercial production
is on tape.most
"Nowof that
have
eliminated
the we
technical
obstacles that stood in the way of
our growth," he continued, "I predict that we will go ahead at a substantially greater rate during the next
three years."

daily half-hour show. Sales have already been completed to the five ABCTV-owned stations: WABC-TV New
York, KABC-TV Los Angeles, WBKB
(TV) Chicago, WXYZ-TV Detroit and
KGO-TV San Francisco.
Decca earnings up ■ Decca Records
Inc., New York, reports consolidated
net earnings for the nine months ended
Sept. 30 of $4,359,091 ($2.85 a share).
Decca's earnings, which include the results of operations of subsidiary Universal Pictures Co., are up considerably
from the corresponding period of 1961
when earnings were $1,875,007 ($1.46
per share). MCA has the controlling
interest in Decca.
MCA earnings ■ MCA Inc. reported
last week that consolidated net earnings
for the nine months ended last Sept.
30 amouted to $9,197,000, equal to
$1.87 a share, and in addition there
was a non-recurring item of $2,097,000,
or 46 cents a share, making a total of
$2.33 a share for the period. No comparison was made with the comparable
1961 period because the 1962 figures
include, on a "pooling of interest basis,"
MCA Inc.'s interest in Decca Records,
which was acquired this year.
Paramount subsidiary purchased ■
Autometric Corp., New York, a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corp.,
has been acquired by Raytheon Co. for
an undisclosed sum. The transaction
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does not include Autometric's interest
in Conductron Corp., Ann Arbor, Mich.
Autometric, which functions primarily
under government contracts, deals with
reconnaissance and mapping, data
handling, electronics, astronomy and
geophysics.
'Here's How' hits » Here's How, a
weekly children's tv program produced
by WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.,
which demonstrates how various products are manufactured in area firms,
has been chosen as the winner of an
"Action in Education" award presented
by Better Homes and Gardens Magazine. Miss Virginia Atter is the producer-hostess.
'The Journey' ■ Wrather Corp., which
last year produced television's first
three-broadcast program, Lassie's Odyssey, is out to top its own record with
a four-part Lassie special, The Journey,
which began filming last week on location in California's mother-lode country, near Yosemite National Park.
Broadcast date for this part of the
CBS-TV series has not been set.
Specialty programming ■ KBUN Bemidji, Minn., reaches three Chippawa
tribes in its listening area with a weekly
15-minute program in their language
produced and sponsored by the Mokahum Bible School of the Christian Alliance Church, Cass Lake., Minn., reports James R. Hambacher, general

manager. The program is in its fourth
season and is rebroadcast in Canada by
CFOB Fort Francis, Ont.
New offices ■ H&S Productions has
opened new offices at 13273 Ventura
Blvd., in Studio City, Calif. Mrs. Janet
DeHaven, formerly with Ralph Edwards Productions, has joined the H&S
staff as associate producer and production sales representative of all new
properties.
NTA offers film package
pegged to holidays
One full-length theatrical motion picture, three hour specials and five halfhour programs make up a "holiday specials" package being offered by National Telefilm Assoc., which has launched
a special sales drive for these seasonal
tv programs. The movie is "The Miracle
of 34th Street," starring Edmund
Gwenn. The hour programs are: "The
Story of the Pope," a biographical study
of Pope Pius XII, narated by Bishop
Fulton J. Sheen; "Man's Heritage," the
story of the Bible in art masterpieces,
narrated by Raymond Massey, and
"Meet Mr. Kringle," a Christmas drama.
The half-hour shows are: "The Lamb
in the Manger," "A Christmas Carol,"
"The Great Gift," "The Christmas7t
Story" and "Christmas by Injunction."

GOVERNMENT
Court

backs

AD MEDIUM

KXTV,

NOT AN AUTO

remands

NLRB

MANUFACTURER,

A key court decision reversing a secondary boycott ruling by National Labor Relations Board was issued last
week by the U. S. Court of Appeals in
San Francisco.
The federal court reversed a board
conclusion that television stations are
producers of automobiles when they
carry advertising on behalf of an automotive sponsor. Its decision came on
an appeal by Great Western Broadcasting Corp., operating KXTV (TV)
Sacramento, Calif., of the board finding. KXTV is a Corinthian station.
In rejecting the board's broad definition of "producers," the court said this
line of reason "leads to the remarkable
conclusion that a tv station can be a
producer of automobiles, gasoline and
beer."
Remanding the case to NLRB, the
court said the board should determine
the merits of union claims that (1)
Sec. 8b4iib of the Labor-Management
Relations Act relates only to union activity that tends to threaten, coerce or
restrain, and (2) that union actions involved in this case are protected by the
free speech and free press provisions of
the First Amendment. The court listed
eight union actions in the complaint it
said should be ruled on by the board.
A Corinthian spokesman said, "We
regard this as an extremely significant
decision which means that broadcasters
and sponsors alike will now have adequate protection against the evils of
secondary boycotts."
NAB 'Gratified' ■ James H. Hulbert,
NAB broadcast management director,
termed the decision "a significant and
important step in establishing the right
of broadcast stations to be protected
against illegal union secondary boycott
activity as was intended by Congress.
While this case must be remanded to
the NLRB for further determination
on questions of fact, we are gratified
that the court has affirmed the position
stated by NAB in its amicus curiae
brief — that the act does not protect secondary boycott activity against a broadcast station involved in a labor dispute.
"We are pleased the court has rejected and reversed the NLRB ruling
that broadcasters become one of the
producers of any product which is
advertised over their facilities. While
some of the issues at stake must be
litigated further, we are optimistic
about the ultimate success of finally
establishing the true rights of broadcasters in questions of secondary boycotts." NAB's brief was prepared by
72

decision

SAY JUDGES

the broadcast management and legal
departments.
The court concluded that the publicity proviso (8b4iib) "does not protect
publicity to the effect that television
service is rendered by a station with
whom the labor organization has a
primary dispute, which service is being
utilized
by other
Corinthian
has employers."
a parallel damage
suit from secondary acts in a U. S.
District Court in Sacramento. The
case had been held up pending the
current decision.
In an unrelated NLRB decision made
in mid-October the board by a split vote
upheld a hearing examiner's ruling that
KXTV must bargain with the San
Francisco local of American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists.
AFTRA and National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers & Technicians
were intervenors in the appellate court
case. These unions are defendants in
the damage suit case in district court.
WTTV

sees

death

in Bloomington
WTTV

(TV) Bloomington, Ind., requested last week that the FCC reconsider itsrefusal to shift WTTV's ch.
4 to the Indianapolis market (Broadcasting, Oct. 15).
WTTV cannot "survive economically" on the present allocation, it told
the FCC. The station charged the
FCC's determination was not based on
any facts and "rests completely on surmise and speculation as to what the
economic life of a station operating on
ch. 4 would be in the future."
The station's petition called on Dallas W. Smythe, research professor in
communications at the U. of Illinois and
former chief economist of the FCC, for
support of its argument. Mr. Smythe
said, "If ch. 4 is assigned to IndianapTestimonial
The Ivy League in Washington
is gathering this week to honor
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow. A joint luncheon will be held
tomorrow (Tuesday) at the Presidential Arms Hotel by the Harvard, Yale, and Princeton clubs of
Washington in honor of the chairman. Several officials of the Kennedy Administration are expected
to attend.

olis and operated as proposed, station
WTTV will be able to overcome its
deficits and can be placed on a profitable basis," and he added that if the
operation is continued in Bloomington
the station will fail.
Commission conclusions that WTTV
could operate as a Bloomington-Monroe County or Bloomington-Terre
Haute station were not backed up by
facts, WTTV said, and quoted Mr.
Smythe's opinion that neither would
it be economically feasible.
Sarkes Tarzian Inc., licensee of
WTTV, also owns WTTS and WTTVFM Bloomington, WPTA (TV) Roanoke, WFAM-TV Lafayette and WPTHFM Fort Wayne, all Indiana.
Rollins
drops

slaps
ch. 12

FCC,
appeal

With a blast at an FCC "meaningless
hearing," Rollins Broadcasting Inc. last
week said it would not appeal an initial
decision in September denying it ch. 12
in Wilmington, Del.
Hearing Examiner Walter W.
Guenther looked toward awarding the
channel to WWHY Inc., owner of etv
station WWHY-TV Philadelphia, as an
etv (Broadcasting, Oct. 1). Rollins
had asked for ch. 12 — Delaware's only
vhf channel — for commercial purposes.
In its letter to the FCC last week,
Rollins claimed the decision was "based
upon allocation policy rather than the
record" and that "if the decision was to
be made solely on the policy that the
need for educational programs far outweighs all other superiorities, then the
commission could and should have
made this decision in 1959," the first
year the applications were before the
commission.
In his decision Mr. Guenther claimed
"the record establishes that there is a
distinctly greater need for the educational-instructional programs proposed
by WWHY than for the additional entertainment programs" Rollins proposed,
and that "where there is a choice to be
made as in the instant proceeding the
public interest would be better served
by a preponderance of programs which
educate and instruct and, as to the latter, likewise entertain." Mr. Guenther
also claimed WWHY's broadcast and
public service record was superior to
that of Rollins.
Rollins stated that the examiner's
decision, which was recommended
by the Broadcast Bureau, recognized
"important superiorities" of Rollins',
among which were the local residence
of its principals, the participation of
its stockholders in corporate affairs and
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962
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its proposed religious programming.
Rollins said that these superiorities
were passed over in the decision, and
along with them, "considerations and
precedents of long standing."
In time, Rollins contended, the
"Wilmington channel will evolve into
""another Philadelphia educational tv
channel, with little or no regard for
the needs of the people of Wilmington
and the State of Delaware."' In spite
of its protests, however, Rollins said it
will not appeal the decision, as ch. 12
has been dark too long and "further
lengthy and expensive litigation . . .
would continue to preclude use of ch.
12 by any party for years to come."
Rollins owns WAMS Wilmington;
WNJR Newark; WBEE Harvey, 111.;
WRAP Norfolk, Va.; WGEE Indianapolis, Ind.; KDAY Santa Monica; WCHSTV Charleston, W. Va.; WEAR-TV
Pensacola, Fla.; and WPTZ (TV) Pittsburgh, N. Y.

POLITICAL
Response

BROADCAST

to be mandatory

QUIZ

PREPARED

to thorough questionnaire
nouncements classified under the same
A final draft of the political broadbreakdown.
casting questionnaire the FCC plans
to send to all broadcast licensees was
Another series of questions seeks incompleted last week by the staff and
formation on political program time
will be presented to the commissioners
paid for by commercial sponsors as
for approval this week.
well as time donated by the station.
The questionnaire is being sent to A breakdown also is sought on appearprovide information on the 1962 camances by opposing candidates on the
paign asked for by Sen. John Pastore
same program. All questions require a
breakdown as to primary and general
(D-R. I.), chairman of the Senate
elections. The station is asked whether
Communications Subcommittee (Broadcasting, Nov. 12). After the FCC
it editorialized in support of or against
acts, it also must be approved by the a specific candidate.
Budget Bureau before it is mailed to
The series of questions on candidates
stations. This means, an official esti- for governor and Congress deal with
mated, that it will be three to four
appearance by the candidates themweeks before licensees begin receiving
selves only and not by their supporters.
the questionnaire.
The same questions are asked under
A special industry committee held
this category as under the general catemeetings with the FCC staff on the
gory and answers would include time
and announcements already listed
proposed questionnaire, the last such
under previous answers.
session being held last Tuesday (Nov.
Huntsville applicant
13). Several changes in the questions
A licensee is given the option of deamends, asks ch. 25
were made at the suggestion of the inscribing any problems it encountered
dustry spokesmen, particularly in the during the campaigning and of subSmith Broadcasting Inc. was granted
breakdown
of
political
programs
by
permission last week by the FCC to
mitting suggested amendments to the
amend its application for a new tv sta- time segments of the day. The quesCommunications
askedFCC's
if it
tion was changed to apply only to the rules. The stationsActalsoandis the
tion on ch. 19 in Huntsville, Ala., to
specify ch. 25.
6:00 p.m. -midnight period and "all received any complaints by or on behalf of candidates and the disposition
The Smith application was one of other hours."
made thereof. Complaints which were
The survey covers both the general
two mutually exclusive applicants for
elections of Nov. 6 and individual state
made to the FCC may be excluded.
the Huntsville channel, North Alabama
Network political shows are not to
primaries, dating back to last spring
Broadcasters Inc. being the other. The
amended application by Smith was re- in many instances. All am, fm and tv be included in the individual station's
stations will be required to reply to the response to the questions.
turned to the processing line, but the
North Alabama application was re- survey within three weeks, as presently
drafted, and the commission will actained in hearing.
Appeals of ch. 2 shift
cept reasonable estimates if precise
Smith Broadcasting is owned by M.
consolidated in D.C.
data are not available.
Davidson Smith III, and is licensee of
Three Parts ■ It is divided into three
WAAY Huntsville; Mr. Smith III is
Three
court
appeals
of the 111.,
FCC'sto
51% owner of WNUE Fort Walton
shift
of ch.
2 from
Springfield,
parts: overall political broadcast activities: the use of station facilities by Terre Haute, Ind., and St. Louis have
Beach, Fla.
candidates for certain offices (U. S. all been consolidated in the U. S. Court
North Alabama is owned by Aaron
senator, U. S. representative, govAronov and Tine W. Davis, 33Vs%
of Appeals in Washington and a hearernor); problems faced by the reing conference will be held before the
each, and Charles F. Grisham and
court Wednesday (Nov. 21).
spondent station in political broadcastJohn C. Godbold, 16%% each. Mr.
ing and suggested solutions to these
Appeals were made by Sangamon
Grisham is vice president of WAPIproblems.
Valley Tv Corp. (losing applicant for
AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala.
The questionnaire must be returned
ch. 2 in Springfield in 1957) to the
even if the station carried no political
federal court in Chicago; by 220 Tv
WEOK opposes WKIP boost
broadcasting at all.
Inc. (KPLR-TV ch. 11 St. Louis) to
Information is sought on programs
A three-judge circuit court was asked
the Minneapolis circuit court, and by
and announcements on which others
to stay an FCC grant permitting WKIP
Ft. Harrison Telecasting Corp., appliPoughkeepsie, N. Y., to increase its appeared in behalf of candidates in
cant for ch. 10 in Terre Haute, to the
power from 250 w to 1 kw and to addition to appearances of candidates
change its transmitter site.
themselves. All programs, whether or Washington court. After the Minneapolis court had sent the KPLR-TV apWEOK Poughkeepsie charged the in- not exempt from Sec. 315, are to be
creased power and transmitter site listed except newscasts.
peal to Chicago, the latter court returned both appeals to Washington.
granted last September to WKIP would
For both the primary and general
The Chicago circuit said that all
increase substantially the overlap be- campaigns, the FCC asks for the total
tween WKIP and WGNY Newburgh,
three appeals involve the same subject
amount of program time (not anmatter that was before the Washington
N. Y., commonly owned with WKIP.
nonucements) devoted to Republican,
The FCC never considered this overcourt in a 1958 appeal of the original
Democratic, and "other" candidates,
deintermixture decision and that one of
lap question, WEOK claimed.
all added together. The same informaThe argument was heard by Circuit
tion is requested for the total charges.
the questions involved is whether the
Judges David L. Bazelon, Walter M. A second series of questions seeks the
with the court's orders
FCC complied
Bastian and J. Skelly Wright.
total number (not time) of spot anwhen
the ex parte case was remanded.
74 (GOVERNMENT)
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INTERNATIONAL
TELEVISION

Everybod

y

You win. Your station wins. And your happy
sponsors will win with DESILU SALES'
INTERNATIONAL TV BINGO. Hottest daytime
strip, most powerful audience-grabber ever.
Viewers play for fun. They play for free. Desilu
furnishes you an exclusive, copyrighted format, patented equipment, cards ready for
sponsor imprint, animated opening and closings byfamed Jay ('Bullwinkle') Ward, a special crew to zing the show off to a smash start.
All combined with a profit-plus sales plan
that's a BANGO.

Call your lucky number, HO 9-5911, for the cash-producing facts.

RICHARD DINSMORE, Vice-President and General Manager
780 NORTH GOWER
STREET
HOLLYWOOD
38. CALIFORNIA
HOLLYWOOD 9-5911
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urged to fi ht FCC control
come with a helping hand. No sir,
The owner of a recently-conhe came with a grouchy attitude,
structed radio station in St. George,
S. C, has called upon broadcasters
full of insults. ..." The WQIZ
in his state and Georgia to begin owner said his station received a
citation because the toilet "was not
"speaking out for what you believe
completed" when the inspector aris right."
work was completed
"The FCC is no longer the sta- before rivedhebut that
left. Mr. Jones said that
tions' friend or helper," Clarence
it took a U. S. Senator to get WQIZ
Jones of WQIZ St. George, charged
in a letter to broadcasters of those on the air.
"This gentlemen, is the FCC you
states. "The FCC has taken away
much of your freedom. What have
are now living under and it is all
you done to defend that freedom?
our fault, collectively," he charged.
As long as stations sit back with "The NAB has done a poor job,
almost nothing toward better legisthe attitude 'Please Mr. [FCC Chairlation between stations and the
man Newton] Minow, don't do that
to my station,' you will continue to FCC" was his opinion.
Mr. Jones urged broadcasters to
lose your freedoms," he said.
A recent commission investiyou
gation of WQIZ before it went on begin
believe speaking
is right. out
...forIf"what
the FCC
Broadcasters

the air was conducted by "a policeman with a big stick," Mr. Jones
charged. "The inspector did not
Estes
WMOZ

says

affidavit

ANNOUNCER

TELLS

harrasses you for it, tell your congressman and senators about it and
seek out their help."

shows
STORY

"New and unquestionably relevant
evidence" has been discovered which
proves that Edwin Estes, owner of
WMOZ Mobile, Ala., was the victim of
a "plot or conspiracy" to illegally acquire the station's facilities. So Mr.
Estes told the FCC last week in asking
that the record be reopened in the
WMOZ renewal proceeding.
In an initial decision last May, Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman found
that "it must inevitably and sadly
be held" that Mr. Estes is not qualified
to be a licensee because he had "knowingly and willfully" submitted false and
forged program logs to the commission
(Broadcasting, June 4). Mr. Sharfman recommended that renewal of
WMOZ's license be denied and that Mr.
Estes' license for WPFA Pensacola,
Fla., be revoked.
Last week's petition by WMOZ was
based primarily on an affidavit by Jordon Ray Jr., presently an announcer
for the station, stating that he had been
promised $1,000 and a $125 weekly
job to leave WMOZ and "testify falsely
against Mr. Estes." Mr. Ray said the
offer was made by Bob Grimes, general
manager of WGOK Mobile. Mr. Ray
also said that Arthur J. Crawford, a
former WMOZ employe who later
worked at WGOK, told him that he
(Ray) should work for WGOK and
that Mr. Crawford, Jean O. Baylor and
Willie J. Martin had testified falsely
against Mr. Estes.
The affidavit also stated that Mr.
Grimes told Mr. Ray that the same
three men gave false testimony during
76 (GOVERNMENT)

he was

framed

OF ATTEMPTED

PAYOFFS,

the WMOZ renewal hearing in Mobile
11 months ago (Broadcasting, Dec.
18, 1961). WGOK is owned by the
Paglin-Ray (OK) group. Mr. Ray
said that last April he went to work
for the Paglin-Ray station in Memphis,
WLOK. He said the promises were
not kept and that five days later he
went back to WMOZ as an announcer
at $60 per week, the same salary he
drew before leaving.
Mr. Ray said that he did not tell
Foiled
Because some smart citizens radio operators discovered they
could beat the FCC limitation on
transmitting antenna heights, the
FCC last week proposed new
rules, asking for comments Jan.
15, 1963. Present citizens radio
rules prohibit transmitting antennas which are higher than existing antennas (both transmitting
or receiving). Some of the Class
D operators discovered, however,
that they could put up a tall (100
ft. or higher) tv receiving antenna, on which there is no limit,
then place their citizens radio
transmitting antenna alongside the
tv receiving antenna. Under the
proposed new rules citizens radio
transmitting antennas would be
limited to 20 feet above the
ground or above man-made structures (and tv receiving towers are
not considered to be man-made
structures).

Mr. Estes "the full details" until several months later (in September). At
that time, Mr. Ray said he also told Mr.
Estes that Mr. Grimes had stated that
the OK Group was going to file for Mr.
Estes' frequency (960 kc) "as soon as
they could get him off the air."
Estes Support ■ WMOZ said the Ray
affidavit fully supports Mr. Estes' contention at the hearing that he was the
victim of a plot or conspiracy. The
statement shows that three witnesses
testified falsely against WMOZ and
were rewarded for doing so and that
this conspiracy caused the submission to
the FCC of false program logs without
Mr. Estes' knowledge.
The affidavit lends support "to the
proposition that an insidiously clever
and comprehensive conspiracy had been
mounted and, in all likelihood, is still
being carried out with the sole purpose
of depriving Estes of . . . his franchise
to operate WMOZ; the petition for
reconsideration maintained. WMOZ
cited the "remarkable attrition of
WMOZ employes" to WGOK and the
affiliated OK stations (according to
WMOZ, six of its former employes
now are with the OK stations). The
OK Group, owned by Jules Paglin and
Stanley W. Ray Jr. (no relation to
Jordon Ray Jr.), consists of WGOK,
WLOK, WPOK New Orleans, WXOW
Baton Rouge and KAOK Lake Charles,
both Louisiana, and KYOK Houston.
WMOZ has obtained a temporary injunction from the Mobile County Court
restraining WGOK and Mr. Grimes
from interferring with the operation of
WMOZ and from attempting to hire
any of that station's employes. The
Estes station also is seeking a permanent
injunction
in damages.against WGOK and $100,000
Reached by telephone in Mobile last
Thursday, Mr. Grimes said that he
would have no comment until he had
talked to Stanley Ray.
Blythe am applicant
seeks local FCC hearing
Geoffrey A. Lapping, applicant for
a new am station in Blythe, Calif., last
week asked the FCC to permit him to
answer
charges
of misrepresentation
'in
the
locality
where
it has been publicly
made." In asking that the hearing,
scheduled to begin Jan. 21, 1963, be
moved from Washington to Blythe, Mr.
Lapping pointed out that he had been
forced to publish locally the charges
against him and that he should be permitted to clear himself in the same
area.
The applicant also announced plans
to call over 100 local witnesses on the
question of whether Blythe can economically support more than one am
station and that it would not be ecoBROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Film

does

the

unusual!

A frame-filling cascade of tomatoes, onions, celery and
carrots vividly demonstrates the fresh ingredients used in
Prince Spaghetti Sauce. How done? By high-speed,
stop-motion photography . . . carefully contrived so each
vegetable carries the story of crisp farm freshness! Shot
on EASTMAN Film, of course . . . with prints on EASTMAN
Print Stock! Two steps— negative and positive— both of
vital importance to sponsor, network, local station and
viewer. Moral: Plan carefully and . . . Go Eastman all the
way! For further information, get in touch with
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division, 130 East Randolph Dr., Chicago 14, III.
West Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
For the purchase of film, W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the sale and
distribution of EASTMAN Professional Films for motion pictures and television,
Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

AGENCY:

ADVERTISER: Prince Macaroni Mfg. Co.
Bauer-Tripp-Foley, Inc.
PRODUCER: MPO

Videotronics

nomically feasible to bring them all to
Washington. KYOR Blythe had opposed the Lapping application on economic injury grounds and was made a
party to the hearing. The misrepresentation issue involves Mr. Lapping's proposed site.
"I intend to show that Blythe will
welcome a new radio station," Mr. Lapping said in asking the FCC to move
the hearing to California. "I think I
can show that Blythe will enjoy an economic boost . . . rather than injury."
KLIL fails to answer,
FCC deletes station
Failure of KLIL Estherville, Iowa,
to respond to FCC inquiries regarding
the station's renewal application has led
to expiration of KLIL's license and deletion of its assigned call letters by the
commission.
In dismissing the station's "incomplete application," the commission ruled
that KLIL's license for 1340 kc, 100
watts has expired. KLIL has been off
the air since July 1961 and Mitchell
Broadcasting Co., which requested dismissal of the KLIL application, has applied for a new station in Estherville
on 1340 kc. In a separate order, the
commission designated for hearing the
Mitchell application and made several
other stations parties to the action on
questions of interference.
Vhf-to-uhf

What do you have to lose?
In the case of Eve. ..she lost everything
and changed the destiny of mankind. In
the early days of kinescope, producers
also had quite a bit to lose, due to poor
quality process and transfer work of their
productions. Today, the trick is not to lose
everything, but to keep loss of original
quality to a minimum. At Acme Film
Laboratories, it is possibletoobtain "live"
film quality due to Acme's revolutionary
techniques and technological advances.
For complete information and prices,
write: Acme Film Laboratories, 1161
No. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
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change

approved for KERO-TV
The FCC last week granted Transcontinent Television Corp.'s KERO-TV
Bakersfield, Calif., permission to switch
to ch. 23 from its present ch. 10.
Transcontinent formerly opposed a
decision by the FCC to make Bakersfield all uhf (Broadcasting, July 23),
deleting ch. 10. The licensee appealed
to the courts and the FCC said that it
would take no further action in shifting
KERO-TV to ch. 23 until a decision
was handed down in the case (Broadcasting, Oct. 15).
However, on Oct. 18 Transcontinent
dropped its efforts to keep ch. 10 and
announced that it would apply for renewal of its license to be modified to
ch. 23 (Broadcasting, Oct. 22).
KERO-TV may operate, the commission said, on ch. 10 until July 1, 1963,
and chs. 10 and 23 simultaneously for
two months after that. The station was
given until Nov. 30 to file the necessary
engineering data for modifying its license.
Transcontinent also owns WGR-AMFM-TV (ch. 2) Buffalo, N. Y., KFMBAM-FM-TV (ch. 8) San Diego, Calif.,
WDAF-AM-FM-TV (ch. 4) Kansas
City, Mo., WDOK-AM-FM Cleveland,
Ohio, and WNEP-TV (ch. 16) Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

VOICE

NETWORK

Private outlets' broadcasts
into Cuba being cut back
The network of 10 commercial radio
stations assembled by the Voice of
America at the height of the Cuban
crisis in October to broadcast in the
Caribbean was being disbanded last
week.
KAAY Little Rock, WSB Atlanta,
and KGEI Belmont, Calif., a shortwave station, went back to their regular programming, and the Voice reduced its broadcast time considerably
on five of the remaining six standardwave stations.
Most of the commercial stations were
carrying Voice from dusk to dawn.
Under the new schedule five are broadcasting for the agency from 8 to 9 p.m.
EST and during the hours used for regular Spanish-language programs.
The remaining standard wave station
on the Voice network, WMIE Miami,
is maintaining its original Voice schedule— the 17 hours it normally schedules
for Spanish-language broadcasts.
WRUL New York, a short-wave station, is the other commercial outlet
broadcasting fulltime for VOA, about
20 hours daily of the government agency's programming.
The cutback was made possible by
the installation of two 50-kw transmitters on Florida's Marathon and Tortugas Keys (Broadcasting, Nov. 5).
The two transmitters, which are connected by landlines to Voice studios in
Washington, are relaying Spanish-language programs
24 hours
a day. into the Caribbean area
Still Broadcasting ■ The stations carrying reduced Voice programming:
WGBS and WCKR, both Miami;
WKWF Key West; WCKY Cincinnati;
and WWL New Orleans.
Henry Loomis, Voice of America director, said monitoring indicates the
two mobile transmitters are "doing an
excellent job" of penetrating Cuban
jamming operations.
But he said the Voice would probably need the 8 to 9 p.m. spot on the
five commercial stations another week,
"plus or minus," depending on jamming and the political situation.
He said the Voice would want to fill
the stations' Spanish-language segments
"for the foreseeable future." He said
WGBS has one hour of Spanish language programming nightly, WWL two
hours, and WKWF about six hours.
Steps will be taken soon to reimburse
the stations for advertising-revenue or
out-of-pocket losses from participation
in the Voice broadcasts. Mr. Loomis
said
he hopesin toWashington
meet withthis
stations'
management
week
or next.
Nine of the stations went on the air
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962
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HAND...

ANYONE
Accessory holder. Adapts
SUN GUN Professional Photo
Light ritoety of specialized
accept the wide
vaoptional
accessories.

IT

COOLING VENTS
for instant
escape of heat.

Daylight filter. Corrects
color temperature of basic
3400°K lamp to permit use
with daylight type color film.
Eliminates need for conversion filters
camera, re-of
taining fullor.efficiency
expensive camera lenses.

ADJUSTABLE HEAD
tilts for bounce
lighting, is calibrated
30°
and 90°
abovebelow
horizontal.
Control arm makes
it easy to tilt and
lock head at any angle.
SILICON RECTIFIER
LIGHT SWITCH
has dimmer control for
modeling and setup
lighting levels, is
conveniently located
on handle for
instant light control.

Snoots. Provide a finely controlled
beam for spot highIP
lighting ofsmall areas. Two
sizes-large, and special optical "Sniper Snoot."
BARN DOORS
of ruggedized
constructionaluminum
for
easy
adjustment
and
placement of light.

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
ALSO INCLUDES:
FLOOD LENS
Dual-purpose lens affords choice of 110°
xbeam
48° orfor60°broader
x 54°
light coverage of subject area.
PORTRAIT LENS
Made of specially
tempered glass for
close-up work. Softens light and reduces
contrast.

12-FOOT CORD

UNIVERSAL BRACKET
fits all cameras.
Special
mounting bi-position
hole allows
unit to be located at
the rear
side oforcamera.
30° to the

SUN
GUN
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTO LIGHT

Super-Spread Lens. Spreads
beam to match field of extrawide-angle camera lenses.

Large Barn Doors. Permit
horizontal control of light
beam to conform to specific
area lighting requirements
lens. light out of camor toera keep

Specialverts3200
K filter. Con-of
color temperature
light for use with Type B
color film.

Diffusing
Filter. soft,
Spun-glass
scrim provides
even,
diffused
light
for
close-up
work. Includes removable
spread lens.

Here's the finest in professional photo lighting.
Professional photographers across the country
are using it to shoot their commercial productions—both movies and stills.
This SUN GUN® Professional Photo Light takes
the place of studio lights 10 times bigger, 10
times heavier, 10 times more expensive. It pro-

(^L^

Optional accessories quickly
adapt SUN GUN Professional
Photo Light for every indoor
lighting need.

duces 5000cost
watts
of exposure
1000 studio
watts'
electrical
— does
the workat only
of much
lighting equipment easier and better.
Good? So good it won a 1962 Academy Award.
Want to know more about this new SUN GUN
Professional Photo Light? Ask your photo dealer
— or mail the coupon below.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION ^

Carrying
case. ofForSUNconvenient carrying
GUN
and accessory lenses.

Sylvania Lighting Products
Division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
730 Third Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Please send me free technical information on the new
SUN GUN Professional Photo Light.
Name_
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for the Voice on Oct. 22, the night
President Kennedy announced the
quarantine of Cuba, at the request of
the White House. KAAY joined them
two days later.
Space unit organizers
continue briefings
Incorporators of the Satellite Communications Corp. met in Washington
last Thursday and continued briefing
sessions with various elements of the
communications industry.
Last Oct. 22, the group of 13 who
were named by President Kennedy to
incorporate the space communications
company, heard from the chiefs of
various government agencies who will
be involved in the satellite corporation's
activities. Last week, the group heard
from representatives of private international communications common carriers, and from companies who are, or
have been, engaged in space communications research.
The carriers include: AT&T, Hawaiian Telephone Co., IT&T, Press Wireless, RCA, Tropical Radio and Western
Union. The researchers include: AT&T,
General Telephone & Electrics, Hughes
Aircraft, IT&T and RCA. AT&T is
the developer of Telstar; Hughes Aircraft is building Syncom, and RCA is
building Relay. Syncom and Relay are
both projects of the National Aeronautics & Space Administration.
The incorporators, who were named
by President Kennedy last month
(Broadcasting, Oct. 8), have elected
Philip Graham, president of the Washington Post Co., as chairman. The
incorporators are serving as the corporation's board of directors until shares
in the company are sold and the stockholders elected their own director.
Lack of sponsorship l-D
costs KELP $1,000 fine
Failure to make sponsorship announcements brought KELP El Paso,
Tex., a $1,000 fine from the FCC it
was announced last week.
In citing KELP for making the violations while advertising for a series of
teenage "fun dances," the FCC formerly mentioned a possible $5,000 forfeiture (Broadcasting, July 30).
The commission said that the station
claims it was unaware of the sponsorship announcement requirement. It promoted the dances so that entertainment
would be provided for the young people— any violation was merely technical, the station said. "In mitigating the
assessment ... a reduction would appear appropriate," the FCC said, but
added, "the violations clearly resulted
from failure to exercise proper licensee
responsibility."
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When

tries to answer
"Poole's 5 cents to $1 store offers questions of this type. A lottery may
coupons with every $ 1 purchase good be involved in some instances.
■ A savings and loan association
toward the drawing for a 1963 Chevopens
a new office. Listeners are
rolet. Isthis a lottery?"
urged to come in for free prize, no
This is only one of many questions
the FCC has received since issuing deposit necessary. A bigger prize is
its Nov. 1 public notice warning sta- awarded for a deposit of $XX, plus
a chance on the grand prize.
tions not to broadcast advertisements
for lotteries.
Part two would be prohibited as a
commercial because a consideration
The answer to the foregoing question, the FCC says, is yes, because a is involved in requiring a deposit.
purchase must be made as a consid- The first part would be acceptable
eration for the chance on the car. because no deposit is necessary to
receive the small prize.
Other questions and unofficial answers included.
In its public notice three weeks
ago,
the FCC warned that criminal
■ A food store commercial urges
listeners to come in and register for sanctions are imposed for "the
broadcasting of any advertisement of
"free prizes," no purchase necessary.
or information concerning lottery,
This would not be a lottery and is
gift enterprise, or similar scheme,
acceptable to broadcast as long as a
offering prizes dependent in whole
purchaser is not required to register
for the prizes.
or in part upon
lot orsuch
chance."
The
commission
warned
advertise■ Station WOF plays a record and
ments are banned even though lottertells the first listener who calls in
ies my be legal in the state where a
with the title he will receive the station is located.
record free. Or, free movie passes,
Broadcasting of lotteries are
or similar prizes.
grounds for revocation proceedings
A gray area, the FCC feels, with and imposition of forfeitures, the
more specific information needed on commission warned.

Newsmen

is a lottery? FCC

protest

State Dept. order
Newsmen asked the State Dept. last
week to reconsider an order requiring
department officials to report all internews affairs.
reporters to State's
bureau views
of withpublic
The newsmen said the order will
discourage distribution of "legitimate
news information."
The newsmen's views were contained
in a letter to Robert Manning, assistant
secretary of state for public affairs, who
issued the order two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Nov. 5). At the time, he said
its purpose was to permit the department to keep a rough check on its relations with the news media.
Mr. Manning's
directive,
resembles one in effect
at thewhich
Defense
Dept., requires officials to report the
name, date, and subject of any interview given a reporter.
The letter was signed by 1 3 reporters
who cover the State Dept., including
Elie Abel, of NBC, and James E.
Roper, of CBS.
FCC awards Kaiser
two California uhfs
Kaiser Industries Corp. was granted
two uhf assignments by the FCC last
week — 44 in San Francisco and 52 in
Corona, both California — as it moved
toward it goal of seven tv stations

(Broadcasting, Sept. 10), the maximum permitted under FCC rules.
Kaiser presently owns two vhf stations, KHUH-AM-TV Honolulu and
KHJK (TV) Hilo, both Hawaii, and
has applied for three more uhfs: ch.
38 in Chicago, ch. 50 in Detroit and
ch. 41 in Burlington, N.J.-Philadelphia.
Protect existing frns,
Time-Life urges FCC
Time-Life Broadcast Inc., licensee of
KOGO-FM San Diego, Calif., in a late
filing, told the FCC that existing fm
stations should be protected by a grandfather clause under the commission's
proposed new fm allocation rule.
(Broadcasting, July 30 and Aug. 6).
Time-Life said that if existing fm
stations are forced to cutback their
facilities because they are operating in
excess of the power prescribed under
the proposed rule, it would hurt service
to the public and cause great hardship
to the licensee.
The company's comment was filed
late, comments were due Nov. 1
(Broadcasting, Nov. 5), but it had requested an extension at that time on
which the FCC took no action.
Other Time-Life stations are: KLZAM-FM-TV Denver, Colo., WOODAM-FM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.,
KOGO-AM-TV San Diego, WTCNAM-TV Minneapolis, Minn., and
WFBM-AM FM-TV Indianapolis, Ind.
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Ever

Take

A

BIG

Look

At

Motor

Transport?

The trucks you see at any one time are only a few of the
12 million now serving the nation. Rolling around-the-clock, all
over the country, they carry more than 3 times the tons hauled
by all other transport. All the things Americans buy and use
are delivered all or part of the way by truck. Never, until
trucks came along, were so many people served so well, across
so many

miles. That's the big picture of motor

AMERICAN

TRUCKING

transport.

INDUSTRY

American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
THE WHEELS THAT GO EVERYWHERE
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RCA-NBC-RKO

case

goes into patents
An FCC hearing into the proposed
exchange of NBC's WRCV-AM-TV
(ch. 3) Philadelphia for RKO General's
WNAC-AM-TV and WRKO-FM Boston turned to patent antitrust matters
last week. Philco Broadcasting Corp. is
opposing the double transfer, as well as
WRCV-TV's license renewal application, and has filed its own application
for Philadelphia ch. 3 (Broadcasting,
Nov. 12, Oct. 28).
There were no public developments
outside the hearing room last week in
the complicated case brought on by a
government-NBC consent decree requiring the network to dispose of
WRCV-AM-TV by Dec. 31. Pending
before the federal court in Philadelphia
is an NBC request for extension of the
deadline, a move opposed by the Dept.
of Justice. The FCC has refused to approve an interim swap between NBC
and RKO pending a final decision in the
commission hearing.
The only witnesses in the hearing last
week dealt exclusively with patent matters and alleged Philco efforts to obtain
rights to RCA patent licenses, particularly for color tv. The hearing continues
this week.
Attorney Jerome Shestack, who is
trying the patent phase for RCA-NBC,
is a former law professor of FCC Chairman Newton Minow. Mr. Shestack, a
member of the Philadelphia firm of
Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis,
taught Mr. Minow in practice and procedures atNorthwestern U. in 1949-50.
Reconsider

freeze

on ams, FCC urged
More petitions asking reconsideration of last spring's order declining acceptance of any more applications for
new am stations or major changes in
existing stations were received at the
commission last week (Broadcasting,
May 14).
Following the lines of former comments (Broadcasting, Oct. 15), petitioners complained that proper notice
was not given. KVOR Colorado Springs,
Colo., said that the freeze cannot be
adopted without rulemaking proceedings, and as such the former rules are
still valid.
KODA - AM - FM Houston, Tex.,
charged that the FCC is not in accord
with its duties because such agencies
exist "to a large extent for the purpose
of dealing with individual matters on a
case-to-case basis and not solely for the
purpose of promulgating self-administrating rules of general conduct by
legislation."
WGN Chicago (applicant to increase
power to 750 from 50 kw) said that
the freeze will be detrimental to the de82 (GOVERNMENT)

velopment of clear channel service
(Broadcasting, July 9 and Oct. 15)
and the public interest.
It was further charged by KVOR that
the freeze is contrary to the law because
it is in violation of the Communications
Act (Sec. 307 b) which gives the public the right to have an application for
an available broadcast frequency considered by the commission.
Heart of Georgia Broadcasting Inc.
told the commission that if further applications tothe FCC are out, then all
pending
applications
should as well be
frozen.
Losing applicant raps
Boston ch. 5 decision
Although the FCC has made a second final new-station grant in the Boston ch. 5 ex parte case, new charges
and countercharges in the long proceeding still keep coming to the commission.
Greater Boston Tv Corp., losing ch.
5 applicant, has asked the FCC to reconsider the September decision which
granted a four-month license to WHDHTV (Broadcasting, Oct. 1), winning
applicant in 1957 following a comparative hearing. Attacking the 4-1 decision, Greater Boston said Commissioner
Rosel H. Hyde's "apparently irrational
vote ... is arbitrary and capricious;
that then Commissioner John S. Cross
cast a "lame duck" opinion, and that
Commissioner Frederick W. Ford exceeded his authority and "avoided his
responsibility."
On the other hand, Greater Boston
said, the dissent of Chairman Newton
N. Minow was "painstaking, well reasoned and well documented."
In rebuttal, WHDH-TV said the
petition of Greater Boston "richly merits being stricken for its slander and
impertinence." The petitioner uses invective as a substitute for argument and
"not only attacks the integrity of the
commission's decision but also singles
out individual commissioners as targets," WHDH-TV said.
The third remaining ch. 5 applicant,
Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc.,
told the FCC that it is reserving a decision on appeal to the courts until the
commission has acted on the Greater
Boston petition.
High court takes ad case
The U. S. Supreme Court last week
agreed to rule on the validity of a New
Mexico law which prohibits advertisements quoting prices or terms on eyeglasses. The review had been sought
by KHOB Hobbs, N. M., and Hobbs
Flair, a newspaper. The FCC was
asked to intervene in the case because
of a possible preemption of the New
Mexico law by the Federal Communications Act.

FCC

kisses

freedoms—

killing
Andorn

"The FCC is so overly-protective of
the peoples rights it strangles them.
Such strangulation, if continued, will
make of this nation's minds a 'vast
This is the position taken recently by
Sidney Andorn on WGAR Cleveland in
wasteland'."
Mr. Andorn's regular program of commentary on the station. If tv is indeed
a vast wasteland, as charged by FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow, he need
look no farther than the commission to
determine why, Mr. Andorn said.
Broadcast stations are mature enough
"to take stands, to editorialize, to exhort,
to crusade without having their efforts
whitewashed by an overly paternalistic
FCC through its fairness doctrine," Mr.
Andorn continued. If stations displease,
they must answer to the FCC — which
itself exhorts stations to editorialize, to
take stands, even if unpopular, the
WGAR commentator said.
But, according to the FCC's fairness
doctrine, any station that takes a stand
must immediately send a transcript to
the opporent's camp and afford an opportunity to answer, he said. "Such a
play effectively nullifies an editorial
stand. . . . Stations wishing to accept
civic responsibility and take sides fear
to because they find themselves embroiled in the FCC's fairness doctrine,
equal-and-opposite-time doctrines and
conflicting rulings on what is news and
what is public service.
"So radio and tv stations play it safe
— radio plays music, tv plays the inoffensive, bland, harmless, detergentized fare which the FCC forces upon
these media," Mr. Andorn charged.
The FCC

. . .

■ Reallocated ch. 15 from Lebanon,
Pa., to Lancaster-Lebanon to allow
WLYH-TV (ch. 15) to locate its main
studio at Lancaster, but continued service to both towns is promised. WLYHTV is owned by Triangle Publications
Inc. Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
abstained from voting; Commissioner
Frederick Ford did not participate.
■ Received an application from KLPRTV Inc. for a new tv station on ch. 19
in Oklahoma City. Applicant owned
KMPT (TV) on that channel until
its cp was cancelled in 1955. Principals
of the KLPR-TV application are
Lovelle (Jack) Beasley, William (Dub)
Richardson, Omer C. Thompson and
Leon C. Nance. All except Mr. RichCity.
ardson are stockholders in KTCS Fort
Smith, Ark., and KLPR Oklahoma
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TELSTAR

& THE

World's

WORLD'S

largest

LARGEST

AIRLINE

airline makes

world's

Place: A reservations desk in the Air
France reservations center at Idlewild
Airport. There is an important difference
in the phone call that is being received
at this moment, however. It was placed
at Air France headquarters in Paris, transmitted tothe Telstar communications satellite in space, then back again to earth!
This historic "first" is one of many Air
France has established. Other examples: first international passenger flight,
Paris/London, in 1919; first flight with a

first reservation

passenger across the South Atlantic, in
1930; first jet passenger flight over the
North Pole, Paris/Tokyo, in 1960; first
airline to equip its entire Boeing 707 Intercontinental Jet fleet with Doppler radar, an automatic navigational system.
And Air France was first to order a
remarkable new communication system
that now links its 41 offices in North
America with over 500 offices around the
world. Air France's network covers 201,043 miles of unduplicated route miles,

via Telstar!

the largest of any airline in the world.
Maintenance and personnel training
programs are other areas in which Air
France strives for perfection. Pilots as
well as crews constantly undergo refresher training. No other airline has
higher standards for its personnel. Or
for any phase of operations, in fact.
This kind of dedication to excellence
has always been a hallmark of Air France,
the world's largest airline, through 43
years of international flying experience.

AIR
FRANCE
THE
LARGEST
AIRLINE
WO R L D ' S
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-x TAPE
is the shapeVIDoEfO
r
QUALITY
TV commercials
TODAY!

combines

FAST,

Scotch8 brand video tape
visual elements instantly
for "right-now"

viewing!

On "Scotch" brand Live-Action Video Tape, you
can electronically mix free-wheeling visual ideas with
unequalled speed! No sweating out the lab wait for
costly, time-consuming processing! Video tape plays
back the picture moments after the latest "take"—
helps conserve precious production time.
The sky's the limit on special effects you can achieve
with "Scotch" Video Tape. The automotive "teaser"
commercial at right, for example, matted the man,
seat, steering wheel into a previously taped highway
scene. It dramatized the performance but kept secret
new car styling. With video tape and today's versatile
electronics equipment, you can combine different backgrounds and foregrounds . . . put live-action on miniature sets or in front of stills or movies . . . combine
several images of the same person. You can introduce
pixies and giants ... do split-screen comparisons . . .
create special-pattern wipes . . . combine photos,
drawings, cartoons, movies, live-action — you name
it! Video tape shows how you're doing immediately
when improvements are easy, corrections economical!
And that's not all! "Scotch" Video Tape achieves
"presence" extraordinary, makes recorded pictures
look live. Editing's easier than ever. And "Scotch"
Video Tape records in either black-and-white or color,
with no lab processing. Ask your nearby video tape
production house for details on all the advantages of
tape. Or send for free booklet, "Techniques of Editing
Video Tape," which includes several examples of special effects. Write Magnetic Products Division, Dept.
MBX-112, 3M Company, St. Paul 1, Minn.
'"SCOTCH-IS A REGISTERED CO..
TRADEMARK
MINING ft99MANUFACTURING
ST. PAUL OF1. MINNESOTA
MINN.
©EXPORT:
I 962. 3M CO.PARK AVE.. NEW YORK CANADA: LONDON. ONTARIO.

SMOOTH

ROAD

TO

SPECIAL

EFFECTS-NO

LAB

DETOUR!

EQUIPMENT

The
FCC

last

ENGINEER'S

word
REPORT

The word on uhf — it works satisfactorily— was given by an FCC engineer
last week.
Jules Deitz, an engineer in the FCC's
Office of the Chief Engineer, submitted
the latest, and probably the final report
on the year-long test of uhf in the New
York area. He reported to the Electronic Industries Assn.'s fall meeting in
Toronto, Canada. The report was issued
simultaneously by the commission in
Washington.
The verdict is based on measurements of picture quality at 768 locations, all within 25 miles of the Empire
State Building where the seven New
York vhf antennas are located, and
where the FCC installed the ch. 31
uhf antenna.
Mr. Deitz, who served as coordinator
of receiver installations and measurements, reported that the difference between vhf and uhf with indoor antennas
for
aboutpictures
10%. "passable or better" was
But, Mr. Deitz added:
"The difference almost disappears
completely when outside antennas are
employed."
With indoor antennas, 86.9% of the
768 locations received Grades 1, 2 or 3
pictures for ch. 2, 88.3% for ch. 7 and
79.0% for ch. 31. But when outdoor
antennas were added at 313 of these
sites, the percentages went up: 97.4%
for ch. 2, 99.3% for ch. 7 and 97.7%
for ch. 31. The outdoor antennas were
added to those locations where a Grade
1 or 2 picture was not obtainable.
In evaluating the quality of the pictures, the trained technicians were given
this formula: Grade 1, excellent quality; grade 2, fine; grade 3, passable;
grade 4, marginal; grade 5, inferior,
and grade 6, unusable.
Thermal Noise ■ The poor showing
of uhf with indoor antennas, Mr. Deitz
stated, "was due primarily to thermal
noise caused by lower penetration of
uhf signals."
The 29-page report, including five
pages of text with the remainder consisting of charts and appendices, also
made these other conclusions:
■ Except for receiver cost there is
little difference in installation cost between uhf and vhf — but more time is
needed to select the best position for
the uhf antenna.
■ At most of the locations (226),
good vhf and uhf reception was found
86

on
SHOWS

& ENGINEERING

that

uhf

25-MILE

RECEPTION

through the use of a single double V
antenna favoring uhf.
■ No differences in color reception
were found between vhf and uhf.
■ Ghosting differences between vhf
and uhf were found to be insignificant
enough to be disregarded.
Two recommendations were made to
improve uhf reception. One was that
better shielding be provided to overcome interference through the intermediate frequency (IF) circuit of the
uhf receiver. The other was that uhf
sets provide for the use of coaxial cable
in the lead-in lines in order to acquire
better reception in difficult locations.
The IF interference occurred from a
paging service transmitting from the
Empire State Bldg. on 43.58 mc. The
IF used by the uhf receivers was in the
45 mc area and caused a degradation
of the picture quality. This degraded
the picture by two steps usually.
The other difficulty arose from "pickfrom transmission
from
the up"
connection
betweenlines
theandreceiver
input terminals and the tuner. This resulted in a ghosting effect which was
overcome through the use of coaxial
cable
ers. lead-ins and matching transform30-Day Trial ■ The Deitz report is
based on the installation of 1 10 vhfuhf RCA receivers with 23-inch screens
at 768 locations. Each receiver was
left at a single location for one month.
The installations, made under contract
to the FCC by the Jerrold Electronics
Corp., Philadelphia, were made with
"every reasonable" effort to obtain the
best reception of both vhf and uhf. The
locations were specified by the U. S.
Census Bureau to provide for an adequate random
sampling of New York's
10 million
residents.
Actually there were supposed to be
4,500 measurements, of which 900 were
to be by receiver installation. But these
criteria, for one reason or another ("suspicious householders, indifferent landlords, New York City traffic, winter
weather. . .") could not be met. Consequently, only 4,000 measurements, including 768 installations were made.
The tests used WCBS-TV on ch. 2,
WABC-TV on ch. 7 and WUHF (TV)
on ch. 31. The last was turned over to
the city last month and is now WNYCTV (Broadcasting, Nov. 5).
For the New York test, the uhf receivers were limited to 10 db for noise

test:
AS

it works

GOOD

AS

VHF

(12 db for the color receivers).
The FCC originally thought that it
could use householders to check picture
quality, but this proved to be a poor
idea. Many of the families could not be
gotten together for instruction, it was
difficult to educate many families in
the purposes of the test, receivers were
often operated improperly, there was a
language barrier in many instances, and
many families could not grasp the difference between questions on the program and the picture.
Color Fast Homes ■ One of the major
difficulties in meeting the schedule for
color was found to be in the human
failings of the test families. Using only
10 color receivers which required a
short loan at each location, the installers found that many families stalled
when it came time to move the receiver.
Those with color sets never seemed to
be at home when the installation crew
arrived to remove the set.
The majority of the 768 locations
were on Manhattan Island. Within five
miles of the Empire State Building
there were 316 locations; from 5 to
10 miles there were 289; from 10 to 15
miles, 88; from 15 to 20 miles, 58, and
from 20 to 25 miles, 17.
Besides the FCC tests, checks are
being made beyond the 25-mile perimeter by the Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters. This is a group of existing
vhf stations using maximum power. The
AMST tests include measurements of
color reception.
The New York experiment designed
to test uhf in what is considered the
worst area for reception in the country,
was underwritten with a $2 million appropriation byCongress. FCC officials
have reported they are returning $250,000 to the U. S. Treasury.
Bell System considers
transistor amplifiers
Increasing the bandwidth capabilities of coaxial cable through the use of
transistorized amplifiers is being considered by the Bell System, it was reported last week.
H. I. Romnes, president of Western
Electric Co., a Bell subsidiary, made
mention of this possibility in a talk to
the fall meeting of the Electronic Industries Assn. in Toronto.
The use of such amplifiers at close
intervals ". . . means greatly increased
frequency space for transmitting teleBROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

The

box

score

on

uhf

A trained installation crew, under
contract to the FCC, made all the
receiver installations in the New
York vhf-uhf test. These technicians
were instructed on grading picture
quality, and the figures below give
their consolidated findings.
In judging picture quality, the
IND00RS-0UTD00RS
% Locations
Grade 1
Grades 1 and 2
Grades 1, 2 and 3
Grades 1 through 4
Grades 1 through 5
Grades 1 through 6
INDOORS
% Locations
Grade 1
Grades 1 and 2
Grades 1, 2 and 3
Grades 1 through 4
Grades 1 through 5
Grades 1 through 6
OUTDOORS
% Locations
Grade 1
Grades 1 and 2
Grades 1, 2 and 3
Grades 1 through 4
Grades 1 through 5
Grades 1 through 6

quality

in New

York

technicians used this grading system:
grade 1, excellent; grade 2, fine;
grade 3, passable; grade 4, marginal;
grade 5, inferior, and grade 6, unusable.
In the charts below, the top series
represents the consolidation of those
locations where only an indoor an-

tenna was used and those where an
outdoor antenna became necessary.
An outdoor antenna was installed
when neither a grade 1 nor a grade
2 picture could be obtained from an
indoor antenna. The other two series
of figures shown below are self-explanatory.

1081 SITES
OVERALL PICTURE
CH 2 CH 7 CH31
12.2
13.8
09.8
75.3
72.1
66.6
89.9
84.4
91.5
98.0
93.4
98.1
99.7
99.7
97.9
100.0 100.0 100.0

OVERALL GHOSTING
CH 2 CH 7 CH31
16.5
15.7
18.9
80.8
81.6
78.8
92.5
93.2
93.7
98.7
98.4
97.9
99.2
99.7
99.7
100.0
100.0 100.0

THERMAL NOISE
CH31
CH 2
CH 7
51.6
77.3
42.3
91.8
51.8
97.6
98.2
90.3
90.1
99.3
95.8
99.7
98.9
100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0

MAN-MADE NOISE
CH 2
91.7
CH98.77 CH31
79.7
98.4
88.4
99.6
99.8
96.8
100.0
99.8 100.0
99.0
99.8
100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0

768 SITES
OVERALL PICTURE
CH 2 CH 7 CH31
07.2
08.3 03.5
64.8 67.6 57.2
86.9 88.3 79.0
97.5 97.3 90.8
99.7
99.6 96.9
100.0 100.0 100.0

OVERALL GHOSTING
CH 2
CH11.57 CH31
11.5
14.2
75.4
77.1
74.1
91.5
90.7
91.3
98.2
97.9
97.1
99.6
98.9
99.7
100.0 100.0 100.0

THERMAL NOISE
CH 2
27.9
CH36.57 CH31
86.4
88.5
69.7
37.0
96.7
97.5
94.2
86.3
98.9
99.6
100.0 100.0
98.5
100.0
100.0 100.0

MAN-MADE NOISE
76.7
CH 2
89.7
CH 7 CH31
85.4
98.2
97.9
95.9
98.7
99.6
100.0
99.8
99.7 100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
99.9

313 SITES
OVERALL PICTURE
CH 2 CH 7 CH31
24.5
27.4 25.2
90.3 94.2 89.4
97.4 99.3 97.7
99.7 99.7 99.7
99.7 100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0 100.0

OVERALL GHOSTING
CH 2 CH 7 CH31
26.1
29.0
30.3
90.3
94.1
92.6
97.1
99.3
98.1
99.7
99.7 100.0
99.7 100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0

THERMAL NOISE
CH 2
77.6
CH89.77 CH31
86.9
100.0 100.0
99.7
96.1
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0

MAN-MADE NOISE
CH 2 CH 7 CH31
87.2
95.8
99.7
96.8
99.7
100.0
99.3
99.7
100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Monica

tv test

vision — for network broadcasting, yes,
but also for educational purposes, for
closed circuit conferences and motion
picture showings. It will mean perhaps
that you will be able to see the person you are talking with over the telephone— this is if you and she agree."
Coaxial cables are limited at present
to less than 3 mc bandwidth. The video
channel of a tv signal is 4.5 mc. Most
tv networking uses AT&T microwave
relay facilities which are capable of
handling the 4.5 mc bandwidth which
is required.
Call for papers
Papers of interest to persons engaged
in the home entertainment radio and
television industry are being sought by
the papers committee of the Chicago
Spring Conference on broadcast and tv
receivers, sponsored by the PGBTR and
Institute of Radio Engineers at the
O'Hare Inn, Chicago, June 17 and 18.
Authors are advised by Norman Parker,
of Motorola Inc., committee chairman,
that selections will be made the early
part of March.
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Santa

FIVE ELECTRONICS

pay

FIRMS TEAMING

In preparation for an operating demonstration of its pay tv system, scheduled for Dec. 5 in Santa Monica, Calif.,
Home Entertainment Co. of America
has completed negotiations with RCA,
General Telephone of California, American Electronics Labs and GlennArmistead Tv to complete the first
working HECA system.
The company previously arranged for
General Electric Co. to design the equipment which would be installed in the
homes of subscribers and enable them
to switch between pay tv and free tv programs and to register the use of pay tv
for the computation of service charges
(Broadcasting, Nov. 12).
RCA is designing and constructing
the studios, both color and black-andwhite, and the equipment and facilities
for transmitting electronic signals from
the studios to the cables that will carry
them into the homes of subscribers.
General Telephone is providing the

plans

wrapped

up

FOR DEC. 5 TRIAL

cable facilities and Glenn-Armistead
will supply the remote facilities for live
and taped programming originating in
the Los Angeles area. Home Entertainment Co. of Los Angeles, with
headquarters in Santa Monica, holds
the HECA franchise in that area and
is expected to be the first to put the
system to use.
American Electronics Labs of Colmar, Pa., serving as Home Entertainment's engineering arm, will manufacture the special equipment to be used
by General Telephone in installing the
first HECA network cable system in
Santa Monica, where operation is expected to start in 1964.
HECA plans a $10 installation
charge to each subscribing home, refundable within two years, and a
monthly service charge of $1. Program
charges will run from as low as 15
cents to as high as $3 for major sports
events and important musical shows.

RCA color tube plant
expanded in Indiana
A second color tv tube manufacturing plant has been placed in operation
by RCA in Marion, Ind., representing
a $1.7 million expansion. Earlier this
year, RCA announced a $1.5 million
expansion of its manufacturing facilities
in Lancaster, Pa.
Although increased production is expected to reduce shortages of color picture tubes, RCA has recently advised its
color receiver manufacture customers
that it may be impossible to handle
their total picture tube requirements
during 1963, D. Y. Smith, vice president and general manager of the RCA
electron tube division, said.
RCA tv set sales record
RCA's combined sales of black-andwhite and color tv sets reached a new
high in October and the first 10 months
of this year.
W. Walter Watts, president, RCA
Sales, said color tv sets sales last month
were about 80% ahead of the same
period last year. While production of
the sets has been increased, he noted,
the supply will not be able to completely satisfy demand.
Technical topics...
New tv cameras ■ General Electric has
announced the availability of two new
compact transistorized tv cameras, designed to bring higher standards of performance, reliability and versatility to
closed-circuit tv systems in the medium
price range. The single-unit vidicon
cameras, types TE-14 and TE-15, are
available in 10 different models.
Microwave business ■ Visual Electronics Corp., New York, has been appointed exclusive national representative
and distributor in the broadcasting field
for Micromega Corp., Venice, Calif.,
producer of solid-state microwave devices.

Religious radio contract ■ Continental
Electronics Mfg. Co., a subsidiary of
Ling-Temco-Vought Inc., Dallas, has
announced it has contracted with Trans
World Radio to build a high-powered
religious radio station on the Island of
Curacao (Broadcasting, luly 16).
Value of the contract is more than
$1 million, LTV announced. Equipment includes two 250-kw high frequency transmitters. Trans World Radio, an interdenominational organization, now operates a 100-kw transmitter
in Monte Carlo, Monaco.
New microwave line ■ Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, has placed
on the market a new line of wide-band
12,000 mc microwave equipment, useful in the new FCC-allotted 12 kmc
band for privately owned relay facilities. The equipment handles wideband
video frequencies up to 8 mc, and
maintains high signal-to-noise ratio.
Frequency stability is maintained within 0.005% through the use of special
discriminator circuits and quartz crystal
reference oscillators.
For closed Circuit ■ A new video and
RF distribution device which can be
used to combine a closed-circuit tv channel with off-the-air channels in a master
antenna system has been developed by
Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Newark.
The new device, which has a net price
of $500, is called the video RF thru line
switcher, VS-1.
Portable "Newscaster" ■ Superscope
Audio Electronics Division, Sun Valley,
Calif., has begun marketing its new
Sony
EM-1 Manufactured
portable "Newscaster"
tape
recorder.
to meet NAB

stereo phones or speakers," has been
produced by Roberts Electronics, Los
Angeles. Model 997 operates at 334,
IVz and 15 ips, either vertically or
horizontally, and is priced at $449.95.
New tv camera ■ The "Al-Dee," a new,
low cost tv camera incorporating a 2inch electrostatic Vidicon and an F 1.9
48 mm lens and weighing 11 pounds,
is designed for closed circuit and amateur tv, according to its manufacturer.
Produced by the Denson Electronics
Corp., Rockville, Conn., the #253 is
available for $239.95 (with lens).

Tape tips ■ Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., St. Paul, Minn., has
issued a bulletin, entitled "Video Tape

SEC lifts trading ban
on Atlantic Research

E.

STARK

Brokers — Consultants
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Stereo tape recorder ■ A 4-track stereo
tape recorder, which its manufacturer
reports "is designed to function as a
complete sound system with a power
reserve sufficient to handle six sets of

standards, the recorder is a full track,
IVz ips, 5-inch reel, spring wound
model that will operate for five minutes
on a single winding. It can be rewound
while the recorder is in use without
affecting tape speed.

to i3roadcaiteri and the (J3roacaitina J^nduitru

50 EAST 58TH STREET

New RCA manuals ■ RCA has released
a transistor manual, featuring do-ityourself circuits and basic theory and
device data. The RCA Transistor Manual may be obtained from distributors
or by sending $1.50 to RCA Commercial Engineering, Somerville, N. J. A
transmitting tube manual has also
been released by RCA electron tube
division, and can be obtained by sending $1 to the commercial engineering
division of the company.

Versatile mike ■ Shure Brothers Inc.,
Evanston, 111., electronics manufacturer,
has developed two models of a lowcost omni-directional microphone,
called the Versadyne for its dynamic
cartridge. Model 575S (high impedance) costs $24.00; model 575SB (low
impedance) is $21.00. The mikes are
intended for general public address, and
home recording.

e titan a decade of (^onitructive Service

HOWARD

Splicing," aimed at video tape editors
and recorder operators. The bulletin
enumerates the most common errors of
splicing and discusses various ways they
can be avoided.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

ELDORADO 5-0405

The Securities & Exchange Commission last week lifted its suspension of
trading in the common stock of Atlantic Research Corp., Alexandria, Va.,
rescinding its order of Oct. 10 (Broadcasting, Oct. 15). Atlantic owns Jansky & Bailey, a Washington, D. C, consulting engineering firm.
SEC originally ordered the suspension because of a discrepancy between
Atlantic's financial statements as issued
to stockholders, claiming a net income
of $1.4 million, and as filed with the
commission, showing a $1 million loss.
SEC states that Atlantic has since made
public sufficient information on its
finances to warrant the release of its
stock for trading.
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Digested

The new ARB TV Market Digest is another major step in providing media planners
with the most comprehensive television market and marketing information available. This
one volume puts an end to costly searching time — no more checking through several
sources of set counts, station circulation, market rankings and all the 'must-know' data
necessary to effectively plan television campaigns. It's all here in the Market Digest, ready
to become a valuable part of any research library. And what's more, it is all comparable data based on the same survey period, using the same research techniques.
Whether it is the county-by-county set count estimates by states, serviceable market
and station rankings by varied criteria, or thorough individual market data for more
than 220 television markets, the Digest proves itself
..
^
r
. _r
rl
A IV
^ ^
a unique planning tool with extra dividends of con- - —
venience every time it is used. This new report, \ TjWjfjy J RESEARCH
another in the Media Management Series, is availBUREAU
able now from your ARB representative.
DIVISION
OF
C-E-l-R INC

For further information — Washington WE 5-2600 • New York JU 6-7733 • Chicago 467-5750 • Los Angeles R A 3-8536
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Easy
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Finding the circumference of WSBTTV's new grade B contour is a breeze
for engineers. But of more interest to
advertisers, we now cover an 8,000 sq.
mile area in northern Indiana and
southern Michigan* . . . have a potential audience of 1.3 million! It's
axiomatic — WSBT-TV has created a
new South Bend market with its new
tower-power combination. Get the
facts and figures from Raymer or
WSBT-TV, South Bend.
*FCC Contour Maps.

SOUTHBT
BEND.-T
INDIANA
V
WS
Channel 22
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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HAZARD

OF

LIBEL, SLANDER,
INVASION OF PRIVACY, PIRACY,
, "sfVJOUTION OF COPYRIGHT
WITH 1) Good Practices
2) Good Care
3) Good Insurance.
YOU
handle
No.
1 andSPECIAL
No. 2 —andWE'LL
look
after No. 3 with our
UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY, built to do it satisfactorily
and quite inexpensively!
For details and rates, write
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news

access

in talks on subject at Denver, Kansas City sessions
An all-media watchdog committee to piece-by-piece, court-by-court, state-bystate. He said broadcasters should seek
work toward greater freedom of information and access to the news was pro- to modify rather than abolish the rule,
posed last week by NAB President Le- with the final coverage decision always
left to the individual judge as NAB
Roy Collins before the association's
has long proposed.
Nov. 12-13 regional meeting in Kansas
City. His voice was one of several
Gov. Collins pledged that broadcastheard in the midwest and at the NAB
ers would continue to fight for relief
from
Canon 35.
session on the news freedom issue.
Shared Responsibility ■ Gov. Collins
NAB's headquarters troupe moved
to Denver Thursday-Friday for the sev- said at Kansas City newspapers, magenth in the series of li/2-day conferazines, press photography and broadences. The annual series winds up tocasters "share an over-riding responsiday and tomorrow (Nov. 19-20) in
bility to keep the American people inPortland, Ore.
formed." He told the luncheon meetAt Denver Gov. Collins again dealt
ing nalists
Monday
"each of to
us see
as jourhas a that
responsibility
to it
with the right of broadcasting to report
that
a
free
flow
of
ideas
and
a
continuthe news by pledging that broadcasters
will continue their fight to obtain access
ing stream of information in this counto courtroom proceedings.
try is never diminished or cut off."
In a democracy, he noted, "free mass
Chief Justice Edward C. Day, of the' communication
is an inextricable part
Colorado Supreme Court, told the Denver conference Thursday that he en- of democracy itself." He said broadcasters must insist that the government
dorses NAB's long-range strategy of
seeking piecemeal revision of the anti- "aid us in advancing the freedom of
courtroom ruling of American Bar communication and opening its doors
Assn. (Canon 35).
to full and equal coverage by all news
media. This means equal access to
A strong
supporter
of the access,
industry's
position
for equal
courtroom
the
proceedings
'tools' of
Chief Justice said he endorses an in- cover
broadcast
journalismwith
— thethemicrophone
and
the
camera.
Whenever
this
right
dustry fight conducted at the local level,

EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
2) W. Tenth. Kansas City. Mo.
New York, Chicago. San Francisco,
111. St.
John Jackson
175 W.
100 St.Bush

MEN WHO READ
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
90

Broadcaster group at NAB fall meeting in Kansas City included (I to r):
John F. Patt, WJR Detroit; Thad M.
Sandstrom, WIBW-AM-TV Topeka,
Kan.; Odin S. Ramsland, KDAL-TV

Duluth; Frank P. Fogarty, WOW-AM-TV
Omaha, Neb.; George W. Armstrong,
WHB Kansas City, and Roy Danish,
Television
York City. Information Office, New
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

all-transistorized
New

Sony

Sterecorder

777

the first/complete/portable/all-transistorized/high fidelity PROFESSIONAL RECORDING & PLAYBACK SYSTEM
The most advanced achievement in recorder engineering to date, the superb new
remote-controlled professional Sterecorder 777 series features the exclusive and patented
Sony Electro Bi-Lateral 2 & 4 track playback Head, a revolutionary innovation that
permits the playback of 2 track and 4 track stereophonic or monophonic tape without
track width compromise — through the same head!
Included in an array of outstanding features are individual erase/record/playback
heads, professional 3" VU meters, automatic shut-off, automatic tape lifters, an allsolenoid, feather-touch operated mechanism, electrical speed change, monitoring of
either source or tape, sound on sound facilities, and an all-transistorized military plug-in
type circuitry for simple maintenance. The three motors consist of one hysteresis
synchronous drive motor and two hi-torque spooling motors.
Unquestionably the finest professional value on the market today, the 777 is available in two models, the S-2 (records 2 track stereo) and the S-4 (records 4 track stereo) .
Both models can reproduce 2 and 4 track tapes.* And, the Sterecorder 777 models will
integrate into any existing component system. $595 complete with portable case and
remote control unit.
*Through the exclusive Sony Electro Bi-Lateral 2 and 4 track playback head.
All Sony Sterecorders
are Multiplex ready!

SUPERSCOPE

Sony has also developed a complete portable all-transistorized 20 watt speaker/
amplifier combination, featuring separate
volume, treble and bass controls, mounted in
a carrying case that matches the Sterecorder
777. $175 each.
Also available is the MX-777 ,a six channel
dll-transistorized stereo/monophonic mixer
that contains six matching transformers for
balanced microphone inputs and recorder
outputs, individual level controls and channel
selector switches, Cannon XL type receptacles,
a switch to permit bridging of center staging
solo mike. $175 complete with matching carrying case.
The first/ complete/ portable/ all-transistorized/high fidelity/ prof essional recording &
playback system: $1120 complete.
Sold only at Superscope franchised dealers.
The better stores everywhere.
For additional literature and name of
nearest franchised dealer write Superscope,
Inc., Dept.' 3> Sun Valley, California.

is denied — and these barriers exist at
all levels of government — the more the
right of the people to see and hear is
seriously impaired."
The use of the security label is too
often unjustified, Gov. Collins said, as
is also the "hazy doctrine" of executive privilege. He cited, too, the substitution of handouts for first-hand inquiry by reporters. "These are trends,
often well-intentioned, which should
be reversed," he said. "Only in the
rarest of cases can a 'closed door policy' of government operation be justiNAB intends to accelerate its efforts
fied."
"to bring down all of these walls of
reaction and retardation," Gov. Collins
told the meeting.
The NAB president commended the
U. of Missouri for establishing its freedom of information center "to advance
freedom of the press for all media."
He said he believes the print media and
broadcasting "should stand together" on
this issue, for restrictions and discriminations against
anymedia.
arm of the "press"
are a threat
to all
Time Has Come ■ The time has come
for all media of expression to "sit down
together at the same table to discuss
common problems and common objectives," he said.
At his meeting with local newsmen,
Gov. Collins said he thinks the "news-

OF

THIS RICH

AGRICULTURAL
AND

INDUSTRIAL

MARKET

-TV
Represented by

FOR DOMINANT COVERAGE
OF NORTHERN ILLINOIS and
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN
h-r television, inc.
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Hyde

present for new

fm network

Formal dedication of the new fourstation Mid-State Fm Network of
Michigan Nov. 10 included a fast,
one-day inspection tour of the stations and meetings with community
leaders in each area for FCC Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde ( 1 ) and
his host, John P. McGoff (r), network president and general manager
who also is president of WSWM
(FM) East Lansing, network key.
With them at afternoon reception
at Midland Country Club were Alden
B. Dow (center 1), son of founder of
Dow Chemical Co. and member of
the board of WQDC (FM) Midland, and Dr. Samuel D. Marble

is-weaponry" view of Defense Dept.
official Arthur Sylvester is "very wrong
and very indefensible." He said public
confidence in being able to get the
truth through the news media is a vital
part of the foundation of democracy.
Frank P. Fogarty, WOW-AM-TV
Omaha, told the NAB meeting that the
present time is the most critical in his
whole decade of experience as chairman of the NAB Freedom of Information Committee, but he felt that NAB
is working harder than ever before to
meet the problems.
Mr. Fogarty also warned broadcasters
that they have "no reason to be optimistic" at this time about the report
expected soon by the special committee of the American Bar Assn. for review of Canon 35 which bans cameras
and microphones in the courtroom. But
he was encouraged for the long-range
view as a result of Gov. Collins recent
contact with the Chief Justice of the
U. S. Supreme Court concerning possible broadcast coverage of Monday
morning readings of court rulings.
"These should be recorded not only for
news but also for history," he said.

opening

(center r), president of Delta College, which is 49% owner of
WQDC. Mr. McGoff also is president of WQDC and of the new Flint
outlet, WGMZ (FM). The latter
took the air the previous day.
Mid-State Fm Network also includes WABX (FM) Detroit, whose
president is Michael L. Dow, Mr.
Dow's son. Mr. McGoff is vice president of WABX. The network operates by means of off-air pickup and
stresses fine music, news and educational features. Herb Groskin Assoc.,
New
York,
has been appointed nadiately.
tional representative effective imme-

White House Talk ■ Meanwhile last
week, Roy A. Roberts, president of the
Kansas City Star, talking before a state
meeting of the Associated Press in
Kansas City, proposed a conference
with the Kennedy Administration to
deal with the problems of government
news handling. He suggested that the
conference include all segments of the
mass media, including radio-tv.
Wes Gallagher, AP general manager, New York, told the same AP session the government control of news
about the Cuban crisis has drawn widespread criticism. He attacked the Defense Dept.*s interview-report policy
too. "That's nothing more or less than
intimidation," he charged.
Jim McGovern, director of public
affairs, KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul,
reported last week the formation of an
all-media executive committee to explore ways to broaden freedom of expression in the Twin Cities area. The
group stems from a recent seminar on
the subject at St. Thomas College, St.
Paul, attended by educational and media people. The committee head is Dr.
Ralph Ross of the U. of Minnesota.
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962
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Collins urges 'constructive' relationship with agency
ciation has achieved stature with the
NAB has no intention of lambasting
the FCC if the agency probes the local commission and must be able to work
program practices of network-owned tv with it constructively while still opposstations, President LeRoy Collins said
ing specific wrongs.
last week at the Kansas City Fall ConFrank Fogarty, WOW-AM-TV
ference (see story, page 90).
Omaha, voiced alarm at specific quesGov. Collins explained his position
tions in the proposed FCC questionnaire and said he did not share the
on the FCC's plan to vote on a local
programming questionnaire (BroadNAB official's "relaxed attitude" about
casting, Nov. 12). He brought up the the questionnaire even though he supsubject at a conference discussion callported NAB in its general thesis that a
reasonable questionnaire might be sent.
ing attention to Broadcasting's "broad"If Broadcasting Magazine's sources
side" about the proposed FCC questionnaire.
are good, and often they are, I am conRecalling that when he originally opcerned about the questionnaire." One
posed the FCC's tv program hearing, he question he cited as an example would
have the effect of making community
stated that if a questionnaire to explore
the local programming were "reasonorganizations "co-program directors"
able," itwould be "far preferable" to with the licensee, he said.
The NAB staff explained that the
the hearing and within the purview of
FCC had not consulted with the assothe commission. "If Broadcasting
Magazine expects me to lambast the
ciation about the proposed questionnaire
FCC," Gov. Collins continued, "that is and hence they did not have full information about the proposal. They felt it
something I don't intend to do."
best not to continue the discussion until
NAB Policy ■ He explained that NAB
policy must be consistent. He reaffirmed
more was learned about the specific
that NAB "will fight when the FCC is questions. They indicated NAB would
oppose any found to be questionable.
wrong," but pointed out that the asso-
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WCKT
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(TV) equipment sale to Sunbeam
MAY EASE TIFFS IN HOARY MIAMI CH. 7 CASE

The Miami ch. 7 case may be on
the way to a solution, with the announcement last week that Biscayne
Television Corp. had arranged to sell
the equipment, land and building of
WCKT (TV) to Sunbeam Television
Corp., the only one of the four original applicants found untainted by the
FCC of engaging in off-the-record contacts with FCC commissioners (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 8). The arrangements
also contemplate the sale of WCKRAM-FM Miami, also owned by Biscayne, to the James M. Cox interests
which originally owned the standard
broadcast station. This would include
the land and building.
Under the plan which has been
worked out, Biscayne will sell the
WCKT plant and real estate to Sunbeam for $3.4 million. It will also sell
the WCKR stations to Mr. Cox's Miami
Valley Broadcasting Co. for $500,000.
Miami Valley sold what was then
WIOD to Biscayne for $150,000.
An element of the transaction is that
the U. of Miami stands to benefit if
the sales are approved by the FCC.
The university will receive gifts from
the Cox and Knight interests that are
expected to run up to $1 million
shortly after the transactions are consummated, and may, it is said, run up
to $2 million over a period of years.
The grants will be used to establish a
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

AC

Scientific Education Fund. The uniAUTOMATIC TAPE CARTRIDGES
versity, itwas explained, has been active for many months in attempting to
Since time is money in the broadbring the Biscayne-Sunbeam negotiacasting business, it's understandable
tions to a successful conclusion.
that
the nation's
most progressive
and
successful
radio stations
(nearly 50%
The 1956 grant of Miami ch. 7 to
of
them)
use
automated
equipment.
95%
Biscayne was voided by the FCC last
of these stations use FIDELIPAC®
year after a rehearing stemming from
automatic tape cartridges (THE CARTRIDGE THAT MADE STATION AUTOMAcharges that Biscayne and other applicants for the ch. 7 facility saw FCC
TION POSSIBLE), the proved "on the
commissioners off the record about the
job" leader in quality and reliability.
The established dependability of FIDELcase. Only Sunbeam, whose principal
IPAC® cartridges, puts you on the air,
stockholder is Sidney J. Ansin, Miami
keeps you on the air uninterruptedly!
realtor, was found to be untarred by
Versatile FIDELIPAC® cartridges are
the ex parte charges.
the automated answer in broadcasting
commercial spots, themes, breaks,
Biscayne asked the FCC to reconjingles
and total programming with
sider this decision, but was denied last
push-button ease.
May. It then appealed the FCC dePut welcome efficiency and economy
cision to the U. S. Court of Appeals
into your broadcast operations by putfor the District of Columbia. This apting FIDELIPAC® automatic tape cartridges towork for you: Models 300, 600
peal is still pending, but is expected
and
1200-300
feet, 600 feet, 1200 feet.
to be withdrawn if the FCC approves
ask for
the sale applications.
Biscayne stockholders include Niles
"The
Standard of the industry" by name,
Trammell, former NBC president, who
FIDELIPAC®
from your regular source of supply.
owns 15%. The remaining 85% is
divided among principals associated
with the Cox interests (Miami News)
and the John Knight interests (Miami
Herald).
The television sale is understood to
CONLEY ELECTRONICS
be based on a 12-year payout and
CORPORATION
Messrs. Cox and Knight, it's understood, plan to make contributions to
1527
Lyons
Sired • Evanslon, Illinois
the U. of Miami over that term.
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Ideas given for small station growth and sales increases
How small market stations can get
more of the national advertising dollar,
a formula to build station success and
talks by Alberto-Culver President Leonard H. Lavin and FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee highlighted the annual fall meeting of the Illinois Broadcasters Assn. in Chicago last week. New
officers were also elected ( Fates & Fortunes, page 102).
Commissioner Lee said the FCC this
Wednesday will decide when and where
to hold the next Chicago-type tv inquiry, but he would not hint as to the
outcome. Commissioner Lee also recounted his long efforts to convince the
FCC it should make a part of the commission's rules that section of the NAB
code relating to advertising standards.
Commissioner Lee felt his plan
should be put out by the FCC as a proposal for the industry to comment
upon. Since the better broadcasters already subscribe to the code, putting it
into the FCC's rules would not be censorship, he contended.
Mr. Lavin, addressing a joint luncheon meeting of IBA and the Broadcast
Advertising Club of Chicago on Tuesday, reported that Alberto-Culver's bud-

we
a

give

the

thorough

get of $30 million for tv advertising
in fiscal 1963 already is being pushed
up higher as a result of sales. He said
he is virtually certain V05 shampoo
"will soon be the leading brand and
will vastly increase the size of the market on its way to the top." V05 hair
spray captured first place in its class
last year, with credits to tv (Television
Magazine, October 1962).
John Cole, Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, told the Monday afternoon panel session that small market
stations can improve their chances for
additional business, regardless of source,
by more carefully analyzing their markets and determining their most favorable characteristics, just as national
marketers determine the strongest consumer appeals for their products. Then,
like the national marketer, the station
must concentrate on its prime prospects,
he explained.
Harry Furlong, J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago, and Milton Friedland,
WICS (TV) Springfield, 111., recounted
reasons why national advertisers may
skip secondary markets but Mr. Friedland also emphasized that many local
stations can often offer a better buy be-

airing

Media transactions present a risk as well as an
opportunity to both buyer and seller. But
when all of the

facts are available through our penetrating
knowledge

of the ever-changing market.

BLACKBURN
RADIO • TV •
NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON, D.C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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Company,

WHK's sales staff surprised Mr.
public. on the evening before his talk
Thayer
to IBA
purchas
a "commer
on
the by
10:55
p.m.ingnewscas
WLS
t on cial"
Chicago to salute him and encourage
his speech-making performance.
Common share returns set
Storer Broadcasting Co. board declared aquarterly dividend of 45 cents
per share on its common stock, and
HVi cents per share on its Class B
common stock, payable Dec. 10 to
stockholders of record Nov. 23. Storer
owns WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit
WJW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland, WSPDAM-FM-TV Toledo, WITI-TV Milwaukee, WAGA-TV Atlanta, WIBGAM-FM Philadelphia, WGBS-AM-FM
Miami, WHN New York and KGBS
Los Angeles. It also publishes the
Miami Beach Sun.

facts

the risks are considerably narrowed

cause of the strong audience impact
they command through unique local
service. He felt some buyers overlook
these positive factors because sheer size
of numbers may be easier to defend.
Robert Frudeger, WIRL Peoria, 111.,
suggested secondary market stations
should stop worrying over the national
business issue and really examine their
own markets. He said that if they
would study new services, new types of
programs, and other needs of the local
scene they would discover that their
market has been scarcely tapped, much
less exploited.
Jack Thayer, WHK Cleveland, told
a Monday morning session a few key
principles would help any station to
grow and prosper. These include performing the service that is needed,
knowing the hows and whys of presentation and "doing it better than the
competition," he said. Management also must "instill the proprietary attitude," take a personal interest, and
work for better human relations in all
facets of operation and service to the

Inc,

CATV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
• FINANCING • APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA BEVERLY HILLS
H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
William B. Ryan Stanley Whitaker C. Bennett Larson
Hub Jackson John C. Williams Bank of America Bldg.
333 N. Michigan Ave. Gerard F. Hurley 9465 Wilshire Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois 1 1 02 Healey Bldg. Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460 JAckson 5-1576 CRestview 4-8151

Changing hands . . .
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:

■ WCKR-AM-FM Miami: Sold by Biscayne Television Corp. to Miami Valley
Broadcasting Co. (Cox interests) for
$500,000 . Transaction is part of arrangement whereby Biscayne is selling
physical assets of WCKT (TV) Miami
to Sunbeam Television Corp. for $3.4
million (see separate story page 93).
APPROVED ■ The following transfer of
station interests was among those approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 105).
■ KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz. : Sold by former
Sen. Burton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.)
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

and family to Frank Flynn and associates for $465,060 and agreement
not to compete for three years within
50 miles of Phoenix. Mr. Flynn was
part owner and general manager of
KYOS Merced, Calif.

■ WWOL-AM-FM Buffalo, N. Y.: Sold
by Melvin C. Green and associates to
Rust Craft Broadcasting Co. for $185,375 and agreement not to compete.
Rust Craft stations are WSTV-AM-FMTV Steubenville, Ohio; WGRP-TV
Chattanooga, Tenn.; WBOY-AM-TV
Clarksburg, W. Va.; WPIT-AM-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa.; WRDW-TV Augusta,
Ga.; WSOL Tampa, Fla., and 40% of
WVUE-TV New Orleans, La.
■ WSIV Pekin, 111.; Sold by W. Kenneth
Patterson and George C. Udry to F. F.
McNaughton and family for $125,000
plus $25,000 for agreement not to compete in radio or tv for seven years
within a 25 mile radius of Pekin. The
McNaughtons have interests in WMRNAM-FM Elgin and WCRA Effingham,
both Illinois.
» WOKS Columbus, Ga.: Sold by
lohn A. and Mary W. O'Shields and
Eathel Holley to Philip A. Meltzer for
$123,500 and agreement not to compete in market area for two years. Mr.
j Meltzer is one of the founders of Radio
Concepts Inc., radio program-sales consultants, but he disposed of his interests some months ago. Miss Holley
owns WNEA Newnan and has an interest in WLAW Lawrenceville, both

CBS

INC.

SHOWS

SHARP

INCOME

HIKE

Net up $5.9 million; business costs kept in check
CBS Inc. net income increased about
pared with $1.43 (adjusted for stock
50% on a sales gain of about 5.6% in dividend) in the same period of 1961.
the first nine months of 1962, compared
At a board of directors meeting, a
with the same period last year. Net
cash dividend of 35 cents a share and
income this year was $18.5 million;
a 3% stock dividend were declared for
last year it was $12.6 million, William
stockholders of record at the close of
S. Paley, chairman, and Frank Stanton,
business on Nov. 23. The cash divipresident, announced last Wednesday
dend is payable Dec. 7; the stock divi(Nov. 14).
dend is payable Dec. 17.
Sales for the first nine months of this
year were slightly over $358 million,
Show moved from prime time
compared with $339 million in the same
period of 1961.
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., has
The $5.9 million increase in net in- rejected one in a series of The Story
come on a $19 million increase in sales
of . . . programs, refusing to air the
can be attributed mainly to only an
show in its regular 7 p.m. time period,
almost hold-the-line $6 million increase
rescheduling it and labeling it "for adult
in cost of sales and selling, general and
administrative expenses. Operating in- viewing
only." in question, one of the
The show
come before federal taxes showed an
syndicated
series released through Ziv
increase of $13 million.
United Artists, titled, "The Story of an
In the third quarter of 1962, income
Intern," includes a segment showing
the birth of a baby and a portion conwas
$4.3
million
(against
last
year's
$3.2 million) and sales were $111.3
cerning apatient who attempted suicide
by slashing his wrist. The station said
million
(as
compared
with
last
year's
$98.2 million).
the particular program would be moved
Earnings for the first nine months of from its normal schedule to a 10:301 1 p.m. viewing time.
1962 were equal to $2.08 a share com-
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j Georgia.
Electronic
boosts

sorting

Plough

MIDWEST

sales

Plough Broadcasting Co. credits most
of a better than 50% improvement in
sales on two radio stations where its
electronic programming concept has
been in use for three months (Broadcasting, Aug. 13).
Total sales are up 63.6% over a like
period last year at WIID-AM-FM Chicago and 50.3% at WCOP-AM-FM
Boston, the company reported last week.
The two Plough stations use electronic sorters to help select music "most
people like to hear."
Plough also announced last week that
it has sent prizes to 318 participants in
i a "Name the Sound" contest held among
media people in conjunction with the introduction of its new programming.
First prize, an am-fm-stereo-tv-phono) graph console, was awarded to Eldon
C. Marwede, Campbell-Ewald Co.,
Detroit. Gary Pranzo, Young & Rubicam Inc., New York, was second and
won a stereo tape recorder. Plough did
not say what it would call its new
sound, but indicated it was studying all
entries in its contest.
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SOUTHWEST

WEST

— Daytime only radio station serving area of 50,000plus population. Excellently equipped. Land and
building included in sale. Priced at $100,000.00.
-Fulltime radio station in market of 150,000. Grossing
approximately $11,000.00 monthly and showing a
profit. Total price of $175,000.00 with 29% down
and terms to be negotiated.
— Located in beautiful, fast-growth area, this fulltime
radio station is grossing at the rate of $180,000.00
per year and making a nice profit. Priced at
000.00 with 29% down.

& ASSOCIATES, INC.
NEGOTIATIONS « APPRAISALS • FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
Dewitt Landis
John
F. Hardesty, Pres.
Richard A. Shaheen
Don Searle
Ray V. Hamilton
John D. Stebbins
Joe A. Oswald
1737 De Sales St., N.W.
111 Sutter St.
Tribune
Tower
John
HicksSt.
Executive 3-3456
1511 H.Bryan
EXbrook 2-5671
DEIaware 7-2754
Riverside 8-1175
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MUTUAL'S

IN

THE

BLACK

Hurleigh says '62 profit will be half million,
ending 10 years of losses since television's advent
The 500-affiliate Mutual radio net- change was helpful in getting stations
to clear network programs.
work will wind up 1962 in the black,
the first profit year since television be"Currently more than 500 Mutual
stations accept up to 96% of our news
came a major medium.
Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS president,
programs. We have affiliates in 97 of
said the network's 1962 revenue will ap- the top 100 markets. Our clearance
picture is stronger and we have better
proach $6 million as the result of an
stations.
18% increase over 1961 time sales.
The first word that Mutual was moving
"Repeat business is wonderful. Large
into the profit category came a fort- numbers of our 1961 campaigns are
continuing this year and the trend will
night ago when Herbert P. Buetow,
continue into 1963. Advertisers and
president of the parent Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., told a group of security
agencies
buying
and of
sports."
Mutual aretakes
five news
minutes
each
analysts the network would show a
profit for the first time in a decade.
Mutual's
upward
started
in 1961
when
the 1960
loss turn
of $1.3
million
had
been cut to a half-million. A swing of
nearly $1.8 million in 1962 — from a
$1.2 million loss in 1960 to an estimated half-million profit in 1962 — is attributed to updated programming, improved operating efficiency and advertiser response.
"Up to 1961 Mutual had been losing
over $1 million a year for 10 years,"
Mr. Hurleigh said. "Radio networks
started to die in the 1949-53 period
from
impact with
of television's
Mutualthesuffered
the other debut.
three
radio networks.
"In the mid-'50s radio started its
comeback but the networks were slower to recover. Today the networks are
getting $45 million of the $350 million
spent on national radio advertising, the
remainder going to spot.
"We have reduced costs. Programming has been overhauled. The general
programs of the past are no longer desired by affiliates. They won't clear
time for programs of this type."
Strips ■ Mr. Hurleigh said Mutual
started development of strip programming— "all kinds of news, sports news
and features, and public service. This

Mr. Hurleigh
We're making money . . .
affiliate's hour for news. The basic format includes four 10-minute and two 15minute commentaries plus the daily 25minute award-winning feature, The
World Today. In addition to the five-

ROCHESTER, N.Y. With a new, higher antenna
511 feet above average terrain
CHANNEL 10 now gives
you more reach— more homes
—with Rochester area coverage
second to none !

CHANNEL
BASIC CBS
96 (THE MEDIA)

10

National Rep. H-R TELEVISION, Inc.

minutes-per-hour news plus the other
news-directed features, the network provides two 15-minute and two five-minute sports programs daily and play-byplay coverage of major sports events.
A few years ago Mutual did as much
as $13 million business a year but spent
over $14 million. Although revenue is
running at less than half the former
rate, expenses have been reduced even
more sharply. To quote Mr. Hurleigh,
"We're making money and our affiliates
are'Strong'
happier."Second ■ Addressing the
Washington Ad Club Nov. 13, Mr. Hurleigh said, "Mutual finds itself doing
quite well in that delightful position of
running a strong No. 2 with a couple of
firsts, a couple of fourths and a number of thirds — a good strong second in
all periods important to our agencies
andDiscussing
clients." ratings services in his talk,
he said, "What radio needs is a rating
service, a survey of the listening audience which would be as impressive and
as immediately acceptable as the Audit
Bureau of Circulations." He does not
advocate one rating service for radio,
he said, but would like to see Radio
Advertising Bureau meet with people in
the major rating services to clarify differences, aswell as where and why they
occur. He referred to a recent Sindlinger report showing that network radio is reaching three times the audience
previously estimated. He said, too, that
radio isn't getting "the whole count on
portables, transistors and car radios."
Diplex antenna used
by WROC-TV, WHEC-TV
Two Rochester, N. Y., television stations are radiating their signals simultaneously from a common antenna. The
method makes use of a diplexed antenna system custom-built for the project by the RCA Broadcast & Communications Products Division.
The antenna installation for WROCTV (ch. 8) and WHEC-TV (ch. 10)
was planned and coordinated by R. K.
Blackburn, director of engineering for
the Gannett Co., which is the owner of
WHEC-TV.
Maryland group to meet
on future of state etv
An Educational Television Advisory
Committee in Maryland, which will
work with the state board of education
in mapping etv's future in the state,
will meet Nov. 28 to name two additional members.
Already named are Herbert Cahan,
WIZ-TV Baltimore, general manager for
the Maryland-D.C. Broadcasters Assn.;
Dr. Wesley Dorn, director of development and research representing the state
board of education; Wilmer V. Bell,
director of adult education in the Baltimore City Public Schools; Dr. Frank
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Bentz Jr., assistant to the President of
the U. of Maryland; and Miss Elizabeth
Gross, area librarian of the Memorial
Library, Bladensburg, representing the
Maryland Library Assn.
This group will name committee
members to represent non-public institutions of higher learning and state cultural institutions.
Radio-tv careers
West

shown

Virginia youngsters

The West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.
is working with other state-wide groups
to interest young people in radio and
television as a possible career.
Harry Brawley, WCHS-TV Charleston public affairs director, was chairman of the first meeting of the West
Virginia High School Broadcasters
Assn. which included 41 students and
15 teachers at Morris Harvey College,
in Charleston.
Other participants included William
P. Dix Jr., WCHS-TV general manager; Mel S. Burka, WTIP Charleston
general manager and president of the
state broadcasters association; and Dr.
Frank Krebs, dean of students at the
college.
The new group, which plans another
meeting in the fall of 1963, is sponsored by the state department of education, the broadcasters' association
and the college.
KRSI replaces WTCN
as ABC Radio outlet
KRSI St. Louis Park, Minn., will
become an ABC Radio affiliate effective
Dec. 31, the network said. (St. Louis
Park is a Minneapolis suburb.) KRSI
replaces WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul, a
Time-Life broadcast station.
KRSI is licensed to Radio Suburbia
Inc. and operates on 950 kc with 1
kw day. It holds an FCC construction
permit for 1 kw fulltime, according to
FCC records. J. Warren Burke is
general manager.
Gordon H. Ritz, WTCN station manager, said the station will make increased use of the Time-Life Broadcast
news bureaus in both Washington and
New York in its independent operation.
Extra AB-PT dividend
An extra dividend will accompany
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres' regular fourth quarter dividend.
AB-PT announced Nov. 12 that the
regular cash dividend of 25 cents a
share is payable Dec. 15 to holders of
record on Nov. 23. The extra dividend
of 2% common stock is payable Dec. 27
to common stockholders of record on
Nov. 23.

Transcontinent Television Corp.,
New York, is building new studios
and offices for its stations in Cleveland and Scranton-Wilkes-Barre.
This is an artist's conception of
what WNEP-TV Scranton-WilkesBarre will look like when completed.
The $300,000 project, begun last
month, is expected to be completed
by July 1963. It is adjacent to the

PULSE

MAKES

Wilkes-Barre-Scranton airport located between the two Pennsylvania
cities.
Not shown is a $100,000 addition
TTC is building on its WKOK-AMFM Cleveland studios which will
combine transmitter and studios.
Sales and executive offices will remain in downtown Cleveland. Completion isexpected Nov. 30.

QUARTER-HOUR

STUDIES

Cumulative audiences surveyed for XTRA News, WNEW-AM-FM
The Pulse Inc. has conducted two
In both studies, 100 homes were visited each day for seven days and every
pilot research studies for two clients,
using the same research techniques, to member of the family was interviewed
determine cumulative radio audience on
on his listening for the previous day on
a quarter-hour basis, instead of the a quarter-hour basis. Each individual
also was questioned about his listening
previous cumulative studies which covered segments of the broadcast day.
for the preceding week on an hour-byThe two clients are Darren F. Mchour basis. All listening — including that
Gavren Co., New York (for XTRA
done away from home — was surveyed.
(Pulse officials point out that since
News, Los Angeles) and WNEW-AMFM New York.
an individual recalls less detail of listenResearch directors at McGavren and
ing done five, six or seven days before
WNEW went to Pulse with almost
being interviewed, its cumulative figures tend to be on the conservative side.
identical ideas for the techniques to be
Further, the study was balanced out by
used. With minor variations, these ideas
were used in the final field research.
the fact that each day of the week was
LISTEN IN ON YOUR CIGARETTE
Sure! . . . Give a Christmas Gift
that's REALLY different!
It's
minute
powerful transistor
RADIO abuilt
into but
a CIGARETTE
LIGHTER!
—
—
—
—
—
—

LIGHTER?

Extraordinary Power
Size: '/2 x I Y2 x 3 inches
Hearing Aid Battery
Frequency: 535-1605 kc
Chrome & Plastic Case
To be marketed worldwide soon

Rush Postal Money Order or Cashier's Check to:

lOBBER'S SAMPLE — $13.85

TELECRAFT
P.O.
Box 5248 PRODUCTS
Washington Station
Reno, Nevada
Phone: 323-1478

SpKlUI"^
^unit
PER
DOZEN— $12.60 per
PER GROSS— $11.50 per unit
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"yesterday" to one-seventh of each
study's sample).
Comparisons were made between the
quarter-hour ratings of the cumulative
study with regular Pulse rating reports,
and they compared "most favorably,"
according to Pulse.
Data's Use ■ The delivery of the pilot
studies to McGavren and to WNEW
research directors ends the similarity.
At McGavren, Claire R. Horn, research and promotion director, has used
the new cumulative study as the basis
for a new technique for spot radio to
reach the largest cumulative audience
on a weekly basis.
Her system, called SRO (systematic
rotation) is completely mathematical,
and thus lends itself to the use of computer operations.
It is based on the relationship between a station's total weekly cumulative audience and its average quarterhour rating, and determines the minimum number of announcements to be
used in a week to reach the maximum
audience.
In a hypothetical case, a station has
an average quarter hour rating of 2

and a weekly cume of 46. The quarterhour rate is divided into the cume to
determine
a "turnoverraterate,"
in this case,
23. The turnover
is divided
into
the
numberweek.
of quarterhoursstation's
in its total
broadcast
In the
hypothetical case, the station is on the
air from 6 a.m.- 12 midnight for a total
of 504 quarter-hour quarter-hours weekly. Dividing the turnover rate into 504,
a "rotation interval" of 22 is reached.
Hence, SRO calls for a schedule of 23
announcements a week, scheduled once
every 22 quarter-hours.
Applying this system to XTRA News,
which airs news only and thus has a
high audience turnover, with average
listener tune-in lasting only 18 minutes,
for 24 hours a day, 60 announcements,
scheduled on a strictly mathematical
basis would deliver a weekly cumulative audience of 944,840 homes, for a
cumulative audience of 42.4.
SRO vs. Conventional Plans ■ Mrs.
Horn, in her presentation, compares
conventional radio schedules using
"traffic" pattern scheduling with SRO
schedules using the same number of
announcements. An XTRA client now

using 30 announcements receives a
weekly cume of 13.8 with his conventional scheduling. With SRO, the same
number of announcements would receive aweekly cume of 27.2.
Mary McKenna,
WNEW's
researchto
director,
has used the
Pulse study
determine the results obtainable from
serveral sales plans offered by the station. They show a steady decrease in
cost-per-thousand as more announcements per week are used and a corresponding increase in weekly unduplicated cumulative coverage.
Plan A, using 18 weekly announcements delivers a 24.6 weekly cume;
Plan B with 33 announcements delivers
a 33.8 cume; and Plan C with 48 announcements delivers a 40.8 cume.
The McGavren and WNEW presentations were first made last Monday
(Nov. 12) before an audience of researchers, and presentations are now
planned for advertisers and agencies.
Dr. Sidney Roslow, president, The
Pulse Inc., plans further quarter-hour
cume studies which will be available to
station subscribers in markets studied.

INTERNATIONAL
CHANGES

FOR

BRITISH

TV

ITA says it wants to revamp networking practices,report shows 95% of viewers can see commercial tv
panies and the more open exchange of
The Independent Television Authority, which has regulatory powers over
programs. . ." At present the big four
do not compete for network
Britain's commercial tv companies, in- companies
time but divide it between them.
tends to change the present networking arrangements by which the four
The year under review was the virtual completion of the network with a
largest companies provide most of the
coverage of 95% of the population
network programs.
This was announced in the Nov. 8 from 22 ITA transmitter stations completed or under construction and with
publication of ITA's annual report for
the year ended March 31, 1962. The
the last of 15 program companies apaim of the proposed, but as yet unpointed.
The report shows that one third of
specified, changes is to "encourage
the
117 hours of programs, excluding
wider competition among the com-

acquired films, produced each week by
the 13 companies on the air during the
year was devoted to talks, discussions
and documentaries, with a further 11%
devoted to news, 7% to religion, and
6% to school and informational children's programs, equal to well over half
the nation's total program output. About
25 hours of acquired films were used
each week. Of these, 12 hours were
filled by programs made in the U. S.
Children & Tv Study ■ The authority
took the initiative in proposing a major
study of the impact of television on
young people and offered to bear the
cost. The offer, made at a national
crime prevention conference, was welcomed by the government.
Other points from the report:
Amount Of Advertising ■ Over the
year an average of 4.8 minutes an hour
of spot advertising (about 8% of broadcast time) were transmited on each station. This was almost the same as the
previous year and well within the permitted 6 minutes an hour average or
10% of broadcast time. The lowering
from 8 to 7 minutes of the maximum
amount of spot advertising allowed in
any one clock hour diverted some advertising out of the central evening into other periods of the day so that the
average between 7 and 10 p.m. was 6.4
minutes an hour compared with 6.8
minutes in the year 1960-61.
Natural Breaks ■ The program companies decided that natural breaks
would no longer be used for advertising in certain children's programs, in
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three weekly documentaries and in the
twice weekly installments of a fiction
serial, and that there would be one advertising interval instead of two in certain hour-long plays and features. This
reduced the number of advertising
breaks by about 15 a week or about
20% in programs having large audiences. The effect of all rules and agreements on the use of breaks for advertising was that of about 115 programs
transmitted in an average week 55 had
no internal advertising. These accounted for about 20 hours out of the
60 or so transmitted. Forty had one
internal break and 20 had two internal
advertising intervals. This latter group
included 60-minute westerns and variety
shows and the 90-minute Play of the
Week.
Engineering ■ Six new transmitting
stations were brought into service, the
largest number in any year in the Authority's history. Four stations were under construction and the equipment for
a fifth was on order. Design studies
and advanced planning continued for
further stations to improve reception.
Staff400
■ The
authority's staff increased
from
to 493.
Finance ■ The authority's revenue
during the year was $13,662,265, an
increase of $1,345,803 over the previous year. This increase was due
largely to the opening of new stations
and to increased rentals charged to the
program companies. The surplus for
the year was $3,946,070. The ITA was
ordered by the postmaster-general, using his Television Act powers, to pay
the government $1,487,671, the whole
of its available surplus after provision
had been made for capital expenditure
and the increased cost of replacing fixed
assets. This was beyond $3,528,000
due as tax. The authority told the
postmaster-general that further cuts on
resources available for future development were regarded "as a matter for
regret."
Commercial tv offers
opportunity in Liberia
Liberian authorities have announced
their intention to have a television service in Monrovia and the surrounding
area by January 1964. The country is
presently considering proposals for development of the system and would
welcome proposals from American companies.
Liberia reports its present radio service is operating profitably with a continuing increase in advertising revenues.
Inducements that might be obtained
for the establishment of television services there are staff housing and transportation for five years, exemptions
from taxation and exclusive rights for
commercial advertising for ten years.
Government use of the system for
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No Canadian probe
There will not be another Royal
Commission looking into broadcasting, Prime Minister John Diefenbaker stated in the Canadian
House of Commons Nov. 9 answering an inquiry from the opposition New Democratic Party.
The questions came after the
Board of Broadcast Governor decided to require the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. tv network to
carry the Dec. 1 Grey Cup final
football game which originates
with the rival CTV tv network.

educational purposes will necessitate
financial compensation to operators by
sharing initial costs and anticipated
operating losses during the early years
of the service or by government payment for the programming on a timeused basis.
Interested companies or investors
should contact the Office of International Investment, Dept. of Commerce,
Washington 25, D. C.
BBG requires CBC-TV
to carry sportscast
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp. national television network has been
ordered by the Board of Broadcast Governors to carry the Grey Cup football
championship game on December 1, the
game being fed to it by the rival CTV
Television Network, Toronto, whose
nine stations have exclusive rights to the
football games. CBC must carry the
final game, with advertising commercials
obtained by CTV, at the regular CBC
tv network rates.
This ruling was announced by the
BBG at Ottawa, Ont., in a new regulation, number 16 on Nov. 7. CBC and
CTV network officials, as well as BBG
representatives, had tried since early
summer to iron out their difficulties, but
CBC board of directors could not reach
an agreement with CTV. CBC has
intimated it may take the matter to
court. At a public hearing at Ottawa in
August, CBC officials argued that they
had been advised by the Department of
Justice at Ottawa that the BBG was
outside its jurisdiction in proposing a
regulation that would require all Canadian tv stations to carry such sponsored
programs of national interest.
BBG claimed that the CTV network
would only give 65% of Canadians a
chance to see the football classic, but
that the CBC network would provide
over 90% coverage. The CBC network
is composed of CBC-owned stations in
the same cities where CTV stations are
located, plus affiliated and CBC-owned

stations in other Canadian cities. CTV
network had offered the game free to
the CBC network and to make their
own arrangements with the advertisers
sponsoring it on the CTV network.
Seven

more

countries

buy 'Intertel' series
International Television Federation
announced the acquisition of the Intertel
tv series by seven added countries:
Japan, Sweden, Finland, Switzerland,
Luxembourg, New Zealand and Austria.
At its annual plans meeting last
Monday (Nov. 12), in Sydney, Australia, the Intertel Council also voted to
add six programs
mittment of 24. to its previous comFirst 1963 U. S. entries for Intertel
will be examinations of Turkey, Italy
and Australia, Richard M. Pack, vicepresident-programming, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., and John White, president, National Educational Television,
revealed at the meeting.
The Australian Broadcasting Commission will release its first production
in the series, "The Islands of Maylasia" in December and has scheduled
aforsecond
production taped in Antarctica
the spring.

SECRETS
TOLD
We have the largest audience* and
the most believable station in Des
Moines because we have:
1. The Highest-Rated
Newscasts
2. Adult Personalities
3. Music With a Melody
4. Eleemosynary
Community Service
5. Plenty Of Publicity
If you have a good product, good
copy, honest dealings, and fair
prices, you can get rich advertising
on this great station.
KRNT
"Total Radio" in Des Moines
An Operation
of Gowles , Magazines
and
Broadcasting
Inc.
* Leading
in 30 out 1961,
of 36Metro
half-hours.
Pulse, September,
Area.
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Tv, movie writers weigh
international affiliation
A joint resolution was adopted last
week by the Writers Guild of America
and its British counterpart, the Screen
Writers Guild of the United Kingdom,
calling for affiliation of the two unions
which have members in the fields of
television and motion pictures.
The resolution was passed at the close
of a series of three-day meetings in New
York, ending last Monday (Nov. 12).
WGA National Chairman David Davidson reported that during the affiliation
meetings, joint policy and action were
agreed upon in the areas of contracts,
negotiations and policy in television and
motion pictures; pay television; relationship with other organizations, international and domestic; script awards;
relations with agents; censorship; pension and market information.
Mr. Davidson said that WGA agreed
to "support and implement the demands
and actions" of the overseas group in
its coming negotiations with British tv

film producers. He added that affiliation
talks are in ganizaprogress
withCanada,
writers'New
ortions inAustralia,
Zealand, India, Pakistan, South Africa,
Eire, Ghana, Nigeria and Northern and
Southern Rhodesia.
Wallace Advertising folds
Wallace Adv. Ltd., Halifax, N. S.,
has made a voluntary assignment in
bankruptcy with liabilities of $50,034.
The agency had billings of about $480,000, had been in business about 58
years. The accounts have been taken
over by James Lovick & Co. Ltd., Vancouver, B. C, advertising agency with
offices across Canada.
'Casey' overseas sales: 25
ABC Films Inc., New York, overseas distributor of the Ben Casey series,
last week announced the sale of the
first year's production in the series (32
one-hour dramas) to 25 major overseas
markets.
The current ABC-TV proFATES

BROADCAST

ADVERTISING

Mr. Caravatt

Mr. Beecher
George N. Beecher,
Paul J. Caravatt Jr.
and George G. Milliken, vps of Foote,
Cone & Belding, New
York, appointed management representatives. Mr. Beecher
will be responsible for
Mr. Milliken
General Foods account; Mr. Caravatt for Menley &
James and Mr. Milliken for Lever Bros,
and Angostura-Wuppermann.
John S. Rosen, vp and director of
Raymond Rosen & Co., and Sheldon
Scharfberg, firm's advertising and sales
promotion manager, elected chairman
and executive vp, respectively, of Firestone-Rosen Inc., which will be new
name of Philadelphia office of W. B.
Doner & Co., effective Jan. 1, 1963.
Philadelphia firm will maintain ties
with Doner offices in Detroit, Chicago
and Baltimore, Murray Firestone, president, said.
Richard C. Moses, former executive
vp in charge of Los Angeles office of
Donahue & Coe and most recently di100

gram is produced
by Bing Crosby Productions Inc.
The countries signed are the Philippines, Australia, England, Scotland,
Japan, Lebanon, Finland, Nigeria,
Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong, Spain, Portugal, Canada, Argentina, Costa Rica,
Dominican Republic, El Salvador,
Guatamala, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, Puerto Rico and
Venezuela.
Montreux tv dates set
Invitations to participate in the third
Montreux International Television Festival, to be held April 29-May 4, 1963,
have been extended to associates of the
European Broadcasting Union.
The U. S. members are ABC-TV,
CBS-TV, NBC-TV, National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters, United States
Information Agency and National Educational Radio and Television Center.
The annual contest is intended to
create new forms of light entertainment
programs and to promote the international exchange of program material.

& FORTUNES

rector of corporate pr for Times-Mirror
Co., joins McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles, as vp. From 1954 to 1958, Mr.
Moses served as account supervisor in
Los Angeles office of Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan. Leslie Wallwork,
broadcast media buyer in M-E's Los
Angeles office, promoted to supervisor
of broadcast media.
William J. F. Brennan, vp and manager of Los Angeles radio and tv programming department of Compton
Adv., appointed vp and assistant to
Lewis Titterton, senior vp and director
of programming for Compton in New
York. Bertrand Mulligan continues as
vp and manager of department. Ted
Roberton, program director in Compton's Los Angeles office, succeeds Mr.
Brennan
that
city. as manager of department in
Nella Manes, vp
and media director of
Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington,
D. C, advertising
agency,
added dutiesassumes
of assistant
to Alvin Q. Ehrlich,
Mrs. Manes
agency's executive vp.
Other executive promotions at KE&M: Harry L. Merrick
Jr., Charles Smith, David Thomas and
Don Vogel, elected vps; Mrs. Ann Goldstein to timebuyer; Ramsey Perry to
retail copy chief, and Hertha Hanu to
radio traffic director. Mrs. Manes
joined agency as timebuyer in 1949.
She served as media director and was
elected vp four months ago. Mr. Mer-

rick, account executive, joined KE&M
in 1948. Messrs. Smith and Vogel, account executives, both joined agency in
1953. Mr. Thomas, most recently radiotv director, joined KE&M in 1946.
Henry Kornhauser, account executive
in drug department of Kastor Hilton
Chesley Clifford & Atherton, New
York, elected vp.
Arthur T. Castillo,
senior account executive at Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
joins Ted Bates & Co.,
New York, as vp and
account supervisor.
Mr. Castillo was with
Mr. Castillo
Colgate-Palmolive Co.
before joining SSC&B.
Raymond Welch, account executive
with Briggs Corp., manufacturer of
lawn mower motors, joins Kenyon &
Eckhardt, Detroit, in similar capacity.
Walter M. Vetter, formerly in program production at NBC-TV, named
director of member sales presentations
for Television Bureau of Advertising,
New York.
Tom

Hollingshead, former supervisor on General Mills account at
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, joins Richard K. Manoff Inc., New York advertising agency, as media supervisor.
Stanton L. Vogin, member of promotion staff of Food Fair Inc., joins
Philadelphia advertising agency of
Bauer-Tripp-Foley as assistant to Roy
L. Silver, vp for merchandising.
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Melvin R. Grant, advertising manager of Maurice L. Rothschild Stores
and before that with Fred Niles Productions and WILL-TV Urbana, 111.,
joins Lilienfeld & Co., Chicago, as
writer for both broadcast and print
media.
Kerwin S. (Win)
Koerper, for past five
years assistant director of advertising for
Hallmark Cards Inc.,
joins Potts-Woodbury
Inc., Kansas City advertising agency, as vp
and creative director.
Mr. Koerper
Prior to joining Hallmark, Mr. Koerper served as copywriter and account executive with
Potts-Woodbury.
Allan S. Brown, former copy director
of Gardner, Stein & Frank, Chicago,
joins Allen & Reynolds, Omaha advertising agency, as creative director.
William B. Houck,
vp and account executive of Houck & Co.,
Roanoke, Va., advertising agency, elected
president, succeeding
: -%
• sill
Mr. W. B. Houck

C.
his fal her.B. Houck,
who becomes
chairman
_
„boardB.
,. of C.
ofc directors.
Houck, who steps down as chief executive officer of agency he originally
established in High Point, N. C, in
1928, said he intends "to remain really
active in all phases of the business."
William Houck joined Houck & Co. of
Florida, Miami, in 1949, moved to agency's Roanoke headquarters in 1951 as
account executive and was elected vp
later that year.
Donald Haag, former copywriter and
account executive at Willis & Borg,
Minneapolis advertising agency, joins
copy department of Knox Reeves Adv.,
that city.
THE

MEDIA

Laurence E. Richardson elected vp of
Post-Newsweek Stations (WTOP - AM FM-TV Washington,
D. C, and WJXT
(TV) Jacksonville,
Fla.), effective today
(Nov. 19). Mr. RichMr. Richardson
ardson has been general executive for Post-Newsweek Stations, division of The Washington Post
Co., since January 1956. He is one of
a small group who put WTOP-TV
(then WOIC) on the air in 1949.
Richard D. Dudley, general manager
of WSAU-AM-FM-TV Wausau, Wis.,
elected executive vp of Wisconsin ValBROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Winius-Brandon
Alex Coleman
and E. A. Warner,
senior vps, and
William K. Brooks,

Co. draws

vp and account executive, al of PottsWoodbury Inc.,
join Kansas City
office of WiniusBrandon Co., St.
Louis-based adverMr. Coleman
tising agency. Mr.
Coleman has been
appointed senior vp and member of
company's executive committee. Mr.
Warner has been appointed senior
vp, and Mr. Brooks was named account executive.
Mr. Coleman moved from Morris,
Schenker, Roth Adv. Agency, Chicago, to Kansas City in 1944 as advertising manager of George A.
Breon Co., pharmaceutical manufacturers. When company was sold, he
joined Potts, Calkins & Holden, became vp and member of board of
directors in 1954, and senior vp and
member of management committee
in 1961, shortly after firm's name
was changed to Potts-Woodbury.
Mr. Warner, veteran of 40 years
ley Television Corp., licensee of stations. Mr. Dudley will continue his
duties as general manager.
Ed Farni, local sales manager of
KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul, promoted
to general sales manager of CrowellCollier outlet. Prior to joining KDWB
in 1961, Mr. Farni spent four years
with BBDO in Minneapolis.
Frank A. Sause, formerly with
WWNH Rochester, N. H., joins
WEOK-AM-FM Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
as sales manager.
Tom McCollum, account executive

R.

C.

CRISLER

three key executives

r. Brooks

Mr. Warner

advertising experience in Kansas
City, the last 25 with Potts-Woodbury, where he was an original partner, member of board of directors
since its inception, senior vp and
management committee member.
Mr. Brooks is former continuity
writer for KCKN Kansas City, Kan.,
copy manager of Rogers & Smith
Adv., and for past six years, account
executive and vp of Potts-Woodbury.
Charles E. Jones, former administrative vp and board member of
Potts-Woodbury and since 1961 general sales manager of WHB Kansas
City, recently
rejoined
P-W as officer
president and chief
executive
(Week's Headliners, Nov. 5).
with KGMI Bellingham, Wash., promoted to sales manager. Adaline Bussard, member of sales and pr staff of
KGMI-FM, to manager of fm outlet.
Harry Putnam, former salesman and
announcer at WPIK Alexandria, apland, Va.pointed general manager of WIVE AshRonald M. Mercer, account executive at KISN Vancouver, Wash. -Portland, Ore., promoted to sales manager.
Geren W. (Mort) Mortenson, formerly with WAKR-AM-FM-TV Akron,
Ohio, joins Ohio Representatives Inc.,
Cleveland, as account executive.

* .,

&

CO.,

INC.

BUSINESS BROKERS FOR TV & RADIO PROPERTIES
LICENSED SECURITIES DEALERS
UNDERWRITING — FINANCING
CINCINNATI—
Sth/3rd Bank Building, 38 1-777 S
Richard C. Crisler — Paul E. Wagner — Alex Howard
LOS ANGELES —
Lincoln Dellar & Co., 691 Siene Way, GR 2-7594
NEW YORK —
733 Third Avenue, MUrray Hill 7-8436
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Winston L. Kirby, formerly with
WPAT-AM-FM Paterson, N. J., and
WNBC-AM-FM New York, appointed
account executive for WABC AM-FM
New York.
Burt S. Avedon, vp
and assistant to president of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York,
appointed vp and general manager of
KMEX (TV) Los
Angeles, uhf (ch. 34)
Spanish-language staMr. Avedon
tion. He also becomes
vp of Spanish International Network,
comprising KMEX, KWEX (TV) San
Antonio and five tv stations in Mexican
cities along U. S. border. Before his
post at K&E in New York, Mr. Avedon
had headed agency's San Francisco
office, opened and managed for four
years K&E's office in Mexico City and
spent two years in Los Angeles as director of western operations.
Ronald J. Leppig, engineer at WIND
Chicago, named to station's sales staff.
Bob Morrison, announcer with
KGNO Dodge City, Kan., and Dick
Ingwerson, farm director at KTVC
(TV) Ensign, Kan., join KEDD Dodge
City as program director and newsfarm director, respectively.
Ted Cramer, program director of
WTAP Parkersburg, W. Va., will join
KCKN Kansas City, Kan., in similar
capacity.
Fred Nettere, account executive with
ABC Television Spot
Sales, New York, promoted to eastern sales
manager. Before joining rep firm in luly
1961, Mr. Nettere was
with CBS-TV Spot
Sales for five years.
David E. Lyman, program director
of WQUA Moline, 111., resigns to accept
similar post at CKY Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Mr. Lyman also transfers headquarters of North American
Broadcasters Idea Bank to Winnipeg.
Robert Smith, disc jockey at WCPOAM-FM Cincinnati, assumes added
duties as program director. Bobby
Wayne joins station as air personality.
Jack Hilton, for five years with WGN
Chicago, joins WBBM-AM-FM, that
city, as producer.
Chris Albertson, formerly with
WCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia, joins
continuity department of WNEW-AMFM New York.
William Hampton, formerly with
KEX-AM-FM Portland, Ore., joins
news staff of KYW-AM-FM Cleveland.
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Robert W. Frudeger, WIRL Peoria,
elected president of Illinois Broadcasters
Assn., succeeding Gordon Sherman,
WMAY Springfield, who becomes member of board of directors. Other new
IBA officers: Fred Sorenson, WKRS
Waukegan, vp for radio; Milton D.
Friedland, WICS (TV) Springfield, vp
for tv; and Milburn Stuckwish, WSOYAM-FM Decatur, re-elected secretarytreasurer. Elected to board: Joseph
Novy, WJOL AM-FM Joliet, and Robert Lemon, WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
Continuing on board: Joe Baisch,
WREX-TV Rockford, and Paul McRoy, WCIL Carbondale. Phil Hanna,
Springfield
was re-elected executive attorney,
secretary.
William A. Exline,
station manager of
KIRO - TV Seattle,
Wash., joins Storer
Television Sales, San
Francisco, as office
manager, replacing
Gayle Grubb, who
takes over other asMr. Exline
signments in west
coast area for Storer Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Exline joined KIRO-TV four years
ago as general sales manager. He was
appointed station manager in April
1961. Previously, Mr. Exline was tv
manager in San Francisco office of
Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., from
luly 1954 to June 1958.
Nelson Medina, staff photographer
for U. of South Florida, joins weather
department of WTVT (TV) Tampa as
staff meteorologist.
Merrill Barr, former specialist on
promotional and advertising campaigns
for radio station clients of Werman &
Schorr, Philadelphia advertising agency,
appointed promotion director of
WPEN-AM-FM, that city.
Roger H. Sheldon,
radio manager in Chicago office of Adam
Young Inc., named
manager of station
rep's St. Louis office,
where he will be in
charge of both radio
and tv. Formerly in
Mr. Sheldon
sales posts with several California stations, Mr. Sheldon
joined Young four years ago.
Harvey L. Brown, for past five years
with promotion department of Philadelphia Inquirer, joins promotion department of KRON-TV San Francisco.
Roland Irving, KRON-TV publicity director, accepts newly created post as
member of station's public affairs department.
Stanford M. Horn, former assistant
director of marketing and merchandis-

ing for San Francisco Examiner, joins
KCBS-AM-FM San Francisco as sales
promotion assistant.
James
S. Wiley,
sales promotion manager of WPRO-TV
Providence,
R. I., promoted to national
sales coordinator,
effective today (Nov.
Mr. Wiley
mm

19). Marjorie L. Mahoney, WPRO - TV
succeeds Mr. Wileypublicity
as salesdirector,
promotion
manager. Mr. Wiley has been member
of WPRO-TV sales staff since December 1955, when he joined Providence
outlet from advertising department of
Union Carbide Co., New York. He
was named to his present position of
sales promotion manager in February
1961. Miss Mahoney joined WPROTV's production staff in 1958, and was
named publicity director of the station
in January 1961.
Roger
A. Ready,Neon
national
salesTampa,
director of Bussard
Corp.,
Fla., joinsDallas-Fort
announcing Worth.
staff of WFAAAM-FM
Fitz Patrick Boisseau, news and editorial director of WKRC-AM-FM-TV
Cincinnati, has been placed on indefinite leave for reasons of health.
William C. Reitz,
formerly with Adam
Young Co., joins H-R
Representatives Inc. as
account executive in
Los Angeles office.
Brad Aronson, associate director and
operational supervis-

Mr. Reitz

to directorial staff of CBS-owned
KNXT (TV)
or, appointed
Los Angeles. He is succeeded by Norm
Gray, formerly of KNXT, now with
CBS-TV network.
Helen S. Duhamel, president and
general manager of KOTA-AM-TV
Rapid City, S. D., received award from
American Assn. of Conservation in recognition of efforts of aggressive and
constructive public service.
Rudolph 0. Marcoux, general manager of WLBZ-TV Bangor, Me., elected
to seat on Brewer, Me., City Council.

Adrian Joseph, writer of on-the-air
promotion for KPIX (TV) San Francisco, joins
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles,
in similar
capacity.
James McGovern, director of public
affairs for KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St.
Paul, appointed to executive committee
of Twin City seminar for "Freedom of
Expression." Executive committee dinesota. rector is Dr. Ralph Ross, U. of MinBROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Gil Sheppard, formerly with WCPO
AM-FM-TV Cincinnati, joins WFOL
(FM) Hamilton, Ohio, as account executive. Kay Hicks named WFOL's
continuity and traffic chief.
Tom Eaton, vp in charge of news for
WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford, elected
chairman of Connecticut Council on
Freedom of Information.
John Raleigh appointed suburban
news editor for WFIL-AM-FM-TV
Philadelphia.
John B. Dixon, formerly with corporate advertising department of Ford
Motor Co., appointed account executive at WDTM (FM) Detroit.
Miles Clark, editorial page editor and
business editor of Pasadena (Calif.)
Independent Star News, appointed editorial writer-researcher for KABC-AMFM-TV Los Angeles. He will prepare
editorial material for on-the-air presentation by managements of ABC-owned
stations, which are inaugurating an editorial service.
Bill Winched, mobile news reporter
for KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul, joins
news staff of WIRL Peoria, 111.
Cal Tinney joins lineup of conversationalists on KABC-AM-FM Los Angeles, to be heard 7:15-8 p.m., Mon.Fri.
Dick John, former news director of
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., named
news director of WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh.
Jack Wilson, former senior producer
at WKBW-TV Buffalo, N. Y., for four
years and before that
with WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va., joins KETV
(TV) Omaha as executive producer.
Mr. Wilson
Mark Haas, director of public affairs for KMPC Los
Angeles, announced his retirement two
weeks ago at reception held in his
honor by station's management and
staff. Mr. Haas, former editor of
Fullerton (Calif.) Daily News Tribune,
joined KMPC in 1950.
PROGRAMMING
Harry T. Montgomery, former head
of Associated Press traffic department,

ATRPR
AFOV
FIEN
C i
Keeps old customers and
BUILDER/
brings in new ones. A complete
program from one source.;
Write today for FREE facts.
'BINGO KING' • DEPT. 132 • LITTLETON, 'COLORADO
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named to newly created position of
deputy general manager. Mr. Montgomery, 53-year-old native of Flint,
Mich., who has been handling business
and communications affairs for AP
since 1951, has been an assistant general manager since 1954 and corporate
secretary since 1961.

We're

proud

of our

^7

Joseph Barbera elected president of
Hanna-Barbera Productions, Hollywood
TOWER
producers of The Flintstones, The Jetsons, Yogi Bear and other tv cartoon
programs. He succeeds William Hanna, . . . leading
say these
who is now executive vp. George Sidney is vp and Jess Morgan secretarytreasurer.
broadcasters

^7

George Chandler has been re-elected
president of Screen Actors Guild for
another year. Other officers, also elected for one-year terms, are: Dana Andrews, first vp; Charlton Heston, second vp; Jack Lemmon, third vp; Conrad Nagel, fourth vp; Ann Doran, recording secretary; and Frank Faylen,
treasurer.
Frank Ragsdale, former vp and general manager of WTVM (TV) Columbus, Ga., named national sales manager of tv production division of Pepper Sound Studios Inc., Memphis, Tenn.
Stanley Jaffee named assistant publicity manager of Seven Arts Assoc.,
New York. Mr. Jaffee, with Seven Arts
since June 1962, will work on trade and
consumer
for company's
three new tv publicity
series.
Jack E. Rhodes, central division
manager of Independent Television
Corp., New York, appointed northeastern district sales representative for
Warner Bros. Television Div., with
headquarters in Pittsburgh.
Frank L. Sheehan, western sales
manager of TV Personalities Inc., rejoins Independent Television Corp.,
New York, as western area sales manager, with headquarters in San Francisco. Mr. Sheehan was sales executive
with
sonalities. ITC before joining TV PerWillis Evans and Norman A. Cafarell,
United Press International business
representatives since 1956, named regional executives, respectively, in Ohio
and New Jersey.
Michael Stehney, formerly with Elliot, Unger & Elliot, joins WCD Inc.,
New York tv production company, as
producer-director.
Robert Q. Lewis named permanent
host of NBC-TV's Play Your Hunch
(Mon.-Fri., 10:30-11 a.m.EST), effective today (Nov. 19), succeeding Merv
Griffin. Mr. Griffin left game show Oct.
1 to begin his own daily program on
NBC. Gene Rayburn, interim host of
Play Your Hunch, joins daytime To

RALPH D. FOSTER
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EIA political committee

chairmen

Robert W. Galvin, president of
Motorola Inc., Chicago, and Robert
T. Borth, Washington representative
for General Electric Co., appointed
chairmen of Electronic Industries
Assn.'s Legislative Policy Committee
and its Congressional Information
Subcommittee, respectively, for
1962-63.
Serving with Mr. Galvin on the
Legislative Policy Committee, which
coordinates EIA positions on various
legislative issues are: Robert C.
Sprague, Sprague Electric Co.,
North Adams, Mass.; E. C. Anderson, RCA, New York; Robert S.
Bell, Packard Bell Electronics Corp.,
Los Angeles; W. P. Corderman, Litton Industries, Inc., Washington,
D. C; C. Russell Cox, Andrew
Corp., Chicago; S. R. Curtis, General Dynamics/ Electronics, Rochester, N. Y.; L. Berkeley Davis, General Electric Co., Owensboro, Ky.;
Carl Frische, Sperry Gyroscope Co.,
Great Neck, N. Y.; H. Leslie Hoffman, Hoffman Electronics Corp.,
Los Angeles; Harper Q. North, Pacific Semiconductors, Lawnsdale,
Calif.; W. S. Parsons, Centralab
Div. of Globe Union, Milwaukee;
Marion Pettegrew, Erie Resistor

named

Corp., Pa.; Morris Sobin, Olympic
Radio & Television, Long Island
City, N. Y.; William F. Rueger (ex
officio), Tung Sol Electric Inc.,
Newark, N. J.; and Robert T. Borth
(ex officio), General Electric Co.,
Washington, D. C.
Serving with Mr. Borth on Congressional Information Subcommittee, which informs EIA members
about legislative developments of interest to the electronics industry are:
Robert G. Hennemuth, Raytheon
Co., Lexington, Mass.; Robert E.
Kelley, Sprague Electric Co., Boston,
Mass.; W. T. Russell, IBM, Rockville, Md.; Lewis D. Spencer, Motorola Inc., Chicago; and C. E. Byers,
General Telephone & Electronics
Corp.; Walter B. Larson, Packard
Bell Electronics Corp.; W. P. Corderman, Litton Industries, Inc.; Russell
Graves, Centralab Div. Globe Union
Inc.; Robert R. Judson, Collins Radio Co.; Frank Mulgannon, The
Magnavox
Co.; John
O'Brien,
Hoff-C.
man Electronics
Corp.;
Richard
Palmer, General Dynamics/ Electronics; M. C. Richmond, Western
Electric Co.; Carleton Smith, RCA;
Ralph Watson, North American
Aviation; all in Washington, D. C.

J. H. Ariss, production director in
broadcast division of A. C. Nielsen Co.
of Canada Ltd., elected vp.
Don Martz, manager of CJSS-TV
Cornwall, Ont., named sales manager
of CFCF-TV Montreal.
Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB and CKVRTV Barrie, Ont., elected president of
Radio & Tv Executives Club, Toronto,
succeeding Ken Soble, CHML and
CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont.
ALLIED

FIELDS
Harold F. Walker,
for past four years vp
in charge of sales for
Rounsaville group of
six Negro-appeal radio stations, with

headquarters in Atlanta, joins Broadcast
Clearing House, cenMr. Walker
tralized billing company, New York, as sales executive,
working as liaison with advertising
agencies, station representatives and
radio stations. Prior to joining Rounsaville, Mr. Walker held similar post as
sales vp for WDIA-AM-FM Memphis,
Tenn.
Natalie Flatow, radio-tv director of
Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., New York,
appointed director of Girl Scout public
information division.
DEATHS

Tell the Truth panel (3:30-3:55 p.m.)
on CBS-TV, Nov. 26.
Barney Sarecky, veteran film producer formerly with RKO Radio, Republic, Universal and Monogram,
named production supervisor of Bill
Burrud Productions, Hollywood, Calif.
Gil Margolis, Robert Lawrence Productions, joins editorial staff of Gerald
Productions, New York.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Lawrence W. Noll,
for past two years
sales representative
out of Washington,
D. C, office of Massey Assoc., electronic
manufacturers representatives, joins Micro-Magna ElectronMr. Noll
ics Corp. (loudspeakers and electronic sub-assemblies) ,
Cleveland, as general sales manager,
newly created position. Prior to joining
Massey Assoc., Mr. Noll was assistant
sales manager of Cleveland Electronics
Inc.
William R. Dixon appointed advertising manager for electronic components
group (electronic tube, semiconductor
and microwave device divisions) of Syl104 (FATES & FORTUNES)

vania Electronic Products, subsidiary of
General Telephone & Electronics Corp.,
New York. He succeeds Don J.
Hughes, who resigned. Prior to joining
Sylvania in 1959, Mr. Dixon was associated with Colligan, Coe & Colligan,
Syracuse, N. Y., advertising agency.
James A. Stark named engineering
manager for General Electric Co.'s
audio products department in Decatur,
111., succeeding Will M. Quinn, who recraft. signed to accept post with United AirBrion Foulke, formerly with Hughes
Aircraft, Beckman Instruments and
A. C. Nielsen, named marketing research manager of Leach Corp., Compton, Calif., electronics manufacturer.
INTERNATIONAL
Roger Seguin, Ottawa, Ont., lawyer,
and Frederick L. Jenkins, London,
Ont., businessman, appointed to board
of directors of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. by Canadian government.
Bob Quinn, general sales manager of
Radio Representatives Ltd. and Television Representatives Ltd., Toronto,
elected executive vp of both companies.
Frank Jobes, CHOW Welland, Ont.,
named office manager of both companies at Vancouver, B. C.

Dr. Frank P. Cerniglia, 56, owner of
KLIC Monroe, La., died Nov. 6 at his
dental office in that city of self-inflicted
gun-shot wounds.
Frank W. Mace, 56, president of
Lambert & Feasley Inc., New York advertising agency, died Nov. 12 at his
home in Douglaston, N. Y. Mr. Mace,
who had been associated with L&F for
39 years, served successively as production manager, media director, treasurer
and general manager before being elected president. He was known in advertising world for campaigns he planned
for Lambert Pharmacal Co. and Phillips Petroleum.
Mack Millar, 57, pr director for Bob
Hope and other well-known film, tv and
radio personalities including Eddie
Cantor and Tony Martin, died in his
Beverly Hills home Nov. 1 following
heart attack.
Monte Brice, 71, motion picture, radio and tv writer for Bob Hope for 15
years, died in London Nov. 1 following
heart attack.
Leonard E. Cleary, 51, staff organist
for WBBM-AM-FM Chicago from 1944
until early this year, died Nov. 1 1 after
brief illness. Since leaving WBBM, Mr.
Cleary had been freelancing.
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FOR THE
STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

RECORD

As compiled by Broadcasting Nov. 8
through Nov. 14 and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC in that period.
This department includes data on
new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases,
rules & standards changes, routine
roundup of other commission activity.

Existing tv stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KMEX-TV Los Angeles, Calif.— Spanish
International Bcstg. Co. Changed from
KMEX.
WZZM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich— Ch. 13
Grand
Rapids Inc.
Changed from —WIIM-TV.
KORK-TV
Southern
Nevada
Radio Henderson,
& Tv Co. Nev.
Changed
from
KLRJ-TV.
KBYU-TV Provo, Utah — Brigham Young
U. Changed from KLOR-TV.

Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur.—
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH
—
specified
Announced. hours. * — educational. Ann. —

New am station
ACTION BY FCC
Raeford, N. C. — Stanmar Bcstg. Co.
Granted cp for am to operate on 1400 kc,
250 w. P.O. address Al G. Stanley, Box 393,
Lumberton, N. C. Estimated construction
cost revenue
$12,658; first
yearAl operating
000;
$36,000.
G. Stanleycostis $29,sole
owner; also majority owner of WATP
Marion,
S.
C,
and
mgr.
of
WTSB
Lumberton, N. C. Ann. Nov. 14.

New tv stations

Existing am stations
ACTION BY FCC
WTEL creasedPhiladelphia,
Granted
power on 860 kc, Pa.—
D, from
250 w in-to
10
kw,
DA;
remote
control
permitted;
conditions. Ann. Nov. 14.

ACTIONS BY FCC
Carona, Calif. — Kaiser Industries Corp.
Bcstg. Division. Granted cp for uhf ch. 52
(698-704 mc); ERP 1014 kw vis., 507 kw aur.
Ant. height above average terrain 2995 ft.,
above ground 237 ft. Estimated construction
cost $1,285,394; first year operating cost
$550,000; revenue $500,000. P.O. address 300
Lakeside Dr., Oakland 12. Studio location
Carona; trans, location near Los Angeles,
on Mt. Wilson. Geographic coordinates 34°
13' 29" N. Lat., 118° 03' 47" W. Long. Trans.
RCA TTU-25B; ant. RCA TFU-24. Legal
counsel Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer Jansky
& Bailey, Washington, D. C. Principals:
applicant is corporation made up of over
50 stockholders. Applicant is licensee of
KHVH-AM-TV Honolulu, and KHJK (TV)
Hilo, both Hawaii. Ann. Nov. 14.
San Francisco, Calif. — Kaiser Industries
Corp. Bcstg. Division. Granted cp for uhf
ch. 44 (650-656 mc); ERP 113.3 kw vis., 56.9
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
1260.5 ft., above ground 275 ft. Estimated
construction cost $1,200,799; first year operating cost $550,000; revenue $500,000. P.O.
address 300 Lakeside Dr., Oakland 12. Studio
location San Francisco; trans, location on
San Bruno Mt., 1.6 miles south of San Francisco city limit. Geographic coordinates 37°
41' 07" N. Lat., 122° 25' 56" W. Long. Legal
counsel Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer Jansky
& Bailey, Washington, D. C. Principals:
applicant is corporation made up of over
50 stockholders. Applicant is licensee of
KHVH-AM-TV Honolulu, and KHJK (TV)
Hilo, both Hawaii. Ann. Nov. 14.
APPLICATIONS
El Centro, Calif. — Tele-Bcstrs. of Calif.
Inc. Amended application to change frequency to ch.
mcs.); ERP
to 954.9(formerly
kw vis.,ch.30.27)kw(186-192
aur.;
change trans, and studio locations to U. S.
highway 80, 6.5 miles SE of Holtville, Calif.;
type of trans, to RCA TT-11AH; type of
ant. to RCA TF-6AH; make changes in
ant. system and change ant. height above
average terrain to 604 ft. Ann. Nov. 9.
Chicago, 111.— Chicagoland Tv Co. Uhf ch.
38 (614-620 mc); ERP 235 kw vis., 117.5 kw
aur. Ant. height above average terrain
646.45 ft., above ground 671.48 ft. P.O.
address 218 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11.
Estimated construction cost $332,891; first
year
operatingandcosttrans,
$250,000;
revenueChicago.
$200,000. Studio
location
Geographic coordinates 87° 38' 14.4" N. Lat.,
41° 52' 55.9" W. Long. Type trans. RCA
TTU12A;
type ant.& RCA
TFU-24DM.
Legal
counsel Spearman
Roberson,
Washington,
D. C; consulting engineer Walter F. Kean,
Riverside, 111. Principals: Frederick B.
Livingston and Thomas L. Davis (each
50%). Mr. Livingston is majority owner
of Livingston & Assoc., Chicago advertising
and pr firm; Mr. Davis is gen. mgr. of
WAAF Chicago and part-owner of WBOW
Terre Haute
& WHUT
Anderson, both Indiana. Ann. Nov.
1.
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New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Champaign, 111. — Modern Bcstrs. Granted
cp for class B to operate on 94.5 mc, 20 kw.
Ant. height above average terrain 401 ft.
P.O. address
2400construction
Skyline Drive,
Champaign. Estimated
cost $26,000;
first year operating cost $7,500; revenue
$7,500.
Frank 50%).
Stewart
and
MervynPrincipals:
W. OzierL. (each
Messrs.
StewartNov.and14. Ozier are local businessmen.
Ann.
*Rock Island, 111. — Augustana College.
Granted cp for class D to operate on 90.9
mc, 10 w. Ant. height above average terrain 147mated
ft. construction
P.O. address
cost Rock
$13,195;Island.
first Estiyear
operating
cost
$6,000.
Principal:
Board of
Directors. Ann. Nov. 9.
*Reno, Nevada — U. of Nevada. Granted
cp for class D to operate on 88.1 mc, ch.
201, 10 w. Ant. height above average terrain
80 ft. P.O.structionaddress
concost $11,600;Reno.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $5,000.
Principal:
Dr.
Charles
J.
Armstrong, president of university. Ann. Nov. 8.
San Juan, P. R. — Ochoa Bcstg. Corp.
Granted cp for class C to operate on 105.7
mc, 30 29kw.ft. Ant.
height above
average
terrain
P.O. address
1105 Fernandez
Juncos Ave., Santurce. P. R. Estimated
construction cost $25,863; first year operating costAntonio
$36,000;
$40,000. Principal:
L. revenue
Ochoa (100%).
Ann.
Nov. 8.
Cookeville, Tenn. — Helen L. Cunningham.
Granted cp for class A station to operate
on 94.3
mc, 3 105
kw. ft.Ant.P.O.height
above310average terrain
address
W.
Broad, Livingston,
Tenn.
Estimated
construction cost $1,075; first year operating
cost $2,400;
revenue Ann.
$8,000.
ham is sole owner.
Nov.Mrs.
13. CunningWichita Falls, Tex. — Nortex Bcstg. Co.
Granted cp for class C station to operate
on 99.9
mc, 20830kw.ft.Ant.
age terrain
P.O. height
addressabove
Box aver115,
Wichita Falls. Estimated construction cost
$20,200; first year operating cost $31,600;
revenue
James42.5%)
William
Ferrell & $34,000.
William Principals:
H. Hall (each
and
Don A. Wade (15%). Ann. Nov. 13.
CP DELETED
WTCN-FM
Minneapolis,
Life Broadcast Inc.
Cp forfeitedMinn.
for —newTimefm
to be operated on 93.7 mc, 20 kw, ant.
height above average terrain 410 ft. Call
letters deleted. Ann. Nov. 9.
APPLICATION
Sioux
Falls,
D. —0.93
Midcontinent
Bcstg.
Co. 93.5 mc, ch.S.228,
kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 185 ft. P.O. address
Joseph L. Floyd, Phillips at 13th, Sioux
Falls. Estimated construction cost $10,000;
first year operating cost $20,000; revenue
$24,000.
JosephR.L. Ruben
Floyd, N.
Bentson Principles:
and Edmund
(eachL.
33I,,3%).
Midcontinent
KELO-AM-TV
Sioux Falls
& KPLO-TV owns
Reliance,
all South
Dakota; is applicant for cp of WCWT-TV
Wausau,
Wis.,
and
license
of
KDLO-TV
Florence, S. D. Ann Nov. 9.

APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS
KUFY Redwood City, Calif.— Mod. of cp
(as modified which authorized new fm
broadcast
changeto station
location fromstation)
Redwoodto City
San Mateo,
Calif., and change studio location to Seal
Creek, San Mateo. Ann. Nov. 9.
WFCT Fountain City, Tenn. — Mod. of lito change
station location
from Nov.
Foun-9.
taincenseCity
to Knoxville,
Tenn. Ann.
WLAF LaFollette, Tenn. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kw and
install newpower
trans.from
Ann. 250Nov.w 14.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KINO Winslow, Ariz.— Willard Shoecraft.
ice.KGKO Benton, Ark. — Bridges Bcstg. ServKNGL Paradise, Calif.— Arthur L. Bray.
Changed from KMET.
KROB Robstown, Tex. — George Leon
Gossage.
WSJR Madawaska, Me. — St. Croix Bcstg.
Co. Changed from WMWA.
KTWN St. Paul, Minn.— Franklin Bcstg.
Co. Changed from WMIN.
WLBS Centreville, Miss.— Benton O. Bickham & Leonard J. Giacone. Changed from
WGLC.
KETO Seattle, Wash.— Chem-Air Inc.
Changed from KTIX.
WBZE Wheeling, W. Va.— Radio Wheeling
Inc. Changed from WJBT.
WMTD Hinton, W. Va.— David B. Jordan.

Existing fm stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KHOZ-FM
Harrison,
Ariz. — Harrison

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

it
i

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington— 711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
105

Bcstg. Corp.
*WRSE-FM Elmhurst, 111.— Board of
Trustees, Elmhurst College.
WJGS (FM) Houghton Lake, Mich.—
Sparks Bcstg. Co. Changed from WJGG
(FM).
KSD-FM
lishing Co. St. Louis, Mo.— Pulitzer PubWGIR-FM
Manchester, N. H. — Knight
Radio
Inc.
WYSL-FM Buffalo, N. Y.— The McLendon
Corp. Changed from WIFE (FM).
WGTC-FM
GreenvUle, N. C.-WGTC
Bcstg.
Co.
WTOD-FM Toledo, Ohio — Booth Bcstg.
Co. Changed from WTRT (FM).
WTIP-FM Charleston, W. Va.— Chemical
City Bcstg. Co.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRIZment of license
Phoenix,
Granted
assign-L.
from Ariz.—
Richard
B. & John
Wheeler (each 33.3%) and Burton K.
Wheeler (33.4%), d/b as Radio Denver
Inc., to Frank Flynn (31.05%), Reno T.
Ferrero (16.357c), Paul J. O'Brien
(12.225%), Helen K. Fleutsch, J. Hise, E. G.
Shively & James Uhle (each 8.175%) and
Charles Cahill (7.675%), tr/as Shamrock
Bcstg. Inc. Consideration $465,060 and agreement not to compete for 3 years within
50 miles of Phoenix. Mr. Flynn is partowner of KYOS Merced, Calif.; Mr. O'Brien
is employed by Wyoming Highway Dept.:
Mr. Cahill is realtor; Mrs. Fluetsch is
housewife; Mr. Ferrero owns electric company; J. Hise is employed by contractor;
Mr. Shively
countant.isActionrancher;
Nov. 14. Mr. Uhle is acKSEA (FM) San Diego, Calif.— Granted
assignment of cp from Alex M. Victor
(100%), Dan
d/b as
SeaboardandBcstg.
Inc.,Deeto
Clinton
McKinnon
Michael
McKmnon (each 50%), tr/as Broodmoor
Bcstg. Corp. Consideration $5,000. Assignee
also 13.
operates KSON San Diego. Action
Nov.
KTHO Tahoe Valley, Calif.— Granted assignment of cp from Phillip N. Harrold
(37.5%), Albert W. Nelson (20%), Kenneth
E. Gallagher and Orville G. Harrold (each
7.5%), Donald C. McBain (20%), Robert W.
Pendergrass (5%) and Edward S. Adams
(2.5%), d/b as Harrold Bcstg. Co., to A. W.
Nelson (30.25%), K. E. Gallagher (16.40%),
D. C. McBain (39.6%), R. W. Pendergrass
(11%) and E. S. Adams (2.75%), tr/as
Emerald Bcstg. Co. Messrs. Harrold are retiring and no financial consideration is involved other than reimbursements of expenses. Action Nov. 13.
WLDS-AM-FM Jacksonville, 111.— Granted
transfer of control of licensee corporation,
Jacksonville Radio and Television Bcstg.
Corp. from W. A. Fay (40.6%), Emily J.
Fay, William L. Fay, Robert A. Fay (each
5 ; ), Helen W. Hackett, Ruth W. Curtis and
William E. Walton (each 16.3%), d/b as
Jacksonville Journal-Courier Co. (Jacksonville Journal-Courier) to same per sons tr/
as Jacksonville Newspapers Inc. No financial consideration involved. Action Nov. 9.
WSIV, Pekin Bcstg. Co., Pekin, III. —
Granted transfer of control from W. Kenneth Patterson and George C. Udry to

SUBSCRIPTION

WSIV Inc. (F. F. McNaughton family).
Consideration $125,000 and $25,000 for agreement casting
not tofor seven
compete
radio &25 tvmiles
broad-of
yearsin within
Pekin. John T. and W. Dean McNaughton
own 34.75% interest in WRMN-AM-FM
Elgin,
F. McNaughton
19.5% Nov.
in14.
interestandin F.WCRA
Effingham. has
Action
WFMW-AM-FM M a di s on vill e, Ky.—
Granted transfer of control of licensee corporation from Madisonville Publishing Co.
(Edgar Arnold Sr., Kenneth Arnold, Edgar
Arnold Jr., Howard Arnold and Mary A.
Crary, jointly
310 ofand410Elmer
sharesKelley
outstanding), to H.own
H. Wells
Jr. (each
50%).
Consideration
$80,000.
Action Nov. 9.
KMNF Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted assignment of cp from James T. Reeves
(50%), Richard C. Knoth and E. L. Morgan
(each 25%), d/b as KMF Bcstrs., to Mr.
Reeves (66%%) and Faron Young (33V3%),
tr/as KMF Bcstrs. Consideration $1,500. Mr.
Reeves is entertainer, Mr. Young one of his
associates. Action Nov. 9.
WWOL-AM-FM Buffalo, N. Y.— By order,
on showing of compliance with exceptions
to three-year
rule, granted
trans-&
fer of control holding
from Melvin
C. Green
Lester W. Lindow (each 25.1%), Martin F.
Beck (15%), Harry J. Ockershausen (5%)
and Evelyn H. Bitner, individually (6.4%)
and as executrix of estate of H. M. Bitner
Sr. (13.4%), d/b as Radio Buffalo Inc.. to
Rust Craft Bcstg. Co., wholly owned subsidiary of Rust Craft Greeting Cards Inc.,
large corporation with more than 25 stockholders. Consideration $185,375 and agreement not to compete. Assignee owns
WSTV-AM-FM Steubenville, Ohio. WRGPTV Chattanooga, Tenn., WBOY-AM-TV
Clarksburg, W. Va., WPIT-AM-FM Pittsburgh, Pa., WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga., WSOL
Tampa, Fla., and 40% of WVUE-TV New
Orleans. Louis Berkman Co., largest stockholder in assignee, also controls WHTOTV Atlantic City, N. J. Action Nov. 14.
WENE
Endicott,
N. Y. — Granted
ment of license
to Southern
Tier RadioassignInc.
(G. Allan and Florence B. Bengetson, each
50%) from Ottaway Stations Inc. (James
H. and Ruth B. Ottaway, 40% and 30% respectively; also Mr. Ottaway and Nikolai
Sukoloff as co-executors under will of Mrs.
Ruth
O.
Sokoloff,
30%). WVPO
Consideration
$170,000. Assignors own
Stroudsburg,
Pa.,
and
WDOS
Oneonta,
N.
Y.
Action
Nov.
13.
APPLICATIONS
WGEA
Geneva,
Ala. —H.Seeks
assignment
of license from Miles
Ferguson
(90%)
and Celeste M. Ferguson (10%), d/b as
Radio South Alabama Inc., in Geneva
County Bcstg. Inc., group headed by Olin
Johnson (5.8%) and consisting of 47 other
stockholders owning 5.8% or less. ConMr. 9.Johnson owns furniture store.sideration
Ann.$35,000.Nov.
KBIC-TV Los Angeles, Calif. — Seeks assignment of cp from John H.Poole (83.03%).
Olivia A. Poole (2.22%) and seven minor
children of John H. and Olivia A. Poole
(14.75%), d/b as John Poole Bcstg. Inc., to
H. Calvin
Martha Glaser
White (5%),
Mills
Inc.
(each Young
47.5%) Jr.
and & Jerome
tr/as Central Bcstg. Corp. of California.
Consideration $180,000. Martha White Mills,

APPLICATION

BROADCASTING
The Businessweekly of Television and Radio
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues $7.00
□ 104 weekly issues $12.00
□ 52 issues & Yearbook published next November $12.00

company name
city
addr
Send to home addles*
106 (FOR THE RECORD)

3 I
□ Payment attached
□ Please bill

title/ position*
■
■
■
sii
i

large corporation
no majority
holder, and Messrs.with
Young
& Glaser stockshare
ownership of WGUS North Augusta, S. C;
Messrs. Young (70%) & Glaser (25%) are
majority owners of WYAM Bessemer, Ala.;
Mr. Young is 50% owner of WENO Madison, Tenn., and Mrs. Mills plans to buy
Waltertral Duke's
remaining
making parent
CenBcstg. Corp.
(WENO 50%,
licensee)
14.
company of KBIC-TV licensee. Ann. Nov.
KROY Sacramento, Calif. — Seeks assignment of license from Lincoln and Sylvia
Deller (each 50%), d/b as John T. Carey
Inc., to same persons in same percentages
tr'as
Sacramento
Bcstrs.as Inc.
No financial
consideration
involved,
assignment
is for
business purposes. Ann. Nov. 9.
WKLZ Kalamazoo, Mich. — Seeks transfer
of control of licensee corporation, The
Circle Corp.. from Joseph F. Butler (85%)
and Ralph E. Patterson (15%) to Emil J.
Popke Jr. (66%), Robert J. Van Beck
(19%) and Bernice K. Mathes (15%). Consideration $138,000. Mr. Popke is mgr. and
part-owner of WKMI Kalamazoo and gen.
mgr. and part-owner of WMAK Nashville,
Tenn.; Dr. Van Beck is dentist; Mrs.
Mathes is housewife. Ann. Nov. 6.
WEDA-FM Grove City, Pa. — Seeks assignment of license from James V. Perry
(100%) to Mr. Perry (99 plus %). d/b as
WEDA Inc. One share each was issued to
C. A. Isaaco and Joseph A. Pelletier as
legally qualifying
directorship.
No
financial
consideration.forAnn.
Nov. 9.
KLTV-TV Tyler, Tex. — Seeks relinquishment of positive control by Lucille Buford
(49%) by transfer to son, Geoffrey R.
Buford, (20%), of voting rights previously
hers. No financial consideration involved.
Ann. Nov. 14.
WCAX of
Burlington,
— Seeks transfer
control
licensee Vt.corporation,
WCAXof
Radio
Inc.,
from
Charles
P.
Hasbrook
(100%) to Vermont Radio Die. (100%), a
wholly owned subsidiary of James Bcstg.
Inc.. owned by Simon Goldman & Reginald
A. Lenna (each 43.2%) and others. Consideration $300,000. James Bcstg. also owns
WJTN-AM-FM
WGGO
Salamanca & WDOE Jamestown,
Dunkirk, all
New York,
and WWYN sylvania.& In addition,
WERC-FM Mr.
both Goldman
Erie, Penn-is
stockholder
Ann.
Nov. 14.in WCUM Cumberland, Md.
KBAM Longview. Wash. — Seeks assignment of cp and license from Hal K. Shade
(100%). receiver, to Rufus W. Snyder
(100%), receiver. No financial consideration, as application
follows Mr.
court Snyder
order foris
transfer
of receivership.
owner of service station. Ann. Nov. 14.
Hearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward grantCo. for
new ingamapplication
station oftoMonroeville
operate on Bcstg.
1510 kc,
250
w, D. in Monroeville, Pa., and denying application of Miners Bcstg. Service Inc. to
change facilities of WMBA from 1460 kc.
500 w, D. DA, in Ambridge. Pa., to 1510
kc. Action
10 kw, Nov.
D, DA.
Pa.
14. in Ambridge- Aliquippa.
■ Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
issued initial decision looking toward denying application of Hawkeye Bcstg. Inc. to
increase
daytime power of KOEL Oelwein.
13.
Iowa,
from 1 kw to 5 kw. continued operation on 950 kc, 500 w-N, DA-2. Action Nov.
■ Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
issued initial decision looking toward grantGeneral power
Communications
Inc. ingto application
increase ofdaytime
of KXKW
Lafayette, La., on 1520 kc from 500 w to 10
kw. continued nighttime operation with
500 w, daytime
and change
DA-1critical
to DA-2hours
but
with
DA from
during
only; conditions and pending final decision
in docket 14419 pre-sunrise operation with
daytime facilities precluded. Action Nov. 8.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING
WIFM,
Tri-County
Bcstg.Pilot
Inc.,
Elkins,
N. C, & Bessie
M. Shelton,
Mountain,
N. C. — Designated for consolidated hearing
application
of Tri-County
to increase
of
station WIFM
on 1540 kc,
D, from power
250 w
to 1 kw, 500 w (CH) and Shelton for new
davtime am station to operate on 1530 kc. 1
kw, 250 w (CH); made Wilkes Bcstg. Co.,
WIDU Bcstg. Inc. and AL-OR Bcstg. Co.,
applicants
for new
am stationsrespectively.
in Mocksville,
Mebane
and Asheboro,
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Croat6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bid*.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO
Everett L. Dillard, Cert M*r
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief E«sf.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D C
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCOE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6. D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Corr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFGCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrote AFOOti
1-8360
Member

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19
E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFOOE suburb)

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Membtr AFCOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, lexa<
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM—
FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort BUtler
Worth 1-1551
18, Texas

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuclcanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCCE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

BARKLEY & DEXTER LABS.,
INC.
Donald P. Wise
James M. Moran
Consulting, Research 0
Development for Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St. Diamond 3-371 6
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOOE

ervice
Directory

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022

application of WFYC Inc. (WFYC), Alma,
Mich. Action Nov. 6.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Nov. 14
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
proceeding
on NBC-RKO
ON AIR
fers and related
applicationsbroadcast
in docs. trans13085
CPS
Not 127
on air
Lie.
For new stations
et
al.,
after
oral
argument,
granted joint
Cps.
546
motion
by
RCA
and
NBC
to
quash,
in
part,
164
65
AM
3.729
certain subpoena duces tecum involving
116
148
46
FM
series of documents furnished in court pro79
1,016
TV
523
tion Nov.ceedings9. and transcripts of depositions. Ac54
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
and continued hearing from Nov. 13 to
Nov.
to be held of
in license
Chicago, and
in proceedCompiled by FCC, Sept. 30
ing27,on revocation
SCA of
Carol Music Inc. for fm station WCLM ChiTOTAL
111.; denied respondent's
for
VHF
UHF
TV
60-day cago,continuance
of hearing; petition
and scheduled
prehearing
conference
in
Chicago
on
86
Commercial
Nov. 26. Action Nov. 8.
471
47
21
Non-Commercial
557
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
■ Granted petition by The Tuscarawas
Bcstg.tionCo.
for am
leavestation
to amend
its applicafor new
in Uhricfisville,
Compiled by FCC Oct. 31
Ohio, to reflect change of manager-program
director; application is consolidated for
FM
TV
hearing in docs. 14632 et al. Action Nov. 9.
512
AM
Licensed (all on air)
3,727
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
65
46
1,017
Cps on air (new stations)
66
and continued Nov. 16 prehearing confer73
146
ence to Nov. 21 in proceeding on applicaCps not on air (new stations)
126
tions of Fran-Mack Bcstg. Inc. and Radio
658 68i
Total authorized stations
3,919
Smiles
Inc. for new am stations in Fayette13
66
1,209
ville and Spring Lake, Both North CaroApplications for new stations (not in hearing)2 195
114
148
48
lina, respectively. Action Nov. 9.
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
352
161
Total applications for new stations
547
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
3
11
Applications for major changes (not in hearing) 64
■ Granted motion by Poplar Bluff Bcstg.
38
87
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
357
Co. (KWOC),
Bluff, Mo.,
and corTotal applications for major changes
421
rected transcriptPoplar
as requested
in proceeding
0
0
Licenses deleted
0
on its am application. Action Nov. 9.
900
■ Granted petition by Edgar G. Shelton
Cps deleted
1
492
Jr. and
severed
consolidated
proceedincludes 3 stations operating on unreserved channels.
ing in docs.
14425from
et al.
his application
for
new
am
station
in
West
Chester,
Pa.;
closed
"Figures on applications for new stations and major changes not in hearing and in hearing
record on his application and ordered proare for September; October figures not yet released.
posed findings to be filed by Dec. 10 and
replies by Dec. 17. Action Nov. 8.
■ Granted joint petition by Russell H.
Morgan and Bel Air Bcstg Co. and severed
from consolidated proceeding in docs. 14425
al. their applications for new am stations
parties to proceeding, and WIFM party with
7.et
Haddonfield,
N.forJ.,oral
for argument
addition of
"suburin Chestertown and Bel Air, both Maryland,
respect
ban"
issue
and
on
matters
respectively;
closed record on applications
Nov. 14. to its existing operation. Action
raised by pleadings. Board Member Nelson
and ordered proposed findings to be filed by
abstained from voting. Action Nov. 9.
■ Continued Nov. 26 oral argument to Dec. 10, and replies by Dec. 17. Action Nov.
OTHER ACTIONS
date to beceeding onsubsequently
announced
■ By order, commission denied petition
am applications
of WNOWin proInc.
■ By agreement of parties, scheduled oral
by Edwin R. Fischer, Newport News, Va.,
(WNOW), York, Pa., and Radio Assoc. Inc. argument
for Nov. 7 on notice to take depo(WEER) , Warrenton, Va. Action Nov. 9.
to vacate
stay
and
to
schedule
oral
argusitions filed by applicant, and amendment
ment on exceptions to initial decision in
thereto,
in
on am application of
■
By
memorandum
opinion
&
order,
proceeding on his application and that of granted petition by National Association of Wright and proceeding
Maltz Nov.
Inc. (WBRB),
Mt. ClemThe Tidewater Bcstg. Co., Smithfield, Va., Broadcast Employees & Technicians, AFLens,
Mich.
Action
6.
seeking new am stations. Action Nov. 14.
CIO,
to
become
party
intervenor
in
pro■ Commission scheduled oral argument
By Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone
ceeding on NBC-RKO broadcast transfers
for Dec. 10 in proceeding on application of and related
applications in docs. 13085 et al.
■ By orders in proceeding on applications
Radio Americana Inc. for new am station in Board Member
Nelson not participating.
of Smith Bcstg. Inc. and North Alabama
Action Nov. 8.
Baltimore, Md. Action Nov. 14.
Bcstrs. Inc. for new tv stations to operate
■ By memorandum opinion & order in on ch. 19 in Huntsville, Ala. (1) granted
■ By memorandum
opinion Pacific
& order, Radio
commission ordered Northern
proceeding on applications of Peoples Bcstg.
by Smith for leave to amend to
Corp. to forfeit $1,000 to government for Co. (WPBC), Minneapolis, Minn., and Ga- petition
specify different channel, removed amended
briel Bcstg. Co. for new station to operate
willful or repeated violations of Communiapplication from hearing docket and reon 980 kc, 5 kw, DA-1, unl., in Chisholm,
turned to processing line; (2) granted petications Act and commission "sponsorship
tion by North Alabama for leave to amend;
Gabriel to comply with proidentification"
announcements rules
over itsbyambroadcasting
station KELP spot
El Minn., directed
and
(3)
scheduled hearing for Nov. 16 with
visions
of
Sec.
1.316
(b)
(2)
of
rules
conPaso, Tex., advertising locally commercially
cerning publication of intended withdrawal
respect to remaining issues applicable to
of its application, so that other persons may
prompted
series
of
teen-age
"fun
dances"
application. Action Nov. 13.
for which it received payment without ac- be afforded further opportunity to apply latter's
■ Upon
requestto by
continued
companying broadcasts with proper sponspecified
Nov.
19 hearing
Nov.all27parties,
in proceeding
on
tion. Action Nov.
7. in Gabriel applicasorship identification. It is payable to the for facilities
am application of Storer Bcstg. Co. (WJBK),
Treasurer of the United States. Action Nov.
■ Granted petition by Radio Associates
Detroit, Mich. Action Nov. 13.
14.
Inc. (WEER), Warrenton, Va., and extended
Pursuant to agreements reached at Nov.
to Nov. 14 time to respond to petition by 9 ■prehearing
conference in proceeding on
WNOW
Inc.
(WNOW),
York,
Pa.,
to
enapplication
of Avoyelles Bcstg. Corp. for
Routine roundup
large issues and reopen record in proceednew
am
station
in New Roads, La., scheding on their am applications. Action Nov. 7.
certain procedural dates, and continACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ By memorandum opinions & orders in Nov. ueduled
Dec. 5 hearing to Jan. 11, 1963. Action
9.
proceeding on applications of Wide Water
■ By memorandum opinion & order in Bcstg.
Inc. and Radio Voice of Central New
proceeding on applications of Saul M. Miller
York
Inc. for new am stations in East SyraWalther W. Guenther
for new am station in Kutztown, Pa., et al,
cuse
and Syracuse, N. Y., respectively in By Hearing Examiner
extent of addmotion by Bay Shore Bcstg.
by Miller(a)toefforts
14669, 14671, (1) denied petition by Co.■ Granted
granted
ing issuespetition
.to determine
made by docs.
and
extended
from
Nov. 9 to Nov. 20
Wide Water to enlarge issues with respect
Bi-States Bcstrs. to ascertain programming
date
for
final
exchange
of
its direct written
needs and interests of community and area
to applicant
Voice; (2)ondenied
case (non-engineering exhibits) and ordered
for Radio
oral argument
Wide latter's
Water
to be served and manner in which it pro- request
Bay Shore to exchange its additional or
and (3) dismissed as moot two
poses to meet such needs and interests and petition;
petitions for enlargement of issues filed by supplementary engineering exhibits by Nov.
(b) whether at time it filed its application
in proceeding on its application for new
Onondaga
Broadcasters,
formerly
applicant
for cp for new am station at Lebanon, Pa. for new station in Syracuse, since dis- 26
am station in Hayward, Calif. Action Nov.
(since amended for Annville-Cleona, Pa.),
missed.
Board
Member
Nelson
not
particiit did in fact intend to construct at Lebanon
pating. Action Nov. 6.
and, if not, whether and extent to which
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
this reflects adversely on qualifications of
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
Bi-States to be licensee of commission;
and extended to Nov. 20 time to file excep■
petition byfromBroadcast
tions to initial decision in proceeding on and Granted
further extended
Nov. 9 toBureau
Nov.
denied requests by Radio Haddonfield Inc.,
108 (FOR THE RECORD)
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16 time to file proposed findings, and from
Nov. 26 to Dec. 3 for replies in proceeding
on applications of Don L. Huber for new
am station in Madison, Wis., et al. Action
Nov. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
Rochester, N. Y., tv ch. 13 proceeding,
granted motion by Rochester Area Educational Tv Inc, and quashed subpena duces
tecum issued to its president, Harold S.
Hacker, to produce at Nov. 13 further hearing minutes of certain meetings of its
Board of Trustees. Action Nov. 13.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and reopened record in proceeding on apf Young Bcstg.
People'sCorp.
Church
of the
Air Inc. andplications oWJMJ
for new
fm
stations in Philadelphia, Pa., and scheduled
further hearing for Dec. 27. Action Nov. 7.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Upontinuedrequest
by Vidor
Bcstg.toInc.
Nov. 19 further
hearing
Dec.con-10
in proceeding on its application and that of
KWEN Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in
Vidor and Port Arthur, Texas, respectively.
Action Nov. 9.
■ On own motion, corrected in various
respects transcript of record in proceeding
on application of Jefferson Radio Co. for
license for am station (WIXI), Irondale,
Ala. Action Nov. 7.
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Nov. 5 to Nov. 15 time
to file proposed findings in proceeding on
application of New Mexico Broadcasting
Inc. for new tv station to operate on ch. 2
in Santa Fe, N. Mex. Action Nov. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted in part petition by applicant
and continued from Nov. 15 to Jan. 15, 1963
date for exchange of exhibits and from Dec.
10 to Feb. 18, 1963 for hearing in proceeding
on am application of KDIA Inc. (KDIA),
Oakland, Calif. Action Nov. 13.
■ Upon request by Broadcast Bureau,
continued Nov. 15 hearing to Nov. 28 in
proceeding on application of J. D. Fait Jr.
for new am station in Sheffield, Ala. Action
Nov. 9.
b Continued Nov. 23 prehearing conference to Nov. 30 in proceeding on applications of Continental Bcstg. Co., Garo W.
Ray and Connecticut Coast Bcstg. Co. for
new am stations in Hamden, Seymour, and
Bridgeport,
Action Nov. 7.all Connecticut, respectively.
By Hearing
Examiner Jr.Chester F.
Naumowicz
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Nov. 20 to Dec. 4 time
to file proposed findings and from Dec. 21
to Jan. 7, 1962, for replies in proceeding on
applications of W.W.I.Z. Inc. for renewal of
license of station WWIZ Lorain, Ohio, et al.
Action Nov. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Upon request by KWES Bcstg. Co.,
Ceres, Calif., and without objection by
other parties, continued certain procedural
dates and rescheduled Dec. 3 hearing for
Dec. tion11et al.inAction
proceeding
Nov. 9.on KWES applica■ Granted in part motion by Broadcast
Bureau to strike certain portions of reply
of KFNF Bcstg. Corp. (KFNF), Shenandoah, Iowa, to proposed findings of fact and
proceeding
in Action
conclusionsplication.
Nov. 7. on latter's am ap■ Granted joint petition by applicants and
extended indefinitely procedural dates in
of Progress Valon applications
proceeding
ley Bcstrs. Co.
and Shakopee Bcstg. Co. for
new am stations in Shakopee, Minn. Action
Nov. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Granted
by applicant
and con-to
tinued Nov.petition
23 prehearing
conference
Dec. 6, and continued Dec. 12 hearing to
date to be fixed at prehearing conference
in proceeding on application of Potomac
Bcstg. Inc. for new am station in Keyser,
W. Va. Action Nov. 9.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Nov. 13
*WIPR-FM
San Juan, P. R. — Granted
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

mod.
of cp to change frequency to 91.3 mc;
condition.
WSLC, Duane F. McConnell, Clermont,
Fla. — Granted license for am station, specify studios at trans, site, and delete remote
control.
*WSIU-FM Carbondale, 111.— Granted license covering increase in ERP, installation
of new trans, and operation by remote
control.
WWPB (FM) Miami, Fla— Granted litrans. cense covering change in ERP and type
WPAC-FM
Y— Granted
license coveringPatchogue,
change inN.ERP,
ant. height,
type trans, and type ant.
KCTA censes
Corpus
Christi, Tex. of— Granted
licovering installation
new trans,
(main)
;
and
installation
of
new
aux.
trans,
at main trans, site.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new
trans, for following stations: WXAL Demopolis, Ala.; KLIC Monroe, La.; WRDO
Augusta, Me.
KIMM Rapid
City, S.of D.new
— Granted
license
covering
installation
aux. daytime
only trans, at main trans, site.
Actions of Nov. 9
KPWD (FM) Plentywood, Mont.— Granted
mod. of SCA to change sub-carrier frequency to 67 kc.
*WMEB-FM, University of Maine, Orono,
Me. — Granted license for noncommercial
educational fm station.
WOCB-FM West Yarmouth, Mass.—
Granted license covering change in frequency, ERP & ant. height, and installation
of new ant.
KXEO Mexico, Mo. — Granted license
covering installation of old main trans, as
aux. trans, at main trans, site.
KWFA, David W. Ratliff, tr/as Taylor
County
Bcstg.
Merkel,
Grantedto
assignment
of cpCo.,from
David Tex.
W. —Ratliff
company of same name, owned by Mr.
Ratliff.
Pa.— increase
Granted ant.
cp
toWIP-FM
decrease Philadelphia,
ERP to 7.5 kw,
height to 670 ft., change trans, location,
type ant. and make changes in ant. system;
remote control permitted.
KGON Oregon City, Ore.— Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, and studio location.
WEZY Cocoa, Fla.— Granted cp to install
aux. trans., employing DA-N.
WNOH Raleigh,
N. system
C— Granted
to
make
in ant.
(removecp top
loading)changes
.
WMFP extension
(FM)
Ft.of authority
Lauderdale,
Fla.—
Granted
to remain
silent for period ending Jan. 31, 1963.
Television Wisconsin Inc., Madison, Wis.
— Granted renewal of license for low power
station.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in D
power and installation of new trans, for
following stations: WMOU Berlin, N. H.;
KXEO Mexico, Mo.
■ Granted licenses covering installation of
new trans, for following stations: KXEO
Mexico, Mo.; KINY Juneau, Alaska.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: WKJK Granite
Falls, N. C; KCHV Coachella, Calif.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenKRCS
(FM) San Bernardino, Calif., to April 24,
1963; KPOI-FM Honolulu, Hawaii, to Feb.
15, 1963; WMRO-FM Aurora, 111., to April
15, 1963; WLIP-FM Kenosha, Wis., to May
13, 1963; KCHV Coachella, Calif., to May 2,
1963; KSEA (FM) San Diego, Calif., to April
15, 1963.
Actions of Nov. 8
■ Granted renewal of license for following stations: KAHI Auburn, Calif.; KASKAM-FM Ontario, Calif.; KATY San Luis
Obispo,
Calif.;Calif.;
KBEE-FM
KBIF Fresno,
KBLA Modesto,
Burbank, Calif.;
Calif.;
KBLF Red Bluff, Calif.; KB MX Coalinga,
Calif.; KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif.; KDES
Palm Springs, Calif.; KDHI Twentynine
Palms, Calif.; KDIA and aux., Oakland,
Calif.; KEEN San Jose, Calif.; KFBK and
aux, Sacramento, Calif.; KFOX-AM-FM
Long Beach, Calif.; KFRE Fresno, Calif.;
KGIL and alternate main, San Fernando,
Calif.; KGST Fresno, Calif.; KIEV Glendale,
Calif.; KIST Santa Barbara, Calif.; KJOY
Stockton, Calif.; KNEZ Lompoc, Calif.;
KONG-AM-FM & SCA, Visalia. Calif.;
KPAL Palm Springs, Calif.; KPER Gilroy,
Calif.; KROY and aux., Sacramento, Calif.;
KSRO Santa Rosa, Calif.; KSYC Yreka,

Calif.; KTMS Santa Barbara, Calif.; KTYMAM-FMtura, Calif.;
Inglewood,
Calif.;
KWIZ and
aux.,KVEN
Santa VenAna,
Calif.; KWOW Pomona, Calif.; KXRX and
aux., San Jose, Calif.; KYNO Fresno, Calif.;
KAFI (FM) Auburn, Calif.; KAVR Apple
Valley, Calif.; KCAL Redlands, Calif.;
KCIN Victorville, Calif.; KCKC San Bernardino, Calif.; KERN-FM Bakersfield,
Calif.; KFMB - AM-FM & SCA, San Diego,
Calif.; KGFJ and aux., Los Angeles, Calif.;
KIEM (FM) Eureka, Calif.; KMAK Fresno,
Calif.; KNGS Hanford, Calif.; KPRL Paso
Robles, Calif.; KREO Indio, Calif.; KSEE
Santa Maria, Calif.; *GUSC(FM) Los Angeles, Calif.; Sacramento, Calif.; KWIP
Merced, Calif.; KWKW Pasadena, Calif.;
KYA and aux. and alternate main, San
Francisco, Calif.; KJAZ (FM) Alameda,
Calif. (BRH-965); KWIZ-FM Santa Ana,
Calif,
(BRH-299);
Sacramento,
Calif. KXRQ (FM) & SCA,
KBEA Mission, Kans. — Granted cp to
change hours of operation from D to unl.
time,
500 w-N,
change
from DA-D
DA-2 with
and make
change
in ground
system,to
continued
operation
on
1480
kc,
1
kw-LS;
conditions.
WFLI for
Lookout
Mountain,
Tenn. — Granted
license
am station
and covering
use of
nighttime trans, as aux. trans, daytime only.
WRFK-FM Richmond, Va.— Granted license covering change in frequency.
WFLI
Tenn.of— Granted
license Lookout
covering Mountain,
installation
daytime
main
time. trans, as alternate main trans, nightWSVS increase
Crewe,in Va.
— Granted
license cover-of
power
and installation
new ing
trans.
WMTW-FM
Mt. Washington,
N. II. —
Granted license covering use of old main
ant. as aux. ant.
KABLstall newOakland,
— Granted
cp to and
inant. and Calif.
trans,
(aux. trans,
ant. system); remote control permitted
while using non-DA.
WKKD-FM Aurora, HI.— Granted cp to
change type trans.
WRGMcreaseRichmond,
Va. — Granted
to inradiation by addition
of topcploading
to present tower.
■ Granted
licenses
for following
stations: WMSR-FM
Manchester,
Tenn.; fmWXBR
Cocoa Beach. Fla., and change type trans.;
WXTO Grand Rapids, Mich., and specify
trans.; WNDU-FM South Bend, Ind., and
specify type trans.; WYRE-FM Pittsburgh,
Pa.; WHIL-FM Medford, Mass.
■ Granted licenses covering installation of
new trans, for following stations: WMSR
Manchester,
Tenn.; WOXR (FM) Oxford,
Ohio.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, forMe.;following
stations: S.WSJR
Madawaska,
WJAY Mullins,
C; KPRM
Park Rapids, Minn.
Kayenta TV Assn., North Chinle Valley
&tv Kayenta,
— Granted
new vhf
translator Ariz.
station,
on ch. cp10. for
to translate
programs
of
KOB-TV
(ch.
4)
Albuquerque,
N. Mex.
Actions of Nov. 7
WAPI-FM Birmingham, Ala. — Granted cp
to install new ant., increase ERP to 100 kw,
and change frequency to 94.5 mc and ant.
height to 980 ft.
WBT-FM Charlotte, N. C— Granted cp
to increase ERP to 100 kw and change type
trans.
KUDU, KUDU-FM Ventura-Oxnard, Calif.
— Granted mod. of license and mod. of cp
to change stations location to Ventura,
Calif.
KWBB-FM Wichita, Kans.— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 100 kw and install
new trans.; condition.
■ Granted SCA on multiplex basis for
following
stations:
WPTW-FM
Piqua,
Ohio; KSHEfm (FM)
Crestwood,
Mo.
WNOR-FM Norfolk, Va.— Granted license
for fm station and specify type trans.
KLIR Denver, Colo. — Granted license
covering installation of aux. trans, at main
trans, location.
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio — Granted cp to
install old main trans, as aux. trans, at
main trans, site.
KDB-FM Santa Barbara, Calif .—Granted
cp to install new trans.
WSVI (TV) Christiansted, St. Croix, V. I.
—Granted mod. of cp to change ERP to
Continued on page 115
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• All other classifications, including Employment Agencies, etc., 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales Su, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge (or mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Station manager with proven sales background. Midwest station with room to grow.
Excellent salary and incentive. Box 221R,
BROADCASTING.
Manager needed for Iowa daytime station.
Only station in county. Must have a proven
sales record.
SendBROADCASTING.
tape and complete resume. Box 324R,
Sales
Outstanding opportunity for aggressive
young midwestern salesman with drive and
confidence. Adult programming in a million
plus market. Guaranteed draw commensurate with background, and prospects good
for five figure earnings. Ability to engage
in part time announcing would enhance
earnings capability. Send experience, details and references. Box 220R, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer, experienced, emphasis
on sales and servicing established accounts.
Quality small market radio. Good salarycommission. Send complete data, audition
tape,
in confidence. Box 240R, BROADCASTING.
California medium single station market.
Unlimited potential. Salesman to qualify
for sales management. Confidential. Box
302R, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for experienced radio
time and idea salesman. Established major
market group operated station has opening
for a top flight account executive to take
over an existing account list. If you are a
small or medium market salesman or sales
manager this may be your big chance to
move into a major northeastern market.
Current opening must be filled by January
first,
so reply immediately. Box 315R,
BROADCASTING.
Need two really great salesmen. Radio one
in Waco, Texas looking for two men who
want to sell in a competitive market. Sell
for the station which is the undisputed
leader. The fastest growing station in the
great southwest. Station has the sound, has
more than quadrupled sales since the first
of the year, permanent guarantee. Write or
phone on Wed., Thur., Fri., Bill Dahlsten,
General Manager, KAWA, Box 482, Waco,
Texas. Phone PL 4-1488.
$ale$man
Georgia's
roughest
market.willIf
you can —make
proposals,
presentations,
knock on doors, you can make $$$. Others
have failed, can you do it? Bill Ellis, WFNL,
Box 1482, Augusta Georgia. 824-1441.
Looking for salesman for a progressive,
tremendous sounding station 75 miles from
Chicago. Station celebrating 15th anniversary thismunity,
month,
industrialonecom-in
successful,part
ratesof number
six county
area.
Commission
against
permanent guarantee. Pension plan,
hospital
insurance,
otherconsidering
fringe benefits.
ent salesman
movingOnetopresour
other station in Waco, Texas. Must replace
him first. Write or phone on Monday or
Tuesday: Bill Dahlsten, General Manager,
WLPO, Box 215, LaSalle, Illinois.
Two salesmen needed. Must be able to sell
in competitive
market.of Salary
plus commission. Send record
past performance
to WOKZ, Alton, Illinois.
Honolulu's newest station needs experienced, aggressive salesman with management potential. Send photo, resume: 618 N.
Linden Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Number one rated CBS affiliated station in
the high plains area needs a pood announcer with a first class license— accent on
announcing. Send tape, resume to Box
129R, BROADCASTING.
Washington D. C, exceptional opportunity
for experienced local newsman. Send tape
and
ING. background. Box 149R, BROADCAST-

Immediate opening for daytime announcer.
Opportunity to become program director.
Address Ellis Atterberry, KCOL, the #1 station in Fort Collins, Colorado.
KGNO, 32 years old, 5,000 watts, in the
famous
"Cowboy
of the World,"
Dodge City,
Kansas,Capitol
needs announcer.
Contact Hersehel Holland, Program Director.
Top morning announcer with professional
news delivery.
42 hours.
$525.00KGRL,
month. Bend,
Personal interview
required.
Oregon.
Number one CBS affiliate needs a combination sportscaster, salesman immediately.
Rush tape, resume to KOLT, Scottsbluff,
Nebraska.

Staff opening at major market northeast
radio-tv operation for experienced imaginative announcer with on mike and on cameratapes,
know how.films,
If you're
good
send
resumesureto you're
Box 177R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone for single station market in Michigan. Hard work, long
hours, personal satisfaction guaranteed with
salary open. Box 179R, BROADCASTING.
Top flight R & B jock for traffic times. Top
northern market. Must pass rigid personal
investigation. Good opportunity for right
man. Tape and resume. Box 209R, BROADCASTING.
Top
fortymarket.
morningProduction
personality,
midwestern
tape,major
aircheck,
picture,
salary
to
Box
263R,
BROADCASTING.
Kentucky station wants mature, deep voice
for news and dj duties. Experienced man
sought; would consider beginner with top
potential and voice. Unqualified amateurs
need not apply. Send resume, tape, references, photo to Box 265R, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan top 40 station wants personality morning man. Humorous type preferred.
Air check tape, background, recent photo.
Box 269R, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for announcer with midwest regional. Must have mature sound. ReING. sume and tape to Box 298R, BROADCASTSouthwest power station has an opening
for a top rated dj with originality and good
judgment in air presentation, for an adult
audience. No rock and roll. Salary open.
Send background information, recent photo,
references and audition tape in first reply.
Box 272R, BROADCASTING.
Opening for engineer-announcer immediately. Experience essential, 1st class ticket
a must. Good pay, good working conditions.
Write Box 273R, BROADCASTING.
Morning man and staff announcer. Tourist
area, warm the year round. Send resume,
tape, recent photo and salary required to
Box 278R, BROADCASTING.
North Carolina 50 kw network affiliate
needs versatile announcer for quality operation January first start. Special preference given native southerners. Send resume,
tape, photo to Box 283R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, with 1st ticket, male or female,
for New Hampshire smooth-sound daytimer.
$100 weekly. Box 326R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, small North Carolina station, some sales. Box 327R, BROADCASTING.

Sick of maddening crowd? Like to hunt
and fish? Need first ticket combination.
Routine maintenance only. Write KSRA,
Salmon, Idaho.
Announcer engineer. Limited experience
acceptable. KVMA Magnolia, Arkansas.
Wanted . . . staff announcer for fast-paced
good music station. Send picture, tape and
resume
Indiana. to WANE radio . . . Fort Wayne,
Announcer with 1st class ticket capable of
some maintenance — mature voice. Send
tape, photo, resume or apply to WBUX,
Doylestown, Pennsylvania.
Morning man — experienced with bright
sound and board savvy. Permanent posiwith well near
established
5,000 wattWCOJ,
fulltime tionstation
Philadelphia.
Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Announcer with first class ticket is needed
by a western New York daytimer. This is
an excellent opportunity for the right man
to grow with a eood sound organization.
Apply directly to Tim Kroh, Manager,
WLSV, Wellsville, New York.
WSPT, Stevens Point, Wisconsin, top-rated
Nielson station in the area wants adult
morning man, must be up tempoed, bright
strong news. Able to assume authority.
Send tape resume, salary other information
to: Peter A. Barnard, WSPT, Stevens Point,
Wisconsin.
Phoenix fm-stereo station needs announcer/
engineer with audio experience and multiplex understanding. Wonderful opportunity,
pleasant working conditions, all new equipment. Send resume, references, salary expected to Box 7100, Phoenix, Arizona.
Honolulu's newest station needs creative,
swinging rj. Send resume, photo, tape: 618
N. Linden Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
Announcer, thusiastic
program
director,
1st phone
enmorning man.
Beautiful
eastern
shore station. Dick Leigh, Easton, Maryland, TA 2-3301.
Technical
Engineer, first ticket, transmitter, directional, state experience, salary requirements; Penna. Box 255R, BROADCASTING.
1st engineer. Southeast market, combo.
Write resume. Box 261R, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief Engineer, announcer, thriving New
York state station in excellent community.
Must run clean, well maintained shop. Send
tape, photo, and state salary expected. Box
202R, BROADCASTING.
Desire to add experienced engineer with
first phone for 5kw am and fm. Collins,
Gates, Muzak, and IGM automation install
smaller SCA installations, help service
them. Salary 95 weekly plus extra for each
SCA installations. State age, experience,
military status, references, education, and
photo. Write KBIM, Box 910, Roswell, New
Mexico.
Immediate opening first phone engineer,
announcing experience preferred. WBEC,
Pittsfield, Mass.
Needed two engineers with first class license
for VHF transmitter and video. Contact
WECT, Wilmington, North Carolina.
Production — Programming, Others
If you have basic writing abilities and a
good commercial voice we will help you
develop into a polished production writer.
Send resume and audition tape immediately
to Box 852P, BROADCASTING.
News director to gather, write and air news
in midwest medium size city near scenic
lake country. Must have mature voice and
ability to write editorials. Excellent opportunity. Send tape and resume to Box 190R,
BROADCASTING.
News editor- journalism graduate who wants
to
headknow
a real-live
department.
Must
news. local
Bestnews
available
news
equipment. CBS affiliate. Kentucky. Box
193R, BROADCASTING.
Copy-traffic program coordinator for aggressive western N.Y. AM-FM. Good conING. ditions metro area. Box 256R, BROADCASTImmediate opening for seasoned and experienced newsman in gathering, writing
and airing news, together with editorials
and documentaries. Rare opportunity for
creative writer. Degree in journalism or
English major preferred. Send complete resume with photo and sample materials,
togetherments. with
salary requireBox 267R,minimum
BROADCASTING.
Experienced female
voice helpful. New
modern office, good
ing conditions. Box

copywriter commercial
York suburban station,
salary, excellent work296R, BROADCASTING.

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Never been with station without showing
substantial increase. You can make a profit
with proper format and sales management.
37 year old family man, excellent references. Interested in medium or large market. Will take low 5 figure salary and
gamble with you on fair share of profits.
Box 285R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
manager. Creative.general
Dealer. manager-sales
38, college, family.
Box 308R, BROADCASTING.
My 20 years experience in major market tv
and radio management all phases can be
put to work for you. Personally acquainted
with most New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
timebuyers. Sales oriented, stable, aggressive, idea man available for change if challenge is right. Box 310R, BROADCASTING.
Desire position in television as national
sales manager to general manager in new
. . . changing or growing station. Twelve
years experience in sales and management
in one of Americas most competitive three
station markets. Graduate degree from top
university in radio-television, arts. Skilled
in both public and personnel relations with
an excellent record of civic achievement.
Highest references and details furnished on
request. Box 311R, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Wanted — sales opportunity by broadcaster
with thirteen years program experience.
Box 277R, BROADCASTING.
Arizona owners-managers. How will return
of Gile broadcasting affect your operation?
Experienced selling manager desires change.
Proven record. Box 284R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer dj. Family man. 2 years experience. Will relocate permanently. Authoritative sound. Hard worker, good board. Box
656P, BROADCASTING.
Female d.j. announcer. Continuity writer.
Do woman-type program, or traffic assignments. Box 171R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc-jockey — young, experienced, looking for good sound, a place to
settle, with advancement opportunities.
Box 180R, BROADCASTING.
Dj, newscaster presently employed desires
professional radio and/or tv combo; chance
to work into tv. Speech degree; 1st ticket.
Westcoast/southwest. Minimum $125. No
rock. Married. Tape, resume. Box 205R,
BROADCASTING.
Jockey/personality, with proven past record.
Looking to settle down. Excellent credit
and character references. Know music. All
inquires
answered. Box 207R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — Management

DJ/personality. Modern adult programming.
Now employed. Seeks growth opportunity.
Box 212R, BROADCASTING.

Blue chip! Eight years all phases. Dynamic,
imaginative. $12,000 plus. Only financially
sound,
image-conscious reply. Box 258R,
BROADCASTING.

Newscaster-dj. Authoritative news, tight
production, operate fast board. Not a
floater, not a prima-donna. Box 223R,
BROADCASTING.

Arizona owners-managers. How will return
of Gile broadcasting affect your operation? Experienced selling manage, desires
change.
CASTING.Proven record. Box 264R, BROAD-

Announcer, 2 years experience in news,
sports, dj show and programming. Tight
board and friendly delivery. Box 235R,
BROADCASTING.

FM good music programming. Eight years
experience extensive knowledge all phases
of fm broadcasting. Do you want quality
programming for fm audience, plus high
quality announcing? Will relocate. Box
266R, BROADCASTING.

Attention New England — looking for adult
music station (not classical). Now at 5000 w.
Broad. School Grad. Will send resume and
air check tape on request. Box 242R,
BROADCASTING.

California here I come — if you want a station manager with proven results. 67%
sales increase first six months at previous
position. Presently employed metropolitan
area, desire smaller city in California. Married, sober, 39 years old, 13 years management. Box 268R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Successful in medium market. Now looking
for upper medium or major. First phone,
big-voiced
swinger.
Northeast
preferred.
All considered.
Box 250R,
BROADCASTING.
College graduate, can program both good
music and rock. Married. Box 251R,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
7-Mid. Top 40 jock available-major market
experience, vet, family, 5 years experience.
Box 253R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — first phone, some announcing
experience not afraid to work or learn.
Prefer midwest. Box 260R, BROADCASTING.
Wisconsin, Michigan — versatile adult announcer, pd, nd, sportscaster. Easy to work
with, family man. Want permanent position.
Phone 686M Eagle River, Wisconsin. Box
271R, BROADCASTING.
Expert morning character: skintight production, crisp delivery, humor. Competence, reliability: prime references. Box
281R, BROADCASTING.
Want Tennessee area — dj-announcer, 1st
phone; maintenance. Young, dependable,
prefer top 40, experience in all music. Can
go all night. Experienced, draft free. Box
284R, BROADCASTING.
Top 40. Presently in 300,000 market. Young,
fast, tight, happy. Want modern aggressive
station northeast. Box 288R, BROADCASTING.
Award winning sportscaster. Versatile: basketball, football, baseball. Also strong on
sales. Current billings high. 8 years experience. Desired progressive organization. Box
289R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/dj. Formula experience. Tight
production. Cheerful. Versatile. Young. References. Box 292R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, experienced, authoritative
sound, dependable, available immediately.
Will relocate. Box 294R, BROADCASTING.
Florida only! Present employed, 5 years,
total sales 20 years. Consider "Good music
format." Avail. January. Box 295R, BROADCASTING.
Are you interested in a Negro staffman?
Now Interested
on 5 kw. New
York City.
rock'N'
roll.
in station
that Nomaintains
good news, record productions. Can operate
tight show. Smooth, colorful newscasts. Box
297R, BROADCASTING.
Indiana-Michigan-Ohio. Announcer-d.j. with
three years experience. Top 40 or big band
sound. Strong at record hops. Tape and
resume upon request. Married. Box 305R,
BROADCASTING.
Calif., Nevada, southwest. Adult presentation, radio/television experience. $90 start.
Communities 15.000 plus please. Box 307R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with some college, third phone
seeks to break into radio. Ambitious. Box
312R, BROADCASTING.
Experience for sale. Kenton to Katchaturian,
New York, California or other 48. Box
314R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer seeks news-sports
radio/tv. Good adlib, commercials. Currently
major market. Excellent references. Box
316R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Experienced. Deep voice, smooth
delivery. Emphasis on commercials and
news. Married man looking for security in
upper midwest. Box 318R, BROADCASTING.
Air personality. Wants first break. Combo.
Mature voice with Frank Sinatra type
music. No r and r. Service experience. Live
show.
Tape and photo. Box 329R, BROADCASTING.
Authoritative,
mature, music-news.
solid radio background.
East. Box6 years
330R,
BROADCASTING.
First phone combo. 2 years experience,
single, 22, draft exempt, 3 college. Commercial pilot, sales. Good music, mid-west.
Roland Mead, 1203 W. St. Louis Street,
Vandalia, Illinois.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Teen, age 16, needs employment. No license or experience. Henry Mavin, 9325
Beacon Street, Cleveland 5, Ohio.
Swingin'
live wire
top to
fortymake
type money
radio and
tv
personality
ready
for
your operation. Five years major market
background and musical programming know
how man available now. Contact Bob Montgomery, 16806 Lkwd. Hts. Blvd., Cleveland
7, Ohio.
Experienced 1st phone announcer. 4 years
experience in most phases of radio. Available now in Minn., Iowa, or eastern south
Dakota. Must be permanent job and in
friendly community. 37, family. References
furnished. Box 281. Janesville, Iowa or
phone VA 6-2624 Jannesville, Iowa.
D-J, music director, 22, married, wants to
relocate. 3 years experience. Boyd Magers,
715V2 E. Bridge, Blackwell, Oklahoma.
Available, the swinging sound of the "happy
sack20557
record
rack."
Experienced
d.j. radio,
tv.
Stout,
Detroit
19, KE 5-6680.
Negro disc jockey, announcer desires position. Single, 26, free to travel. Tape on
request. Bob Johnson, 6127 Kimbark, Chicago, Illinois. MU 4-8019.
Available immediately, ambitious young dj.
Some experience. Tight board. Prefer midwest. Write Dan Daugherity, 208 Court
Streator, Illinois. Phone 2-3951.

Engineer eleven years, chief five. Installations, directionals. Competent. South only.
Box 230R, BROADCASTING.
Have first phone, slide rule, will travel.
Some radio experience, excellent recommendations, prefer fm only, outside of the
south. No announcing experience, $95 per
week minimum. For resume write, Grady
Dixon, 503 Snow Hill St., Ayden, North
Carolina.
Chief or maintenance engineer, experienced,
including directional. R. Allen, Box 111,
Twining, Michigan.
Engineer, first phone; request job; no chief
or
combo job. Please. Box 290R, BROADCASTING.

Technical
Now employed chief with no announcing
experience wishes permanent position as
chief or would like to gain announcing experience as chief engineer announcer. Box
270R. BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others
Attention New York City area! Modern
program director-air personality . . . track
record ming
of number
top ratings.
Presently
programone station
in east.
Seeks
position with progressive operation. Box
228R, BROADCASTING.
Three years with same top radio news
operation as reporter broadcaster. Best
references, mature. Consider offer to any
metropolitan area. Box 257R, BROADCASTING.
Unemployed professional pd, 39, needs position to survive
radio's
13 years
knowledge
VOA
and hazards.
commercial.
Immaturityviahas been
allowed
to downgrade
our industry. This time, try maturity. If you
demand quality air for bigger gross call
code 312 Majestic 3-0427 or write Box 259R,
BROADCASTING.
For bright, creative radio copy that sells
contactence.me.
Top BROADCASTING.
30 metro market experiBox 95R,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Owners and Managers of dull, ratingless,
profitless stations. Help is on its way. See
Situations Wanted Display Ad, Box 319R,
BROADCASTING.
Expanding Group Operators. See Display ad,
situations wanted, Box 319R, BROADCASTING.
Former Pittsburgh pd . . . d-j, news, play
by play.
Want300R,
Texas
metro top 40. Consider all. Box
BROADCASTING.
Need working radio news director? Give
me
equipment,
I'll 328R,
give
you staff,
best local
news in six
yourmonths.
city. Box
BROADCASTING.
Newsman, have worked and aired news on
radio and television. Prefer midwest or
west. Family man, age 32. References
available. Box 286R, BROADCASTING.
Editorialist, newscaster, mature family man,
author. $8,000 minimum. Joseph della Malva,
4223 Washburn Ave., South, Minneapolis
10, Minn. WAlnut 2-6487.
Excellent production, idea, board man.
Radio/tv experience small, medium market.
Team legeman
up — want
western,
collocation.looking
For quality,
service
and sales,
call JE 2-4527 Sonora, California. 519 So.
Washington Street.
Production/programming I love. Just left
pd relocate
position inat s.e.
No.in1 good
10 kwmarket
station.
Want
to
of 50,000
population
or
more.
Harold
Loyd
TA
1-8629,
Chatt., Tennessee.
Experienced tv newsman on the air, reporter,Covered
writer, documentary
producer-available.
big ones: Viet
Nam, Little
Rock. Present employer will give excellent
reference. Min. sal. $200.00. Box 304R,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
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Help Wanted — Management
Sales manager . . . exceptional opportunity
for an experienced tv sales executive with
dominant midwest CBS tv station. Strictly
quality, rate card operation . . . company
in strong
position seeking
additional financial
properties. Opportunity
to organize
own department and assume management
responsibilities. Top salary, bonus, profit
sharing, and stock option to right man.
Only applicants with personal sales record
and administrative experience will be considered. Box 262R, BROADCASTING.
We have an opening for an aggressive,
creative television salesman. Excellent opportunity attractive compensation with one
of
nation's
groupBROADCASTING.
operators. Mid
Atlantic
area.leading
Box 210R,
Announcers
Staff opening at major market northeast
radio-tv native
operation
for experienced
imagiannouncer with
on mike and
on
camera
know
how.
If
you're
sure
you're
good send tapes,
films, TING
resume to Box
177R,
BROA
DCAS
.
Announcer:
of and
professional
announcing for Capable
Penna. VHF
radio. Salary
plus fees. Send resume and/or audio tape
only. Box 280R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Immediate opening for studio engineer.
First phone required. Contact George McGuigan, WXEX-TV, Petersburg, Virginia.
Phone 733-7876.
Wanted experienced tv studio engineer.
Must have 1st phone. State experience and
salary
requirements first letter. Box 78R,
BROADCASTING.
250 Kilowatt uhf has need for engineer.
Strong on maintenance, must have sufficient
to assume
full responsibilities forexperience
maintenance
shift. Salary
open. Wire
or
Lima,phone
Ohio.M. J. Lamb, WIMA, Television,
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

For Sale — (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others
Production manager — perhaps operations
manager for right background. Should be
able to direct, announce as well as coordinate and supervise production of commercials. Midwest area. Box 217R, BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others
Yankee go home. TV news director wants
to move north, or west. Does your station
want local news when it is news? Or do
you wait for the wire, if you want it now
call Carl Erwin, VI 2-5402, Tupelo, Mississippi. Expert: on camera interviews, and
public relations, mature, married, college.
Mail address, WTWV-TV, Tupelo, Miss.

Equipment
Closed circuit television equipment: Four
Remote Control Boxes G.E. PX-55-A1, including remote panel PX-73-A, list $307.50
each, like new, $198 each.
Two Zoomar Mark IV Lenses, with range
extender 1.5X, list $1,375 each, like new,
$885 each. One G.E. Relay lens #412342-029,
list $74.50, like new, $25. Three Dustweather-environmental camera enclosures,
Fairbanks Morse Model EH-2B with blowers,
heaters, thermostat controls, list $343.31
each, used three months, $170 each. Three
Automatic ficatioZoom
lenses,used
Cannon
with modins, list $1,543.40,
one month,
$775
each. One Fairbanks Morse Mark VI Camera with vidicon and control unit, includes
sync generator, scanning unit, video amplifier and stabilizer, list $2,746.18, used 400
hours, $1,385. Four Pan/tilt Head, Medium
Duty Weather Proof, Fairbanks Morse with
remote Pan/tilt control, list $789.80 each,
used three months, $390 each.
Write
or call S. C.
Holland-Wegman Television,
Inc.,Holland,
207 Delaware
Ave.,
Buffalo 2, New York, TL 3-7411.
Magnacorder— model 63 A2HZ, with high
speed and two speed motor, rack mounted,
in excellent condition, $275.00. Inquire
4-8127.
WVAM, Altoona, Pennsylvania — Windsor

TV art director. Major midwestern market.
Require experience and versatility. Send
resume to Box 279R, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer, tv and radio. Send complete resume, samples of copy, photo, to
General
Illinois. Manager, WGEM-AM-TV, Quincy,
Announcer-director needed at once. Must
be strong in both areas. Send picture
resume, video tape, or sound on film.
Personal interview required. Contact Bob
Smith,
Program director, WTVO-TV, Rokford, Illinois.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Director of sales development for group
operations — specialist in developing major
sales presentations, market research project and impliment sales plans for group
or individual stations. Top experience in
all phases radio and television. Box 156R,
BROADCASTING.

Miscellaneous
Station managers: Will write and tape your
commercials. Also available feature shows.
Network writer-announcer. Box 303R,
BROADCASTING.
30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
Construction permit for 1-kw daytime am
radio station, prosperous Utah college city
of 20,000 will be third station in town.
Priced at less than out of pocket expenses.
Write S. Nixon, 925 Culebra, Hillsborough,
California.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Used 3-kw or 5-kw RCA or West. Elec. FM
transmitter KPLX, 925 Culebra Road, Hillsborough, California.

Wanted — RCA audio consolette model BC3B, BC-3C,Cash.
or BC-2B.
specifications,
condition.
KPEN, Give
1231 Market
Street,
San Francisco, California.
2 Gates CB-500 turntables with Gray arms.
$195.00 each. Gates SA-39B limiter $345.00 all
used only 6 months. KGGK-FM, Garden
Grove, California.

Studio equipment for TV, also microwave
equipment.
Give allJenkintown,
details and Pa.
priceTUrner
— will
7-5400.cash. WIBF,
pay

One Western Electric 5 kw transmitter,
model 405B-2 in good condition. Make an
offer. Box 881P, BROADCASTING.

Wanted to buy immediately a used 1 kw
Gates AM
BC-1Ttransmitter.
transmitter, Write
also need
kw
used
Box 10254R,
BROADCASTING.

Rust, 108-OE control unit, 108-14C am monitor preamplifier, 108-1E transmitter unit,
$450 for tnree units. WDUZ, Green Bay,
Wisconsin. Hemlock 5-5331.

Studio equipment for tv, also microwave
equipment. Give all detail and price-will
pay
7-5400.cash. WIFB, Jenkintown, Pa. TUrner

All equipment in small recording studio for
sale.
Write for inventory and asking price,
ING.
(under $1500.00). Box 325R, BROADCAST-

Technical

Transmitter for UHF, either 1 kw or higher
power. Give specifications, condition and
price — will pay cash. WIBF, Jenkintown,
Pa. TUrner 7-5400.

Looking for a permanent position. 9 years
tv. 5 years radio experience. Married. Box
309R, BROADCASTING.

Wanted — 5,000 watt am transmitter not
over 10 or
years BROADCASTING.
old. Meet FCC specifications.12Box 322R,

First phone engineer, two years experience,
additional two years tv engineering school,
also eight years technical experience in
allied field. Desires steady permanent position in large or medium market progressive
tv, station in midwest with prerequisite,
good starting wage. Box 917P, BROADCASTING.

For Sale

For sale GE BT3A three kilowatt FM transmitter. Modified for 4-1000 finals, wired for
remote
control. in
Thisuseis 16ourhours
regular
air transmitter
dailyon-thewith
SCA and stereo multiplex without trouble,
to be replaced in December by higherpowered unit. Also an identical stripped
GE-BT3A transmitter with spare parts,
both for first $3,000.00 cash offer.
Balthrope or Shook, KEEZ, 214 Tower Life
Building, San Antonio, Texas.
Also 440 ft. Andrews heliax HL cable (1%
inches) 4 years old. $800.00 in place on
tower.

Announcers
Childrens personality-award winner. One
of nations finest, in major market for ten
top years tv-radio experience, including
program
director-tv-producer.
Prefer Video
large
west coast
or southwest market.
tape available. Box 252R, BROADCASTING.
10 years tv-weather/children's
personality.
Versatile
staffer. VTR available,
married.
Box 208R, BROADCASTING.
Top tv commercial announcer in large midwest market seeking a return to sports.
Agreeable to augmenting sports with executive responsibilities and/or announcing assignments. Last seven years with highly
respected employer. Present job secure. Exceptional references. Video tape and resume
available. Box 321R, BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others
Director
— currently
employed
at NYC channel. 5 years
experience
in commercial
and
educational broadcasting and allied fields;
seeks directing position in northeastern
area. Box 85R, BROADCASTING.

Equipment
RCM 14 Gates remote control and metering
system. Spare tubes. Silicon rectifiers. One/
fifth original cost. $350 F.O.B. Contact Chief
Engineer, WWPA, Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
One new Fisher-Pierce photo cell, fourHughey Phillips 300 mm beacons, eight side
light. Make offer. WNLC, New London,
Connecticut.

Professional newsman-mature judgment
and ability now available to gather, write,
edit and deliver on air, top quality newscast.
Familiar
phases
major market
news. 9 all
years
experience.
Familytv-radio
man.
Thoroughly dependable and professional.
Phone 803-488-3465 or Box 320R, BROADCASTING.

Xmission Line; Teflon insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra- Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
2-444'
self supporting,
blaw knox
towers',
in excellant
shape, insulated,
and lighting
equipment. John J. Hoke, phone RE 2-9350,
U.S. Tower & Const., Petersburg, Virginia.

Editorialist, newscaster, mature family man,
author. $8,000 minimum. Joseph della Malva,
4223 Washburn Ave., South, Minneapolis 10,
Minn. WAlnut 2-6487.

Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters, orthicons, iconoscopes, audio, monitors, cameras. Electrofind, 440 Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.

Director, writer, announcer wants position
western U. S. Available now. Box 118R,
BROADCASTING.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Lend me $10,000 now and I will pay back
$20,000
in three years. Box 317R. BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for ourof free
40-page 1505
brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
N. Western
Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
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INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
Elkins training now available in New
Orleans for FCC First Class License in C
weeks. Nationally known for top quality
theory and laboratory instruction. Elkins
Radio School of New Orleans, 714 Masonic
Temple Building, 333 Saint Charles Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement. Free illustrated brochure. 259
Geary St.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results.
Day and evening classes. Placement assistance. Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43
N. Y. OX 5-9245.
Announcing
consolepractical
operation. Twelveprogramming,
weeks intensive,
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you license in only school with operating 5kw station. One price includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Altanta,
Georgia.
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
weeks. Over
in six
license and
operator
phonehours
420
instruction
over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
refer-B.
24. For information,
Januaryences9,and April
reservations,
write William
Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School. 1150 West Olive Ave., Burbank,
California.
RADIO
Help Wanted— Sales

GROWING

FM

GROUP
Operation needs qualified salesmen. Salary and commission; unique opportunity
for management. Please state all details
first letter.
Box 274R, BROADCASTING

Announcers

ANNOUNCER
WANTED
Major market fm station; must be experienced innews reporting, with some
knowledge classical music; college degree required. Send tape and resume
only if qualified.
Box 275R, BROADCASTING
114

TELEVISION
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
pilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillH^
NEWS DIRECTOR
| The number one news station in a major
1= perienced
eastern market
is looking for an exnews director.
| This man must have creative news
| sense and proven administrative
9. ability or we are not interested.
| The position offers a splendid op| portunity. If you are experienced in
| all phases of news operations, can
1 manage a complex department, and
1 have the creative drive to stay on
| top in a highly competitive, major
| market, we would like to hear from
I you. Please send resume and recent
| photograph. Salary open.
Box 260R, BROADCASTING
illllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUII!^
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
DO YOU NEED
Manager-Sales Manager?
My background includes local radio
sales, local television sales, network
radio sales, and administration; radio and television, radio station
management, AM-FM. Married, two
sons, one daughter, active local
affairs, church, civic, Lions Club,

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
g
g
§
§
|
§
|
|
|
|
|
§

youth. Box 323R, BROADCASTINC
Announcers
AFTERNOON FUNNYMAN
Hooper and Pulse rate are solid #1
in market of 3 million ! Looking for
a real personality who gets results ? ?
Box 287R, BROADCASTINC
Production — Programming, Others
AVAILABLE: A UNIQUE WOMAN
She is a rare combination of intelligence, charm,
and talent. She is a tv news reporter who can
handle feature material, hard news reporting,
and hostgram. aShe half-hour
weekly public
affairs. prois a perceptive
interviewer
. .
knowledgeable in current affairs . . . ambitious.
Wishes to locate New York City.
Box 276R, BROADCASTING
pilllllllHllllllllllllt]||||||||||||[]||||||lllll|[]|||||||||||lt]|||||||||||inilllQ
|
LET'S TALK
I Because it's going to take more
3 than a resume to show how I can
| help you BUILD and PROMOTE
i a station that will be a Com5 munity
Leader
in Audience,
| Prestige, Respect, and Profits;
| using my Program and Promog tion background of more than
| 13 years with middle-of-the road,
§ format, personality, and two of
5 the Nation's Top Group Stations.
1= ences.
Single, Don't
early mind
30's, remaining
Top Referin
5 top Ten Markets, but welcome
i inquiries from markets in 250I 750,000 category where I can
5 really sink my roots and move
= into station management. Your
treated in strictest con5I inquiry
fidence.

1
5
=
1
5
I
|
5
|
|
g
|
5=
|
=
5
§
|
5§
I
Box 31 9R, BROADCASTING |
^iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiic]ii!7

RAY-EYE
PRODUCTIONS
FILM AND VIDEOTAPE
PRODUCERS, WILL MOVE
INTO EXPANDED STUDIOS
IN EVANSTON, ILL.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
ENGINEERS TALENT
CAMERAMEN ARTIST
PHOTOGRAPHER
Send resumes to:
Rudy Wright
Ray-Eye
222 W. 75th St. Productions
Kansas City, Mo.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
1 lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 1
METROPOLITAN MARKETS
ONLY ! !
12 yearsnouncerRadio-TV
Programposition
Director-Andesires management
Radio
TV, major market. Excellent references,
currently employed top 10 market. College
graduate,
good only.
record, ability, organization. Interview
Box 306R, BROADCASTING
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH If Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllilllllllll m
1
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

HELP WANTED!
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALLMIDWEST
MAJOR SATURATION
U.S. MARKETS
Write for application NOW
BROADCAST
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
4825 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis 17, Minn.
Miscellaneous

^ f>A

kTA

- MAT

IC

• Continuous Duty Rated
• Compact, Modern, Functional Design
• Proven Reliability
^f>AkTA

ELECTRONIC
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Continued from page 109
0.66 kw vis. and 0.33 kw aur., change trans,
and studio location, type trans, and ant.
height to 730 ft., and make changes in ant.
system.
RADIO BROADCASTING
WFMB
Nashville,
mod.
of cp(FM)
to decrease
ant.Tenn.—
heightGranted
to 175
ft., change type trans, and install new ant.
Construction permit in Pacific
KBBW
(FM)
San
Diego,
Calif.—
Granted
Northwest for sale at my cost.
mod. ofzontalcpand 20to kw
change
ERP (change
to 50 kwto horivertical
dual
$10,500.00.
polarization
ant.),
ant.
height
to 185 ft.,
Box 301R, BROADCASTING
change ant. -trans, and studio locations, type
trans,
mitted. and type ant.; remote control perKSKI Sun Valley, Idaho— Granted extension of authority to operate sign-on 7:00
For Sale
a.m.
sign-off 7:00 p.m. for period ending
Feb. to
1, 1963.
■
Granted
mod. of cps to change type
Stations
trans, for following stations: WRMT Rocky
Mount, N. C; WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich.;
KCSR Chadron, Nebr.; KMER Kemmerer,
Wyo., and specify studio location; GeorgeTHE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEtown, Bcstg. Co., Georgetown, Texas; Wolverine Bcstg. N.
Co.,J.,Wyoming,
Mich.;
VISION AND RADIO MANAGEFM
Trenton,
and change
typeWTTMant.
MENT CONSULTANTS
■
Following
stations
were
granted
ESTABLISHED 1946
sions of completion dates as shown: extenKPFK
(FM) Los Angeles, Calif., to Jan. 31, 1963;
Negotiations Management
KCKN-FM Kansas City, Kans., to May 15,
Appraisals
Financing
1963; KWBB-FM Wichita, Kans., to April
29, i963.
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
KTW Seattle, Wash. — Granted license
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
covering change in ant.-trans. location,
change in ant. system (increase height),
installation of new trans, and operation by
remote control.
-CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONS
Actions of Nov. 6
For Buying and Selling
Television Improvement Corp., Satellite
RADIO and TV STATIONS
Beach, Fla. — Granted cps for new uhf tv
in the eastern states and Florida
translator stations, on chs. 70 and 75, to
translate programs of WESH-TV (ch. 2)
W. B. CRIMES & CO.
Daytonalando,Beach
and WDRO-TV (ch. 6) Orboth Florida.
2000 Florida Avenue. N.W.
Washington 9, D. C.
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
DEcatur 2-2311
translator stations: Prairie Tv Club, on
ch. 9, Terry, Mont., to translate programs
of KXGN-TV (ch. 5) Glendive, Mont.;
Area Television Association, on chs.
HIIIIII[]||||||||||||»llllllllllll»IIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIt]llllllllllll[]llllllllg 4Meeker
and 5, Piceance Creek area and White
River
Canyon,
Colo., to translate programs
|
CALIFORNIA COAST
[ of KCPX-TV (ch.
4) and KSL-TV (ch. 5),
| Fulltime single market station in y both
Salt Lake City, Utah.
3 choice living area and growth coun- s
Actions of Oct. 31
§ try now grossing $80,000 which §
■ Granted renewal of license for followE good operator should double in two 5
KALG Alamogordo, N. Mex.;
3 years. Real estate and accounts re- 1 KALVing stations:
Alva, Okla.; KARS Belen, N. Mex.;
s ceivable included in total price of § KATI Casper, Wyo.; KBIM-AM-FM &
1 $155,000 with low down and good 5 SCA Roswell, N. Mex.; KBMF-FM Pampa,
and alternate main and aux., Ama3 terms to qualified buyer.
§ KBUY
rillo,; KEYS Corpus Christi,; KGAS Carthage,
all Texas; KGFL Roswell, N. Mex.;
1
Box 233R, BROADCASTING | KGRI Henderson,
Texas; KGRT Las Cruces,
lilllllil[lllllllllllllUIHIIIIIIIIIE]llllllllllll[]llllllllllll[]llllllllllll[]lllll^
N. Mex.; KGUN-TV Tucson, Ariz.; KID-TV
Idaho Falls, Idaho: KIDO Boise, Idaho;
KJBC Midland, KNAF Fredericksburg,
KNIN Wichita Falls, KODA Houston, KORC
To buy or sell Radio and/or TV propMineral Wells, KOSA Odessa, all Texas:
erties contact.
KOTA Rapid City, S. Dak; KQIP (FM)
Odessa, Tex.; KRIG Odessa, Tex.; KSTJM
patt Mcdonald co.
Fairmont, Minn.: KTER Terrell, Tex.; KTLU
Rusk,
Tex.; KTRC Santa Fe, N. Mex.;
P. O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080
KTRM Beaumont. Tex.; KTVC (TV) Ensign,
Kans.; KVKM Monahans. Texas;
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
KVOG Ogden, Utah; KWEW Hobbs, N.
Mex.; KWRV McCook. Nebr.: KYCN Wheatland, Wyo.; KZOL Farwell, Tex.; WFCJ
(FM) Miamisburg, Ohio; WGEM-TV (main
Ala
single
terms
daytime
trans,
and ant. and aux. trans.) Quincy,
Pa
65M
10M
small
111.; WIXK New Richmond, Wis.
60M
medium daytime
Ca
18M
65M
daytime
WTIV,
Crawford County Bcstg. Co.,
Fla
medium
125M
Titusville, Pa. — Granted assignment of cp
35M
N.Y. medium daytime
fulltime
230M
and
license
to Crawford County Bcstg. Inc.
125M
N.C. metro
terms
daytime
50M
WFAW Shorewood Bcstg. Corp. Fort
Atkinson, Wis. — Granted assignment of cp
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
For Sale— (Cont'd)
STATIONS FOR SALE
Station
NORTH WEST CENTRAL. Daytime. Cross
$8,000-$9,000 monthly. Cash flow profit
$2,000-$3,000 monthly. Asking $160,000
with 29% down.
NORTHEAST AM IN
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. Metropolitan daytime. An ideal place to raise a family.
TOP
FIFTY MARKET
Growth real, not imagined. Asking $125,000
with 29% down.
This
daytimer
is making money
PACIFIC NORTHWEST. Exclusive. Daytime.
and just beginning to realize
Absentee owned. Cross $42,000 last year
but has done better. Asking $75,000 inpotential. Land and building including real estate and other assets. 29%
cluded in sale. Asking $225,000
down.
with $60,000 down, balance over
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
five years.
Box 331 R, BROADCASTINC
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279
Miscellaneous — (Cont'd)
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from
Bcstg. toCorp.,
and L.
Nathan
L. andClarkwood
Robert Goetz
Nathan
and
Robert Goetz, d/b as Blackhawk Bcstg. Co.
(WFAW-FM, Fort Atkinson).
WFMG (FM) Gallatin, Tenn— Granted lichange
tion ofcenses
newcovering
trans,
and inuseERPof and
maininstallatrans,
as aux. trans.
WFML
(FM)
Washington,
Ind.—
Granted
license covering installation of new trans,
and change in main studio location with
remote control operation.
WEHScense covering
(FM) change
Chicago,
111.— Granted
liin ERP,
ant. height,
ant. ant.
system, and installation of new trans,
and
WFLA-FM Tampa, Fla. — Granted license
covering installation of new ant.
KADI (FM) St. Louis, Mo— Granted cp
to change type trans.
WSTU Stuart, Fla. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system.
■ Granted
licenses
for following
stations: KMBC-FM
Kansas
City, Mo.; fmWFOL
Hamilton, Ohio; WHBI Newark, N. J.;
WFPG-FM Atlantic City, N. J.
■ Granted licenses covering installation
of new
trans, for Pa.,
following
stations: WBYOFM
Bovertown,
and installation
of new
ant.; WISM-FM Madison, Wis.
Actions of Oct. 30
Manti City Corp., Manti and Ephraim,
Utah — Granted cps for new vhf tv translator stations, on chs. 9, 13 and 11, to translate programs of KUTV (TV) (ch. 2), KSLTV (ch. 5) and KCPX-TV (ch. 4), all Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Rulemakings
PROPOSED
■ Commission invites comments to notice
of proposed rule making looking toward
amending tv table of assignments by adding
ch. 11 for commercial use in Lead, S. Dak.,
ch. *9 to Rapid City, and switching reservation from ch. *22 to ch. 10 in Pierre. This
stems from petition for rule making filed
by Duhamel Bcstg. Enterprises and partial
conflicting request by South Dakota State
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
FINALIZED
■ By report & order, commission finalized
rulemaking in doc. 13860 and amended tv
table ofwideassignments
to make possible
stateeducational networks
for Nebraska
and Kansas and added needed commercial
vhf channels at Albion and Superior, Neb.
Nebraska: In addition to present vhf ch.
*12 (KUON-TV) in Lincoln and uhf ch. *16
(unapplied for) in Omaha, vhf chs. 13 in
Alliance and 9 in North Platte (now commercial in both cities) were reserved for
educational use vhf chs. *3 and *7 were
assigned to Lexington and Bassett. respectively, and uhf ch. *25 was assigned
Albion,nelsthus
making
vhf and 2 uhfuse
chan-in
reserved
for 5 educational
Nebraska. For commercial use, ch. 8 was
assigned to Albion and ch. 4 to Superior.
Kansas: Ch. *8 was shifted from Manhattan
(etv station KSAC-TV recently surrendered
its cp) toassigned
Hutchinson,
*11 was
refrom Lawrenceandto ch.
Topeka
(which
also is assigned uhf ch. *48); vhf chs. *9
and *3 were assigned Lincoln and Lakin,
respectively, and uhf chs. *21 and *33 to
Chanute and
respectively, for
educational use.Oakley,
This necessitated
deleting
commercial ch. 9 from Garden City and
substituting ch. 13 therefor, and deleting
commercial ch. 21 from Ottawa and ch. 20
from Independence. This will provide 4 vhf
and 3 uhf channels for educational use in
Kansas. Action Nov. 8.
■ By memorandum
opinion
order, com-M.
mission denied petition
by & Harrison
Fuerst.
d/b
as
Alamosa
Te'ecasting
Co., for
rule making to assign ch. 3 to Colorado
Springs, Colo., by deleting that channel
from Alamosa.
Assignment
Coloradoto
Springs
would involve
short tospacing
ch. 3 in Sterling, Colo., and proposal does
not
meet commission
short-spacing
criteria8.
established
in doc. 13340.
Action Nov.
n By memorandum
opinion
&
order,
mission denied proposal of Richardcom-B.
Steuer to shift ch. 3 from Sterling, Colo.,
to Cheyenne, Wyo. There was no demonstration by Steuer that Cheyenne needs
second local vhf station more than Sterling
area needs first vhf service, and commission
believes public interest requires that tv
channelenneassignments
in Sterling
Chey-8.
remain undisturbed.
ActionandNov.
PETITION FILED
■ Vinson Carter Electric Co., Phoenix,
Ariz— Requests amendment of Sec. 3.607(a)
so as to change allocation table to permit
uhf ch.Nov.
20 to5. be assigned to Phoenix, Ariz.
Filed
(FOT THE RECORD) 115

5th

SERIES

OF

13

SHOWS

NOW

AVAILABLE

a 15 minute public service TV series — guest interview
format — giving important information on the Federal oldage, survivors, and disability insurance program, which
now protects 9 out of 10 Americans and pays monthly
benefits to over 17 million people.
FEATURING
• ADOLPH

PEOPLE

• LEON

MENJOU

• DR. FRANK BAXTER
• RAY COLLINS
• LES RICHTER
• WALTER BRENNAN
• MEL BLANC
• WILLIAM

SOCIAL

KNOWAMES

• VICTOR CHRISTGAU
• ART LINKLETTER
• BEN
• BUD

BLUE
ABBOTT

• RICHARD

ARLEN

DEMAREST

SECURITY IN ACTION is produced weekly
at station KCOP in Hollywood.

AVAILABLE
FOR

YOU

ON

VIDEOTAPE

OR

FILM

THE STH SERIES: get in touch with the
social security office in your community.

Any station wishing to schedule Social Security in Action
on a continuing basis should direct its request to Roy
L. Swift, Public Information Officer, Social Security
Building, Baltimore 35, Maryland.
ADDITIONAL

SHOWS

CURRENTLY

AVAILABLE:

Harry Ruby • John Guedel • Ken Murray • Beatrice Kay
Ken Maynard
• Bob Nolan
• Leslie Neilson
• Betty
Blythe • Paul Lauritz • Regis Toomey • Jerry D. Lewis
Ramon Novarro • Barbara Pepper
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OUR

'He

RESPECTS

profits

to Walter

most

who

The motto of the Rotary International quoted above is Walter Rothschild's too. He considers it the "essence"
of his concept of broadcast stewardship.
Those who know of his personal
warmth and business-like approach to
station operation will attest readily he
has made this concept practical too. And
it continues to be his guide in his newly
expanded role as president and general
manager of the Lee Stations.
The Lee group includes WTAD-AMFM Quincy, 111., and companion
KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.-Quincy, 111.;
KGLO-AM-FM-TV Mason City, Iowa;
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.; and
KEYC-TV Mankato, Minn. All are
affiliates of CBS except WMTV, which
is NBC.
Double Duty ■ Mr. Rothschild, who
became WTAD's manager in 1929,
through the years has emphasized public
service and cooperation with local organizations. Service to the advertiser
has been equally important.
Mr. Rothschild probably is one of
the best known station managers along
agency row in New York and Chicago.
He began frequent trips there as early
as 1932, the year the pioneer station
representative firms were born.
WTAD and KHQA-TV are examples
of how well the Lee stations carry out
the public service philosophy endorsed
by Mr. Rothschild. During the past year
these two outlets received more than 20
such awards. Mr. Rothschild instituted
editorials three years ago and they have
impact. They helped win redistricting
of Quincy for the first time since 1912.
Honor Student ■ Walter James Rothschild grew up on St. Louis' South Side
where he was born Nov. 16, 1908. His
father was a chiropodist in that city and
the
Rothschild
family
hadand"pioneered"
the section
around
Grant
Hartford
Streets, Mr. Rothschild recalls.
Young Walter attended grade schools
there and went to Cleveland High
School from which he was graduated in
January 1926. A good student, he was
one of the early members of the then
newly formed National Honor Society.
"I was ambitious," Mr. Rothschild
remembers, "and I wanted to study to
become a doctor." But circumstances
drew him into the broadcasting profession instead. He enjoys telling about it.
It's the story of how he was able to
"sell" himself to the girl-friend of his
own best friend. The girl was Irene
Reekie, whom he married several years
later, in 1929. They now have three
married daughters and six grandchildren
— all girls. Young Walter had sharpened his salesmanship talents during
BROADCASTING, November 19, 1962

James

serves

Rothschild,

Lee Stations

best'

high school vacations in such varied occupations as selling soda pop at the
municipal opera in St. Louis.
■ Young
Walter's
firstSupreme
date withSacrifice
his future
wife was
actually arranged by his friend to help Walter out of a jam when his original date
for a special party became ill. His
friend apparently did not know how
quickly Dan Cupid could take over, but
Walter soon did.
The future Mrs. Rothschild was a
serious piano student. Walter took up
voice lessons "seriously" too so he could
ask her to accompany him when he performed in local events. One of these
occasions was the Atwater Kent auditions in St. Louis in 1927. He won the
male soloist event. About the same time
he also was finalist in an announcing
contest at KWK there.
Just when Mr. Rothschild was considering college and medical study, he
was offered a job as announcer at
KMOX St. Louis. It did not take him
long to decide in favor of broadcasting.
Those were the pioneer days of radio when the art of broadcasting was
still in the formulative stage and the
greatest asset a broadcaster could have
was the ability to improvise. This particularly applied in the field of special
events coverage and Mr. Rothschild
has a favorite story about the time he
found himself in the middle of covering an historical event.
That was the day that KMOX slung

Mr. Rothschild
Radio's lure was too strong

him in a bosun's chair on the flagpole
high over the Bell Telephone Bldg. in
downtown St. Louis to give a bird's eye
reportto ofthe Charles
Lindbergh's return
flight
city.
Radio Trailblazer ■ In 1929 just before the stock market crash he joined
WTAD and was made manager. WTAD
was owned then by Illinois Stock Medicine Broadcasting Co. and had been
founded in Quincy in 1925. Actually,
the station had been in operation two
years earlier on 1310 kc. but that license
was cancelled after a six-month life.
WTAD was relicensed in July 1925
for operation on 1270 kc. The reallocation of 1928, under the new Federal
Radio Commission, put WTAD on
1440 kc.
Taking over as manager of the
Quincy station the following year
(1929), Mr. Rothschild found he was
one of a staff of three people. The
other two included the engineer and a
secretary, Mrs. Zoula Gatewood, now
traffic director of WTAD and KHQATV.
The first staff orchestra Mr. Rothschild hired at WTAD was a group
headed by Ted Straeter, now at New
York's Hotel Plaza. During this early
period the station had its antenna in
downtown Quincy. It was a wooden
structure that would rattle with the
passing of nearby freight trains and
often had to be re-tuned.
In 1934 WTAD moved its studios
and offices to the Western Catholic
Union Bldg., its address today. After
this the present transmitter site south of
town was developed under Mr. Rothschild's supervision. WTAD joined CBS
in 1941 and in 1944 the station was acquired by Lee Radio, operator of
KGLO. Mr. Rothschild continued as
WTAD manager and also handled national sales for both properties.
Steady Growth ■ WTAD-FM and
KGLO-FM went on the air in 1948.
KHQA-TV made its debut in the fall of
1953 and in the spring of 1954 KGLOTV began. WMTV was acquired in
1958 and KEYC-TV in 1960. Each in
turn also was added to Mr. Rothschild's
national sales portfolio. He was named
president and general manager of all
Lee broadcast properties last August.
Mr. Rothschild's chief hobby today is
hi-fi. He likes to work with his hands
and put together the kits. In other years
he enjoyed photography and model
trains. He also devotes part of his personal time to the laymen's advisory
boards of Quincy College and Christian
Bros. High school in Quincy.
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EDITORIALS
Hiss and boo
THE last has not been heard of the appearance of Alger
Hiss on Howard K. Smith's ABC-TV news program.
We have no doubt the incident will be exploited to the
fullest by those who savor attacks on networks in particular
and television in general.
In retrospect, Mr. Smith's judgment must be questioned.
The subject of his inquiry, Richard Nixon's political defeat,
was timely and deserving of attention. In an examination of
Mr. Nixon's personal history, the Hiss case was of pivotal
importance. But the record of that case speaks fully for
itself, and there was nothing Mr. Hiss could add to it at
this late date. His position could have been adequately
presented by reference to historical files.
This was, however, no worse than an error of judgment.
Mr. Smith was hardly endorsing treason when he put Mr.
Hiss on the air, and what Mr. Hiss had to say about Mr.
Nixon was considerably milder than what he has said on
that subject before. Yet the incident is being described, as
might be expected, as a blow against the flag. Sen. Thomas
Dodd
it "annames.
affront to patriotism." No doubt others
will callcalled
it worse
The danger in all this is that the uproar will lead to
concessions that deter television journalists from practicing
their craft with editorial independence. What must be recognized isthat no journalist is immune to frailties of judgment, but that fact ought not to become an argument for
suppression of the news.
Appraisal

time

WHEN LeRoy Collins, then governor of Florida, was
hired to be the NAB president, he signed a threeyear contract that provided for renegotiation of terms at
the end of two years. The renegotiation period is now at
hand. Some time this month Gov. Collins and representatives
of the NAB boards will sit down to talk about his future.
As matters now stand, Gov. Collins seems to be destined
for an extended tour as NAB president. His recent disavowal
of intentions to run for the Florida governorship in 1964
has been interpreted as indicating an interest in staying on
as NAB president. He has the support of a majority of NAB
directors and has made a favorable impression on the general NAB membership. Unless he submits exorbitant demands, he is certain to be invited to sign a longer contract,
perhaps at a higher salary than the $75,000 a year he now
gets or with an annual expense allowance better than the
$12,500 he reputedly has been allotted.
Under the circumstances, the negotiations with Gov.
Collins promise to be concerned with personal fiscal details.
We suggest the time is appropriate for a larger review of
NAB policy.
The present policy of the NAB may be dated from the
assumption of the presidency by Gov. Collins. Although
policy must flow from the NAB directors, it is influenced in
its formation and can be modified in execution by the association's president and staff. There is no real test of policy
except in the administrative actions that result from it. The
policy of the NAB ought to be examined in that light.
In their reports to members during the current series of
regional meetings, the NAB executives have asserted that
progress is being made in the association's dealings with
the government. The argument can be advanced that these
reports have tended to be optimistic.
No one can deny that conditions were unfavorable when
Gov. Collins became NAB president. As a sequel to the
television quiz scandals and the radio payola revelations,
118

the FCC had begun to crack down. The fact that the NAB
and its members must face now is that the crack-down has
continued beyond the reason for it and that regulation is
getting harsher and more unreasonable all the time.
It cannot be said that NAB policy or NAB administration
is responsible for the deterioration of broadcasting-government relations. It can be asked, however, whether the NAB
could be doing more than it is to arrest the trend toward
vindictive regulation by the government. Indeed, at this
point that question ought to be asked by the members who
are paying $1.7 million a year in NAB dues in the expectation of being given some answers.
What

broadcasting

means

to agencies

!F evidence is needed to show the growing importance of
the broadcast media, both as advertising vehicles and as
a dominant influence in advertising agency operations, it
may be found in this issue of this magazine.
We cite as Exhibit A this journal's eleventh annual ranking
of the leading radio-television agencies, based on broadcast
billings handled this year.
J. Walter Thompson Co., Ted Bates & Co. and BBDO
again lead the list — no great shock. There are a few surprises, however. Most notable by far is the $22.9 million
rise that has catapulted Leo Burnett Co. from seventh rank
in 1961 to fourth in radio-tv spending this year. Biggest
change in the other direction saw McCann-Erickson drop
from fifth place to seventh on a "real" basis and to tenth
place by a new, self-initiated reporting method.
Looking beyond individual agency standings, we find
overwhelming grounds for optimism for the broadcast media,
especially television. Agencies that increased their broadcast investments in 1962, for example, outnumbered by 3
to 1 those that cut back. The average increase exceeded $4
million; the average cutback was less than $3 million. And
in more than half of the top 50 agencies, radio-tv accounted
for more billings than all other media combined.
Regrettably, as the study shows, this attitude shines less
brightly on radio than on television. We cannot commend
these agencies for impeccable judgment in investing heavily
in television without also questioning their failure to use
radio much more extensively. By adding radio to television
they could combine the longest reach and the least expense
with the greatest power and the widest attraction — and
where can anybody find a better combination than that?

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Of course I don't mind doing a commercial with a cat . . .
I love cats!"
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Pardon

us, but

Michigan

is being

invaded

again

. . . and we think advertisers should be told. Every
fall and winter more than one million campers,

find that it results in a gigantic market. A market
that WJR has captivated with Complete Range

hunters, skaters, football fans, skiers, fishermen,

Programming ... a combination of entertainment

and sightseers begin an invasion of Michigan
that continues right through the winter. They
account for a sizable portion of the 650 million
dollars that tourists annually spend in Michigan.
And when you add them to the seventeen million

and information designed to suit everyone's listening tastes, whatever they may be. Whether
you want to talk to the natives or captivate
the invaders . . . WJR is the one best way to

residents in our primary coverage area, you'll

contact your Henry I. Christal representative.

get results. To find out exactly how this is done,

DETROIT
WJR
reo KC
kc ^^50,000
^^50,000 WATTS
760
Represented by Henry I. Christal Co., U.S. & Canada
Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles
New York • San Francisco

WsB

RADIO

521 North lee St.
College Park, Ga«
October 1, 1962
HEARS

WSB Radio
Atlanta, Georgia
Gentlemen:
I'm certain that your staff will
never realize the value of the
material it broadcasts.
From the
brief "Whi taker* s Waxworks" to the
traffic skycopter, you present an
informative format second to none.
WSB Radio — at least to this
listener — is a true institute of
the South, and I *m positive I
detect a world of pride in each
'Welcome South, Brother! n
Very truly yours,

FRPM

THOSE

WHO

USTeN!

The file that's valued most at WSB Radio is the fan letter file — over
and beyond our stacks of audience participation mail. Listener response
is a true mark of the effectiveness of WSB Radio's quality programming. Mail from those who listen makes WSB proud to be a part of the
growing South. Yes, Mr. Branson, there is a world of pride in each
"Welcome South, Brother!" you hear on WSB Radio.
Represented by
^^^^^^

Affiliated with 1 lie Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.

35 Cents

BROADCASTING
THE

BUSINESSWEEKLY

OF

TELEVISION

AND

RADIO

NOVEMBER
Radio survey shows

station income increase

in both local and national spot

21

FCC picks Omaha

26, 1962

as next victim of its probes

into local tv programming

52

Tobacco industry's $134 million radio-tv ads

Court

criticized by NAB's

'sandpaper shaving' commercial
60
COMPLETE INDEX PAGE 7

Collins

24

reverses

For details about all the COLUMBIA P0ST-48's contact SCREEN

FTC

W$

decision on Colgate's

GEMS,

inc.

TReffigies

a SERIES OF FRAMEABLE

ADworld CLOSE-UPS!

heeli

ng

Public

fty

\)'Q£Q.fo&

#\ 9 WTReffigy TV SERIES FROM WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA
Scan Zoo Animals, Inc., Los Angeles, California

Important . . . WTRF-TV Wheeling Market . . . Dominant in Rich
Booming Wheeling-Steubenville Industrial Ohio Valley . . . 2)2 Million
lets.
People spending 1?4 Billion Dollars Annually . . . 7500 Retail Outlets.
Tops in Sales . . . Service . . . Results! Better Buy . . .
WTRF-TV Wheeling!

w

t rf

t v

(RED EYED SET? Write lor your frameob/e
_„
fN. I ?
WTReffiaiei, our od-world close-up series!)
316,000 WOttS I ^>J
3 network color
Represented Nationally by George P. Hollingbery Company

WHEELING

7, WEST

VIRGINIA

VITAL
in

depth

takes

ktrk-tv,
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top

people

houston,

has

NEWS
. . .
what

it takes

Each week KRLD-TV reaches' 665,729 TV
Homes in a 55 county market coverage area,
representing an 87% penetration into the
market's TV Homes and a 76% penetration
into the total homes of the area. This gives
Channel 4 the market's greatest coverage,
greatest circulation, and greatest saturation.
One more reason why your ad dollar goes
further on Channel 4. See your
Advertising Time Sales representative.
*NCS '61
Television Digest,
Nov. 5, 1962
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Veteran opponents
When LeRoy Collins, NAB president, blasted cigarette advertising last
week and was answered by George V.
Allen, president of Tobacco Institute
wasn't first
24), it
pagefigured
story men
(see same
time
in same story.
Gov. Collins and Mr. Allen were two
finalists
in NAB's
search Fellows.
for president
to succeed
late Harold
Mr.
Allen had served as director of U. S.
Information Service (with status of
career ambassador). In final interviews
with NAB selection committee, Mr.
Allen made no sales pitch; Gov. Collins submitted elaborate presentation.
One selection committee member later
explained why job went to former
Florida governor: "He asked for the
order."
RAB-NAB smoke screen
This week's meeting to blueprint
closer cooperation between NAB and
RAB (Closed Circuit, Nov. 19) is
almost sure to get off onto topic not
originally on agenda. That's NAB
President LeRoy Collins' highly controversial statement last week on tobacco advertising. Though RAB has
held its tongue so far as public's concerned, it's known that RAB President
Kevin Sweeney has assured leading tobacco companies that Collins' view is
not shared by radio stations (see page
24). Messrs. Collins and Sweeney are
both scheduled to attend meeting, set
for today (Nov. 26) in Washington.
One vote shy
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
lost by only one vote last week in his
plan to restrict by rule the number of
tv and radio commercials per time
segment. On 4-3 vote, FCC refused
to seek industry comments on proposal
to adopt NAB codes on commercials
as federal rules. Voting with Commissioner Lee were Chairman Newton
N. Minow and Commissioner E. William Henry; voting against him were
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde, T. A.
M. Craven, Robert T. Bartley and
Frederick W. Ford. Idea for government restrictions has support of key
FCC staff people, and plan might be
put to vote again next year, especially
if Commissioner Craven, after retirement, issucceeded by one in sympathy
with government controls.
Newspaper owners quizzed
Staff of House Antitrust Subcommittee has been quizzing newspaper
owners, by mail and in person, on
various aspects of their industry in

CLOSED

CIRCUIT-

preparation for hearings on consolidation of ownership of communications
media. Rep. Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.), subcommittee chairman, is
primarily interested in newspapers and
causes of their demise, but radio-tv is
bound to become involved in inquiry.
Principals of some companies with
both newspaper and broadcasting interests reported to have been asked about
advertising rate tie-ins. Staffers say investigation won't be aimed at uncovering illegal activities — though any evidence of such would be promptly
turned over to Justice Dept. — but in
uncovering trends in newspaper industry that are leading to monopoly
control of media.
Subcommittee said to be getting support from newspaper people who think
investigation would held them diagnose industry's ailments. Subcommittee, however, doesn't expect wholehearted support from those wtih monopoly control of broadcast and newspaper interests. Hearings are expected
to start in February.
Fairness probe
That planned FCC investigation of
fairness of radio-tv coverage of Mississippi U. integration riots now is underway (Closed Circuit, Oct. 22).
Investigation is being made in close
liaison with Justice Dept. and was instituted, itis understood, at request of
member of Congress. Bill Ray and
John O'Malley of FCC staff (latter is
acting assistant general counsel) were
in Mississippi last week in effort to
determine if stations presented both
sides of dispute fairly. It was reported
broadcast comments of some southern
stations outside Mississippi also are under scrutiny.
Bowl sponsorship
Bowl football games are near sellout on NBC-TV. Network is telecasteight games committed
Dec. 15-Jan.
has ing
advertisers
for 13,
all and
but
one-half of one game — Liberty Bowl
set for Dec. 15. Other seven: BlueGray and East-West on Dec. 29, National Football League pro championship on Dec. 30, Sugar, Rose, Senior
and Pro Bowls, first two on Jan. 1 and
other two on Jan. 5 and 13 respectively. Five out of eight bowls will be
in color (Blue-Gray, East-West and
NFL are exceptions). NFL on Dec.
30 has nine regional sponsors.
Other networks' sponsorship scores
on year-end football also look good.

CBS-TV, for example, which has four
games nearly sold out. These are Bluebonnet Bowl on Dec. 22, Gator Bowl
on Dec. 29, Cotton Bowl on Jan. 1
and NFL's professional playoff bowl
on Jan. 6. Latter is sold out, and only
three-eights of Blubonnet and Vsth
each of Gator and Cotton are still
available. ABC-TV has one bowl (Orange on Jan. 1) and this is sponsored.
Parking lot prices
Indication of how value of Washington real estate has increased in recent
reflectedlotinnext
NAB'sto acquistionyearsofwasparking
its
present headquarters (Broadcasting,
Nov. 12). In 1944 NAB board rejected recommendation of late J. Harold Ryan, then interim president on
leave as senior vice president of Storer
Broadcasting Co., and of late C. E.
Arney Jr., then secretary-treasurer,
that identical property of 6,900 square
feet be purchased for $75,000.
Which system lousiest?
FCC may be riding tiger if comments of some Washington consulting
engineers on latest report on New
York uhf test (Broadcasting, Nov.
19) is criterion. Snarled one outspoken engineer: "All it shows is that uhf
is just as lousy as vhf in some downtown Manhattan areas." Another expressed amazement that bulk of receivers (80%) were installed within
10 miles of Empire State Bldg. transmitters. Third pointed finger at extra
fine receivers used in tests (receivers
had noise factor of 10 db; standards
adopted
18 db). by FCC call for minimum of
Subject will be discussed at meeting
of Assn. of Federal Communications
Consulting Engineers on Dec. 6 when
AFCCE is scheduled to hear Robert
Kirby of National Bureau of Standards on plan which holds possibility of
doubling present vhf allocation through
use of short spacing, vertical polarization, directional antennas, etc.
Erickson seeks stations
Rodney Erickson, veteran agency
and programming executive, is turning broadcaster. Just resigned from
presidency of Filmways Inc. (producer of Beverly Hillbillies, Mr. Ed
among other shows), Mr. Erickson is
negotiating to buy several radio stations. New company in which his
wife holds principal interest has taken
over operation of newly acquired
WQSR Solvay, N. Y., near Syracuse.
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The year 1962 has been a good one for total radio station revenue, according to a BROADCASTING survey. Both
national spot and local show increases, reflecting a much
better year than 1961. See lead story . . .
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Trade Commission, setting aside the FTC's famed "sandpaper shaving decision" as going too far. See . . .
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TESTS

TONING

DOWN

COMMERCIALS

... 60

Only a few weeks remained until the deadline for NBC's
sale of its Philadelphia stations when the network went
before a federal judge. As a result it has 18 more months
to arrange a shotgun sale of stations. See . . .
EXTENSION

IN PHILADELPHIA

... 56

Another court action has been taken in a secondary
boycott case. This time it's against a recording union
that picked KHJ-AM-TV Los Angeles though it doesn't
represent employes of these stations. See . . .
COURT

BLOCKS

PICKETING

... 34

The excitement's about over in the ABC-TV Nixon-Hiss
controversy. FCC Chairman Newton Minow supported
James C. Hagerty, of the network, in supporting the basic
freedom of broadcast journalism. See . . .

... 60

The eternal question — what is the impact of a commercial?— is gradually yielding to research. BBDO is making progress in its on-the-air laboratory testing of copy
themes and effectiveness of commercials. See . . .
BBDO'S

aren't louder than adjacent programs. See . . .

... 52

How far can you go with props for commercials? A
federal court takes a much broader view than the Federal

SANDPAPER

FCC's Newton Mi now has joined the growing move to
see what can be done about reducing the noise level of
commercials. FCC had found two years ago they really

... 24

Next victim — Omaha. This thriving metropolis has been
picked by the FCC for its second local program probe.
By a 4-3 vote the commission selected Omaha over Baltimore and Buffalo for another public hearing. See . . .
OMAHA

BRIEF

... 21

Thanksgiving eve was enlivened by disturbed reaction
to a speech by NAB President LeRoy Collins, who voiced
his personal indignation at cigarette advertising that influences school-agers to take up smoking. See . . .
COLLINS

IN

MINOW

SUPPORTS

ABC-TV

... 64

There's joy at the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
because of the FCC's findings about the relative merits
of vhf and uhf in the 25-mile radius, with points of superiority shown for vhf signals. See . . .
AMST

... 48
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American Women in Radio and Television • Board of Directors, YMCA • Past National Fund Raising Chairman, University of Omaha Alumni • Board of Directors, Omaha Advertising Club • Board of Directors,
Nebraska-Iowa Electrical Council • Chairman, National Press Photographers Television Committee • Vice
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All these
They

have

people work
even

more

for KMTV.

Full time.

experience

in television.

Their knowledge

and dedication

helped KMTV win 45 out of the 58 Omaha Radio/Television Council Public Service Awards given to the three Omaha television stations in the past six years.
This same

knowledge

and dedication

helps KMTV

deliver more

weekly, daily, day, night and total than any other Omaha
See

Petry

for

television homes

station.

KMTV-3-Omaha

Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 flTf"
Complete coverage of week begins on page 21 §\ |
ONE

SIGNATURE

Only one signature will be required
on future applications with FCC, agency announced Friday in canceling new
rule which had required co-signers
where licensee or applicant is owned by
another company. Latest change puts
rule back like it was prior to amendments earlier this fall (Broadcasting,
Oct. 1, Sept. 24).
FCC first announced that signatures
would be required from chief officers
of licensee, parent corporation and all
commonly owned firms in chain of command between these two. Following
outcries from multiple owners and subsidiary licensees, this was changed to
require signatures of licensee and ultimate corporate parent owning at least
50% of stock.
Under Friday's action, taken after
industry-government meeting called by
Budget Bureau, only one officer's signature will be necessary on all applications. FCC, however, said it will continue to study problem of requiring ultimate corporate awareness of broadcasting subsidiary matters in rulemaking on
revision of program reporting forms.
NAB had filed petition asking reconsideration last Sept. 26, pointing out
broadcasting was only FCC-regulated
medium covered by rule. NAB said
Communications Act, rules and decisions of FCC show responsibility rests
in licensee and may not be abrogated,
no matter who signs application.
Adams named president
of Oregon broadcasters
Irwin Adams, general manager of
KGON Oregon City, was elected president of Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
for 1963 at meeting Tuesday (Nov. 20)
in Portland.
Other officers for 1963: vice president, Robert Chopping, KAST Astoria;
secretary-treasurer, Bob LaBonte,
KERG Eugene. Board members: Ted
Smith, KUMA Pendleton, who was
1962 president; Les Smith, KXL Portland; Bob Matheny, KRCO Prineville;
Ray Kozak, KROD Dallas; Walter
Wagstaff, KGW-TV Portland.
Pentagon

was rumored in line for top executive

AGAIN

FCC drops new rule requiring
multiple signatures on forms

withdraws

its 'security guidance'
Restrictions on military news were
relaxed still further Friday when Dept.
of Defense withdrew its 12-point "security guidance" issued Oct. 24 at height

Radio can 'sell anything'
Almost any product or service
can be advertised on radio, as
evidenced by Radio Advertising
Bureau's collection of "odd-ball"
commercials. Those included on
tape released today (Nov. 26)
offer proof of what RAB says is
radio's
vertiser. ability to sell for any adTape contains 30 examples of
off-beat local commercials gathered from stations across country.
One from bail bondsman: "when
in trouble, on the double, call for
County Bonds"; another, reminder from junk yard — "take me out
to Al's Junk Yard, take me out
forRAB
a deal."
said tape is sample of
"fresh and original selling sounds
which radio can bring to virtually
any producttheorbureau
service."
Term
"odd-ball,"
explained,
is used in best, complimentary
sense of the word — the way a successful inventor years ahead of his
time might be called "odd-ball."
of Cuban crisis. Left standing, however,
is order by Assistant Secretary of Defense Arthur Sylvester which requires
all military and civilian personnel to
report daily on conversations with
newsmen.
Guidance order forbade defense personnel to disclose information on variety of subjects, including troop movements, enemy capabilities, weaponry
and intelligence data. Same guidance
document had been issued by White
House to news editors with request for
voluntary compliance. This was withdrawn by President Kennedy earlier last
week (see page 54).
Satellite chief rumor
alarms Senator Morse
"Disturbing rumors" that military
man is to be named head of executive
committee of U. S. communications
satellite corporation were reported Friday by Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.).
Appointment of military man, he
said, would be "major administrative
blunder." He said it would have "adverse effect" on U. S. allies and American public opinion.
Sen. Morse, one of leaders in Senate fight to block passage of bill providing for privately owned space communications system, did not say who

But he said his information is that
position.
it is "high U. S. retired, or about to be
retired,
"The military
Americanofficial."
satellite communications system should be civilian oriented," he said. "It should be administered
in a manner that will put at rest world
fears
that it willforbeincorporators
military oriented."
Spokesmen
named
by President Kennedy to organize corporation said no decisions have been
made on any management post.
Sen. Morse said he was issuing his
"warning" to notify directors of "the
satellite communications cartel" that
some senators will "insist upon a full
public disclosure"
ministrative policies.of corporation's adPay-tv

interested

in 'home' NFL games
National Football League championship game (Dec. 30, NBC-TV) could
be sold in home city to pay-tv while
free tv viewers there are blacked out.
NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle said
Friday he has been approached by a
"couple" of New York firms, individuals interested in obtaining rights if game
is played there. Title match is set for
park of Eastern Division winner; N. Y.
Giants led league last week and stood
mathematical chance of clinching crown
with two more wins, depending on fortunes of other contenders (Washington,
Pittsburgh, Dallas, Cleveland). Interesttonbyaspay-tv
well. was reported in WashingNBC would be consulted if commissioner approves plan (he has full control of title game), but since network
owns rights in all cities but site of game
(blackout rule), it would not share in
rights sale, Mr. Rozelle explained. He
would consult with NBC, however,
"from a standpoint of ethics," commissioner explained. Responding to question, he thought network might be interested in selling its feed to pay-tv interests to "help amortize their pickup
Were pay-tv approved, it might be
interesting experiment, commissioner
indicated, although interest might not
be valid for comparison with regular
costs."
season schedule. Pay-tv firms have
been asked to come back with more information: seating, theatre or arena location, economic aspects.
National Football League clubs have
been interested in pay-tv for some time,
Mr. Rozelle indicated. Commissioner
inspected use of pay-tv at hockey games
■■■■
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NBC's two-year title game rights contract ($615,000 per game) ends with
December contest and would be up for
negotiation in spring. CBS's two-year
pact for all regular season and playoff
games is in first year, specifically excludes title game.
ABC

moves

shows;

'Roy Rogers7 dropped
First important revision of nighttime
schedule this season is to be announced
today (Nov. 26) by ABC-TV Vice President Thomas W. Moore.
ABC-TV's program shuffle in effect
moves Winston Churchill — The Valiant
Years, Father Knows Best and The Gallant Men and drops Roy Rogers Show.
It also returns full hour (6:30-7:30
p.m., Sun.) to stations for local sale.
Last telecast of Roy Rogers, now in
Saturday, 7:30-8:30 p.m. period, is Dec.
22. After that date, shifts take place
which move The Gallant Men out of
current Friday, 7:30-8:30 slot and into
Saturday as replacement for Roy
Rogers.
Substitutes for Gallant Men on Friday are two side-by-side Sunday shows,
Churchill at 6:30 and Father Knows
Best at 7, both in their rerun phase.
They go into Friday, prime-time and
in same order with Churchill at 7:30
and Father at 8.
Still up for decision is disposition of
Fair Exchange on CBS-TV, also Friday
show (9:30-10:30). Some other programs have been reported to be in weak
position from time to time — such as
Saints & Sinners on NBC-TV— but
ABC-TV's is first official word of revamp.
Time

standards

set

for NAB code study
Revised time standards for commercial programs and spots and adoption of
new guidelines on medical commercials
will be considered at Dec. 11-12 meeting of NAB Tv Code Board in Washington.
Answers to pleas for uniform set of
commercial time standards will be
sought. Code violations in this phase
of self-regulation have been greatly reduced, according to Edward H. Bronson, code tv manager. Stockton Helffrich, manager of New York code office,
said guidelines for medical commercials
are being reviewed.
KUKO

sold: $55,000

Sale of KUKO Post, Tex., by Galen
O. Gilbert and Phil Crenshaw to Leo
Holmes, Brownfield, Tex., banker, for
$55,000 was announced Friday. KUKO
is 500 w daytimer on 1370 kc. Sale,
subject to FCC approval, was handled
by Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.
10
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James E. Duffy,

\

.„
\

JK

vp in charge of
sales for ABC

ll
\
jf
4

Radio, elected executive vp. Mr.
joinedy
Duffy publicit
ABC's

JL|jg

was ap-in
department
pointed assistant
publicity director

diMr. Duffy 'n 1952rector and
of advertising and promotion for central division later that year. He became account
executive for ABC Radio and ABC-TV
in 1953, director of sales in 1957, and
national director of sales three years
later. Mr. Duffy was named to his present post in September
1961 (Week's
Headliners,
Oct. 2, 1961).
FCC to study question
of mixed translators
Should uhf and vhf translator stations
be intermixed in same coverage area?
This is question FCC raised on own
motion in ordering hearing on applications for three new vhf translators in
Wellersburg, Pa., and for three similar
stations in Cumberland, Md.
Although no protests are pending,
FCC ordered hearing to determine
whether satisfactory uhf translator signals are available in either city and, if
so, whether "intermixture" of uhf and
vhf translators would be in public interest. FCC noted that uhf stations in
Frostburg (W76AA) , La Vale (W78AA)
and Cresaptown (W80AB), Maryland,
serve much of same area as those proposed by new applications.
Wellersburg Tv Inc. has asked for
chs. 8, 11 and 13 there and People's
Community Tv Assn. Inc. wants translators on chs. 7, 9 and 12 in Cumberland. Consolidated hearing will be held
in Cumberland with WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa., and Tri-State Translators
Inc., equipment supplier, made parties.
Cochran show carries
Best Foods, Squibb
Though Kemper Insurance commercials were not carried on ABC-TV's
evening news on Nov. 21, two other
advertisers filled that date. They each
sponsored one minute. Advertisers are
Best Foods, through Lennen & Newell,
and Squibb, through Donahue & Coe.
Kemper had notified ABC-TV that it
was withdrawing its advertising on news
show (featuring Ron Cochran) because
of controversy over network's telecast
of Alger Hiss' remarks during program
dealing with former Vice President
Nixon's career (also see story, page 64).

Excel

in performance,

farm

directors

urged

Carl Meyerdirk, KVOO-AM-TV Tulsa, Okla., president of National Assn.
of Television and Radio Farm Directors,
told opening session of 19th annual
meeting in Chicago Friday that members should seek to constantly improve
professional competence and performance of radio. He cautioned against
dilution of purpose through too great
attention to non-related issues, including
personnel problems. NATRFD "is not
a union," he explained.
Income tax consultant Grace Sundell
of Chicago told NATRFD that on-air
performers must keep close records of
expenses and all deduction claims just
like any other businessman. She warned
that too many excuse themselves since
they are "not bookkeepers." But she
pointed out law requires all claims be
supported by evidence, hence on-air
people had better learn how to keep
books.
New regional vice presidents elected
by NATRFD Friday: Northeast, Hugh
Ferguson, WCAU Philadelphia, reelected; Southeast, Wally Ausley, WPFT
Raleigh; East-North Central, Art Boroughs, WKAR East Lansing, Mich.;
West-North Central, John McLaughlin
WD AY Fargo; West-South Central,
Jack Dillard, KWKH Shreveport; MidSouth, Crawford Requemore, WMGY
Montgomery, Ala.; Pacific Southwest,
Ted Carpenter, KSL Salt Lark City;
Pacific Northwest, Jim Hansen, KOMO
Seattle, re-elected; Canada, John Bradshaw, CFRB Toronto, re-elected. Other
officers were to be elected Sunday.
Iowa station gets
one-year renewal
Failure to maintain proper licensee
control of day-to-day operations resulted
in short term license renewal last week
for KCOG Centerville, Iowa.
FCC said that because of mismanagement by former minority stockholder, "objectionable program material"
was broadcast, but that continuous contact with station has since been initiated
by D. J. Porter, president and equal
owner with L. W. Holland of KCOG.
Because proper licensee responsibility was not shown, FCC said, agency
was unable to find it in public interest
to grant regular three year renewal.
New license will expire Nov. 1, 1963.
WAIT

Chicago drops MBS

WAIT Chicago drops affiliation with
MBS effective Jan. 1, Fred Harm,
WAIT general manager, confirmed Friday. Station will expand its "world's
most beautiful music" format, he said.
MBS has been talking to WCFL Chicago, itwas understood, but no decision
has been made.
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

He's a ladies' man ... a man's man . . .
a LAWMAN. Against tough network
competition over four years, John
Russell as Marshal Dan Troop won
an average 33.9 share of audience.
LAWMAN, co-starring Peter Brown
and Peggie Castle, is geared to win
big television audiences. Now available on an individual market basis — ■
156 half -hour episodes!
Warner Bros. Television Division. 666 Fifth Ave., New York
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing
NOVEMBER
Nov. 27-29— Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meetings. Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco.
Nov. 28— Hollywood Ad Club Shirtsleeves
Session, "The Name of the Game is Moving
Merchandise," 12 noon-3 p.m., Hollywood
Roosevelt. Ira Laufer, vp and general manager, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., will moderate
panel discussion of radio sales successes.
Panel members: Jim Fulton, vp, Seaboard
Finance; King Harris, vp, Fletcher Richards,
Holden; Ed O'Neill, account Calkins
executive,& McCann-Eri
ckson; Warren
Hillgren, advertising manager, Wilshire Oil
Co., Los Angeles.
Nov. 28— Open meeting of American Society of Magazine Photographers, Auditorium of Foreign Policy Assn., New York, 8
p.m. Gabe Pressman, WNBC New York, and
Morris Ernst, attorney, will discuss Canon
35, ruling of American Bar Assn. which
forbids the taking of photographs in court
rooms.

NOW
Buy PRIME
MINUTES
in the
Pacific
Northwest

TELEVISION
SEATTLE

-TACOMA'S

POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT
Before you buy television in the Pacific
Northwest, consider this one basic fact:
Only KTNT-TV in this area includes five major
cities in its "A" contour, (Seattle, Tacoma,
Everett, Bremerton, Olympia). KTNT-TV's tower
is ideally located to beam a clear signal to
alj of this major market.
ask

Paul H. Ray mer
about all the details.

Co.

kQZD

TELEVISION
PACIFIC NORTHWEST'S
GREAT INDEPENDENT
Studios in Seattle and Tacoma
12

Nov. 28— Maine Assn. of Broadcasters annual meeting at the Augusta House, Augusta, Me. Principal speaker will be NAB
President LeRoy Collins, whose address
will be broadcast live by a preliminary
lineup of 25 radio outlets in Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont. Officers for the
new season will be elected.
Nov. 28-Dec. 2— First International Communications Fair, Coliseum, New York City.
*Nov. 29— Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, 8 p.m., at the Directors Guild of
America Theater, Los Angeles. Meet the
creative
team of "Gallant
with William
T.
executive
producerMen"
of Warner
Bros,
as Orr,
coordinator.
*Nov. 29— New
chapter
American
Marketing Assn., York
Waldorf Astoria,of New
York
City. Martin Mayer, consultant to American
Council of Learned Societies and the Carnegie Corp., will discuss "Numbers, Things
&
For part of his talk, Mr. Mayer
willPeople."
elaborate
on The Intelligent Man's
Guide to Broadcas
t Ratings, a booklet he
wrote for the Advertising Research Foundation.
Nov. 29— The Advertising Research Foundation, midwestern conference, "The Ideas
Behind Agency Computers." Ambassador
West Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 30— Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences annual lampoon "close-up," American Hotel. Imperial Ballroom, New York.
DECEMBER
Dec. 3-6 — NBC Affiliates Convention opens
Dec. 4 at Americana Hotel, New York City,
preceded by hospitality-orientation evening
of Dec. 3. Tentative agenda: Dec. 4, radio
affiliates meeting, 9:30 a.m.,
by
luncheon for all affiliates at followed
Royal Ballroom; Dec. 5, tv affiliates closed meeting,
9:30 a.m., Versailles Ballroom; luncheon
for all affiliates, Imperial Ballroom; tv
affiliates meeting, 2 p.m. and annual banquet, 6:30 p.m., both at Royal Ballroom.
*Dec. 4— Annual Golden Quill banquet,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Winners of third annual
Golden Quill journalism awards competition, selected from the communications field
in a 16-county area of western Pennsylvania,
will be announced. Principal banquet
speaker will be Pierre Salinger, White House
news secretary.
Dec. 6-7— 13th national conference of IRE
(Institute of Radio Engineers) professional
group on vehicular communications at the
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, Calif. Some
40 exhibits of base and vehicular radio
equipment together with its related control elements, microwave links, frequency
measure equipment, etc., will be an important part of the overall conference
agenda. Special guests will be the mem-

bership of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers pending the 1963 merger
of these two engineering societies.
*Dec. 7 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. annual
fall meeting, Executive House, Scottsdale,
Ariz. There will be a equipment display by
various equipment manufacturers and service suppliers of the broadcast industry.
Guest speakers include Edmund Bunker,
president-elect of Radio Advertising Bureau,
New York; John Couric, public relations
manager of National Assn. of Broadcasters,
Washington, and Don Dedera, feature
columnist for The Arizona Republic, and
author, who will speak on his recent trip
to Russia.
Dec. 7 — Second annual Chicago awards
banquet of American College of Radio, Friday evening, Grand Ballroom, Conrad
Hilton Hotel. Seven awards will be given
to radio stations; seven to individuals including the radio man and woman of the
year, and one award has been created for
the best live or transcribed radio commercial.
Dec. 10 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place to be
announced; BBC documentary film, "Television and the World," Collier Young, coordinator.
Dec. 11 — Assn. of National Advertisers'
first creative workshop, Hotel Plaza, New
York. Management techniques in using
creativity in advertising will be subject
of the meet. Among the presentations
scheduled for the workshop session are
"How Can A Client Stimulate Maximum
CreativewillEffectiveness
His Agency?,"
which
be presentedFrom
by Wilson
Shelton
of Compton Adv.; "Guideposts for the
Selection of Creative People" (John Dale,
Dale,— Pitfalls
Elliott &andCo.);
"A Goodin Creative
Idea
Precautions
Getting
Management Approval," (John B. Hunter,
Jr.,
B. F.Efforts
Goodrich
Co.); "Coordinating
Creative
of Marketing
Elements
Within the Company" (Ben Wells, SevenUp Co.);
the [Creative] "How
Idea withto Capitalize
Salesmen, onDealers
and
Customers" (Robert Bragarnick, Bragarnick
Inc.), and "How to Stimulate and Direct
EffectivestrongCreativity"
(Max Banzhaf, ArmCork Co.).
Dec. 12 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. 25th anniversary banquet and Christmas party at Beverly Hills Hotel. FCC
Comr. Robert Bartley will be guest of
honor.
Dec. 14 — Comments due at FCC on proposed allocation of frequencies for space
communications.
Dec. 18 — International Radio & Television
Society's annual Christmas party. Proceeds
to Veterans Hospital Radio & Tv Guild
and the International Radio & Tv Foundation. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 18 — Los Angeles Town Hall luncheon
at Biltmore Hotel. Newton N. Minow, FCC
chairman, is guest speaker.
Dec. 19 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood Palladium, 8 p.m. FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow will participate
in panel discussion of "What Is Right and
What liam
Is Dozier,
WrongScreen
with Gems
Television,"
Wilvp, as with
chairman.
Other panel members are Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver, board chairman of McCannErickson
(International)
president of M-ECorp.
Productions;
Frank P.andFogarty,
executive vp, Meredith Broadcasting Co.,
operators of KCMO-TV Kansas City, KPHOTV Phoenix, WHEN-TV Syracuse and
WOW-TV Omaha; Hubbell Robinson, senior
vp in charge of network programs, CBSTV; Rod Serling, writer-narrator of CBS-TV
Twlight Zone; Richard Salant, president,
CBS News; Mark Goodson, president, Goodson-Todman Productions; Lee Rich, senior
vp for radio-tv, Benton & Bowles.
*Dec. 19 — National Assn. for Better Radio &
Television (NAFBRAT) luncheon honoring
Newton N. Minow, FCC chairman, 12 noon,
Wilshire Country Club, Los Angeles.
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This deceptively simple equation is the real
reason why you enjoy the best and the most
telephone service in the world at the lowest
possible price.

3. Skillful operation by 21 Bell Telephone Companies supplies service at a high standard of performance to families and farms, to industry
and government.

It represents the relationship between three
basic units that equal one unified Bell System.

The work of these units is closely coordinated by
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,

1. Patient research and development by Bell
Telephone Laboratories create constantly improved communications techniques. (Telstar is
one recent example.)

advising and planning for the progress and efficiency of the entire system.

That's why we say, "Three equals one"-and why
y0U can pjck up y0Ur own telephone at home and
2. Efficient manufacture by Western Electric de- talk to almost anyone else in all 50 states of the
livers equipment you can depend on, day after union or any of 167 foreign countries around the
world-quickly and economically.
day, year after year.
BELL

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

Owned by more than two million Americans
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BOOK

NOTES

"The Technique of the Sound Studio," by Alec Nisbett. Hastings House
Publishers Inc., New York. 288 pp.
$10.50.
No book, no engineering or scientific
principles, no rule of thumb can be depended upon to insure perfect sound in
a broadcast studio, cautions the author.
The final judgment must be by ear, and
therefore, the purpose of the book is to
tell the reader what to listen for in placing microphones, controlling relative
sound levels, mixing, creating sound
effects and other sound studio functions.
The book, however, does a great deal
more than that in treating basic principles and techniques recommended to
produce the best broadcast sound. Chapters discuss studios, microphones, sound
quality and volume, editing, tapes and
discs, fades and mixes, sound effects and
echo and distortion techniques, shaping
of sound and "communication" in
sound. Mr. Nisbett, a producer in the
British Broadcasting Co.'s North American Service, has provided ample drawings, diagrams and graphs for illustration, and there is a 38-page glossary of
terms used in the field.
"For the Young Viewer," edited by
Ralph Garry, F. B. Rainsberry and
Charles Winick. McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York. 181 pp. $5.95.
This book is based on the results of a
survey by Television Information Office
and summarizes 425 children's programs on 223 tv stations in 146 U. S.
cities. Of the programs, 39 are described
in detail because of "intrinsic interest"
or "originality of approach." Programs
are grouped in categories: games, educational, magic, theatre, art, instructional, etc. It ends with conclusions and
recommendations.
"Radio and Television Continuity
Writing," by Louise C. Allen, Audre B.
Lipscomb and Joan C. Prigmore. Pitman Publishing Corp., New York. 261

WESH^TV

for Orlando
Daytona

Beach

Cape Canaveral
14

pp. $6.75.
The opportunities offered in "grassroots" radio and television, the mechanics and techniques of writing radio and
tv commercial copy to fit the needs of
the station and market and the "practical" application of information about
copy writing for the beginner all are
among the proposed aims of this book.
Although just released in October,
the authors apparently submitted their
manuscript more than two years ago,
and even the greenest of beginners will
wonder why it is boldly stated in the
preface that 4,400 radio and over 600
tv stations are licensed to be on the
air "by 1960," which, of course, didn't
come to pass. A textbook style is followed, with plentiful illustrations. There
is a glossary and copies of the NAB
radio and tv codes, as revised up to June
1961.
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Puzzle:
Pop

on
Quiz
Carbonated
Copy

Three Washington soft-drink bottlers, bubbling with enthusiasm over WMAL-TV's fall programming,* decided to
embark on a spot saturation program in cooperation with
their national-brand syrup suppliers.
The local bottlers spent $3960 for their share of the bill.
Jones spent $100 more than Robinson; Williams spent $100
more than Jones.
The manufacturers of Slurp contributed twice as much as
their bottler; the Gluggle Co. matched their man's contribution; the makers of WHooSH came through with half again as
much as their local man put in.
Together the three manufacturers and the three bottlers
bought $10,000 worth of time. Which man bottles which
beverage?
Send us your answer on the back of a reasonable facsimile
of a Slurp label (or on a letter or postcard) . If it's right, we'll
send you something in return.
* Enthusiastic response to our new programming is not confined
to soft-drink bottlers. Butchers, bakers, swizzle-stick makers are
climbing on the bandwagon for WMAL-TV's late-night audiencetested, one-hour action, adventure and mystery shows plus first-run
movies and Broadway plays. For all the facts — times, rates,
availabilities — check your H-R representative.
Puzzle adaptation courtesy Dover Publications, New York 14, N. Y.

v
ol-t
wm
Evening Star Broadcasting Company
Washington,
D. C. represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL
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and WMAL-FM,

Washington, D. C.J WSVA-TV

and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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DISCOVER

Another

dynamic

EDUCATION

concept of Public Service in Prime Time . . . "Discover Education"

is

a five minute public service feature on Crowell-Collier Broadcasting stations, designed to
stimulate interest in education in their communities.
sists of guest speakers from prominent

"Discover Education"

format con-

civic leaders or outstanding leaders in the field of

education who express their views on the importance of education. Stations also offer their
listeners an opportunity to re-discover the advantages of education by offering them the
free booklet, You and Your Career*, during the "Discover Education" presentation.
Booklet describes 121 jobs, employment trends, qualifications, preparation, and entrance
requirements ; chances for advancement,
Education"

earnings, and competition in the field. "Discover

is broadcast every other hour throughout

a 24 hour broadcasting period,

Monday through Sunday. It's an example of the way
Corporation serves its communities and its nation.

BROADCASTING

Crowell-Collier

Broadcasting-

CORPORATION

KDWB/63
KEWB/91
KFWB/98

MINNEAPOLIS national rep.: Daren F.McGavren Co., Inc.
SAN FRANCISCO- OAKLAND national rep. : H-R Representatives, Inc.
LOS ANGELES national rep.: John Blair & Co.

*Copies of booklet are available to other stations by writing: Crowell-Collier Broadcasting Corporation/6419 Hollywood Blvd./Hollywood 28, Calif.

MONDAY

MEMO

The local 'option' isn't
The option to do a local promotion
job isn't an option any more. It's a
necessity. Advertisers and agencies
have the choice of doing an effective
localized effort, or watching sales decline by area.
The megalopolis is in being and will
continue to creep in all directions. The
channels of distribution have become
more diffused and complex.
Management's Dilemma ■ The client
in many cases has lost touch with the
consumer because he has lost control
of the final step in distribution — retailing. The retailer — many times the discounter— is king. Local and regional
brands, using local appeals in local
media, frequently beat the socks off
national brands. The difference is not
the product but in the degree and excellence of local promotion.
"The consumer is in a state of ennui.
He's blase about advertising." So we're
told. "He has become inured to the
1 ,600 advertising impressions per day
he receives." So we're told. Yet, psychology tells us that every impression
on the conscious mind is a new one,
that the capacity to register visual and
auditory impressions is limitless. The
customer's disinterest is based not on
the volume of impressions but on their
lack of meaning or importance. What
is meaningful is most likely what is
local, day after day. We've about forgotten the word empathy, but it's pertinent here. The surest way to offset this
tendency to ignore or discount advertising is to use advertising with local
appeal, news value and importance.
Much is being done. "Key Market
Development," "Key Dealer Development," "Selective Marketing Concepts,"
are common phrases in marketing and
advertising councils. Performance falls
far short of the verbiage, yet compensations are in force all along the marketing front.
The Local Slant ■ Broadcast and
print media are continually striving for
more local, informational news. A recent tabulation of Sunday supplements
demonstrated how dramatically their
editorial content has been switched
from a predominance of fiction to informational and news material, to editorial content with pertinence.
National samples aren't the key indices any more. What will go in New
York City may or may not have the
same success in Los Angeles or Houston or Cleveland. So, researchers are
more and more using regional and local
breakouts to strengthen local market
planning. FSR, for example, uses a
market-by-market ability/ activity index
18

from T. L. STROMBERGER,

senior vp, Fuller & Smith & Ross

to plan programs for teen-age beauty
products and exotic frozen foods.
Radio's resurgence in recent years is
due entirely to its awareness of the
value of local appeal. There was nothing wrong with network radio; it is returning inmodified form. But the heart
of radio is local impact. And so, radio
has, as William Paley said in a recent
address, moved from the living room
to the kitchen, to the bedroom, to the
workshop, to the car, to the barbecue
area, to anywhere that local editorial
material and commercial news may be
heard.
Tv's change has been less dramatic,
but it's no problem any more to buy
spots on a local market basis in most
of the big shows. High costs account
for part of this switch. Pressure for
local sales and advertising impact are
an equal factor.
Print Media Problems ■ The newspaper industry's slogan that "all business is local" was conclusively proved
as suburbia developed — to the dismay
of the major downtown dailies and the
delight of the suburban competitors.
The dailies, semi-weeklies and weeklies
have shown tremendous growth as they
satisfied the needs of their subscribers
with local editorial and commercial
news. In many areas these papers have
become the backbone of package-goods
print advertising.
The nimble-footedness of magazines
in originating regional — even local —
editions is one of the marvels of the
publishing business in the past seven
years. Inspired by the opportunity for
income from local or area advertisers,
the regional edition provided a great
merchandising tool for regional clients.
Its greater success was limited by mechanical and other factors that prevented local news treatment. Now, for

the same reasons, it seems that the
plateau has been reached, that further
area or local breakdown of editions is
economically impossible.
Agency
Responsibility
■ Most
cies are well
aware of need
for agenlocal
programming. Some dance away from
it; others meet the requirements headon with segmented research, merchandising crews that support client sales
force, branch offices, and service offices.
Many agencies, of which FSR is one,
have in recent years anticipated the demand for local effort and have set up
autonomous offices. FSR's complex of
eight offices now covers markets that
represent more than 40% of the consumer buying power in the United
States. The relevance of this operation
has been demonstrated in 1961 and
1962 acquisitions, an important factor
of which was the ability to quickly deliver local retail competence and develop local market information. We are
constantly applying local effort, mostly
in broadcast, for our clients in beauty
aids, detergents and cleaners, pet foods,
exotic frozen dinners, housing, plumbingware, fertilizers, farm machinery
and heavy industrial equipment.
The national industrial oracles agree
that the economy needs most of all a
surge of consumer buying. This means
chewing up inventory at the local level,
which in turn demands local marketing
effort. Advertising efficiency is greatest
in the local effort when it is related to
what is pertinent, meaningful, local to
the consumer. Advertising accountability is the common goal of client
and agency. Accountability would be
more easily demonstrated if advertising
thought more about the fact that what
is related, meaningful, and timely to the
consumer locally has the best chance of
producing the most response.

Ted Stromberger has just returned to the
West as senior vice president, western region, Fuller & Smith & Ross, which includes
San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Fort WorthDallas. When his Los Angeles agency merged
with FSR in late 1959, Mr. Stromberger went
to New York as senior vice president on the
corporate staff. His history, in addition to
seven years as head of his own agency, includes nine years as vice president of WestMarquis, Inc., and advertising manager for
Union Oil Co.
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THINK

Why does the largest local television advertiser spend over 90%
vertising budget on KRNT-TV? And why has he for several years?

of his ad-

Try to think like the owner does.
If it was all your own money and all your own sweat and tears that had built
up an outstanding business, and that business was all you had between your family
and the poor house, you'd soon find out the best television station to use. If it was
a question of sink or swim, you'd swim or you wouldn't have been smart enough to
start the business in the first place. You would want advertising effectiveness — want
it real bad . . . have to have it. You could take or leave alone all that jazz about
ratings, total homes, cost per thousand and on ad infinitum. You'd seek to buy sales
at your dealers' cash registers for your advertising dollar. Every moment would be
the moment of truth for your advertising because you had to eat on the results.
Well, that's the way this local advertiser thinks and acts and so do many more
like him here in Iowa's capital city.
Think of this . . . nearly 80%

of the total local television dollar is spent on

this one-rate station and has been since the station's inception. In a three-station
market, too, by government figures! Such popularity must be deserved!
Think — Tis the till that tells the tale.
If you seek to sell your good goods in this good market, this is a good station
for you to advertise them on. People believe what we say. We sell results.

KRNT-TV
Des

Moines

Television

Represented by The Katz Agency
An Operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Inc.
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ITA

50

Compact

kw

AM

TRANSMITTE1

. . . Economical

. . . Easy

to

Featuring a new, single tetrode power amplifier that gives full output with minimum power consumption, this is the finest high power AM transmitter available.
Extremely compact, the unit needs only 76 square feet of space including
transformers . . . it's one-third smaller than transmitters of the same power
built by other manufacturers! Silicon rectifiers, 11 tubes and 6 tube types,
high level modulation and many other advanced features make it your best buy
for high power AM broadcasting.

ITA

ELECTRONICS

BROADCAST

DIVISION

ITA Broadcast
VISUAL

•

Equipment

ELECTRONICS

CORP.,

CORPORATION
L A N S D O W N E , PENNA.
is sold exclusively by
356 W

40th St., N.Y., N Y.

operate

mm-f
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BROAD
■National

■ Total

GAINS
spot,

income

as well

in 1962

■Volume
of business
Radio station revenues in 1962 have
surged forward on an uncommonly
broad front.
For many stations this is the best, or
a close second best, year in history.
The 1962 advances reflect not only
continuing strides in local radio advertising but a resurgence in national spot
billings, which for no clear reason had
softened and sagged in 1961.
These findings emerge from Broadcasting's second annual year-end survey of radio station business. They offer a much brighter picture than those
produced a year ago, although a majority of the stations then reported
gains over 1960 (see table).
Here are highlights of the 1962 sampling, which covered stations of all sizes
in markets of all sizes:
■ In terms of total business, 78% of
the stations said 1962 revenues exceed
196 1 's. Another 8% said the two years
were even-up. This left 14% who reported this year's revenues below those
of last year.
■ Local sales, traditionally the No.
1 source of station revenues, moved
ahead in step with the gains in total
business. By what might be called a
significant coincidence, suggesting the
close relationship that has developed
between local business and overall success, the percentages describing the ups
and downs in local billings were identical to those for total revenues.
■ Spot billings clearly have been
firmer in 1962 than in 1961. A total
of 56.5% of the stations reported spot
sales this year ahead of last year's and
17.7% saw no change, while 25.8% reported a drop-off. A year ago those
with spot gains barely outnumbered
those with declines.
Although more than eight out of ten
stations reported 1962 revenues surpassing or at least matching 1961's, the results varied widely from market to market and from station to station within
the same market. The minority closing
out 1962 with reduced revenues included stations of all sizes in markets of
all sizes.
Gains in total revenues ranged from
less than 1% to 82%, this year over
last. The average increase was about
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962
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will show

this year
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RADIO

increase

less than

at 78%

shows

of stations

last at only

16%. Among stations reporting dropoffs, the range was from 1.2% to 20%
and the average was a little under 10%.
Billing Gains ■ In spot billings, the
increases ran from 1% to 200% and
averaged about 30%, while the declines
ranged between 1% and 50% and averaged about 11%.
In local sales, the rate of increase
spread from 0.4% to 66% and averaged out to 14%. Where drop-off s were
reported the decline ranged from 4%
to 25% and averaged 10%.
To a greater extent than in 1961,
when much of the first half-year was
spent shaking off a general recession,
the 1962 gains appear to be fairly uniform over the full 12 months, although
the second half was somewhat stronger in all categories — total, local and
spot — than the first half.
In comparison with the same periods
of 1961, total revenues were higher at
75% of the stations for the first half
and at 81.3% for the second half; they
were down at 15.6% in the first half
and at 10.9% in the second.
Local billings were up at 70.3% in
the first half, 76.6% in the second;
down at 17.2% in the first, 12.5% in
the second.
Spot sales were higher at 53.2% for
the first half, 58% for the second; down

RADIO STATION
Total Revenues:

survey

14%

at 29% for the first, 19.4% for the
second half.
The survey did not solicit dollar figures, and as yet there is no official total
for 1961 against which to judge the
percentage gains estimated by respondents. The latest FCC figures are for
1960, when total revenues for non-network-owned radio stations were put at
$534.7 million.
All-Time Highs ■ A number of stations at all size levels reported 1962
business at or exceeding previous alltime-high marks.

John O. Gilbert of ABC's WXYZ
Detroit was one of those who said flatyear ever."
the bestManager
ly: "1962 will
Others,
likebe Sales
Bob
Mazur of WMCA New York, said it
was the second best year but didn't miss
best by far. For WMCA 1960 is the
best year on record; Mr. Mazur said
1962 would
matching
it. "come within a hair" of
Yet while the majority were reporting gains, others said that their own
sales, often for unassignable reasons,
were down this year from "somewhat"
to "terrible."
Among stations reporting increases,
the reasons most frequently advanced
were these three, though not necessarily

STANDINGS,

1962

AND
1962
78%
14
8

Local Revenues:
78%
14
8
Spot Revenues:
Stations reporting increases

56.5%
25.8
17.7

1961
55%
1961
4
41
65%
25
10
46%
10
44
21

BROAD

GAINS

IN RADIO

REVENUES

in this order: (1) the political campaigns this past summer and fall, which
swelled the revenues of many stations;
(2) the generally firmer economy of
1962 as compared to 1961, and (3)
improvements in local programming.
Sam. G. Rahall of the Rahall group's
WLCY St. Petersburg, Fla., reported a
good gain for 1 962 and said the strength
of his station lies in "concentration on
programming first, sales secondly. Our
budgets (for) programming increased
30% and talent and money spent in
this area will give the sales department
the tools to sell by."
O. R. Davies of WKAP Allentown,
Pa., another Rahall station, reported
"business up all the way around" and
attributed the rise to "stressing the local
scene," along with promotion and programming acceptance.
Ben F. Hovel of WKOW Madison,
Wis., one of the BFR stations, reported
"both local and national went strong
this year." In his view the national-regional gain "reflects a larger volume of
farm product advertising," particularly
in agricultural chemicals and farmmachinery lines.
Image Factor ■ One broadcaster who
withheld identification said that "daily
editorializing over the past two years
has given our station the image we have
been looking for. We have gained the
respect of the community and the

continued

advertisers which has helped our local
Another put it this way: "Local business has strengthened and so has nasales." tional and regional business . . . the
reason is far better service to audience
and accounts — 24 hours a day, editorializing, news throughout the hour
with only seven 10-minute roundups in
24 hours. Automation has allowed us
to do a much better job for the same
overhead or a little more."
A deep-south broadcaster thought his
improved position could be ascribed to
hard work:
"We have experienced an upsurge in
local business this year, simply because
we have worked more aggressively toward selling local accounts. Our national representative has had a free hand
in developing national business, but it
is definitely off, and will remain off,
during the remainder of the year. With
our local accounts pretty well set for
the 12 months ahead, we are going to
concentrate more on national business
and work a little more closely with
ourAgencies
national Shine
rep." ■ Some station operators detected an encouraging change in
advertising agency attitudes. Said a leading southern broadcaster:
"Our local business this year has been
better than last, but not spectacularly
so. Our national business, on the other

Mattel, big tv user, tries network radio too
Mattel Inc., California toymaker
beganweek
carrying
last
(Nov.Mattel's
19) forcommercials
a schedule
whose $5.7 million annual advertising budget has been spent largely ending Dec. 14. (See cut showing
Mr. Godfrey and Mattel toys.)
for television, is entering network
radio with a pre-Christmas camBudget is "in excess of $50,000."
Mattel, through Carson/ Roberts,
paign on two CBS Radio programs:
Arthur Godfrey Show and Betty Los Angeles, is currently sponsoring
Beany and Cecil and Discovery
Furness'
Dimension of a Woman's
World.
(both ABC-TV) and Sky King
Both are daytime programs which
(CBS-TV).
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Automotive

first in radio

Automobile advertising was the
no. 1business
source in
of 1962,
radio followed
stations'
local
by food products, home furnishings and footwear and apparel
products.
A total of 53% of respondents
to Broadcasting's 1962 state-ofradio survey (see page 21) listed
automotive as one of their three
most important sources of local
advertising. Food products were
mentioned by 48%, household
furnishings by 38% and apparel,
footwear and accessories by 36%.

hand, is far ahead of 1961.
"We are inclined to attribute the
better national business, aside from the
ability of our station rep, to the fact
that more and more agencies are turning away from 'numbers' (survey ratings) and placing emphasis on station
image and acceptability in its own area,
with station results — known results — replacing numbers.
"As for local increase, in this area it
is hard to pin-point. Very frequently
local business will surge for no apparent
reason; conversely, it often will slump
badly
— again
for no apparent
While
the steadier
economy reason."
in 1962
appeared to help radio business generally, it was spotty enough in some
places to drag stations down. A number
of stations who reported drop offs — and
some who reported gains — said local
employment problems and depressed
markets were slowing local sales.
Others contend that cut-throat competition among stations and resultant
under-the-counter deals were hurting
broadcasters who maintain their rate
cards. In some cases national advertisers
were accused of promoting off-the-card
selling
by "comparison-s
hopping"
among stations
and by demanding
local
rates for national accounts.
With their reports several broadcasters also offered suggestions. One,
advanced by Lewis I. Process of WHBY
Appleton, Wis., suggested that a lot of
national advertisers may find themselves
frozen out if they don't watch out.
"Local business," he said, "is usually
sold on a long-term basis. As radio
proves itself, more and more of these
long-term contracts are being signed up,
shutting out the in-and-out schedules
placed continues,
by national
this
trend
and accounts."
especially ifIf FCC
adopts the NAB's code of commercial
limitations, "I can see the day when
national business will be left out in the
cold on the local level unless it starts
buying
on a long-term basis," Mr.
Process declared.
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There

are

175,000

in WHO
Radio's
What can you sell to families whose incomes are
over $14,000 per year — in New York — or Cleveland — or in Iowa Plus?
The average farmer in Iowa has an annual income
of $14,177. His family buys exactly the same things
as similarly prosperous families anywhere — plus
the feeds, fertilizers, etc. they buy for their farmbusiness activities.
Yet Iowa farms account for only HALF

of Iowa's

NCS

farms

'61

area!

"spending money"!
WHO Radio's NCS '61 proves that WHO Radio
reaches 354,050 homes weekly, in the 117 counties
shown above. And with radio, you know you don't
get much "switching around" — the station that's
listened-to-most is really "listened-to most of the
time." (Source: Whan Surveys)
Ask PGW for all the facts on one of the greatest
advertising bargains in America.

WHO
for Iowa

PLUS !

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts . . . NBC Affiliate
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962
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Collins
CIGARETTE

aims
AD

VIEWS

at
STIR

The broadcasting industry and Madison Avenue were locked at the weekend in an exchange of conflicting views
on the moral standards of cigarette advertising.
At stake are $104 million in national
television and $30 million in radio billings (see table, page 25).
Source of the conflict v/as a Nov. 19
comment by NAB President LeRoy
Collins at the final NAB fall conference in Portland, Ore. In his speech to
the conference Gov. Collins, voicing his
personal views, spoke critically of cigarette advertising directed at school-age
youngsters (see his reaction comments
below and text of his Portland remarks
page 26).
Industrywide reaction increased in
intensity — and in financial overtones — as the week progressed. Here are some
of the high spots:
■ Some agency and advertiser executives were indignant. A few hints
about the future of their radio and tv
business were heard.
■ The Tobacco Institute strongly denounced Gov. Collins for what it called
premature and unsupported statements
about unsolved problems.
■ Television Bureau of Advertising
sent its members a confidential and detailed report that speculated on the
outcome of the matter (see below).
■ Radio Advertising Bureau disavowed Gov. Collins's position, it was indicated, quickly trying to calm angered
tobacco manufacturers.
■ One leading station rep was agitated on a national scale but refused
to speak openly on the subject.
■ Major networks were officially silent but William B. Lodge, CBS-TV
vice president and an NAB tv board
member, phoned Gov. Collins to voice
a strong protest against the criticism of
cigarette advertising.
■ Gov. Collins told Broadcasting
later in the week that he would bring
up the matter of code amendments
when the NAB Tv Code Board meets
Dec. 11 in Washington. He said he
might make a specific recommendation
designed to control cigarette commercials so they do not influence children
to take up cigarette smoking.
■ Some NAB members felt the NAB
board committee negotiating a new contract with Gov. Collins should weigh
his cigarette statement in considering
contract renewal.
■ A number of members felt Gov.
Collins should not voice personal views
24

$134-million
INDUSTRY

FROM

customer

PORTLAND

on sensitive industrywide problems without checking with the board or the
board chairmen and vice chairmen.
■ But Gov. Collins vehemently defended his right to express personal
opinions on broadcast matters.
■ John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM-AMTV Nashville, Tenn., approved Gov.
Collins's stand. He said he had expressed
similar views in a July letter to Robert

TO

MADISON

AVE.

bers a Nov. 21 memorandum from
President Norman E. Cash.
That memorandum carefully sidestepped ahead-on collision with Gov.
Collins's remarks, though Mr. Cash
noted that "fortunately" the governor's
remarksnatedhad
not been widely dissemiimmediately.

that "reMr. Cashpercussionsalso
can be cautioned
(by
expected locally
station members) as well as nationally
as various groups attempt to bring new
pressure on broadcasters to curtail cigarette advertising." TvB reminded its
members that this group of advertisers
spent $104 million in gross time for tv
last year and will spend about $120
million this year.
Position Important ■ He said he
thought the tv industry ought to "let a
major tv advertiser know where we
stand so he can properly plan future
use of our medium. Network tobacco
activity scheduled before 9 p.m., January-August, 1962, shows 58.9%, or
For million."
station use, the bureau attached
$34.5
several statistical reports, including research summaries on smoking including

NAB President Collins
Moral responsibility demands it
D. Swezey, NAB Code Authority Director.
■ Mr. Swezey remained aloof from
the controversy pending the tv code
meeting in December.
In Portland, Otto T. Brandt, vice
president of King Stations broadcast
division, who was the NAB tv board
member presiding when Gov. Collins
spoke, made this off-the-cuff comment
at the end of the address: "Governor,
your speech was courageous and provocative. That rumbling you hear is
not Portland rainfall but comes from
Winston-Salem and Madison Avenue."
In New York the Television Bureau
of Advertising kept a reserved silence
in public but, it was learned, sent mem-

reports bacco
of Institute
the tobacco
ToInc., tv industry's
billing figures
and the like.
Radio Advertising Bureau's thinking
was at opposite poles from the governor's, although RAB tried to hide it.
RAB officials said they had no comment on Gov. Collins's statement and
that they would have none.
Late in the week it was learned, however, that RAB President Kevin Sweeney
had taken pains to disavow the Collins
statement. Some tobacco companies
were known to have received a telegram from Mr. Sweeney saying that
Mr. Collins's "remarks . . . concerning
tobacco advertising do not in our opinion represent opinions of even [a]
small segment of radio stations."
Industry Opinion ■ The RAB telegram, which presumably went to all
leading tobacco manufacturers, said that
"if we interpret correctly feelings of
1,200 radio stations that support our
organization,
they controls
believe than
there's
no
need for further
yours
and radio broadcasters' good judgment
and sense of public responsibility have
currently
dictated."
The manufacturers
were alerted to
expect word
on stations' reactions from
stations
themselves.
One station rep stated he believes
"the last thing the tobacco industry
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

wants to do is influence children." He
noted that tobacco sponsors would never
choose to advertise on those programs
which are directed toward children, and
added that Gov. Collins "may be very
surprised to find out how late mothers
allow their children to stay up."
Although the networks had no comment it was learned that William B.
Lodge, CBS-TV vice president for affiliates relations and engineering, filed
a strong protest by telephone to Gov.
Collins personally.
Lodge Position ■ Mr. Lodge was reported to have taken the position that
what Gov. Collins proposed amounted
to an amendment of the code, and that
the NAB president had no authority
for that without getting prior approval

of the NAB board members.
He was understood to have contended that Gov. Collins could not
divorce his personal views from his
official NAB position — especially when
he delivered those views before an NAB
meeting and had the text distributed by
the NAB publicity department.
If Gov. Collins held these views personally, the CBS-TV executive reportedly said, then the NAB chief should
have presented them first to the NAB
board and gotten its endorsement before advocating them as a change in
the code.
Agencies Duck ■ Several agency executives, who handle tobacco advertising, ducked the issue raised by Gov.
Collins by stating they are "agents"

and not "principals" and by suggesting
that any comment made should come
from the clients themselves. Most appeared conversant with the Tobacco Institute's statement.
A top executive who places business
in radio and television for a major
agency handling a cigarette account
said he thought Gov. Collins ought to
"mind his own business."
"When Collins cleans up NAB — his
own house and his codes — then he'll
have a right to talk," said this agency
executive, who added caustically, "this
is an example of somebody shooting his
mouth off but who knows nothing about
theThe
(advertising)
business."
president of
an advertising agency with a major cigarette account, said

CIGARETTES' IMPRESSIVE TV BANKROLLS

Gross time billings in 1961

NET TV
6,706,973
8,591,332
6,751,925

SPOT TV
TOTAL
4,031,400 10,738,373
685,710 9,277,042
708,510 7,460,435
870,720 7,036,155

KENT (Lorillard)
WINSTON (Reynolds)
CAMEL (Reynolds)
SALEM (Reynolds)
L&M Filter Tips (L&M)
VICEROY (B&W)
CHESTERFIELD (L&M)
MARLBORO (Philip Morris)
PARLIAMENT (Philip Morris)
PALL MALL (American)
TAREYTON (American)
NEWPORT (Lorillard)
KOOL (B&W)
OLD GOLD (Lorillard)
LUCKY STRIKE (American)
RALEIGH (B&W)
COMMANDER (Philip Morris)
BELAIR (B&W)
SPRING (Lorillard)
OASIS (L&M)
ALPINE (Philip Morris)
KENTUCKY KING (B&W)
PHILIP MORRIS (Philip Morris)
YORK (Lorillard)
LIFE (B&W)
DUKE (L&M)
CAVALIER (Reynolds)
HIT PARADE (American)
TOTAL

6,165,435
5,425,906
5,050,613

1,334,350
1,313,930

6,760,256
6,364,543

4,380,400

1,362,780

5,743,180

3,776,222
2,378,848

1,725,290 5,501,512
3,067,330 5,446,178
119,970 5,177,194
2,841,930 4,789,059
1,887,450 4,266,990
917,020 4,053,150
1,007,880 3,555,894
690,130 3,087,893
123,050 2,559,996
1,087,000 2,304,985
747,530 2,275,488
641,570 2,265,603
71,500 1,202,451
104,710 1,093,923
198,160 1,018,317
387,830 961,895
423,180 771,490
65,370
287,009
76,720
76,720
30,950
30,950
9,630
9,630

5,057,224
1,947,129
2,379,540
3,136,130
2,548,014
2,397,763
2,436,946
1.217,985
1,527,958
1,624,033
1,130,951
989,213
820,157
574,065
348,310
221,639

$26,547,4602 $104,254,3253
$77,706,8651
'Includes $11,570
$122,154 forforBeachnut
Chesterfield
and L&M(P. cigarettes
^Includes
cigarettes
Lorillard), inno "piggyback"
longeron thecommercials.
marKet,
and $4,290 for Riviera cigarettes (American) in test markets,
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
includes $138,014 explained in ' ana
25
Courtesy Television Magazine, June 1962
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NAB

head

sees

cigarette ads as designed
should serve as a broadcast conThe personal views of NAB Presiscience as well. Under them and to
dent LeRoy Collins on the ethics of
them, the individual broadcaster and
cigarette advertising that influences
all related enterprises should be able
school-age children were the center
to look for, and find, ethical and
of industry controversy last week.
Here is the text of his remarks, de- moral leadership.
livered Nov. 19 at the final NAB
"For example, if we are honest
Fall Conference in Portland, Ore.:
with ourselves, we cannot ignore the
"Our radio and tv codes are key- mounting evidence that tobacco prostones in our NAB program. They
vides aserious hazard to health. Can
should be projected and lived up to, we either in good conscience ignore
the fact that progressively more and
not only as the broadcaster's charter
of self-regulation, but as a mark of more of our high school age (and
quality broadcasting for the guidance
lower) children are now becoming
of the people. It is our responsibility
habitual cigarette smokers? The most
to improve our codes to the point
recent statistics I have seen, point
that any eligible broadcaster would
out that 20% of boys have started
not consider failing to be publicly
smoking in the 9th grade, and alidentified as a member.
most 30% of all girls smoke before
they
are
graduated from high school.
"It is my personal view that our
We also know that this condition is
codes should be much more than
sets of legalistic standards and de- being made continually worse under
the impact of advertising designed
lineations ofgood taste and estimated
primarily to influence young peopie.
public tolerance. I think the codes
that Mr. Collins evidently believes that
smoking is bad for the health. "He accepts it," the agency executive noted,
"I don't."
"Who said children should smoke?
They shouldn't. They shouldn't drink
whiskey either," he pointed out. He
indicated it was up to parents to control their children and direct them and
not advertisements.
The agency president added, "It was
a nice speech for Mr. Collins. Let him
bave fun."
Company Viewpoint ■ A spokesman
for one tobacco company, who requested anonymity, explained it would
"be "most difficult" to implement Gov.
Collins's proposal even if the company
agreed with the NAB president's remarks concerning tobacco's harmful
effects. He added: "We don't agree with
him, by the way."
Tobacco, he said, has to be advertised on television and on radio as a
mass product during the periods of the
day when a mass audience is tuned in.
He continued: "How can a tobacco
advertise on a prime, nighttime television show and keep children from
watching? We don't know how to do it."
As industry interest in the cigarette
situation increased, Gov. Collins replied
to a Broadcasting reporter this way:
"This was not a spur of the moment
decision or the result of a specific recommendation by anybody else. The
subject has been on my mind and in
my heart for a long time.
"I was not pretending to express a
position of the association, the board
26 (THE MEDIA)

or the codes but I feel the president of
this organization should have a range
for the expression of his personal convictions about matters he regards of
importance to broadcasting.
"I do not oppose all advertising of
cigarettes. That would be ridiculous.
Certainly there is a wide scope of propriety for cigarette advertising. But
when a moral issue becomes involved,
then I think the broadcasters should
take a stand and I think advertising especially beamed to induce young schoolage children to smoke does present a
moral issue.
Portland's Subject ■ "At each NAB
fall conference I have taken up a different phase of broadcasting and I decided
to use this subject at Portland. As I
expected, the reaction has been mixed.
There has been both approval and disapproval from broadcasters. Of course
I am anxious at all times to act in such
a way as to merit the approval of our
members. But I shall never want this
or seek it at the cost of failing or refusing honestly to express any deep
convictions which I hold and this is just
such a case.
"I am confident that this is an attitude which the great majority of our
members prefer me to reflect.
"I plan to discuss the subject with
the Television Code Board when it
meets Dec. 1 1 and may have a specific
recommendation. "
Mr. DeWitt's letter to Mr. Swezey,
written July 12, suggested tobacco advertising inall media had gone beyond
the point of credulity and could be
harmful to youth. He contended all

to influence

young

"Certainly the moral responsibility
rests first on the tobacco manufacturer. Certainly it also rests on
the advertising agencies. Certainly it
also rests on the outstanding sports
figures who permit their hero status
to be prostituted.
"It is also true that broadcasting,
and other advertising media, cannot
be expected to sit in judgment and
vouch for the propriety of all advertising presented to the public over
their facilities.
"But where others have persistently failed to subordinate their profit
motives to the higher purpose of the
general good health of our young
people, then I think the broadcaster
should make corrective moves on
his own. This we could do under
code amendments, and I feel we
should proceed to do so, not because
we are required to, but because a
sense of moral responsibility demands it."
media have a responsibility to the public to reduce the attractiveness of tobacco advertising to young people, citing alittle league baseball spot in which
an adult smokes on the players bench.
Points to Britain ■ Tv and radio,
being more aware of their public responsibilities, should take the lead in
curbing this type of advertising, Mr.
Dewitt suggested. He added he had no
desire to be a lone crusader. He pointed to the Independent Television Authority's plan in Great Britain to cooperate with the cigarette industry in a fivepoint program designed to control advertising involving sports heroes and
other popular figures as well as to refrain from suggesting smoking is inseparable from masculinity, desirable
for young people, socially essential or
the source of ecstatic pleasure.
Mr. DeWitt's letter mentioned an
article in the July Scientific American
showing that cigarettes are responsible
for deaths in many ways and are not
merely a factor in lung cancer.
Tobacco Institute ■ The statement
by George V. Allen, president, Tobacco Institute, took sharp issue with
Gov. Collins's views on both cigarette
advertising and the medical aspects of
smoking. His statement follows:
"While cigarette advertising is an
activity of the individual companies, it
is my conviction that the president of
the National Association of Broadcasters, in a statement focused on highschool age children, is incorrect when
he suggests that cigarette advertising is
designed primarily to influence them.
"The tobacco industry regards smokBROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

and there's 27% more of it (on the national average)
in Ohio's Third Market — and no medium — but none
— covers it as thoroughly as WHIO-TV, AM, FM.
Ask George P. Hollingbery
Additional morsel for thought:
Good Labor-Management Relations. Less idleness
through work stoppages than any city its size, last ten
years. (Source: Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce)
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Associated with WSB, W SB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte North Carolina
WHIO

FM
DAYTON,

OHIO

• WHIO

TV

• AM
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48 years to selling print media

The Television Colonels were with the networks

before joining
for 48 years,

Altogether, we've had 132 years on the other side of the media street.
They were instructive years— and because of them, ail PGW

Colonels have a better,

broader understanding of media values— and how to evaluate them.
That's why the Colonel is always on the go!
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SAN FRANCISCO

ing as an adult custom, and the decision to smoke or not should be made
at the age of mature judgment.
"Mr. Collins's statement about smoking applies a layman's judgment of finality to questions of medical science
that are complex and are under study
and debate among scientists throughout
the world.
"Like many laymen, Mr. Collins mistakes repetition of charges for what he
refers to as 'mounting evidence.' "
Last Sept. 19 CBS-TV broadcast a
documentary on the subject, titled "CBS
Reports: the Teen Age Smoker." The
program drew a good response, except
from the Tobacco Institute which spoke
critically about its contents. Sponsors
of the broadcast were Henley-James
(Contac), Dodge and General Foods.
The network reported it got no complaints from agencies or advertisers.
Avco nine-month

net up 41%

Avco Corp.'s consolidated net earnings for the nine months ended Aug. 3 1
rose 41% (highest for such a period in
the company's history) to $12,390,933
($1.14 per share) from $8,797,648 (85
cents per share) for the same period of
1961. Net sales for the first nine months
increased 24% to $288,908,388 from
$233,558,320. Avco owns Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WLW

7*

and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWC
(TV) Columbus, WLWD (TV) Dayton, all Ohio, and WLWI (TV) Indian-

is, supporting performers appearing as
part of any program would be compensated for the actual time of their

apolis.
KYW-AM-TV

appearances.
■ Talent fees increased from $5 to
$7.50 for certain live announcements.
■ A multiple discount talent fee
formula would be eliminated on television. Tv talent fees will remain the
same regardless of frequency of programs during any week.

ends

after

strike
two

days

A two-day strike against KYW-AMTV Cleveland by the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists
ended in agreement on a new two-year
contr.xt, the stations reported Nov. 18.
The new pact provides a $10 weekly
pay raise in the first year and another
$10 increase in the second.
Thirty-one union members struck the
stations at 4 a.m. Nov. 16 (At Deadline, Nov. 19). Supervisory employes
provided news, information and entertainment services until the strike was
resolved at 4 p.m. Nov. 18.
A federal mediator, Gilbert J. Seldin,
announced that KYW and AFTRA
agreed that arbitration of the Oct. 25
discharge of Ken Bichl "would be expedited." Samuel Kates would arbitrate
that case, the stations said.
Other terms of the agreement:
■ Revision of a termination clause to
include ditional
a provision
"requiring
adtwo weeks notice
or two anweeks
pay in lieu of notice at termination."
■ A new program segment rate; that

f
i.i ■ x

$1

f

1

All that fits isn't necessarily news
Television over-commercialized?
sure. Indicating agreement, the television executive measured and
Not so, says Lloyd Cooney, manager
of KSL-TV Salt Lake City. His marked all space in that newspaper
new office "wallpaper" may bear him which was devoted to advertising.
out.
This total was 69.1% of all space,
Mr. Cooney turned paper hanger
he reported. By comparison, 17.5%
when a local daily newspaper
of KSL-TV's total broadcasting that
claimed that a newspaper advertisesame day was commercial in content, Mr. Cooney said.
ment has "round the clock" expo30
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Chris-Craft

sales up,

but net reported down
Chris-Craft Industries Inc. (formerly
Nafi Corp.) boosted revenues but fell
behind in net earnings for the first nine
months of 1962.
In an interim stockholders report issued Nov. 12, Chris-Craft President
John G. Bannister reported net earnings of $1,481,309 ($1.13 per share)
on total revenues of $51,857,501. This
compares
same 1961($1.47
period's
net earningsto ofthe$1,926,705
per
share) on revenues of $50,172,290.
The 1961 figures include non-recurring earnings of $401,079 attributed to
capital sales including KXYZ Houston
and tv film production and distribution
business and adjustment of film costs
at KCOP (TV) Los Angeles. ChrisCraft sold KXYZ for $750,000 to Lester
Kamin and associates last year.
The 1962 earnings sums include
$120,000 as a non-recurring credit in
the sale of KTVT (TV) Fort Worth.
KTVT was sold to WKY Television
System in August for $800,000. A 5%
stock dividend on capital stock, payable Dec. 14 to stockholders of record
Nov. 23, was voted by the board on
Nov. 7. Chris-Craft stations are KCOP
and KPTV(TV) Portland, Ore.
NBC

radio-tv affiliates

meet

NBC

Dec. 4-5 in N.Y.

A record attendance of NBC's radiotv affiliates is expected at the annual
meeting with the network's officials Dec.
4-5, according to Tom Knode, NBC
vice president of station relations. The
convention will be held this year in
New York at the Americana Hotel.
Representing NBC will be Robert W.
Sarnoff, board chairman; Robert E.
Kintner, president; and other key netnetwork executives. Mr. Sarnoff will
deliver an address during the convention, which will feature a radio affiliates meeting Dec. 4 (Tuesday) and tv
affiliates get together Dec. 5.
A reception and dinner will be held
at the hotel's Imperial Ballroom the
evening of Dec. 5. Entertainment will
be by Johnny Carson, Andy Williams,
Bill Dana, Jack E. Leonard and the
Christy Minstrels.
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If you

lived

in

San

Francisco.

Broadcaster

group

opposes high powers
The Maryland-D.C. Broadcasters
Assn. went on record at its fall meeting
in Baltimore last week as opposed to
authorization of increased power of up
to 750 kw for radio stations operating
on clear channels.
The U. S. House of Representatives
recommended last summer (in H Res
714) that the FCC re-examine its power
limitations on 25 class I-A clear channel stations now permitted a maximum
of 50 kw. (Broadcasting, July 9, 2).
The organization named Ewell K.
Jett, vice president and general manager of WMAR-TV Baltimore, to investigate the effects such power increases
might have on broadcasting. Mr. Jett,
a former FCC commissioner from
1944-47, was chief engineer of the
agency during WLW Cincinnati's experimental broadcasts with 500 kw in
the early '30s.
His study on "clear channel super
power" will be based on "history and
known engineering," Mr. Jett said, and
although he described his position on
such proposed increases as neutral, he
thought the economic effect of more
than 50 kw operation by stations would
be "most important."
A group of regional operators in
Michigan began a grass roots campaign
against the proposed power increases
last week (At Deadline, Nov. 19).
Joseph Goodfellow, vice president
and general manager of WRC-AM-FMTV Washington, was elected president
of the broadcasters association. (See
page 80 for other officers).

How to get a free meal from New York reps
Station reps in New York last
ing that some thief had stolen his in
a restaurant. He indicated to at
week were recovering from a mystery. The mystery: Who was the least one rep firm that it would get
his business, then left (after dinner)
man who kept popping up and reand never returned. He reportedly
porting he'd bought WHBQ Memphis and was looking for a new rep? did sign with still another rep.
The man was reported to have
His bubble began to burst when
reps started checking his stories. The
visited a number of station reprebroker whose nephew he claimed to
sentative firms during the week
ended Nov. 23. He said he was the be said he'd never heard of him.
Neither had a top member of the
nephew of a well-known station
Washington law firm he mentioned.
broker, gaveattorneys,
the name
"his"
Washington
and of
talked
as And officials of RKO General, owner
if he knew the broadcasting business.
of WHBQ, assured callers they had
not sold the station, had no intenHe got a free meal or two — no
more than the due of any prospective
tion of doing so, and hadn't the
client — and in one case he also faintest
notion of who the self-prowangled a raincoat after complainclaimed "buyer" might be.
Webster

warns

against

radio 'misconceptions'
Advertising agency and station executives were warned against following
old-fashioned ideas in using radio by
Maurie Webster, vice president and
general manager of CBS Radio Spot
Sales.
Speaking to the Philadelphia Television-Radio Advertising Club, Mr.
Webster pointed out that fashions which
do not represent real trends "may deceive us into mistakes."
Among examples of outdated fashions Mr. Webster cited was the "misconception that listeners just want
music and news from radio." He pointed to a recent survey which found that

Magnavox
sponsors $ 150,000 fm boost
150 STATIONS SWAP SPOTS FOR N.Y. PROMOTION OFFICE
The Magnavox Co. has agreed to give
Frank Freimann, president of Magnafm broadcasters the shot in the arm
vox, said the company is "proud" to
that many have been prescribing for support fm broadcasting on a national
scale and provide its dealers with the
themselves for several years.
A $150,000 contract between the Ft. "largest use" of fm in the history of
Wayne, Ind., set manufacturer and the the medium. T. Mitchell Hastings,
National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters will president of the NAFMB, expressed the
provide NAFMB the funds to open a group's appreciation of the interest
research and promotion office in New
shown in fm by Magnavox and its agenYork and in turn put Magnavox spots
cy, Kenyon & Eckhardt. He said a preon 150 fm stations around the country
liminary study will be undertaken shortfor six to nine months beginning today
ly to determine the type of fm information advertising agencies require.
(Nov. 26) (Broadcasting, Nov. 12,
Oct. 29).
Stephen Dietz, senior vice president
and director of marketing services for
Participating stations will turn over
income from their Magnavox schedules
K&E, said, "This pioneering media
to NAFMB for use in the New York
buy ... is good for both our client
operation. Under terms of the agreeand the NAFMB." He reported that
ment stations are airing six spots a day Magnavox is "reaching a productive
for six months or four spots for a audience efficiently." The schedule will
period of nine months.
help both the fm industry and the advertising business by developing useable
Many fm broadcasters have exinformation on the dimensions and the
pressed belief their medium can "get
nature of the fm medium, Mr. Dietz
off the ground" with proper professionsaid in his announcement.
al promotion.
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to 34% of the public the principal interest in radio was news and talk programming while 40% favored popular
music, 16% chose semi-classical and
classical music and 7% voted for
rock 'n' roll.
A second example of a "deceptive"
fashion is the "common assumption
that the way to evaluate radio stations
is simply to look at their ratings and
their costs." He described a new CBS
Radio service — RadioMarketing —
whose function is to help non-radio
clients and their agencies plan an efficient use of the medium.
KSD-AM-TV return
to 'P-D' annex
KSD-AM-TV St. Louis have returned
to their former home in the mechanical
annex of the Post-Dispatch building,
but the old place has been remodeled
and re-equipped about $1 million worth.
The KSD stations evolved in the
annex, but were moved into the main
building in 1949 and stayed there until
this month. The "new" home includes
a pair of two-story tv studios (one
spacious enough to accommodate an
audience of up to 60 persons) and
modern radio studios.
The television system is suitable for
addition of local color equipment later,
although KSD-TV (ch. 3) now carries
NBC programs in color.
Labor Dept. joins Morgan
ABC Radio's 1962 Edward P. Morgan Essay Contest will be held in association with the U. S. Dept. of Labor,
it was announced Wednesday (Nov.
21) by Secretary of Labor W. Willard
Wirtz and ABC Radio President Robert
R. Pauley.
The theme of this year's contest,
which is open to all undergraduate students in the U. S., will be "Youth's
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

programs outpointed competitive networ!
shows with a commanding 25.8 rating. In
addition to a substantial audience, WLWteamwork delivered topnotch production and
effective merchandising support. The same team
will return next season with added experience that
should result in even greater sales for our
client, Emge Packing Co."
Wallet C. GoUJred. Vice President
ftafcen Advertising Agency. Indianapoii

Call your WLW Stations' Representative . . . you'll be glad you did!

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation
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Challenge In the Labor Market of the
60's."
judges,in rules
and future.
prizes
are to beContest
announced
the near
Mr. Wirtz said the department's association with the event followed a conference with Mr. Pauley, ABC Radio
news commentator Edward P. Morgan
and George Meany, president of the
AFL-CIO
which sponsors Mr. Morgan's
radio broadcasts.
AFM Local 10 group
opposes Petrillo
For the first time in more than three
decades, James C. Petrillo will face opposition when he runs for re-election
Dec. 4 as president of Chicago Local 10
of the American Federation of Musicians. The entire slate of local candidates is opposed this year.
Although Mr. Petrillo has had some
stormy encounters with broadcasters,
this time his opposition is from a rebel
faction within the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, although there are said to
be others opposing him.
Mr. Petrillo and Local 10 recently
concluded a new three-year contract
with the Chicago Symphony calling for
a longer season and higher wages, including $200 weekly minimum, but the
union president also has ordered that
symphony players after Jan. 1 may not
take outside jobs. The rebel faction has
taken the issue to the National Labor
Relations Board.
Mr. Petrillo last week predicted a
"landslide" victory. His opponent is
Bernard Richards, an orchestra leader
and pianist.

D.C. helicopter detoured
A Washington,
C, station's
arrangement with a D.helicopter
service
for a twice-a-day traffic situation
broadcast was snarled in a federal
court last week — but the judge promised a decision tomorrow.
At issue is the claimed right by
WMAL Washington to extend the
existing contract it has with the
Washington-Baltimore Helicopter Co.
for broadcasting traffic conditions
daily 7-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m.
The Washington-Baltimore company, under an agreement with the
District of Columbia, provided a
helicopter to carry a D.C. police officer over the city at those times,
with WMAL broadcasting his reports. WMAL paid the helicopter
company $80 an hour for this service. This contract expired Nov. 8.

Media

reports...

Moved ■ KLAC Los Angeles has moved
into new studios at 5828 Wilshire Blvd.
A $100,000 modernization and equipment installation was climaxed with a
dedication ceremony featuring singer
Keely Smith. A 90-foot sign bearing
the station's call letters has been installed on the front of the building.
Entries wanted ■
received for the
interest awards,
Council, Chicago,

Entries are now being
annual media public
the National Safety
announced last week.

Court blocks union picketing of KHJ-AM-TV
SPAT BETWEEN IBEW, OFFSHOOT AFFECTS STATIONS
An order restraining the Radio Re- election to withdraw from that union.
cording & Television Employees Assn.
Subsequently they organized RRTEA.
A few weeks ago a jurisdictional fight
from picketing advertisers using KHJbroke out between IBEW and RRTEA.
AM-TV Los Angeles was issued
Wednesday (Nov. 21) by Judge KenIBEW pickets on Nov. 5 formed an "inneth N. Chantry of the Los Angeles Suformational" line around KCOP, which
perior Court. Judge Chantry also orIBEW said was designed to tell the pubdered the union to appear before Judge
lic of KCOP's "substandard wages and
Alfred Gittleson at 9 a.m. next Friday
working conditions." RRTEA retorted
(Nov. 30) to show cause why a prewith its own pickets at KHJ-AM-TV
liminary injunction should not be and KNXT (TV), whose employes are
granted to continue the picketing realso represented by IBEW. They disstrictions.
tributed leaflets asserting that "we have
better working conditions and, with our
The picketing union is not on strike
against the KHJ stations; it does not wage increase scheduled for December,
represent the employes of those sta- we will have better wages than most,
tions. Their union is International
if not all, IBEW contracts in the inBrotherhood of Electrical Workers,
When RRTEA extended its picketing
AFL-CIO, Local 45. The members of
RRTEA are employes of KCOP (TV)
todustry."
include advertisers on KHJ-AM-TV,
Los Angeles, who were represented by RKO General, licensee of these stations,
IBEW until November 1960 when, after
went to court seeking an injunction to
a long strike against KCOP, they voted
halt that activity. Last week's restrainin a National Labor Relations Board
ing order does so temporarily.
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by legal roadblock
In renegotiating its contract with
the federal city, the helicopter firm
was ordered to provide a larger helicopter with pontons for river rescue
work. The firm asked WMAL to pay
$88 an hour for the chopper, to provide it with two commercials in the
morning and again in the evening,
and to pledge not to enter the helicopter business. WMAL refused these
demands. The helicopter firm then
entered into a contract with WWDC
Washington for the service.
WMAL, on Nov. 8, asked for and
received a temporary restraining
order forbidding the helicopter company from providing its services to
WWDC and continuing the contract
with WMAL. Arguments on the
merits of the litigation took place
Nov. 21.

Two $1,000 Sloan Awards for radio-tv
are included. Deadline is Feb. 1, 1963.
Address: 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11 .
Advertising-pr counsel ■ WTEV (TV)
New Bedford, Mass., under construction with a January target date, has appointed Bo Bernstein & Co., Providence,
R. I., as advertising and public relations
counsel.
New face ■ KMTV (TV) Omaha looks
toward the first of the year for completion of a new building front made of
"pre-cast,
white Themarble
exposed-aggrertatA" tprr-i7n
imnmvpmpnt
is in
tune with an "Omaha Beautification"
campaign for the downtown area.
'Jax' marketing guide ■ WJXT (TV)
Jacksonville, Fla., has published its
WJXT /Jacksonville Market Data Book,
a handsome 30-page compilation of
facts and figures arranged in three convenient sections entitled "The Market,"
"The Media" and "WJXT."
Taft net up ■ Taft Broadcasting Co.
has reported net income after federal
income taxes of $385,495 (25 cents per
share) for the second fiscal quarter
ended Sept. 30, on revenue of $2,671,423. This compares to net income and
revenues for the same fiscal period in
1961 of $283,505 (18 cents per share)
and $2,287,868. Earnings are based on
1,568,938 shares outstanding as of
Sept. 30. A quarterly dividend of 10
cents per share, payable Dec. 14 to
stockholders of record Nov. 15, was
voted by the board meeting Oct. 15.
Taft stations are WKRC-AM-FM-TV
Cincinnati, WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columton, Ky.(Ohio), and WKYT (TV) Lexingbus
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962
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Letting
SUNBEAM

go in Miami: Biscayne's radio-tv
BUYING TV; RADIO INTERESTS TO COX

Details of the transaction by which
Biscayne Television Corp. is selling the
equipment, land and building of WCKT
(TV) Miami to Sunbeam Television
Corp. (Broadcasting, Nov. 19) were
listed last week in a petition seeking
FCC approval of the arrangements —
including the concomittant sale of
WCKR-AM-FM Miami by Biscayne to
the Cox interests for $500,000.
Sunbeam is paying Biscayne $31,000
at closing and notes payable monthly
over a 12-year period for the remaining
$3,368,550 with interest at 5% yearly.
Biscayne's permit for ch. 7 in Miami
has been voided by the FCC on charges
that principals of the company talked
to FCC commissioners off the record
while the original case was still in hearing. Sunbeam, the FCC found, was
the only one of the original four applicants which was not involved in offthe-record activities.
In discussing the gifts to be made to
the U. of Miami, the documents filed
with the FCC state that if the commission approves the dgals before the end
of this year, the Knight interests will
turn over $170,000 and the Cox in-

we

like

to

terests $330,000 worth of Biscayne
stock to the university. James M. Cox
also proposes to establish a trust
to provide $90,000 to the school. Over
several years, the filings state, the university stands to receive over $2 million
in gifts. Biscayne is owned 15% by
Niles Trammell, former NBC president;
and the remaining 85% is divided
among Cox and Knight executives.
The petition also refers to an agreement between Sunbeam and the university for special programming by the
university.

Changing

hands

. . .

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KCPX-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City,
Utah: Sold by Columbia Pictures to
Screen Gems Inc. for aggregate of
$2.4 million. Screen Gems is 89%
owned by Columbia Pictures. Columbia Pictures bought the Salt Lake stations in 1959 for $3.1 million. KCPX
operates on 1320 kc with 5 kw; KCPX-

put

facts

"out
in
the
open"
before
we
recommend
Hundreds of satisfied clients in the past have depended
on Blackburn's clear analysis of the facts on changing
markets before entering into media transactions.

RADIO • TV •
NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON, D.C.
James W. Blackburn
jack V. Harvey
Joseph
M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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&

Company,

The alltime record for NAB
regional conference attendance
was broken this year, according
to a compilation by William L.
Walker, NAB assistant treasurer
who directed arrangements for
the eight meetings.
Total registration this year
reached 1,958 compared to the
previous high, 1,925 in 1960.
The 1961 total was 1,613.
Registration of 308 at the Oct.
18-19 fall conference in New
York set a high point for the 1962
series, Mr. Walker said.
The Portland meeting was saddened by the death of Bert Lown,
CBS-TV western station relations
manager, who died in his sleep the
night of Nov. 19. He had arranged a Nov. 20 breakfast for
network affiliate executives attending the NAB conference. The conference adopted a resolution voicing condolences to Mrs. Lown
(see obituary notice page 82).

FM on 98.7 mc with 1.5 kw; KCPXTV on ch. 4.
■ KITE San Antonio, Tex.: Sold by
trustee in bankruptcy for Townsend
Growth Fund Inc. to Trigg-Vaughn
group for $450,000 in cash and assumption of $150,000 in liabilities. TriggVaughn group owns KVII (TV) Amarillo, KROD-AM-TV El Paso and
KOSA-AM-TV Odessa, all Texas, and
KRNO San Bernardino, Calif. Purchase
was made at public auction proceedings
before U. S. District Court Judge
Thomas Murphy in New York. TriggVaughn group outbid earlier offer by
Jester Broadcasting Co. of $395,000.
Jester Broadcasting is principally owned
by Mrs. Howard L. Burris, wife of veteran Texas broadcaster (Changing
Hands, Nov. 5). KITE operates on
930 kc with 5 kw daytime and 1 kw
nighttime.
■ KMO Tacoma, Wash.: Sold by J.
Archie Morton and Dana J. Hunter to
Edward A. Wheeler for $254,000. Mr.
Wheeler owns WEAW-AM-FM Evanston, 111. KMO operates on 1560 kc with
5 kw fulltime. Broker was HamiltonLandis & Assoc.

Protect your investment, too; consult Blackburn.

BLACKBURN

NAB attendance record

Inc.

CATV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
• FINANCING • APPRAISALS
BEVERLY HILLS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
M. Selph
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall Colin
G. Bcnnetf Larson
William B. Ryan
Stanley Whitaker
Bank
of
America Bldg.
Hub N.Jackson
GerardC. F.Williams
Hurley
9465 Wilshire Blvd.
333
Michigan Ave. John
1102
Healey
Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills,4-8151
Calif.
Financial 6-6460
CRestview
|Ackson 5-1576

■ KADY and KADI (FM) St. CharlesSt. Louis, Mo.: Sold by William R.
Cady Jr. to F. L. Morrisson and Rodney
Erickson for $175,000. Mr. Morrisson
is with CBS Network Sales and previously was a professional football player with the Cleveland Browns and Chicago Bears. Mr. Erickson until earlier
this month was president of Filmways
Inc., New York. Before that he was
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

with Warner Bros., Young & Rubicam,
NBC and CBS. KADY operates on
1460 kc with 5 kw daytime; KADI is
on 96.5 mc with 24.5 kw. Broker was
Blackburn & Co.
■ KLAS Las Vegas, Nev: Sold by Paul
Schafer (Schafer Custom Engineering
Div., Textron Electronics) to Robert
C. White for $162,500. Mr. White is
a New York builder. KLAS operates
fulltime on 1230 kc with 250 w. Broker
in the transaction was Albert Zugsmith
Communications Corp.
TelePrompTer

shows

third quarter gain
TelePrompTer Corp., New York,
last week reported third-quarter earnings of $47,696, in contrast to a loss of
$215,126 for the like period in 1961.
For the first nine months, the company reported a loss of $59,453 against
a loss of $184,764 for the corresponding period in 1961. Gross revenues of
$1,347,902 and $3,616,442 for the third
quarter and nine months, respectively,
were up from last year's $933,027 and
$3,604,500. The 1962 third-quarter
earnings represented 6 cents per share
of common stock.
Irving B. Kahn, chairman and president of the company, said that orders
and contracts now on hand, together
with the stability of revenues from catv
operations, indicate the company is
"succeeding in its program to attain better balance and diversification." He
said catv contributes almost half of
TelePrompTer's total revenues. The
company also is a major supplier of
live and closed-circuit tv facilities and
production services for meetings and
special events.
AMF

honors

for recreation

stations
programs

WXYZ-TV Detroit and WRFB Tallahassee were named last week as the
winners respectively of tv and radio
categories in the 1961 American Machinery &Foundry Co.'s annual journalism awards.
The awards — a citation and $1,000 —
are for outstanding reporting in the
physical recreation field.
A special citation also was awarded
to Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc., for supporting and encouraging the ABC owned and operated tv station's program.
Individuals selected from each station for recognition: John Pival, president, and Peter Strand, program manager, WXYZ-TV, for a program of
youth sports activities; Ray Starr, executive assistant to the president and public affairs director, WRFB, for a proBROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

Trigg-Vaughn buys one station as another burns
It was one up, one down, for fires were extremely unlikely, so the
chance of arson is being thoroughly
Trigg-Vaughn last week.
The one up is KITE San Antonio,
investigated. On Wednesday, KRNO's
Texas, which T-V is purchasing for new general manager, Tom Papich,
$600,000, the FCC permitting (see who assumed the post less than two
weeks before the fire, was hoping to
Changing Hands). The one down
get the station back on the air Thursis KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.,
day, using transmitting equipment
which burned to the ground early
flown in and installed in a mobileSunday morning (Nov. 18), with an
home trailer in the parking lot adequipment loss estimated at between
joining the KRNO tower, which was
$25,000 and $30,000.
not damaged by the fire.
It was the second fire at KRNO
Other Trigg-Vaughn stations: KVII
within a three-day period, both fires
(TV) Amarillo, KOSA-AM-TV
breaking out in places where short
Odessa, KROD-AM-TV El Paso, all
Texas.
circuiting or other electrically started

a local promoted
children's
circus, gram
onedealing
of with
101 programs
by that city's recreation department.
Award recognition was given at a
luncheon in New York last week at
which Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson was the featured speaker.
Inter Continental
succeeds Radio Concepts
The formation of Inter Continental
Broadcasting Media, New York, to serve
radio stations as a source of program-

HITTING

YOUR

'62

ming, commercial production, sales promotion and research has been announced
by Al King, board chairman.
The firm is the successor to Radio
Concepts Inc., New York, which has
been functioning for more than two
years as a producer of radio commercials for local advertising campaigns.
Inter Continental also will offer stations an employment service for broadcast management and on-the-air talent,
a station brokerage service and financing, as well as centralized purchasing
facilities.

PROFIT

ESTIMATE?

If so, then you should be giving some thought to acquiring another radio
or television station in 1963.
If not, then possibly that station or market isn't your particular cup of
tea!
In either case — buying or selling — Hamilton-Landis is available to put at
your service our years of proven experience in the field of station brokerage. Make profitable use of the 30-plus days remaining in this year by
meeting with one of our representatives to plan for 1963.

& ASSOCIATES, INC.
NEGOTIATIONS

APPRAISALS • FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. Q.
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
Dewitt landis
John F. Hardesty, Pres.
Richard A. Shaheen
Ray V. Hamilton
Don Searle
John D. Stebbins
1737 DeSales St., N.W.
Joe
A.
Oswald
111 Sutter St.
Tribune Tower
John
HicksSt.
Executive 3-3456
1511 H.Bryan
DEIaware 7-2754
EXnrook 2-5671
Riverside 8-U75
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BROADCAST
TV'S

AUDIENCE

CONTINUES

ADVERTISING

GROWTH

The viewer: young, medium income, city dweller-Nielsen
■ The number of tv homes in the
Today's television audience continues
to show growth, and an emphasis on U. S. is increasing steadily. The total
now stands at 49 million compared to
youth and middle-income, large-metro46.9 million a year ago. More than
politan-area families.
90% of U. S. famihes have at least one
For the most part, viewing follows
a day-period pattern set in the past, in- tv receiver (up from 88% a year ago).
cluding increases in afternoon audiences
■ The average daily hours of viewing
total 5 hours 6 minutes per home. This
and a slight decline in prime time.
As in the past, the vast percentage of is lower than peak 1958 when the average was 5 hours 13 minutes, but
this audience's viewing time is spread higher than both 1959 and 1960. In
over the nighttime schedule. The audi1961 this was 5 hours 7 minutes.
ence also has a variable tv taste that
changes rapidly from season to season.
■ Nighttime viewing (prime time,
These brief observations are discerni- 7:30-11 p.m., Sun.-Sat.) shows a slight
decline to 1 hour 54 minutes. This
ble from "The Television Audience
yearly decrease has been evident over
1962," an A. C. Nielsen Co. special report released to complete service clients, the past five years (from 2 hours 3 minutes in 1958).
which presents the state of the tv medium and profiles its audience. Basically,
its points reflect the evidence gathered
a year ago and freshened for Broadcasting late last winter (Broadcasting, Feb. 19, 1962).
While the full report is confidential,
here are some of the highlights:

Factor

tells how

DDB

In translating advertising for a
particular product from one medium
to another, the essential thing is to
have a strong basic idea to begin
with, Ted Factor, vice president of
Doyle Dane Bernbach and manager
of the agency's Los Angeles office,
explained recently there. Gimmicks
that are eye-catching in print or tv,
or unusual sounds on radio don't
carry over very well when a campaign isextended from one medium
into another, he told the Nov. 15
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. meeting. But strong copy will
come out equally well on the air or
in print.
Mr. Factor emphasized his point
with several examples from the work
of his own agency. A Holly sugar
newspaper ad was made up of
squares with the picture of a can
of brand-name coffee in each square
and underneath — square by square
and word by word — the copy: "They
taste even better with — " leading
the reader to the final square which
shows a clearly labeled sack of Holly
sugar. For radio, to reproduce the
eye-catching device of the newspaper
ad would have been clearly impossible, he noted, but the essential
idea was translated into a jingle in
which the brand names of not only
38

■ Daytime viewing during this time
has shown an increase — now up to 1
hour 29 minutes and a new high for any
year over the five-year period. Daytime hours in Nielsen's surveying are
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday-Friday.
Early evening and late evening viewing,

translates

ad

ideas

coffees, but also teas and cereals,
were amusingly combined in jingly
rhyme between the identical opening and closing stanza which effectively punched home the idea that
Holly sugar "makes good things
better
eat."
The to Ohrbach
newspaper ads,
which tell the store's high fashionlow price story in large dramatic
pictures and a minimum of copy,
on radio
became,
Ohrbach's
has
the clothes
that "Only
make the
woman

now at 55 and 26 minutes respectively,
have remained unchanged for the most
The A. C. Nielsen report also makes
these points:
As expected, tv usage reaches a peak
between 8 and 10 p.m. during winter
part.
months; an average of 64% of U. S.
homes are tuned in during these hours.
This drops to 52% in summer.
Daytime and nighttime tv gets into
nearly all tv homes. From Nielsen figures it's apparent that 85% of tv families "use" the set in the daytime, and
96% in the nighttime in the course of
a "typical" winter week (during summer, of course, these percentages drop
to 75 and 91 respectively.)
Not surprising are these reports:
■ There's an acceleration toward multi-sponsorship and participations in
prime evening programs for "greater
audience reach" and because of high
costs and uncertain new show status.
■ Last season about one out of four
evening programs used in-season reruns. And of especial interest in this
area: as a group, these repeats did
nearly as well as the originals in at-

to other

media

without breaking the man." American Airlines' billboard picture of
the Statue of Liberty with the caption, "Don't keep a lady waiting,"
on radio became an assortment of
voices, each expressing a personal
opinion on New York, followed by
the announcement that American
Airlines can get you there at nearly
the speed of sound.
For board
Levy's
bread the
billwords translate
into bold
a childish
lisp on radio, equally impressive.
This simplicity of the print ads for
the Volkswagen becomes, on radio,
the voice of an eight-year old girl,
unhappy over the "awful looking
car" daddy just bought. "I guess
daddy doesn't care what people think
of us. Why we don't even use the
expensive
gas any media,
more." especially
The broadcast
radio, suffer in comparison to print
advertising in the amount of publicity they get, Mr. Factor observed.
Radio ads can't be torn out and
saved; they can't be reproduced in
advertising trade papers; they can't
be pinned to a bulletin board for
comparison with the ads of the competition. That is probably why DDB
is generally thought of as a print
agency, he said.
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

POWER!
For

U. S. and

Canada

WGR-TV
reaches more homes than

TELEVISION
WGR-TV Buffalo-Niagara Falls
WDAF-TV Kansas City
KFMB-TV San Diego
KERO-TV Bakersfield
WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes Barre
the 7th

U. S. Market

WGR-TV's Power reaches a combined total of 1,603,500 TV Homes.
DWGR-TV's Powerful Signal reaches 747,500* television homes in a U.S. market
where the buying income is over five and a half billion dollars.

RADIO
KFMB and KFMB-FM San Diego
WDAF and WDAF-FM Kansas City
WDOK-AM and WDOK-FM Cleveland
WGR and WGR-FM Buffalo

Hj WGR-TV's Powerful Signal reaches 856,000t television homes in a Canadian
market, including Toronto, where the buying income is nearly six billion dollars.

Represented by
The combined population and purchasing power is more than the seventh largest market in the U.S.
(EdwardYpetry S-Yco.. Inc.)
You cannot afford to overlook these two great markets and the one station that reaches them both best. WGR-TV.
*American Research Bureau, November 1962. fCanadian Broadcast Bureau of Management, 1962.
WGR-TV • CHANNEL 2 • NBC • BUFFALO-NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK
• A TR ANSCONTI N ENT STATION
TRANSCOHTINENT TELEVISION
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One

more

for

the

President

This San Francisco schoolboy isn't
going to be a "Soft American."
When President Kennedy charged
that too many young Americans
were neglecting their bodies,
most of the country took his
words to heart. How could his call
to action best be answered?
It was answered by San
Francisco's KGO-TV— one of the
five ABC Owned Television
Stations— in the community spirit
that all these stations are
continually displaying.
Conceived by KGO-TV, the
"Formula for Fitness" program
is doing much to raise the
standards of physical education
in Southern California.
This program was launched
last March with an hour-long
documentary discussion of
the falling off in the physical
condition of our people.
It continued, next day, with the
first of a long series of
physical training
demonstration programs,
scripted and produced
by 38 school districts in the San
Francisco Bay area. Each
demonstration lasts 10 minutes.

ABC OWNED

Fifty are now being rerun.
This particular public
service project is just one
example of the way each ABC
Owned Television Station is
assuming vigorous leadership
in community affairs.
Undertaken in the same spirit,
for instance— and presented
with equal excitement— is
WXYZ-TV's "Junior Sports Club"
program in Detroit. This
Saturday afternoon feature won
the 1961 National Recreation
Association Award for
outstanding TV reporting in the
field of physical recreation.
Or witness WABC-TV's "High
School Sports"-onlyTV coverage
of these sports in the New York
area. And KABC-TV's "Matter of
Life" in Los Angeles, a program
on heart research. And WBKB's
anti-influenza drive in Chicago—
a reminder to viewers to get
their "shots" before the
winter's predicted epidemic.
Today, all ABC Owned Television
Stations are community-slanted.
And staffed with enthusiastic,
imaginative people.
All five are very much alive.

TELEVISION STATIONS/New York's WABC-TV/Chicago's WBKB/Detroifs WXYZ-TV/San Francisco's KGO-TV/Los Angeles' KABC-TV

Gram travels with the speed of a
telegram
is USA,
delivered
— free —
everywhereand
in the
everyday.
"It's the gift you wire for all special occasions," the voice continues
to an illustration of waving hands
of
people
on shipboard,
"forgift
happy
times
and bon
voyage. The
you
wire [as the screen reveals the
clasped hands of a bride and grooml
for happy anniversaries and weddings too. For special events and

Candy-with the speed of
"New! From Western Union
comes CandyGram, the gift you
wire — with your own telegram on
the cover of a box of delicious kitchen-fresh chocolates."
Behind the announcer's voice a
whirling animated CandyGram
zooms out of its spin to stop as the
sleeve slips off the box to reveal the
telegram cover, which slides up off
screen to disclose a full-screen
tracting audiences.
The report noted that 57 of last season's 100 programs returned this season, and that of the programs on for
more than one year, 68% were back
this season. Of last season's new shows,
38% returned.
The Nielsen report confirmed previous news reports showing more drama,
situation comedy, adventure and variety
in new shows. Very little addition of
western, quiz panel or music was reported among this season's new entries
on the schedule.
A. C. Nielsen reported that network
feature films have been successful in
attracting audiences. The performance
of the films was particularly strong in
these areas: large metropolitan, the
Northeast, the East-Central and Pacific
and with the young and middle-aged
and middle and upper income homes.
Last season in the course of four weeks,
two-third of the tv public viewed a network feature film.
Other points: fringe time of 5-7 p.m.
and 11 p.m.-l a.m. reaches 91% of all
U. S. tv homes with the average viewing
a total of 7 hours and 54 minutes per
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

a telegram
glamour shot of the box full of
candy. That's the opening of the
new tv commercial for CandyGram
that started the company's pre-holiday campaign in mid-November in
28 cities. Agency is Cole Fischer
Rogow, Beverly Hills, Calif.
The CandyGram is seen traveling
over cities (see picture), countryside and the suburbs, as the voice
informs the audience that "Candyweek. Late fringe time is better for
reaching men and about as good for
reaching women; fringe time is more
suitable to attract women with no children or older children — women with
young children view less during the
early and late evening hours.
Working women are substantial tv
viewers even during daytime hours, it
was noted.

Don't be bashful,
agencyman tells reps
Station representatives should not be
timid about presenting their sales story
to the agency timebuyer or account
executive, but they must be prepared
to support it with facts, Jim Beach, vice
president and broadcast supervisor,
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, said
Monday in a talk before the Station
Representatives Assn. there.
But the representative should not
press an alternative buy if it is clear
that it will not fill the need, he said.
Mr. Beach thinks representatives often
allow the timebuyer to sell them instead
of effectively making their own presentation. He indicated this happens be-

happy, party
happy sketch
birthdays"
festive
that (with
includesa
popping balloons).
The party action increases on
screen as a trio sings a jingle. As
the music fades, the announcer
states: "Call Western Union — anytime— to send a Candygram."
The tv spot has three endings. For
general use there's a little man, worriedly walking in circles until the
idea strikes him that CandyGram is
the solution to his special gift problems. For Thanksgiving the little
man is a little Pilgrim father and
for Christmas a little Santa Claus,
but in each instance CandyGram
proves the perfect gift.
Candygram will spend between
$300,000 and $400,000 during the
next year, 85% of it for tv. The
company will be concentrated before
Christmas, Valentine's Day, Easter
and Mother's Day. Mother's Day
will get the heaviest promotion,
about half of the total budget, the
remainder being distributed among
the other holidays.
cause the representative is abashed.
When the agency executive also is a
specialist in the broadcast media.
"If . . . you do not get a proper audience when . . . you have a real story
to tell, which will produce the results
sought," Mr. Beach said, "it is up to
you to be dogged enough, tolerant
enough, determined enough and tactful
enough
audience."
He
said thattoinget
mosta proper
cases where
prospects
are handled properly, budget, product
and market information will be candidly
treated to get the most value for the
client and the representative will get
full cooperation.
McCall urges women
to enter advertising
"That special gift of the female sex
— common sense" is one of five qualities young college women can bring to
the advertising industry. David McCall,
vice chairman of C. J. La Roche & Co.,
New York, stated that this quality gives
youngthe women
that
emperor thehas perception
no clothes to
on "see
...
andSpeaking
to say so."
before a group of 275 colBROADCASTING, November 26, 1962
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Gross

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
Total
January
February
March
May
April
June

billings at tv networks
SEPTEMBER
JANUARY-SEPTEMBER
%
%
1961
1962 Change
1962 Change
1961
$138,676,320 $149,075,654 + 7.5
$15,258,660 $16,601,454 + 9.0
191,864,347
226,065,157 +17.8
21,459,225 25,859,009 +21.0
18,737,541
21,405,915 +14.0
182,982,995
204,994,280 +12.0
$513,523,662 $580,135,091 +13.0
$55,455,426 $63,866,378 +15.2
MONTH BY MONTH 1962
Total
NBC
ABC
CBS

$16,673,662
$25,528,518
$23,578,579
21,956,372
15,757,364
23,528,815
24,100,566
17,762,981
25,731,519
17,237,755
24,193,144
21,899,207
23,494,373
17,227,296
25,380,092by
22.609,590
25,081,505
16,031,277
15,708,722
22,788,918
25,793,374
16,075,143
23,160,760
24,969,181
*
y
l
21,405,915
16,601,454
25,859,009
September
AuJugust*
*July and August 1962 figures revised as of November 9, 1962
NETWORK TELEVISION GROSS TIME BILLINGS

$65,780,759
61,242,551
67,595,066
63,330,106
66,101,761
63,722,372
64,291,014
64,205,084
63,866,378

DAY PARTS
°l
1961
1962
Change
1961
1962
September
January-September
Daytime
$16,263,046
$20,107,970 +23.6 $151,289,195
$179,687,703
Mon.-Fri.
12,709,488
15,007,275 +18.1 125,261,398
147,395,579
Sat.-Sun.
3,553,558
5,100,695 +43.5 26,027,797
32,292,124
Nighttime
39,192,380
43,758,408 +11.7 362,234,467
400,447,388
Total
$55,455,426
$63,866,378 +15.2 $513,523,662
$580,135,091
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
lege women and faculty members Nov.
17 in New York, Mr. McCall said the
other qualities she can contribute to a
successful advertising career are brains,
integrity, idealism and energy.
Mr. McCall was the luncheon speaker at the annual Career Conference
sponsored by the Advertising Women
of New York Foundation Inc. The
conference, whose attendance represented 58 colleges on the eastern seaboard, is designed to interest college
women in advertising and to provide
students and college placement directors
with information on job opportunities
in the industry.
Advertiser responsible
for ads, says Allport
The responsibility for advertising belongs to the advertiser and nobody else,
according to Peter W. Allport, president
of the Assn. of National Advertisers.
Addressing the annual convention of
the American Bottlers of Carbonated
Beverages, held in Atlantic City, Mr.
Allport said media, agencies and government have their own responsibilities
that may dovetail with the advertiser's.
But, he asserted:
"The responsibility for what is said
in advertising, for its tastefulness, for
its appropriateness to its audience, for
its truthfulness, for assurance that the
consumer is treated not as a moron,
but as your wife, belongs to the adver44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

%
Change
+18.8
+17.7
+24.1
+10.5
+13.0

tiser alone."
Mr. Allport cited ANA's "Legal
Rules of the Road," the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies' creative code
and the Advertising Federation of
America's "Advertising Truth Book"
as valuable aids in the preparation of
tasteful and truthful advertising.
ARB releases report
on local tv audiences
The American Research Bureau,
Beltsville, Md., announced last week
that it has released its new local market tv audience reports. The reports,
based on quarter-hour time periods except during prime time, when half-hour
periods are used, include a spot-buying
guide which estimates the number of
viewers during station breaks.
The rating service's new charts break
down audience counts into six categories, total men, men 18-39 years of
age, total women, women 18-39, teenagers and children; the ARB previously
reported only three categories, men,
women and children.
Interpublic starts
world-wide pr outfit
The establishment by Interpublic
Inc. of Infoplan, an international public relations organization with offices in
the U. S., Canada, the United Kingdom,
West Germany, France, Italy, Brazil,

Mexico and Japan was announced last
week by Marion Harper Jr., president
and board chairman of Interpublic.
Mr. Harper said this represents the
formation of the "first wholly owned
world-wide public relations service."
He announced the appointment of Sydney Morrell, executive vice president of
Interpublic's Communications Affiliates
Inc., as board chairman of Infoplan, and
Robert I. Elliott, Interpublic general
corporate executive, as president. J. L.
Deane, a general corporate executive
of Interpublic and Richard Azzling,
senior vice president of Communications Affiliates, were named executive
vice presidents of Infoplan.
Business

briefly . . .

Minute Maid Corp., Orlando, Fla.,
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, has
purchased sponsorship
of NBC-TV's
presentation
of Tournament
of Roses
Parade, Jan. 14 (11:30 a.m.-l:45 p.m.
NYT). The parade will be sponsored
by Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, through
Lynn Baker Adv., on CBS-TV.
Savings & Loan Foundation, through
McCann-Erickson, New York, has
bought "Gary Cooper — Tall American," an NBC-TV Project 20 program
scheduled for Tue., March 26 (7:308:30 p.m. EST).
Ford Div., Schlitz Brewing, Carter
Products, Bristol-Myers, and P. Lorillard, are the sponsors of Sunday Sports
Spectacular, weekly 90-minute series on
CBS-TV, which begins Sun., Jan. 13
(2:30-4 p.m. EST). Agencies: J. Walter Thompson (Ford); Leo Burnett Co.
(Schlitz); Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles (Carter); Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield (Bristol-Myers), and
Grey Adv. (P. Lorillard).
Rep appointments...
■ WAEZ (FM) Miami Beach, Fla.:
Herbert E. Groskin & Co., New York,
as national representative.
■ Spanish International Network
[KMEX (TV) Los Angeles, KWEK
(TV) San Antonio, Tex.; and five Mexican border stations: XEFE-TV Nueva
Laredo-Laredo; XEJ-TV Ciudad JuarezEl Paso; XHFA-TV Nogales (Sonora
and Arizona); XHBC-TV MexicaliImperial Valley, Calif., XEWT-TV
Tijuana-San Diego]: Gates/Hall as west
coast representative.
■ WSET Glens Falls, N. Y.; KWRE
Warrenton, Mo., and WNAK WilkesBarre, Pa.: Prestige Representation Orresentative. ganization, New York, as national rep■ WERE Cleveland: H-R Representatives Inc., New York, as national sales
representative.
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From

the four quarters of the world
BBC

tv brings

you

"ADVENTURE"
The romance and mystery of the Earth's remote regions brilliantly
presented in a series of 30-minute programmes of travel and
exploration.
From Lhasa to the headwaters
of the Amazon . . . from Dawson
City to the headhunters of Borneo ... by balloon from Zanzibar
to the mainland of Africa, BBC tv reveals the wonder and excitement of the world's forgotten regions in "Adventure". Prepared
by the BBC Travel and Exploration Unit, each programme employs
unique and often historic material never seen before, gathered
from both BBC-supported expeditions and independent travellers.
Edited and presented by David Attenborough and Brian Branston,
"Adventure" is a brilliant and fascinating series with an irresistible
appeal to every type of viewer.
"Adventure" and the Press.
"Every week, when I watch the BBC's 'Adventure' series, I think
they can't possibly do it again. Every week I'm forced to admit
they have! " "... a dramatic experience with moments of great
beauty." ". . . 'Adventure' on BBC tv will always score." ". . .
I could have done with an hour of it."

THE BRITISH
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
TELEVISION CENTRE, LONDON. W . 1 2
• S30 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 20. N Y •
NATIONAL BUILDING, 250 PITT STREET,
SYDNEY • VICTORIA BUILDING. 1 4 O
WELLINGTON
STREET.
OTTAWA 4
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Roslow

predicts

SEES EMPHASIS

changes

SHIFT FROM

The late 60's and 70's will see "a lot
less irresponsible nit-pickings at ratings
and a lot greater appreciation of their
true role and limitations," Dr. Sydney
Roslow, director, The Pulse Inc., told
the Hollywood Ad Club in a speech
last Monday (Nov. 19).
He and his research colleagues, Dr.
Roslow stated, "have been quite upset"
— by those who try to blame the ratings
for the "frustrations" they feel "as if
not having ratings would really enable
advertisers to buy better programs and
really enable sellers to program better.
It's a tribute to the common sense of
people in and out of the industry that
they did not permit ratings to be
stampeded into regimentation, or out of
existence, to satisfy people angry about
something else."
Looking ahead 10 or 15 years, Dr.
Roslow expressed the belief that "the
whole structure of the rating report will
change; broader time periods will be
rated, maybe three-hour segments" with
three-hour audience composition blocks
and cumulative audience reports.
"The emphasis will be on persons
rather than homes," he predicted, noting
that the transistor radio has already
done much to make radio listening an
individual activity. "The same transition will take place in television with
the advent of the truly small portable
tv set," he went on. "Persons will constitute the target for the advertiser. He
will be pinpointing his advertising
messages rather than employing the
buckshot approach on rooftops."
Fm Study ■ In fm, ratings for 15minute and half-hour periods aren't the
answer, the Pulse principal declared.
Ratings by "broader periods, plus cumulative data, shown by three- or sixhour blocks, daily and weekly, may be
the answer." He reported that such a
survey has already been produced for
six non-duplicating fm stations in Los
Angeles and predicted that more research will be done in the future on a

in ratings

HOMES

systems

TO INDIVIDUALS

ARF's
Jk

^^Bi^SBH Jk.
Dr. Roslow
There'll be changes made
cooperative basis.
Qualitative information is going to
become increasingly important to broadcasters, advertisers and agencies in the
years ahead, Dr. Roslow stated. As a
major step, he cited the just-published
Dimension '62 — "a qualitative breakdown of the entire radio audience: by
income, education, age, sex, number of
children, employment status of housewife, amount of listening, place of listening and kind of radio listened to . . ."
He acknowledged his debt to four
station representatives — AM Radio
Sales, H-R, The Katz Agency and Radio-Tv Reps, who joined Pulse in "underwriting this study as a service to the
entire radio-television and advertising
This study shows that three out of
industry."
four people over 12 years of age listen
to the radio on an average weekday, he
said, with an average daily listening of
6.4 hours per household, 21% of it

Salada happy with year-long radio honeymoon
Spot radio is holding its own for
tising is concentrated on 45-50 stations in the Northeast, with 24 to
one of its happiest customers. Salada
Tea, which withdrew all its newspa150 spots per week per station, acper advertising and put its entire
cording tothe market's size.
budget of $1.5 million in the medium
John W. Colpitts, advertising mana year ago, (Broadcasting, Nov. 20,
ager of the Salada- Junket Div. of the
1961), still uses radio almost ex- Salada Foods Co., indicated the firm
was very satisfied with the results of
clusively and has increased its markets, stations and frequency.
the radio drive, and expected to conSalada entered radio in about 20
tinue the campaign indefinitely.
markets in 1961, and since increased
Salada's agency is Hoag & Prothat number to about 26. Its adver- vandie Inc., Boston.
46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

out-of home with a third of the out-ofhome listening done in autos. Inside the
home, only half the total listening is to
fixed radio sets. The data show that
families doing the most listening, more
than 11 hours a day, include a 25%
larger than normal share of high income families ($7,500 and up) and a
44% above normal number of large
families (five or more members). Conversely, the lightest listening homes (1.3
hours a day) are 40% below normal in
the big family category and only 9%
above normal in the high income group.
Dr. Roslow concluded by noting that
"there will be a lot less mis-use and
abuse of research as more of us discover
that research is not the action. It is not
the judgment. It is only an aid to judgment ... It is a tool to complement
all the other tools management needs
for its cerebral decisions."

ratings

guide

beco
r'
mes that'best
A booklet
discussesselle
broadcast
ratings for the executive
whofallisn't
research-oriented, released this
by the
Advertising Research Foundation, is a
"best seller."
It is called "The Intelligent Man's
Guide to Broadcast Ratings" by Martin
Mayer (the author of Madison Avenue,
U.S.A. and other books and magazine
articles). ARF commissioned the report
to explain the highly technical field of
broadcast research — of which audience
measurement, or ratings, is a key indicator— to the layman.
Mr. Mayer based his booklet on the
so-called "Madow Report" — an evaluation of broadcast ratings methods submitted to the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee a couple of
years ago.
ARF said many readers of the report had "expressed the need for a condensed and simplified version" and that
in May 1961 ARF's
of directors
commissioned
the board
summary.
ABC,
CBS and NBC underwrote publication
and it was approved by both the ARF
board and its technical committee "consection." ■ The first printing
Second sultation
Printing
in September 1962 totaled between
1,400 and 1,500 copies but the demand
was so immediate for bulk orders that
ARF this month issued a second printbringing 3,500.
the total number of bookletsing,to some
The Television Information Office
has circulated 500 or more booklets to TIO's "sponsors," suggesting
broadcasters might find the booklet
helpful to those in direct contact with
the public. ARF spokesmen said the
booklet is the most popular such printing of recent years.
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WHY

AIR

ATC
free

your

Automatic

announcers

RESTRICT

PERSONNEL?

Programming

from

YOUR

Components

time-consuming

control

operations

Think of the waste in valuable time and talent when an announcer
is restricted to simple control room operation. Wouldn't it be far
more efficient and profitable if you could free him for more productive functions ... in news, continuity, sales, engineering, special
events, or more creative and saleable programming? You can
accomplish this by the use of ATC equipment which can be adapted
to whatever degree of automatic programming you need to achieve
your purpose. ATC equipment can easily pay its own way by
freeing this valuable air personnel from mechanical chores to
full productive pursuits.
FREE

BOOKLET

AUTOMATIC

EXPLAINS

HOW

PROGRAMMING

ATC
CAN

WORK FOR YOU This 38-page illustrated booklet explains the automatic programming concept, how
it can benefit your operation, and illustrates how
ATC equipment can be adapted as an efficient programming system tailor-made to your individual
station. Write, wire or phone now for
FREE BOOKLET plus complete liter- ,
ature on the full line of ATC equipment.
Automatic Tape Control, Inc.
5^209 E. Washington St. • Bloomington, Illinois
Rush FREE BOOKLET on automatic programming and
Made by broadcasters for broadcasters
literature on ATC equipment.
NAME
TITLE
S
TATION
AUTOMATIC TAPE CONTROL, INC.
209 E. Washington St. • Bloomington, Illinois
ADDRESS
Overseas Sales (Except Canada) CBS International, 46 E. 52nd St., New York,
CITY
STATE
22, N.Y. Marketed in Canada by Canadian General Electric, Toronto 4, Ontario.
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BBDO'S
Agency

comes

ON-AIR
up with new

of tv commercials

TESTS
data on effectiveness

at Erie, Pa., laboratory

BBDO has advanced its on-the-air
laboratory testing of tv commercials a
few notches since public disclosure of
the experiment
casting, April 2).last spring (BroadThe BBDO project, which uses a
commercial station and a syndicated
program sponsorship, is known as
Channel One.
Basically, the laboratory tests commercial effectiveness as well as copy
themes, visuals and the like with actual
on-the-air tryouts. Film, slides, live
action and tape are among the techniques involved.
Initially the experiment was on
WKTV (TV) Utica, starting in midJune of 1961. At first it used an
anthology and then in mid-September
purchased The Beachcomber, syndicated half-hour action-adventure series
which is distributed by Independent
Television Corp.
Now in Erie ■ But since last September, or one year after initiating this
particular program series, BBDO moved
its on-the-air laboratory out of Utica
and into Erie, Pa., where it is sponsoring another half-hour syndicated
show, the off -network Hennesey distributed byNBC Films.
BBDO has the usual three commercial minutes within the half hour at its
disposal. The typical procedure is for

the agency to run three commercials.
Then a telephone squad interviews respondents inthe area immediately after
the close of the show and up to 10:30
that night. The Hennesey series on the
Erie station (ch. 13) has the same
time period, 7:30-8 p.m., but on a
different day of the week, now Thursday, compared to Tuesday in Utica.
A detailed description of the techniques, methodology and conclusions
was presented last April 2 in Broadcasting.
A further check was made last week
in an interview with Dr. Clark Wilson,
BBDO's director of research.
New Results ■ BBDO researchers at
Erie have extended tests which. initially
indicated that a 30-second tv commercial has a performance value of "twothirds the 60-second commercial." The
further experimenting has underscored
this conclusion.
They also have new evidence bearing
out that two commercials placed backto-back and advertising products which
are related do not tend to reduce the
effectiveness of either commercial.
But the agency has confirmed,
through tests, an obvious rub-off expected in certain cases from one commercial onto another. This rub-off
comes when one commercial is for a
dominant brand name and the other is

adjacent in hopes of building new product identity through association.
BBDO also had found initially that
regardless of the product relationship
or positioning, the back-to-back airing
of commercials again makes no difference in awareness or in effectiveness.
In this area, the agency technicians
now find an indication that the lesser
"known" commercial usually is in the
second position, and that there's a
carry-over in "familiarity."
Solo and Duo ■ BBDO's research
team in Erie notes that it still appears,
from its further testing, that a 30second commercial run by itself maintains about the same response level as
when run back-to-back with another
of the same length.
It's also apparent that the agency is
getting to a point where it can have
measurements on awareness, consumer
promise and brand preferences in its
commercial tests.
According to Dr. Wilson, copy-theme
testing has been continued with "great
success," the agency finding it both a
relatively
inexpensive
while to the
client. matter and worthThere's an approximate $750 charge
to the client for each commercial run
in Channel One. In the Wt. years the
project
has been continued,
"well over"
200 commercials
(some repeats)
have
been tested.
"Some Confidence" ■ The BBDO research department feels now that it is
far
enough
to "have
in the
testingalong
methods
used confidence"
so that its
creative
people
can haveto "some
Also of
importance
BBDO: help."
The
agency now is beginning to see its way
clear as to when possibly a commercial
may be "growing thin." Researchers
with the agency have been plotting a
learning curve on this basis and may
extend its probing by applying "literature from the 'learning' field." This
could be a "fruitful tie-in," according
to Dr. Wilson.
Thisever,possible
would come "breakthrough,"
in a touchy areahowof
commercial frequency; to wit, when
does a commercial's ability to make
the viewer aware of its copy and sales
points wear thin?
The ward agency's
researchers
to determining
a set of look
rules,foror

This Gallo wine commercial that's on-the-air laboratory now located at
known nationally to U. S. audiences WICU-TV Erie, Pa. Previously the
is one of many first tested on BBDO's
lab site was at WKTV (TV) Utica, N. Y.
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guide-posts, for clients. For example,
how long should he advertise? How
many products can be put on a show?
When does he need to change his copy?
How long must the advertiser be on
the show before he gets results?
BBDO people noted that a good
many clients have taken advantage of
Channel One and that enough data has
been accumulated for the agency to
circulate periodic reports soon on the
research to agency executives and to
clients.
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Ear to the ground . . . eye on the ball . . . nose to the
grindstone . . . and shoulder to the wheel! An awkward
position to maintain at any time, but WOC-TV's salescoordinating staff does it every day. It's all part of
WOC-TV's extra effort to assure the success of advertising schedules through consistent promotions,
merchandising, information, and personal contacts.

WOC-TV is more than a member of the community . . . it's a member of the family. With responsible local programing, WOC-TV has
created a loyal audience that responds with enthusiasm.
Such attention carries a tremendous impact on the 2 billion dollar
market covered by the WOC-TV signal. The average household
has an effective buying income of $6,091* and part of what and why
they spend is activated by what they see and hear on WOC-TV.
The image and impact created by WOC-TV is given impetus by
an effective sales co-ordinating staff that establishes and maintains constant liaison between the advertiser and his retail outlet.
For full information about WOC-TV, see your PGW Colonel . . .today!
"Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power — 1962"

WOG

6

Exclusive National Representatives — Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
DAVENPORT, IOWA
THE QUINT CITIES / DAVENPORT • BETTENOORF • ROCK ISLAND • MOLINE • EAST MOIINE
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ARE

AD

AGENCIES

TOO

SECRETIVE?

West Coast media men say agencies spurn their help
Advertising agencies are failing to
take full advantage of the help available to them from media, the Western
States Advertising Agencies Assn. was
told last Monday (Nov. 19) by representatives of radio, newspapers and
magazines. All too often, the media
men reported, agencies are unduly secretive about the advertising problems of
their clients. Instead of inviting help
from media, the typical agency reaction
to an offer of assistance is: "You give
us a rate card and your circulation or

coverage figures; we'll take care of creating the ideas."the extensive market reIn ignoring
search by industry organizations such
as Radio Advertising Bureau, and Television Bureau of Advertising, as well
as the programming studies of individual radio and tv stations and networks
and the editorial studies of newspapers
and magazines, the agencies are passing
up a wealth of assistance that is their's
for the asking, the media representatives asserted.

Bob Light, president of the Southern
California Broadcasters Assn., told the
WSAAA dinner meeting the SCBA will
be happy to give any agency any material it has about the market in general or the individual stations. SCBA
is also ready and willing to compile special material for any agency contemplating the use of radio, he stated.
Mr. Light reported that people are
buying radios, especially transistor sets,
in
numbers,
"andI can
the
onlyunprecedented
reason for buying
a radio
think of is to listen to it." Hal Tucker,
president, Los Angeles Newspaper Representatives Assn., pointed out that contrary to widespread belief, there are
more daily newspapers published in
the country today than in 1945 (1,761
now vs 1,749 then) and that 86.4%
of the nation's households are newspaper readers. Ray Husted, president,
Magazine Representative Assn. of
Southern California, said that in the
first nine months of 1962, magazine
revenue rose $26 million (4.5% ) over
that for the same period in 1961. Regional editions are responsible for much
of the increase, he stated, noting that
151 publications now have regional editions.
Looking ahead to 1963, the media
representatives predicted continued
growth for their respective fields but
no startling changes.
Agency appointments...
■ Electronic Specialty Co. has appointed Grant Adv., Chicago. All account
activities for the company and its divisions and subsidiaries will be handled

George Kupper, of Peters. Griftin. Woodward, "initiates" Jerry Sprague into the Club.
Jerry Sprague, of Cunningham & Walsh, joins the Tricorn Club
Actually, he's belonged for years. Just never got around to being "hatted."
He's belonged because Jerry knows North Carolina's No. 1 metropolitan market
is that combined three-city "tricorn" . . . Winston-Salem, Greensboro, High Point.
Jerry and other media experts know it's first by those basic marketing yardsticks
of population, households and retail sales. Now, how can a sales-minded spot
TV schedule afford to omit the No. 1 metropolitan market in the state that is
12th in population? Big bonus, too — of 14 other thriving cities and lush farm
country. All covered to their eyes and ears by WSJS Television, night and day.
P. S.: Stumped for a test market — isolated, balanced, inexpensive? We take
orders of all sizes.
Source: U. S- Census

WINSTON -SALEM
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TELEVISION
GREENSBORO / HIGH

POINT

through agency's Los Angeles office.
■ Braswell Foods, packer of preserves,
relishes and fruit juices, names Harris
& Weinstein Assoc., Atlanta, Ga., to
handle advertising and sales promotion.
■ Fabro Inc., Atlanta, has appointed
BBDO, New York. Account will be
handled from agency's Atlanta office.
■ Gold Medal Candy Corp. (Bonomo
candy), New York, formerly at Mogul,
Williams & Saylor Inc., New York, appoints Hicks & Greist, that city, effective Dec. 31. Bonomo billings have
been approximately $250,000 at MW&S,
mainly in network and spot tv, but will
be near $300,000 at H&G.
■ Winston Inc., Chicago (household
products) , appoints Gourfain - Loeff
Inc., that city, to handle its national
advertising, including spot television.
Agency drops food account
Smith-Greenland Co., New York, has
resigned L. Rokeach & Sons, food company, Long Island City, N. Y. The
agency recently obtained another food
account, A. Goodman & Sons, Long Island City, formerly at Doyle Dane
Bernbach, New York.
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Omaha
booked
as
FCC's
second
stop
SELECTED BECAUSE IT DIFFERS FROM CHICAGO IN PROGRAMMING
NEEDS
for local, live programs.
testify in Omaha. They must so inform
A sharply-divided FCC voted 4-3
the FCC of their intentions to appear
■ Extent of public demand and need
last week to take its local television profor additional or different types of local,
gramming road-show to Omaha, Neb.,
by Dec. 19.
beginning Jan. 28, 1963.
live tv programs than those now broadSanction? ■ In dissenting, Commiscast by the three Omaha stations.
sioner Hyde said that such a hearing
The FCC majority consisting of
Chairman Newton N. Minow and ComDissenting to the FCC hearing order
operates as a "sanction" against the
missioners Robert E. Lee, Robert T. were Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde,
stations involved. "Such inquiries or
Frederick W. Ford and T. A. M. Craven.
Bartley and E. William Henry ordered
hearings are obviously intended to have
the three Omaha stations to defend
an impact on programming; otherwise,
The pivotal vote was cast by the newest
their local programming in a public
commissioner — Mr. Henry. His prede- there would be no interest in undertakcessor, John S. Cross, had voted for the
hearing patterned after earlier sessions
ing them,"
Suchpublic
"intrusions,"
he said,
arehenotsaid.
in the
interest
held in Chicago (Broadcasting, April
Chicago hearing but stated publicly
2). Omaha was picked over Buffalo
that he would not favor a repeat per- and are not provided for by the Communications Act.
formance (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
and Baltimore, two other cities considered (Closed Circuit, Nov. 19).
Henry to Sit ■ Commissioner Henry,
"I know of no reason why Omahans
the commission said, because:
also at 33 the youngest of the FCC
should require the assistance of the
FCC in seeing that what they look at
members, will preside at the Omaha
(1) It differs from Chicago in geohearing. He joined the FCC just seven
graphical location, population, number
and hear
of stations and economic and social
sioner isHydewhat
said. they need," Commisweeks ago without prior broadcast exNAB
President
LeRoy Collins, who
characteristics. Therefore, Omaha has
perience.
local programming needs and interests
Strongest advocate for a Chicago re- condemned the Chicago hearing as "unwhich differ from those in Chicago.
peat (although the Omaha hearing
fair
tionandwillunwarranted,"
offer assistancesaid
to the
the associaOmaha
(2) There are three vhf stations in issues are shorter and simpler than those
Omaha, all network-affiliated with local, for Chicago) was Commissioner Lee, broadcasters. He charged last spring
who conducted the hearing last spring.
newspaper and multiple ownerships.
that such hearings are not well-advised,
serve no useful purpose and should
(3) All three stations are financially
The earlier inquiry served "good and
by no means be repeated (Broadcastcapable of drawing on agricultural, eduuseful purpose," the FCC majority
ing, April 9).
cational and cultural components to said, and "in the opinion of the presidGov. Collins said Wednesday that
ing commissioner, the inquiry proved
meet their local programming needs.
statement still stands but that he did
to be of mutual benefit to the public,
The commission named the following
three issues for the Omaha hearing:
not know what steps the NAB would
broadcasters and to the commission."
take in protest to the Omaha hearing.
By holding such hearings, the FCC
■ Efforts made by Omaha tv stations
to determine the needs and interests
said, it will gain a greater insight into He raised the possibility that the NAB
of the area for local, live television
the public interest problems associated
might ask to be made a party to the
with the kind of market under scrutiny.
programming.
proceeding if the Omaha stations do
not object.
■ Effectiveness with which the staChurches, civic organizations, educational institutions have been invited to
tions have met these needs and interests
The Omaha stations and their owner-

A majority of one decided that the FCC should journey to commissioner voted with the majority. Other members
Omaha, Neb., early next year to investigate publicly the (I to r) and their votes: Frederick W. Ford (no), Robert
local programming efforts of the three tv stations there. E. Lee (yes), Rosel H. Hyde (no, with a dissenting stateAlthough he voted first, the voice of Commissioner E. ment), Chairman Newton N. Minow (yes), Robert T. Bartley
William Henry (r) was the deciding factor as the newest (yes) and T. A. M. Craven (no).
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Abbe

Lane

Gloria

Lilo
Rona Jaffe
Patrice Munsel

NEW!

De

Haven

"Suzy"
Betty Comden
Liz Ashley

Anne

Zane

Shanks

Vera Bacall
Jacqueline Bertrand
Eleanore Harris
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Jane

Trahey

Susan Strasberg
Gretchen Wyler
Eva Gabor

PROVOCATIVE!

"GIRL
TALK"
This new, sensational daytime strip half-hour already SOLD in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Detroit, San

Francisco — 65

Half-Hours NOW

available -on

tape or film -for

Local sale

More spice than sugar— that's what little girls are
made of. Whether the subject is marriage, morals,

Don't let your ABC Films' sales rep out the door
until he shows you his screening print of Virginia

momism— or men, each day's famous guests really
let their hair down ! It's tailor-made to get the women
in your market spinning their dials your way.

Graham playing hostess to the world's brainiest
and brilliantly witty women. Or, for an immediate
look-see, get in touch right away with

ABC FILMS, INC., 1501 BROADWAY-NEW
YORK 36, N. Y.-LA.
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President

to newsmen:

Voluntary censorship rules laid
down by the White House and Pentagon at the time of the Cuban blockade excitement a month ago were
lifted Nov. 20, President Kennedy
told a news conference that day. The
12-point security policy had been attacked as censorship almost from
the day it was issued (Broadcasting,
Oct. 29 et seq.).
The President's remarks were followed the next day by the Dept. of
Defense which announced it was
studying its news policy in order to
ease the flow of news to the public.
At the State Dept., which also
tightened security measures to prevent employes from talking freely to
newsmen, Robert J. Manning, assistant news director, said that the
policy was under study and revisions
would be made.
Free Flow ■ Queried by newsmen
about restraints on news coverage
during the crisis, the President promised a free flow of news. One reporter recalled that NAB President
LeRoy Collins had charged Defense
and State Dept. officials with censoring information.
President Kennedy conceded details of the discovery of missile bases
in Cuba had been kept from the
public during the period of policy
formation and contacts with diplomatic sources. "I have no apologies
for that," he said. "I don't think
that there is any doubt it would have
been a great mistake and possibly
disaster if this news had been dribbled out when we were unsure of
extent of the Soviet buildup in Cuba,
and when we were unsure of our
response, and when we had not consulted with any of our allies, who
might themselves have been involved
in great difficulties as a result of
our action. . . .

ship are ch. 7 KETV (TV), ABC affilate owned by the Omaha WorldHerald; ch. 3 KMTV (TV), NBC affiliate licensed to the May Broadcasting
Co., (which also owns KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, and just under 50% of
KFAB Omaha), and ch. 6 WOW-TV,
CBS affiliate owned by the Meredith
Publishing Co. Meredith publishes several periodicals and also owns WOWAM-FM Omaha, WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse; KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas City,
and KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix.
KETV and the World-Herald are
being sold to Peter Kiewit Sons Co.,
an Omaha-based construction firm, for
$41.4 million (Broadcasting, Nov. 5).
54 (GOVERNMENT)

1 have

no

apologies
ment of State at 8 a.m. By 10, before the Secretary of State had seen
it, it was on a wire and one of the
wire services had it completely, including some of the quotes from it,
and it caused Governor Stevenson
some pain. So I think that information has been flowing out, but if it
isn't, we will get it out."
Reviewing Order ■ In a statement
issued Nov. 21, the day after the
President announced the lifting of
the voluntary censorship rules, the
Defense Dept. said that it was reviewing the classification of some of
the subjects mentioned in the guidelines,mation
and that
of the
infordescribed"some
in some
of the
12

"Now, if the procedures which
have been set up, which are really
to protect the interest and security of
the United States, are being used in
a way inimical to the free flow of
news, then we would change those
procedures. . . .
"I can assure you that our only interest has been first during this
period of crisis and over a longer
period to try to not have coming out
of the Pentagon information which
is highly sensitive, particularly in the
intelligence areas, which I can assure
you in my own not too distant experience has been extremely inimical
to the interests of the United States.
That is our only interest. . . .
"I will say, as an example, that
information has not necessarily been
cut off, is the fact that Governor
Stevenson sent a message on his conversation with U Thant, a report on
U Thant's two-day visit to Cuba. It
was finally distributed in the Depart-

points
become12-point
unclassified."
The may
so-called
guideline
prohibited military personnel from
discussing with newsmen such subjects as troop, plane and ship movements, weapons, enemy capabilities,
and similar information.
"Under situations different from
the Cuban crisis of recent weeks" a
spokesman for the Defense establishment said, "some of the information
may become unclassified . . . We
are seeking to determine whether
changes in the situation warrant such
Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.),
chairman of the House Government
Information Subcommittee, was to
action."
discuss the administration's policy of
managed news in San Francisco on
Friday fornia
in Press
a Assn.
speech before the CaliRep. Moss, whose subcommittee
staff has been investigating administration procedures for disseminating
news,what
is said
be "deeply
disturbed"
by
the tostaff
investigators
have
uncovered. The subcommittee is expected to hold hearings on the subject early in the next Congress.

FCC okays questionnaire
on political programs

to supply his committee information on
broadcasting coverage of the 1962 cam-

Final approval was given by the FCC
last week to a questionnaire on 1962
political broadcasting to be sent to all
licensees (Broadcasting, Nov. 19, 12).
The questions cover both the Nov. 6
general elections and the various state
primaries.
Before it can go into the mails, the
questionnaire must also be approved
by the Budget Bureau — considered only
a formality. Sen. John Pastore (D-R.L),
chairman of the Senate Communications Subcommittee, had asked the FCC

The Senator plans hearings next year
paigns.
on Sec. 315 of the Communications Act
which states that stations must provide "equal time" to all political candidates, with certain exemptions for news
programs
Commissioner adopted
Frederick W. in
Ford1959.
has proposed
repeal of the section. (Broadcasting,
Nov. 12). Under Commissioner Ford's
proposal,
FCC would
rely on for
a planned new the
section
on fairness
the
Communications Act. It would make
sure that all candidates were treated
fairly in future political campaigns.
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The

Ideal

I.O.

Tube

For

YOUR

Needs
Fine quality, longer-lasting EEV
Image Orthicon tubes have proven
themselves throughout the world.
Here's what just a few U. S. users
have to say . . .

...and its 3" sister too !
J

"Increased tube life"
V
-Ttubes
BCEEV
.Awith
Our replacement ..
program
in our five o-and-o stations has indicated
low noise, greater freedom from seconJife. dary re-distribution and increased tube
Merle C. Worster, Director
Engineering Operations-TV

Bringing Superlative Pictures
to U. S. Broadcasters— From
English Electric, pioneer in
quality image orthicon tube
design, production, and quality control.

"Higher and more uniform

4V2" IMAGE ORTHICON (field mesh)
3"

...WTVD
qualities"
We have been impressed with the consistently higher and more uniform qualities of the EEV tubes over previous types
we used.
Roy Fullen, Chief Engineer

IMAGE ORTHICON (field mesh)

These tubes,
proven
in performance bythe
majority
of
broadcasters around the globe
—are now proving to surpass
equivalentin the
types
heretofore
available
United
States.

"Unequalled as a picture source"
NOW

...VIDEOTAPE
CENTER

STOCKED, TESTED, WARRANTED
IN THE UNITED STATES
With the appointment of VISUAL ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
as Valve
U.S. Co.,
Distributors
for English
Electric
Ltd.:
• tubes are available for immediate
deliveries
• complete
testing facilities are established
• the
best
warranty
within 24 hours service ... adjustments
• replacement from stock . . . overnight
shipments
• and
servicecoast-to-coast engineering sales/
For the best and most modern broadcast systems
and supplies, look to VISUAL the SOURCE -for
Superior Equipment from Specialist Manufacturers.

Improved resolution, higher signal to
noise ratio and a more faithful and extended grey scale reproduction have contributed to making the picture quality
from all of the seven Videotape Center
4'/2" EEV type 7389 equipped cameras
unequalled as a picture source for quality video recording.
Dan Collins, Chief Engineer

"Rapid delivery"

V
...WNE
1 must compliment
you onW-T
the rapid
shipping and Warranty Service you are
providing on the EEV I. 0. tubes.
Bill Kelly, Chief Engineer

MAIL COUPON
FOR ON
INTERESTING
TECHNICAL ARTICLES
OPERATIONRECENT
OF IMAGE
ORTHICON TUBES

The advantages of EEV tubes have
proven themselves in literally hundreds of installations like theirs . .
like yours! Why not return the coupon at right for complete details.

ADDRESS .
CITY
VISUAL
Keeps You in View!
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NBC's
EX-DEALERS

Philadelphia
deadline
TELL FCC OF FORD ANTI-COMPETITION

A federal judge in Philadelphia last
week gave NBC 18 more months to
dispose of the network's Philadelphia
radio and tv stations (WRCV-AM-TV),
pulling the network from the edge of
the Dec. 31 deadline cliff where it had
teetered for the last month (Broadcasting, Nov. 12, Oct. 29).
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick, of the
U. S. District Court in Philadelphia,
granted the 18-month extension after
hearing arguments Nov. 20. The NBC
request, filed Oct. 23, was opposed by
the Dept. of Justice.
Judge Kirkpatrick, ruling from the
bench immediately after lawyers completed their arguments, emphasized that
his move was a postponement of the
effective date contained in the 1959
consent judgment, not a modification of
it. Answering one of the Justice Dept.'s
arguments, Judge Kirkpatrick declared
that additional postponements if requested, would be carefully considered
by the court, but that this first extension does not mean other posponements
will be granted.
Bernard G. Segal, Philadelphia lawyer, argued in behalf of the NBC motion for a postponement. Bernard Hollander, government antitrust attorney,
argued against granting the motion.
Time for FCC ■ The extension permits NBC to carry on its hearing before the FCC involving the transfer of
its Philadelphia stations to RKO General in exchange for RKO's WNACAM-TV and WRKO (FM) Boston.
Also at issue in the hearing is the application byPhilco Corp. for the network's Philadelphia outlets.
NBC signed a consent decree in 1959
after the government filed a civil antitrust suit against the network alleging
antitrust violations when NBC acquired

The motor

was

optional on this Ford

Ford Motor Co. attorneys wasted
little time Tuesday in their efforts to
destroy the credibility of a former
Ford dealer from Philadelphia.
He had been called by NBC to
lend weight to the network's charges
that Ford had engaged in anticompetitive practices, one of the issues in the current hearing (see
story, this page).
During Ford's cross examination
of one-time-Ford-dealer Arthur J.
Robinson the witness revealed that
56 (GOVERNMENT)

the Philadelphia stations from Westinghouse in 1955.
One of the clauses of the consent
judgment provides that NBC would dispose of WRCV-AM-TV not later than
Dec. 31, 1962.
In arguing before Judge Kirkpatrick
last week, NBC claimed that an extension was necessary to premit the FCC
to rule on the proposed exchange with
RKO General, and on the Philco application. Otherwise, it was argued,
NBC would have to surrender its
licenses for the Philadelphia stations,
at a loss which has been estimated at
$20 million. The consent order did not
contemplate forfeiture, NBC claimed.
The Justice Dept. contended that the
deadline date is absolute and unequivocal. It also maintained that NBC was
attempting to condition compliance on
FCC approval of the transfer.
In an effort to comply with the Dec.
31 cutoff date, NBC and RKO General
had asked the FCC to permit the exchanges of stations on a temporary basis.
The commission denied this request
earlier this month (Broadcasting, Nov.
12), but said that if the court refused
to grant an extension of the deadline,
both parties could resubmit the petitions for approval of a temporary
switch of stations.
Hearing Continues ■ In Washington
last week, the hearing continued for
three days before Chief Examiner James
D. Cunningham. NBC, under an issue
whether Philco and its parent Ford
Motor Co., have engaged in anti-competitive practices since Jan. 1, 1954,
"which reflect adversely on its [Philco]
qualifications to own and operate broadcast stations," called several former
Ford dealers to the stand.
The ex-Ford dealers testified that

he has a long history of disagreement
with the auto maker.
In an especially frank exchange
Mr. Robinson was asked if he had
advertised a new 1956 Ford for $995
with the phrase "all extras and power
features
optional."
Yes, he
had, the former dealer
told the FCC examiner.
Was one of the "optional" power
features an engine? Mr. Robinson
was asked.
The witness admitted it was.

extended
PRACTICES
they were forced by the manufacturer
to buy more cars than they could sell;
to handle trucks which they did not
want; to purchase accessories they
could not dispose of and were told to
meet unrealistic sales quotas. All these
requirements were made by Ford under
threat of cancellation of their franchises, the former dealers testified.
Alexander Hammond, Ford dealer
in New York from 1955-59, said that
he was forced to buy accessories based
on a percentage of the number of new
cars he ordered monthly. The amount
he had to buy from Ford exceeded the
amount he wanted and could sell, he
said. "I was afraid of imminent termination" ifthe Ford accessories were not
ordered, he said.
Among the items Ford required him
to buy (from Ford) were Motorola radios which, Mr. Hammond said, he
could have purchased $15-$20 cheaper
in New York.
Remember the Edsel ■ Elwood L.
Fabert, a former Lincoln-Mercury dealer in Champaign, 111., testified that he
lost his dealer franchise because he
refused to sell the Edsel automobile. In
cross-examination, Ford disputed Mr.
Fabert's contention and brought out
that the Champaign dealer had lost
money steadily from 1956 until the account was resigned in 1959.
Mr. Fabert said he was forced to
resign when he refused to sell the Edsel
and that he got. a better settlement by
signing a termination agreement than
by letting Ford cancel.
Messrs. Hammond and Fabert have
filed court suits against Ford Motor Co.
charging unfair practices.
Arthur J. Robinson, a Philadelphia
Ford dealer from 1950-1959, said that
he was given a quota of new Fords to
sell each month based on the number
of Chevrolets his competitor (located
across the street) sold. "Let us say my
Chevrolet competitor . . . did [sold]
300 cars a month. They [Ford] told me
I had to do 300 ... I could not compete with
that Chevrolet
told the
hearing
examiner. dealer," he
Because of threats of cancellation
by Ford officials, Mr. Robinson said
that he was forced to buy more cars
and trucks than he could sell. He was
required, he charged, to purchase parts
and accessories that he did not want
and could not sell. Ford required him to
contribute $13 to $20 for advertising,
he charged, but under cross-examination admitted that this money went to
the local dealers' association.
Describing a series of conflicts with
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Fin on top
story
of the

/
News-break

\
D.C.
sees
Wait'll
this!

right here!

"News 4, Washington" reports the way the day shaped the world. In Washington, the
hour before midnight belongs to WRC-TV Monday through Friday. A corps of the most respected
news-pros in broadcasting— Sander Vanocur, Martin Agronsky, Robert McCormick, Ray Scherer,
Elie Abel, Peter Hackes, and other distinguished Washington
report directly to WRC-TV

based NBC News Correspondents-

on News 4, Washington. Each takes a turn to measure

and analyze

the impact of world events on the nightly "Situation Report." They join WRC-TV's early and
late evening favorites — Richard Harkness, Bryson Rash, Howard Streeter, Frank Forrester,
Jim Simpson and Jim Gibbons, who summarize world and local news, weather and sports. And the
day passes by in brisk review. News 4, Washington
good reason why Washington's

is still another

adult, discerning audiences rely on . . .

WRC-TV
REPRESENTED
BY NBC SPOT
SALES
IN WASHINGTON
SKed4
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Ford, Mr. Robinson said that he finally was asked " 'Are you going to do
what we want you to do . . .?' I said
'I am not,' " the witness related," whereupon they said 'all right we are going
you.' "
terminate
to More
Thunderbirds
■ Another witness, Maurice H. Brodsky, said that he
could not get as many Thunderbirds as
he could sell at his suburban Philadelphia agency. Operating in Jenkinstown,
Pa., he said he was forced to take
trucks which he could not sell.
Mr. Brodsky got into a dispute with
Ford over the advertising of 1960
models just before the '61 cars were
introduced and charged he was threatened with "physical violence" by a Ford
official. Ford, he said, wanted him to
advertise cars at below cost and he
refused.
Following testimony last Wednesday
(Nov. 21), the hearing adjourned until
VOA

HELPERS

Dec. 10. Beginning today (Monday)
Examiner Cunningham will sit for a
hearing in Chicago on the revocation of
WCLM-FM that city.
With the NBC-RKO hearing now in
the second of some 20 issues, the record already exceeds 5,000 pages of
testimony, exhibits, stipulations and related matter.
To date, 27 attorneys have entered
appearances with the promise of more
yet to come. One party to the proceeding, the National Assn. of Broadcast
Employes & Technicians, has not as
yet put in an appearance (Broadcasting, Nov. 12).
Telford Taylor, former FCC general
counsel and chief counsel for war
crimes in the Office of Military Government (1946-49), appeared last week as
counsel for Mr. Hammond. Mr. Taylor
was chief legal officer of the FCC prior
to World War II.

FIGURING

Will visit Washington to discuss
The managers of 10 radio stations
were adding up advertising-revenue
losses and pondering less calculable
costs last week to determine how much
it cost them to participate in the Voice
of America's all-out effort to broadcast
into Cuba during the crisis.
Although their bookkeeping chores
were still incomplete, initial figures indicated the total cost to the 10 stations would range between $175,000
and $225,000.
The eight standard-wave and two
short-wave stations went on the air for
the VOA the week of Oct. 22, with most
of the standard-wave outlets broadcasting Spanish-language programs from
dusk to dawn. Five of the stations were
still carrying some VOA programming
last week. The remainder were released
during the week of Nov. 12.
Representatives of the 10 stations
will be invited to Washington — possibly
this week — to receive the thanks of government officials for their cooperation,
as well as to discuss reimbursement for
those stations that wish it.
Making Plans ■ Henry Loomis, VOA
director, was working out arrangements
for the meeting last week. He had not
yet set a firm date, but said he expected
Edward R. Murrow, director of the
U. S. Information Agency, to attend. He
also hoped FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow and Pierre Salinger, White
House news secretary, would be present.
Mr. Loomis, who throughout the
period the VOA network was in full
operation gave assurances the stations
would be treated fairly by the government, said the meeting would provide
an opportunity for finding out "who
owes what to whom."
The stations involved are WGBS,
58 (GOVERNMENT)

UP

THE

COST

reimbursement by U.S.
WMIE and WCKR, all Miami; WKWF
Key West; KAAY Little Rock; WCKY
Cincinnati; WWL New Orleans; WSB
Atlanta; and the two short-wave stations
WRUL New York and KGEI Belmont,
Calif.
Once agreement is reached on how
much the stations are to be reimbursed,
Mr. Loomis will be faced with the problem of finding the money. The VOA
doesn't have anything in its budget to
cover such costs. But Mr. Loomis appeared confident last week the necessary funds could be located.
Nine of the stations became part of
the unprecedented VOA operation when
they agreed to a White House request
on Oct. 22 to carry President Kennedy's
quarantine speech in English and Spanish for the VOA, and then to stay on
the air, as needed, to broadcast the
agency's programs aimed at Cuba. Two
days later KAAY volunteered its services.
The estimated total cost to the stations of between $175,000 and $225,000 is a projection based only on advertising-revenue losses sustained by six
of the stations between Oct. 22 and
Nov. 16, when the network was reduced
to five stations.
Stations Reticent ■ Most of the stations last week were reluctant to discuss their losses in any detail. Many
said there were a number of complex
problems that had to be resolved before arealistic figure on costs could be
determined.
For instance, how much of the expense involved in winning back lost
audiences could be charged to the VOA
operation? Some, though not all, of the
stations appeared worried by this problem. Another question bothering some

of the stations was how much business
that
had of
to the
refuse,
couldn't go
after, they
because
VOA orpreemptions,
could be counted as part of their losses.
Some of the stations also had out-ofpocket expenses which would have to
be included.
In terms of the advertising-revenue
losses, which could be determined from
the rate card, the figures varied widely.
WMIE, WSB and WCKY appeared to
have suffered the heaviest losses.
WMIE's general manager, Jack Nobles,
estimated his station's loss at $1,500 a
night, or a total of some $36,000.
Frank Gaither, general manager of
WSB, declined to be specific. "We don't
want to put a price on our efforts to
cooperate with the government," he
said. But he put the station's revenue
losses "in the thousands" each night.
Mrs. Jeanette Heinz, vice president
and general manager of WCKY, said
her station's figures were still being
compiled, but indicated they would
show the losses to be substantial.
At the other end of the scale were
KAAY and WCKR, which reported
their losses as "nominal." William A.
Dean, general manager of WWL, said
he would "guess" his station's losses as
$600 a night during its period of duskto-dawn broadcasting.
WGBS, WKWF, WRUL and KG EI
said they still had not arrived at any
estimate of expenses.
Two Decline Compensation ■ Two of
the stations have indicated they don't
expect to be repaid. Leonard Reinsch,
executive director of the Cox stations,
owner of WSB, said last month that
station wouldn't seek reimbursement.
Last week, Frederick Gregg, president
of LIN Broadcasting Co., owner of
KAAY, wired Mr. Loomis that since
the station volunteered its services, it
doesn't expect to be compensated.
The stations still broadcasting for
VOA are WWL, WGBS, WMIE,
WKWF and WRUL. The standardwave stations are carrying VOA programming during some of the hours they
normally fill with Spanish-language
programs, to take advantage of what
Mr. Loomis regards as a "built-in Cuban audience." WRUL is broadcasting
11 hours of VOA programming daily,
a reduction from the 20-hour schedule
it originally carried.
The VOA was able to cut back on
its use of the commercial stations after
it installed two mobile 50 kw transmitters in the Florida Keys (Broadcasting,
Nov. 19.) Mr. Loomis said the transmitters, which are relaying VOA
Spanish-language programs 24 hours
daily, are being heard clearly in Cuba.
The Voice is also continuing to use
Radio Americas, located on Swan Island, off the coast of Honduras. (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 29).
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RCA
Automatically

CARTRIDGE

Triggers Playback

TAPE

SYSTEM

Units, Tape Recorders, Turntables,

Here's a unique built-in feature! The
Recording Amplifier of the RT-7 B Cartridge Tape System generates two kinds
of cue signals. One is used to automatically cue up each tape, at the beginning
of a program, the same as in ordinary
units. The other signal, a special TripCue, can be placed anywhere on the
tape. This will cause the playback unit to
trip and start other station equipments.
You can preset two, or a dozen or
more RCA tape units, to play sequentially. You can play back a series of
spots or musical selections, activate tape
recorders, turntables, or other devices
See your RCA Broadcast Representative
for the complete story. Or write RCA
Broadcast and Television Equipment,
Dept. OD-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N.J.

THE MOST

and Other Devices

capable of being remotely started. (In
TV use Trip-Cue is ideal for slide commercials. Tape announcements can be
cued to advance the slide projector. )
You'll like the RT-7B's automatic,
silent operation, its compactness, high
styling, perfect reproduction. Cartridge
is selected, placed in playback unit, forgotten until "air" time, then instantly
played. Cueing and threading are eliminated. Cue fluffs are a thing of the past!
Transistor circuitry, good regulation
for precise timing, low power consumption, are among other valuable features.

TRUSTED

NAME

IN ELECTRONICS

Court
reverses
'sandpaper'
decision
FTC SAID TOO SWEEPING, AMBIGUOUS; AGENCY LIABILITY QUESTIONED
A federal court set aside the Federal
Trade Commission's famous "sandpaper shaving decision" last week, holding that it went too far in outlawing all
uses of props in television commercials.
The court also expressed doubts
about the legal liability of an advertising agency in false advertising cases
where the agency is not aware of the
falsity. But the court did not pass
finally on this question, although it appeared to leave the way clear for a ruling after FTC drafts its new order in
the sandpaper case.
The decision, by Judge Bailey Aldrich of the U. S. First Circuit Court
of Appeals in Boston, did not challenge
FTC's conclusion that three ColgatePalmolive Co. commercials were misleading in seeming to claim that sandpaper could be shaved "forthwith" after
being wet with Colgate Rapid Shave
lather (Broadcasting, Jan. 8).
But it said FTC's order was "quite
ambiguous" and over-stepped by forbidding the use of mock-ups and props
generally and by imposing too stringent

Minow

wants

commercials

The audio level of television commercials soon will be the subject of
FCC rulemaking if Chairman Newton N. Minow has his way. Chairman Minow, speaking to a joint
luncheon in his honor of the Harvard, Yale and Princeton clubs in
Washington, said that he personally
feels commercials are louder than the
audio of surrounding programs and
has asked the commission to do
something about it.
Noting that an FCC study two
years ago determined that commercials are not louder than their adjacent programs, the chairman said his
ears tell him the engineers might
have made a mistake.
Chairman Minow disclosed the
proposed rule-making in answer to
a question about the statements a
week before by Marion Harper Jr.
before the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Mr. Harper had
warned the media that unless they
keep their messages toned down as
to noise level, a ceiling would be
placed on the permissable volume by
others (Broadcasting, Nov. 19).
In answer to other questions,
Chairman Minow made these points:
■ He doesn't know if pay tv will
help to improve the level of program60 (GOVERNMENT)

a prohibition on the future advertising
of Colgate and of Ted Bates & Co., its
agency in the sandpaper case.
Intentions Good ■ The court said a
close reading of the FTC ruling indicated that the commission intended to
forbid the use of artificial substances in
making commercials, even though some
products — tea, coffee and orange juice,
for instance — seem to change color in
photographs and others, such as ice
cream, melt under lights.
The court held:
"We of course agree with the commission that there is a misrepresentation, of a sort, in any substitution case.
But we are unable to see how a viewer
is misled in any material particular
if the only untruth is one the sole
purpose of which is to compensate
for deficiencies in the photographic
process.
"The commission has put the shoe on
the wrong foot. What the viewers are
interested in and moved by is what they
see, not by the means. . . .
"The commission properly said that
toned

down

ming on free tv. He noted that subscription services are being tested, or
will soon be, in several markets.
■ His two greatest disappointments
at the FCC have been the required
administrative processes in FCC activities, which causes the agency to
bog down, and the difficulty of communicating the commission role in
programming because of immediate
cries of censorship.
■ He is not sold on Commissioner Frederick W. Ford's plea for repeal of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act and FCC reliance on the
fairness doctrine to make sure all
candidates are treated equally. He
admitted that the equal time law had
many drawbacks but questioned all
the alternatives that have been suggested to date.
In his prepared text, Chairman
Minow spoke on the promises of
space communications and the
planned satellite corporation to own
and operate a space communications
system. He defended the law establishing the corporation with government help and said it is designed to
maintain national policy on a level
with technical development. The big
problem will be cooperation among
various nations that will participate,

the customer is entitled to get what he
is led to believe he will get . . . but
where the only untruth is that the substance he sees on the screen is artificial,
and visual appearance is otherwise a
correct and accurate representation of
the product itself, he is not injured.
"The viewer is not buying the particular substance he sees in the studio,
he is buying the product. By hypothesis,
when he receives the product it will be
exactly as he understood it would be.
There has been no material deceit."
Court's 'Suggestions' ■ In setting
aside FTC's order and calling for the
commission to issue a new one, the
court offered two "suggestions":
"The commission has directed this
part of its order to every kind of product that Colgate may hereafter advertise, and, in the case of Bates, with regard to every customer. If mock-ups
. . . that are not genuine were illegal
per se, then it might be appropriate
(although we need not decide) to enter
a broad order forbidding such demonstrations [mock-ups] en masse.
"We have undercut the basis for any
such order. . . . Respondents' only offense was the making of a single misrepresentation about a single product.
The fact that this was accomplished by
a 'demonstration' did not warrant a
broad order against all future misrepresentations ofany kind by demonstration
any more than the fact that a misrepresentation was made in print would
justify an order against all future misrepresentations ofany kind by printOn its second "suggestion" the court
said, i"We
ng. . . ." think there may well be a distinction between a principal and an
agent in the permissible scope of an
order." The principal — the advertiser
— may well be held responsible for an
ad whether he knows it is false or not,
the court indicated. But "we have reservations as to how far it is appropriate
to go in the case of an agent, in the
absence, at least, of any suspicion on
its part that the advertising is false."
Sympathy Limited ■ The court said
it
was not
sympathetic
"within
but
could
fully accept
the limits"
advertiser
and agency argument that the sandpaper device was "mere metaphysical
puffing." Judge Aldrich wrote:
"We see no objection to obvious
fancy provided there is no underlying
misrepresentation,
difficulty isthat they but
do respondents'
not come under
any such principle. They went far beyond generalities and eye-catching deBROADCASTING, November 26, 1962
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vices into asserting as a fact that the
cream enables sandpaper to be shaved
forthwith and that this fact 'proved'
the cream's properties when it is used
for shaving humans.
"They cannot now suggest that ability to shave sandpaper forthwith was an
irrelevant fact and an irrelevant representation.

"It may well be that little injury was
done to the public by respondents' representations. We suggested in our opening sentence that we consider this a
rather trivial case. Nevertheless, we
could not possibly say that it was not
within the province of the commission
to conclude that such conduct should
be forbidden."

OK employes deny plotting against WMOZ
AFFIDAVITS ANSWER STATEMENT ALLEGING CONSPIRACY
Charges by Edwin Estes, owner of
WMOZ Mobile, Ala., that the OK
Group (Jules Paglin & Stanley W. Ray
Jr.) entered into a "plot or conspiracy"
to acquire WMOZ's facilities illegally
were labeled false by three affidavits
filed at the FCC last week.
The affidavits were submitted by
Robert I. Grimes, general manager of
WGOK Mobile, an OK station; Arthur
J. Crawford, a former employe of
WMOZ who now works for WGOK;
and Lester Foster, now employed bv
WBOK New Orleans (another OK
Group station), but previously associated with WMOZ. All supported
OK's claim that it is innocent of any
illegal action against WMOZ.
Mr. Estes charged conspiracy a fortnight ago (Broadcasting, Nov. 19) in

MORE KANSANS
THAN ANY OTHER

BIG

VIEW KTVH
KANSAS TV*

COVERAGE

The BIG UNDUPLICATED 100% CBS COVERAGE of
KTVH dominates this rich Central Kansas area where
industry, oil, cattle, and agriculture assure a stable,
diversified BIG MARKET! To sell Kansas... buy KTVH!
* Nielsen, February 1961
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asking the commission to reopen the
record in the WMOZ renewal proceeding. Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman last May in an initial decision
(Broadcasting, June 4) recommended
that the renewal be denied on the
ground Mr. Estes had submitted forged,
false program logs to the FCC. Mr.
Sharfman also recommended that Mr.
Estes' license for WPFA Pensacola,
Fla., be revoked.
Mr. Estes based his plea for a reopening of the record primarily on an
affidavit by Jordon Ray Jr. (no relation to Stanley Ray), who charged that
he had been offered $1,000 and a $125
weekly job by Mr. Grimes to testify
falsely against Mr. Estes.
Counter Charges ■ The three affidavits submitted in behalf of the OK
Group last week answered Mr. Ray's
statement with counter-charges:
■ Mr. Grimes denied Mr. Ray's
claims Mr. Grimes offered him a job.
Mr. Grimes denied he offered Mr. Ray
a job or money.
Mr. Ray, the affidavit charged, last
February asked for a job and was declined.
Mr. Ray, according to Mr. Grimes,
finally came to WGOK and asked sales
manager Carl Welch about employment
at WLOK. Mr. Grimes says that at the
request of the WLOK station manager
he gave Mr. Ray $50 for travelling
money to Memphis, but never induced
Mr. Ray "to testify falsely in any
■ Mr. Crawford's affidavit stated
proceeding."
that he asked for and received a job
from Mr. Grimes immediately prior to
the 1961 renewal hearing on WMOZ.
He said Mr. Ray telephoned him in
seeking a job, accused Mr. Estes of
not paying him and called Mr. Estes
"crazy." Mr. Crawford charged that Mr.
Ray's account was untrue.
■ Lester Foster, a former WMOZ
employee now working for WBOK New
Orleans, an OK Group station, said in
his affidavit that he introduced Mr.
Grimes to Mr. Ray, that they spoke only
a few brief words and nothing about
jobs or money.
■ A fourth affidavit, which will shortly be submitted to the FCC, is from
Jules Paglin, half-owner of the OK
Group. His attorney said last week Mr.

'Visit our library'
All broadcast licensees would
be required to maintain a "public reference room" under rulemaking which was proposed by
the FCC last week.
The commission invited comments on a proposal which would
make it mandatory for stations to
retain in their studios copies of
applications filed with the commission. These would include requests for renewal of licenses, major changes in facilities and ownership changes.
Stations would be required to
keep the applications on file until
approval by the FCC and, in the
case of renewals, for three years
and to announce locally that they
are available for inspection by the
public.
Paglin
denies WGOK entered into any
conspiracy against WMOZ.
The OK Group stations are WGOK,
WLOK Memphis, Tenn., WBOK New
Orleans, WXOW Baton Rouge &
KAOK Lake Charles, all Louisiana, and
KYOK Houston, Tex.
WHHM
says Vic-Tran
not party in sale
"Vindictiveness rather than concern
for the public interest," motivated a
complaint against the proposed transfer
of WHHM Memphis, the station and
the prospective buyer told the FCC last
week in asking that the protest of VicTran Co. be denied.
Vic-Tran, which claims to be a minority stockholder in WHHM, lodged
its protest on the grounds its rights were
being violated by the proposed sale to
Thomas W. Shipp (Broadcasting,
Nov. 12) . In its reply last week, WHHM
said the protest should be denied because Vic-Tran is not a party of interest, it was not timely filed and
charged that the complaint is an abuse
of FCC processes.
WHHM (owned by William Grumbles and Marie Copp according to
FCC records) and Mr. Shipp said the
transfer is necessary to salvage the station from a "precarious" financial position. Negotiations for the purchase of
WHHM by Vic-Tran (Joseph P. Trantino and Victor Muscat) were conducted last spring and "ill-feeling apthe FCC. parently developed," the station told
According to WHHM, Vic-Tran does
not own any stock in the Memphis station. Messrs. Trantino and Muscat attempted to purchase 24 shares from
Mrs. Copp for $24 last summer but no
steps have been taken to effect this
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

transfer of stock, WHHM told the FCC.
A breach of contract suit is pending
in U. S. District Court in Arkansas
charging that Messrs. Muscat and
Trantino have failed to live up to commitments to purchase KAAB Hot
Springs, Ark. H. I. Moseley, KAAB
owner, has filed suit to recover the
$55,000 purchase price and $31,000 in
losses sustained by the station "caused
solely by the failure of defendants to
perform their said contracts."
Mr. Moseley also said that Messrs.
Muscat and Trantino agreed to employ
him for three months at $150 per week.
'Birth control' session
postponed until January
The National Assn. of Broadcasters
and FCC conference on radio growth
problems has been postponed until January 7-8, the commission announced
last week.
The radio overpopulation session
(Broadcasting, Oct. 1) was previously set for Dec. 5-6. Sitting en banc and
flanked by staff people, the FCC will
hear witnesses selected by NAB to present many aspects of the problem.
The delay was requested by the NAB
(Broadcasting, Nov. 12) because its
special committees had not had time to
prepare their research and engineering
studies.

FCC

won't

RETURNS

FOUR

change

its mind

REQUESTS

on clear channels

FOR SUPER-POWER

A 14-month-old decision to duplicate
at night 13 of the 25 Class I-A clear
channels will not be reversed, the FCC
ruled last week in denying two dozen
petitions to reconsider the 1961 action
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18, 1961).
At the same time, the commission
returned as unacceptable four tendered
applications by clear channel stations
for powers of 750 kw. The FCC noted
the superpower bids violate an existing
freeze against applications for new am
stations or major changes in facilities
and are contrary to a Senate resolution
against powers in excess of 50 kw. Also outstanding is a subsequent House
resolution urging the FCC not to break
down the clear channels and to authorize superpowers.
Pending applications for duplicate
fulltime stations on the 13 clear channels will not be granted until July 1963,
first anniversary of the House resolution, to give Congress time to act.
Following are the 13 clear channels
which will be duplicated, stations presently occupying the frequencies and the
states where new Class II stations may
be located:

STATIONS

670 kc: WMAQ Chicago in Idaho.
720 kc : WGN Chicago in Nevada or
Idaho.
750 kc: WSB Atlanta (to go to
KFQD Anchorage, Alaska, which was
730 kc). to shift from Mexican clear
required
kc).760 kc: WJR Detroit (to KFMB San
Diego shifting from Mexican clear 730
780 kc: WBBM Chicago in Nevada.
880 kc: WCBS New York in North
Dakota, South Dakota or Nebraska.
890 kc: WLS Chicago in Utah.
1020 kc: KDKA Pittsburgh in New
Mexico.
1030 kc: WBZ Boston in Wyoming.
1100 kc: KYW Cleveland in Colorado.
1120 kc: KMOX St. Louis in California or Oregon.
1180 kc: WHAM Rochester, N. Y.,
in Montana.
1210 kc: WCAU Philadelphia in
Kansas, Nebraska or Oklahoma.
Clear channel stations which had
asked for 750 kw included WGN, WJR,
WSM (650 kc) Nashville and WLW
(700 kc) Cincinnati.

Spatmaster
CARTRIDGE
WITH

RECORDER

BUILT-IN

EXTRAS

■ Compact models for flexibility
■ Rack mounted models with
chassis slides
■ Sealed plug in relays
■ Plug in tape decks
■ Unitized amplifiers
■ Heavy Duty Hysterisis
Synchronous Motor
■ Rated for continuous duty
■ Field tested — field proven
■ Guaranteed for one year!
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS
8800 Brookville Road, Silver Spring,
Maryland, JU 8-4983
Sold Nationally by:
VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.,
356 W. 40th St.,N.Y., N.Y.
CANADA: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.,
250 Sidney St., Belleville, Ontario.
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505R rack mount playback unit
500R rack mount recorder-playback unit
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ABC-TV's

Nixon

program

PROMISES NO 'BUSHWHACKING' FOR EDITORIALS; HAGERTY GIVES VIEWS
The heat of early reaction to the The sole concern of the government un"In addition to the program itself —
der the law is that controversial issues
a more fundamental issue, in my opinprovocative ABC-TV program 'The Pobe presented fairly on the air, with realitical Obituary of Richard Nixon,"
is presented,"
said. "That
issue
broadcast Nov. 1 1, has simmered down.
deals ion,with
the basicheAmerican
principle
sonable opportunity for the presentation
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
of opposing views. If there was unfairof freedom of the press, of the exand the American Civil Liberties Union
ness in the controversial program here
change of free ideas, free speech, free
supported ABC-TV and its news vice involved, ABC has offered time and fa- assent and dissent.
cilities to correct it.
president, James C. Hagerty, in exer"Let me first briefly discuss the princising the right to include a provocative
ciple charges made against the program.
"Whether this particular program was
personality, Alger Hiss, in the program
in good taste is for the public to de"Some objected because it replaced a
(Broadcasting, Nov. 19).
cide. The real issue transcends this parpreviously announced program on "The
ticular program. The basic issue is the American
Mr. Hagerty went on the same ABCFighting Man." But Howard
freedom and responsibility of broadcast
TV program a week after the broadcast
Smith's program is a news and commento assert the right to cover the news.
journalism. To be responsible, broadtary program. We are in the news busicast journalism on all the networks and
The former vice president confirmed
ness. We have made substitutions before. We made one last week. We will
stations
must
be
free.
This
means
freethe obituary theme last week when he
make them again whenever we believe
dom not only from government censorsaid he had made his "last campaign
the news warrants. In our judgment,
ship,
but
also
from
threatening
pressure
for public office."
No Bushwhacking ■ Chairman Minow
groups and from those few, fearful ad- the defeat of Richard Nixon in California was the main story of the week.
vertisers who seek through commercial
said he agrees "most emphatically" with
reprisals to influence the professional
"Some objected to the title, 'The PoMr. Hagerty's Nov. 18 comments on
judgment of broadcast newsmen.
freedom of broadcasting. Last March
litical Obituary of Richard Nixon.' It
1 the chairman told an NAB editorial"The right and duty of broadcasters
was based on Mr. Nixon's own words,
izing conference the commission would
to present all sides of controversial is- 'This is my last press conference,' and
sues freely and courageously must be on statements of his advisors that it was
stand behind the right of its licensees
unlikely that Mr. Nixon would seek
to express opinions, adding it would not
elective office again. Some thought the
Same
Audience ■ Mr. Hagerty ex"bushwhack" a station that becomes in- kept
secure."
title too harsh, that it was a personal
volved in a controversy through editorplained on the air Nov. 18 that he had
ializing. He commended the networks
delayed making his statement until he affront. No affront was intended. The
for their documentaries.
could talk to the same audience which
title was selected to fit the occasion — ■
In his comment on the Nov. 11 Nixhad watched the Nixon-Hiss program a nothing more, nothing less.
on program Chairman Minow said:
week earlier. The program had drawn
"And finally, many have assailed us
both support and unfavorable criticism,
for including Alger Hiss, the convicted
"By law, Congress wisely prohibits
he said.
government censorship of broadcasting.
perjurer, in the program.
"Let's get one thing straight: I'm
against Hiss and everything he stands
for. I have no use for him — never have
Italian-American group keeps eye on Elliot Ness
had, never will have.
The national chairman of an Ital- all decent Americans of Italian ori"But, that doesn't alter the fact that
ian-American group last week urged
gin." Offering "best wishes" to Miss
he did play an important part in the
Lucille Ball, who has succeeded Desi
in her new post, he added: "In
political career of Richard Nixon.
Arnaz as president of Desilu Inc., to Ball
assuming this leadership I am con"Perfectly aware of the background
fident
that
you
do
so
with
a
complete
"continue . . . avoiding distasteful
of Hiss, we sought neither to glorify him
awareness of the responsibilities
stereotypes" in The Untouchables,
a Desilu series on ABC-TV.
nor give him a forum to debate. Repwhich this role embraces."
In a letter to Miss Ball, Surrogate
The issues of violence and gangresenting achapter
in Mr.to Nixon's
Judge S. Samuel DiFalco, national
tory, it seemed
natural
put him hison
ster portrayals in the series had dichairman of the National Italianminished along with a corresponding
the program in historical context, visuAmerican League to Combat Deally as only television can. We couldn't
the series'
famation, New York, referred to a drop in ratings
frontation withsince
boycott
threatscon-in
ignore or rewrite history and we presented him in his true light, properly
meeting in March 1961 when he ad- March 1961 and a general reduction
identified as a convicted perjurer .
vised Mr. Arnaz that the league had
of violence in tv programming this
"Hiss was on the program for about
been "very
concerned and
dis- season. Mr. Arnaz, however, touched
turbed withmuch
the tendencies
of The
hard on the violence issue before
two minutes out of the half hour. The
leaving Desilu. He said the series
Untouchables to place undue emappearance of Hiss, brief as it was, is
phasis on the use of Italian names
would return to the use of gangsters
debatable. Some of you may feel that
as fictional characters in criminal
and machine guns in an attempt to
his appearance was a mistake and I
regain former high ratings (At
roles and depicting them in an unaccept this as an honest and sincere
Deadline, Nov. 5).
wholesome fashion" (Broadcasting,
March 20, 1961).
Miss Ball, when asked last week
"By the same token, I cannot accept
position.
Judge DiFalco expressed the hope
if she planned to eliminate wateredthe charge that we used him deliberately to blacken or smear the patriotism
to Miss Ball that "we can look for- down scripts and increase the violence in The Untouchables, replied:
ward to a more meaningful agreeand the integrity of Richard Nixon.
ment in the interest of fair play for "I'm not that brave."
"To me it is just unthinkable that
Hiss, a convicted perjurer, could possi64
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bly damage Richard Nixon, whose credentials for public service and patriotism have national recognition. If I believed that — if I had any doubt as to
that — I would never have permitted
Hiss to appear on the program.
"From the very outset, however, certain fundamental principles were at
stake that are not debatable. Issues
were raised which are far larger than
the points I have just discussed.
"I am concerned with maintaining
and strengthening a free press in a free
society, and so is everyone at ABC.
"In this situation the principle of a
free press has come under attack. To
a certain degree it is obscured by the
uproar over the program. But others
in industry, in the press and in broadcasting, have realized the danger and
have issued public statements against it.
"Any individual, any group, any
company has the right to agree or disagree with anything that is presented
on the air or printed in the press.
"But pressure in advance to force the
cancellation of a program and pressure
after it by economic means to punish
or intimidate is another matter. It
threatens not only the very existence of
freedom of the press, but free enterprise
as well. It must be resisted.
"During this past week, I am prouder than I can possibly say of the support I have received from my colleagues atABC, from our affiliated stations, and from our sponsor of that
program. They are standing firm because they believe in the priceless inheritance of a free press in a free society. They believe that the vital principles of freedom and integrity for a
news department should not be abridged
or weakened.
"To yield to prior censorship and the
pressures of personal attack and economic boycott is to surrender the basic
right of freedom of the press. This
right we will never surrender or compromise. To do so would be to betray
our responsibility as a news medium.
"If we are weakened, you are weakened, for if through fear or intimidation we fail to provide all the news —
good or bad, favorable or unfavorable
— then you, the citizens of the nation,
cannot be properly informed."
ACLU Defends ABC-TV ■ American
Civil Liberties Union disclosed the text
of a letter it had sent to Chairman
Minow outlining its views on the controversy. ACLU said it agrees with
ABC-TV that freedom of the press is
an issue in the tv program, and at the
same time, the union defended the
right of ABC-TV to include remarks
by Mr. Hiss. ACLU noted that the
FCC on "numerous occasions" has
pointed out that "the presentation of
controversy is an essential ingredient of
the public interest clause of the comBROADCASTING, November 26, 1962
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the 59 awards it won during its long
stay on CBS and for its 20-year sponsorship by Cream of Wheat. We believe that the Shadowvision production
process will enable the series to enjoy
equal success on television."
WNYC-TV sets series
on medical education
A weekly medical-education series
for physicians will start early next year
on WNYC-TV New York, the Munici-

WRAL-TV gives youngsters simulated 'lift'
The "X-5," an unusual studio nights and animated cartoon advenspace ship created at WRAL-TV
tures. The X-5's design (by station
artist Bill Pugh) permits cameras
Raleigh, N. C, is featured daily on
Space Harbor with Cap'n 5, a local- to peer into the vehicle from the rear
during "flight." The 21 -foot spacely produced afternoon children's
ship was constructed in six weeks by
program, and accommodates up to
10 astronauts, each seated in his own
station craftsmen (projectionists,
cameramen and floormen). Its ll6
bucket seat with an individual conworking switches and more than a
trol panel.
Cap'n 5 (Herb Marks) skippers hundred colorful, flashing lights add
the craft during simulated space
to the youngsters' flight simulations.
munications law."
The union also asserted that the decisions of WNHC-TV New Haven and
WFIL-TV Philadelphia not to carry the
program
was "within
right ofof their
stations to determine
the the
contents

the news according to its own professional judgment. WJRZ told its listeners
it "would not countenance any interference by sponsors in the range, scope
or content of [editorial] comments."

news programs.
"We believe the FCC has the right
and the obligation to review the overall programming performance of a licensee to determine if the licensee is

Shadowvision plans
'Let's Pretend' series

observing the public interest clause,"
ACLU declared. "But we disagree this
includes the right to require that a program be put on or taken off the air."
The Kemper Insurance Co., Chicago,
clung to its position that it is withdrawing as the Wednesday sponsor of the
Ron Cochran Monday-Friday early evening news program. The program went
on the air last Wednesday without
Kemper's commercials. ABC-TV earlier had notified Kemper, which had
sought to cancel its sponsorship of the
Ron Cochran news show because of
Mr. Hiss's appearance, that the network considered the agreement as "firm
and non-cancellable." The Kemper
sponsorship was for 26 weeks and began Oct. 27.
Among the stations which broadcast
on-the-air editorials on the controversy
were WMCA New York and WJRZ,
Ne'wark, N. J. Both stations supported
ABC-TV's right to carry comment on
€6 (PROGRAMMING)

The fairy tale series, Let's Pretend,
which filled a Saturday morning halfhour on the CBS Radio network for
more than 20 years, is being readied
for television. Maurissa Jaffe has acquired the tv rights to the radio series
created and presented by the late Nila
Mack, along with more than 200 of
Miss Mack's original scripts and has
formed Shadowvision Inc. to produce
the tv series. Headquarters will be established in Hollywood.
A half-hour
of Let's what
Pretend has been pilot
made,film
employing
Mrs. Jaffe describes as "a magic lantern technique," with the characters silhouetted injet black against a colored
background. "This permits the viewer
the enjoyable privilege of using his own
imagination," she said. "He may picture Cinderella's fairy godmother, for
example, as dressed in a jeweled gown
or in the drab garb of a witch.
"This was the secret of the success of
Let's Pretend on radio, responsible for

palquired
Broadcasting
System's
uhf station on
ch. 31. newly
Aimed ac-at
the more than 25,500 physicians in the
station's 25-mile broadcast radius, the
New York
of Medicine's
program also Academy
can be viewed
by laymen
who have uhf sets or converters.
The new series, entitled Correlated
Clinical Science Course, will be telecast
on Tuesdays from 9 to 10 p.m., for 16
weeks starting Jan. 8.
Dr. Howard Reid Craig, director of
the academy, and Seymour N. Siegel,
director of Municipal Broadcasting, announced that the telecasts would be resumed in the fall of 1963 if the first
series of lectures brings a favorable reaction.
KTTV (TV) buys movies
to beef up New Year sales
To stimulate viewer-advertiser interest
in television during the first two weeks
of the new year, traditionally the dullest
segment of the tv calender, KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles went shopping for some
unusually attractive program material.
The search produced two top motion
pictures, "Duel in the Sun," and "Ruby
Gentry,*' both produced by Selznick Productions, both starring Jennifer Jones.
KTTV declined to reveal the price it
paid for the Los Angeles tv rights to
these pictures, but said it believes it is
the largest ever paid for single movies
in that city and described a published
estimate of $20,000 each as "ridiculousKTTV is scheduling these movies to
run at 7:30-10 p.m. for a solid week
each, starting on Friday (Jan. 4 for
"Rubyly low."
Gentry," Jan. 11 "Duel in the
Sun" (as the Colgate Theatre Show,
sponsored each Friday by ColgatePalmolive Co. The other 12 broadcasts
are being offered to advertisers for
participating sponsorship at a price of
$5,400 for the package of a single spot
in each broadcast, with the spots rotated throughout the 12-day period.
Fm drama-discussion

series

Canadian Broadcasting Corp's series
of recorded dramatizations of de Tocqueville's Democracy in America provide the basis for new drama-discussion
programs to be aired this winter by
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

A new

kind of alchemy

revives a ghost town

Atlantic City, Wyoming, was founded in 1867 by prospectors who had struck gold in the rugged Wind River
Mountains. During the next few years they dug some
$5 million in gold out of the earth near Atlantic City
(ignoring a body of low grade taconite iron ore in the
same area); and the little mining camp became one
of the liveliest boom towns in the West. When the gold
ran out, Atlantic City died. Almost 90 years later, U. S.
Steel decided that Atlantic City's half-forgotten taconite represented a potentially vital natural resource,
and it invested millions of dollars in a new mine and
beneficiation plant to turn into iron-rich ore the once

worthless red rock the gold miners had ignored. Now,
hundreds of men are working at a new installation that
mines the taconite, crushes it, separates the ironbearing rock from waste, and reforms it into useful
chunks of iron ore. And U. S. Steel is shipping the
beneficiated ore direct to its Utah steel mills.
The Atlantic City project has breathed new life into an
almost deserted section of Wyoming. But more important . . . since almost 95% of the metal America uses
is steel . . . U. S. Steel projects like that at Atlantic
City are assuring a steady supply of iron ore for years
to come. America grows with steel.

United
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States
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J It AIM M.\ Hit

50 +
TvQ's top ten for
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

October
Total
Audience

Program
Beverly Hillbillies (CBS)
54
55
Bonanza (NBC)
Red Skelton Hour (CBS)
46
50
Ben Casey (ABC)
45 vQ*
Dr. Kildare (NBC)
44 T
Hazel (NBC)
43
World of Color (NBC)
Sat. Night Movies (NBC)
41
42
Andy Griffith (CBS)
Gunsmoke (CBS)
39
*Percentage of viewers familiar ' /ith a show
Copyright Home Testing Institute Inc., 1962

KFMQ (FM) Lincoln, Neb.
The programs, which will deal with
various aspects of American democracy
in historical perspective, will include
live audience participation from the
Bennett Martin Library in Lincoln.
Half-hour episodes of the de Tocqueville series will be followed by discussions based on audience reaction and
moderated by state officials, educational authorities, business leaders and
others selected for their familiarity with
the subject that the particular program
of the CBC series suggests.
Film Sales . . .
Leave It To The Girls (United Artists Tv): Sold to KTVU (TV) San
Francisco; WSB-TV Atlanta; WTVJ
(TV) Miami; KGUN-TV Tucson,
Ariz.; KOMO-TV Seattle; WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, Fla.; WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; KSD-TV St. Louis, and
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Program is
now in 20 markets.
20th Century-Fox, post-48's (National Telefilm Assoc. Inc.): Sold to
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C. and
WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala. Now sold
to 157 stations.
Tin Tin (National Telefilm Assoc.):
Sold to WTAF-TV Marion, Ind.;
WNYS-TV Syracuse, N. Y.; KOIN-TV
Portland, Ore.; KHJ-TV Los Angeles.
Cavalcade of the 60's Group I Features (Allied Artists Tv) : Sold to
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore.; KHQ-TV
Spokane, Wash.; WRDW-TV Augusta,
Ga.; KENS-TV San Antonio, and
KONA-TV Honolulu. Program is now
in 59 markets.
The Detectives (Four Star) : Sold to
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; WTEV
(TV) New Bedford, Mass.; KWTXTV Waco, Tex., and KBTV (TV) Denver. Now in 17 markets.
The Story of . . . (United Artists
Tv): Sold to KTVU (TV) San Francisco; WJZ-TV Baltimore; WLWI (TV)
Indianapolis; WTVO (TV) Rockford,
68 (PROGRAMMING)

by age
6-11
79
65
49
45
50

12-17

Age Groups
18-34

68
62
56
40
49
49
54 TvQ*
50

TvQ*
69
66
54
60
37
44
42
who consider it "one

35-49

55
46
55

46
42
55

53
35
46

49

34

49
44
41
39
47

41
50
44
TvQ* 31
47
45
37
32of my favorites."
33
37
36
39
38
TvQ* 35

13 five-minute scripts highlighting interesting Christmas Day customs
around the world. The package is being offered to broadcasters for $19.95
complete by SESAC.
Director assigned ■ WCBS-TV New
York staff director Merrill Brockway
has been assigned to direct the first two
WCBS-TV productions of the projected
Repertoire Workshop series, a combined effort of the CBS-owned tv stations in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis and Los Angeles.

TvQ*Secretary Rusk's hour ■ Secretary of
State Dean Rusk will talk about his
office and its relationship to the Presidency, his life and career, and his role
in
current
world crises in a one-hour
111.; WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla., and
tv conversation on CBS-TV's "CBS ReWTOK-TV Meridian, Miss. Also, ConEST). ports: An Hour With the Secretary of
sumers Cooperative Assn., through
State,"
Nov. 28 (Wed., 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Potts, Woodbury Inc., has added eighth
market, KHOL-TV Hastings-Kearney,
Neb. Now in 116 markets.
At no cost ■ The Wave Trap, the
The Law and Mr. Jones (Four Star) : story of developments in scientific circles where waves are trapped off shore
Sold to KTLA (TV) Los Angeles;
to prevent damage to coastal areas, has
KOLO-TV Reno, Nev., and WCCAbeen made available to radio stations in
TV Columbia, S. C. Now in 6 markets.
coastal and Great Lakes areas as a public service of U. S. Rubber Co. The
Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre
(Four Star) : Sold to KTLA (TV) Los
15 minute program is being distributed
Angeles; KWTX-TV Waco, Tex., and
at no cost by Empire Broadcasting
KOLO-TV Reno, Nev. Program is now
17.
Corp.,
480 Lexington Ave., New York
in 6 markets.
Target: The Corruptors (Four Star) :
Sold to WTEV-TV New Bedford, Mass.
Now in 7 markets.
Program notes...
White House tour rebroadcast ■ CBSTV will rebroadcast "A Tour of the
White House with Mrs. John F. Kennedy" Sunday, Jan. 13, from 4 to 5
p.m. EST. The program was first broadcast Feb. 14 and rebroadcast March 25.
It was also telecast on ABC-TV and
NBC-TV.
Dj aid ■ Columbia Record Productions
has introduced a new shipping carton
which supplies quick and simple identification of records for disc jockeys.
The carton is a bright red box with the
legend "D. J. Records" written across
each side.
Proposed tv pilot ■ Morga Productions,
owned by comedian Mort Sahl in partnership with his manager, Milton Ebbins, has purchased "Away On Leave,"
an original comedy by Warren Johnson
about two young army draftees, and
plans to produce a tv pilot sometime
early in 1963.
Christmas package ■ A new Christmas
program series, Christmas Is the Day,
has been released by SESAC Inc., New
York. Included in the series are four
record albums with more than 40 selections of Christmas music, a special recording with 16 one-minute tunes and

For free-loan ■ "Synthesis: A Method
for Miracles," a 16mm half -hour film
produced by Fred A. Niles Productions,
is available on a free-loan basis to tv
stations through Sterling Movies U. S. A.
Inc., New York. The feature traces
the advance of civilization as it relates
to synthesis.
Radio Russian ■ The Educational Radio Network, a division of the National
Educational Tv Network, will broadcast a Russian language course, beginning in January, on its eight stations on
the eastern seaboard. The 40 half-hour
programs will be heard three times a
week. The programs are being produced for ERN by the Western Mass.
Broadcasting Council Inc., which operates WFCR-FM Amherst, Mass.
Motion picture or tv series? ■ Warner
Bros. Studios has acquired The Federal
Investigators, written by Miriam Ottenberg, Washington Star news reporter,
about the many branches of the federal
government's crime-fighting facilities.
Whether the book will be used as a
basis for a tv series or a theatrical motion picture has not been decided.
Soviet saga ■ A one-hour documentary,
The Rise of Soviet Power, which details
the growth of Communism from the
time of Czar Nicholas II until the present day, was carried on WNEW-TV
New York on Oct. 30 (8-9 p.m.). It was
repeated on Nov. 4 (9-10 p.m.) and was
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962
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also presented on five other Metropolitan Broadcasting stations — WTTG
(TV) Washington; KMBC-TV Kansas
City, Mo.; KOVR (TV) SacramentoStockton, Calif.; WTVH (TV) Peoria,
III.; and WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111. The
film was produced by the BBC and was
both written and narrated by Malcolm
Muggeridge.
KFS' trio ■ King Features Syndicate-Tv
is starting to sell three new cartoon
series, Beetle Bailey, Barney Google
and Snuffy Smith, and Krazy Kat, but
they will not be available for tv showing before the fall of 1963. KFS-Tv
will produce 50 episodes in each of
the three series, with each segment SVi
minutes long, except for nine longer
subjects (8V2 minutes) that will be released theatrically over the next year.
Songfest to Norway ■ A tape of the
34th biennial Sangerfest of the Nor-

wegian Singers Assn. of America, recorded by KSOO-AM-TV Sioux Falls,
S. D., last summer has been presented
by South Dakota Senators Karl Mundt
and Joe Bottum to Rolf Jerving. charge
d'affaires of the Norwegian Embassy.
Mr. Jerving said the tape would be preCorp. sented to the Norwegian Broadcasting
Self-analysis ■ In an effort to explain
its programming policy to its listeners,
WNOX Knoxville, Tenn., ran a tenminute "profile" tape of the station on
alternate days. The tape, originally devised for the station's national rep
(Blair, New York), contained bits and
pieces from its regular program format
and commented on all aspects of its
programming policy.
At sea on ABC-TV ■ Production of a
pilot has started in Seattle for Mr.
Kingston, a new ABC-TV adventure
series starring Walter Pidgeon as captain
EQUIPMENT

AMST
Claims

New

SEES
York

test

FCC
proves

of an ocean liner, and Peter Graves as
the ship's first officer. Leslie Stevens,
series creator, will be producer director
at Daystar Productions. The Dominion
Monarch, a 26,462-ton liner, will be
used in the series, Mr. Stevens said.
Hoover's address ■ American Freedom
Network is distributing tapes of J. Edgar Hoover's 30-minute address to the
American Legion convention in Las
Vegas to its subscribing stations, as a
"message all Americans should hear."
New company — new series ■ Producer
Jules Bricken has formed his own tv
production organization in New York.
His first project is an hour film dramatic
series, still untitled and starring George
C. Scott as a Pulitzer Prize columnist.
The series is being produced by Mr.
Bricken for United Artists Television,
and is scheduled for showing on CBSTV next season, according to a UA-Tv
spokesman.
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REPORT
vhf

is better

PRO-V

than

commission
adopts standards for all-channel
The Assn. of Maximum Service Telesion— or draws conclusions from incorrect or unbalanced data:
casters, a group of vhf television stations, has looked at the FCC report on
Based on an analysis by its consultthe New York uhf test and found it
ing engineer, Howard Head, of the A.
good; it upholds the AMST contention,
Ring & Co., Washington AMST
the association told its members last D.
makes these points:
week, that vhf is superior to uhf.
■ Vhf superiority over uhf ranges
The needle was given to uhf adherfrom 10% to 50%. This is based on
ents, joyously pointing to the New York
the grades given picture quality by techtest as proving uhf's parity with vhf in
nicians (resulting in the 10% figure)
large cities, by AMST Executive Di- and evaluations made by householders
rector Lester W. Lindow in a Nov. 21
(which show a 50% difference).
letter to his members.
■ Picture quality ratings are based in
The FCC report, Mr. Lindow stated,
many
instances on the use of an outshows that "vhf picture quality within
door receiving antenna ever where it
25 miles of the Empire State Bldg. is
was not permissible to install a persuperior to uhf picture quality."
Also last week these two further demanent outside antenna. "This has the
effect of minimizing the superiority of
velopments on the uhf front took place:
(1) The FCC issued a First Report and
vhf■ in
with inuhf."
Thecomparison
receivers used
the FCC test
Order adopting rules on technical qualiwere
heavily
concentrated
close to the
ties of all-channel receivers, proposed
last September, and including an April
Empire State Bldg. — -78% were within
10 miles and more than 90% were with30, 1964 cutoff date for the manufacture of vhf -only receivers, and (2) The
in 15 miles of the transmitters. "This
Electric Institute of Washington (D. C.)
distribution of receivers was out of proheld a symposium for receiver distribuportion to population distribution withtors and retailers on uhf and the allin the 25-mile circle. For example, apchannel set.
proximately half of the receivers were
located in Manhattan alone, although
Obviously nettled by the assumption
the population of Manhattan is only
that the FCC report finds uhf generally
about 17% of the population within
equal to vhf in the New York area
(Broadcasting, Nov. 19), the AMST
the area studied."
letter calls attention to portions of the
■ The FCC report does not give stadocument justifying its conclusion that
tistics which permit an analysis of the
the study results in a contrary conclucomparative picture quality between vhf
70

uhf;

tv sets
and uhf as distance from the transmitting antennas increases.
Preliminary data from AMST's own
New York study, the letter says, "indicates that by the time the 25-mile circle
is reached, uhf performance has become decidedly inferior to vhf performStill Testing ■ AMST is amplifying
the FCC's tests which were confined to
a 25-mile radius from the Empire State
Bldg. by taking measurements outside
this area. Using 100 RCA receivers,
theance."
same as those used by the FCC in
its survey, AMST has placed them in
homes from 25 miles out to 65 miles
from mid-Manhattan. The receivers,
which include 10 color models, are kept
at one location for a full year. AMST
hopes to have its report ready by next
spring.
is spending
000 forItthese
tests. an estimated S 1 00Notwithstanding its criticism of the
FCC report, AMST maintains that the
report does show that uhf is capable of
providing "a substantial amount of tv
service in a large canyon-like city such
as The
New AMST
York." letter concludes:
"The FCC's report thus underscores
the fact that television requires the use
of vhf and uhf side by side with each
other in the same communities and
areas . . ." AMST has maintained this
position over the years.
The N. Y. report was written by
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

Place: A reservations desk in the Air
France reservations center at Idlewild
Airport. There is an important difference
in the phone call that is being received
at this moment, however. It was placed
at Air France headquarters in Paris, transmitted tothe Telstar communications satellite inspace, then back again to earth!
This historic "first" is one of many Air
France has established. Other examples: first international passenger flight,
Paris/London, in 1919; first flight with a

passenger across the South Atlantic, in
1930; first jet passenger flight over the
North Pole, Paris/Tokyo, in 1960; first
airline to equip its entire Boeing 707 Intercontinental Jet fleet with Doppler radar, an automatic navigational system.
And Air France was first to order a
remarkable new communication system
that now links its 41 offices in North
America with over 500 offices around the
world. Air France's network covers 201,043 miles of unduplicated route miles,

the largest of any airline in the world.
Maintenance and personnel training
programs are other areas in which Air
France strives for perfection. Pilots as
well as crews constantly undergo refresher training. No other airline has
higher standards for its personnel. Or
for any phase of operations, in fact.
This kind of dedication to excellence
has always been a hallmark of Air France,
the world's largest airline, through 43
years of international flying experience.

AIR
FRANCE
THE
LARGEST
AIRLINE
WO
R L D 'S
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Jules Deitz, an FCC engineer who
coordinated receiver installations and
picture quality evaluations in New
York during the year-long test. In referring tothe differences found between
uhf and vhf where only indoor antennas are used, Mr. Deitz concluded that,
"The difference almost disappears completely when outside antennas are
brought into use."
Based on tests at 768 locations, the
FCC document also found that there is
little difference in installation costs between uhf and vhf except for the time
needed to select the best position for the
uhf antenna; that at most locations good
vhf and uhf reception was found
through the use of a single, double V
antenna favoring uhf; that there are no
differences between uhf and vhf for
color reception; that ghosting differences
were too insignificant to be counted.
The tests, underwritten with a $2
million appropriation by Congress, used
WCBS-TV on ch. 2, WABC-TV on ch.
7 and WUHF (TV) on ch. 31. All
transmitted from the Empire State Bldg.,
the antenna home of all of New York's
tv stations.
A final report, including field intensity
statistics, is due to be issued by the FCC
early next year.
AH Channel Sets ■ In adopting largely without change the proposed rules it
issued three months ago, the FCC last
week stated that it would give further
consideration to requests for exemptions
from the all-channel requirement for
receivers to be used by schools, hospitals, hotels and other institutions where
central antenna systems are used.
Master distribution systems convert
uhf signals to unused vhf channels at

IRE medal

the antenna, and an all-band receiver is
unnecessary in this instance.
The commission also said that it was
extending the present radiation limit for
tv receivers to April 30, 1964, because
it cannot determine whether the proposed lower limitation on tv set radiation would have any effect on the conversion to all-channel sets. The present
radiation limit is 1,000 uv/m; the proposed reduction to 500 uv/m was to
have become effective Jan. 1, 1963.
Technical Standards ■ The standards
adopted by the FCC last week require
that the noise factor for any of the uhf
channels shall not exceed 18 db, and
that the peak picture sensitivity, averaged for all uhf channels, shall be not
more than 8 db larger than the peak picture sensitivity averaged for all of the
vhf channels.
These are minimum standards. The
FCC expressed hope that competitive
factors will lead to improvement in uhf
set capability and in ease of tuning.
The requirement that all tv receivers
made for interstate commerce be capable of receiving both vhf and uhf channels stems from legislation passed at the
last Congress. The law gives the FCC
the responsibility of setting standards.
The commission's proposed standards,
adopted last week, are basically the
same as those recommended by Electronic Industries Assn. and tv set makers earlier in the year.
The new all-band receivers will require certification that they comply with
the FCC standards. This will be shown
on a seal or label attached to the television receivers.
If a tv set is made before the April
30, 1964, date, this must be noted on

winners

John Hayes Hammond Jr., president of Hammond Research Corp.,
Gloucester, Mass., and George Clark
Southworth, consultant, Chatham,
N. J., have been named recipients of
the Institute of Radio Engineers'
Medal of Honor, highest annual technical award in the electronics field.
Named by the IRE board of directors, the Medals of Honor and other
awards will be presented at the 1963
Institute of Electrical & Electronic
Engineers International Convention
banquet next March 27 in New York.
(IRE and the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers are scheduled to
be merged on Jan. 1, 1963, to form
the IEEE).
Mr. Hammond was cited "for pioneering contributions to circuit theory and practice, radio control of
missiles and basic communications
methods." Mr. Southworth, formerly
72 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

with Bell Telephone Labs, was honored for pioneering contributions to
microwave radio physics, radio astronomy and also to wave-guide
transmission.
Winners of the Vladimir K. Zworykin prize award for technical contributions toelectronic television are:
Philip J. Rice Jr. and William E.
Evans, "for the development of techniques and equipment for fixing televised
images on paper."
Rice is
with Stanford
ResearchMr.Institute,
Menlo Park, Calif., and Mr. Evans
is with A. B. Dick Co., Palo Alto,
Calif.
IRE also announced Fellow
Awards to 76 leading electronics engineers and scientists from the U. S.
and five other countries. The grade
of Fellow is the highest membership
classification which can be offered
by IRE.

the carton; it can then be shipped in
interstate commerce after the April 30
deadline even though it does not conform to the all-channel rules.
Any set made on May 1, 1964, or
thereafter, however, must be an allchannel receiver and must comply with
the FCC's standards.
The commission emphasized that
there is nothing in the law prohibiting
the public from operating "non-conforming" sets as long as they wish.
Grass Roots Told ■ The Electric Institute seminar in Washington took
place Nov. 20, with about 75 Washington distributors and retailers attending.
Background on uhf and the New York
test was given by Commissioner Robert
E. Lee. He used an electrified map of
the United States to display graphically
the usage of vhf and uhf channels.
Mr. Lee's main point was that there
are 1,440 unused uhf channels, and
that technical problems which existed
for the use of uhf largely have been
"dissipated."
A panel answered prepared and extemporaneous questions from the audience. It consisted of Jerry Peake and
Edward F. Paulson, representing local
set-servicing firms, and Harris O. Wood
of Philco and Robert G. Weston of the
FCC.
Among the high points of the panel
discussion:
■ Mr. Wood reported that the transition tv set between now and the April
a "conwill be
cutoff
30, 1964, vertible."
This is date
a receiver
engineered
a uhf tuner which manufacto accept
turers will have available for purchase
separately at a price of from $20-$30.
■ Mr. Wood allayed fears that uhf
tuners would be more difficult than vhf
tuners. Uhf tuners today, he said, are
actually more trouble free than vhf
tuners. He also cited advances in the
uhf oscillator tube which at one time
deteriorated quickly. The new uhf
he declared, are four times bettubes,
ter than the tube that was previously
used in uhf tuners.
Mr. Weston expressed his belief that
the FCC does not intend to place the
maximum number of uhf channels in
any one city or cities. Although there
is the technical possibility of putting
12 uhf channels in a single city, this is
not FCC policy, he said.
Mr. Peake and Mr. Paulson reported
mainly on experiences in converting
Washington receivers to uhf for ch. 26This is now occupied by WETA (TV),,
the Washington etv station.
The audience was handed a list of
brand tv sets with comments from manufacturers on how to convert them for
uhf reception.
A transcript of the seminar was made
by EIA, which will have them available
for use in other cities for the same kind
of distributor-retailer meeting.
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Picture

stories

Scotch

brand

come

For black and white tv, "Scotch" Video Tape
provides a wide, expanded gray scale for gradual
transitions from absolute black to absolute white.
For color, the superior picture quality of video
tape is even greater. Highest fidelity sound adds
to the true-to-life impression. And the sharp video
tape original can be duplicated with excellent
copies or with kines made from the master tape.
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life

Live-Action

The same vivid sense of "it's happening now"
that makes a video taped drama grip the viewer's
attention, works for added believability in commercials carried on "Scotch" brand Video Tape!
The reason for this exceptional sense of "presence": compatibility of picture source and the
picture itself. Both are electronic and give the
viewer an image that involves no compromise.

"SCOTCH AND OFTHEMINNESOTA
PLAID DESIGNMINING
ARE &REGISTERED
TRADEMARKS
MANUFAC-99
TURING CO., ST.NEWPAUL
1. N.Y.
MINNESOTA.
EXPORT:
PARK
AVENUE.
YORK,
IN
CANADA:
LONDON.
ONTARIO. ©1962. 3M CO.

to

on

Video

Tape!

Tape has many favorable facets for the producer of network shows, for the advertiser and
agency making commercials, for local programming and closed circuit applications. Immediate
playback means mistakes can be spotted and corrected at once. An almost limitless number of
special effects can be achieved instantly by pushbutton; others are done relatively easily, and
never involve lab work and the long wait.
"Techniques of Editing Video Tape" is the
name of a booklet that offers a sampling of ideas
used by video tape editors to build shows from
tapes, create special effects . . . tells of techniques
that make editing easier. It's free . . . just write,
Magnetic Products Division, 3M Company,
Dept. MBX-112, St. Paul 1, Minn.
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Traverse City, Mich.

You Also Buy
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Mich.
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sets

record

for second-quarter
Ampex Corp. had record second
quarter sales, net earnings and incoming orders for the 1962 fiscal quarter
ended Oct. 31, President W. E. Roberts
announced last week.
Sales totaled $21,607,000, compared
with $19,125,000 for the same quarter
of fiscal 1962. Net earnings after taxes
were $1,291,000 (17 cents a share),
up from $421,000 (five cents a share),
in the like period a year ago. Incoming orders totaled $23,848,000 versus
$20,384,000 in the second quarter of
last fiscal year.
For the six months ended Oct. 3 1 ,
Ampex had sales of $43,120,000, up
18%; net earnings of $2,197,000 (28
cents a share), up 347%, and incoming orders of $50,148,000, up 32%
from the first half of fiscal 1962.
During the first half of fiscal 1963,
Ampex introduced 13 new products and
put approximately $4,250,000 into research and new product development.
Mr. Roberts reported the company will
spend more than $9 million for research
and development before the end of the
fiscal year.
Speaker standardization
furthered at EIA meet
Efforts to standardize methods and
language for measuring and rating the
performance of loudspeakers used in
radio-tv sets and other applications took
another step toward fruition at the
fourth Loudspeaker Conference of the
Electronic Industries Assn. in Chicago.
The study has been under way for
two years now and is still not near completion because of the complexities of
the accoustical arts. The meeting, however, heard suggestions on standard
methods for measuring loudspeaker
qualities as well as new ideas on rating
techniques and signs which would be
understandable to both the industry and
the consumer public.
The system of color symbols for rating loudspeakers proposed at the meeting last June by Lincoln Walsh of
Walsh Engineering Co., Millington,
N. J., was demonstrated.
Another specification system was presented also by Adelore F. Petrie of
General Electric's audio products department, Decatur, 111., which would
provide six measures. These would include: size, rating impedance, maximum input, type, efficiency and test
voltage. Brune Staffen, senior engineer
of the Hammond Organ Co., demonstrated anumber rating system already
in use by the manufacturer which he
said showed good correlation with the
proposed Walsh system.
A highly technical paper by Richard

E. Liebich, accoustics coordinator for
Clevite Ordnance Div., Cleveland, discussed amethod of testing sound quality which could eliminate such subjective factors
the listener's
personal
preferences
andas which
would augment
and modify certain aspects of the quality rating proposals of the Walsh rating
system.
General
Precision's
net income
unchanged
General Precision Equipment Corp.,
Tarrytown, N.Y., reported net income
for the third quarter ended Sept. 30 of
$1,105,579 — equal to 61 cents a share
after deducting $99,212 paid out in
dividends on preferred and preference
stocks. This compares to net income
of $1,122,037 (61 cents a share for
the comparable period in 1961. Consolidated net sales for the July-September quarter totaled $55,085,045. This
compares to $52,292,533 for the same
period last year.
Net income for first nine months of
1962 reached $3,002,789 ($1.63 a
share after deducting $326,130 paid out
in dividends on preferred and preference shares), based on consolidated net
sales of $163,020,970. This compares
to $4,189,040 net income ($2.1 1 a share
after deducting special dividends but
including a special credit), on $171,196,090 consolidated net sales for the
same nine months last year.
Color slows down Admiral
Unusual expansion of color tv production facilities to meet the rising consumer demand was the reason given last
week by Admiral Corp. President Vincent Barreca
for his
firm's third-quarter
net loss
of over
$300,000
on sales of
nearly $50.4 million. The net income
for the nine-month period also was below a year ago. He said Admiral will
now be able to produce 100,000 color
sets annually.
Technical

topics...

Sales up ■ Entron Inc., Silver Spring.
Md., manufacturer of television systems
and equipment, reports Oct. 1962 sales
were highest for any month in the
company's
history
48% increase
overand
Oct.represented
1961. Thea
business pick-up was attributed to increased interest in the company's tv
cable
tapoff
as well
as its
a system which
permits
an "Adaband,"
increase in
the number of channels that can be
carried on community tv systems.
New lenses ■ The Elgeet Optical Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., has announced the
introduction of the Elgeet Zoom Navitar lenses for tv and 16 mm cameras.
The 14-element lens features a zoom
range from 20mm to 80mm and a maximum speed of f 1.8.
BROADCASTING, November 26. 1962

First

thing

in the

morning

. . .

. . . you'll have confidence in knowing that an ARB Overnight Survey team was on
the job the night before. The audience estimates you need will be on hand, ready for
those all-important decisions you'll face today.
ARB Overnight Surveys truly build this confidence. More and more regular clients
prove it. Telephone coincidentals are designed to give fast information to aid in the solutions of your most pressing audience problems . . . such as checking the audience to a
new program or spotting an audience trend since the last regular ARB report. And they
provide this information quickly, because on short notice a large staff of trained and
experienced telephone interviewers is available. Whether it's a current program rating
or a timely share of audience index, an ARB Overnight Survey is equally adept at
providing answers for key decisions in any U.S.
AMERICAN
television market.
RESEARCH
Consistently reliable audience estimates at a
BUREAU
practical price is an offer worth investigating. Call
your ARB

representative and discuss it today.

division

of

c - e - i - r inc.

For further information— Washington WE 5-2600 • New York JU 6-7733 • Chicago 467-5750 • Los Angeles RA 3-8536

FANFARE
If you can't join 'em, move
A so-called "iron curtain" failed
to prevent WCNL Newport, N. H.,
from covering a key high school
football game on the schedule of
Towle High School, whose games the
station had been reporting regularly
during the season.
When Plymouth High School demanded arights fee for the Towle
game there (60 miles away), WCNL
said the costs were in excess of the
net remaining to the station after deductions for remote expenses. Leasing farm land adjacent to the field,
WEZN-sponsored quartet
wins U.S. championship
When a local female quartet needed
financing for transportation to a national singing contest, WEZN Elizabethtown, Pa., chipped in with the first contribution and launched a successful
fund-raising campaign which sent the
girls to the contest and the national
championship.
The girls, known as "The Etonettes,"
and sponsored by a local American
Legion Post, had won the Pennsylvania

TheCMMARK
OF QUALITY RADIO IN
CENTRAL
NEW YORK

Top personalities,
top programming, top
facilities and top management combine to insure advertisers areally effective selling job
in WSYR's 1 8-county service area.
WSYR's big margin of superiority
is confirmed by all recognized
market coverage studies.
Represented Nationally by
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
New York • Boston • Chicago
Detroit • San Francisco

next door
WCNL reported the play-by-play
from a point just 30 feet from the
20-yard line.
Arch Mountain, WCNL sportscaster, interviewed the opposing
coaches across a barbed-wire fence
after the football game. The Plymouth school was the only member of
the Granite State League demanding
a rights fee, reported Dick Carlson,
WCNL co-owner. The gate for the
contest was the "biggest to date,"
with "hundreds of Towle fans on
hand," Mr. Carlson said.
State Legion title for barbershop quartet
singing, but they needed help to get to
the championships in Las Vegas.
Ira H. Kaplan, president and owner
of WEZN, made the initial contribution. Then his station began an intensive spot schedule which brought forth
the cash.
The girls went to Nevada and returned with the national championship.
Radio gifts for school marms

76

the old lens will be removed and used
in making glasses for the needy.
Sales film ■ A sales team from WPIX
(TV) New York is touring the U. S.
and showing a sales promotion film,
"The One-Station Network," before clients and agencies. A sales-oriented
WPIX Coloring Book summarizing the
film also is being presented. Making
the trip are John A. Patterson, vice
president in charge of sales; Jack F. A.
Flynn, national sales and business manager; and Frank X. Tuoti, advertising
director.
Police call ■ Mrs. Theodore Porter ^
wife of a Kansas City, Mo., policeman,
won a $5,000 redwood timberlodge,
grand prize in a KMBC-TV Kansas City
Free for All program contest, when her
mother-in-law observed Mrs. Porter'spost card had been selected on the
morning tv program and telephoned her
daughter that she should call the station
to collect her prize.
Measured campaign ■ Radio stations
in the A-Buy group are trying to reach
timebuyers with a gold-colored steel rollup yardstick called "The Golden Rule
for Radio Advertising in California."

The James B. Childress Radio Stations of North Carolina and Tennessee
gave special attention to teachers during
National Education Week (Nov. 11-17)
by distributing apples on each teachers
desk in the respective listening areas of
Childress stations. Each piece of fruit
was tagged "Fruit for thought, thanks
to The
our Childress
teachers." group includes: WMSJ
Sylva, WKRK Murphy, WKSK West
Jefferson, WKJK Granite Falls (not on
the air but a participant nonetheless),
all North Carolina and WLAF La
Follette, Tenn.
Taboo here, but ok in Canada
U. S. broadcasters puzzling over the
FCC's
public advertisements
notice warningforthem
not
to
broadcast
lotteries
(Broadcasting, Nov. 19) might be
teased by promotions being conducted
by CKY Winnipeg, Man.
"Several times each morning, on the
air, we play a complete game of Bingo
. . ."tor ofsays
Dave Lyman, program directhe station.
"The CKY Sweepstakes is a current
afternoon feature," Mr. Lyman reports.
Listeners place bets on a series of eight
fictitious races using names of CKY
personalities as jockeys.

KGO Jr.'s debut
A tiny radio transmitter was
used to tell radio's story last
month with an unusual presentation before the San Francisco
chapter of the Sales Promotion
Executives Assn. Advertising and
sales promotion managers at the
meeting were surprised when six
transistor radios, placed around
their luncheon table, suddenly
came alive with "The Three R's
the luncheon
of After
Bay Area
Radio." Ron Wren

. . .

(see cut), advertising and promotion manager of KGO-AM-FM
San Francisco, explained the
strangehind a screen
broadcast.
in theConcealed
room wasbe-a

Spectacle(s) ■ Eyeglasses — 3,000 pairs
of them — piled up at KYW Cleveland
in response to a plea from that station's
all-night personality, Tom Griffiths.
They will be taken to Columbus where

tape recorder which piped the
story into
tiny two-tube
mitter. Thea miniature
stationtranswas
built by Mr. Wren, a former radio engineer.

Drumbeats

SYRACUSE, H. Y. • 570 KC

@
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What

compact

can

do everything

a console

The Ampex PR-10 gives you all the features, all the
performance of a console recorder. Even remote control.
And it's all wrapped up in a suitcase-sized package.
That means you can take a complete recording studio out into the field, into the
school, the church, industry— anywhere you
need it. The PR-10 features positive pushbutton controls; record-safe switch; and separate erase, record and playback heads. And
there's room for an optional 4-track stereo or
additional playback head. There's also a new
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

recorder

can?

AMPEX

PR-10

electro-dynamic clutch system to give you fast, gentle
starts and lower braking tension. If you want to monitor
on-the-spot, the PR-10 has A-B switches, VU meters,
phone jacks, output circuits. Moreover.electrical alignmentcontrols are accessiblethrough
the front panel. You get all this plus a new
Ampex"FourStar"oneyear warranty. For data
write the only company with recorders, tape &
memory devices for every application: Ampex
Corp., 934 Charter St., Redwood
City, Calif. Worldwide sales.service.
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ADVERTISING

John Matthews, vp
and member of executive committee of
Leo Burnett Co., Chicreaappointed
tivecago,
director.
He will
head group of copywriters and artists
who will create allmedia advertising for

Mr. Matthews

large part of agency's business, in line
with changes in creative services division made over month ago when Don
Tennant was made division head.
William H. Lowe Jr., vp and assistant
to president of Hydrometals Inc., joins
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, as
copy group head. Prior to joining
Hydrometals, Mr. Lowe was editor-inchief of House & Garden magazine;
assistant to president of Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather, and executive and managing
editor of Look magazine.
George M. Glazier, former advertising and sales promotion manager and
assistant general manager of sales for
American Oil Co. in Baltimore and
New York, joins Newhoff-Blumberg,
Baltimore advertising agency, as vp in
charge of newly created automotive
division. New division will specialize
in advertising, marketing and sales promotion for automotive and products in
allied fields.
John M. McEvoy, account executive
at Ted Bates & Co., New York, elected
vp. Mr. McEvoy was with Buchanan &
Co. as vp and director before joining
Bates in 1958.
Robert Liddel, associate media director
of Compton Adv.,
New York, elected
vp. Mr. Liddel, with
Compton's media department for past 10
years, served as head
timebuyer prior to being named to his present post.
Joseph C. Gusky, former senior vp
of Lando Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh, becomes principal and creative director
of AD & PR, newly created advertising
and pr consulting firm, located at Carlton House, Pittsburgh. Appointment is
result of merger of Joseph C. Gusky
Assoc. with Advertising & Public Relations Consultants Inc.
Warren Donahue, former associate
creative director of Donahue & Coe,
joins Morse International, New York,
as vp and copy director.
Freeman Fulbright, former executive
78

& FORTUNES

editor for national affairs of New York
Herald Tribune, joins Selvage & Lee.
New York pr firm, as vp and assistant
to president, Morris M. Lee. Prior to
joining Tribune, Mr. Fullbright was general editor of Newsweek magazine.
Chester L. Posey, senior vp of McCann-Erickson, named director of creative division of New York office. Mr.
Posey was manager of Chicago office.
Jack Wyatt, president of The Jack
Wyatt Co., Dallas-based advertising and
pr firm, elected to board of directors of
Wallace Clark & Co., New York-based
management counseling firm.
Kenneth B. Hawthorne, former general product manager
for U. S. Royal Div.
of U. S. Rubber Co.,
New York, joins John
H. Breck Inc. (hair
care preparations),
Springfield, Mass., as
Mr. Hawthorne
director of marketingconsumer products, newly created position. Mr. Hawthorne's responsibilities
will include advertising, sales promotion, product management and market
research. Douglas M. Shaylor, advertising staff assistant for hair preparation
firm, promoted to newly created position of advertising services manager.
Mr. Shaylor injoined
advertising
department
1954 Breck's
as copywriter.
Fred R. Jones, former vp and creative director of John W. Forney Co.
and before that creative supervisor at
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, joins
Lilienfeld & Co., Chicago, as account
supervisor.
James C. Campbell, director of research services for Marplan Inc. (division of Communications Affiliates Inc.,
subsidiary of Interpublic Inc.), Los
Angeles, appointed manager of marketing research for 20 Mule Team Products Dept. of U. S. Borax & Chemical
Corp., that city.
Marlene S. Pohn, director of radiotv department of Mohr & Eicoff, Chicago, joins Gourfain-Loeff, that city, in
similar capacity.
Howard Potter, account executive
with Compton Adv., joins Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York,
in similar capacity.
Audrey Heaney named senior account executive of The Softness Group,
New York pr firm. Diana WaMach
joins firm as administrative assistant.
Richard T. Houghton, Carson Roberts, joins New York office of N. W.
Aver & Son. Philadelphia, as account
representative. Other new Ayer ap-

pointments are Robert L. Ray, Edward
Dalton Co., as account representative
in San Francisco office, and Ruth
Simpson as public relations representative in New York.
Mina Moret joins Mann Scharf &
Co., Los Angeles pr firm, as associate.
Frances Calandro, former timebuyer
for Potts-Woodbury, Kansas City, joins
Winfield Adv. Agency, St. Louis, in
similar capacity.
Sheldon R. Axler, former production
and assistant advertising manager of
Cormac Photocopy Corp., manufacturers of office copy machines and supplies. New York, appointed administrative manager of Newman-Martin,
Bloomfield, N. J., advertising agency.
Leonard M. Nohr joins Tracy-Locke
Co., Dallas agency, as copywriter.
Fred Tamke, Foote, Cone & Belding;
Marcie Hans, North Adv., and William
Johnston, Campbell-Mithun, join Chicago copy staff of McCann-Erickson.
Francis L. Monaco, Kudner Agency,
joins Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York, as type director.
THE

MEDIA

Mr. McLean
James J. (Steve)
and general manager
casting Corp. -owned
newly created post,
Lean elected vp in

Mr. Crane
Crane elected vp
of Crosley BroadWLW Cincinnati,
and P. Scott Mccharge of eastern

tv sales,
withoffice.
headquarters
in Crosley's
New
York
Mr. McLean,
who
moves up from post of general manager
for eastern tv sales, joined organization's New York sales staff in 1950.
Mr. Crane joined Crosley in 1952 after
programming and sales experience with
WZIP Covington. Ky. After several
years on Crosley sales staff for both
radio and tv, Mr. Crane was named
sales manager of WLW year ago.
Milton H. Klein, member of sales department ofKHJ-TV Los Angeles since
April 1961, named general manager of
KHJ-AM-FM. Prior to joining KHJTV, Mr. Klein served as general manager of KEWB San Francisco.
Eric S. Bremner, researcher-writer
for special features department of
KING-TV Seattle, Wash., named asBROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

sistant to vp of broadcast division of
King Broadcasting Co., licensee of
KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle; KGW-AMTV Portland, Ore., and KREM-AMFM-TV Spokane, Wash. He succeeds
Alexander P. Hunter, who assumes
managership of KREM-AM-FM-TV,
effective Dec. 3.
Leslie H. Norins,
general manager of
KEYT (TV) Santa
Barbara, Calif., elected vp and member of
board of directors of
Key Television Inc.,
licensee of station.
Mr. Norins began his
Mr. Norins
broadcast career with
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, soon after
its inauguration in 1949. He was appointed KTTV local sales manager in
1953. Subsequent appointments include post of general sales manager of
KFRE-AM-TV, KRFM (FM) Fresno,
Calif., prior to joining Santa Barbara
outlet.
Arnold Becker, media research manager of Lennen & Newell, New York,
rejoins CBS-TV network research department as manager of coverage and
research analysis. Mr. Becker originally
joined CBS-TV network research department in May 1959 as assistant ratings manager. He was named manager
of coverage and research analysis in
February 1961 and left network early
in 1962 to join L&N.
Elaine M. Pappas, media supervisor
at North Adv., joins Metro Broadcast
Sales, New York, as director of sales
developmeat.
Tom Papich, former general manager of KITO San Bernardino, Calif.,
joins KRNO, that city, in similar post.
Walter C. Newton Jr., member of tv
sales department of The Boiling Co.,
New York, appointed to newly created
post of director of market and sales
development. Other appointments at
Boiling are: Phil Benblatt, formerly
with American Research Bureau, to rep

PERS
BUSISNEBSUSSPIANESS
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©

In the Radio-TV Publishinq Field only
BROADCASTING qualifies for mem
bership in Audit Bureau of Circulations
and Associated Business Publications
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James C.
Hanrahan, general manager of
WEWS (TV)
Cleveland, elected president of
Ohio Assn. of
Broadcasters.
Other new offiMr. Hanrahan
cers elected are
Mrs. Marianne B. Campbell,
WJEH-AM-FM
Gallipolis. first
vp; Walter E. Bartlett, WLWC
(TV) Columbus, second vp: Harry Dennis, WERE-AM-FM Cleveland, and Allan Land, WHIZ-TV
Zanesville, directors.
firm's research and promotion department; and Peter J. Griffin, formerly of
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
to Boiling's
tv sales staff.
Col. Lester W. Lindow (U. S. ArmyRes.), executive director of Assn. of
Maximum Service Telecasters, Washington, D. C, returned Nov. 9 from twoweek assignment in West Germany as
mobilizing designee of Chief of Office of
Information, Department of the Army.
Mr. Lindow's mission was to coordinate
with officials of French, British, West
German and U. S. forces in taping of
new series of radio programs to be distributed world-wide. The series, not
yet in production, will be aired on U. S.
stations via facilities of Mutual Broadcasting System.
Francis H. Conway,
general sales manager
of W D A U - T V,
WGBI - AM - FM
Scranton, Pa., joins
WTEV (TV) New
Bedford, Mass., in
similar capacity. Mr.
Conway joined
Mr. Conway
WDAU-TV sales department in 1953. He has been general
sales manager for last AV2 years in
addition to serving in same capacity for
WGBI since 1961. Prior to broadcast
experience, Mr. Conway was with sales
staff of Corn Products Sales Co. WTEV
(TV) is new ABC-TV network affiliate
scheduled to go on air in January.
Sam J. Slate, vp of CBS Radio and
general manager of WCBS-AM-FM
New York, named to New York Board
of Trade.
Paul E. Van Hook, formerly with
ABC-TV National Spot Sales, joins
Philadelphia office of Blair Television
Assoc. as sales specialist.
Phil Bondelli, producer-director at
WBBM-TV Chicago, named producer
of Panorama Pacific, weekly morning

program on KNXT (TV) Los Angeles.
He succeeds Harve Bennet, who resigned to become program development
director for ABC-TV. Carmen P. Phillips, production coordinator for Panorama Pacific, promoted to associate
producer of daily show.
Ken DeVaney, general counsel and
managing director of California Broadcasters Assn., joins Crowell-Collier
Broadcasting Corp., effective Dec. 1,
as administrative assistant to Joseph
Drilling, CCBC president. In addition
to current operation of three CrowellCollier radio stations (KFWB Los Angeles, KEWB Oakland-San Francisco,
KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul), Mr. DeVaney will head research program to
study all phases of tv, especially pay-tv,
and make recommendations for possible
CCBC expansion into those areas.
James W. Wesley
appointed assistant
sales manager of
WSB-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Wesley
joined WSB in 1955
as announcer - producer and was transMr. Wesley
ferred to station'sin
sales department
1958 where he has been account executive on local sales staff.
Gene Myers, formerly with CBS Radio Spot Sales in St. Louis, transfers to
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rep firm's New York headquarters as
account executive in charge of Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington ter itory.

Md.-D.C. broadcasters
JosephvpGoodfellow,
and

C. Wylie Calder, formerly with NBC
and Ziv-UA, joins WJBF (TV) Augusta,
"Ga., as regional account executive.
Harvey Schulman, former media director for Monroe Greenthal Agency,
joins WNBC-AM-FM New York as
account executive.
Bill Goff, news director of KVI
Seattle, Wash., now operations director.
Ward L. Quaal, executive vp and
general manager of WGN Inc., Chicago, elected chairman of Chicago Better Business Bureau, succeeding Frank
H. Yarnall, president of Yarnall Chevrolet. Gabe Joseph, Field Enterprises
Inc., Fairfax Cone, Foote, Cone & Belding, and Edward R. Taylor, Motorola,
were elected vice chairmen.
Karl Hess, for past
year editor of World,
weekly newspaper
published in Washington, D. C, appointed
Washington correspondent for Taft
Broadcasting Co.
(WKRC-AM-FM
-TV ,
Mr. Hess
^.
.. and
Cincinnati
WTVN-AM-FM-TV
Columbus, both
Ohio; WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham,
Ala., and WKYT
(TV) Lexington,
Ky.) and advisor-contributor to Taft
editorial board. Prior to joining World,
Mr. Hess was assistant to president of
Champion Papers Inc. and member of
editorial board of Taft Broadcasting.
Grant Wolfkill, NBC News cameraman who was prisoner of Laos communist forces for 15 months, has been
assigned to cover border warfare in
China-India area. Mr. Wolfkill was
captured May 1961 and released August 1962. In new assignment he will
be based in Hong Kong.
Abner A. Layne, former technical pr

SUBSCRIPTION

Mr. Goodfellow

general manager of WRC-AMFM-TV Washington, elected
president of
Maryland-D.
C.
Broadcasters
Asgn
at u§

meeting in Baltimore Nov. 20.
Other officers: Thomas S. Carr,
vp and general manager of
WBAL-AM-FM Baltimore, vp;
and Morris H. Blum, vp and general manager of WANN, WXTC
(FM) Annapolis, secretary-treasurer. Directors are: Mrs. Virginia
Pate, WASA-AM-FM Havre de
Grace; Robert Howard, WPGCAM-FM Morningside; Sam Cannon, WCEM Cambridge; Herbert
Cahan, WJZ-TV and George
Roder, WCBM-AM-FM, both
Baltimore; Fred Houwink.WMALAM-FM-TV and Ben Strouse,
WWDC-AM-FM, both Washington.
manager for American Machine &
Foundry Co., joins CBS Labs, Stamford, Conn., as manager of information
services.
Frank J. Little, assistant director of
advertising and publicity for WBKB
(TV) Chicago, joins WABC-TV New
York as director of publicity and press
information. Both stations are licensed
to American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres.
Ted Schneider, traffic and continuity
director of WHN New York, appointed
director of news, public affairs and
broadcast standards.
Barclay Powers, traffic manager of
WLBW-TV Miami, Fla., promoted to
publicity director, succeeding Patricia
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Alter, who takes leave of absence, effective today (Nov. 19). Russell Heberling, assistant traffic manager, elevated
to traffic manager.
Don Baird, formerly with news department of WPLO-AM-FM Atlanta,
Ga., joins WSB-AM-FM, that city, as
staff announcer.
Don B. Curran, director of advertising
and publicity for
ABC-owned tv stations, appointed general manager of
KGO-AM-FM San
Francisco (ABCowned outlet). Mr.
Curran
Curran joined ABC in
1961 as director of publicity and promotion for network's owned radio stations. He also served as sales manager
of KTVI (TV) St. Louis, promotion
director of KOMA Oklahoma City and
announcer and salesman for KGWA
Enid, Okla.
Rod Rogers appointed news director
of WABW Annapolis, Md.
PROGRAMMING
Joseph Bein, president of PanAmerican Broadcasting of Los Angeles,
elected chairman of newly created National Assn. of Background Music Operators. Other officers elected: Edward
Davis, Sundial Broadcasting Corp. of
San Francisco, vice chairman; Richard
Williams, WGLM (FM) Richmond,
Ind., secretary, and Leslie Cooper,
Musicast of New York, treasurer.
Roy L. Townshend, studio operations
manager of Robert Lawrence Productions, New York, and Doris Reichbart,
firm's production coordinator, elected
vps. Bert Stern, free-lance photographer, joins production company.
William E. Gephart Jr., president of
General Film Laboratories, Hollywood,
elected to board of governors of Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers, and also elected vp of Assn. of
Cinema Laboratories.
Allan Clark, special market representative for RCA Victor Records, appointed manager of radio-tv relations
and field promotion. Mr. Clark joined
RCA in 1954.
Clayton Fox, assistant to vp for business affairs at Desilu Productions and
previously in same capacity at CBS,
elected vp in charge of business affairs,
Glen Glenn Sound, Los Angeles.
Jack Brodsky appointed director of
advertising and publicity of Filmways
Inc., New York, in theatrical film area.
Duringtion picture
production
"Cleopatra"
at 20thofCentury-Fox,
Brodsky was advertising-publicity
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ordinator. He joined 20th in 1956.
Jack Horton, former free-lance cameraman, joins Filmex Inc., New York,
as director of photography.
Chuck Connors,
pleted production
MGM's Rifle/nan
signed to exclusive
sal Pictures.

who last week comon fifth season of
tv series, has been
contract by Univer-

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Lyle S. Garlock,
vp-government and
community relations
for Eastern Airlines
and former assistant
secretary of U. S. Air
Force, elected to
board of directors of
Melpar Inc., subsidiMr. Garlock
ary of Westinghouse
Air Brake Co., Falls Church, Va., electronics and aerospace firm. Mr. Garlock joined Eastern in Oct. 1961 after
27 years in government service. His
electionof raises
board
directorsnumber
to six. of Melpar's
Thomas R. Maher appointed general
manager of electronics division of The
Magnavox Co. of Tennessee. Prior to
joining Magnavox organization, Mr.
Maher was director of manufacturing
for Packard Bell Electronics.
James A. Stark, phonograph product
engineering manager for General Electric Co., appointed engineering manager for audio products department
of GE.
Haddon S. Wilson
promoted to engineering manager of RCA's
microwave department, with headquarters in Camden, N. J.
Before assuming new
post, Mr. Wilson was
manager of microMr. Wilson
wave project operations, responsible for contract administration and installation of RCA equipment in Western Union's transcontinental microwave beam system. Prior
to joining RCA in 1953, he was with
Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd.,
Toronto.

Collins elected trustee
LeRoy Collins, NAB president,
was elected to board of trustees
of Episcopal Radio-Tv Foundation, headquartered at Cathedral
of St. Philip, Atlanta, producers
and distributors of Episcopal series of The Protestant Hour. As
trustee, Gov. Collins joins thirty
other Episcopal leaders in directing the production of other films
in the tv series. The Foundation
has in production the One Reach
One 30-minute tv series.

city, in similar capacity. Prior to joining CFTO-TV, Mr. Le Maitre was
seven years with Transcontinent Television Corp. and WGR-TV Buffalo,
N. Y., as sales representative and regional sales manager.
Wayne Cullum, operations manager
of CKSO-TV Sudbury, Ont., promoted
to national sales manager. James
Smith, production manager, succeeds
Mr. Cullum as operations manager.
James D. McLennan named manager of Montreal office of Radio &
Television Sales Inc., Toronto, succeeding F. W. Brock, who has been moved
to Toronto.
Don Insley appointed manager of
CFRB-FM Toronto.
Jack R. Kennedy, formerly with
CFRB-FM Toronto, appointed director
of fm sales for Standard Broadcast
Sales Ltd., station rep firm, that city.
James Louks, formerly with CKXL
Calgary, Alta., named national sales
director of CJME Regina, Sask.
Wally Kirk, client service writer-producer of CFRN Edmonton, Alta., appointed sales director of CFCN Calgary, Alta.
D. M. McAughtrie, former commercial manager of CKCW-TV Moncton,

N. B., to tv division of Stovin-Byles
Ltd., Toronto station rep firm.
Robert Leslie, former general manager of National Broadcast Sales Ltd.,
Toronto, joins Air-Time Sales Ltd., station rep firm, that city.
Ted Reynolds, CBU Vancouver,
B. C, and Don Wittman, CBW Winnipeg, Man., have been sent by Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. to Perth, Australia,
to cover British Commonwealth Games
from Nov. 22 to Dec. 1. They report
daily by radio and will do film interviews for CBC television coverage.
ALLIED

FIELDS

John P. Cole Jr., who for last year
has been acting as legal assistant to
Rep. Jack Flynt (D-Ga.), resumes law
practice as partner in Washington,
D. C, communications law firm of
Smith & Pepper. Mr. Cole received his
law degree from George Washington
U., Washington, D. C, in 1956, was
attorney with FCC for two years, and
in 1958 joined Smith & Pepper.
Dr. James B. Tintera appointed director of research and development for
Wayne State U., Detroit. Mr. Tintera's
duties will include development of instructional radio and tv programs.
DEATHS
Harold Stephenson, 60, former president of Assn. of Canadian Advertisers
and director of Bureau of Broadcast
Measurement, died on November 14.
John Trevor Adams, 71, broadcast
pioneer and concert impresario, died
Nov. 19 in Florida of coronary thrombosis. Mr. Adams formed Judson Radio in 1928, after association with his
father in concert booking business. He
later served as director of radio for
Erwin Wasey Adv. and president of
Texas State Radio Network. With
Elliot Roosevelt, Mr. Adams founded
Transcontinental Broadcasting Co.,
and at one time served as general
manager of WMCA New York. He
returned to concert management in

INTERNATIONAL
Henri Audet, CKTM-TV Three
Rivers, Que., re-elected president of
French-language Broadcasters Assn., at
annual meeting in Montreal. Also reelected were Aurele Pelletier, CHRC
Quebec City, as vp, and Marcel Leboeuf, CKCV Quebec City, as secretary-treasurer.
B. J. (Bernie) Le Maitre, for past
two-and-one-half years national sales
manager of CFTO-TV Toronto, joins
CTV Television Network Ltd., that
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962
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1946, and retired in 1955. Mr. Adams
is survived by his wife, Alice, son Robert, sales director of WBKB (TV) Chicago, and daughter, Patricia Adams
Lent. Another son, the late John T.
Adams Jr., was general manager of
WABC-TV New York.
John Pershing Chase, 43, program
director and sales manager of WHFBAM-FM Benton Harbor-St. Joseph,
Mich., and vp of National Radio & Tv
Farm Directors Assn., died Nov. 12 of
heart attack. Mr. Chase had been employed by station since its inception in
September 1947.
Alfred L Dupuis, 52, member of
sales staff of WSYR-TV Syracuse,
N. Y., died Nov. 15 at Memorial Hospital, that city. Mr. Dupuis joined
WSYR-TV in 1954.
Bill Carle, 57, one-time radio actorsinger who was first "daddy" of Baby
Snooks, radio character portrayed by
Fanny Brice, died Nov. 16 of heart attack in St. Louis. He was representing
Greater Los Angeles Youth for Christ
at musical program sponsored by Teen
World International.

Jacob Riley Colvin, 33. since 1956
sales representative for KTBC-TV Austin, Tex., died Oct. 28 in automobile
accident ten miles north of that city.
Bert
Lown, 59,
western manager for
affiliate relations of
CBS - TV network,
New York, died Nov.
20 of heart attack
at NAB regional meetOre.
in Portland.
W^Mmm
jng LGwn
y[r
■^l^m
joined
Mr. Lown
CBSTV,S
affiHate
relations
in New York in Nov. 1951 and moved
to Hollywood as western manager three
years later. Prior to joining CBS, he
was vp and sales manager for radio-tv
division of Muzak Corp., from 1946 to
1951, and regional field manager of
Committee for Economic Development,
from 1944 to 1946. Mr. Lown was also
known as songwriter and band leader
during 1930's. Among songs he wrote
was "Bye Bye Blues."
Theodore W. Knauth, 76, former
banker, radio broadcaster and American military government aid. died Nov.

14 at his home in New York City. Mr.
Knauth became one of first Berlin,
Germany, radio broadcasters for NBC,
serving from 1938 to 1941.
Robert Varien Fancett, 34, publicist
at BBDO, Detroit, died Nov. 1 1 at Cottage Hospital, Grosse Point, Mich., following recent operation. He had been
seriously ill for past year. He leaves
wife Charlotte, former copywriter at
Maxon Inc., and three-year-old daughter Susan.
William C. Peterson, 52, prop maker
on NBC-TV's Bonanza series, died
Nov. 15 of apparent heart attack while
working on show at Paramount Studios.
Hollywood. Mr. Peterson had been
employed at Paramount since February
1946 and had been regular member of
Bonanza crew since series began four
years ago.
Sid Tomack, 55, film and tv actor,
died of heart ailment Nov. 12 at his
home in Palm Springs, Calif. Mr.
Tomack was "Al" in Marie Wilson tv
series, My Friend Inna, and played
"Gillis" early in William Bendix series,
Life of Riley.

INTERNATIONAL
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Last week Canadian viewers still
did not know whether they would be
able to see the Grey Cup championship football game on Dec. 1 . The Canadian Broadcasting Corp. refused to
accept a ruling of the Board of Broadcast Governors that it must carry on its
full national network the classic football game originating with its competitor, CTV Television Network Ltd., and
also carry all the commercials at regular rates.
The CBC board of directors met at
Ottawa on Nov. 15 and stated that "the

FROM

telecast
ITS RIVAL

CBC intends to telecast the Grey Cup
game as produced by CTV or its associate CFTO-TV (Toronto). The CBC
does not intend to accept the advertising messages which will be in the CTV
production. The CBC does not intend
to allow CTV or any other unauthorized
person or organization, either directly
or indirectly, to use the national broadservice1,as the
a sales
tool." to the
Since casting
Oct.
tv rights
Grey Cup game have been bought by
James Lovick & Co. Ltd., Toronto advertising agency, for use by its clients
- —

a smart
"to
any

n

ciddiiion
UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL
newsroom
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Nabob Foods Ltd., British American
Oil Co. Ltd., and Labatts Breweries
Ltd. The agency announced that the
game will not be telecast by CBC without commercials of these advertisers.
CBC s legal experts and those of the
depuiv attorney-general of Canada
claim that the BBG has overstepped its
powers in making the regulation requiring CBC to carry the Grey Cup game
with commercials supplied by CTV
network. CBC is prepared to use ifs
full national network for the game
without commercials. The CTV network has stations only in nine major
markets.
Color tv for Canada
subject of BBG hearing
First inquiries into the possibilities
of starting color television broadcasting
in Canada will open at Ottawa on
Jan. 15, 1963 the Board of Broadcast
Governors has announced. The BBG
has received representations from stations and manufacturing industry organizations that color tv be allowed to
start in Canada.
To date, the stumbling block has
been the financial inability of the government's Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
to enter color telecasting.
The BBG has announced that it
"wishes to receive the views of licensees
and other interested persons with respect to the possible introduction and
licensing of color television broadcast-

T'
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Ad
Members' wives surveyed
The listening and viewing habits of familiar people is the best
way to bring home the advertising value of radio and television,
Andy McDermott, general manager of Radio & Television Sales
Inc., Toronto, decided before addressing aLions Club luncheon
on Nov. 14.
To this end he phoned the
wives of all the members of the
club, and came up with these
facts, which he reported to the
club meeting:
The club members' wives listen
on an average of 15 hours a week
to radio, with morning and supper hours the favorite listening
times. CFRB Toronto was named
the most popular station with
these ladies, music and news being their favorite programs.
The ladies reported an average
of one hour a day viewing favorite tv shows with no station preference. Those who watched daytime tv preferred soap operas. In
case of a disaster 65% said they
would turn to radio for additional
information.

Tv given green light
by Jamaican government
The Jamaica Broadcasting Corp., a
publicly owned organization responsible
for radio broadcasting in that Carribean
country, has been granted a franchise
to provide television service there, the
government announced Nov. 8.
Programs will not be sponsored, but
commercials will be shown in special
time periods. About four hours a day
will be devoted to broadcasts in addition to the time which the government
will use for instructional programming.
Roy Thomson, owner of newspapers,
magazines and broadcasting stations
worldwide, is understood to be financing Jamaican television through Scottish
Television, which he owns.
Service would start Aug. 1 on a 625line system.
Tv planned for Bombay,
says Indian spokesman
The government of India has appropriated $840,000 for the introduction of television to the city of Bombay, according to an announcement
by B. Gopala Reddi, minister of information. No date has been set but the
minister indicated the move is expected
soon. Mr. Reddi hopes the city will
have about 40,000 receivers in the next
three years. Some may be manufactured in Bangalore, he said.
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

revenue

increase

predicted in Canada
Radio and television advertising this
year are expected to show an increase,
according to the research division of
Maclean-Hunter Pub. Co., Toronto,
Ont. For 1962 the estimates show radio
advertising at $55 million, up from $53
million in 1961, and television advertising at $65 million, up from $55 million last year.
National radio advertising for the
first eight months of this year, according to Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto
market research firm, as published in
Marketing, Toronto advertising weekly,
amounted to $13,098,328, up from
$11,848,717 last year, while national
television advertising in the period
amounted to $33,292,140 as against
$27,854,516 in last year's first eight
months.
European talent agents
tied to New York firm
The newly formed Ashley-SteinerFamous Artists talent agency combine
has announced reciprocal agreements
with an associated group of four
European agencies, calling for representation of its clients in England on
the European continent.
The agreements also provide that the
European agencies, which are bound by
common financial interests, will have
their clients exclusively represented in
the U. S. by Ashley-Steiner Inc. -Famous
Artists Inc.
The overseas agencies involved are
The Grade Organization, London Artists
and London Management, all with
headquarters in London, and KaufmanLerner Assoc., Rome. The European
group is represented in France by Olga
Horstig Primuz, and in Germany by
Steffi Jovanovich.

year's period. Sales of domestic-made
television sets in the period totalled 288,
952 against 239,412 in the 1961 period.
A total of 321,115 radios, mostly transistorized, were imported in the first five
months of this year along with 8,522
television sets.
Higher music

fees ahead

for Canadian radio-tv
Canadian radio and television stations will probably have to pay higher
fees next year for use of copyright
music. Both Broadcast Music Inc.,
Canada, and the Composers, Authors,
Publishers Assn. of Canada (CAP AC)
have filed requests for higher fees with
the Canadian government in the official Canada Gazette, Ottawa.
The Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board will hold public hearings on the
requests, and announce its decision
early next year.
CAPAC wants a substantial increase
from the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
a change in the basis of assessment of
independent stations and a new fee to
cover the CTV Television Network. It
also wants to levy a special fee on broadcast stations which provide a music
service to subscribers such as shopping
centers.
BMI Canada Ltd. wants to increase
fees collected from tv stations.

am

Canadian station fined $25
CFPL London, Ont., is the first Canadian radio station fined in court for
breach of regulations under the Canada
Broadcasting Act.
The Board of Broadcast Governors
charged
London
magistrate's
court
that
CFPLin had
broadcast
64 minutes
of commercials more than the permitted weekly total of 1,500 minutes in
one calendar week. The station was
fined $25 and costs on Nov. 15.
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Canadian set sales up
Sales of television receivers and
domestic-made radios are up for the
first nine months of this year in Canada,
according to reports of the official Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa.
Made-in-Canada radios this year,
January-September, totalled 430,873
units compared with 402,975 in last
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An

American

by Charles Vanda, president, Tele-Ventures International, Tokyo

Japan

likes what

Television is no stranger in the Japanese household, though the two-set
home is still a rarity and the three-set
home is almost non-existent. Few Japanese have the occidental willingness to
"go-in-hock" for luxuries of living. A
home, yes; a tv set, sure; a car, perhaps; a geisha, well, it depends (on
the guy and the geisha). But three tv
sets? Only Bob Kintner [NBC president] admits to viewing three sets at
one time.
Vital statistics show that there were
10,222,116 sets licensed by the government during 1962. In a country where
honesty and cleanliness go hand-inhand, it is estimated that there are
many more. About 20% of the set
owners avoid the registration (and the
not-so-incidental taxation). Therefore
one could say there are more than 12
million sets in use. In fact I will say
it. Only the non-licensed set owners
might get worried enough to dispute
this with me (anonymously, of course!).
Japan is smaller than Montana, and
there aren't many plans for geographical expansion on the drawing boards
of today's Japan. Japan's total area is
limited, by treaties as well as oceans, to
142,164 square miles.
Of possible amazement then, to those
who measure progress by the acre, is
the fact that Japan has 81 commercial
stations, in addition to the 36 non-commercial stations operated by the government. This huge tv operation is a tribute
to Japanese diligence and curiosity.
Much Yen ■ Last year, all advertising revenue, including newspaper, tv,
radio,
Japan's two
multitudinous
magazines,
etc., totaled
hundred and
eleven
thousand million yen (Ed. Note: at the
rate of Y360 to the dollar — about $585
million). Out of this, tv captured
Y53,900 million. And that's a lot of
yen when you realize that commercial

he

sees

Nippon

tv

tv has been in business only nine
years — and there is, as yet, not one
real network in operation!
It is said that a network is a guarantee that tv mediocrity can reach from
coast to coast. Maybe in America, but
not so here. At least it doesn't happen
with frequency on a Japanese frequency. You see, a Nippon network is
expanded as wide as a client opens his
pocketbook if the outlying stations feel
like carrying his program and if there
is sufficient microwave clearance to do
so. There is no rigid control of hundreds of stations such as CBS, NBC and
ABC enjoy in the United States. Furthermore, outside of cities like Tokyo
and Osaka, the general principle is that
in each of Japan's prefectures (like
states in the United States) only one
station carries commercials. It's like
Ohio being limited to one commercial
station. It follows, then, that Tokyo's
key stations— TBS, NTV, Fuji-TV and
NET have quite a problem in the competitive construction of network shows.
Dentsu, one of the largest agencies
in the world, has more clients than has
the NAM, and they serve well the
darndest collection of competitors. It's
like P&G and Lever Bros, being lathered by the same hands! Of course,
Dentsu's TV Rating Sources are tailored
to their fashion. Of the top 15, by a
strange coincidence, Dentsu services 15.
A rating service that could be considered impartial, if or no other reason
than that his company handles none of
the top 15 in their own survey, is the
product of one Dr. Saito. He labors
for J. Walter Thompson Japan and is
recognized as one of the best research
experts in the world. In view of the
fact that the tv operations of JWTJ are
comparatively insignificant, he has no
axe to grind — and even if his agency
was tops in tv billing, the gifted doctor

Charles Vanda, as president of Tele-Ventures
International in Tokyo, is reportedly the only
American producer with a Japanese labor
permit who works with Japanese nationals on
Japanese tv programming. Before going to
Japan, Mr. Vanda was tv vice president of
the "Philadelphia Bulletin" and was program chief for CBS Hollywood for 12 years.
Future plans include a one-hour color actionadventure series to be "made in Japan" for
American television. Tele-Ventures produces
and distributes programs in the Far East.
(INTERNATIONAL)
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wouldn't be scared by an axe! His surveys are available for the asking and,
more and more, people ask for them.
However, Japan is more inclined to
judge good programming by good sales
instead of good ratings. An occasional
Phil Wrigley in the States measures his
shows in this manner but, unfortunately,
too many American telecasters and
their programs are wedded by shot-gun
statistics.
Survey Buried ■ Two of Japan's top
agencies and stations engaged a renowned American pollster to do a comprehensive survey. When completed, it
was studied — then buried. And that
was over a year ago. Neither party
liked what they saw but, of equal imhavepublished
to pay it!
the pollster's
full feeport,ifthey'd
they
At the moment, Tokyo stations tolerate little interference from advertisers
— and they are right, because the advertiser knows very little about the
medium. In Japan there are, as yet, no
Glenn Gundells of Sealtest or Sam
Thurms of Lever Bros. . . . and there
are only a couple of agency men who
know what it's all about.
However, as the advertisers become
more particular participators in programming, and they and the station
owners combine to bring to their nation the best in programming, networks
will surely emerge. This must happen
if or no other reason than that it is
essential to the amortizing of higher
costs of better programming. Presently,
there is still too much local pride and
prejudice, and not enough national interest, to achieve this economic unity —
but it's coming!
Japanese live programming is more
imaginative, tasteful and professional
than most live American tv. Their suspense shows are exquisitely executed
and you don't have to understand their
language to understand their development and denouement. In "live" areas
they surpass our work in every way
but budget!
Working energetically on "live" programming, they hope to get "creatingquantity" from the many people working on "creative-quality." Once this
phase of artistry is developed to its
fullest you will see the disappearance
of much of the American tv films. Only
the good ones will survive.
Some of the film distributors insist
that Japan does not pay enough for
the U. S. product. Many of us, who
have watched the diminishing quality
of American tv, might well suggest they
pay too much.
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As compiled by Broadcasting Nov. 15
through Nov. 20 and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC in that period.
This department includes data on
new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases,
rules & standards changes, routine
roundup of other commission activity.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
mc
— megacycles.
N — night.trans.
LS ——
local
sunset, mod.D —— day.
modification,
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A— special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. —
Announced.
New tv stations
APPLICATIONS
*Rincon, N. Mex. — Regents of N. Mex.
State U. Vhf ch. 12 (204-210 mcs); ERP
74.25 kw vis., 37.13 kw aur. Ant. height
above average terrain 2033 ft., above ground
354 ft. P. O. address c/o Dr. F. Claude
Hempen, 1801 Roma NE, Albuquerque, N.
Mex. Estimated construction cost $299,001;
first year operating cost $110,000. Studio
location University Park, trans, location 12
miles south of Hatch, both New Mexico.
Geographic coordinates 32° 29' 28" N. Lat.,
107° 09' 57" W. Long. Type trans. GE
4TT32B, type ant. GE TY-70-G. Consulting
engineer Melvin F. Berstler, Albuquerque,
N. Mex. Principals: Regents of N. Mex.
State U. Ann. Nov. 15.
Eugene, Ore. — New Horizon Studios. Uhf
ch. 20 (506-512 mcs); ERP 3.996 kw vis.,
1.89 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 503 ft., above ground 213 ft. P. O.
address Box 5256. Eugene. Estimated construction cost $66,183; first year operating
cost $25,000; revenue $35,000. Studio and
trans, location both in Eugene. Geographic
coordinates 44° 1' 25" N. Lat.. 123° 3' 30"
W. Long. Type trans. RCA TTU-1B; type
ant. RCA TFU-6A. Legal counsel Roy
Dwyer, consulting engineer Errol Pederson,
both Eugene. Principal: LeeRoy McCourry
is sole owner. Mr. McCourry is commercial
designer. Ann. Nov. 15.
New am stations
CP FORFEITED
KPBR El Paso, Tex.— Cp forfeited (for
new am on 1530 kc, 1 kw-D) and call letters
deleted. Edward H. Heller and John J.
Holwerda, d/b as Pacific Bcstg. Assoc. Ann.
Nov. 15.
APPLICATIONS
Millinocket, Me. — Millinocket Bcstg. Co.
1240 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N. P.O. address
Lauren A. Colby, 945 Pennsylvania Ave.
NW, Washington 4, D. C. Estimated construction cost $17,036; first year operating
cost $45,000; revenue $55,000. Principals:
Lauren A. Colby (66%%) and William
DeCesare (33y3%). Mr. Colby is attorney;
Mr.
is mgr.
Conn.DeCesare
Ann. Nov.
15. of WBZY Torrington,
Lebanon, Va. — Alfred B. Dickenson Jr.
1380 kc, 500 w-D. P. O. address Box 66,
Lebanon. Estimated construction cost $14,795; first year operating cost $35,000; revenue
$40,000. Mr. Dickenson is sole owner; presently Fuller Brush salesman. Ann. Nov. 19.
Oshkosh, Wis— Radio Oshkosh Inc. 690 kc,
1 kw, DA-D. P. O. address c/o David L.
Nelson, Box 559, Appleton, Wis. Estimated
construction cost $63,425; first year operating cost $70,000; revenue $75,000. Principals:
V. I. Minahan, John B. Torinus & Mary M.
Walter (voting trustees for 21.03%) and more
than 25 others (stockholders in Post Bcstg.
Corp., owner of Radio Oshkosh). Post owns
WEAU-TV Eau Claire, Wis.; Messrs. Minahan & Torinus and M. M. Walter are voting
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962
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APPLICATIONS
trustees for minority ownership of WJDG
Green Bay, Wis. Ann. Nov. 15.

d/b as McClatchy Newspapers, to Roger
Stoner, J. Ward Wilkinson and Ray V.
Hamilton, tr/as Radio KERN Inc. (no stock
issued sionerpending
ruling Consideration
of Calif. Commisof Corporations).
$145,000. Mr. Stoner until recently was sales
mgr. of KYA San Francisco; Mr. Wilkinson
owns ad agency; Mr. Hamilton is 50% owner
of brokerage firm. Ann. Nov. 20.
KVEC-AM-FM San Luis Obispo, Calif.—
Seeks assignment of license from John C.
Cohan (100%) individually to same person
d/b as San Luis Obispo Bcstg. Corp. No
financial consideration involved. Mr. Cohan
is
stockholder
in KSBW-AM-FMTV majority
Salinas
KNGS
fornia. Ann.andNov.
19. Hanford, both CaliKRCW (FM) Santa Barbara, Calif.— Seeks
assignment of license and SCA from
Cameron A. Warren (74%), Dorothy A.
Warren (13%), Roger A. Clarke (8%) and
Andrew H. Burnett (5%), d/b as Channel
Bcstg. Inc., to Richard W. Johnston (100%).
20.
Consideration
$50,000. Mr. Johnston owns
theatrical production company. Ann. Nov.
WDEE-AM-FM Hamden, Conn. — Seeks
transfer of control of licensee corporation,
Southern New England Bcstg. Corp., by sale
of all outstanding
stock Aldo
from Vincent
DeLaurentis
(386 shares),
DeDominicis
(373 shares) and Phyllis DeLaurentis (2
shares) to Richard S. Greene and Stuart M.
Cadan (each 50%), d/b as C-G Assoc. Inc.
Consideration $200,000. Mr. Greene is employed by garment-making
firm;Nov.
Mr. 15.
Cadan
is insurance
consultant. Ann.
WCKR-AM-FM Miami, Fla.— Seeks assignment of am license and fm cp and license
from Niles Trammell (15%), John S. Knight
(17.5%), James M. Cox Jr. (29%) and others,
d/b as Biscayne Tv Corp., to Miami Valley
Bcstg. Corp., large corporation partly owned
by Mr. Cox. Consideration $500,000. Miami
Valley
ownsNov.WHIO-AM-FM-TV
Dayton,
Ohio. Ann.
20.
WEND-AM-FM Ebensburg, Pa.— Seeks assignment of license from Gary H. Simpson
(100%), d/b as Cambria County Bcstg. Co.,
to
Mr.
Simpson
(99%) (each.
and John
Eschbach & John P. Knorr
.5% toW. qualify
as directors), tr/as Cambria County Bcstg.
Inc. No financial consideration involved.
Mr. Simpson is sole owner of WTRN Tyrone,
WBLF Bellefonte, WGMR(FM) Tyrone, all
Pennsylvania; majority owner of WFRM
Coudersport & WNBT Wellsboro, both
Pennsylvania; and 50% owner of WKBI St.
Marys, Pa. Mr. Eschbach is gen. mgr. of
WTRN, WBLF, WGMR(FM), all above, and
WEND-AM-FM. Mr. Knorr is program dir.
of
Nov.WTRN
15. & WGMR(FM), both above. Ann.
WERI-AM-FM Westerly, R. I.— Seeks assignment of license from Augustine L.
Cavallaro (62'/2%) and Augustine L. Cavallaro Jr. (37V2%). d/b as Rhode Island-ConCorp.,M. to
William (30%)
E. Matthews necticut
(60%), Radio
Louise
Matthews
and
Joan M. Russell & Christopher B. Russell
(each 5%), sideration
tr/as$185,000.Westerly
Bcstg. Co.
ConMr. Matthews
formerly
was associated with Young & Rubicam
Inc., N. Y.; Mr. Russell is employed by
Y&R; Mrs. Russell is medical records librarian for psychiatric foundation. This ap-

Existing am stations
CP FORFEITED
KGPO-FM Grants Pass, Ore.— Forfeited
cp to increase ERP and ant. height above
average terrain, change ant. -trans, location, install new type trans, and change to
99.9 mc. Ann. Nov. 19.
APPLICATION
WGN 50 Chicago,
increase
from
kw to 111.
750— Cp
kw toand
installpower
new
trans. Petition for waiver of rules and for
acceptance of application. Ann. Nov. 15.
New fm stations
ACTION BY FCC
Robinson, 111. — Ann Bcstg. Corp. Granted
cp for new class A fm to operate on 101.7
mc, 2.8
height above
average
terrain 165kw.
ft. P.Ant.
O. address
Box 266,
Robinson.
Estimated construction cost $12,170; first
year operating cost $6,000; revenue $11,000.
Principals: Kathryn A. Duncan (97%) and
Mary D. Patton, Laura L. Nolen & Ernest
W. Patton (each 1%). Ann Bcstg. also owns
WTAY Robinson. Action Nov. 15.
APPLICATIONS
*San Francisco, Calif. — Simpson Bible College. 90.3 mc, ch. 212, 10 w. Ant. height
above average terrain 100 ft. P. O. address
801 Silver Ave. San Francisco 24. Estimated
construction cost $300; first year operating
cost $2,000.
Ann.
Nov. 15.Principals: board of trustees.
London, Ohio — Paul D. Ford & J. T. Winchester. 101.7 mc, ch. 269, 3 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 62 ft. P. O. address
Mr. Winchester, 122 N. Main St., London.
Estimated construction cost $6,368; first year
operating cost $6,250; revenue $7,250. Principals: Messrs. Ford & Winchester (each
50%). Mr. Ford is sole owner of WPFR-FM
Terre Haute, Ind.; Mr. Winchester is emNov. 15.ployed by WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio. Ann.
♦Hampton, Va. — Hampton Institute. 88.3
mc, ch. 202, 10 w. Ant. height above average
terrain 200 ft. P. O. address End of E.
Queen St. Estimated construction cost $10,444; first year operating cost $3,000. Principals: board of trustees. Ann. Nov. 15.
Ownership changes
APPLICATIONS
KOBY Tucson, Ariz. — Seeks transfer of
control of permittee corporation, Grabet
Inc. Radio Enterprises, from Thomas B.
Friedman (33V3%) to Fred L. Vance (33
1/3% before transfer, 66%% after). Consideration $7,500. Mr. Vance is gen. mgr. of
KOAT-TV
New Mexico.& KVOA-TV,
Ann. Nov. both
15. Albuquerque,
KERN-AM-FM Bakersfield, Calif.— Seeks
assignment
of license
fromthan
Eleanor
McClatchy (33y3%)
and more
50 others,

EDWIN
&

i
ie lor

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington— 711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
85

plication
in Nov. 12previously
issue. Ann.reported
Nov. 7. inaccurately
KMCO Conroe, Tex. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control of licensee corporation,
Montgomery County Bcstg. Inc., from Fred
Petty Sr. (43%) to Reagan Smith (43%
before transfer, 86% after). Consideration
$25,000. Ann. Nov. 15.
KCTV-TV San Angelo, Tex. — Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee
corporation, Westex Tv Co., by Big Spring
Bcstg. Co. (49.42% before transfer, 98.84%
after) through purchase of stock of B. P.
Bludworth and Roy Simmons (each 25%).
Houston H. & Edward H. Harte (each
48.32%) and A. L. Hall (3.36%) own Big
Spring Bcstg., and Messrs. Harte individually own remaining shares of stock in Westex
(each .29%). Consideration $226,000. Ann.
Nov. 16.
KCPX-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City, UtahSeeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, Columbia Pictures Electronics Inc.,
from Columbia Pictures Corp. to Screen
Gems Inc.: both are large corporations with
more than 50 stockholders; Abe Schneider
is pres.
both,
and Gems;
owns 4.16%
of Columbia & .3%of of
Screen
Columbia
owns
89% of Screen Gems. Consideration $179,476.
Screen Gems is sole owner of WAPA-TV
San Juan, P. R., and V3 owner of WOLE-TV
Aguadilla, P. R. Ann. Nov. 20.
Hearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of KFNF Bcstg. Corp. to
move station KFNF from Shenandoah, Iowa,
to Council Bluffs, and increase power on
920 kc from 500 w-N, 1 kw-LS, to 1 kw-N,
5 kw-LS, DA-2; condition, including presunrise operation with daytime facilities
precluded pending final decision in doc.
14419 and final action on application to be
withheld until dispositive action is taken
in doc. 14528 involving application for new
station in Chisholm, Minn. Action Nov. 15.
■ Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Gastonia Bcstg. Service
Inc. to increase power of station WLTC
Gastonia, N. C, on 1370 kc, D, from 1 kw
to 5 kw; conditions and pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities precluded pend15. ing final decision in doc. 14419. Action Nov.
OTHER ACTION
■
Granted
motion Inc.
by American
Paramount Theatres
and allowedBcstg.
eachparty 30 minutes for oral argument in
proceeding on its application for renewal of
license of station WABC New York, N. Y.,
and Hubbard Bcstg. Inc. for mod. of cp of
station KOB Albuquerque. N. Mex. Comr.
Bartley dissented. Action Nov. 15.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Cabrillo Bcstg.
Co. and Helix Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in San Diego and La Mesa, both
California, respectively, in docs. 14700-1, (1)
denied motion by Cabrillo to enlarge issues
with respect to applicant Helix; and (2)
dismissed
latter's Board
motionMember
to strikeNelson
Cabrillo's
reply
pleading.
not
participating. Action Nov. 19.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding
on applications
new am Mo.,
stations of Semo
Bcstg. Corp.,forSikeston,
and Brownsville Bcstg. Co., Brownsville,
Tenn., (1) granted petition by Semo to enlarge issues to include staffing proposal of
Brownsville and (2) on own motion, included 16.
same issue as to Semo proposal. Action Nov.
■ Granted
by WIVY toInc.,
Jack-19
sonville, petition
Fla., and extended
Nov.
time to file exceptions to initial decision
on its application. Action Nov. 16.
■ Granted petition by Cherokee Bcstg.
Co., Pawhuska, Okla., and extended to Dec.
3 time to respond to petition by Osage
Programers, Bartlesville, Okla., to enlarge
issues tions.
in Action
proceeding
Nov. 16. on their am applica■ Granted petition by Pinellas Radio Co.
and extended to Nov. 26 time to file opposition to motion by WDBO Orlando, Fla.,
to enlarge
issues inforproceeding
applica-in
tion of Pinellas
new am onstation
Pinellas Park, Fla. Action Nov. 16.
86 (FOR THE RECORD)

■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Dec. 20 time to file exceptions to initial decision on applications of
Catskills Bcstg. Co., Ellenville Bcstg. Co.,
and Ulster County Bcstg. Co. for new am
stations in Ellenville, N. Y. Action Nov. 16.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended
Dec. 12 time
to file excep-on
tions to initialto decision
in proceeding
revocation of license of KWK Radio Inc.
for am16. station KWK St. Louis, Mo. Action
Nov.
■ By order, made effective initial decision,
as modified to include engineering condition to station WCEF, and granted applications for new daytime am stations to
operate
on with
1050 500
kc wof inOakland
tion Corp.
Oakland,Radio
Md., Staand
Dennis A. Sleighter and Willard D. Sleighter
with 250 w in Everett, Pa., and Franklin
Bcstg. Inc. to increase power of station
WCEF Parkersburg, W. Va., on 1050 kc, D,
from 1 to 5 kw; conditions, and pre-sunrise
operation with daytime facilities precluded
pending
tion Nov.final
15. decision in doc. 14419. Ac■ Granted petition by Smith Radio Inc.
for waiver of requirements of Sec. 1.362
of rules and accepted publication made by
it regarding hearing on its application to
change facilities of station WNUE Fort
Walton
Beach, Fla., from 950 kc, 1 kw, D,
14. 1400 kc,
to
250 w-N, 1 kw-LS. Action Nov.
■ Granted petition by WIDU Bcstg. Inc.
to extent of extending to Nov. 14 time to
file oppositions to petition by Al-Or Bcstg.
Co. to reopen record and enlarge issues
and for further hearing in proceeding on
their applications for new am stations in
Asheboro and Mebane, N. O, respectively.
Action Nov. 14.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 23 time to reply to
joint request by Eastern Bcstg. System Inc.,
Colonial Bcstg.
F. O'Brien
and
Fairfield
Bcstg. Co.,
Co., George
for approval
of agreement in proceeding on their applications
for new am stations in Brookfield, New
Milford and Easton, all Connecticut, respectively. Action Nov. 14.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Dec. 21 and hearing for Jan. 16, 1963, in proceeding on am(WIFM),
applications
Bcstg. Inc.
Elkin,of N.Tri-County
C, and
Ressie
M.
Shelton,
Pilot
Mountain, N. C.
Action Nov. 19.
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in following am proceedings on
dates shown: Dec. 14 and Jan. 9, 1963: Verne
M. Miller, Crystal Bay, Nev., Mitchell Bcstg.
Co., Estherville, Iowa; Dec. 18 and Jan. 17,
1963: Southwestern Bcstg. Co. of Mississippi
(WAPF), McComb, Miss. Action Nov. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
by Broadcast
and■ Granted
continuedpetition
from Nov.
9 to Nov. Bureau
15 date
to file proposed findings in proceeding on
application of Stuart W. Epperson for new
am station in Winston-Salem, N. C. Action
Nov. 19.
■ Scheduled further hearing for Dec. 20
in
proceeding
on am
applications
Clover
Bcstg. Inc.
(WYCL),
York, S.of C,Yorkand
Risden
Allen
Lyon,
Charlotte,
N. C. Action
Nov. 19.
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
■ Granted requests by National Bcstg.
Co., Philco Bcstg. Co. and RKO General Inc.
and corrected to extent proposed transcripts
of prehearing conferences held in proceeding on NBC-RKO broadcast transfers and
related
applications
in docs. 13085 et al. Action Nov.
14.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ As result of agreements reached at Nov.
19 prehearing conference, scheduled certain
procedural dates, and continued Dec. 11
hearing to Jan. 15, 1963, in proceeding on
applications
and Cher-in
okee Bcstg.ofCo.Osage
for Programers
new am stations
Bartlesville and Pawhuska, both Oklahoma,
respectively. Action Nov. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted request by applicant and cancelled its notice to take depositions in proceeding on am application of Wright and

Maltz Inc. (WBRB), Mt. Clemens, Mich.
Action Nov. 14.
By
■
for
am

Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone
Granted petition by Service Bcstg. Corp.
leave to amend its application for new
station in Kenosha. Wis., to show withdrawal of Charles R. Dickoff as officer, director and stockholder of corporation and
substitution of certain other persons in his
place; application is consolidated for hearing in docs. 14794-5. Action Nov. 19.
■ Upon
request ofconference
all parties,
continued
Nov.
26 prehearing
to Dec.
18 in
proceeding on application of Tipton County
Bcstrs. for renewal of license of WKBL Covington, Tenn., et al. Action Nov. 15.
■ Cancelled Nov. 16 prehearing conference
and Dec.cations19of Franklin
hearing inCounty
proceeding
Bcstg. onInc.applifor
new am station in Owensville, Mo., et al;
held
in
abeyance
further
matters.
Action
Nov. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Continued without date Nov. 23 prehearing conference and Dec. 17 hearing in
proceeding on application of Richard Tuck
Enterprises for new am station in Arlington,
Tex.,
pending action on applicant's petition
to
19. dismiss without prejudice. Action Nov.
■ Upon
request ofconference
applicant, tocontinued
Dec.
18 prehearing
Jan. 4,
1963, in proceeding on am application of
Southwestern Bcstg. Co. of Mississippi
(WAPF), McComb, Miss. Action Nov. 19.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and further extended time to Nov. 21 to file
proposed
findings
tion of New
Mexicoin proceeding
Bcstg. Inc. on
for applicanew tv
station to operate on ch. 2, in Santa Fe, N.
Mex. Action Nov. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Upon
of certain
have
been receipt
provided
reportingexhibits
servicewhich
and
parties, closed record in Grand Rapids,
Mich., tv ch. 13 proceeding. Action Nov. 13.
By Hearing
Examiner Jr.Chester F.
Naumowicz
by Broadcast
and■ Granted
continuedpetition
from Nov.
16 to Nov. Bureau
30 date
to file proposed findings and from Nov. 30
to Dec. 14 for replies in proceeding on am
application of Birch Bay Bcstg. Inc. (KARI) ,
Blaine, Wash. Action Nov. 19.
■ Upon request by Denver Area Bcstrs.
(KDAB), Arvada, Colo., continued Nov. 19
prehearing
conference to Nov. 20 in proNov. 15. ceeding on its am application, et al. Action
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Pursuant to agreement of parties at
Nov. 16 prehearing conference, continued
Dec. ing19on applications
hearing to Feb.
11, 1963 inBcstg.
proceedof Valparaiso
Co.,
et
al,
for
new
am
stations
in
Valparaiso,
Ind. Action Nov. 16.
■ Granted petition by Valparaiso Bcstg.
Co. for leave to amend its application for
new am station in Valparaiso, Ind., to show
additional sources of funds available for
construction and operation of its proposed
station;
application
consolidated
ing in docs.
14806, etis al.
Action Nov.for 15.hearBROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Nov. 19
KREO
Indio,
Calif. — Rescinded Nov. 8
study.
grant of renewal of license, pending further
K74BTcense forGranite
Falls, Minn.station.
— Granted liuhf tv translator
KTTS Springfield, Mo.— Granted license
covering use of old main trans, as aux.
WNBS Murray, Ky— Granted license
covering use of old main trans, as aux.
trans, at main trans, site; remote control
permitted.
WHHM Memphis, Tenn.— Granted license
covering use of old main trans, as aux.
trans, at main trans, site; remote control
permitted.
WRYT Pittsburgh, Pa.— Waived Sec. 3.30
(a) of rules and granted mod. of licenses
to extent of permitting establishment of
main studio beyond corporate limits of
Pittsburgh,
at 400andArdmore
Blvd., Wilkinsburg.
Pa. (main
aux. trans.)
K04BX, K05BP, K07DQ, K09DU, K11EA,
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CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFGOE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFGOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Enflr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFOOE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFGOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFGOE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINCTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFOOE

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOCE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFGOE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose AFCC&
1-8360
Member

P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFGOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19
E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFGOE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFGOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronies, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM—
FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
BUtler 1-1551

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuclcanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFGOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

SPOT YOUR

To be Seen by 100,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managers,applicants
chief engineers
cians—
for and
am, technifm, rv
and facsimile
facilities.
•ARB Continuing Readership Study

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOOE

ervice

Directory

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

KEAR & KENNEDY

FIRM'S NAME
HERE.. .

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
tor availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022

AM
FM
TV

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Nov. 20
ON AIR
CPS
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Not on air For new stations
Cps.
126
549
61
3,733
149
166
34
523
1,028
54
79
118
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by FCC, Sept. 30

■ Granted licenses covering installation
of new trans, for following stations: WORXFM Madison, Ind.; WCCC-FM Hartford,
Conn.; and WXUR-FM Media, Pa.
Central California Communications Corp.,
Carmel and San Ardo, Calif. — Granted cps
for new vhf tv translator stations, on ch.
13, to translate programs of KSBW-TV (ch.
8) K04BY,
Salinas,K02CA
Calif. Victor, Colo.— Granted cps
to
replace
expired
translator stations. permits for new vhf tv
WLAG-FM La Grange, Ga.— Granted cp
to install new trans.
Kimberly,
— Granted
of K05BT
completion
date toOre.May
16, 1963.extension

Actions of Nov. 15
K03AB, Northern Television Inc., Delta
Junction,
Alaska
— Granted
license for vhf
tv translator
station;
condition.
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
TV
WNDA(FM)
Ala.— Granted license covering Huntsville,
change in frequency.
Commercial
86
557
WVBR-FM Ithaca, N. Y.— Granted license
471
47
21
covering
change point.
in aux. trans, location and
Non-Commercial
remote control
WLOL-FM Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted
license covering change in ERP and ant.
height, installation of new ant., and changes
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
in ant. system and transmitting equipment.
TV
WSB-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted license
Compiled by FCC Oct. 31
coveringcrease ininstallation
ant. height. of new ant. and deFM
WOPA-FM Oak Park. 111.— Granted license
covering increase in ERP, decrease in ant.
AM
Licensed (all on air)
1,017
66
46
65 68i height and installation of new ant.
146
512
126
3,727
Cps on air (new stations)
WLOA-FM Braddock, Pa. — Granted license
73
Cps not on air (new stations)
covering
use of old main trans, as aux.
trans.
658
Total authorized stations
1,209
3,919
205
13
61
WSBC-FM
Chicago, 111.— Granted license
298
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
10
covering increase in ERP and installation
109
152
48
165
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
of
new
trans.
503
98
Total applications for new stations
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga. — Granted li59
3
cense covering changes in ERP, ant. height
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
and
ant. system.
345
45
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
WVCG-FM Coral Gables, Fla.— Granted li404
101
55
Total applications for major changes
cense covering installation of new trans,
0
0
0
Licenses deleted
and
ant., changes in ERP and ant. height
1
0
2
and change in ant. -trans, location.
Cps deleted
KLAY-FM Tocoma, Wash.— Granted license covering
changeandin changes
ant. -trans,
and
'Includes 3 stations operating on unreserved channels.
main studio
locations
in ant.
system, ERP and ant. height.
KBCA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif .—Granted
license covering changes in ERP and ant.
system and installation of new ant. and
trans.
Ky.; WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C; KNND
K13DV Northome, Big Fork and Max, Minn.
*KTXT-FM Lubbock, Texas— Granted cp
Cottage Grove, Oreg.; WZOO Spartanburg,
— Granted cps to replace expired permits
to
move ant. -trans, location (KTXT-TV
S. C; WHHM Memphis, Tenn.; WTCS Fair- tower)
for new vhf tv translator stations.
, change type ant. and make changes
mont,
W.
Va.
in
ant.
system; remote control permitted.
WISH Indianapolis Ind. — Granted cp to
■ Granted licenses covering changes in
install new aux. trans, at main trans, site
K76AY
Florence, Ore. — Granted cp to
following uhf tv translator stations: K78BB,
(non-DA).
change primary tv station to KEZI-TV (ch.
Minnesota
Valley
Tv
Improvement
Corp.,
WRYT-FM Pittsburgh, Pa. — Waived Sec. Granite Falls, Minn.; K79AL, K82AI, Minne9)
Eugene, station.
Oreg., and type trans, for uhf tv
translator
3.208 (a) of rules and granted cp to extent
onto Tv Inc., Orr, Minn.; K75AM, K70BZ,
KCNB-TV Pembina, N. D.— Granted cp
of permitting establishment of main studio
K82AF, K74AR, K70BG, Headwaters
to change ERP to 288 kw vis. and 144 kw
beyond corporate limits of Pittsburgh, at K78AK,
Tv Translator Corp., Bemidji, Cass Lake and aur. and make other equipment changes.
400 Ardmore Blvd., Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Deer
River,
all
Minnesota.
WBOC-TV Salisbury, Md. — Granted mod.
KEEZ(FM)
Antonio,
■ Granted licenses covering installation of mod.
of cp to San
increase
ERP Texas
to 63— Granted
kw and
of cp to change ERP to 197 kw vis. and
98.5 kw aur., ant. height to 620 ft., type ant. Ky.
new trans, for following stations :KCMS
change
type
trans.
and make changes in ant. system.
Manitou Springs, Colo.; WMIK Middlesboro,
KXEW Tucson, Ariz. — Granted mod. of cp
KJAY Sacramento, Calif .—Granted mod.
to change type trans, and trans, site and
of cp to make changes in DA pattern and
■ Granted cps to install new trans, for specify main studio location.
move trans, location.
following stations: WMTE Manistee, Mich.;
WMTD Hinton, W. Va— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans., studio location
WAIT
111., and establish remote
WNSH Highland Park, 111.— Granted mod.
control Chicago,
point.
and remote control point.
of cp to make slight changes in DA system.
*WHAD(FM) Delafleld, Wis. — Granted
KAOH Duluth, Minn. — Granted mod. of
■ Following stations were granted extenmod. of cp to change type ant., ERP to 72
ant. -trans, locasions of completion dates as shown: KAOH
cp to change type trans.,
kw
and make changes in ant. system.
condisystem;
Duluth, Minn., to Feb. 28, 1963; KOQT Belltion. tion, with changes in ground
*WHCL-FM Clinton, N. Y.— Granted mod.
ingham, Wash., to March 1. 1963; WPPA
KOOT Bellingham, Wash. — Granted mod.
Pottsville, Pa., to Jan. 31, 1963.
of cp lishto remote
movecontrol
ant. -trans,
and estabpoint location
from main
studio
of cp to change trans, location, changes in
ant. system (decrease height) and ground
location.
Actions of Nov. 16
system.
K77BE Lakeport, Calif.— Granted mod. of
WCEN-FM Mt. Pleasant, Mich. — Granted
to change primary station to KOVR(TV)
WCNB-FM Connersville, Ind.— Granted li- cp
mod. of cp to change type trans.
(ch.
13) Stockton. Calif., and make changes
cense covering changes in ERP and transin
ant.
system for uhf tv translator station;
WTTH Port Huron, Mich. — Granted mod.
mitting
equipment.
condition.
of cp to make changes in DA pattern.
KMLB-FM Monroe, La. — Granted license
KJBS Pine Bluff, Ark. — Granted mod. of
KPRS Kansas City, Mo. — Granted request
coveringand changes
in ERP, ant.
cp to change trans, studio location and trans.
to change
studio locations,
ant. height,
system, ant.and and cancelled
tion and installcpnew
trans. ant. -trans, locachange ant. system (reduce height); delete installation
of new trans, and ant.
remote control.
■ Granted
licenses
for following
staKBRR Leadville, Colo. — Granted extension
tions: WJIG-FM
Tullahoma,
Tenn.; fm
WRFYWEPM-FM Martinsburg, W. Va.— Granted
FM Reading, Pa., and specify type ant.,
of authority to operate sign-off 6:00 p.m.
license
covering
changes
in
facilities,
instalfor period ending Feb. 28, 1963.
lation new trans, and ant., change in ant.- main studio location and remote control
trans. location and operation by remote
KGUC Gunnison, Colo. — Granted extenpoint; WSMJ Greenfield, Ind.; WSLM-FM
sion of authority to operate 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 control.
Salem, Ind.: WXRI Norfolk, Va.; WSBAp.m., weekdays, except for special events;
FM
Pa.; WLKR-FM Norwalk. Ohio,
KBYG Big Spring, Tex. — Granted mod. of and York,
Sun. operation optional for period ending
specify type trans, and type ant.
license to change studio location and operFeb. 20, 1963.
■ Granted licenses for following uhf tv
ate trans, by remote control.
stations: K73AV, K71BB Elephant
■ Granted
licenses
for following
staKNEL Brady, Tex. — Granted authority to translator
tions: WKMK
Blountstown,
Fla.; amWVOH
Mountain Tv Club, Daggett, Calif.; K71BA,
sign-off
7
p.m.
for
period
ending
Hazlehurst, Ga.; WNOH Raleigh, N. C; and operate
K73BA. K75BB, Apple Valley T. V. Assn.,
redescribe ground system; WHHL Holly Hill, Dec. 20.
E. Wenatchee and E. Wenatchee Bench,
S. C.
■ Granted licenses for following fm sta- Wash.; K78AZ, K80BD, K83AQ, Setliff
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
tions: WCLW-FM Mansfield, Ohio; KUSNTranslator System, Matador and Roaring
daytime power and installation of new
FM St. Joseph, Mo.; WFKO Kokomo, Ind.,
WilFrankW79AE,
K82AO,
K75AZ,Fork,
trans, for following stations: WGEZ Beloit, and specify type trans.; WERT-FM Van
Springs,liamTexas;
Schmidt, Big
Mont.;
Wis.; WCRL Oneonta, Ala.; WNBS Murray,
Wert, Ohio; WMSP Harrisburg, Pa.
W83AB, Purdue University, Detroit, Mich.;
88 (FOR THE RECORD)
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K71AZ, Community Tv Assn., Gold Beach,
Oreg.; K79AP, La Plata Electric Assn., Bayfield and Ignacio, Colo.; K83AP, Centralia
School District No. 401, Centralia and Chehalis, Wash.; K77AY, Valley T. V. Club,
Nashua, Mont.; K70CK, Central Montana Tv
Assn., Lewistown, Mont.; K74BS, Norman
R. Phillips, San Saba, Tex.; K73AZ, Ozark
Tv Translator System Co., West Plains, Mo.;
K77BB, Palo Verde Valley T-V Club, Blythe
and Palo Verde Valley, Calif.; K76BJ, Tv
Improvement Assn., Ukiah, Calif.; W71AE,
Midwest Tv Inc., LaSalle, 111.; K77BC, Kern
County Bcstg. Co., Porterville, Calif.;
K74BR, Parker Tv Translators, Parker,
Ariz.; W75AB, C & S Tv Co., Chester, W.
Va.; K72BN, Uvalde Tv Cable Corp., Uvalde
and Knippa, Texas; K79AN, Translator Tv
Unlimited
Aberdeen,
Montesano and Inc.,
Central
Park, Hoquiam,
Wash.; K82AR,
Durango Tv Translator, Durango Junior
Chamber of Commerce, Durango, Colo.;
K78BA, K72BO, Humboldt County Tv Maintenance Board, Paradise Valley, Golconda
and Winnemucca, Nev.
■ Granted licenses covering changes in
following uhf tv translator stations: K72BB,
K76AW, K80AS, Texhoma T-V Translators,
Texhoma, Tex. and Guymon, Okla.; K81AI,
Honor System Tv Assn., Marfa and Valentine, both Texas; K76AG, East Butte T. V.
Club, Shelby, Mont.; K71AA, Kittitas Valley T. V. Assn., Ellensburg and Kittitas
Valley, Wash.; K74BC, Kaiser Industries
Corp., Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii; K83AH, Teleservice Co., Roseburg, Oreg.; W79AC,
WBRE-TV Inc., Clarks Summit, Dalton and
Waverly, all Pennsylvania.
■ Granted cps to install new trans, for
following stations: WDEL-FM Wilmington,
Del.; WJCW-FM Johnson City, Tenn.;
WFAS-FM
WhitePa. Plains, N. Y.; *WUSV
(FM), Scranton,
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WCMEFM Brunswick, Me., to May 1, 1963; KXEW
Tucson, Ariz., to April 15, 1963; WGRY
Gary, Ind., to June 10, 1963; KSD St. Louis,
Mo., to May 23, 1963; KSGM Chester, 111.,
to May 15, 1963; WWOK Charlotte, N. C,
to
20, 31,
1963;1963;
*KRVS
La.,Feb.
to Jan.
KUFY (FM),
(FM) Lafayette,
Redwood
City, Calif., to Jan. 2, 1963.
Texas State Network Inc., Pampa, Tex. —
Granted cp for new vhf tv translator station, on ch. 6, to translate programs of
KFDA-TV (ch. 10) Amarillo; conditions.
Actions of Nov. 14
WOKS Columbus, Ga. — Granted assignment of license to Pam Radio, Inc. (Philip
Meltzer); consideration about $123,500 and
agreement not to compete in market area
for 2 years.
■ Granted renewal of license for following stations: KAPR Douglas, Ariz.; KARA
Albuquerque, N. Mex.; KATO Safford, Ariz.;
KAYT Rupert, Idaho; KBUH Brigham City,
Utah; KBYG Big Spring, Texas; KEES
Gladewater, Texas; KELY Ely, Nev.; KHGM
(FM) and
SCA, Beaumont,
Texas; Gillette,
*KHPC
(FM)
Brownwood,
Texas; KIML
Wyo.; KIXZ Amarillo, Texas; KNEL Brady,
Texas; KNOT Prescott, Ariz.; KOCY Oklahoma City, Okla.; KOLO Reno, Nev.; KPOW
Powell, Wyo.; KPTL Carson City, Nev.;
KRAM Las Vegas, Nev.; KSIL Silver City,
N. Mex.; KSKI Sun Valley, Idaho; *KTCATV St. Paul, Minn.; KVIL-FM Highland
Park, Texas; KVOO and aux. Tulsa, Okla.;
KVWM Show Low, Ariz.; KWBA Baytown,
Texas; KWIK Pocatello, Idaho; WBAY and
aux. Green Bay, Wis.; WNKY Neon, Ky.;
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio; WWWW Rio
Piedras, P. R.
KYTV(TV), Springfield, Mo. — Granted
transfer of control (50% voting stock) from
Lester L. and Claudine B. Cox and Lynn E.
and Virginia Cox Bussey to Grand Prairie
Investment Co.
KDWC(FM) West Covina, Calif.— Granted
extension of authority to remain silent for
period ending Dec. 15.
KDOT Reno, Nev.— Granted authority to
remain
silent for period ending Jan. 20,
1963.
WETT Ocean City, Md.— Granted extension of authority to remain silent for period
ending Nov. 30.
WKBX Kissimmee, Fla. — Granted extension of authority to remain silent for period
ending Nov. 30.
KCSR Chadron, Neb. — Granted extension
of authority to operate sign-off 6:00 p.m.,
MST, except for special events, for period
ending Jan. 31, 1963.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KTYMFM Inglewood, Calif., to Jan. 31, 1963;
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KOTO (FM) Seattle, Wash., to May 3, 1963;
WCMS-FM Norfolk, Va., to May 31, 1963;
KBLE (FM) Bellingham, Wash., to May 2,
1963; KPAT (FM) Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
to April 1, 1963; KLUC-FM, Las Vegas,
Nev., to March 2, 1963; WLYN-FM, Lynn,
Mass., toapolis,March
1, 1963;
WGEE-FM IndianInd., to May
13, 1963.
Actions of Nov. 13
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: City of O'Neill on chs. 2
& 13,
O'Neill, (ch.
Neb.,10)to Lincoln,
translate and
programs
of
KOLN-TV
KTIV
(ch. 4) Sioux City, both Iowa; conditions;
WDEF Bcstg. Co. on ch. 13, Lookout Mountain, Tenn., and Fairyland, Ga., WDEF-TV
(ch. 12), Chattanooga, Tenn.; conditions;
KSOO-TV Inc. on ch. 7, Sioux Falls, S. D.,
KSOO-TV
(ch. 13),
Falls; Transcontinent Tv Corp.
on ch.Sioux
6, Jamestown,
N. Y.,
WGR-TV (ch. 2) Buffalo; Topeka Bcstg.
Assn. on ch. 8, Marysville, Kan., WIBWTV (ch. 13) Topeka; Bill Hoover on ch. 3,
McAlester, Okla., KTEN (ch. 10) Ada, Okla.;
Standard Radio and Tv Co. on ch. 13, Saratoga-Los Gatos, Calif., KNTV (ch. 11), San
Jose, Calif.
KCKT(TV) Great Bend, Kan.— Granted cp
to replace ant. and transmission line.
Rulemakings
PETITION FILED
■ WIKY-AM-FM Evansville, Ind.— South
Central Bcstg. Corp. Requests amendment
of Sec. 3.606 of rules so as to allocate uhf
ch. 25 to Evansville, Ind. (11-8-62).
PETITION DENIED
■ Alamosa, Colo. — Harrison M. Fuerst, d/b
as
Alamosa ofTelecasting
— Request
of
amendment
Sec. 3.606 ofCo.rules
so as to
reallocate ch. 3 from Alamosa to Colorado
Springs, both Colorado, denied Nov. 8.
Processing line
■ Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Sec.
1.354 (c) of commission rules, that on Dec.
27, 1962, standard broadcast applications
listed ablewill
be considered
as readyto and
for processing.
Pursuant
Sec. avail1.106
(b) (1) and Sec. 1.361 (c) of commission
rules, application, in order to be considered
with any application appearing on list or
with any other application on file by close
of business on Dec. 26, 1962, which involves
conflict necessitating hearing with application on this list, must comply with interim
criteria governing acceptance of standard
broadcast applications set forth in note to
Sec. 1.354 of commission rules and be substantially complete and tendered for filing
at offices of commission in Washington,
D. C, by whichever date is earlier: (a)
close of business on Dec. 26, 1962, or (b)
earlier effective cut-off date which listed
application or any other conflicting application may have by virtue of conflicts necessitating hearing with applications appearing on previous lists. Attention of any
party in interest desiring to file pleadings
concerning any pending standard broadcast
application pursuant to Sec. 309 (d) (1) of
Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
is directed to Sec. 1.359 (i) of commission
rules for provisions governing time of filing
and other requirements relating to such
pleadings.
cessing line:Applications from top of pro■ Vega Baja, P. R. — Raul Santiago Roman.
1460 kc, 1 kw-D, 500 w-N, unl. (BP-15145).
■ Ketchikan, Alaska — South Eastern Alaska Bcstrs. Inc. 620 kc, 1 kw-D, 500 w-N,
unl. (BP-15148).
■ Port Gibson, Miss. — Southwestern Bcstg.
Co. of Miss. 1320 kc, 500 w-D (BP-15149) .
■ WJQS Jackson, Miss. — Dumas Milner
Bcstg. Co. To 1400 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N,
unl.; from 1400 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15150).
■ DePere, Wis. — Tedesco Inc. 1520 kc, 10
kw-N, 1 kw-N, DA-2, unl. (BP-15151).
■ Herndon, Va. — Virginia-Potomac Bcstg.
Corp. 1440 kc, 5 kw-D, DA (BP-15157).
■ Herndon, Va. — Colchester Bcstg. Corp.
1440 kc, 1 kw-D, DA (BP-15158).
■ WEMD Easton, Md.— Easton Bcstg. Co.
To 1460 kc, 1 kw-D, 500 w, DA-2, unl.; from
1460 kc, 500 w-D, DA (BP-15159).
■ KOXR Oxnard, Calif.— Oxnard Bcstg.
Corp. To 910 kc, 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N, DA-2,
unl.; from 910 kc, 1 kw-D, DA (BP-15166).
■ WETB Johnson City, Tenn.— Press Inc.
To 790 kc, 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N, DA-2, unl.;

from 790 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15167) .
■ WABR Winter Park, Fla. — Contemporary Bcstg. Inc. To 1440 kc, 5 kw-D, 1 kw15168).
N,
DA-N, unl.; from 1440 kc, 5 kw-D (BPHastings,
Neb.— K Bar J Inc. 1550 kc,
500■ w-D
(BP-15171).
■ Honolulu, Hawaii — Lawrence T. Kagawa. 1420 kc, 5 kw, unl. (BP-15172).
■ WHHT Lucedale, Miss. — Tri-County
Bcstrs. Inc. To 1440 kc, 5 kw-D; from 1440
kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15174).
■ Saltville, Va.— Saltville Bcstg. Corp. 1080
kc, 500 w-D (BP-15176).
■ South St. Paul, Minn.— South St. Paul
Bcstg. Co. 1370 kc, 500 w-D, DA (BP15181).
■ Rochester,
Minn.— WBIZ Inc. 1520 kc, 1
kw-D
(BP-15182).
■ WENO Madison, Tenn.— Central Bcstg.
Corp. To 1430 kc, 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N, DA-N,
unl.; from 1430 kc, 5 kw-D (BP-15188).
■ WJBL Holland, Mich.— Ottawa Bcstg.
Corp. To 1260 kc, 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N, DA-2,
unl.; from 1260 kc, 5 kw-D, DA (BP-15189).
■ Holdenville, Okla. — Canadian River
Bcstg. Co. 1370 kc, 500 w-D (BP-15190).
■ Sioux Falls, S. D. — Sioux Empire Bcstg.
Co. 1520 kc, 1 kw-D, 500 w (CH) (BP15191).
■ WPVL Painesville, Ohio— WPVL Inc. To
1460 kc, 1 kw-D, DA; from 1460 kc, 500 w-D
(BP-15192).
■ WKTQ South Paris, Me.— Oxford Bcstg.
Corp. To 1450 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N, unl.;
from 1450 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15193).
■ WFTG London, Ky.— London Bcstg. Inc.
To 1400 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N, SH; from 1400
kc, 250 w, SH (BP-15199).
■ Lebanon, Mo. — Lebanon Bcstg. Co. To
1230 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N, unl.; from 1230
kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15200).
■ Sutton, W. Va.— Braxton Bcstg. Co. 1490
kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15201).
■ Danville, Pa. — Contour County Bcstg.
Co. 1570 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15214).
■ KSAM Huntsville, Tex. — Huntsville
Bcstg. Co. To 1490 kc, 1 kw-D. 250 w-N,
unl.; from 1490 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15218).
■ KSMA Santa Maria, Calif. — John I.
Groom & James Hagerman. To 1240 kc, 1
kw-D, 250 w-N, unl.; from 1240 kc, 250 w,
unl. (BP-15219).
■ WMIQ Iron Mountain,
— kc,
Iron1
Mountain-Kinsford
Bcstg. Co.Mich.
To 1450
kw-D,
250 w, unl.; from 1450 kc, 250 w, unl.
(BP-15222).
■ Smithville, Tenn. — Center Hill Bcstg.
Inc. 1480 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15223).
■ KAKE Wichita, Kan.— KAKE-TV & Radio Inc. To 1240 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N, unl.;
from 1240 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15224).
■
Moulton,
Ala. — Lawrence County Bcstg.
15226).
Co. 1530 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w (CH) (BP■ WMIC St. Helen, Mich. — Bel Enterprises. To 1590 kc, 5 kw-D, DA; from 1590
kc, 500 w-D (BP-15227).
■ WHOC Philadelphia, Miss. — William
Howard Cole. To 1490 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N,
unl.; from 1490 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15231).
■ Honolulu, Hawaii — Paul C. Schafer. 1460
kc, 500 w, unl. (BP-15232).
■ New Port Richey, Fla. — Jasmin Properties Inc. 1500 kc, 250 w-D (BP-15233) .
■ KHAR Anchorage, Alaska — Sourdough
Bcstrs. Inc. To 640 kc, 50 kw, DA-D, unl.;
from 590 kc, 5 kw, unl. (BP-15234).
■ Alexander City, Ala. — Radio Alexander
City. 1470 kc, 500 w-D (BP-15236).
B WCJU Columbia, Miss.— WCJU Inc. To
1450 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w, unl.; from 1450 kc,
250 w, unl. (BP-15238).
■ WGWC Selma, Ala.— Robert J. Martin.
To 1340 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N, unl.; from
1340 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15239).
■ Kingsport, Tenn. — Model City Bcstg.
Corp. 1090 kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15241).
■ Waverly, Tenn. — Humphreys County
Bcstg.
Co. 1540 kc, 1 kw-D, 500 w (CH)
(BP-15248).
■ Trumann, Ark. — Adrian L. White. 1530
kc, 250 w-D (BP-15249).
B KFML Denver, Colo. — Colorado Televents, Inc. To 1390 kc, 5 kw-D; from 1390
kc, 1 kw-D (BP-15251).
■ WHAV Haverhill, Mass.— WHAV Bcstg.
Inc. To 1490 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N, unl.; from
1490 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15253).
b KOCA Kilgore, Tex.— A. E. McCubbin.
To 1240 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N, unl.; from
1240 kc, 250 w, unl. (BP-15254).
a WAPI Birmingham, Ala. — Newhouse
Bcstg. Corp. To 1070 kc, 50 kw-D, 5 kw-N,
DA-N,
unl.; (BP-15259).
from 1070 kc, 50 kw-D, 5 kw-N,
DA-2, unl.
B KRLN Canon City, Colo.— Royal Gorge
Bcstrs. Inc. To 1400 kc, 1 kw-D, 250 w-N,
SH; from 1400 kc, 250 w, SH (BP-15262).
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RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
The man I need is intelligent, ambitious,
creative, mature, and ready to settle down
in a lifetime career; a happy family man,
30-40 years
to relocate;
an engineer with old;
first willing
phone ticket,
but also
has
had at least five years experience in sales
and/or
management.
He
types
and
is
familiar with fundamental accounting and good
business procedures. He and wife must be
willing for him to travel 2 states spending
3 or 4 nights a week away from home.
If this is you, write me full details of your
past performance and education plus your
hopes forpersonal
the future.
Convince
me and
I'll
finance
interview.
The man
I select
will receive a comfortable base salary plus
lucrative
incentive
compensation,
retirement benefits,
insurance,
travel expenses,
and unlimited advancement opportunity.
Box 183R, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Experienced salesman with proven sales
record. Contact Bob Harrison . . . WLOH
Radio Station, Princeton, W. Va. 425-2151.
Sales and management positions, 636 stations, accent on Midwest. Free registration,
professional placement. Write: Broadcast
Employment Service. 4825 10th Ave. So.,
Minneapolis 17, Minn.
Outstanding opportunity for aggressive
young midwestern salesman with drive and
confidence. Adult programming in a million
plus market. Guaranteed draw commensurate with background, and prospects good
for five figure earnings. Ability to engage
In part time announcing would enhance
earnings capability. Send experience, details and references. Box 220R, BROADCASTING.
Chicagoland regional offers opportunity
for working sales manager with proven
record. All information first letter please.
Box 375R, BROADCASTING.
Rradio salesman opportunity. Established
radio station in prosperous central California
market, seeks experienced salesman with
management potential. This is stable opportunity with good base salary and in
centive. Seeks applicants from those who
have had at least 3 years experience in
local
ING. radio sales. Box 410R, BROADCASTNeed two really great salesmen. Radio one
in Waco, Texas looking for two men who
want to sell in a competitive market. Sell
for the station which is the undisputed
leader. The fastest growing station in the
great southwest. Station has the sound, has
more than quadrupled sales since the first
of the year, permanent guarantee. Write or
phone on Wed., Thur., Fri., Bill Dahlsten,
General Manager, KAWA, Box 482, Waco,
Texas. Phone PL, 4-1488.
Looking for salesman for a progressive,
tremendous sounding station 75 miles from
Chicago. Station celebrating 15th anniversary this month, part of industrial community, successful, rates number one in
six county
against
permanentarea.
guarantee.Commission
Pension plan,
hospital
insurance,
other
fringe
benefits.
One
present salesman considering moving to our
other station in Waco, Texas. Must replace
him first. Write or phone on Monday or
Tuesday: Bill Dahlsten, General Manager,
WLPO, Box 215, LaSalle, Illinois.
Honolulu's newest station needs experiaggressive
with managementenced,
potential.
Sendsalesman
photo, resume:
618 N.
Linden Drive, Beverly Hills, California.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Salesman, announcer, combo. Send complete resume, tape, first letter. Swingers
only. Box 350R, BROADCASTING.
Solid opportunity for experienced man with
provenager ofsales
record,
become independent
sales maneastern
majorto market
with adult programming. Salary plus override. Send complete resume, with references
and photo to Box 413R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Very excellent opportunity for a top morning personality. Midwest market of 300,000.
Pulse rated No. 1 for last five years. This
is a prestige
paid hospitalization and life station.
insuranceFully
programs
equivalent
to $100.00 per month. Highest salary paid
commensurate with ability. This is a permanent position — average length of employment over five years in our program de— will contact by
telephone. partment.
BoxRush particulars
359R, BROADCASTING.
Progressive network station has immediate opening for swinging top 40 d.j. Tight
board, experienced, some production required. Box 367R, BROADCASTING.
$550.00 per month. Must be top quality announcer with 1st phone ticket. Central midwest regional. Good music format. Progressive management. Good studios and equipment. Box 374R, BROADCASTING.
Morning personality for adult format, good
music, top production station. Strictly a
quality operation. Excellent opportunity
for right man to build a strong following in
this
midwest market. Box 399R, BROADCASTING.

Country music announcers — need two — one
with first ticket — both must be country boy
personality types with plenty of southern
phrases. Must be able to meet and charm
clients. Short hours, long pay. Send resume.
Box 41R, BROADCASTING.
Staff opening at major market northeast
radio-tv operation for experienced imaginative announcer with on mike and on camknow how.films,
If you're
good
senderatapes,
resumesureto you're
Box 177R,
BROADCASTING.
Top flight R & B jock for traffic times. Top
northern market. Must pass rigid personal
investigation. Good opportunity for right
man.
Tape and resume. Box 209R, BROADCASTING.
Top
fortymarket.
morningProduction
personality,
midwestern
tape,major
aircheck,
picture,
salary
to
Box
263R,
BROADCASTING.
Kentucky station wants mature, deep voice
for news and dj duties. Experienced man
sought; would consider beginner with top
potential and voice. Unqualified amateurs
need not apply. Send resume, tape, references, photo to Box 265R, BROADCASTING.
Southwest power station has an opening
for a top rated dj with originality and good
judgment in air presentation, for an adult
audience. No rock and roll. Salary open.
Send background information, recent photo,
references and audition tape in first reply.
Box 272R, BROADCASTING.
Morning man and staff announcer. Tourist
area, warm the year round. Send resume,
tape, recent photo and salary required to
Box 278R, BROADCASTING.
North Carolina 50 kw network affiliate
needs versatile announcer for quality operation January first start. Special preference given native southerners. Send resume,
tape, photo to Box 283R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, with 1st ticket, male or female,
for New Hampshire smooth-sound dayCASTING.
timer. $100 weekly. Box 326R, BROADAnnouncer, salesman, combo. Send complete resume, tape, first letter. Swingers
only. Box 349R, BROADCASTING.
5000 watt midwest independent looking for
versatile, fast-paced, announcer. No screamers. Warm, mensurate
friendly
style and
only. experience.
Pay comwith ability
Send tape, complete resume and references
to Box 352R, BROADCASTING.
West coast major market looking for creative proven personality with humor appeal
and what have you? Major promotion
campaign
will launch
man. market.
Don't apply
unless currently
tops this
in your
Also
one newsman who can dig, write and
deliver smooth professional newscasts.
Salary open. Rush air check, photo, resume,
Box 354R, BROADCASTING.

Future opening for staff announcer. Smooth
paced pop music news operation. Send
photo, tape, resume, salary requirements to,
KCLTJ, RADIO, P.O. Box 325, Rolla, Missouri.
Immediate opening versatile experienced
announcer. Need good boardman, ability to
do copy, production spots, play by play
sports. No ticket necessary. KONG, Vis
Alia, California.
Washington market combo man January
1963. Announcer first phone, married, to
locate within 75 miles of Washington, D. C.
Good resonant voice, interested sports and
news. Send resume, air check, references
to President, WAVA, Arlington, Virginia.
DJ with 1st phone top 40 experience. $115
per week. Wi overtime, double pay holidays.
In St. Louis area, contact Chuck Norman,
WGNU, Granite City, Illinois.
Announcer with first class ticket. WAMD,
Aberdeen, Maryland.
Experienced announcer, 1st phone. No
maintenance. Ideal community. Above average wage. Tape, resume, WBRD, Bradenton,
Florida.
The top rated station in Peoria, Illinois, is
adding a drive time personality. Must be
experienced, top rated and bright sounding.
Also adding mobile news man. Must be
experienced, and have a feeling for local
news. Send tape and complete resume to:
WIRL, Peoria, Illinois.
Announcer, dj, nightimer for good music
NBC ence.
midwest
affiliate.
Must have
Good salary
plus benefits.
Send experiphoto,
hart,
tape and
resume toIndiana.
Ed Huot, WTRC, ElkAnnouncer with first class ticket is needed
by a western New York daytimer. This is
an excellent opportunity for the right man
to grow with a good sound organization.
Apply directly to Tim Kroh, Manager,
WLSV, Wellsville, New York.
Honolulu's newest station needs creative,
swinging dj. Send resume, photo, tape, 618
N. Linden Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
Opportunities, AM or TV announcers and
combomen, 636 stations nationwide, majority
Midwest. Free
application.
cast
Employment
Service,
4825 10thBroadAve.
So., Minneapolis 17, Minn.
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

New Jersey station has immediate opening
for engineer with first class license. Good
salary, plus fully paid pension, insurance,
and other benefits. Interview necessary!
Box 365R, BROADCASTING.
Need first class studio transmitter engineer. Experience desired but not necessaryNo
announcing. Kansas. Box 361R, BROADCASTING.

Will exchange, maturity, practical experience,jobgoodwhere
record,results
know will
how,be for
agers
paidmanfor
on a percentage basis. Not afraid of people,
ratings,
other
stations
or
work.
Box
360R,
BROADCASTING.

1st engineer. Southeast market, combo.
Write resume. Box 261R, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer, announcer, thriving New
York state station in excellent community.
Must run clean, well maintained shop. Send
tape, photo, and state salary expected. Box
202R, BROADCASTING.
Needed two engineers with first class license
for VHF transmitter and video. Contact
WECT, Wilmington, North Carolina.
Engineer-announcer for station in small
friendly southeastern town of 8,000. Begin
$325 month. Box 404R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — news station, Chicago area.
KW fm-am directional. State experience
and
salary. WNSH, Box 1430, Highland Park,
Illinois.
Needed! Radio and TV technicians, or
combomen. 636 stations nationwide, majority Midwest. Free application. Broadcast
Employment Service 4825 10th Ave. So.,
Minneapolis 17, Minn.
Production — Programming, Others
Radio news director: Top quality west
coast Florida station. Immediate opening
for experienced dedicated news director
to head department. Authoritative delivery
and creative writer. Want only the best.
Top pay in the market. Send tape aircheck,
resume, references to Box 340R,
BROADCASTING.
Well established southern lower Michigan
fulltimer with adult programming seeks
experienced mature air personality capable
of handling production and news along
with deejay work. Excellent opportunity
for right person. Send air- check and resume
to Box 366R, BROADCASTING.
If you have basic writing abilities and a
good commercial voice we will help you
develop into a polished production writer.
Send resume and audition tape immediately
to Box 852P, BROADCASTING.
Copy-traffic
for conaggressiveprogram
western N.Y. coordinator
AM-FM. Good
ditions
metro
area.
Box
256R,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for seasoned and experienced newsman in gathering, writing
and airing news, together with editorials
and documentaries. Rare opportunity for
creative writer. Degree in journalism or
English sumemajor
preferred.
rewith photo
and Send
samplecomplete
materials,
together with minimum salary requirements. Box 267R, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — ■ professional radio journalist
dedicated to the proposition that his job
depends on getting local news first. We
have equipment, do you have desire and
ability? Eastern regional. Box 3R, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for local news editor
and broadcaster. WVOS, Liberty, New York.
Program director wanted with minimum
five years radio experience for top rated
24 hour music station in mid-Atlantic
capitol city. $150. Send tape, resume. Box
378R, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced manager, avail in 2 wks; age
37; college graduate; 9 years radio; 3 years
tv; news editor; professional selling, copy,
and production; adv. & promotion know
how. Box 383R, BROADCASTING.
Commercial management, news, announcing experience, first phone, veteran, eduING. cated, family man. Box 388R, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

Management

General sales manager wants all the responsibility. Tops in organizing sales effort.
Experienced in all phases. Married stable
and aggressive. Prefers midwest. Box 341R,
BROADCASTING.
Manager. Documented sales ability. Thirteen
years successful management. Top character
and
owner references. Box 391R, BROADCASTING.
General manager. Presently employed small
market station with excellent record. Seeking larger market and change of climate.
Minimum five figures plus. Box 394R,
BROADCASTING.
Young family man with over 12 years general radio experience seeks management of
station in small or medium southern market. Proved programming and sales methods.
Box 403R, BROADCASTING.
Sales
28 year old top flight salesman. Excellent
mike man; specialize in production and
news. Presently employed as sales manager
of station with good potential, but frustrated due to exceedingly lax management.
Want permanent position in city of 80,000
or less. Prefer northwest: Oregon, Washington, Colorado, Montana, Wyoming— will
consider
others.
me, you'll be well
satisfied. Box
377R,TryBROADCASTING.
Sales manager, or announcer, sales, young,
married, western
4 years
experience.
Prefer
northNorth Carolina
or East
Tennessee.
Write Box 381R, BROADCASTING.
Hungry salesman! Prefer sustenance of
medium market. College grad., can also
write and record copy. Location preference,
midwest. Box 347R, BROADCASTING.
Top broadcast background, New York single
station and rep 9 years, wants to return
after two years with one of top 5 revenue
consumer
CASTING. magazines. Box 409R, BROADAnnouncers
Announcer-disc-jockey — young, experienced, looking for good sound, a place to
settle, with advancement opportunities.
Box 180R, BROADCASTING.
DJ/announcer. Swinging modern sound.
Music. News. Production. Sales. Reliable.
Box 293R. BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager seeking a sales managers position or managerial job in mid
or southwest, preferably in Texas or Oklain most phases
of radio, homa.
married,Experienced
best references,
civic minded,
ambitious. Box 343R, BROADCASTING.
Professional announcer in news, music and
commercials. Seeking major markets in
New cut.York
City,BROADCASTING.
New Jersey, or ConnectiBox 342R,
Young announcer-disc jockey-tight board.
Experienced. Will travel anywhere. Box
348R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, recent graduate Brown Institute
desires announcing job in midwest. Box
355R, BROADCASTING.
Negro d.j. newscaster, college graduate,
experienced, available now. Box 362R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, ambitious 30 year old sports
news, music announcer seeks position with
sports minded station. Masters degree plus
business experience including heavy background in salesWill
and relocate.
advertising.
man. Veteran.
Box Family
364R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman, versatile announcer
with production background, seeks position
in northeast. Excellent references and employerthoritative,
recommendations.
Personable,
auenergetic, college.
Box 368R,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Beginning announcer with third phone and
speech background desires start. College
trained. Box 379R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer and/or pd, traffic. No selling
prefer Carolinas. 18 years experience. Box
382R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Over two years experience in
all phases of radio. Desire southern New
England. Box 386R, BROADCASTING.
Southwest good practice station: 26, married,
steady — 5 years experience in all phases.
Employed. Good record and character. Box
393R, BROADCASTING.
Energetic announcer-newscaster. Single,
stable; broadcasting, newspaper, college,
electronics, backgrounds. Box 400R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director with good
music. Network — top 40 experience. Good
production ideas, first phone, married,
veteran. Box 401R, BROADCASTING.
First class music man with first class ticket
available now to stable, swinging pop outlet. No newcomer — over 5V2 years experience. Phone now . . . 312-465-4897.
Experienced newsman/salesman. Family
man looking for permanent position. Box
213R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, experienced excellent sound,
tight board production, will relocate. Box
406R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, newscaster, experience tight
productions, fast board. Dependable availING.
able immediately. Box 407R, BROADCASTAnnouncer/dj — professional radio school
graduate seek start travel anywhere. Tape
on request. Box 408R, BROADCASTING.
Lake Erie adult stations: Indefatigable
newsman-announcer with 6 years broad
radio tv experience, wants responsibility,
freedom to excell. Married. 20 Vi West Chestnut, Norwalk, Ohio.
C and W dj who likes to write and produce
copy. town.
LookingHave
for wife
job inand
a good
nice
two station
children.in
2-9259.travel. Money isn't everything. Jack
Will
Call, 3413 Vermont, Independence, Mo. CL-1
Negro announcer-bright, happy sound, fast
tape,
top 40, onjazzrequest.
or gospel.
send tape
and resume
ClydeWillBrown,
6931
South Wentworth, Chicago.
Wisconsin, Michigan — versatile adult announcer, pd, nd, sportscaster. Easy to work
with, family man. Want permanent position.
Phone 686M Eagle River, Wisconsin. Box
271R, BROADCASTING.
First phone combo. 2 years experience,
single, 22, draft exempt, 3 college. Compilot, sales.
music,
Roland mercial
Mead,
1203 Good
W. St.
Louismid-west.
Street,
Vandalia, Illinois.
Swingin' live wire top forty type radio and
tv personality ready to make money for
your operation. Five years major market
background and musical programming know
how man available now. Contact Bob Montgomery, 16806 Lkwd. Hts. Blvd., Cleveland
7, Ohio.
Technical
First phone, no experience. Willing to
learn. Presently radio operator. Married,
draft exempt. Prefer south central. Box
338R, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st class, 41 years old, wishes to
relocate. Current station going remote.
Available immediately. Reply to Robert
Benninger, c/o WDBC, 600 Ludington Street,
Escanaba, Michigan.
Engineer, first phone; request job; no chief
or combo job. Please. Box 290R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Conf d)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Conf d)

Technical

Production — Programming, Others
Newsman on number one clear channel in
sixth US market desires new position.
Available February 1, 1963. Top references.
Top local and regional reporting, writing.
For
tape, resume, write, Box 387R, BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others
Former Pittsburgh pd . . . d-j, news, play
by play.
Want300R,
Texas
metro top 40. Consider all. Box
BROADCASTING.
Production/programming I love. Just left
pd position at No. 1 10 kw station. Want
to relocate in s.e. in good market of 50,000
population
or more. Harold Loyd TA 1-8629,
Chatt., Tennessee.
Experienced tv newsman on the air, reporter,Covered
writer, documentary
producer-available.
big ones: Viet
Nam, Little
Rock. Present employer will give excellent
reference. Min. sal. $200.00. Box 304R,
BROADCASTING.

Transmitter operator, 2 years experience,
1st phone, amateur, no combination. Box
380R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced first phone engineer/announcer.
Versatile.
Midwest. Box 195R, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Attention New York City area! Modern
program director-air personality . . . track
record of top ratings. Presently programming number one station in east. Seeks
position with progressive operation. Box
228R, BROADCASTING.
Crackling production-humor. Bright voiced
morningencepersonality
further
offers: experiaggressiveness,
intelligence.
Solid
credentials. Box 282R, BROADCASTING.
Director,
producer.
tion staff asst.
member
at largeCurrently
midwest producstation.
Experience
in
writing
and
directing — seek
position with challenge, opportunity
and
future. Salary secondary, rather gain creative
experience,
young,
single,
college.
Willing to relocate and/or travel. Box 344R,
BROADCASTING.
Want ratings with good music? Presently
employed program director with family
looking for medium market opportunity.
6 years experience, degree in radio-journalism. Now making $125. Box 351R, BROADCASTING.
Versatile, capable music-news personality
seeks p.d. opportunity. Currently news
director. 10 years experience. 32, family.
Degree.
CASTING.Will relocate. Box 356R, BROAD-

Program director and/or announcer-good
background including sales. Unique ideas.
Conservative. Prompt reply. Box 389R,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman-journalist. Writing, airing for
radio operation in metropolitan area. Responsible; mature; will relocate to radio
or tv and major area, including California.
Box 392R. BROADCASTING.
Production management. Eight years television producer-director major television
station, national recognition. Leading national corporation merchandising, advertising, sales promotion. Extensive academic
background. Box 397R, BROADCASTING.
Gal Friday needs a job every day! Trained,
experienced in air-work, copy, traffic, music
library. Desires nite-time announcing. Leaving location, immediately dial directly 112612-774-9890.
Top newscaster, thoroughly experienced
every phase gathering and broadcasting,
distinctive adult style, currently doing newscasts,newsroom
features, major
documentaries
ning
far westernaward-wincity also
large regional network. Some television extoo. Management
agrees
for millionperience and
over market.
Box I'm882,ready
Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Seeking news
in Wisconsin.
periencedposition
newsman wishes
to return Ex-to
news field following three year sabbatical.
Full details upon request plus personal
interview. Write Al Henry, 3334 Brewer
Drive, Indianapolis 24, Indiana.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Sales manager . . . exceptional opportunity
for an experienced tv sales executive with
dominant midwest CBS tv station. Strictly
quality, rate card operation . . . company
in strong financial position seeking additional properties. Opportunity to organize
own department and assume management
responsibilities. Top salary, bonus, profit
sharing, and stock option to right man.
Only applicants with personal sales record
and administrative experience will be considered. Box 262R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Booth announcer at least 2 years radio exoperate
audio
board. Someperience,onand ability
camera to
work.
Send audio
tape with 1st letter. Box 371R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
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Studio engineer, first phone. Send full
resume first letter. Chief engineer, WISHTV, Indianapolis.
Chief engineer with experience backup,
heavy on maintenance, willing to work. We
have G.E. tv transmitter and cameras. Need
immediately. Contact John H. Marshall, Jr.
KICA TV, Clovis, New Mexico. Also need
assistant chief with maintenance experience.
Immediate opening for studio engineer.
First phone required. Contact George McGuigan, WXEX-TV, Petersburg, Virginia.
Phone 733-7876.
Wanted experienced tv studio engineer.
Must have 1st phone. State experience and
salary requirements first letter. Box 78R,
BROADCASTING.
250 Kilowatt uhf has need for engineer.
Strong on maintenance, must have sufficient
to assume
full responsibilities forexperience
maintenance
shift. Salary
open. Wire
or phone
Lima,
Ohio.M. J. Lamb, WIMA, Television,
Production — Programming, Others
Midwest tinuitytvwriter.
station
conSend needs
samples,experienced
photo, resume,
ING. expected. Box 358R, BROADCASTsalary
TV newscaster with good journalism background for large news dept. in s.w. medium
market. Must have experience all phases
including documentaries. Write Box 372R,
BROADCASTING.
Production manager — perhaps operations
manager for right background. Should be
able to direct, announce as well as coordinate and supervise production of commercials. Midwest area. Box 217R, BROADCASTING.
TV art director. Major midwestern market.
Require experience and versatility. Send
resume to Box 279R, BROADCASTING.

□ Bil

BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Production — Programming, Others
Wanted combination announcer director.
Must be strong on announcing. Send audio
tape, photo and resume to: Program Manager, WSBA-TV, York, Pennsylvania.

Production — Programming, Others

Lend me $10,000 now and I will pay back
$20,000
in three years. Box 317R, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced in managing local and national
sales, heavy in both. Excellent New York
agency, advertiser, network contacts. Hard
sell with national representative. Excellent
programming experience. Salary secondary.
10 years broadcast, 36 years old, married,
excellent references. Available immediately. Box 370R, BROADCASTING.
Research and sales promotion manager,
presently with major market network o & o
station. Box 398R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Childrens personality-award winner. One
of nations finest, in major market for ten
top years tv-radio experience, including
program
director-tv-producer.
Prefer Video
large
west coast
or southwest market.
tape available. Box 252R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-staff and/or sports director 9
years radio-tv. Box 402R, BROADCASTING.
Fully qualified announcer in all phases of
broadcasting. Strong news and commercials
— 9 years experience — married, college, will
relocate. Box 411R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer or supervisor position desired. 7 years tv; 2 years as chief. All
phases. Installation specialist. Albert Scheer.
401 Bower, Hot Springs, Arkansas.
First phone engineer, two years experience,
additional two years tv engineering school,
also eight years technical experience in
allied field. Desires steady permanent position in large or medium market progressive
tv, station in midwest with prerequisite,
good
starting wage. Box 917P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced UHF-VHF. AM-FM including
directional. Minimum salary for educational
station. Box 390R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced first phone xmtr/studio technician. Versatile. Midwest. Box 194R,
BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Top producer-director of number one station in top-ten market available after first
of year. College graduate. During past ten
years, have worked in several top markets.
Interested in sports or a position as production director. Have written, produced,
directed programs of all types. Box 376R,
BROADCASTING.
Educational broadcasters, attention: Director
working in commercial midwest wants etv
work. Graduate from Big 10 university.
References,
experienced, family. Box 396R,
BROADCASTING.
Top newscaster major far western metropolitan, heavy radio, some television, distinctive adult presentation, mastery all
phases news. Desire radio-tv combination
or straight tv in major market. Box 882,
Salt City, Utah.
Director working in midwest, desires relocation, permanency. Five years creative
experience. Reliable, best references, university
CASTING. graduate. Family. Box 395R, BROADBROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

Newsman-writer/newscaster. 10 years radionewspapers. Seeks television operation
where can gather, write, film and broadcast news. Professional delivery. Best references. Box 353R, BROADCASTING.
Director — currently employed at NYC channel. 5 years experience in commercial and
educational broadcasting and allied fields;
seeks directing position in northeastern
area. Box 85R, BROADCASTING.
Director, writer, announcer wants position
western U. S. Available now. Box 118R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced all phases studio activity, especially production aspects, technical directing operating all types cameras, audio consoles, mercials,
writing,creative
directing
comformatslivefor television
new tv shows,
arranging scenry and props. Graduate
R.CA. TV institute. Ambitious to succeed.
Will relocate. Box 405R, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Christmas Comedy is featured in the Deissue of gags,
"Days,promos,
Dates, and
and a Data."
Contains cember
patter,
Santa
Interview. $3.00 Show-Biz Comedy Service
(Dept. X), 65 Parkway Court, Brooklyn
35, New York.
Station managers: Will write and tape your
commercials. Also available feature shows.
Network
writer-announcer. Box 303R,
BROADCASTING.
30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
Special rates to religious broadcasters 6 to
9 a.m. daily. WMDE, Greensboro, North
Carolina.
"Deejay
file."Complete
Quotes, kickers,
record
info,
hints.
program liners,
package
for
deejays
and
P.D.'s.
$10.50.
Del
Mar
Features, P. O. Box 61, Corona Del Radio
Mar,
California.
The partnership of Lyndall Wilson and
Lorraine Orr, doing business as independent
transcribed service, was dissolved October
31, 1962. Lorraine Orr is the sole owner of
Independent Transcribed Service.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Studio equipment for TV, also microwave
equipment. Give all details and price — will
pay cash. WIFB, Jenkintown, Pa. TUrner
7-5400.
Wanted — 5,000 watt am transmitter not
over 10 or
years BROADCASTING.
old. Meet FCC specifications.12Box 322R,
One kilowatt transmitter. State condition
and full details. KMEN, San Bernardino,
California.
Urgently need: Two RCA 76-B2 or two
G.E. 4BC1A1 consoles. Need RCA BA-6A
limiter, Nems-Clarke AM field strength
meter, and broadcast type 16mm projector
equipped for mag sound strip. Also need
UTC LS-691 modulation transformer. Broadcast Engineering Services, Box 391, Buena
Park, Calif.

For Sale
Equipment
Gates tion.ST-101's.
near-new
condiBoth includeTwonewleft,
tapes,
brake bands,
spare p.e. cell, idler assembly, remote unit.
$600 each or both for $1150. Broadcast
Engineering Services, Box 391, Buena Park,
California.
Consoles. RCA BC-6B dual-channel, excellent for TV, large AM, or stereo. Top condition, approx. 3 years old. Available immediately. Two2 Gates
and
1958, available
weeks;"Yards,"
Raytheon1956RC-11,
good condition, available 2 weeks. Program
amp (AGC), RCA BA-25-A, new condition,
$145. Sweep Generator, RCA WR-69A, new,
includes neering
all probes,
$195.391,
Broadcast
Services, Box
Buena EngiPark,
Calif.
Recording blank 16". Clearance sales price
of 30 for $13, plus postage. Send cash, check
or C.O.D. order to Sam Dudas, Box 215,
Doerun, Georgia.
Frequency Monitors: W. E. 1-C, excellent
condition, on 1450 kc, includes spare tubes
— $150, or $175 with new crystal on your
frequency.
G. R. 475-B
monitor
with 681B
deviation meter,
excellent
condition,
on
1350 kc, requires new meter for FCC apServices,proval—Box$165.
391, Broadcast
Buena Park,Engineering
Cal.
250 foot
Kansas.
beacon
highest

Liberty tower standing in northern
Erected 1959 excellent condition,
equipment working. For sale as is
bidder.
BoxKansas.
462, Industrial Electronics, Concordia,
Magnecorders. PT6AH/7A, excellent condition, 3 input channels, $295.00. PT63/6J,
excellent
condition,
$265.00.
rackmount. John
Ledbetter,
Box Both
391, Buena
Park, Calif.
Cartridge tape machines, brand new AB
and PB-150 in Walnut Formica Floor Console. Sacraficecondition
for $600. $450.
Used Contact
AB andRoger
PB190, excellent
Miller, 1717 East 32nd Street, Davenport,
Iowa. Phone: 324-3670.
"Make-Offer" Items: Rek-O-Nut R-16-H
table with M-12-S overhead lathe and RH-5
cutter. Presto 1-C (500-ohm) cutter head.
Collins 1-Z remote amplifier. RCA 86-A
limiter. RCA BA-2C mike preamp. Gates
CO-28 limiter (15 years old). All excellent
condition and appearance. Best reasonable
offer accepted; may consider trade. Broadcast Engineering Services, Box 391, Buena
Park, Calif.
Collins tape cartridge machines like new
$249.00.
4 for $899.00. Box 125, Lafayette
Hill,
Pennsylvania.
Gates Multiplex M5688 sub carrier insetter
and power
sub Broadcasting
carrier generator.supply,
Never used.M5689
Pacific
505 Geary Street, San Francisco.
Wanted — RCA audio consolette model BC3B,
BC-3C,Cash.
or BC-2B.
specifications,
condition.
KPEN, Give
1231 Market
Street,
San Francisco, California.
One Western Electric 5 kw transmitter,
model 405B-2 in good condition. Make an
offer. Box 881P, BROADCASTING.
Rust, 108-OE control unit, 108-14C am monitor preamplifier, 108-1E transmitter unit,
$450 for three units. WDUZ, Green Bay,
Wisconsin. Hemlock 5-5331.
All equipment in small recording studio for
sale. Write for inventory and asking price,
ING.
(under $1500.00). Box 325R, BROADCASTXmission Line; Teflon insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle93
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.

For Sale
Help Wanted — Announcers

Equipment
2-444'
self supporting,
blaw knox
towers'.
In excellant
shape, insulated,
and lighting
equipment.
John
J.
Hoke,
phone
RE
2-9350,
U.S. Tower & Const., Petersburg, Virginia.
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters,
iconoscopes, 440
audio,
monitors, orthicons,
cameras. Electrofind,
Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.
Vidicon camera, 15 mm F/1.4 lens, 4 input
portable
switcherwith
and manuals.
sync gen. Box
All excellent condition
337R,
BROADCASTING.

GOOD

What

MORNING

MEN!

are you doing between 6 and 9 a.m. that1 couldn't

Westinghouse on kilowatt fm transmitter.
Excellent condition, many spares, easily
remote controlled. Box 363R, BROADCASTING.

Be Done for Bigger rewards in Miami?

INSTRUCTIONS

Do you have a good track record in this time segment . . . with a format station . . .
in one of the top 50 markets? Do you know how to talk program and produce when

FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.

both adults and youngsters are in the audience? Are you believable? The right
money is waiting for the right d. j. in Miami's leading radio station. In fact, the
whole Miami area is waiting for your kind of talent. Send tape, photo, resume to
Box 412R, BROADCASTING

Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Elkins training now available in New
Orleans for FCC First Class License in 6
weeks. Nationally known for top quality
theory and laboratory instruction. Elkins
Radio School of New Orleans, 714 Masonic
Temple Building, 333 Saint Charles Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement. Free illustrated brochure. 259
Geary St.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results.
Day and
classes. Placement
ance. evening
Announcer Training
Studios, 25 assistW. 43
N. Y. OX 5-9245.
Announcing
consolepractical
operation. Twelveprogramming,
weeks intensive,
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.

NEGRO
TOP
MORNING

RADIO
MAN

If your air presentation meets these
qualifications, we're interested in you
for a top job in the top five markets.
1.) Voice: bright, warm, with no
traceable accent, regional or otherwise. 2.) Show: not just time and
temperature but interesting or humorous in nature. 3.) Production:
tight and fast.
Mail your tape and background notes
posthaste
to
Box 336R,
BROADCASTING

WANTED

Experienced, bright personality, willing to work. Immediate opening.
Middle of the road format. Central
Virginia area station. TV opportunity.
Send tape, photo, and complete resume to:

CONCERT MUSIC STATION
in up state New York needs young announcer whose knowledge of concert music and copy writing capacity qualify him
as a potential station manager. Salary
low. Potential
tunities matched.good. Experience, opporBOX 373R, BROADCASTING

Box 224R, BROADCASTING

Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you license in only school with operating 5kw station. One price includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks.
TopElkins
qualityRadio
theory
and laboratory training.
License
School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Altanta,
Georgia.
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
January 9, April 24. For information, references and reservations, write William B.
Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School,
California.1150 West Olive Ave., Burbank,
94

JOCKS!!!

Production — Programming, Others
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1
EAST COAST
I
MAJOR MARKET
| NEGRO RADIO NEWS EDITOR
S Experienced "Live" wire-editorial writer,
g beep phone technique. Tape, picture,
g success story to
m
Box 127R, BROADCASTING
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NEWS DIRECTOR MIDWEST
MEDIUM METRO MARKET
[Excellent
opportunity
for small
NDl
lor metro market
#1 staff
man. market
Net affili-|
late, mobile equipped. Send details to:
Box 357R, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

TELEVISION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Help Wanted

Production — Programming, Others

Production — Programming, Others
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NEWS DIRECTOR
I The number one news station in a major |
= eastern market is looking for an ex- g
i perienced news director.
1
| This man must have creative news |
| sense and proven administrative [
i ability or we are not interested.
| The position offers a splendid op- 1
| portunity. If you are experienced in |
I all phases of news operations, can |
| manage a complex department, and 1
| have the creative drive to stay on |
| top in a highly competitive, major |
| market, we would like to hear from |
| you. Please send resume and recent |
| photograph.
Salary
open.
Box 260R,
BROADCASTING

PRODUCTION MANAGER
The
No.
1 stationis inlooking
Virginia's
No. 1
market (Norfolk)
for a swingin,' creative dj-production man with plenty
of know-how, able to walk in and take
over a top-rated prime period and pull
a spinning tape spilicing session as well.
Salary is open to right man. Send tape
with sample of production work and
airshow, plus complete biographical background. Roger Clark WGH-Radio, Box
98, Newport News, Va.
TV-RADIO COPYWRITER
If you can write tv and radio
commercials to promote a newspaper, we'd like to talk to you.
Opportunity to write print copy,
too. Write Barry Urdang, Promotion Manager, The Philadelphia
Bulletin, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

• Film Services
• Program Services
• Program Idea Men
• News Services

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management

ETHNIC

DO YOU NEED
Manager-Sales Manager?
My background includes local radio
sales, local television sales, network
radio sales, and administration; radio and television, radio station
management, AM-FM. Married, two
sons, one daughter, active local
affairs, church, civic, Lions Club,
youth.
Box 323R, BROADCASTING

TV

I talian— Spanish— Negro
We are looking for a novel, unique and
economical approach to specialized TV.
If you have program ideas or materials
suitable for Top Markets, please write
us giving general description and costs.
Box 335R,
BROADCASTING

Announcers
Business Opportunity
A REAL SWINGIN' PRO

LEND ME $80,000
to buy this very, very profitable single market
daytimeship. and
give youof fifty
percent
Six yearI'llhistory
earnings
will ownerprove
this to be a onee-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
Box 369R, BROADCASTING

for a Major Market to give you
the Modern Sound with Class.
Ten years Experience Selling
Products-Getting Ratings. All
Replies Confidential.

Miscellaneous

Box 346R, BROADCASTING

RADIO BROADCASTING
Construction permit in Pacific
Northwest for sale at my cost.
$10,500.00.
Box 30 1R, BROADCASTING

ESTABLISHED MIDWEST
DAYTIME STATION
1000 watts, good frequency & coverage
of compound
market $250-million
able income. $195,000
with 25% spenddown,
balance over several years to financially
responsible
buyer
prepared
to
complete
transaction. Details to principals only.
Box 86R, BROADCASTING

NORTHEAST AM IN
TOP FIFTY MARKET
This daytimer is making money
and just beginning to realize
potential.cluded inLand
building
insale. and
Asking
$225,000
with $60,000 down, balance over
five years.
Box 331 R, BROADCASTING

To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
PATT Mcdonald co.
P. O. BOX 9266 - CL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS 29%
Ky.
Ariz.
Ala.

single
small
medium
medium
metro

fulltime
daytime
fulltime
daytime
fulltime
daytime
fulltime

70M
125M
125M
$ 66M
230M
410M
125M

terms
10M

35M
N.Y.
Fla.
N.C.
90M
terms
Ind.
50M
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
-STATIONS FOR SALESOUTH. Major market. Daytime. Asking
$200,000. 29% down.
NORTHWEST. Major market. Fulltime. $450,000. 29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Medium market. Asking $150,000. 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279
NEED HELP?

Production — Programming, Others
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT!!
With
man. I'm infreeing
myself to
move the
up toright
management
your FORMULA
organization.
My
experience
includes
ratings in Dayton, Detroit, Columbus. topI
want to be your Program or Operations Director in your medium metro market. Write:
DAVE HULL
WVKO
COLUMBUS 12, Ohio.

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations

Z
??
?i*
?
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For Sale
Station
FULLTIME ROCKY MOUNTAIN
5 kw station. Excellent earnings, good profit
picture, healthy station, priced right at
$135,000
arranged. with 29% down. Terms may be
Box 345R, BROADCASTING

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
SOMETHING TO BUY
OR SELL?
For Best Results
You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED
in

AD

Wm{
1 BROADCASTING
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TB

STRIKES

EVERY

SEVEN

MINUTES!
If You Have "THE TIME"
Will You Help Fight TB?
MARLON BRANDO
RADIO:

These stars have contributed their talent to make
this public service material available.
15-minute transcribed programs starring:
TONY BENNETT, NAT "KING" COLE
VIC DAMONE, TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD
BRENDA LEE, HENRY MANCINI
DEAN MARTIN, VAUGHN MONROE
PATTI PAGE, SI ZENTNER
5-minute transcribed programs starring:
DEAN MARTIN, VAUGHN MONROE
PATTI PAGE, SI ZENTNER
Transcription of 24 Celebrity Spot Announcements
Transcription of 20 Recording Artists' Announcements
Transcription of 8 "All Time Greatest Hits"
New Christmas Seal Song recorded by
SAMMY DAVIS, JR. "HERE'S A KISS
FOR CHRISTMAS" by Don George.

TELEVISION:

1-minute, 30-second, 20-second and 8-seeond
film spots featuring: EDDIE ALBERT
MARLON BRANDO, ROBERT RYAN
plus TB documentary spots.
Produced bv
FREEDOM FILMS, GOLDWYN STUDIOS, Hollywood, Cal.
Plus SLIDES, TELOPS, FLIP CARDS and POSTERS
available in GREYED AND COLOR

56th ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS

SEAL

CAMPAIGN

NOVEMBER

13th through

DECEMBER

For network use: Contact Frederick C. Wieting, Director
Radio and Television— National Tuberculosis Association
1790 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.-CIrcle 5-8000

96

For local use : Contact Your Local Tuberculosis Association
in your own community.
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

OUR
He

RESPECTS
heads

to Richard

Paul Brandt

a conservative

Dick Brandt was raised in a show
business family — not, he says, in a
trunk, but under a theatre marquee.
His father, Harry Brandt, was a cofounder of the nationwide Brandt theater
chain. From the time he was six, Dick
used to accompany his father on visits
to the theatres "to check the receipts."
"And I've never lost my fascination
for the entertainment business," Dick
Brandt remarks today. "But my interests
have broadened to cover television,
motion picture financing and distribution as well as theatrical exhibition."
Dick Brandt is president of the
Trans-Lux Corp., which includes TransLux Television, Trans-Lux Theaters,
Trans-Lux Distributing Corp. (theatrical distribution) and Trans-Lux Pictures
(financing of motion picture productions). Trans-Lux Television, he observes, accounts for about 15% of the
overall gross "but is the fastest-growing
unit of our business."
"We thebegan
in tvbusiness
distribution
when
theater
was atin a1955
low
ebb," he recalls. "Television was hurting the theaters. We decided that if
we couldn't beat 'em, we'd join 'em."
Into Television ■ The movement into
television started with program distribution, edged into program production
and financing on a modest scale, and
veered into a new area in 1961 with the
formation of Television Affiliates Corp.
TAC is a Trans-Lux unit which serves
as a "clearinghouse" for locally-produced informational-cultural programs
which are distributed to subscriber stations.
TAC, Mr. Brandt noted, is "a logical
extension of our business philosophy in
television." Trans-Lux Tv has grown
steadily, he said, because it has made
a specialty of distributing two types of
programs — informational (typified by
the Encyclopaedia Britannica Films)
and children's series (Felix the Cat,
Junior Science and Animal Parade).
"We have many ideas for the future,"
he confides, "but we're a conservative
company that will undertake projects
in accordance with our basic business
approach. We are not likely to invest in
big-name series or action-adventure
programs. We'll leave that to other
companies. The syndication business
is risky enough as it is."
It is understandable that Mr. Brandt
describes his business philosophy as
"conservative." It seems consistent
with his personality. He is a pleasantly
brisk man of medium build, described
by associates as "alert, thoughtful and
even-tempered."
Top Student ■ Richard Paul Brandt
was born in New York City on Dec. 6,
1927. He received his preparatory eduBROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

company

with

many

cation at the Fieldston School, Riverdale, N.Y., and his B.S. degree in
mathematics and physics from Yale U.
in 1948. He was an excellent student
and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
"I toyed with the idea of becoming
a mathematics teacher for a few years,"
he confesses, "but I finally decided to
make as early a start as possible in the
entertainment business."
He had what he calls "a wonderful
apprenticeship" in the film industry.
In two years, he worked for 20 organizations including 20th Century-Fox,
Republic Pictures and RKO Radio
Pictures, gaining an insight into the various facets of film distribution, production and administration.
"I couldn't have done it if my father
didn't know so many people in the industry who were willing to have me
work for them for as little as a few
weeks
or a few months at a time," he
confesses.
In 1950, Dick Brandt had the choice
of joining
father's
which
owns his
more
than organization,
150 motion
picture theaters throughout the country,
or the Trans-Lux Corp., in which the
Brandt family had acquired a substantial interest in 1947.
"I decided to join Trans-Lux because
it was a comparatively small organization with opportunity
for expansion,"
Mr. Brandt
reveals.
His initial assignment at Trans-Lux
in 1950 was as assistant to the president of Trans-Lux Theaters. In 1954
he was named vice president of that
corporation and in 1955, he was appointed president of both the Trans-Lux
Distributing Corp. and Trans-Lux Tele-

Trans-Lux's Brandt
He had a 'delightful' apprenticeship

ideas

for the

future

vision Corp. Last April he was named
president of the Trans-Lux Corp. Mr.
Brandt is understandably proud that
all units of the Trans-Lux complex
have flourished under his aegis (it now
operates 15 theaters in six cities).
Educational
■ Trans-Lux
initial
venture Films
was the
distributionTv's
of
the Encyclopaedia Britannica Films in
1955. This represented the first time
that a major educational film library
had been offered to tv stations, Mr.
Brandt stresses, and the project was
greeted with skepticism by some segments of the tv industry.
"We sell the library on a five-year
basis and provide stations with full
programming details," Mr. Brandt points
out. "In effect, we package it. We're
happy to say it's sold in about 80 markets and renewals for a second five-year
run have come up in from well-known
stations, including Westinghouse."
Trans-Lux Tv built gradually over
the intervening years and today it offers
such series as The American Civil War,
Animal Parade, Frontiers of Knowledge,
Junior Science, Wonderful World, Felix the Cat and a group of foreignproduced feature films.
Earlier this year, according to Mr.
Brandt, the Trans-Lux board allocated
$2 million to develop new tv properties.
The first program in production is a
new cartoon series, The Mighty Hercules, which will be available to stations
in the fall of 1963. The second is a
half-hour series, Guest Shot, a behindthe-scenes glimpse into the home lives
of well known personalities.
Low Budget Specialties ■ Mr. Brandt
believes there is place in television for
specialized programs with entertainment
values that can be produced for modest
budgets. Trans-Lux Tv at present is
exploring the availability of such programming fare in foreign countries. Mr.
Brandt has representatives in Italy and
England who are attempting to locate
suitable children's, dramatic and entertainment-variety programs.
He acknowledges that the position
of the syndicator today is "extremely
precarious and the going will be rough
for the thenextadvent
four ofor uhf
five over
years."
He
thinks
the next
five years
should revitalize the syndication business.
Mr. Brandt has been married since
1951 to the former Lois Livingston of
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. They have two children, Claudia, 10, and David, 7.
He is a member of the Yale Club of
New York, the Old Oaks Club in
Purchase, N.Y., and the Friars Club.
Mr. Brandt also is active in many industry and community associations and
charity drives.
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EDITORIALS
Collins crisis
MANY broadcasters understandably are up in arms over
the proposal of NAB President LeRoy Collins that
controls be imposed upon cigarette advertising.
By now Gov. Collins knows that he blundered, but there
was no smoke in his eyes when he unburdened himself.
Experienced broadcasters had pleaded with him to avoid
the subject.
This is not the first time Gov. Collins has gone afield in
his nearly two years as NAB president. There had been
indications recently that he had made the transition from
politician and bureaucrat to spokesman-defender of broadcasters' rights. But his Portland utterance, totally uncalled
for and unnecessary, plays into the hands of the antiadvertising elements at a time when all advertising is under
severe attack.
Because of past indiscretions ascribed to inexperience
in broadcasting, it had been tacitly understood that Gov.
Collins would make no declarations of policy without the
prior approval of his board of directors or, because of the
board's unwieldy size, the executive committee of five
members. Neither the board nor the committee was consulted before his Portland speech.
As this was written, a movement had begun to insist upon
Gov. Collins' resignation. Reports were widespread that
the alternative would be resignations from the NAB.
Neither course, in our view, would be wise at this juncture. The executive committee, comprising the chairman of
the joint board and the chairmen and vice chairmen of the
radio and television boards, constitutes the committee to
negotiate with Gov. Collins on renewal or extension of
his $75,000-per-year contract. His three-year contract has
one year to run, and under its terms must be renegotiated
by Dec. 31.
The prudent course would be to await the recommendations of the executive-negotiation committee and if need be,
to call a meeting of the full board or even of the total NAB
membership to resolve the problem.
Upbeat

in radio

THE most encouraging news about radio business in many
months, possibly in years, emerges from a survey that is
reported in suitably big type up front in this issue.
The survey, one of a series by Broadcasting, found that
almost eight out of ten radio stations estimate their revenues
this year will exceed last year's (which was no slouch of a
year itself, though the FCC's official figures on it are not
yet available). Fourteen percent, or a little more than one
one of ten, look for lower revenues this year than last.
That's approximately 8 to IV2 on the side of the gainers,
and it probably wouldn't be reasonable to expect a better
average than that. By comparison, a year ago a similar
survey was regarded as more than mildly encouraging when
it found the gainers ahead by little more than 5 to 4.
In one detail the study points up a weakness and at the
same time suggests that, perhaps, the weakness is being
overcome. This is in national spot business, whose behavior
has been unaccountably erratic over the last few years. A
full one-fourth of the stations expect their spot billings to be
down this year, as against only 14% who report local sales
to be dwindling.
The encouragement is found by comparing this year's
figures with those from 1961. A year ago almost as many
stations reported their spot billings declining (44%) as said
they were gaining (46%). In 1962 advances predominate
98

by better than 2 to 1, with 57% estimating their spot will
rise this year as against 26% who say it will tail off.
We can hope, with all broadcasters, that this means
national spot radio is on the way back to its old eminence
in advertising. We can also feel confidence in the health
of radio generally.
Special factors — especially a generally sounder economy
and the political campaigns — may have contributed to this
year's improvement. But clearly there's more to it than
that. Improvement of this magnitude could not have
occurred without a great deal of new and expanded advertiser interest at both national and local levels. It all bodes
well for radio in 1963.
Caught

with semantics

down

FORTUNATELY for broadcasters — and industry in general— an appellate court has stepped in to halt the abuse
of a federal law by the National Labor Relations Board. The
decision throwing a flagrant twisting of statutory language
right back into the NLRB's face was issued by the U. S.
Court of Appeals in San Francisco, in a secondary boycott
case involving KXTV (TV), Corinthian's Sacramento station.
This particular instance of regulatory abuse centers
around an amazing conclusion by NLRB that a television
station is a producer of automobiles when it carries the
advertisements of an automotive sponsor. Back of this
twisted reasoning was the NLRB's effort to justify unconscionable boycott pressures on KXTV's advertisers — the
type of union activity barred by the Landrum-Grifhn Act.
Actually NLRB was trying to set up a line of legal
logic that would have upheld secondary boycott pressures
by the simple device of classifying these coercive operations as legitimate publicity functions permitted by law.
Now the NLRB finds itself in the uncomfortable position
of having to back down from its tortuous interpretation
of "production" — a feat of semantics that inspired the
authors of the Landrum-Griffin law to say the board was
trying to put the dictionary out of business.
Corinthian performed a real service in taking the appeal.
If the ruling had been allowed to stand, broadcasters would
have been open to damaging boycotts every time a labor
dispute occurred.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"This all-purpose spray kills flies, mosquitoes, roaches,
garden pests and a five-dollar bill!"
BROADCASTING, November 26, 1962

ADVERT/SWG

TIGERS

BUY

KPRC

-

TV

HOUSTON
". . . Also Campus Tigers Wear Dickies Slacks."

NEWS

COMES

NBC

FIRST

ON

RADIO

MONITOR NEWS • NEWS ON THE HOUR • EMPHASIS • NEWS OF THE WORLD

• NEWS SPECIALS

35 Cents

BROADCASTING
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DECEMBER
Revealed: FCC

staff campaign

to influence

local radio-tv programming

29

Confidential report of FCC's network study
group recommends rigid controls
62

PEACE

EDWARD
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RETRY

The uproar grows as broadcasters
to the Collins tobacco speech
Replacement
weed

shows

3, 1962
react
40

hard to find as networks

out weak tv programs
52
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8c CO.,
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SPENDER

She's never satisfied with the status quo. Her

metropolitan

home and family are all important! She's
always doing something-painting, decorating,
BUYING! Her family is growing— never stops

WCBM's adult-level radio programming— the
news — the music — the personalities — the
programs! No doubt about it the big spenders
are here— and WCBM Radio best delivers
your message to them! Put WCBM at the top
of your schedule in this growing market!

needing! She's a big spender! She is your
market! And WCBM Radio reaches her— and
thousands of adults like her— in the Baltimore
^

area every day. She

prefers

National Sales Representative /
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^^^^^T m
A SERVICR
OF METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING
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m
O
O
G
AO
CBS RADIO AFFILIATE • 10,000 Watts on 68 KC & 106.5 FM • Baltimore 13, Maryland
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

3

Whatever
message

your

product,

reaches

more

Channel

8 moves

goods.

families in the prosperous

On

WGAL-TV

your

sales

Lancaster-Harrisburg-York-

Lebanon market. Why? Because WGAL-TV blankets these key metropolitan areas
and is the favorite by far with viewers in many other areas as well. Your cost per
thousand

viewers?

Less than

that of any combination

Channel
Lancaster,

Pa.

of stations in the area.

8
• NBC

and

CBS

soap

per

dollar

Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

•

Chicago •

Los Angeles
• San Francisco
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

Craven stepping out?
President
ment to FCCKennedy's
is slatedthird
nextappointmonth
when he*s expected to name Democrat for seat now held by Commissioner T. A. M. Craven. Mr. Craven
reaches 70, mandatory retirement age,
Jan. 31, and although his appointment
runs until June 30, 1963, President
would have to waive age requirement.
This isn't in cards, since Kennedy administration has affinity for young
men (it has named Newton N. Minow, 36 and E. William Henry, 33,
both Democrats, to FCC). But Mr.
Craven may get appointment, outside
FCC, on special communications
study committee.
Commissioner Craven, FCC's only
engineer and expert in space communications, would prefer to remain until term expires, but evidently is reconciled toJanuary retirement. He has
arranged for other positions for members of his professional staff. Leading
aspirant for Craven commissionership
is Broadcast Bureau Chief Kenneth
Cox, Seattle attorney who had been
considered both for Minow appointment and for seat won by Commissioner Henry. But there's speculation
about another appointment "from left
field," and possibly even of lame duck
Democrat who lost in last month's
elections.
Wall Street shrugs it off
All that hullabaloo touched off by
NAB President LeRoy Collins' observations on tobacco advertising did
not go unnoticed in Wall St. — but apparently ithad no effect, either. Investment experts followed Collins'
views and tv-radio reaction closely,
then seemingly dismissed them. Tobacco stocks, which as a group have
been performing well in recent weeks,
showed no sign of softness. "I guess
we've learned to live with this sort of
thing," said one counselor. "Nobody
down here seems to be taking all this
talk seriously."
Congress shopping early
FCC's needling on programs may
get attention early in next session of
Congress which convenes six weeks
hence. Many members of both Senate
and House have heard from constituent broadcasters on manner in which
renewals — both radio and tv — are being held up in effort to make programming conform with FCC's will. Now
that FCC has set three Omaha tv stations for hearing on programs — seen
as paternalism in purest form — question arises as to why FCC makes work
for itself when it alleges it hasn't manpower to keep up with routine. There
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were no complaints to FCC against
Omaha stations (unlike Chicago where
labor union protested decrease in
local originations) and as of last week
no indication who would testify against
stations.
Cross' first consultancy?
John S. Cross, former member of
FCC, may be retained by group of
regional stations to combat inroads of
daytimers seeking earlier sign-ons,
clear channel stations seeking 750,000 watts and other movements regarded inimical
to regionals'
interests.
Now being
organized,
group would
be
revival of Regional Broadcasters
formed in 1959 to oppose curtailment
of their coverage, but scope will be
broader. Meeting in New York last
Wednesday chaired by George Comte,
vice president-general manager of
WTMJ-AM-FM-TV Milwaukee, got
project underway with prospect that
E. K. (Joe) Hartenbower, vice president-general manager of KCMO-AMFM-TV Kansas City (Meredith), will
become permanent chairman. Andrew
W. Haley, Washington attorney who
was counsel to former organization,
has been retained as counsel.
Besides seeking to protect regionals
against increased hours for daytimers,
group plans support for full power for
Class 11- A stations (up to 50,000 w.)
on duplicated clears; opposition to reinstatement ofso-called Avco Rule,
whereby stations would go to highest
qualified bidders, and opposition to
FCC rule requiring local notice on license renewals. If Mr. Cross is retained itis presumed he will become
executive director. Attending New
York meeting, in addition to those
mentioned were: Frank Fogarty,
WOW-AM-FM-TV Omaha; Weston
C. Pullen, Time-Life Broadcast Inc.;
John Box, Balaban Stations; A. Louis
Read, WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans; Vic Diehm, WAZL Hazelton,
Pa.; Herbert Evans, Peoples Broadcasting Co.; Bert Ferguson, WD1A
Memphis; Harold Krelstein, Plough
Stations, Memphis; Allen Woodall,
Woodall Stations, Columbus, Ga.
Rate rise rebellion
against
tv Procter
network& Gamble's
rate rise pressure
in Buffalo
has
spread to another advertiser. Few executives concerned with problem will
confirm report but it's reliably said
Kraft Foods, through J. Walter
Thompson Co., is balking at rate rise
and plans to cancel Buffalo from
NBC-TV's station lineup for Perry
Como. General Foods, client of Ben-

toncies,
& Bowles,
one of under
P&G's study.
agenhas Buffaloalsosituation
GF controls several shows, through
B&B, on CBS-TV. Impasse and subsequent decision of P&G to withdraw
network tv advertising from Buffalo
arose when network affiliates there announced hikes ranging from 25-35%
on hourly
rates (Broadcasting, Nov. network
19).
Another Telstar?
AT&TTelstar,
officials
are for
"rethinking"
second
available
launch at
any time (when vehicle is available by
space agency), now that Telstar I has
developed command circuit troubles
(see page 70). Launch of Telstar II
became problematical with success of
first Telstar, and in fact feeling was
that there was no need to orbit second
AT&T satellite. Now scientists at
Bell Labs and officials at 195 Broadway are pondering decision anew, particularly inlight of projected Dec. 1 1
launch of NASA's "Relay" satellite.
Cigarette sidetracking
Here's story of what happened at
the NAB-RAB meeting Nov. 26 (see
story page 42), according to one
source: Frank Fogarty, WOW Omaha, retiring RAB chairman, asked
twice
to advertising
have Gov. charges
LeRoy Collins'
cigarette
put on
agenda but NAB president said he
didn't feel privileged to discuss subject
because he hadn't talked it over with
the NAB board. But he offered to
leave room while others discussed it.
Matter was dropped at that point — at
least during formal proceedings.
FCBA

progress

Special 10-man committee of Federal Communications Bar Assn. drafting proposal for full-scale revision of
Communications Act of 1934 hopes
to complete its report early next year.
Monographs covering such provisions
as Section 326 (prohibiting censorship
of programming), 315 (political section), comparative hearings and procedures, and revision of FCC organizational structure are now in varying
stages of completion and shortly will
be considered
tive committee. by association's execuMembers of 10-man team, divided
into several task forces, named by
FCBA President Harold Mott several
months ago are: Leonard Marks,
chairman; Fred W. Albertson, William J. Dempsey, Philip G. Loucks,
Edward Morgan, W . Theodore Pierson, Harry Plotkin, William A. Porter.
Reed T. Rollo, and Roger Wollenberg.
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First
Hoosier

in
Hearts

Peru, Indiana . . . once famed as winter
quarters for the nation's finest circuses,
still touches Hoosier hearts . . . young
and old.

First

in

Hoosier

Homes

Keeping alive this 50 year old tradition, Peru holds their
annual "Circus City Festival", re-living the grand old
days of sawdust, ridgepoles and greasepaint.
"Let's go to Circus City", the WFBM promotion spots
said . . . inviting Hoosier listeners to a day with Channel
six stars at Peru for the big "Circus City" celebration.
Seven hundred train seats ... at $8 for adults, $5 for
children . . . were snapped up by the WFBM audience
in no time — another example of the pulling power and
community acceptance you can expect from WFBM-TV
in Indianapolis and the rich satellite markets surrounding the metro area. Let us show you the specifics now.
Just ask your Katz man.
6

TIME-LIFE
BROADCAST
INC.
America's 13th TV Market
with the only basic NBC coverage of 760,000 TV set
owning families. ARB Nov., 1 961 . Nationwide Sweep.
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Meet FCC's newest gambit: A staff move to induce tv
stations to revise programming by developing local discussion shows for minority groups in prime time. Commissioners are interested. See lead story . . .
NEW

FCC

PROGRAM

DEVICE

VISE TURNS

AGAIN

SCARCE

Electronic manufacturers want to make sure that fm
stereo signals keep within the technical standards specified by the FCC. Nationwide monitoring service will be
set up to observe these signals. See . . ,
POLICING

OF FM STEREO

... 69

Two-score major advertisers are interested in the test
plan of Radio Advertising Bureau, designed to encourage
big advertisers to use the radio medium. RAB board says
funds aren't up to expectations. See . . .

... 62

Replacement programs are hard to find as tv networks
engage in their traditional autumn shuffling process, designed to weed out the weaker productions. Rising production costs are one of the factors. See . . .
TV REPLACEMENTS

BRIEF

... 29

And here's another one: The FCC's network study group
has secretly indicted tv programming, proposing even
more rigid government controls over the operations of
networks and stations in radio and tv. See . . .
FCC

IN

RAB

TEST

PLAN

SCREENED

... 32

Staff pay at radio and tv stations continues to increase
but the rate has slowed down, according to a study by
NAB. An analysis of the wages received by personnel,
broken down by job types. See . . .

... 52

PAY

BOOSTS

SLOWING

DOWN

... 48

That "Portland Incident" — the scolding given cigarette
advertising by NAB President LeRoy Collins — has the
whole broadcasting profession upset. Why did he do it?

News media must stand up and be heard if they want
to avoid more news management by the government, according to Rep. Moss, always outspoken on this subject.

What's to be done about the mixup now? See . . .
COLLINS IRKS BROADCASTERS ... 40

He's deeply concerned about news restraints. See . . .

Incidentally, NAB's president, reared in the strife of
politics, has waged a stormy administration. From the
very first he has freely criticized what he felt were flaws

After years of hearings and litigation, WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C, has been cleared of charges that it had engaged in off-the-record contacts with the FCC. The vote
of the commission was unanimous. See . . .

in the broadcasting industry's structure. See . . .
LeROY

COLLINS'

STATEMENTS

MEDIA

... 40

FCC
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ABC,

CBS,

NBC

Inflation note

on o&o's
queried
ABC, CBS and NBC were asked by
FCC Friday if local programming policies for all their owned tv stations are
typical of operations of three owned
stations in Chicago. Question is followup of March and April hearings in
Chicago on local tv programming, forerunner of second such hearing scheduled in Omaha (see page 29).
Specifically, FCC wants to know
within two weeks (Dec. 17) whether
information networks provided in Chicago hearing on local programming
autonomy also applies to stations in
other cities. "If you do not regard it
as typical, please explain in what ways
it
said.differs in each community," FCC
Of particular interest, FCC told ABC,
NBC and CBS, are ( 1 ) extent to which
local station management actively seeks
out local community needs; (2) authority of local management in program
selection; (3) extent of licensee supervision, and (4) provisions made for
production of local programs.
Although FCC asks networks if Chicago is "typical," agency never has
said publicly whether Chicago programming practices of WNBQ (TV) (NBC),
WBKB (TV) (ABC) and WBBM-TV
(CBS) met minimum FCC programming standards. Renewal applications
of all network owned tv stations have
been deferred, with programming issues,
among others, unresolved.
Letter as sent Friday was considerably shortened from questionnaire FCC
proposed to send to network owned
stations (Broadcasting, Nov. 12).

That Washington, D.C., parking lot that NAB bought earlier
this month for $425,000 (Broadcasting, Nov. 12) could have
been bought for $75,000 in 1944
— when NAB board first considered purchase and decided to let
it go. Price NAB finally paid was
omitted from Closed Circuit
last issue.
approximately 10:30 a.m. EST. Shad
Northshield, NBC News producer, heads
committee making arrangements for
show, which will originate from both
sides of Atlantic in cooperation with
European Broadcasting Union.
Robert

Taft Jr. quits

Taft group's board
Resignation of Robert Taft Jr. as
secretary and member of board of Taft
Broadcasting Co. was announced Friday by Hulbert Taft Jr., president, as
result of former's election as congressman-at-large from Ohio.
In other changes, Roger B. Read,
Taft administrative vice president, was
elected to board to fill vacancy left by
recent death of David G. Taft, and
Charles S. Mechem Jr., attorney, was
elected
to vacancy
left byH.Robert
Taft's
resignation.
Lawrence
Rogers
II,
executive vice president, and Dorothy
S. Murphy, treasurer, were appointed
to executive committee. Taft stations:
WKRC- AM-FM-TV
Cincinnati;
WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columbus; WBRCAM-FM-TV
Lexington, Ky.Birmingham; WKYT-TV

Nine radio stations
join NAB on Nov. 30
Nine radio stations joined NAB Nov.
30, according to announcement by William Carlisle, station vice president.
This is one of best membership days in
recent months, he said. NAB has not
made public announcement of membership gains in many weeks. Mr. Carlisle
said eight stations had signed Nov. 30
with NAB radio code structure.
Half-hour program
for Relay satellite

set

Date for trans-Atlantic exchange of
Christmas greetings is now set for halfhour program via new communications
satellite, Relay, scheduled to be launched from Cape Canaveral Dec. 1 1 .
Program is slated for Dec. 14 at

'Tunnel' rescheduled
NBC announced today (Dec.
3) it has rescheduled "The Tunnel" for Monday, Dec. 10 at 8:30
p.m. EST. Telecast of 90-minute
documentary showing construction of escape tunnel under Berlin Wall, originally scheduled for
Oct. 31, was postponed by NBC
during Cuban crisis "because of
critical international situation"
(Broadcasting, Oct. 29).
Network had been criticized,
prior to Cuban crisis, by State
Dept. for filming construction of
tunnel. Protests also came from
West Berlin but were later withdrawn.

Aid

gets

Kennedy's thanks
President Kennedy will express his
thanks in person this week to officials
of 10 stations that canceled regular
programming to become part of Voice
of America network during Cuban
crisis. Station representatives will meet
with President in White House at 1 1 : 30
a.m. Tuesday.
Officials will also confer with Henry
Loomis, VOA director, to discuss reimbursement for expenses incurred in
beaming Voice programs into Cuba.
Mr. Loomis said meeting isn't intended to produce dollars-and-cents figure
but
to develop costs
"principles"
on which
reimbursement
can be calculated.
Station representatives who have accepted invitations to meet with President are Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta;
George B. Storer Jr., WGBS Miami;
Milton Komito, WCKR Miami; Charles
H. Topmiller, WCKY Cincinnati; Jack
Nobles, WMIE Miami; Ralf Brent,
WRUL New York; Rev. Aloysius B.
Goodspeed, S.J., WWL New Orleans;
Thomas Bishop, KAAY Little Rock;
John M. Spottswood, WKWF Key
West, Fla.; and Robert Bowman, KGEI
Belmont, Calif.
WMAZ-AM-FM-TV
KSYD-TV

sold;

sale agreed

Sale of WMAZ-AM-FM-TV Macon,
Ga., to WMRC Inc. for $2,094,750 was
announced Friday, subject to FCC apCompletion of agreement for sale of
proval.
KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex., by Sidney A. Grayson and associates to Paul
Harron for $2,350,000 (Closed Circuit, Nov. 12) was announced Friday.
Grayson group retains KSYD radio.
WMRC Inc., licensee of WFBC-AMTV Greenville, S. C, owns WBIR-AMTV Knoxville, Tenn., and is 49.8%
owned by Greenville News and Piedmont; 14.6% by R. A. Jolley and family; and others. Same group also owns
Asheville
(WWNC). (N. C.) Citizen - Times
Sellers are George P. Rankin Jr.,
71.4%; Wilton E. Cobb, 22.6%; and
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Miller, 6%.
WMAZ-TV, founded in 1953, operates
on ch. 13 and has both CBS and ABC
affiliation. WMAZ is on 940 kc with
50 kw daytime and 10 kw nighttime,
and is CBS affiliate. WMAZ-FM operates on 99.1 mc with 3 kw.
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. handled
KSYD-TV sale.
mmm»
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Mr. Plummer

Mr. Cox

Curtis B. Plummer appointed executive director of FCC, post created to
provide sustained administrative leadership and coordination in implementing
FCC policies. Robert W. Cox, former
executive officer, named assistant executive director. In establishing new office,
FCC abolished position of executive officer and Office of Administration. Executive director will have continuing supervision over all commission procedures and administrative matters in
order to recommend measures to expedite and generally improve administrative process. He is directly responsible to commission under supervision
of chairman. Mr. Plummer, who has
served since 1955 as chief of Safety and
Special Radio Services Bureau, joined
FCC in July 1940 as radio inspector at
Boston. He came to Washington
office following year as broadcast engineer, was promoted to chief of tv engineering division in 1945 and named
chief engineer of FCC in 1950. From
1951 to 1955, Mr. Plummer served as

HEADLINERS

chief of FCC's Broadcast Bureau.
Mr. Cox joined FCC as budget officer
in December 1948. He assumed added
duties of assistant executive officer in
September 1950, and was appointed
executive officer in November 1952.
William Ray named chief of FCC Complaints & Compliance Div., succeeding
John Harrington, who was named assistant general counsel (Closed Circuit, Nov. 12). Mr. Ray, who joined
FCC staff as investigator in September
1961, is veteran of 28 years in broadcasting, all but two with NBC. He
joined NBC in 1933 and directed network's news operations in Chicago for
many years. In 1949, Mr. Ray purchased KASI Ames, Iowa, and operated
that station until it was sold last year,
when he joined FCC. For other FCC
staff appointments that occurred, see
story page 68.
Morgan J. Cramer, president of P.
Lorillard Co., New York, elected chief
executive officer. He succeeds Lewis
Gruber, who will continue as chairman
of board. Mr. Cramer joined P. Lorillard 31 years ago. He was elected to
board of directors in 1958 and president in 1961.
Burton R. Durkee, former administrative vpof Detroit office of J. Walter
Thompson Co., appointed director of
marketing services for Chrysler Corp.,
with responsibility for corporate advertising, sales promotion, sales training
and used car merchandising programs.
He succeeds F. E. Cogsdill, who recent-

ly was named director of corporate
identity. Richard E. Forbes, director
of corporate advertising for Chrysler,
will report to Mr. Durkee. Earlier, Mr.
Durkee had been director of advertising and sales promotion for Chrysler
Division for several years.
John S. Hayes,
president of PostNewsweek
Stations (WTOPAM
- FM - TV
Washington;
Fla.),
WJXT [TV] sonville,
Jack-

Mr. Hayes

appointed
chairman
Executiveof Committee
and of Corporate

Planning
mittee of The Washington
PostComCo.
Appointment, which was not publicized,
was made two weeks ago by Philip L.
Graham, president and chief executive
officer of The Washington Post Co.
Assuming functional duties under Mr.
Hayes of broadcast properties is Laurence E. Richardson, who fortnight ago
was elected vp of Post-Newsweek Stations (Broadcasting, Nov. 19). Mr.
Graham was recently elected chairman
of committee appointed by President
Kennedy to create new Satellite Communications Corp. and has been devoting much of his time to venture. Mr.
Hayes has been president and Mr.
Richardson general executive of PostNewsweek Stations since January 1956.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
Yarborough
new

considers

political query

Senate Watchdog Subcommittee
Chairman Ralph Yarborough (D-Tex.)
is expected to decide this week whether
to send broadcasters second questionnaire on political broadcasts during 1962
campaigns.
FCC will send licensees questionnaire
on subject this week. It was prepared
at request of Sen. John O. Pastore (DR.I.), chairman of Senate Communications Subcommittee (Broadcasting,
Nov. 26).
Sen. Yarborough and staff are studying this document to determine if it will
provide all information they want.
NBC signs two for 'Monday*
NBC-TV announced Friday (Nov.
30) signing of first two sponsors in its
Monday Night at the Movies (7:309 p.m.) programming block (story, page
52). They are: Brown & Williamson
10

Tobacco Co., through Ted Bates & Co.,
and Thomas Leeming & Co. (BenGay), through Wm. Esty. Network's
spokesman said sale of four other oneminute participations is imminent.
Wilkerson back to U.S.
in shuffles at Y&R
Series of management changes at
Young & Rubicam are being announced
today (Dec. 3) by George H. Gribbin,
president.
James P. Wilkerson, senior vice president and managing director of London
office, will return to U. S. where he will
be in charge of client services, heading
six agency divisions.
Other changes: Francis E. Gearson,
managing director of Frankfurt office,
named senior vice president and head
of international operations, New York;
Wilson H. Kierstead, senior vice president and division manager in New
York, replaces Mr. Wilkerson in London; Walter H. Smith will be named

senior vice president and will assume
duties relinquished by Mr. Kierstead in
New York; Kenneth B. Lourd will be
named managing director in Frankfurt
where he presently is stationed, and
Sumner J. Winebaum, formerly with
London office, will be in charge of new
Milan office.
'Route 66' script to omit
actor Maharis, who's ill
Television actor George Maharis is
ill with hepatitis and must retire temporarily from all activities, it was announced Friday (Nov. 30) by his personal manager, Mimi Weber.
Mr. Maharis, who co-stars on CBSTV's Route 66 series, will not be able
to film additional segments of program
for forseeable future and will not make
appearance
Ed reported.
Sullivan
Show
on Dec.on 16,CBS-TV's
Miss Weber
Screen Gems, producer of series, said
Mr.
out"when
present plans
Maharis
until itare
can to
be "write
established
actor can return.
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"BABIES IN THE BREADLINE." A WGN NEWS SPECIAL
THAT EXPLORED CHICAGO'S GROWING PROBLEM WITH
DEPENDENT CHILDREN. WINNER OF AN RTNDA AWARD.

Programming

"BALLAD OF CHICAGO." A WGN PUBLIC AFFAIRS PRODUCTION
THAT REVIEWED THE PAST AND PRESENT AND PEEKED INTO
THE FUTURE OF A CITY. WINNER OF CRITICAL ACCLAIM.

for a great city today. Here are two notable examples of why WGN

special in Chicago, why WGN

is something

is Chicago. These are programs that require and engage to the

fullest the interest, the understanding and expertise you will find at the WGN Mid-America
Broadcast Center. Programming that covers Chicago is another important plus in this major
market for advertisers and agencies.
WGN

IS CHICAGO — the most respected
call letters in broadcasting
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RENAISSANCE EAST OF THE HUDSON The epitaphs said over
the corpse of New York television production came too soon:
it ain't dead yet. Nor will it be, if the New Wave of program
series populating the prime time network schedules from home
bases in New York is any indication. The once-giant production center was on its knees two seasons back. It's now furnishing almost a third of the nighttime schedule and working out
a new destiny for itself in the future of television.
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THE GIANTS' PORTION An exclusive Television Magazine
analysis estimates who will be the Top 50 national advertisers
of 1962 and plots their importance in the financial fortunes of
the medium. Included: estimated network and spot TV billings
for the full year 1962; the Top 50's performance record of the
past five years; complete listing of the Top 50 with brand and
agency summaries; capsuled highlights of the TV spending
strategies of the major buyers; first listing of the Top 50 agencies
in television billing.
WHITHER UHF? Those upper band television channels, most
numerous but least loved in the TV spectrum, are coming in
for new attention. It took an Act of Congress — the all-channel
receiver bill — to do it. The FCC, which forced the bill through
after its plans for a faster but more limited solution to TV's
facilities problem -went a' glimmering, thinks it may prove the
ultimate salvation of the medium. Others aren't so sure. All
shades of opinion are represented in this special report.
SURE TOUCH OF SUCCESS The guiding genius behind the
Garry Moore Show, Candid Camera, the Dinah Shore Show
and other television hits which have performed brilliantly at
high visibility in the schedules of this and past seasons is himself
a low-visibility kind of guy. He's also a low-decibel type: they
call him "The Quiet Man" on the set. Neither of these qualities
has hindered his becoming one of the top producers in the
business, and one whose career has been notable both for
critical and business success. A Television Closeup of Bob
Banner.
PLUS the unusual regular departments: FOCUS ON BUSINESS . . . PEOPLE
. . . and NEWS; PLAYBACK — comment if criticism about tv; TELESTATUS — exclusive estimates of tv homes and tv penetration by county.
N.B. TELEVISION MAGAZINE is edited for an audience that comprises all people who contribute work or
money to television and who are serious enough about it
to spend an hour or two a month enlarging their knowledge of television. It is distinguished by thoughtful
writing and fine illustration set in a handsome format.
START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE DECEMBER ISSUE
Television Magazine, 444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Enter one year subscription for —
Name
Company
Address _
City
□ Send to
Home Address
□ $5.00 enclosed
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Both take you out of the numbers game. Both put you into the Computer Age.
Both tell you the kind of people viewing and the kinds of customers they're apt to make.

we

CAM, 3

CAM. 1

NET

FILM

CAM. 2

For every network tv program they will answer 60
qualitative questions — some are "socio-economic,"
like age, family-size, income, education, occupation, family cycle, housewife occupation status.
The rest are product-oriented, like cigarettes, drugs,
automotive, cosmetics, soaps and detergents.
New departure: Profiles #6
will be published in 6 separate books.
Book I— Tobacco
Book II — Drugs
Book III — Automotive
Book IV — Cosmetics
Book V — Soaps and detergents
Book VI — Demographic Factors

It examines in depth audiences for every tv program shown in the measured locality.
P is for personal. Our interviewers place one-day
diaries personally, pick them up personally.
D is for daily and diary. Placement and pick-up
are made each day, same day. The one-day diary
produces 82% response. (Compare that with
return from absentee diaries.)
A marked success in Los Angeles pilot study. Now
going on in Cleveland.
Plans now are to expand it first to 25 top markets,
on a syndicated basis.

Thexulse,

Inc.

When data in depth is involved, Pulse is well qualified
730 Fifth Ave., New York 19, New York
Telephone:
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Radio Colonels and Television Colonels worked

for radio and television

stations for 172 years before joining our company.
Those were valuable years— to all of us. Because of them, every PGW Colonel knows
more about the product he sells— and presents it more usefully.
That's why the Colonel is always on the go!
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Influencing the vote

MEDIA

DIRECTOR

:■.: :
CHEERED!

editor: I was particularly gratified to
note the story, "Do computers influence
[the] vote?" [Closed Circuit, Nov. 19].
When I raised this point in protest
against early forecasts by the networks
in 1960, I'm sure many of my colleagues thought I was straining at a
gnat. We refused to carry network returns until our local polls closed at
7 p.m., based upon the belief that a
strong possibility exists that such reports could influence voting in the western time zones. ... I hope a solution
may be reached, however, without resorting to another law. — Rex G. Howell, president, KREX - AM - FM - TV
Grand Junction, Colo.
In business

SHOWS

WHLI

sland

-4TH

MARKET

LARGEST

IN

U.S.-A SEPARATE, INDEPENDENT AND DISTINCT MARKET

"Nassau-Suffolk (Long Island)
accounts for more Gas Station Sales than 25 states and
its $31A Billion Retail Sales
out-ranks the following major
metro markets:
Philadelphia
Detroit
Cleveland
Washington, D.C.
Boston
Houston
San Francisco
Baltimore

Dallas
St. Louis
Milwaukee
Seattle
Minneapolis
Pittsburgh
Kansas City
Atlanta

Long Islanders listen, and are
loyal to WHLI because WHLI provides exclusive programs and
services that are vital to residents of Long Island.

r

► 10.000 WATTS
AM 1100
FM 98.3
IWHLI
tk. uoice
HIMPSTIAD
iOHC ItlANO. N. t.
JLontj kkml
PAUL CODOFSKY, Pres. Cen. Mgr.
IOSEPH A. LENN, Exec. Vice-Pres. Sales
REPRESENTED by Cill-Perna
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editor: Concerning the article about
the letter to broadcasters I forwarded
to those in Georgia and South Carolina
[Government, Nov. 19], my office has
been swamped with requests for a copy
of this letter from other harassed stations throughout the country.
I would appreciate it if you would
mention that within one week I will
forward copies to all who wrote us
when we have printed up another batch.
Also will be glad to send a copy to all
broadcasters who request one, even to
the FCC. It might do them some good.
. . . — Clarence Jones, president, WQ1Z
St. George, S. C.
Dedicated professionals?
editor: Don't you realize that your
"anti-code" editorials are merely providing fodder for the great segment of
broadcasters who have no operational
standards whatsoever?
. . . Take a trip across the country
and listen to what comes out on your
car radio. You can't help but agree
there's an awful lot of cleaning up that
needs to be done. I know of no way
it can be accomplished other than
through the NAB code (and, of course,
strict government control). I think
you're assuming that Broadcasting is
the trade journal of an industry made
up of dedicated professional men. And
it just ain't so. — Frank C. Mclntyre,
station manager, KLUB Salt Lake City.
[Mr. Mclntyre's opinion of his fellow broadcasters is lower than this magazine's.]
On Hiss' appearance
editor: Your recent critical editorial
concerning the appearance of Alger
Hiss on Howard K. Smith's program
[Editorials, Nov. 19] seems to ignore
the essential point of the controversy. . . .
It would seem that ABC is to be con-

MIKE

•

gratulated for having named a competent newsman, Mr. Hagerty, to head
up its news operation and then securing
the services of an outstanding newsman
in Mr. Smith to implement the network's increasingly bold news programming. The industry needs fewer executives with a sales or announcing background in a position to make news
judgments and more men of the caliber
of Mr. Smith. . . . — John Hodowanic,
informational services director, Mankato State College, Mankato, Minn.
editor: We [broadcasters] are becoming more independent of tradition and
control, and with a powerful vehicle to
carry us, we are bound to try a few
stunts and tests to find our own limitations. .. .
. . . The Hiss segment of an otherwise routine in-depth news special was
just another example of broadcast
journalists reaching out; trying for attention and impact; seeking new dimensions within a new dimension . . .
of journalism. Only in television news,
and only recently, have network producers and local news directors learned
that bringing quotations to life by bringing news sources to the screen, in person, is a way to make news as well as
to add impact and variety to reporting
news.
. . . Can we pass on Mr. Smith's
judgment. . . .? To take out our disapproval of Mr. Hiss on Mr. Smith or
ABC is like blaming the mailman for
delivering bills with our mail. — Garry
D. Greenberg, news director, KVOATV Tucson, Ariz.
What Auerbach

said

editor: As a local salesman for one of
the 41 radio stations Len Auerbach
represents, I've known him to be just
as keen as your article [Broadcast
Advertising, Nov. 12] points out.
I confess, though, I was dismayed to
learn I know only my own problems —
rarely those of my clients . . . and unhappy to learn I lack a knowledge of
the market I've lived in and worked in
the past 13 years and that Len Auerbach knows my market so much better
than I. Finally, I was disconcerted by
the claim that he, more or less exclusively, gives station information "with
all My
the feeling
baloneyis extracted."
that a qualitv regional
rep . . . does have a place in broadcast
sales, not because he knows a local
market better than the local salesman
and not because he is a "pro" and the
local man is not. Let's . . . tell the
people that a regional rep. because he
is near to the account headquarters
and/or because he is set up to offer
multi-station buys over an expanded
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962
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area, can do a good job for a regional
buyer. . . . — Rudy Ertis, account executive, WSPD Toledo, Ohio.
editor: I guess any salesman who's
worth his salt can't be modest, but I'm
not as immodest as your article makes
me sound. . . . There were a couple of
items taken out of context in the article.
We told your writer we felt some
local salesmen don't know how to sell
regional accounts because they are different from local accounts and the regional and local customers are different.
When your article quoted me as saying
"some local salesmen just don't know
how to sell" it caused quite an uproar
— particularly among salesmen of some
of the stations I represent. . . . — Leonard F. Auerbach, president, Ohio Stations Representatives, Cleveland.
Unintended

meaning

editor: . . . You have suggested a listener may not be urged to go in and
register for free prizes at a sponsor's
store [Government, Nov. 191. It is
my understanding that registration for
a prize does not constitute "consideration," awhichlottery.
must be present to make
a contest

is much more than Indianapolis! Everyone
LEADS IN WIBC
knows of Indianapolis — its famed 500-mile race, its
PROGRESS Monument Circle, its rate of growth that exceeds
the national average. Not so familiar is the tremendous area contiguous to Indianapolis — all of it
served by WIBC. Well within WIBC's primary
coverage are eight important metropolitan areas in
addition to Indianapolis. These commercial and
industrial centers with a combined population of
over 600,000 are vital parts of the WIBC area . . .
a $5 billion market with the economic potential and
know-how to become much greater.
throughout this area consistently
listeners
Rac^° their
LEADS IN state
preference for WIBC.
Surveys show
AUDIENCE WIr3C with the largest audience morning, afternoon
and evening in Indiana and Indianapolis.* This
huge and loyal audience is available to you . . . the
national advertiser.
♦Pulse 46-County Area Survey, April, 1961.
Pulse Metropolitan Area Survey, April, 1962.
C. E. Hooper, Inc., July, 1962.

2835 N. Illinois Street
Indianapolis 8, Indiana

50,000
WATTS

WIBC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana
JOHN

20 (OPEN MIKE)

BLAIR & COMPANY
National Representative

WIBC IS A MEMBER OF
THE BLAIR GROUP PLAN

. . . I'm certain you intended to indicate that a sponsor may require registration of prospective prize winners
at his store, provided no purchase of
any kind is a condition to winning a
prize. — Tim Crow, director of quality
control, Rollins Broadcasting Inc., Wilmington, Del.
editor: I note a little typographical
error ... in the article, where it says
". . . as long as a purchaser is not reregistershould
for thebe prizes."
lievequiredthetoword
purchaseI beinstead of purchaser. . . . — Harold Essex,
president, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.
[Mr. Essex is right. It was a typographical
error, which corrected as he suggests, would
make it plain that no purchase be required
for registration.]
On Sec. 315
editor: . . . No doubt it was the hysteria of the past few weeks and the
attendant pressures that induced the
provincial attitude in your editorial
[Editorials, Nov. 5] so totally unlike
the tenor of your usual arguments.
... I recognize the very real possibility that station owners stand to lose
income if their air time is to be made
freely available, and I can sympathize
with those broadcasters who are either
Republican or Democrats. Yet if one
were to view the larger picture against
the historical background he will see
that free time — free equal time, if you
will — is needed to give every political
opinion an opportunity for exposure and
perhaps encouragement of its growth.
. . . — Bob McKenna, Ampex Corp.,
Redwood City, Calif.
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Outsells all other stations ... and in less time, too . . .

If ever we had proof of our own strength, this Hawaiian Vacation promotion
was it. In quantity, in quality. Here was action. Fast action. An $80,000 sale,
outpulling, outselling every other radio station in town — and in less time.
Customers are customers, whether they buy Hawaiian vacations or packaged
goods. You'll find more of them and in a better buying mood on WPEN.
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PRODUCT
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TO
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SELL

THESE

HOLIDAY

1,000 inquiries were received in the first 28 days. Within 45 days, the
Travel Agency received 45 deposits ... a month later a Northwest jet took
off with a pay load of 100 passengers . . . cost of the tour was $800 per
person . . . average conversion of inquiry for a trip of this nature is 1%.
The WPEN conversion was 10% . . . each guest spent $400 over and above
the cost of the trip on luxuries and extra services, more than any other
group ever handled by the Travel Agency.

iiimiinr

It's obvious . . . if you're thinking
of selling Philadelphia, start
where the selling is easy ... on
Represented
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MONDAY

The

MEMO

from MORRIS E. JACOBS, board chairman, Bozell & Jacobs Inc.

local utility: a golden

In substance, the thoughts I'd like to
explore are these:
(1) Local utilities represent an ideal
potential market for local tv.
(2) This market has remained untapped for many years.
(3) The basic responsibility for this
situation is yours.
(4) You can, if you will, win a greater share of this business. But it will
take some doing on your part.
Is there thought, planning and originality atthe local television selling level today? Or is it a case of offering
something you have "available for sale"?
Planning Phase ■ What advanced
planning do you or your salesmen do
before approaching a local prospect?
What are his sales problems? Is planning designed to influence these people
in the direction of the advertiser's goals?
What are his opportunities for carrying forward with outside promotions,
tie-ins, merchandising, marketing, etc.?
Over a period of years, Bozell &
Jacobs' 13 offices have worked closely
as advertising agents or consultants to
many utilities. Local utilities are excellent prospects for local tv. But tv stations haven't reached them.
These local prospects have money to
spend for advertising. They are advertising conscious. They have great
stories to tell. Their market is local.
Every television home in your area is
their customer. Their products are not
seasonal: they are consumed day and
night. It is important for them from
every angle — cash register ringing plus
public and political relations — to keep
their publics informed.
Let me quote you a few facts from
a Bozell & Jacobs study:
Survey Figures ■ A survey of 75
major electric and combination electricand-gas companies shows that as recently as last December, 23% of these local
utility companies were making no use
whatsoever of local television advertising. Moreover, those utilities which
were using local tv assigned an average
of only 17% of their total advertising
budgets for local tv. And these companies, remember, are acknowledged
leaders among utility advertisers. There
is no doubt whatever that local tv would
fare far worse if all utilities were included.
Here are specific instances:
One utility, which spent close to
$700,000 for advertising last year, spent
less than $600 for local tv. Another —
a big one — spent %Vi% of its budget
for local tv advertising. We found one
utility that spent 24% of its budget for
local tv and that utility's advertising
22

egg

overlooked

by television

manager said it was a disproportionate
amount when compared to other years.
The utilities surveyed serve well over
one-half of all electric customers, and
about two-thirds of all natural gas users
throughout the nation.
These reports indicate, moreover,
that between 1950 and 1953 — the period of tv's greatest growth as a national
advertising medium — tv's share of local
advertising expenditures increased from
a microscopic 1% to only 5% for electric utilities, from 2Vi% to 9% for gas
utilities, and from 2Vi % to just 4% for
combination gas-and-electric companies.
In 1961 — eight full years after 1953
— local tv's participation score among
a select group of America's most advertising-minded utilities was no more
than 77% — 23% of these advertisers
were still not using local television.
Those who are using local tv, as already
presented, are not using very much.
The series of annual Public Utilities
Advertising Assn. surveys covering the
1946-53 period show that in not a single postwar year did advertising expenditures or electric and/ or gas utilities average less and were usually more
than 60/100ths of 1% of the companies' gross revenues.
The gross revenues of the investorowned electric-gas-and-water utilities
last year totaled about $20 billion;
60/100ths of 1% ratio of that total is
an eye-opening $122 million for advertising. Iam sure this figure, in 1962, is
even more staggering.
Is this worth planning for? Is this
worth fighting for?
Tv No Outcast ■ Utility company
advertising managers don't dislike tv. In
fact, those I questioned said they would
be glad to use it, if a productive, ef-

fective use was shown. Weather shows,
late-late movies, and news shows are
gloves which fit any hand.
It should not be difficult for any advertising medium to tell a striking story
for the utility. It has done more to
raise our standard of living, to furnish
us the comforts — health protection and
good things of life — than any other one
force on earth. It has brought new
efficiency in production and created a
better living. Television should help
the utility tell its story at the local level.
In gathering knowledge for selling
local television to an electric company,
for example, you will need six categories of information. I guarantee you
increased local tv business if you will
acquire and present this knowledge
properly. The six categories:
That ( 1 ) there are two ways an electric utility can make a profit: by greater
use of electric service and by maintenance of a fair price for services; (2)
the individual electric company must
receive a fair rate for its service so it
can attract investment for expansion
and pay interest and dividends to its
bond and shareholders; (3) there are
certain periods when customers use
more electricity and may think their
bills are too high, but as the volume of
use mounts the cost per unit goes down;
(4) the electric company is a fine local
tax-paying, civic-minded citizen; (5) the
electric company is interested in keeping
its customers sold on the American free
enterprise system; (6) television can
perform a valuable service for the local
utility by establishing its local identity.
The utility company is a good local citizen and the public should know this!
telling.
Local tv can do the job of selling and

An agencyman's view of what television
can do on the local level for such advertisers as the utility company in town was
presented at a closed session during the
Television Bureau of Advertising's annual
meeting in New York a month ago (BROADCASTING, Nov. 19). The speaker was
Morris E. Jacobs, chairman of the board
of Bozell & Jacobs and one with intimate
knowledge of the basic operation of public utility information programs His talk
appears here in condensed form.
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. . . owned

sales-action station in Connecticut . . . Big-buy
and operated by New

Haveners ! We know

we're 100% on the job for you. Reach this Powerful

WELI

the market —
Market . . . our

1,115,200* "interference-free population served!"
Why

does WELI

deliver this market?

plus audience governs all WELI

Responsibility to our million-

programming.

power for your ad dollar! National:
Boston : Eckels & Co.
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Results in more salesRepresentatives,

Inc.;

*Source: Lohnes and Culver, Consulting Radio Engineers,
Washington, D.C. — in accordance with the service standards shown
in the FCC Rules.
WELI

The Sound of New Haven

5000 Watts / 960 KC

le
New

All-Transistor

RCA

A "new generation" is on its way! Dozens of these fullytransistorized console-model TV tape recorders are
coming off production lines in Camden, going to U.S.,
Canadian, and European users . . . NOW!
The first of these striking new-generation units went to
Washington— two for ABC's new facility there, and one
for the Navy's Photographic Labs. The fourth and fifth
air-jetted to England and France; then units to CFPL
in Canada; to WBRE-TV in Wilkes-Barre; to KCRLThe

Most

TR-22's!

the

Trusted

TV Tape

Recorder

TV, Reno, Nevada; to WEAT-TV,
Florida . . . and so it goes!

West Palm Beach,

Shipments of these compact, solid-state recorders are
scheduled well into next year. Camden facilities have
been stepped up to a two-shift basis to fill commercial
and military orders as fast as possible. Order now!
See your RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write
RCA Broadcast & Television Equipment, Dept. P-22,
Building 15-5, Camden, New Jersey.
Name

in Television

DATEBOOK
IN

MEMPHIS

HAVE CHANGED
...AND SO HAS
WMC
RADIO

Care to trade? The wood stove for
the electric range? The dreary
silence* of kitchen chores for the
happy companionship of your
radio? Of course you wouldn't
trade — any more than you'd exchange the cheery sounds of
WMC's modern good music programming on such shows as
"Morning in Memphis" for the
soap operas or philosophers of a
bygone day. Yes, times have
changed and so has WMC, but the
leadership you've learned to expect
during WMC's nearly 40 years of
broadcasting continues without
change.
WMC/MEMPHIS
NBC
BLAIR
790 KC
GROUP
PLAN
6 MEMBER
5,000 WATTS
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A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing
DECEMBER
Dec. 3-6 — NBC Affiliates Convention opens
Dec. 4 at Americana Hotel, New York City,
preceded by hospitality-orientation evening
of Dec. 3. Tentative agenda: Dec. 4, radio
affiliates meeting, 9:30 a.m., followed by
luncheon for all affiliates at Royal Ballroom; Dec. 5, tv affiliates closed meeting,
9:30 a.m., Versailles Ballroom; luncheon
for all affiliates, Imperial Ballroom; tv
affiliates meeting, 2 p.m. and annual banquet, 6:30 p.m., both at Royal Ballroom.
*Dec. 4 — San Francisco Advertising Club,
radio luncheon. Sheraton-Palace Hotel.
Dec. 4 — Annual Golden Quill banquet,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Winners of third annual
Golden Quill journalism awards competition, selected from the communications field
in a 16-county area of western Pennsylvania,
will be announced. Principal banquet
speaker
will be Pierre Salinger, White House
news secretary.
*Dec. 4-6— CBS-TV Network Affiliates Assn.
fall meeting, Thunderbird Club, Palm
Springs, Calif.
Dec. 6-7 — 13th national conference of IRE
(Institute of Radio Engineers) professional
group on vehicular communications at the
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, Calif. Some
40 exhibits of base and vehicular radio
equipment together with its related control elements, microwave links, frequency
measure equipment, etc., will be an important part of the overall conference
agenda. Special guests will be the membership of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers pending the 1963 merger
of these two engineering societies.
Dec. 7— Arizona Broadcasters Assn. annual
fall meeting, Executive House, Scottsdale,
Ariz. There will be a equipment display by
various equipment manufacturers and service suppliers of the broadcast industry.
Guest speakers include Edmund Bunker,
president-elect of Radio Advertising Bureau,
New York; John Couric, public relations
manager of National Assn. of Broadcasters,
Washington, and Don Dedera, feature
columnist for The Arizona Republic, and
author, who will speak on his recent trip
to Russia.
Dec. 7— Second annual Chicago awards
banquet of American College of Radio, Friday evening, Grand Ballroom, Conrad
Hilton Hotel. Seven awards will be given
to radio stations; seven to individuals including the radio man and woman of the
year, and one award has been created for
the best live or transcribed radio commercial.
*Dec. 8 — Directors Guild of America naChicago.tional board meeting, Knickerbocker Hotel,
*Dec. 10— Hollywood Ad Club Christmas
Party at the Hollywood Palladium, noon3 p.m. Steve Allen will emcee.
Dec. 11 — Assn. of National Advertisers'
first creative workshop, Hotel Plaza, New
York. Management techniques in using
creativity in advertising will be subject
of the meet. Among the presentations
scheduled for the workshop session are
"How Can A Client Stimulate Maximum
CreativewillEffectiveness
His Agency?,"
which
be presentedFrom
by Wilson
Shelton
of Compton Adv.; "Guideposts for the
Selection of Creative People" (John Dale,
Dale, Elliott & Co.); "A Good Creative
Idea — Pitfalls and Precautions in Getting
Management Approval," (John B. Hunter,
Jr., B. F.Efforts
Goodrich
Co.); "Coordinating
Creative
of Marketing
Elements
Within the Company" (Ben Wells, SevenUp Co.);
the [Creative] "How
Idea withto Capitalize
Salesmen, onDealers
and
Customers" (Robert Bragarnick, Bragarnick

Inc.), and "How to Stimulate and Direct
EffectivestrongCreativity"
(Max Banzhaf, ArmCork Co.).
*Dec. 11-12— NAB Tv Code Review Board,
NAB headquarters, Washington.
Dec. 12 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. 25th anniversary banquet and Christmas party at Beverly Hills Hotel. FCC
Comr. Robert Bartley will be guest of
honor.
Dec. 14 — Comments due at FCC on proposed allocation of frequencies for space
communications.
Dec. 18 — International Radio & Television
Society's annual Christmas party. Proceeds
to Veterans Hospital Radio & Tv Guild
and the International Radio & Tv Foundation. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 18 — Los Angeles Town Hall luncheon
at Biltmore Hotel. Newton N. Minow, FCC
chairman, is guest speaker.
Dec. 19 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood Palladium, 8 p.m. FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow will participate
in panel discussion of "What Is Right and
What liam
Is Dozier,
WrongScreen
with Gems
Television,"
with Wilvp, as chairman.
Other panel members are Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver, board chairman of McCannErickson
(International)
president of M-ECorp.
Productions;
Frank P.andFogarty,
executive vp, Meredith Broadcasting Co.,
operators of KCMO-TV Kansas City, KPHOTV Phoenix, WHEN-TV Syracuse and
WOW-TV Omaha; Hubbell Robinson, senior
vp in charge of network programs, CBSTV;
Rod Serling,
writer-narrator
CBS-TV
Twlight
Zone; Richard
Salant, ofpresident,
CBS News; Mark Goodson, president, Goodson-Todman Productions; Lee Rich, senior
vp for radio-tv, Benton & Bowles.
Dec. 19 — National Assn. for Better Radio &
Television (NAFBRAT) luncheon honoring
Newton N. Minow, FCC chairman, 12 noon,
Wilshire Country Club, Los Angeles.
Dec. 19 — FCC deadline for comments on
the proposal
to reserve chs. 14 & 15 for
land
mobile use.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual fall conference, Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh. Theme of the conference is "Marketing inistration
Transition."
and from
regmaterials mayInformation
be obtained
the American Marketing Assn., 27 East
Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.
*Dec. 28 — Comments on FCC proposed rulemaking to require applicants, permittees
and licensees to keep file for public
inspection of all broadcast applications.
JANUARY 1963
*Jan. 1— Deadline for domestic entries for
third International Broadcasting Awards
competition of Hollywood Ad Club. Foreign
entries are due Jan. 15. Entries should be
sent to IBA, P. O. Box 38909, Hollywood
38, Calif.
*Jan. 7-8— NAB-FCC joint conference on
am growth problems. Conference is open
to all interested parties.
*Jan. 9 — Reply comments due at FCC on
proposed
allocation of frequencies for space
communications.
Jan. 10-19 — International Television Festival of Monte Carlo, Monaco.
♦Jan. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC proposed rulemaking to require all applicants,
permittees and licensees to keep file for
public inspection of all broadcast applications.
Jan. 12 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
board of directors meeting, Cherry-Plaza,
Orlando, Fla. Orlando broadcasters will
host a "hospitality hour" at 6 p.m. Board
meets at dinner, 7 p.m. FAB members are
invited to send President Joe Field or
Executive Sec. Ken Small suggestions for
items to go on agenda.
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962
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Locally loyal markets, like Fort Wayne and South BendMishawaka-Elkhart, are understood best by locally managed
media — and the full-time Career Communicators who live
there and run them.
In such markets, the allegiance to advertisers often stems
from allegiance to the medium used . . . and the "climate"
created by it. "Home-town" recognition of a radio or TV
station, or of a newspaper, tends to recommend the advertiser from the very start.
That's why every property in The Communicana Group is
governed from the top on down by individuals with roots in
the area. This is true of ownership, and general managers as
well. And, their careers have been in mass-media communication all or most of their adult lives. No advertiser is asked
to pay the penalty of out-of-area ownership or management
... or communications errors.
To better understand these major Hoosier test markets, call
on The Communicana Group for specific information. Then
let them introduce you around. After all — they live here!
0- THE COMMUNICANA GROUP Q.
O
O

I- THE COMMUNICANA GROUP

it

John F. Dille, Jr. is a dedicated
"Career Communicator" in his own
right, with deep roots in the area he
serves and an even deeper understanding ofthe people who live and
buy here. President of the entire
Communicana Group, Dille headquarters inthe heart of the marketplace, inElkhart, Indiana. Qualified?
Most certainly, with a Master's Degree from the University of Chicago,
specializing in Communication.
Nationally recognized as Chairman
of the ABC-TV Board of Governors;
as a member of the NAB Committee
on Editorializing; American Newspaper Publishers Assn.; Associated Press Managing Editors;
American Society of Newspaper
Editors; and President of The
Alumni Assn. of the University of
Chicago. Locally known and respected as Vice Chairman, Indiana
Toll Road Commission; Director,
First National Bank of Elkhart; Member, Ft. Wayne Chamber of Commerce; Elkhart YMCA; past president, Elkhart Chamber of Commerce;
Incorporator and Director, United
Health Foundation.
CALL ft

IN TV: WSJV-TV (28), South Bend-Elkhart; WKJG-TV (33), Ft. Wayne
RADIO: WTRC-AM and FM, Elkhart; WKJG-AM, Ft. Wayne
NEWSPAPERS: The Elkhart Truth (Eve.); The Mishawaka Times (Morn.)

TODAY!

In the management of The Communicana Group:
Paul C. Brines, Broadcasting in South Bend-Elkhart James P. McNeile, The Mishawaka Times
Hilliard Gates, Broadcasting in Fort Wayne
Allen H. Swartzell, The Elkhart Truth
John F. Dille, Jr., President
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A letter-writing campaign by the
FCC staff designed to induce television
stations to schedule sustaining, locally
produced discussion shows of interest
to minority groups in prime time has
been questioned by the commissioners
as contrary to official FCC policy.
Dozens of tv stations across the country received the letters — in connection
with renewal applications — questioning
their lack of programming "flexibility"
and, therefore, their ability to meet the
needs of the public.
The inquiries had not been cleared
with the FCC itself. Commissioners
only recently learned of their existence
and made them an issue in the regular
FCC meeting last week. The implication that the staff had gone beyond delegated powers was raised in connection
with a staff request that the renewals
of approximately 100 California am, fm
and tv stations be deferred because of
questions as to whether their program-

ming was in the public interest (see
box page 30).
Ask for Letters ■ Instead, the commissioners ordered the Broadcast Bureau to present samples of the questioned letters to the full FCC for a decision as to whether they violate FCC
policy. The issue was raised by Commissioner Frederick W. Ford in the
closed FCC meeting and other commissioners quickly took up the question.
The Broadcast Bureau, under Chief
Kenneth A. Cox, was ordered to give
top priority to the job of preparing an
agenda item, which is to include sample
letters already sent to tv stations. Commissioners were particularly concerned
over instances where an application was
approved immediately after amendments had been made to meet the objections of the staff.
Some members expressed the opinion
that this constituted censorship. The
staff, on the other hand, maintains that

others

know

how

face

time

delays

it works?

in most instances where approval was
granted after amendment, the applicants themselves had expressed overriding desires for immediate action.
"They had shown a willingness to review employe
their programming,"
a commission
explained.
Discussion, Flexibility ■ Key words in
the staff campaign, which started in
earnest last summer, are local "discussion" of controversial issues or for minorityprogram
groups and scheduling
enough "flexibility"
in overall
to assure
exposure for discussions. Also, all inquiries are directed toward the 6-11
p.m. time period.
Running through the staff letters,
commissioners, attorneys and broadcasters agree, is the implication that a tv
station should have sustaining programming in prime time in order to fully
meet the needs of all minority groups.
Such programming, the staff feels, will
not sell but must be scheduled by sta-

Three Omaha
managers gird for FCC's programming
inquiry
Three Omaha tv station managers, who have been chosen by
FCC for its second on-the-scene
programming probe (Broadcasting,
Nov. 19, 26), conferred in Washington Nov. 29 with attorneys and
called on NAB President LeRoy Collins and staff (see program policy
roundup above). L to r: Owen L.
Saddler, KMTV (TV); Eugene S.
Thomas, KETV (TV) and Frank P.
Fogarty, WOW-TV.
After the NAB conference, LeRoy
Collins, president, said the broadcasters, their attorneys and NAB
staff members had agreed NAB
should register its opposition. "It
should be made clear," Gov. Collins said, "That the objections relate
to the nature of the proceedings. I
am confident that the hearing will
earlier this year — KETV May 11,
demonstrate that the Omaha televiThe three Omaha stations received
community."
sion stations have done an outstandKMTV May 11 and WOW-TV
June 30.
license renewals from the FCC
ing job of serving the public in their
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962
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tions to make sure all issues of local
importance are discussed.
"We [staff] are not the people that
told stations they have to offer local discus ion," key
a
FCC official said in de
fending the Broadcast Bureau inquiries.
"We did not tell broadcasters they must
program to minority groups. We did
not tell stations they must operate in
the public interest. The commissioners
set these guidelines."
Most of the questioned letters are
sent to stations seeking a license renewal and some also go to stations involved in transfers. Recipients of the
inquiries have been applicants that have
not telecast prime time locally produced
discussion programs in the past license
period, and do not propose to do so in
the future.
Such programs regularly scheduled in
periods other than 6-11 p.m. do not
satisfy the demands of the commission
staff. To properly operate in the public
interest and for all minority groups, the
programs must be offered in prime time,
the bureau feels.
The bureau was first delegated the
authority to renew station licenses and
approve sales in July 1961, not long
after Mr. Cox became bureau chief. The
full commission does not review staff
actions or letters and maintains no
liaison in the normal course of events
with the inquiries made of stations.
When a station amends its programming to conform with the staff position,
the seven commissioners are not apprised of this.
Go to the Top ■ One commissioner,
when he first learned of the gist of the
staff letters, suggested that stations receiving them should go above the staff
and appeal to individual commissioners
or the full FCC. There is nothing improper about broadcasters discussing renewal and transfer matters with individual commissioners, he said.
The FCC did not act on the agenda
item concerning the California renewals last week. The renewals are automatically temporarily deferred since
they expired Saturday (Dec. 1). The
staff, however, has been ordered to
submit further justification about such
serious programming deficiencies among
26 California tv stations, 38 am stations and a like number of fm stations.
In addition to unresolved programming questions, the staff also said other
problems existed in connection with
many of the California stations. These
included, among others, payola, shaky
finances, incomplete applications and
technical difficulties. The California
problem will be presented again when
the staff returns with its sample letters.
Sylvia Kessler, acting chief of the renewal and transfer division, is preparing the staff justification of its actions
for the commission.
As a result of the controversy, it is
30 (LEAD STORY)

Trouble in California
The licenses of all stations in
California expired last Saturday
(Dec.cast1)
BureauanddoesthenotFCC's
think Broadhighly
of the past and proposed program offerings of somewhere in
the neighborhood of 100 of them.
A bureau request that these license renewals be deferred
prompted an eruption in last
week's commission meeting (see
page 29) and
by commissionersquestions
whether the staff
has
violated FCC policies in policing
station programming.
The California tv stations deferred, all for programming questions, as of Saturday, include:
KRCA (TV), KTTV (TV),
KCOP (TV), KTLA (TV),
KHJ-TV, KABC-TV and KNXT
(TV), all Los Angeles: KGOTV, KRDN-TV and KPIX (TV),
all San Francisco (KTVU [TV]
Oakland-San Francisco has never
received its original license and
also has program troubles but was
not on last week's list); KXTV
(TV) and KCRA (TV), both
Sacramento; KVIP-TV Redding;
KBAK-TV and KLYD (TV)
both Bakersfield; KVIQ-TV and
KIEM-TV, both Eureka.
Also, KJEO (TV) and KMJTV, both Fresno; KSBY-TV San
Luis Obispo; KOVR (TV)
Stockton; KOGO-TV and KFMBTV, both San Diego; KSBW-TV
Salinas-Monterey; KNTV (TV)
San Jose, and KHSL-TV Chico.
Following are California am stations facing the same fate:
KHJ, KABC, and KLAC, all
Los Angeles; KFRC, KNBC,
KCBS, KGO and KSAN, all San
Francisco; KAKR, KRDG,
KVIP and KVCV, all Redding;
KCVR Lodi; KRE Berkeley;
KSPA Santa Paula; KHSJ Hemet;
KSFE Needles; KDEO El Cajon;
KDON Salinas; KRAK Stockton; KSDO San Diego; KUDU
Ventura; KARM Fresno; KAVL
Mojave; KCHV Coachella;
KMYC Marysville; KG EN Tulare; KBIG Santa Catalina;
KXFM San Bernardino; KENL
Areata; KBIS and KAFY, both
Bakersfield; KHOT Madera;
KPON Anderson, and KXOA
Sacramento.
A number of fm stations, similar in number to am, are also
reportedly involved but their call
letters were not immediately
available.

being proposed that a commissioner —
with the job to be rotated — be appointed a "watchdog" to supervise the letter
writing activities of the staff. Another
suggestion is that the delegation powers
be rescinded with the duty of approving all transfers and renewals returned
to the full commission. This was suggested only as a temporary measure and
in case it is determined that the staff
has violated FCC policy.
Policy Statement ■ The primary question is whether the staff actions have
done violence to the FCC's programming policy statement issued in July
1960. Violations, it is felt by some, have
occurred through ( 1 ) implications that
stations must have regularly scheduled
programs in each and every one of the
14 categories; (2) implications, "if not
outright charges" that all stations must
have regularly scheduled sustaining programs in prime time; (3) such heavy
emphasis on the placement of locally
produced discussion programs on a regular basis between 6-11 p.m.
Local news and documentaries during the magic hours have been discounted completely by the staff in the
letters. The key to staff satisfaction,
which shows up repeatedly in the letters reviewed by Broadcasting, is to
provide time "for regularly scheduled
local discussion programs and programs
relating to the discussion of controversial issues of public importance during
prime
evening
hours.
."
Stations
which
have. . countered
that
they regularly "pre-empt" commercial
network entertainment for local productions inmost instances still are operating on deferred renewals. Such a
policy of offering local discussion does
not provide enough flexibility, the staff
maintains.
Prime Example ■ A specific example
of where some commissioners feel the
Broadcast Bureau overstepped its delegated authority involves WKY-TV Oklahoma City and that station's purchase
of KTVT (TV) Fort Worth. Bureau
Chief Cox participated personally in this
case, which has set the standard for
letters that followed to other stations.
Last May, the staff wrote WKY-TV
questioning both its past and proposed
programming in connection with a renewal application and the proposed purchase of KTVT. During the past three
years, the staff found, 94.28% of WKYTV's 6-11 p.m. programming had been
commercial and 87.14% of its daytime
programming. The 6-11 p.m. hours
were devoted to a half-hour of news at
6 p.m. and a half-hour of news, weather
and sports at 10 p.m. "with the rest of
the time devoted to network and recorded entertainment . . ." according to
the bureau.
"The above raise questions as to
whether the station has retained sufficient flexibility in its programming opBROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

eration to permit opportunities for programs designed to meet the needs and
interests of significant minority groups
in the community. Therefore you are
requested to explain how your station's
programming is designed to serve the
particular needs and interests of Oklahoma City. . . ."
According to the bureau review, both
WKY-TV and KTVT planned 100%
commercial programming for the next
three years and much the same question as above was asked concerning
station KTVT.
WKY-TV replied that its programming schedule was not inflexible. "The
policy with respect to prime time public interest programming is to preempt
[the station is an NBC affiliate; KTVT
is an independent] regularly scheduled
commercial or sustaining entertainment
programs. ..." for locally produced
public service shows, WKY-TV replied.
Community needs must be met as they
arise, the Oklahoma City station countered, and this can best be done through
preemptions rather than a "rigid" schedule. The station then listed 21 specific
program pre-emptions that occurred in
the 6-11 p.m. time periods during 1961.
Many of these programs were sustaining and pre-empted commercial entertainment shows, WKY-TV said.
Commercial Percentage ■ As to its
percentage commercial, WKY-TV referred to the FCC's 1960 policy statement that "there is no public basis for
distinguishing between sustaining and
commercially sponsored programs in
evaluating station performance." This
announced position of the FCC "fully
substantiates the licensee's flexibility in
programming.
. . ." station WKY-TV
maintained.
Further, WKY-TV pointed out that it
has a weekly local live entertainment
program in color which provides an opportunity for local self expression and
amateur talent.
Last July 27, Mr. Cox and his staff
replied to WKY-TV. It appears, the
bureau said, that WKY-TV's pre-emption program did not provide an opportunity for the discussion of public
issues. "A number of the programs . . .
dealt with the heritage of the State of
Oklahoma [a series for which WKY-TV
received two national awards and a telegram of commendation from President
Kennedy]. ..." the bureau said. "A
question is raised as to the manner in
which you are serving the needs and interests ofyour community when you do
not provide time for regularly scheduled local discussion programs . . . during prime evening hours, and particularly when your policy of pre-empting programs does not result in the broadcast
of such discussion programs."
The bureau added this kicker
on commercial versus sustaining programming: "The commission specificalBROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

ly points out that the licensee must retain the flexibility necessary in programming to accommodate the public needs
and anticipates that it may be necessary
to present programs on a sustaining
basis in order to achieve that end."
Accordingly, WKY-TV was told to
furnish information showing how that
station and KTVT will provide proprams designed to serve the needs of
their respective communities .
Amendment, Defiance ■ In reply, the
licensee amended the proposed KTVT
programming (which resulted in rapid
approval of the transfer and a KTVT

Adesign
principal
of the FCCprogram
staff's
to architect
force television
revisions through "letters of inquiry"
to stations is Kenneth Cox, chief of
the Broadcast Bureau. Mr. Cox has
been prominently mentioned as a candidate for the next vacancy to open
on the commission.
renewal) but has refused to change the
WKY-TV schedule. WKY-TV said that
it still is of the opinion that its plans
meet the needs of the public but that
it "is concerned with the deterioration
in the KTVT staff and its morale and
the ultimate injury to the public that has
resulted from the pendency of the assignment application since the month
of Therefore,
March 1962."
the assignee amended the
KTVT

proposal to move a local discussion program, Point of View, from
Saturday afternoon to 9-9:30 p.m. on
Sunday. "The change is designed to
give the commission the statistical assurance of a regularly sustaining program in prime time dedicated to discussion of controversial issues which may
make it possible to approve the pending

application. . . ." WKY-TV said.
This amendment was received by the
commission last July 30 and just two
days later — on Aug. 1— the FCC approved the sale of KTVT and also renewed that station's license for three
years. These actions were taken by the
full FCC but without benefit of the correspondence in the bureau files. The
bureau had recommended approval and
did not present any of the questions
raised to the full commission.
Ready for Hearing ■ WKY-TV, however, has taken the opposite position on
its renewal application and has privately expressed a willingness to go to a
hearing. WKY-TV, in a reply Aug. 17
to the questions raised by the bureau
July 27, said that it "seriously questions whether the operation of a tv or
radio station in the public interest can
be evaluated upon the sole criteria of
whether or not a particular type of program ... is scheduled within a particular segment of the broadcast day.
"Selections must be made on an overall evaluation based on the licensee's
own judgment and a qualitative analysis
of the actual programs carried rather
than by a mere statistical determination," WKY-TV told the bureau. Further, the station said, the bureau's conclusion that WKY-TV's pre-emption
policy did not result in the addition of
discussion programs relating to public
issues "is not supported by the facts."
Also, WKY-TV found an implication in the bureau's language that the
subject matter of documentaries such
as the Oklahoma heritage programs
somehow lessens their importance.
WKY-TV pointed out that it does have
a regularly scheduled discussion program, Point of View, and that it is on
Saturday afternoon (4:30-5 p.m.) when
it is not in competition with popular
network entertainment programs on
other stations.
"The licensee does not necessarily
contend that its judgment is infallible,
but its program schedule is the result
of its considered opinion based upon
its knowledge of the area and its evaluation of the various factors which
must be considered in any determination of what program best serves the
public interest," WKY-TV told the bureau. "The determination of whether
[a] program serves the public interest
must ... be determined by content and
not by its commercial or sustaining
Others, Too ■ Case histories of other
stations could have been singled out
for
lengthy treatment but WKY-TV and
status."
KTVT
were picked because of certain
unique characteristics, to wit: Both a
transfer and two renewals were involved; the licensee has acceded to staff
demands (for announced reasons) in
the one instance and stood its ground

on the WKY-TV renewal question; the
WKY-TV inquiries set the stage for
others that followed; a strong feeling
in official and unofficial circles that the
bureau has dictated KTVT's programming; the personal and direct participation in the case by bureau chief Cox
who sets the "policy" for the Broadcast
Bureau, if not for the commission.
Among other stations which have
been questioned, some have stood their
ground, some have amended and others
have not as yet replied to recent staff
letters. The letter writing began to accelerate after Sept. 10, with several letters going out over the signatures of
Acting Secretary Ben Waple on that
date. All the inquiries, incidentally,
ostensibly are signed by Mr. Waple although he actually does not read them
before they are mailed.
KCPX-TV Salt Lake City received

Sept. 10 questions "as to whether the
station has retained sufficient flexibility
in its programming operation . . ."
because of a lack of prime time sustaining shows. The station replied: "The
allocation of time to a poorly produced, local program solely to attain
statistical perfection is not a goal to
be desired by the licensee, the commission or the public. . . ."
Las Vegas Letter ■ KLAS-TV Las
Vegas was accused of not having
enough 6-11 p.m. sustaining programming to meet the need for discussion
of controversial issues and for minority
groups. It had proposed (in 1959)
97.15% commercial in prime time but
submitted a reply showing that it actually programmed somewhat less than
this the past three years.
Another bureau target, KLIX-TV
Twin Falls, Idaho, replied to a "no
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More than 40 major advertisers are
"extremely interested" in the Radio Advertising Bureau's Radio Test Plan
(RTP), but the candidates must be
screened with extra care because RAB
funds for the project have fallen short
of expectations, President Kevin B.
Sweeney said last week.
He made the statement in a report
to the RAB board of directors at a session held in conjunction with the bureau's annual membership meeting.
Other highlights of the meeting, held
Wednesday in New York:
■ Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton,
Pa., was elected RAB board chairman
succeeding Frank P. Fogarty, WOW
Omaha. Other officers named or reelected for 1963: Mr. Sweeney, president until his resignation becomes effective Feb. 28: Edmund C. Bunker,
president effective March 1; Miles
David, administrative vice president:
Harry Averill, vice president; lohn F.
Box, Balaban stations, secretary; George
Comte, WTMI Milwaukee, treasurer;
and C. Gerard Van Vort, staff executive.
■ Four key board committee chairmen were named: Harold Krelstein,
Plough Broadcasting, executive committee; Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta, finance; Louis Read, WDSU New Orleans, membership; and Lester Smith,
KJR Seattle, bylaws.
■ The board approved plans for a
joint RAB-NAB liaison committee, subject to approval also by the NAB board
(see page 42).
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flexibility" charge that it programs as
much network as possible "so that the
people in our area may have as much
of the good network programming as
possible." KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex.,
which got a "letter," replied that it has
been rebuffed in efforts to secure prime
time discussion programs directed toward minority interests. KLTV cited
two specific requests that the city commission use nighttime hours to discuss
specific local issues. In declining the
offers,
the city
that "public
discussion
of thefathers
issuessaid
involved
would

flights, FCC hearings. . . ."

ADVERTISING

candidates

DOWN;

be confusing . . ." to the people in the
audience, KLTV said.
One station told the bureau that
". . . We clear for all network (public
service) programming such as the
President's news conferences, orbital

DIEHM

ELECTED

■ The board approved a report asserting that it would not be "within
any conceivable budgetary limits" for
RAB to compile and distribute figures
on advertiser expenditures in radio. The
report was from this year's executive
committee, headed by Weston C. Pullen Jr., Time-Life Stations. Mr. Pullen
noted that although the project is beyond RAB's means now, the RAB
management has been directed to continue studying the prospects.
■ President Sweeney announced that
a major effort to make sales training
available to RAB members is now under way. He said stations in at least
25 cities plan to have RAB executives
visit and conduct sales training courses
for their salesmen and that stations in
another 25 cities are expected to complete similar training plans within the
next few weeks.
■ President Sweeney also reported on
plans to decentralize the bureau's member-service and recruitment operations
by having the five regional managers,
now based in New York, take up residence in the regions they serve (Broadcasting, Nov. 19). Mr. Averill, who
joined RAB last October and was
named a vice president at last week's
meeting, will head this field force from
headquarters in New York. The decentralization move is slated for early
next year.
In his report on the Radio Test Plan,
a project launched last March to encourage major advertisers to make
large-scale tests of the radio medium.

carefully
BOARD CHAIRMAN
Mr. Sweeney said:
"We are turning down twice as many
tests as we can accept, because we have
already cracked some of the best names
in American business and are therefore
in a position to be extremely selective.
We don't want to spend large sums of
money to prove several times in each
category of merchandise that radio is a
highly
medium." the efThe effective
research sales
to demonstrate
fectivenes of these test campaigns is
financed
in twobudget,
ways: and
(1) By
own research
(2) RAB's
by a
10 percent "commission" which participating stations pay to RAB for placing
this test billing with them.
Mr. Sweeney said seven major companies currently have RTP tests on the
air. He stressed, however, that the high
cost of research requires that each account accepted for RTP be weighed
carefully for its suitability in proving
the overall case for radio.
This is especially important, he continued, because RAB membership
growth hasn't been what it was expected
to be in some important areas. In numbers, he explained, membership gains
this year have reached an all-time high,
but they have fallen behind expectations in the largest markets.
This means, RAB explained, that
stations whose memberships were expected to help inpaylarge
for enough
RTP "have
not
come through
numbers
to provide all the financing originally
Mr. Sweeney reported that RAB's
hoped for."BROADCASTING, December 3, 1982

When your schedule is on Charlotte's WSOC-TV you are backed by
much more than this station's program strength. You get a brand of
staff support that contributes measurably to the success of your own
efforts in the Carolinas. That is another reason why you get more for
your advertising investment when it is with Charlotte's WSOC-TV.
One of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC and WSOC-TV
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

are associated with WSB
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and WSB-TV, Atlanta, WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

Some of the RAB board members and key staff members
attending the testimonial dinner for President Kevin
Sweeney (I to r): on the side of table to camera — Harold
Krelstein, Wendell Mayes, Arthur Hull Hayes, Allen
Woodall, Don Burden, Frank P. Fogarty, Louis Read, Paul
Braden; side away from camera — Miles David, Robert
DSRAC project — Department Store Radio Advertising Campaign — is nearing
the point where participating stores will
be selected. The plan calls for RAB to
sell radio campaigns to five leading department stores in five major markets
and then run the campaigns for them
for six months.
The budgets sought by RAB are expected to exceed $100,000. The purpose of DSRAC is to provide further
proof of radio's ability to sell for retailers and to create more well-known
"satisfied users" of radio among department stores.
Mayer issues warning
on uses of ratings
Marketing researchers were warned
last week not to place tv ratings above
the level of an "elementary piece of information."
But author Martin Mayer, the speaker
at an American Marketing Assn. luncheon in New York, also cautioned that
ratings are a base upon which to build
other understandings of the broadcast
business.
Mr. Mayer wrote "The Intelligent
Man's Guide to Broadcast Ratings,"
(Broadcasting, Nov. 26). The booklet,
printed by and available from the Advertising Research Foundation, is based
on the Madow Report, prepared for
the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee a couple of years ago.
Author Mayer also took note of A.
C. Nielsen Co.'s report released last
summer that an analysis of methodology
found non-response error negligible in
its system of reporting ratings (Broadcasting, July 16).
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

FOUR

Jones, Edmund Bunker, Victor Diehm, Mr. Sweeney, Hugh
Boice. Present, but not shown — Lionel Baxter, Stephen
Bellinger, John Box, Gustav Brandborg, F. H. Brinkley,
George Comte, Robert Eastman, Bert Ferguson, Weston
Pullen, Stephen Riddleberger, Lester Smith, Harold
Thorns, Robert Alter, Pat Rheaume.
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Ad club hears details on how and why they used radio
How four advertisers used radio to
ey" and the idea that "renting money"
solve advertising problems of four dif- is Seaboard's business.
Using more than 450 stations in 46
ferent products was described Wednesstates to broadcast the news that
day (Nov. 28) at the Hollywood Advertising Club.
"they're renting money at Seaboard"
Ira Laufer, vice president in charge
has reversed the 1961 trend, with business up every month of this year.
of sales, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., chairComparative media tests reveal, Mr.
man of the session, set the stage for the
four radio success stories in his introFelton said, that recognition of the
Seaboard name has increased 91% and
ductory
remarks,
when
he
stated:
"The
commercial is the backbone of the the volume of loans is up 100% in marbroadcasting industry in this country
kets where
only dropped
radio was$12used.
SFC'sin
and it is the reason why American
overall
volume
million
broadcasting is the best in the world.
1961, rose $31 million in 1962 "and the
The commercial has got to be good or
only change was in our advertising."
we're all bad."
Bread
Too to■ the
Gordon
Bread'sone problem was that
housewife
loaf
The panel members agreed with Mr.
Laufer that it's how radio is used that of white bread on the shelf looks very
determines its success.
much like its neighbor, Ed O'Neill, acJames Felton, vice president in charge
count executive for Gordon at McCannof advertising for Seaboard Finance
Erickson, Los Angeles, reported. To
Co., told the meeting that the loan
impress bread buyers that Gordon
Bread stays fresh naturally, with no precompany had suffered a decline in busiservatives used; that it is delivered fresh
ness in every month of 1961, its stock
dropped from 33 to 11 and in July of to the grocer every day and that it is
the bread in the red diamond wrapper;
1962 it omitted its quarterly dividend
for the first time in company history.
humorous copy was used in commerAs radio was the chief medium used
cials discussing such workers at the
by Seaboard in 1961, radio must take
bakery as Gordon Baker, head Baker;
its share of the responsibility, Mr. Fel- Noel Preservative, recipe foreman, and
ton said.
Rush Loaf, driver. Because even the
But, after a change in management
best
joke stales after the sixth or sevand the appointment of a new agency
enth repetition,
Gordon'sMore
changes
its
(Foote, Cone & Belding) things were
commercials
frequently.
than 30
different in 1962, he stated. Spot radio
have been used in the three years this
was still the major advertising medium,
campaign has been on the air.
Gordon Bread Co. is privately owned
accounting for 60% of the overall budget. But the approach was fresh with
and does not reveal sales figures, but
a calypso jingle that emphasized "mon"sales are up," Mr. O'Neill stated "and
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the fact that we're now starting our
fourth year on radio with the same kind
of commercials indicates client and
agency satisfaction with the results."
In an area dominated by seven large
oil companies, Wilshire Oil Co., its advertising director. Warren Hillgren said,
is a relatively small company with slightly over 1% of sales and several hundred
gas stations versus thousands for its big
competitors. People are dubious about
independent brands of gasoline and the
company had only a small advertising
budget to put over its story of a quality
product priced one or two cents a gallon below the others. So, he said, "We
had to rely on wit rather than weight."
Sales Doubled ■ The Wilshire story
could not be told in 10 words, which
eliminated outdoor advertising, nor in
10 seconds, which ruled out tv. Traffic
time on radio was chosen "because auto
drivers are all potential customers, when
cars are in motion the radios are on
and people are more susceptible to gasoline advertising when they are driving." A jingle, "One hundred octane
costs you less with powerful Wilshire
D," combined with straight sell copy or,

early in 1962, a contest in which a
Ford Falcon and a year's supply of gas
were given away every other day,
"doubled our business in the first two
years" after use of radio began, Mr.
Hillgren asserted.
King Harris, Western Div. vice president of Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden, went to Hollywood from his
office in San Francisco to tell the story
of the Fuller Paint radio campaign
which used a supposedly non-visual
medium to sell color. In the process
radio also changed the image of W. P.
Fuller & Co. from an old-fashioned
firm to a modern organization. This
was done, Mr. Harris related, through
the use of words written to stimulate

pains to emphasize that he was not advocating that the FCC adopt the codes,
at least not now, but was urging that
a hearing be held to take the question
under consideration.

the listener's imagination so that his
mind created just the sort of color he
wanted.
Saturation radio, in a nine-week campaign, brought buyers into the companyowned Fuller stores in volume close to
that from store-placed ads costing three
or four times as much and tremendously and favorably increased public awareness of the company and its paints,
Mr. Harris said.

ing approach
trative device."is
...a Itwonderful
permits usadministo say
we are thinking about doing this, what
do posal."
you have to say about it? — and
everybodyandwrites
in andadopt
tells it,
us we
what's
wrong,
we either
do
not adopt it, or we tailor it to take care
of some of the obvious shortcomings,
and I do think that there are some."
He said "we are the only civilized
country in the world which does not
regulate the amount of non-programming materialcontinued:
in a broadcast hour."
His comment
"I don't think it is appropriate for
me to say how much time there should
be, how many interruptions, how many
spots. I don't think this is my job, but
I do say that when the broadcasters
themselves over a long period of time
have threshed this thing out, and have
come up with what they think is a
reasonably fair formula to which 70%
of the television stations subscribe, and
to which only 30% of the radio stations
subscribe, I think I can say that I am

Lee: 111 try again in a year or so . . '
WILL REVIVE DEFEATED NAB-CODE-INTO-LAW ISSUE
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee intends
passage] at the moment, but I will try.
If we don't have it, I will try again in
to revive "in a year or so" his proposal
that the FCC consider adopting the
a year or so, because I think it is comNAB tv and radio commercial codes
Commissioner Lee addressed a
as part of its rules.
Cleveland
meeting of the Detroit chapIn a speech, transcript of which beter of Station Representatives Assn.
came available last week, he told broadSome 60 Cleveland agency people were
cast advertising leaders in Cleveland on
ing." of the Detroit SRA group at a
guests
Nov. 19, the day before the FCC reluncheon.
jected his plan 4-3 (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 26):
Most of Mr. Lee's speech dealt with
"Frankly, I can't find four votes [for the codes-into-rules proposal. He took

FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee (second from
I) at the Cleveland meeting of the Detroit chapter of the Stations Representatives Assn. With him are (I to r):
Lou Boyce, Fuller & Smith & Ross,
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Cleveland; Miss Joan Stockhouse,
McCann-Marschalk, Cleveland; and
William Bryan, Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., Detroit. Mr. Bryan is president of SRA's Detroit chapter.

After telling his audience tha,t "it
irritates me" to "see eight commercials
in a row," he said:
"What this does for the product I
don't know, but I do feel that it is time
we moved in, and I am careful to try
to emphasize the fact that I would not,
at this moment, adopt this code into
our rules. My suggestion only is that
we put it out for comments as a proAdministrative Device ■ Commis
sioner Lee observed that this rulemak-

not imposing my will on you."
Mr. Lee said there is "a very strong,
articulate, responsible body of legal
opinion" that considers a broadcasting
code illegal, anyway, on grounds that
it delegates licensee responsibility to
non-licensees. He said he didn't take
a strong position on this question, but
"I use it as an argument for the fact
that we should do something about it,
to get the bad guys into some sort of
reasonable compliance."
He said the "bad guys" treat the
codes' commercial limits as "a floor"
rather than "a ceiling." He described
the "good guys" as "the 90% of the
broadcast industry who do have high
standards." changes name
Agency
W. B. Doner & Co.. Philadelphia,
has announced a change of name and
a new account, Raymond Rosen &
Co., RCA distributor. The agency will
adopt the name Firestone-Rosen Inc.
effective Jan. 1, 1963, Murray Firestone, president of Doner's Philadelphia office, said last Saturday (Dec. 1).
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962'

Us
a

hayseeds
real

got

OASIS!

GOING back to fundamentals a little bit, we'd
like to remind you that the Red River Val-

Fargo is the very heart and center of this
enormous and prosperous Valley. People listen

ley is one of the most fertile areas in America —
thousands of square miles of ancient lake-bed

to WDAY Radio, all over the Valley — come in
from miles and miles around for shopping, recreation, big-ticket spending.

with deep, rich soil — so fabulous that even the
Encyclopaedia Britannica comments on it. Look
up "Red River Valley," and see!

Ask PGW for the whole story. We know you'll
be fascinated.

WDAY
5000 WATTS • 970 KILOCYCLES • NBC
FARGO, N. D.
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,

INC., Exclusive National Representatives
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Thur., Feb. 21, 1963 (7:30-8:30 p.m.
EST) . NBC News correspondent Edwin
Newman will narrate the special, which
is produced by Gerald Green. Fred
Rheinstein is associate producer and
director. Lincoln-Mercury's agency:
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., Detroit.
Agency appointments...
■ A. Goodman & Sons has appointed
Smith/Greenland Co., New York. Account was handled by Doyle Dane
Bernbach.

KSL-AM-FM-TV

gives two tours to PGW men
Peters, Griffin, Woodward "col- city and the market area as well as
onels" were guests of KSL-AM-FMpresentations on the stations' facilities and programming, on sales, sales
TV Salt Lake City over two weeking.
ends, of Nov. 10 and 17, to learn
traffic, promotion and merchandisat first hand about the stations and
the market. For the first weekend,
PGW was appointed station representative for KSL-AM-FM-TV
a group of 10 radio sales executives
early last month.
from PGW's offices in New York,
L to r: Marshall Small, KSL proChicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles and San Francisco, attended.
gram director; and PGW's Art
A week later 16 tv sales executives
Bagge, vice president-midwest radio
from these offices and from St. Louis
sales manager, Chicago; Ray Stanfield, eastern radio sales manager,
and Minneapolis visited.
New York; Roland Varley, account
Station executives, including Arch
Madsen, president, and Joe Kjar, executive in New York; William
Bryan, vice president-radio, Detroit;
vice president and general manager,
acted as briefing officials, guides and and Sidney Carter, account executive, Chicago.
hosts. Included were tours of the

Y&R

using

computer

for all spot

schedules

AGENCY BUYERS 'ENTHUSIASTIC; REPS BEING INFORMED
tors (image of the station, prestige of
Young & Rubicam is using a Remington Rand File Computer to help buy the local personality).
Y&R is asking media representatives
all spot broadcasting schedules.
to submit their availabilities on a standJoseph St. George, a senior media
ard form, with information to be standdirector, said the agency has used its
ardized and to submit availabilities at
new system on several spot orders and
the time determined by the buyer.
Y&R buyers are "enthusiastic." He said
A demonstration of a hypothetical
national representative firms are being
told of the new Y&R approach and are spot tv buy in Cleveland was held. The
being asked to cooperate in providing
computer produced a satisfactory schedule in two minutes, 20 seconds. A Y&R
certain types of information on a standard form.
buyer, Mr. St. George said, required
Mr. St. George said the computer is more than two hours to make necessary
intended to serve two main purposes:
computations of various combinations
cost per thousand figures for available
of buys to fulfill the requirements of
spots in specific markets, and — by budget and advertising objectives.
making use of data stored at the time
Y&R also is making limited use of
the cost per thousand calculations are an IBM 1620 computer, which it unmade — information on reach and freveiled in late September (Broadcasting, Oct. 1).
quency, homes delivered, and total costs
of alternative schedules under consideration.
Business briefly...
The system, he said, will eliminate
extensive mathematical computations
Lincoln-Mercury Div. of Ford Motor
and will enable buyers to consider ad- Co., Dearborn, Mich., has bought a
ditional alternative schedules and pay full-hour NBC-TV special on the state
closer attention to non-arithmetical fac- of California, which will be telecast
38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

■ The Rambler Dealers' Assn. of
Greater St. Louis has appointed the
Winius-Brandon Co., that city, to handle
its advertising. Emphasis will be on
radio and television advertising, the
agency said.
■ El Chico Corp. (restaurant operators,
frozen and canned food manufacturers)
names Sanders Advertising Agency Inc.,
Dallas, to handle advertising-public relations and marketing research, effective
immediately.
■ Yamaha International Corp., Los
Angeles, U. S. branch of Nippon Musical Instruments Ltd., Hamamatsu,
Japan, names Geyer, Morey, Ballard
Inc., Los Angeles, to handle advertising
for Yamaha pianos and Yamaha Moped
motorcycles, effective immediately.
■ Revlon Inc. (cosmetics and toiletries), New York, names Warwick &
Legler Inc., that city, as its advertising
agency for Natural Wonder, a medicated make-up, and another product to
be announced.
■ International Commerce Div. of New
York State Dept. of Commerce has
named BBDO Inc., New York, as its
advertising agency.
■ Golden Book for Charity Plan, Toronto, Canada, has appointed Kenyon
& Eckhardt Ltd., that city, as its advertising agency.
Rep appointments...
■ KMSP-TV Minneapolis - St. Paul:
Blair-TV Inc., New York, as exclusive
national representative.
■ KRLA Pasadena-Los Angeles: AveryKnodel as national sales representative
for all markets except New York,
where Donald Cooke Inc. is the KRLA
rep (Mr. Cooke is owner of the station), and Los Angeles, where KRLA
maintains its own sales force. Appointment is effective immediately except in
San Francisco, where Venard, Torbet,
McConnell will continue to represent
KRLA until April 1, 1963.
■ KSFM (FM) Sacramento, Calif.:
Whaley & Assoc., Los Angeles, as
Southern California representative.
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1967

Arts' "Films

of the 50V.'

Executive Vice President and General Manager KBAK-TV, Bakersfield, California
"Operating a UHF television station in a market with a VHF television station is an interesting, exciting, challenging
and sometimes nerve racking experience. Since our station was purchased, by Reeves Broadcasting
& Development Corp., we have built complete new facilities in the center of town and have established
our transmitter and tower atop Mt. Breckenridge giving us the highest tower in the West.
We felt that our Friday night movie at 9:30 PM should be the very best available. After
careful consideration, we purchased Volumes 3, 4 and 5 of Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's" and
ii
to two fine sponsors: Leo Meek Automobiles, and All Cool Aluminum.
KBAK-TV went to great effort and expense to provide an opening
and closing to the movies which would complement this fine group of films.
We feel it is an accomplishment for a UHF station to be able to purchase these
movies and to sell them at a profit, both to the advertiser and to the station "
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon 6-1717
SEVEN ARTS
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse (P.O. Box 613), Skokie, III.
ORchard 4-5105
ASSOCIATED
DALLAS: 5641 Charleston Drive ADams 9-2855
II
CORP.
LOS ANGELES: 3562 Royal Woods Drive, ShermanSTate
Oaks,8-8276
Calif.
P
TORONTO, ONTARIO: 11 Adelaide St. West EMpire 4-7193
For list of TV stations programming Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's" see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)
individual feature prices upon request

How

deep

RESENTMENT

FLARES

the

trouble

COAST

The smoke began to lift around the
NAB last week — only to reveal a sizzler
of a fire.
Throughout the country broadcasters
were burning over what has become
known as the Portland Incident — a
speech by NAB President LeRoy Collins
against the influence of cigarette advertising on the young (Broadcasting,
Nov. 26). Advertising agencies and
their cigarette accounts were also incensed, ifnot downright indignant.
Not since the start of a term in office
that has often been marked by unexpected outbursts had LeRoy Collins
created so big a stir.
One practical question remained up-

TO COAST

Collins

OVER

is

HIS CIGARETTE

permost among broadcasters. They repeatedly asked:
■ Did Gov. Collins exceed his authority when he condemned cigarette
advertising that might influence schoolage children to smoke?
But whether he had the technical
right to express his personal views in
an official speech as NAB's president,
there was widespread feeling the speech
was a violation of professional ethics
and a linen-washing situation that
should have been discussed within the
NAB.
Others voiced amazement that he
reputedly had ignored the advice of several West Coast broadcasters and some

in?
SPEECH

of his staff executives.
There was no crystallized opinion
last week. Rather the comments came
sporadically from all parts of the country. A small minority endorsed Gov.
Collins' position and/or the need for
restrictions on cigarette advertising.
Two major networks — NBC and
ABC — stated flatly they did not agree
with Gov. Collins' viewpoint. CBS said
it "has no comment on Gov. Collins's
statement on tobacco advertising. This
is a code matter and the established code
organization
is the proper
forum
it."
A week before
William
B. for
Lodge,
CBS-TV vice president for affiliates re-

I Collins's statements
bringing
mixed
reaction
The controversial career of NAB
A few weeks later he urged the
ous trouble," he warned that if tv
President LeRoy Collins reached an
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies convention to adopt the idea,
explosive point a fortnight ago when programming isn't improved "we're
whipped
start." from re- calling on them to spend more of
Then hebefore
drew wecriticism
the ex-governor of Florida stated
lated industries by voicing shock
their budgets on high-quality proat an open NAB-sponsored meeting
that broadcasters should correct what over the powerful role program ratgrams. His provocative proposals
ing services take in influencing pro- brought him many headlines but few
he described as evils in cigarette adgrams (Broadcasting, Feb. 13, concrete results.
vertising (story above).
1961). He charged broadcasting had
Verbal Spanking ■ Then came his
Right at the start of his administration nearly two years ago Gov.
let "an outsider become master of May 8 industry convention debut in
Collins said he intended to be an ag- its house and doesn't even check his Washington. At that time he gave
broadcasters an eloquent spanking
gressive leader, point out situations
where corrective action was needed
and told them to go home and do
health
card." Network Role ■ After
Deplores
and then lead the way to reforms.
disposing of ratings, he deplored the better. After criticizing ratings servrole of networks in industry affairs.
His administration, as promised,
ices once more, he called on the industry to expand its editorializing,
has been marked by plain talk and "When big, important matters deappeals for action to raise program
proposed
a major industrywide revelop concerning broadcasting," he
and advertising standards. Some of said, "NAB too often is not regarded
search project, advocated improvement of programming and stronger
his pronouncements have caught as the primary contact. Rather, the
self -discipline.
broadcasters, including members of
networks
One day later FCC Chairman
And so are."
three networks were unI the NAB boards, by surprise.
Newton N. Minow, also making his
In
his
first
public
utterance
as
happy
from
the
very
beginning.
NAB
i
board members from independent
NAB president at a Federal Comindustry
grabbed
the nation's
headlines debut,
with his
description
of tv
munications Bar Assn. dinner Jan. stations thought Gov. Collins board
debut was historic and pledged
13, 1961, he said. ". . . It will be my
programming
as the
"a vast
wasteland."
Broadcasters left
convention
with
purpose with NAB to be an advocate, their support. In his board address
not a referee, for broadcasting. . . . he described the tv and radio codes heads hanging, wondering what had
hit them.
It also will be my purpose to articu- as "the beginnings of an effective
The following weeks in the sumlate those responsibilities [broadcast- program of self-improvement."
mer of 1961 were marked by a
An
idea
that
Gov.
Collins
proing's] and advance their exercise with
sweeping
Collins-instigated reorganiposed in March to the tv networks —
equal reason, clarity and vigor."
zation at NAB headquarters and a
A fortnight later Gov. Collins
six hours a week of prime-time bluefaced the board with a series of ribbon programming — drew a chilly stiffening of the radio and tv codes.
His discontinuance of the Voice of
recommendations that brought re- reception from the networks but he
Democracy
contest, turning it over
verberations from coast to coast.
repeated the idea before the Radio
to Veterans of Foreign Wars (with
& Television Executives Society.
Describing the industry as in "seri40
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lations and engineering, was reported to
have protested personally to Gov. Collins over the latter's Portland, Ore.,
speech.
The first formal discussion of cigarette advertising within the NAB structure is likely to occur when the NAB
Tv Code Review Board meets in Washington Dec. 11 under chairmanship of
William B. Pabst, KTVU (TV) Oakland, Calif. The advance agenda of the
code board does not list cigarette advertising. Two things indicate the matter will be a lively discussion topic —
Gov. Collins' own expressed desire to
bring it up and the widespread interest
around the country.
Two meetings last week sidestepped
the cigarette incident. An NAB-Radio
Advertising Bureau session in Washington Nov. 26 discussed common problems of the two organizations but the
cigarette question was ruled out by parliamentary procedure (story page 42).
At an RAB board meeting in New York
Nov. 28 a report on the NAB-RAB session referred briefly to the fact that cig-

arettes hadn't been discussed officially.
But while the formal meetings did not
go into the Collins affair, the members
of the two organizations discussed the
subject freely and informally. Many of
the participants indicated most of the
broadcasters at the meeting were
severely critical of Gov. Collins' speech.
Here are some more questions broadcasters were asking last week:
■ Why
didn'tNAB
Gov.board
Collins
check
with
the five
chairmen
and vice chairman before making such
a controversial statement?
■ Since when does he qualify as an
expert on the relationship of tobacco
and health?
■ Will a tobacco clause in the NAB
Tv Code be proposed at the NAB Tv
Code meeting Dec. 11-12 by Gov. Collins or a board member?
■ Will membership anger persist or
will it be quelled before the NAB board
meets Jan. 14-18 in Phoenix, Ariz.?
■ In any case, what will the board
do?
■ Will the incident affect NAB con-

NAB's endorsement), brought howls
from many who thought this was one
of NAB's finer activities.
By late summer speculation was
arising about just what Gov. Collins
meant in some of his public observations. By that time the FCC's proposal to overhaul industry program
forms, with fears of censorship in
the background, had disturbed many
broadcasters.
Puzzling ■ In three separate comments on the subject Gov. Collins
was found to have made a series of
statements that puzzled many broadcasters. He:

Gov. Collins denounced published
criticism of his position on the program forms. He stirred broadcasters
again with this provocative statement, "I do not think there is
coercion in holding a hearing in the
local market. No broadcasters
should be concerned about a hearing
in his own market." This comment
was remembered around the industry
later on when FCC held a controversial local hearing in Chicago and
more recently when it announced it
would hold a local program hearing
in Omaha (Broadcasting, Nov. 19,
26).

1 — Said the FCC's proposed new
program form wasn't too bad but
might be improved.
2 — Said he had been misinterpreted, that NAB had not given
blanket approval to the new forms
and felt they actually recognized the
great flexibility of radio. ... "a
net improvement over the old form."
3 — Finally, after industry concern
had become acute, he questioned
the mechanical burden placed on
stations by the new forms, which
many broadcasters had been saying
for weeks.
To put these observations in perspective, Broadcasting printed the
text of his three separate statements
in its Aug. 7, 1961 issue under a
caption, "Which Collins comments
d'ya read? Are FCC forms net improvement or intolerable burden?"
Denounces Criticism ■ In October
1961 at the NAB fall conferences

Another lively row started to develop in the winter of 1961-62 when
Gov. Collins called for FCC action
to relieve the economic plight in
overpopulated radio markets. First
the NAB board approved appointment of a committee to study the
problem. The committee was named,
held a meeting and word went
around that Gov. Collins approved
the idea of NAB study of radio overpopulation that would go into the
economics of the situation and purportedly might lead to the FCC's
entry into economic or public utilitytype government regulation that conceivably could involve rate-fixing
and similar controls.
At the NAB's 1962 convention
April 1-4 Gov. Collins bitterly denounced the tv program hearings
held in Chicago by the FCC, with
fresh recollections of what had developed as stations were subjected

tract renewal negotiations between
Gov. Collins and a five-man negotiating committee headed by Clair R.
McCollough, Steinman Stations and
NAB combined boards chairman? The
committee had planned to meet well
ahead of the January board meeting but
the meeting has been indefinitely postponed as a result of the Portland incident. Gov. Collins' contract ends
Dec. 31, 1963.
■ Why didn't the NAB board spell
out specific rules regarding personal
all
cigarette advertising screened by the
industry?
■ Whywhen
did they
he playhave
into been
the networks'
hands
awaiting
just such a chance to clobber him?
■ What did he mean? Does he want
comments when it hired Gov. Collins?
■ Does he plan to discuss other types
of commodity advertising — beer, for
example?
■ Should we resign from NAB?
It was stated at NAB headquarters
late in the week that not a single station had officially resigned because of

to open thrashing by those eager to
take advantage of such a forum.
Gov. Collin's denunciation, delivered in the presence of Mr. Minow,
evoked wild applause from NAB
delegates. The Chicago hearing, however, has turned out to be the only
issue on which Gov. Collins has
openly criticized the FCC chairman
since both assumed office in early
1961.
After Chairman Minow proposed
to the 1962 convention a joint FCCNAB study of radio's overpopulation
problems, Gov. Collins embraced the
idea. The idea was welcomed by
many broadcasters but others suggested the plan might develop into
an NAB invitation for FCC program
regulation in the public utility manner. Last June the NAB radio
board was concerned about this
phase of the overpopulation study
and issued a warning to the NAB
staff as well as station participants
in the joint study.
During the recent NAB fall conferences many broadcasters showed
they were worried lest the radio
overpopulation study get out of
hand. Gov. Collins reassured members the study would focus on engineering aspects rather than become
an economic football, but there remained fears that any overpopulation remedies might not be worth
the price in lost freedom of operation.
And then came the Nov. 19 cigarette speech in Portland, Ore.

mm
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the cigarette incident but that one station had withdrawn from the code
structure.
Last week the three tv networks
broke silence on the cigarette incident.
The CBS "no comment" position,
leaving the gate wide open for speculation, follows: "CBS has no comment on
Gov. Collins' statement on tobacco advertising. This is a code matter and the
established code organization is the
proper forum for discussion of it."
The three tv networks are represented
on NAB's tv code board. It's understood CBS officials privately don't agree
with Gov. Collins and figure they
shouldn't bother commenting.
ABC put its views in blunt form:
"ABC does not concur with Gov. Collins' view." The network apparently
agrees with CBS that the subject should
come up at the NAB code session
Dec. 1 1 ; NBC also is understood to feel
this way.
Here is NBC's statement: "Gov. Col-

lins was not speaking for NBC in his
recent observations on tobacco advertising and NBC does not share the
views he stated on the subject."
There was no indication the networks
planned to change cigarette advertising
time periods and/or commercials.
Among sales executives dealing with
tobacco companies and their agencies
there was little expectation that the advertisers would either change their tvradio scheduling appreciably or overhaul the copy-lines of their commercials. Essentially it was felt they had
no reason to make changes.
Some sources speculated that if leading television and radio interests, including TvB and RAB as well as individual broadcasters and sales organizations, had not gone quickly to the
tobacco companies' defense, then some
of them might have become "nervous"
and wondered whether they shouldn't
lighten their broadcast exposure, at least
until the storm blew over.

One sponsor, incidentally, bidding for
a new Monday night movie program on
NBC-TV is a cigarette advertiser.
Collins Explains ■ Last Monday Gov.
Collins sent a text of his Portland cigarette remarks to the membership with
an accompanying letter that stated
"these observations did not represent a
general indictment of tobacco advertising. My objection and call for corrective action related solely to that form
of tobacco advertising through all media
especially aimed to influence young
people to begin smoking." He explained
the statement was "clearly presented as
a personal view" and was not projected
as the official policy of either the NAB
code boards or the NAB boards of diOf around 100 interviews from coastto-coast, few were willing to be directly
rectors." but practically all wanted to
quoted
voice strong opinions, mostly unfavorable to Gov. Collins.
Harold Essex, WSJS-AM-TV Winstonand all radio will profit as a result
of it. Each of us understands better
the activities and directions planned
by the other, and we have agreed
upon the desirability of maintaining
even closer liaison in the future.
Naturally, we are anxious that both
organizations continue to work in
utmost harmony for the benefit of
all concerned. We are confident that
this can be accomplished without
difficulty. To that end, both of us
will recommend to our respective
boards specific plans for implementing closer liaison between our two

NAB, RAB discuss plans for closer liaison
Joint committees representing
man of the NAB Radio Board, issued this joint statement:
NAB and Radio Advertising Bureau
officials are developing ways to work
"Our meeting provided the optogether with greater efficiency after
portunity for a healthy discussion
of a number of subjects involved in
a meeting Nov. 26 in Washington.
Frank P. Fogarty, executive vice the continuing welfare of radio
president of the Meredith stations broadcasting. We believe that the
and RAB board chairman, and Wil- objectives of the meeting were well
lard Schroeder, vice president of accomplished and that the membership of our two organizations
Time-Life Broadcast Inc., and chair-
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Here are the participants in the
organizations."
meeting (top photo, 1 to r); Edmund Bunker, newly elected RAB
president; Ben Strouse, WWDCAM-FM Washington, vice chairman
of NAB Radio Board; Kevin B.
Sweeney, retiring RAB president;
Victor C. Diehm, WHOL Allentown, Pa., new RAB chairman; LeRoy Collins, NAB president; Mr.
Fogarty; Mr. Schroeder; Clair R.
McCollough, Steinman Stations,
NAB joint board chairman.
Bottom photo: John F. Meagher,
NAB radio vice president; Lester M.
Smith, KJR Seattle, RAB; Vincent
T. Wasilewski, NAB executive vice
president; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS
Radio, NAB; Weston C. Pullen Jr.,
Time-Life Broadcast, RAB; Allen
Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.,
RAB; John F. Box Jr., WIL St.
Louis, NAB board member; William
Carlisle, NAB vice president for station services. Paul F. Braden,
WPFB Middletown, Ohio, was absent when photo was taken.
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What professional recording tape now offers a new standard of performance?

Ampex engineers are never content with present
standards. They are always trying to improve what
sometimes seems un-improvable. Now they have been
at work on the Ampex 600 Series Professional
Recording Tape. And they've improved it so
much we felt we should call it the new Ampex
600. This 600 Series now offers better high
frequency response characteristics. And
because an exclusive Ferro-Sheen process
makes the tape smooth, the first play and the
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

AMPEX

600.

one-hundredth have the same response characteristics
curve. It gives you the kind of reliable performance you
expect from Ampex recording equipment. Try this im-

AMPEX
PHOKSSIIJNJl
mtM9!K5TArE

proved 600 Series and see. It's made in the
same rigidly controlled clean-room atmosphere as precision computer and instrumentation tapes. Write the only company with
tape, recorders for every application: Ampex
Corp., 934 Charter St., Redwood
City, Calif. Worldwide sales, service.
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Salem, N. C, home of R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., said, "Coming from
Winston-Salem, naturally what I say
could be misconstrued. I have heard
from many broadcasters in the area who
are not exactly happy. Most important,
I believe, is the fact this is bound to
split the industry when we need to pull
together."
Lawrence H. Rogers II, operations
vice president of Taft Broadcasting Co.
and member of the NAB Tv Code Review Board, said, "This statement
doesn't affect our policies one way or
another. I am unhappy our industry
panics so easily. Instead of worrying
so much about toy and other commercials, we should attack the basic problem of enforcement by making code
subscription mandatory for becoming
an NAB member."
Jack Harris, KPRC-AM-TV Houston,
said, "I believe a serious error has been
made but it would be most unwise to
take precipitate action at this time. I
have talked with a number of broadcasters in the Southwest and they are
of the same view."
Will Accept Tobacco Business ■ A
member and the vice chairman of the
NAB board, Ben Strouse, WWDC-AMFM Washington, said he had received
little reaction to the Collins speech. "I
have never been convinced of the re-

Hooked?
During a general discussion at
the Maine Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting last week, one questioner
facetiously asked NAB President
LeRoy Collins, "Do you smoke?"
"No, not at this time," replied
Gov. Collins, "but I may take it
up some time."
lationship between cigarettes and cancer. We will continue to accept tobacco
accounts until we are convinced of the
relationship or until it's illegal, and I
will continue to smoke."
Also in the Washington, D. C, area
Arthur W. Arundel, president of
WAVA Arlington, Va., said the station
had carried on-the-air editorials in recent months criticizing all advertising
media " for hiding from the fact now
shown by medicine that cigarettes are
a major cause of cancer." He ascribed
this to the fact "that we depend so
heavily on these companies for advertising dollars." He said WAVA will
continue to oppose cigarette smoking
for youngsters and will have no part
of cigarette advertising "until the issue
is One
finallyNAB
cleared
up."member who had
board
"no quarrel" with Gov. Collins' state-

ment but felt it should have been handled within the association stated that
unless broadcasters take the lead, Congress will bar cigarette advertising. On
the other hand there was broad feeling
that Gov. Collins had shot from the
hip without understanding the problem.
Others were sorry he had unnecessarily
put the industry in a defensive position.
Youth As A Shield ■ Calvin J. Smith,
manager of KFAC Los Angeles, a good
music station which does not accept
cigarette advertising, took strong exception to Gov. Collins' remarks: "I was
in Portland when he spoke and I was
disgusted at the way the broadcasters
sat there like a bunch of sheep. As
long
I'm paying
duesits toheadsupport
trade as
association
I want
man toa
work
for at
me,allnotfor against
me. There's
no proof
his statements,
but
like all do-gooders he is using American
youth as a shield to justify them. He
mentioned sports figures as the heros
of
youngsters ofand
I told
him and
I'd been
at hundreds
sports
events
seen
very few children there, but practically
all adults. Elvis Presley is an idol of
young folks too. The main point, however, is that the president of the NAB
has no right to stand up and criticize
the broadcasters when he's supposed to
be "Collins
working wins
for them."
either way," was the
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comment of another station manager.
"If he stays on as head of NAB, he's
a hero. If he leaves, he goes in a blaze
of glory and if we protest we're taking
a stand against mother love and the
American Flag."
A network vice president opined
that while he obviously did not agree
with the idea of doing away with cigarette business, it is quite possible that
in the long run the Collins action might
be a good thing for the broadcasting
industry. "Previously, when Collins
sounded off on behalf of the broadcasters itwas easy for outsiders to say,
'of course he's endorsing you; that's
what he's paid to do.' Now that he's
demonstrated publicly that he does his
own thinking and is not afraid to voice
his own thoughts whether we like them
or not, his words on our behalf will
carry more weight."
Not Advertising Problem ■ William
Mac Crystal, manager, Hollywood office of H-R Representatives and H-R
Television: "The problem, as I see it,
is not one of advertising. If it is established that cigarette smoking causes
cancer, then the United States government should step in and call a halt to
the manufacture and sale of cigarettes
as it does to other harmful products.
But until that time and so long as cigaretts qualify as an item which may legally be manufactured and sold, it is
not up to radio and television or any
other advertising medium to say that
cigarettes may not be advertised through
our facilities. The would be tantamount
to assuming a function which rightfully belongs to the federal government of the United States.
An operating head of a station group
said Mr. Collins "must be out of his
mind. He's not speaking for the industry at all." The multi-station executive, on the West Coast, went on to say
that the NAB seems to be "finding so
many ways to restrict business, to make
tv and radio harder to buy, that you
wonder who they're representing. It's
not up to the broadcasting industry to
police cigarette advertising," he went
on. "Perhaps if the tobacco advertising was slanted directly at the youngsters we should refuse to accept it, but
I don't think it is; I think cigarettes are
advertised to all smokers, regardless of
age. And if we're going to take a stand
against cigarette advertising because
smoking may be harmful, then to
be consistent we ought to do away
with beer and wine advertising too. In
fact, if what we've been hearing about
the dangers of overeating is true we
might logically refuse to accept advertising for food products. How ridiculous
can you get?"
Endorsed by Manager ■ Another West
Coast station manager endorsed Gov.
Collins's stand. "If we're going to hire
a man to be our conscience, we'd damn
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962
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sports heroes in testimonials.
One comment was based on the thesis Gov. Collins was either using cigarettes as a public relations device to
get out of his NAB contract and into
a more desirable job or trying to set
up a phoney issue in the political preelection tradition because contract negotiations are pending.
Many Opposed ■ An official of a
leading representative company who
had been in touch with the stations on

Korn, Metropolitan

Tv honored

A college lecture series produced
by Metropolitan Broadcasting Television brought distinction to the
broadcasting company and its president last week.
President Bennet H. Korn was the
honored guest Monday (Nov. 26)
at a dinner given by the faculty of
the school of International Affairs,
Columbia U. Mr. Korn and Metropolitan were honored for contributing to "public enlightenment and understanding of national and international problems" through the program The Columbia Lectures in International Studies.

well better let him be our conscience,"
he said. "If we keep digging our heels
in to protect our income and have to be
forced to take any step to improve our
output, we're not presenting a very
good case for self-regulation. Radio
lost a lot of public support and goodwill in the early 1950's when the station managers behaved as if they were
in a contest to see who could get the
most commercials into the shortest
time period and even cut rates to get
more spots on the air. If the buck is to
be our only criterion we don't deserve
to keep the licenses we have been given
to operate in the public interest, convenience and necessity."
An advertising agency executive on
the West Coast pointed out that the
medical profession has not yet said flatly
that cigarette smoking is the prime cause
of cancer. "A study is now being made
under the highest professional supervision which may give a clear answer
to this provacative and highly important
question," he said. "Until we have that
answer it would seem to me that the
American system of free enterprise calls
for everyone to have his say, tobacco
companies included. . . ."
Youth Problem ■ Marvin S. Cantz,
46 (THE MEDIA)

by Columbia

U.

Shown here (1 to r): John W.
Kluge, chairman of the board and
president of Metromedia Inc.; Dr.
Grayson Kirk, president of Columbia
U.; Mr. Korn; Armand Erpf, Columbia Assoc.; and Andrew Cordier,
Dean of the international school.
The lecture series, which began its
second cycle last month, is shown on
these Metropolitan stations: WNEWTV New York, WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C, KMBC-TV Kansas
City, Mo., KOVR (TV) SacramentoStockton, Calif., WTVH (TV) Peoria
and WTVP (TV) Decatur, both Illinois.

president of Tilds & Cantz, Los Angeles
agency and Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn., "seriously questioned"
Gov. Collins' feelings on the moral
responsibility toward young people. He
said he had seen "no deliberate attempt in cigarette advertising to influence ninth grade boys and girls. In
any case, the responsibility lies with
parents." He said individual self-interest
in a free society is a privilege that belongs to the consumer as well as business firms, with the public capable of
exercising reasonable discretionary judgment in the marketplace. "You can't
conceal cigarette advertising from teenagers," he said. " Nor can you readily
protect them from the advertising of
beer, wine, hot rods, switch blades or
suggestive
Another movies."
agency viewpoint was that
Gov. Collins was off base in suggesting
cigarette commercials are aimed at the
high school group, explaining cigarette
advertising avoids showing high school
and college figures in smoking scenes.
Where girls are used, it was suggested,
the appeal was directed at older men
rather than youngsters and in any case
teenagers were not shown smoking. Several questioned the use of professional

his list said they were all "violently
opposed"
to belief
Gov. Collins'
tion. Their
was thatrecommendastations are
adhering strictly to the NAB television
code, and unless there is a change in
the code, they will do "business as
usual," the official said.
A top media executive at an agency
with a tobacco account said there were
no plans at all to revise the contents
or the emphasis of cigarette commercials. He said it was his belief that
neither stations, networks, agencies or
advertisers intend to revise their advertising strategy. He noted that Gov. Collins was speaking for himself only, and
not for the NAB.
One Chicago station representative
said Gov. Collins was very "courageous"
in speaking his thoughts. He said that
"very few of us in this business ever
really say what we feel and it was good
to hear someone get something off his
chest for a change." But another rep
said he felt Gov. Collins was "ill advised in making these personal opinions
in an official capacity." He said that
cigarette advertising was not "deliberately" directed to children.
Broadcasters who heard Mr. Collins'
cigarette speech at the Nov. 19 NAB
meeting in Portland "were miffed in an
embarrassing way," according to a station rep executive who said he talked
to many of the broadcasters who were
at the meeting.
"Everybody was up in arms," he
reported. "The fact that Mr. Collins
said his remarks against cigarette commercials represented his own personal
feelings did not go over with the station
executives. After all, he is the NAB
president and he was addressing an
NAB meeting. A few broadcasters said
they felt personally that Mr. Collins
might be right, but they too, thought
he exercised poor judgment."
Speaking before an American Marketing Assn. group in New York author
Martin Mayer, who has surveyed the
advertising scene in book and magazine
articles, said he wanted to "pay tribute
to
Collins the
before
disappears."
He LeRoy
commended
NAB he president
for
taking the initiative on tobacco smoking
advertising as one from "within the
business" and before somebody "threw
the weight" down from "the building
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962
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Farm
NEWS

directors
OBJECTIVITY

air views
ALSO

DRAWS

Problems of news objectivity and editorializing highlighted a panel before
the annual meeting of the National
Assn. of Television-Radio Farm Directors in Chicago Nov. 23-25. The semantics of "objectivity" appeared to be
as much in issue as editorializing itself.
The NATRFD's 19th annual meeting
heard retiring president Carl Meyerdirk,
KVOO-AM-TV Tulsa, urge farm directors to work constantly to improve
their professional competence (At
Deadline, Nov. 26). New officers also
were elected (see picture box, Fates &
Fortunes, page 74).
During the news panel, Bob Buice,
KARK Little Rock, Ark., contended the
farm director should not editorialize
except on such noncontroversial topics
as proven farm practices like soil testing. He said the duty of the farm director is "to give a clear report on all
the farm news locally and nationally
without favoritism. By that I mean no
side comments."
The farm director must be careful
to give both sides of controversial topics, he said, because the purpose of the
media "we represent is for public service and a means of conveying information." He felt directors should also remain neutral in disputes between farm

Radio-tv pay boosts are
The rate of increase in average
pay at broadcasting stations has
slowed down, according to a nationwide survey conducted by the NAB
department of broadcast management. James H. Hulbert, department
manager, said average wages increased by7% at tv stations and 4%
at radio stations in the last two years
compared to 10% and 6% for tv
and radio respectively as shown in
a similar survey conducted approximately two years ago.
Mr. Hulbert said the national survey covered 17 key jobs in television
and nine in radio, with 50% of tv
stations and 37% of radio stations
participating.
Average nationwide weekly pay at
tv stations this autumn ranged from
$76 for a floorman to $276 for a
sales manager, he said. The weekly
radio wage ranged from $69 for
traffic manager to $174 for the job of
sales manager.
Wide variance in wages by geographic location, station and market
size, and other factors were found.
Survey figures include fees as well
as commissions.
48 (THE MEDIA)

on

editorializing

INTEREST

OF NATRFD

organizations as well as in differences
between manufacturers of farm products and the agricultural schools which
evaluate them.
But Mr. Buice felt it is proper for
the farm director to " constantly remind the city listener of the problems
of the farmer" and to impress upon the
consumer the importance of his rural
neighbor. One example he cited was
the fact that the farmer "doesn't get
all the money the consumer pays for
Clyde E. Keathley, WRFD Worthinggroceries."
ton,
Ohio, on the other hand, felt that
total impartiality is impossible because
the broadcaster editorizes in many
ways, "tone of voice, a lifted eyebrow,
carelessness in phrasing thoughts, laxity
in screening wire service copy and news
releases, etc." he continued:
"Follow the reporting of any major
newspaper and you will find that objectivity in reporting is lost in direct
ratio to the value of the specific news
development in terms of reader interest.
Whether in the reporting of political
news, a murder, or civic affairs, newspaper editors are prone to write and to
position news with one eye on the pulse
of the public and the other on the pulse
of the advertiser. The editor and re-

owing down
The largest increase was found in
the average wage of tv news directors, 11.3% in the last two years.
Tv staff announcers' pay increased
9.6% and sales managers 8.7%. The
largest average two-year increase in
radio was 6.1% for continuity
writers with news directors getting a
4.7% increase on the average.
Here is Mr. Hulbert's breakdown
of average weekly wage paid at stations this autumn:
Television — Sales manager $276,
chief engineer $196, program director $192, salesman $176, news director $167, staff announcer $149,
producer-director $132, technician
$123, art director $118, film department head $112, staff photographer
$107, cameraman $97, production
man $88, traffic manager $89, continuity writer $85, film man $83,
floorman $76.
Radio — Sales manager $174, salesman $124, program director $122,
chief engineer $118, news director
$111, staff announcer $99, technician
$97, continuity writer $70, traffic
manager $69.

porter are always looking for an 'angle.'
Let's be honest. So are we."
Mr. Keathley felt it is regrettable a
cult of tolerance has evolved in the
U. S. since "tolerance usually means
the lack of conviction." Those who
have convictions cannot be tolerant,
he noted.
"This is not to say that we should not
gather all the facts available regarding
every topic we discuss. This we should
do," he asserted. "But then we should
decide upon a course of action and
present this material in such a manner
as to stimulate the thinking of the listener may not agree, he said, but at
least he will be informed and not merely confused.
If farm directors attempt complete
objectivity,
Mr. and
Keathley
said, "we will
find
ourselves
our audience
victimized bythose special interest groups
ever present and always looking for
the opportunity to use the farm director's open mike to the farmer." He
urged careful editorial judgment to protect this open mike.
Stanton

sees

as culture

media

levelers

The gap between fine art and popular
mass entertainment is being closed
through such mass media as radio, television and magazines, Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc., declared
last Monday (Nov. 26) during a speech
at Dartmouth College in Hanover, N.H.
Dr. Stanton said there no longer are
two isolated levels of the population —
those to whom "great art" is accessible
and the other which has only "the
simpleartifacts.
folk art" of pottery, work chants
and
"Now cultural activity of variety and
depth has become the common heritage
and the common quest of all people,"
he said. "Millions of people become acquainted with a new painter in the pages
of a magazine. Millions hear a new
composition on radio. Millions meet a
new author on television. Although it
is by now commonplace, it is still significant torecall that more people in a
single itnight
saw 'Hamlet'
on television
than
is estimated
have seen
it in live
performances since it was written."
KUAM returns to air
KUAM-TV Guam is back on the air
after round-the-clock rebuilding of facilities damaged by a typhoon which
struck the weekend of Nov. 10-11.
KUAM radio, also badly hit by the
storm, was repaired and functioning
non-commercially as relief communications center for the Mariana Islands
two days after the typhoon. Both the
am and tv stations have resumed commercial operations, KUAM Nov. 17
and KUAM-TV Nov. 25.
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If your transmitter
. . .and, at present, . . . these Amperex
Amperex transmitting tubes — more reliable than the tubes
is
one
of
those
it uses any of the
tubes give
give you
you mamain your transmitter at present—and
give you these improvements
tubes
why:
following tubes:
jor
improvements:
in 1KW to 25KW AM, FM and TV transmitters:here's
longer life listed below:
jor
improvements:
1KW FM
7C26
5759/501-R
without premature failure worries and lower dollar-per-hour
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6076
operating cost.
6076
5KW FM or TV
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The proof? For the past 3 years, Amperex has successfully
5-25KWAMorFM
5762/7C24or5762A 7459
assisted with conversions in broadcasting stations all over
7900
5-25KW TV
5762/ 7C24 or 5762A
7900
the country— and we'll be glad to tell you where and how.
For complete information, write to Amperex— or call your local
Interested? Amperex has not only the tubes but the accesAmperex distributor. Amperex Electronic Corporation, Power
Tube Department, 230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.
sories and all the applications engineering assistance necessary for your conversion.
In Canada: Philips Electron Devices Ltd., 116 Vanderhoof Ave., Toronto 17, Ont.
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NAB

Three-month process to pick
13 radio-board directors
The annual NAB election process in
which 13 radio directorships will be
filled started Dec. 1, as certification
forms for eligible station voters were
mailed by Everett E. Revercomb, secretary-treasurer. The election process
will be completed Feb. 28 when results
are announced.
Directors representing the nine oddnumbered districts will be elected along
with four at-large directors representing
large, medium and small markets and
fm stations. Under a 1962 by-laws
amendment the definitions of large,
medium and small directorships have
been revised to represent various size
markets. Heretofore the three definitions had been based on station power.
An association move to reduce the
size of the combined radio and tv
boards was defeated at last winter's
board meeting. At that time a reduction
in the number of districts, now 17, had
been proposed. A special committee
that reviewed the subject later in the
year submitted the present plan to revise the at-large definitions.
Radio district directors whose terms

J

Outstanding
Broadcast

ABC moves

news bureau

ABC's Washington news bureau operations were to switch
from WMAL-AM-FM-TV in the
northwest part of the city to its
new downtown Washington location Sunday and Monday (Dec.
2 and 3).
Radio network news originations were to shift yesterday and
television feeds were to be
transferred today.
The bureau has been outfitted
with all new equipment and will
have its own mobile unit. It occupies four floors of ABC's own
building — a completely renovated
structure at 1124 Connecticut
Ave., N.W. The second floor of
an adjacent building is also going
to be used.
Formal dedication of the new
studios and offices will be later
this month, ABC said.

expire next spring and who are ineligible for re-election are John S.
Booth, WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.;
Hugh O. Potter, WOMI Owensboro,

HAWAII

$200,000
CALIFORNIA

Profitable daytimer. Good radio market.
Excellent potential. Liberal terms.

$148,000
Fulltime 250 watt operation. Excellent
30,000 population market. Best equipment and facilities. Ideal for ownermanager. Liberal terms.

ARIZONA

$80,000
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reports...

Angeles. Ewing/Radio's telephone is
Hollywood 5-7204.

Properties

Excellent fulltime facility. Needs ownermanager. Terms.

RADIO • TV •
NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON. D.C.
James W. Blackburn
jack V. Harvey
Joseph
M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270

Media

New rep firm ■ Ewing/Radio has
opened offices at 6223 Selma Ave.,
Hollywood, as a radio station representative organization specializing in
country and western music stations.
KWOW Pomona, Calif., is the new
firm's first station. Mai Ewing of
Ewing/Radio sold time for KXLA
Pasadena, Calif., for three years before
that country-and-western music station
was sold and its call changed to KRLA
and its
to a "modern
music"programming
format. Since then
he has been
associated with KNX and KGBS Los

Exclusive

BLACKBURN

Ky.; Odin S. Ramsland, KDAL Duluth,
Minn.; A. Boyd Kelley, KRRV Sherman, Tex. District directors eligible for
re-election are Carleton D. Brown,
WTVL Waterville, Me.; James L. Howe,
WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.; George T.
Frechette, WFHR Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis.; B. Floyd Farr, KEEN San Jose,
Calif., and Ray Johnson, KMED Medford, Ore.
All four at-large directors whose
terms expire next spring are eligible to
run again. They are John S. Hayes,
WTOP Washington, large markets; Willard Schroeder, Radio Board chairman,
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich., medium
markets; Ben B. Sanders, KICD
Spencer, Iowa, small markets; Ben
Strouse, vice chairman of board,
WWDC-FM Washington, fm stations.
Network directors on both boards are
appointed by their respective networks.

&

Company, Inc.
CATV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
• FINANCING • APPRAISALS
BEVERLY HILLS
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
H. W. Cassill
C. Bennett Larson
Stanley Whitaker
William B. Ryan
Bank of America Bldg.
John C.F.Williams
Hub Jackson
Gerard
Hurley
Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave. 1102 Healey Bldg. 9465
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
CRestview
4-8151
Financial €-6460
JAckson 5-1576

Appointed ■ The Wesley Assoc. Inc.,
New York advertising agency, has been
appointed by Transcontinent Television
Corp., that city, to handle its national
advertising. Transcontinent stations are
WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, WNEP-TV
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, WDOK-AM-FM
Cleveland, WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas
City, Mo., KFMB-AM-FM-TV San
Diego and KERO-TV Bakersfield, both
California.
WBJA-TV

begins operating

WBJA-TV (ch. 34) Binghamton,
N. Y., the area ABC outlet, began
operations with full programming Nov.
24. Alfred E. Anscombe, president and
general manager, plans to start soon
with construction of WEPA-TV Erie,
Pa., the second in his projected seven
station chain.
Changing hands . . .
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ WVIP Mt. Kisco, N. Y.: Sold by the
Herald Tribune Radio Network to
Patent Trader Inc., for $350,000.
Patent Trader is a newspaper published
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

Thursdays and Sundays in northern
Westchester County. Herald Tribune
Radio stations are 66%% owned by
Whitney Communications Corp. (John
Hay Whitney) and 33J/3% by Martin
Stone. They also include WFYI Mineola, WVOX New Rochelle and
WGHQ at Saugerties, all New York.
WVIP operates on 1310 kc with 5 kw
daytime only. Broker was George
Romano of the Howard Stark organization.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers of
station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 78).
■ KFXD Nampa, Idaho: Sold by E. G.
Wenrick and Kenneth Kilmer to Jonathan M. Fletcher and James I. Mitchell
for $225,000 and agreement not to
compete. New owners have interests
in KLIN Lincoln, Neb.; KCBC Des
Moines, Iowa, and WTRL Bradenton,
Fla.
KRNO resumes five days
after disastrous fire
KRNO San Bernardino, Calif., returned to the air Friday, Nov. 23, after
a fire had completely destroyed its
studios and transmitting equipment the
previous Sunday (Broadcasting, Nov.
26). "We're operating from a trailer
in the parking lot and with all new
equipment we sound better than ever,"
Tom Papich, station manager, reported.
KRNO is using a Bauer transmitter,
with associated equipment from Collins
and Gates, he said. The fire, in which
arson is suspected, is under investigation by the San Bernardino fire and
police departments.
Mr. Papich expressed his appreciation of KHJ Los Angeles, which contributed 300 record albums to help
KRNO resume programming.
Sarnoff to address
NBC affiliates meet
Speakers and highlight sessions at
the annual convention of NBC Radio
and TV affiliates in New York on Dec.
4-5 include radio meetings on the first
day and tv on the day following.
Among the speakers: Robert Sarnoff,
board chairman, at a joint radio-tv
luncheon Dec. 5.
The convention gets underway tomorrow with a welcoming address to
radio affiliates from president Robert
Kintner. Subsequent sessions include
a radio presentation by William McDaniel, NBC Radio's executive vice
president; a review of tv achievements
this season by Don Durgin, NBC's sales
vice president, and an address on radio
timebuying by Richard Jones, vice
president and media director at J.
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

Cox

Gaither

Reinsch

WSB station to get third Mike Award
WSB Atlanta last week was formport because of illness, emergency or
ally named as the 1963 recipient of other unusual circumstance.
the third annual Mike Award by the
Previous winners of the award
Broadcasters' Foundation. The award, were WLW Cincinnati in 1961 and
a gold-plated ribbon microphone, will WGN Chicago last year. The award
be presented on Feb. 25, 1963, at a honors pioneer stations for their conbanquet at the Americana Hotel in casting.
tributions inthe tradition of broadNew York.
WSB-AM-FM-TV as a unit is the
The announcement was made by
leading associate in the Cox Stations.
Ward L. Quaal, Broadcast Pioneers'
president, and Arthur Simon, the James M. Cox Jr. is board chairman;
J. Leonard Reinsch is executive difoundation's president, at a foundation board meeting on Nov. 28. Prorector; Frank Gaither, general manceeds of the banquet benefit the welager of WSB, and Marcus Bartlett,
fare of broadcasters in need of supgeneral manager of WSB-TV.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.
A dinner and show Wednesday evening will bring the convention to a

EXCLUSIVE

close for an estimated 201 tv and 192
radio affiliates at the Americana Hotel,
convention headquarters.

MIDWEST

PROPERTIES!

Single station market daytimer showing good profit on annual gross of
$95,000.00. Land and building included in sale of this one-roof operation.
Priced at $145,000.00 with 29% down and balance over seven years.
Major market FM-only facility grossing $60-70,000.00 annually. Also
have close to 200 background music installations. Total price is $100,000.00 on terms.
Daytime-only radio property serving single station market of over 60,000
population. Sale includes combination studio-transmitter building. Priced
at $100,000.00.
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John
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Networks
RESERVE

POOL

finding
FAILS

TO

A serious shortage of network television replacement programs has been
revealed this fall in the traditional reshufflings to eliminate weaknesses in
the new season's lineups.
The apparent emptiness of the reserve pool was dramatized twice in
the last 10 days:
■ NBC-TV announced late last week
that it would attempt to bolster its
Monday-night position by scheduling
feature movies in the 7:30-9:30 p.m.
period. This change becomes effective
Feb. 4 and continues to next September. NBC said it will then re-program
Monday
night disclosed
"completely."
■ ABC-TV
that it would
cease to program the Sunday 6:30-7:30
p.m. EST period, effective Dec. 29
(Broadcasting, Nov. 26). This weekly
hour is being returned to ABC-TV
affiliates for programming and sale to
local or national spot advertisers.
Only two "new" shows were involved
in all the program changes that had
been announced by all three networks
through last Thursday. One of those,
Twilight Zone on CBS-TV, is an hour
version of an established series and
had been prepared originally for inclusion in this fall's schedule. The
other, Dakotas on ABC-TV, similarly
had originally been slanted toward the
current season's schedule.
Sunday Hour ■ It seemed clear that
ABC-TV would not have abdicated the
Sunday-evening hour if there had
been available programs which it felt
would carry their weight in terms of
advertisers and audiences. The fact
that NBC put a September terminal
date on its new Monday-night movies

OFFER

replacements
SUBSTITUTES

FOR

was itself evidence that this was a
stop-gap measure.
A canvass of leading networks, advertising agency and program production and syndication authorities found
agreement that the annual supply of replacement prospects has dwindled over
the last few years. But there was no
unanimity as to why — except for fairly
uniform references to costs.
Several reasons were ascribed:
Spiraling production costs were cited
directly or indirectly by many experts.
They felt that film program production has simply become too costly
for most producers to turn out a pilot
and a few initial sequences merely on
the chance that it might be sold as a
mid-season replacement.
The survey found little objection to
this line of reasoning, although some
sources stressed that it applied to film
programming and that the problem
could be solved — or minimized — if
networks would schedule more live programming instead of remaining wedded
so tightly to film.
With more careful long-range planning and attention to live-program possibilities, one network executive acknowledged, the networks probably
could achieve a much greater "mobility"
in finding mid-season replacements.
Other views ranged from charges
that networks are gradually relinquishing programming responsibility to
claims that they exert it unwisely by
cancelling programs too quickly.
Collaterally, NBC received both commendation and criticism for its move
to movies on Monday nights. Some
observers also thought the network

Stations, like networks, using prime time films
Use of feature films in prime time
a Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. to conclusion period, beginning in January.
appears to be expanding on individual tv stations, as well as in network
Other stations which are utilizing
time (see above). Seven Arts
features bought from Seven Arts in
Assoc. Corp. revealed last week that prime time, according to Mr. Rich,
are KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara,
its Warner Bros, and 20th CenturyFox features are being scheduled in Calif.; KTVU (TV) San Francisco;
increasing numbers in prime time on
WTVJ (TV) Miami; WBNS-TV
stations throughout the country.
Columbus; KXTV (TV) SacramenRobert Rich, vice president and
to; KRDO-TV Colorado Springs,
general sales manager, reported that Colo.; WBKB (TV) Chicago;
KPHO-TV Phoenix is the latest WTCN-TV Minneapolis; WLAC-TV
"features-in-prime-time" station. It Nashville; WTIC-TV Hartford, and
has bought 134 Warner Bros, and
Mich.
WNEM-TV Bay City-Saginaw-Flint,
Fox features and will place them in
52

scarce

FALTERING

PROGRAMS

would encounter resistance from affiliates in their annual convention in New
York this week, but NBC officials
doubted this would happen.
Sales Prospects ■ They took the position that their Saturday-night movies
have been successful for both the network and affiliates and thus make a
good "recommendation" for the Monday-night move; that the sales prospects
are much better with the movies than
with the shows they will replace; and
that the addition of movies does not
endanger affiliates' own investment in
feature films because NBC affiliates,
thanks to the Tonight show, have not
had to make as substantial a commitment for late-night movies as most
other affiliates.
The sales prospects already were
coming in: As of late Thursday (Nov.
29) NBC-TV had bids from at least
four advertisers — representing grocery,
beer, cigarette and drug products categories— with network sales executives
expecting a "sellout" on the program
by the middle of this week.
The 7:30-9:30 p.m. movie block,
which will be called Monday Night at
the Movies, was being offered to advertisers at about $24,000 per commercial minute (12 commercial minutes
within the two-hour period). This is
approximately the same pricing that is
being used in Saturday Night at the
Movies on NBC-TV.
NBC-TV paid approximately $175,000 for each motion picture with the
right to show it twice. There are 16
films in total, it's said, all originally
produced by 20th Century Fox film
from whom the purchase was made.
The same film company supplies features for NBC-TV's Saturday night
movie programming.
The movies are 1957-58 theatrical
releases, a majority in color and with
such stars as Sophia Loren, Gregory
Peck, John Wayne, Pat Boone, Deborah
Kerr and Robert Mitchum in leading
roles. The Saturday night motion picture run started last season and is continuing, and ABC-TV runs United
Artists-released features on Sunday
evenings, starting at 8 p.m.
Titles Offered ■ Among the titles and
stars in the Monday night package:
"Boy on a Dolphin," Miss Loren, Alan
Ladd and Clifton Webb; "Heaven
Knows, Mr. Allison," Miss Kerr, Mr.
Mitchum; "The Bravados," Mr. Peck,
Joan Collins; "Barbarian and the
Geisha," Mr. Wayne; "April Love,"
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

The dearth of new series ready-to-go as mid-season replacements onthe networks is pointed up by these "new"
substitutions. ABC-TV in its program shuffling is placing
"Dakotas" (left above) in the 7:30-8:30 slot on Monday on
Jan. 7. CBS-TV in its shifting will fill Thursday at 9 with
an hour version of "Twilight Zone," illustrated at right by
Mr. Boone, Shirley Jones; "Harry
Black and the Tiger," Stewart Granger,
Barbara Rush, Anthony Steele; "Mardi
Gras," Mr. Boone, Tommy Sands, Gary
Crosby and Sherree North.
Here are the mid-season changes
highlighted by network:
ABC-TV: Starting at the end of
December Roy Rogers is dropped from
Saturday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.; The Gallant
Men moves out of Friday, 7:30-8:30
p.m. and into the vacated Saturday
period; Winston Churchill — The Valiant Years and Father Knows Best reruns leave their respective positions in
Sunday, 6:30-7:30 p.m. and that hour
is returned to stations. Churchill and
Father fill the Friday hour, the former
series in at 7:30 and the other (Father
Knows Best) at 8.
ABC-TV earlier this season indicated Dakotas (Warner Bros., hour
western) would substitute for Cheyenne on Monday, 7:30-8:30 p.m., starting Jan. 7. That decision was made
final last week. Sponsors are Procter
& Gamble, through Compton Adv.,
and Block Drug through Grey Adv.
CBS-TV: on Jan. 4, Fair Exchange
on Fridays, 9:30-10:30 p.m. goes off,
and is replaced by The Alfred Hitchcock Hour which moves there from
Thursday, 10-11 p.m. That latter spot
on Jan. 3 will be filled by The Nurses
which moves up one hour from its
current 9-10 p.m. period. A full-hour
version of Twilight Zone (13 hours
already on film) takes over the 9-10
slot in place of The Nurses. (Zone was
on CBS-TV as a half-hour series from
October 1959 through September
1962).
CBS-TV and Desilu, meanwhile,
completed an agreement to adapt Fair
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

two scenes from "Little Girl Lost," a fourth dimension
feature last season. NBC-TV in dropping a couple of hour
programs on Monday will run movies that night, starting
in early February. Both "Dakotas" and "Twilight Zone"
had been readied for the current season — 13 episodes
of the latter already have been filmed.

Exchange to a half-hour series. It is
being aimed for a return in March as
possible replacement for Password, now
in CBS-TV's 6:30-7 p.m. period on
Sunday. Password in March replaces
Christine's Children (Loretta Young)
that vacates by decision of CBS-TV and
advertisers Lever Bros, and Toni.
NBC-TV: On Monday, the network
drops It's a Man's World and Saints
and Sinners, two one-hour shows, and

Movies sans commercials
Two widely separated tv stations last week aired feature motion pictures without any commercial interruptions, one because
of the film's "tender feeling" and
"unparalleled message" and the
other simply as a special treat.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
showed Goodbye, Mr. Chips,
sponsored by Riviera Convertible
Sofas, unedited and minus commercials. Riviera confined its
pitches to the beginning and end
of the film in order to afford
viewers
drama. the "full impact" of the
The motive was different in
Bay City, Mich., but the result
was much the same. WNEM-TV,
that city, aired Young At Heart
without commercials as a reward
for "loyal viewers," preempting
two hours of network time
(NBC) Nov. 26. The film had
two breaks, however, during which
WNEM-TV personalities discussed future programming.

placesblock.
motion pictures in that 7:309:30
Monday Night ■ A key to the current
shuffle is what's been happening on
Monday night. The latest Nielsen report shows CBS-TV at 7:30 garnering
a rating twice that of NBC-TV and six
points higher than Cheyenne on ABCTV, and sustaining this high-level audience until 8:30 when the new hit Lucy
Show (Lucille Ball) marshalls a rating
that's as much as 20 points above NBCTV, and nearly twice ABC-TV. The
CBS-TV ratings settle down after the
Andy Griffith Show which ends at 10
p.m. and Loretta Young appears, but
then Ben Casey on ABC-TV takes over
10-11 with high ratings.
Viewpoints ■ From an agency
queried, a programmer was outspokenly
critical of NBC-TV's move, claiming
it "is just another step on the part of
networks giving up creative responsibility." He blamed the lack of satisfactory replacement programs on the
practice of "giving Hollywood the goahead to produce shows."
"Outside buying of shows which has
been going on more and more over
the years," he continued, "has resulted
in a loss of control over the shows by
the networks. They maintain financial but not creative control. Perhaps
the networks ought to go back a few
years and hire creative personnel to
develop tv shows, and not rely on
Hollywood-made
shows." who preferred
One network executive
to remain anonymous blamed the "present panic" largely on a lack of planning. He acknowledged that the
"rugged economics" of the business precludes the "stockpiling" of a sufficient
number of film programs of replace53

ABC-TV
signs Jerry Lewis
ABC-TV makes a new bid for the
name-star personality, live variety
format next season. The plan, as announced last week, is a weekly twohour (probably 10 p.m.-midnight)
program using the talents of comedian Jerry Lewis.
The network did not specify what
night Mr. Lewis's show would appear
but reports placed attention on Fridays or Saturdays, with odds on the
latter night.
ABC-TV's plan was announced
also to affiliates in regional meetings
held in three cities last week (see
story, page 58). Word of the contract with Comedian Lewis reportedly was well received by the station
executives.
The new series will for the most
part originate in Hollywood. Mr.
Lewis recently had filled in as host
of NBC-TV's Tonight show before
Johnny Carson took it over and during that time drew audience and network acclaim.
As expressed by Thomas W.
Moore, vice president in charge of
ABC-TV, the Lewis show will be
"live and topical."
Daniel Melnick, ABC-TV vice
president in charge of nighttime programming, announced the signing of
Jerry Lewis as an "exclusive con-

ment series, but he added: "networks
must prepare for such emergencies by
having at least some episodes of new
series ready."
At a production company, an official said that with constantly increasing
program costs and the trend toward
one-hour shows, networks are not investing in "reserve" programs. He
said some networks officials had told
him that, "We liked what we had. We
were surprised that these shows were
cancelled."
Pitfalls ■ The economic pitfalls of tv
program investment also was cited by
the leading executive of a Hollywood
production company. In the past, he
said, networks were "burned" when
they produced several episodes of series
that never found a slot, even as a replacement. He stressed, too, that production companies, such as his, are
"most asreluctant"
to offer
a "quality"
show
a substitute
because
it will
play opposite a "hit" show on a competing network, and doesn't have the
opportunity to build up an audience
because viewing patterns are set.
Michael Dann, vice president, CBS54 (PROGRAMMING)

for live tv comedy

Jerry Lewis
Some surprises in store
tract." Additional reports indicated
the signing was a five-year pact.
In Hollywood, despite insistent
questioning from newsmen, Mr.
Lewis refused to reveal the financial
terms of the contract, nor to allow
ABC-TV officials to reveal them. "I
want to entertain people, to make
them forget their troubles," the
comedian declared. "If I go out with
a telephone number dollar sign over

TV programs, New York, said the current situation points up a belief he
has long held: Networks must maintain a balance between live and film
programs, because live shows can provide mobility. A network, faced with
a "poor" show, can replace it quickly
with a panel program or other live
production, Mr. Dann explained.
Several agencies and producers
checked felt NBC-TV was reluctant to
program " a good show" in midseason
opposite "hit" competition.
A producer pointed out that the
network had been very successful with
its Saturday night movie. He said
that "even if the network did have some
good shows in the can, it would be
foolish to program them during midseason when they could be saved for
theThe
fall."
NBC decision was "startling but
smart," said an agency programming
executive, who saw both good selection
of titles and proven popularity.
No Reservoir ■ An executive at another agency believes the networks have
no program reservoir because they

show

my head, they'll be too busy resenting my making all that money to enHe said that it will be done live,
the show."
"the joyway
television is at its best,"
and not filmed or taped; that he will
have full charge of the program and
its contents, including the commercials. Some of the commercials he
will do personally and there are
some products he will not permit on
the show, he said. He specifically
mentioned "underarm deodorants"
as one product he will not advertise
and added, "I have some others that
will surprise the network."
Preliminary conversations with
ABC-TV and "other networks" regarding his appearance on a regular
tv series took place before his stint
on the Tonight Show, Mr. Lewis
said, but there was nothing definite
until last week, when Leonard Goldenson, president of AB-PT, flew to
Hollywood. "We had a sandwich;
we talked; we went into my office,
alone; I told him what I wanted and
we had a deal," the comedian told
reporters.
This season ABC-TV has boxing
under the sponsorship of Gillette in
the Saturday, 10-11 p.m. period. The
fights
conceivably could be moved
to
Friday.

gambled heavily on one-hour shows
and, in his view, most are a disappointment including some that were supposedly out of danger. CBS-TV was
smart enough to have the one-hour
Twilight Zone stockpiled, he added.
He predicted that NBC-TV will have
a tough sale to make to its affiliates regarding two hours of Monday night
movies, and similar to the situation of
two years ago when NBC had difficulty selling its Saturday Night Movies
to its affiliates. If I were an affiliate
I'd be looking longingly at that Monday 7:30-9:30 period for local sale,"
he asserted. He noted that ABC-TV
has already made a concession to its
Sunday.
affiliates by giving them the hour on
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The agency executive believed advertisers and agencies will have "no
great resistance" to quality movies on
Mondays, but was doubtful that NBC
could come up with a quality package.
"The film packages seem to be running |
next season could see a reoutHeof said
steam."
versal of this year's pattern of onehour shows, back to half-hours.
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...and in the Birmingham television markel

STANDS

OUT!

WAPI-TV i4 always that one . . . because:

■ WAPI-TV offers the cream of NBC and CBS. ■ WAPI-TV owns every major feature film
package available. ■ WAPI-TV staffs one of the largest, most experienced, best equipped
full-time news operations in the Southeast.
your outstanding buy...

BIRMINGHAM

the station that stands out...
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Tv

stations

appeal

dismissal

LOWER COURT ERRED, THEY
The federal district court in New
York "committed serious error" in dismissing television stations' bid for a
new form of ASCAP music license, the
U. S. Supreme Court was told last week
by counsel for the All-Industry Tv Station Music License Committee.
The district court also was said to
have erred in not granting the stations
a hearing on their offer to prove that
ASCAP's existing tv music licenses are
restrictive, unreasonable and do not
comply with provisions of the consent
decree under which ASCAP operates.
Ralstone R. Irvine and Walter R.
Mansfield, counsel to the all-industry
committee, advanced these arguments
in a 23-page brief urging the Supreme
Court to hear the tv stations' appeal
from the district court's ruling.
This ruling, issued by Chief Judge
Sylvester J. Ryan of TJ. S. Southern
District Court in New York in September, dismissed the stations' request for
licenses under which they would not
have to pay ASCAP for music used in
syndicated programs or feature films
produced in the future (Broadcasting,
Sept. 17). Under the stations' plan,
producers of these programs would acquire the tv music rights at time of production. Thus stations would pay
ASCAP only for ASCAP music used in
locally originated programming.
Among other arguments Messrs.
Irvine and Mansfield contended that
ASCAP's consent decree specifically
provides that "ASCAP is hereby or-

TELL

in ASCAP

SUPREME

case

COURT

dered and directed to grant to any user
making written application therefor a
non-exclusive license to perform all of
the compositions in the ASCAP reperThey argued that "the clear purpose
of these provisions [is] to give the music
user,
tory."not ASCAP, the right to designate
the license requested."
The brief also renewed charges that
ASCAP and "its leading publishers and
composers" have devised "a network of
restrictive agreements" whose purpose
is "to maintain the prevailing practice
of splitting the music-recording rights
from television performance rights in
pre-recorded program material, and
channeling the latter rights to ASCAP
for licensing to stations by ASCAP.
Sarnoff

letter cites

'meaningful' tv drama
Television drama has become more
"meaningful" with "social values that
are built" into programs now on the
air, Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC chairman
of the board, emphasized last week.
Mr. Sarnoff disclosed in a letter to
tv-radio editors that only one station
(reported to be WHO-TV Des Moines)
out of several requesting advance
screening of an early November program on The Eleventh Hour series
(Wed. 10-11 p.m.) decided not to carry
the program.
The episode dealt with a 15-year-old
girl in the emotional crisis of an un-

Replacement batting average poor in '61-'62
When a network show is replaced
replaced had averaged two points
in mid-season, what are the replacehigher, or 19.7.
A 30 share is often considered the
ment's chances of pulling more audience than the program whose place dividing line between success and
it takes?
failure for general entertainment
If the 1961-62 track record is shows. Of last year's 1 1 replacements, only one exceeded 30 in the
any guide, the odds are about 50-50.
week under study. This was ABCBut as a group, last season's midyear replacements fared even worse
TV's Sunday-night movies Hollywood Special, which had 30.5.
in ratings than the shows they sucFour of the 1 1 had better share
ceeded.
A. C. Nielsen Co. studies last week
figures than the programs they replaced. These were Chet Huntley
showed that in the 1961-62 season
nine prime-time shows were re- (NBC). Password (CBS) , Hollywood
placed, after the season started, by Special (ABC) and Frontier Circus
eleven substitutes (the nine with(CBS). Four others were lagging behind the shows they had replaced,
drawn included two one-hour shows,
while the replacements were half- while three were neck-and-neck with
hours).
their predecessors.
Four of the 1 1 — Howard K.
The mid-season replacements, according to Nielsen, averaged 17.5 Smith (ABC), Password, Hollywood
in share of audience after about a Special and Beany and Cecil (ABC)
month on the air. The shows they — survived into the 1962-63 season.
56 (PROGRAMMING)

married pregnancy and, Mr. Sarnoff
said, posed among other possible solutions the question of abortion.
Mr. Sarnoff said NBC's program department and broadcast standards editors found the show a "responsible and
effective treatment" along the lines of
good taste. In addition, he said, beginning with the day after telecast requests
for prints came from schools, churches
and PTA groups for showing to teenagers and parents. He noted the show
series draws on technical guidance of
medical experts through the American
Medical Assn. and its advisory committee on radio, tv and movies.
He said still other NBC dramas have
been presented this season within regular series which are no less "adult,
provocative
perceptive."
Yesterday and(Dec.
2), the American
Psychological Assn. charged The
Eleventh Hour with "much to often
presenting a false picture" in its portrayals of psychiatrists and psychologists. The statement said that NBC had
never provided a "workable screening
system" for its liaison man with the program's producers and that it was therefore "withdrawing our 'representative
to television' to make our position perclear."
Fraud fectlycharged
to two in L.A.
William Stockton, charged with defrauding would-be actors and actresses
by promising them parts in non-existent
tv film series, was bound over for trial
Dec. 14 in Santa Monica (Calif.) Superior Court after a preliminary hearing Wednesday (Nov. 28) in Los Angeles Municipal Court.
Detective Sgt. Pat Shields of the Los
Angeles
Countyand
sheriff's
said that
Mr. Stockton
Jack staff
Montgomery,
former actors' agent, told the aspiring
performers they had been selected for
roles in a tv series they were going to
produce and persuaded the young actors to pay them $215, purportedly for
Screen Actors Guild dues and fees.
SAG, which does its own collecting,
called in the sheriff's office and eight
felony counts were filed against the
pair. Mr. Stockton was arrested in Albany, N. Y. Mr. Montgomery is still
being sought.
ASCAP

wins KREB

suit

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers announced last
week that 16 ASCAP members have
been awarded default judgments for
$4,750 against KREB Inc., owner of
KREB Shreveport, La., in three copyright infringement actions charging the
defendant with the unauthorized performance of 19 musical compositions.
The U. S. District Court for Western
Louisiana also awarded attorneys' fees
of $1,200 plus court costs.
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A new high in TV broadcasting success has
been reached in the Twin Cities with a team
operation that includes the Minnesota Twins,
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co., the Campbell-Mithun
Advertising Agency, and Station wtcn— TV home of the
Twins. So successful was the team play of these
community team members that next year's Twins play-byplay telecasts are sold out, to an expanded Twins advertising
roster that includes R. J. Reynolds, General Foods, American
Bakeries and Twin City Federal Savings & Loan — plus
Hamm's Beer, of course . . . proof again that audience
exposure spells success, and you find successful
Twin Cities audience exposure on wtcn TV! . . .
the independent that leads the way.

CLIENT:

m's
Ham
Beer

TEAM:
Minnesota
Twins

MEDIA:
wtcn
Television

wtcnArthur Figge, President
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.

Ray Mithun, Chm. of the Board Calvin Griffith, President
Campbell-Mithun Agency The Minnesota Twins
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Two

tv stations

join

ITC after-hours plan
Independent Television Corp., New
York, last week announced that the
first two stations have joined its new
"share-revenues" plan, and indicated
several others will soon participate.
The distributor is offering programs
to stations in return for a share in
whatever revenues are received in event
of commercial support (Broadcasting, Nov. 12, Oct. 29). ITC also noted
that its concept is spreading to other
film companies, and that at least one
unidentified distributor is said to be
urging stations to wait for its own
similar plan.
The stations are KTVW (TV) Tacoma, Wash., and WJPB-TV Fairmont, W. Va. Both signed contracts
for more than 15 hours a week of syndication programming during extended
hours of broadcast. Both will now
telecast at least until 1 a.m., instead
of to 11:30 p.m. for KTVW and to
11:20 p.m. for WJPB-TV. The programs are supplied only if they are
scheduled after the stations' normal
sign-off time.
ITC said more than a dozen other
contracts have been sent to station executives for signature.
Programs reported to be involved at

KTVW and WJPB-TV are Best of the
Post, Cannonball, Adventures of
Charlie Chan, Four Just Men, Interpol
Calling, New York Confidential, Ramar of the Jungle, Whiplash, Action
Theatre Package (feature films) and
Sea War (documentary).
Film Sales . . .
Out of the Inkwell (Video House) :
Sold to WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh and
WPIX (TV) New York. Now in two
markets.
Space Angel (Bagnall & Assoc.):
Sold to KBTV (TV) Denver, Colo.;
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa; KTVB
(TV) Boise, Idaho; KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City; WCSH-TV Portland,
Me.; KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex., and
TransGlobal Tv in Japan. Now in a
total of 86 markets.
Clutch Cargo (Bagnall & Assoc.):
Sold to WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio;
WTVC (TV) Chattanooga; WOKR
(TV) Rochester, N. Y.; KCRG-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; WCKT (TV) Miami; KSHO-TV Las Vegas, and TransGlobal Tv in Japan and Australia. Now
in 89 markets.
Science Fiction Features (Allied Artists Tv) : Sold to WRDW-TV Augusta,
Ga.; KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash., and

WNBQ (TV) Chicago. Now in a total
of 74 markets.
Bomba the Jungle Boy (Allied Artists Tv): Sold to WHIO-TV Dayton,
Ohio; KHVH-TV Honolulu, and
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La. Now in
56 markets.
Songs for Christmas (Official Films) :
Sold to WABC-TV New York; WGNTV Chicago; WCCO-TV Minneapolis;
WINR-TV Binghamton, N. Y.; WDBOTV Orlando, Fla., and WREX-TV
Rockford, 111. Now in six markets.
Seven Arts' Volumes 4 and 5 (Seven
Arts Assoc.): Sold to WRC-TV Washington, D. C; KCRA-TV Sacramento,
Calif.; WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y.;
WRGB-TV Schenectady, N. Y.: KJEOTV Fresno, Calif., and KPHO-TV
Phoenix, Ariz., which also bought Volume 3. Volumes 4 and 5 is now in 38
markets, Volume 3 in 85 markets.
Christmas in the Holy Land (MGMTV) : Sold to Canadian Television Network and following 10 U. S. stations
for Christmas showing— WNBC-TV
New York; KHJ-TV Los Angeles:
KRON-TV San Francisco; WCKT(TV)
Miami; WBAP-TV Dallas-Fort Worth;
WFBM-TV Indianapolis; WRGB-TV
Schenectady, N. Y.; WKOW-TV Madison, Wis.; WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C, and KLRJ-TV Las Vegas, Nev.
Restless Gun (MCA Tv) : Sold to
WITN (TV) Washington, N. C, and
KNOE-TV Monroe, La. Now in a
total of 31 markets.
Dragnet (MCA Tv) : Sold to WRECTV Memphis, Tenn., and WTVY (TV)
Dothan, Ala. Nov/ in 84 markets.
M-Squad (MCA Tv) : Sold to
KWTX-TV Waco, Tex., and KDAL-TV
Duluth, Minn. Now in 116 markets.
Love That Bob (MCA Tv) : Sold to
WEWS (TV) Cleveland. Now in a
total of 31 markets.

ABC-TV spokesmen talk on 1963-64 programs
New York on Nov. 26, in San
The new direction in programming that ABC-TV will take in the Francisco on Nov. 28 and in Chi1963-64 season was detailed for pricago on Nov. 30.
mary affiliate station managers in
The network spokesmen (standthree regional affiliate meetings with
ing, 1to r) Robert Coe, tv station
network executives last week.
relations vice president; Thomas W.
Such matters as a $3.5 million in- Moore, vice president in charge;
vestment in pilots for the new sea- Julius Barnathan, vice president and
son and the signing of Jerry Lewis
general manager; Armand Grant,
for a two-hour weekly series (see vice president in charge of tv daytime programming; and Douglas
story, page 54) highlighted the management sessions.
Cramer, director of television proThe first regional meeting was in
gram planning.
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Program notes...
Free series ■ For Your Information,
a new public-service tv series being released bySterling Movies U. S. A., New
York, is available free to tv stations.
The program is available in either halfor quarter-hour lengths. Thirteen halfhour and 26 quarter-hour programs
have been taped.
Films on loan ■ Sports Highlights, a
series of 16 half-hour segments, is being
distributed on a free-loan basis by
Sterling Movies U. S. A. Inc., New
York. Produced for the Falstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis, the 16mm package highlights the last three years of
National Football League games, as
well as some all-time baseball feats
and segments of the annual Southern
500 auto classic.
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

WESTERN

AND

ELECTRIC

INDIANAPOLIS,

This year alone, close to 8 million telephones will be produced at Western Electric's Indianapolis Works, telephone-making center for the Bell System. More than a
million square feet are devoted to this immense task, and
almost 7,300 men and women are employed there.
Besides providing employment for these Indianapolis
citizens, Western Electric spent almost $35 million with
1 ,3 1 8 Indiana suppliers, who in turn employ thousands of
other people in the state. Also, W.E.'s $40 million pay-

INDIANA

roll (much of it spent with local merchants) and the taxes
we pay, contribute substantially to the community.
Indianapolis is just one of 13 major Western Electric
plants across the nation — all adding their share to the
welfare of local economies.
Providing jobs and benefits is a happy result of Western
Electric's fulfilling its role as the manufacturer and supplier of high-quality, low-cost communications products
for the Bell Telephone System.

Newest techniques and materials are used in the Indianapolis Works' ultra-modern Molding Building to help reduce manufacturing costs. Cost reduction is a major concern at all Western Electric locations. Because of these efforts, the level of
W.E. prices to the Bell Telephone companies for products we make is now about 12% less than at the beginning of 1950.

A card does the dialing for you in the Card Dialer
telephone — a joint development of Bell Laboratories
and Western Electric engineers. To make a call, the
subscriber simply inserts a perforated card in a slot,
removes the handset, then listens for the dial tone,
and presses the "start" bar. In the Indianapolis Branch
of Bell Laboratories, Ray Johnson (left), a W.E. Senior
Engineer and Harold Hershey, Bell Labs Engineering
Supervisor, examine this revolutionary new instrument.

W. E. fund scholarship student Dave Rennels has an
informal chat with Dr. Herman Moench, V.P. and Dean
of the Faculty at Rose Polytechnic Institute in Terre
Haute, Ind. Last year alone, more than 170 scholarships were awarded by Western Electric to 120 colleges and universities throughout the United States.

Magnified many times on an optical comparator, specifications
of small parts can be checked at Aircom Metal Products, Inc.,
before being sent to Western Electric. Aircom supplies Western with many high-precision parts... is one of a long list of
local W.E. suppliers, 90% of which are small businesses. Here,
Bob Lyon, president of the fabricating company, points out
details of a plastic component to Dick Robinson, a W.E. buyer.
^^CSfCTtt

ElCCtriC

MANUFACTURING

AND

"Indianapolis has profited 2 ways from Western Electric's Shadeland Avenue plant," says Eugene C. Pulliam, Assistant Publisher of the Indianapolis Star and
The News. He explains, "Western has not only contributed to the economic well-being of Indianapolis,
but W. E. people help us immeasurably through their
active participation in many facets of community life."
SUPPLY

U N IT OF TH E BELL SYSTEM
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Network
exclusion

TURNS

study

staff

urges

of networks

The FCC's special network study
staff has delivered a secret indictment
against contemporary program practices
in television and has proposed regulations to bring networks and stations —
in both radio and television — under
tighter government controls than have
ever been applied to broadcasting.
The recommendations, if they are
adopted, would:
■ Create, under federal law, a sysof "self-regulation"
in which
all
radio temand
television broadcasters
would
be required to belong to a governmentapproved and government-supervised
trade association. Under the guidance
of the FCC, the association would
formulate codes and enforce them. Expulsion from association membership
would mean disqualification as a broadcast licensee.
■ Prohibit television networks from
engaging in program syndication in the
U. S. and from participating financially
in the syndication operations of others.
■ Prohibit television networks from
acquiring ownership or first-run rights
in more than 50% of the entertainment
shows in their prime evening schedules.
■ Encourage television networks to
adopt advertising rates scaled to delivered circulation, as a means of inducing advertisers to support small-audience shows.
■ Establish a permanent Office of
Network Affairs in the FCC to exercise
continuing surveillance over radio and
television network operations.
■ Give the FCC the power to apply
direct regulation to networks.
These proposals are the principal
recommendations in a 190-page report
submitted to the FCC last week by
Ashbrook P. Bryant, chief of the Office
of Network Study. The report was
given limited distribution and was
marked
"not for
publicBroadcasting
inspection."
From various
sources
was able to piece together the essential
ingredients of Mr. Bryant's work.
'Self-Regulation' ■ The most radical
proposal in the network study staff report was that for a federally-sponsored
system of self-policing by broadcasters.
This would require an act of Congress,
but, Mr. Bryant argued, it is not without precedent. Under the Securities and
Exchange Act of 1934 a similar system
was 's?developed for securities dealers.
The National Assn. of Securities

OF

from

THE

government

FCC

SCREW?

enforcement

tv syndication,

other

Dealers is an industry group operating
under the general supervision of a federal agency, the Securities & Exchange
Commission. The association devised
and enforces codes; it conducts hearings
on alleged violations and invokes penalties that range from simple censure
to expulsion from membership. The
latter carries with it the disqualification
to participate in national underwriting
syndicates, a severe penalty.
A system of appeals from decisions
of the dealers' association is provided.
An aggrieved offender may appeal to
the SEC or the courts.
Mr. Bryant is understood to have
Keeping posted
The FCC last week adopted a
new section to its procedural rules
"to clarify and emphasize" that
all applicants are required to keep
the commission informed as to
any "material changes in the status of their
applications."
The
commission
wishes to
make clear that an applicant is responsible for the continuing accuracy and completeness of his
material representations before
that agency.
This is true not only concerning an application but for any decision that is significant to any
commission proceeding involving
the applicant.
admitted that the problems of broadcast regulation are not directly analagous to those of regulation in the securities business, but he has argued
that the problems are enough alike to
justify his use of the SEC system as a
model. He is said to have asserted that
the radio and television codes of the
National Assn. of Broadcasters lack the
apparatus of enforcement. Enforcement
will work only if code compliance is
made a condition to the holding of a
broadcast license, Mr. Bryant has said.
Under his proposal, the enabling
legislation would require the broadcasters' association to prescribe rules in
various areas affecting the public interest. These rules would be subject to
approval by the FCC. The association
would be empowered to prosecute vio-

of codes,

tough

rules

lations and impose penalties, subject to
appeal to the FCC and, in appropriate
cases, to the courts. The broad standards of the whole system would be
established in the basic law.
Syndication ■ Mr. Bryant is said to
have asserted that the opportunities for
independent producers of television
programs to market their shows have
been severely constricted in recent
years. Fewer and fewer advertisers
have bought shows directly from the
producers. All three television networks have adopted the practice of
buying exhibition rights from the producers and usually supplying part if
not all of the financing of production.
All three networks have also established syndication operations that specialize principally in selling programs
to stations after the programs have
completed network runs. In negotiating
with producers for original acquisition
of network exhibition rights, the networks also try to acquire various types
of profit participation in subsequent,
off-network sales of the shows. In
many cases the networks acquire distribution rights to syndicate the films.
As a result of the centralization in
the networks of exhibition rights to
both network and syndicated programming, according to Mr. Bryant, the
number of sources from which stations
may acquire programs is decreasing.
Mr. Bryant proposes three measures to
encourage a proliferation of producers:
the elimination of networks from the
syndication field, the restriction of their
program ownership to no more than
half of the entertainment shows in
prime time and the introduction of low
time rates to induce advertisers to bring
in their own shows for network broadences. casts appealing to relatively small audiUnder the Bryant proposals the commission would adopt a rule stating that
"no television licensee or any person
controlling, controlled by or under common control with any television licensee
shall offer any program through interconnection bywhatever means to other
television licensees as a part of a regular
business of network broadcasting if
such licensee or other such person" is
engaged in any form of television program syndication or has any arrangement to share in revenues derived from
syndication. The rule would be conBROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

fined to domestic syndication; foreign
sales would not be affected.
Mr. Bryant said that the networks
had supplied, on a confidential basis,
information about their revenues from
profit participations in syndication. In
his judgment those revenues were small
in comparison with revenues from network operations and from owned and
operated stations. It is his assertion
that the networks can be forced out of
domestic syndication and still remain
financially sound.
Half-Safe ■ Mr. Bryant also proposes
a rule that no network may pursue
"policies, practices or a course of
business in the procurement of programs for television broadcast which
the commission, after hearing, determines to have resulted in or are likely
to result in an undue concentration of
control of network program production
or substantially lessen competition
in the business of television program
production contrary to the public inThis rule would
specifyit
that the terest."
commission
would also
consider
an undue concentration of program
control if a network "offered a network
program schedule, originated between
the hours of 7 p.m. and 11 p.m., New
York time, during any calendar week,
Sunday through Saturday, composed of
more than 50% of programs, exclusive
of news and public affairs programs,
in which or with regard to which said
licensee or any person controlling, controlled by or under common control
with such licensee has acquired the license, option or other exclusive right
for television network exhibition." This
rule would also require networks to
supply whatever program information
the commission might request.
Although Mr. Bryant did not suggest that the procedure be enforced by
FCC action, he proposed that television
networks introduce flexibility into the
pricing of time according to the circulation ofindividual programs. He said
it had become customary for networks
to absorb production costs of programs
that attracted too little audience to
justify advertisers footing the full bill
for time and production. Mr. Bryant
suggested that networks also make
"equitable adjustments" in time charges
"in terms of circulation" to advertisers
that brought in their own shows that
were designed to appeal to "significant
but less than maximal audiences."
Permanent Job ■ Mr. Bryant urged
the commission to create a permanent
Office of Network Affairs to "act as the
central administrative arm of the commission with responsibility to advise the
chief of the Broadcast Bureau and the
commission with regard to all nontechnical matters relative to radio and
television network operations, policies
and practices, within the jurisdiction of
the commission."
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

Mr. Bryant did not specify the size
or composition of the permanent office
he proposed, but one informed source
observed that this particular suggestion could be called an example of
career planning. Mr. Bryant has served
on the "temporary" network study staff
since its formation in 1955 and has
been chief of it for several years.
In his report of last week, Mr. Bryant
expressed the opinion that all of his
proposals, except his advocacy of a
government-sponsored industry association, could be achieved under existing
FCC authority. He suggested, however,
that the commission seek an amendment of the Communications Act to
give it the power to apply direct regulation to networks.
Legislation to that effect has been
pending in Congress, but the FCC
asked that action be suspended until
the
of Mr.
report
that completion
was submitted
last Bryant's
week.
Program Control ■ Mr. Bryant deplored the corrosive effects of advertiser influence over the content of television network programs. "Network

programs," he said, "should not be produced, deisgned or chosen entirely or
principally in the supposed interests of
advertising efficiency, nor should they
be edited on that basis in regard to any
matter which materially affects either
program
creativity."
He saidcontent
networksor ought
to set up systems to provide a "fair hearing" to program creators when advertiser objections
are raised. He did not suggest that these
systems be enforced by government, but
he proposed that they could be applied
through expansion of the present mechanisms of the networks' own continuity
acceptance
departments and the NAB's
television code.
Antitrust Angles ■ In his report Mr.
Bryant said the network study staff had
kept the Antitrust Division of the Justice Dept. informed of matters that
might fall within its interest. He claimed
credit for instigating the antitrust prosecution of MCA that ended earlier this
year in a consent decree preventing
MCA from operating both as a talent
agency
television.and a producer of films for

A seven-year history of tough proposals
Ashbrook P. Bryant, chief of the
FCC's Office of Network Study and
author of the 190-page report that
was secretly distributed to FCC
members last week, has had a hand
in shaping several major policy decisions. One of the original members
of the network study staff, which
was formed in 1955, he contributed
to its first report issued in September
1957 under the direction of Roscoe
L. Barrow, dean of the U. of Cincinnati Law School, who served as first
chief of the study group.
The 1957 document, which came
to be known as the Barrow Report,
contained 1,327 pages of text (roughly 400,000 words) and 158 pages of
appendix. Among its proposals that
led to FCC actions: Networks were
prohibited from acting as spot sales
Mr. Bryant
representatives for television stations
other than their own. The FCC got
from Congress the power to levy for all FCC excursions into profines for infractions of its rules.
first issued. gramming regulation since it was
In 1959 the network study staff,
In 1961 and early 1962 the netthen under Mr. Bryant's direction,
work study staff conducted hearings
broadened its work to encompass
into television network programming.
the whole of broadcast programming.
It heard from producers, writers, diAs a consequence of extensive hearrectors, advertisers, advertising
ings, the FCC in July 1960 issued a
agency
officials
the networks
policy statement asserting that li- themselves. The and
recommendations
censees would be expected to persubmitted last week were based on
form as they had promised when applying for their licenses and listing that testimony. Mr. Bryant has proposed that a permanent FCC office 61
14 types of programming that were
be established to maintain continu"usually" essential in any broadcast
ing surveillance over radio and teleschedule to meet public needs. This
vision network operations.
policy statement has been the guide

NEWSMEN

URGED

TO

PROTEST

Rep. Moss says he's bothered by news management
in government and media failure to contest it
The nation's news media were urged
last week to help resolve the information-dissemination dilemma posed during the Cuban crisis so as to protect
both national security and the people's
need to know what the federal government is doing.
Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.) told
the California Press Assn. in San Francisco Friday that news media must
speak up if the nation is to avoid more
"news management."
Rep. Moss is chairman of the House
Government Information Subcommittee. Its staff is investigating the government's information policies.
He said he is concerned at the way
news restraints were imposed without
news media cooperation and how this
affects the reporting of news about the
government.
Rep. Moss didn't question the President's right to manage the news during
the crisis, but he criticized management
to cover up information to which the
public is entitled.
Before Kennedy ■ Rep. Moss said the
practice of news management pre-dates
both the Cuban crisis and the Kennedy
administration, but in the last few
months the White House has been retaining control over government information "to a remarkable degree." Rep.
Moss said the President's National Security Council never previously monitored the details of news management
as during the Cuban crisis.
He said the news media must bear
some of the responsibility. He recalled
that three months after taking office,

Rep. Moss said he hopes consideration ofetition
theof the
problem
prevent
"a repabsurd can
State
and Defense
Dept. directives" requiring officials to
report interviews they give reporters.
He tion."
said some system must be found
to replace such "spur-of-the-moment 1
guidelines on sensitive news" as the 12point White House memorandum that
newspaper and broadcasting officials
"hurriedly
Oct.
29). accepted" (Broadcasting,
Rep. Moss is expected to hold hearings on government information policies if— as is anticipated — his subcommittee isreconstituted in the next Con-

FCC
gress.

refuses

to reduce

$4,000 WCUY (FM) fine
WCUY (FM) Cleveland Heights,
Rep. Mess
President Kennedy called on broadcasters and the press to exercise restraint
in reporting news that might aid America's Cold War enemies.
He said it was obvious that the press
was "not about to take upon itself the
burden of deciding that the national
peril was so great that a sort of do-ityourself censorship without government
guidelines had to be set up."
The result, he said, was that restraints were imposed and news media
were not particularly vocal in opposing
them.
Within Authority ■ The congressman
said the President acted within his con-

Plot against etv held by ch. 13 examiner
An FCC hearing examiner has you're just trying to run the expenses
charged that opposing counsel in a up for this applicant." Mr. Gaguine
tv comparative hearing case are try- heatedly exclaimed: "I resent that
ing to run up the expenses of an ed- on this record." He explained that
ucational tv group by prolonging
the
was due into furnishing
RAETA's
cross examination.
lacklong
of delay
cooperation
The allegation was made by Ex- information to the other applicants.
aminer Annie Neal Huntting during During a recess, attorneys asked
cross - examination of Harold S. Miss Huntting to expunge her remark, but she refused. Mr. Gaguine
Hacker, president of the Rochester
Area Educational Tv Assn. Inc. It was cross examining Mr. Hacker in
was the eighth day Mr. Hacker had behalf of all the opposing counsel.
been on the witness stand, and
RAETA seeks to share the Rocame on Nov. 20 while he was being
chester vhf with Rochester Telecastasked about the financial qualifica- ers, a group of local businessmen.
In all. RAETA witnesses have been
tions of the etv group.
under cross examination for 14 days.
Miss Huntting told Ben Gaguine,
counsel for one of the nine appli- The average for crossexamination in
cants competing with RAETA for comparative tv hearing cases has
the dropped-in ch. 13: "I think been two or three days.
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stitutional authority as commander in
chief in managing the news.
He called on the news media to lead
"a broad public discussion of the situa-

Ohio, the
hascommission
shown no should
"cogent reduce
reason"a
why
$4,000 fine against the station, the FCC
said last week in denying the fm's application for remission or mitigation of
the forfeiture.
WCUY had been tagged for an original $8,000 fine for "willful or repeated
violations" of the Communications Act
and FCC rules by making equipment
and new transmitter test without commission authorization (Broadcasting,
Dec. 11, 1961). The FCC later reduced the penalty to $4,000 (Broadcasting, June 25) in considering the j
nature of the violations.
Field hearing

denied

in Blythe am case
There will be no field hearing on the
application of Geoffrey A. Lapping for
a new am station in Blythe, Calif.
In denying Mr. Lapping's request for
a hearing there, FCC Chief Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham said
last week that "good cause" for shifting
the hearing had not been shown. Examiner Cunningham said that if Mr. Lapping wants the testimony from 100
witnesses and it is too costly for them
to come to a Washington hearing, the
rules would allow the taking of depositions from witnesses.
Hearings of this type are normally
scheduled in Washington, Examiner
Cunningham said. He did not reply to
Mr. Lapping's contention that he wished
to answer misrepresentation charges in
the city in which they were made and
that the existing am station in Blythe
(KYOR)
had not solicited local advertisers for business.
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TELSTAR

& THE

World's

WORLD'S

largest

LARGEST

AIRLINE

airline makes

world's

Place: A reservations desk in the Air
France reservations center at Idlewild
Airport. There is an important difference
in the phone call that is being received
at this moment, however. It was placed
at Air France headquarters in Paris, transmitted tothe Telstar communications satellite inspace, then back again to earth!
This historic "first" is one of many Air
France has established. Other examples: first international passenger flight,
Paris/London, in 1919; first flight with a

first reservation

passenger across the South Atlantic, in
1930; first jet passenger flight over the
North Pole, Paris/Tokyo, in 1960; first
airline to equip its entire Boeing 707 Intercontinental Jet fleet with Doppler radar, an automatic navigational system.
And Air France was first to order a
remarkable new communication system
that now links its 41 offices in North
America with over 500 offices around the
world. Air France's network covers 201,043 miles of unduplicated route miles,

via Telstar!

the largest of any airline in the world.
Maintenance and personnel training
programs are other areas in which Air
France strives for perfection. Pilots as
well as crews constantly undergo refresher training. No other airline has
higher standards for its personnel. Or
for any phase of operations, in fact.
This kind of dedication to excellence
has always been a hallmark of Air France,
the world's largest airline, through 43
years of international flying experience.

AIR
FRANCE
THE
WORLD'S
LARGEST
AIRLINE
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BROWN,
WSPA-TV
must leave Paris Mountain
Station's record praised, but it
Walter J. Brown, president of Spartan Broadcasting Co. (WSPA-AM-TV
Spartanburg, S. C.) received a clean
bill of health from the FCC last week
when
that agency adopted
examiner's
recommendation
to clearanMr.
Brown
of charges he engaged in off-the-record
contacts with the FCC.
The commission unanimously seconded the examiner's findings that Mr.
Brown's overall record is enough to
"overcome any presumption of disqualification flowing from the misrepresentation found by the Court of Appeals."
The Spartanburg case dates from
1954 when WSPA-TV asked and got
FCC permission to change its transmitter site from Hogback Mountain to
Paris Mountain. Two uhf stations in
the area protested the grant. The grant
was twice affirmed by the FCC and
twice remanded by the Court of Appeals in the District of Columbia. In
one remand the court questioned
whether WSPA-TV's original representation that it would transmit from Hogback Mountain was a "willful, calculated and deliberate misrepresentation."
Pending before the FCC is an application from WSPA-TV asking permission to move its transmitter to Caesar's
Head, about 15 miles northwest of the
Paris Mountain site, a few miles north
of Greenville, S. C, from which WSPATV has been operating since 1954.
In a statement last week, Mr. Brown
said:
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SHO
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Unduplicated coverage
makes WSUN

your

most

efficient buy in the Tampa
Bay market.

WSUNTY
Tampa

- St. Petersburg

Get all the facts from
Natl. Rep. Venard, Torbet
& McConnell
S. E. Rep. James S. Ayers
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EXONERATES

"We welcome the commission's decision since it reaffirms Spartan Broadcasting Co.'s qualifications as a broadcast licensee and commends us for operating in the public interest.
". . . Implicit in the FCC's action,
and, indeed in the opinion of the
United States Court of Appeals which
preceded it, is an extension of service
to the maximum permissible under
FCC engineering criteria, and that is
what Spartan seeks in the transmitter
move to Caesar's Head."
Voided Grant ■ FCC Chief Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham last
year recommended that the FCC void
the 1954 grant to Spartan to move its
transmitter site to Paris Mountain
(Broadcasting, Dec. 25, 1961). Last
week's final decision affirms that recommendation.
Spartan had contended it was necessary to move its transmitter site to obtain a CBS affiliation. At Hogback,
Spartan claimed overlap problems with
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, also
a CBS affiliate. The FCC agreed with
previous examiners' findings that Spartan failed to prove the company was
unable to secure another affiliation

Mr. Brown
from the original Hogback site.
Opposing Spartan throughout has
been WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C.
No Illegality ■ Although Mr. Brown
is known to have talked to former FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey,
there is no question about the legality,
the commission said last week. This
meeting occurred after the FCC had
issued toitsParis
rulingMountain
affirming and
WSPA-TV's
move
after the
appeals court had remanded the case
for further hearing. Mr. Brown's meeting with Mr. McConnaughey, the commission said, dealt with the possibility
of taking the case to the U. S. Supreme
Court. Thus, the commission stated,
the Brown-McConnaughey conversation
was not an improper off-the-record approach because both were co-litigants.
The commission also found that Mr.

Henry's public debut
E. William Henry has chosen
a highly perceptive audience for
his maiden public appearance as
a member of the FCC. Commissioner Henry, a 33-year-old attorney who joined the FCC early in
October, will address the Federal
Communications Bar Assn. in a
meeting at the Willard Hotel in
Washington Dec. 13.
He also has scheduled an appearance Jan. 24 in Athens, Ga.,
at the 18th annual radio-tv institute of the U. of Georgia. Joint
sponsors of the institute are the
Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters
and the Henry Grady School of
Journalism at the university.
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Brown did not initiate and knew nothing of a letter sent by Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S.C.) to the FCC in behalf
of WSPA-TV; and that a telegram to
the commission by the Mayor of Spartanburg could not be considered an offthe-record contact since it was placed
in the public files.
Except for an "isolated" instance of
one-sidedness in the presentation of a
program dealing with subscription tv,
the FCC said, the record of Mr. Brown
and WSPA-AM-TV is "generally excelj lent." The commission added: "The
Spartan record of operation bespeaks
an unusual awareness of and responsiveness to community needs, and is
such that it strongly overcomes the
necessarily adverse conclusions flowing
from its sole misrepresentation."
Commissioner E. William Henry did
not participate in the decision.
Grandfather

Court acquits newsman
in monitoring case
A federal judge in San Francisco
last week acquitted a radio news service of divulging the contents of private
communications.
U. S. District Judge Stanley Weigel
ruled that the government had failed to
prove that Kenneth G. Fuller, owner
of Broadcaster's News Service, Oakland, Calif., violated Sec. 605 of the
Communications Act. Sec. 605 prohibits
intercepting and divulging of private
communications without the consent of
the sender.
If protection of radio messages is

Where

desired, the Judge ruled, the sender
must take steps to keep them confidential. By releasing the radio broadcasts to public press rooms, news media
news rooms and other public places,
the Judge stated, the sender automatically grants permission to divulge.
Mr. Fuller monitored police, fire and
other public safety organizations in the
Bay Area and furnished the information
via teletype to client radio stations. The
government charged that this was a
violation of Sec. 605 because some of
the agencies preferred not to have their
messages made public.
In defense, Mr. Fuller claimed the
protection of the First Amendment.

Else

rule

to protect fms
Existing fm stations that operate with
more power and/or antenna height than
would be allowed in the zone in which
they are located under the new proposed fm allocation rules, will not have
to reduce their facilities the FCC said
last week.
The proposed rules divide the country into three zones for fm operation
and create three classes of stations, each
having a specified power and antenna
height limitation (Broadcasting, July
30 and Aug. 6). Under these new rules
it was suggested by the commission that
existing stations would have to cut excessive facilities so they would conform.
That existing stations would not be
protected by a "grandfather clause"
brought the commission a rash of comments, strongly charging that any
forced reduction in facilities would
cause great hardships to the stations
(Broadcasting, Nov. 5). It was also
charged that a public disservice would
be wrought by power reductions.
In exempting existing stations from
the proposed ruling the FCC said,
"It was concluded that the tremendous
losses in existing service which would
result
possible atgains."
The outweighs
commissionthe warned
the same
time that its July 25 decision to preserve existing
loss mean
from
reduction
in service
facilities"against
does not
that it will preserve it against whatever
interference may result from new assignments made in accordance with the
mileage
separation
rules
obtaining."
In a last
word the
FCCnowsaid
that the
decision to exempt existing stations has
no bearing on the many other objections raised. The fight against forced
power decreases was led by southern
California stations and the FCC noted
these protests in moving to reconsider
the power maximums.
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Can

You

Find

An

OPPORTUNITY

Like

This?

Now that WWTV's new satellite at Sault Ste.
Marie is giving us coverage of 874,100 people
in Northern Michigan and contiguous Canada—
-one television "buy "(WWTV/WWUP-TV)
can actually give you as much coverage in
this important industrial "Common Market"
as with the area's 20 radio stations or 13
newspapers! Yet our rates are based on our
U.S. coverage only!
The effective buying income of this area is
$1,304,145,000 annually. We believe you'll find
few other areas of such size and importance that
can be so completely saturated— at such low cost
—by one TV station. Let Avery-Knodel give you
all the facts.

WKZO
KAIAMAZOO-BATTLE
CREEK
WJEF GRAND
RAPIDS
WJEF-FM GRAND
WWTV-FM
CADILLACRAP IDS-KALAMAZ00
TELEVISION
WKZO-TV GRAND RAPI DS-KALAMAZ00
WWTV//WWUP-TV
CADILLAC-TRAVERSE
SAULT STE. CITY
MARIE
KOLN-TV// KGIN-TV
LINCOLN, GRAND
NEBRASKA
ISLAND, NEB.

CADILLAC-TRAVERSE
CITY / SAULTP-TV
STE. 10MARIE
WWTV/WWU
CHANNEL
CHANNEL 9
ANTENNA
CBS 1214'
• ABCA. A. T.
ANTENNACBS 1640'
• ABCA. A. T.
Avery-Knodel, Inc., exclusive National Representatives
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WAVY-AM-TV/GANNETT

HEARING

SET

A key FCC issue: high-level WAVY management personnel
A hearing was ordered last week by the original comparative hearing for
the FCC into the proposed sale of ch. 10.
The staff had recommended that
WAVY-AM-TV Portsmouth-Norfolk,
WAVY-TV
be required to submit a reVa., to multiple-station-owner and
newal application and that the planned
newspaper publisher Gannett Inc. for
hearing be on the renewal, but the FCC
$4.5 million. The sale has been pending
rejected this approach. Commissioners
for FCC approval for 18 months and
has been the subject of a long staff in- T. A M. Craven and E. William Henry
dissented and Commissioner Robert E.
vestigation.
Lee did not participate.
The hearing was not unexpected
The question as to whether Tidewater
(Broadcasting, Nov. 5) and will be
held on the following issues: To deter- fulfilled its staffing proposals arose because of changes in key executives durmine whether WAVY-TVs licensee,
ing its first months of operating in 1957.
Tidewater Teleradio Inc., failed to carry
Carl J. Burkland was the first general
out representations made in a long commanager of the station of record; J.
parative hearing preceding the grant
of the ch. 10 station to Tidewater as Glenn Taylor is the present president
to participation by its principals in the and general manager and Hunter C.
Phelan was the first president, the FCC
operation of the station; if so, to what
says.
extent such failure affected the carryThe FCC has charged that changes
ing out by WAVY-TV of its proin management personnel were not regramming proposals.
ported atthe proper time and indicated
At the same time, the FCC disapproved a proposed agreement for that it relied heavily on the participation
of Messrs. Burkland and Phelan in
WAVY-TV to reimburse Beachview
choosing
Tidewater over Beachview in
Broadcasting Co. $98,750 for out-of1956.
pocket expenses incurred by the later
Questions have been raised by the
in a long fight for ch. 10 and agreement
FCC regarding the character qualificaby Beachview not to appeal the transtions and good faith of Tidewater and
fer if approved by the commission.
Beachview competed with Tidewater in whether the management changes resulted in failures by WAVY-TV to fulfill programming commitments.
In ordering the hearing, the FCC
denied related pleadings and protests
filed by Beachview. The qualifications
of Gannett Inc. are not an issue in the
proposed hearing. The date and place
333,501
of the hearing will be announced later,
the commission said.
(APPROXIMATELY)
NEW
Give or take a few, WSBT-TV
has added 333,500 persons to its
potential audience. WSBT-TV
now covers 8000 sq. miles in
Northern Indiana and Southern
Michigan . . . has a total potential
audience of 1.3 million. And it's
all based on a new 1047 ft. tower,
FCC contour maps and the I960
census. This new TV market situation in South Bend warrants your
study. We have the details; so
have Raymer men. Check us out!

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
WSBT-TV
Channel 22
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
68 (GOVERNMENT)

DAYTIMER

RULES?

FCC proposal would allow
operations before sunrise
Daytime broadcasters are beginning
to see the sunshine of pre-sunrise operation after long years of effort.
The FCC last week issued a notice
of further proposed rulemaking which
would permit daytime only stations to
begin operating at 6 a.m. or sunrise,
whichever is earlier, in areas without
an unlimited time station.
The only condition is that pre-sunrise
operations would be limited to 500 w
in power and the use of a non-directional antenna.
Calling for comments by Jan. 28,
1963, the commission suggested that
the authority for extended time hours
for daytime stations would be on a
licensed basis, effective three years after
adoption of rule changes.
In the interim, the FCC said, daytime stations may commence broadcasting pre-sunrise unless protests are

made of objectionable interference.
This is already permissible under Sec.
3.87 of the commission's rules.
In those areas which have an unlimited time station, daytimers would
be permitted to operate pre-sunrise but
they
will have to show exceptional circumstances.
The FCC proposal specifically invites
comments on alternative power, time
of operation, and whether unlimited
time stations should be permitted to
operate pre-sunrise with their daytime
facilities. It also notes that there are
procedural problems involved, particularly Sec. 316 of the Communications
Act
station'sa
hearing. fromwhich
license
being prohibits
modified awithout
In making the announcement of proposed new rules, the FCC obviously
was taking notice of a bill to accomplish this purpose passed by the House
of Representatives
casting, July 9). last summer (BroadIt is believed that some 1,800 daytime stations would automatically
qualify for the pre-sunrise operation
under
tions. the FCC's proposed new regulaThe FCC said its proposal represents
a realistic balance between absolute prohibition of pre-sunrise operations and
a blanket authorization.
Harrington,

Greenberg

get FCC appointments
John Harrington and Robert Greenberg were named assistants general
counsel by the FCC last week, filling
vacancies that have existed for several
weeks. Messrs. Harrington and Greenberg will head the Enforcement and
Defense Division and Administrative
Law & Treaties Division, respectively.
Mr. Harrington, a veteran FCC staff
member, has been chief of the Complaints & Compliance Division since
that office was organized in 1960. Mr.
Greenberg has been on the staff of
Gerald M. Cahill, assistant general
counsel for legislation.
At the same time last week the FCC
gave new titles to four staff attorneys
under General Counsel Max Paglin.
Henry Geller, top assistant as associate
general counsel, becomes deputy general counsel. Named associates general counsel were Daniel Ohlbaum, assistant general counsel for litigation;
Hilburt Slosberg, assistant to the genera counsel; and Mr. Cahill. The new
titles do not involve changes in duties
or responsibilities for the jobs.
Other key FCC staff appointments
made last week included Curtis Plummer as executive director, Robert Cox
as assistant executive director and William Ray as chief of complaints and
compliance, replacing Mr. Harrington
(see Week's Headliners, page 10).
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EQUIPMENT
EIA

GROUP

TO

& ENGINEERING

MONITOR

STEREO

FM

Winter conference told of poor transmission problems
A special engineering committee of
the Electronic Industries Assn. is going
to police the fm airways to keep stereo
broadcasters on their technical toes.
This is one of the major decisions made
at the EIA's winter conference in San
Francisco last week.
The EIA group will establish a nationwide monitoring service to observe
the technical transmissions of fm stations broadcasting two - dimensional
sound. Any deviations from the approved technical standards will be reported to the FCC.
The monitoring activity is an outgrowth of complaints made to set manufacturers byretailers and servicemen
that some fm stations are not operating
properly for stereo. This problem was
raised at a meeting two months ago
between EIA representatives and FCC
staff engineers, at which the FCC conferees suggested that EIA monitor
stereo transmissions and report any
deviations to the commission.
EIA vs. EIA. ■ Also last week, the
consumer products division voted to oppose a request by the association's mobile section that the FCC reassign uhf
television chs. 14 and 15 to land mobile
communications use. Television, the
consumer group contends, needs all the
frequencies allocated to it on a longrange basis.
This is the first time in EIA history
that two groups within the association
have opposed each other.
Earlier in the week, the consumer
products division heard two young San
Franciscans appeal to the nation's receiver makers to lend a hand in helping
fm stations put stereo over.
Gary Gielow and James Gabbert, coowners of KPEN-FM San Francisco,
told the group that many stereo broadcasters need help through increased advertising byset producers and also promotion guidance. This is particularly
true of fm-only operators, they said.
Stereo broadcasters can use advertising layouts, suggestions for news releases and promotion assistance, they
said.
One of the principal ingredients in
making KPEN-FM a leading stereo station, Mr. Gielow said, is that it hews
strictly to the technical standards for
transmission. KPEN-FM tried hard to
stay away from the image foisted on
too many tv stations in the early days
of colorcasting: "Green people."
In the Black ■ KPEN-FM broadcasts
stereo 18 hours a day and, according to
its owners, has been in the black from
the day it began. There are 100,000
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

stereo sets in the Bay Area, Messrs.
Gielow and Gabbert reported, and by
the end of next year they expect another 150,000.
The station will broadcast the San
Francisco Symphony live for two hours
each week, they announced. The symphony will be sponsored, but the program will carry no commercials.
They also plan to broadcast live
drama,
making theuselistener
of stereo's
separation to enable
to follow
the
action as it moves from one side of
the stage to the other. They also related experiences with department store
tie-ins on stereo merchandising, asserting that one store (Hales) so stimulated
stereo sales the store manager said it
was "like Christmas week."
Most of the difficulties with stereo
today, Mr. Gielow said, is due to the
failure of set owners to install proper
outdoor antennas.
In other actions by EIA groups:
■ Consumer Products division accepted adefinition of high fidelity for
"packaged
fi" products
for submission to the hi
Federal
Trade Commission.
The FTC asked for guidance in this
field earlier this year after receiving
complaints from the public about advertising claims. The definition will be
made public after it is submitted to the
trade agency. The definition, worked
out by a committee headed by Armen
E. Allen, Philco Corp., Philadelphia,
should apply to the 1965 line, the committee recommended. This is because
radio and tv manufacturers already are
working on their 1964 lines.
Two Kinds of Hi-fi ■ The EIA recommendation will be one of two definitions of high fidelity, it is understood.
The other, presumably more stringent,
is expected to be submitted to the FTC
by the high fidelity components manufacturers' High Fidelity Assn.
■A report on uhf television by L. M.
Sandwick, consumer products staff director, based on returns to a questionnaire to all uhf stations, was received
enthusiastically by the division. The
document lists all operating commercial
and educational uhf stations, all holding permits and includes a list of all applicants for uhf frequencies.
■ EIA President Charles F. Horne,
General Dynamics/ Pomona president,
predicted $15.1 billion in total factory
sales in electronics in 1963. This is $2
billion more than the predicted 1962
totals. Consumer products will move
from an estimated $2.3 billion in factory sales in 1962 to $2.5 billion, Admiral Horne predicted.

AND

IT'S A

NOW THERE IS ONLY
ONE STATION INNE
ALL*
O
GOOD
OF CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA WHICH CARRIES
THE COMPLETE LINEUP
OF ABC NETWORK PROCRAMS. Only on Channel
27 can the people in Harrisburg, York and Lebanon see BEN CASEY, MCHALE'S NAVY, STONEY
BURKE,

COMBAT, LAWRENCE WELK, and all the

other top audience producers. And they can see
them better from our new,
taller tower (500' high)
and more powerful antenna. Just watch us — everybody does!

HARRISBURC, YORK
& LEBANON

Mechanical
SATELLITE'S

trouble

LIFE WAS

causes

LONG

After four months of sparkling performances, America's bright Telstar, the
first operating communications satellite,
has flickered and died.
That's the sad news reported last
week by Bell System scientists after a
week of trying to confirm and correct
trouble in the command circuit of the
AT&T satellite.
The command circuit turns the satellite's transmitter and receiver off and
on. The satellite's operating elements
were turned off regularly to conserve power after it passed over the
Bell System's station at Andover, Maine.
The first difficulty was observed by
the Andover station two weeks ago. On
subsequent passes during the next few
days, responses to command were intermittent. The last time the command
circuit worked properly was Nov. 23.
The difficulties do not affect telemetry transmission, Bell said. The telemetry circuit continues to send back
reports on radiation, condition of the
satellite and its components, temperature readings, the effect of radiation on

Telstar

to fade

ENOUGH FOR ALL TESTS
solar cells and transistors, etc.
All the experiments originally
planned for Telstar have been carried
out, it was reported. These included 47
trans-Atlantic television programs, five
of them in color; 400 other programs
covering telephony, telegraphy, data,
telephoto and facsimile transmissions,
etc. More than 250 technical tests have
taken place.
BellsizedSystem's
announcement
that the command
circuit emphaused in
Telstar is not likely to be the same circuit which is to be used in commercial
satellites.
Rules for Stock ■ In the meantime,
the FCC last week proposed rules to
regulate the method by which common
carriers can buy stock in the Satellite
Communications Corp. Under the law,
no more than half of the stock may be
sold to carriers, but the carriers must
have FCC permission to invest in the
company.
Asking for comments by Dec. 14, the
FCC said it hopes to administer these
provisions so that there is the "widest

possible ownership of shares of stock
of the corporation consistent with the
Underinterest."
the proposed rules, the compublic
mission said it would entertain applications from all communications common carriers furnishing interstate or
foreign communications by wire or radio. This is meant to include, the FCC
said, the 3,000 independent telephone
companies in the United States whose
sole role in interstate or foreign communications isas connecting carriers.
New tv-film 'leader'
An innovation in tv film "leaders"
has been developed by George Leroux
Co., New York, in collaboration with
WABC-TV New York.
Leroux has started manufacturing a
special leader approved by the Society
of Motion Picture & Tv Engineers that
eliminates the wasted black portion of
present SMPTE-tv leaders, which stations pay for, but usually do not use.
As the new leader does not have to be
cut and spliced, it represents a saving
of both time and money to stations.
Price lists are available on request from
Leroux (251-257 W. 42nd St., New
York 36, N. Y.).

. INTERNATIONAL
Fewer Yankee
12% U.S. CONTENT

tv shows in BBC's future
TO DROP WHEN NEW NETWORK STARTS

BBC-TV plans to use fewer American-made television programs in the
future, according to Kenneth Adam, director of BBC-TV. The reason: audience ratings show that British viewers
prefer British programs.
In a speech last month, Mr. Adam
said, "Unless there is a big change in
the type of American product, I would
expect we should be buying fewer programs as timethegoes
on."Powell Show as
He cited
Dick
"possibly the best series ever made in
Hollywood" but said it is not as popular

as a similar British-made series on the
commercial network.
BBC-TV's police thriller Z Cars gets
twice the audience of the Americanmade Route 66 on the commercial network, and Sam Benedict, also on the
commercial network, is not as popular
as BBC-TV's Dr. Finley's Casebook.
BBC-TV is now devoting about 12%
of its program schedule to Americanproduced programming, according to
Mr. Adam. When its second network
begins in April 1964, the percentage
of American
programming
will go

th an a decade of? C^onitructive Service
to i3roadcailer5 and the d^roacaitina industry
HOWARD

E.

STARK

Brokers — Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET
70

NEW YORK, N. Y.

ELDORADO 5-0405

down, he stated. The second network
will be used to introduce and develop
new shows.
Future BBC-TV plans call for the introduction ofcolor programming, which
Mr. Adam said "will always be very
expensive," and for more live relays
from Europe. He predicted that color
tv will not be used more than two hours
in an evening because of the cost.
CBC

carries

football

disputed

telecast

The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
and sponsors of the Grey Cup football
classic on Dec. 1 reached agreement
on carrying the game with a minimum
of commercials last Tuesday (Nov. 27).
The agreement was for the game to be
fed to CBC-TV from the competitive
CTV Television Network at Toronto,
where the Hamilton (Ont.) Tiger-Cats
played the Winnipeg Blue Bombers for
the Canadian championship.
The Board of Broadcast Governors
had ordered that the Grey Cup game
be carried by all CBC-TV stations as
well as CTV's nine stations (Broadcasting, Nov. 26). The BBG had
planned a special regulation to require
the CBC to carrv the game with all
commercials. CBC balked at this requirement and offered to carry the
game on its full network with courtesy
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

Young

& Rubicam

opens

It has established a new advertising
agency in London, which will be jointly
owned by L&N and the LonsdaleHands Organization Ltd. (British advertising-marketing holding corporation), whose advertising subsidiaries
are Greenly's Ltd. and Crossley & Co.
Ltd. The new agency will be called
Crossley, Lennen & Newell Ltd., and
will be located at Furnival House, 14/
18 High Holborn, London, WC 1.
Lennen & Newell, whose total annual billings are approximately $100
million with $60.5 million in radio-tv
(Broadcasting, Nov. 19), has an international office, in San Juan, Puerto
Rico.

Italian office

George H. Gribbin (right), president and chief executive officer of
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York,
was greeted Nov. 19 by Roberto
Massari, Milan City Counsellor, at
the
Young & Rubicam's
first opening
office in of
Italy.
The Milan branch is Y&R's third
European office. Located at 8 Angolo
Via- Torino, it will be headed by
Sumner J. Winebaum, managing director. Donald McPherson, formerly
in
the
agency's London
will
be art director.
Corradooffice,
Zincone
will be in charge of the contact department, and Rita Maiocchi will be
media director.
Y&R, in addition to its three European branches, has two offices in
Canada and five in Latin America.

announcements for the sponsors.
During the week the various sponsors
agreed to this, with British American
Oil Ltd., and Labatt Ltd., brewery,
agreeing
deadline. just 45 minutes before BBG's
Sponsors paid $175,000 for tv rights
to the game.
Turkey

etv

plans

depend on exchange
Construction of a nation-wide government etv network is being planned
in Turkey, it has been reported.
Lack of electrical power in all but
1,600 of Turkey's 35,000 towns and villages, will restrict etv to a very few
population centers.
Turkey has no etv now. It is understood that country may be seeking
an arrangement whereby it would accept transmitters and equipment from
a nation in exchange for exclusive import and sales rights to the originating
country.
Initial planning calls for the installation of 500,000 large-screen sets.
ABC takes presentation
to three foreign cities
"ABC Worldvision — Your Passport
to the Future," a major ABC International Television presentation first made
before U. S. industry leaders Oct. 31
(Broadcasting, Nov. 5), will be offered
in three foreign cities this month.
The presentation, reportedly the first
under the banner of world-wide tv, will
be given at the Hotel Maria Isabel in
Mexico City, Dec. 4 (tomorrow); the
Cafe Royale, London, Dec. 11, and the
Hotel Richmond, Geneva, Dec. 13. The
presentation depicts the development of
tv from its beginning to the present era
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

Canadians

harder

to sell

via tv than U.S. viewers

of "unlimited international possibilities on the international front."
ABC International serves an estimated 14 million tv sets in 17 nations.
Lennen & Newell opens
new office in England
Lennen & Newell Inc., New York,
last week announced the opening of its
first office in Europe.

A test of 15 commercials used successfully in the United States showed
that 12 did not do as well in Toronto,
Ont., as in New York. The remaining
three did about the same in both cities.
The test was made by Schwerin Systems Ltd., Toronto, for advertisers
planning
to use asthe
sameU. tvS. commercials in Canada
in the
Michael
Davison, manager of the Toronto office
for Schwerin
Systems, reports
tendency for Torontonians
to be "aslightly
harder to move. The sharp disparity
in effectiveness of these U. S. commercials is most untypical."

AMCI

antennas

TV
and FM
• Omnidirectional TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Vestigial Sideband Filters
• Coaxial Switches
and Transfer Panels
• Power Dividers and other Fittings
Write for information and catalog.

ALFORD

Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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FINANCIAL

Screen

Gems

hits

1st quarter

high
Screen Gems Inc., New York announced on Nov. 27 earnings of $467,717 (18 cents a share) for the first quarter ended July 29, 1962, as compared
with $341,735 (13 cents a share) in
same period a year ago.
The earnings, reported at Screen
Gems' annual stockholders meeting,
are the highest in the company's 14year history, according to A. Schneider,
president of the corporation.
Reelected as members of Screen
Gems' board of directors: Mr.
Schneider; Jerome S. Hyams, executive
vice president; Leo Jaffe, first vice
H. Mitchell and Wilpresident; Johnvice
presidents; Samuel
liam Dozier,
J. Briskin, Alfred Hart, Louis J. Barbano, Donald Stralem and Leo M.
Blanke.
Crowell-Collier has
sales increase
34%
An increase of 34% in consolidated
sales for the first nine months of 1962
has been reported by Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co. Sales and revenues for
the first three quarters of 1962 reached
$69,804,072, compared to $52,036,116
infor the same period in 1961. Net nine
come after taxes for the 1962
months was $3,510,969 ($1.12 a
to last year's $3,400,compar
share)($1.10
share).
a ed
763
A 4% stock dividend was voted by
Crowell-Collier directors on Oct. 9, payable Dec. 7 to stockholders of record
Nov. 14. This marks the fourth year
in which a fourth quarter 4% stock
dividend has been paid.
C-C broadcast stations are KFWB Los
Angeles, KEWB Oakland-San Francisco, both California, and KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul.

Tv-Electronic Fund's
net assets are down
Total net assets of Television-Electronic Fund Inc., Chicago, at the end
of its fiscal year ended Oct. 31 were
$331,036,467, Chester D. Tripp, president, said last week in his annual report
to stockholders. This is a drop of over
$100 million from total net assets of
$443,808,376 a year earlier. Net asset
value at the end of the fiscal year was
$6.59 per share, compared with $8.92
at end of the 1961 fiscal year. The per
share value for 1962 does not include
a 36 cents per share capital gain distribution made during the year.
On Nov. 1, the fund declared a 26
72

REPORTS

IRS to review tax rule on expense accounts
New rules covering travel and en- "Bona fide travel and entertainment
tertainment expenses for tax pur- expense, incurred principally in furposes will be reviewed at a public
of a allowable.
taxpayer's Ittrade
or
business istherancestill
will be
hearing to be held in Washington
tomorrow (Dec. 4) by the Internal
a vigorous
but fair
Mr. Caplan
said program."
IRS is working
Revenue Service.
The rules will become effective cooperatively with business groups
Jan. 1 unless changes are made as a to achieve improved tax administration. IRS wants to stop abuse of exresult of the hearing. They are impense accounts by those who disportant in the travel-minded broadguise personal items as business.
casting and advertising industries.
A feature of the rules will be the
IRS issued the regulations after
need for close and direct relationship
passage of an administration-inspired
of entertainment and other expenses
law last summer.
In essence, the rules require item- with "active conduct" of trade or
ized reports on all entertainment ex- business. IRS holds "the predominant purpose must be to further trade
pense items over $10. The tightened
procedures are expected to bring in or business, and the surroundings
$125 million additional revenue.
must be conducive to this end."
Here are some high spots of the
This is a factor in proposed tax cuts
to be submitted to Congress in Jan- rules: Goodwill entertaining immediately preceding or following substanuary by President John F. Kennedy.
tial and bona fide business discusMortimer Caplan, Commissioner
sions isstill deductible. A limitation
of Internal Revenue, said last week
of $25 per year is placed on business
the rules are intended to stop "ex- gifts; travel and entertainment depense account living as a way of
ductions are to be "flagged" by seplife." Legitimate business deductions
arate identification on tax returns.
need cause little concern, he said.

cents per share distribution, representing total net capital gains realized during the fiscal year; and a final quarterly
dividend of 5 cents per share payable
from investment income. The last quarterly dividend brings to 14 cents per
share the total dividends in 1962.
Rollins

6-month

net

25%
over last year
Net earnings of Rollins Broadcasting
Co. were $323,200 (34 cents a share)
for the first six months of the company's fiscal year ended Oct. 31. This
is 25% above the $258,006 (27 cents
a share) net earnings reported for the
same period last year. Revenues for
the half-year reached $3,948,919, up
32% over last year's $2,999,289 for
the same period. Total cash flow for
the 1962 period was $993,684, compared to $744,030 for the same period
in 1961.
O. Wayne Rollins, president of the
company, reported that the new transmitting tower at WPTZ-TV Plattsburg,
N. Y., has expanded coverage by 40%.
Other Rollins stations: WEAR-TV
Mobile - Pensacola, WCHS - AM - TV
Charleston-Huntington, WNJR Newark
(New York), KDAY Santa Monica
(suburb of Los Angeles), WBEE Harvey (Chicago), WRAP Norfolk,
WGEE Indianapolis, and WAMS Wilmington, Del.

Paramount film duds
blamed for finances
Unfavorable public reception of two
motion pictures was blamed last week
for Paramount Pictures' estimated consolidated losses of $1,107,000 or 66
cents per share for the third quarter.
In the like period for 1961 earnings
were estimated at a profit of $890,000
or 53 cents per share plus an investment profit reported at $558,000 or
33 cents per share.
Including this year's third-quarter
loss, Paramount reports estimated consolidated earnings for nine months
ended Sept. 29 at $594,000 or 36 cents
per share. Comparative earnings for
the like period a year ago amounted to
$5.31 million or $3.15 per share plus
an investment profit of $980,000 or
58 cents per share.
Technicolor earnings down
Technicolor Inc. had earnings after
taxes of $433,850, or 16 cents a share,
for the nine periods ended Sept. 29
compared to earnings of $1,438,945, or
55 cents a share, for the like period of
1961 (exclusive of non-recurring income
of $517,000 from Technicolor Ltd.).
Sales for the first nine periods of 1962
were $42,689,527 versus $40,460,178
for the same part of 1961.
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FATES
BROADCAST

Mr. Selkowitz

& FORTUNES

ADVERTISING
Milton Selkowitz,
formerly with CBS
Electronics and Columbia Record Div.
of CBS Inc. for 16
years, named general
manager of Sealy
Mattress Co. of New
York.

Gordon Ellis, president of milk products division of Pet
Milk Co., St. Louis, elected executive
vp in charge for operations of parent
company. Mr. Ellis is succeeded by
W. N. Harsha, vp and assistant to president of parent Pet Milk Co.
Ovid R. Davis elected staff vp, industry relations, and William A. Boykin Jr.
elected treasurer of The Coca-Cola Co.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Larry Taylor elected executive vp of
The Cain Organization, Dallas-based
public relations firm.
B. Felix McGuigan, product manager
of Bayer Aspirin, Glenbrook Labs., division of Sterling Drug, New York,
elected divisional vp.
Robert L. Edens Jr., vp and associate
copy director of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, appointed creative director in recent
realignment of agency's creative
service division.
Ewing R. Philbin Jr., president of
Fluid Dynamics Corp., Santa Clara,
Calif., joins Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
New York, as account executive. Mr.
Philbin served as account executive with
Young & Rubicam from 1951 to 1959.
W. Robert Wilson Jr., former media

TvB

creates

executive

supervisor
of BBDC),
GBB's San
Francisco office
as mediato analyst.
David Rundell, copy group head with
Warwick & Legler, New York, and
former copy chief of Kenyon & Eckhardt, San Francisco, joins Leo Burnett,
Chicago, as copy supervisor.
George Eells, writer-editor of Look
magazine for 17 years, joins The Pat
McDermott Co., pr firm, as account
supervisor and writer. Mr. Eells will
operate from both Los Angeles and
New York offices.
Mark Zizzamia, timebuyer at Compton Adv., joins Morse International,
New York, as account executive on
Canadian accounts.
Harold L. Mayer,
vp in count
charge
of The
acservices for
Jack Wyatt Co., Dallas-based advertising
and pr agency, elected
executive vp. James
R. Alderdice, account
supervisor, succeeds
Mr. Mayer
Mr. Mayer as account
services vp. Mr. Mayer, former advertising manager for apparatus division of
Texas Instruments, joined Wyatt in
1961 as account executive. Mr. Aiderdice came to Wyatt in March from
Collins Radio Co., where he served as
international advertising manager.
Robert Rowe, formerly with Campbell-Mithun and Leo Burnett, joins
Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis, as tv
art director.
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THE LEADER* IN THE
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Robert C. Toay, assistant art director
of Geyer, Morey, Ballard, New York,
named art director in Detroit office.

vp post,- elects four vps

OVER

Mr. Huntington
Mr. O'Mara 1 Mr. Evans Mr. Colvin
Mr. MacRae
on Wednesday (Nov. 28). They
George G. Huntington, vp and
general manager of Television Buare: Jack O'Mara, director of western division in Los Angeles, and
reau of Advertising since 1958, last
Jacob A. Evans, director of central
week was named to new post of executive vp. Mr. Huntington was
division in Chicago. In addition, Mr.
media research executive at several
Huntington, today (Dec. 3) announces election to vp of William B.
agencies and at ABC before joining
Colvin, who is in charge of member
bureau as director of sales developservices, and William B. MacRae,
ment and assistant to president.
director, spot television.
TvB also announced two new vps
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nouncer, and James Ranney, transmitter supervisor to chief engineer. Harold
Parry, WCKY sales manager, resigns.
Davis L. Morris, former product promotion supervisor for Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, named sales service
that city. of CBS-owned KMOX-TV,
manager
Willard Butler, salesman with KMLA
(FM) Los Angeles for past year, joins
sales staff of KIEV Glendale, Calif.
Fred D. Pestorius
named manager of
WHEC
Rochester,

Retiring NARTFD

president

Carl Meyerdirk (1), KVOO-AMTV Tulsa, Okla., retiring president
of National Assn. of Television &
Radio Farm Directors, extends his
congratulations to the association's
new slate of top officers for 1963
(continuing 1 to r): Bruce Davies,

THE

MEDIA

James L. Middlebrooks, former consulting engineer, joins
ABC in new position
of director of engineering facilities. As
consulting engineer
since 1961, Mr. Middlebrooks specialized
Mr. Middlebrooks
in design of complete
radio and tv broadcasting systems. He
served as director of engineering and
planning for King Broadcasting Co. in
Seattle from 1952 to 1961 and as chief
facilities engineer for ABC, 1946-1952.
In 1946, Mr. Middlebrooks was director of engineering for NAB.
Bob Ruppel, formerly with WDAK

United

Press

Facsimile
United

greets new officers
KFAB-AM-FM Omaha, president;
George Menard, WBBM-TV Chicago, vp; Orion Samuelson, WGN
Chicago, secretary-treasurer; Frank
Raymond, WDVA Danville, Va., historian. Regional officers were elected
earlier (At Deadline, Nov. 26).

and WGBA, both Columbus, Ga., apcity.
pointed station manager of WOKS, that
Charles Lintgen, former account executive with KRNT Des Moines, Iowa,
appointed sales manager of WTHI-AMFM Terra Haute, Ind.
Lawrence W. Grogan Jr. joins sales
staff of WBEN-AM-FM Buffalo, N. Y.,
replacing James H. Gardner, who becomes sales manager of WH EC-TV
Rochester, N. Y.
Paul Miller named station manager
of WCKY Cincinnati. Other WCKY
appointments: Essie Rupp, program director; Steve Kline, assistant program
director; Murray Roberts, chief an-

International

Newspictures

Press

Movietone

and

]

Newsfilm

Build Ratings
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J

N. Y., effective January 1,1963. Mr. Pestorius joined WHEC
as director of local
radio sales in August
1953, and was apMr. Pestorius
pointed to his present
post of sales manager in January 1958.
Don DeCarlo, former assistant media
city.
supervisor
of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, joins sales staff of WGN, that
Richard Rakovan, former manager
of Dot Records factory branch in Buffalo, N. Y.,
AM-FM,
thatjoins
city.sales staff of WKBWRobert L. Stephens, tv salesman at
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, joins The
Katz Agency, San Francisco, in similar
capacity.

Mr. Wade

John F. Wade, radio-tv research director of Avery-Knodel,
New York, joins
WFIL - AM - FM - TV
Philadelphia as director of research. Mr.
Wade joined AveryKnodel in 1949 as
radio-tv salesman in

rep firm's Chicago office. He was later
transferred to New York office, specializing intv sales, and named director
of research in March 1959. Gilbert H.
Thompson, former account executive
with WIND Chicago, appointed WFILTV account executive. Lou Frankel,
account executive with Sol Zatt & Co.,
Philadelphia pr firm, named director
of publicity for WFIL stations.
Stuart S. Hazard, former production
manager of WILX-TV Lansing (Onondaga), Mich., promoted to station manager of WJCO Jackson, Mich. Dennis
D. Cobb, WILX-TV film director,
named production manager, replacing
Mr. Hazard.

exd account
Ray Strangio
of KGW
sales staff
ecutive on local appointe
Portland, Ore.
C. P. Persons Jr., vp and general
manager of WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.,
and Mildred Walker of Birmingham
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were married last week, and have embarked on honeymoon among islands
southeast of Cuba. Mr. Persons is
former general manager of WAPI-AMFM-TV Birmingham.
Walter D. Scott, executive vp of
NBC, named chairman of radio-tv committee for 1962 United Hospital Fund
Campaign.
Michael Asselta, senior systems analyst at ABC, named business manager
of WABC-AM-FM New York.
Robert L Hosking, account executive with WCBS-AM-FM New York,
joins CBS Radio Spot Sales in similar
capacity.
Myron (Mike) Weinblatt, director of
pricing and financial services for business affairs of NBC-TV network, appointed manager of participating program sales. Mr. Weinblatt joined NBC
in 1957.
James C. Dowdle,
for three years with
Edward Petry & Co.
and The Katz Agency,
joins KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City as national sales manager.
Jack Walsh, chief
engineer of WMAK
Nashville, Tenn., promoted to engineering supervisor for all
LIN Broadcasting stations (WAKY
Louisville, Ky.; KEEL Shreveport, La.;
KAAY Little Rock, Ark., and WMAK
Nashville, Tenn.).
Mr. Dowdle

Bob Gage, resident manager of
KBIG Avalon, Calif., assumes added
duties as program director, replacing
Allen Davis, who resigned. Bill Schubert named program director of KBIQ
(FM) Avalon and Verne Freeman
elevated to KBIG's chief announcer.
Both stations are owned by John Poole
Broadcasting Co.

WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit, named editorial director for WXYZ stations.
Paul C. Parker, United Nations correspondent for Metropolitan Broadcasting, joins WINS New York as senior New York news correspondent.
Reg Laite, formerly with WBZ Boston,
named WINS's evening news editor.
Henry Grossman,
former vp for facilities and New York
operations of National
Telefilm Assoc., joins
ABC-TV as director
of national film and
video recording services. Mr. Grossman
Mr. Grossman
served with CBS from
1930 to 1959 as director of tv facilities
operation, director of operations, director of film service and production, director of technical operations and chief
engineer of WCBS New York.
Rudy Bergman, publicity manager
for press information department of
CBS Radio, New York, appointed manager of news and public affairs unit.
Leo Rumsey, member of announcing
and news staff of KIRO-TV Seattle,
Wash., appointed news director of
KETO-AM-FM, that city.
David N. Blount named director of
news and public affairs for WKATAM-FM Miami Beach, Fla. Lee Phillips, former WKAT news director, resigns to accept similar position with
WINZ Miami. Jerry Berke, formerly
with WCKR-AM-FM Miami, joins Miami Beach outlet as air personality.
Other additions to WKAT news staff:
Ross Stone, Dick Richards, Terry
Parker, Bob Harrington, Haig Ellian,
Raleigh Mann, Charles Hale, Cal Carter and Jack O'Connor.
Alan Golden, account executive at
KBOX Dallas since

David M. Sacks, vp and general manager of KGO-TV San Francisco, named
chairman of radio-tv March of Dimes
committee in Bay Area for 1963.
James A. Beatty, former merchandising manager of WNBC AM-FM
New York, joins WINS, that city, as
director of merchandising. Charles
Amato, WINS salesman, promoted to
sales development manager.
Clark E. Hefner joins merchandising
department of WSTV-TV Steubenville,
Ohio-Wheeling, W. Va., as retail supervisor.
Red Jones, program director of
WQXI Atlanta, joins WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul, in similar capacity.
Marshall J. Savick named to photographic staff of WITI-TV Milwaukee.
Dick Femmel, news director of
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

Mr. Golden

1958, cal
promoted
to losales manager.
Tom Murphy, member of station's programming department,
named operations
manager.

Louis F. Sanman, manager of program production services, appointed to
newly created position of manager of
live production and facilities of ABCTV, Hollywood.
Jim McManus, political specialist and
statehouse reporter for WFBM-AMFM-TV Indianapolis, resigns to become
director of Aeronautics Commission for
State of Indiana.
R. Bradley Cummings, formerly with
Georgia Center of Continuing Education, U. of Georgia, joins WMSB (TV),
Michigan State U.'s educational ch. 10

Since time is money in the broadcasting business, it's understandable
that
the nation's
most progressive
and
successful
radio stations
(nearly 50%
of them) use automated equipment. 95%
of these stations use FIDELIPAC®
automatic tape cartridges (THE CARTRIDGE THAT MADE STATION AUTOMATION POSSIBLE), the proved "on the
job" leader in quality and reliability.
The established dependability of FIDELIPAC® cartridges, puts you on the air,
keeps you on the air uninterruptedly!
Versatile FIDELIPAC® cartridges are
the automated answer in broadcasting
commercial spots, themes, breaks,
jingles and total programming with
push-button ease.
Put welcome efficiency and economy
into your broadcast operations by putting FIDELIPAC® automatic tape cartridges towork for you: Models 300, 600
and 1200-300 feet, 600 feet, 1200 feet.
ask for
"The
Standard of the Industry" by name,
FIDELIPAC®
from your regular source of supply.
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outlet in Onondaga, as editor and film
cameraman. Other WMSB (TV) appointments: Duane G. Straub and Patrick G. Siemon, tv cameramen; Haley
G. Michelson, director, and Margaret
McCutcheon, assistant to promotion
director.
Hal SearlS, formerly with KKHI
San Francisco, joins morning personality staff of WLOL-AM-FM Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Bruce Lawrence, assistant promotion
manager of WFGA-TV Jacksonville,
Fla., joins WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, N. Y., as merchandising and
promotion director. Mr. Lawrence
joined Florida outlet in June 1957.
Jacquelenn Handshaw, continuity
director of WSBA-AM-FM York, Pa.,
joins WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia as
director
of station's promotion department.
Jim Christtenat, former second assistant superintendent of Senate radiotv correspondents gallery, U. S. Capitol,
joins new ABC News Washington bureau as production assistant. Jayne
Roth, former news secretary to Sen.
Strom Thurmond (D-S.C.) (1959-62),
becomes third assistant superintendent,
replacing Nancy Lafevre, who resigned.
Henry Cassidy, foreign news analyst
for WNEW-AM-FM New York, left
Nov. 24 to begin special four-month
"INSURED AGAINST EVERYTHING."
YES? Check on the chance that somebody "out there" will accuse you of
LIBEL
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111 John
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assignment at Radio Free Europe headquarters inMunich, Germany. In addition to undertaking special assignments
for WNEW, Mr. Cassidy will serve as
public information representative for
RFE Fund, reporting regularly on
RFE's work on breaking communist
monopoly on information.
LOU Gillette, formerly with KJR
Seattle, Wash., named news director of
KVI, that city, replacing Bill Goff, who
was recently promoted to operations
manager.
Ronald Van Nostrand, for past six
years motion picture cameraman for
Senate film studios at U. S. Capitol,
joins news and public affairs department
of WMAL-TV Washington. Mr. Van
Nostrand will supervise filmed sequences of station's On Location program, telecast each Friday from 10:30
to 11 p.m.
E. Mitchell Shulman, chief design
engineer for new transmitting and receiving equipment of World Radio
Labs., Council Bluffs, Iowa, and former
manager of WOWY Clewiston, Fla.,
named manager of public service and
promotion for KETV (TV) Omaha.
He succeeds Robert F. Coats, resigned.
William L. Armstrong, owner-manager of KOSI Aurora, Colo., elected to
Colorado's
State House of Representatives.
Joseph S. Sinclair, president of The
Outlet Co. and general manager of
company's WJAR-AM-TV Providence,
R. I., elected vp of newly formed Citizens for a Constitutional Convention
Committee in Rhode Island. The group,
whose intention is to revamp the state
constitutional structure, is attempting to
mobilize support among citizens for an
open constitutional convention.
Edna H. Strosnider named promotion-publicity manager of KGUN-TV
Tucson, Ariz. Jack Jacobson, for past
10 years with WHIO-TV Dayton, joins
KGUN-TV as production manager.
PROGRAMMING
David Raksin elected president of
Composers & Lyricists Guild of America, Los Angeles, for 1962-63, succeeding Leith Stevens, who held post since
founding of CLGA nine years ago.
Other officers elected: Jeff Alexander,
2nd vp, succeeding Mr. Raksin, and
Jerry Livingston, secretary-treasurer.
First and third vps will be elected by
New
board. York section of guild's executive
Allan Wallace, former account executive with Video Tape Productions of
New York, elected vp in charge of sales
for Video Tape Unlimited, that city.
Steve T. Marchetti, former merchandising and general marketing executive

for Walgreen Drug Co., joins MarshallBurns Div. of Technicolor Inc., Hollywood, as vp in charge of marketing.
Leo M. Brody, former film buyer for
T.V. Stations Inc., named manager of
station relations for Television Affiliates
Corp. (TAC), New York. Mr. Brody
also served as eastern division manager
of Trans-Lux Television Corp.
Phillips Wylly, an NBC-TV program
director, joins Independent Television
Corp., New York, in newly created position of production executive.
Hank Davis, northeastern sales manager for Storer Programs Inc., New
York, appointed national marketing
manager. Mr. Davis will be responsible
for coordinating special sales projects
as well as research and promotion.
James L. Grubb, formerly with
United Artists Television, joins Films
Inc., Wilmette, 111., subsidiary of Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, as director of distribution.
Francis R. Montalbano, formerly
with ABC legal department in New
York, appointed director of legal affairs
for Desilu Productions. Ira Reiner,
business representative of Screen Extras
Guild, becomes Desilu contract manager.
Aaron E. Loney, business representative in Pittsburgh for United Press International, named regional executive.
Mr. Loney will be responsible for maintaining liaison between UPI and clients
in western Pennsylvania and West VirMac St. Johns, motion picture pubginia. licist, appointed assistant studio publicity director of Paramount studio in
Hollywood.
INTERNATIONAL
William R. Seth Jr.,
executive director of
Television Bureau of
Advertising of Canada
since its formation in
August 1961, elected
executive vp. Before
moving to Canada,
Mr. Seth served as tv
Mr. Seth
program supervisor at
Lennen & Newell, in charge of ColgatePalmolive tv unit and also tv supervisor for American Gas Assn. and P.
Lorillard accounts. Between 1950 and
1958, Mr. Seth held similar position
with MacManus, John & Adams, and
was tv-radio vp at Lewin, Williams &
Saylor and Needham & Grohamann.
Kevin McCourt appointed directorgeneral of Telefis Eireann, Irish tv network, Dublin.
Bob Ranson, former national sales
manager of CHEC Lethbridge, Alta.,
to account manager of James Lovick &
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Co. Ltd., Calgary, Alta., advertising
agency branch office.
Nicholas Pahlen, director of radiotv department of Baker Adv. Agency
Ltd., Toronto, to company director,
along with account executive L. Akerman, and media director David Gillespie.
Ronald Elliot, staff member of weekly news bulletin and editor of Fusion,
house magazine of Associated-Rediffusion Ltd., London, named senior publicity executive for company. Norman
Hoskins, press officer since March
1959, appointed deputy publicity controller. David Hughes named publicity
sales manager in charge of merchandising and ancillary services to advertisers.
Hugh Mathews, publicity sales manager for Associated-Rediffusion Ltd.,
London, England, appointed director of
central information office of Independent Television Companies Assn.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING
Leonard F. Cramer,
president of Casco
Products Corp. (manufacturer of small
electrical appliances)
and from 1955 to
1959 vp and general
manager of consumer
products division of
Mr. Cramer
The Magnavox Co.,
elected executive vp of Airtronics International Corp. (electronic test equipment manufacturer), Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. In 1951 Mr. Cramer joined Crosley Div. of Avco Manufacturing Corp.,
and served as vp and general manager
of television radio-phonograph division.
He later organized and served as president of Crosley Radio & Tv Ltd., Toronto, and as vp and general manager
of Crosley-Bendix Div.
Dore Schwab, vp and general manager of Olympic of Northern California,
San Francisco, elected president. Mr.
Schwab joined Olympic in September
1955 and was elected vp and general
manager of Northern California branch
in 1958.
William A. Hewitt, president of
Deere & Co., farm equipment manufacturer, since 1955, elected to board of
directors of American Telephone &
Telegraph Co., New York.
BUILD,
URNESPSSONSO
TH'
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WIRS
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Maj. Gen. Frank E. Stoner (USA
Ret.), special consultant to U. S. Dept.
of State's International Information
Service, elected to board of directors of
American Microwave & Television
Corp., San Carlos, Calif., manufacturer
of ultra-high resolution tv cameras,
microwave equipment, tv x-ray systems
and special electronic equipment for
data transmissions. Gen. Stoner is former chief of Army Communications
Service.
Donald 0. Corvey, former manager
of purchasing for kinescope operations,
RCA, appointed purchasing agent of
electron tube division. Mr. Covey succeeds Thomas J. Scanlon, who will
handle special assignments on staff of
vp and general manager.
Joseph L. Flood, formerly with General Electric Co. in Syracuse, N. Y.,
joins semiconductor products division
of Motorola Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., as
manager in charge of advanced reliability programs.
Edgar D. Andrews, former application engineer of U. S. Industries, Silver
Spring, Md., joins Entron Inc., that
city, as manager of mid-Atlantic region.
Mr. Andrews will supervise Entron's tv
systems and equipment field sales expansion.
Jerry Balash, formerly with Land-CAir Sales Co. responsible for catv and
closed circuit sales for Blonder Tongue
Labs., joins technical sales division of
Telesystem Services Corp. (catv systems), Glenside, Pa.
Stewart F. Murphy, head of his own
advertising and promotion firm in
Seattle, Wash., named advertising and
promotion director of Pickering & Co.,
Plainview, N. Y., manufacturer of magnetic cartridges for high fidelity music
components.
DEATHS

Roy Sarles Durstine, 75, co-founder
of BBDO, died Nov. 28 in New York
following short illness. Mr. Durstine
headed Roy S. Durstine Inc., New
York, since 1939 when he left BBDO.
At his death he was also senior consultant toRichard & Pound, New York.
Mr. Durstine formed Berrien & Durstine Adv. Agency in 1914 following
two years with Calkins & Holden. In
1918 he formed Barton, Durstine &
Osborn with Bruce Barton and Alex F.
Osborn. Firm merged with George
Batten Co. in 1928 and became BBDO,
with Mr. Durstine as vp and general
manager. He was elected president in
1936 and held that title until 1939 when
he resigned to form his own company.
Larry E. Boggs, 40, pioneer and leader in community antenna tv industry,
died Nov. 17 in General Rose Hospital,
Denver, Colo. Mr. Boggs was president
of Vumore Co., Oklahoma City, from

1950 until June 1962 when he resigned
to join Denver firm of Daniels & Assoc.
James T. Aubrey,

Mr. Aubrey

74, founder of Chicago advertising agency bearing his name
and father of CBS-TV
network president,
James T. Aubrey Jr.,
died Nov. 27 at his
home in Chicago. Mr.

Aubrey founded Aubrey & Moore Adv. in Chicago 39
years ago. Agency now is Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson. Mr. Aubrey
retired as board chairman in 1959 but
continued as senior consultant and director. Earlier he had been Chicago
advertising manager for Packard Motor
Co., Detroit, and advertising manager
for Hearst International Magazines,
New York. Mr. Aubrey is survived by
his wife, Mildred, and four sons including James Jr. Others include Stever, vp
of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York;
George, Denver petroleum executive,
and David, with NBC, New York.
William Bolton, 81, head of William
Bolton Assoc., advertising personnel
consultants, Philadelphia, died Nov. 23
in Presbyterian Hospital, that city. Mr.
Bolton, who at one time was with McCann-Erickson and N. W. Ayer & Son,
formed his own business in 1948.
Continental
Transmitters
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STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
As compiled by Broadcasting Nov. 21 cost $30,000. Studio and trans, location
Geographic
09'
through Nov. 28 and based on filings, both
00" N. Kent.
Lat., 81°
20' 15" W. coordinates
Long. Type 41°
trans.
RCA
TTU-1B;
type
ant.
RCA
TFU-6B.
authorizations and other actions of the Legal counsel Cohn & Marks, consulting
engineering Jansky & Bailey, both WashFCC in that period.
ington, D. C. Principals: board of trustees.
This department includes data on Ann. Nov. 27.
Mayaguez, P. R. — Antilles Bcstg. Corp.
new stations, changes in existing sta- Uhf ch. 16 (482-488 mc); ERP 6.44 kw vis.,
kw aur. Proposed satellite of ch. 19
tions, ownership changes, hearing cases, 2.88
San Juan (see below). Ant. height above
rules & standards changes, routine average terrain minus 116 ft., above ground
207 ft. P.O. address c/o Clement L. Littauer,
roundup of other commission activity. Box
5627, San Juan, P. R. Estimated construction cost $61,124; first year operating
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp cost $18,000; revenue $20,000. Studio and
— construction permit. ERP — effective raditrans,
location
both in Mayaguez. Geoated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
graphicLong.
coordinatesType
18° 12'
26" ITA
N. Lat.,
67°
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
08'
48"
W.
trans.
100OA;
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
type ant. Alford 1044-S. Legal counsel
mc
— megacycles.
N — night.trans.
LS ——
Prince, Taylor & Paul, consulting engilocal
sunset, mod.D —— day.
modification,
neer David Steel & Assoc., both Washingtransmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloton, D. C. Principals: Julio M. Ortiz &
Clement L. Littauer (each 50%). Antilles
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications aualso owns WRSJ San Juan. For other
thorization. S A — special service authorizaAntilles applications see below. Ann.
tion. STA — special temporary authorization.
Nov.
21.
SH
—
specified
hours.
*
—
educational.
Ann.
—
Announced.
Ponce, P. R. — Antilles Bcstg. Corp. Uhf
ch.
22
mc); satellite
ERP 6.30of kwch. vis.,
2.81
kw aur.(518-524
Proposed
19 San
New tv stations
Juan
(see
below).
Ant.
height
above
averAPPLICATIONS
age terrain minus 99 ft., above ground 206
address as above. Estimated conWashington, D. C. — Capital Bcstg. Co. ft. Same struction
year operating cost and
Uhf ch. 20 (506-512 mc); ERP 600.2 kw vis., revenue samecost, first
as above. Studio and trans,
300.1 kw aur. Ant. height above average
in Ponce. Geographic coterrain 513.45 ft., above ground 373.6 ft. location both
es 18° 00' 28"
N. Lat.,consulting
66° 36' 50"engiW.
P.O. address c/o Milton Grant, Suite 5, Long. For ordinatlegal
counsel,
2480 16th St. N.W., Washington. Estimated
types ant. and trans., principals and
construction cost $493,175; first year op- other neer,
erating cost $650,000; revenue $700,000. Nov. 21.broadcast ownership see above. Ann.
Studio location Washington, trans, location
P. R. — Antilles Bcstg. Corp.
Arlington, Va. Geographic coordinates 38° UhfSan ch.Juan,
19aur.(500-506
200 kw
vis.,
53' 46" N. Lat.; 77° 08' 05" W. Long. Type
100
kw
Ant. mc);
heightERPabove
average
trans. RCA TTU-25B, type ant. RCA TFUterrain
150
ft.,
above
ground
222.5
ft.
Esti27J. Legal counsel Mallyck & Bernton,
mated construction cost $202,639; first year
consulting engineer Silliman, Moffet & operating
cost $85,000; revenue $100,000.
Kowalski, both Washington. Principals:
Studio
location San Juan, trans, location
Milton Grant & Walt Kay (each 25%), A. Pueblo Viejo.
Type trans. ITA TVU-12500A;
Dana Hodgdon (26%), Guy A. Luttrell type ant. Alford
P.O. principals
address, legal
(19%) and Drs. Emerson A. Williams & counsel, consulting1044-S.
engineer,
and
Robert M. Williams Jr. (each 2y2%). Mr. other
broadcast interest
all same
as above.
Grant owns radio-tv production company & Ann. Nov. 21.
music publishing company; Mr. Kay is vp
in Mr. Grant's
company;
Hodgdon
is stockproduction
broker; Mr.
LuttrellMr.is Existing tv stations
real estate investor; Dr. E. A. Williams is
ACTIONS BY FCC
physician; Dr. R. M. Williams is dentist.
Ann. Nov. 21.
■ By memorandum
& order, States
commission denied petitionopinion
by Southwest
*Charlotte, N C— Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Board of Education. Uhf ch. 42 (638-644 Inc. (KOSA-TV, ch. 7), Odessa, Tex., for
mc); ERP 233 kw vis.. 130 kw aur. Ant. reconsideration of July 25 action which (1)
height above average terrain 396 ft., above waived mileage separation requirement of
ground 430 ft. P.O. address 720 E. 4th St., Sec. 3.610(b) and granted application of
Charlotte 4. Estimated construction cost Tri-Cities Bcstg. Co. to move trans, loca$491,450; first year operating cost $106,200.
tion of station KVKM-TV (ch. 9) MonaStudio and trans, location both Charlotte.
hans, to about 28 miles north of that city
in
direction
of Odessa and Midland, inGeographic coordinates 35° 12' 25" N. Lat.,
crease ant. height above average terrain
80°
47'
30"
W.
Long.
Type
trans.
GE
TT-25to
1,270
ft.,
and
increase vis. ERP to 240
A; typeBarkley,
ant. GEconsulting
TY-25-D. engineer
Legal counsel
kw, with aur. ERP 120 kw, and which (2)
Brock
Frank
denied opposing petitions of Southwest
F. Bateman, both Charlotte. Principals:
board of education. Ann. Nov. 21.
States and Midland Telecasting Co. (KDCD18),statement.
Midland. Action
Comr. Lee
*Kent, Ohio— Kent State U. Uhf ch. 55 TV,
and ch.
issued
Nov. dissented
28.
(716-722
mc);
ERP
4.34
kw
vis.,
2.65
kw
aur. Ant. height above average terrain
■ By memorandum
opinionby &Capital
order, Cities
com362 ft., above ground 310 ft. P.O. address
mission (1) denied request
E. Main at Horning Rd.. Kent. Estimated
Broadcasting Corp. for waiver of Sec. 3.610
of rules (concerning mileage separation of
construction cost $63,100; first year operating
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Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. . MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington-711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531

tv stations) to permit station WTEN ch. 10,
Vail Mills, N. Y., to move about 31 miles
to southeast and increase its visual power;
(2) dismissed
and opposing
(3) dismissed as moot application,
various pleadings
grant of application. Comrs. Hyde, Craven
and Ford dissented. Action Nov. 21.
APPLICATION
Miami, Fla., Sunbeam Tv Corp. (call
letters unassigned) — Mod. of cp to change
to facilities previously authorized WCKT
on ch. 7, 174-180 mcs, in Miami; ERP 316
kw vis., 158 kw aur.; trans, location. 5 miles
W. of US 441, 4.6 miles SW of Hollywood
City Hall, near Hollywood, Fla.; type of
trans. RCA-TT-50AH; type ant. to RCA
TF-12BH and ant. height above average
terrain to 995 ft. Joint motion for appropriate order and other relief and refor authorization
to commence
tionquestfiled
simultaneously.
Ann. Nov.opera28.
New am stations
ACTION BY FCC
Hamilton,
Granted cp forOhio
new— Walter
am stationL. to Follmer.
operate
on 1560 kw, 1 kw, DA, D. P.O. address
Box 173, Hamilton. Estimated construction
cost
year operating
cost local
$62,500; $67,650;
revenue first
$85,000.
Mr. Follmer,
contractor,
will
be
sole
owner.
Action
Nov. 28.
APPLICATIONS
Hillsboro, III.— E.M.P.G. Corp. 1230 kc,
250 w, unl. P.O. address Box 346, Hillsboro.
Estimated construction cost $19,500; first
year operating cost $9,500; revenue $25,000.
Principals: Chester E. Evans, Harold G.
Markos, Richard T. Pattie and Delford E.
Galer (each 25%). Mr. Evans is lawyer;
Mr. Markos is lab technician; Mr. Pattie
is
Galer is part
borojeweler;
Journal,Mr. newspaper.
Ann.owner
Nov. Hiiis26.
Cayce,
S.
C.
—
Lexington
County
Inc. 92.1 kc, ch. 221, 3 kw. Ant. Bcstrs.
height
above average terrain 215 ft. P.O. address
1303 State
St., Cayce.
construction cost $13,109;
first Estimated
year operating
cost
$10,300; revenue $7,800. Principals: J. Olin
Tice (55%), Harry B. Clark (30%) and Hal
Simms (15%). Lexington owns WCAY
Cayce. Mr. Tice is majority owner of
WFCT Knoxville, Tenn.. WMYB Myrtle
Beach, S. C, WKTC Charlotte, N. C;
minority
of WBBQ Augusta, Ga.
Ann.
Nov. owner
27.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WIOI New Boston, Ohio — Waived Sec.
3.30(a) of rules and granted mod. of license
to change main studio location from its
transmitter site in Kentucky to Portsmouth,
licensee
to continue
cation asOhio;New
Boston
station. identifiAction
Nov. 21.
WMSR Manchester, Tenn. — Granted increased power on 1320 kc, D, from 1 kw to
5 kw; remote control permitted; conditions and pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities precluded pending final decision in doc. 14419. By letter, granted aufor continuance
of 1 kwbetween
pre-sun-4
risethoritynondirectional
operation
a.m. and local sunrise until decision is
reached in doc. 14419, or until directed to
terminate
such operation,
curs first. Action
Nov. 21. whichever oc■ By memorandum
order,
commission reaffirmed its opinion
Sept. 13,& 1961,
decision
in am clear channel proceeding which
opened 13 clear channels to secondary
station
each, into certain
serve unserved
underserved areas
states, andorreserved
for future consideration possible changes
in other 12 channels, including question of
higher power. Comr. Lee dissented and
issued statement; Comr. Henry not participating. Action Nov. 21.
RETURNED
■ By letters, commission (1) denied requests by CrestPoint,
Bcstg.Miss.;
Inc. Almardon
(WPMP), Pascagoula-Moss
Inc.
(WPOM),
Pompano
Beach,
Fla.: Catholic
University of Puerto Rico (WEUC),
Ponce,
Puerto Rico; Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp.
(WTHI), Terre Haute, Ind., and Radio
Monticello, Monticello, Fla., for waiver of
May 10 am partial freeze order adopting
interim criteria governing acceptance of
am applications;
and (2)of returned
as unacceptable applications
WPMP, WPOM,
WEUC, and WTHI for changes in their
existing facilities and application of Radio
Monticello
Action
Nov. for
28. new daytime am station.
APPLICATIONS
WQXT Palm Beach, Fla.— Cp to increase
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daytime power to 1 kw from 250 w and
install new trans. Ann. Nov. 27.
WHO Des Moines, Iowa — Cp to increase
power to 750 kw from 50 kw and install
new trans. Petition for waiver of rules
and for acceptance of application. Ann.
Nov. 27.
KGFX Pierre, S. D. — Mod. of license to
change hours of operation from SH to D.
Petition for waiver of Sect. 1.354 of rules.
Ann. Nov. 26.
New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Bakersfield,
Calif. — Booth
Bcstg. Co.
Granted cp for new class B to operate on
96.5 mc, 18.5 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 75 ft. P.O. address J. E. Sonderegger,matedP.O.
Box cost
3245, $21,600;
Bakersfield.
construction
first Estiyear
operating cost $36,000; revenue $42,000.
Principals:
Joseph
Sonderegger
& Gerson Al Price
(eachE. 50%).
Both principals
engaged
in
retail
radio
&
tv
business.
Action Nov. 20.
♦Richmond, Ind. — Earlham College.
Granted cp for new class D noncommercial
educational to operate on 91.5 mc, 10 w.
Ant. height above ground 65 ft. P.O. address
National
Road cost
West, $1,602;
Richmond.
mated
construction
first Estiyear
operating
cost
$1,500.
Principals:
board of
trustees. Action Nov. 21.
Lawrence, Kan. — Lawrence Bcstrs. Inc.
Granted cp for new class C to operate on
105 mc, 17 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 135 ft. P.O. address RFD #5,
Lawrence. Estimated construction cost $20,048; first
year operating
cost Arden
$20,000; Booth
revenue $25,000.
Principals:
(63.13%), Harvey M. Booth (30.73%) and
estate of
E. Graber
(6.14%). Action
Applicant Ralph
owns KLWN
Lawrence.
Nov. 21.
*Geneseo, N. Y. — State University of New
York.ate onGranted
new 10 class
D to height
oper88.1 mc,cpch.for201,
w. Ant.
above average terrain 32 ft. P.O. address
Albany, N. Y. Estimated construction cost
$2,000; first
yearof operating
$1,400.
cipals: board
trustees. cost
Action
Nov.Prin21.
CP DELETED
Cookeville, Tenn. — Helen L. Cunningham.
Deleted cp for class A to operate on 94.3
mc, 3rainkw.
above average
ter105 ft.Ant.
Mrs. height
Cunningham
sole owner.
Action Nov. 23.
APPLICATIONS
♦Bridgeport, Conn. — U. of Bridgeport. 88.1
mc, ch. 201, 10 w. Ant. height 86 ft. P.O.
address 219 Park Ave., Bridgeport 4. Estimated construction cost $3,832; first year
operating cost $600. Principals: board of
trustees. Ann. Nov. 21.
Franklin, N. J. — Louis Vander Plate. 102.3
mc, ch. 272, 335 w. Ant. height above
average terrain 750 ft. P.O. address Box
394, Branchville,
J. year
Estimated
construction cost $17,900; N.first
operating
cost
$25,064; revenue $45,000. Mr. Plate is sole
owner; owns home for aged. Ann. Nov. 21.
Vineland,
Service Inc. 92.1 N.mc,J. —ch.Community
221, 3 kw. Bcstg.
Ant. height
above average terrain 175 ft. P.O. address
South Delsea Dr., Vineland. Estimated construction cost $18,320; first year operating
cost $7,500; revenue $10,000. Principals:
Joseph (27%),
M. Bullock
Lewis(20%)
D. and
DeMarco
John M.(20%),
Whitman
others. Community Bcstg. owns WWBZ
Vineland. Ann. Nov. 21.
Fort Worth, Tex. — Dalworth Bcstg. Inc.
93.9 mc, ch. 230, 36 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 350 ft. P.O. address 2049,
Fort Worth. Estimated construction cost
$30,000; first year operating cost $18,000;
revenue $30,000. Principals: Kurt A. Meer
(97.68%) and Mary A. & Mrs. Annette
Meer (each 1.16%). Mr. Meer owns KCUL
Fort Worth. Ann. Nov. 27.
Existing fm stations
APPLICATIONS
WPFK Terre Haute, Ind. — Cp to change
frequency from 102.7 mc, ch. 274, to 107.5
mc, ch. 298; increase ERP from 1.1 kw to
5 kw; change ant. height above average
terrain from 26 ft. to 42.4 ft.; install new
ant. and increase ant. height. Ann. Nov. 21.
WKIC-FM Hazard, Ky.— Cp to change
frequency to 101.1 mc, ch. 266, from 94.1
mc, ch. 231; increase ERP to 22.8 kw from
8.3 kw; and install new trans. Ann. Nov. 27.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KPCA Marked Tree, Ark. — Granted assignment of license from J. E. Singleton,
Kohn Bray and L. V. Hitter Jr. (each
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

331/3%),Co.,
d/bto asMessrs.
Poinsett
County& Ritter
Radio
Bcstg.
Singleton
(each 331/3%) and Archie H. Bray & John
A. Brunner Jr. (33 Y3% as executors of estate of Kohn Bray, deceased), tr/as company of involved.
same name.
financial
tion
ActionNoNov.
26. consideraKGB-AM-FM San Diego, Calif.— Granted
transfer of control of licensee corporation,
KGB Inc., from Marion R. Harris (100%) to
Willet H. Brown (100%). Consideration
$71,500. Mr. Brown is minority owner of
KTVU-TV
Oakland,
to RKO General
Inc. Calif.,
ActionandNov.consultant
21.
KFXD
Nampa,
Idaho
ment of license from E. —G.Granted
Wenrick assign(51%)
and Kenneth Kilmer (49%), d/b as E. G.
Wenrick
Bcstg.I. Co.,
to Jonathan
M. Fletcher
and James
Mitchell
(each 50%),
tr/as
Fletcher-Mitchell
Corp.
Consideration
000 and covenant not to compete in $225,radio
in Nampa or within 75 miles for 5 years.
Messrs. Fletcher and Mitchell also each
own 50% of KLIN Lincoln, Neb., KCBC
Des Moines, Iowa, and WTRL Bradenton,
Fla. Action Nov. 28.
WROK-AM-FM Rockford, 111.— Granted
transfer of control of Rockford Newspapers
Inc., parent corporation of license corporationToddRockford
Bcstrs.
Inc., trustee,
from E. toKen-E.
neth
(28%),
voting
Kenneth Todd (72%), individually and as
trustee. Consideration withheld from disclosure. Corporation publishes Rockford
Star andNov.
Register-Republic,
two newspapers.
Action
27.
WTIMment of license
Taylorville,
Granted
from 111.—
Keith
Moyer assign(71%)
and Roger L. Moyer (29%), d/b as K. W.
Moyer (50%),
Bcstg. John
Corp.,R. toUlzMilburn
Stuck-E.
wish
(32.5%),H.John
Anderson (12.5%) and Harold E. Anderson
(5%), tr/as sideration
Community
$100,000 plus Bcstrs.
$15,000Inc.
for Connot
competing
for
five
years
within
25
of the station. Messrs. Stuckwish & miles
Ulz
are currently employed by WSOY Decatur,
111., but will sever relations with grant;
Mr. J. E. Anderson is majority owner of
farm implement company; Mr. H. E.
Anderson
Nov.
23. owns auto supply store. Action
KCIJ Shreveport, La. — Granted transfer
of control
of licensee
corporation,
Southwest Bcstrs.
Inc., from
Neal Hobgood
(100%) to Marvin Burton Kosofsky (100%).
No cash consideration involved, but assumption of $71,589 debt. Action Nov. 21.
WKJR Muskegon Heights, Mich. — Granted
assignment of cp from William Kuiper,
William Eugene Kuiper and Peter J. Vanden
Bosch (each Y3), d/b as Muskegon Heights
Bcstg. Co., to W. Kuiper & W. E. Kuiper
(eachtionV2),
Considera$1,300. tr/as
Messrs.sameW. company.
& W. E. Kuiper
also
share ownership of WDOW Dowagiac and
WKPR Kalamazoo, both Michigan, and are
stockholders in WFUR-AM-FM Grand
Rapids, Mich. Action Nov. 27.
KPTLment ofCarson
Nev. — Granted
license City,
to Capital
Bcstg. assignCo. of
Nevada from John E. Vernor (100%). Mr.
Vernor remains sole owner, as assignment
is for operational
and business
reasons
involves
no consideration.
Action
Nov. and
21.
WXKW Troy, N. Y.— Granted transfer of
licensee corporation, Iroquois Bcstg. Inc.,
from Nathan & Celia L. Oppenheim (50%)
and Mary & Richard O'Connor (50%) to
Mr.
O'Connor
MacLellan
39.6%),
Robert &M. John
Sullivan
(16.6%) (each
and
George Gray (4.2%). Consideration $2,500.
Messrs.
O'Connor
&
MacLelJan
each
have
25.5% interest in WMLO Beverly, Mass.;
Mr. Gray has minority interest in WORL
Boston. Mass. Action Nov. 21.
WCUE-AM-FM Akron, Ohio— By order,
commission, on showing of compliance with
exceptions to three-year holding rule,
granted transfer
ofRadio
controlInc.,
of licenseeEdwin
corEstabrook poration,
and WCUE
John
T. Valdes from
(each 50%)
to Donal M. O'Neil and George W. Mamas
(each ment50%).
Consideration
and payof $280,162
obligations $5,000
of transferors.
Mr. Mamas employed until now by WCUE;
Mr. O'Neil is stockbroker. Action Nov. 21.
Greensburg,
Pa. —corporation
Granted transfer
ofWHJB
control
of licensee
from
Sara A. Brennen (45%), H. Kenneth Brennen (18%), Margaret M. Brennen (19%)
and Mary Thelma Bregenser (18%), d/b as
WHJB Inc., to Robert H. Burstein (33%),
John M. Wolf & Irwin D. Wolf Jr. (each
16%),& Irving
Laubach
Jr.
Melvin A.A. Wechsler,
Goldberg John
(each J.10%).
and
Leonard E. Laufe (5%). Consideration $152,856. Mr. Burstein is partner in investment
firms; Mr. J. M. Wolf is investor; Mr. I.
D. Wolf is retailer; Mr. Wechsler is partner
in accounting firm; Mr. Laubach is attorney; Mr.firm,Goldberg
is part-owner
appliance
past manager
of WKPA of New
Kensington, Pa.; Mr. Laufe is physician.
Action Nov. 21.

*WDCN-TV Nashville, Tenn.— Granted asof cp fromandDavidson
Board of signment
Education
NashvilleCounty
City
Board of Education to Metropolitan Board
of Education. Assignment requested due to
changeture.inAction
metropolitan
Nov. 27. governmental strucKOCA Kilgore, Tex. — By order, on showcompliancerule,
with exceptions
to three-of
year ingholding
assignment
license
from A. E. granted
McCubbin
(100%) to
William G. Morton and A. Glenn Morton
Jr. (each 50%), d/b as Radio Kilgore Inc.
Consideration $10,000 for equipment. Messrs.
Morton
each Nov.
own 33'/3%
of WGAS Carthage,
Tex. Action
28.
KBAM Longview, Wash. — Granted assignment of cp and license from Hal K. Shade
(100%), receiver, to Rufus W. Snyder
(100%),
receiver. Nofollows
financial
tion, as application
court consideraorder for
transfer of receivership. Mr. Snyder is
owner of service station. Action Nov. 27.
APPLICATIONS
KAJIment Little
assignof licenseRock,
fromArk.—
GlenSeeks
A. Harmon
(99
plus
%),
Mrs.
Glen
A.
Harmon
Harold L. King (each 1 share), d/b as&
Glen tion.
Harmon
Corp. isNopartfinancial
Mr. Harmon
owner consideraof WINN
Louisville, Ky. Ann. Nov. 26.
KPIX-TV San Francisco, Calif.— Seeks assignment of license from Westinghouse
Bcstg. Co. (Calif.) to Westinghouse Bcstg.
Co. No financial consideration, as assignment is to facilitate liquidation of Calif,
company,
Nov.
21. wholly-owned by WBC. Ann.
KUPI Idaho Falls, Idaho — Seeks acquisitiontion,
of positive
of license
KUPI Inc.,control
by Elizabeth
J. corporaB. Echo
(50% before transfer, 100% after) from
Gene
Riesen
(50%).
Consideration
$1,000.
Ann. Nov. 21.
WIGOment of cp
Indianapolis,
Seeks assignfrom RalphInd.L. — Walton
(100%)
to Mr. Walton (100%), d/b as Capitol
Bcstg. Corp. No financial consideration.
Mr.
Walton isMich.;
part owner
of WMRT-AMFM Lansing,
also owns
advertising
agency. Ann. Nov. 26.
WXLWment of Indianapolis,
SeeksS. assignlicense from Ind.—
Lyman
Ayres
(33.1%), Frederick M. Ayres Jr. (26.4%),
Robert
D.
Enoch
(21.5%),
F.
Eugene
Sandford (13.5%) and Edwin E. Weldon (5.5%),
d/b as Radio Indianapolis Inc., to Mr.
Enoch
tr/as Greater$675,000.
Indianapolis
Bcstg. (100%),
Inc. Consideration
Ann.
Nov. 21.
WARK-AM-FM Hagerstown, Md. — Seeks
acquisition of positive control of licensee
corporation, WARK Inc., by Henry & Helen
L. Rau (55% as family group, 45% before
transfer) from Robert Rau (10%). Consideration $12,000. Mr. Rau is stockholder
in WOL-AM-FM Washington, D. C, WNAVAM-FM
FM
Dover,Annapolis,
Del. Ann. Md.,
Nov. and
21. WDOV-AMWBKN
Newton,
Miss.
—
Seeks
assignment
of license from E. L. Burns (100%)
to Mr.
Burns (60%) and Aubrey L. Underwood
(40%). d/b as Newton County Bcstg. Co.
Consideration $8,000. Ann. Nov. 21.
KADY,assignment
KADI (FM)
St. Charles.
Mo.—
Seeks
of license
from William
R.
Cady
Jr.
(80%),
Omar
&
May
Schnatmeier (10%) and Jack A. Chenoweth (10%),
d/b as KADY Inc., to Rodney Erickson
(100%), tr/as company
same name.
ConMr. ofNov.
Erickson
distributionsideration
firm.$175,000.Ann.
28. owns film
WAKU Latrobe, Pa. — Seeks assignment
of
license
from Keith
W. and
Horton
(33i'3%),
Mark
K. Taylor
(33V3%)
others,
d/b
as
Tayloradio
Corp.,
to
Charles
C.
Rutledge & Kenneth R. Chapin (each 40%)
and John J. Stewart (20%), tr/as Westmoreland Bcstg. Corp. Consideration $65.000. Mr. Rutledge is program director of
WTRU Muskegon, Mich.; Mr. Chapin is
gen.
mgr.is salesman
of WKCW at Warrenton,
Mr.
Stewart
WELL BattleVa.;Creek,
Mich. Ann. Nov. 21.
WEAC Gaffney, S. C— Seeks assignment
of
from (50%),
E. Raymond
(100%)
Mr. cpParker
Don H.Parker
Lovelace
(48%),to
Bright G. Parker & Shirley C. Lovelace
(each 1%), sideration
d/b $12,500.
as Gaffney
Bcstg.
Ann. Nov.
21. Inc. ConKFMNment of(FM)
Abilene,
— SeeksG. assignlicense
from Tex.
Lowell
Perry
(45%), Chapin Ross (45%) and Earline
Perry
(10%),
d/b
as
Fine
Music
Enterprises,
to L. G. Perry (90%) and Earline Perry
(10%), tr/as company
of same name. ConAnn. Nov. sideration
27. $531 and assumption of debt.
79
KASE from
Austin,Dr.Tex.
license
E. —J.Seeks
Lundassignment
(100%), d/bof
as Austin Radio Co., to W. D. Rogers Jr.
(65%), W. H. Shipley, John R. Kreiger &

Billy M. Gamblin (each 10%) and James M.
Clay (5%), sideration
tr/as$225,000.
Rogers
Bcstg. Co.except
ConAll applicants
Mr. Claycastingwere
identified
with
Texas
TeleInc., now in process of liquidation;
Mr.
is majority
home.ClayAnn.
Nov. 26. stockholder in funeral
KHUZ
Borger,
Tex.Hughes
— Seeks (100%),
assignment
license from R. G.
d/b of
as
Radio Station KHUZ Inc., to Andrew J.
Roberts (80%) and Henry T. Ray & Patsy
L. Roberts (each 10%), tr/as North Plains
Bcstg.erts Inc.
Mr. Rob-is
is mgr.Consideration
of KHUZ; $75,000.
Mrs. Roberts
housewife;
Mr.
Ray
is
partner
in
business.
Ann. Nov. 27.
WSVS-AM-FM Crewe. Va. — Seeks acquisitiontion,
of positive
control ofBcstg.
licensee
corporaSouthern Virginia
Corp.,
from
Helen R. & Julian P. Quisenberry (8.95%
before transfer, 0.45% after) to W. L. Willis
Jr. (23.5% before, 25.15% after), C. Van
Willis (7.25% before 9.3% after), C. S.
Willis (9.7% before, 11.75% after), Mrs.
W. L. Willis (2.05% before, 2.35% after)
and John G. & Nina A. Atkinson (2.25%
before, 4.25% after). Total consideration
$5,525. Ann. Nov. 21.
KQOT Yakima, Wash. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Robert R. Moore and Kenneth
Williams Jr. (each 50%), d/b as M & W Co.,
to Mr. Moore (51%), Marjory Moore (24%),
Boyd C. McCue (19%) and Dorothy M. McCue (6%), tr/as KQOT Inc. Consideration
$1,764. Mrs. McCue is employed by KXLE
Ellensburg, Wash. Ann. Nov. 21.
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Hearing cases
INITIAL. DECISION
a Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone
issued initial decision looking toward grantAlabamaon Bcstrs.
of North
Inc. ing
for application
new tv station
to operate
ch. 19
in Huntsville, Ala. Action Nov. 28.
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING
com& order,hearing
■ By memorandu
mission designatedmforopinion
consolidated
following
six
applications
for
new
vhf
translator stations: Wellersburg TV Inc. ontv
chs. 8, 11, and 13, Wellersburg, Pa.; and
People's
Community
Association
Inc. on chs.
7, 9, and Television
12, Cumberland,
Md.,
on issues to determine whether satisfactory
uhf tv translator signals are available in
either Wellersburg or Cumberland, and if
such signals are available whether public
interest factors would warrant intermixture
of vhf and uhf tv translator service in
;
taeithertion asorto both
meanscommunities
of financing misrepresen
and source of
funds; concealment of material facts, and
other matters. Consolidated hearing will be
held in Cumberland at time and place to
be later specified; WJAC-TV Johnstown,
Pa., and Tri-State Translators Inc., and Virgil H. Ruppenthal, executive vp of that
company,Nov.were21. made parties to proceeding.
Action
Northern Indiana Bcstrs. Inc., Mishawaka,
Ind. — Designated for hearing application
for new am station to operate on 910 kc, 1
kw, DA-2, unl.; issues include interference
and Sect. 3.35
multiple determinations;
ownership and made
concentration of control
WLS Chicago, HI., who opposed grant, and
WFDF Flint, Mich., parties to proceeding.
Commissioner Bartley concurred in part
and dissented in part and issued statement.
Action Nov. 21.
Western Bcstrs. Inc., Cheyenne, Wyo. —
Designated for hearing application for new
daytime am station to operate on 980 kc,
500 w; denied
petitionwith
for then
immediate grant Western's
or for hearing
pending
renewal
application
of
KLIR
Denver, Colo.; made KLIR party to proceeding.
Action Nov. 21.
■ By memorandum
commission designated foropinion
hearing& order,
application
of Dr. Charles H. Haggard and Kenneth R.
Rogers for new daytime am station to operate on 1320 kc, 500 w, in Crystal City, Tex.;
issues include determination as to whether
there are adequate revenues to support
more than one am station in area without
loss or degradation of service, and applicant's financial
qualifications.
Waived
to permit
consideration
of Dec.
21, rules
1961,
verified letter filed by Walter H. Herbort
Jr. (KBEN),
Carrizo
Springs, petition;
Tex., butmade
dismissed his Jan.
30 opposing
KUBO San Antonio, and KBEN parties to
proceeding. Commissioners Hyde, Lee and
Ford dissented. Action Nov. 21.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum
opinion &on order,
commission remanded proceeding
application

of Dixie Radio Inc. for new am station in
Brunswick, Ga. to Hearing Examiner for
further hearing and supplemental initial
decision based on current engineering showings. Commissioner
the result.
Action Nov.Bartley
21. concurred in
■ By order, commission denied petition
by Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. Inc. for review
and reversal of Review Board's Sep. 18 action which denied
Westinghouse's
motion on
to
be dismissed
as party
to proceeding
NBC-RKO broadcast transfers and related
applications
docs. 13085
et al.Nov.
Commissioner Cravenin dissented.
Action
21.
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission denied
(1) engineering
motion for bill
of particulars
concerning
information
and (2) petition for reconsideration and
grant without hearing filed by WBUX
Bcstg. Co. in proceeding on its application
to increase power of station WBUX Doylestown, Pa., from 1 kw to 5 kw, continued
operation on 1570 kc, DA-D. Action Nov. 21.
■ By order, commission granted motion
by Southern Broadcasters Inc. to extent of
extending time to Dec. 7 to file opposition
to petition by Tri Cities Bcstg. Co. for reconsideration or rehearing in GreensboroHigh Point, N. C, tv ch. 8 proceeding in
docs. 13072-5. Commissioner Henry not participating. Action Nov. 21.
■ By supplemental decision, commission
granted protest by Wilton E. Hall (WAIMTV, ch. 40), Anderson, S. C, to extent of
(1) setting
asidedenying
commission's
April of30, Spar1954,
grant
and (2)
application
tan Radiocasting Co. for mod. of cp of station WSPA-TV (ch. 7), Spartanburg, S. C,
to change transmitter site from Hogback
Mountain to Paris Mountain, make equipment changes, etc. Commission agreed with
Examiner's supplemental initial decisions
that, though qualified to be licensee, Spartan failed to justify grant which would result in curtailment of service from that
originally proposed. Action Nov. 21.
■ By order in proceeding on applications
for new am stations of Newton Bcstg. Co.,
Newton, Mass., and Transcript Press Inc.,
Dedham, Mass., commission granted in
part application for review by Newton
Bcstg. Co. to extent of providing for reception in evidence
facts as to
transcript's
changed
newspaperof holdings.
Comr.
Bartley
concurred and issued statement; Comr. Ford
21.
dissented and issued statement. Action Nov.
■ By memorandum opinion & order, comagreement between Childressmission
Bcstg.approved
Corp. of Murphy (WKRK),
Murphy, N. C, and Alvin B. Corum Jr.
whereby latter amended his application
for new am station in Lenoir City, Tenn.,
to specify 1360 kc (instead of 1320 kc), 1
kw, D, and Childress to pay Corum $1,500
as partial reimbursement of expenses incurred in connection with his original proposal which was in conflict with application of Childress to change facilities of
station WKRK from 1390 kc, 1 kw, D, to
1320 kc, 5 kw, D. By separate memorandum
opiniontion by& Cherokee
order, commission
denied
petiBcstg. Co.
(WCVP),
Murphy, to designate Childress application
for hearing. By separate action, commission granted application of Childress to
change facilities of WKRK accordingly; remote control permitted; conditions and
pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities
precluded
14419. Actionpending
Nov. 21.final decision in doc.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 28 time to respond to
petition toceeding toreopen
record
remandhearing
proexaminer
for and
further
filed by WMOZ Inc. and Edwin H. Estes in
proceeding
on applications
for renewal
license
of station
WMOZ Mobile,
Ala., andof
27.
revocation of license of Edwin H. Estes for
station WPFA Pensacola, Fla. Action Nov.
■ Granted petition by Potomac Bcstg.
Inc. and extended to Nov. 26 time to respond to petition for reconsideration and
stay of processing filed by Keyser Bcstg.
Corp.,tion in
proceeding
on Potomac's
for new
am station
in Keyser, applicaW. Va.
Action Nov. 26.
■ Granted petition by Charles County
Bcstg. Inc. and extended to Nov. 19 time to
respond to oppositions to its appeal from
examiner's
ruling County
in proceeding
on applications of Charles
and Dorlen
Bcstrs.
Inc. for new am stations in LaPlata and
Waldorf,
respectively,
both
Maryland.
Action Nov. 26.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFOOE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. ).
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFOOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Eag7.
INTERNATIONAL EL DC
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFOOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, B. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFOOE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFOOE

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9. TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFOOE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFG9E 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFOOE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFOOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFOOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2006 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM—
FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
BUtler 1-1551

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuckanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFOOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Bex 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOOE

Service
Directory

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

BARKLEY & INC.
DEXTER LABS.,
Donald P. Wise
lames M. Moran
Consulting,forResearch
fir
Development
Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St. Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg, Massachusetts
COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No STANDARD
Collection — ACTUARIAL
No Commission
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36. N. Y.
LP 5-5590

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Nov. 28
CPS
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
For new stations
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
127
550
3,741
53
151
166
1,030
32
79
124
523
54
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 28

Commercial
Non-Commercial

VHF
486
47

UHF

TflTSI
1 TV
U I AL
1V

21
91

577

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC Oct. 31
AM
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

66
126
3,727
205
298
3,919
503
59
345
4040
1

i ni7
1,U1/46
146
13
1,209
152
165
3
98
1010
0

T\l
IV
73
65
658
61
10
48
109
45
55
0
2

'Includes 3 stations operating on unreserved channels.

and extended
Nov. 29 time
to file excep-on
tions to initialto decision
in proceeding
am application of WFYC Inc. (WFYC),
Alma, Mich. Action Nov. 26.
■ Granted petition by Radio Elizabeth
Inc., Elizabeth, N. J., and extended to
Nov. 30 time to respond to petition to
intervene and for enlargement of issues
filed by Interstate Bcstg. Inc. (WQXR) ,
New York, N. Y., in proceeding on Radio
Elizabeth's
am application, et al. Action
Nov. 26.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Salem Bcstg.
Co. to increase power of station WJBD
Salem. 111., from 500 w to 1 kw, continued
operation on 1350 kc, D, and Leader Bcstg.
Co. for new am station to operate on 1350
kc, 500 w. D, in Edwardsville, 111. (1) denied
motion by Salem to enlarge or clarify issues larged
and (2)
Board's ownwhether
motion proenissues on
to determine
posed operation
Leader towould
objectionableof interference
WJBDcause
or any
other existing standard broadcast station
and, if so, nature and extent thereof, areas
and populations
ability of other affected
primarythereby,
serviceandto availsuch
areas and populations. Action Nov. 21.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Capitol Telecasting Co. and Austin Bcstg. Inc. for new
tv station to operate on ch. 24 in Austin,
Tex., granted their joint request for approval ofwould
agreement
wherebyandCapitol's
application
be dismissed
Austin
would reimburse Capitol $2,500 as partial
reimbursement of expenses incurred in connection withwith
latter's
application;
application
prejudice;
and dismissed
retained
in
hearing
status
Austin
application.
Action
Nov. 20.
B By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Blue Island
Community Bcstg. Inc. and Elmwood Park
Bcstg. Corp. for new fm stations in Blue
Island and Elmwood Park, 111., respectively,
and Mrs. Evelyn R. Chauvin Schoonfield for
renewal of license of fm station WXFM
Elmwood Park, in docs. 12604 et al., (1)
granted in part petition by Blue Island for
review of Examiner's April 9 order (denyinging,itsforpetition
leavefmto interim
amend, criteria,
rejectfailure tofor meet
its tendered amendment to reduce ERP, and
82 (FOR THE RECORD)

placing its application in pending file pending nnalization of fm rulemaking in doc.
14i85), (2) removed from pending file and
reinstated Blue Island application in instant
proceeding, and (3) directed Examiner to
proceed Nov.
to initial
decision on all issues.
Action
20.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Cabrillo Bcstg.
Co. andtions inHelix
Bcstg. Co.
am both
staSan Diego
and forLa new
Mesa,
California,
in docs.
14700-1,
(1) denied respectively,
motion by Cabrillo
to enlarge
issues with respect to applicant Helix; and
(2) dismissed latter's motion to strike Cabrillo's
pleading. Action
Board Member
son notreply
participating.
Nov. 19. NelACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Denied petition by Geoffrey A. Lapping
for field hearing
proceeding
application for newin am
station on
in his
Blythe.
Calif. Action Nov. 23.
■ Granted petition by Franklin County
Bcstg. tionsInc.
applicafor newfor amdismissal
station ofin its
Owensville,
Mo., and
forPotosi
changeandof KLPW
frequency
stations KYRO
Union,of both
Missouri, but dismissed applications with
prejudice
tion Nov. and
21. terminated proceeding. Ac■ Granted petition by Richard Tuck Enterprises to extent
of dismissing
its application for new
am station
in Arlington,
Tex.,
but with
prejudice,
and
terminated
proceeding. Action Nov. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted petition by Wyman N. and
Willa M. Schnepp and continued Nov. 27
hearing to March 3, 1963. in proceeding on
their application and Valley Bcstg. Co. for
new am stations in Abilene and Beloit, both
Kansas, respectively. Action Nov. 27.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Nov.
21 prehearing conference, continued Dec.
18 evidentiary hearing to Jan. 21, 1963 in
proceeding
on applications
Bcstg. Inc. and
Radio Smiles ofInc.Fran-Mack
for new
am stations in Fayetteville and Spring
Lake, N. C, respectively. Action Nov. 21.
■ On own motion, directed that transcript

be corrected as requested in petition by
Harry A. Epperson Sr., Harry A. Epperson
Jr. and Ralph D. Epperson in proceeding
on application of Stuart W. Epperson for
new
ActionamNov.station
20. in Winston-Salem, N. C.
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
■ Denied petition by Carol Music Inc.
for continuance of hearing scheduled to be
held in Chicago, 111., on Nov. 27, in proceeding on revocation of license and SCA of its
fm station WCLM Chicago; the Nov. 26 prehearing conference and Nov. 27 hearing will
be held as scheduled in Chicago. Action
Nov. 23.
■ By order
in proceeding
NBC-RKO
broadcast
transfers
and relatedon applications
in docs. 13085 et al., granted in part motion
by Ford Motor Co. and quashed, in part,
Nov. 14 subpoena duces tecum issued at
request of NBC directing official of Ford
to appear at hearing and produce certain
of its documents. Action Nov. 21.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding
on NBC-RKO
fers and related
applicationsbroadcast
in docs. trans13085
et al., after oral argument, granted joint
motion by RCA and NBC and quashed, in
part, Nov. 14 subpoena duces tecum issued
at request of Philco Bcstg. Co. directing
official of RCA to appear at hearing and
produce certain of its documents. Action
Nov. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ On own motion and with consent of all
other parties, continued Nov. 21 hearing
to Nov. 23 in proceeding on application of
St. Martin Bcstg. Co. for new am station in
St. Martinville.'La. Action Nov. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Ende
■ Upon agreement
parties
at Nov. on23
prehearing
conferenceof in
proceeding
681 of
application
Bigbee Bcstg. Co. for new
am station in Demopolis, Ala., scheduled
certain procedural dates and rescheduled
Dec.
18 hearing for Feb. 26, 1963. Action
Nov. 26.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ On own motion, continued indefinitely
prehearing conference scheduled for Nov.
28 in proceeding on applications of Alkima
Bcstg.
Co., for
Louis
and in
Howard
Wasserman
new Handloff
am stations
West
Chester,
Pa.,
and
Newark,
Del.,
respectively.
Action Nov. 26.
■ As result of agreements reached at
Nov. 26 prehearing conference in proceeding on am application of Thomas County
Bcstg. Inc. (WKTG), Thomasville, Ga., con26.
certainforprocedural
dates Action
and scheduledtinued
hearing
Jan. 11, 1963.
Nov.
■ Granted motion by Secretary of Army
and extended indefinitely Dec. 17 hearing
and date for exchange of exhibits in proceeding on application
KSAYstation
Bests.
Co.
for renewal
of license ofof am
KSAY
San Francisco, Calif. Action Nov. 21.
■ Granted motion by Semo Bcstg. Corp.
and continued certain procedural dates and
changed Jan. 7 hearing to Feb. 11, 1963, in
proceeding
application
Browns-in
ville Bcstg.onCo.its for
new am andstations
Sikeston, Mo., and Brownsville, Tenn., respectively. Action Nov. 21.
B On own
motion, for
scheduled
preNov.now28further
at which
time new hearing
dateconference
for hearing,
postponed
indefinitely, will be established, in proceedon applications
of Alkima
Bcstg. Co..
Louising Handloff
and Howard
Wasserman
for
new am stations in West Chester, Pa., and
Newark, Del., respectively. Action Nov. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Upon obiection
motion byby Broadcast
and
without
any party,Bureau
continued
from Nov. 26 to Dec. 7 date to file proposed
findings and from Dec. 6 to Dec. 17 for
replies, in proceeding on am application of
Poplar Bluff Bcstg. Co. (KWOC), Poplar
Bluff, Mo. Action Nov. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Nov.
20 prehearing conference in proceeding on
applications of Service Bcstg. Corp. and
Z-B Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in
Kenosha, Wis., and Zion, 111., respectively,
scheduled certain procedural dates, and
continuedNov.Dec.20. 12 hearing to Feb. 11, 1963.
Action
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted request by respondent Dutchess
County Bcstg. Corp., and continued certain
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

procedural dates, and changed Nov. 28
hearing to Dec. 12 in proceeding on application of Hudson Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WEOK),
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Action Nov. 23.
■ Granted motion by Finley Bcstg. Co.
(KSRO), Santa Rosa, Calif., and extended
from Nov. 20 to Nov. 27 date for final exchange of applicant's
direct
(nonengineering
exhibits),
fromwritten
Nov. 26caseto
Dec.
3
date
for
exchange
of
supplemental engineering exhibitsapplicant's
and rerebuttal toexhibits,
continued spondent
Dec. KSRO's
3 hearing
Dec. 10 andin
proceeding on application of Bay Shore
Bcstg. Co. for new am station in Hayward,
Calif. Action Nov. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued Dec. 27 hearing to Jan. 8,
1963, in proceeding on applications of The
Young
People'sCorp.,
Church
Inc. andin
WJMJ Bcstg.
for ofnewthefmAirstations
Philadelphia, Pa. Action Nov. 23.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Upon request by Norton Bcstg. Inc. for
leave to file reply findings and conclusions
in proceeding on its application for new
am station in Norton, Kans., which is consolidated for hearing in docs. 11678 et al.,
ordered that any party desiring to file reply
findings and conclusions must do so not
later than Dec. 7. Action Nov. 26.
■ Upon agreement of parties, ordered
proposed findings and conclusions to be filed
bv Dec. 20 in proceeding on am application
of The Torrington Bcstg. Co. (WTOR),
Torrington, Conn. Action Nov. 23.
■ Granted motion by Cabrillo Bcstg. Co.
and continued from Dec. 14 to Jan. 7, 1963,
date for hearing
on Co.
its application and that inofproceeding
Helix Bcstg.
for
new am stations in San Diego and La Mesa,
both Calif, respectively. Action Nov. 23.
■ Continued Jan. 14 further hearing to
Feb. 4, 1963, in proceeding on applications
of WIDU Bcstg. Inc. and Al-Or Bcstg. Co.
for new am stations in Asheboro and Mebane, N. C, respectively. Action Nov. 21.
■ Upon aereement of parties, scheduled
further prehearing conference for Nov. 21
(action Nov. 201, and continued Dec. 5
hearing to Jan. 14, 1963, (action Nov. 21) in
Miami, Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ On own motion, corrected in various
respects Oct. 31 transcript of hearing in
proceeding on am application of WGLI Inc.
(WGLI), Babylon, N. Y. Action Nov. 26.
■ Upon agreement of parties at Nov. 16
prehearing conference in proceeding on
applications of Griffith Bcstg. Corp. and
Parkway Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in
Lynchburg and Buena Vista, both Virginia,
respectively, continued Dec. 18 hearing to
Jan. 21. 1963, and ordered direct case exhibits to be exchanged among counsel by
Dec. 21 and rebuttal exhibits by Jan. 4,
1963. Action Nov. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted request by Jupiter Associates
Inc. and continued certain procedural dates,
and changed Dec. 17 hearing to Jan. 14,
1963, in proceeding on its application for
new am station in Matawan, N. J., et al.
Action Nov. 26.
By Hearing
Examiner Jr.Chester F.
Naumowicz
■ Granted petition by Elyria-Lorain Bcstg.

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies for
membership in Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications

Co.
(WEOL-AM-FM),
continued
from Dec. 4 Elyria,
to Dec. Ohio,
18 dateandto
file proposed findings, and from Jan. 7 to
Jan. 21 to file replies in proceeding on applications of W.W.I.Z. Inc., Lorain, Ohio,
et al., for renewal of license of WWIZ
Lorain, Ohio, etc. Action Nov. 20.
■ By order, formalized rulings made at
Nov. 20 prehearing conference in proceeding on applications of William S. Cook for
new am station in Colorado Springs, Colo.,
et al., scheduled certain procedural dates,
and
1963. continued
Action Nov.Dec.20. 11 hearing to Feb. 26,
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Granted
by John
A. Egle
KLFT
Radio petition
Inc. and
continued
Dec.and4
hearing to Dec. 19, and extended from Nov.
19 to Dec. 4 date for exchange of exhibits
in proceeding on their applications for new
am
in Golden Meadow, La. Action
Nov. stations
27.
■ Granted motion by Melody Music Inc.
and extended to Dec. 10 time to file proposed findings and to Dec. 31 for replies in
proceeding on its application for renewal of
license
Nov. 26. of WGMA Hollywood, Fla. Action
BROADCAST ACTIONS
byActions
Broadcast
Bureau
of Nov.
27
KTLN, Radio Denver Inc., Denver, Colo.
— Granted acquisition of positive control
by Richard B. Wheeler through sale of
stock
name. by Frank Flynn to company of same
KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo.— Granted
licensesnate trans.,
covering
changes
(main ant.);
and alterdrivers
and main
and
installation of aux. ant. at new main trans,
site.
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.— Granted licenses covering change in ERP — vis. 177 kw,
aur. 88.5 kw; ant. height 1160 ft.; and change
of channel from 33 to 15 pursuant to report
& order of June 9, 1961, in doc. 13903 (main
trans, and ant.); and installation of aux.
ant. system.
KLFM (FM) Long Beach, Calif.— Granted
cp to increase
ant.w;height
410 location
ft.; decrease ERP to 330
move totrans,
and make changes in ant. system; remote
control permitted.
Actions of Nov. 26
KIRO Seattle, Wash.— Granted license
covering installation of new trans, as aux.
trans,
dition. with remote control operation; conWAII-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Granted license
coveringsite.installation of aux. trans, at main
trans,
WSB-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted cp to
change ERP to 100 kw.
KQJ-76trans,
Bay location
City, Mich.—
Granted
change
to Flint,
Mich.,cp andto
make
changes
in
ant.
system
for
tv STL
station.
*WEGA-TV Savannah, Ga.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans, and type ant.,
make changes in ant. system, and change
ant. height to 1050 ft.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: WKIP Poughke psie, N. Y.;La.WSSB Durham, N. C; KTDL
Farmerville,
Actions of Nov. 23
KHAL
Homer,
La. — Granted renewal of
license.
WSBT South Bend, Ind.— Granted license
covering installation of new aux. trans.
WUNO Rio Piedras, P. R.— Granted linatecense
main covering
trans. installation of new alterWWSCcense covering
GlensuseFalls,
Y.— trans,
Granted(main
liof oldN.main
trans, location) as aux. trans.
WYSL Buffalo, N. Y. — Granted licenses
covering installation of alternate main-night
and aux. -day trans, with remote control
operation;
and change of ant. -trans, location.
WSAR— Fall River, Mass.— Granted license covering change in ant. -trans, and
studio location; changes in DA ant. and
ground system and installation of new
trans.
WMAN Mansfield, Ohio — Granted license
covering use of old main trans, as alternate
main night and aux. day.
WRUN use
Utica,
N. main
Y.— Granted
covering
of old
trans, aslicense
main
trans,
daytime
and
alternate
main night (2
main trans) .
WOCB West Yarmouth, Mass.— Granted
license covering changes in ant. system
(increase height).
KRON-FM San Francisco, Calif.— Granted

request and cancelled SCA.
WTRE
— Greensburg,
Ind. —type
Granted
mod.
of cp(FM)
to change
type trans.;
ant.;
and height of supporting ant. structure.
WPTZ (TV)
North Pole,date
N. to
Y.—March
Granted1,
extension
of completion
1963.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new
trans, for following stations: WYSL Buffalo,
N. Y.; WMNB North Adams, Mass.; WMAN
Mansfield,
Ohio, and WWSC Glens Falls,
N. Y.
WRUN Utica, N. Y. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, as main
trans.
main -night
trans.). and aux. trans. -daytime (2
Actions of Nov. 21
WSRW-FM
Hillsboro, Ohio— Granted license for fm station.
WJDX Jackson, Miss. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, as mainnight trolandoperation.
aux. -day with DA-N, remote conWLW
Cincinnati,
Ohio — Granted
license
covering changes in transmitting
equipment.
WKMF Flint, Mich.— Granted license
covering installation of old main trans, as
aux. trans.: conditions.
WTUX Wilmington,
Del. —trans,
Granted
license
covering
use of old main
at present
main trans, site as aux. trans, with remote
control operation.
WLEU Erie, Pa. — Granted license coveringtionincrease
daytime power and installaof new intrans.
WSRW Hillsboro, Ohio— Granted license
covering side mounting of fm ant. on am
tower.
WROZ Evansville, Ind. — Granted license
covering use of old main trans, at present
main trans, location as aux. trans.
WUFO Amhurst, N. Y. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, as aux.
trans, with remote control operation.
WTAQ La Grange, 111. — Granted license
covering
of new trans, as alternate maininstallation
trans.
WSLS-FM Roanoke. Va. — Granted license
covering installation of new ant., new trans.,
Continued on page 89

ROHN

TOWERS

STAND THE TEST!
Heavy ice loading, coupled with high
winds, is the severest of all tests for a
tower. It PROVES sturdiness and
sound engineering. Below is a ROHN
Communication Tower that clearly
withstood such a test.

For Towers That Can Stand Rigorous
Abuse, Call or Write. Complete engineering and erection service available.
ROHN

Manufacturing Co.
I P. O. Box 2000
I Peoria, Illinois
"Pioneer Manufacturer of

Towers of AllWORLD-WIDE
Kinds"
REPRESENTATIVES
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable m advance. Cheeks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday preceding publication dote.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• All other classifications, including Employment Agencies, etc., 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSalei Su, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
The man I need is intelligent, ambitious,
creative, mature, and ready to settle down
in a lifetime career; a happy family man,
30-40 years old; willing to relocate; an engineer with first phone ticket, but also has
had at least five years experience in sales
and/or
types and and
is familiar withmanagement.
fundamental Heaccounting
good
business procedures. He and wife must be
willing for him to travel 2 states spending
3 or 4 nights a week away from home.
If this is you, write me full details of your
past performance and education plus your
hopes
the future.
Convince
me and
I'll
finance for
personal
interview.
The man
I select
will receive a comfortable base salary plus
lucrative incentive compensation, retirement benefits, insurance, travel expenses,
and unlimited advancement opportunity.
Box 183R. BROADCASTING.
Manager needed for Iowa daytime station.
Only station in county. Must have a proven
sales record.
SendBROADCASTING.
tape and complete resume. Box 324R,
Station-sales
midwest resume
500,000 market. Personalmanager
and industry
with
photo, please. Box 469R, BROADCASTING.
Ohio daytimer needs experienced small station manager who knows full operation as
working
manager. Box 491R, BROADCASTING.
Manager, fm station. Looking for manager
with sales, programming and announcing
experience for existing fm station. Exownership
tencellent
tial. P. O. opportunity
Box 293,with
Pueblo,
Colorado. poSales
Outstanding opportunity for aggressive
young midwest ern salesman with drive and
confidence. Adult programming in a million
plus market. Guaranteed draw commensurate with background, and prospects good
for five figure earnings. Ability to engage
in part time announcing would enhance
earnings capability. Send experience, details and references. Box 220R, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager for top rated am-fm
In 50M Texas City. Should be creative, substantial citizen of management quality.
Guarantee plus commission. Benefits. Full
details
first
letter. Box 421R, BROADCASTING.
Sales and limited shift on board. Growth
area in central Florida. Salary and commission. Bright future, good income, ideal
climate. Reply complete details resume,
tape, photo. Box 454R, BROADCASTING.
East coast metropolitan market. No. 1 station has opening for strong professional
radio salesman. Should be capable of billing $10,000 per month, draw against 15%.
Group benefits. Box 448R, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for N. Y S. adult daytimer.
Must be hungry for success and responsibility. Excellent prospects for five-figure
earnings. Send experience, details and references. Box 482R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Salesman for central Texas daytimer. Salary and commission. KTON, Belton, Texas.
Suburban Chicago. Permanent position expanding organization. Original ownership.
5 kw AM-180 kw FM. 20% commissionadvance. Complete details. Wheeler, WEAW,
Evanston, Illinois.
34

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Need two really treat salesmen. Radio one
in Waco, Texas looking for two men who
want to sell in a competitive market. Sell
for the station which is the undisputed
leader. The fastest growing station in the
great southwest. Station has the sound, has
more than quadrupled sales since the first
of the year, permanent guarantee. Write or
phone on Wed., Thur., Fri., Bill Dahlsten,
General Manager, KAWA, Box 482, Waco,
Texas. Phone PL 4-1488.
Salesmanager wanted in town of 12,000 near
Atlanta. Station is 15 years old with no
competition in the county. Also chance to
move into management with growing company. White WLBB, Carrollton, Georgia.
Salesman-announcer — top opportunity for
right man in single station market. Established account list plus salary. Must be
draft exempt. Contact W. H. Olson, RADIO
WLOI, La Porte, Indiana, phone: 362-6144.
Looking for salesman for a progressive,
tremendous sounding station 75 miles from
Chicago. Station celebrating 15th anniversary this month, part of industrial community, successful, rates number one in
six county area. Commission against permanent guarantee. Pension plan, hospital
insurance,
otherconsidering
fringe benefits.
ent salesman
movingOnetopresour
other station in Waco, Texas. Must replace
him first. Write or phone on Monday or
Tuesday: Bill Dahlsten, General Manager,
WLPO, Box 215, LaSalle, Illinois.
We have a top production team, we are a
good music station only. We are the only
fm and am station in a market with over
60% of the
and starting
over 20%salesman
fm exclusive. homes
We need fm
a self
and one that can close! We offer a top
guarantee plus commission to the right
man. Send full resumes to director of sales,
Box 5. Ann Arbor, Michigan, or phone area
code 313-, NO 3-0569.

Very excellent opportunity for a top morning personality. Midwest market of 300,000.
Pulse rated No. 1 for last five years. This
is a prestige station. Fully paid hospitalization and life insurance programs equivalent
to $100.00 per month. Highest salary paid
commensurate with ability. This is a permanent position — average length of employment over five years in our program de— will contact by
telephone. partment.
BoxRush particulars
359R, BROADCASTING.
$550.00 per month. Must be top quality announcer with 1st phone ticket. Central midwest regional. Good music format. Progressive management. Good studios and equipment. Box 374R, BROADCASTING.
Morning personality for adult format, good
music, top production station. Strictly a
quality operation. Excellent opportunity
for right man to build a strong following In
this
midwest market. Box 399R, BROADCASTING.

Announcers
Top Chain continually on lookout for top
airmen with format experience. Believable
personality,fications.and
To be creativity
considered important
send tapequaliand
resume to Box 834K, BROADCASTING.
Top flight R 8c B Jock for traffic times. Top
northern market. Must pass rigid personal
investigation. Good opportunity for right
man.
Tape and resume. Box 209R, BROADCASTING.
Southwest power station has an opening
for a top rated dj with originality and good
judgment in air presentation, for an adult
audience. No rock and roll. Salary open.
Send background information, recent photo,
references and audition tape in first reply.
Box 272R, BROADCASTING.
Morning man and staff announcer. Tourist
area, warm the year round. Send resume,
tape, recent photo and salary required to
Box 278R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, with 1st ticket, male or female,
for New Hampshire smooth-sound dayCASTING^
timer. $100 weekly. Box 326R, BROAD5000 watt midwest independent looking for
versatile, fast-paced, announcer. No screamers. Warm, friendly style only. Pay commensurate with ability and experience.
Send tape, complete resume and references
to Box 352R. BROADCASTING.

Wanted: announcer with tight board, good
production. $175.00 per week. Send unedited half hour air check. Box 441R
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Ohio station needs a
first phone who is sharp on maintenance.
details and tape to Box 481R,
Send full TING.
BROADCAS
Ohio daytimer needs announcer with first
class ticket. Experience unnecessary but
desirable. Box 490R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer with good voice for
good music station in mid Atlantic. No
maint.
Send tane and resume to Box 496R,
BROADCASTING.
N. Y. vicinity, all around announcer newsman. Good voice. Salary $75.00. Send tape
and resume. Box 498R, BROADCASTING.
Need mature morning man. $450 per month
to start. Tape and resume to KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.
Need immediately pleasant voiced, fastpaced announcer with 1st ticket, capable
of production-type work. Station is number one in four station market of 125,000.
Staff is pleasant and capable, we need a
good man to join us. Air mail tape, resume,
requirements:
Hugh Barr, P.D., KLO, Box
1499, Ogden, Utah.
Wanted — staff announcer fast paced good
music
station.
Davenport,
Iowa.Resume and tape to KWNT,
Chicago suburban, first phone. Permanent,
immediate, experienced. Tape please and
detailed letter. WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Salesman-announcer — top opportunity for
right man in single market. Established
account list plus salary. Must be draft
exempt. Contact W. H. Olson, Radio WLOI,
La Porte, Indiana. Phone: 362-6144.
Announcer with first class ticket. WAMD,
Aberdeen, Maryland.
The top rated station in Peoria, Illinois, is
adding a drive time personality. Must be
experienced, top rated and bright sounding.
Also adding mobile news man. Must be
experienced, and have a feeling for local
news. Send
and complete resume to:
WIRL,
Peoria,tapeIllinois.
Announcer, dj, nightimer for good music
NBC ence.
midwest
affiliate.
Must have
Good salary
plus benefits.
Send experiphoto,
tape and
resume
to
Ed
Huot,
WTRC,
Elkhart, Indiana.
BROADCASTING, December 3. 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, thusiastic
program
director,
1st phone
enmorning man.
Beautiful
eastern
short station. Dick Lee, Easton, Maryland, TA 2-3301.
Opening soon. New clear channel radio
station serving Granite Falls, Hickory and
Lenoir, N. C. Now accepting applications
for experienced announcers, engineers,
salesman and copywriter. Good salary. Excellent working conditions. Paid hospitalization and life insurance. Good opportunity
with growing group organization. Member
"Childressto:Stations"
Send Manager,
complete
resume
Robert group.
S. Culler,
WKJK,
Box
155,
Granite
Falls,
North
Carolina.
Technical
1st engineer. Southeast market, combo.
Write resume. Box 261R, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced Chief
engineer of am and fm operation in Atlanta,
Ga. Write comple qualifications. Box 423R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced young man with first class
ticket to be chief engineer for topnotch
Pennsylvania small market kilowatt operation, directional at night. Excellent opportunity for right man. Salary starts at $100.
Be
your
own boss. Box 430R. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer for progressive
in S.E. Pa. Send tape and resume to Box
495R, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer—
daytimer.ofComplete
responsibility
forOhio
maintenance
modern
well engineered station. Must be capable
of handling modest amount of air time.
Send resume, salary requirements and tape.
Box 480R, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for booth announcer,
excellent opportunity to switch from radio
to tv. Send tape, picture, and resume to,
Don Stone, KTIV, Sioux City, Iowa.
Needed two engineers with first class license
for VHF transmitter and video. Contact
WECT, Wilmington, North Carolina.
Chief engineer, announcer, 5 kw da — new
RCA transmitter. Must be well qualified and
ambitious. Good pay to right man. Present
chief called to active duty in military.
Leaves about January first, 1963. Call WION,
Phone 2-300 or write Box 143, Ionia, Michigan.
Chief engineer— news station, Chicago area.
KW fm-am directional. State experience
and
salary. WNSH, Box 1430, Highland Park,
Illinois.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Radio news director: Top quality west
coast Florida station. Immediate opening
for experienced dedicated news director
to head department. Authoritative delivery
and creative writer. Want only the best.
Top payresume,
in the references
market. Send
tape 340R,
aircheck,
to Box
BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager. Documented sales ability. Thirteen
years successful management. Top character
and owner references. Box 391R, BROADCASTING.
Small station management. Can invest.
Former chief engineer. 13 years business
management.
location preferred. Write Georgia-Florida
Box 429R, BROADCASTING.
No. 1 salesman outselling all other salesmen in one of top 30 markets. Leading to
position of local sales manager January
1961
—
nationalmanspotwith
on
a 5 tocurrently
1 dollar outselling
basis. TV career
solid successful background in both independent and affiliate sales seeks opportunity with growth potential. Available
January,
CASTING. 1963. Write Box 470R, BROADExperienced broadcast executive, New York
market. Seeks challenging growth position.
Successful sales and management background. Prefer New York but will consider
relocation for right position. Box 474R,
BROADCASTING.
Florida salesman, employed, 25 years radio,
seeks station management in good, active
market. Family man, age 45. Box 506R,
BROADCASTING.
10 years sales, training and management.
Experienced all phases. Employed general
sales manager seeks full responsibility
smaller or medium southwest market. Five
figures. Box 494R, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesman for group ownership only. Fifteen
years specializing in local and regional spot
sales. Work with your local salesmen under
my direction for immediate billing on new
direct sales. Highest references. Commission
basis. Box 438R, BROADCASTING.
Arizona, New Mexico, California owners
and/or managers: Top-notch radio time
salesman relocate family in warm, dry
climate. Mature, experienced, workable
ideas especially effective with local accounts. Large or small market competition
no handicap. Better than average copy.
Need opportunity to earn a minimum of
8 to 10 thousand straight commission on
collections. Available in your market early
in '63.BROADCASTING.
Confidential as you want it. Box
475R.

Production — Programming, Others
If you have basic writing abilities and a
good commercial voice we will help you
develop into a polished production writer.
Send resume and audition tape immediately
to Box 852P, BROADCASTING.
Local and regional sales specialist for group
only. Fifteen years experience
Public relations. City of Philadelphia has ownership
selling direct, local and regional accounts.
opportunity for experienced pr man to Will
work
with your local salesmen for
work in Silver Anvil and Freedom Foundanew immediate billing. Highest industry
tion awards winning Public Information
references. Commission basis. Box 508R,
BROADCASTING.
Office.
degree Applicants
with major must
course have
work a inbachelor's
journalism, English or liberal arts. Four years of
full-time experience in news writing and/or
Announcers
the preparation of informational or promotional material and arranging for its reNegro Disc Jockey announcer. Tight board,
lease is also required. Salary $7053-$8857,
excellent fringe benefits. Contact Director
excellent news, refreshing dj style. Treof Recruiting, Room 792 City Hall (MU 6mendous potential. Top 40 or good music.
Box 203R, BROADCASTING.
2358) before December 19, 1962.
Negro d.j. newscaster, college graduate,
Well established southern lower Michigan
experienced, available now. Box 362R,
fulltimer with adult programming seeks
BROADCASTING.
experienced mature air personality capable
of handling production and news along
Experienced, ambitious 30 year old sports
with deejay work. Excellent opportunity
news, music announcer seeks position with
for right person. Send air-check and resume
to Box 366R, BROADCASTING.
sports minded station. Masters degree plus
business experience including heavy background in sales and advertising. Family
Solid opportunity. Prefer: several years
man. Veteran. Will relocate. Box 364R,
commercial experience, married, gather,
BROADCASTING.
write local copy, production, special events.
Adult music. Expanding staff soon for inAnnouncer with five years experience decrease to 5 kw, fulltime, tape, foto, salary,
sires position in educational broadcasting.
complete resume. Robert Armstrong, PD,
WIBV, Belleville, Illinois.
-Box 427R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

Situations Wanted — (Conf d)
Announcers
$200 a week. Darn well worth it! Comic . .
metro-pro. Proven audience puller. Top 40
or middleroad. Box 428R, BROADCASTING.
Have records will rock. Top 40 dj, fast
paced, experienced, tight board, excellent
production. Top teen appeal, Age 22. Can
supply complete million dollar music record
library. Tape available. Box 434R, BROADCASTING.
Happily married staff announcer, 5 years
experience all formats including 1, as pd.
B.A. degree. Seeking stable position, advancement. Minimum $100. Consider southwest, west, midwest. Box 437R, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv announcer seeks position in east.
Married. One child. Box 450R, BROADCASTING.
Mature family man, 1st phone. 20 years
experience, 2 years chief. Desires permanent position with quality station. Will
relocate for right position. Prefer eastern
Pa., N. J. Salary to . match abilities. Box
451R, BROADCASTING
D. J. Announcer, continuity- writer. Do
woman type show, traffic assignments. Box
462R, BROADCASTING.
Play
play sports,
with news,
professional
sound.
Seven byyears
dj. Mature,
stable,ket. family
man.
Medium
or
major
marBox 463R. BROADCASTING.
Country
disc
able ,tape
andjockey.
resume Announcer.
on request.AvailBox
464R, BROADCASTING.
Miny Miny mo, great sounding show. Idea
gal, extraordinaire, beyond compare. Box
465R, BROADCASTING.
The feminine style is best on the dial.
Box 466R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer, 25, single,
veteran desires employment with sound
midwest
station. Box 467R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with third phone wants first
position. Good trained voice with college.
Box 468R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disc jockey. Wants permanent
position. 150 mile radius NYC. Box 476R,
BROADCASTING.
Six years
experience.Currently
Versatileemployed
staff. Mar-as
ried. Conscientious.
ING.
program director. Box 477R, BROADCASTGrignatz! How's that for an attention
getter? Smooth, extremely versatile profes ional of nine years radio and tv. University graduate, employed, seeks staff
position with tv-am or free hand in developing top-notch all-night show in major
market,
let's hear what you're got.
Box
478R,or BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer. The talk of your town
will be the tall man with the big, wonderous voice. Mature, broadcasting school
and college graduate. Creative writer. Box
483R, BROADCASTING.
Fast-paced
good news
delivery.
Draft free. personality,
Seeking medium
market,
top
40 or other. Box 484R, BROADCASTING.
DJ. Top 40. Swinging sound. Cheerful.
Youthful. Tight production. Reliable. Box
486R, BROADCASTING.
Personality/dj. Popular adult programming. Versatile. Ambitious. Reliable. Now
employed. Box 487R, BROADCASTING.
Seeking first position. Opportunity more
important than money. Production conscious, news-minded, on-spot, rewrite, collegeately!
graduate,
musician.
Available immediBox 452R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, d.j. experienced authoritative
sound. Smooth board, production. Will relocate. Box 497R, BROADCASTING
Experienced newsman/salesman. Family
man looking for permanent position. Box85
213R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
DJ/announcer, first phone for south Florida.
Young, single. Adult format and top 40
experience. Conversational delivery. Box
501R, BROADCASTING.
Desire return to radio (2 years absence).
Announcer with 1st class, 3Vz years experience, family, age 29. Prefer midwest. Box
504R, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Chief, combo experience. Will
relocate. Box 503R, BROADCASTING.
Top 40 announcer. Will go anywhere, year
experience. Will send air check. Tight
oBard. Box 509R, BROADCASTING.
News, farm, sports, copy, sales. Call Borom
PI 8-7323 Longview, Texas.
Newscaster, dj, middle of the road dj,
authoritative news, not a floater. Adam
Knight, 32-84 37th Street, Astoria, New York.
Young, ambitious, talented dj knows radio,
prefer top forty market. Any location. ConLann, Texas.
316 Wimberly, Edison 24683, tact
FortJody Worth,
Have limited experience, first phone, prefer
smaller markets, consider any area, and
would take straight engineering or combo
work. Boby Lee, 5202 Bradford Drive,
Dallas, Texas.
Experienced first phone announcer, farm
director, and copywriter. Available now
for small or medium market in Iowa, Minn,
or Eastern South Dakota. Family, write
Box 301, Waverly Iowa.
Young Chicagoland personality available
now. $130 minimum. First phone, Carl Como,
8755 Oleander, Niles, Illinois. YO 5-2365.
Staff announcer, 1st phone, all staff duties.
Tight board, single, have car, age 23,
Martin,
1500 Ruth #7, Texas. JA 2-3439
after 5 p.m.
First phone personality, showmanship maturity, college, 5 years experience, No. 1
ratings, draft free. Available immediately.
Box 743P. BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced first phone enginesr/announcer.
Versatile.
Midwest. Box 195R, BROADCASTING.
First phone, no experience. Willing to
learn. Presently radio operator. Married,
draft exempt. Prefer south central. Box
338R. BROADCASTING.
Position wanted, presently employed, 19
years in radio, experienced all phases,
chief engineer, supervisor, maintenance,
construction, directionals. Box 460R,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, experienced in directionals,
maintenance, regulations. Western States.
Box 479R, BROADCASTING.
Field service. Broadcast engineer. Ticket,
know-how. Mileage, weekly fee, cash.
South. Call. Griffin, Georgia 8-1318.
Engineering technician, electronics, desires
service representative position. Griffin,
Georgia. 8-1318.
Engineer, 1st class, 41 years old, wishes to
relocate. Current station going remote.
Available immediately. Reply to Robert
Benninger, c/o WDBC, 600 Ludington Street,
Escanaba, Michigan.
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman on number one clear channel in
sixth US market desires new position.
Available February 1, 1963. Top references.
Top local and regional reporting, writing.
For
tape, resume, write, Box 387R, BROADCASTING.
Program director and/or announcer-good
background including sales. Unique ideas.
Conservative.
BROADCASTING.Prompt reply. Box 389R,
86

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Music director, announcer. Now employed
at quality music station in Hollywood,
California. Seeks return to east coast. New
York, Conn., Mass. preferred. Box 431R.
BROADCASTING.
Formatic p.d./dj. 6 years with top 40 and
middle of road. IV2 years general manager.
5 years in sales. Married, 25. stable, college
grad. Box 432R, BROADCASTING.
Hard hitting newsman's newsman. Colorful
brilliant
style.My Decade's
experience.
journalism.
news makes
money.College
Box
435R, BROADCASTING.
First rate newsman, now doing morning
news for 50,000 watter in top 20 market.
I dig, write and air news and documentaries. Leadership ability. Aggressive. Quality voice. Family. Interested? Box 442R,
BROADCASTING.
Program director-dj — 14 years experience,
34, married. Currently employed at 50,000
watt independent as pd-dj. Desires to relocate. Top ratings as disc jockey for 10
years. Top ratings on stations as pd. Modern format desired. Tape and resume on
request. Excellent references. Box 444R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, newscaster, married, experienced, tight board, authoritative newscast.
Prefer northeastern area. Available immediately. Chance to work into television.
Box 445R, BROADCASTING.
Top flight, working program director for
northeast. Top music format a must. Experience, references. Can handle any size
staff. Personal interview required. Suggest
starting
salary.
Box 449R, BROADCASTING.
Program manager. Available immediately.
Fourteen years continuous experience in
the third and fourth market with three
major corporations. Box 473R, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Local — salesman wanted for station in 500,000 plus set midwest market. Man we want
rnust love selling. Must have television
experience. Excellent protected list. Inin fivein figure
bracket.
Pro's only
apply. comeOnce
a lifetime
opportunity
for
right man. Box 493R, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for television station. Unusual opportunity for young aggressive
salesman with good radio or television experience to join dynamic organization. Box
502R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
New, progressive channel 21, in all UHF
Fresno area market, has two openings for
free lance men, or salesman-announcers.
One hour, prime time rate $90.00. Independent station specializing in local sports
and special community salutes, with liveremote facilities. Teenage bandstand show
also available. High commissions or net
amount of your total billings. Resume and
pics
to Harold Gann, KDAS-TV, Box 321,
Hanford.
Technical
Engineer first class ticket. Excellent opportunity pilot station, growing chain. WBJATV, Binghamton, New York. Phone or wire
Chief Engineer, Lou Stantz, 772-1122.
Wanted experienced tv studio engineer
Must have 1st phone. State experience and
salary requirements first letter. Box 78R
BROADCASTING.
250 KUowatt uhf has need for engineer
Strong on maintenance, must have sufficient
to assume
full responsibilities forexperience
maintenance
shift. Salary
open. Wire
or phone M. J. Lamb, WIMA, Television,
Lima, Ohio.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Announcer-Sportcaster. Opening for thoroughly professional versatile announcer
capable of doing local-level sports show.
WSAV, Radio-Television, Savannah, Ga.
Outstanding opportunity for experienced,
professional tv newsman in one of the
east's finest growth markets. Must have
college ance,education,
air performgood public professional
relations sense,
proven
administrative ability. If you qualify fully,
send complete resume in confidence to Box
424R, BROADCASTING. ;
Midwest tv station needs experienced continuity writer. Send samples, photo, resume,
ING.
salary expected. Box 358R, BROADCASTProducer-director — if you are good and if
you can prove it call or write, immediately
for a challenging
opportunity
a progressive company that
demands in
excellence.
WMBD-TV, Peoria, Illinois. 676-0711.
Wanted combination announcer director.
Must be strong on announcing. Send audio
tape, photo and resume to: Program Manager, WSBA-TV, York, Pennsylvania.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced in managing local and national
sales, heavy in both. Excellent New York
agency,
network contacts.
Hard
sell with advertiser,
national representative.
Excellent
programming experience. Salary secondary.
10 years broadcast, 36 years old, married,
excellent references. Available immediately. Box 370R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Leading tv newscaster, major northeast
metropolitan market seeking greater opportunity. Writer, lecturer and top government
and industrial narrator. Thorough broadcasting background. Minimum — $12,000. Box
439R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman, versatile announcer
with production background, seeks position
in northeast. Excellent references and employerthoritative,
recommendations.
Personable,
auenergetic, college.
Box 368R,
BROADCASTING.
Looking for television announcing opening.
Currently in St. Louis radio. Full command
of broadcasting basics. Can write. Will relocate anywhere. Box 485R, BROADCASTING. !,
Competent,
employed married,
tv announcer. Nineversatile,
years broadcasting,
27.
Relocate permanent. Box 489R, BROADCASTING.
Mature, personable tv staffer, university
graduate.relocate
39, now immediately.
major southeast
must
Boxmarket,
505R.
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Assistant chief or chief engineer. 9 years
experience in all engineering phases of
tv. Heavy on Box
planning,
construction and
maintenance.
461R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
xmtr/studio
nician. first
Versatile.phone
Midwest.
Box tech194R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
mountain
top Montana.
television Desire
transmitter engineer.
years
West. William
E. 1V4
Clark,
310 N. Race Street,
Springfield, Ohio.
First phone engineer, two years experience
in t.v. Studio and control room transmitter
operating ditional
andtwo years
maintenance
traine work.school,
Adt.v. engineering
also, 8 years prior technical experience in
allied field. Desires steady, permanent position
or medium
market progressive int.v.large
station.
Prefer midwest
or west
or southern California. Also desire decent
living wage. Box 507R, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman- wrjter/newscaster. 10 years radionewspapers. Seeks television operation
where can gather, write, film and broadcast news.
delivery. Best references.Professional
Box 353R, BROADCASTING.
Director, writer, announcer wants position
western U. 35. Available now. Box 118R,
BROADCASTING.
Top producer-director of number one station in top-tj?n market available after first
of year. College graduate. During past ten
years, have forked in several top markets.
Interestedductionin director.
sportsHave
or awritten,
positionproduced,
as prodirected prokrams of all types. Box 376R,
BROADCASTING.
Director working in midwest, desires relocation, permanency. Five years creative
experience. Reliable, best references, university graduate. Family. Box 395R, BROADCASTING.
Writer. Kniiws his stuff and knows tv.
Male. Best i in the business. Box 436R,
BROADCASTING.
TV newsman — on air daily northeast. Nine
years experience all phases including radio
and newspaper. Box 440R, BROADCASTING.
Working radio tv newsman. Top market,
net credits, desires challenge. Box 446R,
BROADCASTING.
Tv-radio newsman, 8 years radio, 4 years
tv, proficient
Auricon Radio
and Bolex.
sires relocatewith
southwest.
or tv De-or
combination. Highest recommendation from
current
employer.Colorado.
Jack Khrrington, KKTVKGHF, Pueblo,
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Wanted — 5,000 watt am transmitter not
over 10 or
years BROADCASTING.
old. Meet FCC specifications.12Box 322R,
Wanted — RCA audio consolette model BC3B, BC-3C, or BC-2B. Give specifications,
Condition. Cash. KPEN, 1231 Market Street,
San Francisco, California.
Wanted by our clients. Radio fm, and tv
test and measuring equipment. "Thirty
years in tronics,
broadcast
engineering."
Box 725, Sag
Harbor, N.Ariel
Y. ElecWill buy or trade used tape and disc recordequipmentetc.
— Ampex,
Magnecord,ingPresto,
Audio Concertone,
equipment for
sale.
Boynton
Studio,
10
B
Pennsylvania,
Tuckahoe, N. Y.
For Sale

For Sale
Equipment
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters,
iconoscopes, 440
audio,
monitors, orthicons,
cameras. Electrofind,
Columbus
Ave.. N.Y.C.
Gates 5 kw transmitter BC-5P. Sell or will
trade for station interest. Box 425R,
BROADCASTING.
Going to high power, will have ITA 5-kilowatt transmitter. Available 30-60 days. Completely installed, $5200.00. Box 426R,
BROADCASTING.
General Electric channel 22 antenna — gain
of 25. De-icer included. KNDO TV, Yakima,
Washington.
Rek-O-Kut challenger Disc. Recorder used
16 hours, only $260,000 WTRA, Latrobe, Pa.
Collins all transistorized portable announcer.
Like new. Model TT-200. Contact: John
Oakvik, 975 North 35th, Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin. Phone — West 3-8444.
Collins pb-190 with automatic switcher unit.
Less than 10 hours of use on it . . . $300.00
KCFM,
souri. 532 Debaliviere, St. Louis 12, MisCollins tape cartridge machines like new
$249.00. 4 for $899.00. Box 125, Lafayette
Hill, Pennsylvania.
Complete Gates remote control (tone type)
for both studio and transmitter locations.
All you need to go remote. Metering and
motor tuning for 1,000 watts. Also, lighting
coke, coil type for 1,000 watts. Rek-o-kut
16" 2-speed turntable with matching overhead mechanism and Audax cutting head.
Other small items. Contact: Charlie H.
Parish, Jr., WCLS, Columbus, Georgia.
Transmitter and antenna. Kilowatt fm stationmeda,
$2,750.California.
KJAZ, 2328 Santa Clara, AlaAmpex tape duplicators. Two unit available. 2 track 3200 series— $7500. 4 track 3300
series — $8500. Ampex 351-2 less than year
old—
$1600.
Schafer
automation Ampev
system. 601-2—
(NEW).$600.Three
racks1200of
equipment including four Ampex units —
best offer — over $8700. Lang Electronics,
Inc., 507 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New
York, MU 2-7147.
Repair — exchange. Rebuilt motors and major parts for Ampex, Magnecord, etc. Same
performance and warranty as new. Sigma
Electric Co., Inc., 11 E. 16th Street, New
York 3, New York.
Miscellaneous

Equipment
Thermometer, remote electrical; used by
over 100 stations, enables announcer to
read the correct outside temperature from
mike position. Installed in less than an hour.
Send for brochure. Electra-Temp. Co., Box
6111, San Diego 6, Calif.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.,
BC-604
Conelrad. Also
A. M.
monitorcrystals
service.andNationwide
unsolicited
testimonials praise our products and fast
service. Eidson Electronic Company Box
31, Temple, Texas.
Film scratches and dirt showing on your
tube? A lot of stations got rid of them by
using Piclear — You can too. Piclear, Inc.,
905 Palmer Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y. OW
8-9258.

Special rates to religious broadcasters 6 to
9 a.m. daily. WMDE, Greensboro, North
Carolina.

Xmission Line; Teflon Insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Tem-

"Deejay file." Quotes, kickers, liners, record
info, hints. Complete program package for
deejays
Del Mar
Features, and
P. P.D.'s.
O. Box $10.50.
61, Corona
Del Radio
Mar,
California.
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INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
tor our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laDoratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Elkins training now in New Orleans for FCC
First Class License in 6 weeks. Nationally
knowntoryfor
top quality
laborainstructions.
Elkins theory
Radio and
School,
333
Saint Charles, New Orleans, Louisiana.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement. Free illustrated brochure. 259
Geary St.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results.
Day and
classes. Placement
ance. evening
Announcer Training
Studios, 25 assistW. 43
N. Y. OX 5-9245.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you license in only school with operating 5kw station. One price includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St.. N.W., Altanta,
Georgia.
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
Januaryences9,and April
24. For information,
refer-B.
reservations,
write William
Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School. 1150 West Olive Ave., Burbank,
California.
RADIO

Christmas Comedy is featured in the Deissue of gags,
"Days,promos,
Dates, and
and a Data."
Contains cember
patter,
Santa
Interview. $3.00 Show-Biz Comedy Service
(Dept. X), 65 Parkway Court, Brooklyn
35, New York.

Help Wanted — Announcers

Station managers: Will write and tape your
commercials. Also available feature shows.
Network writer-announcer. Box 303R,
BROADCASTING.

NEGRO

30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.

DEEJAYS!!!

If your air presentation meets these
qualifications, we're interested in you
for a top job in the top five markets.
1.) Voice: bright, warm, with no
traceable accent, regional or otherwise. 2.) Show: not just time and
temperature but interesting or humorous in nature. 3.) Production:
tight and fast.
Mail your tape and background notes
posthaste
to
Box 336R,
BROADCASTING

Production — Programming, Others
gllin!llHlllHl!H[!Hl!IIBIH!l!IB!IIIBIIIIB!IIIBIinil!IEi
|
WANTED NEWSMAN
I
! Gather, write and Air NEWS in i
| Medium City on Great Lakes. Part- B
; time TV News work available. Send j|
B picture,Boxtape
resume, soonest. =1
422R,and
BROADCASTING
^BIB!IIBII!B!IIBIllBlllBI!UBI!inilUBIIIBII[BlllS&^
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
HIGH RATED
personality currently in top market seeking higher pay and stable
organization. Married, college
background, excellent references.
Only high rated, modern format
stations need reply.
Box 433R, BROADCASTING

COLLEGE

Fully accredited liberal arts
college. Specialization in
radio, TV, theatre arts,
speech, speech
and
hearing
therapy.
B.A.,Day,
B.S.,evening,
M.A.,
M.S.
degrees.
summer sessions. Broadcasting, announcing, writing,tion.radioElectronic
and TVproduction
producstudio, theatre, FJI radio
station, speech and hearing
clinic. Outstanding opportunities for achieving professional competence in
acting, directing, and script
writing for radio and TV.
Coed. log81st
For cata-of
write:year.
Director
Admissions.
EMERSON COLLEGE
303 Berkeley St., Boston 16
EMPLOYMENT

LONG EXPERIENCED WORKING
owner manager wants small
market pop and mom station
anywhere except deep south.
Prefer distress or money loser
but all considered if price and
terms right. Confidential, -rise 5
■J Pournelle, Anacortes Motel, Ana- V
y cortes, Washington.
\

RADIO

TV
SPEECH

For Sale
THEATRE
Station

SERVICE

JOBS WAITING!
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application NOW
BROADCAST
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
4825 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis 17, Minn.

FLORIDA— LAND OF
OPPORTUNITY
We have heard of attorneys advising
clients not to invest in Florida radio
stations. If you plan to semi-retire and
operate a Florida station — forget it—
aggressive ownership and management
are the keys to success in Florida as well
as any place else. However, the broadcaster who comes to Florida and works
eight hours a day forgetting the golf —
beach — race track — and sun during the
working day will do well. The growth
of Florida is phenomenal. Here are
three excellent, fulltimc radio opportunities inFlorida:

MISCELLANEOUS
X P*A

T A - M AT

IC

MAJOR MARKET PERSONALITY
| p.d. experience, modern music j
| and/or pop stations please. For j
| details write
|
Box 420R, BROADCASTING
IfllllllllllllllllllillllllllllH
Production — Programming, Others
lllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUl^
RATINGS

SOUTHEAST

Highly skilled production and program man desires new challenge.
Have elevated several stations to
number one positions in metropolitan markets. Interested only Top 20
markets or possibly national P.D. for
group ownership. Superb references.
Have 15 years as writer, producer,
program director and announcer.
Thorough knowledge of modern format, middle of the road and good
music operation. Track record and
production samples on request.
Box 499R, BROADCASTING

Absentee owned — in one of Florida's
fastest growing areas — Asking $185,000
including land and building — with 29%
down — long terms.

• Continuous Duty Rated
• Compact, Modern, Functional Design
• Proven Reliability
S» F*A kTA
CORPORATION

DOWN???

TO BUY

Station
EMERSON

CONCERT MUSIC STATION
in up state New York needs young announcer whose knowledge of concert mus'ic and copy writing capacity qualify him
as a potential station manager. Salary
low. Potential
tunities matched.good. Experience, opporBOX 373R, BROADCASTING

WANTED

INSTRUCTIONS

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

ELECTRONIC

MAJOR FLORIDA
MARKET

6430 FREEPORT BOULEVARD
SACRAMENTO 22, CALIFORNIA
WANTED

Profitable — Priced realistically in relation to gross and cash flow — with 29%
down and good terms to qualified
buyer.

TO BUY

Equipment
^]llllllllllll[]llllllllllll[]IIIIIIIIIIIIC}llllllllllll[]IIIIIIIIIIIK]llllllllllll[]||
I
USED TV STUDIO
= equipment wanted of all kinds. Remote
5 equipment, microwave length. Sontact
| Chief Engineer, J. C. Waters, WXIX-TV,
■2 Channel
18, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
= Phone: BRoadway 2-1818.

|
=
=
|
=
|

POWER— CENTRAL
Station priced for quick sale — with
liberal terms — history of good earnings.

Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns

SiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiPiiiiiiiiNiiniMiiiiiiiiicjiiiiiiiiiiiitJNiiiiii
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For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations
DEBT FREE 30,000 WATT
FM in Southwest, all new equipment, $18,000. Terms l/3rd cash
balance over three years. Less
for all cash.
Box 443R, BROADCASTING

FLORIDA FULLTIMER
250 Watts — priced under $100,000.00 for tax reasons. Will finance on 10% cash — long term
payout.
Box 492R, BROADCASTING
MIDWEST FULLTIMER
Excellent facility with coverage
of almost 400,000 population.
$350,000 with not more than
29% down and good terms.
Box 500R, BROADCASTING
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
patt Mcdonald co.
P. O. BOX 9266 - CL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
Ky.
terms
single daytime $ 68M
29%
fulltime
Ariz. small
70M
10M
Ala. medium fulltime
T25M
125M
Fla.
35M
medium daytime
N.Y. medium fulltime
230M
N.C. metro
terms
daytime
125M
50M
terms
metro
Pa.
daytime
195M
and others:
CHAPMAN
C O M P A N Y
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
■STATIONS FOR SALE-Doing
PACIFIC NORTHWEST. Daytime.
$36,000. Asking $36,000. Terms.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Medium market.
Cross $100,000. Asking $150,000. 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytime. Metro. Asking
$125,000. 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279
For Best Results
You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED AD
in
KM
BROAD CASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
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Continued from page 83
increase in ERP, and specify type trans.
WATN Watertown, N. Y. — Granted license
covering
change
of ant.in-trans,
and ground
studio
location, and
changes
ant. and
system.
WPRP Ponce, P. R.— Granted license
covering move of aux. trans, with remote
control operation.
*WILL-TV Urbana, 111.— Granted mod. of
license to change studio location.
WDIF tens(FM)
Buffalo,date
N. Y.
Granted
exion of completion
to —April
30, 1963.
WUPY Miami, Fla. — Granted request and
cancelled cp for new fm station; call letters
deleted.
■ Granted license covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new
trans, for following stations: KCKN Kansas
City, Kans.; WRIT Milwaukee, Wis.; WCNF
Weldon, N. C; WRPB Warner Robins Ga.
■ Granted license covering change in frequency increase in power and installation
of new trans, for following stations: WNRG
Grundy, Va.; WMDD Fajardo, P. R.
■ Granted licenses for following am stations: WLYB Albany, Ga.; WEAL Greensboro, N.Wyo.
C; WKYE Bristol, Tenn.; KSGT
Jackson,
WKRK
Murphy,
C— Granted
to instill new trans.; N.change
studio cplocation
(same as trans.); delete remote control
operation.
Actions of Nov. 20
KNTO-FM
license
for fm Wichita
station. Falls, Tex— Granted
WNMP Evanston, 111. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WMNI Columbus, Ohio — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, to be
used as alternate main day and night trans.
WWIL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Granted license covering installation of old main
trans, as aux. trans.
WRGR Starke, Fla.— Granted license
covering change in ant. -trans, and studio
location.
WROS Scottsboro, Ala. — Granted license
covering move
tower system.
(60 ft.) and instal ation of new ofground
KIOO
(FM)
Oklahoma
City, name
Okla.—to
Granted mod. of license to change
Nanmar Electronics Inc.
KANN Ogden, Utah— Granted mod. of
licensemotetocontrol
change
point. studio location and reWBYM (FM) Bayamon, P. R.— Granted
cp to replace expired permit for fm station.
WXUR-FM Media, Pa— Granted cp to
change ERP to 4.2 kw vertical and 4.2 kw
horizontal, install new trans, and new ant.
and make changes in ant. system.
111. —ant.,
Granted
cp
to WJBC-FM
install new Bloomington,
trans, and new
increase
ERP to 50 kw and ant. height to 440 ft.;
remote control permitted; conditions.
KYSMold Mankato,
— Granted
install
main trans,Minn.
as aux.
trans, atcpmainto
trans, site; remote control permitted.
WPDQformer
Jacksonville,
install
alternate Fla.—
main Granted
trans, ascpaux.to
trans.; remote control permitted.
KITE Terrell Hills, Tex.— Granted cp to
install aux. trans, at main trans, site (DAN).
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga.— Granted cp to
install
trans. new trans, as main N and aux. D
Spokane Television Inc., Spokane, Wash.
— Granted cp for new vhf tv translator station, on ch. 9, to translate programs of
KXLY-TV (ch. 4) Spokane, Wash.
KSFV (FM) San Fernando, Calif —Granted
mod. ofzontalcpand 270
to change
ERP ant.
to 1 height
kw hori-to
w vertical,
minus 105 ft., make changes in ant. system,
type trans., type ant. (dual polarization)
and studio location; remote control permitted.
WHTG-FM Eatontown, N. J.— Granted
mod. of izaton). cp to change type ant. (dual polarKCAC Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted mod. of
cp to change studio location and remote
control point.
KROB Robstown, Tex. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans., make changes in
ant. system and ground system, studio location to trans, site, and delete remote control.
■ Granted licenses for following am stations: WSAO Senatobia, Miss.; WQIZ St.
George, S. C; WPTN Cookeville, Tenn.;
WSDC cation
Mocksville,
N. location,
C, specifyspecify
studio type
losame as trans,
trans, and delete remote control operation.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new
trans, for following stations: KGEK Sterling, Colo.; WCNH Quincy, Fla.; WMRE
Monroe, Ga.; WSDR Sterling, 111.; WPKE
Pikeville, Ky.; WMOH
Hamilton, Ohio;

WCVI Connellsville, Pa.; WHGB Harrisburg, Pa.; WMGW Meadville, Pa.; WMAJ
State College, Pa.; KWTX Waco, Tex.;
WOMT Manitowoc, Wis.
b Granted licenses covering use of old
main trans, as aux. trans, at main trans,
site for following stations: WWON Woonsocket, R. I.; WNMP Evanston, 111., with
remote control operation; WOLS Florence,
5. C, with remote control operation.
■ Granted cps to install new trans, for
following stations: KNTO (FM) Wichita
Falls. Tex.; KFSC Denver, Colo.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: WCMI Ashland, Ky.; KINO Winslow, Ariz.; KEEP
Twin Falls, Idaho; KLTR Blackwell, Okla.;
KPRK Livingston, Mont.; KRRR Ruidoso,
N. Mex.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completionMinn.,
dates toas shown:
FM Moorhead,
May 31,KVOX1963;
WBLK-FM Depew, N. Y., to June 1962;
KSFV (FM) San Fernando, Calif., to April
6, 1963; WPRC Lincoln, 111., to May 9, 1963;
KCAC Phoenix, Ariz., to Feb. 28, 1963;
WENG Englewood, Fla., to June 15, 1963.
WBSA Boaz, Ala. — Granted request for
mod. of tachedpre-sunrise
operation
atto Feb. 14 grant
of cpcondition
to increase
daytime power to 1 kw, to extent of auoperation and
with local
non-DA
withuntil
500
w betweenthorizing
4 a.m.
sunrise
final decision is reached in doc. 14419 or
until directed to terminate such operation,
whichever occurs first.
License renewal
■ By memorandum
opinion
& order,forcommission granted renewal
of license
Los
Angeles
Bcstg.
Co.'s
am
station
KFAC conand
auxs., Los Angeles, Calif., but attached
precluding pre-sunrise
operation Oreg.,
with
daytimeditionfacilities.
KPOJ Portland,
petitioned for attachment of condition, to
which KFAC consented. Action Nov. 21.
Rulemakings
PROPOSED
■ Commission, by notice of further proposed rule making in doc. 14419, moved to
resolve long and troublesome problem of
extended hours for daytime am broadcast
stations by proposing rules which would
permit daytime only Class III stations, in
locality without unl. station, to begin operation at 6 a.m. or local sunrise, whichever
is earlier,
non-D
ant. with power of 500 watts and
■ Commission adopted notice of proposed
rule making which would enable local inspection to be made of applications and
public reports and related documents (including amendments) that are filed with
commission; also copies of local publication
of notice of filing of broadcast applications
and when and if applications are designated
for hearing. Action Nov. 21.
FINALIZED
a By first report & order, commission
adopted, without material change, rules
that it proposed
Sept.which
12th last embodying
technical
standards
will enable tv
receiver manufacturers to convert to allchannel sets by April 30, 1964. This is to
implement 1962 law requirement that all
tv receivers shipped in interstate commerce
be able to adequately receive uhf as well as
vhf channels. Comments indicate that standards anddustry.
target
date 21.are acceptable to inAction Nov.
■ By report & order, commission adopted
new application forms for all noncommercial broadcast stations — am as well as tv
and fm, also tv and fm educational stations
operating on non-reserved channels. Except for inclusion of am stations, and educational stations operating on commercial
channels, new rules are substantially same
as those proposed June 26 last. Instead of
using commercial station application forms
as now, all qualified educational applicants
will use new forms 340 (for construction
permits); 341 (for licenses), and 342 (for
renewals). Also, they will make owner21.
ship report on new form 323E. Action Nov
MODIFIED
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission further modified its rules pertaining to signatures required on broadcast
applications filed by corporations to revert
to former rule provision that signature may
be by any officer of corporation. Previous
rule provision, effective Oct. 1, required
additional signatures in cases where licensee
or
applicant
Action
Nov. 21.corporation was subsidiary.
(FOR THE RECORD) 89
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OUR

RESPECTS

Integrating

to Joseph
network

William Goodfellow

and

A few days after the FCC announced
it would conduct its next local programming hearing in Omaha, a couple of
commissioners were joking with some
broadcasters after a luncheon in a
Washington restaurant. "We've been
thinking about holding the hearing here
in Washington," said one of the commissioners mischieviously.
"Come
on.
We're back.
ready for you," a
broadcaster smiled
The commissioner paused, smiled,
and said, "Naw, that wouldn't be any
fun. We'll go to Omaha."
The banter was in jest, but Joseph
William Goodfellow, NBC vice president and general manager of WRCAM-FM-TV Washington, was serious.
Although he runs the only networkowned station in the nation's capital
and is host to Cabinet officers, diplomats
and top businessmen each week, Mr.
Goodfellow places great emphasis on
local programming. Result: the WRC
stations walked off with five of six local
Emmies awarded in the capital last
spring. The operation produces 24 tv
and more than 80 radio network originations each week.
"The biggest job I have, and I hope
we have accomplished it, is to . . .
integrate with the network so our audience never knows whether it's a network or a local show," he said during
an interview last week. Facing one of
the most sophisticated and influential
audiences in the country, Mr. Goodfellow admits this is a challenge.
Eleven-year Climb ■ But Joe Goodfellow doesn't run from challenges.
Now 53, the bantam-sized broadcaster
climbed from local salesman to network
vice president in 1 1 years, and it wasn't
until after World War II that he even
thought about a broadcasting career.
The only child of a Brooklyn, N.Y.,
family, Joe was born Sept. 24, 1909.
He got his first taste of show business
at the age of 13 when he became a page
at New York's Palace Theatre, then the
center of vaudeville. Later he obtained
his secondary school education at a
military academy. Then he majored in
liberal arts at St: Lawrence U., Canton,
N. Y., and became a salesman for U. S.
Rubber Co. in New York. Although
his uncle was a high-placed executive in
the giant firm (Joe says with a grin he
was a "legacy"), he worked on his own,
learning sales skills on the Bowery and
in New York's industrial areas which he
would later ply on Madison Avenue.
'Orders by the Ton' ■ When he sold
Consolidated Edison on using Uskorona, a rubberized friction tape, the utility "ordered the stuff by the ton." A
BROADCASTING, December 3, 1962

local

programming

bonus from that success financed a
Nassau honeymoon for Joe in 1941
with his wife Mary Tucker, formerly of
Atlanta. Mary, a former advertising
scholarship student at New York U.,
had been a fashion coordinator in Manhattan, and later managing editor of
Charm Magazine.
Joe then moved to a responsible desk
job in government contract bidding,
but was drafted in 1943. He served
with the Army in the Pacific Theatre
and at the invasion of Okinawa.
Into Broadcasting ■ After the war
Joe abandoned the rubber business entirely— but not sales — and worked in
New York and in the Midwest for John
W. Boler, now president and owner of
North Dakota Broadcasting Co.
Joe managed KSJV Jamestown, N.D.,
and helped pre-sell KIOA Des Moines,
which was being constructed. Nonetheless he yearned for New York, so he
and his wife Mary returned in 1949 and
Joe became an account executive for
WNBC, WNBT (TV) New York. There
he learned about production and programming and got his first taste of tv.
He says he'll never forget a Saturday
night program he sold — stock car racing
from the Bronx. The first show was
rather confused, mostly a lot of smoke
and dust. He got a phone call on that
one from a man he later was to know
better. Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, then
NBC's chairman of the board, called
the new salesman Monday morning and
asked, "Joe, what was that you had

Mr. Goodfellow
Doesn't avoid challenges

is his big job
on But
Saturday
night?"
television
was just beginning, and
so was Joe Goodfellbw's career. From
the local operation he became eastern
division sales manager of NBC Spot
Sales. In January 1953 Joe was moved
to Washington and installed as director
of sales of WRC-AM-FM-TV, answering to Carleton D. Smith, now RCA
staff vice president in Washington. This
was the first time NBC had placed the
sales functions of all three outlets in
the care of one manager at an owned
station.
Four years later Joe was named
overall manager of WRC Radio, his
first real opportunity to blend his sales
experience with his increasing knowledge of programming and administration.
In June 1960, the NBC board elected
Joe a vice president and placed him in
charge of the entire Washington operation which is housed in a $4.5 million
plant, the first station built from the
ground up for color (1958). There
Tom Paro manages television; Harry
A. Karr Jr., radio.
Community First ■ One policy which
he instituted and considers highly important isa series of station luncheons
which brings Maryland, Virginia and
D. C. business and community leaders
to WRC where they and his department
heads seek ways to more effectively
meet community needs.
A recent integration of WRC newsmen with the NBC Washington News
Bureau has "worked beautifully," Mr.
Goodfellow reports. Now his local men
have
ming. more time for special assignments
to create local public-affairs programAn avid golfer, he tries to play at
least once a week. Some of his favorite
golfing companions are good WRC customers, indicating that Joe Goodfellow
is first and foremost a salesman. Not
"hard sell," he is a warm, sincere man,
one who places great reliance on the
friendships he has built throughout his
career.
Mr. Goodfellow serves on many area
boards and committees, and was elected
president of the Maryland-D. C. Broadcasters Assn. Nov. 20 and is president
of the Broadcasters Club of Washington.
He is a director of the Better Business
Bureau and serves on local charity and
community groups.
Mr. Goodfellow lives in suburban
Bethesda, Md., with his wife Mary and
their son, Robin, 15, who is interested
in a broadcasting career.
The younger Goodfellow may find
some encouragement in that field.
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EDITORIALS
Legal logic

making of television commercials was vastly simplified by a federal court in Boston a few days ago. The
court held, in effect, that the Federal Trade Commission's
"sandpaper" decision, which outlawed props and mock-ups
as deceptive, was itself based on deceptive logic and ought
to be outlawed (Broadcasting, Nov. 26).
The ruling is doubly welcome because the FTC's decision
in this case was unbelievably grasping and foolish. The
question itself was simple. Colgate-Palmolive Co. and its
agency, Ted Bates & Co., had presented commercials that
purported to show sandpaper being shaved after Rapid Shave
was applied. Actually the "sandpaper" was sand-coated
plexiglass. The question, then, was whether the commercials
materially deceived or misled viewers.
As we said at the time, if the FTC had confined itself
to this question the case would have been important primarily to Colgate and Bates. But the FTC used this question as a jumping-off point. In a decision abounding in
ambiguity and contradictions, it cast doubt on the legality
of commercials that employ props under any circumstances.
Federal Circuit Judge Bailey Aldrich disposed of all this
nonsense in singularly unambiguous language. Acting on an
appeal by Colgate and Bates, he wrote:
". . . We are unable to see how a viewer is misled in any
material particular if the only untruth is one of the sole purpose of which is to compensate for deficiencies in the photographic process. . . .
"The viewer is not buying the particular substance he
sees in the studio; he is buying the product. By hypothesis,
when he receives the product it will be exactly as he understood itwould be. There has been no material deceit."
It would be hard to find a clearer exposition or sounder
logic. Colgate and Bates deserve the thanks of their colleagues and competitors for pursuing this whole silly business to the only sensible end.
THE

G. I. programming
AS reported in detail elsewhere in this issue, the staff of
the FCC has been engaged in calculated efforts to
coerce television and radio stations to program according
to government specifications. Nobody outside the FCC staff
knows how many program schedules have already been
changed in deference to the pressures of government functionaries, but we must suppose the number is considerable.
The few examples that Broadcasting has discovered
through assiduous but necessarily incomplete searches of the
FCC's vast collection of files are enough to suggest the
outlines of a dismaying trend.
The procedure is explained at length in the story beginning
on page 29, but it can be summarized as follows:
A station applies for renewal of license and describes the
programming it intends to broadcast. The applicant receives
an official letter from the FCC raising questions about the
program proposals. These questions may range from the
type that is being asked of television stations with extensive
commercial schedules in prime time (Does this leave room
at peak viewing hours for local expression?) to doubts
about the adequacy of agricultural, educational, religious
or children's programs in the planned schedules.
The station that answers an inquiry by sticking to its
original plan is more likely than not to get another letter
raising still more questions. As exchanges of that kind go
on, so also does the delay in the issuance of a license renewal. The longer a station clings to its original stand, the
92

longer it must wait for official confirmation that it can stay
in business.
As some stations have discovered, the renewal procedure
can be expedited if, upon receipt of a questioning letter,
the station modifies its program proposals to include whatever the FCC letter implied ought to be there. Every time
this has happened, broadcasting has let the FCC bureaucracy
move another step toward centralized program control.
It is shocking, as some members of the FCC itself said
last week, that this procedure has been going on without
the official knowledge of all FCC commissioners, but it
will be even more shocking if it persists, now that all of
the commissioners have learned about it. We would have
more confidence in the commission's inclination to curb
its staff's blatant coercion if the commission itself had not
voted a fortnight ago to conduct another coercive venture of
its own, a hearing in Omaha to inquire into local television
programming.
The Omaha hearing will be a sequel to a similar one that
was conducted in Chicago. Of the latter, the FCC majority
said in justifying its decision to proceed in Omaha, "it established an avenue of communication for that part of the
public which chose to be vocal." Presumably a similar
avenue will be opened in Omaha, and will be travelled by
that part of the Omaha public which chooses to be vocal.
What both of these hearings will prove is that some citizens
of any community like to shoot off their mouths. As a
contribution to the study of mass communications, evidence
of this kind is of doubtful value.
The plain purpose of the FCC in Chicago was to force
stations to alter their schedules by the introduction of programs that in the opinion of the government are "good."
The same purpose applies to Omaha. As Commissioner Rosel
H. Hyde said in dissenting to the Omaha decision: "Such
inquiries or hearings are obviously intended to have an
impact on programming ... I know of no reason why
Omahans should require the assistance of the FCC in seeing
that what they look at and hear is what they need."
For "Omahans" Mr. Hyde could have substituted "Americans." Clearly the FCC majority and its staff are bent on
changing the whole of the U. S. broadcast program structure to fif their concept of the public needs. If this kind of
thing can't be stopped by court action, it will have to be
stopped by changes in the law. One way or another control
over programming must be recaptured by broadcasters.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Next time you lease that space to a sign company, find
out who the advertiser is!"
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iat five-minute color cartoons
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Johnstown
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Million

College,
Dollar

University
Investment

of
in

Pittsburgh
the

Future

education of young people, but also in the
economic health of the Greater Johnstown
area.

From modest beginnings as a "junior college" back in 1927, Johnstown College
today stands on the threshold of tremendous
development.

WJAC-TV

Plans announced by Chancellor Edward H.
Litchfield of the University of Pittsburgh
embrace a 3-year program to build a new
$6 million campus for what will eventually

salutes the vision and determi-

nation that spark this kind of united effort . . . and is proud to serve an area
where business and industry, public officials, and private citizens in every walk
of life are planning and investing for the
future.

be a "small edition" of the University.
Joining wholeheartedly in raising funds to
expedite this far-reaching program are
businessmen and community leaders of the
entire area as well as the public. It represents not only an investment in the future

For market information on
the Johnstown-Altoona area
and WJAC-TV, contact
Harrington,

Righter and

Parsons,

I
AH, I,a i. .J with WJAC-AM - FM
The Johnstown Tribune-Democrat Stations
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GROWTH,

/ ADtzis

....

growth

reflected in the shapes of new

buildings appearing throughout the nation's tenth
market.
GROWTH,

reflected in larger market figures

— from employment to automotive registrations."
GROWTH,
reflected on KTVI Television
where more new programming is station created
and community oriented.
KTVI programming provides your sales message
with a video environment designed to serve the
interests of this swelling St. Louis marketplace.
Spot placement in this setting yields growing
results!
SOURCES: Missouri Division Employment Security
Commission, Greater St. Louis Automotive Association
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Both
the

management and
staff of KRLDTV are busy these
days.

Busy

winding

up the affairs of another
banner year and even busier planning what promises to
be our biggest

. . . our 14th year

of operation.
Our plan and

our

pledge

is

this — to bring Channel 4 clients
the best service possible, not
just in 1963, but every year. Truly
YOU

BUY

MORE

WHEN

YOU

BUY

CHANNEL

represented nationally by
Advertising Time Sales, Inc.
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TIMES

HERALD

4

(2)
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Clyde w> Rembert President
DaJUa^-Fb tt/Mtfi
nnel 4, POWER
Cha
MAXIMUM
TV-TWIN to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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Reis as Craven's successor?
Among those under consideration
for FCC vacancy to be created by
compulsory retirement of veteran
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven is
Harold F. Reis, office of legal counsel, Dept. of Justice, and one of
trusted lieutenants of Attorney General Robert Kennedy. Attorney General personally selected E. William
Henry to succeed John S. Cross last
fall and it's now recognized that President's brother is master-minding all
independent agency appointments.
Mr. Reis, 46, is native New Yorker
and graduate of CCNY with LL.B.
from Columbia. It has been open
secret that FCC Broadcast Bureau
Chief Kenneth A. Cox feels Craven
vacancy was promised him after he
was passed over for Henry appointment. While Mr. Cox has formidable
support of Sen. Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.) it's known that at least
two others are under consideration.

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

series, Exploring the Universe.
Mr. Garroway left radio-tv in 1961
for announced intention to "read,
write and observe." He is board chairman of monthly publication, Fm
Listeners Guide, which Mr. Garroway
notes has "done well as a new publication in the first year" but currently
is in "cash freeze." He says "fins
expanding future both in scope and
market size is a great one" but that
he'd rather be engaged in programming than in "business end."
Pro championship on pay tv?
National Football League expected
to announce this week selection of
one of several pay tv companies to
telecast to theatres in New York
championship game on Dec. 30. New
York
erage. is blacked out of NBC-TV covFm contour plan pushed

Collins' fate
Will LeRoy Collins wind up with
another job before issue of his continuance in office of president of NAB
arises next month? There was this
speculation in responsible quarters last
week. While NAB board members,
who meet next month in Phoenix, are
maintaining silence, there's strong undercurrent against extension of Gov.
Collins' contract, which has year to go.
Some members want to pay him off
for year, set up "caretaker" or interim
president until new choice is made.
Anti-cigarette advertising speech provoked crisis, but opposition bases case
on cumulative result of performance
over past two years. They contend his
campaign has been calculated to grasp
czarist control without regard to views
of his board.
More for money on tv
TvB researchers have checked out
those Parade ads which compare newspaper supplement's own coverage with
that of leading tv shows (Gunsmoke,
Perry Mason, et al) in various areas.
Although Parade's coverage looks better in ads, its cost-per-thousand turns
out to be something else again. TvB
experts figure it at $4, as against $2.40
cpm for shows cited in Parade ads.
Garroway

comeback

Dave Garroway, former star of
NBC-TV's
is planning At
to
return to Today
radio show,
and television.
present he's in negotiation for network appearance or series, probably
for next season. He's also set to
appear in January in new educational

Washington consulting engineers
feel they've made points with FCC on
consensus among technical fraternity
that fm allocations must be based on
protected contour concept — not on
mileage separation as FCC proposes
to do in rules that became effective
Sept. 10. Trio representing Assn. of
Federal Communications Consulting
Engineers met informally with full
commission, engineering aides, and
top broadcast and technical people last
Thursday. Although mileage separation formula was adopted by FCC, it
still hasn't set out table of allocations.
CBS-TV daytime SRO
CBS-TV daytime business reportedly is shooting
ahead Asat "unbelievable"
pace
for 1963.
expressed by
spokesman: Network now can point
to noon-5 p.m. of daytime schedule in
first quarter 1963 "completely sold
out," and second quarter of year "virtually SRO." "Morning minute plan"
(10 a.m. -noon sold on rotating basis)
already has hit mark of 65% of all
available time sold in first quarter of
next year.
Release 'management'
FCC, of late continually fiddling
with announcement procedures, has
adopted new one. In future, final actions on adjudicatory matters will not
be made public until full text of decision, with dissents, also are prepared. In past, FCC announced its
action with full decision following,
some times as much as week later.
Recently, FCC stopped making public
instructions to staff on decisions
(Broadcasting, Nov. 5).

As Salinger sees it
White House News Secretary Pierre
Salinger did generally commendable
job last week in giving newsmen background on role played by 10 radio
stations in broadcasting Voice of
America programs into Cuba (see
story, page 105). But some of his
comments raised eyebrows at VOA
headquarters. Item: Mr. Salinger credited Donald M. Wilson, deputy director of U. S. Information Agency
(VOA's parent organization) with
conceiving idea of recruiting commercial outlets. During first week of stations' service, however, VOA sources
gave credit to Voice Director Henry
Loomis.
Item: Mr. Salinger said although
government had offered to reimburse
stations, none had requested compensation. This might have been technically correct. But, while none of 10
stations is interested in making profit,
their officials, in meeting with Mr.
Loomis a few hours after Mr. Salinger's news conference, didn't give
impression they weren't interested in
any compensation plan {see story,
page 104).
Small plum for Plummer
New job of executive director created by FCC with Curtis Plummer in
post (Week's Headliners, Dec. 3)
does not carry power and authority
envisaged by FCC chairman and
Booz - Allen - Hamilton management
survey report. BAH had recommended staff czar, operating out of chairman's office, with control over all
FCC bureaus and offices. Mr. Plummer will have supervisory duties over
bureaus — but not final authority or
control — and will be directly responsible to full FCC through chairman.
Further indication that job does not
carry "super powers" is that executive
director will remain Grade 17 (present Plummer rating) in schedule for
new super grades sent by FCC to
Civil Service Commission week ago.
Placed at top of list for Grade 18
($20,000 annually) was Ed Allen,
chief engineer, with Broadcast Bureau
Chief Kenneth Cox number two. Unsuccessful efforts were made to get
FCC to place Mr. Cox's name at head
of list. Mr. Cox reportedly was promised Grade 18 (he's now 17) in
March 1961 when he joined FCC but
he was by-passed six months later
when general counsel was promoted
to highest civil service grade. Odds
are not better than even on his getting
desired promotion in this go-round.
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The hands that hold the purse
strings cling lovingly to Channel 2.
Cash in on this Detroit romance!
A call to STS for avails on
WJBK-TV can put you in touch
with the buyingest bunch of
viewers in Southeastern Michigan.
Here's the Latest Proof:

WJBK-TV
Ratings*

STATION "B"
STATION "C"
STATION "D"
WJBK-TV
Homes*
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4.9
2.4
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STATION 9 AM-5
Oct.
21.
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WEEK

Holiday season advertising booming spot tv. Jingle
bell sounds seen continuing into early 1963. Stations
already having to turn down business because of shortages in minute spots. See . . .
CHRISTMAS

TV SPOT

AHEAD

... 33

Tv Code Review Board meeting in Washington this week
is faced with cigarette advertising problem, Collins says
he is ready to urge action. Commercial time limits also
due to be reviewed. See . . .
SHOWDOWN

ON

CIGARETTES?

ARE

LOOSE

AT

NBC

RIGHT

WITH

PROPER

PRICE

says Home Entertainment's Unger at Hollywood showing.
Potential is 20,000 homes and investment figures at $40
per home, he says. See . . .
SANTA

MONICA

PAY

TV START

... 66

Radio's income in 1961 slipped badly, down 35.9% to
23-year-low of $29.4 million. FCC data shows more radio
stations in red proportionately than ever before. Only
thing up are expenses. See . . .
RADIO'S

'61 NET

SLIPS ... 76

FCC soliciting witnesses for Omaha tv hearing; letters
going out over Henry's signature to city organizations,
from Campfire Girls to Alcoholics Anonymous. Station
lawyers and FCC staff confer on questionnaires. See . . .
NEW

WRINKLE

IN HEARINGS

... 102

VOA trying to find means to reimburse stations for
expenses in carrying America's message to Cuba during
crisis. Outlays and commerc'al losses may be claimed as
deductions if IRS approves. See . . .
WILL

TV ... 54

Radio has bright star in its future; rates have only one
way to go: Up. This is view told to NBC Radio affiliates
at meeting in New York. News sponsorship is biggest
present problem. See . . .
RADIO'S

Pay tv over wire will start in Santa Monica in 14 months,

... 52

Sarnoff hits at "double standard" in tv criticism; those
who uphold broadcasting's right to take sides or present
controversy are often same who would have programming
regulated by government. See . . .
WHAT'S

BRIEF

... 34

NBC radio and tv affiliates hear cheering news; 1962
sets record and 1963 should be even better, they are told
by network brass. Sold out portions of tv hailed as
indicating moves. See . . .
BULLS

IN

IRS PICK UP TAB? ... 104

Radio Caracas in major expansion move;
earmarked for program to extend coverage
population through addition of seven new
and use of repeaters and microwave links.

TAG ... 56

VENEZUELAN

$1.5 million
to 97.5% of
transmitters
See . . .
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... 117
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Sure, you need to cover KANSAS. Who
wants an 82,000-square-mile hole in his
marketing plan? There are many ways to
do it, but ONLY ONE sure-fire way — with
WIBW air media. Look at the maps. And
look at the figures in the current Sales
Management Survey of Buying Power.
Here are a few of them:
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10
Complete coverage of week begins on page 33

FCC
POLICY

warns

against

STATEMENT

AIMED

hoarding

uhf

permits

AT DOG-IN-MANGER

Applications for new uhf stations
"from those ready, willing and able to
construct" are invited, FCC said Friday in warning that it "will not countenance the filing of applications for the
sole purpose of securing and retaining
a frequency against an anticipated
scarcity."
FCC expressed "pleasure" at increase
in number of uhf applications since allchannel set measure became law but at
same time expressed concern because
some may be applying without plans to
build until uhf sets in proposed coverage area reach saturation. Such applications are made with view toward future scarcity of uhf channels and with
hope of getting grant without hearing,
FCC noted.
"Accordingly, all present and prospective uhf applicants and permittees
are hereby placed on notice" that they
will be expected to build their stations
within specified time allowed by construction permit, FCC warned. Scarcity
of uhf receivers or slowness in conversion will not constitute reason for not
going on air, FCC said, nor will limited
revenue potential of city to be served.
Chairman Newton N. Minow dissented to FCC policy statement as being "inflexible and unimaginative." He
said it is "neither realistic nor fair to
seek, in effect, to limit new uhf permits to applicants who have the financial resources necessary to operate a
uhf station . . . before the all-channel
receiver act causes a substantial rise in

APPLICANTS

the proportion of uhf-equipped receivers inthe hands of the public."
This policy may prevent "many
worthy applicants" from applying for
uhf, he said, and places "intolerable
pressure" upon others to move into uhf
before they are ready to do so. He said
FCC should move toward insuring that
new uhf stations will go on air at about
same time of complete manufacturer
switchover to all-channel receivers.
April 1964 is cut-off date for production of vhf-only sets.
RAB

says

FCC

report

doesn't tell all
Radioshould
stations'
profit-and-loss
record
not be1961
construed
as index
of advertiser activity in radio that year,
RAB said Friday after studying FCC's
report on 1961 radio finances (see page
76). Said Miles David, RAB administrative vice president:
"The drop in radio station profits
which occurred in 1961 sounds much
more ominous than it is as an index of
what happened to advertising activity
in radio. Advertising volume was off
only a little more than 1 % for the year,
despite the fact that the national economy was recovering from a recession.
"But meanwhile radio stations continued to increase their operating costs
because they were investing in new
equipment and adding to the costs of
their programming. This investment
in a better product was not matched by
growth in volume in 1961. But all
indications are that radio has moved

Just jealousy?

ahead substantially in 1962."

Defense Dept. spokesman has
indicated Pentagon is concerned
about news leaks resulting from
"inherent conflict" among three
military services in competition
for defense budget funds.
Arthur Sylvester, assistant secretary of defense for public affairs, said his memorandum requiring monitoring of all interviews given reporters by Pentagon
personnel was intended to stop
such leaks.
But Mr. Sylvester, in speech to
Deadline Club in New York
Thursday, said restrictions imposed by department have not
stopped flow of news from Pentagon.

FCC grants Fleet plea
to take part in talks
FCC Friday took first move to open
conference on radio population control
to parties other than NAB. It approved
request by Fleet Enterprises, applicant
for am in Greenville, S. C, to participate in conference.
Fleet had asked appeals court for
order to force FCC to permit its participation inconference (see page 108).
Move is seen as first taken to insure
that all sides will be heard.
FCC-NAB conference is scheduled
Jan. 7-8 in Washington.
In preparation for that meeting,
NAB's radio development committee
met for two days in Washington evaluating materials and hammering out

AT

DEADLINE

form of association's presentation.
Committee chairman George C.
Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City, and subcommittee chairman Carl Lee, Fetzer
stations (engineering) and Merrill
Lindsey, WSOY Decatur, 111. (research), agreed to meet again in next
two weeks for final go-round.
Motorola
color

to offer

tv line

Motorola Inc., Chicago, long holdout
in manufacture of color tv sets, plans
to enter color set market with its own
design in mid- 1963, Edward R. Taylor,
president of Motorola Consumer Products Inc., disclosed late Friday. He
told winter distributors meeting that
color sales for industry as whole should
increase "more sharply" to total of
550,000
next hit
yearabout
and 6.4
black-and-while
sales should
million.
Motorola was in color market briefly
about decade ago but withdrew. Recently firm developed rectangular 23inch color picture tube but has been
unable to find manufacturer. Motorola said Friday it does not know now
whether new color set will use this tube
or regular RCA color tube.
Shell series features
commercials on science
Series of four commercials of five
minutes each on "Great Breakthroughs
in Science" is being presented by Shell
Oil Co. through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, on Leonard Bernstein's
Young Peoples Concerts on CBS-TV
this season.
Although "institutional" style commercials have been used for four years
Shell has sponsored programs, it's first
season company is presenting five-minute messages as "intermission" in each
concert instead of as two shorter comEach mercial
commercial
is introduced and
"breaks."
narrated on tape by Shell Oil President
M. E. Spaght. Film clip illustrating
achievements of one great scientist follows introduction and is succeeded by
IV2 minutes of concluding remarks on
subject by Mr. Spaght. First of series,
introduced on initial concert last month
(Nov. 21), featured achievements of
Copernicus. Following commercials will
deal respectively with Harvey (Dec.
21), Lavoisier (Jan. 5) and Newton
(March 15).
Shell acknowledges that commercials,
which do not discuss either Shell Oil or
its product, are directed to certain segment of mass audience.
Company also feels it has achieved
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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WEEK'S

Mr. Erickson

Rodney Erickson, who recently
resigned as president of Filmways
Inc., New York
( Broadcasting,
Oct. 15), has
joined Four Star
Television and
will serve as comtive inpany
NewrepresentaYork

City. Mr. Erickson, whose contract with Filmways
ended in November, will advise and
counsel Four Star in production, syndication and distribution areas. Veteran
agency and programming executive,
Mr. Erickson was vp in charge of tv
at Young & Rubicam for 10 years and
vp of Warner Bros, tv sales for three
years. He also has entered station
ownership field with recent purchase of
WQSR Solvay, N. Y. (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 26).

HEADLINERS

Lower was with CBS News for six
years. He also served two newspapers
and three wire services, as well as Life
magazine (Paris bureau chief and roving correspondent) and Time-Life (anchorman in Tokyo during early months
of Korean war) .
S ym o n B .
Cowles, director
of advertising
for Metropolitan
Broadcasting tv
stations, named
director of advertising and profive owned
motion for ABC'stv
stations
TV New(WABCYork,
WBKB [TV] Chicago, KGO-TV San Francisco, KABCTV Los Angeles, and WXYZ-TV Detroit). He succeeds Don B. Curran,
who recently was appointed general
manager of ABC-owned KGO-AM-FM
San Francisco (Broadcasting, Nov.
26). Earlier, Mr. Cowles served in
various advertising and promotion posts
with WNEW-TV New York, WTTG
(TV) Washington, WCKT (TV) Miami, ABC Radio and Warner Bros.
Pictures Corp.
Mr. Cowles

Stanley H.
Puiver elected vp
and tormedia
direcof Henry
R.
Turnbull Inc.,
Greenwich,
Conn., newly
formed advertising agency. Mr.
Puiver was formerly
director formedia
toilet
Puiver
articles division
of Colgate-Palmolive Co., and member
of C-P's
corporate
tee. He also
servedmarketing
with LevercommitBros,
as manager of tv-radio media, and with
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc. as media
director. Mr. Puiver began his career
with CBS, later joining The Biow Co.
Sidney M. Robards, with RCA's public affairs and press relations department since 1938 and its director of public affairs since December 1960, elected
staff vp. Mr. Robards had served as
editor in NBC press division starting in
1936, and subsequently served in posts
of manager of RCA information department, and director of press relations at
RCA. He worked as reporter on Kentucky papers including Louisville
Courier-Journal of which he became
city editor in 1930.

Elmer W. Lower, general manager of
NBC News, elected vp. Mr. Lower,
who joined network in 1959 as manager,
NBC News, Washington, D. C, was
named director of news and public affairs, with headquarters in New York,
in 1961. He became general manager
last summer. Before joining NBC, Mr.
For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
interest in commercial series in that half
of its mail after first concert commended Shell on dignity, interest and
educational contribution of commercial,
according to spokesman.
Studebaker co-op funds
Local radio money to advertise Studebaker cars and trucks will be available
through dealers in 1963, car maker announced Friday, renewing co-op advertising plan not in use since 1960. Although emphasis is upon newspapers,
plan allows dealers to buy radio, too.
Studebaker nationally is heavy in print
media and uses no radio, but does sponsor Mr. Ed on CBS-TV.
Air travel ad drive
being studied by ATA
Heavy use of tv is understood to be
contemplated in possible $5 million advertising campaign by Air Transport
Assn. to promote air travel. Following
tentative board approval of presentation
submitted by Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, New York, ATA President
Stuart G. Tipton said Friday he will
appoint subcommittee of board to study
matter in detail and to report back at
next board meeting in March.
10

Marathon

Oil Co.

leaving Ayer & Son
Marathon Oil Co., Findlay, Ohio, client of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
since 1954, will move to undisclosed
agency effective April 1, 1963. Marathon, with estimated billings of $3 million (nearly one-half in broadcast), will
name new agency later this week.
Ayer announcement on Thursday
(Dec. 6) explained that client-agency
relationship is ending because of developing competitive situation between
Marathon and another Ayer client, Atlantic Refining Co., which has been at
Ayer since 1915. Marathon (formerly
Ohio Oil Co.) is active spot tv-radio
user in its midwest distribution area
(Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin. Kentucky). As many as 122
radio and 25 tv stations have carried
various campaigns.
KYW outlets furnish
news service in strike
Westinghouse
KYWAM-TV
ClevelandBroadcasting's
has assembled
24hour
"city
desk"
to
feed
wire
services
with Cleveland area news for duration

of newspaper strike in that city.
Filling in for newspaper reporters
who normally channel news to wire
services, KYW stations have made news
facilities available to local offices of
Associated Press, United Press International and Ohio Press, at no charge and
with no credit lines asked. Stations'
regular 33-man news staff has been
bolstered by nine extra reporters, including two who will receive, transcribe,
and feed to wire services all incoming
news from KYW reporters.
Public wants advice
Hartke tells admen
Advertising could improve its public
relations if its practitioners placed
greater
Friday. stress on effort to help consumer, Sen. Vance Hartke (D-Ind.), said
"Advertising does have a public relations problem," Sen. Hartke said in
speech before Detroit Adcraft Club,
and "advertising people are keenly
To win
public's confidence, he said,
aware
of it."
it isn't enough that advertising be truthful and in good taste. "What public
wants — and what it feels it is not always
getting — is advertising that will allow
sounder buying decisions," he said.
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WFAA-AM-FM-TV
A
A
Communications Center / BroadF
cast services of W
The Dallas Morn[
ing News/Represented
by
Edward

Petry

& Co., Inc.

NICK ADAMS

U

0

SAR ROMERO

EDDIE ALBERT

JUNE ALLYSON

MARY A5TOR

LEW AYRES

I

ROBERT RYAN

EVERETT SLOAN

BARBARA STANWYCK

MARK STEVENS

BARRY SULLIVAN

DON TAYLOR

JOHN IRELANC

DAVID JANSSEN

Dick

DEAN JAGGER

Powell's

ZftNE

{HEUEY
flllfll

CAROLYN JONES

DEAN JONES

No other series available today can begin to
approach the dazzling star values, superb production values and exciting entertainment values of Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre.
Among its 125 distinguishd stars are 17
Oscar and 6 Emmy Award winners ... 50
Oscar and 39 Emmy Award nominees.
Each episode brings the prestige talents of
Mr. Dick Powell as genial host and sometimes
star. Its 145 action-filled half hours add up
to a brilliant TV series unsurpassed for audience-attracting power and spot-selling ease.
Now yours, on an individual market basis,
"Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre".

VAN JOHNSON

HEDY LAMARR

JULIE LONDON

COMPLETE
PROGRAMMING
FLEXIBILITY
is assured by the
new, exciting
"BRIDGES" filmed
by Dick Powell.
Used between any
two half-hours,
Zane Grey Theatre
becomes a full
hour of superb
programming.
CAR A WILLIAMS

GER
Also in distribution:
• THE DETECTIVES • TARGET: THE CORRUPTORS
• STAGECOACH WEST • THE LAW AND MR. JONES
ALL "PROVEN-PROGRAMMING" FROM

FOUR

A SUBSIDIARY OF FOUR STAR TELEVISION
600 FIFTH AVE. -NEW YORK 20. N.Y." LT-1-8530

ESTHER WILLIAMS

Puzzle:
Son

of

"Whose

News

Is Whose?"

In response to requests from literature lovers, we offer a sequel to "Whose News
Is Whose?" What we mean is, if you couldn't solve that one, try this. It's easier.
Same rules, same reward. New situation, also fictitious.
In the days when men were men and land was cheap, five WMAL-TV
newscasters* bought a couple of acres and built modest vacation cabins
of identical design. To avoid confusion, each cabin was painted a different color. Each cabin contained (and still does) one clean-living, clearthinking newscaster, one trusty dog, and one musical instrument with
which the newscaster amused himself as he contemplated the verities.**
Got the pitch? Here's the puzzle:
McBee lives in the red house. Allen owns a Weimaraner. The
man in the green house plays the recorder. The green house is
immediately to the right of the ivory house. The Maryland
newsman owns a Samoyed. The man in the yellow house is the
Capitol reporter. The man in the middle house plays the
drums. McCaffrey lives in the first house. The business newscaster lives in the house next to the beagle owner. The collie
owner lives next to the Capitol reporter. The weather man
plays the violin. Gilmartin is the sports reporter. McCaffrey
lives next to the blue house. Batchelder plays the piano.
Who owns the Doberman Pinscher? Who plays the trombone?
*The other four, ABC World Newsman Cochran, Backstage reporter Grant, Virginia newsman Meyer and DC reporter Deibert, are confirmed urbanites.
**For a complete daily report on the verities, Washington relies on WMAL-TV 's
hour-long 6:30 P.M. Evening Report, all the news that's fit to squint. Check H-R
for current availabilities.

tv
al-D.
wm
Evening Star Broadcasting Company
Washington,
C. represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,

Washington, D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.

DATEBOOK
Dec. 28 — Comments on FCC proposed ruleA calendar of important meetings and
making to require applicants, permittees
events in the field of communications
and licensees to keep file for public
inspection of all broadcast applications.
•Indicates first or revised listing
JANUARY 1963
DECEMBER
Jan.
1
—
Deadline
for domestic entries for
Dec. 10 — Hollywood Ad Club Christmas
third International Broadcasting Awards
Party at the Hollywood Palladium, nooncompetition of Hollywood Ad Club. Foreign
3 p.m. Steve Allen will emcee.
entries are due Jan. 15. Entries should be
Dec. 11 — Assn. of National Advertisers'
sent to IBA, P. O. Box 38909, Hollywood
first creative workshop, Hotel Plaza, New
38, Calif.
York. Management techniques in using
Jan. 7-8 — NAB-FCC joint conference on
creativity in advertising will be subject
am growth problems. Conference is open
of the meet. Among the presentations
to all interested parties.
scheduled for the workshop session are
"How Can A Client Stimulate Maximum
Jan. 9 — Reply comments due at FCC on
CreativewillEffectiveness
His Agency?,"
proposed allocation of frequencies for space
which
be presentedFrom
by Wilson
Shelton
communications.
of Compton Adv.; "Guideposts for the
Jan. 10-19 — International Television FestiSelection of Creative People" (John Dale,
val of Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Dale, Elliott & Co.); "A Good Creative
Idea — Pitfalls and Precautions in Getting
Jan. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC proManagement Approval," (John B. Hunter,
posed rulemaking to require all applicants,
Jr.,
B.
F.
Goodrich
Co.);
"Coordinating
permittees and licensees to keep file for
Creative Efforts of Marketing Elements
public inspection of all broadcast applications.
Within the Company" (Ben Wells, SevenUp Co.);
"How
to
Capitalize
on
the
[Creative] Idea with Salesmen, Dealers and
Jan. 12 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
board of directors meeting, Cherry-Plaza,
Customers" (Robert Bragarnick, Bragarnick
Orlando, Fla. Orlando broadcasters will
Inc.), and "How to Stimulate and Direct
EffectivestrongCreativity"
(Max Banzhaf, Armhost
hour"FAB
at 6members
p.m. Board
Cork Co.).
meets a at"hospitality
dinner, 7 p.m.
are
invited
to
send
President
Joe
Field or
Dec. 11-12 — NAB Tv Code Review Board,
Executive Sec. Ken Small suggestions for
NAB headquarters, Washington.
items to go on agenda.
Dec. 12 — Southern California Broadcasters
*Jan. 14 — Academy of Television Arts &
Assn. 25th anniversary banquet and ChristSciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place to be
mas party at Beverly Hills Hotel. FCC
Comr. Robert Bartley will be guest of announced; BBC documentary film, "Telehonor.
vision and the World," Collier Young, coordinator.
*Dec. 13 — International Advertising Assn.
*Jan. 14-18 — NAB board meeting, Camelluncheon meeting, 12 noon at the Los
Angeles Press Club. Allan Carr of Re veil back Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
and Edward Nelson of L. M. Cox Manu*Jan. 17-19 — Sixteenth annual winter convention of South Carolina Broadcasters
facturing Co. will discuss sales, advertising
Assn., Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia,
and promotion of toys overseas.
S. C. H. Moody McElveen Jr., vp and gen*Dec. 13 — Federal Communications Bar
eral manager of WNOK-AM-FM-TV CoAssn. luncheon. Commissioner E. William
lumbia, is general chairman.
Henry will be speaker. Willard Hotel,
♦Jan. 18 — South Carolina AP Broadcasters
Washington, D. C.
Assn., Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia, in
Dec. 14 — Comments due at FCC on proconjunction with the meeting of the South
posed allocation of frequencies for space
Carolina Broadcasters Assn. Panelists will
communications.
discuss how to make full use of the AP
news report — and how to make that report
Dec. 18 — International Radio & Television
better by sharing in news gathering. Lamar
Society's
annual
Christmas
Caldwell, WHSC Hartsville, will discuss
to
Veterans
Hospital
Radioparty.
& TvProceeds
Guild
and the International Radio & Tv Foundathe
survey made by the Wire Study Committee.
tion. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
*Jan.
18-20 — Advertising Assn. of the West
Dec. 18 — Los Angeles Town Hall luncheon
mid-winter conference, Mapes Hotel, Reno,
Nev.
at Biltmore Hotel. Newton N. Minow, FCC
chairman, is guest speaker.
*Jan. 20 — Iowa AP Radio & Television
annual winter workshop meeting in
Dec. 19 — Academy of Television Arts & Assn.
Des
Moines.
Sciences, Hollywood Palladium, 8 p.m. FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow will participate
*Jan. 22-24— Eighteenth annual Georgia
in panel discussion of "What Is Right and
Radio-TV Institute, co-sponsored by Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters and U. of Georgia,
What Is Wrong with Television," with William Dozier, Screen Gems vp, as chairman.
Athens. FCC Commissioner E. William
Other panel members are Sylvester L. Henry and Georgia Governor-elect Carl
(Pat) Weaver, board chairman of McCannSanders are among speakers.
Erickson Corp. (International) and presi*Jan. 23-25 — Association Public Affairs Condent of M-E Productions; Frank P. Fogarty,
business leaders and members
executive vp, Meredith Broadcasting Co., of tradeference, forand
professional associations.
operators of KCMO-TV Kansas City, KPHOSheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.
TV Phoenix, WHEN-TV Syracuse and
Program topics include "The Impact on
WOW-TV Omaha; Hubbell Robinson, senior
vp in charge of network programs, CBSBusiness by the 88th Congress," "Business
TV; Rod Serling, writer-narrator of CBS-TV
and the Dept. of Justice" and "The Businessman and Politics."
Twlight Zone; Richard Salant, president,
*Jan. 25 — AWRT
Educational Foundation
CBS News; Mark Goodson, president, Goodboard of trustees meeting, Savoy-Hilton
son-Todman Productions; Lee Rich, senior
Hotel, New York City.
vp for radio-tv, Benton & Bowles.
*Jan. 25-27 — American Women in Radio &
Dec. 19 — National Assn. for Better Radio & Television
board of directors meeting,
Television (NAFBRAT) luncheon honoring
Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York City.
Newton N. Minow, FCC chairman, 12 noon,
Wilshire Country Club, Los Angeles.
•Jan. 28 — FCC hearing on availability of
local television programming on Omaha,
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual fall conference, Hilton Hotel, Pitts- Neb.
siding. Commissioner E. William Henry preburgh. Theme of the conference is "Mar29-Mar. 3 — Award winning examples
keting inistration
Transition."
and from
reg- •Jan.
of western editorial and advertising art,
materials mayInformation
be obtained
the American Marketing Assn., 27 East selected by Art Directors Club of Los
Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.
Angeles in 18th annual competition, on
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RADIO

TIMES

THE
■

TIMES
THE
AUDIENCE*
I
(•JAN.— MAR. '62 HOOPER)
Anywayyou slice that whooping big HOOPER
it comes out-three times the audience . . . and,
three times the adults of the 2nd station . • .
Like this:
2nd
20.6%
Local Time
VtflLS STATION
ADULTS**
7 a.m. 'til 9 a.m.
(Teenagers Home) 66.5%
9 a.m. 'til Noon
(Kids in School)** 62.5
Noon'til 1 p.m.
(Kids at home) 59.0
1 p.m. 'til 4 p.m.
(Kids in school)**
4. p.m. 'til 6 p.m.
(Kids at home)
7 'til Noon total
Noon 'til 6 total

20.8
14.1
18.7

57.8
61.1
63.6%
59.5%

21.0%
15.4%
14.1

(Hourly average and total % from Jan. -Mar.'62 Hooper)
LANSING Metro (3 counties)
■ 14th in $ sales per household
■ Slate Capitol
■ Michigan State University
■ Oldsmobile plus other industry
MID-MICHIGAN'S BIG
NO. 1 RADIO BUY
RADIO

1ANS!NG
1320 (5000 WATTS)
Representatives:
Venard, Torbet & McConnell, Inc.
15

exhibit at Museum of Science & Industry,
Exposition Park, Los Angeles.
*Jan. 30-Feb. 1 — National Winter Convention on Military Electronics, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles. The convention is cosponsored by the Los Angeles section of
Institute of Radio Engineers and the National Professional Group on Military Electronics.
FEBRUARY
*Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in National
Safety Council's annual Public Interest
Award contest to public information media.
Entries should be sent to National Safety
Council, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11,
on official entry blanks available from
same address.
*Feb. 1 — UPI Broadcasters of Massachusetts annual Tom Phillips Awards Dinner,
Nick's Restaurant, Boston. James Allen of
WBZ-TV Boston, presiding. Annual election of officers also scheduled.
*Feb. 9-10 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
spring convention in Austin at Commodore
Perry Hotel.
*Feb. 11-13— Electronic Sales-Marketing
Assn. first annual convention, Americana
Hotel, New York City. A. D. Adams, vice
president and general manager of New
York office of Burton Brown Adv., will be
convention chairman. For convention applications and more details, industry members are asked to contact Alex White,
ESMA executive director, P. O. Box 1,
Bellerose, L. I., N. Y.
*Feb. 25 — Third annual Mike Award banquet of Broadcast Pioneers, Imperial Ballroom, Americana Hotel, New York City.
Cocktails at 6:30 p.m. in the Versailles
Ballroom; dinner at 7:30 p.m. in the Imperial Ballroom.
*Feb. 26 — Third annual International
Broadcasting Awards formal presentation
dinner, Hollywood Palladium.
MARCH
♦March 15 — Spring meeting of Louisiana
Assn.
nounced.of Broadcasters. Place to be an*March 23 — Annual national convention of
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, New
York University.
APRIL
*April 8 — Oscar awards ceremonies, to be
broadcast on ABC's radio and tv networks.
♦April 29-May 4— "Rose d'Or" Contest; May
20-25, 1963 — Television Symposium and Tv
Equipment Exhibition. The two events are
part of the Third International Television
Festival announced by The City of Montreux,tion Switzerland.
further informawrite to Box 97,ForMontreux.
MAY
*May 2-5 — American Women in Radio &
Television annual convention, Sheraton
Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
*May 16-18 — Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn. annual conference, Riviera
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
*May 20 — Georgia Radio Day, Atlanta Advertising Club, Atlanta.
Your advertising plans for Inland California and Western Nevada
are incomplete if you're forgetting about the best way to reach this
entire vital market - BEELINE RADIO. It's a fact that the
McClatchy stations reach more radio homes here than any other
combination of stations — at the lowest cost per thousand. (Nielsen
Coverage Service 1961, SR&D. )
McClatchy

Broadcasting

Company

delivers more for the money in Inland California-Western Nevada
KOH RENO • KFBK SACRAMENTO . KBEE MODESTO • KMJ FRESNO . KERN BAKERSFIELD
16 (DATEBOOK)

JUNE
*June 1 — UPI Broadcasters of Illinois, Hotel
Jefferson, Peoria.
*June 8-11 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters
annual convention, Callaway Gardens, Ga.
"June 18-20 — Annual convention of Electronic Industries Assn., Pick-Congress
Hotel, Chicago.
•June 22-27 — Advertising Assn. of the West
annual convention at Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles. Junior conclave, June 22;
business
sessions,
24-26; president's
dinner, June
26; golfJune
tournament,
June 27.
JULY
*July 10-14 — Annual convention of American Federation of Television & Radio
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

MIAMI

UNCOVERED

No subject is too controversial or too long to be presented by moderator
Larry King. An exciting, frank interrogator, Larry presents both sides of any issue
in his Monday night "no time limit" program. The subjects are varied
and thought provoking. South Floridians have seen Louis Nizer expound on the Law,
Florida
State's Attorney
and
entertainment
editorsDickon Gerstein
talent. on crime, and Miami's newspaper, television
Other subjects covered were Medicare, Alcoholism, Dope Addiction, Divorce,
The Cuban Situation, Horse Racing, Politics, Boxing, Taxes, Women, Children, Interior
Decorating, Bigotry, and many others. National figures in all fields
appear on MIAMI UNCOVERED, to name a few — Dr. Edward Annis, President
Elect of the American Medical Association, Buddy Rich,
Mel Torme, Congressman Dante Fascell, Mayor Robert King High of Miami.
MIAMI UNCOVERED has a loyal audience of informed people who respect
Larry King and buy the products advertised on MIAMI UNCOVERED.
Another complete information program on WLBW-TV, the ABC station for
South Florida, from the Palm Beaches to the Florida Keys.

WLBW
ssu
Affiliated with -TV
WCKY 50KW CINCINNATI,
OHIO
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

£3

a

highest

commendation

the

WIS-TV"
of
performance
unanimous resolution of the South Carolina

General

Assembly

"We evaluate with, highest commendation
the performance of WIS-TV, Channel 10,
particularly for its alert, fair, and comprehensive news coverage of the affairs of our
State government, its initiative in bringing
thought -provoking discussion to enlighten
our citizens on the problems of our State,"
says a recent resolution, unanimously
adopted by the State legislature. The
resolution adds that "there is urgent and
compelling public need for the continuation of this praiseworthy performance
by WIS-TV and its highly- trained personnel."
Need we add that our constant effort is
not only to continue but to improve the
performance our legislature has found
praiseworthy? This has been our unending
task in over 30 years of operating broadcasting facilities in
South Carolina.

WIS
NBC

TELEVISION

/ Columbia,

South

Charles A. Batson, Managing
a station of

The Broadcasting

Company

Carolina

Director

of the South

G. Richard Shafto, Executive Vice President
WIS television: Channel 10, Columbia, S.C.
WIS radio: 560, Columbia, S.C.
WSFA-TV: Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala.
All represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

^TELEVISIONS

Artists, AFL-CIO, Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
AUGUST
'Aug. 20-23 — Western Electronic Show and
Convention, San Francisco; trade show and
technical program at Cow Palace, other
events at midtown hotels. Submission of
papers for the technical program of the
convention are requested by the committee
headed by Dr. Jerre D. Noe, director of
the engineering sciences division of Stanford Research Institute. April 15 is the closing date for submissions. Authors should
send abstracts and summaries to Dr. Noe,
WESCON Technical Program Chairman,
Suite 2210, 701 Welch Road, Palo Alto, Calif.

BOOK

NOTES

"Success Secrets: The Anatornv of
Local lenRadio-Tv
by William
AlPeck. 456 Copy,"
Cloverleaf
#8, San
Antonio 9, Tex. 52 pp. $3.

WAVE-TV

gives

28.8%

SMOKERS

—28.8%

more

more

viewers,

Since Nov. -Dec, 1957, NSI
given WAVE-TV

you

minimum!

Reports have never

less than 28.8% more viewers

than Station B in the average quarter-hour of
any average week!
And

the superiority during those years has

gone as high as 63.6% more viewers!

More viewers = more impressions = more sales!
Ask Katz for the complete story.

CHANNEL

3 • MAXIMUM

NBC

POWER

• LOUISVILLE

The Katz Agency, National Representatives

20

In the same simple, direct style he
recommends for others in his book, Mr.
Peck has written a brief but thorough
manual for copy writers on the local
station level. Although many of its
principles are well suited for Madison
Avenue, the practical application would
seem to be intended by the author for
Main Street.
The contents of this slim paperback
include samples of live and production
commercials, instructions on writing
techniques and exercises to test them.
"Careers
John H.
Crofts {an
New York.

in Broadcasting," edited by
Lerch. A ppleton-Centuryaffiliate of Meredith Press),
113 pp. $3.95.

A battery of 26 leading radio-tv industry executives, performers and technicians supply answers to the questions
most young people just out of high
school or college would be apt to ask
regarding
employment.
The information
book contains a wealth
of useful
and advice for readers interested in any
of the industry's specialized areas, from
sales to etv. The guidance comes from
some of the best known names in the
business — Robert W. Sarnoff. Arthur
Hull Hayes, Leonard H. Goldenson,
Robert Hurleigh, Lowell Thomas, Steve
Allen and Pat Boone. Editor John
Lerch
currently
teaches radio-tv skills
at
Boston
U.
"Global
Cuisine,"
Myron "Global"
Zobel.
Patron
Press, byHollywood,
Calif.
224 pp. $10.
In this handsome volume, dedicated
to his television viewers, the producerstar of the syndicated travel program.
Global Zobel, lists his favorite dishes
and their recipes as prepared by the
chefs of his favorite restaurants. The
several hundred dishes, ranging from
hors d'oeuvres to desserts and including
everything in between, were selected
from the menus of 84 "great" restauBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

Arthur
takes
to

the

Godfrey
Sanitone
cleaners

Literally. And Sanitone loves it. This
division of Emery Industries recently
signed with Arthur Godfrey on the CBS
Radio Network to get more people
aware of their patented, superior cleaning process and, especially, to get more
dry cleaners to use it. After five weeks,

Mr. A. C. Fusaro,
Advertising,
reports:Emery's Director of
". . . the results to date have been terrific. Even after such a short time,
dealer reaction has been overwhelming.
Orders for tie-in promotion material
have reached an all time high. The number of our licensees tying in with local
promotions has also reached a new high
. . . We know of a number of prospects
that have signed with Sanitone just on the
basis of our advertising with Godfrey."
Instant salesmanship. No wonder
Sanitone has renewed for next year.

They want to go to the cleaners. Arthur
takes them.
Of course, when it comes to the cost
of
a Godfrey
it's another
story
entirely. sponsorship,
Your advertising
agency
will tell you what a rare buy Arthur
Godfrey is today . . . especially for the
advertiser with a modest budget. The
combination of the low cost, high efficiency and national coverage of CBS
Radio plus the proved effectiveness of
the top salesman in broadcasting may
be just what you need to clean up.
THE CBS RADIO NETWORK

Single

Rate

Whatever

. . .

Card?

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEK!. Y OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting-Telecasting Bldg., 1735 DeSales
St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Telephone
Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher
Sol Taishoff

for?

(Check the correct answer)

1* To please Berkley Brandon at Kansas City

_J

To please G. E. Bischoff at L. W. Ramsey,
0
JL» Advertising Company

i |

3*

To please the Colonels at PGW

D

4.

Radio has always led the market
Because WOC
chin)
its
with
(sometimes

i— i
I 1

_
5*

breaking Quint
To keep district men from
market rate cards

City

j—
— j

_
6.

To simplify the job of all time buyers (see reasons
1 and 2)

j j
•— 1

_
##

To give local salesmen something new to talk about
(PGW Colonels, please copy)

r— i
'— '

^
O*

To bring the selling of radio time into the era just
preceding the 21st century.

j j
' '

9«

To make more money for ourselves.

1A
10.

SERVICE
EQUAL
CLIENTS
ALL
GIVE
TO
EQUAL COST

IMPORTANT

AT

RADIO
AM
- FM

Exclusive Notional Repre.entatlve. - Peter,, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
DAVENPORT, IOWA
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and entertainment. A $10

"Abundance" describes Tulsa. Natural
gas and coal are available in surplus.
Wonderland of man-made lakes provides water and cheap hydroelectric
power. Dams and locks, being constructed, will provide a waterway to the
world's ports. By 1973, through the port
of Catoosa, only 15 miles eastward,
products will be shipped to the Gulf of
Mexico via the Verdigris, Arkansas,
White and Mississippi Rivers. Space is
already on Tulsa's doorstep. North
American Aviation will employ 20,000
people in manufacturing for space
exploration and missiles. AVCO Corporation is establishing a space age
research center employing 2,000 scientists and engineers. Tulsa's magnificent
new airport is among the finest and

million post office and
federal office building will
shortly be a reality. A system
of expressways, now under
construction, and comparable
to those of the largest cities,
will encircle and criss-cross the
busiest anywhere. In American Airlines' maintenance depot, several
thousand employees service a giantsize jet fleet. Douglas Aircraft builds
military aircraft in a mile-long building. Tulsa's new civic center, rushing
toward completion, will offer unexcelled facilities for large conventions, trade shows, athletic events

city. "Cleanest . . . most beautiful city!",
visitors say. What do marketing men say
about Tulsa? They say Tulsa is the center
of a 40-county Magic Empire. In 1961, this
Magic Empire's effective buying income
was $2,424,052,000; retail sales totaled
$1,558,387,000.* Your most effective coverage of this market is television.
•Sales Management Survey of Buying — 1962

TULSA . . . the most affluent new market.
K0TV®6
CBS

KTUL-TV
ABC

KVOOTV
NBC

rants in Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin
America as well as the United States.

ON

The recipes and the author's descriptions of their preparation and the way
and setting in which they are served
make mouth-watering reading, but it
would be a brave housewife who would
try to duplicate many of them at home.
The Television Dilemma: Search for
a Solution, by Yale Roe. Hastings
House, New York: 184 pp. $4.50.
This book, written from the "inside"
by one who deals with the business of
television (the author is in network
sales), attempts to assay television as a
social force while acknowledging its
economic pressures and persuasive
powers.
Mr. Roe attempts to place television
in a proper perspective and at the same
time recommend patterns for the public
as to what it can do about television
in the U. S.
In his book — actually an expanded
essay — the author attempts to stimulate
the need for greater understanding by
advertiser, by agency, by network or
station, by critic and by the ordinary
viewer. Once this is achieved, Mr. Roe
apparently believes a "synthesis" of all
forces that motivate television — including social responsibility with that of
economic gain — would be the next step.
Responsibility for the viewer: the
public must forsake the double standard
of watching one thing and demanding
something else, and exercise its will.
Alternative: will of others will be imposed, be it broadcasters or that of the
government.
The Eighth Art, introduced by Robert Lewis Shayon, tv critic of Saturday
Review. Holt, Rinehart and Winston
Inc., New York: 269 pp. $5.
A total of 23 articles by people prominent in several fields is presented in
this unusual "look" at television today.
Most of the articles are companion essays commissioned by CBS-TV in 1960
for publication in different issues of a
projected — but eventually abandoned —
quarterly magazine. Represented among
others are authors, tv critics, prominent
musicians (such as Igor Stravinsky)
and educators.
The Television Program: Its Direction and Production, by Edward Stasheff
and Rudy Bretz. Hill and Wang Inc.,
New York: 335 pp. $6.95.
This volume, illustrated with diagrams
and photographs, is billed as a "practical,
up-to-date guide to television directing
and producing." Actually, it was first
published in 1951 and gained acceptance as a handbook for those with a
career in tv in mind. It was revised
in 1956. This is a second revision, and
the third edition of the practical, textlike treatment of tv production.
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

. . , it's SPOTMASTER
TAPE
line of
the only complete
cartridge-tape

SPOTMASTER, by Broadcast Electronics ... the
most widely accepted line
of trouble-free, transistorized cartridge-tape equipment, offers the largest
selection of basic accessories for versatile and dependable operation.
PLUS . . . the complete line of
accessories, including:
• Stereo
nation playback and combi• Cue-Trip Tone Pulser
• Cue-Trip Sensor and relay
• Tape Cartridge Winder
• Portable demonstration units
• Lazy Susan Cartridge Rack
• Wall Mount Cartridge Rack
• Remote Control Unit
• Equalized Turntable Pream-

equipment

it
SPOTMASTER
O M PACT
The time-tested
compact playback or combination unit for
control room or
remotes.

plifiers

For the best and most modern broadcast systems
and supplies, look to VISUAL— your SOURCE for
Superior Equipment from Specialist Manufacturers.
Write today for complete technical specifications.
VISUAL

ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

MB
23
40tK street * new york 18. n. y. • Pennsylvania 6-5MG

OPEN
Jacobs' 'Monday Memo'
editor: We are proud and happy over
your wonderful treatment of Morris
Jacobs' recent speech before the TvB
convention [Monday Memo, Dec. 3].
Thank you on behalf of the entire agency. . . . — Harold Fair, vice president
for television and radio, Bozell & Jacobs
Inc., New York.

A word from 'Blitz'
editor: I would like to request permission to reprint the Sid Hix cartoon
[Editorials, Nov. 5] in our company
publication. ... As you can see from
our letterhead, there is a "Blitz" brewery which Mr. Hix undoubtedly never

Drawn for Bboadcastinc by Sid Hix
"Right now your camera's on a safety man backed up
against my competitor's billboard . . . what kind of product
protection is that?"
knew existed. Out here in our lush little
corner of the U. S. we have been brewing beer since 1856. ... In fact, we
have to brew the finest beer in the
West since we are the oldest brewery
in the West and must lead the way. . . .
— C. P. Mobley, director of advertising,
Blitz-W einhard Co., Portland. Ore.
[Permission granted, provided appropriate
credit is given to Broadcasting and Mr. Hix.]

•
stant, as indicated by the VU meter.
. . . The complaint arises because a
commercial announcement ... is usually delivered with considerable projection as compared to conversational
speech, and it is characteristic of the
human ear to hear the projected sound
with a greater apparent loudness when
the actual energy levels may be quite
equal. . . .
It seems unlikely that all commercials
can be toned down. . . . No technical
equipment has yet been devised to give
100% satisfaction in this area. Until it
is, can we stop casting aspersion on
innocent operators? — R. H. Coddington, Richmond, Va.
MIKE

Cheers for Novik
editor: Congratulations on your profile
story about Morrie Novik [Our Respects, Nov. 12]. We have had the
pleasure of hearing this dedicated man
speak at conventions of the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters. The
broadcasting profession could use more
like him. . . . — Richard J. Meyer, director of educational tv, University of
Wichita, Wichita, Kan.
Reversed photographs
editor: To set the record straight for
those readers who may be guided by
photographs when meeting the TvB
staff, I call your attention to the story
which reports on the new bureau vice

Loud commercials
editor: . . . We are still surprised when
someone within the industry revives the
old complaint about commercials being
aired at higher volume levels than is
general program material. Broadcasting indicates that Mr. Minow of the
FCC has joined the clamor [Government, Nov. 26] . . .
As any board operator knows, the
electrical energy is held reasonably conBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962
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AND

IT'S A

GOOD
NOW

THERE

ONE

STATION

ONE
IS ONLY
IN ALL

OF CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA WHICH CARRIES
THE COMPLETE LINEUP
OF ABC NETWORK PROCRAMS. Only on Channel
27 can the people in Harrisburg, York and Lebanon
see BEN CASEY, MCHALE'S NAVY, STONEY

Tv translators report
editor: As operator of two uhf translators, we can't tell you how much we
enjoyed the article about translators
[Special Report, Oct. 8]. It's refreshing to learn that someone thinks translators are doing a good and worthwhile
job. Sometimes I think neither the public nor the tv stations we help give a
damn about the great effort we go to to
help them.
Thanks again for a first-rate story
about the "stepchildren" of the tv broadcast industry. — Richard D. Koeberg,
secretary, Citizens Tv Inc., Milton-Freewater, Ore.

There's

BURKE,
Mr. MacRae
Mr. Colvin
presidents [Fates & Fortunes, Dec. 3].
A reversal of cutlines has resulted in
identifying William B. MacRae as William B. Colvin, and vice versa. — Robert
M. Grebe, public relations director,
Television Bureau of Advertising, New
York.
Comments

on Collins

editor: ... I am frankly amazed by
your editorial [Editorials, Nov. 26]
criticizing Gov. Collins for his comments on cigarette advertising. . . . You
misinterpret when you deny [cigarette
advertising] is aimed at teen-agers. . . .
The point is that cigarette advertising
is aimed at those who are the heroes
of the teen group. . . . Don't let your
paycheck show so obviously; it casts a
pall, for me, over the good work you
do. — David S. MacNeill, director of
news and programming, WCRB-AMFM Boston.

COMBAT, LAWRENCE WELK, and all the

other top audience producers. And they can see
them better from our new,
taller tower (500' high)
and more powerful antenna. Just watch us — everybody does!
*See March 1962 ARB
or ask Harrington,
Righter
and
Parsons.

HARRISBURC, YORK
& LEBANON
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Solid
and

reasons

unique

are behind

success

of Metropolitan
a division

Broadcasting

Character.

are the attributes
stations

and honored

Radio,

that have

members

made

our

of their respective

"quality operations"

of our Radio

characterizes

Service/These

chstinctive,important

communities.The
philosophy

of the four stations

of Metromediajnc. Individual

personality.

radio

the growth

division, also

our Television

and Outdoor

Advertisingdivisions-METROMEDIA

NT
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METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING RADIO
WNEW New York
WIP Philadelphia, Pa.
WHK Cleveland, Ohio
KMBC Kansas City, Mo.
METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING TELEVISION
WNEW-TV New York
WTTG Washington, D.C.
KMBC -TV Kansas City, Mo.
KOVR Sac. -Stockton, Calif.
WTVH Peoria, Illinois
WTVP Decatur, Illinois
METRO BROADCAST SALES
Station Representatives
FOSTER AND KLEISER
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
Los Angeles, California
San Francisco, California
San Diego, California
Sacramento, California
Seattle, Washington
Portland, Oregon

MONDAY
If television

from HAL h- THURBER, president, Wade Advertising, Chicago

MEMO
is good

for the

We are pretty certain that MidAmerica Marketing on the March, our
weekly program on WGN-TV Chicago,
is the first sustained series of telecasts
to be sponsored by a midwest advertising agency. And we are absolutely sure
that this Wade project is the first such
series sponsored by an agency, anywhere, without commercials.
Not that we have anything against
commercials. We have been building
them many years here for our clients.
From the early days of radio, then in
television, we have been consistently
trying to make them better and better.
It's just that we don't happen to believe
the merits of an advertising agency can
be sold in commercial tv time.
Then why sponsor this show over
WGN-TV at all? What do we ask the
viewer to do? Where's the pitch? Who
benefits? The answers to those questions are still coming in as the first cycle
of 13 programs nears its conclusion in
the Saturday 7:30-8 p.m. period.
Analyzing the 'Client' ■ When we
first planned this project last spring we
took measure of ourselves just as we
do with a new client. Wade Advertising
is now in its 53rd year, ranks No. 25
among the top 50 agencies in size and
billing and does a good solid job of selling for its clients. Yet Wade is not well
known outside the trade.
For too many years Wade has moved
steadily through the advertising forest,
growing gradually and steadily, gaining
a few clients and losing practically
none, but never publicizing itself. The
simple, crying need was for Wade to
become better known in the business
community, particularly in the decisionmaking echelons.
Newspaper print had been tried spasmodically with indifferent results. A
"business" television show was certain
to have a limited audience. But we were
not trying to reach masses of people.
A business tv show in which business
figures would participate, or even be the
"stars," seemed to have merit. So we
went to work.
News Panel Format ■ We knew that
a half-hour of unrelieved script-reading
by even the most eloquent tycoon would
become tedious. The obvious answer
was to have a panel of some sort, preferably of Chicago newsmen.
We were fortunate in being able to
interest Thomas H. Coulter, chief executive officer of the Chicago Assn. of
Commerce and Industry, in becoming
the moderator. His previous experience
in the medium has made him invaluable
in keeping the program moving.
The guest "stars" were approached
28

client, why

not

on the premise that we would provide
a forum from which they could speak,
telling their own philosophy of marketing. Participants were to be limited to
presidents and board chairmen, the men
ultimately responsible for the destiny of
their own company and, actually, the
welfare of thousands of people in their
organizations.
Off the Top ■ Business leaders who
have already appeared, or will shortly
do so, are the real cream of the midAmerica business community: Charles
H. Percy, chairman of Bell & Howell;
Roy Abernethy, president of American
Motors; Lewis F. Bonham, president of
Miles Products Division of Miles Labs;
Charles W. Lubin, president of Kitchens
of Sara Lee; Tilden Cummings, president of Continental Illinois Bank; Judson S. Sayre, chairman of Norge Corp.;
William G. Karnes, president of Beatrice Foods; Ben W. Heineman, chairman of Chicago and North Western
Railway; C. Virgil Martin, president of
Carson Pirie Scott & Co.; Donold
Lourie, president of Quaker Oats Co.;
Robert L. Gibson, president of Libby,
McNeill & Libby.
Mr. Karnes, for example, explained
that Beatrice Foods is one of the largest
of the 35,000 firms in the dairy field;
yet, the housewife knows it only by the
company's
brand
names
whichTheshebrand
sees
on the shelf
in the
store.
lines are Meadow Gold butter, ice
cream and milk products, and La Choy
food products. "Consumers have
learned to identify the foods by their
brand names," Mr. Karnes said, "and
the company cannot afford to gamble
with a change. Some of the products
have had the same brand names for
more
than 100mailyears."
Audience
has covered a broad
spectrum of people and interests. Students in economic classes, educators,

for the

agency,

too?

competitors of the week's "star," civic
groups, wholesalers and retailers, and
many others have written us requesting
transcripts of the show. A publishing
concern wants first rights to publish the
manuscripts.
Mrs. Homemaker, Too ■ But, more
surprising to us — and we have learned
not to be surprised at anything in this
business — is the amount of mail from
housewives. Yes, housewives!
A few of them wanted to send the
transcripts to sons and daughters away
at school. Most of them, however,
wanted to know what the heads of businesses had to say about products offered
for sale to housewives, products they
use or have seen offered in the stores.
Wade prepares a folder for mailing
to its own list each week featuring the
individual telecast and it offers these to
its guests. Rather large quantities of
these are requested for mailing to the
guest's own customers, employes and
shareholders.
Newsmen who have appeared or will
appear include: Godfrey Sperling Jr.,
Christian Science Monitor; William
Clark, Chicago Tribune; Victor Wortman, Printer's Ink; Keith Felcyn, Business Week; Miriam Runwell, Time;
Nicholas Shuman, George Lazarus, and
Ed Kandlik, all Chicago Daily News;
Hal Bruno and William Brink, both
Newsweek; S. R. Bernstein, Advertising
Age; James Michaels, Forbes; A. Wehrwein, New York Times; Jack Mabley,
Chicago American.
Results and Renewal ■ To date, what
has all this done for Wade? In the words
of the enterprising salesman, no orders
yet, but it's made a lot of friends for
the company. We think enough of the
show that we have placed a renewal
order to continue it in 1963.
After all, we do believe in continuity.
Doesn't everyone?

Hal H. Thurber joined Wade Advertising
in 1957. He was elected president in May
1960 when Jeff Wade moved up to become
board chairman. Mr. Thurber began his
career in newspapers, was manager of
WFBM Indianapolis in 1925, then moved
into advertising as a writer. He was with
D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis, from 1934-45, serving as vice president and operating committee chairman. After that Mr. Thurber
became managing partner of his own
agency in Toledo, Ohio.
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Television, Inc.
MR. STEADFAST
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"Wow?"

"What

a figure!"

"Sensatio

nal!"

39.9! And

again all eyes are on Channel

2!

The Thanksgiving Eve showing of "Mister Roberts"
on the Schaef er Award Theatre zoomed to the
highest rating ever achieved by a feature picture
on New York television, according to both Nielsen
and Arbitron. Broadcast from 11:15pm to 1:27am,
far later than usual peak viewing hours, this
classic from Seven Arts Associated commanded
a 39.9 Nielsen average rating... with a mighty
80 per cent share of audience. More than 4 million
people stayed up far past midnight
"Mister Roberts"on

Channel

to watch

2!

This 21-gun reception -another historic"first"
for Channel 2— proves again that, now as always,
New York's center of attraction is the number one
television station, CBS Owned
^yQ||g

17

YEARS

AGO

ON

When Sir Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin,
it first appeared as just a remarkable variety of mold.
In 1945, Fleming received the Nobel Prize for the
discovery of this life-saving weapon against infection and WBNS Radio spread the glad tidings.
In 1945 in Central Ohio, State Savings Company
— a leader in the savings and home loan industry —
made a discovery about advertising. In that year
New office of State Savings located
— newest
ofin aNorthland
dozen shopping
centers that help account
for
Franklin County's
gigantic
retail sales$916,258,000
total.

WBNS

RADIO

(and every year since) WBNS Radio played a big
part in the growth of State Savings. Since 1945,
assets have grown from $400,000 to today's
$27,000,000; one State Savings office has grown
to six offices.
Home-towners are the best judges of the effectiveness of WBNS Radio. Happily, we've had State
Savings' vote of confidence for 204 consecutive
months.

WBNS
BLAIR COLUMBUS,
OHIO
GROUP
PLAN
Represented by John Blair & Company
MEMBER
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CHRISTMAS
■

Enthusiastic

■

Annual

■

Representatives

TV

buyers

survey

finds

some

confirm

Advertisers and agencies are getting
into the holiday advertising swing so
enthusiastically that they seem apt to
set records for many television stations
— while creating some problems for
themselves.
For most stations the yearend surge
is bringing the sort of business gift they
like best: brisker sales.
For timebuyers it has created a shortage of one-minute availabilities in many
markets and put a squeeze on premium
20-second positions in some periods
(see table below).
Almost all tv stations are enjoying
better spot business this December than
last. For many the holiday gains reflect
advances in total 1962 sales as well.
These conclusions are drawn from
Broadcasting's annual yearend holiday business survey of tv stations. They
are supported by the findings of a similar canvass of leading television station
sales representatives.
In many instances station reps also
pointed out signs of continuing strength
in tv sales for at least the first part of
1963. One executive predicted a
"boom" in the second half of the new
year.
The station survey, dealing basically
with sales for the week of Dec. 3-10,

Day Part
Sign-on to noon
Noon-6 p.m.
6-7=30 p.m.
7=30-11 p.m.
After 11 p.m.

snap

SPOT
up

most

stations
stations;

minutes
with
see

OF

in many

year-long

continued

showed that:
■ Better than nine out of ten, or
91% of the station respondents, say
business now is better than it was a year
ago. Another 7% see little or no difference, while 2% say business is down.
■ The average increase, where figures
were given, is about 24%. The average
decline is about 2%.
■ About 95% of the stations nominated 60-second availabilities as the
ones in shortest supply. An even
heavier preponderance named minutes
as the length in greatest demand among
agencies and advertisers. Twenty-second positions were a remote No. 2 in
both demand and shortness of supply.
The nine-out-of-ten proportion of
stations reporting gains this Christmastime compares with a little better than
six out of ten (62% ) who made similar
reports for the same December week
a1961).
year ago (Broadcasting, Dec. 11,
The 2% reporting drop-off s this year
may be compared with 21% last
December.
The increases this year appeared to
be larger and the decreases smaller, as
compared to those of a year ago, but
comparable figures on this point were
not available.

1961

markets

advances
strength

Although the survey asked specifically for information on sales for the week
starting Dec. 3, a number of broadcasters volunteered comments indicating the whole year's sales results are
running
ahead
of 1961's.
Business
Increases
■ One said that
"1962 business has shown consistent
increases over outstanding 1961 figAnother said that his business was
running "about the same for December,
but 20% up overall."
The survey indicated that use of the
40-second station break in network
ures."
evening time has largely jelled into a
scheduling of two 20-second announcements back to back. Where the 20-20
combination is not used, the most common practice is to schedule a 20 followed by a 10 and then a 10-second
public-service or promotional announcement.
The 30-10 combination is used in
some cases but these are relatively indicated. frequent, the questionnaire returns inThe 40-second break, 10 seconds
longer than its predecessor, has been in
effect in prime-time periods on networkaffiliated stations since the start of the
1961-62 season. It was offered at the

Television spots sold by market size
% 20-Seconds SoldLarge
% IDs & 10-Seconds Large
Sold
%
<Small
Medium
Small
Medium
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
Markets
44%
16%
44
41%
42%
32%
36%
41
36
52
37
64
70
83
66
75
86
57
64
62
79
79
74
84
89
63
29
38
79
79

This table indicates the timebuyer's chances of finding the spot availabilities he wants at the time and
place he wants them. It shows the extent to which
basic positions are currently (as of Dec. 3-10) sold out
within given day-parts in markets of various sizes.
The sold-out figures confirm the tendency of buyers
to concentrate on bigger markets — and on minutes in
preference to shorter lengths. The figures are averages compiled from data supplied by stations in
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

AHEAD

Large
60-Seconds & Participations Sold
Medium
Small
Markets
Markets
Markets
90
43%
55%
58%
72
78
90
76
89
90
61
79
56
68
87

BROADCASTING'S yearend tv business survey (see
story this page). Individually, some stations said
they were 90% sold out of all spot positions from
noon on, and 100% sold out after 6 p.m. Less fortunate, afew were no more than 50 to 60% sold out
in their "best" periods. For purposes of the table,
markets with one or two stations were classified as
"small"; those with three stations as "medium" and
those with four or more as "large."
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urging of affiliates who wanted more
time
sell, but
survey
foundto that
at Broadcasting's
least one broadcaster
doesn't think it is long enough yet:
Minutes Best ■ "The future," he
wrote, "lies in a prime 60-second station break."
Station representation firms covered
in the survey matched the enthusiasm of
station respondents. Two reps said
their December business was lagging
behind last year's but one of these forecast gains for the full year (the other
offered no full-year prediction).
In predicting a carry-over of the current high sales tides into 1963, reps
noted that many advertisers are starting
their new campaigns earlier than a year
ago. Among these were listed Simoniz,
Peter Paul, Gerbers, Colgate and P.
Lorillard — companies which last year
bought for the last week in January
but which this year were said to be buying to start in the first and second weeks
of the new year.
Another sales executive said at least
25 major advertisers already had bought
for the first two weeks of January.
One leading rep reported that business isproceeding at a brisker pace this
month at virtually all of its stations,
with gains ranging from 10% to 35%.
An official of this company said 95%
of its station list is "doing better" this
year, with the bigger gains accruing to
the larger and medium-sized stations.
Another major rep company, which
was compiling its annual report last
week, said its overall business is up
24% this year. It reported that over
the past six months an increasing number of stations have been pre-empting
certain network programs to make room
for feature films and syndicated programming sold in national spot.
Syndications Recommended ■ Another rep said it was recommending that
its stations acquire more syndicated
shows to use in adjusting to program reshuffling done by the networks.
Another spot sales organization reported that its business is "about the
same" as a year ago, but that the fourth
quarter has been "excellent" and the
year as a whole "substantially better"
than 1961. Another said "our sales are
way ahead but we have added more
stations."
Despite an esitmated 10% slackening of his December business, one
prominent rep said he expects his sales
for the year to run 13% to 14% above
1961's. Another said his early December business is 30% ahead of last year's
and that his full-year volume will ex1more.
1 's by the same percentage or
a littlece d96
There were some indications among
reps as well as stations that 20-second
positions are selling better now than
last year, although far and away the
biggest demand remains in minutes.
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Showdown

this week

COLLINS SAYS HE'LL PUSH
The Television Code Review Board
will be confronted this week by a
direct request from LeRoy Collins,
NAB president, to adopt restraints
on cigarette advertising.
The board is scheduled to meet
Dec. 11-12 in Washington.
Gov. Collins, who set off an industry controversy last month when he
publicly condemned cigarette advertising aimed at youngsters, told
Broadcasting last week:
"I intend to make a specific recom endation tothe code board that
the code be amended to provide re-

Gov. Collins
straints against the use of commercials especially designed to influence
the very young and the beginning
The code board's meeting this
smoker."
week
had been scheduled, as a matter of routine, before Gov. Collins

Third

quarter

spot

tv

shows 17% increase
Spot television time sales in the
third quarter of 1962 rose 17% above
those for the same period a year ago,
according to N. C. Rorabaugh data
compiled for TvB and being released
today (Dec. 10).
The TvB report coincides with other
signs that the third-quarter gains are
continuing, at least in the current holiday season. A Broadcasting survey
found early-December sales running
ahead of last December's on virtually
all tv stations (see page 33).
TvB's report pegged third-quarter

on

cigarette

ads?

FOR CODE RESTRICTIONS
raised the cigarette issue in a speech
at a regional NAB meeting in Portland, Ore., (Broadcasting, Dec. 3,
Nov.
26). last
Withweek,
the NAB
president's
statement
the meeting
was
suddenly projected into unusual imbillings
television runportance.
betterCigarette
than
$104 onmillion
a year.
The NAB president said last week
that
he had
"greatly
by the
largebeen
volume
of heartened"
telegrams,
telephone calls and mail he has received in support of his position on
cigarette advertising. He made it
plain that he was determined to
pursue his advocacy of code restriction on cigarette commercials.
The Collins View ■ In his Portland speech he asserted that increasing numbers of teen-agers are smoking, a condition
"is being
made
continually
worsethat
under
the impact
of advertising designed primarily to
influence young people."
"Certainly the moral responsibility
rests first on the tobacco manufacturer," Gov. Collins said in his
speech. "Certainly it also rests on the
advertising agencies. Certainly it also
rests on the outstanding sports figures
who permit their hero status to be
prostituted. . . .
"But where others have persistently
failed to subordinate their profit
motives to the higher purpose of the
general good health of our young
people, then I think the broadcaster
should make corrective moves on his
own. This we could do under code
amendments, and I feel we should
proceed to do so, not because we are
required to, but because a sense of
moral responsibility demands it."
Big Dissenters ■ The NAB president's speech precipitated immediate

gross time billings for spot tv at $151,922,000 as against $127,644,000 in
the third quarter of 1961. The gain in
dollars comes to 19%, but TvB spokes"same-station"
on a which
thatstations
basis — menthesaid 299
reported
in the third quarter of both years —
the increase amounts to 17%.
For the first nine months of 1962
spot tv's gains were 19.1%, up from
$439,571,000 to $523,453,000.
Product categories showing major
gains in the third quarter this year as
against the same period of 1961: automotive, 33.6%; confections and soft
drinks, 34.6% ; cosmetics and toiletries,
32.8%; household cleaners, 32.6%;
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

reaction. The Tobacco Institute's
president, George V. Allen, said that
Gov. Collins "applies a layman's
judgment of finality to questions of
medical science that are complex and
are under study and debate among
scientists
throughout
the world."
ABC and
NBC issued
statements
of disagreement with Gov. Collins.
CBS said the matter was one for the
code authorities to decide (Gov. Collins does not serve on the code authority or the code board).
Many influential broadcasters vigorously protested the NAB president's
public espousal of a position that he
had not cleared with the NAB board
(and that he was advised not to take
by several broadcaster? whom he

consulted before he took it).
In Collins's Corner ■ The NAB
president did, however, draw public
support from Edward P. Morgan,
ABC commentator, in an ABC Radio
broadcast last Wednesday. Mr. Morgan deplored reports that most broadrettecasters
stand. opposed Gov. Collins's cigaReferring to one unidentified West
Coast station manager who was
quoted by Broadcasting (Dec. 3) as
saying that if broadcasters were going to hire Collins as a conscience,
"we'd better damn well let him be
our conscience," Mr. Morgan said:
"It is too bad that some big gun of
the broadcasting industry could not
have fired this salvo instead of a

These members of the Television Code Review Board
will be asked this week to do something about cigarette
advertising. In this picture, made last June during a
panel discussion at the U. of Washington, are (l-r)
Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.; Ernest
Lee Jahncke Jr., NBC-TV; Joseph H. Ream, CBS-TV;
Lawrence H. Rogers II, Taft Broadcasting Co.; William

household paper products, 33.1%; pet
products, 31.5% and watches, jewelry
and cameras, 107.9%.
Charles Gulden & Co., Knox Gelatine and W. F. Young Co. appeared in
the top 100 list for the first time.
TOP 100 SPOT TV ADVERTISERS
THIRD QUARTER 1962
(Source: TvB-Rorabaugh)
1. Procter & Gamble
$14,207,100
2. Colgate Palmolive 6,513,300
3. William Wrigley Ir.
4,333,300
4. Lever Brothers
4,037,300
5. General Foods
3,891,600
6. Alberto-Culver 3,277,200
7. Bristol-Myers 3,094,800
8. General Mills
2,822,800
9. Coca-Cola (bottlers) 2,766,200
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

wee voice that felt obliged to remain
The probability of a major discusanonymous."
sion over cigarette advertising overshadowed another item of importance
on
code board's
agendatothis
week.
Thetheboard
is scheduled
consider
suggestions that the time limitations
for commercials be amended to take
into account variations in the size of
stations and the markets they serve.
Present commercial restrictions in
the television code apply to all stations. Some broadcasters have argued
that the restrictions would be more
realistic if they took into account the
varying conditions under which the
different types of broadcasting stations operate.

B. Pabst, KTVU (TV) Oakland-San Francisco, chairman;
Robert D. Swezey, NAB code authority director (but not
a member of the code board); Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt,
KING-TV Seattle; George Storer, Storer Broadcasting
Co., and Alfred R. Schneider, ABC-TV. The ninth member of the code board, Roger W. Clipp, Triangle Stations, did not attend the U. of Washington conference.

10.
American Home Products
Kellogg Brands
11. Standard
Schlitz Brewing
12.
13.
Corn Products
14.
15. Philip Morris
16. Gillette
17. Miles Labs.
18. Carter Products
19. Ford Motor (dealers)
20. Food Manufacturers
21. Pabst Brewing
22. Pepsi-Cola (bottlers)
23. Continental Baking
24. Avon Products
25. Simoniz
Associated Products
26.
27. Anheuser-Busch
28. General Motors (dealers)
29. P. Lorillard

2,207,700
1,950,400
1,805,200
1,748,800
1,738,800
1,516,800
1,317,500
1,295,000
1,294,800
1,266,200
1,214,900
1,203,400
1,201,900
1,047,200
1,026,700
999,600
992,500
989,500
986,300
963,500

30. Canadian Breweries
31. Welch Grape luice
J. A. Folger
32. R. J. Reynolds
C. Schmidt & Sons
33.
35.
34. U. S. Borax & Chemical
36. Shell Oil
37. Ralston Purina
38. Armour
39.
& Myers
Chesebrough-Pond's
41. Liggett
United Vintners
40.
Campbell
Soup
42.
Warner-Lambert Pharma.
43. Theo. Hamm Brewing
45. American Oil
44.
46. Charles Pfizer
Humble Oil & Refining
47. Pacific Tel. & Tel.
49.
48. Armstrong Cork

891,700
857,900
854,100
844,200
813,200
808,800
804,000
742,600
715,300
709,300
706,900
705,600
692,600
676,700
667,700
658,300
626,200
611,900
588,900
581,100
35

TOP SPOT TV BUYERS continued
93. National Biscuit
319,900 97. Hunt Foods & Industries
50. American Motors (dealers) 570,400
94. Knox Gelatine
51. Foremost Dairies
558,200
317,700 98. Frito-Lay
95. Scott Paper
310,900 99. Oscar Mayer
52. Falstaff Brewing
555,000
96. Texize Chemicals
310,700 100. W. F. Young
53. Johnson & Johnson
550,600
54. P. Ballantine
550,500
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF SPOT TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
55. Golden Press
542,600
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
56. Phillips Petroleum
542,500
57. Pet Milk
537,800
(Source: TvB-Rorabaugh)
58. International Latex
529,800
THIRD QUARTER
59. Star-Kist Foods
518,600
60. Hills Bros. Coffee
516,800
61. American Chicle
508,100
Agriculture
62. H. J. Heinz
493,300
Ale, beer & wine
$ 14,394,000
208,000
710,000
63. Stroh Brewery
482,200 Amusements, entertainment
Automotive
64. Lucky Lager Brewing
481,400
5,375,000
65. Greyhound Corp.
477,400
Building material, equipment, fixtures, paints
631,000
66. New York Telephone 473,200
Clothing, furnishings, accessories
1,220,000
Confections & soft drinks
67. Laddie Boy Dog Foods
469,300
12,381,000
Consumer services
68. Andrew Jergens
462,400
4,961,000
69. M. J. B. Co.
461,800
Cosmetics & toiletries
18,090,000
70. Sinclair Refining
459,700
Dental products
3,594,000
71. J. Nelson Prewitt
451,600
Drug products
8,531,000
72. Lehn & Fink Products 438,800
Food & grocery products
35,947,000
73. Ball Bros.
438,100
Garden supplies & equipment
66,000
74. American Tobacco
437,100
Gasoline & lubricants
5,462,000
159,000
75. E. I. du Pont de Nemours 428,200
Hotels, resorts, restaurants
waxes
76. Nestle Co.
391,600
Household cleaners, cleansers, polishes,
6,795,000
77. Maybelline
386,900
Household equipment — appliances
1,057,000
78. Sears Roebuck
386,500
Household furnishings
498,000
79. Climalene
380,200
Household laundry products
13,595,000
80. E. & J. Gallo Winery
378,900
Household paper products
2,032,000
81. Chrysler (dealers)
370,000
Household, general
2,014,000
82. Cott Beverage (bottlers) 356,000
Notions
39,000
83. Atlantic Refining
353,900
Pet products
804,000
2,194,000
Publications
84. Kimberly-Clark 346,000
85. F. & M. Schaefer Brewing 343,700
Sporting goods, bicycles, toys
348,000
1,590,000
86. Charles Gulden
341,700 Stationery, office equipment
87. Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea 340,700 Television, radio, phonograph, musical instruments
77,000
Tobacco products & supplies
88. Standard Oil (Ohio)
334,700
4,990,000
Transportation
&
travel
89. Armstrong Rubber
332,100
811,000
1,601,000
Watches, jewelry, cameras
90. Shulton Inc.
329,400
Miscellaneous
91. B. C. Remedy
329,400
1,748,000
TOTAL
92. General Toy
325,400
$151,922,000

Who
HERE

ARE

are
TvB'S

the

big

NINE-MONTH

network
REPORTS

GROSS TIME BILLINGS
LEADING COMPANIES IN NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISING
JANUARY-SEPTEMBER
(Source: TvB/LNA-BAR)
1962
1961
Procter & Gamble
39,573,853
38,767,719
American Home Products
23,185,374
22,520,206
Lever Brothers
20,430,368
20,527,662
14,472,454
19,460,956
Colgate Palmolive
18,257,396
R. J. Reynolds
15,385,303
General Motors
17,119,755
15,340,017
16,854,434
10,446,475
Bristol-Myers
General Foods
14,410,817
13,910,724
Gillette
10,635,926
9,642,686
Brown & Williamson
10,397,101
11,128,149
Ford Motor
10,386,641
6,084,815
P. Lorillard
10,600,888
9,807,019
Alberto Culver
9,130,301
4,779,086
General Mills
11,782,771
9,092,842
American Tobacco
6,804,908
8,782,402
Kellogg
8,530,867
6,037,167
Sterling Drug
8,718,756
8,337,806
S. C. Johnson & Son
8,882,878
8,246,786
Philip Morris
8,047,281
6,944,952
J. B. Williams
7,977,253
5,590,659
National Biscuit
8,209,238
7,795,383
National Dairy Products
7,381,181
6,903,439
Miles Labs.
7,366,578
7,293,842
Liggett & Myers
8,405,374
7,352,264
Beech-Nut Life Savers
7,132,912
4,562,746
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

OF

THE

tv
TOP

308,200
305,800
305,500
305,000

19bl
$ 14,227,000
221,000
533,000
4,023,000
557,000
1,420,000
9,197,000
4,172,000
13,626,000
3,804,000
7,023,000
29,163,000
47,000
5,081,000
53,000
927 000
5,123,000
410^000
10,955,000
1,527,000
1,592,000
1,668,000
867,000
5,000
1,405,000
504,000
81,000
6,288,000
1,151,000
390,000
1,604,000
$127,644,000

spenders?
25

GROSS TIME BILLINGS
LEADING BRANDS IN NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISING
JANUARY-SEPTEMBER
1961
1962
(Source: TvB/LNA-BAR)
Anacin
8,042,171
Bufferin
6,628,715
Camel cigarettes
6,283,238
Salem cigarettes
5,993,602
Chevrolet cars
5,899,761
Winston cigarettes
5,848,118
Colgate
dental
creme
5,736,675
Crest
5,631,751
L&M cigarettes
4,800,416
Beech-Nut gum
4,639,362
Pall Mall cigarettes
4,137,812
Kent cigarettes
4,131,320
Campbell soups
4,112,638
Ford cars
4,002,584
3,947,243
Viceroy
cigarettes
Tide
Alka Seltzer
3,747,237
3,337,088
Nabisco cookies
3,259,173
Pillsbury chilled products
3,223,182
General Electric
3,140,840
Dristan tablets
3,106,421
Coca-Cola
3,074,433
Prudential Insurance
2,984,514
Falstaff beer
2,946,754
Texaco gasoline
2,932,182
BROADCASTING, December

7,369,920
4,307,503
4,370,615
4,469,128
4,085,950
6,395,330
3,485,030
6,114,972
4,142,607
3,242,929
3,835,736
5,185,785
2,536,795
2,439,568
3,637,837
4,500,695
3,071,169
2,678,011
2 359,433
3,213,466
1,237,280
3,069,063
872,627
1,436,838
10, 1962

Go

ahead:

pin a label
on us!

These are our beliefs. Whatever label they earn for
us— Democrat, Republican, Liberal, Conservative, even
Super-Patriot— we cheerfully accept.
We don't care which party balances the budgetjust so one of them does. We don't care which party
calls a halt to the myriad of give-away programs— just
so one of them does. We don't care which party honestly
sets about a program of tax reduction— just so one of

them does. We don't care which party does something
to prevent the further deterioration of the dollar— just
so one of them does.
This is the philosophy of our daily 5-minute editorial series, "Viewpoint". Honored by the Freedoms
Foundations, "Viewpoint" is now available to interested
radio-TV stations on a subscription basis. Address inquiries to "Viewpoint", WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C.

WRAL-TV
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Petry report compares spot tv to 'Life7 regional purchases
the saturation point in virtually all West-North Central and SouthwestA study by the television division
metropolitan markets, while there
of Edward Petry & Co., distributed
South East — with purchases on tv
last week to advertisers and agencies,
often are wide variations in Life cir- stations in Salt Lake City, Denver,
culation levels, even among markets
Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapoliscontends that spot television "comSt. Paul and Duluth, and in Houston,
in the same region; spot tv gives the
mands awide margin in reach and
Dallas-Fort Worth, San Antonio,
efficiency over the Life magazine
agency any number of markets and
stations within any region, while Life
Atlanta, Charlotte, Durham-Raleigh,
regional advertising sales plans."
Norfolk, Washington and Baltimore.
The Petry analysis is intended to requires the purchase of at least
three areas established by the pubanswer recent Life trade press camPetry reported that in the WestNorth Central, the Life circulation
lication; spot tv enables the advertiser
paigns for its 26-market area reamounted
to 436,131, as against
to choose any spot tv market and
gional purchases, and the single mar738,100 for spot tv, and the cost per
ket plans for new product tests,
test at pre-determined levels of penethousand for the magazine was
tration up to saturation at regular
which were headlined, "Now You
card rates, but under the Life plan
$6.70, compared with $3.94 for spot
Can Buy Life like a tv spot." The
he must buy at least 40,000 circulastudy compares spot tv and the Life
tv. Similarly, in the Southwest-Southtion at a test market rate that is 60%
east, the spot tv buy delivered an
special market plans in terms of
unduplicated audience of 1,570,500
higher than the Life national rate.
potential, flexibility, control, reach
at a cost per thousand of $3.36, as
To compare reach and efficiency,
and efficiency.
compared with the Life circulation
the
Petry
study
employed
two
Some of the Petry report's main
of 817,1 18 and a cpm of $5.97.
typical Life regional purchases — the
points: tv's penetration is at or near
AM

Radio

Sales

offers
AM Radio 'expediter'
Sales Co., New York, has
introduced a new time-saving device
for timebuyers, a spot radio buying tool
which offers instant marketing and
media information with the spin of a
wheel.
The station rep firm last week began
distribution of some 2,000 "am radio
expediters" to agencies across the country. In the leading timebuying centers,
the company's salesmen will carry the
expediters by hand to the agencies to
brief the buyers on their use.
The tool provides answers in spot
radio budget estimation, media budget
allocation, marketing data, home impressions delivered by a spot campaign
and cost-per-thousand. More than 14,000 calculations went into the formulation of the series of four wheels which
comprise the loose-leaf, notebook-size
expediter.
The first of the four computers gives
cost estimates of a campaign in any
one of the top 50 metropolitan areas,
and for campaigns in the top 10, 20,
30, 40 and 50 markets. The figures are
for radio households and auto radios
for each market and groups of markets.
The second tabular wheel contains
840 sets of figures covering population,
effective buying income, total retail
sales, retail food store sales, retail drug
store sales and retail auto sales for
each metropolitan area and for each
market grouping.
The home impression computer does
not require the user to know the number of radio homes in each market.
When an arrow is turned to the total
rating points of a spot radio schedule,
the number of home impressions de38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

livered automatically appears next to
the name of the metro area. The fourth
computer provides cost-per-thousand by
lining up total dollars expended against
the number of homes reached as determined bythe third computer.

The Am Radio Expediter was put to
work right away by Joe Hudack, broadcast supervisor of Warwick & Legler
Inc. He called the tool "the timebuyer's time saver."
More Latex business for Y&R
International Latex Corp. last week
announced the appointment of Young
& Rubicam as its agency, effective immediately, for Playtex Living Gloves,
Playtex Dryper disposable diapers,
Playtex baby pants and Playtex bathing caps. The budget is approximately
$1 million, of which an estimated 50%
is in spot tv.
These products formerly were with
Reach, McClinton & Co. This is the
second assignment of business to Y&R
from International Latex this year. In
October, several other products of the
Playtex group were assigned to Y&R.

Two Boston ad agencies
announce their merger
Stern and Frank, two familiar names
in Boston advertising circles, are now
linked in a newly consolidated advertising agency bearing both their names.
The new agency, known as Stern/
Frank Adv. Inc., will combine the
staffs of Gabriel Stern Inc. and Herbert W. Frank Adv. Agency Inc. in
new quarters at 296 Boylston St.
The new firm will bill in excess of
$2.5 million annually, it was announced
last week.
New officers: president, Herbert W.
Frank; executive vice president and
treasurer, Herbert S. Stern; vice president— industrial division, Alan J. Stern;
vice president, Ruby Newman; chairman of the executive planning board,
Gabriel M. Stern.
Intercontinental signs
17 station clients
Intercontinental Broadcast Media has
announced that 17 radio stations have
signed for its new service. Intecontinental, a successor company to Radio
Concepts Inc., offers its service to stations on a fee basis, exclusive in a market. The services include local commercials, ID's, taped sales presentations, advertising campaigns and programmettes.
Station subscribers are WPEN Philadelphia; WITH Baltimore; WOOD
Grand Rapids, Mich.; WPTF Raleigh,
N. C: WAVA Arlington, Va.; WSBT
South Bend, Ind.; WSVA Harrisonburg,
Va.; WTID Newport News, Va.;
WACO Waco, Tex.; KTFS Texarkana,
Tex.; KG KB Tyler, Tex.; KONP Port
Angeles, Wash.; WJWS South Hill, Va.,
and KVIM New Iberia, La.
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Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton

L

:

On November

5, 1956, WTVT

began telecasting a full hour of

information each week night at 6 o'clock. Sports, fishing,
editorial
weather, local and world news, and the station's nightly
are combined under the title PULSE in a flexible format
that permits the updating of late-breaking stories throughout
the 60 minutes the program is on the air. We are happy that
our viewers have found PULSE to be an attractive way of
presenting the news: Prime time starts at 6:00 on WTVT,
where PULSE frequently outrates many of the top programs,
both local and network, in the Tampa - St. Petersburg market.
And we are gratified that other television station operators
have begun to embrace the extended, in-depth, informational
half
program concept. Six years old is young-but that's nearly
the lifetime of the television industry. We are proud
to have taken this pioneering step.

"the

heartbeat

of

a

changing

WTVT
TAMPA/ST.

3

PETERSBURG

SYSTEM,
TELEVISION
I THE WKY
WKY-TV
and Radio, Oklahoma City
KTVT, Fort Worth — Dallas
Represented by the Katz Agency
THE

STATION

ON

THE

MOVE

world"

...

IN

THE

INC.

MARKET

ON

THE

MOVE!

Market
COVERAGE
the buying
product

forces

promotion.

0
of a dynamic

dominance doesn't just happen. Showmanship yes . . . but selling savvy, too. Knowing
test market
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BCH

plans

expansion

into spot tv billing
Broadcast Clearing House, centralized billing company for spot radio, has
obtained additional financing and plans
to expand into spot television "shortly
after week.
the first of the year," officials said
last
They also announced an executivelevel reorganization in which John C.
Miller, president of Berlin-Chapman
Co. of Berlin, Wis., becomes board
chairman of BCH; Lee P. Mehlig advances from executive vice president to
president, succeeding John E. Palmer,
who has resigned (but retains his stock
interest in BCH); a series of staff promotions were made and Ralph E. Petersen, head of a Berlin (Wis.) investment firm, joins the BCH board (see
page 123).
President Mehlig, who co-founded
BCH with Mr. Palmer, said the company's client list includes seven radio
station representation firms representing more than 200 stations and processing orders through 60 advertising
agencies with a total annual billing of
$179.2 million in spot radio.
He said his objective in expanding
into television "is exactly what we are
now striving for in spot radio — namely,
to make national spot advertising more
profitable for the advertisers and advertising agencies to buy." The processing of paper-work under the BCH
system is handled by the Bank of
America, using electronic data-processing equipment.
Sweeney

airs complaints

about New York agencies
New York advertising agencies took
a beating in Seattle last Tuesday
(Dec. 4). The subject was radio, the
complaint was about creativity and the
challenger was Kevin B. Sweeney, president, Radio Advertising Bureau.
Speaking before the Seattle Advertising Club, Mr. Sweeney said that "radio's
most serious problem in the next five
years with agencies lies not in securing
the blessing of the media director — -the
flow of convincing data is doing that —
but in involving the agencies' creative
personnel in the medium that many of
them don't understand."
He asserted that agencies outside
New York would make almost a clean
sweep of awards if there had been a national competition among agencies for
overall radio creativity during the past
five years. He noted that three radio
tests failed this year "in the opinion
of the clients because the agency creative job was very poor."
Praising the creative radio commercials being produced by regional and
local agencies, Mr. Sweeney added: "It
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Store promotes 'dollar day' on television
A Wheeling, W. Va., department
addition, he discovered the presence
store, skeptical of tv advertising, de- of a different type of customer —
cided to test the medium for a onepatrons new to the store and those
day basement sale. And, to test in higher income brackets than the
television's full effectiveness, the typical department store basement
manager of the downstairs store canshopper. He also found the camcelled all newspaper advertising for
paign reached people from as far
the day.
away as 75-100 miles — far more
than its newspaper coverage.
Mike Kaplan, downstairs manSince the first test, Mr. Kaplan
ager of Stone & Thomas, placed the
campaign on WTRF-TV Wheeling,
has used tv as a primary advertisand reported sales volume in his deing vehicle to stimulate his "Dollar
partment up 28% for the day. In Value" specials.

is ironic that some of radio's best commercials of 1960-62 were done by relatively small agencies located 1,000 to
2,000 miles from New York. These
agencies used New York lyricists, New
York musicians, New York announcers
and New York studios. Only those allimportant ideas and words were brought
from afar. And when the client paid
the bill it was 30-50% less than he
would have been billed by some of the
largest New York agencies using identical facilities to produce a much inferior
commercial."
Ideal's ad budget
to be raised 15%
Ideal Toy Co., New York, reports its
1963 advertising budget will be 15%
greater
million. than this year's budget of $3
A substantial part of the increased
expenditures has already been allocated
to television. Melvin Helitzer said the
company has contracted for one-year
sponsorship
CBS-TV's
Mighty
Mouse
and Royof Rogers
programs,
and
that spot tv in 50 markets also will
start in January 1963.
Grey Adv., New
York, handles

Ideal's billings in toys, dolls, puppets
and educational toys; Smith /Greenland,
New York, handles hobby kits and
games.
Metropolitan

to buy

CBS 'Crisis' special
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
New York, which earlier this year
signed for "instant news specials" on
CBS-TV, will sponsor that network's
Years of Crisis, a 90-minute review of
world events presented by CBS for the
past 13 years. The program is scheduled Dec. 26, 7:30-9 p.m., and will be
sponsored
dio and tv. by Metropolitan on both raThe program has been sponsored by
various advertisers in past years but
this will be the first such program on
the air in the 90-minute length. Young
& Rubicam, New York, is the agency.
Eric Sevareid will moderate and will
be joined by a panel of 1 1 CBS correspondents from overseas and the
U. S. The broadcast will originate at
Caspary Auditorium in New York before an audience of distinguished guests
from whom questions will be permitted
in one portion of the program.
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The abandoned

chikL.and

howthe

people

of Pittsburgh

made

ahome

for her

Her name is Beth. She is six going on seven.
Beth was one of the hundreds of abandoned children
who jammed the Juvenile Court of Pittsburgh. They had
no place to go.
Westinghouse station KDKA-TV dramatically revealed their need. During the program, a stark, poignant
film was shown . . . Beth and twenty other children wedged
in one small room ... so close together they could hardly
make their beds.
Result: Beth and all the other kids found homes; the
court ended up with a backlog of volunteer foster parents.
®@@

This was but one of the 150 community service
editorials broadcast by KDKA-TV. Topics ranged from
Education to Mental Health; Obscene Literature to Strip
Mine Pollution. The topics were different. But they had
one thing in common: motivating people to act for and
about their community.
This ability to influence people, project ideas and
move products is characteristic of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company Stations. Stations that demonstrate daily
the fact that community responsibility evokes community
response.

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
KDKA- KDKA-TV 'Pittsburgh WBZ • WBZ-TV • Boston WINS -New York WJZ-TV • Baltimore KYW • KYW-TV • Cleveland WOWO • Fort Wayne WIND •Chicago KPIX-San Francisco
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N

sales

reaches more families in the prosperous Lancaster-Harrisburg-Yorkmarket, Why? Because WGAL-TV blankets these key metropolitan areas
and is the favorite by far with viewers in many other areas as well. Your cost per
thousand viewers? Less than that of any combination of stations in the area.
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Paper products introduced via radio ads
bathroom tissue with a floral design,
The manufacturer of regionally
distributed brand of facial and bathwill provide the emphasis for the
room tissue has begun spot radio ad- radio drive, since the other products
are already well known in Southern
vertising to"add another dimension"
New England.
to its regular print schedule.
Sanitary Paper Mills Inc., East
According to Sanitary Paper Mills'
agency, Banning Repplier, New
Hartford, Conn., makers of DoveHaven, Conn., daytime radio women
lettes and Doveprints tissue, is currently advertising on three Connectipersonalities will deliver the Dovecut radio stations, and, after a holi- lettes and Doveprints commercials
live wherever possible. The agency
day season hiatus, will add stations
in Springfield and Boston, Mass.;
reports it has found this vehicle best
Providence, R. I., and Albany, N. Y. for its radio drive, since the woman
personality can go right into the
The radio drive is part of a company overhaul, which includes a re- commercial from a discussion of
designed package, the spread of dis- home decorating or a related topic.
tribution west and south, and the inSPM's total advertising budget for
1963 is about $300,000, of which
troduction ofa new product.
30% will be placed in broadcast.
The new product, Doveprints,

Pepsi-Cola plans
biggest ad year
The Pepsi-Cola Co. announced last
week that its 1963 advertising-promotional effort will be its most extensive
in history, exceeding the $35.5 million
spent by the company and its bottlers
this year. Agency is BBDO, New York.
Pepsi's ad expenditures are approximately 50% in broadcast and 50% in
print, a spokesman said. He noted it is
difficult to project the precise amount
of money the company will spend for
overall advertising in 1963 or for radiotv because it is dependent on the sums
invested by local bottlers, which are
matched by the parent company.
Pepsi's commercials will be carried
on approximately 3,000 radio stations
and 375 tv stations. In network tv,
the company will have participations
on 14 prime-time shows on ABC-TV,
CBS-TV and NBC-TV.
Commercials

film. Walt Topel, prod. mgr. Agency: Edward H.
Weiss. Byron Bonnheim, Howard Crosswell, agenClimalene
Co. (Climalene) one 60, film. Harry
cy prod.
Lange,
prod.
agency prod. mgr. Agency: D'Arcy. Don Norton,
First National Bank of Chicago, two 20's, film.
Harry Lange, prod. mgr. Agency: Foote, Cone &
Belding. Len Levy, agency prod.
Ralston-Purina Co. (cereal div.) two 30's, film.
Ed Morgan, prod. mgr. Agency: Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli. Dan Lindquist, agency prod.
Standard Oil of Ohio (gas) one 60, film. Ron
Klein, prod. mgr. Agency: McCann-Marschalk. Joe
Tanski, agency prod.
Purex Co. (Beads-0-Bleach) one 60, one 30,
one 20, film. Harry Lange, prod. mgr. Agency:
Edward H. Weiss. Rolf Brandis, agency prod.
Southwestern Bell Tel. Co. (extension phones)
one 60, film. Harry Lange, prod mgr. Agency:
Gardner. May Kohler, agency prod.
Raymond Scott Enterprises Inc., 140 W. 57th St.,
New York.
Minnesota
M&M (Thermofax)
four 60's,
electronic and musical
scoring. Charles
Barclay,
prod. mgr. Agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan. Jack Schwartz, agency prod.
Chrysler
Dealers,
radioYoung
jingles.&
Charles
Barclay,
prod.five
mgr.60's,
Agency:
Rubicam. Paul Dougherty, agency prod.

Business briefly . . .
Union Oil Co. of California, through
Smock, Debnam & Waddell, Los Angeles, will sponsor the Saturday feature
races at Santa Anita Park for 1 1 weeks,
Sat., 4-4:30 p.m., starting Dec. 29, on
CBS Television Pacific Network. This
is the eighth consecutive season that
Union Oil has sponsored telecasts of
the Santa Anita races.
Colgate-Palmolive Co., through Ted
Bates & Co., and Ralston-Purina Co.,
through Gardner Adv., have bought
into The Tennessee Ernie Ford Show
on ABC-TV ( Mon.-Fri., 12-12:30 p.m.
EST). Colgate bought half sponsorship
of the show every other day, and Ralston has participations twice a week.
Five sponsors have bought into ABCTV's coverage of the American Football League All-Star Game, which will
be telecast Sun., Jan. 1 3 at 2 p.m. EST.
The Gillette Safety Razor Co., through
Maxon Inc., has bought one-half sponsorship; four other advertisers bought
one-eighth each. They are BristolMyers (through Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield); Lincoln-Mercury
(Kenyon & Eckhardt); P. Lorillard
(Grey),. and Texaco (Benton &
Bowles)

Agency appointments...
■ REA Express, New York, has appointed Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, that city, as its advertising agency, effective Jan. I, 1963. The REA
account, previously handled by Benton
& Bowles Inc., bills approximately
$500,000 yearly.
■ S&A and System Shoe Stores, Southern California discount shoe chain, has
appointed Nides-Cine-Adv., Los Angeles to handle its advertising and sales
promotion. Most of the $75,000 budget
has been allocated to radio. Humorous

in

production . . .
Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional
radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser,
product, number, length and type of
commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive and production manager, and approximate cost
of commercial when available.
Niles Communications Centers Inc., 1058 W.
Washington Blvd., Chicago.
Formica Co. (Formica Products) one 60, film.
George Jarrett, prod. mgr. Agency: Perry-Brown.
Sprague Mullikin, agency prod.
CAREmgr.Inc.Agency:
seven Direct.
60's, film. George Jarrett,
prod.
Z-Frank Chevrolet (auto) two 60's, film. Harry
Lange, prod. mgr. Agency: Doner & Co. Skip
Kastman, agency prod.
Crush International (orange crush) two 20's,
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NIELSEN

RATINGS

First report for November 1962
(Based on two weeks ending Nov. 11, 1962)
NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE (t)
No.
% U.S. Homes
Rank
TV Homes (000)
15,986
1 Beverly Hillbillies
32.1
15,637
2 Lucy Show
31.4
15,538
3 Danny Thomas Show
31.2
4 Candid Camera
15,189
30.5
5 Ben Casey
29.6
28.0
14,741
13,944
27.9
13,894
27.8
786 Andy
Red
Skelton
Hour*
Bonanza*
Griffith Show
13,844
13 795
27.7
99 Dr.
DannyKildare
Kaye Show*
27.7
13,795
of
* Telecast
this report
interval, only one week
(t) Homes reached during th
e average minute of the program.

Copyright 1962 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Beverly Hillbillies (CBS-180); Kellogg (Burnett), R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Wed. 9-9:30
Bonanza (NBC-203); Chevrolet (CampbellEwald), Sun. 9-10 p.m.
Candid Camera (CBS-183); Bristol Myers
(Y&R),
p.m. Lever (SSC&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
Ben Casey (ABC-239); participating, Mon. 1011 p.m.
Dr.8:30-9:30
Kildare p.m.
(NBC-178); participating, Thur.
Andy Griffith (CBS-187); General Foods (B&B),
Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
Danny Kaye Show (NBC-197); General Motors
(Campbell-Ewald). Nov. 11, Sun. 9-10 p.m.
Lucy Show (CBS-179); General Foods (Y&R),
Lever (JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-195); Best Foods (L&N),
S. C. Johnson (FC&B), Philip Morris (B&B),
Lever (BBDO), Tues. 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Danny Thomas (CBS-185); General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
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BILLBOARD MUSIC WEEK,
101
Perennial
For year-round programming by juke box operators and radio stations, we
present
below anda catalog
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earnings
for
operators
a wealthot ofstandards
material that
for discussion
broadcasters.
This
list
—
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101
hits
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While
space
limitations prohibit publication of all standards which could be programmed
on a year-round
selection
panel orbasis,
library.these should form the nucleus of any Old Standards

HUE, Artist, Label & Number
ACROSSBE THE
ALLEY BABY—
FROM THE
A BABY,
The ALAMO/DON'T
Mills Brothers
. (Decca 25516) /
V ALIA EN & RANCHO GRANDEfAMOR— Bing
*/ Cros|/(Decca 23914)
\ AMAPOL/VMARIA ELENA — Jimmy Dorsey
f
(Decca 25120) J
ANYWAY YOU WANT MI^LOVE ME TENDER—
Elvis Presley (RCA Victor 447-0616)
APRIL SHOWERS/SWANEE— Al Jolson (Dec; ca 23470) /
V ARE YOU SINCERBfBE MINE TONIGHT— Andy
T
Williams (Cadence Cad 1340)
BANANA BOAT (Day Cl/JAMAICA FAREWELL—
Harry Belafonte (RCA Victor 477 0324)
BELIE OF THEdersonBALL/BLUE
(Decca 27875)TANGO— Leroy AnBEYOND25539)
THE SUNSET/HE— Red Foley (Decca
THE BILBAO SONG/ HOW WONDERFUL TO
KNOW-Andy Williams (Cadence Cad
1398) 7
/
BYE
BYE
UP LITTLECadSUSIE1609)
— The
T
EverlyLOVByWAKE
Brothers (Cadence
CALCUTTA/MYrence WelkGRANDFATHER'S
(Dot 16222) CLOCK— LawCARELESS/RAGTIME COWBOY JOE— Eddy How
, ard (Mercury C-30058)
V C. C. RIDER— Chuck Willis (Atlantic 1130)
CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE/
ST. LOUIS BLUES MAMBO— Perez Prado
(RCA Victor 447 02 17)
J COLD, COLD HEAtt/BECAUSE OF YOU— Tony
Bennett (Columbia 3-33003)
VCOMEwoods
SOFTLY(Dolton
TO MtfMR.
54515) BLUE— The Fleet
J COOL WATER/TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS —
»
Sons of the Pioneers (RCA Victor 4470565) J
CRY ME A RIVEJ/C'MON A MY HOUSE—
) (Decca
ty 54500
n (Liber
LondoAVA
V DO I Julie
WORRYfTJ
JIVE—
Ink Spots
J FEltWIETTER FROM MY DARLING — Little
»
Willie Jotin (King 4935)
J FOUR WALl|?BIMBO— Jim Reeves (RCA Vic
T
torJ363
447 3)0413)
GOD BLESS AMERICA/AMONG MY SOUVENIRS
-Connie Francis (MGM K 1284 1)
GOT A DATE WITH AN ANGEl/SCATTERBRAIN
— Skinnay Ennis (Mercury C-30082)
J THE GREEN DOOR/LITTLE MAN IN CHINATOWN
T
—Jim Lowe (Dot 15486)
J GREEN EYEl/THE BREEZE AND I— Jimmy Dor'
sey (Decca 25119)^
HAWAIIAN WEDDINV SONI/IONHY STREET—
Andy Williams (Cadence Cad 1610)
K
HEARTACHE§>OH!
MONAH-Ted
Weems v(DecBREA
/I
l is
EH ART sley HOTAEL EStSor WAS THE 5)OHE-E
e (RCE/BLVic 447 060 T—
TSPr
R
J HEAR ontaOnFe STOiNsters Dot YO52U6R5) HEA The
1
(
S
F
Y
TS
ett
HONK KinTgONK E950()PAR I AND II)— Bill Dogg
( /TH4
G ) S— y
G
HOT LuIsPsSe DeccaWAN 5015)WANa 25017BLUE Henr
c —
2 V
B (
D
T E )RUEL DLY lvis resley
JT HOUN (RCADOtVyictoDrON' 44V
7 B 0608C RIEN E P T
/F
S
UA
O
T
M
S
/
Y
L
. I A ION— LO at M ooneMIND Dot 6033) PERS
( 1
S P B
T

TITLES

CHECKED

Singles Hits
Records are listed alphabetically by title, with artist and label designated.
Many of these titles are available on other labels and by other artists. We
have selected what we think are the recordings most suitable lor juke box
programming. Although some were originally released a number of years
ago, all are kept in constant supply due to steady demands.

TITLE, Artist, Label & Number
I CAN MARLENE
DREAM, CAN'T
l/THE WEDDING
LILI
24705)
— Andrews
Sisters OF(Decca
IF I Spots
DIDN'T(Decca
CARE/WHISPERING
GRASS — Ink
23632)
IF I KNEW
YOU WERELOVECOMIN'
BAKED
A CAKE/WHEN
HAPPENSI'D'VETO YOU—
Eileen Barton (MGM K 12758)
I'LL BE SEEING YOU/ 1 LOVE YOU— Bing Crosby (Decca 24256)
IN A SHANTY IN OLD SHANTY TOWN/ BLUE
SKIES — Johnny Long (Decca 23622)
IT HAPPENED IN HAWAII/TANGERINE— Jimmy
Dorsey (Decca 25255)
IT WASN'T GOD WHO MADE HONKY TONK
V ANGEIWI
DON'T WANT YOUR MONEY: I
28232)
WANT
YOUR TIME— Kitty/ Wells (Decca
VIT'S JUST
A MATTER
TIMBfHURTIN'
— Brook
BentonOF(Mercury
C-30079)ItfStDE
I'VE GOT MY LOVE TO KEEP ME WARM/NEW
MEXICAN
ca 65500)HAT DANCE— Les Brown (Dec-

I

TITLE, Artist, Label & Number
SEPTEMBERter Huston
SONG/LOST
IN THE STARS— Wal(Decca 40001)
SH-BOOMf EARTH ANGEL — The Crew Cuts
(Mercury C-30048)
SIGNED, SEALED & DELIVERED/FILIPINO BABY
—Cowboy Copas (Jtarday 559)
SITTIN'HERIN SO—
THE Eddie
BALCONY-HALLELUJAH,
I LOVE
Cochran (Liberty 54502)
J SOFT SUMMER BREEZE/TENDERLY— Eddie HeyTHE SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE/THE THEME
FROM "A SUMMER PLACE"— Percy Faith
(Columbia 3-33007)
ry MMC-3Y—0038)Al Jolson (Decca
NYDLdBOY
SONoo
(MercuMA
14)
236/MY
Vw
SUGAR BLUES/ I'VE FOUND A NEW BABY—
(Decca 25014) /
BOOGIE(Decca
WOOGITfOPUS
VT.D.'SDorsey
27211) TWO— Tommy
THAT LUCKY OLD SUN/SHINE— Frankie Laine
(Mercury C-30017)
THAI'SFrankie
MY DESIRE/RIVER
Laine (Mercury SAINTE
C-30019)MARIE—
THERE MUST BE A WAY/SORRY FOR MYSELF!
— Joni James (MGM K 12746)
THE 3RD MAN THEME/THE CAFE MOibki
WALTZ— Guy Lombardo (Decca 24839)
THIRTEEN WOMEN/ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
Bill Haley (Decca 29124) /
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOUyRICOCHET—
Teresa Brewer/Coral 65503)
TO EACH ardHIS(Mercury
OWt/IT'S
NO SIN— Eddy HowC-300 15)
TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME/GONNA GET
ALONG
WITHOUT(Liberty
YOU 54501)
NOW-Palience
and Prudence

JERSEY BOUNCE/DON'T BE THAT WAY— Benny
KISS OF FIRf/BALlryIN' THE1) JACK— Georgia
GibGoobsdma(Men rcu
/DeccaC-325500148)
V Little
Richard
(Specialty AND
572) SLIDIN' —
VLONG TALL SALlf/SLIPPIN'
LOVE IS A MANYSPLENDORED THING/SHINE JT
29625)
ON
HARVEST MOON— Four Aces (Decca
J
T
1199)
VA LOVER'S lantic
QUESTION—
Clyde McPhatter (AtJ LOVING YOU/TEDDY BEAR — Elvis Presley
"
(RCA Victor) 447-0620)
MACK K1THE
2878KNIFE—
) J Bobby Darin (Atlantic
MAMJ/TEDDY - Connie Francis (MGM
y TUTTI-FRUTTI— Little Richard (Specialty 561)
MELODY
6/47)OF lOVl/LA GOLONDRINA— David y TWEEDLEE DEE— LaVern Baker (Atlantic 1047)
Carroll (Mercury C-30004)
UNCHAINED
Al Hibbler
MELODY
LOVE/NONE BUT THE LONELY
(Decca MELODY/DAYBREAK—
29441)
0183)OF Wayne
HEART—
King (RCA Victor 447T cellorC-1031)/
JVENUV/I'M
BROKE— Frankie Avalon (ChanMR. SANDMAN/BORN TO BE WITH YOU— The
Chordettes (Cadence Cad 1602)
JT WALK,Ventures
DON'T (Dolton
Ruf/RAM54518)
BUNK-SHUSH
/ — The
MISTY/EXACTLY LIKE YOU— Erroll Garner
(Mercury C 30037)
J WALKING
THE FLOOR
OVER YOU
YOf/I'LL
BE GIAD
TAKE
BACK—ALWAYS
Ernest
MY HAPPINESS/NEVER BEFORE— Connie Fran- T
Tubb
(DeccaTO 46006)
cis (MGM K12738)
THE
WALTZ
YOU
SAVED
FOR
ME/I
LOVE
YOU
0182)
NEAR YOU/BEG YOUR PARDON — Francis Craig
TRULY— Wayne King (RCA Victor 447
(Dot 15807)
NEL BLU DIPINTO Dl BLU (VOURE)/MARITI
I SAY:
PARTS203ONEi) & TWO— Ray
IN CITTA — Domenico Modugno (Decca J1 WHAT'DCharles
(Atlantic
, 30677) /
J
WHERE
THE
BOYS
AR>/NO ONE— Connie
Francis (MGM K 12971)
V' OH LONESOME
BLUE DAY— Don Gib- T
son (RCA MB/BLUE
Victor 447-0582)
YOf/CUTIE PIE— Johnny Tillotson
ON THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE/GIGI— Vic J1/ WITHOUT
(Cadence Cad 1404)
V
YAKETY
YAK—
The Coasters (Atlantic 6116)
4) Brothers
ND— Mills
BE AROU
DOB/I
PAPER
bia 3-3301
i 'Ll(Colum
YOU ALWAYS HURT THE ONE YOU LOVE/TILL
mon
VDa
) / A LITTLE PRAYER . THEN— Mills Brothers (Decca 23930)
V/ PEACE(Decca
IN THE27157
VAUEf/SAY
—Red Foley (Decca 27856)
Jt.YOU BUT
ARE MINE—
MY SUNSHINE/NOBODY'S
Bing Crosby (Decca DARLIN
29634)
PEG 0' MY HEART/CHARMAINE— The Har- J YOU BELONG TO ME/I NEED YOU NOW— Joni
'
James
(MGM
K
12885)
PETITEicat
FLEURs— (Mercu
Chris Barber
(Laurie
) 3022)
ry C-30034
'DEAR MR. GABLE) YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU/
JVmon
PLEASE
MR. SUN/THE MORNING SIDE OF THE
OVER THE RAINBOW — Judy Garland
T
MOUNTAIN — Tommy Edwards (MGM
(Decca 25493)
PLEDGING MY LOVE— Johnny Ace (Duke)
J
YOURS/ALWAYS
IN MY HEART— Jimmy DorV
) ENCHANTED SEA— Martin T
VILLAGE/
sey (Decca 25121)
VILLAGE/ENCHANTED
JOUIETiK12757
Denny (Liberty 54507)
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commercials and a swinging jingle began
last Monday (Dec. 3) on a saturation
basis on KFWB and KGBS Los Angeles
and rotating schedules on KACY Oxnard, KUDU and KVEN Ventura,
KBVM and KAVL Lancaster, all California, according to Florie Field, N-C-A
media director.
■ Gaffers & Sattler, Los Angeles manufacturer of major home appliances,
has placed its advertising with Charles
Bowes Adv., that city, effective Jan. 1.
■ Rival Manufacturing Co. (small appliances manufacturer), Speas Co. -Pen
Jel Corp. (apple juice & vinegar manufactrer), and Guy's Foods Inc. (snack
foods producer), name Winius-Brandon
Co., St. Louis, effective immediately.
■ Woolfoam Corp., New York, has appointed The Wexton Co. Inc., that city,
as agency for Woolfoam cold water
soap products. George Gilbert, Wexton
vice president, is account head. Spot
tv is expected to be included in media
strategy.
■ Maradel Products Inc., New York,
has appointed Donahue & Coe Inc., that
city, as advertising agency for its Comptone Sunglass Div. Plans are being
formulated for use of television, radio
and magazines.
■ Plax Co., Hartford, Conn., a department of Monsanto Chemical Co., has
appointed Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden, New York, as its advertising
agency. The packaging materials account had been at Lambert & Feasley
Inc.
■ Electronic Specialty Co. (power
equipment and other related products).
Los Angeles, appoints Grant Adv. Inc.,
Hollywood, as its advertising agency.
The firm merged in August with Iron
Fireman-Webster Inc., Cleveland.
■ Marine Products Division, McCulloch Corp., Los Angeles (Scott outboard motors, etc.) appoints Fuller &
Smith & Ross Inc., that city, to handle
national advertising since consolidation
of the division at the parent company's
world headquarters in Los Angeles. The
agency has other domestic and international McCulloch accounts.
■ Freeman Shoe Corp., Beloit, Wis.,
appoints Roche, Rickerd, Henri, Hurst
Inc., Chicago, effective immediately.
1963 budget: $250,000.
Rep appointments...
■ WAAP Peoria, 111.: Mid-West Time
Sales, Kansas City, Mo., as regional
representative.
■ WENE Endicott, N. Y.: George P.
Hollingbery Co., New York.
■ WMAK
50

Nashville, Tenn.: H-R Representatives as its national representative, effective Dec. 3.
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

subsidiary of Sylvania Electric.
At one time both men were advertising rivals: Mr. Taplinger having
originated and developed the Timex
watch tv spectaculars and initiated the
so-called "watch punishment" theme in
the company's commercials, and Mr.
Gladney having conceived at Bulova
a series of "watch torture" tests. The
latter also developed a 175-market
dealer tv network that made use of the
first reruns of Ford Theater — using the
concept of dealer-manufacturer cooperation intelevision. The new firm is
at 415 Madison Ave., New York.

A slight difference
Pacific Hawaiian Products Co.,
Fullerton, Calif., is using 10- and
20-second tv spots in some 60
markets, starting Dec. 17, in a
one-week pre-Christmas campaign for Pacific Punch, a soft
drink. The pre-Christmas campaign is customary, but there has
been one change made this year
in the traditional buying pattern.
The company has instructed its
agency, Atherton Privett, Los
Angeles, not to put the business
on any of the ABC-TV affiliates
which carried the network's Nov.
1 1 documentary, "The Political
Obituary of Richard M. Nixon."

Spot radio campaign
to introduce new wax
A saturation spot radio campaign in
Texas and California has been announced by Continental Brands Inc.,
Mount Vernon, N. Y., corporate parent
of Continental Six Month Floor Wax,
uct. the company's new floor wax prodfor

Taplinger, Gladney form
radio-tv marketing firm
The organization of Taplinger, Gladney Co., New York, has been formally
completed. The firm specializes in
the marketing of tv-radio advertising
for advertising agency and manufacturer clients.
The new firm will function as "creative marketing trouble shooters in the
broadcast media," according to the
principals,
Sylvan Taplinger and Norman Gladney.
Mr. Taplinger has served as a vice
president in charge of tv-radio at W. B.
Doner Adv. (formerly the Peck Adv.
Agency), was associate head of broadcasting for Kenyon & Eckhardt and
program chief for CBS Radio, New
York.
Mr. Gladney, a former tv-radio director of the Bulova Watch Co., was a
vice president of tv-radio at Reach,
Yates & Mattoon (now Reach, McClinton) and more recently served as
vice president in charge of marketing
and sales for Golden Shield Corp., a

New

products

Robert A. Wahl, executive vice-president of Continental's agency, Curtice
York Inc., reports that Continental will
use 400 one-minute announcements
every week, day and night, in Houston,
Dallas, San Antonio, Los Angeles and
San Francisco to promote its new
"Clean and Clear" brand.
Shulton's tv Christmas push
Shulton Inc., New York, reports it
has authorized the "largest Christmas
advertising budget" in the toiletry firm's
history. For almost three weeks, beginning today (Dec. 10), Shulton will
be participating in 1 1 prime time shows
on all three tv networks. In addition,
it has scheduled about 6,000 oneminute commercials in 80 spot tv markets. Daily and weekend spots are
scheduled in 52 radio markets. The
Wesley
agency. Assoc., New York, is Shulton's

testing

The following new products were reported last week to have entered spot
tv on at least a test basis. Their activity was detected by Broadcast Advertisers Reports, a national monitoring service, in its off-the-air taping of local television advertising and is described here
as part of a continuing series of newproduct reports compiled for Broadcasting each week.
Monitored during period ended Dec. 5:
Product: Buff erin for Children.
Company: Bristol-Myers.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
North Central and Eastern markets.
Product: Glad Wrap plastic wrap and bags.

television

Company: Union Carbide Co.
Agency: William Esty Co., New York.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
Northcentral region.
Product: Crumbles Aureomycin feed supplement.
Company: American Cyanamid.
Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.
Schedule & Markets: Nighttime 10-second
spots in Northcentral area.
Product: Ajax Floor and Wall Cleaner.
Company: Colgate-Palmolive Co.
Agency: Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York.
Schedule
Pacific area. & Markets: Nighttime minutes in
Product: Duractin Capsule Pain Reliever.
Company: Smith, Klein & French.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, New York.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime and evening
minutes in Pacific and Northcentral areas.
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It's Allenfall's, in Duluth. Take a second
loo k at t h e D u Iuth-S u perior-PLUSma r ket
—it's bigger then you think! Bigger
because KDAL-TV now delivers Duluth-'
Superior— plus coverage in three states
and Canada — through fifteen licensed
translator stations!
This means Duluth-Superior-PLUS
now has more than 250,000 television
homes. It's bigger than you think! Arid
only KDAL delivers it all!
KDAL
►
a WGN station

Duluth-Superior-Plus
2nd largest market in both
Minnesota and Wisconsin

KDAL— CBS RADIO— TELEVISION 3 REPRESENTED BY EDW. PETRY & CO., INC. AND IN MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL, BY HARRY S. HYETT CO.
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1962

NBC is enjoying "an excellent year"
that has produced one full week in
which NBC-TV daytime programming
was 100% sold out and a quarter-year
in which nighttime programming was
completely sold.
This bullish report was presented by
NBC officials last week at the annual
convention of their television and radio
affiliates held Tuesday and Wednesday
in New York.
President Robert E. Kintner said that
not only had 1962 been "excellent"
but 1963 ought to be even better.
He said the NBC Radio network is
No. 1 in profit, audience and sponsorships; that NBC-owned radio and television stations are "doing excellently"
and that NBC Enterprises "will have
this year its largest profits" and is
on the threshold of even bigger opportunities.
Walter D. Scott, executive vice president for the tv network, told the affiliates that daytime sales had been "exceptionally good," with 20% more
sponsored hours this year than last.
He called the week of complete daytime sell-out a "milestone." Sales were
so good that in-program minutes normally reserved for local sale by stations "disappeared," but Mr. Scott reassured affiliates that "we do not expect this to happen regularly." The
week was subsequently identified as
Oct. 28 through Nov. 3.
The Golden Year ■ Don Durgin, tv
network sales vice president, said 1962
is a record year. In addition to the
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Rockefeller

BEST

YET

AND

1963

100% sale of daytime for one week, he
said, daytime sales on other weeks are
at the 95 to 96% level.
For the third quarter, Mr. Durgin
said, nighttime periods were completely
sold out
— abefore.
phenomenon he said he'd
never
seen
Other officials indicated that nighttime sales for the fourth quarter of
1962 and first quarter of 1963 are only
slightly below the 100% mark.
Mr. Durgin also told the affiliates
that he has seen no signs of an economic recession ahead. He reported
that only two clients had asked for
relief from their commitments in the
fourth quarter and that neither of
these was related to recession.
Messrs. Kintner, Scott and Durgin
offered their reports at the Wednesday
afternoon television session of the twoday meeting, which also included these
highlights:
■ An enthusiastic session on radio
and its prospects (see page 56).
■ An answer to tv's critics, an assessment of tv's problems and an exploration of "what's right with television"
by NBC Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff
(see page 54).
• A long glimpse at NBC-TV's program drawing-board for 1963-64, presented by programming vice president
Mort Werner (page 64).
President Kintner told the television
meeting that network responsibilities
include the obligation to "take a
gamble" on programming — and that
sometimes these gambles pay off and

Sarnoff sees imitation as a two-way street
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board
sion to adopt the American pattern
chairman, had an answer last week
of placing commercials in the schedfor those who suggest — as Kenyon &
Eckhardt's Chairman William B.
thought
it "refreshing
to Mr.
noteSarnoff
that the
British
themselves
Lewis did a few weeks ago (Broadcasting, Oct. 29, Nov. 5) — that seem to think there are things they
U. S. television should cluster its
canule?"
usefully learn from us." The
commercials British style.
Independent Television Authority, he
Without naming Mr. Lewis, the
recently "served notice
NBC chairman said in an address to explained,
that it means ... to develop something with which you and I are very
NBC-TV affiliates (see page 54) :
"I think this gentleman might get familiar — namely, competition."
Mr. Sarnoff also observed that
more of an argument on this score
such
criticisms and observations by
from his client's and advertising colleagues than from me. Nevertheless,
"our friends among the professional
I'm tempted to ask him the kind of viewers" sometimes "may be in part
question our professional viewers
only the reflex to a need to fill a
never seem to pose: might it not be speaking engagement or a column
good for British commercial televiof white space."
52

Plaza

LOOKS

BETTER

sometimes
He said they
NBC don't.
invested millions in
It's a Man's World as an attempt to
create a new kind of program. Yet,
he said, the network is being accused
of "lack of creativity" because it had
to withdraw the program after it failed
to build audience and "became our
lowest-rated
show."
Mr. Kintner
said he thought NBC
"is doing a good job" and added that
he could say the same for both CBS
and ABC.
Story of News « William R. McAndrew, executive vice president for
NBC News, reported on his department's activity. Since Dec. 1, 1961,
he said it has included 48 instant specials, 41 hour specials, one 90-minute
special, one 10-hour program reporting
election returns, 26 special half-hours
exclusive of presidential news conferences, eight special pre-election programs, and three manshoots representing 47 hours of coverage — all this in
addition to regularly scheduled news
Mr. Durgin reported that NBC this
programs.
year will gross $44.2 million in time
and program sales for news specials and
news series alone. He called this a
"substantial achievement" even though,
he said, it recovers only about half
of the program costs involved.
In a big-screen sound-film presentation called "Focus on the Future," NBC
ranged over such diverse fields as international broadcasting, color, news
programs, sports, entertainment, network facilities and ratings for the benefit of the tv affiliates. Highlights included:
■ "Television's most significant program trend is the upsurge of interest
in informational programming — on the
part of broadcasters, viewers and sponsors. . . . This past season 87% of
NBC's prime-time actuality programming was sponsored — the highest sales
level ever achieved, with more of such
programming than ever before."
■ The five-week period that encompassed the Mississippi rioting, the
Giants-Dodgers playoffs, the Walter
Schirra manshoot and the World Series,
the Ecumenical Council in Rome and
finally
Cuban
proved almost
"that
we
can the
cover
almostcrisis
anything,
anywhere in the world or even above
it, now or in the future."
Color stage
tv, "theandfuture
of tv,"
"in
the■ boom
making
big isnews
all over the world." The presentation
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TOTAL
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COMPLETE

PACKAGE

PACKAGE
CONCEPT
MAXIMUM

FM
IN

MOST
STEREO

INDUSTRY

ASSURES
STEREO
1 Gates Cycloid FM
Antenna - Designed
for Stereo

PERFORMANCE
A complete FM stereo broadcast
package — specially engineered to
deliver the greatest stereo realism
possible — is now available from
the Gates Radio Company.

i

2 Complete Line of F
Stereo Transmitters
- from 10 Watts ta
20,000 Watts

This exclusive system features a
full power range of stereo transmitters from 10 watts to 20,000
watts, the new Cycloid antenna with
one through sixteen bays, a dual
peak limiter, stereo Cartritape, the
choice of two stereo audio consoles
and two professional stereo turntables (12 or 16-inch) — plus other
important accessories that add realistic depth and separation to broadcast sound.

y

Gates
60 Subcarrier M-61
Generator
67
KC or 41 KC. Switching Kit Optional
4 Gates M-6144 Stereo
Dual Limiter

All equipment in the package was
researched, designed and manufactured after the FCC rules and
regulations concerning FM stereo
were finalized — yet each product
has been extensively field tested.
To assure maximum stereo performance, the new FM station will
want a fully integrated system designed specifically for stereo — and
Gates is the only manufacturer in
the broadcast industry to offer such
a complete equipment plan. This
total package concept solves the
broadcaster's problem of purchasing equipment from several different
sources — which could result in
an incompatible stereo broadcast
system.
Many FM stereo stations already
on the air may find that they are
not getting full stereo performance
due to an incomplete system. By
reviewing the package diagram on
the right, they can determine the
equipment needed to assure true
stereo transmission. And the monaural station should investigate to
see how relatively simple and inexpensive itis to convert to the "wonderful world of stereo" with the
complete Gates package.
Full technical information on this
special FM stereo package is now
available. Write Gates Radio Company, Quincy, 111., for the FM Stereo
Fact File.

3 Gates M-61 46 Stereo
Generator

5 Gates M-6158 Executive transistor
console— 10-channel
stereo

6 Gates
Yard M-61 88 Stereo

7 Gates Stereo
Cartritape II

8 Gates M-61 69 Stereo
Transistor Preamplifier

Gates is the only manufacturer
in the broadcast industry to offer
such a complete stereo system.
For complete information, write
for the FM Stereo Fact File yours for the asking.

9 Gates CB-500 16inch & CB-77 12inch,
VR1000 with
Gray GE208S
Stereo Cartridge
Arm & Rest

GATES
RADIO COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
KS3S323S
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in: HOUSTON, NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Sales: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP. • 13 EAST 40th ST. • NEW YORK CITY
■
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called attention to a special ARB survey conducted earlier this year in
Omaha. The study, underwritten by
KMTV (TV) Omaha and NBC, showed
that if a station broadcasts in color,
even its black-and-white shows get
better ratings. Black-and-white programming on KMTV was found to
achieve a 44% higher rating in color
homes than in black-and-white homes.
* NBC this year has spent $5 million
for overall facilities improvements.
Color facilities got the biggest share.
NBC also pays $700,000 a year for
color connections to deliver more than
40 hours of color programming to its
affiliates each week.
WCPO

to join

CBS Radio lineup
The affiliation of WCPO Cincinnati
with CBS Radio, effective Dec. 30, was
announced jointly last week by Mort C.
Watters, vice president and general
manager of the Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., owner of the station, and
William A. Schudt Jr., vice president,
affiliate relations, CBS Radio. WCPO
will replace WKRC, which is owned
by the Taft Broadcasting Co., as the
network affiliate in Cincinnati.
CBS Radio spokesmen said the network terminated the WKRC relationship because WKRC did not clear network programs satisfactorily. They indicated WKRC was not clearing the
Garry Moore Show, Art Linkletter
Show and several Dimension features.
Bunker tells radio men
how to increase sales
The man who'll become president of
RAB in March told a meeting of the
Arizona Broadcasters Assn. Friday
(Dec. 7) they could increase sales volume by at least 15% if they would
use the sales and research tools produced by the radio industry and RAB.
Edmund C. Bunker, who succeeds
RAB President Kevin Sweeney next
year, cited results of an unreleased nationwide study commissioned by RAB
which showed that the "average amount
of time adults spend with radio is almost as great as tv's average."
Meeting at Scottsdale, the Arizona
broadcasters also heard from John
Couric, NAB manager of public relations, who told them they could add
to broadcasting's national stature by
stepping up and improving public relations on the state level.
Mr. Couric cited NAB's distribution
of 50,000 copies of its speakers' directory and said state chambers of commerce should be provided with lists of
state broadcasters available for speaking engagements.
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WHAT'S

RIGHT

Robert

outlines television's progress

Sarnoff

WITH

TV

and its problems at NBC affiliates' convention
"the most encouraging recogniIn a wide-ranging assessment of tele- thought
tion that we need not fear our own
vision's
progress
and
problems,
NBC
Board Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff last strength" may lie "in the increasing
week struck out at advocates of what
boldness with which television is coming to grips with controversial public
he called "a double standard for freedom in broadcasting."
He saw permanent removal of the
He told the NBC affiliates convention's television luncheon (also see equal-time requirements in political
page 52) that some of the strongest
broadcasting
as "an important piece of
issues."
advocates of freedom for tv in public
unfinished business."
He also noted — but could see no
affairs programming also advocate government restraints to re-shape entertainpractical democratic solution for — the
ment programming in their own mold.
fear of "some thoughtful observers"
"There should not be a double standthat today's swifter election reporting
ard for declared.
freedom in broadcasting," Mr.
techniques may create a "bandwagon
Sarnoff
psychology" and thus influence the vot"If we have the right to exercise
ing in western states "while millions of
freedom in the coverage of controversial
voters
went onareto still
say: going to the polls." He
issues, even to the point of making mistakes, then surely we have the equal
"Even assuming such a problem may
right to exercise freedom of judgment
exist or develop, I am frankly at a loss
in the area of entertainment pro- to imagine a practical solution acceptable to a democratic people. To supgramming. Indeed, in the entertainment field creative function is by its
press or curtail journalistic freedom is
very nature a process of trial and error,
an extreme measure that we tolerate
and thanks to the power of the audi- temporarily in time of war or when
ence, errors of judgment are self- the national security is at stake.
"It seems unthinkable to me, howMr. Sarnoff thought it ironic that so
correcting."
ever, that we can practice suppression
many of tv's problems "spring from the out of what, in the last analysis, is the
sheer
power and pervasiveness" of the unflattering speculation that millions of
medium.
free Americans will be rendered in"More particularly," he said, "it is
capable of voting their individual constriking how often the very influence
and impact of the medium are preTv Exports ■ Mr. Sarnoff also noted
sented as reasons to restrict, control
victions."
that
television's impact is often given as
and shape it to special ends. However,
justification for exporting only profreedom rather than restriction promises
grams that uphold "the national image."
a free society its greatest benefits from
This line of reasoning, he said, "overits most powerful medium of expreslooks the elementary point that nothing
could
damage America's image more
Tv's Increasing Boldness ■ He
quickly than any effort to tamper with
sion."

Mr. Sarnoff
Take a fresh look at tv

freeHe expression."
said "one of the heartening developments of 1962 has been the recognition of this danger by responsible
officials and the disavowal of any intention of imposing thought control on
American programming for export."
Sarnoff suggested
television'sto
ownMr. improvement
has that
contributed
the criticisms directed against it:
"The one thing that invariably goes
up and up and up is the set of standards by which it is judged. In a sense,
we have brought this all on ourselves,
because as we get better — as programming grows in scope, craftmanship and sophistication — those who sit
in judgment expect more and more of
us . . .
"As one oldtimer ruefully remarked
not long ago, things have reached the
point where everbody's Aunt Matilda
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962
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feet up

We've moved our antenna sixty
to the top of the transmitter on
Pinnacle

Hill— 505
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viewers in the rich, eleven-county
Rochester market! More exposure for
your
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*FIRST in New York State!
*TENTH in the Nation!
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Areas
U.S.A." 1960 U.S.
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sees more acts in a year than a booking agent on the old Keith-Albee circuit saw in a lifetime."
Professional Viewers Vs. The Public ■ But "it is largely the professional
viewers," not the "vast public," who are
harder to please, he continued. "These
demands of professional viewers are
all the more difficult to fulfill because
they often have little in common with
those of most of the audience."
Mr. Sarnoff reviewed some of the
major charges which have been levelled
against television — "sex and violence,"
too many westerns, not enough publicaffairs programs, not enough children's
programs, etc. — and pointed out that
they haven't been heard much lately.
One charge that he expected to endure is "that television programming
lacks balance." Everybody defines balance to suit his own tastes, he said,
when in fact "it falls to the broadcaster,
and only to the broadcaster, to mediate
among these and other tastes and to
try conscientiously to strike a balance
equitable to all who are served by a
mass medium."
He continued: "When we really give
the body of television a thorough examination, itis hard to find the symptoms of illness that have been bewailed
in television clinics over recent years.
Yet many of the professional viewers

Needed:
NBC

SAYS

a

SHORT

keep clinging to the same tired old
diagnosis. I suggest that if they take a
fresh and closer look at the whole patient they will find it is far more timely
and pertinent to note what's right
[rather than what's wrong] with tv."
In NBC's view, Mr. Sarnoff said, the
"elements that spell long-range network
leadership" and "program diversity and
balance; [are] the kind of technological
initiative that gives us a unique position in color, and the development of
news and information as a major service of television."
Program Diversity ■ He said NBC
considers diversity and balance essential, although "there are easier ways"
to get big ratings.
"Our concept of a balanced and
diversified schedule," he said, "springs
from the conviction that a medium addressed to the total public must try to
engage the interests of all parts of that
public. Unless it does so, it will miss
a part of its obligation and opportunity
— and part of its market as well.
"Particularly, a service as universal
as network television cannot afford to
ignore a minority of millions whose
tastes do not always coincide with the
majority; who include the taste leaders
and the style setters, and who form an
economic segment important to many
national advertisers . . .

Radio, described last week by NBC
board chairman Robert Sarnoff as the
"biggest bargain in advertising," was
also pictured to NBC Radio affiliates as
a medium whose advertising rates can
move only one way — up.
Emphasis by Mr. Sarnoff, NBC President Robert E. Kintner and NBC Radio
Executive Vice President William McDaniel was on the need for re-evaluation of audience research.
Delegates at the NBC affiliates annual convention at the Americana hotel
in New York (also see stories, pages
52 and 54) were told:
■ "NBC Radio is operating in the
black
for the third straight year" — Mr.
McDaniel.
■ The biggest sales nut to crack in
network radio is news sponsorship.
There's "not enough business to go
around in the news sponsorship on four
radio networks to keep all of us sold
out" — Mr. Kintner.
■ The radio network should get
higher advertising rates and at present
is "greatly undercharged" — there's a
need for more research and for presenting agencies and advertisers with
a "better sales story" — Mr. Kintner.
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habit of trading up, not down."
and "continuing
in Color
news tv and
information superiority"
were also
stressed among NBC contributions to
"what's right with television."
Reporting that color set sales are
now doubling and redoubling in geometric progression,
he saidthethatsoil"those
who joined
us in tilling
and
planting the seeds are now enjoying
the first fruits — and for them the color
harvest will be steadily bigger."
He emphasized accomplishments of
NBC News and at one point described
its audience
this way:
"More ofhomes
than
the combined
circulation
Life,
Look, Time, Newsweek and U. S. News
& World Report, plus the total circulation of all major dailies in New York,
Chicago, and Los Angeles."

proper
COUNTS

"Any medium that limited itself to
the lowest common denominator of
public taste would abdicate vitality and
the chance to grow in appeal by stimulating new interests in its vast existing
audience. And any medium that underestimated the intelligence of its audience would soon find that audience deserting it.
"Television's audience is voluntary,
not captive, and no member of it will
stay with anything that talks down to
him. Indeed, in the area of taste, as
in other fields, Americans have the

OF

price
AUDIENCE

tag
SHORT

for

CHANGE

■ NBC Radio may be thinking about
a raise in rates: "Alert advertisers will
take advantage of the bonus [the unmeasured or conservatively estimated
audience for which the advertiser does

radio
THE

MEDIUM

not■ pay]
whileradio
it lasts"
— Mr. can
Sarnoff.
Network
affiliates
help
find "answers" to media questions advertisers now ask in an economic climate of growing competition, shrinking
profit margins and need to maintain
a brand's position in the market —
Richard P. Jones, vice president and
mediason agency.
director of the J. Walter ThompProgramming and sales news was
spotted through the radio sessions
Tuesday (Dec. 4).
Sales Report ■ Affiliates received an
NBC Radio sales announcement of
$2,636,000 in new and renewed business signed since Nov. 2. The announcement by William Fairbanks,
vice president, sales, NBC Radio, followedyear-end
Mr. McDanieFs
"highly favorable"
report.
Among

Mr. McDaniel
In black third straight year

the advertisers and their

agenciesgrambuying
into the Lock
network's
prolineup: Master
(through
Baker, Johnson & Dickinson), Sylvania
Electric Products (Kudner), Quaker
Oats (Compton), Buick (McCannErickson), Kraft Foods (Needham,
Louis & Brorby), Rexall Drug & Chemical (BBDO), General Mills (DancerBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962
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Ladybugs

Postman
He

Has

Hardly
Mail

Fell

Ever

for Our

on

WMT

Rings for Someone

Else

Bob

Bob Nance, our farm director, gets up before
breakfast with monotonous regularity to modulate our carrier with Farm Forum, a non-bossanova program designed to separate the men from
the beds at 6:30 in the morning. This he does

are therefore (like WMT,

with singular grace and no audible trace of annoyance, which is hard for us promotion types to

WMT

understand, but easy to admire — from a distance.

Affiliated with WMT-TV, Cedar RapidsWaterloo; K-WMT, Fort Dodge; WEBC, Duluth

There he was one 6:30, bright voiced and coffee
fortified, farm foruming with his usual authority,

but for a different

reason) The Farmers' Friend. The reply to (2)
is not so reassuring:
Other ladybugs.
• CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa

Represented by the Katz Agency

when he dropped the script he was ad-libbing. In
the darkness (we don't hardly turn the lights
on except for audience-participation shows) he
couldn't find the script, so he ad-libbed a real adlib about his little girl's captive ladybug's escape
from stir (a domino box, full of grass and affection).

Loyal followers of WMT staffers' vicissitudes
have probably anticipated the end, or, as we say,
pay-off: they'll forgive us if we spell it out for
new subscribers: When the next day's mail crawledflew in, we had Studio A, Studio B, and the ladies'
room full of ladybugs.
"Full?" you ask. "How many is that?"
"Ever try to count an active ladybug?" is our
unsatisfactory response.
• ••
Just to be sure that something constructive came
of all this, we made a survey. We asked all four of
the college-graduate members of our farm department (1) what do ladybugs eat? and (2) whom
do they marry. The unanimous reply to (1):
they're avid for aphids and other insect pests and
BROADCASTING, December 10. 1962
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Fitzgerald-Sample), Gilette Safety
Razor (Maxon), Pennzoil (Fuller &
Smith & Ross and Eisaman, Johns &
Laws), Aetna Casualty & Surety
(Remington Adv.).
Also American Dairy Assn. (Compton), Mennen (Warwick & Legler),
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co. (Arthur Meyerhoff Assoc.), Charles E. Hires Co.
(Fuller & Smith & Ross) and Sun Oil
(William Esty), which renewed its
Three Star Extra daily news program
for 52 weeks.
Program Plans ■ New programming
for 1963 as announced by Mr. McDaniel: a new Monitor segment that
will be produced in cooperation with
the Federal Bar Assn. and cover a
range of government agencies starting
with a show featuring U. S. Supreme
Court Justice Tom C. Clark, and two
taped musical concert series starting
in January; one, the Boston, Symphony Orchestra in The Heart of The
Symphony series, the other, the Transylvania Symphony Orchestra produced
with the Brevard, N. C, music center.
Exclusive Statistics ■ NBC Radio reported it is holding a series of meetings with the A. C. Nielsen Co. in
search of an answer to the problem
of measuring the self-powered radio
audience, which Mr. McDaniel said
comprises the "great bulk of today's

i

Outstanding
Broadcast

[and] we have indications that on a
Sunday afternoon it is nearly double
theMr.
audience
to plug-in sets."
Sarnofflistening
said indications
were
that the radio network may be selling
itself "short" by as much as 75%
"simply because we have not yet been
able to place a yardstick on the volume of listening
to self-powered
Radio's
'Riddles'
■ Mr. Jones ofradio."
JWT
asked station affiliates to join with

JWT's Jones
Help solve the riddles
listening — and the growing part."
It was estimated three-quarters of
the 25 million new radios purchased
per year are self-powered and thus
not measured by stationary mechanical
devices used to measure the plug-in set
audience.
"The audience to car and portable
radios is huge," Mr. McDaniel said,

Values

in

Properties

Major market fulltimer with excellent
physical assets. Present owner underfinanced. Station presently breakeven.
$125,000 down and balance over 8

MID-ATLANTIC
$350,000

years.
Fulltimer in good multiple station market, first in ratings. In the black and
improving monthly. 29% down and 7
year payout.
Powerful regional daytime AM, fulltime FM. Inexpensive operation, grossing $90,000 and earning good return.
Will pay out with 29% down.

NEW ENGLAND
$200,000
NEW YORK STATE
$150,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc,
RADIO • TV • CATV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON, D.C.
lames W. Blackburn
jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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• FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
BEVERLY HILLS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
William B. Ryan
Stanley Whitaker
C.BankBennett
LarsonBldg
of Amer.
John C. F.Williams
Hub Jackson
Hurley
9465 Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave. Cerard
1102 Healey Bldg. Beverly Hills, Calif
Chicago, Illinois
CRestview 4-8151
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576

agencies to help answer "some of the
riddles of radio." Among them: number of people listening at a given time
in home and out-of-home, who these
people are, what households they represent, what happens to reach, and
frequency when another commercial
is added on the network or station or
competing networks and stations, how
radio supplements other media in building audience weight and coverage, the
level of commercial awareness from
schedules of "various intensity" and
how this varies in relation to program
environment.
The agency executive also asked:
"What are the unique qualities of your
network or your station that make it
an effective sales tool for a given
Mr. Jones recommended that stations continue to build "a vital program structure that will bring to your
product?"
station adult, responsible listeners."
Added Mr. Jones: "Sell your medium
first, to insure an ever-increasing flow
of advertising dollars into radio. Then
sell your stations, confidently and aggressively, without resorting to ratecutting or special deals which are
bound to lower your image and . . .
make the buyers' jobs tougher as well."
Changing hands . . .
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.: Sold
by Sidney A. Grayson and associates to
Paul Harron and group for $2,350,000.
Mr. Harron is a principal stockholder in
WKTV (TV) Utica, N. Y., and is president of World Broadcasting System,
Philadelphia, radio programming service. KSYD-TV operates on ch. 6 and
is a CBS affiliate. Broker was HamiltonLandis & Assoc. (At Deadline, Dec.
3).
■ WDAR Darlington, S. C: Sold by
Walter P. Pearce to John P. and Julia
N. Frew for $80,000. Mr. Frew formerly owned a partnership interest in
WPLK Rockmart, Ga. WDAR operates on 1350 kc with 1 kw daytime
only. Broker was Jackson Lee, Atlanta.
APPROVED ■ The following transfer of
station interests was among those apBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

proved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 125).
■ WKYW Louisville, Ky.: Sold by F.
Eugene Sandford and associates to Producers Inc. for $305,300. Producers
Inc. owns or controls KCND-TV Pembina, KNOX-TV Grand Forks and
KXGO-TV Fargo, all North Dakota;
and WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind.
Cabot prize honors
station owner Knight
John S. Knight, station and newspaper group owner, was one of four journalists honored Nov. 27 in 24th annual
presentation of Maria Moors Cabot
prizes at Columbia U., New York.
Prizes, awarded for "advancement of
international friendship and understanding the Americas," also were given to
Raul Fontaina, general manager, Radio
Carve, Montevideo, Uruguay; John R.
Herbert, editor, Patriot Ledger, Quincy,
Mass.; and Rodolfo Junco de la Vega,
publisher of El Norte and El Sol,
Monterrey, Mexico.
John S. Knight stations are WAKRAM-FM-TV Akron, Ohio, and WCKRAM-FM and WCKT (TV), all Miami.
Brownstein appointed
to post at Richer reps
Sam Brownstein, general manager of
Prestige Representation Organization,
New York, has been appointed a director and vice president of Robert
Richer Representatives Inc. Though the
two companies are not merging, they
will share New York offices at 441
Lexington Ave. and will continue to operate independently. Mr. Brownstein
will continue as a full-time employe of
PRO, but will assist in policy making
and planning for the Richer company.
The two reps operate in non-competitive fields. Richer sells for major market fm and am stations with quality
music programming. PRO sells for 21
stations in markets below the top 50.
Richer announced last week that as
a result of the increased resources
brought about by the arrangement with
Mr. Brownstein, the company will open
sales offices in Chicago, San Francisco
and Los Angeles, effective Jan. 1, 1963.
APRTA

membership

okays

amendments to by-laws
Members of the Associated Press Radio-Television Assn. have approved
amendments to the organization's bylaws as proposed by its board of directors on Sept. 17. The changes go into
effect immediately.
The principal change affects the comBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

ABC's new symbol
ABC has a new symbol that
will be used as its trademark on
the air and in advertising. The
network is converting to the new
symbol this month and expects to
have it in complete use by Jan. 1,
1963. The trademark was created
by graphic designer Paul Rand
who also is credited with originating such designs as the new trademarks for IBM and Westinghouse.

positionof of
the association's
16-man
board
directors.
Members in
each
of the four regional districts now will

ATTRACTIVE
WEST

elect three directors — one each from
the following station classifications: Under 5 kw, 5 kw and over, and tv stations. Also, the entire membership will
elect a director at large from each district who would represent any station
classification without restriction.
Other changes approved provide that
no director may serve more than two
consecutive terms of four years each
and no president or vice president of
the association may hold office for more
than four consecutive terms of one year
each. There previously was no such restriction.
The new by-laws also specify that
nominations for election to the APRTA
board may be made by written petition
of 12 members in the case of directors
at large and six members in the case of
other directors. The old by-laws permitted nomination by written petition
from three members.
Radio editorialists
down-Yearbook' study
Fewer radio stations are editorializing this year, according to a survey for
the Broadcasting Yearbook, which
will be in the mail next week.
The survey shows that 1,231 am
radio stations (32.6%) editorialize
compared with 1,334 (36.9%) which

STATION

BUYS

— Located in beautiful, fast-growth area, this fulltime
radio station is grossing at the rate of $180,000.00
per year and making a nice profit. Priced at $300,000.00 with 29% down.

SOUTHWEST

—Fulltime radio station in market of 150,000. Grossing
approximately $11,000.00 monthly and showing a
profit. Total price of $175,000.00 with 29% down
and terms to be negotiated.

MIDWEST

— D aytime only radio station serving area of 50,000plus population. Excellently equipped. Land and
building included in sale. Priced at $100,000.00.

& ASSOCIATES, INC.
NEGOTIATIONS • APPRAISALS • FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO
Dewitt Landis
John F. Hardesty, Pres.
Richard A. Shaheen
Ray V. Hamilton
Don Searle
John D. Stebbins
Joe A. Oswald
1737 DeSalesSt., N.W.
111 Sutter St.
Tribune Tower
John H.Bryan
HicksSt.
Executive 3-3456
1511
DEIaware 7-2754
EXbrook 2-5671
Riverside 8-1175
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did last year. Am stations which carry
editorials, however, are now using the
feature more frequently than in the
past — 11.8% on a daily or weekly
basis vs. 11.6% last year.
In television, 212 stations (37.4%)
editorialize compared with 203
(37.2% ) last year. The feature is used
on a daily or weekly basis by 13.6%
compared with 12.5% last year.
Of fm-only stations, 74 (21.1%) are
editorializing compared with last year's
61 (19.6%). Using the feature on a
weekly or daily basis are 9.4% compared to last year's 6.6%.

Court gives WMAL
temporary injunction
WMAL Washington won a temporary injunction against a local helicopter company prohibiting the air service
from breaking its contract with that
station (Broadcasting, Nov. 26).
The contract is for the broadcast of
traffic conditions twice a day during
rush hour traffic. The memorandum
was issued by Judge Leonard P. Walsh
of the U. S. District Court in Washington.
WMAL's contract with the Washing-

YOU'RE

ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

ton-Baltimore Helicopter Co. expired
Nov. 8. The company asked for increased payment, as well as two commercials per period daily. When
WMAL refused these revisions, the
helicopter company signed a new contract with WWDC
Washington.
WMAL, claiming it has an option to
renew the existing contract, secured a
temporary restraining order against the
helicopter company.
KXTV wins award
for second straight year
KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif., has
been named winner of Corinthian
Broadcasting Co.'s annual public service programming award for its halfhour special, "Death of a Gold Rush
Town." KXTV also won the 1961
Corinthian stations' competition, which
is held "to stimulate . . . the creativity
and production of their local community Corinthian
service programming
efforts."
The other
tv stations
are
KOTV

IF YOU

DON'T

USE

KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV!

. . . covering a bigger,
better Lincoln - Land

AVERAGE HOMES
MONDAY THROUGH SUNDAY
March, 1962 ARB 10:00 P.M.
KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV
69,200
Omaha "A"
59,100
Omaha "B"
52,700
Omaha "C"
42,200

Wee iPetfyet fPlntiwtA
RADIO KALAMAZ00-BATTLE CREEK
WKZ0
WJEF GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM
WWTV-FM GRAND
CADILLACRAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
TELEVISION
WKZ0-TVCADILLAC-TRAVERSE
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV/
/WWUP-TY SAULT STE. CITYMARIE
K0LN-TV//KGLINCOLN,
NEBRASKAISLAND, NEB.
IN-TV GRAND
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The big story in Nebraska these days is
on the state's other big market, now rated
among the top in the United States.
Lincoln-Land is now the 76th largest
market in the nation*, based on the
average number of homes per quarter
hour delivered by all stations in the
market. And the Lincoln-Land coverage
you get with KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV
(206,000 homes) is a must for any sales
program directed to the major markets.
Avery-Knodel will give you all the facts
on KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV — Official Basic
CBS Outlet for most of Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.
*ARB Ranking

KOLNTV
CHANNEL100010 •FT.316,000
TOWER WATTS

KGINTV
CHANNEL 11 • 316,000 WATTS
1069 FT. TOWER

COVERS LINCOLN-LAND— NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, inc., Exclusive National Representative

(TV) Tulsa, KHOU-TV Houston, WANE-TV Fort Wayne, and
WISH-TV Indianapolis.
CBS Foundation grants
CBS Foundations Inc. announced last
week it has made grants to two educational institutions under a plan established to recognize the service of women
employes of CBS. Grants are made on
the completion of 15 years of service
by employes and on the completion of
each additional five years. Amounts
of the 1962 grants were not disclosed.
They were made on behalf of Dorothy S. Boyle, manager of program records, research department, CBS-TV, to
Barnard College, and Marion S. Sheppard, assistant music librarian, WBBM
Chicago, to Trinity College, Washington, D. C.
'Cordial' media
A WQUA Moline, III, air editorial concerning the quality of
political candidates on a county
slate was reprinted in the Rock
Island Argus Nov. 5, the first
time that newspaper reproduced
an editorial from a broadcast
medium, according to J. Maxim
Ryder, station manager.
"This ... is an illustration of
the cordial relationship between
the informational media in a community despite the fact that, in
many
ways, they
Mr. Ryder
said. are competitive,"
The Argus
FM-TV
Rock owns
Island. WHBF-AMBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

■ WAPI-TV offers the cream of NBC and CBS. ■ WAPI-TV o>ns every major feature film
package available. ■ WAPI-TV staffs one of the largest, mqst experienced, best equipped
full-time news operations in the Southeast.
your outstanding buy...

BIRMINGHAM

the station that stands out...

ALABAMA

Make

Represented
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CBS-TV'S
STAND
ON
COLOR
Reaffirms policy at Palm Springs fall meeting;
says dimension

just too important

CBS-TV feels tv undoubtedly will be
all color in the future but it still differs
with its competitor networks, particularly NBC-TV on the timing. CBS-TV
in effect reaffirms its policy that the time
has not yet arrived for the network to
start converting its prime-time program
schedule to color.
The newly-enunciated policy on color
was made last week at the near midpoint of the current season and at a time
when each of the networks is forming
plans and policies to govern the season
ahead (1963-64). Its exposition was by
William B. Lodge, CBS-TV's vice president for affiliate relations and engineering, at the regular fall meeting of the
CBS-TV Network Affiliates Assn. Advisory Board at the Thunderbird Club in
Palm Springs, Calif.
In essence the CBS-TV color position
is: (1) color is the fourth dimension to
the sight, sound and motion of television, but (2) that dimension is too important for broadcasters to just give it
away.
The network then is taking a position
that advertisers should pay for the color
dimension additive. Mr. Lodge reportedly told the affiliates board that while the
percentage of programming in color has

to give away

had
an obvious
big jumpofoncommercials
NBC-TV's
schedules,
the number
in color has not — one figure mentioned
was that in one week last October only
16% of the commercials telecast in
color programming time were themselves in color.
Cost Factor ■ This analysis was taken
to mean, according to CBS-TV network
people, that advertisers were agreeable
to color added
programs
don't
represent
costs into that
them they
but either
were unwilling to pay additional, albeit
nominal, costs to make commercials as
well as programs in color.
Reportedly Mr. Lodge noted a decided disinterest on the part of advertisers to pay nominal surcharges to pay
the cost of colorcasting on CBS-TV.
The network, it was learned, has recently offered several advertisers now on
CBS-TV to originate color on the network at a surcharge believed to be at
about $4,000 per half hour ($7,500 for
the hour) over a period of about a
month starting in late February, 1963,
and to date only two advertisers for a
single program (a Grace Kelly program
that will be shown on Feb. 17, 1963)
have accepted the offer. These advertisers are Ford and Chemstrand.

KBTV (TV) gives Denver etv 100 films
ver Public Schools. Also shown are
KBTV (TV) Denver has preHoward
L. Johnson (second from
sented KRMA-TV, the city's educational channel, a new film library 1), executive director of KRMA-TV,
containing 100 half-hour public af- and James Case (second from r),
fairs programs of the Television Af- assistant executive director and profiliates Corp.
gram director of KRMA-TV.
KBTV has produced in Denver
John C. Mullins (1), KBTV president, is shown here presenting the two of the half-hour films in the
first reel to Dr. Kenneth E. Ober- TAC library: Pony Express and
Cattle-Cowboys.
holtzer (r), superintendent of Den-

CBS-TV, it was revealed at the meeting, has a capital outlay of more than
$6 million in technical facilities, and it's
projected that a six-to-seven-year colorcasting of a schedule by CBS-TV would
have amounted to $20-40 millions.
But, it was explained, such monies
could not have been recouped from receiver sales nor from advertisers but
most likely from such areas as program
development.
Summing up, the network has figures
showing an estimated less than 2% of
the tv audience has even access to a set
that can receive color and thus feels its
responsibility to the more than 98% of
the audience to keep its program standards high. To wit: don't support color
at the expense of good black-and-white.
The advisory board also heard reports on future programming plans and
sales prospects. Hubbell Robinson, senior vice president-programs, reviewed
the network's program "hits" this season, newly-announced changes in the
schedule (Broadcasting, Dec. 3) and
plans and directions in programming
for the 1963-64 season (also see story
on CBS-TV's program plans, page 64).
According to William H. Hylan, senior vice president-sales, CBS-TV continues to strike forth on its goal of becoming the "Tiffany" of the networks in
having as many program sponsors as
possible in comparison to "minute advertisers," though of course a network
must have a combination of both. It
was indicated that CBS-TV's future next
season looked good in sales because of
renewal expectations and interest also
of adveritsers now dissatisfied with
schedules elsewhere.
Other network executives — CBS-TV
President James T. Aubrey; his assistant, vice president Frank J. Shakespeare
Jr., vice president Carl S. Ward (affiliate relations), CBS News President
Richard S. Salant, and Robert Wood,
manager, contracts and records, affiliate
relations, and Richard Forsling, general
attorney — attended the meeting.
At its close, it was announced that
T. B. Baker Jr., WLAC-TV Nashville,
had been elected chairman of the advisory board, succeeding Tom Chauncey, KOOL-TV Phoenix. Thomas S.
Murphy, Capital Cities Broadcasting,
was elected secretary replacing Mr.
Baker.
The advisory board resolved unanimously that CBS-TV President Aubrey
"and associates" be congratulated on
"the outstanding record of the network
during the past year."
WNDT (TV) expands schedule
WNDT (TV) New York, which
started broadcasting on a Mondaythrough-Friday basis last September,
will add Saturday telecasts starting Jan.
5, In1963.an
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announcement
last week,
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Chrysler
every
for

Corporation
part

5 years

on

this

or 50,000

warrants
page
miles.

Chrysler Corporation makes possible this new warranty,*
by your authorized Chrysler Motors Corporation Dealer,
covering all major parts of the engine, transmission, torque

It lasts for 5 years or 50,000 miles, making your car more
valuable at trade-in time.
The only thing we ask is that you have your car serviced

converter, drive shaft, universal joints, rear axle, differential,
and rear wheel bearings. It pays for labor as well as parts.

at reasonable intervals. (You'd probably do that anyway.)
This broad new protection is a result of establishing and

It comes with our 1963 Plymouth, Valiant, Dodge, Dart, maintaining the highest engineering and production standChrysler and Imperial cars, and Dodge trucks. It can be
transferred to the new owner if you sell your car.

ards, combined to give you another great automotive "first''
from Chrysler Corporation.

•Your
authorized
Chrysler
Motorscharge
Corporation
Dealer'spartsWarranty
defectsor in50,000
material
and whichever
workmanship
has engine
been expanded
to include
parts
replacement
or repair,
without
for required
or labor,against
for 5 years
miles,
comeson 1963
first, cars
on the
block, head
and internal
parts; transmission case and internal parts (excluding manual clutch); torque converter, drive shaft, universal joints (excluding dust covers), rear axle and
differential, and rear wheel bearings, provided the vehicle has been serviced at reasonable intervals according to the Chrysler Motors Corporation Certified
Car Care schedules. Trucks are included, but are subject to additional limitations of 1500 hours operation if mileage does not accurately reflect the extent
of actual use and operation of parts covered by the warranty. Coverage will not apply to trucks subjected to prolonged power-take-off or off-highway use.
CHRYSLER
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Dr. Samuel B. Gould, president of Educational Broadcasting Corp., owner of
the etv station, said that Saturday programming will be scheduled from late
afternoon and continue through the
evening. He said the programs will repeat the best of the dramatic, documentary and other educational programs presented during the week.

mailed entry blanks with detailed information to all senior high schools
throughout Maryland and the District
of Columbia, covering a new $1,000
scholarship being offered. The award is
to be used over a two-year period for
tuition and financial assistance at the
U. of Maryland. Applications for
scholarships will be received by the
committee until Feb. 15, 1963.

Media

New fm outlet ■ KRAV (FM) Tulsa,
Okla., signed on the air Nov. 21 from
studios and transmitter atop the First
National Bank Bldg. in downtown
Tulsa. The stereo fm outlet, licensed
to the Boston Broadcasting Co., transmits on 96.5 mc with 20 kw. Station
is on the air 18 hours per day.

notes . . .

Grant awarded ■ WFUV (FM) New
York, non-commercial educational station of Fordham U., has received a
$30,000 grant as "a generous compliment to our past efforts and a vote of
confidence in our future," Rev. William
K. Trivett, S.J., director and general
manager, announced fortnight ago as
WFUV prepared to celebrate its 15th
anniversary. Grant was made anonymously by a well-known foundation,
Father Trivett said.
$1,000 scholarship award ■ The Maryland-D. C. Broadcasters Assn. has

The Pulse retained ■ National Spanish
Broadcasters Assn. has retained The
Pulse Inc. to make a nationwide survey
of the Spanish-speaking market.
Consecration ■ KBOW Butte, Mont.,
sent a crew to Helena, 65 miles away,
to broadcast the consecration of the

Rev. Raymond G. Hunthausen as
bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese
of Helena. The entire 3Vi hour ceremony was broadcast with only one inter uption— a station break.
Foreign aid ■ Bill McLain, engineer at
KTNT-TV Tacoma, is sending a supply
of school materials to an impoverished
Mexican village, Huajintian. The supplies, donated by KTNT sponsors, will
be hurried to the town which is described as having only a school, a
teacher and a blackboard as educational
facilities.
Watching the late show ■ WNEM-TV
Saginaw-Bay City, Mich., has begun a
full offering of early morning programming for more than 30,000 swing-shift
workers in its coverage area. WNEM
features a news wrap-up at 1 a.m. followed by a syndicated film Monday
through Thursday, and a full-length
feature film on Friday. A 5:50 a.m.
news round-up Monday-Friday also has
been instituted.

PROGRAMMING

CHANGING

TV

PROGRAM

SCENE

More shifts in NBC's current schedule announced;
some planned shows for next season are revealed
The changing form of current program schedules on the networks at midseason and broad-stroke references to
the next season continue to grip the
attention of agency and network programmers.
A highlight last week: NBC-TV's
"preview" of what's on its planning
board for 1963-64. The platform used
was the annual network-affiliate get-together, held last week at the Americana Hotel in New York City (also see
story, page 52).
Some of the information as presented
had been indicated or disclosed in the
past (Broadcasting, Nov. 5). Other
program plans were announced or mentioned for the first time.
NBC-TV, in the meantime, figured
prominently in more changes for the
current, 1962-63 season.
New Cancellation ■ The network
cancelled Don't Call Me Charlie from
its Friday schedule effective 9:30-10
p.m. on Jan. 25 and replaces that show
with The Price Is Right on Feb. 1.
Price, a prize show that's taped, has
been in the Monday night schedule at
9:30 p.m.
This development means a change
on Monday evening for NBC-TV that
includes nearly all of its programming
in prime time except Brinkley's Journal
64

at 10-10:30 p.m. — the next half hour
is station time.
Several days earlier NBC-TV announced itwould program 20th Century-Fox features in the 7:30-9:30 p.m.
periods
whileSaints
dropping
It's A (BroadMan's
World and
& Sinners
casting, Dec. 3).
A new audience participation series
starring Art Linkletter and originating
in Hollywood is expected to fill the
Monday spot vacated by The Price Is
Right.
New Shows ■ Here are the programs
mentioned to affiliates by Mort Werner,
vice president-programming, NBC-TV,
which may find their way onto next
year's schedule:
Mr. Werner confirmed that new
comedy series under development include one that would star Bill
Dana, another for Ann Southern, a
third for Imogene Coca {Grindl, a
Screen Gems show) and a fourth for
Larry Blyden. The latter half-hour
series is Harry's Girls produced by
MGM-TV. NBC-TV Sales Vice President Don Durgin confirmed its sale to
Colgate-Palmolive in the next season
and for 52 weeks (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 12).
Drama Plans ■ Under the "drama"
umbrella: the Richard Boone-Clifford

Odets series, details of which were
announced last week, and to be produced by Goodson-Todman; Face to
Face starring Dana Andrews and for
which a pilot went into production last
week in Chicago; Adamsburg, described
as a "continued story in nighttime television" in which each episode will be
self-contained and yet have a common
theme. Adamsburg is a Four Star Television production.
As referred to in past reports, a
new one-hour series that will star Robert Taylor with the Dept. of Health,
Education & Welfare as background is
to
TV.be prepared by Four Star for NBCAlso mentioned: Jonathan Croft, an
MGM-TV anthology fashioned after an
adventurer-writer-traveler such as Ernest Hemingway (Broadcasting, Nov.
5), and Mr. Novak, initially reported as
a half-hour situation comedy being
produced by MGM-TV. A series of
spy stories, Espionage, conceived by
Herb Brodkin and various pilots spun
out of Wide Country were also briefly
noted.
'Bells' Silenced ■ CBS-TV, in the
meantime, indicated its plans for Bells
Are Ringing, a situation comedy based
on the musical with Cara Williams as
the possible star and which MGM-TV
would produce, had fallen through.
At Palm Springs where network executives met with the CBS-TV Network
Affiliates Assn. Board, some plans for
the next season were discussed. Among
them the previously announced onehour United Artist Tv-produced program starring George Scott, the new
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

Maintenance

for Collins

FM

transmitters

Collins' performance record of less down time than any other make of transmitter is a fact
we can demonstrate. So, what maintenance amounts to is mostly regular dusting . . . with a
good dust cloth. Keeps your Collins FM transmitter clean. And gleaming, as befits modern
station decor. □ Of course, you don't have to dust (although we recommend it). In which
case, your Collins FM transmitter will just stand there, dustily transmitting a clean, strong
signal. Makes for great reception . . . happy listeners. And you know what that means to
advertisers! □ Get complete information on Collins' complete line of FM transmitters.
They're available in models from 250 to 20,000 watts (5 kw shown above). Call your Collins
Broadcast Sales Engineer today. □ COLLINS RADIO COMPANY • Cedar Rapids, Iowa •
Dallas, Texas • Los Angeles, California • New York, New York • International, Dallas
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comedy series starring Phil Silvers and
to be sponsored by General Foods, and
a new series that will be authored by
Jerome Weidman (/ Can Get It For
You Wholesale, other books and plays).
The Weidman series format is conceived in the one-hour length and has
tentatively been titled My Third Angel.
ABC-TV's hopes for the next season have been referred to in regional
affiliate meetings (Broadcasting, Dec.
3). Among its plans: the signing of
Jerry Lewis to a weekly, two-hour program, a contract that covers a fiveyear period. The 40 shows Mr. Lewis
would be associated with next season
reportedly involve a commitment by
ABC-TV of nearly $8 million (see page
68). The network also has at least
$3.5 million earmarked for pilots for
the next season.
Contract date okay near
for producers and union
The Film Producers Assn. of New
York announced last week it has
reached an agreement in principle with
the East Coast Council of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes (IATSE) under which contracts between FPA and seven union
locals would expire on a common date.
Pacts between FPA and the locals now
have varying termination dates, necessitating individual negotiations.
The union has proposed that Dec.
31, 1965 be set as the expiration date
for all IATSE local contracts with FPA.
The association is taking this suggestion under advisement, pending another
meeting.
FPA and IATSE also are considering
the establishment of a unified industry
and union pension-welfare insurance
fund. Currently IATSE locals have individual insurance plans, to which producers contribute. (FPA represents
East Coast producers of tv film commercials and non-theatrical films.)
For listeners
KM LA (FM) Los Angeles is
taping the regular Tuesday luncheon meetings of the Los Angeles
Advertising Club and broadcasting them Tuesday evenings, starting at 8:05 p.m. Broadcasts may
run until 9 p.m. or only until
8:30 p.m., depending on their
content and its interest for the
general public. John L. Sullivan,
vice president and special events
director of KMLA, who arranged
for the broadcasts, precedes and
concludes each one with a brief
commentary.
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Santa
WIRED

Monica
SYSTEM

pay

tv to start

in 14

months

DEMONSTRATED IN HOLLYWOOD
was made by H. W. Sargent Jr., vice
Pay tv will become a reality in Santa
Monica, Calif., a seaside suburb of president in charge of technical operations for the franchise company, who
Los Angeles, within 14 months, according to Oliver A. Unger, president of conducted the demonstration. "What
Home Entertainment Co. of America
we're building in Santa Monica," he
said," is a 20,000-seat theatre, the larand board chairman of Home Entergest in the world. The cost of installing
tainment Co. of Los Angeles. The
a
cable
theatre seat is approximately
latter holds the Santa Monica fran10% of the cost of installing a single
chise to use the H E system.
seat in a conventional theatre." A
Mr. Unger announced his company's
company spokesman described this as
plans for program service in Santa
"very conservative" statement, since
Monica Wednesday (Dec. 5) at a aa theatre
seat today costs $600 to $800,
gathering of some 500 Hollywood ex- and the cost of equipping an HEC
ecutives, stars and newsmen in the new
home would be generally less than $60.
franchise company's headquarters to see
Physically, the Home Entertainment
the first public demonstration of the
system consists of a studio control
pay tv system.
center, a coaxial network and a home
General Telephone Co. of California
installation including a meter, outside
will begin installing coaxial cables to as an electric meter, and a wall outconnect the central studios of the pay
let, similar to a telephone jack, intv firm and the homes of its subside the home. This is used to plug in
scribers early in the new year, Mr.
a hand-held remote-control program
Unger said. Full-scale program service
will begin about a year later, and he selector. "The only connection to your
emphasized that it will be a regular television set is to the antenna terminals on the back," a booklet states.
service, offering subscribers their choice
of two programs day in and day out, Billing is done monthly, computed
from perforations in a paper disc inand in no sense a test or experiment.
side the meter.
The decision to use cables instead of
Subscri
bers will be charged a $10
airwaves to transmit the Home Entertainment program service frees the installation fee, plus a service charge
company from the necessity of ob- of $1 a month, in addition to whattaining an FCC license to operate a
ever they spend to watch individual
tv broadcasting station. Mr. Unger
programs. Mr. Unger emphasized that
said the cable system also offers major
this service is supplementary to comfinancial advantages. When a broadmercial television and not a replacecast system is used, decoders must be
ment for it. The home entertainment
installed on the receivers of all sub- program service will utilize a threescribers to permit them to receive the channel tv band made up
of two proprograms they have paid for, which are
gram channels and a program informabroadcast as scrambled signals to pretion channel that provides a continuous
vent their reception by non-subscribers.
preview of the programs scheduled
The cost of these decoders exceeds
for the hours and days ahead. The two
cable costs by a ratio of five to one,
program channels will offer contrasting
he said.
entertainment. A hypothetical program
In Santa Monica, with a potential
schedule showed a first-run movie on
of 20,000 subscribers, the Home Enterone
channel, opposite a prize fight one
tainment investment costs will average
evening, a symphonic concert the next
about $40 a home, Mr. Unger esti- and a basketball tournament, an opera,
mated. An individual or group considering aHome Entertainment fran- a stage show and a Las Vegas production on other nights. Educational prochise for a city of about the same size
grams and stock market reports (conought to have a minimum capital of
tinuous from opening to closing of the
$2 million. He said that it would be
New
York
Stock Exchange) would fill
improper to try to apply the $2 million
for 20,000-homes relationship to larger the morning hours, with movies and
cultural programs in the afternoon.
or smaller communities, as the conPrices in this sample schedule ranged
struction and equipping of the central
control center and its associated studios
from a low of 15 cents for stock market reports to $1.50 for one new mocalls for a sizable sum of money retion picture, although mostly the
gardless of the size of the area to be
movies
were priced at $1 or $1.25.
served. "We could serve 5 million
homes with the same control center
There were even a couple of Sunday
equipment we're going to use here for morning religious shows at no cost.
Brief talks were made by John K.
20,000 homes," he said.
West, vice president of RCA, which is
A different kind of a cost comparison
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Over the years, champion drivers participating in the national truck drivers'
roadeo, where eligibility requires topmost safe driving records, have agreed that
these tips help them drive safely:
• On long drives, stop now and
then to refresh your reflexes,

• Never pass on a hill on any- • Be patient. Impatience is apt
thing but a divided highway,
to lead a driver to take chances.

• Don't "tailgate" — truck • Obey all speed limits. Ex- • Have your vehicle checked
driver language for following cessive speed is the leading regularly, to keep it in safe
the vehicle ahead too closely,
cause of accidents.
operating condition.

AMERICAN

TRUCKING

INDUSTRY

American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
THE WHEELS THAT GO EVERYWHERE
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Bluth, vice president of GlennArmistead, which is providing live and
tape remote program facilities; President George Chandler of Screen Actors
Guild; Mayor Thomas M. McCarthy
of Santa Monica and Ludlow Flower,
chairman of the Los Angeles Coliseum
Commission.
Mr. Unger announced that Wendell
■o
Corey, actor and president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, had accepted the presidency of
Home Entertainment Co. of Los Angeles; that Jerry Gabriel would serve
as vice president for operation; and
Jack Orbison, former CBS director,
would be program director.
Lewis

show

ABC-TV

to cost

$7.6

■a

million

ABC-TV hasn't decided between Friday and Saturday as the night to present its Sunday punch for the 1963-64
tv season — a two-hour, $7.6 million effort built around the weekly cavortings
of comedian Jerry Lewis.
The network also indicated last week
that it doesn't regard the contract for
40 programs as conferring upon Mr.
Lewis the sole control over both the
show and its sponsors. ABC-TV thus
in effect challenged a report published
in Hollywood which indicated otherwise.
Mr. Lewis will put the show together,
but in association with ABC-TV, that
network let it be known last week. ABCTV's commitment of $7.6 million for
the Lewis show, generally regarded as
one of the highest yet made by the
network, will include $3 million as a
fee for the comedian and the other
$4.6 million for the costs of producing
the 40 programs.
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supplying Home Entertainment with its
studio equipment; Ernest W. Watson,
vice president of General Telephone;
Harry P. Gough, vice president of General Electric Co., which is designing
the customer equipment; Dr. Leon
Riebman, president of American Electronic Labs, which is producing the
-o E.
electronic equipment, and Joseph

NBC-TV

baseball scheduled

NBC-TV will carry a 50-game schedule of Major League Baseball on Saturday and Sunday during the 1963 season,
it was announced
week S.byGallery.
NBC's
director
of sports,lastTom
The telecasts will start April 13 and 14
and continue through Sept. 28 and 29.
Mr. Gallery also announced that Joe
Garagiola, former National League
catcher, has been signed to a long-term
contract as an NBC sports commentator. For the past two years he has
been one of the commentators for the
NBC-TV baseball telecasts.
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Steverino! Lots of the gay charm of the Steve
Allen Show lies in the spur-of-the-moment inspirations of its star, duplicated with unique
"now-ness" for coast-to-coast syndication.

For

the

Scotch"

drama

of

fit..
jj0u foofe at

Peacherino! If you get the impression from this
commercial of a real-live-girl with peachesand-cream complexion, credit "New Woodbury
Beauty Bar" and "SCOTCH" brand Video Tape!

its

happening

now..

brand

Live-Action
Video
Tape!
go
on
the
air
fast.
Creators
of
shows
and comVisual presence, the feeling of "it's happening
mercials
can
see
how
production
is
going
mere
now," adds viewer-convincing believability and
minutes after actual shooting, when improveexcitement, helps put drama in show and commercial alike ! And the sure way to capture presence
ment iseasy, changes economical. You can view
newly
produced special effects right away, too!
extraordinary is with "Scotch" brand LiveAction Video Tape.
Video tape combines visual elements with inComplete compatibility of picture source and
stantaneous speed, and in creative hands there's
practically no limit to the number of special effects
picture (both electronic) achieves sharply defined
tonal values for superior picture quality, both in
possible on "Scotch" Video Tape.
black-andrwhite and color. And the superb pic"Techniques of Editing Video Tape," a 32page brochure, reports on current practices that
ture recorded on the master tape is readily transferred to duplicate tapes, or kines.
are making tape editing easier than ever and provides examples of special effects. For your copy —
Video tape also makes production "happen
free
—
write Magnetic Products Division, Dept.
now!" It performs instantly, needs no processing,
MBX-122, 3M Company, St. Paul 1, Minn.
plays back immediately. Taped news events can
•'SCOTCH"
IS A REGISTERED
TRADEMARK OF
MINNESOTA
PAU
L I.MINN MINING
EXPORT:ft MANUFACTURING
9 9 PARK AVE , HEWCO.,YORK,ST.
CANADA: LONDON. ONTARIO. ©1962. 3M CO.
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NEA says educators neglect etv in-the-home
SO IT PROPOSES PLAN TO INSTRUCT ADULTS THROUGH TV
Because educators "have been somewhat preoccupied with the use of television for in-school instruction" the National Education Assn. has started a
project to urge the use of television to
educate adults to problems of living
with the complexities of an urban existence.

its project — "Usin proposing
NEA
ing Television
for the Improvement of
Urban Life" — said that except for some
programs produced by the National
Educational Tv Network, educators
have overlooked tv in its "broader context— that of serving as an effective education tool for the entire community."
Dr. Harold Wigren, etv consultant for
NEA, said that he felt that out-of -school
community etv had been ". . . rather
sorely neglected in our society."
Since programming of this nature is
directed at the community NEA feels
that action should be taken at the local
level. If a program is to result in action
on community problems, then it must
be tailor-made to local needs, the association said.
To gain insight into the project of
community etv the NEA held interviews
with leading educational broadcasters,
urban experts, other communicators
and education people. The NEA asked
how to get people to watch (out-ofschool instructive programs), how to
get the public agreeable to using television in this manner and other pertinent questions.
As a result of these interviews and
meetings with members of already operating projects the NEA hopes to develop definite guidelines for communities wishing to start similar operations.
Like wildfire ■ There are nearly 100
stations that now have projects to educate adults to community problems and
the number is "spreading like wildfire"
Dr. Wigren said.
Although the project best fits itself
to etv stations, some of the most successful programs have been on commercial stations. Dr. Wigren pointed out
that the programming schedules of etv
stations are much more plastic to community programming needs than are
those of commercial stations.
Some of the most successful operations, however, were Focal Point on
WBZ-TV Boston (Broadcasting, Nov.
19) and Operation Alphabet (measures
against illiteracy) on WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Metroplex Assembly, a highly successful project carried on educational
station KETC(TV) St. Louis is a townmeeting type program that presents
community problems to interested persons and provides for discussion groups
70 (PROGRAMMING)

that contribute to the program.
Dr. Wigren said that although first
successes have been on regular etv and
commercial broadcast stations, the development of similar projects need not
be limited to these. Other services such
as closed circuit systems also can be
valuable tools.
NEA warns that community projects
should avoid topics that viewers already
have fixed opinions about, as action can
best be motivated through television if
it is used to create new ideas and
opinions. Viewers also should be stimulated to take action after the program and form discussion groups. But
NEA said that television cannot be
the "panacea for complex problems . . .
it is one step along the road."
Second

year started

on 'Biography' series
Production has started on a secondyear cycle of the Biography half-hour
tv series with George Bernard Shaw as
the first subject, Seymour Reed, president of Official Films Inc., co-producer
and distributor of the programs, reported last week.
Others to be spotlighted in the new
Biography segments include Dag Hammarskjold, Eva Peron, lohn Barrymore,
Princess Margaret, Nikita Khrushchev
and Ernie Pyle. The series is being produced for Official by Wolper Productions in Hollywood, which is obtaining
film sequences from sources throughout
the world.
The first year cycle of 39 episodes of
Biography has been sold in 164 markets
on a 52 week basis, including 13 repeat
usages. The second year of programming will consist of 26 new half hours.
Buyers will have the option of 26 repeat usages of these films; 26 from the
original Biography group, or a combination of both.
WBC

sponsors

showing

of

'Black Nativity' in N.Y.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. will
sponsor a Christmas week engagement
of "Black Nativity," an internationally
acclaimed gospel play, at Philharmonic
Hall in New York's Lincoln Center.
The stage presentation has also been
taped as a tv special for showing in
other markets and on commercial tv in
Great Britain.
In the U. S., the program will be
shown in prime evening time on various
datestvduring
Christmas
in WBC's
five
markets,
Boston, week
San Francisco,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Baltimore;

What do you want?
Four Star Distributing Corp.
plans to offer both Dick Powell's
Zane Grey Theater and The Detectives, starring Robert Taylor,
to stations on a "how do you like
'em, length-wise?" basis. Mr.
Taylor and Mr. Powell are filming on-camera bridges so that
their off-network series may be
bought in a variety of lengths.
Zane Grey may be obtained as
a half-hour show, or, with bridges,
as an hour program. The Detectives, which was produced in
both hour and half-hour versions,
will be offered in their original
forms; as two half-hours back to
back or as half hour shows, representing the first and second
halves of the hour versions.

also in some 25 other markets via syndication. In addition, a broadcast from
Philharmonic Hall will be carried by
WBC's radio stations in New York,
Chicago, Boston, Pittsburgh, Fort
Wayne and Cleveland.
"Black Nativity," which will interrupt
a European tour for the New York run
(Dec. 23-29), is produced by Michael
R. Santangelo, executive producer of
WBC. The play initially opened a year
ago as an off-Broadway production in
New York.
NBC-TV plans series
with Richard Boone
NBC-TV plans a new series of onehour original dramas for the 1963-64
season. The as-yet-untitled series will
have Richard Boone, who has starred
for
years asin host
CBS-TV's
Gun —
Will sixTravel,
and starHave
performer,
Clifford Odets as author and script
editor, and its own repertory company
of actors.
Announced last week by Mort Werner, vice president, programs, NBC-TV,
the series will be a Mark Goodson-Bill
Todman production in association with
NBC, and will be filmed in Hollywood.
Mr. Odets, who has written many stage
and motion picture plays, has not previously worked in tv.
Film Sales . . .
Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre
(Four Star): Sold to WKST-TV
Youngstown, Ohio; WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, and KTBS-TV Shreveport,
La. Now in 9 markets.
Girl Talk (ABC Films) : Sold to Hill
Bros. Coffee, via N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia, for 48 markets (Youngstown, Ohio; Duluth, Minn.; Fargo,
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The

jet inspection

Jet inspection is a continuous process at
Air France. It starts before a jet takes
off. Continues in the air. Begins again
after it lands. Gets progressively more
extensive during regular checkups after
every 50, 200 and 2000 hours of flight.
By the time an Air France Jet has flown
5,000 hours, an incredible 200,000 manhours will have been spent on its care.

that

never

ends

During this time, every part has been
rigorously tested by expert technicians,
using the most delicate equipment.
Accurate records, showing the complete
life history of every part, are constantly
examined. Replacements are made
automatically, long before the need for
such maintenance is ever apparent.
Continuous inspections and scientific

maintenance are always there behind
the scenes. Smoothing the way every
moment for your greater enjoyment
of that world-famous service that is
France aloft— Air France!
If you'd like to find out more about Air
France maintenance, and the painstaking way each crew is trained, a comprehensive booklet is yours for the asking.

WORLD'S
LARGEST
AIRLINE
/ FIRST
IN INTERNATIONAL
PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
Public relations personnel ready to serve you in New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Montreal and Mexico City.
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PETRILLO'S
SUN
SETS
40-year reign as head of Chicago AFM local ends
as political newcomer wins election by 95 votes
The colorful, often stormy career of decades and without opposition since
1933.
music union strong-man James Caesar
Petrillo is almost over.
Mr. Petrillo, now 71, withdrew from
The end was signalled in Chicago last presidency of the national AFM in
1958 and was succeeded by Herman D.
Wednesday evening (Dec. 5) as election judges — exhausted from two days Kenin, whom he supported.
of around-the-clock balloting and countMr. Richards's 1,690 votes topped
ing labors — announced that a local so- Mr. Petrillo's by a margin of 95. Other
ciety band leader had defeated Mr.
candidates running with Mr. Richards
Petrillo by a slim margin for the presi- on a slate called "Chicago Musicians
dency of Local 10 of the American
for Union Democracy" also defeated
Federation of Musicians.
nearly all Petrillo administration inThe winner is Bernard F. Richards
cumbents. One of Mr. Petrillo's sons,
of suburban Evanston, 111. He will take James J. Petrillo, incumbent secretaryoffice after the New Year as the head
treasurer of Local 10, was defeated
2,062-to- 1,209 by Ervin H. Trisko.
of the AFM's richest local, a post which
Mr. Petrillo had held tightly for four
A general vote recount is expected.

Membership Rights ■ The Richards
group ran on a platform that promised
to return to the rank-and-file membership their rights to be heard when decisions and negotiations are made concerning their economic and working
welfare. Mr. Richards also promised
that employers of musicians would have
a chance to be heard when contracts
are negotiated, instead of merely being
"told" what wages they would have to
pay. He indicated that through more
realistic policies he hoped to encourage
more use of live music.
The Richards group appears to be
principally
composed
musicians who work
short of
term"jobber"
or one-night
music jobs in the greater Chicago area.
They complained that when the union
"arbitrarily" raised the wage scale without consulting either the musicians or
the prospective music buyers, the buyers simply cut the size of bands they
ordered to keep costs in line and thus

• -1

Bernard F. Richards (with crossed arms) is surrounded*
by cheering well-wishers as he claims victory in his fight
to unseat long-time AFM local president, James Caesar
Petrillo. Mr. Richards, a society bandleader, won the
$26,000 a year post by a slim 95-vote margin.

James J. Petrillo (standing, I) and his brother, Lee (sons
of James Caesar Petrillo) watch as an election worker
re-checks the vote in the Local 10, Chicago AFM election.
Results showed James C. out as president and James J.
defeated in race for secretary-treasurer.

fornia; Reno, Nev.; Phoenix; Tucson;
N. D.; Minneapolis; Rochester, Minn.;
El Paso; Portland, Ore.; Seattle, Yakima
Sioux Falls, S. D.; Indianapolis; Green
Bay, La Crosse, Madison, Milwaukee
and Spokane, all Washington; Albuand Wausau, all Wisconsin; Champaign,
querque; Denver, Grand Junction and
Pueblo, all Colorado; Salt Lake City
111.; Chicago; Davenport, Iowa; Fort
and Honolulu). Also sold to Clairol
Wayne, Ind.; Peoria, Rockford and
Springfield, all Illinois; South Bend;
Inc., via Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, for five markets: New York, Los
Detroit, Flint, Grand Rapids, and
Traverse City, all Michigan; Toledo;
Angeles, Chicago, Detroit and San
Francisco. Other markets sold are
Cleveland; Chico, Fresno, Sacramento,
Salinas, Bakersfield, San Francisco,
Washington, D. C; Portland, Me.; Cincinnati and St. Louis. In 53 markets.
Santa Barbara, and San Diego, all Cali72 (PROGRAMMING)

Highway Patrol (Economee) : Sold
to KBTV (TV) Denver; WAGA-TV
Atlanta; XETV (TV) San Diego; KTTSTV Springfield,
Mo.;Lake
KALB-TV
andria, La.; KPLC
Charles, AlexLa.;
WSIX-TV Nashville, Tenn., and KODETV Joplin, Mo. Now in 150 markets.

|
|

[
[
]

Sea Hunt (Economee) : Sold to
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.; WPRO-TV ]
Providence, R. I.; WOOD-TV Grand i
Rapids, Mich.; WTVC (TV) ChattaBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962 !

TV Syracuse, N. Y.; WHBF-TV Rock
Island, 111.; XETV (TV) San Diego;
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.; WLOS-TV
Ashville, N. C; KPLC-TV Lake Charles,
La., and KALB-TV Alexandria, La.
Now in 95 markets.
Ann Sothern Show (Economee):
Sold to WRCV-TV Philadelphia; WTAE
(TV) Pittsburgh; WHEN-TV Syracuse,
N. Y.; WPSD-TV Paducah, Ky.; KVALTV Eugene, Ore.; WFRV (TV) Green
Bay, Wis.; KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.;
KVII (TV) Amarillo, Tex., and WOITV Ames-Des Moines, Iowa. Now in
65 markets.
James Caesar Petri Ho
40-year reign ends
fewer musicians had a chance to work.
Broadcast Policy m Mr. Richards said
he is not yet informed about terms of
Local 10 or National AFM contracts
in the broadcast field and did not have
any idea about what policy would be
followed. He said this question will be
the responsibility of the membership
to decide.
Mr. Richards said "We would like
very much to have Mr. Petrillo be our
friend. He has been our friend." He
praised Mr. Petrillo's contributions to
the growth of the union in the past but
said that he is "out of touch" now with
the daily working problems of the working musician.
Mr. Richards is 57 and has been a
member of Local 10 since he was 20.
He never before held office. The presidency pays $26,000. Local 10's treasury reportedly tops $5 million.
Mr. Petrillo's music career began
some 55 years ago in Chicago when
Jane Addams of Hull House gave him
a trumpet. He said he never learned
to play very well but it was "loud." He
headed a local independent musicians'
union until defeat in 1917, his first and
only setback until now. He then
switched over to the Chicago Federation of Musicians and became president
in 1922. He became head of the national AFM in 1940 and embarked
upon a series of running battles with
broadcasters, record companies and the
late President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

j nooga, Tenn.; KMID-TV MidlandOdessa, Tex.; KCTV (TV) San Angelo,
I Tex.; KIVA-TV Yuma, Ariz.; KARD| TV Wichita, Kan.; WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich.; WCAX-TV Burlington, Vt.;
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo. Now in
135 markets.
Bat Masterson (Economee): Sold to
! KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.; CKLW-TV
l Windsor-Detroit; WXEX-TV Richmond,
I Va.; WPSD-TV Paducah, Ky.; WHENBRQ AD CASTING, December 10, 1962

Debbie Drake (Banner Films) : Sold
to WEHT (TV) Evansville, Ind.;
WMAZ-TV Macon, Ga.; WKTV (TV)
Utica, N. Y., and WITN-TV Washington, N. C. Now in 94 markets.
Holiday Specials (NTA) : Sold to
WWTV (TV) Cadillac and WLUC-TV
Marquette, both Michigan; WDSM-TV
Duluth, Minn.; WLUK-TV Green Bay,
Wis.; WHIZ-TV Zanesville, Ohio;
KGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex.; and WTAP
(TV) Parkersburg, W. Va. Now in a
total of 122 markets.
Cavalcade of the 60's Group II
(Allied Artists Tv) : Sold to KBAK-TV
Bakersfield, Calif.; WFRV (TV) Green
Bay, Wis.; KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.,
and KONA-TV Honolulu. Now in a
total of 21 markets.
Christmas in the Holy Land (MGMTV): Sold to KOMO-TV Seattle;
KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla.; KROD-TV
El Paso, Tex.; WRBL-TV Columbus,
Ga.; WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.;
WALB-TV Albany, Ga.; KFDA-TV
Amarillo, Tex., and WIMA-TV Lima,
Ohio. Now in 18 markets.
The Detectives (Four Star) : Sold to
WKST-TV Youngstown, Ohio, and
KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo. Now
in 19 markets.
The Law and Mr. Jones (Four Star) :
Sold to WKST-TV Youngstown, Ohio,
and WJAR-TV Providence, R.I. Now
in 8 markets.
Target: The Corrupters (Four Star) :
Sold to WKST-TV Youngstown, Ohio.
Now in 8 markets.
Stagecoach West (Four Star): Sold
to WKST-TV Youngstown, Ohio. Now
in 3 markets.
TV Concert Specials (Seven Arts
Assoc.): Sold to WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich. Now in 31 markets.
Outlaws (NBC Films): Sold to
WTVC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn.;
KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.; WTEV
(TV) New Bedford, Mass.; KGGM-TV
Albuquerque, N.M.; KGUN-TV Tucson, Ariz.; WO AY-TV Oak Hill, W.Va.;

WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio; WIS-TV Columbia, S. C; KTAL-TV Shreveport,
La.; WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111., and
WSPA-TV
50 markets. Spartanburg, S.C. Now in
Seven Arts' Volumes 4 and 5 (Seven
Arts Assoc.): Sold to WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and KRDO-TV Colorado
Springs, Colo. KRDO-TV also bought
Volume 3, which is now in 86 markets.
Volumes 4 and 5 now in 40 markets.
Program notes...
Form Spanish division ■ A Spanishlanguage division for the production of
commercials and programs has been
formed by Indopro Assoc., New York.
Indopro, specialists in creation of radio
and tv promotion for motion pictures,
also records a daily Spanish program
for WBNX New York.
New space completions ■ Ten new segments of Red Rocket, an animated
cartoon series for tv, have been completed by Space Age Productions, Los
Angeles. A total of 130 are planned
for a half-year's supply. Plans call for
five 3 Vi -minute segments comprising a
complete story each week. The series
is also available in a 15-minute, once-aweek format.
Editorial service formed ■ Sel Levy,
motion picture producer and editor, has
formed Films by Sel Levy Inc., New
York, a firm specializing in editorial
services. Located at 630 Ninth Ave.,
zone 36, Mr. Levy's firm will also pro7-1520.duce films for tv. Telephone is Circle
Program inspires book ■ The Years
Between: A Dramatic Look at the
Twenties and Thirties, a fully illustrated
209-page book developed from several
broadcasts of The Twentieth Century,
CBS-TV documentary series, was published by Little, Brown & Co. Nov. 13.
The book, which retails for $6.95, was
written by Marvin Barrett.
New location ■ Don Meier Productions
Inc., Chicago, producer of new NBCTV Wild Kingdom series, has moved to
new office at 333 North Michigan.
Phone: Central 6-3786.
Free film ■ A new 16mm color film,
"Mexico Impressions," just released by
American Airlines, is available to tv
stations on a free-loan basis through
Association Films Inc., New York. The
14V2 -minute travelogue is produced by
Audio Productions.
'Shannon' roles ■ Finlay Currie, British film actor, and Rod Taylor of U. S.
prominence will co-star in "The Ordeal
of Dr. Shannon," now being filmed
and taped in England and Scotland for
Dec. 16 presentation on NBC-TV in
DuPont Show of the Week series. Pro73

Videotape Productions adds three new men
Videotape Productions of New
manager for the QXR Radio NetYork Inc. last week announced the
work. Mr. Rendely was execuuve
addition of three new men as part of tv producer at Hicks & Greist, New
a company reorganization prompted
York, and vice president of production and sales at William La Cava
by an increase in business volume
since the opening earlier this fall Assoc., New York.
of an additional large studio.
New assignments in the reorganization program include the shift of
The sonnel
Videotape
center's
new
perare Charles Adams and Don
Herb Hobler, formerly sales manKyser, both named account execuager, to director of production operations. John B. Lanigan, vice
tives in the sales department, and
Dick Rendely, who becomes the president and general manager, has
assumed Mr. Hobler's former funcfirm's sixth staff producer.
Mr. Adams was previously senior
tions. Phil McEneny and Hal Stone
account executive at MGM Tele- have moved from sales into the prostudios, New York. Mr. Kyser was
duction department as staff proformerly program and eastern sales ducers.

r. Rendely

/lr. Kyser

gram, which is being co-produced by
NBC-TV and Associated-Rediffusion
and will be shown on commercial tv
in United Kingdom, is an adaptation of
A. J. Cronin's Shannon's Way novel
(At Deadline, Oct. 15). Mr. Taylor
will be in the title role.

by the Arabian American Oil Co. Titled
The Science of Oil and The Explorers,
both 16mm features are being distrib-

Directory of free films ■ Over 130
hours of film programming offered to
tv stations at no cost is described in the
new tv Programming Guide, being distributed by Sterling Movies U. S. A.
Inc., New York. The listings include
87 half-hour and 57 quarter-hour public service programs.

WEST

Acquires series ■ Hoffberg Productions
Inc., New York, last week announced
it had acquired world release of a series
of 13 Morgantone News programs.
Each 10-minute segment features tv
comedian Henry Morgan in the newsreel-style comedies.
Adds series ■ KMOX St. Louis has
bought The Shadow, a radio drama series syndicated by Charles Michelson
Inc., New York. The show is now in
23 markets.
Free film ■ Two films depicting the scientific search for oil have been released
74 (PROGRAMMING)

Filmways
COAST

uted on a free-loan basis to tv stations
by Sterling Movies U. S. A. Inc., New
York. The Science of Oil is 20 minutes
in length; The Explorers, 27 minutes.
Musical drama cancelled ■ Leonard
Bernstein's original modern musical
drama, which had been scheduled for
April 1, 1963, on CBS-TV, has been
cancelled because of the composer-conductor's "tremendously heavy schedule." The Ford Motor Co. had ordered
sponsorship of the special, along with
three other programs in the Leonard
Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic series. Those broadcasts will be
seen as scheduled.
Science fiction series " New science
fiction series, Stand-By, is being produced by Joe Stefano's independent
company. Villa de Stefano, through
Daystar Productions for ABC-TV, with
the pilot filmed last week at MGM
studios in Hollywood. Leslie Stevens,
Daystar's executive producer, directed
the pilot from a script co-written with
Frank Moss. Cliff Robertson, Jacqueline Scott and Lee Philips starred.
NBC-TV daytime changes ■ NBC-TV
last week announced the following
changes in its Mon.-Fri. afternoon program schedule, effective Dec. 31. They
are: The Match Game, a new game
show produced by Goodson-Todm^n,
to begin Dec. 31 at 4-4:25 p.m. EST.
NBC News Afternoon Report, a fiveminute news program, will move from
4:55 p.m. to 4:25 p.m. Make Room
For Daddy will move from 4-4:30 p.m.
to 4:30-5 p.m., as previously announced. Here's Hollywood, now
broadcast 4:30-4:55 p.m., will be
dropped Dec. 28.

to quit tv production
ACTIVITY

TO CONTINUE,

Filmways Inc. has decided to get out
of the tv production field in the New
York area, it was disclosed last week
in the annual report of the company
for the fiscal year 1962 ended Aug. 31.
An agreement has been reached to lease
or sublease Filmways' New York facilities to Sutherland Assoc. Inc., New
York, but at the same time Filmways
will continue its west coast tv and feature film production. In tv, Filmways
is the producer of the highly popular
Beverly Hillbillies.
In a notice of the annual stockholders meeting, to be held in New
York Dec. 27, remuneration of officers
showed that Martin Ransohoff chairman of the board, received $67,600;
Will Cowan, vice president of the company and of Filmways of California
Inc., a subsidiary, and director of tv
commercials, $50,276, plus percentage

in N.Y.

SAYS

REPORT

of the profits of the California subsidiary and other emoluments; Rodney
Erickson, president, $42,300 (Mr.
Erickson resigned last month); Al
Simon, president of Filmways Tv Productions Inc., a subsidiary, $46,674 plus
extras. Lee Moselle has been president of the company since Nov. 12.
Consolidated revenues of Filmways
and subsidiaries for the fiscal year
reached $12,829,849, up 81% over
1961, but expenses were $13,105,709,
resulting in a net loss of $275,860. A
federal income tax credit of $150,000
reduced this loss to $125,860.
In the 1961 fiscal year, Filmways
revenues were $7,073,959; its net loss
was $288,466 reduced after federal income tax credit to $152,966.
Working capital at the beginning of
the year was $964,712; this increased
by the end of the year to $984,455.
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962
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Tabulations

from thousands

of viewing records

ARB maintains viewing records of thousands of television families to serve an ever
increasing variety of special client needs. Cross-tabulations can quickly tap this vast
storehouse of audience data to aid in the buying and selling of television time for greater
precision and effectiveness.
Custom research — at its automated best — solves the specific problems of audience duplication, determines net versus gross homes reached, and provides a wide range of additional information for evaluating audience efficiency.
/C~~7^\~^\ AMERICAN
Your needs dictate the flexibility of special tabulaf ffflfiM* ) RESEARCH
tions from available data. Unexcelled processing
\^*«Pv/ BUREAU
— —
r
DIVISION
OF
C-E-l-R INC.
techniques make them practical.

Help yourself to an EXTRA MEASURE OF AUDIENCE. Write or call for a copy
of this ARB booklet describing the capabilities for special tabulation research.
Washington WE 5-2600 • New York JU 6-7733 • Chicago 467-5750 • Los Angeles RA 3-8536
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Radio's
'61
net
slips to $29.4
million
FCC FINANCIAL REPORT SHOWS ALSO THAT MORE STATIONS HAD LOSSES
Radio took a beating in two categories last year.
■ Its net profit before federal income
tax dropped to $29.4 million for 1961
(35.9% drop from 1960's $42.9 million), the lowest profit figure since 1939
when the radio industry slid to a total
of $23.8 million.
■ More radio stations reported losses
for 1961 than for any year since the
FCC began compiling statistics on the
financial health of the broadcast industry: Almost 40% of the 3,469 am and
am-fm stations operating for the full
year found outgo higher than income,
the highest proportion of stations reporting losses in any year since 1937
when the FCC began publishing financial data.

Top

50

These are the two major conclusions
to be drawn from the 1961 radio financial data published last week by the
commission.
Radio revenues slumped 1.2% and
expenses rose 1.7%, which translates
into a revenue drop of $7 million and
an increase in expenses of $9.5 million
— or a total deficit of $16.5 million
from the figures in 1960.
Revenue-Income ■ Overall, the total
revenues for radio in 1961 reached
$590.7 million, down 1.2% from 1960's
$597.7 million.
Expenses for radio moved up 1.7%
—from $551.8 million in 1960 to
$561.3 million in 1961.
The FCC data, based on confidential
financial reports submitted yearly to the

national

spot

radio

government agency by all its licensees,
shows that overall the broadcasting industry, including both radio and tv,
almost reached the $2 billion mark in
1961. The whole panoply of broadcasting— am, fm, tv, program sales,
time sales, and, for fm, subsidiary services—reached exactly $1,909,000,000,
up Income
2.3% from
$1,866,300,000.
before1960's
federal
tax for the
entire industry was $266.4 million,
down 8.1% from 1960's $290 million.
Expenses were not only the villain in
radio, but also in tv for 1961. Tv expenses moved up 5.5% in 1961, to
$1,081,300,000,
fromwere
1960's
$1,024,500,000. Tv figures
reported
last
August (Broadcasting, Aug. 20).
Continued on page 80
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Market

Dollars
(in millions)

Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

New York
11.5
Chicago
$24.6
9.9
Los Angeles-Long Beach 6.9
Philadelphia
6.2
Detroit

Top five
markets got
30% of total
National

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Boston
San Francisco-Oakland
Cleveland
St. Louis
Washington

Top 10
markets got
40.6% of total
National
Spot Dollars

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Buffalo
Baltimore

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Hartford
Kansas City
Houston
Miami
Dallas

2.040
2.012
1.937
1.931
1.909

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Atlanta
Seattle
Milwaukee
Louisville
Des Moines

1.855
1.648
1.567
1.505
1.501

5.34
5.29
3.637
3.631
3.2
2.9
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3

Spot Dollars

Top
15 got
markets
47.1% of total
National
Spot Dollars
Top 20
markets got
52.1% of total
National
Spot Dollars
Top 25
markets got
56.2% of total
National
Spot Dollars

Dollars
Market
Rank
(in millions)
1.475
Portland (Ore.)
26.
27.
1.463
Indianapolis
28.
1.448
Columbus (Ohio)
29. Albany-Schenectady-Troy 1.368
San Diego
30.
1.285
1.284
Denver
31.
1.196
32.
Memphis
1.185
33.
New Orleans
San Antonio
1.156
34.
35.
Providence-Pawtucket
1.128
1.100
Sacramento
36.
1.078
Rochester (N. Y.)*
37.
Omaha
.994
.935
38.
Fort Worth
39.
.933
40.
Jacksonville
41.

Tampa-St. Petersburg

42.
43.
44.
45.

Syracuse
Richmond
Dayton
Newark (N. J.)

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Charlotte
Cedar Rapids
Birmingham
Oklahoma City
Shreveport

Top
30 got
markets
59.7% of total
National
Spot Dollars
Top
35 got
markets
62.7% of total
National
Spot Dollars
Top
40 got
markets
65.3% of total
National
Spot Dollars

.926
.888

Top
45 got
markets

.869
.859
.837

67.5% of total
National
Spot Dollars

.826
.805
.788
.770
.703

markets
Top
50 got
69.5% of total
National
Spot Dollars
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10TH
YEAR

DAREN

F. McGAVREN

DEDICATED

Daren

F. McGavren

McGavren-Guild,

Company

TO

THE

is renamed

Inc

Salesmen selection and incentive
result in high sales

81
plans
87

COMPANY

BROADCAST

McGavren

reveals

INDUSTRY

the secret

of how to

succeed as a rep
Radio profit in '61 slips to $29.4
FCC official report shows

84
million,
76

THROUGH

IT

A

LI

. . . first, with the debut of KABL, San Francisco, our first fabulous
good music operation . . . next, with astounding. WYSL in Buffalo . . . then,
with all-news X-TRA over Los Angeles.
All three stations had problems at the outset that would shake up the oldest, most
experienced hands. Somehow, you just wouldn't admit there were such things.
Nobody appreciates your two-fisted Irish selling rnoxie more than we.
To us, tt's rare but basic for success.
Even with 10 meteoric years behind you, an unforgettable echo of
the jolson era aptly fits our prediction for the McGavren broadcast future —
lost sincere appreciation — and congratulations.

THE

KLIF
WYSL
DALLAS
BUFFALO
78

|\|VM4*UL0l^

KABL
SAN FRANCISCO

KTSA
SAN ANTONIO

STATIONS

u.s. sales agent

KILT
WYNR
HEWS
HOUSTON
CHICAGO
OVER
LOS ANGELES
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McGAVREN

■ Radio

CO.

representative

■ Company
■ List size

plans
is not

IS

company

to devote
McGavren

TEN

YEARS

founded

in San

itself virtually
in building

criterion

national

sales

In the four years since the Daren
F. McGavren Company became a
national representative, it had opened eight regional offices —
manned 100 per cent by McGavren
employees. Moreover, each office
manager is a stockholder in the
company.
In order to maintain the same
spirit and philosophy of management and sales in each McGavren
office, all branches are staffed by
salesmen with head office experience.
Offices are located in New York,
Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, St. Louis, Atlanta and
Dallas — making the company fully
equipped and staffed in every area
that produces national volume.
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

markets

station

roster

part ofitself
Darenalmost
F. McGavren's
plans
devote
exclusively to
majorto
market stations.
Plans for the next ten years include
becoming the top billing national radio
company — with an important station in
every major market.
"The objective," says company president Daren F. McGavren, "is not to build
up our station roster in terms of numThe goal ofis select
to sellstations.
a lion's share
of the bers.
business

Daren F. McGavren

Radio

leads to

in 1952

With a major station in 21 of the top
markets, the McGavren company is becoming known as the major market representative in the radio field. This is

an example of the extremely low station
turnover through the years — an overall
satisfaction that is virtually unequalled
in the representative field.

staffing

Francisco

to major

The Daren F. McGavren Company celebrated ten years of service to the radio
industry last month. It was founded in
November, 1952, in San Francisco when
McGavren bought out Western Radio
Sales. Originally a regional radio representative, the McGavren company has
grown in the past decade to one of the
leading national sales companies in the
industry.
Significantly,
the client
company's
tion is still on the
roster.first
Thissta-is

National

OLD

research

McGAVREN

DEVELOPS

provides

essential

REVOLUTIONARY

The Daren F. McGavren Company's
research and promotion department, under the direction of Claire Horn, provides client stations with essential services and information to aid in selling national spot.
One of the most recent McGavren innovations was SRO — Systematic Rotation— designed to take advantage of phenomenal reach that radio is capable of
delivering.
According to Mrs. Horn, SRO is a
technique of taking advantage of a station's cumulative audience based on a full
week's listening in relation to average
quarter-hour ratings.
Because SRO is completely mathematical, itis unrelated to personal listening habit patterns thus minimizing both
horizontal and vertical audience duplication.
The actual SRO pattern is based on
a turnover rate, which determines the
number of quarter hours that lapse between each spot. In this way stations
are able to deliver maximum cumulative

SRO

services
FOR

REACH

homes with a minimum number of announcements.
Said Daren F. McGavren: "This is the
way to buy circulation in radio. We think
it may revolutionize the industry."
It takes all kinds of
stations to make a rep
There is no stereotype Daren F. McGavren Company station. Each station
is different — in programming, in ratings,
in audience and in volume. The company represents "contemporary popular
music," "better music," "middle of the
road" operation along with prestige network outlets and the first all news station.
By not being stereotyped, the Daren
F. McGavren Company is able to take
advantage of many campaigns that are
73
missed by representatives identified with
specialized programming. The advantage is that the company has client stations that reach almost every kind of
audience — and the agencies know this.
There is no "McGavren-type" station,
only "McGavren-type" service.

losses for 1961 than in any year in the
last 25 years, two-thirds listed their
deficits as less than $15,000.
Interestingly, almost the same number, two-thirds, reported net income of
less than $15,000.
The average revenue for stations
operating a full year and reporting a
profit was $190,350. The average revenue for stations operating for the fullyear and reporting a loss was $110,057.
Time Sales ■ Income from radio time
sales in 1961 reached $617.2 million,
down from 1960's $622.5 million which
was the highest in the last decade.
Radio stations got $35.8 million from
network sales in 1961; $197.35 million
from national spot, and $384 million
from local spot.
Local spot accounted for most of the
radio stations' revenues:- 62% of the
total. National spot accounted for 32%
of the total revenues, and network income, 6%.
Overall, the top expense in radio was
in the general and administrative category. This reached $197.4 million.
Programming was the second highest
figure in the expense ledger, $182.9
million. Selling ranked third, $101
million, and technical expenses were
last, $70 million.
This same ranking for expenses is

Continued from page 76
Network Health ■ The four radio networks and their 19 owned stations
moved from red ink to black as a group
in 1961 — from losses of $3 million in
1960 to a plus of $206,000 in 1961.
The gain was due to a strong downhold on expenses during 1961 which
permitted the networks to show a profit.
Expenses declined $4.6 million (12%
from the year before).
The networks, including owned stations, for 1961, showed this picture:
Revenues hit $61.5 million, expenses
$61.3 million, leaving networks $206,000 in the black.
The networks' profit actually came
from their stations; network operations
ran $3 million in the red. Even so,
revenues from network and station sales
dropped almost equally, $700,000 in
each category.
Independent
■ The
3,591
am and Stations
fm stations
not nation's
owned
by networks also showed a slight drop
in revenues, $522 million in 1961, a
decline of 1.3% from the 1960 total.
Expenses rose 2.7% to $490.2 million,
and income slumped 38%, to $31.8
million in 1961, compared to $51.3
million in 1960.
Although more stations reported

Congratulations

true for independent radio stations (nonnetwork owned), but a different fisting
occurs for network expenses.
The networks' highest expense was
for programming, $22.8 million. Programming also was highest for the networks' owned stations, $12 million.
Nineteen stations reported profits of
$500,000 or over — and all these reported revenues of $1 million or more.
Twenty-nine stations showed income of
$250,000-$500,000; 20 of these reported revenues of over $1 million, and
nine showed revenues between $250,000
and $500,000.
Four stations which showed revenues
of over $1 million reported losses. Two
lost between $100,000 and $250,000,
and two, more than $500,000.
Revenues were related to market size
like this: 131 stations which operated
for the full year in cities with population of 2 million and over reported
average sales of $878,611 and average
income before federal tax of $203,733.
In areas with less than 2,500 people,
76 stations reported average revenues
of $56,547 and income of $7,677.
Leaders ■ New York continued to
lead the nation with total radio revenues of $32.8 million. Chicago was
second with $22.9 million and Los
Continued on page 82
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DFMcG
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NOW

Guild, executive

as greater

sales

McGAVREN-GUILD,
vice

president,

responsibilities

Daren F. McGavren, president of the
Daren F. McGavren Company, has announced that the company is changing
its name to McGavren-Guild, Inc.
According to McGavren, the name was
changed as a result of the significant
contributions made by Guild to the company's sales efforts. "Guild, as executive
vice president in charge of national sales,
holds an important role in the development of our sales functions and techniques. The inclusion of his name is a
tribute to his accomplishments — and his
achievements are the accomplishments
of the company."
With a greater responsibility in the
area of sales being turned over to Guild,
McGavren will concentrate his efforts
more toward administrative and new business matters.
McGavren pointed out that the name
change does not involve a company reorganization. "It is the result of a tightening of various areas of operation, thus
enabling the company to function with
greater efficiency and results."

are

honored

turned

in name

over

to him

Messrs. Guild and McGavren

Congratulations
DAREN F. MCGAVREN CO.JNC.
on your tenth anniversary
We are proud of our association with you
WBAL-RADIO

1090

Maryland's Broadcast Center

INC.
change,

Continued from page 82
Angeles-Long Beach third with $21.1
million.
Revenues in the top 25 markets were
all down except in these cases:
They were up in Los Angeles-Long
Beach (by $1.4 million), Denver (by
$1 million) and Washington (by $100,000). Kansas City retained the same
sales picture as in the previous year.
Fm Still in Red ■ Total revenues
for all fm stations were $10 million.
Of this, $7.1 million was taken by fmonly stations not affiliated with a sister
am station; $2.9 million by adjuncts to
am stations.
The independent fm broadcaster's
revenues were up $1.3 million from
the 1960 figures. But expenses for
independent fm operators ran $9.7 million, up $1.5 million from 1960.
Thus, independent fm broadcasters
suffered a loss of $2.6 million in 1961,
compared with a loss of $2.4 million in
the previous year.
As of Dec. 31, 1961, there were
3,507 am radio stations in operation
for the full year and 147 in operation
for part of the year. This makes a total
of 3,654 am radio stations including the
part-year operators.
In fm, there were 938 commercial
fm stations in operation. Of these, 689
are owned by am licensees.

To;

BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOME OF NETWORKS AND STATIONS OF
RADIO* AND TELEVISION BROADCAST SERVICES
1960-61
(In millions
of dollars)
Service

Change
Percent

1960

1961

Total Broadcast Revenues
Radio
Television
Industry Total
Radio
Television
Industry Total

1960-61
(1.2)
3.9

1,318.3
$590.7
$1,909.0

1,268.6
$597.7
Total Broadcast
$1,866.3 Expenses

1.7
2.3

5.5
1,081.3
$561.3
$551.8
4.2
1,024.5
$1,642.6
Broadcast Income (before
$1,576.3Federal Income Tax)
(35.9)
(2.9)
237.0
244.1
$45.9
(8.1)
$29.4

Radio
Television
Industry Total
( ) Denotes decrease.
$266.4
$290.0
1 Includes am and fm broadcasting.
NOTE: 1961 radio data cover the operations of 4 nationwide networks, 3,610
am and am-fm and 249 independent fm stations. Excluded are 44
am and am-fm stations and 16 independent fm stations whose reports were filed too late for tabulation. 1960 data are for 4 nationwide data
networks,cover
3,470 the
am and
am-fm of
and 3 218
independent
fm stations.
stations.
1960 tv
operations
networks
and 530
1961 tv data cover the operations of 3 networks and 540 stations.

DAREN F. McGAVREN
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health

1961: SELECTED REVENUE ITEMS AND BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOME* OF 3,610 RADIOS STATIONS
U\Jl III lg
No. of nnrtino
i line oai
Co.
Timp
^fllp^No. 000
T6"
stations $25
national
anri
Local
yorC -Jmore
,\J\J\J
llallUIICll
<j
1 <U
Total
Total
Total
Total
in
advertisers stations
broadcast
broadcast
and
time
regional
broadcast
advertisers
Item
Networks
tion
expenses
1388
and sponsors4
opera1336
1401
United States Metropolitan Areas
sales3 $6,075,866
revenues6
$355,406,672 $27,650,719
$173,186,409 $239,105,112
sponsors*
Non-Metro. Areas of
porting5 $383,057,391
income1
280
3 or more stations
282
268
606,768
21,021,226
26,638,709
26,218,116
4,659,944
Non-Metro. Areas of
1934
1720
less than 3 stations
118,492,922 1905
139,585,474 132,382,265
17,544,155
1,041,006
3617
420,593 —
7,203,209
Total United States
378,581,293
548„860,981 514,427,646 34,433,335
195,390,508
7,723,640
3324
37
Commonwealth & Poss.
32
627,585
693,083
1,961,108
1,737,582 3573
3,947,517
3,319,932
37
3356
GRAND TOTAL
3654
$197,351,616 $380,356,842 3610 $552,808,498 $517,747,578
$8,416,723
$35,060,920
U.S. Metropolitan Areas
14 0#
478,333
4
4
Abilene, Tex.
43,890
522,223
434,411
547
77,522
re
2,915
517,396
4
4
4
Akron, Ohio
17,113
481,608
1,579,770
1,880,068
280,600
1,362,672
3
3
3
281,147
230,634
Albany, Ga.
55,787
9
9
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N. Y.
2,487,886
1,332,945
2,380,050
1,368,913
57,701
9
9
9
297,756
Albuquerque, N. M.
1,000,200
1,300,950
1,180,822
8
8
138,474 —
326,000
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Pa.-N.J. 8
7,483
1,532,543
107,836
1,394,069
1,222,397
420,304
5,239
633,955
5
5 5#
5
Altoona, Pa.
520,136
109,253
120,128
—
3,861
6
727,187
6
6
890,531
Amarillo, Tex.
960,397
222,512
495
10,260
3
3
3
432,932
Ann Arbor, Mich.
277,184
82,545
354,308
113,819 —
4
184
Asheville, N. C.
1 130,432
oc c 0 yi 1
O 401,025
COO OC 0
1184o
/\ 560,697
1 on nc o
A 521,830
100 0C7
18
Atlanta, Ga.
3,396
90,936
1,855,341
4,
11)0,00/
4,loy,U52
5
69,866
5
14#
402,387
555,781
511,416
Atlantic City, N. J.
118,259
78,624 ——
916,775
2,837
167,031
8
8
8
665,314
850,397
Augusta, Ga.-S.C.
6,783
38,867 —
115
903,081
942,940
5
5
652,287
Austin, Tex.
310,231
85,185 —
14
257,045
Bakersfield, Calif.
700,629
1,165,104
2,041
44,365—
18,755
763,766
959,150
15
15
280,909
15
Baltimore, Md.
5,655,355
4,891,589
3,942,438
2,272,570
790,384
6
6
5
901,462
924,191
157,156
205,954
Baton Rouge, La.
66,378—
*
*
*
*
*
* ——
39,859
22,729
2
2
2
Bay City, Mich.
6,878
731,903
8
8
8
351,946
Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.
588,316
1,024,894
2,133
1,027,697
482,400
5
5
5
Billings, Mont.
388,176
25,286
79,643
Continued on page 84
Footnote explanations on page 96
105,916—
2,803—

Salutes
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10th
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McGavren

Anniversary

will

PITTSBURGH'S
GOOD
MUSIC
STATION
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Continued from page 83

Item
Binghamton, N. Y.
Birmingham, Ala.
Boston, Mass.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Brockton, Mass.
Brownsville-HarlingenSan Benito, Tex.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Canton, Ohio
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Champaign-Urbana, III.
Charleston, S. C.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chattanooga, Tenn.-Ga.
Chicago, III.
Cincinnati, Ohio-Ky.
Cleveland, Ohio
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Columbia, S. C.
Columbus, Ga.
Columbus, Ohio
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Dallas, Tex.
Davenport-Rock-lslandMoline, Iowa-Ill.
Dayton, Ohio
Decatur, III.
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
Dubuque, Iowa
Duluth-Superior, Minn.-Wis.
Footnote explanations on page 96

No. of
stations
inIII
17
tion
A
oper1 4oa1/
2
2
o
i11Li
0c
LoA 44cD0
7
07Q 44*
LI0o
9
6
7/
6
6
b

porting
No. renrJ! mnro
$25,000
IIIUIC
17
time
4A
sales^
11Un
1/
2
1
0L
0c
4A
o
rDL
1 D71
/
Q
oc
Q
£309
6
7
6
6c
0
1iz0

1Zc
0
5
2

c3
5
2

186

176
11
2
8

112
9

Nptwnrk^
I1C LnUI r\0
1 0 000
i n onn
iy,ouu
1lU/,loo
0.7
1 00
*
*
/o,4bU
OC Q/10
1 1 HQQ
1lo,//z
0 770
O 1 OK
Qy, QOA
iyo
Q>1 07C
E07o4,y/b
QftQ
128,047
27,721
11 11,10/
1 07
5,651
Q OOC
005,612
1 QQ
oz,iyy
in 1 co
*
6,944
345,473
70,955
146,833
•
13,586

Time sales:
national
rppinnaland
advertisers
and snnnsnr^
1iyy,uo/
OO n07
7Q7
CC7
/5/,0D/
c. o/i 1 ocn
0,041,ODU
*
*

cfatinrK
Local
1LIUI
LI 1 Ig19
O
LuTotal
uUVCI LIOCI O
pHvprti^pr*;
and
c~ja 7 /in
nnrtinps
opui D/4,/4U
IOUI o
4A
10
1 AtiO QCQ
1/
D,Uo4//£
2
*
2
*
o
0 OylQ COO
11
3c/i
COO
KA1 "MO
1 Q9
000,140
4
D4/,iy4
Lo
c0
044,^14
7fi9
OOC
/UZ,0£0
Zb70
QQQ /100
11,140,101
1AQ 1£ 1
0y
1i£fo<co,ooy
9 OOQ CCO
oc
Q0
o noo ceo
9
3,038,721
514,314
6
71/ ID,c Ol£
qio
7
6
561,970
6
1,770,786
coo eno
joo.oyo
b
o. noo ooo
10
1Z

*
Z,0/D,jbZ
9 /inn
07C. oni
ceo
one
n/lQ
4UU,£U1
oUD,U4o
1 qc 71 7
iyo,/ 1 /
OOP.
QOC 7Q7
OCC
ii 1ioy,b/£
tin
no/i
CQ C79
i 0i,Diy,uz4
8Q0 90/1
OCO OQC
3,637,671
68,112
/ICO C/10
155,526
1,448,179
40Z,b4£
1i,yuy,yzD
ono. QOC
04U,4£0
858,858
*
1,284,215
1,501,522
*
6,188,030

717
n^ i
/ 1/,U41
*
1,585,091

cD
5
2

2,818,184
767,763
4,886,520
*

6
182
119

681,200

339,804

Tntal
Tntal
1 U Ld 1
broadcast
broadcast
L AjJCM OCo
OCO 1 C Ci
0 Oo/i yioo iiitunicJi,oo4,4^^
q 1 in oco
l,oU2,916
o,l/U,obZ
*
70,648
*
* —
138,706

broadcast
TotalipcO
i-pwpni
701 cno
0 1 OC 71 C
0 /170 77Q
*
*
*
/I 1 70 n/i Q
i nn7 coi
1l,UU/,bol
OOQ A 1 0
rel,ooo,41o
70C
OOQ
/zb,yuo
ono
Q/1Q
yuo,o4y
1 CQ1 /107
1i,ooi,4y/
07Q cm
00
OCO C77
l,Z/o,blU
zz,yby,b//
c m c /icq
0,Ulb,4bo
6,541,213
591,895
Q7A
710
y/u,/iy
733,042
2,935,193
QQn non
a i /in qi ^
4,14U,014
1 nnn oo/i

*
a ooo en c
4,/io^,Ulb
oon
oci
y^UjObl
1 OO^ 01 o
l,^o4,ol^
*
byy,uyu
coo non
QQC
QQO
yyb,yo^
1 70H CQC
1i,/yu,byb
0C7 OCC
l,ob/,ybb
1lb,^bl,b4o
c OCI cyio
a oqi ooo
4,^yi,ooo
5,570,387
757,424
one
noc
yUo,Uob
746,115
2,673,599
7C7
/b/,/771
a non
one/ 1
1 1 oc mn
1 965 071
*
4,308,128
2,214,623
7,510,658

2,251,396
*
4,152,714
2,091,808
*
9,555,712
1,000,274

TO

SUCCEED

profits, programming

basic

ingredients

advice

AS
and

for McGavren's

The first station signed by the Daren
F. McGavren Company when it was
founded in 1952 is still being represented
by the McGavren Company. Why? Because year after year the company has
provided it with sales profits, programming advice and research counsel. These
are the foundations of growth — and that
growth has been extraordinary by any
standards.
In 1958, its first year as a national representative, the company had but two
stations in the top 50 markets. Today it
has 21 — but this figure is important only
because it represents top market stations.
The size
of a rep's list is not an indication of success.
84

* —
155,414
2,045,054
122,815—

95,535—

HOW

are

b4,boo
261,594
165,529—
i oo ono
iz^,ouy
1lzU,bU9
on cno
13,073 —
i oc enc
286 325
*
126,695 —

1,095,809
Continued on page 88
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Sales

*
i nn nco
07 07rt
1103,601
no dm
109,968
* —
07 010
no 1 oo
onn 1 nn
on occ
c 7no no ^
o,/0o,U34
70c
non ——
725,080
^09,199
yo,loo
970,826
OA CQQ
89,356 —

Three years ago, the company cut its
(SPECIAL REPORT: RADIO FINANCIAL FIGURES)

A

research

continuous

list from more than 50 stations to 30
stations. As a result, the rep's volume
soared 400 per cent. The McGavren
Company's
philosophy
is that
theirlistsuc-of
cess is based
on a small
select
major market clients. Again this year
the company his reduced its client list
to concentrate even more heavily in the
major markets. This successful concentration indicated ability not only to solicit stations but also to sell their time.
But in 1952, when McGavren took over
Western Radio Sales, a regional radio
sales organization, he discovered for
himself that a representative firm cannot
succeed by concentrating only on the stations which sell easily. By providing
sales results for even his smaller clients,

REP
counsel,
success

he was able to expand into a firm called
the Daren F. McGavren Company.
As the company grew and more stations were added, McGavren decided to
open a Los Angeles office which would
be manned by Don Quinn, who a short
time later became a partner — giving the
company the new name of McGavrenQuinn. By 1958, it was obvious that the
company would have to go national, and
a New York Office was opened, to be
headed by Ralph Guild.
Shortly afterward Quinn left the company and is now national sales manager
of RKO National Sales. In 1959 McGavren came to New York and the firm
once again became known as the Daren
F. McGavren Company.
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

That's why they don't listen to KROY in San Francisco-Oakland, Santa Rosa, the Coast Mountains, Chico, the Sierra Nevada Mountains, Stockton, Modesto or San Jose. ..BUT to the 1,181,500
people in the 11 counties of the Sacramento market KROY IS NUMBER ONE (according to both
Pulse and Hooper) and according to us DAREN F. McGAVREN IS THE NUMBER ONE REP!

K

Y

SACRAMENTO

HOUSTON
LISTENERS

FOR BEAUTIFUL
and KXYZ

MUSIC

GO

FIRST

TO

KXYZ

• FOR NEWS

goes First to DAREN

• FOR

F. McGAVREN

A PERSONALITY
COMPANY

THEY

CAN BELIEVE

IN

for National Sales
KXYZ
HOUSTON
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CONGRATULATIONS
DAREN
ON

TO

F. McGAVREN

ITS TENTH

COMPANY

ANNIVERSARY

• top adult Negro circulation
in Greater Atlanta
• "liked best" by 51.2%

of adult Negro listeners
• "informs best" to 49.8%
of adult Negro listeners
(O&O by WAOK)
Montgomery, Ala.

WAOK

WTHB
(WOAK Management)
Augusta, Ga.

Atlanta, Ga.

K-JOY

DAREN
FIRST

(from Pulse's survey oj the
"Adult Negro Attitude
Towards Atlanta Radio Stations.")

STOCKTON,

F.

McGAVREN'S

STATION

CELEBRATES
ITS
OF

10TH

YEAR

HAPPY

ASSOCIATION
•
•
•
•
•

First in audience*
First in national spot
First in local advertising
First in news coverage
and lowest in CPM in the
Stockton Metropolitan Area

• Based on 24 consecutive surveys
* Pulse and Hooper
HmHHMNRRRRhHHmHM
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RALPH

GUILD,

Executive

vice

president

salesmen

incentive

UNIQUE

SALESMEN

developed

program

At 34, Ralph Guild is a veteran of
18 years in broadcasting, beginning with
his own show on KLX Oakland while still
a senior at Oakland Technical High
School. During the ensuing years, he
worked as an on-the-air personality, station sales manager, and general manager. But attending the University of the
Pacific had an important bearing on his
destiny- — his best friend there was a
young, aggressive, dynamic redhead
named Daren F. McGavren. Both worked
on the campus stations.
In 1948 they both went to work for
KXOB (now KJOY) in their college
town of Stockton, Calif., as local salesmen. After being there for two years,
Guild went to WNMP Evanston as an
account executive. While there he met
Calla Murphy, whom he had known in
Stockton. Several months later he returned to California and with him was
a young lady named Calla Guild.
For the next six years, Guild was with
KXOA Sacramento, where by dint of his

Incentive

34-BROADCAST
precedent-shattering
Daren

F. McGavren

sales tenacity, he rose to national sales
manager. During this time, however, he
also became deeply involved with station
management and in 1956 he accepted
the post of general manager of KROY
Sacramento.
During these years, McGavren was
building his rep firm and when McGavren-^Quinn became national in 1958, Guild
was recruited to head the New York operation.
After McGavren came to New York
the following year, Guild continued to
head the New York sales operations of
the company, instituting precedent-setting
salesmen incentive programs and molding one of the most powerful sales forces
in the industry. Two years later he became vice president. With McGavren
becoming more and more active in administrative affairs and new business solicitations, and with the company sales
function growing by geometric bounds,
the company became McGavren-Guild
the end of last month.

plans
SELECTION

What makes an effective, successful
salesman? The Daren F. McGavren
Company not only found the secret, but
put it to work for their client's stations.
But first you find a salesman. He
must not necessarily have rep or even
broadcast experience (although most
do), but he must know how to sell. Because of the company's unique incentive
programs under which salesmen compete only with rival firms, all McGavren
men must be acceptable to their colleagues as well as management. Each
salesman candidate is personally screened
by each member of the staff and each
recommendation or objection is heavily
weighed. The result is a close-knit, compatible sales team of young, aggressive
salesmen, with an average of eight years
selling experience behind them.
Through the continuous exploration of
sales techniques — not just rating analysis
techniques — and such familiarization proBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

for the

result
GIVES

VET

in

STATIONS

Ralph Guild

high

sales

FAST,

EFFECTIVE

grams as two weeks each year at a local
station by each salesman, the McGavren
sales team stays honed for peak performance and results.
While getting the order is the ultimate
objective of any sales force, McGavren
works toward this goal by rewarding
good working habits. Each month, every
salesman receives a bonus for performing five basic sales steps for each station.
This not only provides client stations
with faster and more accurate service,
but sets the salesman up for many other
substantial commissions and bonuses —
which amount to more than half of their
total income.
Each salesman strives to get the highest possible budget available for each
station, because he is rewarded commensurately with the percentage of total
budget he obtains.
Another McGavren incentive is that
salesmen receive a commission based on

Co.

SERVICE

the percentage of closures on the stations
pitched. The company also provides its
men with the highest profit-sharing plan
allowable by law.
The results of these incentives is that
McGavren salesmen earn their commissions based on results of their individual
objectives. There is no bonus or commission based solely on billing. In this
way, there is no internal competition for
agencies — and ALL stations receive the
same, hard-hitting emphasis.
Under these conditions, plus a high
base salary, and a company policy of
never hiring men for solicitation purposes
or effect, there is a very low turnover of
personnel — most salesmen have tripled
their income since joining the company
— and those who do leave only go on to
major
positions.
At the
Daren F. McGavren Company
they believe it's the only way to run a
sales force — and sell!
87

Continued from page 84
No. of porting
stations No. re$25,000
in
or more
time
Item
tion
oper4a- sales34
Durham, N. C.
7/
7
El Paso, Tex.
5
5
Erie, Pa.
6
6
Eugene, Ore.
5
5
Evansville, Ind.-Ky.
2
2
Fall River, Mass.-R.l.
4
4
Fargo-Moorhead, N. D.-Minn.
2
2
Fitchburg-Leominster, Mass.
6
6
Flint, Mich.
5
5
Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood, Fla.
3
4
Fort Smith, Ark.
4
4
Fort Wayne, Ind.
7
7
Fort Worth, Tex.
9
8
Fresno, Calif.
3
3
Gadsden, Ala.
3
3
Galveston-Texas City, Tex.
3
3
Gary-Hammond-East Chicago, Ind.
6
6
Grand Rapids, Mich.
4
4
Great Falls, Mont.
6
36# # 3
Green Bay, Wis.
7
7
Greensboro-High Point, N. C.
8
6
Greenville, S. C.
1
2
24#
Hamilton-Middleton, Ohio
1
2#
5
Harrisburg, Pa.
6
Hartford, Conn.
11
Honolulu, Hawaii
12
Houston, Tex.
6
6
Huntington-Ashland, W.Va.-Ky.-Ohio
4
4
Huntsville, Ala.
6
6
Indianapolis, Ind.
6
6
Jackson, Miss.
10
2
2
Jackson, Mich.
11
Jacksonville, Fla.
Footnote explanations on page 96

CONGRATULATIONS
ON

YOUR

10TH

Networks
745
4 fW?
3,505
5,926
*
8,181
*
9,982
17,128

Time sales:
national and
regional
advertisers

Local
advertisers
and

and sponsors4
169,931
252
768
255^868
160,352
195,757
*
*
309,698
340,869
114,318
61,627
499,208
935,410
687,576
65,639
103,937
83 168
647^055
57,737
172,937
208,350
224,970
*
377,066
2,040,546
672,249
0 1 "7 C\fl C
1,937,842
^l/,945
69,534
1,463,300
234,053
*

4,418
18,310
33,597
27,286
20,328
18,026
42,944
6,480
2,455
24,290
10,261
24,807
63.588
115,267
6,151
17,299
*
6,602
45,410

933,218

Total
stations

4
361,371
7
sponsors4
818
014
porting5
5
505,077
6
487,034
5
514,546
*
2
487,205
4
*
2
6
919,840
5
624,496
4
285,224
991,362
4
7
1,580,455
9
1,089,645
3
214,929
219,586
3
527 690
3
6
932,678
4
386,788
483,778
3
839,650
7
7
694,429
2
6
593,640
6
787,007
12
1,612,818
12
2,645,067
C AC 71 n
6
545,719
4
321,929
6
2,256,272
6
709,342
*
2
844,006

Total
broadcast
528,254
revenues6
993 451
713,427
699,968
*
708,937
801,519
*
1,187,304
723,205
re- 349,093
1,530,022
2,283,661
1,627,302
300,113
311,466
661 073
1,450,822
529,073
644,178
1,049,013
974,223
*
926,562
2,392,822
"700 ftOC
2,212,365
4,073,112
733,936
401,769
3,399,772
932,936
*
1,652,076

11

TO THE

DAREN

ANNIVERSARY

FROM

F. McGAVREN

Total
Total
broadcast
broadcast
expenses
512,151
16,103
1 028 165
income1
720,224
735,396
34 714
755,149
*
*
35,428
793,719
*
* —
811,898
1,274,112
320,219
1,244,815
2,223,491
274,712
1,694,132
294,265
644 511
1,471,249
530,450
545,754
996,486
857,573
*
778,850
2,076,656
2,422,120
3,696,579
738,904
356,317
2,945,238
768,605
*

7,800
6797—
46,212—
28,874
285,207
86,808
60,170 —
88,693 —
25,401
17,201
16 562
66,830 —
98,424
52,527
20^427—
116,650
*
147,712
316,166
1,377 —
376,533
209,755
45,452 —
454,534
164,331
*

1,780,206 on page4,9691
8—
Continued
118,130—

COMPANY

WIRL-WMJ

National advertisers own
Central Illinois with
WIRL PEORIA and WMAY
SPRINGFIELD
because both stations:
• are TOP RATED in their markets
• have the most aggressive
news operation
• editorialize daily — and
circulate 2,000 reprints
• offer the most dominant
coverage
• operate 24 hours a day
We're happy to be represented
by the Daren F. McGavren Company

88 (SPECIAL REPORT: RADIO FINANCIAL FIGURES)
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OUR

RESPECTS

"...where

the

to Daren

fighting

Daren F. McGavren, Scotch-Irish in
name, but more Irish in philosophy and
temperament, is one of those people who
does many things well. Those who remember him as a vocalist with Stan
Kenton say he sings with fervor and
meaning. Those who remember him as
a track star at the University of the Pacific say he ran with stamina and guts.
Those who have seen him in the broadcasting marketplace say he sells with
dynamic excitement.
But tempered by generations of California sunshine and 12 years in time
sales, the McGavren "Irish" is a mixture
of West Coast informality and Madison
Avenue sophistication. "McGavren sells,"
a client station owner said, "because he
mixes eloquence with humility; incisiveness with the subtle touch of blarney."
With red hair — although no one calls
him "Red" — and a mien of youth and innocence— no one calls him "kid" either —
McGavren has always fought a little
harder to get what he wants, and for
what he thinks is right.
In 1942, McGavren fought for a slot
as a band singer with Kenton. He was
young and looked even younger but he
got the job. After winning that fight,
McGavren found a bigger one — the war,
and spent the next three years in the
Air Force.
When he returned from war, McGavren, who had attended the University of
the Pacific in pre-service days, wanted
to return to school. But now he had a
wife — the former Jean Parker of Columbus, Ohio — and two children. His
will, however, was greater than his finances, so McGavren competed for a

F. McGavren,

looks

the

president,

Daren
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thickest."

field and track scholarship and won.
This, plus a dance band which he organized, provided the means to finish
his education. He even found enough
time
body. to become president of the student
Leaving the University, he went to
work for KXOB (now KJOY) in Stockton as a local salesman. Within two
years he was national sales manager of
KXOA Sacramento, KXOB and KXOC
Chico. A short time later, he became
general manager of Western Radio Sales
and McGavren found his niche and
something even more important to battle
for.
After a series of rapid expansions, the
company became a national radio representative called The Daren F. McGavren
Company. McGavren has an explanation
for the company's meteoric success. "It
was simply a matter of applying local
techniques to the national field. Sales
locally are a question of beating out the
other stations in the market. Some national salesmen have a tendency to forget about competition and sell almost in
a vacuum. At our company we know
every station in our markets— their
strengths and weaknesses. We never forget the nature of the "enemy."
Another tenet of his company's philosophy is that there is a wide gap between
quantity and quality. "There is only one
measure of a rep firm — gross billing."
"The number of stations means nothing if they spread you so thin that you
can't properly service any of them. Here
we limit our clients to those stations we
can help and at the same time help us."
Another reason attributed by McGavren to his company's rapid growth is
sound planning. "Radio representation
is a highly competitive field requiring all
of our best efforts. We've had opportunities to acquire television clients, but we
felt we weren't ready."
McGavren said that his company will
enter tv in due time. "When that time
comes, we hope to develop the medium
on the same sound basis as we did with
But with recognition coming at him
radio."many directions — he recently won
from
a "Silver Mike" award — McGavren has
one immediate business objective. "I
would like," he says, "to represent a top
radio station in each leading market in

Mr. McGavren

F. McGavren

Daren

McGavren,

Darren

McGavin,

Bobby

Darin;

The evolution
of a name
in three parts
Several years ago,
Gavren was asked by
Internal Revenue why
reported his earnings
actor.

Daren F. Mca collector of
he had never
as a dramatic

"That's easy," said McGavren. I
have no earnings as a dramatic actor."
"Oh come, now," said the agent.
"I've seen you on television."
"That wasn't me," the rep president
replied.
was agent
Darrinas he
McGavin."
"I see,""That
said the
reached
for a tranquilizer.
This confusion has been part of
McGavren's life since 1948 when a
drama student at the University of
the Pacific liked the appellation of
his classmate so well that he assumed
it as his professional name. The actor, whose original name was Bill
Richardson, was in a drama class
with McGavren at the university. McGavren was taking the course as a
prerequisite for his speech major.
Since that time, however, still another, "Darin" has come into the national spotlight. He is Bobby Darin,
the singer, who admits he took his
name from Darren McGavin, the actor, who took his name from. . . .
"I really wish he hadn't of done it,"
says
the original
"It can
sometimes
be reallyMcGavren.
inconvenient.
My
mother had no idea when she picked
the old Irish name of Daren that she
was starting a show business dynasty."

theHiscountry."
future ambitions depend upon
where the fighting looks the thickest and
the chances of success least appetizing.
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FIRST

UNDER

THE

SUN

WITH ENTERTAINMENT
• NEWS • PUBLIC SERVICE • SPORTS
AND AMONG THE FIRST TO SAY HAPPY ANNIVERSARY TO THE DAREN F. McGAVREN CO.
WLOF-ORLANDO

WALT

YOU

95 ON YOUR DIAL, 5,000 WATTS
HOWARD S. KESTER, VICE PRES., GEN. MGR.

GIVES

MORE

Audience— solid #2 in the market
Merchandising— 30 billboards,
150 POP displays, "Walking Walt'
live in supermarkets now in use
Market-Popuiation-1,573,200
Retail Sales-$2,008,457,000
for LESS
Costs— lowest of the market's
five leading stations
THANK YOU AND CONGRATULATIONS
TO DAREN F. McGAVREN COMPANY
*August, 1962 Hooper Radio Audience Index

WALT
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Continued from page

Item
Johnstown, Pa.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.-Kan.
Kenosha, Wis.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Lake Charles, La.
Lancaster, Pa.
Lansing, Mich.
Laredo, Tex.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Lawrence-Haverhill, Mass.-N.H.
Lawton, Okla.
Lewiston-Auburn, Me.
Lexington, Ky.
Lima, Ohio
Lincoln, Neb.
Little Rock-N. Little Rock, Ark.
Lorain-Elyria, Ohio
Los Angeles-Long Beach, Calif.
Louisville, Ky.-lnd.
Lowell, Mass.
Lubbock, Tex.
Lynchburg, Va.
Macon, Ga.
Madison, Wis.
Manchester, N. H.
Memphis, Tenn.
Meriden, Conn.
Miami, Fla.
Midland, Tex.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn.
Mobile, Ala.
Monroe, La.
Montgomery, Ala.
Muncie, Ind.
Muskegon-Muskegon Heights, Mich.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Bedford, Mass.
New Britain, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
New London-Groton-Norwich, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N. Y.
Newark, N. J.
Newport News-Hampton, Va.
Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va.
Norwalk, Conn.
Odessa, Tex.
Ogden, Utah
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.-lowa
Orlando, Fla.
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic, N. J.
Pensacola, Fla.
Peoria, III.
Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.-Wash.
Providence-Pawtucket, R.l.-Mass.
Provo-Orem, Utah
Pueblo, Colo.
Racine, Wis.
Raleigh, N. C.
Reading, Pa.
Reno, Nev.
Richmond, Va.
Roanoke, Va.
Rochester, N. Y.
Rockford, III.
Sacramento, Calif.
Saginaw, Mich.
St. Joseph, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.-lll.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Footnote explanations on page 96
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No. of porting
No. restations $25,000
6
#
in
or more
operatime
tion
4
9
1
12
4
5C -LL
2
6
2
2
2
3
1
3
31#
180#
2
2
6
3
7
3
3
10
1131o
13#
3
9
O -LL
4
6
1
4o 5#
8
2
2 6#
3
30
10
3 4#
7
2
4
10#
8
7
1
8
5
21
16
20
123#
165

sales36
4
9
1
11
4
5
5
1
6
2
2
2
3
1
3
8
2
29
9
2
6
3
7
3
3
9
113O1
3
8
12
8
4
6
1
3o
8
2
2
5
3
10
305
3
7
2
4
3
8
7
8
1
7
5
21
20
15
2
5

6
4
167#
3
3

14
123
5
2
5
3
6
8
6
6
4
6
3
143

10

10

4
6
2 9#
5 7#
3
6

Networks
Do
5,396
36.781
#
14,784
608
4,973
2,404
*

Time sales:
national and
regional
advertisers
and sponsors4
133,121
ono 7qn
OUZ, / OU
2,012,162
396,277
97,889
235,545
248,954
*
189,649

5,870
*
3,664
44,338
*
151,634
39.913
7,399
1.237
1,000
11,446
28.264
48.819
41,464
7,312
46,685
29,098
6,064
1.626
*
7,673
1630
54.679

191,301
*
101,947
432,476
*
9,932,542
*
1,505,138
155,020
60,835
211,139
335,347
168,395
1,196,091
1,931,867
86,664
1,567,589
2,549.546
260,710
90,530
258,692
168,805
1,078,072

2,279
10.521

555,531
136,196
1,185,808
24,614,409
836.622
347,224
678,684

78,519
23,923
27,633
2.933
*

59,471
770,397
994,135
313,784

5220
3,532
47,494
269,292
72,886
*
23.518
104,823
37,456
23,862
18,520

90,508
456,614
6,915,333
503,260
*
2,631,644
241,124
1,475,983
1,128,670
19,986
*
82,792
557.566
134,798
87,970
868,538
198,508
1,078,516
224,130
1,100,199
155,758
126,707
3,631,048
444,866

5,404
9,455
69,627
587,295

52.811
5,796
4,069
44 996
9,313
162
19,547
23,008
12,418
2,108
30,213
104,567

Local
advertisers

Total
stations

Total Total Total
broadcast broadcast broadcast
revenues6
expenses income1
580,053
598,387
861,860
926,604
64,744
469,859
3,459,240
3,929,099
18,334—
1,565,025
1,462,022
420,080
408,278
592,766
677,168
731,037
103,003
84,402 —
269,106
*
1,000,143
688,955
598,870
11,802 — ■
re-

and
6
454,646
g5
sponsors4
porti49n
2,445,663
1
12
1.063.198
4
323,939
5
447,061
5
*
750,603
2
6
444,189
2
2
2
7HQ
QflO
/ uy,yuy
512,953
3
*
*
1
G£Q 1/1/1
3
557,613
030,144
QQ9 1 99
8
589,689
33Z, lot.
2
91
i /ik snn
31
Zl,14o,3UU
14,413,539
9 KR9 1 Q9
10
1,499,951
C, 000,130
2
978,254
6
847,732
342,133
3
279,430
7K9
9.P.9
/O£,ooo
7
103
11,1)43,301
fi/l£ RQ1
574,227
740,687
031,004
471,701
133
9 OAC
K79 QQQ
71 fl
*
1,686,160
1
133
4,262,024
265.646
2,904,581
A A7C\ 999
9
4,4oU,ooo
3,038,514
0,440,0
Do
QC/1 9/19
3,235.701
8
0o4,o4z:
653,772
4
409,038
312,060
6
793,443
505,771
*
1
ci010,304
Q CQyi
4
325,684
0 AC1 Q70
8
z,4b/f07o
1,655,022
2
*
2
5
/ICQ QOQ
948,577
1,376,408
3
0
CIO 7QC
339,956
10
1,639,605
QO QQ 1l,byCQ1 1
oZfoo
11,827,020
0 OH! C77
6
1,620,413
Z,ZUi,b/
7QQ CA1/
3
30
453,312
1 QCQ C 1 C
7
*
1,318,779
2
ore not?
OQQ
O/I C
dyy,y4D
oob,
Uoo
355,381
299,998
0 f\lf\ 701
Z,U/Uf/Zl
7
1,527,787
0 OCO 700
1,712,505
/,obo\/oo
10
976,237
1,lJU,/ * U J
1
8
708,814
622,819
5
769,903
1,118,035
21
11,520,371
6,450,117
15
2,438,634
2,880,455
20
6,198,993
*
152
3,689,824
726,913
5
488,570
3,278,328
1,877,041
13
2,547,177
1,657,173
254,933
4
198,400
6
396,849
274,113
2
5
514,953
1,043,023
3
662,916
567,296
443,531
6
360,856
9
1,316,698
2,133,452
7
783,862
605,303
6
1,182,555
1,989,760
830,145
621,960
4
6
1,163,219
1,971,879
173
405,335
526,340
3
465,473
373,969
3,859,170
6,522,816
10
1,396,418
1,942,278

730.
A 1Q
/ oof41o
*
bZo,ooy
QCQ
1 COQ
1 no. Q79
17
qi o 1IbU
cn
l/jOlZ,
9 QCQ 1 77
*
832,992
324,938
/ou.yzy
7Qn
QOQ
11, C/17
nOQ
CC1
(Joy, OQO
obi
04/ ,yoY
0 C/IQ QQl
99£ Q7/1
4,034,200
OZ3.0/4
9 779 9GQ
£ 979 1 EG
3,£/o,
133
OQO QIC
333,810
380,157
759,721
/ICQ /ion
4bo,4yu
0 C7C OO.Q
*
Z,b/bfZoy
/1/1Q QOC
1,330,230
44o,yob
0 /1C7 CQQ
07Z,4o/,byo
AOA QCQ
Z/
i ,4o4rybo
one 7m
777
CO/l
// /,bZ4
1j.,boo,/Uo
cqo
7no
/i i n non
7cn
41(J,/bU
ooo
oyz,you
i 7i"\r\ 1 oo
Z,ZUU,07U

99
CA/1
90,085—
OQi 7QC
111£3,/OJ
7/1 n
*
Zo\3U4
9 99/1
9/lfi
1QC OQ/l
o,oo4,o4U
111,/4U
145,262
193,304
17,195
i q n/ic
c non
1 OQo 70Q
7no
b.UoU
izo, */zy
lo,U4b —
227,824
o,/UZ
91
1 113C
Zl,l9/3
03/,
1 7G 909
CC7
07c
1 9E /17/1
28,881
*
33,722
i r\7
occ
103,4/4
4b,U44
AC A/1
* A
*
1 A OOO
46,178
cc no7
c one 700
OQC Q7C
1 1 ooo
oyo,y/b
071ftA QIC
on7
z/4,yu/
*
ofn07 con
ono
0/(J,D09
1 C O /I 1 o

800,999
1,306,475
10,671,837
2,814,311
*
5,324,262
748,826
3,112,323
2,769,791
250,420
420,527
*
1,017,259
568,645
466,211
1,840,402
778,319
2,012,181
849,373
2,054,522
511,030
429,460
6,586,365
2,051,298
Continued on

848,534
66,144
188,440
92,185 —
874,731
*
166,005
21,913
—
4,513
* —
222,614
25,764
23 678—
94,271
293,050
5,543 —
22,680
22,421 —
36,013
15,310
19,228 —
82,643 —
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Continued from page 91
No. rein No. of porting
stations
$25,000
or
more
H# time
tion
oper234a-# sales34
10
19#
21
188
9

Time sales:
national and
regional
advertisers

Networks
Item
and sponsors4
San Angelo, Tex.
43,766
3,064
San Antonio, Tex.
79,716
1,156,850
San Bernardino-RiversideOntario, Calif.
480,566
10,975
San Diego, Calif.
1,285,098
34,364
101,712
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif.
5,296,435
6
6
256,955
San Jose, Calif.
391
6
6
105,826
Santa Barbara, Calif.
6,813
6
6
Savannah, Ga.
10,225
195,594
186
6
288,447
Scranton, Pa.
"7 AO C\ A A
7,435
Seattle, Wash.
37,264
1,648,240
9
Shreveport, La.
703,044
178
3
3
33,273
109,591
Sioux City, Iowa
1,426
4
3
130,671
Sioux Falls, S. D.
3
3
252,705
4,067
South Bend, Ind.
170
9
7
Spokane, Wash.
10,715
643,786
113,792
3
3
Springfield, III.
9,425
9
286,187
Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke, Mass. 104
24,918
184,464
1 n A A f* A
4
Springfield, Mo.
2
2
5,714
Springfield, Ohio
1
1
Stamford, Conn.
2
2
Steubenville-Weirton, Ohio-W.Va.
10146#4# 4
Stockton, Calif.
190,437
9
5,188
887,539
Syracuse, N. Y.
22,071
178,300
4
4
Tacoma, Wash.
74
926,159
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.
6,526
3
Terre Haute, Ind.
163o
92,676
9,775
0
7#
Texarkana, Tex.-Ark.
OJ, Jl 1
140#
4
21,640
642,911
Toledo, Ohio
4
4
369,963
Topeka, Kan.
2,254
3
330
3
233,594
Trenton, N. J.
9
Tucson. Ariz.
145,796
51,946
6
Tulsa, Okla.
702,737
43,023
5
5
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
36,222
21,296
Footnote explanations on page 96

ARIZONA'S
SALUTES

MOST
DAREN

POWERFUL
F. McGAVREN

Local
advertisers
and

Total
stations

Total
broadcast

11
315,251
4
21
sponsors4
1,791,632 porting5
1,428,081
r- f\ r\ r* f r n
1,536,266
5,205,650
886,574
722,176
475,547
1 723,283
TOO ilOI
2,783,483
629,383
309,925
346,521
401,503
732,196
672,623
937,586
552,451
483,595
1,416,671
291,435
1,890,370
325,953
995
Li. J . RRK
o jo
1,325,324
636,530
433,886
829,833
951,295
368,683

SALESMAN
CO., THE

351,760
revenues6
2,637,141
1,774,102
2,497,616
f\ 1 "7 A AAA
9,174,293
1,189,767
815,459
649,682
942,789
re3,925,797
1,174,589
401,870
473,161
626,345
1,263,462
772,533
1,193,461
697,520

9
19
6
6
6
6
18
8
3
3
3
8
3
9
4
2
1
2
4
16
10
4

660,340
2,061,193
507,815
2,598,964
404,407
01D,OlO
1,816,879
972,404
647,020
1,009,927
1,569,032
437,891

3
1044
3
7
5

. . . KRUX
REP

MOST POWERFUL
SALESMEN
ON THEIR 10TH
92 (SPECIAL REPORT: RADIO FINANCIAL FIGURES)

broadcast
Total
Total
broadcast
expenses
337,603 income1
14,157
2,711,060
2,034,902
2,689,661
10,109,509
1,156,270
759,118
700,623
824,145
3,922,799
1,274,434
368,813
419,406
580,114
1,290,485
738,361
1,242,672
660,514
675,792
1,887,453
503,652
2,701,600
454,436
397 All 1
OZ/,4/
1,494,812
918,304
670,353
1,149,844
426,439
1,775,954

73,919 —
260,800 —
192,045
—
33,497
56,341 —
935,216
118,644
2,998
33,057 —
50,941
53,755
46,231
99,845 —
34,172
37,006
27,023 —
49,211 —
173,740

4,163
15,452—
11 1 e; Q
102,636—
322,067
54,100
50,029—
11,100 —
11,452
139,917
23,333 —
Continued Oil 206,922
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Advertisement

FATES

/

Walter B.
Lake, vice president and manager of the Los
Angeles office,
lias been with

McGavren for al^^■y§BL.
most six years.
^MHi
Hebeganhis
Mr Lake broadcasting career at KAGH Pasadena as an announcer in 1949. Following that he
became assistant manager at
KWEI, Weiser, Idaho. From 1952
through 1954 he was an account
executive at KSDO San Diego. Before joining the McGavren company he was regional manager at
KSDO Los Angeles in charge of
national sales. Lake served as a
major in the Air Force during the
second World War and holds a
bachelor's degree from the University of Nebraska. He also attended San Diego State College,
and the Pasadena Institute for Radio. He is married.
From estimating department to account
group member at Dancer Fitzgerald
- Sample
in New York best describes the early drive
and accomplishment of
Ed ArgOW. That same
determination cataMr. Argow
pulted him from New
York salesman to manager of the Chicago office to New York sales manager
in 3% years. Holder of a degree in advertising from City College of New York.
While there he was an All-Metropolitan
outfielder, and later played professionally in the Colonial League. He served
in Korea during that war as a Marine
corporal. He is married and has three
children.
Robert L. Williams started his sales
career as an insurance representative
with New York Life Insurance Co. Following that, he joined NBC-TV, and prior
to joining McGavren, he was with Branham. He is director of sales development
at the New York office. A former lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force, he holds
a bachelor's degree in psychology-philosophy from Williams College. He is married and has one son, Robert L., III.
A former radio and television director
for Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne,
a professional singer, and a radio account executive for the Boiling Company,
Ralph C. Conner is now assistant sales
manager at McGavren. With experience
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962
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that includes such productions as Hit Parade, seven years in the Special Services
branch of the U. S. Army, personal experience in clubs and television, Conner
has comprehensive knowledge of both
broadcasting and sales. He is married
and has three girls.
Claire Horn, director of research and
promotion, has brought
rare insight and experience in broadcast
and media research to
McGavren. Dr. Sidney
Roslow of Pulse, Inc.,
Mrs. Horn

has called her "the
most capable radio research person in New York." For six
years, director of research at WNEW,
New York, she then performed research
work at WOR-AM and FM in New
York. Formerly she had been associated
with McFadden Publications and Westinghouse Broadcasting Company. She
has a six-year-old daughter and lives in
Ossining, New York.
Comptroller Herbert J. Lacy, Jr., has
12 years accounting experience before
joining the company in July. He was
with Peat Merwick Mitchell & Co. for
five years, as a senior staff accountant.
Following that he was with Kenyon &
Eckardt rising from billing supervisor
to business manager of the marketing division. Married, he has three children.
He was graduated from Seton Hall College.

won a pre-medical degree from the University of Southern California. He is
married and has one son.
Charles E. Hedstrom, southeastern
manager, has served the communications
industry all of his professional life.
Holder of a bachelor's degree in communication arts from Michigan State
University, he served as a communications specialist in the army. Hedstrom
has worked for WKAR-TV East Lansing
and NBC in Chicago. Married, he has
one son, Charles, Jr., seven months.
Manager of the St. Louis office, Thomas G. Sullivan has radio sales experience
on both the station and national level.
At one time an account executive with
WJW Cleveland, he then joined NBC
AM Spot Sales as an account executive.
A graduate from St. Bonaventure, with
a degree in government, he served with
the U. S. Navy during World War II.
Manager of the Dallas office, Charles
H. Boland has had sales, on-the-air, and
management experience with four Texas
stations. He began his career as a sports
announcer on KWTJ Waco and later
became sales manager there. He was
a sports announcer on KRLD Dallas;
manager of KIXZ Amarillo; and commercial manager of KVIL Dallas. A
graduate of S.M.U., he formely was manager of the Headley-Reed office in Dallas.
He is married and has four children.
On the air, on the local level, and on
the national scene, there is one adjective

Chicago office manager Robert D.
Mahlman had experience with two advertising agencies and one representative
before joining the company. He was
with Campbell-Ewald, Ralph Sharp
Agency, and Edward Petry Company. He
was recently manager of the Detroit office. He studied marketing at Wayne
State University, is married and has one
son, Robert, 2.

that best describes Monte Lang — "salesman." Lang, formerly on-the-air personality and local salesman for WCAT
Athol, Mass., and WESO Southbridge,
Mass., has been with McGavren for 3%
years. A product of New York University, he was national sales manager for
Bob Dore Associates and a promotion
assistant at H-R. He is married and has
a son, Kevin, 21/2.

Recently promoted to manager of the
Detroit office, Harvey K. Glor has experience as both a buyer and seller of
time. He bought at Leo Burnett, and
sold for Adam Young and Knorr Broad
casting at WSAM Saginaw, Michigan.
He was graduated from Principia College and worked toward a masters of
fine arts at the Art Institute of Chicago.
A veteran of the U. S. Army, he is married and has two sons.

Michael E. Schwartz began his professional career as a reporter for the
Long Island Daily Press. Shortly afterwards he became a space salesman for
Ellis Publications. Holder of a journalism degree from Ohio Wesleyan University, he is married and has one child,
Michael, 3. Schwartz is a saleman in the
New York office. .

Selling the Bay area as manager of
the San Francisco office is Alexander R.
Mackay, who brought long experience
in radio sales to the company. He has
sold time for KALT Pasadena, KLAC
Los Angeles and ABC at KGO San Francisco. Mackay served with the U. S.
Navy during the war and subsequently

Ray G. Watson has account experience
with KVNI Coeur d'Alene, Idaho and the
American Broadcasting Company at
KGO San Francisco. At KVNI he also
served as a sports announcer, newsman
and copywriter. He is now an account
executive. He served with the U. S.
Army and was graduated from Washington State University with a degree in radio-tv speech.
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stations
Item

4
7/
2
17
3
3
3 7#
o3
q
7
4
3
o
U
5
6
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
4
5
5
1336
1401
Non-Metropolitan Areas of 3 or more stations
4
3
3 #
Anniston, Ala.
Decatur, Ala.
3
3
3
3
Dothan, Ala.
Selma, Ala.
3
3
4
Anchorage, Alaska
3
2
Flagstaff, Ariz.
3
Prescott, Ariz.
2
Yuma, Ariz.
4 3#
4
3
3
Hot Springs, Ark.
4
4
Pine Bluff, Ark.
Eureka, Calif.
3
3
Merced, Calif.
3#
2
Modesto, Calif.
3
3
4#
5
4
Redding, Calif.
34#
3
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Santa Rosa, Calif.
2
3
Grand Junction, Colo.
3
3
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Gainesville, Fla.
4
4#
Lakeland, Fla.
3
3
Ocala, Fla.
3
3
Sarasota, Fla.
2
Tallahassee, Fla.
4
4
Athens, Ga.
3
3
Gainesville, Ga.
3 6# 3
Griffin, Ga.
3
3
Rome, Ga.
3
3
Valdosta, Ga.
4
4
Hilo, Hawaii
3
3
Boise, Idaho
5
Idaho Falls, Idaho
4
4
Pocatello, Idaho
3
3
Twin Falls, Idaho
3
3
Mason City, Iowa
3
3
3
3
Bowling Green, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
3
3
Alexandria, La.
3
3
Lafayette, La.
3
3
3
Bangor, Me.
3
Salisbury, Md.
3
3
Greenville, Miss.
3
3
4
4
Hattiesburg, Miss.
Laurel, Miss.
3
3
Meridian, Miss.
5
5
3
Joplin, Mo.
3
Butte, Mont.
3
3
4
Missoula, Mont.
4
3
Farmington, N. M.
3
Roswell, N. M.
3
3
Elmira, N. Y.
3
3
4
4
Fayetteville, N. C.
3
Goldsboro, N. C.
3
Kinston, N. C.
3
3
3
3
Rocky Mount, N. C.
3
3
Wilmington, N. C.
3
3
Wilson, N. C.
3
3
Bismarck, N. D.
3
Minot, N. D.
3
Footnote explanations on page 96
Tyler, Tex.
Utica-Rome, N. Y.
Waco, Tex.
Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va.
Waterbury, Conn.
Waterloo, Iowa
W. Palm Beach, Fla.
Wheeling, W.Va.-Ohio
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Wichita, Kan.
Wilkes Barre-Hazleton, Pa.
Wilmington, Del.-N.J.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Worcester, Mass.
York, Pa.
Youngstown-Warren, Ohio
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IIClWUI f\o

1 llllc odl to.
national and
regional
dUVCI
LloCl o
anH
diiu ^nnnQnr^4
opuiiouio

1c
Local
Total
advertisers
stations
Total
Total
u I Total
uaULdot
hrnarlract
hrnarira^t
aliU
U 1 UOUVsUOl
i iiuun ic
1
C
V
C
1
1
UVO
inrnmol
o \J U ' 1 OU l o
nnrtincr5
JUL,
377,119
283 796 rp- 4
362 U\J
8611
600 283
833 608
887 378
8
53 *77Q
*
UU/ , -J* 1 (J
2
Zl
1 o,uuo
5 305 611
8 016 585
7/ ,UJU,
(138 58?
17
JUL
355 033
3
471,490
425,864
520500
3
422,348
501^242
813 706
g
651^974
782^128
633 259
86? 66?
154480
4
45626
1,017,142
604 419
650 235
45
3
464,982
31578
19 816
258
1 051605
1 409 507
1 504 790
6
744,911
790,884
7
560,756
120,973
899,120
933,290
4
1,054,263
5
906,001
921,290
742,921
4
1,173,902
650,119
1,111,417
108,095
4
629,328
737,423
45,973—
589,750
832,695 13885
1,223,115
56,603
1,279,718 355,406,672 27,650,719
383,057,391
239,105,112
15,289 —
62,485 —

■)

t ion
opGrAsg
?

poning
No. re$25,000
or more
time
oalCo

9 90%
?0 176
*
JU, JUL
5,166
6876
? fiQ4
IUl
11 113
5078
15,012
14,908
6,368
39,245
9,230
49,772
6,075,866
309
1,619
1,236
221
*
•
24,666
*
1,502
2,492
2,067
*
548
13,052
1,264
16,916
3,396
* 85
1 000
1,141
757
20,276
85,624
18,825
18,494
56,477
132
3,651
2,805
2,880
74,204
3,919
508
743
1,444
876
35
1,776
32,573
10,641
6,599
3,687
5,717
7,508
12,958
11,013
7,218
4,672
10,668
10,724
798

99,727
188600
*
3 157 867
102,755
87,568
105997
1uj,jj;
475,101
23i'342
490
101
163i846
195,567
160,119
525,100
190,709
468,534
173,186,409
24,081
25,925
38,378
11,244
128,550
*
*
45,457
25,728
31,984
41,183
' 25
93,330
32,093
52,184
*
57,333
52,808
53,571
51,222
29,997
*
68,236
44,692
43,342
23,141
20,599
56.494
5,566
75,480
71,323
38,553
26,643
103,480
29,486
65,762
79,299
35,888
91,363
104,702
37,738
28,639
15,967
68,436
39,397
37,986
43,969
33,213
32,905
44,522
36,583
25,452
59,962
33,671
81,757
75,432
237,498
84,102

242,276
136,240
152,715
122,005
614,932
*
174,901
148,377
247,377
265,922
445,413
186,874
225,688
*
302,167
246,957
276,502
261,604
217,744
227,626
280,217
301 567
179,255
329,488
176.100
136,287
368,112
205,178
188,070
236,297
313,131
253,355
209,420
359,385
348,972
274,480
233,259
186,199
232,250
260,636
274,646
264,407
176,027
262,126
241,240
282,314
284,068
414,320
277,785
198,662
239,027
249,049
188,533
238,089
257,181

3
3
3
3
4
2
3
4
3
4
3
3
3
5
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
3
6
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
5
3
3
4
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

263,394
161,321
190,630
**
132,418
815,628
*

253,275
164,076
160,588
126,216
765,212
*

239,079
173,711
271,227
308,157
**

304,269
207,511
**
279,112
307,696

539,363
226,835
278,693
**
391,583
291,970
**
340,535
311,245
246,940
299,447
350,231
359,579
202,855
367,450
223,639
160,410
491,378
286,174
238,971
288,358
402,094
283,861
268,083
429,087
383,556
418,663
330,021
216,082
294,274
300,443
335,159
299,035
257,334
309,324
276,134
312,029
328,146
467,228
319,206
270,397
281,752
344,174
275,960
439,478
322,338

590,053
273,301
**
247,325
389,439
306,114
**
336,530
305,575
264,784
322,945
337,657
**
342,599
199,150
358,262
242,111
139,089
594,227
301,894
241,117
288,515
399,761
274,326
264,718
375,961
451,914
392,387
329,868
218,009
297,063
291,109
355,342
300,764
275,416
324,976
243,900
305,578
290,766
474,044
279,120
248,693
251,909
348,452
251,868
438,789
320,604

10,119
30,042
*
50,416
6,202
2,755 —
**
461
65,190 —
33,800 —
*7,8
* 85 —
31,368
50,690 ——
46,466
**
2,144
5,670
4,005
14,144—
17,844
** —
12,574
16,980
23,498 —
3,705
9,188
21,321
18,472 —
102,849 —
2,333 —
15,720
9,535
2,146 —
53,126
3,365
26,276
153157 —
68,358 —
9,334

9297 ——
2,1,78
32,234 —
20,183
1,729 —
18,082
6,451
15,652
—
37,380
40,086
21,704
29,843
6,816 —
24,092

689
1,734
4,278—
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Item
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Medford, Ore.
Pendleton, Ore.
Roseburg, Ore.
Salem, Ore.
Williamsport, Pa.
Florence, S. C.
Orangeburg, S. C.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Rapid City, S. D.
Jackson, Tenn.
Big Spring, Tex.
Burlington, Vt.
Charlottesville, Va.
Danville, Va.
Bellingham, Wash.
Kennewick-Pasco,
\Alnlln
Ul.-L Wash.
walla IA/aIIa
walla, Wash.
Wenachee, Wash.
Yakima, Wash.
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Parkersburg, W. Va.
tau Claire, wis.
La Crosse, Wis.
Wausau, Wis.
Casper, Wyo.
Cheyenne, Wyo.Tnta Ic
I u id lo

No. of porting
stations No. re$25,000
or more
in
time
tion 4
#
oper3a3
4 sales34
3
2
3o
3o
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3 4#
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
L
zoo
9R9
9P.R

Commonwealth & Possessions
3■J nr
Ul mnrp
IIIUIC ^tatinnc
OlaLIUIIo
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Ponce, Puerto Rico
Footnote explanations on page 96

CONGRATULATIONS

1000
-IN
50,000

5
5

5
4

and sponsors4

11,677
6,418
695
6,241
4,915
1,915

51,401
58,989
17,420
73,885
67,139
47,511
114,553
22,953
85,194
71,561
76,996
70,175
61,214
49,260
43,815
47,930
1 55,903
AO
1 /in
71,282
103,343
31,905
55,328
1114,194
1A in a
84,688
100,701
42,233
*

6,652
326
1,852
477
6,080
869
1,584
303
1,196
394
861
77
5,396
2,347
10,218
2,887
4,950
fiflfi
DUD, 7fiR
/ DO

Total
broadcast

3
171,115
sponsors4
4
inn a A r~ porting5
300,065
3
a con
214,620
3
4
rtnr
A O il
243,289
3
214,652
3
225,084
3
o332,656
o o rcc
3
3
174,308
3
314,343
1190,202
nA O no
3
1144,838
A A OOO
3
o a n rino
3
340,002
ota aaa
3
279,966
4
473,172
3
228,033
1184,058
O A AC O
3
ICO
1
o
o
3
162,128
O218,789
1 o ion
3
OOO
AAO
322,993
4
o244,813
a a on
3
3O
189,717
OCT
ECO
367,558
3
316,636
3
233,220
3
232,073
OOO *A "7 O
0o
L I ,\Jl 1 ,LL\J 9Rf)

135,302
249,116

90,765
124,332

TO DAREN F. McGAVREN

BETTER-

SPORTS
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Networks

Total
stations

Local
advertisers
and

oro AA O
224,483
revenues6
358,402
OO A AO*)
OOO AC\C
223,495
334,101
O AO O"7 C1 C
293,756
OCA
«r/\ ao c
266,314
459,025
nr* OO A
o197,995
a n 0^^
-398,244
re254,889
OOA CAO
230,693
1 AAO
401,497
O1"a ACOA O1 ACAt\~I
-A*
362,058
529,109
OCA
ACA
260,959
215,213
212,857
OTO
ACC
272,066
0"7* nrA aaa
OO1
405,686
279,381
o o (~ nn
235,379
477,141
437,472
313,595
O268
A O 894
AAA
£D,l 10. 1 10

91 fV°1

TIMES

WATTS

Time sales:
national and
regional
advertisers

IN

COMPANY

THE VOICE

5
5

383,284
492,280

AUDIENCE

OF LABOR

51,495
331,789
128,728
363,552
Continued on page 96

ON THEIR TENTH ANNIVERSARY

PERSONALITIES

COVERAGE-IN
•

211,346
138,989

Total
broadcast
Total
broadcast
expenses
246,312
OAO nco
393,968 income1
f\ con
233,1/5
21,829 —
374,079
OOO 1 "7C
289,497
OC A COO
35,566 —
254,633
O O A A A "7
11,631
4,259 —
39,978
457,696
1199,941
AA A A 1
9,680 —
IAD A n o
1,329
408,083
O235,613
OC A 1O
OOC
AOA
19,276
235,026
404,359
374,120
470,456
58,653
946 —
OAO AOA
302,030
9,1,839 —
OOA OOC
220,385
O 1 O TOO
12,062
333——
4,69
212,788
OAO OOA
298,339
2,862 —
433,035
oA Or OA AOAOO l~
41,071 —
350,298
A A A AO
a a c non
0 1 f\C 1
275,781
446,080
26,273
5,17—2 —
24,585
412,887
31,061
27,349
—
70,917 —
270,152
43,443
284,565
** 402 —
**
40,
9fi
R3R
7flQ
z o,o jo. / Uj
i?n Ren
15,671 —

•

1000

- IN

NEWS

LOYALTY
ON

THE

DIAL

Continued from page 95
Time sales:
No. of nnrtinp
vi'atinrK
No. 000
T6*
J kO 1. 1 U 1 1 J $25
national and
Local
Total
Total Total
in
advertisers stations
Total
time
broadcast broadcast
regional
broadcast
advertisers
and
Item
tion
Networks
expenses income1
opera431,187D and sponsors4
408,524
23
10
973,058
revenues0
San Juan, Puerto Rico
966,162
sales3
5
1,640,158
g
n
163,355
i
190,818
sponsors4
t
2,048,682
3
3
r
103
o
Arecebo, Puerto Rico
104,211
p
27,463
87,339
23
22
14
Sub-totals
616,210
5,539
651,823
2,498,854
3,115,064
1,427,604
1,437,919
10
309,978
10
14
523,189
Other communities
821,078
832,453
11,375
41,260
Totals
32
$1,961,108
$693,083
$1,737,582
$3,319,932
37
$627,585
$3,947,517
1 Before federal income tax.
6 Total revenues consist of total time sales less commissions
talent and program sales.
37
2 Excludes 249 independently operated fm stations.
# Not all stations in this market operated a full year during 1961.
•Stations
with
less
than
$25,000
time
sales
report
only
total
revenues and total expenses. Stations with total time sales of
*
Data
not
published
for
groups of less than 3 stations.
$25,000 or more, however, accounted for over 99% of the
** Data withheld to maintain confidentiality of individual station
broadcast revenues of the 3,610 reporting stations.
□ figures.
The corresponding figure published
1960 ($91,591) was in
4 Before
re- that for
error. The correct figure for
year was $215,423. This
Note: —commissions
denotes loss.to agencies, representatives and others.
plus
change does not affect any of the other figures for this market.
•Excludes data for 44 stations whose reports were not filed in
time to be included in this report.
Individual market revenues in top 25-1961 vs. 1960
No.
TIME SALES
Total
Reporting
Total
(000)
1961
1961
1961
$25,000 or Totali
Gain
more in
Gain
enues
time
Network
1961
1960 (Loss)
1961
1960 (Loss)
1960
sales
(000) penses
(000)
(000)
Market
1961
Revor
57
30
587
New York
26,613
(1,999)
or
32,832 27,435 come11,827 11,360
24,614
11,826
25
530
85
149
(64)
22,970 16,262 5,397
Chicago
11,519 12,374 (855)
12,329Local3
6,708
29
152
294
(142)
692
21,147 17,812 x13,230
Los Angeles-Long Beach
9,933
14,414
47
(9)
849
11,520 10,672 E 3,334
137
Philadelphia
147
In9,241
3
21
ot
10(6)
11
Detroit
6,915 Sp 6,924 (582)
9,556 7,511 2,045
(6)
53
6,448
103
Boston
4
126
107
108
6,188
9,474
6,450
(935)
17
8,171
5,341 6,770
1,303
183
San Francisco-Oakland
10,110
17
4,887
5,215
9,174
5,693
18
5,034
102
978
(3)
51
54
Washington
5,286 5,113 (262)
8,017 7,039
(22)
(13)
5,206 4,962
Cleveland
971
128
141
5,679
200
83
149
3,420
73
6,541 5,570
3,158
5,306 5,007
St. Louis
3,638
(113)
(64)
3,039
3,438
3,476
(406)
6,523
6,586
20
875
Pittsburgh
107
15
(10)
6,199 5,324
30
52
3,859 4,243
Baltimore
3,631
764
3,744
281
174
(35)
2,632 3,038
175
5,655
4,892
12
2,273 2,308
29
3,690 3,780
Minneapolis-St. Paul
5,273
5,448
(189)
Cincinnati
8
725
528
528
(91)
3,942
5,016
2,550
(6)
3,537
2,491
3,236 3,911
4,291
(21)
3,081
35
Milwaukee
23
658
47
68
138
2,084
2,892
59
4,430 3,772
Miami
228
41
2,338
48
1,659
(7)
(129)
1,568
4,262 4,034
(110)
Buffalo
11
78
55
1,932
17
2,905
2,350
115
3,039
3,266
1,817
(155)
4,172 4,282
Denver
345
172
2,376 2,505
2,992
173
12
4,153 4,308
2,436
(38)
(15)
1,284 1,322
Dallas
32
2,818
47
121
38
4,020
4,141
(85)
2,889
(18)
Atlanta
3,029 3,047
91
18
(1)
122
(10)
1,910 1,872
4,104 4,189
Houston
115
12
1,855 1,873
(7)
2,634
377
(19)
4,073
2,939
1,948
92
3,697
Kansas City
470
56
2,645 2,957
(78)
16
179
1,938
(94)
17
3,929 3,459
(10)
Seattle
3
47
2,090
3,923
2,446
3,926
37
2,488
2,012
Indianapolis
455
1,648
2,783
146
118
(13)1
(114)
105
166
2,256 2,854
3,400 2,945
37
1,742
Portland (Ore.)
1,463
(122)
1,577
1,476
3,278 3,112
2,286
1,998
1,598
3
Before
commissions
1
Total
to agencies,
revenues
representaives1,877
consist
of
total
and others.
time
sales
less
commissions
plus
talent and program sales.
( ) Denotes loss.
2 Before federal income tax.

A 10-year track record on radio's finances
AM AND AM-FM RADIO FINANCIAL DATA,1 1951-61
(Industry Totals)
A. Time Sales
National
Percent
Total
Network Percent
Local
Spot
of Total
Year
($ Millions) ($ Millions) of Total ($ Millions)
($ Millions)
32%
1961
6%
$617.2
1960
622.5
$35.8
6
202.1
35.0
$197.4
385.3
$384.0
1959
582.9
6
35.6
188.2
359.1
32
541.6
1958
171.9
323.2
8
46.5
30
32
1957
169.5
50.6
536.9
9
316.8
26
32
1956
145.5
491.7
14
48.4
10
297.8
32
456.5
120.4
1955
64.1
27
272.0
247.5
1954
451.3
18
21
120.1
83.7
27
1953
477.2
129.6
249.5
98.1
123.7
1952
473.2
109.9
23
26
239.6
26%
27%
1951
$456.1
$122.0
$119.6
$214.5
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Percent
of Total
62%
62
60
59
62
60
55
60
52
51
47%

Gain
or
(Loss)
1
969
1,184
(806)2
(473)
299
72
(437)
(384)
(90)
31
(301)
(254)
(87)
(227)
(71)
(86)
(18)
(312)
(305)
(71)
(42)
(121)
(30)

Broadcast Revenues, Expenses,
and Income2
($ Millions)
Year
Revenues
Income
Expenses
1961
543.6
591.9
1960
511.7
555.7
1959
$551.6
1958
$583.6
48.3
482.6
520.6
44.0
$32.0
460.9
1957
515.2
1956
38.0
479.2
54.3
429.6
1955
49.6
452.3
46.3
406.0
448.8
1954
406.3
42.5
1953
418.8
474.6
407.5
468.6
1952
1951
55.8
61.1
ExcludesFederal
independently
owned
$449.2Income $390.0
:1 Before
Tax. fm stations
$59.21962
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First

thing

in the

morning

. . .

. . . you'll have confidence in knowing that an ARB Overnight Survey team was on
the job the night before. The audience estimates you need will be on hand, ready for
those all-important decisions you'll face today.
ARB Overnight Surveys truly build this confidence. More and more regular clients
prove it. Telephone coincidentals are designed to give fast information to aid in the solutions of your most pressing audience problems . . . such as checking the audience to a
new program or spotting an audience trend since the last regular ARB report. And they
provide this information quickly, because on short notice a large staff of trained and
experienced telephone interviewers is available. Whether it's a current program rating
or a timely share of audience index, an ARB Overnight Survey is equally adept at
providing answers for key decisions in any U.S. ^ — — ^
television market.
A M E R 1C A N

J "^SEARCH
Consistently reliable audience estimates at a I ^ffljP\
BUREAU
— '
practical price is an offer worth investigating. Call ^ —
your ARB representative and discuss it today.
division of c - e - i - r inc.

For further information — Washington WE 5-2600 • New York JU 6-7733 • Chicago 467-5750 • Los Angeles R A 3-8536

How

the radio networks

and stations fared

COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL DATA OF 4 NATIONWIDE RADIO NETWORKS AND 3,610 AM AND AM-FM STATIONS
1960-61of dollars)
(In thousands
% Change
from
4 Nationwide Previous
Networks Year

Item
A. Revenues from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales:
a. Sale of major network time to advertisers $31,692 (0.7)
b. Sale of regional network time
c. Sale of other network time
Total network time sales
31,692 (0.7)
2. of
Deductions
from
network's
revenue
from
sale
time to advertiser:
a. Paid to owned and operated stations
540 (17.7)
b. Paid to affiliated stations
3,732 (13.9)
Total participation by others (excluding
commissions) in revenue from sale of
network time
4,272 (14.4)
3. Total retentions from sale of network time 27,420 1.8
4. Non-network time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers
b. Local advertisers
Total non-network time sales
5. Total time sales
27,420 1.8
6. Deduct — Commissions to agencies,
representatives, etc
4,707 (2.3)
7. Net time sales
22,713 2.7
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
a. Talent
6,978 (14.8)
b. Sundry broadcast revenues
1,113 (11.0)
Total incidental broadcast activities
8,091 (14.3)
TOTAL BROADCAST REVENUES
30,804 (2.4)
C. TOTAL BROADCAST EXPENSES
33,814 (12.0)
D. BROADCAST INCOME (before Federal income tax) ($3,010) *
1 Amount
differs inslightly
from practices.
that shown in Item 2.b because
of variations
accounting
2 Some small amount of network and national non-network time
sales may be included here since stations with less than
$25,000 time sales for the year do not report detailed revenue
breakdown.
8 Less than one-tenth of one percent.

Average

radio station income

by market

19 Owned
and
Operated
Stations

Change
% from
Previous
Year

% from
Change
Other
3,591
Stations

Previous
Year

tionwide
Total
4 NaNetworks
and
3,610
Stations

% Change
from
Previous
Year

9.7
(5.0)

540

(17.7)

2,301
2947i
1,5
4,077
$ 7,8

40.9
5.8

2.3
540
22,549
11,715
34,264
34,804
6,557
28,247

(17.7)
(5.2)
(0.8)
9.0
(1.1)
(3.8)
(0.5)

7,877
174,803
547,141
555,018
372,3382
54,909
500,109

5.8
(0.6)
(2.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(0.6)

(2.4)

$ 197,352
35,837
384,053
581,405
617,242

(0.3)
(1.0)
(0.8)

66,173
551,069

(0.8)
(1.1)

(17.2)
(14.9)
10,386
19,382
(15.1)
3
(24.5)
(2.1)
11,580
13,161
(10.3)
(7.6)
(18.7)
21,966
(1.3)
(1.4)
(2.2)
32,543
522,075
583,612
1.5
2.7
(0.2)
490,230
551,561
(38.0)
(17.0)
27,517
(33.7)
3,216in 1960 was $6,895$ thousand.
4 Loss
31,845
$ 32,051
( ) Denotes loss or percentage decrease.
Note. Dataworks,for
1960 cover the operations of 4 nationwide netstations. their 19 owned and operated stations, and 3,451 other
468
2,018
2,486
30,733

size

AVERAGE FINANCIAL DATA FOR AM AND AM-FM STATIONS REPORTING PROFITS BY SIZE OF AREA OR
COMMUNITY IN WHICH STATION IS LOCATED1
[Stations Operating Full Year]
Average Time Sales Per Station Reporting
Average Per Station Reporting
No. of Stations
National
and
Reporting Total
Time Sales of
Local
Total
Total
Regional
Total
Total
Stations
Broadcast
Advertisers
Advertisers
Broadcast
Broadcast
$25,000
Reporting
Networks
86
Population of:
and Sponsors3 and Sponsors3
Expenses
or More2
131
2,000,000 and over
Revenues4
$534,282
$447,350
143
295,505
86
$878,611
271,093
$ 14,267
6,773
1,000,000-2,000,000
420,950
131
$674,878
Income5
519,004
$203,733
141
193,690
98,054
141,959
256,341
306,080
500,000-1,000,000
148
164,788
8,486
247,175
149
62
32,194
98,827
250,000- 500,000
214,981
49,739
85
4,439
60
63
140,359
200,000- 250,000
191,008
1,907
57,410
24,639
166,369
39
60
139,462
195,228
150,000- 200,000
59,117
223
146,766
118,228
84
23,261
2,024
164,125
100,000- 150,000
171,967
47,423
4,497
105,723
17,359
39
116,065
25,901
50,000- 100,000
132,789
415
223
106,876
130,878
5,171
22,085
25,000- 50,000
16,724
13,545
1,568
117,333
411
394
14,455
10,000- 25,000
84,921
99,290
1,055
12,431
438
5,000- 10,000
86,859
72,730
386
64,401
64,107
217
372
9,412
2,500- 5,000
146
4,419
51,997
54,131
72
Less than 2,500
76
46,898
8,329
233
48,870
52,388
TOTAL
6,319
56,547
2,060
7,233
7,677
$128,823
$ 75,709
2,830
2,097 to agencies,
$190,350representatives
Statistical
$158,954 and others.
1 Classified by population of Standard $_Metropolitan
3 Before commissions
Census
of
Population,
4
Total
revenues
consist
of
total
time
sales
less
commissions
Areas
$ 31,396
1960. and communities outside SMSA's,
plus talent and program sales.
5 Before Federal income tax.
"Stations
with
total
time
sales
of
less
than
$25,000
are
not
required to report time sales separately.
Continued on page 100
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NOW

A PROFESSIONAL

THE

PALM

OF YOUR

SIMPLE

ANYONE

SO
CAN

USE

PHOTO

LIGHT

THAT

FITS

HAND . . .

Optional accessories quickly
adapt SUN GUN Professional
Photo Light for every indoor
lighting need.

Accessory holder. Adapts
SUN GUN Professional Photo
Light ritoety of specialized
accept the wide
vaoptional
accessories.

IT

COOLING VENTS
for instant
escape of heat.

Daylight filter. Corrects
color temperature of basic
3400°K lamp to permit use
with daylight type color film.
Eliminates need for conversion filters
camera, re-of
taining fullonefficiency
expensive camera lenses.

ADJUSTABLE HEAD
tilts for bounce
lighting, is calibrated
30°
and 90°
abovebelow
horizontal.
Control arm makes
it easy to tilt and
lock head at any angle.

P
Snoots. Provide a finely controlled beam for spot highlighting ofsmall areas. Two
sizes— large, and special optical "Sniper Snoot."

SILICON RECTIFIER
LIGHT SWITCH
has dimmer control for
modeling and setup
lighting levels, is
conveniently located
on handle for
instant light control.
BARNDOORS
of ruggedized
constructionaluminum
for
easy
adjustment
and
placement of light.

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
ALSO INCLUDES:
FLOOD LENS
Dual-purpose lens affords choice of 110°
xbeam
48° orfor60°broader
x 54°
light coverage of subject area.
PORTRAIT LENS
Made of specially
tempered glass for
close-up work. Softens light and reduces
contrast.

12-FOOT CORD

UNIVERSAL BRACKET
fits all cameras.
Special
mounting bi-position
hole allows
unit to be located at
the sider oforcamera.
30° to the

SUN

Super-Spread Lens. Spreads
beam to match
field lenses.
of extrawide-angle
camera

Large Barn Doors. Permit
horizontal control of light
beam to conform to specific
area lighting requirements
or toera keep
lens. light out of camSpecialverts3200
K filter. Con-of
color temperature
light for use with Type B
color film.

Diffusing
Filter. soft,
Spun-glass
scrim provides
even,
diffused
light
for
close-up
work. Includes removable

GUN
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTO LIGHT

spread lens.
Here's the finest in professional photo lighting.
Professional photographers across the country
are using it to shoot their commercial productions—both movies and stills.
This SUN GUN® Professional Photo Light takes
the place of studio lights 10 times bigger, 10
times heavier, 10 times more expensive. It pro-

duces 5000cost
watts
of exposure
1000 studio
watts'
electrical
— does
the workat only
of much
lighting equipment easier and better.
Good? So good it won a 1962 Academy Award.
Want to know more about this new SUN GUN
Professional Photo Light? Ask your photo dealer
— or mail the coupon below.

Carrying
case. ofForSUNconvenient carrying
GUN
and accessory lenses.

Sylvania Lighting Products
Division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
730 Third Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Please send me free technical information on the new
SUN GUN Professional Photo Light.
Name
Address.
City
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
\9
A
I
SYLVAN"
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_2one_

_State_

Averages for stations reporting losses by market size
AVERAGE FINANCIAL DATA FOR AM AND AM-FM STATIONS REPORTING LOSSES BY SIZE OF AREA OR COMMUNITY IN WHICH STATION IS LOCATED1
[Stations Operating Full Year]
Average Time Sales Per Station Reporting
Mn nf Qfafinnc
Ponnrfinor Tnfal
NoNational
UUIIol and
a II U
Rpnjnnal
r\c|JUi
Timo
^s^Ipci uidi
Local
1 Mile Liiig
Odlco
UInf
l\ 1 U 1 la 1
Total
nnn
Stations
nUVCI L 1 O C 1 o
Advertisers
Reporting
Mnrp2
UInr JVIUI
c
1
1
c
i
vv
u
i
rvo
71
and Snnn^nr^''
tOnO 7Q3
70
'^
iss
n4n
sors
60
Spon
and
00,0/
$6,956
3,592
OC 0"7O1
128
58
139,015
123
72,351
1 KA
1 ^KQ
5,579
171
1, JO J
97,505
46
32,532
1,574
95,186
44
23,627
91,639
55
101,064
31,227
1,236
50
32
31
1,776
19,959
44
154
81,084
1,959
156
58
15,709
73,724
243
228
1,933
66,818
10,887
130
1,155
169
289
144
52,044
Ma
109
44,714
6,598
409
59
41
5,286
41,179
10,839

rupuidiiuii ui .
2,000,000 and over
1,000,000-2,000,000
500,000-1,000,000
9<;n
nnn kc\c\
nnn
<lOU,UUUDUU,UUU
200,000- 250,000
150,000- 200,000
100,000- 150,000
50,000- 100,000
25,000- 50,000
10,000- 25,000
5,000- 10,000
2,500- 5,000
Less than 2,500
TOTAL
1,268
$32,605
$2,033 Statistical
1 Classified by population of Standard Metropolitan
Areas
and
communities
outside
SMSA's,
Census
of
Population,
1960.
2 Stations with total time sales of less than $25,000 are not required
to report time sales separately.
Report on revenue

and expense

Average Per Station Reporting
Total
Broadcast

Total
Rrnarlrast
<tOQn
QQQ
Expenses
BOO
277 673
226421
156,321
136,752
129,957

Total
RrnarlrsKt

-poUo,ooY
1 nssp<^
64 514
213,159
$ob,UUb
Revenues"1
188,617
125,737
37,504
116,627
30,584
20,125
114,452
15,505
123,782
144,275
20,493
109,768
97,804
11,964
12,750
102,048
89,298
74,453
84,077
52,666
58,662
9,624
44,955
50,484
40,364
5,996
7,403
47,767
$131,761
$110,057
$3 Before
89,595 commissions
1,372 to agencies, representatives and others. 5,529
4 Total
consistsales.
of total time sales less commissions$21,704
plus
talent revenues
and program
5 Before federal income tax.

of fm-only

stations

BROADCAST REVENUES OF ALL FM STATIONS AND EXPENSES, INCOME, INVESTMENT IN TANGIBLE BROADCAST PROPERTY AND EMPLOYMENT OF
249 FM STATIONS OPERATED BY N0N-AM LICENSEES
A. Broadcast Revenues, Expenses, and Income
B. Investment In Tangible Broadcast Property
1961
0
196
1961
Number of Amount Number of Amount
($ Millions)
Item
Stations (Millions) Stations (Millions)
Original Cost
Depreciated Cost
Total Fm Broadcast Revenues
$9 4
57 0
Fm stations operated by:
am licensees:
,. ,cn Employment
, 01 inr,.
(As of December 31, 1961)
....
337
....
405
revenues.... 284
no fm
Reporting fm
Reporting
revenues
$2.9
234
$3.6
Full Time
Part Time
Total
Non-am licensees
249
7.U
218
5.8
983
747
1,730
Total fm stations .! 938
10.0
789
9.4
( , Denotes loss
broadas incidental
was reported
$1-4 millionrevenues
amount including
C3 1 ^f
ExDenses
casttnisrevenues
Fm Broadrast la|jcii3
from providing
functional
Fm Stations operated by
music or other special services.
nnn am lirancaoc
9/1Q
to, 7
918
ta 9
NOTE: In view of the difficulty in a joint am-fm operation in
non-am licensees
£W
$3./
.as
$0.^
allocating fm operation expense separately from am
were
such stations
operationto expense,
station
fm
fpripral
broaacast
IhpfnrP
Inrnmp
' Fm RrnaHrast income ICieTOre Teaerai
not required
report fmlicensees
station of expense
separately.
: .1
income tax)
As a result, fm industry totals for expense
and
income
Cm iianons
ctatinnc opeidieu
nnorataH py
hu
are not available. Am-fm licensees, however, were rerm
quested to report separately the revenues, if any, attribnon-am licensees
249
($2.6)
218
($2.4)
utable to fm station operation.
Revenue

and income

of 91 metropolitan

area fm-only

stations

SELECTED REVENUE ITEMS AND BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOMEi OF 91 FREQUENCY MODULATION (FM) STATIONS OPERATED BY NON-AM
LICENSEES IN STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS
Incidental
Total
Total
Total
Broadcast
Broadcast
Total
Stations
Total
Broadcast
Standard Metropolitan
Broadcast
Reporting
Statistical Areas
Time
Sales2
Expenses
Boston
3
Revenues4
Revenues:i
15
391,708
$ 753,805
39,975
Chicago
$
79,806
1,168,055
$ 19,480
($Income1
92,751)
(12,221)
$1,180,276
172,557
Detroit
9
308,127
381,210
33,250
528,481
(147,271)
4
Houston
107,941
214,181
105,631
(106,240)
952,357
690,506
265,877
20
Los Angeles-Long Beach
6,738
(239,971)
1,192,328
Milwaukee
4
79,719
99,749
118,579
New York
4
(18,830)
172,334
207,620
44,274
7,729
317,567
(109,947)
206,673
141,767
4
141,486
Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J.
108,902
1,564
3
(65,187)
Providence-Pawtucket, R.l.-Mass.
(55.531)
55,423
143,547
4
288
Sacramento, Calif.
53,371
98,774
72,349
3,266
5
(44,773)
117,911
San Diego, Calif.
183,651
24,438
57,498
300,244
10
(65,740)
249,284
San Francisco-Oakland
11,590
456,267
(156,023)
190,064
111,035
6
Seattle, Wash.
43,049
326,003
(135,939)
Total
$2,837,453
$853,251
$3,898,588
91
$5,149,012
($1,250,424)plus
1 Before federal income tax.
4 Total revenues consist of total time
sales less commissions
2 Before commissions to agencies, representatives and others. total incidental broadcast revenues.
3
Includes
revenues
from
providing
functional
music
or
other
(
)
Denotes
loss,
special services.
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'ALL Package Courtesy of Lever Brothers Company

PRODUCE

SELL

IT

IT

TODAY

TOMORROW

ANYWHERE

IN

THE
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A

WITH

BOTH!

35^' Anniversan/
1927-1962
first and finest Air Shipping service

Airtime comes only once per program. Priority handling of tapes, films and platters is a must . . . and it's assured
only when you insist on shipment by Air Express. There is only one Air Express— the coordinated service of R E A
Express and all 38 scheduled U.S. airlines. It's top priority, right after U.S. mail and passengers, everywhere in
the U.S.A., Puerto Rico and Canada. 13,000 R E A Express trucks provide speedy door-to-door service. Cost? Low:
5 lbs. travel 1,000 miles for $3.53. For shipping or receiving, specify Air Express. It's as close as your phone.,
CALL YOUR
LOCAL REA
EXPRESS OFFICE FOR AIR EXPRESS SERVICE
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GOVERNMENT

New
FCC

wrinkle

CIRCULARIZES

in

OMAHA

Over 100 organizations in and around
Omaha have been solicited by the FCC
as possible witnesses in the hearing
scheduled Jan. 28 on the local program
offerings of the three Omaha tv stations
(Broadcasting, Nov. 26).
The FCC sent a letter to the groups
over the signature of Commissioner E.
William Henry, who will preside at the
hearing, telling the parties how to become eligible as witnesses "if you are
interested in appearing and giving testimony." The letters went to all types of
organizations from the Campfire Girls
of America to Alcoholics Anonymous.
It was in direct contrast to FCC
preparations for a similar local program
hearing in Chicago last spring. At that
time, the commission publicly disclaimed any efforts to secure witnesses
(Broadcasting, Feb. 26). Over 100
public witnesses appeared in Chicago.
No reason was given by the FCC for
the solicitation of witnesses in Omaha.
The Henry letter also enclosed copies
of the FCC hearing order and, as* "background information," the 1960 program
policy statement — used by the commission as justification for its field forays
into local programming.
The letter to Omaha groups begins
with the issues in the hearing on the
locally produced programming offered
by KMTV (TV), KETV (TV) and
WOW-TV and asks all those wishing to
testify to notifiy the agency by Dec. 19.
Such notifications are to be sent to the
attention of Martin E. Firestone of the
FCC's renewal branch. The Omaha issues include:
■ "The efforts made by the Omaha tv
stations to determine the needs and interests of the residents of Omaha in the
area of local live programming.
■ "The effectiveness with which tv
stations in Omaha have met the needs
and interests of Omaha residents by
broadcasting local live programs.
■ "The extent of public demand and
need, if any, for additional or different
types of local live tv programs than
those now broadcast by Omaha tv stations."
A definition of a local live program
"for the purpose of this hearing" is included in the Henry letter.
Advance Planning <■ Washington
counsel for the three Omaha stations
met with FCC attorneys last week to discuss aquestionnaire sent to the stations
seeking information in advance of the
hearing. Lonnie Emerson, legal assistant to Commissioner Henry, and Tom
102

hearings:
GROUPS

TO

BEEF

witness
UP

PROGRAM

Commissioner Henry
He writes letters, too
Fitzpatrick of the hearing division will
be government counsel at the hearing.
They will be assisted by Mr. Firestone
and James Juntilla, assistant chief of the
Broadcast Bureau.
The stations, with the FCC agreeing
to accept a joint answer on this question, were asked to submit a description of the Omaha audience including
overall population; number and size
of foreign language and minority groups;
size of agricultural population; number
and kinds of major religious organizations; educational facilities; recreational,
sports and cultural facilities; number of
newspapers; and the principal business
trades or industries in the area.
The second question of KETV,
KMTV and WOW-TV seeks a "detailed
statement describing the efforts and activities by, or in behalf of, the station to

FCC's Christmas plans
A shuffled schedule of FCC
meetings has been arranged for
the next three weeks because of
the Christmas holidays and plans
of commissioners to be out of
town. The regular meeting next
week will be held Monday, Dec.
17, and there will not be a meeting Christmas week.
The first 1963 meeting will be
held Thursday, Jan. 3, with the
commission returning to its regular Wednesday sessions the week
of Jan. 7.

hunt
INQUIRY

ascertain the needs and interests of the
public served by the station for local
programs. This statement shall include
. . . and efforts ( 1 ) to make a canvas
of the listening public and (2) to consult with civic leaders and others who
bespeak the interests of the community . . ." Names and positions of the
individuals contacted in following areas
were asked for: public officials, educators, religious groups, agricultural organizations, charitable organizations,
professional associations, ethnic groups,
business organizations, labor groups,
"musical, dramatic, literary and other
similar entertainment or cultural organizations" and others.
The stations are asked if they maintain a complaint file and, if so, the
number received on local programming
during the past year and the manner in
which they were resolved. Another question asks about programming and advertising standards or codes subscribed to
and station policies designed to implement such codes along with a copy
thereof.
Who Does What? ■ This question
follows: "Describe the facilities, staff
and equipment available for the development, production and presentation of
local program material [including] availability of mobile transmitting equipment; number of cameras and tape recorders, and name and occupational
title of each person (exclusive of managerial officials) engaged in the development, production or presentation of local
Exact copies of station logs for the
month of October are requested by the
FCC;
number of hours the station was
programs."
on the air; total hours of commercial
and sustaining network programs, syndicated programs, feature films and total
of all other broadcast hours.
With respect to October local programs, the stations are asked to classify
and define them; day and time of broadcast, and whether "these programs were
developed by the station in cooperation
or consultation with, or to meet the
needs of, specific community organizaFinally, the stations are asked for the
number of public service announcements
broadcast ditional
during
and assist
"any admaterial October
which will
the
tions."
commission in understanding the policies
and practices of the station in serving
the needs of its community in the area
of local programming."
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Burgess

No
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Recording
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better
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Tape

!

Lower print-through — Revolutionary
Burgess dispersion processes greatly reduces the possibility of
magnetic transfer from layer
to ECHO"
layer. There
is "NO
with Burgess
tape,months
even after
of
storage.

Greater tensile strength — new Burgess processes and formulas make
Burgess
tape. Tensile tape
strength'tough'
is important
wherever tape is given
rough handling, as in
schools and colleges.

Higher frequency response, greater sensitivity
—Burgess uses only acicular oxide particles
(and disperses them evenly) to achieve finer
sensitivity and top frequency response. Burgess wide bias latitude produces professional
results on all types of recorders.

Lower noise level — New dispersion techniques
eliminates "clumps" of oxide on Burgess tape.
You get a lower noise level and eliminate "hissing" or "popping".

Consistent satisfaction — Burgess
new processes, monitored by rigid
quality control, assure the user
that Burgess tape is uniform
from reel to reel. You get
the same high reproduction quality totomorrow
or nextday,month.

Freedom from flake-off — New Burgess precoat formula eliminates
flake-off, cuts the amount of
head-cleaning necessary,
and gives constant
true-tone qualities.

Superior built-in lubricant — Enables tape to
glide smoothly, without friction or squeaking
over recorder head and guides. Prolongs the
life of tape recorder heads.

Erases clean — Burgess tape erases clean and
evenly on home recorders. No bulk eraser
needed!

Full line of Mylar and Plastic tape in all popular sizes for general and
popular use. Attractive display boxes for fingertip inventory. Also convenient counter displays — all this makes for a profit picture for you.

BURGESS

BATTERY
DIVISION OF SERVEL. INC.

Mill
BURGESS

MAGNETIC
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the
Will
VOA DIRECTOR

IRS
LOOMIS

IOU?
Voice's
the
up
pick
LOOKS FOR A WAY TO REIMBURSE STATIONS

The Voice of America, caught in a
promise-vs. -performance squeeze of its
own is hoping the Internal Revenue
Service will help it make good on the
Voice's commitment to the 10 radio
stations which served the government
for three weeks during the recent
Cuban crisis.
VOA director Henry Loomis. who
told the stations they would be paid if
they wished to be, was obliged to inform station officials at a meeting in
Washington last week that his budget
doesn't include funds for such uses.
But he agreed the Voice could ask
the IRS for a ruling on whether the stations could take tax deductions to
recover their VOA-connected expenses.
This alternate solution was reportedly
suggested by several of the participants
at the closed meeting, and Mr. Loomis
said later that "most" of the station
officials welcomed it.
The actual query to the IRS will be
made by Edward R. Murrow, director

of the U. S. Information Agency, of
which the Voice is a part. Mr. Loomis
explained that this high-level approach
is appropriate in view of the "unprecedented" nature of the proposal.
Stations Helpful ■ Regardless of the
IRS ruling, the pressure on the Voice
is eased by the attitude of the stations.
WSB Atlanta and KAAY Little Rock
have already said they won't seek reimbursement, and officials of other stations reportedly indicated at the meeting they may follow suit.
In addition, Mr. Loomis said it was
the sense of the meeting that, in the
event of an adverse ruling from IRS.
"very few of the stations" will ask the
VOA to reimburse them for lost advertising revenue.
Mr. Loomis said advertiser cooperation helped keep losses down. He said
some stations were able to switch sponsored programs pre-empted by the
Voice from am to an fm affiliate.
Others reportedly were able to move

President Kennedy personally thanked 10 broadcasters
for turning over their stations for "dusk to dawn" broadcasts of Voice of America programs into Cuba during the
tense days beginning Oct. 22 with the President's blockade speech. Each broadcaster received an individual
certificate of commendation from the President at a
ceremony in the Rose Garden of the White House. To the
President's right is Edward R. Murrow, director of the
USIA. The others are (I to r): Thomas R. Bishop, KAAY
Little Rock; Ralf Brent, WRUL New York (shortwave);
104 (GOVERNMENT)

sponsored programs from the VOA
portion of the schedule to other open
time slots.
Mr. Loomis met with the station
officials Tuesday after President Kennedy and Mr. Murrow in a White
House ceremony thanked them personally for their service to the Voice (see
story page 105).
Mr. Loomis said nothing definite was
decided at the meeting, that it was
"an exploratory conference to determine ground rules" for reimbursement.
He said no further meetings are planned, and that future negotiations will
be carried on by correspondence.
The 1 0 stations — eight standard wave
and two short wave — contributed large
segments of their broadcast day during
Oct. 22 to Nov. 17. Mr. Loomis didn't
give any cost estimates, but he said
the standard wave stations broadcast a
total of 2,000 hours and the short wave
outlets, a like amount.
Loomis
Handled
Details ■ Mr.

Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta; Leonard Reinsch, Cox Stations and chairman, U. S. Advisory Committee on Information (behind Mr. Gaither); Newton N. Minow, FCC chairman; John M. Spottswood, WKWF Key West; Robert
Bowman, KGEI Belmont, Calif, (shortwave) (behind Mr.
Murrow); Rev. Aloysius B. Goodspeed, S.J., WWL New
Orleans; Charles H. Topmiller, WCKY Cincinnati; James
E. Nobles Jr., WMIE Miami (partially hidden by the President); George B. Storer Jr., WGBS Miami; Milton Komito,
WCKR Miami, and Henry Loomis, director, VOA.
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Loomis handled the detailed arrangements, and was advised to ignore financial considerations in "getting the job
done," that is, getting Voice broadcasts
into Cuba by standard wave radio.
Mr. Loomis said there was apparent
agreement at the meeting that reimbursement should include costs in these
three categories:
1. Additional expenses incurred in
broadcasting for the Voice, such as
overtime pay and the cost hiring of
extra employes.
2. The actual costs of operating the
stations while they were broadcasting
for the Voice.
3. Advertising revenue lost through
VOA pre-emptions of the stations'
sponsored programs.
Mr. Loomis said he would ask the
stations to provide these figures after
the IRS submits its ruling. "If these
costs are not deductible," he said, "we'll
have to find the money. But I don't
know where."
Problems Ahead ■ But even a favorable ruling from IRS won't constitute a
complete solution. Two of the stations
already enjoy a tax-exempt status
through their licensees — WWL New
Orleans, owned by Loyola U., and
KGEI Belmont, an international shortwave station owned by Far East Broadcasting Co., a non-commercial firm
financed through contributions. Mr.
Loomis said tax deductions wouldn't
help one or two other stations which
report being "in the red."
Meanwhile, five of the stations are
still carrying some VOA programming
—WWL; WMIE and WGBS, both
Miami; WKWF Key West; and WRUL
New York, an international short-wave
radio station.
But the costs for the four standardwave stations do not pose a problem.
Mr. Loomis said that the VOA is programming on them during time segments normally purchased by antiCastro groups for broadcasts into Cuba,
and that the groups are continuing to
bear the costs. WGBS, WKWF and
WWL had been part of the network
operated by the Cuban Freedom Committee (Broadcasting, June 4) until
the Oct.
Voice22.pre-empted the group's time
on
FTC cites Westinghouse
The Federal Trade Commission formally complained last week that Westinghouse Electric Corp. advertising has
misrepresented rebuilt television picture tubes as new, when in fact they
contain used parts.
Westinghouse immediately denied the
charge and said it would "prove there
is no deception."
Westinghouse has 30 days to file a
formal answer to the government
complaint.
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CRISIS

10 stations which
honored

IN

RETROSPECT

carried Voice broadcasts

by President

in White

The significance of radio and the
patriotism of broadcasters were stressed
last week when 10 broadcasters received the thanks of their country at
the White House. President Kennedy
presented each one of them with certificates attesting to their patriotric cooperation in broadcasting Voice of America programs to Cuba during the Cuban
crisis (Broadcasting, Oct. 29 et seq.).
The broadcasters were honored at
a ceremony in the White House rose
garden last Tuesday morning. In addition to President Kennedy, Edward
R. Murrow, director of the United
States Information Agency, also voiced
his thanks.
President Kennedy said:
"I want to express our thanks to the
radio stations who were so helpful and
contributed such an important national
service to us during the difficult days
that have just passed . . . ."
After telling how the stations were
contacted and how all volunteered their
services, the President added:
"We are very grateful to them. I
think they showed two things; first, how
significant radio is in getting across a
message beyond national boundaries;
and secondly, they showed how patriotic were those men who ran these
stations. We are glad to have them
here
Mr.today."
Murrow expressed the thanks
of USIA, and said he is "grateful to
these gentlemen for using their transmitters inthe interest of truth."
Lines Laid ■ A bit of broadcast history was disclosed earlier the same day
by Pierre Salinger, news secretary to
the President, when he recounted how
the government had ordered "unbeknownst to these stations" telephone
line patches for a hookup between the
Voice and the stations. He also told
how he called each owner or manager
at the 10 stations and how each "without hesitation" immediately volunteered
the services of his station from "dusk
to dawn." Mr. Salinger said the VOA
broadcasts began with the President's
speech the evening of Oct. 22 and continued for three or four weeks.
As soon as each station agreed to
carry the government broadcasts, Mr.
Salinger related, he nodded to his secretary who was on an open line to
Henry Loomis, director of the VOA.
Mr. Loomis immediately ordered the
telephone company to close the circuit
linking the station with the VOA.
There was no inference of the government ordering the stations to cooperate, Mr. Salinger emphasized.

House

to Cuba

ceremony

"In each case I called the manager
or the owner and I said I was speaking in behalf of the President. I told
them we were about to embark on
what would be a very difficult period
in our relations with Cuba, and we felt
it was imperative to get the American
message into Cuba; that their station
had a very strong signal in Cuba and
1 asked them to cooperate. . .
"There wasn't a single instance where
they did not agree on the spot to cooperate," he said.
Donald M. Wilson, deputy director
of USIA, was given credit by Mr.
Salinger as having been the "key developer" of the scheme of using regular
medium wave broadcast stations to
saturate Cuba.
GO-AHEAD

IN MOLINE

Moline Tv gets FCC approval
to begin ch. 8 construction
Moline Tv Corp. got an FCC goahead last week to begin constructing
a tv station in Moline, 111. on ch. 8.
Moline received the ch. 8 grant last
spring but construction was stayed until finalization of then-pending rulemaking involving that channel and ch.
2 St. Louis (Broadcasting, May 21).
When it shifted ch. 2 from Springfield, 111., the FCC also moved ch. 8
from Peoria, 111., to Davenport-Rock
Island-Moline. The ch. 2 move was
remanded to the commission by the
courts because of off-the-record representations but the action was affirmed
by the FCC in July (Broadcasting,
July 23), clearing the way for removal of the Moline stay.
Moline received the ch. 8 grant on a
3-2 vote after a stormy period between
FCC instructions to its staff and the
final grant, during which the case was
discussed in the U. S. House of Representatives. Principals of the winning
applicant include Frank P. Schreiber
(president- 10%), Richard Stengel
(9%), Francis J. Coyle {\2Vi%),
Victor B. Day (10%), David Parson
( 10% ) and some 15 others. Mr. Schreiber is a former director of the Mutual
Broadcasting System and spent 15 years
with WGN-AM-TV Chicago.
The losing applicants for ch. 8 include Community Telecasting Corp.
(which had been favored in an initial
decision and received the votes of Commissioners Frederick W. Ford and John
S. Cross), Tele-Views News Co., Mid105
land Broadcasting Co., and Illiway
Television Inc.

LAND

MOBILE

RADIO

PROS

AND

CONS

FCC gets comments on plan to use uhf channels 14 and 15
The FCC received over 30 comments
crowded facilities of mobile radio servlast week to a proposal by a group of
ices. Deletion of any channels "would
communications companies, seeking exbe a crippling blow to the future depanded frequency availibility for land
velopment of uhf service" the association charged.
mobile radio users, that uhf chs. 14 and
15 be reallocated for that purpose.
To defend the desirability of lower
uhf channels over the higher, the NAB
Seeking reallocation of the two channels is the Land Mobile Section of the referred to engineering data included
in comments by the Assn. of Maximum
Electronics Industries Assn. (BroadService Telecasters. The engineering recasting, Oct. 1). In making the proport, prepared for AMST by A. D.
posal the Land Mobile Section acted independently ofEIA or of the EIA In- Ring & Assoc., Washington, D. C,
dustrial Div. of which it is a part.
engineering consultants, studied the
availibility of the nearest low uhf chanHowever, the Consumer Products
nels to which existing stations on chs.
Div. of EIA does not agree with the
14 and 15 could move.
association's Land Mobile Section —
Ideals and Realities ■ The AMST
marking the first time in EIA history
that two groups within the organizareport said that ideally the "actual field
strengths delivered on the uhf channels
tion have opposed each other (Broadcasting, Dec. 3).
are predicted to increase with increasThe Consumer Products Div. told
ing frequency." However, the report
the commission that reallocation of chs. said, to make this possible a flat terrain is needed, and mountains to sup14 and 15 would be "in opposition to the
port highly elevated antennas. Such
will of Congress" as expressed in the
all-channel receiver law. The law re- areas are not readily available and
shadowing effects are caused by rolling
quires that all television sets manufacterrain, trees, etc. Other facts suptured for interstate commerce be capaporting use of the lower uhf bands
ble of receiving all 82 channels, so
that better utilization of the total vhf were supplied, such as greater receiver
noise (approximately 1 db higher for
and uhf portions of the spectrum may
be realized.
the upper uhf spectrum) and antenna
Great financial burdens would be wave length which decreases directly
as the frequency increases, delivering a
placed on the 11 tv stations authorized
on ch. 15 and the five on ch. 14, if weaker signal to the receiver.
The Committee for Competitive Tv
they were required to make a channel
change, the Consumer Products Div. told the FCC that "Enough bad things
said. Expense would also fall on the have happened to uhf television alviewing public that would need to have
ready." Itwould make sense in terms
changes made in its sets, or forego re- of where the need is to reallocate vhf
chs. 12 and 13 to land mobile use, CCT
ception of these stations, it added.
argued. The committee said that moDouble Dialectic ■ Among the combile radio users already have available
panies represented in the Land Mobile
Section are General Electric, Philco and to them, frequencies near and comparable to that currently occupied by
Motorola — all of which are also heavily chs. 14 and 15.
interested in selling tv receivers and are
The National Assn. of Manufacturers
members of the Consumers Products
urged that reallocation action be taken
Div. RCA, a member of the Land
Mobile Section, is opposed to the pro- immediately, before the all-channel receiver bill takes practical effect. NAM
posed rulemaking.
said the Land Mobile Section's petition
The National Assn. of Broadcasters
deals with only a small fraction of the
told the FCC that the reallocation pro- television spectrum. A group headed
posal should be denied "as having no
by one or more commissioners should
support in fact and based on pure specbe formed to survey mobile radio needs,
ulation." The NAB said that the Land
NAM suggested, but it should result
Mobile Section disposed of the financial
in action and not merely be a means
burden that would be thrust upon chs.
of
"sweeping the present problem under
14 and 15 stations "in a rather cavalier
manner" and that "such a 'BalkanizatheOther
rug." Voices ■ A number of police,
tion' of the spectrum is not in the best fire department and forestry groups told
interests of frequency conservation."
the FCC that it is necessary for proper
Rather than reallocating two of the service and safety for the public that
most desirable uhf channels, the NAB
the two uhf channels be reallocated
suggested that the commission consider
for mobile radio users. This view was
forming a broad band, common carbacked by Motorola Inc., in a filing
rier operation such as is used by tele- separate from that of the Land Mobile
phone exchanges, to alleviate the Section. The company said that it will
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Minow speech on KTTV
Address of FCC Chairman
Newton Minow at the Town Hall
of Los Angeles meeting Dec. 18
will be broadcast by KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles from the Biltmore
Hotel, 1-1:30 p.m. Highlights
from the speech will be re-broadcast at 10:30 p.m., that evening.
Station also offered to give
sight-and-sound coverage to the
Los Angeles chapter meeting of
the Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences the evening of Dec.
19 at the Hollywood Palladium,
. at which Mr. Minow is to par| ticipate as one of an eight-man
^ panel to discuss "What's Right
Band What's Wrong with Television." (See Datebook for list
fJW participants). ATAS, howrever, rejected KTTV's offer.
be the public that loses if the change
is not made.
Comments were also received from
bus, trucking and business interests that
said that they felt it was necessary for
the promotion
of the country's
that
the reallocations
be made economy
and that
the well-financed and influential broadcasting interests should not be promoted
over the economy's needs.
Impersonation issue
raised in am contest
One day after the hearing examiner
had closed the record in an am comparative an
hearing,issue
the to
FCC's
Reviewif
Board added
determine
the president-50% owner of one of the
applicants falsely represented himself
as an official of the federal government
to obtain information.
Boiling Branham, trading as Douglas
County Broadcasting Co., made the
charge against Sid Williams of Five
Cities Broadcasting Co. Mr. Branham
is seeking 1520 kc in Douglasville and
Five Cities, the same frequency in nearby Austell, both Georgia.
Mr. Williams allegedly represented
to Theodore Matthews that he was a
federal official when he quizzed Mr.
Matthews about the transmitter site the
latter had leased to Douglas County
Broadcasting. In an affidavit, Mr.
Matthews said that he believed Mr.
Williams to be a government official
when the Five Cities official requested
permission to inspect the proposed
Douglas County transmitter site.
The Review Board placed the burden
of proof on Douglas County but refused to add an issue on that applicant's character qualifications if it
fails to prove the charge against Mr.
Williams.
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House unit asks study of option time, discount structure
A House Small Business subcommittee has asked for new hearings in the
next Congress on charges television stations and networks restrict the opportunity of small businessmen to advertise on their facilities.
The recommendation was made in a
report to the full subcommittee last
week from Subcommittee No. 6, which
held a hearing on the subject a year ago
(Broadcasting, Dec. 11, 1961).
The unanimously approved report
said the record of the hearing "amply
indicates there is substance" to complaints that such practices as option
time and television discount rates prevent small businessmen from promoting
their products on television.
The report said there was a lot of
testimony "concerning what was described as a growing monopoly of the
airwaves by large national advertisers
which is placing the small businessman
at a disadvantage."
Consequently, the report said, the
subcommittee thinks the committee
should order "a comprehensive survey
of current time-selling practices by individual broadcasting stations, independent as well as affiliated," in the 88th
Congress.
'Paramount Importance' ■ The report, which asserts the ability to advertise on television is of "paramount importance" to the small businessman,
said such a survey would show whether
new laws are needed to give relief to
small businessmen who say they meet
trouble in trying to buy tv time.
The report noted that the FCC has
declined to act on the ground it has
no authority to require "an equitable
distribution of time."
The subcommittee wants to look into
option time in particular and affiliatenetwork relationships in general. Testimony at the hearings, the report said,
"was virtually unanimous that the use
of the option-time clause in affiliation
contracts has been a substantial factor
contributing to the growing shortage of
available time for local and regional
programs."
The subcommittee noted complaints
of "glaring inequities" in tv discount and
rate structure policies of stations and
networks. "The gist of these complaints
is that the frequency rate structure is
weighted in favor of the large purchaser
and thereby aggravates the problem of
limited-time availability, especially in
prime-time periods."
The report added that there is documentary evidence as well as testimony
indicating that the discrimination is not
the fault of the local station "but has
come about through economic pressures
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

exerted by large national advertisers."
Disagrees With FCC ■ The FCC
view expressed at the hearing — that an
increase in uhf channels would alleviate
the situation by making more tv advertising time available — was not shared by
the subcommittee. "It appears that even
in the intermixed markets where uhf
stations have network affiliations, advertisers .. . commonly prefer secondary
time on the vhf to their regular time"
on the networks' uhf affiliates, the reTheport said.
subcommittee, which examined
radio as well as television practices,
feels that radio poses no small business
problem, "with the possible exception
of discount practices." The report said
"inequities in the rate schedules . . .
have had an adverse effect on small
business and will grow worse if not
In discussing radio, the subcommittee
corrected."
expressed concern "that in some quarters" that medium is considered to be
for the small advertiser and television
for the large. This subcommittee concern was heightened by the testimony
of Kenneth Cox, FCC Broadcast Bureau chief, that the most desirable nighttime audience has been lost by radio.
If additional hearings are held, they
will be conducted by a new chairman.
Rep. Dale Alford (D-Ark.), who
headed the unit in the 87th Congress,
gave up his House seat to make an unsuccessful tryfor the governorship.
ACLU

asks proscription

of 'political' oaths
The American Civil Liberties Union
has asked the FCC to stop broadcasters
from using "political affidavits" in hiring performers, noting the case in which
NBC refused to air the Weavers, a folksinging group, on the Jack Paar Show
last Jan. 2.
John de J. Pemberton Jr., executive
director of ACLU, said in a letter to
Chairman Newton N. Minow released
last week that the issue is not whether
a station licensee should carry the
Weavers or any other particular program, but whether a station or network
should apply a political test or qualification to determine who may perform.
It would not be censorship for the commission to outlaw such affidavits as
contrary to the public interest, the
ACLU said.
The Weavers had refused to sign an
affidavit denying present or past membership in the Communist Party. They
appealed to the commission, but their
protest was rejected on the grounds
that FCC interference would constitute
illegal censorship.

®
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AUTOMATIC TAPE CARTRIDGES
Since time is money in the broadcasting business, it's understandable
that
the nation's
most progressive
and
successful
radio stations
(nearly 50%
of them) use automated equipment. 95%
of these stations use FIDELIPAC®
automatic tape cartridges (THE CARTRIDGE THAT MADE STATION AUTOMATION POSSIBLE), the proved "on the
job" leader in quality and reliability.
The established dependability of FIDELJPAC® cartridges, puts you on the air,
keeps you on the air uninterruptedly!
Versatile FIDELIPAC® cartridges are
the automated answer in broadcasting
commercial spots, themes, breaks,
jingles and total programming with
push-button ease.
Put welcome efficiency and economy
into your broadcast operations by putting FIDELIPAC® automatic tape cartridges towork for you: Models 300, 600
and 1200-300 feet, 600 feet, 1200 feet.
ask for
"The
Standard of the Industry" by name,
FIDELIPAC®
from your regular source of supply.
CONLEY
CONLET

ELECTRONICS

CORPORATION
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HEW's
EXPERTS

tv-and-children study 'set to go'
WILL RECOMMEND RESEARCH PROJECTS

A long-range study project to determine the effects of television on children is "all set to go." This was the
word last week from the project's sponsor, the Dept. of Health, Education &
Welfare.
Bernard Russell, deputy special assistant toHEW Secretary Anthony Celebrezze, said that "15 or 20" social scientists will be invited to a two-day
conference in February to recommend
specific research projects.
Mr. Russell, who is chairman of the
project's steering committee, said the
social scientists have already received
background material and are being
checked for agreement on a date for
the conference. He said the meeting
"probably" will be held in New York.
Although HEW is the sponsor, financing of the research studies is expected to be provided by segments of
the television and advertising industries, as well as by the government and
private foundations.
Representatives of these interests will
be invited to a second conference — ■
once the social scientists have made
their recommendations — to decide
which studies they want to underwrite.
Tv Cooperation Expected * Mr. Russell said HEW is confident of full sup-

port from the television industry. He
noted that representatives of three tv
networks, as well as Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. and NAB, served on
the steering committee with him and
Dr. Ralph Gary, of the Foundation for
Character Education (Broadcasting,
July 9).
Dr. Gary, who is on the faculty of
Boston U., is also a consultant to the
Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee.
Sen. Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.),
chairman of that subcommittee, urged
HEW last summer to sponsor the
project. The recommendation came in
the midst of Sen. Dodd's hearings on
the effects, if any, of television sex and
violence on children.
Last July, in announcing plans for
organizing the study, former HEW Secretary Abraham A. Ribicoff said "we
are sponsoring this project with no preconceived ideas but with a sincere desire to find out what we can about the
relationship between television and the
behavior of children in relation to the
various other influences on their beHe also noted that "a variety of
claims
havior."and counter claims surround the
medium" and that the department hopes

Court asked to stop overpopulation talks
A prospective applicant for a new
a meeting to adopt new standards for
am station in Greenville, S. C, last am broadcasting. Such a conference
week asked the U. S. Court of Ap- with spokesmen for only one point
of view cannot serve as a substitute
peals in Washington to order cancelfor formal rulemaking required by
lation of the planned Jan. 7-8 FCCthe Communications Act and FCC
NAB conference on alleged overpopulation ofradio stations.
rules, the petitioner said.
Fleet said the NAB represents less
Fleet Enterprises told the court
the conference probably would se- than one-third of the am stations
verely prejudice its rights, but that and none of the parties frozen out
if the meeting is allowed to proceed,
by the commission. The meeting is
then the court should direct the FCC
likely to result in rulemaking which
to allow Fleet Enterprises to partici- will be "effectively prejudged and
decided, even before the proceedings
pate.
When the FCC refused to reconare commenced," Fleet charged.
The South Carolina company said
sider its freeze on new am stations,
it also returned as unacceptable the that it has written FCC Chairman
Fleet Enterprises application at Newton N. Minow, who described
Greenville, along with those of two
the upcoming meeting as "a very
dozen other prospective am appli- major conference," asking that Fleet
cants (Broadcasting, Oct. 15). be allowed to participate. The chairFleet and many of the others turned
man has not replied, Fleet told the
down have appealed to the court.
court, and maintained the conference will be on an off-the-record
In asking last week that the probasis even though it is public.
posed "shirtsleeves working conferFleet Enterprises is owned by
ence" be canceled by court order,
Fleet maintained the FCC has no
Thomas C, Jane H. and John H.
Fleet.
statutory authority to engage in such
108 (GOVERNMENT)

the government and the teletheBoth
fancy."
vision industry representatives have
agreed that the findings of the research
studies will be made public.
Notice

rules

cited

by bureau in am case
On charges that proper public notices
were not
made, recommended
the commission'slastBroadcast Bureau
week
that the FCC dismiss the application of
Garo W. Ray for a new am station
(1530 kc, 250 w-D) in Seymour, Conn.
Mr. Ray made but one publication
of his application. Commission rules
require that two publications be made
twice a week for two weeks. The bureau
said Mr. Ray also failed to give such
required data as transmitter location,
antenna height and power; and the
notice was made four months late, it
was claimed. Mr. Ray wrote to the
FCC and reported that he had made
"notices" when in fact only one was
made, the bureau said.
The Broadcast Bureau also charged
that when Mr. Ray's application was
designated for hearing, he once again
failed to publish proper notices. Rules
require an applicant to list all other applicants, their proposed facilities and
the issues to be heard.
The bureau charged that Mr. Ray's
violations amounted to an almost complete disregard for the public notice
rule and necessitate dismissal of his
application.
There are two other applicants for
the same frequency — Continental
Broadcasting Co. (1 kw, directional,
daytime) in Hamden and Connecticut
Coast Broadcasting Co. (10 kw, directional, daytime) in Bridgeport, both
Connecticut.
Bribe try alleged
in WMOZ renewal

case

A WMOZ Mobile, Ala., disc jockey
charged last week that an employe of
WGOK New Orleans tried to bribe him
to withdraw or retract an affidavit supporting the Mobile
win a license
renewal.station's efforts to
Jordan Ray Jr. told the FCC in a
supplementary affidavit Dec. 4 that he
was approached in Mobile on the weekend of Dec. 1 by Lester Foster who
told him he would go to the penitentiary
"because they were going to sue me if
I did not withdraw or retract the statethat I hadworked
already for
made."
Mr.mentFoster
WMOZ until
August 1962.
The Ray statement was the latest
in a series of charges and countercharges involving the management and
staffs of WMOZ and the OK station
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

group, owned by Jules Paglin and
Stanley W. Ray Jr. (no relation to
Jordan Ray).
Edwin Estes, WMOZ owner, told the
FCC in a petition to reopen the record
last month he is the victim of a "plot
or conspiracy to acquire the station's
frequency (Broadcasting, Nov. 19).
Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
recommended in May that WMOZ's
renewal request be denied and Mr.
Estes's license for WPFA Pensacola,
Fla., be revoked.
Three employes of the OK station
group, of which WGOK is a part,
stated Mr. Estes's charges, contained in
affidavits filed in mid-November, were
false (Broadcasting, Nov. 26).
Examiner
in finding

cites deceit
on

WIXI

A "propensity for deception" and
repeated examples of unreliability by
the owner of record compel the FCC
not to grant a license to WIXI Irondale, Ala., Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion ruled last week in an initial
decision.
The examiner found that W. D.
Frink, who received a grant for WIXI
on Oct. 12, 1960, had concealed agreements to relinquish management of
WIXI and showed a "continuous lack
of candor in dealing with the FCC.
Mr. Frink, who contracted in 1959
with Dorsey E. Newman stipulating
that Mr. Newman could in the future
buy 50% of WIXI, in 1958 made an
agreement with Thomas Whitley, then
general manager of WYDE Birmingham, and Hal Byrnes, which gave them
an option to buy 49% of the station
if they would invest in it and assume
its management. Messrs. Whitley and
Byrnes, Mr. Irion stated, were "solely
responsible for the hiring and firing
of personnel and the payment of salaries" from December 1960 to March
1961.
After Mr. Whitley's attorney advised
him to withdraw from the management of WIXI, copies of the WhitleyByrnes-Frink contracts were filed with
the FCC.
Mr. Frink in March found two
veteran broadcasters, Dean R. Upson
and Harold W. Falter, and signed a
contract with them providing that they
were to assume management of WIXI
and that they would be offered first
chance to buy the station if Mr. Frink
should decide to sell. They were not
aware of the Frink-Newman agreement, Mr. Irion said, and Mr. Newman
throught that Messrs. Upson and Falter
were simply employes. Mr. Upson
had complete control of WIXI, Mr.
Irion found, and at that time Mr.
Frink rarely visited the studio. Mr.
Upson was at WIXI until November
1961, and Mr. Falter left a month later.
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Firm admits challenged ad may
BUT CONTINENTAL WAX DIFFERS WITH
A floor-wax maker conceded to the
Federal Trade Commission last week
that there may be some basis for a hearing examiner's finding that radio-tv and
newspaper advertising misrepresented
its product.
But Continental Wax Corp., of Mt.
Vernon, N. Y., said there is no basis
for the examiner's order to the company to stop using the trade name
"Six-Month Floor Wax."
The company was appealing an initial
decision requiring it to stop claiming
its liquid wax will last six months and
to
the stop
tradeusing
name.the term "six months" in
Attorney Milton Bass, representing
the company before the full commission last week, said the claim implying
the waxed floor would retain its beauty
for six months "might" be deceptive.
But he said there is no evidence that
the
wax won't give floors protection for
six months.
The trade name itself is not in issue,
he said, adding that the complaint dealt
only with the advertising claims. Thus
the name must be made an issue, and
the commission must submit reasons

be misleading
FTC ON NAME

why the name, "an important company
asset," should be discontinued.
FTC Attorney John T. Walker argued that specific inclusion of the trade
name in the complaint is not necessary.
The complaint was filed Jan. 6, 1959,
and the initial decision was issued last
June 4.
KRNM-TV,
KBAS-TV
deleted by FCC
The FCC canceled the construction
permits and deleted the call letters of
two tv stations last week.
KRNM-TV Roswell, N.M., was deleted for failure to prosecute. New
Mexico Telecasting Co. was permittee
of the ch. 10 station, granted in
February 1960.
The other station deleted was KBASTV Ephrata, Wash. (ch. 16), granted
Feb. 15, 1957. KBAS-TV was owned
by Cascade Broadcasting Co., which
requested the cancellation. Cascade
owns KIMA-AM-TV Yakima, KEPRAM-TV Kennewick - Pasco - Richland,
KWIQ Moses Lakes, all Washington,
and KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho.

• Measures audio distortion, noise level and AC provides an accuracy of ±5% over a frequency range
voltages • Also a versatile vacuum tube voltmeter. from 20 cps to 200 KC. For noise and db measure• Distortion levels as low as .1% can be measured
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YES AT WCLM

Two expert witnesses for the FCC
Broadcast Bureau testified before a
commission examiner last week that
broadcast horse race results are of aid
to illegal gambling operations regardless
of how long they may be delayed before
being aired.
The witness indicated, however, that
the value does diminish with the passing of time, particularly the period before the next race, and whether or not
faster alternate communication system
is available.
The expert opinion was presented in
Chicago before Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham during the
commission's hearing on the order to
WCLM (FM) Chicago to show cause
why its license should not be revoked.
Among the issues in the case is one including possible aid to gambling.
WCLM's
broadcasting
United
Press International
race wire ofresults
on
a multiplex subchannel as a portion of
acommercial
"newspaper-of-the-air"
typebeen
service
subscribers has
underto
investigation. The special service was
supplied by a firm called Newsplex Inc.,

to bookies?

REVOCATION

HEARING

headed by William G. Drenthe, who resigned in September as manager of
WCLM. The station is owned by others
in his family. WCLM contends that it
as well as UPI observed all laws on
delaying broadcasts of race results, including that of the FCC.
Results Help Gamblers ■ One witness, Sergeant Clark P. Gordon, head
of the gambling unit of the Chicago
Police Department's inspectional services division, said broadcast race results
are of help to gamblers no matter when
aired, but the value of the information
does fade as the delay lengthens. He
said value also depends in part on
whether bookies can get their results
earlier by some other means such as
over the telephone.
Under Robert
cross-examination
by WCLM's
counsel,
M. Booth Jr.,
Sergeant
Gordon said he enjoys going to the
races on occasion and conceded people
may be interested in horse race results
even if they do not bet.
The other expert witness, Thomas B.
Cecil, group supervisor, U. S. Treasury
Dept., Louisville, Ky., said broadcast

'Races' show no lottery, FCC indicates
company bearing his name, said he
The syndicated tv program Let's
Go to the Races has received an unis going into immediate production
official okay from the FCC as not
of Let's Go to the Races, a half -hour
program featuring films of actual
being a lottery as long as participathorse races (Broadcasting, April
ing sponsors do not require viewers
16). In the week preceding the
to make a purchase to obtain conbroadcast, viewers pick up cards
test blanks based on the program.
from participating merchants giving
Although the commission refused
various numbers for each race. The
a request by WDXI-TV Jackson,
Tenn., to issue a declaratory ruling viewer whose card has numbers corresponding tothose of the winning
on the program, the agency noted
the courts already have ruled, and
horses on the program wins merchandise prizes.
the FCC's rules provide, that no conThe commission refused WDXIsideration isinvolved — and therefore
TV a declaratory ruling last spring
no lottery — when free contest entry
on the ground the agency then would
blanks are provided. "No useful
be
flooded with similar requests for
purpose would be served" by amendment of the FCC's lottery rules, as rulings. WDXI-TV asked for reconsideration and the latest FCC stateWDXI-TV also had requested, and
no declaratory ruling is necessary,
ment that no ruling is necessary followed. Chairman Newton N. Minow
the FCC told the station.
and Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
Walter Schwimmer, Chicago, prodissented.
ducer of Let's Go to the Races, said
Mr. Schwimmer also is producer
last week he is "delighted" with the
of Championship Bridge, ChampionFCC ruling which "dispels once and
ship Bowling and World Series of
for all" any doubts as to whether the
Golf. He is president of Radio
program is a lottery. A commission
Features Inc., syndicator of the radio
attorney agreed with Mr. Schwimmer's interpretation of the FCC let- quiz show Tello-Test. The last program has been on the air over 15
ter— so long as sponsors of Races
years and was ruled not a lottery by
do not require a purchase as a cona federal court after such charges
dition for becoming eligible to win
a prize.
had been lodged against the TelloMr. Schwimmer, president of the
Test by the FCC.
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results are of definite aid to gamblers
at any time, but cited the most critical
time as that between one race and the
following one.
During cross examination, Mr. Cecil
said he did not recall ever hearing a
radio operating at the several hundred
places he has investigated.
Gambling Raids ■ Broadcast Bureau
attorneys Patrick Valicente and William
Secrest also presented city and county
police officers who testified about eleven
gambling raids in the Chicago area, all
but one earlier this year. In ten cases
they said they found Newsplex Inc.'s
special receivers. In the other case
Newsplex service did not begin until a
year after at the address involved.
Testimony showed that in ten cases
the courts quashed the evidence or
otherwise failed to convict. One case
still pends. In three cases the WCLM
records showed the addresses as the
sites of Newsplex installations. In the
seven other cases it appeared that the
receivers had been taken there from
knowledge.
other
locations without the station's
No Written Contract ■ Mr. Drenthe
testified the Newsplex service began
about a year ago to supply all types of
news material to special subscribers and
ended when he resigned at WCLM this
fall. He said there was no written
agreement between WCLM and Newsplex as of Jan. 1, 1962, and hence it
could not have been filed as the FCC
charges it should have been in the
revocation order. He explained that
WCLM's local attorney (not Mr.
Booth)lined inhad
the "understanding"
outhis working
notes at that time
but there was no formal agreement.
Later the agreement was supplied to
the FCC.
FCC grants WRSV (FM),
denies WFMT (FM) plea
The FCC last week granted a license
to WRSV (FM) (98.3 mc) in Skokie, 111.
At the same time, the commission
denied the opposing petition of WFMT
(FM) Chicago, operating on 98.7 mc,
which claimed interference (Broadcasting, July 16) and a petition of
the North Shore Fine Arts Committee.
The fine arts group had requested
that the commission deny WRSV a license on the grounds that the new station was causing harmful interference to
the WFMT outlet which provides
quality music. The group claimed that
WFMT was the only cultural station
serving their area and charged that interference from WRSV constituted a
deprivation of a cultural service and
an invasion of their property rights —
the right to use their fm sets in receiving fine arts programs without interference.
Chairman Newton Minow dissented.
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Supreme Court to review 'tv prejudice' case
the broadcast did not affect their
The U. S. Supreme Court agreed
last week to review a Louisiana
impartiality, the jurors said.
murder conviction in which the deA pre-trial motion to move the
fendant claims a television broadcast
proceeding to another locality where
the broadcast had not been seen
prejudiced the jury.
was dismissed.
KPLC-TV Lake Charles filmed
Mr. Rideau was convicted of
and broadcast three times in Februrobbing a Lake Charles, La., bank
ary 1961 an interview between
Calcasieu Parish Sheriff Henry A. of $14,000, and kidnapping and
Reid and Wilbert Rideau, the de- murdering a bank employe.
The interview in which Mr.
fendant.
Mr. Rideau, under sentence of Rideau described his role in the
death, contends he was denied a crime was filmed by Donald G.
fair trial for several reasons, includJohnson, KLPC-TV film director.
Mr. Rideau was questioned at length
ing the trial judge's refusal to dis- by Sheriff Reid and made certain
miss three jurors for cause although
admissions which he contends led
they told the court they had seen
to his conviction.
the interview in question. Seeing
OVERCOMMERCIALISM?
FCC may limit tv commercials
to code standards-Minow
"Many, many, many" television stations are exceeding the NAB code
limits on the maximum number of
commercials, FCC Chairman Newton
Dec. 2 on
charged
MinowWants
N.
Youth
to Know.
He CBS-TV's
said the
commission has "preached, we've
pleaded, we've done everything that we
could to encourage the industry to
straighten out its own standards."
Chairman Minow told his questioners
and a nationwide audience that he
feels strongly about the number of
commercials on the air and that if the
industry does not enforce the code,
then "we'll have to enforce it for them."
He noted that all countries except the
U. S. have placed official ceilings on the
quantity of broadcast commercials.
The FCC chairman is one of three
commissioners who voted to ask for
comments on proposed rulemaking to
adopt into the FCC rules the NAB
codes on the number of radio and tv
commercials permitted (Broadcasting,
Dec. 3, Closed Circuit, Nov. 26).
Speaking of live, international tv, Mr.
Minow said that "eventually" commercials may be a part of satellite communications. He said the government
should "never get into censorship" of
programming sent overseas by commercial broadcasting.
Sec. 315 of the Communications Act
"has got to be changed," Chairman
Minow stressed in pointing out that the
FCC has "a lot of troubles" with the
equal time provisions. He said the section is "a little out of touch" with
present day realities but, at the same
time, adequate protection must be afforded to all political parties. "I don't
know the answer," he commented.
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The chairman again made a plea for
higher-quality children's programs on
tv. One of the principal obligations of
tv is to offer children something "which
will stretch them a bit, which will enlarge them a bit," he said. "Constant
exposure to the idea that the solution
to a problem is a kick in the belly
or a slap in the face is certainly not
veryOn desirable."
all types of programming, the
chairman said, "we're seeing a much
better level of performance all the
time." The basic trouble is that too
many broadcasters underestimate the
cultural and educational wants of their
audience, he maintained. However, he
said, there still are "many, many higher
levels to be reached in television."
Chairman Minow decried the "unfortunate consequences where we'll find
that two programs or three programs
that you want to see are all on at the
same time. I've asked the networks if
they wanted some help from us to try
to arrange this to let us know, but so
far they have not responded."
WSPA-TV can stay on
Paris Mt. until March
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C, which
has been ordered by the FCC to remove its transmitter from Paris Mountain (Broadcasting, Dec. 3), was given
temporary authority to continue operating from that site until March 10,
1963. The station has an application
pending
Caesar's ofHead
Mountain,to 15move
miles tonorthwest
the
Paris site.
At the time of its original application, WSPA-TV proposed a transmitter
on Hogback Mountain but received a
modification for Paris before the station was built. If the Caesar's Head
site is not approved, WSPA-TV would
be left with the original authorization
for Hogback Mountain.
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Rahall
THEY

defends

DENY

THEY

format
CUT

changes

in tv case

QUALITY AFTER WINNING GRANT
said. He testified WLCY had been
Executives of WLCY Tampa-St.
Petersburg defended changes in the known earlier as a local St. Petersburg
station's program format last week dur- station and he sought to serve Tampa
ing an FCC hearing on whether those and outlying areas as well. Changes
included termination of an MBS afchanges were cause for reconsideration of a television grant to the owners
filiation and elimination of "block proof WLCY.
gramming" (programs of greater than
The FCC stayed a January grant of five minutes in length). Open Mike, a
nightly telephone-interview-discussion
ch. 10 Tampa-St. Petersburg to WTSPTV Inc. and ordered the record re- program, is offered in partial satisfaction of public affairs programming,
opened for an examination of WLCY
WLCY said.
programming and the character qualifHearing Examiner Millard F. French
ications ofWTSP-TV Inc. The corporation is principally owned by Sam G., refused to admit tape recordings of
N. Joe and Farris E. Rahall, who also WLCY programming submitted by
Florida Gulfcoast Broadcasters Inc., a
own WLCY.
Sam G. Rahall, general manager of losing applicant. Florida Gulfcoast inlog classificaWLCY and president of WTSP-TV
tionstended
of ato show
1962 WLCY's
FCC composite
week
Inc., said last week WLCY's format
were
improper
and
were
therefore
had been modified to emphasize news,
grounds for a challenge to WLCY prodiscussion, information features and
gram classifications made by WTSPentertainment in the spring of 1960.
TV Inc. in the ch. 10 hearings.
Losing applicants contended WLCY
Many WTSP-TV Inc. public service
"beefed up" its public affairs programprogram proposals were based on
ming for WTSP-TV Inc.'s presentation
WLCY programs no longer on the air.
in the ch. 10 hearings and dropped
Mr. Rahall argued, however, that Open
the programs after the hearing record
Mike properly served as an adequate
closed.
substitute for the omitted programs.
Pure Coincidence ■ The program
The Losers ■ Other losing applicants
changes were coincidental, Mr. Rahall
participating in the hearing: City of
St. Petersburg (WSUN-AM-TV), Suncoast Cities Broadcasting Corp., Tampa
Telecasters Inc. and Bay Area Telecasting Corp.
Easy
The hearing resumes today (Monday) with the City of St. Petersburg's
presentation of up to 20 witness to
As
bolster its charge that WLCY's prehearing programming was "a sham designed primarily to obtain a preference
in this proceeding."
ir...
Miami v fights moves
Finding the circumference of WSBTof v's in Palm Beach
TV's new grade B contour is a breeze
A Miami television station asked a
for engineers. But of more interest to
federal court in Washington last week
advertisers, we now cover an 8,000 sq.
to prohibit two West Palm Beach, Fla.,
mile area in northern Indiana and
tv stations from moving their antennas
nearer to Miami and thus putting a
southern Michigan* . . . have a potenGrade B signal into that city.
tial audience of 1.3 million! It's
WTVJ (TV) Miami argued that
axiomatic - WSBT-TV has created a
WPTV(TV)
and WEAT-TV, both West
new South Bend market with its new
Palm Beach, should have moved their
antennas northward in order to serve
tower-power combination. Get the
what the Miami station said were unfacts and figures from Raymer or
served people. WTVJ attorney J.
WSBT-TV, South Bend.
Roger
Wollenberg
also claimed that
•FCC Contour Maps.
the two Palm Beach stations had conducted no survey to determine Miami
program needs.
At issue was an FCC grant last February to the West Palm Beach staWSBT-TV
SOUTH BEND. INDIANA
tions authorizing them to move their
Channel 22
antennas 12 miles southwest of Palm
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
Beach, increase the height of their an112 (GOVERNMENT)

By popular demand
Final recommendations by the
Office of Network Study to the
FCC, published execlusively in
Broadcasting a week ago, have
been made available to news media
by the commission. Part I of the
staff's final report, stamped "not
for
public ofinspection"
released
because
so many was
requests
for
the document following its publication in Broadcasting, a commission spokesman said.
tennas and boost their powers (Broadcasting, March 5).
Defending the FCC's action, FCC
attorney Ruth V. Reel contended that
the stations are still considered Palm
Beach outlets and thus there is no
requirement to survey Miami program
needs. She also maintained that the
moves by the Palm Beach stations entailed no loss of service to anyone.
The argument was heard by District
of Columbia Circuit Judges Wilbur K.
Miller, Walter M. Bastian and J.
Skelly Wright.
House unit urges priority
to commercial satellites
A subcommittee of the House Science
& Astronautics Committee has recommended that the government give
priority to development of commercial
rather than military communications
satellites.
The subcommittee on Applications,
which held five days of hearings during
September and October on the status
of various communications satellite
programs, said in a report last week
that "the overwhelming advantage lies
in The
the commercial
subcommittee satellite."
said it understood
the military's need for a communications satellite of its own. But, the report added, "The testimony presented
. . . did not indicate that [the Dept.
of Defense's] plan can be justified on
a The
cost Defense
effectiveness
Dept.basis."
plans outlays of
$475 million over the next four years
to develop a medium-altitude satellite
and to begin work on a follow-up highaltitude synchronous system, which is
generally regarded as superior.
But the report noted that Syncom,
a high-altitude satellite being developed
under contract to the National Aeronautics & Space Administration, is
scheduled for trial in January. For the
military to embark on a medium- altitude satellite project at this time, the
report added, seems unwise.
The report also said that developing
a new satellite when such NASA-supported or associated projects as Relay,
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

Telstar and Syncom "would be available
with modification (except for transmitting tube of proper frequency) appears to be disregarding the development that has been carried out by
others."
FCC

asked

to okay

Golden Meadow
plan
John A. Egle and KLFT Radio Inc.
have jointly asked the FCC to
grant Mr. Egle the vacant 1600 kc frequency inGolden Meadow, La. (Broadcasting, Aug. 6) and dismiss the KLFT
application, allowing reimbursement up
to $3,100 to the latter.
Both parties ask the KLFT dismissal
and will support Mr. Egle's request for
an "immediate grant" of his application.
Payment would be made to KLFT Radio Inc. (Clerville Keif Sr. and Edward
T. Diaz) not to exceed $3,100. Approval of the final figure would be made
by the FCC and should the commission
decide against reimbursement KLFT
agrees to continue request for dismissal.
The Golden Meadow frequency was
vacated when the FCC revoked the license of Leo Joseph Theriot for KLFT
(Broadcasting, March 19) because of
repeated technical violations and misrepresentations tothe commission.
Uhf

group

favored

as vhf applicants
FCC Hearing Examiner Forest L.
McClenning issued an initial decision last
week which looked towards granting the
application of South Texas Telecasting
Co., and denying that of Nueces Telecasting Co. for a new tv station on
ch. 3 in Corpus Christi, Tex.
South Texas which had operated
KVDO-TV on ch. 22 in Corpus Christi,
which has been dark since Aug. 19,
1957, but still authorized, was deemed
"the superior in broadcast experience,
in integration of ownership and management, and past broadcast record" by
Examiner McClenning. The examiner
said the aggregate qualification of South
Texas tended to assure that it could
effect proposals advanced in applying
for the channel change. These factors
outweighed the minor preferences given
Nueces in its proposed programming
and studios, the examiner said.
South Texas had agreed that contingent upon the grant of its application
Clinton D. McKinnon would buy an additional 192 shares of stock increasing
his interest from 3.8% to 77.7%.
Nueces is owned by Jack C. Vaughn,
Grady H. Vaughn Jr., Cecil L. Trigg,
and Jack Ryan (each 25%). Messrs.
Vaughn and Trigg have interest in KVIITV Amarillo, KROD-AM-TV El Paso,
KOSA-TV Odessa, all Texas, and
KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.
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FCC

offers tutelage for questionnaires
Licensee replies to the requested
A special question and answer
session has been scheduled by the information on the 1962 primary
FCC for tomorrow (Tuesday) to and general election campaigns are
due at the commission by Dec. 28.
help licensees in preparing replies
The FCC also has warned licensees
to the commission's questionnaire on
that the Senate Subcommittee on
political broadcasting. The questionnaires began going into the mails
Freedom of Communications (watchlast week and FCC staff represendog) may ask further questions of
tatives will be available tomorrow at all stations. Therefore, broadcasters
were told to retain their records on
10 a.m. at Room 7134 Post Office
Bldg., to answer questions about the political broadcasting for at least
six months.
questionnaires.

Competing application
dismissed in Austin case
Austin Broadcasting Co. moved a
step closer toward a grant of ch. 24
Austin, Tex., when the FCC's Review
Board granted a joint petition for the
dismissal of competing applicant Capitol Telecasting Co. fortnight ago. Austin
Broadcasting (Willard Deason, president and 99% owner) paid Capitol
$2,500 as partial reimbursement of expenses in prosecuting the ch. 24 application. Capitol, owned by Dalton
Homer Cobb, listed actual expenses of
$3,809.
The Deason application was retained
in hearing status to resolve a remaining
question — a request for waiver of the
commission's rules specifying the minimum signal required over the principal
city to be served. The only commercial
tv station presently operating in Austin
is KTBC-TV (ch. 70).
FCC okays transfer
of WCKT to Sunbeam Tv
Another ex parte case was dropped
from the FCC books last week when
the commission approved an agreement
for Sunbeam Tv Corp. to acquire the
physical assets and programming rights
of ch. 7 WCKT (TV) Miami, owned
by Biscayne Tv Corp., for $3.4 million
(Broadcasting, Nov. 26).
Over a year ago, the FCC set aside
the 1956 grant to Biscayne because of
off-the-record contacts with former
Commissioner Richard A. Mack prior
to the grant and awarded ch. 7 to Sunbeam. In last week's order, Biscayne
was told to cease operations of WCKT
no later than Jan. 4, 1963, and authorized Sunbeam to begin ch. 7 operations immediately after Biscayne ceases.
Sunbeam, principally owned by
Miami businessman Sidney D. Ansin,
was given a four-month license on ch.
7. It was ordered by the FCC to file a
renewal application by next April 12
and the commission announced that
competing applications would be accepted between April 12-June 12, 1963.

Biscayne also is selling WCKR-AMFM Miami to James M. Cox interests
(which along with Niles Trammell and
John Knight interests presently own
Biscayne) for $500,000. No action was
taken on the radio transfer by the
commission last week.
Sunbeam and Biscayne were ordered
by the FCC to file, within one week,
a copy of the agreement and the FCC
order with the U. S. Court of Appeals
in Washington which retained jurisdiction over the case. Biscayne also has
agreed to withdraw its court appeal of
the FCC's 1961 decision upon approval
of the Sunbeam agreement.
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FINANCIAL

Complaints

swamp

CAPLIN CAPITULATES ON
A battery of Internal Revenue Service and U. S. Treasury men were on
the receiving end of two days of opposition, argument, contention, warnings and doom-laden prophecies on
the effect of the proposed rules for
treating travel, gift and entertainment
expenses for tax purposes on business
and the national economy.
Even before the widely heralded
hearing (Broadcasting, Dec. 3) got
underway, Mortimer M. Caplin, internal revenue commissioner, bowed
to a whirlwind of opposition and announced some liberalizations in the
proposed rules.
Most of the actions announced by
Mr. Caplin will lessen the burden of
record keeping.
Throughout the two days, spokesmen for national trade associations,
national industries, small businesses
and individual businessmen charged
and counter-charged that the proposed
regulations were onerous and burdensome. They attacked also the $10
ceiling for entertainment allowances
which would not require documentation on tax returns.
The rules were drawn up by the IRS
to put into effect the 1962 tax law,
passed by Congress last summer. One
of the major changes, backed by the
administration, was an attempt to
tighten up tax deductions for entertainment and travel, both of which
are important in broadcasting and
advertising circles.
At the conclusion of the Washington
hearing last Wednesday, Mr. Caplin
said that the IRS does not want to
interfere with legitimate expense account deductions. He promised that
the rules as finally issued — and they
must be out by Jan. 1 for the new tax
year — -"will achieve a basically fair

REPORTS

IRS

on

SOME ITEMS, SAYS REST
and sound approach consistent with
the intent of Congress."
Receipts, Receipts ■ Under the rules
as originally announced, taxpayers
claiming business deductions of $10
or more would have had to document
them with bills, receipts and other
memoranda justifying their relation to
the conduct of their business.
The rule also noted that any gift
costing $25 or more could not be deducted as a business gift. The top for
promotional material, which includes
the name of the donor business, was
set at $4.
Among other provisions, business
luncheons would have to be justified
with names of guests, nature of the
business discussions, hours of the
lunch, name of restaurant, etc. Similar
record keeping would be required for
travel, and in part for convention entertaining costs.
The whole intent, Mr. Caplin stated,
is to cut down on the amount of expense account living.
In announcing revisions in the rules,
Mr. Caplin anticipated some of the objections raised during the hearing.
The rules will require less detail on
expenses claimed as business deductions. Instead of having to list separately taxi fares, local telephone calls,
gasoline for a car, and parking fees,
a business traveler will be able to
lump them all into a major item. Similarly, he will not be required to name
the restaurant where he dines alone.
Tips may be included as part of basic
expense, not listed separately as originally required.
Also modified were other provisions
requiring the taxpayer to give the time
of a business meal and a detailed breakdown of the use of club and other
facilities. Other revisions did away with

tax

tab

plan

WILL BE 'FAIR'
the requirement that names of business
conferees be given where a luncheon
takes place during a meeting, if some
of those at the meeting do not attend
the lunch.
Mr. Caplin said that IRS is giving
strong consideration to raising the provision requiring itemization for expenditures of$10 or more.
Most of the witnesses who spoke at
the hearings urged that this figure be
raised to $25 or $50.
Others proposed that the IRS accept company accounting measures as
proof of the bona fides of expense
account deductions.
KQED

income

tops

expenses for year
Educational tv station KQED (TV)
San Francisco had income of $426,600
during its fiscal year which ended June
30. Expenses amounted to $425,000,
leaving a "profit" of $1,600. According to General Manager James Day,
however, a deficit of $52,000 remains.
In his report to the membership
meeting in San Francisco Nov. 19, Mr.
Day reported 14,867 dues-paying members. Dues run at $12.50, $14.50 and
$17.50 yearly, dependent on what the
viewer considers his "fair share" to
support the operations of the ch. 9 etv
outlet.
Elected a director of the Bay Area
Educational Tv Assn. at the meeting
was Norris Nash, vice president of
Kaiser Industries Corp. and a local civic
leader. Two honorary directors were
named: Dr. Clark Kerr, president of
the U. of California, and Dr. Glenn
S. Dumke, chancellor of the California
State College System. Re-elected directors for four-year terms: Mortimer
Fleishhacker Jr., president of the etv
association; John L. Merrill, president,
Merrill Co.; Mrs. Benson B. Roe; Dr.
Harold Spears, superintendent of
schools, San Francisco; and Caspar W.
Weinberger, attorney and moderator of
KQED's Profile: Bay Area.
Financial notes . . .

United

Press

International

news

produces!

AT&T dividend ■ AT&T directors declared adividend of 90 cents per share
to stockholders of record Nov. 30, payable Jan. 2, 1963.
Warner Bros, dividend ■ Warner Bros,
declared a dividend of HV2 cents per
share payable Feb. 5, 1963, to stockholders ofrecord Jan. 11, 1963.
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SCIENTIST

EQUIPMENT
to triple the
ESTIMATES

number

1,300

A National Bureau of Standards scientist last week unfolded a plan to triple
the number of channels in the vhf band
of television frequencies.
R. S. Kirby, of the Central Radio
Propagation Lab. in Boulder, Colo., presented his plan to a packed luncheon
meeting of the Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers in
Washington Dec. 6.
Five of the seven FCC commissioners were present at the luncheon.
Basis of the new plan is four-fold:
(a) the use of 100-mile minimum separation between co-channel stations
(compared to 170-mile co-channel separation now in use); (b) use of alternate polarization; (c) precision offset
of transmitting antennas, and (d) use
of directional receiving antennas.
Under the plan, the number of cities
with six services would increase from
the present 10 to 102 in 416 markets;
the number of cities with five services,
from 10 to 135; the number of cities
with four services from 35 to 166; the
number of cities with three services
from 68 to 221; the number of cities
with two services from 128 to 280 and
the number of cities with one service
from 289 to 400.
The plan is predicated on the deletion of only two channels — both in
existing seven-station markets (New
York and Los Angeles).
Among the top 10 markets, an additional channel would be added to
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, St.
Louis; two additional channels would
be added to Pittsburgh, and three to
Philadelphia. Boston and Washington
would retain the present four channels
now in each city.
800 More ■ Instead of the present
500-odd vhf stations on the air, Mr.
Kirby estimated that over 1,300 stations could be operating under his plan.
In a mathematical delineation of the
present minimum 170-mile separation
between co-channel stations, Mr. Kirby
estimated that the median separation
among operating stations is actually
207 miles. Under the proposed NBS
plan, he calculated, the median separation would be 120 miles.
Adjacent channel separation could
be lowered to 37 miles, he figured; this
is 23 miles shorter than the existing 60
mile minimum.
Mr. Kirby also estimated that existing stations should be able to maintain
almost their present service areas under the proposed plan, using the grading system established by the Television
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

& ENGINEERING

of vhf

STATIONS

outlets

POSSIBLE

Allocations System Committee (Grade
1, excellent picture; Grade 2, good picture, etc.). This would require, he
agreed, higher powers and taller towers.
The Boulder scientist sent shivers
down the spines of government and
outside engineers when he suggested
that a test might be undertaken to see
whether co-channels stations could not
be fitted in between existing stations.
One of the examples he showed
would be the use of two channels in
Peoria, 111., which is 100-odd miles
from co-channel stations in Chicago
and St. Louis.
The proposed plan, Mr. Kirby said,
makes better and more efficient use of
the spectrum than the present FCC
Present as head table guests were
plan. Commissioners T. A. M. Craven,
FCC
Rosel H. Hyde, Frederick W. Ford,
Robert T. Bartley and E. William
Henry.

RCA

introduces

new

tv-tape recorder
A new television tape recorder, compact in design and readily convertible
to color operations, has been introduced
by RCA.
Scheduled for delivery beginning in
January, the new TR-2 recorder will be
available in two models for either studio or mobile installations.
For studio installations, the recorder
is contained in three 84-inch-high racks,
while the mobile version uses four 66inch racks to accommodate vehicle
mounting. Either model is capable of
color operation with the addition of a
color playback accessory.
The TR-2 is reported to perform virtually all the functions of standard-size
tv tape recorders due to pre-wiring the
machine to accept a variety of accessories. These include such optionals as
two-speed operation (IV2 or 15 inches
of tape per second), linelock for lap
dissolves, automatic timing corrector,
and air bearing headwheels.
Conversion Possible ■ RCA also has
announced that its tv tape recorders
can be converted to half-speed operation for color as well as for monochrome programs, resulting in a 50%
saving in tape.
RCA Broadcast & Communications
Products Div. earlier this year developed equipment for converting recorders handling black-and-white programming to half-speed operation. Subsequent tests now have confirmed that the

conversion equipment also handles color
programming, "with no discernible difference in quality."
First shipments of the new conversion kits have been sent to NBC, the
Anaheim, Calif., public school system
and the South Carolina etv network.
RCA said that in addition to reducing tape usage by one-half, broadcasters
and other tv tape recorder users also
will realize savings in tape storage space
and in shipping costs.
Republic's purchase off
Directors of Republic Corp. have
voted to terminate proceedings for the
acquisition of America Corp., Victor M.
Carter, Republic chairman, announced
last week. Republic is studying other
properties for possible acquisition, he
said. He attributed the dropping of the
America deal chiefly to "long and costly
legal delays" stemming from Governmentin Consolidated
antitrust action. Film
Republic's
interest
Industries
and America's in Pathe Labs (which
together were said to handle 40% of
the nation's film processing) aroused
government fears that a combination
would produce a monopolistic situation
in restraint of trade and the antitrust
action resulted.
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NASA-RCA
WHILE

to launch

U.S. AND

RUSSIA

Relay

PLAN

Relay, the National Aeronautics &
Space Administration's medium altitude
space communications satellite, built by
RCA, is scheduled for launching this
week.
A 30-minute, trans-Atlantic exchange
of Christmas greetings has been arranged between a committee headed by
Shad Northshield, NBC News producer
and the European Broadcasting Union
(At Deadline, Dec. 3).
In other space communications developments reported last week:
■ The U. S. and the Soviet Union
announced they have agreed to cooperate in peaceful use of space for communications, weather and geomagnetism programs. The experimental space
communications system using Echo II,
which the U. S. plans to launch next
year, may be developed along with the
U.S.S.R. and other countries.
The agreement was worked out by
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, Deputy Administrator of NASA, and A. A. Blagonravov, a Soviet scientist during talks
at New York and Geneva.
■ Despite the failure of a mediumangle camera on Tiros VI Dec. 1, the
satellite's wide-range camera continues

CO-OP

satellite
SPACE

to work, according to NASA. A similar situation occurred July 5 in Tiros
V,
the U. S.'s other operating weather
satellite.
■ NASA's Automatic Picture Transmission Subsystem, designed to send
local cloud cover pictures from meteorlogical satellites to inexpensive ground
stations, passed initial ground-based
checkout tests, the agency said. The
system relies on a technique "similar in
principle to the method now used to
transmit radio news photographs,"
NASA reported.
■ A fifth foreign communications
point for Telstar was approved by the
FCC Dec. 5 when the agency okayed
modification of AT&T licenses for communication with Companhia Radio Internacional do Brasil at Rio de Janeiro.
Ampex unveils portable
Videotape recorder
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
introduced a portable tv tape recorder
for non-broadcast use at a special showing in New York last week. The new
VR-1500 is a basic closed circuit tv
recording system specifically designed
for applications in education, military
training, industry, medicine, sports and
other areas.
The VR-1500, including the Videotape recorder, camera and receivers,
will be available for delivery after
July 1963 at a price of $11,900, or
approximately one-fourth the cost of
previously available systems, Ampex
announced. The suitcase-size recorder
is also about 1 / 20th the size of previous Videotape recorders, which Ampex
introduced to commercial tv in 1956.
Automated
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EFFORTS

tv camera

developed by CBC
A completely automatic television
camera has been tested for a year at
CBXT (TV) Edmonton, Alta., by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. The camera performs all the normal functions
of zooming, panning and tilting without the use of a cameraman.
The camera was produced for CBC
by Evershed Co. of England. It uses
a single Taylor and Hobson lens with
variable focal length from 50 to 200
mm and is housed in a 20 by 30 foot
studio. Camera operation is controlled
from the video switching location in
the transmitter booth by one operator.
A completely transistorized servo mechanism developed by CBC staff at Montreal, Que., is used. The camera is useful as a labor saving device, the station
using a skeleton staff of only a techni-

cian and booth announcer for late news,
signoff news, flash announcements and
station promotions.
Both camera positioning and lighting
requirements are maintained on a fixed
basis. This necessitates rigid control
over staging and lighting in the studio
area. As a result a high quality picture
is transmitted while allowing producers
a controlled and smooth camera movement to meet production needs.
Lighting levels are set uniformly and
camera movements do not affect any
variance in video levels. The entire
studio area is provided with back and
key lighting, which required considerable experimentation before usable results were obtained.
General
new

Electric reveals

laser development

General Electric scientists have successfully produced visible, coherent
light from electrified semiconductor
crystals. H. Brainard Fancher, general
manager of GE's Semiconductor Products Dept.
Syracuse, N. Y. announced lastin
week.
GE said that the light beam is brilliant red in color, and the wavelength
can be varied by changing the chemical composition of the crystal.
Lasers are electronic devices that emit
a sharply beamed coherent light pattern of a single frequency. The light
is called "coherent" because it occurs
in a regular succession of waves of the
same length. Lasers are considered important because they can be used to
produce coherent light waves in the
extremely high frequencies which potentially can carry vast amounts of information.
Single-channel uhf converter
Domestic Electronic Corp., North
Hollywood, Calif., has put a singlechannel convenor on the Los Angeles
Market (model 34-6). It is factory
tuned to receive KMEX (TV) ch. 34
when the set is tuned to ch. 6, which
is not allocated to Los Angeles.
The unit, smaller than two cigarette
packs joined, runs on a seven-cent penlight battery and retails for under $10.
Special adhesive panels attach the convenor to any tv set. Installation instructions are printed in both English and
Spanish to aid set-owners in converting
their vhf receivers to the uhf signals of
the all-Spanish programming of KMEX.
Technical

topics...

New pamphlet ■ RCA Semiconductor
& Materials Div. has made available a
new pamphlet on design of wideband
transistor amplifiers, which describes
the design considerations for using the
RCA 2N697 and similar types in wideBROADCASTING, December 10. 1962

band transistor amplifier circuits. Copies
of the RCA Application Note SMA-7
can be obtained free from RCA, Commercial Engineering, Somerville, N. J.
New tape cartridge ■ Unireel Inc.,
Boonton, N. J., announces the availability of a new continuous loop tape
cartridge which features, according to
the company, positive tape braking and
simplicity of reloading. The cartridge,
available in all standard lengths from
25 to 562 feet, contains Teflon bearing
for extra long life and Styrofoam pressure pads to insure proper hard wrap.

Purchase agreement ■ Litton Industries
Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., has agreed
to purchase Emertron Inc., Silver
Spring, Md., a subsidiary of Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp., and coits operations
with Litton'sin
Radcom ordinate
Div.,
with headquarters
College Park, Md. Emertron makes
electronic systems, mostly for defense.
KHOL-TV installation ■ A Chrono-log
STEP System has been installed at
KHOL-TV Kearney, Neb. The STEP
System automates the video and audio
switching during the station break pe-

riod. In addition, STEP controls the
preroll of film projectors and the advancing of slides.
New

RCA tubes delayed

RCA announced Nov. 30 that
shipments of its shorter, 90-degree,
round color tube originally planned for
next spring will be delayed because of
"technical difficulties encountered durElectron tube division has advised tv
ing pilot production."
set manufacturers
RCA will be unable
to ship shorter tube for about 9 to 15
months.

INTERNATIONAL
VENEZUELAN

TV

TO

$1.5 million plan will add seven
giving tv coverage to 97.5%
Radio Caracas Tv has undertaken a
$1.5 million expansion program which
officials say will expand its reach to
97.5% of Venezuela's population.
Details of the project, to be completed within 18 months, were reported
last week by NBC, which since 1960
has owned a 20% stock interest in the
company and which is taking a leading
role in the expansion program.
Officials said the company, now on

stations

of population
ported, include one of the longest such
hops in the world, totaling about 200
miles, between Caracas and Barcelona.
The construction program also provides for 27,000 square feet of studio
space.
When completed, the network will
carry 15 hours of programming daily,
with more than half originating live in
Caracas.
George A. Graham Jr., chairman of
the board of NBC International, said
that "Radio Caracas has proved, in less
than a decade, its success as a station
in the realms of programming, technical
know-how and commercial competition.
The decision to become a network on
a nationwide basis is encouraging to
broadcasters everywhere who believe
that the medium can reach its full potential only when it reaches its maximum audiences."
Russians

Mr. Graham
Cites Radio Caracas success
ch. 2 in Caracas, will become a network using ch. 3 at Sabana Larga, ch.
10 at El Tigre, ch. 2 at Ciudad Bolivar,
ch. 3 at San Felix, ch. 3 at Barquisimeto, ch. 10 at Curimagua and ch. 7
at Trujillo. A number of repeaters also
will be employed.
Microwave links, NBC authorities reBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

EXPAND

devoted to these broadcasts jumped
from 45 hours and 30 minutes to 101
hours and 30 minutes, of which 70
hours were beamed specifically to Cuba
for the first time.
Other areas receiving increased attention from Soviet broadcasters were
Africa and the Far East.
The report said the new U.S.S.R.
total puts it further ahead of the rest
of the world in international broadcasting, Red China is second with 780
hours a week and the USIA's Voice of
America third, with 740 hours a week.

CONTINENTAL'S 50 KW
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increase

global broadcasts
A sharp increase in the amount of
Soviet Union international broadcasting, apparently as a result of the Cuban
crisis, was reported by the U. S. Information Agency last week.
The agency said total U.S.S.R. international broadcasting as of Dec. 1
amounted to 1,205 hours a week, a
13% increase since Jan. 1 and the
highest rate of expansion that has been
recorded since 1956.
The agency noted that most of the
increase coincided with the crisis in the
Caribbean. It also said that the expanded Soviet schedule included a
100% increase in Spanish language
broadcasts to Latin America.
The report said the number of hours
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Higher sales expected for
Gross sales of U. S. film and
tape programs abroad in 1963
should rise to $55 million from
about $45 million this year, John G.
McCarthy, president of Television
Program Export Assn., told the trade
group's board of directors at its annual meeting last Monday (Dec. 3).
Mr. McCarthy called his figures
"conservative" and stressed that the
removal of barriers could increase
sales substantially. He pointed out
that currency problems in Latin
America are expected to be counteracted by favorable moves in other
countries in 1963. He cited Japan
where dollar restrictions may be lifted, as an example (see story below).
Rules

changed

for

Cannes tv-film fest
Changes affecting television film entry rules for the Tenth International
Advertising Film Festival (June 17-22,
1963 in Cannes, France) have been
announced by the executive committee
of the Screen Advertising World Assn.
meeting in Paris.
Television categories have been increased to 1 1 . Entry lengths have been
modified as follows: "15-45 seconds"
and "over 45 seconds" become "up to
20 seconds," "from 20-40 seconds" and
"over 40 seconds."
Increasing the size of the jury panel
which will judge entries "permits equal
representation between the cinema and
television groups," the association said.
Further arrangements will be discussed at a January meeting.
Uhf etv planned in Toronto
Toronto, Ont., probably will be the
first Canadian city to have a uhf educational television station, when the
Metropolitan Education Television Association of Toronto applies for a ch.

U.S. shows

overseas

"Only as foreign barriers are surmounted and then kept constantly
under surveillance can full markets
be established for our programs regardless of their obvious entertainment value," Mr. McCarthy advised
the TPEA board. "Nationalistic attitudes, censorship and government
subsidies limit American salesmanDuring 1962, he said, the Italian
allocation of dollar exchange for the
importation
of U. S. tv programs has
ship."
tripled, adding $500,000 a year to
companies' revenues from this market. Similar advances, Mr. McCarthy said, were made in West
Germany and Japan.
19 license. The Canadian Board of
Broadcast Governors has stated that it
would reserve ch. 19 for educational
purposes. META officials plan to apply for the license in the near future
with the station to cost about $300,000
and on an annual operating budget of
$250,000.
Japan

seen

raising

film imports quota
The television division of the Motion
Picture Export Assn. of America last
week told its membership there are indications the Japanese dollar ceiling
on tv film imports will be raised from
$3.3 million this year to $7 million in
1963.
The association quoted a dispatch
from Rengo Tsuschin, a Japanese news
agency, which said the Japanese Finance Ministry will approve an increase
in the importation of foreign tv films
next year and the currency allotment
is expected to be raised from $3.3 million to $7 million. The Japanese Tv
Broadcasters Assn., the dispatch said,
will ask the Finance Ministry to allocate the amount of dollars to each sta-
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CBC

criticized

Canadian

by

group

The Canadian Broadcasting Corp. is
spending too much on expansion of
facilities and its own film production,
the Glassco Royal Commission On Government Organization stated in its report released Nov. 27 at Ottawa.
The commission suggested that the
CBC should have at least one-third of
its filmed television production done
by private enterprise. This, it said,
would represent an annual saving of
about $1 million. The commission reported that CBC now spends about
$42.5 million annually on film and
video-tape production. It was also critical of the CBC's self-sufficiency policy
which it said has retarded development
of facilities to serve the private entertainment industry.
The commission also urged a careful
government review of CBC plans to
build large plants at Toronto and Montreal for program production.
ITC's overseas film sales
Independent Television Corp., New
York, reports new sales totalling $269,000 in Mexico and Central America.
The contracts represent more than
2,000 half-hours of programming, according to John E. Pearson, vice presiITC.
dent in charge of international sales,
New sales by country are: El Salvador (Fury, Lone Ranger, William Tell,
Ramar of the Jungle, Beachcomber,
Sgt. Preston of the Yukon, Supercar,
The Pursuers, Ghost Squad, Four Just
Men, Mystery Is My Business); Nicaragua (Lone Ranger, Fury, Lassie,
Four Just Men, Gale Storm Show);
Panama (Lassie, Fury, Cannonball);
Honduras (Broadway Goes Latin,
Supercar); Guatemala (Supercar, Best
of the Post); Mexico (Fireball XL 5,
Best of the Post, William Tell, Count
of Monte Cristo, Sgt. Preston, New
York City Confidential, Cannonball,
Susie, Adventures of Charlie Chan).
BBC plans color tv in 1964

Electronic

Lrb on ft torie s. Inc.
195 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS

tion, as is customary. The next fiscal
year begins April 1, 1963.
The number of registered tv sets in
Japan has risen to almost 11.8 million
as of Sept. 30, the association reported.
During November approximately 22%
of the air time of the four Japanese
commercial tv stations was devoted to
film, 9% imported tv films.

C-108-1C

BBC-TV plans to transmit its first
regular color programs before the end
of 1964 with two hours of color tv a
week in the London area. By the end of
1965 BBC-TV hopes to cover 60% of
the country with about two hours of
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

color programs an evening.
Leonard Miall, secretary of the
BBC's television extension committee,
said that it is not certain whether BBCTV would use the American color system or one developed in France. BBC
is experimenting with these systems,
both of which are compatible.
Mr. Miall said, "We don't want to
postpone the decision on the method
of transmission any longer than we
have to . . . We want that decision
taken soon. Our target is to start a
color service before the end of 1964."
NBC

aids Jamaican tv

NBC International is providing technical, financial, management and programming help in the establishment of
a television service for the newly-independent Govt, of Jamaica, W. I.
(Broadcasting, Nov. 26). NBC International also assisted in the establishment of tv stations in Kenya and
Gibraltar. Sierra Leone and Sudan will
initiate tv in 1963 under the aegis of
NBC International.
Abroad

in brief...

Film sale ■ Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. has sold films of a number of
its television productions to the Australian Broadcasting Commission. Included in the late 1962 sale was a twohour production of the comic opera
The Barber of Seville, Gilbert and Sullivan operettas H.M.S. Pinafore and The
Pirates of Penzance, 18 half -hour episodes of the musical show While We're
Young, and 12 half-hour documentary
programs St. Lawrence North.
New station ■ CFDR is the call letter
of a new 5 kw station on 790 kc at
Dartmouth, N. S., which began operations on Dec. 1. General manager is
Sydney C. Pilkington and program manager Cyril G. Lynch. Station is represented by Radio Representatives Ltd.,
Toronto.
CBS series sold ■ Two new CBS-TV
series, The Beverly Hillbillies and True,
have been sold to the Nihon Television
Network Corp. in Japan. CBS Films is
now sold out in Japan in all new and
current production it has available for
overseas distribution.
New Zealand sale ■ Eight tv series,
including four currently on NBC-TV,
have been sold by NBC International
to the network of the New Zealand
Broadcasting Commission. The series
are Dr. Kildare, Dick Powell Show,
Bonanza, Loretta Young Show, 87th
Precinct, Hopalong Cassidy, Shirley
Temple Specials, and The Americans.
Frequency-power change ■ Capital
Broadcasting Co. of Bermuda anBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

nounced change in frequency and power of their radio station ZFB-1, from
910 kc and 55 w to 960 kc and 1 kw.
Monty Sheppard, general manager, said
the change was necessitated by the interference received from U. S. stations
during peak long-range reception periods. ZFB-1 has also initiated 24-hour
broadcasting.
Alberto-Culver's selection ■ AlbertoCulver Co., Chicago (toilet goods), has
appointed Cockfield, Brown & Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont. to handle advertising in
Canada. Campaigns have not yet been
announced, but company's advertising
director, Charles A. Pratt, has stated
all advertising will be on television.
Alberto-Culver has a plant at Oshawa,
Ont.
Exclusive rights secured ■ General
Production Services, Canadian radio
producer-distributor, has secured exclusive distribution rights in Canada for
The World of Fashion, two-minute radio series usually broadcast five times a
day, Alfred Davidson, fashion consultant who is the program's producer and
commentator, announced. Series will
be carried on about 100 stations in the
U. S. and Canada as of Jan. 1, Mr.
Davidson said.
Canadian office ■ Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, is opening a Canadian
office in Montreal, with Mike A. Rakmil, formerly of Stanfield, Johnson &
Hill Ltd., Montreal, as manager.
CTV adds two ■ CTV Television Network Ltd., Toronto, Ont., has added
two rebroadcasting stations to its nine
station national network. CJSS-TV
Cornwall, Ont., on ch. 9, now rebroadcasts all CTV network programs of
CJOH-TV Ottawa, Ont., following sale
of the station to CJOH-TV. In western
Canada, CHAB-TV Moose Jaw, Sask.,
has built a ch. 9 satellite station with
140 kw video and 75 kw audio power
at Regina, Sask., which was expected
to be on the air by Dec. 1 .
BBC gets 'Hedda Gabler' first
British viewers will get the first look
at the $300,000 Anglo-American production of Hedda Gabler starring Ingrid
Bergman. CBS last week gave the BBC
permission to telecast the taped 90minute Ibsen play on Dec. 28, while
CBS-TV continues to seek sponsorship
before setting a date for U. S. showing.
CBS reportedly has found an advertiser for one-half sponsorship, but the
commitment hinges on the signing of
an advertiser for the other half. The
program, taped in London earlier this
year, was produced by CBS Talent
Assoc. -Paramount Ltd. and the BBC. A
simultaneous telecast in England and
the U. S. had been originally planned.
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Edward J. Maroney and Robert H.
C rem in elected vps of Chicago office
of McCann-Erickson. Mr. Maroney,
with M-E for eight years, heads commercial production department in Chicago office. Mr. Cremin, with agency
for two years, is supervisor of Brunswick Corp. and Helene Curtis Industries
accounts.
Ray Freedman, with Sander Rodkin
Adv. Agency Ltd., Chicago, for three
years, elected vp and member of executive planning board.
Gene E. Bryson elected vp of McCan -Erickson, Los Angeles. Mr. Bryson joined M-E in March 1957 as account executive and was promoted to
senior account executive in 1961.

& FORTUNES

of advertising and pr. Mr. Phillips was
manager of passenger service for American Airlines before joining National
Car in 1955.
Jack G. Crockett, marketing research
manager of The Nestle Co., White
Plains, N. Y., promoted to special assistant to vp-marketing. Mr. Crockett
joined Nestle in 1954.
Ann Coyle, vp and
member of management committee of
Lilienfeld & Co., Chicago, promoted
vpsecretary.
Miss to
Coyle
Miss Coyle

joinedtiveagency
creadirector inas 1955.
Earlier, she was with
Tatham-Laird.

Ralph M. Bryant, account executive
at Donahue & Coe, New York, elected
vice president.
Harold L. Strauss, with North Adv.
since 1955, elected vp in charge of finanadministration of agency's New
York cial
office.

William R. Walker, former advertising and pr manager of The Fluor Corp.
Ltd., international engineering-construction company, Los Angeles, appointed
general manager and financial relations
specialist of Los Angeles office of
Harshe-Rotman & Druck, pr firm.

Walter J. Phillips, director of pr and
advertising for National Car Rental System Inc., St. Louis, elected vp in charge

Jerome (Jerry) McCauley, former director of sports sales for ABC-TV. joins
H-R Television, New York, as senior account executive.
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top programming, top
facilities and top management combine to insure advertisers areally effective selling job
in WSYR's 18-county service area.
WSYR's big margin of superiority
is confirmed by all recognized
market coverage studies.
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E. William Dey Jr. and Theodore N.
Williams, account executives at Foote.
Cone & Belding, New York, promoted
to account supervisors.
Frank McMann, former research
manager of Lynn Baker Inc., New York
advertising agency, appointed director
of research for Radio Advertising Bureau. Mr. Baker also served as project
director at Mogul, Williams & Saylor
and in similar post at Institute of Motivational Research.
Bennett Ades joins Sander Rodkin
Adv., Chicago, as account executive.
Helen Gurley Brown, account executive with Kenyon & Eckhardt, Los
Angeles, resigns to go on lecture tour,
filling request for speeches that have followed publication of her book, Sex and
the Single Girl.
Robert B. Clark, assistant advertising
manager of Sunkist Growers, Los Angeles, promoted to advertising manager.
William E. Tyson named manager of
merchandising department. Mr. Clark
has worked in both sales and advertising
divisions of Sunkist since 1937.
W. Stephen Dietz, senior vp of
Kenyon & Eckhardt, elected president
of American Youth Hostels for 1963.

5 KW
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Lee Ross, former advertising manager of Savarin Coffee; John Troy, formerly with Clairol Inc., and DeWitt
Taylor, previously with Colgate-Pal-

molive, join Kastor, Hilton, Chesley,
Clifford & Atherton, New York, as account executives. New members of
agency's traffic department are: William Campbell, formerly of Hicks &
Greist, and James R. McCartney, formerly of J. Walter Thompson. Added
to production department are: Samson
Tauber, Albert Schott and Marjorie
Wicht.
Charles R. Kelley, formerly with advertising and mechandising departments
of The Kroger Co. (grocery and meat
products), Cincinnati, named assistant
to director of advertising for Interstate
Bakeries Corp., Kansas City, Mo.
Rand Oslund, for past two years
writer-producer in radio-tv department
of D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit, apsupervisor
of agency's
visualpointed
services.
Earlier,
Mr. Oslundaudiohad
been with WWJ-TV Detroit.
Grover Allen, tv producer with Wade
Adv., Chicago, for past five years, promoted to newly created position of director of tv production. Mr. Allen's responsibilities will include assignment
and direction of other radio-tv producers and supervision of all commercial production for Wade.
Kay Shelton appointed media manager
of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
San Francisco, replacing Edith Curtiss,
who resigned.
Herbert Amster, formerly with Grey
Adv., McCann-Erickson and Ben Sackheim Inc., joins advertising department
of Baumritter Corp., New York furniture manufacturer.
Natalie Gutman, formerly with Sudler
& Hennessey and Kudner Inc., both
New York, joins Impact Adv., Washington, D. C, as copy chief, replacing Lorraine Kachulis, who goes on maternity
leave.
Frank L. Kurtz named copy chief of
Allen & Reynolds, Omaha advertising
agency.
Harold A. Strofel, Clinton E. Frank
Inc., and David A. Evans, McCannErickson, join copy staff of George H.
Hartman Co., Chicago.
Estes Jones, former pr director of
Lippincott & Margulies, joins N. W.
Ayer & Sons, New York, in pr department.
THE

MEDIA

John E. Erickson, manager of Chicago office of Spot Time Sales, elected
president of New York-based station
representative firm, succeeding William
T. Heaton, who resigned. Carleton F.
Loucks,
was
electedeast
vp. coast sales manager,
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

Howard L. Wheeler,
account executive with
ABC Radio in Los
Angeles, elected executive vp and general
manager of KGB-AMFM San Diego, effective Dec. 17. He succeeds Marion R. HarMr. Wheeler
ris, former owner and
manager of KGB until its sale to WilIet H. Brown (At Deadline, May 14),
for whom Mr. Wheeler worked at Don
Lee Div. of RKO General from 1948
to 1958 in various sales capacities. Mr.
Wheeler was general sales manager of
KHJ-TV Los Angeles when he left
organization.
Don Edlund, director of advertising
for Volkswagen in San Francisco, named
general manager of KCIN Victorville,
Calif. Other new KCIN appointments:
Denslow Woods, sales manager; Glenn
Darwin, program director; and Neil
Linder, news editor.

appointed to similar post in New York
office of BTA Div. of Blair Television.
William Mulvey, assistant to sales
manager of WNHC-TV New Haven,
Conn., joins WFIL-TV Philadelphia, in
similar capacity. Both stations are licensed to Triangle Publications Inc.
William P. Rogers, senior partner of
Royall, Koegel & Rogers, New York
and Washington law firm, and former
Attorney General of United States
(1957-61), elected to board of directors
of The Washington Post Co. and will
serve on its executive committee. Mr.
Rogers has been legal advisor of Newsweek, Art News and Portfolio, which
are owned by The Washington Post Co.
He will now serve as legal advisor for
these magazines, as well as for PostNewsweek Stations (WTOP-AM-FMTV Washington and WJXT [TV] Jacksonville, Fla.).

Edgar R. Smith appointed local sales
manager of WOKR (TV) Rochester,
N. Y.
Wharton (Chip) Green, former air
personality and salesman of WTLB
Utica, N. Y., joins WBVM, that city, as
sales manager and newsman.
Richard Gassaway,
local sales manager
of KIMA-TV Yakima,
Wash., named national
sales manager of Cascade Broadcasting Co.
(KIMA-AM-TV Yakima, KEPR-AM-TV
Kennewick-PascoMr. Gassaway
Richland, KWIQ
Moses Lakes, KBAS-TV Ephrata, all
Washington, and KLEW-TV Lewiston,
Idaho). Mr. Gassaway has been with
Cascade for five years. Robert DiPietro,
with Cascade for three years, promoted
to local sales manager, succeeding Mr.
Gassaway.
John D. Kelley, account executive
with H-R Television for past two years,
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chise for city of Santa Monica, Calif.,
Los Angeles coastal suburb. Jack Orbison, former CBS-TV director, will be
HECLA program director.
Cecil M. Sansbury,
general manager of
WHP - AM - FM - TV
Harrisburg, Pa., since
September
1959,vp elected executive
and
member of board of
directors of WHP Inc.,
licensee of stations. As
Mr. Sansbury
well as serving as chief
executive officer of corporation, Mr.
Sansbury will continue as general manager. He is former general manager of
WSEE (TV) Erie, Pa.
Robert C. Wisnewski appointed to
newly created position of director of
program operations for WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. Mr. Wisnewski, former senior producer-director of WRDW-TV
Augusta, Ga., joined staff of WIS-TV
in October 1961.
Dave Overton, staff announcer of
WSM Nashville, Tenn., appointed assistant program director.

Mr. Fields
Harry W. Reith, general manager of
WKST New Castle, Pa., assumes added
duties of general manager of sister station, WKST-TV Youngstown, Ohio, replacing Philip J. Richtscheidt, vp and
general manager, who resigns. Herman
(Sonny) Fields, local sales manager of
WJRZ Newark, N. J., promoted to director of sales for Newark outlet. Both
stations are owned by Communications
Industries Corp., New York.
Leonard A. Doughty appointed assistant supervisor of Travelers Broadcasting Service Corp. transmitter in Avon,
Conn., according to Harold A. Dorschug, director of engineering for WTICAM-FM-TV Hartford, Conn., Travelersowned stations.
Robert Wickhem named chief engineer of WKOW-AM-TV Madison. Wis.
James Wilkie, former air personality
with WWOD-AM-FM Lynchburg, Va.,
joins WDMS, that city, as chief engineer
and staff announcer. Barbara Jean appointed WDMS women's director.
Lee Allan Smith, assistant manager
of WKY Oklahoma City, re-elected
president of Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations (AIMS) at annual
meeting in New York fortnight ago.
Jerry Gabriel, research and development engineer on president's long-range
planning staff at Jack & Heintz Div. of
Lear Siegler Inc., Cleveland, leaves that
post this month to become vp for operations of Home Entertainment Co. of
Los Angeles, which holds pay-tv fran-

Denny Bracken, radio personality formerly with KFMB San Diego, joins
KNX Los Angeles, assigned to cast of
Story-Line, station's Monday-Friday,
12:30-5 p.m. multi-feature show.

CONTINENTAL'S 50 RW
SOUND OF QUALITY
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5 . SILICON RECTIFIERS are used throughout
Continental's 317B. Only four
tubes larger than the 4-65A.
Transmitter uses a total of 19
tubes, only eight tube types.
One man can change any tube
without help.
Write for details today.
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NBC Affiliates' election results
A. Louis Read of WDSU-TV New
ed to board for two-year term. New
Orleans last week was elected chair- members to board: David Baltimore,
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre; George
man, board of delegates, NBC-TV
Network Affiliates, and Lyell BremComte, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; Gorser of KFAB Omaha was elected
don Gray, WKTV (TV) Utica;
chairman of NBC Radio Network
James Schiavone, WWJ-TV Detroit,
Affiliates executive committee. Elec- and Willard Schroeder, WOOD-TV
tions of officers for both radio and tv Grand Rapids.
Mr. Bremser succeeds William
affiliate groups were held in conjuncGrant,
KOA Denver, as executive
tion with the annual NBC Affiliates'
convention in New York (see story, committee chairman of NBC Radio
Affiliates. Thomas Carr, WBAL Balpage 52).
Mr. Read succeeds Jack Harris,
timore, was elected secretary; Rex
Preis, WOAI San Antonio, and Bob
KPRC-TV Houston, who remains on
Kelley, KCRA Sacramento, were
the board of delegates in an ex-officio
named to committee. Others on the
capacity. Otto Brandt, KING-TV
Seattle, and Richard 0. Lewis, affiliates executive committee: John
KTAR-TV Phoenix, elected vice Tansey, WRVA Richmond, vice
chairman; Thomas Barnes, WDAY
chairman; Marcus Bartlett, WSB-TV
Fargo; Les Biederman, WTCM
Atlanta, secretary-treasurer; Charles
Batson, WIS-TV Columbia, S. C, Traverse City; Gustav Brandborg,
continues on board, and Owen Sad- KVOO Tulsa, and Robert Rich,
dler, KMTV (TV) Omaha, re-elect- WDSM Duluth, Minn.
William G. Hunefeld Jr., general sales
manager of KPIX
(TV) San Francisco,
joins WDAU-TV
Scranton, Pa., as sales
manager. Mr. Hunefeld, who joined
KPIX sales staff in
Mr. Hunefeld
1953, formed Los Angeles office of Television Advertising
Representatives in April 1959.
Bob Dixon, former CBS-TV announcer and WCBS-TV New York personality, joins KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz., as
host of station's new Bob Dixon Show.
James Grant, public affairs director
of WTCN Minneapolis, joins WFBMAM-FM-TV Indianapolis, assigned to
special Town Hall Meeting project designed to bring eminent speakers on
national and international affairs to
Indianapolis.
George Berkley, former news director of WAAB-AM-FM Worcester,
Mass., and special assignment editor for
WCOP-AM-FM Boston, named news
secretary of Governor-elect Endicott
Peabody of Massachusetts.
Ed Hardy and Van Kirkwood appointed news directors of WXYZ-AMFM and WXYZ-TV Detroit, respectively.
Dave McGhee, former news director
of WKNX-AM-TV Saginaw, Mich.,
joins news department of WFBM-AMFM-TV Indianapolis. Jim Green appointed WFBM statehouse reporter, replacing Jim McManus, who resigned.
Zeke Segal, assistant editor-reporter
122 (FATES & FORTUNES)

for CBS News, appointed New York
city editor.
Henry S. ROSS, producer of news programs for WPIX (TV) New York, appointed to new post of assistant news
director. Prior to joining WPIX, Mr.
Ross served with CBS-TV as assistant
director of news programs.
Curtis Blank, former production manager of NBC-TV, joins WINS New
York as business manager.
Robert Cummings appointed production manager of WDAU-TV Scranton,
Pa.
Robert P. Irving, assistant traffic supervisor of WGN Chicago and with
Chicago Tribune organization for 27
years, appointed director of industrial
relations for WGN-AM-TV. Stations
are owned by Tribune Co.
David E. Kenney,
manager of Triangle
Publications' WNHCFM New Haven,
Conn., joins WADS
Ansonia, Conn., as
general manager. Mr.
Kenney succeeds Sidney E. Byrnes, who
become
president
managerMr.ofKenney
WSOR
to general
resigned and
Windsor, Conn.

ciated Press, named special broadcasting membership executive in New York.
Ed Bailey joins news photography
staff of WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh.
Donald E.
ter, assistant
director of
Broadcasting

Lowsturesearch
Mutual
System,

promoted to research
director. Prior to joining network in 1960,
Mr. Lowstuter served
with A. C. Nielsen
Mr. Lowstuter
Co., New York, for
five years, and earlier as circulation research specialist for Hearst magazines.
Joseph W. MacConkey, executive director of news and special events for
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson - Wichita,
Kan., appointed executive secretary of
Sen. James B. Pearson (R-Kan.),
effective Jan. 2, 1963.
Keith Allen, formerly with KMYCFM Marysville and KXOA Sacramento,
both
California,
joins KOOL-AM-FM
Phoenix
as disc jockey.
Michael McNally,
manager of Chicago
office of Daren F. McGavren Co., national
radio station representative, joins ABCowned WBKB
(TV)
Mr. McNally
^. iu^„ :~!
^^ky*^«a|

Mr
McNaUy ^
account
Chicago as
executive.
Previously,

manager
McGavren's
and beforeof that
he had St.
beenLouis
with office
The
Coca-Cola Co., San Francisco, for more
than eight years.
H. Blake Chatfield, publicist formerly with NBC-TV and Young & Rubicam, joins publicity staff of KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles.
PROGRAMMING
Harold L. Danson, director of pr and
educational program sales for Independent Television Corp., New York, appointed general sales manager for syndication. Mr. Danson joined ITC in
1961 as sales executive. He has also
served as home office sales executive
for NTA and Ziv-TV.
Jerry Briskin, former Screen Gems
producer, rejoins production company
as assistant to Harry Ackerman, vp and
executive producer.

H. Blake Chatfield appointed senior
publicist at KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
succeeding Ted Krec, who resigned to
become pr director of Memorial Hospital of Long Beach.

John H. Louis, former midwestern
spot sales manager of Ziv-UA (now
United Artists Television), joins Official
Films, New York, as eastern sales manager. Mr. Louis also served with
WCPO-TV
and WLWT-TV, both Cincinnati.

Douglas Lovelace, regional membership executive in Louisville for Asso-

Donald F. Williams, formerly with
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Fred Astaire Studios in New York in
sales-promotion, appointed sales director
of Paragon Productions, Washington.
Bud Haley, actor-announcer, named
production supervisor of The Singers
Inc., producers of musical commercials.
Firm has moved to new offices at 1549
N. Vine St., Hollywood. Telephone:
469-1346.
Merwin Gerard, former creator, producer and packager of Alcoa Presents
and One Step Beyond series, signed by
Four Star Television to produce hourlong Robert Taylor series set for airing
next season on ABC-TV. Production of
new series, as yet untitled, is scheduled
to begin early in 1963.
Murray Golden, director currently
filming "The Way of Aaron," segment
of NBC-TV's Bonanza series, has signed
with General Artists Corp. for representation in all fields. GAC plans to
package tv series from original story,
"The Wish" written
Mr. Golden,
with William Bendix asbystar.

E. Bruce McEvoy, distribution sales
manager for electronic tube division of
Sylvania Electric Products, New York,
appointed assistant to vp-marketing.
William T. Buschmann, Pacific regional
sales manager, succeeds Mr. McEvoy as
distributor sales manager.
John J. Shenk, former marketing
manager for CBS Electronics' special
products and recently responsible for
sales of special components and assemblies of Varo Inc., Garland, Tex., named
research and development sales administrator for Raytheon Co.'s industrial
components division in Newton, Mass.
John W. Thornton, vp in charge of
marketing of Joy Manufacturing Co.
(heavy machinery), Pittsburgh, joins
Blaw-Knox Co. (steel products), that
city, as product planning manager, newly created post.
ALLIED

FIELDS

& ENGINEERING

Richard M. Blanco appointed director
of sales for New York motion picture
division and military sales division of
Technicolor Corp., Hollywood.

New Pioneer president
Sidney A.
Wood, board
chairman of Wilbur B. Driver
Co., Newark,
N. J., manufacturer of electrical and electronic alloys, was
Mr. Wood
elected president
of de Forest Pioneers Inc., New
York, succeeding Dr. Allen B.
DuMont, New Jersey industrialist
and electronic scientist. The de
Forest Pioneers Inc. was organized in 1952, and according to
their by-laws, "for the express
purpose of bring together the men
who worked and associated with
Dr. de Forest, to perpetuate the
memories of those days and to pay
tribute to his transcendent genius."
Dr. de Forest, the famed inventor
of the three-element vacuum tube
and often referred to as the father
of radio and electronics, died in
June 1961 at the age of 86.
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5 kw to 10 kw to 50 kw
PART 3- AMPLIFIER Weldon
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requires just 72 square feet
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Paul Blustain, producer-director for
three years with McCann-Marschalk,
New York, and before that with Young
& Rubicam, that city, joins New York
staff of Fred Niles Communications
Centers Inc. as executive producer.
EQUIPMENT

CONTINENTAL'S 50 KW
SOUND OF QUALITY
S'q-Q-6 J*_
« rt♦ 3 I 3 O

Mr. Miller

Mr. Mehlis

John C. Miller, president of BerlinChapman Co. (bleachers and grandstands, heat exchangers, special processing equipment), Berlin, Wis., elected
chairman of board of directors of
Broadcast Clearing House, centralized
billing company, New York. Lee P.
Mehlig, BCH executive vp and cofounder two years ago, elevated to president and chief operations executive,
replacing John E. Palmer, who has resigned. Promotions in New York office :
Donald A. Norman to general sales manager; Harold F. Walker to eastern sales
manager, and Jock Flournoy to administrative manager. James D. Bowden remains midwest sales manager of Chicago office as does Frank W. Crane in
Los Angeles. Prior to formation of
Broadcast Clearing House, Mr. Mehlig
was general sales manager of KGMC
Englewood, Colo, (see Broadcast Advertising story, this issue).

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BOX 17040 • DALLAS 17. TEXAS
cl.'v'^ Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.

Luxury

Living!

Sensible Location!
Specify The New Weston, in the
heart of the advertising and
broadcasting belt, as your intown address. Our splendid
rooms and suites make an ideal
environment for living or entertaining. Theatres, clubs, shops
are advantageously close, now
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED.

of trie

INTERNATIONAL
Karl Steeves, former market research
and sales development director of Paul
L' Anglais Ltd., station rep firm, Montreal, and director of tv sales department of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
Toronto, elected vp and director of
media for McConnell, Eastman & Co.
Ltd., Toronto.
Dr. B. K. Byram, general manager of
CHFI-AM-FM Toronto, Ont., appointed

W orld-Famous
NEW WESTON BAR &
ENGLISH DINING ROOM
Here you rub shoulders with
the smartest people any time
of day. Come in for cocktails
and hot canapes. The cuisine is
skillfully prepared to Continental tastes. Try it some day soon
... at lunch or dinner.
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chairman of research and development
committee of Bureau of Broadcast
Measurement, that city.
Michael Yeates and Robert Otto
join staff of London bureau of American Radio News (ARN) Inc., voice
news agency, New York. Mr. Yeates
has been with British Broadcasting
Corp. Mr. Otto was formerly ARN's
Auckland, New Zealand, correspondent.
Pierre Jeffrier, ARN Paris correspondent, named associate bureau chief of
voice news agency's Central European
bureau. Don Rockwell, formerly with
WCOL-AM-FM Columbus, Ohio, appointed Berlin, Germany, correspondent for ARN, under Bureau Chief Kurt
Jager Jr.
DEATHS
Sanford Helt, 55, founder and president of Radio Engineering & Mainte-

nance Corp., Lexington, Ky., died Nov.
22 in that city. Mr. Helt built WIRE
Indianapolis in 1923 and two years later
moved WLAP, then located in Louisville, to Lexington, Ky. He served as
WLAP's chief engineer until 1948 when
he left station to form his own engineering firm.
Henry E. Abt. 58,
president of Brand
Names Foundation,
New York, died Nov.
29 of heart attack in
Minneapolis. Mr. Abt,
who had been executive head of Brand
Names since 1945,
Mr. Abt
was previously head
of group
relations
department He
of National Assn.
of Manufacturers.
was
member of board of Advertising Federation of America.

James W. Christopher, 50, president
of J. W. Christopher Adv. Agency,
Pasadena, Calif., died Nov. 30. Mr.
Christopher was past president of Advertising Assn. of the West and Pasadena Advertising Club.
Robert Kerr, 40, station relations coordinator of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Ottawa, Ont., died Nov. 30. Mr.
Kerr represented CBC in discussions
with its affiliated stations and with political parties.
Ira Dilworth, 68, former director of
program evaluation for Canadian Broadcasting Corp., died Nov. 30 at Vancouver, B. C. Mr. Dilworth joined CBC
in 1938 as British Columbia regional
director, became director of its international service in 1946, Ontario regional director in 1953 and director of
English-language networks in 1956.

FANFARE
WRAL-TV Raleigh popcorn
provided for every pot
Aware that popcorn, the old movie
theatre mainstay, has become just as
popular alongside the family television
set, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C, distributed IVi tons of the stuff in 50,000
self-pop containers to viewers in eight
cities within its coverage area to promote ABC-TV's Sunday Night Movie.
Boy Scouts delivered the corn and
program schedules and earned $2,500
for their projects fund. The distribution
was to families in Raleigh, Durham,
Wilson, Rocky Mount, Goldsboro,
Fayetteville, Clinton and Burlington.
KCBS

cited for polio work

San Francisco's Bay Area Medical
Assn. Committee for K.O. Polio Program has written 700 area advertisers
and agencies drawing attention to
KCBS San Francisco's role in selling

a polio vaccine immunization program
this fall. The letters cite KCBS's "splendid coverage" and call attention to the
station's "community-spirited effort"
and "ability to move a mass audience."
More than 2.5 million persons were
treated during the two days of the
campaign, the committee said.
Drumbeats

. . .

Color presentation ■ WGN-TV Chicago's 1,700 hours of color programming this year and the extensive on
and off air promotion of color by the
independent station are detailed in a
presentation sent to advertising executives fortnight ago. Brochure accents
color growth generally too, including
prediction all tv will be 100% color in
10 years.
Pin one on me ■ KNBR San Francisco
is reminding the trade that it has
changed calls from KNBC by circulating diapers imprinted with the call

"SUBSCRIPTION
APPLICATION'
BROADCASTING
The Businessweekly
of Television and Radio
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues $7.00
□ 104 weekly issues $12.00 □ Payment attached
□ 52 issues & Yearbook published next November $12.00 □ Please bill

title/ position*

company name
aty
addr

state
Send to home add rest
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letter information and held together by
a large safety pin to which a note is
attached stating, "Unpin for the big
Road code plug ■ WJW-TV Cleveland
change."
has begun a "Live in COURTesy, Not
in Court" campaign by prowling Cleveland streets in a safety patrol car
painted florescent green. The patrol car
driver mentions one courteous woman
driver on the air daily. Weekly winners
are awarded an installed set of seat
safety belts.
Record album presentation ■ ABC Radio has released a new presentation for
affiliates and potential advertisers which
combines 33 Va rpm records with print.
The presentation is an illustrated booklet containing three vinyl records of personalities, programs and news taken off
the air.
City song ■ WNOX Knoxville, Tenn.,
has dedicated "Song of the City," a
45 rpm recording, to its home town.
The song and four other numbers were
composed and arranged by Allyn Ferguson and produced by Archer Productions, Hollywood.
Retail sales contest ■ WMCA New
York supplied the prizes Nov. 16 for
advertiser B. Meier & Son, a New York
food broker who conducted a retail division sales contest for Broadcast Meats
products. The salesman with the largest
volume of sales in the contest period
won an expense-paid weekend at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Runners-up received atransistor radio, two seats to a
Broadway play and record albums.
Gracias ■ WSB Atlanta, Ga., is circulating aflyer thanking its listeners for their
indulgence during the Cuban emergency
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

when the station was cooperating with
the government in broadcasting the
Voice of America during night hours.
The flyer written in Spanish with English translation reminds listeners of resumption ofnormal night scheduling.
$250 WFBM stipend ■ WFBM-AM-FMTV Indianapolis has named Janet M.
Santilli, a senior at Indiana U., as the
station's first winner of a $250 award
intendeddents to
"encourage
outstanding
... to
seek careers
in radio stuor
television." Miss Santilli was selected for
her work in public affairs. The WFBM
stations also cooperate with the university by offering summer internships.
Seeks mutts-of-the-month ■ Tennessee
Ernie Ford is championing non-pedigreed dogs with his "The First Annua]
Ol' Ern All-Mutt Contest" which ends
Saturday, Dec. 15. Limited to California dogs of undeterminable origin, the
contest requires owners not older than
10 years to submit a photograph taken
with his or her mutt. Winner will appear on the Ernie Ford Show (daily
at noon, ABC-TV).
Louisiana-bound? ■ Visitors to Louisiana will be issued brochures which list
the call letters, frequencies, channels
and home towns of radio and television

No secret: KMEX-TV's

rates are going up
tracts (Broadcasting, Sept. 24).
KMEX-TV Los Angeles' allNow with the rate hike imminent,
Spanish language uhf station is raising its rates next month (see cut), KMEX's Torero is flashing the news
but no one could honestly say the on an outdoor sign at 4202 Wilshire
Blvd. where it's intended to catch
station hadn't warned its advertisers
it would do so.
the eyes of agency-client commuter
traffic.
Other KM EX billboards feaThe new station's Golden Charter
ture the cartoon figures, too, but
plan gave its first customers sub- they are directed primarily at the
stantial discounts when they pur- consumer market.
chased non-cancellable two-year con-

FOR THE
STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

As compiled by Broadcasting Nov. 29
through Dec. 5 and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC in that period.
This department includes data on
new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases,
rules & standards changes, routine
roundup of other commission activity.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
mc
— megacycles.
N — night.trans.
LS ——
local
sunset, mod.D —— day.
modification,
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH
—
specified
Announced. hours. * — educational. Ann. —
Existing tv stations
CALL, LETTERS ASSIGNED
Darby.
r WVNA-TV
Tuscumbia, Ala.— Elton H.
WGHP-TV
Bcstrs.
Inc. High Point, N. C— Southern
WIBF-TV Jenkintown, Pa.— William L.
Fox.
TvWSEW
Co. (TV) Oil City, Pa.— Great Lakes
CP CANCELLED
KRNM-TV Roswell, N. M. — N. M. Telecasting Co. Deleted call letters and cancelled cp, as modified, which authorized
new tv on ch. 10 in Roswell. Principals:
Perry C. Maxwell, Penrod Toles and
Clarence E. Hinkle. Action Dec. 3.
LICENSE CANCELLED
KBAS-TV Ephrata, Wash.— Cascade Bcstg.
Co. Deleted call letters and cancelled liBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

bureau. The LAB is seeking reaction of
broadcaster members to determine
whether the idea ought to be continued.

stations, courtesy of the Louisiana
Assn. of Broadcasters, the state motor
hotel association and the state tourist
RECORD

Daniels (each less than 1%). Mr. Wheeler
is radio
Mrs. Wheeler is houseNov.
28.wife;engineer;
Mr. Daniels is attorney. Action
Canton, N. C. — Vernon E. Pressley.
Granted new am to operate on 920 kc, 500
w-D.
P.O. construction
address 34 Pearl
St., Canton.
Estimated
cost $16,150;
first
year operating cost $36,000; revenue $40,000. Mr. Pressley is salesman WSKY Asheville. N. C. Condition:
must curb any obAction Nov. jectionable
9. interference to WWIT Canton.

APPLICATIONS
cense as modified for tv of ch. 16 in
Ephrata. Action Dec. 3.
APPLICATION
WOAY-TV
Hill, of W.rulesVa.—
waiver
of Sec. Oak3.652(a)
to Request
identify
itself
as
Oak
Hill-Beckley,
W.
Va. Ann.
Nov. 29.
New am stations

Existing am stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED

ACTIONS BY FCC
Deer Lodge, Mont. — Powell County Bcstg.
Co. Granted cp for new am to operate on
1400 kc, 250 w. P.O. address c/o James R.
Wheeler, 402 N. Second St., Douglas, Wyo.
Estimated construction cost $9,500; first
year
operating cost
$18,000;
revenue (99%
$30,000. Principals:
James
R. Wheeler
plus) and Elizabeth L. Wheeler & M. K.

WEZQ Winfield, Ala.— John Self.
KKCM Jacksonville, Ark. — Jacksonville
Bcstg. Inc.
KEKOInc. Kealakekua, Hawaii — Maunaloa
Bcstg.
WJTO Bath, Me— Winslow T. Porter.

EDWIN
&

m *

COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations

1
us

TORNBERG

i
I

Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. . MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington— 711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
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Changed from WMMS.
WJCO Jackson, Mich.— Tv Corp. of Michigan Inc. Changed from WRST.
WKJR Muskegon Heights, Mich.— Muskegon Heights Bcstg. Co.
WYKP Ocean City— Somers Point, N. J.
— Bi-States Bcstrs.
WBNO Bryan, Ohio— Williams County
Bcstg. System.
KGTNCo. Georgetown, Tex. — Georgetown
Bcstg.
KBAT San Antonio, Tex. — Texas Star
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KENS.
KGRS Pasco, Wash.— Century Bcstg.
Corp. Changed from KPKW.
APPLICATIONS
KEZY Anaheim, Calif. — Cp to increase
power to 5 kw-N and 10 kw-D from 1 kw;
change
from DA-1
to by
DA-N;
installcontrol
new
trans.; operate
trans,
remote
from studio location daytime only. Ann.
Dec. 4.
KAOR Oroville, Calif. — Cp to increase
daytime
1 kw Dec.
from3. 250 w and
install newpower
trans.to Ann.
KFTW Fredericktown, Mo. — Mod. of cp
(as modified, which authorized new am)
to increase daytime power to 1 kw from
250 w and change type trans. Ann. Nov. 29.
New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Bradenton, Fla. — Sunshine State Bcstg.
Inc. ateGranted
cp for
new Ant.
classheight
C to above
operon 103.3 mc,
26 kw.
average terrain 135 ft. P.O. address Box
1038, Brandenton. Estimated construction
cost $18,832; first year operating cost $6,550;
revenue
$9,345.Edgar
Principals:
Robert R.
Nelson (56.2%),
E. Unsworth
(15.1%),
Wilber E. & Randolph C. Schonek (each
8.5%), Walter H. Wyar & Raymond S.
Perrine (each 5.8%) and Bette F. Nelson
(.1%). Sunshine owns WBRD Bradenton.
Ann. Nov. 28.
Portsmouth,
Bcstg. B of fmN. H.to
Inc.
Granted N.
cp H.—
for Knight
new class
operate on 100.3 mc, 20 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 210 ft. P.O. address
490 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.
Estimated
construction
cost be$23,000;
ing cost and
revenue will
jointlyoperatwith
WHEB Portsmouth. Principal: Norman
Knieht (100%). Mr. Knight also owns
WHEB Portsmouth; WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.;
WGIR Manchester, WTSL Hanover and
WTSV-AM-FM
Claremont,
all New Hampshire. Action Dec.
5.
Cookeville, Tenn. — Helen L. Cunningham.
Granted cp for class A to operate on 94.3
mc, 3 kw. Ant. height above average terft. Mrs.
Actionrain 105Nov.
30. Cunningham sole owner.
Cookeville, Tenn.— WHUB Inc. Granted
cp for new class A fm to operate on 98.3
mc, 1.50 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 400 ft. P.O. address 523 Spring St.,
Cookeville. Estimated construction cost $12,175; first year operating cost $15,000; revenue $15 000. Principals: M. L. Medley (60%)
and Martin L. Medley Jr. (40%). ApDlicant
Nov. 30.owns WHUB Cookeville. Action
Existing fm stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KNJO (FM) Thousand Oaks, Calif.—
Thousand Oaks Bcstg. Co.
WWOG (FM) Boca Raton, Fla.— Boca
Raton Bible Conference Grounds Inc.
WMVJ-FM Miami Beach, Fla.— Community Service Bcstrs. Inc. Changed from
WMBM-FM.
*WVIS
(FM)Board.
Terre Haute, Ind.— Indiana
State College
WMT-FM
Cedar
Rapids, Iowa— WMT-TV
Inc.
WLRW
(FM)
Champaign,
HI. — Modern
Bcstrs.
*WVIK
(FM)
Rock
Island,
111.—
Augustana College.
*WPHS
(FM)
Warren,
Mich.—
Warren
Consolidated Schools.
WCTS-FM Minneapolis, Minn.— Central
Conservative Baptist Theological Seminary.
WIOD-FM Charlotte, N. C— Carolina
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WSOC-FM.
WCLV (FM) Cleveland, Ohio— Janssen
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WDGO (FM).
WHIS-FM
Bluefield,
W. Va.— Daily Telegraph Printing
Co.
APPLICATION
WOXR (FM) Oxford, Ohio— Cp to change
frequency to 97.5 mc, ch. 248, from 97.7
126 (FOR THE RECORD)

mc, ch. 249; increase ERP to 20 kw from
600 w; change ant. height above average
terrain to 210 ft. from 150 ft.; install new
trans, and ant.; change studio location;
operate trans, by remote control. Ann.
Nov. 29.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WMFCment of Monroeville,
— Granted
assignlicense from Ala.
William
M. Stewart
(100%), d/b as Monroe Bcstg. Co., to Mr.
Stewart (97%), Carolyn H. Stewart (2.8%)
and Ralph L. Jones (.2%), tr/as Monroe
Bcstg. Inc. No financial consideration, as
assignment
sharesincorporation
to Mr. Stewart's
and attorneyof and
is for wife
tax
purposes. Action Nov. 30.
KTCSment ofFort
Smith,
assignlicense
fromArk.—
B. Granted
M. Salyer
Jr.,
Jerry J. Salyer, and Omar C. Thompson
(each 25%), Paul A. Keesee and Leon C.
Nance (each 10%) and Lovelle Morris
(5%) d/b as KTCS Radio Co., to Mr. Thompson (3$%), Mr. Morris and Bill Harper
(each 25%), Messrs. Nance and Keesee
(each 10%), tr/as Big Chief Bcstg. Ce.
Consideration $40,000. Action Dec. 5.
KPIX-TV San Francisco, Calif.— Granted
assignment of license from Westinghouse
Bcstg. Co. (Calif.) to Westinghouse Bcstg.
Co. Noment isfinancial
consideration,
to facilitate
liquidation asofassignCalif,
company,
Nov.
30. wholly-owned by WBC. Action
WLAW

Lawrenceville, Ga. — Granted acquiporation,
sition of positive
control Inc.,
of licensee
corRadio Gwinnett
by Stephen
B.
McGarity
(331/3%.
now
100%)
from
Eathel Holley and Leslie E. Gradick Jr.
(each 5.33'/3%). Consideration $39,000. Action
Dec.
KTRG
Honolulu,
Hawaii —corporation
Granted transfer of control
of licensee
from
Maurice J. Sullivan (36.3%); Alister W.
Macdonald & John E. Porter (each 11.7%);
Henry Chun Hoon, John H. Fujieki, Takeshi
Yokono, Richard Fujieki, Frederick H.
Shintaku & Clarence Chun Hoon (each
2.8%); Albert T. Teruya, Frank J. Hata &
Minoru Hata (each 5.9%); and Wallace
Teruya (5.8%), d/b as Ala Moana Bcstg.
Inc., wholly owned by Hawaiian Pacific
Inc., to
sameCorp.,
persons
Paradise Park
sole tr/as
ownerHawaiian
of Hawaiian
Pacific Inc. No consideration, as transfer
is for business reasons. Action Dec. 5.
WKYW
Louisville,
— Granted
ment of license
from Ky.
Radio
KentuckyassignInc.
(ownership not available) to The Polaris
Corp.Trust
(50%),
Bank
and
Co., Merchants'
Indianapolis,National
Ind. (trustee
for 37.2%) and Ferris E. Traylor (12.8% and
votes shares of Merchant National Trust)
d/b as Producers Inc. Consideration $305,300. The Polaris Corp. is data processing
firm. Shares in Producers voted by John
H. Kelly. Mr. Kelly is 50% owner WFOX
Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Traylor is 47% owner
WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind. Action Dec. 5.
WWMT (FM)
New Orleans,
acquisition
of negative
controlLa.—
of Granted
licensee
corporation, Custom Electronics Inc., from
George R. Montgomery, Peter H. Walmsley
and
MacyMontgomery
O. Teetor Jr.and(each
331/3%)(each
by
Messrs.
Teetor
50%). Consideration $19,689. Action Dec. 4.
KATL
Miles City,
Mont. — Granted
trans-to
fer of control
of licensee
corporation
Robert J. Scanlan (81.16%), son and executor of estate of Sarah M. Scanlan (deNo financial
involved.ceased).
Mr. Scanlan
is vp,consideration
general manager
and publisher of Miles City Star, daily newspaper. Action Nov. 30.
WUSMment ofHavelock,
N. C— Jack
Granted
assignlicense from
S. Younts
(100%), d/b as Radio-Marine, to Mr.
Yountshill(30%),
S. Younts
CommunityE. Bcstrs.
Inc.(12.5%),
(42.5%)Sandand
others, tr/assiderationFriendship
Bcstrs.
Con$9,000. Mr. Younts isInc.
majority
stockholder in Sandhill, licensee of WEEB
Southern Pines, N. C. Action Nov. 30.
KVKM-TV Monahans, Tex. — Granted assignment of cp and license from John B.
Walton, J. B. Walton & J. Ross Rucker
(each 33V3%), d/b as Tri-Cities Bcstg., to
John B. Walton (100%), tr/as Tri-Cities
Bcstrs. No financial consideration involved,
as J. B. Walton, father of John B. Walton,
plans to receive assets of corporation in
lieu of debt it owes him and transfer assets to son as gift. Messrs. Walton, Walton
& Rucker are also owners of KVKM
Monahans (see below). Action Nov. 30.

KVKM Monahans, Tex. — Granted acquisitiontion,
of positive
Monahans control
Bcstrs., ofby licensee
John B.corporaWalton
(100%, presently 32%) from J. Ross Rucker
(36%)
and
J.
B.
Walton
(32%).
No
financial
consideration involved, as J. B. Walton,
father of John B. Walton, plans to receive
assets him
of corporation
lieu to
of John
debt B.it
owes
and transfer inassets
Walton as gift. Messrs. Walton, Walton
& Rucker
partners
in KVKM-TV
hans (see are
above).
Action
Nov. 30. MonaKEYEment ofPerryton,
Tex. —Carl
Granted
license from
Ellis, assignJessie
Stewart & Virby Conley (each 82 shares)
and Irvin R. Buchanan (4 shares), d/b as
Great Plains Bcstg. Co. (250 shares issued),
to Dossie Marion Wiggins & Frank Junell
(each liam35%),
T. D.(10%),
Wiggins
and Radio
WilJ. Wallace
tr/as (20%)
Perryton
Inc. Consideration $160,000. Action Dec. 5.
KCTV-TV San Angelo, Tex.— Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee
corporation, Westrex Tv Co., by Big Spring
Bcstg. Co. (49.42% before transfer, 98.84%
after) through
of stock
of B.
Bludworth
and purchase
Roy Simmons
(each
25%).P.
Houston H. & Edward H. Harte (each
48.32%) and A. L. Hall (3.36%) own Big
Springtion Bcstg.
Dec. 5. Consideration $226,000. AcWAGE
Leesburg,
— Granted
assignment of license
from Va.James
H. & Valeria
H. Symington
jointly),
V.
Tidmore
& John (69%
R. Gill
(each and
15.5%),A. d/b
as WAGE Inc., to same persons in same
percentages tr/as Radio WAGE Inc. No
consideration,
change
reasons.
Action asDec.
5. is for corporate
APPLICATIONS
WBMG
(TV)
Birmingham,
Seeks
acquisition of positive
control ofAla.—
permittee
corporation, Birmingham Tv Corp., from
H & E Balaban Corp. (50%), owned by
Harry and Elmer Balaban through stock
and
Winston-Salem
Bcstg.
Inc. trusteeships,
(50% beforeto transfer,
100% after),
large company
with
no
majority
stockholder. No financial consideration involved.
Winston-Salem owns WTOB-AM-FM Winston-Salem, N. C, WSGN Birmingham and
WLOW Portsmouth, Va. Ann. Nov. 29.
Ala. — S.
Seeks
assignment
of WABT
license Tuskegee,
from Elizabeth
Wilder
(100%),
d/b
Tuskegee
Inc., (each
to Madison
DavisasJr.Radio
and Jean
D. Davis
50%),
tr/as Maco Bcstg. Inc. Consideration $39,000. Mr. Davis is past employe of WOWLTV
Ann.Florence,
Dec. 3. Ala.; Mrs. Davis is housewife.
KAIL of(TV)
Fresno,
SeeksElbert
assigncp L.from
L.Calif.—
Golden,
H.
Dean mentand
W. B.
Fawns
(each 33V3%)
to
Mr. Golden (662/3%) and Mr. Fawns
(3313%). Consideration $9,000. Ann. Dec. 4.
KCHU transfer
(TV) San
Bernardino,
Calif.—
Seeks
of control
of permittee
corporation from Norman H. Rogers (100%),
d/b as KCHU Tv Inc.. to The Sun Co. of
San Bernardino, Calif., large corporation
with no majority owner, though James A.
Guthrie controls majority interest through
trusteeships. Consideration $196,409. Sun
Co. owns Daily Sun, Evening Telegram &
Index, and
nardinoSunday
newspapers.Sun-Telegram,
Ann. Dec. 3. San BerKBAY-FM San Francisco, Calif. — Seeks
assignment of license from Rogan Jones
(41.41%). d/b as KGMJ Inc., and others to
Kaiser Industries Corp., large corporation
with no majority stockholder. Kaiser owns
KHVH-TV Honolulu and KHJK (TV) Hilo,
both Hawaii, and has applied for ch. 44 in
San
Consideration $75,510. Ann.
Dec. Francisco.
3.
KSPAment of license
Santa Paula,
Calif. — Seeks
assignfrom Franklin
and Christie
Palmer James (100% as joint tenants) to
Mr. James
(100% individually).
finan-5.
cial consideration
involved. Ann.No Dec.
WILZ St. Petersburg Beach, Fla.— Seeks
transfer of control of licensee corporation.
Holiday Isles Bcstg. Co., from Charles W.
Mackey & Richard L. Marsh (58.4% in
privity), William D. Mangold (23.9%),
George S. Saltsman (9.7%), Jack Faulkner
(.3%) and estate of Charles L. Spence
(7.6%) to Mr. Mackey (65.9% individually),
Mr. Marsh (26.5% individually) and estate
of
Spence
(7.6%).andConsideration
442.Mr.
Messrs.
Mackey
Marsh own $23.70%
and 30%
respectively
of
WGGG Gainesville, Fla. Ann. Dec. 5.
WPLO-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Seeks assignment of license from Plough Bcstg.
Company, Inc., wholly owned by Plough
Bcstg. Inc.. to latter company. No financial consideration involved. For other information see WMPS-AM-FM Memphis apBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderai 3-4800
Member AFCGE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCOE

—Established 1.926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. ].
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Creat6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Uember AFOOE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Eos?.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4. D. C.
Member AFCOE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Yean' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCOE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCOE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCOE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCOE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9. TEXAS
MEIrosa ATCC9
1-8360
Member

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19
E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFCOE suburb)

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee1426
Bldg.C St.,
Executive
N.W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOK

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St.. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia A 5-4666
Member
FOGS

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave)
P. O. Box 13217
Fort BUtler
Worth L1551
IS. Tout

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chucltanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

SPOT YOUR
FIRM'S NAME
HERE...

To be Seen by 100,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile
•ARB
Continuingfacilities.
Readership Study

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCOE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINCTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFCOE

Service
Directory

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

KEAR & KENNEDY

conrocfMAGAZINE
BROADCASTING
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Nov. 28
ON AIR
CPS
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
For new stations
3,742
52
129
550
1,030
32
155
166
523
53
78
124
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Nov. 28

Commercial
Non-Commercial

VHF
485
47

UHF
91
21

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC Oct. 31
AM
Licensed (all on air)
3,727
Cps on air (new stations)
66
Cps not on air (new stations)
126
Total authorized stations
3,919
Applications for new stations (not in hearing) 205
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
298
Total applications for new stations
503
Applications for major changes (not in hearing) 59
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
345
Total applications for major changes
404
Licenses deleted
0
Cps deleted
1

FM
1,017
46
146
1,209
13
152
165
3
98
101
0
0

TOTAL
TV
576
681

TV
512
65
73
658
61
48
109
10
45
55
0
2

'Includes 3 stations operating on unreserved channels.

plication below. Ann. Dec. 5.
KLIC Monroe, La. — Seeks assignment of
license from estate of Dr. Frank P. Cerniglia
(100%), to Mrs. Marie Z. Cerniglia (100%),
administratrix
of Dr. Cerniglia's
No
financial consideration
involved. estate.
Ann.
Dec. 3.
KANE ofNew
Iberia,corporation.
La. — Seeks New
transfer
control
licensee
Iberiaof
Bcstg. Inc., from George H. Thomas (50%)
to Charles W. & Joan Thomas Brakefield
(50% jointly); other stockholders are J. J.
Davidson Jr. (30%) and D. H. Castille Sr.
& Donald Bonin (each 10%). Consideration
$62,000.Dec.Mr.5. Brakefield is insurance agent.
Ann.
WCOP-AM-FM Boston, Mass.— Seeks assignment of license from Plough Bcstg.
Corp., wholly owned by Plough Bcstg. Inc.,
to latter company, large corporation of
more than 50 stockholders. No financial
consideration involved. See WMPS-AM-FM
Memphis below for other information. Ann.
Dec. 5.
WMOX Meridian, Miss. — Seeks assignment of license from Birney Imes Jr.
(100%) to Mr. Imes (100%), d/b as Lauderdale Bcstg. Inc. No financial consideration
involved. Mr. Imes is also owner of WCBI
Columbus, WELO Tupelo and WNAG
Grenada, all Mississippi. Ann. Dec. 3.
KHUB Fremont, Neb. — Seeks assignment
of license from H. C. and Leroy L. Snyder
(each 50%), d/b as Snyder Enterprises, to
H. C. Snyder (100%). tr/as KHUB Inc.
Consideration $17,786. Ann. Dec. 5,
WDHA-FM
Dover,
SeeksPeter
assign-L.
ment of license
and N.cpJ. —from
Arnow (98%) and his mother & father
(each.1%), d/b as Drexel Hill Assoc., to
same parties tr/as Drexel Hill Assoc. Inc.
No financial consideration. Ann. Nov. 30.
WHAM & WFAM (FM) Rochester, N. Y.
— Seeks assignment of license from William F. Rust Jr. (77.5%) and Ralph
Gottlieb (22.5%), d/b as Genesee Bcstg.
Corp., to same persons in same percentile
tr/as Rust Bcstg. Inc. No financial consideration involved, as purpose of assignment is to liquidate Genesee. Rust also
owns WKBR-AM-FM Manchester and
WTSN Dover, both New Hampshire, and
WAEB-AM-FM Allentown, WNOW-AMFM York & WRAW Reading, all Pennsyl128 (FOR THE RECORD)

vania, and is
Ann. Dec.
3. applicant for ch. 13 in Dover.
WKET-FM Kettering, Ohio— Seeks assignment of license from Joe Speidel III
(90%) and Thomas D. & Catherine B.
Johnson (each 5%), d/b as Speidel Bcstg.
Corp. of Ohio, to Mr. Speidel (83.333%),
Russell George-Busdicker (16.666%) and
Jean W. Speidel (.001%), tr/as Speidel
Bcstg. Corp. No financial consideration
involved. Speidel Corp. owns WOIC Columbia, S. C; Mr. Speidel is majority
owner of WPAL Charleston & WYNN
Florence, both South Carolina; Mr. GeorgeBusdicker has minority interest in WJOT
Lake City, S. C. Ann. Dec. 4.
WGPA-AM-FM Bethlehem. Pa.— Seeks
assignment of license from Pauline H.
Adams & Girand Trust Corn Exchange
Bank (77%), trustees, B. Ellis Service (10%),
Donald S. Taylor (9%) and John Strohmeyer
Bethlehem's
Publishing(4%),Co.,d/bto as same
persons Globe
tr/as
A. B. E. Bcstg. Co. No financial consideration,
as
assignment
is
to
facilitate
business
dealings. Ann. Nov. 30.
WICU-FM-TV Erie, Pa.— Seeks assignment of license from Gilbraltar Enterprises
Inc. to Dispatch Inc., owned by Edward H.
Lamb family. No financial consideration
involved,
assignment
is corporate change
only. Ann.as Dec.
3.
WAGG Franklin, Tenn. — Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, Williamson County Bcstg. Inc., from
Ann R. Ormes (19% before transfer, 6.8%
after) by William R. Ormes (50% before,
62.1%29.after). Consideration $3,200. Ann.
Nov.
WLAF La Follette, Tenn.— Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, La Follette Bcstg. Inc., from James
B. Childress (36.46% before transfer, 3.12%
after) by David A. Rawley Jr. (36.46% before, 69.80%
Ann. Dec.
3. after). Consideration $17,900.
WMPS-AM-FM Memphis. Tenn.— Seeks
assignment of license from WMPS Inc.,
wholly owned by Plough Bcstg. Inc., to
latter company, large corporation with
more than 50 stockholders. No financial
consideration involved. Also see applications of WCOP-AM-FM Boston and WPLOAM-FM Atlanta; in addition, Plough owns

WJJD-AM-FM
Baltimore. Ann.Chicago
Dec. 5. and WCAO-AM-FM
KJIM-AM-FM Fort Worth, Tex.— Seeks
transfer of control of licensee corporation.
Trinity Bcstg. Co. (13,023 shares issued),
from James M. Stewart, Paul E. Taft &
Milton R. Underwood (each 2,630 shares),
William D. Schueler (2,503 shares), Ann
Johnson Mitsch (519 shares), F. Kirk Johnson Jr. (518 shares) and F. Kirk Johnson
(1,593 shares)
Windsor owns
Jr. Consideration to
$300,000.W.Mr.C. Windsor
film
production company. Ann. Nov. 21.
KOL-AM-FM
Seattle,
Wash.—
Seeks
transfer of control of licensee corporation,
Seattle Bcstg. Co., from Archie Taft Jr.
(55%), Marie Storm Taft (20%) and W. L.
Simpson (25%) to Mark Goodson and
William S. Todman (each 50%), tr/as F-V
Productions Inc. Consideration $850,000.
Messrs. Goodson & Todman have wide inin broadcast
field, including
Good-of
son & terests
Todman
Productions,
producer
network tv shows. Ann. Nov. 30.
Hearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of South Texas Telecasting
Inc. to change facilities of station KVDO-TV
Corpus Christi, Tex., from ch. 22 to ch. 3,
and ingdenying
application
Co. for new
tv stationof toNueces
operateTelecaston ch.
3 in Corpus Christi. Action Dec. 4.
■ Hearing
Examinerlooking
H. GifTord
issued initial decision
toward Irion
denying
application of W. D. Frink. tr/as Jefferson
Radio Co., for license to cover cp for station
WIXI Irondale, Ala., which had been designated for hearing on issues concerning misrepresentation and concealment of material
facts, transfer of control and other matters.
Action Dec. 4.
■ Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Cherryville Bcstg. Inc. for new
am station to operate on 1590 kc, 500 w, D, in
Cherryville, N. C; condition and pre-sunrise
operation with daytime facilities precluded
pending
Dec. 4. final decision in doc. 14419. Action
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING
Coastal Bcstrs. Inc., Virginia-Potomac
Bcstg.
Corp.,WPRW.
Colchester
Bcstg.WiUiam
Corp., Bcstg.
Herndon, Va.,
Prince
Corp., Manassas, Va., WEMD, Easton Bcstg.
Co., Easton, Md. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new daytime
am stations to operate on 1440 kc with DA
of Coastal with 1 kw, Virginia-Potomac, 5
kw, and Colchester, 1 kw, and for change
of operation on 1460 kc of WPRW from 500
w, D, to 5 kw, U, DA-2, and WEMD from
500 w, WKCW
DA, D, Warrenton,
to 500 w-N, Va.,
1 kw-LS,
DA-2;
made
and WPRW
with
respect
to
latter's
existing
operation,
and Burlington Bcstg. Co., Burlington, N. J.,
Burlington County
Bcstg.Mount
Co. andHolly,
Mt. HollyBurlington
Bcstg. Co.,
N. J.,
latter three applicants for new am stations,
parties to proceeding; denied requests by
Coastaltionaland
for condigrants. Virginia-Potomac
Action Dec. 5.
The Prattville Bcstg. Co., and Billy Walker, Prattville,
— Designated
for daytime
consolidated hearing Ala.
applications
for new
am
stations
to
operate
on
1330
kc
—
Prattville
Bcstg. Co. with 1 kw. DA, and Billy Walker
with 500
issuesdeterminations
include Sec. 3.35(a)
multiplew;ownership
concerning
Prattville application. Action Dec. 5.
Rockdale Bcstrs., Rockdale, Tex. — Desighearingto application
for kc,
new 500daytimenatedam forstation
operate on 1510
w;
made KSTV Stephenville and KGTN Georgetown,
Tex.,
parties
to
proceeding.
Action
Dec. 5.
■ By memorandum
order,
mission designated foropinion
hearing,& at
time comand
place to be determined later, applications
for assignment of licenses of stations WAVY
& WAVY-TV (ch. 10) and aux.. Portsmouth,
Va., from Tidewater Teleradio Inc. to WAVY
Inc., broadcast
subsidiary interests.
of GannettIt Inc.,
newspaper
and
denied
related
petitions by Beachview Bcstg. Inc., losing
applicant for ch. 10, and disapproved proposed agreement for Tidewater to reimburse
Beachview
$98,750 forwith"out-of-pocket"
expenses in connection
their competitive
hearing. Comr. Lee not participating; Comrs.
Craven and Henry dissented. Action Nov. 28.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission granted applications of Purdue University for two new uhf tv translaBROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

tor stations to operate temporarily on chs.
79 and 83 to serve Chicago, 111., by rebroadcasting mental
programs
its airborne
educationalofstations
KS2XGAexperiand
KS2XGD at Montpelier, Ind. At present
time, viewers in Chicago area are unable to
adequately receive direct signals. Translator
stations will serve estimated population of
four million persons and will enable Chicago
viewers to receive satisfactory pictures of
airborne transmissions. Grant is conditioned
to cessation of these translator operations if
applications are made and granted for regular operation. Comrs. Bartley and Craven
dissented. Action Dec. 5.
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission reconsidered its Nov. 8 report and
order in doc. 13860 to extent of assigning
ch. 67 to Independence and ch. 70 to Ottawa,
Kans., which cities were deprived of their
only channels in that report which made
various channel changes in Kansas and
Nebraska. Action Dec. 5.
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C— Granted
increased daytime power on 1230 kc from
250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation with 250 w; remote control permitted;
conditions.
WKRC Cincinnati, Ohio— Waived Sees.
3.188 (d) and 3.189 (b) of rules and granted
authority to install new trans, and change
theoretical parameters of DA system. (Is licensed on 5505. kc, I kw-N, 5 kw-LS, DA-2).
Action Dec.
N. Y.— Granted
cp*WVHC
to change(FM)
trans,Hempstead,
of noncommercial
educational fm station and increase ERP from 10
to
220
w;
remote
control
permitted.
Action
Dec. 5.
■ By letter, commission denied request by
Central Bcstg. Co. (WHO) , Des Moines, Iowa
for waiver of Sec. 3.21 (a) (1) of rules and
returned, without prejudice, its tendered application to increase power to 750 kw. Its
request for waiver of Sees. 1.354 and 3.24 (g)
of rules
are
moot dueoperation
to commission's
sion not to authorize
with powerdeci-in
excess of 50 kw at this time. Commissioner
Lee dissented. Action Dec. 5.
■ By letters, commission (1) dismissed as
unacceptable for filing under May 10 am
partial freeze order applications for new
daytime am stations of Dover Bcstg. Co. to
operate on 1070 kc, 5 kw, in Richmond, Va.,
and Gulf South Bcstrs. Inc. to operate on
1110 kc, 1 kw, in Houma, La., and (2) closed
record in docs. 14488, 14705. Action Dec. 5.
■ By letter, commission (1) denied amendment filed July 12 by Wendell-Zebulon Radio
Co. seeking to further change DA system
proposed in its application to increase
power of WETC Wendell-Zebulon, N. C, and
returned amendment as unacceptable for
filing under May 10 am partial freeze order
and (2) denied
25 "supplement"
requesting returnitsof Sep.
its Jan.
24 amendment
and acceptance
of
July
12
amendment.
Action Dec. 5.
■ By letter, commission returned as unac eptable for filing under May 10 am partial
freeze order amendment filed by Abacoa
Radio Corp. to increase power of proposed
operation of station WWWW Rio Piedras,
P. R., from 500 w to 10 kw. (Station WWWW
has pending application to change facilities
from 1520 kc, 250 w, U, to 1190 kc, 500 w
DA-2, U). Action Dec. 5.
■ Commission granted request by Spartan
Radiocasting Co. and extended special temporary authority to March 10, 1963, to operate station WSPA-TV (ch. 7) Spartanburg,
S. C, from Paris Mountain, pending commission consideration of and action upon its
pending application to move trans, to site
on Caesar's Head Mountain. Action Dec. 5.
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission granted application of Radio Skokie
Valley Inc. for license to cover cp of its new
class A fm station WRSV (98.3 mc) Skokie,
111., and (1) denied opposing petitions of
Gale Bcstg. Inc., licensee of fm station
WFMT (98.7 mc) Chicago, which claimed
interference, and of North Shore Fine Arts
Committee alleging deprivation of cultural
service resulting from interference to or
substitution of WFMT signal by that of
WRSV. Chairman Minow dissented and issued statement. Action Dec. 5.
■ By order, commission deleted condition
that no construction be commenced prior to
further order, which was attached to ordering clause
commission's
1962, decisionofgranting
applicationMayof 16,Moline
Tv
Corp. for new tv station to operate on ch.
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

8 in Moline,plications111.,
and denying
competingCorp.,
apof Community
Telecasting
Tele-Views News Inc., Midland Bcstg. Co.,
and Illiway Tv Inc. condition shall be of no
further force and effect. Chairman Minow
and Comr. Craven not participating; Comr.
Ford dissented. Action Dec. 5.
■ By tionsorder,
commission
denied (KBOA),
applicaby Kennett
Bcstg. Corp.
Kennett, Mo., and Broadcast Bureau for
review
of Review Board's
Sep. 25 refusal
to add programming
and misrepresentation
issues in proceeding on application of Bootheel Bcstg. Co. for new am station in
Kennett. Action Dec. 5.
■ By mentorder,
commission
agreeby Biscayne
Tv Corp.approved
and Sunbeam
Tv Corp. to resolve outstanding matters in
Miami, Fla., tv ch. 7 proceeding. Under
agreement (1) Sunbeam buys physical assetstionof Biscayne
now WCKT,
used in and
latter's
of tv station
its operarights
under certain film licensing agreements, for
$3,400,000;
ing appeal(2)in Biscayne
Court of dismisses
Appeals, itsandpend(3)
grant of cp is now made effective previously
awarded to Sunbeam on Aug. 3, 1961, which
set aside Jan. 18, 1956, grant to Biscayne. By
separate action, commission (1) authorized
Sunbeam to operate temporarily on ch. 7,
upon cessation of operation of WCKT on
that channel by Biscayne, for period ending
Feb. 4, 1963; (2) ordered Sunbeam to file
application for renewal of license on ch. 7
by April 12, 1963, and (3) further ordered
that ch. 7 be available for filing competing
applications between April 12 and June 12,
1963. Above actions were taken on Dec. 5 by
Comrs. Minow (chmn.), Bartley, Lee and
Ford; Comrs. Craven and Henry present
but not participating.
WFRL Chairman
Freeport, 111.
— Granted
renewalfromof
license.
Minow
abstained
voting. Action Nov. 28.
■ By memorandum
opinion &byorder,
commission denied application
Friendly
Bcstg. Co. for remission or mitigation of
$4,000 forfeiture ordered by commission on
June 20 for willful or repeated violations of
Communications Act and commission rules
by operating fm station WCUY Cleveland
Heights, Ohio, with new trans, making
equipment
tests without
notifying
sion and commencing
program
tests commiswithout
authorization. June 20 action reduced by
half original $8,000 assessed in Dec. 6, 1961,
notice of apparent liability. However, in
considering
licensee's
applicationfound
for mitigation or remission,
commission
no cogent reason for further reducing amount of
penalty. Commissioner Hyde abstained from
voting. Action Nov. 28.
■ By second report, memorandum opinion
& order, commission terminated that part of
fm allocations proceeding which considered
possible reduction in power or ant. height
of certain fm stations authorized before
July 25, 1962. Commission has concluded not
to apply these limitations to existing stations generally, though new stations and
changes in existing stations will be required
to conform. It was concluded that tremendous losses in existing service which would
result outweigh the possible gains. Action
Nov. 28.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
consolidated proceeding on applications of
Wide Water Bcstg. Inc. and Radio Voice of
Central New York Inc. for new am stations
in East Syracuse and Syracuse, respectively,
both New York, in docs. 14669, 14671, denied
petitionverse by
Voice for
review
of adruling Radio
of Examiner
denying
admission
of its engineering exhibit as surrebuttal
evidence. Board Member Nelson not parBoard Member
Slone 5. issued concurringticipating.
statement.
Action Dec.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
consolidated proceeding on applications of
Five Cities Bcstg. Inc. and Douglas County
Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Austell
and Douglasville, respectively, both Georgia,
in docs. 14736-7, granted petition by Douglas
County and enlarged issues to determine
whether Sid Williams, president, director,
and 50% stockholder of Five Cities did on
Oct. 1, 1962, falsely represent himself to
Theodore T. Matthews of Douglasville as
being representative of federal government
while endeavoring to obtain information
concerning application before FCC, or made
representations which reasonably led Mat-

thews to believe that Williams was such
representative, and, if so, whether Five
Cities possesses character qualifications to
be licensee of FCC; further directed that
burden of proof and of going forward with
evidence with respect to this issue is upon
Douglas County. Action Dec. 3.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on application of WBUX Bcstg.
Co. to increase power of station WBUX
Doylestown,
Pa., fromon 11570
kw kc,
to 5DA,kw,D,with
continued operation
(1)
denied petition by Interstate Bcstg Inc.
(WQXR),
Newdenied
York,WBUX
N. Y.,motion
to enlarge
issues, and (2)
to strike
WQXR petition. Action Dec. 3.
■ Scheduled oral argument for January 4,
1963, in proceeding on application of Pioneer
States Bcstrs. Inc. for new am station in
West Hartford, Conn. Action Nov. 30.
Broadcast
Bureauto
and■ Granted
extended petition
to Dec. by
4 time
to respond
joint petition for approval of agreement
filed by Progress Valley Bcstrs. Co. and
Shakopee Bcstg. Co., applicants for new am
stations in Shakopee, Minn. Action Nov. 30.
■ By memorandum
opinion
& order,oncommission in consolidated
proceeding
am
applications of Rockland Bcstg. Co., Blauvelt, Rockland Radio Corp. and Rockland
Bcstrs. Inc., Spring Valley, all New York, in
docs. 14510-3, (1) denied untimely filed motion by Broadcast Bureau for enlargement
of issues and (2) on own motion, enlarged
issues to determine (1) whether Sidney Fox
(a partner of Rockland Bcstg. Co.) misappropriated and/or entered into conspiracy
with others as result of which they misappropriated from American Cyanamid Co.
certain confidential information and materials pertaining to production of various
pharmaceuticals
suchforconfidential matter to and
their converted
own use and
sale
to others including foreign firms, in breach
of Fox's
employment
contract
withRockland
American Cyanamid,
and (2)
whether
Bcstg. Co. possesses requisite character qualifications to be licensee. Board Member Nelson not participating. Action Nov. 30.
■ Granted petition by Potomac Bcstg. Inc.
and extended to Dec. 10 time to respond to
petition by sideration
Keyser
Corp. forof reconand stay Bcstg.
of processing
Potomac's application for new am station in
Keyser, W. Va. Action Nov. 29.
■ Granted petition by Pinellas Radio Co.
and extended
to Dec.of3 time
to fileBcstg.
its opposition to motion
Cherry
Co.
(WDBO), Orlando, Fla., to enlarge issues in
proceeding
new
am station onin Pinellas'
Pinellas application
Park, Fla. forAction
Nov. 29.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 26 time to file reply
to joint request for approval of agreement
filed by Eastern Bcstg. System Inc., Colonial
Bcstg.
George
F. O'Brien
and Fairfield
Bcstg. tionsCo.,
Co.,
in proceeding
on in
their
applicafor new
am stations
Brookfield,
New Milford and Easton, all Connecticut,
respectively. Action Nov. 28.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ In accordance with agreements reached
at Nov. 8 hearing in proceeding on applications of Five Cities Bcstg. Inc. and Douglas
County Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in
Austell and Douglasville, Ga., respectively,
received in evidence Five Cities Exhibit 3
and closed record, and ordered proposed
findings
Dec.
3. to be filed by Jan. 11, 1963. Action
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Upon agreement of parties at Nov. 28
prehearing conference in proceeding on am
application of WBUX Broadcasting Co.
(WBUX),
Doylestown,
Pa.,hearing
scheduled
certain procedural
dates, and
for Dec.
20. Action
Nov. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone
■ Continued Feb. 11 hearing to Feb. 25,
1963, in proceeding on applications of ServBcstg. Corp.
and Z-B Wis.,
Bcstg.andCo. Zion,
for new
am ice
stations
in Kenosha,
111.,
respectively. Action Nov. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ On own motion, scheduled hearing conference for Dec. 7 in proceeding on applicaContinued on page 135
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(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per ward — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25<* per word — $2.00 minimum.
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space.
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RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Station-sales
midwest resume
500,000 market. Personalmanager
and industry
with
photo, please. Box 469R, BROADCASTING.
Ohio tion
daytimer
needsknows
experienced
small sta-as
manager who
full operation
working
manager.
Box
491R,
BROADCASTING.
Detroit . . . sales management, with proven
record of sales, who loves the challenge of
selling. Excellent
opportunity
top Box
independent. Complete
resume with
please.
584R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager for a growing restation inon a sales.
solid mid
Atlantic
market.gional
Emphasis
Forward
complete
resume
and
references.
Box
586R,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Commercial manager for top rated am-fm
in 50M Texas City. Should be creative, substantial citizen of management quality.
Guarantee plus commission. Benefits. Full
details
first
letter. Box 421R, BROADCASTING.
East coast metropolitan market. No. 1 station has opening for strong professional
radio salesman. Should be capable ox billing $10,000 per month, draw against 15%.
Group
ING. benefits. Box 448R, BROADCASTSales-announcer combination wanted for
1,000 watt network station in southeast.
Good job for a good man in a progressive
market. Box 532R, BROADCASTING.
Top rated good music station in southern
California coast market of over 200,000 has
opening for experienced, aggressive, stable
salesman. Salary plus 25% over monthly
billing of $2,000. Box 561R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Salesman for central Texas daytimer.
Salary and commission. KTON, Belton, Texas.
This may be your big chance to really do
something big in radio — to move forward
into a top notch position with a top notch
operation. Radio one in Waco is looking
for a salesman who can sell against aggressive competition. Our 10 kw station
has
sound,
it's thestation
undisputed
The the
fastest
growing
in the leader.
great
southwest.
And
it's
more
than
quadrupled
sales during the last year. With
all this
what you need is ability and desire to
sell. pay
We'lla give
a goodagainst
protected
account
list,
guarantee
commissions.
Write or phone on Wednesday Thursday, or
Friday: Bill Dahlsten, General Manager,
KAWA, Box 482, Waco, Texas. Phone PL
4-1488.
Suburban Chicago. Permanent position expanding organization. Original ownership.
5 kw AM-180 kw FM. 20% commissionadvance. Complete details. Wheeler, WEAW,
Evanston, Illinois.
We have a top production team, we are a
good music station only. We are the only
fm and am station in a market with over
60% of the homes fm and over 20% fm exclusive. We need a self starting salesman
and one that can close! We offer a top
guarantee plus commission to the right
man. Send full resumes to director of sales,
Box 5, Ann Arbor, Michigan, or phone area
code 313-. NO 3-0569.
Good salesmen needed! Many openings
through Broadcast Employment Service,
4825 10th Ave. So. Minneapolis 17, Minnesota. Write today for free application.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Aggressive modern operation needs sharp,
swinging
tion and disccan jockey
comply who
with knows
format producpolicy.
Air mail audition tape, background letter,
references Box 714P, BROADCASTING.
Top flight R & B Jock for traffic times. Top
northern market. Must pass rigid personal
investigation. Good opportunity for right
man.
Tape and resume. Box 209R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, with 1st ticket, male or female,
for New Hampshire smooth-sound daytimer.
$100 weekly. Box 326R, BROADCASTING.

Need immediately pleasant voiced, fastpaced announcer with 1st ticket, capable
of production-type
work. market
Stationofis125,000.
number one in four station
Staff is pleasant and capable, we need a
good man to join us. Air mail tape, resume,
requirements: Hugh Barr, P.D., KLO, Box
1499, Ogden, Utah.
Wanted — staff announcer fast paced good
music station. Resume and tape to KWNT,
Davenport, Iowa.
Chicago suburban, first phone. Permanent,
immediate, experienced. Tape please and
detailed letter. WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Announcer with first class ticket. WAMD,
Aberdeen, Maryland.
Morning man, experienced for 5,000 watt
full-time station near Philadelphia. Must
have
good sound
Profit-sharing
plan and
andboard
fringeknow-how.
benefits.
WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
DJ with 1st phone top 40 experience. $115
per week. IV2 overtime, double pay holidays. In St. Louis area, contact Chuck Norman, WGNU, Granite City, Illinois.
Opening soon. New clear channel radio
station serving Granite Falls, Hickory and
Lenoir, N. C. Now accepting applications
for experienced announcers, engineers,
salesman and copywriter. Good salary. Exworkinginsurance.
conditions. Good
Paid opportunity
hospitalizationcellent
and life
with growing group organization. Member
''Childressto:Stations"
Send Manager,
complete
resume
Robert group.
S. Culler,
lina.
WKJK,
Box 155, Granite Falls, North Caro-

Wanted: announcer with tight board, good
production.
per check.
week. Box
Send 441R,
unedited half$175.00
hour air
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Ohio station needs a
first phone who is sharp on maintenance.
Send full details and tape to Box 481R,
BROADCASTING.
Ohio daytimer needs announcer with first
olass ticket. Experience unnecessary but
■aesirable. Box 490R, BROADCASTING.
Five kw within 100 miles of Chicago wants
announcer periencewith
severalnewsyears
of staff
exand proved
writing
ability.
Personal interview required. List age, education, experience in detail. Do not send
tape. Box 517R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted by South Carolina 1,000
watt network station. Good operation in
friendly city. Send full details including
references. Box 531R, BROADCASTING.
Mature, authoritative deejay who wants to
grow with solid upstate New York station.
We have a new proven format for local
radio. Excellent working conditions. If
you're
ambitious
sincere
about
real
radio plete
future,
rush and
a tape,
picture
and a combackground
summary
now. Box
541R,
BROADCASTING.
Sports (caster) all of it, any of it. Radio and
tv, experience, recognition even college
graduate.
Let's move up, write now. Box
544R, BROADCASTING.
Georgia daytimer — good pay for first ticket
combo man. Bright, enthusiastic air, capaING. ble engineering. Box 546R, BROADCASTAnnouncer-salesman. Salary & commission.
School trained beginner OK if you can
sell. Adult music. KGHT, Hollister, California.
Sports(caster), all of it, any of it. Radio
and tv, experience, recognition even college graduate.
Let's move up, write now.
Box 544R,
BROADCASTING.
Gulf coast 5 kw quality good music station
needs quality announcer with first phone.
Send photo, resume, character and financial
references and audition tape. Box 568R,
BROADCASTING.
Combo announcer — first phone for number one station in medium Michigan market. Air work only — no maintenance.
Modern formula experience desired. Excellent opportunity work with sharp crew.
Unusually attractive salary. Rush tape,
snapshot, present income to Box 575R,
BROADCASTING.
Need mature morning man. $450 per month
to start. Tape and resume to KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.

Modern formula Storz-WLS type morning
deejay for number one pulse rated 5,000
watt station. Must know pop music and
have production experience. Want real pro
to join swinging station, part of growing
prestige chain. Top dollar for top man.
Send tape, resume, photo, recent earnings
to Skip Knight, WTRU, Muskegan, MichiMd.: Resort
seekingTalent
engineerannouncer
with area
first ticket.
and
gan.
ability more essential than experience.
Send
tape-resume,
WPTX,
Lexington
Park,
Maryland.
DJ. Comedy! Professional package now
$2.50. Box 92, Kansas City, 41, Mo.
Announcers needed! Get set for tomorrow's
opportunity
today. Service,
Free application.
cast Employment
4825 10thBroadAve.
So. Minneapolis 17, Minn.
Technical
Experienced young man with first class
ticket to be chief engineer for top-notch
Pennsylvania small market kilowatt operation, directional at night. Excellent opportunity for right man. Salary starts at $100.
ING.
Be your own boss. Box 430R. BROADCASTChief Engineer — Ohio daytimer. Complete
responsibility for maintenance of modern
well engineered station. Must be capable
of handling modest amount of air time.
Send resume, salary requirements and tape.
Box 480R, BROADCASTING.
New Daytime 500 watt directional Salina,
Kansas, needs chief engineer who can also
make installation. Send background and
salary requirements. Box 534R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Combination play by play man and chief
engineer. Must be good at both. Great
Plains state. Box 554R, BROADCASTING.
Gulf coast 5 kw directional station wants
good audio engineer capable of maintenance
and administrative work. Not afraid to get
hands dirty. Experience with directional
antenna systems helpful. Send resume,
photo, financial and character references.
Box 569R, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — some announcing. Kilowatt daytimer. Limited experience accepted. KVMA,
Magnolia, Arkansas.
Kick the snow habit. Live a little in the
fabulous Southwest. Moderate climate, blue
skies, skiing from Thanksgiving to Easter
only two hours away at playground high
in mountains. Excellent school system.
Work ondwith
stationFM,in SCA.
state's Poor
seclargest dominant
market. AM,
housekeepers but wonderful bunch of people, all adults, with record of low turnover,
want to keep it that way. Position open for
engineer, prefer man with ability to learn
if experience is lacking. Help maintain and
install some SCA installations. Write
KBIM, Box 910, Roswell, New Mexico.
Chief engineer, announcer, 5 kw da — new
RCA transmitter. Must be well qualified and
ambitious. Good pay to right man. Present
chief called to active duty in military.
Leaves about January first, 1963. Call WION,
Phone 2-300 or write Box 143, Ionia, Michigan.
Chief engineer— news station, Chicago area.
KW fin-am directional. State experience
and
salary. WNSH, Box 1430, Highland Park,
Illinois.
Technicians, let us find you that better job.
Free Application. Broadcast Employment
Service, 4825 10th Ave. So., Minneapolis, 17
Minn.
Production — Programming, Others
Traffic manager for Philadelphia area regional radio operation. Forward resume
and salary desired to Box 520R, BROADCASTING.
Combination program director-news editor.
Qualified local news reporter and rewrite
ability.
Midwest. Box 555R, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — Present newsman leaving for
metro
market.
"radio pro"
to
sound,
ethicalNeed
journalism.
Must dedicated
be able
to write, gather, and air news in a factual,
authoritative manner for 5000 Watt midwest
independent that has earned reputation as
prestige news station. Resume, references,
photo, and tape required first letter. Box
571R, BROADCASTING.
Newsman wanted immediately coverage
local news. Good salary, permanent. Approx. 60 miles from New York City. Box
591R, BROADCASTING.
Newsman to gather, write, and air local
news. Must have mature judgment and authoritative delivery. WSMI, Litchfield,
Illinois.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager. Documented sales ability. Thirteen
years successful management. Top character
and owner references. Box 391R, BROADCASTING.
Have attache case . . . will travel. The attache case is loaded, ready to fire a barrage
of selling
and twenty
it's automatic,
just
a singleideas,
shot. Over
years of not
advertising sales experience. Currently and
for five years sales manager of medium
market radio station. Ready for one of the
first fifty
markets.
and experience in all
media.Knowledge
Can furnish
resume
together with top recommendations. Box
563R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

Situations Wanted — (Conf d)
Management
Owners — is your general manager just a
salesman? That's not enough to make your
station good!
knowledge
of laws, procedures,Buy
administration
and genuine
love
for radio. If you already have a sales manage, but need someone to take care of the
store. Box 564R, BROADCASTING.
Top flight manager available due to change
of ownership. Mature, heavy sales, fifteen
years major market experience. Excellent
p&l and public relations background, and
proven ability for building ratings to marING. ket dominance. Box. 566R, BROADCASTAge 37, radio-tv, 12 year experience includes
managerment,radio,
plus radio-tv
manageprogram director,
formersales
college
prof
— outstanding record. Desires management
or
sales management. Box 526R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
First phone personality, showmanship maturity, college, 5 years experience, No. 1
ratings, draft free. Available immediately.
Box 743P, BROADCASTING.
Negro Disc Jockey announcer. Tight board,
excellent news, refreshing dj style. Tremendous potential. Top 40 or good music.
Box 203R, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv announcer seeks position in east.
Married.
CASTING. One child. Box 450R, BROADAnnouncer/dj.
SwingingCheerful.
production.
Convincing commercials.
Youthful.
Experienced.CASTING. Reliable. Box 488R, BROADNegro disc jockey. Announcer, tight board.
Steady,
dependable. No floater. Box 518R,
BROADCASTING.
Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio! 24, college graduate, 2 years dj, 1 year continuity. Pix,
resume with tape. Box 523R, BROADCASTING.
Available now. Announcer, dj. Pleasant
voice, go anywhere, draft exempt. Box
524R, BROADCASTING.
Attention east or pacific northwest. Will
graduate from college in August. Looking
for employer with long range plans. Experienced in sports, production, programming, and announcing. Box 527R, BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Talented writer. Background in
publications, radio, tv. Seeks position at
prestige news operation, emphasis on writing-gathering.
Currently employed as newscaster. Box 528R,
BROADCASTING.
Attention southeast radio-tv stations: Want
an announcer that'll be an asset from the
very beginning?
I have
five plus
yearscollege
commercial experience
in radio
degree in radio-tv. Currently employed
as announcer-program director. Would like
opportunity to work into tv. What can you
offer? Box 536R, BROADCASTING.
Women's continuity writer, smooth commercial voice, sales. . . . West Coast preferred. Box 545R, BROADCASTING.
Wants work. Disc jockey, announcer. Good
board, well trained, sincere. Box 548R,
BROADCASTING.
Warm sirespersonable
relaxed
announcer
dematching location.
5 years
experience.
Box 552R, BROADCASTING.
9 years major eastern seaboard. Resonant
voice. Available immediately. Box 553R,
BROADCASTING.
Radio-t.v. News and sportsman desires
southwest location. 5 years in midwest market. Quality play by play and vast news
experience. Box 558R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with formal training but no experience needs first job. Willing worker.
Box 567R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Country disc jockey, announcer, available.
Tape
and resume on request. Box 572R,
BROADCASTING.
Gott a be movin. Early bird dj-mornin man.
Experienced program director-sales manager. Married vet. This eager earner seeks
larger market. Bigger reward. All inquires
answered promptly. Presently employed.
Box 574R, BROADCASTING.
Top flight announcer seeking opportunity
to manage small market radio or p.d. with
view to same. 33, college degree, excellent
references, 7 years with present employer.
Box 577R, BROADCASTING.
Besides doing a well paced dj show with
excellent production I have experience and
know how in all phases news, including
rewriting. 2 years experience but sounds
like more. This non floater needs $100
minimum. Box 579R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, d.j. Experienced, mature authoritative delivery, tight board, production.
Will relocate. Box 580R, BROADCASTING.
First phone announcer with sense of humor,
production know how and lightning fast
board. Box 581R, BROADCASTING.
Wait — Stop — announcer, dj, newsman p.d.
4 years experience, swinging bright, tight
board, Real pro, wants good market. Box
582R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 2Y2 years experience AFRS,
all phases, 3rd phone, excellent references.
Box 589R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — ATS broadcasting graduate.
Sales experience, tight board, draft free.
Tape and resume on request. After 5 call
LA 8-4686 or write. Al Reisman, 115-72
231 Street, Cambria Heights 11, New York.
Announcer, experience, first phone, A.T.S.
announcing school graduate. New York or
California area. Tape and resume on request.weekends
Week days call
JU 6-6000
ext Bob
341.
After six
PL 7-9475
or write
Stone,
403
West
54th
Street,
New
York,
New York.
Announcer. Three years experience. Write
copy. Some selling. Hugh Price, Homer
Louisiana.
Announcer-d.j. Young, married, 2 years
limited experience, willing to work, relocate anywhere. Seek full time, advancement, permanency. Del Barnes, Box 1022,
USL, Lafayette, Louisiana.
Go first class all the way! A polished, professional mike man with first FCC license
seeks solid spot. Dependable family man
now!
in late twenties. Telephone 312-328-7650,
D.J. announcer, mature, experienced moderate top 40. Relocate. Frank Sacks, 20557
Stout, Detroit 19, Michigan. KE 5-6680.
SOLD-SOLID Adult morning man seeks
challenging opportunity and permanence
responsible station with advancement possibilities. Seven years radio, year television.
Family — veteran. Northeastern states. Jerry
Anthony, 620^ West Washington, Bradford, 368-6503, Pennsylvania.
D-j, hard perieworker,
22, music.
married,Tight
3 years
nce al fields of
board,ex-1
year college, draft free, available immediately. Boyd Magers, 715I,S> E. Bridge, Blackwell, Oklahoma.
Combo-man. January 1st. 8 years experience, 4 here. PD, dj, sales. Modern radio,
top rated jock. Married, family. Prefer
west. Jack Teiken, 1319 Jefferson, Galesburg, Illinois. Phone 343-9776.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
First
learn.
draft
338R,

phone, no experience Willing to
Presently radio operator. Married,
exempt. Prefer south central. Box
BROADCASTING.

First phone. Chief, combo experience. Will
relocate. Box 503R, BROADCASTING.
Top announcer — chief engineer. Combo. 5
years experience.
$600. 622-4118, Ocala,
Florida.
Box 593R, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Desires position as engineer or
chief. Experienced installing 5 kw directional. No drifter, married, honest, presently employed. Box 560R, BROADCASTING.
Chief-combo, Wilmington, Delaware, Olympia 6-6611. Room 415, mornings only.
Engineer, 1st class, 41 years old, wishes to
relocate. Current station going remote.
Available immediately. Reply to Robert
Benninger, c/o WDBC, 600 Ludington Street,
Escanaba, Michigan.
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman on number one clear channel in
sixth US market desires new position.
Available February 1, 1963. Top references.
Top local and regional reporting, writing.
For
tape, resume, write, Box 387R, BROADCASTING.
Hard hitting newsman's newsman. Colorful
brilliant
style.My Decade's
experience.
journalism.
news makes
money.College
Box
435R, BROADCASTING.
First rate newsman, now doing morning
news for 50,000 watter in top 20 market.
I dig, write and air news and documentaries. Leadership ability. Aggressive. Quality voice. Family. Interested? Box 442R,
BROADCASTING.
News director. Extremely capable and well
experienced journalist. Background includeswriting,
radio, television,
newspaper,
editorial
documentaries,
and public
relations. College education. Now employed in major market. Seek position
with prestige
station
is vitallyaffairs.
concerned with news
and that
community
Box 537R, BROADCASTING.
Are you looking for a good experienced dj,
newsman, production idea, man, reliable
man? I would like to make a move the
first of the year, 12 years experience. Personality dj, program director. Run my own
board. Desire
a positionInterested
with future
agement possibilities.
in mantown
about 50,000 to 100,000 population. Married,
age
38.
Send
replies
to
Box
538R,
BROADCASTING.
Some kind of a nut ... on an adult level.
Experienced in all phases of broadcasting.
Presently top rated in medium market.
Original,
imaginative,
steady,
family. with
Prefer morning
show and/or
pd position
secure adult station. Box 540R, BROADCASTING.
30, draft
goodoutdjofjob
recentlyexempt,
acquired. Buthave
a fish
water.
Want news. Can air same with quiet
authority. Also editorialize and copy write.
4 years college, 3 years reporting. Mature
voice, outlook. Want west or mid-west
local.
(Not California). Box 542R, BROADCASTING.
Programming operations. For station that
truely wants efficiency and effectiveness.
Top air promotion, music, people. Format
or softer. erences.
Top Larger,
experience,
refmarkets.education,
Box 557R,
BROADCASTING.
Do you need complete local news, interviews? Experienced college graduate, draft
exempt,
CASTING.hard worker. Box 559R, BROADIs there a sports job now anywhere? Will
consider only sports director or assistant
director. Five full years radio, permanent.
Box 586R. BROADCASTING.
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TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Local — salesman wanted for station in 500,
000 plus set midwest market. Man we want
must love selling. Must have television
experience. Excellent protected list. Inin fivein figure
bracket.
Pro's only
apply. comeOnce
a lifetime
opportunity
for
right man. Box 493R, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager
for television
Unusual opportunity
for youngstation.
aggressive
salesman with good radio or television experience to join dynamic organization. Box
502R, BROADCASTING.
TV time salesman for major Ohio VHF
market. Excellent sales climate. Good accountsmission,
and prospect
list.Send
Salaryomplete
and comprofit sharing.
job
history including sales volume. Only men
with good
competitive
experience
and
desiring more than 10,000 annually, please.
Box 590R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
New, progressive channel 21, in all UHF
Fresno area market, has two openings for
free lance men, or salesman-announcers.
One hour, prime time rate $90.00. Independent station specializing in local sports
and special
community
with show
liveremote
facilities.
Teenagesalutes,
bandstand
also available. High commissions or net
amount of your total billings. Resume and
pics to Harold Gann, KDAS-TV, Box 321,
Hanford.
Technical
Immediate opening permanent position
plant technician eastern major market. TV
transmitter experience required. IBEW
agreement. Box 522R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted experienced tv studio engineer.
Must have 1st phone. State experience and
salary requirements first letter. Box 78R,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening permanent position
plant technician eastern major market. TV
transmitter experience required. IBEW
agreement. Box 522R, BROADCASTING.
250 Kilowatt uhf has need for engineer.
Strong on maintenance, must have sufficient
to assume
full responsibilities forexperience
maintenance
shift. Salary
open. Wire
or
phone
M.
J.
Lamb,
WIMA,
Television,
Lima, Ohio.
Immediate
experienced
tv engineers. opening
Expanding two
station operation,
for maintenance and operation studio, remotes and video tape equipment. Send
complete resume to Chief Engineer, WMVS,
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.
Production — Programming, Others
Midwest tv station needs experienced continuity writer. Send samples, photo, resume,
salary expected. Box 358R, BROADCASTING.
Top rated station in large southern market
reorganizing art department. Will hire two
artists — tv experience preferred, but not
necessary. Write immediately, no samples,
first letter. Box 547R, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced in managing local and national
sales, heavy in both. Excellent New York
agency, advertiser, network contacts. Hard
sell with national representative. Excellent
programming experience. Salary secondary.
10 years broadcast, 36 years old, married,
excellent references. Available immediately. Box 370R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Leading tv newscaster, major northeast
metropolitan market seeking greater opportunity. Writer, lecturer and top government
and industrial narrator. Thorough broadcasting background. Minimum — $12,000. Box
439R, BROADCASTING.
Looking for television announcing opening.
Currently in St. Louis radio. Full command
of broadcasting basics. Can write. Will reING.
locate anywhere. Box 485R, BROADCASTVeteran broadcaster radio/tv wishes to
make change after January 1. Total 17
years all phases. Presently employed in
sales-announcing-production. Have station
management and ownership background.
Prefer southwest or Colorado. Box 521R,
BROADCASTING.
Age 37, radio-tv, 12 year experience includes manager, radio, plus radio-tv sales
management program director, former college
prof. — outstanding
record. Desires
management
or sales management.
Box
526R, BROADCASTING.
Employed, quality tv announcer with 8V2
years successful experience. Last ZVz years
at CBS outlet servicing V2 million viewers.
Strong on news, weather, commercials and
variety shows. I CAN SELL! If looking for
man of excellent character on way up,
write to Box 556R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Technical director desires production, direction position. First phone with engineering
duction and background.
direction,Experienced
is looking inforpro-a
chance to prove ability in this field. Small
or medium market. Box 519R, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Top producer-director of number one station in top-ten market available after first
of year. College graduate. During past ten
years, have worked in several top markets.
Interestedductionin director.
sportsHave
or awritten,
positionproduced,
as prodirected
programs
of
all
types.
Box
376R,
BROADCASTING.
Director, asst. producer. Currently production staff member at large midwest station.
Experience
directing — seek
position within writing
challenge,andopportunity
and
future. Salary secondary, rather gain creative experience, young, single, college. Willing to relocate and/or travel. Box 344R,
BROADCASTING.
Writer. Knows his stuff and knows tv.
Male. Best in the business. Box 436R,
BROADCASTING.
TV newsman— on air daily northeast. Nine
years experience all phases including radio
ING.
and newspaper. Box 440R, BROADCASTNetwork and local experience in all phases
of production. Assistant director seeks job
with future. Commercial or educational.
CollegeBROADCASTING.
grad. Single. Will relocate. Box
533R,
Film director — Graduate, motion pictures
U.C.L.A. Experienced in TV film editing,
production,
etc. Desire more creative posiING. tion than present station offers. West Coast
area preferred. Box 549R, BROADCASTProducer-director, II years tv, married.
Trade hard work, minimum salary for
permanent opportunity anywhere. Box
550R, BROADCASTING.
Program director, production manager,
producer, director, account executive, seeks
permanent program director assignment.
Medium market. Exciting 10 years tv background, mature, able and qualified. Prefer
ING.
west or midwest. Box 573R, BROADCASTProduction
phone. toExperience in film, assist.
summerFCCstock1st looking
apply
experience in tv. Hane A.A.S. degree in
radio & tv production and programming.
Send for resume. Prefer northeast local. Box
578R, BROADCASTING.
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WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Wanted — 5,000 watt am transmitter not
over 10 or
years BROADCASTING.
old. Meet FCC specifications.12Box 322R,
Immediate second hand 5 kw transmitter,
RCA, Collins, or Gates (no composite),
audio console, three (3) turn tables, microCASTING.phones, etc. Reply to Box 587R, BROADSix sections of 6'/8 inch 75 ohm teflon
transmission line and six 6V8 inch flanged
90°
condition
and price
in elbows.
replies. Please
Write state
George
R. Townsend,
WWLP, P.O. 2210, Springfield, Mass., or call
785-1201.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Needed immediately $3,000. Return in two
years at rate of 10%. Box 551R, BROADCASTING.
Radio syndicate being formed, have doctors, dentists and lawyer with FCC backCASTING.ground. Minimum $5,000. Box 576R, BROADWill sell all or part of Texas radio CP to an
experienced
CASTING. radio man. Box 583R, BROADMiscellaneous

Wanted console, must be in good condition.
State condition and full details. Box 588R,
BROADCASTING.

Christmas Comedy is featured in the Deissue of gags,
"Days,promos,
Dates, and
and a Data."
Contains cember
patter,
Santa
Interview. $3.00 Show-Biz Comedy Service
(Dept. X), 65 Parkway Court, Brooklyn
35, New York.

Wanted by our clients. B & W Distortion
Meters and Oscillators, also other measuring and test equipment. Ariel Electronics,
Box 725, Sag Harbor, New York.

Station managers: Will write and tape your
commercials. Also available feature shows.
Network
writer-announcer. Box 303R,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale

30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.

Equipment
For sale: WE 1 kw fm transmitter and GE
frequency meter. Best offer. Box 562R,
BROADCASTING.

Special rates to religious broadcasters 6 to
9 a.m. daily. WMDE, Greensboro, North
Carolina.

RCA BC-10A Remote console, four months
old, used less than 25 hours. Cost $814.
Make offer. Box 543R, BROADCASTING.

"Deejay file." Quotes, kickers, liners, record
info, hints. Complete program package for
deejays
Del Mar
Features, and
P. P.D.'s.
O. Box $10.50.
61, Corona
Del Radio
Mar,
California.

VTR's.new.7 quarter-hours
Like
Sell all or part.andMake4 half-hours.
offer. Ray
McCay Agency, Inc., 322 Peachtree Road
N.E., Atlanta 5, Georgia. Tel. CE 3-1198.
Collins tape cartridge machines like new
$249.00. 4 for $899.00. Box 125, Lafayette
Hill, Pennsylvania.
500 watt AM transmitter with spare transformers. Beautiful condition, reliable. 7
years
old. Gates 500 GY. Box 525R, BROADCASTING.
A 5500 selection standard radio transcription library, like new; one Rek-O-Kut Imperial portable disc recorder. Give-away
prices! Chief engineer, KDBC, P. O. Drawer
740, Mansfield. Louisiana.
Mobile remote broadcast BC-604 converted
surplus equipment, good condition. Three
12-volt mobile units, 50 watt transmitters
with control heads, mikes, antennas. One
base station with power supply. Frequency
26.31 MC. Equip base station and three
cars for $700.00. KMMO, Marshall, Missouri
WE RD100 program dispatching system.
Right and left turrets including 10WE 185-1
monitor selector switches, each 20 points.
Six individual line control panels. Three
WE ASR75076 metering panels and 17 WE
48 — 218A jackstrips. Will consider any reasonable offer beginning at $1000. Box 592R,
BROADCASTING.

Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
Januaryences9,and April
24. For information,
refer-B.
reservations,
write William
Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Ave., Burbank,
California.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers

ANNOUNCER
WANTED
Major market fm station; must
be experienced in news reporting, with some knowledge classical music; college degree required. Send tape and resume
only if qualified.
Box S16R, BROADCASTING

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located In Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction In theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Elkins training now in New Orleans for FCC
First Class License in 6 weeks. Nationally
known for top quality theory and laboratory instructions. Elkins Radio School, 333
Saint Charles, New Orleans, Louisiana.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement. Free illustrated brochure. 259
Geary St.

Raytheon 1000A $1,500. Gates remote control
$700. Gates modulation monitor $425. Doolittle frequency meter — $150. W.E. limiter
—$150.
package— $2,650. Box 106, West
Branch, Whole
Michigan.

Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results.
Day and evening classes. Placement assistance. Announcer Training Studios, 25 W.
43rd, N. Y. OX 5-9245.

Am, fm, tv equipment Including transmitters, orthicons, iconoscopes, audio, monitors, cameras. Electrofind, 440 Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.

Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.

Xmission Line; Teflon Insulated, 1%» rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused.
20 foot
for
$40.00. Quantity
discounts.
Stock length
list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.

Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you license in only school with operating 5kw station. One price includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
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Instructions — (Con t'd)
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks.
TopElkins
qualityRadio
theory
and laboratory training.
License
School
Georgia.
of
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Altanta,

Sales

GROWING

FM

GROUP
Operation needs qualified salesmen.
Salary and commission; unique opportunity for management. Please state all
details first letter.
Box 51 5R, BROADCASTING

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Production — Programming, Others
PROGRAM DIRECTOR-ANNOUNCER
Experienced, creative and responsible. Good rating history
with three major chains in major
markets. Very hot on promotion. Versatile. Varied background includes all phases automation. Married, two children,
veteran.
Box 530R, BROADCASTING
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RADIO

For Sale — (Cont'd)
Stations

Situations Wanted — Announcers

ATTENTION: ABC, Crowell Collier, Balaban, Metromedia, Westinghouse,
Ben Strause, Storer and other quality station owners . . .
TOP

NIGHTTIME

DEBT FREE 30,000 WATT
FM in Southwest, all new equipment, $18,000. Terms l/3rd cash
balance over three years. Less
for all cash.
Box 443 R, BROADCASTING

PERSONALITY

AVAILABLE!

! !

Want results plus sales? That's mel!I If you are looking for a great voice, forget it. I

FOR SALE 1,000 WATT
daytime, with excellent frequency in
West in Texas.
Single station
}j prosperous
market. Owner
other businesses,
will iI
sell for less than $100,000. Write:
Box 565R, BROADCASTING

guarantee to deliver the teenagers in your market, plus carry the adult segment. Currently
employed in very large market, and proving my point. Will move for the right deal. Will
consider top markets only. Please don't answer if you aren't prepared to part with some
bread. All replies confidential.

iGUNZENDORFER.
CALIFORNIA DAYTIME earner growing
market. S150,000 terms.
ARIZONA FULLTIMER for owner-manager.
Asking
S70,0QO 0O
with.SIO.OOO down.
S30O
PACIFIC ,0
STATES TELEVISION.
Asking

Box 585R, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION

For Sale

Help Wanted — Technical

Stations
|IIII[1IIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIII[]||||||||||||[]|||||||||||IE]||IIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIII^
|
FLORIDA KILOWATT
j
= for sale in fast growing medium mar- S
| ket— $120,000 net, 25% down, balance |
= over 10 years at 6%. No payments =
E for 90 days — interest payments only s
= for first 6 months — $17,500 net profit 5
| for 1961.
1
Box 539R, BROADCASTING |
^![]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiir=

WANTED: Experienced Transmitter
operator for VHF station WPEO-TV.
This position is permanent and requires
experienced, sober, reliable man who
can follow instruction with a minimum
of
supervision.
Top salary scale. Send
resume
to:
Ralph T. Voigt
Chief Engineer
WPRO-TV
24 Mason Street
Providence, Rhode Island
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations

li1!

WANT TO BUY
|
Medium to small market radio station ■
with good earnings record. Midwest 3
preferred. No brokers.
Box 535R, BROADASTING

OWNERSHIP OR ACTIVE
CONTROL
small market station. Long record of
pulling losers into profit class. Now semi
retired but too much energy to quit
work. Confidential. Lets talk it over.
Lots of the old timers know me.
Doc Pournelle
Anacortes Motel
Anacortes, Washington
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FOR SALE
5 lew OAK DUMONT U.H.F. T.V.
STATION CH. NO. 27
WITH COMPLETE STUDIO EQUIP.
LESS CAMERAS.
WILL ENTERTAIN TERMS.
MILEX

MIDWEST FULLTIMER
Excellent facility with coverage
of almost 400,000 population.
$350,000 with not more than
29% down and good terms.
Box 500R, BROADCASTING

ELECTRONICS

460 Jericho Turnpike
Mineola, New York
Phone: Plioneer 7-3302

FM's $65,000, S10O,000, S200.000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Brokers Phone OL 2S8O0
864 So. Robertson, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
PATT Mcdonald co.
P. O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080
Ky. AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
29%
10M
Ariz. single
terms
daytime
fulltime
70M
125M
Ala. small
medium fulltime
68M
N.Y. medium daytime $125M
NX.
Pa.
terms
Fla.
medium fulltime
125M
metro
terms
195M
35M
daytime
metro daytime
230M
and others:
CHAPMAN
C O M P A N50MY
I 182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
-STATIONS FOR SALEPACIFIC NORTHWEST. Exclusive daytime
station. Doing $36,000. Profitable. Asking
$33,000. 29% down. Illness causes sale.
EAST SOUTH CENTRAL. Daytime. Exclusive
market. Absentee owned. Gross exceeds
$4,000 a month. Very profitable. Asking
$65,000 including real estate. Terms.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279
For Best Results
You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED AD
in
IBROADCASTING
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Continued from page 129
tion of Dixie Radio Inc. for new am station
in Brunswick, Ga. Action Nov. 29.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted motion by Miami Television
Corp., Miami, Fla., for leave to amend its
application to show additional estimated expenditures for ant. system, credit, deferred
payments, and other items, in Miami tv ch.
10 proceeding. Action Nov. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Pursuant to Nov. 30 prehearing conference, scheduled further conference for Jan.
28, 1963, and continued Dec. 28 hearing to
Feb. 25, 1963, in proceeding on applications
of Continental Bcstg. Co. for new am station in Hamden, Conn., et al. Action Nov. 30.
■ In accordance with proceeding at Nov.
30 prehearing conference, dismissed as moot
motion by Northern California Educational
Tv Assn. Inc. to default Redding-Chico Television Inc., competing applicant in Redding,
Calif., tv ch. 9 proceeding; scheduled prehearing conference for Dec. 17, and conNov. 30.tinued Dec. 3 hearing to Jan. 9, 1963. Action
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in following proceedings on dates
shown: Jan. 2 in Washington, D. C, and
Feb. 4, 1963, in Cumberland, Md.: Wellersburg TvInc.Inc.
Tv
Assn.
for and
new People's
vhf tv Community
translator stations to serve Wellersburg, Pa., and Cumberland, Md., respectively. Action Nov. 29.
■ On own motion, scheduled further prehearing conference for Nov. 30 in Redding,
Calif., tv ch. 9 proceeding. Action Nov. 29.
■ Granted request by applicant and continued Dec. 17 date for exchange of exhibits
to Jan. 28, 1963, and Jan. 7 hearing to Feb.
18, 1963, in proceeding on am application of
Progress Bcstg. Corp. (WHOM), New York,
N. Y. Action Nov. 28.
■ On own motion, rescheduled Jan. 14
hearing for Jan. 15, 1963, in proceeding on
applications of Jupiter Assocs. Inc., Somerset County Bcstg. Co. and Radio Elizabeth
Inc. for new am stations in Matawan, Sommerville, and Elizabeth, all New Jersey, respectively. Action Nov. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Chester F.
Naumowicz Jr.
■ Granted request of applicant and extended from Nov. 30 to Dec. 10 date for
informal exchange of exhibits, and left unchanged other procedural dates specified in
Hearing ceedingExaminer's
30 orderBcstg.
in proon applicationOct.
of Cannon
Co.
for new am station in Woodbury, Term.
Action Nov. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Nov. 30 to Dec. 10 time
to file initial proposed findings and from
Dec. 10 to Dec. 20 for replies in proceeding
on am applications of Asbury Park Press
Inc. (WJLK), Asbury Park, and City of
Camden (WCAM), Camden, both N. J. Action Nov. 30.
■ On request of Rockland Bcstrs. Inc.
continued Dec. 10 hearing to Dec. 20 and
extended from Dec. 3 to Dec. 17 time for
exchange of proposed exhibits in proceeding on Rockland's
application
for which
new amis
station
in Spring Valley,
N. Y.,
consolidated for hearing in docs. 14510 et al.
Action Nov. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Granted joint motion by applicants and
extended from Dec. 3 to Dec. 17 time to file
proposed findings and from Dec. 21 to Jan.
4, 1963, to file replies in proceeding on applications of Seven Locks Bcstg. Co. and Tenth
District Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in
Potomac-Cabin
John, Dec.
Md., 3.and McLean, Va.,
respectively. Action
■ Granted petition by Valparaiso Bcstg.
Co. and advanced Feb. 11 hearing to Feb. 8,
1963, in proceeding on its application, et al.,
for new
tion Dec.am3. stations in Valparaiso, Ind. AcBROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Dec. 4
WTRE (FM) Greensburg, Ind.— Granted
SCA on sub-carrier frequency 67 kc.
WBGM (FM) Tallahassee, Fla.— Granted
SCA
on sub-carrier frequencies of 67 and 42
kc; condition.
WWMT (FM) New Orleans, La.— Granted
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renewal of license of fm station and SCA.
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted
licenses covering changes in tv station (main
trans, and ant., and aux. trans, and ant.).
WTUP Tupelo, Miss.— Granted mod. of
license to change studio location; remote
control permitted; condition.
WRAL-FM Raleigh, N. C— Granted mod.
of SCA to change program service on subcarrier frequencies of 41 and 67 kc.
K09EC, cpsK11EI,
K13DY
Ferry,
Wash.—
Granted
to replace
expired
permits
for
new vhf tv translator stations.
2. K02BD Scottsburg, Ore. — Granted mod.
of cp to change frequency from ch. 3 to ch.
WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss. — Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to 2.11 kw vis. and
0.963 kw aur., and change type trans.
K74BD, mod.
K80AW,
K82AL
Dubuque,
Iowa-in
Granted
of cps
to make
changes
ant. system for uhf tv translator stations.
KBBI (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans, and type
ant.

WKBX Kissimee, Fla.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
High Rock Television Assn. Inc., Keyser,
W. Va. — Granted cp for new vhf tv translator station, on ch. 11, to translate programs of WJAC-TV (ch. 6) Johnstown, Pa.
Frostburg Community TV Inc., Frostburg,
LaVale and Cresaptown, all Maryland. —
Granted cp for new uhf tv translator station, on ch. 82, to translate programs of
WJAC-TV (ch. 6) Johnstown, Pa.
Actions of Nov. 29
Westinghouse Bcstg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
—station.
Granted cp and license for new low power
K12AH
Big Piney,
Wyo.—
change trans,
location,
typeGranted
trans., cptypeto
transmitting ant., and make changes in ant.
system for vhf tv translator station.
K08BW Timber Lake, S. D.— Granted
mod. of cp to change principal community
to Timber Lake, Glencross and Trail City,
S. D., ERP to 13.8 w, type trans., and make
change in ant. system for vhf tv translator
station.

■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WCOCTV Meridian, Miss., to June 4, 1963; WDOLFM Athens, Ga., to June 12, 1963; KDES-FM
Palm Springs, Calif., to March 3, 1963.
Actions of Dec. 3
WMUS-FM
Muskegon,
Mich. — Granted
SCA on multiplex basis.
KFLY Corvallis, Ore. — Granted license
coveringlation ofincrease
in daytime
power,in instalnew trans,
and change
studio
location.
Kennett Bcstg. Corp., Kennett, Mo. —
Granted cp and license for new low power
station.
Television Improvement Corp., Satellite
Beach, Fla. — Granted cp for new uhf tv
translator station, on ch. 82, to translate
programs of WLOF-TV (ch. 9) Orlando, Fla.
WONE-FM
Ohio— Granted cp to
decrease
ERP Dayton,
to 14.5 kw.
WJBK-FM Detroit, Mich.— Granted cp to
install aux. trans, and change ERP to 3 kw.
to WRBL-FM
increase ERPColumbus,
to 16.5 kw. Ga. — Granted cp
KVIL-FM Highland Park-Dallas, Tex.—
Granted cp to change type trans.
WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich. — Granted cp
to make changes in ant. system; condition.
toWTSV-FM
install new Claremont,
trans, and N.newH. —ant.Granted cp
Actions of Nov. 30
*WJSC-FM
Wilberforce, Ohio — Granted
extension of completion date to Dec. 31.
■ Granted renewal of license for following
stations: *KANW (FM) Albuquerque. N.
Mex.; KAUS Austin, Minn.; KBOI, KBOIFM and SCA, Boise, Idaho; KDXU St.
George, Utah; KHBR and aux., Hillsboro,
Tex.; KILE Galveston, Tex.; KMBL Junction, Tex.; KMFM (FM) and SCA, Corpus
Christi, Tex.; KOKE Austin, Tex.; KOVO Prove Utah; N.
*KSTE
(FM)KSYL
Emporia,
Kans.; KSVP
Artesia,
Mex.;
Alexandria,
La.;
KTOK and aux., Oklahoma City, Okla.;
KUPD, KUPD-FM and SCA, Tempe, Ariz.;
KWRD Henderson, Tex.; KXrv Phoenix,
Ariz.; KXYZ and aux., Houston, Tex.;
WBEE and aux., Harvey, 111.; K80AD, Lone
Pine Television Inc., Lone Pine; KCEY Turlock; KEZY, KEZR (FM), Anaheim; KGER
Long Beach; KGMS and alternate main,
Sacramento; KGB and aux. and alternate
main, KGB-FM San Diego; KLIV San Jose;
KPOD Crescent City; KWAC Bakersfield;
KOFY, San Mateo, all California.
Mauston, Wis. — Granted license for
amWRJC
station.
*KUMD-FM Duluth, Minn.— Granted mod.
of license to change main studio location
and remote control point.
KZUN Opportunity, Wash.— Granted cp
to
make. changes in ant. system (increase
height)

K09CB Roy, Mont.— Granted mod. of cp
to include Horse Ranch Area, Mont, in
principal community, and change type trans.
Actions of Nov. 28
WOIC Columbia, S. C. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1320 kc, from 1 kw to 5
kw, continued nighttime operation with 1
kw
(DA-N), and installation of new trans.;
conditions.
KTEM Temple, Tex. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1400 kc, from 250 w to 1
kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
w, and installation of new trans.; conditions.
KVOWcreasedRiverton,
— Granted
indaytime power Wyo.
on 1450
kc, from 250
w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation
with
250 w, and installation of new trans.;
conditions.

Tri-City Improvement Corp., Bessemer,
Ramsey and Wakefield, all Michigan —
Granted cps for new vhf tv translator stations, on chs. 10 and 8, to translate programs
of KDAL-TV (ch. 3) Duluth, Minn, and
WDSM-TV (ch. 6) Superior, Wis.
WZZM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type ant., specify
studio location, make changes in ant. syschangeandant.148 height
295 kwtem,vis.
kw aur.to 1000 ft.; ERP
WGBB Freeport, N. Y. — Granted mod. of
cp to location.
change type trans, and redescribe
trans,

WRVC (FM) Norfolk, Va.— Granted cp
to change frequency to 102.9 mc; condition;
remote control permitted.
■ Granted renewal of license for following
California stations: KACL Santa Barbara;
KAGR Yuba City,; KBEE Modesto; KCOY
Santa Maria; KCRA and aux. and alternate
main, Sacramento; KDAY and aux., Santa
Monica; KDB-AM-FM Santa Barbara; KEAP
Fresno; KERN Bakersfield; KFAX San Francisco; KFI and aux., Los Angeles; KFIV
Modesto; KGBS and aux., Los Aneeles;
KGEE Bakersfield; KHSL Chico; KIBS
Bishop; KINS Eureka; KIOT Barstow; KITT
(FM) and SCA, San Diego; KKIS Pittsburg;
KLAN Lemoore; KMAK (aux. and alternate
only)
Fresno; KOGO
KMBY and
Monterey;
KMJ-AMFM Fresno;
aux., San
Diego;
KOWN Escondido; KOXR Oxnard; KPAY
Chico; KPMC Bakersfield; KRCK Ridgecrest; KRDU Dinuba; KRNO San Bernardino; KSCO-AM-FM Santa Cruz; KSMAAM-FM and SCA, Santa Maria; KSUE
Susanville; KTIM-AM-FM San Rafael; KTOB
Petaluma; KTRB and aux., KTRB-FM Modesto; KUBA and aux., Yuba Citv; KUDEAM-FM and SCA, Oceanside; KUZZ Bakersfield; KWG and aux., Stockton; KWSD Mt.
Shasta: KAAR (FM) and SCA, Oxnard;
KCAL-FM Redlands; KFBK-FM Sacramento;
KFMX (FM) San Diego; KGGK (FM) Garden Grove; KMAX (FM) Sierra Madre;
KNBB (FM) Newport Beach; KNOB (FM)
Long Beach; KPRI (FM) and SCA, San
Diego; KRKD-FM and SCA, Los Angeles;
KSRF (FM) and SCA, Santa Monica; KWME
(FM) Walnut Creek; KYA-FM San Francisco; *KEBS (FM) San Diego; *KEMR
(FM) Loma Linda; KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara;
*KQED (TV)
San Francisco;
FM and SCA,
San Francisco;
KBCA KBAY(FM)
and SCA, Los Angeles; KBCO (FM) and
SCA, San Francisco; KCBH (FM) Los
Angeles; KCRA-FM Sacramento; KDFC
(FM) and SCA, San Francisco; KDUO (FM)
and SCA, Riverside; KFAC-FM and 2 auxs.
and SCA, Los Angeles; KFMU (FM) and
SCA, Los Angeles; KFMW (FM) and SCA,
San Bernardino; KHJ-FM Los Angeles;
KOGO-FM and SCA, San Diego; KPEN
(FM) and SCA, San Francisco; KRFM (FM)
Fresno; KSBW-FM and SCA, Salinas; KBIQ
(FM)
(alternate
KRKC King
City. main and aux.) Avalon;
WMBO-FM Auburn, N. Y.— Granted cp
to install new trans, and ant., increase ERP
to
47 kw, and change frequency to 106.9 mc;
condition.
Capital Cities Bcstg. Corp., Providence,
I.— Granted cp and license
change
power to 0.1 w and type trans,to for
low
power station.
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PURPOSE
To preserve individual human dignity, to foster the spirit of
brotherhood and to aid financially those broadcasters who
cannot help themselves.

Join the good work of
BROADCASTERS
FOUNDATION,

INC.

RESOURCES
A fund has been established to carry out this worthy purpose,
through individual and corporate gifts (tax deductible), with proceeds from the Annual Mike Award Banquet and via other
means now being developed.
RESPONSIBILITY
After four decades and through the good work of Broadcast
Pioneers and its charity arm, The Broadcasters Foundation,
Inc., our industry is now able to care for and attend to the
practical welfare of those who have contributed to its greatness and are in need.

This is your opportunity . . . become a member of

the

BROADCAST

PIONEERS

An organization dedicated to maintaining the great traditions of broadcasting and to the preservation of the many
historical documents and materials of early-day radio and
television for future generations to study.
ACHIEVEMENTS
• Broadcasters Hall of Fame

• Annual Individual Awards

• Radio Oral History Project*
• Quarter Century Club
• Annual "Mike Award"
• Broadcasters Foundation, Inc.
*In cooperation with Columbia University.
H. V, Kaltenborn
Founder

MEMBERSHIP IS OPEN to all persons who have worked in the
field of radio for twenty years or more or in television ten
years or more.
JOIN IN THIS GOOD WORK NOW!
Send for your membership application blank to:
Edward Voynow
National Membership Chairman
c/o Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
400 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago 11, Illinois
Dues only SI 0.00 a year. (Add $5.00 with application for
silver Pioneer lapel insignia.)

General David Sarnoff
Honorary President
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Ward L. Quaal
National President
For more information write:
BROADCAST PIONEERS
2501 Bradley Place
Chicago 18, Illinois
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OUR
His

RESPECTS
aim:

to Paul Henning

full value

for every

When the Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn. selected Paul H. Willis,
vice president and advertising director
of Carnation Co., as its "Advertising
Citizen of 1960," the WSAAA naturally
stressed his service to such organizations
as the Advertising Council, the Assn.
of National Advertisers, the Los Angeles Ad Club and the All Year Club
of Southern California in honoring his
"overall contribution to the advertising
profession over a long period of years."
A different view of Mr. Willis was
expressed last week by a longtime associate. "Yes, Paul's a good citizen," he
said, "and he's also a good man to work
with. There's no shilly-shallying, no
indecisiveness about him. You know
where you are all the time. He's primarily ahard-headed businessman, out
to get full value for every dollar his
company spends for advertising. But
he also has an appreciation of creative
talent that is rare among businessmen."
His Own View ■ Mr. Willis has his
own explanation of his place in advertising and at Carnation. "My father was
an ordained Methodist minister who believed in the individual's responsibility
to his fellow men and I'd have a guilty
conscience if I didn't do my part to help
improve advertising. Furthermore, it's
plain common sense. A better advertising world is good for Carnation along
with every other advertiser and with the
responsibility for a budget of nearly
$15 million a year, I'd better be concerned about how effectively it is spent."
This concern undoubtedly explains
the placement of the major part of
Carnation's advertising money in television. Currently, two nighttime programs on NBC-TV (the 90-minute The
Virginian and the hour It's a Man's
World) and four daytime shows on
CBS-TV (As the World Turns, Art
Linkletter's Houseparty, Password and
To Tell the Truth) carry commercials
for Carnation Evaporated Milk, Carnation Instant Nonfat Dry Milk, Coffeemate and Friskies Pet Foods. Carnation also sponsors My Three Sons in
Canada and is heavy in spot tv.
Radio still plays an important role in
Carnation's advertising picture, although
perhaps not as large as during the 20
years that the Contented Hour was a
network fixture. "We're on more than
200 radio stations, mostly for evaporated milk, with the commercials aimed
principally at Negro and Spanish-speaking listeners and at the rural and smalltown audience," Mr. Willis reported.
"We were a pioneer advertiser on Keystone's home-town stations and, getting
back to tv, we were the first advertiser
BROADCASTING, December 10, 1962

Willis
ad

dollar

to sign up with Los Angeles' new uhf
all-Spanish
station."
Tv Comestv First
■ He listed network
tv as the company's largest individual
medium, with magazines second, radio
third and spot tv fourth. This is a radical change from 50 years ago, when
outdoor boards blazoned the "cream
from contented cows" message and the
broadcast media had not yet been born.
The future may bring other changes
just
as great
Carnation's
media
mix,
he said,
but hein declined
to try
to guess
what they would be.
"Geriatrics is already having an
effect, with the production and advertising of products designed especially
for our senior citizens," he stated. "A
still shorter work week will also bring
changes in living and buying habits that
willBorn
affectin advertising
Clarendon, practices."
Tex., May 25,
1910, Paul Henning Willis was moved
at an early age to Chicago. At Hyde
Park High School, Paul was a class
officer, captain of the soccer team and
the male singing lead in the school operettas. At the U. of Chicago, where
he majored in finance and banking, he
dropped his other extra-curricular activities for a six-nights-a-week-andSunday job as trouble shooter for a
large coal company.
A Soft Answer ■ "This was valuable
experience," Mr. Willis commented.
"Once you"ve learned how to pacify a
woman whose house is ice cold because
the coal she'd ordered hadn't been delivered on time and her furnace had
gone out, and to keep her as a customer, the most temperamental creative

Mr. Willis
Appreciates creative talent

artist is simple to handle." He did not
say so, but this may explain his cordial
relations with George Burns and Gracie
Allen during the eight years their show
was on CBS-TV for Carnation.
"That was one of the most successful
transitions of a program from radio to
television," he said. "It did a good job
for us and if Gracie hadn't decided to
retire in 1958 we'd probably still be
sponsoring them. It was also the first
every-other-week sponsorship deal in tv
and we and our agency and CBS-TV
spent a lot of time and effort working
out the contract terms that set the pattern for this type of sponsorship."
Graduating from college in the midst
of the depression, Paul put in several
months of pavement pounding before
landing a job at Kraft Cheese Co. as
a tax specialist early in 1933. Six years
later he obtained a transfer to Kraft's
advertising department. After another
six years, while he acquired a liberal
education in national advertising techniques, he joined Carnation in 1945 as
advertising manager.
At that time Carnation was a decentralized operation. The general offices
were in Oconomowoc, Wis.; the executive office, where he was based, was in
Milwaukee. His chief concern was
evaporated milk advertising. In 1948,
Carnation moved all the key people of
all divisions to Los Angeles and all advertising was consolidated there, under
the supervision of Mr. Willis, who was
then general advertising manager.
In 1950, Mr. Willis was made an assistant vice president and in 1955 promoted to his present post of vice president and advertising director. In 1953
he earned an AMP degree from Harvard Business School, after taking two
13-week advanced management courses.
He is vice chairman, All Year Club of
Southern California; president, Advertising Education Fund of the West;
member of the Ad Council's tv and
radio committee, the ANA-AAAA committee for improving advertising content and the ANA advertising management development committee; director,
U. of Chicago Club of Greater Los
Angeles; former director of the Ad Club
of Los Angeles and the ANA; member
of the American Academy of Advertising, the Westport Beach Club and Phi
Kappa Psi.
With his wife, Bettie Sullivan Willis,
daughter, Patricia (17) and son Paul
(13), Mr. Willis lives in a Bel-Air
house, complete with pool. (An older
daughter, Carolyn, is married and lives
in the East.) His hobbies are bridge,
singing, swimming and paddle tennis.
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EDITORIALS
Bait for the mousetrap
THE financial record of radio in 1961, which became
available last week, is bound to lend momentum to
the campaign to persuade the government to reduce the
number of radio stations. The FCC's report shows that
nearly 40% of all am stations lost money in 1961. That
figure can be put to use by those who want the government to protect stations against competition.
Undeniably radio had a relatively bad year in 1961. Not
only did a larger proportion of stations lose money than
had ever shown losses before, but total profits for the am
system were lower than they had been in 22 years. And
in that same 22-year period the number of stations more
than quadrupled. The case for reduction of competition
looks better now than it ever has.
But we suggest that broadcasters pause before joining
the rush to support the crusade for government protection.
What that crusade can easily lead to is a situation infinitely
more troublesome than the one broadcasters now face. If,
as clear-headed broadcasters have consistently argued, the
government begins weeding out stations for the purpose of
improving the economic status of those that are left, the
government must apply some kind of economic regulation
to the survivors. It cannot grant economic monopolies
without imposing restraints on the ways that those monopolies do business and on the profits they can make.
Forgetting economics entirely for the moment, it can
be said on considerable evidence that there are more stations now in business than there ought to be. In many
parts of the country the air is cluttered with signals that
interfere with one another — the result of a gradual erosion
of engineering standards under the pressure of broadcasters
to fit new stations into places where they cannot be comfortably accommodated. As we have said for years, there
is need for a return to engineering order in the am spectrum.
But to undertake a reappraisal of engineering standards,
and their deterioration, is one thing, and to ask for a
reduction of stations on economic grounds is another. In
the long-range interest of the broadcasting business it must
be hoped that the NAB and individual broadcasters who
participate in the forthcoming FCC conferences on station
"overpopulation" will keep that distinction firmly in mind.
A federation

of broadcasting

IF the NAB board of directors faces up to its responsibilities when it meets in Phoenix next month, it will consider
a problem much larger than that involved in the fate of
LeRoy Collins as its president.
The NAB should consider policy as well as personnel.
The plain fact is that the NAB, because of basic conflicts
of interest among segments of its membership, is not organized or equipped to give effective leadership in the
broadcasters' bread and butter issue — preservation of free
competitive broadcasting.
Recent events underscore these built-in conflicts. President Collins, for some inexplicable reason, sounded off
against cigarette advertising. The Radio Advertising Bureau,
whose job it is to create business for radio stations, had to
repudiate the head of the NAB. The Television Bureau of
Advertising found it painfully necessary to inform all interested groups that it did not agree. All networks, publicly or
privately, did likewise.
Now being organized, is a formidable group of regional
stations who oppose inroads into their technical coverage.
They are organizing because the NAB cannot take a position in their behalf.
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In television, the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasterswas formed to protect service to natural areas of coverage
by opposing drop-ins and short separations — the tv counterpart of radio's Clear Channel group.
There is the $500,000-a-year Television Information Office which operates outside of but in conjunction with the
NAB. The Station Representatives Assn. has operated for
years. The Fm Assn. was formed several years ago to
foster a new and now growing aural medium.
Broadcasters and related groups are shelling out perhapsas much as $10 million a year in these various "trade association" activities. NAB itself takes in $1.7 million. Both
RAB and TvB are over the $1 million mark.
We have said before that what is needed is a new allinclusive policy, geared toward combining of forces in the
only area in which all segments have an indivisible interest
and that is the philosophy of free enterprise broadcasting.
Recent events point up the need for a "federation" of
broadcasting and a new concept of attack.
At the top would be a single unified organization. Itsarea would be broad public policy. It would be the legislative lobby and it would handle nationwide public relations.
It would work with the state associations at the grass roots.
The "federation" would be responsible to a board representing every segment of the radio-tv arts. Each unit, as
now, would have its own director and staff. The networks,
which now have little if any voice, yet are the largest
entities, could become a separate unit. So too with TvB,
RAB, AMST, Fm Assn., state associations, SRA, film
syndicators, manufacturers and all others having a legitimate
stake in the welfare of broadcasting.
These affiliate organizations would contribute to the support of the federation. Each would pay its own way and
do its own job.
Who should head this federation? He should be a man
of proven ability and of stature — not necessarily a politician.
He should believe in what he is doing. He should be an
advocate ready to fight all attempts to impinge upon broadcasting's free estate whether by Congress, the FCC or by
private groups.
If the NAB board does not meet both the policy and
personnel issues next month, it may find itself presiding
over the gradual liquidation of the association through defections in membership.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix|
"We're only getting 66 cents in our cutlery deal orders . . A
you held the price card upside down!"
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John Cory, Ron Collins, Lou Hummell, Lloyd Griffin, Bill Walters, Don Roberts, Richard Nickeson (WISC-TV) and Bill Tynan
— PGW Colonels on the scene in a Madison Super Market.
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Represented Nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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tougher era of regulation
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AMERICA'S
40th

RADIO

MARKET

Season's greetings from the management and staff or WNAX-570 and
from the 7yU million residents of Big Aggie Land who have been listening to the reliable voice of WNAX-570 regularly for over 40 years.
I

TIIK KATZ ACiKPiCV.

A
WNAX-570
CBS
(UJ PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Sioux City, Iowa, Sioux Falls and Yankton, South Dakota
Represented by Katz

RADIO

PEOPLES BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
WNAX, Yankton, S Dak
KVTV, Sioux Citv, Iowa
WCAR, Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD, Worthington.
ColumbusWTTM,
Trenton, N.J. Ohio
WMMN, Fairmont, W.Va.
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Missouri

If you're from Missouri — you'll want to be shown. Here are the facts:
The WBEN-TV coverage area includes 14 counties in Western New
York, four counties in Northeastern Pennsylvania and the extensive
and growing Canadian Niagara Peninsula.
This is WBEN-TV land — a vast market that puts your product in
sight and sound of more than 800,000 U. S. and 700,000 Canadian
households. (March, 1962 ARB figures).
This is a market

with millions of people who

tune to WBEN-TV

regularly. This station is a major selling medium
10th Largest Market.

in the Nation's

For still more reasons why your TV dollars count for more on WBEN
TV call us or our representatives.
National Representatives: Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.
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The Buffalo Evening News Stations
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Whatever your product, Channel 8 moves goods.
On WGAL-TV

your sales message reaches more families in.

the prosperous Lancaster-Harrisburg- York-Lebanon market. Why?
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Payola revived
Small spark of revived interest in
payola now is evident at FCC, which
has queried half-dozen stations whose
personalities were mentioned in recent series on alleged under-the-table
payments in New York newspaper.
Stations have emphatically denied
charges and some personalities involved have threatened to file libel
suits against paper. FCC staff considering letter to all licensees with
warnings against new forms of payola
that have evolved since legislation
banning practice. Letter would contain examples of practices which are
not violation of law as well as those
that are.
Gannett waves WAVY
Gannett Inc. will drop out of contract to purchase WAVY-AM-TV
Portsmouth-Norfolk, Va., for $4.5
million under terms which expire
Dec. 31. Gannett will simply let contract terminate and will make no
move to exercise option for extension.
After 18-month investigation, FCC
ordered hearing on transfer directed
toward charges against present licensee, Tidewater Teleradio Inc. (Broadcasting, Dec. 3). While Gannett demise will make transfer hearing moot,
FCC staff had pushed for renewal
hearing. WAVY-AM-TV's current
licenses expire Oct. 1. 1963, and
hearing on whether WAVY-TV fulfilled commitments made at time of
original grant in 1957 is likely, FCC
official said last week.
AT&T may double dollars
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. is reportedly ready to plunk down
for network tv advertising next season more than twice what it's spending this
there's no guarantee itseason.
will find But
availabilities.
Firm
wants some 24 shows as compared to
nine it now has as specials on NBCTV. Of total, four programs would
be documentary types, remainder
musical entertainment. NBC-TV reportedly has not yet decided on this
hour series for next fall. AT&T's
agency: N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia and
New York.
Staff letter inquiry
Question of letters of inquiry on
programming to tv stations by FCC
staff is on agenda at FCC meeting today (Dec. 17). However, no final
determination will be made as to
whether staff has gone beyond delegated authority (Broadcasting, Dec.
3). Public disclosure of staff efforts
to require tv stations to program live,
sustaining discussion shows in prime
time has caused uproar. Commission-

CIRCUITCLOSED
ers profess they did not know letters
probably won't until after New Year's,
since Commissioner-designate Cox
were being written until examples
were published by Broadcasting and
isn't expected to assume his new job
until about Feb. 1. Mr. Barr is Texan
belief has grown stronger since then
and Democrat.
within agency, that letters go beyond
power given staff in June 1961 to
Code concern
renew licenses. At that time, FCC
specified certain programming "minimums." However, it now is claimed
commissioners
"delegate"
authority to staffdidto not
threaten
hearing
before license renewal if changes were
not made.
Norstad for space post?
Gen. Lauris Norstad, chief of
NATO forces, is said to be one of
those under consideration for job as
executive head of new communications satellite corporation. Confirmation was lacking, but, according to
one report, Philip L. Graham, president of Washington Post Co. and
chairman of board of incorporators of
space corporation, was to discuss matter with Gen. Norstad at latter's
headquarters in Paris. Mr. Graham
flew to Paris Friday. Gen. Norstad,
who is due to retire from military life,
began figuring in speculation after
Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) warned
incorporators not to name military
man to top executive post. Senator
said he had information that "high
U. S. retired or about to be retired,
military official" was being considered (At Deadline, Nov. 26).
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president, was sounded out on job of heading satellite corporation several weeks
ago, but his response was unequivocal
"not interested."
Engineer to succeed Cox?
New chief of FCC's Broadcast Bureau, now that incumbent Kenneth
Cox is moving to FCC, should be engineer, in opinion of some FCC members. Lawyer Cox will replace T. A.
M. Craven, only engineer on FCC,
marking first time since FCC was
created in 1934 that no engineer will
sit at top level. If attorney is named
to head Broadcast Bureau, according
to reasoning, FCC will have no one
familiar with important technical and
allocations considerations directly
consulting with it on broadcasting.
James E. Barr, assistant chief of
Broadcast Bureau, is veteran FCC engineer who came up through ranks.
It's presumed he will muster support
for
but matter
hasn't and
yet
arisenpromotion
in commission
meetings

Television code officials are concerned over increasing use of comparative claims in drug advertising
where sponsors are actually naming
competition. This has occurred in
several instances and network and
NAB executives are seeking way to
place damper on practice before it
gets out of hand. Federal Trade Commission is watching to make sure
nothing gets on air that would be unucts. fair reflection on competitive prodCraven precedents
T. A. M. Craven, only man ever to
have served two separate tenures as
member of FCC, also will become first
ex-commissioner ever to serve as consultant to that agency. Precedent was
set when White House disclosed last
week he will become consultant on
space communications immediately
upon his retirement — slated for his
70th birthday Jan. 31 — as commissioner. Commissioner Craven (see
page 58) has been devoting about
75% of his time to space matters during past two years, and under consultancy will give problem 100% of
his time.
Mr. Craven will serve under contract with FCC until June 30, when
his full term would have expired.
Thereafter he is expected to go on per
diem as expert, which will include
membership on U. S. delegation at
Geneva conference beginning Oct. 6
called to evolve international allocations for space communications. He
had headed U. S. delegation at first
conference, which covered all international allocations, in 1959.
Fm allocations
There is possibility fm table of allocations will be released by FCC for
comments this week with subject on
agenda for meeting today (Monday).
Under new fm rules adopted in September, FCC announced it would
adopt nationwide table of allocations
and has met stiff opposition from consulting engineers (Closed Circuit,
Dec. 10). However, FCC has gone
ahead with plans for assignments by
cities as in tv and proposed table will
be up tomorrow.
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Jim

Ameche

isa

,

radi

o

salesman

No, Jim Ameche doesn't peddle radios (unless one of your clients want to advertise them
on KGBS, Los Angeles). He's one of radio's greatest salesmen. Sells anything — painlessly
and effectively — with that versatile, distinctive Ameche voice. Great sales record, too, dating from radio's "golden age" ("Grand Hotel," "First Nighter," "Lux Radio Theatre,"
"Big Sister," dozens more), right through the switch from drama to today's modern sound.
Talent of Jim's calibre is the rule, not the exception, on the Storer stations — Bob and
Ray in New York, Joe Niagara in Philadelphia, Jim Uebelhart in Toledo, Bob Murphy
in Detroit, Barbara Becker in Milwaukee . . . people and programming keyed to what
the market likes best, rather than a frozen formula.
Individuality is just one more reason why all the Storer stations are
IMPORTANT
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The big spenders among advertisers are going to increase their radio and tv budgets next year, judging by
a BROADCASTING roundup. Radio is expected to continue the resurgence begun this year. See lead story . . .
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... 48
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... 50

Another skyway communications facility was orbited
last week as RCA-built Relay became the second satellite
capable of transmitting tv overseas. Special programming is planned if all goes well. See . . .
RELAY

GOES

INTO

ORBIT

... 52

The program marketplace must be kept open to competition, according to FCC Commissioner Bartley, citing
staff recommendations that would impose tight program
restrictions on the major national networks. See . . .
OPEN

... 58

New York was newspaperless last week but thanks to
the stepped up program and commercial activities of
radio and tv stations the public was kept informed. Six
major retailers used radio, one used tv. See . . .

GETS

Pierre Salinger, White House news secretary, has agreed
to a news media conference on government information
policies. While the project was instigated by an NAB
committee, other media will be eligible to attend. See . . .

... 85

You think the FCC is tough now! Chances are it will
be even tougher when Kenneth A. Cox, broadcast bureau
chief, succeeds Commissioner Craven Jan. 31. This is the
third Kennedy appointment to the commission. See . . .
COX

UHF

... 30

Latest Nielsen figures pinpoint the 50 million tv and
51 million radio homes. The county-by-county statistics
show most radio-tv homes in the North Central region,
greatest penetration in the Northeast. See . . .
RADIO-TV

Uhf broadcasters have a new voice in Washington, the
Assn. for Competitive Television. William L. Putnam,
leading figure in the old uhf group, is chairman of ACT
with Thad Brown elected to be executive director. See . . .

... 27

That cigarette controversy stirred up by NAB President
Collins is now in the hands of a three-man committee
representing the NAB Tv Code Review Board. New tobacco language proposed at code meeting. See . . .
CIGARETTE

BRIEF
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FOR

PROGRAMS

... 68

The mimicked voice of President Kennedy provided a
cute radio station promotion gimmick — until Newton
Minow and the White House heard about it. Vaughn
Meader album provides stations with fun, and a rebound.

... 42
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... 74
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Blair-TV Division, as national sales representative
1963

. . . effective, January

. . . and adds the power of the Twin Cities' fastest growing

Blair's list of dynamic

1,

^««%

station to ^

television stations. KMSP-TV— A Division of 20th

Century Fox TV Inc. BLAIR
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 §\ |

EIA group ask FCC
for new stereo data
Possible solution to fm stereo broadcasting problem (how can stations be
sure they are transmitting properly?)
was suggested by am-fm broadcast
equipment section of Electronic Industries Assn. Friday. It would require
that monitors be maintained by all fm
stations operating with stereo.
To that end, EIA group called on
FCC to institute inquiry to draw up
measurement requirements and to adopt
rules requiring use at stations.
Broadcast equipment representatives
agreed deviations from official FCC
stereo standards are occurring and felt
monitor would help broadcaster keep
his signal within limits set by standards. They also stressed that proper
operation and installation of receivers
is concommitant responsibility of listeners, and called on set makers to instruct dealers and customers.
Major problem at present is that
there is no single piece of equipment
to test stereo transmissions. EIA group
agreed that work should begin to develop test gear to measure total modulation, modulations on main carrier,
stereo subcarrier, SCA channel, injection level, pilot for stereo and SCA
subcarriers.
Problem of adherence to standards
for stereo broadcasters occupied attention of EIA Consumer Products Division at San Francisco meeting (see
page 56).
Chairman of equipment group is A.
Prose Walker, Collins Radio.
New St. Louis company
to offer pr, ad services
Communications Assoc. Inc., St.
Louis, has been formed by advertising
agency and public relations firm in that
city to provide integrated services.
New firm will be subsidiary of Ridgway, Hirsch & French Adv. Co. and
Lemoine Skinner Jr. Public Relations
Inc. which will continue to function as
independent organizations.
Firm was established to provide
services which "neither advertising nor
public relations agency individually can
be continuously set up to handle with
maximum effectiveness and economy,"
new outfit said in announcing its
establishment.
Officers: board chairman, Morris L.
Hirsch; president, Lemoine Skinner
Jr.; executive vice president, Casper S.
Yost; vice presidents, Kenneth J. Bayer

Loose connection?
Power supply that is too low to
operate communications equipment in Relay has forced space
scientists to forego radio and tv
tests which they had hoped to inaugurate early Friday, day after
newest communications satellite
was successfully injected into medium altitude orbit (see page 52).
Telemetry signals are working
properly, National Aeronautics &
Space Administration officials reported, but indicated that battery
voltage is too low to operate transponder for communication tests.
Space-communications men are
working to try and determine
cause of trouble.

and Sol W. Gross. Firm's address
is 320 N. Fourth St., St. Louis 2. Phone:
Main 1-0786.
NAB group goes over
1963 convention plans
Detailed planning for NAB convention (March 31 -April 3, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago) were discussed Dec.
14 at meeting of board's program planning and development subcommittee,
held in Washington. James D. Russell,
KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs, Colo.,
presided.
Mr. Russell, representing tv board,
and Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington,
representing radio board, are co-chairmen of NAB convention committee.
Others taking part in meeting were Eugene S. Thomas, KETV (TV) Omaha,
Neb.; Robert F. Wright, WTOK-TV
Meridian, Miss., and Lester G. Spencer,
WKBV Richmond, Ind.

Denny

to testify

in NBC-Philco case
Charles R. Denny, former chairman
of FCC, is scheduled to testify today
in FCC hearing on NBC(Monday)
Philco
dispute over ch. 3 Philadelphia.
Mr. Denny was vice president of NBC
(he now is vice president of parent
RCA) in 1954-55 and participated in
negotiations with Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. in exchange of NBC's
Cleveland stations (now KYW-AMTV) for WBC's properties in Philadelphia (now WRCV-AM-TV).
Mr. Denny, chairman of FCC from
1945-47, will testify on issues intended
to determine whether NBC used power
of network affiliation to force WBC to
make exchange. Earlier in hearing,
Westinghouse executives testified exchange was made because of fear of
loss
Oct. of29).NBC affiliations (Broacasting,
Under terms of consent decree, NBC
has agreed
dispose approval
of WRCV-AMTV
and istoseeking
of an
exchange
for RKO Philco,
General's
WNACAM-TV Boston.
in turn,
has
filed application for new station on ch.
3 Philadelphia in competition with
WRCV-TV's bid for license renewal.
In testimony last Thursday and Friday (Dec. 13-14), NBC continued
prior attempt to show Ford Motor Co.
(parent of Philco) has engaged in anticompetitive practices (Broadcasting,
Nov. 26). Witnesses included Florida
insurance executive and past and present Ford dealers.
Dairy Assn. buys 'Dick Clark'
American Dairy Assn. will sponsor
Dick Clark Reports, Monday-Friday
nighttime young people's show, on ABC
Radio beginning Dec. 31 (10-10:05
p.m. EST). Agency is Compton Advertising, Chicago.

USIA's 'Books' project: broadcast parentage
President Frank Stanton in June
"Books USA" project announced
1961. Stanton speech made point
Friday by U. S. Information Agency
is all-book in nature, but its origin that books could be great cold-war
weapon since English is spoken but
was strictly broadcasting.
libraries are rare in many of emergGroup of publishers are cooperating with USIA so that Americans
ing nations.
can send paperback classics to needy
Mr. Barrett tried to get people-topeople movement going, finally got
nations at cost, like CARE packages.
USIA and paperback representatives
Idea originated with Halsey Barrett,
director of tv sales development for together and they took it from there.
Project was announced Friday by
Katz Agency, after he read Massachusetts Institute of Technology
another radio-tv expert, USIA director Ed Murrow.
commencement
speech by CBS
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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ATAS

panel

features

top broadcast names
Several top names in tv business and
government will be featured in panel
that will hold critique on television in
Hollywood tomorrow night (Dec. 18).
Panel will include FCC Chairman
Newton Minow; William Dozier, production chief of Screen Gems; writerproducer Rod Serling; Hubbell Robinson, senior vice president for programs
at CBS-TV; Sylvester L. Weaver, board
chairman of McCann-Erickson International; Frank Fogarty, executive vice
president of Meredith Broadcasting Co.;
Mark Goodson, president of GoodsonTodman Productions; Lee Rich, senior
vice president in charge of media and
programming at Benton & Bowles, and
Richard Salant, CBS News' president.
Meeting, under auspices of Tv Academy of Arts & Sciences, will be held at
Hollywood Palladium. Mr. Dozier,
academy's chairman of special projects
committee, will be moderator. Topic
of meeting: "What's Right and What's
Wrong With Tv."
Breakstone

to name

Papert, Koenig, Lois
Announcement is expected this week
of appointment of Papert, Koenig,
Lois Inc., New York, as agency for
Breakstone Foods Div. of National
Dairy Products Corp. East coast regional account, regular user, reportedly bills almost $1 million. Account was
at Mogul, Williams & Saylor Inc. Another new PKL account is MacGregorDoniger Corp., New York, sportswear
manufacturers, not currently using radio-television advertising.

RCA expects 'record'
for home sets in '63
RCA, in introducing new line of tv
sets and tape recorders, sees "record"
first quarter (January-March) marking
"definite increase" in home instrument
business.
RCA listed seven new color tv sets
and nine new black-and-white receivers.
All black-and-white and four color sets
can have uhf tuners installed by option
at factory.
Collins for quarter:
$55.6 million sales
Collins Radio Co. sales for quarter
ending Oct. 31 topped $55.6 million
and net income was $700,000 (32
cents per share), President Arthur Collins is to announce today (Monday).
Although under previous quarter, results are above same period last year
when sales were $44.9 million and net
income $200,000 (9 cents per share).
10

NBC

'circulation' rise

One-page "newspaper" sheet
compiled, printed and distributed
by WNBC-TV New York during
newspaper strike (see story, page
42) climbed at end of week to
new high inhit"circulation."
Total
distribution
400,000 by Friday
(Dec. 14). Paper, called WNBC
News, had initial printing of
35,000, climbed to 100,000 per
day by midweek and increased to
250,000 toward week's end.

NFL

refuses

to okay

Giants-Packers on c-c tv
National Football League will not
permit closed-circuit telecast to theatres
in New York of Dec. 30 championship
football game between New York
Giants and Green Bay Packers. NBCTV's
York telecast
area. of game "blacks out" New
Several pay tv organizations had suggested to NFL that game be carried to
theatres in city via closed circuit (At
Deadline, Nov. 26). NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle said that "many
complexities" connected with contractual commitment with NBC-TV precluded consideration of closed circuit
project this year.
AT&T's Telpak rates
'excessive,' says UPI
Telpak tariff rates of AT&T have
relegated news media users of AT&T
lines to role of "second class customers," United Press International told
FCC Friday (Dec. 14).
UPI comments were filed in FCC

That other John
So help Tom Field, newscaster
for WEWS (TV) Cleveland, it's
absolutely true.
He'd just finished his evening
news broadcast on ch. 5 station
when young caller got him on
"I just heard the news and you
phone:
said I won a prize — where can I
Mr. Field suggested that perhaps young man had misunderstood. Only prize he mentioned
it?"
ongetprogram was award of Nobel
Prize to John Steinbeck.
"That's me — my name's John
Steinbeck," was anxious response.
"Can I pick it up or will you
mail it to me."

docket to determine whether Telpak
tariffs should become permanent. System is method of bulk selling of private
lines to single customer and for shared
use under certain classifications with
ing. media prohibited from such sharnews
Telpak is "unreasonably discriminatory, and hence unlawful," UPI charged
in maintaining that availability of rate
reductions should be broadened to permit shared use of AT&T lines by all
news media.
Eleven advertisers
make

buys on NBC

show

Total of 1 1 advertisers have bought
sponsorship on NBC-TV's new Monday
Night at the Movies, scheduled to begin
Feb. 4 (7:30-9:30 p.m. EST). They
are Brown & Williamson (Ted Bates);
Carnation Co. (Edwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan); Chesebrough-Pond's
(Norman, Craig & Kummel); Clairol
(Foote, Cone & Belding); Corning
Glass (Ayer); Max Factor (Carson/
Roberts); Procter & Gamble (Compton); Scott Paper Co. (J. Walter
Thompson); Sterling Drug (DancerFitzgerald-Sample); Thomas Leeming
and Thomas J. Lipton (Young
&(Esty),
Rubicam).
First of MCA fee suits
names Dick Chamberlain
MCA Inc. announced Friday (Dec.
14) it has named Richard Chamberof NBC-TV's
Dr. series
Kildareof
series,lain,asstar defendant
in first
actions to be brought by MCA against
former clients who "have failed to pay
commissions
for discontinued
past services."its talent
MCA, which
agency business last July, filed complaint before Arbitration Tribunal of
Screen Actors Guild for commissions
earned by MCA through late July.
Complaint against Mr. Chamberlain,
MCA said, is "first of many to be filed"
by its attorney within next few weeks
against former MCA clients.
Marketers

ignore Negro

market, consultant

says

Negro market consultant told Philadelphia chapter of American Marketing
Assn. that the "subterranean" thinking
of marketing executives has kept their
companies from earning additional
money
market. through development of Negro
D. Parke Gibson, senior consultant
of D. Parke Gibson Assoc., New York,
urged marketing men to shift from
"tunnel-vision" to "wider vistas of progressive marketing."
He narrow
said "tunnelvision proceeds
along
gauge
track that does not include the Negro
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962
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"Great Music"— award-winning series produced especially
for television by WGN— wins
kudos for the fourth year in a
GREAT MUSIC
With Carl Greyson, host; Roberta
Peters, Chicago Symphony,
Robert Trendler conducting
Exec Producer: Philip Mayer
Producer-Director: Richard Doerschuk
Writers:
Doerschuk, Francis Coughlin
60 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m.
MAXWELL
HOUSE, TALMAN
SAVINGS
WGN-TV, Chicago (tape)
, Benson & Mother;
(OgilvyRMO
& Assoc.)
"Great Music" opened its fourth
season as a syndication entry last
Sunday (21) with a honey of a show
that featured coloratura Roberta
Peters in a one-woman concert.
What impact Judy Garland, Harry
Belafonte and Yves Montand have
made on the medium in the respective idioms with their solo shots,
Miss Peters approximated in hers.
She was excellent both musically
and as a video personality; and the
well-lighted WGN-TV protasteful, did
duction
her every justice.
It is notable that while the program was longhair it was never
highbrow. If the distinction is a
subtle one, it is nevertheless important. Any chance dialers
hoping to upgrade their musical
sophistication would not have been
away by a chill of culfrightened
ture nor made to feel inferior by
an attitude of condescension. The
outing had an air of refinement,
but it was a warm air. A looker
with flashing eyes, Miss Peters was
animated and personable before
the cameras, and she spoke to the
audience with an unrehearsed intimacy that would profit many a
pop performer to study.
Her selection included the

from "Die
"Laughing
s," Song"
a group of art songs,
Fledermau
an aria from "Rigoletto," and such
selections as "Falling In Love
ShowWith Love" and "One Kiss."
piece was a dramatic performance
of the mad scene from "Lucia," a
lengthy solo effort that was
elaborately staged with a number
of non-speaking actors contributing to the effect
WGN is shooting the current series in a handsome and capacious
ballroom of the Edgewater Beach
Hotel. For Miss Peters' segment
there were some al fresco sequences in the Edgewater Beach
with the hotel guests lookgarden,
ing on. The settings, both interior
and out of doors, communicated
class but not grandeur, which
seemed appropriate.
Fran Coughlin's program notes
and Carl Greyson's hostmanship
struck just the right key. There
was nothing gratuitous in the notes
to offend the viewer who might
be thoroguhtly versed in operatic
literature, and at the same time
they helped the uninitiated cross
the bridge to Richard Struass. Debussy, Donizetti and Hageman.
Greyson
was well-chosen for the
series.
The Windy City independent
this
Chicago"
from year
the dropped
title of "From
its music
series
in order to increase its range. It
was irrelevant chauvinism anyway.
A couple of installments are being
shot overseas with European orchestras in their native settings,
and the title alteration should allow for more one-person shows,
like Miss Peters', which have no
Chicago significance other than
that they were produced here.

"VARIETY"—
from Biz
row!
Bible This
of Show
. . .
". . . a honey of a show . .
"while the program was longhair it was never highbrow."
". . . the outing had an air of
refinement but it was warm

"The setting communicated
class but not grandeur which

". was
. . the
notes helped the uningood."
itiated cross the bridge to
Strauss,
air."Debussy, Donizetti
and Hageman."
"Great Music" Series III, now
ready for your station, exclusively in your market. World
renowned conductors, brilliant
soloists and the brightest stars
of the musical stage make this
widely acclaimed television
production another important
plus for advertisers, agencies
and other stations.

Les.

Sold exclusively by WGN Syndication Sales, 2501 Bradley Place, Chicago 18. Call Brad Eidmann. LA 8-2311.

WGN
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing

your key to more
Virginia homes

WRVA-RADIO's
Coverage Area Includes
43.5% Of Virginia
Retail Sales*

Sales Management
Survey of Buying Power— 1961

WRVA-RADIO
50,000 Watts AM, 1140 KC
200,000 Watts FM, 94.5 MC
Richmond, Virginia

National Representative:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC.
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DECEMBER
Dec. 18 — International Radio & Television
Society's
annual
Christmas
to Veterans
Hospital
Radioparty.
& TvProceeds
Guild
and the International Radio & Tv Foundation. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 18 — Los Angeles Town Hall luncheon
at Biltmore Hotel. Newton N. Minow, FCC
chairman, is guest speaker.
Dec. 19 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood Palladium, 8 p.m. FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow will participate
in panel discussion of "What Is Right and
What liam
Is Dozier,
WrongScreen
with Gems
Television,"
Wilvp, as with
chairman.
Other panel members are Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver, board chairman of McCannErickson Corp. (International) and president of M-E Productions; Frank P. Fogarty,
executive vp, Meredith Broadcasting Co.,
operators of KCMO-TV Kansas City, KPHOTV Phoenix, WHEN-TV Syracuse and
WOW-TV Omaha; Hubbell Robinson, senior
vp in charge of network programs, CBSTV; Rod Serling, writer-narrator of CBS-TV
Twlight Zone; Richard Salant, president,
CBS News; Mark Goodson, president, Goodson-Todman Productions; Lee Rich, senior
vp for radio-tv, Benton & Bowles.
Dec. 19 — National Assn. for Better Radio &
Television (NAFBRAT) luncheon honoring
Newton N. Minow, FCC chairman, 12 noon,
Wilshire Country Club, Los Angeles.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual fall conference, Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh. Theme of the conference Is "Marketing in istration
Transition."
and from
regmaterials mayInformation
be obtained
the American Marketing Assn., 27 East
Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.
Dec. 28 — Comments on FCC proposed rulemaking to require applicants, permittees
and licensees to keep file for public
inspection of all broadcast applications.
JANUARY 1963
Jan. 1 — Deadline for domestic entries for
third International Broadcasting Awards
competition of Hollywood Ad Club. Foreign
entries are due Jan. 15. Entries should be
sent to IBA, P. O. Box 38909, Hollywood
38, Calif.
Jan. 7-8 — NAB-FCC joint conference on
am growth problems. Conference is open
to all interested parties.
Jan. 9 — Reply comments due at FCC on
proposed allocation of frequencies for space
communications.
*Jan. 10— Deadline for 1962 entries for
George vision
Foster
Radio beandsentTele-to
Awards. Peabody
Entries should
Dean John E. Drewry, Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens,
Ga.
Jan. 10-19 — International Television Festival of Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Jan. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC proposed rulemaking to require all applicants,
permittees and licensees to keep file for
public inspection of all broadcast applications.
Jan. 12— Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
board of directors meeting, Cherry-Plaza,
Orlando, Fla. Orlando broadcasters will
host
hour"FAB
at 6members
p.m. Board
meets a at"hospitality
dinner, 7 p.m.
are
invited to send President Joe Field or
Executive Sec. Ken Small suggestions for
items to go on agenda.
Jan. 14 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place to be
announced; BBC documentary film, "Television and the World," Collier Young, coordinator.

Jan. 14-18 — NAB board meeting. Camelback Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
Jan. 17-19 — Sixteenth annual winter convention of South. Carolina Broadcasters
Assn., Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia,
S. C. H. Moody McElveen Jr., vp and general manager of WNOK-AM-FM-TV Columbia, is general chairman.
Jan. 18 — South Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn., Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia, in
conjunction with the meeting of the South
Carolina Broadcasters Assn. Panelists will
discuss how to make full use of the AP
news report — and how to make that report
better by sharing in news gathering. Lamar
Caldwell, WHSC Hartsville, will discuss
the
survey made by the Wire Study Committee.
Jan. 18-20 — Advertising Assn. of the West
mid-winter conference, Mapes Hotel, Reno,
Nev.
Jan. 20 — Iowa AP Radio & Television
Assn. annual winter workshop meeting in
Des Moines.
*Jan. 22 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
board meeting. U. of Georgia, Athens.
*Jan. 22-24 — Eighteenth annual Georgia
Radio-TV Institute, co-sponsored by Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters and U. of Georgia,
Athens. FCC Commissioner E. William
Henry;ers; Georgia
Governor-elect
Carl SandStephen Labunski,
WMCA New
York;
Maury Webster, CBS Radio Spot Sales;
Stephen Riddleberger, ABC owned radio
stations, and John Mooney, WKGN Knoxville, are among participants.
*Jan. 23 — Colorado AP Broadcasters Assn.,
meeting. Hilton Hotel, Denver.
Jan. 23-25 — Association Public Affairs Conference, for business leaders and members
of trade and professional associations.
Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Program topics include "The Impact on
Business by the 88th Congress," "Business
and the Dept. of Justice" and "The Businessman and Politics."
Jan. 25 — AWRT Educational Foundation
board of trustees meeting, Savoy-Hilton
Hotel, New York City.
Jan. 25-27 — American Women in Radio &
Television board of directors meeting,
Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York City.
Jan. 28 — FCC hearing on availability of
local
television programming on Omaha,
siding.Commissioner
Neb.
E. William Henry preJan. 29-Mar. 3— Award winning examples
of western editorial and advertising art,
selected by Art Directors Club of Los
Angeles in 18th annual competition, on
exhibit at Museum of Science & Industry,
Exposition Park, Los Angeles.
Jan. tion
30. on-Feb.
2— National
Winter
ConvenMilitary
Electronics,
Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles. The convention is cosponsored by the Los Angeles section of
Institute of Radio Engineers and the Natronics. tional Professional Group on Military ElecFEBRUARY
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in National
Safety Council's annual Public Interest
Award contest to public information media.
Entries should be sent to National Safety
Council, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11,
on official
same
address.entry blanks available from
Feb. 1 — UPI Broadcasters of Massachusetts annual Tom Phillips Awards Dinner,
Nick's Restaurant, Boston. James Allen of
WBZ-TV
Boston,alsopresiding.
tion of officers
scheduled.Annual elecFeb. 9-10 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
spring convention in Austin at Commodore
Perry Hotel.
Feb. 11-13 — Electronic Sales-Marketing
Assn. first annual convention, Americana
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How

do

you

"wire"

a

state

for

education?

"By using closed circuit television installed by Bell
three channels of instruction into every high school
at a cost of only $12.67

per pupil

per year.

In 1959, South Carolina educators were planning a statewide classroom television system to raise the level of instruction inevery school in the state.
But which kind of transmission would provide a more
reliable signal and reach more students with more courses
at less cost— broadcast or closed circuit?
Four broadcast channels had been set aside for educational purposes in South Carolina by the Federal Communications Commission. Together these stations would
cover only one third of the state. And each one would
provide only one channel of instruction to schools within
reach of its signal.
A closed circuit system, on the other hand, can be designed to connect every school in the state by cable or
microwave facilities. And, most important, each school
can receive more than one channel of televised instruction
at the same time.
South Carolina authorities turned to Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company and Independent Telephone
Companies for estimates on cost. Drawing on Bell System

Telephone, we can put
in South Carolina . . .

— R. Lynn Kalmbach, General Manager
South Carolina Educational Television Center

experience in commercial network transmission and the
ETV experiment in Hagerstown, Maryland, telephone company engineers were able to propose a network that would
transmit three channels of instruction in 36 subjects daily
to all high schools in the state.
And at a cost of only $12.67 per pupil including production and transmission!
Leasing transmission facilities and service from the
telephone company rather than having the state purchase,
install and maintain its own equipment would also reduce
the capital funds needed.
This closed circuit television network is now serving
140 schools in all 46 counties in the state. Eventually, it
will cover all 413 high schools and 1200 elementary schools
in South Carolina.
The same engineering and technical know-how which
helped pioneer this first state-wide, closed circuit ETV network is available through each of the Bell System Associated Companies to help communities of every size install
low-cost, reliable classroom television.
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BELL TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
Owned by more than two million Americans
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The

U.S.

Marines

to

the

rescue

Many a child who gets a new
toy has the leathernecks
to thank for it. With a big
assist from the ABC Owned
Television Stations.
Los Angeles' KABC-TV, for
instance, puts on a
stupendous "Toys for Tots
Show"— now in its fourth
year— in co-operation with
the U.S. Marine Corps.
This two-hour spectacular
spearheads the annual
drive to provide new toys
at Christmas for
underprivileged children.
The price of admission to
this KABC-TV show-which
is staged in the famous Los
Angeles Sports Arena— is
one new, unwrapped toy
per person.

WXYZ-TV's "Toys for Tots
Jamboree" in Detroit, which
is held every year during
September at the Edgewater
Amusement Park. Every
ride is free to any WXYZ-TV
viewer who deposits a new toy
at the Park's front entrance.
This year, WXYZ-TV points
with pride to the total of
23,999 toys which it was
able to hand over for
distribution by the U. S.
Marine Corps.
Such charitable projects
provide the kind of
opportunity for service
which all five ABC Owned
Television Stations are
determined not to miss.

In return, the audience gets
brilliant entertainment.The
performers are top stars.
There are circus clowns and
elephants.

To all five stations,
optimum use of their air time
is the tremendous challenge.
In partnership with the
communities they serve,
they meet it with enthusiasm
and imagination.

This community effort, led
by KABC-TV, is always an
extraordinary success. So is

All five, in fact, are very
much alive.

ABC OWNED

TELEVISION STATIONS New York's WABC-TV / Chicago's WBKB / San Francisco's KGO-TV / Detroit's WXYZ-TV / Los Angeles' KABC-TV

KCEN-TV
CHANNEL

6

OFFERS

Hotel, New York City. A. D. Adams, vice
president and general manager of New
York office of Burton Brown Adv., will be
convention chairman. For convention applications and more details, industry members are asked to contact Alex White,
ESMA executive director, P. O. Box 1,
Bellerose, L. I., N. Y.
*Feb. 16 — Deadline for entries for 1963 Ohio
State Awards of Ohio State U. They should
be sent to Ray Stanley, acting director,
Institute for Education by Radio-Television,
Ohio State U., Columbus, Ohio. Awards
are for tional
bestbroadcasting.
productions in field of educaFeb. 25 — Third annual Mike Award banquet of Broadcast Pioneers, Imperial Ballroom, Americana Hotel, New York City.
Cocktails at 6:30 p.m. in the Versailles
Ballroom; dinner at 7:30 p.m. in the Imperial Ballroom.
Feb. 26 — Third annual International Broadcasting Awards formal presentation dinner,
Hollywood Palladium.
MARCH

IN THE ®®*
a®
WACO-TEMPLE
MARKET
center of Texas'
population density
-Waco-Temple Market ARB, Mar. '62

March 15 — Spring meeting of Louisiana
Assn. of Broadcasters. Place to be announced.
*March 21-22 — Second annual Collegiate
Broadcasters Conference, sponsored by International Radio & Television Society.
Hotel Park-Sheraton, New York.
March 23 — Annual national convention of
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, New
York University.
*March 31-April 3 — Annual NAB convention, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
APRIL
April 8 — Oscar awards ceremonies, to be
broadcast on ABC's radio and tv networks.
*April 19 — Michigan AP Broadcasters Assn.
meeting, Lansing.
April 29-May 4— "Rose d'Or" Contest; May
20-25, 1963— Television Symposium and Tv
Equipment Exhibition. The two events are
part of the Third International Television
Festival announced by The City of Montreux, Switzerland. For further information write to Box 97, Montreux.
MAY
May 2-5 — American Women in Radio &
Television annual convention, Sheraton
Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
May 16-18 — Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn. annual conference, Riviera
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
May 20 — Georgia
Radio Day, Atlanta Advertising Club, Atlanta.

Midway between Dallas,
Fort Worth, Houston and
San
Antonio,
maximum
100 KCEN-TV's
KW Power
on Channel 6 offers greatest coverage in the market
and assures:
BIGGER audiences*
FAR LESS duplication*
CHANNEL
1
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE - WACO
BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
16 (DATEBOOK)

*May 27-29 — 15th annual conference of International Advertising Assn., Stockholm,
Sweden. Theme is "How to Sell in World
Markets."

JUNE
June 1 — UPI Broadcasters of Illinois, Hotel
Jefferson, Peoria.
June 8-11 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters
annual convention, Callaway Gardens, Ga.
June 18-20 — Annual convention of Electronic Industries Assn., Pick-Congress
Hotel, Chicago.
June 22-27— Advertising Assn. of the West
annual convention at Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles. Junior conclave, June 22;
businessJune
sessions,
24-26; president's
dinner,
26; golfJune
tournament,
June 27.
JULY
July can
10-14Federation
— Annualof convention
Television of& AmeriRadio
Artists, AFL-CIO, Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
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NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
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t(i6 Q/teate/t

^/toi/icfence

^Announces

a/tea...

its audience-

captu/ting fene-up ^tost/oai"
syndicated p/tog/iawwing to
be seen td/tougdout tde
Q/teate/i ^/toi/idence c^/iea
beginning ^anua/iy 1.

Television, Inc.
MR.
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Available

Now!

ADYENTURES
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First

PARADISE

CAIN'S

100

CHECKMATE
DECEMBER

BRIDE

DETECTIYES

(HALF

DETECTIVES

(HOUR)

DIYORCE
ED

HOUR)

MARKET

FIRST RUN
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FIRST RUN
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FIRST RUN

OFF THE NETWORK

RUN

FIRST RUN
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MARKET

OFF THE NETWORK
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MARKET

TIME

FIRST

RUN
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MARKET

MOUSE

SILYERS

SHIRLEY

CLUB

SHOW

TEMPLE

SURFSIDE

SIX

ROARING
TARGET:

IN THE

FIRST

RUN

RUN

OUTLAWS
PHIL

OFF THE NETWORK

FIRST

KONG

MICKEY

FIRST RUN

1, 1963

COURT

ALLEN

HONG

January

FIRST

BANG -BANG

BILLY

Telecast

20'S
THE

THRILLER

CORRUPTORS

FIRST RUN

OFF THE NETWORK

FIRST RUN

OFF THE NETWORK

FIRST RUN

OFF THE NETWORK

FIRST

RUN
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MARKET
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RUN
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MARKET

FIRST

RUN
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MARKET

FIRST

RUN
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MARKET

FIRST RUN

OFF THE NETWORK

FIRST RUN
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NETWORK

Plus other proven syndicated favorites including: AMOS 'N' ANDY, LIFE OF RILEY, ANNIE OAKLEY, RANGE
RIDER, BROKEN ARROW, ABBOTT & COSTELLO, TERRYTOONS, WHIRLYBIRDS and HOPALONG CASSIDY.
And first-run feature films, including SHOW CORPORATION and SEVEN ARTS packages.
For maximum sales results in Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, your best buy is WTEV, Channel 6.
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OPEN MIKE
G. I. programming

•

editor: Congratulations on your editorial titledDec.
"G.3]. I. programming"
[Editorials,
It's high time that broadcasters started rolling with the punches and slugging back toe-to-toe with government
agencies.
Broadcasters can be thankful that you
have had the guts to fight their battles
for them over the years. — William H.
Weldon, president, Jefferson Television
Co. (KRCG-TV Jefferson City, KMOSTV Sedalia), Jefferson City, Mo.
Radio's 1961 profits
editor: Could there be a relationship
between your report of slipping radio
profits [Special Report, Dec. 10] and
the BMI ad on pages 48-49?
This ad purports to list the "101 perennial hits, recommended by Billboard."
A quick perusal of the list indicates
a couple of Irving Berlin tunes, but no
Gershwin, no Rodgers & Hart, no
Rodgers & Hammerstein, Cole Porter
nor Lerner & Loewe. . . .
But then to make up for these defects we have songs such as "Yakety
Yak" and "Tutti-Frutti," to say nothing
of "Ram-Bunk-Shush." . . . — Kenneth
R. Kurtz, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W. Va.

WIBC State House Reporter Leo Laurence looks
LEADS IN over
one of the chambers where he'll soon be reSERVICE porting the daily happenings of the 1963 Indiana
General Assembly. Laurence is Indiana's only fulltime State House radio correspondent and WIBC
audiences are familiar with his reports on the dayto-day developments in state government. During
the 61-day legislative session, Laurence will be
joined by other WIBC News staffers to provide an
intensive on-the-scene coverage as well as a nightly
15-minute wrap up on WIBC's popular public
affairs program . . . Legislative Review.
coverage of state and local news is but
ng reasons
Outstandi
LEADS IN one
WIBC commands the greatest
of the
AUUIlNUl audience morning, afternoon and evening in Indianapolis and Indiana.* This huge and loyal audience isavailable to you . . . the national advertiser.
*Pulse Indianapolis and 46-County Area Survey, October, 1962.
C. E. Hooper, Inc., July, 1962.

Correction on KNIN
editor: I have just read with much dismay and concern your story concerning
the sale of KSYD-TV Wichita Falls,
Tex. [At Deadline, Dec. 3]. The last
line of this story states, "Grayson group
retains
. ."
ThereKSYD
is no radio.
such .station
as KSYD
radio in Wichita Falls. My partner,
R. E. Lee Glasgow, and I purchased
what was previously known as KSYD
radio on Aug. 1, 1961. It operates with
the call letters KNIN; we are the sole
owners and there is no relationship
whatsoever with Grayson Enterprises.
. . . — Bob H. Walker, vice presidentgeneral manager, KNIN Wichita Falls,
Tex.
[The lineeditor
handled
story late on
deadday when
sourcesthe ordinarily
available
for checking were unreachable and he was
forced to resort to ownership records which
proved out of date.]
Nashville omission

2835 N. Illinois Street
Indianapolis 8, Indiana

50,000 111
WATTS VV

\\ Q
I D

O
U

1070
KC

The Friendly Voice of Indiana
JOHN

20

BLAIR & COMPANY
National Representative

WIBC IS A MEMBER OF
THE BLAIR GROUP PLAN

editor: i believe NASHVILLE was
omitted from your list of top 50
national spot radio markets [special
report, dec. 10] in the otherwise
excellent
account.
robert e.
cooper, general manager, wsm radio, nashville.
[Nashville was unintentionally omitted as
Mr. CooperRochester
suspects (37th)
and should
have ranked
between
and Omaha
(38th).
rection.]
Reprints of the report will carry the corBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

MONDAY

All form

and

MEMO

no

from CHARLES H. BROWER, president, BBDO, New York

content is the fool's gold of advertising
proof that she does not know her
Yesterday's sin, in advertising, was to mining process — the matching of a not
own mind half of the time?
think that the bald, unadorned state- strong consumer need to an outstanding
I may be accused of liking neither
ment of fact or benefit was enough.
product benefit — is not so much a creresearch nor women. I like both quite
ative
process
as
it
is
a
research
process.
Today's is just the opposite of confusing the techniques available to us in True creativity comes in the refining well. My only fear for advertising research isthat our pretense of having it
all media with the message we are try- process — -after someone has been out
may
keep
us from getting it.
there
digging
in
them
thar
hills.
ing to deliver.
Some night when you are far from
I believe advertising research has
You may remember that a campaign
some years back warning listeners to failed the creative man. Advertising re- home, pick up the Gideon Bible. Read
search has improved its ability to count
just the first five words: "In the beginlook out for "pink toothbrush" sold the
stores out of pink toothbrushes, and the heads, but not its ability to see inside
God created.
Getning,the
Facts . ■. ."Remember two
Kinsey Report increased the sale of of them. It has spent too much time
justifying what has been done and too things. You do not have as much creaKinsey whiskey.
tive ability as God. So in the beginning
The new techniques available to us little exploring what might be done. It
don't rush off in all directions. Get the
today make how we will say it a lot has been too adroit at inventing new
facts first. Do the mining. Find out
more interesting than what we will say. names for the same old games.
We say the strength of advertising is who your customer, or prospective cusWe get ads and commercials that are
tomer, is,and the facts about age, sex,
gems by the same process we get gold its cumulative effect, yet thus far attempts to judge advertising by its total location, economic group and educaand other precious things — by mining
tion; what product she uses that you
effect over a period rather than by its
and refining. Deciding what to "tell" is individual
units have been abandoned.
may be able to replace; the advantages
mining. Working out the exact wording
Commercial Effects ■ Nor has any- your product has.
and techniques of delivering the mesWith the fadeout of personal salessage is refining. And both are vital to
one, as far as I know, with the exception of one or two of my own restless
manship, advertising has to do the sellgood advertising today. A message without brilliance will not be picked up people, even attempted a beginning at
ing, not just the reminding.
We are growing a whole new race of
along the way, for it will not sparkle in discovering when a commercial has had
it: when its effect, because of accumuthe sun. And brilliance without a mescreative people that will make the solated boredom of witnessing the same
called giants of yore the pygmies of the
sage is but a useless piece of glass.
future. I have always thought creative
trite scene night after night — becomes
When people admire your cute pupadvertising people were the sawiest,
pets, or your sophisticated cartoons, or harmful rather than helpful.
President Kennedy has a group of the most talented, liveliest, most excityour horse in the parlor — and do not
female professors and others to advise
ing people in any business. But we
buy your product — you are in trouble.
would do well to take better care of
him in the field of consumer protection
The people who mined and mined
our creative people — not by pamperand never refined — the masters of the in an obvious belief the average woman
hard sell, the architects of the split-level will not bother to read a package label.
ing, getting them free luncheons, encouraging the temperamental nitwits or
head — have apparently been listening Then how is this lazy and uninterested
more closely to Mark Twain. He said, woman able to guide us in making
giving the phonies, hacks, timid souls
and the superficial ones a place to hide
costly advertising decisions just because
"Noise proves nothing. Often the hen
who has merely laid an egg cackles as we give a resounding name like "Con— but by giving them more facts, outlining jobs clearly, separating mining
if she had laid an asteroid."
sumer Jury" to her wandering "efforts"?
Why after all these centuries should
from refining and giving them a hand
Leo Burnett (Leo Burnett Co.) sugout of the awful confusion to which
gested Ibe a committee of one and any man expect a woman to know what
she will want tomorrow or what she we have sentenced them.
reply to Rosser Reeves' (Ted Bates & wants right now? Her boast has ever
Co.) book, Reality in Advertising.
There are no easy jobs in this busibeen she is guided by intuition — and if
A Little Lamb ■ But I found nothing
ness. I've been a writer, and I've been
it's true that half the items she buys in president
— and I'd rather be president
to disagree with in Mr. Reeves' book,
just as I found nothing to disagree with a supermarket are impulse items, is this than write!
in "Mary Had a Little Lamb."
For people with a lamb and school
problem, that story is probably the definitive work. And for those who sell small
pills for small ills Reality in Advertising
Charles H. Brower joined George Batten
has much to recommend it. It just does
Co. in 1928, four months before it merged
not approach the major classification
with Barton, Durstine & Osborn. He has
of advertising problems.
been a copywriter, copy supervisor and
Most of us cannot solve our problems
creative man. He was elected a vp and
merely by latching onto a small clutch
board member in 1940; executive vp for
of magic words and then hiring a whole
creative services in 1946; executive comgroup of people to see that the client
mittee member in 1951; general manager
never drops them.
in
April
1957; and president and executive
Yet, when Mr. Reeves says 80% of
committee chairman in December 1957.
advertising is pure puffery without any
This MONDAY MEMO is a condensed versell, I join him in spirit if not in persion of a speech he made last month.
centage.
I think our mistakes come from not
understanding one simple fact: The
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962
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Puzzle:

What

to

Do

tor

a

Code

Answer: Solve it.
Neal Edwards, Television manager, and Charles Macatee, National Sales exec of
WMAL-TV, have decided to send cryptic Christmas cards this year. In the alphabet
hash below, they have embedded a message of some pith and considerable moment,
the moment being the close of another year.
All the substitutions are regular, i.e., if b = q in the second word (which it doesn't),
it equals q in all subsequent words. With the generous clue they've provided in the
headline to demonstrate their good-will-to-all-men mood, you shouldn't have any
trouble getting the message. When you do, send it in and we'll provide a tempting
trifle for a reward.
MERRY

CHRISTMAS

AND

A HAPPY

LZR

YEAR

Ew voo jnqqoz-kwoizgk, exbz-mnhzgk, bzaxv axgzpewgk via tgxzlak, rz
zfezla v pwgaxvo rxkc twg v tnoo bzvkngz wt kzvkwlvo uwwa pczzg via
twg v dwhwnk via jgwkjzgwnk 1963.

*No footnote this time, either. If you didn't buy WMAL-TV in '62, in spite of all
we told you about their great late-night programming and their exciting hour-long
6:30 news report obviously a footnote won't help you now. If you did, you don't
need us to tell you how right you were. Your clients will do it for us.

v
al-t
wm
Evening Star Broadcasting Company
Washington,
D. C. represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C.J WSVA-TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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time
And
introducing
NBC's s
Vastly Behi
Simplified New
Daytime
Rate Structure
(A Boon
"Day
nd
Fact
The
Daytime television is a world men
rarely see. But women do— 36 million of them every week.
To reach these women, advertisers
are investing $220 million dollars
on the daytime schedules of the
three networks this year — more
than double what they spend on
the five leading women's magazines combined. As a measure of
daytime television's dramatic
growth, this is 28% more than
they spent on daytime television
last year (Chart 1).
A Yearly Gross Network Daytime Billings
' (in millions)

! for 1962 based upon
Source:
firBt nrm LNA-BAR.
months 1961. 'Projectk
And the number of advertisers has
jumped 60%-to 150 in 1962, compared with 90 three years ago.
Variety recently headlined this
upsurge, "Daytime TV's Big Biz
Homes Using Daytime TV per Average Minute
(in millions)
1960
1961 1962(+22%)
12.25
11.89
SS
10.67
!=■■=■
||

an

Source: NTl, 10:00 AM-5:00 PIS, Jan.-Feb. each year
Boom," and labels it "the vogue
medium"— so much of a vogue in
fact that "the pre-dark hours have
burst through with near SRO."
Translated, it reads the three networks are more than 90% sold out
in the daytime.
What's behind this trend? Two
facts.

1. GROWING AUDIENCES OF WOMEN
During one week, daytime television reaches 79% of all U.S. television homes (Nielsen).
And the viewing trend is up.
Homes using daytime television
per average minute rose 22% over
the past three years (Chart 2). The
average woman viewer, according
to ARB, is now spending two
hours a day with her favorite
programs. Daytime viewing is up
because the nation's housewives
respond to the fact that daytime
television is designed primarily
to interest, entertain and inform
them. It is their medium.
2. SALES IMPACT
No one disputes the fact that
women make most of the decisions
in day-to-day family buying
(except perhaps for newly-wed
husbands, but they learn fast).
3

actual effect of an appliance comadvertising campaign. It
showed pany's
:
...Dramatic increases in Brand
Awareness for the product:
72% among frequent viewers,
63% amoi
(Chart 4).
+ 63%
14
Daytime TV's Influence on Brand Awareness 1
(% Mentioning Appliance under Study)
+ 72%

BEFORE
AFTER
17.8% AFTER
18.5% BEFORE
AFTER BEFORE
15.8% 25.8%
17.0% 29.2%
VIEWERS
OCCASIONAL
VIEWERS
FREQUENT
VIEWERS
Source: Marketing Impact Research, 1960
NON. . . Even bigger increases in Willingness To Buy: 141% among
frequent viewers, 78% among
occasional viewers (Chart 5).
In a statement to stockholders, the

Woman1 s Influence on Brand Choice
79%
78%
66%
59%
DRUGSWHO
AND TOILETRIES FOODWHOAND GROCERIES
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BRAND BOUGHT
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BRAND BRAND
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HUSBAND 17
CHILD 5
OTHERS 18

20
5
9

13
3
6

15
3
5

Source:
Toiletries
Products McCaU's
Purchase Drugs
Diary &Study,
1956 and Food & Grocery
Studies of the drug and toiletry
business show that the wife does
the actual buying 66% of the
time. In food and groceries the
proportion is even higher— 79%
of the time (Chart 3). The question is, does daytime television
really influence buying decisions?
A 1960 study by Nowland &
Company reported that daytime
viewers "are more receptive to
advertising and more interested
in convenience products than nonviewers."
A Marketing Impact Research
study the same year measured the

company's president attributed a
21% sales jump in one year to a
million dollar increase in the advertising budget (the bulk of
which went into NBC Television
daytime).
Daytime TV's Influence on Willingness to Buy
(% Mentioning Appliance under Study)
+ 141%

BEFORE
AFTER BEFORE
AFTER
13.8% 33.2%
AFTER BEFORE
14.8% 26.4%
15.1% 16.2%
VIEWERS
OCCASIONAL
FREQUENT
VIEWERS
VIEWERS
Marketing Impact Research, 1960
Sour,
NONFinally, if you're in the business
of making women beautiful, see
this example of the power of daytime network television — a case
history reported by a cosmetic
advertiser (Chart 6).
Isolated Cases?
Not according to the giant food
and drug advertisers, which each

NBC TELEVISION DAYTIME SCHEDULE: SAY WHEN, PLAY YOUR HUNCH, PRICE IS RIGHT, CONCENTRATION, YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION, TRUTH

To Advertisers Who Are Not Advanced
Mathematicians)
m"
Boo
Biz
Big
TV's

year continue to invest heavily in
daytime television.
Not according to the experience
of a leading toiletries manufacturer, which increased its investment in network daytime television from $126,000 in 1956 to
$5,440,000 in 1962-and has had
the sales success to justify it.
Not according to the nation's supermarket managers. They voted
daytime television the single most
effective medium in pre-selling
goods to their women customersbetter than women's magazines,
newspapers, billboards and radio.
Actual Purchases
(% Having Cosmetic in the Home)
DRY SKIN CREAM
+41%
,
| f
+91%
"%
22%
lii
13% 21%
26% 31%
VIEWERS FREQUENT
VIEWERS
VIEWERS OCCASIONAL
VIEWERS FREQUENT
VIEWERS VIEWERS OCCASIONAL
Source: R. H. Bruakin Associates, NON-1959
NBC'S SPECIAL DAYTIME VALUES
Above and beyond the eye-opening success of daytime television
in general is the story of NBC
daytime in particular.
NBC's daytime billings alone are
larger than the billings of the two
leading women's magazines combinedMcCall's
:
and Ladies' Home
Journal (Chart 7).
One reason advertisers are so partial to our schedule : the personal
salesmanship of NBC daytime
stars Merv Griffin, Bill Cullen,
Hugh Downs, Bill Leyden, Bob
Barker, Art James, Robert Q.
Lewis.
Does personal salesmanship by a
star make a difference? It makes
a 21% difference in the number
of housewives influenced to try a
product, according to a study conducted in 1960 by O'Brien-Sher-

wood Associates (Chart 8). It
makes a 32% difference in impact, according to a study of more
than 8,500 commercials over a
nine-year span, conducted by
Gallup-Robinson.
Billings
Daytime vs. Leading Women's
Magazine NBC
(in millions)
J42.456 KjCji
McCALL'S
iiiiii 11 inn
nun linn
hum i mi
urn ii iiiiii
imiiurnTH
mi 11 1 1 m
Source: LNA-BAR, PIB. First 9 months 19
This is the bonus from the personal touch of a Cullen, a Downs,
a Leyden. NBC Daytime provides
another bonus, too: our advertisers sell in a climate of excitement
and program excellence. Most of
NBC's daytime programs have
also made their mark as prime
3 Attitude Towards Commercial
I have
tried
they
have
products
told me
show

+21%

58%
48%
AVERAGE OF AVERAGE OF
8 NON-PERSONALITY
7 PERSONALITY
NBC DAYTIME
DAYTIME
SHOWS
COMPETITORS

O'Brien-Sherwood Associates, 1960
nighttime entries. Even those
that haven't are pampered with
nighttime production care. (Ask
your wife about the big, new
Merv Griffin hour .. .praised by
The Neiv York Times for its "substance, glamour and fun").
Still another value : four of NBC's
daytime series are broadcast in
color.
These are some of the reasons why
NBC daytime has been virtually
sold out this Fall. But it hasn't
been all champagne and bravos.
The rush of advertisers — particu-

larly those new to television and
others with special needs— has put
a strain on the complex old rate
structure, serviceable as it was in
the past.
NBC'S SIMPLIFIED
NEW RATE STRUCTURE
On January 2, 1963, NBC will inaugurate asimplified rate structure
to serve the growing number of advertisers inits daytime schedule.
Here is how it will work. Each daytime quarter-hour will be sold at a
flat package price that includes time,
talent and production costs. Period.
Bonus rates? Station charges? Continuity discounts? Class C? Class D?
Obsolete— all of them. (No longer
will it take a knowledge of advanced mathematics to buy daytime
television.)
Starting in January on NBC daytime, each advertiser will buy precisely what he wants at a flat rate.
It couldn't be simpler. It couldn't
be better for the advertiser who
wants to tie in daytime television
with his marketing plans and cycles.
It couldn't be better for the advertiser—big or small— who wants to
buy performance, quarter-hour by
quarter-hour.
The point is clear. Daytime television, with its vast and growing
housewife audience and proven influence on purchases, is the most potent way to sell to women. Some
150 advertisers who will invest
$220,000,000 this year on daytime
television know it.
Starting on January 2, they (and
you, if you are not already among
them) can reach the nation's best
women customers MBiMK1**5^"*""
by means of the
simplest, most
rational rate structure yet devised
for network daytime television.

OR CONSEQUENCES, MERV GRIFFIN SHOW, L0RETTA YOUNG, YOUNG DR. M ALONE, MATCH GAME (DEBUT DEC. 31), MAKE ROOM FOR DADDY
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RADIO-TV

■

Most

advertisers

■

Short-term

■

Commitments

plan

contracts

The biggest advertisers in television
and radio in 1962 expect to spend even
more in 1963.
A majority of the leading broadcast
advertisers questioned last week said
they were planning to increase their
budgets in the new year. The consensus among important media users was
that the broadcasting media — and especially spot television, which was
singled out several times — would get
their share of the gains.
This was the outlook determined by
a Broadcasting study of large, medium
and small advertisers through their advertising agencies.
Here are some of the findings:
■ Indications were that most companies will increase their advertising

Tv

code

board,

ANA

Although Gov. Collins' proposal
that cigarette advertising aimed at
young people be banned by broadcasters was the most critical issue,
one of the most significant events at
the Tv Code Review Board meeting
last week in Washington was a luncheon Wednesday when the broadcasters' group wascommittee
host to members
the broadcast
of the Assn.of
of National Advertisers.
Not only did the broadcasters and
top executives of blue ribbon national corporations get together informally, but on several items the broadcasters were able to clarify misconceptions about drug advertising, monitoring, and public service announcements.
This was the first meeting between
the code review board and an outside group. It is felt that there will
be others.
The two chairmen are Harry F.
Schroeter, National Biscuit Co. (1),
newly elected head of the Assn. of
National Advertisers and currently
chairman of ANA's broadcast comBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

spending
keep

reflect

BUDGETS

increase—especially

plans

general

for new

optimism

year
over

budgets in 1963, many by 4 or 5%,
others by more. Some of the increases,
however, will reflect increased media
costs rather than increased exposure.
■ Advertisers generally are seeking
as much as ever, possibly more, to
maintain flexibility by placing relatively
short-term contracts so that they can
move in and out as they wish or as their
requirements dictate.
■ For the most part the forecasts
were made without reference to the
possibility of significant changes in the
national economy, up or down— a fact
which in itself indicated the forecasters
did not expect severe changes. Some
advertisers react sensitively to jiggles in
the economic trend-line; others maintain their budgets boom or bust.

broadcast

BOOSTED

committee

mittee, and William D. Pabst, KTVU
(TV) San Francisco (r), chairman
of the Television Code Review
Board.
On the tobacco controversy, the
board agreed to put the question into

in spot

tv

flexible

future

of economy

■ The effectiveness of advertising
messages, whether in broadcast commercials or in other media, will continue to get close scrutiny. A number
of advertisers and agencies said they
plan more market testing of all forms
of advertising, as well as research on
consumer attitudes toward their products.
Among the forecasters there was a
clear distinction between the attitudes
of the food and other package goods
representatives and those of industrial
and hard goods advertisers, especially
car makers.
The former almost uniformly expected to increase their advertising outlays next year, or at least maintain current levels. The latter were more cau-

meet

first time

the hands of a three-man subcommittee which was ordered to report back
in time for a recommendation to be
made to the full Tv Board of Directors which meets January 14-18 in
Phoenix, Ariz, (see story page 30).
27

Daniel Ladd
"strongest ever"

John W. Burgard
"5% more next year"

tious, often hedging their predictions or
conditioning them on other factors,
notably winter and spring sales.
Big Spenders ■ In the food and softgoods categories are Procter & Gamble,
Colgate-Palmolive, General Foods, General Mills and others. Pinpointing is
difficult, but agencies handling these
and similar advertisers tended to see
broadcast media benefiting with network television certainly continuing to
show high grosses and spot television
reaching new heights.
There also was apparent a clear feeling of support for earlier forecasts that
radio will continue the resurgence that
has been underway this year.
Leonard H. Lavin, president of Alberto-Culver, Melrose Park, 111., is
probably the "most bullish" of advertisers. He asserted that the company's
advertising expenditures in 1963 will
exceed $30 million, as compared with
about $23 million in 1962. AlbertoCulver spends virtually all of its ad
money — at least 98% — in spot and network tv, and the remainder in trade
publications.
"We believe in putting a maximum
number of dollars behind an outstanding message ... on television." Mr. Lavin asserted last week. "As long as a
brand continues to show growth — and
all of our established brands fit that description— we continue to up the budget. Our experience has shown time
after time that immediate sales reaction
results from extra dollars spent on television."
Strong Effort ■ Another booster of
television for 1963 is P. Lorillard &
Co.'s Daniel Ladd, advertising director.
He said: "we expect to have our strongest broadcast effort ever next year."
Mr. Ladd did not pinpoint the amount
of increase but Lorillard spends about
70% of its budget in spot and network
tv. In 1962, it placed almost $23 million in television, outspent only by R.
J. Reynolds in the tobacco field.
John W. Burgard, vice president
of Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
28 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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Ed Grey
"about the same"

Bern Kanner
"Spot beat network?'

was quoted as saying the company plans
to spend about 5% more in advertising
in 1963. But he stressed that increase in media rates means that the
company probably will have about the
same volume and frequency of advertising as in 1962.
The Pepsi-Cola Co. reported that its

Chrysler goes 'pop'
Musician Raymond Scott (1)
and J. L. Wichert (r), advertising
manager for Chrysler and Imperial, look over the score for the
Bossa Nova background music the
auto maker is using behind a
heavy schedule on 140 radio stations in about 50 markets.
Lyrics for the Brazilian-style
rhythms — the nation's latest musical fad — extol Chrysler's $2,964
price. Jazz saxophonist Sammy
Taylor's eight-man group plays
the music.
The Bossa Nova radio commercials are being provided by the
Chrysler-Imperial Dealer Advertising Assn. through Young &
Rubicam, its advertising agency.

4 a
Arthur Duram
"as big or bigger"

1963 advertising effort will be its most
extensive in history, surpassing the
$35.5 million spent by the parent company and its bottlers in 1962. Radio is
expected to play a more significant role
next year for the company and its bottlers with preliminary plans calling for
the use of approximately 3,000 stations
in 1963. The company plans to maintain its investment in various network
television prime time shows.
J. Edward Dean, director of advertising for E. I. du Pont De Nemours,
said 1963 expenditures will rise to $50
million, approximately $10 million
above the 1962 level. The added funds,
he said, will be used to advertise a new
house paint and a plastic film for exterior coatings and for a Du Pont exhibit at the New York world's fair
(which will be chalked up to the ad
department).
Budget Higher ■ Mr. Dean said he
anticipated that the broadcast media
will share in the expanded budget but
that precise media plans have not been
completed. Du Pont spent an estimated
$7 million in radio-tv in 1962, largely
in spot and network tv. Mr. Dean indicated that du Pont will spend more
than $500,000 next year in research defective. signed to make its advertising more efAmong agencies, J. Walter Thompson Co. spokesmen foresaw 1963 as a
"good" year, BBDO anticipated greater
spending by its major broadcast clients,
and Benton & Bowles looked for gains
especially in spot television. Bern
Kanner, Benton & Bowles media vice
president, ventured that spot tv's gross
1963. may well surpass network tv's in
billing
Another agency media executive gave
his views this way: "It will be a wonderful year in spot television, a healthy
increase. A good year to be a tv staTedtion owner."
Bates & Co. expects 1963 ad
budgets cording
to to Edward
be on a A.
par Grey,
with senior
1962's, vice
acBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

president in charge of media operations.
"At the moment," he said, "total dollars and media breaks look about the
same as for this year." He thought
that slight increases by some of the
agency's package goods clients, which
represent nearly 100% of its customers,
will be balanced by small increases in
other budgets. More than 80% of Bates'
billings is allocated to broadcast advertising.
No Changes ■ The executive vice
president of another large agency with
many package accounts said he envisions "no drastic changes — up or
down." He thought budgets would be
up slightly, largely reflecting rate increases in the various media rather
than expansion in number of markets
used or an increase in advertising frequency.
"I will say that our advertisers are
less pressimistic now than a few months
ago," he remarked. "But at that time
they didn't cut their budgets, and now
they are not raising them."
Foote, Cone & Belding estimated
that its total agency billings will increase
by 5% in 1963. Billings in 1962 are in
excess of $100 million, with more than
50% in broadcast. The agency said
tv and radio will share in the upturn
next year, but hesitated to say to what
extent.
Charles Winchester, vice president in
charge of radio-tv for Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, New York, thought
advertising budgets in 1963 would be
up "slightly" and that the broadcast
share would rise in similar proportion
to the other media.

Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York,
expects to see a general across-theboard increase in client spending next
year. A member of the financial department saw definite indications of budget increases, due both to new-product
introductions and more general expenditures as a result of increased sales. A
media man at DDB expected some
clients not previously using broadcasting to try it next year for the first time.
Much of this experimentation will be in
television, he said.
Up a Tenth ■ Arthur E. Duram,
senior vice president and director of
Fuller & Smith & Ross' radio-tv department, thought clients' overall advertising expenditures would be up in 1963,
perhaps about 10%. In broadcasting

These advertisers want to remain flexible, he said, adding: "I would call the
atmosphere prevailing today one of
cautious optimism. They want to be
able to get out of advertising if conditions warrant it. But at least they are

generally, spending would be "as big or
bigger" than 1962, he said, with the
exception of Lestoil, whose 1963 billings are expected to level off at about
$4.5 million (all in tv).
Warwick & Legler, New York, indicated it expected a "slight" increase
in overall advertising budgets, although
it could not estimate the tv-radio share.
The media executive of another

starting out being optimistic."
The assistant to the president of a
broadcast-minded agency estimated that
budgets on many of its accounts will
be up from four to eight percent. The
extra funds, he said, will be allocated
largely to research, both in test marketing and in consumer research. He indicated there was a feeling that most

agency noted that his client list is "so
diverse" that it is difficult to generalize.
He indicated "some go up and some go
down," but it was his feeling that increases on an overall basis at his agency
in particular probably could be considered "minimal."
On the other hand, the president of
a large agency stressed that rate increases in the past year have approximated 5% and, on top of that, most of
the accounts are planning "modest"

rise in budgets, at least. Some of the
accounts, he noted, plan to remain at
1962 levels, but others anticipate larger
volumes or potential and are earmarking more money for advertising, including television.
Modest Gains ■ The senior vice president of an agency that is heavily involved in spot and network television
predicted "modest" increases. But he
pointed out that advertisers frequently
are
insisting upon short commitments —
13 weeks.

clients would approve "modest" rises in
expenditures, including those going into
television.
The media director of a mediumsized agency reported that projections
indicated budgets on virtually all accounts will be increased slightly. Some
of these accounts, he noted, will expand
their activity in the broadcast area. He
attributed the increases primarily to expanded sales by the advertisers and to
rising media costs.

Alberto-Culver president credits firm's success to tv
Alberto-Culver Co., which is in- and spot tv, has used this medium
creasing its advertising budget in since 1955, Mr. Lavin said. He ex1963 to more than $30 million from
an estimated $23 million this year plained:
"We have used every type of television exposure and all have proved
(story, page 28), attributes the company's growth to four factors — qual- to be effective carriers of our mesity products, mass premium pricing,
sages. Daytime was our first experia small but capable executive staff
ence and it paved the way for our
and maximum advertising, overgrowth. A number of brands still
whelmingly intv.
continue to use strong daytime netThis credo was outlined last week
work schedules. Nighttime network
and
spot
television also are used
by Alberto-Culver president Leonard
heavily.
H. Lavin in a talk before the Assn.
for Corporate Growth in New York.
"Our feeling is that while maximum reach may be achieved in time
Mr. Lavin noted that the company's
for one or more of our brands, max"dogged adherence" to this philosophy has advanced Alberto-Culver
imum frequency may never be
from sales of $400,000 in 1955 to
Lavin
reached
. . ."
$25 million in 1961 and "well over
He cautioned
that exposure is
their rough forms is a rej
$55 million in 1962."
"only part of the story," adding that
cedure at Alberto-Culver, ular proAlberto - Culver, which spends
"the message itself is equally impor- vin
declared.
about 98% of its budget in network
Mr. Latant." Testing of commercials in
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962
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LeRoy Collins, NAB president, handed the Television Code Review Board
the hottest issue of its history last week,
and the code board started preparing
to pass it board
on nextof month
to the
television
directors.
Gov.NAB's
Collins formally proposed the adoption of
code restrictions on cigarette advertising that is designed to appeal to the
young.
The code board appointed a committee of three of its members to study
the NAB president's proposal. Once the
committee's report is in, the full code
board will decide how to present the
issue to the NAB television board which
meets in Phoenix Jan. 14-18.
Another issue that the television directors must consider (in conjunction
with the NAB radio board which will
meet at the same time) is the future
of Roy Collins himself. The NAB
president's contract is subject to renegotiation atthe January meeting.
The three-member committee that
was given the cigarette problem by the
code board last week comprises William
D. Pabst, KTVU (TV) Oakland-San
Francisco, chairman of the code review
board; Joseph H. Ream, CBS-TV, and
Lawrence H. Rogers II, executive vice
president of the Taft stations.
The code board has the authority
only to make recommendations to the

tv board. Only the tv board can revise
the tv code.
The suggested code amendment,
drafted and submitted last Wednesday
morning to the code board by Gov.
Collins, is understood to be general in
nature and concise in form and content.
It is an appeal to broadcasters to look
with care at cigarette advertising designed to appeal to the young.
The match that ignited the cigarette
furor was scratched by Gov. Collins
himself. In a speech at the NAB regional meeting in Portland, Ore. last
month, the former Florida state chief
spoke out against cigarette advertising
designed to appeal to youngsters
(Broadcasting, Nov. 26 et seq.).
Most broadcasters expressed alarm
at the NAB president's remarks. Many
strongly attacked Gov. Collins for
publicly airing his views without authority of the NAB boards.
Tobacco advertising overall on radio
and tv amounts to $134 million annually. On tv, cigarette and tobacco billings
run to $104 million per year.
The target of Gov. Collins' ire, it is
understood, is the expanding use of
endorsements by sports figures to sell
cigarettes. This, the governor is understood to feel, is a betrayal of the heroworship of American youth.
Trio on Edge ■ Messrs. Pabst and

This group of advertisers, all members
of the broadcast committee of the
Assn. of National Advertisers, journeyed down to Washington to break
bread with the Tv Code Review Board
and discuss matters of mutual in30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

terest. The ANA group comprised
(I to r): John Morris, Campbell Soup;
Howard Gray, R. J. Reynolds; James
D. Stocher, Scott Paper; William D.
Kistler, ANA staff; Harry F. Schroeter,
National Biscuit, chairman of commit-

NEXT

MONTH

Ream have made no public comment
on Gov. Collins' recommendations when
they were first voiced last month or
during the four weeks of intra-industry
discussion since then. Mr. Rogers, however, did have a comment earlier this
month:
"This statement doesn't affect our
policies one way or another. I am unhappy our industry panics so easily.
Instead of worrying so much about
toy and other commercials, we should
attack the basic problem of enforcement
by making code subscription mandatory
forAmong
becoming
NAB member."
the an
networks,
ABC and NBC
have taken issue with Gov. Collins'
statement. CBS has said only that this
is a subject for code review board
determination. However, one high
CBS-TV official, William B. Lodge, vice
president for affiliate relations, has been
quoted dent's
asspeech.
protesting the NAB presiIt is suggested in some circles that
the three-man committee was handed
the problem
order toof coordinate
reactions with in
members
the tv board
so that a consensus can be reached
with a minimum airing of differing
opinions at the board meeting next
month.
Still another committee, comprising
the chairman of NAB's joint television

tee and recently elected chairman of
ANA; E. W. Ebel, General Foods; John
Burgard, Brown & Williamson; Gregg
T. Lincoln, Colgate-Palmolive; Alfred
Plant, Block Drug; Peter All port, ANA
president; Samuel Thurm, Lever Bros.
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962
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If you have anything you want to say to a
lot of women,
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WHO-TV's outstanding local shows designed
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As you know, WHO-TV
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reason is very simple — over the years we've
done much more research, and spent many
more dollars for progress, than any other
outfit in the area.
But you don't have to take our word for
it. Get the figures, then decide for yourself!
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The conference is composed of
deans, directors and researchers in the
leading communications schools at universities throughout the country, the
statement said.
Varied Time Limits ■ The code
board took no action on a complex
internal problem involving a proposal
to revise commercial time limits so
that stations of varying size and markets would have more flexibility. The
board asked the staff to assemble further information for submission at a
subsequent meeting for further study
and consideration.
One of the most important events
at last week's meeting took place at a
Wednesday luncheon when the review
board was host to members of the
broadcast committee of the Assn. of
National Advertisers.
The Tv Code Review Board spent two
days working on code matters at its
Washington, D. C, meeting, the second of the year. Shown here are seven
of the nine members of the board
(from I to r): Seated, Ernest Lee
Jahncke Jr., NBC; Mrs. Dorothy Scott
Bullitt, King Stations; William D.
Pabst, KTVU (TV) San Francisco board

chairman. Standing, Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.; Roger
Clipp, Triangle Stations; Alfred R.
Schneider, ABC; Joseph H. Ream,
CBS.
Absent when picture was taken
last week were Lawrence H. Roger II,
Taft Broadcasting, and George B.
Storer, Storer Stations.

and radio boards and the chairmen and
vice chairmen of the individual boards,
is expected to talk contract terms with
Gov. Collins just before the board meetings. The president's three-year contract has another year to run, but it
provides for renegotiation of a possible
extension to five years and of possible
changes in pay and allowances. Gov.
Collins draws $75,000 a year in salary
and $15,000 in allowances. In addition
he has an expense account.
Personal and Otherwise ■ In his talk
to the review board Gov. Collins said
that his remarks in Portland were made
deliberately and purposefully. He repeated that his Portland remarks
voiced his personal views, but emphasized that he at no time attempted to
disassociate himself from his position
as president of NAB.
Some broadcasters understood earlier
statements by Gov. Collins that his
comments represented his personal
views to mean that he was endeavoring
to separate his views from his position
as NAB chief.
The latest support given to Gov.
Collins came last week from a Philadelphia organization called the Conference on the Public Interest.
In a statement issued over the name
of Gilbert Seldes, dean of the Annenberg School of Communications, U. of
Pennsylvania, the conference noted:
"If we are to preserve the free enterprise system of broadcasting, the
broadcasters must accept their responsibilities tothe public in return for the
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

use of the public airwaves. Fully aware
that the revenue from cigarette commercials isover $130 million annually,
Gov. Collins is to be commended for
his courage in asking the members of
the association to risk some of these
millions so that the American people
will know that the broadcasting system
is aware of its public duty in all its
advertising as well as in its programs."

Cone

tut-tuts NAB's

The joint meeting put opposite numbers on a first name basis, provided for
a general exchange of views, and clarified, according to code board sources,
some misconceptions.
The ANA guests represented blue
ribbon corporations all of whom have
top rank investments in tv billings.
One of the misunderstandings, it was
explained, was the belief by some of the
ANA committeemen that NAB had
cut back in its code monitoring activities. This stemmed, it seemed, from the
action last March when the NAB contract with Broadcast Advertisers Reports, Philadelphia, was discontinued.
The NAB contingent told their ANA
guests that this was in error; that in
the last nine months NAB's own
monitoring team has screened 255 stations. The results, according to code
officials, showed that the great majority

Collins for remarks

So long as the government can't
make up its mind about the dangers
in cigarette smoking and so long as
there is no prohibition and no limitation of cigarette manufacture and
sale, there should be no prohibition
and no limitation of cigarette advertising by any means other than industry agreement to exercise reasonable restraint.
This was the rationale and crux
of comments made last week by
Fairfax M. Cone, chairman of the
executive committee of Foote, Cone
& Belding, on the controversial remarks of NAB President LeRoy Collins on the subject of cigarette ads.
Mr. Cone, who said he has no axe
to grind for the cigarette industry,
noted the disinterested position from
which he views the problem (his
agency's only connection with cigarette makers today is with the Reynolds Tobacco Co. in Germany).

Mr. Cone said he "deplores" Mr.
Collins's suggestion that the NAB
adopt special tobacco industry advertising standards in their radio and
television codes and felt that the
NAB president had spoken sentimentally instead of in the light of
good
Mr.judgment.
Cone said Mr. Collins confused the responsibilities of advertiser and manufacturer and that the
real issue had escaped him — determining when smoking becomes
harmful and making that known.
Mr. Cone suggested that any
definitive statement of a smoking
danger age would be subjective at
best and that if Gov. Collins were
successful in this endeavor an unhealthy precedent would be established: "There is no reason why
someone else should not undertake
to restrict some other advertising for
almost any quixotic reason."
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

RETIRED
DAYTON
POLICE
CHIEF
NAMED
COMMUNITY
SERVICE
DIRECTOR
During his 27 years as a police
officer and civic leader Paul
Price has come to know the area
covered by our stations as few
other men do. He knows what
WHIO viewers and listeners
need and want in Community
Service.
Daily he will be using his knowledge and experience to further
heighten the effectiveness of
the WHIO contribution to this
area's welfare and growth. Thus,
the "WHIO voice of public service" will be stronger than ever
before, and WHIO advertisers
will share in the benefits that
are won by the continuing
policy of superior programming
in entertainment, information,
education, public service.
Associated with
WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOC-TV,
Charlotte, North Carolina
WHIO-TV

WHIO
J

Channel J

/bij AM — 1290 KC
14 FM— 99.1 MC

Ohio

DAYTON, OHIO
WHIO • AM • FM • TV
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of code subscribers exercised "complete compliance" with code provisions.
Where violations were discovered, they
explained, the}' were due almost always
to inadvertence, and were corrected
when the attention of the stations was
called to these lapses.
Advertising officials at the meeting
pressed broadcasters on the question of
"clutter" — too many credits and promotions at the end of programs. Several asked why public service announcements, particularly those of The Advertising Council, must be counted as
commercial announcements in the time
limitations allowed stations.
Although no specific decisions were
made at the joint session, broadcasters
feel that the exchange was a healthy
and fog-clearing effort. Other meetings
with groups are planned, it was said.
Other highlights of the code board
meeting:
■ Suggested was the tightening of
code provisions dealing with proprietary
1 drug advertising (medicinal remedies
sold over the counter) to prohibit the
use of real doctors or dentists in any
commercial dealing with drugs or medicines. The present provision forbids
the use of "men in white" dramatizations or impersonations.
■ A further move is aimed at some
drug advertising which implies research
or tests on the product. The board

1963 'Yearbook' has most
The 1963 Broadcasting Yearbook number, the largest compilation
of electronic facts in the 28-year history of this basic reference encyclopedia, will go in the mails the week
of Dec. 26. The issue will contain
632 pages, a 12% increase over the
last Yearbook.
Many new features are found in
the 1963 Yearbook. They include:
a Product Guide to broadcast equipment manufacturers and suppliers;
listings of news directors and farm
directors; major awards and citations; expanded community antenna
and tv translator departments; list
of tv station applications pending;
worldwide radio set count by countries; foreign operations of American broadcasters; log of fm stations
by call letters and frequencies plus
the usual directories — amounting to
50 directories in all.
Marginal notes have been added
on Yearbook pages to tie in with
the six thumb-index tabs that proved
popular in the last Yearbook issue.
A quick index is printed on the front
cover for the six major areas of
broadcasting. An easy guide by these
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

recommended that the drug provisions
be made more stringent to require full
justification when such claims are made
directly or indirectly.
■ Proposed to the tv board was an
entirely new section dealing with editorializing. The tv code at the present
SENATORS

BACK

time includes no item dealing with this
subject. The
board'stherecommendationreview
follows generally
edict
in the radio code which calls on broadcasters who do take a position on controversial issues to be fair and offer
rebuttal time to other points of view.

COLLINS

PROPOSAL

Neuberger, Dodd take issue with critics of cigarette talk
She warned of the possibility of govNAB President LeRoy Collins's apernment regulation in a letter to Robert
peal to broadcasters to curb cigarette
Kintner, NBC president, in which she
advertising that may influence schoolcriticized the reaction of the television
age children was supported last week
industry in general and NBC in particuby two U. S. Senators.
lar to the recommendation Gov. Collins
Sen. Maurine B. Neuberger (D-Ore.)
made in a speech before the NAB fall
warned that if Gov. Collins's advice is conference in Portland, Ore. (Broadcasting, Nov. 26).
not heeded, "the need for regulation
will eventually find its expression in a
Collins Praised ■ "Few industries
congressional mandate."
have had the good fortune to attract
Sen. Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.),
a leader with the foresight and courage
commenting on speculation that Mr.
LeRoy Collins," she wrote. "But
Collins's statement may cost him his of
surely no industry has responded so
job, said it "would be sad comment if lamely to such leadership as the broadthe television industry were to take reprisals .. . because he has repeatedly
casting industry."
Noting that NBC said it "does not
voiced a protective attitude toward chil- share
the
views [Gov. Collins] stated
dren and their development into healthy
on the subject," Sen. Neuberger said:
"I am curious as to which of his views
Sen. Neuberger has long felt that NBC disowns. Do you deny that the
adults."
cigarette smoking involves health haz- broadcaster may have the responsibility
ards, and has urged the government to
to subordinate profit to 'the higher purinvestigate and make recommendations.
pose of the general good health of our

facts so far
six areas precedes the main index.
With a total of nearly two-thirds
of a million words, the Yearbook includes basic economic, technical and
business facts indispensable to all
working in or contacting the worlds
of radio and television.
Station directories include all pertinent information on the 5,501 am,
fm and tv stations (5,158 stations in
the last Yearbook). Of the 5,501 stations 577 are commercial tv, with
111 tv station applications pending.
In addition there are 3,794 am radio
and 1,062 fm radio stations. Detailed
facts are presented on radio and tv
time sales, audiences and viewing.
Special sections include federal and
voluntary regulations applying to station and network operation and pay
tv and closed circuit tv interests.
Single copies of the Yearbook are
available at $5 each as long as they
last. The Yearbook issue plus the
52 weekly issues of Broadcasting
are $12. Orders should be sent to
Broadcasting Circulation Dept.,
1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6,D. C. Add $1 for foreign
postage.

She said such a denial would "come
people'?"
as
a distinct
surprise to the FCC."
young
Sen. Neuberger said the NAB president didn't urge "total abolition of cigarette advertising, but only that you
eliminate the calculated seduction of
children to the smoking habit."
Sen. Dodd, who is chairman of the
Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee, said he believes Gov. Collins
favors self-discipline on the part of
broadcasters "to obviate the need for
government intervention ... he objects
to an NAB code that is simply hung
on the wall for the sake of appearance."
"I am confident," Sen. Dodd said,
"that while [Gov. Collins's] views are
generally supported by the average
broadcaster, yet some powerful groups
within the industry have been highly
critical of him."
Pharmaco renews 'Gospel'
Pharmaco Inc., Kenilworth, N. J.,
has extended its sponsorship of Tv Gospel Time, a syndicated all-Negro program, for another 39 weeks. The halfhour Sunday morning gospel show will
complete a 13-week series in six markets Dec. 23, and will be offered in an
additional 18 markets, beginning Dec.
30. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
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No perimeter stations steal a cut of Cleveland's TV coverage. That's
why WJW-TV, compared with the top 15 markets, delivers up to
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twice the spot audiences on a CPM H basis. On prime shows, WJW-TV's
CPMH per CM is V2 to y3 less than the national average. For down-
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to-earth facts about Cleveland's "big green sky," caH your Storer
Television Salesman.
WJW-TV CBS ® in Cleveland.
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WDSU-TV
cooks up local documentaries for Ward Baking
close the deal with Ward.
cludes 19 programs, some of which
Ward Baking Co., normally conare not yet written. The thinking
tent to prepare breads and cakes
Earlier this year, WDSU-TV "had
for the nation's dinner tables, has developed plans for a number of was that WDSU-TV, considered an
outstanding news and public affairs
been serving local documentaries to local specials which were completely
station, should have the freedom to
varied
in
content
.
.
.
[which]
we
WDSU-TV New Orleans' viewers
this season.
come up with programs as the need
felt were worth pitching to a national
—
and the news — developed. InA $50,000 project created by advertiser," said Stan Cohen, WDSUcluded in the buy — figured at about
Blair-TVs special projects division TV director of program planning
and
promotion.
half
the
$50,000 total price— are
and Grey Adv., New York, calls for
spots which Ward can schedule any
19 local public affairs shows as well
"Ralph Allrud and Earl Thomas,
the Blair-Tv men who handled this, way it chooses over a year's time,
as spots.
or which it may divert to other
Reaction to the first offerings — if did just that," Mr. Cohen said. They WDSU-TV programming, depending
ratings and reviews are an indication
negotiated the deal with Ward's
on Ward's needs.
— shows the effort has been well agency, Grey Adv. It is the latest in
Efficient Buy ■ John N. Carpender,
a
series
of
annual
packages
created
received. Ingredients of the package:
Grey's account executive on the
Blair-Tv.
■ A top-notch public affairs de- by Ward,
which places about 90% of Ward account, said the package was
partment capable of producing qual- a $2 million national advertising
especially attractive because "it reity programs in quantity.
presented agood and efficient buy
budget in spot tv, sells under the
■ A national advertiser willing to Tip Top and Lucky Cakes brand
from a strict media standpoint." It
also offered Ward an opportunity to
names in New Orleans. The firm
invest a significant amount of cash
in local programming.
operates 21 bakeries in the U. S., be associated as a sponsor with "a
The 'How-To' ■ Here are some of mostly in major markets east of the type of local programming that is
good not only for a sponsor but for
the factors which enabled WDSUMississippi River.
TV and its national representative to
television industry as a whole."
The package Ward bought in- theThe
major effort so far has been
The Huey Long Story, a three-part
documentary in prime time which
scored ARB ratings averaging in the
30s in October and November.
WDSU-TV received unprecedented
cooperation from the former governor's family, which provided old
films and a unique interview with
his son, Sen. Russell B. Long (DLa.) (see cut).
Mel Leavitt, WDSU-TV director
of special events programming, produced, wrote and narrated The Huey
Long Story, a project WDSU-TV
spent almost two years to develop.
Bob Sublette, New Orleans StatesItem tv critic, described the series
as "an engrossing hour . . . the
most ambitious documentary ever
undertaken by a local station."
WDSU-TV plans programs on
Mardi Gras, the Port of New Orleans, and news specials as needed.
To handle the assignments, WDSUTV has a team of 12 newsmen
headed by News Director John
Corporon.

Business

briefly . . .

Buick Motor Div., R. J. Reynolds, and
United Motors Service will sponsor the
Orange Bowl football game, to be telecast on ABC-TV Jan. 1 at 12:45 p.m.
EST. Buick's agency is McCann-Erickson; Reynolds', William Esty Co.;
UMS's, Campbell-Ewald Inc.
Three advertisers have signed to sponsor ABC-TV's coverage of the "King
Orange Jamboree Parade," which will
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

be telecast Dec. 31 (9-10 p.m. EST).
They are Armour & Co., through Foote,
Cone & Belding; Bristol-Myers, through
Young & Rubicam and FC&B; and
North American Philips Co., through
C. J. La Roche & Co.
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. and The
Pennzoil Co. have signed for NBC radio's Perspective on the News show
with Chet Huntley, Mon.-Fri. between
5-7 p.m. local time in most markets,
and effective Dec. 31. Agencies are

Remington Adv., Hartford, Conn., for
Aetna, and Fuller & Smith & Ross, New
York, and Eissman, Johns & Laws, Los
Angeles, for Pennzoil.
"I Spit on Your Grave," exhibited by
Emerson Film Enterprises, will be promoted with a saturation broadcast
schedule in San Francisco beginning
Jan. 1. KSV & R Inc., Hollywood advertising and public relations firm, is
handling the account and reports broadcast media will be emphasized and more
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

Why WBEN-TV Buffalo,
bought Volumes 1,3,4 & 5.
of Seven Arts'
"Films'of the 50's"
IN BUFFALO
WBEN-TV
ITS

KEEPS

AUDIENCE

ENLIGHTENED,
INFORMED
and
ENTERTAINED

WBEN-TV pioneered Buffalo television
in 1948 and ever since has been dedicated to quality programs and public
service -through outstanding local and
CBS programs.
In the community-service field, WBENTV, the only Buffalo-area station with its
own mobile unit always available, has
brought its viewers Sunday services live
and from a different church weekly for
more than a decade.
Such live shows as state political conventions, dozen
a
direct telecasts annually from the county fair, farm-service
programs, live school telecasts, opera
workshops, State University of Buffalo
Round Tables — plus regattas, Seaway
specials, Niagara Falls Power inaugural,
State Thruway dedication -these and
many other direct telecasts attest to the
community spirit of Ch. 4 in Buffalo.
To serve this great Western New York
audience-that has come to expect the
finest in television from WBEN-TV- it

is also necessary to choose the finest
film entertainment available. That is
why WBEN-TV purchased Seven Arts'
"Films of the 50's." WBEN-TV feels that
these superb films will continue to provide its viewing audience with wellrounded entertainment. This audience
loyalty will be reflected in client satisfaction, WBEN-TV confidently believes.
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N La Crosse (P.O. Box 613),
ORchardSkokie,
4-5105III.
DALLAS: 5641 Charleston Drive ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 3562 Royal Woods Drive, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
STate 8-8276
TORONTO, ONTARIO: 11 Adelaide St. West EMpire 4-7193
For 50's"
list of see
TV stations
programming
Arts' and
"FilmsData)of
the
Third Cover
SRDS (SpotSeven
TV Rates
Individual feature prices upon request.

Who

wasVince

before

Edwards

he changed

his name?

ABC didn't think him up. Didn't discover
him. Vince Edwards was a good actor then,
as now.
But unsung.
What we did was to develop a great television
show with a juicy male lead. And then, find
the actor for it.
You, the viewer, did the rest.
Granted when it happens once, as in the case
of Casey, it could be luck. But then, what
about James Garner as Bret Maverick?
Clint Walker as Cheyenne? Efrem Zimbalist,
Jr., as Stu Bailey?
Or, from this year's crop, Vic Morrow of
"Combat !", Tim Conway of "McHale's
Navy, "and Marty Ingels and John Astin of
"I'm Dickens... He's Fenster"?
On the evidence, it's a talent for building
new talent. For creating the kinds of shows
with parts that take young actors and
rocket them to fame. Fast.
It's show business— with the emphasis on
show.
And it's something else. Something very
important. It's ABC's young, enthusiastic
approach to television entertainment. A need
to get away from the over- tried, the overtrue. A need to strike out anew and afresh.
It's, in sum, a part of the alert, young
creative ferment that characterizes ABC's
entire approach to programming.
It attracts, as it must, alert audiences,
responsive to change. And, by the same
token, alert sponsors— responsive to the
value of reaching such audiences.
ABC

Television Network ^fe

■ Maradel Products Inc., New York,
appointed Donahue & Coe, that city,
for its Life Home Permanent.
■ Gaffers & Sattler (home appliance
manufacturer) announces the appointment of Charles Bowes Adv. as its
agency, effective Jan. 1.
■ Prepared Products Co., Pasadena,
Calif. (Dixie Fry Golden Crust Mix
and Inglehoffer Mustard) , has appointed
Donahue & Coe, Los Angeles, to handle
its advertising. Both products are distributed in 11 Western states.

Ad

BBDO pulls a switch in the 'party line'
Advertising agency executives are Jones, WNAC; Richard Walker,
media director of the agency; Ed
usually wined and dined by representatives ofthe various media. But
Pilla, WHDH; Len Corwin, WCRB;
on Dec. 4, BBDO in Boston was
Seymour Yanoff, WCOP; William
McCormack, WNAC; Richard O.
host to more than 150 media repreHowe, vice president and office
sentatives ofall types. Among those
manager of the agency, and Harry
present from BBDO and Boston
Wheeler, WHDH.
radio stations were (1 to r) Proctor

than 500 radio spots and 200 television
announcements will be scheduled on a
$15,000 weekly basis.
General Mills Inc., through KnoxReeves Adv., Minneapolis, will sponsor
Scouting Report, which will preceed
NBC-TV's telecasts of three post-season
football classics — -the East-West Shrine
game, Dec. 29; NFL pro championship
game, Dec. 30; and the Rose Bowl
game, Jan. 1.
Also in advertising...
Pr firms merge ■ Smith & Garrick Inc.
started in business Dec. 1 as a new
public relations firm, with offices in the
Gibraltar Bldg. at 9107 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. Lou Smith will be
president and Robert Garrick vp of the
new firm, resulting from a merger of
the Lou Smith Organization and Robert
M. Garrick Assoc., both veteran PR
outfits.
New location ■ The Goodman Organization, Los Angeles advertising agency,
has moved to new offices at 915 N.
La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 69. Telephone: Oldfield 5-4922.
Ownership change ■ The owners of
Maxwell Sackheim-Franklin Bruck Inc.,
New York, have sold the advertising
agency to two executives in the firm.
Franklin Bruck, chairman, and Sher40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

man Lurie, executive vice president,
have acquired the stock interests of
Robert Sackheim, president, and Sherman Sackheim, vice president. Mr.
Bruck will remain as chairman and will
add the title of president.
New location ■ The Advertising & Marketing Research Library has moved to
new headquarters at 1151 W. Sixth St.,
Los Angeles 17, Calif. Telephone remains Huntley 2-5850.
WSAA to relocate ■ Western States Advertising Agencies Assn. is moving its
headquarters at year's end to 435 S.
La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 48.
Advertising fellowship ■ The James
Thomas Chirurg Advertising Fellowship, for one year of graduate study at
Harvard Business School, will be
awarded for the eleventh time to a man
of "outstanding ability" seeking a career in advertising. The fellowship,
established by Jim Chirurg, vice chairman of the board of Chirurg & Cairns
Inc., New York and Boston advertising
agency, carries a stipend of $1,500.
Agency appointments...
■ Virginia Dare Food Products Inc.,
New York, has appointed The Bruns
Adv. Agency, New York. Tentative advertising plans call for national spot tv
and print media.

impact

is most

important— Banzhaf
Impact has become more important
than reach and frequency in successful advertising, Max Banzhaf, director
of advertising, promotion and public
relations for Armstrong Cork Co., said
last week.
He defined "impact" as "finding the
people who represent the prime target
for a product and writing advertising
that has a real appeal for them — not
just a recitation of claims, but real
Mr. Banzhaf said that "in the lush
days of the early post-war period, reach
and frequency were all-important."
But,
he continued, "the public no longer
appeal."
responds
... to the sheer weight of advertising alone.
"The much publicized rise in consumer sophistication should adequately
explain why reach and frequency must
give ground to impact in a re-evaluation of advertising yardsticks.
"I do not mean that reach and frequency are unimportant. I do not mean
that they must receive less consideration as impact rises in importance."
He said that individuality is replacing conformity among consumers, who
also have come to "live differently, have
different needs and also have the money
to be very specific and selective in
satisfying those needs."
All this, he said, "leads one inescapably to the conclusion that it is far
better to appeal strongly to those who
are really interested in a product than
to offer a watered-down appeal that
tries
reach everyone."
Mr.to Banzhaf
spoke at an Assn. of
National Advertisers workshop on management's roles in stimulating and directing creativity in advertising and on
progress made in measuring creative
aptitudes.
Other speakers at the workshop, held
Tuesday in New York, included Wilson
A. Shelton of Compton Adv.; John B.
Hunter Jr. of B. F. Goodrich Co.; Ben
Wells of Seven-Up Co.; John D. Dale
of Dale, Elliott & Co., and Robert
Bragarnick of Robert Bragarnick Inc.
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* Fritz, is not only the highest paid plumber in Milwaukee, he's its best salesman. Each morning Fritz reaches a loyal folloiuing of housewives, industrial
workers and farmers. They make up 76% of the population. They love
Fritz — his Cherman Aczent]' old-time waltzes, polkas, wholesome fun.

Jack
New York Chicago
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news

NEWSPAPER
SHUTDOWN
PUTS RADIO-TV ON TOES TO FILL CITY'S NEEDS
Radio and television last week were
■ Department stores, airlines, thea- increase of $8 weekly over two years.
A compilation last week by Broadtres, motion picture companies and
the most sought-after news purveyors
casting in New York follows:
by New Yorkers seeking news and busi- other businesses sought to prop up
Department Stores ■ A spot check
nessmen seeking mass advertising ex- sales and schedule information and
posure during the pre-Christmas shop- promotional activity with radio and tv. of nine major New York department
■ Several stations temporarily hired stores, which for the most part were
ping days.
additional newspaper reporters, editors heavily hit by the lack of their fundaThe shutdown of New York's nine
and columnists.
mental advertising at the height of the
daily newspapers started the morning
of Dec. 8 when members of the New
■ Stations, particularly radio, re- Christmas buying rush, revealed that
ceived substantial boosts in advertising
six were using radio and one tv.
York Typographical Union No. 6
struck against four dailies for higher revenue.
Alexander's, ordinarily not a broadThe printers struck the Times, Daily
cast user, was the lone tv advertiser
wages and additional fringe benefits,
and five others also suspended all of News, World Telegram & Sun and the among the large stores checked. It
their operations.
Journal- American. Not long after the placed 17 spots on WCBS-TV and
The effect on broadcast stations, in strike's call, the Herald Tribune, Mir- WPLX-TV over the weekend and this
stepping up news operations, was immeror, Post, Long Island Star-Journal and week: a news program on WCBS-TV
the New York City edition of the Long
and various prime-time and late-night
diate as the nation's biggest market was
shows on WPIX.
added to another newspaperless city, Island Press suspended publication.
Cleveland, whose two dailies were
The latter five papers shut down unSpokesmen at Macy's, Gimbel's,
struck by the Cleveland Newspaper
der an agreement by member newsStern's, Bloomingdale's Korvette's, and
Guild more than a week earlier (see
papers of the Publishers Assn. to close Alexander's, reported the stores had
if one was struck. Printers were asking ordered schedules of varying intensities,
separate story, page 46).
Strike highlights in New York:
for a $10 weekly pay hike the first year most of them for the duration of the
■ Stations lengthened existing news
and $8.45 the second year, a 35-hour
newspaper strike.
periods and added additional programs
work week, improved pay for night
Bloomingdale's,
work and vacation and sick leave. The
hasSome
used details:
radio advertising
in the which
past,
and features in an attempt to provide
increased news in depth.
began a schedule last week on eight
publishers' initial offer was a package
New York stations, with IDs placed

NBC

PRODUCES THE BOWL GAMES
in color with Super Universal Zoomar lens
— 2 1/2 to 72 inches —
Hundreds of Television Zoomars used by Networks and independents for
improved studio production and remotes.
Let us demonstrate on your cameras.
CALL BRyant 9-5835 ■ JACK PEGLER
BILL PEGLER
500 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y.
TELEWSiON
ZOOMAR
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throughout the broadcast day. Macy's,
a regular 52-week radio and tv user,
stepped up its schedules on radio to
approximately 18 spots per week. The
tv schedule is continuing at its prestrike pace. Gimbel's ordered 20s and
30s on seven radio stations. A Gimbel's
spokesman noted that if the newspaper
strike continues, a heavier schedule will
be placed on radio after Christmas.
Stern's bought a schedule of 120 30second spots per week on a total of
four radio stations. B. Altman's also
used four stations last week. Alexander's last week scheduled a special twoday promotion on at least five radio
stations, with a total of 30 to 40 spots.
TvB Analysis ■ Howard Abrahams,
retail sales vice president of the Television Bureau of Advertising, noted that
pre-Christmas newspaper advertising
had peaked just before the strike started. He thought that most stores could
ride more or less successfully on their
pre-strike momentum.
The main exceptions to this, in Mr.
Abrahams' opinion, were stores and
merchandise that require heavy, steady
promotion — those that "live on the big
hypodermic
needle."
Among especially
these he
listed automotive
advertisers,
used-car dealers; theatres; want-ad
advertisers and others who use newspapers primarily as a catalog.
Mr. Abrahams thought more stores
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962
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f ■ tHIS is just to remind you that even though
A
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is possibly the most nearly-sold

(late afternoon) —

even in our News, Weather

-out station in the Northwest, this situation

and Sports (and at Noontime) — we can often
come up with a real BANG for you!

changes back and forth almost constantly.
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How

Even in our extremely popular "Party Line"

WDAY-TV
AFFILIATED WITH NBC • CHANNEL 6
FARGO, N. D.
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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would be apt to turn to radio than to
tv, because they know more about how
to use radio. He expressed concern
lest major stores unfamiliar with tv
try this medium and become soured on
it because they don't know how to use
it to good advantage. He thought it
much more desirable that such stores
become broadcast-minded through the
use of radio first, later expanding into
television.
He thought that experienced tv retailers in all probability would increase
their tv budgets as the strike progressed.
In the last New York newspaper
strike four years ago, he recalled, New
York retail sales slumped worse after
the strike was over than while it was in
progress (Broadcasting, Dec. 22, 1958).
Entertainment Business ■ Radio and
tv aided New York's legitimate theatre
and movie houses during the strike by
expanding entertainment news coverage
and employing a bevy of strike-idled
newspaper critics and columnists.
The theatres and movie exhibitors,
already suffering from traditionally slow
pre-Christmas business, in turn added
extra dollars to their broadcast budgets.
The League of New York Theatres,
representing producers and theatre owners, purchased a five-minute segment of
an expanded news show on WNBC-TV
New York, with Ben Grauer presenting
a rundown of the Broadway shows.
The league also went on seven radio
stations with about 183 spots during the
week to announce a telephone service
providing latest information on show
times and tickets.
Only one legitimate show, "In A
Counting House," opened on Broadway
last week. CBS and ABC taped interviews with the cast and newspaper critics read their reviews on radio and tv.
Transistor Radio Sales ■ Radio and
tv retailers in New York said that since
transistor radio purchases were always
higher in the weeks before Christmas,
it was difficult to determine whether the

RAB

prepares

WNEW-TV added "a minimum" of
35 special news programs to its daily
schedule for the duration of the strike.
The station was televising a special news
show every half-hour.
The outlet reported an increase in
spending by regular station advertisers,
and the addition of movie and stage
play advertising.
WABC extended its regular, onehour Newscope an additional 20 minutes each day, devoting the extra time
to local news and features usually carried by newspapers.
Additional local news headlines were
to be broadcast yesterday (Dec. 16)
during station breaks previously used
for public service items.
WABC's sales staff reported about
50% of orders received during the
week were from advertisers new to
radio.
WABC-FM, which normally duplicates WABC until 6 p.m. (when it
turns to a music format of its own),
began an all-news schedule for the entire broadcast day last Friday (Dec.
14) — FM Newscope, heard from 7
a.m.-midnight.
WNBC-AM-FM-TV reported greatly
expanded news schedules. Radio added
about three hours during the week and
another three hours over the weekend.

to contest newspaper claims
Lasser & Co., accountants and auditors, to make certain there is documentation that retailers will be investing in radio only a fraction of
the budgets they ordinarily invest in
newspapers and (2) RAB will make
a careful analysis of sales trends in
areas affected by newspapers. The
bureau's contention is that newspapers, after a strike, claim radio
wasn't as effective as newspapers
in producing sales and claim that
business declined, when, in actuality
no change took place in the trend of
sales.

Radio Advertising Bureau is taking two steps to make certain that
the current newspaper strikes in New
York and Cleveland do not become
"grist for the newspaper industry's
post-strike selling efforts."
RAB President-elect Edmund C.
Bunker noted that in the past the
newspapers try to "make a case for
their medium on what the newspapers claim happens to business during a strike."
RAB's two steps: (1) radio stations will be asked to report their
billing from major retailers to J. K.
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strike had any effect on sales. Retailers noted, however, that sales were up
and that they anticipated continued increases during the holiday season.
Station Coverage ■ WABC-TV reported its regular schedule of news program ing— seven hours and twenty
minutes a week — grew to a rate of 20
hours and 20 minutes a week within
five days after the strike started.
WABC-TV's sales department reported budget increases from several
regular advertisers including White Owl
Cigars, New York Telephone Co.,
Fanny Farmer Candies, Canada Dry
Corp., American Motors and Shulton
Inc.

Hand of Providence
While radio and television stations added extra news coverage
on
the airstrike,
during
New outlet
York'sin
newspaper
a radio
Providence, R.I., provided New
York agency media men with
out-of-town newspapers.
WEAN, owned by the morning
Providence Journal-Bulletin, sent
copies of each day's paper to 30
agencies. Six copies were given
to each media man to read and
distribute around his office. Since
the papers were delivered by
messenger from Providence (they
were loaded in station wagons at
4:30 a.m. for the four-hour
drive), the agency men had their
papers by 9 a.m., about the same
time they would pick up New
York papers if they were available.
The WEAN service was expected to continue for the duration of the New York newspaper
strike.

WNBC-TV added two and one-half
hours to the weekday schedule and
three hours on weekends.
WCBS-AM-FM-TV launched additional newscasts and news specials, but
the cost of mounting them was not covered by advertising support as of last
Thursday, according to the stations.
WCBS pointed out it was already
carrying 245 news programs a week before the strike; most of its regular newscasts were lengthened instead of new
programs and
being
added.
morning
evening
timeStation's
was soldpeak
out
before the strike, and the volume of
new orders has not been "tremendous,"
spokesmen said.
WCBS-TV also expanded several
news programs,
specialsincluding
and included new areas added
of coverage
amusements and finance.
WNEW added five-minute newscasts
on the hour around the clock and onehour newscasts at noon, 6 p.m. and
1 1 p.m. Two-minute inserts were added
in a morning music show and headline
summaries were presented on the 15and 45-minute marks.
Other stations adding news coverage
and bulletins were WNCN (FM) and
WEVD New York and WJRZ Newark.
The two New York stations received
additional business from movie and
theatrical interests.
WOR-TV added news inserts in its
daily coverage. The station also started
an Editorial Conference of the Air on
Dec. 15 featuring commentary by New
York newspapermen.
WOR Radio, which normally proBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962
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• MONTREAL

grams 15 minutes of news every hour,
added afternoon and evening stock market reports, expanded its theatrical reviews and repeated a five-minute early
evening business news program after
11 p.m. The station reported its advertising increased.
WPIX (TV), owned by the Daily
News, added a 15-minute news program
at 11 p.m., scheduling Steve Allen Show
a quarter-hour later than usual. The
station reported no increase in sales.
CLEVELAND

SNOW

WINS expanded its regular five-minute newscasts on the half -hour to 10
minutes and scheduled additional 10minute newscasts on the hour in traffic
times. Half-hour news roundups were
presented twice daily. Specialized news
reports, including obituaries, high
school sports, amusements and advertising news, were broadcast on the hour,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and 8 p.m. to midnight, as well as within regular program
segments.
CUTS

SPENDING

Retailers retrench in radio-tv buys during newspaper strike
stores which expanded for the strike cut
Bitter winter snows added complications of their own to Cleveland's newsback with the snow storm."
paper strike last week by cutting into the
Almost all Cleveland area broadcastextra advertising radio and television
ers said they had greatly expanded instations normally pick up in the absence
formational programming to bridge a
of daily newspapers.
gap
left
by
the
strike against the city's
The worst winter weather in more
two daily newspapers, the morning
Plain Dealer and the evening Press and
than 12 years had so fouled transportaNews. Both were struck by truck drivtion that in the opinion of some broaders Nov. 29, who were followed the next
casters surveyed at week's end many retail advertisers were keeping their day by members of the Cleveland Newspaper Guild. The Guild stayed out
money in the cash register rather than
after the drivers agreed to return to
spend it on the air when few shoppers
work.
seemed able to get to the stores. However, one radio executive pointed out
Among the highlights of broadcasting activity generated by the strike:
that "none of the major department
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Viewing the news
Arbitron's instantaneous metropolitan reports for New York
early last week indicated that
viewers turned to tv news in
greater numbers on Monday, Dec.
10, the first weekday night of the
newspaper strike, than on the
next two nights. Sets in use on
Monday at 11 p.m., when major
tv news programs are presented,
rose to 49.7 compared to 42.1 at
11 p.m. the previous Monday.
But apparently the furor over
the strike lessened on Tuesday
and Wednesday, when the sets-inuse figures for that hour fell below those of the previous week.

■ KYW-AM-TV operated a 24-hour
city desk utilizing many newspaper
reporters, two of whom were assigned
solely to the preparation of copy for
United Press International and Associated Press (At Deadline, Dec. 10).
■ WEWS (TV) ran Shoppers Guide,
an often-run five-minute daytime feature which allowed retail advertisers to
display their wares.
■ A local television sales manager reported some retail merchants not accustomed to broadcast advertising were
becoming entangled in their requests to
obtain cooperative advertising money
because, they were told, broadcasting
can't provide "tear sheets."
■ The strike was sending broadcasters new customers formerly identified
with manonly
said. print advertising, one sales■ Hundreds of informational briefs
which newspapers handle daily — statistics, meeting dates and times, births
and deaths — were picked up and aired
by broadcasters. One television station
rushing to get vital information on the
air as quickly as possible ran into a
macabre juxtaposition: hurrying to air
a "crawl" of school closings, the station
was embarrassed to find the information
eerily superimposed over a feature film
in which a criminal was planning to
bomb a school.
Changing hands . . .
APPROVED ■ The following transfers of
station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 101).
* WHFC Cicero and WEHS (FM)
Chicago,
Sold by Richard
W. Hoffman and111.:
associates
to Leonard
and
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Phil Chess for $1 million. The Chess'
are Chicago record company executives.
■ WIRL Peoria, 111.: Sold by Robert
Frudegar to Len and Burrell Small for
$750,000. The Smalls own the Kankakee Journal (WKAN Kankakee,
WRRR Rockford and WQUA Moline,
all Illinois).
WTEV

set

to begin

Jan. 1 on ch. 6
A new tv station on ch. 6 is scheduled
to start operations Jan. 1, 1963, in the
Greater Providence, R. I., market. The
station, WTEV (TV) New Bedford,
Mass., will be a primary ABC-TV affiliate, with studios located in New
Bedford and transmitter in Tiverton,
R. I.
WTEV, owned jointly by E. Anthony
& Sons Inc., New England Television
Inc., and Eastern States Broadcasting
Corp., plans to carry a full schedule of
network programs as well as local and
syndicated shows. The station is represented by H-R Television Inc., which
opened a Boston office to serve it. A
WTEV sales and news bureau has
opened in Providence.
Vance L. Eckersley, WTEV general
manager, who was formerly management representative for the owners of
WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa., has named
five department heads.
They are: Maurice P. Wynne, chief
engineer, formerly with Puerto Rican
Radio-TV Stations; Mann Reed, operations manager, from KBTV (TV) Denver; Francis H. Conway, sales manager, from WDAU-TV and WGBI
Scranton; George L. Sisson Ir., public
affairs directors, co-founder and former
owner of WALE Fall River, Mass., and
Walter A. Scanlon, promotion, advertising, public relations manager, who
has been with ABC-TV public relations
and CBS Films.
WMCA's

Straus

assails

'numbers game' players
"numbers
is a dangerous
oneThe for
either game"
a broadcaster
or a
politician to play, R. Peter Straus, president of WMCA New York and the
Straus broadcasting group, declared last
week.
He told the Greater Buffalo (N.Y.)
Advertising Club in a luncheon speech
on Tuesday that broadcasters who substitute polls for their programming
judgment are like politicians who
kowtow to the "faceless, gutless boss"
that polls can become in politics.
Mr. Straus, who with his family
has been prominent in Democratic
politics, built his speech around comparisons of the treachery of polls in
broadcasting and politics.
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The broadcaster and the politican
both need "the numbers" in one respect
but asserted.
that is "just one part of the job,"
he
"For both the broadcaster and the
politician, the duty to serve the public
and the necessity of winning public
support are sometimes in conflict.
"But the man who resolves this conflict by fixing the poll to tell him what
he wants to hear deceives himself and
disserves his public.
"One of the many good ways to
destroy the objectivity of a poll, if
you'd like to confirm your wishful
thinking about the public taste, is to
conduct the poll, not about what people
are hearing or watching or doing, but
about what they think they would like
to hear or watch or do."
As an example he cited a Milwaukee
poll in which, he recalled, 40% of the
respondents said they'd like to see
more "serious discussion" programs on
the air — but only 4% nominated "serious discussion" programs as the kind
they found most useful among those
already on the air.
KALB

joins CBS Radio

Affiliation of KALB Alexandria, La.,
with the CBS Radio Network was an-

nounced last week by the station's general manager, Walter Melson. The previously independent outlet is scheduled
to join the network effective Dec. 30.
KALB, owned by T. B. Lanford,
began operation in 1935. Other Lanford stations are KALB-FM-TV Alexandria, KPLC-AM-TV Lake Charles,
KRMD-AM-FM Shreveport, all Louisiana; WSLI and WJTV (TV) Jackson,
Miss.
Media

reports...

Radio too ■ A speech of FCC Chairman
Newton N. Minow this Wednesday at
the town hall luncheon in Los Angeles
will be broadcast live on KLAC-AMFM Los Angeles from its start at 12:45
p.m. to its conclusion. Talk will also be
given live tv coverage by KTTV (TV)
with highlights repeated on a KTTV
news program
at 10:30 p.m. (Broadcasting, Dec. 10).
Address change ■ Radio Pulsebeat
News has moved its New York bureau
and executive offices from Jamaica,
N. Y., to 222 E. 46th St., New York
17. Telephone: TN 7-8770. Jay Levy
is president and director of news operations of the world-wide audio news
service.
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New

uhf

group

opens

A new industry organization —
Assn. for Competitive Television
(ACT) — opened a temporary office
in Washington last week with Thad
H. Brown Jr. as vice president and
executive director.
The association was formed a
fortnight ago by the group that formerly served as principals in the
Committee for Competitive Television, devoted to the interests of uhf
stations. William L. Putnam, WWLPTV Springfield, Mass., moving figure
in the old CCT, is board chairman
of the new organization.
A permanent headquarters will be
opened in Washington within a few
days, Mr. Brown said. In the meantime ACT is using a post office
address: Box 4098, Washington 15.
ACT will serve as Washington
watchdog for uhf member stations.
Mr. Putnam has filed a statement
opposing a proposal to take chs. 14-

COMMERCIALISM

IN ETV

Guidelines being drafted on
commercial backing of etv
Commercial and educational television broadcasters are hammering out
a guide on commercialism in etv. The
list of standards is expected to be issued
soon after Jan. 1.
The study, underway for the last several months, was triggered primarily by
the Age of Kings series, carried on etv
stations as a non-commercial feature,
but given commercial sponsorship overtones via newspaper advertising paid for
by and mentioning Humble Oil-Esso.
Humble Oil and Esso sponsored the
Shakespeare series when it ran on commercial stations.
The plans for the guidelines call for
standards to set out "legitimate financial underwriting"
etv which
would
be consistent
with forFCC
identification
requirements, provide proper recognition for such underwriters and avoid
any commercial connotation.
Other "problems" in this field, according to informed sources, deal with
the practice by many etv stations of
selling advertising in their monthly program schedule booklets and the use of
commercial company names or logos
on etv programs or credits.
All are under study by the Educational-Commercial Broadcaster Committee. This committee is jointly sponsored by NAB and the Joint Council on
Educational Broadcasting. At its meeting Dec. 7, the Educational-Commer48 (THE MEDIA)

D.C.

office;

Brown

is executive

15 away from uhf broadcasting for
communications services. The organization will keep abreast of de-

Mr. Brown

Mr. Putnam

intermixture proposals, legislation
and FCC developments. No date has
been set for a meeting of the ACT
board.
Mr. Brown is a former tv vice
president of NAB; he spent nine

cial Broadcasters Committee voted to:
■ Approve a pilot study to determine
whether a single commercial station and
a single etv outlet in the same community can work together to tackle "pressing community problems." This will
get underway soon in an as yet unnamed community.
■ Continue discussions looking toward arranging some method of exchanging programs between commercial
and etv operators.
■ Work out some arrangements regarding the exchange of talent — both
performing and technical. The National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters is conducting a special survey
on the training of etv personnel, having sent out questionnaires to 800 colleges, 1,200 secondary schools, 73 etv
stations, 109 educational radio stations
and 6,000 individuals in complementary
fields.
Co-Chairmen of the EducationalCommercial Broadcaster Committee are
James Robertson, National Educational
Radio-Tv Center, and W. C. Swartley,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Other
members:
Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami;
Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco; William G. Harley, NAEB; Robert Hyland, KMOX St. Louis; D. L.
Provost, WBAL Baltimore; Dr. Lawrence Derthick, National Education
Assn.; Dr. J. W. Edgar, Texas State
Commissioner of Education, and Dr.
Clifford M. Hardin, U. of Nebraska.
Messrs. Robertson and Ruwitch are
members of the special committee
working on etv and commercialism.

director

years at the association before resigning in 1960 to enter private law
practice. He is a native of Ohio and
a graduate of Harvard Law School.
Mr. Putnam said the uhf industry
will have an experienced broadcast
expert and lawyer as fulltime head
of its office. Staff appointments will
be announced later. "Member stations will now have a strong, reliable
and respected voice in industry discus ions," he added.
Other ACT board members include Frederick Mueller, WEEK-TV
Peoria, 111., vice chairman; Robert
W. Mack, WIMA-TV Lima, Ohio;
David Baltimore, WBRE-TV WilkesBarre, Pa.; John English, WSEE-TV
Erie, Pa.; Lawrence Turet, WXIXTV Milwaukee, and Warren P. Williamson Jr., WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio. Public relations activity
is handled through Phil Dean Assoc.,
New York.

HAVE

MEDIA

FAILED?

Justice Douglas lays blame
on profit motive for faults
Supreme Court Justice William O.
Douglas, writing last week in an essay
devoted to personal freedoms, feels that
the media of mass communication have
failed to live up to their traditional
roles of informing and educating, particularly that portion dealing with controversial issues. The profit motive is
to blame, he says.
The essay, "Freedom of the Mind,"
was published by the American Library
Assn, Chicago, in cooperation with the
public Affairs Committee Inc., New
York. It also deals with other issues
including freedom of speech, loyalty
oaths, censorship, libel laws and investiJustice Douglas states that the press,
gations.
radio and tv "for the sake of money
aim to reach an ever-widening audience.
This means finding the lowest common
denominator. The tendency is to skip
the controversial or touch it only lightWhen it comes to commercial matters
in broadcasting he finds that "many
subtle forces also operate to keep us
in step with some conformist tune.
Products advertised on radio and tv
are the lifeblood of broadcasting. They
are dressed in attractive Madison Avenue garb and sold en masse. Some are
dangerous to health. Yet the facts concerning them, notably insecticides, are
never disclosed to the public."
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First
Hoosier

in
Hearts

Peru, Indiana . . . once famed as winter
quarters for the nation's finest circuses,
still touches Hoosier hearts . . . young
and old.

First

in

Hoosier

Homes

Keeping alive this 50 year old tradition, Peru holds their
annual "Circus City Festival", re-living the grand old
days of sawdust, ridgepoles and greasepaint.
"Let's go to Circus City", the WFBM promotion spots
said . . . inviting Hoosier listeners to a day with Channel
six stars at Peru for the big "Circus City" celebration.
Seven hundred train seats ... at $8 for adults, $5 for
children . . . were snapped up by the WFBM audience
in no time — another example of the pulling power and
community acceptance you can expect from WFBM-TV
in Indianapolis and the rich satellite markets surround,ing the metro area. Let us show you the specifics now.
Just ask your Katz man.
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Salinger

agrees

NAB FREEDOM

to talk on

government

UNIT'S PLEA ACCEPTED:

A top-level government-news media
conference on information policies of
the Kennedy administration has been
agreed to by Pierre Salinger, presidential news secretary, at the request of
the NAB Freedom of Information Committee. Frank Fogarty, vice president
of Meredith Broadcasting Co., is committee chairman.
The White House agreed with NAB
that all news media should be eligible
to participate if they desire. No date
for the meeting has been set. Mr. Salinger suggested the session be held
"somewhere away from Washington."
Participating on the NAB committee
are Radio-Television News Directors
Assn. and Radio-Television Correspondents Assn. All agreed the conference
should include specific complaints involving the management, manipulation
and suppression of news.
At its Dec. 13 meeting in Washington
the NAB committee voiced concern over
recent Washington developments restricting the free flow of information.
It delivered the following statement to
Mr. Salinger:
"All Americans have an inherent right
to know everything about the operation
of their government short of matters
truly affecting national security. National security is a joint responsibility
of government and the governed. We,
as dedicated broadcasters, continually
demonstrate our recognition of the great
responsibilities of government, especially under current world conditions. But

ALL MEDIA

news
INVITED

any attempted manipulation, management or control of information is abhorrent in a free society.
The Cuban crisis has demonstrated
the obvious need for a full discussion
of government information policies with
the nation's news media. Therefore, the
committee invites top government officials to a conference on these problems.
The NAB will ask non-broadcast news
media
co-sponsor
such a lauded
conference."
The toNAB
committee
NAB
President LeRoy Collins for his speeches
on freedom of information and commended Howard H. Bell, NAB vice
president, for his activities as staff executive assigned to the committee.
Attending the Dec. 13 meeting, besides Mr. Fogarty, were Grover C.
Cobb, KVGB Great Bend, Kan.; Ann
M. Corrick, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. (Radio-Television Correspondents
Assn.); Robert H. Fleming, ABC (for
ABC and RTNDA); John W. Guider,
WMTW-TV Poland Spring, Me.; Jack
Harris, KPRC-AM-TV Houston; William B. Monroe Jr., NBC; Stephen J.
McCormick, MBS; Weston C. Pullen
Jr., Time Inc., and Bill Small, CBS.
San

Diego

court

halts

prisoner interviews
A blackout on interviews with prisoners under the jurisdiction of the court
has been imposed at the San Diego
county jail after a judge's condemnation of such an interview by a news-

man for KFMB-TV San Diego. Prisoners whose trials have ended in convictions are under the court's jurisdiction until they have been sentenced.
After the 10-week trial of Adolphus
Hohensee, health lecturer, and the
jury's decision that he was guilty of defrauding the public through false curative claims for his 'Ambrosia of Gods,"
Harold Keen, commentator at KFMBTV, interviewed Mr. Hohensee in the
jail. The interview did not discuss the
trial and whether the prisoner felt he
had received fair treatment, Mr. Keen
said. "I asked him only about happenings at the jail, such as his reportedly
'passing out' when he was sprayed with
disinfectant, standard treatment for all
new prisoners, despite his protestations
that he was allergic to the disinfectant
and that it was against his religious beliefs.
"Without having seen the sound film
interview, Judge Hewicker [John Hewicker of the San Diego Superior Court]
blasted me and said I should be indicted by the grand jury for obstructing
justice. We rushed a transcript to him
and after he read it he said that this
particular interview was all right but
that he is opposed to all such interviews
because of what might be said. This
seems to me to be prior censorship for
fear of what might happen that threatens the freedom of the press and is in
violation of the law."
An attempt to interview another convicted prisoner after the Hohensee case
was
prevented
by jail attendants, Mr.
Keen said.

VA's Bedside Network
opens funds campaign
The Bedside Network of the Veterans
Hospital Radio & Television Guild, has
opened its annual fund-raising cam-

Messrs. Salinger (I) and Fogarty
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The non-profit organization is suppaign. ported by public and industry contributions. Itmakes radio-tv technical and
professional assistance available to
Veterans Administration hospital patients who wish to participate in productions for the radio and tv closed circuit entertainment network.
The Bedside Network, begun 15
years ago in a VA hospital, now serves
115 VA hospitals around the country.
Some broadcasting figures active in
the Bedside Network include Arthur
Hull Hayes, president of CBS Radio;
Stanley Adams, president, American
Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers; Donald F. Conaway, national
executive secretary of American Federation of Television & Radio Artists;
Claude Barrere, executive director, International Radio & Television Society;
Howard Bell, vice president for industry
affairs, National Assn. of Broadcasters;
and Stephen C. Riddleberger, president,
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962
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Development

at full or half speed

This new engineering advance, available only for RCA TV Tape Recorders, combines
all the benefits of standard quadruplex recording with the savings of half-track recording. Itprovides for tape speed to be switchable from conventional 15 inches per second
to half speed at IVi ips.
Since this new approach uses quadruplex recording, tapes are interchangeable with
other standard machines. Regular 2-inch tape is used. Standard editing techniques
are employed. There are no picture discontinuities. And there is no discernible difference in resolution. You get the same high quality, the same color fidelity, that you are
now getting from RCA recorders.
HOW IT WORKS: A new RCA headwheel assembly and capstan motor make it
possible to use half-track recording and to cut tape operating speed in half. The new
recorded track is only 5 mils wide as compared with 10 mils for conventional recording.
As a result, twice as many tracks can be recorded on the same length of tape— permitting
twice as much programming to be packed on a standard reel.
See your RCA Broadcast Representative for complete details. Write RCA, Broadcast
and Television Equipment, Dept. PC-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television

ABC Radio owned stations, among
others.
Contributions may be sent to the
Veterans Hospital Radio & Television
Guild, 353 W. 57th St., New York 19.
Bernard

sues Weed

on contract dispute
Charles Bernard, president of Charles
Bernard Co. and Country Music Network, has filed suit in New York Supreme Court against various Weed station representation companies, seeking
$750,000 in damages in breach of contract action. Spokesman for Weed said
Mr. Bernard's business association with
the representation firm was terminated
because, he claimed, Mr. Bernard "did
not work at his job, did not make sales.''

Webster cites 'plague'
of improper research
Creativity in radio research is producing valuable facts, but the industry
is "plagued" by two kinds of bad research, Maurie Webster, CBS vice president and general manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales, told the Pittsburgh Radio-Television Club Dec. 12.
He noted first "the unscientific study,
carelessly done with poor research tech-

WLOS-TV editorials spur grand jury probe
A series of five television editorials
develop background material for the
on possible irregularities in the pros- editorial series broadcast Oct. 22-26.
ecution of drunk-driving charges in The editorials urged a grand jury
investigation.
Asheville, N. C, has led to a grand
Mr. Whiteside, his records and
jury investigation of court procedures there and a jury appeal for court documents were subpoened
assistance from the governor.
for a grand jury which was convened after the editorial series ended.
Arthur Whiteside, public affairs
When the jury finished its work, it
director of WLOS-TV Asheville,
combed records of the Asheville City requested a full investigation by the
North Carolina State Bureau of InPolice Court and the Superior Court
of Buncombe County for a year to vestigation.

niques." He deplored, secondly, the
"heavy reliance on raw rating figures,"
which he called research involving a
rating service that will show a station is
"number one," and then "trumpeting
the fact."
He on
thought,
however, that
both
kinds are
the decline.
Mr. Webster cited as examples of
new creative approaches to research
CBS Radio Spot Sales' study of "the
best
times to attractiveness
reach men," showing
often
overlooked
of weekend
radio to advertisers and research on the
"bargain" of using seven-day radio
schedules to reach a big segment of the
market.

EQUIPMENT

RCA-built

Relay

WBOC-TV boosts power
in $250,000 project
At a cost of nearly $250,000, WBOCTV (ch. 16) Salisbury, Md., has completed an expansion program including
an increase of power to 225 kw (14
times its previous power).
WBOC-TV also has doubled the
capacity of its transmitter building,
built an addition to its studio office
building and remodeled all other offices.
A. S. Abell Co., Baltimore, publisher
of the Sunpapers, owns WBOC-AM-TV
and WMAR-TV Baltimore.

& ENGINEERING

orbited

by

NASA

INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS SHOW, YEAR'S SPACE LINK PLANNED, IF . . .
tries of the European Broadcasting
ice skating in Rockefeller Center and
America's second communications
Union.
satellite went into orbit last Thursday
choirs
singing Church,
at St. Patrick's
Cathedral
and Riverside
all in New
York,
The American program will show
night and the first contact was schedthe
White
House
Christmas
tree
in
uled to be made Friday morning.
and skiers on Mount Royal, near Montreal, Canada.
Washington, with Mahalia Jackson and
ff all goes well, space relay commuAmericans will see Christmas tree
nication between the old world and the the Augustana Lutheran Church Choir;
new again will be established after a
felling in Austria, yule logs being transported into Amsterdam, Holland, glass
lapse of almost a month when Telstar,
the first sky switchboard, faltered and
blowers making Christmas tree ornaceased operating after four months of
ments in West Germany, and the seaalmost faultless operation.
sonal shoppers' rush in London.
The U. S. segment will be produced
The Relay satellite, made for the Naby a three-network committee (At
tional Aeronautics & Space AdminisDeadline, Dec. 3).
tration by RCA, is circling the earth
Add One ■ Besides America and
from 800 to 4,500 miles high. It is
capable of transmitting 10 w which is
Europe, Relay's telephone and telegraph signals are expected to be picked
said to make it simpler for ground stations to pick up and receive its signals.
up in South America, where Radio InThe new communications satellite is
ternacional do Brasil has constructed
designed to operate for one year.
a station near Rio de Janeiro. In Europe
the Telepazio facility near Fucino, Italy,
Already planned is a gala Christmas
tv exchange scheduled for Dec. 19
will join the Goonhilly Downs station in
when 1 1 countries in North America
France.
England and that at Plemeur-Bodeu in
and Europe will be joined. The program, starting at approximately 8:45
The 172 pound Relay was blasted
p.m., EST, will be carried live by all
into space aboard a three-stage Delta
three U. S. tv networks and it will be
rocket at 6:30 p.m., EST, from Cape
RCA's Wilmotte
Canaveral. It rose smoothly and at the
telecast in Europe to the member counBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962
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Designed for your specialized "must know" references, the 1963 BROADCASTING Yearbook issue is the
largest (632 pages) and most complete encyclopedia-type book ever published for the business of radio-tv
broadcasting and the associated arts and services.
USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.
1735 DeSales Street, N.W.,
BROADCASTING
Washington
6, D. C
THE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Compiled, written and edited by
the same staff that produces
BROADCASTING— The Business-

□

New Yearbook and the next
52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $12.00
□ 52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $7.00
□ 1963 BROADCASTING Yearbook only— $5.00

weekly of Television and Radio
—serving the business of broadcasting since 1931.
LIMITED EDITION— $5.00 copy

'Subscription copies to be
mailed week of December 26,

title/ position'1

company name
city
addr

state
Please send to home address
zone

ered by over 8,000 solar cells to convert sunlight into electrical energy for
its 60 nickel-cadmium batteries. It is
33-inches high, and about 29-inches
wide at its broadest section. The wideband communications antenna, extending from the narrow end, is 18-inches
long and weighs only 2V2 pounds. All
the equipment in the cruciform-shaped
satellite is duplicated, which will permit it to continue functioning even
after one piece of equipment goes out.
Dr. Raymond M. Wilmotte, a former radio consulting engineer in Washington, was manager of the Relay project at RCA's Astro-Electronics Div. He
was a member of the Ad Hoc Committee on Tv Allocations and of the FCC's
Radio Propagation Advisory Committee
in the early days of television and fm.
In addition to the duplication of
transmitters and receivers in the satellite, Relay has a specially designed
traveling wave tube capable of amplifying the weakest signals 1 trillion times.
Inside the spacecraft are more than
6,000 components.
Electronics merger dropped
Merger discussions by two California
electronics firms have been called off.
In a joint statement by their presidents
Robert S. Bell of Packard Bell Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, and Ray E.
Marquardt of the Marquardt Corp.,
Pomona, said, "A mutual exchange of
information indicates that our respective operations could not be joined in
the manner we had hoped."
Relay, the RCA-built, 172 lb. communications satellite, is covered with over
8,000 solar cells which convert sunlight into electrical energy. This cutaway picture shows the internal cruciform construction and the mounting

of the communications components
and other space experiment assemblies. Relay's tail is the unique wideband antenna, weighing only 2Vi lbs.
At the top of the satellite are the
telemetry antennas.

proper time the hexagonal-shaped electronic relay went into the proper orbit.
A second Relay is scheduled to be
launched next year and a third is being
held in reserve.
This is the second in a series of active repeater satellites for communications. The first, Telstar, built by AT&T,
became operative July 10 and provided
the first transoceanic tv spectacular as
well as voice and teletype communications via space between the U. S. and
England and France. Telstar was
launched by NASA, but AT&T paid the
government $2.7 million for its services
in putting Telstar into orbit.
A pioneer Syncom (Synchronous
Communications) satellite is expected
to be orbited sometime next year.
Under manufacture by Hughes Aircraft
for NASA, this will indicate the feasibility of placing satellites 22,300 miles
54 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

above the earth so that they remain
above the same spot. This will permit
only three satellites to cover 90% of
the earth's surface; the lower orbits
will require large numbers to accomplish this.
Relay will circumnavigate the earth
three times daily, with mutual visibility
between the eastern and western hemispheres limited to from 20 to 55 minutes each pass.
It has a transmission capacity of one
tv channel or 300 voice channels, on a
one-way wide band communications
circuit; less than that for two-way use.
For wideband operation the government is using 1725 mc for ground-tosatellite signals, and 4170 mc for satellite-to-ground transmissions.
Built by RCA under a NASA contract at a cost of roughly $1.5 million,
the eight-sided Relay satellite is cov-

A Red Telstar'
The first launching of a synchronous tvsatellite by the Soviet
Union is expected soon, according
to Russian scientists reported in
Gazeta Pomorska, a daily newspaper. While no date has been
announced for the launching,
Prof. K. Sergeyev is quoted as
saying that the launching of the
first satellite "should happen in
the very near future."
Aleksander Kakunin, vice minister of communications in the
USSR, is reported as stating that
the Soviet tv satellite will be put
into a 24-hour orbit at an altitude
of 38,000 km (23,612 miles).
Another quotation by N. Varvarov, identified as an "astronautical commentator," relates
that the ground "cosmovision center" will beam programs to the
satellite twice a day (11 a.m.-3
p.m. and 11 p.m.-3 a.m.) and
receive programs from the satellite also twice a day (from 3 a.m.11 a.m. and 3 p.m.-ll p.m.).
BROADCASTING, December 17. 1962

Chi-ca-go . . . that toddling town
Composers hear the tempo of Chicago and set it to
music. And out of that tempo, out of the vitality of
a city's life — from the rough and tumble of ward
politics to the culture and serenity of its famed Art
Institute — WNBQ creates community service programming giving depth and significance to the
multi-colored tapestry that is Chicago.
For example. All Chicago examined its conscience
in "The House on Congress Parkway," a dramatic
documentary on racial problems. The prime-time
"Dateline: Chicago" series mirrored a city's pride

with "One Palace, F.O.B. Chicago," a colorful, vivid
preview of the Versailles art exhibit; entertained
with a vicarious, rollicking visit to the city's "Key
Clubs," Chicago's latest contribution to the lighter
side of American life and, with "Flowers Before
Bread," illuminated the little known good work of
The Little Brothers of the Poor in the spiritual and
physical needs of Chicago's aged.
wnbq programming continues to reflect issues
and events that affect and mold the life of Chicago,
its four million citizens and to provide a unique
spark of community interest. WNBQ -5
NBC OWNED. REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES.
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EIA group to decide
stereo monitoring issue
The am-fm broadcast equipment section of Electronic Industries Assn. will
consider whether or not the stereo transmissions of fm stations should be monitored. The group, meeting Friday in
Washington, was scheduled to take up
a recommendation that stereo broadcasts be monitored, referred to it by the
Consumer Products Div. of the association last month in San Francisco
(Broadcasting, Dec. 3).
Meeting under the chairmanship of
A. Prose Walker, Collins Radio and
former NAB director of engineering,
the equipment unit will have before it a
suggestion by FCC officials that manufacturers check stereo broadcasts to determine deviations from the official
FCC engineering standards. This was
broached to manufacturers by FCC
staff men during a meeting held
FINANCIAL
Settlement

MILLION
FOOD-EAT-DRINK
MARKET*
*Only WSPD-Radio lets you
reach this complete, rich 14county market. Over $328
million in ■food sales — nearly
$105 million in eating-drinking
sales — $1.3 BILLION total retail sales!
Round-the-clock audience
domination (No. 1 Pulse,
Hooper, Nielsen) . . . Integrity
Toledoans look up to . . . Vital
leadership in community service .. . Imaginative 24-hour
programming . . . that's WSPDRadio.
Ask your Katz representative

for MacFadden-Bartell
A settlement in the MacFadden-Bartell Corp. minority suit was approved
judicially last Tuesday (Dec. 11) by
New York Supreme Court Justice William C. Hecht Jr.
The approved settlement, which ends
litigation pending since January 1962,
provides for principal stockholders of
the company to contribute for retirement 350,000 shares of issued and outstanding stock. This will leave as issued
and outstanding 1,593,584 shares.
Judge Hecht
"from
a factual
businesscommented
and legal that
standpoint
such [a] settlement is fair, adequate and
proper and should be consummated in
the best interest of all concerned."
The suit was begun by a group of
dissident stockholders in the merged
corporation, consisting of individuals
who had held shares in MacFadden.
They charged that the merger plan, under which two shares of Bartell were
deemed equivalent to one share of MacFadden, was "unfair." The approved
settlement, by taking 350,000 shares of
the merged corporation off the market,
will enhance the value of the remaining
shares, a company spokesman said.
WPEN

WSPD
RADIO
TOLEDO
A STORER STATION
National Sales Office
118 E. 57th St., N.Y. 22
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approved

owners expect profit

Operating earnings exceeding $1 million for the fiscal year ending Jan. 31,
1963, compared with a $2 million loss
sustained in 1961, was forecast by William H. Sylk, president of Consolidated
Sun Ray Inc. (WPEN Philadelphia), in
a report to stockholders.
Net operating income for nine months
ended Oct. 31 was $502,000 (7 cents
per share), compared to a loss of $1.2

several months ago.
An earlier report that the Consumer
Products Div. had voted to undertake
the monitoring project was reported in
error by EIA.
ABC-TV

has

small

tv tape machine
ABC-TV last week revealed its new
65-pound transistorized tape recorder
for tv remotes. It was first used during
ABC-TV's coverage of the America's
Cup races (At Deadline, Sept. 24).
The new machine was developed by
Machtronics Inc. assisted by ABC engine rs. Itmeasures 2Vi feet wide, less
than a foot high and slightly over 13
inches deep. Called the MVR-10, the
machine, according to ABC, uses only
one-fourth the tape required by other
video recorders for equivalent programming, and uses one-inch tape running
at IV2 inches per second.
REPORTS
million for the same period in 1961.
Total sales and other income for the
nine-month period reached $27,958,000, compared to $32,311,000 for the
same 1961 period. Consolidated Sun
Ray's WPEN "continues to produce
high earnings," the report said.
RCA declares 2% dividend
The RCA board of directors has declared a2% stock dividend in addition
to the regular quarterly cash dividend of
25 cents per share on common stock.
Similar stock dividends were declared by RCA in the past three years.
Financial notes . . .
Decca-Universal dividend ■ Directors
of Decca Records Inc. last week declared aregular quarterly dividend of
30 cents a share on the company's
capital stock, payable on Dec. 28 to
holders of record on Dec. 17. At the
same time, directors of Universal Pictures, a subsidiary of Decca, declared
a quarterly dividend of 25 cents a share,
payable on Dec. 27 to stockholders of
record on Dec. 14. MCA owns more
than 80% of the stock in Decca.
UAC dividend ■ The board of directors
of United Artists Corp., New York,
last week declared a regular quarterly
dividend of 40<£ per common share,
payable Dec. 28 to stockholders of
record Dec. 14.
Kollsman declaration ■ Standard Kollsman Industries Inc., Melrose Park, 111.,
declared a 3% stock dividend to stockholders of record Dec. 14, payable Dec.
28. Standard Kollsman manufactures
electronic and electrical products, including uhf tuners for tv receivers.
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

Business-labor reporter for WWJ News, Britton Temby keeps an experienced finger on the
pulse of union-management developments, informs his audience of industrial swings and
counter-swings affecting their jobs and incomes. Temby also specializes in crisp, incisive
interviews with local and national leaders for the great WWJ News operation-the only
Detroit service enhanced by:
• 13-Man Broadcast News Staff— Michigan's Largest
• Newsgathering Resources of The Detroit News
• NBC Correspondents in 75 Countries
£

WWJ

1

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
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THE
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STATIONS

k

f

WWJ-TV

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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Cox
HE'LL

appointment
OUT-MINOW

MINOW,

A tough era of federal regulation of
broadcasting stations promised to become even tougher with President Kenannouncement
last week
intends nedy's
to name
Kenneth
A. Coxthatas hea
member of the FCC.
Mr. Cox, chief of the FCC's Broadcast Bureau since March 1961, will replace Commissioner T. A. M. Craven,
who reaches the mandatory retirement
age of 70 on Jan. 31. Commissioner
Craven, an engineer, will remain on
part-time duty with the FCC as a consultant on space satellite and international telecommunications matters
and will attend the 1963 Geneva conference on this subject.
A Seattle attorney, Mr. Cox is President Kennedy's third appointment —
Democrats all — to the FCC. His first
appointment will be only for the five
months remaining in Commissioner
Craven's term (to June 30) but an administration spokesman said he also is
scheduled for a full seven-year term beginning next July.
A liberal who advocates broad federal regulation of radio and tv stations,
more noticeably in programming areas,
Mr. Cox has practiced this policy both
as chief of the Broadcast Bureau and before that as special communications
counsel for the Senate Commerce Committee. Unlike the President's earlier
FCC appointments — Chairman Newton
Minow and E. William Henry — Mr.
Cox is well steeped in the government
picture of broadcasting. But he has
no practical experience from the station
viewpoint.
To the Senate ■ Mr. Cox's name will
go to the Senate soon after the 88th
Congress convenes Jan. 9 and confirmation is expected to be made without any
hitch. The same Senate Commerce
Committee which the Seattle attorney
has served several times in the past
will act first on the appointment and the
chairman, Sen. Warren Magnuson CDWash. ), is the man who has called on
the appointee for his duties with the
committee. a
In fact, it is known that Sen. Magnuson holds Mr. Cox in the highest
regard and had recommended the
Seattle attorney for both prior vacancies on the FCC during the present
Administration.
During his off-and-on service with
the Senate committee from 1956-60,
Mr. Cox conducted lengthy industry
investigations and authored three reports, all critical of both the industry
58

gives

FCC

SAYS STAFFER; CRAVEN
and the FCC. In his 20 months as
bureau chief, Mr. Cox has advocated
rules changes, policy statements and
FCC actions which a major portion of
the broadcasting industry feels are outside the purview of the federal government.
Although Chairman Minow has acfor the a"big
he wieldsquired areputation
over the industry,
top stick"
FCC
staff official predicted that "Ken will
out-Minow Minow in regulatory matters when he gets a vote" as an FCC
member. And very likely Mr. Cox will
provide the fourth vote on major matters which heretofore have been defeated within the FCC and the fifth
on those which have passed by only
one vote.
For example, as bureau chief Mr.
Cox has been pushing for a program
renewal form which has met stiff opposition on the commission and from
broadcasters. He will soon have a vote
to help push his ideas across. Recently,
a proposal to institute rulemaking
which would look toward adopting the
NAB codes dealing with commercial
maximums was defeated by one vote
(Closed Circuit, Nov. 26). Mr. Cox
is known to favor such a plan and the
man he will replace voted against it.
Good Listener, Debater ■ While Mr.
Cox has definite ideas, for which he
will fight hard, he also has been liberally praised for his willingness to listen
intently to the other man's viewpoint.
Veteran commission members and staffers point out that there has never been
an FCC Broadcast Bureau chief whose
arguments in the agency's deliberations
can compare in quality and detail with
those of Mr. Cox.
Many of Mr. Cox's proposals, both
Out of action
Kenneth A. Cox, President
Kennedy's choice as a member
of the FCC, received word of the
impending appointment just before entering the hospital for a
minor operation. Mr. Cox, present chief of the FCC's Broadcast
Bureau, was admitted to Suburban
Hospital, Bethesda, Md., last
Thursday (Dec. 13) and is expected to be out of the office for
two to three weeks. He will return to work around the first of
the year.

a

club

flush

TO BE CONSULTANT
in Senate committee reports and as
chief of the Broadcast Bureau, have
been adopted by the commission. In a
1957 report to the Senate, Mr. Cox
recommended a cutback in option time
and elimination of must-buys. The latter practice was abolished voluntarily by
the networks. The agency also lopped
off a half-hour of prime option time
and in a reopened rulemaking threatens
to do away with it altogether. At the
same time, Mr. Cox suggested that network affiliation contracts be made public— the objective of current FCC rulemaking. He also questioned whether
the networks' ownership of five vhf stations apiece exceeds "their legitimate
A 1959 Cox report for the Senate
was highly critical of the FCC in two
areas: failure to solve the tv allocaneeds."
tions dilemma (a problem still unsolved
which Mr. Cox will face as a commissioner) and failure to exert control over
community antenna tv systems (the
FCC's top priority on recommended
legislation for 1963). At the same time,
Mr. Cox urged the FCC to take steps
to
foster and protect small-market tv
stations.
As chief of the FCC's Broadcast
Bureau, Mr. Cox is the primary architect of the current staff inquiries of tv
stations on programming (Broadcasting, Dec. 3). He maintains stations
must be held to their promises and must
serve all segments of the audience in
prime time but admits there is a "difficensorship.
cult area" in judging what constitutes
Too many broadcasters are too interested inmaking money to operate in
"the public interest," Mr. Cox feels,
and a year ago he said that broadcasting "can't make tv the servant of mass
advertising,
to as great
as it has"
(Our Respects,
Aug. extent
21, 1961).
A Distinguished Record ■ Commissioner Craven steps down after a distinguished record encompassing 36
years of government service. He has
served two widely-separated terms as a
commissioner (1937-44; 1956-62) and
began on the staff of the old Federal
Radio Commission in 1928. He left the
Radio Commission two years later but
returned to the FCC in 1935 as chief
engineer, a post he held when promoted
to commissioner in 1937.
Commissioner Craven was a naval
officer in communications for 18 years
and holds the rank of commander in
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

consultant, he will maintain an office
in the FCC headquarters. As a consultant on space matters. Mr. Craven
will continue to work closely with his
two personal professional assistants at
the FCC who have been transferred to the same work. Legal assistant Robert Koteen will work on space
matters from the general counsel's
office and engineering assistant Fred
Heister
has onbeen
assigned
to the FCC's
new office
satellite
communications.

Mr. Cox
A liberal vote added
retirement. He also has spent many
years in private practice as a consulting
engineer.
In announcing Commissioner Craven's retirement, the President said that
he is pleased the veteran engineer "will
continue to serve the FCC and your
government as one of its key representatives" at the Geneva conference on
space communications allocations in
October 1963. In a letter to the FCC's
space commissioner, President Kennedy said:
". . . All of us in this administration
place the highest priority on the program, already well-advanced, to bring
into being at the earliest practicable
date an operational global satellite communications system. . . . The fact that
you are willing to undertake this added
assignment after concluding over 36
years of distinguished federal service is
indeed a tribute to your devotion to
duty."
FCC Chairman Newton Minow had
asked that Commissioner Craven be retained as a consultant to the commission and a special ruling by the comptroller general was necessary for him
to be allowed to do so after reaching
age 70. "We are gratified that Commissioner Craven's counsel and guidance will still be available to us," the
chairman said in praising Mr. Craven's
record. "His talents will be of enormous help to the FCC and to the United
States in the international conference
which is of vital importance."
Commissioner Craven will remain on
the FCC beyond Jan. 31 if Mr. Cox has
not been confirmed by then, the President announced. After he becomes a
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

Birthday Present ■ Mr. Cox's impending appointment was announced
last Monday (Dec. 10), just three days
after his 46th birthday on Dec. 7. He
was born in Topeka, Kan., but spent
most of his life as a resident of Seattle.
He was valedictorian of his high school
class and graduated cum laude from
the U. of Washington law school in
1940. He also was a member of Phi
Beta Kappa, a national scholastic society, and received a masters degree
in law from Michigan U. in 1941.
Mr. Cox was in the army in both
World War II and the Korean War
with the rank of captain. In 1946 he
returned to Michigan law school as an
assistant professor and in 1948 became
a member of the Seattle law firm of
Little, LeSourd, Palmer, Scott & Slemmons. He remained a member of that
firm, except for time off to serve with
Sen. Magnuson's committee, until he
was named chief of the Broadcast Bureau in March 1961 — at the same time
Mr. Minow became chairman of the
FCC.
With the appointment of Mr. Cox,
the President interrupted a "common
law" practice of always having at least
one engineering commissioner. Since
the FCC was established in 1934, it has
never lacked an engineer member, but
the new lineup will be five attorneys,
one accountant (Robert E. Lee) and
one former broadcaster-congressional
staffer (Robert T. Bartley). Earlier
this year, the President named another
attorney (E. William Henry) to succeed
engineer John S. Cross. The other lawyer members are Chairman Minow and
Commissioners Frederick W. Ford and
Rosel Hyde, the last two Republicans
along with Commissioner Lee.
Mr. Cox has been active in Washington state Democratic politics and was
a precinct committeeman from 195460. He has never run for political office
and did not take an active role in the
1960 presidential campaign.
The former Nona Fumerton, now
Mrs. Kenneth Cox, followed in her
husband's footsteps as valedictorian of
her class (one year behind her future
husband), was a member of the same
championship debating team with Mr.
Cox and received a law degree from
the U. of Washington with top class
honors. They were married Jan. 1,

Mr. Craven
Remains as consultant

1943, and now live in suburban Bethesda, Md.
The three Cox children — Gregory 12,
Jeffrey
viewers. 9 and Douglas 6 — are avid tv
Unique Duty ■ In April 1959, Mr.
Cox performed a difficult task for the
Commerce Committee when he was recalled as "trial counsel" during consideration of Admiral Lewis Strauss' appointment as secretary of commerce.
Mr. Cox's investigation was instrumental
in causing the Senate to refuse to confirm Mr. Strauss. This time, Mr. Cox
will be on the other side of the table,
but a similar result is not in the cards.
Chairman Minow had high praise for
the President's intention to appoint Mr.
Cox. "Ken has extremely wide experience in FCC and broadcasting problems, both with the Senate and as chief
of the Broadcast Bureau," the chairman
said. "We will welcome him to the
commission and we look forward to
working with him the next several years
and utilizing his broad experience."
Speculation immediately began on
Mr. Cox's successor as bureau chief but
Chairman Minow refused to give any
indication if he has anyone specific in
mind. The names most prominently
mentioned are James Juntilla, present
assistant chief, and Joe Nelson, former
chief of renewals and transfers and
now a member of the FCC Review
Board. One admirer of Mr. Nelson
expressed doubt that he would be interested in the job since the Review
Board members have just been made
Grade 17's, the same pay grade as the
bureau chief, and his present job is nonpolitical.
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NOW
Buy PRIME

MINUTES
in the
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j
TELEVISION

SEATTLE

-TACOMA'S

POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT
Before you buy television in the Pacific
Northwest, consider this one basic fact:
Only KTNT-TV in this area includes five major
cities in its "A" contour, (Seattle, Tacoma,
Everett, Bremerton, Olympia). KTNT-TV's tower
is ideally located to beam a clear signal to
all of this major market.
ask Paul H. Raymer Co.
about all the details.
kED

TELEVISION
PACIFIC NORTHWEST'S
GREAT INDEPENDENT
Studios in Seattle and Tacoma
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Voice disbands remaining 'crisis' hookup
SOME CUBAN EXILES CHARGE CENSORSHIP OF NEWS
The network of commercial stations the station, but a check indicated that
that was assembled to broadcast Voice
WMIE was the outlet involved. Jack
of America programs into the Caribbean
Nobles, general manager, said the press
was completely disbanded last week, as reports were "nine-tenths" inaccurate.
But he said that the station, at the
the Voice ended its special Cuban-crisis
broadcasting schedule.
Voice's request, has imposed restrictions
Five stations remaining of an origi- on Cuban exiles broadcasting over its
nal hookup of 10 commercial stations
facilities. He said the station had "various conversations" with the Voice over
resumed normal programming at midnight Thursday. The stations had car- a period of several weeks about the
ried Voice programs during parts of problem and that the cooperation has
their broadcast day since President
He "good."
said the station is trying to stop
been
Kennedy's Cuban quarantine speech
Oct. 22 (Broadcasting, Oct. 29).
backbiting among the various Cuban
The termination of the unprecedented
groups in Miami. He also said the station attempted to prevent the exiled
arrangement between the Voice and
the stations coincided with reports from
newscasters from "stirring up the atmosphere at a time when negotiations
Miami of charges that the Voice had
imposed "censorship" on Cuban exiled
newscasters broadcasting to Cuba. A
Voice spokesman denied the charge,
but said the agency had asked one
Miami station to tone down the comments of some of the exiles broadcasting over its facilities.
The stations that left the Voice network last week are WWL New Oreleans; WKWF Key West; WMIE and
WGBS, both Miami; and WRUL New
York, an international station.
Along with its release of the stations, the Voice cut its broadcasts aimed
at Cuba from 24 hours daily to the
normal pre-crisis schedule of 8 hours
and 45 minutes of Spanish-language
programming. The Voice, however, is
continuing to operate two mobile 50
kw transmitters installed on Florida's
Tortugas and Marathon kevs last
month (Broadcasting, Nov. 12). The
Voice said its information indicates
programs relayed by the transmitters
are being received clearly in Cuba.
Exiles Complain ■ The reports of
censorship, carried by a wire service,
said exiled Cuban newscasters have
complained that station managers, acting at the Voice's request, are preventing them from speculating about Cuba's
future or about possible U. S. action
regarding that country.
A Voice spokesman said that "early
in the crisis" the agency cautioned one
Miami station on the importance of
keeping broadcasts to Cuba "factual
and accurate" and of preventing "further agitation by dissident Cuban exile
groups, some of whom were feuding."
He said the important consideration
was to "prevent confusion."
He said the station "was in complete
agreement and cooperated wholeheartcontacts. edly." He said there were no other
The spokesman declined to identify

were
He sosaiddelicate."
one of the charges — that the
exiles were prohibited from disparaging
Fidel Castro — was completely false.
Nothing has been said as to how "that
gentleman" should be described, he said.
But with the release of the station by
the Voice, Mr. Nobles said, "we feel
the self-censorship is off entirely." He
said the station would, however, continue to screen all material broadcast
over its facilities as it normally does.
Officials at WGBS, which also carries Spanish-language broadcasts by
Cuban exiles, said they have never been
asked by the Voice to censor such
broadcasts. But they said they look
over all material before broadcast as a
normal precaution.
Kentucky etv group seeks
uhf channel allocation
The Kentucky Authority of Educational Tv has asked the FCC to institute
a rulemaking proceeding to assign ch.
33 to Hazard, Ky., and delete ch. 19
(educational) now assigned to that city.
In making the request the state authority told the FCC that it is planning
to construct an educational station in
Hazard as part of a statewide educational network. Because of the operation of WLEX-TV Lexington on ch. 18,
which is carried by catv to the Hazard
area, operation of a station on ch. 19
could result in adjacent channel interference, the authority said. Ch. 68,
which is unreserved, would not provide
as good service as could be had from
a ch. 33 operation, it was felt.
KAET plans an 1 1 station educational network which is to be in operation by the end of 1963. At present
there is only one educational tv station in the state: WFPK-TV Louisville (ch. 15) is licensed to the public
library of that city.
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

How to get the school to Johnny on time
America will have to build about eleven school buildings and additions a day over the next three years to
keep up with our growing educational demands. That
means they'll have to go up fast, but they'll also have
to be solidly built and economical. Here's how the city
of Elmira, New York, did it.
The contractor broke ground for the 55-room Elmira
School on Dec. 2, 1960, and raised the first steel
columns on March 27, 1961. 500 elementary students
moved in on Sept. 9, 1961; followed by 1000 junior
high students the next semester. That's less than a
year from start to finish, about half the time usually
required to build a school this size. And it cost 13% to
17% less than the New York State average. The secret:
pre-engineered steel components were factory-fabriBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

cated and shipped to the job site ready to erect. A new,
lighter, stronger, tubular steel column was used to
support bright, porcelain-enameled steel wall panels.
These slender panels increased usable floor space by
almost 5% and provided excellent insulation.
Like the Elmira School, many of the new school buildings we'll need by 1966 will be built with functional,
pre-engineered steel components.
America grows with steel.
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Lawyers look at Commissioner Henry's philosophies
and recognize an old, familiar image: Newton Minow
The newest and youngest FCC commis ioner, E. William Henry, stood up
before a Federal Communications Bar
Assn. luncheon last Thursday and
told how he thinks the FCC ought to
deal with some of broadcasting's knottiest problems.
His views, in a nutshell, caused no
surprise; they were very similar to those
of the man considered his mentor — FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow.
A rundown of Mr. Henry's views:
■ He is in favor of local hearings and
believes city-wide hearings on programming are beneficial.
■ He feels that community antenna
systems should be directly regulated by
the FCC.
■ Networks must continue to exist,
but
he isn't sure whether option time is
a necessity.
■ He has neither accepted nor rejected the Ashbrook Bryant proposals to
regulate networks' programming policies and practices (Broadcasting, Dec.
3), but he feels something must be done
to install more creativity in network programming.
■ He is- a staunch advocate of keeping licensees strictly to account to promises made in applications for new stations or in renewals.
■ He feels that the am radio population problem is acute, but he thinks it is
due to engineering laxity and would
revise the standards.
■ In the economic injury area, he
feels the FCC has no choice but to designate for hearing those applications
for new stations protested by existing
stations — and, he added, he would like
to see consideration given to a policy
which would require comparative hearings where such protests are made.
■ He believes that the future growth
of fm should be on an allocation table
basis, rather than on a protected contour basis.
Second Vast Wasteland? ■ Perhaps
Commissioner Henry's sharpest words
were in the element of programming:
"I think we could all agree that television
programs today exhibit a discouraging
degree of sameness, particularly in prime
time. Similarity of programming of necessity breeds dullness, and I do not
think boredom can be justified by calling
it 'relaxation.' This similarity is in part
due to necessary competition for the
advertiser's dollar. However, the idol
of majority approval must not be worshipped bythe networks to the complete
exclusion of the public's need for variety and the creative artist's need for an
62 (GOVERNMENT)

outlet for his talents. Networks must
satisfy the majority, but only part of the
time; and they must accurately determine what the majority really wants,
not what it accepts merely because nothelse is offered."
Iningspeaking
of the Omaha city-wide tv
hearing, in which he will sit as hearing
officer, Mr. Henry expressed his view
that this kind of an activity is beneficial:
"... I think it is potentially a very
effective tool for determining the manner in which television broadcasters are
meeting their responsibility to conduct
locally originated programming and to
impress on them the importance of this
responsibility. I think it is also extremely important for the commission to
publicize its work in an appropriate
manner. Inquiries of the Chicago and
Omaha type are, in my opinion, appropriate to this end in that they stimulate
a considerable amount of local interest
in the FCC's role. Speaking from a few
years of lay experience, I can assure
you that the majority of the public is
not as aware as it should be of either
its own responsibilities, the broadcasters'
responsibilities or the commission's responsib lit esam
. I confident that if it is
made aware of them it will respond
more effectively and intelligently for the
good of all concerned."
Space unit organizers
hold working session
The 13 men named to do the job by
President Kennedy reported progress
last week in setting up the corporation
which will own and operate the U. S.
portion of the proposed international
communications satellite system.
The incorporators, meeting in New
York on Monday, worked on drafts of
the corporation's articles of incorporation and bylaws, and considered the
qualifications of individuals mentioned
for top management posts in the company.
The meeting was the first real working session of the incorporators since
their appointment by the President in
October. Two previous sessions were
devoted mainly to briefings by government and industry representatives.
A spokesman said the draft of the
articles of incorporation would be discussed with Justice Dept. attorneys and
then reconsidered by the board before
they are finally submitted to President
Kennedy. The President's approval is
required by the statute authorizing creation of the private corporation. The

board hopes to file the articles "someFebruary." said no final decision
Thetime inspokesman
had
been made
"more
than 50"
individuals
who on
havethebeen
suggested
by
incorporators "and others" for appointment to top management posts. He said
the board wants to name "a small
nucleus of high caliber people" to help
in launching the corporation.
The spokesman also said no thought
has yet been given to the initial stock
issue to be sold by the corporation. This
issue, which by law must be sold to communications common carriers and the
general public on a 50-50 basis, probably won't be offered until next spring.
The board has scheduled two more
meetings, for Dec. 21 and Jan. 4.
Bureau asks denial
for Enright, Barry
The FCC's Broadcast Bureau told the
commission last week that in view of involvement of Daniel Enright and Jack
Barry, equal owners of WGMA Hollywood, Fla., in the tv quiz program
scandal the bureau felt that the station's license should not be renewed.
WGMA maintained that the station's
record "establishes that WGMA does an
outstanding job of meeting the varied
and voluminous needs and interests of
the community" in supporting its arguments for renewal.
The WGMA renewal hearings, which
began well over a year ago (Broadcasting, Nov. 20, 1961), resulted in a new
airing of the scandal of the dishonest
and now defunct quiz shows TwentyOne and Tic Tac Dough (Broadcasting, July 23), in which Messrs. Barry
and Enright were equal partners.
The bureau said that Mr. Enright
personally fixed (provided questions and
answers) some of the contestants himself, and that Mr. Barry, who played
master of ceremonies, knew that some
were fixed. The applicants "perpetrated
a gross deceit on the viewing public, on
the sponsors and the network (NBC)
over which they (the programs) were
carried
... aBureau.
patent fraud," charged
the Broadcast
The bureau said that Messrs. Barry
and Enright reflected "an abysmal level
of moral corruption" and that they had
undermined the integrity of television
broadcasts. "For this fraud on the viewing public, Messrs. Barry and Enright
must completely and unreservedly be
found reaudisqualified
as licensees," the Buconcluded.
What price programming ■ WGMA
that it was the policies of Messrs. Barry
and Enright, who "have used their
unique and extensive background and
experience," to form the station's programming. The Broadcast Bureau did
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

not agree and said "there is no basis to
find mitigating circumstances in the programming of WGMA."
In offering evidence of its programming achievements WGMA received
evidence from such important civic leaders as the Hollywood mayor (Broadcasting, June 11) that the job being
done was indeed fine.
As for the personal histories of
Messrs. Barry and Enright, neither of
the two men were ever indicted, much
less convicted of any crime flowing from
the tv shows, or their actions afterwards.
The two men were so "shocked and
thusly committed errors of judgment
which they have since regretted," when
the dishonesty of the two quiz shows
was suddenly made public, WGMA
said.
In defense of its renewal efforts
WGMA said that there have been no
misrepresentations made to the commission that would warrant non-renewal.
As to allegation that at the time of
the Twenty-One and Tic Tac Dough
scandal fixing was in wide-spread practice, "the commission could not condone such a fraudulent and destructive
use of broadcast facilities," the Broadcast Bureau added.
Tennessee bank opposes
new station in area
The FCC should deny Freeman L.
Crowder's application for a new am
station in Harriman, Tenn., for the security of existing stations in the area
and a local bank, the commission was
told last week.
The First National Bank and Trust
Co. of Rockwood (Tenn.) warned the
commission that if Mr. Crowder's application isgranted the area economy
cannot meet the added demand for advertising revenues.
The First National told the commission that it had purchased from Mr.
and Mrs. Crowder a note (dated in
June 1956) given by Folkways Broadcasting Co. as security for the balance
of the purchase price of WHBT Harriman, which Mr. and Mrs. Crowder formerly owned. A grant to Mr. Crowder
will cause the value of the note "to be
adversely affected and the bank's security will similarly be deleteriously
affected," the bank said. If the bank
had known that Mr. Crowder planned
to apply for a new station in Harriman
it never would have purchased the note
at the time and for the amount it did,
the statement said.
Serious strains would be placed on
local advertisers to maintain their present level of advertising if a third local
station were operating, the bank said,
and WRHK Rockwood, which has experienced trouble in staying on the air,
the bank said, would surely be put off
the air.
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

KWK
BUREAU

praises

examiner,

damns

BLAMES

FRAUDULENT

CONTEST

KWK St. Louis last week praised ad
initial decision by an FCC hearing examiner as "a most remarkably fine example of the effective and proper operation of the hearing examiner system."
However, KWK maintained in exceptions to the decision, the entire commission proceeding looking toward revocation of the station's license "was
unlawful
from the very beginning" for
several reasons.
In his decision early this fall, Hearing Examiner Forrest L. McClenning
found the KWK licensee not guilty of
all charges brought by the commission
and recommended that the license revocation proceeding be dismissed. Mr.
McClenning found that two KWK
treasure hunt contests had been fraudulent but that the fault lay with former
Vice President-General Manager William Jones and not the station's
owners. He ruled that Andrew Spheeris,
KWK president and chief stockholder,
acted in good faith as soon as he
learned the contests were not as represented to the public.
The Broadcast Bureau, on the other
hand, took exception to the examiner's
findings lished
andrecord
maintained
that the
demonstrates,
in a"estabmost
convincing fashion that KWK is unfit to
operate a station in the public interest."
Most Satisfied ■ KWK said that it is
"most satisfied" with the decision, which
resolved all conflicts in testimony in the
station's favor. "Unfortunately, however, the respondent believes that a
number of most serious procedural
errors were made by the commission
before and during the hearing, excepto which cannot be abandoned,"
KWK tionssaid.
The station argued that the revocation order was unlawful from the be-

proceeding
ON

LICENSEE

ginning in that it violated the Administrative Procedures Act. The FCC
ignored the requirement that KWK be
given advance warning and failed to
afford it an opportunity to achieve compliance, the station said.
The commission's actions were unlawful because it failed to furnish KWK
with a bill of particulars and d;Iiberately withheld reports of investigations
to which it was entitled, the station
said.
The Broadcast Bureau said the basic
question is whether an absentee licensee
is to be held responsible for the misconduct of its station manager and
vice president. (Mr. Spheeris and associates also own WEMP Milwaukee.)
The decision goes against FCC policy
established in the refusal to renew
KRLA Pasadena, Calif., the bureau
charged. It "must be emphatically rejected" and "would have the effect of
providing an acceptable excuse for licensee irresponsibility," the bureau
said.

tness'
'unfi
Tv
WDULrawn
withd
by FCC
A petition by WDUL Tv Corp. was
granted in part by the FCC last week
as it reconsidered a July 30 decision
that had refused WDUL Tv's station
WHYZ-TV (ch. 10) Duluth, Minn., a
modification of its construction permit
and had found applicant "unfit to be a
licensee" (Broadcasting, July 30).
The commission still refused to grant
the modified construction permit, but
granted the portion of the petition that
asked for a deletion of the conclusion
that WDUL Tv is unfit to hold a license. The FCC decided that WDUL
Tv's fitness was not an issue in the
proceeding.

FCC's register rings 'no sale' for WXIV
Louis E. Latham last week found
he planned to put the profit from the
that the FCC had little sympathy for sale of WXIV into WAVO.
A fervent evangelist, Mr. Latham
the difficulties of mixing station manasked a waiver of the holding rule
agement with world-wide evangelism.
because he devotes a considerable
Mr. Latham, who owns WXIV
Windermere, Fla., had asked the portion of his time to evangelism
commission to allow him to sell the overseas, and feels that he has not
station to Thomas H. Moffit for $60,- sufficient time to devote to all three
000, but the FCC did not agree that stations. The evangelistic ministry,
there should be an exception to the Mr. Latham claimed, has made more
and more profound demands upon
three-year holding rule in his case.
his life and time.
WXIV was granted Jan. 25, 1961.
With a zeal all its own, the FCC
Mr. Latham is the founder of the
Greater Commission Gospel Assn., told Mr. Latham that he has 20 days
owner of WAVO Decatur and to prosecute his application through
a hearing process.
WAVQ-FM Atlanta, both Ga., and
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CH. 10 SWAP

Witnesses for the City of St. Petersburg, Fla., told an FCC hearing last
week that public affairs and live discussion radio programs in which they were
involved on WLCY Tampa-St. Petersburg were taken off the air by the station in 1960 to make way for a new
mat.
"disc jockey and news" program forTestimony came from a minister, the
president of a council of neighborhood
associations, a Veterans Administration
public affairs contact officer and a
woman radio and tv personality.
The City attempted to prove that
WLCY (which is mainly owned by the
principals of WTSP-TV Inc.) carried
the public affairs programs only to win
a credit for WTSP-TV Inc.'s proposed
programming. WTSP-TV Inc. was
awarded ch. 10 at St. Petersburg over
five other applicants, including the City
of St. Petersburg, in January (Broadcasting, Jan. 22).
WLCY General Manager Sam G.
Rahall testified earlier this month that
the station eliminated "block programming" and terminated its MBS network
affiliation early in 1960 in favor of a
more flexible format with music and
informational programming (Broadcasting, Dec. 10).
The grant was stayed last summer
(Broadcasting, July 2) and the hearrecord was
reopened on
FCC's
own ingmotion
to determine
the the
character
qualifications of WLCY's owners
(chiefly Sam G., Farris E. and N. Joe
Rahall), and whether the radio station's
programming had been augmented for
the reasons alleged by the losing applicants.
Credibility Questioned ■ During redirect examination, WTSP-TV Inc. attacked the credibility of witnesses who

in tv hearing

CHARGES

ON

MOTIVES

were in some degree responsible for
local discussion and religious programs
on WLCY before and during the original ch. 10 hearing, but dropped in the
spring of 1960. WTSP-TV tried to
show the witnesses were biased and
favored a grant of ch. 10 to City.
Losing applicants in addition to City
(WSUN-AM-TV): Florida Gulfcoast
Broadcasters Inc., Suncoast Cities
Broadcasting Corp., Tampa Telecasters
Inc., and Bay Area Telecasting Corp.
The hearing continues today (Dec.
17) with more City witnesses and is expected to be continued Jan. 7 after a
Christmas recess beginning Friday
(Dec. 21).

Senate unit's staff
poses patent questions
A Senate subcommittee issued a preliminary report last week on the patent
practices of the FCC. The report, prepared by a staff member of the Judiciary
Committee's
Patents,
Trademarks Subcommittee
and Copyrights,on raises
a number of questions without trying
to answer them.
As noted by Subcommittee Chairman
John L. McClellan, these questions include: Should the FCC, in establishing
technical operating standards for transmission equipment, require the regular
filing of technical data and patent rights
by the companies whose material will
be used?
Should the commission employ the
technical staff to process and appraise
the impact of such information and
patent rights?
In setting operating standards, how
much responsibility should the commission assume for preventing restraints
on competition in the communications
field, and how much should it rely on
the Justice Dept. to correct any restraints that might result?
The preliminary report is the 14th
issued by the subcommittee in a series
on patent practices of various government agencies.
C-c tv used

by Army

to train its recruits

AVERAGES THE LOWEST TRAFFIC TIME
Cost per Thousand in CLEVELAND*
*Hours: 7 AM- 10 AM 3 PM-6 PM Rates:
SRDS Ratings: Nielsen, August and September, 1962-Hooper, September, 1962
Call
Representatives, Inc.
Sam G. Rahall
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For the long haul, closed circuit television helps train army recruits better
than conventional methods. This has
been reported by Maj. Gen. Earle F.
Cook, army chief signal officer, following an eight week test of two basic
training companies at Fort Dix, N. J.
Day-to-day results were about equal
for the two groups, Gen. Cook told a
Dec. 6 meeting of the Washington
chapter of the Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assn. in WashBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

Who

has a recorder

to fill every broadcast

Ampex offers the widest selection of professional broadcast recorders today. Each providing superior performance. Each providing
maximum
There's
the Ampex
351,
standard ofreliability.
the broadcast
industry.
The Ampex
352, reproducer for monophonic or stereophonic sound. The Ampex 354, recorder
reproducer designed for stereophonic sound.
The Ampex 601, professional quality portable
recorder/reproducer. The Ampex PR-10, suitcase-size recorder/reproducer with capabilities
of a studio console. And the Ampex 3200 duplicator, master/slave combination for high qualBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

need?

AMPEX

itytape duplicating at low cost. Most Ampex
recorders have stereophonic versions. The
350 and PR-10 Series offer 4-track playback.
All are dependable, flexible, easy to operate.
And all carry the Ampex "Four Star" one-year
warranty. Ampex also makes 600 series professional tape noted for long life and constant
performance. For more details write the only
company providing recorders, tapes and mem- 6?
ory devices for every application: Ampex Corporation, 934 Charter St., Redwood
City, California. Sales and service
engineers throughout the world.

ington. But a master, final examination
showed that the tv-trained company
made scores 10 to 26 points higher than
did the company trained by individual
instructors.
Color made no difference in teaching
effectiveness, Gen. Cook said.
Closed circuit tv permits the Army to
maintain the quality of its training with
fewer instructors, Gen. Cook said. This
is particularly important in emergencies
when instructors are usually reassigned
to become cadres of new units, he
pointed out.
The next step in the use of television,
he stated, is to use the system in training tactical units. This led one field
general to say, the Signal Corps chief
related: "I knew you characters in the
Pentagon would figure out some way to
run a war from your desks."

Affluent
listeners...
At.44/M...KP0L delivers to
advertisers the same type
of adult audience that pays
$5 per seat to enjoy
beautiful music at the
Hollywood Bowl.
This is the lowest adult
cost-per-thousand offered by a
Los Angeles radio station.
KPOL music is a delightful
combination of semi-classical,
musical comedy and
everlasting favorites among
popular tunes.
IV s the type of music
that appeals to affluent adults.
Proof— a recent survey
shows that the average KPOL
family income is 20.1%
higher than the Los Angeles
County average.
Result— a long list of
advertising success stories.
For details, call
Fred Custer at WE 8-2345.

KPOL
1540 AM (93.9 FM)
represented by Paul Raymer Company
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Rulemaking announced
for educational tv
Two rulemaking proposals intended
to relax the technical standards for educational tv stations were announced by
the FCC last week.
One proposal would permit joint use
of auxiliary tv stations and microwave
facilities of closed-circuit etv systems
to transmit educational programs on a
parttime and secondary basis to onthe-air etv stations and reverse (station
to closed-circuit).
The second proposal would make
1850-1990 mc available to etv for extended range, closed-circuit purposes.
The band is adjacent to 1990-2110 mc,
which would be made available to etv
for specialized use under currently outstanding rulemaking.
Comments on the two proposed rules
changes are due Jan. 21, 1963, with
replies by Jan. 31.
Non-commercial forms
announced by FCC
All applicants for non-commercial
educational am, fm or tv services will
use special new application forms, the
FCC has announced.
New forms will replace commercial
station application forms used by educational applicants, including those operating on or applying for commercial
channels. However, FCC is making
a study of such operations on commercial channels to determine if they are
"truly both non-commercial and educational" and may use the new forms.
The Educational station ownership
form was revised to show only single
cost price; renewal applications will
allow program showing for any week
during the school year.
Use of new forms was effective Dec.
3, 1962, but applicants working on renewals due by April 1, 1963, may use
the old forms.

FCC

denies

of Arizona

renewals
stations

In separate actions last week the FCC
(1) announced that the licenses for five
am stations and one fm in Arizona
would not be renewed and (2) accepted
for filing applications for new stations
using the facilities of three of the defunct stations.
An initial decision last Feb. 23
looked toward denying renewal of
KCKY Coolidge, KCLF Clifton, KGLU
Safford, KVNC Winslow, and KZOW
and KWJB-FM Globe, all Arizona. All
were owned by Gila Broadcasting Co.
Gila had entered into an agreement
with Carleton W. Morris, applicant for
new am stations in all of the same
cities, whereby Gila would not contest
the nonrenewal decision if the commission would accept Mr. Morris' applications for the facilities in Clifton, Coolidge and Globe. (Mr. Morris died Dec.
3, see Fates & Fortunes page 83.)
According to the agreement Gila would
receive $35,000 for the assets of its
former three stations.
The commission, in waiving its am
freeze order of last May 10, said that
since the Gila stations in the three
cities had ceased operation, Mr. Morris'
applications would look toward restoration of local am service; that if engineering data is supplied for the late
Mr. Morris' applications for new stations in Safford and Winslow, they will
be accepted and processed.
Unlike the first three cities, there is
an operating station in Safford and one
has been granted to Winslow, the commission noted in making its decision.
The FCC

last week...

■ Was requested by Dixon Industries
Inc. (a manufacturer of electrical
equipment) to allocate uhf ch. 18 to
Gaithersburg, Md. In requesting the
rulemaking proceedings Dixon told the
commission that if the allocation is
made it plans to apply for a new station on the channel. There is no ch. 18
allocation in any of the surrounding
states of Virginia, Pennsylvania or West
Virginia.
■ Denied a request by South Jersey
Radio Inc. which asked for a waiver of
the commission's policy of not assigning common
call letters
a licensee's
stations
in separate
serviceto areas.
South
Jersey, licensee of WOND Pleasantville,
N. J., had asked the FCC to assign the
call letters WOND-FM to another of
N.
its J.stations, WOSJ-FM Atlantic City,
■ Waived the section of its rules requiring tv stations to coordinate the visual
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

and aural portions of their programs
and allowed *KQED-TV San Francisco,
Calif., to broadcast only one picture, a
record album cover, while its aural
channel carries the program Portrait
in Music. Commissioners T. A. M.
Craven and Frederick W. Ford dissented.
NAB

seeks

MARK
OF

to become

party in Omaha hearing
NAB formally filed a request with
the FCC last week seeking to intervene
in the planned federal inquiry into the
local programming of the three Omaha,
tv stations (Broadcasting, Dec. 10).
"The proposed inquiry has industrywide implications which transcend the
boundaries of Omaha," NAB said. "The
entire broadcasting industry has a stake
in this proceeding and any action taken
as a result thereof would affect not only
the stations located in Omaha but all
licensees."
If permitted to become a party, NAB
said that it will offer testimony and
"present suggestions and information
which will point up valid objections to
this type of proceeding. . . ." NAB
President LeRoy Collins had attacked
such inquiries by the FCC last spring
at the NAB convention in Chicago —
while a similar hearing in that city was
in recess. Three weeks ago, the association announced plans to intervene in
Omaha (Broadcasting, Dec. 3).
Purdue gets Chicago
translators for etv
Purdue U. has received temporary
authority from the FCC to expand the
coverage of two airborne experimental
educational tv stations into Chicago via
two ground-based uhf translator stations on chs. 79 and 83. Chicago presently is outside the service area of
KS2XGA and KS2XGD Montpelier,
Ind., Purdue stations telecasting from
DC-7 airplanes and serving several midwestern states.
In making the conditional grant, the
commission warned Purdue that it must
soon come in with concrete proposals
for regular operation of the airborne
etv stations. The airborne stations operate under an experimental license and
the FCC pointed out that such operation will not be allowed to continue
indefinitely. Their licenses expire April
t, 1963 "and whether favorable action
will be taken on the renewal applications depends in large part upon whether
steps are promptly taken by you toward
making concrete proposals," the FCC
told Purdue. Such proposals should be
presented by Dec. 31, the commission
said.
Commissioners Robert T. Bartley
and T. A. M. Craven dissented to the
Chicago translator grants.
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FredNEWS
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CarolWOMEN
Johnio

Joel NEWS
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Bill SPORTS
O'Donnell

Richard HoffiNEWS
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Deacon Doubleday
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AlanMUSIC
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FIRST

CHOICE
FIRST
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RATE

Top personalities, top programming,
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effective selling job in WSYR's

18-county service area.

WSYR's big margin of superiority is confirmed by
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Bryant

report

gets

a big boost

A powerful FCC voice lined up
last week behind recommendations
now before the commission that tv
networks be limited in their programming ownership and prohibited from
participating in syndication.
And, Commissioner Robert T.
Bartley told the Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. a proposed national code authority under government jurisdiction would provide the
vehicle for effective industry self-regulation, which he said now is lacking.
All "shackles must be removed"
which hamper tv station licensees in
fulfilling their obligation to control
and select their own programming,
he said, Quoting liberally from recent
recommendations of FCC Network
Office Chief Ashbrook Bryant
(Broadcasting, Dec. 3), Commissioner Bartley said the market place
for programs must be kept open to
competition. "It must not fall into
the hands of a few and thus restrict
the licensee's selection."
Commissioner Bartley called "significant" the recommendation three
weeks ago by the Network Study Staff
that networks be limited in the per-

FCC

MOVES

TOWARD

Bartley
broadcasters have their eyes glued to
centage of programs they may own
(50% of entertainment shows in the dollars and cents entries in the
prime time) and a prohibition
ledger," he charged. "Thus, we find
against network syndication owneriedgership' instead of leadership."
ship. He said tv stations have only
Magna Carta ■ CoTrrrrrissioner
Bartley quoted at length from the
two sources of national programBryant report and from the FCCs
ming— network and syndication —
and that they should be competitive
1960 program policy statement. He
in fact as well as name.
termed
the latter a "Magna Carta"
Another staff recommendation
for licensees but expressed "serious,
doubt" whether the objectives of that
which would "strengthen the licen- statement
are obtainable under the
see in the gigantic struggle for propresent
economic
structure of broadgramming" calls for a national code'
casting. On that point, the Texas
authority composed of all stations,
and created under federal law, the Democrat said:
commissioner said. Under such an
"We must never lose sight of the
fact that the licensee is the onearrangement, stations could collecpossessed of the ultimate power over
tively exert pressures on those groups
which provide them with programprogramming. ... He must be jealous of . . . must exercise this right.
ming, he pointed out.
. . . . To the extent that he delegates
"Here then would be the authority,
now lacking, for effective self-regu- it or contracts it away, he is breaking
lation by the industry itself which
faith with the public whose frequenwe all embrace," Commissioner Bartcies he is authorizedBartley
to use."quoted
Commissioner
ley said. "For, when self-regulation
from a speech he had made trr the
fails, our experience tells us that
same group of California broadcaststatutory regulation fills the void."
He urged broadcasters to set their
ers, six years ago in exhorting licento become
statesmen and' leadprogramming sights high — above the
ers sees
in their
communities.
printed page of the ledger. "Too many

CATV

from

CONTROL

rulemaking would assist local tv stations
FCC said competition from non-reguDirect federal regulation of communilated catv systems to local tv stations
ty antenna tv systems is coming, the
"has
been
of concern to the commission
tomoved
agency
the
FCC feels, and
ward indirect control last week pending
for some time." Many stations have
its acquisition of authority to apply fought outside duplication of their prothe frontal method it seeks.
gramming bycatv in the past and voluntary agreements have been reached in
The commission, which has made control of catv its major legislative goal for many cities. Last year, an FCC bill before Congress for catv regulation failed
1963, announced rulemaking last week
to pass the Senate by one vote.
which
systems
catv
regulate
to
intended
Comments are due by Feb. 15, 1963,
must be served by microwave relay sta- and replies by March 1.
tions. This would be accomplished by
withholding the grant of such microwave
FCC supports ABC
facilities unless the catv systems to be
served agree (1) not to duplicate the for Nixon program
programs of a local tv station by bringABC received full support from the
ing in an outside station, and (2) to
FCC
last week after complaints about
if
station
local
a
of
programs
carry the
requested to do so.
the network's Nov. 12 presentation of a
If the city to be served by a proposed
tv documentary, "The Political Obituary
microwave relay has no local tv station, of Richard Nixon," on commentator
microwave grants to serve the catv sys- Howard K. Smith's program.
The regulatory agency said ABC was
tem would be conditioned on future ac"well
within its discretion" and that "no
ceptance of a local station's signal if
one is ever established. Pending appli- further action" will be taken about
some 2,000 complaints (Broadcasting,
cations would not be acted upon while
Nov.
19) to the FCC after the program.
considerathe new rulemaking is under
tion unless the microwave aspirants The FCC last week mailed each comagree voluntarily to accept the foregoing
plainant a copy of the agency's letter
conditions.
supporting
quoting ABC's
statement
inABC
its ownanddefense:
In announcing the rulemaking, the
68 (GOVERNMENT)
Microwave

"We deny emphatically any charge
that the program was biased and
distorted.
carefully
interviews Itbywastwo
Nixon balanced'
foes andwith
by
two Nixon friends. . . ."
It is illegal for the FCC to exercise
any censorship over programming, the
commission argued, and hence it cannot order a station either to carry or
refrain from carrying a particular program. The selection of program material
is the responsibility of licensees, the
FCC said, though when a station applies
for renewal of license the commission
investigates to determine whether or not
the station's duties to the public interest
have been properly discharged.
The FCC said it was guided in its
evaluation of controversial programs by
its "fairness doctrine," which directs licensees to afford reasonable opportunities for the presentation of differing
views.
ABC's
of the "Obituary"
show, the
FCCdefense
said, indicated
that the
fairness doctrine was satisfied.
Much of the controversy was about
the appearance of Alger Hiss, a convicted perjurer, to speak against Mr.
Nixon. The FCCs letter contended,
however, that a balance was reached
and that "the network's decision to
broadcast the subject program was a
matter well within its discretion ... no
further action by the commission in this
matter is contemplated."
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TELSTAR

& THE

World's

WORLD'S

largest

LARGEST

AIRLINE

airline makes

world's

Place: A reservations desk in the Air
France reservations center at idlewild
Airport. There is an important difference
in the phone call that is being received
at this moment, however. It was placed
at Air France headquarters in Paris, transmitted tothe Telstar communications satellite in space, then back again to earth!
This historic "first" is one of many Air
France has established. Other examples: first international passenger flight,
Paris/London, in 1919; first flight with a

first reservation

passenger across the South Atlantic, in
1930; first jet passenger flight over the
North Pole, Paris/Tokyo, in 1960; first
airline to equip its entire Boeing 707 Intercontinental Jet fleet with Doppler radar, an automatic navigational system.
And Air France was first to order a
remarkable new communication system
that now links its 41 offices in North
America with over 500 offices around the
world. Air France's network covers 201,043 miles of unduplicated route miles,

via Telstar!

the largest of any airline in the world.
Maintenance and personnel training
programs are other areas in which Air
France strives for perfection. Pilots as
well as crews constantly undergo refresher training. No other airline has
higher standards for its personnel. Or
for any phase of operations, in fact.
This kind of dedication to excellence
has always been a hallmark of Air France,,
the world's largest airline, through 43
years of international flying experience.

AIR
FRANCE
THE
WORLD'S
LARGEST
AIRLINE
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Am

sessions

to interested

opened
parties

The FCC bowed to mounting pressure last week and announced that its
conference on ways to control the growing number of radio stations, scheduled
Jan. 7-8, will be open to all interested

AND

IT'S A

GOOD

ONE

NOW THERE IS ONLY
ONE STATION IN ALL
OF CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA WHICH CARRIES
THE COMPLETE LINEUP
OF ABC NETWORK PROCRAMS. Only on Channel
27 can the people in Harrisburg, York and Lebanon
see BEN CASEY, MCHALE'S NAVY, STONEY
BURKE, COMBAT, LAWRENCE WELK, and all the
other top audience producers. And they can see
them better from our new,
taller tower (500' high)
and more powerful antenna. Just watch us — everybody does!

HARRISBURC, YORK
& LEBANON
70 (GOVERNMENT)

parties.
The commission invited all interested
parties to write the Broadcast Bureau,
which is scheduling the oral presentations at the conference. After the opening presentation by NAB, other participants may "address themselves to what
they conceive to be the problems generated by the commission's policies in
[the am freeze] area insofar as they affect
the public interest," the FCC said. Although oral statements will be limited,
written presentations of any length may
be submitted.
The participants of the public conference were originally thought by many
to be restricted to the FCC and the
NAB, but the commission Dec. 7 agreed
to the request of Fleet Enterprises, applicant for an am in Greenville, S. C,
and allowed Fleet to participate in the
population talks (see At Deadline,
Dec. 10).

ator with enhancing his interest in the
problem, first discussed the FCC study
publicly last month, at a joint meeting
of the Yale, Harvard and Princeton
clubs (Broadcasting, Nov. 26). In
his letter to the senator, he said he
"would very much like" to have an
FCC rule limiting "the volume of commercials tothe volume of adjacent proMr. gramMinow
materials." wrote that FCC engineers say "there are a lot of technical
problems involved in order to achieve
what I consider such a simple rule."
But he expressed the belief the "detailed study" will result in "a specific
proposal by the commission."
Sen. Case indicated he wasn't impressed by a 1959 FCC study which
held that there were "few indications
of commercials being consistently
stronger than the regular program
He said a recent study by H. H.
material."

Fleet's
returned
when
the application
FCC refusedhadto been
reconsider
its
freeze on new ams, and Fleet then asked
the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington to cancel the conference or open
it to Fleet. But the FCC acted before
the court could.
The "shirtsleeve working conference," as it was termed by Chairman
Newton N. Minow, was originally
scheduled for Dec. 5-6, but was postponed when NAB requested more time
to prepare research materials.
Sen. Case

endorses

FCC 'loudness' probe
An FCC staff investigation of how
"excessively loud" radio and television
commercials can be toned down to the
audio level of adjacent programs was
endorsed last week by Sen. Clifford
Case (R-N.J.). He said he hopes for
a solution that "will relieve the public
and improve the standards of the broadcasting industry."
Sen. Case
released a letter from FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow expressing "total agreement" with the senator's
complaint about loud commercials and
informing him of the staff study.
Sen. Case, a former member of the
Senate Communications Subcommittee,
said he has been urging the commission
for more than a year "to take action
on the numerous complaints from viewers about excessively loud commercials
on radio and television."
Mr. Minow, who credited the sen-

FCC honors Sally Lindo
Sally Lindo, who has been dispensing official information from
the FCC for nearly 25 years,
made news herself last week. She
received official recognition for
"sustained superior performance
of duties in your position as public information
Along
with specialist."
the kind words,
Mrs. Lindo received a cash award
of $250. The presentation was
made by George Gillingham,
chief of the FCC's Office of Reports & Information and the dean
in point of service of all government news chiefs.
Mrs. Lindo has been assistant
chief of the office since 1939, and
predates her boss by a few
months. FCC Chairman Newton
Minow sent his personal congratulations to Mrs. Lindo "for having performed your duties with
the commission in such an exemplary manner."
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32

value

G-E

Image

longer
and

analyzed

Orthicons

life, highest

unsurpassed
in

benefits

your

ELECTRONICS

give

3 to 5 times
sensitivity,

performance

cameras

G.E.'s family of "station designed" Image Orthicons cover the complete
spectrum of commercial and educational television. Individual types incorporate certain value analyzed benefits which optimize performance for any
given program requirement, whether specialized or broad. These benefits
can extend life to as long as 8000 hours . . . provide signal-to-noise ratios
up to 50:1 . . . and allow high resolution pickup at 1 ft.-c for black and white,
or 40 ft.-c for color.
Q

Distortion-free optical quality glass is used in all G-E Image Orthicon faceplates • Fibreoptics faceplates prevent picture distortion

Q

Photocathodes— Spectral response close to that of the human eye permits portrayal
of scenes in nearly their true tonal graduation • Individual processing for each tube
guarantees uniformity of characteristics and maximum sensitivity

Q Semiconductor (MgO) thin-film target gives
and-white pickup . . . only 40 ft.-c needed
gives: greater resolution • extremely long
focus • no target raster burns-GL 8092—

high sensitivity with only 1 ft.-c for blackfor color • 0.000002" thick, MgO target
life • no stickiness • improved depth of
GL 7629

Q Glass target only 0.0001" thick prevents loss of resolution due to lateral charge leakage • Specially selected optical quality glass is free of imperfections— GL 5820A —
GL 7293— GL 8093
Q Electroplated target mesh, with 560,000 openings per square inch, improves picture
detail, prevents moire and mesh-pattern effects without defocusing
Q 750-line field mesh screen— makes the scanning beam approach the target perpendicularly over the entire area • improves corner resolution • diminishes white-edge
effect • Shading and dynamic match for color pickup are excellent • Set-up time
is reduced
Q As an added precaution against moisture contamination, dry inert gas is blown through
the envelope prior to exhausting and sealing • Longest tube life is assured
Q To prevent contamination from dirt, dust or moisture: All personnel wear lint-free
clothing • operators wear nylon gloves or finger guards • assembly rooms are pressurized, the air super-cleaned, and humidity controlled
Q Precision manufacture, plus accurate spacing and alignment of all components, assures
uniform signal gain in the multiplier section • Dynode material and design, plus a
0.0012" aperture, allow sharper target focus • No compromise between sharpest focus
and dynode blemishes appearing in background • Less set-up time required
Q Performance testing— Every tube tested prior to release to customer • Tests are made
in G.E. and other-make cameras to guarantee highest picture quality and complete
operational flexibility
For your free facts folder, containing data and application
notes on G-E Image Orthicons, write to General Electric Co.,
Room 1783A, Owensboro, Kentucky, or call your nearest G-E
Industrial Tube Distributor, todayl
Tkogress Is Our Most Important Tboduct
GENERAL
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Scott Inc., of Maynard, Mass., concluded that "most television commercials are louder than the rest of the
program." The Scott company makes
noise-analysis measuring equipment as
well as high-fidelity components.
Sen. Case said that the current commission study "should lead to a sound
solution" and that "action by the commission is necessary because some
broadcasters do not follow the high
standards which most of the broadcasting industry does maintain."
WDOV
$5,000

ENTREE

TO

CANADA

Specialists

Canadian
Markets

Broadcast
Media

^ Canada's foremost radio and
television time sales organization ... for 27 years Canada's
leading station representatives
. .^ Now in key cities throughout the country. . . In New York
call CIRCLE 6-1425.

All-Canada Radio
and Television Limited
72

outlets fined
for violations

"Willful and repeated violations"
brought WDOV-AM-FM Dover, Del., a
$5,000 fine from the FCC, that agency
announced last week.
The Dover station had been charged
by the commission with broadcasting
commercial programs after its regular
hours during Hurricane Esther on Sept.
19, 1961, and then not entering the
broadcasts in its program log. The violations were at first denied but later
admitted by William S. Cook, vice president and general manager of WDOVAM-FM (Broadcasting, June 11).
In addition to the commercial operations during an emergency the station
was also charged with attempting to
mislead the commission and engaging in
"double billing" local advertising to "de-

A new deadline
The deadline for filing responses to the FCC's political
questionnaires has been extended
to Jan. 14, 1963, from Dec. 28,
the commission has announced.
The extension was at the request of a number of licensees
with considerable political broadcasting activities to record, the
FCC said, but stations should
still try to file their responses as
early as possible so the material
can be more promptly processed.
Late last week some stations
had not as yet received their
questionnaires.
said. national advertisers," the FCC
ceive
The FCC's Broadcast Bureau had at
first demanded that WDOV's license be
revoked (Broadcasting, July 30), but
then decided that the station should be
fined $10,000 (Broadcasting, Oct. 8),
which is the maximum under commission rules.
WDOV-TV had asked that any fine
be kept small because of the size of the
market in which it is situated, low
profits of late, and because of the recent
adverse publicity resulting from the
commission's
against it (Broadcasting, Oct.actions
15).

PROGRAMMING
White House review to set tv precedent
TV NETWORKS JOIN IN PRESIDENTIAL RECAP SPECIAL
The historic association of President
Kennedy with television was to be accentuated tonight by an unprecedented
appearance of a U. S. president in a
special three-network tv interview reviewing his two years in office.
Plans were announced last week for
the telecast scheduled Dec. 17 at 6:307:30 p.m. on ABC-TV and CBS-TV,
and 8:30-9:30 p.m. on NBC-TV.
program,
to be entitled
"After
TwoThe Years:
a Conversation
With
the
President," was to be taped at 10
o'clock on the morning of the telecast
in the Oval Room of the White House.
The "panel" of newsmen as announced
last week: network White House correspondents, William H. Lawrence of
ABC, George Herman of CBS, and
Sander Vanocur of NBC.
According to advance reports from
the networks, the program would be
edited to an hour's length, though the
interview, it was said, could run two
hours. Editing was to be handled at
the networks' discretion and by a "com-

mittee" of three: Reuven Frank
(NBC), Ernest Leiser (CBS) and Robert Quinn (ABC). Production representatives: William B. Monroe Jr.
(NBC), Robert Fleming (ABC), and
Fred W. Friendly (CBS). Don Hewitt
of CBS News was named director.
Network

exposure

helps

feature film syndication
Initial network exposure makes feature films "even more valuable" when
they are sold subsequently via syndication to stations, Erwin H. Ezzes, executive vice president of United Artists
Assoc., maintained last week in reporting that the United Artists Showcase
for the Sixties feature film package has
been sold in 85 markets over the past
four months.
1
Mr. Ezzes noted that 13 of Ihe 33
post- 1950 features in the package were
presented originally on ABC-TV's Sunday Night Movie (8-10 p.m.). The
rate of station sales, he said, is "higher"
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962
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Friends of the first family rally round
MINOW, SALINGER QUEER USE OF MEADER PROMOS
The vigah of the New Frontier has
been unmistakably asserted to discourage radio stations from using
Vaughn Meader's imitations of John
F. Kennedy in station promotions.
Mr. Meader, whose album, "The
First Family," is selling at a historymaking rate, suddenly found everybody in Washington getting into his
act.
It started on Saturday, Dec. 8, a
dull news day, when a reporter for
the Washington Evening Star heard

than for any comparable number of
features sold over a corresponding period, and is running 55% ahead of last
year. The advantages to stations, Mr.
Ezzes pointed out, are that first-run,
off-the-network features can be priced
more reasonably, and word-of-mouth
promotion can help boost an audience
for the station's late evening feature,
film period.
The latest Showcase sales, he said,
were made to WPRO-TV Providence;
KENS-TV San Antonio; WOKR (TV)
Rochester, N. Y.; WFBM-TV Indianapolis; WEAT-TV West Palm Beach, Fla.;
WDEF-TV Chattanooga; WALA-TV
Mobile, Ala.; KSWO-TV Lawton,
Okla.; WCTV (TV) Tallahassee, Fla.;
74 (PROGRAMMING)

what sounded like the President's
voice, but was clearly identified as
Mr. Meader's, in the following announcement on WWDC Washington:
"This is Vaughn Meader. In Washington— Jackie, Bobby, Caroline and
Eunice — we all listen to WWDC with
The Star reporter telephoned FCC
great vigah."
Chairman
Newton Minow who was
prompt in denouncing the commercial use of an impersonation of the
President — although Mr. Minow had

KAVE-TV Carlsbad, N. M.; WCNYTV Watertown, N. Y., and WMTW-TV
Poland Spring, Me.
Program notes...
Public works feature ■ A new film
documenting the development of a public works project, 100 Miles to Atoka
(near Oklahoma City), has been released bySterling Movies U. S. A. Inc.,
New York. The 16mm feature is 27
minutes long. It was produced by Lewis
Studios for the International Pipe &
Ceramics Corp.
Wolper segments set ■ Two documentaries for Wolper Productions' The Story
of series for UA-Tv are scheduled for

not heard the WWDC announcements. Mr. Minow then telephoned
Pierre Salinger, the White House
news secretary, who was with the
President in Palm Springs. Mr.
Salinger, who had not heard the announcements but took Mr. Minow
at his word, placed a call to Ben
Strouse, WWDC president.
Collins Comment ■ Meanwhile,
the Star reporter telephoned LeRoy
Collins, NAB president, to get his
views. Gov. Collins also was able
to speak without prejudice, having
heard none of the announcements.
He told the Star man: "If they are
misleading, if people are led to believe the President or any of his family are endorsing anything or anybody, then they violate our NAB
code, are wrong, and should be discontinued forthwith."
The Salinger
call to Mr. Strouse
reached Mr. Strouse at his home in
Baltimore Saturday evening. That
afternoon the WWDC president had
attended a football game. En route
home he had heard one of the
Meader spots in his car radio and,
he told Broadcasting, "I had my
doubts." He telephoned the station
to cancel the spots before he talked
with Mr. Salinger.
At his regular news briefing Dec.
11 in Washington Mr. Salinger said
that Mr. Strouse had advised him the
spots had been withdrawn before the
Palm Spring-Baltimore call was completed. The White House news secretary also reported that Mr. Strouse
had volunteered to advise Cadence
Records of the problems stations
might face in the use of Mr.
Meader's imitation for promotional
At least a dozen stations, includpurposes.
ing WWDC, had acquired custom
promos featuring Mr. Meader,
Cadence later reported. Mr. Meader

production in West Germany: The
Story of a Foreign Correspondent, with
George Bailey of Reporter magazine as
the title subject, and The Story of a
Heidelberg Student. Alex Grasshoff
will direct and produce both programs
under the supervision of Mel Stuart,
series producer.
Rights Day concert on tv ■ WRC-TV
Washington and WNBC-TV New York
carried a live feed of a United Nations Human Rights Day concert performed by the National Symphony
Orchestra at Constitution Hall in the
nation's capital last week (Dec. 10) at
10:30 p.m. Ambassador to the U. N.
Adlai Stevenson was host; Bryson Rash,
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

and the record company were glad
to cooperate with station requests for
special treatments. As Archie Bleyer,
president of Cadence, explained late
last week, the sensational sales record of "The First Family" has been
due to the album's extensive exposure
on radio. (For four WWDC promos
Mr. Meader was paid $15 each plus a
$9 rehearsal fee, AFTRA scale.)
Cadence Telegram ■ After being
advised by Mr. Strouse that Mr. Salinger had raised a question about the
Meader promos, Mr. Bleyer took the
hint. On Dec. 13 he sent telegrams
to 3,000 radio stations. "There has
been some justifiable criticism of excerpts from 'The First Family' recording being broadcast without identification of the voice as that of Vaughn
Meader," the wire read. "Some listeners have believed the voice to be
that of the President. I am sure you
agree such use should be avoided.
Your cooperation is gratefully anticiAll the stir was hardly calculated
pated."
to depress sales of the Meader album.
As of noon last Thursday, Cadence
reported, 3,150,000 copies had been
sold in a fantastic four-week period
that is without precedent. By the
first of this week, the company believes, sales of "The First Family"
will exceed those of the "My Fair
Lady" album, the largest seller in
album history. Some 3,450,000
copies of "My Fair Lady" have been
sold, but the album has been on the
market for five years.
The biggest plug of all for "The
First Family" came Dec. 12 during
the President's news conference. He
was asked if he had heard the Meader
recording and if so whether he was
annoyed or amused. The President
said he had heard it, but "I thought
it sounded more like Teddy than it
did like me, so he's annoyed."

WRC-TV newsman, was the commentator. The special program honored
the late Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
Production service ■ Don Leshner, a
veteran broadcaster formerly associated
with stations in the midwest and west
coast areas, has formed a production
service for radio and television stations,
their clients and agencies, a commercial
announcing, writing and feature service.
Mr. Leshner resides at 340 Chatham
Rd., Columbus 14, Ohio. Phone
268-0879.
New TAC Show ■ A documentary, "Return of the Thundering Herd," which
was produced by WFBM-TV Indianapolis, has been accepted for inclusion in
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

the Television Affiliates Corp. (TAC)
library. The program was produced on
location at the 80,000 acre B-Bar-B
ranch in Gilette, Wyo., on which a large
private buffalo herd is located.
Free religious series ■ Homestead
U.S.A., a religious television series dealing with a real life Christian family, is
available for nationwide distribution
from Christian Television Mission of
Springfield, Mo., through Frank Block
Assoc., St. Louis. Created and produced by the Vernon Brothers, Christian ministers and talent recording artists, Homestead U.S.A. is offered free
to tv stations on a sustaining basis.
'TinTin' series expanded ■ Forty-nine
newly produced segments have been
added to the all-color, fully animated
TinTin series, which portrays the continuous experiences of a young boy, his
dog and his friends. National Telefilm
Assoc., distributors of the series, is advising stations that the series is so constructed that the individual stations can
edit the TinTin color films into 10-minute, 15-minute or 30-minute programs
or even a full-length feature film.
Competition opens ■ The 15th annual
George Polk Memorial Awards competition in recognition of "exceptional
journalism performance" is accepting
entries until Feb. 1, 1963. The competition, sponsored by the journalism department of Long Island U., New York,
is open to journalists of newspapers,
magazines and radio and tv. Entries,
in the form of news stories, magazine
articles and, in the case of radio or tv,
disc, tape or film, should be addressed
to LIU, Zeckendorf Campus, Brooklyn
1, N. Y.
Comedy pilot ■ Hanna-Barbera Productions has signed Joanne Lee to write
an original comedy pilot, The Park
Avenue Indians, based on her own experiences as an actress-model in New
York.
Name Change ■ Revue Studios announced ithad changed the title of its
new series for ABC-TV's 1963-64 season. The show, formerly called The
Best Years, has been retitled The Young
and the Bold.
Cartoon series ■ Terrytoons Div. of
CBS Films has completed the first episode of a new cartoon series, Luno,
the Soaring Stallion, to be put into
theatrical distribution early in 1963.
Based on an idea by Larz Bourne, chief
Terrytoons writer, the animated adventures of a 12-year-old American boy
and a flying horse will be voiced by
Robert McFadden and Norma Macmillan, with original music by Phil
Scheib, chief of the Terrytoons music
department.
Royal family specials ■ Author Cleve-

land Amory and tv writer Art Weingarten are reported to have entered
into negotiations with NBC-TV to produce aseries of hour-long color specials
dealing with six of the remaining monarch-ruling families of the world. Titled
R.S.V.P., the color presentations will
guide the American public through a
day with a reigning royal family.
New faces ■ NBC-TV's one-hour Empire series will have two new regular
stars in the cast, starting in February
1963, in a move to inject more action
into the format, the network announced.
Two roles also will be discontinued
after February. Joining the series as
ranch hands will be Charles Bronson
and Warren Vanders. Terry Moore and
Anne Seymour, as Connie Garret and
the mother, respectively, will be written
out of the series.
U Thant message ■ ABC-TV has
scheduled an appearance by United Nations Secretary-General U Thant on the
Christmas day program of Discovery
'62 (Dec. 25, 4:30-4:55 p.m.). His
planned
yearend will
message
to the inchildren of America
be included
the
series' "Christmas in New York" program.
Series for Patti? ■ Page-Rael Enterprises, owned by Patti Page and her
partner-manager, Jack Rael, has formed
ARGAP as a subsidiary for the production of motion pictures and tv programs. George Swanson and Mike
Scannel have been signed to develop a
filmed tv series to star Miss Page.
Library series ■ A series of quarterhour daytime programs designed to acquaint young housewives with the services offered by the Los Angeles Public
Library starts today (Dec. 17) on
KRLA Pasadena-Los Angeles on a
Monday-Saturday, 10-10:15 a.m. schedule. The series will feature practical
suggestions on books for young parents,
library services for children and teenagers and such special library services
as the lending of home movie films.
Damage suit ■ Is ABC-TV's Stoney
Burke an original or is it a disguised
adaptation of Travelling Rodeo, is the
question raised in a $450,000 damage
suit filed by Howard M. (Tony) London in Los Angeles Superior Court.
Mr. London alleges that Stoney Burke
is a copy of Travelling Rodeo, which
he says he originated in 1956. Defendants are ABC, Rodeo Cowboys Assn.,
Rodeos Inc., Rodeo Productions, Daystar Productions, Leslie Stevens, Casey
Tibbs and Lex Connelly.
New children's show planned ■ Fran
Lee, stage, screen and tv actress, is
planning to produce a 15-minute children's show, Tidy Dee. The show will
be geared to children of pre-school age.
Production plans are not finalized.
75

UA's

'Baker7

series

nearing completion
United Artists Television, which is
making a special effort to place its programs on networks during 1963-64, was
busy at work last week in various locations in New York on the first of four
projected tv series planned for filming
in the East.
The half-hour pilot of Inside Danny
Baker, a half-hour series described as
"the adventures of a juvenile Walter
Mitty," was approaching the finishing
stages under the guidance of independent producer Robert Alan Aurthur on
assignment for United Artists TV.
ABC-TV has taken an option on the
new series.
The company, working through various independent producers, has three
other series scheduled for filming in
New York later this spring — The
George C. Scott Show (with CBS-TV),
The Patty Duke Show (with ABC-TV)
and a drama anthology series still untitled and uncommitted.
Mr. Aurthur, who has worked almost
exclusively in New York on such series
as Playhouse 90, Mr. Peepers and the
Philco Playhouse, estimates that production costs on Inside Danny Baker
will be $54,000 per episode. He believes
that costs will be about the same, or
perhaps slightly higher than in Hollywood, and adds:
"When filming in New York, you
utilize locations for the most part. And
this adds to the cost. But on the other
hand, you do not rely as much on highpriced stars as on the West Coast. Also,
we don't have a regular studio but rent
facilities for interiors on a day-to-day
basis. I really believe the cost differisslight, if init exists
at all." he said,
The entialweather
New York,
is "no problem." If there should be
rain or snow during a period when
shooting is scheduled, Mr. Aurthur explained, the script can be revised to reflect the weather.
He noted that he

GE wins Legion auxiliary's
The women's auxiliary of the
American Legion has presented a
Golden Mike Award to General
Electric for "the most informative
commercial" of 1962.
The awards, determined by a poll
of the auxiliary's membership, were
presented
also to(best
CBS-TV's
Twentieth Century
Americanism
series), and to all three tv networks
for their separate and pooled coverage of John Glenn's orbital flight
(best special production).
Golden Mike Awards in four

maintains a writer on location during
production to cope with such contingencies.
Directors revamp board
Directors Guild of America is scrapping its eastern and western regional
boards and establishing a single national
governing body, George Sidney, president, announced Thursday (Dec. 13).
At a meeting in Chicago the previous

IN ROCHESTER,

N.Y. -

With a new, higher antenna
511 feet above average terrain,
CHANNEL 10 now gives
you more reach— more homes
—with Rochester area coverage
second to none !
WHEC-T
CHANNEL
10
BASIC CBS
National Rep. H-R TELEVISION, Inc.
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Golden Mike
other categories will be presented
at a later date.
At the presentation ceremonies are
(1 to r) Burton Benjamin, executive
producer of CBS-TV's Twentieth
Century; Donald Coe, director of
special events and operations, ABC
News; Mrs. Ollie Koger, national
auxiliary president; David Zellmer,
administration and operations, CBS
News; David Burke, manager, General Electric institutional programs;
and Chet Hagan, producer, NBC
News.

weekend, the directors unanimously approved changes in the DGA constitution and by-laws to create a national
board made up of members in all categories from all parts of the country.
The new DGA board has 19 members, 13 from the West and six from
the East, Mr. Sidney said, with twothirds of its members in the director
category and the remainder from the
ranks of assistant and associate directors and stage managers. The new board
will make its headquarters in Hollywood, but will meet in other cities from
time to time.
Three talent reps merge
into Artists Agency Corp.
Three talent representative organizations, Rosenberg-Coryell Agency, Broadcast Management and Ziegler-Hellman
& Ross Agency, have merged to form
Artists Agency Corp.
Principals are: Bob Coryell, George
Rosenberg, Marvin Josephson, Mike
Levee Jr., Evarts Ziegler, Hal Ross and
Meta Rosenberg. Jerome Hellman, who
was head of the Z-H&R New York
office, is leaving to enter production, but
will serve as a consultant to AAC.
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

50+
Marian Searchinger and Martin Rosen
are joining AAC in New York, and
Marvin Birdt in Hollywood, all three
coming from Z-H&R.
A AC's New York address is 1271
Avenue of the Americas, New York 20.
Phone is Plaza 7-8618. In Hollywood,
AAC is located at 9229 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 69. Phone is Crestview
4-7381.
CBS-TV plans daily
30-minute news show
CBS-TV will telecast a half-hour fiveevenings-per-week news program beginning next fall.
The announcement was made last
week by James T. Aubrey Jr., CBS-TV
president, a week after the subject was
brought up at the regular fall meeting
of the CBS Television Network Affiliates Board in Palm Springs, Calif.
(Broadcasting, Dec. 10).
The new show will replace the current 15-minute evening news program
on CBS-TV. Though no time period
was mentioned, it's believed CBS-TV
might be considering the 7-7:30 p.m.
time period.
CBS News President Richard S.
Salant noted the decision to expand the
news service came after months of study
and responds to both the obvious increase in news flow and complexity as
well as to requests of the tv audience.
Ohio outlets set
bowl game telecast
The Tangerine Bowl football game
at Orlando, Fla. will be televised this
year by a group of seven Ohio stations. Originator of the local network
will be WHIO-TV Dayton. Participating in the hookup are WCPO-TV Cincinnati, WLWC (TV) Columbus, KYWTV
Cleveland, WHIO-TV Dayton,

$3,000

drop for Petrillo

James C. Petrillo may have lost
his $26,000 a year job as president of local 10 of the American
Federation of Musicians in Chicago after 40 years, but he'll have
a new one starting in 1963 with
the AFM to the tune of $23,000
a year. Local 10 members voted
him out by a hairline vote Dec. 4
(Broadcasting, Dec. 10). AFM
President Herman D. Kenin last
week announced Mr. Petrillo will
work on special assignments and
will get a salary of $10,000, pension of $10,000 plus $3,000 expenses. Mr. Petrillo was head of
AFM before Mr. Kenin.
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

TvQ's top ten for November
6-1 1 by age
TVU
TVU
Total
TvQ
1Z-17 Age 18-34
Audience
Groups
Program
35-49
Rank
Tuft *
T..n
1 Beverly Hillbillies (CBS)
74
51
53 *
49
71
43
2 Bonanza (NBC)
56
46
54
3 Dr. Kildare (NBC)
55
56
37
59
82
3 Red Skelton Hour (CBS)
58
41
45
42
50
52
5 World of Color (NBC)
47
73
48
41
48
46
48
29
6 Ben Casey (ABC)
46
53
47
47
42
48
46
48
7 Sat. Night Movies (NBC)
45
61
59
47
37
38
8 Andy Griffith (CBS)
43
58
42
40
42
40
28
67
109 Combat (ABC)
58
52
40
16
17
33
42
Chet Huntley (NBC)
55
10 Gallant Men (ABC)
40
58
33
21
42
39
36
Q*
v
T
* Percentage of viewers familiar with a show who consider it "one of my
TvQ*favorites."32
Copyright Home Testing Institute Inc., 1962
WSPD-TV Toledo and WFMJ-TV
Youngstown.
Teams from Miami U. (Ohio) and
U. of Houston will participate in the
bowl game.
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
will sponsor the NCAA game to
Ohioans Dec. 22 at 2 p.m. EST. at a
cost of approximately $30,000.
Ken

Murray,

Filmaster

to produce tv films
Comedian Ken Murray and Filmaster
Inc., Hollywood film production firm,
will team to produce television films,
they announced last week.
Filmaster will handle world rights,
exploitation and merchandising of
Hollywood Without Makeup, Mr.
Murray's tv special composed of film
he has shot of Hollywood personalities
during the past 35 years. Also planned
are Hollywood Pioneer: the Story of
John Ford (a 90-minute television
special), two tv series and a feature
motion picture.
Robert Stabler, Filmaster president,
said the work with Mr. Murray would
be in association with independent producers under his firm's special projects
department, which he heads.
MGM-TV

plans to license pre- 1948 features,
whose original licenses are to expire
during 1963.
Eight win WGA awards
The tv-radio branch of the Writers
Guild of America has awarded plaques
to the writers of one radio and five tv
programs, judged the finest writing of
the 1961-62 season. The awards, presented Dec. 13 at banquets in New
York and Hollywood, went to: Richard
Alan Simmons for "The Price of Tomatoes" on The Dick Powell Show
(NBC-TV); Kenneth Rosen and Howard Rodman for "Today the Man Who

single prices

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Television
will provide prices on individual feature films made available for sale to
tv stations.
Richard A. Harper, MGM-TV director of feature and syndicated sales,
last week said MGM-TV has had a
policy of making features available to
stations on an individual basis for some
time, but explained that the submission
of individual price lists to stations constitutes a new procedure.
Other subjects discussed at a sales
meeting: the marketing of a new list
of 30 post-48 MGM features to be released to stations in January 1963, and

* Simple, reliable, direct, all-relay,
* pushbutton control.
* Single meter reads in "Percent of
* Specified by major networks and
the
majority of unattended 50 KW
Normal."
stations
in the United States.
Write for details today

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Box 17040 • Dallas 17, Texas
OxJtj"^ Subsidiary of Ling-Temco Vou«ht, Inc.
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TvQ*

Kills the Ants Is Coming" on Naked
City (ABC-TV): Gary Belkin and Nat
Hiken for "I Won't Go'* on Car 54,
Where Are You? (NBC-TV); Gordon
Russell for "The Forgery*' on Show of
the Week (NBC-TV); Arthur Holch
for "Walk in My Shoes*" on Close-Up
(ABC-TV); and Joseph Mindel for his
radio play, "The Hand of Esau" on
Eternal Light on NBC.
Four Star-Manulis series
Four Star Television, which has long
expressed an interest in adding theatrical
motion pictures to its tv film production
schedule, has signed an agreement with
Martin Manulis Productions Ltd. for
production of several story properties.
Already in script form are The Out-ofTowners, a romantic comedy screenplay

by Tad Mosel, and Cassandra at the
Wedding, an adaptation of a novel by
Dorothy Baker. Martin Manulis will
produce Four Star's first theatrical venture (see Fates & Fortunes).
Powell to drop work
on series for season
Dick Powell, board chairman of Four
Star Television, on the suggestion of
his doctor, will not resume work on his
tv anthology series, The Dick Powell
Show, for the balance of this season.
He was to be host for all 30 of the
one-hour programs, broadcast Tuesdays,
9:30-10:30 p.m., on NBC-TV, and was
to star in every third program. He has
completed four of his starring assignments and 14 host spots, and his friends
have volunteered to fill in for him for
FATES

BROADCAST

Mr. Spiegel

& FORTUNES

Gardner, joins Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, San Francisco, as account supervisor.
Morton J. Weinstein, formerly with
Lewis Adv. Agency, Newark, N. J.,
joins Sosnow Adv. Agency, that city,
as full partner of firm. Agency will be
known as Sosnow & Weinstein.

ADVERTISING

Mr. Hirsch

James C. Hirsch, national sales director of Television Bureau of Advertising,
New York, and Harvey Spiegel, research director, elected vps. Jack B.
Weiner, manager of national sales development, promoted to director of pr,
succeeding Robert M. Grebe, who joins
Sponsor magazine as editor.
Robert M. Harris, account executive
at Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, New
York, elected vp.
Jack Buker, executive vp and manager of San Francisco and Portland,
Ore., offices of Botsford, Constantine &

the six programs and 16 host appearances still called for.
Stars who have volunteered to stand
in for Mr. Powell include Milton Berle,
Charles Boyer, Jackie Cooper, Glenn
Ford, Rock Hudson, Jack Lemmon,
Dean Martin, Steve McQueen, Robert
Mitchum, David Niven, Gregory Peck,
Frank Sinatra, Robert Taylor, Danny
Thomas, Robert Wagner and John
Wayne.
The decision that Mr. Powell should
forego work before the cameras for the
immediate future came a week after
his release from the hospital where he
underwent treatment for muscular
spasms that his doctor said had no relation to the cancerous condition for
which he has been taking cobalt radiation treatments several months (Broadcasting, Oct. 1 ) .

Donald B. Douglas, former senior
timebuyer with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, joins Harrington, Righter & Parsons, New York, station representative,
as account executive.
E. Holland Low, former sales service
representative and administrator of tv
cooperative sales for NBC, New York,
joins E. J. Hughes Co., Springfield,
Mass., advertising agency, as account
executive. Recently, Mr. Low was account executive with Springfield Television Broadcasting Co., licensee of
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
Rod Dyer, designer at Capitol Records, Los Angeles, joins Carson/Roberts, advertising agency, that city, as art
director.

Service
ore titan a decade of Constructive «Se

Morton

L. Salan,

vp andvisor account
superof W. B. Doner
& Co., Baltimore
advertising agency, joins
Kal, Ehrlich
& Merrick, Washington,
D. C, as vp. Mr.
Salan began his career
Mr. Salan
in Baltimore in 1946,
later joining Joseph Katz Agency, that
city, as copywriter. While with Katz,
he advanced to radio-tv director, account executive, account supervisor, and
finally vp and general manager. Mr.
Salan left Katz to join W. B. Doner &
Co. in his present capacity.
Charles E. Wilson, former supervisor
of consumer research for The Nestle
Co., White Plains, N. Y., promoted to
manager of marketing research for food
manufacturer and distributor. Mr. Wilson joined Nestle organization in 1961
following several years as research executive with Lennen & Newell, Grant
Adv.
ing. and D'Arcy Adv. He succeeds
Jack G. Crockett, who was named special assistant to company's vp-marketCarl H. Winston Jr. named pr director of Hoefer, Dietrich & Brown, San
Francisco-based advertising agency.

to $roadcadter5 and the i2roacaslina J^nduslru
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William B. Rohn, director of marketing, Edward Petry & Co., New York,
elected vp. Mr. Rohn joined Petry nine
years ago as tv sales executive. He
also served as general sales manager of
WINS New York for five years. William J. Murray, former New York tv
sales manager, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., and Cornelius Pugh Jr., tv acBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

count executive, Advertising Time Sales,
New York, join Petry*s tv sales staff.
E. Berry Smith appointed general manager of WLKY (TV)
Louisville, Ky. Mr.
Smith, a native of Indianapolis, has been
associated with broadcasting since 1949.
He was vp and genMr. Smith
eral manager of
WFRV (TV) Green Bay, Wis., until
September of this year when he joined
Marine Capital Corp., small business
investment firm, Milwaukee, in broadcast executive function. Previously, he
was vp and general manager of WFIETV Evansville, Ind.
Phil Brestoff, general sales manager
of KABC-AM-FM Los Angeles since
1959, moves into account executive post
with ABC Radio Network in Los Angeles, succeeding Howard L. Wheeler,
who resigned recently to become executive vp and general manager of KGBAM-FM San Diego (Fates & Fortunes, Dec. 10).
Robert R. Pauley, president of ABC
Radio, named chairman of 1963 national radio broadcasting committee of
National Conference of Christians and
Jews.
John B. Mulderrig, former district
sales manager of Conover-Mast Co.,
joins Metro Broadcast Sales, New York,
as radio account executive.
Pete Hunter, member of sales department of Dictaphone Corp., San
Francisco, joins KNBR-AM-FM, that
city, as account executive. Mr. Hunter
previously served in promotion department of CFAC Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
George Schardt, former salesman
and announcer with KREX-TV Grand
Junction, Colo., and announcer at
KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas City, joins
WHIP THE HAZARD OF
LIBEL, SLANDER,
INVASION OF PRIVACY, PIRACY,
VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT
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3) Good Insurance.
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KGHL-TV
executive.

Billings, Mont., as account
Robert L. Maynard,
assistant general manWMTW-TV
Polandager ofSpring,
Me.,

Mr. Maynard

elected vp. Prior to
joining WMTW in
1957, Mr. Maynard
served with WPOR
Portland,
Me. He was
New
£ngland
sales

manager for Vick Chemical Co. from
1950 to 1953.
Roger Clark, air personality at WGHAM-FM Newport News, Va., assumes
added duties of program director. Gene
Loving, formerly with WLEE Richmond, Va., joins WGH as air personality.
joins WGH-FM's
sales staff Scott
as McKewn
account executive.
Tony James, for past five months
sports director of WBAB-AM-FM
Babylon, L. L, N. Y., assumes duties
of program director.
Gilbert Faggen, former program
manager of WJAS-AM-FM Pittsburgh,
to WIRE Indianapolis as program director.

Bill Bodway, assistant production director, named public service coordinator
of WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.
Dan Griffin appointed programming
coordinator of WBZAM-FM Boston, succeeding Jack Williams, who was recently named program
manager of KDKA
Pittsburgh. Both staMr. Griffin
tions are owned by
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Squire
D. Rushnell, WBZ production supervisor, appointed producer of PM program, succeeding Mr. Griffin.
Dick Hamburger,
former sales manager
for New York division
of United Artists Television, joins ABC-TV
Spot Sales as account
executive in New
York office. Mr. Hamburger, who was with
Mr. Hamburger
UA since 1954, also
served with Joseph Katz Co. and
WABC New York.
John Merrifield, for past three years

Dale Kelly, former music director of
WPOP Hartford, Conn., appointed program director of WOLF Syracuse, N. Y.

in pr with Ford Motor Co.'s tractor and
implement
operations, joins Capitol

Buddy Webber appointed program
director of KVI Seattle, Wash., succeeding Bob Cooper, who moves to
KEX-AM-FM Portland, Ore., as assistant manager and program director.
Both stations are owned by Golden
West Broadcasters.

MAGNfPHASE

Ruth Musser, director of programming forWMCANew
York, elected to newly created position of
vp - administration.
Mrs. Musser joined
WMCA in 1949 as
operations supervisor.
Mrs. Musser
She has also served in
personnel departments of RCA Communications and NBC.
Thomas Kennedy, since January
1960 record librarian of WWJ-AM-FM
Detroit, named to newly created post of
assistant program director.
Dr. Robert Trotter, music director of
KPFK (FM) Los Angeles, has taken
an indefinite leave of absence to handle
increased responsibilities at UCLA,
where he has been appointed chairman
of music department. Lois Baum, who
has worked with Dr. Trotter at KPFK,
is acting as head of station's music
department.

AlAGNfPHASE

MAGNI PHASE
f i ft. :,

LINE PROTECTION SYSTEM
MAGNIPHASE — protects antenna system
from damage caused by static discharge or
transmission line faults.
MAGNIPHASE — will instantaneously
squelch transmitter output, preventing arc
from being sustained by RF energy.
Immediately self-restoring, transmitter
interruption goes unnoticed on the air.
C-xrH-LLn-e-H-t-OLL
(Lle-cA.nxrvLjLcj*MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 SOUTH BUCKNER BLVD. DALLAS 27, TEXAS
HJ^F^ Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
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chairmanship of executive committee
of Congressional Radio-Tv Correspondents' Galleries. Mr. Monroe succeeds
Robert H. Fleming, chief of ABC News,
Washington, in both posts. Wells
Church, CBS, was named vp of association and vice chairman of executive
committee. Other officers elected by
two groups: Stephen J. McCormick,
MBS, secretary; John W. Roberts,
Time-Life Broadcasting Inc., treasurer.
John Rolfson, ABC, Roger H. Mudd,
CBS, and Edward F. Ryan, WTOP
Washington, are new members-at-large
of association and committee.
Paul T. Reidy appointed news director of WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.
Dave Lindell, former commercial
manager of KMGM Albuquerque,
N.
FM, M.,
thatjoins
city. sales staff of KDEF-AMFour-term APRTA president Kops honored
Daniel W. Kops (1), president of the AP offices in New York was
WAVZ New Haven, Conn., and
made by Dwight Martin (r), WDSUfour-term president of the board of TV New Orleans, who succeeded
directors of Associated Press Radio
Mr. Kops as board president on Sept.
& Television Assn. (1958-62), was
17. Looking on are John A. Aspingiven an inscribed silver pitcher in wall (second from left), AP broadcast news editor, and Louis J.
appreciation of his services by the
APRTA board. The presentation in Kramp, assistant general manager.

Broadcasting Co., operators of WRALAM-FM-TV Raleigh, N. C, and Tobacco Radio Network, as farm services
director.
Dell Simpson, radio manager for San
Francisco office of
Adam Young, New
York, appointed to
similar post in rep
firm's Chicago office.
Mr. Simpson succeeds
Roger Sheldon, who
Mr. Simpson
was named manager
of St. Louis office.
Julio Lucero, Hollywood correspondent for La Prensa, Argentine daily

newspaper, joins KMEX (TV) Los Angeles as news editor. Jack Gainey, former Ziv tv division manager in New
York and Los Angeles, to KMEX
sales staff.
Doug Ramsey, formerly with KYWTV Cleveland, joins news staff of
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., as writercameraman-reporter.
Eliot Tozer, senior press representative of CBS News and Public Affairs,
appointed publicity manager of CBS
Radio.
William B. Monroe Jr., director of
NBC News, Washington, elected president of Radio-Television Correspondents' Assn. for 1963. He also assumes

a smart

~to

new

any

Robert Fenton, member of sales staff
of KHJ-AM-FM Los Angeles, appointed
KHJ-TV account executive. Before
joining KHJ last June, Mr. Fenton was
assistant general manager of WMGM
New York.
Dale Paul, air personality with
WBRX Berwick, Pa., promoted to program director.
Gene Creasy, former program director of WGH Newport News, Va., joins
WITH-AM-FM Baltimore, Md.. in similar capacity.
Robert R. Hull named sales manager
of WWOK Charlotte, N. C.
John H. (Jack)
White, national sales
manager vision,
of H-R
TeleNew York,
elected vp in charge
of national sales. Mr.
White
H-R as
eastern joined
sales manager
in 1959. Previously,
Mr. White
he served with CBS
Television Spot Sales.
Jerry Cronin, account executive with
XTRA-News in Los Angeles, joins
KNX-AM-FM, that city, and Columbia
Radio Pacific Network, in similar capacity. Previously, Mr. Cronin was with
The Katz Agency in San Francisco and
Container Corp. of America in Los
Angeles.
Raymond W. Drury named station operations director of WTYM East Longmeadow, Mass.

sro

William B. Swartz named retail sales
manager
for Ohio sales of WHOF Canton.

om
Paul S. Selya, copywriter at WCRBAM-FM
Waltham, Mass., appointed
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

traffic manager. Robert A. Stuart-Vail,
WCRB*s network director, elected to
membership on board of directors of
New England Opera Theatre.
William Halle, former advertising
and sales promotion manager of American Radiator and Standard Sanitary
Corp."s Allegheny sales district, appointed promotion manager of WNEM-FMTV Saginaw-Bay City, Mich.
Lee Jackson joins announcing staff
of WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
Hugh Douglas, announcer with CBS
in Los Angeles for 12 years, resigns to
become free-lance announcer and narrator.
Arnold Peterson, farm service director of WOW-AM-FM Omaha, appointed
Omahato agricultural
Chamber ofspeakers'
Commerce.bureau of
Janet Levitt joins WCLV (FM)
Cleveland as assistant to program director.
Carl King, freelance actor-announcer
on radio and tv in New York since
1949, joins announcing staff of KABCAM-FM Los Angeles.
Dick Cook joins KGMB
Hawaii, as disc jockey.

Honolulu,

Rev. H. L. Herod named gospel announcer of KATZ St. Louis.
Jerry Gordon joins WINF-AM-FM
Manchester, Conn., as air personality.

New look for Scripps-Howard lighthouse
house painting as a gift to Jack
The Scripps-Howard lighthouse,
one of the most durable of media
R. Howard, president of Scrippssymbols, has been given a new treat- Howard Broadcasting Co. and
Scripps-Howard Newspapers, licenment by a Scripps-Howard broadsee of the WMC stations.
caster in Memphis.
Shown
here with the painting are
Holt Scott, WMCT (TV) Mem(1 to r) James C. Hanrahan, vp and
phis art director, painted a lighthouse
in a new technique said to give a general manager of WEWS (TV)
Cleveland; Mr. Slavick; Mr. Howard
three-dimensional effect. Mr. Scott's
and M. C. Watters, vp and general
boss, H. W. Slavick, vp and general
manager of WMC-AM-FM and
manager
Cincinnati. of WCPO-AM-FM-TV
WMCT (TV), presented the lightassistant of WFGA-TV Jacksonville,
Fla., in charge of on-the-air promotion.
Robert Foreman, former announcer
with WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111., joins
WFGA-TV's anouncing staff.

WRUL New York (short wave station)
as director of administration.
PROGRAMMING
Rudy Behlmer, formerat KCOP
executive (TV)
producer

A. J. (Blondie) Stahmer, general manager of KGMJ (FM) Seattle, Wash.,
resigns to become promotion manager
of KAYO, that city.

Mr. Barrington

Mr. Wormington

Jay P. Barrington, assistant to general manager, in charge of radio,
WDAF-AM-FM Kansas City, has been
appointed manager of WDAF-AM-FM.
Robert J. Wormington, assistant to general manager, in charge of television,
WDAF-TV, has been named manager
of station. Mr. Barrington joined
WDAF-TV in 1950 as staff announcer.
Mr. Wormington joined station in same
year as radio-tv salesman.
Walter Tirschwell, KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul, and J. Michael Wilson,
KOOK Billings, Mont., join WIRL
Peoria, 111., as newsman and air personality, respectively.
Bill Addison appointed evening news
editor of WIL-AM-FM St. Louis.
Ron Johnson appointed promotion
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

Harvey Bennett, former producer of
Panorama Pacific, CBS-TV regional
show, joins ABC-TV as manager of
program development, western division.
Richard W. Grefe, formerly with Radio Free Europe in Germany, joins

R.

C.
I

CRISLER

Los dio -Angeles
and ratv director
of
Grant Adv., joins Don
Fedderson
Commercial Productions,
Mr. Behlmer
and director.
Darryl

&

Hollywood, as sales
manager, producer

Hickman has been elected

CO.,

INC.

BUSINESS BROKERS FOR TV & RADIO PROPERTIES
| LICENSED SECURITIES DEALERS
[ UNDERWRITING — FINANCING
i
*
1 CINCINNATI—
Sth/3rd Bank Building, 381 -777 5
Richard C. Crhler — Paul E. Wagner — Alex Howard
LOS ANGELES —
Lincoln Dellar & Co., 691 Siene Way, GR 2-7594
|

NEW YORK—
733 Third Avenue, MUrray Hill 7-8436
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president of board of directors of newly
chartered Los Angeles-American Federation of Television & Radio Artists
Federal Credit Union. Other board
members are: Art Gilmore (national
AFTRA president), vp; Joe Yocam,
secretary; Bertha Ziff, treasurer, and
Tyler McVey (AFTRA local president).
Ted de Corsia, Michael Rye and Mr.
Yocam were elected to serve on credit
committee. Claude McCue, AFTRA
executive secretary, John Kennedy and
Mr. McVey were appointed by board
to supervisory committee.
Ken Niles
ducer of Face
on CBS-TV,
Los Angeles,
duction.

Jr., former associate prothe Facts and On the Go
joins Glen Glenn Sound,
as vp in charge of pro-

John Tranchitella has been re-elected president of Los Angeles local (47)
of American Federation of Musicians
for another two-year term. Other officers are: Max Herman, vp; Don F.
Morris, secretary, and Bob Manners,
treasurer.
Edward T. Estabrook has been reelected president of IATSE International Photographers Local 659, Hollywood.
Fred Frink appointed Detroit sales
representative of Animation Inc. and
Image Productions, Hollywood-based
producers of live-action and animated
tv commercials, succeeding Ted Petok,
who resigned.
George Montgomery has been signed
to star in hour-long color tv series,
Thunderbird, which Selmur Productions
will produce for ABC-TV. Series,
ABC-TV's first in color, will be contemporary western, with Mr. Montgomery cast as owner of an Arizona ranch
located near Mexican border.
Robert W. Larsen, former staff director of Jerry Fairbanks Productions,

'Man of the year'
Ralph Beaudin, president
of WLS Chica"radio
go, wasman
namedof

Mr. Beaudin

the
year"
Dec.
7 at
annual
awards banquet
of American

of held
Radio Arts, Crafts &College
Sciences,
in grand ballroom of Conrad Hilton Hotel. The award was presented in recognition of outstanding contributions to the field of
radio. Mr. Beaudin has been
president of the ABC-owned and
operated outlet since March 1960.

joins Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, Colo., as producer-director.
Donn Greer, design consultant, appointed art director.

Charles J. Lucy appointed manager
of newly created electronic devices department inelectronic products division
of Corning Glass Works, Raleigh, N. C.
Mr. Lucy, who joined Corning in 1952,
has been division's manager of market
development for special products since
1961. Other divisional appointments
announced: Louis H. Gauss Jr., manager of special products; Dr. Morton R.
Shaw, manager of microcircuit development, and John Spiegler, manager of
components development.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, noted scientist, engineer and inventor, and honorary vp of RCA, elected first vp of
medical electronics section of Pan
American Medical Assn.
Jerome Schwartz, project engineer,
antenna development labs of Channel
Master Corp., Ellenville, N. Y., promoted to assistant chief engineer in
electronics division.
Andrew F. Inglis,
manager, broadcast
merchandising and engineering department,
RCA, elected to new
position of division

Cy Kaplan, sales executive, Independent Television Corp., New York, named
national sales manager. Mr. Kaplan
joined ITC in 1959 from National Telefilm Assoc., where he was director of
national sales.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING
Robert J. Welsmann, manager of
custom products for
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., appointed manager of
manufacturing for

Mr. Inglis

RCA in 1953 as manager, broadcast
equipment planning. He became manager of tv systems engineering in 1955
and manager of closed circuit tv department, three years later.
GOVERNMENT

company's video and
instrumentation division. Mr. Welsmann
joined Ampex in 1950 as electronics
inspector and has served in his present
capacity since 1953.
Mr. Welsmann

Mrs. Counts
"SUBSCRIPTION
APPLICATION"
BROADCASTING
The Businessweekly
of Television and Radio
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Please start my subscription immediately for —
J
□□ 52
$7.00 published
□ 104next
weekly
issues $12.00
$12.00 □□ Payment
52 weekly
issues & issues
Yearbook
November
Please billattached f"

title/ position*

company name
city
addr
Send to home address —
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state
zone

vp, operations,
broadcast and communicaproductsjoined
division.tions
Mr. Inglis

Dorothy Counts appointed confidential
assistant to FCC
Chairman Newton N.
Minow, replacing
Gloria Coe, who will
be married Dec. 30 to
New York attorney
Paul L. Klein. Mrs.

Counts has been secretary in chairman's office since June
1961, and for 15 years was with HonigCooper & Harrington advertising agency in San Francisco. Her husband is
research editor with Library of ConDEATHS
gress.
Fayette B. Dow, 81, former senior
member of Washington, D. C, communications law firm of Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson and one of the founders of
American Petroleum Institute, died Dec.
10 at Strong Memorial Hospital in
Rochester, N. Y. From time of founding Petroleum Institute in 1919 until
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

his retirement in 1959, Mr. Dow was
institute's general counsel.
Carleton W. Morris, owner of KSUN
Bisbee and KHFH Sierra Vista, both
Arizona, drowned Dec. 3 while scuba
diving with two companions at Guaymas, Mexico.
Reginald Burrows, 42, news writer
and producer with KHJ-AM-FM Los
Angeles, died of heart attack Dec. 2
at St. Vincent's
Hospital,
Burrows
had been
with that
KHJcity.
for Mr.
20
years.
Gordon Hall Jr., 55, member of legal
department of CBS in Los Angeles since
1951, died Dec. 10 after long illness.

Electronic

manufacturers

Emmet G. Cameron, executive vp
of Varian Assoc., Palo Alto, Calif.,
elected president of Western Electronic Manufacturers Assn. for coming year. Other officers of WEMA
include five vp's: Burgess Dempster,
president, Electronic Engineering Co.
of California; William H. Heflin,
general manager, Beckman & Whitley; Orison Wade, assistant chief engineer, General Dynamics/ Astronautics; Philip E. Renshaw, board
chairman, Tally Register Corp.;
Virden E. Scranton, assistant general manager, Motorola Semiconduc-

elect new

officers

tor Products Div.; Kenneth T.
Larkin, associate director of electronics research, Lockheed Missiles
& Space Co., secretary; Robert M.
Ward, vp, Beckman Instruments,
treasurer. E. E. Ferrey, executive director of WEMA, was elected executive vp and continues as chief staff
executive. Mr. Renshaw has also
been elected chairman of the WEMA
Northwest Council, Mr. Dempster
has been made chairman of Los Angeles Council and Mr. Heflin, named
chairman of the San Francisco Council.

INTERNATIONAL
Sees

wide

MORE

CHOICE

coverage
FOR

for second

BRITISH

Reginald Bevins, postmaster general,
hopes to see two-thirds of Britain's population covered by the second BBC-TV
network on uhf by the end of 1966.
"I regard it as of prime importance
that the public should have as wide a
choice as possible," he said in London.
Nobody has the right to tell the public to choose between two television networks any more than to require a
choice between two newspapers, he
added.
"Of course in television the number
of programs will always be limited by
technical considerations: but that is an
added reason why they should not be
limited by administrative or political
timidity." The essential purpose of
BBC's second tv network is to offer
greater choice. It was both the government's and BBC's plan that the two
networks would allow two kinds of programs to be broadcast at the same time,
he said.
"In this way we shall have not only
more programs of an informative and
educational kind, but also more distinctly regional programs and more experiment and innovation. That is what

MEN WHO READ
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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PUBLIC,

network

AIM OF OFFICIAL

the public is looking for. People are a
bit tired of all the old familiar faces
and the games and the gimmicks."
To the argument that commercial tv
companies' profits should finance BBC
the postmaster general commented that
it is silly to suggest that by taking
these profits radio and tv license fees
could be abolished. By 1965 BBC expenditure will be $168 million. The
present total profits of the tv companies
is between $70 and $84 million.
"We certainly intend to make sure
that adequate rentals are paid by the
companies for what, after all, is a public concession. And when I say 'adequate rentals' I mean what I say. But
anyone who believes these rentals would
be enough to abolish the license fee is
well off the rails."
Ouimet suggests probe
of Canadian troubles
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. should
have its own network of radio and television stations and the Board of Broadcast Governors should regulate only independently owned radio and television
stations. So CBC President Al Ouimet
suggested at a Canadian Club luncheon
at Ottawa Dec. 5.
His remark came after several
months of strife between the regulatory
BBG and the CBC about carrying the
Grey Cup Canadian football classic on
Dec. 1. Differences between CBC and
the regulatory body have been increasing in the past few years. The BBG
took over regulatory control over both
the government-owned system and independent stations in 1958.
Mr. Ouimet suggested a government
inquiry, perhaps a royal commission, to

determine if the present system in Canada could be modified to eliminate builtin conflicts and to simplify its operation
and administration. The CBC president
said the CBC after 30 years of operation has no doubt as to the precise naturetional
of its
mandate
as Canada's
naservice.
But he felt
that the BBG
might have a different conception, and
the CTV Television Network and the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters have
still other views.
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DATELINE:

Africa

Portable

bring

radios

Historians will record Africa's sweeping transition from foreign domination
to independence as one of the landmarks of the 20th Century.
Africans will in large measure owe
their freedom and their newly found
place in the world to two rather singular technological developments — the dry
cell battery and the transistor.
The bright innovators who married
the two into the compact high-powered
radio did more than create a fantastically successful new product for the
marketplace. Their miracle of miniaturization has become a mighty instrument of quiet revolution. And nowhere
is its power more evident than in
Africa, where pocket-size radio is helping reshape a king-size continent. More
specifically, the battery-powered portable offers leaders of Africa's newly
independent countries the only practical
means of reaching much of their people
most of the time.
National unity is essential to the consolidation of Africa's newly created
democratic governments. But "uniting"
is easier said than done in nations
where most of the people neither read
nor write — where for centuries the leading authority has not been a central
government but rather the chief of the
local tribe — where citizens live in isolated pockets separated from the capital
by miles of untamed bush, bad road,
or, more often, no road at all.
The Instant Answer ■ The compact
portable has supplied the instant answer to the problems of Africa's "instant independence." It's cheap,
link
to distribute, supplies an immediate easy
between the leaders and their citizens.
And electric power to operate it is as
handy as the nearest general store,
which always has a supply of fresh batteries on hand. The government-run
radio station, a standard fixture in vir-

by Jerry M. Landay, news director, WINS New York

light to the

Continent

tually every African capital, supplies
the rest.
Portable radios in the African bush
not only pick up the government station, but are bombarded by short-wave
transmissions from the Voice of America, Radio Moscow, Radio Peiping, and
Nasser's Radio Cairo.
One Peace Corps volunteer told me
of a tribal chief deep in the Tanganyika
bush. The chief lived in a mud hut,
spoke only broken English, and continued to use a witch doctor to cure his
jungle ills. But there sat his portable
radio on a rickety table in the center
of the hut. Every evening after dinner,
he and selected members of his family,
along with the tribal elders, listen for
several hours — first to one station, then
to another. The chief rarely has left
his village, but he knows the issues of
the cold war, knows who Kennedy,
Khrushchev, MacMillan and Mao-tseTung are, and knows what they are doing, saying, and thinking.
Evening Ritual ■ I spent several days
visiting a tiny isolated mountainside
camp in southern Tanganyika. Every
evening, the ritual is the same. Peace
Corps volunteer Gerry Faust of Holton,
Kan., clears the empty dishes off the
wooden table in the hut, and replaces
them with a shortwave battery transistor radio.
A member of Faust's three-man
African road crew stirs up the wood
fire. All four plant their chairs in the
direction of the beautiful African sunset. Then, someone turns on the radio,
fussing with the dial until the signal
from TBC, the government-run radio
station in the capital of Dar es Salaam,
comes in loud and clear.
For the next several hours, the loudspeaker commands an empathy, a fascination, an excited wonder from the
audience of three Africans.

Jerry Landay, news director, WINS New
York, first joined the Westinghouse organization in 1955 as news director at KDKA
Pittsburgh. In 1958, he moved to WBZ
Boston, and moved again in 1960 to WBC's
Washington news bureau. In August 1962,
he became news director of WINS. Mr.
Landay recently completed a one-month,
20,000 mile tour of Africa, where he covered the Peace Corps for a WBC radio
documentary series, "Africa: Peace Corps
Plus One," now on WBC stations.
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Dark

For the two nights I stayed at Faust's
camp,
I waswondrous
fascinatedloveby affair
the Africans'
basic and
with the
loudspeaker. When it played music to
them, they sang with it and kept time
with their feet. When it joked with
them, they laughed and shouted back.
When it told them of big news events
in their own capital, or in Washington,
London and Moscow, they nodded approvingly or disapprovingly, or exchanged whispered comments or arguments. And when it sang to them of
the glorious wonders of Aspro. the popular local reliever-of-pain-and-everything-else, they sang the words of the
jingle in unison.
Plug On The World ■ To the average
African, radio is far more than a miraculous innovation in mass communications. It is his first exposure to any
medium of mass communication. Isolated by miles of bush and bad roads,
he is getting his first chance to plug
into the world which he has become
increasingly, if but dimly, aware of in
recent years. With the coming of independence, he has found radio to be
his only dependable way of tying into
the circuit of events in his own country
which make his newfound freedom
meaningful.
To his leaders, radio is the only way
of tying the citizen speedily and quickly
into national policies, decisions, and
issues — of breaking down tribal barriers
■— of creating a cohesive national consciousness and patriotism necessary to
consolidate the independence which is
so newly won.
TBC, the Tanganyika Broadcasting
Corporation, typifies the role of radio
in the new African nations. Government-run, itputs the program stress on
information and education. Of its Swahili service, 60% is devoted to news and
related current affairs presentations,
educational, instructional, and cultural
programs. The news schedule is currently being expanded. Popular and
traditional music are programmed the
other 40% of the schedule.
In addition to national and international news summaries, the informational service includes TBC Magazine,
astories,
roundup
of theOurweek's
top which
news
and From
Gardens,
introduces bush farmers to land cultivation, planting, and marketing. Radios
have been placed in schools in the bush
areas, over which students are given
daily instruction in English, history,
geography,
general science and current
affairs.
Personal Involvement ■ One of TBC's
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

no indicator of the audience. In a bush

most successful techniques is to get its
audiences personally involved in its programs. Aside from the news reports,
one of the most popular programs is
called Fedha Kwa Jasho. Literally
translated, it means "Money for Sweat."
The "sweat" involves answering ten
questions on current affairs. Listeners
mail in their answers, and the one to
submit the first card with all ten answers correct wins the top prize of 30
shillings, or only about $4.25, in American money.
The mail response to every program
is overwhelming. Mr. Faust described
the feverish and argumentative efforts of
his crew to complete an entry. They
tackle it with a relish most Americans
reserve for the daily double.
TBC applies the same technique to
much of its music schedule, which is
programmed on the basis of mail requests. In a single month, one record
program received over 53,000 individual
pieces of mail.
Most of the record shows are an international melting pot of popular music. A Tanganyikan number may be
followed by a Cha Cha Cha, an English ballad, a Frank Sinatra standard, a
hit tune from South Africa or the

to answer

Congo, and an American rock 'n' roll.
Rock 'n' roll, by the way, is very big
in Tanganyika, and is rapidly becoming
even bigger.
TBC personalities receive the same
popular attention reserved in America
only for a Hollywood star. They make
frequent public appearances, and send
out autographed pictures when they're
requested, which is often.
Audience Per Set ■ The number of
radio sets in Tanganyika is mushrooming. The 1959 census counted 70,000.
It's now estimated there are over 100,000. However, the number of sets is

Broadcasters have a continuing obligation to sift and resift complaints, to
defend their industry against unwarranted attacks, Robert D. Swezey, NAB
code authority, told the Radio and Television Executives Club at the Park Plaza
Hotel, Toronto, Ont., on Dec. 6. Mr.
Swezey stated that government regulation should come only if industry is unable to do the regulatory job itself.
Mr. Swezey, who has appeared before
Canadian broadcasters on other occasions, referred to continuing criticism of
broadcasting on both sides of the inter-

town, it's accepted practice for the few
who own sets to hold open house nightly for the neighbors. And, come news
time, the host's radio often plays to
standing room only.
In some villages, the only radio is in
the social center. And, there, too, it
draws communal listeners like the early
tv sets in American bars used to draw
customers.
The ritual of the radio I saw and
heard played out in Mr. Faust's camp is
repeated nightly across the length and
breadth of Tanganyika. It's a ritual you
have to witness, to fully understand the
motivation of the African leader who
told a Washington official, "Don't give
me money. Give me a hundred thousand transistor radios."
America would do well to consider
requests such as these. The transistor
portable is providing many an African
with his first window on the world.
The wider it opens, the better the odds
that his experiment with independence
will succeed.
Swezey

SPECIAL

Radio
NIELSEN

in

94%

New county-by-county estimates of
U. S. television and radio ownership are
being released today (Dec. 17) by the
A. C. Nielsen Co.
They reflect the county distribution
of 50,003,300 television homes and
51,897,790 radio homes as of September 1962. Saturation in the case of
radio is put at 94% of all homes; in
television, 91%.
Radio and tv homes in Continental
U. S. are somewhat fewer but percentage penetration remains the same:
49,816,610 tv homes (91% of all
homes) and 51,685,850 radio homes
(94%).
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tells Canadians

RADIO-TV

U.S.

BREAKDOWN

national border. He felt that no other
media are turning out better material,
that all have some mediocre material
and often trivia.
"Excellence is a rare thing," he said.
"I doubt that even with unlimited money
broadcasting could program much better. The material just isn't available.
Broadcasting is a mass medium and must
satisfy the popular taste. Broadcasters
have been accused of being nambypamby, of selecting programs largely on
the basis of avoiding conflict. Our overcautious approach has earned us contempt rather than respect."
He said that despite charges of television's effect on children, there is no
credible data on the effect of tv programming on children.
Abroad

in brief...

Bureau established ■ A placement and
counselling bureau is being opened at
Toronto, Ont., early in 1963 by the
Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies. A Montreal office is to be opened
later in the year. The bureau will be
operated
separate board
directors frombythea association
and ofhave
its
own offices. Its services will be open in
the beginning only to advertising agencies, but are expected to be opened to
advertisers at a later date.
Foreign rights purchased ■ Seven Arts
Assoc., New York, has purchased
foreign tv and theatrical distribution
rights to the Out of the Inkwell series
now being syndicated in the U. S. by
Video House. The series of 100 fiveminute cartoons in color will be placed
into world-wide distribution by Seven
Arts Productions International Ltd. in
London, and in Canada by Seven Arts
Productions Ltd., Toronto.

HOMES

homes;
SHOWS

These are the first new county figures
since April 1961, date of Nielsen's last.
They show the most radio and tv
homes in the North Central region
(15.1 million radio, 14.7 million tv),
but the greatest penetration in the
Northeast (96% radio, 94% tv).
Highest Penetration ■ Rhode Island
and New Jersey are tied for highest tv
penetration with 96% each. Five states
are tied at 97% for similar honors in
radio: Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Minnesota.
The figures were compiled by Nielsen as "practical estimates." Totalhomes figures are estimates by Sales

tv

WHERE

in
THEY

91%
ARE

Management; these are the base against
which Nielsen's tv and radio ownership
percentages were applied to get the
county figures.
The tv percentages are Nielsen estimates based on U. S. Census data of
April 1960, updated according to
growth-rate patterns developed by Census and the Advertising Research Foundation. The radio percentages are from
the 1960 Census, adjusted to reflect
subsequent Census Bureau findings on
sets not in working order.
The county-by-county figures, which
also are available in booklet form from
Nielsen, follow (pages 86-101.
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TOTAL U. S.

continued

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
55,092,400 50,003.300 91% 51,897,790 94%

ALABAMA
County
Autauga
Baldwin
Barbour
Bibb
Blount
Bullock
Butler
Calhoun
Chambers
Cherokee
Chilton
Choctaw
Clarke
Clay
Cleburne
Coffee
Colbert
Conecuh
Coosa
Covington
Crenshaw
Cullman
Dale
Dallas
De Kalb
Elmore
Escambia
Etowah
Fayette
Franklin
Geneva
Greene
Hale
Henry
nu us> toil
</ >i v r-_ . i ii 1
Jefferson
Lamar
Lauderdale
Lawrence
Lee
Limestone
Lowndes
Macon
Madison
Marengo
]\^arion
Marshall
Mobile
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Perry
"Pi nlrpn c
Pike
j .h l
"Ri » a1 1 T)1 J Hi nnlm t~»Vi
Russell
St. Clair
Shelby
Sumter
Talladega
Tallapoosa
Tuscaloosa
^Valker
Washington
Wilcox
Winston
State Total
ALASKA
1st Judicial Div.
2nd Judicial Div.
3rd Judicial Div.
4th Judicial Div.
State Total

82%
Total Television
Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
5*600
4 800
270 onQA cr*
66
13*600
113 930
850 87
1 41 Ann
,830000
66*36*200
4
100
*
2
0
2 660 76
3 500 0
3 160
6 300 93
*470 73
2 53030
2 880 87
*390 61
4 510
82
5 420 R7
7*100
27*000
23 510 87
q
Ann 93
10,500
8
370
80
4300
81
3 850 90
637 320
yufifi
430
2 590 76
4 200
620
2*480 89
on
4 350 66
6 600
0,OoU
2 670 78
Q1
3 400
62
09 uyu
79
00
93
2
230
d.fln
77
2,900
00oy
6 640
89
8,400
10*660
yi
13*,400
80
12.490
66
88
3^790
78
2^850
4,300
2,030 75
2,700
90
10,000
7.840 74
9,000 92
86
3,800
2,820 73
10,990
3,270
12,400
11,540
83
88
7,250 75,
8,700
89
7,660 93
13,270
14,600
10,700
11,600
77
9,540
10,610 92
88
6.280 79
8,000
82
7,000 91
88
8,900
7,820
6,830 89
24,580
25,540
27,700
4,500
4.160 92
3.490 78
92
6,000
92
4,520
92
5,540
4,680 78
6,000
5,540
49
84
3,200
1,560
2,680
58
4,600
3*070 80
3,910 85
2,680
76
89
2,800
3,700
1 A 7nn
12,710 86
13,080
3,300
y,
iuu
(OU 90
187 500
8,760 89
94
1681 ,410
77
91
90
4,000
17K
(tan
3,640
13 850 77
17,900
175 500
040 95
86
6,200
4,530 73
80
90
10,300
12,900
ll!580
93
7,500 77
9,700
83
9,000
2,730 86
3,300
1,770 71
5,900
4,180
54
83
94
28,780
34,700
32,480
5,100 93
88
6,700
4 780 89
4,160
5,910
5
900
ll'640
81
5 500
13*900
62
84
12,950
88,500
79,030
80,000 91
5,300
4,810 93
3,290 85
48,500
41,340
45,010
90
84
93
17,800
14,860 62
16,540 86
4,000
2,230 56
fifi
3,440
DO
A QQfl oyP.Q
D,D\J\J
A fll ft 79
D, 1 UU
A0,K3l±\J
(\Cif\ HA
oyQQy i
10,860 89
12,200
9,730
5.960 89
6,700
5,470 80
86
90
8,600
82
7,400
7,770 90
62
87
4,600
2,860
4,010
82
14,100
17,100
15,770
8,800
7,790 80
9,800
83
23,770
92
28,700
26,630 93
1 A*3 csrtft
Ann
0/
13,140 0 1
IV
91%
3,130 85
2,520 83%
4,000
2,110 53
3,400 93
82
3,900
3,200
3,620
823,130
744,230
901,300

10,800
2,700
34,900
15,600
64,000

790
6,050
29,090
12,210
48,140

ARIZONA
Apache
Cochise
Coconino
Gila
Graham
Greenlee
Maricopa
Mohave
Navajo
86 (SPECIAL REPORT)

94%

56%

6,000
17,200
11,800
7,400
3,800
3,000
213,000
2,500
9,300

2,610
14,270
7,360
5,770
2,790
2,520
194,900
1,880
5,090

43%

10,200
78
93%
2,090 95
33,160
14,380 92
59,830
79%

83
78
62
73
84
75
92
55

4,760
15,910
10,810
6,870
3,550
2,880
198,730
2,240
7,630

29
83
75%
78

93
92
93
93
96
93
89
82

PimaCounty
Pinal
Santa Cruz
Yavapai
Yuma
State Total
ARKANSAS
Ashley
Arkansas
Baxter
Benton
Boone
Bradley
Calhoun
Clay
Carroll
Chicot
Clark
Cleburne
Cleveland
Conway
Columbia
Craighead
Crawford
Crittenden
Cross
Dallas
Desha
Drew
Faulkner
Franklin
Fulton
Garland
Grant
Greene
Hempstead
Hot Spring
Howard
Independence
Izard
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Lafayette
Lawrence
Lee
Lincoln
Little River
Logan
Lonoke
Madison
Marion
Miller
Mississippi
Monroe
Montgomery
Nevada
Perry
Newton
Ouachita
Phillips
Pike
Poinsett
Pope
Polk
Prairie
Pulaski
Randolph
St.
SalineFrancis
Searcy
Scott
Sebastian
Sharp
Sevier
Stone
Union
Van
Buren
Washington
wmte
Woodruff
Yell
State Total
CALIFORNIA
(""nil 1
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
'— - aid v CI cto
v 1 M [ L 1 , 1 V^Ubld
jjei in one
Eldorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Inyo
Imperial
Kings
Kern
Lake

Total Television Radio 87
Homes Homes
Homes
3*010
78,560 87%
93
92%
86,000
80,240
2
17,000
*
85
14,470 350
14,820 90
75
2,770
10,870
3,100
9,900
7,190 73
88%
2,330
12,090 94
6*,600
13,200
91
3*692
60
403,2001*600 350,610 85%
9,270 4*5*361900
372,570
82
79
1*330
6 090
11*900
76
85
5
050
77
5,890
5 740 87
6,900
73
94
11160
3,200
5300
94 420
94
080
4 990
77
3 340 84
6*400
77
1,360 4*696
80
4,000
3,050 78
83
86
3,800
2,960
76
94
3,290
88
4,690
5,900
U230 2 79
5,1005*300
90
4,800
*379
70
78
86
6,100
2,030
2,240
5,490
12*340
70
1,900
2,600
64
4,*900
91
4 300
35,870
450 79
41,570
000 93
5 *740
7,000
7,700
11930
88
88
4 880
13,500
5 880 91
76
92
78
81
12,100
490 86
429750
230
80
23,880
270
9,460 78
86
2,900
3,930 74
71
36 500
88
4,0001*900
290 90
2,830 76
91
7,000
2310 97
54
1,840 89
3^100
13,800
14/750 83
1,030 81
1,900
16,500
1,940 82
83
93
7,300
89
2,400
77
90
2,000
6,070 81
6,800
84
5,700
4,370 83
5,120 93
6,500
5,270
5,890
2,680 81
79
53,080
540 92
3,300
58
6,000
75
79
4,710
90
1,100
4,880 66
91
1,690
88
6,200
19,600 72
20,730
5,580
23,500
74
3,390
3,700
2,720 7880
2,650 85
2*170
3,100
4,530 8*210
4,900
2,490
3,660
4,200 84
83
5,000
3,300
2,310
3,2001*600
85
2,670 92
2,600
2,210 92
4,400
86
86
1,870
2.530
4,040
3,410
5,620
5,600
6,500
1,610 78
72
1,650 88
2,700
85
1,80<?
9,600
1,410 84
92
82
15,100
14,780
85
8,160 60
18,000
4,500
94
8,430
88
73
3,830
92
72
86
1,600
2370
1,170
1,410 91
3,010
900 56
3,000
1,460 89
67
7,220 79
84
9!200
84
1,180
11,700
8803
1,310
2*88
8,380
9,820
0
2,200
L400
1,680 71
1,930 93
6,370
94
6,560
93
7,500
90
l'7272
78
770
2*200 2,710
2,260
3,800
3,550
5,860
6,300
5,100
2,620
85
67,320 72
2,900
68,080 91
74,900
85
2,520 75
81
3,290
89
6,920 90
3,500
8,100
6,110
89
73
6,970
90
2,000
7,800
7,020 86
1,460 68
21,020
22,500
94
93
20.040
89
1,780
2,300
1,570
1,980 88
92
970
3,000
2,460 67
87
2,650 89%
1,800
1,700
83
1,570
1,210 78
15,000
12,520
82
81%
13,440 93
57
13,810 78
16,430 01
17,700
73
8,760 87
2,540
9,600
7,990 79
90
92
92
3,500
3,030
y<s
/o
yo
/o
3,600
3*
462,880
418,070
2,840
90
3,290
0
83
517,700
yi
oqo fi70
OUD, 100
1 UU
3O.IUU
500

£00,2 680
D 70t \J
26 810
050
ll.i3 ,OJU
3,380

70
86
87
87
95
82
89
91
90
88
90
82
92

— . 1- » . O 90— ' 1
2 920
28,480
3 320
3 510
121 400

10,170
115,800
100
4,730
5,220
10,180
105^520
113*, 100
102*940
4,850
34,100
5,400
5,170
30,670
31,920
15,730
17,860
19,200
4,100
2,870
82,690
90,300
83,620
3,610
12,820 79
14,500
13,380
4,360 70
5,110
5,500 BROADCASTING,
92 December 17,

94
95
97
90
on
94
92
93
90
96
93
yu
93
93
94
88
1962
92

Total Television Radio
County
Homes Homes
Homes
Lassen
4,000 3,300 83
3,720 93
Los Angeles
2,149,100 2,010,480 94 2,035,200 95
Madera
12,000
10,700
10,880 91
47,680
Marin
49,100
45,410 92
89
79
Mariposa
1,420 80
1,720 96
1,800
Mendocino
12,760
14,900
81
15,900
97
91
Merced
27,200
24,670
24,480
Modoc
2,500
94
2,020
490 62
86
Mono
690 90
800
2,350
95
Monterey
57,100
54,190 94
51,840
Napa
20,200
18,420 91
93
19,190 95
Nevada
87
7,400
6,440 91
233,670
Orange
243,300
6,840 95
231,620
Placer
18,500
17,150 92
16,840 91
Plumas
86
3,130 96
3,800
91
3,270 93
Riverside
91
107,700
97,880
100,050
82
Sacramento
94
94
156,370
166,900
157,050
San Benito
4,110 87
4^290
4,700
San Bernardino
155,150
167,800
157,230
343,500
320,900 93
San Diego
323,920
San Francisco
85
289,000
244,350 92
270,220 94
94
78,500
90
93
San Joaquin
70,530
73,010 94
94
27,800
24,870 89
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
26,220 97
143,750 96
150,100
145,450
Santa Barbara
54,840 91
57,020 94
60,600
214,000
205,010
Santa Clara
94
96
200,950
85
Santa Cruz
90
95
79
32,500
29,190
31,010
92
Shasta
95
19,260
18,700
20,300
Sierra
800
630
680
94
Siskiyou
11,100
10,390 95
9,160 83
40,500
Solano
95
38,340
38,350
Sonoma
90
95
48,460
50,800
45,470
44,380 93
Stanislaus
89
50,100
46,490 93
Sutter
94
10,600
9,770
Temama
8,080 95
8,500
9,970
7,870 80
92
Trinity
94
3,290 92
2,790
3,500
46,290
Tulare
45,050
50,100
Tuolumne
5 100
4 830 93
95
4 340 85
Ventura
94
57350 90
95%
6L300
57^740
Yolo
21,800
91
93
20,320
92%
19,740
Yuba
94
91
10,600
9,680
9,860
State Total
5,377,300
5,083,500
4,969,090
96%
LULURADQ
96%
76
Adams
33,800
35,100
33,730 96
Alamosa
2,700
2,590 97
2,060
95
Arapahoe
460
33,170
35,000
Archuleta
700
65
630
33,920
Baca
52
1,900
1,830
990
Bent
83
96
1,580
99
1,900
Boulder
1,810 90
97
24,000
21,330 89
23,210
96
Chaffee
79
95
2,130
2,700
800
Cheyenne
790
73
2,560
580
Clear Creek
840 84
960 96
1,000
Conejos
450 72
89
1,900
900
1,390
Costilla
50
820 91
1,740
Crowley
980
400
92
1,100
Custer
300 74
390 97
1,040
Delta
81
95
94
4,040
4,750
5,000
Denver
169,800
162,160 99
96
149,460
310 88
Dolores
600
580 97
96
Douglas
1,500
1,430
52
1,480 92
950 73
Eagle
1,300
1,190 97
Elbert
990
82
1,200
El Paso
93
43,700
46,900
45,160
1,160 96
Fremont
95
6,300
5,140
Garfield
77
96
260
5,950
2,990 88
3,730
82
3,900
300
280 94
Gilpin
Grand
770
70
91
1,100
93
100
Gunnison
69
98
1,000
100
1,030
1,470
Hinsdale
100 100
100
1,500
Huerfano
430 73
2,200
1,600
Jackson
500
85
480 95
2,040
42,100
Jefferson
40,290 96
98
41,090
Kiowa
700
500 72
690 98
71
Kit Carson
97
2,000
1,430
Lake
87
1,940
2,000
1,560 79
1,750 95
La Plata
4,650
5,900
78
Larimer
90
97
17,400
5,590
16,900
15,720 69
Las Animas
5,500
3,800
Lincoln
98
5,040
1,700
1,420 84
1,670 98
Logan
5,220
92
6,200
84
Mesa
88
6,080
120 69
16,400
15,920
14,440
96
Mineral
200
58
190 93
Moffat
95
97
2,300
2,180
1,580 79
Montezuma
4,300
3,390
4,150
Montrose
4,630 83
5,600
5,290
Morgan
6,500
6,000
6,400 98
85
96
Otero
7,000
5,960
6,690
Ouray
92
500
71
490 94
97
480
350 80
600
98
Park
Phillips
590
1,370
1,490
1,500
800
460
58
690
86
Pitkin
9391
97
Prowers
2,690 69
3,900
3,790 9599
Pueblo
34,100
31,720 82
32,290
95
Rio Blanco
1,500
1,230 73
1,430 95
Rio Grande
2,190
3,000
960 98
65
Routt
1,040
2,840
740 68
1,600
1,560 87
Saguache
200
1,100
170 86
200 100
San Juan
850
900
69
San Miguel
620
95
Sedgwick
1,110
1,230
Summit
600
480 80
510 94
85
1,300
Teller
900
800 89
870
Reprinted with permission of copyright holder, A. C. Nielsen97 Co.
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County
Washington
Weld
Yuma
State Total
w W 111* IbU 1 1 w w 1
CONNECTICUT
Fairfield
Hartford
Litchfield
Middlesex
New Haven
New
i oiianaLondon
Windham
State Total
DPI AWAQP
Kent
New Castle
Sussex
State Total

96%
89%
Total Television
Radio
Homes
Homes
Homes
98
2,000
1,560 78
1,960 95
21,600
19,880 80
20,580
9997%
2,800
493,090
2,230 96%
557,000
534,220
2,770
92
93
207,200
198,000
200,780 97
211,580
97%
^0o,9oU
97
218,800
95
38,300
36,610 96
35,680 94%
26,080
27,000
97
207,600
200,330 97
25,180 95
196,970
92
48,620 94
52,900
51,050
19,010 9893%
19,500
18,120 93
93
21,500
19,900 93
20,360
765,800
792,800
748,450 91%
96%
20,500
95,100
23,000
138,600

93%
18,630
90,680 95
19,790 86
88%
129,100

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
220,130
ziy, luu
.DISTRICT J. OTAL
Bay
FLORIDA
Alachua
20,900
16,150
Baker
Bradford
20,000
1,420
17,620
Brevard
2,870
40,000
Broward
L700
35,290
124,100
3,500
115,290
Calhoun
Clay
Charlotte
Citrus
5,300
2,000
1,320
2,610
4,390
Collier
3^400
4,920
Columbia
5700
4,170
5^800
5^500
Dade
309,640
345,000
De Soto
4,430
Dixie
51*300
2,520
3^200
1,300
Duval
125,570
139,000
Escambia
750
46,420
Flagler
Franklin
1,400
2,100
Gadsden
1,110
1,440
Gilchrist
800
620
9,100
Glades
6,650
530
800
Gulf
2.240
2 000
Hamilton
Hendry
Hardee
3,000
1,310
3,700
2,500
1,740
Hernando
3,110
7 600
Highlands
Hillsborough
3^800
119,230
6,080
3.070
Holmes
134^400
Indian River
2,800
1,760
9,300
7,450
Jackson
Jefferson
y ,ouu
Lake
Lafeyette
800
490
1,660
6,880
2,500
Levy
Lee
20,100
17,580
20,100
17,210
17,190
Leon
20,700
Liberty
900
630
3,100
1,960
Madison
24,610
2,280
Manatee
3,800
27,700
Marion
12,590
16,300
Martin
Monroe
Nassau
6,400
10,650
5,370
4,230
14,800
Okaloosa
18,500
4,900
16,420
Okeechobee
Orange
2,000
1,680
91,100
82,120
Osceola
Palm Beach
85,300
74,160
6,170
Pasco
7,500
11,600
13,600
Pinellas
145,750
161,800
Polk
Putnam
55,920
63,600
10,100
St. Johns
8,470
St.
Lucie
9,500
11,420
13,800
8,050
Santa Rosa
7,340
27,430
Sarasota
31,500
8,300
Seminole
17,800
15,720
Sumter
2,720
Suwanee
2,760
3,500
Taylor
2,700
4,100
3,900
840
Union
Volusia
50,000
43,910
1,100
Wakulla
Walton
1,500
1,210
Washington
3,360
4,500
3,200
2,310
State Total
1,507,110
1,719,100
GEORGIA
Appling
3,200 2,230
Atkinson
1,500 790
Bacon
2,100 1,550

19,040
96
91,490
21,900 95
132,430 93%
91%

77%

232,410

84
88
88
85
66
83
82
93
76
78
77
79
58
73
90
90
90
69
77
70
66
80
75
65
84
63
81
80
89
80
70
83
66
61
87
86
63
70
60
89
77
72
86
89
85
84
84

18,960
1,510
18,920
3,050
113,680
36,600

90
88
82
84
87
83
88
88
85
78
67
88%
75
87
77
88
81
69
72

70%
52
74

1,860
2,740
4,820
5,300
4,550
313,610
5,180
2,750
126,910
1,160
46,320
670
1,240
720
1,770
7,830
2,630
1,720
2,960
2,100
3,230
120,420
6,470
2,560
8,750
8,750
2,010
17,870
670
18,910
18,940
760
2,690
14.800
25,040
3,440
5,790
13,700
4,470
17,450
1,630
77,250
75,830
11,780
6,680
147,080
55,780
8,940
12,560
8,540
7,500
28,600
15,820
2,850
930
3,690
45,350
3,260
1,220
4,170
2,960
1,548,700

89
95
87
93
91
81
92
89
92
83
86
91
91
91
90
91
89
85
86
84
90
85
86
80
88
85
90
84
94
89
80
92
89
94
87
84
85
91
90
92
90
93
91
94
91
81
85
89
87
91
88
89
90
91
91
90%
89
81
90
90
84
91
93
93
84
81

2,910 91%
1,260 84
1,890 90
87

RADIO-TV

HOMES

County
Baker
Baldwin
Banks
Barrow
Bartow
Ben Hill
Berrien
Bibb
Bleckley
Brantley
Brooks
Bryan
Bulloch
Burke
Butts
Calhoun
Camden
Candler
Carroll
Catoosa
Charlton
Chatham
Chattahoochee
Chattooga
Cherokee
Clarke
Clav
V 1 clnrh
y LUl 1
Pli
11 [I'M
Cobb
Cook
Coweta
C^a^vf ord
Dade
Da^vson
UcLd IUI
J-'tr iVdlu
lOodse
Tlrn UgllCl
1 0 Vi >~ t \/
XJ\J
-L/u
ugido
Early
Echols
Effingham
Elbert
Emanuel
Fannin
Fa vette
Floyd
Forsyth
■L I ill 1 r. 1 1 1 1
X LI 1 L(JJ 1
Gilmer
vxiascoc k
Glynn
Lxordon
Grady
£j reene
VJ W 1 M 1 ] l 1 1
IlaUCl M 1 il II 1
Hall
Ha 1 1LUL t\.
T-T1 . illavalenn
dloUI 1
Hart
Heard
TTni ict lUJah 1
IlUUi
Irwin
j acrCson
J asper
Jeff Davis
Jefferson
Jenkins
OTriVi
\J 1 11n loUcr> 1 1
Jones
J_iamar
Lanier
Laurens
J—T ',i1 Viprt
UCl v
Lincoln
Lowndes
Lumpkin
McDuffie
Mcintosh
JTVTa
. VI. 1 1 l.r? 1i 'can
11
Marion
Meriwether
Miller
Mitchell
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Murray
Muscogee
Newton
Oconee
Oglethorpe
88 (SPECIAL REPORT)

continued (Ga.)

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
Rd.fi
fid
880
D4U
1,000
A AA(\ i 0
90
5,900
7fi
51 320
04
1
0
88
580
1,700
1
,290
93
OO
4,300
37 990
3,680 OO00
110 93
7ft
7,800
6,860
3 450 89
Z, / 1U 1 U
3,900
2 650 9186
■tl,ZOU
a44,3,100
a nnn
QQ2,160
79ft QH
94
OUU
Jo,
IzU
1
Qftft
7Q
89
10
21 310
2,600
OO7Q7^
320
i.yuu
1,500
1,160
3,800
2,860
1 1 Of) 7Q1 0
31 420
240 88
c1,500
Qftft
i ,040
iyu
5
5 810
O.oUU
Q 41 ft 80
fi7
82
4
190 90
83
5,100
1 Q7ft
86
OO
o,41U
92
2,300
x
,y
/
u
O
(
o^ft
1
,910
Do
you
12,600
,800
1
510
9 OOft ft^
2 260 87
OO7Q
z,zzu
1
Odft
530 90
q1 470
1 ,700
84
1.Z4U
Qy.zuu
Oftft OO
10,400
QO
r fiftft 91
92
6,100
o.ouu
O.OlU
1 300
1 060 81
1 000 77
Rft
yz
40
QQfl
89
49
360
00 ,4uu
93
40,1 you
9ftft QOyz
1 250 96
1 ,zuu
1 ,300
a
Aon
OO
4
990
91
00
1
*
2
0
0
5,500
88
5 930
6 400
4,5 OOU
12*350
660
7*940 95
730 85
11080
131 000
3*2*19940
67
990
100
0
12 720
131700
800
12 880 93
7*340 87
71
90
090£ ,v)£iU
OOft
321,480
470 92
94
34 3*400
200
93
59100
600
4,040 72
5,190
94
87
7,500 82
84
86
1*980 81
3,700
92
75
3,090
2,390
92
8 000
6 490
84
870
15 000
400
2
88
*
6
5
0
3 630 73
421,180
330
2 300
62
010 95
88
79
1 000
760 76
*900
2*600 87
5 880
830
86
6 2600
5 200 95
78*,090
78 540
4*700
3 260 76
4 3300
*200
88
3 840 91
2 140
18*640
21 900
85
194 580
89
88
240 89
90
89
4 190 74
71
2,270
500
320 63
440
80
73
2,190
2,500
1,990
4
260
5 000
4 420 8188
85
3 500 77
41 340
4,800
87
1 900
640 90
86
21 550
760 88
3 600
94
3
370
18*840
2 100
1 780 85
1 900
82
17*580
90000
94
3 400
3 070 90
3 170 93
91
3 700
190 86
i 7ft Qftft
1104,
^A3 00U
Q^ft
0.1
1loy.yiu
^03 320
Q1 ft OAy4
4 1 u y75
1 OKA
1 ,740
Rem
7Q/ 01
dfifi 9085
QA04
2,300
ouu
yzQO
85
12,700
ouu
10,840 Q70 1
11,680
d
flDft
4,780
O.OUU
Q Q/lft Qft
A 99ft yzQQ00
O.UoU
20,041)
030 90
24,oUU
800
72
2 500 89
4.ZZU
11 290 OU88
114 600
93
12 500
3*650740 93
4 040 81
5 000
12
740
13 460 93
142 500
200
1 300 78
59
1 830 83
4 200
3 550 85
730 89
84
2 800
2 190
23 350
4 200
89
3 600 86
1
190
1 300
79
020 82
31 700
4 020
4 500
9 990 89
11- 200
101 OOft
090 92Q7
1AA
O(
89
2,300
1 ,700 74
Q473
44, 79ft
yoQO
04
4,280
/ ZU QQ90
O.IUU
1,060
1 .310 90
1 ,500
2,200
1,980 00
Q1 ;600
1 Qft 71HA1 0
A 300
QAfl
24,oUU
2o,D4U
010
1O.loU
740 76
3*230 0087
oz, 1iuunn
1 860
1
,04U
2 100
19 620
1 890 93
97ft
2 800
2
410 86
01
z,z900/ u 77
89
q1 300
7fin
1 210
90Qft
ft R4fl 69
7
HQft
yu
lO
3
7£?
*
2
o,1 400
IUU
1
280
3
0
1O,04U
1*510 91
2 020
910 7378
3 700
79
1 090
1400
720
1 180 85
3*500
1000
77
14*100
87
1*700
93
78
11,040 72
13,080
1 800
1 530 85
1l'.llO
680
2
810
80
1*300
1 230
2 200 69
3 200
2 620 94
92
2
500 81
92
3100
89
2 840 85
58
82
760
77
90
4.390
73
4,900
3,770
69
1,800
1.540
1,250
85
60
4,800
3,510 80
4,090 8687
2,070
2,600
2,260
1,500
890 75
1,390 88
2,600
1,950
80
2,280
2,800
93
2,240
2,550
89
40,480 85
45,300
41,450 92
4,930
5,800
5,330 91
96
92
1,550 9175
1,700
1,620
1,700 89
1,420
1,900

County
Paulding
Peach
Pickens
JrOlK
Pulaski
Putnam
Quitman
Rabun
Randolph
Richmond
Schley
Rockdale
Screven
Seminole
Spalding
Stephens
Stewart
Sumter
Talbot
Taliaferro
Tattnall
Taylor
Telfair
Terrell
Thomas
Tift
Toombs
Troup
Towns
Treutlen
Turner
Twiggs
Union
w alKer
Upson
w aiton
Ware
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Wheeler
White
Whitfield
Wilcox
Wilkes
Wilkinson
Worth
State Total
HAWAII
Hawaii
Honolulu
Kauai
Maui
State Total
inIDAHO
A UA
Ada
Adams
Bannock
Bear Lake
Benewah
Bingham
Blaine
Boise
Bonner
Bonneville
Boundary
*77Butte
0
Camas
Canyon
Caribou
Cassia
Clark
Clearwater
Custer
Elmore
Franklin
Fremont
Gooding
Gem
Idaho
Jefferson
Jerome
Kootenai
Latah
Lemhi
Lewis
Lincoln
Madison
Minidoka
Nez Perce
Oneida
Owyhee
Payette
Power
Shoshone
Valley
Teton
Twin Falls
Washington
State Total

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
Q 9 Qfl Q70 t
89
Q1
3 190 89
3,700
03,290
1 fin olQA04
90
3,600
2 260 92
1
770
22,500
400
2,920
1 9.0ft 73
1 Qftft
89
1
610
Q.5
7 Qftft
fi1 ,oZU
7ftft
0 Qfift
1 RA(\ OO
1
950
85
7
030
i ,oUU
11 ,04U
R^ft 74
77
88
Z.oUU
2,000
dflft DO
600
11 810
760 94
11,000
^Af\ 77
91
1 QQft 72OO
9189
2
490
570
QQ
ftftft
90
89
2,000
2,800
36,500
2 fiQft
560
32,520
4U'J OO
oou
OO
2,800
2,400 71
21 920
83
c^Qft Oft
800
2,480
590 76
79
Q1 ,OoU
7ftft 93
87
3,500
A QQft 92
QQy«s
10,400
78
74
1,300
1
dRft
1,700
9,010
4,0JU
5.200
4,230 59
y, 1 uu 81
7ftil
73
1,800
Qd.ft
1,060
51 ,40U
820
70
4,660 QC68
C7ft yu04
16,700
,700
1,180 81
Q1 ,o4U
1 1 ft
1 O7ftft1 u OOQ404
800
540 76
1,540
2,810
2
870
87
3,600
2,100
0,91 ,77ft
1/ OU1U 93
Q7
71Q1
1,900
3,200
8
000
85
2,270 ol
3,100
90
4,800
7,640
Z,
/
I
U
9,400
41 ftdft
160 92
6,300
900 Ol82
4,500
3,040
R70 I
RQft yo96
01 ,00U
1.U4U
1
1
f^7ft(U yuQft
1 ,100
81
111 ,0Qftft
1 ,070 yu75
10,480
12,900
01
86
11 ,600
Qftft
,
1
Ofift
7ft
1
540 86
1,660 Qft
2,200
i,yuu
97
1 .oou
1 640 90
84
1,700
1,350 Qft
116 960
11,780 04
060
13,100
5
130 93
A C*?ft Q1ol
6,700
5,620
10,000
1 1 Qft 7ft
9 030 89
5,500
8.110 63
41 250
1 ,700
510 89
Qft
37
4 280 91
OU
4,800
Q
Q/lft
3,010
4,900
690 87
430 54
90
97
820
63
1.300
91
800
78
89
12,300
1,250
85%
11,510
10,930
75
1,640
1,800
O1,400
f!1 ft
21,720
680 91%
2,000
1,510 R775
2^200 81
2,400
1,790 77
3,000
3,090 74%
3,250 94
86
4,000
O
1
1,013,260
942,420
96
1,110.200
89
92
90%
86%
11,460
ion
71(10n 95%
15,300
lzu,
126,400
13,740
115,010 91
37
7.650 96
93
83
9o%
10,800
8,000
92%
3,050
10,010
9,030
138,550
160,500
152,110
79
nam
QOyz
96
97
94
Q7
86
95
98
Q^yo
yQRQft<
OO
11UUrift
96
yoQft
17,500
Qfi
yo
1,600
ftQ
oyQQ
300
900
4,500
yoftQ
2,600
y4
98
98
4,800
Qft
2,100
oyQ7
2,400
2,800
96
2,700
4,000
96
2,900
Qfi
yyo1
96
3,300
3',900
9,700
97
6,200
95
1,400
yo
1,800
1,250
1,000
94
880 88
2,170
2,300
Qft
98
yo
90
4,100
3,610
95
90
900 88
o.OQU
8,460
18,800
900
92
94
90
7,910
9489
1,000
97
you 95
1.710 81
95
700
3,720
1,780
90%
88
1,200
3,490
640
970
1,140 96%
6,200
93
6,020
12.450
940
5,470
790
12.900
680 79
11,990
84
1,000
2,600
97
2,190 97
198,900
2,530 92
178,820
191,060
97
94
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97
900
30,100
0 fiftft
14,200
z,uuu
1,900
7,500
1,400
500
4,800
13,600
900
1,700
300

97 OflA nnnf
z (,o00
710
12,830
171ft OO90
89
QA
11 ,680
1 A(\ ftO
A4oUQfl 86
7,070
1, 14U Q7
4,150 95
12,870
oz79
yo0 I
1 ,350
280 93
840 QQoy
15,520
1,350 Q*l
270 90
85
4,140
660 74
2,210
85
92
4,400 QCQQy«5
1,850 QQ
90
2,240
2,490 92
77
2,430 Q788
3,080 QQyo
2,810 oy93
3,050 OOy04*
9,040 oyQQ
5,240
1,170

oo noft
zy ,ozu
13,650
830
71 940
9fift
11/ ,ZOU
,780
210
AQft
A 4yu
R7ft
1 Q1 9Qft
t^ftfi
lo.zyu
4,0Q^ft
/U
oou
Qftft
OUU
l.ouu
1 fi1 Q/lft
c^7ft
10.04U
Z/10ft1/ uU
4,320
1O ,097ft
Qftft
A2 OUU
ROft
060
Z.4ZU
4.0ZU
29 340
74ft
0 fi1 ft
Z,Q Q/lft
i 4U
2Z.OIU
810
3Q 170
Q^ft
5 970
y.oou
11 760
QQft
QOft
yzu
12 ,<5oU
Q 240
Qfift

County
ILLINOIS
Adams
Alexander
Bond
Boone
Brown
Bureau
Calhoun
Carroll
Cass
Champaign
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Coles
Cook
Crawford
Cumberland
De Kalb
De Witt
Douglas
Du Page
Edgar
Edwards
Effingham
Fayette
Ford
Franklin
Fulton
Gallatin
Greene
Grundy
Hamilton
Hancock
Hardin
Henderson
Henry
Iroquois
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Jersey
Jo Daviess
Johnson
Kane
Kankakee
Kendall
Knox
Lake
La Salle
Lawrence
Lee
Livingston
Logan
McDonough
McHenry
McLean
Macon
Macoupin
Madison
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Massac
Menard
Mercer
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Moultrie
Ogle
Peoria
Perrv
Piatt
Pike
Pope
Pulaski
Putnam
Randolph
Richland
Rock Island
St. Clair
Saline
Sangamon
Schuyler
Scott
Shelby
Stark
Stephenson
Tazewell
Union
Vermilion
Wabash
Warren
Washington
Wayne
White
Whiteside
Will
Williamson
Winnebago
Woodford
State Total

Total
Homes

Television
Homes

22,000
5,000
4,500
6,400
2,100
12,000
1,900
6,100
4,800
37,900
11.800
5,500
5,100
6,900
13,900
1,639,400
7,000
3,200
15,600
5,700
6.300
95,300
7,600
2,600
6,900
6,600
5,200
13,100
13,800
2.400
5,600
7,000
3,200
7,800
1.800
2.600
16.000
10,500
13,000
3,500
10,300
5,100
6,500
2,200
62,900
25,100
5,400
19,600
84,700
34,800
6,000
10.600
12,000
9,400
9,100
26,600
26,500
38,600
14,200
70,300
12,900
4,200
5,000
4,700
3,000
5,400
4.700
10.300
10.600
4,200
12,200
59,000
6,100
4,700
6,800
1,300
3,100
1,500
8,500
5,100
47,400
81,500
8,800
*500
2 2900
2 000
7,400
14,800
31,500
5,000
31,000
4,400
6,800
4,400
6,100
6^200
18,700
57,300
15,400
66,800
7.500
3,178,000

93%
20,540 85
4,100
3,830
82
5,890
1,830 88
87
11,000 92
1,680
5,640
89
4,260
34,620 889192
10.790 91
4,850 81
4,110
6,330 92
12.690
91
1,528,580 93
91
6.380 93
2,770 87
14,550
5,200 91
5,770 92
91,880
96
6,900 91
2,110
81
5.760 84
87
5,710
4,780 92
11,480 88
12.580
91
79
1,910 76
91
5,120
6,600 88
2,430
7,190 94
1,580
2,320 92
15.060 89
94
9,530 91
11,330 87
86
3,000 90
8.920 87
4,580
5.640 87
1,860 85
59,130
23,350 93
94
95
5,150 96
18,520
95
81,500
31,850 92
93
5,330 89
9,860 91
10,730 89
8,590
8,330
25,670
97
24.040 92
91
35,840 93
13,020 92
66,050
94
11.630 90
90
3,770 86
4,600
4,040
88
2,650 92
5,080 94
91
4,270 88
9,270
9,360
90
87
3,650 93
11,290
93
54,690
5,320 87
95
78
4,440 89
6,050
1,010 81
2,500 91
1,280 85
7,750
4,330 85
45,250 95
75,270 92
7,740 88
44.140
90
2,630 91
1ft ,870
*?^n 94
OO
2,320 93
13,600
29,500 89
94
4,460 92
92
28,490 93
3,820 87
6,320 78
43,770
800 86
7Q
4,860
17,370 93
54,290 95
13,730 89
89
94
62,760 93%
6,680
2,947,640

Radio
Homes
97%
21,230
4,340
4,240
6,180
1,990
11,380
1,840
5,780
4,500
35,550
11,100
5,040
4,950
6,530
13.050
1,563,990
6,540
2.880
15,160
5,450
5,820
92,920
7,270
2,440
6,670
6.410
5,020
12,210
13,040
2.160
5,360
6,680
3,090
7,540
2,420
1,640
15,440
10,020
12.190
3.420
9,890
4,900
6,320
2,130
59,880
23,570
5,210
18,870
81,650
33,620
5,560
10,080
11,510
9,120
8,640
25.780
25,230
36,130
13,520
66,640
12,140
4,090
4,700
4,240
2,820
5,170
4,480
9,850
9.860
11,680
3,736
56,050
5,730
4,390
6,410
1.200
2,810
1,430
8,060
45,930
4,800
76,120
8,290
46.510
2,760
1,920
6,960
14 190
4 750
28,740
4,070
6,590
4.230
5,820
5,820
17.910
54,320
14,320
62,590
7,150
3,026,810

87
94
97
95
95
97
95
94
94
92
97
95
9594
94
93
90
97
96
92
98
96
97
94
97
97
90
93
95
96
95
91
97
97
93
97
95
94
98
96
97
96
95
97
94
97
97
96
96
96
93
95
97
95
95
97
94
95
95
94
90
97
94
94
96
95
96
93
89
96
95
94
94
95
91
94
96
92
94
97
95
93
94
95
96
94
96
96
95
95
93
96
93
95
97
94
93
96
95
95
95%
94
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County
UlIIMAIIH
INDIANA
Adsnis
Allen
Bartholomew
Benton
Blackford
Boone
Brown
Carroll
Clav
Clark
v^iiri ion
Crawford
Daviess
i j ' i i i i 'ill ii
Deca tu r
Delaware
1 J iUiv UUl
J—iFlkhnrt
J lax O L
r joya
Fayette
Fountain
Franklin
r ui ion
Gibson
Grant
Greene
riamiiton
Hancock
Harrison
Henry
JHendricks
ay
riowaro.
Huntington
J a ckson
OT CilCI
ff O V* oUll
c nti
O*JTf*n
■ M n1 ! in1 1 1 0c!_ .
UlliloUll
TTricp 1 1 1 clr/"\
J_/a Jrorte
1—1T .aCtWl
\j?rpnCIlLcr*£i
IVladison
IVTarion
\\fla vcVi
all
LVLd
I Si 1 dll
IVldl I 111
Miami
IVTonroe
lvlUI 1 LgUillfcrl y
J.VJ.01 get 11
Newton
Noble
Ohioi y
x^tri
Parke
Pike
Posey
Porter
T~-*l
1 1 f3
"P-T lifna
Uldblvl>yi
iRipley
u 11 1 d 1 1 1
-ItCtllUVJlJJll
Owerf 6
Rush
SI" Tncpnh
Scott
Shelby
kJJJCIlLCl
o id i rvc
SuC + pi11 liViva >n-i
Tippecanoe
Tipton
\ViV7" dliucl
o T~m illiUUlr\y\ & ll
V clgo1I11111U11
Wabash
Warren
Warrick
Washington
^Vayne
Wells
Whitley
White
State Total
IOWA
Adair
Adams
Allamakee
Audubon
Benton
Black Hawk
Boone
Bremer
Buchanan
Buena Vista
Butler

yi /o
Television
Homes
yo
6 610
727 300
000
67 270 aa
14 200
153 400
300
3 100
4 240 92
1,OUU
81 340
89 900
1 fifi
Qd.fi Q994
Z,1UU
R Afifi
ni fi yoyzy*3
1
,y^u
1* 1* .T^n
■ ■■ * Q1yi91
0,1UU
181Z.DUU
177 410
p 800
1 on
AQfi 3uQ9
90, 900
Q 94fi
1UU
2 500
y9 .ztu
fi9fi si01
88 000
86 880
070 86
700
yz
34*600
5 630 93
6 200
8 600
8 100 94Q*?
32 450 94
7 700
6*3 QQfi
630 86
33 700
91
306 920
430 90
7 Rfifi
ilO.UUU
ft fififi
110,UoU
fi^ri 92
Q4.
ft( ,ouu
1 fifi
Q9yt
a ftnfi
t?O.DUU
fi9fi R7
R 400
Rfifi
Q1
9I.OUU
o.yyu
r
4.on
yuQ9
910 ,uou
tr 1 fi Qfi
99o.ouu
Ron
ZO.DUU
yz
8 900
1 79 990
fiQfi 90
Q4.
y
1
X pZ.OUU
8
090
ftfifi
y^Qfi
5 600
5
020
yu
yz
i*i,uyu
110.UUU
9 fififi
1 9 97fi Q4.
i 0,OUU
r i f\r\
1 A f\Qf\ y^t
9fi Rfifi yjQ4.
zi ,yuu
zu.ouu
1
fi r\A(\ Q4.
yi
1 fi 'Hift
1U,
(UU
Q9
yz
y.iuu
5 300
4 800 91
7 200
66o.UDU
370
190 00Qfi
6 900
yuQ*3
79
90
134 500
800
134 030
220 Qfi
yo
19 1 9fi 01yx
13 300
1 9 fi^fi 91
134 800
200
810
90 Efifi
1 4.R3 9Rfi
94
i 11rr 500
"^nn
10
560 yu0^
Z 1 ,UoU
97
fi*5fi
37 340 yo
-. oy_ . - ,ouu
,1UU
999 Afifi
yi
9fi99 fti120fi Q4.
91
102 000
900
2
560
12 800
1 1 fififi 88
Q1yi92
17 400
15 280 yo00PQ
600
9 910 yo
1010 300
'i.'iOU
09
y.oou
9 ^C\f\
9 1 Qfi yoQ1
8o.OUU
700
70 , flQfi
1 y u 01yi
1 9fifi
R 1 fifi
11 ,oyu
9*}fi
D.-;l.OUU
9 9ftfi Q1y0*^1
Qnfi
4 ,1UU
800
4
460
"30,5 flfifi
1 uu
A 9Qfi yopfi
000
pr
4 100
fi9fi 04.
18o.yuu
100
yi87
X1 37^i .UZU
yi
500
fififi
85
9O.UUU
99fi pr
o.oUU
fi 4d.fi 09
7 fififi
9l ,uuu
200
Q Afifi 01y 1
PQ
100
5O.TtUU
410
ft6 ,1UU
1 fifi
7ftfi QAoy
D
RQDo0,,Z1U
91 fi 04.
79 ^nn
tx, /1 OUDU yiPRyz
500
114 000
1 3fi 870
99fi Qd.
4^ 600
"inn
QQ
A
7Qfi OOyiQfi
2
*
6
0
4,050
5 300 0
fi4 910
f^9fi Q1yo
27 200
1 P7fi ODyi
9^ Ofifi
991 ,01 11 fiU QQoyQ^?
OAi.yuu
a 7fifi
Qf\r\
4 ftl fi Od.
1 900
1 ftQfi yiOO
Aft A^fi 88
Q1
51 000
dd.fi QOyzyi
99*5ZO.'tftU
c\^.r\
Q9
ort, 1 uu
86
,UOU 88
o.yuu
10,300
9,090
6,320 yz
2^300
227,100
700
4,720
21
000 yo
5,500
93%
9189
6,600
5,990 93
6,300
6,400
5,720
1 9945,970
Qftfi OO Of
1 4.4.** Qfifi
91
0"?
93
O.500
9O 9r fifi
Art
3,240 85
A ^fifi
on
1 ,960 93
4.0UU
^ 9nfi
4,060
87
4,620
3,400
3,160 91
94
7,200
37,300
35,200
6,750 94
7,930
8,500
6,200
91
5,650 92
6.060
6,000
5,470
6,600
4,810 89
5,400
Homes
Total

Radio
Homes yo /o
7 020
67 460
14 210
3 180
418 P9.fi
330
220
R fi7fi
1 1l.OOU
P4.fi
1711,01U
7 280
1 1 fi
Q21 ,1200
1 fifi
1U
050
y7 ,iuu
8 220
85 060
530
31 660
7 260
31 370
750
1 4.6 Pfifi
R ^40
11,OOU
4 370
5 1501U
O,0
8
PI fiu
zi91 ,01700
7 730
12R fiPfi
100
5
300
1Z.ZOU
1 90,UoU
99fi
19 Q9fi
zu.iuu
9fi
1 fifi
io,yzu
1 fi f\^C\
8 850
IU.UOU
5 010
6 670
6 470
100
iz.yuu
1 49 Of\f\
12 420
4 080
145Zu,OOU
050
9R10 QQfi
590
9fi
fi9fi
1*^0
zuo.yiu
9fiCoD129 ,UZU
Qdfi
110
2 530
li.yzu
1 1 Q9fi
11D.U1U
fi CiAH
Qy ,oou
PRfi
Q 4.Rfi
yQ ,iou
97fi
1 ,260
9fifi
3o,z
1 ,zuu/ u
4,610
A 99fi
d3,420
4Rfi
1,OOU
171 1.10U
1 (\C\
/ ,1UU
3,690
5,460
6.350
r ftdfi
8,430
3,640
5.580
67,570
9 Qd.fi
o.yiu
4.210
10,310
4.790
R D9fi
0
, sz u
6,160
24.710
2,110
4,510
46,560
1 ,770
31.680
5,260
9,550
2400
215,100
,500
6,420

94
93
94
R7
04yi
OR
93
yo
92
PQ92
OO
Q9
yzQQ0 /
88
95
89
OO
92
94
93
90
09
yo94
91
yo
94
93
yo
OR87
95
yi
95
Od.
Q9yi
09
yz
94
QA
QRyo
yz
93
94
91
OAyi
01
94
pr
QT
yo
yiOAyi
Q1
yoQ1OO
y1
R7O /
0992
Q9yoy 1
09yo
0"?
ORyo
Q9yoyz
yz0*?
woQ9yoQfi
QQ
yzoy
Qfi
yu
QR90
yo
yu
96
01
Q9y I
Q9yz
91
PQ
OdyiOO

ORyo93
86
yz
Oft
9592
90
93
91
89
93
91
92
93
93%
90
95
97%
94
92
6,210 97
5,950
6,180
1 ,Jo(5,UoU
94
3,380
2,240
4,420
3.350
5,030
6,960
35,960
6,010
8,140
5,770
6,420
5,200

98
95
98
97
97
96
96
96
97
96 89
97

6*260
RADIO-TV

HOMES

County
Calhoun
Carroll
Cass
Cedar
Cerro Gordo
Cherokee
Chickasaw
Clarke
Clay
Clayton
Clinton
Crawford
Dallas
Davis
Decatur
Delaware
Des Moines
Dickinson
Dubuque
Emmet
Fayette
Floyd
Franklin
Fremont
Greene
Grundy
Guthrie
Hamilton
Hancock
Hardin
Harrison
Henry
Howard
Humboldt
Ida
Iowa
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Johnson
Jones
Keokuk
Kossuth
Lee
Linn
Louisa
Lucas
Lyon
Madison
Mahaska
Marion
Marshall
Mills
Mitchell
Monona
Monroe
Montgomery
Muscatine
Obrien
Osceola
Page
Palo Alto
Plymouth
Pocahontas
Polk
Pottawattamie
Poweshiek
Ringgold
Sac
Scott
Shelby
Sioux
Story
Tama
Taylor
Union
Van Buren
Wapello
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Winnebago
Winneshiek
Woodbury
Worth
Wright
bTATE 1 OTAL
KANSAS
Allen
Anderson
Atchison
Barber
Barton
Bourbon
Brown
Butler
Chase
Chautauqua
Cherokee
Cheyenne
Clark
Clay
90

(SPECIAL REPORT)

continued (Iowa)

Total Television
Homes Homes
4,470 91
4,900
6,290 94
6,700
6,000
5,480 93
5,500
5,110
91
93
15,700
14,640
4,850
5,300
91
4,300
3,900 89
92
2,490
2,800
5,800
5,110 87
6,700
88
95
5,810
17,000
16,090
92
5,600
93
5,180
7,800
7,230
2,800
2,520 90
3,200
2,610 82
5,200
4,740 91
93
13,510
14,600
87
4,000
21,800
90
19,590
3,490 81
4,500
3,640
8,500
7,780 91
5,920 92
6,500
4,800
4,480 93
3,300
3,110 94
94
4,600
4,320 94
4,500
4,220
91
4,400
4,010
6,400
5,910
4,400
4,020 92
7,400
6,830 91
5,400
4,940 92
85
5,500
4.680
92
3,800
3,160 83
4,000
3.590
3,300
3,050 9290
4.520 9090
5,000
5,560 94
6,200
11,500
10,770
4,900
4,350 89
15,800
13,920 88
93
6,000
5,590 87
4,900
4,270
7,100
6,600 90
12,480
13,500
94
45,000
42,480 93
92
3,200
2,880 88
84
3,600
3,040
4^200
3,710 94
3,670 89
3,900
7,500
6,700 91
7,700
7,020
96
11,650
12,200
3^500
3,230 92
4,200
90
3,840
4 300
3,900 91
91
3,200
2,890 91
4.470
4,900
10,390
11,100
93
5,800
2.690
90
5,410 94
3,000
89
6,600
84
5,900
4,100
3,430 93
6,900
6,420 90
4,100
82,180
3,700
87,400
93
26,100
24,270 94
92
5,800
91
2,500
5,320
2,280
90
4,770 94
5,300
36,900
34,740
93
4,190
4,500
7,500
6,390 85
13,420
14,600
6,700
6,120 84
92
2,860
3,400
91
90
4,400
2,690 87
3,940
3,100
14,600
13,500 93
6,400
5,980 92
6,000
2.890 85
3.400
14,020
15,200
,S "11 92
4,000
3,670 88
6,000
5,270 92
33,600
31,480
2,830 91
3,100
93
6,100
5,660 94
Q007
oOo, (UU

Radio
Homes
4,850
6,610
5,840
5,370
15,120
5,080
4,150
2,720
6.590
5,710
16,410
5,440
7,460
2,660
3,070
5,030
13,930
3,920
21,280
4,310
8,360
6.210
4,670
3,160
4,490
4,390
4,270
6,180
4,250
7,220
5,110
5,270
3,630
3,960
3,160
4.800
5,950
11,190
4,730
15,250
4,660
5,800
6,910
12,870
43,520
3,100
3,400
4,000
3,810
7,190
11,880
7,460
3,360
4,050
4,120
2,990
4,770
10,550
5,660
2,970
6,380
4.070
6,630
3,990
83,820
24,800
5,620
2,450
5,110
35,240
4.430
7,380
14,160
6,470
3,330
4,330
2.920
13,430
6.170
3,290
14,880
3,840
5,860
31,280
ooo3.010
inn
5,870

84%
5 500
2,900
6,300
2,800
10,200
5,500
4,400
12,600
1.300
2,100
7,300
1,400
1,200
3.600

4,620
2^10
5,840
2,380
9.590
4,810
3,870
11,540
1,080
1,850
6,670
1,210
1,090
2,830

93
87
85
94
88
88
83
92
88
87
91
79
91

99
96
98
99
97
96
96
97
98
97
98
96
97
9595
96
98
97
98
98
96
96
98
97
98
9796
97
97
95
9698
96
99
96
96
97
96
97
97
95
97
97
97
95
95
97
95
98
96
97
97
96
97
99
95
93
98
97
99
96
97
97
95
97
96
98
96
96
99
98
97
98
97
98
94
96
92
97
98
98
96
93
97
yo /c
96
93%

5,140
2^690
5,800
2,660
9.S60
4,230
5,150
12,000
1,240
1,940
6,520
1,370
1,170
3,500

93
95
95
92
96
95
94
93
89
96
98
97
98

County
Coffey
Cloud
Co^vley
V_ I dWlUI U
L^ickinson
Doniphan
j-f\J Ug lao
Edwards
Elk
Ellis
Ford
T I <1! 1 K 1 11 i
\JGrant
L < 11 i1 1' 1
Grreeley
v_xi ecu w uuu
1 Ul 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 M !
Harvey
Harper
xiasKeii
Hodgeman
JacksonGove^
J efferson
Jevi/ell
J ohnson
ICearney
^Kingman
Labette
ICio^'a
Lane
Leavenv^orth
Lincoln
Logan
T vnn
iVicJr nerson
IWarion
IVleade
IMiami
ivll LCI MI!
IVAOIl LgUJIltrlj'
J.VXU1fM" It r\lon
T\/T
CIf~\ t*+Milr\ 1(Jnlid
1\1\T\To/"»cVi
"rVT CUol
/"»
INOsage
Ul IU11
Osborne
Ottawa
Pav^nee
.rniiups
Pottawatomie
Pratt
Rawlins
Reno
Rice
Riley
5USn
xxOOKS n
xiusseii
OtOU
Sedgwick
kjc WdlU
Shawnee
Sheridan
^1"1 AVTYl Q Tl
Smith
oldllUI U
Stanton
Stevens
Sumner
Trego
Thomas
Wabaunsee
Wallace
Washington
Wichita
Wilson
Woodson
Wyandotte
State Total
KENTUCKY
Adair
/\iien
A 11 en
And erson
XJd.ldlU
Barren
Bath
Bell
Boone
Boyd
Bourbon
Boyle
Bracken
Breathitt
Breckinridge
Bullitt

2*740

Total Television Radio1*2*582500
Homes Homes
Homes
4 440
4 600
32 680
97
2004*3 79
2 710 97
21 800
98
000
7805 2780
980
11 420 98
*
7
89
94
6
0
12 200
11
780
600
10111 870
121900
800
650 91
80
1 870 1*280
12*620
72 900
2001*20
2 560 87
0
88
7 060
13 100
11 450 87
96
89
1 650 92
97
11 700
1
520
87
700
98
93
1 370 81
5
930
99
62 000
400
2030
5 500 84
7*93940
4
680
98
48003*300
89
5920 91
66 310
000
6 500
6500
89
92
90
93
8100
99
950 90
79
94
7,520
1
660
98
1 700
1
*
7
17,300
510 0880
97
1,190 91
92
1 100 1*4191
1 200
1 060 89
1,400
1,230
590 980
600
520 86
3 600
3 070 85
790 79
3 910
390 91
1000
720
1*77950
7 350 88
8 400
740 92
800
2,920 90
3,120
94
740 83
900
2 940
86
3
210 95
3 400
89
2*43088
3 360
96
3 500
2 890
2704*449499
74
2300
060
3
080
44
240
44
670
46 000
1*6498
0
99
900
5
*
6
8
2
890
2 810
8703*94090
93
930
31 500
100
2*70940
11705*60 78
0
7 970 2*39100
7 750 96
8 800
870 97
89
12 060 6
12 8002*4
111430
860
0
*09800
0
900
2*
79
800 000
21 800
800
87
88
2
*49490
960
96
81,200
5006*400 7 0705*268*20483
7 2003*9595
6 290 93
600
830
94
8130
1,180
47 700
940
84
3*69830
4
980
96
51 200
2
41 640
3101*2*825968080
700 *400 13*250
14*270
2.6°0
000
930
2 280
3*49520
26 800
1*,92*0025810
3*80940
15 200
87
1000
96
83
92
8301*3783
9201*54097
0
93
3 800
89
79
97
3 540 94
3 370 89
95
7003*300
87
21 600
1
620
96
1480
4 200
94
88
9606 '490
2 300
2270
99
79
2^310
2 740 95
85
2900
1*486
0780
2 900
2790 96
95
3 120 87
93
90
34100
3 710 89
1 600
600
94
93
19 300
172 920
18 100 97
7601*940
4 1202*41940
4 040 92
4 4002*200
103,210
540
113 000
000
29 470
670 86
96
94
2810
1 900
96
1 700 89
84
R788
31,810
450
95
91
173 600
700
3130
16
100
161 760
98
1 600
88
119 ^nn
1 ftd Qnn 8993
4 570
860 95
93
X
V/U
,OOKJ
5 200
4 580
441 200
080 96
95
93
46 300
42920
100
1 200
1020
98
88
2230
470 86
22J60
520 97
600
DUU
22 500
96
89
98
78
2 220
990 8576
1 240 9595
r1 Ron
300
7 650 90
590
8 080
1850 80
80
83
*597
2
160
3*243
2,230
2,300
98070
82
21,600
200
11,320
810
580
600
95%
1,550
90%
94
81
2*34098
97
790
640
2,750
800
96
3,400
79
3,200 96
4,400
81
1,800
VI 10
57,100
97
93
1,430
3,600
52,650
1,730
4,220
Do /o
692,7008*300 623,040
53,060
656,260
82
4 000
k\c\
2 700
2 700
2 600
o,ouu
6,600
5,400
15,300
6,000
2,200
4,200
3,200
4,500

3 640
81
88
27 400
68
820
76
87
94
oo
Oo93
7,350
6,300
5,040
14,140
87
5,600
45
80
1,920 84
2,020
2,980
1,430
4,030
3,380 82
3,570
BROADCASTING, December4,040
17,
90
2 530
2 980
360
2 380
7 C\1(\
1 770
6,330
6,220
4,540
14,270
4,910

92
93
95
87
93
92
89
92
93
85
92
92
1962
93
90

County
Butler
Caldwell
Calloway
Campbell
Carlisle
Carroll
Carter
Casey
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Crittenden
Cumberland
Daviess
Edmonson
Elliott
Estill
Fayette
Fleming
Floyd
Franklin
Fulton
Gallatin
Garrard
Grant
Graves
Grayson
Green
Greenup
Hancock
Hardin
Harlan
Harrison
Hart
Henderson
Henry
Hickman
Hopkins
Jackson
Jefferson
Jessamine
Johnson
Kenton
Knott
Knox
Larue
Laurel
Lawrence
Lee
Leslie
Letcher
Lewis
Lincoln
Livingston
Logan
Lyon
McCracken
McCreary
McLean
Madison
Magoffin
Marion
Marshall
Martin
Mason
Meade
Menifee
Mercer
Metcalfe
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Muhlenberg
Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Owsley
Pendleton
Perry
Pike
Powell
Pulaski
Robertson
Rockcastle
Rowan
Russell
Scott
Shelby
Simpson
Spencer
Taylor
Todd
Trigg
Trimble
Union
Warren
AA^ashington
Wayne
Webster
Whitley
Wolfe
Woodford
State Total

Total
Homes
2,600
4,200
6,600
26,400
1,900
2,400
5,300
3,600
15,000
6,600
4,500
2,300
2,700
2,100
20,900
2,200
1,500
3,500
40,600
3,200
9,200
9,000
3,200
1,200
3,000
2,900
9,700
4,400
3,400
8,100
1,600
14,300
11,700
4,300
4,100
10,400
3,400
2,000
11,700
2,600
186,400
3,800
4,900
37,100
3,700
6,000
3,000
6,400
3,100
1,800
2,100
6,800
3,500
4,500
2,200
6,200
1,500
18,700
2,600
2,800
9,500
2,500
4,100
5,400
2,200
5,600
5,400
1,100
4,600
2,400
3,300
4,000
2,800
7,800
5,400
2,000
5,100
3,100
2,500
1,300
3,000
7,400
15,400
1,700
9,600
800
3,200
3,300
3,000
4,500
5,500
3,500
1,600
4,800
3,300
2,500
1,400
4,200
13,600
2 900
3,700
4,600
6,700
1,600
3,400
860,600

Television
Homes
2,010 77
85
3,110
74
5,600 95
25,080
90
1,720
85
2,040
4^220
2,290 86
80
12^870
64
5^340 58
2,600 78
81
69
L580
2,110
1,380 88
18.490
66
69
1,520 83
1,250
1,900 88
35,740
2'290 5477
2,470
7,240 87
7,860 83
79
2,640
86
1,040 76
2440 88
8490 75
84
3,270 74
2^540
7490 89
78
1,250
12^870
2'840 90
76
85
8,860
3|660 82
3^360
87
9,020 83
1,710 85
9,590 82
1490 46
173480
74
2310 93
78
353,830
'250 95
2^050 56
67
4,010
2^510 84
69
4390
83
2,560
870 48
42
880 67
74
4,540
2,590 71
3,200 83
7*030 84
5,210
L830 78
16,830
L170 61
84
L600 90
2,340
66
1,650 87
74
89
3,560
4330 68
1,500
84
67
4,700
2740
4,960
*740
77
92
81
3,700
68
2,720
69
L840 82
84
6,500
L900
4390 87
75
1,510 80
4,080
90
12,800
980
480 79
37
91
2,740 64
4,130
11*970
78
2850
*090 50
65
3
55
*
6
9
6,270
670 0 84
1,750
2480 75
70
2*750 82
4,860 88
85
2,960
1410
3,660 76
2380 83
83
1,220 87
3,480 83
11,520 85
2,470 50
1,840 76
85
3,500
75
5,030
880 84%
55
81
2,770
722,380

Radio
Homes
2,260
3,680
6,250
25,210
1,600
2,060
4,660
3,340
13,830
6,220
4,070
2,160
2,330
1,940
19,140
1,990
1,230
3,220
38,570
2,920
8,180
8,470
2,880
1,080
2,840
2.670
8,770
4,030
3,130
7,320
13,330
1,340
10,640
4420
3,840
9,310
3,220
1330
10370
2420
174^280
3,550
4460
35,130
3J80
5,580
2,730
5,860
2,640
1,650
1,900
6350
3,200
4,230
1,890
1300
5,520
16300

87
88
95
96
84
86
88
93
92
94
94
91
92
86
90
92
82
95
91
92
89
90
90
94
95
92
90
90
92
84
92
91
96
93
94
90
95
92
91
93
94
93
95
91
93
91
86
90
85
92
89
92
94
86
92
89
87
90
88
89
95
90
93
78
92
92
94

2,280
2490
8390
2,250
3,760
4,950
5,230
5,080
L710
970
1*860 96
4,430
91
88
2480
2390
2*870 91
96
87
3330
2,430 89
6,920
6*7 93
5340
435O 90 93
85
2 200 93
88
84
1,090 93
2,780
13,370 87
88
92
97
730
91
9,260
L500 91
22,920
810 96
3,160 95
4^280 94
5)050 97
3380 89
96
1420 92
4,620
2300 88
85
2450
1300 86
93
3390
12,550
93
2,690 92
94
3,460
3,990 92%
85
6,190
1,360 95
87
3,230 92
793,440

Reprinted with permission of the copyright holder, A. C. Nielsen Co.
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County
LOUISIANA
Acadia
Allen
Ascension
Assumption
Avoyelles
Beauregard
Bienville
Bossier
Caddo
Calcasieu
Caldwell
Cameron
Catahoula
Claiborne
Concordia
De
East Soto
Baton Rouge
East Carroll
East Feliciana
Evangeline
Franklin
Grant
Iberia
Iberville
Jackson
Jefferson
Jefferson Davis
Lafayette
Lafourche
La Salle
Lincoln
Livingston
Madison
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Orleans
Ouachita
Plaquemines
Pointe Coupee
Rapides
Red
River
Richland
Sabine
St. Bernard
St. Charles
St. Helena
St. James
St.
St. John
LandryThe Baptist
St.
Martin
St. Mary
St. Tammany
Tangipahoa
Tensas
Terrebonne
Union
Vermilion
Vernon
Washington
Webster
West Baton Rouge
West Carroll
West Feliciana
Winn
State Total
MAINE
Androscoggin
Aroostook
Cumberland
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
Washington
York
State Total
MARYLAND
Allegany
Anne Arundel
Baltimore
Calvert
Caroline
Carroll
Cecil
Charles
Dorchester
Frederick
Garrett
Harford
Howard
Kent
Montgomery
Prince Georges
Queen
Annes
St. Marys
Somerset

Total
Homes
13,700
7,600
5,500
10,500
4,500
5,500
4,600
16,400
69,500
43,400
2,400
1,900
3,100
5,400
5,800
66,000
6,700
3,600
3,600
8,800
6,500
3,900
14,300
7,900
4,700
63,100
8.400
24,200
15,100
3,900
7,500
7,400
4,400
9,000
195,000
9,200
30,900
6,000
31,100
5,600
2,700
6,000
9,100
5,100
5,700
2,200
4,200
4.600
20,400
13,600
7,200
11,200
16,400
15,800
3,000
11,400
4,900
12,700
5,400
12,000
3,900
3,700
2,200
4,700
934,700
26,600
26,600
56,000
10,200
25,900
5,700
9,100
12,800
5,800
35,900
5,100
7,000
11,600
6,700
10,000
30,200
285,200
25,500
427,700
57,000
4,100
14,800
6,100
13,000
8,300
20,900
9,200
22,000
5,500
10,300
103,900
4,700
107,000
5,000
9,500
5,800

84%
Television
Homes

92%
Radio
Homes

11,500 78
78
76
80
4,310 74
5,950
77
3,430
4,080
8,390 89
14,600
3,520 90
61,700
76
39,150 83
65
1,810
1,570 89
75
2,020
69
4,050 75
4,020 9167
59.760
5,020
69
2,410 73
2,470 80
5,180
6,420 77
12,410
2,980
6,350 81
93
83
87
3,790
21,400
88
58,820 80
89
13,410
3.000
6,980 77
87
80
3.010
6,450 68
5,990
7,330
89
174,120
6,270 89
27,580
88
5,260 81
76
4,270 68
89
70
27,550
1.900 79
83
65
96
4,720 89
8,730
5.060
3,310 68
82
1,490 77
3,470
3,790
84
15,660 88
6,060
11,900
81
13,360
9,780
1,960 65
13,840 84
9.890 8787
4,120 73
80
3,960 88
10,210 86%
10,040
3,180
1,570 72
2,880
74
8494%
81
802,690
78
3,480

13,140
6,670
3.390
8,030
6,690
175,500
3,850
8.200
28,150

23,810 90
25,120
52,830
4,910
93
92
23,920
94
9,500 88
91
86
94
8,050
5,300
11,970 93
33,510 93%
4,690 91
91
10,590
6,370 90
89
92
28.710
6,020
8,890 9590%
264,190

25,270
25,270
52,700 94
90
87
23,930
95
93
5,100
8,910 93
8,470 91
93%
11,700 92
32,780
5,380 89
4,520
6,450 89
10,720
88
91
94%
94
5,960 92
28,420
264,410
8,830 92

23,050
53,970 95
97
415.770
86
85
3,530 95
5,190
80
94
13,990
12,240 88
85
7,300
7,820 93
19,370
4,380 94
20,630
87
94
90
79
9,700
96
99,430
4,210
102,850 96
91
4,370
4,560
8,630

12,660
4,960
3,680
8,700
9.390
4,840
15,190
64,430
4,140
39.800
2.580
1,720
1,930
4,820
4,990
62,370
6,050
2,940
2,960
8,050
5.690
3.500
12,660
6,870
58,490
4,260
21.970
7,560

90
88
88
93
93
82
89
81
90
33
86
90
95
89
82
92
88
89
82
92
91
93
90
87
87
90
90
89
91
87
89
89
90
91
87
88
87
90
87
87
90

5,260
4,860
27,930
2,340
5.210
4,580
5,340
8,520 88
89
4,090
1,850 9487
3,690
17.670
94
84
6,110 87
88
11,850
88
14,480
9,860 85
88
2,440 89
13,840
8990%
10,130
4,370 81
11,710
4,780
10,750
90
89
95%
89
3,120
3,560 92
1,980 90
4,200
843,340 91
84

24,020
54,720
416,150
3,660
14,240
11,730
5,490
7,310
19,400
8,770
4,940
20,480
100,990
9,810
4,330
102,080
4,530
5,360
8,720

96
97
89
96
90
88
95
90
93
93
92
97
90
95
95
91
92
92
91

RADIO-TV

HOMES

County
Talbot
Washington
Wicomico
Worcester
State Total
MASSACHUSETTS
Barnstable
Berkshire
Bristol
Dukes
Essex
Franklin
Hampden
Hampshire
Middlesex
Nantucket
Norfolk
Plymouth
Worcester
Suffolk
State Total
HMICHIGAN
M 1 A 1 ■ I f\ H m. 1
Alcona
Alger
Allegan
Alpena
Antrim
Arenac
Baraga
Barry
Bay
Benzie
Berrien
Branch
Calhoun
Cass
Charlevoix
Cheboygan
Chippewa
Clare
Clinton
Crawford
Delta
Dickinson
Eaton
Emmet
Genesee
Gladwin
GogebicTraverse
Grand
Gratiot
Hillsdale
Houghton
Huron
Ingham
Ionia
Iosco
Iron
Isabella
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Kalkaska
Kent
Keweenaw
Lake
Lapeer
Leelanau
Lenawee
Livingston
Luce
Mackinac
Macomb
Manistee
Marquette
Mason
Mecosta
Menominee
Midland
Missaukee
Monroe
Montcalm
Montmorency
Muskegon
Newaygo
Oakland
Oceana
Ogemaw
Ontonagon
Osceola
Oscoda
Otsego
Ottawa
Presque Isle
Roscommon
Saginaw
St. Clair
St. Joseph
Sanilac
Schoolcraft
92 (SPECIAL REPORT)

continued (Md.)

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
94
90
6,310
7,000
95
25,720
26,900
28,200
6,550 96%
89
15,400
13,780 95%
14,580 95
91
91
79
7,300
6,660
5,760
918,200
872,560
881,420
95%
93%
22,120
23,700
4222,610
730
44,100
41,210 93
96
125,900
120,650 96
120,230
84
96
2,000
1,680 96
178,800
1,910 97
171,240
172,010
89
15,240
1 17,200
*>a Ann
Jo ncn
/ou 96
1 oq16,510
96
iZO,
/oU
26,150
27,530 96
28,500
96
348,860 94
364,800
355,320 97
92
88
99
1,200
1,050 95
97
98
96
152,500
147,100
1,180 97%
149,300
77,500
73,900
74,560 96
95%
95
176,200
167,090 91
170,740 97
96
222,750
244,300
233,800
1,571,100
1,485,820
1,517,190 90%
84%
1,900
2,500
17,100
8,300
3,100
2,900
2,000
9,800
31,400
2,400
46,700
10,300
42,600
11,500
4,000
4,100
9,400
3,600
10,900
1,400
10,000
7,500
15,000
4,700
112,800
3,200
7,600
9,500
10,800
10,500
10,500
9,600
63,300
11,900
5,300
5,300
9,200
39,100
51,000
1,300
112,200
800
1,800
11,200
2,800
23,200
11,500
1,700
3,000
117,900
6,000
16,400
6,900
5,800
7,100
14,700
1,900
29,300
11,400
1,400
44,300
7,200
210,600
4,800
2,900
3,100
4,000
1,200
2,200
29,200
3,600
2,500
55,400
32,600
13,800
9,600
2,600

1,590
2,210
16.100
6,760
2,800
2,620
1,790
29,810
9,180
2,110
43,090
9,610
40,450
10,690
3.610
3,440
8.280
3,210
10,380
1,210
8,930
7.000
14,220
4,070
107,550
2,870
6,700
8,540
9,970
9,500
8.890
8,690
59,340
11,320
4,960
4,810
8,330
37,070
47,910
1,140
104.420
710
1,530
10,620
2,500
21,750
10.950
1,430
2,630
114,590
5.460
15,390
5,830
5.250
6,580
14,060
1,610
27,980
10.620
1,120
41,620
6,520
203,990
4,130
2,620
2,490
3,620
940
2,000
27,310
2,830
2,360
52,590
30,690
12,990
8,740
2,160

88
94
81
90
90
89
95
94
88
93
92
95
93
90
84
88
89
86
95
89
93
95
87
95
90
90
88
92
90
85
91
94
95
94
91
91
95
94
93
8789
85
89
95
94
95
88
84
97
91
94
90
85
93
96
85
80
95
93
91
94
97
86
yu
80
91
78
94
79
91
95
95
94
83
94
91

1,720 94
2,340
16,470
88
8,090 96
2,740 98
2,600 96
95
90
1,920 95
96
9,300
30,110
2,180 91
44,130 95
95
40,640
9,750
10,790 94
94
96
3,770
3,940
8.980 95
3,430 97
96
10,560
1,280
9.800
7,280 92
95
98
14,310 97
97
107,500
4,540
98
3,030
7,430 95
94
95
8,960 95
10,230
96
10,040
10,300 98
97
9,340 96
60,640
11,400 96
95
5,040 38
5,220
8,910 96
37,420 96
49,010
97
90
97
108,390
1,170
740 93
89
1,610 94
10,560 91
2,560
22,300
97
11,170 96
89
1,510 96
2,870
113,770 96
5,770 97
15,970
97
95
6,580 93
5,420
6.750
14,230
95
1,740 96
28,100
97
92
10,680 95
42,530
94
1,330 96
94
6,730 94
97
203,230
4,420
2,640 92
93
2,920
3,700
99
1,070
2,170 98
28,530
90
98
94
3,520
2,350
52,240
31,300 96
13,040 95
94
97
9,260
2,450 94

County
Shiawassee
Tuscola
Van Buren
Washtenaw
Wayne
Wexford
State Total
IVI 1 IN IN CO \J In
Aitkin
Anoka
Becker
Beltrami
Benton
Big
Blue Stone
Earth
Brown
Carlton
Carver
Clay
Cass
Chippewa
Chisago
Clearwater
Cook
Cottonwood
Crow Wing
Dakota
Dodge
Douglas
Faribault
Fillmore
Freeborn
Goodhue
Grant
Hennepin
Houston
Hubbard
Isanti
Itasca
Jackson
Kanabec
Kandiyohi
Kittson
Koochiching
Lac Qui Parle
Lake
Lake of the Wood
Le
Sueur
Lincoln
McLeod
Lyon
Mahnoman
Marshall
Martin
Meeker
Mille Lacs
Morrison
Murray
Mower
Nicollet
Nobles
Norman
Olmsted
Otter Tail
Pennington
Pine
Pipestone
Pope
Polk
Ramsey
Red Lake
Redwood
Renville
Rice
Roseau
Rock
St. Louis
Scott
Sibley
Sherburne
Stearns
Steele
Stevens
Swift
Todd
Traverse
Wabasha
Wadena
Waseca
Washington
Watonwan
Wilkin
Winona
Wright
Yellow Medicine
State Total
MKQIQQIPPI
IVI loo loo 1 r r 1
Adams
Alcorn
Amite
Attala
Benton
Bolivar
Calhoun
Carroll

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
94%
94
94
16,100
15,120
15,150 93
11,640 96%
12,200
94
11,380
14,680
15,600
14,620 Ot?96%
88%
49,900
45,040 90
95
47,600 95
796,600
755,340 92
759^960 96
5,080 94
5^260 95
5,500
2,336,500
2,234,660
2,200,050
3,700
24,000
6,800
6,400
4,600
13,100
2,500
7,900
6,000
8,100

23,340
3,260
4,240
5,720
4,150
2,210
11,770
7,010

4,800
4,900
4,100
11,300
2,500
1,000
4,900
22,700
9,800
3,800
6,300
7,100
11,400
10,000
7,000
269,400
2,500
2,900
4,700
11,200
3,600
4,500
2,600

7,340
5,3,230
670
4,100
10,720
3,700
820
1,730
3,600
21,690
8,270

8,500
2,400
5,200
3,900
4,300
1,300
6,000
2,800
6,400
7,300
1,600
3,900
8,200
5,500
4,200
7,000
14,200
3,900
5,700
6,700
19,700
3,300
13,900
3,700
4,800
10,400
4,000
3,400
129,700
1,500
6,300
10,000
6,700
3,300
73,300
6,000
3,400
4,600
19,700
7,600
4,200
3,100
6,600
2,200
4,900
3,500
14,800
4,900
4,200
2,900
11,900
8,500
4,500
1,019,900
10,500
7,300
3,600
5.400
1,800
12,800
4,200
2,400

3,320
5,410
6,390
6,320
10,510
9,190
2,300
251,190
4,230
1,920
3,200
9,730
3,880
2,240
7,200
1,790
3,840
3,370
590
3,960
5,420
2,430

97
90
84
66
90
89
87
93
95
67
90
95
69
84
73
84
96
8287
86
90
90
92
93
90
92
86
66
92
89
87
86
85
45
74
74
86
92
90
87
92
8884
83
89
84
88

5,350
6,720
1,340
3,250
7,340
4,860
94
3,680
13,310
5,770 91
90
93
3,530 82
5,150
93
6,210
18,360
2,760 88
11,740
80
85
84
90
4,070
2,950
84
3,610
9,180 80
121,680
2,730 86
1,290 80
84
5,060 91
5,640 9494
9,120 56
89
1,850 95
3,110
67,360
5,730 91
3,100 92
4,170
93
17,610
7,030 88
2,730
8691
79
5,230 89
3,600
91
1,950 73
4,450
91
2,550 95
4,470
14,060
86
90%
1 n2,680
Attn oooo
n3,600
c^n on
73%
/.Dull y<5
922,410
3,320 yu

23,160
3,570
6,510
6,050
4,480
12,770
2,430
7,950
7,590
4,430
5,720
4,860
11,040
2,330
3,990
900
4,800
21,970
9,250
6,170
3,590
6,880
10,920
6,760
9,560
260,240
2,480
4,560
2,790
10,300
3,470
2,520
4,420
2,350
8,350
5,000
3,850
4,080
1,280
5,830
2,720
6,350
7,150
8,120
3,830
1,520
4.040
5,400
13,580
6,760
5.560
3,810
3,190
6,590
13,570
19,050
4,560
3,670
10,250
3,920
124,510
3,320
6,210
1,460
9,770
6.620
3,260
70,000
3,250
3,260
5,640
4.480
19,290
7,340
3,040
4,120
6,380
2,160
4,660
3.360
14,190
4,800
4,170
II,U«5U
a 1 on
Z,o<xU
o,*51U
984,930

OO
7,700 76
8,960
5,540 64
2,310 71
6,850
3,560
3,150
4,690
1.280
1,640
11,350
7,230 72
50
66
3,040
1,210 56 December2,110
3,980
BROADCASTING,
17,

97
96
95
97
98
98
96
95
97
99
97
98
93
92
90
98
97
95
96
98
94
97
96
99
97
97
96
98
96
97
99
97
98
92
96
97
98
95
98
97
99
99
98
95
98
98
96
97
96
98
98
97
98
98
99
95
98
97
98
96
97
99
99
98
96
99
99
96
97
94
97
98
98
98
98
95
96
98
96
97
97%
99
yo
85%
97
Q7
QPyo

87
89
94
95
88
87
91
1962

County
Chickasaw
Choctaw
Claiborne
Clarke
Clay
Coahoma
Copiah
Covington
De Soto
Forrest
Franklin
George
Greene
Grenada
Hancock
Harrison
Hinds
Holmes
Humphreys
Issaquena
Itawamba
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Jefferson Davis
Jones
Kemper
Lafayette
Lamar
Lauderdale
Lawrence
Leake
Lee
Leflore
Lincoln
Lowndes
Madison
Marion
Marshall
Monroe
Montgomery
Neshoba
Newton
Noxubee
Oktibbeha
Panola
Pearl River
Perry
Pike
Pontotoc
Prentiss
Quitman
Rankin
Scott
Sharkey
Simpson
Smith
Stone
Sunflower
Tallahatchie
Tate
Tippah
Tishomingo
Tunica
Union
Walthall
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Wilkinson
Winston
Yalobusha
Yazoo
STATE 1 OTAL
MISSOURI
Adair
Andrew
Atchison
Audrain
Barry
Barton
Bates
Benton
Bollinger
Boone
Buchanan
Butler
Caldwell
Callaway
Camden
Cape Girardeau
Carroll
Carter
Cass
Cedar
Chariton
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Cole
Cooper
Crawford

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
63
3,140
4,400
4,060
2,200
2,020 86
1,380 71
92
1,530 59
2,600
84
2,230 86
92
4,300
3,610
74
90
3,180
4,580
5,100
3,750
63
89
74
11,800
10,470
7,430 75
5,080
5,820
72
87
6,800
2,430 70
2,960 86
3,400
5,600
4,810 90
3,910 85
12,990
15,300
13,740
63
81
2,030 88
2,500
1,570
83
2,400 64
2,800
86
2,320
2,000
1,280 67
86
1,720
4,420 91
5,000
3,330
3,200 63
29,780
88
4,000
3,640
33,800
30,220
80
46,790 88
49,090
53,300
87
89
6,400
4,050 64
81
5,540
4,200
3,390
2,680
430 54
650 92
81
800
91
77
4,100
3,150 87
90
3,710
14,200
14,830
16,400
88
63
3,110 76
4,100
3,620 86
2,150
1,240 50
2,500
2,010
3,200
2,740
14,890
13,820 63
16,200
86
2,700
1,700 85
74
90
2,210
4,480 92
5,000
78
86
3,710
82
3,700
2,880
3,200
17.950
86
16,830 67
19,600
86
2,600
2,230 92
1,750
86
4,600
3,470 8075
3,940
12,000
11,040
9,570
11,900
7,860
10,780 92
7,200
5,310 82
66
12,600
10,380
11,500
6,490 91
74
88
5,260 70
7,500
6,630 90
91
4,290 69
6,200
5,590
69
4,510 87
5,200
3,580
88
7,240
9,200
91
8,100 90
2,210
3,600
79
76
3,280
5,400
77
61
4,120
4,840 89
3,850
5,000
56
87
4,430 90
2,200 67
3,900
90
3,390
6,200
4,140 73
76
89
5,570
7,000
5,340 79
90
6,220
6,200
5,560
4,920
86
1,990
2,300
1,690
91
9,700
7,050 73
76
88
8,840 85
4,200
3,650 79
4,800
78
92
65
5,000
3,900
4,590
2,980 76
4,600
3,910
88
7,900
6,270
6,910 88
5,500
4,820
4,190
2,160 86
2,500
1,550 78
4,530 89
5,100
3,980
62
72
3,040
3,600
2,590
78
1,480 58
1,900
1,630 8488
9,900
5,640
8,670
87
3,140
4,720
86
5,400
57
3,130 73
4,300
80
86
3,940
3,200
4,000
2,800
70
88
4,000
3,530
3,430 92
63
86
3,700
66
3,170
2,320
86
5,300
4,880 86
4,550
2,180 77
3,300
112,820
100 88
12,600
9,680
21,'l00
18.670 92
89
141790 70
4 000
69
3
520
88
2,750 68
2^580 89
2,800
1,900 55
86
1,760
2,760 93
3,200
69
92
4,700
3,270
4,380
89%
63
2,020
2,840
3,200
7,800
criD6,870
/ion 88.
5,570 71
1i(),0 1 U
O f U.oUU
95%
89%
6,700
3,600
2,900
8,600
6,000
3,800
5,600
3,100
2,700
16,300
29,500
10,700
3,200
6,500
3,200
13,200
4,600
1,300
4'000
9,700
3,200
4 100
2,800
29,200
4,000
11,800
4,900
4,200

5,950
2,600
3,260
7,810
5,050
3,280
4,680
2,420
2,160
14,520
26,730
8,590
2,910
5,790
2,630
11,840
3,990
730
8,910
2,610
O.OUU
3,500
2,430
27,670
3,540
11,040
4,310
3,100

91
90
84
91
86
78
84
80
89
91
91
80
89
82
90
87
56
82
OU92
88
87
95
89
94
88
74

6,360
3,430
2,780
8,140
5,570
3,520
5,340
2,570
2,920
15,650
27,200
9,560
3,060
6,100
2,990
12,390
4,430
1,190
9,300
*i oon
3,040
o,ooU
2,630
3,720
28,380
3,810
11,280
4,670
3,860

96
95
95
93
93
95
96
94
89
96
92
94
94
no94
96
95
96
92
93
9694
97
95
95
92
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County
Dade
Dallas
Daviess
De Kalb
Dent
Douglas
Dunklin
Franklin
Gentry
Gasconade
Grundy
Greene
Henry
Harrison
Hickory

Total
Homes
2,500
3,100
2,500
3,300
3,500
2,600
11,300
14,200
4,000
42,800
3,000
4,300

Holt
Howard
Howell
Iron
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Johnson
Knox
Laclede
Lafayette
Lawrence
Lewis
Lincoln
Linn
Livingston
McDonald
Macon
Madison
Maries
Marion
Mercer
Miller
Mississippi
Moniteau
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
New
Madrid
Newton
Nodaway
Oregon
Osage
Perry
Ozark
Pemiscot
Pettis
Phelps
Pike
Platte
Ray
Polk
Pulaski
Putnam
Randolph
Ralls

3,900
6,600
1,600
2,700
3,400
2,300
216,200
7,000
27,300
20,600
9,000
2,200

Ripley
Reynolds
St. Charles
St. Clair
St. Francois
St. Louis
Ste.
SalineGenevieve
Schuyler
Scotland
Scott
Shelby
Shannon
Stoddard
Taney
Stone
Sullivan
Texas
Vernon
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Worth
Wright
State Total

7,800
5,400
1,500
16,200
2,900

MONTANA
Beaverhead
Big Horn
Blaine
Broadwater
Carbon
Carter
Cascade
Chouteau
Custer
Daniels
Dawson
Deer Lodge
Fallon
Fergus
J. IdLIlCdU
Gallatin
Garfield
Glacier
Golden Valley

6,100
8,200
7,700
3,500
5,000
5,900
5,400
3,900
5,800
2,900
2,200
9,900
1,900
4,400
5,600
3,500
3,600
3,200
3,800
7,800
9,800
6,700
3,100
3,100
2,000
9,900
12,000
4,200
5,600
7,800
4,600
7,500
8,700
2,300
2,600

461,000
3,000
11,100
3,300
7,900
1,700
2,200
9,600
2,100
3,100
8,500
2,500
2,900
3,400
5,500
6,300
2,800
4,000
4,300
2,700
1,300
4,500
1,387,000
2,300
800
2,500
2,300
800
2,600
23,600
2,200
4,100
1,100
3,800
5,100
1,200
10 200
4,200
8,000
600
400
3,100

Television
Homes
87
2,180 86
88
85
2,680
2,900 70
2,130
2,430 84
2,120
9,510 82
13,110
85
82
3,270 84
2,540
39,410
92
86
67
3,370
3,620 82
5,680 92
1,320
88
2,190
2,980 86
4,720 91
197,300
24,590
1,790 81
19,370 7894
90
8,070 90
1,950 90
5,170 84
7,410 89
6,490
85
3,040 88
4,380 85
4,980 87
87
4,600
3,390 87
84
5,110
2,390
81
1,810
1,540 88
82
9,010
86
82
3,830 91
83
88
4,830
3,080 90
3,250 87
3,290
2,760 91
6,490
57
8,880
5,860
1,770 80
2,470
76
1,520 82
87
84
8,150
3,530 88
10,510 85
80
86
93
4,800
6,250 83
3.830
6,990
7.400 92
92
2,120 60
2,380
88
79
6,900
68
4,890
1,020
1,740 94
15,220
91
2,380 90
9,950 95
440,120
89
2,950 90
88
80
90
6,920
1,970
1,360
1,170 56
8,630
2,'0 87
2,700 9O 88
77
1,930
7,460 86
2,500
87
3,980
2,960 78
85
91%
2,390
5,280 83
3,340 72
83
84
3,570 76
1,200
3,400 69%
1,255,910
7392
65
1,600
1,830
1,500
600
2,160
520
21,530
1,900
880
2,950
3,080
4,590
920
250
3,120
8,680
290
6,530
2,350

86
75
83
65
72
74
80
81
91
90
42
77
76
85
72
82

Radio
Homes
2,300
2,880
3,130
2,370
3,250
2,420
13,500
10,140
40,100
3,700
2,780
4,180
1,490
6,280
3,790
2,530
3,220
202,150
2,070
6,620
25,010
19,340
8,670
2,030
5,720
7,840
7,210
3,310
4,620
5,110
5,680
5,460
3,450
2,070
2,640
9,410
1,770
4,180
4,620
3,210
3,450
2,980
3,630

93
95
95
93
9293
90
93
93
97
95
97
95
94
94
95
95
90
94
92
94
96
94
96
9295
96
95
94
89
91
94
93
94
83
92
95
96
96
95
93
96
84
93
97
93
93
90
87
94
95
93

9,100
6,570
6,520
2,980
2,950
1,860
8,610
3,940
11,200
7,270
5,050
7,220 90
4,340
7,860
97
2,220
2,510 97
96
97
5,070 94
89
7,570
90
2,600
1,340 93
15,340
10,580
2,800 95
438,870 95
96
3,160 97
95
7,640 95
2.100
1,610
90
96
8,640
2,980
1,930 90
7,650
96
2,400 97
2,820 9592
3,220 96
97
35,020
560 93
6,020
94%
89
2^60
2,700 91
91
90
91%
3,850 97
1,270
4,190
1,305,620
2,090
2,350
760
2,170
750
2,570
2,170
22,700
3,990
1,050
4,860
3,720
9,990
4,120
1,110
380
7,880
2,860
590

94
94
95
99
94
96
99
97
95
95
92
98
98
9998
98
96
93
92

RADIO-TV

HOMES

County
Hill
O UUlLll Ddolil
-LlT .11 VlPTt
UC1 l^yV
Lincoln
McCone
IVIadison
IVIea^her
Mineral
IVEissoula
Mussel shell
Park
Petroleum.
Phillips
Pondera
Powder River
Powell
Prairie
Ravalli
iiiLiiiaiiu
Roosevelt
Rosebud
Sanders
Sheridan
Silver Bow
Stillwater
Sweet Grass
Teton
Toole
Treasure
Valley
Wheatland
Wibaux
Yellowstone
State Total
MPRDAQkA
IN CD KMo i\M
Adams
Antplnnp
-till
ICiu^C
.Arthur
Banner
Blaine
Boone
Box Butte
Boyd
Brown
Buffalo
j_j nil aiu
Burt
Butler
Cedar
Chase
Cherry
Cheyenne
Clay
V Ulllillg
US IC 1
Dakota
Dawes
1 '.1 W oUi 1
Llfx^n
Dodge
J_/(J LlglClO
"Tli i n r*) v
Trill m oT*fi
Franklin
Frontier
r"Piui] Tnlidoa q
Garden
Garfield
(~1. n^npr
Grant
Hall
Hamilton
Harlan
Hitchcock
Holt
Hooker
HU worCAM
di U.
»JToff
ell trl bUll
J ohnson
xvcdl Ilcj
Keith
Keya Paha
Kimball
Knox
Lancaster
Lincoln
Logan
Loup
McPherson
Madison
Merrick
Morrill
Nance
94 (SPECIAL REPORT)

continued (Mont.)

Total Television Radio
5 '600
Homes
Homes
Homes
86
l'lOO
94
1 000
860
4 770 85
940 96
95
880 80
5,390
1
050
680 75
900
96
3 300 85
860 98
39 900
300
7 650
8
970 96
3,750
600
700
1*400 91
82
81
3 680
140 85
3,900
3 690
560 97
96
900
75
870
1*
13
0
1 1*600
89
1
530
3
*
1
420
6
1
50
560 0 70
96
4*800
4000
89
860 86
890 96
1,000
14 200
11 1*98091 84
13,580 96
0
93
4 290 98
82
300
210 69
300
76
100
2*2*929 0
56
10 93
1,740
1,150 64
1,800
87
2,200
2,040
2390
*740
89
700
620 97
80
1 l'750
2,000
1,600
,480 87
62
430
1700
*700
83
660 89
l,'l70
4,000
3,000
3,320 86
2,520
3,540 9497
91
3 200
84
69
1*700
67
83
2.300
1,550
96
1,920
1,660
Qfi
141,820
360 87
95
lo,DOU
yu
151,900
200
87
92
1,660 98
1,560
99
740
67
1,100
1,090
2,100
1,830 86
2,030
2,250
2,300
1,980
400
300 74
370 97
87
74
95
98
5,100
900
100
680
76
3,770
4,840
420
92
84%
900
500
500 10096%
83
24,990 98
23,660
25,600
199,340
208,400
174,640 92
3*000
92%
9,000
3,100
200
3400
*600
300
2,600
3*20
1,400
1,5000
38,100
1200
*400
*600
5 4600
3,600
3*200
2,500
2 900
3 700
5 1000
*000
3,600
63,000
000
23'300
l00
10,800
XUO,1 000
1 uu
1400
1,800
2 500
8 100
1100
800
2800
*700
300
1 200
11*700
1 600
1 600
600
4 3*000
400
2*
10
2 2100
*5000
2 000
500
2,500
3,900
50,400
9,000
300
200
300
7,900
2,700
2,000
1,700

8,280
2 3*170
51018
0 86
88
370 93
81
190 63
2,290
88
76
1,150 82
1,130
1* 92
86
7,420270 93
2,990
2,760
3*980
22**87050
5,210
0
3,300
3*290 86
2,140
4*120 92
91
87
2*380 97
86
89
3,430 95
82
79
5 440
93
890 91
89
2 140 93
10*180
94
101 470
850 85
21630
820 90
91
90
21,260
110 84
'gOO 810 90
7,310
2660
*490 83
1740
*440 93
74
210
950 69
79
10,840 93
88
90
92
1 460 91
72
88
2,880 100
*320
1 2840
3 190 89
1 770 93
89
2 020 96
440 87
2,390 95
78
3,020 90
46,980
230
8,140
75
260 93
88
86
140 88
72
6,770
2,370 82
1,640 85
1,450

95%

1*400 97
8,590
200 100
97
290
390
3*110 95
95
2,460
5*310 99
100
3,570
1*380
94
1,410
42*2,3**43030 95
7.710
830 96
3,070
3*130 97
95
4*890 99
3,550 98
93
96
3 600 97
98
98
98
94
3,380 95
52,850
650 98
2 980
230
10*390
94
96
1 01 QfiO 97
950 95
27*87^
960 94
96
*530
95
98
12 ,700
L380
99
460
*400
97
2*630 98
1,070
780 97
790 95
98
260
11*150
1 130 87
95
1 590 99
580 97
1 570 98
3 840 96
91
1 990 98
95
94
31 370
970
2 050 98
98
98
2,440
500 100
97
2,430 97
3,760 96
48,280
96
8.640
290 97
300 10095
200 100
97
7,690
2,570 96
1,920 96
1,620

*770 County
Nemaha
Nuckolls
Otoe
Pawnee
Perkins
Phelps
Pierce
Platte
Polk
Redwillow
Sarpy
Richardson
Rock
Saline
Saunders
Scotts Bluff
Seward
Sheridan
Sherman
Sioux
Stanton
Thayer
Thomas
Valley
Thurston
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Wheeler
York
State Total

iMtVAUA
Churchill
Elko
Clark
Douglas
Esmeralda
Eureka
Humboldt
Lander
Lincoln
Lyon
Nye
Mineral
Ormsby
Pershing
Storey
Washoe
White Pine
State Total

88
Total
Television
Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
99
2,460
2,680 96
99
2,600
2,230 86
2,800
2,570 96
5,200
4,770
99
1,700
4,980
1,690 99
1,390 96
96
95
1,300
1,250 92
89
1,280
3,200
3,030
2,600
93
2,550
2,320 82
95
96
7,100
3,080
91
95
2,280
2,300
4,200
2,190
6,530 89
6,590
98
4,000 2*8
800
660
82
790
98
3,800
92
4,500
3,990
4,420 9960
2*79750
4.200
2*900 3,800
4,090
4.990
8,320 98
8,700
8,420 88
5,400
10,200
85
86
5,220
90
790 96
97
96
86
9,950
4,100
3,520
2,700
2,600
8,960
95 *9
85
2,330 92
3,940
97
800
84
1,370
290 98 00
1,600
1,700
1,530
670 89
2,580
1,660 96
200 66
1,440
2,900
96%
88
2,810 94
79
98
1,900
300
80
1,590
1,890
31,670
440 91%
96
31,790
410 95
2,000
97
95
99
96
3,600
91%
2,000
400
320
390 97
1,830
94
86
98
1,930 92%
3,880
4,420
4,500
421,980
441,100
399,970 92
1*040
46,300
2,600
1,300
200
3,900
300
2,000
800
500
2,200
1,900
200
1,600
2,600
1,100
30,700
101,300
3,100

42,700
2,360
150
1,050
2,52080

8,800
5,100
13,500
11,000
14,100
20
100
55,900
30 800
17,500
8 700
185,500

92
90
94
88
93%
95
93
7 600 95
87
93%
172,680 92

IT WW nrtlvlrorlmt
UAUIPCLIIPC
InM Lvv
Belknap
Carroll
Cheshire
Coos
Grafton
Hillsborough
TVr*^T"T"i
1V1 1 1 1 J Tfi1 M 10(Ar»taXVtyi
"Rnr'Xrino'Ti
llUVlMUg Hell 11
OStrafford
LI OtlUl \A
O Ll ill V ill
State Total
MNbW
C\M JtKotT
ICDC CV
Atlantic
Bergen
Burlington
Camden
May
'36Cape
Cumberland
0
Essex
Gloucester
Hudson
Hunterdon
Mercer
Middlesex
Monmouth
Morris
Ocean
Passaic
Salem
Somerset
Sussex
Union
Warren
State Total
NEW MtXILU
Bernalillo
Catron
Chaves
Curry
Colfax
Eddy
De Baca
Dona Ana
Grant
Guadalupe
Harding
Hidalgo

24954,000
300
60.700
120,300
16,800
32.900
290.900
41,600
195.100
17,100
79,300
132,300
103,600
36.900
78.600
1 7.900
131,500
43,200
15,500
159,100
20,000
1,896,600
81,200
800
16,800
3,700
900
9,900
16,400
14,800
5,000
400
1,400
1,400

310
1,650
940
600
1,730
21,590
300
150
27.440
2,560
89,030

65
75
41
51
92
82
81
63
78
75
84
59
89
88%
82
89
83
95%

8,320
4,710
12,100
10,330
12,450
16*340
18 280
550
2953,000

24350,360
420
58,760
116,530
15,810
276,590
31,390
40,320
186.180
16,210
75,190
128,440
41*730
99,760
76,520
35,700
126,200
16.990
154,340
14,620
18,890

98
97
97
95
95
95
97
96
94
95
95
97

2,400 92
42,600
100
91
190
93
1,300
450
300
3,550
780 10093
1,850 89
2,060 98
94
1,700 89
94
1,350 93%
2 440
200
100
28,980 95%
94
8460
8*292
2,850 94
94,040

4,770
8,370
12,680
10,010
12,870
16*890
53,550
19 050
29 510

94
94
91
91
95
95%
96
95
96
97
94%

175,960
50,870
243,570
98
53,270 96
116,090
94
15,840 93
278,970
96
96
30,470 95
39.600 96
97
187 3no 96
95
127,270
75,260
96
99,560
41*860 98
76,640 97
34,650 96
126,500
93
]fi "71 96%
16,660

96%
96
95
97
97
94
97
14,800
97
154,170
92%
19,340
1,823,950 49
1,824,160
94
74,530
77,140
400
15.190 90
15,660
72
780
3,430
87
2,650
8.600
790
760 84
9,310
13,790 8970
15,120
13,990
13,140 73
68
3.650
4,710
57
230 84
1,190
980
960
380
1,280
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94
95%
97
97
88
93
96
93
94
97
95
94
85
95
92
1962
92

County

Lea
Lincoln
Los Alamos
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay Arriba
Rio
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia
State Total

NEW YORK
Albany
Allegany
Bronx
Broome
Cattaraugus
Cayuga
Chautauqua
Chemung
Chenango
Clinton
Columbia
Cortland
Delaware
Dutchess
Erie
Essex
Franklin
Fulton
Genesee
Greene
Hamilton
Herkimer
Jefferson
Kings
Lewis
Livingston
Madison
Monroe
MontgomeryNassau
New York
Niagara
Oneida
Onondaga
Ontario
Orange
Orleans
Oswego
Otsego
Putnam
Queens
Rensselaer
Richmond
Rockland
St. Lawrence
Saratoga
Schenectady
Schoharie
Schuyler
Seneca
Steuben
Suffolk
Sullivan
Tioga
Tompkins
Ulster
Warren
Washington
vv ay lie
Westchester
Wyoming
Yates
State Total
NORTH
1 <l \J 1 . III \tCAROLINA
l \ I v \j tin • i
Alamance
Alexander
Alleghany
Anson
Ashe
Avery
Beaufort
Bertie
Bladen
Brunswick
Buncombe
Burke
Cabarrus
Caldwell
Camden
Carteret

Total
Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
91
14,890 89
16,800
15,270 89
77
2,300
2,050
1,780
3,900
91
80
3,550
3,830
2,900
91
2,330
2,640 98
8,100
83
540
5,010
6,820 93
1,400
62
87
84
11,000
1,160
39
10,220 94
9,620
2,760 77
3.600
65
3,370
5,600
3,650 84
4,710
4,800
4,530 84
4,050
70
3,100
2,170 70
10,450
94
15,000
13,410
42,560
840 83
90
<5,OOU 63
5,400
91
85
12,200
89
10,350
i
fi^n
llillO
2
180
69
2,400
l',600
85
l,OOU
2^460
2,700
3 000 9179
22,300
150
3,800
89
77
91
57
95
65
1,430
83%
1,700
1,100
89
1,620 92%
L220 83
10,200
8,510
271,200
226,340
9,110
250,100
97%
94%
87,800
12,500
461,300
65,200
23,900
21,700
46,700
30,000
12,700
18,900
14,800
12,300
12,800
49,300
330,500
10,100
12,700
16,800
16,200
10,100
1,400
20,600
26,400
841,900
6,300
12,300
15,900
184,500
18,300
392,900
670,000
73,900
78,800
129,500
20,000
56,600
10,400
24,900
15,600
10,100
603.300
44,100
63,800
38,300
29.900
27,100
49,800
6,600
4,500
8,700
29,100
197,400
14,500
11,200
iIt)q .^UU
Ann
37,900
13,900
20,600
255',900
9,700
5,700
5,381,900

82,820
11,330
436,110
62,000
22,230
20,090
43,950
27,810
11,790
18,070
13,780
11,540
11,340
45-970
317,210
9,460
11,610
15,800
15,500
9,470
1,260
19,360
24^990
789,030
5,820
11,520
15,040
175,920
17.020
385,160
551,750
70,930
74,810
123,840
19,030
53,020
9.700
23,700
14,170
9,530
581,520
41,330
61,760
36,420
28,000
25,920
47,520
6,020
4.060
8,370
26,820
190,690
12,980
10,540
34,340
13,070
19,400
245^430
9,340
5,200
5,031,350

91
95
93
95
93
94
93
93
96
89
94
93
96
94
91
94
96
94
90
95
92
94
95
94
95
93
98
96
82
95
96
95
94
93
91
95
94
96
94
95
97
94
96
95
90
91
96
92
97
90
fid.
94
94
91
Q*>
yz
94
96
93%
96
91
91%

84,990
12,040
447,460
63,180
23,060
20,830
45,070
29,100
12,230
18,030
14,180
11,970
12,290
47,720
320,920
9,490
11,930
16,110
15,630
9,780
1,240
14,520
25,400
812,430
6,090
11,980
15,310
179,330
17,930
385,830
632,480
70,940
76,200
126,000
19,480
54,340
9,890
23,830
14,850
588,220
9,640
42,420
61,690
37,110
28,430
25,930
48,060
6,400
4,280
8,320
27,880
190,490
13,660
10,770
1 o won
36,230
1Qlo,
111Uin
13,070
19,610
249,500
9,460
5,500
5,192,480

24,900
22,660 86
4,300
3,680 76
2,200
1,670 77
4.700
6,100
74
5,100
73
3,750 74
2,140
2,900
85
8,080
9,500
4,160 69
5,700
4,650 79
6,700
5,000
3,940 86
38,800
33,250
12,490 89
14,100
87
19,800
18,110 91
88
13,400
11,840
1,500
1,300 83
8,100
6,750
Reprinted with permission of the copyright holder, A. C.
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96
97
97
96
97
97
96
97
96
95
96
97
97
97
96
94
97
94
97
88
71
96
97
97
97
96
97
98
96
98
97
94
97
97
98
95
96
95
95
98
96
97
97
95
96
97
95
97
96
96
94
96
97
96
QA
95
98
94
96%
9S
98
97
91%

22,730
3,690 86
2,040 93
5.370
4,750 93
86
2,490 81
7,690
4,500 8179
5.580 83
80
4,020 90
35,580
12,720
17,700 92
11,750 88
84
1,260 89
85
6,850
Nielsen Co.

County
Caswell
Catawba
Clay
Chatham
Cherokee
Chowan
Cleveland
Columbus
Craven
Cumberland
Currituck
Dare
Davidson
Davie
Duplin
Durham
Edgecombe
Forsyth
Franklin
Gaston
Gates
Graham
Granville
Greene
Guilford
Halifax
Harnett
Haywood
Henderson
Hertford
Hoke
Iredell
Hyde
Jackson
Lee
Johnston
Jones
Lenoir
Lincoln
McDowell
Macon
Madison
Martin
Mecklenburg
Mitchell
Montgomery
Moore
Nash
New Hanover
Northampton
Onslow
Orange
Pamlico
Pasquotank
Pender
Perquimans
Person
Pitt
Randolph
Polk
Richmond
Robeson
Rockingham
Rowan
Rutherford
Sampson
Stanly
Scotland
Surry
OlOKcS
Swain
Transylvania
Union
Tyrrell
Vance
Wake
Warren
Washington
Watauga
Wayne
Wilkes
Wilson
Yancey
Yadkin
State Total
NORTH DAKOTA
Adams
Barnes
Benson
Billings
Bottineau
Bowman
Burke
Burleigh.
Cass
Dickey
Cavalier
Eddy
Divide
Dunn
Emmons
Foster
Golden Valley
Grand Forks
Grant
Griggs
Hettinger

Total
Homes
4,500
21,300
4,300
7,100
1,500
17,400
3,000
11,900
15,700
37,200
1,900
23,300
A1,900
7nn
10,100
31,900
13,300
57,300
35,800
7,000
2,300
1,600
7,600
o,
(UU
7^,bOU
14,000
12,500
11,500
11,100
5,400
3,500
1 ,500
18,100
4,400
16,400
2,500
7,400
14,500
1 nn
ona7,800
nnn
7,400
a 9nn
6,500
3,600
o,uuu
10,200
15,300
fi nnn
21,500
119,300
1 Ann
2,500
6,900
94,600
Ann
6,700
17,500
onq Ann
i nn
18,400
10,400
19,700
24,500
12,600
11,800
6,000
r onn
12,000
13,700
2,100
4,400
1,200
11,900
8,300
47,600
4,200
3,300
4,500
21,200
11,700
15,000
6,300
1,238,500
3,600
1,300
4,800
400
2,400
3,100
i enn
1 0,400
1,200
l ,ouu
20,100
9 «nn
2,400
11,400
Rnn
i Ann
9 nnn
1 £nn
900
13,800
1,400
1,600
1,600

Television
Homes
19,530
3,670
5,910
3,150
1,030
2,450
15,370
9,220
13,980
32,010
1,410
1,340
20,630
27,520
3,750
8,000
11,300
51,540
5,290
32,220
1,690
1,170
6,090
65,960
10,470
3,040
10,440
9,410
4,430
9,260
940
2,580
15,960
13,580
3,460
2,060
12,470
6,290
6,450
2,660
6,200
74,240
2,830
5,440
2.800
12,730
4,280
8,150
18,920
4,460
15,980
9,280
2,120
3,270
5,760
2,020
14,970
5,650
2,640
16,190
8.830
15,620
17,540
21,940
11,220
4,770
9,490
10,570
5,060
11.720
1,210
860
10,170
3,530
7,030
42,140
2 640
3,000
18,040
3^540
12,590
9,590
5,280
2,350
1,057,560

4,470
1,110
360
1,970
2,690
1,020
1,380
9,520
18,820
1,820
1,150
2,010
1,340
1,270
1,780
810
12,840
1.340
1,360
1,280
1,410

73
82
82
68
92
88
83
78
86
74
71
89
89
80
79
86
85
90
76
90
73
82
91
75
73
83
80
63
83
74
8288
79
82
83
82
85
86
83
84
65
67
84
91
78
86
80
74
83
81
83
85
88
86
84
78
71
84
88
85
84
78
90
89
80
79
89
88
86
86
80
85
85
58
89
71
72
80
79
85
85%
82
84
65
85%
84
85
93
82
91
87
86
70
84
92
94
85
89
89
82
88
90
84
93
91
91

Radio
Homes 93
19,850
4,060 88
85
6,600 9093
3,790
85
1,400 93
15,090
2,560
10,140
13,530 89
82
33,180 87
86
1,560
1,680 90
20,760
83
4,230 93
29.730
88
8,380 83
93
11,050 89
88
53,460 88
31,500
6.170 83
80
89
1,280
1,910 83
6,790 92
85
11,830
3,070 86
10,730
66,720
90
10,300 90
82
2.970 85
83
9,930
4,440 90
89
16,220 88
14,460
1,240
76
4,050
8991
6.620
12.670
1,910 92
6,920 92
3,770 87
6,560
81
90
75,190 89
5,270 85
3,250
4,260 89
13.020
92
89
18,730
9,070
16,870
5,040 85
10,530
77
87
84
1,910
6,150 37
92
88
2,060
3,740
14,670
5,910 86
92
16,910 81
86
85
2,910
86
8,870
17,310 88
84
17,430
22,270
10,960 86
10,170 90
89
10,750
91
5,290 89
87
91
12,430
87
5,250 93
1.830
950
3,970 79
10,610 89
44,130
90
87
27,380
680 81
94
3,660
89
88
4!230 89%
18,720 88
10,280
13,100 90
5,690 76%
3,280 87
1,102,390
91
980
4,700 98
93
340 84
2,240
100
99
2
PRO
1,200
1,580 97
19,320
10,050
2,570 99
97
2,330 97
97
1,360
1,550 96
9fi
96
1,920
1,340
850
1,450 95
96
13,250 94
1,510 95
99
1,320
1,590
95

RADIO-TV

HOMES

County
Kidder
La Moure
Logan
McHenry
Mcintosh
McKenzie
McLean
Mercer
Morton
Mountrail
Nelson
Oliver
Pembina
Pierce
Ramsey
Ransom
Renville
Richland
Rolette
Sargent
Sheridan
Sioux
Slope
Stark
Steele
Stutsman
Towner
Traill
Walsh
Ward
Wells
Williams
State Total
OHIO
Adams
Allen
Ashland
Ashtabula
Athens
Auglaize
Belmont
Brown
Butler
Carroll
Champaign
Clark
Clermont
Clinton
Columbiana
Coshocton
Crawford
Cuyahoga
Darke
Defiance
Delaware
Erie
Fairfield
Fayette
Franklin
Fulton
Gallia
Geauga
Greene
Guernsey
Hamilton
Hancock
Hardin
Harrison
Henry
Highland
Hocking
Holmes
Huron
Jackson
Jefferson
Knox
Lake
Lawrence
Licking
Logan
Lorain
Lucas
Madison
Mahoning
Marion
Medina
Meigs
Mercer
Miami
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Morrow
Muskingum
Noble
Ottawa
Paulding
Perry
Pickaway
Pike
Portage
Preble
96 (SPECIAL REPORT}

continued (N. D.)

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
1,300
2,300
1,300
2,900
1,900
2,000
3,600
1,800
5,700
2,800
2,100
600
3,400
1,800
3,700
2,300
1,300
5,200
2,400
i1,900
1 nn
800
500
4,800
1,300
6,500
1,600
2300
4,700
14300
2300
6300
175,100

1,220
2,040
1,100
2,690
1,490
1,780
3,250
1,480
5,130
2,440
1,950
530
2,600
1,530
3,220
2,100
1,220
4,690
1,670
lt730
550
450
4,260
1,210
6,100
1,350
2,130
4,220
12340
2,290
5310
156,360

89
94
84
93
78
89
87
90
82
93
89
76
85
87
91
94
90
OD70
91
91
69
89
93
94
84
94
90
92
88
89%
89

1,230
2,250
1,250
2,790
1,830
1,900
3,440
1.710
5,390
2,700
580
2,050
1,760
3,360
3,620
2,260
1,250
5,120
2,120
11,770
ORfl
620
XjUOU
490
4.690
1,290
6,370
2350
1,560
4,660
13,380
2,540
6310
168,530

4,870
28,990
11,660
26,450
11,000
10,070
23,890
6,620
56,070
5,500
8,500
37,850
22,390
8,660
30,700
9,000
14.070
488,860
13,210
8,630
10,100
19,960
19,040
7,220
202,320
8,000
6380
12,870
26,150
10,290
257,500
16,600
8,140
4,920
7,420
8,490
5,510
4,090
13,340
7,760
27,700
11,310
43,920
15,030
27,260
10,410
61,920
135,780
6,760
84.750
17,600
18,960
5,720
8,420
22,190
3.990
156,510
3,240
5,320
22,320
2,680
10,330
4,590
7,510
9,220
4,760
25,060
9,300

92
93
95
87
92
93
95
87
93
93
95
94
93
94
87
93
95
93
93
95
95
95
91
87
91
93
95
93
89
90
94
91
95
88
90
74
93
89
95
94
97
95
92
93
95
95
90
95
95
88
93
95
96
87
85
93
92
81
95
92
92
95
95
87

97
95
96
98
95
99
98
98
98
96
99
89
93
78
97
98
99
98
98
99
98
96
98
96%
96
91%

80%
6,100
31,400
12,300
28,400
12,600
10,900
25,600
7,600
59,300
5,900
9,100
39,900
23,700
9,300
32,800
10,300
15,100
516,000
14,200
9.300
10,600
21,100
20,000
7,900
213,400
8,800
7.000
13,800
27,600
11,500
275,700
17,600
9,000
5,400
7.800
9,600
6,100
5,500
14,300
8,700
29,300
12,100
45,400
16,400
28,800
11,200
64,900
142,700
7,500
89,000
18,600
20,000
6,500
9,100
23,400
4,600
163,800
3,800
5,700
24,300
3,300
10,900
5,000
8,200
9,700
5,500
26,300
9,800

95
98
96
95
96
96

5,580
30,110
11,760
27,150
11,690
10,440
24,120
7,050
56.570
5,540
8,540
38,020
22,520
8,610
31,290
9,630
14,250
495,880
13,460
8,990
9.850
20,360
19,040
204,010
7,410
8,560
6,270
12,990
26,690
10,800
264,670
17,180
8,410
5,090
7,560
9,070
5,510
4,440
13,590
8,180
28,070
11,660
43,860
14,690
27,850
10,660
61,780
136,990
6,960
85,440
17,610
19,300
5,840
8,890
22,420
4,170
157,250
3,470
22,840
5,420
3,100
10,490
4,730
7,630
9,010
4,930
24,990
9,220

96
96
96
93
93
96
94
95
94
95
94
95
93
95
94
94
95
97
96
93
97
95
96
97
94
90
97
98
94
94
93
96
97
95
94
90
94
81
95
96
97
96
95
90
97
96
95
93
95
97
90
96
98
96
91
91
95
94
96
94
95
93
93
90
95
94

County
Putnam
Richland
Ross
Sandusky
Scioto
Shelby
Seneca
Stark
Summit
Trumbull
Tuscarawas
Union
Van Wert
Vinton
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Williams
Wood
Wyandot
State Total
OKLAHOMA
Adair
Alfalfa
Atoka
Beaver
Beckham
Blaine
Bryan
Caddo
Canadian
Carter
Cherokee
Choctaw
Cimarron
Cleveland
Coal
Craig
Comanche
Cotton
Creek
Dewey
Custer
Delaware
Ellis
Grady
Garfield
Garvin
Grant
Greer
Harmon
Harper
Kay
Haskell
Hughes
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnston
Kingfisher
Kiowa
Latimer
Le Flore
Lincoln
Logan
Love
McClain
McCurtain
IVIcIntosh
Major
Marshall
Murray
Mayes
Muskogee
Noble
Nowata
Okfuskee
Oklahoma
Okmulgee
Osage
Ottawa
Pawnee
Payne
Pittsburg
Pontotoc
Pottawatomie
Pushmataha
Roger
Mills
Rogers
Seminole
Sequoyah
Stephens
Texas
Tillman
Tulsa
Wagoner
Washington
Washita
Woods
Woodward
State Total
OREGON
Baker
Benton
Clackamas

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
91
33,860 94
7,560 95
36,200
34,280
7,800
16,050
91
93
15,640
17,200
7,120 95
17,200
16,750 97
16,410
23,070
91
94
25,400
17,300
23,800 96
97
16,230
16,640
94
103,100
96
97,410
99,080
153,050
9,900
9,310 95
160,400
9,430 96
154,630
59,610 95
59,970 96
94
62,600
21,930
91
94
24,100
22,680 94
92
95
94
96
7,000
6,460 88
9,100
6,570 90
8,530
19,600
95
94
2,620
2,550
8,750
2,900
14,930
18,440 93
16,000
18,540 94%
88
14,100
89
94
21,800
19,440 91
20,470 96%
96
9,500
20,260
8,660 69%
95
97
21,400
20,820
91
98
9,120 85%
6,500
5,910
94
2,982,000
6,360
2,849,100
2,803,440
3,700
2,800
2,200
2,800
3,700
5,900
7,600
8,600
7,500
12,900
5,000
4,800
1,400
13,400
1,600
24,900
2,400
12,900
4,500
6,800
4,000
1,800
17,100
8,800
9,300
2,600
2,600
1,800
1,900
2,500
4,700
9,500
2,600
2,600
16,900
3,300
4,800
2,300
8,800
5,900
5,800
1,800
3,900
7,300
2,500
3,400
2 400
6,300
3.600
19,000
3,400
3,400
148,300
3,300
11,300
10,300
9,100
13,500
3,400
10,300
13,500
9,300
1.500
2,700
6,700
8,400
12,500
5,100
4,400
117,300
4,500
4,700
14,100
4,000
5,300
4,100
741,400
5,700
11,600
36,900

2.320
2,560
2,300
1,860
4,620
3,220
5,930
11,140
7,520
6,860
4,070
3,030
11,900
1,020
22,670
1,350
2,130
11,200
3,850
5,770
3,000
1,210
1,430
15,510
2.290
7,890
8,160
2,000
1,470
1,620
2,010
3,740
2,250
8,430
2,070
15,050

83
78
87
7882
63
87
84
73
91
86
81
89
84
91
89
86
85
75
67
87
91
90
88
79
80
77
89
85
88
80
82
87
80
89

4,160
3,000
1,530 66
79
90
91
6,990
86
5,330 87
5.010
1,480 92
3,580
82
5,430 72
2,780
1,810
1 930 82
80
85
74
5,380 87
3,020
16,470
3,070 89
78
84
3,030 92
2,580
136,120
87
89
10,030 90
9,430 90
2,990
8,190 88
11,790 84
92
8,670 88
11,970
89
8,140
1,720 74
87
85
1,110 87
5,800
64
87
7.160
90
11,310
3,900 84
108,200
88%
3,690
3,920 76
93
13,180
4,080
89
4,740 84%
83
92
3,330
3,120
652,620

3,130
2,650
2,260

95
81
98
93

2,150
5,500
3,260
7,470
7,070
11,510
6,850
4,610
4,530
12,260
1,370
22,910
1,270
2,100
11,530
4,220

87
91
89
88
93
94
98
94
92
79
92
88

92
92
6,250
97
3,380
1,740
1,690 9189
16,090
89
84
2,470
7,820 94
8,440
2,450 94
99
80
1,560 91
2,000
1,870
84
94
90
3,950 87
2,370
8,570 90
15,870
2,330 94
93
89
84
3,080
90
1,920
4,290
89
5,260
7,940 91
5,280
1,560 88
3,580
2,850
6,430 84
on87
92
2,210 90
5,700 89
16,930
3,210 89
2,920
3,040 89
3,030 9389
137,330
89
10,070
89
8789
8,080
12,530
9,190 93
2,940
93
87
9,540 R6
88
87
11,880 90
88
8,110 94
1,410 89
2,370
5,980
11,290
7,180
4,450
4,180 95
90
108,850 91%
4,040 93
4,330 93
13,100
93
96%
96
4,920 3392
3,830
3,840
676,340

11,230 96
4,790
34.020
5,490
9,600
35,500
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83
97
92

County
Clatsop
Columbia
Coos
Crook
Curry
Deschutes
Douglas
Gilliam
Grant
Harney
Hood River
Jackson
Jefferson
Josephine
Klamath
Lake
Lane
Lincoln
Linn
Malheur
Marion
Morrow
Multnomah
FOIK
Sherman
Tillamook
Umatilla
Union
Wallowa
Wasco
Washington
Wheeler
Yamhill
State Total
PENNSYLVANIA
Adams
Allegheny
Armstrong
Beaver
xieaiora
Berks
Blair
Bradford
Bucks
Butler
Cambria
Cameron
Carbon
Centre
Chester
Clarion
Clearfield
Clinton
Columbia
Crawford
Cumberland
Dauphin
Delaware
Erie
Fayette
Forest
Franklin
Fulton
Greene
Huntingdon
Indiana
Jefferson
Juniata
Lackawanna
Lancaster
Lawrence
Lebanon
Lehigh
Luzerne
Lycoming
McKean
Mercer
iviitnn
Monroe
Montgomery
Montour
Northampton
Northumberland
Perry
Philadelphia
Pike
Potter
CnU
i nrl till
ocnuyiKin
Snyder
Somerset
Ci llliirn vi
suinv^n
Susquehanna
Tioga
Union
Venango
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Westmoreland
Wyoming
York
State Total

Total
Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
c 040
95
86 660
7 7=»n 0089
ny.iuu
nnn
690 96
lUU
X*±S1UU
i n c\(\(\
id1 ,Ann
96
io,uuu
9q dRn
7on 85
17,210
2710 93
a nnn
7Q
4420
80
r Tin
7190 96
90260
10lo,OoU
con 88
( ,£)UU
Z1,1UU
94
qoa
R9
96
1
/ion
fi9
2
280
95
1,000
960
o*±
i t>.dn 77
o nnn
2,400
1910 95
^1,011/
d^n 00OZ
4 010 96
96
OA QftCX
90 am 92
95
1 OIA 82
1
980
94
oq'eon
n Rdn OOR^
97
9
790
ie10,100
i nn
91
142 590
131 760
10,1UU
o onn
apn R9
190
ri onn
4.7
1 l,OoU
1 ,00.11 nU Q1yi78
50450 97
oi,yuu
95
6
i oo,1UU
i nn
110,OlU
c 01550n on
yu
178030
300 97
R9n RR
97
6 410
*in6,600
onn
005 K7n
96
on
yu7Q
96
OO
,uou
OO,0
#u
1
i
fln
1
400
i ctnn
1100,0
fi^ R7n
Q1yx
96
173
710
7*?n
iU
94
ioi,yX|OUUuu
96
7P. 840
7 380
530 94
8 200
onn
89
1 ou
oUU
94
80
710
y
l
5,900
96
84
4,700 90
13,600
13,040
11,370
81
98
5,800
97
4,680
5,500
2,200
1,750 79
84
2,120 95
6,600
on onn
296,320
060
95
285,530
240
700 96%
670 89 %
800
96
96
88
8.790
10,000
84
88
9,630
577,800
514,160
553,530
yz7o
y * /o
11,OOU
1 .4 1 nn QO (7/
no15,oU0
C[\{\
R°.n Q7C7
/ICQ
/io*s
onn
d7R
dQO
1 id901 o,iyu
40o,yiU
cn oinnnn QA
RRn QRyo
22,100
zz.oou
ACyo
9«n
96
*?Rn 97
oyQRRQ11 ,oqu
oy,uuu
61,700
1
1
9nn
Qn
y^t
720 95
yu
ft*? o^n Qdyi
qo12,400
nnn
96
a~\
Ann
nnn Qd
oy,uuu
39 540 96
i c i nn
11 a1 ,yQnnu u yo
0015 , 230
— 1 1 ' ' 95
01
oqo
Q7
y4,t>uu
91 090 97
yi.zoU
Q1ol.yzu
oon yiyo
97
32
33,500
(
KA 1 7n yOR.
54 460
450
56,900
9 ion(U yoQRyo
0^,1
2
160
Z,oUU
1 a cnn Qdyi
14 870 95
oi15,900
1 q 91 n Q1yi
90 9nn 96
en onn
cnn
rr 7nn
RR flfid 94
00,
(UU QRyo09yz
oyo*3 ,duu
94
QR
yoQ9
q
oc.n
onn
95
10,800
11U,ZoU
n 9°.n
00y,you
iQn Qd
21
990
1
n
/ion
Qd
10
740
96
-_,->.
>
<
■
>
J.U.'ioU
i11,200
c /inn
1 c. onn
15
580
95
yi1
yz95
1 on yo
ooz^,yuu
onn
Q
Q9.
21
820
yi
on pen Qd
96
37
420
oO,ulU y 1
in onn
610
1101,0
C1 Q7n(U yoyiQ7y /
110167ci ,01U
Rin 96
07y 1
loo,
QUI)
i n Rnn
10 110 94
10 430
97
71/i, 7QO
79
9RO
QR
QR
yo
/yu Q9
IZ,Z0U
AA AQf\
dR
1 Rn yoyo
/io( D.uUU
e;nn
10,10U
1 qqo 00yoQR
1
OIA
or?1,400
onn
OA 9/10 yzon
OR1 ,01U
oon yoORQo.
yo
zo.oyu
q nnn
0 Aon 00
9Z, 7Rn
l ou QOQO.
1 1 Qnn
iu,oyu
11U,OOU
n T^n Q9
1 n RQO
z,iyu
95
yz
oy
II 1I ,1UU
A(\(\
1iu,ozu
n ^on
Q1yi
10 600 93
yzQR
10
1
on
no
1
q
onn
on
01
n
ZU.01U
yo
21,400
ly.ouu yo
1/11 nn
1 o /idn QRyo
lo,lZU
0 oon oOQR
A QfiO yoQRyo
4,600
fiQ ^nn
rc10,11U
onn Q7
y1
i?c.
ccn QRyoQQ
1,OOU
oo,oou
7Q
OOjZVJU
•?q cnn
84,100
74,520 oy
to,**AH(\
i U yoQROOyo
09
9cn
OZ,ZOU
o*7 /inn
31,550
9C Ann Q7y 1
OR *>A(\ yzQ9
Z0,4150(U
72 100
95
yi
on
79n
DO,«JOU
CQ
CCO
1 no /inn
QRyo
Q7y70i ,zou
9Qn QRyo
yQ71 ,0t^7n* U 90
33oc Qon
070 96
3416,800
300
97
1occ /i411 nn oo
15,940 yoQRyo
10,*±1U Qdyi
QR
07 onn
oo,oou
12 850 yo95
13 500
11 990 yz89
oy
11 ,980 OR07
11,830
1 12,600
cn Ann
eo 79n 94
96
153,530
155,260
A **nn
a ndn Qdyi
RQ
co1,oUU
onn
u,ooU
Rn1,U1U
o.ic\ Q7y *1
Oo,
iZU QdQnyu
01 7nn
QO
OQ
CCA
Zo,OOU
29,610
C70
onn
7*?/ ,oUU
onn
7
1
1
n
Q1
7
97n yo
QOyo
yi
1
nn
1
,11U
Qd
RR9
R1
n
QR
(
,Z
/U
oy
OOZjDIU
01U, f UU
QQ
9 OQQ yoQR
/oU yi00RQ
Kor onn
nnn
aZ, d.7n
dz,you
7dn yo
OR
llu
o,uuu
Q1
70n
489c 410
481,c 390
onn
1 nn QRoO
con 93
0971 ,zuu
nnn
yoQOyo95
0,1UU
20
940
9nzu,ouu
"^nn
0,0oU
1 ^^n Qn
1 R7n Q9
16*700
yu
,600
yo
92
1 9,030
n1,0nnnIU 95
109,500
600
98,860
460 RQ
yiQd
1U.UUU
yz
6,340 94
5,570
89
18,900
16,910 89
17,820
12,830 97
13,300
11,840 84
96
62,400 96
65,200
61,520 95
87
96
7,780 96
7,060
8,100
100,810
94
101,570 96
105,800
96%
92
4,900
4,750
4,490 94%
76,800
72,040
73,960
3,214,580 94
3,275,160 97
3,417,700
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County
RHODE ISLAND
Bristol
Kent
Newport
Providence
Washington
State Total
cniITU
IMA
oUU
1 H PADfll
l/AKULINA
Abbeville
Aiken
Allendale
Anderson
Bamberg
Barnwell
Beaufort
Berkeley
Calhoun
Charleston
Cherokee
Chester
Chesterfield
Clarendon
T*\ n vl i n cf fr\vi
Udl llllg HH1
Dillon
UKJL LllCblCl
JjUgcllclU
£ LyjL elite
VXCvJl
Vj 1 cell£CV l<V/lllcw 11
Horry
Hampton
J asper
Kershaw
Lancaster
Lee
Laurens
J_/cXlIlg LUil
]VtcCormick
]VIarion
1\/T a t 1 h n v r\
Newberry
"Pi
clr^n ^
Oconee
Orangeburg
Richland
Saluda
Spartanburg
Sumter
Union
Williamsburg
York
State Total
cm it li nAi/nTA
bUU 1 H UAI\U 1 A
Aurora
Beadle
Bennett
Bon
Homme
Brookings
Brown
Brule
r>urr
aio
rsutce
*-iay
z-1 l-i Qi-lpc TVTi'V
Campbell
V^.lldllCE> 1VJ.1A.
Day
Clark
Codington
Corson
Custer
Davison
Dewey
Deuel
T^/~\t i crl q c
"Pall
T?1\7£*T
UUUgldki
Edmunds
Grant
Faulk
Gregory
Haakon
Hamlin
Hand
Hanson
Harding
Hughes
Hutchinson
Hyde
Jackson
Jerauld
Jones
Kingsbury
Lake
Lawrence
Lincoln
Lyman
McCook

Total
Television Radio a t jo
Homes Homes
Homes
y lyo
1 1 nan
11 080 97%
96%
97
97
11,400
95
34)300
34,260
20,840
21,900
35,400
21,130
97
87%
169,560 95
177,700
171,480 96
15,870
16,900
16,160 97
251,590 79%
263,300
254,150
94
5 800
£iOf
I UU
90 7fln
2 900
900
283 400
499100
500
900
3*800
9 300
OO,2,800
OUU
7 900
8 200
6 100
7JO0
13,000
8*
6,800 400
6,100
4,900
20^900
2*7*006000
62,400
12,900
47,900
300
17 300
3 100
10 200
124700
400
17,300
6,700
10,500
siooo
16,400
13,300
49,100
43 800
18,900
3,600
7,800
20,400
8,5005*
700
621,400
1 400
6 600
800
2,8001*50
lo)oOO 0
400
l)900
2,600
1,000
2,900
2,100
3^000
1 400
U,UUU
325 000
000
1,400
l)500
1,600
1300
3)l00
900
2)800
2)l00
1,900
7nn
1,900
IUU
41,300
000
800
3,300
600
1,200
2,700
5,000
3,400
3,800
1,200
2,400

4 580
21 180
26,*690
790 72
25,000
89
82
64
78
3)390
8120
L870 88
67
87
7)ll0
70
518100
200 75
87
85
L880
6 360 78
61
82
10,640
4,950
3)720 79
5,390 82
78
5,030
2,980 72
85
17.870 76
3,530 90
6,020 87
56,000
88
70
11,240
79
3 030 85
13)680
2150 69
81
6',580
8 990 75
6)770
10)520
14,530
1 500
3)260
74
77
5630 69
82
5130 84
11,850
9,170
11,110
41,950
RIO
OO ,oou
2,820
15,110

84
85
83%
78
87
89
72
80
70
5,930 86
6,720
17,560
80%
518,460 86
83
1 120
86
5 700 75
600 90
2,320
240
94
2*71 87
9.380
5,100 061
1,660 93
86
760 76
2,230 78
81
2,260
900 91
1,900 90
2)730
5 590 65
90
4180
1,220 84
1 920
750 66
80
84
1,200 88
1,310
2)600
2*,780 85
1,100 87
86
2)430
82
760 84
1,800
1,690 89
550 86
79
l)l30
740 89
1,690
84
3 630 85
450 87
75
91
1,030 90
92
510
2,430
86
3,140
92
94
4,280 92
1,100
2,240
3,500
92

5,060
21,690
25,190
2)510
3,360
3)870
8,400
7)260
2,480
52,040
8,040
6,950
7)020
11,260
5)080
5,690
5,810
5,090
4,160
3,150
18,730
56,410
6,980
11,520
15)280
3,420
2,390

87
89
86
86
92
85
80
85
89
87
83
89
85
87
86
89
83
80
90
88
90
89
83
88
80
77
88
86
88
85
87
86
86
92
86
91
90
90
89%
93
86
85
91
88
91

lo)o50
9)010
7)360
4)030
15)660
51,690
730
6)540
7,360
14,330
9,450
11,920
45,760
OC716.630
tZrO\J
3,050
?Q7,100
Q'iO
18,090
7,280
550,430 99%

1,390
6)300
2,710
9,670
5,600
380
1,800
2,540
1,000
2,730
2,930
2,060
5 720
l)l80
l)450
4)840
l)340
2)050
1,460
1,540
L960
2)890
1,230
2,050
2)740
1,810
680
1,850
1,230
3 730
770
3)210
600
570
1,160
2,590
3,320
4,860
3,740
1,130

89
98
95
90
97
97
96
98
100
94
95
98
98
95
95
84
97
97
96
97
96
93
98
95
98
98
95
95
97
96
97
93
97
97
94
100
96
98
97
97
98
97
97

2,320
94

RADIO-TV

HOMES

County
iVLcirnerson
! ■ 1 • 1 1 Ollclll
lVleade
Milette
IV£iner
JVilllllfcrllcillcl
Moody
J- [ 1 1 J 1 [ i .-, 1 1 ■ ! 1
X ll rs. 1 I 1 >
Potter
Roberts
UU1I1
CaOil m1 1 'hriT'Ti
Shannon
Spink
Stanley
Sully
Todd
Tripp
Turner
Union
Walworth.
Washabaugh
Yankton
Ziebach
State Total
TFMMFQCFC
1 t IN IN CooLC
A y\ r) pr^nn
AUUCl
J_> CUIUI Ll
Benton
"Rl f^f~] QnP
XJl<J
Pro Ull
H 1 £»VL
*— an i±j ucil
l^alJHUI 1
-■■.!'rrnll
J. VJ11
Carter
(""Viicp1"1"iniciia mll
Chester
Claiborne
L,idy
Coffee
Crockett
Cumberland
Davidson
Decatur
Dickson
Dyer
Fayette
X"F C11L1
f1 r\ 1 1'CM^ ^
Franklin
VJTX all Ig CI
v_ri uiiuy
xxctill Ulcll
Hamilton
ndllLULlv
xl ci 1 (JcIIldll
TTa J.tH1 1.i n1 1
XXct
xx a w is. 1 1 1 o
TTii
lla^v wnnrl
w uuu
XxtMlUtrl stJil
XT1C1S.1 ll.il!
11U Ulo LUI1
Humphreys
Jackson
Jefferson
T/sVi
cam
Uill n loUll
T ,ai 7 Hf» trial a
Lawrence
"
Lake*
Lincoln
T m UUUI1
i /T r^n
XjU
IVTcIVlinn
McNairy
lWacon
JYldUlSLf 1 1
lVEarion
Marshall
lWaury
lWeigs
lWonroe
lWontgomery
l\£oore
Morgan
Obion
Overton
Perry
Pickett
Polk
Putnam
Rhea
Roane
Robertson
Rutherford
Scott
98 (SPECIAL REPORT)

continued (S. D.)
1*540
Total Television
Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
3*300
1 590 99
1 280 80
11 ,DUU
900
1 810
81
3 630
230 98
2 800
2*700
400
74
90
1520
*190 85
25*410
95
1
470
98
1
330
261 500
200
l'390 97
242180
980 95
88
2270
95
16*560 91
3*600
17 450 96
91
18100
1 1600
74
1 570 98
*
2
0
0
1 400
96
1 200 86
31 340
410 95
3,040
1 400
1160 93
99
84
800 66
630
2,930 52
3,010 95
3,200
82
700
1,200
1,140 94
990 92
89
630
950
63
700
640 87
1,100
88
97
2,500
92
2,420
91
98
2,200 96
3,400
3,090
3,350
3,100
2,970 77
2,930
270
2,400
1,860
2,320 97
220
9195
300
96%
89
96
4,700
4,500
4,190
600
330 88%
55
550 91
72
1189,960
aa a*?a
197,700
173,880
2*600
93%
14 580
16 400
15 250
6 480 93
7 000
5 970 73
85
3 070
79
3,300
1 900
89
1 380
92
16100
14 9*160 88
14101.690
800
2*240 93
630
11300
430
92
10
010
6 900
120 74
89
25 030
2 2500
89
81
93
6,150
85
*600
7 4000
2
320
6 470
5 330 76
8*050 92
*600
11300
10
420
1*4*346400 87
2340
2 450
900
21*700
*550 80
4*430 9186
2 7070
8*600
68
4
210
2*2 92
3
110
4*4*209 0
71
1 690
92
2*85400 89
00
75
86
3*,520
5,310
6,200
5*
15
2*520 88
0
7
*
9
1
82
91
0
3*200
3,420
4*480 94
3,830
90
7*290
5
*
5
0
0
111
[800
92
110,100
119,700
3*560 73
6*380 93
72
90
2,500
1,830 79
5*30
89
3*1000
88
94
5*
71
0
4,820 84
6*900
91
8,700
67
85
2*330 68
2^100 83
2,810
12 290 91
13 600
11 180 82
90
6 300
4 730 75
93
52 900
830 92
71
88
Q9
123 300
000
9 990 83
iu,yyu
2 900
2 510
2 3*080390 72
10 000
8 200 82
9 220
90
72 4*200
DO.OOU
1 330 91
1 9000
70
94
RC1 780
OpA 87
4 900
3 620 74
84
4
100 yz92
280
69
87
7 350
2*030 90
78
90
85 200
6
400
4 650 85
500
4
030
73
4 600
3 1530
4 160
2*
*660 77
72*000
6 430590 Q9
52 370
740 77
300
3 300
83
31 260
030 on
1 060 75
1 400
92
3 400
2 1*95097 87
83
7*090 89
3
020
yz
4*6400 72
1*590 yu88
65*000
5
600
93
5
010
700
6*400 93
2 1*18042 78
2,800
0
72
230
93
68 5950
77,500
*370 76
2 120 81
2.600
89
81
85
80
4,820 91
7,800
9*600
79
6,270 78
1,800
6 080 93
66,900
700
5 930 89(O
91
89
8,090 84
A
Q1
fi
8,640
5 000
3 740
Q9y£0090
2 870 82
3'4, 220
3 500
17*900
i
OU
83
16 290 91
144 780
870 87
H7O /
5 500
OD
4 900
4 210 OD
1 1 AQn yo
10 550
12 200
i1 .UoU
aqo OD
1 200
OTfc
*400
7Q
5 3900
49.1.U1U
670
oft
X*±,OUU
i
q
Q^n y*±
onyu
1
9QH
on
i a onn
yu7fi
93
Q9
760
yzu
1 000
^y^iU 86
76
2,910
2,600
8,500
7,130
7,930 yz
3,360
2,670
84
3,700
80
91
840
1,500
1,190 70
1,360
72
1,200
1,110 92
91
78
2,500 80
2,800
3,100
8,100
7,640
6,480 81
4,300
3,350
3,960 90
10.320
86
92
11,200
94
91
9,590
7,800
6,790
7,080 92
93
14,800
13,190 89
13,790
67
87
90
2,400
3,600
3,250

County
bnelby
Sequatchie
Sevier
Smith
Stewart
Sullivan
Sumner
Tipton
Trousdale
Unicoi
Union
Van Buren
Warren
Washington
Weakley
Wayne
wni xe
Williamson
Wilson
State Total
TEXAS
Anderson
Andrews
Angelina
Aransas
Archer
Armstrong
Atascosa
Bailey
Austin
Bastrop
Bandera
Baylor
Bee
Bell
Bexar
Blanco
Borden
Bosque
Bowie
Brazoria
Brazos
Brewster
Briscoe
Brooks
Brown
Burleson
Burnet
Caldwell
Calhoun
Camp
Callahan
Cameron
Carson
Cass
Clay
Castro
Chambers
Cherokee
Childress
Cochran
Coke
Coleman
Collin
Collingsworth
Colorado
Comal
Comanche
Concho
Cooke
Coryell
Cottle
Crane
Crosby
Crockett
Culberson
Dallam
Dallas
Dawson
Deaf Smith
Delta
Denton
De Witt
Dickens
Donley
Dimmit
Duval
Eastland
Ector
Edwards
Ellis
El Paso
Erath
Falls
Fannin
Fayette
Floyd
Fisher
Foard
Fort Bend
Franklin
Freestone
Frio
Gaines
Galveston
Garza
Gillespie

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
82
"1 O O H1 nr\O A
1,220
5,050 77
1,500
1,160 90
89
184,200
loo,o20
Ioo,7o0
6*3
6,600
84
5,940 8740
3,600
On3,030
f\Hf\ 83
2,100
1,750 90
1,820 77
3,330
oO,U70
88
91
31,100
33,400
10,900
92
79
87
9,560
9,930
78
5,720
93
83
94
7,200
6,250
1,400
80
90
1,320
1 ,160
93
4,100
88
3,290
2,200
1 ,540
900
610 68
770
86
3,700
93
1,930
17,900
89
5,360
6,900
15,990 66
16,400
92%
89
6,410
2,050 86%
70
79
2,770
3,100
4
150
3
510
78
5,850
7,400
6,940 92
85
81%
92
6,900
94
89%
5,850 86
7,250
8,400
878,490
7,880 94
1,025,700
939,450
92
4,300
12,500
8,500
Z,ZUU
700
1,900
4,800
4,400
2,700
1,400
1,900
5,200
27,200
lyj.oOu
6,500
300
1,200

6,890
1 Q/tn
10,620
3,750
J. ,y^u
610
1,760
3,160
3,810
2,370
1,210
3,920
1,750
Oil}
1 T124,510
/l,o7U
5,050
980
250

nn18,500
QAn
3,700
12,800
1,800
1,100
2,200
*±,ouu
8,100
2,900
3,400
a5,000
finn.
2 700
2 500uu
ol,i
9 9nn
9z,zuu
Z.DUU
D, Ann
/UU
O.IUU
9,400
2,600
2,700
1,800
1,100
4,100
13,000

3,070
16,240
zU,byU
10,800
1,140
970

1,700
5,700
6,000
4,000
1,100
7,100
6,200
1,300
1,400
1,200
900
3,000
2,000
315,500
5,500
14,500
1,700
3,900
2,300
6,400
1,500
1,500
3,300
29,000
6,700
700
13,200
85,500
5,500
7,600
6,400
6,500
2,200
11,000
3,700
1,000
1,700
3,800
2,500
44,200
3,600
1,900
3,300

°.1,710
R7n
2,360
D.ozU
2,560
4,040
2 350
291 720
830
2r 090
Ron
29 77H
180
1 94n
2,150
2,450
1,590
970
11,430
3,520
1,140
4,250
9 Qon
5,130
940
6,210
AooU
890
5,500
1,000
1,300
670
2,710
290,510
1 ,670
4,630
3,460
13,110
1,290
4,660
1,280
1,260
1,170
2,190
5,360
420
26,510
11 ,580
77,750
4,830
5,070
6,020
4,300
1,850
3,370
880
9.420
1,290
2,850
1,760
3,230
39,390

85
QQGO
88
87
72
92
89
•7Q
75
79
92
78
88
86
84
83
90
88
91
82
84f O
88
78
69
64
on88
73
81
ou
87
79
95
Oi)
84
yu
83
00
91
88
75
88
86
88
87
7986
85
67
89
77
93
90
84
92
OA74
01QQ
oy74
76
90
73
85
55
78
66
80
no91
60
88
66
QQ00
7QIt)
76
91
86
84
75
71
88
90
89
88

96
90
7,600
680 89
11,130
oyQQ
3,870
1, you 97
1 ,830 89
4,290 93
4,100
2,630 98
94
1,320 Q197
4,720
1,830 91
24,620
1 iq(0,uUU
enn
5,900
95
91
3002*51100
0
1,140 yo91
On16,800
77(1 92
3,460 Q1
11,670 yi
990 90
Q*3
87
yiQA
11,650
,910 yft
7I ,D0U
ftc;n 90
QQ
onyu92
Q.7
3,070
42,570
230 92
4,490 93
89
2 170 <>y
87
2 080 95
52 940
89
450 94
2 780 90
96
0,fi 1ioU°.n 91
2,480
2,470 QQ
95
01
1,600
1 ,040 93
95
3,950 98
12,090
oi)
990 95
5,710
1,670 oD
5,240 onyuQQy«$
92
91
5.620 yi97
6,630
,270 yiOA
1 ,280
850 Q4
1,130
oo/i2,720
enn
1,880 Q994
k nt^n QAy<5
o,DDU yoy<±
13,490 93
QQ94
1,620 Q1yoyft
yiy1*
5,980
1,370 yQ7Q9/
2,100
1,460
680 QQ
2,690 Q1yi
on26,450
oon 98
1 96,240
CiAfl
yoQ1
OU,ZOU
5 200
7Q0 QQoy
5,820 91
y^t
D, 1 oU 90
OD
16,060
,890 QAQQ
930 yoyi
3,470
10,090 93
1,560 87
2,170 94
3,420 91
92
40.090
92
3,390 91
y*±

1,670
2,180
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1,720
66
92

County
Glasscock
Goliad
Gonzales
Gray
Grayson
Gregg
Grimes
Guadalupe
Hale
Hall
Hamilton
Hansford
Hardeman
Hardin
Harris
Harrison
Hartley
Haskell
Hays
Hemphill
Henderson
Hidalgo
Hill
Hockley
Hood
Hopkins
Houston
Howard
Hudspeth
Hunt
Hutchinson
Irion
Jack
Jackson
Jasper
Jeff Davis
Jefferson
Jim Hogg
Jim Wells
Johnson
Jones
Karnes
Kaufman
Kendall
Kenedy
Kent
Kerr
Kimble
King
Kinney
Kleberg
Knox
Lamar
Lamb
Lampasas
La Salle
Lavaca
Lee
Leon
Liberty
Limestone
Lipscomb
Live Oak
Llano
Loving
Lubbock
Lynn
McCulloch
McLennan
McMullen
Madison
Marion
Martin
Mason
Matagorda
Maverick
Medina
Menard
Midland
Milam
Mills
Mitchell
Montague
Montgomery
Moore
Morris
Motley
Naccgdoches
Navarro
Newton
Nolan
Nueces
Ochiltree
Oldham
Orange
Palo Pinto
Panola
Parker
Parmer
Pecos
Polk
Potter
Presidio
Rains
Randall
Reagan
Real

Total
Homes
400
1,600
5,100
10,400
23,900
22,200
3,800
8,500
11,200
2,100
2,900
1,900
2,700
7,500
398,900
13,000
700
3,300
900
5,300
6,900
42,100
7,400
6,300
1,900
6,100
5,200
12,200
800
12,700
10,400
400
2,600
4,000
6,400
400
76,200
1,300
9,100
11,400
6,000
3,800
8,400
1,900
200
600
5,300
200
1,300
700
7,900
2,200
10,700
6,700
3,100
1,400
6,300
2,700
3,100
9,600
5,900
1,100
2,000
200
1,900
47.800
3,100
2,800
47,000
400
2,000
2,300
1,400
1,200
7,700
3,400
5,000
900
21,800
7,000
1,500
3,100
5,100
8,300
4.200
3,900
800
8,400
11,000
2,800
6.000
61.500
3,100
500
17,600
7,100
4,800
7,400
3,000
3,400
4,000
37,100
1,400
900
10,800
700
1,100

Television
Homes
79
93
370
1,150
4,050
9,560 72
88
20,960
19,430 92
73
2,760 88
6,940 88
71
9,870
1,490 79
2,290 82
91
1,740 79
83
2,140
6,240 91
361,480
10,710
650 93
82
2,780
4,430 84
760 84
79
5,470 77
32,230
85
6,310 93
5,860
1,660 87
81
4,930 68
3,550 93
11,300
63
500
10,870
94
300 86
76
9,740
89
2,310 77
3,070
5,100
240
80
70,340
840 59
64
79
7,170 92
91
10,320
5,310
77
2,920 84
7,040 89
76
1,440
170 86
590 98
76
4,000
59
140 49
770 71
340
6,640 81
1,790 68
84
7,290
6,030 90
87
2,690
75
920 66
59
3,750
2,030
2,050 66
80
7,870 77
4,540
790 72
82
1,600
200
1,500 10079
43,680
2,740 88
91
1,850 66
90
42.150
320 8175
71
1,430
1,740 90
1,270
740 61
80
6,200
1,680
4,000
410 80
45
50
19,940 91
5.420 77
1,120 74
84
2,610 87
4.440 81
6,720 92
3,870 85
520 65
3,320
76
6,360 82
9,020
70
1,950 90
5,390
54,180 88
87
2,710
430 87
15,990 91
84
5,940 80
3,830
88
6,520 87
2,600
2,830 83
72
2,880
34,190
750
54
96
740 92
10,340 49
94
82
1,030
340

Radio
Homes
380
1,480
4,680
9,690
22,040
19,580
3,340
7,980
10,520
2,000
2,820
1,720
2,480
6,300
368.530
11,180
670
3,000
4,980
860
6,240
37,340
6,730
6,010
1,830
5,950
4,700
11,350
750
11,790
400
9,880
2,350
3,630
5,500
340
69,420
1,210
7,960
10,580
5,620
3,320
7,540
1,810
150
580
5,000
1,260
190
640
6,990
2,060
9,990
2,990
6,300
1,230
5,870
2,610
2,590
8,480
5,320
1,040
1,920
200
1,810
44,980
2,860
2,570
43,520
380
1,700
1,990
1,280
1,160
6,750
3,040
4,630
20,230
700

96
93
93
92
88
92
94
88
94
95
97
9184
92
92
91
86
96
96
94
91
91
95
89
96
93
98
93
90
93
95
100
91
86
90
85
91
93
88
93
94
87
90
96
73
97
93
94
97
94
92
93
89
94
97
88
93
84
88
97
90
94
96
100
95
94
93
92
96
92
85
88
96
93
87
78
92
39
93

6,390
1,490
2,850
4,750
7,260
3,940
780
3,470
7,620
2,150
9,940
55,600
5,580
470
2,940
15,770

92
91
93
99
88
89
97
94
91
90
77
93
90
95
93
93
88
90
93
96
6,570
4,230
6,900
2,890 89
88
3,020 88
3,500
95
35,060
1,230
850 94
79
8,520
97
1,060
640 92
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County
Red River
Reeves
Refugio
Roberts
Robertson
Rockwall
Runnels
Rusk
Sabine
San
San Augustine
Jacinto
San Patricio
San
ScurrySaba
Schleicher
Shelby
Shackleford
Sherman
Smith
Somervell
Starr
Sterling
Stephens
Stonewall
Sutton
Swisher
Tarrant
Terry
Taylor
Terrell
Throckmorton
Titus
Tom
Green
Trinity
Travis
Tyler
Upshur
Upton
Uvalde
Val Verde
Van
Zandt
Victoria
Walker
Waller
Ward
Webb
Washington
Wharton
Wheeler
Wichita
Willacy
Wilbarger
Williamson
Wilson
Winkler
Wise
Wood
Young
Yoakum
Zapata
Zavala
State Total
UTAH
Beaver
Box Elder
Cache
Carbon
Daggett
Emery
Davis
Duchesne
Garfield
Grand
Iron
Juab
Kane
Millard
Morgan
Piute
Rich
Salt
Lake
San Juan
Sanpete
Sevier
Summit
Tooele
Uintah
Utah
Wasatch
Washington
Wayne
Weber
State Total
VERMONT
Addison
Bennington
Caledonia
Chittenden
Essex
Franklin
Grand Isle
Orange
Lamoille

Television
Homes
68
4,240 83
4,600
87
3,130
5,100
2,600
3,000
400
370 93
79
4,700
84
1,800
86
3,720
4,600
3,950
1,510 84
10,900
78
9,140
1,350
2,100
1,460 66
2,200
1,010 59
11,700
83
1,700
9,710
1,640
2,100
900
720 64
80
5,700
4,990 87
1,300
6.100
74
4,490
1,070
780
800
700 88
23,370
87
26,900
900
87
320 82
58
400
2,190
2,420
3,800
920 81
3,000
81
1,000
660 60
88
162,950 93
1,100
3,060 92
177,100
29,090
3,300
91
31,800
800
480 9260
800 80
4,320
4,380
4,900
5,500
17,780 80
1,000
20,000
89
62,600
89
55,490
1,470
2,300
2.260 64
73
3,100
4,920
6,000
1,600 84
1,900
3,540 74
67
4,800
6,500
80
4,990
14,000
82
4,370
6,200
11,330 81
70
3,500
2,400 77
5,000
88
3,100
4,200
4',200
3,700
12,560
93
6,100
4,020 66
81
15,500
10,800
8,900 82
70
2,500
35,850
38,300
1,760 94
3.410
5,120 74
5,500
10,400
4,600
85
3 500
2,610
3,810 75
88
88
3,680 89
87%
4,990
2,400
56
82
5,600
480
4,520
2,600
5,500
5,160 48
5,900
1,000
2,800
1,570 87%
2,908,400
2,534,220 92

Homes
Total

Radio
Homes
4,140
4,480
2,600
390
4,050
1,590
4,460
9,520
1,840
1,860
9,860
1,490
2,060
850
790
5,320
5,500
1,160
23,700
740
2,720
3,320
350
930
1,000
164,350
750
29,890
3,130
950
4,490
19,100
5,200
57.910
1,930
2,480
5,170
1,780
4,370
6,160
5,660
13,270
2,770
4,440
3,860
5.560
13,890
9,980
2,360
35,540
5,210
4,030
3.180
9,590
3,820
5,360
820
5,020
2,470
5,550
2,520
2,673,620

88
87
96
86
9089
97
87
89
84
84
98
95
93
90
88
90
98
82
87
91
87
88
93
91
95
93
94
94
92
95
95
86
96
93
84
80
94
95
91
95
90
89
9189
92
92
94
93
91
95
83
92
91
92%
91
96
91
95
94
95%
82
90

88
1,200
7,000
10,100
5,600
17,600
300
1,700
1,000
1,500
2,100
700
3,000
1,300
2,000
400
800
500
115,300
2,400
3,200
2,900
1,500
2.900
4,900
27,900
1,500
2,800
500
32,800
255,400

5,200
7,500
20,900
6,800
1,700
800
8,100
4.400
3,100

1,040
6,620
180
9,000
4,900
16,930
600
1,350
1,330
2,150
1,320
1,150
630
350
1,750
410
330
108,420
1,500
2,650
2,830
1,370
4,670
2,360
25,740
1,280
450
2,020
31,000
234,330

95
89
61
63
96
79
89
60
72
89
49
88
79
83
82
94
95
62
88
86
91
92%
81
92
92
72
90
89%
95

4,650 93
6,760 90
98
19.640
6,240
1.580
7,730 95
780 92
93
94
2,880 89
3,920

6,760
280
1,140
9,900
5,070
17,020
1,610
920
1,320
1,940
2,920
660
1,290
790
1,830
360
490
109,420
2,030
2,920
2,730
2.670
1,400
26.420
4,500
470
1,480
2,610
31,260
242,210

98
91
93
97
95
88
93
97
99
94
92
98
91
98
91
85
91
94
93
95
92
95
95%
95
99
93
92

94
4,720 91%
7,080 94
6,410 97
94
20,170
1,590
94
7,710
95
800 100
2,970 96 99
4,150 94

RADIO-TV

HOMES

County
Orleans
Rutland
Washington
Windham.
Windsor
State Total
\/l DP 1 M 1 A
AlA 1 VlPTTl
UC1 1 1(3.1a t11C
Alleghanv
A m pi i a
Amherst
AnpyUJ
nT^riTTi ICla "Urt
L Ll-J Y
A.r ling 1 ton
Augusta
Bath
Bland
Botetourt
Brunswick
Buchanan
Buckingham
Campbell
Caroline
C^a rrnl
V^Cll
1 Ull1
Charlotte
^iidi icb v_ny
Chesterfield
Clarke
Craig
\^ LI ( ! 1 UK. I IdilLl
JJ1LA.C11SUI1
Dinwiddie
_L (311 1 . 1 .\
"P1^ linnipr
Flovd
Fluvanna
FrankJin
i"P1 icu
_- rv.
rprl cip pi1 1r*\r
Giles
Gloucester
Goochland
Grayson
V_Tf^-Tfiptl
1 CC11CP
Greensville
Halifax
Hanover
Won vi rr\
Tc;1p
Able rvf
UJ. Wiffhr
VV I51IL
J ames City
Vino" nonf cfo
ICing William
Lancaster
■L-iU UUUUI1
Louisa
-. L LJ 1 (. t 1 ■ ' Ulg
Madison
T\/Ta til PTX7C
7\_ \/TH0 /t"> 1?"K 1 1on11 VmitO
U Ul g
IVllUUlciCA
TVTr%T*\ 1 0 atti prv
"NT q t~i coin r^v* H
IN trlsLtll
TXTpI
c/"*n
J.N C W ! V V III
Norfolk
Northampton
1\ Ui 1 1 U 1 I 1 I >i_ 1 ! 1 J j 1 U
Nottov^ay
Orange
Page
Patrick
i 1 Lisy 1 VdlllCl
Powhatan
"Pti n pp T^H^x/a Tfl
Pritirp
1 1 f^-pp.T*fyp
VJCUlgC
Prinppct;
IT IIIIWCdS ;A 1 ttpip
1 1 1 ! '.
Prince William
Jr UXdolU
X\dJJ|Jcli ldililUt.iv
J 1 1 L ] HllUllU.
Roanoke
Rockbridge
Rockingham
Russell
Scott
Shenandoah
Smyth
Southampton
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Surry
Sussex
Tazewell
Warren
Washington
100 (SPECIAL REPORT)

Total
Homes
9*100
5,600
13*600
12,300
12*800
111,900

8*200
1*900
9,300
18*100
52*'3400
00
1*500
8*400
88^500
1*500
21*000
484,600
200
8200
*000
2
600
9^'finfl
3 100
3400
1 100
24*300
400
41000
200
1 600
500
15 6*300
1 700
l".800
79^600
2 800
3*60
6,800 0
11400
4,500
2,100
9*800
4,600
1100
4,000
7 500
104100
16 300
900
4 400
4 500
1 500
26*000
2 000
700
400
23*700
30
63*
000
2*2000
2 200
7 800
1 900
11500
12 100
3 300
1 100
900
57 2*700
4 900
4 100
3 600
4 500
4 100
9ft Ron
1 400
3 600
12,900
24,300
13*300
7 300
1 300
1 800
48 800
8 100
14,800
6,400
6,600
6,500
7.800
6,700
7,900
4,800
1,600
2,900
11,300
4,300
15,000

continued (Vt.)
Television
Homes
7*300
5,250
12^450
94
11,460 93
92
80
11,360 91%
89
102,000
7*110
4*250
6,940
14,090
1 1300
*210
1*180
83*000
2,010
18,030

IO /o
78
68
7S<&
87
80

84
86
94
81
82
86
6,870 79
2090
*470
33,980
2*660 72
5,930
74
70
221,830
420
80
88
78
6,240 93
780 71
19 110 78
89
2,050
1760
*270 76
3 570 85
5*490 68
3l]090
570 81
12 l670
'37 83
75
5*5300 96
76 9*290
94
0
2 3230
*
31*902900 80
84
*650 76
81
87
86
87
79
3 580
57
78
630 79
3,150
7 810 80
6 160 82
90
93,430
14 220 87
730 85
81
3,680
31 4*830
84
73
090320 85
1710 86
1 690
2 180 81
72
5 1*720780 85
73
1*620530 81
22,470
79
1 580 78
72
*420
6 2070
80
10 030 87
9 890 82
73
83
910
1 D-C,ODU
9? ftfifi 90
92
32 780
390 77
83
32 380
690 83
75
3 720 83
3100 76
24 380 85
78
1 140 88
2,820 82
22*350
11,390
1*450 92
12*210
6 250 86
92
1 010 78
80
91
44 210 83
6 600 81
12*270
4.930 77
72
4,770 87
5,670
85
6,610 78
5.240 78
6,710
4,170 87
1,250
2,050 71
86
9,690
3,470 81
85
12,790

8*660
Radio
Homes 96

125.40C
80C
94
11 780 95%
12*190
96
95
95
106,430
7*1*670
670 OS /o
89
8.280
16 130
94
1*190 88
4 3610
*960 84
2 010
8419*300
080
6*830 95
87
92
1140 76
7 440 89
7*170 8379
3 500 83
86
2 090 80
2 640 85
90
90
2 750 81
3*
74
0
18 850
1 990 87
920 86
9284
3 980 9592
1 370
15**49780 85
121 540
440 0 8i
75 540 95
52 770
91
460 89
88
82
88
10 440
92
8*200 87
3 900 90
85
3,050 89
1,860
4140
900
3 450
3*750
82
6 680 84
94*630
89
86
1*710 91
740 88
14 280
82
78
3,700 84
1 180 83
1*900 85
1 700
85
2 350
5 130 86
5 720 87
85
2920
3,030 89
86
89
1 960 89
6 820
1 650 87
89
87
10
270 87
102 2*830
480
610 86
960
90
87
4
190
1 . ■ ;u 1 1 86
89
33 460
140 87
90
86
3 870 88
84
25*340
3 g20 88
1 280 91
160 9188
113 700
22
480
11*810 93
61130
480 89
89
87
490 83
441 900
7 010 86
O1
13,660 92
5.500
5.740 87
92
5,900 91
89
6,910 84
5,590
7,180 88
85
4,090
1.350 84
91
81
2,350
9,980 92
3,970 90
13,490

County
Westmoreland
Wise
Wythe
York
State Total
WASHINGTON
Adams
Asotin
Benton
Chelan
Clallam
Clark
Columbia
Cowlitz
Douglas
*920Franklin
Garfield
Grant
King
Ferry- Harbor
Grays
Island
Jefferson
Kitsap

Kittitas
Klickitat
Lewis
Lincoln
Mason
Okanogan
Pacific
Pend Oreille
Pierce
San Juan
Skagit
Skamania
Snohomish
Spokane
Stevens
Thurston
Wahkiakum
Walla
Walla
Whatcom
Whitman
Yakima
State Total
WEST VIRGINIA
Barbour
Berkeley
Boone
Braxton
Clay
Brooke
Cabell
Calhoun
Doddridge
Fayette
Gilmer
Grant
Greenbrier
Hardy
Hampshire
Hancock
Harrison
Jackson
Jefferson
Kanawha
Lewis
Lincoln
Logan
McDowell
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Mercer
Mingo
Mineral
Monongalia
Monroe
Morgan
Nicholas
Ohio
Pendleton
Pleasants
Pocahontas
Preston
Putnam
Raleigh
Randolph
Ritchie
Roane
Summers
Taylor
Tucker
Tyler
Wayne
Upshur
Webster
Wetzel
Wirt
Wood
Wyoming
State Total

Total
Homes

Television
Homes

11,800
3,000
5,800
1,118,400
6,300

2,230
9,210
4,490
5,570
972,920

3,200
4,200
18,300
13,500
29,500
9,600
18,200
1,500
4,600
1,100
900
7,400
17,700
14,400
6,100
322,700
26,800
2,800
6,300
4,300
13,600
3,500
5,400
7,500
2,200
5,000
98,800
16,600
1,100
56,400
1,600
92,800
18,300
5,300
12,800
1,100
22,700
44,100
8.800
930,700

4,000
10,100
7,000
3,800
33,000
8,200
2.100
2,800
2,000
15,300
2,100
2,200
9,300
3,300
11,600
2,500
23,100
5,400
73,800
5,300
5,200
4,900
14,100
15,900
19,200
10,800
6,600
18,700
6.400
9,200
15,600
2.500
3,000
6,500
21,500
2,000
2,800
2,100
7.000
6,500
19,900
6.900
4,100
3,200
4,000
2,000
4,200
3,000
10,500
5,000
3,200
5,700
1,300
24,300
512,900
8,200

2,950
16,850
3,890
12,020
27,760
8,510
16,690
1,210
4,210
890
6,800
770
12,920
14,800
2,510
295,110
5,770
25,250
5,310
11,970
3,450
3,270
4,130
6,220
5,020
1,940
92,760
980
15,080
52,760
1,360
85,740
4,530
17,100
940
10,740
20,280
39,370
7,860
1)4,1.
f

3,210
9,150
6,120
2,650
7,790
30,410
1,600
2,140
1,580
13,430
1,750
7.890
1,630
2,400
8,910
1,750
21,320
4,850
4,670
67,650
4,340
4,110
12,460
13,770
17,140
9,980
6,040
16,770
5,270
7,500
13.220
2,270
2,070
5,380
20,160
1,490
1,910
1,820
5,640
17,450
5,870
2,390
5,510
3,050
3,220
3,420
1,540
2,440
4,090
9,160
2,340
5,010
1,040
21,420
447,120
6,930

74
78
92%
77
88
87%
93
89
92
89
94
80
92
91
81
92
89
86
91
90
84
95
88
94
84
80
88
94
93
83
83
94
89
86
85
86
94
89
91
93
84
92
89
80%
89
Q1 OJ
91
87
95
92
70
79
88
8376
76
73
77
74
85
70
92
90
92
83
84
88
87
89
92
91
76
90
83
85

82
83
82
94
75
87
68
81
79
90
76
80
77
8175
88
7382
87%
88
87
88
80
82
85

Radio
Homes
2.500 83
10,450 89
96%
5,360 92
5,470 90%
87
1,004,440
3,080 96
95
17,750
3,990 97
13,110
97
9,100 95
28,320
1,430 95
17,290
4,460 95
95
1,040 97
850
94
13,640
16,900
7,210 97
5,830
2,650 96
95
308,180
25,920 96
97
96
98
93
4,000
13,030
96
6,160 96
97
97
3,390
96
5,250
97
7,280
4,790 96
92
96
94,650
2,030
1,060 96
15,970
1,520 95
53,920
88,900 96
95
17,590
96
5,020 99
11,990
1,040 94
21,790
8.670 94
96
41,850
95
890,650 89%
96%

3.560
9,560
6,030
3,180
7,940
30,100
1,800
2,510
1,790
13,600
1,830
8,180
2,020

95
86
86
90
84
97
91

90
89
87
92
88
89
2,930 95
11,020
21,780
93
2,350 94
94
4,750
4,920 91
68,630
93
4,840 93
4,200
11,900
13,050 86
84
90
17,820 82
10,110
5.700 94
86
17,090 86
91
92
14,600 95
90
5,890
8,260 94
2,580 9194
2,350
20,470
86
5,620 90
94
1,880
88
1,860 93
94
2,550 85
6,300 89
5,750 93
18,510
6,510 83
2,660 93
92
3,480 87
3,920 94
3,690
1,880 91
4,670 92
2,730
9.090 95
2,740 86
1,190 91
5,170
22,990
87
467,640
7,110 91%
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County
WISCONSIN
Adams
Ashland
Barron
Bayfield
Brown
Buffalo
Burnett
Calumet
Chippewa
Clark
Columbia
Crawford
Dane
Dodge
Door
Douglas
Dunn
Eau Claire
Florence
Fond Du Lac
Forest
Grant
Green
Green Lake
Iowa
Iron
Jackson
Jefferson
Juneau
Kenosha
Kewaunee
La Crosse
Lafayette
Langlade
Lincoln
Manitowoc
Marathon
iUdl 1 1 1 f. 1 1 >.
Marquette
Milwaukee
Monroe
Oconto
Oneida
Outagamie
Ozaukee
Pepin
Pierce
Polk

Total Television Radio
Homes Homes
Homes
84%
93%
2,400
5,000
10,000
3,500
35,300
4,100
2,800
6,200
12,100
8,700
11,100
4,400
67,200
18,300
6,100
13,600
7,300
17,400
1,000
21,600
2,100
12,600
7,900
4,900
5,400
2,500
4,400
15,500
5,200
31,400
5,100
21,500
5,000
5,600
6,600
22,100
25,100
10 100
2/700
326,800
8,300
7,000
6,600
28,500
11,400
2.000
6,400
7,500

2,030
4,550
8,850
3,180
33,980
3,670
2,420
5,790
11,280
7,530
10,150
3,960
61,210
16,820
5,760
12,770
6,560
16,110
900
20,080
1,710
11,020
7,210
4,420
4,780
2,320
3,870
14,560
4,310
29,770
4,800
20,270
4,500
5,090
6,170
21,240
23,810
92^280
650
308,860
7,480
6,420
5,810
27,530
10,770
1,760
5,910
6,990

2,230 96
4,820
9,610
34,350
3,400 96
97
96
96
3,900 97
2,680
96
95
5,950
11,700 97
8,330 98
10,870
98
4,230 96
98
65,650
17,930
99
91
94
13,150 97
94
92
6,010
6,880 97
97
93
16,860
90
100
1,000 94
93
81
1,880 90
97
87
12,160
91
t , i <;u no
4,780 no98
96
90
93
99
2,470
5,170 98
88
4,310 98
15,140
83
OA4,790
AO/1 96
94
95
96
94
4,890 98
21,010
98
90
94
yi
98
4,880
5,470 96
93
6,360
96
21,660 98
O A A rjA 98
95
24.47U
96
9 670 96
96
2,590 97
95
318,300
90
97
84
8,030
92
93
6,540
88
95
6,290 98
97
27,990
11,170 98
95
95
1,890 97
94
6,180
88
93
92
7,090
Reprinted with permission of the copyright holder, A. C. Nielsen Co.
89
91
86
91
89
96
93
93
91
87
90

FOR THE

County
Portage
Price
Racine
Richland
Rock
Rusk
St. Croix
Sauk
Sawyer
Shawano
Sheboygan
Taylor
Trempealeau
Vernon
Vilas
Walworth
Washburn
Washington
Waukesha
Waupaca
Waushara
^Vinnebago
Wood
State Total
WYDMINfi
Albany
ii i u ivi i iNia
Big
Horn
Campbell
Carbon
Converse
Crook
Fremont
Goshen
Hot Springs
Johnson
Laramie
Lincoln
Natrona
Niobrara
Park
Platte
Sheridan
Sublette
Sweetwater
Teton
Uinta
Washakie
Weston
Yellowstone Nl. Pk.
State Total

Total Television Radio
Homes
Homes
Homes
96
93
95
10,300
95
83
97
96
9,910
3,560
41,770
9,560 88
4,300
43,200
41,460
4,100 98
5,000
34,200
35,400
4,900 98
4,390 87
33,450
97
4,100
3,560 94
3,890 96
8,400
10,500
10,100
83
8,120
94
9,420
7,940
97
2,800
2,330 92
2,670
9,600
25,320 95
4.560
26,600
26,150
4,800
9,020 96
8,870 88
90
86
4,240
6,800
98
5.860 88
7,400
6,540
87
93
7,220
2,800 94
97
6,540 93
2,620
15,540
15,020
97%
3,000
95
90
96
16,100
93%
95
12,840
13,500
3,060 98
13,260
3,200
45,020
96
2,890
46,250 97
47,100
94
10,600
10,290 94
89
4,300
4,040 97
78%
96
9,960
32,500
31,620 96%
15^900 94
31,110
16,900
3,820
1,106,590
16i460 98
1,149,930
1,184,700
95
78
97
4.970
79
95
6,400
6,160 96
74
3,300
1,900
2,590
4,600
1,400
3,120 97
81
75
4,370 96
960 69
1,620
2,000
1,400
1,950
3,610 86
1,820 95
88
1,340 97
7.500
3,600
77
3,170
1,610
6,470
3.500 97
7,110
96
2,100
2,030
1,700
1,280 76
19,100
2,220
18,240
17,520
89
1,620
1.900
15.750 95
2,500
14,870
960 80
16,600
78
1,120 97
92
79
1,200
74
4,930
5,100
6,000
2,190 95
2,300
74
1,710
98
90
3,970
1 200
860
1 900
110 93
4,460
5,900
93
81
95
95%
790 83%
90
5!040
5^300
82
2.000
4,320
96
1,000
2.200 85
2.480
100
100
95
2,600
72
1,650
2.310
1,920 96
75
2,400
1,79050 53
100
101,900
84,730
97,230

RECORD

power on 1060 kc, D, from 1 kw to 5 kw,
APPLICATIONS
with DA; conditions and pre-sunrise opera12. tion with daytime facilities precluded pending final decision in doc. 14419. Action Dec.
As compiled by Broadcasting Dec. 6 joint
Actiontenants,
Dec. 11.own KNDY Marysville, Kan.
through Dec. 12 and based on filings,
APPLICATION
Existing am stations
authorizations and other actions of the
ACTIONS BY FCC
12.KRUS Ruston, La. — Cp to increase dayFCC in that period.
time power to 1 kw from 500 w. Ann. Dec.
WMTE Manistee, Mich. — Waived Sec.
1.323(b) of rules and granted application
This department includes data on
to replace expired permit which authorized
new stations, changes in existing sta- increased daytime power on 1340 kc from
New fm stations
250 w tiontowith1 250
kw, w,
continued
night-time ofoperations, ownership changes, hearing cases,
and installation
new
ACTIONS BY FCC
rules & standards changes, routine
trans. Action Dec. 12.
Jennings, La. — Jennings Bcstg. Inc.
Natchez, Miss. — Granted renewal
roundup of other commission activity. ofWNAT
Granted cp for new class A to operate on
license which, because of deferral on
92.7
mc, 245 w. Ant. height above average
June
1,
1961,
is
equivalent
to
short-term
Abbrevations: DA — directional antenna, cp license. Action Dec. 12.
terrain 234 ft. P. O. address Box 935. Es—construction permit. ERP — effective raditimated construction cost $2,600: fi st year
WHOF
Canton,
Ohio
—
Granted
increased
ated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
mc — megacycles. D — day. N— night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auEDWIN
TORNBERG
thorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH — specified hours. *— educational. Ann. —
Announced.
& COMPANY, INC.
STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

Existing tv station
ACTION BY FCC
WOAY-TV Oak Hill, W. Va.— Waived Sec.
3.652(a) of rules to permit identification as
Oak Hill-Beckley station. Action Dec. 12.
New am station
ACTION BY FCC
Abilene, Kan. — Wyman N. and William M.
Schnepp. Granted cp for new am to operate
on 1560 kc, 250 w. D. P.O. address Box
390, Marysville, Kan. Estimated construction
cost $17,285, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $42,000. Mr. and Mrs. Schnepp,
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

i
astir

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. . MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington-711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
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operating cost $2,400; revenue $2,700. P.lncipals: Clovis L. Bailey (98.3%), Barbara W.
Bailey (1%) and Jackie T. Bertrand (.7%).
Applicant owns KJEF Jennings. Action Dec.
7.
*Loudonville, N. Y. — Saint Bernardine of
Siena College. Granted cp for new class D
to operate on 89.1 mc, 10 kw. Ant. height
above ground 48 ft. P. O. address Loudonville. Estimated construction cost $2,391;
first year operating cost $2,000. Principals:
board of trustees. Action Dec. 7.
Morganton, N. C. — Nathan J. Cooper.
Granted cp for new fm to operate on 92.1
mc, ch. 221, 3 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 145 ft. P. O. address Box 698,
Morganton. Estimated construction cost
$16,703; first year operating cost $7,520;
revenue $6,500. Mr. Cooper is sole owner
and istion licensee
of WMNC Morganton. AcDec. 7.
Kenton, Ohio — Radio Kenton Inc. Granted
cp for new class A to operate on 98.3 mc.
2.2 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
300 ft. P. O. address c/o Robert W. Reider,
Box 390, Port Clinton, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $16,600; first year operating
cost $30,000; revenue $32,000. Principals:
Robert W. Reider (60%), R. C. Linker (36%)
and James A. Londot (4%). Mr. Reider is
majority owner of WRWR-FM Port Clinton, WLKR-FM Norwalk, both Ohio, and
Port Clinton Doily New": Mr. Linker is
part owner of WLKR-FM; Mr. Londot is
managerDec.
of 12.WRWR-FM and WLKR-FM.
Action
APPLICATION
Twenty-Nine Palms, Calif. — Hi-Desert
Bcstg. Corp. 95.3 mc, ch. 237, 1 kw. Ant.
height above average terrain minus 283 ft.
P.O.
Didsbury
Rd., TwentyNine address
Palms. 73464
Estimated
construction
cost
$11,487; first year operating costs $4,000;
revenue $6,000. Principals: Arthur E. Sipherd Jr. (90%) and Adeline F. Sipherd
(10%). Palms.
Applicant
Nine
Ann. also
Dec.owns
12. KDHI TwentyExisting fm stations
APPLICATIONS
KUFM
(FM)
El Cajon,
Cp to
change station location
from Calif.—
El Cajon
to
San Diego, Calif.; change ant. -trans, and
studio location to 1751 University Ave., San
Diego; increase ERP to 5.9 kw; change ant.
height above average terrain to 180 ft.; install new trans, and ant.; and delete re:nrte
control operation of trans. Ann. Dec. 10.
WQRS-FM Detroit, Mich.— Cp to change
frequency to 94.7 mc, ch. 234 from 105.1
mc, ch. 286; change ERP to 20 kw from 28.5
kw; ant. height above average terrain to
222
from 380 Ann.
ft.; change
studioft. location.
Dec. 10.ant. -trans, and
WHFI (FM) Pontiac, Mich.— Co to change
frequency to 105.1 mc, ch. 286 from 94.7
mc,
ch. 234;
change
-trans,
and average
studio
location;
change
ant. ant.
height
above
terrain to 270 ft. from 220 ft.; change station from Birmingham to Pontiac, both
Michigan. Ann. Dec. 10.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WBMG (TV) Birmingham, Ala.— Granted
acquisition of positive control of permittee

AUTO

Generrl

corporation. Birmingham Tv Corp., from
H & E Balaban Corp. (50%), owned by
Harry and Elmer Balaban through stock
and trusteeships, to Winston- Salem Bcstg.
Inc. (50% before transfer, 100% after),
large company
withconsideration
no majorityinvolved.
stockholder. No financial
Winston-Salem owns WTOB-AM-FM Winston-Salem, N. C, WSGN Birmingham and
WLOW Portsmouth, Va. Action Dec. 11.
ACTIONS BY FCC
KROY Sacramento, Calif. — Granted assignment of license from Lincoln and Sylvia
Deller (each 50%), d/b as John T. Carey
Inc., to same persons in same percentages
tr/as Sacramento Bcstrs. Inc. No financial
consideration involved, as assignment is for
business purposes. Action Dec. 11.
WFKY Frankfort, Ky.— Granted assignmen of cp and license from Ken Hart (1900
shares), G. D. Kincaid (7,720 shares), Frank
G. Trimble (1.895 shares), Ralph G. Worster
(1,260 shares) and John T. Rutledge (610
shares), d/b as Frankfort Bcstg. Co., whollyowned by Bluegrass Bcstg. Co. (13,395
shares issued), to William C. Clay Jr. & R.
J. Reynolds (each 45%) and William R.
Reynolds (10%), tr/as Capital Bcstg. Corp
Consideration $150,000. Messrs. Clay & R. J.
Reynolds (each 38%) and William R.
Reynolds (10%) also are majority owners
of
Mount Sterling, Ky. Action
Dec. WMST
12.
WHFC & WEHS (FM) Cicero-Chicago, III.
—from
Granted
assignment
of cps(100%),
and licenses
Richard
W. Hoffman
d/b as
WHFC Inc., to Leonard and Philip Chess
(100%), tr/as L & P Bcstg. Corp. Consideration $1,000,000. Action Dec. 12.
WIRL Peoria, 111. — Granted assignment of
license from Robert W. Frudeger (100%),
d/b as Frudeger Bcstg. Co., to Burrell L.
Small & Len H. Smith (each 41.73%) and
others, tr/as Twelve Ninety Radio Corp.,
wholly owned subsidiary of Kankakee Daily
Journal Co. Consideration $750,000. Kankakee Daily Journal Co. also sole owner of
WKAN Kankakee, 70% of WQUA Moline,
and
Ottawa
Ottawa, all
Illinois.
ActionRepublican-Times,
Dec. 12.
WCGR Canandaigua, N. Y.— Granted
transfer of control of licensee corporation,
Canandaigua Bcstg. Inc., from Charles H.
and Anne A. Keeney (each 22.5%) and
Robert P. Kennedy (15%) to Westley G.
Kimble (60%). Mr. Kimble and wife own
remaining
stock. Consideration $14,200. Action40%Dec.of 12.
WEEX-AM-FM Easton, Pa. — Granted
transfer of control of licensee corporation
from J. L. Stackhouse (10.078%); Adele S.
Fretz (31.902%); Henrietta A. McPherson,
executrix of estate of Anna M. Snyder, deceased (11.069%); George F. Coffin, executor of estates of Chester Snyder & Daniel
W. Snyder Jr. (43,472%); and Henrietta
A. McPherson individually (.0637c), d/b as
Easton Publishing Co., to voting trusteeship consisting of J. L. Stackhouse, Adele
S. Fretz, Henrieeta A. McPherson. and
George F. Coffin Jr. No financial consideration involved. Remaining 3.410% of stock
belongs to Catharine McGrath & John H.
McGrath Jr., executors for estate of J. H.
McGrath. Action Dec. 12.
KTFY Brownfleld, Tex.— Granted assignment of license to Mike A. Barrett and
Elma R. Barrett (each 50%), d/b as Morton

LOG
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Bcstg. Co., from Mr. Barrett (100%), tr/as
Terry County Bcstg. Co. No financial consideration involved, as purpose of assignment is to give Mrs. Barrett, recently
divorced, same ownership interest as formerly enjoyed as wife. Identical action
being
Mr. Barrett's
other
KRAN taken
Morton,on Tex.
Action Dec.
7. station,
KRAN Morton, Tex. — Granted assignment
of license to Mike Barrett and Elma R.
Barrett (each 50%), d/b as Morton Bcstg.
Co., from Mr. Barrett (100%), tr/as same
company. No financial consideration involved, as purpose of assignment is to
give Mrs. Barrett, recently divorced, same
ownership interest as formerly enjoyed
as wife. Identical action being taken on
Mr. Barrett's
other Dec.
station,
field,
Tex. Action
7. KTFY BrownKCAS
Slaton,
Tex.—
Granted
assignment
of license from Kermit S. Ashby
(100%),
d/b as Star of the Plains Bcstg. Co. to Mr.
Ashby (50.1%), Ruthmary Ashby (.9%) and
James B. Hughes (49%), tr/as Star of the
Plains Bcstg. Inc. Consideration $14,090. Mr.
Ashby owns V3 of KVOP Plainview, Tex.;
Mr.
is manager of KCAS. Action
Dec. Hughes
6.
WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va.— Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee
corporation, Southern Virginia Bcstg. Corp.,
from Helen R. & Julian P. Quisenberry
(8.95% before transfer, 0.45%. after) to W.
L. Willis Jr. (23.5% before, 25.15% after),
C. Van Willis (7.25% before 9.3% after), C.
S. Willis (9.7% before, 11.75% after), Mrs.
W. L. G.Willis
(2.05%A. before,
afte-)
and
John
& Nina
Atkinson2.35%
(2.25%
before,
4.25% tionafter).
Total
consideration
$5,525.
AcDec. 6.
APPLICATIONS
KASK-AM-FM Ontario, Calif— Seeks assignment of license from Jerene Appleby
Harnish (51%), Carlton R. Appleby (22%),
Andrew B. Appleby (14%), Walter W. Axley
& Philip A. Sawyer (each 5%). Ernest H.
Atkinson (2%) and Rolph Fairchild (1%),
d/b as Dailv Report Co.. to Frank H. Babcork Jr. (50%) and J. William O'Connor &
Dorothy O'Connor (each 25%), tr/as WCBCTV Inc. Consideration $150,000. Mr. Bab^ock
owns nor50%
of WPEO
Peoria.Terre
111. Mr.
owns 64.5%
of WBOW
HauteO'Conand
WHUT Anderson, both Indiana; 50% of
WPEO; 40% of WCVS Springfield, 111., and
KLEE Ottumwa, Iowa; 33% of WGSB
Geneva, 111.; and 20% of WJRL Rockford,
111. Mrs.Ann.
O'Connor
KLEE.
Dec. 12.owns 40% of WCVS and
WQXQ Ormond Beach. Fla. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation,
Volusia Countv Bcstg. Corp., from Lyman
W. and Julia F. Menard (100%) to Radkf>b
Corn., principals
which Corp.
a-f EU's
Berndt
(13%) andof K.O.B.
(87%),E.
owned by Oscar Kammerman (60%) and
Alfred
Meyers12. (40%). Consideration $70,000. Ann.V. Dec.
WRTL Ra^toul, II'.— Se^ks assignment of
cp
JohnR. Coleman,
R. Brown
and from
Donald
Williams William
(each 33V3%),
d/b
as Regional Radio Service, to Messrs. Brown
and Williams (each 50%), tr/as same company. Consideration $5,709. Ann. Dec. 6.
WDOB Canton, Miss. — Seeks transfer of
licensee corporation, Madison County Bcstg.
Inc.. from R. E. Hook (70%) and Lucille
Hook (30%) to Roy J. Loflin Jr. and Wilbur
R. Williams (each 50%). Consideration $82.800.
owns advertising agency.
Ann. Mr.
Dec. Loflin
10.
KDOT Reno, Nev. — Seeks assignment of
license from Paul C. Schafer (100%). d/b as
KDOT Inc., to Richard W. and Elizabeth M.
Brown (100% jointly), tr/as B.B.C. Inc. Consideration $60,000. Dr. Brown is physician;
Mrs. Brown is housewife. Ann. Dec. 11.
WOOW Greenville, N. C— Seeks transfer
of control of licensee corporation, WOOW
Inc., from John P. Gallagher (60% before
transfer, 10% after) to Charles E. Springer
(40% Mr.
before,
90% after).
Consideration
000.
Springer
is majority
owner$71,-of
WDDY Gloucester, Va., and WRON Ronceverte, W. Va.; 50% owner of WHAP Hopewell, Va.;Md.,
minority
owner Highland
of WKIK Springs,
Leonardtown.
and WENZ
Va. Ann. Dec. 7.
WFTC Kinston, N. C— Seeks assignment
of license from Donnie A. Gay, J. B. Ham
and Wilbur J. Rider (each 3313%), d/b
as WFTC Inc., to same persons tr/as HGR
Bcstg. Co.
consideration involved. Ann.NoDec.financial
11.
KATR Eugene, Ore. — Seeks assignment of
license from Diana C. Redington, William
H. Crocker II and Thomas J. Davis Jr.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. MeNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCOE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. |.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFOOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCOE

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFOOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFOOE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFOOE

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCOE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
IN WOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFOOE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19
E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFCCE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 56, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
O. Box 18,13287
FortP.BUtler
Worth
1-1551Texas

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuckanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFOOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

BARKLEY & DEXTER LABS.,
INC.
Donald P. Wise
James M. Moran
Consulting, Research &
Development for Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort
St. Massachusetts
Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg,

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOOE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022
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SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 12
ON AIR
CPS
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
123
3,742
60
74
142
1,042
36
511
65

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
for new stations
550
157
124

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 12
Commercial
Non-Commercial

COMMERCIAL

TOTAL
TV
b/b
bo

90
UHF
21

VHF
486
47

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Nov. 30
AM
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)2
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

3,741
122
61
3,924
205
298
503
59
345
404
1
1

FM40
1,038
138
1,216
13
152
165
3
98
101
0
4

TV
512
66
659
74
61
48
109
10
45
1
551

1 Includes 3 stations operating on unreserved channels.
aAII
figures
for newnotstations
and major changes in hearing and out of
hearing
are for
for applications
Oct.; Nov. figures
yet released.

(each ','3), d/b
EugeneandBcstrs.,
to Mrs.
Redington,
Mr. as
Crocker
Genevieve
de
D. Casey (each y3), tr/as same company.
Consideration $17,164. Mrs. Casey also owns
25% of KAPT Salem and KSHA Medford,
both Oregon. Ann. Dec. 7.
WDARment of Darlington,
C. — Seeks
license fromS. Walter
P. assignPearce
(100%) to John P. Frew (60%) and Julia
N. Frew (40%), tr/as Radio Darlington. Consideration $80,000. Mr. Frew is employed
by WCHK
wife. Ann.Canton,
Dec. 12.Ga.; Mrs. Frew is houseWDOD-AM-FM
Chattanooga,
Seeks
assignment of licenses
from CyTenn.—
N. Bahakel
(100%), d/b as Bowling Green Bcstrs. Inc.,
to same person tr/as WDOD of Chattanooga Inc. No financial consideration involved, as assignment is for corporate reasons. Mr. Bahakel is sole owner of WABGAM-TV
Miss.; Lynchburg,
WKIN Kingspo"Va.;t,
Tenn.; Greenwood,
WWOD-AM-FM
WRIS Rp=noke. Va.; WLBJ Bowling Green,
Ky.; KXEL Waterloo, Iowa; and Roanoke
weekly newspaper, Roanoke Star. Ann.
Dec. 7.
Beaumont,
Tex. —S.Seeks
assignment
of KJET
license
from Leon
Walton
(100%),
d/b asward Golden
Triangle
Bcstg.
Co.,
EdE. McLemore and R. Thomas to
Gibson
(each 50%), tr/as KJET Inc. Consideration
$205,000. Mr. McLemore and Mr. Gibson
share ownership of KZEY Tyler, Tex. Ann.
Dec. 6.
KHUL (FM) Houston, Tex.— Seeks assignment of license from Edgar B. Younger Jr.
(100%),
d/b as & B-M-R
Bcstg. (each
Corp.,45%)to
Charles Temple
Ted Norman
and Elizabeth Ann Moore (10%), tr/as NorTemp Bcstg. Corp. Consideration $35,000.
Mr. Temple is sales manager of KFJZ Ft.
Worth; Tex.; Mr. Norman is station manager
KFJZ-FM;
wife.of Ann.
Dec. 12. Mrs. Moore is houseHearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward
granting application of Smith Radio Inc.
to change facilities of station WNUE Fort
Walton Beach, Fla., from 950 kc, 1 kw, D,
104 (FOR THE RECORD)

to
1400 Dec.
kc, 110.kw-LS, 250 w-N; conditions.
Action
■ Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of WGLI Inc. to increase
daytime power of station KWLI Babylon,
N. Y., on 1290 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw, and
change from DA-1 to DA-2, continued
nighttime operation with 1 kw; condition
and pre-sunrise operation with daytime
facilities
precluded
in doc. 14419.
Action pending
Dec. 12. final decision
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum
opinion &fororder,
mission (1) granted requests
waivercom-of
May 10 am partial freeze order and accepted
for filing applications of Carlton W. Morris
for three new Arizona stations — one at
Clifton (1400 kc, 250 w, unl.) ; another at
Coolidge
(1150 kc,
DA-N,
unl.), and
other at Globe
(12401 kw,
kc, 250
w, unl.);
and
(2) denied action
Morris's
request for
for
expedited
on further
his applications
other stations at Safford (1480 kc, 1 kw,
unl.) and Winslow (1010 kc. 500 w-N, 1 kwLS, DA-2), and (3) granted, to extent indiGila Bcstg.
Co. for Action
favorablecated,
actionpetition
on ofMorris
applications.
Dec. 12.
■ By order, commission granted motion
by TriCities Bcstg. Co. and extended time
to Dec. 28 to file replies to opposition by
Southern Bcstrs. Inc. to TriCities petition
for reconsideration or rehearing in Greensboro-High Point, N. C, tv proceeding in
docs. 13072-5. Action Dec. 12.
■ By letter, commission denied request by
South N.Jersey
Inc. of(WOND).
ville,
J., forRadio
waiver
its policyPleasantof not
assigning common call letters to stations of
same licensee in different service areas.
South Jersey had requested assignment of
call letters WOND-FM in lieu of WOSJFM Atlantic City, N. J. Action Dec. 12.
■ By order, commission (1) denied motions by Time-Life Broadcast Inc. (WFBMTV),
Indiana Bcstg.
(WISH-TV),
both
Indianapolis,
and Corp.
Evening
News Assn.
(WWJ-TV), Detroit, Mich., seeking dismissal of petition by Sarkes Tarzian Inc.
(WTTV, ch. 4),consideratioBloomington,
Ind., & fororder
ren of Oct. 10 report

denying move of ch. 4 from Bloomington to
Indianapolis; and (2) extended time to Jan.
25 toreconsideration.
file oppositions Comr.
to Tarzian's petition
for
ticipating. Action Dec. 12. Henry not par■ Commission granted request by Bay
Area Educational Tv Association (KQED
[TV] ch.tension of9),
San ofFrancisco,
Calif., offorrules
exwaiver
Sec. 3.651(c)(2)
for period coextensive with its license term
to Dec. 1, 1965, to allow broadcast of only
one picture (a record album cover) on its
video channel
whileon program
"Portrait
in
Music"
aural channel.
Comrs.
Craven isandbroadcast
Ford dissented.
Action Dec.
12.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by Broadcast Bureau and extended time to
Dec. 10tion,todeclaratory
reply toruling
petition
reconsideraand forrelief
filed by
applicant Ocean County Bcstrs., Toms River,
N. J., directed against Oct. 10 decision in
consolidated am proceeding in docs. 13092
et al. Action Dec. 11.
■ Commission gives notice that Feb. 23
initial decision which looked toward denying newal
applications
Bcstg.KCKY
Co. forCoolreof licensesof ofGila
stations
idge, KCLF Clifton, KGLU Safford, KVNC
Winslow, KZOW and KWJB-FM Globe, all
Arizona became effective Dec. 10 pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action Dec. 10.
■ Commission gives notice that Oct. 17
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Shelby County Bcstg. Inc.
to increase daytime power of WSVL Shelbvville, Ind., from 250 w to 1 kw and
change from DA-1 to DA-2, continued operation on 1520 kc, 250 w-N, conditioned that
pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities precluded pending final decision in doc.
14419, became effective Dec. 6 pursuant to
Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action Dec. 10.
■ By memorandum
opinion
& order,
commission granted in part
petition
by WDUL
Tv Corp. for reconsideration of July 30 decision insofar as deleting conclusion that applicant is unfit to be commission licensee,
since that issue was not included in instant
proceeding.
denied
WDUL'sJulyother
requests to set Itaside
or modify
30 decision which denied its application for mod.
of cp of WHYZ-TV (ch. 10) Duluth, Minn.,
to change trans, and main studio locations,
ant. system and increase ant. height from
800 ft. to 980 ft. Action Dec. 10.
■ Commission gives notice that Oct. 15
initial decision which looked toward denying for default applications of Robert O.
Edwards, Lewiston Orchards, Idaho, and
Clarkston Bcstrs., Clarkston, Wash., for new
am stations to operate on 1480 kc, 1 kw, D
became effective Dec. 4 pursuant to Sec.
1.153 of rules. Action Dec. 6.
■ By order, commission dismissed as moot
petition by William H. Bauer to testify in
proceeding on NBC-RKO broadcast transfers and related applications in docs. 13085
et al.; also dismissed as moot petition by
Broadcast Bureau for acceptance of late
filing of comments. Action Dec. 5.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ By memorandum opinion & order in am
consolidated proceeding in docs. 8716 et al.,
granted petition by James Stolcz (former
applicant for new am station in Shelton,
Conn., in consolidation) and enlarged issues
with respect to applicant Blair A. Walliser,
tr/as Milford Bcstg. Co., Milford, Conn., to
determine whether Walliser is financially
qualified to construct and operate station
he proposes. Action Dec. 11.
■ By order in consolidated proceeding on
applications of Jupiter Associates Inc. for
new am station in Matawan, N. J., in docs.
14755, et al., granted petition by applicant
Radio Elizabeth Inc., Elizabeth, N. J., and
extended to Dec. 18 time to respond to petition to intervene and for enlargement of
issues filed by Interstate Bcstg. Inc.
(WQXR), New York, N. Y. Action Dec. 11.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Desert Bcstg.
Inc. for assignment of cp of station KANTFM Lancaster, Calif., to Manuel Martinez,
and for additional time to construct station
(1) granted petition by Desert for waiver
of Sec. 1.362 (b) of rules and permitted his
late publication of local notice; and (2)
affirmed Examiner's ruling to extent that he
continued hearing to permit filing of petition
of late publication. Action forDec.acceptance
6.
■ By order in consolidated proceeding on
applications of Five Cities Bcstg Inc. and
Douglas County Bcstg. Co. for new am staBROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

tion in Austell and Douglasville, respectively, both Georgia, granted petition by
Douglas County and extended to Dec. 6
time to respond to request for late acceptance and separate petition to enlarge issues
filed by Five Cities. Action Dec. 6.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of Alfred Ray
Fuchs and C. M. Rouse for new daytime am
stations to operate on 560 kc, 500 w, in
Grants and Milan, respectively, both New
Mexico, granted their joint request for approval of agreement
whereby
application
would be dismissed
and Fuchs'
Rouse would
reimburse Fuchs $288.00 for expenses incurred in connection with latter's application;udice;dismissed
Fuchs'Rouse
application
with prejand granted
application,
conditioned that pre-sunrise operation with
daytime facilities precluded pending final
decision in doc. 14419. Action Dec. 5.
■ By order in consolidated proceeding on
applications of Radio Elizabeth Inc. for new
am station in Elizabeth, N. J., in docs. 14755 et
al, granted petition by Radio Elizabeth and
extended to Dec. 7 time to respond to petition to intervene and for enlargement of
issues filed by Interstate Bcstg. Inc.
(WQXR), New York, N. Y. Action Dec. 5.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on applications of WNOW Inc.
and Radio Assoc. Inc. for increase in power
of WNOW York, Pa., and WEER Warrenton,
Va., respectively, in docs. 14402-3, (1)
granted in part petition by WNOW to extent of reopening record and enlarging
issues to determine whether grant of WEER
application would be consistent with provisions of Sec. 3.35 of rules concerning
duopoly and concentration of control; and
(2) remanded
tion Dec. 10. proceeding to Examiner. AcACTIONS
ON MOTIONS
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Scheduled further hearing conference
for Dec. 12 in proceeding on applications of
Five Cities Bcstg. Inc. and Douglas County
Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Austell
and
Douglasville,
Action
Dec. 10. both Georgia, respectively.
■ Accepted as pleading filed by friend of
court proposed findings and conclusions of
Harry A. Epperson Sr., Harry A. Epperson
Jr. and Ralph D. Epperson in proceeding on
application of Stuart W. Epperson for new
am station in Winston-Salem, N. C.; such
action makes it unnecessary for Examiner
to take further action with respect to
Broadcast
Bureau's
to Action
strike Dec.
proposed findings
here inmotion
question.
10.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
■ Continued Dec. 10 further hearing to
Dec. 13 in proceeding on NBC-RKO broadcast transfers and related applications in
docs. 13085 et al. Action Dec. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and continued Dec. 20 hearing to Jan. 3,
1963, in proceeding on application of WBUX
Broadcasting
Action Dec. 4.Co. (WBUX), Doylestown, Pa.
By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Ende
■ Granted petition by Laramie Community Tv Co. and extended from Dec. 4 to
Dec. 7 time to file reply findings in hearing
proceeding on its applications for new vhf
tv
in Laramie, Wyo., et
al. translator
Action Dec.stations
3.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Nov.
20 hearing in proceeding on applications of
The Greenwich Bcstg. Corp. for new am
station in Greenwich, Conn., et al, ordered
findings of fact to be filed by Jan. 22 and
replies by Feb. 8, 1963, and closed record.
Action Dec. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Upon request by KAYS Inc. (KAYS),
Hays, Kans., and without objection by other
parties, extended from Dec. 7 to Dec. 14
time for exchange of preliminary engineering exhibits in proceeding on its am application and Bluestem Bcstg. Inc. (KVOE),
Emporia, Kans. Action Dec. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Arthur A. Gladstone
■ On own motion, continued Jan. 3 prehearing conference to Jan. 7, 1963, in proceeding onfor
application
of Tidewater
Tele-of
radio Inc.
assignment
of licenses
WAVY AM-TV Portsmouth, Va. Action Dec.
10.
■ Granted motion by Jesus Vargas Candelaria and continued certain procedural
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

dates specified
Oct. 11fororder
rescheduled Jan. 7inhearing
Feb. and
13, 1963.
in proceeding on its application for new am
station7. in Bayamon, P. R., et al. Action
Dec.
■ By order, formalized ruling made at
Nov. 27 hearing, granting motion by Storer
Bcstg. Co. (WJBK), Detroit, Mich., for
leave to effect pro forma corrective amendment to its application. Action Dec. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ On own motion, scheduled further prehearing conference for Dec. 12 in proceeding on applications of Desert Broadcasting
Inc. for additional time to construct station KANT-FM Lancaster, Calif., and for
assignment
of cp of that station. Action
Dec. 11.
■ Pursuant to agreement of all parties
scheduled further hearing for Dec. 11 in
proceeding on application of Triangle Publications Inc.Dec.
(WNHC-TV),
New Haven,
Conn. Action
7.
■ Granted motion by applicant and established
tinued Dec.certain
10 procedural
hearing to dates
Feb. 4,and1963,con-in
proceeding on application of Bay Shore
Bcstg. Co., for new am station in Hayward,
Calif. Action Dec. 7.
■ Granted motion by respondent Dutchess
County Bcstg. Corp., and scheduled further
prehearing conference for Dec. 12, extended
from Dec. 5 to Jan. 7, 1963, date for notification of witnesses by applicant, from Dec.
7 to Jan. 9, 1963, date for notification by
other parties of witnesses for cross-examination, and continued Dec. 12 hearing to
in proceeding on am ap6.Jan. 14. 1963,
plication of Hudson Valley Bcstg. Corp.
(WEOK), Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Action Dec.
■ Pursuant to agreement of all parties at
Dec. 3 further hearing in proceeding on
application of Triangle Publications Inc.
(WNHC-TV) , New Haven, Conn., continued
further hearing
to date taking
to be fixed
by subsequent order pending
of deposition
of Richard W. Gideon. Action Dec. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Upon request
by WKLM-TV
further
continued
from Dec.
11 to Dec. Inc.
26 hearing
in proceeding on its application and Cape
Fear Telecasting Inc. for new tv stations
to operate on ch. 3 in Wilmington, N. C.
pending submission of petition for dismissal
of WKLM-TV
and action
thereon.
Action Inc.
Dec. application
10.
a Granted petition by Bartell Bcstrs. Inc.
(WOKY), Milwaukee, Wis., for acceptance
of late filing of reply findings and conclusions in proceeding on its am application
and Don L. Huber, Madison. Action Dec. 5.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Upon request of applicants continued
Dec. 10 further hearing to Jan. 4, 1963, in
proceeding on applications of KWEN Bcstg.
Co. and
VidorArthur
Bcstg. and
Inc.Vidor,
for new
stations in Port
both amTexas,
respectively. Action Dec. 7.
■ Granted
petitionfrom
by Great
Bcstrs.28
Inc.
and extended
Dec. 10State
to Dec.
time to file proposed findings in proceeding
on its application and D and E Bcstg. Co.
for new am stations in San Antonio, Texas.
Action Dec. 7.
■ Granted motion by South Florida Tv
Corp. and corrected as proposed Oct. 18
transcript of prehearing conference in Miami, Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding. Action Dec. 4.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in following am proceedings on
dates shown: Jan. 11 and Feb. 11, 1963: Rockdale Bcstrs., Rockdale, Tex.; Jan. 11 and Feb.
12, 1963: The Prattville Bcstg. Co. and Billy
Walker, Prattville, Ala.; Jan. 10 and Feb. 11,
1963: Coastal Bcstrs. Inc., Herndon, Va., et
al. Action Dec. 11.
■ Granted petition by Duplin Bcstg. Co.
and dismissed, but with prejudice, its application for new am station in St. Pauls,
N. C; retained in hearing status application
of Pender Bcstg. Co. for new am station in
Burgaw, N. C. Action Dec. 6.
■ Granted petitions by Jonesboro Bcstg.
Service, Radio
Day-Phil
Bcstg.
and West
Helena
Service
and Co.,
dismissed,
but
with prejudice, their applications for new
am stations in Jonesboro, Blytheville and
West Helena, respectively, all Arkansas; retained in hearing status remaining applicaDec. 6.tions in consolidated proceeding. Action
• Scheduled prehearing conferences and

hearings in following proceeding on Jan. 3,
1963: Tidewater Teleradio Inc. for assignment of licenses
of stations
Portsmouth,
Va. Action
Dec. WAVY-AM-TV
5.
■ Granted petition by James Stolcz and
dismissed,
but
with
prejudice,
his application for new am station in Shelton,
Conn.;
retained cationsinin consolidated
hearing statusproceeding.
remaining Action
appliDec. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Advanced
14 prehearing
conference to Dec. 13 Dec.
in proceeding
on application
of Mitchell Bcstg. Co. for new am station
in Estherville, Iowa. Action Dec. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Upon request by Broadcast Bureau and
without ceeding
objection
by other ofparties
proon am applications
Asburyin Park
Press Inc. (WJLK), Asbury Park, N. J.,
and City of Camden (WCAM), Camden,
N. J., further extended from Dec. 10 to Dec.
17 time to file initial proposed findings and
from Dec. 20 to Dec. 27 time to file optional
replies. Action Dec. 10.
■ Upon request
KWES
scheduled hearingbyfrom
Dec. Co.11 further
to Jan. re14,
1963, in proceeding on its application for
new tion
amDec. station
in Ceres, Calif., et al. Ac7.
■ Upon request by Rockland Bcstg. Co.,
and without
other parties,
vanced Dec. objection
20 further byhearing
to Dec. ad17,
and time for exchange of proposed exhibits
from Dec. 17 to Dec. 12, and counsel to
notify other counsel of witnesses desired
for cross-examination immediately thereproceeding
on Rockland's
tionafterforin new
am station
in Blauvelt,applicaN. Y.,
et al. Action Dec. 7.
■ Upon agreement of parties at Dec. 4
prehearing plicconference
in proceeding
on and
apations of North Atlanta
Bcstg. Co.
J. Lee Friedman for new am stations in
North Atlanta,
certain
cedural dates Ga.,
and scheduled
rescheduled
Dec.pro-27
hearing for March 4, 1963. Action Dec. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Pursuant to agreement of parties at
Dec. 6 prehearing conference in proceeding
on application of Potomac Bcstg. Inc. for
new am station in Keyser, W. Va., scheduled hearing for Dec. 18. Action Dec. 6.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Dec. 11
K12CA Dutch Creek Area, Wyarno and
Prairie Dog Creek Area, Wyo. — Granted cp
to replace expired permit for new vhf tv
translator station and make changes in ant.
system.
Actions of Dec. 10
Richard E. Abraham, Iron Mountain,
Mich. — Granted cp for new uhf tv translator station, on ch. 72, to translate proMich. grams of WLUC-TV (ch. 6) Marquette,
K10BN, K12BM, K02CK Cripple Creek,
Colo. —lator
Granted
stations. licenses for vhf tv transKLIV San Jose, Calif. — Granted license
covering use of old main trans, as aux. day
and
site. alternate main nighttime at main trans,
KMBY Monterey, Calif. — Granted license
covering
trans,
only.use of old main trans, as aux.
WPIT-FM Pittsburgh, Pa. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
Yuma, main
Ariz.studio
— Granted
mod.
of KIVA
license (TV)
to change
location.
*WCET (TV) Cincinnati, Ohio — Granted
cp to change ERP to 174 kw vis., and 87.1
kw aur., change type trans., and decrease
ant. height to 490 ft.
*KAET (TV) Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted cp
to install exciter unit in aural section of
transmitter; condition.
WGWC
Granted
aux.
trans,Selma,
at mainAla—
trans,
site. cp to install
KUSU-TV Logan, Utah— Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to 31.1 kw vis., and 17.1
kw aur., change trans, and studio locations,
type trans., make changes in ant. system,
and change ant. height to minus 530 ft.
KFCB Redfield, S. D.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in DA pattern.
■ Granted
for following
stations: KCJH licenses
Arroyo Grande;
KLIP am
Fowler;
KGHT Hollister; KAOR Oroville; KHER
Santa Maria, all California.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KCBDTV Lubbock, Tex., to June 10, 1963; WCYBContinued on page 111
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ADVERTISEMENTS

'Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
! • SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per ward — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
\ • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• All other classifications, including Employment Agencies, etc., 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales Su, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcastinc expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Ohio daytimer needs experienced small station manager who knows full operation as
working
manager. Box 491R, BROADCASTING.
Detroit . . . sales management, with proven
record of sales, who loves the challenge of
selling. Excellent opportunity with top independent. Complete resume please. Box
584R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager for a top rated regional in a solid Maryland market. Emphasis on sales. Forward complete resume and
references. Box 586R, BROADCASTING.
Long established radio and television representative company seeks experienced,
aggressive and industrious manager for
Chicago office. Position offers salary plus
incentive plan. State salary requirements.
All replies
will be treated confidentially.
Box
967R. BROADCASTING.
Chicagoland opportunity for sales manager
with proven record in sales and station management. Must be creative and able to organize and direct an experienced sales force.
Lucrative incentive compensation plan. This
opportunity available after January 1st for
person willing to work for security and opportunity. Write immediately, giving complete resume and past performance. Manager, WJOB, Hammond, Indiana.
Sales
East coast metropolitan market. No. 1 station has opening for strong professional
radio salesman. Should be capable of billing $10,000 per month, draw against 15%.
Group
ING. benefits. Box 448R, BROADCASTTop rated good music station in southern
California coast market of over 200,000 has
opening for experienced, aggressive, stable
salesman. Salary plus 25% over monthly
billing
ING. of $2,000. Box 561R, BROADCASTEstablished Chattanooga, Tennessee, radio
station desires aggressive salesman. Starting pay $500.00 monthly minimum. Opportunity for rapid pay advances. All replies confidential. Send full particulars to
Box 926R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman with managerial talents and aspirations for fm stereo in Ohio.
Excellent fm market. Handle and develop
key accounts. Salary plus override. References important. Real future with growing
group operation. Box 942R, BROADCASTING.
New
area — going,
(memberYork
of dynamic
radio growing
group) in station
search
of
young,
going,
growing
salesman
who's
able to advance to management.
This group
of stations offers genuine opportunity.
Remuneration plan excellent-salary, complete mission,
resume, bonuses-five
includingfigures.
recent Send
photo. comBox
964R, BROADCASTING.
We have a top production team, we are a
good music station only. We are the only
fm and am station in a market with over
60% of the homes fm and over 20% fm exelusive. We need a self starting salesman
and one that can close! We offer a top
guarantee plus commission to the right
man. Send full resumes to director of sales,
Box 5, Ann Arbor, Michigan, or phone area
code 313 NO 3-0569.
106

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Sales-announcer combination wanted for
1,000 watt network station in southeast.
Good job for a good man in a progressive
market. Box 532R, BROADCASTING.
This may be your big chance to really do
something
big in position
radio — towithmove
into a top notch
a topforward
notch
operation. Radio one in Waco is looking
for a salesman who can sell against aggressive competition. Our 10 kw station
has
sound,
it's thestation
undisputed
The the
fastest
growing
in the leader.
great
southwest.
And
it's
more
than
quadrupled
sales during the last year. With all this
what you need is ability and desire to
sell. We'll give a good protected account
list, pay a guarantee against commissions.
Write or phone on Wednesday Thursday, or
Friday: Bill Dahlsten, General Manager,
4-1488.
KAWA, Box 482. Waco. Texas. Phone PL

Gulf coast 5 kw quality good music station
needs quality announcer with first phone.
Send
photo, and
resume,
character
references
audition
tape.andBoxfinancial
568R,
BROADCASTING.
Negro andd.j.'s
south Start
Florida
Rush
tape
resume.
firstmarket.
of January.
Box 911R. BROADCASTING.
Mature announcer for bright music station;
would advance into programming. Also,
need experienced news director. A top
ING.
Wyoming
station. Box 921R, BROADCAST-

We offer good salary, commission, protectedsalesaccount,
good Respected
prospect list.
tinues
training.
1,000 Conwatt
full-timer. Single station market in fine
town of 13,000. Good rate card. In return
we want married man about 30, who can
sell. Past announcing experience desired.
Sales experience necessary. Must want
permanent affiliation. Contact J. A. Shepherd, KNCM, Moberly, Missouri. Phone
AM 3-1230.
Salesman for well equipped, well staffed
KMMO, Marshall, Mo. Prefer man who can
handle some announcing, but sales will be
first consideration.
Chattanooga's most progressive top 40 full
time radio station will employ account executive to work on following earnings schedule: First month— 60% of billing; second
month— 45% of billing; thereafter— 33V3% on
first $3,000 of billing plus bonus. Accounts
distributed equitably by category. Conpromotions.
tive.tinuous
One ofstationthree
station. Rates
Group competion way
to top in ratings. Call or write Alfred Dick,
WMOC, Radio, P. O. Box 886, Hotel Patten,
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Commercial manager needed by established
newspaper owned station. Prefer a man
with announcing experience and a desire to
live in sume,
a small
city.andSalary
Send rereferences
tape open.
to James
W.
Poole, Manager, WFLS, Fredericksburg,
Virginia.
Announcers
N. Y. man.
vicinity,
all around
announcer
Good voice.
Salary $75.00.
Send newstape
and resume. Box 498R, BROADCASTING.
Ohio daytimer needs announcer with first
-lass ticket. Experience unnecessary but
jesirable. Box 490R, BROADCASTING.
Five kw within 100 miles of Chicago wants
announcer with several years of staff experience and proved news writing ability.
Personal interview required. List age, education, experience in detail. Do not send
tape. Box 517R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted by South Carolina 1,000
watt network station. Good operation in
friendly city. Send full details including
references. Box 531R, BROADCASTING.
Georgia daytimer — good pay for first ticket
combo man. Bright, enthusiastic air, capaING. ble engineering. Box 546R, BROADCAST-

Combo man able to maintain equipment and
do
ING.tight air show. Box 922R, BROADCASTI want a swinging personality modern sound
dj for top rated major market Florida staready now if you
have tion
it. morning
Box show.
961R, We're
BROADCASTING.
Announcer for swinging station, (no begin ers, no screamers) Bright morning type
with adlib ability for top traffic time show
in Roanoke, Virginia. Send tape and resume toterview
Boxrequired.
969R, BROADCASTING. InAnnouncer with first class ticket. Emphasis
on air work with top swinging station in
Roanoke Virginia. Send tape and resume.
Box 970R, BROADCASTING. Interview required.
Young, single announcer with restricted
permit, capable
newsonlydelivery.
No
"personalities." Daytime
Showlow,
Arizona. Broadcast
schoolKVWM,
graduates
also
considered.
Announcer with first class ticket. WAMD,
Aberdeen, Maryland.
Wanted: staff announcer for fast-paced
good ture
music
CBX affiliate.
SendRadio,
tape, Fort
picand resume
to WANE,
Wayne, Indiana. No phone calls please!
Experienced morning man for good music
station. Good salary for right man, no
beginners.
interview
most desirable. CallPersonal
or contact
immediately,
Lee
Allerton, General Manager, WBBY, Wood
River-Alton,
Illinois.
Wood
River
exchange,
259-1800.

Morning personality needed by established
a man
newspaper owned station. We desiredelivery.
and mature
with a pleasant voice
Send
open.
Salary
helpful.
experience
Sales
references and tape to James W.
resume,
Poole, WFLS, Fredericksburg, Virginia.
Announcer with first phone, sales. WJIL,
Jacksonville, Illinois.
Announcer,
for good
music NBC Good
midwest affiliate.dj,Must
have experience.
salary plus benefits. Send photo, tape and
resume to Ed Huot, WTRC, Elkhart, Indiana.
Morning man, experienced for 5,000 watt
full-time station near Philadelphia. Must
have
good sound
Profit-sharing
plan and
andboard
fringeknow-how.
benefits.
WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
DJ with 1st phone top 40 experience. $115
per week. IV2 overtime, double pay holidays. In St. Louis area, contact Chuck Norman, WGNU, Granite City, Illinois.
D.J. Comedy! Professional package now
$2.50. Box 92, Kansas City, 41, Mo.
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
First class combo man needed by January
15, 1963. Evening announce shift five days;
8-hour Sunday board trick; Monday off.
Young and progressive staff; pleasant
southwestern city; 5kw fulltime independent leader in market. Scheduled raises;
fully paid hospitalization and other benefits. Opportunity in news or sales in addition to shift. Light studio maintenance
required. Photo, tape, resume, credit &
personal references to: Dennis Dean, Box
3266, Albuquerque, N.M.
Technical
Combination play by play man and chief
engineer. Must be good at both. Great
Plains state. Box 554R, BROADCASTING.
Gulf coast 5 kw directional station wants
good audio engineer capable of maintenance
and administrative work. Not afraid to get
hands dirty. Experience with directional
antenna systems helpful. Send resume,
photo, financial and character references.
Box 569R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer 1 kw southern New York
state. Good salary. Box 905R, BROADCASTING.
Two first ticket radio engineer immediately.
Midwest university. Send references, snapshot, education, personal information and
salary expected. Box 954R, BROADCASTING.
First phone for combo work and quick advance to chief. Hunting, fishing, sking
paradise in northwest Montana. Box 956R,
BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer for southwestern metropolitan am fulltimer. Must be experienced
with simple directional arrays. Good beginning salary, excellent future with expanding organization. Send complete resume of experience, with references and
late
photograph.
Box 959R, BROADCASTING.
Kick the snow habit. Live a little in the
fabulous Southwest. Moderate climate, blue
skies, skiing from Thanksgiving to Easter
only two hours away at playground high
in mountains. Excellent school system.
Work ondwith
stationFM,in SCA.
state's Poor
seclargest dominant
market. AM,
housekeepers but wonderful bunch of people, all adults, with record of low turnover,
want to keep it that way. Position open for
engineer, prefer man with ability to learn
if experience is lacking. Help maintain and
install some SCA installations. Write
KBIM, Box 910, Roswell, New Mexico.
Engineer — some announcing. Kilowatt daytimer. Limited experience accepted. KVMA,
Magnolia, Arkansas.
Engineer 5 kw am-fm directional south eastern station looking for a young ambitious
first class engineer. Experience not necessary. Send application with full particulars to George Sokol, WGH Radio, Newport
News, Virginia.
Engineer-announcer combo man — immediate
opening in a progressive small market radio
station. Above average salary, working conditions and opportunity with growing chain
for competent,
community-minded
man.
Paid hospitalsober,
and life
insurance. Send
complete resume to J. Ardell Sink, General Manager, Radio Station WKSK, P. O.
Box 311, West Jefferson, North Carolina.
Chief engineer, WXHR-FM, Boston. Permanent opportunity for able young man
call or wire Merrill Smith EL 4-0500.
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman — Present newsman leaving for
metro
market.
"radio pro"
to
sound,
ethicalNeed
journalism.
Must dedicated
be able
to
write, gather,
and for
air 5000
news Watt
in a midwest
factual,
authoritative
manner
independent that has earned reputation as
prestige news station. Resume, references,
photo, and tape required first letter. Box
571R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman wanted immediately coverage
local news. Good salary, permanent. Approx. 60 miles from New York City. Box
591R, BROADCASTING.
Could you take over a night slot following
this
major eastern
highest
pop
personalities?
Proveareas'
it by
tape,rated
resume,
and picture. First phone necessary. Position permanent for right man. Box 917R,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for creative news man with
'nose.' Community
participation,
beepers, proremotes, conduct telephone
discussion
gram. Rocky Mountains. Box 920R, BROADCASTING.
Need a "gal Friday" who knows traffic,
copy tionwriting
and station
air work.
The inoldest
stain a three
market
Florida.
Please send tape complete resume and
photo. Box 952R, BROADCASTING.
WHFB-Radio Benton Harbor, Michigan, is
looking for a talented, experienced, full
time farm director. Some agr. sales accts.
salary, bonus;
"fruitA belt"
area of
western Michigan.
challenge.
Finesouthopportunity. May we hear from you? Send
resume and tape (non-returnable) to Dick
Hedges, WHFB, Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Newsman to gather, write, and air local
news. Must have mature judgment and authoritative delivery. WSMI, Litchfield,
Illinois.
Traffic manager for Philadelphia area regional radio operation. Forward resume
and salary desired to Box 520R, BROADCASTING.
Combination program director-news editor.
Qualified local news reporter and rewrite
ING.
ability. Midwest. Box 555R, BROADCASTRADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
California here I come — if you want a station manager with proven results. 67%
sales increase first six months at previous
position. Presently employed metropolitan
area, desire smaller city in California. Married, sober,
yearsBROADCASTING.
old, 13 years management. 39
Box 268R,
Age 37, radio-tv, 12 year experience includes
managerment,radio,
plus radio-tv
manageprogram director,
formersales
college
prof
— outstanding record. Desires management
or
sales
management.
Box
526R,
BROADCASTING.
Top flight announcer seeking opportunity
to manage small market radio or p.d. with
view to same. 33, college degree, excellent
references, 7 years with present employer.
Box 577R, BROADCASTING.
Working — 17 years successful sales and
management record desires small market
station January 1. Know Florida markets.
Prefer east of Mississippi. Money maker.
Best references. Personal interview. Box
906R, BROADCASTING.
General,
sales 38.manager.
man! College,
MinimumExceptional
five figures.salesBox
933R, BROADCASTING.
Station management wanted. Experienced
all phases
radio,
especially
Married, stable,ofhard
worker,
collegesales.
graduate.
If interested, send details. Box 936R,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
woman infor late
20's. years.
Have
been
in radio radio
broadcasting
eleven
Know all phases of business: traffic, continuity, production, sales. Can set up music
format. Would like position as manager.
Will
re-locate. Box 953R, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Chief desires combo sales, now selling encyclopedias, needs radio training. Box 938R,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Seasoned radio sales-commercial manager.
Same station last four years. Available after
January 2, 1963. Prefer west or southwest.
Box 950R, BROADCASTING.
Radio salesman-announcer. Seven years experience. Desires job in Long Island area.
Other locations
Married-references. Box 963R,considered.
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Radio-tv announcer seeks position in east.
Married.
CASTING. One child. Box 450R, BROADAttention east or pacific northwest. Will
graduate from college in August. Looking
for employer with long range plans. Experienced in sports, production, programming, and announcing. Box 527R, BROADCASTING.
Attention southeast radio-tv stations: Want
an announcer that'll be an asset from the
very beginning?
I have
five plus
yearscollege
commercial experience
in radio
degree in radio-tv. Currently employed
as announcer-program director. Would like
opportunity to work into tv. What can you
offer? Box 536R, BROADCASTING.
Warm personable relaxed announcer desires matching location. 5 years experience.
Box 552R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 2\'2 years experience AFRS,
all phases, 3rd phone, excellent references.
Box 589R, BROADCASTING.
Looking
for spring
till
spring, wife
teaches.opening.
AttendedCan't
radiomove
school.
Age
29, beginner, college. Box 909R,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 1st phone, wishes to relocate
in medium market. 3 years commercial
experience, 2 years educational. Mature
delivery, steady, dependable. Willing to
relocate anywhere. Currently employed.
Box 910R, BROADCASTING.
Graduate of School of Announcing and
Speech, tential
seeks
opportunity newscaster.
to exercise Also
poof authoritative
operates tight board, 3rd class FCC license
—Negro. Box 914R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
sound,
available now. Married,
will good
travel.
Michigan,
mid-west. Box 919R, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, announcer, newsman. First
phone, no maintenance. Good references.
Box 925R, BROADCASTING.
Arizona, New Mexico, California owners
and/or managers:
Top-notch
time
salesman
must relocate
family radio
in warm,
dry climate. Mature, experienced, workable
ideas especially effective with local accounts. Large or
small than
market-competition
no handicap.
Better
average copy.
Need opportunity to earn a minimum of 8
to 10 thousand straight commission on collections.asAvailable
your market
'63.
Confidential
youin want
it. Box in928R,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer. The talk of your town will
be the tall man with the big wonderous
voice. Mature, broadcasting school and college graduate. Creative writer. Box 934R.
BROADCASTING.
Look Here! College trained. Tight board,
top production.
Excellent
delivery. Easily handle
any voice,
format.smooth
Available
late
January.
Tape.
Box
935R,
BROADCASTING.
Crackling production-humor. Bright voiced
morning personality further offers experience,dentials.
aggressiveness,
intelligence. Solid creBox 940R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced personality (no screamer), 1st
phone, copywriter, production. Prefer north.
Box 943R, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious young man, college graduate, 1st
phone. Radio broadcasting school graduate,
interested in all phases of radio with emphasis on announcing. Wants to work with
a progressive station. Will relocate. Box
945R, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Looking for someone who knows music to
select records for your top 40 station? Let
this
musical director
and right
toprated experienced
morning personality
do the job
for you. Age 26; college graduate; draft
exempt. $135 minimum. Midwest location
preferred. Box 960R, BROADCASTING.
Colorado announcer-newscaster, dj, midwestern broadcasting school graduate. Authoritative news, clean, crisp, sound. Good
on commercials. Married, mature, twelve
years selling in other fields. Tape available.
Box 956R, BROADCASTING.
Just completed broadcasting school — graduate, studied everything (48 weeks). Young,
versatile. Box 968R, BROADCASTING.
Female-versatile, ambitious, pleasant, single,
twenty. Two years college, type, emceeing
and library experience. Broadcasting, charm
school graduate. Prefer midwest. Box 973R,
BROADCASTING.
Blind announcer; experienced in all phases,
available for part-time or feature assignments in New York area. Requires no special consideration; tapes, references on request. Box 974R, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, experienced announcer, d.j. Veteran, all replies answered.
Will relocate. Box 976R, BROADCASTING.
Authoritative news, d.j. Have voice will
travel.
CASTING.Not a floater. Box 979R, BROADMature announcer desires position in a
good Eastern market. 5 years commercial
experience. Strong on news. Salary desired
$110 per week. Phone PA 5-3551 Laurel,
Maryland or Write Box 980R, BROADCASTING.

Staff
Tight
1500
after

announcer, 1st phone, all staff duties.
board, single, have car, age 23. Martin,
Ruth
5 P.M. #7, Houston, Texas. JA 2-3439

C and W d.j. with ability to create and
write copy. 8 years in major Kansas City
market. Family man, hard worker, permanent employment only. Jack Call 3413, Vermont, Independence, Mo. CL 2-9259.
Negro,tive announcer
Authoritanews. Operate andfasthappy
board.d.j.Experienced
Lee Lawson, 874 Bergen Street, Brooklyn
38, New York.
Mature announcer primarily interested in
quality operation. Market size and salary
are of secondary
PreviousKFAB,
employers include:importance.
WOW, Omaha,
Omaha. WDAF, Kansas City. KRLA, Los
Angeles and NBC, Chicago. Well versed in
all phases of radio and tv. Have proven
ability in program management. Will be
available to relocate after Jan. 1. Address
replies to Ken Barnes, Box 66062, Los Angeles 66, California.
Ex-Denver
police Knows
man, wants
radio. Good catch.
radio. back
Jody inLann,
316
Wimberly,
Edison
2-4683,
Fort
Worth,
Texas.
Announcer. Three years experience. Write
copy.
Some selling. Hugh Price, Homer
Louisiana.
D.J. announcer, mature, experienced moderate top 40. Relocate. Frank Sacks, 20557
Stout, Detroit 19, Michigan. KE 5-6680.
Combo-man. January 1st. 8 years experience, 4 here. PD, dj, sales. Modern radio,
top rated jock. Married, family. Prefer
west. Jack Teiken, 1319 Jefferson, Galesburg, Illinois. Phone 343-9776.
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Situations Wanted — (Confd)
Technical
Experienced chief engineer-announcer available immediately. Recommendations. Prefer south. Room 415, Y.M.C.A., Wilmington
Delaware, Olympia 6-6611 (mornings).
First class engineer. If you need a top 40
rock and roller who has a first class ticket
I'm your man. I'm a dependable wheelchair
man with 2 years experience
. My air work
is tight
and moves.
CallSpartanbu
or writerg,for South
tapeBill
Burnett,
WZOO,
Carolina, P. O. Box 1171.

Production — Programming, Others
News director. Extremely capable and well
experienced journalist. Background Includes radio, television, newspaper, editorial writing, documentaries, and public
relations. College education. Now employed in major market. Seek position
with prestige station that is vitally concerned with news and community affairs
Box 537R, BROADCASTING.
Is there a sports job now anywhere? Will
consider only sports director or assistant
director. Five full years radio, permanent.
Box 586R, BROADCASTING.
P.D. newsman, engineer, presently employed
young-married
experience.
Tight board, andfast2V2andyears
happy.
Wants permanent position with good music
and modern sound. Box 907R. BROADCASTING.
Newscaster. Ten years radio- journalism
background. Now working in radio in halfmillion market. Ready to move up; accent
on writing ability. Box 908R, BROADCASTING.
Solid disc jockey experience in moneymaking number one top forty radio including McLendon, seeking program directors position with station wanting to
be number one and make money. Box
912R, BROADCASTING.
Audience development! Program director,
fourteen years. Small, medium and major
markets. Available now on consulting or
permanent basis. 60% audience increase
for
Boston: References. Box 924R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director, mature. Adult
sound, security, congeniality essential.
Available
soon. Box 929R, BROADCASTING.
Virginia program director. Married. 27. 8
years experience.
Award
winning or newscaster. Desires station
operations
programmer position. References Excellent.
Box 932R, BROADCASTING.
20 years radio experience. Network and
local. Presently news and program director
in Florida. Impressive record. Box 947R,
BROADCASTING.
Eight year veteran, program director &
D.J. looking for an offer from swinging
metropolitan
station. Box 948R, BROADCASTING.
Top newscaster major western metropolitan
state capitol heavy radio, some television
distinctive adult presentatian. Mastery all
phases news. Desire radio-tv. Combination
or straight tv in major market. Box 958R
BROADCASTING.
Newsman, 12 years all around news experience, now rewriteman, for top N.Y.C. newspaper. Box 978R, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
Sales manager for television station. Unusual opportunity for young aggressive
salesman with good radio or television experience to join dynamic organization. Box
502R, BROADCASTING.
TV time salesman for major Ohio VHF
market. Excellent sales climate. Good accounts and prospect list. Salary and commission, profit sharing. Send complete job
history including sales volume. Only men
with good
desiring morecompetitive
than 10,000experience
annually, and
please.
Box 590R, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Combination announcer-newsman-traffic for
FM station. Opportunity to work into
TV. Commercial radio or solid educational
training prerequisite. Medium mid-west
market. Please send tape, picture, references, expected salary. Box 918R, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, experienced engineer for position
with full power VHF channel 2 station in
Montana's
largest and
metropolitan
area, close
to good hunting
fishing. Maintenance,
operation, planning and installation. Pleasant working conditions in ultra modern
new studios. For information call 252-5611
or write to Grant French, KOOK-TV,
Billings, Montana.
Technical
Immediate opening experienced tv engineers. Expanding two station operation,
for maintenance and operation studio, remotes and video tape equipment. Send
complete resume to Chief Engineer, WMVS,
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.
Production — Programming, Others
Midwest tinuitytvwriter.
station
conSend needs
samples,experienced
photo, resume,
salary
expected.
Box
358R,
BROADCASTING.
Top rated station in large southern market
reorganizing art department. Will hire two
artists — tv experience preferred, but not
necessary. Write immediately, no samples,
first letter. Box 547R, BROADCASTING.
TV news editor with journalism background able to direct 5 man department
and handle newscast. Top news station in
west market. Send complete information.
Box 916R, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced in managing local and national
sales, heavy in both. Excellent New York
agency, advertiser, network contacts. Hard
sell with national representative. Excellent
programming experience. Salary secondary.
10 years broadcast, 36 years old, married,
excellent references. Available immediately. Box 370R. BROADCASTING.
Age 37, radio-tv, 12 year experience includes manager, radio, plus radio-tv sales
management program director, former college prof. — outstanding record. Desires
management or sales management. Box
526R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer
15 years
in radio.
break into — tv.
Make all
offers. Desires
Box 930R,to
BROADCASTING.
Leading tv newscaster, major northeast
metropolitan market seeking greater opportunity. Writer, lecturer and top government
and industrial narrator. Thorough broadcasting background. Minimum— $12,000. Box
439R, BROADCASTING.
Looking for television announcing opening.
Currently in St. Louis radio. Full command
of broadcasting basics. Can write. Will reING. locate anywhere. Box 485R, BROADCASTTechnical
Mountain top television engineer. Montana
IV4 years. Desire west. Box 915R, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Confd)
Production — Programming, Others
Top newscaster, thoroughly experienced
every phase gathering and broadcasting
distinctive adult style, currently doing
newscasts, features, documentaries award
winning newsroom western capitol city also large regional network. Some television
experience
too. Management
agrees Box
I'm
ready
for million
and over market.
957R, BROADCASTING.
News, production, programming experienced
and proficient in all. Presently employed
tv. Box 937R, BROADCASTING
Program manager available immediately.
Fourteen years continuous experience in
third and fourth market with three major
corporations. Box 962R, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
Attention all stations! Am now preparing
equipment bulletin No. 6. Please advise by
return mail any changes in your "equipment wanted"
or equipment,
"equipment particularly
for sale"
lists. Need
all types
consoles, projectors, camera chains, racks,
video jack panels, monitors. Any condition
considered. John B. Ledbetter, Broadcast
Engineering
California. Services, Box 391, Buena Park,
Wanted — 5,000 watt am transmitter not
over 10 or
years BROADCASTING.
old. Meet FCC specifications.12Box 322R,
Wanted by our clients. B & W Distortion
Meters and Oscillators, also other measuring and test equipment. Ariel Electronics,
Box 725, Sag Harbor, New York.
For Sale
Equipment
500 watt AM transmitter with spare transformers. Beautiful condition, reliable. 7
years
old. Gates 500 GY. Box 525R, BROADCASTING.
A 5500 selection standard radio transcription library, like new; one Rek-O-Kut Imperial portable disc recorder. Give-away
prices! Chief engineer, KDBC, P. O. Drawer
740, Mansfield, Louisiana.
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters, orthicons, iconoscopes, audio, monitors, cameras. Electrofind. 440 Columbus
Ave., N.Y.C.
Xmission Line; Teflon insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and ail haiaware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
News depts! Police-fire monitor receivers,
150 mc. ceivers,
range.
Rebuilt
rewith squelch
and commercial
crystal. Specify
frequency
and
voltage
—
110
vac.
or
12
vdc.
Check with order. Four weeks delivery.
$69.50 Guaranteed, 4476 Van Ness, Fresno
4, California.
Three 250 foot Blaw-Knox self supporting
towers,ableSan
Diego, Make
California
immediately.
offer.area.
Box Avail927R,
BROADCASTING.
Ampex tape duplicators. Two unit available. 2 track 3200 series— $7500. 4 track 3300
series—
$8500. Ampex
601-2—(NEW),
$600. Schafer
1200 automation
system.
Three
racks of equipment including four Ampex
units — best offer — over $8700. Lang Electronics, Inc., 507 Fifth Avenue, New York
17, New York, MU 2-7147.
WE RD100 program dispatching system.
Right andselector
left turrets
including
185-1
monitor
switches,
each 10WE
20 points.
Six individual line control panels. Three
WE ASR75076 metering panels and 17 WE
48 — 218A sonable
jackstrips.
Will atconsider
any 592R,
reaoffer beginning
$1000. Box
BROADCASTING.
One RCA TBF-10B 10 kilowatt fm transmitter. $6500. Box 972R, BROADCASTING.

For Sale
Attention news Equipment
directors. We have a good
used film processor for sale. Write Box
971R, BROADCASTING for details.
Rayethon RC-11 single channel console
clean and in excellent condition. In use
presently. Going fm and must have dual
channel,
reasonWSIP,
for selling. It's Kentucky,
a honey.
Call
Mr.
Area
codeFyffe,
606-789-5311.Paintsville,
Better hurry.
Miscellaneous
Commercial productions. Top announcers.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Special $3.50-4 for
$10 00. 270 N. Crest Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Christmas Comedy is featured in the Deissue of gags,
"Days,promos,
Dates, and
and a Data."
Contains cember
patter,
Santa
Interview. $3.00 Show-Biz Comedy Service
(Dept. X), 65 Parkway Court, Brooklyn
35, New York.
30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
"Deejay file." Quotes, kickers, liners, record
info, hints. Complete program package for
deejays and
Del Mar
Features,
P. P.D.'s.
O. Box $10.50.
61, Corona
Del Radio
Mar,
California.
Resumes by experienced professional with
PHD in Radio/tv. Fast service. Details airmailed. Thayer, 808 Eight, Laurel, Maryland.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence
resident
classes.
Grantham Schools orare in
located
in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. Radio
approved.
Request
Elkins
License
School,free2603brochure.
Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Elkins training now in New Orleans for FCC
First Class License in 6 weeks. Nationally
knowntoryfor
top quality
laborainstructions.
Elkins theory
Radio and
School,
333
Saint Charles, New Orleans, Louisiana.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement. Free illustrated brochure. 259
Geary St.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results.
Day and evening classes. Placement assistTraining Studios, 25 W.
43rd, N.ance.Y.Announcer
OX 5-9245.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you license in only school with operating 5kw station. One price includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St.. Mobile, Ala.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Altanta.
Georgia.
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Instructions — (Cont'd)
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
Januaryences9,and April
24. For information,
refer-B.
reservations,
write William
Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Ave., Burbank,
California.
Since 1937
Hollywood's
oldest
devoted exclusively
andschool
Telecommunications.to
GraduatesRadio
on more
than
1000
stations. Ratio of jobs to graduates approximately six to one. Day and night classes.
Write for 40 page brochure and Graduate
placement list. Don Martin School of Radio
and Television Arts & Sciences, 1653 North
Cherokee, Hollywood, California.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Radio syndicate being formed, have doctors, dentists and lawyer with FCC backCASTING.ground. Minimum $5,000. Box 576R BROADWill sell all or part of Texas radio CP to an
experienced
CASTING. radio man. Box 583R, BROADWest coast Florida station, now building
has minority stock interest available. Excellentsibilities.
tax shelter
capital gains posBox 955R, and
BROADCASTING.
Employment Service
OPPORTUNITIES!
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application NOW
BROADCAST
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
4825 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis 17, Minn.

TELEVISION

Help Wanted

Production — Programming, Others

THE

FUTURE

IS OPEN

.. .

for a young man who knows he will be succes ful as promotion assistant with leading
television station. This young man has imagination, energy, drive and the intellectual need
to create and grow. If you are the right man
the future will bring higher management
responsibilities. Although it might help,
previous radio or tv experience is not essential. But an interest in research is. Are you
this young man? Write to us. We would
like to know your background, your immediate and long range goals and your
reasons for thinking you are the man.
Box 973R, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
SITUATIONS

WANTED

PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIg'
|
NEWS DIRECTOR
j
|
Midwest Metro Market |
s Fast-paced operation needs live news di- g
|= man.
rector.Send
Annual
salaryandto tape
$9,000 to:
for right ==
details
|
Box 946R, BROADCASTING |
illiuillllllllllll iiiii iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Illllllllliillllllllliiil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini
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INSTRUCTIONS
^iiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiaiiiimiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiiit:
|
"Since 1947"
|
RADIO-TV
ANNOUNCING
1
COURSES
ENGINEER & 1st FONE
COURSES

I
I1

For Sale

T A -MATIC

MAN

Production — Programming, Others

Write Box 944R, BROADCASTING

Miscellaneous

Help Wanted — Announcers

Box 94 1 R, BROADCASTING

Any price-anywhere. Just send
the figures we will act fast.

Let's BUILD A FUTURE!!
Top performer, writer, salesman. 29. 10 jj
years radio-tv. Interested tv. Exchange
particulars in confidence.
Box 931R, BROADCASTING
WWSrV^UWWMrVrWWJVWtf

RADIO

Mature, morning personality for
Eastern Adult Station in major
market. Good opportunity for
alert man with ideas. Send tape,
salary requirements, when available to:

WILLING BUYER WANTS
TV STATION

Guaranteed Placement Service. Attention
Managers:nouncersAnow available
few Outstanding
for radio-tv. AnKEEGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE |
"Since 1947"
§
207 Madison, Memphis, Tenn. 5
iiicaiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiii
Stations

^rVnAWVWJWWWWW,

^l>Ak

WAKE-UP

Wanted to Buy— (Cont'd)
Stations
■IIIHIimiimilllBIIIIHIIIIHIIIIHIIinilllBIIIIBIIIIBIll

• Continuous Duty Rated
• Compact, Modern, Functional Design
• Proven Reliability
ELECTRONIC
CORPORATION

FOR SALE:
SINGLE STATION MARKET
County population 80,000. Twincity local market-15,000. Not distress sale. Asking 100,000. Terms.
Only station in county. NO
BROKERS PLEASE.
Box 966R, BROADCASTING
|uaiiiniiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiumiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiNiiiiiiiig
|
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
1
I Have CP for TV Station. Will 5
I sell profitable single market sta- |
= tion, $48,000. Terms to right |
= party.
g
|
Box 91 3R, BROADCASTINC I
IiiiitJiiiiiiiiiiiitJiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiI

6430 FREEP0RT BOULEVARD
SACRAMENTO 22, CALIFORNIA,

FOR SALE 1,000 WATT
daytime, with excellent frequency in
West in Texas.
Single station
i
}J prosperous
market.
Owner
other businesses,
sell for less
than $100,000.
Write: will I

WANTED

Box 565R. BROADCASTING

TO BUY

Stations
"^^^^TATmTSvnTrS^^^^^
WANTED TO BUY
Single Mkt. AM station-Fulltime. Will
pay top price for good facility. Responsible qualified buyer. All replies
held in strict confidence.
_Box_949R, BROADCASTTNG_

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
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Continued from page 105
For Sale— (Confd)
Stations

NOTICE
If you are interested in purchasing a leading
fuiltimer Radio Station in Florida and ready to
move immediately write to us. The price ia
$85G,000 with $350,000 down, balance over 5
years at 6 per cent.
There is no real estate involved in purchase,
you will get a good lease. The price cannot be
haggled, you must be ready to fly to Florida
for negotiations as we cannot send informationtionsthrumustthebe mail
on this confidence.
one. All negotiain strictest
SOUTH CENTRAL STATE
A 5,000 watt fulltime prestige station located in city of more than 100,000 people in
south central state. Station has grossed in excess of $230,000 annually since 1955. Price is
only lent
$350,000
$125,000
down Real
and Estate
excelterms on with
balance.
Valuable
included.
SOUTH WESTERN STATE
A VHF television station with leading network
affiliation, and a fulltime Radio Station in fast
growing area of a wonderful South Western
State. The television station has the exclusive
VHF Channel for the area. These stations
grossed more than $170,000 last year. The
price is only $305,000 with $60,000 down,
balance over 6 years at 6 per cent. Valuable
Real Estate included.
CENTRAL FLORIDA
A 5,000 watt daytimer in Central Florida
growth area. Price is only $75,000 with $10,000
down, balance over 10 years at 6 per cent. This
can be real money maker for aggressive ownermanager. 4 acre transmitter site included. You
must act fast on this one.
To buy or sell a radio or television station
anywhere in the nation contact:
Paul Yates, Jr., and Associates
media brokers
P. O. Box 1661 Sanford, Florida
Phone 323-0421

FOR SALE
5 lew OAK DUMONT U.H.F. T.V.
STATION CH. NO. 27
WITH COMPLETE STUDIO EOUIP.
LESS CAMERAS.
WILL ENTERTAIN TERMS.
MILEX

ELECTRONICS

TV (aux. trans, and ant.) Bristol, Va., to
June 10, 1963; KWNA Winnemucca, Nev., to
April 30. 1963.
Actions of Dec. 7
KPEN (FM) San Francisco, Calif.—
Granted license covering installation of new
trans, and new ant. for auxiliary purposes
only.
WKJF censes
(FM)covering
Pittsburgh,
Granted lichanges Pa.—
in transmitting
equipment
and
change
in
ERP,
and installation of new trans, andant.ant.height
WEAU-TV Eau Claire, Wis.— Granted cp
to change ERP to 316 kw vis., and 158 kw
aur., type trans, and ant. height to 890 ft.
(main trans, and ant.).
WVCG-FM Coral Gables, Fla.— Granted cp
to change type ant. and decrease ant. height
to 190 ft.
K08CN Ephrata, Soap Lake, Moses Lake,
and Larson Air Force Base, all Washington
— Granted mod. of cp to change trans, location, type trans., and make changes in ant.
system.
WRPM Poplarville, Miss. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
WDCR Hanover, N. H. — Granted authority to remain silent for period begin1963. ning Monday, Dec. 10, to Thursday, Jan. 3,
KFBC
Cheyenne,
Wyo.for
— Granted
and
cancelled
license
alternaterequest
main
trans.
KORK-TV Las Vegas, Nev. — Granted extension of completion date to Feb. 7, 1963.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: KPPC-FM, Pasadena Presbyterian
Church, politan
Pasadena,
Calif.;Santa
KGUD-FM,
Theatres Corp.,
Barbara, MetroCalif.,
and specify type trans.; KVEC-FM. Jehn C.
Cohan, San Luis Obispo, Calif.
■ Granted cps to install new aux. trans,
at main trans, site for following stations:
KFDA Amarillo, Tex.; WGEE Indianapolis,
Ind., with DA-D.
■ Granted cps to install new trans, for
following stations: WITN Washington, N. C;
KLUE Longview, Tex.
Actions of Dec. 6
WAQE-FM
trol permitted.Baltimore, Md.— Remote con■
Granted
cps for following
new vhf
translator stations:
Broken Bow
Juniortv
Chamber of Commerce, on chs. 4 and 7,
Broken Bow, Nebr., to translate programs
of KGIN-TV (ch. 11) Grand Island, and
KHOL-TV (ch. 13) Kearney, both Nebraska; Mammoth Electric, on ch. 9, Mammoth
For Sale — (Cont'd)
Stations
— STATIONS FOR SALE
PACIFIC NORTHWEST. Exclusive daytime
station. Doing $36,000. Profitable. Asking
$33,000. 29% down. Illness causes sale.
EAST SOUTH CENTRAL. Daytime. Exclusive
market. Absentee owned. Cross exceeds
4,000 a month. Very profitable. Asking
I65,000 including real estate. Terms.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 *Jt 1 Hellyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279

460 Jericho Turnpike
Mineola, New York
Phone: Pioneer 7-3302

CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONS
For Buying and Selling
RADIO and TV STATIONS
in the eastern states and Florida
W. B. CRIMES & CO.
2000 Florida Avenue, N.W.
Washington 9, D. C.
I
DEcatur 2-2311
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
patt Mcdonald co.
P. O. BOX 9266 - CL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS 29%
single
Ky.
S 68M
terms
Arix.
daytime
fulltime
70M
10M
small
fulltime
125M
Ala. medium
125M
Fla.
35M
daytime
medium fulltime
N.Y. medium
N.C.
terms
125M
230M
metre
daytime
195M
Pa.
metre
daytime
50M
and others:
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

Lakes, Calif., KJEO (TV) (ch. 47) Fresno,
Calif.
KTVT covering
(TV) Fort
Worth,
Granted
license
changes
in tvTex.—
station.
K10DH, K07DO, Seligman, Deer Lodge &
Hyde Park, Ariz.— Waived Sec. 1.323(b) of
rules and granted cps to replace expired
permits for new vhf tv translator stations.
K10DA Winnett, Mont.— Granted cp to replacestation.
expired permit for new vhf tv translator
WCSH-TV Portland, Me.— Granted extension of completion date to June 6, 1963.
Actions of Dec. 5
KELR
El
for am station.Reno, Okla.— Granted license
KRVN-FM
Neb.— Granted license for fm Lexington,
station.
WTIV Titusville, Pa.— Granted license
covering change in frequency, hours of
operation from daytime only to unl., and
change in trans, equipment.
KQFM (FM) Portland, Ore.— Granted licovering changes in ant.-trans. and
studio cense
locations.
*KUSTJ-FM Logan, Utah— Granted license
covering changes in ant.-trans. and studio
locations, type ant. and ant. system.
KAMS (FM) Mammoth Spring, Ark.—
Granted license covering change in frequency, ERP, and
ant. ant.
height, and installation
of new trans,
*WIAN
(FM)
Indianapolis,
Ind.—
licensetransmitting
covering changes
in ERP,
ant.Granted
height
and
equipment.
*WAMF (FM) Amherst, Mass.— Granted
license covering change in ant.-trans. and
studio location, installation of new trans.,
and
in ant. system with remote
controlchanges
operation.
♦KCWS-FM Ellensburg, Wash.— Granted
mc.
license covering change in frequency to 91.5
WKDN-FM Camden, N. J. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
K10EC, K12DI Shelby, Mont.— Granted cps
to
replace stations.
expired permits for new vhf tv
translator
K07AL, K13AC Fort Benton, Mont.—
Granted cps to replace expired permits to
change type trans, for vhf tv translator
stations.
K10BL Spotted Horse, Wyo.— Granted mod
of cp tooming, include
and Wildcat, Wyas principalRecluse
community, and change
type
trans. Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres
American
New York, N. Y.— Granted authorityInc.,to
deliver programs to am and fm stations
under control of Canadian Bcstg. Corp. and
fm stations licensed by Canaother am
dian and
government
where programs have
been, are being, or will be broadcast in
U. S. by ABC licensees or permittees; conditions.
Actions of Nov. 30
WTHM Lapeer, Mich.— Denied petition to
delete pre-sunrise condition attached
to
March 22 grant of cp for new am station
pending final decision in doc. 14419
WFMD Frederick, Md.— Denied request
for continuance of 1 kw, non-DA pre-sunrise operation after commencement of operation under BP-13135 authorizing unl. operation with 1 kw-N, 5 kw-D-DA-2
Actions of Nov. 28
United TV Inc., Westernport, Piedmont
and Bloomington, Md.— Granted cps for
new vhf tv translator stations, on chs. 11
and 13, to translate programs of WTEA(TV)
(ch. 4) Pittsburgh,
and WJAC-TV
(ch 6)
Johnstown,
both Pennsylvani
a.
Action of Nov. 15
K74BL Lewistown, Mont.— Granted license
for uhf tv translator station.
Rulemakings
PETITIONS FILED
Hazard, Ky.—
Authority for
Educational
Tv. Kentucky
Requests amendment
of
Sec. 3.606 of rules so as to assign ch. 33 to
Hazard and reserve channel for noncommercial use by making following proposed
change:
*33+,68;
Received toDec.
5. from *19-,68 in Hazard.
KBYU-TV Provo, Utah— Brigham Young
U. Requests amendment of tahle of assignments by making following proposed
change: ch. 11, Provo, be designated ch.
ch. 28Dec.to
be designated
*28,11Provo,
ch.
•11;
Received
as commercial.
replace ch.
(FOR THE RECORD) 111

Film

does

the

unusual

"BECAUSE IT'S MOISTURIZING!" That's the selling
proposition in an unusual 60-second Lux Soap television
commercial.

For further information, please get in touch with
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y,

To make customers fee/ the moisturizing difference,
high-speed photography stops motion, captures the
sparkle and brilliance of creamy, moisture-laden lather.
Shooting is on Eastman film with prints on Eastman
print-stock. Two steps — negative and positive. Both
Eastman! Both of vital importance to sponsor, network,
local station and viewer!

East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division, 130 East Randolph Dr., Chicago 14, III.
West Coasf Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Moral: Plan carefully ... go Eastman— all the way!
Always give the producer time to give you top-quality prints !

For the purchase of film, W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the
sale and distribution of Eastman Professional Films for motion pictures
and television, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III,, Hollywood, Calif.
ADVERTISER: Lux Toilet Soap (Lever Brothers Company)
AGENCY: J. W. Thompson Co. PRODUCER: MPO Videotronics

OUR

RESPECTS

Advertising's

to Carl Malcolm

siren

call made

The contemporary paintings and
sculpture in the president's office at Post,
Morr & Gardner, Chicago, reflect only
one side of the personality of Carl M.
Post.
His taste for works of art, however,
is consistent with the key facet of his
varied business talents: a penchant for
individual creativity. As an advertising
idea innovator, a new-business developer
and as an agency builder, Mr. Post appears to have been successful in making
the fullest and most profitable application of the creative function. He has
packed it all into a relatively brief span
of years.
At the start of 1963, his agency
merges with Keyes, Madden & Jones to
become Post-Keyes-Gardner and will
claim the No. 3 position among Chicago-headquartered agencies as well as
the distinction of being "Chicago's fastest growing agency." Mr. Post continues
as president and major stockholder of
the new corporate entity.
Big In Tv-Radio ■ When Mr. Post
opened Post & Morr in early 1961 as
successor to Gordon Best Co., billings
were about $12 million. This year, as
Post, Morr & Gardner, the agency will
bill about $16.5 million (seven of every
ten dollars going into broadcast) and
next year as Post-Keyes-Gardner the
combined billings will run about $28.5
million, Mr. Post says.
As examples of the creative approach
everybody at the agency strives to apply
to each marketing problem, he points to
General Finance Co.'s rapid growth
through exclusive use of radio, the regional tv-radio growth of Burgemeister
and Old Milwaukee beers (Jos. Schlitz
Brewing Co. brands), the "fantastic"
success of Maybelline with tv as its primary medium and the strong tv-radio
showing by Dumas Milner Corp. household products.
Public sale of agency stock and formation of specialized agencies under a
single corporate umbrella are the only
two big innovations in the agency world
in 62 years, Mr. Post believes. But
agencies now are on the threshhold of
new ways of doing business, ways perhaps still unclear but which such scientific techniques as automation will bring
about, he feels. But he is certain that
agencies will have to be big enough to
provide the diverse services the new
dimensions of advertising and marketing
will require.
Carl Malcolm Post was born May 29,
1915, at North Tonawanda, N. Y. His
father was superintendent of schools in
the small town near Buffalo. Young
Carl went to both grade and high
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schools there and his budding creative
spirit soon found expression in writing
for the school papers.
He enrolled in the U. of Michigan
at Ann Arbor as an English major but
switched to journalism as was awarded
a bachelor's degree in 1938. During his
college years Mr. Post earned his spending money at odd jobs, including dish
washing, but he soon learned to put his
skills to more profitable use. He published a campus newspaper, sold advertising in it and discovered the money
came much more easily. Further extracurricular activities which he found
time for were the presidency of his
fraternity, Theta Chi, and of his senior
class.
Decision ■ After college a conversation with William F. John, a founder of
MacManus, John & Adams, convinced
Mr. Post his future would be best in
advertising. He heeded the advice and
went to work for General Mills in Detroit as copywriter for feed grain products. This work gave him practical experience inradio from the start.
Subsequently he did copywriting for
Sears, Roebuck & Co., in Detroit and
then joined Murphy Products Co., a
Burlingotn, Wis., livestock and poultry
feed products firm, as advertising manager. Murphy spent almost all of its
budget in radio then and he wrote many
commercials.
In 1943, Mr. Post joined Foote, Cone
& Belding, Chicago, as a copywriter. He
worked chiefly on the Armour, Kleenex
and Walker's De Luxe and Imperial

a tame

game

liquor accounts. Eventually he was putting so much of his efforts into the
Walker advertising he recalls that "more
or less by accident" he became account
supervisor, handling the account for
about six years.
His black-and-white print ad of the
distinguished Negro waiter, Robert Anserving Walker's
De Luxe,
rated a thony,
classic
in advertising.
Aboutis
1947 FC&B elevated Mr. Post to vice
president.
Mr. Post feels his creative capabilities
had every opportunity to grow during
his near-decade at FC&B. He is high in
his praise of Fairfax Cone as the great
guiding genius of his life at that time,
a professional respect and personal
friendship he has not forgotten over
the years.
Investment Flyer ■ Mr. Post left
FC&B in 1952 to devote full time to
managing his personal investment ventures in oil, grain, stocks and real estate.
He formed a family company, Donlea
Corp., which he continues to manage as
his chief hobby. The investments did
not begin with a family inheritance, he
explains. It all started with small but
judicious investments at an early age
and constant study of the markets. As
profits grew he reinvested and gradually moved ahead.
But the challenge of Michigan Ave.
lured him once again. In 1954 he joined
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago, as vice
president. Within a year he brought in
three new major accounts. Then Grant
Advertising there hired him as executive
vice president and within the next few
years he developed "four or five" new
major accounts and some smaller ones.
His forte: creating the strong selling
idea that helps solve the prospects chief
marketing problem.
In 1960 he acquired a major interest
in Gordon Best Co., Chicago, then
bought controlling interest. After a year
of "rebuilding" personnel and departments, he recalls, the agency was ready
to emerge as Post & Morr. Last year
with the addition of F. Sewell Gardner,
former head of the Chicago office of
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, it became
Post, Morr & Gardner.
Mr. Post married Dorothy Webb of
Detroit in 1940. They have three sons,
Michael 20, Gerome 18 and Timothy

Mr. Post
A knack for solving problems

12. Their home, Frank Lloyd Wright's
last residential project, is on a small
farm by a lake in Barrington, 111., where
all enjoy Mr. Post's newest avocation, a
stable of 1 3 prize quarter horses, two of
which are on the show circuit. In spare
113
hours he also likes to catch up on skeet
and golf.

EDITORIALS
Program

cycle

THE rigged quiz had, we thought, disappeared with the
confession of Charles Van Doren, but, lo and behold,
it has been revived — and by the FCC, of all people.
As reported in this publication last week, the FCC has
been soliciting witnesses to testify in its investigation of
television programming in Omaha. More than 100 organizations have been invited to appear. They range in nature
from the Campfire Girls to Alcoholics Anonymous, and it
is obvious that the FCC hopes, among so disparate a collection, to uncover at least some grievances that will attract
attention. What is a television hearing without witnesses who
rise to accuse television of sins the press is eager to report?
It is evident that the FCC's search for accusers is a
desperate effort to doctor a show that so far lacks boxoffice
appeal. Nobody has expressed dissatisfaction with Omaha
programming except the members of the FCC staff who persuaded the commission to pick that city as the site of the
sequel to its program hearing in Chicago earlier this year.
But staff dissatisfaction will hardly draw a crowd. What this
show needs is a touch of the old razzmatazz, a dimpled
Campfire Girl to tearfully report how villainous broadcasters
refused to let her demonstrate woodgathering between 8 and
8:30 on Sunday night, a reclaimed drunk to testify to the
hideous temptations of watching Kitty flick her lips around a
jigger in the Longbranch.
This quiz is being rigged by pros. The question is: Who's
going to investigate this one?
Firmly packed
PACKING of the FCC by the New Frontier is about to
become a fait accompli. In a few weeks the toughminded chief of the Broadcast Bureau, Kenneth A. Cox, will
succeed the conservative veteran, T. A. M. Craven.
Mr. Cox is the third Kennedy appointee out of seven. But
the fourth vote is within easy reach. Newton N. Minow, the
first JFK appointee, will have little reason to continue his
complaints about inability to rally the necessary majorities
to rock, sock, fine, suspend and revoke.
Mr. Cox believes the FCC has the right to regulate programming. He thinks like Chairman Minow. So, it appears,
does E. William Henry, who took office a few weeks ago.
The fourth Democrat, the 10-year veteran Robert T. Bartley,
can be expected more often than not to go along with the
chairman.
As we have often said, permanent relief can come only
through reaffirmation by Congress of what it meant when it
decreed free broadcasting and no censorship. But to write
a new law is a slow, tedious process that is only now getting
under way. It cannot be accomplished at the next session
unless a miracle passes.
There is a possible short-range remedy. Congress should
be induced to take a hard look at the FCC's appropriation
and at its purported work-load. Ten years ago the appropriation was $6.4 million. For fiscal 1 964, which begins July 1 ,
the FCC wants $16 million.
The FCC complains it is overworked. It is probably one
of the most overstaffed, inefficient agencies in Washington.
Pending applications pile up and freezes are imposed while
the broadcast staff artificially stimulates new projects, like
the letter-writing campaigns on renewals. The FCC itself
initiates the Omaha tv hearings when there have been no
complaints. A review board is created to relieve the FCC
of work, yet commissioners make more speeches and more
"inspections" than ever. And the unfinished regular business piles up.
In the past 10 years the FCC staff has increased from
114

1,044 to 1,416. If its man-hours were computed, we hazard
80% of its time would be on broadcasting — most of it stimulated from within. A disproportionate part of its budget goes
for broadcasting which, in number of applications, represents
less than 5% of the total.
If broadcasters hope to avert completely centralized program control, which means control of their businesses, they
had better indoctrinate their congressional delegations.
Hearings should be held at the next session. There are only
21 days left before the 88th Congress convenes.
A question

of character

THE most dangerous proposal in the report that has been
submitted to the FCC by its network study staff (and
reported exclusively in this publication two weeks ago) is
that for a system of broadcast regulation copied after the
Securities and Exchange Act.
The network study staff has urged the creation, under
federal law, of a system of "self-regulation" in which all
radio and television broadcasters would be required to belong to a government-approved and government-supervised
trade association. Under the guidance of the FCC, the
association would write codes and enforce them. Expulsion
from membership in the association would mean disqualification as a station licensee.
In writing the recommendations, Ashbrook P. Bryant,
the network study chief, explained that a similar system
had been at work among securities dealers since the Securities and Exchange Act was passed in 1934. What Mr.
Bryant failed to discuss, however, was the extraordinary
difference between the character of the securities business
in the early 30's and the character of broadcasting now.
The government's imposition of tight controls over stock
trading came after a series of financial disasters in which
millions of innocent investors were fleeced by unscrupulous
manipulators.
Mr. Bryant may think broadcasting needs similar restrictions, but Mr. Bryant and his immediate associates at the
FCC do not add up to the public. What most of the public
demands from broadcasting, it now gets. The last time we
looked at the figures, most American homes had television
and radio sets, and receivers were still selling briskly. Mr.
Bryant dees broadcasters a severe injustice to equate them
with the bucket shops of an earlier day.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"You send her right back, Atwood! You know our policy
on Christmas gifts!"
BROADCASTING, December 17, 1962

Good

news

from

. . . and we think that both advertisers and audiences
will be as pleased with this good news as we are.
Such famous CBS Radio stars as Garry Moore,
Arthur Godfrey, Leonard Bernstein and Art Linkletter will join company with our regular WJR
personalities Dec. 30th. Which makes our Complete
Range Programming more complete than ever before!
And it enhances our position as the dominant station
in America's 5th richest market!
And the millions of loyal WJR listeners drawn from

a Great

Medium

the over 17 million folks in our primary coverage
area? They become more loyal when they hear these
famous personalities as well as their favorite WJR
programs . . . all on the same station!
Yes, indeed, listeners — and advertisers — have cause
for celebration in the increased scope and variety of
WJR's Complete Range Programming. If you'd like
to learn how this can affect your future . . . ask your
Henry I. Christal representative to explain. It's
bound to raise your spirits.

DETROIT
WJR
760
^^50,000 WATTS
760
KC %^F50,000
Represented by Henry I. Christal Co., U.S. & Canada
Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles
New York • San Francisco
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Be ready for the heavy color telecasting schedules coming
up by installing RCA-4415's and RCA-4416's now. These
RCA Image Orthicons in matched sets of three— two RCA4415's for red and green channels and one RCA-4416 for
the blue— are highly recommended for color cameras utilizing simultaneous pickup. At ordinary black and white
lighting levels, these tubes produce excellent pictures in
color receivers as well as high-resolution pictures with
normal tone rendition in black and white receivers. Precision construction, field-mesh, plus closely matched characteristics assure uniform color in both highlights and in the
background over the entire scanned area.
Because they operate under normal black-and-white
studio lighting conditions, you will not have the problems
of high scene-lighting temperatures, the need for extra air
conditioning and many of the other lighting costs formerly
associated with indoor color pickup.
RCA-4415 and RCA-4416 are but two of RCA's broad
family of Image Orthicons. For fast delivery on these and
others in the line, see your authorized RCA Distributor of
Broadcast Tubes.
RCA's Family of Color Image Orthicons Includes :
RCA-4401 : Supplied in sets of three tubes having matched
characteristics and providing very high sensitivity in low
light-level studio and outdoor pickup.
RCA-7513: For highest-quality color TV where conventional color lighting is available and can be controlled.
This type is also available in matched sets as RCA-7513V1.
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This attractive brochure, containing pertinent information on the
RCA line of Camera Tubes, is available through your local distributor.
Ask for: RCA Camera Tubes —
(1CE-262).
RCA Electron Tube Division
Harrison, N. J.
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Tv documentaries catching on with viewers
and thus with advertisers
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Released

&
plans
for '63
just in time for the holidays, the

October-November ARB Market Report shows
KRLD-TV's homes reached total in the Dallas- Fort
Worth market to be 62% greater than that of Station B, 65% greater than that of Station C( and
323% greater than that of Station D.
To make sure your ad dollar goes further in
the New Year, see your Advertising Time Sales
representative. He'll put your 1963 television
budget into the right channel with a schedule on
KRLD-TV,

Channel 4.

represented nationally by
Advertising Time Sales, Inc.
THE

DALLAS

TIMES

HERALD

I—

!

STATIONS

Clyde w- Rembert President
L
Cha*wiet4, D(Mu^-Ft^/o^
MAXIMUM
POWER
TV-TWIN to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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Naming names
Problems in tv commercials seem to
come in cycles and experts are afraid
they see new round coming up. With
code officials already concerned over
increasing comparative claims in drug
advertising (Closed Circuit, Dec. 17,
1962) other advertisers are naming
rivals in highly competitive context.
Ronson, for example, has been on air
with commercial claiming its electric
razors have thinner cutting heads than
Remington, Norelco, Schick and Sunbeam. Similar name-that-competitor
commercials are known to be in preparation in always-competitive automotive and detergent fields, among
others.
Deal for KWTV

(TV)?

RKO General sale of its L2Vfc% interest in KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City
(see page 34) is seen as possibly sparking other changes in ownership of ch.
9 station. Figure of $725,000 paid by
stockholders Roy J. Turner and Luther
T. Dulaney for RKO General oneeighth interest figures out to $5.8 million for 100% ownership. But stockholders have offer of $7.5 million in
cash by Cowles Magazines & Broadcasting Inc., made month ago through
Hamilton-Landis Assoc.
Messrs. Turner and Dulaney and
others favor accepting Cowles offer,
but Griffin-Leake interests which hold
exactly 50%, are opposed. Arrangement between RKO General and
Messrs. Turner and Dulaney provides
that if station is sold within specified
period for more than $5.8 million
RKO General will share proportionately in extra sum.
Rewrite on sex
Chairman Thomas J. Dodd (DConn.) has asked staff of his Senate
Juvenile Delinquency Committee to
revise report it has prepared on subcommittee'son
lengthytelevision.
investigation
sex and violence
Mainof
purpose of revision, it's understood,
is to include "recently uncovered evidence" of how tv sex and violence
affect different types of children, normal as well as disturbed. Such evidence would, presumably, be aimed at
refuting argument that such programming cannot affect emotionally healthy
youngsters. Revised report is expected
to be ready for resubmission to Sen.
Dodd by this week. If he approves it,
report will then go to other subcommittee members.
Syndicators hopeful
Television program syndicators are
privately heartened by appointments
of new commissioners to FCC. Their

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

feeling is current FCC lineup will be
strong enough to persuade networks
to cut back more on prime network
program time, thereby opening up additional slots for syndicated films.
Some distributors anticipate "voluntary" relinquishing of more time by
late spring.
Drugs and kid shows
Proprietary drug advertisers are
evincing genuine concern over television code review inquiries in regard
to commercials. Informal rulings at
code staff level dealing with commercials in programs primarily directed
toward children have caused uneasiness and even speculation as to whether they are proper vehicles for certain
types of proprietary advertising.
Code Review Board hasn't considered imposing new limitations, it's understood, but the staff has raised questions regarding acceptability under existing code provisions. Proprietary
Assn., representing companies that
handle medicinal remedies sold over
counter, is conducting study at behest
of certain of its members.
No toll yet
Discount those reports that Storer
Broadcasting Co. is ready to plunge
into pay tv. Although top executives
were on West Coast recently conferring with sports promoters and others,
they deny company is making plans
to venture into pay medium.
Storer officials explain their pay tv
stand this way: Like other alert broadcasters they're keeping on top of new
medium, but they've made no decisions on company policy nor have
they made any commitments with Los
Angeles Rams or Angels for sports
coverage. Any suggestion Storer is
about to enter pay tv business is described as "unsupported projection."
Three-headed satellite
Not one man, but possibly three,
will constitute top echelon of new
communications satellite corporation.
Disposition, it's understood, is to have
board chairman who may or may not
be chief executive officer, and perhaps vice chairman as well as president, with latter nominally directing
head. Notion is that one policy executive will be spending much of his
time before committees of Congress
because of interest in what's destined
to be multi-billion dollar project. During formative stages executive in
charge of operations and organization

won't have time to testify at congressional will. Third executive presumably would devote major energies to
negotiations with foreign governments
on participation in satellite project.
History dramas

$250,000

CBS-TV has earmarked approximately $250,000 per week as timeand-talent budget for network's new
hour series of dramas set against
American history background (see
page
season,19).
was Series,
one of set
two for
plans1963-64
given
"top priority" in CBS Affiliates Advisory Board meeting of few weeks ago.
Other: new half-hour daily (Mon.Fri.) news show for next season
(Broadcasting, Dec. 17).
Airline goes network
Eastern Airlines is going "network
tv" for first time with participations
on NBC-TV's Today show, starting
Jan. 8. Lineup reportedly will include
more than 60 stations, but West Coast
markets,
out of Eastern's
run, will which
not bearecovered.
Previous
airline buys on tv networks were in
1959, it's reported, when United Airlines and Capital Airlines spent approximately $30,000 each in gross
time. Eastern's venture represents
higher expenditure, however. Agency:
Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden
Inc., New York.
Automatic action
Communications lawyers are toying
with old idea to overcome FCC practice of "denial by inaction." Idea is
to sell Congress on new law that
would force commission into taking
action on application within six
months, or approval would be considered automatic. This is similar to procedure followed at Securities & Exchange Commission where applications for stock issues are considered
to be approved if agency makes no
move
within
30 days given
of filing.
It's
also same
as authority
President
in reorganizing executive department
agencies; unless proposal is overridden
by Congress, reorganization becomes
effective.
Concept of automatic approvals
goes back almost to 1934 when Communications Act was adopted. Spur
to idea in recent days comes from
WAVY-TV Norfolk sale situation
where FCC waited 18 months before
setting hearing on application for sale
to Gannett Co. This resulted in Gan49).
nett's dropping deal (see story, page
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Eighteen reasons why the KAY-TALL News Department is UNMATCHED in
the Ark-La-Tex ... for COVERAGE of the news . . . MANPOWER to reach it . . .
EQUIPMENT to handle it . . . and EXPERIENCE with it!
KTAL-TV News now presents the area's ONLY FULL-HOUR TV Newscast . . .
. . . NEWSCOPE, 5:30-6:30 P. M., Monday through Friday, with Huntley-Brinkley,
Local News, Regional News, Opinion, plus
EXCLUSIVE Radar Weather - In - Motion!
R TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
CHANNEL 6 NBC FOR
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There's growing recognition of the quality and importance of television's documentaries. This is shown by
advertiser participation and audience acceptance. The
consensus credits tv for fairness. See lead story . . .
DOCUMENTARY

STATURE

GROWS

(SHH) FROM

SPONSORS

ALLOCATIONS

PLAN

the way television is booming sales. Sunbeam's out of
words and many stores are out of Sunbeam items. See . . .
SUNBEAM'S

BIG CAMPAIGN

TV DISSECTED

CITRUS

IN L. A

OMAHA

PLEA ... 48

AD

BUDGET

CHILLED

... 24

A former NBC vice president, Charles R. Denny (now at
RCA), flatly denied last week that NBC made threats to
Westinghouse in connection with exchange of their Cleveland and Philadelphia station properties. See . . .
DENNY

DENIES

NBC

THREATS

... 50

Britain's commercial tv system (ITA) has been given a
new set of government rules. They'll cut profits and the
role of large program firms but much of the Pilkington
report was turned down. See . . .
ITA TO

... 26

A group of prominent tv people, speaking at a Los Angeles Tv Academy panel program, praised and chastised
tv programming. The chastising, as usual, dominated the
discussion of the medium's service. See . . .

DENIED

A hard Florida freeze has upset plans of the Florida
Citrus Commission to spend a record $12.5 million to sell
its season's crop. It's feared as much as half the crop
has been destroyed by mid-month cold spell. See . . .

... 43

There just aren't enough praise words for Sunbeam
Corp., Chicago appliance firm, when it starts telling about

at Omaha. That's NAB's fate at the coming
probe in the Nebraska city. FCC denied the
plea to intervene as a party but said it could
evidence. See . . .
NAB

... 46

The long-awaited national fm allocation came out of the
FCC's staff last week. Pending commission action, there's
a freeze on fm grants and acceptance of applications.
Channels assigned specific cities. See . . .
FM

Ostracized
FCC program
association's
offer relevant

... 19

Commercials aren't louder; they just seem that way.
That's the reasoning behind a confused FCC's decision
to investigate the matter. So now broadcasters, engineers,
advertisers and the public are asked to help. See . . .
WORD

BRIEF

HAVE

MORE

VOICE

... 55

Despite the lack of daily newspapers, New York department stores wound up the holiday buying season without
severe effects. Advertisers continued to make increasing
use of radio and tv as stations fill gap. See . . .

36
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... 32
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 II f"
Complete coverage of week begins on page 19 j\ J

Examiner
PIONEERING

unmoved
HISTORY

by RCA-NBC

IRRELEVANT,

Development of RCA and NBC in
1920s has no significance in comparative hearing between NBC and Philco
Broadcasting Co. for ch. 3 Philadelphia,
FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham told network last Friday.
He said NBC exhibits constitute
"great mass of irrelevant documents" in
comparative case and "appear to me to
be out of line and inappropriate." Examiner's statement came after NBC and
Philco had exchanged hearing exhibits
for comparative phase of many-sided
case which begins Jan. 2 (see earlier
story, page 50). NBC is seeking license
renewal for WRCV-TV Philadelphia
(ch. 3) and Philco is seeking new tv
station on channel.
"FCC expects these comparative cases
to be streamlined," Mr. Cunningham
said in chastising NBC for history contained in its exhibits. He said "wholly
irrelevant" material, which begins with
RCA activities in 1919, would open
areas for cross-examination which could
continue for 10 months. Examiner told
parties not to go back beyond 1954 in
exhibits and to present direct cases
within five days of hearings.
Irving Segal, attorney for NBC, said
small amount of historical material was
put into exhibits to show that NBC and
RCA had been pioneers in broadcasting. He said major portion of NBC
documents concerns last two years of
operation of WRCV-TV. "I don't think
we should be criticized for a brief excursion into history," he told examiner.

'People Look at Tv'
Publication of what CBS considers to be first comprehensive
study ofuation ofAmerican
tv now set public's
for Feb.eval18.
Book is "The People Look at
Television," prepared as report of
nationwide survey conducted by
Bureau of Applied Social Research of Columbia U., under
CBS grant. Alfred A. Knopf is
publisher of new report.
In discussing study plans last
summer, Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS
president, called report probable
"breakthrough" in social research
that may be a "landmark" in the
study of mass communications
(Broadcasting, July 2).

history

CUNNINGHAM

HOLDS

Mr. Cunningham agreed to take official notice of radio-tv pioneering of
RCA-NBC. Robert Sarnoff, NBC board
chairman, will be the starting witness
when network begins its comparative
case next week.
Also at Friday session, parties agreed
to enter stipulations in issues concerning
alleged antitrust and anticompetitive
activities of RCA-NBC and Philco and
later's parent, Ford Motor Co., prior
to 1954. Lengthy testimony and over
200 exhibits are in record concerning
such alleged practices by both parties
since Jan. I, 1954.
Plans

set for talks

on am overpopulation
NAB radio development subcommittee completed plans at weekend for
joint conference with FCC (Jan. 7-8)
on ways to solve radio's overpopulation
problem.
Subcommittee met with NAB staff
and several consulting engineers to review series of charts and reports covering technical aspects of present radio
station complex. Members of subcommittee were George C. Hatch, KALL
Salt Lake City, a prime mover in effort
to solve spectrum overcrowding and
chairman of top Radio Development
Committee; Carl Lee, Fetzer Stations,
chairman of engineering subcommittee,
and Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur,
111., chairman of non-engineering research subcommittee.
Idea for joint NAB-FCC discussion
of what to do about overcrowding in
many markets bore fruition at 1962
NAB convention when FCC Chairman
Newton N. Minow said commission
would welcome get-together session.
Commission also will have staff information dealing with engineering and
other aspects of problem.
ABC-TV

to announce

two-part crime series
ABC-TV is expected to announce today new program series with unusual
format for 1963-64 season: two 45minute programs back to back in prime
time that will relate to each other,
though each program will be self-contained, and can be viewed separately.
Show tentatively slated for Sunday
time period is Revue-produced and has
title of Arrest and Trial. First program
of 45 minutes will deal with tracking

down and arrest of suspect in crime
(stars Ben Gazzara as detective), and
second 45-minute show deals with district attorney prosecution and trial
(Chuck Connors of Rifleman fame
plays role of district attorney).
Catholic

by NBC-TV

for 1963

s
NBC-TV'on
ons inschedule
producti
Major
1963
religious
program
Sundays, 1:30-2 p.m., will be four-part
exploration of history of Roman Catholic church, filmed in eight countries,
and four-installment study of popular
arts in America.
Program's calendar, announced by
Doris Ann, executive producer and
manager of NBC-TV religious programming, is shared by major faith
groups. Specific programs in the series
will be: Frontiers of Faith (24 times);
The Catholic Hour (16); The Eternal
Light (8); The Southern Baptist Hour
(4); /(1).
Believe (1), and Faith and the
Bible
NBC-TV animal series
to be aired in color
New NBC-TV color series featuring
segments on wild animals and primitive
peoples begins Jan. 6 (Sundays, 3:304 p.m. EST). Program, fully sponsored
as 13-week series by Mutual of Omaha,
through Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha, and
titled Mutual of Omaha's Wild Kingdom, is produced by Don Meier Productions Inc., Chicago.
Pioneer

adman

McCann,

wife, die in car wreck
Harrison K. McCann, 82, founder
and former board chairman, H. K. McCann Co. (McCann-Erickson Inc.),
and his wife Dorothy, 67, were killed
Friday when their car struck stone
abutment at overpass on Long Island
Expressway.
Mr. McCann left Standard Oil Co. to
found his own advertising agency, which
opened for business Jan. 1, 1912.
Standard was first client. McCann Co.
merged with A. W. Erickson Co. to
form McCann-Erickson in 1930. Chairmanship was turned over to Marion
Harper Jr. in 1958. Parent firm is now
known as Interpublic Inc. and McCannErickson is division.
Mr. McCann helped found American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, was active in Audit Bureau of Circulations.
Mrs. McCann was former vice president for tv-radio at agency, and also
was well-known as radio producer.
■hbb
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WEEK'S

HEADLINERS

AM-FM-TV Boston; CKLW-AM-FMTV Detroit- Windsor; WHBQ-AM-TV
Memphis; KFRC-AM-FM San Francisco; WGMS-AM-FM Washington.
Organization also includes RKO General National Sales Div. and Eastern
Broadcasting Corp.

flr. Watson

Mr. Poor

John B. Poor and Hathaway Watson
elected president of RKO General Inc.
and president of newly created RKO
General Broadcasting, respectively.
Under previous corporate structure,
RKO General president was Thomas
F. O'Neil, board chairman of General
Tire & Rubber Co. and its wholly
owned subsidiary, RKO General Inc.
Mr. Poor had served as vp and Mr.
Watson as vp in charge of broadcasting
operations. Mr. O'Neil said specialized
nature of commercial broadcasting warranted creation of separate organization. Mr. Watson was with management firm of Booz, Allen & Hamilton
from 1951-59, prior to joining RKO
General. Mr. Poor had been president
of Mutual. RKO General Stations are:
WOR-AM-FM-TV New York; KHJAM-FM-TV
Los Angeles; WNAC-

John W. Burgard, vp in charge
of advertising for
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., named
chairman of
broadcast committee of Assn.
of National Advertisers, New
Mr. Burgard
York. He succeeds Harry F.
Schroeter, National Biscuit Co., new
ANA chairman, who continues as
broadcast committee member. Mr.

shops on television advertising, next
of which is set for March 6.
Lester Bernstein, vp for corporate affairs at
NBC, New York,
resigns to become
national affairs
editor of
Newsweek magazine,
with headquarters
in New York.
He is succeeded
ernstein
by Robert D.
Kasmire, NBC
director of corporate information. Mr.
Bernstein joined NBC as director of
information in July 1958 from post of
associate editor of Time magazine. He
was appointed director of NBC corporate affairs in December 1959, and
following month (January 1960) was
elected to newly created post of vp for
corporate affairs. Prior to joining Time
in 1948, Mr. Bernstein was with New
York Times' drama desk. Mr. Kasmire
was in news department of WJAR
Providence, R. I., in early 1950's, subsequently wasformer
Associated
man and with
New Press
York newsGov.
Averell Harriman before joining NBC
in 1959 as coordinator of special projects in corporate planning department.

Burgard heads committee's study group
on network contracts, which has been
active in number of areas including
efforts to reduce so-called "clutter" between tv programs. Other broadcast
committee activities include new procedures for negotiations with broadcast
talent unions on television commercials
(Broadcasting, Nov. 12) and annual
Assn. of National Advertisers' workFor other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

TvB's 'first aid kit'
planned for retailers
Television Bureau of Advertising is
planning early 1963 introduction of
"first aid kit" for retailers telling them
how they can keep television production costs down.
Idea for kit originated during current newspaper strikes, in which some
retailers relied on broadcast media for
advertising day-to-day merchandise. Although kit is intended to help retailers
use tv in emergency situations, TvB
hopes it'll have general use as well.
NAB joint board sets
two Phoenix meetings
Two separate meetings of NAB's
joint board will be held during five-day
meeting Jan. 14-18 at Camelback Inn,
Phoenix, Ariz., according to Everett E.
Revercomb, NAB secretary-treasurer.
With one exception board week agendas in recent years have included two
days of committee meetings, one-day
radio, one-day tv and one-day joint
board sessions.
Here is week's schedule: Monday —
tv finance, radio finance, general fund
finance and membership committees;
10

Tuesday- — Distinguished Service Award
Subcommittee, convention committee
and afternoon joint board session;
Wednesday — tv board; Thursday — radio board and reception honoring retiring board members; Friday — joint
board meeting.
Five now

in running

to head space firm
Pool of prospects to head satellite
communications corporation has been
narrowed to five, and it's possible space
company may have chief executive officer when board of incorporators meets
again next month.
This was principal action taken by
board at meeting in New York Friday.
It followed report that Gen. Lauris
Norstad, NATO commander, is unavailable for job (see page 54).
Other actions:
■ Approved "Space Communications
Corp." as official name of company.
» Approved two-year lease of 20acre Tregaron estate in northwest
Washington as temporary headquarters.
Lease is subject to zoning variance and
application has been submitted to District of Columbia commissioners.
■ Considered articles of incorpora-

tion in light of discussions with Dept.
of Justice lawyers and counsel for common carriers. Revised articles will be
considered again next month.
ABC

to dedicate

Washington center
Formal dedication of ABC's new
Washington news installation at 1124
Connecticut Ave., N.W., near Mayflower Hotel, is being set for early January, it was indicated at ABC in New
York Friday (Dec. 21).
Renovated structure at downtown location (Broadcasting, Dec. 3) features
showroom, sidewalk installation. Operating areas are on street level to permit
passers-by to see newsmen on air and
control rooms in action.
Bureau's two tv studios can be connected by movable soundproof doors
into single studio, and radio studio
exists for network news originations.
Entire operation is transistor-equipped.
Equipment includes audio tape machines, video-tape recorders and cameras, all transistorized. Switching equipment, special effects, amplifiers and control devices are set up to handle most
complex news presentation, according
to network.
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Inherit

the

tremendous
audiences
these great
Warner Bros,
properties
built in your

have
area...

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing

AND

IT'S A

GOOD

ONE

NOW THERE IS ONLY
ONE STATION IN ALL
OF CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA WHICH CARRIES
THE COMPLETE LINEUP
OF ABC NETWORK PROCRAMS. Only on Channel
27 can the people in Harrisburg, York and Lebanon
see BEN CASEY, MCHALE'S NAVY, STONEY
BURKE, COMBAT, LAWRENCE WELK, and all the
other top audience producers. And they can see
them better from our new,
taller tower (500' high)
and more powerful antenna. Just watch us — everybody does!
*See March 1962 ARB
or ask Harrington,
Righter and
Parsons.

HARRISBURC, YORK
& LEBANON
12

DECEMBER
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual fall conference, Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh. Theme of the conference is "Marketing in istration
Transition."
and from
regmaterials mayInformation
be obtained
the American Marketing Assn., 27 East
Monroe St., Chicago 3, 111.
Dec. 28 — Comments on FCC proposed rulemaking to require applicants, permittees
and licensees to keep file for public
inspection of all broadcast applications.
JANUARY 1963
Jan. 1 — Deadline for domestic entries for
third International Broadcasting Awards
competition of Hollywood Ad Club. Foreign
entries are due Jan. 15. Entries should be
sent to IBA, P. O. Box 38909, Hollywood
38, Calif.
Jan. 7-8— NAB-FCC joint conference on
am growth problems. Conference Is open
to all interested parties.
Jan. 9 — Reply comments due at FCC on
proposed allocation of frequencies for space
communications.
*Jan. 10— Deadline for 1962 entries for
George Foster Peabody Radio and Television Awards. Entries should be sent to
Dean John E. Drewry, Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens,
Ga.
Jan. 10-19 — International Television Festival of Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Jan. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC proposed rulemaking to require all applicants,
permittees and licensees to keep file for
public
cations. inspection of all broadcast appli•Jan. 11-13— Eleventh annual Retail Advertising Conference, The Palmer House,
Chicago. Laurence J. Taylor, vp, Hillsdale
College, Michigan, will conduct a creative
development workshop at 10 a.m. Saturday
(Jan. 12).
Jan. 12 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
board of directors meeting, Cherry-Plaza,
Orlando, Fla. Orlando broadcasters will
host
hour"FABat 6members
p.m. Board
meets a at"hospitality
dinner, 7 p.m.
are
invited to send President Joe Field or
Executive Sec. Ken Small suggestions for
items to go on agenda.
•Jan. 14 — Deadline for filing of responses to
FCC political questionaires.
Jan. 14 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place to be
announced; BBC documentary film, "Television and the World," Collier Young, coordinator.
Jan. 14-18 — NAB board meeting. Camelback Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
•Jan. 17-19vention— ofSixteenth
annual Broadcasters
winter conSouth Carolina
Assn., Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia,
S. C. H. Moody McElveen Jr., vp and general manager of WNOK-AM-FM-TV Columbia, is general chairman. Among the
key speakers are: Edmund C. Bunker,
president-elect, RAB; Julian Goodman,
vice president for news and public affairs,
NBC, and broadcast personality Bud
Collyer.
Jan. 18 — South Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn., Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia, in
conjunction with the meeting of the South
Carolina Broadcasters Assn. Panelists will
discuss how to make full use of the AP
news report — and how to make that report
better by sharing in news gathering. Lamar
Caldwell, WHSC Hartsville, will discuss
the
survey made by the Wire Study Committee.

Jan. 18-20 — Advertising Assn. of the West
mid-winter conference, Mapes Hotel, Reno,
Nev.
Jan. 20 — Iowa AP Radio & Television
Assn. annual winter workshop meeting in
Des Moines.
•Jan. 21 — Deadline for comments to FCC
rulemaking proposals to allow (1) joint
use of auxiliary tv stations and microwave
facilities of closed-circuit etv systems for
transmitting on parttime and secondary
basis to on-the-air etv stations and station
to closed-circuit; and (2) make available
1850-1990 mc band to etv for extended
range, closed-circuit purposes.
•Jan. 22 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
board meeting. U. of Georgia, Athens.
Jan. 22-24 — Eighteenth annual Georgia
Radio-TV Institute, co-sponsored by Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters and U. of Georgia,
Athens. FCC Commissioner E. William
Henry;
GeorgiaLabunski,
Governor-elect
Carl Sanders; Stephen
WMCA New
York;
Maury Webster, CBS Radio Spot Sales;
Stephen Riddleberger, ABC owned radio
stations, Edmund C. Bunker, presidentelect, RAB; and John Mooney, WKGN
Knoxville, are among participants.
Jan. 23 — Colorado AP Broadcasters Assn.,
meeting. Hilton Hotel, Denver.
•Jan. 23-24 — Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.
convention, Hotel Cornhusker, Omaha. NAB
President LeRoy Collins will be principal
speaker.
Jan. 23-25 — Association Public Affairs Conference, for business leaders and members
of trade and professional associations.
Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Program topics include "The Impact on
Business by the 88th Congress," "Business
and the Dept. of Justice" and "The Businessman and Politics."
Jan. 25 — AWRT Educational Foundation
board of trustees meeting, Savoy-Hilton
Hotel, New York City.
Jan. 25-27 — American Women in Radio &
Television board of directors meeting,
Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York City.
Jan. 28 — FCC hearing on availability of
local television programming on Omaha,
siding.
Neb. Commissioner E. William Henry preJan. 29-Mar. 3— Award winning examples
of western editorial and advertising art,
selected by Art Directors Club of Los
Angeles in 18th annual competition, on
exhibit at Museum of Science & Industry,
Exposition Park, Los Angeles.
Jan. 30. -Feb. 2— National Winter Convention on Military Electronics, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles. The convention is cosponsored by the Los Angeles section of
Institute of Radio Engineers and the National Professional Group on Military Electronics.
•Jan. 31 — Deadline for nominations to
Radio Hall of Fame by those in broadcasting as well as public. Address: American
College of Radio Arts, Crafts & Sciences,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago 5.
•Jan. 31 — Deadline for comments to FCC
proposals of Jan. 21 (above).
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1— Deadline for entries in National
Safety Council's annual Public Interest
Award contest to public information media.
Entries should be sent to National Safety
Council, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11,
on official entry blanks available from
same address.
Feb. 1 — UPI Broadcasters of Massachusetts annual Tom Phillips Awards Dinner,
Nick's Restaurant, Boston. James Allen of
WBZ-TV
Boston,alsopresiding.
tion of officers
scheduled.Annual elecBROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

RCA's
most
popular
AM
transmitter
This 1 KW AM Transmitter is one of the finest RCA has
for building heat, thanks to reliable silicon rectifiers and
temperature controlled crystals . . . simplified operation and
ever offered. More have been installed than any other type
single tuning procedures, with all operating controls mounted
RCA 1 KW Transmitter— because it ideally meets requirements of local stations.
on the front panel.
For the listeners, the best sound and the loudest sound.
If you want the finest 1 KW, you'll want to know more
For the owners, highest assurance of fine performance, with
about the BTA-1R1 . Call your RCA Broadcast Representaa long list of operating advantages: Accessibility full front
tive. Whatever your broadcast requirements, you'll find him
exceedingly helpful. Or write to RCA Broadcast and Teleand rear for easy maintenance . . . low operating costs with
vision Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N.J.
few tube types . . . unrestricted remote control without need

The

Most

Trusted

Name

in Radio

OVERWHELMINGLY
THE LEADER* IN THE
SYRACUSE MARKET

OPEN MIKE
Broadcast federation

•

editor: Your editorial on a federation
of broadcasting [Editorials, Dec. 10]
made me think of that old cliche, "wish
I'd said it." It's the best idea proposed
in a long time. — Abe Schechter, A. A.
Schechter Assoc. Inc., New York.
Testimonial

Delivers 50%*
more homes
"B"
than Station

editor: From Broadcasting's birth to
present I've used your informative journal to keep me alert to industry doings.
Through key jobs in several radio stations, the AAF in World War II and
six federal agencies your magazine has
been my constant companion. — Elbert
Haling, assistant to regional director,
Public Housing Administration, Fort
Worth.
Thanks from NEA

WS

YR

• T

V

Channel 3 - SYRACUSE, N. T. ■ 100 KW
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N.Y.
, HARRINGTON, R1GHTER Ic PARSONS

WTRF-TV

iSSK
ANNUAL AWARDS
ANNOUNCED!
DIRTY BIRD AWARD goes to
the father of the little guy
told his inmother,
"We Dad
had
fun sitting
the park.
"Awards!" who
imitated a bird every time a
girl passed
by."
wtrf-tv
Wheeling
ASSET TO MUSIC AWARD goes to the
Twist,"
the Efootloose
fanny-free frolic
that
put the
back in and
-motion!
Wheeling wtrf-tv
JOB DEDICATION
AWARD
executive so devoted to
his workgoesthatto hethekeeps
his secretary near his bed in case he gets
an idea during the night.
wtrf-tv Wheeling
APPROPRIATE NAME AWARDS ... the first
goes to the home builder who called his new
development "Cesund Heights" . . . second
goes
"Mafia,"
car inwiththea glove
hood
under toevery
hood the
and foreign
a heater
compartment . . . and third is awarded to
the SOB, the new organization of so-called
"Sons Of Business."
Wheeling wtrf-tv
EFFECTIVE TV AWARD goes to NBC for
having such a powerful Wheeling area affiliate and for the wtrf-tv NBC audience survey
which reported that a man, born deaf, viewed
just two episodes of Dr. Kildare then heard
from his cousin in California.
wtrf-tv Wheeling
APPROPRIATE GIFT AWARD goes to the
courtin' cannibal who went wooing his lady
fair with a box of Farmer Fannie's and a book
entitled "How To Serve Your Fellow Man."
Wheeling wtrf-tv
BEST REP AWARD is presented to George P.
Hollingbery for being the REPutable national
authority on the Wheeling-Steubenville InOhio Valley
and what
can
sell for dustrial
alert
advertisers
who WTRF-TV
want results!
CHANNEL
SEVEN
14

[\R WHEELING,
CT
WEST VIRGINIA

editor: I want to thank you most sincerely for the very fine article on the
NEA project for using tv to improve
urban life [Programming, Dec. 10].
1 felt this was a good reporting job, and
commend you and your staff. — Harold
E. Wigren, educational tv consultant,
National Education Assn., Washington.
Wanted: radio-tv newsman
editor: . . . The International Labor
Organization, with headquarters in
Geneva, has available a job opportunity
as radio-tv news director. The qualifications call for a reasonably experienced
person in the radio-tv production and
news fields, responsible for radio tapes
and tv film material for distribution
throughout the world; he must have a
modest working knowledge of the
French language; his age should be
between 27 and 40. The salary of
$7,500 to $8,000 is completely tax-free
and he will receive transportation for
himself, family and furniture. . . . Any
potentially qualified applicants may
contact me. — Richard P. Doherty, president, Television-Radio Management
Corp., 1816 Jefferson Place, N.W.,
Washington 6, D. C. Telephone Federal 8-1957.
Wrong producer
editor: In the story headlined "Overcommercialism" [Government, Dec.
10], there appears a quotation from
Newt Minow credited to "CBS-TV's
Youth Wants to Know." Youth Wants
to Know is not a CBS-TV program. It
is independently packaged by Ted
Granik and purchased for broadcast in
Washington by WTOP-TV.— John S.
Hayes, president, Post-Newsweek Stations, Washington, D. C.
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JUST

OFF

THE

PRESS

FACILITIES OF TELEVISION: Station profiles, call letters, channels, allocations,
applications pending, catv, translators.

CI

tj*

FACILITIES OF AM/FM RADIO: Station directory includes executive personnel,
speciality programs, reps, call letters,
frequencies.
BROADCASTfacturersEQUIPMENT/FCC
RULES: Guide;
Manu&services, new Product
awards & citations, tv network map.
CODES/PROGRAM SERVICES: Tv and radio
codes; program producers, distributors,
production services, news services, talent
agents, foreign language and negro programming bystations.
REPRESENTATIVES, NETWORKS, TRADE
GROUPS including regional reps and networks; attorneys, consultants, engineers,
associations.
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AGENCIES, ADVERTISERS, BILLINGS: Leading advertisers, agencies and their billings;
books schools, trends.
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Designed for your specialized "must know" references, the 1963 BROADCASTING Yearbook issue is the
largest (632 pages) and most complete encyclopedia- type book ever published for the business of radio-tv
broadcasting and the associated arts and services.
....... ....... USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.----■
1735 DeSales Street, N.W.,
BROADCASTING
Washington 6, D. C.
THE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO)
Compiled, written and edited by
the same staff that produces
BROADCASTING— The Businessweekly of Television and Radio
— serving the business of broadcasting since 1931.
LIMITED EDITION— $5.00 copy

"Subscription copies to be
mailed week of December 26.

□

1963 Yearbook and the next
52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $12.00
□ 52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $7.00
□ 1963 BROADCASTING Yearbook only— $5.00
□ Payment Enclosed □ Pis. Bill
name

title / position*

company name
city
address
zone
Please send to home address

state

MONDAY
Needed:

MEMO
tv shows

that

Almost 200 children's television
shows have come across this desk in
the
and have
I'm amazed
to
find past
how two
few years
of them
been sold.
But even more amazing is the remarkable sameness of all the material.
The largest single group is the animated cartoons of cats chasing mice,
mice chasing cats, or the equivalent in
formula. Just change the animals, invent a new alliterative name, and you
have a new idea for a children's animated show. Mickey Mouse, indeed!
Then there are the animated shows
that revolve around a supercharacter,
so strong, so fast, so smart or so dumb,
he stands apart from the rest of the
cast and by this minor distinction is the
hero of the series. Sounds like Popeye
all Next
over again,
it? shows that
are thedoesn't
animated
merely borrow a plot premise from a
known situation comedy and transfer
the characters to animation. A bow to
Messrs. Hanna and Barbera, who have
been able to use this formula successfully with The Flintstones, Top Cat and
now The Jetsons. A sneer to their imitators, who haven't been able to click.
Lately there has been a rash of animated shows based on famous characters from the comic strips or from other
entertainment sources. Dick Tracy was
one of the first of these, but since this
strip is devoid of moppet humor, Mister Tracy has been relegated to the role
of host-narrator of his own show and
the real program is based on characters
less popular, less appealing and more
formulized. Now we see that King
Features is out selling a "new" library
of animated subjects . . . Krazy Kat,
Barney Google and Beetle Bailey. No
doubt there'll be some success in placing these as stations run out of their
Popeye and Bozo cartoon libraries.
Animation for All Ages ■ Then there
are the "hip" animated shows. These
are generously larded with social satire
and are purported to have something
for the kids and adults alike. Rocky
and His Friends was among the first
of these, I guess, and Jay Ward quickly
expanded this one to the now existing
Bullwinkle show. We've seen ideas and
pilots for almost a dozen more just like
it. The only trouble with these is they
are really not for kids at all. When
you see this kind of show playing at
5:30 in traditional children's time and
still pulling more adults to the sets than
children, you can be pretty sure the
kids aren't getting the jokes.
Yes, there have been a few exceptions that have tried to break away
16

from CY SCHNEIDER, vp, Carson/ Roberts, Los Angeles
please

kids, advertisers

from these formulas. We tried with our
own Beany & Cecil show and so did
Alvin & the Chipmunks. These shows
are really a combination of the elements
from all the formulas. Many others are
also less tried and true and consequently
remain unsold.
Except for Exceptions ■ Why the preponderance of animation? Will kids
respond only to cartoons? One could
almost give a general affirmative to that
question, except for the exceptions.
Yes, live-action shows like Dennis the
Menace, Lassie, Mr. Ed, Sky King,
Fury, the Disney shows and a few
others are reaching children regularly
and in large numbers, but these expensive vehicles aren't being made for
placement in children's time.
There are few live action shows being produced solely for a child audience. The audience from six to twelve
years old has shown a substantial shifting to the evening situation comedies —
shows presumably for adults but programmed in the early evening when
they attract the entire family and, with
it,
the largest
television
today. children's audiences in
The few live action shows being made
for children today are mostly formatted
around a personality and are intended
for the younger, pre-school audience.
Captain Kangaroo, Shari Lewis and
The Magic Land of Allakazam with
Mark Wilson are good examples. These
seem to run to a formula, too, and the
number of performers who want to
stereotype sonthemselves
as children's peralities isseverely limited.
The Crossroads ■ What, then, does
the future hold for children's television?
At this point in time we are at a crossroads. Last year, Newton Minow took
one broad look at children's television
and was appalled — not only at the
sameness in entertainment but at the

and

Minow

complete lack of any real instructive
material for millions of children who
watch an average of 5 hours per day.
In a speech he asked that each network
devote at least a half-hour per week to
good, educational programming for
children. All complied almost instantly.
NBC started One, Two, Three— Go
and now has Exploring. CBS came on
with Reading Room. And ABC went
the others one better and this fall started to program Discovery a half-hour
each day, five days a week. Wonderful!
Except that no one's watching, except
possibly Mr. Minow and his family.
The advertisers who thought it was a
good idea to participate in educational
tv may start looking elsewhere. And
who can blame them? Sure, ratings
aren't everything; selection is important,
too. But it would be a little difficult to
prove that the few kids who are watching these educational shows are any
more affluent or more inveterate consumers than the larger numbers of children watching animated shows.
What Comes Next ■ Where do we go
from here? It seems futile to keep prokind ofan "edu-tainsame getting
ment" when grammingittheisn't
audience.
And, tv costs being what they are, these
shows are a poor risk even for the advertiser with a public conscience.
To keep
on disheartening.
the same old for-It
mula stuffbetting
is a bit
neither breaks you out of the pack nor
makes any friends for the advertiser or
broadcaster who must be sure to be on
the right side of both parents and kids.
Somewhere between the stuffiness of
an old fashioned schoolroom and sameness of more "sillytoons" is a solution.
We regard it as an important creative
challenge and we, for one, are working
on it right now. If we arrive at an anan answer that takes, you'll be the
first toswer, know.

Cy Schneider, vp and account supervisor,
Carson/ Roberts Inc., has been in advertising—and with Carson/ Roberts— for his
entire business career. He joined as an
advertising trainee in 1953, and has
worked in almost every phase of the
agency's operation. In his supervision and
active account work for Mattel Inc., California-based toymaker, he has become
intimately acquainted and concerned with
the history and problems of television
programming for children's audiences.
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BUT...

WKZO

Radio Moves

in Kalamazoo

Shelf Goods

and

WKZO RADIO MARKET
COVERAGE AREA • NCS '61

Greater Western

Michigan!

Something to chew on : NCS '61 credits WKZO Radio
with more circulation than any radio rival in Greater
Western Michigan — with 40.4% more than all other
Kalamazoo stations combined.
More food for thought: the 6-county Pulse of Sept., '62
shows WKZO Radio outrating all competitors in 358 of
360 quarter-hours surveyed — dominating all hours
surveyed, in total listening and adult listening.
Finally — Greater Western Michigan is a growth market.
Sales Management has predicted that Kalamazoo will
outgrow all other U.S. cities in personal income and retail
sales between 1960 and 1965.
Get all the amazing facts from your Avery-Knodel man!
%Roast beef canned in 1823 {and salvaged from H. M. S. Fury) was opened in 1958.

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representative*
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MEASURE

OF

LEADERSHIP

Broadcast leadership isn't always best measured by audience surveys.
Take the case of WFIL-TV, Philadelphia. Although a consistently strong
"survey" leader for more than five years, the true measure of WFIL-TV
leadership is found in the station's record of community involvement.
For example, the WFIL Studio Workshop. Three production companies,
organized and directed by WFIL-TV personnel, are now "on the road" in
Delaware Valley, presenting community fund-raising performances for a variety
of neighborhood projects at no expense to the various sponsoring
organizations. The Studio Workshop presentation of "Hedda Gabler" in its
television premiere in prime time on November 30 played to an audience of
some 366,000 people, in competition against formidable network opposition.
WFIL-TV

is the survey leader in Philadelphia. More important,

WFIL-TV

is the community interest leader in Philadelphia.
Represented by Blair
m i • •
™ ■ Television

18

Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania
V
IL-T
WF
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DOCUMENTARIES
a Commercial
■ Wider

choice

m Agencies

acceptance
of topics

agree

increases
promised

informational

The growing acceptance of television
documentaries by the public is extending to advertisers and their agencies.
With this increasing popularity and
the successful experiences of the past
season both network executives and the
documentary producers are gaining confidence in the format and a surer touch
in handling controversial subjects. This
will show itself next year in greater
frequency of informational programs
and a wider choice of topics.
Increasing commercial acceptance of
documentaries is traceable in some degree to manifest audience interest, but
some advertisers feel that the prestige
attached to the format more than outweighs any deficiencies in number of
viewers. This trend is by no means
unanimous however.
During 1962, network documentaries
on such diverse topics as highway problems, welfare policies, sterilization, the
East-West Berlin tunnel and integration,
among others, created outcries from
certain segments of viewers. Agency,
network and producer executives canvassed byBroadcasting dismissed these
protests as the reaction of minority
groups of one type or another responding to specific sensitivities.
Fair Viewpoints ■ The consensus was
that tv documentaries and informational specials are invariably fair, presenting a wide range of viewpoints on the
issues under exploration.
Agency officials brushed aside suggestions that sharply pinpointed programs which precipitate controversy
may meet widespread sponsor resistance. Many felt a tasteful, well-balanced presentation of a vital program
could become even more attractive to
an advertiser if it were provocative.
They agreed that a small group of advertisers are reluctant to underwrite
documentaries on grounds such sponsorship is"bad business" in the risk of
offending any segment of their audience. But they noted that this same
advertising philosophy extends even to
entertainment shows.
They regarded the recent defection of
two advertisers — Kemper Insurance Co.
and Schick Safety Razor Co. — from the
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

GROW

IN

as audience

as producers

specials

are

ABC-TV lineup as a result of convicted
perjurer Alger Hiss' appearance on a
program dealing with Richard M. Nix"quite unusual" (Broadcasting,
Nov.on as 19).
Prestige Factor ■ The agencymen interviewed generally are favorably disposed toward sponsorship of documentary and other informational programming erations
because
"prestige"
considand ofof athedesire
to contribute
to a well-informed citizenry.
But several noted that they still have
to convince some clients who often cite
the relatively low ratings of documentary offerings.
Other highlights of the canvass of
agency, network and producer executives:
■ Both the audience and the advertisers have matured during the past two
or three years to the point that programs once considered "highly controversial" are now regarded as no more
than "provocative," though the sponsor's attitude is understandably more
conservative than the viewer's.
■ There are few subjects, if any, that
the printed media discuss that television need be afraid to tackle. Several
agencymen felt that certain social issues such as dope addiction, homosex-

STATURE
shows
gain

invariably

approval

confidence
fair

uality and prostitution could not be
probed in depth on tv. One independent producer felt that these topics were
taboo on tv but not in newspapers or
magazines: "The machinations of big
business" (rigged contracts, religious
and racial discrimination in industry,
business "payola"); "congressional logrolling" (voting for one senator's pet
project in return for a favorable vote
on another senator's project) ; "labor
unions' health & welfare funds."
■ Two main criticisms were directed
against informational presentations.
Several agency men observed that (1)
there was a lack of editorializing and
commentary by the networks on certain programs when such a course of
action was appropriate, and (2) there
is a need for timely programs, attuned
more closely to news developments.
Looking Ahead ■ For 1963-64, there
will be no apparent let-up in the volume
of informational programs. Network
executives asserted they will continue
to perform two main functions: (1)
Deal with timely and continuing issues
on the international, national and social-economic scene, and (2) provide
a source of information to viewers on
a wide range of subjects.
Though plans for next year have yet

CBS-TV history series set for prime time
A new dramatic one-hour series on get the same creative effort and financial
American history which will offer en- backing that ordinarily go into "the
tertainment and education for family most successful entertainment attractions" in network tv.
viewing will be shown weekly in prime
John Houseman, a former Playhouse
time next season on CBS-TV.
An announcement about the new
90 producer in tv and also a motion
series was made last week by CBS-TV
picture producer, and a co-founder of
and the National Education Assn.,
Mercury Theater, will produce the
which will have a representative ap- series under direct supervision of CBSTV's Hubbell Robinson, senior vice
pear on each show to further NEA's
president for programs, who conceived
"educational objectives."
James T. Aubrey Jr., CBS-TV presi- the basic program concept.
dent, said the series would cover adNEA also will cooperate with the netventure, drama and courage "that have
work by issuing study guides and "edbeen integral parts of American hisucationalis
resources."
Production
set to start in April;
tory" and told through exciting stories
of both famous and little known figures the program will be produced in California and on location.
of the past. He said the new series will
19

Documentary

is 1962

success

Each of the networks used the documentary technique successfully during the past year. An ABC-TV telecast
that provoked national controversy
was Howard K. Smith's "Political

Obituary of Richard Nixon." It
showed, at left, convicted perjuror
Alger Hiss. Early in the year "CBS
Reports" presented a provocative
treatment of shades of political think-

ing with "Thunder on the Right," including Sen. Barry M. Goldwater (RAriz.) as spokesman for the conservative cause. He is shown here, at right,
being interviewed by Eric Sevareid.

to crystalize, CBS-TV and NBC-TV
plan to offer at least as much informational programming as this year. ABCTV expects to increase its volume.

"More and more, we must let the
camera tell the story," Mr. Hagerty
stated. "It must become the reporter.
We often lose sight of the fact that we
are a visual medium — that is our strong

birth control and illegal gambling and
added: "The tougher the issues are, the
better we like them."
He expressed the view that documentaries and news specials are a "different breed of animal" from commentary and editorializing, and said that
"we don't intend to mix the two at

At ABC ■ James C. Hagerty, ABC's
vice president in charge of news, special events and public affairs, believes
television is performing an "excellent
job" in the informational areas. But
he suggested in an interview last week,
there is a need for more interpretive
reporting and for documentaries and
other special programs to be produced
and scheduled more closely to the time
of the event.
ABC-TV, he said, is not afraid of
controversy. He summed up the network's credo in these words: "It's important for tv to bring the issues of the
day to the people. As long as we present all sides of a story, we are going
to have a balanced presentation. And
we are going to get the people to think."
ABC-TV to date has lagged behind
NBC-TV and CBS-TV in the number
of informational programs. Mr. Hagerty
said he sees expansion in 1963-64, but
added he could not discuss upcoming
projects because of competitive considerations.
Over the past few months, Mr. Hagerty pointed out, the network has explored such sensitive issues as sterilization, integration, minor offenders, urban redevelopment and India-Red China
dispute. Within the next few months,
ABC-TV has scheduled documentaries
on the plight of the small town editor,
the operations of the U. S. Secret Service, employment of the blind and will
move in with special programs attuned
to fast-breaking news developments.
20 (LEAD STORY)

CBS-TV's View ■ Richard S. Salant,
president of the CBS News Div., said
CBS-TV documentaries and news specials have not been afraid to cope with
point."
controversial issues in the past and will
continue to present provocative themes.
He noted the network had dealt at
length with such subjects as integration,
More

of same

He could offer no projection as to
the volume of informational programs
to be offered on CBS-TV during 196364, but indicated it would be approximately the same as this season. It was
CBS."

is scheduled

A two-part series on Ethiopia, which
will be presented in early 1963 on
CBS-TV's "20th Century" series, will
spotlight Emperor Haile Selassie
(shown here with his pet cheetahs).

for 1963

The programs will discuss the problems of a nation which has clung to
the old order when many other African states have declared their independence.
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

on documentary and informational programs in 1963-64 and said many will
be on timely and topical stories that
"should be told." He claimed that NBCTV does not seek out controversy "just
to be controversial but we don't duck
Mr. McAndrew acknowledged a lack
it either."
of commentary on tv and while "there
might be a place for it," he noted that
"a few years ago we tried a show from
Washington called Comment and peo-

An international stir was caused when
NBC-TV announced that it would show
"The Tunnel," a true story of the
building of an escape route by West
German students under the Berlin

wall. First scheduled for Oct. 31, the
program was delayed because of
worsening cold war tensions during
the Cuban crisis. The documentary
was finally presented on Dec. 10.

Mr. Salant's contention that television
is providing adequate coverage of the
contemporary scene, but added:
"I would like to see documentaries
or other special programs that would
deal with man's heritage — where he has
come from, where he is heading. I
think we can do more in the area
of general education, with emphasis on
history." Coincidentally, CBS-TV last
week announced a new one-hour series
on education emphasizing the historical
past for next season (story, page 19).
Among the documentaries scheduled

for CBS-TV later this winter and spring
on significant issues are: a two-part program on the supreme court and a single
show on the India-Red China border
dispute over CBS Reports; two-part programs on Franco Spain and Ethiopia
and single episodes on Finland's tugof-war and on U. S. financial support
to countries against which we have
waged war, titled "We Fed Our Enemies" on the Twentieth Century.
NBC's Prognosis ■ William R. McAndrew, executive vice president, NBC
News, envisions a continued emphasis

ABC-TV's "Close-Up!" series will feature a documentary on the government's war on counterfeiting. Here,
at left, Jerry Roth, who will play a
principal part, shakes hands with
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

President
Kenneay
of
the White
Houseaj
looks on. The events
the death of Stalin

.erry Bain
(c)
Secret
Service
leading up to
are chronicled

in an NBC "White Paper" scheduled

le just didn't watch it."
In Mr. McAndrew's view, informational programs should be of two general types — those geared to the news,
and the topical ones tied to a continuing story. In the latter category, he
noted that the "white paper" programs
this winter and spring will offer presentations on "The Death of Stalin,"
"The Rise of Khrushchev," "British Socialized Medicine," "The Common Market" and "California, No. 1."
"Perhaps some criticism is directed
at tv documentaries because they are
not always right on top of the news,"
Mr. McAndrew said. "But for that matter, neither are newspapers or magazines. There is a role for the continuing story, as well as the news special."
Agency Comments ■ A sampling of
agency opinion follows:
Richard A. R. Pinkham, senior vice
president and director, Ted Bates &
Co., said basic reasons for sponsoring
documentary shows have not changed:
prestige, and an audience of otherwise
relatively light viewers.
Mr. Pinkham said he believes that
networks should start expressing more
editorial opinion: "to earn the respect
of the public, they must stand up and

for
Jan. 27. (I
A scene,
at right,
shows
pallbearers
to r) L.
Kaganovich,
Nikolai A. Bulganin, V. M. Molotov,
21
Stalin's son Vasily, George M. Malenkov and Lavrenti P. Beria.

Challenging subjects bring viewer interest
Investigations into challenging
subjects are not restricted to primetime shows. A daily, daytime series,
Calendar (CBS-TV, Mon.-Fri., 1010:30 a.m.), has explored such vital
topics as sterilization, smoking and
lung cancer, atomic fallout, the role
of religion in meeting today's crises,
integration and college campus
morality.
Mel Ferber, producer of Calendar,
noted in an interview last week that
segments devoted to controversial
issues usually touch off "the most
mail pull." A recent program that
suggested ways parents could answer
children's questions about atomic
bombs, he said, resulted in requests
for 4,500 booklets prepared by the
Mr. Ferber
Child Study Assn. on this subject.
Mr. Ferber acknowledged that ton, D. C, with newsman Harry
Calendar cannot compete with day- Reasoner and tv personality Mary
time serials or audience-participation
Fickett interviewing one or more
shows for ratings, but said that ad- specialists in a particular field. The
vertisers apparently are convinced
emphasis is on subjects of a cultural
that this daytime public affairs pro- or personal interest to women. The
gram reaches a responsive audience.
live form is vital to the show, Mr.
He observed that it is offered un- Ferber said, in order to keep Calder CBS-TV's daytime rotating
endar "timely and topical."
sponsorship plan and is invariably
There are instances when parts of
a show or all of it are filmed. These
"sold out." It has had approximately 80 advertisers in the 14 months
it has been on the air and the list deviations are implemented only
when it is physically impossible to
includes General Foods, General
produce the sequence in New York,
Mills, Alberto-Culver, Anahist, Vicks
Mr. Ferber. For exCold Tablets, General Electric, Sears accordingample, antoupcoming
program will
Roebuck, Mennen, Max Factor,
deal with a so-called "divorce plane"
Coca-Cola, Standard Brands and that
flies periodically from New
Scott Paper Co.
York to Juarez, Mexico. Cameramen and writers will accompany the
Shown Live ■ The program usually is presented live from New York,
planeload to Juarez and the courtroom to obtain this story.
often with pickups from Washing-

be counted." He indicated that the increase in network participating advertisers should make "editorializing" less
difficult now that in past years.
William A. Murphy, vice president
and media director of Papert, Koenig,
Lois, said an agency and client must
have "faith in whoever is doing the
[public service] program." The producer
or network, he thought, can prepare
programs on very controversial topics
without offending the public or special
interest groups.
Mr. Murphy, whose agency is currently allocating about $2 million of
clients' money to public service programming, felt sponsors provide a "real
service" when they buy public affairs- — ■
more so than by backing entertainment
shows.
Papert, Koenig, Lois has two clients
that use public service programming —
Xerox Corp., currently in NBC-TV's
22 (LEAD STORY)

Chet Huntley Reporting and last year
in CBS Reports, and Martin-Marietta Corp., which buys news specials.
Arthur E. Duram, senior vice president in charge of radio-tv at Fuller &
Smith & Ross, said his agency's major
institutional client, Aluminum Co. of
America, would (and has in the past)
sponsor public service programs of controversial nature.
The only exception, he said, would
be "sordid" programs — those discussing
anti-social behavior. Programs of national or international, political or economic subjects, whether controversial
or not, would be of interest to Alcoa,
Mr. Duram said, "as long as they are
useful and important."
He doubted that public service programs are becoming more controversial,
but made the observation "there are
more
them."of Grey Adv. voiced the
An ofofficial

opinion that news and public affairs programs generally have been effective, but
suggested that television could develop
as a broader journalistic medium if it
expressed editorial viewpoints more
frequently. He noted that television had
not nurtured the "personal commentator," who was and still is a staple of
radio journalism.
Hal Graham, vice president for program sales, M-E Productions (McCann-Erickson), observed that the audience for television documentaries has
matured to the point that programs
considered "controversial" three years
ago are
as "provocative"
today. He regarded
stressed that
producers do not
aim for "controversiality" but seek a
balanced viewpoint on sensitive issues.
He felt that no one can question the
integrity of today's documentary program producers.
He noted that several McCann clients, including Westinghouse, Bell &
Howell and the Savings & Loan Foundation, have used informational programming "profitably." He felt that
even so-called "mass distribution" products can be advertised on public affairs
shows to advantage, explaining they
may well reach an entirely different
audience from that delivered by entertainment shows.
Doyle Dane Bernbach places business in three public service programs
for Polaroid, and, according to John
Egan, programming head of the agency,
this type of program "does us a tremendous amount of good."
Mr. Egan pointed out that viewers
who tune in to such programs as CBS
Reports, Eyewitness and Chet Huntley
Reporting (the shows Polaroid is in),
are "actively paying attention."
"Tv needs this kind of programming," he declared, and DDB will do
"anything to help."
Mr. Egan said Polaroid buys public
service programs of national or economic interest, as long as its commercials will not interrupt the mood of the
show.
He said the networks are "very cooperative and helpful" in the area of
public affairs program sponsorship.
An executive of Kenyon & Eckhardt
said the agency and some of its clients
have been "favorably impressed" with
the "importance" attained by many
public affairs shows on tv. He said the
sophisticated advertiser has come to
realize more and more the value attached to such "prestige" programming
and has come to accept programs on
critical subjects that they may have
avoided a few years ago. Advertisers
in general, he said, have "come a long
way in overcoming their timidity" regarding sponsorship of documentaries,
but said this attitude was by no means
unanimous.
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"During the past 4 years outtoy sales have increased over
300%. We attribute this
spectacular gain to our
long-time use of WSOC-TV s
award-winning children's
show,
"Clown
Carnival".
Charlotte
definitely
is the
Carolinas' most important
' market for toy sales."
WILTON E. DAMON,
Sales Manager,
Chapman-Harkey Co.,
Charlotte, N. C.

Advertisers with a stake in young America can bank on this-nowhere
in the Carolinas will you find children's program strength to match
that of WSOC-TV. This better television fare for small fry complements
the over-all program structure that is producing big sales successes
for channel 9 advertisers throughout the Carolinas. Schedule WSOC-TV
-one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC

and WSOC-TV

are associated with WSB

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. RepresentedV
by H-R
WSrC-T

and WSB-TV, Atlanta, WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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CHILLED

Florida freeze forces $5.8 million cutback
in advertising and promotion
The Florida Citrus Commission,
which two months ago adopted an alltime record $ 1 2.5 million promotion and
advertising budget for its 1962-63 crop,
has been forced to cut the figure almost in half as the result of last week's
freeze which destroyed a large part of
the crop of oranges, grapefruit, tangerines and other citrus fruits.
Although it will be several weeks before the total loss of fruit — and advertising tax income — can be assessed, the
commission ordered immediate cancellation of $3,378,000 in advertising
commitments and a cutback of some
$2.5 million in promotion and merchandising plans.
Frank D. Am, advertising and merchandising director, said that the advertising schedule cut would be approximately half print and half tv or radio.
"The staff is making day-to-day appraisals ofthe situation," Mr. Arn said,
"and it may be possible to reinstate
some of the advertising and merchandising plans. However, this will depend

for 1962-63

crop

on The
developments
field." & Bowles,
ad agenciesinaretheBenton
New
troit. York, and Campbell-Ewald, DeThe commission's funds come from
a per-box tax on all citrus fruit moving
into commercial channels, and any loss
of fruit means a cut in the budget. The
mid-December freeze may have destroyed as much as half of the record
orange crop and more than a third of
the grapefruit crop, though only time
will tell the whole story. Without doubt,
it was the most destructive freeze of
this century.
At a special meeting of the commission, an embargo of fresh fruit shipments was ordered beginning Monday,
Dec. 17. Meanwhile a considerable
amount of fruit — mostly oranges — has
been saved by canning or concentrating.
The fresh fruit embargo can be lifted
after a 10-day period if conditions warrant. It may be possible by that time
for inspectors to separate damaged and
undamaged fruit.

In ordering the embargo — which
closed down all fresh fruit packing
operations in the state — the commission
adopted a resolution which said in part
that "the purposes of the embargo are
to protect the public against the purchase of frozen fruit in inferior quality,
to protect the growers and shippers in
the state who have high quality fruit
undamaged by the freeze, and to protect the citrus industry in the future."
The resolution also declared that
"the high quality of Florida frozen
orange concentrate has been maintained
in accordance with the standards of the
Florida Citrus Commission."
Another special meeting of the commission was held Wednesday (Dec. 19)
to make decisions on regulations involving concentrators and chilled juice
operators.
Wynn Oil expands its
advertising budget
Wynn Oil Co., Azusa, Calif, (friction-proofing products), will increase
its 1963 advertising budget to $1.85
million, 9% more than the current
year's $1.7 million.
The broadcast portion of Wynn's expenditure isto include 43 commercials
a week on various NBC Radio programs (news and sports) during January. Then for the balance of the year
Wynn will concentrate on NBC Radio
News on the Hour. Kenneth C. Lovgen,
Wynn advertising manager, said "We
have had outstanding results with network radio and it just makes sense to
continue and to expand the budget accordingly."
Mr. Lovgen, announcing plans for
other media, also noted that radio and
tv spots will be used in selected markets during 1963.
Wynn's advertising is handled by
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los
Angeles.

Compton tops $100 million in billings
Compton Adv., through its presi- broadcast, ranked in the No. 9 spot
dent, Barton A. Cummings, last with combined tv-radio billing estiweek gave out with a cheery yearmated at $71 million, of which nearly all ($70.7 million) was in teleend note: the agency's annual billvision (Broadcasting, Nov. 19).
ings for 1962 will top the $100 million mark for the first time in its
Barton A. Cummings, president of
54-year history.
Compton Adv., points to chart showThe agency said that international
ing year-by-year progress in agenbillings (including Great Britain and
cy's annual billings. Looking on
Australia) would add $10 million
are (1 to r) Wilson A. Shelton, exto the $102 million total in domestic
ecutive vice president; Allen F.
(U. S. and Canada) billing.
Flouton, executive vice president and
creative director, and John A. Hise,
Compton, in Broadcasting's anannual survey of agency billings in senior vice president.
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Harvester to switch account
International Harvester Co., Chicago,
announced last week that it is negotiating with Foote, Cone & Belding there
to handle its farm equipment account,
a major tv-radio user, but no decision
has been made. Harvester's president,
Harry O. Bercher, said his firm does
plan to terminate the account with Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago, but no formal notice of cancellation
has been given.
AFM&H will continue as agency for
Harvester's construction equipment account, he said, and Young & Rubicam
will continue
as agency for the firm's
motor
truck account.
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Syd
Earl Abel
Abrams
Frank Beatty
Dave Berlyn
Frances Bonovitch
Sid Booth
Gary Campbell
Larry Christopher
John Cosgrove
Joanne Cowan
Rufe Crater
Dave Cusick
George Dant
George Darlington
Jim deBettencourt
Dick Erickson
Rocco Famighetti
Fred Fitzgerald
John Gardiner
Frank Gentile
Dave Glickman
Diane Halbert
Gladys Hall
Chris Harageones
Gene Hess
Sid Hix
Harold Hopkins

Ed James
Carol Jenkins
DorisKing
Kelly
Art
Barbara
Don
KuykKolar
Dave Lambert
Win Levi
Larry Liftman
Edith Liu
Maury Long
Eleanor Manning
Bill Merritt
Elizabeth Meyer
Larry Michie
Warren Middleton
Irv Miller
James Montagnes
Tack Nail
James
O'Leary
Ellen Reilly
Bruce Robertson
German Rojas
Bob Sandor
Ed Sellers
Chuck Shaffer
Eugene Sheskin
Terry Steel
Harry Stevens

Virginia Strieker
Rosemarie Studer
Larry Taishoff
Betty Taishoff
Sol Taishoff
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Hy TashWeston
Milton Wolf
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Len
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Jack Bias
Frank Chizzini
Ken Cowan
Bob Fennimore
Robert Garsen
Morris Gelman
Debbie Haber
Al Kroeger
Richard Lehman
Carol Ann Meola
Eileen Monroe
Irene Silver
Harriette Weinberg
Don West
Stan White

Sunbeam
APPLIANCE FIRM

calls
tv campaign
'tremendous'
USES HELICOPTERS TO MEET DEMAND INDUCED BY TV

Sunbeam Corp., Chicago, began running out of superlatives last week with
which to describe the increased sales resulting from going virtually all tv this
fall. In fact the electric appliance firm
found dealers running out of products
so fast in recent weeks the company
has resorted to planes and helicopters
to supply the demand, especially for
electric shavers.
Sunbeam is one of the nation's pioneer users of television, but in the past
few years has slacked off and put more
money into magazines. In September
the pendulum swung the other way
again and Sunbeam went virtually all
tv, buying a heavy schedule of 171 participations chiefly at night on ABC-TV,
but some on NBC-TV's Tonight Show
and a spread of daytime programs on
ABC-TV. Results have been "tremenweek. dous," Sunbeam officials reported last
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, is
the agency for Sunbeam's line of men's
electric shavers. Perrin & Assoc., Chicago, is agency for the Sunbeam electric shavers for women, Sunbeam hairdryers and other products such as the
"multi-cooker" frying pan and the new
Sunbeam party grill.
Sunbeam's saturation schedule, which
ran through last week on network tv,
was the firm's biggest tv buy in 10

Agency appointments...
■ St. Louis Independent Packing Co.
Div. of Swift & Co. to Batz-HodgsonNeuwoehner Inc., St. Louis, effective
Feb. 1, 1963. Account switches from
Gardner Adv. there.
■ Jays Foods Inc., Chicago, maker of
potato chips and related products,
names Lilienfeld & Co., there, as agency. Firm uses radio-tv.
■ Joseph H. DeFrates
Springfield, III., maker
Chilli, to Welles-Morgan
Firm is regional tv spot
Business

Packing Co.,
of Chilli Man
Inc., Chicago.
user.

briefly . . .

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco, P. Ballantine
& Sons, and American Hard Rubber
Co. will each have one-third sponsorship of Eastern Professional Bowling,
which will be televised weekly by Sports
Network Inc. over a Northeastern regional network of some 20 stations
(Sun. 4-5 p.m.). The program will
originate at Gladiator Arena, Totowa,
26 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

years. The ABC-TV evening programs
included 77 Sunset Strip, The Untouchables, Hawaiian Eye, Gallant Men, Ben
Casey, Wagon Train, Sunday Night
Movie and Fred Astaire Premiere. A
total of seven ABC-TV daytime shows
also were used.
Saturation ■ Don A. Reed, advertising director for Sunbeam, said the tv
campaign reached almost 90% of all
television homes in the nation a minimum of 10 times each before Christmas. It was backed by a full package
of sales promotion and merchandising
aids at the dealer level plus Sunbeam's
carefully controlled co-op advertising
program at the same level. The co-op
money has been spent chiefly in local
radio and newspapers, about evenly
split, but with local tv coming up strong.
The national factory budget didn't
quite hit 100% this fall. A little factory
money was spent during November in
about 15 markets in radio and in newspapers for a special promotion of the
Sunbeam hatbox hairdryer. That item,
however, also was included in the network tv campaign.
Sunbeam manufactures its shaver
lines in Puerto Rico but doesn't ship
directly to dealers. Sunbeam instead
flew all shaving products to Chicago
this fall for quality inspection first.
However, because of the great demand

N. J., with Bob Delaney as sportscaster,
starting Jan. 6, through March 31,
1963. Agencies: Wm. Esty, New York,
for Winston cigarettes and Ballantine
Beer; American Hard Rubber's Ace
bowling balls order placed direct.
P. Lorillard Co. has renewed for the
balance of the current tv season, its
alternate-week, half-hour sponsorship of
NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show and The
New Joey Bishop Show. NBC-TV also
announced Lorillard will continue to
sponsor The Price Is Right when it
moves from Monday to Friday (9:3010 p.m. EST), on Feb. 1. Agency:
Lennen & Newell, New York.
CBS Radio last week reported 27 sponsors signed for $4 million worth of participations on the network during the
last quarter of this year. The sponsors,
and their agencies, are Campbell Soup
(BBDO); Canada Dry (J. M. Mathes);
Du Pont (BBDO); Florist Telegraph
Delivery (Campbell - Ewald) ; Grove
Labs (Gardner and Donahue & Coe);
The Hires Co. (Fuller & Smith & Ross) ;
Insurance Co. of North America
(Ayer); Kerr Glass Mfg. (Whitney
Adv.); Kraft Foods (Needham, Louis

created by the tv advertising this fall,
Sunbeam since early November has
been re-shipping by air to all dealers
more than 300 miles from Chicago.
Some other products have gone this
way,In too.
the past two weeks in the Chicago
area, Sunbeam has used a local helicopter service to literally "drop" shipments to dealers caught short. ABCTV's mobile newsreel crew last week
covered some of these efforts to overcome surface transportation delays.
Some other "red hot" Sunbeam markets have included Dallas, Detroit, Los
Angeles and Philadelphia, Sunbeam reSunbeam declined to give specific
sales increases but did say sales this
ported.
year "are tremendously up over last
year." Spokesmen acknowledged that
"any success must be attributed to television" inview of the heavy reliance on
the medium at the national level this
Sunbeam shavers topped the success
list, the company said. Another big
seller has been the party grill, a comyear. pletely new item this year without competition. Mr. Reed described the party
grill other
sales fast
success
as were
"astronomical."
The
movers
the frying
pan and hatbox hairdryer.
Mr. Reed believes one of television's
& Brorby); Mattel (Carson/Roberts);
Mennen (Warwick & Legler); Meredith Pub. Co. (W. D. Lyon); Metropolitan Life (Young & Rubicam); Miller Brewing (Mathisson & Assoc.);
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. (BBDO),
Morton House Kitchens (Bozell &
Jacobs); Rexall Drug (BBDO); Salada
Foods (Hoag & Provandie); Standard
Knitting Mills (Weiss); Standard
Packaging (Smith, Henderson &
Berey); Sylvania (Kudner Adv.);
Warner-Lambert (BBDO), and Wm.
Wrigley (Arthur Meyerhoff Assoc.).
Rep appointments...
■ WKPA New Kensington-Tarentum,
Pa.; WTIG Massillon, Ohio, and
WHLL Wheeling, W. Va.: Penn State
Representatives, Pittsburgh.
■ KICO Calexico, Calif.: Ted Hall,
San Francisco, as representative for
northern California.
■ KNGL Paradise, Calif.: Gates/ Hall
Inc. and Weed & Co.
■ WTOK-TV Meridian, Miss.: Meeker
Co., New York, as national representaBROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

M-E

to consolidate

media, programming
McCann-Erickson reported last week
that it is consolidating the agency's
media department and radio-tv programming department into a single unit
under the supervision of Sylvester L.
Weaver Jr., chairman of McCannErickson (International) and president
of
sion.M-E Productions, the tv-radio diviThe move, a spokesman said, will
bring closer together two agency departments that are heavily involved in
client spending. He could not specify
whether M-E Productions would continue as a corporate entity, but indicatedshortly.
that fuller details would be available

A helicopter lets down a shipment of stay abreast of the demand created
Sunbeam electric shavers into deal- by company's saturation television
ers' hot hands in the Chicago area to schedule this year.

Coincident with this development,
Mr. Weaver has entered into an agreement with Italian motion picture producer Dino de Laurentiis to co-produce
a series of 26 hour programs. Tentatively titled Via Veneto, the series will
center around "modern stories of the
Eternal City [Rome] in various moods
— romance, drama, comedy and sus-

strongest assets is the ability to demonstrate the product in use, a feature
he stresses during commercial planning
and production. For instance, in the
one-minute party grill spot, more than
a half-dozen uses are displayed.
Television's
impact,
and
home
saturation
also immediacy
are considered

important factors since Sunbeam's biggest selling season, particularly for a
strong gift item such as the electric
shaver, falls into the brief Septemberto-Christmas period. Two thirds of all
gift buying is done in this time. Other
peak times are Mother's Day and
Father's Day.

The executive producer of the series
will be Ralph Serpe, Mr. de Laurentiis's
U. S. representative. Mr. Weaver will
be active in production supervision. The
series marks Mr. de Laurentiis's entry
tv production.
intopense."
The series will be offered for sale in
the U. S. and throughout the world.

tive, effective Jan. 1.

Myers; Buick Motor; Florists Telegraph
Delivery Assn.; Rexall Drug; and Nichols Wire & Aluminum Co.

Airline account moves
from Thompson to SSC&B
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
has announced the forthcoming resignation of the Northeast Airlines account.
The account will move to Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York,
in the near future, according to James
W. Austin, president of Northeast.
Northeast's billings are estimated at
$1,750,000, of which approximately
is spent in spot tv-radio.
$600,000
Mr. Austin explained that the agency
switch is being made at the request of
because of "possible client conJWT flict"
with other accounts handled by
the agency. Other airline accounts there
are Continental Airlines Inc. and Pan
American World Airways Inc.

■ KKHI-AM-FM San Francisco:
George P. Hollingbery Co., New York.
* KAKC Tulsa, Okla.: The Katz Agency Inc., New York, as national representative, effective Jan. 1, 1963.
ABC

Radio announces

$4.1 million sales
ABC
in new
in the
James

Radio has signed $4.1 million
and renewed business for 1963
first two weeks of December,
E. Duffy, executive vp and national director of sales, announced last
Friday (Dec. 21).
Mr. Duffy said the $4.1 million is
an ABC Radio record for the short
period of time.
New business signed between Dec. 3
and 14 totaled $1.3 million while renewals amounted to $2.8 million.
Among the new advertisers signing
up with ABC since Dec. 3 are P. Lorillard; Sylvania Electric Products; Kraft
Foods; American Dairy Assn.; Pepsi
Cola; Minnesota Mining & Mfg.; Bristol
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

Realty group uses tv
to get house listings
Seven Los Angeles area real estate
firms are co-sponsoring a test tv campaign to increase their listings of residential properties for sale.
The firms are members of Inter-City
Real Estate Referral Service, a nationwide organization with headquarters in
Chicago. The organization's operational plan: when a member sells a
house in one community for a family
moving to another location the news is
transmitted to a member in the new
locality, who may show the family the
kind of new home it needs.
Daily one-minute spots on Panorama
Pacific on KNXT (TV) Los Angeles,
Monday-Friday, 8-9 a.m., will run in
January and February to launch the
campaign in an effort to reach the estimated 1,000 newcomers who arrive in
Southern California each day. Joe
Leighton & Assoc., Hollywood, handles
the advertising and publicity.

Clark swaps radio for tv
Clark Oil & Refining Corp., Milwaukee, a regular spot radio advertiser in
the Midwest, will switch most of its $1
million annual billing to tv in early
January. Buying of nighttime spot tv in
30 midwest markets is now in progress. Agency is Papert, Koenig, Lois
Inc., New York.
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"...a priceless
ever-blazing

visual

record

of mankind's

Robert of
J. Williams,
Philadelphia evening bulletin
pursuit
liberty"

"A devastating human document— and indictment of Hie under
communism ... a documentary coup ot the first order."
Rick DuBrow, united press international
"Seldom in its history has television presented a program with
more dramatic impact, more impressive photographic cameos,
and more inspiration than NBC's The Tunnel'."
Frank Judge, the Detroit news
"It was television at its best . . .'The Tunnel' was revealing
and powerful." Cynthia Lowry, THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
". . . towering and dramatic filmed evidence of man's insatiable
appetite for freedom and Communism's failure to quench the
inner fires of liberty."
Tom Mackin, Newark evening news
"No more forceful a statement of the difference between life in
the Free World and that under Communism ever has been
uttered." Fred Remington, the PITTSBURGH PRESS
"The NBC 'Tunnel' documentary had a dramatic punch of history
in the making, a sense of urgency that no dramatization could
possibly capture ... a significant human document."
Bill Irvin, Chicago's American
"Unusually good television. It was another lesson to us, the free,
of the importance of that freedom."
Judy Williams, the Indianapolis news
". . . an amazing documentary . . . the story was one of vivid
human courage that provided inspiring television fare."
Terry Turner, Chicago daily news
"Most genuinely absorbing television show of the season."
Terrence O'Flaherty, san francisco chronicle

"TV journalism reached a new and exalted plateau Monday
night in the presentation of one of the most profound and
inspiring human documents in the history of the medium,
NBC's 'The Tunnel'." Cecil Smith, los angeles times
"This was an altogether fantastic piece of work, probably without
parallel in the brief history of television."
Elizabeth L. Sullivan, the boston globe
" 'The Tunnel' added up to the most devastating indictment of
Communism imaginable . . . rates as journalistic enterprise of
a high order." C. J. Skreen, the Seattle daily times
". . . the NBC News Department has contributed a memorable
footnote to the story of man's quest for freedom, his undaunted
courage and the idealism of youth . . ."
George Rosen, variety
". . . unquestionably a journalistic achievement of substantial
merit . . . NBC's initiative in this project and its scrupulous
regard for those involved is beyond reproach."
Walter Hawver, Albany Knickerbocker news
"... a thoughtful, informative and even suspense-filled show
overall."
Pete Rahn, st. louis globe-democrat
". . . the sinister blocking off of the East sector came across the
TV screen as immensely impressive and far more rousing than
any description in word or picture that the U. S. has ever seen . . .
result is an exciting document against the inhumanity of
The Wall."
Sabina Lietzmann, frankfurter allgemeine zeitung

On Monday, December 10, NBC presented a 90-minute documentary, "The Tunnel!' This
program recorded the dramatic escape of refugees from East to West Berlin under the feet
of the Vopos-and under The Wall. If you happened not to see the program, the sampling of
reviews above will give you some idea of what you missed. If you saw it, you experienced
once more the power of television as a reporter of actuality.
The program was one more example of NBC's leadership in news and informational,
religious and educational subjects (to which it devotes one hour of every four in its
network television schedule). For the best combination of programming, look to NBC.

Lockheed's 'open closed-circuit' tv saves
The Lockheed-Georgia Co., a division of Lockheed Aircraft, has
taken to the air with the Christmas
holidays phase of its personnel relations program and has found that
it covers a lot more ground.
Specifically, the Georgia company,
which has 15,000 employes at plants
in Atlanta, Marietta and Dawson, has
bought television time on Atlanta
stations to wish its employes a Merry
Christmas.
The company president, W. A.
(Dick) Pulver, used to greet employes in person each year at assemblies in each plant; Lockheed
found that it lost considerable money
shutting down each plant for Mr.
Pulver's annual season's greeting to
employes, and Mr. Pulver found that
the strain was wearing him down.
He'd make a speech in Atlanta, drive
to the Marietta plant 18 miles away
Mr. Pulver
for the second talk, then travel to
Season's greetings by tv
the third plant at Dawson, 60 miles
away, for the third, a 15-hour day. ver's message was filmed, and it was
Last year, Mr. Pulver and his run on WSB-TV the Friday before
Christmas at 9:30 a.m.
staff decided to do it a new way.
Lockheed-Georgia bought a halfThe "open closed-circuit" idea was
hour on WSB-TV Atlanta, Mr. Pul- fine as far as it went. Not only did

Also in Advertising . . .
New office ■ Broadcast Time Sales Inc.,
New York, has opened its ninth office,
in Houston, Tex. The branch, directed
by Ned Triplett, is located at 5108
Navarro Lane, zone 27. Other BTS
offices are in New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Milwaukee,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and Detroit.
4A code endorsed ■ Advertising Assn.

October

of the West and Newspaper Advertising
Executives Assn. have endorsed the creative code of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, bringing to 12 the number of organizations offering approval.
The 4A's adopted the code at its 1962
annual meeting.
Tv market guide ■ American Research
Bureau, New York, has issued a new
TV Market Survey Guide for 1962-63.
It contains an individual map for each

tv network billings
Network Television Gross Time Billings
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
OCTOBER
OCTOBER
JANUARY %
%
Change
1961
1962
1962 Change
1961
$156,322,350
$168,295,406
+ 7.7
$17,646,030 $19,219,752
ABC-TV
25,829,626 28,794,019
217,693,973
254,851,499 +17.1
CBS-TV
+ 8.9
23,371,002 25,947,455
206,353,997
230,952,085 +11.9
NBC-TV
+11.5 $580,370,320
Total
$66,846,658 $73,961,226
$654,098,990 +12.7
+11.0
MONTH BY+10.6
MONTH 1962
Total
ABC
NBC
CBS
January
$16,673,662
$25,528,518
$23,578,579
$65,780,759
February
15,757,364
61,242,551
23,528,815
21,956,372
March
17,762,981
24,100,566
25,731,519
67,595,066
May
17,237,755
24,193,144
21,899,207
63,330,106
April
25,380,092
17,227,296
23,494,373
66,101,761
22,609,590
16,031,277
June
25,081,505
July
63,722,372
15,708,722
22,788,918
25,793,374
64,291,014
64,205,084
24,969,181
August
23,160,760
16,075,143
16,601,454
21,416,265
63,869,051
25,851,332
*
September
October
28,794,019
19,219,752
25,947,455
73,961,226
*September 1962 figures revised as of Dec. 17, 1962
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wear, tear & money
many of the company's employes
see the message, but many others did,
too — including the families of the
workers and businessmen interested
in the doings of Georgia's biggest
company and largest employer. Lockheed employes were notified in advance by newspaper ads and company publications and after Christmas they were given a questionnaire
to fill out to get their reactions to
the tv idea.
The biggest hitch was that many
employes were asleep after going off
shift, the questionnaire revealed.
Mr. Pulver and his staff think they
have found the answer to that one:
This year the president's Christmas
message is being run on three Atlanta stations, one in the morning,
one in the afternoon and the third
at night. The television stations on
which
Lockheed bought time:
TV.
WAGA-TV, WIIC (TV) and WSBThe total time cost to the company
is $3,500, less than it used to cost to
shut down three plants for mass
meetings when Mr. Pulver made his
annual visits.

of 230 markets, which includes estimated tv homes in survey area and in
metropolitan area, frequency of ARB
reports, and survey report months. The
guide is avialable from ARB, 1 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20.
Tv sales pitch ■ Shu-Mak-Up Inc., Los
Angeles, which used color double-trucks
in fashion magazines to introduce its
new product for coloring shoes at home,
will add television after the first of the
year. Plans are now being developed by
the company and its agency, Carson/
Roberts, Los Angeles.
Housewife

listening

reported by RAB
"American housewives listen to radio
almost three hours daily." That's the
word
in Radio
Advertising
latest study
of radio
listeningBureau's
habits.
According to Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB
president, time spent with radio is "up
sharply" since 1959 when the research
outfit made its last report on housewife
listening.
The study claims that better than
nine out of ten (91.9%) of housewives
listen to radio every week and about
three out of four are reached by radio
in an average day.
In addition to the report on radio
listening, the study contains marketing
data documenting the importance of
women to advertisers.
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THE

Radio-tv
CHRISTMAS

still

BUSINESS

fill gap

UNHURT

The New York newspaper strike
was nearing the end of its second week
with no signs of a settlement as radiotv continued to supply the bulk of
news to the area (Broadcasting,
Dec. 17).
Although mail and phone orders
were off slightly, major department
stores were not as yet affected severely
by the newspaper strike, a spokesman
for the National Retail Merchants Assn.
said Thursday (Dec. 20).
A natural buying momentum for the
holiday season had set in, the association noted, indicating the effect of the
strike on retail business probably would
not be felt until January when the
traditionally heavily advertised white
good sales and year end clearances
come up.
It was pointed out, however, that
according to past history, the heaviest
selling day comes on the previous Saturday when Christmas falls on a Tuesday.
The association noted that those re-

MEDIA

AS

in

N.

NEWSPAPER

Y.

strike

SUSPENSION

tail outlets hurt were stores which are
heavily promotional and depend entirely on print advertising for their
traffic.
While retailers have favored radio
since the start of the strike, tv will
probably receive an increasing share of
advertising if the shutdown continues,
the spokesman added.
A weekly department store sales
check by the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York released Dec. 20 showed
New York sales were down only 1%
during the week ended Dec. 15, while
sales in the week before the strike were
down 9% from comparable periods
of a year ago.
As newspaper tv program listings
became scarce with the strike's start
on Dec. 8 and than non-existent as the
paper shutdown moved into its second
week, the weekly Tv Guide stepped-up
printing of its Metropolitan New York
area edition by 200,000 copies. Normal
week's run at this time of year in the
area has been 1.6 million.

CONTINUES

A "substantial increase in tv and radio advertising expenditures as a result of the newspaper shutdown was reday.
ported by United Artists for its release of "Taras Bulba" on Christmas
Prime time has already been purchased on WNBC-TV, WCBS-TV,
WNEW-TV and WPIX (TV). In addition, "heavy emphasis" will be placed
on radio, with spots on WCBS, WOR,
WABC, WNEW, WMCA and WINS.
A schedule of radio and tv spots was
purchased by Paramount for the opening of "Who's Got the Action" today
(Dec. 24) in New York, New Jersey
and Connecticut. Paramount bought
20 spots on NBC and ABC and 75
spots on all the New York area radio
stations.
WHN increased from 10 to 15 minutes its basic daily newscasts, added
10-minute roundups on the half -hour
and broadened its "headline coverage"
on Athe40%
quarter-hour.
increase in business since the

Cleveland
promotion
succeeds
despite
strike
A promotion plan of the Central
The promotion revolves around a
The campaign, budgeted at $20,National Bank of Cleveland, almost
premium offer — a 12-inch record al- 000 for all media, has used daytime
became a victim of that city's curbum titled "The Many Sides of the tv shows aimed at the housewife on
rent newspaper strike (BroadcastCleveland Orchestra." The album is three tv stations and saturation spot
ing, Dec. 10). But the bank turned
schedules on six am and three fm
given by the bank to persons opento radio and television to replace
ing new accounts, either checking or stations. About 90 radio spots were
savings, of $50 or more. It cannot
used in the first week, along with 15
newspapers and the campaign has
be purchased outright.
paid off to the tune of about $250,five-minute radio spots and 2 onehour radio programs, according to
000 in new savings or checking acIn the promotion's first two weeks,
count deposits during its first two
around 5,000 records have been dis- Bill Kornichuk, Central National's
weeks.
tributed.
advertising manager.
The promotion was set up to do
more than attract new accounts. Mr.
Kornichuk calls it a "complete public relations, marketing, advertising
andAssales
promotion
program."
a public
relations
event, the
campaign gives the bank "positive
and dramatic identification" with the
Cleveland Orchestra, which it has
sponsored on tv for two years. In
marketing and promotion, it gives
Central National "the jump on competition by attracting savings deposits before the usual January savThe premium
32

Mr. Kornichuk

CNB's promotions."
agency is Fuller & Smith &
Ross, ings
Cleveland.
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beginning of the strike also was reported
by WHN.
A direct line from New York's City
Hall was installed by WHN for station
coverage of the Mayor's office and
other city departments. WHN hired
Marvin Sleeper, New York JournalAmerican columnist, to man the line
together with the station's editorial director, Stan Willis. While the line was
installed for the strike emergency, it
will be continued as a permanent addition to WHN's news set up.
WHN is also employing the Herald
Tribune's Hy Gardner, Sidney Skolsky
of the Post and the Mirror's Lee
Mortimer to read their columns over
the air daily.
New York Journal-American editors
and columnists are heard nightly in a
a quarter-hour program placed on
WOR (10:45-11 p.m.). Entitled Journal- American on the Air, the program
features review and commentary columns normally appearing in the newspaper. Capsule versions of the programs are being aired by other local
stations as well. The WOR show is produced by Irl W. Rose II, president of
Rose-Martin Inc., the newspaper's agency. The newspaper is identified as the
sponsor of the WOR program, but no
commercials are aired.
WMCA spotted entertainment programs with "frequent" news headlines.
A "strong general increase" in sales
from advertisers experienced in radio,
as well as firms new to the medium, was
noted by WMCA. Major film distributors and New York theatres signed new
or expanded contracts.
WLIB, which usually broadcasts
news on the hour and half-hour, also
presented newscasts on the quarterhour. Sales increased about 10%.
WQXR- AM-FM , owned by the
Times, expanded news coverage considerably using correspondents from the
newspaper. All five-minute news programs were lengthened another five or
ten minutes. Regular music programs
were cut into with no additional spot
carriers created. New advertisers were
required to sign firm orders to prevent
them from withdrawing after the strike.
New WQXR advertisers since the
strike include department stores, airlines, real estate companies, theatres
and motion pictures. Holland-American
Lines more than doubled its regular
news sponsorship of three nights a week.
New York Times reviewers Bosley
Crowther, Jack Gould, and Orville
Prescott and other Times reporters read
their daily columns on the air. John
Ochs, Times editorial page editor,
broadcasts the newspaper's editorials
at night and again in the morning.
News personality Mike Wallace
joined WINS to broadcast a series of
special assignments, the first of which
was on the economic health of the
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

Du Pont promotes N.Y. stores in tv campaign
Du Pont textile fibers division of
through-Friday nights on WPIX
E. I. du Pont de Nemours Inc., (TV). Du Pont bought the time and
which regularly services department
produced the programs as a service
and specialty stores around the to the merchants, offering no commercials of its own.
country, last week provided tv exposure to about 15 New York City
WPIX (TV) carried the half-hour
department stores.
taped programs, Christmas Shopping
The stores, which lost their last News, from 9:30-10 p.m. Mon-Fri.,
and repeated each show, 1-1:30 p.m.
opportunity to advertise Christmas
gifts in newspapers because of the the next day. Three stores shared
newspapers strike, showed their each program.
Christmas wares for about eight or
BBDO New York is Du Pont's
agency.
nine minutes apiece last Monday-

newspaper business.
WINS said advertising business was
up 40% over normal.
WINS has added a Sunday night
round-up of advertising news with
Joseph Kaselow, advertising columnist
of Herald Tribune, as part of its expanded news coverage. Ladies Home
Journal is sponsoring the program
through BBDO, as a public service to
its advertisers and their agencies. Mr.
Kaselow is one of a group of columnist heard on WINS daily for the duration of the strike.
WPIX (TV) introduced a new halfhour Saturday evening program, Dec.
15, titled Saturday Seven O'clock News.
The station pre-empted Superman for
the increased news coverage.
WNDT (TV), non-commercial, educational station, cut back regular programming for new or expanded news
shows.
WHOM, which programs primarily
in Spanish, boosted its news coverage
by 20%. A major new advertiser last
week was Gimbel's, which placed SpanGIANTS-PACKERS

ish-language commercials.
WWRL added to its regular five-minute newscasts on the half-hour, five-minute reports on the hour. WRFM (FM)
associated with WWRL, added 15-minute segments at 7:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m.,
3:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. The stations
said their sales increased about 25%.
WHLI Hempstead added 15-minute
newscasts on the hour to its five minutes on the half hour. The station
noted an increase in new retail store
advertisers.
WNYC-AM-TV, New York's municipal stations (non-commercial), more
than doubled its news programming.
On WNYC five-minute newscasts generally were stretched to 15 minutes.
Reports direct from the New York
Stock Exchange were aired from 3:30
to 4 p.m., for 20 minutes at noon and
for three or four minutes every hour
on the hour during trading hours.
WNYC-TV, on ch. 31, had no regular
newscasts before the strike, but last
week scheduled two a day, 2 p.m. and
6 p.m., Monday through Friday.

BLACKOUT

FOUGHT

Three fans go to court to contest pro football edict
A suit to lift the tv blackout of the valuable property right without due
New York Giants-Green Bay Packers
process of law." (The NBC-TV coverage blacks out New York, the originatchampionship game in the New York
ing center of the telecast.)
area was filed in the U. S. District Court
The plaintiffs asked for a temporary
for the Southern District of New York
injunction against the area blackout of
on Wednesday (Dec. 19) by three
the game this year and a permanent inManhasset, L. I., football fans.
junction against similar blackouts in the
The action was started by Louis R. future. A hearing on the motion will be
held today (Dec. 24).
Blaich, Thomas O'Connell Jr. and Peter
The blackout was also protested by
Sibell against NBC, the National Football League and the New York Giants.
WICC Fairfield, Conn., that state's senThe complaint asserts the curtailment
ator and senator-elect, and the congressof tv coverage of the game on Dec. 30
man representing Fairfield County.
Fairfield lies within the blackout area.
in the New York area is "arbitrary,"
capricious and unreasonable in view of
The radio station waged an editorial
the fact that the Yankee Stadium is campaign against the ban, and Sen.
Thomas J. Dodd and Sen. -elect Abraalready sold out to capacity." It claims
ham A. Ribicoff, both Democrats, sent
that the curtailment "deprives the
plaintiffs and 11 million others of a messages to NFL President Pete Rozelle
33

Two more stations join
CBS Radio on Dec. 30
Two additional stations will become
CBS Radio affiliates on Dec. 30. They
are WKXL Concord, N. H., and KREW
Sunnyside, Wash. The affiliation of
KALB Alexandria, La., also on Dec.
30, had been
announced
earlier (Broadcasting, Dec.
17).
WKXL, operating with 1 kw-day and
250 w-night on 1450 kc, is owned and
operated by Capitol Broadcasting Corp.
The station, which had been a CBS Radio affiliate from 1951-59, had no network affiliation in the interim.
KREW, with 1 kw-day and 250 wnight operating on 1230 kc, is owned
and operated by Cole E. Wylie, and was
independent
before signing with CBS
Radio.
WRFD-AM-FM moves to Avery-Knodel Jan. 1
senior vice president of the firm;
WRFD-AM-FM Columbus, Ohio,
will be represented nationally by and Andy Edgerton, WRFD national
sales manager. Seated is Joseph D.
Avery-Knodel, New York representative firm, as of Jan. 1. Completing the Bradshaw, WRFD general manager.
arrangements: (standing, left to right)
WRFD operates on 880 kc with 5
kw. Its fm outlet is on 97.9 mc with
John Stewart, Avery-Knodel radio
186 kw.
sales manager; Roger O'Sullivan,
urging him to lift his edict.
Senator-elect Ribicoff said the ban
was "a disservice to thousands of loyal

football fans" and Sen. Dodd added that
its removal would "create more fans for
the Giants."
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A comparative hearing on community tv will be held by the Austin, Texas,
city council Jan. 3, it was announced
last week.
The council decided on the move
following a Dec. 13 public hearing on
whether or not to permit catv in Austin.
The city government voted to permit
catv. The Jan. 3 hearing will allow applicants to present their proposals to
the council.
At present there are five applicants
for the franchise: Capital Cable Co.,
Midwest Video Inc., Vumore Inc. (RKO
General), Micro Corp., and a group
composed of Glenn Flinn (Tyler, Tex.,
catv owner), the Austin Daily Statesman and a local attorney. Austin's sole
tv station, KTBC-TV, which is principally owned by Mrs. Lyndon Johnson,
has an option to acquire 50% of Capital Cable Co.
Changing hands . . .
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sale of
station interests was reported last week
subject to FCC approval:

Greetings

and

Austin plans hearing
for local catv franchise

■ KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla.:
l2Vi% interest sold by RKO General
to Roy J. Turner and Luther T. Dulaney for $725,000. Acquisition of the
6V4 % by each of the two buyers, who
already each own 12Vi% bring their
total shares to 183A% each. Move by
RKO General was required in seeking
FCC approval to exchange of RKO
General's Boston radio and tv stations
for
NBC's radio
and tv
Philadelphia
(see page
50).properties in
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 66).
■ KFAC-AM-FM Los Angeles, Calif.:
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

Sold by E. L. Cord to Cleveland Broadcasting Inc. for $2 million. Cleveland
Broadcasting owns WERE-AM-FM
Cleveland and WLEC-AM-FM Sandusky, both Ohio. Ray T. Miller, president of Cleveland Broadcasting said no
changes in personnel are to take place
and present programming will be continued, with plans to expand public
service and news coverage.
■ WRUL Scituate, Mass.: Sold by
Metromedia Inc. to International Educational Broadcasting Corp. for $1,771,850. Purchaser is owned by the
Mormon Church, which also has interests in KSL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City,
Utah; KID-AM-TV Idaho Falls and
KBOI-AM-FM-TV Boise, both Idaho.
WRUL is a commercial international
shortwave station. Chairman Newton
N. Minow abstained.
■ KGHL-AM-TV Billings, Mont. : Sold
by P. N. Fortin and associates to Paul
Crain and associates for $745,000. Mr.
Crain and Dan Snyder are principal
stockholders in KRTV (TV) Great
Falls, Mont, (see KGHL below).
■ KGHL (am station) Billings, Mont.:
Sold by Paul Crain and associates to
Copper Broadcasting Co. for $204,285.
Copper Broadcasting is owned by Salt
Lake City Broadcasting Co. Inc., licensee
of KALL Salt Lake City. Copper Broadcasting isthe licensee of KMON Great
Falls and KOPR Butte, both Montana.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Hatch own
Salt Lake City Broadcasting Co. They
also have an interest in KUTV (TV)
Salt Lake City. Commissioner Robert
T. Bartley dissented.
■ WENO
WUHF

Salant: Courtroom

tv should

The way to to
open the is nation's
courtrooms
broadcasters
to start
at the top, with the Supreme Court,
"where there are no witnesses and
where the great issues of the day that
affect all of us are argued just in an
hour or two hours by the greatest
lawyers before the greatest judges."
So answered Richard S. Salant,
president of CBS News, in response
to a question raised by a KMOX St.
Louis listener. Though seated in a
New York studio, Mr. Salant offered
comments on a variety of topics

start at top

aired on a 40-minute KMOX program, The Sounding Board, on Dec.
13. Listeners' questions were relayed by program host Jack Buck.
On the concept of Washington
news treated as part of the "weaponry of war," Mr. Salant told the
KMOX audience: "We have protested very vigorously against the concept. . . . The government obviously
has to control to some degree the
release of news, but to use it for
manipulative purposes is all wrong
in any circumstance."

by Walter A. Duke to Martha White
Mills Inc. for $175,000. Both Martha
White Mills Inc. and H. C. Young Jr.
(who owns other 50% of WENO) recently bought the inactive ch. 22 KBICTV
12). Los Angeles (Broadcasting, Nov.

annually since 1953, the new edition
tabulates certain rate categories for the
first time and also includes its regular
formulas for quick estimating of spot
tv costs and budgets. The media tool
is currently available to advertisers and

Media

agencies.
Second chance ■ Because of requests
for additional
time,
Broadcasters'
Promotion Assn. has
extended
the deadline

reports...

Spot cost estimator ■ The Katz Agency Inc., New York, has issued the 32nd
edition of its "Spot Television Advertising Cost Summary." Revised semi-

for entries in its second annual "OnThe-Air" Promotion Awards Competition through Dec. 31.

Madison, Tenn.: 50% sold
to Milwaukee

A symbolic call letter has been
acquired by WXIX (TV) Milwaukee. On midnight, Dec. 31,
the ch. 18 station will begin using WUHF (TV) as its new call.
The WUHF call was used by the
FCC in its two-year uhf test in
New York City, but was withdrawn when the commission
turned over the ch. 31 station
to the city government which now
uses it as WNYC-TV. The ch.
18 station is the only uhf in Milwaukee, which has three vhf stations in operation there — WISNTV, WITI (TV) and WTMJ-TV.
Originally, WXIX (the roman
numerals for 19) was on ch. 19,
but the Milwaukee assignment was
changed to ch. 18 three years ago,
when the present owners bought
the station from CBS. CBS originally bought what was WOKYTV from the Bartell family in
1954.
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962
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WABC-FM is broadcasting 17 hours of continuous news,
utilizing the world-wide news facilities of the American Broadcasting

Company.

Supplementing wabc radio expanded news...wabc-tv expanded news...
abc is presenting wabc-fm continuous news, 17 hours of news daily.
This is abc's dramatic and unprecedented response in the public interest, convenience and necessity.
WABC-FM/NEW
YORK
AN ABC OWNED RADIO STATION

people. "The problem is to combine
excellence and mass appeal and I don't
think it's impossible."
Salant on Entertainment ■ Mr. Salant
said he approved of the kind of entertainment programs offered by CBS-TV
because "without them CBS couldn't
support its news division." Decrying
people who divide tv into two parts, entertainment and non-entertainment with
"news as the hero," he expressed particular distaste for the intelligentsia who
praise but don't watch tv's informational programming. Pleading to be left
alone to do his job, Mr. Salant said:
"We in news don't like to be shoved
around, by agencies, by advertisers or
by benevolent congressmen. We want
to be in the network schedule because
we deserve to be and not because anyone outside has so decreed."
Mr. Serling had an unkind word for
the view expressed by each of the other
speakers. "If Mr. Minow really wants
to see censorship in action," he said,
"let him try to put on a tv show dealing
with the Army, Navy or some other
branch of the federal government."
"Mr. Rich can talk about creativity, but
in 15 years as a writer I've yet to have
an agency man talk to me about creativity, or motivation or character development orplot structure or program
theme except as it affected his client's
interests. What I have had is intrusion,
intrusion, intrusion."
Television's chief trouble lies in too
few stations in the country's major markets, Mr. Weaver maintained, and the
all-wave tv set bill, "passed 20 years
late,"
may solve
thatis difficulty.
the advertiser
needs
for each ofWhat
the
top 40 markets, "where 75% of retail
sales are made," to have five or six
tv stations. He berated tv broadcasters
for not finding more techniques to help
advertisers use the medium more successfully and he also urged them to accept their responsibility toward keeping
bad commercials off the air. When he
was in charge at NBC, the network
wouldn't take deodorant advertising or
other types which might offend people
"and Weaver
we weresaid.
sold out for eight years,"
Mr.
A large proportion of the questions
submitted by the audience were addressed to Mr. Minow. He said that
if he could make any change he wished
in program policies, he'd try to provide
more opportunities for more people to
make decisions, "not only three customers with only a few people deciding
what 180 million shall see," and to have
the networks schedule programs on the
basis of merit rather than ownership.
(Mr. Robinson reported that CBS-TV
had taken independent outside producers into partnership on two new
series "because they came up with better approaches than we did.")
The FCC has licensed two experi40 (PROGRAMMING)
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GOP sees Kennedy's tv 'Conversation' as political;
spokesmen to decide on asking for equal time
President Kennedy's broadcast report
to the nation last week appeared to
some Republicans as potential money
in the bank — to be drawn on in the
form of equal air time in the future.
A decision on whether the Republican
National Committee would ask the
three tv networks formally for equal
time was expected Friday (Dec. 21), at
a meeting of Rep. William E. Miller
(R-N. Y.), GOP national chairman,
and members of the committee staff.
Earlier in the week, Rep. Bob Wilson (R-Calif.), chairman of the Republican Congressional Committee, said the
networks "should offer Republicans
equal time." He characterized the onehour taped program, in which the President was interviewed in the White
House by newsmen from each of the
networks, as "advance ballyhoo for the
1964 Kennedy campaign" and "smoothly administered political snake oil."
William B. Sprague, publicity director for the GOP national committee,
issued a statement saying the party will
"seek facilities at some future date
comparable to those afforded President
Kennedy." The statement said the Kennedy program resulted "in substantial
benefit to the Democrats and their probable 1964 candidate."
Neither spoke of a legal demand. But
both said the networks should make

time available as a matter of "fairness."
Rejection Urged ■ Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.), however, urged the networks to reject such a request. He said

ments with pay tv because it has the
potential of providing an additional program service and widening the choice
of the viewer, Mr. Minow commented.
"Whether it will be good or not, only
a fool would prophesy," he said, "but
we've authorized the test to see if people will find it worth paying for."
On Prime Time ■ Asked if the FCC
can't encourage the networks to do
more public affairs programming in
prime time, Mr. Minow said the commission had been doing that and that
there are now more such programs on
in prime time than ever before. "But
when we do," he added, "we're accused
of interfering with freedom of expression." (Mr. Salant promptly rejoined:
"We'll get more into our schedule without your help than with it. Leave us
alone and we'll get there.")
Mr. Serling reported a fine rapport
between himself and the sponsor of
his Twilight Zone series, because of a
"self-imposed censorship" which carefully avoids all controversial issues. This
was not the case when he was writing
for Playhouse 90, he said. Asked what

he'd like to do that he isn't doing now,
the writer replied that he'd like to comment on the current scene, to dramatize some of today's social problems.
Whereupon Mr. Weaver noted that "the
role of the advertiser is to get in the
way of creative writers and directors.
He says I don't want my breakfast food
commercial to come on just after the
hero has thrown up." Even so, the advertiser isresponsible for only 5% of
the interference with program creativity,
Mr. Weaver declared. "The networks
are responsible for 85% of it and you
split the other 10% any way you like."

the
proposal isofbased
on a "fallacious"
interpretation
the equal-time
section
of the Communications Act. Since the
President isn't a candidate, Rep. Celler
said, the requirement doesn't apply.
He said that granting a request would
set a dangerous precedent and be contrary to the content and intent of the
equal-time clause. To say that each
presidential appearance on television,
"no matter in what context ... is per
se a political gambit," Rep. Celler said,
is degrading both the office of the President and the intelligence of the American people and denies them the right
to be informed by their President.
The taped interview of President
Kennedy actually ran to about 90 minutes and was edited down to 60 by a
committee representing the three networks. This procedure was agreed to
in advance.
Richard S. Salant, president of CBS
News, however, notified White House
News Secretary Pierre Salinger that
CBS reserved the right to use its own
judgment if the editing committee disagreed on what should be deleted.
As matters turned out, there were no
disagreements.

Film Sales . . .
Leave It to the Girls (United Artists
Tv) : Sold to KSD-TV St. Louis; WITITV Milwaukee; KCPX-TV Salt Lake
City; WSM-TV Nashville; WLOS-TV
Asheville, N. C; KSHO-TV Las Vegas,
Nev., and KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore. Now
in 30 markets.
Law And Mr. Jones (Four Star):
Sold to WPIX (TV) New York; WLWI
(TV) Indianapolis; KPHO-TV PhoeBROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

This was the scene at the White
House Sunday, Dec. 16 as three tv
network newsmen had "A Conversation with the President." Asking the

questions were: (I to r): William L.
Lawrence (ABC), George Herman
(CBS) and Sander Vanocur (NBC). The
program was broadcast last Monday

nix, and KVOA-TV Tucson, both Arizona. Now in 12 markets.

Calif.; KONO-TV Honolulu; WSUNTV St. Petersburg, Fla., and WFEQTV
kets. St. Joseph, Mo. Now in 115 mar-

Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre
(Four Star): Sold to WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y., and KREX-TV Grand
Junction, Colo. Now in 1 1 markets.
The Detectives (Four Star) : Sold to
WSCS-TV Charleston, S. C; WFAATV Dallas; WXIX (TV) Milwaukee.
Now in 22 markets.
Stagecoach West (Four Star) : Sold
to WSJV (TV) Elkhart-South Bend,
Ind. Now in 4 markets.
Target: The Corrupters (Four Star) :
Sold to WXIX (TV) Milwaukee and
WNAC-TV Boston. Now in 10 markets.
It Happened on Fifth Avenue (Allied Artists Tv) : Christmas special feature film sold to WNEW-TV New
York; KMOX-TV St. Louis; KSTP-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul; WXIX (TV)
Milwaukee; KG UN -TV Tucson, Ariz.;
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C; WISCTV Madison, Wis.; KICU-TV Fresno,
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

Girl Talk (ABC Films): Sold to
Texize, via Henderson Adv., Greenville,
S. C, for 13 markets — Oklahoma City,
Tulsa, Dallas-Fort Worth, Houston,
New Orleans, Memphis, Nashville, Atlanta, Charlotte, Richmond, Miami,
Birmingham
and Denver. Now in 66
markets.
CBS Films makes sales
to two new vhf outlets
CBS Films Inc., New York, has announced sales of 3,262 half-hours of
programming to two new vhf stations.
WTEV (TV) New Bedford, Mass.,
purchased CBS films' The Phil Silvers
Show, Whirlybirds, December Bride,
Amos 'n' Andy, The Range Rider and
Annie Oakley, for a total of 1,506 halfhours. The station also will take CBS
Newsfilm service and 216 Terrytoon
cartoons. WTEV plans to go on the

evening, at varying times, on the ABC,
CBS and NBC television and radio
networks. The ninety-minute interview was edited down to an hour.

17).
air Jan. 1, 1963 (Broadcasting, Dec.
WOKR (TV) Rochester, N. Y.,
which has been on the air since September, ordered multiple runs of Decamber Bride, Our Miss Brooks, Amos
V Andy, Heckle and Jeckle and Depuhours.
ty Dawg, for a total of 1,756 half-

KTLA (TV) buys 4-Star shows
In an early program buy for 1963,
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles has purchased 287 off-network episodes of
Four Star Television programs valued
at more than $500,000. They will fill
more than a third of the independent
station's
tv
season. prime time in the upcoming
KTLA will continue to devote the
major portion of its time to live programming.
Among the programs purchased from
Four Star are 30 one-hour and 67 halfhour episodes of The Dectectives; 145
half-hour Dick Powell's Zane Grey
Theatre segments and 45 half-hours of
41

the Law and Mr. Jones, which will start
on KTLA Jan. 21 back-to-back with
Zane Grey Theatre to fill the 8-9 p.m.
hour each Monday. The Detectives has
not yet been scheduled.

'Yearbook' gives facts
on Negro programming
Every week 256 U. S. radio stations
in 30 states and the District of Columbia
broadcast 8,304 hours of programming
to Negro listeners. These findings appear in the 1963 Broadcasting Yearbook, a632-page compendium of basic
economic, technical and business facts
covering the world of radio and tv.
North Carolina leads in this specialty programming service, 37 stations
carrying a total of 950 hours weekly.
Three of these outlets claim 100%
programming for Negroes.
Florida follows with 16 stations
broadcasting a total of 742 hours. Tennessee is third in Negro programming
with 11 stations accounting for 610
hours. However, Mississippi, Georgia
and Texas outrank Tennessee in number of Negro-programmed stations. The
number of stations and hours are: Mississippi 25 stations, 577 hours; Georgia
24 stations, 676 hours; Texas 19 stations, 496 hours.
Of 4,856 am/fm radio stations on the
air, 256 operators indicated all or a
portion of their programming was given
to Negro programming.

Garroway announces new
A new tv production company
that will concentrate on programs
and tv commercials has been announced by Dave Garroway, former star of NBC-TV's Today show.
The firm's name is Once More Inc.,
New York.
Mr. Garroway said last week that
he has appointed two aides, Jeff
Kamen, who will serve as production
coordinator, and Lee Lawrence, who
had been associated with Mr. Garro-

Mr. Garroway
42 (PROGRAMMING)

SDX announces deadline
for its annual awards
Sigma Delta Chi has set Feb. 1, 1963,
as the deadline for entries to be submitted for consideration for its annual
Awards for Distinguished Service in
Journalism.
The awards, to be given for work
done in 1962, will be offered in 15 catevision. gories, including five for radio and teleThe radio-tv categories are:
Radio or television commentary —
for a distinguished example of effective
editorial analyses and other expressions
of opinion by a station or individual.
Radio reporting — for the most distinguished example of spot news reporting of a single news event, scheduled or
unscheduled.
Public service in radio journalism —
for an outstanding example of public
service by an individual radio station
or network through radio journalism.
Television reporting — for the most
distinguished example of spot news reporting of a single news event, scheduled or unscheduled.
Public service in television journalism
— for an outstanding example of public
service by an individual television station or network through television
journalism.
Entries should be mailed to Sigma
Delta Chi Awards in Journalism, 35 E.
Wacker Drive, Suite 856, Chicago 1.

production firm
way on Today for the past five years
and who will head research and development for Once More.
The company is preparing three
network tv and radio packages and
also plans production of tv commercials. Mr. Garroway earlier in December announced his return to radio and tv after having been engaged
in other activities, including publishing of an fm program-guide magazine (Closed Circuit, Dec. 10).

Mr. Kamen

Miss Lawrence

'Sanforized' news?
Asked how broadcast newsmen
"compress" news for their brief
air reports, CBS Newsman Eric
Sevareid, moderating a 10-man
CBS News panel at the National
Press Club in Washington Dec.
19, said he favored the phrase
"news selection" over "compresBroadcasting news departments,
he added, seek "that wonderful
ideal proclaimed some years ago
by a new General Motors car and
to a degree by Mr. Secretary Wilsion."son's defense budget one
year.
That is, bigger on the inside and
smaller on the outside. This is
what
try to do."
Theweoccasion
was one of five
public appearances scheduled for
CBS foreign correspondents during their stateside return for the
network's annual Years of Crisis
broadcast set for Wednesday on
CBS-TV and radio.

CBS-TV

hogs Nielsens

with day, night shows
CBS-TV's shows scored in 18 of the
top 20 program ratings listed by A. C.
Nielsen Co. for the two-week period
ending Nov. 25. The network immediately noted that Nielsen's records of
regular season tv programming (surveying started in the early 1950s) indicate
this point has never been reached in the
past. ABC-TV in the two-week period
had one show in the top 20, its highly
rated Ben Casey, and NBC-TV's single
"winner" was Bonanza. Ben Casey was
No. 4 and Bonanza No. 13.
CBS-TV also dominated daytime program ratings in the same two-week period. The network, in a listing of the top
20 daytime shows, scored in with each
of the first 12, and in the next eight
shows listed, took Nos. 15 and 20;
NBC-TV took Nos. 13, 14, and 16-19.
Powell reported 'sick man'
Dick Powell, board chairman of Four
Star Television, "is a very sick man,"
his physician said last week.
The malignancies in Mr. Powell's
lymph glands and upper chest have been
practically eradicated by cobalt treatments, Dr. John C. Sharpe, said, but
the more recent pains in his lower
back have led to a strong suspicion
that this too is a cancerous area.
At first the back pains were believed
to be muscle spasms resulting from a
cold. Their persistence has made it
necessary to keep the noted actor-producer under sedation most of the time.
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FM

ALLOCATIONS

Proposed

table

allocates

80

PLAN

channels

ISSUED

in 2,730

assignments

as final step in the FCC's plan to completely revamp fm band
Class C stations would not be aunel separation of 65 miles.
A proposed nationwide table of allocations for the 80 commercial fm
thorized in Zones 1 or 1-A.
■ Class B — 50 kw maximum, 5 kw
channels in the U. S. was released for minimum; 500-foot antenna; 40-mile
Iffy Proposal ■ In releasing its tentacomments by the FCC last week. The
tive table of fm allocations, the comservice range and a minimum co-chanmission noted that strong oppositions
nel separation of 150 miles.
table, which proposes to make 2,730
■ Class C — 100 kw maximum, 10 have been registered against the enfm assignments to specific cities within
tire plan and that no action is being
the continental U. S., is the final step kw minimum; 500-foot antenna; 65taken at this time on the pleading to
mile service range and a minimum coin the commission's plan to completely
reconsider. The table is based on the
channel separation of 180 miles.
revamp fm.
The
three
new
geographic
zones
are
minimum
mileage separations outlined
The first step was taken last summer
as follows: Zone 1 (same as tv Zone
above and was prepared along the lines
when the FCC adopted new fm rules
set out last July.
1) includes part or all of 18 Northconstituting drastic changes from those
Most of those objecting to the table
eastern states and the District of Cowhich had been in force since the belumbia. Zone 1-A is confined to that
asked the FCC to return to its proginning of broadcasting in the 88-108
tected contour concept of station asmc band (Broadcasting, July 30). At part of California south of the 40 degree north latitude line (just north of
signments or to adopt shorter separathat time, the FCC announced plans
San Francisco). Zone 2 includes all the
tions than those used (30- or 35-mile
to adopt an fm table of allocations simirest of the U. S.
protected contours in Zones 1 and 1-A
lar to that in force for television.
instead of the present 40). The FCC
Zone 1 and 1-A ceilings are 50 kw
said it released the table at this time
and coverage equivalent to 50 kw with
All existing stations are protected unan
antenna
500
feet,
with
protection
to give those who want to comment on
der the proposed table through the allocation of their assigned channels to out to 40 miles only. This means that a specific proposal with what the fm althe cities where they presently operate.
The complete table is reproduced beginning on page 71. Comments are
due by Feb. 15, 1963, and replies no
later than March 18.
At the same time that the FCC
Stations
DO
Have
Personality
adopted the table for comments, it imposed an immediate freeze in most
IDENTIFICATION- areas of the U. S. on future fm grants
Nine times out of ten,
and the acceptance of new applications
pending final inclusion or rejection of
if a man says (anythe table in the commission's rules.
where in Michigan)
The commission said the table of
"I'm from Paul Bunyan
2,730 allocations is not "saturated,"
Network, " the response
No effort
was means
made tothat
"squeeze
in"
channels
which
additional
is: "How is Les these
assignments may be made later even in
days, say hello from
densely populated areas.
'Go-No-Go' ■ The new fm rules are
Man after man, time
based on the conclusion that future
fm assignments, like all those in tv,
after time, the immed"
LES BIEDERMAN, PRESIDENT
me. iate
identification is
should be on a "go-no-go" basis, with
applicants and the FCC in a position
Statistic
-Retail
sales
in
the
with Les Biederman-to predict whether a proposed operation can be granted technically based
area covered (Grade B) by
an identification that
on established criteria. The rules estabWPBN-TV,
Traverse
City,
personalizes the Paul
lished three classes of fm stations
& WTOM-TV, Cheboygan,
(where in the past there had been only
Bunyan stations --that
two) minimum and maximum powers
total $5 31, 362, 000.
sells their products.
and antenna heights and divided the
country into three zones.
The PAUL
BUNYAN
STATIONS
The following characteristics define
the three classes of stations:
WPBN-TV WTOM-TV WTCM WMBN WATT WATC WATZ
■ Class A — 3 kw maximum, 100 w
Soren H. Munkhof, Gen. Mgr.
Paul Bunyan BIdg. , Traverse City43
minimum; 300-foot antenna; 15-mile
Nat. Rep. -Venard, Torbet and McConnell -- Network Rep. -Elisabeth Beckjorden
service range and a minimum co-chanBROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

locations will and will not provide in
the way of new asssignments.
"We hasten to point out, however,
that this further notice in no way disposes of the various questions already
raised"
the FCCagainst
said. a table of fm allocations,
The proposed table lists 1,200 existing stations (130 Class A and 1,070
Class B or C) and provides for 1,530
new fm stations (940 Class A, 590
Class B or C). In general, the FCC attempted to provide at least one fm assignment for all communities with a
Class IV or daytime-only am station
and for all cities with a population of
at least 10,000 outside major metropolitan areas which have no am stations.
As a rule of thumb, the commission
did not mix Class A assignments in
the same city with Class B or C channels, although they were mixed in a
limited number of cases.
Canadian Factor ■ New fm assignments within 250 miles of the Canadian
border must be cleared with Canada
under an August 1961 agreement, the
commission noted. The proposed table
was designed with that consideration
but an agreement with Canada has not
been reached. Therefore, new assignments in the table close to Canada are
subject to deletion, the FCC said in
asking parties commenting to bear this
in mind. Negotiations now are underway with Canada looking toward an
agreement, the FCC said.
Possible changes in rules covering
the 20 fm channels reserved for education (88-92 mcs; chs. 201-220) are

still under consideration and educational fm is not covered in the proposal,
the FCC said, except for mileage separation restrictions on chs. 218, 219 and
220. The proposed table for the 80
commercial fm channels was prepared
with existing educational stations on
chs. 218, 219, and 220 in mind to protect the commercial stations on the
lower channels.
Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, Guam
and the Virgin Islands also are not included in the table of allocations. However, the FCC said, it may be necessary to adopt a table of assignments
concerning these areas in the future
and this currently is under study.
As the new rules were originally
adopted last summer, the FCC had
planned to require existing stations to
reduce power in certain instances to
comply with the new restrictions. However, such an outcry of protest arose
— principally from Southern California
— that the FCC relented and "grandfathered in" all existing stations
(Broadcasting, Dec. 3).
The commission said that it would
entertain comments on both the new
fm rules adopted last luly (since petitions to reconsider that action have
not been acted upon) as well as the
tentative table of allocations.
Another Cold Spell ■ A freeze on
the grant of existing fm applications
and the acceptance of new applications
in most states is necessary during the
pendency of the table of allocations
rulemaking, the FCC said in announc"no from
action"theedict
lastinclude
week.
Areasing thefree
freeze
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,

North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, western Kansas and anywhere
in the states of Arizona, Colorado,
Nebraska and Utah except within 65
miles of Phoenix, Denver, Omaha or
Sale Lake City.
There are such few fm stations in
these states that the grant of new ones
consistent with the proposed table
would not prevent the assignment of
other desired channels, the commission
said. Such is not the case in the more
populated states with a heavy concentration of existing fm stations, the FCC
stated. The freeze also does not affect
Alaska, Hawaii and the territories,
where no table of allocations is proCurrently in force is an FCC freeze
on the grant of new am stations or the
posed.
filing of applications for such facilities.
The commission refused for several
months to process applications for new
fm stations while the proposed rules
adopted last July were under consideration. Some fm grants were made this
fall which were consistent with the new
rules.
For the complete and tentative fm
table of allocations, see page 71.
Court affirms FCC
in ch. 10 decision
A federal appeals court last week
affirmed the FCC's rejection last July
of an application by Public Service
Television Inc. for ch. 10 in Miami.
The commission claimed that a year
had not elapsed between the time Public Service's original application was
denied in October 1961 and the sub-

Tonics
for the 'tired' hit from
two
fronts
The advertising claims for tonics value in cases of iron deficiency, but strength, rundown feeling, nervousness or irritability except in a minoraimed at the middle aged were ques- the dosage "most often is too small
ity of cases where deficiencies exist.
tioned by two agencies last week —
to be miaeffective
therapeutically."
Aneis not a disease but a symptom,
The company has 30 days to respond
one government and one private.
The Federal Trade Commission
to
the complaint.
the article says, and "the use of these
issued a complaint against the maker
Geritol has spent almost $2.5 milcompounds may mask the real dislion on network tv for the first nine
of Geritol, J. B. Williams Co., New
patient."
In easeanof the
earlier
but similar case, an months of the year, mainly as joint
York, and its agency, Parkson Adv.,
FTC examiner last week recomalso New York. They were charged
sponsor (with Whitehall Labs.) of
mended that Hadacol Inc., Chicago,
with making false therapeutic claims
the Lawrence Welk Show (Sat., 9-10
maker of the New Super Hadacol,
for the preparation in television comp.m., on ABC-TV), and almost
be forbidden to advertise on tv, radio
$100,000 in spot tv.
mercials and newspaper advertisements.
In the Hadacol ruling, Examiner
or in the newspapers that the tonic
will
benefit
tiredness,
sleeplessness,
Eldon
P. Schrup accepted a stipulaThe American Medical Assn.'s
tion by the company and Jerome S.
Today's Health carries an article in nervousness, or exhaustion except in
its January issue branding as "out- a minority of cases caused by a de- Garland, vice president-treasurer and
controlling stockholder, to cease and
ficiency ofvitamins or iron contained
right quackery" the claims of over- in the product.
desist from claiming that Hadacol
the-counter iron compounds containwas beneficial for the prevention of
In the Geritol complaint, the FTC
ing "shotgun mixtures of vitamins
colds, aches and pains, that it will
and minerals which are heavily pro- claimed that, contrary to tv and
moted as treatment for all sorts of newspaper advertising claims, the provide new vigor and energy, and
preparation will not be of benefit in that Southerners have a particular
anemic conditions." The preparathe treatment of tiredness, loss of need for the product due to special
tions, the article says, may have some
44 (GOVERNMENT)
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mission of the new application last May.
The FCC's rules prohibit the same applicant from filing for the same facility
in less than 12 months after his first
application is denied.
Public Service, a subsidiary of National Airlines, is the former licensee
of the Miami outlet, but was disqualified because of improper off-the-record
activities. Miami ch. 10 is now licensed
to WLBW-TV.
The three-judge panel of the District
of Columbia circuit court also denied
Public Service's motions to reverse the
FCC's action in the application case
or to stay the effective date. The court
panel was composed of Circuit Judges
E. Barrett Prettyman, George T. Washington and John A. Danaher.
NAB

asks new

deadline

for FCC plan comments
The NAB said last week it will be
"difficult" for broadcasters to prepare
effective comments on the FCC's proposed public-inspection rule while completing that agency's political questionnaires, and requested a three-week extension for comments.
The commission has proposed that
stations be required to retain, for public inspection, copies of all applications
filed with the FCC on renewal of licenses, major changes in facilities and
ownership changes (Broadcasting,
Nov. 26).
The NAB said many broadcasters are
trying to assess the administrative effects
on their operations and the relationship
to the overall public interest.

diet deficiencies and climatic conditions. This is not a final decision and
may be reviewed and revised by the
commission.
The Williams Co. said that it had
had long and intensive discussions
with the FTC about the advertising
of Geritol, but failed to resolve the
questions raised by the agency. "We
have anticipated," a company
spokesman said, "that the issue will
have to be tried before the commission and probably in the courts.
We're confident that we can successfully defend our advertising as medically and legally correct."
A spokesman for Hadacol said the
firm agreed several months ago to
discontinue the advertising complained of and added:
"Actually, we have not used that
advertising copy for the past three
or four years."
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

NEW
They

FCC

drop most

FINANCIAL
of objectionable

in original proposal

of two years

Near unanimous industry opposition
to a proposed new FCC financial form
for annual reports to the commission
has resulted in the deletion of most of
the objectionable features in the newlyadopted form announced by the agency
last week.
Noting that "general criticism was
directed by nearly all the commenting
parties to the additional burdens which
would
be placed
..." the
commission
said on
its licensees
new requirements
"are very substantially reduced from
those proposed and represent only limited extensions of our previous reporting comes
requirements."
new and
form must
beeffective Feb. The
1, 1963,
be filed by all stations no later than
April 1 of each year.
The commission first proposed to
amend its financial reporting requirements in November 1960. United opposition tothe proposal was led by the
NAB on the grounds the planned requirements would place an undue burden on stations; that much of the information requested would be subject
to erroneous interpretations; that there
was risk of disclosure of the extremely
confidential information, and that the
FCC had gone beyond its legal authority (Broadcasting, Feb. 2, 1961).
Also, the industry argued and the
FCC agreed last week, the additional
information proposed would not be
needed on an annual basis and could
be requested in individual cases under
existing FCC procedures.
Five Categories ■ The new form as
adopted last week is divided into five
categories — Schedule 1 on broadcast
revenues is essentially the same as at
present except for the addition of a
separate listing of revenue from political broadcasting. Schedule 2 on broadcast expenses is retained from the old
form. Schedule 3 is new and asks for
broadcast income as derived from the
first two schedules. In addition, it requires the total of all salaries paid to
"the proprietor, the partners, the stockholders or any close relatives of such
persons," but does not require the
naming of individuals and salaries as
proposed.
Schedule 4 deals with overall employment, a carryover from the old
form, plus for stations with 15 or more
employes a breakdown as to departments (programming, sales, administrative and technical). Schedule 5, also
retained from the old form, requires
the listing of tangible property owned
and devoted exclusively to broadcasting.
Among the controversial items de-

FORMS

features
ago

leted from the proposed form of two
years ago: a condensed balance sheet,
analysis of notes payable, income statement, analysis of national and local
time sales for tv stations, analysis of
broadcast expenses, and a schedule of
individual salaries to executives (the
total).
new form as adopted requires only a
The new form also requires a breakdown on revenue of fm stations operating as part of a jointly-owned am-fm
facility. This was added, the commission said, because of the growing interest in fm and industry requests for
such separate information.
The two-year old proposal would also
have required a detailed listing of
broadcast expenses in selling, programming, technical, general and administration. Upon reconsideration, the
commission said it had decided to require only the report on salaries and
wages. Without such information on
salaries, "an
unrealistic
of theis
financial
condition
of picture
a licensee
drawn where the income statements reveal a loss operation . . . but where
substantial sums are paid to those having a proprietary interest in the business," the FCC said.
Court supports FCC
on interference limits
A federal court in Washington,
D. C, has upheld the FCC's right to
turn down an applicant for a radio station when more than 10% of the people the applicant proposes to serve will
receive interference from existing stations.
The commission denied an application by Herman E. Sayger for 1250 kc
with 1 kw day and 500 w night for
Tiffin, Ohio, upon a finding that 17.5%
of the population within the protected
daytime contour would receive interference. Mr. Sayger appealed, calling
the FCC's action on the 10% rule
"arbitrary." He also complained that
the FCC denied his attempt to consolidate his application in hearing with a
second Tiffin application (for 500 w
daytime on 1600 kc) and subsequently
approved the daytime application, thus
weakening
Mr. Sayger's
chancesrule.of obtaining awaiver
of the 10%
The court said that he should have
appealed the grant to the other station
at the time the grant was made. The
unanimous decision was written by Circuit Judge J. Skelly Wright for himself
and Circuit Judges Walter M. Bastian45
and Warren E. Burger.

And
FCC

now

WANTS
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(shh)
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IN PROVING

The FCC threw up its hands in confusion last week and decided to ask
the public, broadcasters and the advertising industry to help it solve a
problem that has defied it for three
decades:
When is a commercial too loud?
A formal notice issued Dec. 17 announced the commission's intent to find
out if commercials really are louder
than the programs that surround them.
It has probed this puzzler before, but
without success.
There's a technical tickler that has
the commission baffled. The official announcement put it this way, "Loudness, asubjective quality, varies in some
yet unknown way with numerous transmission parameters. Its subjective quality makes its measurement elusive."
This was a frank confession that although the public may consider commeasure it.mercials louder, the engineers can't
A series of recent incidents lies behind the announcement of the inquiry
(Docket 14904):
■ Some letters have been received
from congressional sources.
■ Some 450 complaints have been
made this year by listeners who professed to be annoyed by loud commercials (25 complaints in October, 45
in November and 95 in December).
The subject has been getting a good
press in recent weeks.
■ Sen. Clifford P. Case (R-NJ.) announced FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow was in total agreement with
his complaint about loud commercials.
■ H. H. Scott Inc., Maynard, Mass.,
hi-fi set maker, received nationwide
newspaper attention to its announcement some months ago that a study
showed most tv commercials are louder
than programs.
■ But last week the Scott firm

word
THAT

from

COMMERCIALS

seemed to have taken a fresh look at
the subject in a letter to NBC that
concluded the problem of loudness is
not simple and that its solution is probably "more social than technical."
The only clear point in the whole
situation was an FCC concession that
the subject is confused. The FCC recalled that it has studied the matter in
the past and these studies "have failed
to reveal any trend toward overmodulation to achieve extra loudness for commercial material broadcast." The FCC
cited its own findings to show how
confused it is.
If the FCC has felt itself bombarded
by the year's 450 complaints from the
nation's television and radio audiences,
the networks haven't seen any sign of
public indignation about the sound
volume of the commercials they carry.
No Public Protest ■ Network officials
told questioners that they've seen no
sign of public distress about the sound
volume of commercials. A public complaint by a public figure seems to generate afew additional letters, but without such inspiration the complaints are
practically non-existent.
One network said it receives about
16,000 communications a month, of
which possibly four may deal with the
so-called "loudness" of commercials.
An official at another network said:
"If we get one complaint a week, I'd
be surprised." At a third network the
complaints were described merely as
"few and far between."
CBS Radio for more than a year
has employed
thevolume
"Audimax,"
electronic automatic
controlandevice
developed by CBS Labs. Thus, officials
said, network programming and commercials are fed to stations at a uniform volume level. Officials said most,
if not all, CBS Radio affiliates also had
Audimax equipment in use locally.

Bar bills, etc., cost half a station
Rigorous bookkeeping holds little plies," all of which, she claimed, led
to a deficit to KUPI of over $900.
charm for Gene Riesen, half-owner
In addition, the application said,
of KUPI Idaho Falls, Idaho, according to an application for transfer of Mr. Riesen, who bought his share of
control on file with the FCC (see the station on an option, missed the
For The Record, Dec. 3).
second installment of $8,000, yet reElizabeth J. Echo, who owns the
fused to give up his managerial
other half of KUPI, has asked the duties at KUPI as the option agreement stipulated. A court order finalcommission to grant her 100% ownly made him withdraw from his
ership, charging that Mr. Riesen in
the past took "cash advances for . . . duties, Mrs. Echo stated. Before a
car payments, bowling, phone calls, jury trial could be held, Mr. Riesen
city police bail bond for parking accepted a payment of $1,000 as
tickets, gasoline, home light bill, bar complete settlement for his share of
bills, motel bill, and hunting sup- the station.
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At least some engineers noted, however, that neither Audimax nor any
other known device would cure the
cause that often makes commercials
"seem" louder than surrounding material.
According to these engineers, commercial producers frequently give recorded commercials a quality of tonal
brilliance by suppressing the low frequencies, which creates an "illusion" of
greater sound volume. An attempt by
the broadcaster to counter-balance this
"illusion" by turning down the sound
would result in a "muddy" effect and
loss of clarity which, the engineers said,
might easily cause the home listener
to turn up the volume on his set in
an effort to hear the message.
Rule on Books ■ While all this excitement was stirring Washington last week,
a broadcaster — Rex Howell, president
of KREX-AM-TV Grand Junction,
Colo. — wrote Chairman Minow that the
commission already has a rule limiting
the volume of commercials to the volume of adjacent program material. He
cited Sec. 3.55 and Sec. 3.268 of the
rules and pointed out that stations "are
required by engineering standards not
to exceed 100% modulation for am and
a swing not in excess of 100% modulation on peaks of frequency reocurrence
and in no case less than 85% in the
case of fm radio and tv."
Mr. Howell, getting at the heart of
the problem, said a properly functioning limiter "will not alter the dynamic
characteristic of speech or music. Thus,
a gun shot sounds like a shot and a
staccato voice such as is employed in
some commercials may sound louder
to the listener but actually is not radiated as increased electrical energy in
the case of amplitude modulation, nor
greater swing in the case of fm.
"A 50% increase in volume if made
on a commercial at the studio or from
the network would not result in any
change in average modulation of the
station; hence if networks were doing
what you imply it would be self-defeating due to the action of the limiter
amplifier at the station transmitter. A
cathode ray picture from an oscilloscope
is the most accurate way of determining any increase in volume. You will
find no substantial change is registered
during any commercial . . .
"The important thing, however, is
that what you are really saying is you
don't like commercials delivered in a
certain manner of speech. This is like
saying that only conversational tones
shall be permitted. I'm sure you will
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

agree that this is outside the commission's jurisdiction, as long as the technical rules governing maximum modulation (or put in other words, maximum
volume) are not violated."
Scott Explains ■ The Scott firm's
widely publicized finding that commercials really are louder took on an entirely new aspect last week when V. H.
Pomper, its vice president, answered a
request of Ernest Lee Jahncke, NBC
vice president for standards and practice, for details of the study.
Mr. Pomper told Mr. Jahncke the
study supports the view that "on the
average, commercials are louder than
dramatic programs preceding them,"
but that "nothing in our study" supports the notion that "the sound is
turned up for the sales message." He
explained:
"This apparent paradox exists because the sound in dramatic program
material varies in intensity, from 'valleys' of quiet or silent passages, to
'peaks' of rootin,' tootin,' shootin' blare.
"A random sampling of sound levels
during the program, then, will include
measurements of quiet passages as well
as loud ones, and these quiet moments
bring down the average of program
sound readings. The typical commercial, however, squeezes as much sales
pitch as possible into its allotted time
with, consequently, fewer quiet 'valleys,'
and so a higher average sound level.
"The solution — if any — seems more
social than technical, involving as it
does philosophy of hard sell vs. soft
sell, rather than intentional turning up
of The
soundScott
during
commercials."
official
also told Mr.
Jahncke that it may have been misleading to say that one commercial in
the study was 78% louder than the
preceding program. The 78% figure
was arithmetically correct, he said, but
what it represented was a gain of five
decibels.
"Actually," Mr. Pomper said "under
ideal controlled conditions a 1-db difference is the minimum detectible by
the trained ear. A 3-db difference under
tv conditions would be detectible, and
of course 5-db would be somewhat more
noticeable still, but not even remotely
as significant as would be, say a threefourths
increase in salary."
He continued:
"Loudness, while measurable, is somewhat subjective in nature, depending as
it does not only on the actual sound
pressure measured but also on nonlinear characteristics of human hearing
and on listeners' reaction to the content
of program material. An irritating voice
or message, a rapid or strident delivery,
will sound louder than more normal
material.
"Then, too, commercials usually are
recorded rather than live and so may
vary somewhat in their relative levels
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

compared with adjacent spots, commercials and program material. When
technical recording considerations such
as volume compression, reverberation
and bandwidth limitation are stirred into
the pot, we have a stew not very simple
to strain.
"I don't know how much I have
helped in the oversimplified comments
made here. I'll repeat, to me the problem seems more social than technical.
. . . Perhaps our news release and the
unexpectedly widespread and strenuous
reaction to it may serve a useful purpose if, in some measure, it encourages
advertisers to moderate the stridency
of their selling.
"But this would seem to be an educational problem more than one of
Quality of Sound ■ The FCC set up
regulation."
a broad base for its loudness study by
defining its meaning as referring "to
a subjective or psychological quality of
sound experienced directly by the
listener. It may be distinguished from
physical aspects of sound, and modulation level which may be measured by
instruments."
It wants to find out if stations are
overmodulating during the transmission
of commercials with resultant increase,
in which case the problem could be
solved by enforcing the modulation
rules.
On more than one occasion, the FCC
said, it has heeded complaints by makingtions to"thoroughgoing
checks overmodulaand inspecdetermine whether
tion occurred." After monitoring thousands of am, fm and tv signals it found
some cases of apparently intentional or
careless handling by the control operator. But the studies "have failed to
reveal any trend toward overmodulation
to achieve extra loudness for commercial material broadcast."
For example, the FCC said, its Atlanta office checked 27 am stations and
cited 10 for overmodulation though
there was no extra emphasis on commercials, "both voice and music overmodulated in practically all cases."
Another survey covering 816 stations
around the nation showed "only one
case of commercial announcements
being overmodulated while the program was at a normal level."
All seven New York tv stations were
monitored, FCC said, and none were
found to be modulating excessively nor
was there any indication "of deliberate
attempts to overmodulate during commercials; moreover, in some instances
deviation (modulation) was at a lower
level than normal during commercials."
Not In Public Interest ■ Again pointing out that public complaints were increasing, the commission said in its
inquiry notice that loud commercials
are "not in the public interest" and
therefore it is impelled "to look fur-

ther into this matter to determine to
what extent and why such annoying
loudness exists, and how it may most
effectively
be controlled."
Then once
more referring to the
"stream of complaints" the commission
said they indicated "a very real problem exists" and that at least sometimes
commercials are in fact objectionably
louder itthan
othercomments
program material."
Thus
invited
from the
industry and from the listening public.
The FCC conceded it's possible "to
present commercials at a higher level
of modulation than that of other program material and thereby increase
their relative loudness" — all within FCC
rules and through such special techniques as use of compressing or limiting
devices. A cough in church may seem
loud but a similar cough at a busy
street corner may seem much less so,
the FCC said, adding also that greater
loudness of commercial material may
be due to a pause before and after
the commercial which creates contrast
with silence.
Again the commission pointed out
that rapid speaking in commercials and
rapid-fire delivery can result in a higher
average level of modulation and consequently ahigher loudness for commercials than other program material.
It also cited "hard
sell" orlouder
"fast to
pitch"
commercials
that sound
the
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listener and are annoying.
Use of speech processing and volume
compressing and limiting equipment can
raise the average power of the modulating signal in recordings "and when run
at the same peak or quasi-peak level as
unprocessed material, the processed
commercial has greater loudness. Such
techniques have come into widespread
use."
How To Regulate ■ Then, the FCC
asks, "How may objectionable loudness
be regulated?" First it suggests industry
self-regulation; next, enactment of commission rules to achieve constancy.
And there's the rub. "It seems that
some sort of device capable of accurately measuring loudness would be a tremendous aid," the FCC said, "for with
such an instrument programs could be
continuously monitored for loudness and
the standards of either the industry or
the commission could thereby be enforced in a comparatively easy manner.
Unfortunately, at the present time no
such instrument exists." The vu meter
isn't precise, the commission said, nor
are quasi-peak and peak indicating de-

vices since they only control modulation factors.
The FCC wonders if an industry research and development program might
develop equipment and techniques to
measure program loudness.
The commission asks the public to
furnish information on objectionable
loudness in commercials and public
service announcements. Its lab division
will study measurement techniques and
instruments. Proposed specifications will
be considered and monitoring stations
will coordinate observations.
Finally, the commission feels objectionably loud commercials are contrary
to the public interest as well as the
"self-interest of broadcasters and advertisers." Written comments are to be
filed by Jan. 28, 1963.
Senator Case, a member of the Commerce Communications Subcommittee,
said he has been asking FCC for more
than a year to act on "numerous complaintsmercials.
from Heviewers"
about loudMinow
comlauded Chairman
for the FCC's notice of inquiry and
cited the H. H. Scott study.

'PARTY'
AS
OUT
RULED
NAB
Mere objections establishes no right to take part
in Omaha

tv hearing, FCC

Objections to an FCC investigative
hearing "are not considered appropriate
subjects for admission as evidence" in
such a hearing.
So ruled the commission last week in
turning down a petition by the NAB to
intervene as a party in the Jan. 28 hearing on the local tv programming offering of the three Omaha tv stations
(Broadcasting, Dec. 17). The NAB
will be permitted to offer "evidence
which is relevant" to the issues if it
conforms with the normal procedures
required of public witnesses, the FCC
told the trade association.
The NAB had asked to be made a
party and to "offer testimony . . . and information which will point up valid
objections to this type of proceeding."
The FCC granted NAB permission to
appear as a witness and to file a written statement "setting out its views as
to this type of inquiry" within 30 days
after testimony in Omaha.
NAB President LeRoy Collins was
one of a list of 87 prospective witnesses
released by the FCC last week. Another
was Edward Petry, head of the station representative firm, which represents KMTV (TV) Omaha in national
sales.
Also last week, KMTV and its two
sister Omaha stations — WOW-TV and
KETV (TV) — submitted their first
group of answers to FCC questions in
48 (GOVERNMENT)

rules in turning down

plea

advance of the hearing (Broadcasting,
Dec. 10). All three stations have adopted a crash program and extra personnel were hired in some instances to
supply the commission with the information demanded within the time limits. Their final answers to FCC questions are due Dec. 31.
WOW-TV assigned Bill McBride,
program director, to full-time duty supplyingHe
answershastocompletely
the commission's
questions.
dropped
his programming responsibilities to devote himself to the task.
KMTV has four staffers working full
time on the FCC information request
and KETV's vice president-general
manager, Eugene Thomas, is directing
his station's compliance.
A Hamstring ■ Preparation for the
federal hearing has "put a hamstring on
all
of our
operations,"
of the Omaha
station
executives
said.oneAnother
said it
is All
goingthree
to beOmaha
a "considerable
hardship."
stations said
that it
is too early to figure the financial costs
of preparing for the hearing, but all
agreed
it would
be substantial.
"I wishto
we
could
have devoted
this money
programming," one said.
A majority of the witnesses who plan
to testify have indicated they will testify
favorably about the programming of
KMTV, KETV and WOW-TV.
The commission wrote over 100 let-

New try
Educators were asked to rally
around in the big push for a congressional appropriation to put into effect the intent of last year's
law providing $32 million as
grants to states for educational
television.
Dr. Robert C. Anderson of Auburn U., chairman of the Joint
Council on Educational Broadcasting, last week called on educators "to urge that the 88th Congress appropriate
funds" as
as possible.
Dr. Anderson
saidsoon
the
appropriation for the etv grant
program failed of passage in the
closing days of the 87th Congress.

ters to Omaha groups soliciting witnesses and most of those who will testify were recipients of the letters. Many
have sent copies of their replies to the
FCC letter to one or more of the Omaha
stations.
Frank Fogarty, executive vice president of WOW-TV, delivered an editorial
on that station last Tuesday (Dec. 18)
in which he described the Omaha hear20, asof "one
more
step ing,
in beginning
a steadyJan.
process
extending
government control over broadcast proAn Omaha area weekly newspaper.
The
Sun, polled 68 1 of its readers after
gramming."
the FCC hearing had been announced
and found they overwhelmingly felt the
three stations are doing an excellent job
in
programming.
regardless
of
content,
live local "Almost
programming
pulled
small audiences," the Sun survey foundMost of the paper's readers agreed that
they watch tv to be entertained rather
than talked to or enlightened.
In addition to Messrs. Collins and
Petry, other witnesses registered with
the FCC for the Omaha hearing represent the entire spectrum of Omaha area
life — civic and cultural groups; business, industry and agricultural; church
groups; local government; police and
fire departments, and civil defense and
radio and television associations.
Court won't discredit
'attack' on FCC's Cox
The U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington last week refused to strike a
National Community Television Assn.
brief which the FCC had characterized
as "scandalous" and "a personal attack" on Broadcast Bureau Chief Kenneth A. Cox.
A unanimous three-judge panel deBROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

nied the FCC motion without explanation. The brief, filed by NCTA as a
"friend of the court" in the Carter
Mountain Transmission Corp. case
(Broadcasting, Oct. 15), charged that
Mr. Cox had persuaded the FCC to reverse its attitude toward catv microwave relays. Before joining the FCC
as Broadcast Bureau chief in March
1961, Mr. Cox was special tv counsel
to the Senate Commerce Committee.
During this time he expressed the
opinion that catv systems should be regulated by the FCC.
Mr. Cox has been designated by the
President to succeed Commissioner
T. A. M. Craven, who reaches retirement age Jan. 31.
Carter Mountain is appealing an
FCC decision denying its application
for microwave circuits to carry tv programs to catv systems in Idaho, Wyoming and Montana.
WAVY-AM-TV

withdraws

transfer application
Tidewater Teleradio Inc. asked and
was given permission by the FCC last
week to withdraw its application for
assignment of license of WAVY-AMTV Portsmouth-Norfolk, Va., to Gannett Inc. because the purchase agreement has terminated.
The contract, under which Gannett
would purchase WAVY-AM-TV for
$4.5 million, expires Dec. 31. Gannett
will make no effort to exercise a renewal option (Closed Circuit, Dec.
17).
After an 18-month investigation, the
FCC ordered a transfer hearing and
raised questions about the character
qualifications and good faith of Tidewater and whether management changes
resulted in failures by WAVY-TV to
fulfill programming commitments
(Broadcasting, Dec. 3).
Since Gannett has dropped efforts to
buy, no transfer hearing is needed but
the FCC still may hold hearings on
WAVY-TV's fulfillment of its program
commitments, an FCC official has said.
'First run' order issued
A formal order in a catv case in Twin
Falls, Idaho, was issued last week by
U. S. District Judge William T. Sweigert of the southern district of Idaho,
forbidding Cable Vision Inc., Twin
Falls cable company, to duplicate any
network or film program to which
KLIX-TV "exercises the right of first
run." The federal court ruling, announced six months ago (Broadcasting, Aug. 6), was made permanent in
the order issued last week. Cable Vision
intends to appeal the order to the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco.
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

FCC okays Cox buy of
NO SPECIAL PROGRAMS MARK
The ownership of WCKT (TV)
Miami changed last week, but there
was no break in the station's service
to the public.
On Friday, the FCC's Broadcast
Bureau approved the sale of WCKRAM-FM Miami by Biscayne Television
Corp. to the James M. Cox interests
for $500,000.
The changeover in ch. 7 ownership
took place with sign-on Dec. 19 when
the licensee became Sunbeam Television Corp. There was no special programming, although the information
was carried on newcasts, as well as
publicized in newspaper stories.
WCKT continues to be affiliated
with NBC and station personnel are
unchanged. Charles Kelly, vice president and station manager, remains as
operating head. Sunbeam is headed by
Sidney D. Ansin as president, and Edmund Ansin as executive vice president and treasurer.
Early this month the FCC approved
an agreement between former owners
Biscayne Tv Corp. and Sunbeam for
the latter to acquire the physical assets of the ch. 7 station for $3.4 million. The 1956 grant of the Miami
channel was set aside by the FCC over
a year ago
off-the-record
contacts
withbecause
formerof Commissioner
Richard A. Mack. The commission
granted the station to Sunbeam, on a
four-month license. Biscayne was
owned by Niles Trammell, former NBC
president, and individuals associated
with the James M. Cox (Miami Daily
News) and John Knight interests
(Miami Herald).
Mr. Kelly said that Sunbeam will
utilize the foundation of service programming existing for expansion in
news, information and community proOne of the beneficiaries of the
grams.
WCKT transfer will be the U. of

United

Press

WCKR-AM-FM
WCKT (TV) CHANGEOVER
Miami. Biscayne principals indicated
at the time the arrangement was made
to sell the physical assets to Sunbeam
that a portion of the $3.4 million will
go to the local university for the establishment of a Scientific Education
Fund.
Returned to Cox ■ WCKR (then
WIOD) was originally owned by the
Cox interests which sold the am and
fm outlets to Biscayne in 1956 for
$150,000. This was necessary because
of the Cox and Knight participation
in the ownership of Biscayne. The
Knights' Miami Herald at that time
owned WQAM Miami, and under the
FCC regulations the Biscayne principals could only own one am and one
fm station in addition to the tv in
Miami. WQAM was sold to Todd
Storz.
WIOD, meaning "Wonderful Isle of
Dreams," was founded in 1926 and
operates fulltime on 610 kc with 5
kw. It is being transferred to the
Miami Valley Broadcasting Co., licensee of WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton,
Ohio. Other Cox stations are WSBAM-FM-TV Atlanta and WSOC-AMFM-TV Charlotte, N. C. In addition
to the Miami Daily News, Cox newspapers are Atlanta Journal and Constitution, Dayton News and Journal
Herald and the Springfield (Ohio)
News and Sun.
FCC invites ch. 3 comments
The FCC has invited comments on
proposed rulemaking to shift educational ch. 3 from Roswell to Portales, both
in New Mexico, and to change the
reservation in Ogden City, Utah, from
ch. 24 to ch. 9. The New Mexico
change was requested by Eastern New
Mexico U. at Portales. The Ogden City
Board of Education, licensee of ch. 9
KVOG-TV there, asked for the new
reservation in Ogden City.

International

news

produces!
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Denny
denies
RCA OFFICAL GIVES NBC

'threats'
SIDE OF 1954-55

NBC did not make "threats" of any
type against Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. in 1954-55 negotiations leading up
to an exchange of NBC's radio-tv stations in Cleveland for WBC's Philadelphia properties, Charles R. Denny, a
chief NBC negotiator told an FCC
hearing last week.
To his knowledge, Mr. Denny said,
no one at NBC ever told Westinghouse
that it "would take other means to
achieve its ends [tv station ownership
in Philadelphia, Boston and/ or San
Francisco, all WBC markets in 1954]"
if WBC did not agree to the exchange.
The former NBC vice president, who
presently holds the same title with the
parent RCA, said he did not feel Westinghouse was in an unfair bargaining
position because of NBC's power to
grant or withhold affiliations. The
Westinghouse Electric Co. is about
twice the size of RCA and WBC is "one
of the strongest aggregations of stations
in the country," Mr. Denny said. "So
we didn't feel that there was a disparity
there, no."
Mr. Denny's testimony was given in
an FCC hearing, in progress since October, on ( 1 ) a proposed trade of NBC's
WRCV-AM-TV (ch. 3) Philadelphia
for WNAC-AM-TV and WRKO-FM
Boston, owned by RKO General; (2)
a renewal application by WRCV-TV,
and (3) an application by Philco
Broadcasting Co. for a new tv station
on ch. 3 in Philadelphia.
NBC has been ordered to dispose of
its Philadelphia properties under a 1959
consent decree with the Department of
Justice. The original deadline, Dec. 31,
has been extended 18 months by a
Philadelphia court because the FCC has
not approved the Philadelphia-Boston
exchange (Broadcasting, Nov. 26).
Earlier in the hearing, Westinghouse
executives testified they agreed to the
1955 exchange involuntarily and only
because they were afraid of the loss of
NBC affiliations in Philadelphia and
other markets as well (Broadcasting,
Oct. 29).
Step-by-Step ■ Mr. Denny gave FCC
Chief Hearing Examiner James Cunningham astep-by-step explanation of
the negotiations with Westinghouse
from NBC's point of view. The exchange was proposed to Westinghouse
after NBC had adopted the 1954
"Denny Plan" for upgrading its station
ownership by acquiring a tv station in
Philadelphia and a second in either
Boston, Detroit or San Francisco. To
that end, NBC would exchange or sell
its stations in Washington and Cleveland.

Mr. Denny, vice president in charge
of NBC's owned stations at the time,
said his network was at a competitive
disadvantage in station ownership with
ABC and possibly CBS, which owned
stations in larger markets than did
NBC.
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to Westinghouse
STATION EXCHANGE TALKS

Mr. Denny said that on Sept. 28,
1954, NBC proposed a four-station exchange with WBC — the network's
Cleveland and Washington (WRC-AMFM-TV) stations plus cash for Westinghouse properties in Philadelphia and
Boston (WBZ-AM-FM-TV). At this
first meeting, neither of the Westinghouse officials present (E. V. Huggins
and Chris Witting) expressed "shock
or anger" at NBC's proposal (as both
had previously characterized their reactions) and NBC made no "threats of
dire consequences," Mr. Denny maintained.
According to Mr. Denny, Mr. Huggins (WBC board chairman) said
NBC's problem of upgrading its ownership also presented a problem for Westinghouse. At a later meeting in early
October, "Mr. Huggins . . . stated that
they understood NBC's problem . . .
and that they were prepared to go along
part way in making possible a solution
and that ... we should not ask them

RCA Vice President Charles R. Denny
tells last week's hearing that no one
at NBC told Westinghouse that the
network would resort to "other
means" if Westinghouse did not agree
to the Philadelphia-Cleveland stations
exchange.

to go along all the way," Mr. Denny
said.
The "part way" involved WBC's
agreement to trade its Philadelphia stations ifNBC would agree not to press
the Boston exchange. Mr. Denny,
chairman of the FCC for two years
during the Truman administration, said
he "was a little surprised" that WBC
agreed to give up Philadelphia, the
larger market, and keep Boston.
NBC 'Annoyed' ■ NBC then tried to
get WBC to take the Washington stations in the exchange for Philadelphia
but subsequently agreed to Cleveland
when Westinghouse
it wasn't
interested in owning said
a station
in the
nation's capitol. After this tentative
agreement to agree, Westinghouse withdrew from the negotiations for several
weeks because it was trying to acquire
a Pittsburgh station (now KDKA-TV),
Mr. Denny said. The next contact came
Nov. 5, 1954, when Mr. Witting asked
NBC for an immediate commitment to
affiliate with WBC's planned Pittsburgh
station.
"We were a little bit annoyed by the
rush tactics . . ." the NBC witness said.
"It had been three weeks when Witting
had been tied up in the Pittsburgh negotiation, had not been able to talk tous but when he wanted the affiliation
contract he was up early in the morning and over the first thing in the
morning." Mr. Witting brought along
a draft letter which he wanted General
David Sarnoff, NBC board chairman at
the time, to sign promising WBC the
Pittsburgh affiliation.
Since Pittsburgh then had only one
vhf station (ch. 4, then owned by DuMont), "it was perfectly clear to everybody that if Westinghouse got the station in Pittsburgh, we wanted the affiliation," Mr. Denny said. The Pittsburgh
affiliation commitment was given 10
days later but in no way was conditioned on or connected with the proposed Philadelphia-Cleveland exchange,
Mr. Denny maintained.
"To the contrary, we decided we
needed the affiliation, that we wanted
it," he said. Mr. Denny said he attached
"no significance" to a WBC letter promising to negotiate the exchange "in good
faith" at the time the Pittsburgh commitment was given because he assumed
Westinghouse already had been talking
in good faith.
Issues Closed ■ With Mr. Denny's
testimony, NBC completed its case
under two hearing issues to determine
if the network has used its power of
affiliation against the public interest in
acquiring or seeking to acquire tv staBROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

Admissibility of the 1954 "Denny Plan" to improve NBC's
competitive position is argued before Chief FCC Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham in the NBC-Philco Broadcasting Corp. hearing last week. The examiner looks over
the 32-page document as NBC attorney Irving Segal
(standing I) argues against its acceptance as evidence.
tions and if so whether it reflects adversely on NBC's character qualifications.
Testimony also has been completed
on issues to determine whether NBCRKO and/ or Ford Motor Co. (Philco's parent) and Philco Corp. have engaged in anti-competitive practices since
Jan. 1, 1954. Oral argument was held
last Friday (Dec. 21) on this subject
and the examiner will rule later whether either party has made a prima facie
case against the other on the antitrust
issue. If so, the examiner will take
testimony on the subject which predates 1954.
Another issue was disposed of last
week when RKO-General announced
that it has sold the 12Vi% it owned in
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City through
subsidiary Triarko Ltd. This issue was
added because RKO owns four U. S.
vhf stations (WNAC-TV, WOR-TV
New York, KHJ-TV Los Angeles and
WHBQ-TV Memphis) and controls
CKLW-TV Windsor, Ont. - Detroit.
RKO's interest (250 shares) in KWTV
was purchased in equal amounts by the
station's president, Roy J. Turner (present \2V2% owner), former governor
of Oklahoma, and Luther T. Dulaney
(12i/2%) for a total of $725,000. The
sale will give Messrs. Turner and Dulaney 183/i% each interest in KWTV,
the John T. Griffin interests retaining
the largest block of stock, 50%.
Beginning next week, the hearing will
turn to the comparative issues between
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

Philco attorney Henry Weaver (standing with back to
camera) offered the document authored by Charles R.
Denny (seated r), former NBC vice president who waits
in the witness stand. Mr. Cunningham rejected a major
portion of the document as not relevant to NBC's acquisition of ch. 3 (WRCV-TV) Philadelphia.

Philco and NBC in their mutually exclusive applications for ch. 3 — Philco
for a new station and NBC for license
renewal at WRCV-TV. NBC will present its case first, starting Jan. 2, with
Witness
WSUN-AM-TV

excused
TRIES TO

testimony from NBC Board Chairman
Robert Sarnoff, President Robert Kintner, RCA President Elmer Engstrom,
and WRCV-TV General Manager Raymond Welpott.

in ch. 10
SHOW

Futile efforts to define "rock 'n roll"
music on the record of an FCC hearing
and failure to obtain a "hostile witness"
last week characterized a continuing
probe of WLCY Tampa-St. Petersburg
radio program changes in 1959-60.
The City of St. Petersburg tried to
show that WLCY, which is owned by
principals of WTSP-TV Inc., dropped
many of the public service programs
WTSP-TV Inc. offered as proposed programming for a 1959 ch. 10 St. Petersburg hearing, and that the station became "rock 'n roll" with a "top 40"
format early in 1960.
The ch. 10 hearing ended in November 1959. Later WTSP-TV Inc. was
awarded the assignment over five losing
applicants including the City of St.
Petersburg (WSUN-AM-TV), but the
grant was stayed by the FCC (Broadcasting, July 2). The commission ordered the ch. 10 hearing record reopened to examine grantee character
qualifications and the nature of WLCY
programming after the initial hearing.
'Better Service' ■ WLCY contends its

WLCY

rehearing
PROGRAM

FLAWS

programming changes were intended to
better serve Tampa and outlying St.
Petersburg areas and that replacement
public service programs adequately
17).
make up for those dropped in the 1960
format change (Broadcasting, Dec.
The City was rebuffed in its effort to
call as a "hostile witness" Harry R.
Wagner, proposed as WTSP-TV Inc.
program director. Harold E. Mott,
WTSP-TV Inc. counsel, refused to allow
Mr. Wagner to appear without proper
subpoena and urged him to leave the
hearing room, catch a plane and return
to Florida immediately.
City counsel objected and said Mr.
Wagner was a material witness and
should testify then. Hearing Examiner
Millard F. French ruled Mr. Wagner
could not be required to appear for
City without subpoena.
Irwin S. Brown, WLCY news director from July through December 1959
and presently holding the same position
with WSUN-AM-TV, described his
former employer's locally originated

newscasts during his tenure as news
director as primarily "straight wire
copy"
"20%"local
consisting
edited with
and about
rewritten
and areaof
news. Mr. Brown also said that WLCY
used two television sets tuned to local
Tampa Bay area stations to obtain results of a November 1959 Tampa election which were then broadcast on
WLCY.
Examiner French sustained repeated

WWL-TV

GETS

SHORT

WLCY objections to testimony by City
witnesses who attempted to characterize the station's programming after 1960
as "rock 'n roll." Mrs. Loucille Gabriel,
free lance copy writer, said Roy Nilson,
WLCY operations manager, offered her
a writing job early in 1960 and said
"he was going to put it [WLCY] on the
topThe
40 format.
. ." recessed Dec. 18
hearing .was
until Jan. 7.

TERM

RENEWAL

Commission cites reneging on local live program commitments
The FCC reasserted last week its de- record, the FCC said: "However, since
termination to make broadcasters live your application for renewal of license
up to their programming promises. It was filed with the commission some
four months prior to our decision in the
gave WWL-TV New Orleans a shortterm license renewal as a penalty for KORD case we have concluded that
failing to broadcast programs it had pro- your application should be treated in the
posed in its original application for the same manner as the applicant therein,
ch. 4 facility.
vis., a short-term grant."
The station is owned by Loyola U.,
Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde voted
New Orleans, and is a CBS-TV affiliate.
for
a regular renewal of WWL-TV's
The commission charged that just be- license.
fore filing for a renewal of license the
At the same time as the commission
station added several local, live public
gave the short-term renewal, it denied
service programs, but the programming
a petition by the American Federation
that had been carried earlier fell short
of Musicians (AFL-CIO, local 175)
of promises that had originally been
requesting
that AFM
WWL-TV's
license the
be
made. Still more local programming
revoked. The
local charged
was added to the WWL-TV schedule,
station failed to make the live music
acocrding to the FCC, after the commisbroadcasts it proposed.
sion wrote a letter inquiring about variIn denying the petition for revocaances between the original proposals
and the programming that had been
tion, the commission said that AFM's
aired.
position towards the station is no different than that of any other party
"A licensee cannot disregard his prowhich might wish to do business with
posals," said the FCC, "in the hope that
it. The renewal of the station's license
he will simply be permitted to 'upgrade'
therefore can't have any adverse effect
when called to account."
on the union and its members, the comIn advising WWL-TV of its renewal
mission decided. If the license were
for one year, instead of the customary
revoked
and some other party applied
three years, the FCC quoted its finding
in granting KORD Pasco, Wash., a for the facility, the FCC said, the
one-year renewal early this year. In the chance that the new party would emKORD case the commission said that
ploy any more musicians would be remote.
program promises cannot be disregarded
The short-term license granted to
"without adequate and appropriate representations asto change in the needs
WWL-TV will expire Dec. 1, 1963, the
commission said.
of the community."
The FCC said WWL-TV had failed to
justify the variances between its perWSPA-TV
is target
formance and its promise on the grounds
of change in community needs.
The commission pointed out that the of another petition
The U. S. Court of Appeals was
original WWL-TV program proposals
asked last week to order the FCC to
were "a significant aspect" in the station's final selection for a grant after a reopen the Spartanburg, S. C, case in
comparative hearing involving rival ap- order to permit the introduction of evidence of alleged off-the-record conplicants. In a case like that, the commission said, variations between promise
tacts made by principals of WSPATV and others. The request was filed
and performance "must be viewed with
by Wilton E. Hall, owner of WAIM-TV
even more seriousness."
Anderson, S. C.
The FCC hinted that in future cases
of this kind the penalty might be more
The FCC last month issued the latsevere than a short-term license renewal.
est decision in the eight-year-old transmitter change case (Broadcasting,
After reminding WWL-TV of the "seriDec. 3). It exonerated Walter J. Brown,
ous question" evoked by its program
52 (GOVERNMENT)

principal owner of WSPA-TV, of
charges of misrepresentation and of
having attempted to influence the commission by way of ex parte contacts.
Back in 1954, WSPA-TV asked and
received FCC permission to move its
transmitter site from Hogback Mt. to
Paris Mt. This move was protested by
Mr. Hall and another uhf station in
the area. The case went through several hearings before the FCC and was
remanded twice by the District of Columbia circuit court. In its ruling last
month, the commission affirmed a previous decision withdrawing approval
of the change to Paris Mt. WSPA-TV
has pending before the FCC an application to move
to Caesar's
15 miles
northwest
of theHead,
Parisabout
Mt.
site.
In the petition filed last week, Mr.
Hall charged that the FCC did not
permit him to prove allegations of offthe-record contacts made by various
people in behalf of WSPA-TV.
Boston

ch. 5 bids

open until March 26
Ch. 5 in Boston is "available" for
applications to compete in a comparative hearing with the present occupant,
WHDH-TV, the FCC officially announced last week. Such applications
will be accepted after Jan. 26, 1963,
and at least until March 26, the commission said.
WHDH-TV, owned by the Boston
Herald-Traveler, received a four month
license to operate on ch. 5 this fall
(Broadcasting, Oct. 1). It originally
received the ch. 5 grant in 1957 but a
rehearing was ordered because of ex
parte contacts made with commissioners
while the original case was before the
FCC.
At the time of the latest grant to
WHDH-TV, the commission also ordered the station to file a renewal application which would be considered in
a hearing with any applications filed in
opposition. The FCC said that March
26 was not an absolute cut-off for the
filing of competing applications but
merely an assurance that the books
would remain open at least that long.
Any party may apply prior to the
date the commission orders a hearing
or, in case no other applications have
been filed, acts on the WHDH-TV renewal bid.
Central Coast favored
for ch. 12 Santa Maria
FCC Hearing Examiner Herbert
Sharfman last week recommended Central Coast Tv over Santa Maria Telecasting Corp. for a grant of ch. 12,
Santa Maria, Calif.
Examiner Sharfman favored Central
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

Coast because of its local ownership
and "civic
participation."
The examiner
also
said that
Central Coast
made a
superior showing in the "significant area
of integration of ownership with management."
There were initially four applicants
for the channel: Central Coast, Santa
Maria Telecasting, M&M Telecasters
and Elson Electronics.
Central Coast is owned by James
H. Ranger, Burns Rick, Mili Acquistapace, Ed Zuchelli (each 22.5%) and
Marion A. Smith (10%).
License

of KBOM

is revoked by FCC
A finding that the owners of KBOM
Bismarck-Mandan, N. D., deceived the
FCC and made unauthorized transfers
of stock ownership netted that station
a license revocation last week effective
Feb. 17.
In April Hearing Examiner Charles
J. Frederick found that officers and directors of KBOM knowingly and willfully misrepresented the station's ownership. The examiner recommended
that the KBOM license be revoked
(Broadcasting, April 9). Mr. Frederick found that the officers deceived
the commission in their efforts to cover
the stock transfers.
On the same day that the FCC revoked the license of KBOM it accepted
for filing the application of Capital
Broadcasting Inc. to operate a station
on the former facilities of KBOM. The
commission also waived the partial
freeze on am applications to the extent
that it will allow the filing of other applications for the Bismarck-Mandan
facility on 1270 kc.
The commission said that its decision
to accept the Capital application was in
no way influenced by the offer of Mandan Radio Assn. (licensee of KBOM)
to waive its rights to make exceptions
to the hearing examiner's initial decision if the commission would accept
the Capital filing.
"The commission's determination of
the public interest cannot properly rest
upon any such bargain with a party to
a hearing proceeding. Nor can we permit parties to employ their procedural
rights for such purposes." the FCC said
in commenting on Mandan's proposal.
FCC grants ch. 47
to New Jersey Tv. Corp.
The New Jersey Tv Broadcasting
Corp. has been granted a new uhf tv
station in Linden, N. J., the FCC announced last week.
The new station will operate on ch.
47 (which is assigned to New Brunswick), with a power of 200 kw. The
grant is conditioned that New Jersey Tv
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

agrees to accept another channel should
the commission act on pending petitions
to delete ch. 47 from New Brunswick
and substitute another. The commission authorized the location of a main
studio in Newark, but denied as premature its request for identification as a

Newark-Linden station.
Simultaneously with the grant, the
commission denied a request by WMCA
New York that it defer a grant pending
consideration
proposal
substitute ch. of79 WMCA's
for ch. 47
in Newto
Brunswick.

Ohio

uhf

plans

29

station

network

ASKS FCC TO REALLOCATE, RESERVE CHANNELS
The Ohio Educational Tv Network
Bryan, Hillsboro, Portsmouth, SanCommission, which plans to link 29 uhf
dusky, and Woodsfield; lastly stations
etv stations into a statewide educational
will be added in Ansonia, Bellefontaine,
network, last week requested that the Cambridge, Chillicothe, Marietta, MarFCC reserve and reallocate the largest
ion, Springfield, and Zanesville.
All of the stations in the first three
number of uhf television channels ever
requested of the commission. They are:
phases of the plan will have a proposed
Ansonia allocate ch. 82; in Ashtabula
power of 200 kw, and an antenna
reserve ch. 15; in Athens delete ch. 62, height of 500 to 600 ft.
Programming for the network will
reserve and allocate it to Marietta; reserve ch. 63 in Belief ontaine; delete ch. originate from several universities and
etv centers around the state.
53 from Findlay, reserve and allocate
to Bryan; reserve ch. 26 in Cambridge;
reserve ch. 56 in Chillicothe; reserve
Bureau seeks action
ch. 74 in Cincinnati; reserve ch. 40 in
on reimbursement plan
Columbus; allocate ch. 60 to Coschocton, deleting it from Newark; allocate
The FCC's Broadcast Bureau told the
ch. 75 to Hillsboro and Sandusky; allo- commission last week that KLFT Radio
cate ch. 41 to Lima and ch. 81 to MansInc. has not fulfilled proposals made
field; reserve ch. 17 in Marion and ch. with John A. Egle in a request seeking
30 in Portsmouth; reserve ch. 52 in
dismissal of the company's application
Springfield and ch. 51 in Steubenville;
for a new am station in Golden Meadallocate ch. 68 to Woodsfield; and reow, La., and
a grant
of Mr.
serve ch. 73 in Youngstown and ch. 50
plication
(Broadcasting,
Dec.Egle's
10). apin Zanesville.
The Broadcast Bureau quoted the
joint
petition as saying the company
The Ohio plan is to set up an "essentially single channel educational televi- would furnish affidavits concerning reimbursement for expenditures of up to
sion coverage of all parts of the state."
It is planned to link these channels by $3,100 in processing its application.
microwave or commercial lines to form
These affidavits have not been received,
the network.
the Bureau said.
The Bureau asked that the FCC ReThe Plan ■ Ohio's plan is broken
down into four parts: the first part will
view Board order submission of the
activate all of the currently reserved
channels in the state and link them to- papers within five days and, if the company doesn't comply, to move toward
gether; the second part is to add sta- dismissing
the company's application
tions in Coshocton, Lima, Mansfield,
with prejudice, denying the reimburseSteubenville, and Youngstown; the third
ment request and granting Mr. Egle's
part will add stations in Ashtabula,
application.
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GO-AHEAD
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FOR

to begin taking purchase

SPACE
applications

REPORTS

STOCK
Jan. 2

from carriers; Norstad not considering presidency
Communications carriers interested in the public and the second by communications carriers. No one public stockinvesting in the satellite corporation
holder may hold more than 10% of the
will be permitted to file applications
with the FCC beginning Jan. 2, that total outstanding stock. There is no
such limit for common carrier stock,
agency announced last week.
but the FCC, it is understood, intends
Also last week, Gen. Lauris Norstad,
NATO commander, said he is not in- to regulate the ownership of such stock
to keep any single carrier from holding
terested inthe presidency of the corpoa controlling interest.
ration. A widespread report two weeks
ago was that Philip Graham, president
In commenting on the reports that
Gen. Norstad was under consideration
and chief executive officer of the Washington Post Co. and chairman of the to head the corporation, Sen. Morse
referred to his report last month of
satellite corporation's board of incorporators, had gone to Paris to offer the "rumors" of the appointment of a high
U. S. military official to this post (At
post to Gen. Norstad (Closed Circuit,
Dec. 17).
Deadline, Nov. 26). Last week Sen.
Morse said his earlier statement was
Gen. Norstad, who is retiring from
based on information from inside the
the Air Force and NATO next month,
said in Paris Dec. 18 he is not considerboard of incorporators "as to shenanigans Graham had pulled to force his
ing
"any
personal
association"
with
the
communications firm. Gen. Norstad was
choice of Norstad" on the board.
one of a dozen men under consideration
The meeting at which the Norstad
for the top management post.
matter allegedly was discussed "was no
The rumors that Gen. Norstad was
tea party," Sen. Morse said. He issued
being considered drew an objection
a "challenge" to Mr. Graham and the
from Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.). Sen.
incorporators to make public "an unexpurgated, verbatim transcript of the
Morse charged that Gen. Norstad was
Mr. Graham's choice and that Mr.
Graham forced the choice on his col- discussion."
Sen. Morse, who opposes the appointment of any military man to the post
leagues at a stormy meeting of the inof operating head of the corporation,
corporation board. Mr. Graham's Washington Post Co. owns the Washington
Post in the Nation's Capital, Newsweek
Magazine, and WTOP-AM-FM-TV
IRS considers $25 ceiling
Washington and WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.
There's a chance that the proThe FCC last week notified carriers,
posed $10 ceiling on entertainment expenses not requiring subincluding the 3,000 independent telestantiation on income tax returns
phone companies, that applications for
authorization to purchase stock in the
may be increased to $25, Mortimer Caplin, Internal Revenue
satellite corporation may be filed beService commissioner, said last
ginning Jan. 2. The commission said a
week. Speaking at a tax seminar
waiting period of 20 days must precede
authorizations during which time interin New York, Mr. Caplin acested persons may file comments on
knowledged that protests by businessmen voiced at the public
the application. The applicant then will
hearing in Washington three
have 10 days to reply.
weeks ago (Broadcasting, Dec.
These procedures are needed, the
10) have caused IRS to review
FCC said, because the Satellite Comthe $10 figure.
munications Act passed by the last
Most opposition was based on
Congress requires the FCC to decide
the undue burden it would put on
whether investment in the satellite combusinessmen to keep records to
pany by a carrier is in the public interest.
document what many consider to
be an exceedingly low figure. Mr.
Spreading Ownership ■ The commission said it intends to administer the
Caplin also announced that the
new
rules designed to curb exprovision so as to encourage the "widest
pense account living will be out
possible ownership" in the satellite corby the end of this year. The new
poration.
rules are to become effective Jan.
The corporation was established by
Congress with two classes of stock in
1, 1963.
equal amounts: the first to be owned by
54

said ian
theoriented
space...
system
be "civilif itshould
is to serve
our
best national interest and maintain the
confidence" of all U. S. allies. Sen.
Morse was one of the small group of
senators which filibustered against the
satellite communications bill for several
weeks last summer.
The board of incorporators was
scheduled to meet Friday (Dec. 21) in
New York. Among the subjects up for
decision, it is understood, is the acquisition of a Washington headquarters. One
of the properties under serious consideration isTregaron, the 20-acre estate of
the former U. S. Ambassador to Russia,
the late Joseph E. Davies, in the northwest section of Washington.
Desilu

gross

in six-month

up 23%
period

Desilu Productions grossed $9,089,236 in the six months ended Oct. 27,
a gain of 23% over the corresponding
period of the previous year, when the
gross amounted to $7,405,791. Net
income after taxes and contingency reserves was $361,666 (31 cents a share)
for the first six months of the current
fiscal year, compared with $130,295
(11 cents a share) for the like period
of a year ago.
Production of the Lucy Show and
The Untouchables is continuing without interruption, President Lucille Ball
said in the interim report to stockholders. Production of Fair Exchange
will resume Feb. 1 with 13 half-hour
programs to be filmed for use on CBSTV starting late in March. The final
program of the 15 hour-long shows already completed will be broadcast Friday (Dec. 28).
EIA wants

10%

tax

on sets repealed
The Electronic Industries Assn. last
week asked that the 10% excise tax on
radios, television sets and phonographs
be repealed to stimulate consumer buying and partially to offset the increased
tv receiver costs involved in the conversets. sion, required by law, to all-channel
The EIA views were presented to a
Dept. of Commerce hearing on tax reform. In addition to other proposals,
EIA's general counsel, John B. Olverson, said that the association has not
formulated an official position on tax
cuts but that he was sure members
favored a reduction program that would
stimulate long-term economic growth
"provided it were not inflationary and
could be accomplished without unduly
increasing the national debt."
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The British government moved last
week to strengthen the role of the
Independent Television Authority and
to reduce both the profits and the
dominance of the larger programming
companies in commercial tv.
It refused, however, to accept the
Pilkington Committee's recommendation that the 4 major and 11 minor
programming firms be reduced to producers, the ITA buying the programs
and also selling advertising time (Broadcasting, July 2, 9).
The programming companies "will
maintain their individuality" but the
ITA "will take a commanding position,"
in commercial tv, the government said
in its second White Paper on the Pilkington Report. ITA will supervise the
buying and selling of programs and also
"will be responsible for the shape, content, balance and quality of the service as a whole."
In its White Paper the government
also:
■ Declined to authorize a second
commercial television service "in the
near future" because it found little evidence of public demand and also wasn't
sure that "sufficient advertising would
be forthcoming adequately to sustain
two commercial programs." But it did
not dismiss the possibility of authorizing another commercial service later.
■ Went against the Pilkington Report's anti-pay-tv stand by saying it
would authorize wired pay-television
tests "under controlled conditions" for
"some two to three years." But it
doubted any test could get started before 1964. "Wire networks used in
the experiment must also make available BBC and ITA programmes, including the second BBC service when
it is transmitted. No advertisements will
be allowed."
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■ Said general consumer representation on the ITA's advertising advisory
committee will be strengthened. The
committee "has been invited to amplify
the rules to ensure that children should
not be shown advertisements in situations that are likely to lead young
viewers into undesirable emulation and
that children in advertisements should
be seen, within reason, to be well behaved. No advertisements in children's
programmes should give undue emphasis to free gifts and competitions."
■ On the question of program standards, said the government wants to
avoid "the danger not only of excessive
violence, but also of excessive triviality."
But it concluded that "in the last resort
these are matters which must depend
on the vigilance of the broadcasting
authorities. Prescription by legislation
of detailed programme standards would
be ineffective. . . ."
■ Declined to give local sound broadcasting "a high priority in the allocation of national resources" but said it
would review the needs later. The Pilkington report had recommended that
a local BBC radio service be introduced.
The government said the independent
programming companies would continue
to produce programs and sell time
under contracts to be reviewed every
three years. If program quality falls
short of promise, contract renewals will
be in peril.
Having ITA buy programs from these
companies — which now lease the facilities from ITA but produce and
present the programs themselves —
might result in more expensive but not
better programs, the White Paper said.
It continued:
"The present system has developed
a defect in the tight control exercised
by the larger companies over networking in general; and the financial arrangements between these companies
and the regional ones positively discourage the production of original programmes by the regional companies,
which pay for programmes bought from
the big companies on a basis which
does not vary in proportion to the number of programmes they buy.
"It is desirable to eliminate this feature and to replace it by a genuine
system of 'free trade' in programmes.
"The government proposes that the
control of networking should pass to
the authority, which should generally
take a much more positive role in the
affairs of independent television. The

BY

tv

GOVERNMENT

authority will chair a committee representing all the programme companies. Itwill also approve and supervise the arrangements for the buying
and selling of programmes. . . . Moreover, it will be responsible for the
shape, content, balance and quality of
the service as a whole."
The government speculated that "the
financial prospects of independent television may be less
afternoncom1964,"
when BBC-TV
addsassured
another
mercial service and thus increases the
number of competing services to three.
It was in this context that the government said financial support for a second commercial service might prove
inadequate. But, the paper continued,
"The government still feels . . . that a
second commercial programme [service] may prove desirable in order to
allow full scope to independent television to offer more selection to viewers andgovernment
to experiment."
The
said it would include
in its television bill a specific provision
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to make sure the programming companies pay "adequate rentals" for the
use of ITA facilities, including "a substantial payment calculated by reference
to the profits of companies before tax."
The government said applications
would be accepted for theatre television
but that BBC and ITA would be protected against the possibility of "public
spectacles or sporting events of overwhelming public interest being monopolized for 'public showing.' "
Changes planned in
Canadian radio-tv rules
Proposals for limitation of construction permits, revocation of special regulations for telecasting football games,
and amendments to regulations pertaining to program logs, will be aired at
public hearings of the Canadian Board
of Broadcast Governors at Ottawa on
Jan. 15.
Substitution of a new regulation for
Sec. 103, Part 2, of the General Radio
Regulations, Part II, is proposed by the
BBG, to limit independent broadcasting
stations on alterations or on construction to start such work within three
months of approval by BBG and to
have the work completed and in operation within 12 months from date of
authorization. If for circumstances beyond the station's control the work
cannot be done in that time, an extension may be granted.
Special tv network regulations applying to the 1962 Grey Cup football
game of Dec. 1, are to be revoked.
Program logs will have to be filed
with the BBG by each station within
seven days of the end of each week,
with endorsement by the station manager that the information represents a
true and accurate picture of the station's operation for the week in question. The log week is from Monday to
Sunday.
Stations broadcasting more than
15% of programs in languages other

U.S. tv show

causes

Advisory group named
for Welsh tv by ITA
The Independent Television Authority has appointed an advisory committee for Wales.
A second Welsh program contractor
started broadcasting in September and
the authority opened a new transmitter in November to extend coverage in
North and West Wales. Coverage will
be further extended when the Moel-yParc transmitting station on the borders
of Flintshire and Denbighshire begins
soon. Since January 1958 the authority
has broadcast programs in South Wales
When

should

color

from its St. Hilary station for which the
program company is TWW Ltd.
The committee includes Jenkin A.
Davies, chairman, and member of the
ITA since 1956; Norah Isaac, member
of the authority's children's advisory
committee, head of the Welsh drama
department and lecturer in Welsh language and history at Trinity College,
Carmarthen; the Rev. D. R. Thomas,
member of the Authority's panel of religious advisors and minister of the
Presbyterian Church of Wales at
Merthyr Tydfil; Major Gen. Lewis
Owain Pugh, vice lieutenant of Cardiganshire since 1961, and general secretary of Cymeithas Diogelu Harddwch
Cymru (Society for the Preservation of
Rural Wales) ; Dr. Ivor Davies, medical
practitioner; Thomas Ieuan Jeffrys
Jones, warden of Coleg Harlech since
1959; Enid Watkin Jones and Leslie
Richards, Glamorgan County councillor
for eight years, and a senior clerk for
the Steel Co. of Wales.

tv start

in Canada?

SETMAKERS WANT IT NOW; MOST BROADCASTERS DON'T
Most Canadian television receiver
Spencer Caldwell, president, CTV
manufacturers are expected to push for Television Network, which has been in
an early start of color television in operation a little over a year, favors a
Canada at the Jan. 15 hearing of the
go-slow approach,
while Ron
the Fraser,
CBC's
Board of Broadcast Governors, the reg- spokesman,
Vice President
recently stated that CBC prefers to
ulatory body. But opinion among independent broadcasters is divided on the await developments in the United
States. CBC has opposed color tv for
subject. Both the Canadian Broadcastsome years because of lack of funds.
ing Corp. and CTV Television Network
Canadian Electronic Industries Assn.
are opposed to an early beginning of
color tv.
will have most of its members pushing
color telecasting as they have done for
Several broadcasters, including CFPLthe past few years so they can produce
TV London, Ont., and CHCH-TV
Hamilton, Ont., have been prepared for color receivers in Canada and promote
their sale. Receivers being imported
some years to start color telecasting.
Other Canadian stations have not in- from the U. S. now range in cost from
stalled or considered installation of col- $700 to $1,200. Canadian Marconi
or equipment, and the Canadian Assn.
Ltd., which owns CFCF-TV Montreal,
is understood to be opposed since its
of Broadcasters' President Don Jamiestation is not ready for color transmisson, CJON-TV St. John's, Nfld., reports
sion.
that members are split on the problem.

riot in Peru

A film contributed by WPIX
(TV) New York was credited by
the U. S. Information Agency last
week with touching off a Communist
riot in Lima, Peru, during the Cuban
crisis.
The film, Castro and Cuba (originally, Castro, Communism and
Cuba), deals with the Communist
takeover of Cuba under Fidel Castro.
It was acquired by the USIA two
years ago and made available to its
posts throughout Latin America for
supply to local tv stations.
During its broadcast on a Lima
56 (INTERNATIONAL)

than English, French, Eskimo or Canadian Indian, must obtain special permission to do so, and will be limited to
40% of weekly program time to foreign language programs. This regulation which previously applied only to
Canada's
largest cities, now will apply
to all stations.

station on Nov. 9, the USIA reported, "a Communist mob attacked the
station with rocks and 'Molotov
cocktails,' " causing some damage.
The agency said the station was
so "encouraged" by the "impact" of
the program that it emphasized in
newspaper ads the broadcast of subsequent programs on Cuba. One was
another supplied to USIA by American producers — "Anatomy of Betrayal," produced by Talent Associates Paramount,
and originally
shown
on CBS-TV's Armstrong Circle Theatre.

Abroad in brief...
Film sale ■ Seven Arts Productions
Ltd., Toronto, has sold a package of
200 Warner Bros, features to CKVR
(TV) Barrie, Ont. The production
company also concluded sales with
CFPL-TV London, Ont., for 200 Warner Bros, cartoons, and CJBR-TV
Rimouski, Que., for 48 Warner Bros,
features (dubbed in French).
Intertel musical ■ Intertel's first musical tv special to headline American
stars will be taped Dec. 31 -Jan. 18 at
the Bavaria Studios in Munich, with
Van Johnson and Rito Moreno appearing with European performers. The
hour program will be offered for sale to
a U. S. network in addition to broadcasts in Europe and Great Britain.
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FATES
BROADCAST

& FORTUNES

ADVERTISING

George F. Wyland,
tv creative director of
Fuller & Smith &
Ross, New York,
elected vp. Prior to
joining FSR in 1960,
Mr. Wyland was associate group head at
J. Walter Thompson
Mr. Wyland
Co Re alsQ seryed
as manager for creative broadcast production atCockfield, Brown & Co. Ltd.,
Toronto. E. J. Ade, pr director; John
J. Griffin, art director and group supervisor, and Richard Terry, marketing
director, also elected vps. Mr. Ade formerly operated his own pr consulting
firm in New York. Mr. Griffin joined
FSR in 1961 from McCann-Marschalk
where he was senior art director. Mr.
Terry served as marketing vp at Ted
Bates prior to joining FSR. Jack Jones
and Harvey Hickman, copy chief and
account executive, respectively, in
FSR's Los Angeles office, elected vps.
William A. Foster and Henry C. Hart
Jr. elected vps of Noyes & Co., Providence, R. I., advertising and pr agency.
Mr. Foster, former product advertising
manager at Dewey & Almy Chemical
Co., joined Noyes in 1956 and is account supervisor. Mr. Hart is director
of radio-tv and also serves as account
executive. He joined agency in 1954.
W. F. Latz appointed vp in charge of
marketing for Scripto
Inc., Atlanta, Ga., and
Ted Kingsford promoted to sales promotion manager. Mr.
Latz joined Scripto in
1947 and has served
Mr. Latz
as regional sales manager, sales manager and vp for planning, advertising and promotion. Mr.
Kingsford, who joined Scripto in 1957,
has been serving as assistant to Mr.
Latz.
Melvin Brorby, senior vp of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, elected
vp of The Johnson Foundation (S. C.
Johnson & Son Inc.), Racine, Wis.
Victor M. Ives, program manager of
KAIR Tucson, Ariz., resigns to accept
post of general manager of Liason
Adv. Agency, which is now being
formed in Montrose, Calif. (Los Angeles suburb). Liason Adv. is scheduled to open Jan. 1 and will specialize
in religious and patriotic program accounts for radio and tv.
Harold L. McVeigh, art director for
10 years with Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, promoted to account
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

Maine's new slate
Edward E. Guernsey, WLBZ
Bangor, elected president of
Maine Assn. of Broadcasters for
1963, succeeding Paul R. Huber,
WRKD Rockland, who becomes
member of executive board.
Other officers elected: Stanley
Lyons, WAGM-AM-TV Presque
Isle, vp; and Norman G. Gallant,
WFAU-AM-FM Augusta, secretary-treasurer. District directors:
John McGorrill, WMTW-FM
Poland Spring; Harold Dutch,
WLAM Lewiston; Richard Bronson, WABI-AM-FM-TV Bangor.
Elby Stevens, WFST-AM-FM
Caribou, was appointed NAB
state code director.

executive. Kenneth E. Krom, formerly
with Knox-Reeves Adv., Minneapolis,
joins NL&B as art director.
Lawrence M. Lenski, former market
and research director of Ideal Industries, Sycamore, 111., appointed research
director of Buchen Adv., Chicago.
Sampson P. Bowers, account supervisor at McCann-Marschalk, New
York, elected vp. Mr. Bowers joined
McCann-Marschalk in 1960 from Life
magazine where he was marketing manager. Other agency vp's elected: Stuart
Buchanan, Charles E. Butler and Arthur W. Oldham, all account supervisors in Cleveland office.
Muriel Hill, copywriter with Daniel
& Charles, New York, joins Mogul,
Williams & Saylor, that city, as creative
director on Maradel products account.
Harold C. Mullen, former vp and account group supervisor of BBDO, New
York, appointed director of marketing
for Daniel F. Sullivan Co., Boston.
John Geyer, for past six years art
director for Young & Rubicam, New
York, joins Fletcher Richards, Calkins
& Holden, Los Angeles, as senior art
director.
Charles W. Alexander, former vp
and director of eastern division of Wolcott & Assoc., financial pr firm, joins
Bruce B. Brewer & Co., Kansas City
advertising agency, as director of firm's
new pr division.
William C. Cook, former account executive and radio-tv director of Horton,
Church & Goff, Providence, R. I., advertising agency, named director of research and development for Haigis
Broadcasting Corp. (WHAI-AM-FM
Greenfield, Mass.). Harold M. Belknap
appointed chief engineer of Haigis
stations.

THE MEDIA
Edward
E. Hall,
administrative managertionsforofaffiliate
relaCBS Radio,
appointed western
manager for affiliate
relations of CBS-TV,
effective Jan. 14. He
succeeds Bert Lown,
(Broadcasting,
Mr.Ha" Hall
2026). Mrdied Nov. Nov.
who
joined CBS in 1934. Gerald F. Maulsby
succeeds Mr. Hall as administrative
manager for affiliate relations. He formerly served as director of network
programs for CBS Radio.
Donald Laufer, general manager of
WMMW Meriden, Conn., elected vp of
Meriden Radio Inc., licensee of station.
Arnold L. Zucker, radio-tv coordinator of Rutgers U., New Brunswick,
N. J., appointed executive director of
New N.Jersey
ville,
J. Broadcasters Assn., MillWilliam Zimmerman appointed regional sales manager; Raymond G.
Creamer, local sales manager, and
Richard C. Kent, director of promotion
and merchandising, in reorganization
of sales, promotion and merchandising
departments of Taft Broadcasting Co.'s
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio. Richard W. Ostrander continues as national
sales manager and will direct all sales
activities.
Gene Bradford, of Los Angeles Herald-Examiner, elected president of
Greater Los Angeles Press Club for
1963. Other new officers are: Don
Dwiggins, KTTV (TV), vp; Red Humphreys, KTTV (TV), secretary; Grant
Holcomb, KNXT (TV), treasurer.
Donald E. Tykeson, for past six years
general sales manager
of KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., resigns to
accept post as general
manager of KEZI-TV
Eugene, Ore., and
member of board of
Mr. Tykeson
directors of Liberty
Television Inc., licensee of station. Mr.
Tykeson, who will assume new post
with KEZI-TV on Jan. 2, joined KPTV
in 1953 as national sales manager.
Ned Cogswell, manager of Oil City,
Pa., community tv system, resigns to
become coordinator of eastern operations for Televents Corp. Televents, a
multiple owner of catv systems, is
owned by Alfred R. Stern and associates, with Carl Williams as president.
Mr. Cogswell will be responsible for
Televents' systems in Pennsylvania,
57

New York, Virginia, Vermont and New
Hampshire.
John J. McPartlin, formerly with
WBKB (TV) Chicago, joins WBBMAM-FM, that city, as account executive.
Lowell Thomas, veteran CBS newsman, elected first president of Overseas
Press Club Foundation.
Thomas S. Bretherton, executive vp
and general manager of Community
Broadcasting Co. (WTOL-AM-FM-TV
Toledo, Ohio), elected president of Toledo Area Chamber of Commerce.
David B. Eberhard, staff director for
WTOP-TV Washington, D. C, joins
WTOL-TV directorial staff.
Peter F. Gallagher,
advertising and promotion manager of
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., promoted
to sales development
manager. Mr. Gallagher joined WNHCTV in his present caMr. Gallagher
padty in November
1957. Previously, he served as director
of programming, advertising and promotion for WGLV (TV) Easton, Pa.
Santo Crupi, former sales manager
of Avery-Knodel, Boston, joins H-R
Television as manager of new Boston
office, serving New England and upstate New York.
Robert P. Sutton, CBS Radio vp and
general manager of KNX-AM-FM Los
Angeles, named chairman of U. of
Southern
California's
pr directors
council and
member of
board of
of
Friends of Music, which supports
USC's music school.
Ansel W. Smith, with CBS, Chicago,
for 10 years, joins WSBC-AM-FM, that
city, as chief engineer. Jay Michaels,
Peter Vojtik and Jerry Holtz join
WSBC-FM announcing staff.
Franklin Rohner, manager of CBSTV program department in Hollywood,
assumes added duties of director of
business affairs, succeeding Daniel
Sklar, who resigned. Mr. Rohner joined
CBS in 1958 as member of law department, transferred to talent and contract
properties in 1959 and joined program
development following year as associate.
C. V. (Red) Jones, program director
of WQXI Atlanta, joins WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul, in similar capacity.
Lee Vogel joins Storz-owned Twin City
outlet as air personality.
John K. MacKenzie, former executive secretary of Council on Medical
Television, joins American Assn. for
the Advancement of Science to produce Science & Engineering Television
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Arizona election
C. Van Haaften, general manager of KTUC Tucson, elected
president of Arizona Broadcasters
Assn. for 1963, succeeding Sheldon Engel, KALF Mesa. Other
officers elected: Homer Lane,
KOOL-AM-FM-TV Phoenix, vp;
Ray Smucker, KTAR-TV Phoenix, secretary-treasurer. Board
of directors: Willard Shoecraft,
KIKO Globe-Miami and KATO
Safford; Wallace Stone, KAAA
Kingman; Edwin Richter Jr.,
KGUN-TV Tucson, and Mr.
Engel.
Journal for WNDT (TV) (educational
ch. 13) New York.
Mary Dorr, freelance tv interviewercommentator, elected president of
Southern California chapter of American Women in Radio & Tv. Other newly elected officers: Agnes Law, vp;
Mary G. Dooling, secretary, and Ruth
L. Rigler, treasurer.
William R. Dagg, former reporter
with WWDC-AM-FM Washington,
D. C, resigns to become second assistant superintendent for Senate Radio &
Tv Gallery of U. S. Capitol.
John B. Francis, former salesman
with CBS Radio Spot Sales, and John
C. Flynn, former timebuyer with Ted
Bates & Co., New York, join sales staff
of Advertising Time Sales, that city.
Kenneth E. Layden named advertising-promotion manager of WXYZ-TV
Detroit.

Mr. Duffield
Mr. Redfield
Jack M. Duffield, director of New
York national sales office of KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, joins national sales
division of RKO General as eastern tv
sales manager, effective Jan. 1. Lee S.
Redfield, for past two years with Adam
najoins RKO
Inc.,
Young tional
sales division
as tvGeneral's
sales executive, filling vacancy created by promotion of Gerard Molfese to national sales
manager of KHJ-TV Los Angeles. Mr.
Duffield joined KTTV in 1952 as assistant sales service manager, was
named eastern sales and marketing
manager in September 1960, and assumed his present post in early 1962.
Mr. Redfield is former assistant mar-

keting director of Edward Petry & Co.
RKO General operates: WOR-AMFM-TV New York; KHJ-AM-FM-TV
Los Angeles; WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston; CKLW-AM-FM-TV Detroit-Windsor; KFRC-AM-FM San Francisco;
WGMS-AM-FM Washington, D. C;
WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis, and WHCT
(TV) Hartford, Conn.
Bill Pierson appointed news director
of KBTR Denver.
Robert J. Somerville, salesman in San
Francisco office of
Adam Young Inc.,
New York-based station rep firm, elevated
to radio manager of
that office, succeeding
Dell Simpson, who
Mr. Somerville
was recently named
office.
radio manager of rep firm's Chicago
Bill Barnard, newscaster formerly
with KGBS Los Angeles, joins news
staff of KHJ, that city, as weekend relief announcer. Bill Crago, news chief
of KHJ, has resigned and will announce his new affiliation after first of
Jack Fern, news director of KDKATV Pittsburgh, resigns to accept news
year.
post with NBC in New York City.
Lee Philips, former news correspondent for Mutual, ABC and CBS,
joins WINZ Miami, Fla., as news director.
Robert H. Fuller, former chief newscaster of KMTV (TV) Omaha, appointed Detroit.
editorial director of WJBKAM-FM-TV
Don Knautz, member of night and
weekend operations staff of WGN Chicago, named traffic supervisor of WGN
Inc. (WGN-AM-TV Chicago), replacing Bob Irving, who recently was appointed director of industrial relations.
Milt Johnson, member of WGN-TV
production department, named assistant
superoperations
weekendInc.,
andfor WGN
night visor
replacing Mr.
Knautz.
Erne deSauve, graphic artist with
CBS News, named acting associate art
director of graphic arts.

S. David Babbitt joins KYW-AMFM Cleveland as writer-producer.
Walter O'Keefe, KHJ Los Angeles
personality, has been hospitalized by
heart attack and his weekly Walter
O'Keefe Almanac has been suspended
until his return to station.
Buddy Baker, formerly with KXLF
Butte, Mont., joins KFIV Modesto,
Calif., as air personality.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Jll €7/10 6T dr \J\JEi

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENCINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl 7-1319A f\ f
ll/ACUIkirTAM
WA5HINCiTON
ill GJllUCT ilf *\y
VVAD. C.

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFGOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engfneers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19■ * ■>>E Ouincv
Hlckorv
7-2401
«£U linyIII. StJ i(A. Chicago
riiiaivwijr suburb)
/ t~u ■
Riverside,
Member AFOOE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee1426
Bldg.C St.,
Executive
N.W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 56, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort BUtler
Worth 1-1551
18, Texas

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuckanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

SPOT YOUR

To be Seen by 100,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
•ARB Continuing Readership Study

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFOOE

\

Service
Directory

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

KEAR & KENNEDY

FIRM'S NAME
HERE.. .

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS
FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord
Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
IN WOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose AFOOM
1-8360
Member

contact
BROADCASTINC MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022
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Ray Willes, former air personality
and music director of KGON Oregon
City, joins announcing staff of KEXAM-FM Portland, Ore.
Norm Peters, announcer formerly on
staff of WMCA New York, joins staff
of WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford, Conn.
John M. Walker,
former manager of
St. Louis office of
Adam Young Inc.
and before that manager of St. Louis office of Daren F. McGavren Co., joins
sales staff of WIND
Mr. Walker
Chicago. Lee Rodgers, disc jockey for past four years with
WDAF Kansas City, joins WIND in
January.
Victoria M. Kissal named manager
of office and employes services for
WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, D. C.
Miss Kissal has been with The Evening
Star Broadcasting Co. (licensee of stations) since August 1942 as executive
secretary to general manager.
Mel Phillips, air personality with
WKDA Nashville, Tenn., joins WMID
Atlantic City, N. J., in similar capacity.
Eugene (Red) Mitchell, account executive at WEEI Boston, joins sales
staff of WNAC-TV, that city.
PROGRAMMING
Joseph W. McGough, former partner of Radow & Alpers Adv. Agency,
Columbus, Ohio, joins
Seven Arts Assoc.,
New York, as midwest division account
executive, working
Mr. McGough
from Chicago office.
Mr. McGough has also served as station operations director of ABC International, and as general manager of
WKRC-TV .Cincinnati.
Ivan Mogul I, owner of Harvard Music and Ivan Mogull Music Corp. Ltd.,
has been appointed eastern and international representative for Four StarTv Music Co. and BMP Music Co.,
subsidiaries of Four Star Television.
Al Samuelson, writer-producer at
McCann-Erickson, Chicago, joins Jack
Webb's tv production unit at Warner
Bros. Studio in Burbank, Calif.
Herb Horton, senior commercial producer at J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, joins MGM Telestudios, that
city, as account executive. Mr. Horton
has also served as producer for N. W.
Ayer & Son and Young & Rubicam.
Dorothy Cochard, formerly associated with columnist Louella Parsons,
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Passer still pitchin'
Ivan Tonsic (shown here),
former U. of Pittsburgh gridiron
star, makes most of his pitches
these days as a salesman for
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.
However, Mr. Tonsic has been
doubling this season at quarterback for the Wheeling Ironmen.
Voted Pitt's most valuable player
in 1959, Mr. Tonsic demonstrated
he'd lost little of his collegiate
form by leading the Ironmen to
a 30-21 victory over the Grand
Rapids (Mich.) Blazers and the
United Football League championship this month, a feat which
climaxed his team's first year as
a semi-professional club.
joins Co-Co Television Productions,
Hollywood, as producer. Miss Cochard's first assignment is forthcoming
tv series, This Is Your World, a musical documentary series of 26 hour-long
episodes.
John Hoffman named associate production coordinator of Videotape Productions of New York.
A. Drexall Hines, former assistant to
vp of United Artists Tv, joins RCA recorded program services as artists and
repertoire director. Mr. Hines has also
served with ABC as executive producer,
director and assistant national program
director, and as director-writer for
NBC's radio recording division.
Dick Chamberlain (Dr. Kildare)
and Connie Stevens {Hawaiian Eye)
received "Golden Apple" awards last
Tuesday (Dec. 18) from Hollywood
Women's Press Club as Hollywood's
most cooperative actor and actress during 1962.
Martin Manulis, noted tv producer
who has recently finished producing
theatrical motion picture, "Days of
Wine and Roses," has been signed by

Four Star Television to produce company's first theatrical pictures. Gaining
national recognition for his Playhouse
90 productions, Mr. Manulis inaugurated tv department of 20th CenturyFox. Winner of 12 Emmy awards, he
will also be available for work on Four
Star's many tv programs.
Michael J. Marlow,
former producer with
CBS News, appointed
director and executivewoodproducer
of NorTelevision,
new
division of Norwood
Studios, Washington,
Mr. Marlow
D. C, formed to create, develop and produce new properties for tv. Mr. Marlow, who has been member of CBS
News' Washington bureau since 1954,
produced such news and public affairs
programs as Washington Conversation,
Face the Nation and Capitol Cloakroom.
INTERNATIONAL
Dr. C. B. Lumsden, director of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., named vice
chairman, succeeding Charles W. Leeson, who resigned last September. Mrs.
Alixe Carter named CBC representative for United Nations Educational,
Social & Cultural Organization (UNESCO), succeeding Mrs. Kate Aitken,
who also resigned last September.
Charles Fenton, director of sales for
Radio Sales Bureau, Toronto, elected
vp of Stephens & Towndrow Ltd., station rep firm, that city.
Al Tomlinson, former associate in
journalism at U. of California, Berkeley, and regional editor of TV Guide
in San Francisco, moves to Rome, Italy,
to open office, effective Jan. 1, for
Media Internationale, San Franciscobased organization which aids advertising agencies in placement of advertising in foreign media. Dan Norton, former national spot sales manager of
ABC
New York, appointed Mi's
radio-tvindirector.
Leonard B. Goldberg, senior station
research analyst of ABC-TV, named
assistant program manager of ABC International.
Gen. James R. McNitt (USAFRet. ), former deputy chief of Defense
Communications Agency, named group
executive for Latin American communications operations of International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
Philippe
Garcia,
director ofoffice
broadcast services
for Montreal
of
BBDO, appointed director of broadcast
services for Canada of Toronto and
Montreal offices of agency.
Bill Ballantyne, account executive
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with CKSL London, Ont., appointed
sales manager of CKOC Hamilton, Ont.
Roly Koster, CKSL program director,
named account executive. Art Bartel,
CKSL promotion manager, promoted
to program director.

southern section of Nevada. For past
14 years, Mr. Hall has been account
executive with ITT Kellogg Div. of
International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp., Chicago.
Richard L. Colten
appointed manager
industrial
tv sales of
at

J. C. Wykes, headmaster of St. Bees
School, Cumberland, England, appointed senior education officer of Associated Television Ltd.
Professor Sir Willis Jackson appointed chairman of Television Advisory Committee, London, England,
succeeding Admiral Sir Charles Daniel,
who resigned after holding post for 10
years. Committee was established by
Postmaster General to advise him on
development of tv and vhf radio broadcasting.
Alan J. Waple, head of radio-tv production, British Information Services,
New York, named director of news
division.
Andy McDermott,
general manager of
Radio & Television
Sales Inc., Toronto,
elected president of
Station Representatives Assn. of Canada,
succeeding Reo Thomson, general manager
Mr. McDermott
of All-Canada Radio
& Television Ltd., Toronto. Ernie
Towndrow, Stephens & Towndrow Ltd.,
elected first vp; Paul Mulvihill, head of
his own firm, second vp; Alex Bedard,
of company by same name, treasurer;
and Michael Callahan, Air Time-Sales
Ltd., secretary.
Charles Chambers, district chief of
Toronto Fire Dept., named part-time
member of Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors.
John Moore, president of CHLO St.
Thomas, Ont., elected alderman in St.
Thomas city council.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

Wilson H. Oelkers, general manager
of Philco Corp.'s Lansdale, Pa., division which manufactures tubes, transistors and solid state devices, elected
vp of corporation. Mr. Oelkers joined
Philco in 1933. Before his appointment
last February as Lansdale division general manager, he served as company's
purchasing director. Harvey Williams,
special assistant to president-international operations, will retire Dec. 31.
Mr. Williams is former general manager of Philco's international division.
George H. Loving named general
manager of E. I. Du Pont de Nemours
& Co.'s photo products department in
Wilmington, Del., effective Jan. 1, 1963,
succeeding John M. Clark, who becomes
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

Du

ALSAC

honors WIBC

Danny Thomas, founder of
ALSAC (Aiding Leukemia Stricken American Children), honored
WIBC-AM-FM Indianapolis this
fall for originating the "Teenagers
March ducted
Against
conby radio Leukemia,"
stations in more
than 70 cities this year.
Gil Berry, WIBC vice president
and general sales manager, is
shown here accepting a bronze
plaque from Mr. Thomas for his
station.
The teenage drive was credited
with raising $1 million for
ALSAC (which supports the St.
Jude Research Hospital in Memphis) and recruiting 60,000 teenagers. Mr. Thomas saluted all
radio and television stations which
assisted ALSAC this year.

general manager
of company's
electrochemicals
department.
Mr. Loving
has
been assistant general manager of Du
Pont's photographic products operations
since 1956, same year Mr. Clark assumed department's top post.
Richard B. Hackenberger appointed
sales manager of Miratel Electronics
Inc., St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Hackenberger is former sales manager for commercial electronics division of Sylvania
Electric Products, New York.
Col. Barney Oldfield (USAF-Ret ),
former newspaperman, radio commentator and Hollywood publicist and author, joins pr staff of Litton Industries,
Beverly Hills, Calif., effective Jan. 2,
to handle special assignments.
Ronald W. Hall joins Altec Lansing
Corp., subsidiary of Ling-TemcoVought, Anaheim, Calif., as regional
sales manager for company's product
line of stereo high fidelity sound components, commercial and industrial
sound system equipment, telephone
communication products, microphone
and broadcast equipment, covering
Southern
California,
Arizona and

Mont Laboratories, division of
Fairchild Camera &
Instrument Corp.,
Clifton, N. J. Mr.
Mr. Colten
Colten
child-Du joins
Mont Fairfrom
General Television Network of New
York and Detroit where he was vp and
secretary. In his new post, he will
direct product planning and national
sales program
for company's
circuit
and industrial
tv cameras,closedcontrol equipment, and associated accessories.
DEATHS
Ford Sibley, 54, vp of Foote, Cone
& Belding, New York, died Dec. 20 in
Doctors Hospital, that city, after long
illness. He had served in numerous
creative and supervisory positions at
FC&B and its predecessor, Lord &
Thomas, for 28 years. Most recently,
Mr. Sibley
was account.
supervisor on TransWorld
Airlines
Carol Irwin Hollister, 55, producer
of Young Doctor Malone on NBC-TV,
died Dec. 1 1 at her home in New York.
Mrs. Hollister joined NBC in June 1959
from ABC where she was co-producer
of Theatre Guild of the Air. She also
produced Mama series and Claudia
programs.
Thomas Mitchell, 70, Academy
award-winning character actor perhaps
best remembered for his Mayor of the
Town tv series and his role as Scarlett
O'Hara's father in "Gone with the
Wind," died Dec. 17 of cancer in Beverly Hills, Calif.
Jack Goetz, 69, co-founder of DuArt Film Laboratories, New York, and
most recently west coast representative
of Gevaert Co. of America (photographic films, papers and plates), New
York, died Dec. 14 in Beverly Hills,
Calif., after prolonged illness.
Lew Landers, 61, pioneer director of
filmed shows for tv, died Dec. 15. Mr.
Landers directed installments of Gang
Busters, Public Prosecutor, Cheyenne
and Sugarfoot series.
Anthony J. Rizzo, 40, also known
as Tony Williams, west coast representative ofNational Telepix, died Dec.
17. Mr. Rizzo, a reporter for Armed
Forces Radio during World War II,
was sportscaster in Kansas City before entering film syndication business.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Cheeks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ad* #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• All other classifications, including Employment Agencies, etc., 300 pet word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales Su, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Appucants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
5% net profit ownership, $150.00 guaranteed
weekly salary, hospitalization, car expenses,
etc. For best combo manager-lst class ticket
engineer in country. Limited air work,
too. Better be tops in sales, promotion, engineering and complete management or
don't bother replying. Box 32T, BROADCASTING.
Ohio tion
daytimer
needsknows
experienced
small sta-as
manager who
full operation
working
manager.
Box
491R,
BROADCASTING.
Detroit . . . sales management, with proven
record of sales, who loves the challenge of
selling. Excellent
opportunity
top Box
independent. Complete
resume with
please.
584R, BROADCASTING.
Chicagoland opportunity for sales manager
with proven record in sales and station manMust bean creative
and able
organize andagement.
direct
experienced
sales toforce.
Lucrative incentive compensation plan. This
opportunity available after January 1st for
person willing to work for security and opportunity. Write immediately, giving complete resume and past performance. Manager, WJOB, Hammond, Indiana.
Sales
Experienced salesman with managerial talents and aspirations for fm stereo in Ohio.
Excellent fm market. Handle and develope
key accounts.
Salary
References important.
Real plus
futureoverride.
with growing
group
operation.
Box
942R,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman for well equipped, well staffed
KMMO, Marshall, Mo. Prefer man who can
handle some announcing, but sales will be
first consideration.
Upper midwest, medium market multiple
ownership operation is seeking experienced
salesman. Excellent opportunity for the
right man. Box 7T, BROADCASTING.
Wanted experience salesman for Newport
countys only radio station. Good salary
plus fifteen percent commission. No floaters. Wonderful opportunity for aggressive
young man. Send immediate reference and
details to: Charles K. Bentz, WADK, Newport, Rhode Island.
Make yours a prosperous New Year. Apply
now! Broadcast Employment Service, 4825
10th Ave., So. Minneapolis 17, Minn. Free
application.
Announcers
Ohio daytimer needs announcer with first
class ticket. Experience unnecessary but
desirable. Box 490R. BROADCASTING.
Gather, write and broadcast local news.
Midwest. $5200. Send tape and resume. Box
46T, BROADCASTING.
Georgia daytimer — good pay for first ticket
combo man. Bright, enthusiastic air, capaING. ble engineering. Box 546R, BROADCASTGulf coast 5 kw quality good music station
needs quality announcer with first phone.
Send photo, resume, character and financial
references and audition tape. Box 568R,
BROADCASTING.
New York suburban station interested adding experienced announcer. Good music,
news. lon,Send
tape, WBAB,
Route 109, BabyLong Island,
New York.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Michigan regional radio station needs staff
announcer immediately. Good modern
sound, standards, albums, big band sound,
the best of the top pops. Mature delivery,
deep, voice wanted. Excellent employee
benefits and advancement opportunities.
Send resume and music, news, commercials tape to Box 5T, BROADCASTING.
Interview
in Michigan a must before position is filled.

DJ with 1st phone top 40 experience. $115
per week. IV2 overtime, double pay holidays. In St. Louis area, contact Chuck Norman, WGNU, Granite City, Illinois.
D.J. Comedy! Professional package now
$2.50. Box 92, Kansas City, 41, Mo.
First class combo man needed by January
15, 1963. Evening announce shift five days;
8-hour Sunday board trick; Monday off.
Young and progressive staff; pleasant
southwestern city; 5kw fulltime independent leader in market. Scheduled raises;
fully paid hospitalization and other benefits.ditionOpportunity
in news
or sales
in adto shift. Light
studio
maintenance
required. Photo, tape, resume, credit &
personal references to: Dennis Dean, Box
3266, Albuquerque, N.M.
Expanding staff! Minimum $100 per 40 hour
week to start. Need good announcer with
first ticket
no No.
maintenance.
band,market
modern fromat.
1 in 2 Big
station
area. Permanent. Good future with growing station. Drifters need not apply. Send
tape, resume, WMHI, RT 5, Frederick,
Maryland.
Make yours a prosperous New Year. Apply
now! Broadcast Employment Service, 4825
10th Ave., So. Minneapolis 17, Minn. Free
application.
Technical
Gulf coast 5 kw directional station wants
good audio engineer capable of maintenance
and administrative work. Not afraid to get
hands dirty. Experience with directional
antenna systems helpful. Send resume,
photo, financial and character references.
Box 569R, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer 1 kw southern New York
state. Good salary. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Engineer 5 kw am-fm directional south eastern station looking for a young ambitious
first class engineer. Experience not necesSend application
full Newport
particulars sary.
to George
Sokol, WGHwithRadio,
News, Virginia.
Immediate opening chief engineer, 500
watt am, fm-Grant. University town. Arden Booth, KLWN, Lawrence, Kansas.
Chief engineer needed yesterday for Christian fm radio station Springfield, Ohio. Announcing abilities will supplement first
phone. If a christian man willing to enin missionary
project
call collect 3251596. gageLarry
M. Weber,
Manager.
Make yours a prosperous New Year. Apply
now! Broadcast Employment Service, 4825
10th Ave., So. Minneapolis 17, Minn. Free
application.
Production — Programming, Others

Immediate opening top rated kilowatt operation in Y2 million market. Seeking good
middle of road announcer with first ticket.
Suburban living, pleasant community near
two large eastern cities. Rush tape, resume, salary expected. Box 24T, BROADCASTING.
Wanted experienced radio announcer, play
by play sports, good salary. Immediate
opening. Grace Heath, RADIO WLSE,
Wallis, North Carolina, Phone ATwater 53320.
Can you up hold this northeast power
houses'
top Prove
rated itpopby format
in the evening hours?
tape, resume.
First
ticket essential. Box 30T, BROADCASTING.
Happy New Year ahead for morning man
we want. Must be experienced, mature, ear
opener with ability to be full time goodwill ambassador. Top rated 50kw northeast
pop outlet. Picture, tape, resume. Box 49T,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced female announcer. Run own
board. References and tape required. 48
hour work week. No phone calls. Salary
open. Apply KNIM, Maryville, Missouri.
Young, single announcer with restricted
permit, capable
newsonlydelivery.
No
"personalities." Daytime
Showlow,
Arizona. Broadcast
schoolKVWM,
graduates
also
considered.
Announcer with first class ticket. WAMD,
Aberdeen, Maryland.
Wanted: staff announcer for fast-paced
good ture
music,
CBS affiliate.
SendRadio,
tape, Fort
picand resume
to WANE,
Wayne, Indiana. No phone calls please!
Announcer. Previous experience necessary.
Send view
tape
resume
first. Personal
required
if considered.
WBIE, interP. O.
Box 91, Marietta, Georgia.
Are you a Negro personality that can do
a tight top forty, modern Negro programmed format? Do you have good delivery, do news, and handle production?
If you fill these requirements, Rounsaville
Radio. Inc., is looking for you. Radio station WCIN, Cincinnati, Ohio; is going fulltime, and increasing its power to 5000
watts. We want men who can do outstanding, professional job. Send edited tape
and complete
resume'
with Radio
picture;Station
first
letter
to: General
Manager,
WCIN, 3301 Beekman Street, Cincinnati 25,
Ohio. All replies confidential. Material
cannot be returned.
Morning personality needed by established
newspaper owned station. We desire a man
with a pleasant voice and mature delivery.
Sales experience helpful. Salary open. Send
resume, references and tape to James W.
Poole, WFLS, Fredericksburg, Virginia.
Announcer,
for good
music NBC Good
midwest affiliate.dj,Must
have experience.
salary plus benefits. Send photo, tape and
resume to Ed Huot, WTRC, Elkhart, Indiana.

Experienced production manager for medium market midwest station. Excellent opportunity for man knowing production
techniques and able to supervise staff. Interested in good, sharp sound. Send complete resume with photo together with
minimum
salary. Box 14T, BROADCASTING.
Need a "gal Friday" who knows traffic,
staThe inoldest
air work.
and station
copy tionwriting
in a three
market
Florida.
Please send tape complete resume and
photo. Box 952R, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Production — copy man or woman, clever
with tape, and strong copy, with good
voice for California medium market. ComING. plete details to Box 12T, BROADCASTNews director-single station market-mobile equipment. Midwest location. Must be
experienced. Send resume. Qualified applicants will be contacted for personal interview. State starting salary expected.
Box 13T, BROADCASTING.
Newsman wanted immediately coverage
local news. Good salary, permanent. Approx. 60 miles from New York City. Box
591R, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman. Radio TV combination must do on air and won photo
work. Rocky Mountain area. Salary open.
Write Box 18T, BROADCASTING, giving
a complete resume of your experience,
picture, salary expectations, etc.
Promotion assistant with eastern medium
market station, group owned. Some radio
and TV experience preferred. Write in
confidence. Box 21T, BROADCASTING.
Newsman to take charge local news operaation. No rip and run man. Must be competent writer and reporter with experience. $125 per week. Permanent position
with security at middle atlantic station.
Box 29T, BROADCASTING.
Illinois. Up to $110 for experienced local
newsman.
Rush resume and tape. Box 45T,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman for gathering, delivering local news. Good voice and language mastery essential. Send tape, resume, writing samples, salary requirements. Position available about January
15th. WSOY, Decatur, Illinois.

Situations Wanted — Management
Two men — completely operate station.
Everything.
Presently
employed metropolitan radio. Box
11T, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Radio salesman-announcer. Seven years experience. Desires job in Long Island area.
Other locations considered. Married-references. Box 963R, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Radio-tv announcer seeks position in east.
Married. One child. Box 450R, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 1st phone, wishes to relocate
in medium market. 3 years commercial
experience, 2 years educational. Mature
delivery, steady, dependable. Willing to
relocate anywhere. Currently employed.
Box 910R, BROADCASTING.
DJ, announcer, newscaster, experienced,
married. Willing to work. Prefer northeastern area. Available immediately. Box
6T, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer wishes to locate upper
midwest. Experienced. Smooth baritone
voice. Emphasis on commercials, and news,
married. Box 8T, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer looking for job in
upped cian.
midwest.
College
Cheerful radio
voice.graduate,
Can also musiwrite
good copy. Box 9T, BROADCASTING.
University of Missouri Junior, majoring
in Speech-Radio-TV,
wantstv.summer
employment in radio and/or
Four years
professional radio. Eager! "30." Box 15T,
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Versatile. First phone. 6 years experience.
Newscaster, good music, jazz, classical,
straight announcing. Tight board. Timing.
Dependable
CASTING. family man. Box 16T, BROADNortheast employment desired. Versatile
energetic announcer; broadcasting, newspaper, college background. Box 17T, BROADCASTING.
Former foreign service gal radio announcer,
commercials. Tape, resume, pics upon request. Box 23T, BROADCASTING.
Seeking first position. Excellent educational
background. Enthusiastic, serious; strong on
news, rewrite,
spot production
conscious.. Musical on
knowledge.
Draft exempt.
Box 25T, BROADCASTING.
Veteran sportcaster, 12 years radio, 6 years
TV, college graduate, family. Heavy play
by play major college conference ali
sports. Nightly progarms both radio tv 12
weekly. Working knowledge film and tape.
Pro sports background as player, coach,
official. Service sports background. Happy
to handle additional staff duties, record
shows, etc. Both media preferred, currently employed. Desire change, seek larger
market, more air work. Excellent references. Available for personal interview at
your convenience, my expense. Box 26T,
BROADCASTING.
Top 40 Negro disc jockey. First phone,
will
ING. work hard. Box 50T BROADCASTDJ Tiger style. Build audiences. Satisfy
sponsors. Youthful. Cheerful. Experienced.
Box 36T, BROADCASTING.
DJ personality. Popular adult programming.
Versatile. Gimmicks. Reliable. Now employed. Box 37T, BROADCASTING.
DJ announcer, authoritative newscaster,
board operation, street interviews. Not a
prima donna, family man, will relocate.
Box 40T, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey,thoritative,
newscaster,
personable,Notau-a
dependable, experienced.
prima donna. Presently employed. Box 42T,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer,
experience. Need 1st 1st
job, class
willingtraining
worker.no Box
43T, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 23, experienced, A-B radio
speech, desires employment with advancement possibilities, sound organization. Currently employed, but available. Box 44T,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer with first phone. Seeks
position. Five years experience. Happy
sound, fast tape. Believable humor. Top
references. Dependable and good record.
Box 47T, BROADCASTING.
Announcer first phone, 2 years experience
ATS graduate, tape on request. New York,
California area — Call PL 5-5346 or write:
Bob Stone, 51 Woodrow Street, Daly City,
California.
Versatile announcer with flare for comedy
and production desires position in the northeast. Write Alan Irwin, 80 Middle Street,
Lexington, Massachusetts.
All around stable radio man with experience. Victum of ownership change. Strong
deejay and sports. 50,000 watt experience
with best references. Will consider anywhere. Call PO-1-4377 Cincinnati, Ohio.
Veteran-country & western d.j. Twelve
years in radio and television. Formerly
with WCKY in Cincinnati, Ohio. Dependable, experienced personality. Married, two
children, eration.
age Write
32.Jimmie
Will relocate
to good
opWilliams,
Okeana,
Ohio. Phone 736-3780 Hamilton, Ohio.
Attention midwest. Former top ten market
jockey who left field to finish college now
must return to work. Will consider all offers including program directing. Married, steady, three years college, ready
to settle down with good station. 8 years
experience including three in major markets. First phone. Available Immediately.
Ken Lee, Cape Girardeau, Missouri. EDgewater 5-5148.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Colored experienced professional. Best
newsate ofand
deejay.
Run schools.
tight board.
three
(3) radio
Will Gradutravel.
Write Winston Blants, 1820 Adam Street,
Gary, Indiana.
Old school announcer: Desires steady station. Write Carmine Diorio, 25 Elm Street,
Peru, New York, or phone MI 3-9749.
DJ. announcer, mature, experienced moderate top 40. Relocate. Frank Sacks, 20557
Stout, Detroit 19, Michigan. KE 5-6680.
Technical
Television technician with 1st phone, and
A.A.S. degree in radio and television production and programming, looking to applyenceexperiences
to television,
experiin film. Prefer
northeasthave
locale
...
but for good opportunity will travel. Box
41T, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Solid disc jockey experience in moneymaking number one top forty radio including McLendon, seeking program directors position with station wanting to
be number one and make money. Box
912R, BROADCASTING.
Audience development! Program director,
fourteen years. Small, medium and major
markets. Available now on consulting or
permanent basis. 60% audience increase
for Boston: References. Box 924R, BROADCASTING^
Virginia program director. Married. 27. 8
years experience. Award winning newscaster. Desires station operations or programmer position. Excellent references.
Box 932R. BROADCASTING.
Need news buildup? Make me director,
guarantee tops. Present manager verify,
no small markets. Mature, no glamour-just
work! Box 19T, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Sales manager for race radio station. Unusual opportunity for young aggressive
salesman with good radio experience to
join
dynamic
BROADCASTING. organization. Box 51T,
Announcers
Top announcer, with interest in directing,
to take over varied duties as assistant production manager. An excellent opportunity
in a top market for an experienced announcer with production abilities. Send resume, photo and tape, to R. H. Anderson,
Operations Director, KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Washington.
Combination announcer-newsman-traffic for
FM station. Opportunity to work into
TV. Commercial radio or solid educational
training prerequisite. Medium mid-west
market. Please send tape, picture, references, expected salary. Box 918R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer for small southeastern market with chain operation. Must have sufficient experience to assume fulltime maintenance on RCA transmitter. Reply Box
22T, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced engineer for tv studio operation and maintenance. Write or phone (423-2440) Roger
Sawyer, KGLO-TV, Mason City, Iowa.
Production — Programming, Others
Program manager needed in three station
all V market in the North Central part
of the country. The man needed must have
production and programming experience,
be community minded with a thorough
understanding of the operations of a commercial television station. Starting salary
$8,000 sumetoto Box
$9,000.27R,Please
send complete reBROADCASTING.
Help wanted TV continuity writer, man or
woman. Prefer radio, TV or agency experience. Opportunity for advancement,
with southwest NBC TV affiliate. Box 33T,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
TV newsground able
editor
with 5 journalism
backto direct
man department
and handle newscast. Top news station in
west market. Send complete information.
Box 916R. BROADCASTING.
Wanted artist-photographer, must be capable of doing layout work, sign painting
and
free-hand
lettering.
Also must
able to
use Polaroid
and 35MM
cameras.be
Must be familiar of prossessing the above
films for these cameras. Send resume and
include sample of your work to Lyle Murphy, KBAK-TV,
Channel 29, P.O. Box 1448,
Bakersfield,
California.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
A TV Sales Manager should have a proven
record in working with national reps and
local ble
sales
staffs; should
capaadministrator,
with betopa trained
management
background;gressively,
should
sell
creatively
and
aginspiring others to do the same;
should understand from inside experience
how
agencyemployed
buys arein made.
qualified;
presently
major I'm
market;
under 40. Outstanding
references
will verify
successful broadcasting-advertising career.
Mutual confidence imperative. Box 35T,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Versatile, capable employed tv announcer.
Nine ble,
years
broadcasting.
Married, responsirelocate.
Box 48T, BROADCASTING.
Mature, personable tv staffer, university
graduate. 39, now major southeast market,
must relocate immediately. Box 505R,
BROADCASTING.
Five year newsman wants broadcastingwriting. Qualified for news director. Box
31T, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Program director, major market, seeking
change. Ten years tv, radio. Experienced
as talent,
production,
film, personnel.program,
Move anywhere
right opportunity.
34, family. Box 28T, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment
Am, fm, tv equipment including transmitters,
iconoscopes, 440
audio,
monitors, orthicons,
cameras. Electrofind,
Columbus
Ave.. N.Y.C.
Xmisslon Line; Teflon insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New — unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.
Attention news directors. We have a good
used film processor for sale. Write Box
971R, BROADCASTING for details.
Rayethon RC-11 single channel console
clean and in excellent condition. In use
presently. Going fm and must have dual
channel,
reasonWSIP,
for selling.
It's Kentucky,
a honey.
Call Mr. Fyffe,
Paintsville,
Area code 606-789-5311. Better hurry.
Kinescopecluding:
recorder
Model
PA303,desk,
inconsole on GPL
casters,
recorder
Acme 35mm camera with mounting, H.V.
condenser unit, power interlock, deflection
unit, yoke, electric shutter, pulse counter,
monitor control and power supplies, $7,400.00.
V. Kemper, EUE, 513 West 54th St., N. Y.
19, N. Y.
Used GE 3 kw fm transmitter and 500 watt
Gates television transmitter. Prices and information available upon request. Contact
John Whitt, Donrey Media Group, P. O.
Box 88, Fort Smith, Arkansas.
New ATC cartridge, Model PR4, GR731A
modulation monitor 6 tower lighting
chokes. Trade for Magnecord equipment?
Box 20T, BROADCASTING.

For Sale
For Sale: One Equipment
slightly used Seaburg 200
blond
woodcontrol
on metal
stand One
withRCASBCU-1
broadcast
unit, $400.
type
73B professional disc recorder, make offer.
Two
slightly
ST-101 C.spot
tape
machines,
bothused
for Gates
$790. Frank
Carman,
KLUB, Salt Lake City, Utah.
RCA distortion analyzer. Good condition.
Needs full set of tubes. First $90 check
takes
Indiana.it. WJOB, 6405 Olcott, Hammond,
WANTED

TO BUY

Need used dual Equipment
channel console which we
will convert for stereo use. Send make,
model number, year, price, condition to
Chief Engineer, Broadcast Division, Kaiser
Industries,
Kaiser Center, Oakland 12, California.
Used RCA sideband analyzer model BW-5B
or equivalent. Good condition. Contact Bob
Ottmann, KBLL-TV, Helena, Montana.
4-2400.
Wanted:
400 foot tower for am. KZUN,
Box 123, Spokane 66, Washington, WAlnut
Wanted by new UHF. 1 KW transmitter
and studio equipment. Boucher, Box 293,
Forest Knolls, California.
Spindler and Sauppe TV slide projector or
equivalent. Technical director, WNOK-TV,
1811 Main Street, Columbia, South Carodition. lina. ALpine 2-7737. State price and con50 kw transmitter. Good condition. Other
pertinent equipment considered. Box 50T,
BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Commercial productions. Top announcers.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Special $3.50, $4 for
$10.00. 270 N. Crest Chattanooga, Tennessee.
is featured In the DeChristmascemberComedy
issue of "Days, Dates, and Data.
promos, and a Santa
Contains patter, gags,
. Service
35,
rkComedy
$3.00 Show-Biz
New Yo
Interview.
(Dept. X), 65 Parkway Court, Brooklyn

30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
comment,
featuring
laugh service
s. Free
introduction
catalog.deejay
Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
"Deejay file." Quotes, kickers, liners, record
hints. Complete program package for
info,
California.
Del Mar
deejays
Mar,
Del Radio
61, Corona
O. Box $10.50.
P. P.D.'s.
Features, and
Religious
time now available.
Reasonable,
W-RIP, Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
resident classes.
correspondence
Grantham
Schools orare in
located In Hollywood,
Write
City and Washington.
Seattle, Kansas 40-page
brochure. Grantham
for our free
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license In six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teacher*.
brochure.
Request
approved.
G. I. Radio
Elklns
License
School,free2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas. Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction In laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First
License. 14 East Jackson St.,
ChicagoClass
4, Illinois.
Elkins training now in New Orleans for FCC
First Class License in 6 weeks. Nationally
knowntoryfor
top quality
laborainstructions.
Elkins theory
Radio and
School,
333
Saint Charles, New Orleans, Louisiana.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement.
Geary
St. Free illustrated brochure. 259
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INSTRUCTIONS

TELEVISION

"Are youFlorida,
cold?" gulf
Do you
need and
a firstan phone?
Sunny
beaches
F.C.C.
first
phone
in
(5)
five
weeks
"Guaranteed."
Next class January 9th in beautiful Sarasota, Florida. Living quarters provided.
Latest teaching methods. Connected with
modern 1000 watt commercial station. 9585954 . . . 3044 Bay Street.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results.
Day and evening classes. Placement assistance. Announcer Training Studios, 25 W.
43rd, N. Y. OX 5-9245.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you license In only school with operating 5kw station. One price includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St., Mobile, Ala.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Altanta,
Georgia.
Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phone operator license in six weeks. Over
420 hours instruction and over 200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
January 9, April 24. For information, references and reservations, write William B.
Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Ave., Burbank,
California.
Since voted
1937 exclusively
Hollywood's
oldest
deand school
Telecommunications.to
GraduatesRadio
on more
than
1000
stations. matelyRatio
six to ofone.jobsDayto graduates
and night approxiclasses.
Write for 40 page brochure and Graduate
placement list. Don Martin School of Radio
and Television Arts & Sciences, 1653 North
Cherokee. Hollywood. California.

Situations Wanted — Sales

Help Wanted
DIO
R—AAnnouncers
ANNOUNCER WANTED!!
WPBR-BALTIMORE, has opening for mature announcer who
will do both news, and disc jockey work. If you're doing an outstanding job in a medium size
market, you may be our man.
Send tape, salary requirements
and resume to Program Director,
WFBR, 13 East 20th Street,
Baltimore 18, Maryland.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
WXIX-TV CHANNEL 18
Looking for a hard-hitting commercial staff, for a hard sell station.
Right men must believe in future
of UHF. We do have great plans!!
Must have proven record in local
and national sales approaches.
Salary and incentive.
Call General Manager, Lawrence
Turet, BRoadway 2-1818, or send
complete details first letter in care
of Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962
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Mature, energetic (36) familiar
with all
phases television advertising from making initial approach and getting the
order to writing and producing the announcement, desires to broaden his perspective. Experience includes working
out market presentations and dealing
with reps and timebuyers in all major
advertising centers. Basically looking
for job that offers opportunity to progress into management. Presently employed in tv as local sales manager.
Please direct inquiries to:
Box 34T, BROADCASTING

Miscellaneous
WE BUY AND SELL UNUSED
BROADCAST PARTS
SAVE 10% AND MORE
Audio & Linear Taper AB Pots,
Tubes,torsCapacitators,
ConnecPC, UG, XLR, Meters,
UA, MS,
AN,
DPD and many
broadcasting
parts.other hard to find
A-OK ELECTRONICS
P. O. Box 38350
Hollywood,
Hollywood California
5-8774

INSTRUCTIONS
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1
"Since 1947"
g
j
RADIO-TV
ANNOUNCING I§
1
COURSES
ENGINEER & 1st FONE
COURSES
5 Guaranteed Placement Service. Attention =
= Managers:
A few Outstanding An- 3
§ nouncers now available for radio-tv. S
j KEEGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE |
1
"Since 1947"
§
I
207 Madison, Memphis, Tenn. |
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For Sale
Equipment

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment

FOR

SALE

GE TY70G
Eight Bay Batwing Antenna tuned
for Channel 13 Power Gain 8.3
44 KW Imput Capability.

BROADCAST PARTS
WE BUY AND SELL UNUSED
XLR 3-13 connectors $10 a dozen.
Tubes 4-4000A $35 each; $65 a pair.
SAVE 10% OR MORE— We welcome
your
inquiry on tubes.
all special purpose
and transmitting
A-OK
ELECTRONICS
P. O. Box 38350
Hollywood,
Hollywood California
5-8774

PAUL TURCHAN
CKCO-TV
864 King Street West
Kitchener, Ontario

USED AND REBUILT EQUIPMENT
QUANTITY
4
Gates BC-500GY.
500 watt AM transmitters. These are comrebuilt, New
haveFCC
new approved
tubes
as good pletely
as new.
price
$4500.09and tested to your frequency. In our opinion.
2
Gates BC-250O-1. 250 watts AM now on 1490 kc. Good condition.
3
Gates
BC-250C-1.
1050 work
kc. 1240
kc and 1400 kc.
Only fair
condition 250
but watts
ideal ifAM.you Choice
will putof some
on them.
1
GE
4BT20A1,
250
watts
AM
on
1340
kc.
Needs
a
good
clean
up
but in pretty
good condition.
3
Raytheon
RA250,
250
watts
AM.
Choice
of
1230
kc.
1310
kc
and 1450 kc.
All in fair to good condition.
1
Federal
192A,
3000
watt
FM.
An
old
one
but
worth
the
price
if the buyer
will clean it up.
USED FM ANTENNAS
1
Andrew 4-bay Multi-V for 106.1 Me., as Is.
1
Andrew 8-bay Multy-V for 100.4 to 105.4 Mc. Price includes tuning.
1
Collins 37M-6, 6-bay for 102-104 Mc. Price includes tuning.
TV TRANSMITTERS
1
Gates
FCC approvedmodelBT-1AH.
500 watt,
channel
This
isnewaprice
discontinued
but excellent
for afornewanysmall
station7 through
or standby.13.
Original
$16,750,00.
NOTE:

Suppliedanduntuned
and buyer purchases as Is.
BA —— Tuned
tested onor tested
frequency.
C — Supplied as traded in and priced to sell at buyer's risk.
WRITE OR WIRE
Franz Cherny — Cates Radio Company
Tel. 222-8202
Quincy, Illinois

PRICE
(B)
(A) $2750.00
800.00
1000.00
(C) 495.00
(B)
(C) 660.00
(A)
(B) 850.00
1050.00
(C) 1995.00
950.00
2750.00
2250.00
(B) 7500.00
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FOR

For Sale
Stations

FOR SALE 5 KW
Daytimer in top 25 market. Could
go full-time directional. No Brokers
BOX 10T, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
5 Itw OAK DUMONT U.H.F. T.V.
STATION CH. NO. 27
WITH COMPLETE STUDIO EOUIP.
LESS CAMERAS.
WILL ENTERTAIN TERMS.
MILEX

ELECTRONICS

460 Jericho Turnpike
Mineola, New York
Phone: Pioneer 7-3302

STATIONS FOR SALE
BEST HOLIDAY
WISHES TO ALL!
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279

To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
PATT Mcdonald co.
P. O. BOX 9266 - CL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
29%
Ky.
single daytime
terms
fulltime
Ariz. small
10M
68M
70M
Ala. medium fulltime $125M
125M
Fla.
medium daytime
35M
N.Y. medium fulltime
230M
N.C. metro
terms
125M
daytime
195M
50M
Pa.
terms
metro daytime
and others:
CHAPMAN
C O M P A N Y
I 182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

For Best Results
You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED AD
in
WmfZm BROADCASTING
THE BUS1NESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
£6

STATION

THE

RECORD

AUTHORIZATIONS,

APPLICATIONS
APPLICATION
As compiled by Broadcasting Dec. 13
WITN-TV Washington, N. C— Mod. of cp,
through Dec. 19 and based on filings,
authorized installation of aux. trans,
authorizations and other actions of the which
at main trans, site, to extend completion
date. Ann. Dec. 19.
FCC in that period.
Abbrevations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A— special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH
—
specified
Announced. hours. * — educational. Ann. —
New tv stations
ACTION BY FCC
Linden, N. J. — New Jersey Tv Bcstg. Corp.
Granted cp for new tv to operate on vhf
ch. 47 (668-674 mc); ERP 200 kw vis., 108
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
580 ft., above ground 194 ft. Estimated construction cost $436,150; first year operating
cost $240,000; revenue $260,000. P. O. address
1020 Broad St. Newark 1. Studio location
Newark; trans, location West Orange, N. J.
Geographic
47' 15"
Lat.,
74° 15' 18" W.coordinates
Long. Type40°trans.
RCAN. TTTJ12A; seltype
ant.
RCA
TFU-24DM.
Legal
counMarmet & Schneider, Washington, D.
C., consulting engineer Paul Godley, Great
Notch, N. J. Principals: Nera Braverman
(116% shares), Issac Blonder (58V3 shares),
Eugene Sherman, John Van Drill, Robert
Helft, Frederic C. Sasse, and E. B. Berlinrut
(each 11% shares). Commission reserved
right to substitute another channel should
it delete ch. 47 from New Brunswick (where
it is nowsented.assigned).
Action Dec. 17.Comnr. Bartley disAPPLICATIONS
San Francisco, Calif. — Bible Fellowship
Hour. Uhf ch. 38 (614-620 mc); ERP 113.3
kw vis., 56.9 kw aur. Ant. height above
average terrain 1262.5 ft., above ground
320 ft. Estimated construction cost $97,000;
first year operating cost $72,000; revenue
$60,000. P. O. address c/o Victor M. Ives,
2355 Honolulu, Montrose, Calif. Studio and
trans, location with 1.2 miles south of San
Francisco (San Bruno Mt.). Geographic coordinates 37° 41' 26" N. Lat., 122° 26' 14"
W. Long. Type trans. RCA TTU-12A, type
ant. RCA TFTJ-24DAM. Consulting engineer
Elbert H. Dean, Fresno, Calif. Principals:
T. Myron Webb is president of non-profit
corporation (no stock issued). Ann. Dec. 13.
West Lebanon, N. H. — Upper Valley Tv
Bcstrs. Inc. Uhf ch. 26 (542-548 mc); ERP
.496 kw vis., .248 kw aur. Ant. height above
average terrain 235 ft., above ground 102 ft.
Estimated construction cost $32,360; first
year
$29,200. P.operating
O. addresscostc/o$13,680;
Nelson revenue
A. Crawford,
president, 12 Main St., West Lebanon. Studio
and trans, location both Lebanon. Geographic coordinates 43° 39' 19" N. Lat., 72°
17' 43" W. Long. Type trans. Adler Electronics UT-100, type ant. RCA TFU6A.
Legal counsel McKenna & Wilkinson, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer George
R. Townsend, Springfield, Mass. Principals:
Nelson A. Crawford & Donald L. Muller
(each 49.4%) and Helen E. Crawford (1.2%).
Ann. Dec. 13.
Existing tv stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KICB-TV
tries Corp. Corona, Calif. — Kaiser IndusKFOG
Industries(TV)
Corp.San Francisco, Calif. — Kaiser
*WCLP-TV Chatsworth, Ga. — Georgia
State Board of Education.
WTAF-TV Marion, Ind. — Geneco Bcstg.
Inc. Changed from WTAF (TV).
WUHF
Inc.
Changed(TV)
fromMilwaukee,
WXIX (TV).Wis— WXIX

Existing am stations
APPLICATIONS
Gordon, Ga. — Heart of Georgia Bcstg. Inc.
1560 kc, 5 kw-D, DA. P. O. address Box
749, Macon, Ga. Estimated construction
cost $30,432; first year operating cost $40,000;
revenue
$45,000. Inc.
Principals:
The Hills
Foundation
(66%), J.Voice
Robertof
Moon (33%) and Robert L. Rice (1%).
President of Voice Foundation, non-profit
corporation,
is Rev. J. Byrl Sessions. Ann.
Dec. 17.
Murfreesboro, N. C. — Murfreesboro Bcstg.
Corp. 1080 kc, 500 w-D. P. O. address Box
323, Murfreesboro. Estimated construction
cost $19,524; first year operating cost $25,000; revenue $35,000. Principals: Donald A.
Burnett, R. A. Emanuelson Jr. and Wallace
W. Page ployee(each
Mr. Burnett
emof WLPM33 ','3%)Suffolk,
Va.; Mr.is Page
is reporter for Virginian-Pilot, Suffolk
newspaper. Ann. Dec. 13.
South Norfolk, Va.— South Norfolk Bcstg.
Co. 1600 kc, 1 kw-D. P. O. address 202 W.
conVa. Estimated
Church St.,
structionManassas,
cost $17,961; first
year operating
Principals:
$70,000.
revenue
$55,000;
cost
Harold H. Hersch, Samuel J. Cole & L. W.
L. Forbes
and William owner
(each 30%) is
Gregory Mr.
of
majority
Hersch
(10%).
owner
and minority
Quantico Manassas,
WQUA
WPRW-AM-FM
both Virginia;of
of WPRW-AMminority owner
Mr. Cole isGregory
is sole owner of WISZ
FM; Mr.
Glen Burnie,
Ann.
Dec. 13. Md.; Mr. Forbes is attorney.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WOSL Kissimee, Fla.— Osceola Bcstg. Inc.
Changed from WKBX.
WMEL Pensacola, Fla.— Wheeler Bcstg.
Inc. Changed from WDEB.
KQTY Salina, Kan.— Salina Radio Inc.
Changed from KSRI.
KCLH Blue Earth, Minn. — Faribault
County Bcstg. Co.
KRIK Roswell, N. Mex. — Neil N. Levitt.
WSTHInc. Taylorsville, N. C. — Alexander
Bcstg.
KMRE Spokane, Wash.— Moore Bcstg.
APPLICATIONS
WFEB Sylacauga, Ala.— Cp to increase
1 kw from 250 w and
daytime
trans.to Ann. Dec. 19.
install newpower
KNEL Brady, Tex. — Mod. of license to
from unl to SH
of operation
changea.m.hours
8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Sun.).
(6-7 Dec. Mon.-Sat.,
Ann.
18.
license toWOVE Welch, W. Va.— Mod. toof unl.
from
change
SH.
Ann.hours
Dec. of18. operation
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
Chowan Bcstg.
Ahoskie, N. C— Roanoke kw.
Ant. height
Inc. 92.9 mc. ch. 225, 54
above average terrain 265 ft. P. O. address
Box 232, Ahoskie. Estimated construction
operating cost $12,cost $25,520; first yearPrincipals
: J. B. Bur$18,000.
000; revenue
Wayland Jenkins
Basnight,
L.
Ralph
den,
and N.
Jr. & L. L. Wilkens (each 16.75%)
W. Garrett, Herman L. Lipsitz, Mrs. N. S.
Ap8.37%).
(each
Lipsitz
J.
Garrett & Mary
13.
plicant also owns WRCS Ahoskie. Ann. Dec.
Germantown, Ohio — Bee Jay Bcstg. Co.
Ant. height above
98.3 mc, ch. 252, 3003 kw.
ft. P. O. address R.R.
average terrain
conEstimated
n. year
if 2 Box 447A,
operating
$16,000; first
struction cost Germantow
Harold J.
cost $10,500; revenue $14,400.
Ohio, is sole
employe
Wright, Ann.
Dec. of19. state of
owner.
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Existing fm stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KIFM (FM) Bakersfield, Calif.— Booth
Bcstg. Co.
WHEB-FM Portsmouth, N. H. — Knight
Bcstg. of New Hampshire Inc.
(FM) Moscow, Idaho— Regents of
U.*KUID
of Idaho.
WHUB-FM Cookeville, Tenn.-WHUB Inc.
WOLA (FM) San Juan, P. R.— Ochoa
Bcstg. Corp.
*KUNR (FM) Reno, Nev.— U. of Nevada.
WBRD-FM Bradenton, Fla. — Sunshine
State Bcstg. Inc.
KLWN-FM
Lawrence, Kan. — Lawrence
Bcstrs.
Inc.
WKTA (FM) McKenzie, Tenn.— Carroll
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WMKT (FM).
KXOL-FM Fort Worth, Tex.— KXOL Inc.
Changed from KXFM (FM).
KADM (FM) Golden Valley, Minn.—
Western Bcstg. Corp. Changed from KEVEFM.
WTAY-FM
Corp.

Robinson, 111.— Ann Bcstg.

APPLICATION
WFMG (FM) Gallatin, Tenn.— Cp to
change to 104.7 mc, ch. 284, from 104.5 mc,
ch. 283. Ann. Dec. 18.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WGEA Geneva, Ala.— Granted assignment
of license from Miles H. Ferguson (90%)
and Celeste M. Ferguson (10%), d/b as
Radio South Alabama Inc., in Geneva
County Bcstg. Inc., group headed by Olin
Johnson (5.8%) and consisting of 47 other
stockholders owning 5.8% or less. Consideration $43,120. Mr. Johnson owns furniture store. Action Dec. 19.
WTHG Jackson, Ala.— Granted transfer of
control of licensee corporation, Jackson
Bcstg. Inc., from T. H. Gaillard Jr. (100%
before, 20% after) to Rowdy McGee (57.6
shares) and Lennette Horton & Fred
Hugglns (each 19.2 shares). Consideration
$37,500. Mr. McGee is part owner of WJAM
Marion, Ala.; Lennette Horton is employed
by WTHG; Mr. Higgins is employed by
WCTA Andalusia, Ala. Action Dec. 17.
KJKJ Flagstaff, Ariz. — Granted assignment of cp from Joseph E. Patrick and
Joseph A. Brandt (each 50%), d/b as Dateline Bcstrs., to same persons in same percentage tr/as Dateline Bcstrs. Inc. No consideration. Both applicants presently work
for KRUX of cp from Joseph E. Patrick
(50%) and Glendale, Ariz. Action Dec. 14.
KOBY Tucson, Ariz. — Granted transfer of
control of permittee corporation, Grabet
Inc. Radio Enterprises, from Thomas B.
Friedman (33V3%) to Fred L. Vance (33
',3% before transfer, 66%% after). Consideration $7,500. Mr. Vance is gen. mgr. of
KOAT-TV
New Mexico.& KVOA-TV,
Action Dec. both
19. Albuquerque,
KFAC-AM-FM Los Angeles, Calif.—
Granted assignment of licenses and SCA
from E. L. Cord (100%), d/b as Los Angeles
Bcstg. Co., to Cleveland Bcstg. Inc., large
corporation with more than 50 stockholders.
Consideration $2,000,000 and covenant not to
compete for 5 years within 50 miles. Assignee also owns WERE-AM-FM Cleveland
and
Sandusky, both Ohio.
ActionWLEC-AM-FM
Dec. 17.
KOLR Sterling Bcstg. Corp., Sterling,
Colo. — Is being advised that application for
assignment of license to Theodore W. Austin, tr/as Austin Bcstg. Co., does not meet
exceptions to hearing requirements of Sec.
$1500 for COMPLETE
RADIO IBM System
Automatically handles logs, affidavits,
statements, projections, sales journal, receipts journal. Price includes wired panels,
flow charts, sample forms and procedure
manual.
CONTACT: J. E. Knoll, KIMN
5350 W. 20th, Denver 15, Colo.
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

1.365 for transfers of stations held less than
3 years; afforded licensee 20 days to notify
commission whether it desires to prosecute
application
through hearing process. Action
Dec. 17.

Saints (no stock issued), president of which
is David O. McKay. Consideration $1,771,850
and agreement not to compete for 10 years
in international short wave broadcasting.
Assignee
has Lake
majority
KSL-AMFM-TV Salt
City,interest
Utah; in
minority
interest in KID-AM-TV Idaho Falls and
KBOI-AM-FM-TV Boise, both Idaho. Brigham Action
Young Dec.
U. is17. licensee of *KBYU-FMTV.
KKIN Aitkin, Minn. — Granted assignment
of license from Fred H. Moegle and Albert
H. Wiese (each 50%), d/b as Lake Region
Bcstg. Service, to same persons tr/as Lake
Region Bcstg. Service Die. No financial
consideration involved. Action Dec. 14.
WBKN Newton, Miss. — Granted assignment of license from E. L. Burns (100%) to
Mr. Burns (60%) and Aubrey L. Underwood
(40%), d/b as Newton County Bcstg. Co.
Consideration $8,000. Action Dec. 13.
KGHL-AM-TV Billings, Mont.— Granted
assignment of license from P. N. Fortin
(50%) and Warren J. and Kenneth L.
Hancock (each 25%), d/b as Midland Empire
Bcstg. Co., to Paul Crain, Dan Snyder (each
30%), Mr. Fortin (12.5%), Messrs. Hancock
(each 6.25%), Thor Myhre, Bjarne Johnson,
and James Battine (each 5%), tr/as CrainSnyder Tv Inc. Consideration $745,000. Mr.
Crain owns 42% KQTY Everett, Wash.. 25%
KQDI Bismarck, N. D., 50% KUDI Great
Falls, Mont., sole owner KUDY Spokane,
Wash., and 38% of KRTV (TV) Great Falls.
Mr.
is 51% Dec.
owner17. of KRTV (TV)
GreatSnyder
Falls. Action

WSDB Homestead, Fla. — Granted assignment of license from J. Abney Cox and
Albert F. Adams (each V3) and Sam
Clammer and Western Bcstg. Co. (each Ve),
d/b as South Dade Bcstg. Inc., to Richard
M. and Marjorie E. Gillaspy (each 50%),
tr/as Seven League Production Die. Consideration $144,500. Western Bcstg. is owned
by Altus Times-Democrat Inc. {Altus
Times-Democrat) which has 50% of KWHW
Altus,tion Okla.
SevenDec.League
firm. Action
13. is film producWILZ
St. Petersburg
Beach, Fla. —
Granted transfer of control of licensee corporation, Holiday Isles Bcstg. Co., from
Charles W. Mackey & Richard L. Marsh
(58.4% in privity), William D. Mangold
(23.9%), George S. Saltsman (9.7%), Jack
Faulkner (.3%) and estate of Charles L.
Spence (7.6%) to Mr. Mackey (65.9% individually), Mr. Marsh (26.5% individually)
and estate of Mr. Spence (7.6%), Consideration $23,442. Messrs. Mackey and Marsh own
70% and
respectively
ville, Fla.30%
Action
Dec. 14. of WGGG GainesWPLO-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted assignment of license from Plough Bcstg.
Company, Inc., wholly owned by Plough
Bcstg. Inc., to latter company. No financial consideration involved. For other information see WMPS-AM-FM Memphis application below. Action Dec. 17.
WIGO Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted assignment of cp from Ralph L. Walton (100%)
to Mr. Walton (100%), d/b as Capitol
Bcstg. Corp. No financial consideration.
Mr. Walton is part owner of WMRT-AMFM Lansing, Mich.; also owns advertising
agency. Action Dec. 14.
KLIC Monroe, La. — Granted assignment
of license from estate of Dr. Frank P.
Cerniglia (100%), to Mrs. Marie Z. Cerniglia
(100%), Noadministratrix
of Dr. Cerniglia's
estate.
financial consideration
involved.
Action Dec. 14.
WSER Elkton, Md.— Granted assignment
of cp from L. Edward Pamphilon, Glen L.
Musser & Howard S. Frazier (each 33.16%)
and Harry J. J. Bellwoar Jr. (.052%). d/b
as Suburban Bcstg. Corp., to Russell H.
Morgan (70%), E. Elwood Baumgardner
and Howard E. Koontz Jr. (each 15%), tr/as
WSER Inc. Consideration $7,000. Mr. Morgan
owns 1.67% WBMD Baltimore, and Mr.
Morgan (46.9%), Mr. Baumgardner and
Mr. Koontz (each 3.54%) own majority Interest in WTTR Westminster, Md. Action
Dec. 17.
WCOP-AM-FM Boston, Mass.— Granted
assignment of license from Plough Bcstg.
Corp., wholly owned by Plough Bcstg. Inc.,
to latter company, large corporation of
more than 50 stockholders. No financial
consideration involved. See WMPS-AM-FM
Memphis below for other information. Action Dec. 14.
WRUL Scituate, Mass. — Granted assignment of license and cy (and renewal of
license) from Metromedia Inc., corporation
with more than 50 stockholders, to International Educational Bcstg. Corp., wholly
owned by Corporation of the President of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

KGHL Billings, Mont.— Granted assignment of license from above principals of
Crain-Snyder Tv Inc., to George C. and
Wilda G. Hatch (each 50%), tr/as Copper
Bcstg. Co., through 100% ownership by Salt
Lake City Bcstg. Inc. Consideration $204,285.
Crain-Snyder expects no financial gain from
transaction. Assignment is contingent upon
grant of KGHL-AM-TV from Midland Empire to Crain-Snyder. Salt Lake City is
licensee of KALL Salt Lake City. Action
Dec. 17.
KQTE Missoula, Mont.— Granted transfer
of control of licensee corporation from
Marion E. Dixon (87 shares), William J.
Strothman (77 shares), Donald Haines, L. A.
Dixon, Mabel Ginoff, and Lester Madsen
(each 10 shares), to Lewis Vetere (60.4%).
Consideration $5,896 to transferors. Mr.
Vetere is owner catv system (Vetere Motor
& Tv tionInc.)
Dec. 14.and automobile dealership. AcWHAM & WHFM (FM) Rochester, N. Y.
— Granted assignment of license from William F. Rust Jr. (77.5%) and Ralph
Gottlieb (22.5%), d/b as Genesee Bcstg.
Corp., to same persons in same percentile
tr/as Rust Bcstg. Inc. No financial consideration involved, as purpose of assignment is to liquidate Genesee. Rust also
owns WKBR-AM-FM Manchester and
WTSN Dover, both New Hampshire, and
WAEB-AM-FM Allentown, WNOW-AMFM York & WRAW Reading, all Pennsylvania, and is applicant for ch. 13 in Dover.
Action Dec. 17.
WGPA-AM-FM Bethlehem, Pa.— Granted
assignment of license from Pauline H.
Adams & Girand Trust Corn Exchange
Bank (77%), trustees, B. Ellis Service (10%),
Donald S. Taylor (9%) and John Strohmeyer
Bethlehem's
Publishing(4%),Co.,d/bto assame
persons Globe
tr/as

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
»♦.>♦. «

New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. . MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington-711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
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r
A. B. E. Bcstg. Co. No financial consideration, as assignment is to facilitate business
dealings. Action Dec. 14.
WLAF La Follette, Tenn. — Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, La Follette Bcstg. Inc., from James
B. Childress (36.46% before transfer, 3.12%
after) by David A. Rawley Jr. (36.46% before, 69.80% after). Consideration $17,900.
Action Dec. 14.
WENO Madison, Tenn.— Granted transfer
of licensee corporation,
of negative control
Central Bcstg. Corp.. from Walter A. Duke
Joe
T. Williams (14.11%),
(50%) to Cohen
D. Williams (8.77%), trust fund for two
chilfour
and
of C. T. Williams
children
dren of J. D. Williams (24.04%) and more
Mills
than 15 others d/b as Martha White Other
Inc. (50%). Consideration $175,000. Young
50% of WENO is owned by H. C.
Jr., who also shares ownership of WGUS
Martha White
Augusta,
North
Mills. Action
Dec.S.17.C, with
WMPS-AM-FM Memphis, Tenn.— Granted
WMPS Inc.,
assignment of license fromBcstg.
Inc., to
wholly owned by Ploughcorporation
with
latter company, large
more than 50 stockholders. No financial
Also see applicaconsideration involved. Boston
and WPLOAM-FMtions of WCOP-AM-FM
Atlanta: in addition, Plough owns
WJJD-AM-FM
Chicago
and WCAO-AM-FM
Baltimore. Action
Dec. 17.

assignTenn.— Granted Stephens
WKSR Pulaski, from
John R.
ment of license
(100%) d/b as Richland Bcstg. Co., to
Dee L.& Hoover
Jr. &S. Myers
M. Martin
George'
AUene
and Alma
(each 33V3%)
W. Cane (each 16%%), tr/as The Richland
StephMr.
Consideration $130 000.
Bcstg.ens isCo.
retiring, and all new owners are
by WKSR. Action Dec.
employed
presently
14.
Tex.— Granted asKFMN (FM) Abilene,
signment of license from Lowell G. Perry
and Earline Perry
(45%), Chapin Ross (45%)
Enterprises, to
as Fine Music
(10%) d/b (90%)
and Earline Perry (10%),
L. G. Perry
Consideration
name.
same
tr/as company of
Dec. 14.
$531 and assumption of debt. Actionacquisitio
n
KMCO Conroe, Tex.— Granted
n.
of licensee corporatio
of positive control
Fred
from
Inc..
Bcstg.
County
ry
Montgome
Petty Sr. (43%) to Reagan Smith (43%
before transfer, 86% after). Consideration
$25,000. Action Dec. 13.
Wash.— Granted assignKQOTment of Yakima,
en from Robert R. Moore and
Kenneth Williams Jr. (each 50%), d/b as
Marjory
M & W Co., to Mr. Moore (51%),(19%)
and
Moore (24%), Boyd C. McCue KQOT
Inc.
Dorothy M. McCue (6%), tr/as
is emConsideration $1,764. Mrs. McCue
Wash. Action
Dec. 14. ployed by KXLE Ellensburg,
APPLICATIONS
KIFW Sitka, Alaska— Seeks assignment of
license from Harry C. Lanz (32%), Howard
C. Bradshaw (27%) and more than 15 others,
O. Bramto Alvin
Inc., than
Sitka Bcstg.
d/b
stedt as(22.67%)
and more
15 others, tr/as
Midnight Sun Bcstrs. Inc. Consideration
also owns KENI-AM-TV
$21,310. Applicant
Anchorage,
KFAR-AM-TV Fairbanks and
KTKN Ketchikan, all Alaska. Ann. Dec. 18.
KVEE Conway, Ark. — Seeks assignment
of license from J. C. Willis (52%) and Hugh
C. Jones, Harold J. Nichols & William E.
Cooper (each 16%), d/b as Central Arkansas
Bcstrs.,
to G.Co.H. Consideration
Dodson (100%),$40,517.
tr/as Dorate Bcstg.
Mr.
Dodson owns several catv systems. Ann.
Dec. 19.
KRE-AM-FM Berkeley, Calif.— Seeks assignment of license from Central California
Bcstrs. Inc. (more than 15 stockholders) to
Dickens J. Wright Assoc. (78%, 8% as
nominee), Alvin Schonfeld (5%, 5% as nominee) and Robert P. Baruch (2%, 2% as nominee), d/b as KPAT Inc. Dickens J. Wright
Assoc., broadcast management consultant
firm, is owned by Dickens J. Wright and
Paul Bauman (each 50%), Consideration
$500,000. Ann. Dec. 17.
WPOM Pompano Beach, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license from Albert J., Donald
J. and Marion M. Owler (100% as family),
d/b as Almardon Inc., to same persons tr/as
Almardon Inc. of Florida. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Dec. 18.
WSMA Smyrna, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
license and cp from Mitchell Melof (100%)
to Mr. Melof (100%), d/b as Don Mitchell's
WLAQ Inc. No financial consideration in68 (FOR THE RECORD)

volved. Mr. Melof also owns WLAQ Rome
and WDJK
Ann.
Dec. 13. (FM) Smyrna, both Georgia.
WGUY Bangor, Me. — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation, Bangor
Bcstg. Corp., from Faust Couture (25%) to
Louis J. Borgatti (25% before transfer, 50%
after). Consideration $7,500. Ann. Dec. 19.
KLOH Pipestone, Minn. — Seeks assignment of license from C. B. Thomas (23.20%),
H. L. Dibble (18.10%), Ordner T. Bundlie
Sr. (14.79%) and others, d/b as Pipestone
Radio Corp., to Robert E. Ingstad (56%%),
Mary Jean Ingstad (43%) and Alfred G.
Berry
(1/3%), owner
tr/as KLOH
Inc. Valley
Mr. Ingstad
is
majority
of KOVC
City,
KBMW Breckenridge-Wahpeton & KEYD
Oakes and Dart owner of KEYJ Jamestown,
all North Dakota, and majority owner of
KWAD Wadena, Minn.; Mrs. Ingstad is
minority owner of KOVC, KBMW and
KWAD; Mr. Berrv is Dart owner of KOVC,
KBMW, KWAD and KEYJ. Ann. Dec. 19.
KBTC Houston, Mo. — Seeks assignment of
license from Maurice W. Covert, Warren
R. McKnight, S. E. Ferguson, Raymond E.
& William H. Duff & Nolan R. Hutcheson
(each 15.625%) and A. W. Roffe (6.250%),
d/b as Radio Co. of Texas County, to same
persons tr/as Radio Co. of Texas County
Inc.
consideration involved.
Ann. No
Dec. financial
19.
KMMO Marshall, Mo. — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation, KMMO Inc.,
from present stockholders to MFA Security
Service Co., company of which all present
stockholders are officers and directors. Consideration $1,000. Ann. Dec. 13.
KBLL-AM-TV Helena, Mont.— Seeks assignment of license from W. L. Piehl (34%)
and more than 15 others, d/b as Helena Tv
Inc., to Bob Magness, Mr. Piehl & Paul B.
McAdam (each 26.67%), A. W. Scribner
(13.32%) and Darryl A. Lee (6.67%), tr/as
Capital City Tv Inc. Consideration $5,000
cash and assumption of obligations in
amount of $255,000. Mr. McAdam is 99.9%
owner of KPRK Livingston, Mont., and
owner of several catv systems; Mr. Scribner
previously
Mr.
Magness 9.68%
owns owner
several ofcatvKBLL-AM-TV;
systems; Mr.
Lee
Dec. is18.KBLL-AM-TV's sales manager. Ann.
WAEL Mayaguez, P. R. — Seeks transfer
of negative control of license of licensee
corporation, WAEL Inc, from Mario Acosta
and Mario Acosta Jr. (50%) to Manuel
Pirallo (50%). Consideration $50,000. Mr.
Pirallo is Dart owner of WSIO Ponce,
WMIA Arecibo and WWWW Rio Piedras, all
Puerto Rico. Ann. Dec. 13.
KPNG Port Neches, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Joseph S. Trum, d/b
as Mid-County Radio, to Mr. Trum (35.2%)
and
more
others,
Radio Inc. than
Mr. 15Trum
willtr/as
holdMid-County
all voting
stock. Consideration is assumption of debt
by corporation. Ann. Dec. 13.
WWRJ White River Junction, Vt.— Seeks
assignment of license from Emily S. Storkerson (49%), Philip C. (26%) & Shirley Z.
(24.5%) Smith and John M. Storkerson
(.5%), d/b as White River Enterprises Inc.,
to Lee Nolan (74.8%), Frederick M. Daley
Jr. (25%) and Jean S. Nolan & Raffaele M.
Terino (each .1%), tr/as Green Mountain
Radio Inc. Consideration $10,000 cash and
assumption of liabilities not to exceed $25,000. Mr. Nolan is announcer at WITN-TV
Washington, N. C; Mr. Terino is attorney;
Mrs. Nolan is housewife. Ann. Dec. 18.
WFRV (TV) Green Bay, Wis.— Seeks assignment of license from George W. Norton
Jr. (100%), d/b as Valley Telecasting Co., to
Mr. Norton, tr/as Valley Bcstg. Die. No
financial consideration involved. Mr. Norton
also
owns WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.,
13. WFIE
and
(TV) Evansville, Ind. Ann. Dec.
Hearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing
Examinerlooking
Basaltoward
P. Cooper
issued initial decision
granting
application of Stuart W. Epperson for new
am to operate on 1500 kc, 1 kw, DA, D, in
Winston-Salem, N. C; conditioned that presunrise operation with daytime facilities is
precluded
14419.
Actionpending
Dec. 19.final decision in Doc.
■ Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Seaport Bcstg. Corp. for
new am to operate on 1300 kc 1 kw, DA, D,
in Lancaster, N. Y., engineering condition;

and denying competing applications seeking
same facilities of WEXC Inc., Depew; Leon
Lawrence Sidell, Hamburg, and De-Lan
Inc., Depew, all New York. Action Dec. 19.
■ Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Edgar G. Shelton Jr. for
new am to operate on 1520 kc, 250 w, D, in
West Chester, Pa.; conditioned that presunrise operation with daytime facilities is
precluded
14419. Actionpending
Dec. 19.final decision in Doc.
■ Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Central Coast Tv for new
tv to operate on ch. 12 in Santa Maria,
Calif., and denying competing application
of
Dec.Santa
18. Maria Telecasting Corp. Action
DESIGNATED FOR HEARING
WAXE, R. M. Chamberlin Vero Beach,
Fla.— Designated for hearing application for
renewal of license on issues to determine
whether, since March 21, 1960, licensee
operated station contrary to 21 provisions
of rules, whether he maintained adequate
control and supervision over operation of
station during period of most recent license renewal, whether he instructed his
employees to violate rules with particular
regard to maintenance of transmitter loss,
and whether he possesses requisite qualifications to be commission licensee. Commissioners Hyde.
Action Dec.
17. Lee and Craven dissented
Paul Dean Ford, Casey, 111.— Designated
for hearing application for new daytime
am station to operate on
kc, 250 w
made KREI Farmington, Mo.,800party
to proceeding. Action Dec. 17.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission waived rules and accepted for filing
application of Capital Bcstg. Inc. for new
am to ooerate on 1270 kc, 1 kw-LS, 250 wN. in Bismarck-Mandan, N. D. (license
of KBOM, which operates on these facilities,
was revoked by commission effective Feb.
17, 1963). At same time, commission gave
notice
will1963.
be
availablethat
for Capital's
processingapplication
on Jan. 28,
Action Dec. 17.
■ By letters, commission denied requests
for waiver of Sec. 1.354 of rules and returned as unacceptable for filing under May
10 am partial freeze order following applications for new daytime stations: Alfred
B. Dickenson (1380 kc, 500 w), Lebanon,
Va., and Radio Oshkosh Inc. (690 kc, 1 kw,
DA),
Oshkosh,
Hyde
dissented.
Action Wis.
Dec. Commissioner
17.
KGFX Pierre. S. Dak.— Granted petition
for waiver of Sec. 1.354 of rules and accepted for filing application to increase
hours of operation from specified to normal
daytime period of local sunrise to local sunlicensed
Actionset. (IsDec.
17. on 630 kc, 200 w, S.H.)
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission (1) dismissed petition by National
Association of Broadcasters to intervene in
inquiry into local tv programming in Omaha
but (2) permitted NAB to offer evidence
relevant to three issues in inquiry during
week of Jan. 28 provided it conforms to
announced procedure and, further (3) to
file within 30 days after taking of testimony
at Omaha written statement setting forth
its views. Action Dec. 17.
■ Bynite date
order,
established
defiwithincommission
which competing
applications for cp for new tv stations on ch. 5 in
Boston, Mass., may be filed with assurance
of comparative consideration with aplication
of WHDH Inc. for renewal of license of
WHDH-TV on that channel. It ordered that
such applications may be filed between
Jan. 26 and March 26, 1963. Such date is not
cut-off date after which applications cannot
be filed; date simply delineates so-called
"sure" period within which prospective
applicant need not fear being cut-off by
prior commission action granting or designating for hearing. Commissioner Craven
not participating. Action Dec. 17.
■ By order, commission denied petition by
Storer Bcstg. Co. for review of Review
Board's Oct. 19 refusal to revise overlap
issue in proceeding on its application to increase power of station WJBK Detroit, Mich.
Action Dec. 17.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by Potomac Bcstg. Inc. and further extended
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

to Jan. 25, 1963, time to respond to petition
by Keyser Bcstg. Corp. for reconsideration
and stay
of processing
of Potomac's
tion for new
am in Keyser,
W. Va. applicaAction
Dec. 17.
■ By order, commission dismissed with
prejudice application of United Tv Co. of
New Hampshire to move trans, site and increase ant. height of station WMUR-TV (ch.
9) Manchester, N. H., and terminated proceeding in Doc. 13944. WMUR-TV failed to
show good cause warranting dismissal without prejudice. Action Dec. 17.
■ Commission gives notice that Oct. 22
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Rockland Bcstrs. for new
am station to operate on 910 kc, 1 kw, DA,
D, in New City, N. Y., conditioned that presunrise operation with daytime facilities is
precluded pending final decision in Doc.
14419, became effective Dec. 11 pursuant to
Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action Dec. 17.
■ Commission gives notice that Oct. 22
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Elbert H. Dean & B. L.
Golden for new am station to operate on
1240 kc, 250 w, unl, in Lemore, Calif., became
effective Dec. 11 pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of
rules. Action Dec. 17.
■ Commission gives notice that Oct. 24
initial decision which looked toward granting application of WEZY Inc. to increase
daytime power of WEZY Cocoa, Fla., from
500 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1350
kc, 1 kw-N, DA-N, conditioned that presunrise operation with daytime facilities
is precluded pending final decision in Doc.
14419, became effective Dec. 13 pursuant to
Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action Dec. 17.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by Miners Bcstg. Service Inc. (WMBA),
Ambridge-Aliquippa, Pa., and extended time
to Dec. 21 to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on its application and
Monroeville
tion Dec. 13. Bcstg. Co., Monroeville, Pa. AcRoutine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ Granted petition by Progress Valley
Bcstrs. Co. and Shakopee Bcstg. Co., applicants for new am stations in Shakopee,
Minn., and extended to Dec. 21 time to respond to Broadcast
Bureau's comments on
their joint
petition
ment. Action
Dec. 18.for approval of agree■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Dec. 20 time to file its
exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
on application of Hawkeye Bcstg. Inc. for
new am in Oelwein, Iowa. Action Dec. 18.
■ Granted petition by Finley Bcstg. Co.
(KSRO), Santa Rosa. Calif., and extended to
Dec. 21 time to file responsive pleadings to
motion for leave to file supplementary
pleading and supplementary pleading of
Bay Shore Bcstg. Co., both filed by Bay
Shore in proceeding on its application for
new am in Hayward, Calif. Action Dec. 18.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on application of Pinellas Radio
Co. for new am in Pinellas Park, Fla., (1)
denied late filed motion by Cherry Bcstg.
Co. (WDBO), Orland, Fla., to enlarge issues,
and (2) on own motion, enlarged issues to
determine whether or not site specified by
applicant
is available
tion. Action
Dec. 17. for its proposed opera■ Granted petition by Saul M. Miller,
Kutztown, Pa., and extended to Dec. 27 time
to file its opposition to petition by Bi-States
Bcstrs., Ansville-Cleona, Pa., to enlarge
issues in proceeding on their am applications, et al. Action Dec. 17.
■ Granted petition by Higson-Frank Radio Enterprises and extended to Dec. 26
time to respond to motion to enlarge issues,
reopen record, and remand proceeding to
examiner filed by Broadcast Bureau in proceeding on Higson-Frank application for
new am in Houston, Tex. Action Dec. 14.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Jan. 14,
1963, in proceeding on applications of 1540
Radio Inc. and Eliades Broadcast Co. for
new am stations in Richmond and Hopewell,
both Virginia, respectively. Action Dec. 14.
a Scheduled oral argument for Jan. 14,
1963, in proceeding on applications of Windber Community Bcstg. System and Ridge
Radio Corp. for new am stations in Wtndber,
Pa. Action Dec. 13.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Jan. 3, 1963, time to file
exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
BROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Dec. 19
ON AIR
CPS
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
for new stations
3,741
60
123
551
1,042
36
141
159
511
65
75
125
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Dec. 19

Commercial
Non-Commercial

VHF
486
47

COMMERCIAL

UHF
90
21

TOTAL
TV
576
681

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Nov. 30
AM
Licensed (all on air)
3,741
Cps on air (new stations)
61
Cps not on air (new stations)
122
Total authorized stations
3,924
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)2 205
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
298
Total applications for new stations
503
Applications for major changes (not in hearing) 59
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
345
Total applications for major changes
404
Licenses deleted
1
Cps deleted
1

FM
1,038
40
138
1,216
13
152
165
3
98
101
0
4

TV
512
66
74
659
61 I
48
109
10
45
55
1
1

1 Includes 3 stations operating on unreserved channels.
2AIIhearing
figuresareforfor application
for new figures
stations
major changes in hearing and not in
October; November
not and
yet released.

on am application of KFNF Bcstg. Corp.
(KFNF), Shenandoah, Iowa. Action Dec. 13.
■ Rescheduled from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.,
on Jan. 4, 1963, oral argument in proceeding
on application of Pioneer States Bcstrs. Inc.
for new am station in West Hartford, Conn.
Action Dec. 11.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Denied motion by Mitchell Bcstg. Co.
to change place of hearing in proceeding
on its application for new am in Estherville,
Iowa, from Washington, D. C, to Estherville, and denied
applicant's
oral argument
on motion.
Actionrequest
Dec. 14.for
By Acting Chief
Jay A.Hearing
Kyle Examiner
■ Continued Dec. 12 further hearing to
date to be specified in proceeding on application of Triangle Publications Inc. (WNHCTV), New Haven, Conn. Action Dec. 11.
■ Continued Dec. 12 further prehearing
conference to date to be specified in proceeding on application of Hudson Valley
Broadcasting
(WEOK), Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. Action Corp.
Dec. 11.
■ Continued Dec. 12 further prehearing
conference to date to be specified in proceeding on applications of Desert Bcstg.
Inc. for additional time to construct and for
assignment
cp of11. KANT-FM Lancaster,
Calif. Actionof Dec.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted motion by Bootheel Bcstg. Co.
and corrected as requested record in proceeding on its application for new am in
Kennett, Mo. Action Dec. 17.
petitionall by
Fran-Mack
Inc.■ Granted
and cancelled
procedural
datesBcstg.
and
scheduled further prehearing conference
for Jan. cation21,and Radio
1963, in Smiles
proceeding
on
its
appliInc. for new am
stations in Fayetteville and Spring Lake,
both North Carolina, respectively. Action
Dec. 12.

■ Formalized by order certain agreements
reached at Dec. 13 prehearing conference in
proceeding on application of Mitchell Bcstg.
Co. for new am station in Estherville, Iowa,
and scheduled certain procedural dates and
continued Jan. 9 hearing to Feb. 18, 1963.
Action Dec. 12.
■ Granted motion by Kennett Bcstg. Co.
and continued from Dec. 14 to Dec. 21 time
to file proposed findings and from Dec. 21
to Dec. 28 time to file replies in proceeding
on application of Bootheel Bcstg. Co. for
new 12.
am station in Kennett, Mo. Action
Dec.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Dec.
12 hearing conference in proceeding on applications of Five Cities Bcstg. Inc. and
Douglas County Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Austell and Douglasville, both
Georgia, respectively, scheduled further eviDec. 12. dentiary hearing for Jan. 8, 1963. ActioR
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ On own motion, corrected Dec. 14 order
in proceeding on application of KATV Inc
(KATV [TV]), Little Rock, Ark., for mod.
of cp height.
to change
trans,Dec.
location
ant.
Action
14. and increase1
■ Granted motion by Star Bcstg. Corp
(WFLS), Fredericksburg, Va., and extended
from Dec. 13 to Dec. 20 time to file proposed
findings
in proceeding
on its am application.
Action Dec.
12.
By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Ende
■ In proceeding on applications of Laramie Community Tv Co. and Albany Electronics Inc. for new vhf tv translator stations in Laramie, Wyo„ certified matter to
Review Board for appropriate consideration
and action or for guidance to examiner as
to what should be done with respect to
certain testimony admitted in record, without objection by any party, relating to activities of applicant, Albany Electronics.
Should Review Board (or commission, 69if
board decides to refer this matter), enlarge
issues to authorize examiner to consider,

evaluate and make findings with respect to
matters in question, Examiner proposes, unless otherwise instructed, to afford parties
reasonable opportunity to file additional or
supplemental proposed findings as well as
memoranda of law with respect to such
matters as may be placed in issue. Action
Dec. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ On own motion, reopened record and
scheduled further prehearing conference for
Dec. 20 in proceeding on applications of The
Greenwich Bcstg. Corp. for new am in
Greenwich, Conn., et al. Action Dec. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Upon request by Harry Newby, and
without objection by other parties in proceeding on his application for new am in
Cambridge, Minn., continued Dec. 17 hearing
to Jan. 22, 1963. Action Dec. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ On own motion, continued Jan. 2 prehearing conference to Jan. 7, 1963, in proapplication
of Western
BroadcastersceedingInc. onfor
new am station
in Cheyenne,
Wyo. Action Dec. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ On own motion, scheduled further hearingsiderconference
for Jan. on3, applications
1963, to con-of
further proceedings
Blue Island Community Bcstg. Inc. for new
fm in Blue Island, 111., et al. Action Dec. 17.
■ By order formalized actions taken at
Dec. 14 prehearing conference in proceeding
on application of Verne M. Miller for am
In Crystal Bay, Nev., and continued Jan. 9,
1963, hearing indefinitely pending taking of
measurements by applicant; ordered direct
case of applicant pertaining to engineering
matters to be presented in form of written
exhibits under oath, with understanding
that oral testimony may be presented in
connection with matters going to need for
waivers; and directed applicant to file and
serve by May 1, 1963, progress report, in
letter form, on taking of measurements, and
to propose in his communication date for
further hearing conference, if one is then
desirable in light of progress made. Action
Dec. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Rescheduled Jan. 15 hearing for Jan. 28,
1963, in proceeding on applications of
Jupiter Assoc. Inc., Somerset County Bcstg.
Co. and Radio Elizabeth Inc. for new am
stations In Matawan, Somerville and Elizabeth, all New Jersey, respwectively. Action
Dec. 17.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Dec. 19 in proceeding on am applications of
WNOW Inc. (WNOW), York, Pa., and Radio
Assoc. Inc. (WEER), Warrenton, Va. Action
Dec. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Granted petition by Suburban Bcstg.
Inc. and made certain corrections, as proposed, with one exception, and further
ordered various other corrections to transcript of hearing in proceeding on its application and Beacon Bcstg. System Inc. for
new am stations in Jackson and GraftonCedarburg, both Wisconsin, respectively.
Action Dec. 12.
■ Uponvancedrequest
by hearing
Pende- Bcstg.
Jan. 3, 1963,
to Dec.Co.17 ad-in
proceeding on its application for new am
station in Burgaw, N. C. Action Dec. 11.
By Hearing
Examiner Jr.Chester F.
Naumowicz
■ Granted petition by Denver Area Bcstrs.
for leave to correct typographical error in
it» application to change facilities of KDAB
Arvada, Colo, and accepted amendment;
application is consolidated for hearing in
Doc. 14815 et al. Action Dec. 13.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued from Dec. 18 to Dec. 31 time
70 (FOR THE RECORD)

to file proposed findings and from Jan. 21
to Jan. 31 for replies in proceeding on applications of W.W.I. Z. Inc. for renewal of
license of WWIZ Lorain, Ohio, etc. Action
Dec. 13.
■ Upon request by Cannon Bcstg. Co.
continued certain procedural dates and rescheduled Jan. 14 hearing for Feb. 14, 1963,
in proceeding on its application for new
am in Woodbury, Tenn. Action Dec. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted joint motion by Asbury Park
Press Inc. (WJLK), Asbury Park, and City
of Camden (WCAM), Camden, both New
Jersey, and reopened record in proceeding
on their applications and received in evidence affidavits
of no paidwithor amendment
promised con-of
sideration in connection
application of Delaware Valley Bcstg. Co.
(WAAT), Trenton and its removal from
consolidated hearing, and closed record.
Action Dec. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Continuel until further order hearing
and exchange of exhibits in proceeding on
applications of John A. Egle and KLFT
Radio Inc. for new am stations in Golden
Meadow, La., pending action by Review
Board on joint request by KLFT Radio and
Mr. Egle for approval of agreement, dismissal of application of KLFT Radio and imtion Dec.mediate
17. grant application of Mr. Egle. Ac■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Dec. 17 to Dec. 28 time
to file proposed findings and from Jan. 4 to
Jan. 18, 1963, to file replies in proceeding on
applications of Seven Locks Bcstg. Co. and
Tenth District Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Potomac-Cabin John, Md., and
McLean, Va., respectively. Action Dec. 17.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Dec. 18
WPRB (FM) Princeton, N. J.— Granted license covering change in frequency.
WTFM (FM) Lake Success, N. Y.— Granted
license covering changes in ERP and ant.
system.
K04AI, K06AE, K07AP Prescott, Ariz.—
Rescinded
13 action
whichstations.
granted(Has
licenses forDec.
vhf tv
translator
discontinued operation).
■ Granted licenses for following vhf tv
translator stations: K05BJ, Upper Colorado
Tv Assn., rural areas between Derby, Mesa
and Bond, all Colorado; K03BM, T. V. Committee, Wray, Colo.; K11EF, Town of Akron,
Akron, Colo.; K10AV, K02AL. Telluride Tv
Assn., Telluride, Colo.; K07BQ, K09AX. Peck
Tv
Idaho;Ariz.;
K02BW.
KGUN-TV
Inc.,Club,
CasasPeck,
Adobes,
K02CQ,
Yampa
Valley Tv Assn. Inc., Elk River Valley,
Colo.; K09BU, Parker Hill T. V. Assn., Del
Norte, Colo.; K10DV, K10EF, Moffat County,
Hamilton, Colo.; K09DY, Art Hibbs, Westcliffe, Colo., and specify type trans.; K09CA,
Devil Mountain Tv Assn., Dyke and rural
area, Colo.; K07BV, City of Ouray, Ouray,
Colo.: K11EU, City of Otis, Otis. Colo.;
K09BV, Cotopaxi Community T. V. Club,
Cotopaxi, Colo.; K10DO, Chromo Tv Assn.,
Chromo rural area, Colo.; K13DK, BondMcCoy
Colorado.Tv Assn., Bond and McCoy, both
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WTTMFM Trenton, N. J., to April 1, 1963; KACEFM Riverside, Calif., to Feb. 1, 1963; KB LA
Burbank, Calif., to June 19. 1963; KCEE
Tucson, Ariz., to March 2, 1963; WTMB-FM
Tomah, Wis., to June 1. 1963; WCMR-FM
Elkhart, Ind., to June 1, 1963; WEAW Evanston, 111., to Feb. 23, 1963; WFRL Freeport,
111., to Feb. 26, 1963: WROK Rockford, 111.,
to May 29, 1963; WBZE Wheeling, W. Va., to
Feb. 15, 1963; WIZE Springfield, Ohio, to
April 28, 1963; WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich., to
March 19, 1963; KZOO Honolulu, Hawaii, to
June 15, 1963.
Actions of Dec. 17
Cow County Tv Boosters Club, Four Rural
Miles City areas, Mont. — Granted cp for
new vhf tv translator station on ch. 10 to

translate
of KDIX-TV (ch. 2)
Dickinson, programs
N. D.
KNOP-TV North Platte, Neb.— Granted cp
to change ERP to vis. 57.0 kw, aur. 29.0 kw,
changementtype
changes.trans, and make other equipK09CW Usibelli and Suntrana, Alaska —
Granted cp to change type trans, and make
changes
station. in ant. system of vhf tv translator
K10CG Aztec and Cedar Hill, N. Mex.—
Granted cp to replace expired permit for
vhf tv translator station.
KGON Oregon City, Ore— Granted cp to
install
location.trans, as aux. trans, at main trans,
WIGM Medford, Wis. — Granted cp to install aux. trans, day, and alternate main
nighttime at main trans, location.
KUNO Corpus Christi, Tex.— Granted cp
to
change studio and ant. -trans, location;
condition.
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La. — Granted mod.
of cp to change ant. height to 1,780 ft., and
make changes in ant. system and equipment.
K11EY, K13EP Ephrata, Soap Lake, Moses
Lake, Larson AFB, Wash. — Granted mod. of
cps to change type trans., and make changes
in ant. system of vhf tv translator station.
WBAA West Lafayette, Ind.— Granted authority to remain silent Christmas Day, Dec.
25, and New Year's Day, Jan. 1, 1963.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WHPLFM Winchester, Va., to May 15, 1963; KKOK
Lompoc, Calif., to Feb. 15, 1963; WJMR New
Orleans, La., to Feb. 15, 1963: WDCX(FM)
Buffalo, N. Y., to Jan. 31, 1963: WHIM-FM
Providence, R. I., to June 15, 1963; WCTM(FM) Eaton, Ohio, to Jan. 15, 1963; WRKBFM Kannapolis, N. C, to June 27, 1963;
KJSB (FM) Houston, Tex., to Jan. 31, 1963;
WBCI-FM Williamsburg, Va., to June 7,
1963: WFTL-FM Fort Lauderdale, Fla.. to
Jan. 31, 1963: WSAM Saginaw, Mich., to May
15, 1963: KJAY Sacramento, Calif., to May
12, 1963; WMTS-FM Murfreesboro, Tenn., to
May 1. 1963: and WHOA San Juan, P. R., to
April 1, 1963.
WCAO, WCAO-FM, WJJD, WJJD-FM,
Plough Bcstg. Co. Inc., Baltimore, Md., and
Chicago, HI. — Granted mod. of licenses to
change name to Plough Bcstg. Company Inc.
Actions of Dec. 14
K74BD, K80AW, K82AL Dubuque, IowaGranted licenses for uhf tv translator stations.
KIDO Boise, Idaho — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, at main
trans, location as aux. trans.
WOLE-TV Aguadilla, P. R.— Granted cp
to make changes in ant. system and describe
studio location as 17 Progreso St., Aguadilla.
Sunbeam Television Corp., Miami, Fla. —
Grantedsite.cp to install aux. trans, at main
trans,
WHHY Montgomery, Ala. — Granted cp to
change aux. trans, location.
WPEN Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted cp to
install old main trans, as alternate main at
same location.
KAPS Mount Vernon, Wash. — Granted
mod. of cd to change type trans, and change
name to Totem Bcstrs. Inc.
KPOI-FM Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted
mod. of cp to decrease ERP to 35 kw; change
ant. height to minus 185 ft.; and make
changes in ant. system (move ant.) ; conditions.
KMAH (FM) Hutchinson, Kan.— Granted
request
cp for new fm station, and
includingcancelled
SCA.
KGPO (FM) Grants Pass, Ore. — Granted
request and cancelled license for fm station;
call letters deleted.
■ Granted following stations extension of
authority to remain silent for periods
shown: WTSV-FM Claremont, N. H., to Jan.
20, 1963; WTHR Panama City Beach, Fla., to
Jan. 20, 1963; WWRJ White River Junction,
Vt., to Dec. 31; KRPM(FM) San Jose, Calif.,
to Jan. 31, 1963; WETT Ocean City, Md., to
Jan. 2, 1963.
■ Following stations granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: KAPS Mt. VerBROADCASTING, December 24, 1962

non, Wash., to Feb. 1, 1963, and WKOK
Sunbury, Pa., to April 1, 1963.
Actions of Dec. 13
KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa — Granted extension of authority to Feb. 28, 1963, to sign-off
at 7:15 p.m., Mon. through Sat., and 7:30
p.m. Sun., except for special events.
WSAJ Grove City, Pa. — Granted authority
to remain silent for period beginning Dec.
15 and ending Jan. 2, 1963.
KBRR Leadville, Colo. — Granted authority
to move sign-off to 4 p.m. beginning Jan. 2,
1963, through Feb. 28, 1963.
KAAB Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted request
and cancelled authorization for operation of
main trans.
Mineral Television District No. 1, Hawthorne, Nev. — Granted cp for new uhf tv
-translator station on ch. 73 to translate programs of KPIX (ch. 5) San Francisco, Calif.
K70CS, K72BT Columbus, Neb— Granted
mod. of cps to change frequency to chs. 70
and 72; trans, location; and make changes
in ant. system of uhf tv translator stations.
K04AI, K06AE, K07AP Prescott, Ariz.—
Granted licenses for vhf tv translator stations.
W07AC Pennington Gap, Va. — Granted license for vhf tv translator station.
License renewal
SHORT TERM RENEWAL.
■ Commission granted Loyola Univ. shortterm license for WWL-TV New Orleans, La.,
tor 12-month period to Dec. 1, 1963. Commissioner Hyde voted for grant or regular
renewal of license. Action Dec. 17.
Revocation
■ By order, commission (1) vacated its
July 18cisionstay
effective
date of specifically
initial dein Doc. of13855,
(2) without
adopting
Examiner's
findings
or
made effective immediately his rationale,
April 3

How

fm

initial decision and revoked license of Mandan Radio Assn. for KBOM (1270 kc, 1 kwLS, 250
w-N) Bismarck-Mandon,
N. Dak.,
for
unauthorized
transfer of control
and
other violations, and (3) ordered licensee to
cease operation
on to
Feb.commission.
17, 1963, andAction
surrender its license
Dec. 17.
Fine
■ By order, commission directed Dover
Bcstg. Co. to forfeit $5,000 for wilful and
repeated violations by WDOV-AM-FM Dover, Del., by broadcasting commercial programs and commercial announcements during Hurricane Esther emergency operations
on Sept. 19, 1961, submitting false program
logs and false information concerning same
to mislead commission, and engaging in
practice of to"double
local
merchants
deceive billing"
nationalcertain
advertisers.
Chmn. Minow did not participate; Comrs.
Hyde and Craven dissented. Action Dec. 12.
Rulemakings
PROPOSED
■ By notices of proposed rulemaking,
commission invites comments to following
proposals affecting educational tv channel
reservations: 1. by Board of Education of
Ogden
City,ch.permittee
of KVOG-TV
commercial
9 in Ogden
City, Utah, onto
shift reservation from ch. *24 to ch. 9 in
that city; and 2. by board of regents of
Eastern New Mexico Univ. at Portales,
N. Mex.,
in cooperation
with educational
State Depart-tv
ment of Education,
to shift
ch.
*3
from
Roswell
to
Portales.
Action
Dec. 17.
FINALIZED
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission adopted limited revisions to its annual financial report form (FCC form 324)
for commercial broadcast stations to re-

channels

are

to

be

quire additional information concerning (1)
payments to owners and close relatives;
(2) revenues received from political broadcasting; (3) breakdown
of salaries
deprogram,
etc.)by and,
for stationspartments
with(technical,
15 or
more employees,
similar breakdown of employment; and (4)
breakdown
of fm revenues
of am-fm
tions to differentiate
between
time operasales
and
incidental
broadcast
revenues.
Action
Dec. 17.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING FILED
Gaithersburg, Md. — Dixon Industries Inc.
Request amendment of table of assignments
(Sec. 3.606 of rules) so as to allocate ch. 18
to Gaithersburg. Received Dec. 12.
Processing line
In accordance
with commission's
of ■ Dec.
12, 1962, granting
waiver ofaction
Sec.
1.354(c) and note to Sec. 1.354 of commission's rules, allowing below described applications to be placed at top of the processing line, notice is hereby given that on
Jan. 21, 1963, following applications: Clifton,
Ariz., Carleton W. Morris, req.: 1400 kc,
250 w, unl.; Coolidge, Airz., Carleton W.
Morris, req.: 1150 kc, 1 kw, DA-N, unl.;
Globe, Ariz., Carleton W. Morris, req.: 1240
kc, 250 w, unl. will be considered as ready
and available
for processing,
and 1.361(c)
that pur-of
suant to Sec. 1.106(b)(1)
and Sec.
commisison's
rules,
application,
in
be considered with this application order
or withto
any other application on file by close of
business on Jan. 18, 1963, which involves
conflict necessitating hearing with this application, must be substantially complete
and tendered for filing at offices of commission in Washington, D. C, by whichever
date is earlier: (a) close of business on
Jan.
1963, this
or (b)
earlier effective
date 18,
which
application
or any cut-off
other
conflicting application may have by virtue
of conflicts necessitating hearing with appliDec. 14. cations appearing on previous lists. Action

assigned

See story in Government section; following listing by city with channel number.
ALABAMA
Abbeville, 249
Albertville, 286*
Alexander City, 291*
Andalusia, 251*, 293
Anniston, 263*
Athens,
282* 288
Bay Minette,
Birmingham, 229*, 233, 243*.
248, 258*,296284*, 295*, 299
Brewton,
Butler, 232
Carrollton, 224
Clanton, 265*
Cullman, 266*
Decatur,
Demopolis,245,252271*
Bothan, 238, 259
Eufaula, 224
Evergreen, 280
Fairhope, 221
Florence,
Gadsden, 297*
279
Huntsville,
Jackson, 28}236*, 256*
Jasper, 273*
Mobile, 225, 235,
Monroeville,
257 241, 248*, 260*
Montgomery,
Muscle Shoals,222,
288 255*, 270*, 277*
Opelika, 265
Ozark, 285
Phenix City, 261
Prichard, 276
Roanoke, 237
Scottsboro, 252
Selma, 261
Sheffield, 224
Sylacauga, 252*237
Thomasville,
Troy, 245, 289
Tuscaloosa, 239*. 288
Tuscumbia, 262*
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ARIZONA
Apache Junction, 296
Bisbee, 221
Casa Grande, 288
Clifton, 237
Cottonwood, 240
Douglas, 257
Flagstaff,
Glendale, 225,
222 230
Globe, 262* 221
Holbrook,
Kingman, 224
Miami,
276
Mesa, 284*
Nogales, 252
Page, 228
Phoenix, 227, 233*. 238*. 245*.
254*. 268,252273*
Prescott,
Safford, 231, 256
Show Low, 228
Sierra Vista, 261
Sun City, 278, 292*
Tempe.
Tolleson, 250*
264
Tucson, 221*. 225, 229. 235,
Wickenburg,
241*, 258* 261
Willcox, 244
Winslow, 236, 247
Yuma, 226, 236
ARKANSAS
Arkadelphia, 265
Benton, 296
Blytheville,246 241*
Camden,
Clarksville, 224
Conway, 262. 286
Corning, 285
Dardanelle, 272

DeQueen,
El Dorado, 224257, 276
Fayetteville, 221, 280
Forrest
City, 229,
228* 256, 260, 265
Fort Smith,
Helena,
298
Harrison, 275*
Hope,
285
Hot Springs,
244, 292
Jonesboro,
270*
Little Rock, 226, 231*, 239, 248,
Malvern, 269
Mammoth
Spring, 236*
253, 279* 272
McGehee,
Mena, 249
Monticello, 228
Mountain Home, 252
Nashville, 288
Newport, 288
Osceola.
251*
Paragould,
Paris,
237 224
Pine Bluff, 222*. 235
Pocahontas, 280
Rogers,
Searcy, 232
257
Siloam Springs,
Texarkana,
261 289*
Walnut Ridge, 292
CALIFORNIA
Alturas,
Alameda, 233224*
Anaheim,
Anderson, 240*
232
Apple Valley, 240
Areata, 228
Arroyo Grande, 257
Auburn, 266* 231*. 243*, 268*
Bakersfield,

Banning, 269
Barstow, 232
Berkeley,
Bishop, 264231*, 275*
Blythe,
262
Bijou,
Brawley,260*233, 241
Calexico, 249
Carmel, 269
Chico,
229,240*
236
Carlsbad,
Coachella, City,
229* 232
Crescent
Delano, 253, 287
Dinuba, 255, 262
El Centro,
253
Cajon, 227*
Escondido, 240
Eureka,
222, 224,
242* 237
Fort Bragg,
Fowler, 280
Fremont, 229*,
285* 233*. 250*, 270, 274*
Fresno,
Garden Grove, 232*
Hanford,
Glendale, 266,
270* 279
Hemet,
Indio,ward,
252288 269*
Hay
Inglewood,
280*
King
City, 221
Lemoore, 285300*
Lancaster,
Legend
1 Italic channels are Class A.
All others are Class B or C.
2 Channels marked with an *
are authorized stations.
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Lodi,
Lompoc,257, 224249*
Beach,249*250* 272*, 288*
Long Altos,
Los
Los Angeles, 222*, 226*, 230*,
234* 238*, 242*, 246*, 254*,
258*, 262*, 266*, 274*, 278*,
286*, 240290*, 298*
Los282*,
Banos,
Los Gatos. 237
Madera, 221
Marysville,
Merced, 258 260*
Modesto,
Mojave, 249277*. 281*
Monterey,
Mt.
Shasta, 245*,
237 264
Needles, 250
Newport Beach, 276*
Oceanside, 271*
Ontario,
Oroville, 228*
249
Oxnard,
284* 285
Pacific Grove,
Palm
Springs,
Paradise,
244 284*
Pasadena,
Paso Robles,294*232
Porterville, 240
Red Bluff, 240, 272
Redding, 225, 282
Redlands, 244*
Redondo Beach, 228*
Ridgecrest, 224
Redwood City, 299*
Riverside,
224*, 248*, 256*
Roseville, 232
Sacramento, 223*, 241*. 245*,
253*, 263*, 286*, 293*, 300*
Salinas, 273*
San Bernardino, 236*, 260*
San Diego, 231*. 235*. 243*,
247*. 251*, 264*, 268*, 275*.
279*. 287*, 293*
San Fernando, 232*, 292*
San Francisco, 227*, 235*, 239*,
243*, 247*, 251*, 255*, 259*,
267*, 271*, 279*, 283*, 287*,
291*, 295*. 222*, 253*, 262*,
293*, 289
San Luis Obispo, 227*, 241*
San Rafael, 265*
Santa Ana, 244*, 292*
Santa Barbara, 229*, 248*, 260*,
Santa
277*
277* Clara,
Santa
Cruz, 256*
Santa Maria, 256*, 273*
Santa Monica,
Santa
Rosa, 261276*
Seaside, 296
Sierra Madre,
Sonora,
224 296*
Stockton,
Susanville, 261,
224 297*
Taff, 280
Tahoe Valley, 276
Thousand
Truckee, 269Oaks, 224*
Tulare, 235, 294
Turlock,
226* Palms, 237
Twenty Nine
Ukiah, 228
Ventura.
Victorville,236*.
252 264*
Visalia, 225*
Walnut 249
Creek, 221*
Wasco,
Watsonville,
Weed, 257 225*
West
Covina,
Willows,
224 252*
Woodland,
Yreka, 249 273*
Yuba City, 280
COLORADO
Alamosa, 228
Aspen, 249
Boulder,
247* 280
Canon City,
Colorado
Cortez, 250,Springs,
254 225*, 232*, 243*
Craig, 229, 236
Delta, 237
Denver, 238, 253*, 258*, 262*,
266, 278*,263,286*,
Durango,
267 290, 294*
Fort Collins, 227, 234
Fort Morgan, 232
Glenwood Springs, 224
Grand
222*, 226
Greeley,Junction,
222
Gunnison, 252, 272
La Junta, 221
Lamar, 227, 245
Leadville, 228
Littleton, 299
Loveland, 272
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ManitouVista,
Springs,
Monte
244 274*
Montrose, 231, 241
Pueblo, 236, 250, 255, 260
Rocky Ford, 240
Salida, 221
Sterling, 244,
Trinidad,
224 288
Walsenburg, 272
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport, 260*
Brookfield, 236*
Danbury, 252*
Darien, 240*
Hamden,
Hartford, 267*
229*, 243*, 275*, 290*,
Manchester, 300*
Meridan, 239* 285
Middletown,
New Britain, 263*
New 295*
Haven,249 232*, 256*
Norwich,
Stamford, 244*
Waterbury, 223*, 281*
Westport, 300*
DELAWARE
Dover,
234*
Georgetown, 228
Milford, 240
Seaford, 252
Wilmington, 229*, 258*
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington, 230*, 242*, 246*.
254*, 258*, 262*, 266*, 278*.
FLORIDA
Arcadia, 252
Atlantic Beach, 285
Blountstown,
272
Boca297*
Raton, 260*, 274
Bradenton, 277*
Clearwater,
239*280
Clewiston, 228,
Cocoa, 257
Cocoa Beach, 266*. 282*
Coral Gables, 286*
Daytona
Defuniak Beach,
Springs,233*,
276 270
Ft. Lauderdale, 264*, 278*, 290*.
Ft. Meyers, 245
Ft. Pierce,
Ft.
Walton 238*.
Beach,254*237
Gainesville,
Green
Springs, 296
294* Cove 281*
Homestead, 252
Jacksonville,
223, 236*, 241*,
245*. 256
Key West, 223, 262
Lake City, 252
Lakeland, 231
Leesburg. 293
Live Oak, 221
Madison, 290
Marathon, 232
Marianna, 265
Melbourne, 272
Miami, 226*, 230*, 235*. 242*.
247*. 256*, 268*, 282*
Naples,
233*. 253270
Ocala,
229*,
Okeechobee,
276
Orlando, 260,
222*,275243*, 262*. 286
Palatka,
Palm Beach,
Panama
City, 250*
223, 253
Pensacola, 231*, 264, 268
Perry, 240
Punta Gorda, 224
Quincy,
269 249
St. Augustine,
St. Petersburg, 258*, 268*
Sarasota,
273*
Sebring, 288
Starke, 288
Stuart, 224
Tallahassee, 235*, 255*
Tampa,
227*, 235, 264*, 284*.
297
Venice, 227
Vero Beach, 292
Ward Ridge, 228
West Palm Beach, 300
Winter Haven, 248*
GEORGIA
Albany, 233, 242, 283*
Athens, 238*, 284*
Atlanta, 225*, 235*, 241*, 253*.
259* 277*275, 279*, 289*
Augusta,
Bainbridge,
247, 279
Blackshear, 228
Brunswick, 264, 268

Camilla, 288
Claxton, 296
Columbus, 275*, 285, 297
Covington, 221
Dalton, 252
Dawson, 221
Douglas, 258, 293
Dublin, 224
Eastman. 244
Gainesville,
Griffin, 249 246, 294*
Hawkinsville, 269
Jesup, 288
La
Grange, 240281*
Louisville,
Macon,
256*, 227
287, 300
Manchester,
Marietta,
Metter, 285268*
Ocilla, 257244*
Newnan,
Perry,
265
Sandersville,
232
Savannah, 222, 226, 231, 238,
Smyrna,
Statesboro,
243, 247*231*261252
Swainsboro,
Thomasville,
Tifton, 262 296
Valdosta,
225, 266
Toccoa,
Vidalia, 291*
249
Washington, 261
Waycross, 273, 277
Waynesboro, 228
IDAHO
Alameda. 285
Blackfoot, 249
Boise, 222,
Burley,
252 250*
Caldwell, 231*, 276
Coeur d'Alene, 276
Grangeville,
224 241
Idaho
Falls, 223,
Jerome, 224
Lewiston,
231, 244*
Moscow, 280Home,
Mountain
257
Nampa, 235, 245
Orofino, 257
Payette.
Pocatello,261229, 235
Preston, 244
Rexburg. 232
Rupert,
Salmon, 221
224
Sandpoint, 237
Soda Springs. 228
Sun
Twin Valley,
Falls, 228
239, 243
Wallace, 258, 264
Weiser, 265
ILLINOIS
Alton, 262*
Anna
224* Hghts., 224*
Arlington
Aurora, 236*, 232
240*
Beardstown,
Bloomington,
Canton, 252 268*
Carbondale, 269
Carthage,
Carmi, 247*221
Champaign,
233*, 248*
Charleston, 221
Chicago,
226*,
230*, 254*,
234*, 238*,
242*, 246*. 250*,
258*,
262*, 266*, 270*, 278*, 282*,
Clinton, 240
Danville, 271*, 276
Decatur, 275*
Dixon,
DeKalb, 269223*
E. St. Louis, 266*
Effingham, 239*
Elgin, 298*
232*,Park,
280* 290*
Elmwood
Evanston, 285
286*
Fairfield,
Freeport, 253
Galesburg, 249, 272
Glen
GraniteEllyn,
City, 296*
285
Harrisburg, 260*
Highland Park,263*276*
Jacksonville,
Joliet, 228*, 260*,
244* 272
Kankakee,
La Salle, 292*
261
Lansing,
Lincoln, 261
Litchfield,
Macomb, 261291*
Mattoon, 245*
Morris,
284* 235*
Mount Carmel,
Mount Vernon, 231*
Murphysboro, 285

Normal, 244
Oak Park, 274*
Olney, 257
225*
Pekin.
Paris,
Peoria,2S2*
223*, 227, 295
Peru,
252 228
Pittsfield,
Princeton, 257
Quincy, 258*,
Robinson,
269*286*
Rockford,
248*
Rock
Salem,Island,
249 255*
South
Beloit,270,
276*279*, 283
Skokie,
Springfield,
Sterling, 252*
232
Streator, 265
Taylorville, 224
Urbana, 280
Watseka,
231* 296
West Frankfort,
Waukegan,
272*
INDIANA
Bedford,
Anderson, 237250*
Bloomington,
222*, 279*
Bluffton,
Brazil, 232261
Columbus,
Connersville,268*262*
Crawfordsville, 292*
Elwood,
Elkhart, 269
264*. 284*
Evansville,
Fort Wayne, 281*
236*, 247, 261, 269,
Frankfort,
259*
288
Franklin,
Goshen, 232240*
Greenfield,
Greensburg, 258*
297*
Hammond,
Huntington, 222*
276
Indianapolis, 226*, 234*, 238*,
277*, 283*, 289*, 300*
Kendallville,
Jasper,
284* 257
Kokomo, 232,
Lafayette,
224, 263*
244
Laporte, 244
Linton,
228
Logansport, 237, 272
Madison, 244*
Michigan
City,295*240■
Marion, 285,
New
Castle,
Muncie,
281* 245, 273*
North
Vernon, 291*
Peru, 252
Princeton, 251*
Richmond. 241*, 267*
Salem, 255*
Seymour,
South
Bend,229*225*, 252, 268*, 280
Terre Haute,244260*, 264*, 274*
Vincennes,
Wabash, 240
Warsaw, 297*
Washington, 293*
W. Lafayette, 256*
IOWA
Algona, 228
Boone, 257*, 269
281
Burlington,
Carroll, 286
Cedar Rapids, 238, 251*, 275, 283*
Charles
City, 2?2224
Centerville.
Cherokee, 257
Clarion, 245
Davenport,
279*, 293
Clinton, 241*
Decorah,
280
Des262*,
Moines,
273 227, 235*, 243, 247*.
Dubuque,
Estherville,257,240 261, 287
Fort
Iowa Dodge,
City, 230,232 264
Keokuk, 245
Knoxville, 221
Marshalltown, 296
Mason City, 252
Oelwin,
Muscatine,299 259*
Ottumwa. 257, 285
Perry, 292
Sioux City, 238, 250*. 277
Spencer, 221
Storm Lake,
Waterloo,
266,268*
270, 289*
Webster
City,
249
KANSAS
Arkansas City, 293
Chanute, 252
Concordia,
Colby, 228 237
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Ellsworth, 2)2
Dodge City, 222, 238
Farmington, 257
Eldorado, 257
Houlton, 261
Emporia, 285
Fort Scott, 280
Lewiston,
230*, 241
Garden City, 247
Portland,
243, 241,
250*.245270
Presque Isle,
Goodland, 224
Rockland,
228
Great Bend, 235
Rumford, 292
Hays, 224
Saco,
292 276
Hutchinson,
256*, 271
Sanford,
Iola, 257
Skowhegan, 244
Junction City, 252
South Paris, 288
Kansas City, 231*, 251*
Waterville, 252
Lawrence, 290*
Westbrook, 285
Leavenworth,
Liberal,
257, 288255*
MARYLAND
Manhattan, 221
Msrysville, 276
Annapolis,
McPherson, 244
Baltimore, 256*,
222*, 300*
226*, 236*,
Newton, 22i*
250*, 270*, 274*, 282*. 293*
Ottawa,
239*
Bethesda,
234*,
272*
Cambridge, 292
Parsons, 228
Phillipsburg, 22/
Catonsville, 289*
Pittsburg, 245
Cumberland,
Easton, 244 275*, 291*
Pratt, 226
Russell, 240
Frederick,
260*
Frostburg, 244
Salina, City,
229, 2)2
260*
Scott
Glen
Burnie,
240*
Topeka, 247*, 262*, 295, 299
Hagerstown, 284*, 295
Wichita. 233, 250, 262*, 267*.
Havre
De
Grace,
Leonardtown, 249 279*
275, 279, 288
297*
Winfield,
Oakland,
238*
Oakland (western
Md.), 285
KENTUCKY
Ocean City, 238
Pocomoke
City,
224
Albany, 292
Salisbury, 2)2
Ashland, Green,
229*, 272286
Bowling
Waldorf, 281*
Westminster, 264*
Central
City, 270*
Corbin, 256
MASSACHUSETTS
Cynthiana, 292
Elizabethtown, 228
Boston,
233*, 245*, 253*. 264*,
Erlanger, 265
277*, 281*, 294*
Fort Knox, 288
Brockton, 249*
Frankfort, 285
Brookline, 225*
Cambridge, 2)7*
Fulton, 285*
Glasgow, 236*
Fitchburg, 284*
Greenville, 266*
Framingham, 289*
Hazard, 231*
Gloucester, 228*
Henderson, 258*
Greenfield, 252*
Hopkinsville, 254*, 262*
Haverhill, 223*
Lexington,
Lawrence, 229*
London, 265 225*, 233*, 251
Lowell, 258*
Louisville,
248,
259*,
272,
276,
Lynn, 269*, 287*
280, 295
Medford,
300* 247*. 251*
Madisonville,
New
N^rth Bedford,
Adams, 261
Manchester, 276230*, 292
North
Attleboro,
Mayfield,
Nrrthampton, 257 277*
Maysville, 234*
240
Pittsfield, 288
Morehead, 221
Morganfield, 2)7
Plymouth, 256*
Neon, 285
Springfield, 226*. 234*, 271
Owensboro, 223*, 241*
Waltham, 273*
West Yarmouth, 235*
Paducah,
227*,
245*
Paintsville, 249
Worcester, 241*. 297*
Paris, 244
Pikeville. 261
MICHIGAN
Prestonsburg,249 238*, 288
Alpena, 228
Princeton,
Bad Axe, 221
Richmond, 269
Battle Creek, 243*
Scottsville, 244
Bay City, 241*. 273*, 277
Vanceburg, 257
Benton Harbor, 260*
Whitesburg, 280
Big Rapids, 265
Winchester, 261
Birmingham, 234*
LOUISIANA
Cadillac,
Charlotte, 225*
224
Abbeville, 285
Cheboygan, 2)2
Alexandria,
Coldwater, 253*
Bastrop, 240 245*, 262
Dearborn, 262*
Baton
Rouge,
251*,
256,
264,
268,
Detroit, 222*. 226*, 238*, 242*.
273, 277
246*, 250*, 254*, 258*, 266*.
DeRidder, 269
270*, 278*, 282*, 286*, 290*.
Ferriday, 228
Franklin, 2)1
Dowagiac,
294*, 298* 2)7
Houma, 296
East
Lansing,
Escanaba,
227, 235*,
246 256*
Jennings,
224*
Jonesboro, 285
Flint,
236*,
288,
300*
Fremont, 257
Lafayette,
233, 241,
260* 247, 258, 279
Lake Charles,
Gaylord, 257
Leesville, 288
Grand Haven, 221
Mansfield, 224
Grand Rapids, 229*. 239*, 245*.
Minden, 2)7
250*, 267*, 275*. 281*, 289*
Monroe,
270,
281*,
291
Greenville,228297*
Hancock,
Morgan City, 244
Hillsdale, 221
Natchitoches, 249
New Orleans, 222, 227, 239*,
Holland,
241*
Houghton 233*,
Lake,
253, 244
258, 266, 270, 287*
Oak246*,
Grove,
Houghton,
249 253*, 284
Ruston, 296
Ishpeming, 261, 296
Iron Mountain, 280
Shreveport,
Iron River, 244
Sulphur, 265 229, 233*, 243*, 266*
Ironwood, 226, 259
Thibodaux, 292
Ville Platte. 228
Jackson, 231*, 291*, 296
West Monroe,, 252
Kalamazoo, 271*, 287, 293
Winnfield, 221
Lansing,
248*, 264*, 269
Ludington,
MAINE
Manistee, 249261
Marquette, 222, 239
Augusta, 267*, 272
Menominee, 292
Bangor,
225,
246*
Bath, 237
Midland, 259*
Biddeford, 2)2
Mt. Clemens, 274*
Brunswick,
255*
Mt.
Pleasant,
Calais, 224
Munsing,
252 233*
Caribou, 249*
Muskegon, 295*
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Niles, 249
Petoskey, 244
Port Huron, 296
Rogers City, 249
Saginaw, 251*, 292, 296
Sault Ste275*Marie, 224
Saline,
St. Helen, 288
St. Johns, 221
Tawas
Sturgis, City,
276* 269
Traverse City, 221, 276
Whitehall. 257
MINNESOTA
Aitkin, 232
Alexandria, 224
Austin, 260
Bemidji, 252, 269
Benson, 228
Brainerd, 239* 269
Breckenridge,
Cloquet,
Crookston,228241, 246
Detroit Lakes, 237
Duluth, 235, 248, 255, 273, 277, 286
East Grand Forks, 280
Ely,
221 261293
Eveleth,
Fairmont,
Faribault, 291
Fergus Falls, 243, 256
Golden
Valley, 244
223*
Grand Rapids,
Hibbing, 292
International Falls, 252
Little Falls, 221
Mankato,
256, 278*
Marshall, 261
Minneapolis, 229*, 233, 241*, 246*
253*, 258*, 262*,
Montevideo,
273, 287267*, 271*. 275*
Moorhead,
254,
260*
Morris, 252
Ortonville, 292
Pipestone,
252 249
Redwood Falls,
Rochester, 244
St. Cloud, 284*. 296
St. Louis Park, 281*
St. Paul,
257*Falls, 257
Thief
River
Virginia,
Wadena, 296
264, 290
Windom, 285
Winona, 257
Worthington, 236*
MISSISSIPPI
Aberdeen,
Amory, 257 221
Biloxi, 292
Booneville, 269
Brookhaven, 224
Canton,
269 285
Centerville,
Clarksdale, 257, 276
Cleveland, 252, 280
Columbus, 276
Greenville,
Greenwood, 250,
225 264
Grenada, 261
Gulfport, 272,279,
296 283
Hattiesburg,
Hazelhurst, 296
Indianola, 288
Iuka, 285
Jackson, 234,286 238, 242, 259, 275*
Kosciusko,
Leland,
Laurel, 252
262*
Lexington, 292
Louisville, 296
Macon, 280
Magee, 252231, 289
McComb,
Meridian, 246, 267
Natchez, 257
New Albany, 278, 293
Philadelphia, 272
Pontotoc, 244
Starkville, 249
Tupelo, 231, 253
Vicksburg, 248, 254
Wanesboro, 288
West Point, 265
Winoma, 240
Yazoo City, 221
MISSOURI
Aurora, 261
Boonville, 257
Branson, 292
Brookfield, 249
Cape Girardeau, 264, 275
Carrollton,
Carthage, 285266*
Chillicothe, 280
Clinton,
237
Clayton,
Columbia, 256*
244, 288
Crestwood, 234*

Dexter, 249
Eldorado
Springs, 296
Fulton,
Hannibal,224236, 254
Houston, 257
Jefferson City, 261
Joplin, 223*, 273
Kansas City, 227*. 235*. 243*.
259*, 271*, 277*, 282*
Kirksville,255*
228
Kennett,
Lebanon,
Maryville, 2282)7
Mexico,
Moberly, 296272
Monett, 240
Mountain Grove, 224
Osage Beach, 276
Potosi, Bluff,
269 233*, 297
Poplar
Rolla, 232
Ste. Genevieve, 238
St. JoseDh, 286*
St. Louis, 222*, 229*, 243*, 251*,
273*, 277*,
Salem,
240 281*, 289, 293, 299*
Sedalia, 221
Springfield,
Thayer, 244 234*, 247, 254, 268*
Trenton, 224
Waynesville, 249
West
230*,265 272
WillowPlains,
Springs,
MONTANA
Anaconda, 249
Belgrade, 244
Billings, 227, 246
Bozeman.
Butte, 231, 228
238
Dillon, 252
Glasgow,
Glendive, 228
232
Great Falls, 225, 233, 255, 293
Hamilton,
Hardin, 257240
Havre, 223, 236
Helena, 221, 276
Kalispell, 246, 253
Libby, 269
Lewistown, 240
Livingston, 249
Miles
City,227,
224 235
Missoula,
Red Lodge.
257
Plenty
Shelby,wood,
242, 250261*
Sidney, 226. 236
Woif Point 224
NEBRASKA
Alliance, 221
Beatrice,
225* 252
Broken Bow,
Chadron, 228
Columbus,
244
Fairbury, 257
Fremont, 288
Grand Island, 233, 239
Hastings, 228
Holdrege, 249
Kearney,
255*, 272
Kimbell, 261
Lexington,
226*270, 274, 293, 297
Lincoln,
Mc
Cook, 257*,
240,
Nebraska
City, 276249
North Platte, 235, 246
Ogallala,
O'Neill,
224228 279,
Omaha,
222*,
231*,283241*, 253,
260*, 264,
Scottsbluff,
Sidney, 257 225, 231*
Superior, 265265
Terrytown,
Valentine, 252
York, 285
NEVADA
Carson City, 234, 247
Elko, 228, 2)7
Ely,
224 257
Fallon,
Henderson, 231, 238*
Las Vegas, 222, 226, 246*, 253*.
Reno, 222, 226, 230, 238*
Sparks,
252 224
Winnemucca,
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Berlin, 241, 279*
Claremont,
Conway, 228 291*
Legendare Class A.
1 Italic channels
All 270*
others are Class B or C. 73
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Dover, 248
Patchogue, 248*, 291*
Hanover, 257
Peekskill, 264*
Keene,
279*
Plattsburg,257260*
Potsdam,
Laconia, 252
Manchester, 239*, 266*
Poughkeepsie, 268*, 284*
Mt. Washington, 235*
Riverhead,
280* 243*, 250*, 255*,
Rochester, 223*,
-Nashua,
Newport, 292*
272
263*,
267*,
Rome, 257 280
Portsmouth, 262*, 296
Sag Harbor, 221
Salamanca, 261
NEW JERSEY
Saranac Lake, 237
Asbury Park, 232*
Saratoga
Springs, 272
Atlantic City, 236*, 245*, 279*
Schenectady,
258*
Bridgeton, 299*
South
Bristol
Twsp.
Camden, 295*
(Ontario
Co.),
236*
Dover, 288*
Syracuse, 226*, 233*, 265*, 275,
Eatontown, 288*
300
Long Branch, 296*
Millville, 247*
Troy, 222*
Utica,
235, 245, 262, 274, 282*.
Newark, 234*, 262*, 290*
New Brunswick, 252*
altteornt,own22,1
W
Newton, 279*
Wa
eld 248,wsp25,3
Paterson,ville,
226* 221
Weatherfi
T
Pleasant
(Wyoming
7*
29
Princeton, 277*
Wellsville, 257 Co.), 299*
Red Bank, 292*
White Plains, 280*
Trenton,
233*.
248*,
268*
Vineland, 285
NORTH CAROLINA
Wildwood, 264*
Zarephath, 256*
Albemarle, 265*
Asheboro, 222*
NEW MEXICO
Asheville, 221
260*. 282*
Beaufort,
Alamogordo, 232, 288
Albuquerque, 222, 227, 231*, 242*, Burlington, 230\ 266*
258*. 262
Charlotte, 236*, 278*, 284*. 300*
Artesia, 225
Black Mountain, 295*
Aztec,
235*
Concord,
250*
Belen, 249
Durham, 261
286*
Edenton,
Carlsbad, 227
Elizabeth City, 229, 295
Clayton, 228
Clovis, 256,
Elkin, 265* 272
Fairmount,
Deming,
2)2 260*
Espanola, 272
Fayetteville, 251*
Farmington, 225, 245
Forest City, 227*, 287*
Gallup, 229, 233
Gastonia, 270*
Grants, 237
Goldsboro,
245*. 274
Hobbs, 231, 239
Greensboro,
246*, 254*
Las Cruces, 237
Greenville.
299*
Las Vegas, 265
Grifton,
Havelock,253*285
Lordsburg, 249
Henderson, 223*
Los
Alamos,
253*
Lovington, 269
Hendersonvllle, 273*
Portales, 237
Hickory, 239*. 275*
Raton, 232
High Point, 238*,
Jacksonville,
288 258*. 262*
Roswell,
235,
246*
Ruidoso, 228
Kannapolis,
259*
Kinston,
236
Santa Fe, 238, 247
Santa Rosa, 228
Laurinburg, 243*
Silver City, 224
Leaksville, 233*
Socorro, 224
Lexington,
231*
Taos, 257
Lumberton,
239* 240
Morehead City,
Truth or Consequences, 244
Tucumcari, 224
Morgantown,
New Bern, 232221*
NEW YORK
N. Wilkesboro,
Plymouth.
237 247*
Albany,
238*. 228,
265, 285276, 280, 293
Raleigh, 234*. 241 \ Mt*
Amsterdam,
Reidsville, 271*
Auburn, 295*
Rocky Mount, 221*, 264*
Babylon,
232*.
272*
Roxboro, 244*
Baldwinsville, 221
Salisbury, 293*
Bath, 252
Sanford, 288*
Binghamton, 251 *, 256*
Shelby,
241*
Buffalo, 225*. 233*, 241*, 245*.
Statesville,
258*. 273*, 277*. 281*, 293*
Tabor City, 245*.
285 289*
Cherry Valley (Otsego Co.), 270* Tarboro, 282*
Corning, 291*
Thomasville,
252* 270
Cortland, 260*
Washington, 227,
Depew, 229*
Whiteville, 256*
De
Ruyter,
286*
Williamston,
279* 260
Elmira, 232
Wilmington, 247,
Endicott, 265
Wilson, 291*
Fulton, 284*
Winston-Salem, 226*. 281*. 298*
Garden
Geneva, City,
272 224*
NORTH DAKOTA
Hempstead, 224,
252*
Herkimer,
Bismarck, 225, 233
Carrington, 249
Hornell, 244
287*
Hudson,
Devils Lake, 244
Dickinson, 221
Tthaca, 228*, 247*, 279*
Jamestown, 227*
Fargo, 229, 250
Kingston, 232, 249
Grafton, 265
Grand Forks, 225, 234
Lake
Success,
278*
Liberty, 224
Hettinger,
228
Little Falls, 288
Jamestown, 227, 238
Mandan, 285
Mt. Kisco, 292*,
Newburgh,
276 296*
Minot, 229, 246
Oakes, 252
New Rochelle, 228*
New York, 222*. 230*. 238*, 242\
Rugby, 237
246*. 250*. 254*, 258*, 266*,
Valley City, 265
Williston, 241, 253
270*. 274*, 282*, 286*, 294*,
8*
29
OHIO
Niagara
Falls, 253*
Norwich,
230* 244
Ogdensburg,
Akron, 243*, 248*
Olean, 239*
Alliance, 223*
Oneida,
292
Ashland, 267*
Oneonta, 237, 276
Ashtabula,252, 246*
Athens,
288
Oswego, 288
Owego, 269
Barberton, 235*
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Bellaire,
263* 228
Bowling
Green,
Cambridge,
244
Canton, 231*, 251*, 295*
Celina,
232* 227*
Chillicothe,
Cincinnati,
223*. 227*, 231*. 253,
270*. 274*.292282*, 286*
Circleville,
Cleveland, 226* 238*, 253*, 258*.
264*, 271*, 277*. 281*, 289*. 293*.
Cleveland Heights, 222*
Columbus, 222*, 234*, 242*, 246*.
250*. 259*,257285
Coshocton,
Dayton, 256*
Defiance,
240 284*, 299*
Deleware, 269
0*
East 30Liverpool,
282*
Eaton, 225*
Elyria, 297*
Findlay,
263*
Fostoria,
Fremont, 244*
256*
Gallipolis, 268*
Greenville, 293*
Hamilton, 235* 243*, 278*
Hillsboro,296294*
Ironton,
Jackson, 249
Kent, 261 *
Kenton, 252*260*
Kettering,
Lancaster, 238*
Lima,
Lorain, 249,
285 271*
Mansfield,
287*, 291*
Marietta, 232
Marion,
224,
Massillon, 240 295*
Miamisburg,
229*
Middleport, 285
Middletown, 290*
Mt. Vernon, 229*
Newark, 262*
Norwalk, 237*
Oxford, 249*
Port
Piqua,Clinton,
239* 233*
Portsmouth, 281*
Salem,
286*
Sandusky,
Sidney, 288 274*
Springfield, 264*, 275*
Steubenville, 278*
Tiffin,
Toledo, 279*
223*, 252, 260*. 268*.
272, 284*. 288
Van Wert,
255* 288
Wash
Ct. House,
Waverly, 265
Wellston, 244
Wooster, 283*
Youngstown,
Xenia, 280* 273*227*, 255*. 266*
Zanesville,
OKLAHOMA
Ada, 240
AltUS, 228
Alva, 259, 284
Ardmore, 221
Bartlesville,
Clinton, 257 261*
Duncan, 293
Durant, 297*
Edmond,
Elk
City,
232
Enid,
245 249*
Frederick, 240
Guymon, 224
Henryetta,
Hobart, 257 272
Hugo, 257
Idabel, 252
Lawton, 251, 268
Madill,
285 227, 267
McAlester,
Miami, 265
Muskogee, 295
Oklahoma City, 223, 234*, 255*.
263*, 270*, 274*. 281, 299
Ponca City, 240, 265
Poteau, 252
Stillwater, 230*
Tahlequah,
269
Tulsa,
238*, 243, 248*. 253*.
258*, 225*.
277, 286
Wewoka, 288
Woodward, 228
OREGON
Ashland.
269
Astoria, 289
Baker, 257
Bend,
231, 264
Brookings,
257
Burns, 224
Coos Bay, 252, 288
Coquille, 272

Corvallis, 268, 291
Cottage Grove, 257
Enterprise, 244
Eugene,
233*, 224
241*, 250*. 256*
Gold Beach,
Grant's Pass,257245*, 260
Hermiston,
Hood River,
288 223, 253
Klamath
Falls,
La Grande, 252
Lakeview, 279
228
Lebanon,
Medford, 229,
Newport,
274 257*
North Bend, 265
Oceanlake, 244
Ontario, 226, 241
Oregon
Pendleton,City,267,294278
Portland, 222*. 229*, 238*, 246*.
254*, 258,257262*, 266*, 270, 277
Prineville,
Redmond,
224
Roseburg, 276
Salem, 286
The Dalles, 283
Springfield, 281
226*
Tillamook,
Toledo, 296
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown, 264*, 281*
Altoona, Falls,
251*, 294*
261*
Beaver
Bethlehem,
236*
Bloomsburg, 293*
Boyertown, 298*
Bradford, 280
Braddock,
245*
Carbondale,
Butler, 249* 228
Carlisle,
272* 236*
Chambersburg,
Clearfield,
228
Connellsville, 280
Coudersport, 244
Dubois, 271*, 297
Easton, 241*, 260*
Ebensburg,
280*
Elizabethtown,
Emporium,
224 294*
Erie,
260*,286*
279* 288, 292
Franklin,
257
Ephrata,
Greensburg,
296
Gettysburg, 299*
Greenville, 296
Grove City, 235*,
236* 247*, 281
Harrisburg,
Huntington,
Hazelton, 250*224
Jenkintown, 280*
Johnstown,
Kane, 292 221, 238*
Lancaster, 233*, 245*, 267*
Lebanon,
261* 257 Hills, 261*
Levittown-Fairless
Lock
Haven,
Meadville,
Milton, 265 262*
Media, 262*
Nanticoke, 243*
288
Montrose,
New Kensington-Tarentum, 264*
Oil City, 253*
Palmyra, 221* 223*, 227*. 231*,
Philadelphia,
239*. 243*, 251*, 255*. 266*, 271*,
275*, 283*. 287*,
Philipsburg,
257 291*
Pittsburgh, 225*, 229*. 233*, 241*,
259*, 268*. 273*. 284*. 290*, 300*
Punxsutawney,
Pottsville, 270* 288
Reading, 273*
St.
252
Red Marys,
Lion, 241*
Sayre,
296 267*,
Scranton,
Shamokin,
257 272, 285
Shenandoah,
Sharon,
275* 225
Shippensburg,
232
Somerset,
249 244,
State College,
276
Sunbury 231*
Towanda,
Uniontown, 224*
252
Tyrone,
266*
Washington,
Warren,
222* 237
Wellsboro,
Waynesboro,249 268*
Wilkes-Barre, 253*. 277*
Wiliamsport, 274*, 286*
York, 253*. 277*, 289*
RHODE ISLAND
Cranston, 260*222*. 231, 238*, 268*.
Providence,
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Warwick-E. Greenwich, 299*
Westerly, 279*
Woonsocket, 292*
SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen, 231, 235
Belle Fourche, 240
Brookings, 269
Deadwood, 226, 236
Hot Springs, 244
Huron, 221
Madison, 257
Mitchell, 265
Mobridge, 221
Pierre, 224, 257
Rapid City, 230, 250
Sioux Falls, 223, 229, 243, 247
Vermillion, 272
Watertown, 226, 241
Winner, 228
Yankton, 255, 262
SOUTH CAROLINA
Aiken, 257
Anderson,
266* 297
Bamberg, 224
Barnwell, 269
Batesburg, 221
Beaufort,
254* 296
Bennettsville,
Charleston, 229, 236*, 245*
Columbia,
Conway, 281250*, 284*
Dillion,
Florence,225*
276, 288
Georgetown, 249, 292
Greenville,
Greenwood, 223*,
244 229*, 233*
Laurens,
Manning, 263*
261
Marion, 232
Mullins, 265
Myrtle Beach, 221
North
Charleston,
Orangeburg,
294 273*
Seneca, 251*
Spartanburg, 255*
Summerville,
240
Sumter,
267* 26}
Walterboro,
TENNESSEE
Athens, 257
Bristol,
Carthage,245*272
Centervllle, 232
Chattanooga, 222, 243*, 288, 293*
Cleveland, 264*
Cookeville,
232*, 252*
Covington, 228
Dayton, 280
Dyersburg, 261
Franklin, 261*
Gallatin, 283*
Greeneville,
Humboldt, 272235*
Jackson,
Jamestown,222,261281*
Johnson City, 264*
Kingsport, 253*, 292
Knoxville,
LaFollette, 227*,
288 248, 278, 299
Lawrenceburg, 240
Lebanon,
Lexington, 297*
257
Livingston, 240
Manchester, 259*
McKenzie, 295*
Memphis, 246* 259*, 266, 274, 283,
290
Murfreesboro, 242*
Nashville, 225, 238*, 250*, 268,
290* 285
Oak277*,Ridge,
Ripley, 237
Savannah, 249
Sevierville, 271*
Shelbyville,
275*
Springfield, 221
Sweetwater, 237
Tullahoma,
Winchester, 227*
249
TEXAS
Abilene,
239,
257*, 264, 286
Alice, 272
Alpine, 224
Alvin, 271*
Amarillo,
226*, 231*, 250, 254, 270,
282
Austin,
229*.
Ballinger, 276 234, 238*, 252*. 265
Bay City, 284
Beaumont,
Beeville, 285236*, 248*, 299
Belton, 292
Big Lake, 252
Big
Spring,252 237*
Bonham,
Brady, 237
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Breckenridge, 228
Brownsville, 226, 262
Brownwood, 268, 281
Bryan,
Bnurnett,252 276
Cameron, 269
Canyon, 296
Carrizo
228
Childress,Springs,
244
Cleburn, 235*
Cleveland,
295
Coleman, 296
College Station,
Colorado
City, 292221
Commanche, 232
Corpus Christi, 230, 238*. 243, 256,
260 265
Crane,
Crockett, 224
Cuero, 249
Dalhart, 232
Dallas, 223*. 238*, 250*. 254*,
262*, 266*,
275*, 279*, 283*, 287*,
Del295*,
Rio,300232
Denton, 291*
Diboll, 238*
Dumas,
237* 224
Eagle
Pass,
Eastland,
252
Edinburg, 273, 281
El260*,
Paso,264,227,271,234*275 242, 248, 253,
Felfurrias, 292
Farwell, 252
Floydada, 257
Fort Stockton, 232
Fort
Worth,237 242*, 246*, 258*. 271*
Freej.urt,
Gainesville,
Ga
-.eston, 293233*
Gonzales, 272
Hamilton, 221
Harlingen,
Henderson, 233*,
267 241
Hereford, 292
Hillsboro, 27S*
Houston, 229*. 233*. 239*, 243*,
250*, 256*, 262*, 266*. 275*, 281*,
Jacksonville, 257
Jasper, 272
Junction, 228
Kenedy-Karnes, 296
Kermit,
289* 292
Killeen, 227*
Kingsville,
Kamesa, 251,249*262
Lampasas, 257
Laredo, 264, 289, 300
Levelland, 288
Longview,
289* 233, 242*. 258, 266,
Lubbock, 229*,
273
Lufkin. 277, 286
Marlin, 244
Marshall, 280
McAllen, 245, 253
McCamey, 237
Mercedes, 296
Merkel, 240
Mexia, 265
Midland, 221
222*, 227*. 271
Mission,
Monahans, 260, 277
Mt.
Pleasant,
Muleshoe,
276 241*
Nacogdoches, 252
New Braunfels, 221
Odessa,
250, 256*
Orange, 245*,
283, 291
Palestine, 232
Paris,
Pampa, 257262*
Pasadena,
Pecos,
252 223*
Perryton, 240
Pharr, 285
Plainview,
Pleasanton, 247*
252
Port
Arthur, 240
227*, 231, 253*
Port Lavaca,
Quanah, 265
Raymondville, 269
Rusk, 249
San Angelo, 225, 230, 234, 248
San262,Antonio,
270, 274,225*,
283 241, 247*, 258*,
San Saba, 244
Seguin, 287
Seminole, 280
Seymour,
Shamrock, 232224
Sherman, 244
Sinton,
Slaton, 267*,
224 277
Snyder, 269
Sonora, 221
Stamford, 221
Sweetwater, 244
Taylor, 221
Temple, 285

Terrell Hills, 292
Texarkana,
Tulia, 285 251*, 273
Tyler, 226*,
Uvalde,
237 268, 293
Vernon, 272
Victoria, 235, 254
Waco,
238*, 248,
260*, 298
Weslaco,
Wharton, 247,
297 258
Wichita
Falls, 225, 236*, 247, 260*,
277
UTAH
Blanding, 221
Bountiful, 288
Brigham
City,223,296235
Cedar City,
Logan, 225, 233
Moab, 244
Ogden, 252238, 250, 266, 270
Price,
Provo,
Richfield,235,229241
St. George, 228
Salt254*,Lake
262*, City,
282 227, 231, 246*,
Spanish
Fork,
292
Tooele, 276
Vernal, 224
VERMONT
Barre, 296
Bennington, 232
Burlington,
Montpelier, 225,
244, 255*
276
Newport,
292
Rutland, 246, 251
St. Albans, 272
Springfield, 287
228
Waterbury,
VIRGINIA
Abington, 224
Ashland,
Arlington, 261286*
Blackston,
Bristol, 268 228
Charlottesville,
Clifton Forge, 269237*, 248*
Covington, 265
Culpeper,
Crewe, 284*276
Farmville, 239*
Fredericksburg,
Front
Royal, 280 227*, 268*
Galax, 251*
Gretna, 277*267*
Hampton,
Harrisonburg,
264*, 288
Hopewell,
221 288
Lawrenceville,
Lexington, 252
Luray, 257, 292
Lynchburg, 261*, 295
Manassas, 294*
Marion, 230* 242*
Martinsville,
Norfolk-Newport News, 225, 239*,
247*, 254*, 259*, 263*. 275*, 283*,
Norton,
296
287
Orange,
244 257
Petersburg,
Pulaski, 269
Richmond, 233*. 251*, 271*, 279*,
Roanoke,
Salem, 228 222*, 235*, 256*, 273
South
Boston,
Staunton,
228*, 248*
272
Warrenton,
Warsaw, 237232, 299*
293*
Waynesboro,
224
Williamsburg, 243*
Winchester, 223*, 273*
Woodbridge, 290*
WASHINGTON
Aberdeen, 284
Centralia, 275225*, 282*
Bellingham,
Chelan, 272
228
Colfax,
Colville, 221
Edmonds, 287*
Ellensburg,
221
Ephrata,
240
Grand Coulee, 253, 266
Hoquiam,
Kennewick,280287
Longview, 240
Moses Lake, 262
Lynden,
Omak, 224293*
Othello,
249 241*
Opportunity,
Pullman.
285
Prosser, 272*
Quincy, 232236, 281
Richland,

Seattle, 223*. 227*. 231*, 235*
239*, 243*. 251*. 255*. 260*, 264*
268*, 273*. 295*, 299*
Spokane, 225*. 229, 233, 251*, 255
Sunnyside, 244
Tacoma,
Toppenish,247*.
224 280*, 291*
Walla Walla 257.
227.2852*6
Wenatchee.
Yakima, 292*, 297
WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley,
279 228
Berkeley 258*,
Springs,
Bluefield, 283*,237291
Buckhannon,
Charleston,
260* 241, 248*, 253*, 260
Charles Town, 252
Clarksburg, 224, 249
Elkins, 232
Fairmont, 261, 276
Grafton, 265
Huntington, 223, 255, 263*. 27T
Keyser, 270,
240 274
Logan,
Martinsburg,
Montgomery, 248*
265
Moargantown, 257*, 293
Moundsville, 288
New Martinsville,
280
290*
Parkersburg,
Oak Hill, 231* 257, 276
Rich wood, 244
Ronceverte, 288
St. Albans, 292
Weston, 228
Wheeling, 247*, 298
WISCONSIN
Antigo, 285
Ashland, 240
Eagle River, 232
Eau Claire, 231*, 264
Fort Atkinson, 297*
Green Bay, 253*, 266*
Greenfield, 221235*
Hayward,
Kaukauna,
285
Janesville, 260*
LaCrosse,
227 245*
Kenosha, 236*,
Ladysmith, 288
Madison, 251*.
273*, 281*
Manitowoc,
272, 268*,
Marinette, 236,
258280
Medford, 257
Menomonie, 296
Merrill, 224
Milwaukee, 227*, 233*, 239*. 243*
247*, 256*. 271*, 275*, 299*
Monroe, 229*
Neenah-Menasha,
Mt.
Horeb,244221* 230, 289
Oshkosh,
Park Falls, 252
Poynette,
Prairie Du 237
Chien, 232
Racine,
221*, 228264*
Rhinelander,
Richland
Rice
Lake,Center,
242* 265
Shawano, 262, 274
Stevens
Point, 250*
Sturgeon
Sparta, 246*Bay, 240
Viroqua, 272
Tomah, 255*
Watertown,
284*
Waukesha,
291*
Wausau, 238*,
270
Wauwatosa, 279*
West Bend, Rapids,
223* 277*, 293
Wisconsin
WYOMING
Buffalo, 224
Casper, 233, 238
Cheyenne,
Cody, 232 249, 292*
Douglas,
Evanston, 221292
Gillette, 248
228
Lander,
Laramie, 241, 255
New
Powell,Castle,
225 257
Rawlins, 224
Riverton,
228 243, 258
Rock Springs,
Sheridan, 235, 243
Thermopolis, 252, 269
Torrington, 257
Wheatland, 269
Worland, 240
Legendare Class A.
italic channels
All others are Class B or C.
2 Channels marked with an *
are authorized stations.

MAINTENANCE...

The

jet inspection

Jet inspection is a continuous process at
Air France. It starts before a jet takes
off. Continues in the air. Begins again
after it lands. Gets progressively more
extensive during regular checkups after
every 50, 200 and 2000 hours of flight.
By the time an Air France Jet has flown
5,000 hours, an incredible 200,000 manhours will have been spent on its care.
jmHWBWL

that

never

ends

During this time, every part has been
rigorously tested by expert technicians,
using the most delicate equipment.
Accurate records, showing the complete
life history of every part, are constantly
examined. Replacements are made
automatically, long before the need for
such maintenance is ever apparent.
Continuous inspections and scientific

maintenance are always there behind
the scenes. Smoothing the way every
moment for your greater enjoyment
of that world-famous service that is
France aloft— Air France I
If you'd like to find out more about Air
France maintenance, and the painstaking way each crew is trained, a comprehensive booklet is yours for the asking.

iBIiBil

RANGE
WORLD'S
LARGEST
AIRLINE
/ FIRST
IN INTERNATIONAL
PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
Public relations personnel ready to serve you in New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Montreal and Mexico City.
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OUR

RESPECTS

to Sigurd Stanton

Advertising— a 'useful
A tale of two Presidents' tribute to
an elder statesman of the advertising
business who formally retires from his
agency on January 1, 1963, was enacted Tuesday (Dec. 11).
The occasion was the final Christmas
meeting of Sigurd S. Larmon with employees of the New York office of
Young & Rubicam when President
Eisenhower, in a specially prepared
five-minute film, paid tribute to Mr.
Larmon. President Kennedy sent a
personal telegram.
Though retiring as chairman of the
board at Young & Rubicam, he'll still
be active in public life. The 71 -yearold executive intends to maintain actively his concern of many years with
public and community service.
Long distinguished on the advertising
scene, Mr. Larmon in a personal sketch
was once described as "Iowa-born . . .
trim, round-faced (with the map of
Sweden on it . . ."). He also was credited in that piece as the man who conceived and developed the Primer for
Americans.
Widely reprinted and in plain prose,
the primer defines what being an American means, especially the rights and
individual responsibilities. The statement originated with a speech Mr.
Larmon made in Chicago in 1949 at an
Audit Bureau of Circulations' meeting.
It eventually was put into printed form
and distributed by Y & R.
A Philosophy ■ On the eve of retirement, Mr. Larmon answered inquiries
about himself and his plans. But naturally the discussion drifted toward his
ideals and philosophy on advertising.
Advertising, Mr. Larmon says, is a useful function in the modern economic
society and one he considers a necessity
in the democratic way of life, and essential inthe normal flow of trade and
economic goods.
Mr. Larmon said while advertising
may be the subject of considerable
criticism, he is proud to have been in
it. He speaks of clients as investing in
advertising rather than just spending
money. He notes the new sophistication
of clients for whom the testing of ideas
has taken on an added importance. Mr.
Larmon explains that a belief in thoroughness typifies Young & Rubicam.
The agency was one of the first to establish amerchandising department and
a research department and in recognition of the increasingly important role
of research, at least 10% of Y & R's
personnel is now in full-time research.
The relationship of employer and
employee is of special interest to Mr.
Larmon, under whose aegis pensions,
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Larmon

function' in modern society
profit sharing and bonus plans were
As he recalls the radio era, Young
effected.
& Rubicam played a pioneering role.
Mr. Larmon can be homespun: he
Many of today's top names in media,
says an agency really has only two as- programming and networking were desets— people and ideas.
veloped byY & R — "We got top-notch
A Slice of Americana ■ The Larmon
trained
mentv,and
career takes in a grand-sized chunk of young
As for
right
from them."
the beginning
Americana. It encompasses growing up
he believed in it, that it would become
in a small town (Stanton, Iowa, with
important. Consequently Y & R early
1,100 population), an early move to
and facilities in the meOmaha, enrollment in Dartmouth and a placeddium— money
initially operating in the red.
blind date with Katherine Steen (a stuBut, as tv progressed, the agency went
dent at Rogers Hall, a finishing school)
along with it, producing programs in
to whom he was married in June 1916.
tv's flowering years and continuing
Upon mongraduation
in
1914,
"Sig"
Larment.
today to keep abreast of tv's developsold and managed for Western
Clock Co., and later managed its office
Mr. Larmon, though conservative in
in the United Kingdom. In 1925 he his manner, has contributed over the
joined N. W. Ayer as an account executive. In 1929, he came to Y & R, then
years to something of a "Larmon
a new agency operated by John Orr
Each day Mr. Larmon wears a fresh
Young and Raymond Rubicam.
carnation, a habit he formed many
In 1942 Mr. Larmon was named
ago.
Legend."
president and chief executive officer years
A good golfer, Mr. Larmon has the
and in 1944 added the post of board
distinction of having scored a hole-inchairman. Earlier this year, he de- one that received more than usual atsignated George H. Gribbin as chief
tention in the press as one of the fourexecutive officer, the latter having been
some was President Eisenhower, then
in the White House.
picked
1959. as president by Mr. Larmon in
He's a close friend of Ike's and often
Broadcast Leader ■ The leadership
a
golfing
companion.
imprint of a Larmon in broadcasting is
Mr. Larmon will continue actively in
difficult to closely define. In the year
public service in such organizations as
of the quiz scandal, Mr. Larmon sought
the U. S. Advisory Commission on Information; a trustee and member of
a possible path of united action by the
tv networks and in November 1959,
the executive committee, U. S. Council
privately called together the network
of the International Chamber of Commerce; trustee of the Committee for
presidents to talk things over.
Economic Development, a member of
the advisory council of the Graduate
School of Business, Columbia U., and
a trustee of New York U. Medical
Center.
Governmental Activities ■ He was
Mr. Eisenhower's representative (with
rank of Ambassador) in 1957 at the
inauguration of the President of Honduras;
of the President's
Committee member
on International
Information
Activities in 1953.
He is a past chairman of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies (in
1946-47).

Y&R's Larmon
Proud to be an adman

The Larmons have a son and a
daughter and are grandparents. The
son, Jay Stanton Larmon, is president
of the Ka-Bar-Company of Olean, N.Y.
The Larmons' homes are in Cape
Cod, Mass., and at Sutton Place in
New York City.
As a climax to an active career in
advertising, he was recently named
recipient of the advertising Gold Medal
Award by Printers' Ink as the outstanding advertising man of 1962. Formal
presentation will be made at a dinner77
on Feb. 14, 1963.

EDITORIALS
Filling the gap

Names

THE newspapers in New York and Cleveland have been
closed by strikes — a fact to which we must add, in the
interests of complete reporting, is that they are missed.
We hope, however, that agency and advertiser executives,
many of whom are among the paperless millions, will not
magnify the loss or ascribe to it unjustified significance.
The real wrench is less in the absence of any particular
paper than in the fact there is no paper at all to read on
the train in from Westport or Shaker Heights. Unless all
previous experience means nothing, New Yorkers and Clevelanders will spend no more time reading newspapers after
the strikes are over than they did before they started.
Television and radio stations have expanded their news
coverage almost without exception (in many cases hiring
temporarily displaced newspapermen at salaries higher than
their newspaper pay). Newscasts are both longer and more
frequent, and in many cases include new features as diverse
as death notices and job opportunities.
It is still too early to say with any certainty what effect,
if any, the strikes have had on retail sales. Official figures
must be compiled and analyzed and reconciled with sales
trends that were in motion before the strikes started. The
early expectation was that they would have little effect, at
least until after the holiday shopping season.
The final results and implications for advertising may not
be clear for a long time. Last week officials in New York
were speculating that the strike there might last into March.
Thus far the clearest conclusion to emerge is that radio and
television are proving once again that they not only are
major news media but, when necessary, can serve with equal
distinction as the only daily news media.

IN the waning days of 1962 two people who enlivened
radio's earlier days figured in the news. James C. Petrillo,
former president of the American Federation of Musicians,
who once battled Presidents and potentates as well as
broadcasters, suffered his first defeat in a union election and
was nudged out of office as president of the Chicago Federation of Musicians.

The President

and the eye

PRESIDENT John F. Kennedy, possibly the most articulate chief executive in our history and certainly the most
exposed, established another journalistic precedent last week.
Conversation with the President, the heur-long tv-radio
presentation over all networks, introduced a new technique
in journalism. Broadcast in prime time, the program unquestionably reached a larger audience than any non-emergency presidential appearence.
What Mr. Kennedy devised was an amalgam of the fireside chat of the FDR era, the news conference and the
Great Debates of 1960 — without, however, facing an adversary. In responding to questions from the White House
correspondents of the three tv networks, the President made
international news in a relaxed, informal, forthright manner.
Mr. Kennedy is using to the fullest his mastery of broadcast journalism and his expertise in the give-and-take of the
news conference. With the obvious success of his first
Conversation, it is logical to suppose he will want to use
this new technique again, properly timed. He had a reason
last week: he was winding up his second year in office.
Mr. Kennedy and his advisers are aware of the pitfalls of
overexposure. Will the third anniversary of his Presidency
become opportune for a second Conversation? That would
be just months before the new presidential election year.
Last week the Republicans demanded "equal time." Certainly there can be no justification for such a request. Mr.
Kennedy was reporting to the nation as the President, not
the Democratic standard bearer. The GOP has no presidential candidate and no single spokesman.
But what about late 1963 or 1964?
There can be no doubt about the tremendous advantages
that accrue to Mr. Kennedy and his fellow Democratic
officeholders from such exposure as Conversation.
78

of the past

Father Charles E. Coughlin, the "cleric of controversy"
in the 1930's, emerged from a quarter century of obscurity
to admit that he was wrong in attacking individuals like
President Franklin D. Roosevelt and others in public life
over a tailor-made radio network.
Time and public opinion terminated the reigns of Father
Coughlin and "Little Caesar" Petrillo. No questions were
raised in their time about freedom of speech or equal time
or "fairness."
In today's climate we wonder how long the FCC would
have kept its hands off a Father Coughlin? If you have any
doubts, observe the FCC action last week ordering an investigation ofloud commercials.
Tis the season
A

cheery secretary with a sprig of mistletoe pinned to a
strategic fold of her admirable sweater has just left our
office with our contribution to the Christmas party fund.
This is an annual visitation of fixed tradition. If it ever
were suspended, we are sure that Christmas would not come
that year. Now that the rite has been performed on
schedule,
at last
to utter amust
heartyfeed
"ho,on ho"
and
turn we
fromare the
bile released
that editorialists
to
the wassail bowl that makes us think all men, including
Newton Minow, are our friends.
The confirmation of another Christmas came just in time.
Against a rapidly approaching deadline we were about to
use this space to beat another drum, hoist another flag and
march against another of broadcasting's many enemies.
Now that our pocketbook is lighter, our heart somehow is
lighter too. Next week we may revert to type, but for the
moment those who have been used both well and ill on
these pages through the year are equally in mind when we
say: "God bless you, every one."

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"/ couldn't find a good lawyer . . . they're all on tv!"
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Please. It's the Television

with the 2 on it. Under

the

Dufy. Why do they call it Channel 2? That's where you
find it. KPRC-TV is over 12 years old, smooth and mellow.
It really takes that long to smooth out a station. Water?
A little. Thank

you, darling.

The light and legendary blended Texas Television.
Proved for sales results. Imported to the United
States from Houston, Texas by Edward Petry & Co.,
National Representatives.
courtesy of Grant's

I

If you

lived

in

San

Francisco

. . .

ill
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Major radio-tv account switches during '62
involve $85 million in time sales
19

RCA sales in '62 run $1.7 billion as firm
chalks up best year
52

Auto makers

spending more and more for tv;

Ford and GM

top list

Minow yearend report cites FCC clampdown
on broadcasters
36
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EDWARD
PETRY
& CO., INC.
THE ORIGINAL STATION REPRESENTATIVE
NEW YORK

• CHICAGO

• ATLANTA

• BOSTON

« DALLAS

• DETROIT

» LOSANOFIF^
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SPOT

TV

• MODERN

KOB-TV
Albuquerque
WSB-TV
Atlanta
KERO-TV
Bakersfield
WBAL-TV
Baltimore
WGR-TV
Buffalo
WGN-TV
Chicago
WFAA-TV
Dallas
KDAL-TV
Duluth-Superior
WN EM-TV
Flint-Bay City
KPRC-TV
Houston
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
KARK-TV
Little Rock
KCOP
Los Angeles
WISN-TV
Milwaukee
KSTP-TV . . . Minneapolis-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville
NEW YORK

• CHICAGO

SELLING

WVUE
New Orleans
WTAR-TV. Norfolk-Newport News
KWTV
Oklahoma City
KMTV
Omaha
KPTV
Portland, Ore.
WJAR-TV
Providence
WTVD
Raleigh-Durham
WROC-TV
Rochester
KCRA-TV
Sacramento
KUTV
Salt Lake City
WOAI-TV
San Antonio
KFMB-TV
San Diego
WNEP-TV. .Scranton-Wilkes Barre
KREM-TV
Spokane
WTHI-TV
Terre Haute
KVOO-TV
Tulsa
• ATLANTA

• BOSTON

• DALLAS

IN

MODERN

AMERICA

Spot Television is selling the markets of America
today and tomorrow. It's the most flexible of all
advertising media for saturation and dynamic impact. You'll find these quality stations offer the
best of Spot Television in their respective markets.
TELEVISION DIVISION

THE ORIGINAL STATION REPRESENTATIVE
• DETROIT

• LOS ANGELES

• SAN FRANCISCO

• ST. LOUIS

PURCHASING
Meet the family's purchasing agent. She buys
and buys and buys . . . foods, drugs, clothing
and the hundred and one miscellaneous items
her growing family constantly needs.
She must handle the family budget! She must
know what to buy! When to buy! Where to
buy! She is your market! Reach her— and
thousands like her— in the Baltimore metro-

AGENT
politan area every day— on WCBM.

prefers WCBM's adult-level radio programming—the news— the music— the personalities—the programs! No doubt about it the
big spenders are here— and WCBM Radio
best delivers your message to them! Put
WCBM at the top of your schedule in this
growing market!
National Sales Representative

K~^^jJ^X ~ ^
"
A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE
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She

A SERVICE OF METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING

10,000 Watts on 68 KC & 106.5 FM • Baltimore 13, Maryland

more

COSMETIC
||j|jj^|jg|jj^ ^

SALES

per dollar

Whatever
message

your
reaches

product,
more

Channel

families

8 moves

goods.

in the prosperous

On

WGAL-TV

your

si

Lancaster -Harrisburg- York-

Lebanon market. Why? Because WGAL-TV blankets these key metropolitan areas
and is the favorite by far with viewers in many other areas as well. Your cost per
thousand

4

viewers?

Less than

that of any combination

of stations

in the area.
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Cowles buys out Wooten
Sale of WREC-AM-TV Memphis
by Hoyt B. Wooten, founder and sole
owner, to Cowles Magazines and
Broadcasting Inc., for $8 million cash
was negotiated last week. Transaction,
subject to FCC approval, was completed inMemphis by Mr. Wooten and
Luther Hill, vice president of Cowles
and president of its broadcasting division. Transfer applications will be
filed in 10 days. Mr. Wooten, who
founded WREC in 1922 and ch. 3
WREC-TV in 1956, will continue on
board of WREC Broadcasting Service Inc., which will become subsidiary
of Cowles. Charles Brakefield, commercial manager, will be vice president and general manager under
Cowles ownership and Jack Michael
will be vice president and program
director. They are sons-in-law of Mr.
Wooten.
Four years ago Mr. Wooten entered
agreement to sell stations to Cowles,
but deal was cancelled by mutual consent. Mr. Wooten then owned properties as individual and subsequently
formed corporation in which he held
100% of stock. Cowles M&B, headed
by Gardner Cowles, owns KRNT-AMTV Des Moines, plus Look and other
magazines and newspapers. Affiliated
in ownership are properties headed by
John Cowles, Gardner's brother, which
include 80% of KTVH-TV Hutchinson-Wichita, Kansas and 47% of
WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis, through
Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co.
Greener pasture
tempting
job Minow
availableif he
to
FCCThere's
Chairman
Newton
quits government. It's high executive
post with Encyclopedia Brittanica Inc.,
Chicago, which Mr. Minow represented as lawyer before he took FCC
job. Principal stockholder of EB is
former Sen. William Benton, cofounder of Benton & Bowles, and president is Maurice B. Mitchell, onetime
president of predecessor to Radio Advertising Bureau and neighbor of Mr.
Minow before latter moved to Washington.
Mr. Minow's term runs until June
30, 1968, but he's indicated privately
that's longer haul than he can afford
on his government salary of $20,500
a year. Although his profession is
law, he is said to fancy business career
as sequel to government service.
False alarm
Report, of mysterious origin, was
being circulated among NAB members
last week to effect that LeRoy Collins,
NAB president, shrewdly decided to
urge self-restraints on cigarette adver-

CLOSED

CIRCUIT.

tising because he had inside information on imminent release of government report linking smoking and
cancer. Only trouble with that story
is it isn't true. Fact is that 1 0-member
committee named by Surgeon General
Luther L. Terry last month to study
smoking-and-health question isn't expected to report for at least six
months, and at this point committee
hasn't faintest idea what it'll find.
One version of cigarette story had
added angle: that all three television
networks had quietly begun to shift
cigarette accounts out of early evening
time. Highest network officials deny it.
Test tube sales
New insight into comparative sales
effectiveness of television and other
media may emerge from studies being
conducted by duPont. Big chemical
company has hired Simulmatics Corp.
to use its computers to "simulate"
population
in given
"expose"
them
to different
mediaareas,
combinations
and see which mix "produces" most
sales. Tests use Simulmatics' "Media
Mix" system (Broadcasting, May
28), which also is expected to be
signed shortly by agency clients for
use in laying out ad campaigns.
Grand slam
NBC-TV is off to early start in
selling its baseball package — Major
League Baseball — that begins April
13. It already has P. Lorillard Co.
buying into NBC-TV's series for first
time. Purchase, which includes oneeighth of 50-game series on lineup of
more than 100 stations, comes month
ahead of sales signings last season
when first sales were being made in
late January. Agency for Lorillard is
Grey Adv., New York.
Courting call
Unpublicized meeting was held last
Friday between officials of NAB and
of National Community Television
Assn. to explore differences between
trade associations on catv legislation
endorsed both by FCC and by NAB
and strongly opposed by NCTA as
well as by numerous broadcasters who
also hold catv interests. Legislation
would not license catv operators but
would permit FCC to control systems
where there would be duplication of
service from outlying stations to detriment of existing tv stations in area
wired for catv.
Principals at Friday meeting at
NAB headquarters were Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB executive vice pres-

ident, backed by legal and legislative
representatives, and William Dal ton,
president of NCTA, and Robert D.
L'Heureaux, NCTA general counsel.
NAB will submit report to joint NAB
board of directors meeting in Phoenix
during week of Jan. 14. NAB members interested in catv who urged exploratory meeting contend that differences between groups are minor and
that there is no peril to broadcasters
that justifies legislation and dangers inherent in inducing FCC to consider
economic factors in broadcast matters.
Fm confusion compounded
Those fm allocations issued by FCC
two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Dec.
24) aren't as tidy as they looked. In
case after case, assignments play hob
with mileage separation standards.
This is particularly true where existing
fm stations were grandfathered in.
Result is that many new fm stations
may have to locate transmitters 20
miles or more out of community they
wish to serve.
One applicant found channel meeting all criteria to work in certain market. But in fm allocations table that
channel is assigned to neighboring
community and frequency assigned to
desired area isn't as good. What to
do? Applicant obviously must now
ask for rule-making proceeding to
have channels switched {with grave
fears this may spark complicated
chain reaction) — all adding to cost of
pursuing application.
Technical error
NAB's front office seems convinced
its two-year slight of technical activity
in broadcasting was mistake. Within
fortnight association is expected to revive its Engineering Advisory Committee, abandoned in 1961. Engineering Conference during annual convention week is one of NAB's most profitable and best public relations functions.
Word from the top
Corinthian station group is exploring idea of editorializing on regular
basis. No decision yet, however, and
no target date has been fixed. Unusual
twist under consideration is that editorials from New York Herald-Tribune, whose owner John Hay Whitney
is also chief owner of Corinthian,
might be read daily or regularly on
Corinthian stations as expression of
those stations' views on national and
international affairs. No decision yet
on that point, either.
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WRC-TV. . .Washington's #1 night spot. The latest available market report tells the story!
From 5 p.m.— when Mickey Mouse Club doubles the rating of its nearest competitor— WRC-TV
is first in total homes in all major areas of programming all evening long (5 p. m.-l a.m.,
Monday through Sunday average*). Local, syndicated, network. . .WRC-TV rates #1 in reaching and holding homes in the Washington area. Identify your product with the big #1 in the
nation's #10 market.
*ARB. November 1962
WRC-TVP
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Fewer account shifts among major agencies occurred
during the year, but they involved $85 million or 53% of
total radio-tv time sales. The drop in agency changes is
seen as a symbol of stability. See lead story . . .
FEWER

AGENCY

CHANGES

AUTO

TV SPENDING

SALES,

PROFITS

cites "stiffening enforcement actions on stations" in his
annual report covering the year's actions. See . . .
FCC TOUGHER IN 1962 ... 36

A new concept of tv markets is offered by Roger Cooper,
of KCRA-TV Sacramento. He would allocate each county
to the television market whose stations get the largest
share of audience in the county. See . . .
TV MARKET

ABC

DEFINITION

RADIO

OPTIMISTIC

... 28

At last something's being done to bring about an understanding of broadcast problems among public service
organizations who ask for and receive station time: NAB
plans a public service institute Feb. 7-8. See . . .
USING

PUBLIC

SERVICE

TIME ... 33

Television production anywhere. That's the job of TeleTape Productions, specializing in on-location tv recording. In 1962 its equipment traveled 50,000 miles, including
the Perry Como program at Gitmo. See . . .
TV TAPE

UP ... 52

The boss himself describes 1962 as a year in which the
FCC clamped down on broadcasters. Chairman Minow

NEW

but President Pauley isn't at all satisfied. He feels that
network radio sales are only a fifth of what they should
be. Prospects for 1963 are good. See . . .

... 26

RCA had its finest year in 1962, according to the annual
report by Gen. Sarnoff. All company records were beaten
as sales run $1.7 billion. This is 10% above 1961 and the
operating profits are up 40%. See . . .
RCA

ABC Radio came up with a nice 30% sales gain in 1962

... 19

The automotive industry is increasing its use of television, according to Television Bureau of Advertising. An
analysis of where motor makers spend their money. Ford
and GM are the largest such advertisers. See . . .
HEAVIER

BRIEF

ON

THE

ROAD

... 50

The alternative is not to leave town. But if you must
travel it's necessary to get acquainted with the new and
tougher expense account rules. At least they're not quite
as bad as the proposed IRS version. See . . .
IRS RETREATS

ON

EXPENSES

... 53

Production of tv sets and dollar volume of sales were
up sharply last year, according to Electronic Industries
Assn. Radio rose, too, though the upward move wasn't
as spectacular as was the case in tv. See . . .

... 22
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HOW

DO

YOU

MEASURE

There are some things which competent

A

BROADCASTING

STATION?

audience survey organizations fail to measure.

Like a little girl in a bonnet ... an enchanted

little girl who sees her image on a television

monitor ... or a queue, three persons abreast and one-third of a mile long, waiting an
hour to gain admittance

to an open house at our studios.

Don't get us wrong. WTIC-TV is the outstanding leader in ARB and Nielsen surveys of
our area . . . and Alfred M. Politz has clearly proved that WTIC Radio is without peer
in the southern New

England area . . . and we value each of these services.

But a little girl in a bonnet reaffirms the sense of responsibility we always have exercised
as broadcasters ... by reminding us of the awesome

trust which our viewers and listeners

repose in our station.

Broadcast House, 3 Constitution Plaza, Hartford 15, Connecticut
WTIC-TV
is represented by Harrington,Righter&Parsons,Inc.
WTIC
AM-FM
is represented by the Henry I. Christal Company
8
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 19 §\ j
NAB

asks

for end

ofEndFCC's
of FCC am
freeze freeze
on am station
grants is to be asked by NAB at joint
conference with commission to be held
Jan. 7-8 in Washington, according to
NAB board sources.
Two-day shirtsleeve session, proposed
at NAB convention last spring by FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow, will deal
with problem of am radio-station overpopulation and means to solve it.
NAB's position, it's understood, will
flatly oppose limitation on number of
stations in given market. Association
is said to feel proper climate for radio
stations can be attained without basic
changes in free enterprise system.
Association's position, stated privately to members of its board of directors,
contains recommendations dealing for
most part with engineering rather than
economic aspects of problem.
NAB's radio development subcommittee completed association's presentation, except for details, at Dec. 20-21
meeting held in Washington (Broadcasting. Dec. 24).
ITU must cut demands,
paper spokesman says
There'll be no progress toward settlement of current New York newspaper
strike until striking International Typographical Union lowers its demands,
Audey Bradford, chief negotiator for
Publishers Association, said in special
statement and interview taped by
WHN New York for broadcast Friday
night.
Asked whether some newspapers
might fail to survive strike, he said
papers can better survive a long strike
than accept current ITU demands
(early story page 27).
WHN said it had offered its facilities
to both sides; that ITU wanted to debate but Publishers Association did not.
Offer of time to ITU for statement of
its position still stands, station reported.
Irion favors N.M.
for Santa Fe ch. 2
New Mexico Broadcasting Co., licensee of KGGM-AM-TV Albuquerque,
would receive grant for ch. 2 in Santa
Fe, N. M., under initial decision released Friday by FCC Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion.
Following withdrawal of KFUR-TV,
permittee for ch. 1 1 Santa Fe, New
Mexico Broadcasting was only ch. 2
applicant (Broadcasting, Nov. 5).
Examiner found in favor of KGGM-

Tv in the House?
Broadcast newsmen on Capitol
Hill will try to show House Speaker John W. McCormack (R-Mass.)
this week how tv cameras, microphones can be used at committee
hearings, possibly at House sessions, too, without demeaning
dignity of that legislative body.
Newsmen hesitate to speculate
on outcome of forthcoming meeting with speaker, but there is feeling he may be more amenable to
change from "Rayburn rule" prohibition now that speaker has full
session of experience behind him.
He is thought to be willing to be
convinced and told newsmen he
was "glad to discuss it" when approached on subject.
TV on remaining issue — waiver of overlap rule. New Mexico Broadcasting
also owns KVSF Santa Fe and will operate KVSF-TV as part-time satellite
of KGGM-TV.
Two earlier groups held permits for
station on ch. 2 in Santa Fe but both
voluntarily surrendered construction
permit without ever building station.
KFUR-TV has not started construction
of its ch. 1 1 station.
KVSF-TV will program 54 hours
weekly at start, AVi hours of which will
consist of local Santa Fe programming
and rest duplication of KGGM-TV.
FCC okays WXLW sale
FCC Friday approved sale of 80%
of WXLW Indianapolis by Lyman S.
and Frederick M. Ayres, F. Eugene
Sandford and Edwin E. Weldon to
Robert D. Enoch, present 20% owner,
for $675,000.

N.Y. strike hardships hurt
Most New York radio and tv stations will be happy to see New York
newspaper strike end, but their business reasons are different.
On whole it's costing tv stations
more to supply extra news coverage
than they're getting back in extra
retail business, often because they
already were so nearly sold out they
couldn't accommodate much extra.
Contrasting
with
tv'sreportedly
"losses,"
which
on one tv
station
approach $40,000 to $50,000 per
week, major radio stations appear to

Beelar

nominated

for top FCBA post
Donald C. Beelar, partner in Washington communications law firm of
Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz &
Masters, has been nominated to be
president of Federal Communications
Bar Assn. He will succeed Harold E.
Mott.
Elections will take place at annual
meeting of FCBA on Jan. 25, prior to
annual banquet.
Other nominees: Thomas W. Wilson,
first vice president; Maurice M. Jansky,
second vice president; Philip Bergson,
secretary; Herbert Schulkind, assistant
secretary; Ernest Jennes, treasurer.
For three-year terms on executive
committee: Warren E. Baker and
Marcus Cohn. For two-year term on
executive committee (if Mr. Jansky is
elected) : W. Theodore Pierson.
Metromedia

opposes

public records plan
FCC's proposed rule to require
broadcasters to keep records on file for
public inspection was opposed by Metromedia Inc. in comments filed with
commission Friday. Deadline for comments on proposal has been extended
to Jan. 18 (see story page 38).
Metromedia said proposed requirement that licensees maintain reference
room where public can examine copies
of their various FCC filings would be
burdensome and costly to stations without having any favorable effect on
their broadcasting service.
Company said much of material that
would have to be available for public
scrutiny bears little relationship to station's service, and much of it is highly
technical.
Metromedia said time and effort that

radio-tv, too
be turning pretty profit; they
more availabilities than tv and
got much more business. Yet
feel that
they're
apt todrags
makeon
mies, because
if strike

had
they
they
eneinto

January
haveto tomake
startway
dumping strikethey'll
accounts
for
returning national business.
They're concerned too, lest newto-radio retailers get poor results because they don't know how to use
radio and hence become permanently— and needlessly — soured on radio
medium.

more AT DEADLINE page 10
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would be needed to maintain reference
room could be better spent in improving station's broadcasting service.
Metromedia said any change in rules
should be in nature of liberalization.
Company said existing stations, at least,
should not be required to publish in
newspapers notices of applications filed
with commission.
Metromedia said it's "demeaning" to
be required to advertise in competing
medium, plus being costly and not effective.
Elimination of this requirement for
existing stations, Metromedia said,
would eliminate "needless" diversion of
money.
Mobile

users

repeat

plea on chs. 14, 15
Mobile radio users have asked FCC
once again to hold hearing on their
request that chs. 14 and 15 be reassigned tomobile communications use.
Replying to comments filed with
commission in opposition to original
petition (Broadcasting, Dec. 10). William J. Weisz, chairman of land mobile
communications section of Electronic
Industries Assn. and vice president of
communications division, Motorola
Inc., urged FCC to conduct "an open
forum to consider general and complete spectrum relief for the land mobile radio services."
To argument that reallocation of chs.
14 and 15 would be contrary to will of
Congress (see page 36), Mr. Weisz
answered:
"We doubt [that] a serious argument
can be supported that Congress ... intended to limit the authority of the commission for determining and adjusting
the changing requirements of our society on the radio spectrum. . . .
"We further believe that it was not
the intent of Congress to establish a
'magic' number of 82 television channels, but rather its intent to foster and
encourage the growth of uhf television."
Court backs NBC-TV
in pro grid blackout
Federal court decision issued last
Friday (Dec. 28) gave NBC the right
to "black out" the New York area for
telecast of the championship football
game between New York Giants and
Green Bay Packers yesterday (Dec.
31).
U. S. District Court Judge Edward
Weinfeld denied motion for injunction
made by three Manhasset, L. I., football fans, who claimed blackout violated
their constitutional rights and anti-trust
laws. Judge Weinfeld noted that Congress had authorized 75-mile blackout,
adding that if relief is warranted in
terms of public interest, it should come
from Congress and not from courts.
10
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Roy Huggins, executive producer of
The Virginian, 90-minute weekly tv
series produced at Revue Studios, elected vp of both MCA Artists Ltd. and
Revue. Prior to joining Revue last
summer, Mr. Huggins was vp in charge
of tv production at 20th Century-Fox
and before that had spent five years at
Warner Bros., where he created and produced two successful series: Maverick
and 77 Sunset Strip. Latter was based
on series of novelettes Mr. Huggins
wrote for Saturday Evening Post.
GOP

still not

sure

about
'firesidewould
chat'
Whether Republicans
formally
ask tv networks for opportunity to
present GOP sequel to A Conversation
with the President (Broadcasting,
Dec. 24) remained uncertain Friday.
Republican National Committee was
still
discussing
week's
end,
indicated
nothingproblem
was firmat yet.
Planned
GOP meeting was snowed-out in capital's pre-Christmas storm. Rescheduling was mixed up in holiday vacation
period, so Republicans looked to return
of lawmakers next week before announcing final word.
Some Republican lawmakers have
been pressing national committee for
action, an equal time request, but GOP
was unsure who could be proper
spokesman for party among multitude
of Republican voices.
Printed report that networks had
agreed to provide equal time was denied Friday by spokesmen for each of
tv networks.
NBC-TV said, however, it's doing
show called "The Loyal Opposition" on
Chet Huntley Reporting Jan. 15, but
that it'll have nothing to do with reply
to President's chat. Based on JFK's
Jan. 10 State of the Union message,
show will feature Pennsylvania Gov.
William Scranton, about three other
Republicans commenting on message.
Relay fails again
8-day 'rest'
after
Drop in power voltage of Relay communications satellite Friday dashed
hopes of scientists that weakness might
be
overcome
through which
eight-day
"rest."
Power
of Relay,
developed
trouble after being launched into orbit
two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Dec.
17), failed within 24 hours after rest
when it was switched on again.
Malfunction, National Aeronautics
& Space Administration scientists beof satellite's
lieve, cations
is at one
transmitters.
Plan iscommunito wait,
try Relay in another week.

Two

new

city areas

formed in Virginia
Two new cities, large in area but
limited in population, have been added
to already complex municipal structure
in Virginia, effective Jan. 1. They're
actually part of million-population
Norfolk-Newport News-Hampton-Portsmouth-Virginia Beach market.
New cities are Chesapeake, merging
South Norfolk and Norfolk County,
and Virginia Beach, merging that resort
city and Princess Anne County.
New Virginia Beach will be 255
square miles in area, becoming seventh
city in U. S. on square-mile basis. Present population of new city is 88,000.
It includes resort area, farms and forests, with $30 million farm income.
City of Chesapeake has population of
75,000. It too has extensive farm economy as well as vast Dismal Swamp.
Its area totals 342 square miles, second
only to Los Angeles.
Formation of Virginia Beach and
Chesapeake is ascribed to desire to pre
vent annexation by Norfolk and Port*
mouth.
Rep group in Atlanta
elects Sierer as head
Joseph H. Sierer, Edward Petry &
Co., was elected president of Radio &
Tv Representatives Assn. of Atlanta.
He
will direct
its sixth
year. association's activities in
Other officers elected: H. W. Maiei,
Blair Tv, vice president; James 7.
Lewis, George P. Hollingbery Co., secretary-treasurer. Members of board:
Bernard I. Ochs, Bernard I. Ochs Co.;
James Thrash, Television Advertising
Representatives; William T. White, Advertising Time Sales; Richard N. Hunt
er, George P. Hollingbery Co.
KETV (TV) Omaha owner
named in contract suit
Peter Kiewit Sons Co., Omaha contracting firm which purchased Omaha
World-Herald and KETV (TV) for reported $41.4 million this fall (Broadcasting, Nov. 5), World Publishing
Co., former owner and W. Dale Clark,
World board chairman, were named as
defendants in $1.2 million breach of
promise suit filed Friday in federal
court at Lincoln by Joseph A. Neff,
New York broker. Mr. Neff claims
sum represents his commission on original sale he says he negotiated between
World and Samuel I. Newhouse.
WSAR to Yankee Network
WSAR Fall River, Mass., owned by
K&M Publishing Co., joins Yankee
Network, effective Jan. 1. Addition of
5-kw
outlet toraises
membership
31. Yankee Network's
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Teen-Views ... a Junior Achievement company sponsored and advised by
WOC-TV . . . was a junior television company in every respect. For a period
of seven months, these students carried on every TV operation; programing,
writing, producing, directing, performing and selling (at a profit). Judged
the top: JA Company, WOC-TV is proud of these youngsters who have demonstrated — and learned — free enterprise.
Scott County JA Company of the Year
Top JA Company — 10 State Region
First place in regional competition
Entered in competition for National JA Company of the Year
WOC-TV is more than a member of the community . . . it's a member of the family. With responsible local programing, WOC-TV has
created a loyal audience that responds with enthusiasm.
Such attention carries a tremendous impact on the 2 billion dollar
market covered by the WOC-TV signal. The average household
has an effective buying income of $6,091* and part of what and why
they spend is activated by what they see and hear on WOC-TV.
The image and impact created by WOC-TV is given impetus by
an effective sales co-ordinating staff that establishes and maintains constant liaison between the advertiser and his retail outlet.
For full information about WOC-TV, see your PGW Colonel . . . today!
'Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power — 1962"

woe
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Exclusive National Representatives — Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
DAVENPORT,
THE QUINT CITIES /DAVENPORT
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DATEBOOK
IN

MEMPHIS
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing
JANUARY 1963
Jan. 1 — Deadline for domestic entries for
third International Broadcasting Awards
competition of Hollywood Ad Club. Foreign
entries are due Jan. 15. Entries should be
sent to IB A, P. O. Box 38909, Hollywood
38, Calif.
Jan. 7-8— NAB-FCC joint conference on
am growth problems. Conference is open
to all interested parties.
Jan. 9— Reply comments due at FCC on
proposed allocation of frequencies for space
communications.
•Jan. 10— Deadline for 1962 entries for
George Foster Peabody Radio and Television Awards. Entries should be sent to
Dean John E. Drewry, Henry W. Grady
School
of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens,
Ga.
HAVE CHANGED
...AND SO HAS
WMC
RADIO

Years ago, the faithful almanac
was one of the best sources for
weather conditions. It told what
the weather would be on a particular day . . . maybe!
Today the Mid-South turns to
WMC Radio for weather forecasts
so timely and accurate the almanac
has virtually become a collector's
item. On WMC Radio, you bear
the latest weather conditions at a
quarter past and a quarter to every
hour and the temperature readings
after every record.
Yes, times have changed and so
has WMC, but the leadership
you've learned to expect during
WMC's nearly 40 years of broadcasting continues without change.
WMC/MEMPHIS
NBC
BLAIR
790 KC
GROUP
PLAN
MEMBER
6
5,000 WATTS
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Jan. 10-19 — International Television Festival of Monte Carlo, Monaco.
•Jan. 11-13 — Eleventh annual Retail Advertising Conference, The Palmer House,
Chicago. Laurence J. Taylor, vp, Hillsdale
College, Michigan, will conduct a creative
development workshop at 10 a.m. Saturday
(Jan. 12).
Jan. 12 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
board of directors meeting, Cherry-Plaza,
Orlando, Fla. Orlando broadcasters will
host
hour"FABat 6members
p.m. Board
meets a at"hospitality
dinner, 7 p.m.
are
invited to send President Joe Field or
Executive Sec. Ken Small suggestions for
items to go on agenda.
*Jan. 14 — Deadline for filing of responses to
FCC political questionnaires.
Jan. 14 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, 8 p.m., place to be
announced; BBC documentary film, "Television and the World," Collier Young, coordinator.
Jan. 14-18 — NAB board meeting. Camelback Inn, Phoenix, Ariz.
•Jan. 17-19vention— of Sixteenth
annual Broadcasters
winter conSouth Carolina
Assn., Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia,
S. C. H. Moody McElveen Jr., vp and general manager of WNOK-AM-FM-TV Columbia, is general chairman. Among the
key speakers are: Edmund C. Bunker,
president-elect, RAB; Julian Goodman,
vice president for news and public affairs,
NBC, and broadcast personality Bud
Collyer.
•Jan. 18 — Comments on FCC proposed rulemaking to require applicants, permittees
and licensees to keep file for public
inspection of all broadcast applications.
Jan. 18 — South Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn., Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia, in
conjunction with the meeting of the South
Carolina Broadcasters Assn. Panelists will
discuss how to make full use of the AP
news report — and how to make that report
better by sharing in news gathering. Lamar
Caldwell, WHSC Hartsville, will discuss
the survey made by the Wire Study Committee.
Jan. 18-20 — Advertising Assn. of the West
mid-winter conference, Mapes Hotel, Reno.
Nev.
Jan. 20 — Iowa AP Radio & Television
Assn. annual winter workshop meeting in
Des Moines.
•Jan. 21 — Deadline for comments to FCC
rulemaking proposals to allow (1) joint
use of auxiliary tv stations and microwave
facilities of closed-circuit etv systems for
transmitting on parttime and secondary

basis to on-the-air etv stations and station
to closed-circuit; and (2) make available
1850-1990 mc band to etv for extended
range, closed-circuit purposes.
•Jan. 22 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
board meeting. U. of Georgia, Athens.
Jan. 22-24 — Eighteenth annual Georgia
Radio-TV Institute, co-sponsored by Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters and U. of Georgia,
Athens. FCC Commissioner E. William
Henry;ers; Stephen
GeorgiaLabunski,
Governor-elect
Carl SandWMC A New
York:
Maury Webster, CBS Radio Spot Sales:
Stephen Riddleberger, ABC owned radio
stations, Edmund C. Bunker, presidentelect, RAB; and John Mooney, WKGN
Knoxville, are among participants.
•Jan. 23 — Winter meeting of Colorado
Broadcasters Assn., Hilton Hotel, Denver.
Meeting includes a cocktail party and dinner for members of the Colorado legislature.
Jan. 23 — Colorado AP Broadcasters Assn.,
meeting. Hilton Hotel, Denver.
•Jan. 23-24 — Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.
convention, Hotel Cornhusker, Omaha. NAB
President LeRoy Collins will be principal
speaker.
Jan. 23-25 — Association Public Affairs Conference, for business leaders and members
of trade and professional associations.
Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Program topics include "The Impact on
Business by the 88th Congress," "Business
and the Dept. of Justice" and "The Businessman and Politics."
Jan. 25 — AWRT Educational Foundation
board New
of trustees
meeting, Savoy-Hilton
Hotel,
York City.
Jan. 25-27 — American Women in Radio &
Television board of directors meeting,
Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York City.
Jan. 28 — FCC hearing on availability of
local television programming on Omaha,
siding.
Neb. Commissioner E. William Henry preJan. 29-Mar. 3— Award winning examples
of western editorial and advertising art,
selected by Art Directors Club of Los
Angeles in 18th annual competition, on
exhibit at Museum of Science & Industry,
Exposition Park, Los Angeles.
•Jan. 30- Feb. 2 — National Winter Convention on Military Electronics, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles. The convention is cosponsored by the Los Angeles section of
Institute of Radio Engineers and the National Professional Group on Military Electronics. General Bernard A. Schriever, commander of the U. S. Air Force Systems
Command, and Major General Stuart S.
Hoff, commander of U. S. Army Electronics
Command, will be principal speakers.
•Jan. 31 — Deadline for nominations to
Radio Hall of Fame by those in broadcasting as well as public. Address: American
College of Radio Arts, Crafts & Sciences,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago 5.
•Jan. 31 — Deadline for comments to FCC
proposals of Jan. 21 (above).
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1— Deadline for entries in National
Safety Council's annual Public Interest
Award contest to public information media.
Entries should be sent to National Safety
Council, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11,
on official entry blanks available from
same address.
•Feb. 1-2— Radio-Tv News Short Course,
U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis. Sponsored
by
School ofNews
Journalism
and the
the university's
Northwest Radio-Tv
Assn.,
the affair will include separate radio and
tv news workshops, a series of presentations by Time-Life Broadcast Div., and the
annual NRTNA banquet and news awards
presentations.
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ANA-NAB meeting
editor: We would appreciate permission to reprint the news article on the
ANA-NAB meeting [Broadcast Advertising, Dec. 17]. — Alvin A. Dann,
director of public relations, Assn. of
National Advertisers Inc., New York.
[Permission granted, with appropriate
credit.]
Useful
editor: The Broadcasting Yearbook
is certainly a fine publication and most
useful to us. — Fred J. Archibald, General Motors Corp., Washington, D.C.
rThe 1963 YEARBOOK is now in the mails.l
Proof of performance

editor: Do you have studies showing
how television advertising caused the
sale of specific products at the retail
level? To put the question another
way, we seek the results of specific tests
measuring the effect of television advertising on retail sales.
Studies involving fabricated metal
products, particularly hardware, tools
and/or cutlery is what we are looking
for, but in the absence of studies for
these products we will use what you
can send. — Elizabeth Champe, research
librarian, Fuller & Smith & Ross,
Cleveland.
[Tear copies of several articles have been
sent to Miss Champe.]
Recommended
editor: Your organization was recommended to me by the Federal Communications Commission in Washington
as a source of information on radio advertising inthe U.S.
My company is interested in this
medium as a possible vehicle for reaching the women's and teen-age groups in
the smaller towns . . . — John Cooke,
Manhattan, Albert Walk, Bray Co.,
Wicklow, Ireland.
Error in Texas?

editor: I want to call your attention
to an error in the A. C. Nielsen Co.
county-by-county estimates of radio
ownership in Randall County, Texas
[Special Report, Dec. 17]. The error
may be in calculation or in printing.
The tabulation shows 10,800 homes
in the county, with 10,340 television
homes (96%) and 8,520 radio homes
(79%).
The 1 960 official U.S. census showed
Randall County with 9,708 homes,
9,408 radio homes (96.9%), 9,314
television homes (95.9%).
We know we could not have lost
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

issue of

offers you these timely business

articles

BANNER YEAR FOR TV NEWS Television's journalism components have functioned with progressively increasing competence
as the medium evolved. No one year better illustrated what TV
can do — and does do — in bringing the world to its audience than
did 1962. And as TV's performance brightened, so has it lengthened its advantages over competing news media, and so also did
they seem to pale in comparison. The year, and the medium, in
review.
THE RAPID MOVEMENT IN STILLS When TV first came along
the men who used it were understandably enraptured by its
ability to show what no other advertising medium (save the
movies) could — movement. The advertising that was designed
for it took full advantage of this TV uniqueness — until recently.
Noiv a new school is emerging from the more conventional corn--,
mercials, a school of strong design, highly influenced by still
photography and print advertising design principles. This is
what they're up to.
THE MEDIA COMPETITION: RADIO Part Three in Television
Magazine's continuing study of the media competition focuses
this issue on the elder statesman of broadcast media, radio. It's
a medium that has lagged far behind in the yiational competition
since its kid brother, television, came along to entice away its
primary audience and its principal customers. Change was called
for in radio, and change there's been. This special report recounts
these changes in full.
ON THE FRINGE Television can be big business to a little business, too. Here's another behind-the-scenes report on a segment
of the TV industry which performs indispensable functions amid
a minimum of fanfare. They're the independent entrepreneurs
who furnish television its cigar store Indians, its special hair-dos,
its llamas and all the myriad items that TV producers and advertising men can't keep in the back room but can't do without.
PLUS the unusual regular departments: FOCUS ON BUSINESS . . . PEOPLE
. . . and NEWS; PLAYBACK — comment if criticism about tv; TELESTATUS — exclusive estimates of tv homes.
TELEVISION MAGAZINE is edited for an audience
that comprises all people who contribute work or money
to television and who are serious enough about it to spend
an hour or two a month enlarging their knowledge of
television. It is distinguished by thoughtful writing
and fine illustration set in a handsome format.
START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

WITH

THE JANUARY

ISSUE
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homes with radio sets since the 1960
census. In fact, Randall County, we
believe, was the fastest growing county
in the state of Texas percentage-wise
from 1950-60 and there's no indication
that this trend has slowed . . . — Dan
Tarpley, general manager, KVPH Canyon, Tex.

S
SUNNY'
REALLY
COOKING

Write-in campaign
editor: After reading the Government section of Broadcasting, one becomes dejected. But when I turn to your
fine editorial page my faith is renewed.
I[Editorials,
especially enjoyed
"Firmly
packed"it
Dec. 17].
Reading
prompted me to commence a write-in
campaign to my congressional delegation.
The expected appointment of Kenneth Cox to the "puppet" commission
will be the downfall of many small
market stations. His brilliant statement
that entirely too many broadcasters
want to make money is to me an example of pure educated ignorance.
When I reached the golden age of 22,
God helped me convince acquaintances
that if they helped me pay $150,000
for a radio station, they would get a
good return on their investment. Now,
how do I explain to them that we made
a mistake . . .?— Paul G. Fyffe, coowner
general manager, WSIP Paintsville, Ky.
Editorial support
More

advertisers

spending

more

are

dollars

onWSUN...
than
our

at any
35

year

time

in

history

ONE OF THE NATION'S
GREAT STATIONS

editor: Thank you for the support
given our stand in your recent editorial
on the Labor Board's decision regarding the legality of secondary boycott
activities against advertisers using
broadcast facilities [Editorials, Nov.
26]. The decision by the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals in San Francisco
certainly clarified the law and helped
our position. . . .
Your fine editorial has proven most
valuable in explaining our position to
our national advertisers. — Robert S.
Wilson, vice president and general
manager, KXTV (TV) Sacramento,
Calif.

'Overpopulation' theory

WSUN
5 KW
620 KC
Broadcasting 24 hours daily!
TAMPA— ST. PETERSBURG
Get all the facts from
Natl. Rep: VENARD, TORBET & McCONNELL
S. E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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editor: . . . The only "overpopulation" of radio stations exists in the highly accelerated birth rate of insult and
injury to private enterprise and the
entertainment industry caused by a
stupid, bureaucratic Federal Communications Commission.
It is also my speculation that the commission isunwilling to accept its true
responsibility to serve the public, but
is rather following the asinine wishes of
a few. — John Bowles, chief engineer,
WMST Mt. Sterling, Ky.
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MONDAY
A

MEMO

fr°m JACK H' M0GULESCU- vP- marketing, Consolidated Cigar Corp.

no-tinkering tv policy won appreciation where it counts
As I write I hear the sound from a
an unusual relationship between sponsor
ran only a half -hour, and (2) Ernie's
and performer. With few limits, the
audience probably was more select than
television set in my 11 -year-old daughmass.
entire
responsibility for these shows is
ter's room, two closed doors and approximately 20 feet away from my
But we went ahead, convinced that placed in the hands of the performers.
Every time a performer goes on tv
whether the audience was large or
study. My daughter has just seen —
he risks some part of his reputation and
small,
we
would
get
a
fair
return
for
and I have just heard — a commercial
our money.
career. True, we as sponsors risk our
directed to her mother.
money, but a sponsor can always drop
Her mother is reading in another
The idea worked. Ernie's programs,
his option and go on to another form
room, and she may have heard, but inventive
and contentious, became conof advertising. A performer, on the
certainly not seen, the commercial. My
versation pieces, and Ernie's commerother hand, would find it a great deal
heart is full of compassion for the marcials, written by him for Dutch Masmore difficult to rebuild a career tarters
cigars,
are
now
almost
legendary.
keting manager of the company sponnished by an unsuccessful tv show.
soring the program. My daughter is Out of this experience came the shows
We made it clear, therefore, both to
for
Edie
Adams,
presented
by
Muriel
enjoying it, but she's not a customer.
Mr. Caesar and to Miss Adams, that
cigars, and the current Sid Caesar shows
What a risky business television adverwhile we as sponsors reserve the right
for Dutch Masters.
tising really is, after all!
Our company is very much involved
to
express our opinions, they as perEdie had been a Muriel Cigar spokesformers have the right to accept, reject,
in this risky business. We manufacture
woman on commercials for two years.
or
ignore
these opinions if they seem
We
felt
that
hers
was
a
real
talent.
We
three national cigar brands, Dutch Masters, El Producto and Muriel, and a proposed that she do a series of half- to interfere with their efforts to do their
number of other substantial regional
very best.
hour specials for Muriel, and worked
The basis for this kind of approach
brands, La Palina, Harvester and
with her to stimulate her own ideas
really
lies in acceptance by each party
Lovera cigars. All use tv, but we spend
about the type they ought to be.
of a mutual interest. We want the best
the most on the three national brands.
Success ■ We again found a welcome
shows Edie Adams and Sid Caesar can
We are completing our best sales home at ABC. Her first show last April
give us, and we know that they can
year in history. We show a substantial
ended up with almost unanimous criti- give us such shows only out of their
increase in an industry that is going
cal acclaim and an Emmy nomination.
own talents, creative instincts, and perto have only modest gains this year.
The commercials she does for Muriel
Our tv advertising, though not of it- cigars are one-minute musicals tailored
sonalities. They know we haven't hired
them to change them, but to give them
self responsible for our increases, is to her singing talent.
full freedom.
certainly playing an important role in
The Human Side ■ We see them as
The Sid Caesar shows, just now getour overall marketing program.
ting under way, present a comic artist artists and human beings rather than
Among our tv sponsorships are two
exploring the foibles of man. They are as commercial properties, and we ask
programs on ABC-TV that seem to be
them to see us as business people and
Sid Caesar's own shows, as evidenced
unusual in contemporary tv. They are
by the title, As Caesar Sees It. For
human beings rather than as ogres
the once-a-month Sid Caesar specials,
each show, he creates and participates
standing in the way of their artistry.
sponsored entirely by Dutch Masters
in one commercial that Dutch Masters
All this makes for a fairly easycigars, and the Edie Adams specials,
also uses once a week on other propresented by Muriel Cigars.
going relationship.
Somehow, this is conveyed onto the
What's so unusual about them? Well,
grams.
tv
screen.
The audience recognizes that
They are not conventional commerwho ever heard of half-hour specials?
cials, but 40-second comedy sequences
it is watching a Sid Caesar show or an
The usual time is an hour or IV2 hours.
Edie Adams show without sponsor inNevertheless, our half hours fit the that constitute the direct sell. They
terference. But, as if in contradiction, a
convey a feeling of enjoyment about,
special category in that they appear
heightened sponsor identification seems
only monthly and in various time slots and respect for, Dutch Masters.
These shows seem to be returning
to develop that gives both Muriel and
pre-empted from regular shows.
Dutch Masters a plus factor at the
We also think they are special in full value for the money spent. Their
most
interesting
aspect
however,
is
this:
cigar counter.
what they do. Essentially, they present
the personality of a single artist. This
does not preclude guest stars (and both
shows have other cast members), but
each Sid Caesar or Edie Adams show
Mr. Mogulescu, who joined Consolidated
is focused on its title performer.
Cigar Corp. in March 1955 as assistant to
How They Began ■ Two years ago,
company President Samuel J. Silberman
after we sponsored the late Ernie Ko(now board chairman), became marketing
vacs in a weekly quiz show which really
vice president in 1959. Prior to joining
spoofed quiz shows in general, we dethe firm, he was director of public relacided the time had come to present a
tions of the Federation of Jewish Philanprogram of "pure Kovacs," unencumthropies of New York for 10 years. Durbered by format except what he wanted
ing World War II he was assistant press
to create himself. We proposed such a
chief of war bond sales in New York. He
half-hour monthly to Ernie and to
has founded several local newspapers and
ABC-TV. The network was amenable,
and Ernie was enthusiastic.
magazines.
Some eyebrows were raised in
advertising because (1) the specials
16
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RPM ! Reach this Powerful
fluence of WELI
served!"
Why does WELI

Market . , , with the Reach, Power, Melli' 'interference-free population
... our 1,115,200 =

deliver this market?

plus audience governs all WELI

Responsibility to our million-

programming.

Results in more sales-

power for your ad dollar! National: H-R Representatives, Inc.;
Boston : Eckels & Co.
'■'Source: Lohnes and Culver, Consulting Radio Engineers,
Washington,
D.C.— in accordance with the service standards shown
in
the FCC Rules.
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WELI

The Sound of New Haven

5000 Watts / 960 KC
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In

Indiana,

these

thankfully,

Career

you

can

Communicators

count
who

on

do.

Locally loyal territories, like Fort Wayne and South
Bend-Elkhart, are understood best by Indiana owned
and managed media — and the full-time Career
Communicators who live there and run them. That's
why it will pay you to get to know the men pictured
here. These men make up the management of The
Communicana Group. Each has deep local roots —
each understands the territory. All can be of help to
you because they live here. Call on them soon.
JOHN F. DILLE, JR., President of The Communicana Group.
Master's Degree in Communication from University of Chicago. President, University of Chicago Alumni Association. Vice-Chairman,
Indiana Toll Road Commission. Chairman, ABC-TV Board of Governors. N.A.B. Editorializing Committee; does on-the-air editorials.
Member, American Society of Newspaper Editors.

Paul C. Brines

Milliard Gates

PAUL C. BRINES, Vice-President of Truth Publishing Co. and
WKJG, Inc. General Mgr. WSJV-TV and WTRC-AM/FM, South
Bend-Elkhart. Graduated Phi Beta Kappa, University of Illinois;
LL.B., George Washington University. Five years with F.B.I. ; 25
years in radio and television. In station management, Chicago and
Peoria. Director, Elkhart Better Business Bureau. Committee
Chairman, Chamber of Commerce, South Bend and Elkhart.
8 years with The Communicana Croup.
H1LLIARD GATES, General Manager, WKJG-AM and TV, Fort
Wayne. 25 years in broadcasting, 22 of them in Ft. Wayne. Actively
participates on the air. Named Indiana Sportscaster of the Year in
both 1960 and 1961. Helped organize Ft. Wayne Press Club (former
president). Active in Rotary Club, Civic Theatre, Chamber of Commerce and Y.M.C.A.; state and national Sportwriters' and Broadcasters' Assns. 15 years with a unit of The Communicana Group.
Q. THE COMMUNICANA GROUP 0-

Carl Evans

Don Fuller

CARL EVANS, National Sales & Sales Prom. Mgr., WKJG-AM
and TV, Fort Wayne. Graduate, Tri-State College, Angola, Indiana.
Immediate Past-President, Sales Executives Club of Ft. Wayne.
Former director, Ft. Wayne Ad Club. Member, Chamber of Comand Grocers'
Manufacturing Group.
Representatives' Assn.
13 years mercewith
a unit of and
The Communicana
DON FULLER, National Sales Manager, WSJV-TV and WTRCAM/FM, South Bend-Elkhart. A lifetime Hoosier, locally respected
ever since he captained the Elkhart High School football team to
great
40's. Attended
Active athletic
in area victories
Chambersin oftheCommerce,
Better Indiana
BusinessUniversity.
Bureaus
and
the
Indiana
Broadcasters'
Assn.
9
years
with
a unit of The
Communicana Group.
Remember: these men who know the territory can help you sell it!
CALL

IN TV: WSJV-TV (28), South Bend-Elkhart; WKJG-TV (33), Ft. Wayne
RADIO: WTRC-AM and FM, Elkhart; WKJG-AM, Ft. Wayne
NEWSPAPERS: The Elkhart Truth (Eve.); The Mishawaka Times (Morn.)
TODAY!
THE COMMUNICANA GROUP t—
18

John F. Dille, Jr.. President
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FEWER
■

Radio-tv

■

Most

AGENCY
made

of top

up

10's

over

CHANGES

half of $160

advertising

budgets

million

IN

1962

in switches

in broadcast

media

■ Account restlessness waned as year passed half-way mark
10 came to $46.65 million in 1962,
Radio and television accounted for
ing percentage of gross billing — agency
expenses have been moving steadily up$76.3 million the year before.
more than half of an estimated $160.5
ward and profits declining. The decline
million in billings that changed agencies
The past year did not have the ecoin 1962.
nomic recession problems that beset
is noted in terms of net profit as a percentage of gross income as well as of
Some $85 million in radio-tv billings business — and national advertisers — in
sales (net profit down from 3.44% in
early 1961.
were involved, or approximately 53%
1960 to 2.49% in 1961 in relation to
The $160.5-million estimated billings
of the total billing, according to Broadgross income, and down from 0.6% in
in 1962 also falls considerably below
casting's yearly survey of advertising
1960 to 0.44% in 1961 in terms of
the billings involved in 1958 when a sales).
account shifts.
survey placed the total at
The survey this year pointed up few- magazine
$185 million but ahead of 1957, when
Superimposed on this problem is a
er important switches than a year ago the
total was $130 million.
continuing climb in the cost of media
when $230 million in billings changed
(advertising rates). Still uppermost in
The restlessness among major achands (Broadcasting, Jan. 1). In
counts carried over from 1961 into at the list of switching causes: the never1962 the volume had declined nearly
least the first half of 1962, the study ending search of advertisers for ways
a third to $160.5 million.
shows.
to prop sales when they begin to waver,
The compilation for 1961 showed a
for new approaches in meeting compeNews Welcome ■ The decrease in actotal of nearly 70 account switches of
tition or in introducing new products.
count unrest is welcome news to the
national — and broadcast — interest. In
Multi-Moves ■ Among the advertisers
advertising business because in a period
1962 the number was about 10 less.
in 1962 that moved more than one
Top Changes Radio-Tv Minded ■ of higher costs and shrinking profit brand among the agencies: American
margins it suggests stability.
Though broadcast expenditures played
The cost squeeze in advertising has Home Products, which shifted Griffin
a big part in the broad picture of accontinued.
This was underscored by a Shoe Polish twice and earmarked
count changes in 1962, they were even
10-year
report
on the finances of ad- heavy-tv spender Dristan for Esty, and
in the "top 10" acmore important
counts to shift agencies.
vertising agencies through 1961 pre- Hazel Bishop, which moved Lanolin
Plus twice besides sending other cosThese top accounts which shifted
pared by the American Assn. of Advermetics to Kenyon & Eckhardt.
tising Agencies earlier this year and
this past year allocated 85% of their
Among
the highlights in 1962:
appearing
in
the
1963
Broadcasting
advertising budgets to radio and tele- Yearbook.
vision.
Chrysler's corporate account went to
Young & Rubicam and its Airtemp DiIn dollar figures, the total for the
According to AAAA's figures — show-

Top

radio-tv

account

Advertiser
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Chrysler Corp.
American Home Products
General Mills
Procter & Gamble
International Latex
Scott Paper
Lestoil
Hazel Bishop
Nestle Co.
Brown & Williamson
TOTALS
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switches
Billings
Total

Radio-tv
(in millions)
6.5
$ 8.1
5.5
5
4.25
4
4
3.3
3
3
$46.65

6.6
$10.3
8
5.5
8.5
5
5
5
5
6
$54.9

in 1962
New agency

Old agency

Y&R; C&W
Esty; Bates; MW&S
NL&B

Burnett; Grant
Tatham-Laird; MW&S
BBDO
Gardner

Grey; Compton
Y&R; Bates
Bates
F&S&R
K&E
McCann-Erickson
KM&J

Reach,
McClinton
Esty
JWT
Sackel-Jackson
Daniel & Charles; LaRoche
Bates
19

National

advertisers

changing agencies in past 12 months
D'Arcy
Billings
(in millions)
(Est.)
From
To
Advertiser
From
To
Advertiser
Total
Airkem Inc.
RadioColgate-Palmolive
Tv
DCSS
Wildroot Products
Airwick
Bates
JWT
1.2
Colorforms
Inc.
American Chicle
5"6
F&S&R
K&E
1.2
Clorets
Daniel & Charles D-F-S
Kudner
Toys and Games
B&B
1.4 $0.5
OB&M
American Express
Ellington & Co. Burnett
Coty
Inc.
0.08
D-F-S
Cracker
Jack
Co.
1
2.5
DDB
American Cyanamid
C&W
Eldon
Toys Industries
American Home Products
MW&S
$11
Wade
K&E
Tatham-Laird
*Boyle-Midway Div.
MW&S
Max Factor
(Griffin shoe polishes) Esty
Bates
0.9
nri^tsfn
v> I I o LO 1 1
5^6
Natural Wave, hair
Tatham-Laird
Aui c net
Ront.A-Par
*\\/Qtpm
DDB
M-E
1.5
0.3
nvio
II nrvai ojoicni
GM&B
and Car- K&E
son/Roberts
DCSS
spray,
Fi Fluid
Rpttpr Vision Institntp
DDB
0.6
0.15
Makeup,HiThree
2.5
Hazel Bishop
Fragrance Lines
Daniel & Charles LaRoche
2
B&B
*Lanolin Plus
Florida Citrus Commission C-E
K&E
Daniel & Charles
Florists Telegraph &
K&E
KM&J
LaRoche
2.5
Cosmetics
1.3
Delivery Assn.
C-E
Brown & Williamson
R. T. French (instant
6
3
Keyes, Madden Bates
Belair cigarettes
mashed potatoes)
K&E
Banning
& Jones
General Mills
JWT
0.551
Donahue & Coe
Burlington Hosiery
DDB
BBDO
Betty
Crocker
Mixes
NL&B
101.6
Carter Products
0.2
BBDO
A. C. Gilbert
Bates
SSC&B
1
Arrid Roll-On
Glenbrook Labs
Chrysler Corp.
Compton
Repplier
B&B
Instantine
Burnett
Y&R
8
Corporate account
Gold
Medal
Candy
Corp.
MW&S
Grant
C&W
0.1
Airtemp Div.
Bonomo Candies
Hicks & Greist
0.5
0.3
Geyer
Chun King Corp.
Grey
I. J. Grass Noodle Co.
Arthur Meyer1.3
Canned Oriental Foods Campbell-MithunBBDO
BBDO
0.2
Frozen Oriental Foods
hoff
Grove Labs
McCannMarschalk
0.1
Donahue & Coe
DCSS
Donahue
& Coe
4-Way
Products
1
Greenfield
1
"Clark Oil
Tatham-Laird
Fitch Shampoo
Enterprises
Gardner
C&W
Greenfield
PKL
Hoffman Beverage Co.
Aubrey,
MarleyFinlay
&
FC&B
Enterprises
International Harvester
Cluett, Peabody & Co.
Y&R
Arrow Shirts
L&N
2.7
Hodgson
0.4

vision to Cunningham & Walsh. Grove
Labs transferred its 4-Way and Fitch
brands to different agencies. International Latex moved the bulk of its products from Reach, McClinton. WarnerLambert evacuated more than a halfdozen brand lines from Lambert &
Feasley.
By the first week of July, nearly 60%
of the total broadcast billings to move
in 1962 had already been relocated,
hardly a surprise considering that 8

of the 10 biggest account moves of the
year had occurred by the mid-point
(Broadcasting, July 9). The two accounts moving later were Chrysler and
International Latex.
The cutoff point that determines the
10 leading broadcast account shifts is
higher this year than in 1961, rising
from a $1.5 million level to $3 million.
However, last year three accounts —
Liggett & Myers at $19 million, P&G
at $12.5 million, and Texaco at $10

Four down, 10 gained is MW&S score for '62
Won 10, lost four, was the account replaces Breakstone Foods, recount score at Mogul, Williams &
signed in early December.
Saylor Inc., New York, in 1962.
According to his report, MW&S
The result, counting an estimated
lost or resigned four accounts: Griffin Shoe Polish, P&T Liquor brands,
7% net increase in the budgets of
established accounts, will be a net Bonomo candies and Breakstone.
billings hike in 1963 of $2.4 million, The combined loss in billings
Emil Mogul, agency president, said amounted to $1,750,000. The 10
new accounts, with aggregate billings
last week at a year-end executive
of
$3.7 million, are: Broughton, Nameeting.
tional Division of First National City
MW&S also announces today
Bank, Melrose Name Brands and
(Dec. 31) its newest account,
Import Lines from Schenley IndusBroughton Dairy Farms, Marietta,
tries, Maradel Products (cosmetics
Ohio, with billings of approximately
and toiletries), and Chadbourn
$500,000. Mr. Mogul said the ac- Gotham Inc. (hosiery and lingerie).
20 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Billings
(in millions)
(Est.)
Total Tv
1.5
3
0.3
2
0.8
1

0.3
Radio0.25
1.7
0.2
0.75

3
0.3
1
2
1.6

1

8
0.5

0.72
5.5
0.4

0.582

0.582
0.25

0.3
0.5

0.1

0.5
1.5
0.4
4

1
0.25
0.325
0.25

million — topped this year's largest
switch of radio-tv billings: Chrysler's
$8.1 million.
Major Movers ■ Major account
moves of the year included American
Home Products, which reassigned the
broadcast-oriented Dristan cold remedy
(billing at $5.6 million) to Esty as well
as Griffin Shoe Polish (Boyle-Midway
division). Dristan during the year had
come up against tougher competition.
Five accounts placed in the $4-5 million range. They included General
Mills' Betty Crocker mixes, from BBDO
to Needham, Louis & Brorby; Procter
& Gamble's Jif Peanut Butter and
Duncan Hines cake mixes; International
Latex, which gave more of its business
to Young <& Rubicam and Bates; Scott,
which moved Scotties and Scot Tissue
from JWT to Bates, though JWT retains
network tv billings; and Lestoil, the
one-time leading tv spot user, which
took $4 million in radio-tv from SackelJackson to Fuller & Smith & Ross.
Hazel Bishop pulled cosmetics and
Lanolin Plus from C. J. La Roche in
a combined movement of $3.6 million
in broadcast billings. Nestle's Instant
Nescafe gave up Esty for McCannErickson. Brown & Williamson's Belair
cigarette brand, billing some $3 million
in broadcasting, left Bates and landed
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

Billings
Billings

Advertiser
International Latex
Playtex Living Gloves,
Drypers, Baby Pants,
Bathing Caps, Girdles
and Bras
Playtex Living Bras and
Girdles
Knox Gelatine
Knox Unflavored Gelatine
Lestoil Products
Lever Bros.
Breeze
Marathon Oil Co.
McCulloch Corp.
National Biscuit
Cream of Wheat
National Dairy Products
Kraft Foods Div.
(dinner and paste goods)
Nestle Co.
Nescafe Instant Coffee
New England Confectionary
Northeast Airlines
Ocean Spray Cranberries
Philips Petroleum
Pillsbury
Pancake
mixes, gingerhrOQ/H (JlcLlUM
nip.prnct
miypc
UIGdU,
IIIIAGO,
brownies
J. Nelson Prewitt
Procter & Gamble
J if Peanut Butter
Duncan Hines
cake mixes

10

From

Y&R

Reach, McClinton 5

Bates
D'Arcy
F&S&R
Reach,
McClinton
C-E
F&S&R

Reach, McClinton 3.5
1.5
Charles W. Hoyt
Sackel-Johnson 5
0.75
SSC&B
N. W. Ayer
3
0.5
C-M

Bates

BBDO

FC&B

Esty
JWT

M-E
La Roche
SSC&B
M-E
JWT

K&E
JWT
BBDO
Lambert
Feasley &

Mar<;rhfllk
McOannIVIaloOllaln

Burnett

1

briefly . . .

Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis, has signed
for sponsorship in 10 ABC-TV primetime programs during first six months
of 1963. Order was placed through
Campbell-Mithun Inc., Minneapolis.
Bankers Life & Casualty Co., Chicago,
will sponsor the Orange Bowl football
game broadcast on ABC Radio tomorrow (Jan. 1) (12:45 p.m. -conclusion).
Commercials on the broadcast, originating in Miami, will introduce a new line
of guaranteed renewable protection
policies. Agency: Phillips & Cherbo,
Chicago.
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

2.5
1.75
0.5
4
0.5
15
0.1
0.9

2.5

0.5

5
1.75
0.8
1.2

30.6

5
2

1
John Shaw Adv. Hanford &
Greenfield
Div. of
Hutchins Adv.
Grey
3.5
Gardner
2
Gardner
Compton

at Keyes, Madden & Jones.
Few agencies this year either lost or
acquired more than two major broadcast accounts. It was apparent, however,
that Doyle Dane Bernbach in this category was on the receiving end the most
times (Avis, Better Vision, Burlington,
Cracker Jack and Rival Packing),
BBDO counted up the most losses on
this basis (Chun King's canned and
frozen lines, Betty Crocker, Cream of
Wheat, Ocean Spray, Burgermeister and
W. A. Sheaffer). But BBDO gained the
A. C. Gilbert account and Doyle Dane
Bernbach lost Wilshire.
Business

(in millions)
(Est.)
Tv
Total
Radio-

0.6
0.25
2.1
1
0.95

2
3

Grey
To
Advertiser
Revlon
Knomark Div.
Esquire
polishes
Rival
Packing
Jacob Ruppert Brewery
Jos. Schlitz Brewing
Burgermeister beer
Scott Paper
Scotties and Scot
tissue
W. A. Sheaffer Pen
E. R. Squibb & Sons
Vigran account
Sterling Brewers
Swift & Co.
Pard dog food
Pard Crunchers
Tidewater Oil Co.
Union Oil of California

From

DDB
Henry R.
Turnbull
Post, Morr &
Gardner
Bates

Gardner
B&B
Grey
JWT

Mogul
SaylorWilliams
NL&B
Warwick &
Legler
BBDO

(in millions)
(Est.)
Total Tv
1.3
2

0.8
Radio1.1
0.4
1.74

JWT
ing) retains
(JWT
Scott's netBBDO work tv billDonahue & Coe
Compton

D-F-S
1.5
FC&B
3
M-E
Smock, Debnam Y&R
& Waddell
U.S. Rubber Corp. Tire Div. Ayer
Fletcher ards,RichCalkins
& Holden
Warner-Lambert PharmaFeasley
ceuticals
Lambert &
Pro-phy-lac-tic Brush, JWT
Listerine
Richard Hudnut, Fizzies,
Feasley
DuBarry cosmetics, toilLambert &
3.5
etries, Ciri perfume and L&N
Sportsman toiletries
DDB
Wilshire Oil Co.
Y&R
1
Totals 160.533
Indicates account switched agencies more than once n 1962.

0.2
0.5
1
0.4
2.8
0.1

0.2
0.2
84.902

New
products
testing television
Product: Jergens extra dry skin cream.
The following new products were reCompany: Andrew Jergens Co.
ported last week to have entered spot
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, New York.
tv on at least a test basis. Their activSchedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
ity was detected by Broadcast AdvertisEast North Central States.
ers Reports, a national monitoring servProduct: White Rain hair spray.
ice, in its off-the-air taping of local teleCompany:
Toni Co.
vision advertising and is described here
Agency: Clinton E. Frank, Chicago.
as part of a continuing series of newSchedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in East
North Central States.
product reports compiled for Broadcasting each week.
Product: Exact tablet detergent.
Company:
Lever Bros.
Monitored during week ending Dec. 28
Agency: BBDO, New York.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in East
Product: Brazilia coffee-flavored wine.
North Central States.
Company: Westminster Corp.
Agency: Dunwoodie Assoc. New York.
Product: Anestomist spray decongestant.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime 20s in Middle
Atlantic States.
Company: Bristol-Myers Co.
Agency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York.
Product: Buxton wallets.
Schedule & Markets: Nighttime minutes in
East North Central States.
Company: Buxton Inc.
Agency: Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York.
Schedule & Markets: Day-and-night 20s in
Product: Fletcher's cold tablets.
Pacific and Middle Atlantic States.
Product: Fletcher's aspirin for children.
Product: Fletcher's cough syrup.
Product: Mennen Citation after-shave lotion.
Company:
Drug Co. Glenbrook Labs. Division of Sterling
Company: Mennen Inc.
Agency: Warwick & Legler, New York.
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, New York.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in East
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
North Central States.
West South Central States.
Product: Liquicaps hair prep.
Product: Micrin oral antiseptic lozenges.
Company: Johnson & Johnson.
Company: Helene Curtis.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York.
Agency: McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in
Schedule & Markets: Daytime minutes in East
East North Central States.
North Central States.

DEFINING

TV

MARKETS

BY

COUNTIES

KCRA-TV's Cooper proposes new definition of top tv markets
Defining a television market is a These areas are exclusive and therefore
problem that has troubled national ad- additive. The principal advantage of
vertisers and the media departments of this approach is that market characteristics, such as population, retail sales,
their advertising agencies ever since the
effective buying power, brand sales, etc.,
emergence of television as a national
advertising medium.
may be compiled and compared for
Now Roger Cooper, director of re- each market area."
search and sales planning for KCRABy this yardstick, the SacramentoTV Sacramento, Calif., has come up Stockton primary tv market is shown
with a new definition which he feels is to include 17 counties. This is considmore logical for the tv timebuyer than
erably less than the 32 counties into
the retail trading zone areas developed
which the Sacramento-Stockton staby newspapers or the Standard Metrotions send their signals, but it is conpolitan Statistical Areas of the U. S.
siderably more than the Census Bureau,
Census Bureau.
which considers Sacramento and StockIt would be just as unrealistic, Mr.
ton as individual markets, allocates to
Cooper notes, for the tv advertiser to them. In 1960, the census takers counted
accept the full area reached by the tv 652,767 individuals as residing in the
stations of any city as making up the Sacramento-Stockton Standard Metrotv markets as to restrict that market to
politan Statistical Area. The S-S primary tv market calculated for the same
city limits. "Perhaps a more useful apdate, would include 1,282,424 persons.
proach for the national spot tv advertiser is to divide the United States into
Similarly, the San Francisco-Oakland
200 'plus' tv markets on the basis of SMSA population of 2,783,359 would
county-by-county tv audience measureexpand to 3,645,907 for its primary tv
ment," he writes in a brochure on "the market. The Los Angeles-Long Beach
new Sacramento-Stockton television
SMSA of 6,742,696 persons add more
than 1 million to become a primary tv
market."
According to his plan each county in
of 7,932,262. And Fresno's
the U. S. would be allocated to the tel- market
SMSA of 365,945 is well under the
evision market whose stations capture
620,280 people living in the area in
the largest share of audience among
which Fresno's tv station dominates
the audience.
that county's television households.
Fairfield County, Conn., would be al"If television plays a major role in
located to the New York television marhis marketing and advertising strategy,
ket instead of New Haven-Hartford,
the advertiser can redefine his sales
for example, because the New York
stations deliver a larger share of the territories to conform to areas of teleFairfield County audience than the New
vision influence or television markets,"
Haven-Hartford stations.
Mr. Cooper asserts. "This step immediately improves his position in several
"The resultant market definitions
important
respects:
represent the geographical area domin"His
campaign
becomes more effecated by a market's television stations.
tive because his television effort may
more easily be coordinated with distribution, field sales and merchandising, to
produce maximum results.
"He can budget for television on a
more meaningful and efficient basis.
Budgets can be established, for example, on the basis of the total number of
tv homes within the geographical area
dominated by the television stations in
the market. A refinement would be to
budget on the basis of total food, drug
or automotive sales within this area.
Such an approach would enable the
advertiser to place his television advertising support in proportion to the sales
potential actually delivered for his
product. Without this type of approach,
he runs the risk of planning inadequate
support for his field sales staff in key
areas.
Mr. Cooper
A better way to budget tv
22 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

"By keeping sales records separately
for each sales territory or area of tele-

Eastern goes network
Eastern Air Lines has purchased sponsorship7-9in a.m.)
NBC-TV's
Today (Mon.-Fri.
show.
The buy, ordered through
Fletcher, Richards, Calkins &
Holden, New York, represents
irst use of network tv by Eastern.
Lineup reportedly will include
more than 60 stations [Closed
Circuit, Dec. 24].
Sponsorship will begin Jan. 8
and continue through the first
quarter. Initial participations will
advertise winter air travel to
Florida.
vision influence, he can realistically
evaluate the effectiveness of his effort.
A tv advertising budget/ product sales
ratio can be established to facilitate
market-to-market comparisions.
"The advertiser can vary his marketing strategy in selected sales territories,
conduct test market campaigns or introduce new products. In each case,
the maximum coordination is achieved
and the tv expense/ sales ratio can be
used as an important aid in the evaluaMr. Cooper admits that his "primary
television market" concept is not intended for the local retailer, whose sole
concern is the volume of business within his own store. But, he states, it is
thetion."
best yardstick introduced up to now
for the national advertiser who cares
little where the sale of his product is
made so long as it is made in sufficient
volume and at a sales-advertising cost
that makes it profitable.
Mr. Cooper joined KCRA-TV last
spring from American Research Bureau
[Fates & Fortunes, April 16]. At
ARB he was manager of market reports and station sales.
'Advertising Citizen' award
A call for nominations for the "Advertising Citizen of 1962" has been
issued by Marvin Cantz, president of
the Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn.
The annual award, sponsored by the
association, will be presented at a luncheon Feb. 15 in Los Angeles. Contributions to a better public understanding of
advertising, as well as to community
and civic affairs, are the chief requirements. Nominations should be sent in
writing to WSAAA, 435 S. La Cienega
Blvd., Los Angeles 48, for review by a
committee headed by Doug Anderson
of Anderson-McConnell, Los Angeles.
The first "Advertising Citizen" was
Don Belding (1956), followed by Henry
Mayers, Hal Stebbins, Russell Eller,
Paul Willis and Kai Jorgenson.
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

iN

DEPTH

ONWSB

Service -in depth -is traditional at WSB!

Example: the station pro-

duced a complete campaign for the 1962 "Safety-Thon".WSB Radio
asked 500 area service stations to help, and gave prizes for their best
efforts. Posters and a giant shopping center display were used, in
addition to announcements, interviews, reports and a slogan contest.
Represented by

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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1 Vice President, General Manager, WSAZ-TV.
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"New advertisers welcome!"
declare Tom Garten1 and John
Sinclair2, friendly proprietors of
WSAZ-TV's Supermarket.
"There's plenty of green stuff
here for everybody!"
$4,000,000,000 worth of green
stuff, in fact — in annual payroll!
And
worth in
retail $2,011,372,000*
sales!

There are plenty of consumers in
Supermarket, too : over 2,302,000*
of them. And there are 72 counties
in four great states — including
booming Charleston and bustling
Huntington! And 207,200 TV
homes delivered — which puts
Supermarket in the top 30 television markets.**
Naturally
enough,

only Super-
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market Station WSAZ-TV can
help you get your rightful share
of all the riches in Supermarket.
You see, WSAZ-TV is the single
best medium for reaching Supermarket. With our giant transmitter and lower channel number,
we're the only station that can
deliver the full potential of this
thriving 72-county Supermarket.

1

Yes, we

deliver. We

deliver

Supermarket! Hadn't you better
call or write your Katz Agency
man right away?
THE SUPERMARKET

STATION

WSAZ-TV
3

WSAZ-TV, Channel 3,
an NBC Primary Affiliate
Division: The Goodwill Stations, Inc.

Auto
BOTH

makers

NETWORK,

SPOT

are
TV

Automobile advertisers spent 23.3%
more in tv activity in the first nine
months of 1962 than in the like period
a year ago.
Television Bureau of Advertising reports today that the nine-month total
in network and spot tv gross time billings this year is $38,410,377, compared
to a total of $31,152,748 in 1961.
Network tv time purchases for
passenger cars, TvB said, increased from
$21,957,748, at the nine-month mark
last year to $24,554,377, for the like
period in 1962. Spot tv auto advertising rose from nearly $9.2 million to
a little over $13.8 million.
TvB noted the largest dollar increases
for the first nine months this year
came from Ford and General Motors
and during this period, Chrysler moved
heavily into spot tv, whereas its emphasis was on network last year.
For the nine months of 1962, General Motors spent $16.8 million in tv.
Ford spent $11.7 million.

For

creativity,

from different angles; is "alert and
aware of the world about him" and
"seems to see more, hear more and
register more impressions, gaining
more
experience
that 'sticks' than
his fellow
man.
"In addition to independence,
flexibility and open-ness," Mr. Dale
continued, "he is more perceptive of
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

OVERALL

23.3%

heavier
FOR
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MONTHS

CARS ONLY
Companies and Dealers Gross Time Billings
1962
Network*
TV
9 Months 9Spot**
Months 9Total
Months
9Network*
Months

1961
Spot**
9 Months

TV
9Total
Months
Am6ric3n
Motors
$ 277,626 $ 2,532,431 $ 2,810,057 $
$1,035,870
$ 1,035,870
Chrysler
Corp. 1,490,836 3,140,570 4,631,406 3,261,841 1,518,990 4,780,831
Ford Motor
Company
7,716,082 4,038,780 11,754,862 5,950,107
2,552,420 8,502,527
General
Motors
Corp. 12,925,694 3,900,350 16,826,044 11,339,402 2,817,110 14,156,512
Kaiser
Industries 1,003,735 12,520 1,016,255 1,379,081 6,560 1,385,641
Studebaker
Packard
1,140,404 81,550 1,221,954
691,480 691,480
Csr
Cl3ssi~
fication $24,554,377 $13,856,000 $38,410,377 $21,957,748 $9,195,000 $31,152,748
* Source: TvB/LNA-BAR **Source: TvB/Rorabaugh
Rent-a-Car to BBDO
Kinney Service Corp., New York,
announces appointment of BBDO, New
York, as agency for its Rent-A-Car
Division as well as other divisions in

a little intelligence

Don't worry if you're not too
smart
stead. — maybe you're creative inAn expert on the measurement of
aptitudes has observed that tests
had "demonstrated that there is a
relatively low correlation between
IQ and creativity test scores." He
didn't think it's good to be too
stupid, however.
The speaker was John D. Dale,
president of the management consulting firm of Dale Elliott & Co.
He spoke at an Assn. of National
Advertisers workshop on creativity,
in New York.
Mr. Dale described the "creative"
person as "generally independent;"
outwardly quite conventional in
manners, speech and the clothes he
wears — "not the wild, sloppy or unpredictable Bohemian." He likes to
"produce
ideas,
play
around with themtryandthem
look out,
at them

26

UP

banking

is the

parking, building
cleaning
and maintenance and visual
communications
field. Account bills approximately
$400,000 and has been at North Advertising, New York. Media plans are
not set.

right amount

himself — his own frustrations, fears,
fantasies and bitterness. Since he
does not suppress these things as
most of us do, he has access for the
production of intuitive flashes, insights and hunches that seem to
contribute greatly to the creative
process. These creative people also
work best when they are free and
have unencumbered opportunity to
do Hetheir
assigned research
work." on creativdescribed
ity by a number of experts, including Dr. Donald W. Mac Kinnon of
the U. of California's Institute of
Personality Assessment & Research.
He called Dr. Mac Kinnon's findings "inconclusive" on the question
of intelligence: "He tells us that although a certain amount of intelligence is required, being more intelligent does not crucially determine
the level of an individual's creativity. .. .
"Our experience confirms that of
Mac Kinnon, but we also believe
that an average amount of intelligence is necessary as a minimum,
otherwise a person would have difficulty handling — from the mental
standpoint — problems of high complexity.
"Also it is rather foolish in the

business world to employ anyone
whose intellectual capacity is far
below average. But what may come
as a surprise is the recent discovery
that intellectual capacity is no longer
measured by an intelligence test
The tests that showed a low correlation between IQ and creativity
test scores, he explained, demonalone." strated that students who scored low
on IQ but high on creativity tests
did as well scholastically as those
who
scored high on IQ but low on
creativity.
Mr. Dale said tests conducted by
his own company on creativity in
selling found that "only two factors
identified with creativity are important— the ability to produce a
large number of relevant ideas and
the ability to identify a large number of alternatives in a given situation." Age, experience and training
were not found "critical" factors,
although undoubtedly influential.
This project,
continued,
monstrated he
also that
average "deor
ordinary intelligence is all that is
needed for success in selling. You
will recall," he added, "that I reported this to be true also with respect to creative ability."
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Converts to radio?
Willoughby's and Peerless Camera Stores, New York, turned to
local radio when the New York
newspaper strike hampered preholiday advertising. The advertiser bought to some 550 spots
aired on a total of eight New
York radio stations from Dec. 1023. Now there's a chance it may
be a permanent relationship.
Kameny Assoc., New York,
agency for the stores, reports
that the stores have not considered radio their primary medium,
but "they are watching the results
with great care. So far, business
has held up."
Tobacco

group pledges
cooperation in study
The Tobacco Institute last week
govpledged to cooperate in a planned
ernment study on smoking and lung
cancer. George V. Allen, president of
the institute, also said the tobacco industry will work with the American
Medical Assn. inquiry into the same
subject.
"We in the tobacco industry recognize
a special responsibility to help science
determine the facts," Mr. Allen said.
Last month, a 10-member committee
under the U. S. surgeon general started
its study which is expected to take
about six months.
In a review of 1962, Mr. Allen reported that 510 billion cigarettes were
sold in the U.S., an increase of 8 billion
over 1961. Consumers spent about $6.9
billion for cigarettes and $7.8 billion
for all tobacco products, both figures
showing increases over 1961, he said.
Burlington to DDB
Burlington Hosiery Co., with about
$200,000 in radio billings, will terminate its 10-year relationship with Donahue & Coe, New York, to move to
Doyle Dane Bernbach, effective Jan. 1.
The move results from a conflict in
handling local market advertising.
Four sponsors get
free ride on WNEW
Four lucky sponsors can thank a
football team for a special New Year's
bonus.
When the New York Giants met the
Green Bay Packers for the National
Football League world's championship
game in New York yesterday (Dec. 30),
the four advertisers who sponsored the
New York team's regular season 14game schedule on WNEW New York
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

were to be given free advertising by
that station.
John Van Buren Sullivan, vice president and general manager of WNEW
radio, told the four sponsors last September when they signed that, if the
Giants won the eastern championship,
there would be no charge for sponsoring the title game.
Advertisers receiving the special
bonus were P. Ballantine & Sons, L&M
cigarettes, Howard Clothes and the
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
N.Y. RADIO

USE

UP

Broadcast ads intensified
as paper strike continues
Major department stores stepped up
their radio advertising last week as the
New York newspaper strike approached
its fourth week, becoming the longest
in the city's history.
With both sides still deadlocked at
the weekend and no settlement in sight,
retailers were showing "some concern"
as to how the strike will affect the traditional heavily advertised yearend
clearance and white-goods sales, according to Edward Engle of the National Retail Merchants Assn. But, he
added, there was no "alarm" signal.
Although retailers anticipate some
loss in business in the coming weeks,
they are counting heavily on the increased use of radio and direct mail to
help offset the lack of newspaper advertising, Mr. Engle indicated.
In the past week, department store
business as a whole was "pretty good"
although mail and phone order business
continued to be off slightly, he said.
Radio, because of its flexibility and
its ability to be used on a day-to-day
basis, continues to be the most favored
medium of the retailers, Mr. Engle
emphasized.
The strike entered its 20th day on
Dec. 27 to break the longevity record
of the newspaper shutdown in December 1958, when delivery men in New
York were idle for 19 days.
Costs of this strike are estimated to
be at the rate of $1.3 million a day in
lost advertising in the pre-Christmas
period and $3 million a week in lost
wages for the 20,000 striking employes.
The New York tv and radio stations
continued expanded news coverage that
began with the start of the newspaper
shutdown.
Also in advertising...
Ad budget boosted ■ A 1963 advertising budget boost of 20%, with an emphasis on radio, has been announced
by the Schilling Div. of McCormick &
Co., San Francisco spice company.
Schilling plans to continue its current

Can you name it?
The International Broadcasting
Awards trophy (above) is a
handsome object. The only thing
it lacks is a name.
The trophy is given annually to
some 35 best-of-class radio and tv
commercials in the awards competition sponsored by the Hollywood Ad Club to honor the
world's best commercials.
Its rhodium-plated shaft, representing abroadcast transmitter
antenna, rises from an arc of the
world imbedded in a walnut base.
The Hollywood Ad Club is hopeful that someone will suggest a
name for it similar to the "Oscar"
of the movies, the "Emmy" of the
tv program
world theatre.
and the "Tony"
of
the legitimate
The club hopes to announce the
new name at the third awards
banquet to be held at the Hollywood Palladium, Feb. 23.

campaign in 23 western markets. Agency is Cappel, Pers & Reid Inc., Orinda,
Calif.
Agency named ■ WTAO Cambridge,
Mass., has appointed Allenger Adv.
Agency, Brookline, Mass., effective immediately. Gerald S. Seskin will be the
account executive assigned by the agency to the newly acquired account.
Larger quarters ■ Rose-Magwood Productions Inc., New York film production house, will move to 72 W. 45th St.,
zone 36, effective Jan. 1, 1963. The
new location will provide expanded
editorial facilities, a screening room and
additional office space.

ABC
Pauley
network

RADIO:
BIGGER
IN '63
cites many gains in past year, but says
radio is not in position to be satisfied

President Robert R. Pauley reported
last week that ABC Radio had gained
30% in sales, improved its station lineup and increased station clearances by
13% in 1962. But, he said, neither
ABC Radio nor network radio in general is in a position to be satisfied.
"Despite our many gains," he said in
a year-end report, "network radio sales,
right now, are only 20% of what they
should be." He said radio's total annual
gross ought to be a billion dollars and
that network radio should account for
one-fifth of this sum. He thought it
"inevitable" that these goals would
eventually be surpassed.
Radio's revenues amounted to $590.7
million in 1961, the latest year for
which FCC figures are available. The
FCC put network radio's share at $30,804,000 not counting $30,733,000 in

Portland, Ore.) by going from 10 kw
to 50 kw.
Up Every Quarter ■ James E. Duffy,
executive vice president and national
director of sales, reported that sales in
every quarter of 1962 bettered those
for the corresponding period of 1961,
previously the best sales year for ABC
Radio in more than a decade. The increases ranged from 46% in the second
quarter to 20% in the fourth, he reported.
"There is already more billing on the
books for the first quarter of 1963 than
we had for the entire fourth quarter
of this year, indicating even greater
growth for the next year," Mr. Duffy
reported. "In just 11 days— Dec. 3-14
—ABC Radio billed $4.1 million in
new and renewed business for 1963."
Mennen, Reynolds Tobacco, General
Foods, Philip Morris, United Motors
and Miller Brewing were cited as advertisers contributing to ABC Radio's gains
and eststimulating
other advertisers' interin radio.
William Rafael, programming vice
president, said two regularly scheduled
information programs and a daily fiveminute discussion program called Dick
Clark Reports will be added in 1963.
He anticipated no major changes in
programming but noted that policy is
flexible to respond to changing times.
The
network's
public
affairs
specials
increased
from 80
in 1961
to 140
this
year
said. and will rise again in 1963, he
President Pauley saw two developments adding to radio's prospects: (1)
Sindlinger
& Co.'s out-of-home
audience measurements
and its studies
of

ABC's Pauley
A brighter 1963
revenues of network-owned radio stations (Broadcasting, Dec. 10).
Mr. Pauley said radio, "the one medium on the go that reaches people on
the go," will be "riding the crest" of
a rise in total advertising which he predicted will go from the current $12.5
billion a year to $26 billion by the end
of this decade.
Earl Mullin, station relations vice
president, said ABC Radio had added
five 50-kw affiliates in raising its lineup
from 402 stations to 428 during 1962,
while 43 existing affiliates improved
their facilities, one of them (KWJJ
28

audience composition and audience
buying plans, and (2) a change in radio buying concept from "either radio
or television" to a concept which recognizes that "each medium has its own
identity, each capable of providing advertisers with separate benefits."
WLOS-TV, WOI-TV
cover racial case
The news departments of WLOS-TV
Asheville, N. C, and WOI-TV Ames,
Iowa, have combined their efforts to
produce a 30-minute documentary,
"Focus: a Question of Color?". The pro
gram concerns an attempt by Negro
student, Harvey Gantt, to bring racial
integration to Clemson College, an allwhite institution in South Carolina.
The
documentary,
produced by

Station staff counts
Television station staffs are
growing while those of radio stations are getting smaller.
The Broadcasting Yearbook,
which was in the mails last week,
shows that 49.4% of all tv stations employ 51 or more persons,
compared to 45% with similar
size staffs last year. At the lower
end of the scale, tv stations with
1-15 employes have decreased
from 13.8% last year to 12.2%
in 1962.
Radio stations with 1-15 employes have increased from 79.6%
last year to 81.2%. Stations with
16 or more employes down 1.6%.
WLOS-TV news director Jack Belt and
WOI-TV news editor Bill Milldyke, received praise in the WLOS-TV area for
presentation of facts in the case, now
approaching the courts. A video tape
was sent to WOI-TV where the audio
portion was broadcast on WOI radio
after a showing on WOI-TV.
Mr. Gantt is a former student of
Iowa
TV. State U. license of WOI-AM-FMNAB

membership

at alltime

high

NAB enters 1963 with an alltime record in all types of membership, according to William Carlisle, vice president
for station services. Totals are: 1,851
am radio stations, up 95 in 1962; 660
fm, up 58; 396 tv, up 16; 138 associates
(equipment firms, film distributors,
etc), up 18. The four radio and three
tv networks are members.
Robert D. Swezey, NAB code authority director, said subscriptions to
the radio and tv codes are at alltime
highs, 1,685 radio stations, up 218 during the year, and 400 tv, up 11. The
major networks are code subscribers;
15 film producers are affiliates.
Mr. Carlisle and Mr. Swezey attributed much of the membership and code
success to work of the field staff, headed by Alvin M. King, field director.
Other field men are James McKnight,
Hamilton Woodle, Spencer Denison,
Oliver W. Henry and Charles Drew.
Conference

dates changed

The datesof for
NAB's
eighth annual
conference
State
Broadcasters
Assn.
presidents have been changed to Feb.
26-27, a day earlier than originally
scheduled, according to Howard H. Bell,
NAB vice president for planning and
development. The sessions will be held
at the Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
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Universal

TV

Tape

Recorder

The Basic Compact with Provisions for Adding PixLock, Cue, ATC and Color
The Universal model enables you to obtain in
one compact unit very high standards of performance, reliability and interchangeability . . .
at lowest cost. You buy this basic unit and add
exactly what you want in the way of accessories
to achieve your desired type of operation.
The availability of a complete line of accessories provides programming flexibility and operating convenience, making the TR-2 an excellent
choice for many applications. Circuits of proved
performance are utilized throughout. Transistors
are employed where they do the most good in
achieving materially improved performance and
significant savings in space.
STUDIO AND MOBILE MODELS. The
studio model is available in a single (3-rack)

cabinet 70" wide, 84" high, and 24" deep. It
requires less than 10 square feet of space. For
mobile applications the TR-2 is housed in two
separate cabinets each measuring 66" high, 24"
deep, and 50" wide. Both models are designed
for adding color.
ACCESSORIES. The wide range of accessories which can be integrated in the basic TR-2
include: Air Bearing Headwheel, PixLock, Picture Monitor, Waveform Monitor, Audio Cue
Channel, Automatic Timing Corrector (ATC),
Two-speed operation, and Color.
See your Broadcast Representative for complete details. Or write to RCA Broadcast and
Television Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden,
New Jersey.

The Most Trusted

Name

in Television

Outstanding Features
• Lowest Priced
Compatible Quadruplex
Recorder
• Optional Two-Speed
Operation
• Electronic Quadrature
Control
• Designed for
Adding Color
• Complete Line
of Accessories

AN ENTERTAINING
AND ENLIGHTENING
ONCE-A- MONTH SERIES
OF NEW TV SPECIALS
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

Magic! Magic! Magic! Featuring
Milbourne Christopher, world
famous magician, assisted by
Julie Harris and Zero Mostel.
Presenting an exciting outline of
the history of magic— 'rom the
old "Cups-and-Balls" trick to
orbiting a woman through space.

Produced by WBC, these sixty-minute informative programs
combine stimulating content with good entertainment. Others
in the series include Poetry and the Poet, Jazz for Young People,
Young Mark Twain, History of the Dance, and the History of

First Concert. Robert Shaw
conducting the Cleveland
Symphony Orchestra. Between
selections, a warm, amusing
commentary to a live audience of
youngsters. The orchestra plays
Tchaikowsky, Beethoven, Bach,
Schubert and Sousa.

Art. This series represents one of the mostambitious effortsfo
young people ever undertaken by a group of TV stations. It is
group effort that, we believe, demonstrates television's poten
tial in the area of purposeful and enlightening entertainment'1

Black Nativity. The handclapping,
feet-stomping Gospel song-play
hit direct from Broadway to the
Spoleto Festival in Italy— to Europe
and London— then to Philharmonic
Hall, Lincoln Center, New York,
for Christmas week live
presentation, and a one-hour
taped TV Special.

WESTINGHOUSE

BROADCASTING

Baird's Eye View. The history of
puppets from ancient Egypt to
Charlie McCarthy. The camera
tours the Bill Baird studios as
Bill Baird, America's foremost
puppeteer, narrates and
demonstrates puppets at the
French Court, puppets of the
Middle Ages, Chinese Shadow
figures, and more.

COMPANY,

INC.

People and Other Animals. Noted
naturalist, explorer, and tracker
of the "Abominable Snowman,"
Ivan T. Sanderson takes young
viewers on an exciting zoological
tour of the animal kingdom along
with guest Broadway stars Jane
Fonda and Robert Morse.

KYW • KYW-TV • Cleveland KDKA • KDKA-TV • Pittsburgh
WBZ.WBZ-TV.

Boston WINS' New York WIND. Chicago

WJZ-TV. Baltimore WOWO.Fort Wayne KPIX.San Francisco
J.

Even if they disagree with WTCM, they listen
the facility. Over 175 cards and
It's not often a radio station can
salvage anything when one of its letters were received — ranging from
editorial campaigns has failed. But
one which said, "I voted no because
WTCM Traverse City, Mich., found
your editorials are lousy," to a fourpage letter from a doctor outlining
something — evidence of listenership.
WTCM President Les Biederman
several reasons he had voted against
supported a referendum proposal to the proposal.
build a convention hall in that northWTCM's current editorial series
west Michigan resort town in several
started in July. A different editorial
editorials. On election day, the citi- is broadcast every day (except Sunzenry vetoed the proposal two to
day) five times during the day.
one.
Each month the station publishes
the editorials in booklet form and
In a follow-up editorial, Mr. Biederman asked his listeners to write
distributes about 1,000 copies to
him, telling why they voted against those who request them.

First important

remote

for new

owners

WCKT

The early morning docking and unloading of the African Pilot and her
load of 922 Cuban refugees at Port
Everglades, Fla., was carried live by
WCKT (TV) Miami Thursday (Dec.
27). The station, now owned by Sunbeam Television Corp. (Broadcasting,

Dec. 24), said this was its first important remote under its new ownership. It
claimed the distinction of being the only
local station to broadcast the events
from its own mobile units. The ship
arrival followed by just four days the
airlift from Cuba of more than 1,000
Cuban invasion prisoners freed for ransom by Fidel Castro.
To augment network coverage of the
Christmas week Cuban happenings, the

NBC-TV affiliate dispatched its mobile
tv tape unit — plus two others obtained
from local sources — to widely-separated
arrival and reception points: Homestead Air Force Base, Dinner Key and
Port Everglades.
Alabama etv network
adds fourth station
The Alabama educational television
network added its fourth station — and
its first on the uhf band — when WAIQ
(TV) Montgomery began broadcasting
on Dec. 18.
The ch. 26 station is transmitting
from a 594-foot tower with 124 kw.
aural and 229 kw. visual. It is carrying programs produced for the AET
network in studios at Auburn U. and
the U. of Alabama, and in a Birmingham studio operated by Jefferson County's six school systems.
WAIQ was dedicated in a special
telecast originated by WSFA-TV Montgomery, a commercial station. Gov.
John Patterson and Rep. Kenneth Roberts (D-Ala.), co-sponsor of the federal
aid to etv bill, were among the participants.
The new station is part of what the
state
etv commission connected
says is thenetwork.
world's
first etv-microwave
The other stations are WBIQ (TV) Birmingham (ch. 10),WCIQ (TV) Mount
Cheaha (ch. 7), and WDIQ (TV)
Dozier (ch. 2).

Best

Wishes

Happy

for

Changing hands . . .
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval'.
■ KXOA Sacramento, Calif.: Sold by
Riley Gibson and associates to Producers Inc. for $750,000. Producers Inc.,
owned jointly by Polaris Corp., Milwaukee (construction, warehousing, advertising agency, real estate), and Ferris
E. Traylor and family, owns WTVW
(TV) Evansville, Ind.; KXGO-TV
Fargo, KNOX-TV Grand Forks and
KCND-TV Pembina, all North Dakota,
and WKYW Louisville, Ky. KXOA
operates fulltime on 1480 kc with 5 kw
daytime and 1 kw nighttime. Broker
was Edwin Tornberg & Co.

a

and

Prosperous

New

Year

BLACKBURN

&

Company,

Inc.

RADIO • TV • CATV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WASH., D. C.
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
BEVERLY HILLS
IsiMf W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Sclph
jack V. H array William B. Ryan Stanley Whitaker C. Bennett Larson
!•••(>■ M. Strick Hub lackson |ohn C. Williams Bank of America BMg.
RCA Building 333 N. Michigan Ava. Gerard F. Hurley 9465 Wilshire Blvd.
FEdoral 3-9270 Chicago, Illinois 1102 Healey Bldg. Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460 lAckson 5-1576 CRestview 4-8151
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■ WPQR McKeesport, Pa.: Sold by
Robert M. Cox and group to Carl
Stuart, James Herbert and Walter
Vandriak for in excess of $300,000. Mr.
Stuart is part owner and manager of
WESA Charleroi, Pa. Mr. Herbert is
chief engineer of WAMO Pittsburgh.
Mr. Vandriak is with Westinghouse
Electric Co. WPQR operates full time
on 1360 kc with 5 kw daytime and 1
kw nighttime. Broker was Blackburn
& Co.
■ KIFW Sitka, Alaska: Sold by Harry
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

Lanz, Howard Bradshaw and associates
to Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co. for
$21,310. Midnight Sun, headed by
Alvin O. Bramstedt, owns KENI-AMTV Anchorage, KFAR-AM-TV Fairbanks, KTKN Ketchikan and 30% of
KINY-AM-TV Juneau, all Alaska.
Present personnel and policies will be
continued, it was announced, with additional programming from NBC and
ABC and Midnight Sun news facilities.
James Jacqua of Sitka will be station
manager; Mr. Lanz will remain as program manager, and John Hope will be
chief announcer. KIFW operates fulltime on 1230 kc with 250 w.
APPROVED ■ The following tranfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 60).
■ WMMB Melbourne, Fla.: Sold by
Harlan G. Murrelle and group to Franklin A. Hardy, John C. Palmer, Robert
E. Haskins, Thomas F. Fitzpatrick and
Wilson M. Meeks for $220,000.
■ WDBQ Dubuque, Iowa: Sold by O.
A. Friend Jr. and associates to H. N.
Cardozo Jr. and Phillip T. Kelly for
$155,000. Mr. Cardozo owns WDBC
Escanaba, Mich., and KATE Albert
Lee, Minn.
■ WFCT Knoxville, Tenn.: Sold by
Frederick L. Allman and Robert K.
Richards to J. Olin Tice Jr. for $125,000. Mr. Tice interests include WCAY
Cayce, S. C; WKTC Charlotte, N. C,
and WBAZ Kingston, N. Y. Messrs.
Allman and Richards retain ownership
in WKYR Keyser, W. Va.; WKBZ
Muskegon, Mich., and KDMI Des
Moines, Iowa.
Freed pleads guilty,
is fined for payola
Radio-tv personality Alan Freed, 40,
pleaded guilty in New York criminal
court to accepting bribes in return for
records played while he was the host of
New York radio programs.
Mr. Freed, now of Palm Springs,
Calif., was fined $300 and given a sixmonth suspended jail sentence. Criminal
charges filed against him in May 1960,
accused him of accepting a total of
$30,650 in bribes from seven record
companies.
Mr. Freed pleaded guilty to two
counts — a bribe of $2,000 from Cosnat
Distributing Co. and $700 from Superior Record Sales Co. — and was given a
month to pay the $300 fine.
Before the payola inquiry, Mr. Freed,
a leading exponent of rock 'n' roll music, had programs on WINS, WABC,
and WNEW-TV, all New York, and
KDAY Los Angeles, from 1954-1960.
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HOW
NAB

TO

USE

PUBLIC

SERVICE

TIME

to hold techniques institute for non-profit groups
WAVA Arlington, Va., an independent.
Joseph W. Goodfellow, WRC vice president-general manager, and Arthur W.
Arundel, WAVA president, will conduct the tours.

An old station problem — the methods
by which broadcast time is used by
non-profit organizations — will be attacked at a public service institute Feb.
7-8 in Washington under NAB auspices
in cooperation with American U.
The goal — to help such organizations
make better use of radio and tv by
acquainting them with broadcast problems and techniques.
Classroom instruction at the American U. Communications Center by professionals and field trips to two stations are to be included in the agenda,
according to John M. Couric, NAB
public relations director and a member
of the institute faculty.
In back of the idea is that demand
among public interest groups for broadcast time is becoming keener each year,
pointing up the need for understanding
and skills among these groups, said
LeRoy Collins, NAB president. Mr.
Couric said the institute will give close
attention to creating and producing fulllength radio and tv programs and to the
technical acceptability of spot announcements.
Field trips will be made to WRCAM-FM-TV,
owned by NBC, and

The subjects to be covered in classroom instruction include radio and tv
studio equipment; program preparation;
continuity acceptance and the NAB
codes; creation of announcements; news
writing and reporting; public relations
and mass media, and federal regulation.
Members of the faculty, besides Mr.
Couric, are Burton Bridgens, continuity
acceptance-public service manager of
WRC; John F. Cox, tv coordinator, National Education Assn.; Stanley Field,
executive producer, The Big Picture,
U. S. Army; Joseph Phipps, public
affairs manager, WWDC - AM - FM
Washington; Bernard Posner, assistant
to the chairman of the President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped; Matthew Warren, public affairs
manager, WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, James Sillman, program manager, WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington,
and Douglas A. Anello, NAB general
counsel.

EXCLUSIVE
WESTERN
Daytime-only radio station
markets of America. This
owner-operator to realize
down and balance out over
★

PROPERTIES!
with excellent coverage of one of the top 65
beautifully-equipped facility needs aggressive
potential. Priced at $155,000.00 with 29%
ten years.
★

★

★

★

Only station licensed to market of over 50,000 in sunny western state.
Assets, including land, cost over $100,000.00. Grossing $8,000.00 to
$10,000.00 monthly and capable of doubling that. Priced at $157,000.00.

& ASSOCIATES, INC.
NEGOTIATIONS . APPRAISALS • FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
Dewitt landis
John F. Hardesty, Pres.
Richard A. Shaheen
Ray V. Hamilton
John D. Stebbins
1737 DeSales St., N.W.
Joe A. Oswald
Don
Searle St.
ill Sutter
Tribune Tower
John H.Bryan
HicksSt.
Executive 3-3456
1511
DEIaware 7-2754
EXbrook 2-5671
Riverside 8-1175
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ABC

CHANGES

Hagerty

turns

NEWS

over administration

SETUP

to Velotta,

operations to Lang, establishes special units
The establishment of special news
for specific news programs, Mr. Hagunits, shifts in executive functions and
erty said, and will be staffed permanently with a complement of personnel
the addition of personnel were announced last week by James C. Hagerty,
working under a producer. He also anABC vice president in charge of news,
nounced the creation of a program unit,
under executive producer Robert
special events and public affairs.
Quinn, which will produce all special
Mr. Hagerty reported he will conprograms, such as those on space shots,
tinue in charge of overall supervision
policy decisions of the department but political conventions and elections, instant news shows and science specials.
he will no longer deal personally with
details of day-to-day operations. ThomMr. Hagerty noted that Ben Blank
recently had been named director of the
as Velotta, vice president for administration, will assume responsibility for newly created graphic arts division and
said he would soon name the director
administrative functions, and Robert
Lang, vice president for operations, for of film for ABC News and fill the posts
of executive producer in Washington
operational functions.
Special news units are being formed
and operations officer in Paris.

licensed to Williams County Broadcasting System, went on the air Dec. 18.
Serving parts of Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan, the new station operates on
1520 kc, 500 w, daytime. Joseph
Klarke is WBNO's general manager.
Transplanted ■ A 1 kw fm transmitter
and a radio studio have been presented
to Los Angeles City College by RKO
General's Hollywood outlet, KHJ. Valued at more than $20,000 by its recipients, the gift also included two sound
trucks. The studio already is in use for
recording; the transmitter will be dormant until the FCC approves its use.
Money saved because of the RKO gifts
will be used for additional equipment,
according to Donald T. McCall, chairment. man of the college broadcasting departThe golden years- WOI-AM-FM (Iowa
State U.) Ames, in conjunction with
13 other state educational and commercial stations, is broadcasting programs
offering counseling to persons over 60
years of age. The programs deal with
problems or questions that arise in the
later years. WOI-AM-FM said that the
program, Sixty Plus, is now broadcast
by stations in six states.
Statewide

Mr. Hagerty

Mr. Velotta

Media reports...
On-the-air ■ KRAB (FM) Seattle,
Wash., a non-commercial station specializing in off-beat programming, began broadcasting Dec. 13 on 107.7 mc
with 20 kw. The new fm outlet, which
depends on its listeners for support,
features such programs as poetry,
drama, folk, ethnic, and jazz music,
and political commentary representing
all sides. KRAB has six subscribers
thus far. Station is owned by Lorenzo
W. Milam.
Public service ■ A three-week campaign last spring by WNAX Yankton,
S. D., to help find employment for the
handicapped earned a good word for
that station from the December issue of
Performance, a magazine about the
handicapped, as it cited WNAX for its
efforts. Covering five states — North and
South Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota and
Nebraska — with its broadcasts,
WNAX's daily five-minute programs
announced the availability of qualified
handicapped workers for employment.
'Man of the Year' ■ Supreme Court
Justice Arthur J. Goldberg has been
34 (THE MEDIA]

Mr. Lang

named "Man of the Year" by the Illinois News Broadcasters Assn., it was
announced last week. Justice Goldberg
succeeded Felix Frankfurter last August on the Supreme Court.
Capital loans ■ American U., Washington, D. C, has established the Willett
M. Kempton Memorial Fund to help
worthy students, primarily in journalism, public relations or communication
arts. Prof. Kempton, former chairman
of the university's Dept. of Communications and Dept. of Journalism & Public Relations, died last November. Contributions to the fund may be sent to
Dr. Ray Hiebert, Chairman, Dept. of
Journalism & Public Relations, American U., Washington 16, D. C.
Month-long drive ■ KABC-AM-FM
Los Angeles is presenting a month-long
public information drive on behalf of
the Hollywood Museum, starting tomorrow (Jan. 1). Stars of motion pictures and tv, civic and cultural leaders
have made tapes of 20, 30 and 60-seconds, which will saturate the KABC
schedule throughout January.
New am outlet ■ WBNO

Bryan, Ohio,

etv network

planned for Illinois
A state educational tv network of
nine stations is proposed by the Illinois
Superintendent of Public School Instruction George T. Wilkins and is to
be presented to the state legislature
next year. All outlets would operate
in the uhf band. The proposal calls for
etv operation to start in 1964 and be
in full operation by 1967. Total cost
is $1 1.5 million.
These nine new stations would be
linked up with three etv outlets already
on the air: WTTW (TV) Chicago,
WILL - TV Champaign - Urbana and
WSIU (TV) Carbondale. The new
stations would be at Newton, Edwardsville, Springfield, Macomb, Kewanee,
De Kalb, Kankakee, Normal and
Charleston.
Petker leave AP Management
Al Petker, originator of AP Management Corp. plan for radio contests,
promotion and programming, has left
the company to set up a new plan designed to boost national daytime tv
listenership. The firm will be called Al
Petker Publicity. Its technique is being
tested in a midwestern market, according to Mr. Petker, but will not be made
available to tv stations until next March.
In addition Mr. Petker. is completing a
book dealing with his radio promotion
activity (Broadcasting, May 14).
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. . . the 305-acre Medical Center District comprises $270 million
worth of facilities including the nation's largest concentration
of hospitals, medical research and education. Shown here, in
In

Chicago

In

Chicago

preparation, is a heart-lung machine in Presbyterian-St. Luke's
Hospital where many surgical innovations have originated.

-WGN

Television

originates more color programming
than any other station
in the nation/
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— the most respected call letters in broadcasting
WGN
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It's off ical: FCC
MINOW'S YEAR-END REPORT
Broadcasters' suspicions that the FCC
was unusually difficult to live with, and
under, during 1962 received confirmation last week from the most authoritative source — FCC Chairman Newton
N. Minow.
The chairman, in his year-end statement, singled out the commission's
"stiffening enforcement actions on stations which failed to carry out their
promises and obligations" as the year's
most pronounced commission activity
in the broadcasting field.
He noted that the commission, armed
with new powers to fine willful offenders and give short-term renewals,
disciplined "an unprecedented number
of stations" for technical and other
violations.
For the first time, Mr. Minow said,
the commission denied license renewals
primarily because of programming violations. The stations involved were
WDKD Kingstree, S. C, and KRLA
Los Angeles. Altogether, he said, some
half-dozen licenses were revoked or renewals denied for various reasons, and
some 30 other stations were in revocation or renewal proceedings. A score
more were fined and about 25 others
were given short-term licenses.
Other Activities ■ The commission's
tougher attitude was reflected in a number of other activities reported on by
Mr. Minow — the FCC's local-live programming inquiry in Chicago and the
one scheduled to begin Jan. 28 in
Omaha; the proposed rule to require
broadcasters to keep records available
for public inspection; and the recently

AMST

opposes

plans

for using chs. 14, 15
The Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters has told the FCC that, in short,
the statements that have been made
supporting the reallocations of uhf chs.
14 and 15 for land mobile radio use
"compounded the negative features of
originally made."
proposal
theAMST
was asreplying to filings on the
proposal by the Land Mobile Section
of the Electronics Industries Assn. for
reallocation of the two channels
(Broadcasting, Dec. 10).
AMST charged that the supporting
comments made it clear that consideration of the Land Mobile Section's request will lead to an "ever-mounting
pressure to divert more and more chan36

was
tougher
in '62
CITES 'STIFFENING ENFORCEMENT'
with broadcasting, Mr. Minow said the
advent of space communications was
"the event of 1962 which may have
more impact" on the FCC than anything else in its 28 years of existence.
"In recognizing FCC jurisdiction over
international communication carriers to
include satellite relay," he said, "Congress charged the commission with some
duties unprecedented in federal telecommunications regulation."
Important Legislation ■ In this connection he said passage of the Communications Satellite Act was the most
important action affecting the FCC
taken by Congress last year. Other important legislation mentioned by Mr.
Minow included the all-channel receiver
law and federal aid to educational television.
Chairman Minow

launched inquiry into "objectionable
loud
The commercials."
commission, in addition, received
support from the courts last year for
one of its more controversial rulings.
This was the court of appeals affirmation of the FCC's denial of Suburban
Broadcasting Co's application for an
fm station in Elizabeth, N. J., because
Suburban didn't attempt to determine
the community's programming needs.
Another significant court decision
during 1962, Mr. Minow said, was that
upholding the commission's rights to
authorize the pay-tv test in Hartford,
Conn.
Despite

the commission's concern

nels from television broadcast use."
AMST pointed to American Telephone
&andTelegraph's
chs. 14is
15 would statement
fall short that
of what
needed and AT&T's request that "more
than 12 television channels" be reallocated from the uhf band.
AMST said that no party which supported the proposal rebutted the fact
that it is the will of Congress that all
82 channels of the television spectrum
be
developed
television's
use.
The fully
association
alsoforsaid
no comment
disproved the position that chs. 14 and
15 are uhf television's most desirable
channels, and that their reallocation
would strike a serious blow to uhf telecasting.
AMST also charged that even those
who honestly supported the arguments

He also reaffirmed the commission's
determination to seek, in the new Congress, legislation to give it some direct
regulatory authority over the networks
and control over the operations of catv
systems that compete with television
stations.
The commission's responsibilities, in
terms of radio authorizations, continued
to mount in 1962. Mr. Minow said 3.8
million authorizations — for all types of
transmitters — are now outstanding —
some 400,000 more than at the end of
1961. He said the total includes about
1,050,000 radio stations of all kinds, an
increase of about 180,000; over 2.5
million commercial radio operator licenses, again of some 230,000; and
246,000 amateur operator permits, a
jump of 14,000.
against reallocation of the channels are
not aware of "the complex and difficult
task faced by the commission in the
allocation of frequency space and in
particular are unaware of the full implications ofthe reallocation. ... It is
cogency, not bulk, which counts."
Proposed
unneeded

FCC rule called
by Meredith

A proposed FCC rules change to
"clarify" the requirement that applicants keep the commission informed
about "material changes in the status of
their applications" was termed «t perfluous last week by Meredith Broadcasting
Co.
The FCC has said the purpose of the
proposed change is to make it clear
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

California renewals
Three California am stations —
of the approximately 100 am-fmtv stations in that state whose programming had been questioned by
the FCC staff (Broadcasting,
Dec. 3) — received license renewals last week.
KHJ Los Angeles, and KVIP
and KVCV, both Redding, got
their licenses for the next three
years in an action by the Broadcast Bureau. The same bureau
had, a month ago, asked the full
commission to defer the renewal
applications of the three along
with others because of unresolved
programming questions. The renewals of 26 California tv stations, 35 am outlets and a like
number of fms still are pending.
Their licenses expired Dec. 1.
that applicants are responsible for the
continuing accuracy and completeness
of their representations to the FCC
(Broadcasting, Dec. 3).
But Meredith, in comments filed in
opposition to the proposal, said "the
commission has always held that an
applicant is under an obligation implied
in law to keep his application complete
and accurate in all material respects."
Meredith is the licensee of KCMOAM-FM-TV Kansas City and KPHO
AM-TV Phoenix, and corporate parent
of WOW-AM-FM-TV Omaha and
WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse.
Character

flaws

laid to applicant
An initial decision outstanding 12
months which proposed to grant a new
am station in Odessa, Tex., to R. L.
McAlister was reversed by two FCC
hearing examiners last week on the
grounds Mr. McAlister "lacks the character qualifications requisite for a
broadcast licensee."
At the same time, examiners Chester
F. Naumowicz and Isadore A. Honig
affirmed dismissal of an application by
Western Broadcasting Co. for a new
station in Odessa on the same facility
sought by Mr. McAlister — 1550 kc.
After the applications were set for hearing in 1960, Mr. McAlister agreed to
pay Western $2,500 in expenses for the
latter's withdrawal and to take the
necessary steps at the FCC to secure
Western's dismissal.
last week'sfound
supplemental
decision,
theInexaminers
that Mr. McAlister
failed to properly seek dismissal of
Western or to inform the latter that
he had not done so and that this constituted abuse of FCC processes and an
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

attempt to mislead the commission. He
"deliberately took advantage of Western's then unexplained lack of prosecution to [attempt] to bring about the
default" of Western, the examiners
ruled.
They found Mr. McAlister's testimony about his agreement with Western
"was evasive and lacked candor."
Sen. Kerr recovering
from heart attack
U. S. Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.),
principal owner of Kerr-McGee stations and chairman of the Senate Aeronautical & Space Committee, was recovering last week from a heart attack
suffered Dec. 18.
Thought by some to be the "most
powerful
manwasinreported
the U. byS.hisSenate,"
Senator Kerr
doctor
to be making a "remarkable" recovery
Thursday (Dec. 27). However, the
Oklahoman will be confined to Doctor's
Hospital in Washington, D. C, for at
least three more weeks, his doctor said.
The senator was admitted to the
Washington hospital Dec. 16 for observation of chest pains. He suffered
a mild heart attack two days later. Although Sen. Kerr will be hospitalized

during the Senate's organizing activity
early next month, it was indicated his
views would not necessarily be absent
from policy considerations.
Sen. Kerr owns 50.6% of WEEKTV Peoria and WEEQ-TV La Salle,
both Illinois, and 13.1% of KVOO-TV
Tulsa, Okla.
In addition to being chairman of the
space committee, Sen. Kerr is ranking
Democrat on both the finance and
public works committees and is considered a key man in any effort to
line up voting support on legislation.
KLFT

Radio submits

application costs
KLFT Radio Inc. moved last week
to meet
the FCC's
Broadcast objections
Bureau to a by
request
that its
application for a new am station in Golden
Meadow, La., be dismissed. KLFT
Radio has proposed to bow out in favor
of competing applicant John A. Egle,
who would reimburse KLFT Radio for
expenses
up to $3,100. (Broadcasting, Dec.of24).
Edward T. Diaz and Clervill Kief,
KLFT Radio principals, told the commission last week their expenses were

Getting together with 'Uncle'
The Advertising Federation of session will feature speakers from
America and the Advertising Assn.
business organizations and the afternoon session will be devoted to talks
of The West will hold their fifth anby officials of various regulatory
nual midwinter legislative conference
at the Statler-Hilton Hotel in Washagencies of the federal government.
Arthur C. Fatt, board chairman of
ington on Feb. 3, 1963.
The theme of the day-long conGrey Adv., is general chairman of
ference is "Advertising Speaks to the conference and Ralston H. Coffin,
The Government and Government
vice president in charge of advertising RCA, is vice chairman.
Speaks to Advertising." The morning

Grey's Fatt

RCA's Coffin

House unit asks new Small Business probe
committee.
A report urging the U. S. House
of Representatives to take another
The report says there is enough
look at charges that small businesssubstance to complaints about option
men aren't getting a fair chance at time and television discount rates
buying television advertising is schedaired in hearings last year (Broaduled to be filed by the House Small
casting, Dec. 11, 1961) to warrant
Business Committee on Thursday
new
hearings
in the 88th Congress,
(Jan. 3).
which convenes Jan. 9.
The document, unanimously adoptWith the "possible exception" of
ed by the committee's Subcommittee
discount practices, the report indiNo. 6 earlier this month (Broadcates the hearings found little trouble
casting, Dec. 10), is now being circulated among members of the full in radio on the subject.

WBRZ executives constituted unfair
labor practices and ordered the station
to offer reemployment to Messrs. Havard and Hawkins and to pay lost
salaries because of "discrimination
against them." WBRZ also was ordered
to refrain from interfering with, restraining or coercing employes in any
way for efforts by Local 995, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL-CIO) or any other union, to
organize the station's employes.
WBRZcision to NLRB.
can appeal the examiner's deWilmington
awarded

"modest to the point of frugality" in
submitting a breakdown. Over twothirds of $2,972 actual listed expenses
for KLFT Radio constituted attorney's
fees, the breakdown showed.
KLFT Radio denied any agreements
or understandings with Leo Joseph
Theriot, whose license for KLFT was
revoked last spring for technical violations and alleged misrepresentations to
the FCC (Broadcasting, March 19).
The present applicants are seeking the
vacated frequency, 1600 kc.
Am

applicant seeks

principal's withdrawal
Rockland Broadcasting Co., applicant for a new am station in Blauvelt,
N. Y., has asked FCC permission to
remove Dr. Sidney Fox's name from
its application.
Dr. Fox, who is linked with a $5 million damage suit filed by the American
Cyanamid Co., during a commission
hearing pleaded the Fifth Amendment,
instead of answering questions about

the alleged theft of valuable bacteriological cultures grown by American
Cyanamid.
Besides Dr. Fox there are two other
owners of Rockland: George Dacre
and Harry Edelstein.
more wlcy hearing-add 1
WBRZ firings illegal,
NLRB examiner finds
A National Labor Relations Board
examiner last week ruled that WBRZ
(TV) Baton Rouge, La., illegally fired
two employes last spring for their efto organize
into afortsunion
group.the station's employes
Trial Examiner Henry S. Sahm found
against the station in the discharge of
Henry Havard, assistant film director,
and Glen Hawkins, cameraman. He
concluded the firings "constituted an
interference with, restraint and coercion
of [WBRZ's] employes . . . and was
discrimination."
The examiner said the actions of

ch. 12

WHYY

Inc.

An initial decision which favored
WHYY Inc. for a new educational tv
station on ch. 12 Wilmington, Del.,
over commercial applicant Rollins
Broadcasting Co. was made final by the
FCC last week.
WHYY Inc. owns educational
WHYY-FM-TV ch. 35) Philadelphia.
It was favored over Rollins after a
lengthy hearing because, Hearing Examiner Walter Guenther ruled, of "a
distinctly greater need for the educational-instructional programs proposed
by WHYY than for the entertainment
programs" casting,planned
Oct. 1). by Rollins (BroadCh. 12 is Delaware's only vhf allocation and Storer Broadcasting Co. formerly operated a commercial station on
that channel. WHYY Inc. is a nonprofit corporation composed of educational and cultural institutes in Philadelphia and surrounding areas. William
Goldman is president.
Rollins, which owns WAMS Wilmington and other stations, did not appeal the initital decision but attacked
the
FCC hearing
(Broadcasting,
Nov. as19)."meaningless'

FCC sets new date for 'inspection' comments
AGENCY MAKES DATE JAN. 18 TO ALLEVIATE HARDSHIPS
The FCC last week granted NAB's
request to extend the deadline to Jan.
18 for comments on the proposed public-inspection rule. The original deadline was Dec. 28. The date for replies
was moved from Jan. 1 1 to Feb. 4.
NAB said the three-week extension
is needed because broadcasters are busy
completing the commission's detailed
questionnaire on political broadcasting,
activities.
The Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters
last week opposed the proposal, which
would require broadcasters to keep
copies of all applications for license
renewals, major changes in facilities
and ownership changes available for
public inspection.
GAB said such a rule would violate
privacy by revealing the records of ra3B (GOVERNMENT)

dio-tv stations owners who have interests
outside broadcasting. GAB also said
the rule would "open all licenses to
scrutiny in a manner contrary to sound
business
GAB practices."
suggested, as an alternative,
that "harrassment" could be reduced
by a method of obtaining permission to
inspect records, with the licensee being
authorized to screen requests. GAB
said financial data should be confidential.
The association also suggested that
the FCC establish a regional office, on
a trial basis, in Atlanta. The office
would serve as a repository for licensee
records, reports and documents, and
serve as a clearing house for renewal,
transfer, complaints and other matters
on a regional basis.

WAXE license renewal
set for hearing by FCC
WAXE Vero Beach, Fla., is going to
have to answer several questions for the
FCC before its license will be renewed.
WAXE'snewal hasapplication
license
rebeen set for for
hearing
by the
commission.
The FCC wants to determine if the
station and its licensee, R. M. Chamberlain, are guilty of more than 21 violations and digressions against its rules.
Among
■ Did the
the FCC's
licenseequestions:
maintain adequate
control and supervision over the operation of renewal
WAXE during
station's last
license
period the
to date?
■ Did Mr. Chamberlain instruct his
employees to disregard the rules that
require mitterproper
maintenance of translogs?
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value

G-E

Image

longer
and

analyzed

benefits

Orthicons

life, highest

unsurpassed
in

your

give

3 to 5 times
sensitivity,

performance

cameras

G.E.'s family of "station designed" Image Orthicons cover the complete
spectrum of commercial and educational television. Individual types incorporate certain value analyzed benefits which optimize performance for any
given program requirement, whether specialized or broad. These benefits
can extend life to as long as 8000 hours . . . provide signal-to-noise ratios
up to 50:1 . . . and allow high resolution pickup at 1 ft.-c for black and white,
or 40 ft.-c for color.
Q Distortion-free optical quality glass is used in all G-E Image Orthicon faceplates • Fibreoptics faceplates prevent picture distortion
Q

Photocathodes— Spectral response close to that of the human eye permits portrayal
of scenes in nearly their true tonal graduation • Individual processing for each tube
guarantees uniformity of characteristics and maximum sensitivity

Q Semiconductor (MgO) thin-film target gives
and-white pickup . . . only 40 ft.-c needed
gives: greater resolution • extremely long
focus • no target raster burns-GL 8092—

high sensitivity with only 1 ft.-c for blackfor color • 0.000002" thick, MgO target
life • no stickiness • improved depth of
GL 7629

Q Glass target only 0.0001" thick prevents loss of resolution due to lateral charge leakage • Specially selected optical quality glass is free of imperfections— GL 5820A—
GL 7293— GL 8093
O Electroplated target mesh, with 560,000 openings per square inch, improves picture
detail, prevents moire and mesh-pattern effects without defocusing
0 750-line field mesh screen— makes the scanning beam approach the target perpendicularly over the entire area • improves corner resolution • diminishes white-edge
effect • Shading and dynamic match for color pickup are excellent • Set-up time
is reduced
O As an added precaution against moisture contamination, dry inert gas is blown through
the envelope prior to exhausting and sealing • Longest tube life is assured
^ To prevent contamination from dirt, dust or moisture: All personnel wear lint-free
clothing • operators wear nylon gloves or finger guards • assembly rooms are pressurized, the air super-cleaned, and humidity controlled
Q Precision manufacture, plus accurate spacing and alignment of all components, assures
uniform signal gain in the multiplier section • Dynode material and design, plus a
0.0012" aperture, allow sharper target focus • No compromise between sharpest focus
and dynode blemishes appearing in background • Less set-up time required
O Performance testing— Every tube tested prior to release to customer • Tests are made
in G.E. and other-make cameras to guarantee highest picture quality and complete
operational flexibility
For your free facts folder, containing data and application
notes on G-E Image Orthicons, write to General Electric Co.,
Room 1783A, Owensboro, Kentucky, or call your nearest G-E
Industrial Tube Distributor, today*.
Th>greiS Is Our Most Important Product
GENERAL^
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ELECTRIC

EQUIPMENT

TV

SET

PRODUCTION

& ENGINEERING

RISES

EIA estimates '62 top of $950 million in tv sets,
up 14%; radio set making shows $7 million climb
Jump of 14% in dollar volume of
tv set production in 1962 is the estimate of the Marketing Services Dept.
of the Electronic Industries Assn., announced last week.
Tv set production in 1961 totaled
$832 million; the estimate for 1962 is
$950 million.
In radio the move upward was not
as spectacular, according to the EIA
researchers. In 1961 radio production
amounted to $343 million; in 1962 the
estimate is $350 million, for a plus of
2.1%.
Overall, consumer electronic products
moved
up anby estimated
15%, from$2,300
1961'sbillion
$2,087in
billion to
1962. Phonographs are estimated to
have soared in 1962 — up 24%, from
$335 million in 1961 to $415 million
in 1962.
The estimates are based on firm
figures for the first 10 months of this
year and preliminary indications of
business for the last two months of
1962.

EIA a fortnight ago had released
figures on tv and radio set production
sales in the first 10 months of this year.
Cumulative production and distributor sales for the January-October period
were as follows:

Period
Jan.-Oct. 1962
Jan.-Oct. 1961
Jan.-Oct. 1962
Jan.-Oct. 1961

PRODUCTION
Tv

Radio

5,434,086* 13,797,879
15,684,733"
5,014,583
SALES
4,634,024 8,538,829
5,034,880 8,888,904***

♦Including
485.025
receivers
uhf
tuners
compared
to 289,462
for with
the same
period last year.
"Including
auto to
radios
and 941,141
fm radios,5,665,954
compared
4,321,315
auto
and 679,291 fm radios in same period in
1961.
""^Excluding auto radios.
New video equipment
RCA has introduced a fullytransistorized video distribution amplifier, the

TA-23, for studio use in both color and
black-and-white signal television systems.
Advantages of the new dual-output
amplifier, according to the RCA Broadcast and Communications Products Division: small size and less heat than
tube equipment. The TA-23 requires
one-fifth the space of tube units and
generates l/20th of the heat. Also a
number of the new units may be
bridged to provide multiple output
feeds from a common signal source.
Deliveries for the TA-23 are scheduled to start in January 1963.
Harries color tv set
gets cool reception
A new color tv set, developed by J.
H. Owen Harries of Harries Electronics,
Hamilton, Bermuda, is viewed skeptically by most American receiver manufacturers, particularly by RCA.
RCA engineers said they have read
the article on the "Sunflower" projection system in the Dec. 14 Electronics
Magazine and based on that information they believe that the development
"does not appear to offer any substantial
advantages" in overcoming what they
call the "principal limitations" of projection tv. These they named as light

Electronic 'readout7 helps viewer keep score
election, electronic readouts can do
To report fast changing informawith tv producers. Whether it's as ically.
tion visually in a way that is easy
simple as keeping track of the progthe job rapidly, clearly and economress of contestants in a studio game
both for the operator to handle and
show or as complex as following
for the viewer to read, electronic
The cutaway illustration shows a
state and city balloting in a national
"readouts" are rapidly gaining favor
typical readout, capable of displaying 12 different images, which may
be letters, numerals or symbols, individually or in combination, in
monochrome or in color. The individual items of information are
registered on photographic film,
which is inserted into a rear projection device to show the desired information on the face of the unit.
The unit most used by tv stations,
according to Industrial Electronic
Engineers, North Hollywood, Calif.,
maker of the device, is Series 80000,
which shows the numbers or letters
with a maximum height of 33A
inches and costs $33 a unit. The
setup used by KTLA (TV) Los Angeles for By the Numbers (also picCutaway view of typical readout
can display 12 different images,
individually or in combinatibn.
Color can be included as a part
of the images or as background.
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Harries circuitry is a "Sunflower" corrector. This is said to overcome registration distortions inherent in color
projection systems. The inventor claims
that color receivers made with his system should be able to sell for about $3 1
more than black and white receivers
if produced on a mass basis. The
Harries receiver uses the compatible National Television Systems Committee
standards.
Technical

A boon for uhf
Eitel-McCuUough Inc., San
Carlo, Calif., has designed a new
high-power, low-cost, long-life
Klystron tube specifically for uhf
stations, and the first installation
was made at WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass. Looking it over are
(at left) Daniel H. Smith (standing) and Leonard Lavendol (squatting) of Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp., and (at right) Hal
Yokela (standing) of Eitel-McCullough and William L. Putnam
(squatting) of WWLP.
use, contrast resolution and high cost.
The principal new ingredient of the

tured) utilizes six readout units at
a total cost which Hal Dasback,
production manager, says is less than
the station used to pay for a month's
rental of a stadium-type scoreboard.
The readouts are easier to handle
and more effective in showing the
scores of the competing teams, he
says, adding "we couldn't be happier
about it."
The figures or letters are controlled by simple manual switches
which may be operated individually
or preset for group showing as complete numbers or words. To show
letters against colored backgrounds,
figures with asterisks or similar dual
simultaneous showings, double controls are used.
Fully automatic switching, with
all information pre-programmed and
displayed according to a planned
sequence without any manual operJay Stewart, emcee of "By the
Numbers," is flanked by Wanda
Hendryx (I) and Barry Sullivan and
their teammates from the KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles studio audience,
with the readouts in front of each
team showing their scores.
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

topics...

Eastman tv film change ■ Film for use
in recording television images is now
being produced with a gray rather than
a clear base by Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y. The new base protects against halation (light spread) and
simplifies processing because it has the
same density as other negative materials, Eastman reports. The new base
is available on types 7374 (16 mm)
and 5374 (35 mm). Clear base may
be obtained on special order only, Eastman said.
Made for Moviolas ■ The Camera Mart
Inc., New York, is supplying a newly
designed Camart Tv Matte for Moviola
film editing machines. Prices range
from $6.50-$8.
New TPT plant ■ TelePrompTer Corp.,
New York, will open a new plant at
Cherry Hill, N. J., early in 1963 to

ation, is practical only if the program can keep close pace with a
timing schedule. Therefore, automatic switching is usually designed
so that manual control can interrupt
it, delay it, speed it up or go back
to repeat it in whole or part.

consolidate its Weathers division (hi-fi
and stereo components) and corporate
manufacturing, engineering and technical operations. The company will
maintain its executive offices in New
York.
New "striping" device ■ Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Danbury, Conn., has introa precision
"striping"
machine ducedfor
16 mm portable
film. It will
allow
production teams in remote areas to
stripe film with magnetic oxide suitable
for sound recording, the company said.
According
to themeets
company,
the "P-16,"
as it is called,
all specifications
of the Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers and the American Standards
Assn.
Audimax converter ■ Two kits designed
to convert Audimax level control units
I and II to the new Audimax II RZ
level control system have been made
available by CBS Labs., Stamford
Conn. The converted unit maintains
constant gain during an extensive pause
or stand-by condition but when "certain" the program has ended, it slowly
drops the gain to normal if gain was
being increased during the program.
The new feature makes the older
models more useful in controlling audio
levels in recording, telecasting, monophonic and (with an adapter) stereocasting. phonic fm broadcasting and am broad-

Another common use of readouts
at broadcast stations is in timing devices. One central timing system
can drive any number of digital
clocks needed for studios and control rooms and all will be in precise
synchronization.
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We

are

challenged

You

are

summoned

The news is making it clear that this
is a testing time for Americans.
At a time of challenge, the American future depends upon the American people: what we think, what we
do, how we rise as individuals to the
task of meeting great challenge with
great achievement.
We each have a part to play.
Yours is described in the timely
new citizen action guide "Challenge
to Americans" offered here which
puts the crisis of the moment in the
true perspective of the struggle which
is likely to continue for years.
The world situation is far more complex than the
emergencies of daily headlines.
As President Kennedy says:
"We are challenged by the revolution of communism. The Communists seek power through conspiracy, terror, aggression and deceit. They exploit and
corrupt legitimate revolutionary forces, scavenging
on poverty, ignorance, despair.
"And also we are challenged by the revolution of
hope in continents long captive to stagnation and
despair.
"We are challenged by the revolution in science
and technology bringing new boons and new dangers
to humanity.
"We are challenged by the revolution in international relationships. Nation has begun to work with nation
to solve mankind's common problems. New international bodies are exploring uncharted paths of world
cooperation in the interests of worldwide peace, jusIn antice, andagefreedom."
of revolution, we dare not forget that we
"Understanding — knowing
today's challenges, knowing how to ofmeet
— is
the theme
this them
booklet.
Let action follow understanding. Let each of us resolve to do something extra
for our
country in trial
this and
period of momentous

are heirs to a continuing, liberating
revolution. We dare not fail to press
that revolution forward, to perfect
democracy at home, to make it an
example to the world. Only in earning
our freedoms over again can we
strengthen them. Only by extending
our freedoms to all mankind can we
preserve
This wethem.
can and must do as individuals. We must accept our responsibilities as we do our rights, the two
are today inseparable. We must look
upon national challenge— whether it
is an immediate challenge in Cuba,
Berlin, or Asia, or the continuing longer range challenge—as apersonal opportunity to do something important for our country. We must seek to excel, to stand
up, to stand out; in our private lives, our homes, our
work, communities, schools, in all places, in all things.
A good way to begin is with a mature understanding of what we are up against and what you personally
can do about it. You will find exactly that in the timely
new booklet, Challenge to Americans. Endorsed by
Presidents Kennedy and Eisenhower, approved by the
Department of State, it is an indispensable information and action guide for the purposeful citizen.
We need many such citizens. We need them now.
We need you — your value as an individual, your power
as the source of our national strength, your aid in deciding our common future.
Your copy of Challenge To Americans is free. You
can be learning from it and you can be acting upon it
in a matter of days. Write CHALLENGE, Box 1776,
New York 17, New York.
FREEDOM IS NOT A GIFT BUT A TASK
"I commend this booklet to
every American. It shows
how you may add to our
country's strength. The imis to do oneself
something andportantnotthingexcuse
by thinking 'I can do so little
itIt will
doesmake
make noa difference.'
difference,

magnificent opportunity."
This advertisement marks the start of another
volunteer public-service campaign by The Advertising Council. All advertising space and time
for Advertising Council Campaigns are contributed as a public service; and all creative work
by advertising agencies is done free of charge.

a great difference."
Among other voluntary Advertising Council campaigns are: U.S. Savings Bonds, jt
Forest Fire Prevention, Highway Safety gi
(seat belts), Youth Physical Fitness, Red ^
Cross, Peace Corps, etc. The Advertising *uc
Council, 25 West 45th St., New York, N.Y.

INTERNATIONAL
REACTION
ATV
tt

ot

AND

IT'S A

ONE*
D
OOTHERE
G
NOW
IS ONLY
ONE STATION IN ALL

OF CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA WHICH CARRIES
THE COMPLETE LINEUP
OF ABC NETWORK PROCRAMS. Only on Channel
27 can the people in Harrisburg, York and Lebanon
see BEN CASEY, MCHALE'S NAVY, STONEY
BURKE, COMBAT, LAWRENCE WELK, and all the
other top audience producers. And they can see
them better from our new,
taller tower (500' high)
and more powerful antenna. Just watch us — everybody does!
*See March 1962 ARB
or ask Harrington,
Righter and
Parsons

HARRISBURC, YORK
& LEBANON
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TO

head says it shows

WHITE

PAPER

'appalling ingnorance'

and 'open hostility' to commercial television
participation in commercial tv has
Failure of the British government's
second white paper on the role of In- given "little cause for anxiety." The
dependent Television Authority to au- government was against a ban on such
thorize a second commercial network
participation but felt there should be
shows "appalling ignorance" of televi- safeguards against the possible effects
sion facts, according to Sir Robert
of "undue concentration of shareholdRenwick, chairman of Associated Teleings" byulation
newspapers.
of a maximumIt contended
percentage regof
vision Ltd., a major tv program contractor.
press-held voting shares would be too
complicated, suggesting ITA be given
Commenting on the paper (Broadcasting, Dec. 24), Sir Robert said it power to suspend or cancel a company's contract if newspaper holdings
showed "open hostility" to commercial
tv. BBC would be given a second net- give rise to abuse. Further, the postmaster-general would have power to
work to increase the range of its prosuspend or cancel a contract for similar
reasons.
He described the levy on commercial
grams.
As to advertising standards, the white
tv profits as "an extra-ordinary proposal
to come from a conservative governpaper would strengthen the ITA adverment" and called the proposal to hand
tising advisory committee in general
over to ITA the control of networking
consumer representation. In addition,
"academic nonsense." He added, "The
ITA will assume more formal and direct control of executive decisions on
government must decide whether it believes in the future of television or
advertisements. "The authority rightly
whether it wants to clamp down with recognizes that in television, standards
the dead hand of bureaucracy."
need to be more exacting," the paper
Sir Harry Pilkington, chairman of
stated, adding, "The onus of proof of
the committee that produced the re- claims made in advertisements must
port bearing his name (Broadcasting,
always rest on the advertiser, and if
July 2, 9), said the government's plan there is any reasonable doubt the viewwas "better than expected but not good
ers' interests must come first."
enough." He voiced disappointment beThe bill would give ITA authority "to
cause there is no real action to prevent
regulate practices with regard to advernewspaper groups having controlling
tising and— natural breaks," avoiding
interest in tv companies; no second
"stridency and undue repetitiveness in
commercial network; support for pay
tv, which his committee opposed.
advertisements."
The second white paper felt press BBG cuts off filings
for second
Canadian spending up
National advertising on radio
and television in Canada increased
in the first nine months of 1962,
according to a report by ElliottHaynes Ltd., Toronto, Ont, in
the weekly Toronto Marketing,
an advertising paper. Radio advertising was up 11.14% to $14,641,192 as compared with the
first nine months of 1961, and national television advertising was
up 19.97% to $37,185,421.
The major broadcast advertising group was food and food
products with $4,057,318 in radio
and $9,553,907 in television.
Drugs and toilet goods followed in
second place in both media, $2,002,580 on radio and $7,905,063
on television.

tv outlets

The Board of Broadcast Governors
will not entertain applications for second television stations in Canadian
cities, except for those already filed, the
board said at Ottawa Dec. 21.
The board said second stations in
Canada's eight major markets have had
more trouble getting established than
expected. In most cases capital costs
exceeded estimates, operating costs were
higher than expected, and revenues less
buoyant than predicted. National advertisers were buying both stations in
two-station cities but reducing their expenditures in remaining single station
markets.
The board will hear applications for
second stations in mid-January for Quebec City, and St. John's, Nfld. It has
postponed public hearings till June 4
for Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to
decide whether to apply for stations in
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

Fredericton or St. John, N. B., Saskatoon, Sask., Sudbury, Ont., and Charlottetown, P. E. I. The board will not
hear applications for second stations in
other cities at present, as it feels these
could not be economically operated.
The BBG also opposes furthering alternative program service to such smaller
cities through use of satellite stations
from nearby cities. The board said it
feels a second station in any city should
provide local service as well as network programs, and this could not be
done through a satellite station. Since
the original tv station in a city must
provide local programs, the board feels
second stations should also transmit
local programs.
British set tax relief asked
Members of Parliament are urging a
temporary suspension of the 45% purchase tax on television and radio equipment because of low sales and unemployment inthe industry.
About 15 members have signed two
resolutions. The first presses the government for temporary removal of the
tax, which they say is much higher than
the tax on all other goods but cosmetics. The second asks the government to present television sets to schools
over the next 16 months in areas of the
Commonwealth and British colonies
where educational programs are broadcast.

SETH

QUITS

TVB

JFK 'Conversation'
gets overseas play

GOING

Foreign distribution of A Conversation With the President, the precedentsetting news interview of Mr. Kennedy
by the three networks (Broadcasting,
Dec. 17, 24), has been carried out or
is planned on an independent basis by
each of the tv networks.
The show, seen in the U. S. on Dec.
17 was serviced by CBS Films Inc. for
distribution in 10 countries. Portions
of the taped broadcast were carried by
the British Broadcasting Corp. and by
commercial tv facilities the following
day.

Daytona Beach
Orlando

NBC reported distribution of the
show to its affiliates in Australia and
Japan as a part of its regular service
to these outlets and on a cost-plus basis
to outlets in Holland, Norway and the
Philippines.
ABC reported it offered the show to
all of its foreign affiliates but that the
list of those accepting the program is
not yet available.

r/I r. Seth
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THIRD
FLORIDA'S
MARKET
AND
SPACE AGE
CENTER

The Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, Ont., an industry-wide
co-operative organization, now has 350
members, the most in history. They include 207 radio and television stations,
of which one radio and two television
stations are in the U. S.

CANADA

Failure to get executive committee

"basic disagreements on the manage-

NOW

Bureau has 350 members

OF

William R. Seth Jr. has resigned as
executive vice president of TvB of
Canada Inc. as result of what he called

UP!

POST

support cited as reason

ment of the bureau," which is based in
Toronto.
"Despite careful planning, tremendous physical and mental efforts on my
part to build the bureau into a successful representative of the television industry," he said, "I now feel severely
frustrated by not having the confidence
of the executive committee.
"This is in stark contrast to the prestige we enjoy within the tv industry. It
would be needless to recite my many
efforts toward building this degree of
recognition and prestige, often under
very severe handicaps. Not only have
I felt the full burden of developing
membership for the bureau, but I have
been expected to handle all the creative, sales and administrative tasks as
Mr. Seth, who has headed the bureau
since its formation in August 1961, was
made executive vice president in an
well."
appointment
announced about a month
ago (Broadcasting, Dec. 3). He said
last week, however, that his board of
directors had refused to give him a
long-term contract on which he and the

WESH^TV

fe?

for Orlando
Daytona Beach
Cape Canaveral
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board had already come to terms.
Thin Spread? ■ Other sources meanwhile reported that need of more financial support for the Canada TvB had
made it necessary for Mr. Seth to
"spread himself too thin" in trying to
cover membership solicitation and service along with new business promotion
and other areas of bureau activity.
They suggested that, possibly because
of his preoccupation with such a wide
range of affairs, there had developed a
breakdown of communications between
Mr. Seth and his board members and
that this contributed to what he called
loss of the confidence of the executive
committee.
Canada TvB authorities were reported last week to be actively seeking a
successor to Mr. Seth. He has returned
to his home at Pearl River, N. Y.
Before he joined the Canada TvB he
was with Lennen & Newell, and before
that with MacManus, John & Adams;
Lewin, Williams & Saylor; and Needham & Grohmann.
TvB of Canada is separate from the
U. S. TvB but receives assistance from
the latter.
Canadian unions squabble
Canadian unions and Canadian locals
of international unions in the broadcast
field are waging a battle for membership of some 2,300 employees of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. The Canadian Labor Congress has refused to
recognize the right of the National
Union of Public Service Employees
(NUPSE), a Canadian affiliated union,

to merge with the Assn. of Radio &
Television Employees of Canada
(ARTEC), also a purely Canadian unaffiliated union. The National Assn. of
Broadcast Employees & Technicians
(NABET), affiliated with the labor
congress and the AFL-CIO, has contested the merger of ARTEC with
NUPSE, since the former had at one
time been affiliated with NABET.
ARTEC represents CBC announcers,
office employees and production staff.
NUPSE has some 30,000 members in
116 locals across Canada.
Abroad

in brief...

Dec. 10). RCA said shipments to Venezuela will begin shortly, with the pro1963. gram scheduled for completion in mid-

New Canadian am ■ CKCN Seven Islands, Que., a new 5 kw station on 560
kc will start broadcasting in March.
The station has a coverage area of
60,000 persons. Ben Roberge, formerly
of CKRB St. Georges de Beauce, Que.,
and CKLD Thetford Mines, Que., is
general sales manager. Radio & Television Sales Inc., Toronto and Montreal,
is exclusive station representative.
Ghana starts tv plans

Fully sold in Philippines ■ With the
sale of nine tv film series, NBC International has completed sales of its entire library to the Philippines. The
latest sale, to the Bolinao Broadcasting
Co., includes Bonanza, Dr. Kildare,
Don't Call Me Charlie, National Velvet, Pony Express, The Jim Backus
Show, Blue Angels, Bob Hope Specials
and It's A Man's World.

Ghana is to have television. The first
step has been initiated by the government in awarding an $8,400,000 contract to the British Marconi Co. to construct three transmitting stations in
Accra, Kumasi, and in the SekondiTakoradi area. The contract also covers
a new radio station which will expand
home and foreign radio broadcasts by
the Ghana Broadcasting Corp.

Rep appointment ■ CJLR Quebec City,
Que., has appointed Radio & Television
Sales Inc., Toronto and Montreal, as
exclusive representative.

ABC

Venezuelan equipment buys ■ RCA
has announced that Radio Caracas
Television has signed a $750,000 contract for additional transmitters, microwave relays and other equipment required in the expansion of an interconnected tv network that will place
97.5% of Venezuela's population within range of tv signals (Broadcasting,

International rep named

ABC International Television Inc.
last week appointed a sales representative for the United Kingdom.
The naming of Richard Job Ltd.,
London, as representation for the ABPT subsidiary is a move to expedite
negotiations with international advertisers in England and on the European
continent, according to Donald W.
Coyle, president of ABC International.

PROGRAMMING
NEW
Company

GORDON

FIRM

PLANS

TWO

SERIES

also will finance independent production
ent Television Corp. and the former
A new production company has started preparations for two series to be Ziv Television Programs Inc. Mr.
Gordon is a financier and former manuoffered for network tv placement next
facturer.
season.
Clancy Gordon Productions Inc.,
The company's objectives are proNew York, a fortnight ago announced
gram sales and distribution, production
production plans that include a oneof its own tv properties and financing
shows of independent producers.
hour series, tentatively titled Rhapsody,
and a half-hour series with the working
title The Hellers. The former program
Milwaukee broadcaster
will be a showcase for folk music, song
and dance acts, and the latter series is
cautions on 'Emmys'
to be a filmed family situation comedy.
A Milwaukee broadcaster has cautionBoth are aimed for the 1963-64 neted the National Academy of Television
work season.
Arts and Sciences that a newly-created
The new firm, with offices at 545
Emmy Award might encourage local
Fifth Ave. (telephone Yukon 6-2370)
stations seeking it to concentrate on
has been formed by Russell Clancy and
one public service project at the cost of
Jules M. Gordon. Mr. Clancy, who
ignoring overall community obligations.
started in radio in 1936 as an announcer
and performer, has also served in varHow about an award for "overall
ious capacities with NBC-TV, Televicommunity service"? asked George
sion Programs of America, IndependComte, general manager, WTMJ-AM46

FM-TV Milwaukee.
In a letter to Robert F. Lewine, president of the academy, Mr. Comte
warned that standards for a new Emmy
category make it conceivable that it
could be won by a station which throws
its "entire emphasis and resources in a
program or program series in one field
and ignores all other fields of community service." Meanwhile, Mr. Comte
said, a station "which accomplished an
outstanding job in the entire field of
community service would not be conThe Milwaukee executive suggested
another
sidered." Emmy catagory to honor a
community.
station's overall, year-long service to its
Clark radio show sales
Mars Broadcasting Inc. reports that
the new two-hour Dick Clark Show has
been sold in 16 markets and will make
its debut on 13 stations tomorrow
(Jan. 1).
The outlets with a Jan. 1 start are
WOLF Syracuse; WSGN Birmingham;
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

Better local spots mean more money for you.
And now you can produce them with your VTR.
It's possible with the Ampex Electronic Editor
operating with Ampex Inter-Sync. The Electronic Editor allows you to assemble, insert,
add effects or make changes electronically until
you get just what you want to see— all without
cutting an inch of tape. Add a Special Effects
Generator and you have every conceivable transitional effect at finger-tip control. There's no
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

need for specially trained film crews. Your own
staff can handle every job. Another Ampex accessory for better programming: Amtec — an
automatic time element compensator that gives
you geometrically perfect pictures. For more
information write the only company providing
recorders, tapes and memory devices for every
application: Ampex Corporation, 934 Charter
Street, Redwood City, California.
Sales, service throughout the world.
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WKGN Knoxville; WQXI Atlanta;
WWDC Washington; WABB Mobile,
Ala., WTOB Winston-Salem, N. C;
WITH Baltimore; WHOT Youngstown;
WHK Cleveland; WCPO Cincinnati;
WLAN Lancaster, Pa., and WLEE
Richmond. The program will begin on
Feb. 1 on KKIS Pittsburg, Calif.;
WAAT Trenton, N. J., and WMID Atlantic City, N. J.
Roach Studios brings
$1.32 million in sale
Sale of Hal Roach Studios, seven
sound stages on 14 acres at Culver City,
Calif., for $1,326,000 to the Ponty-Fenmore Realty Fund, has been revealed,
subject to approval by U. S. District
Court in Scranton, Pa.
The property is owned by Scranton
Corp., and was acquired by Scranton
along with the Mutual Broadcasting
System as part of financial maneuverings which ended with bankruptcy of
Scranton Corp. and the sentencing of
its head man, Alexander Guterma, to
federal prison (Broadcasting, Feb. 1,
1960). The purchaser, a Beverly Hills
real estate developer, has had no previous connection with movie studios
and has not decided yet what to do
with the property. Mutual now is
owned by Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Corp.
Radio-tv plans for
Pasadena's Rose Parade
As usual, the Rose Parade from
Pasadena, Calif., which kicks off the
1963 list of special events for radio
and tv audiences, will be one of the
best covered features of the entire year.
Two tv networks, CBS-TV and NBCTV (which will broadcast the two-hour
parade in color), will be joined by Los
Angeles stations KTLA (TV), KTTV
(TV), KHJ-TV, KMEX-TV (all-Spanish language uhf station) and KUSCTV (U. of Southern California's campus closed-circuit tv station, as well as
KOVR
(TV) Sacramento-Stockton,

Calif., for the video coverage. In radio,
the parade will be broadcast by KRLA
and KWKW Pasadena, KALI San
Gabriel, KHJ and KMLA (FM) Los
Angeles, and KPPC (Pasadena College
station). The Armed Forces radio and
tv service will take the parade to American troops around the world.
An interesting sidelight is the competition for the Spanish-speaking audience between KWKW and KALI, allSpanish radio stations, and KMEX-TV
and KTTV (TV), which is sponsoring
the KWKW broadcast and advising
that station's listeners tune their tv sets
to KTTV with the sound turned down
so they can hear the floats described
in Spanish on KWKW as they watch
them on KTTV.
Transatlantic

cable

to be leased by AP
The first transatlantic cable photo
circuit to be leased by a news service
will undergo testing for the Associated
Press beginning Ian. 2, according to
Wes Gallagher, AP general manager.
The circuit when turned over to AP,
will be available for 24-hour-a-day
operation and will permit simultaneous
two-way picture transmissions to and
from Europe. The cable is being leased
by AP from Press Wireless Inc., and
should be ready for regular use by the
wire service in mid-Ianuary.
Mr. Gallagher said the effect of the
cable would be to link AP's two wirephoto networks in Europe and North
America. These networks serve hundreds of newspapers and tv stations.
Picture traffic between the U. S. and
Europe in the past has been mainly
by radio, although in recent months
AP has been using commercial cable
facilities on a per-picture toll basis because of the higher quality of cable
transmissions.
Stations salute California
Nine California affiliates of the CBS
Television Network are jointly producing a special one-hour program saluting

IfVlore than a decade of (Constructive Service
to {broadcasters and the tl3roacastina J^nduslru

HOWARD

E.

STARK

Brokers — Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET
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California's
to the most populous state in growth
the union.
Each is broadcasting it at a time of
its own selection. KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles (a CBS-owned station) aired it
Dec. 28 at 9:30-10:30, pre-empting
Fair Exchange on CBS-TV. Other stations are: KFMB-TV San Diego, KPIX
(TV) San Francisco, KXTV (TV) Sacramento, KFRE-TV Fresno, KSBW-TV
Salinas, KIEM-TV Eureka, KBAK-TV
Bakersfield, and KSHL-TV Chico. California Gov. Edmund G. Brown will
appear in a segment taped by KXTV.

NBC-TV
one-hour

planning
Bishop show

196364 Program
season plans
includefor a NBC-TV's
new hour-long
weekly comedy-variety show with Joey
Bishop as star and host, it was announced two weeks ago by Mort Werner, NBC-TV program vice president.
The series will be produced by Mr.
Bishop's packaging company, Joslar
Inc., and will originate live or on tape
in NBC's New York studios. The current New Joey Bishop Show viewed at
8:30-9 p.m., Saturdays, is filmed.
A premiere date and time for the
new show is yet to be announced.
Program

notes...

Program switch
NBC-TV's
afternoon
newscast,■ This
Is NBC Sunday
News,
will move to a new time starting Sunday, Jan. 6. The program, currently
telecast in the 4:30-5 p.m. EST period,
moves to 3-3:30 p.m. Two specials are
scheduled for the first two weeks following the switch; New Faces of Congress, Jan. 6, 4-5 p.m., and the National Football League's Pro Bowl
Game Jan. 13, starting at 4 p.m. Beginning Jan. 20 the Sunday 4-5 p.m.
period will be filled by a new series,
Shell's Wonderful World of Golf."
Linkletter at night ■ A new audience
participation weekly variety program
based on the foibles and fortes of people in all walks of life, The Art Linkletter Show, will start Feb. 18 on NBCTV, Mon., 9:30-10 p.m. Art Linkletter
will host the program, to be produced
live or taped in Hollywood. Series will
be produced by Artel Productions in
association with NBC. Wilbur Stark
will be executive producer, Irvin Atkins
producer and Hal Cooper director. It
will replace The Price Is Right which
moves Feb. 1 to Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m.
Linkletter in the morning, too ■ Jack
Linkletter will begin his own Jack
Linkletter Show, an interview program
aimed at a young adult audience, on
ABC Radio West, the western regional
hookup of ABC Radio. The program,
featuring "fascinating people of the
West who are making news," will be
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heard on 116 ABC Radio West stations
Mon.-Fri., 11:15-11:30 a.m.
Hope tour films ■ Bob Hope and other
Hollywood entertainers are on an
18,000 mile USO tour through the
Far East and South Pacific to perform before GIs at more than a dozen
military posts during the Christmas
season. Film footage of performances
at the bases will be included in The Bob
Hope Christmas Show scheduled on
NBC-TV Wednesday, Jan. 16, 9-10
p.m. EST.
New WCBS show ■ WCBS New York
has announced the addition of the Ted
Steele At Your Service program to its
daily afternoon schedule beginning
today (Dec. 31). Mr. Steele, personality of the new woman's appeal
show, was previously vice president and
general manager of WINS New York
and general manager of the former
WNTA-AM-FM Newark, N. J. From
1950-54 he was executive producer for
WPIX (TV) New York.
Daytime CBS-TV changes ■ In a move
to "make even stronger" its daytime
schedule, CBS-TV has announced a
switch in its present afternoon programming to become effective today. The
Millionaire, previously shown 3-3:30
p.m., moves to 3:30-4 p.m. EST and
To Tell the Truth moves to 3-3:25
p.m. The five-minute gap created by
the exchange will be filled by CBS News
with Douglas Edwards, previously
shown at 3:55 p.m.
Overseas business ■ Screen Gems reports it has acquired the international
distribution rights to the Mahalia Jackson Sings and the Laffs comedy skits
series from Television Enterprises Corp.,
of Great Britain. TEC distributes the
programs in this country.
Day-long review ■ WFUV (FM) New
York, Fordham U.'s educational outlet,
aired a program schedule Dec. 30
titled WFUV in Profile in celebration
of its 15th anniversary of broadcasting.
The day of specials was meant to reflect
the range and variety of the station's
talk and music programming.
Special citation ■ Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., New York, has awarded
a special citation to one of its stations,
KHOU-TV Houston, for "outstanding
public service programming, 19611962." A series called The Magic
Room, a book program for younger
viewers, is now in its second year of
production on all five Corinthian outlets
— KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif.;
KOTV (TV) Tulsa; WANE-TV Fort
Wayne; WISH-TV Indianapolis, and
the Houston station.
FAA story ■ The functions of the Federal Aviation Agency are described in
a 30-minute 16mm film available to tv
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

WOR-TV buys 33 Embassy Pictures productions
Ivan Reiner (c), program manager
involved have not gone into production as yet. Included in the package
of WOR-TV New York, signs for
33 motion pictures, including 17 in are "Hercules," "Hercules Unchaincolor, from Embassy Pictures, of
ed," "Attila the Hun," "The Fabulwhich Joseph E. Levine (r) is presious World of Jules Verne" and sevdent and Leonard Lightstone (1) is
of director Ingmar
Bergman's
films.eral WOR-TV
will schedule
the
executive vice president.
An unusual aspect of the contract
films on a once-a-month basis, startis that several of the motion pictures
ing with "Hercules" on Jan. 4.
stations on a free-loan basis from
Sterling Movies U. S. A. Inc., New
York.
Producer signs » NRB Assoc. Ltd.,
New York management firm, has signed
Bill Hobin, tv producer-director, to an
exclusive personal management contract. Mr. Hobin is currently producer

and
With director
Mitch. of NBC-TV's Sing Along
Martha to Jacqueline ■ Events in the
lives of many of America's First Ladies,
from Martha Washington to Jacqueline
Kennedy, will be recalled in a production by the public affairs department of
CBS News. Entitled "The First Lady,"

Tele-Tape
takes
Tele-Tape Productions, Ridgefield,
N. J., one of the few video-tape outfits specializing in on-location recording, travelled more than 50,000 miles
in 1962, to complete a production
schedule with stops as far north as
St. Paul, Minn., and as far south as
Cuba.
Tele-Tape recently moved to the
East Coast from Chicago, underwent
a staff and facilities expansion and
added a new unit. It also was named
the basic supplier of on-location material for Videotape Productions of
New York last summer. As a result,

video
tape 'on the road'
the firm expects to tackle an even
specially designed audio console to
heavier travel schedule in 1963.
handle up to 22 microphones, 10
tons of air conditioning and a 40 kw
For the major part of this year,
power generator. The equipment is
the company worked out of a mobile
unit converted from an old Greycompletely housed in a tractorhound bus. Now it has introduced
trailer with storage compartments
and camera platforms on the roof.
a new and modern tape cruiser. It
was shown at the Assn. of National
The unit's first assignments included the New York segment of the
Advertisers' convention last month.
Known as Mobile Unit One, the
closed circuit fund-raising telecast
new cruiser includes four Marconi
for Washington's National Cultural
Center, and the Dec. 12 production
Mark IV cameras and two Ampex
of the Perry Como Show. For the
intersync and Amtec equipped videotape recorders. Its special features
latter, the cruiser was sent to Guanare a custom built control room, a
tanamo Bay, Cuba, for the show's

Tele-Tape Productions went to Portage, Ind., to record
commercial featuring new General Electric "annealing
furnace." In picture, cameramen are given last instructions before "booming up" for shot of entire 175-foot
GE furnace.

the program will be shown on CBS-TV
Jan. 2, 1963 (Wed. 7:30-8 p.m.). Actresses Colleen Dewhurst, Ann Harding
and Nancy Wickwire will portray the
presidents' wives or hostesses through
readings and dramatic vignettes. Harry
Reasoner, CBS News correspondent,
will be narrator.
Free film directory ■ Modern Talking
Pictures Service Inc. is offering a directory to tv stations entitled Free Films
From Modern Tv. The directory lists
over 350 films which are offered free to
stations by Modern Tv, a division of
Modern Talking Pictures.
50

A 45-foot, 18-ton tractor trailer unit, Tele-Tape Productions' Mobile Unit One, is shown ready to board an
Army plane headed for Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, where
the "Perry Como Show" was taped for showing on
NBC-TV a few days later.

Michigan news ■ On-the-spot tv film
coverage of news is available to Michigan stations from Arnold Enterprises,
Lansing. Dick Arnold, recently with
WXYZ-TV Detroit, has opened the
news bureau at 1 16 W. Lapeer St.
Government Shorts ■ "Justice," NBC
Radio's new Monitor information series
produced by the network in cooperation with the Federal Bar Assn., begins
next Sunday (Jan. 6) within the 3-3:30
p.m. EST period. The first two of the
10-minute programs will feature Supreme Court Justice Tom C. Clark.
Subsequent shows in the series will be

interviews covering activities of various
government agencies.
Railroading ■ The legends and folklore
of the railroads — and a strong plea
against railroad mergers — are included
in Working on the Railroads, a new
26-week, recorded five-minute radio
series, available without charge from
the
400 Railway
First St., Labor
N. W., Executives'
Washington Assn.,
1 , D.
C. Recorded promotional material
comes with the package.
Ready ■ Hollywood: The Fabulous Era,
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taping for NBC-TV.
Goes East ■ With its appointment
as supplier of on-location material
for Videotape Productions and with
about 60% of its business coming
from New York, Tele-Tape decided
that it would move its operation
from Chicago to the East Coast. The
company set up permanent headquarters last summer in Ridgefield,
N. J., to house its mobile fleet, engineering offices and maintenance
shops and opened a sales and production office in New York.
While Tele-Tape devoted 75% of
its production this year to programs,
the company expects to expand its
tv commercial business in 1963,
when it will introduce a new and
smaller mobile unit, designed specifically for taping commercials.
According to James E. Witte,
Tele-Tape's general manager, the
smaller unit will enable the company
to complete a week's assignment of
commercial taping at the same cost
as two days shooting with the larger
unit.
If Mr. Witte is optimistic about
the future of on-location tape production, he is also realistic in his
assessment. He points out tape producers have not developed techniques necessary to shoot a variety
of special location shots such as
underwater, aerial and motorboat
scenes.
When video tape was introduced,
Mr. Witte says, it was oversold by
producers anxious to get a quick
foothold in the market. He continues: Unable to live up to its advance notices, tape fell into disfavor
with many producers and advertisers.
Tape producers returned to their
workbenches to learn more about
their product and to develop new
techniques for using tape more advantageously. Now, with a more
flexible product, producers are involved in the "long tedious business
of reselling tape to the industry."

produced by Wolper Productions,
Hollywood, has been completed and
scheduled for showing on ABC-TV
Jan. 23, the firm has announced. Produced and directed by Jack Haley Jr.,
the hour special is narrated by Henry
Fonda with a musical score by Elmer
Bernstein.
How they do it ■ World distribution
rights for Doctors At Work, a series of
52 half-hour filmed medical programs,
have been acquired by Desilu Productions Inc., Hollywood. Filmed portions
of each episode run 18 minutes; suggested scripts and questions for live
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doctor panels are provided. The package was produced by the California
Medical Assn.
More from Lone Star ■ The Lone Star
Brewery, San Antonio, has signed a
second one-year contract for the production of The Lone Star Sportsman,
an outdoor television feature which ran
on 14 southwest stations during 1962.
The brewery, through Glenn Adv.
Agency, Dallas, its agency, also sends
Jim Thomas, featured in the series, to
make public appearances at hunting
and fishing events.
New CBS Radio shows ■ Two new
Mon.-Fri. programs begin today (Dec.
31) on CBS Radio. David Schoenbrun
Reports, a five-minute newscast on national and foreign affairs features CBS
News' chief Washington correspondent
at 8:30-8:35 a.m. EST. Abigail Van
Buren, whose column of advice has
been read in newspapers for eight years,
will air a Dear Abby show at 10:3010:35 a.m. EST.
'Ranger' radio sales ■ Telesynd Div. of
Wrather Corp., New York, reports sales
totalling $100,000 for its 30-minute radio series, The Lone Ranger. The series
was bought by KOMO Seattle; KATU
Portland, Ore.; KXLY Spokane, Wash.,
and WMAL Washington, D. C. A 90minute "Lone Ranger" program was
sold to WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.
In addition, Telesynd announced the
sale of its Programatic radio service to
WMSR Manchester, Tenn.
'Virginians' extended ■ Revue Studios
has received a second extension for The
Virginians, 90-minute western colorcast
by NBC-TV, boosting the total number
of episodes for the 1962-63 season to
30. Series was originally scheduled for
13 programs, extended to 26 in October
and now to 30.
'Ethics' series ■ KNBC (TV) Los Angeles on Jan. 13 will start a series of
programs titled Ethics, which will attempt to relate abstract ethical concepts to specific problems of modern
life. Three guests will appear on each
program, two with definite and opposing opinions of the program's topic,
one in between. Dr. Simon Greenberg
is host of the Sunday series (1-1:30
p.m.). Opening program will deal with
the ethical responsibilities of the entertainment business to its audience.
Spots with a twist ■ One-minute spots
with a news twist have been offered for
sale by Creative Radio Productions, 521
Moraga St., San Francisco. The $25
monthly spot package features daily
news stories — from exactly 30 years
prior to the airing. Called "The News30-Commercial," local sponsors have
four categories of news to choose from:

international report, Washington report,,
newscast and sportscast.
Monkeys and men ■ Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. has announced production of the fifth in a series of WBC
television specials. The show titled
People and Other Animals features Jane
Fonda and Robert Morse who "appear
as mammals." It will be seen on the
five WBC television stations and on
other outlets via syndication.
Tourists at sea "Sterling Movies U.S.A.
announces its distribution on a free
loan basis of a new half-hour color
film, "The Timid Tourist," produced by
Regency Productions. The movie, recently released by the French Line,
features actor Claude Dauphin aboard
the new ship S. S. France and examines
the results of mixing varied cultures
crossing.
and personalities on a trans-Atlantic
Documentaries abroad ■ Screen Gems
Inc. has announced plans for international distribution of a group of 53
filmed television documentaries produced by Documentary Programs Inc.,
Washington, D. C. The half-hour segments, produced by Peter Von Zahn,
German broadcast and film producer,
cover the subjects of music of the old
and new world, world governments, and
world religions. Present plans do not
call for U. S. distribution of the series.
Winner before mike ■ Looking ahead
to Radio Month (next May), KNUJ
New Ulm, Minn., is conducting a
"Speak for a Scholarship" campaign
which will end with the award of a
$500 college scholarship to the winning
student and the presentation of a tape
recorder to his high school. Participants
prepare and deliver quarter-hour broadcasts which include music and news delivered on KNUJ. Twenty local schools
are cooperating with the KNUJ proCancer society film ■ The American
gram. Society has announced compleCancer
tion of a half-hour film with the dual
purpose of familiarizing the public with
the society's volunteers and training
volunteers themselves. Produced by
Harry Olesker, chief of the society's tv
and film operation, the show will be
available for network and local tv in
April.
Film sales . . .
Films of the 50's, Volumes 4 and 5
(Seven Arts): Sold to KTVH (TV)
Wichita, Kan.; WFBM-TV Indianapolis; KBTV (TV) Denver, and KOCOTV Enid, Okla. Now in 44 markets.
KBTV also signed for 41 features in
Volume 3; KGO-TV San Francisco
bought three special features; KTVU
(TV) San Francisco and WGN-TV

Chicago each bought five special features.
Broadway Goes Latin (ITC) : Sold
to WICS (TV) Springfield, 111.; WTTV
(TV) Indianapolis; WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y.; KBMT (TV) Beaumont,
Tex.; WAFG-TV Huntsville, Ala.;
WBRZ (TV) Baton Rouge, La.;
WUHF (TV) Milwaukee. Now in 42
markets.
South America: The Awakening
Giant (ITC): A one-hour documentary
sold to WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio;
WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio; KEPL-TV

El Paso, Tex.; WFBM-TV Indianapolis,
and WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky. Now
in 34 markets.
Brave Stallion (ITC) : Sold to WPIX
(TV) New York (fourth year renewal) ; WDAM-TV Laurel-Hattiesburg,
Miss.; WSB-TV Atlanta; WBZ-TV Boston; WIMA-TV Lima, Ohio. Now in
215 markets.
Supercar (ITC): Sold to WCOV-TV
Montgomery, Ala.; WJBF (TV) Augusta, Ga. Now in 140 markets.
Whiplash (ITC) : Sold to WWL-TV
FINANCIAL
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Orleans; WUHF (TV) Milwaukee. Now in 70 markets.

Jeff's Collie (ITC) : Sold to KVALTV Eugene, Ore. Now in 118 markets.
Sea War (ITC): Sold to WUHF
(TV) Milwaukee. Now in 55 markets.
Danger Man (ITC) : Sold to WUHF
(TV) Milwaukee. Now in 64 markets.
March of the Wooden Soldiers
(ITC) : Laurel and Hardy feature film
sold to KATC-TV Lafayette, La., and
WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich. Now
in 68 markets.
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$1.7 BILLION REVENUE, $50 MILLION PROFIT NOTED
RCA in 1962 sold and earned more
than ever before in its 43 years, surpassing not only its own corporate records but also the national averages for
all industry, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
board chairman, reported last week.
His year-end report estimated that
RCA's sales for the year will approach
$1.7 billion, or about 10% more than
the 1961 record. He said operating
profit after taxes will exceed $50 million, a 40% increase over 1961 and
surpassing the all-time high of $47.5
million set in 1955.
Gen. Sarnoff said NBC, a division of
RCA, contributed "record sales and
profits" while color tv receiver sales
more than doubled and profits on color
equipment and related services increased
five-fold.
Color Tv ■ "Color television," he
said, "has clearly entered an era of major growth and profitability." He estimated that color set sales will total
Gen. Sarnoff
750,000 to one million in 1963 if picture tube production can keep up.
Overall, he said, RCA in 1962 got TV's 1962 programming was on news
into position to "advance to even high- and public affairs, "with the largest
audiences among all networks consister levels of sales and earnings in 1963,
ently attracted to these NBC presentaconditioned upon the strength of the
tions." NBC's 1962 color programming
national economy as a whole."
totaled almost 2,000 hours, including
He thought the economy would main68% of its nighttime schedule.
tain "a relatively high level of activity,"
Gen. Sarnoff said that RCA had beand that the electronics field "can ancome firmly established in electronic
ticipate continuation through 1963 of
the upward trend in sales and earnings
data-processing, sale and rental revenues more than doubling during 1962.
which has placed the industry ahead
of all others in dynamic growth in re- He also reported "continued advances
in space and defense electronics," dracent years."
NBC's Year ■ Gen. Sarnoff said NBC
matized by "the unprecedented 100%
effectiveness" of the six RCA-developed
"had its most successful year"; that Tiros
weather satellites launched thus
NBC-TV attracted 262 advertisers,
far.
more than any other network and a new
high for NBC; and that NBC Radio
An intensive company-wide program
to increase operating efficiencies and re"maintained its position as the leading
network in sponsored time, with billduce costs also contributed to RCA's
profit improvement in 1962, Gen. Sarings and profits higher than in 1961."
noff
said.
He said that one-fourth of NBC52

high

BY GEN. SARNOFF
Other highlights included:
■ Sales of RCA Victor home instruments increased by 30% and surpassed
the previous record, set in 1956. Biggest
gains were in radio sets, Victrola phonographs, tape recorders and color television.
■ Unit sales of tv sets "were well in
excess of one million" and exceeded in
dollar volume the all-time peak reached
in 1950.
■ RCA was "hard pressed to meet the
demand for color television sets" in
1962. To help meet 1963's anticipated
demand, color picture tube production
facilities were expanded at Marion,
Ind., and Lancaster, Pa.
■ A tripling of sales of color film
cameras for local color tv originations
spearheaded a "substantial" increase in
sales of color broadcast equipment.
■ RCA Victor Records reached a new
high sales volume and again led in the
list of the top 20 best-selling singles.
■ Sales of RCA electron tubes for
broadcast, industrial and military equipment reached a new high, and "important new business development programs were launched in electronic power devices such as thermoelectrics and
■ Almost a score of major space
solar cells."
packages (in addition to the Tiros satellites) were delivered or nearing completion by RCA at the end of 1962,
including the complex tv payloads
slated to be carried to the moon in
1963 in the RANGER program.
■ International sales and income set
a new record.
Gen. Sarnoff said RCA's 1962 record
makes the company "an industrial pacesetter." He said its 10% sales gain will
exceed the 1962 average for all U. S.
manufactures and that its 40% increase
in operating profits will at least double
the industrial average.
In addition to RCA's operating profit,
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he noted, a capital gain of $7 million
was realized in 1962 from the sale of
991,816 shares of common stock of
Whirlpool Corp. This non-recurring income, he said, will add 41 cents per
share of common stock to the operating
earnings in 1962.
IRS RETREATS
Entertainment deductions
boosted to over $25
Mortimer M. Caplin, commissioner
of Internal Revenue Service, announced
last Thursday that the new regulations
for travel and entertainment deductions
would be hiked to require documentation only for $25 and up. This is a
change from the tentative $10 limitation included in the original rules announced last month (Broadcasting,
Dec. 10, 3).
In announcing the change, Mr. Caplin stressed that receipts still would be
required for transportation and lodging,
but expressed the belief that this would
not be onerous since such substantiation
is common practice.
In other changes, Mr. Caplin announced:
■ Instead of requiring documentation
for a host of individual expenses (breakfast, lunch, dinner, tips, taxis, oil and
gas, etc.), a taxpayer may lump these
sums into "reasonable" categories. Thus,
meals may cover all eating; taxi fares,
all such transportation, etc.
■ Where employes travel on a per
diem allowance of not more than $25,
no documentation will be required if
the substantiation satisfies employers.
■ Businessmen will be allowed 30
days to familiarize themselves with the
new rules, which become effective Jan.
1. Where mechanical bookkeeping is
involved, a period of 90 days is allowed.
"We believe the final regulation to be
both reasonable and practicable," Mr.
Caplin said. He said he expects that
the new regulations will go far to eliminate "expense account abuses," and it
may, he estimated, bring in $100 million in additional tax revenue.
The new rules put into effect that
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New

IRS definition

The media base of Internal Revenue Service's definition of local
advertising in connection with the
manufacturers excise tax exemption for charges made will be
broadened effective Jan. 1, 1963.
In the past manufacturers, producers and importers could exclude from sale price the charges
made for local advertising if
broadcast over a radio-tv station
or carried in a newspaper. A new
law now includes magazines and
outdoor advertising signs in the
definition of local advertising.

portion of the 1962 tax law which attempted to tighten up tax deductions
for travel and entertainment, both of
which are large items in broadcasting
and advertising.
The law requires substantiation if
more than $25 is spent on gifts for the
same individual in one year. It also requires substantiation if a promotional
gift (bearing
donor's
ness) cost thethe
giver
more name
than or
$4. busiIncome

drop reported

$11,251,152. Revenues from broadcasting (less expenses) and from service
charges and other miscellaneous income
moved up 16%— from $1,430,402 in
the 1961 period to $1,656,078 in the
1962 period.
The board of directors at a meeting
Dec. 20 declared a dividend of 45 cents
per share of common stock, payable
Feb. 1, 1963, to stockholders of record
Jan. 21, 1963.
St. Louis etv station
ends year with surplus
KETC (TV) St. Louis has reported
that at the end of its fiscal year June
30 it had taken in a total of $317,835
and spent $296,919 — leaving a surplus
of $20,915.
Trustees of the St. Louis Educational
Television Commission, licensee of
KETC, added Joseph P. Cosand, president of the newly organized junior college district of St. Louis, to the board
ex officio, and elected four new members for three year terms. They are
John L. Gillis, Monsanto Chemical Co.;
John I. Rollings, Missouri State Labor
Council (AFL-CIO); Edwin J. Spiegel
Jr., Crown Zellerbach Corp., and RaymentmondCo.H. Wittcoff, Transurban Invest229KETC
kw. is on ch. 9 and operates with

by management firm
Television Shares Management Corp.
has announced a drop in its net income
after taxes for the fiscal year ended
Oct. 31 — from $804,333 (79 cents per
common share) in 1961 to $569,752
(56 cents per common share) in 1 962.
Total revenues in 1962 were $2,386,051

"INSURED AGAINST EVERYTHING."
YES? Check on the chance that somebody "out there" will accuse you of
LIBEL
SLANDER
INVASION OF PRIVACY
PIRACY, VIOLATION OF
COPYRIGHT.

compared
to 1961's
The reduced
income$2,995,968.
was due to the
reduced sales of shares of TelevisionElectronics Fund Inc. and a lower level

For these and related hazards
you need our EXCESS POLICY to
hold your loss upon any claim to
whatever figure you choose to
carry the
yourself
cover
excess.— INSURANCE to

of the Fund's average net assets, the
management company said.
Television Shares Management Corp.
is the investment manager and principal
underwriter of the fund. Chester D.
Tripp is chairman and John Howkinson,
president. A 40% interest has been
bought by Kansas City Southern Industries, afirm organized by the management of Kansas City Southern Railway
to permit diversification outside the
railroad industry.
Outlet Co. net up 1.6%
Net earnings after taxes of the Outlet
Co., Providence, R. I., department store
which owns WJAR-AM-FM-TV there,
moved up 1.6%, from $552,404 to
$561,583 for the nine months ended
Oct. 27, the company announced last
week in an interim statement to stockholders.
Retail sales for the 1962 period were
$11,252,452 compared to last year's

_
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FANFARE
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ALL ARRANGEMENTS

A group of about 100 young doctors
and medical students in the Richmond,
Va., area are afflicted with what they
diagnose as "Mountaineer Madness."
The new "disease" is described as a
rabid interest in the activities of the
basketball team of the U. of West Virginia and its primary sympton is extreme disappointment when its victims
are faced with the fact that they are
not able to hear broadcasts of the West
Virginia Mountaineers' games.
The afflicted took the only cure for
such a situation. They purchased the
broadcast rights to the games, paid the
telephone line costs, interested a station in carrying 17 games and finally
found a sponsor for the series.
As a result, the first game was to be

matters
FOR

in own

BROADCASTS

hands
OF GAMES

broadcast on WRVA Richmond, on
Dec. 31, with the series scheduled to
continue until March 2, under the sponsorship of the Old Dominion Candy
Co. of Salem, Va.
The West Virginia basketball fans
all began their medical training at the
U. of West Virginia's Medical School,
which is a two-year program. They
complete their medical training in Richmond, at the Medical College of
Virginia.
Commenting on the unusual route
the broadcasts took in getting on his
station, John B. Tansey, WRVA general manager stated, "It's not often that
a beautiful bit of programming and a
beautiful sale fall into our lap, just out
of the blue."

Start your own army
Steve Allen has offered the perfect gift for the man who has
everything — a 12 -foot Finnish
Army cannon.
Mr. Allen plans to give away
the 1,000-pound gun after using
it as a prop on his tv show tonight (Mon.). To enter the contest all one need do is drop a postcard to Cannon, P. O. Box 3200,
Hollywood 28. Cubans are presumably eligible, although the instruction manual is written in
Finnish.
The winner of the World War
II souvenir will receive a free
trip to Hollywood to appear on
Mr. Allen's show and claim the

prize.
CBS-TV viewers brighten
Christmas in Hazard, Ky.
A hard-hitting news report on CBSTV of the plight of Hazard, Ky., residents, particularly its children, turned
into an old-style Christmas story last
week as money and gifts poured into
the depressed coal-mining area.
Hazard was selected by CBS News
as a locale that typifies the hardships
people in depressed areas are undergoing. Reports were placed in two newscasts, Dec. 9 (Eric Sevareid's news
summary) and Dec. 10 (Walter Cronkite's program). On Dec. 14, CBS-TV
did additional reporting on the situation on its Eyewitness program.
In the follow-up reporting, a mention
was made on the air that should viewers
wish to contribute (though no actual
appeal was being made) they could do
so by sending their contribution to the
Hazard Herald.

Objections meet NBC-TV
There's an undercurrent of revolt
in the wide area between Madison
Avenue and Sunset Boulevard. The
issue is not "taxation without representation" but "cancellation without
representation."
The cancellation in question: It's
a Man's World, which NBC-TV
intends to drop from its Monday
night schedule effective Feb. 4
(Broadcasting, Dec. 3).
Students at Marietta College,
Marietta, Ohio, led by Man's World
stars Ted Bessell and Randy Boone
(in front in picture), staged a dem54

plans to drop show
onstration at WTAP-TV Parkersburg,
W. Va.,plans.
protesting
NBC-TV's
cancellation
Marietta
College
has been used as the scenic background for the series, and was just
one stop on a reported nationwide
tour of the program's stars to muster
public support for the show.
As of Friday (Dec. 28), NBC had
received an estimated 20,000 letters
protesting the cancellation. This was
considered no more than average
even for programs on which there
have been no organized letter writing
campaigns.

On Christmas Eve, the paper's managing editor reported that $14,000 in
cash had been received along with 20
tons of clothes, food and toys, and that
3,000 children in Hazard could look
forward to Christmas presents.
NAB

album

promotes

radio's sounds of U.S.
A new record album described by
NAB as "capturing the exciting sounds
of America" is being supplied free to
radio member stations of the association. The album was produced by
NAB's public relations service and is
designed
to acquaint
radio's provided
listeners
with
the varied
daily services
by individual radio stations.
Sixteen announcements on such varied radio topics as advertising, local
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news, farm programming and community development are contained on each
record, introduced by different sound
effects and voiced by a top-flight radio
personality. The reverse side repeats
the same sounds without voice narration so stations can create their own
announcements.
Other features of the album include
the latest authorized version of the
U. S. Army Band's recording of the national anthem plus a standardized signoff featuring the music of "America the
Beautiful."
WHAS-AM-TV

facturer, model year and by prospective
purchasers.
Reading-listening reminders ■ Philadelphia book sellers are cooperating
with WCAU's The Talk of Philadelphia,
a book review, author interview program, by displaying posters in their
windows which promote the show and
each day's author-guest.
Tri-Cities market ■ WCYB-TV Bristol,
Va.-Tenn., has issued a new brochure
with market and coverage data for the
metropolitan area which includes three
counties in Tennessee and one in Vir-

telethon

raises $256,000
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.,
raised a total of $256,649.90 in its
ninth annual Crusade for Children
telethon. Grants from the funds collected were made on a special program
to seven Indiana organizations and 38
Kentucky groups for handicapped children.
The Indiana organizations received
grants totalling $37,458.44 and the Kentucky groups received $199,499.23.
The funds are allocated to the two
states in direct proportion to the contributions received from them.
Expenses for the 1962 crusade
amounted to $17,555.29, only 6.8% of
the funds collected.
Agencies and amounts of grants are
determined by a panel of four clergymen who appear on WHAS' Moral
Side of the News radio program.

ginia.
Lecture circuit ■ NBC Merchandising
has arranged for off-the-screen exposure
of an NBC-TV special. A 75-minute
film version of the Sept. 17 telecast of
the
one-houron America's
Cup lecture
special tour
will
be shown
a worldwide
by Sven Botved, a leading Danish authority on yachts and boat-building. He
will tour yacht clubs in the U. S., Europe and elsewhere with the film, on
behalf of the distributor, Illustra Films
Inc. NBC News produced the telecast.

WLIB survey ■ A survey made for
WLIB New York by The Pulse Inc. details listening by Negroes in the New
York area to WLIB and other stations.
The study was made during the period
Oct. 17-31 and provides average quarter-hour rating reports of all stations
in the area.
'Sportsman' winners ■ WFAA-TV Dallas has won an all-expense-paid fiveday deep-sea fishing trip in Mexico,
first prize in Lone Star Brewing Co.'s
"Lone Star Sportsman" merchandising
contest. KXII-TV Sherman, Tex., won
second prize and KGNC-TV Amarillo
came in third. Glenn Advertising Inc.
of Dallas supervised the station contest
intended to create competition among
stations carrying the "Sportsman."
Funny faces ■ There are two kinds of
radio listeners, according to the broadcast advertising strategy of WMCA
New York. Pictures of the smiling
"WMCA listener" and the sour-faced
"other station" listener are shown side
by side in a new campaign to promote
WMCA's image as a "fun" station. Subway posters and billboards in the New

Billboard giveaway
KABC-TV Los Angeles is giving
away 30-sheet billboards in a campaign
to fight the problem of high school
students who drop out of school before
graduation.
A contest conducted on The Soupy
Sales Show has weekly winners picked
from students who write letters with
their ideas on how the drop-out problem can be cured. A billboard near the
winning student's school states that
"Soupy takes his hat off to (name of
winner and school) for outstanding
service in the KABC-TV campaign
against high school drop out." The
winning student also receives a $25
savings bond.
Drumbeats

. . .

New York profile ■ WABC New York
has released qualitative research data
gathered by Trendex in the 18-county
New York radio market. An eightpage brochure entitled "New York
Radio Close-Up," which is based on
2,472 telephone interviews, presents
data for 10 stations in the market. The
study includes detailed information concerning auto ownership by make, manuBROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

Apartment

dweller takes bond instead of dog
to winners Joan Shelt (1.) Frey Adv.,
After getting a look at a full-grown
and Stuart Kaufman (r.) associate
basset hound, two timebuyers came
media supervisor, Donahue & Coe.
to a mutal agreement as to who
would take a basset pup offered as Given a choice between a pup and
an alternate prize of a U. S. savings
the prize in a sales contest for timebuyers. Two New York agency timebond, Miss Shelt, an apartment dweller, decided a bond would suit her
buyers had tied in the national conbetter. Shown watching the decisiontest
sponsored
by
KRON-TV
San
Francisco.
making were Roy Terz (second from
Harold P. See (standing behind
L), tv account executive, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward Inc., national rep
the dog) KRON-TV general manager, flew to New York after the tie for KRON-TV, and Lloyd Griffin,
became known and showed a basset
55
president-television, PGW.

Petry campaign ■ The Television Div.
of Edward Petry & Co., New York station representatives, claims to be the
first advertiser to use the 1964-65 New
York World's Fair as the theme of an
advertising campaign. First ad in the
campaign is a four-color illustration of
the fair's Unisphere, central theme
building of the fair. Subsequent advertisements of the Petry tv division will
feature other modernistic buildings of
the fair, tied in with the campaign's
theme — "Modern Selling in Modern
KHJ-TV
America." turns viewers
into television critics

ABC-TV takes agency people on cold outing
of leading young amateur figure
ABC-TV entertained agency
guests at a continental breakfast at skaters who appeared in the "Fun
the Plaza Hotel before escorting on Ice" segment. The program's crew
them to the ice skating rink in New
began working at 2 a.m. in 16 degree weather to be ready for the
York's Central Park to watch the
taping of a program shown later that taping at 9:30 a.m. Among those
pictured at rinkside (I, to r.): Jules
day on Discovery '62 (Mon.-Fri.
Power, executive producer of the
4:30-4:55 p.m. EST).
series; host Frank Buxton; Edward
The breakfast and taping afforded
Bleier, ABC vice president in charge
an opportunity for the guests to meet
people associated with the series, as of tv daytime sales; hostess Virginia
Gibson and Milton E. Stanson, the
well as to watch closeup Ice Capades
Zlowe Co.
star Sandy Culbertson and a group
York area are currently carrying the
ads which also are planned eventually
for five daily newspapers, now shut
down by a strike. The "for-the-fun-ofit" theme also will be transferred to
sales promotion and a new trade ad
campaign.
Fm boosts fm ■ WPBS (FM) Phila-

SUBSCRIPTION

delphia promoted sales of fm sets
with five-inch ads in the Evening and
Sunday Bulletin and air promos. Copy
said, "Perfect Christmas gifts . . . fm
radios! 'Hi-fi' driving . . . Buying a
new car? Drive the hi-fi way . . . have
an fm radio installed. For Christmas
give an fm car radio."

APPLICATION

BROADCASTING
The Businessweekly of Television and Radio
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues $7.00
□ 104 weekly issues $12.00
□ 52 issues & Yearbook published next November $12.00

□ Payment attached §"
□ Please bill °t
title/ position*

company name
aty
address

state
Send to home address
56 (FANFARE)

tone

To give the viewer at home a chance
to join the critics' circle and express his
views on what he has seen, KHJ-TV
Los Angeles asked its audience to send
in written reviews of 100 words or less
of "The Death Around Us," the Nov.
28 program of the First Night anthology series, produced and taped by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Schools
and colleges were notified and entire
classes wrote reviews as an assigned
project. The majority of reviews, more
than
1,500, came from individuals,
however.
Winner of the competition, and of a
silver Revere bowl presented by KHJTV was a graduate student of journalism at the U. of California at Los AnNBC-TV's color story
geles.
now in booklet form
The results of its special survey of
color television audiences in Omaha,
conducted last February-March, have
been published by NBC in a booklet,
"The Omaha Color Study."
The findings, disclosed earlier, show
only that color programs out-rate
not
black-and-white programs, but that even
the black-and-white programming of a
station that carries color programs also
higher" in color
rates "significantly
homes
than in non-color homes.
The study was conducted for NBC
by the American Research Bureau.
NBC spokesmen said copies of the 53page booklet may be obtained by writNBC, 30 RockePaul
ing tofeller
Plaza, Klemper,
New York.
KXOL's original art
KXOL-AM-FM Fort Worth had the
benefit of original art work on its
Christmas cards this year, featuring
drawings by 1,000 moppets from seven
Fort Worth children's homes.
The crayon and pencil drawings,
labeled "Christmas as seen through the
eyes of a child," represented each youngsters' conception of any subject appropriate to the season and were mailed
out by KXOL in a four-page folder.
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FATES
BROADCAST

Mr. Miller
ecutive in 1957.

& FORTUNES

ADVERTISING
Dudley D. Carroll
Jr. and John H. Miller, account supervisors at BBDO, New
York, elected vps. Mr.
Carroll joined agency
in 1961 after serving
as creative director of
Fortune and Life
magazines. He also
has been account executive with N. W.
Ayer & Son and
Young & Rubicam.
Mr. Miller, former vp
and management supervisor of Lloyd
Mansfield Co., Buffalo, N. Y., came to
BBDO as account ex-

Carroll L. Cheverie elected vp and
director of finance for Clinton E. Frank
Inc., Chicago-based advertising agency.
Mr. Cheverie, who joined Frank as
treasurer and member of executive
committee in 1959, was formerly with
H. B. Humphrey, Alley & Richards,
Boston and New York (now Reach,
McClinton & Humphrey), which he
joined as treasurer in 1951.
Donald C. Graves
elected executive vp,
and Donald M. Mullen, vp and account
supervisor, of Zimmer, Keller & Calvert,
Detroit advertising
agency. Mr. Graves
Wm
has been vp and acMr. Graves
count supervisor of
company for past two years as well as
member of agency's executive committee and plans board. He joined ZK&C
in 1955. Mr. Mullen has been with
ZK&C for past two years as account
executive.
Edward F. Ritz, vp in charge of
media - international marketing, and
William G. McMackin, vp in charge of
pr, Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Inc.,
Milwaukee-Chicago, elected to firm's
board of directors. Mr. Ritz joined
KVPD in 1948 after association with
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. He was elected vp in 1957. Mr. McMackin, who
came to agency earlier this year from
Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin, 111.,
was formerly with United Press International.
G. L. (Bud) Watts, J. J. (Jack) Burton
and Wade C. Campbell elected vps of
Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey, Atlanta,
Ga. -based advertising and pr agency.
Mr. Watts is general manager of firm's
Tampa, Fla., office; Messrs. Burton and
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

Outstanding young man
Jules Bergman, 33, ABC
News science
editor, is among
the
nation's Ten
Outstanding
Young Men for
1962 as selected
by the U. S.
Mr. Bergman
Junior Chamber
of Commerce. The winners will
be hosted by a two-day TOYM
Congress in Little Rock, Ark.,
Jan. 18-19, 1963. During the
award ceremonies, each man receives the TOYM Trophy — a silver statuette.
TOYM is designed "to honor
ten young men of Jaycee age (21
to 36) whose exceptional achievements exemplify the opportunities available in the free enterprise
winners(29),
include system."
John F. Past
Kennedy
Nelson Rockefeller (33), Richard M. Nixon (34), Leonard
Bernstein (25), and Newton N.
Minow (35).

THE MEDIA
Morton S. Cohn,
station manager of
WLOS-AM-FM-TV
Asheville, N. C, since
July 1962, elected vp
and general manager
of Wometco Enterprise-owned stations.
Mr. Cohn joined
Mr. Cohn
WLOS-TV in November 1959 as program-production manager. Prior to that time he served as
program manager of WCHS-TV
Charleston, W. Va., position he held
from time of station's construction in
1954. Loyd B. Leonard, WLOS-TV
local sales manager since 1957, named
retail sales manager for AshevilleGreenville - Spartanburg area. Herb
Holzworth, tv account executive, and
Ross Holmes, regional sales manager,
tively.
promoted
to assistant retail sales manager and sales service manager, respecTracy Thrumston, former general
manager of KMAK Fresno, Calif.,
named local sales manager of KONA
(TV) Honolulu, Hawaii.
Frank Roth, former program director and announcer with WRAW Read-

Campbell are account executives in Atlanta headquarters.
Guy Cunningham,
business and sales
Television Bureau of
York, named creative

director of new
development for
Advertising, New
director.

Al Abrams, former sales promotion
manager of Detroit office of Cosnat
Distributors, joins Diamond Enterprises
Inc., Detroit advertising agency, as director of creative radio-tv projects.
George M. Perry, national sales manager for Jell-O Div. of General Foods
Corp., White Plains, N. Y., appointed
manager for new business development
of that division. George Blake, western
regional sales manager for Jell-O, succeeds Mr. Perry.
Michael Kelly, former copywriter
and in production department of
KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa, joins
Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis, as
copywriter. Ron Anderson to Knox
Reeves as art director.
William R. Miller, formerly with
Keyes, Madden & Jones, Chicago, joins
Earle Ludgin & Co., that city, as art
director.
Russell G. Koester, former assistant
art director of Advertising Art Studios,
Milwaukee, appointed art director of
Howard H. Monk & Assoc., Rockford,
111., advertising agency.

CONTINENTAL'S 50 KW
SOUND OF QUALITY

I

II
on

if
8»
a a a
a better,
the

air signal

_ in 5 parts*.
PART 1 —PERFORMANCE
comparable to FM
PART 2 - DRIVER STAGE
power increase capabilities from
5 kw to 10 kw to 50 kw
PART 3- AMPLIFIER Weldon
Grounded Grid Circuit (Pat.)
PART 4 - COMPACT DESIGN
requires just 72 square feet
PART 5 - SILICON RECTIFIERS
used throughout the 317B
CLo-H-tLH-£-n.LcLL
£le.c-tsurM-Lcjg~
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BOX 17040 • DALLAS 17, TEXAS
OJtF^ Subsidiary of Ling Temco Vought, Inc.

ing, Pa., named general manager of
WRFY-FM, that city. Other new
WRFY-FM appointments: Anthony B.
Battaglieri, sales promotion director,
and Rod Borkert and John Frankhouser, staff announcers.
Thomas A. DeMuth, commercial representative of WAVE Louisville, Ky.,
promoted to local commercial manager.
James Eshleman, former radio division sales manager of Edward Petry &
Co., New York, appointed local sales
manager of WGBS-AM-FM Miami.
Lamont L. (Tommy)
Thompson,
vp and
director of Chicago
office of Television
Advertising Representatives (TvAR),
appointed sales manager of KPIX (TV)
San
Francisco,
WestMr. Thompson
inghouse Broadcasting
Co.-owned station. Both organizations
(WBC and TvAR) are subsidiaries of
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Prior to
joining TvAR in July 1959, Mr.
Thompson served as director of client
relations for CBS-TV Spot Sales in New
York.
Charles J. (Chuck) Lipton, former
vp and local sales manager of WTOCTV Savannah, Ga., joins sales staff of
WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga., as account
executive.
Colson Mills joins staff of WINZ
Miami, Fla., as account executive.
F. Brady Louis, account executive with
WLW Cincinnati since
January 1961, promoted to sales manager of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.-owned
outlet. Mr. Louis
joined Crosley organization with WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati program production
department in June 1954. and transferred to station's sales service in 1958.
He was appointed account executive on
WLWT's sales staff in April 1959, and
moved to WLW sales department in his
present capacity.
Dave Shocklee, account executive
with KCFM (FM) St. Louis, joins sales
department of KPLR-TV, that city.
James Ward appointed advertising
and promotion manager of WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, replacing James Bowermaster, who moves to station's sales
staff as account executive. Jim Loyd
named to WMT's air personality staff.
Thomas C. McCray, vp of NBC and
general manager of KNBC-TV; Robert
P. Sutton, vp of CBS Radio and general manager of KNX-AM-FM, and
George R. Hearst Jr., publisher of
58

Media Club's '63 lineup
Robert Hyland, vp of CBS
Radio and general manager of
KMOX - AM FM St. Louis,
elected board
chairman of The
Media Club of
Mr. Hyland
St. Louis for
1963. Fred F. Rowden, vp and
business manager of St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, will serve as honorary chairman, and Alfred
Fleishman, senior partner in the
public relations firm of Fleishman-Hillard, was elected The
Media Club president. Other officers elected: Harry W. Chesley
Jr.,
president
of C.
D*Arcy
Agency,
vp; John
NaylorAdv.
Jr.,
vp of Gardner Adv. Agency,
treasurer, and Raymond E.
Krings, advertising manager of
Anheuser-Busch Inc., secretary.
Also elected to board for 1963
was William L. Sanborn, president of Winius-Brandon Co.
Herald-Examiner, all Los Angeles, accept posts as Southern California regional representatives on national media
committee of National Conference of
Christians & Jews Inc. for Brotherhood
Week (Feb. 17-24, 1963).
Worth Kramer, president of Goodwill Stations ( WJR Detroit; WJRT [TV]
Flint, Mich.; WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va.), elected to board of governors of The Recess, Detroit business
club.
Robert S. Yaeger, former public affairs director of KYW-AM-FM Cleveland, named program director of
WHEC Rochester, N. Y.
Willard R. Jeffrey Jr. named assistant
production manager of WTTG (TV)
Washington, D. C. Prior to joining
WTTG (TV), Mr. Jeffrey was tv producer for U. S. Army Interagency Communications.
Larry McHale Jr.,
former operations and
program manager of
KALB - TV Alexandria, La., appointed
program director of
WSAV-TV Savannah.
Edith Johnson,
commercial coordina- Mr. McHale
tor and director with ABC-TV network
for past four years, joins WLWC (TV)
Columbus, Ohio, as production coordinator. Other new WLWC (TV) staff
members: Donald K. Dunkel, reporterphotographer; Dick Winn, continuity

director; Rod Warner, publicity director; Jim Lackey, sales service director.
Betty Shepard named assistant director
of special broadcast services, and Ron
Klayman, promotion writer, promoted
to floor director.
Bill Hafford, writer and narrator of
industrial audio-visual programs for
Hughes Aircraft, Tucson, Ariz., joins
KGUN-TV, that city, as sportscaster
on station's Panorama 9 news program.
Bill Jackson joins WLWI (TV) InMouse Club.dianapolis as host of The Mickey
Jerry Jerome, formerly with WICEAM-FM Providence, R. I., joins WALE
Fall River, Mass., as news director.
Other WALE appointments: Ed Home,
program manager; Art Lang, production director; Rick Phillips, air personality, and Brian Herlihy, engineering staff.
Bud Park joins announcing staff of
WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio.
Stan Street, formerly with WCKY
Cincinnati, joins WKDA Nashville,
Tenn., as air personality.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
George H. Metcalf
appointed manager of
manufacturing for
General
technical Electric
productsCo.'s
operation in Syracuse,
N. Y. Mr. Metcalf
will have overall reMr. Metcalf
sponsibility for all
manufacturing activities of technical products operation,
product lines of tv systems for broadcast and closed circuit applications, special video and radio frequency equipment, and electronic display equipment.
He joined General Electric in 1940.
John T. Thompson, vp and general
manager of distributor products division of Raytheon Co., joins International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.,
New York, as vp and director of components marketing. Before joining Raytheon, Mr. Thompson was manager of
distributor sales for electronics division
of General Electric Co.
Keith C. Harding, field engineer for
electron tube division of RCA, New
York, appointed western division industrial sales manager. Mr. Harding will
be headquartered in Washington.
C. Donald Price named promotion
manager for electronic components
group of Sylvania Electric Products,
New York. In newly created position,
he is responsible for promotional activities of Sylvania's electronic tube, semiconductor and microwave device divisions. Mr. Price joined Sylvania in
1960 as advertising and sales promotion
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFOOE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFGCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl 7-1319
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCB

A. D. Ring & Associates
41 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFOOE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFOOE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
IN WOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose ATCOW
1-8160
Membtr

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
C Rest view 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINCTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFOOE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFOOE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19
E. QuincyIII. St.(A Chicago
Hickory suburb)
7-2401
Riverside,
Member AFGCE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFOOE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 56, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VI R N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
232 S. Jasmine St.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
DENVER 22, COLORADO
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
2000 P St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia AFOOE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

WILLIAM B. CARR
Consulting Engineer
AM — FM — TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
BUtler 1-1551

ERNEST E. HARPER
ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
AM FM TV
2414 Chuclcanut Shore Rd.
Bellingham, Washington
Telephone: Regent 3-4198

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
& Associates
Consulting Radio Engineers
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFOOE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan
Phone: BRoadway 8-6733

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

BARKLEY & DEXTER LABS.,
INC.
Donald P. Wise
lames M. Meran
Consulting, Research &
Development for Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort
St. Massachusetts
Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg,

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Bex 68, International Airport
San Francisco 21, California
Diamond 2-5208
Hamper ATOOB

Service
Directory
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JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

contact
BROADCASTINC MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Phone: ME 8-1022

manager of Sylvania Home Electronics
Corp.
Roger A. Swanson appointed product manager-transistors for semiconductor division of Sylvania Electric Products, Woburn, Mass. Mr. Swanson, who
joined Sylvania in 1956, most recently
served as western regional sales manager for semiconductors.

ident, Jeff Alexander, second vp, and
Jerry Livingston, secretary-treasurer.
Harold Mann, superintendent of film
lab of Pacific Title & Art Studio, Hollywood, Calif., joins United Film Labs,
that city, as lab production manager.

PROGRAMMING

Edwin W. Buckalew, vp and general
manager of Signal
Productions, Hollywood, elected president of corporation.
Mr. Buckalew, former
executive of CBS RaMr. Buckalew
dio in sales and affiliate station relations,
has been associated with Signal and its
predecessor company, Wayne Steffner
Productions, for past nine years. Signal
Productions specializes in syndication
of 5-minute radio features, including
Point
of Law,of Doctor's
The World
Money. House Call, and

Lehman Engel elected first vp; Henry Sylvern, third vp, and Winston S.
Sharpies, assistant secretary-treasurer,
of Composers & Lyricists Guild of
America. Previously elected for current
term of office were David Raksin, pres-

ALLIED FIELDS
Don Cahalan, former president of
ARB Surveys, joins market research
firm of Nowland & Co., Greenwich,
Conn., as executive vp. Mr. Cahalan

Jack Harvey, former regional manager for audio products of Ampex
Corp. in Southeastern United States,
named regional sales manager for Altec
Lansing Corp.'s product line of stereo
high fidelity sound components, commercial and industrial sound system
equipment, telephone communication
products, microphone and broadcast
equipment. Mr. Harvey's territory covers New England states and metropolitan New York City.

FOR
STATION

THE

APPLICATIONS
As compiled by Broadcasting Dec. 20 New tv station
ACTION BY FCC
through Dec. 26 and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
Durango, Colo. — Jeter Telecasting. Granted
cp for new tv to operate on ch. 6; ERP
FCC in that period.
0.19 kw vis., 0.097 kw aur.; ant. height
average terrain minus 720 ft., above
This department includes data on above
ground 130 ft. Estimated construction cost
first year operating cost $40,000;
new stations, changes in existing sta- $2,778;
revenue $60,000. P. O. address Box 592,
tions, ownership changes, hearing cases,
Walsenburg, Colo. Studio and trans, location
rules & standards changes, routine
both
37°
17' 13"Durango.
N. Lat., Geographic
107° 52' 52" coordinates
W. Long. Type
roundup of other commission activity. trans.
RCA TTL-100AL; type ant. RCA TFConsulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson,
Abbrevations : DA — directional antenna, cp 2BM.
Arlington,
Floyd
— construction permit. ERP — effective radi- lotte
Jeter.Tex.Mr.Principals:
Jeter also
owns& LieseKFLJ
ated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf Walsenburg, Colo. Action Dec. 19.
—aural,
ultra vis.
high— visual,
frequency,
ant.
—
antenna,
aur.
—
kw — kilowatts, w-watts.
Existing am stations
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
APPLICATIONS
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloWHAZ Troy, N. Y. — Mod. of license to
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorizachange hours of operation from share-time
(WEVD & WPOW) to daytime hours and
tion. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH
—
specified
hours.
*—
educational.
Ann.
—
share-time
night
WPOW). ReAnnounced.
quests waiver
Sec. (WEVD
3.71 and & paragraphs
(a)

TORNBERG

& COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. . MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington-711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
60

James M. Ward, general manager of
radio-tv at U. of Colorado, Denver, resigns to accept three-year appointment
as executive secretary of newly formed
Colorado Etv Commission. The 20member Commission, which grew out
of etv planning conference sponsored
by North Central Assn. of Colleges &
Secondary Schools last Jan. 15, is
charged with developing integrated,
statewide etv program.

INTERNATIONAL
Dennis Barkman, station manager of
CFAM Altona, Man., appointed general manager of CFMW-FM Winnipeg,
Man. George Hellman, manager of
Winnipeg office of Stovin-Byles Ltd.,
station
rep firm, named CFMW-FM
station manager.
Stuart C. Brandy, executive vp of
CJSP Leamington, Ont., named general sales manager of CKEY Toronto.
H. Burkart, sales manager of KVOSTV (B. C.) Ltd., Vancouver, B. C,

RECORD

AUTHORIZATIONS,

EDWIN

also served with W. R. Simmons &
Assoc., New York, and National Opinion Research Center at U. of Chicago.

and (b)
Ann.
Dec.of20.note to Sec. 1.354, if necessary.
WIRO Ironton, Ohio — Cp to increase daytime power to 1 kw from 250 w and install
new trans. Ann. Dec. 26.
New fm stations
ACTION BY FCC
♦Northern Michigan College, Marquette,
Mich. — Granted cp for new fm to operate
on 90.1 mc, ch. 211, 336 w. Ant. height
above average terrain minus 36.6 ft. P.O.
address Marquette. Estimated construction
cost $7,038;
Action
Dec. first
21. year operating cost $4,050.
APPLICATIONS
♦Durham, N. H. — U. of New Hampshire.
88.1 mc, ch. 201, 10 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 142 ft. Estimated construction cost $2,049; first year operating cost
$3,900. Principals: board of trustees. Applicant owns *WENH Durham. Ann. Dec. 26.
Ripon, Wis. — Greycote Inc. 105.7 mc. ch.
289, 17.8 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 305 ft. P. O. address Box 64, Ripon.
Estimated construction cost $27,720; first
year operating cost $18,696; revenue $18,000.
Principals: Arlow D. & Ralph D. Bice (each
50%).
Dec. 26.Applicant owns WCWC Ripon. Ann.
Existing fm station
APPLICATION
*KSPC-FM Claremont, Calif.— Cp to
change frequency from 88.9 mc, ch. 205, to
88.7 mc, ch. 204 and increase ERP from 750
wDec.to 20.3 kw and install new trans. Ann.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KAJI Little Rock, Ark. — Granted assignment of license from Glen A. Harmon
(99 plusL. %),
Glen1 A.
Harmon
Harold
KingMrs.(each
share),
d/b as&
Glen Harmon Corp. No financial consideration. Mr. Harmon is part owner of WINN
Louisville, Ky. Action Dec. 21.
WMMB Melbourne, Fla. — Granted transfer
of control of licensee corporation from
Harlan G. Murrelle, John T. Stethers,
Howard L. Green, Albert E. Theetge, Donald
M. Simmons and Myron W. LaBarr, d/b as
Indian River Radio Inc., to Franklin A.
Hardy & John C. Palmer (each 33>/3%),
Robert E. Haskins, Thomas F. Fitzpatrick,
& Wilson M. Meeks (each 11 1/9%). Consideration $220,000. Mr. Hardy is auto
dealer; Mr. Palmer is in real estate; Messrs.
Haskins & Fitzpatrick are lawyers; Mr.
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

named vice chairman of Advertising &
Sales Bureau, that city.
Don Cole appointed manager of
Montreal office of BBDO Inc., Canada.
Dick Thibodeau, national sales and
promotion manager of CHRC Quebec,
appointed commercial manager of
CHRC-AM-FM.
Alfred H. Tiefenbrunner, senior marketing executive with
Kenyon & Eckhardt,
appointed manager of
Frankfurt, Germany,
office of BBDO, effective Jan. 1. Mr. Tiefenbrunner replaces
Mr. Tiefenbrunner
Fritz Kieschke, who
continues with BBDO as consultant.
Ronald J. Kahn, in Europe since
1960 on various tv production assignments, appointed associate producer of
The Human Jungle series, being produced for ABC-TV (England) by Independent Artists (Television) Ltd.
G. F. Brickenden, regional program
director of Canadian Broadcasting
Meeks is sociologist. Action Dec. 21.
WCKR-AM-FM Miami, Fla— Granted asof am license
and (15%),
fm cp John
and li-S.
cense fromsignmentNiles
Trammell
Knight (17.5%), James M. Cox Jr. (29%) and
others, d/b as Biscayne Tv Corp., to Miami
Valley Bcstg. Corp., large corporation partly
owned by Mr. Cox. Consideration $500,000.
Miamiton,Valley
owns Dec.
WHIO-AM-FM-TV
DayOhio. Action
21.
WPOM Pompano
Beach,
Fla.
—
Granted
assignment of license from Albert J., Donald
J. and Marion M. Owler (100% as family),
d/b as Almardon Inc., to same persons tr/as
Almardon Inc. of Florida. No financial consideration involved. Action Dec. 21.
— Granted
assignment
ofWSMA
licenseSmyrna,
and cpGa. from
Mitchell
Melof
(100%) to Mr. Melof (100%), d/b as Don
Mitchell's
WLAQ
Inc.
No
financial
consideration involved. Mr. Melof also owns WLAQ
Rome and WDJK (FM) Smyrna, both
Georgia. Action Dec. 19.
WARK-AM-FM
Hagerstown,
acquisition
of positive
controlMd.—
of Granted
licensee
corporation, WARK Inc., by Henry & Helen
L. Rau (55% as family group, 45% before
transfer) eration
from$12,000.Robert
Rau (10%).
ConsidMr. Rau
is stockholder
in WOL-AM-FM Washington, D. C, WNAVAM-FM Annapolis, Md., and WDOV-AMFM Dover, Del. Action Dec. 19.
KHUB Fremont, Neb. — Granted assignment of license from H. C. and Leroy L.
Snyder (each 50%), d/b as Snyder Enterprises, to H. C. Snyder (100%), tr/as KHUB
Inc. Consideration $17,786. Action Dec. 20.
WTKO Ithaca, N. Y. — Granted transfer of
control of licensee corporation from Ellis
E. Erdman (76.5%), George and Janice B.
Abbott (each 11.75%) to Ellis E. and Phebe
Erdman (each 25%) and George and Janice
Abbott (each 25%), d/b as Ivy Bcstg. Inc.
Consideration of 235,900 shares no par
common stock to Mr. Erdman, and 32,050
each to Mr. and Mrs. Abbott, Ivy plans to
recapitalize with issuance of 1,500,000 shares
no par common and recall of current outstanding shares. Ivy owns WOLF Syracuse,
WMIV (FM) South Bristol, WOIV (FM)
De Ruyter, WJIV (FM) Cherry Valley,
WBIV (FM) Wethersfield, and WEIV (FM)
Ithaca, and is applicant for new tv station
on
Dec. ch.20. 9 Syracuse, all New York. Action
WJIV-FM Cherry Valley Township, N. Y.
—licensee
Grantedcorporation
acquisition byof Ellis
positive
control
E. and
Phebeof
W. Erdman, as family group (51.1%),
through purchase of unissued stock by
transfer of control of WTKO Ithaca, N. Y.,
to Ivy Bcstg. Inc. (See application of
WTKO). Other stockholders in Ivy after
recapitalization; George and Janice B. AbBROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

Corp. for Atlantic provinces division,
loaned to government of Malaya for 18
months to two years to help that country organize tv broadcasting.
Jack Boitson, promotion manager
of CKRM Regina, Sask., to CKSO-TV
Sudbury, Ont., in similar capacity.

tember 1945 by producing Theatre
Guild of the Air. Program continued
on radio through 1953 when it was
succeeded on tv by U. S. Steel Hour
(now on CBS-TV) and produced by
Theatre Guild.

Alice Keith, 72, pioneer in educational broadcasting and founder and
president of National Academy of
Broadcasting, died Dec. 24 of cancer
at Sibley Memorial Hospital, Washington, D. C. Miss Keith is former director of educational activities for RCA
and formed National Advisory Council
for Damrosch school concerts.

Myron P. (Mike)
Kirk, 62, advertising
executive and pioneer
in developing network
tv entertainment, died
Dec. 19 of heart attack while shopping in
New York City. Mr.
Kirk was with NBC
Mr. Kirk
in 1930 and 1932,
then entered advertising field. While
with Kudner Agency, he was instrumental in placing many entertainment
personalities before tv cameras. Among
them was Milton Berle, whose Texaco
Star Theatre was biggest hit on tv in

Lawrence Langner, 72, co-founder
and director of Theatre Guild, died
Dec. 26. Mr. Langner, with Theresa
Helburn, in 1919 founded Guild, which
produced 214 Broadway shows. In association with U. S. Steel, Mr. Langner
brought Theatre Guild to radio in Sep-

lateJoseph
40's. V. Devlin, 26, account executive with radio division of Edward
Petry & Co., New York, died in accident Dec. 19 when he apparently fell
from train. Mr. Devlin previously
worked for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

bott (each 15%), Robert Davidson, William
A. Dillon Jr., David B. Slohmm (each 3.8%),
Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and Samuel
Zatcoff (each 2.5%). See WTKO Ithaca for
other ownership. Ann. Nov. 2.
WOIV-FM De Ruyter Township, N. Y. —
Granted acquisition of positive control of
licensee corporation by Ellis E. and Phebe
W. Erdman, as family group (51.1%),
through purchase of unissued stock by
transfer of control of WTKO to Ivy Bcstg.
Inc. (See application of WTKO). Other
stockholders in Ivy after recapitalization:
George and Janice B. Abbott (each 15%),
Robert Davidson, William A. Dillon Jr.,
David B. Slohmm (each 3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and Samuel Zatcoff
(each 2.5%). See WTKO Ithaca for other
ownership. Action Dec. 20.
WEIV-FM Ithaca, N. Y— Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation by EUis E. and Phebe W. Erdman, as
family group (51.1%), through purchase of
unissued stock by transfer of control of
WTKO to Ivy Bcstg. Inc. (See application
of WTKO). Other stockholders in Ivy after
recapitalization: George and Janice B.
Abbottliam A.(each
RobertB. Davidson,
WilDillon 15%),
Jr., David
Slohmm (each
3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and
Samuel Zatcoff (each 2.57c). See WTKO Ithaca for ownership. Action Dec. 20.
WMIV-FM South Bristol Township, N. Y.—
Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation by Ellis E. and Phebe W.
Erdman, as family group (51.1%), through
purchase of unissued stock by transfer of
control of WTKO to Ivy Bcstg. Inc. (See
application of WTKO). Other stockholders
in Ivy after recapitalization: George and
Janice B. Abbott (each 15%), Robert Davidson, William A. Dillon Jr., David B.
Slohmm (each 3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte
Shoonover and Samuel Zatcoff (each 2.5%).
See WTKO
tion Dec. 20.Ithaca for other ownership. AcWOLF Syracuse, N. Y. — Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation by Ellis E. and Phebe W. Erdman, as
family group (51.1%), through purchase of
unissued stock by transfer of control of
WTKO to Ivy Bcstg. Inc. (See application
of WTKO). Other stockholders in Ivy after
recapitalization: George and Janice B.
Abbott (each 15%), Robert Davidson, William A. Dillon Jr., David B. Slohmm (each
3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and
Samuel Zatcoff (each 2.5%). See WTKO Itaaca for ownership. Action Dec. 20.
WBIV-FM Wethersfield Township, N. Y.—
Granted acquisition of positive control of
licensee corporation by Ellis E. and Phebe
W. Erdman, as family group (51.1%),
through purchase of unissued stock by

transfer of control of WTKO to Ivy Bcstg.
Inc. (See application of WTKO). Other
stockholders in Ivy after recapitalization:
George and Janice B. Abbott (each 15%),
Robert Davidson, William A. Dillon Jr.,
David B. Slohmm (each 3.8%), Joel Fleming, Nayte Shoonover, and Samuel Zatcoff
(each ship.
2.5%).
for other ownerAction See
Dec.reference
20.
WKET-FM Kettering, Ohio— Granted assignment of license from Joe Speidel III
(90%) and Thomas D. & Catherine B.
Johnson (each 5%), d/b as Speidel Bcstg..
Corp. of Ohio, to Mr. Speidel (83.333%),
Russell George-Busdicker (16.666%) and
Jean W. Speidel (.001%), tr/as Speidel
Bcstg. Corp. No financial consideration involved.
Corp.Speidel
owns isWOIC
Columbia,
S. C:SpeidelMr.
majority
owner of WPAL Charleston & WYNN
Florence, both South Carolina; Mr. GeorgeBusdicker has minority interest in WJOT
Lake City, S. C. Action Dec. 21.
WDOD-AM-FM Chattanooga, Tenn. —
Granted assignment of licenses from Cy N.
Bahakel (100%), d/b as Bowling Green
Bcstrs. Inc.. to same person tr/as WDOD of
Chattanooga Inc. No financial consideration
involved, as assignment is for corporate reasons. Mr. Bahakel is sole owner of WABGAM-TV Greenwood, Miss.; WKIN Kingsport,
Tenn.; WWOD-AM-FM Lynchburg, Va.;
WRIS Roanoke. Va.; WLBJ Bowling Green.
Ky.; KXEL Waterloo, Iowa; and Roanoke
weekly
Dec. 19. newspaper, Roanoke Star. Action
WAGG Franklin, Tenn. — Granted acquisitiontion,
of positive
licenseeInc.,
corporaWilliamsoncontrol
Countyof Bcstg.
from
Ann R. Ormes (19% before transfer. 6.8%
after) by William R. Ormes (50% before,
62.1% 19.after). Consideration $3,200. Action
Dec.
KPNG Port Neches, Tex. — Granted assignment of license from Joseph S. Trum, d/b
as Mid-County Radio, to Mr. Trum (35.2%)
and more than 15 others, tr/as Mid-County
Radio Inc. Mr. Trum will hold all voting
stock. Consideration is assumption of debt
by cornoration. Action Dec. 19.
WFRV (TV) Green Bay. Wis.— Granted
assignment of license from George W. Norton Jr. (100%), d/b as Valley Telecasting
Co., to Mr. Norton, tr/as Valley Bcstg. Inc.
No financial consideration involved. Mr.
Norton also owns WAVE-AM-TV Louisville,
Ky., tion
andDec. WFIE
(TV) Evansville, Ind. Ac21.
APPLICATIONS
KENL Areata, Calif.— Seeks assignment of
license from Melvin D. & Aldine T. Marshall (100'; as jointContinued
tenants), d/b
as Humon page
66

Vincent Tilsley appointed to new
post of BBC-TV drama script supervisor.
DEATHS

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable m advance. Cheek* and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— -Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2j00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2J)0 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads £20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE and WANTED TO BUY STATIONS advertising require display
space.
• All other classifications, including Employment Agencies, etc., 300 per word— $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcast ing, 1735 DeSale* St* N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk package* submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photes,
«t&. seat to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability er responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Help Wanted — Management

Sales

5% net profit ownership, $150.00 guaranteed
weekly salary, hospitalization, car expenses,
etc. For best combo manager-lst class ticket
engineer in country. Limited air work,
too. Better be tops in sales, promotion, engineering and complete management or
don't
bother replying. Box 32T, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for experienced radio
salesman. Write or phone W. P. Gaspar,
Sales Manager, at WBOF, P.O. Box 536, Virginia Beach, Virginia. Garden 8-3434. Good
opportunity, permanent position.

Detroit . . . sales management,
record of sales, who loves the
selling. Excellent
opportunity
dependent. Complete
resume
584R, BROADCASTING.

with proven
challenge of
with
top Box
inplease.

Experienced salesman or sales manager who
would like to get into management. Small
market, daytimer in upstate New York.
Excellent opportunity. Good arrangements,
good financial return in single station market insumeato Box
group60T,operation.
Please send reBROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately experienced sales manager for Rochester, N. Y. area station. Excellent salary. Send photo and full particulars. Box 100T, BROADCASTING.
New ownership desires sales manager with
drive and proven sales ability. Immediate
opening towithpay expanding
organization.
We'reor
willing
for the right
man. Write
call, Mr. Palen, WCNT, Centralia, Illinois.
Chicagoland opportunity for sales manager
with proven record in sales and station management. Must be creative and able to organize and direct an experienced sales force.
Lucrative incentive compensation plan. This
opportunity available after January 1st for
person willing to work for security and opportunity. Write immediately, giving complete resume and past performance. Manager, WJOB, Hammond, Indiana.
Sales
Upper midwest, medium market multiple
ownership operation is seeking experienced
salesman. Excellent opportunity for the
right man. Box 7T, BROADCASTING.
Competitive established adult appeal 1 kilowatt mid Atlantic major city. Guarantee in
accordance experience and ability against
15% plus incentives. Realistic potential 15
to 20 thousand income per year. References
will be checked. Box 76T, BROADCASTING.
Established Chicago station is expanding
its sales staff. This is the opportunity of a
lifetime if you are experienced in Chicago
radio sales. We will guarantee 5 figure income, plus commissions, bonuses, hositalization, etc. Write details. All replies
eld
in
strictest confidence. Box 86T,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager needed by established
newspaper owned station. Prefer a man
with announcing experience and a desire to
live in a small city. Salary open. Send resume, references and tape to James W.
Poole,
Virginia. Manager, WFLS, Fredericksburg,
Aggressive, 1000 watt daytimer music and
news. WTID, Newport News, Virginia. Resume and tape. Immediate opening.

I have three eager salesmen who are looking for someone to show them how they
can increase their billings. If you want a
permanent move and have a proven track
record, contact Dick Oppenheimer, WALT
Radio, Tampa, Florida.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Immediate opening (Jan. 14, 1963) for morning announcer with pleasant, mature voice
and 1st class license. Good opportunity
for man who can follow tight format on
good music station located in major Michigan market. No rock and rollers or drifters.
Rush tape and resume immediately. Box
103R, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Morning personality needed by established
newspaper owned station. We desire a man
with a pleasant voice and mature delivery.
Sales experience helpful. Salary open. Send
resume, references and tape to James W.
Poole, WFLS, Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Gather, write and broadcast local news.
Midwest. $5200. Send tape and resume. Box
46T, BROADCASTING.

Announcer,
classnews.
ticket.WTID,
1000 watt
daytimer
music1stand
Newport
News, Virginia.
mediate opening. Resume and tape. Im-

Michigan regional radio station needs staff
announcer immediately. Good modern
sound, standards, albums, big band sound,
the best of the top pops. Mature delivery,
deep, voice wanted. Excellent employee
benefits and advancement opportunities.
Send resume and music, news, commercials tape to Box 5T, BROADCASTING.
Interview
in Michigan a must before position is filled.

Leading radio-tv operation has opening for
announcer of proven professional caliber.
Some television if qualified. WSAV, Radio
Television, Savannah, Ga.
Announcer, board operator. Strong on news.
WVOS, Liberty, New York.

Immediate opening top rated kilowatt operation in y2 million market. Seeking good
middle of road announcer with first ticket.
Suburban living, pleasant community near
two large eastern cities. Rush tape, resume, salary expected. Box 24T, BROADCASTING.

Green Mountain Radio Inc., now accepting
applications for staff of revived station.
Openings for two staff announcers, news
man and copy writer announcer. Send tape
Vt.
and resume to Box 190, White River Jet.,

Announcer . . . that can write some copy.
5000 watt station in eastern Carolina. Send
resume, tape, picture immediately. Box 62T,
BROADCASTING.

Combination engineer, first class, and sports
announcer. Great opportunity for right man.
Send photo, tape, letter, age, education,
experience and salary. James Deegan, 4602
Tioga, Duluth, Minn.

Staff opening in major southwestern market (Dallas-Ft. Worth), for experienced
imaginative announcer. Basic top forty format. If your good and know it, send tapes
and resume. Openings will be available for
mid-day and afternoon drive times. Box
73T, BROADCASTING.
Midwest kilowatter has desirable opening
for a showmanship announcer. Must be
familiar with both modern and adult music,
be able to keep things moving with tight
production, sell on the air for advertisers,
help createtablishedbig
soundstation.
for progressive
esfull time
Excellent pay
for a top notch man; straight time and
temperature men need not apply. Box 85T,
BROADCASTING.
Immeniatenouncer in opening
for station.
fast moving
anTexas radio
Send tape
and background information first letter.
Box 90T, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer wanted by Illinois
kilowatt good music station for deejay work
plus news gathering and writing. Excellent
starting salary, many extra benefits for
mature man with proved ability. Personal
interview necessary. List age, experience,
educational, family status, detailed experience. Box 94T, BROADCASTING.

Wisconsin nouncer
station
5 kwGood
needsmusic
anwith firstgoing
phone.
operation top station in market. Send tape,
resume and photo to Don C. Writh, Manager, WNAM, Neenah, Wisconsin.
Morning man. Must have radio background.
1 kw wants adult sound for a booming
market. State experience and salary needed
in first reply. Would like applicants from
midwest region. Contact Tim Spencer, P.D.,
KJCK, Junction City, Kansas.
Young, single announcer with restricted
permit, capable
newsonlydelivery.
No
"personalities." Daytime
Showlow,
Arizona. Broadcast
schoolKVWM,
graduates
also
considered.
Announcer with first class ticket. WAMD,
Aberdeen, Maryland.
Wanted: staff announcer for fast-paced
good music,
CBS affiliate.
SendRadio,
tape, Fort
picture and resume
to WANE,
Wayne, Indiana. No phone calls please 1
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Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

Announcers

Announcers

Production — Programming, Others

Expanding staff! Minimum $100 per 40 hour
week to start. Need good announcer with
first ticket
no No.
maintenance.
band,market
modern fromat.
1 in 2 Big
station
area. Permanent. Good future with growing station. Drifters need not apply. Send
tape, resume, WMHI, RT 5, Frederick,
Maryland.

Veteran-country & western d.J. Twelve
years in radio and television. Formerly
with WCKY in Cincinnati, Ohio. Dependable, experienced personality. Married, two
children, eration.
age Write
32.Jimmie
Will relocate
to good
opWilliams,
Okeana,
Ohio. Phone 736-3780 Hamilton, Ohio.

San Francisco — personality past commercial
manager, and presently program director
seeks change. 12 years experience in all
phases including management. Will take
$600 per.
get me out of "Frantic Frisco."
Box
59T, But
BROADCASTING.

Versatile. First phone. 6 years experience.
Newscaster, good music, jazz, classical,
straight announcing. Tight board. Timing.
Dependable
CASTING. family man. Box 16T, BROAD-

Here's what the doctor ordered — a climate
change seasoned announcer, music director
wants quality position in southwest or far
west. College graduate; 13 years experience
with major market midwestern good music
station. Box 88T, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Technical
Chief engineer 1 kw southern New York
state. Good salary. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Need engineer-announcer. Start 1963 right.
Leading 5 kw. Modified top format. First
ticket not necessary. Engineering knowledge
essential. Engineering knowledge essential.
Must maintain new RCA equipment. Adult
voice. No beginners. $750 minimum. Air
mail complete qualifications, references,
tape.
Alaska. KHAR, Pouch 7-016, Anchorage,
Quality network group a.m. needs chief.
CP soon. Box 81T, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Experienced production manager for medium market midwest station. Excellent opportunity for man knowing production
techniques and able to supervise staff. Interested in good, sharp sound. Send complete resume with photo together with
minimum
salary. Box 14T, BROADCASTING.
Production — copy man or woman, clever
with tape, and strong copy, with good
voice for California medium market. ComING. plete details to Box 12T, BROADCASTNews director-single station market-mobile equipment. Midwest location. Must be
experienced. Send resume. Qualified applicants will be contacted for personal titer view. State starting salary expected.
Box 13T, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman. Radio TV combination must do on air and won photo
work. Rocky Mountain area. Salary open.
Write Box 18T, BROADCASTING, giving
a complete resume of your experience,
picture, salary expectations, etc.
Newsman to take charge local news operaation. No rip and run man. Must be competent writer and reporter with experience. $125 per week. Permanent position
with security at middle atlantic station.
Box 29T, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-first phone. Announce English
or Spanish. 25 years old with excellent
potential. Box 63T, BROADCASTING.
First phone dj: Top 40 and/or c&w. Sober,
family man, excellent audience rating, sales,
news, farm, metropolitan, some maintenance. Also have $10,000 to invest in staING. tion. Want to sell? Box 67T, BROADCASTWhose that warm relaxed personable guy,
looking for decent music station? Why that
little
ole announcer is me! Box 72R, BROADCASTING.
Young experienced d-j looking for permanent position in full time top forty station.
Prefer medium market in west or southwest. $80 per week minimum. Presently employed. Un-edited air check and resume on
request. Box 74T, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Married. Trained
voice, smooth delivery for quality station in
Michigan,
Ohio or Indiana. Box 75T,
BROADCASTING.
Disc-jockey, first phone, experience, can
swing sweet or solid, witty, young, presently
employed,
run tight
show, air check available. Box 78T,
BROADCASTING.
Bright happy dj. Announcer. Bright happy
sound. Good newsman. Want to settle and
will relocate. Air salesman and control
board operator. Not a prima dona. Box 79T,
BROADCASTING.
Air personality now working adult programmedSome
formula TV.
operation
major
southwest market.
Versatile,
dedicated.
Excellent broadcast history, references. A
real pro. Consider midwest only. Box 87T,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, thoritative
dj, news,
pleasant
tight board,
auwants steady
job. Box
92T, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, experienced, tight board.
Pleasing personality, relocate southwest
Rocky mountain area. Age 24, married. Box
96T, BROADCASTING.

Here! Ifanyou're
a General Manager
. .
Neither
Alice-sit-by-the-fire
nor a .Paul
Pry, heed these words: We are two guys
given toin doing
stuff; by
taking
onelunger
a top good
50 market
the athroat,
and wrenching the devil from sixth in a
four-station lash-up to number one in jigtime.
Mayhapbut can
same one,
for wrapped
you. Won'tin
send tape,
will dobring
plain tionbrown
paper,
upon
receipt
of invitato lunch, etc. Boss jerkin bulging
with
fat hoppers. Turning to hide wry smiles,
we remain pretty quick little green bugs.
Box 97T, BROADCASTING.
Radio journalist. Employed currently at top
rated million r.narket operation; writing,
edifying, airing news. Background includes
editing publications; considered outstanding
writer. Universitv graduate; mature. Box
98T, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Announcers
Top announcer, with interest in directing,
to take over
variedAnduties
as assistant
production manager.
excellent
opportunity
in a top market for an experienced anproduction
Send resume,nouncer
photowithand
tape, toabilities.
R. H. Anderson,
Operations Director, KVOS-TV, Beliingham, Washington.
Combination announcer-newsman-traffic for
FM station. Opportunity to work into
TV. Commercial radio or solid educational
training prerequisite. Medium mid-west
market. Please send tape, picture, references, expected salary. Box 918R, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Immediate opening for experienced engineerance.
for tvWritestudio
operation
and maintenor phone
(423-2440)
Roger
Sawyer, KGLO-TV, Mason City, Iowa.
Production — Programming, Others
Promotion assistant with eastern medium
market station, group owned. Some radio
and TV experience preferred. Write in
confidence. Box 21T, BROADCASTING.

Illinois. Up to $110 for experienced local
newsman. Rush resume and tape. Box 45T,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer with first phone desires midwest
location if possible. News, commercials, dj,
shows. Box 104T, BROADCASTING.

Experienced male tv copywriter to head
continuity department. Must be top quality
and hard worker. Progressive television
station
in heart ofplace
Minnesota's
. . . wonderful
to live.vacationland
Great opportunity for right man. Prefer resident of
upper
midwest.
Write
Box
57R,
BROADCASTING.

First phone, announcer, some sales and
management experience. Willing to relocate
. . . top earnings so far, $100.00 per week.
F. C. Morgan, 8O6V2 West Second, Pratt,
Kansas.
Production — Programming, Others

Program manager needed in three station
all V market In the North Central part
of the country. The man needed must have
production and programming experience,
be community minded with a thorough
understanding
of thestation.
operations
of a salary
commercial television
Starting
$8,000 sumetoto Box
$9,000.27R,Please
send
complete
reBROADCASTING.

Experienced newsman for gathering, delivering local news. Good voice and language mastery essential. Send tape, resume, writing samples, salary requirements. Position available about January
15th. WSOY, Decatur, Illinois.

Audience development! Program director,
fourteen years. Small, medium and major
markets. Available now on consulting or
permanent basis. 60% audience Increase
for Boston: References. Box 924R, BROADCASTING.

Help wanted TV continuity writer, man or
woman. Prefer radio, TV or agency experience. Opportunity for advancement,
with southwest NBC TV affiliate. Box 33T,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

For Sale— (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others

Equipment
For Sale: One slightly used Seaburg 200
blond wood on metal stand with SBCU-1
broadcast control unit, $400. One RCA type
73B professional disc recorder, make offer.
Two slightly used Gates ST-101 spot tape
machines, both for $790. Frank C. Carman,
KLUB, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Largest southwest market VHF seeks male
host for daily interview variety program.
Must be personable, glib and have ability to
conduct interesting, intelligent interview.
We will build the right man into the top
TV personality in the market. Rush full
resume and VTR or SOF to Box 102T,
BROADCASTING.
Graduate assistants for teaching and radio
television station production. School of
Speech, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
A TV Sales Manager should have a proven
record in working with national reps and
local sales staffs: should be a trained capable administrator, with top management
background; should sell creatively and aggressively, inspiring others to do the same;
should understand from inside experience
how
agencyemployed
buys arein made.
qualified;
presently
major I'm
market;
under 40. Outstanding
references
will verify
successful broadcasting-advertising career.
Mutual
confidence imperative. Box 35T,
BROADCASTING.
Presently general sales manager VHF station in top 30 market group. Eleven years
experience in television covering national
regional, local sales, broker contacts. Best
industry
can
build references.
sales for you.Married.
Box 89T,Mid-30's.
BROAD- I
CASTING.

One RCA BTF-10B 10 kilowatt fm transmitter. $6500. Box 972R, BROADCASTING.
Gates MO 2639 modulation monitor NEW
$275. Jones-micromatch directional coupler
3ya line, new $100. Calbest multiplex monitor $200. Frequency meter 85-1000 mc $100.
REL fm frequency modulation monitor $450.
1%"
coax Andrew 561 $1 per foot. Box 65T,
BROADCASTING.
3 kw Western Electric 504B fm transmitter.
Operating condition. Sacrifice. Make offer.
Box 99T, BROADCASTING.
WANTED

TO BUY

INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elklns Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Elklns training now in New Orleans for FCC
First Class License in 6 weeks. Nationally
knowntoryfor
top quality
laboraInstructions.
Elkins theory
Radio and
School,
333
Saint Charles, New Orleans, Louisiana.
San Francisco's Chris Borden School of
Modern Radio Technique. Graduates all
over the country. 1st phone, DJ instruction,
placement. Free illustrated brochure. 259
Geary St.
"Are you cold?" Do you need a first phone?
Sunny Florida, gulf beaches and an F.C.C.
first phone
(5) five9thweeks
"Guaranteed."
Next
class in
January
in beautiful
Sarasota, Florida. Living quarters provided.
Latest teaching methods. Connected with
modern 1000 watt commercial station. 9585954 . . . 3044 Bay Street.

Equipment
Usedequivalent.
RCA sideband
or
Good analyzer
condition. model
ContactBW-5B
Bob
Ottmann, KBLL-TV, Helena, Montana.

Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results.
Day and
ance.evening
Announcer classes.
TrainingPlacement
Studios, assist25 W.
43rd, N. Y. OX 5-9245.

Wanted: 400 foot tower for am. KZUN,
4-2400.
Box 123, Spokane 66, Washington, WAlnut

Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.

Technical

50 kw transmitter. Good condition. Other
pertinent equipment considered. Box 50T,
BROADCASTING.

Capable supervisor seeking permanent position with a future. Nine years experience
all phases tv. Excellent references, proven
ability. Box 91T, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, used UHF equipment, including
transmitters and antennae, for Channels 16
and 27. Advise price and availabilities. Box
101T, BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others

GE fm frequency modulation monitor. Box
64T, BROADCASTING.

Versatile tv broadcaster, major market history in programming, production, announcing. Rich adult radio background also. Excellent references. Currently employed.
Seek permanent position in tv, radio or
combination
CASTING. in midwest. Box 93T, BROAD-

Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Altanta,
Georgia.

Miscellaneous

Since 1946. Original course for FCC first
phonehours
operator
license and
in six
Over
420
instruction
overweeks.
200 hours
guided discussion at school. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for class starting
Januaryences9,and April
24. For Information,
refer-B.
reservations,
write William
Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Ave., Burbank,
California.

Canadian: Ambitious, experienced tv producer-director seeks challenging opportunity
with progressive tv station or ad agency.
Good background in commercial production.
Box 95T, BROADCASTING.
Childrens comedian: Interested in developing to children's
show and
in major
tv market.
Highest
professional
character
references. Pics and brochure available. Box
105T, BROADCASTING.

Commercial productions. Top announcers.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Special $3.50, $4 for
$10.00. 270 N. Crest Chattanooga, Tennessee.
30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical
laugh service featuring deejay comment,
introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy
Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.

Jobs waiting for first phone men. Six weeks
gets you erating
license
In only
op5kw station.
One school
price with
Includes
everything, even room and board. American
Academy of Electronics, 303 St. Francis
St.. Mobile, Ala.

"Deejay
file."Complete
Quotes, kickers,
record
info, hints.
program liners,
package
for
deejays
and
P.D.'s.
$10.50.
Del
Mar
Features, P. O. Box 61, Corona Del Radio
Mar,
California.

Since voted
1937 exclusively
Hollywood's
oldest
deand school
Telecommunications. to
GraduatesRadio
on more
than
1000
stations. Ratio of jobs to graduates approximately six to one. Day and night classes.
Write for 40 page brochure and Graduate
placement list. Don Martin School of Radio
and Television Arts & Sciences, 1653 North
Cherokee, Hollywood, California.

Equipment

Religious time now available. Reasonable,
W-RIP, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Employment Service

Am, fm, tT equipment including transmitters, orthicons, iconoscopes, audio, monitors, cameras. Electrofind, 440 Columbus
Ave.. N.T.C.

INSTRUCTIONS

Xmlsslon Line; Teflon insulated, 1%" rigid,
51.5 Ohm flanged with bullets and all hardware. New— unused. 20 foot length for
$40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle
Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Templebar 2-3527.

FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle. Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics. 1505 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood 27. California.

For Sale
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DO YOU NEED US?
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MA|OR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application NOW
BROADCAST
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
4825 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis 17, Minn.
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

RADIO

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Help Wanted — Technical

piiiiNiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
| Unusual circumstances make ma| jority interest in long-established
| fulltime Class IV network radio
| station located in growing city in
| midsouth state available for im| mediate investment of $30,000
| cash. Profits for November ex| ceeded $1900 and business is
| steadily increasing. Deal avail| able only to experienced broad| casters and must provide for
1 present owners to retain minority
| and operate, however, a compeI tent time salesman can gain em| ployment in addition to control.
| If interested write Box 68T,
| Broadcasting, give full details
I about yourself. Principals will
| contact you if you check out all
1 right.

PROJECT ENGINEER
for NETWORK
BROADCASTING
We have an opening in our Engineering Dept. for a professional engineer experienced
in RF systems design. Candidate should possess an Electrical Engineering degree, have
several years experience in broadcast engineering, be familiar with FCC procedures and
have an interest in performing systems design work in NEW YORK CITY.
We Offer: Good starting salary, comprehensive benefits program including stock purchase
plan, and an excellent opportunity to advance in this expanding operation.
Please submit resume in complete confidence to :
J. M. Carter, Personnel Dept.
CBS
485 Madison Avenue
New York 22, New York
Sales

MOVE

Production — Programming, Others
iiiiiBiiiiBiimiaiimiiiiBiiiiBiimiimiiiiHiiiii

UP!!

We're a big station in a major market
and what we say makes lots of dollar
sense to a solid salesman.
If you are interested, reach us fast
with a resume.
Box 7 IT, BROADCASTING

SITUATIONS

WANTED

Production — Programming, Others
IN THE EAST
SOONER THE WEST!!
Now heading own jingle production company in
large Eastern city — many nationwide credits.
Local & network TV-radio, recording personality.
Art school-college graduate. Veteran (vocal
soloist,
Band, Washington, D.C.
ASOAP Army
member-cartoonist-strong
on '53-'56)
creative
and media applications. To move west will
reroute career to join TV or Radio station.
Production Company or Broad Ad Agency offering best challenge to combine these valuable
assets. Married, family man, age 30. Complete
resume in confidence upon request.
Box 66T. BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales

PRIME AVAILABILITY FOR
EXPERIENCED, AGGRESSIVE,
ENTHUSIASTIC
TIME SALESMAN!!!!
Excellent opportunity for advancement in group operation.
Major Midwest Market.
Box 70T, BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

1

For Sale Stations

OPPORTUNITY FOR
EXPERIENCED ARTIST
opportunity for experienced creative
television artist in major central east
coast market. Must be accomplished two
dimensional artist in all respects. Three
dimensional design and construction experience desrable, but not essential. Job
offers maximum artistic freedom.
Box 69T BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
5 Itw OAK DUMONT U.H.F. T.V.
STATION CH. NO. 27
WITH COMPLETE STUDIO EQUIP.
LESS CAMERAS.
WILL ENTERTAIN TERMS.
MILEX

ELECTRONICS

460 Jericho Turnpike
TELEVISION

Situations Wanted

Mineola, New York
Phone: Pioneer 7-3302

Production — Programming, Others
TOP TEN MARKET
Radio-TV
sportscaster, desires
sports directionship of major
market radio-tv combination.
Randy Hall, Pittsburgh
EMerson 1-3924
For Best Results
INSTRUCTIONS
gMaHiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiniiiit[]«HniuiiiuiiiiiiiHiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiMi|
I
"Since 1947"
j
I
RADIO-TV ANNOUNCING §
|
COURSES
j
|
ENGINEER & 1st FONE
1
I
COURSES
§
C Guarantied Placement Service. Attention =
S Managers:
A few Outstanding An- H
5 nouncerB now available for radio-tv. 5
| KEEGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 1
I
"Since 1947"
§
H
207 Madison, Memphis, Tenn. |
!Tiiit]iHiiiiiiiu[iiiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiii^

You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED

AD

in
wrem broadcasting
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Continued from page 61
boldt
Inc.,(each
to Earl
Madray
Robert Bcstrs.
P. Price
50%),J. tr/as
M &andP
Radio Bcstg. Corp. Consideration $95,000.
Ann. Dec. 26.
KCHS Truth or Consequences, N. Mex. —
Seeks assignment of license from William
D. Hafer (100%) to Rex A. Tynes (100%).
Consideration $11,140; Mr. Hafer is selling
to Mr. Tynes, from whom he bought station, because of inability to meet payments;
above consideration is assumption of debt.
Ann. Dec. 26.
Wash.J.— Hunter
Seeks assignment
of KMO
licenseTacoma,
from Dana
(37.5%), J.
Archie & Clara H. Morton (each 25%) and
Charles H. Hunter (12.5%), d/b as Tacoma
Radio Corp., to Broadcast House Inc., wholly
owned wardbyA. Wheeler
Leonard (32%),
V. Dayton
EdJane (46.2%),
A. Dayton
(17.4%) and Leslie H. Vogel & Marvin Metge
(each 2.2%), tr/as North Shore Bcstg. Die.
Consideration $254,000. Applicant owns
WEAW-AM-FM
Evanston, 111. Ann. Dec.
20.

■ Hearing
Examiner
Chester looking
F. Naumowicz
Jr. issued
initial decision
toward granting application of Birch Bay
Bcstg. Inc. to change facilities of KARI
Blaine, Wash., on 550 kc from 500 w, D, to
1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS, DA-2; conditioned that
pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities
precluded
14419. Actionpending
Dec. 21.final decision in Doc.

Hearing cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman issued initial decision looking toward granting applications of Asbury Park Press Inc.
(WJLK), Asbury Park, N. J., and City of
Camdencrease(WCAM),
N. J„from
to 250
indaytime powerCamden,
of stations
w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1310 kc,
250 w-N, with WJLK using DA-D; conditions and pre-sunrise operations with dayfacilities14419.
precluded
siontimein Doc.
Actionpending
Dec. 21.final deci-

Routine roundup
ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
Largo, Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding in Docs.
12445-12450,
(1) denied
Floridaof
Gulfcoast Bcstrs.
Inc. tomotion
strike bynotice
appearance of Bay Area Telecasting Corp.,
(2) granted
motion issues,
by WTSP-TV
extent
of clarifying
and (3) Inc.
deniedto
Bay Area's
petition
for
enlargement
of issues. Action Dec. 20.
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
proceeding on application of Avoyelles
Bcstg. Corp. for new am in New Roads, La.,
granted
by Avoyelles
partialto
waiver ofpetition
Sec. 1.362
(b) (1) offorrules
extent that publication of notice of designation was not accomplished immediately following release of commission's order speciDec. 19.fying time and place of hearing. Action
■ By memorandum opinion & order in
consolidated am proceeding in Docs. 14617
et al., (1) granted petition by Radio Station WRSA Inc. for review of Examiner's
rulingtion todenying
leave toplan
amend
its applicasubmit revised
for financing
its
proposed new am in Troy, N. Y., and (2)
reopened record, accepted amendment and
gave applicant opportunity to offer proof in

For Sale — (Cont'd)
Stations

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
STATIONS FOR SALE
BEST HOLIDAY
WISHES TO ALL!
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif. HO 4-7279

To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact.
PATT Mcdonald co.
P. O. BOX 9266 - CL 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
29%
terms
50%

daytime
single
small
78M
fulltime
medium
150M
fulltime
medium
125M
185M
metro
$28M
power
daytime
metro
200M
daytime
54M
and others:
50M
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
Fla.
Ariz.
Fla.
N.C.
Pa.
Fla.

Miscellaneous

100 STATIONS WERE NOT FOOLED!!
"You can fool some of the people . . ." Almost 100 radio stations now
subscribe to the QUICKES SERVICE, America's fastest growing joke
service, exclusively for RADIO. Every "quickie" does not appeal to everybody, but MOST STATIONS report about 95% use (some services produce
only about 5% useable material.) You receive 54 jokes per week, 234
jokes per month. EXCLUSIVE in your city. Mailed weekly ... no
contract commitment.
COST, $6.50 per month
QUICKES SERVICE
285 Hillsboro
Orangeburg, South Carolina

66 (FOR THE RECORD)

accordance
tion Dec. 19.with amended application. AcACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■
Granted
petition
Teleradio Inc. for dismissalby ofTidewater
its application
for assignment of licenses of WAVY AMTV Portsmouth, Va., but dismissed application with
ceeding.prejudice
Action Dec. 19.and terminated pro■ Granted petition by H & M Bcstg. Co.
for dismissal of its application for new am
in Lincoln, Nebr., but dismissed application
with prejudice and retained in hearing
status remaining applications in consolidated proceeding. Action Dec. 19.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ On own
and reaffirmedmotion,
earlier Dec.reconsidered
18 action granting
petition
by
Tri-City
Bcstg.
Co.
for
leave
amend its application for new am in Belpre,to
Ohio, to reflect current financial data, In
light of opposition, which Examiner had inadvertently overlooked, by The Radiocasters, applicant
Action
Dec. 18.for new am in Marietta, Ohio.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Dec. 21
WCKR-FM Miami, Fla. — Granted license
covering increase in ERP, change ant.
height, installation new ant., change in
studio and trans, location with remote control permitted.
WHEY Millington, Tenn. — Granted mod. of
licensemotetocontrolchange
location and repoint; studio
condition.
WUHF
(TV)
Milwaukee,
Wis.—
Granted
cp
to change ERP to 256 kw DA, vis.,
128 kw
DA,
ture. aur., and make change in ant. strucWOKS
Granted
cp to and
Install old Columbus,
main trans,Ga.as— aux.
daytime
alternate
main
nighttime
trans,
at
main
trans, site.
KLEA Lovington, N. Mex. — Granted cp to
move ant. -trans, and studio location, and
make changes in ground system.
WMSJ Sylva, N ,C. — Granted cp to change
ant. -trans,
remote control permitted; location;
condition.
KMVS Sierra Vista, Ariz. — Granted cp to
replace expired permit for new am.
WWBD Bamberg, S. C— Granted cp to
make changes in ground system and change
ant. -trans, and studio location.
WSAN
Pa. — Granted cp to install newAllentown,
trans.
KSVPstall auxArtesia,
N.
Mex—
ant. and trans. Granted cp to inKKGN Las Vegas, Nev. — Granted mod. of
cp
to change
ant. -trans,
studio
locations
and make
changesandin main
ant. system;
antenna height 41 ft.
WVOR
Rochester,
Granted
mod.
of cp(FM)
to increase
ERP N.
to 50Y. —kw.
KWNS Pratt, Kans. — Granted mod. of cp
to make changes in daytime DA pattern.
WHTC Holland, Mich.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in ant. system; condition.
WCKR-AM-FM
newal of licenses. Miami, Fla.— Granted re■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for
following
KBLA Wis.;
Burbank,
Calif.;
WFAW stations:
Ft. Atkinson,
WTOD
Toledo,
Ohio,
and
change
ant.
system.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: KWNS
Pratt, Kans., to April 3, 1963: WTOD Toledo,
Ohio, to March 25, 1963; WVOR Rochester,
N. Y., to May 1, 1963.
■ Following
granted
authority to remainstations
silent were
for periods
shown:
KCAL-FM Redlands, Calif., for period end15, 1963;
Tex., ingforMarchperiod
endingKMOD-FM
February Midland.
28, 1963;
and WZRH Zephyrhills, Fla., to operate
sign-off 8 p.m. EST for period ending March
31, 1963.
Actions of Dec. 20
WGLD
Chardon,
Ohio —studio
Grantedlocation.
license for
am station and specify
WBLT
Bedford,
Va.
—
Granted
cp to install new trans.
KAAB Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted cp to
make changes in presently licensed aux.
trans, and install as main trans.; condition.
WONN Lakeland, Fla. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
■ Granted
authority
stations to remain
silent forforfollowing
periods am
shown:
WRBB Tarpon Springs, Fla., for period
ending March 3, 1963: WSFR Sanford, Fla.,
for period ending March 3, 1963; KENE
Toppenish, Wash., for period ending March
BROADCASTING, December 31, 1962

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Dec. 26
CPS
ON AIR
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
123
3,742
59
142
1,042
36
511
65
76
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
for new stations
160
124

RR'1

Compiled by BROADCASTING, Dec. 26
21
VHF
UHF
90
Commercial
486
Non-Commercial 47
COMMERCIAL

TV
TOTAL
576

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Nov. 30
FM
AM
3,741
122
61
295
204
3,924

Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications from new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

499
331
57
388
1
1

40
1,038
138
13
148
1,216
161
97
3
100
0
4

TV
512
74
659
66
49
59
108
43
9
52
1
1

1 Includes 3 stations operating on unreserved channels.

31, 1963; KNEL Brady, Tex., for period
ending March 20, 1963.
■ Granted licenses for following vhf tv
translator stations: K10CP, Quinault Tv
Inc., Quinault, Wash.; K08DL. K10EK,
K12DO, Translator Tv Unlimited Inc., Westport, Grayland, Ocosta, Ocean Shores and
Ocean City, Copalis, and Pacific Beach,
Wash.; K08DZ, Keyes Tv Assn., Keyes,
Sturgis Area and US Bureau of Mines
Helium Plant, Okla.; K04CD, Adel Tv Inc.,
Adel, Oreg.; K05BQ, Wildhorse Farmers
T. V. Assn., Athena, Weston and Adams,
Oreg., and specify type trans.; K05AQ,
K11CG, East Linn Community Telecasters
Inc.. Sv/eet Home, Oreg.; K12BK, Farmers
T. V. Assn., Worland, Wyo., and specify
type trans.; K13EM, City of Yuma, Yuma,
Colo.; K07CV, K11DC, K13DA, Wells &
Wade Fruit Co., Azwell, Wash.; K03BG,
K07EF, Tunnel
T. V.Chelan
Assn. Butte,
Farming Wash.;
community SSW of
K07DG, K08CY, K08CX, K09DG, K10DL,
K10DM, K11DM, K12CV. K12CX, Omak and
Okanogan and Tunk Valley and Pine Creek
area, Riverside, Tonasket, Wash.; K09AJ,
Pondosa Tv Club, Medical Springs, Oreg.;
K07CZ, K09DA, K11DG, Laurier T.V. Club,
Laurier, Wash.; K04BV, Kenneth O. Ray,
Tierral-Deb-Mar & Sandlake, Oreg.; K06BX,
R.V.T.V. Repeater Assn., Round Valley,
Ariz.; W07AD. Edward L. Hughes, Manchester, Ky.; K02BY, Minersville Tv Committee, Minersville, Utah; K09DI, K11DN,
K13DH, Lyman T. V. Assn., Little America,
Lyman and Mt. View, Lontree, Wyo.;
K02AV, Washington County Tv Dept., St.
George, Utah; K13BW, Utah Construction
& Mining Co., Lucky McCampsite, Wyo.;
K06CJ, K09EB, K11EH, K13DX, Juab County, Eureka and Mammoth, Utah; K08BN,
K13CA, Washington County Tv Dept., St.
George, Utah, and for uhf tv translator
K74BP, Columbia Empire Bcstg. Corp.,
Prosser-Whitstran, Wash.
Actions of Dec. 19
WNLC New London, Conn. — Granted increased daytime power on 1510 kc, DA-2,
from 5 kw to 10 kw, continued nighttime
operation with 5 kw, and make changes in
DA pattern; conditions.
KAPA Raymond, Wash. — Granted increase
in daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
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install new trans., continued operation on
1340 kc, SH; conditions.
WEBJ Brewton, Ala. — Granted increase in
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1240 kc. SH; conditions.
WSLM Salem, Ind. — Granted increased
power on 1220 kc, D, from 1 kw to 5 kw;
and install new trans. DA-D; conditions.
WMAY Springfield, 111.— Granted licenses
to use old main trans, at present main
trans, site as alternate main trans.; and
covering changes in DA-D pattern.
WMRN-FM Marion, Ohio— Granted cp to
install new type trans, and make changes
in ant.-system; conditions.
WMT-FM
Rapids,
mod.
of cp toCedar
increase
ERP Iowa—
to 32 Granted
kw and
ant. height to 540 ft.
KSEK Pittsburg, Kan.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KYFM (FM) Oklahoma City, Okla.—
Granted mod. of cp to change studio and
remote control location; change type ant.
and type
remote control permitted
from
new trans.;
site.
*WAIQ (TV) Montgomery, Ala.— Granted
extension
of completion date to Feb. 15,
1963.
■ Granted licenses for following vhf tv
translator stations: K10AT, K13BC, Circle
Tv Booster Club Inc., Circle, Mont.; K07BM,
Boulder Tv Assn., Boulder, Mont.; K10AS,
K13BD, Sweetgrass Tv Club, Big Timber,
Mont.; K11EK, Stacey Tv Club, Volborg,
Mont.; K10AX, K13BE, Harlowton T. V.
Assn., Harlowton, Mont.; K08BG, K10AF,
Troy Non Profit Tv Assn., Troy, Mont.;
K12BO, Glasgow T. V. Club Inc., Glasgow,
Mont.; K09BG, Basin Tv Assn., Basin,
Mont.; K06CU, K09EP, K11EV, Zuni Translator Co., Grants and Milan, N. Mex.;
K09DF, K11DL, Juliaetta T. V. Assn., Juliaetta, Idaho; K12DE, White River Tv District, Lund and Preston, Nev.; K09EJ, Powderville Tv Assn., Powderville, Mont.;
K05AH, Hot Springs Community Tv Inc.,
Hot Springs, Mont., and specify type trans.;
K11EM, Pinkham Mountain T. V. Club.,
Glen Lake area, Mont.; K10AU, Garfield
Tv Club, Jordan, Mont.; K07EK, Sheep
Mountain Tv Club, Terry, Rock Springs,
Cohagen, Mont.; K10DB, North Country Tv
Club, Opheim and Glentana, Mont.; K10DX,
Conrad T. V. Club, Conrad, Mont.; K08DU,
K13EG, Riverside Tv Inc., Ahsohka, Idaho;

K07AH, Rex M. Shirts, Hailey, Idaho;
K11DV, Upper Rosebud Tv Club, Upper
Rosebud,
B. Williamson, Belt,Mont.;
Mont.; K07AB,
K09DO, Bert
Jicarilla
Apache
Tribe, Dulce, N. Mex.; K13CW, Sharon
Springs C. of C. Inc., Sharon Springs, Kans.;
K07AA, Village of Center, Center, Nebr.;
K13AQ, City of Atkinson, Nebr., Atkinson,
Nebr.; K13CZ, Kenneth Marcy, Scott City,
Kans.; K08CA, S. B. Tv Booster Station,
Syracuse, Kans.; K07AE, Clyde Community
Tv, Clyde, Kans.; K08AD, K11AJ, City of
Clav Center, Clay Center, Kans.; K12AO,
K07BF, City of Valentine, Valentine, Nebr.;
K13CM, Village of Niobrara. Niobrara,
Nebr.; K08CK, K02CC, City of Ord. Ord,
Nebr.; K03AD, K13AD, W.N.F. Tv, Potter
and Dix, Nebr.; K12AP, Venango Lions
Club, Venango, Nebr.; K02AZ, Gordon T. V.
Booster Club, Gordon, Nebr.; K07EO, Village
of Taylor, Taylor, Nebr., and specify type
trans.; K08DV, Village of Orchard, Orchard,
Nebr.;
K13EH, City of Ainsworth, Ainsworth, Nebr.
■ Granted cps to replace expired permits
for following vhf tv translator stations:
K08DO, K10DZ, K13DZ, Clifton City Corp.,
Clifton, Idaho; K11CN, K07CM, Lincoln
County Tv District No. 1, Caliente, Nev.;
K13EE, Bison Commercial Club, Bison, S.
Dak.
Action of Dec. 18
Barton Tv Translators Inc., Barton, Md. —
Granted
vhf tv translator
tion on cp
ch. for11 new
to translate
programs sta-of
WTAE (ch. 4) Pittsburgh, Pa.
Action of Dec. 17
WSER Elkton, Md. — Granted extension of
completion date to June 1, 1963.
Rulemaking
PETITION
68l FOR RULEMAKING FILED
Ohio Educational Tv Network Commission
—Requests amendment of Sec. 3.606 of rules
to provide additional uhf tv channels in
Ohio by making following proposed changes
in table of assignments: Ansonia from none
to *82; Ashtabula from 15 to *15; Athens
from *20, 62— to *20; Bellefontaine from
63 to *63; Bryan from none to *53; Cambridge from 26 to *26; Chillicothe from 56—
to *56+; Cincinnati from 5 — , 9, 12, *48— ,
74_ to 5— , 9, 12, *48 — , *74 — ; Columbus
from 4—, 6+, 10+, *34, 40— to 4—, 6+, 10+,
*34, *40 — ; Coshocton from none to *60— ;
Findlay from 53 to none; Hillsboro from
none to *75; Lima from 35—, 73 to 35—, *41,
73;
to 36+, from
*81; Marietta
fromMansfield
none tofrom
*62 —36+
; Marion
17 — to
♦17—; Newark from *28— , 60— to *28:
Portsmouth from 30 to *30; Sandusky from
424- to 42+, *75; Springfield from 52 — , 76
to *52— , 76; Steubenville from 51+ to *51+;
Woodsfield from none to *68; Youngstown
from 21—, 27, 33, 73— to 21—, 27, 33, *73— ;
Zanesville Dec.
from14. 18—, 50+ to 18—, *50+.
Received
Processing line
In accordance
with commission's
of ■ Dec.
17, 1962, granting
waiver ofaction
Sec.
1.354(c)
allowing
belowdescribed
application to be placed at top of processing
line,
notice is hereby given that on Jan. 28,
1963,
application:
Bismarck-Mandan, N.following
D., Capital
Bcstg. Inc.,
Req: 1270kc,
250w, lkw-LS, unl. will be considered as
ready and available for processing, and
that pursuant to Sec. 1.106 (b) (1) and Sec.
1.361 (c) of commission's rules, application,
in order to be considered with this application or with any other application on file
by close of business on Jan. 25, 1963, which
involves conflict necessitating hearing with
this application,
must forbe filing
substantially
com-of
plete and tendered
at offices
commission
in
Washington,
D.
C,
by
whichever date is earlier: (a) close of business
on Jan.
1963,this
or application
(b) earlier effective
cutoff date 25,
which
or any other
conflicting application may have by virtue
of conflicts necessitating hearing with apprevious lists.
Commissionplications
hereby appearing
waiveson provisions
of interim
criteria to govern acceptance of standard
broadcast applications adopted May 10, 1962
to extent necessary to permit acceptance of
other applications specifying substantially
same facilities requested by Capital Broadcastingdesiring
Inc. Attention
of any party
in interest
to file pleadings
concerning
above application pursuant to Sec. 309 (dj
(1) of Communications Act of 1934. as
amended, is directed to Sec. 1.359 (i) of
commission's rules for provisions governing
time of filing and other requirements relating to such pleadings. Adopted Dec. 17.
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EARLE HAGEN's achievements in the
scoring of music for television are
many and varied. His musical cues and
themes, along with those of HERBERT
SPENCER, another prolific BMI composer who has collaborated with him
on many occasions, are a big factor in
the great success of these shows.
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OUR

RESPECTS

to Charles

Frederick

Home

Education is good for the country—and
business too
terest. This is aviation. In 1949, he
Charles F. Home, the president of built a receiving set himself.
Because he could and did he was one
was loaned by the Navy to the Civil
the Electronic Industries Assn., is an
Aeronautics Administration, where he
indefatigable businessman.
of
popular
on his
"deck"of served as acting director of the Federal
as the
he most
installed
linesmen
to the
rooms
One of his aides recalls the time Mr.
other middies.
Airways Div. In 1951 President TruHome spent a full week at Rochester,
man asked him to become CAA adAfter being graduated from the
N. Y., learning about what is now the
ministrator. He had to retire from the
Naval
Academy
in
1926,
Mr.
Home
electronics division of General DynamNavy to accept this position and served
ics Corp. Every day, after 12 hours
attended
the Navy's postgraduate
schoolat as head of the CAA until 1953.
in
communications
and electronics
on the job at the former StrombergWhen he became CAA administrator,
Carlson plant and when everyone was
Annapolis. In 1935 he received a masMr.
Home decided he ought to know
ter of science degree in communications
ready to slide into a dry martini, Mr.
more about his job. So he took flying
and electronics from Harvard.
Home returned to his hotel room,
lessons and became a licensed pilot.
picked up the phone and carried on for
His Navy career from pre-Pearl Haranother two hours with the staff at the
bor through World War II was all as He still flies and is president of the
Aero Club of Southern California.
a
line
officer: communications and
Pomona, Calif., division of General DyConvair Chief ■ Mr. Home joined
radar officer, Battleships, Pacific Fleet;
namics. Then he called it a day.
the Convair Div. of GDC in 1953 as
communications officer, Southern PaFor although it was 7 p.m. in Rochesmanager of the Pomona plant. He becific Area; communications and radar
ter, it was only 4 p.m. on the West
came avice president in 1957 and when
officer, Amphibious Forces, Pacific.
Coast and Mr. Home is not one to overGDC was reorganized in 1961 he was
From 1946 to 1948, Admiral Home
look apossibility of making time count.
tapped for his present positions. PoThis drive and tireless energy has was deputy chief, Naval Communicamona is involved primarily in guided
tions, in Washington. He was twice
brought to Mr. Home a unique distincmissile development and production for
decorated
with
the
combat
Legion
of
tion: he's the only executive of the Merit.
the Navy, the Army and the Marine
giant General Dynamics Corp. ($2 bilCorps. At
lion sales in 1961) who wears three
Birthday Soon ■ In three days, the electroni Rochester and San Diego,
cs division is heavy in milCharles Frederick Home will celebrate
hats: vice president of the parent comitary electronics.
his
57th
birthday.
He
was
born
in
pany and president of two divisions —
In his business dealings, and in his
General Dynamics/Pomona (guided mis- New York City Jan. 3, 1906. His job as president of
EIA to which he
father was a professor of English at was elected last May,
siles), and General Dynamics/ElectronMr. Home is
ics, with plants at Rochester, N. Y., and New York's City College.
strong on getting the right man for the
While at the Academy, Mr. Home
San Diego, Calif.
right job, and then giving him full rewas
active in tennis and swimming. He
There's one non-business activity that
sponsibility. He has a strong sense of
takes up a significant part of his time.
teamwork. This is reflected in his dealstill is active in those two sports. He's
Mr. Home is a founder and chairman
a regular participant in company-sponings with the 13 men who report diof the board of the Southern California
sored tennis tournaments, both in sinrectly to him. He runs what in Navy
Industry-Education Council. This group
gles and doubles. And, when he's home
parlance is called a "taut ship," but he's
in Pomona, he puts in 15-20 laps daily no
of businessmen and educators repremartinet. Business associates find
in his swimming pool.
sent Mr. Home's view that education
him fairminded. His EIA associates
is good for the country and good for
He has one other major outside in- find him an excellent chairman at board
business too.
meetings because he keeps the meeting
His interest in education finds its
hewed to the agenda, and has a flair
pragmatic keenness in the search for
for
more students in the sciences.
of agenially
meeting. summarizing the consensus
Science Education ■ To this end he
Mr. Home is a devoted family man.
is active in groups formed to encourage
At holiday seasons his Ganesha Hills
the study of the new technologies as
home is full of grandchildren, and Mr.
well as increase the prestige of the sciHome plays the proper pater familias,
ences. He's a member of the advisory
including leading songfests which he
board of the Los Angeles Science Cenconducts while plucking the strings of
ter, amember of the advisory commita
guitar. He married the former Evelyn
tee of the Space Museum, a member of
Tuttle in 1930. They have two chilthe education committee of the U. S.
dren, Charles F., now a Navy lieutenChamber of Commerce, and a member
ant commander, and Anne, now Mrs.
of the board of councilors, School of
Frederick B. Warder Jr. and a teacher.
Engineering, of the U. of Southern
Professionally, Mr. Home is a fellow
California.
of
the Institute of Radio Engineers
This interest stems not only from
(soon to be Institute of Electric & Elecbusiness self-interest. Mr. Home, who
tronic Engineers) and on its board of
officially and formally is Admiral
directors. He is West Coast adviser to
Home, USN (Ret.), was one of the
the Joint Technical Commission for
first Navy officers to be given an adAeronaut
ics, a director of the Armed
vanced course in communications and
Forces Communications & Electronics
electronics. His interest in communicaAssn. He's a member of a dozen busitions goes back to his Naval Academy
ness and social organizations.
days when he was one of the few midLast year he was chosen Southern
shipmen with a radio in his room.
Mr. Home
California's Management Man of the69
Year.
In those days (he's class of 1926),
Indefatigable businessman
a student could have a radio only if he
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EDITORIALS
Outlook:

1963

BUSINESS forecasting is a risky trade, but the available
evidence suggests that radio and television can both
look to 1963 with more confidence than was justified in
their approach to 1962.
If this sounds like praising with faint damns, think back.
There was a general air of promise a year ago, but many
stations were still running behind and not feeling very
confident about anything. And yet in 1962 business firmed
up and turned out considerably better than 196 1 's— better
even than some optimists had expected.
Business in both broadcast media is winding up the old
year on a sounder basis than existed a year ago and is
entering 1963 on a firmer footing, with fewer hiatuses in
national spot than was the case at the start of 1962. More
than that, a Broadcasting survey finds that national
advertisers, as a group, expect to spend more in 1963 than
in 1962 (Broadcasting, Dec. 17).
One of the controlling factors, of course, is the national
economy, whose outlook is regarded as satisfactory, at least.
Probably the most controlling influences of all — and certainly much more within the control of those directly involved— are the initiative and skill of the broadcasters,
the advertisers and the agencies.
Better selling, better programming, better campaign
strategies, better commercials — these are basic ingredients
for a happier and more prosperous 1963.
Equal space
ALTHOUGH competition between newspapers and broadcasters has been rigorous, even bitter, broadcasters
should have compassion for the printed media in these days
of crisis for many big city papers.
This should be so even though most newspapers have
gloated over the regulatory squeeze on radio and television
and have even egged on the regulators through studhorse headlines and editorial support.
The crippling strikes that have beset newspapers in New
York and Cleveland are only part of the story. Because
of high labor costs, and the undeniable competition of
both television and radio, the trend has been toward mergers
and failures of big city newspapers so that today there are
only 58 cities with competing dailies as against the 552 of
40 years ago. The burgeoning of suburban dailies also has
taken toll.
Newspapers are being hit on another front too. They are
not regarded as omnipotent by the Kennedy administration.
Greater reliance is placed upon radio and television. The
recent Conversation with the President hour is a manifestation of dependence upon broadcasting to get the whole story
to the people. The live pick-ups of the President's news
conferences opened the new era.
Broadcasters should be concerned because they are practitioners in journalism — a fact that many publishers still
refuse to recognize. All mass media are in the same boat:
what adversely affects one must have a bearing on the
freedom of all others.
Many publishers have argued that broadcasters cannot
justifiably claim the "freedom of the press" privilege because
that are licensed. Publishers have parroted the "scarcity"
arguments of the bureaucrats. The fact that there are
three times as many radio and tv stations on the air
(operating daily) as there are daily newspapers should
effectively answer the "scarcity" shibboleth.
As for licensing, publishers might consider the bill intro70

duced recently in the Massachusetts Legislature by Rep.
Martin H. Walsh, Democrat. It would prohibit publishers,
officers, columnists and other newspaper employes from
holding any interest in or engaging in any business "in
conflict with the proper discharge of his obligations toward
the public in supporting or commenting on the news."
Among other things, it would require each newspaper to
publish on Page 1 a list of advertisers who spend $10,000 in
a year and require a newspaper to post $50,000 as a guarantee of payment of libel settlement before commenting adversely or criticizing decisions or motives of any appointed
or elected official.
The kicker — borrowed from the FCC's "fairness" doctrine— would require newspapers to give "equal space" for
expression of views, policies and comments that disagree
with a newspaper's view.
Massachusetts newspapers shouted that the proposal is
"too absurd to rate serious rebuttal." We agree. But where
were these newspapers when the FCC told broadcast
stations that they must seek out opposing viewpoints and
thatAs they
must said
be "fair"?
we have
many times, newspapers have been shortsighted infailing to recognize that broadcasters are their first
line of defense in the fight to keep the mass media free.
The L in Y&R
AMONG agency people Young & Rubicam for many years
has enjoyed an image of unusual warmth and friendliness in addition to the efficiency and effectiveness that
distinguish all good agencies. This week the man largely
responsible for the image and its safe-keeping, Sigurd
Stanton Larmon, is retiring from day-to-day participation
in agency affairs.
The entire advertising business, not Young & Rubicam
alone, is lessened by Sig Larmon's departure. The whole
profession has benefited from the quiet but commanding
counsel and leadership and devotion which he has given
to it over almost four decades.
If advertising is smaller from his leaving, it is much
greater for his having been in it. As he begins his
retirement this Jan. 1, he is owed the gratitude of his
colleagues and their thankful wishes for a long succession
of happy new years.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Now there's something we don't see on television, J. P.
. . . A girdle in live action!"
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INC.
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Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota
KOB
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KOB
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
W-GTO

RADIO

Cypress Gardens, Florida

FOR

BLACK-and
WHITE

TV

RCA-7293A, 7295A and 8093A are but three of RCA's
broad family of Image Orthicons. For fast delivery of
these and others in the line, see your Authorized RCA
Distributor of Broadcast Tubes.
RCA
FIELD-MESH
IMAGE
ORTHIGONS
IMPROVED MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES
RCA-7293A, 7295A and 8093A Image Orthicons for blackand-white television now produce significant signal output and signal-to-noise improvements.
An approximate 90 per cent improvement in signal output and as much as a 30 per cent improvement in signalto-noise ratio can be attributed to improved manufacturing techniques. Each tube type also offers improvements
in fine detail response, background quality and reduced
microphonics.

RCA's Family of 3" Diameter Image Orthicons for Blackand-White TV programming includes:
RCA-5820A— Exceptional all purpose type for studio and
remote telecasting; features extremely uniform and reliable performance due to very tight quality-control
standards.
RCA-7293A— Field mesh type utilizing special anti-ghost
design; recognized for its reduced edge effects and
corner focus features.
RCA-8093A— Field mesh, anti-ghost type with wide dynamic range and high signal-to-noise ratio, making it
ideal for tape recording with TV cameras designed for
3-inch diameter image orthicons.
RCA-4401V1— Sensitive, high-performance tube for lowlight-level broadcast quality black-and-white pickup
where scene illumination is less than 10 footcandles and
depth of focus conditions require operating the lens at
f/8 or higher.
FOR FAST SERVICE ON THESE TYPES
CALL YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR OF BROADCAST TUBES
RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION. HARRISON, N.J.
The Most Trusted Name in Television

